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A. W.*

A. W, H.*

Anna f. I^ai^es, Pii.D. (

Lecturer in (iormanic Philology at Newnham College, Cambridge. Formerly-!
Fellow of Newnham College. Author of A Fourteenth Century Biblical Version

;
A'c. I

Algernon C harles Swinburne. /
Se{‘ biographical article; Swinhurnh, Algernon C. \

Albert Frederick Pollard, M.A., F.R.Hist.Soc. /

f*rofe.s.sor of English Hi.story in the Ihiiversity of London. Fellow of All Sonls’
j

College, Oxford, .\ssistajit Editor of the Dictionarv of National Biography

^

1893-^'

ipoi. ^Lothian prizeman (Oxford), 1892; Arnold prizeman, 1898. Author of
|

i.ngland under the Protector Somei'>et \
Henry 17/7 .; Life of Thomas Cranmer] i5i:c. \

Rev. Alexander Gordon, M.A, f «
Lectiu’er on Church History in the X^niversity of Manchester. \

neza.

Sir Alfred George Greenhill, M.A., F.R.S. /

J'onnerly Profe.s.sor ol Mathematics in the Ordnance College, Woolwich. Author
| BaUiatiiw

of Diffenniial and Integral Calculus mih AppHeations] Hydrostatics', Notes on \

Dynamiis; An. [
'

Arthur Ha.ssall, M.A.
(

^

Student and 'J'utor of Christ Church, Oxford. Author of A Handbook of liuropean] Austrli

History’, The Balance of Power’, Ac. Editor of the 3rd edition of T. H. Dyei *s
1 p^^Yl

History of Modern Europe. I

Albert Henry Newman, LLD., D.D. i

Professor ol ('hurdi History, Baylor University, Texas. iTofessor at McMaster I

University, I'oronto, 1881-1901. ‘.Author of The Baptist Chimhes in the Vnited I

States; Manual of Church History; A Century of Baptist Achievement. I

Sir a. lIouTUM-ScHiNDLER, C.LE.
f AzerM

tieiuTdl 111 the Persian Army. Author of Eastern Persian Irak.
\ Baode:

Bible, English.

Beaumont and Fletchev.

Balnaves

;

Barnes, Robert

;

f Austria-Hungary : History {in

I

part),

I

Baptists : American.

f AzerbAiidn ; Bakhtiari

;

^ Bander Abbasi ; Barfurush.

I

Babylon*; Babylonia and

Assyria ; Belshazzar

;

[ Berossus.

i Bahia; State;

I Bahia: C/tv.

Rev. Archibald Henry Sayce, D.Litt., LL.D.
(

Bnbylon*; Babylonia and

Si'c the hiograjdiicai article : Sayce, A. H. Assyria ; Belshazzar ;

I Berossus.
Andrew ]ack.son Lamoureux.

< » ki . v
Librarian, College of Agriculture, Cornell University. Etlitor ol th<' Bio Xew.i J

“Bhla ; State

;

(Rio de Janeiro), 1879-1901.
(
Bahia: C/fV.

Andrew Lang.
( » n ^

See the biographical article : Lang, Andrew.
\

Ballads.

Alfred Newton, F.R.S.
I * ^ j

See the biograi/Iiical article : Newton, .Alfred.
[

Birds Ol Paradise.

Alfred Peter Hillier, M.D., M.I\
f

President, South .Mrican Medical Congress, 1893. Author of South .Hrnan Studus :

.Vu Served in Kalhr War, i§78-3879. Partner with Dr L. S. Jameson in medical -
^S«W>lBn0 . h Story {m pm

practice in South Africa till 1896. Member of Reform Committee, Johannesburg, and I
Beohuanaland {tn part).

Political Prisoner at Pretoria, 1895- 1896. M.P. for Hitchin division of Herts, 1910. [

Archibald Sharp. f
Consuliting Engineer and Chartered Patent Agent

{

Bicycle.

Alfred St Hill Gibbons. /

Major, East Yorkshire Regiment. Explorer in South Central Africa. Author of I Barotse, Bar^seland.^
Africa from South to North through Marotseland. I

Arthur Willey, F.R.S., D.Sc, / ^
l^irector of Colombo Mu.seum, Ceylon. \

BaiailOlglOSSUS.

Arthur WatuM Holland.
^

Auitri^Hungary;

Formerly Scliolar of St John’s College, Oxford. Bacon Scholar of Gray’s Inn, 1900. 1 _ /' m.. . /• v^ H'tisiory{tn part^

A complete list, showing all individual contributors, with the asticiei so signed, appears in the hit^ volume.

Basutoland: History {in part);

Beohuanaland (in part).

Bicycle.

I
Batanoiglossus.

f Austria-Hungary : History {in

part)

;



vi

A. W. Bo.

B. K.
t

C.

C. A. C.

C.B.*

C. F. A.

C. F. B.

C. H. T.

C. H. W. J.

C. J.Lw

C. ML

api.

aiLB.

c. w. w.

D. B. Ma.

D. G. B.

D. F. T.

D. G. H.

INITIALS AND HEADINGS OF ARTICLES
Alfred William Pollard, M.A. f

Assistant Keeper of Printed Books, British Museum. Fellow of King’s College,

London. Hon. Secretli'v Bibliographical Societ>^ .Editor of hooks about ; < Bibliography and Bibliology,

and Jiiblw^Yaphua, Joint-editor of the Library. Chief lulitor of the “ G^lobe
”

Chaucer. * ^

Prince Bojidar Karageorgevitch (d. 19

Artist, art critic, designer and goldsmith.

Magazine of Art ^
&c. Author ol Enchanted i

and Jokai, &c.

>8).
I

Contributor to the Paris Figaro, the
J

ndia. Translator of the works of Tolstoi I

Bashkirtseff.

The EArfi. of Crewe, K.G,, F.S.A.

See the biographical article: Cuewe, ist Eaul of.

Charles Arthur Conant.
Member of Commivssion on International lixchange of U.S., 1003* Treasurer,

Morton Trust Co.. New York, 1902-1906. Author of History of Modern Banks

of Issue
;
The Prim ipies of Money and Banking ;

«5i:c.

Charles B^:mont, D. ts L,, Litt.D, (Oxon.).

See the biograpliical article; BifMONT, C.

^

Banville.

/ Banks and Banking

:

American.

I
Baluze ; Bdarn.

Charles Francis Atkinson.
I'ormerlv Scholar ol OueeiTs College. Oxford. Captain, 1st City ol Ivondoii (Royal

Fusihei-',). Aiitlior o\'The Wildernc'^'^ and Cold Harbour.
,

j
Austrian Succession War

:

I
Military.

Charles Francis Bastable, M.A., LL.I).
|

Kegius Proles.si/r of Laws and Professor of Political Lcoaonw in the Uiiiver.sity ol
j Bimetallism.

Dublin. Author of f inance; Commene of Nations; Theor\ of International \

Trade ; itc.

Cutmrert Hamilton Titrner, M.A. i

Fellow of Magdalen l ollego, Oxhml ;
Fellow of the British A< ademy. Speaker’s

Lecturer in Biblicnl Studies in the UniviTsity of Oxford, loob-igo*). First Editor f
BlDie . iSeu) J estatnent

of the fournal of I'heologual Studies, Author oi “ Chronology of the
|

Chronology.

New I'estiiment,” and " Greek Patristic ( 'ommentaries on the I^auline Ivpistles
”

in Hastings’ iHitionary of the Bible, tVc.
*

Rev. ('laude Hermann Walter Johns, M.A., Litt.D. C

Master of St Cathaniie’s College, Cambridge. Lecturer in Assyriology, Queens’
I . . .

College, Cambridge, and King's Collegi.*, lamdon. Author of Assyrian Deeds and -I Babylonian LaW.
Dotuments of the yth Century r>.r. ;

The Oldest Code of Laws ,
Babylonian and Assyrian

Laws; Contiart^ and Letters; iS:e. \

Sir Charles James Lyall, K.C!.S.L, C.I.E., LL.D. (Ldin.). .

Secridary, Judicial and Public Dcpartmenl, India Olncc. Fellow of King’s
j

Collegej^Lorulon. Secretary to Government of India in llotne Department, iKHo--. Biharl LSU
1894. Chiel C'onimissionei

,
Cimtral Provinces, India, 1895-1898. Author of

|

Translations of A m ient A rabic Poetry ; .

Chedomille Mijatovich.
I*

Senator of the Kingdom of Servia. Laivoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleiii-J Belgrade.
l>otentiary of the King of Sorvia to the Court of St James’s, 1895-1900, and 1902

j

1903. ^

Rev. (’harles Plummer, M.A,
(
_ ,

Fellow and Chaplain of Corpus Christi College, Oxford. Ford’s J.e< turet, 1001. »©«*©•

Author of Life and Time^ of Alfred the Great

;

&c.

Charles Raymond Beazley, M.A., D.Lm., F.R.G.S., F.R.Hist.S.

l^fo.ssor of Modern History in the University ol Birmingham. Formerly Fellow

of Merton College, Oxloril, and University Lecturer in the History ol Geography.

Lothian prizeman (Oxford), 1889. Lov.ell Lecturer, Boston, 1908. Author of

Henry the Navigator ;
The Dawn of Modern Geography

;

&c..

Sir Charles William Wilson, K.C.B., K.C.M.G., F.R.S. (1836-1907).

Major-General, Royal iCngineers. Secretary to the North American Boundary
Commission, 1858-1862. British Commission <*r on the Servdaii Boundary Com-
mission. Director-C.eneral of the Ordnance Survey, 1S86-1894. Director-General

of Military ICducation, 181)5 -18(18. Author of From Korii to Khartoum; Life of

Lord Clive; &<..

Beatus

;

Behaim.

Beirut {in part).

Duncan Black Macdonald, D.D. f Balram.
Professor ol Semitic Languages, Hartiord Theological Semiiiary, U.S.A. \_

Demetrius Charles Boulger. ( Belgium : Geography and
Author of England and Russia in Central A.^ta; History of China; Life of Gordon ;

j Staiistia
India in the jgth Century ; History of Belgium ;

Belgian Life in Town and Country ; &c. \ ^ .

Donald Francis rovEY. r

Balliol College, Oxford. Author of Essays in Musical .4 na/y5M-—comprising The
|
Bach, J. S. ;

Classual Comerto, The Goldberg Variations^ nwd. analyses of many other cla.ssical
' Beethoven.

works. , I,

bAvin George Hogarth, M.A.
Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. Fellow of M^daleii College, Oxford.

Fellow of the British Academy. Excavated at Paphos, 1888 ; Naukratis, 1899 and

1903 : Ephesus, 1904 -1905; Assiut, 1906-1907. Director, British School at Athens,

z897-1900 ; Director, Cretan Exploration Fund, 1899.

Baalbek

;

Barca

;

Beirut {in part)

;

Bengali.

David Hannay.
Formerly British Vice-Consul at Barcelona. Author of Short History of Royal Navy,

; Life of Emilio Castelar ; &c.

Austrian Succession War

:

Naval

;

AvUds; Balnbrldge, William

Barbary Pirates.



D. Mn.

D. S.M.*

D. S.-S.

E. B.

E. Br.

E. Cl.

E. C. B.

E. F. S.

E.G.

E.G.B.

E. H.1I1

£d.M.

E.Ma.

E. M. T.

E. N.S.

E.Pr.

E.Tn.

E. V.

F. C. B.

P.C.C.

INITIALS AND HEADINGS OF ARTICLES
Rev. Dugald Macfadyen, M.A. *

(
,

Minister of South Grove Congregational Church, Highgate. Director of the London -I Berry, Charles Albert.
Missionary Socic^^

^
J

David Samuel Margoliouth, M.A., D.Litt. t
I

Laudian I’roioBsor of Arabic, Oxford
; Follow of Now Collogo. Author ()f Arabic I Ay,,,-

Papvn ()/ the liodleiau Library ', Midiammed and the Rise of Islam ; Catro, Jerusalem
\and Damascus, . ^

David Seth-Smith, F.Z.S. f

Curato-r of Birds to tlio Zoological Society of London. Formerly Prosulont of tho j
Av'icultural Sockdy. Author of Parrakeets, a Practical Handbook to those Species I

kept in Captivity, « I

Edward Breck, Ph.D. r

Formerly Foreign Correspondent of the New York Herald and the New York Times, ! Base-Ball.
Author of Wilderness Pets, I

Ernest Barker, M.A.
Fellow and Lecturer of St John's College. Oxford,
of Merton CoUegt?. Craven Scholar (Oxford), 1895.

Fonnerlv Fellow and Tutors
Baldwin 1. to IV. of *

Jerusalem. '

Edward Clodd. /

Vice-President ot the Folk-Lore Society. Author of Story of J^rtmitive Man ',\ Baer.
Primer of Evolution', '^om Tit Tot', Animism

',
Pioneers of Evolution, (

vii

Right Rev. Edward Cuthhert Butler, O.S.B., D.Lm'. (Dubl.).
Abbot of Downside Abbey, Bath.

[
Basllian Monks

;

I Benedict of Nursia

;

Benedictines

;

[st Bernardin of Siena.

Edward Fairbrotiier Strange.
Assistant-Keeper, Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington.
Council, Japan Society. Author of numerous works on art subjects ;

ol BcH’s “ Cathedral " Series.

Member of

Joint-editor [
Beardsley, Aubrey Vincent.

Edmund Gos.se, LL.D.
See the biograjihical article: Gossk, Edmund.

Edward Granville Browne, M.A., M.R.C.S., M.R.A.S.
Sir Thomas Adams's Profes.sor of Arabic and Fellow of Pembroke College, Cam-
bridge. Fellow of tin* British Academy. Author of A 1 ruveUer’s Narrative^
uritten to Illustrate the Episode of the Bdh ; 7 he Sew History of Mired Ali Muhammed
the iidb

; Literary History of Persia ; Ac.

' Baggesen ; Ballade
;

Barnfleld

;

' Beaumont, Sir John ;

Belgium : Literature
;

Biography.

(

’

’

{ Bdiftlism.

Ellis EIovell Minns, M.A. r

T.eclurer and Assistant Librarian, and lormerly Fellow' of Pembroke Collegia '! Bastarnae.
Cambridge. University Lecturer in Palat'Ograpliy. [

Eduard Mever, D.Lrrr. (Oxon.), LL.D., Ph.D.
Profe.ssor of Ancient History m the University of Berlin. Author of Geschichte des ’

Alterfhums', Geschichte des alien Agyptens; Die tsraehten und ihre Nachbarstamme, Ac. Behistun'

Edward Manson.

I Bactria; Bagoas;
' Bahram ; Balash ;

f,C UgislaUou. Autl.or ..f

[

Bankruptcy: Comparative Law.

Sir Edward Maunde Thompson, G.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., Litt.D.
Director and Principal Librarian, British Museum, 1888-1909. Fellow of the British
Academy. Corresponding Member of the Institute of France and of the Royal
Prussian Academy of Sciences. Author of Handbook of Greek and Latin Palaeo-
graphy. Editor of the Chronicon Angliae, &c. Joint-editor of Publications of the
Palaeograpjhical Soi lety.

Autographs.

E. N. Stockley. r

Captain, Royal Engineers. Instructor in Construction at tlie School ol Military
| p t-

Engineering, Chatham. For some time in charge of the Barracks De.siga Branch of
i

the War Office. I

Edgar Prestage. r

Special Lecturer in Portugue^se Literature in Uie University of Manchester. Com- I Azurata *

inendador
, Portuguc.se Order of S. Tliiago. Corresponding Member of Lisbon Royal 1 BArrm

*

Academv of Sciences and Lisbon (Geographical Society. '

{
oarroB.

Rev. Ethklred Leonard Taunton, S.J. (d. 1907).
Author of The English Black Monks of Si Benedict

; History of the Jesuits in England.

Rev. Edmund Venables, M:.A., D.D. (1819-1895).
Canon and Precentor of Lincoln. Author of Episcopal Palaces of England,

Francis Crawford Burkitt, M.A., D.D.
Norrisian Professor of Divinity, Cambridge. Fellow of the British Academy.
Part -editor of The Four Gospels in Syriac transcribed from the Sinaitic
Palimpsest. Author of The Gospel History and its Transmission

; Early Eastern
ChnshmUy ; Ac.

{
Baronius.

I
Basllioa {in pet^t).

{

Bible : New Testament : Higher
Criticism,

Frederick Cornwallis Conybeare, M.A., D.Th. (Giessen); c
Fellow of Bie British Academy. Formerly Fellow of University College, Oxford.-! Baptism.
Author of The Ancient Armenian Texts of Aristotle

; Myth, Magic and Morals
; Ac. (



viii

F.G. •

F. G. M. B.

%

F. LI. G.

F. L. L.

F.P.

F. R. C.
*

.

F. R. M.

F. W. R.*

G. A. B.

G« A. Gr.

G. B. B.

G. B. G,*

G. E.

G. F. Z.

G. G. S.

G. H. C.

G. Sa.

G. W. T.

H. Br.

H. Ch.

H. C. R.

H.Fr.

H. F. G.

INITIALS AND HEADINGS OF ARTICLES
Frederick Greenwood.

Sef thf biograpMcal article : Greenwood, Frederick.

Frederick George Meeson Beck, M.A.
F'ellow and Lectured ol Clare College, Cambridge.

(
Beaconsfleld» Earl of.

I
Boinieia.

Francis Llewelyn Griffith, Pi4.D., F.SJk.
[

Reader in ligyptology, Oxford. Lditor of the Archaeological Survey and Archaeo- j

logical Reports of the Egypt Exploration Fund. Fellow of the Imperial German
|

Archaeological liustitute. ^

Lady* LtfcARD.

See the biographical article : Lugard, Sir F. J. D.

f

I
Bauchi.

Frank Podmore, M.A. (d 1910).

Pembroke College, Oxford. Anthor of Studies in Psychical Research;

Spiritualism] &c.

Frank R. Cana.
Autlior of South Africa from the Great Trek to the Union.

Jtfodtfyw

I
Automatic Writing.

r Basutoland {in pari)

;

-I Bahr-ei-Ghazal {in part);

I Bechuanaland {m part).

Francis Richard Maunsell, C'.M.G. r

Lieut.-Col., Royal Artillery. Military Vice-Conanl, Sivaa, Trebizond, Van (Kurd- j Baiburt

;

istan), 1S07-T808. Military Attach^, British Embassy, Constantinople, 1^01-190^). 'j Bashkala.
Author of Central Kurdistan ; Ax. I

Frederick William Kudler, I.S.O., F.G.S.

Curator and Librarian of the Museum of Practical Geology, Loudon, 1879-1902.

Pre.sident of the Cieologists' Association, 1087-1889.

George A. Boulenger, l^'.R.S., D.Sc., Ph.1). 1 .

In charg<^ of the Collections ol Reptiles and I'ishes, Department of Zoology, British-]

Museum. Vice-President of the Zoological' Society of Londou. (
Batracilja.

George Abraham Grierson, C.T.E., Ph.D. D.Lm'. (Dublin). r

Member of the Indian Civil Service, 1873 1903. In charge of Linguistic Survey of
| Bengali *

India, 1898-1902. Gold Medallist, Asiatic Society, 1900. Vice-President of the-:
pfUftH

^

Royal Asiatic Society. Formerly Fellow of Calcutta IJniversily. Author ol The 1

Languages of India] Ac. v

j Aventurina

;

( Beryl.

Gerard Baldwin Brown, M.A. f

Professoir of Fine Arts, University of Edinburgh. Formerly Fellow of Brascaose
|

College, Oxford. Author of Lrom Schola to Cathedral] Tfhe Line Arts] Ac. I

•

George Buchanan Gray, M.A., D.D., D.Lttt. (Oxon.).

ProfeaiAr of Hebrew and Old Testament F.xegesis, Mansfield College, Oxford.
|

F.xaminer m Hebrew, Univei*sity of Wales. Author of The Divine Discipline of-^

Israel ;
Ac.

(

Basilica {in part).

Bible; Old Testament.

Textual Criticism, and
Higher Criticism

.

Rev. George Edmunikson, M.A., F.R.Hist.S.
Ffirmeriy Fellow and Tutor of Brasenose Ctillege, Oxford. Ford's Lecturer, lyoc^.

Hon. Memlwr Dutch Historical Society, and Foreign Member, Netherlands Associa-

tion of Literature.

Belgium : History.

G. F. Zimmer, A.M.Inst.C.E.
^

Author of Mechanical Handling of Material.
\

George Gregory Smith, M.A. r

F*rofe,s9or of English Literature, Queen’s Xiniversity, Belfast. Author of The BarbOUr, John.
of James IV.] The Ttansitmn Period] Spenmens of Middle Scots] Ac. {

George Herbert C'arpf.ntf.r, B.Sc. r

Professor of Zoology in the Royal College of Science, Dublin. President of the f ^
Asiiouiatiau of I'cotvomic Biologists. Member of tlie Royal Irish Academy. Autlior

j
of Insects : their Structure, and Life ; Ac. I

George Edward Bateman Saintsbury, LL.D., 1 i.Litt. f 5^12^0 H
See the biographical article : Saintsbury, G. E. B. I

^ *

f Avempaoe ; Averroes ;

Rev. Griffithes Wheeler Thatcher, M.A., B.D. Avicenna ; Baid&wl ;

Warden of Camden College, Sydney, N.S.W. Formerly Tutor in Hebrew and Old
{
Baladhurl ; Beha ud-Dln

Testament History at Mansfield College, Oxford. I Behft Ud^'Dln Zuhair ;

' BirQnl.

Henry Bradley, M.A., Ph.D. r

Jom t -editor ol the New English Dictionary (Oxford ). Fellow of the British Academy, -j BeOWUlL
.Author of The .Storv of the Goths ; The. Making of English; Ac. r

Hugh Chisholm, M.A. f

Formerly Sdiolai of Corpus Christi Colh*ge2, Oxford, Editor of the nth edition of
]
BalfOUr, A. J#

' the EneycPopaedia Britannica. Co-editor of the 10th edition.. I

Sir Henry Creswicke Rawlinson, Bart., K.C.B.
^ Bagdad* Citv

See the biographical article : Rawlinson, Sir H. C. I

Hknju Fraktz.
( Barye ; BastlenrLepage

;

Art Critic, Gazette des Beaux Arts (Paris). \ Baudry^ P. J. A.

Hans Friedrich Gadow;, F.R.S., Ph.D. t

Stiickkod Curator and Lecturer on Zoology in the University of Cambridge. J Bird.
Author of “ Amphibia and Reptiles ” in the Cambridge Natural History.

[



H. H. H *

•

H. H. J.

H. M. R.

H. M. W.

H. N. D.

H. W. C. D.

H. W. S.

I. A.

J. An.

J.A.H.

J. B. B.

J. D. B.

J. F.-K.

J. F. St

J.H.R.

J. HI. R.

J.M.M.

J. P.-B.

J. G. Sc.

J.P.E.

INITIALS AND HEADINGS OF ARTICLES IX

Herbert Hensley Henson, M.A., D.D.
Cantm of Westminster Abbey and Rector of St Maroret's, Westminsler.. Proctor

in CoofvoGation siacc igoa. Formerly Fellovr of All Souls* CoUege, Oarfora. Select

Preacher (Oxford), 1895-1896 ;
(Cambridge), iqoi. Author of ChfistiMM̂

;

Moral Discipline in the Ckfistian Ckmchr The Nghomai Chvmck', Christ and ihs Ivation;

&c. •

Sir Harry Hamilton Johnston,, D.Sc., G.CJl.G., K.CB.
See the biographical article: Johnston, Sir H. H.

Hugh Munro Ross.
Pomierly Exliibctioiier of lincobi CoUiegc, Oxioitk Editov of 2'he 'Times Em^nseving
Supplement. Author of British Railways. *

H. Marshall Ward, M.A., F.R.S., D.Sc. (d. 1905).
Formerly Professor of Botany, Cambridge. Presioent of the British Mycok>gicaJ

Society. Author of Timber and some its Diseases ; The Oak ; Sack*s Lectures on

the Physiology of Plants \ Grasses] Disease in Plants

]

&c.

Henry Newton Dickson, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.G.S.
Professor of Geography, University College, Reading. Author of Elementary
Meteorologv ; Papers on Oceanography ; &c.

Henry William Carless Davis, M.A.
Fellow au4 '['utor of J^dliol College, Oxford. Fellow of All Souls’, Oxford, 1895-
1902. Author of Charlemagne ; England under the Normans and A ngevins^ 1066-1279.

BfUe, English: Revised Fer*

sion.

H. Wickham STp:En.

Correspondoiit of The Times at Rome (1897-1902) and Vienna.

Israel Abrahams, M.A.
|

Reader in TfUiuudic and Rabbinic Literature, Lliiiversity of Cambridge. President, J

Jewish Historical Society of Fugland. Author of A Short History of Jewish Litera-
|

ture; Jewish Life in the Middle Ages; &c.

Joseph Anderson, LL.D.
,

j

Keeper of the National Museiini of Antiquities, Edinburgh, and Assistant S(«retary
J

()1 tlic Society of Antiquaries of .Scotland. Honorary Professor ol Antiquities to
,

the Royal Scottish Academy. Author of Scotland in Early Christian and Pagan
Times.

John Allen Howe, B.Sc.
^

Curator and Librarian at the Museum of Practical Geology, London.

John Bagnell Bury, LL.D., Lttt.D.
Sc(' the biographical article : Bury, J. B.

I
Blmtu Luigunges.

^ Hmse Bell

J Bacteriology (in part)

;

I
Berkeley, Miles Joseph.

%

I
Baltic Sea.

/ Beeket;

[
BenecHctns Abbas.

( Austria-Hungary : History {in

j

I Bertani.

Bahya Ibn Paquda.

Barrow.

' Avonian ; Bajocian

;

Barton B€4ls

;

Bathoilfan Series

;

iBedi: Geology.

r Baldwin 1. and 11.

:

’

of Romania

)

I Basil 1. and II. : Emperors

;

I Belisarlas.

James David Boukchier, M.A., F.R.G.S. f

King’.s College, Cambridge. Correspondent of The Times in South-Eastern Europe. J
Commander of tluj Orders of >Tince Danilo of Montenegro and of the Saviour of

j

Greece, and Officer of the Order of St Alexander of Bulgarki. ^

James Fitzmaurice-Kelly, Lut.D., F.R.Hist.S.

Balkan Peninsula.

Gilinour Professor of Spanish Language and Literature, Liverpool University. I AtaIa v HMTtfa •

Norman McColl Lecturer, Cambridge University. Fellow of the British Academy, i ,
-

' *

- ..f /*> J;T 'Lx A -• • _i j <

f I
B̂ello.Member of the Council of the Hispanic Society of America. Knight Commander of I

tlie Order of Alphoiiso XII. Author of A History of Spanish Literature. '

John Frederick Stenning, M.A. JWWe: (M Testament: Texts
Dean and J''ullow of Wadham Collem, Oxford. University I..ecturBr in Aram.aic. 1 and Versions.
Lectuarwr in Divinity and Hebrew at Wadham College.

[ Baron ; Baronet

;

John Horace Round, M.A., LL.D. (Edin.).
( ftutl# Abbey Roll ;

Author of Teudal hngland] Studies in Peerage and Tamily Histow; Peerage and
\ novaiiY TanA^lrv •

Pedigree ;
&c. '

(
>

I Beauchamp.

John Holland Rose, M.A., Ijtt.D. T

Christ’s College, Cambridge.' Lecturer on Modern History to the Cam bridge J >

Uoivermty Local I.ectures Syndicate. Author of u/ Napoleon /. ;
Napoleonic BeauhamalSi Eugene de.

Studies ; 7'he Development of the European Nations
;
The Life of Pitt ; &c. ^

John Malcolm Mitchell.
Sometime Scholar of Queen’s College, Oxford. Lecturer in Classics, East London
College (University of London). Joint editor of Grote’s History of Greece.

James George Joseph Penderel-Brodhurst.
Editor of the Guardian (London).

Sir James George Scott, K.C.I.E.
Superintendwt and Political Officer, Southern Shan States.
Handbook

; The Upper Burma Gazetteer^ &c.

Jean Paul Hippolyte Emmanuel Adh^mar Esmein.
ikofeseor of Law in the University ol Pans. Officer of the Legion of Honour. J Baflllf : BaUli :

Member of the Institute of France. Author of Cows eUnUntaire fhfsknre du dreitx
franfais; &c. *

A-w-wvue.

f Baoonf Francis (in part)

;

\ Berkeley^ George (in part),

/Bed: Furniture;

\ Bdraln.

Author of Burma, ai Bhamo.I.ojl



X

J. P. Pe^

J.R.P.

J. Sm.*

J. S. F.

J. T. Be.

J. Vn.

J. V. B.

J. W. He.

K.L.

K.S.

L.A.

L. D.*

L. J. S.

L.V.*

L. W. K.

M. A.a

M.Br.

M. D. Ch.

M.G.

M.H. C.

INITIALS AND HEADINGS OF ARTICLES
Rev. John Punnett Peters, D.D.

Canon Residentiary, ^thedral oi New York. Formerly Professor of Hebrew,

University of Penusylvli.tiia. In charge of Expedition of University of PennsylMinia -

conducting excavations at Nippur, i88K-xKo5. Author ot Scriptures^ Hebrew and

Christian Nippuv\ or Explorations and Adventures on the Euphrates', dec.

Sir John Rahere Paget, Bart., K.C. I

Deiicher of the Inner Temple. Fonncrly Gilbart Lecturer on Banking. Author of i

The Law of Banking
;
&c. t

Bagdad: Vilayet
\

Bagdad : City
;

Basra.

Banks and Banking

:

English Law.

John Smith, C.B.
Kunilcrly Inspector-Geiieral in

General in Bankruptcy. •

Companies* Liquidation, 1800-1904, and Inspector- Bankruptey.

John .Smith Elett, D.Sc., F.G.S.
i

Petrographer to the Geological Survey. Formerlv Lecturer on Petrology in Edin- I
Basalt

;

burgh University. Neill Medallist ol the Royal Societ\^ of Edinburgh. Bigsby
j

Bathollte.

Mf'dallist of the Geological Society of I/mdon. I

John T. Be.\ldy.

Toiht author of Stiinlord’s Ewro/Jr. Formerly Editor of the Scottish Geographical

Magazine. ITaiislatoi of Sven Hedin’s Through /Js/u, Central Asia and Tibet, &c.

(Baikal;

y
Bessarabia {in part).

JUUEN VIN.SON. f» / • \

Formerly Prolessor of Hindustani and Tamil at tlie Ecole des Langues CXientalcs,
|

BaSQUes (i« part).

Paris. Author ol Le Basque et Ics langues mexteuine ^ ; <!tc.
*

Jame.«; Vernon Bartlet, M.A., D.D. (St Andrews).
j

Professor of Churcli History, Mansheld College, Oxford. Author of 7'he .Apostolic •!
“amabas.

Age", <Vc. I

James Wycliefe Headlam M.A.
, - » 1 ^ t? 0.1

( Austria-Hungary : ;

staff Inspector of Secondary Schools under the Board of Education. Formerly
J • Rohoi •

Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge. Professor of Greek and .\ncient History 3-tj _ «,!**.* i>
*

Oiurn’.s CollcgiJ, T.x)ndon. Author ol Bismarck and the Toundaiion of the German I
BenedettI ; Beust.

Empire", etc.
^

^

Rev. Kirsopp Lake, M.A. f Bible: Nmv Testament: 'Texts

Lincoln College, Oxford. Professor of Early Christian Literature and New Te.sta- J Versions ami Textual
ment Exegesis in f he Univensity of Leiden, Author of 7 Ac Text of the New Testament

;
j Criticism

The Historical Evidence for the Resurrection of Jesus Christ. &c. I

(

Bagpipe ; Banjo

;

Barbiton ; Barrel-organ

;

Bass Clarinet
5

Basset Horn i

Bassoon ; Batyphone.

Lyman Abbott, D.D.
Sec the biographical article: Abboti, L.

Lotus Marie Olivier Duchesne.
See the biographical article: Duchesm-, L. M. O.

I
Beecher, Henry Ward.

I
Benedict (I.-X.)

Leonard James Spencer, M.A., F.G.S.

A.ssistant, Department of Mineralogy, Natural History Museum, South Kensington.

I'ormerly Scholar of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, and Harkness Scholar.

Editor of the Mineralogual Magazine.

Luigi Villari.
Italian Foreign Office (Emigration Dept.). Formerly Newspaper Correspondent

in ICast of Europe. Author of Italian Life in Town and Country, &c.

Leonard William King, M.A., h'.S.A.

Assistant to the Keeper of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities, Britisli Museum.
Lecturer in Assyrian at King\s College, London. Conducted ICxcavations at

Kuyunjik (Nineveh) for British Mnseuin. Author of Assyrian Chrestomathy

Annals of the Kings of Assyria; in Eastern History', Babylonian Magic and
Sorcery ; &.c.

Maurice A. Canney, M.A.
Assistant Lecturer in Semitic Languages in the University of Manchester. Fonncrly
Exliibitioner of St Joliu’s College, Oxford. Piisey and Ellerton Hebrew Scholar

(Oxford), 1892 ;
Kcnnicott Hebrew Scholar, 1895; Houghton Syriac Prize, i8gfj.

Margaret Bryant.

Sir Mackenzie Dalzell Chalmers, K.C.B., C.S.I., M.A,
Trinity College, Oxford. Barrister-a1*Law. Formerly Permanent Under-Secretary

of State for Home Department, Author of Digest of the Law of Bills of Exchange; &c.

‘Moses Caster, Ph.D. (Leipzig).

Chief Rabbi ol the Sephardic C^ommunities of England. Vice-President, Zionist

Congress, 1898, 1H99, 11900. Ilchester Lecturer at Oxford on Slavonic and By-
zantine Literature, 1 886 and i8()i . Author of A New Hebrew Fragment of Ben-.Sifa ;

The Hebrew V'ersion of the Serreium Secretorum of Aristotle.

c Autunite ; Axinite ;

I
Azurite ; Barytes ;

1 Barytocalclte ; Bauxite ;

I Biotlte.

( Azeglio ; Bandlera, A. and E.

;

]
Bassi, Ugo ;

^ Bentivoglio, Giovanni.

[ Babylonia and Assyria

:

j

Chronology.

I

Baur.

\ Beaumont and Fletcher

:

I Appendix.

I
Bill of Exchange.

I

Bassarab.

Montague Hughes Crackanthorpe, K.C., D.C.L. f

Honorary Fellow, St John's College, Oxford Bencher of Lincoln'-s Inn. President I
* uu *1

of the Eugenics Education Society. Formerly Member of the General Council
J
Bering Bca Arbitration,

of the Bar and of the Council of Legal Education, and Standing Counsel to the I

liniversit)^ of Oxford. . V
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P. A.
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P. A.K.
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P. GL

P.S.

R. A*

R. Ad.

R.A.S.BL

R. C. J.

R. Gn.

R. H. 0.

INITIALS AND HEADINGS OF ARTICLES XI

Morris Jastrow, Ph.D.
Professor of Semitic Languages, University of Pennsylvania.
o/ the Babylonians and Assyrians; &c.

Author cl Religion

LioN jAcpuES Maxime Prinet.
Auxiliary oi the Institute ol France (Academy of Moral and Political Sciences).

Author of L’Industrie du set en rramlw-Comtd.

N. B. Wagle. •
I

I'ormerly Lecturer on Sanskrit at the Robert Money Institution, Bombay. Vice-
|

President of tlie London Indian Society. Author ol Industrial Development of
1

India) cS:c. I

Rev. Newton Herbert Marshall, M.A., Ph.D. (Halle).

Minister ol Heath Street Baptist Church, Hampstead, lx>ndon. Author of Gegen-

wartige Richtungen dcr Rcligionsphilosophte in England ) Theology and Truth.

Norman McT.ean, M.A.
Fellow, Lecturer and Librarian of Christ 's College, Cambridge. University Lecturin'

in Aramaic. Examiner for the Oriental Languages 'Iriptis and the Theological

Tripos at Cambridge. •

Joseph Marie Noel Valois.
Membei of the AcacUhnie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettre-s. Honorary Archivist at
the Archives Nationales. Formerly Pre.sidcnt of the Society de I’Histoire de France
and ol the Societe de TEcoIc de Chartes.

Northcote Whitbrukje Thoma.s, M.A.
Government .Anthropologist t(» Southern Nigeria. Corresponding Member of the
Societe d’Anthropologic dc Paris. Autlior of Thought Transference ) Kinship and
Marriage in Aii.^tralia)

O.swALi) Barron, F.S.A.

Editor ol the Aiiicstor^ 1902-1905.

Oscar Brimant.

Otto Hknker, ihi.l).

On the Staff ol 1h(' Carl Zeiss Factory, Jena, Germany.

Paul Daniel Alphandlrv.
Profe.ssorof the History of Dogma, licole PratiquedesHautes litudes,Sorbonne, Paris.
Author of Les Idhs morales (hez les heterodoxes latines au diimt du A777 " sidcle.

Philip A. Ashavorth, M.A., Doc.Juris.
New College, Oxford. Barri.stcr-at«Law. Translator of H. R. von Gneist’s History

of the hnglish Constitution.

Prince Petek Alexeivttch Kropotkin.
Sec the Ihogra pineal artich*: Kropotkin, P. A.

Peter Chalmers Mitchell, M.A., F.R.S., P'.Z.S., D.Sc., LL.D. /

Secretary to the Zoological Society of London, llniver.sity Demonstrator in Com-
parative Analoinv and Assistant to Linacre Profes.sor at Oxford, 1888 1891.'!

Examiner in Zoology to the University of I^ndon, 1903. Author of Outlines of I

Biology) ti'C. I

Philip Chesney Yorke, M.A.
Magdalen t'ollege, Oxtord.

Peter Giles, M.A., Litt.D., LL.D.
Fellow and Classical l.t<:turer of Emmanuel College, Cambridge. University J
Reader in Comparat i ve Philology. Formerly Secretary of the Cam bridge Philological 1

Society. Author of Manual of Comparative Philology ; ike, 1.

Philip Schjdrowitz. Ph.D., F.C.S. r

Member of Council, Institute of Brewing ; Member of Committee of Society of
)

Chemical Industry. Author of numerous articles on the Chemistry and Technology
'

of Brewing, Distilling, See.

Robert Anciiel. r

Archivist of the D^partement de I’Eure. \

(

Babylonia and Assyria;

Proper Names
;

Babylonian and Assyrian

Religion ; Bel
;
^elit.

Avaray
; Bar-te-Duc

;

Batarnay ; Bauffremopt

;

Beauharnais ; Beaujeu

;

Beauvillier

;

Bellefardo: Family.

Bhau DaJI.

Automatism.

Baptists.

I

Bardaisdn

;

\
Bar-Hebraeus

;

[ Bar-Salibi.

I
Basel Council of

;

I
Benedict XIII.

(anti
’pope).

i

V
/ Beard ; Berkeley {Family)

;

I Bill
{
Weapon).

I
Austria-Hungary : Statistics.

I
Binocular Instrument.

I
Auto-da-Fl.

j
Bavaria : Statistics

;

I
Berlin.

/
Baikal ; Baku

;

I Bessarabia {in part).

Biogenesis

;

Biology.

^
Balfour, Sir James.

L

'I

Beer.

Billaud-Varenne.

Robert Adamson, M.A., LL.D.
See the biographical article: Adam.son, Robert.

Robert Alexander Stewart Macalister, M.A., F.S.A. r

St John’s College, Cambridge. Director ol Excavations for the Palestine Explora-

J

tion Fund. Joint author ol Excavations in Palestine, rSgS'~i^o,
(

Sir Richard Claverhouse Jebb, LL.D., D.C.L., Lirr.D.
See the biographical article: Jebb, Sir Richard C.

Sir Robert Giffen, F.R.S.
I

See the biographical article: Giffen, Sir R.
(

Rev. Robert Henry Charles, M.A., D.1)., Litt.D. (Oxon.).
(;riiifield Lecturer and Lecturer in Biblical Studie.s, Oxford. Fellow of the British

(

Academy. Formerh* Senior Moderator of frinity College, Dublin. Author and- BaruCh.
Editor of Book of Enoch) Book of Jubilees) Apocalypse of Baruch; Assumption of I

Mom ;
Ascension of Isaiah ; Testaments of XII. Patriarchs

; Ac.
''

^ Bacon, Francis

;

Bacon, Roger ; Beneke

;

. Berkeley, Bishop.

Bashan

;

Bethlehem.

Bacchylldes.

Bagehot

;

Balance of Trade.



xti

R-J.M.
'

RL*

R. L. S.

R.M,*
.

R. N. B.

S. A. C.

S. G.

S. R. D.

T. A. J.

T.As.

T.A.L

T.Ba.

T.RH.

T.G.C.

T.ILD.

T. H. H.

T.ILa*

T.LR

T.O,

INITIALS AND HEADINGS OF ARTICLES
Snt Roikrt Harry Inglis Palgrave, P'.R.S.

[
Director of Barclay & Co., Ltd., Bankers. Editor of the Econofmst, 1H71-1883.

|
Banks ftlra Bankings S

Author of Noftes on inking in Great Briimn and Irelmtd, Sweden, Denmark^ and\ General,
Hamburg ; Ac. Editor of Dictionary of Political Economy. \

Ronald John ^IcNeill, M.A.
,

f

Christ Church, Oxford. Barrister-at'Law. Formerly Editor of the St James*s -j Beresford, John. ‘

Gaxette tLondon). [

Richard Lydekker, F.R.S., F.G.S., F.Z..S. ( Avahi ; Aye-Aye

;

Trin^ College, Cambridge. Mt‘ml>er ol the Staff of the Geological Survey of India, J Babirusa ;
^874-1882. Author of Catalogues 0/ Cossil Mammals, Reptiles and Birds in British ] nahnnn • noavAi*
Museum

;
The Deer of All Lands ’, &c. ^

MDOOn , iseaver.

Robert Louis Stevenson.
See tin* biograjducal article ; Stf.vf.nson, R. L. B.

Bdranger.

Robert Muir, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.P. (Edin.).

J’roleasor of I'athology, University of Cilasgow. Profcjwor of Pathology at St
Andrews, t8()S-i cS()(j. Author ol Manual of Bacteriology l &c.

Ropert Nisbet Bain (d. 1909).
Asiattant Uhranan, British Museum, 1883-1009. Author of Scandintivia : the
Politual Jltslorv of Denmark, Norway and Sweden, ; The J'lrst Romanovs,
jOjj Slaoonii Europe: the PolUiial History of 'Paiund and Russia from i^og
to 17^6', Charles XI1 . emd the Collapse of the Swedish Empire] Giistanus 111 . and
hi'i Contemporaries

; The Pupils of Peter the Great] Ucc.

I Bacteriology : Pathological

Aspects,

Bakdez; Balassa; Banlly;
Bar, Confederation of;

Baross ; Basil ;

Bdthory ; Batthyany

;

Bela 111. and IV. ; Bern ;

Beothy ; Bernstorff

;

Bestuzhev-Ryumin

;

. Bethlen ; Bezborodko ; Biren*

Stanley Arthur Cook, M.A. r

Editor for Palestine Exploration Fund. Lecturer and formerly Fellow, Gonville
J Baal ;

and Cains College. Authoi ol Glossary of Aramaic Inst riptions ; The Laws of Moses
j Beniamin

and Code of Hamm nrahi
] LrUital Notes on Old Testament History ] iVc.

I
^ *

Sidney Colvin, M.;\„ Litt.D. T Baldovinetti

;

See the biogr.ii»liical article : Culvin, .Sidney. I Bellini.

Samuel Rolle.s Driver, D.D., Litt.D.
f Bible: Old Testament: Canon

See the biographical article : Driver, S. R. J Chronology .

Tiictmas Athot. j oyce, M .A. t

Asiftstant in Department of Ethnograyhy, British Museum. Hon. Sec., Royal
{ Bechuana.

Anthrc^iological Institute. *

(

Thomas Ashby, M.A., D.Litt. (Oxon.), F.S.A.
Director of British School of .\rchaeology at Rome. Formerly Scholar of Christ
Church, Oxford. Craven Fellow (Oxfonl)! Corresponding Member of the Impcridl
German Archaeological Institute. Author of the ClassiceU Tofiography of the Roman
Cwmpagna] A’c.

Thomas Allan Ingram, M.A., LL.D.
Trinity College, Dubhn.

’ Anximum ; Avella ;

Avellino; Avernus; Baiae;
Bari; Barletta; Bassano;
Belluno ; Benevento

;

Bergamo ; Bertinoro.

r Bailiff; Bill
(law);

^ Bill of Sale.

Sir Thomas Barclay, M.P. f

Member of the Institute of International Law. Member of the Supreme Council of J

the Congo Free State. Otticer of the Legion of Honour. Author of Problems of i
®®nl5®r6ncy.

dnternutwfial Practice and Diplomacy] &c. M.P. for Blackburn, 1910. \

Thoma.s Erskine Holland, K.C., D.C.L., LL.D. c

Fellow of the British Academy. Fellow of All Souls’ College, Oxford. Formerly
|

Profes.sor of International Law in the University of Oxford. Bciucher of Lincoln’s J » ^i, »

Inn. Author of Studies in International Law] The Elements of Jurisprudence]
\

Jeremy.
Alberici Gentilis de jure belli ; The Laws of War on Land] Neutral Duties in a Mari- 1

time War ; Ax. I

Thomas G. Carver, MA,, K,€, (d, 1906). f
Formerly Scholar of St John^s College, Cambridge. 8th Wrangler, 1871. Author of ] Avenge,
On the Law Relating to the Carriage of Goods by Sea.

(

Rbv. Thojias Herbert Darlow, M.A. [

Literary Su])erintendent of the British and Foreign Bible Society. Sometime J «
Scholar mi Clare College, Cambridge. Autlior of Historical Catalogue of Printed

|

Bible Societies.

Ei/iteons of Holy Scriptures (vol. i. with H. G. Mnule)
; &c. I

Thomas Henry Huxley, F.R.S. /
Sec the biographical article : Huxley, Tbomas H. 1

Biology {m part).

Sir Thomas Hungerford HoldicH, K.C.M.G., K.C.I.E., D.Sc., F.R.G.S.
Colonel in the Royal Engineers. Supemntondenl, Frontier Surveys, India, 1892—

Oc4d Medalhst, R.G.S. (London), 1887. HJd. Commiswoncr for the Persa-
Beluch Boundary, i8y6. Author of The Indian Borderland] The Gates of India] etc.

Kev. Thomas Leslie Papillon, M.A.
Hon. Canon of St Albans. Formerly Fellow, Dean and Tutor of New College,
Oxford. Fellow of Merton College. AutliorofMmued ofComparative Philology ; &c

.

Thomas Okey. f
Examiner in Basket Work for the City of London Guilds and Institute. 1 Basket.

Badaksban

;

Bahrein Islands

;

Ba]our ; Baikh

;

Baluchistan ; Bamian

;

,Bela; Bhutan.

[ Bell.
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INITIALS AND HEADINGS TO ARTICLES Xlli

T. W. Rhys Davids, M.A,, LLD., Ph.D* f

Pcotea»or of Comparative Religiun in the Univer5it3r of Manchester. Formerly I

Professor of Pali and Buddhist Literature, University College, London. * Fellow of
•[ BlHWlhilt.

the British Academy. Secretary and Librarian of the Royal Asiatic Society, 166 I

igo2. Author of Early Buddhtsm, Buddhst Jndta', &c. ^

Vernon Herbert Blackman, M.A., D.Sc.
f « * , ,

Professor of Botany in the University of Leeds. Formerly Fellow of St John's-! Bacteriology: Botan}^

College, Cambridge. I

Rev. William Augustc.s Brevoort Coolidge, M.A., F.R.G.S., Pu.D.
f

Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxlord. Professor of English History, St David 'sj ®OreelOMe®ie ; Basely

College, T.ami>t'ter, 1880-1881. Author of Gmde to Switzerland ; The Alps tn Nature I Bassos-Aipes ; BeauliOU 1

mdmHtslorv: &c. Editor of the 1S801889. BolUltEOna; Bern; BiOIlllf.

Walter Armstrong Graham. f

His Sian\e,st‘ Majest>f's Resirlent Commissioner l(>r the Siame.se Malay State of
|

Kelaiitaii. Commander, Order of the White Elephant. Member of the Burma Bangkok.
Ci\il Service, 188(^-190.1. Author of Tlte Trench Roman Catholic Miision m Siam^, I ,

Kclautau, a Handhvnh ; t^tc. i

Walter Alison Phij.iaps, MJL
Formerly Exhibiliotier ol Merton College and Senior Scholar of St John's College,

Oxlord. Author ol Modern Europe', The War of Greek Independence
;
&c.

f

Austria-Hungary: History

(in part)
;

Babeuf ; Balance of Power

;

Baron ; Bates

;

Bavaria: History \ B€guines;

Berlin : Congress and Treaty of ;

I Bernard, St ; Biretta.

Author of Basilides.

I
Bee : Bee-keeping,

Wilhelm Bousset, D.Til
Prolessor of New 'lestdiiient Exegesis in the University of Gottingen.
Das Wesen dev Religion

;
The Antichrist Legend', &c.

W. Broughton Carr.
Formerl> l.ditor ot the British Dee Journal and the Bee-Keepers' Record.

WiLLiAiM Chart.ks Poprlewell, M.Sc., A.M.I.C.K. /

Lecturer in Engineering in MancheRter School of Technology (L'niversity of Man-J BellOWS and Blowing MMhllMS.
chest<‘r). Author of Compressed Air ; Heat Engines \ &c.

William Ernest Dalbv, M.A., M.Inst.C.E., M.J.M.E. /

Profetibor of ('i\'il and Mechanical Engineering at the Cit\ and Guilds of London
jInstitute Central Tedimcal College, South Kensington. .A.s.soeiate Mernlx'r of the-! BoaHpgSt

I

Institute of .Naval Architects.

yalve Gear Meihanisms ; Ax.
Author of The Balancing of Engines', I'alves and

Sir William Edmund Garstin, G.C.M.G. /

{Joverning Director, Sue/ Canal Co. Formerly Inspector-General of Irrigation,-! Bahr-Ol-Ghazkl
Egypt. Adviser to the Ministry of Vubhc Works in Egypt, 1904-1908.

|

WiT.LTAM Henry Bennett, M.A., D.D., D.Lttt. (Cantab.). r

I’rofessor of Old Testament ICxegesis in New and Hackney Colleges, London.! Balaam;
J'briuedy Fellow of St John’s College, Cambridge. Lecturer in Hebrew at firth i Beelzebub
Colliy^e, Sheltield. Author of Religion of tha Post-Exilic Prophets

; &c.

William Henry Hadow, ILA., Mus.Doc. e

Principal, Armstrong Colk^ge, N«wca.stk*-oii-Tyne. Formeriy Fellow and Tutor of j if P F
Worcc.ster College, Gxlord. Member of Council, Royal College ol Music. Editor 1

Oxford History of Music, Author of Studies in Modern Music ', (Six.
J,

William James Hughan.
Vast 5fr‘nior Grand Deacon of Freemasoub of England, 1874. Hon. Senior Warden J Banker-Marks,
of Grand Lodges of T'!gypt, ^)uebec and Iona, &c. 1

William Leslie Davidson, LL.D. /

Profes.sor of I^gic and Metaphysics, Aberdeen Universitv. Author of The' Logic e/J Bain, Alexander.
Definition] Christian Kthus'. Editor of Alexander Bain's Autobiography. 1

William Mtixtgan Sloane, Ph.D., LL.D. r

Professor of History, Columbia University, New York, Secretary to George j r
Bancroft while American Ambassador m Beiiin, 1872-1875. Author of Life of\
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Napolson Bonaparte.

William Prideaitx Courtney.
j
Bath, WilHam Pulfvney,

See the article : Courtney, L. H., Baron. \ Marquessuf.

William Price James. /
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Hon. William Pember Reeves. r
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|
« .. lAUn
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AUSTRIA, LOWER (Ger. Niederdsterreich or Osterreich unier

der KnnSj “ Austria below the river Enns an archduchy and
crownland of Austria, bounded E. by Hungary, N. by Bohemia
and Moravia, W. by Bohemia and Upper Austria, and S. by
Styria. It has an area of 7654 sq. m. and is divided into two
parts by the Danube, which enters at its most westerly point,

and leaves it at its eastern extremity, near Pressburg. North
of this line is the low hilly country, known as the Waldvterielj

which lies at the fool and forms the continuation of the Bohemian
and Moravian plateau. Towards the W. it attain.s in the Weins-

berger Wald, of which the highest point is the Peilstein, an altitude

of 3478 ft., and descends towards the valley of the Danube
through the Gfdhler Wald (2568 ft.) and the Manhartsgebirge

(1758 ft.). Its most south-easterly offshoots are formed by the

/Bisamberg (1180 ft.), near Vienna, just opposite the Kahlenberg.

The southern division of the province is, in the main, mountainous
and hilly, and is occupied by the Lower Austrian Alps and their

offshoots. The principal groups are : the Voralpe {5802 ft.), the

Durrenstein (6156 ft.), the Otscher (6205 ft.), the Raxalpe

(6589 ft.) and the Schneeberg (6806 ft.), which is the highest

summit in the whole province. To the E. of the famous ridge

of Semmering are the groups of the Wechsel (5700 ft.) and the

Leithagebirge (1674 ft.). The offshoots of the Alpine group
are formed by the Wiener Wald, which attains an altitude of

2929 ft. in the Schopfl and ends N.W, of Vienna in the Kahlen-
berg (1404 ft.) and Leopoldsberg ( 1 380 ft.).

Lower Austria belongs to the watershed of the Danube, which
with the exception of the Lainsitz, which is a tributary of the

Moldau, receives all the other rivers of the province. Its principal

affluents on the right are : the Enns, Ybbs, Erlauf, Pielach,

Traisen, Wien, Schweehat, Fischa and I^itha; on the left the

Isper, Krems, Kamp, Gdllersau and the March. Besides the

Danube, only the Enns and the March are navigable rivers.

Amongst the small Alpine lakes, the Erlaufsce and the Lunzer
See are worth mentioning. Of its mineral springs, the best

known are the sulphur springs of Baden, the iodine springs of

Deutsch-Altenburg, the iron springs of Pyrawarth, and the
thermal springs of VO.si.au. In general the climate, which varies

with the configuration of the surface, is moderate and healthy,
although subjejct to rapid changes of temperature. Although
43 '4 % of the total area is arable land, the soil is only of moderate
fertility and does not satisfy the wants of this thickly-populated

province. Woods occupy 34*2 %, gardens and meadows 13-1 %
and pastures 3*2 %. Vineyards occupy 2 % of the total area
and produce a good wine, specially those on the sunny slopes

of the Wiener Wald. Cattle-rearing Is not well developed, but
game and fish are plentiful. Mining is only of slight importance,

small quantities of coal and iron-ore being extracted in the

Alpine foothill region
;
graphite is found near Miihldorf. From

an industrial point of view. Lower Austria stands, together with

Bohemia and Moravia, in the front rank amongst the Austrian

provinces. The centre of its great industrial activity is the

capital, Vienna (^.f^.)
;

but in the region of the Wiener Wald
up to the Semmering, owing to its many waters, which can be

transformed into motive power, many factories arc .spread. The
principal indu.stries are, the metallurgic and textile industries in

all their branches, milling, brewing and chemicals
;

paper,

leather and silk
;

cloth, objets de luxe and millinery
;

physical

and musical instruments
;

sugar, tobacco factories and food-

stuffs. The very extensive commerce of the province has also

its centre in Vienna. The population of Lower Austria in 1900
was 3,

700
,493, which corresponds to 405 inhabitants per sq. ,m.

It is, therefore, the most densely populated province of^Austria.

According to the language in common use, 95 % of the population

in. 1
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was German, 4-66% was Czech, and fne remainder was composed
of Poles, vSlovaks, Ruthenians, Croatians and Italians. Accordini'

to religion 92 47 % of the iikhabilants >Svere Roman Catholics;

5*07 % were Jews ; 2*11 % were Pro|^stants and the remainder

belonged I'o the Greek church. In the matter of education,

Lower Austria is one of the most advanced provinces of Austria,

and qo-8 % of the chBdren of s('hool-going £ige attended school

regularly in 1900. The local diet is composed of 78 members,
f)f wliirh the archbishop of Vienna, the bishop of St Pollen jind

the rector of the Vienna University are members ex officio.

Lower Austria sends 64 members to the Imperial Rcichsrat at

Vienna. For administrative purposes, the province is divided

into 22 districts and three towns with autonomous munici-

palities : Vienna (1^662,269), the capital (since 1905 including

Floridsdorf, 36,599), Wiencr-Neustadt (28,438) and Waidhofen
on the Y})bs (4447 1 Other principal towns are : Jiaden (i 2,447),
Bruck on the Leitha (5134), Schweehat (8241), Korneuburg

(8298), Stokerau (10,213), Krems (12,657), Mddling (15,304),

Reichenau (7457), Neunkirchen (10,831), St Pblten (14,510)
and Klosterneuburg (11,595).

The original archduc hy, which included Upper Austria, is the

nucleus of tlie Austrian empire, and the oldest posse.ssion of

the house of llabsburg in its present dominions.
See P'. Umlauft, Dan Erzherzof^tum (')sierrnth unier der Enns,

vol. i of tlie collection Die Londev 0&U'rYciih-liugarnf> in Wori und
Bild (Vicuna, i88i-i«bo, 15 vols.) ; Die osterycu hisch-ungarische
Monarchii lu Wort und Bild^ vol. (Vienna, 1886-1902, 24 vots.)

;

M. Viinsca. G§sih. NieiUr- if. 0f>er-0fiene4 (K<i (in Heefen's Staaien-
f!es(h.. (iotha, 1905).

AUSTRIA, UPPER (Ger. Oberdsterreich or (htcrreich ob der

Enns, “ Austria above the river hmns ”), an archduchy and
crown-land of Austria, bounded N. by Bohemia, W. by Bavaria,

S. by Salzburg and Styria, and K. by Lower Austi’ia, It has an
area of 4631 .sq. m. lipper Austria is divided by the Danube
into two unequal perts. Its smaller northern part is a prolonga-
tion of the southern angle of the Bohemian forest aud contains

as culminating points tht‘ I’lbcklstein (45 10 ft.) and the Sternstein

(3690 ft.). The southern part belongs to the region of the

Eastern Alps, containing the Salzkammergut and Upper Austrian
Alps,which arc found principally in the district of Salzkammergut

'I’o the north of thc.se mountains, stretching towards the

Danubi;, is the Alpine foothill region, composed partly of terraces

and partly of swelling undulations, of which Uie most important
is the Hausruckwald. This is a wooded chain of mountains,
with many branches, rich in brown coal and culminating in the

Goblberg (2950 ft.). Upjjer Austria belongs to the watershed
of the Danulje, which flows through it from west to east, and
receives here on the right the Inn with the Salzach, the Traun,
the Enns with the Steyr and on its left the Great and Little Miihl

rivers. The Schwarzenberg canal between the Great Miihl and
the Moldau establishes a direct navigable route between the

Danube and the Elbe. The climate of Upper Austria, which
varies according to the altitude, is on the whole moderate ; it is

somewhat severe in the north, but is mild in Salzkammergut.
The population of the ducliy in iqoo was 809,918, which is

equivalent to 174-8 inhabitants per sq. ra. It has the greatest

density of population of any of the Alpine provinces. The
inhabitants are almost exclusively of Cicrman stock and Roman
Catholics. For administrative purposes, Upper Au.stria is

divided into two autonomous municipalities, Linz (58,778) the
capital, and Steyr (17,592) and 12 districts. Other principal

towns are Weis (12,187), Ischl (9646) and Gmunden (7126). The
local diet, of which the bishop of Linz is a member ex officio j

is

composed of 50 members and the duchy sends 22 members to
the Reichsrat at Vienna, The soil in the valleys and on the
lower slopes of the liills is fertile, indeed 35 08% of the whole
area is arable. Agriculture is well developed and relatively

large quantities of the principal cereals are produced. Upper
Austria has the largest proportion of meadows in all Austria,
ifl-54 %. 'v^hile 2 49 % is lowland and Alpine pasturage. Of the
reipainder, woods occupy 34*02 %, gardens 1-99 % and 4*93 % w
unproductive. Cattle-breeding is also in a very advanced stage
and together with the timber-trade forms a .considerable resource

of the province. The principal mineral wealth of Upper Austria

is salt, of which it extracts nearly 50 of the total Austrian

production. Other important products are lignite, gypsum and
a variety of \'aluahle stones and clays. There are about thirty

mineral springs, the best known being the salt baths of Ischl

and the iodine waters at Hall. The principal industries are the

iron and metal manufactures, chiefly centred at Steyr. Next in

importance are the machine, linen, cotton and paper manu-
factures, the milling, brewing and distilling industries and
.shipbuilding. The principal articles of export are salt, stone,

timl)er, IhT-stock, woollen and iron wares and paper.

St-e lidlbaclier, l.andnh'undr von Oberfmtcrreich (Linz, 2nd cd.,

. Van.sca, op. lii. in the preceding article.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY, or the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy
(Ger. Osierreichisch-ungarischc Monarchic or Ostcrreichisch-

un^arischrs Reich), the official nante of a ertuntry situated in

central Europe, bounded E. l)y Russia and Rumania, S. by
Rumania, Servia, Turkey and Montenegro, W. by the Adriatic

Sea, Italy, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, and the German empire,

and N. by the German empire and Russia. It occupies about

the sixteenth part of the total area of ICurope, with an area (1905)

of 239,977 sq. m. The monarchy consists of two independent

states : the kingdoms and lands represented in the council of

the empire (Reichsrat), unofficially called Austria (q.v.) or

Cisleithania
;

and the “ lands of St Stephen’s Crown,’ un-

officially called Hungary
.
(^/.^^) or I'ranKlfiitbania, it jeceived

its actual name bv the diploma of the emperor Fiancis Joseph 1 .

of the 14th of November 1 868, replacing the name of the Austrian

Empire under which the dominions uisder his sceptre were

formerly known. The Austro-Hungarian monarchy is very

often- called unoflicially the Dual Monarchy. It had in 1901 a
population of 45405,267 inhabitants, comprising therefore

within its borders about one-eighth of the total population of

Europe. By the Berlin Treaty ot 1878 the principalities of

Bosnia and Herzegovina with an area of 19,702 sq. rn., and a

population (1895) of 1,591,036 inhabitants, (wning Turkey as

suzerain, were placed under the administration of Austria-

Hungary, and their annexation in 1908 was recognized by the

Powers in 1909, so that they became part of the dominions

of the monarchy.

GovernmenU-^The presentconstitution of the Austro-Hungarian

monarchy (see Au.stria) is based on tlie Pragmatic Sanction of

the emperor Charles VI., first promulgated on the xyth of April

1713, whereby the succession to the throne is settled in tlic

dynasty of Habsburg-Lorraine, descending by right of primo-

geniture? and lineal succession to male heirs, and, in case of their

extinction, to the female line, and whereby the indissolubility

and indivisibility of the monarchy are determined
;

is based,

further, on the diploma of the emperor Francis J().seph 1 . of the

20th of October i860, whereby the constitutional form of

government i.s introduced
;
and, lastly, on the .so-called Aus^kich

or “ Compromise,’’ concluded on the 8tli of Feiiruary 1867,

whereby the relations between Austria and Hungary were

regulated.

The two separate states—Austria and Hungary—are com-

pletely independent of each other, and each has its own parlia-

ment and its own government. The unity of the monarchy is

exf)res.scd in the common head of the state, who beans the title

Emperor of Austria and Apostolic King of Hungary, and in the

common administration of a series of affairs, which affect both

halves of the Dual Monarchy. These are: (i) foreign affairs,

including diplomatic and consular repre.sentation abroad

;

(2) the army, including the navy, but excluding the annual

voting of recruits, and the special army of each state
; (3) finance

in 50 far as it concerns joint expenditure.

For the administration of these common affairs there are

tiiree joint ministries ; the ministry of foreign affairs and of the

imperial and royal house, the ministry of war, and the ministry

of finance. It must be noted that the authority of the joint

ministers is restricted to common affairs, and that they are

not allowed to direct or exerci.se any influence on affairs of govern-

ment affecting separately one of the halvas of the monarchy.
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The minister of foreign affairs conducts the international rela-

!

tions of the Dual Monarchy, and can conclude international !

treaties. But commercial treaties,,and such state treaties as i

impose burdens on the state, or parts of the state, or involve

a change of territory, require the parliamentary assent of both

states. Th(j minister of war is thJhead for the administration of

all military affairs, except those of the Austrian Landwehr and of

the Hungarian Honveds^ which are committed to the ministries

for national defence of the two respective states. But the

supreme command of the army is vested in the monarch, who
has the power to take all measures regarding the whole army, i

It follows, therefore, that the total armed power of the Dual i

Monarchy forms a whole under the supreme command of the :

sovereign. The minister of finance has charge of the finances of
,

common affairs, prepares the joint budget, and administers the
j

joint state debt. (Till 1909 ihc provinces of Bosnia and Herze-
|

govina wvrv also administered by the joint minister of finance,
1

excepting matters exclusi\'ely dependent on the minister of war.) ;

For the control of the common finances, there i.s appointed a
i

joint supreme court of accounts, which* audits the accounts of
j

the joint ministries.
I

hudffet.— Side by side with the budget of each stab* of the Dual
Monarchy, there is a common budget, whieli comprises the expendi- 1

lure necessary for tiie common aftairs, namely lor the conduct of
;

foreign allairs, for tlie army, and lor the ministry ol finance. The
j

revenues ol the joint budget consist of the revenues of the joint I

ministries, the net proceeds of the customs, and the quota, or the
j

jiroportronal contributions of the two states. This quota is fixed

for a jienod of years, anfl generally coincides with the duration of

the cu.sloms and commercial treaty. Until 1807 Austria contri-

buted 70 %, and Hungary 30 % of the joint expenditure, remaining
alter deduction ol the common revenue. It was them decided that

from 1897 to July 1007 the miota should be 66t{; lor Austria, and

.33 j'u fo*' Hungary. In 1907 Hungary '.s contribution was rai.sed to

3(>*'4 %• the total charges 2 is first of all debited to Hungary
on account of the incorjioration with this .state of the former military

frontier.

The Budget estimate.s lor the common administration were as

follows in 1003 :

—

Revenue—
Ministiy^ of Foreign Affairs .

Ministry of War . 305,907
Ministry ol I'inance 4,870
Board of Control . 18
The Customs . . . . 4,78o,ot>r>

Proportional contributions • • • • 15,650,448

Total . . £20,762, 10

Expenditure—
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mini.stry of War

—

/485,4»o

Army .... . 12,679,160
Navy .... 2,306,100

Mini.stry of Finance 177,000
Board of Gmtrol 13,250
Extraordinary Military Expenditure . . 4,783,500
Extraordinary Military Expenditure in Bosnia 315,920

Total . . ;^20,762,4io

The following table gives in thousands .sterling the joint budget
for the years 1875-1903 :

~

Expenditure,

Debt .—Besides the debts of each state of the Dual Monarchy,
there is a general debt, which is borne jointly by Austria and Hun-
gary. The following t^le gives in miliion.s sterling the amount of

the general debt for the years 1875-1005 :

—

r«75-

23241

1885.

231*02

1805.

229*67

1900.

226*81

1003.

224*31

:
1875- 1885. 1895* 190C.. 1905.

Ministry of Foreign Affairs .

Ministry of War (Army and
.3 yC) 3r.87 333 433*4 493*8

Navy) 9005*4 10,085
i67'2

12,539 13 .887'5 18,087*7
Ministry of Finance . 154*2 170*4 ^75 177*1

Supreme Court of Accounts . 10*5 10*6 10*7 12*5 13*3

Total 05U>*i 10,031*5 13,053*1 14,508*4 20.430*3

Revenue.

For the above Defuirtmcnts . 4.32 258*2 260*7 [
260*3 331*9

Customs 997*4 402*2 4476 5202*3 4799*7
Proportional Contributions . 8136*7 9971*1 8316*4 9045*8 15,650*4

Total 0566*1 10,631*5 >.3.053*1 14.508*4 20,430*3 1

Delegations.— The constitutional wght of voting money
applicable to the common affairs and ol its political control

is exercised by the Delegations, which consist each of sixty

meml>ers, chosen for one year, one-third of them by the Austrian

Herrenhaus (Upper House) and the Hungarian Table of Magnates

(Upper House), and two-thirds of them by the Austrian and the

llungarian Houses of Kepre.sentatives. The delegations are

annually summoned by the monarch alternately to Vienna and

to Budapest. Each delegation has its separate sittings, IjoUi

alike public. Their decisions are reciprocally communicated

in writing, and, in case of non-agreement, their deliberations

are renewed. Should three such interchanges be made without

agreement, a common plenary sitting is held of an equal number
of both delegations

;
and these collectively, without discussion,

decide the question by common vote. The common decisions

of both houses require ior their validity the sanction of the

monarch. Each delegation has the right to formulate resolutions

independently, and to call to account and arraign the ('ommon
ministers. Jn the exercise of their office the members of both

delegations are irresponsible, enjoying constitutional immunity.
Army. - The military .system of the Austro-Hungarian

monarchy is similar in both states, and rests since 1868 upon the

principle of the universal and personal obligation of the citizen

to bear arms. Its military force is composed of the common
army {K. und K .) ;

the special armies, namely the Austrian

(K.K.) Landwehr, and the Hungarian Honveds, which are

separate national institutions, and the Landsturm or levy-in-

mass. As stated above, the comm'bn army stands under the

administration of the joint minister of war, while the special

armies are under the administration of the respective ministries

of national defence. The yearly contingent of recruits for the

army is fixed by the military bills voted by the Austrian and
Hungarian parliaments, and is generally determined on the

basis of the population, according to thic last census returns.

It amounted in 1905 to 103,100 men, of which Austria furnished

59,211 men, and Hungary 43,889. Besides 1 0,000 men are

annually allolted to the Austrian Landwehr, and 12,500 to the

Hungarian llonveds. I'he term of service is 2 years (3 years in

the cavalry) with the colours, 7 or 8 in the reservT and 2 in the

Landwehr
;

in the case of men not drafted to the active army
the same total period of service is spent in various special

reserves.

For the military and administrative service of the army the Dual
Monarchy is divided into 16 military territorial districts (15 of which
correspond to the 15 army corp.s) and 108 supplementary districts

(105 for the army, and 3 for the navy). In 1902, since which year no
material change wavS made in the formal organization of the army,

there were 5 cavalry divisions and 31 in-

fantry division.s, formed in 15 army corps,

which arc located as follows :—I. Cracow, II.

Vienna, HI. Graz, IV. Budapest, V. Press-

burg, VI. Kaschau, VII. Teraesv^r, VIII.
Prague, IX. Josefstadt, X. Przemysl, XI.
Lemberg, XII. Horrmannstadt, XllL Agram,
XIV. Innsbruck, XV. Scrajewo, In addition
there is the military district of Zara. The
usual strength of the corps is, 2 infantry divi-

sions (4 brigades, 8 or 9 regiments, 32 or 36
battalions), 1 cavalry brigade (18 squadrons),
and I artillery brigade (i6-i8 batteries or

128-144 field-guns), beside.s technical and
departmental units and in some cases fortress

artillery regiments. The infantry Is organized
into line regiments, jager and Tirolese regi-

ments. the cavalry into dragoons, lancers.

Uhlans and hussars, the artillery into regi-

ments. The Austrian Landwehr (which re-

tains the old designation K.K.y fornferly
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applied to the Austrian regular artnjr) » organized « «

varying-strength. the " Royal Hungarian
••

in 7 divisions both Austrian and Hungarian I^ndwchr leaving in

add^ition cavalry (Uhlans and hussars) and t^tiilery. It is

that a landwchr or Honvcds division will, in war. lorm part ol

tadi Lmy c ,n4 except in the cas.- of tVie Vienna corps, which 1 as

\ divisions in peace. The remaining men of military

LW forn."tlK- Lands,urn,. It is <>,
'’Xwh-re t ctesid as

Sturm efimpnses many men who would elsewhere lx Classen a.

^‘^The strength ol the Austro-Hungarian army on a peace footing

was as follows in _
"

Officers. 1
Men!

i

Horses, i
Guns.

Infantry
Common Army
Austrian l^ndwehr .

Hungarian Honveds
Cavalry
Common Army .

Austrian T.andwehr .

Hungarian llonx eds

Field Artillery . . •

Fortri‘ss Artillery .

1‘echnical troexps ...
(Pioneers, and Railway and

I’elegniph Regiment)

Transport Servict*

Sanitary Servici' . .

'total .

Ilelonging to the

Common Army .

Austrian Tsandwehr . .

Hungarian Honveds

lo.Hoi

i,8«3
2 , '^ 5^

i,8f)o

170
HOO

408
5R.8

461

83

2u,5<»4

187,604

23.Q«’3

21,140

45.486
1,861

4,170
27,612

0.035

4.3^2
3,062

1,152

174
262

40.740
1,282
3.5i*»

M.s52«

TO

3.007

Year. Imports. Exports.

1900
1901

1902
;

1903
1904 1

1005
1

1^70,666,000

68.833.000
71.666.000

78,209 000
85.200.000
89.430.000

80.9 16.000

78.541.000
79.708.000
88.600.000

! 86,200,01)0 *

' 93.500,000

The following tames give v»e juia i^n c,.

monarchy as regards raw' material and manufactured goods

Jmf)nrts.

i

”
,

Value in Millions Sterling.

Articles.

1048

uiai.Li.iai IS-,!

and industry ;
and mining

and smelting products)

1

1900. 1 igoi. T902.
1

I 9<>3 - 1904.

[i
41-5 40.5 41*8 45-9 51.9

I'l

,
. 1

9*6 1
0-6 10.3 IO.() 10.8

•
1

Ay* 5
1

18.7 iy-5 21*(> 22.5

Exf^oUa.

336,818
}

64,887 I

1048

15,863 I 285.733

2,053
I

25.766

2,648
I

25.310

50.650
1.456

.3.772

1048

Value in Millions Sterling.

igoo. 1 1901.
1

1()02. 1903. 1904.

34*1 ' 34-1
1
35-8

1

36 35*3 1

12'6 II-T
I

ii-i 12*4 12*6

34‘2
1

33-3 (
.32*8

11

.

37-2 ' 38-3
i

'I'lie troops stcitioned m Bosnia and Herzegovina in (17^

oflicefs and 6372 men) aie included in the total tor the common

The peace strength of the active army in combatants is thus about

35,^000 officiTs and n^n, iiiclusiye of the two ^
Austrian " K.K." guards, the Hungarian crown guards, the g

damierie, &c. The numbers of the Landsturm and the war

of the whole armed forces afe not imblished. It is estimated that

the first line army in war would consist of 460,000 inIantry, 40,000

iavalry Xoo^i artillery, 21.000 engineers. &c.. beside rap and non-

combaUut soldiers. Tlie Landwelir and 1 lonvcd would yield 2iQ,ooo

infantry and 18,000 cavalry, and other reserves 223,000 men. I hese

figures give an Approximate total strength of 1 ,147,000, not inclusive

-The principal fortifications in Anstria-Hungary

are ' Cracow and Przcmysl in Galicia ;
Komarom. the centre of the

inland fortifications, P^tervarad, O-Arad and lemesvar '

Seraiewo, Moslar and Bilek in Bosnia-Herzegovina. The Alpine

frontiers, especially those in Tirol, have numerous lortificat ions

whose centre is formed by Trent and hVanzensieste :

military roads leading into Cannthia have been provided with strong

defensive works, as at Malborgeth, Predil Paas, Ac The two capitals,

ViennTand Budapi-st^ are n^t fortified. On the Adriatic coast, the

naval harbour of Pola is strongly fortified with st^a and land defences ,

then come Trie.ste, and several places in Dalmatia, notably Zara and

^^Nflin'.-Thc Austro-Hungarian navy is

force and includes also a flotilla of monitors for the Danube. It is

administered by the naval department of the mini.slry of war It

consisted in 1905 of o modern battleships, 3 armoured 5

cruisers, 4 torpedo gunlxiats, 20 destroyers and 20

There was in hand at the same time a naval programme to bu Id 12

armourclads, 5 second-class cruisers, b third-class crui.sers,

number of torpedo boats. 1'he headquarters of the fleet are at Pola,

which is the principal naval arsenal and harbour of Austria ,
while

another great naval station is Trieste.

Trade.—On the lja.si.s of the customs and coinnaercial agreement

between Austria and Hungary, concluded in 1867 and renewable

every ten years, the following affairs, in addition to the common

affairs of the monarchy, are in both states treated

same principles ;---Commeicial affairs, including customs legislation ,

legislabon on the,duties closely connected with industrial production

-.?dn beer, brandy, sugar and mineral oils ;
determination of legal

tender and coinage, as also of the principles regulating the Austro-

Hungarian Bank ;
ordinances in respect of such railways as affect

the interests of both states. In conformity with the customs and

commercial compact between the two states, renewed in 1890,

the monarchy constitutes one identical customs and commercial

territory, inclusive of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the pnncipahty

^^Tlm fweig^irtrade of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy is shown in

the following table

Articles.

Raw material (as above)

Semi-manufactured gtxHls

Maiiufacturwl goods . .

The most important place ol derivation and of destination for the

Austro-Hungarian trade is the German empire with about 40%
of the imports, and about 60% of the exports. Next m ^fuportance

comes Great Britain, afterwards India, Italy, the UnRed States of

America. Ku.ssia, France, Switzerland, Rumania, the Balkan .states

and South America in about the order named 1 he principal artirles

of import are cotton and cotton goods, wool and woollen goods, silk

and silk goods, cottee, tobacco and metals. 'I‘he iinncipal articles of

exiiort are wood, sugar, cattle, gla.ss and glassware, iron and iron-

ware, eggs, cereals, millinery, fancy goods, earthenware and pottery,

and leather goods.
. . 4. i. , , u..

The Auslro-^Hiw^anan Hank. -Oommon to the two states ol tlu

monarchv is the " Austro-Hungarian Bank,” which pos.sesses a legal

exclusive right to the issue of bank notes It was lounded m i8i6

and had the litle of the Austrian National Bank until iS7'8, when il

received its actual name. In virtue ol the new bank sUitute of the

year 1899 the bank is a joint-stock company, with a stock o

/8 780 000. The l)ank’s notes of issue must be ( oviired to tlie extent

of ’two-fifths by legal specie (gold and current silver) in ;

the rest of the paper circulation, according hi Ijank

state under certain conditions, takt‘S a portion of the clear profits of

the bank. The management of the bank and the supervision exercised

over it by the state are esUiblished on a footing fd

states having each the same influence. I he accounts of the bank at

Jhe end of 1900 were as follows : capital. /.8.75‘60oo
;

reserve fund

^428,250; note circulation, ^62,251.000; /5o,754.ooo. In

1907 the reserve fund was £548,04T ;
note circu ation, ^84,501,000 .

Lsh / ,0,036,62 5 The chaft er of the bank, which expired m 1 897

.

was ’renewed until the end of 1910. In the Iliingarian ministerial

crisis of 1909 the question of the renewa of tlie charter played a

consi)icuoiis part, the more extreme members ol

party demanding the estahhshnient of separate banks lo Austr a

and Hungary with, at most, common superintendence (see

below). '

History

1 . The Whole Monarchy.

The empire of Austria, as the official designation of the

territories ruled by the Habsburg monarchy, dates back only to

1804, when Francis 11 ., the last of the Holy Roman rteUth

emperors, proclaimed himself emperor of Austria as

Francis I. His motive in doing so was

against the great house of Habsburg being relegated

to a position inferior to the parvenus Bonapartes, in the everjt

of the final collapse of the Holy Roman Empire, or of the possible

election of Napoleon as his own successor on the throne ol

Charlemagne. The title emperor of Austria, then, replaced that

of “ Imperator Romanorum semper Augustus when the Holy

Empire came to an end in 1806. From the first, however, it

was no more than a title, which represented but ill the actual

relation of the Habsburg sovereigns to their several states.
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Magyars and Slavs never willingly recognized a style which

ignored their national rights and iipplied the superiority of the

German dements of the monarchy
;

to the Germans it was a

poor substitute for a title which had represented the political

unity of the German race undd* the Holy Empire. For long

after the Vienna (.ongres.s of 1814-1815 the “ Kaiser*’ as such

exercised a powerful influence over the imaginations of the

German people outside the Habsburg dominions
;
but this was

'because the title was still surrounded with its ancient halo and

the essential change was not at once recognized. The outcome of

the long struggle with Prussia, which in 1866 finally broke the

spell, and the proclamation of the German empire in 1871 left

the title of emperor of Austria stripped of everything but a

purely territorial significance. It had, moreover, by the compact
with Hungary of 1867, ceased even fully to represent the relation

of the emperor to all his dominions
;
and the title which had

been devised to cover the whole of the Habsburg monarchy
sank into the official style of the sovereign of but a half

;
while

even within the Austrian empire proper it is resented by those

peoples which, like the Bohemians, wish to obtain the .same

recognition of their national independence as was conceded to

Hungary. In placing the account of the origin and development

of the Habsburg monarchy under this heading, it is merely for.

the sake of convenience.

The first nucleus round which the present dominions of the

house of Austria gradually ac*cumulatcd was the mark which lay

along the south bank of the Danulje, east of the river

?he^name
founded about A.u. 800 as a defence for the

AuMirin, Frankish kingdom against the Slavs. Although its

total length from east to west was only about 60 m.,

it was associated in the popular mind with a large and almost
unbroken tract of land in the cast of JCurope. This fact, together

with the position of the mark with regard to Germany in general

and to Pavaria in particular, a(’counts for the name (hterreich

(Austria), i.e. cast empire or realm, a word first used in a charter

of 99O, where the phrase in re^ione vulgari nomine Ostarrichi

occurs. The development of this small mark into the Austro-

Hungarian monarchy was a slow and gradual process, and falls

into two main divisions, which almo.st coincide with the periods

(luring which the dynasties of Bahenbcrg and Habsburg have
resperti\Tly ruled the land. The energies of the house of Baben-
berg were chiefly spent in enlarging the area and strengthening

the position of the mark it.self, and when this was done the house
of Habsburg set itself with remarkable perseverance and mar-
vellous success to extend its rule over neighbouring territories.

The many vicissitudes which have attended this development
have not, however, altered the European position of Austria,

which has remained the same for over a thousand years. Stand-
ing sentinel over the valley of the middle Danube, and barring

the advance of the Slavs on Germany, Austria, whether mark,
duchy or empire, has always been the meeting-place of the

Teuton and the Slav. Jt is this fact which gives it a unicjue

interest and importance in the history of Europe, and which
unites the ideas of the Germans to-day with those of Charlemagne
and Otto the Great.

The southern part of the country now called Austria was
inhabited before the opening of tlie Christian era by the Taurisc'i,

BMtty Itf
^ tribe, who were subsequently called the Norici,

habitants,
who were conquered by the Romans about 14 b.c.

Their land was afterwards included in the provinces of

Pannonia and Noricum, and under Roman rule, Vindobona,
the modern Vienna, became a place of some importance. The
part of the country north of the Danube was peopled by the
Marcomanni and the Quadi, and both of these tribes were fre-

quently at war with the Romans, especially during the reign of

the emperor Marcus Aurelius, who died at Vindobona in a.d. 180
when campaigning against them. Christianity and civilization

obtained entrance into the land, but the increasing weakness of

the Roman empire opened the country to the inroads of the
barbarians, and during the period of the great migrations it was
ravaged in quick succession bya numberof these tribes, prominent
among whom were the Huns. The lands on both banks of the

river shared the same fate, due probably to the fact to which

Gibbon has drawn Atention, that at this period the Danube
was frequently frozen o^er. About 590 the district was settled

by the Slovenes, or Corutanes, a Slavonic people,%^ho formed

part of the kingdom of Samo, and were aflerwar(is included in

the extensive kingdom of the Avars. 'J’he PVanks claitfled some
authority over this people, and probably some of the princes

of the Slovenes had rdfcognized this claim, but it could not t>e

regarded as serious while the Avars Vere In possession of the

land. In 791 Charlemagne, after he had established his authority

over the Bajuvarii or Bavarians, crossed the ri\'er Enns, and
moved against the Avars. This attack was followed by

campaigns on the part of his lieutenants, and in 805 the Avars

were finally subdued, and their land incorporated with the

Frankish empire. This step brought the later Austria definitely

under the rule of the Franks, and during the struggle sgtabtitb^
Charleniiigne erected a mark, called the East Mark, meat at

to defend the eastern border of his empire. A series of Boat

margraves riftfed this small district from 799 to 907,

hut as the Frankish empire grew weaker, the mark suffered

more and more from the ravages of its eastern neighbours.

During the 9th century the l^Vankish supremacy vanished, and
the mark was overrun by the Moravians, and then by the

Magyars, or Hungarians, who destroyed the few remaining traces

of Frankish influence.

A new era dawned after Otto the Great was elected German
king in 936, and it is Otlo rather than Charlemagne who must
be regarded as the real founder of Austria. In August

955 he gained a great victory over the Magyars on the

Lechfekl, freed Bavaria from their presence, and re-

founded the ICast Mark for the defence of his kingdom.

In 976 his son, the emperor Otto II,, entrusted the government
of this mark, soon to be known as Austria, t» Leopold, a member
of the family of Bahenbcrg (^.?'.), and its administration was

conducted with vigour and success, ^eopold and his descendants

ruled Austria until the extinction of the family in J246, and by
their skill and foresight rai.sed the mark to an important place

among the German states. I'heir first care was to push its

eastern frontier clown the Danube valley, by colonizing the lands

on either side of the river, and the success of this work may be

seen in the removal of their capital from J^bchlarn to Melk, then

to Tulin, and finally about 1140 to Vienna. The country as far

as the Leitha was subsequently incorporated with Austria, and
in the other direction the district between the Enns and the Inn

was added to the mark in 1156, an important date in ouebyot
Austrian history. Anxious to restore peace to Germany Auatria

in this year, the new king, Frederick 1„ raised Austria created,

to the rank of a duchy, and conferred upon it ex-

ccptional privileges. The investiture was bestowed not only

upon Duke Henry but upon his second wife, Theodora
;

in case

of a failure of male heirs the duchy was fo descend to females
;

and if the duke had no children he could nominate his successor.

Controlling all the jurisdiction of the land, the duke’s only

duties towards the Empire were to appear at any diet held in

Bavaria, and to send a contingent to the imperial army for any
campaigns in the countries bordering upon Austria. In, 1186

Duke Leopold I. made a treaty with Ottakar IV., duke of Styria,

an arrangement which brought Styria and upper Austria to the

Babenbergs in 1192, and in 1229 Duke Leopold 11 .
purchased

some laruis from the bishop of Freising, and took the title of

lord of Carniola. When the house of Babenberg became ^jxtinct

in 1246, Austria, stretching from Passau almost to Pressburg,

had the frontiers which it retains to-day, and this increase of

territory had been accompanied by a corresponding increase in

wealth and general prosperity. The chief reason for this pros-

perity was the growth of trade along the Danube, which stimu-

lated the foundation, or the growth, of towns, and brought

considerable riches to the ruler. Under the later Babenbergs

Vienna was regarded as one of the most important of German
cities, and it was computed that the duke was as rich as the

archbishop of Cologne, or the margrave of Brandenburg, and

was surpassed in this respect by only one German prince, the
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king of Bohemia. The interests of the Austrian margraves and
dukes were not confined to the acquisition of wealth either in

land or chattels. Vienna became a cent^^e of culture and learning,

and many religious houses were founded and endowed. The
acme of the early prosperity of Austria was reached

Leopold ih
i>uke Leopold II., surnamed the Glorious, who

reigned from 1 194 to 1230. He gave a code of municipal

laW to Vicniia, and rights to other towns, welcomed the Minne-

singers to his brilliant court, and left to his subjects an enduring

memory of valour and wisdom. Leopold and his predecessors

were enabled, owing to the special position of Austria, to act

practically as independent rulers. Cherishing the privilege of

1156, they made treaties with foreign kings,' and arranged

marriages with the great families of Europe. With full control of

jurisdiction and oi commerce, no great bishopric nor imperial

city impeded the course of their authority, and the emperor

interfered only to settle boundar>' disputes.

The main lines of Austrian policy under the Babenbergs were

warfare with the Hungarians and other eastern neighbours, and

a general attitude of loyalty towards the emperors. The story

of the Hungarian wars is a monotonous record of forays, of

assistance given at times to the Babenbergs by the forces of

the Empire, and ending in the gradual eastward advance of

Austria. The traditional loyalty to the emperors, which was
cemented by several marriages between the imperial house and

the Babenbergs. was, however, departed from by the margrave

Leopold 1

1

., and by Duke Frederick II. During the investiture

struggle Leopold deserted the emperor Henry IV., who deprived

him of Austria and conferred it upon Vratislav IL, duke of the

Bohemians. Unable to maintain hi.s po.sition, Vratislav was sotm

driven out, and in 1083 Leopold again obtained possession of

the mark, and was soon reconciled with Henry. Very similar

Duke r*^Bult of the conflict betwetni the emperor

Frederick Frederick II. and Duke Frederick 11 . Ignoring the

u„ibe privilege of the emperor claimed certain rights
QoMrrei-

jjj Austria, and summoned the duke to his Italian diets.
Mome.

Frederick, who was called the Quarrelsome, had irri-

tated both his neighbours and his subjects, and complaints of his

exactions and confiscations reached the ears of the emperor.

After the duke had three times rciused to ajipear before, the

prince.H, Frederick placed him under the ban, declared the duchies

of Austria and Styria to be vacant, and, aided by the king of

Bohemia, the duke of Bavaria and other princes, invaded the

country in 1236. He met with very slight opposition, declared

the duchies to be immediately dependent upon tlic Empire,

made Vienna an imperial city, and imposed other changes upc/n

Badottbe constitution of Austria. After his departure,

houaeof however, the duke returned, and in 1239 was in

Bmbea^ po.ssession of his former power, while the changes made
by the emperor were ignored. ( ontinuing his career of

violence at^ oppressidti, Duke Frederick was killed in battle by

the Hungarians in June 1246, when the family of Babenberg

became extinct.

The duchies of Austria and Stvria were now claimed by the

emperor Frederick 11 . as vacant fiefs of the Empire, and their

Dispute as
J(f>vernnient was entrusted to Otto IL, duke of Bavaria.

to the Frederick, however, who was in Italy, harassed and
Auatriaa atllicted, could do little to assert the imperial authority,

and his enemy, Pope Innocent IV., bestowed the two
duchies upon Hermann VL, margrave of Baden,

whose wife, Gertrude, was a niece of the last of the Babenbergs.

Hermann was invested by the German king, William, count of

Holland, but he was unalie to establish his position, and law

and order were quickly disappearing from the duchies. The
deaths of Hermann and of the emperor in 1250, however, paved

the way for a settlement. Weary of struggle and disorder, and
despairing of any help from the central authority, the estates

of Austria met at Triabensee in 1251, and chose Ottakar, son of

Wence.slaus L, king cf. Bohemia, as their duke. This step was
favoured by the pope, and Ottakar, eagerly accepting the offer,

strengthened his position by marrying Margaret, a sister of

Duke Frederick IL, and in return tor his investiture promised

- [HISTORY

his assisripce to William of Holland. Styria appears at this

time to have shared the forjiunes of Austria, but it was claimed

by Bela IV., king of Hungary, who conquered the

land, and made a treaty with Ottakar in 1254 which

confirmed him in its possession. The Hungarian auke,

rule was soon resented by the Styrians, and Ottakar,

who had become king of Bohemia in 1253, took advantage of

this resentment, and interfered in the affairs ot the duchy. A
war with Hungary ‘was the result, but on this occasion victory

rested with Ottakar, and by a treaty made with Bela, in March

1261, he was recognized as duke of Styria. In 1269 Ottakar

inherited the duchy of Carinthia on the death of Duke Ulrich 111 .,

and, his power having now become very great, he began to

aspire to the German throne. He did something to improve

the condition of the duchies by restoring order, introducing

German colonists into the eastern districts, and .seeking to

benefit the inhabitants of the towns.

In 1273 Rudolph, count of Habsburg, became German king,

and his attention soon turned to Ottakar, whtvsc power menaced

the occupant ot the German throne. Finding some

support in Austria, Rudolph questioned the title of

the Bohemian king to the three duchies, and sought

to recover the imperial lands which had been in the

possession of the emperor Frederick 11 . Ottakar was summoned
twice before the diet, the imperial court declared against him,

and in July 1275 he was placed under the ban. War was the

result, and in NT)\ ember 1276 Ottakar submitted to Rudolph,

and renounced the diiehies of Austria, Styria and Carinthia.

For Gome time the three duchies were administered by Rudolph

in his rapacity as head of the Empire, of which they formed part.

Not content with this tie, however, which was personal to

himself alone, the king planned to make them hereditary posses-

sions ot his family, and to transfer the headquarters of the

llabsburgs from the Rhine I0 the Danube. Some opposition

was offered to this scheme ;
but the per.severance of the king

overcame all difficulties, and one ot the most important events in

European history took place on the 27th of December
naba-

1282, when Rudolph invested his sons, Rudolph and

Albert, with the duchies of Austria and Styria. eetab^

retained Carinthia in his own hands until 1286, when, Uebedin

in return for valuable services, he bestowed it upon

Meinhard IV., count ot Tirol. 'I'he younger Rudolph

took no part in the government of Austria and Styria, which was

undertaken by Albert, until his election as German king in 1298.

Albert appears to have been rather an arbitrary ruler. In 1288

he suppressed a rising of the people of Vienna, and lie made the

fullest use of the ducal power in asserting his real or supposed

rights. At this time the principle of primogeniture was unknown

in the house of Habsburg, and for many years the duchies w'ere

ruled in common by two, or even three, members of the family.

Alter Albert became C^erman king, his two elder sons, Rudolph

and Frederick, were successively associated with him in the

government, and after his death in 1308, his four younger sons

shared at one time or another in the administration of Austria

and Styria. In 131 4 Albert’s son, Frederick, was chosen German

king in opposition to Louis IV., duke of Upper Bavaria, after-

wards the emperor Louis IV., and Austria w^as weakened by the

efforts of the Habsburg.s to sustain Frederick in his contest with

Louis, and also by the struggle carried on between another

brothe.r, Leopold, and the Swiss. A series of deaths among the

Habsburgs during the first half of the 14th century left Duke

Albert II. and his four sons as the only representatives of the

family. Albert ruled the duchies alone from 1344 to 1356, and

after this date his sons began to lake part in the government.

The most noteworthy of these was Duke Rudolph IV.,

a son-in-law of the emperor Charles IV., who showed

his interest in learning by founding the university of /v.

Vienna in 1365, Rudolph’s chief aim was ta make
Austria into an independent state, and he forged a series of

privileges the purport of which was to free the duchy from all

Its duties towards the Empire. A sharp contest with the emperor

followed this proceeding, and the Austrian duke, annoyed that
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Austria was not raised to the dignity of ah electorate by the

Golden Bull of 1356, did not shrink from a contest with Charles.

In 1361, however, he almndoned Ms pretensions, but claimed
the title of archduke (q.v.) and in 1364 declared that the posses-

sions of the llabsburgs were indivisible. Meanwhile the acquisi-

tion of nei^sfhbouring territories had been steadily pressed on.

In 1335 the duchy of Carinthia, and a part of Carniola, were

inherited by Diikes Albert II, and Otto, and in 1363 Rudolph IV.

obtained the county of Tirol. In 1364 Carniola was made into

an hereditary duchy
;

in 1374 part of Istria came under the

rule of the Habsburgs ; in 1382 Trieste submitted voluntarily

to Austria, and at various times during the century, other

smaller districts were added to the lands of the Habsburgs.

Rudolph IV. died childless in 1365, and in 1379 his two
remaining brothers, Leopold III. and Albert III., made a
division of their lands, by which Albert retained Austria proper

and Carniola, and Leopold got Stvria, Carintljia and Tirol.

Leopold was killed in 1386 at the battle of Sempach, and Albert

became guardian for his four nephews, who subsequently ruled

their lands in common. The senior line which ruled in Austria
was represented after the death of Duke Albert III. in 1395 by
his son, Duke Albert IV., and then by his grandson, Duke
Albert V., who became German king as Albert 1

1

, in 1438.
Albert married Elizabeth, daugliter of Sigismund, king of

Hungary and Bohemia, and on the death of his father-in law
assumed these tw’o crowns. He died in M3f), and just after his

death a son was born to him, who was called Ladislaiis

otUtdU^
Posthumus, and succeeded to the duchy of Austria and

teas. to the kingdoms of Hungary and Bohemia. William
and Leopold, the two eldest sons of Duke Leopold HI.,

and, witli their younger brothers Ernest and Frederick, the
joint Rilers of Styria, Carinthia and 'lirol, died early in the

15th century, and in 1406 Ernest and Frederick made a division

of their lands. Ernest became duke of Styria and Carinthia,

and Frederick, count of Tirol. Ernest was succeeded in 1424
by his sons, Frederick and Albert, and Frederick in 1439 by his

son, Sigismund, and these three princes were reigning when
King Albert II. died in 1439. Frederick, who succeeded Albert
as German king, and was soon crowned emperor as Frederick III.,

acted as guardian for Sigismund of 'Pirol, who was a minor, and

Regency became regent of Austria in consequence of the

of the infancy of I .adislaus. 1

1

is rule was a period of struggle

emperor and disorder, owing partly to the feebleness of his own
Pr^ertek character, partly to the wi.sh of his brother, Albert, to

share his dignities. 'J'lje Tirolese soon grew weary of

his government, and, in 1446, Sigismund was declared of age.

The estates of Austria were equally discontented and headed an
open revolt, the object of which was to remove Ladislaus from
Frederick's charge and deprive the latter of the regency. The

Popular leading spirit in this movement was Ulrich Eiczing

rerott (Eitzing or von Fdezinger, d. Ixifore 1463), a low-born

Vlricb
adventurer, ennobled by Albert II., in whose service

BicKiag 1^^ accumulated vast wealth and power. In 1451
and Count he organized an armed league, and in December, with
VMcb of the aid of the populace, made himself master of Vienna,
C/«i. whither he had summoned the estates. In March 1452
he was joined by Count Ulrich of Cilli, while the Hungarians and
the powerful party of the great house of Rosenberg in Bohemia
attached themselves to the league. Frederick, who had hurried

back from Italy, was besieged in August in the Vienna Neustadt,

and w^as forced to deliver Ladislaus to Count Ulrich, whose
influence had meanwhile eclipsed that of Eiczing. Ladislaus

now ruled nominally himself, under the tutelage of Count Ulrich.

The country was, however, distracted by quarrels between the

party of the high aristocrac>% which recognized the count of

Cilli as its chief, and that of the lesser nobles, citizens and
populace, who followed Eiczing. In September 1453 the latter,

by a successful hneuie, succeeded in ousting Count Ulrich, and
remained in power till February 1455, when the count once

more entered Vienna in triumph. Ulrich of Cilli was killed

before Belgrade in November 1456 ; a year lalef Ladislaus

himself died (November 1457). Meanwhile Styria and Carinthia

were equally unfortunate unqer the rule of Frederick and
Albert

;
and the deat^ of Ladislaus ^ed to still further complica*

tions. Austria, which had been^solemnly crestted an
Auettia

archduchy by the empftror Frederick in 1453, 'created

claimed by the three remaining Habsburg princes, and dnaret-

lower Austria was secured by Frederick, while Albert

obtained upper Austria. Both princes were unpopular* and in

1462 Frederick was attacked by the inhabitants df Vienna, and
was forced to surrender lower Austria to^Albert, whose spend-

thrift habits soon made his rule disliked, A further struggle

between the brothers was prevented by Albert '.s death in 1463,

when the estates did homage to Frederick. The emperor was
soon again at issue with the Austrian nobles, and was

attacked by . Matthias Corvinus, king of Hungary,

who drove him from Vienna in 1485. .Although ham-of
pered by the inroads of the Turks, Matthias pressed

on, and by 1487 was firmly in possession of Austria, Styria and
Carinthia, which seemed quite lost to the Habsburgs.

The decline in the fortunes of the family, liowever, was

to be arrested by Frederick s son, Maximilian, afterwards the

emperor Maximilian I., who was the second founder

of the greatness of the house of Habsburg. Like his tmparor

ancestor, Rudolph, he had to conquer the lands over Maxh

which his descendants were destined to rule, and by

arranging a treaty of succession to the kingdoms of Hungary
and Bohemia, he pointed the way to power and empire in

eastern Europe. Soon alter his election as king of the Romans
in i486, Maximilian attacked the Hungarians, and in 1490 he

had driven them from Austria,and recovered his hereditary lands.

In the same year he made an arrangement with his kinsman,

Sigismund of Tirol, by which he brought this county under his

rule, and when the emperor Frederick died in 1493, Maximilian

united the whole of the Austrian lands under his sway. Continu-

ing his acquisitions of territory, he inherited the possessions of

the counts of Gorz in 1500, added some districts to Tirol by
intervening in a succession war in Bawia, and acquired Gradisca

in 1512 as the result of a struggle with Venice. He did much for

the better government of the Austrian duchies. Bodies were

established for executive, financial and judicial purposes, the

Austrian lands constituted one of the imperial circles which

were established in 1512, and in 1518 representatives of the

various diets {Landtage) met at Innsbruck, a proceeding which

marks the beginning of an organic unity in the Austrian lands.

In these ways Maximilian proved himself a capable and energetic

ruler, although his plans for making Austria into a kingdom, or

an electorate, were abortive.

At the close of the middle ages the area of Austria had in-

creased to nearly 50,000 sq. m., but its internal condition does

not appear to have improved in proportion to this
Auatria at

increase in size, 'flie rulers of Austria lacked the theehaa
prestige which attached to the electoral office, and, of the

although five of them had held the position of German
king, the four who preceded Maxiniilian had added
little or nothing to the power and dignity of this position. The
ecclesiastical organization of Austria was imperfect, so long as

there was no archbishopric within its borders, and its clergy

owed allegiance to foreign prelates. The work of unification

which was so succe.ssfully accomplished by Maximilian was
aided by two events, the progress of the Turks in south-eastern

Europe, and the loss of most of the Habsburg possessions on the

Rhine. The first tended to draw the separate states together

for purposes of defence, and the second turned the attention of

the Habsburgs to the possibilities of expansion in eastern

Europe. % (A. VV. U.*)

At Hie time of tlie death of the -emperor Maximilian in 1519
the Habsburg dominions in eastern Germany included the

duchies of Upper and Lower Austria, Styria, Carinthia,

Carniola and the county of Tirol. Maximilian was under
succeeded as archduke of Austria as well as emperor by Cbariee v.

his grandson Charles of S{min, known im history as the

emperor Charles V. To his brother Ferdinand Charles
*

resigned all his Austrian lands, including his claims on Bohemia
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and Hungary. Austria and Spain were thus divided, and, in

spite of the efforts of the archduke Charles in the Spanish

Succession War, were never again united, for at the battle of

AVihacs, on the 28th of Ai^ust 1526, Suleiman the

Magnificent defeated and killed Louis, king of Hohemia

rtBuHs. ,

Hungary, whose sist(!r Anne had married

Ferdinand. By this victory the lurks conquered and

retained, till the peace of Karlowitz in 1699, the greater part of

Hungary. During most
^

of his life Ferdinand was engaged in

combating the Turks and in attempting to /secure Hungary. In

John Zapolya, who was supported by Suleiman, Ferdinand

found an active rival. Tlie Turks besieged Vienna in 1530 and
made several invasions of Hungary and Austria. At length

Ferdinand agreed to pay Suleiman an annual tribute for the

small portion —ah* Jilt 12,228 sq. m.—of Hungary which he held.

During C'haries W's struggles with the German Protestants,

Ferdinand preserved a neutral attitude, which contributed to

gain Germany a short period of internal peace. Though Ferdi-

nand himself did not take a leading part in German religious or

foreign politics, the period was one of intense interest to Austria.

Throughout the years from 1519 to 1648 there are, said Stubbs,

two distinct ideas in progress which “ may be regarded as giving

a unity to the whole period. . . . The Feformation is one, the

claims of the House of Austria is the other.” Austria did not

benefit from the reign of Charles V. The emperor was too much
absorbed in the affairs of the rest of his I'ast dominions,

notably those of the Empire, rent in two by religious

AumMm. differences and the secular ambitions for which those

were the excuse, to give any effective attention to its

needs. The peace of Augsburg, 1 555, which recognized a dualism

within the Empire in religion as in politics, marked the failure of

his plan of union (see Ciiarlks V.
;
Germany

;
Maurice of

Saxony)
;
and meanwhile he had been able to accomplish nothing

to rescue Hungar)' from the Turkish yoke. It was left ior his

brother Ferdinand, a ruler of consummate wisdom (1556-1564)

“to establish the modern^ Habsburg-Austrian empire with its

exclusive territorial interests, its administrative experiments,

its intricacies of religion and of race.”

Before his death Ferdinand divided the inheritance of the

German Habshurgs l^etween his three sons. Austria proper was

ThB policy
eldest son Maximilian, Tirol to the archduke

oiPtrdi- Ferdinand; and Styria with (urinthia and Carniola

amadand to the archduke Charles. Under the emperor Maxi-

also king of Bohemia
*

' and Hungary, a liberal policy preserved peace, but

he was unable to free his government from its humiliating

position of a tributary to the Turk, and he could do nothing

to found religious liberty within his dominions on a permanent

basis. The whole of Austria and nearly the whole of Styria

were mainly Lutheran
;

in Bohemia, Silesia and Moravia,

various forms of Christian belief struggled for mastery
;

and

Catholicism' was almost confined to the mountains of Tirol.

The accession of Rudolph 11 .^ (1576-1612), a fanatical

niga of Spanish Catholic, changed the situation entirely.

Hudolpb Under him the Jesuits were encouraged to press on

the Counter-Reformation. In the early part of his

reign there was hardly any government at all. In Bohemia a

state of semi-independence existed, while Hungary preferred

the Turk to the emperor. In both kingdoms Rudolph had

failed to assert his sovereign power except in fitful attempts to

extirpate heresy. With anarchy prevalent within the Austrian

dominions some action became necessary. Accordingly in 1606

the archdukes made a compact agreeing to acknowledge

family the aVchduke Matthias as head of the family. This
eompaei, arrangement proved far from successful. Matthias,
iWtf. emperor from 1612 to 1619, proved unable

to restore order, and when he died Bohemia was practically

independent. His successor Ferdinand 11
. (1619-1637) was

strong of will
;
and resolved to win hack Germany to the Catholic

faith. As archduke of Styria he had crushed out Protestantism

in that duchy, and having been elected king of Bohemia in 1618
' Rudolph V. as archduke of Austria, II. as emperor.
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was resolved to establish there the rule of the Jesuits. His
attempt to do so led to the outbreak of the Thirty Years' War
(see Bohemia

;
Thirty Years’ War). Till 1630 the

fortunes of Austria brightened under the active rule

of Ferdinand, who was assirted by Maximilian of

Bavaria and the Catholic League, and by Wallenstein.

7’he Palatinate was conquered, the Danish king was overthrown,
and it seemed that Austria would establish its predominance
over the whole of Germany, and that tlie Baltic would become
an Austrian lake. The fortunes of Austria never seemed brighter

than in 1628 when Wallenstein began the siege of Stralsund.

His failure, followed by the arrival of Gustavus Adolphus in

Germany in 1630, proved the death blow of Austrian hopes.

In 1632 Gustavus Adolphus was killed, in 1634 Wallenstein was
assassinated, and in 1635 France entered into the war. The
Thirty \’ears' War now ceased to be a religious struggle

betWiCen Catholicism and Protestantism; it resolved siverf/**

itself into a return to the old political strife between
France and the Habsburgs. Till 1648 the Bourbon
and Habsburg powers continued the war, and at the

peace of Westphalia Austria suffered severe losses. Ferdinand
HI. (1637-1657) was forced to yield Alsace to France, to grant
territorial supremacy, including the right of making Thepoaca
alliances, to the states of the Empire, and to acknow- of Waat-
ledge the concurrent jurisdiction of the imperial phaiia,

chamber and the Aulic council. 'J’he disintegration

of the Holy Roman Jimpire was now practically accomplished,

and though the pos.session of the imperial dignity continued to

give the rulers of Austria prestige, the Habsburgs henceforward
devoted themselves to their Austrian interests rather than to

those of the Empire.

In 1657 Leopold L, who had already ruled the Austrian

dominions for two years, succeeded his father JHTdinand and
was crowned emperor in the following year. His long

^
reign of 48 years was of great importance for Austria,

as determining both the internal character and the external policy

of the monarchy. The long struggle with France to which the

ambitions of Louis XIV. gave rise, and which culminated in the

War of Spanish Succession, belongs less to the history of Austria

proper than to that of Germany and of Europe. Of more
importance to Austria itself was the war with Sweden (1657-60)
which resulted in the peace of Oliva, by which the independence

of Poland was securer) and the frontier of Hungary safeguarded,

and the campaigns against the Turks (1662 64 and 1683-99),

by which the Ottoman power was driven from Hungary, and
the Austrian attitude towards Turkey and the Slav peoples of

the Balkans determined for a century to come. The first war,

due to Ottoman aggression in Tninsylvania, ended
with Montecuculi's victory over the grand vizier at

St Gothard on the Raab on the ist of August 1664.

The general political situation prevented Leopold from taking

full advantage of this, and the peace of Vasvar (August 10)

left the 'lurks in possession of Nagyvarad (Grosswardein) and
the fortress of Ersekujv^r (Neuhau.sel), 'Transylvania being

recognized as an independent principality. The next 'Turkish

war was the direct outcome of Leopold’s policy in Hungary,

where the persecution of the Protestants and the suppression

of the constitution in 1658, led to a widespread con.spiracy.

This was mercilessly suppressed
;
and though after a period

of arbitrary government (1672-1679), the palatinate and the

constitution, with certain concessions to the Protestants, were

restored, the discontent continued. In 1683, invited by Hun-
garian malcontents and spurred on by Louis XIV., the 'lurks

burst into Hungary, overran the country and appeared before

the walls of Vienna. The victory of the 12th of September,

gained over the Turks by John Sobieski (see John HI. Sobieski,

King of Poland) not only saved the Austrian capital, but was

the first of a series of successes which drove the Turks perman-

ently beyond the Danube, and established the power of Austria

in the East. The victorie.s of Charles of Lorraine at Park4ny

(1683) and Esztergora (Gran) (1685) were followed by the

capture of Budapest (1686) and the defeat of the Ottomans at

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
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Mohdcs (1688). In i68<S the elector took Belgrade

;
in 1691

Louis William I. of Baden won the battle of Slankamen, and

on the nth of September 1607 Prince Eugene gained the crowning

victory of Zenta. This was followed, on the 26th of January

i 6()9, by the peace of Karlowitz*by which Slavonia, Transylvania

and all ITungary, except the banat of Temesvar, were ceded to

the Austrian crown. Leopold had wisely decided to initiate a

conciliatory policy in Hungary. At the diet of Pressburg

(i687“i688) the Hungarian crown had been niade hereditary

in the house of Habsburg, and the crown prince Joseph had
been crowned hereditary king of Hungary (q.v.). In 1697
Transylvania wa.s united to the Hungarian monarchy. A
further fact of great prospective importance was the im-

migration, after an abortive rising against the Turks, of some
30,000 Slav and Albanian families into Slavonia and southern

Hungary, where they were granted by the emperor Leopold

a certaii\ autonomy and the recognition of the Orthodox
religion.

By the conquest of Hungary and Transylvania Leopold

completed the edifice of the Austrian monarchy, of which the

foundatidns had been laid by Eerdinand 1 . in 1526. He had
also done much for its internal consolidation. By the death of

the archduke Sigismund in 1665 he not only gained Tirol, but

a considtirable sum of money, which he used to buy back the

Silesian principalities of Oppcln and Ratibor, pledged by
P'erdinand III. to the Poles. In the administration of his

dominions, lt)o, Leopold succeeded in strengthening the authority

of the central government, 'bhe old estiites, indeed, survived
;

but the emperor kept the effective power in his own hands, and
to his reign are traceable the first beginnings of that system of

centrali/.i'd bureaucracy which was established under Maria
Theresa and survived, for better or for worse, till the revolution

of 1848. It was under Leopold, also, that the Austrian standing

army wa.s o.stablished in spite of much opposition ; the regiments

raised in 1672 were never disbanded. For the intellectual life

of the country J.eopold did much. In sjiitc of his intolerant

attitude towards religious dissent, he proved himself an en-

lightened patron of learning. He helped in the establishment

(d the universities of Innsbruck and Olrniitz; and under his

auspices, after the defeat of the Turks in 1683, Vienna began to

develop from a mer(i frontier fortress into one of the most
brilliant capitals of ICurope. (See J-EOPOi.11 I.)

I.eopold died in 1705 during the war of Spanish Succession

(1702-13), which he left a.san evil inheritance to his sons Joseph i.

War of (^* ^7^1) Charles VI. The result of the war was
Spanish a further aggrandizement of the house of Austria

;

Sucesa^ but not to the extent that had been hoped. Apart
8/011. British and Austrian troops had been
unalilc to deprive Philip V. of his throne, it was from the point

of view of Europe at large by no means desirable that Charles VT.

should succeed in reviving the empire of Charles V. By the

treaty of Utrecht, accordingly, Spain was left to the House of

Bourbon, while that of Austria received the Spanish Netherlands,
Sardinia and Naples.

The treaty of Karlowitz, and the settlement of 1713-1714,
marked a new starting-point in the history of Austria. The

efforts of Turkey to regain her ascendancy in eastern

from ms the expense of the Habfeburgs had ended

to 1740. in failure, and henceforward Turkish efforts were
confined to resisting Jhe steady development of Austria

in the direction of Constantinople. I’he treaties of Utrecht,
Rastadt and Baden had also re-established and strengthened
the position of the Austrian monarchy in western Europe.
The days of French invasions of Germany had for the time ceased,

and revenge for the attacks made by Louis XIV. was found in

the establishment of Austrian supremacy in Italy and in the

substitution of Austrian for Spanish domination in the Nether-
lands.

I'he situation, though apparently favourable, was full of

difficulty, and only a statesman of uncommon dexterity could
have guided Austria with success through the ensuing years.

Composed of a congeries of nationalities which included Czechs,

9

Magyars, Ruthenes, Rumanians, Germans, Italians, Flemings

and other races, anil with territories separated by many miles,

the Habsburg dominions required from their ruler patience,

tolerance, administrative skill and a full knowledge of the

currents of European diplomacy. Charles VI. possessed none

of these cjualities ; and when he died in 1740, the* weakness

of the scattered Habsburg empire rendered it an object of the

cupidity of the continental powers. Yet, tliough the War of

Spanish Succession had proved a heav^ drain on the resources

of the hereditary dominions of the Austrian crown, Charles VI.

had done much to compensate for this by the successes of his

arms in eastern Europe. In 1716, in alliance with Venice, he

declared war on the Turks
;
Eugene’s victory at Peterwardein

involved the conquest of the banat of Temesvar, and was followed

in 1717 by the capture of Belgrade. By the treaty signed at

Passarowitz on the 21st of July 1718, the banat, which rounded

off Hungary and Belgrade, with the northern districts of Servia,

were annexed to the Habsburg monarchy.

Important as these gains were, the treaty none the less once

more illustrated the perpetual sacrifice of the true interests of

the hereditary dominions of the house of Habsburg to its

European entanglements. Had the war continued, Aastria

would undoubtedly have extended her conquests down the

Danube. But f.’harles was anxious about Italy, then in danger

from Spain, which under Alberoni’s guidance had occupied

Sardinia and Sicily. On the 2nd of August 1718, accordingly,

Cliarles joined the Triple Alliance, henceforth the Quadruple
Alliance. The coercion of Spain resulted in a peace by which
Charles obtained Sicily in exchange for Sardinia. The shifting

of the balance of power that followed belongs to the history of

Europe (q.v.) ; for Austria the only important outcome was that

in 1731 Charles found himself isolated. Being without a son, he

was now anxious to secure the throne for his daughter

Maria Theresa, in accordance with the Pragmatic

Sanction of the loth of April 1713, in which he had saactioa.

pronounced the indivisibility of ftie monarchy, and
had settled the succession on his daughter, in default of a male
heir. It now l)ecame his object to secure the adhesion of the

pi)wers to this instrument. In 1731 Great Britain and Holland

agreed to respect it, in return lor the cession of Parma, Piacenza

and Guastalla to Don Carlos
;
but the hostility of the Bourbon

powers continued, resulting in 1733 Polish Succes-

sion, the outcome of which was the acquisition of Lorraine by
Prance, and of Naplc.s, Sicily and the Tuscan ports by Don
Carlos, while the power of the Hab.sburg monarchy in northern

Italy was strengthened l)y the acquisition of Parma, Piacenza

and Guastalla. At the same time Spain and Sardinia adhered

to the Pragmatic Sanction. Francis, the. dispossessed duke of

Lorraine, was to be compensated with Tuscany. On the 12th

of February 1736 he was married to the archduchess Maria

Theresa, and on the nth of May following he signed the formal

act ceding Lorraine to France.

The last years of Charles VI. were embittered by the di.sastrous

outcome of the war with lurkey (1738-1739), on which he had
felt compelled to embark in accordance with the terms

of a treaty of alliance with Russia signed in 1726.

After a campaign of varying fortunes the Turks beat /7J9,

the imperial troops at Krotzka on the 23rd of July

1739 and laid siege to Belgrade, where on the ist of September

a treaty was signed, which, with the exception of the banat,

surrendered evcrj'’thing that Austria had gained by the treaty

of Passarowitz. On the 20th of October 1740, Charles die^

leaving his dominions in no condition to resist the attacks of

the powers, which, in spite of having adhered to the Pragmatic

Sanction, now sought to profit from their weakness. Yet for

their internal development Charles had done much. His religious

attitude was moderate and tolerant, and he did his best to pro-

mote the enlightenment of his subjects. He was zealous, too,

for the promotion of trade and industry, and, besides the East

India Company which he established at Ostend, he encouraged

the development of Trieste and Fiume as sea-ports and centres

of trade with the Levant.
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The accession of Maria Theresa to the throne of the Habsburgs

j

marks an important epoch in the history/‘of Austria. For a

while, indeed, it seemed tiiat the monarchy was on

rtttnwM the ‘'point of dissolution. ToN;he diplomacy of the

iHth century the breach of a solemn compact was but

lightly regarded
; and Charles VI. had neglected the advice of

Prince Eugene to leave an effective army of 200,000 men as a

more solid guarantee of the Pragmatic Sanction than the signa-

tures of the powers. As" it was, the Austrian forces, disorganized

in the long confusion of the Turkish wfirs, wdte in no condition

to withstand Frederick the Creat, when in 1 740, aX the head of

the splendid army bequeathed to him by his father, he invaded

Silesia (see Austrian Succession, War of). The Prussian

victory at Mollwitz (April >0, 1741) brought into the field against

Austria all the powers which were ambitious of expansion at

her expense : France, Pavaria, Spain, Saxony and Sardinia.

Nor was the peril wholly external. Apart from the perennial

discontents of Magyars and Slavs, the confusion and corruption

of the administration, and the misery caused by the ruin of the

finances, had made the Habsburg dyniisty unpopular even in its

German states, and in Vienna itself a large section of public

opinion was loudly in favour of the claims of Charles of Bavaria.

Yet the war, if it revealed the weakness of the Austrian monarchy,
revealed also unexpected sources of strength. Not the least of

these was the character of Maria 'fheresa herself, who to the

fascination of a young and beautiful woman added a very

ma.sculine resolution and judgment. In response to her personal

appeal, and also to her wise and timely concessions, the Hun-
garians had rallied to her support, and for the first time iij history

awoke not only to a feeling of enthusiastic loyalty to a Habsburg
monarch, but also to the realization that their true interests

were bound up with those of Austria (see Hungary : History).

Although, then, as the result of the war, Silesia was bv the

treaty of Dresden transferred from Austria to Prussia, while in

Italy by the treaty of Aix-la-Chapclle in 174H cessions were

made at the expense of the^nouse of Habsburg to the Spanish

Don Philip and to Sardinia, the Austrian monarchy us a whole

had displayed a vitality that had astonished the world, and was

in .some respects stronger than at the beginning of the struggle,

notably in the groat improvement in the army and in the posses-

sion of generals schooled by the experience of active service.

The period from 1 747 to j 756, the year of the outbreak of the

Seven Years’ War, was occupied in preparations for carrying

into effect the determination oi Maria Theresa to recover the

lost provinces. To give any chance of success, it was recognized

that a twofold change of system was necessary ; in internal and
in external affairs. To strengthen the state internally a complete

revolution of its admini.stration was begun under the auspices

of Count F. W. Haugwitz (1700-1765) ;
the motley system which

had survived from the middle ages was gradually replaced by

an administrative machinery uniformly organized and central-

ized
;
and the army especially, hitherto patched together from

the quotas raised and maintained by the various diets and
provincial estates, was withdrawn from their interference.

These reforms were practically confined to the central provinces

of the monarchy
;

for in Hungary, as well as in the outlying

territories of Lombardy and the Netherlands, it was recognized

that the conservative temper of the peoples made any revolu-

tionary change in the traditional system inadvisable.

Meanwhile, in foreign affairs, it had become clear that for

Austria the enemy to be dreaded was no longer France, but

A BtrtMtt
Kaunitz piepared tlie way for a diplomatic

Fflacb“^ revolution, which took effect when, on the ist of May
ttttmace, 1756, Austria and France concluded the first treaty
Mad SMVMa of Versailles. The long rivalry between Bourbons and

Habsburgs was thus ended, and France and Austria

remained in alliance or at peace until the outbreak of

the French Revolution. So far as Austria was concerned, the

Seven Years’ War (jl»>.) in which France and Austria were ranged

against Prussia antSCrcat Britain, was an attempt on the part

of Maria Theresa tiwcover Silesia. It failed
;
and the peace of

Hubertsburg, signed on the 15th of Februar>^ 1763, left Germany

HUNGARY
divided between Austria and Prussia, whose rivalry for the

hegemony was to last until the victory of Koniggratz (1866) de-

finitely decided the issue in faVour of the Hohenzollern monarchy.
The loss of Silesia led Austria to look for “ compensation ”

elsewhere. The most obvious direction in which this could be
sought was in Bavaria, ruled by the decadent house’

of Wittelsbach, the secular rival of the house of

Habsburg in southern Germany. The question of the Bavaria,
annexation of Bavaria by conquest or exchange had
occupied the minds of Austrian statesmen throughout the

century : it would not only have removed a perpetual menace
to the peace of Austria, but would have given to the Habsburg
monarchy an overwhelming strength in South Germany. I’he

matter came to an issue in 1777, on the death of the elector

Maximilian III. The heir was the elector palatine Charles

Theodore, but Joseph 11 ., who had been elected emperor in 1 765,

in succession to his father, and appointed co-regent with his

niother claimed the inheritance, and prcjwed to assert his

claims by force. The result was the so-called War of Bavarian

Succes.sion. As a matter of fact, however, though the armies

under Frederick and Joseph were face to face in the field, the

affair was settled without actual fighting
;
Maria Theresa, fearing

the chances of another struggle with Prussia, overruled her son

at the last moment, and by the treaty of Teschen agreed to be

content with the cession of the Quarter of the Inn (Innvicrtel)

and some other districts

Meanwhile the ambition of Catherine of Russia, and the war
with Turkey by which the empire of the tsars was advanced to

the Black Sea and threatened to establish itself south

of the Danube, were productive of consequences of Auatria

enormous importance to Au.stria in the East. Russian andtbe

control of the Danube was a far more serious menace
to Austria than the neighbourhood of the decadent

Ottoman power : and for a while the policy of Austria towards
the Porte, underwent a change that foreshadowed her attitude

towards the Eastern Question in the i()th century. In spite of

the reluctance of Maria Theresa, Kaunitz, in July 1771 ,
concluded

a defensive alliance with the Porte. He would have exchanged
this for an active co-operation with Turkey, could Frederick

the Great have been persuaded to promise at least neutrality

in the event of a Russo-Austrian War. But hVcderick was un-

willing to break with Russia, with whom he was negotiating the

partition of Poland
;

Austria in the.se circumstances dared not

take the offensive : and Maria Theresa was compelled to pur-

chase the modification of the extreme claims of Russia in 'I'urkey

by agreeing to, and sharing in, the spoliation of Poland. Her
own share of the spoils were the acquisition, by the

first treaty of partition (August 5, 1772), of Galicia

and I.odomeria. ’Turkey was left in the lurch
;
and

Austrian troops even occupied portions of Moldavia, in order

to secure the communication between the new Polish provinces

and Tran.sylvania. At Constantinople, too, Austria once more
supported Russian policy, and was rewarded, in 1777, by the

acquisition of Bukovina from Turkey. In Italy the influence of

the Hbu.se of Austria had been strengthened by the marriage

of the archduke Ferdinand with the heiress of the d’Estes of

Modena, and the establishment of the archduke Leopold in the

grand-duchy of Tuscany.

In internal affairs Maria Theresa may be regarded as the

practical founder of the unified Austrian state. The new system

of centralization has already been referred to. It only

remains to add that, in carrying out this system, Maria raforma

'J’heresa was too wise to fall into the errors afterwards uadar

made by her son and successor. She was no doctrin-
^

aire, and consistently acted on the principle once laid
^

down by Machiavelli, that while changing the substance, the

prince should be careful to preserve the form of old institutions.

Along.side the new bureaucracy, the old esta^tes survived in

somnolent inactivity, and even in Hungary, though the ancient

constitution was left untouched, the diet was only summoned
four times during the reign, and reforms were carried out, without

protest, by royal ordinance. It was under Maria Theresa, too,
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that the attempt was first made to make German the official

language of the whole monarchy
;
an attempt which was partly

successful even in Hungary
^
espePially so far as the army was

concerned, though Latin remained the official tongue of the diet,

the county-assemblies and the lourts.

The sodal, religious and educational reforms of Maria Theresa

also mark her reign as the true epoch of transition from medieval

to modern conditions in Austria. In religious matters the

empress, though a devout Catholic and herself devoted to the

Holy Sec, was carried away by the prevailing reaction, in which

her ministers shared, against the pretensions of the papacy.

The anti-papal tendency, known as Febronianism (q.v.\ had made
immense headway, not only among the laity but among the

clergy in the Austrian dominions. By a new law, papal bulls

could not be published without the consent of the crown, and

the direct intercourse of the bishops with Rome was forbidden
;

the privileges of the religious orders were curtailed
;
and the

education of the clergy was brought under .state control. It was,

however, only with reluctance that Maria Theresa agreed to

carry out the papal bull suppressing the Society of Jesus ;
and,

while declaring herself against persecution, .she could never be

persuaded to accept the views of Kaunitz and Joseph in favour

of toleration. Parallel with the assertion of the rights of the

state as against the church, was the revolution effected in the

educational system of the monarchy. This, too, was taken from

the control of the church
;

tht- universities were remodelled and

modernized by the introduction of new faculties, the study of

ecclesiastical law being transferred from that of theology to that

of jurisprudence, and the elaborate system of elementiiry and

secondary education was established, which survived with slight

morlification till i86q,

I'hc death of Maria Theresa in 1780 loft Joseph II. free to

attempt the drastic revolution from above, which had been

JoBepbll. restrained by the wise statesmanship of his mother.

mad
* He was himself a strange* incarnation at once of

•'Joseph^ doctrinaire liberalism and the old Habsburg autocracy.

Q£ essential conditions of his empire he was con-

stitutionally unable to form a conception. He was a disciple,

not of Machiavelli, but of Rousseau
;

and his scattered

dominions, divided by innumerable divergences of racial and
class prejudice, and eiKuimbered with traditional institutions

to which the people clung with pa.ssionate conservatism, he

regarded as so much vacant territory on which to build up his

ideal state. He was, in fact, a Revolutionist who hapj>ened also

to be an emperor. “ Rea.son ” and “ enlightenment ” were his

watchwords
;

opposition to his wise measures he regarded as

obscurantist and unreasonable, and unreason, if it proved

stubborn, as a vice to be corrected with whips. In this spirit

he at once set to work to reconstruct the state, on lines that

strangely anticipated the principles of the Constituent Assembly

of 1789. He refused to be crowned or to take the oath to the

local constitutions, and divided the whole monarchy into thirteen

departments, to be governed under a uniform system. In

ecclesiastical matters his policy was also that of “ reform from

above,” the complete subordination of the clergy to the state,

and the severance of all effective ties with Rome. This treatment

of the ” Fakirs and Ulemas ” (as he called them in his letters),

who formed the most powerful clement in the’ monarchy, would
alone have ensured the failure of liis plans, but failure was made
certain by the introduction of the conscription, which turned

even the peasants, whom he had done much to emancipate,

against him. I'he threatened revolt of Hungary, and the actual

revolt of 'J'irol and of the Netherlands (see Belgium : History)

together with the disasters of the war with Turkey, forced him,

before he died, to the formal reversal of the whole policy of

reform.

In his foreign policy Joseph II. had been scarcely less unhappy.

In 1784 he had resumed his plan of acquiring Bavaria for Austria

by negotiating with the elector Charles Theodore its exchange

for the Netherlands, which were to be erected for his benefit

into a “ Kingdom of Burgundy.” The elector was not unwilling,

but the scheme was wrecked by the opposition of the heir to

II

the Bavarian throne, tne duke of Zweibriicken, in response to

whose api>eal Frederick the Great formed, on the 23rd of July

1785, a confederation of German princes (Fiirstenbund) for the

purpose of opposing tfte threatened preponderance of Austria.

Prussia was thus for the first time formally recognized as the

protector of the German states against Austrian ambition, and

had at the same time become the centre of an anti-Austrian

alliance, which embraced Sweden, Poland and the maritime

powers. In these circumstances the wa? with Turkey, on whicli

Joseph embarked,"in alliance with Russia, in 1788, would hardly

have been justified by the most brilliant success. The first

campaign, however, which he conducted in person was a dismal

failure
;

the Turks followed the Au.strian army, disorganized

by disease, across the Danube, and though the transference of

the command to the veteran marshal Loudon somewhat retrieved

the initial disasters, his successes were more than counterbalanced

by the alliance, concluded on the 31st of January 1790, between

Prussia and Turkey. Three weeks later, on the 20th of February

1790, Joseph died broken-hearted.

The situation needed all the statesmanship of the new ruler,

Leopold II. 'rhis was less obvious in his domestic; than in bis

foreign policy, though perhaps equally present. As
grand-duke of Tuscany Leopold had won the reputation

of an enlightened and liberal ruler ; but meanwhile
“ Josephinism had not been justified by its results, and the

progress of the Revolution in France was beginning to scare even

enlightened princes into reaction. ].,eopold, then, reverted to

the traditional Habsburg methods
;

the old supremacy of the

Church, regarded as the one effective bond of empire, was
restored

;
and the Einhettssiaai was once more resolved into its

elements, with the old machinery of diets and estates, and the

old abuses. It wa.s the beginning of that policy of “ stability
”

associated later with Metternich, which^ was to last till the

aitaclysm of 1848. In^r the time, the policy was justified by

its results. The spirit of revolutionary France had not yet

touched the heart of the Habsburg Empire, and national rivalries

were expressed, not so much in expansive ambitions, as in a
somnolent clinging to traditional privileges. I^opold. therefore,

who made his debut on the European stage as the executor of

the ban of the Empire against the insurgent Lidgcois, was free to

pose as the champion of order against the Revolution, without

needing to fear the resentment of his subjects. He played this

role with consummate skill in the negotiations that led up to the

treaty of Reichenbach (August 15, 1790), which ended the

quarrel with Prussia and paved the way to the armistice of

Giurgevo with Turkey (September 10). Leopold was now free

to deal with the Low Countries, which were reduced to order

before the end of the year. On the 4th of August 1791, was
signed at Sistova the definitive peace with Turkey, which
practirally established the status quo.

On the 6th of October 1790, Leopold had been crowned Roman
emperor at Frankfort, and it was as emperor, not as Habsburg,
that he first found himself in direct antagonism to the

France of the Revolution. The fact that Leopold’s madtha
sister, Marie Antoinette, was the wife of Louis XVL Fnach
had done little to cement the Franco-Austrian alliance,

which since 1763 had been practically non-existent;

nor was it now the mainspring of his attitude towards revolu-

tionary France. But by the decree of the 4th of August, which
in the general abolition of feudal rights involved the possessions

of many German princes enclaves in Alsace and Lorraine, the

Constituent Assembly had made the first move in the war
against the established European system. Leopold protested

as sovereign of Germany
;
and the protest was soon enlai-ged

into one made in the name of Europe. The circular letter of

Count Kaunitz, dated the 6th of July 1791, calling on the

sovereigns to unite against the Revolution, was at once the

beginning of the Concert of Europe, and in a sense the last

manifesto of the Holy Roman Empire as “ the centre of political

unity.” But the common policy proclaimed in the famous
declaration of Pillnitz (August 27), was soon wrecked upon the

particular interests of the powers. Both Austria and Prussia

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
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were much occupied with the Polish question^ and to have

plunj?ed into a crusade against France would' have been to have

left Poland, where the new constitution had been proclaimed

on the ^rd of May, to the mercy of Russia. Towards the further

development of events in France, therefore, Leopold assumed
at first a" studiously moderate attitude; but his refusal to

respond to the demand of the French government for the dis-

persal of the corps of imigrh assembled under the protection

of the German princes orlthf frontier of France, and the insistence

on the rights of princes dispossessetl in Alshce and Lorraine,

precipitated the crisis. On the 25th of January 1702 the French

Assembly adopted the decree declaring that, in the event of no

satisfactory reply having been received from the emperor l*>y the

Tst of March, war should be declared. On the 7th of February

Austria and Prussia signed at Berlin an offensive and defensive

treaty of alliance. Thus was ushered in the series of stupendous

events which were to change the fare of F.urope and profoundly

to affect the destinies of Austria. Leopold himself did not live

to see the beginning of the struggle
;
he died on the ist of March

1792, the day fixed by the Legislative Assembly as that on which

the question of peace or war was to he decided.

The events of the period that followed, in which Austria

necessarily played a conspicuous part, are dealt with elsewhere

BftcctMof Europe, French Revolutionary Wars,

the Revolt Napoi.eon, Napoleonic Campaic.ns). Here it will

uttoamry only be necessary to mention those which form per-

manent landmarks in the progressive conformation of

the Austrian monarchy. Such was the second partition

of Poland (January 1793), which eliminated the “buffer

state ” on which Austrian statesmanship had hitherto laid such

importance, and brought the Austrian and Russian frontiers into

contact. Such
,
too

,
was the treaty of Campo Formio (October 1 7

,

1797) which ended the first revolutionary war. By this treaty

the loss of the Belgian provinces was confirmed, and though

Austria gained Venice, the establishment of French preponder-

ance in the rest of Italy made a breach in the tradition of Habs-

burg supremacy in the peninsula, which was to have its full

effect only in the struggles of the next century. The rise of

Napoleon, and his masterful interference in Germany, produced

a complete and permanent revolution in the relations of Austria

to the German states. Tlie campaigns which issued in the treaty

of Lim^ville (February 9, iRoi) practically sealed the fate of the

old Empire. Even were the venerable name to survive, it was

felt that it would pass, by the elect ion of the princes now tributary

to France, from the house of Habsburg to that of Bonaparte.

Francis 11 . determined to forestall the possible indignilv of the

7*^ subordination of his family to an upstart dynasty.

••Bmpin On the 14th of May 1804, Napoleon was proclaimed

emperor of the French r on the nth of August

Badoitht
assumed the style of Francis I., hereditary

ffoty emperor of Austria. 1 wo years later, when the defeat

RottiMn of Austerlitz had led to the treaty of Pressburg
Bmptn. (January 1, 1806), by which Austria lost Venice and

Tirol, and Napoleon^s Confederation of the Rhine had broken

the unity of Germany, Francis formally abdicated the title and

functions of Holy Roman emperor (August 6, 1806).

Austria had to undergo further losses and humiliations,

notably by the treaty of Vienna (1809), before the outcome of

Napoleon's Russian campaign in 1812 gave her the opportunity

for recuperation and revenge. The skilful diplomacy of Mettcr-

nich, who was now at the head of the Austrian government,

enabled Austria to take full advantage of the situation created

by the disaster ^*0 Napoleon's arms. -His object was to recover

Austria’s lost possessions and if possible to add to them, a policy

which did hot necessarily involve the complete overthrow of the

French emperor. Austria, therefore, refused to join the alliance

between Russia and Prussia signed on the 17th of March 1813,

but pressed on her armaments so as to be ready in any event.

Her opportunity came after the defeats of the Allies at Ijirtzen

and Bautzen and the conclusion of an armistice at Pleswitz.

Between 200,000 and 300,000 Austrian troops were massed in

Bohemia
;
and Austria took up the role of mediator, prepared

to throw the weight of her support into the scale of whichever

side should prove most amenable to her claims. The news of

the battle of Vittoria, followrng on the reluctance of Napoleon
to listen to demands involving the overthrow of the whole
of his political system in centnal Europe, decided Austria in

favour of the Allies. By this fateful decision Napoleon's fall

was assured. By the treaty of Trachenberg (July 12, 1813)

the Grand Alliance was completed
; on the i6th, 17th and

18th of -October the battle of Leipzig was fought
; and the

victorious advance into France was begun, which issued,

on the nth of April 1814, in Napoleon’s abdication. (See

Napoleon, Napoleonic Campaigns, Europe.)
It was a recognition of the decisive part played by Austria

in these great events that Vienna was chosen as the scene of the

great international congress summoned (September

1814) for the purpose of re-establishing the balance ^tviMna,
ol power in Europe, which Napoleon’s conquests had
upset. An account of the congress is given elsewhere (see

Vienna, Congress of). The result for Austria was a triumphant

vindication of Metternich’s diplomacy. He had, it is true, been

unable to prevent the retention of the grand-duchy of Warsaw
by Alexander of Russia ; but with the aid of Great Britain and
France (secret treaty of January 3, 1815) he had frustrated

the efforts of Prussia U\ absorb the whole of Saxony, Bavaria

was forced to disgorge the territories gained for her by Napoleon

at Austria’s exj^ense, Illvria and Dalmatia were regained, and

Lombardy was added to Venetia to constitute a kingdom under

the Habsburg crown ; while in the whole Italian peninsula

French was replaced by Austrian influence. In Germany the

settlement was even more^ fateful for Austria’s future. I'he

Holy Empire, in spite of the protests of the Holy See, was not

restored, Aastria preferring the loose confederation of sovereign

slates iSlaaienbund) actually constituted under her presidency.

Such a body, Metternich held, powerful for defence, powerles.s

for offence/ would form a guarantee of the peace ot central

Europe—and of the preponderance of Austria
;
and in its councils

Austrian diplomacy, backed l)y the weight of the Habsburg

power beyond the borders of Germany, would exercise a greater

influence than any possible prestige derived from a venerable

title that had become a by-word for the union of unlimited

pretensions with practical impotence. Moreover, to the refusal

to revive the J^'.mpire—which shattered so many patriotic hopes

in Germany—Austria added another decision yet more fateful.

By relinquishing her claim to the Belgian provinces and other

outlying territories in western Germany, and by acquiescing in

the establishment of Prussia in the Rhine provinces, she abdicated

to Prussia her position as the bulwark of Germany against France,

and hastened the process of her own gravitation towards the

Slavonic ICast to which the final impetus was given in 1866.

In order to understand the foreign poliev of Austria, insepar-

ably associated with the name of Metternich, during the period

from the close of the congress of Vienna to the out- tatetaal

break of the revolutions of 1848, it is necessary to know attain of

something of the internal conditions of the monarchy
before and during this time. In 1792 Leopold 11 . had

been succeeded by his son Francis 11 . His popular mirf

designation of “ our good Kaiser Franz ” this monarch Mettai^

owed to a certain simplicity of address and honhomit

which pleased the Viennese, certainly not to his serious qualities

as a ruler. He shared to the full the autocratic temper of the

Habsburgs, their narrow-mindedness and their religious and
intellectual obscurantism

;
and the qualities which would have

made him a kindly, if somewhat tyrannical, father of a family,

and an excellent head clerk, were hardly those required by the

conditions of the. Austrian monarchy during a singularly critical

period of its history.

The personal character of the emperor, moreover, gained a

special importance owing to the modifications that were made
in the administrative system of the empire. This had been origin-

ally organized in a series of departments : Aulic chanceries for

Austria, for Hungary and Transylvania, a general Aulic chamber
for financ'e, domains, mines, trade, post, Ac., an Aulic council
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of war, a general directory of accounts, and a chancery of the

household, court and state. The heads of all these departments

had the rank of secretaries of state and met in council under

the royal presklencv*. In course of time, however, this body

became tqo unwieldy for an cffictive cabinet, and Maria Theresa

established the council of state. During the early years of the

reign of Francis, the emperor kept himself in touch with the

various departments by means of a cabinet minister
; but be

had a passion for detail, and after 1805 he himself undertook

the function of keeping the administration together. At the

same time he had no personal contact with ministers, who might

communicate with him only in writing, and for months together

never met for the discussion of business. The council of state

was, moreover, itself soon enlai^ged and subdivided ; and in

course of time the emperor alone represented any synthesis of

the various departments of the administration. The jurisdiction

of the heads of departments, moreover, was strictly defined,

and all that lay outside this was reserved for the imperial decision.

Whatever was covered by established precedent could be .settled

by the department at once
; but matters falling outside such

prererlent, however insignificant, had to be referred to the

throne. ^ A sj stem so inelastic, .and so deadening to all initiative,

could have but one result. Gradually the officials; high and low,

subjected to an elaborate sy.stcm of checks, refused to take

any responsibility whatever ; and the minutest administrative

qu<\stions were handed up, through all the stages of the bureau-

cratic hierarchy, to ho shelved and forgotten in the imperial

cabinet. For Francis could not possibly himself deal with all

the questions of defciil arising in his va.st empire, even had he

desired to do so. In tact, his attitude towards all troublesome

problems was summed up in his favourite phrase, “ Let us sleep

upon it
:
questions unanswered would answer themselves.

The result was the gradual atrophy of the whole administrative

machine. The Austrian government was not consciously

tyrannical, even in Italy ; and Francis himself, though deter-

mined to be absolute, intended also to be paternal. Nor would
the cruelties inflicted on the bolder spirits who dared to preach

reform, which made the Austrian government a by-word among
the nations, alone have excited the passionate spirit of revolt

which carried all before it in 1848. The cause of this is to be

sought rather in the daily friction of a system which had ceased

to be efficient and only succeeded in irritating the public opinion

it was powerless to curb.

Mctlernich himself was fully conscious of the evil. He
recognized that the fault of the government lay in the fact that

it did not govern, and he deplored that his own function, in a

decadent age, was but “ to prop up mouldering institutions.”

He was not constitutionally averse from change
;
and he was

too clear-sighted not to see that, sooner or later, change was
inevitable. But his interest was in the fascinating game of diplo-

macy
;
he was ambitious of playing the leading part on the great

stage of international politics
;
and he was too consummate

a courtier to risk the loss of the imperial favour by any insistence

on unpalatable reforms, which, after all, would perhaps only

reveal the necessity for the complete revolution which he feared.

The alternative was to use the whole force of the government
to keep things as they were. The disintegrating force of the

ever-simmering racial rivalries could be kept in check by the

army : Hungarian regiments garrisoned Italy, Italian regiments

guarded Galicia, Poles occupied Austria, and Austrians Hungary.
TTie peril from the ihfiltration of revolutionary ” ideas from
without was met by the erection round the Austrian dominions
of a Chinese^all of tariffs and censors, which had, however, no
more success than is usual with such expedients.*-^ The peril

from the independent growth of Liberalism within was guarded
against by k rigid supervision of the press and the re-estaUish-

ment of clerical control over education. Music alone flourished,

Thus, whfle the number of recruits, though varying from year
to year, could be settled by the war department, the question of

the claim of a single conscript for exemption, .on grounds not recog-

nized by precedent, could only be setllea by imperial decree.
'* Forbidden books were the only ones read, and forbidden news-

papers the only ones believed.

3
free from government . interference ;

but, curiously enough,

the movements, iif Bohemia, Croatia and elsewhere, for the

revival of the nation^ literatures and languages—which were

to issue in the most dimcult problem facing the Aiffstrian govern-

ment at the opening of the 2cith century—were encouraged in

exalted circles, as tending to divert attention from political

to purely scientific interests. Meanwhile the old system of

provincial diets and estates was continued or revived (in 1816 in

'I’irol and Vorarlberg, 1817 in Galick, f8r8 in Carniola, 1828 in

the circle of SalzhUirg), but they were in no sense representative,

clergy and nobles alone being eligible, with a few delegates from

the towns, and they had practically no functions beyond register-

ing the imperial decrees, relative to recruiting or taxation, and
dealing with matters of local police.*' Even the ancient right of

petition was seldom exercised, and then only to meet with the

imperial disfavour. And this stagnation of the administration

was accompanied, as might have been expected, by economic

stagnation. Agriculture languished, hampered, as in France

before the Revolution, by the feudal privileges of a noble caste

which no longer gave any equivalent service to the state ; trade

was strangled by the system of high tariffs at the frontier and
internal octrois ; and finally public credit was shaken to its

foundations by lavish i.ssues of paper money and the neglect to

publish the budget.

The maintenance witliin the empire of a system so artificial

and so unsound, involved in foreign affairs the policy of pre-

venting the success of any movements by which it

might he threatened. 'I'he triumph of Liberal principles aieh'M

or of national aspirations in Germany, or elsewhere policy of

in Europe, might easily, as the events of 1848 proved,

shatter the whole rotten structure of the Habsburg monarchy,

which survived only ow-ing to the apathy of the popula-

tions it oppressed. This, then, is the explanation of the

system of “ stability ” which Metternich succeeded in imposing

for thirty years upon Europe. If he persuaded Frederick

William III. that the grant of a jJbpular constitution would be

fatal to the Prussian monarchy, this was through no love of

Prussia ; the Carlsbad Decrees and the Vienna Final Act were

designed to keep Germany quiet, lest the sleep of Austria should

be disturbed
;
the lofty claims of the Troppau Protocol were but

to cover an Austrian aggression directed to purely Austrian ends
;

and in the Eastern Question, the moral support given to the
“ legitimate ” authority of the sultan over the “ rebel ” Greeks

was dictated solely by the interest of Austria in maintaining

the integrity of Turkey. (See Europe: History; Germany:
History

;
Alexander J. of Russia; Metternich, &c.)

Judged by the standard of its own aims Metternich ’s diplomacy

was, on the whole, completely successful. For fifteen years

after the congress of Vienna, in spite of frequent alarms, die

peace of Europe was not seriously disturbed
;
and even in 1830,

the revolution at Paris found no echo in the great body of the

Austrian dominions. The isolated revolts in Italy were easily

suppresvsed ; and the insurrection of Poland, though it provoked

the lively sympathy of the Magyars and Czechs, led to no actual

movement in the Habsburg states. For a moment, indeed,

Metternich had meditated taking advantage of the popular

feeling to throw the weight of Au.stria into the scale in favour

of the Poles, and thus, by re-establishing a Polish kingdom under

Austrian influence, to restore the barrier between the two
empires which the partition of Poland had destroyed. But
cautious counsels prevailed, and by the victory of the Russian

arms the status quo was restored (see Poland).
The years that followed were not wanting in signs of the coming

storm. On the 2nd of March 1835 Francis L died, and was
succeeded by his son Ferdinand I. The new emperor
was personally amiable, but so enfeebled by epilepsy mv##.
as to be incapable of ruling

;
a veiled regency had to W#-

be constituted to carry on the government, and the
vices of the administration were further accentuated by weakness
and divided counsels at the centre. Under these circumstances

“ In Hungary the diet was not summoned at all between 1811

and 1825, nor in Transylvania between r8i i and 1834.
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popular discontent made rapid headway. The earliest symptoms
of political agitation were in Hungary, whcAe the diet began to

show signs of vigorous life, and the growing Slav separatist

movements, especially in the south of the kingdom, were rousing

the old spirit of Magyar ascendancy (see Hungary : History),

Tor everywhere the Slav populations were growing restive under

the German-Magyar domination. In Bohemia the Czech literary

movement had developed into an organized resistance to the

established order, which was attacked under the disguise of a

criticism of the English administration in li^eland. “ Repeal
”

became the watchword of Bohemian, as of Irish, nationalists

(see Bohemia). Among the southern Slavs the “ Illyrian

movement, voiced from 1836 onward in the Illyrian National

Gazette of Ljudevit Gaj, was directed in the first instance to a

somewhat shadowy Pan-Slav union, which, on the interference

of the Austrian government in 1844, was exchanged for the more
definite object of a revival of “ the Triune Kingdom ” (Croatia,

Slavonia, I)almatia) independent of the Hungarian crown (see

Croatia, &c.). In the German provinces also, in spite of

Metternich’s censors and police, the national movements in

Germany had gained an entrance, and, as the revolution of 1848
in Vienna was to show, the most advanced revolutionary views

were making headway.
The most important of all the symptoms of the approaching

cataclysm was. however, the growing unrest among the peasants.

As had been proved in France in 1789, and was again

to be shown in Russia in 1906, the success of any

1346,
political revolution depended ultimately upon the

attitude of the peasant class. In this lies the main
significance of the rising in Galicia in 1846. This was in its origin

a Polish nationalist movement, hatched in the little independent

republic of Cracow. As such it had little importance
;
though,

owing to the incompjBtencc of the Austrian commander, the

Poles gained some initial successes. More fateful was the

attitude of the Orthodox Ruthenian peasantry, who were divided

from their Catholic Polish iver-lords by centuries of religious

and feudal oppression. 'I’he Poles had sought, by lavish promises,

to draw them into their ranks
;
their reply was to rise in support of

the Austrian government. In the fight at Gdow (February 26th),

where Benedek laid the foundations of the military reputation

that was to end so tragically at Koniggriitz, flail and scythe

wrought more havoc in the rebel ranks than the Austrian mu.s-

ketry. Since, in spite of this object-lesson, the Polish nobles

still continued their offers, the peasants consulted the lociil

Austrian authorities as to what course they should take ; and
the local authorities, unaccustomed to arriving at any decision

without consulting Vienna, practically gave them carte blanche

to do as they liked. A hideous jacquerie followed for three or

four days ; during which cartloads of dead were carried into

Tarnow, where the pea.sants received a reward for every “ rebel
”

brought in.

This affair was not only a scandal for which the Austrian

government, through its agents, was responsible
;
but it placed

the authorities at Vienna in a serious dilemma. For the

Ruthenians, elated by their victory, refused to return to work,

and demanded the abolition of all feudal obligations as the reward
of their loyalty. To refuse this claim would liave meant the

indefinite prolongation of the crisis ; to concede it would have

been to invite the peasantry of the whole empire to put forth

.similar demands on pain of a general rising. On the 13th of

April 1846 an imperial decree abolished some of the more
burdensome feudal obligations

; but this concession was greeted

with so fierce an outcry, as an authoritative endorsement of the

atrocities, that it was again revoked, and Count Franz von Stadion

was sent to restore order in Galicia. The result was, that the

peasants saw that though their wrongs were admitted, their sole

hope of redress lay in a change of government, and added the

dead weight of their resentment to the forces making for revolu-

tion. It was the union of the agrarian with the nationalist

movements that made the downfall of the Austrian system
inevitable.

The material for the conflagration in Austria was thus all

prepared when in February 1848 the fall of Louis Philippe

fanned into a blaze the smouldering fires of revolution throughout

Europe. On the 3rd of March, Kossuth, in the diet

at Pressburg, delivered the famous speech which was
the declaration of war of Hungarian Liberalism against

the Austrian system. “ From the charnei-hou'se of

the Vienna cabinet," he exclaimed, “a pestilential air breathes

on us, which dulls our nerves and paralyses the flight of our

spirit." Hungary liberated was to become the centre of freedom

for all the races under the Austrian crown, and the outcome was
to be a new “ fraternization of the Austrian peoples." In the

enthusiasm of the moment the crucial question of the position

to be occupied by the conflicting nationidities in this “ fraternal

union " was overlooked. Germanism had so far served as the

basis of the Austrian system, not as a national ideal, but because
“ it formed a sort of unnational mediating, and common element

among the contradictory and clamorous racial tendencies."

But with the growth of the idea of German unity, Germanism
had established a new ideal, of which the centre lay beyond the

boundaries of the Austrian monarchy, and which was bound to

be antagonistic to the aspirations of other races, 'fhe new
doctrine of the fraternization of the Austrian races would

inevitably soon come into conflict with the traditional German
ascendancy strengthened by the new sentiment of a united

(Jermany. It was on this rock that, both in Austria and in

Germany, the revolution suffered shipwreck.

Meanwhile events progressed rapidly. On the lith of March

a meeting of “ young Czechs " at Prague drew up a petition

embodying nationalist and liberal demands ; and on the same

day the diet of Lower Austria petitioned the crown to summon
a meeting of the delegates of the diets to set the Austrian finances

in order. 'I'o this last proposal the government, next day, gave

its consent. But in the actual temper of the Viennese the

slightest concession was dangerous. The hall of the diet was

invaded by a mob of students and workmen, Kossuth’s speech

was read and its proposals adopted as the popular programme,

and the nieml>ers of the diet were forced to lead a tumultuous

procession to the Ilofburg, to force the assent of the government

to a petition based on the catch-words of the Revolution. The
authorities, taken by surprise, were forced to temporize and agreed

to lay the petition before the emperor. Meanwhile

round the hall of the diet a riot had broken out ; the Metur^
soldiers intervened and blood was shed. The middle aichf

classes now joined the rebels
;
and the riots had become

a revolution. Threatened by the violence of the mob,
Metternich, on the evening of the 13th of March, escaped from

the Hofburg and passed into exile in England.

The fall of Metternich was the signal for the outburst of the

storm, not in Austria only, but throughout central Europe.

In Hungary, on the 31st of March, the government was forced

to consent to a new constitution which virtually erected Hungary
into an independent state. On the 8th of April a separate

constitution was promised to Bohemia
;
and if the petition of

the Croats for a similar concession was rejected, this was due

to the armed mob of Vienna, which was in close alliance with

Kossuth and the Magyars. The impotence of the Austrian

government in this crisis was due to the necessity of keeping

the bulk of the Austrian forces in Italy, where the news of

Metternich's fall had also led to a concerted rising against the

Habsburg rule (see Italy). Upon the fortunes of war in the

peninsula depended the ultimate issue of the revolutions so far

as Austria was concerned.

The army and the prestige of the imperial tradition were, in

fact, the two sheet-anchors that enabled the Habsburg monarchy

to weather the storm. For the time the latter was the only one

available
;

but it proved invaluable, especially in Germany,

in preventing any (Settlement, until Radetzky’s victory of

Novara had set free the army, and thus once more enabled Austria

to back her policy by force. The Austrian government, in no

position to refuse, had consented to send delegates from its

German provinces to the parliament of united Germany, which

met at Frankfort on the i8th of May 1848. The question at
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once arose of the place of the Austrian monarchy in united

Germany. Were only its German provinces to be included?

Or was it to be incorporated whole ? As to the first, the Austrian

government would not listen to the suggestion of a settlement

which would have split the mftnarchy in half and subjected it

to a double allegiance. As to the second, German patriots could

not stomach the inclusion in Germany of a vast non-German
population. The dilemma was from the first so obvious that

the parliament would have done well to have recognized at once

that the only possible solution was that arrived at, after the

withdrawal of the Austrian delegates, by the exclusion of Austria

altogether and the offer of the crown of Germany to h'rederick

William of Prussia. But the shadow of the Holy Empire,

immemorially associated with the house of Habsburg, still

darkened the counsels of German statesmen. The Austrian

archduke John had been appointed regent, pending the election

of an emperor; and the political leaders could neither break

loose from the tradition of Austrian hegemony, nor reconcile

themselves with the idea of a mutilated Germany, till it was too

late, and Austria was once more in a position to re-establish the

system devised by her diplomacy at the congress of Vienna.

(See Germany ; History.)

This fatal procrastination was perhaps not without excuse,

in view of the critical situation of the Austrian monarchy during
r848. For months after the fall of Mctternich Austria was
practically without a central government. Vienna itself, where
on the 14th of March the establishment of a National Guard
was authorized by the emperor, was ruled by a committee of

students and citizens, who arrogated to themselves a voice in

imperial affairs, and imposed their will on the distracted mini.stry.

On the 15th of March the government proposed to summon a
central committee of local diets ; but this was far from satisfying

public opinion, and on the 25th of April a constitution was
proclaimed, including the whole monarchy with the exception
of Hungary and hombardo-Venctia. This was, however, met
by vigorous protests from Czechs and Poles, while its provisions

for a partly nominated senate, and the indirect election of

deputies, excited the wrath of radical Vienna. Committees of

students and national guards were formed
;
on the i^th of May

a Central Committee was established
; and on the rjjth a fresh

insurrection broke out, as a result of which the government
once more yielded, recognizing the Central Committee, admitting
the right of the National Guard to take an active part in politics,

and promising the convocation of a National Convention on the
basis of a single chamber elected by universal .suffrage. On the
17th the emperor left Vienna for Inn.sbruck “ for the benefit of
his health,” and thence, on the 20th, issued a proclamation in

which he cast himself on the loyalty of his faithful provinces,

and, while confirming the concc.ssions of March, ignored those
of the 15th of May. The flight of the emperor had led to a
revulsion of feeling in Vienna

;
but the issue of the proclamation

and the attempt of the government to di-spersc the students by
closing the university, led to a fresh outbreak on the 26th. Once
more the ministry conceded all the demands of the iasurgents,
and even went so far as to hand over the public treasury and
the responsibility of keeping order to a newly con.slituted
Committee of Public Safety.

The tide was now, however, on the turn.’ The Jacobinism
of the Vienna democracy was not really representative of any

Natitut I
opinion even in the German parts of

jnov#-*
Austria, while its loud-voiced Germanism excited
the lively opposition of the other races. Each of
these had taken advantage of the March troubles to

press its claims, and everywhere the government had shown
the some yielding spirit. In Bohemia, where the attempt to
hold elections for the Frankfort parliament had broken down
on the opposition of the Czechs and the conservative German
aristocracy, a separate constitution had been proclaimed on the
8th of April

; on March the 23rd the election by the diet of Agram
of Baron Joseph Jellachich as ban of Croatia was confirmed,
as a concession to the agitation among the southern Slavs

; on
the 28th of March Count Stadion had proclaimed a new con-

X5

stitution for Galicia. Even where, as in the case of the Serbs
and Rum^s, the Jovernment had given no formal sanction

to the national claims, the emperor was regarded as the ultimate

guar^tee of their success ; and deputations from the various

provinces poured into Innsbruck protesting their loyalty.

To say that the government deliberately adopted the Machia-
vellian policy of mastering the revolution by setting race against

race would be to pay too high a compliment to its capacity.

The policy was forced upon it ;
and vwas «nly pursued consciously

when it became (Jbvious. Count Stadion began it in Galicia,

where, before bombarding insurgent Cracow into submission
(April 26), he had won over the Ruthenian peasants by the

abolition of feudal dues and by forwarding a petition to the

emperor for the official recognition of their language alongside

Polish. But the great object lesson was furnished by the events

in Prague, where the quarrel between Czechs and Germans,
radicals and conservatives, issued on the 12th of June in a rising

of the Czech students and populace. The suppression of this

rising, and with it of the revolution in Bohemia, on the 16th of

June, by Prince Windischgratz, was not only the first victory of

the army, but was the signal for the outbreak of a universal race

war, in which the idea of constitutional liberty was .sacrificed

to the hitter spirit of national rivalry. The parliament at

Frankfort hailed Windischgratz as a national hero, and offered

to send troops to his aid ; the German revolutionists in Vienna
welcomed every success of Radetzky’s arms in Italy as a victor}^

for Germanism. The natural result was to drive the Slav

nationalities to the side of the imperial government, since,

whether at Vienna or at Budapest, the radicals were their worst
enemies.

The 16th of June had been fatal to the idea of an independent
l^ohemia. fatal also to Pan-Slav dreams. To the Czechs the most
immediate peril now seemed that from the German parliament,
and in the interests of their nationality* they were willing to

join the Austrian government in the struggle against German
lilieralism. The Bohemian diet, sifmmoned for the 19th, never
met. Writs were issued in Bohemia for the election to the

Austrian Reichsrath
;

and when, on the 10th of July, this

as,semblecl, the Slav deputies were found to be in a majority.
This fact, which was to lead to violent trouble later, was at first

subordinate to other issues, of which the most important was
the question of the emancipation of the peasants. After long
debates tlie law abolishing feudal services- the sole permanent
outcome of the revolution—was carried on the 3rst of August,
and on the 7 th of September received the imperial consent.
The peasants thus received all that they desired, and their vast
weight was henceforth thrown into the scale of the government
against the revolution.

Meanwhile the alliance between the Slav nationalities and the
conservative elements within the empire had found a powerful
representative in Jellachich, the ban of Croatia. At j^i/gcMab
first, indeed, his activity had been looked at askance mad
at Innsbruck, as but another force making for dis- •‘Hiyrm

integration. He had apparently identified himself
with the “ Illyrian ” party, had broken off all communicatioiift
with the Hungarian government, and, in spite of an imperial
edict issued in respon.se to the urgency of Batthy^ni, had
summoned a diet to Agram, which on the 9th of June decreed
the separation of the “ Triune Kingdom ” from Hungary. The
imperial government, which still hoped for Magyar aid against
the Viennese revolutionists, repudiated the action of the ban,
accused him of disobedience and treason, and deprived him of
his military rank. But his true motives were soon apparent*^
his object was to play off the nationalism of the “ Illyrians

”

against the radicalism of Magyars and Germans, and thus to
preserve his province for the monarchy

; and the Hungarian
radicals played into his hands. The fate of the Habsburg empire
depended upon the issue of the campaign in Italy, which would
ha\^e been lost by the withdrawal of the Magyar and Croatian
regiments-; and the Hungarian government chose this critical

moment to tamper with the relations of the army to the
monarchy. In May a National Guard had been established;

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
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and the soldiers of the line were invited to join this, with the

promise of higher pay
;
on the ist of June* the garrison of Pest

took the oath to the Constitution. On the loth Jellachich issued

a proclamation to the Croatian regiments in Italy, bidding them
remain and fight for the emperor and the common Fatherland.

His loyaky to the tradition of the imperial army was thus

announced, and the alliance was cemented between the army
and the southern vSlavs.

Jellachich, who had gon« to Innsbruck to lay the Slav view

before the emperor, was allowed to return to'Agram, though not

as yet formally reinstated. Here the diet passed a resolution

denouncing the dual system and demanding the restoration of

the union of the empire. Thus was proclaimed the identity of

the Slav and the conservative points of view
;

the radical

Illyrian " assembly had done its work, and on the 9th of July

Jellachich, while declaring it “ p^ermanent.” prorogued it

indefinitely “ with a paternal greeting,^’ on the ground that the

safety of the Fatherland depended now “ more upon physical

than upon moral force.” 'I'he diet thus prorogued never met
again. Absolute master of the forces of the banat, Jellachich

now waited until the intractable politicians of Pest should give

him the occasion and the excuse for setting the imperial army
in motion against them.

The occasion was not to be long postponed. Every day the

rift between the dominant radical element in the Hungarian
parliament and imperial court was widened. Kossuth

uagmry.
followers were evidently aiming at the complete

separation of Hungary from Austria
;

they were in sympathy,
if not in alliance, with the German radicals in Vienna and
Frankfort

; thty were less than half-hearted in their support

of the imperial arms in Italy. The imperial government, pres.sed

by the Magyar nationalists to renounce Jellachich and all his

works, equivocated and procrastinated, while within its councils

the idea of a centralized state, to replace the loose federalism

of the old empire, slowly took shape under the pressure of the

military party. It was enefeuraged by the news from Italy,

where, on the 25th of July, Radetzky had won the battle of

Custozza, and on the 6th of August the Austrian standard once

more floated over the towers of Milan. At Custozza Magyar
hussars, Croats from the Military Frontier, and 'rirolese sharp-

shooters had fought side by side. The possibility was obvious of

combating the radical and nationalist revolution by means of

the army, with its spirit of comradeship in arms and its imperialist

tradition.

So early as the beginning of July, Austrian officers, with the

permission of the minister of war, had joined the Serb insolvents

who, under Stratemirovid, were defying the Magyar power in the

banat. By the end of August the breach between the Austrian

and Hungarian governments was open and complete
;
on the

4th of September Jellachich was reinstated in all his honours, and

on the iith he crossed the Drave to the invasion of Hungary.

The die was thus cast
; and, though efforts continued to be

made to arrange matters, the time for moderate counsels was
passed. The conservative leaders of the Hungarian nationalists,

Edtvds and Dedk, retired from public life; and, though Batthyani

consented to remain in office, the slender hope that this gave

of peace was ruined by the flight of the palatine (September 24)

and the murder of Count Lamberg, the newly appointed com-

missioner and commander-in-chief in Hungary, by the mob at

Pest (September 27). The appeal was now to arms ; and the

fortunes of the Habsburg monarchy were bound up with the fate

of the war in Hungary (see Hungary : History^

Meanwhile, renewed trouble had broken out in Vienna, where

the radical populace was in conflict alike with the government

and with die Slav majority of the Keichsrath. The German
democrats appealed for aid to the Hungarian government ; but

the Magyar passion for constitutional legality led to delay, and

before the Hungarian advance could be made effective, it was too

late. On the 7th of October the emperor Ferdinand had fled

from Schdnbruxm to Olmutz, a Slav district, whence he issued

a proclamation inviting whoever loved “ Austria and freedom

to tally round thothrone. On the nth Windischgratz proclaimed

HUNGARY
his intention of marching against rebellious Vienna, and on the

i6th an imperial rescript appointed him a field-marshal and
commander-in-chief of all the Austrian armies except that of

Italy. Meanwhile, of the Keichsrath, the members of the Right

and the Slav majority had left Vienna and announced a meeting

of the diet at Briinn for the 20th of October
;

all that remained

in the capital was a rump of German radicals, impotent in the

hands of the proletariat and the students. The defence of the

city was hastily organized under Bern, an ex-officer of Napoleon

;

but in the absence of help from Hungary it was futile. On the

28th of October Windischgratz began his attack
;

on the isl

of November he was master of tJie city.

The fall of revolutionary Vienna practically involved that of

the revolution in Frankfort and in Pest. J^'rom Italy the con-

gratulations of Kadetzky’s victorious army came to Windisch-

gratz, from Russia the even more significant commendations
of the emperor Nicholas. The moral of the victory was painted

for all the world by the military execution of Robert Blum,
whose person, as a deputy of the German parliament, should

have been sacrosanct. The time had, indeed, not yet come to

attempt any conspicuous breach with tlio constitutional principle

;

but the new ministry was such as the imperial sentiment would
approve, inimical to the German ideals of Frankfort, devoted

to the traditions of the Habsburg monarchy. At its head was
Prince Felix Schwarzenberg (q.v.), the “ army -diplomat,” a

statesman at once strong and unscrupulous. On the 27th of

November a proclamation announced that the continuation of

Austria as a united state was necessary both for Germany and
for Europe. On the 2nd of December the emperor herdinand,

bound by too many persona) obligations to the revolutionary

parties to serve as a useful instrument for the new acccsbIob
policy, abdicated, and his nephew Francis Joseph otPraaei»

ascended the throne. The proclamation ol the new Joseph,

emperor was a gage of defiance thrown down to Magyars
and German unionists alike :

“ Firmly determined to preserve

I

undimmed the lustre of our crown,” it ran, “ but prepared to

share our rights with the representatives of our peoples, we trust

that with God’s aid and in common with our peoples we shall

succeed in uniting all the countries and races of the monarchy
in one great body politic.”

While the Reichsrath, transferred to Kremsier, was discussing
“ fundamental rights ” and the difficult question of how to

reconcile the theoretical unity witli the actual dualism of the

empire, the knot was being cut by the sword on the plains of

Hungary. The Hungarian retreat after the bloody battle of

Kapolna (February 26-27, 1849) was followed by the dissolution

of the Kremsier assembly, and a proclamation in which the

emperor announced his intention of granting a constitution to

the whole monarchy “ one and indivisible.” On the 4th of

March the constitution was published ;
but it proved all but as

distasteful to Czechs and Croats as to the Magyars, and the

speedy successes of the Hungarian arms made it, for the while,

a dead letter. It needed the intervention of the emperor

Nicholas, in the loftiest spirit of the Holy Alliance, before even

an experimental unity of the Habsburg dominions could be

established (see Hungary : History).

The aipitulation of Vilagos, which ended the Hungarian

insurrection, gave Schwarzenberg a free hand for completing

the work of restoring the status quo ante and the influence of

Austria in Germany. The account of the process by which this

was accomplished belongs to the history of Germany (q.v.).

Here it will suffice to say that the terms of the Convention of

Olmutz (November 29, 1850) seemed at the time a complete

triumph for Austria over Prussia. As a matter of fact, however,

the convention was, in the words of Count Beust, “ not a Prussian

humiliation, but an Austrian weakness.” It was in the power

of Austria to crush Prussia and to put an end to the dual influence

in the Confederation which experience had proved to be unwork-

able ; she preferred to re-establish a discredited system, and to

leave to Prussia time and opportunity to gather strength for the

inevitable conflict.

In 1851 Austria had apparently triumphed over all its
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difficulties. The revolutionary movements had been sup-

pressed, the attempt of Prussia to assume the leadership

in Germany defeated, th^ old Federal Diet of 1815

otAmtrta,
restored. Vienna again became the centre

*
of a despotic governmAt the objects of which were to

Germanizfj {he Magyars and Slavs, to check ail agitation for a

constitution, and to suppress all attempts to secure a free press.

For some ten years the Austrian dominion groaned under one of

the worst possible forms of autocratic government. I'he failure

of the Habsburg emperor to perpetuate this despotic regime was
due (i) to the Crimean War, (2) to the establishment of Italian

unity, and (3) to the successful assertion by Prussia of its claim

to the leadership in Germany, 'i'hc disputes wliich resulted in

tiie Crimean War revealed the fact that “ gratitude plays but

a small part in international affairs. In the minds of Austrian

statesmen the question of the Iree navigation of the Danube,
which would have been imj>crilled by a Russian oaupation ol

the Principalities, outweighed their .sen.st* of obligation to Russia,

on which the emperor Nicholas liad rashly relied. "J'hat Austria

at first took no active part in the war was due, not to any senti

mental weakness, but to the refusal of Prussia to go along with
her and to the fear of a Sardinian attack on her Italian provinces.

But, on the withdrawal of the Russian forces from the Princi-

palities, these were occupied by Austrian troops, and on the

2nd of December 1854, a treaty of alliance was signed at Vienna,

between (ireat Britain, Austria and l^Yance, by which Austria

undertook to occupy Moldavia and Walachia during the con-

tinuance of the war and “ to defend the frontier of the said

prirK'ipalitics against any return of the Russian forces.” By
Article 111 ., in the event of war l^twecn Russia and Austria the

alliance both offensive and defensive was to be made effective

(Ilertslel, No. 252). With the progre.ssive disasters of the

Russian arms, however, Austria grew bolder, and it was the

ultimatum delivered by her to the emperor Alexander 11 . in

December 1855, that forced Russia to come to terms (Treaty
of Paris, March 30, 1856).

Though, however, Austria by her diplomatic attitude had
secured, without striking a blow, the settlement in her sense

of the Eastern Question, she emerged from the contest without
allies and Without friends. The “ Holy Alliance ” of the three

autocratic northern powers, recemented at Munchengriitz in

1833, which had gained for Austria the decisive intervention

of the tsar in 1849, had been hopelessly shattered by her attitude

during the Crimean War. Russia, justly offended, drew closer

her ties with Prussia, where Bismarck was already hatching
the plans which were to mature in 1866

;
and, if the attitude

of Napoleon in the Polish question prevented any revival of

the alliance of Tilsit, the goodwill of Russia was assured for

Fraace in the coming struggle with Austria in Italy. Already
the isolation of Austria had been coaspicuous in the congress
of Paris, where Cavour, the Sardinian plenipotentiary, laid bare
before assembled Europe the scandal of lier rule in Italy. It

was emphasized during the campaign of 1859, when Sardinia,
in alliance with France, laid the foundations of united Italy.

The threat of Prussian intervention, which determined the pro-
visions of the armistice of Villafranca, was due, not to love of

Austria, but to fear of the undue aggrandizement of P'rance.

The campaign of 1859, and the diplomatic events that led up
to it. are dealt with elsewhere (see Italy, Italian Wars,
Napoleon III,, Cavour). The results to Austria were two-fold.

Externally, she lost all her Italian possessions except Venice

;

internally, her failure led to the necessity of conciliating public
opinion by constitutional concessions.

The proclamation on the 26th of February 1861 of the new
constitution for the whole monarchy, elaborated by Anton von
Schmerling, thoi^h far from satisfying the national aspimtions
of the races within the empire, at least gave Austria a temporary
popularity in Germany

;
the liberalism of the Habsburg monarchy

was favourably contrasted with the “ reactionary ” policy of

lYussia, where Bismarck was defying the majority of the diet
in his determination to build up the military power of Prussia.
The meeting of the princes summoned to Frankfort by the

emperor Francis Joseph, in 1863, revealed the ascendancy

of Austria among thAsmaller states of the Confederation ; but

it revealed also the imoossibility of any consolidation of the

Confederation without tne co-operation of Prussia,w^hich stood

outside. Bismarck had long since decided that the matter could

only be settled by the exclusion of Austria altogether, and
that the means to this end were not discussion, but “ Blood and
Iron,” The issue was forced by the developments of the tangled

Schleswig-Holstein Question {q.v.), whicb led to the definitive

breach between the^wo great German powers, to the campaign
of 1866, and the collapse of Austria on the field of Kfiniggratz

(July 3. See Seven Week.s' War). (W. A. 1’.
; A. Hi.)

The war of 1866 began a new era in the history of the Austrian-

empire. By the treaty of Prague (August 23, 1866) the emperor

surrendered the position in Germany which his ancestors had held

for so many centuries ; Austria and Tirol, Bohemia and Salzburg,

ceased to be German, and eight million Germans were cut off

from all political union with their fellow-countrymen. At the

.same time the surrender of Venetia completed the work of 1859,

and the last remnant of the old-established Habsburg domination

in Italy ceased. The war was immediately followed by a re-

organization of the government. The Magyar nation, Bstabliah-
as well as the (Yechs, had refused to recognize the meat of

validity of the constitution of 1861 which had estab-

lished a common parliament for the whole empire

;

they demanded that the independence of the kingdom of

Hungary should be restored. Even before the war the necessity

of coming lo terms with the Hungarians had been recognized.

In June 1865 the emperor Francis Joseph visited Pest and
replaced the chancellors of Transylvania and Hungary, Counts

Francis Zichy and Naddsdy, supporters of the February con-

stitution, by Count Majlath, a leader of the old conservative

magnates. This was at once followed the resignation ol

Schmerling, who was siKX'eeded by Count Richard Belcredi.

On the 20th of September the Rcichsrath was prorogued, which

was equivalent to the suspension of the constitution ; and in

December the emperor opened the Hungarian diet in, person,

with a speech from the throne that recognized the validity of the

laws of 1848. Before any definite arrangement as to their

re-introduction could be made, however, the war broke out
;

and after the defeats on the field of battle the Hungarian diet

was able to make its own terms. They recognized no union

between their country and the other parts of the monarchy
except that which was based on the Pragmatic Sanction.' All

recent innovations, all attempts made during the last hundred
years to al>sorb Hungary in a greater Austria, were revoked.

An agreement was made by which the emperor was to be crowned
at Pest and take the ancient oath to the Golden Bull ; Hungary
(including Transylvania and Croatia) was to have its own
parliament and its own ministry

;
Magyar was to be the official

language
;
the emperor was to rule as king; there was to be com-

plete separation of the finances
; not even a common nationality

was recognized between the Hungarians and the other subjects

of the emperor ; a Hungarian was to be a foreigner in Vienna,

an Austrian a foreigner in Budapest. A large party wished

indeed that nothing should be left but a purely personal union

similar lo that between England and Hanover. DeAk and the

majority agreed, however, that there should be certain institu-

tions common to Hungry and the rest of the monarchy ; these

were—(i) foreign affairs, including the diplomatic and consular

service
; (2) the army and navy

; (3) the control of the expenses

required for these branches of the public service.

Recognizing in a declaratory act the legal existence of these

common institutions, they also determined the method by which
they should be administered. In doing so they carried out with
great exactitude the principle of dualism, establishing in form
a complete parity between Hungary on one side and the other

territories of the king on the other. They made it a condition

1 For the. separate political histories of Austria and Hungary
see the section on ll. Austria Proper, below, and Hungary

;

the present section deals with the history of the whole monarchy
assodi. >
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that there should be constitutional government in the rest of the

monarchy as well as in Hungary^ and kt parliament in which

all the other territories should be represented. From both the

Hungarian and the Austrian parliament there was to be elected

a Delegation^ consisting of sixty members
;

to these

iioaiV
’ delegations the common ministers were to be re-

sponsible, and to them the estimates for the joint

services were to be submitted. The annual meetings were to

be held alternately in Vienna and in Pest. They were very care-

ful that these Delegations should not overshadow the parliaments

by which they were appointed. The Delegations were not to

sit together
;
each was to meet separately

;
they were to com-

municate by writing, every document being accompanied
by a translation in Magyar or German, as the case might be

;

only if after three times exchanging notes they failed to agree

was there to be a common session
;

in that case there would be

no discussion, and they were to vote in silence
;
a simple majority

was sufficient. There were to be three ministers for common
purpose.s—(i) for foreign affairs

; (2) for war
; (3) for finance

;

these ministers were responsible to the Delegations, but the

Delegations were really given no legislative power. The minister

of war controlled the common army, but even the laws determin-

ing the method by which the army was to be recruited had to

be voted separately in each of the parliaments. 'I'he minister

of finance had to lay before them the common budget, but they

could not raise money or vote taxes
;
after they had passed the

budget the money required had to be provided by the separate

parliaments. Even the determination of the proportion which

each half of the monarchy was to contribute was not left to the

Delegations. It was to be fixed once every ten years by separate

committees chosen for that purpose from the Austrian Rcichsrath

and the Hungarian parliament, the so-called Quota-Deputations.

In addition to these “ common affairs
’’ the Hungariarts, indeed,

recognized that there were certain other matteis wffiich it was

desirable should be managed on identical principles in the two

halves of the monarchy—rtamely, customs and excise currency
;

the army and common railways. For these
,
however, no common

institutions were created
;
they must be arranged by agreement

;

the ministers must confer and then introduce identical acts in the

Hungarian and the Austrian parliaments.

The main principles of this agreement were decided during

the spring of 1867 ;
but during this period the Austrians were

not really consulted at all. Tlvc negotiations on behalf

of the court of Vienna were entrusted to Beust, whom
the emperor appointed chancellor of the empire and

also minister-president of Austria. He had no previous

experience of Austrian affairs, and was only anxious at once to

bring about a settlement which would enable the empire to take

a strong position in international politics. In the summer of

1867, however (the Austrian Reichsrath having met), the two

parliaments each elected a deputation of fifteen members to

arrange the financial settlement. The first matter was the debt,

amounting to over 3000 million gulden, in addition to the floating

debt, which had been contracted during recent years. The

Hungarians laid down the principle that they were in no way
responsible for debts contracted during a time when they had

been deprived of their constitutional liberties ;
they consented,

however, to pay each year 29^ million gulden towards the interest.

The whole responsibility for the payment of tlie remainder of

the interest,amounting annually to over a hundred million gulden,

and the management of the debt, was left to the Austrians.

The Hungarians wished that a considerable part of it should l)e

repudiated. It was then agreed that,the two states should form

a Customs Union for the next ten years ; the customs were to

be paid to the common exchequer ;
all suras required in addition

to this to meet the expenses were to be provided as to 30 % by

Hungary and as to 70 % by Austria. After the financial question

had been thus settled, the whole of these arrangements

were then, on the 21st and the 24th of December 1867, enacted

by the two parliaments, and the system of dualism was estab-

lished.

The acts were accepted in Austria out of necessity ; but no

HUNGARY
parties were really satisfied. The Germans, who accepted the

principle of dualism, were indignant at the financial arrange-

ments
;

for Hungary, while gaming more than an equal share

of power, paid less than one-*third of the common expenses.

On the other hand, according to British ideas of taxable capacity,

Hungary paid, and still pays, more than hef share. The Ger-
mans, however, could at least hope that in the future the financial

arrangements might be revised
;

the complaints of the Slav

races were political, and within the constitution there was no
means of remedy, for,while the settlement gave to the Hungarians
all that they demanded, it deprived the Bohemians or Galic'ians

of any hope that they would be able to obtain similar independ-

ence. Politically, the principle underlying the agreement was
that the empire should be divided into two portions

;
in one of

these the Magyars were to rule, in the other the Germans
; in

either section the Slav races—the Serbs and Croatians, the Czechs,

Poles and Slovenes—were to be placed in a position of political

inferiority.^

Thr logical consistency with which tlic principle of Dualism was
carried out is shown in a change of title. By a letter to Beust of

the 14th of Novemlier 1868 the emperor ordered that he should
henceforward be styled, not as betore “ Emperor of Austria, King of
Hungary, King of Bohemia, (&c.," bul “ Emperor of Austria, King
of Bohemia, &c., and Apostolic Kin^j; of Hungary.” thereby signify-

ing the .separation of the two districts over which lie rules. His
shorter style is “ His Majesty the Emperor and King ” and “ His
Imperial and Apostolic Royal Majc.sty ’

; the lands over which he
rules are called " The Austrian-Hungarian Moiiandiy ” or ” riie

Austrian-Hunganiin Realm.” The new terminology. ” Imperial
and Royal ” {Kaiserlich und KoingUch), has since then been applied
to all those branches of the public service which belong to the
common ministries; this was first the case with the diplomatic
service ; not till 1889 wa.s it applied to the army, which tor some
time kept up the old style of Kaiscilich-Kontgluh

:
in 1895 it was

applied to the ministry of the imperial house, an olfice always held
by the minister tor foreign affairs The minister for foreign affairs

was at first called the Ueich&kanzlet \ but in 1871. when Andrassv
succeeded Beust, this was given up m deierence to Hungarian feeling,

for it might be taken to imply that there was a single state ol whicli

he was mmi.ster. Th(‘ old style Katsnikh-Ktmigluk, the " K.K.”
which has become so familiar through long use, is still retained in the

Austrian half of the monarchy. There are. therefore, c.g., three

ministries ot finance : the KaUerlirh und Kuniglich for joint afiairs
;

the Kauerlich-Koniglich for Austrian affairs; ihe \ Kn dive lor

Hungary.

The settlement with Hungary consisted then of three parts :

—

(i) the political settlement, which was to be permanent and

has since remained part of the fundamental constitu-

tion of the monarchy
; (2) the periodical financial

settlement, determining the partition of the common
expenses as arranged by the Quota-Deputations and ratified

by the parliaments
; (3) the Customs Union and the agreement

as to currency—a voluntary and terminable arrangement made
between the two governments and parliaments. The history

of the common affairs which fall under the management of the

common ministries is, then, the history of the foreign policy

of the empire and of the army. It is with this and this alone that

the Delegations are occupied, and it is to this that wc must now
turn. The annual meetings call for little notice ; they have

generally been the occasion on which the foreign minister has

explained and justified his policy
;

according to the English

custom, red books, sometimes containing important despatches,

have been laid before them ; but the debates have caused less

embarrassment to the government than is generally the case

in parliamentary assemblies, and the army budget has generally

been passed with few and unimportant alterations.

For the first four years, while Beust was chancellor, the

foreign policy was still influenced by the feelings left by the war

of 1866. We do not know how far there was a real

intention to revenge Kdniggriltz and recover the
p^iier.

position lost in Germany. This would be at Idist a

possible policy, and one to which Beust by his pitvioQS totory

would be inclined. There were sharp passages of arms with the

» Baron H. de Worms, The Austro-HUngarian Bmpirs (London,

1876), and Beust's Afewpfw. ,

-
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Prussian government regarding the position of the South German

states
;
a dose friendship was maintained with France

;
there

were meetings of the emperor and df Napoleon at Salzburg in

1868, and the next year at Paris
; the death of Maximilian in

Mexico cast a shadow over the friendship, but did not destroy

it. The opposition of the Hungarians and financial difficulties

probably prevented a warlike policy. In 1870 there were dis-

cussions preparatory to a formal alliance with France against

the North German Confederation, but nothing was signed.' The

war of 1870 put an end to all ideas of this kind
;

the German
successes were so rapid that Austria was not exposed to the

temptation of intervening, a temptation that could hardly have

been resisted had the result been doubtful or the struggle pro-

longed. The absorption of South Germany in the German
empire took away the chief cause for friction

;
and from that

time warm friendship, based on the maintenance of the estab-

lished order, has existed between the two empires. Austria

gave up all hope of regaining her position in Germany
;
Germany

disclaimed all intention of acquiring the German provinces of

Austria. Beust’s retirement in 1871 put the finishing touch on

the new relations. His successor, Count Andrdssy, a Hungarian,

established a good understanding with Bismarck
;
and in 1872

the visit of the emperor Francis Joseph, accompanied by his

minister, to Berlin, was the final sign of the reconciliation with

his uncle. 'J'he tsar was also present on that occasion, and for

the next six years the close friendship between the three empires

removed all danger of war. Three years later the full reconcilia-

tion with Italy followed, when Francis Joseph consented to visit
!

Victor Emmanuel in Venice.

The outbreak of disturbance in the Balkans ended this period

of calm. Tlie insurrection in Bosnia and Herzegovina immedi-

ately affected Austria ; refugees in large numbers

IsMtern
frontier and had to be maintained by

qaeattoa. the government. The political problem presented was

a very difficult one. The sympathy of the Slav

inhabitants of the empire made it impossible for the government

of Vienna to regard with indifference the sufferings of Christians

in Turkey. Active support wa.s impossible, because the Hun-
garians, among whom the events of 1848 had obliterated the

remembrance of the earlier days of Turkish conquest, were full

of sympathy for the Turks. It was a cardinal principle of

Austrian policy that she could not allow the erection of new
Slav states on her .southern frontier. Moreover, the disturbances

were fomented by Rus.sian agents, and any increase of Russian

influence (for which the Pan-Slav parly was working) was full

of danger to Austria. For a time the mediation of Germany
preserved the good understanding between the two eastern

empires. In 1875 Andrdssy drafted a note, which was accepted

by the powers, requiring Turkey to institute the reforms necessary

for the good government of the provinces. Turkey agreed to

do this, but the insurgents required a guarantee from the Powers

that Turkey would keep her engagements. This could not be

given, and the rebellion c>ontinued and spread to Bulgaria. The
lead then passed to Russia, and Austria, even after the outbreak

of war, did not oppose Russian measures. At the beginning of

1877 a secret understanding had been made between the two

powers, by which Russia undertook not to annex any territory,

and in other ways not to take steps which wobld be injurious

to Austria. The advance of the Russian army on Constantinople,

however, was a serious menace to Austrian influence ; Andrdssy

therefore demanded that the terms of peace should be submitted

to a European conference, which he suggested should meet at

Vienna. The peace of San Stefano violated the engagements

made by Russia, and Andrdssy was therefore compelled to ask

for a cr^it of fio inillion gulden and to mobilize a small portion

of the army
; the money was granted unanimously in the

Hungarian Delegation, though the Magyars disliked a policy

4thef appeared to be not the defence of Turkey

aguiift m agreement; with Russia, which would

• (x866-^f8VQV 'idParit,

» eleo, op* cii„ and the article on ^

the Austrian Deputation it was voted only by a majority

of 39 to 20, for the Germans were alafmed at the report that

it would be used for an occupation of part of the Turkish

territor>\ * •

The active share taken by Great Britain, however, relieved

Austria from the necessity of having recourse to further measures.

By an arrangement made beforehand, Austria was bombIo
requested at the congress of Berlin to undertake the mad
occupation and administration of Bosiiia*and Herze- Moraa^

govina— an honoufable but arduous task. The doyimm.

provinces could not be left to the Turks ; Austria could not

allow them to fall under Russian influence. The occupation

was immediately begun, and 60,000 Austrian troops, under the

command of General Philippovich,- crossed the frontier on the

29th of July. The work was, however, more difficult than had

been anticipated
;

the Mahommedans offered a strenuous

resistance; military operations were attended with great difficulty

in the mountainous country ; 200,000 men were required, and

they did not succeed in crushing the resistance till after some
months of obstinate fighting. The losses on either side were

very heavy
;
even after the capture of Sarajevo in August, the

resistance wa.s continued
; and besides those who fell in battle,

a considerable number of the insurgents were put to death under

military law. The opposition in the Delegations, which met at

the end of the year, was so strong that the government had to

be content with a credit to cover the expenses for 1879 of less

than half what they had originally asked, and the supplementary

estimate of 40,000,000 gulden for 1878 was not voted till the

next year. In 1879 the Porte, after long delay, recognized the

occupation on the distinct understanding that the sovereignty

of the sultan was acknowledged. A civil administration was
then established, the provinces not being attached to either

half of the empire, but placed under the control of the joint

minister of finance. I'he government during the first two years

was not very successful
;

the Christian population were dis-

appointed at finding that they still ?iad, as in the old days, to

pay rent to the Mahommedan begs. There were difficulties

also between the Roman Catholics and the members of the

Greek Church. In 1881 disturbances in Dalmatia spread over

the frontier into Herzegovina, and another expedition had to

be sent to restore order. When this was done Benjamin de

Kallay was appointed minister, and under his judicious govern-

ment order and prosperity were established in the provinces.

In accordance witli another clau.se of the treaty of Berlin, Austria

was permitted to place troops in the sanjak of Novi-Bazar, a

district of great strategic importance, which separated Servia

and Montenegro, and through which the communication between
Bosnia and Salonica passed. This was done in September 1879,

an agreement with Turkey having specified the numbers and
position of the garrison. Another slight alteration of the frontier

was made in the same year, when, during the delimitation of

the new frontier of Montenegro, the district of Spizza was
incorporated in the kingdom of Dalmatia.

I'he congress of Berlin indirectly caused some difficulties with

Italy. In that country was a large party which, under the

name of the ‘‘ Irredentists,” demanded that those

Italian-speaking districts, South Tirol, Istria and
Trieste, which were under Austrian rule, should be a§aHat§,

joined to Italy
;
there were public meetings and riots

in Italy; the Austrian flag was tom down from the consulate in

Venice and the embassy at Rome insulted. The excitement spread

across the frontier
;

there were riots in Trieste, and in Tirol it

was necessary to make some slight movement of troops as a
sign that the Austrian government was determined not to

surrender any territory. For a short time there was appre-

hension that the Italian government might not be strong enough
to resist the movement, and might even attempt to realize these

wishes by means of an alliance with Russia ; but the danger

quickly passed away.
In the year 1879 the Eurtqxean position of tine monarchy was

* Josd^i' PhItippOvic > von .Pbilip|)hterg . (i8x8<^689),
belonged to an 0I4 Christian noble kmily of Bomia. >

,
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placed on a more secure footing by the conclusion of a formal

alliance with Germany.* In the autumn itif that year Bismarck

visited Vienna and arranged with Andrassy a treaty

W which Germany bound Herself to support Austria

Qgfmany. against an attack from Russia, Austria-Hungary

. pledging herself to help Germany against a combined

attack of France and Russia ;
the result of this treaty, of which

the tsar was informed, was to remove, at least for the time,

the danger of war between Austria-Hungary and Russia. It

was the last achievement of Andrassy, whofiad already resigned,

but it was maintained by his successor, Baron Haymerle, and
after his death in i88i by Count Kalnoky. It was strengthened

in 1883 b\' the adhesion of Italy, for after i88t the Italians re-

quired support, owing Uj the French occupation of Tunis, and
after five years ii was renewed. Since that time it has been the

foundation on which the policy of Austria-Hungary has depended,

and it has survived all dangers arising either from commercial

differences (as berween ]88o and i8go) or national discord.

'J’he alliance was naturally ver>’ popular among the German
Austrians

;
some of tliem went so far as to attempt to use it to

influence internal policy, and suggested that fidelity to this

alliance required that there should be a ministry at Vienna
which supported the Germans in their internal struggle with

the Slavs
;

they represented it as a national alliance of the
^ Teutonic races, and there were some (Germans in the empire who
supported them in this view. The governments on both sides

could of course give no countenance to this theory
;
Bismarck

especially was very careful never to let it be supposed that he

desired to exercise influence over the internal affairs of his ally.

Had he done so, the strong anti-German .passions of the (Czechs

and Poles, always inclined to an alliance with France, would have

been aroused, and no government could have maintained the

alliance. After 1880, the exertions of ('ount Kalndky again

established a fairly' good understanding with Russia, as was
shown by the meetings of Francis Joseph with the tsar in 18B4

and 1885, but the outbrej^K of the Bulgarian question in 1885

again brought into prominence the opposed interests of Russia

and Austria-Hungar}’. in the December of this year Austria-

Hungary indeed decisively interfered in the war between Bulgaria

and Servia, for at this time Austrian influence predominated

in Servia, and after the battle of Slivnitza the Austro-Hungarian

minister warned Prince Alexander of Bulgaria that if he advanced

farther he would be met by Austro-Hungarian as well as Servian

troops. But after the abdication of Alexander, Cbunt Kalndky

stated in the Delegations that Austria-Hungary would not permit

Russia to interfere with the independence of Bulgaria. This

decided step was required by Hungarian feeling, but it was a

policy in which Austria-Hungary could not depend on the support

of Germany, for—as Bismarck stated—Bulgaria was not worth

the bones of a single Pomeranian grenadier. Austria-Hungary

also differed from Russia as to the position of Prince Ferdinand

of Bulgaria, and during 1886 -1887 much alarm was caused by

the massing of Russian troops on the Galician frontier. Councils

of war were summoned to consider how this exposed and distant

province was to be defended, and for some months war was

considered inevitable
;
but the danger was averted by the re-

newal of the ITiple Alliance and the other decisive steps taken

at this time by the German government (see Germany).^

Since this time the foreign policy of Austria-Hungaiy has

been peaceful and unambitious
;

the close connexion with

Germany has so far been maintained, though during the last

few years it has been increasingly difficult to prevent the violent

passions engendered by national enrhity at home from reacting

on the foreign policy of the monarchy ; it would scarcely be

possible to do so, were it not that discussions on foreign policy

take place not in the parliaments butt in the Delegations where

the numbers are fewer and the passions cooler. In May 1895

Count Kalnfiky had to retire, owing to a difference with BAnfly,

the Hungarian premier, arising out of the struggle with Rome.
He was succeeded by Count Goluchowski, the son of a well-

* Sir Charles Dilke, The Present Position of European Politics

(London, 1887).

known Polish statesman. In 1898 the expulsion of Austrian

subjects from Prussia, in connexion with the anti-Polish policy

of the Prussian government, caused a passing irritation, to which

Count Thun, the Austrian premier, gave expression. The chief

objects of the government in recent years have been to maintain

Austro-Hungarian trade and influence in the Balkan states by the

building of railways, by the opening of the Danube for navigation,

and by commercial treaties with Rumania, Servia and Bulgaria
;

since the abdication of King Milan especially, the affairs of Servia

and the growth of Russian influence in that country have caused

serious anxiety.

The disturbed state of European politics and the great increase

in the military establishments of other countries made it desirable

for Austria also to strengthen her military resources,

The bad condition of the finances rendered it, however,

impossible to carry out any very great measure.s. In 1868 there

had been introduced compulsory military service in both Austria

and Hungary
;
the total of the army available in war had been

fixed at 800,000 men. Besuies this joint army placed under the

joint ministry of war, there was in each part of the monarchy

a separate militia and a separate minister for national defence.

In Hungary this national force or h/)nved was kept quite distinct

from the ordinary army : in Austria, however (except in Dalmatia

and Tirol, where there was a separate local militia), the Landwekr,

as it was called, was practically organized as part of the standing

army. At the renewel of the periodical financial and economic

settlement {Aus^lcich) in 1877 no important change wa.s made,

hut in 1882 the system of compulsory service was extended to

Bosnia and Herzegovina, and a reorganization was carried out,

including the introduction of army corps and local organization

on the Prussian plan. 'I’his was useful for the purposes of speedy

mobilization, though there was some danger that the local and

national spirit might penetrate into the army. In 1886 a law

was carried in either parliament creating a Landsiurm, and
providing for the arming and organization of the whole male

population up to the age of forty-two in case of emergency,

and in 1889 a small increase was made in the annual number
of recruits. A further increase was made in 1892-1803. In

contrast, however, with the military history of other continental

powers, that of Austria-Hungary shows a small increase in the

army establishment. Of recent years there have been signs of an

attempt to tamper with the use of German as the common
language for the whole army. I'his, which is now the principal

remnant of the old ascendancy of German, and the one point of

unity for the whole monarchy, is a matter on which the govern-

ment and the monarch allow no concession, but in the Hungarian

parliament protests against it have been raised, and in 1899 and
igoo it was necessary to punish recruits from Bohemia, who
answered the roll call in the Czechish zde instead of the

German hier.

In those matters which belong to the periodical and terminable

agreement, the most important is the Customs Union, which

was established in 1867, and it is convenient to treat

separately the commercial policy of the dual state.-

At first the customs tariff in Austria-Hungary, as in mtion.

most other countries, was based on a number of

commercial treaties with Germany, France, Italy, Great Britain,

&c., each of which specified the maximum duties that could be

levied on certain articles, and all of which contained a *‘ most

favoured nation” clause. The practical result was a system

very nearly approaching to the ab.sence of any customs duties,

and for the period for which these treaties lasted a revision of the

tariff could not be carried out by means of legislation. After

the year 1873, a strong movement in favour of protective duties

made itself felt among the Austrian manufacturers who were

affected by the competition of German, English and Belgian

goods, and Austria was influenced by the general movement in

economic thought which about this time caused the. reaction

* Matlekovits, Die Zollpoliiik der osterreickish - ungatischen

Monarchie (Leipzig, iBqt), gives the Hungarian point of view

;

Bazant, Die Handelspolitik dsterreich-Ungoi^ (1875-1892, Leipzig,

1894).
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against the doctrines of free trade. Hungary, on the other hand,

was still in favour of free trade, for there were no important

manufacturing industries in that country, and it required a

secure market for agricultural produce. After 1875 the com-

mercial treaties expired
;
Hungany thereupon also gave notice

to terminate*the commercial union with Austria, and negotiations

began as to the principle on which it was to be renewed. This

was done during the year 1877, and in the new treaty, while raw

material was still imported free of duty, a low duty was placed

on textile goods as well as on corn, and the excise on sugar and

brandy was raised. All duties, moreover, were to be paid in

gold -this at once involving a considerable increase. The

tariff treaties with Great Britain and France were not renewed,

and all attempts to come to some agreement with Germany

broke down, owing to the change of policy which Bismarck

was adopting at this period. The result was that the system

of commercial treaties cea.sed, and Austria-Hungary was free

to introduce a fresh tariff depending simply on legislation,

an “ autonomous tariff as it is called. With Great Britain,

France and Germany, there was now only a “ most favoured

nation ” agreement ;
fresh commercial treaties were made with

Italy (1879), Switzerland and Servia (1881). During i88i--i882

Hungary, desiring means of retaliation against the duties on

corn and the impediments to tlie importation of cattle recently

introduced into Germany, withdrew her opposition to protective

duties
;
the tariff was completely revised, protective duties were

introduced on all articles of home production, and high finance

duties on other articles such as coffee and petroleum. At the

same time special privileges were granted to articles imported by

sea, so as to foster the trade of Trieste and Fiume ;
as in Germany

a subvention was granted to the great shipping companies,

the Austrian Lloyd and Adria
;
the area of the Customs Union

was enlarged so as to include Trieste, 1 stria and Dalmatia, as

well as Bosnia and Herzegovina. In 1887 a further increase

of duties was laid on corn (this was at the desire ot Hungary as

jigainst Rumania, for a vigorous customs war was being carried

on at this time) and on woollen and textile goods. Austria,

therefore, during these yeans completely gave up the principle

of free trade, and adopted a nationalist policy similax to that

which prevailed in Germany. A peculiar feature of these

treaties was that the government was empowered to impose

an additional duly (Retorsronszoll) on goods importe.d from

countries in which Austria-Hungary received unfavourable

treatment. In 1881 this was fixed at 10% (5% for some

articles), but in 1887 it was raised to 30 and 15 % respectively.

In 1892 Austria-Hungary joined with Germany, Italy, Belgium

and Switzerland in commercial treaties to last for twelve years,

the object being to secure to the states of central Europe a staWe

and extended market ;
for the introduction of high tariffs in

Russia and America had crippled industry. Two years later

Austria-Hungary also arranged with Russia a treaty similar

to that already made between Russia and Germany ;
the

reductions in the tariff secured in these treaties were applicable

also to Great Britain, with which there still was a most favoured

nation treaty. The .system thus introduced gave commercial

security till the year 1903.

The result of these and other laws was an improvement in financial

conditions, which enabled the govornment at last to take in baud
the long-delayed task of reforming the currency. Hitherto

the currency had been partly in silver (gulden), the
of tat «i Austrian currency " which had been introduced in 1857,
Qumaty*

pa^^t:ly in paper money, which took the form of notea issued

by the Austro-Hungariau Bank. This institution liad. in 1867,

belonged entirely to Austria ;
il had branches in Hungary, and its

notes were cm rent throughout the monarchy, but the direction was

entirely Austrian. The Hungarians had not sufficient credit to

establish a national bank of their own, and at the settlement of 1877

they procured, as a concession to themselves, that it should be con-

verted into an Austro-llungarian bank. wiUi a head office at Pest

as well as at Vienna, and with the management divided between the

two countries. This arrangement was renewed in 1887. In 1848 the

government had been obliged to authorise the bank to suspend casli

payments, and the wars of 1859 and i866 had rendered abortive all

attempts to renew them. The notes, therefore, formed an incon-

vertible paper currency. The bank by its charter had the sole right

of issuing notes, but during the war of 1866 the government, in order
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to raise money, had itself issued notes (Staatsnottn) to the value of

312 million gulden, thereby violating the charter of the bank. The
operation begun in 1892 was therefore thrt'efold ; (i) the substitution

of a gold for a silver standard
; (2) the redemption of the Staatsnoten ;

(3) the resumption of cash payments by tins bank. •

In 1807 Au.stria-Hungary had taken part m the monetary confer-

ence which led to the formation of the Latin Union ; it was intended

to join the Union, but tliis was not done, A first step, lioweVer, had
been taken in this direction by the issue of gold coins of the value of

eight and four gulden. No attempt wa.s made, however, to regulate

the relations of these coins to the " Aust^iaOk ” silver coinage ;
the

two issues were not J^rought into connexion, and every payment
was made in silver, unless it was definitely agreed that it snould be

paid in gold. In 1879, owing to the continued depreciation of silver,

the free coinage of silver was suspended. In !8(»2 laws introducing

a completely new coinage were earned in both parliaments, in accord-

ance with agreements made by the ministers. The unit in the new
issue was to hi* the krone, divided into 100 heller

;
tlie krone being

almost of the same value (24-25111) as the franc. (The twenty-krone

piece m gold weighs 6*775 gr.. the twenty-friinc piece 6*4 53.) The
gedd krone was equal to *42 ol the gold gulden, and it was declared

equal to *5 ol the silver gulden, so much allowance being made foi the

dtqireciation of .silver. The first step towards putting this act into

practice was the issue of one-krone pieces (silver), which circulated

as half gulden, and of nickel coins
;

all the copper coins and other

silver coins were recalled, the silver gulden alone being left in cir-

culation. The coinage of the cold lour- and eight-gulden was
suspended. Nothing more could lx* done till the .supply of gold had
been increased. The bank was rc(|uired to buy gold (during 1892 it

bought over forty M. gulden), and was obliged to coin into twenty-

or ten-krone pieces all gold brought to it for that purpose. Then
,

a loan ol 150 M. gulden at 4 % was made, and from the gold (chiefly

bar gold and .sovereigns) which Rothschild, wlio undertook the loan,

paid in, coins of the new Lssue were struck to the value of over 34
million kronen. This was, however, not put into circulation ;

it

1 was used fimt for paymg off the Staatsnoten. By 1894 the state was
able to redeem them to the amount of 200 million gulden, including

all those for one gulden. It paid them, however, not in gold, but in

.silver (one-krone pieces and gulden) and in bank notes, the coins and
notes being provided by the bank, and in exchange the newly coined

gold was paid to the hank to be kept as a reserve to cover the issue

of notes. At the same t ime arrangements were made between Austria

and Hungary to pay off about 80 million of exchequer bills which had
been issued on Ihi* security of the gov^nment .salt-works, and were
therefore called '* salinenscheine." 10*1899 the remainder of the

Staaisnoien (112 million gulden) were redeemed in a similar manner.

The bank had in this way accjuired a large reserve of gold, and in the

new charter which was (after long delay) passed in i8yy, a clause

was introduced recpiiring the resumption of cash payments, though
this was not to coTue into operation immediately. Then from

i.st January 1900 the. old reckoning by gulden was superseded, that

by krone being introduced in all government accounts, the new silver

iiemg made a legal tender only for a limited amount. For the time

until the ist ol July 1908, however, the old gulden were left in cir-

culation. i>ayments made in them, at the rate of two kronen to one

gulden, being legal up to any amount.
This im}H>rtant n^lonn has thereby been brought to a satisfactory

conclusion, and at a time when the, political difficulties had reached

a most acute stage. It is indeed remarkable that notwithstanding

the complicated macliinery of the dual monarchy, and the numerous
obstacles which have to l>e overcome liefore a reform affecting both

countries can be carried out, the linanciaJ, the commercial, and the

toroign policy has been conducted since 1870 with success. The
credit of the Stcite has risen, the chronic deficit has disappeared, the

currency has been put on a sound basis, and part of the unfunded

debt has been paid off. Universal military service has been intro-

duced. and all this lias been done m the presence of difficulties greater

than existed in any other civilized country.

Each of the financial and economic reforms described above

was, of course, the subject of a .separate law, but, so far as they

are determined at the general settlement which takes ^ht

place between Austria and Hunjfary every ten years, AutgMt^

they are comprised under the expression “ Ausgleich wff*

(compact or compromise), which includes especially

the determination of the Quota, and to this extent they are all

dealt with together as part of a general settlement and bargain.

In this settlement a concession on commercial policy would he

set off against a gain on the financial agreement
;

e.g. in 1877

Austria gave Hungary a share in the management of the bank,

while the arrangement for paying the bonus on exported sugar

was favourable to Austria
;
on the other hand, since the increased

duty on coffee and petroleum would fall more heavily on Austria,

the Austrians wished to persuade the Hungarians to pay a larger

quota of the common expenses, and there was also a dispute

whether Hungary was partly responsible for a debt of 80 M.
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gulden to the bank. Each measure had, therefore,lobe considered

not only on its own merits, but in relation, to the general balance

of advantage, and an amendment in one might bring about

the rcjecti(i,n of all. The whole series' of acts had to be carried

in two parliaments, each open to the influence of national

jealousy and race hatred in its most extreme form, so that the

negotiations have been conducted under serious difficulties, and
the periodical settlement has always been a time of great anxiety,

'fhe first settlement ^DCcvApied two full years, from 1876, when
the negotiations began, to June 1878, whe»i at la.st all the bills

were carried successfully through the two parliaments
; and it

was necessary to prolong the previous arrangements (which

expired at the end of 1877) till the middle of 1878. First the

two ministries had to agree on the drafts of all the bills
;
then

the bills had to be laid before the two parliaments. Each
parliament elected a committee to consider them, and the two
committees carried on long negotiations by notes supplemented

by verbal discussions. Then followed the debates in the two

parliaments ; there was a ministerial crisis in Austria, because

the House refused tt) accept the tax on coffee and petroleum

which was recommended by the ministers
;
and finally a great

council of all the ministers, with the emperor presiding, deter-

mined the compromise that was at last accepted. In 1887

things went better
; there was some difficulty aliout the tariff,

especially about the tax on petroleum, but Count Taaffe had a

stronger position than the Austrian ministers of 1877. Ten
years later, on the third renewal, the difficulties were still greater.

They sprang from a double cause. J^'irst the Austrians were

determined to get a more favourable cli^•ision of the common
expenses

;
that of 1867 still continued, .although Hungary liad

grown relatively in wealth.' Moreover, a proposed alteration

in the taxes on sugar would be of considerable advantage to

Hungary
;
the Austrians, therefore, demanded that henceforth

the proportion should be not 68‘6
:
31-4 but 58 :

42. Un this

there was a deadlock; all through 1H97 Quota-

Deputations failed to come to an agreement. This, however,

was not the worst. 1Parliamentary government in Austria had

broken down
;

the opposition had recourse to obstruction, and

no business could bo done. Their object was to drive out the

Badcni government, and for that reason the obstruction was
chiedy directed against the renewal of the Ausgleich ;

for,

as this was the first necessity of state, no government could

remain in office which failed to carry it through. The extreme

parties of the Germans arul the anti-Semites were also, for racial

reasons, opposed to the whole system. When, tlieretore, the

government at the end of 1897 introduced the necessary measures

for prolonging the existing arrangements provisionally till the

differences with Hungary had been settled, scenes of great dis-

order ensued, and at the end of the year the financial arrange-

ments had not been prolonged, and neither the l)ank charter

nor the Customs Union had been renewed. The government,

therefore (Badeni having resigned), had to proclaim the necessary

measures by imperial warrant. Next year it was even worse,

for there was obstruction in Hungary as well as in Austria ; the

Quota-Deputations again came to no agreement, and the pro-

posals for the renewal of the Bank charter, the reform of the

currency, the renewal of the (Customs Union, and the new taxes

on beer and brandy, which were laid before parliament both

at Vienna and Pest, were not carried in either country
;
this time,

therefore, the existing arrangements had to be prolonged pro-

visionally by imperial and royal warrant both in Austria and
Hungary. During 1899 parliamentary peace was restored in

Hungary by the resignation of Haniffy
;

in Austria, however,

though there was again a change of ministry the only result

was that the Czechs imitated the example of the Germans and
resorted to obstruction so that still no business could be done.

The Austrian ministry, therefore, came to an agreement with the

Hungarians that the terms of the new Ausgleich should be

* The only change was that as the military frontier had been given
over to Hungary. Hungary in consequence of this addition of terri-

tory had to pay 2 %, the remaining 98 % being divided as before,

s » that the real profiortion was 31*4 and 68 '6.
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finally proclaimed in Austria by imperial warrant ; the

Hungarians only giving their assent to this in return for con-

siderable financial concessions.

The main points of the agreement were ; (1) the Bank charter
was to be renewed till tqio, (»i:he Hungarians receiving a larger

share m the direction than they liad hitherto » enjoyed ; (2) the
Customs Union so far as it was bascfl on a reciprocal anti binding
treaty lapsed, both sides, however, continuing it in practice, and
promising to do so until the 31st of December 1907. Not later than
1901 negotiations were to be begun for a renewal of the alliance,

and if ix).ssiblt it was to be renewed from the year 1903, in which
year the ^onuiit'rcial treaties would expire. 1) tliis were done, tlien

the tariff would lie rcvisetl before any fresh cointiu'rical treaties were
made. If it were not done, then no fresh treaties would be made
extending beyond the year IQ07. so that if the Commercial Union of

Austria and Hungary were not renewed before 1907, each party
would be able to determine its own policy unshackled by any pie\ ious

treaties. These arrangements in Hungary recei\’i*d the .sanciion of

the parliament : but this could not be procured in Austria, and they
were, therefore, proclaimed by imperial warrant

;
tirsl of all. on

20th July, the new duties on beer, brandy and sugar ; then on
23rtJ Septeinlier the Bank charter, &c. In Novembet the Viuota-

Deputations at last agreed that Hungary should hcnceforwnrd ])ay

.3 .3A. a very small increase, and this was also in Austria proclaimed
in the same way. The result was that a working agreement was
made, by which the Union was preserved. (J. W. Hk.)

Since the years 1866- 1871 no period of Austro-Hungarian

development has been so important as the years 1x^03-1907.

The defeat of the old Austria by Prussia at ^^^dowa

in 1866, the establishment of the Dual Monarchy
in 1867 and the foundation of the new German enipi»*e erf*/*,

in 1871, formed the starting-point of Austro-Hungarian

historv’^ propi^rly .so called ; hut the Austro-Hungarian

crisis of 1903-1906—a crisis temporarily settled but not defini-

tively solved,—and the introduction of universal suffrage in

Austria, discredited the original interpretation of the dual

system and raised the question whether it represented the

permanent form of the Austro-Hungarian polity.

At the close of the 19th centur)' both stales of the Dual
Monarchy wore \nsited by political crises of some severity.

Parliamentary life in Austria was paralysed by the feud between

Germans and Czechs that resulted directly from the Badeni

language ordinances of 1897 and indirectly from the development
of Slav influence, parti('ularly that of C zechs and Poles during

the Taaffe era (1879- 1893). Government in Austria was carried

on by cabinets of officials with the help of the emergency

clause (paragraph 14) of the constitution. Ministers, nominally

responsible to parliament, were in practice responsible only to

the emperor. Thus during the closing years of last and the

opening years of the present century, political life in Austria

was at a low ebb and the constitution was observed in the

letter rather than in spirit.

Hungarywas apparently better situated. Despite the campaign

of obstructixin that overthrew the Banffy and led to the formation

of the Sz611 cabinet in 1899, the hegemony of the Liberal party

which, under various names, had been the mainstay of dualism

since 1867, appeared to be unshaken. But clear signs of the

decay of the dualist and of the growth of an extreme nationalist

Magyar spirit were already visible. The Army bills of 1889,

which involved an increase of the i)eace footing of the joint

Austro-Hungarian army, had been carried with difficulty,

despite the efforts of Koloman Tisza and of Count ] ulius Andrdssy

the Elder. Demands tending towards the Magyarization of

the joint army had been advanced and had found such an echo

in Magyar public opinion that Count Andrdssy was obliged

solemnly to warn the country of the dangers of nationalist

Chauvinism and to remind it of its obligations under the Compact
of 1867, The struggle over the civil marriage and divorce laws

that filled the greater part of the ’nineties served and was perhaps

intended by the Liberal leaders to serve as a diversion in favour

of the Liberal-dualist smndpoint ; nevertheless. Nationalist

feeling found strong expression during the negotiations of

Banffy and Szdll with various Austrian premiers for the renewal

of the economic Ausghifh, or “ Customs and Trade Alliance.’^

At the end of 1902 the Hungarian premier, Szdll, concluded with

the Austrian premier, Kdrber, a new customs and trade alliance
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comprising a joint Austro-Hungarian tariff as a basis for the

negotiation of new commercial treaties with Germany, Italy

and other states. This arrangement, which for the sake of

brevity will henceforth be referred to as the Sz^ll-KorberCompact,

was destined to play an import^t part in the history of the

next few years, though it was never fully ratified by either

parliament and was ultimately discarded. Its conclusion was

prematurely greeted as the end of a period of economic strife

between the two halves of the monarchy and as a pledge of a

deaide of peaceful development. Events were soon to demon-

strate the baselessness of these hopes.

In the autumn of 1902 the Austrian and the Hungarian

governments, at the instance of the crown and in agreement

with the joint minister for war and the Austrian and

queJtlo^ Hungarian ministers for national defence, laid before

their respective parliaments bills providing for an

increase of 21,000 men in the annual contingents of recruits.

16,700 men were needed for the joint army, and the remainder

for the Austrian and Hungarian national defence troops (Land-

wchr and honved). The total contribution of Hungary would

have been some 6500 and of Austria some 14,500 men. The
military authorities made, however, the mistake of detiuning

in barracks several thousand supernumerary recruits (t.e.

recruit.s liable to military service ljut in excess of the annual

103,000 enrollable by law) pending the adoption of the Army
bills by the two parliaments. The object of this apparently

high"hande<] step was to avoid the expense and delay of summon-
ing the supernumeraries again to the colours wlien the bills

should have received parliamentary sanction
; but it was not

unnaturally resented by the Hungarian Chamber, which has

ever possessed a lively sense of its prerogatives. The Opposition,

consisting chiefly of the independence party led by Francis

Kossuth (eldest son of Louis Kossuth), made capital out of the

grievance and decided to obstruct ministerial measures until
|

the supernumeraries should be diselmrged. The estimates '

could not be sanctioned, and tliough Kossutli granted the vSz^ll

cabinet a ^’ote on account for the first four months of 1903, the

(iovernmcnl found itself at the mercy of the Opposition. At
the end of 1902 the supernumeraries were discharged—too late

to calm the ardour of the Opposition, which proceeded to demand
that the Army bills should be entirely withdrawn or that, if

adopted, they should be counterbalanced by concessions to

Magyar nationalist feeling calculated to promote the use of the

Mag)'ar language in the Hungarian part of the army and to

render tlie Hungarian regiments, few of which are purely Mag>^ar,

more and more Magyar in character. Sz^Il, who vainly advi.se(i

the crown and the military authorities to make timely conce.s-

sions, was obliged to reject these demands which enjoyed the

secret support of Count Albert Apponyi, the Liberal president

of the Chamber and of his adherents. The obstruction of the

estimates continued. On the ist of May the Sz^ll cabinet found
itself without supply and governed for a time “ ex-lex ”

; vSz^ll,

who had lost the confidence of the crown, resigned and was
succeeded (June 26) by Count Khuen-Hederviiry, previously

ban, or governor, of Croatia. Before taking office Kbuen-
Hedervary negotiated with Kossuth and other Opposition

leaders, who undertook that obstruction should cea.se if the

Army bills were withdrawn. Despite the fact that the Austrian

Army bill had been voted by the Rcichsrath (February 19),

the crown con.5entcd to withdraw the bills and thus compelled

the Austrian parliament to repeal, at the dictation of the Hun-
garian obstructionists, what it regarded as a patriotic measure.

Austrian feeling became embittered towards Hungary and the

action of the crown was openly criticized.

Meanwhile the Hungarian Opposition broke its engagement.

Obstruction was continued by a section of the independence

Tk» Kossuth, seeing his authority ignored,

MMgyqr resigned the leadership. The obstructionists now
wordioi raised the cry that the German words of command
eommua^.

in the joint army must be replaced by Magyar words
in the regiments recruited from Hungary—a demand which,

apart from its disintegrating influence on the army, the crown

23
considered to be an encroachment upon the royal military

prerogatives as defintiji by the Hungarian Fundamental Law
Xll. of 1867. Clause ii of the law runs

“

In pursuance of

the constitutional militafy prerogatives of His Majesty, every-

thing relating to the unitary direction, leadership and inner

organization of the whole army, and thus also of the Hungarian
army as a complementary part of the whole army, is recognized

as subject to His Majesty’s disposal.” The cry for the Magyar
words of command on which the subsequent constitutional

crisis turned, was tantamount to a demand that the monarch
should differentiate the Hungarian from the Austrian part of

the joint army, and should render it impossible for any but
Magyar officers to command Hungarian regiments, less than
half of which have a majority of Magyar recruits. The partisans

of the Magyar words of command based their claim upon clause

12 of the Fundamental Law XII. of 1867—which runs

•

“ Nevertheless the country r(?serves its right periodically to

complete the Hungarian aimy and the right of granting recruits.

the fixing of the conditions on which the recruits are granted, the

fixing of the term of service and all the dispositions concerning

the stationing and the supplies of the troops according to existing

law both as regards legislation and administration.” Since

Hungary reserved her right to fix the conditions on which
recruits should be granted, the partisans of the Magyar words

of command argued that the abolition of the German words

of command in the Hungarian regiments might be made such

a condition, despite the enumeration in the preceding clause 11,

of everything appertaining to the unitary leadership and inner

organization of the joint Austro-Hungarian army as belong-

ing to the constitutional military prerogatives of the crown.

J^ractically, the dispute was a trial of strength between Magyar
nationalist feeling and the crown, Austrian feeling strongly

supported the monarch in his determination to defend the unity

of the army, and the conflict gradually acquired an intensify

that appeared to threaten the \Q.ry existence of the dual system.

Wlien Count Khuen-Hedervdrt^ took office and Ko.ssuth

relinquished the leadership of the independence party, the ex-

tension of the crisis could not be foreitecn. A few extreme

nationalists continued to obstruct the estimates, and it apjwared

as though their energy would soon flag. An attempt to quicken

this process by bribery provoked, however, an outburst of feeling

j

against Khuen-Hedervary who, though personally innocent,

I

found his position shaken. Shortly afterwards Magyar resent-

I

ment of an army order issued from the ca\'alry mancpuvres at

i

(’hlopy in Galicia --in which the monarch declared that he would
‘‘ hold fast to the existing and well-tried organization of the

army ” and would never “ relinquish the rights and privileges

guaranteed to its highest war-lord and of a provocative

utterance of the Austrian premier Kdrber in the Reichsrath

led to the overthrow of the Khuen-HedervAry cabinet (September

30) by an immense majority. The cabinet fell on a motion of

censure brought forward by Kossuth, who had profited by the

bribery incident to resume the leadership of his party.

An interval of negotiation between the crown and many
leading Magyar Liberals followed, until at the end of October 1903
Count Stephen Tisza, son of Koloman Tisza, accepted

a mission to form a cabinet after all others had declined. tSSm,
*

As programme Tisza brought with him a number
of concessions from the crown to Magyar nationalist feeling

in regard to military matters, particularly in regard to military

badges, penal procedure, the transfer of officers of Hungarian

origin from Austrian to Hungarian regiments, the establishment

of military scholarships for Magyar youths and the introduction

of the two years’ service system. In regard t5 the military

language, the Tisza programme—which, having been drafted

by a committee of nine members, is known as the ‘‘ programme
of the nine ”—declared that the responsibility of the cabinet

extends to the military prerogatives of the crown, and that
“ the legal influence of parliament exists in this respect as in

respect of every constitutional right.” The programme, however,
expressly excluded for “ weighty political reasons affecting

great interests of the nation ” the question of the military
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language
;
and on Tisza's motion the Liberal party adopted by military force (February 19, 1906) and an open breach of the

an addendum, sanctioned by the crown the party maintains constitution seemed within sight did they come to terms with

the standpoint that the king has a right to fix the language of the crown and form an administration. The miserable state

service andicommand in the Hungarian army on the basis of his of public finances and the depression of trade doubtless helped

constitutional prerogatives as recognized in clause 11 of law XII. to induce them to perform a^duty which they ought to have

of 1867^” performed from the first
;
but their chief motive was the desire

Notwithstanding the concessions, obstruction was continued to escape the menace of universal suffrage or, at least, to make

by the Clericals and the (‘xtreme Independents, partly in the sure that it would be introduced in such a form as to safeguard

hope of compelling the ^rown to grant the Magyar words of Magyar supremacy over the other Hungarian races,

command and partly out of antipathy towards the person of 'Fhe pact concluded (April 8, 1906) between the Coalition and

the young calvinist premier. In March 1 904, Tisza, therefore, the crown is known to have contained the following conditions :

—

introduced a drastic “ guillotine ” motion to amend the standing All military questions to be suspended until after the
pg^to/

orders of the House, but withdrew it in return for an undertaking introduction of universal suffrage; the estimates

from the Opposition that obstruction would cease. 'J’his time and the normal contingent of recruits to be voted for

the Opposition kept its word. Tlie Recruits bill and the estimates 1905 and 1906; the extraordinary military credits, sanctioned

were adopited, tne Delegations were enabled to meet at Budapest by the delegations in 1904, to be voted by the Hungarian

—where they vv»ted £22,000,000 as extraordinary estimates for Chamber ; ratification of the commercial treaties concluded

the army and navy and especially for the renewal of the field by Tisza; election -of the Hungarian Delegation and ot the

artillery"’ and the negotiations for new commercial treaties Quota-Deputation ; introduction of a suffrage^ reform at least

with Germany and Italy wore sanctioned, although parliament as far-reaching as the Kristoffy scheme, lliese “ capitulations

had never been able to ratify the Szdll-Kdrber compact with obliged the Coalition government to carry on a dualist policy,

the tariff on the basis of which the negotiations would have to although the majority of its adherents l^came, by the general

be conducted. But, as the autumn session approached, Tisza election of May 1906, members of the Kossuth or Independence

foresaw a new campaign of obstruction, and resolved to revert party, and, as such, pledged to the economic and political

to his dra.stic reform of the standing orders. The announcement separation of Hungary from Austria save as regards the person

of his determination caused the Opposition to rally against him, of the ruler. Attempts were, however, made to emphasize the

and when on the i8th of Novcmlier the Liljeral party adopted independence of Hungary. During the deadlock (June 2, 1905)

a “ guillotine ” motion by a show of hand.^ in defiance of orthodox Kossuth had obtained the adoption of a motion to authorize

procedure, a section of the party seceded. On the 13th of the compilation of an autonomous Hungarian tariff, and on the

J3eccmber the Opposition, infuriated by the formation of a special 28th of May 1906, the (oalilion cabinet was authorized by the

corps of parliamentary constables, invaded and wrecked the crow’n to present the Sz^ll-Korber tariff to the (.hamber in tlie

Chamber. Tisza appealed to the country and suffered, on the form of a Hungarian autonomou,s tariff distinct from but identical

26th of lanuary 1905, an overwhelming defeat at the hands with the Austrian tariff 1 'his concession of form having been

of a coalition composed of dissentient Liberals, Clericals, In- made to the M^yars without the knowledge of the Austrian

dependents and a few Banffyites. The Coalition gained an government, l^rince Konrad Hohenlohe, tlie Austrian premier,

absolute majority and tU* Independence party became tlu; resigned office; and his successor, Baron Be(‘k, eventually

strongest political group. Nevertheless the various adherents (July 6) withdrew from the table of the Reichsrath the whole

of the dual .system retained an actual majority in the Chamber Sz^ll-Korber compact, declaring that the only remaining

and prevented the Independence party from attempting to economic ties between the two countries were freedom of trade,

realize its programme of reducing the ties between Huiigary and the commercial treaties with foreign countries, the jf)int state

Austria to the person of the joint ruler. On the 25th of january, bank and the management ot excise. If the Himgjirian govern-

the day before his defeat, Count I’isza had signed on behalf ment wished to rtJgulate its relationshij) to Austria in a more

of Hungary the new commercial treaties concluded by the definite form, added the Austrian premier, it must conclude a

Austro-Hungarian foreign office with Germany and Italy .on new agreement before the end of the year 1 (>07. when tlie recipro-

the basis of the Szell-Korber tariff. He acted lilira vires, huthy city arrangement of 1899 would lapse. 'I'he Hungarian govern-

his act saved Hungary from a severe economic crisis and retained ment replied that any new arrangement with Austria must be

fi)r her the right to benefit by economic partnership with Austria concluded in the form of a commercial treaty as between two

until the expiry of the treaties in 1917. foreign states and not in the form of a “ customs and trade

A deadlock, lasting from January 1905 until April 1906, alliance.”

ensued between the crown and Hungary and, to a great extent, Au.stria ultimately consented to negotiate on this basis.

between Hungary and Austria. The Coalition, though In October 1907 an agreement was attained, thanks chiefly to

ontos^ possessing the majority in the Chamber, resolved not the sobering of Hungarian opinion by a severe economic
^

to take office unless the crown should grant its de crisis, which brought out with unusual clearness the

raands, mcluding the Magyar words of command and cu.stoms fact that separation from Austria would involve a t907.

separation from Austria. The crown declined to concede these period of distress if not ot commercial ruin for Hungary,

points, either of which would have wrecked the dual system as Austria also came to see that separation from Hungary would

interpreted since 1867. The Tisza cabinet could not be relieved seriously enhance the cost of living in Cisleithania and would

of its functions till June 1905, when it was succeeded by a non- deprive Austrian manufacturers of their best market. The

parliamentary administration under the premiership of General main features of the new “ customs and commercial treaty

Baron Fejervary, formerly minister for national defence. Seeing were
:
(i) Each state to possess a separate but identical customs

that the Coalition would not take office on acceptable terms, tariff, (2) Hungary to facilitate the establishment of direct

Fejervary obtained the consent of the crown to a scheme, railway communication between Vienna and Dalmatia, the

drafted by Kristoffy, minister of the . interior, that the dispute communication to be established by the end of 1 91 1, each state

between the crown and the Coalition should be subjected to building the sections of line that passed through its own territory,

the test of universal suffrage and that to this end the franchise (3) Austria to facilitate railway communication between Hungary

in Hungary be radically reformed. The scheme alarmed the and Prussia. (4) Hungary to reform her produce and Stock

Coalition, which saw that universal suffrage might destroy not Exchange laws so as to prevent speculation in agrarian produce,

only the hegemony of the Magyar nobility and gentry in whose (5) A court of arbitration to be established for the settlement

hands politiail power was concentrated, but might, by admitting of differences between the two states, Hungary selecting four

the non-Magyars to political equality with the Magyars, under- x^ustrian and Austria four Hungarian judges, the presidency of

mine the supremacy of the Magyar race itself. Yet the Coalition the court being decided by lot. and each government being repre-

did not yield at once. Not until the Chamber had been dissolved sented before the court by its own delegates. (6) Impediments
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to free trade in sugar to be practically abolished. (7) Hungwy
to be entitled to redeem her share of the old Austrian debt

(originally bearing interest at 5 and now at 4-2 %) at the

rate of 4'325 % within the next ten years
; if not redeemed

within ten years the rate of capitalization to decrease annually

by % uhtil it reaches 4-2 %. This arrangement represents a

potential economy of some £2,000,000 capital for Hungary as

compared with the original Austrian demand that the Hungarian

contribution to the service of the old Austrian debt be capitalized

at 4*2 %. (8) 'rhe securities of the two governments to rank

as investments for savings banks, insurance companies and
similar institutions in both countries, but not as trust fund

investments, (q) Commercial treaties with foreign countries

to be negotiated, not, as hitherto, by the joint minister for

foreign affairs alone, but also by a nominee of each government.

(10) The quota of Austrian and Hungarian contribution to

joint expenditure to be 63*6 and 36-4 respectively—an increase

of 2 % in the Hungarian quota, equal to some £200,000 a year.

The economic dispute between Hungary and Austria was thus

settled for ten years after negotiations lasting more than twelve

years. One important question, however, that of the future of

the joint State Bank, was left over for subsequent decision.

During the negotiations for the customs and commercial treaty,

the Austrian government attempted to conclude for a longer

period than ten years, but was unable to overcome Hungarian
resistance. Therefore, at the end of 1917, the commercial

treaties with Germany, Italy and other countries, and the Austro-

Hungarian customs and commercial treaty, would all lapse.

Ten years of economic unity remained during which the Dual

Monarchy might grow together or grow asunder, increasing

accordingly in strength or in weakness. (H. W, S.)

During thi.s period of internal crisis the international position

of the Dual Monarchy was threatened by two external dangers.

The unrest in JMacedonia threatened to reopen the Eastern

Question in an acute form
;
with Italy the irredentust attitude

of the Zanardelli cabinet led in 1902-190^ to such strained

relations that war seemed imminent. The southern I’irol, the

chief passes into Italy, strategic points on the Istrian and

Dalmatian coasts, were strongly fortified, while in the interior

the Tauern, Karawanken and Wochein railways were constructed,

partly in order to facilitate the mov'ement of troops towards the

Italian border. Die tension was relaxed with the fall of the

Zanardelli government, and comparatively cordial relations

were gradually re-established.

In the affairs of the Balkan Peninsula a temporary agreement

wdth Russia was reached in 1903 by the so-called “ February
Programme,” supplemented in the following October

^ Miirzsteg Programme ” (sec Macedonia ;

Turkey
;
Europe : History). The terms of the Miirzsteg

programme were observed by Count Goluchowski, in spite of

the rqin of Russian prestige in the war with Japan, so long as

he remained in ofhee. In October 1906, however, he retired,

and it was soon clear that his successor, Baron von Aerenthal,^

was determined to take advantage of the changed European
situation to take up once more the traditional policy of the

Habsburg monarchy in the Balkan Peninsula. He gradually

departed from the Miirzsteg basis, and in January 1908
deliberately undermined the Austro-Russian’ agreement by
obtaining from the sultan a concession for a railway from the

Bosnian frontier through the sanjak of Novibazar to the Turkish

terminus at Mitrovitza. This was done in the teeth of the

expressed wish of Russia; it roused the helpless resentment
of Servia, whose economic dependence upon the Dual Monarchy
was emphasized by the outcome of the war of tariffs into which

she had plunged in 1906, and who saw in this scheme another

link in the chain forged for her by the Habsburg empire
;

it

^ Alois, Count Lexa von Aerenthal, was born on the 27th of

September 1854 at Gross-Skal in Bohemia, studied at Bonn and
Prague, wasattach6at Paris (1877) and afterwards at St Petersburg,
envov extraordinary at Bucharest (1895) and ambassador at St
Petersburg (i8q6). He was created a count on the emperor's 79th
birthday in 1909.
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offended several of the great powers, who seemed to see in this

railway concession the price of the abandonment by Austria-

Hungary of her interest in Macedonian reforms. That Baron

von Aerenthal was able*'to pursue a policy appareatly so rash,

was due to the fact that he could reckon on the support of

Germany. The intimate relations between the two powers

had been revealed during the dispute between France and

Germany about Morocco ; in the critical division of the 3rd

of March 1906 at the Algeciras Conference Austria-Hungary,

alone of all the powers, had sided with Germany, and it was a

proposal of the Austro-Hungarian plenipotentiary that formed

the basis of the ultimate settlement between Germany and

France (see Morocco : History). The cordial relations thus

emphasized encouraged Baron Aerenthal, in the autumn of

J908, to pursue a still bolder policy. The revolution in Turkey

had entirely changed the face of the Eastern Question ; the

problem of Macedonian reform was swallowed up in that of the

reform of the Ottoman empire generally; there was even a

danger that a rejuvenated 1 urkey might in time lay claim to

the provinces occupied by Austria-Hungary under the treaty

of Berlin ; in any case, the position of these provinces, governed

autocratically from Vienna, l)etween a constitutional Turkey

and a constitutional Austria-Hungary, would have been highly

anomalous. In the circumstances Baron Aerenthal determined

on a bold policy. Without consulting the co-signatory powers

of the treaty of Berlin, and in deliberate violation of its provisions,

the king-emperor issued, on the 13th of October, a decree

annexing Bosnia and Herzegovina to the Habsburg Monarchy,

and at the same time announcing the withdrawal of the Austro-

Hungarian troops from the sanjak of Novibazar. (See Europe :

History.)

Meanwhile the relations between the two halves of the Dual

Monarchy had again become critical. The agreement of 1907

had been but a truce in the battle between two
irreconcilable principle.^: Ixjtween Magyar nationalism,

determined to maintiiin its ascencilincy in an inde- cninn.
pendent Hungary, and Habsburg imperialism, equally

determined to preserve the economic and military unity of the

Dual Monarchy. In this conflict the tactical advantage lay

with the monarchy
;

for the Magyars were in a minority in

Hungary, their ascendancy was based on a narrow and artificial

franchise, and it was open to the king-emperor to hold interrorem

over them an appeal to the disfranchi.sed majority. It was the

introduction of a Universal Suffrage Bill by Mr Jo.seph Kristoffy,

minister of the interior in the ” unconstitutional ” cabinet of

Baron Fejerv4ry, which brought the Opposition leaders in the

Hungarian parliament to terms and made possible the agreement

of 1907. But the Wekerle ministry which succeeded that of

Fej^rvdrv on the 9th of April 1906 contained elements which
made any lasting compromise impossible. The burning question

of the “ Magyar word of command ” remained unsettled, save

in so far as the fixed determination of the king-emperor had
settled it

;
the equally important question of the renewal of

the charter of the Austro-Hungarian State Bank had also

formed no part of the agreement of 1907. On the other hand,

the Wekerle ministry was pledged to a measure of franchise

reform, a pledge which they showed no eagerness to redeem,
though the granting of universal suffrage in the Austrian half

of the Monarchy had made such a change inevitable. In March
1908 Mr Hallo laid before the Hungarian parliament a formal

proposal that the charter of the Austro-Hungarian Bank, which
was to expire at the end of 1910, should not be renewed

;
and

that, in the event of failure to negotiate a convention between
the banks of Austria and Hungary, a separate rfungarian Bank
should be established. This question, obscured during the winter
by the Balkan crisis, once more became acute in the spring of
1909. In the Coalition cabinet itself opinion was sharply divided,
but in the end the views of the Independence party prevailed,
ayd Dr Wekerle laid the proposal for a separate Hungarian
Bank l^efore the king-emperor and the Austrian government.
Its reception wa.s significant. The emperor Francis Joseph
pointed out that the question of a separate Bank for Hungary
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did not figure in the act of 1867^ and could not he introduced

into it, especially since the capita! article ctf the ministerial pro-

gramme
^

i.c. electoral reform, was mi realized, nor neat being

realized. TWs was tantamount to an appeal from the Magyar
populus'to the Hungarian ptebs, the disfranchised non-Magyar
majority

;
an appeal all the more significant from the fact that

it ignored the suffrage hill brought in on behalf of the Hungarian

government by Count Julius AndrAssy in November 1908, a bill

which, under the guist (/ granting the principle of universal

suffrage, was ingeniously framed so as to Safeguard and even
to extend Magyar ascendancy (see Hvnoary ; History). In
consequence of this rebuff Dr Wekerle tendered his resignation

on the 27th of April. Months passed without it being possible

to form a new cabinet, and a fresh period of crisis and agitation

was begun. (W. A. P.)

II. Austria Proper since 1867.

As already explained, the name Austria is used for convenience

to designate those portions of the possessions of the house of

Habsburg, which were not included by the settlement of 1867
among the lands of the Hungarian crown. The separation of

Hungary made it necessary to determine the method by which
these territories ^ were henceforth to be governed. It was the
misfortune of the country that there was no clear legal basis

on which new institutions could bo erected. Each of the terri-

tories was a separate political unit with a separate history, and
some of them had a historic claim to a large amount of self-

government
;

in many the old feudal estates had survived till

1848. Since that year the empire had been the subject of

numerous experiments in government
;

by the last, which
began in i860, Landtage or diets have been instituted in each
of the territories on a nearly uniform system and with nearly

identical powers, and by the constitution published in hcbniary

1861 (the February (Constitution, as it is called), which is still

the ultimate basis for the government, there was
Pebrmcry instituted a HeicHsralh or parliament for the whole
Coaatitu- empire; it consisted of a House of fiords {Herren-

hatis), in which sat the archbishops and prince bishops,

members of the imperial family, and other members appointed
for life, besides some hereditary members, and a (Chamber of

Deputies. The memlxTs of the latter for each territory were
not chosen by direct election, but by the diets. 'I'he diets

themselves were elected for six years
;
they were chosen generally

(there were slight local differences) in the following way
:

(a)

a certain number of bishops and rectors of universities sat in

virtue of their office
;

(b) tl\e rest of the members were chosen

by four electoral bodies or curiae,—(i) the owners of estates

which before 1848 had enjoyed certain feudal privileges, the

so-called great proprietors
; (2) the chambers of commerce

;

(.^) U\e towns ; (4) the rural districts. In the two latter classes

all had the suffrage who paid at least ten gulden in direct taxes.

I’he districts were so arranged as to give the towns a very large

representation in proportion to their populations. In Bohemia,
e.g., the diet consisted of 341 members : of these five were

ex officio mt'mbers
;

the feudal proprietors had seventy ; the

towns and chambers of commerce together had eighty-.seven

;

the rural districts seventy-nine. The electors in the rural

districts were 236,000, in the towns 93,000. 'rhis arrangement

seems to have b«en deliberately made by Schmerling, so a.s to

1 It IS impossible to avoid using the word “ Austria to designate
these territories, though it is probably meorrert. Officially the word
“ Austria " is not found, and thougli the sovereign is emperor of
Austria, an Austrian empire appears not to exist ; the ierritories are
spoken of in otlicial documents as “ the kingdoms and lands repre-

sented in the Reiclisrath." The Hungarians and the German party
in Au.stna have expressed their desire that the word Austria should
bo used, but it has not been gratified. On the other hand, expressions
such as “ Austrian citizens," " Austrian law ” are found. The
rea.HOn of this peculiar use is probably twofold. On the one hand, a
reluctance to confess that Hungary is no longer m any sense a part
of Austria ; on the other hand, the refusal of the Czechs to recoguile
that their country is part of Austria. Sometimes the word 7\fhlandef,

which properly is applied only to the older ancestral dominions of the
house of HabRburg, is used for want of a better word.

give greater power to the German inhabitants of the towns

;

the votes of the proprietors would, moreover, nearly always give

the final decision to the c6urt and the government, for the

influence exercised by the government over the nobility would
generally be strong enough to stcure a majority in favour of the
government policy.

'

This constitution had failed
;

territories so different in size,

history and circumstances were not contented with similar

institutions, and a form of self-government which satisfied

1/iwer Austria and Salzburg did not satisfy Galicia and Bohemia.
The Oechs of Bohemia, like the Magyars, had refused to recog-

nize the common parliament on the ground that it violated the
historic rights of the Bohemian as of the Hungarian crown,
and in 1865 the constitution of 1861 had been superseded, while

the territorial diets remained. In 1867 it was necessary once
more to summon, in some form or another, a common parliament
for the whole of Austria, by which the settlement with Hungary
could be ratified.

This necessity brought to a decisive issue the struggle between
the parties of the Centralists and Federalists. The latter

claimed that the new constitution must be made by ceatnh
agreement with the territories ; the former maintained mb and
that the constitution of 1861 was still valid, and P^derah

demanded that in accordance with it the Reiclisrath

should be summoned and a “ constitutional ” government
restored. The difference between the two parties was to a great

extent, though not entirely, one of rare. The kernel ol the

empire was the purely (ierman district, including Upper and
I..owcr Austria, Salzburg, Tirol (except the south) and Vorarllxjrg,

all Styria except the southern districts, and a large part of

Carinthia. I’here was strong local feeling, especially in I'irol,

but it was local feeling similar to that which formerly existed

in the provinces of France
; among all classes and parties there

was great loyalty both to the ruling house and to the idea of the

Austrian state
;
but while the Eibera) party, which was dominant

in Lower Austria and Styria, desired to develop the central

institutions, there was a strong Conservative and Clerical party

which supported local institutions as a protection against the

Liberal influence of a centralized parliament and bureaucracy,

and the bishop.s and clergy were willing to gain support in the

struggle by alliance with the Federalists.

Very different was it in the other territories where the majoritv'

of the population was not German- and where there was a
lively recollection of the time when they were not

Austrian. With Paiacky, they said, “We existed

before Austria ; we shall continue to exist after it tanda,
is gone.” Especially was this the case in Bohemia.
In this great country, the richest part of the Austrian dominions,

where over three-fifths of the population were Czech, racial

feeling was supported by the appeal to historic law. A great

party, led by Paiacky and Rieger, demanded the restoration of

the Bohemian monarchy in its fullest extent, including Moravia
and Silesia, and insisted that the emperor should be crowned
as king of Bohemia at Prague as his predecessors had been, and
that Bohemia should have a position in the monarchy similar

to that obtained by Hungary. Not only did the party include

all the Czechs, but they were supported by many of the great

nobles who were of German descent, including Count J.eo Thun,
hi.s brother-in-law Count Heinrich Clam-Martinitz, and Prince

Friedrich von Schwarzenberg, cardinal archbishop of Prague,

who hoped in a self-governing kingdom of Bohemia to preserve

that power which was threatened by the German Liberals. The
feudal nobles had great power arising from their wealth, the

great traditions of their families, and the connexion with the

court, and by the electoral law they had a large number of

repre.scntatives in the diet. On the other hand the Germans
of Bohemia, fearful of falling under the control of the Czechs,

were the most ardent advocates of centralization. The Czechs

were supported also by their fellow-countrymen in Moravia,

and some of the nobles, headed by Count Belcredi, brother of

the minister
;
but in Brunn there was a strong German party.

In Silesia the^ Germans had a considerable majority, and as
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there was a lai^e Polish element which did not support the
Czechs, the diet refused to recognize the claims of the

Bohemians.
•

The Poles of Galicia stood apart from the other Slav races.

The Cierman-speaking population was very small, consisting

chiefly of 'government officials, railway servants and jews ;

but there was a large minority (some 43 %) of Ruthenes. The
Poles wished to gain as much autonomy as they could for their

own province, but they had no interest in opposing the central-

ization of other parts
; they were satisfied if Austria would

surrender the Ruthenes to them. They were little influenced

by the pan-Slav agitation; it was desirable for them that
Austria, which gave them freedom and power, should continue
strong and united. Their real interests were outside the
monarchy, and they did not cease to look forward to a restoration

of the Polish kingdom. The great danger was that they might
entangle Austria in a war with Russia.

The southern Slavs had neither the unity, nor the organization,

nor the historical traditions of the Czechs and Poles
; but the

Slovenes, who formed a large majority of the population in

(’arniolu, and a considerable minority in the adjoining territory

of Curinthia and the south of Slyria, demanded that their

language should be used for purposes of government and educa-
tion. Their political ideal was an “ Illyrian ” kingdom, including

Croatia and all the southern Slavs in the coast district, and a
not very successful movement liad been started to establish a
so-called Illyrian language, which slvould be accepted by both
Croats and Slovenes. There was, however, another element in

the southern districts, viz. the Serbs, who, though of the same
ra('e and language as the C'roats, were separated from them by
religion. Belonging to tlie Orthodox Church they were attracted

by Russia. They were in constant communication with Servia

and Montenegro
;
and their ultimate hope, the creation of a

great Servian kingdom, was less easy to reconcile with loyalty

to Austria. Of late years atlcrtipts have been made to turn the

Slovenian national movement into this direction, and to attract

the Slovenes also towards the Orthodox non-Austrian Slavs.

In the extreme .south of Dalmatia is a small district which had
not formed part of the older duchy of Dalmatia, and had not been

S tb
joined to the Austrian empire till 1814 ;

in former years
part of It formed the republic of RaKusa, and the rest
belonged to Albania. The inhabitants of this part, who

chiefly belongt'd to tlie Greek Cliurcli, still kept up a close connexion
with Albania and with Montenegro, and Austrian authority was
maintained with difficulty. Disturbances had already broken out
once Ix'fore ; and in i860 another outbreak took place.' 'FhKs district
had hitherto been exempted from military .service

;
by the law ot

18(10. winch introduced universal military service, tho.s<* who had
hitherto been exempted were re(|nired to .serve, not in the regular
army but in the militia. The inhabitants of the district round the
Rocclu* di Cattaro (tlie Docchesi. as they are commonly called) refused
to obey tins oilier, and when a military force was sent it failed to
oi'crcoine their resistance

; and by an agreement made at Knezlac
in December i86g. J^odics, who had taken command, gicinted the
insurgents all they asked and a complete amnesty. After the con'
quest of Bosnia another attempt was madi' to enforce militiiry
service ; once more a rebellion broke out. and spread to the
contiguous districts of Herzegovina. Tliis time, however, the govern-
ment. whose position in the Balkans liad been much strengthened
by the occupation of the new provinces, did not fear to act with
decision. A considerable I orce was sent under Genera I Baron Stephan
von Jovanoyich (1828 -1885) ; they were supported from sea by the
navy. and» eventually the rebellion wa.s cnislicd. An amnesty was
proclaimed, but the greater number of the insurgents .sought refuge
m Montenegro rather than submit to military service.

The Italians of Trieste ind Istria were the only people of the

empire who really desired separation from Austria
;
annexation

to Italy was the aim of the Italianissimi, as they were called.

'I'he feeling was less strong in Tirol, where, except in the city of

Trent, they seem chiefly to have wished for separate local

institutions, so that they should no longer be governed from
Innsbruck. The Italian-speaking population on the coast of

Dalmatia only asked that the government should uphold them
against the pressure of the Slav races in the interior, and for this

reason were ready to support the German constitutionalists.

The party of centralization was then the Liberal German
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party, supported by a few Italians and the Ruthenes, and as

years went by it wifte to become the National German party.

They hoped by a comipon parliament to create the

feeling of a common Austrian nationality, by Gemsin CoagUtu^

.schools to spread the use of the German language. Hgmmi

Every grant of self-government to the territories

•

mu.st diminish the influence of the Germans, and bring about a

restriction in the use of the German language
;

moreover, in

countries such as Bohemia, full self-government would almost

certainly mean that*the Germans would become the subject race.

This was a result which they could not accept. It was intolerable

to them that just at the time when the national power of the

non-Austrian Germans was so greatly increased, and the Germans
were becoming the first race in Europe, they themselves should

resign the po.sition as rulers which they had won during the last

three hundred years. They maintained, moreover, that the

ascendancy of the Germans was the only means of preserving the

unity of the monarchy
;
German was the only language in which

the different races could communicate with one another ; it must

be the language of the army, the civil service and the parliament.

They laid much stress on the historic task of Austria in bringing

German culture to the half-civilized races of the east. They
demanded, therefore, that all higher schools and universities

should remain German, and that so far as possible the elementary

schools should be Germanized. They looked on the German
schoolmaster as the apostle of German culture, and they looked

forward to the time when the feeling of a common Austrian

nationality should obscure the national feeling of the Slavs, and
the Slavonic idioms should survive merely as the local dialects of

tlie peasantry, the territories becoming merely the provinces

of a united and centralized state. The total German population

was not quite a third of the whole. The maintenance of their

rule was, therefore, only possible by the exercise of great political

ability, the more so, since, as we have seen, they were not united

among themselves, the clergy and Feudal party being opposed

to the Liberals. Their watchword ^as the constitution of 1861,

which had bttn drawn up by their leaders
;

they demanded
that it should be restored, and with it parliamentary government.

They called themselves, therefore, the Constitutional party.

But the introduction of parliamentary^ government really added
greatly to the difficulty of the task before them. In the old days

German ascendancy had been secured by the common army, the

civil service and the court. As soon, however, as power was
transferred to a parliament, the Germans must inevitably be in

a minority, unless the method of election was deliberately

arranged so ats to give them a majority. Parliamentary discus-

sion, moreover, was sure to bring out those racial differences

which it was desirable should he forgotten, and the elections

carried into every part of the empire a political agitation which
was very harmful when each party represented a different race.

'The very first events showed one of those extraordinary

changes of policy so characteristic of modern Austrian history.

The decision of the government on the constitutional question

was really determined by immediate practical necessity. The
Hungarians required that the settlement .should be ratified by a
parliament, therefore a parliament must be procured which would
do this. It must be a parliament in which the Germans had a
majority, for the system of dualism was directly opposed to the

ambitions of the Slavs and the Federalists. Belcredi, who had
come into power in 1865 as a Federalist, and had suspended
the constitution of 1861 on the 2nd of January 1867, ordered

new elections for the diets, which were then to elect deputies to

an extraordinary Reichsrath which should consider the Ausgletch^

or compact with Hungary. The wording of the' decree implied
that the Pebruary constitution did not exist as of law

; the
Germans and Liberals, strenuously objecting to a “ feudal-

federal ” constitution which would give the Slavs a preponder-
ance in theempire,maintained that the February consti-

tution was still in force, and that changes could only be
introduced by aregular Reichsrathsummoned in accord-
ance with it, protested against the decree, and, in some cases,

threatened not to take part in the elections. As the Federalists
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were all opposed to the Ausgleich, it was clear that a Reichsrath

chosen in these circumstances would refust to ratify it, and this

was probably Belcredi's intention. As tjie existence ol the empire

would thertiw be endangered, Beust interfered
;

Belcredi was

dismissed, Beust himself became minister-president on the 7th

of February 1867, and a new edict was issued from Vienna

ordering the diets to elect a Reichsrath, according to the con-

stitution, which was now said to be completely valid. Of course,

however, those diets ki which there was a Federalist majority,

viz. those of Bohemia, Moravia, Carinthia aftd I'irol, which were

already pledged to support the January policy of the government,

did not acquiesce in the February policy
;
and they refused to

elect except on terms which the government could not accept.

The first three were immediately dissolved. In the elections

which followed in Bohemia the influence of the government was

sufficient to secure u German majority among the landed pro-

prietors; the Czechs, who were therefore in a minority, declared

the elections invalid, refused to lake any part in electing deputies

for the Reichsrath, and seceded altogether from the diet. The

result was that Bohemia now sent a large German majority to

Vienna, and the few Czechs who were chosen refused to take their

scat in the parliament. Had the example of the Czechs been

followed by the other Slav races it would still have been difficult

BguBfM together a Reichsrath to pass the Ausglcich.

compact It was, however, easier to deal with the Poles of Galicia,

witb the for they had no historical rights to defend
;
and by

sending delegates to Vienna they would not sacrifice

any principle or prejudice any legal claim
;

they had only to

consider how they could make the best bargain. Their position

was a strong one
;

their votes were essential to the government,

and the government could !«• useful to them ; it could give them
the complete control over the Ruthenes. A compact then was

easily arranged.

Beust promised them that there should he a special minister

for Galicia, a separate board for Galician education, that Polish

’should be the language of^instruction in all .secondary .schools,

that Polish instead of German should be the ofiicial language in

the law courts and public offices, Ruthenian being only u.sed

in the elementary schools under strict limitations. On these

terms the Polish deputies, led by Zicmialkow.ski, agreed to go to

Vienna and vote for the Ausgleich.

When the Reichsrath met, the government had a large

majority ; and in the House, in which all the races except the

Czechs were represented, the Ausgleich was ratified

MiitttUon
unanimously. This having been done, it was

ettshf. possible to proceed to special legislation for the

territories, which were henceforward officially known
|

as “ the kingdoms and lands represented in the Reichsrath.”

A series of fundamenUil laws were carried, which formally

established parliamentary government, with responsibility of

ministers, and complete control over I he budget, and there were

included a number of clau.scs guaranteeing personal rights and
liberties in the way common to all modern constitutions. The
influence of the Poles was still sufficient to secure considerable

concessions to the wishes of the Federalists, since if they did not

get what they wished they would leave the House, and the

Slovenes, Dalmatians and Tirolcse would certainly follow them.

Hence the German Liberals were prevented from introducing

direct elections to the Reichsrath, and the functions of the

Reichsrath were slightly less extensive than they had hitherto

been. Moreover, the Delegation was to be chosen not by the

House as a whole, but by the representatives of the separate

territories. This is one reason for the comparative weakness

of Austria as compared with Hungary, where the Delegation is

elected by each House as a whole; the Bohemian representatives,

f.g., meet and choose 10 delegates, the Galicians 7, those from

Trieste i
; the Delegation, is, therefore, not representative of the

majority of the chamber of deputies, but include.s representa-

tives of all the groups which may be opposing the government
there, and they can carry on their opposition even in the Delega-

tion. So it came about in i86q, that on the first occa.sion when
there was a joint sitting of the Delegations to settle a point in the
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budget, which Hungary had accepted and Austria rejected, the

Poles and Tirolese voted in favour of the Hungarian proposal.

As soon as these laws Had been carried (December 1867),

Beust retired from the post of minister-president
;

and in

accordance with constitutional practice a parliament-

ary ministry was appointed entirely from the ranks aurger

of the Liberal majority
;
a ministry generally known Miaie^

as the ” Burger Ministerium ” in which Giskra and

Herbst—the leaders of the German party in Moravia and

Bohemia—^were the most important members. Austria now
began its new life as a modern constitutional state. From this

time the maintenance of the revised constitution of 1867 has

been the watchword of what is called the Constitutional party.

The first use which the new government made of their power

was to settle the finances, and in this their best work was done.

Among them were nearly all the representatives of trade and
industry, of commercial enterpri.se and financial speculation

;

they were the men who hoped to make Austria a great industrial

state, and at this time they were much occupied with railway

enterprise. Convinced free-traders, they hoped by private

energy to build up the fortunes of the country, parliamentary

government—which meant for them the rule of the educated

and well-to-do middle class being one of the means to this end.

They accepted th(‘ great burden of debt which the action of

Hungary imposed upon the country, and rejected the proposals

for repudiation, but notwithstanding the protest of foreign

bondholders they imposed a tax of 16 % on all interest on the

debt. They carried out an extension of the commercial treaty

with Great Britain by which a further advance was made in

the direction of free trade.

Of equal importonce was their work in freeing Au.stria from

the control of the Church, which checked the irttellectuiil life

of the people. The concordat (^f 1855 had given the ^he
Church complete freedom in the management of all Ubenh
ecclesiastical affairs ; there was full liberty of inter- •od the

course with Rome, the state gave up all control over

the appointment of the clergy, and in matters of church discipline

the cjvil courts had no voice—the clergy being al^solut(;ly subject

to the power of the bishops, who could impose temporal as well

as spiritual penalties. The state had even resigned to the (Church

all authority over some departments of (dvil life, and restored

the authority of the canon law. This wa.s the case as regards

marriage
;

all disputes were to be tried before ecclesiastical

courts, and the marriage registers were kept by the priests.

All the schools were under the control of the Church ; the bishops

could forbid the luse of books prejudicial to religion ; in ele-

mentary schools all teachers were subject to the inspection of

the Church, and in higher schools only Roman Catholics could

be appointed. It had been agreed that the whole education

of the Roman Catholic youth^in all schools, private as well as

public, should he in accordance with the teaching of the Roman
Catholic Qiurch. The authority of the Church extended even

to the universities. Some change in this system was essential

;

the Liberal party demanded that the government should simply

state that the concordat had ceased to exist. To this, however,

the emperor would not assent, and there was a difficulty in over-

throwing an act which took the form of a treaty. 'J'he govern-

ment wished to come to some agreement by friendly discussion

with Rome, but Pius IX. was not willing to abate anything of

his full claims. The ministry, therefore, proceeded by internal

legislation, and in 1868 introduced three laws
:
(i) a marriage law

transferred the decisions on all questions of marriage from the

ecclesiastical to the civil courts, abolished the authority of the

canon law, and introduced civil marriage in those cases where

the clergy refused to perform the ceremony
; (2) the control of

secular education was taken from the Church, and the manage-

ment of schools transferred to local authorities which were to

be created by the diets
; (3) complete civil equality between

Catholics and non-Catholics was established. These laws were

carried through both Houses in May amid almost unparalleled

excitement, and at once received the imperial sanction, notwith-

standing the protest of all the bishops, led by Joseph Othmar
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von Rauscher (1797-1875), cardinal archbishop of Vienna, who
had earned his red hat by the share he had taken in arranging the

concordat of 1855, and now attempted to use his great personal

influence with the emperor (his former pupil) to defeat the bill.

The ministry had the enthutiastic support of the Gernmn
population ‘ in the towns. They were also supported by the

teaching profession, which desired emancipation from ecclesi-

astical control, and hoped that German schools and German
railways were to complete the work which Joseph II. had begun.

But the hostility of the Church was dangerous. The pope, in an

allocution of 22nd June 1868, declared that these “damnable
and abominable laws “ which were “ contrary to the concordat,

to the laws of the Church and to the principles of Christianity,”

were “ absolutely and for ever null and void.” The natural

result was that when they were curried into effect the bishops

in many cases refused to obey. They claimed that the laws were

inconsistent with the concordat, that the concordat still was

in force, and that the laws were consequently invalid. The
argument was forcible, but the courts decided against them.

Rudigier, bishop of Linz, was summoned to a criminal court for

disturbing the public peace
;
he refused to appear, for by the

concordat bishops were not subject to temporal jurisdiction
;

and when he was condemned to imprisonment the emperor at

once telegraphed his full pardon. In the rural districts the

clergy had much influence ; they were supported by the peasants,

and the diets of Tirol and Vorarlberg, where there was a clerical

majority, refused to carry out the school law.

On the proclamation of papal intallihihty in 1870. the government
took the op])ortuni(y of declaring that the concordat had lapse^d.

on tli<‘ ground that there was a fundanu'ntal change m the character
of till' pajiacy. Nearly all the Austrian prelates had been opposed
(o the new doctrine

: many of them remained to the end of the
council and voted against it, and they only declared their submission
with great reluctance. The Old C atholic movement, however, never
made luucli jirogress in Austria. Laws regulating the position of

the ( liurcli were earned in 1874. (For the concorcUit see Laveleyc,
La Prusse el I'Antrirhe, Pans, i87i>.)

During 1868 the constitution then was open to attack on two
sides, for the nationali-st movement was gaining ground in

Nmtioast^ Bohemia and Galicia. In Galicia the extreme party,

iamiaOM- headed by Smolka, had always desired to imitate the
ticiMMttd Czecjis and not attend at Vienna

;
they were outvoted,

Bohemia.
pg^riies agreed on a declaration in which the

final demands of the Poles were drawn up they asked that

the powers of the Galician diet should lx? much increased, and
that the members from Galicia should cease to attend the
Reichsrath on the discussion of those matters with which the
Galician diet should be qualified to deal. If these demands
were not granted they would leave the Reichsrath. In Bohemia
the Czechs were very active

; while the Poles were parading their

hostility to Russia in such a m^ner as to cause the emperor
to avoid visiting Galicia, some of the Czech leaders attended a
Slav demonstration at Moscow, and in 1868 they drew up and
presented to the diet at league a “ declaration ” which has since
been regarded as the oflicial statement of their claims. They
asked for the full restoration of the Bohemian kingdom

;
they

contended that no foreign assembly was qualified to impose
taxes in Bohemia

; that the diet was not qualified to elect

representatives to go to Vienna, and that a separate settlement
must be made witii Bohemia similar to that with Hungary.
This declaration was signed by eighty-one members, including
many of the feudal nobles and bishops.- The German majority
declared that they had forfeited their seats, and ordered new
elections. The agitation spread over the country, serious riots

took place, and with a view to keeping order the government
decreed exceptional laws. Similar events happened in Moravia,
and in Dalmatia the revolt broke out among the Bocchesi.

Before the combination of Clericals and Federalists the
ministry broke down

;
they were divided among themselves

;

Counts Taaffe and Alfred Potocki, the minister of agriculture,

wished to conciliate the Slav races—a policy recommended

‘ The documents are printed in Baron de Worms, op. cit.

* It is printed in the Europdischer Geschichtskaknaer (1868).
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by Beust, probably with the sympathy of the emperor; the

others determined ti cripple the opposition by talking away
the elections for the Reichsrath from the diets,

Taaffe and his friends resigned in January 1870, \Bitmaatary

the majority did not long survive. In March, after braMowa

long delay, the new Galician demands were definitely

rejected ;
the whole of the Polish club, followed by the Tirolese

and Slovenes, left the House, which consequently consisted ot

no members—the Germans and German representatives from

Bohemia and Mora\4a. It was clearly impossible to govern with

such a parliament. Not four years had gone by, and the new
constitution seemed to have failed like the old one. The only

thing to do was to attempt a reconciliation witn the Slavs. The
ministry resigned, and Potocki and Taaffe formed a government

with this object. Potocki, now minister-president, then entered

on negotiations, hoping to persuade the Czechs to accept the

constitution. Rieger and Thun were summoned to Vienna

;

he himself went to Prague, but after two days he had to give

up the attempt in despair. Feudals and Czechs all supported

the declaration of 1868, and would accept no compromise, and

he returned to Vienna after what was the greatest disappoint-

ment of his life. Government, however, had to be carried on

;

the war between Germany and France broke out in July, and

Austria might he drawn into it
;
the emperor could not at such

a crisis alienate either the Germans or the Slavs. The Reichsrath

and all the diets were dissolved. This time in Bohemia the

Czechs, supported by the Feudals and the Clericals, gained a

large majority
;
they took their seats in the diet only to declare

that they did not regard it as the legal representative of the

Bohemian kingdom, but merely an informal assembly, and

refused to elect delegates for the Reichsrath. The Germans

in their turn now left the diet, and the Czechs voted an address

to the crown, drawn up by Count Thun, demanding the restora-

tion of the Bohemian kingdom. When the Reichsrath met
there were present only 1,^0 out of 203 members, for the whole

Bohemian contingent was absent
;

tfie government then, under

a law of 1868, ordered that as the Bohemian diet had sent no

delegates, they were to be chosen directly from the people.

Twenty-four Constitutionalists and thirty Declaranien were

chosen
;

the latter, of course, did not go to Vienna, but the

additional twenty-four made a working majority by which the

government was carried on for the rest of the year.

But Potocki’s influence was gone, and as soon as the European

crisis was over,, in February 1871, the emperor appointed a

ministry chosen not from the Liberals but from the

Federalists and Clericals, led by Count Hohenwart mMatry
and A. E. F. Schaffle, a professor at the university of of/fohaa-

Vienna, chiefly known for his writings on political

economy. They attempted to solve the problem by granting

to the Federalists all their demands. So long as parliament was

sitting they were kept in check
;
as soon as it had voted supplies

and the Jielegations had separated, they ordered new elections

in all those diets where there was a Liberal majority. By the

I

help of the Clericals they won enough seats to put the Liberals

;
in a minority in the Reichsrath, and it would be possible to revise

the constitution if the Czechs consented to come. They would
only attend, however, on their own terms, which were a com-
plete recognition by the government of the claims made in the

Declaration. This was agreed to
;
and on the 1 2th of September

at the opening of the diet, the governor read a royal message

I

recognizing the separate existence of the Bohemian kingdom,
and promising that the emperor should be crowned as king at

Prague. It was received with delight throughout Bohemia

;

and the Czechs drew a draft constitution of fundamental rights.

On this the Germans, now that they were in a minority, left the

diet, and began preparations for resistance. In Upper Austria,

Moravia and Carinthia, where they were outvoted by the

Clericals, they seceded, and the whole work of 1867 was on the

I

point of beinf overthrown. Were the movement not stopped
the constitution would be superseded, and the union with

Hungary endangered. Beust and Andrdssy warned the emperor
of the danger, and the crown prince of Saxony was summoned
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by Heust to remonstrate with him. A p:reat council was called

at Vienna (October 20), at which the cmpjror gave his decision

that the Bohemian demands could not be accepted. The Czechs

must come to Vienna, and consider a revision of the constitution

in a constitutional manner. Hohenwart resigned, but at the

same time Beust was dismissed, and a new cabinet was chosen

once more from among the German Liberals, under the leadership

of Prince Adolf Auersperg, whose brother Carlos had been one
of the chief members ia the Burger Ministerium. For the second

'

time in four years the policy of the government had completely
|

changed within a few months. On 12th September the decree
|

had been published accepting the Bohemian claims
; before the

end of the year copies of it were seized by the police, and men
were thrown into prison for circulating it.

Auersperg’s ministry held office for eight years. They began
as had the Biirger Ministerium, with a vigorous Liberal central-

policy. In Bohemia they succeeded at first in

p0tg*a almost crushing the opposition. In 3872 the diet was
mMatry, dissolved

;
and the whole influence of the government

was used to procure a German majority- KoUer, the

governor, acted with groat vigour. Opposition news-

papers were suppressed
;
cases in which Czech journalists were

concerned were transferred to the German districts, so that they

were tried by a hostile German jury. Czech manifestoes were
confiscated, and meetings stopped at the slightest appearance
of disorder

;
and the riots were punished by quartering soldiers

upon the inhabitants. The decision between the two races

turned on the vote of the feudal proprietors, and in order to win
this a society was formed among the German capitalists of

Vienna (to which the name of Chahrus was popularly given)

to acquire by real or fictitious purchase portions of those estates

to which a vote was attached. These measures were successful

;

a large German majority was secured
;
Jews from Vienna sat

in the place ot the I'huns and the Schwarzenbergs
;
and as for

many years the Czechs refused to sit in the diet, the government
could be carried on without difficulty. A still greater blow to

the Federalists was the passing of a new electoral law in 1873.

The measure transferred the right of electing members of the

Reichsrath from the diets to the direct vote of the people, the

result being to deprive the Federalists of their chief weapon
j

it was no longer possible to take a formal vote of the legal repre-

sentatives in any territory refusing to appoint deputies, and
if a Czech or Slovene member did not take his seat the only

result was that a single constituency was unrepresented, and
the opposition weakened. The measure was strongly opposed.

A petition with 250,000 names was presented from Bohemia

;

and the Poles withdrew from the Reichsrath when the law was
introduced. But enough members remained to give the legal

quorum, and it was carried by 120 to 2 votes. At the same time

the number of members was increased to 353, but the proportion

of representatives from the different territories was maintained
and the system of election was not altered. The proportion of

members assigned to the towns was increased, the special

representatives of the chambers of commerce and of the landed

proprietors were retained, and the suffrage was not extended,

llie artificial system which gave to the Germans a parliamentary

majority continued.

At this time the Czechs were much weakened by quarrels

among themselves. A new party had arisen, calling themselves

Radicals, but generally known as the Young Czechs.

Mtmim' disliked the alliance with the aristocracy and the

clergy
;

tliey wished for universal suffrage, and recalled

the Hussite traditions. They deSnred to take th^r seats in the
diet, and to join with the Ciermans in political reform. They
violently attacked Rieger, the leader of the Old Cjiechs, who
maintained the alliance with the Feudalists and the policy of

passive opposition. Twenty-seven members of the diet led by
Gregr and Stadkowsky, being outvoted in the Czech Club,

resigned their scats. They were completely defeated in the

elections which followed, but for the next four years the two
parties among the Czechs were as much occupied in opposing one
another as in opposing the Germans. These events might have
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secured the predominance of the Liberals for many years. The
election after the reform bill gave them an increased majority
in the Reichsrath. Forty-two Czechs who had won seats did

not attend ; forty-three Poles stood aloof from all party com-
bination, giving their votes <W3 eacli occasion as the interest

of their country seemed to require
; the rCal opposition was

limited to forty Clericals and representatives of the other
Slav races, who were collected on the Right under the leadership

of Hohenwart. Against them were 227 Constitutionalists, and
it seemed to matter little that they were divided into three

groups
;
there were 105 in the Liberal Club under the leadership

of Herbst, 57 Constitutionalists, elected by the landed proprietors,

and a third body of Radicals, some of whom were more
democratic than the old Constitutional party, while others laid

more stress on nationality. They used their majority to carry a
number of important laws regarding ecclesiastical affairs. Vet
within four years the government was obliged to turn for support
to the Federalists and Clericals, and the rule of the Cierman
Liberals was overthrown. Their influence was in-

directly affected by the great commercial crisis of 1873. ciSlaof^
For some years there had been active speculations on
the Stock Exchange

;
a great number of companies,

chiefly banks and building societies, had been founded on a very
insecure basis. The inevitable crisis began in 1872 ;

it was
postponed for a short time, and there was some hope that the

Exhibition, fixed for 1873, would bring fresh prosperity
;

the

hope was not. however, fulfilled, and the final crash, which
occurred in May, brought with it the collapse of hundreds of

undertakings. The loss fell almost entirely on those who had
attempted to increase their wealth by speculative investment.

Sound industrial concerns were little touched by it, but specula-

tion had become so general tht^t every class of society was affected,

and in the investigation which followed it became apparent that

some of the most distinguished members of the governing Liberal

party, including at least two members of the government, wore
among those who hud profited by the unsound finance. It

appeared also that many of the leading newspapers of Vienna,

by which the Liberal party was supported, had received money
from financiers. For the next two years political interest was
transferred from parliament to the law courts, in which financial

scandals were exposed, and the reputations of some of the leading

politicians were destroyed.^

'This was to bring about a reaction against the economic
doctrines which had held the field for nearly twenty years

,*

but
the full effect of the change was not seen for some
time. What ruined the government was the want of f?^^***^
unity in the party, and their neglect to support k miaUtty,
ministry which had been taken from their own ranks,

in a country like Austria, in which a mistaken foreign policy or

a serious quarrel with Hungary might bring about the disruption

of the monarchy, parliamentary government was impossible

unless the party which the government helped in internal

matters were prepared to support it in foreign affairs and in the

commercial policy bound up with the settlement with Hungary.
This the constitutional parties did not do. During discussions

on the economic arrangement with Hungary in 1877 a large

number voted against the duties on coffee and petroleum, which
were an essential part of the agreement

;
they demanded,

moreover, that the treaty of Berlin should be laid before the

House, and 112 members, led by Herbst, gave a vote ho.stile to

some of its provisions, and in the Delegation refused the supplies

necessary for the occupation of Bosnia. They doubtless were
acting in accordance with their principles, but the situation was
such that it would have been impossible to carry out their wishes

;

the only result was that the Austrian ministers and Andrdssy
had to turn for help to tlic Poles, who began to acquire the

position of a government party, which they have kept since then.

At the beginning of 1879 Auersperg’s resignation, which had long

been offered, was accepted. The constitutionalists remained

* Sfc Wirth, Geschichte der Handelskrisen (Frankfort, 1885) ; and
an interesting article by Schaffle in the Zeitsckfift /. Staaiswissten-

schafi (Stuttgart, 1874).
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in power
; but in the reconstructed cabinet, though Stremayr

was president, Count Taaffe, as minister of the interior, was the

most important member. •

Parliament was dissolved in the summer, and Taaffe, by

private negotiations, first of all fsersuaded the Bohemian feud^

proprietors*to give the Feudalists, who had long been excluded,

a certain number of seats
;
secondly, he succeeded where Potocki

had failed, and came to an agreement with the Czechs
;

they

had already, in 1878, taken their seats in the diet at Prague, and

now gave up the policy of “ passive resistance/' and consented

to take their seats also in the parliament at Vienna.

On entering the House they took the oath without reservation,

but in the speech from the throne the emperor himself stated

that they had entered without prejudice to their

TmM. convictions, and on the first day of the session Rieger

read a formal reservation of right. The Liberals had

also lost many seats, so that the House now had a completely

different aspect; the constitutionalists were reduced to 91

Liberals and 54 Radicals ; but the Right, under Hohenwart,

had increased to 57, and there were 57 Poles and 54 Czechs.

A combination of these three parties might govern against the

constitutionalists. Taaffe, who now became first minister, tried

first of all to govern by the help of the moderates of all parlies,

and he included representatives of nearly every party in his

cabinet. But the Liberals again voted against the government

on an important military bill, an offence almost as unpardonable

in Austria as in Germany, and a great meeting of the party

decided that they would not support the government. I'aaffe,

therefore, was obliged to turn for support to the Right. The
German members of the government resigned, their place was
taken by Clericals, Poles and Czechs, Smolka was elected

president of the Lower House of tbe Reichsrath, and the German
J-iberals found themselves in a minority opposed by the “ iron

|

ring ” of these three parties, and helpless in the parliament of

their own creation. For fourteen years Taaffe succeeded in

maintaining the position he had thus secured. He was not

himself a party man
;
he had sal in a Liberal government ; he

had never assented to the principles of the Federalists, nor was

he an adherent of the Clericiil party. He continued to rule

according to the constitution
;

his watchword was “ unpolitical

polities,” and he brought in little contentious legislation. The
great source of his strength was that he stood between the Right

and a Liberal government. There was a large minority of

constitutionalists
;

they might easily become a majority, and
the Right were therefore obliged to support Taaffe in order to

avert this. They continued to support him, even if they did

not get from him all that they could have wished, and the

Czechs acquiesced in a foreign policy with which they had little

sympathy. Something, however, had to be done for them, and
from time to time concessions l^d to be made to the Clericals

and the Federalists. 1

'J'he real desire of the Clericals was an alteration of the school

law, by which the control of the schools should be restored to

the Church and the period of compulsory education

curicsiM. reduced. In this, however, the government did not

meet them, and in 1882 the Clericals, under Prince

Alfred v. Liechtenstein, separated from Hohenwitrt’s party and
founded their own club, so that they could act more freely. Both
the new Clerical Club and the remainder of tlie Conservatives

were much affected by the reaction against the doctrines of

economic Liberalism. They began to adopt the principles of

Christian Socialism expounded by Rudolf Mayer and Baron von
Vogelfang, and the economic revolt against the influence of

capital was with them joined to a lialf>religious attack upon the

Jews. They represented that Austria was being governed by a

close ring of political financiers, many of whom were Jews or in

the pay of the Jews, who used the forms of the constitution,

under which there was no representation of the working classes,

to exploit the labour of the poor at the same time that they

ruined the people by alienating them from Christianity in ** god-

less schools.'* It was during these years that the foundation for

the democratic clericalism of the future was laid* The chief
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political leader in this new tendency was Prince Aloys v. Liechten-

stein, who complaint of the political influence exercised by the

chambers of commerc^ and demanded the organization of

working men in gilds. It was by their influence that a law was

introduced limiting the rate of interest, and they a)-operated

with the government in legislation for improving the material

condition of the people, which had been neglected during the

period of Liberal government, and which was partly similar to

the laws introduce at the same time*in•Germany.

There seems no dflubt that the condition of the workmen in the

factories of Moravia and the oil-mines of Galicia was peculiarly

unfortunate ; the hours of work were very long, the

conditions were very injurious to health, and there

were no precautions against accidents. The report of

a parliamentaiy inquiry, called for by the Christian

Socialists, showed the necessity for interference. In 1883 ^

was carried, introducing factory inspection, extending to mines

and all industrial undertakings. The measure seems to have

been successful, and there is a general agreement that the

inspectors have done their work with skill and courage. In

1884 and 1885 important laws were passed regulating the work

in mines and factories, and introducing a maximum working day

of eleven hours in factories, and ten hours in mines. Sunday
labour was forbidden, and the hours during which women and
children could be employed were limited. Great power was

given to the administrative authorities to relax the application

of these laws in special cases and special trades. This power

was at first freely used, but it was closely restricted by a further

law of 1893. In 1887-1888 laws, modelled on the new German
laws, introduced compulsory, insurance against accidents and

sickness. These measures, though severely criticized by the

Opposition, were introduced to remedy obvious, and in some
cases terrible social evils. Other laws to restore gilds among
working men had a more direct political object. Another form
of state socialism was the acquisition of railways by the state.

Originally railways had been built private enterprise, suj>-

ported in some cases by a state guarantee
;
a law of 1877 per-

mitted the acquisition of private lines
; when Taaffe retired the

state possessed nearly 5000 m. of railway, not including those

which belonged to Austria and Hungary conjointly. In 1899
a minister of railways was appointed. In this policy military

considerations as well as economic were of influence, in every

department wc find the same reaction against the doctrines of

laissez-faire. In 1889 for the first time the Austrian budget

showed a surplus, portly the result of the new import duties,

partly due to a reform of taxation.
For a fuller description ol these social reforms, sec the Jahrbuch

fUr Gesetzgehung (Leipzig, 1886, 1888 and 1894); also the annual
summary of new laws in the Zeitsekrift filr Staatswisscnschafi (Stutt-

gart). For the Christian Socialists, .sec Nitti, Catholic Socialism
(London, 1895).

Meanwhile it was necessary for the government to do some-

thing for the Czechs and the other Slavs, on whose support

they depended for their majority. The influence of

the government became more favourable to them in

the matter of language, and this caused the struggle

of nationalities to assume the first place in Austrian

public life— place which it has ever since maintained. The
question of language becomes a political one, so far as it concerns

the use of different languages in the public offices and law courts,

and in the schools. There never was any general law laying

down clear and universal rules, but since the time of Joseph II.

German had been the ordinary language of the government.
All laws were published in German

; German was the sole

language used in the central public offices in Vienna, and the
language of the court and of the army

; moreover, in almost
every part of the monarchy it had become the language of what
is called the mternal service in the public offices and law courts

;

all books and correspondence were kept in German, not only in

the Ckrman districts, but also in countries such as Bohemia and
Galicia. The bureaucracy and the law courts had therefore be-
come a network of German-speaking officialism extending over
the whole country

; no one had any share in the government
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unlesg he could speak and write German. The only excep-

tion was in the Italian districts
;

not oidy in Italy itself (in

Lombardy, and afterwards in Venetia), but in South Tirol,

Trieste, Istria and Dalmatia, Italian has always been used,

even for the internal service of the government offices, and
though the actual words of command are now given in German
and the officers arc obliged to know Serbo-Croatian it remains to

this day the language of the Austrian navy. Any interference

with the use of German would be a serious blow to the cause of

those who hoped to Germanize the whole empire. Since 1867 the

old rules have been maintained absolutely as regards the army,

and German has also, as required by the military authorities,

become the language of the railway administration. It remains

the language of the central* offices in Vienna, and is the usual,

though not the only; language used in the Reichsrath. In

1869 a great innovation was made, when Polish was introduced

throughout the whole of Galicia as the normal language of

government ; and since that time the use of German has almost

entirely disappeared in that territory. Similar innovations have

also begun, as we shall see, in other parts.

DifTcrent from this is what is called the external service. Even
in the old days it was customary to use the language of the

district in communication between the government offices and
private individuals, and evidence could be given in the law

courts in the language generally spoken. This was not the result

of any law, but depended on administrative regulations of the

government service ; it was practically necessary in remote

districts, such as Galicia and Bukovina, where few of the popu-
lation understood German. In some places a Slav-speaking

individual would himself have to provide the interpreter, and
approach the government in German. Local authorities,

town councils and the diets, were free to use what language

they wished, and in this matter the Austrian government has

shown great liberality. The constitution of 1867 laid down a

principle of much importance, by which previous custom became
established as a right. Article 19 runs . “All races of the

empire have equal rights, and every race has an inviolable right

to the preservation and use of its own nationality and language.

'I’he equality of all customary {landesublich) languages in school,

office and public life, is recognized by the state. In those

territories in which several races dwell, the public and educational

institutions are to be so arranged that, without applying com-
pulsion to learn a second LandessprachCf each of the races re-

ceives the necessary means of education in its own language.”

The application of this law gives great power to the government,

for everything depends on what is meant by landesUldich

,

and
it rests with them to determine when a language is customary.

The Germans demand the recognition of German as a customary

language in every part of the empire, so that a (ierman may
claim to have his business attended to in his own language, even

in Dalmatia and Galicia. In Bohemia the Czechs claim that their

language shall be recognized as customary, even in those districts

such as Reichenberg, which are almost completely German ;

the Germans, on the other hand, claim that the Czech language

shall only be recognized' in those towns and districts where

there is a considerable Czech population. What Taaffe’s

Administration did was to interpret this law in a sense more
favourable to the Slavs than had hitherto been the case.

Peculiar importance is attached to the question of education.

The law of 1867 required that the education in the elementary

schools in the Slav districts should be given in Czech or Slovenian,

as the ca.se might be. The Slavs, however, required that, even

when a small minority of Slav r^pe settled in any town, they

should not be compelled to go to the German schools, but

should have their own school provided for them
;

and this

demand waiS granted by Prazak, minister of education under

Count Taaffe. The Germans had always hoped that the people

as they became educated would cease to use their own particular

language. Owing >to economic causes the Slavs, who increase

more rapidly than the Germans, tend to move westwards, and
large numbers settle in the towns and manufacturing districts.

It might have been expected that they would then cease to use
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their own language and become Germanized ; but, on the con-

trary, the movement of population is spreading their language

and they claim that special schools should be provided for them,

and that men of their own nationality should be appointed to

government offices to deal witSi their business. This has hap-

pened not only in many places in Bohemia, 'but in Styria, and
even in Vienna, where there has been a great increase in the

Czech population and a Czech school has been founded. The
introduction of Slavonic into the middle and higher schools has

affected the Germans in their most sensitive point. They have
always insisted that German is the Kultur-sprache. On one
occasion Count A. Auersperg (Anastasius Grun) entered the

diet of Camiola carrying the whole of the Slovenian literature

under his arm, as evidence that the Slovenian language could not

well be substituted for German as a medium of higher education.

The first important regulations which were is.sued under the

law of 1867 applied to Dalmatia, and for that country between

1872 and 1B76 a series of laws and edicts were issued determining

to what extent the Slavonic idioms were to be recognized.

Hitherto all business had been done in Italian, the language of

a small minority living in the seaport towns. The effect of these

laws has been to raise Croatian to equality with Italian. It

has been introduced in all schools, so that nearly all educa-

tion is given in (Iroatian, even though a knowledge of Italian

is quite essential for the maritime population
;
and it is only

in one or two towns, such as Zara, the ancient capital of the

country, that Italian is able to maintain itself. Since 1882

there has been a Slav majority in the diet, and Italian has been

disu.sed in the proceedings of that body. In this case the con-

cessions to the Servo-Croatians had been made by the Liticral

ministry
;

they required the parliamentary support of the

Dalmatian representatives, who were more numerous than the

Italian, and it was also necessary to cultivate the loyalty of the

Slav races in this part so as to gam a support for Austria against

the Russian party, which was very active in the Balkan Peninsula.

It was better to sacrifice the Italians of Dalmatia than the

Germans of Carinthia.'

It was not till 1879 that the Slovenes received the support

of the government. In Camiola they succeeded, in 1882, in

winning a majority m the diet, and from this time, while the diet

of Styria is the centre of the German, that of Camiola is the

chief support of the Slovene agitation. In the same year they

won the majority in the town council of Laibach, which had

hitherto been German. They were able, then'fore, to introduce

Illyrian as the official language,and cause the names of the streets

to be written up in Illyrian. This question of street names is,

as it were, a sign of victory. Serious riots broke out in some
of the towns of Istria when, for the first time, Illyrian was used

for this purpose as well as Italian. In Prague the victory of the

Czechs has been marked by the removal of all German street

names, and the Czech town council even passed a by-law

forbidding private individuals to have tablets put up with the

name of the street in German. In consequence of a motion by
the Slovene members of the Reichsrath and a resolution of the

diet of Camiola, the government also declared Slovenian to be a

recognized language for the whole of Camiola, for the district

of Cilli in Styria, and for the Slovene and mixed districts in the

south of Carinthia, and determined that in Laibach a Slovene

gymnasium should be maintained as well as the German one.

The Germans complain that in many cases the government acted

very unfairly to them. They constantly refer to the case of Klagen-

furt. This town m Carinthia had a population of 16,491 German-
speaking Austrians ; the Slovenian- speaking population numbered
568, of whom 180 were inhabitants of the gaol or the hospital. The
government, however, in 1880 declared Slovenian a customary
language, so that provision had to be made in public offices and law
courts for dealing .with business in Slovenian. It must be remem-
bered, however, that even though the towm was German, the rural

population of the surrounding villages was chiefly Slovene.

It was in Bohemia and Moravia that the contest was fought

out with the gres^test vehemence. The two races were nearly

equal, and the victory of Czech would mean that nearly two

1 For Dalmatia, see T. G. Jackson, Dalmatia, &G. (Oxford, 1889).
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million Germans would be placed in a position of subordination

;

but for the last twenty years there had been a constant encroach-

ment by Czech on German. This was partly due to the direct

action of the government. An ordinance of 1880 determined

that henceforward all business \4tiich had been brought before

any government office or law court should be dealt with, within

the office, in the language in which it was introduced
;

this

applied to the whole of Bohemia and Moravia, and meant that

Czech would henceforward have a position within the government

service. It was another step in the same direction when, in

1886, it was ordered that “ to avoid frequent translations
”

business introduced in Czech should be dealt with in the same

language in the high courts of Prague and Briinn. Then not

only were a large number of Czech elementary schools founded,

but also many middle schools were given to the Czechs, and

Czech classes introduced in German schools
;
and, what affected

the Germans most, in 1882 classes in Czech were started in the

university of Prague—a desecration, as it seemed, of the oldest

German university.

The growth of the Slav races was, however, not merely the

result of government assistance
;

it had begun long before Taaffe

assumed office
;

it was to be seen in the census returns and in the

results of elections. Prague was no longer the German city it

had been fifty years before
;

the census of t88o showed 36,000

Germans to 120,000 Czechs. It was the same in Pilsen. In

1861 the Germans had a majority in this town ; in 1880 they were

not a quarter of the population. This same phenomenon, which

occurs elsewhere, cannot be attributed to any laxity of the

Germans. The generation which was so vigorously demanding
national rights had themselves all been brought up under the

old system in German schools, but this had not implanted in

them a desire to become German, It was partly due to economic

raiises—the greater increase among the Czechs, and the greater

mignition from the country to the towns
;

partly the result

of the romantic and nationalist movement which had arisen

about 1830, and partly the result of establishing popular educa-

tion and parliamentary government at the same time. As soon

as these races which had so long been ruled by the Germans
received political liberty and the means of education, they

naturally used both to reassert their national individuality.

It may be sugRcsted that the resistance to the German language
IS to some extent a result of the increased national teehng among
the Germans themselves. They have made it a matter of principle,

hi the old days il was common for the children of German parents
in Bohemia to learn Czech

;
since 1867 this has ceased to be tbe

case. It may almost bo said that they make it a point of honour
not to do so. A result of this is that, as educated Czechs are gener-
ally bilingual, it is easier for them to obtain appointments in districts

where a knowledge of Czech is recpiired, and t lie Germans, therefore,
regard every order requiring the use of Czech as an order which
excludes Germans from a certain number of posts. 7'his attitude of
hostility and contempt is strongest among the educated middle
class ; it is not shown to the same extent by the clergy and the
nobles.

The influence of the Church is also favourable to the Slav races,
not so much from principle as owing to the fact that they supply
more candidates for ordiilation than the Germans. There is no
doubt, however, that the tendency among Germans has been to
exalt the principle of nationality above religion, and to give it an
absolute authority in which the Homan Catholic Cluirni cannot
acquiesce. In this, as in other ways, the Germans Jn Austria have
been much influenced by the course of events in the Cerman empire.
This hostility of the Church to the German nationalist movement
led in 1898 to an agitation gainst the Roman Catholic Church, and
among the Germans of Styria and other territories large numbers left

the Church, going over either to Protestantism or to Old Catholicism.
This ” Los von Rom ” movement, which was caused by the con-
tinued alliance of the Clerical party with the Slav parties, is more
of the nature of a political demonstration than of a religious move-
ment

The Germans, so long accustomed to rule, now saw their old

ascendancy threatened, and they defended it with an energy
that increased with each defeat. In 1880 they founded a

hotSStr. society, the Deulscher SchtUverein, to establish and
assist German schools. It spread over the whole of the

empire
; in a few years it numbered 100,000 members, and had an

income of nearly 300,000 gulden ; no private society in Austria

33
had ever attained so great a success. In the Reichsrath a motion

was introduced, supported by all the German Liberal parties,

demanding that German ^ould be declared the language of state

and regulating the conditions under which the other idioms

could be recognized ;
it was referred to a committee from which

it never emerged, and a bill to the same effect, introduced in

1886, met a similar fate. In Bohemia they demanded, as a mean.s

of protecting themselves against the effect of the language

ordinances, that the country should be*difided into two parts

;

in one German was fo be the sole language, in the other Czech

was to be recognized. A proposal to this effect wtu- introduced

by them in the diet at the end of 1886, but since 1882 the Germans

had been in a minority. The Czechs, of course, refused even to

consider it
;

it would have cut away the ground on which their

whole policy was built up, namely, the indissoluble unity of the

Bohemian kingdom, in which German and Czech should through-

out be rcirognized as equal and parallel languages. It was

rejected on a motion of Prince Karl Schwarzenberg without

discussion, and on this all the Germans rose and left the diet,

thereby imitating the action of the Czechs in ofd days when they

had the majority.

These events produced a great change in the character of the

German opposition. It became more and more avowedly

racial ;
the defence of German nationality was put

in the front of their programme. The growing national
oefni«0

animosity added bitterness to political life, and de- parties.

stroyed the possibility of a strong homogeneous party

on which a government might depend. The beginning of this

movement can be traced back to the year 1870. About that time

a party of young Germans had arisen who professed to care little

for constitutionalism and other “ legal mummies,” but made
the preservation and extension of their own nationality their

sole object. As is so often the case in Austria, the movement
began in the university of Vienna, where a Leseverein (reading

club) of German students was formed as a point of cohesion for

Germans, which had eventually to %e suppressed. The first

representative of the movement in parliament was Herr von
Schonerer, who did not scruple to declare that the Germans
looked forward to union with the German empire. They were

strongly influenced by men outside Austria. Bismarck was their

national hero, the anniversary of Sedan their political festival,

and approximation to Germany was dearer to them than the

maintenance of Austria. After 1878 a heightening of racial

feeling began among the Radicals, and in 1881 all the German
parties in opposition joined togetlier in a club called the United

Left, and in their programme put in a prominent place the defence

of the position of the Germans as the condition for the existence

of the state, and demanded that German should be expressly

recognized as the official language. The younger and more
ardent spirits, however, found it difficult to work in harmony
with the older constitutional leaders. They complained that

the party leaders were not sufficiently decisive in the measures
for self-defence. In 1885 great festivities in honour of Bismarck's

eightieth birthday, which had been arranged in Graz, were
forbidden by the government, and the Germans of Styria were
very indignant that the party did not take up the matter with
sufficient enei^y. After the elections of 1885 the Left, therefore^

broke up again into two clubs, the “ German Austrian,” which
included the more moderate, and the German,” which wished
to use sharper language. The German Club, f.g., congratulated

Bismarck on his measures against the Poles
; the German

Austrians refused to take cognizance of events outside Austria
with which they had nothing to do. Even the German Qub was
not sufficiently decided for Herr von Schonerer and his friends,

who broke off from it and founded a “ Nationd German Union.”
They spoke much of Germanentum and UnoerfiUsefUes Deutsch-
turn, and they advocated a political union with the German
empire, and were strongly anti-Hungarian and wished to resign

all control over Galicta, if by a closer union with Germany
they could secure German supremacy in Bohemia and the
south Slav countries. They pl^y the same part ip Austria as does
the “ pan-Germanic Union ” in Germany. When in 1888 the

III. 2
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two clubs, the German Amtrians and the Germans, joined once

more under the name of the United German Left ’* into a

new club with eighty-seven members,, so as the better to guard

against th^ common danger and to defeat tile educational

demands of the Clericals, the National Germans remained apart

with seventeen members. They were also infected by the growing

spirit of anti-Semitism. The Germans parties had originally

been the party of the capitalists, and comprised a large number
of Jews ; this new Gerfhan party committed itself to violent

attacks upon the Jews, and for this rehson alone any real

harmony between the different branches would have been

impossible.

Notwithstanding the concessions about language the C>2echs

had, however, made no advance towards their real object—the

recognition of the Bohemian kingdom. Perhaps the leaders of

the party, wht* were now growing old, would have been content

with the influence they had already attained, but they were

hard pressed at home by the Young Czechs, who were more
impatient. When (ount Thun was appointed governor of

Bohemia their hopes ran high, for he was supposed to favour

the coronation of the emperor at Prague. In rflgo, however,

instead of proceeding to the coronation as was expected, TaafTo

Theagn»- attempted to bring about a reconciliation toween
ment the oppo.sing parties. The influence by which his

policy wiis directed is not quite clear, but the C^xhs
BoA«m/«.

recent years less easy to deal with, and
Taaffp had never really shown any wish to alter the constitution

;

his policy always was to destroy the influence of parliament

by playing off one party against the other, and so to win a clear

field for the government. During the month of January con-

ferences were held at Vienna, with Taaffe in the chair, to which
were invited representatives of the three groups into which

the Bohemian representatives were divided, the German party,

the Czechs, and the Feudal party. After a fortnight’s discussion

an agreement was made on the basis of a separation between the

German and the Czech districts, and a revision of the electoral

law. A protocol enumerating the points agreed on was signed

by all who had taken part in the conference, and in May bills

were laid before the diet incorporating the chief points in the

agreement. But they were not carried
; the chief reason being

that the Young Czechs had not been asked to take part in the con-

ference, and did not consider themselves bound by its decisions

;

they opposed the measures and had recourse to obstruction, and
a certain number of the Old C'zechfs gradually came over to them.

Their chief ground of criticizing the proposed measures was that

they would threaten the unity of the Bohemian country.^ At
the elections in 1891 a great struggle took place between the Old

and the Young Czechs. The latter were completely victorious
;

Rieger, who had led the party for thirty years, disappeared

from the Reichsrath. The first result was that the proposed

agreement with Bohemia came to an end. But the disappearance

of the Old Czechs made the parliamentary situation very insecure.

The Young Czechs could not take their place
;

their Radical

and anti-clerical tendencies alarmed the Feudalistsand Clericalists

who formed so large a part of the Right
; they attacked the

alliance with Germany ; they made public demonstration of

their French sympathies
;

they entered into communication
with other Slav races, especially the Serbs of Hungary and

Bosnia; they demanded universal suffrage, and occasionally

supported the German Radicals in their opposition to the Cleric^

parties, especially in educational matters
;
under their influence

disorder increased in Bohemia, a secret society called the

Vndadina (an imitatioa of the Sc^ian society of that name) was
discovered, and stringent measures had to be taken to preserve

order. The government therefore veered round towards the

German Liberals
; some of the mintsten most obnoxious to the

Germans resigned, and their places were taken by Germans.

For two years the government seemed to waver, looking now to

the Left, now to Hohenwait and his friends
;

for a time Taaffe

really had the support of all parties except the Young Czechs.

' On this see Menger, Dr AUsgleich mit B6hwnn (Vienna, 1891),
wtoe the documents are printed.
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After two years he gave up his cautious policy and took a

bold move. In October 1893 he introduced a reform bill. Univer-

sal suffrage had long been demanded by the working
men and the Socialists

;
the Young Czechs also had

put it on their programme, arid many of the Christian

Socialists and anti-Semites desired an alteration of the franchise.

Taaffe’s bill, while keeping tlie curiae of the feudal proprietors

and the chambers of commerce as they were, and making no
change in the number of members, proposed to give the franchise

in both towns and rural districts to every one who cj>uld read and
write, and had resided six months in one place. This was
opposed by the liberals, for with the growth of socialism and
anti-Semitism, they knew that the extension of the franchise

would destroy their influence. On this Taaffe had probably

calculated, but he had omitted to inquire what the other parties

would do. He had not even consulted Hohenwart, to whose
assistance he owed his long tenure of power. Not even the

pleasure of ruining tlie Liberals was sufficient to persuade tlie

Conservatives to vote foi a measure which would transfer the

power from the well-to-do to the indigent, and Hohenwart
justly complained that they ought to have been secure against

surprises of this kind. The Poles alsr) were against a measure
which would give more influenixi to the Kuthenes. The position

of the government was hopeless
,
and without waiting for a division

Taaffe resigned.

The event to which for fourteen years the Left had looked

forward had now happened. Once more they could have a
share in the government, which they always believed

belonged to them by nature. Taught by experience eotUMoa
and adversity, they did not scruple to enter into an aaimittryf

alliance with their old enemies, and a coalition ministry

was formed from the Left, the Clericals and the Poles. The
president was J^rinct Alfred Windisch-Griitz, grandson of the

celebrated general, one of Hohenwurt’s ablest lieutenants

;

Hohenwart himself did not take office. Of course an administra-

tion of this kind could not take a definite line on any controversial

question, but during 1894 they carried through the commercial

treaty with Russia and the law.s for the continuance of the

currency reform. The differences of the clubs appeared, how-
ever, in the discussions on franchise reform

;
the government,

not strong enough to have a policy of its own, had referred the

matter to a committee
;

for the question having once been

raised, it was impossible not to go on with it. This would
probably have been fatal to the coalition, but the final blow

was given by a matter of very small importance arising from the

disputes on nationality. The Slovenes had asked that in the

gymnasium at CiHi classes in which instruction was given in

Slovenian should be formed parallel to the German classes.

This request caused great excitement in Styria and the neigh-

bouring districts
; the Styrian diet (from which the Slovene

minority had seceded) protested. 'I’he Slovenes were, however,

members of the Hohenwart Club, so Hohenwart and his followers

supported the request, which was adopted by the ministry. The
(^rman Left opposed it ; they were compelled to do so by the

popular indignation in the German districts; and when the

vote was carried against them (12th June 1895) it a

question of confidence, and formally withdrew their support

from the government, which therefore at once resigned.

After a short interval the emperor appointed as minister-

president Count Badeni, who had eam^ a great reputation

as governor of Galicia. He formed an administration

the merit of which, as of so many others, was that it was

to belong to no party and to have no programme. He
hoped to be able to work in harmony with the moderate demerits

of the Left ; his mission was to carry through the composition

{Ausgldch) with Hungary
;
to this everything else must he sub-

ordinated. During 1896 be succeeded in carrying a franchise

reform: bOl,which satisfiedneaarly all parties.
.
All the old categories

of meEDibers were maintained, but a fifth curia was adM, in ^hicb

almostanyone mightvotewho had resided six months in one place

and was not in domestic service
; in this way seventy-two would

be added te the existing members. This matter having been
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settled^ parliament was dissolved. The result of the elections of

1897 was the return of a House so constituted as to make any

strong government impossible. On Iwth sides the anti-Semitic

parties representing the extreme demagogic elements were present

in considerable numbers. The Uflited German Left had almost

disappeared ;
it was represented only by a few members chosen

by the great proprietors
;
in its place there were the three parties

—the German Popular party, the German Nationalists, and the

German Radicals*—who ail put questions of nationality first and

had deserted the old standpoint of the constitution. Then there

were the fourteen Social Democrats who had won their seats under

the new franchise. The old party of the Right was, however,

also broken up
;

side by side with forty-one Clericals there were

twenty-eight Christian Socialists led by Dr Lueger, a man of

great oratorical power, who had won a predominant influence in

Vienna, so long the centre of Liberalism, and had quite eclipsed

the more modest efforts of Prince Lieclitenstein. A.s among
the German National party, there were strong nationalist ele-

ments in his programme, but they were chiefly directed against

Jews and Hungarians; Lueger had already distinguished

himself by his violent attacks on Hungary, which had caused
some embarrassment to the government at a time when the

negotiations for the Ausgleich were in progress. Like anti-Semites

elsewhere, the Christian Sociali.sts were reckless and irresponsible,

appealing directly to the passions and prejudices of the most
ignorant. There were altogether 200 German members of the

Kcichsrath, but they were divided into eight parties, and nowhere
did there seem to be the elements on which a government could

be built up.

Thf parliamentary .situation is best explained by the following
table showing the parties :

—

German Liberals—
C onstitutional Landed Proprietors
German Radicals
German Popular Party
Schoenerei Group
Kronawet ter ....
Democrat

Social Democrats . , , ,

German Conservatives—
German Clericals

Catholic I*opular Party
Cbri.stian Socialists .

Pedctalist Great Proprietors .

Czechs—
Young Czechs ....
Radical Young Czechs
Clerical Czechs ....
Agrarian Czechs

Poles—
Polish Club ....
Stoyalovski Group
Popular Polish Party

Slovenes—
Clerical Slovenes
Radical „ ...

Italians—
I.iberal Italians

Clerical „ ...
Croatians
Serbs

Puthenes—
Ruthencs
Young Ruthenes

Pumanians—
Rumanians
Young Rumanians .

Total

1807- 1901.
2« 28

49 41
51

5 21
r

I— 126 — 141
14 10

*5/ 37

28 23—
73 — 60
16 16

60 53
1 4
1 2
I 6— 63 — 65

59 60
6 .

,

3 11— 68 — 71

II

5 .

.

— 16 — • x6

T4
5— 19 — 19

11 9
2 2

6

5— zx — ZI

5
I

— 6 5

425 425

Th« most remarkable result of the elections was the disappear-
ance of the Liberals in Vienna. In 1879, out of 37 members
wturood in Lower Austria) 33 were Liberals^ but now they were

replaced to a large extent by the Socialists. It was impossible

to maintain a strong party of moderate constitutionalists, on
whom the government cfuld depend, unless there was a large

nucleus from Lower Austria. The influence of Lueger was very

embarrassing
;
he had now a majority of two-thirds in the town

council, and had been elected burgomaster. The emperor had
refused to confirm the election

;
he had been ro-elected, and

then the emperor, in a personal intervieii^ appealed to him to

withdraw. He consented to do so
;

Hbt, after the election of

1897 had given him so many followers in the Reichsrath, Badeni
advised that his election as burgomaster should be confirmed.

There was violent antipathy between the Christian Socialists

and the German Nationalists, and the transference of their

quarrels from the Viennese Council Chamber to the Reichsrath

was very detrimental to the orderly conduct of debate.

The limited suffrage had hitherto prevented socialism from
becoming a political force in Austria as it had in Germany, and
the national divisions have always impeded the

creation of a centralized socialist party. The first
* *

object of the working classes necessarily was the attainment

of political power
;

in 1867 there had been mass demonstrations

and petitions to the government for universal suffrage. During
the next years there was the beginning of a real socialist move-
ment in Vienna and in Styria. where there is a considerable

industrial population
;

after 1879, however, the growth of the

party was interrupted by the introduction of anarchical doctrines.

Most’s paper, the Freiheit, was introduced through Switzerland,

and had a large circulation. The anarchists, under the leadership

of Peukert, seem to have attained considerable numbers. In

1883-1884 there were a number of serious strikes, collisions

between the police and the workmen, followed by assassinations

;

it was a peculiarity of Austrian anarchists that in some cases

they united robbery to murder. The government, which was
seriously alarmed, introduced severe repressive measures

;
the

leading anarchists were expelled or f|fd the country. In 1887,

under the leadership of Dr Adler, the socialist party began to

revive (the party of violence having died away), and since then

it has steadily gained in numbers
;
in the forefront of the political

programme is put the demand for universal suffrage. In no
country is the ist of May, as the festival of Labour, celebrated

so generally.

Badeni after the election sent in his resignation, but the

emperor refu.sed to accept it, and he had, therefore, to do the best

he could and turn for support to the other nationalities. The
strongest of them were the fifty-nine Poles and sixty Young
Czechs ; he therefore attempted, as Taaffe had done, to come
to some agreement with them. The Poles were always ready
to support the government

; among the Young Czech.s the more
moderate had already attempted to restrain the wilder spirits

of the party, and they were quite prepared to enter into negotia-

tions. They did not wish to lose the opportunity which now
was open to them of winning influence over the administration.

What they required was further concession as to the language
in Bohemia. In May 1897 Badeni, therefore, published his

celebrated ordinances. They determined (i) that all corre*

spondence and documents regarding every matter
brought before the government officials should htigogmage
conducted in the language in which it was first intro- ordiamaeeB

duced. This applied to the whole of Bohemia,
meant the introduction of Czech into the government offices

throughout the whole of the kingdom; (2) after 1903 no
one was to be appointed to a post under the government in

Bohemia until he had passed an examination in Czech. These
ordinances fulfilled the worst fears of the Germans. The German
Nationalists and Radicals declared that no business should be
done till they were repealed and Badeni dismissed. They
resorted to obstruction. They brought in repeated motions to
impeach the ministers, and parliament had to be prorogued in

June, although no business of any kind had been transacted.

Badeni had not anticipated the effect his ordinances would have

;

as a Pole he had little experience in the western part of the
empire. During the recess he tried to open negotiations^ but
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the Germans refused even to enter into a discussion until the

ordinances had been withdrawn. The agi^tion spread through-

out the country
;
great meetings wer^ held at Eger and Aussig,

which were attended by Germans from across the frontier, and
led to serious disturbances

;
the cornflower, which had become

the symbol of German nationality and union with Germany, was
freely worn, and the Jangtuige used was in many cases treasonable.

I'lie emperor insisted that the Reichsrath should again be

summoned to pass the 'necessary measures for the agreement

with Hungary
;

scenes then took place which have no parallel

in parliamentary history. To meet the obstruction it was
determined to sit at night, but this was unsuccessful. On one

occasion Dr Lecher, one of the representatives of Moravia, spoke

for twelve hours, from 9 p.m. till 9 a.m., against the Ausgleich.

ITie opposition was not always limited to feats of endurance of

this kind. Or. the 3rcl of November there was a free fight in the

House
;

it arose from a quarrel between Dr Lueger and the

Christian Socialists on the one side (for the Christian Socialists

had supported the government since the confirmation of Lueger

as burgomaster) and the German Nationalists under Herr Wolf,

a German from llohemia, the violence of whose language had
already caused Badeni to challenge him to a duel. The Nation-

alists refused to allow Lueger to speak, clapping their desks,

hissing and making other noises, till at last the Young Czechs

attempted to prevent the disorder by violence. On the 24th of

November the scenes of disturbance were renewed. The pre-

sident, Herr v. Abrahamovitch, an Armenian from Galicia,

refused to call on Schdnerer to speak. The Nationalists therefore

stormed the platform, and the president and ministers had to

fly into their jirivate rooms to escape personal violence, until

the Czechs came to their rescue, and by superiority in numbers

and physical strength .severely punished Herr Wolf and his

friends. The rules of the House giving the president no authority

for maintaining order, he determined, with the assent of the

ministers, to propose alterations in procedure. The next day,

when the sitting began, one of the ministers, Count Falkenhayn,

a Clerical who was very unpopular, moved “ That any member
who continued to disturb a sitting after being twice called to

order could be suspended—for three days by the president, and

for thirty days by the House.’’ I'he din and uproar was such

that not a word could be heard, but at a pre-arranged signal

from the president all the Right rose, and he then dec lared that

the new order had been carried, although the procedure of the

House required that it should be submitted to a committee.

The next day, at the beginning of the sitting, the Socialists

rushed on the platform, tore up and de.stroyed all the papers

lying there, seized the president , and held him against the wall.

After he had escaped, eighty jiolire were introduced into the

House and carried out the fourteen Socialists. The next day

Herr Wolf was treated in the same manner. The excitement

spread to the street. Serious disorders took place in Vienna and

in Graz
;
the German opposition had the support of the people,

and Lueger warned the ministers tliat as burgomaster he would

be unable to maintain order in Vienna; even the Clerical

Germans showed signs of deserting the government. The
emperor, hastily summoned to Vienna, accepted

B^deni’s resignation, the Germans having thus by

obstruction attained part of their wishes. The new

minister, Gautsch, a man popular with all parties, held office for

three months
;

he proclaimed the budget and the Ausgleich,

and in February replaced the language ordinances by others,

under which Bohemia was to be (fivided into three districts

—

one Czech, one Cierman and one mixed. The Germans, however,

were not satisfied with this
; they demanded absolute repeal.

The Czechs also were offended
;
they arranged riots at Prague

;

the professors in the university refused to lecture unless the

German students were defended from violence ; Gautsch

resigned, and Thun, who had been governor of Bohemia, was

appointed minister. Martial law was proclaimed in Bohemia,

and strictly enforced. Thun then arranged with the Hungarian

ministers a compromise about the Ausgleich.

The Reichsrath was again summoned, and the meetings were

{HISTORY

less disturbed than in the former year, but the Germans still

prevented any business from being done. The Germans now had

a new cause of complaint Paragraph 14 of the

Constitutional law of 1867 provided that, in causes of coatilet

pressing necessity, orders for ^hich the assent of the btweea
Reichsrath was required might, if the Reichsrath were Oarmm
not in session, be proclaimed by the emperor

;
they had

to be signed by the whole ministry, and if they were

not laid before the Reichsrath within four months of its meeting,

or if they did not receive the approval of both Houses, they

ceased to be valid. The Germans contended that the application

of this clause to the Ausgleich was invalid, and demanded that

it should be repealed. Thun had in consequence to retire, in

September iSqt). His successor, Count Clary, began by with-

drawing the ordinances which had been the cause of so much
trouble, but it was now too late to restore peace. The Germans

were not sufficiently strong and united to keep in power a

minister who had brought them the relief for which they had

been clamouring for two years. The Czechs, of course, went

into opposition, and used obstruction, 'the extreme German
party, however, took the occasion to demand that paragraph

14 should be repealed. Clary explained that this was impossible,

but he gave a formal pledge that he would not use it. The
Czechs, however, prevented him passing a law on excise which

wa.H a necessary part of the agreements with Hungary
;

it was,

therefore, impossible for him to carry on the government without

breaking his word
;
there wa.s nothing left for him to do but to

resign, after holding office for less than three months. The
emperor then appointed a ministry of officials, who were not

bound by his pledge, and used paragraph 14 for the necessary

purposes of state. They then made way for a ministiy^ under

Herr v. Korber. During the early months of j 900 matters were

more peaceful, and Korber hop(‘(l to be able to arrange a com-

promise
; hut the Czechs now demanded the restoration of their

language in the internal service of Bohemia, and on 8th June,

by noise and disturbance, obliged the president to suspend the

sitting. The Reichsrath was immediately dissolved, the emperor

having determined to make a final attempt to get together a

parliament with which it would be possible to govern. The

new elections on which so much was to depend did not take

place till January J901. They resulled in a great increase 01

the extreme German Nationalist parties. Schdnerer and the

German Radicals— the fanatical German party who in their

new programme advocated union of German Austria with the.

German empire—now numbered twenty-one, who chiefly came
from Bohemia. They were able for the first time to procure the

election of one of their party in the Austrian Delegation, and

threatened to introduce into the Assembly scenes of disorder

similar to those which they had made common in the Reichsrath.

All those parties which did not primarily appeal to national

feeling suffered loss
;

especially was this the case with the two

sections of the Clericals, the C'hristian Socialists and the Ultra-

montanes ; and the increasing enmity between the German
Nationalists (who refused even the name German to a Roman
Catholic) and the Church became one of the most conspicuous

features -in the political situation. The loss of seats by the

Socialists showed tliat even among the working men the national

agitation was gaining ground
;

the diminished influence of the

anti-Semites was the most encouraging sign.

Notwithstanding the result of the elections, the first months

of the new parliament passed in comparative peace. There was

a truce between the nationalities. The Germans were more
occupied with their opposition to the Clericals than with their

feud with the Slavs. The Czechs refrained from obstruction,

for they did not wish to forfeit the alliance with the Poles

and Conservatives, on which their parliamentary strength

depended, and the Germans used the opportunity to pass

measures for promoting the material prosperity of the country,

especially for an important system of canals which would

bring additional prosperity to the coal-fields and manufactures

of Bcffiemia. (.1 - W. He.)

The history of Austria since the general election of 1901 is the
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history of franchise reform as a crowning attempt to restore

parliament to normal working conditions. The premier, Dr
von Korber, who had und&taken to overcome obstruc-

PubUc hoped to effect a compromise between

Germans and Czechs, induced the Chamber to sanction

the estimates, the contingent of recruits and other
“ necessities of state ’’ for 1901 and 1902, by promising to under-

take large public works in which Czechs and Germans were alike

interested. These public works were chiefly a canal from the

Danube to the Oder; a ship canal from the Danube to the

Moldau near Budweis, and the canalization of the Moldau from

Budweis to Prague
;
a ship canal running from the projected

Danube-Oder canal near Prerau to the Elbe near Pardubitz,

and the canalization of the Elbe from Pardubitz to Melnik
;
a

navigable connexion between the Danube-Odcr Canal and the

Vistula and the Dniester. It was estimated that the construction

of these four canals would require twenty years, the funds being

furnished by a 4 % loan amortizable in ninety years. In addition

to the canals, the cabinet proposed and the Chamber sanctioned

the construction of a “ second railway route to Trieste ” de-

signed to shorten the distance between South Germany, Salzburg

and the Adriatic, by means of a line passing under the Alpine

ranges of central and southern Austria. The principal sections

of this line were named after the ranges they pierced, the chief

tunnels being bored through the Tauern, Karawanken and

\^T»chein hills. Sections were to be thrown open to traffic as

soon as completed and the whole work to be ended during 1909.

The line forms one of the most interesting railway routes in

Europe. The cost, however, greatly exceeded the estimate

sanctioned by.parliam(int
;
and the contention that the parlia-

mentary adoption of the Budget in 1901-1902 cost the state

£100,000,000 for public works, is not entirely unfounded. True,

these works were in most cases desirable and in some cases

necessary, but they were hastily promised and often hastily

begun under pressure of political expediency. The Korber

administration was for this reason subsequently exposed to

.severe censure.

Despite these public works Dr von Korber found him.self

uiuilde to induce parliament to vote the Budgets for 1903,

1904 or 1905, and was obliged to revert to the expedient

employed by his predecessors of sanctioning the esti-

mates by imperial ordinance under paragraph 14 of

the constitution. His attempts in December 1902

and January 1903 to promote a compromise between

Czechs and Germans proved equally futile. Korber proposed

that Bohemia be divided into 10 districts, of which 5 would be

Czech, 3 German and 2 mixed. (Jf the 234 district tribunals,

J33 were to be Czech, 94 German and 7 mixed. The Czechs

demanded on the contrary that both their language and German
should be placed on an equal footing throughout Bohemia, and
he used for all official purposes in the same way. As this demand
involved the recognition of Czech as a language of internal

service in Bohemia it was refused by the Germans. Thence-

forward, until his fall on the 31st of December 1904, Korber
governed practically without parliament. The Chamber was
summoned at intervals rather as a pretext for the subsequent

employment of paragraph 14 than in the hope of securing its

assent to legislative measures. The Czechs blocked business by
a pile of “ urgency motions ” and occasionally indulged in noisy

obstruction. On one occasion a sitting lasted 57 hours without

interruption. In consequence of Czech aggressiveness, the

German parties (the German Progressists, the German Populists,

the Constitutional Landed Proprietors and theChristian Socialists)

created a joint executive committee and a supreme committee of

four members to watch over German racial interests.

By the end of 1904 it had become clear that the system of

government by paragraph 14, which Dr von Korber had perfected

was not effective in the long run. Loans were needed

aHutMcA
military and other purposes, and paragraph 14

pnmhr. itself declares that it cannot be employed for the

contraction of any lasting burden upon the exchequer,
nor for any sale of state patrimony. As the person of the premier

Klkrber'a

parllM^

meatary
dim-
cultha.

had become so obnoxious to the Czechs that his removal would
be regarded by them ^ a concession, his resignation was suddenly

accepted by the empergr, and, on the ist of January 1905,

a former premier, Baron von Gautsch, was appointed in his

stead. Parliamentary activity was at once resumed ;
the Austro-

Hungarian tariff contained in the Sz6ll-K6rber compact was

adopted, the estimates were discussed and the commercial

treaty with Germany ratified. In the early autumn, however,

a radical change came over the spirit Austrian politics. For

nearly three years Austria had been watching with bitterness

and depression the course of the crisis in Hungary. Parliament

had repeatedly expressed its disapproval of the Magyar demands
upon the crown, but had succeeded only in

1
demonstrating its

own impotence. The feeling that Austria could be compelled by
imperial ordinance under paragraph 14 to acquiesce in whatever

concessions the crown might make to Hungary galled Austrian

public opinion and prepared it for coming changes. In August

1905 the crown took into consideration and in September

siinctioncd the proposal that universal suffrage be introduced

into the official programme of the Fejervary cabinet then engaged

in combating the Coalition in Hungary. It is not to be supposed

that the king of Hungary assented to this programme without

reflecting that what he sought to further in Hungary, it would
be impossible for him, as emperor of Austria, to oppose in

Gisleithania. His subsequent action justifies, indeed, the belief

that, when sanctioning the Fejervary programme, the monarch
liad already decided that universal suffrage should be introduced

in Austria
;
but even he can scarcely have been prepared for the

rapidity with which the movement in Austria gained ground and
accomplished its object.

On the 15th of September 1905 a huge socialist and working-

class demonstration in favour of universal suffrage took place

before the parliament at Budapest. The Austrian

Socialist party, encouraged by this manifestation and
influenced by the revolutionary movement in Kussia,

resolved to press for franchise refornf in Austria also. An initial

demonstration, resulting in some bloodshed, was organized in

Vienna at the beginning of November. At Prague, Graz and
other towns, demonstrations and collisions with the police were

frequent. The premier, Baron Gaut.sch, wdio had previously

discountenanced universal suffrage while admitting the desira-

bility of a restricted reform, then changed attitude and per-

mitted an enormous Socialist demonstration, in support of

universal suffrage, to take place (November 28) in the Vienna
Kingstrasse. Traffic was suspended for five hours while an onlerly

procession of workmen, ten abreast, marched silently along the

Kingstrasse past the houses of parliament. The demonstration

made a deep impression upon public opinion. On the same day
the premier promised to introduce by February a large measure
of franchise reform so framed as to protect racial minorities

from being overwlielmed at the polls by majorities of other races.

On the 23rd of February 1906 he indeed brought in a series of

franchise reform measures. Their main principles were the

abolition of the curia or electoral class system and the establish-

ment of the franchise on the basis of universal suffrage
;
and the

division of Austria electoralJy into racial compartments within

which each race would be assured against molestation from other

races. The Gautsch redistribution bill proposed to increase the

number of constituencies from 425 to 455, to allot a fixed number
of constituencies to each province an^ within each province, to

each race according to its numbers and tax-paying capacity.

The reform bill proper proposed to enfranchise’ every male
citizen above 24 years of age with one year’s residential

qualification.

At first the chances of the adoption of such a measure seemed
small. It was warmly supported from outside by the Social

Democrats, who held only ii seats in the House; inside, the
Christian Socialists or Lueger party were favourable on the

whole as they hoped to gain seats at the expense of the German
Progressives and German Populists and to extend their own
organization throughout the empire. The young Czechs, too,

i were favourable, while the Poles reserved their attitude. Hostile
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in principle and by instinct, they waited to ascertain the mind of

the emperor, before actively opposing the reform. With the

exception of the (jernuwi Populists )yho felt that a German
“ Liberal ” ^arty could not well oppose an extension of popular

rights, all the German Liberals were antagonistic, some bitterly,

to the measure. The Constitutional Landed Proprietors who
had played so large a part in Austrian politics since the ’sixties,

and had for a generation held the leadership of the Germanelement
in parliament and in ‘the country, saw themselves doomed and
the leadership of the Germans given to the? Christian Socialists.

None of the representatives of the curia system fought so

tenaciously for tlieir privileges as did the German nominec.s of

the curia of large landed proprietors. Their opposition proved

unavailing. The emperor frowned repeatedly upon their efforts.

Baron Gautsch fell in April over a difference with the Poles, and

his successor, Prince Konrad zu Jlohenlolic-Schillingsfiirst,

who had taken over the reform bills, resigned also,

aieft"
weeks later, as a protest against the action of the

fif^tnUr. crown in consenting to the enactment of a customs

tariff in Hungary distinct from, though identical with,

the joint Austro-Hungarian tariff comprised in the S/ill-Korber

comf)act and enacted as a joint tariff by the Reichsrath. A new
cabinet was formed (June 2) by Baron von Beck, permanent
under secretary of state in the ministry for agriculture, an

official of considerable ability who had first acquired prominence

as an instructorof the heir-apparent,Archduke Francis Ferdinand,

in constitutional and administrative law. By dint of skilful

negotiation with the various parties and races, and steariily

supported by the emperor who, on one occasion, summoned
the recalcitrant party leaders to the Hofburg ad audiendum

verbum and told them the reform “ must be accomplished,"

Baron Beck succeeded, in October 1906, in attaining a final

agreement, and on the ist of December in securing the adoption

of the reform. During the negotiations the number of con-

stituencies was raised to 516, divided, according to provinces, as

follows :

—

Bohemia . . 130 previously 110

Galicia 106 7«

Lower Austria . 64 46
Morn via 49 4^
Styria .... . 30 27
Tirol .... 25 21

Upper Austria 22 20

Au.strian Silesia 15 12

BuUovitia . 14 II

Carniola 12 11

Dalmatia 11 11

Carinthia 10 10

Salzburg 7 7

Istria .... 6 5
G6r2 and Gradisca 6 .*>

Trieste and territory 5 5
Vorarlberg 4 4

In the allotment of the constituencies to the various races their

tax-paying capacity was tideen into consideration. In mixed

districts separate constituencies and registers were established

for the electors of each race, who could only vote on their own
register for a candidate of their own race. Thus Germans were

obliged to vote for Germans and Czechs for Czechs
;
and, though

there might be victories of Clerical over Liberal Germans or of

Czech Radicals over Young Czechs, there could be no victories

of Czechs over Germans, Poles over Ruthenes, or Slovenes over

Italians. The constituencies were divided according to race as

follows

Germans of all partioB 233 previously 205

Czechs ot all parlies .... 108 „ 81

Poles
Southern Slavs (Slovenes, Croats,

80 71

Serbs) 37 M *7
Ruthenes 34 II

Italians 19 M I»

Rumanians 5 M 5

These allotments were slightly modified at the polls by the

victory of some Social Democratic candidates not susceptible

of strict racial classification* The clnef feature of the allotment

was, however, the formal overthrow of the fiction that Austria

is preponderatingly a German country and not a country pre-

ponderatingly Slav with a German dynasty and a German
facade. The Carman constituencies, though allotted in a
proportion unduly favourable, left the Germans, with 233 seats,

in a permanent minority as compared with the 259 Slav scats.

Even with the addition of the “ Latin ” (Rufnanian'and Italian)

seats the “ German-Latin block ” amounted only to 257. This
“ block ” no longer exists in practice, as the Italians now tend
to co-operate rather with the Slavs than with the Germans.
The greatest gainers by the redistribution were the Ruthenes,
whose representation was trebled, though it is still far from
being proportioned to their numbers. This and other anomalies
will doubtless be corrected in future revisions of the allotmentj

although tl\c (^rman parties, foreseeing that any revision must
work out to their disadvantage, stipulated that a two-thirds

majority should be necessary for any alteration of the law.

After unsuccesstul attempts by the Upper House to introduce

plural v(jting, the bill became law in January 1907, the peers

insisting only upon tlie establishment of a fixed

maximum number or numerus clausus, of non-heredi-
eilctton

tary peers, so as to prevent the resistance of the Upper /p^^.

Clmmbcr from being overwhelmed at any critical

moment by an influx of crown nominees appointed ad hoc, 'I'he

general election which took place amid considerable enthusiasm

on the 14th of May resulted in a sweeping victory for the Social

Democrats whose number rose from ii to 87 ;
in a less complete

triumph for the Christian Socialists who increased from 27 to 67 ;

and in the success of the extremer over the conservative elements

in all races. A classification of the groups in the new Chamber
presents many difficulties, but the following staienjent is approxi-

mately ac'curate. It must be premised that, in order to render

the Christian Socialist or Lueger party the strongest group in

parliament, an amalgamation was effected between tlieni and
the conservative (Catholic party

German Conservatives— Total
Chri.stian Socialists .... . 96
Gorman Agrarians .... . 19

German Liberals—
Progressives • 15
Populists . 29
Pan German radicals (Wolf group) • 13
Unattached Pan Germans 3

„ Progressives 2

Czechs-^ — 177
Czech Agrarians .... . 28
Young Czechs . iH

Czech Clericals . 17
Old Czechs 7
Czech National Socialists 9
Realists 2

Unattached Czech .... 1

Social Democrah— — 82

Of all races . 87 87
Poles—

Democrats . 26
Conservatives . 15
Populi.sts . t8

Centre . 12

1 ndependent Socialist . . . . . I

Ruthenes— — 72
National Democrats . . . . • 25
Old or Russophil Ruthenes 5

Slovenes— — 30
Clericals . 17

Southern Slav Clmb—
Croats . \

Serbs
. [

Slovene Liberals I

. 20 37

Italians—
Clerical Populists . II

Liberals . 4
15

Rumanians—
Rumanian Club . 5 5

Jews—
Zionists • 4
Democrats I 5

Unclassified, vacancies, . . 6 6

516
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The legislature elected by universal suffrage worked fairly

smoothly during the first year of its existence. The estimates

were voted with regularity, racial arfimosity was somewhat less

prominent, and some lai^e issues were debated. The desire not

to disturb the emperor’s Diamond Jubilee year by untoward

scenes doublless contributed to calm political passion, and it

was celebrated in 1908 with complete success. But it was no

sooner over than the crisis over the annexation of Bosnia and

Herzegovina, which is dealt with above, eclipsed all purely

domestic affairs in the larger European question. (H. W. S.)

BiblIoc>«aphy. —>1. Sttui'ces. A collection of early authorities

on Austrian history was published in 3 vols. lolio by Hieronymus
Pcz (Leipzipj, 172!' 1725) under the till(i Saiptores rerum Austria-

carum vcteres ct genuini, of which a new edition was printed at

Regensburg in 1745, and again, under the title of Return A ustriacarum
scripUytes, by A. Rauch at Vienna in 1793-1704. It was not, how-
ever, till the latter half of the igth century that the vast store of

public and private archives begun to be systemalically exploited.

Apirt from the material publislied in the Monummta Germ. Hist.

of Pertz and bis collaborators, there are several collections devoted
specially to tlie sources of Austrian history. Of these the most
notable is the Fontes rerum Austnacarum, published under the
auspices of the Historical Commission of the Imperial Academy
ol Sciences al Vienna

;
the scries, of which the first volume was

published in 1855. is divided into two parts : (i.) Scriptores, of which
the oth vol, appeared in 1904; (ii.) uiplomataria ft Acta, of which
the 58th vol. appeared in 1906. It covers the whole range of Austrian
history, medieval and modern. Another collection is the Quallen

und Forsrhungen zur Gachidite, Literatur und SpracJie Osterreiohs

iind seiner Kronidnder. edited by J. Him and j. E. Wackcrnagel
(Graz, 1895, &c.). of which vol. X. appeared in 1906. Besides th^e
there are numerous accounts and inventorns of public and private
archive.s, ior which sec 1 )alilmann- Wait/, Queilenkunde (ed. kjoTi),

pp. 14-T5, 43. and siippl. vol. (1907), pp. 4-5. Of collection.s oi

treatie.s the inost notable is that of L. N(nimanri, Recueil des traith

conclus par VAntriche aver les puissances Hrangdres depuis 176J
(6 vols., Leipzig, 1855 : c.), continued by A. de Plason fi8 vols.,

Vienna, 1877-1905). In J907, however, the Imperial Commission lor

the Modem History of Austria Lssued the first volume of a new
series, O^terreichische Staatsvertrdge, which promises to be of the
utmost value. Like the Recueil des traiti'S conclus par la Rttssie of

'J'. T. de Martens, it is compiled on the principle of devoting separate
volumes to llie treaties entored into with the several states ; this

is ob\uou.sly convenient as enabling the student to obtain a clear
review of the relations of Austria to any particular state throughout
the whole period covered. For treaties see also J. Freiherr von
Vasque von Puttlingen. Obersicht der dsterreichischen Siaatsvertr&ge

seit Maria Theresa hts auf die neueste Zeit (Vienna, i8f)8)
; and

L. Bittner, Chronologisches Verzeichnis der dsterreichischen Slaats-
verirane (Band G. 1526-1723, Vienna. 1903).

2. IVnrhs.— {a) General. Archdeacon William Coxe’s History

of the House of Austria, larS-iyga (3 vols., London, 1817), with it»

continuation by W. Kelly (London, 1853; new edition, 1873),
remains the only general history of Austria in the English language.
It has, of course, long been superseded as a result of the research
indicated aljove. The amount of work that has been devoted to this
subject since Coxe's time will be seen from the following list of Ixioks,

which are given m the chronological order of their publication :

—

J. Maj)4th, Geschuhte des dsterreichischen Kaiserstaates {5 vols.,

Hp.mhurg, 1834-1850) ; Count E. von Harlig, Genesis der Revolution
in Osterreich im jkhre /S4S (Leipzig, 1851 ;

3rd edition, enlarged,
ib., 1851 ; translated as appendix to Coxe’s House of Austria,
ed. 1853), a work which created a great sensation at the time and
remain.s of much value

;
W. H. Stiles, Austria in 1848-184.^ (2 vols..

New York. 1852), by an eye-witness of events; M. Biidinger,
Osterreichhvhe Gesch. his sum A usgange des dreizehnten Jahrhunderts,
vol. 1. to A.D. 1055 (Leipzigi 1858) ;

A. Springer, Geschichte Oster-
reichs seit dem Wiener Frieden, 1809 (2 vols. to 1849 ; Leipzig, 1863-
1865); A. von Arnetli, Geschichte Maria Theresias Ho vols., Vienna,
r803-i87f))

; the scries Osterreichische Gesch. fiir das Volk, 17 vols..

by yarions authors (Vienna, 1864, &c.), for which see Dahlmann-
Waitz, p. 86 ; H. Btdcrmann, Gesch. der dsUrretckiscksn Gesami-
staatsid^, 1^36-1804, parts i and 2 to 1740 (Innsbruck. 1867, 1887)

;

J. A. Freiherr von Ilelfert, Gesch. Osterreichs vom Ausgange des
Ohtoheraufstandes, 1848, vols. i.-iv. (Leipzig and Prague, 1869-
1889) ; \V. Rogge, Osterreich von Vildgos bis zur Gegenwart (3 vols.,

Leipzig and Vienna. 1872, 1873), and Osterreich seit der Katastrophe
Hohenwart-Beust (Leipzig, 1879), written from a somewliat violent
German standpoint : Franz X. Krones (Ritter von Marchland),
Handbuch der Gesch. Osterreichs (5 vols., Berlin, 1876-1879), with
copious references, Gesch. der Neuzeit Osterreichs vom iSten Jahr-
hundert bis auf die Gegenwart (Berlin, 1879). from the Gerinandiberal
point of view, and Grundriss d^ osterreiGhischetn Gesch. (Vienna,
1882); Baron Henry de Worms, The Austro-Hungarian Empire
(London, 2nd cd., 1876) ;

Louis Asselinc, Histoire de VAutriche
depuis la mart de Marie ThMse (Paris, 1877), sides with the Slavs
against Germans and Magyars ;

Louis Leger, Hist. d$ VAutriche-

Hongris (Paris, 1879), also strongly Slavophil ; A. Wolf. Geachickt-
liche BUder aus Osterregch (2 vols., Vienna, 1878-1880). and Osier-

reich unter Maria Theresia, Joseph 11, und Leopold 1 . (Berlin, 1882)

;

E. Wertheimer, Gesch. Ostggreichs und Ungarns im ersten Jahrsehnt
des igten Jahrhunderts (2 vols., Leipzig, 1884-1890) ;* A. Huber,
Gesch. Osterreichs, vols. i. to v. up to 1648 (in Hceren's Gesch.

der europ. Siaaien, Gotha, 1885-1895) ; J. Kmmer, Kaiser Franz
Joseph J., junjzig Jahre osterreichischer Gesdi. (2 vols., Vienna,

1898) ; F, M. Mayer, Gesch. Osterreichs mit besonderer RUcksicht auf
das kuUurleben (2 vols. 2nd ed., Vienna, 1900- iqoi); A. Dopsch,
Forsekungen zur znneren Gesch, O^reichsei^oti 1. 1 (Innsbruck, 1903)

;

Louis Eisenmann, CompromU austro-hoiigrois de iSOj (Pari.s,

1904) ; H. Fried] ung, Osterreich von 1848 his j86o (Stuttgart,

1908 4ieq.) ;
Geoffrey Drage, Austria -Hungary (London, 1009).

(6) Constitutional.—E. Werunsky, Osterreuhische Reichs- und
Rechtsgeschichte (Vienna, 1894, &c.) ; A. Bechmann, Lehrbuch der

osterreichischen Reichsgesch. (Prague, 1895-1896); A. Hulier,

Ostcrreichische Reichsgesch. (I.x'ipzig and Vienna, i8f>5, and ed. by
A. Dopsch. *7^., 1901) ;

A. Luschin von Ebengreuth, Osierreichische

Reichsgesch. (2 vols., Bamberg, 1895, 1896), a work of first class

importance
;
and Grundris.s der osterreichischen Reichsgesch. (Bam-

berg, 1899) ; G. Kolmer, ParlamerU und Verfassung im Ostcueu.h,

vols. i. to iii. from 1848 to 18H5 (Vienna, 1902-1905). For relations

with Hungary see J, Andr4,H.^y, Ungarns Aii^gleich mit Osterreich,

i8(fj (Leipzig, 1897) ; L. Eisenmann, Le Compromis anstrv-hongrots

de 1867 (Paris, 1904).
(f) Diplomatic. Zehn Jahre osterreichischer Politih, iSor-

iSfo (Leipzig, 1877), and Die onentulische Politik Osterrenhs seit

^774 (Prague and Leipzig, 1883) ; A. Fournier, Gentz und Cobenzl:

Gesch. der dst. Politik in den Jahren j8oj-iHo^ (Vienna, 1880) ; F.

von Demclitsch, Metternich und seine auswdrtige Politik, vol. i.

(1809-1812. Stuttgart, 1898); H. Hbersberger, Osterreich und
Russland seit dem F.nde des i^ten Jahrhunderts, vol. i. 1488 to 1605
(Kommission fiir die iieiiere Gesch. Os(ern*iehH. Vienna, I9n5).

further the bibliographies to the articles on Mettbrnich, (iENTZ,

&c. For the latest clevelopments of the “ Austrian question ” .see

Andr6 Ch6radame, l.'Furope et la question d'Autriche au seuil du
XX^ siicle (Paris, 1901), and UAllemagnc, la France et la question

d'Autriche (76, 1902) ; Rene Henrv, Questions d'Autriche-nongrie

et question d'orient (Paris, 1903), with preface by Anatolc Leroy-
Beaulieu ;

“ Scotiis Viator,” The Future of Austria-Hungary (London,

1907).
{d) Racial -There is a very extensive literature on the

question of languages and race in Aiujtria. The best statement of

the legal questions involved is in Josef iJlbrith and Ernst Mischler's

Osterr. Staatswdrterhuch (3 vols.. Vienna, 1894-1897; 2nd ed. 1904,

iS:c.). See also Dummrcichcr, SUdostdeutseke Betrachtungen (Leipzig,

1893) ; Hainisch, Die Zukunft der Deutsch-Osterreichcr (Vienna,

1892); Herkner, Die Zukunft der Deutsch-Osterreicher {ih. 1893);
I.. Leger, La Save, le Danube et le Balkan (Paris, 1884) ;

Bressnitz

von Sydacoff, Die panslavistische Agitation (Berlin, 1899) ;
Bertrand

Auerbach, Les Races et les nationaliUs en Autriche-Hongrie (Paris,

1898).

(e) Biographical. -C. von Wurzbach, Biographisches Lexikon des

Kaisertums Osterreich (60 vols., Vienna, 1856-1891) ;
also the All-

gemeine deutsche Biographic.
Many further authorities, whether works, memoirs or collcctionB

of documents, are referred to in the lists appended to the articles in

this Ixxik on the various Austrian sovereigns and statesmen. For
full bibliography sec Dahlmann-Waitz, Queilenkunde (ed. igo6, and
subsequent supplements)

;
many works, covering particular periods,

are also enumerated in the bibliographies in the several volumes of

the Cambridge Modern History. (W. A. P.)

AUSTRIAN SUCCESSION, WAR OF THE (1740-174B). This

war began with the invasion of Silesia by Frederick Il.i of Prussia

in 1740, and was ended by the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle (Aachen)

in 1748. After 1741 nearly all the powers of Europe were

involved in the struggle, but the most enduring interest of the

war lies in the struggle of Prussia and Austria for Silesia. South-

west Germany, the Low Countries and Italy were, as usual, the

battle-grounds of France and Austria. The constant allies of

France and Prussia were Spain and Bavaria; various other

powers at intervals joined them. The cause of Austria was

supported almost as a matter of course by England and Holland,

the traditional enemies of France. Of Austria’s allies from
time to time Sardinia and Saxony were the most important.

I. Frederick's Invasion of Silesia^ 1740.— Prussia in 1740
was a small, compact and thoroughly organized power^ with an
army 100,000 strong. The only recent war service of this army
had been in the desultory Rhine campaign of x733-35.
therefore regarded as one of the minor armies of Europe, and
few thought-that it could rival the foroes of Austria and France.

But it was drilled to a perfection not hitherto attained, and tl^

Prussian infantry soldier was so well trained and equipped that
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he could fire five shots to the Austrian’s three, though the

cavalry and artillery were less efficient. But the initial advantage

of Frederick’s army was that it h^d, undisturbed by wars,

developed ‘the standing army theory to full effect. While the

Austrians had to wait for drafts to complete the field forces,

Prussian regiments could take the field at once, and thus

Frederick wiis able to overrun Silesia almost unopposed. Ilis

army was concentrated quietly upon the Oder, and without

declaration of war, on the i6th of December 1740, it crossed

the frontier into Silesia. The Austrian generals could do no

more than garrison a few fortresses, and with the small remnant

of their available forces fell back to the mountain frontier of

Bohemia and Moravia. The Prussian army was soon able to

go into winter quarters, holding all Silesia and investing the

strong places of (dogau, Brieg and NcLssc.

2. Silesian Campaign of 1741. —In February 1741 the

Austrians collected a field army under Count Neipperg (1684-

1774) and made preparations to reconquer Silesia. The
Au.strians in Neisse and Brieg still held out. Glogau, however,

was stormed on the night of the 9th of March, the Prussians,

under Prince Leopold (the younger) of Anhalt-Dessau, executing

their ta.sk in one hour with a mathematical precision which

excited universal admiration. But the Austrian army in Moravia

was now in the field, and Frederick’s cantonments were dispersed

over all Upper Silesia. It was a work of the greatest difficulty

to collect the army, for tlie ground was deep in snow, and l)efore

it was completed Neisse was relieved and the Prussians cut off

from their own country by the march of Neipperg from Neisse

on Brieg
;
a few days of slow manoeuvring between these places

ended in the battle of Mollwitz (10th April 1741), the first pitched

battle fought by Frederick and his army. The Prussian right

wing of cavalry was speedily routed, but the day was retrieved

by the magnificent discipline and tenacity of the infantry.

'I’he Austrian cavalry was shatUjrcd in repeated attempts to

ride them down, and before the Prussian volleys the Austrian

infantry, in spite of all thUt Neipperg and his officers could do,

gradually melted away. After a stubborn contest the Prussians

remained masters of the field. Frederick himself was far away.

He had fought in the cavalry mel^e, but after this, when the

battle seemed lost, he had been persuaded by Field Marshal

Schwerin to ride away. Schwerin thus, like Marshal Saxe at

Fontenoy, remained behind to win the victory, and the king

narrowly escaped being captured by wandering Austrian hussars.

The immediate result of the battle was that the king secured

Brieg, and Neipperg fell back to Neisse, where he maintained

himself and engaged in a war of manoeuvre during the summer.
But Europe realized suddenly that a new military power had
arisen, and France sent Marshal Bclleisle to Frederick’s camp to

negotiate an alliance. Thenceforward the “ Silesian adventure
”

became the War of the Austrian Succession. The elector of

Bavaria’s candidature for the imperial dignity was to be sup-

ported by a French auxiliary ” army, and other French
forces were sent to observe Hanover. Saxony was already

watched by a Prussian army under Prince Leopold of Anhalt-

Dessau, the old Dessauer,” who had trained the Prussian army
to its present perfection. The task of Sweden was to prevent

Russia from attacking Prussia, but her troops were defeated, on
the 3rd of September 1741, at Wilmanstrand by a greatly

^superior Russian army, and in 1742 another great reverse was
sustained in the capitulation of Helsingfors, In central Italy

an army of Neapolitans and Spaniards was collected for the

conquest of the Milanese.

3, The Allies in Bohemia.— The French duly joined the

elector’s forces on the Danube and advanced on Vienna
;
but

the objective was suddenly clmnged, and after many counter-

marches the allies advanced, in three widely separated corps, on
Prague. A French corps moved via Amberg and Pilsen. The
elector marched on Budweis, and the Saxons (who had now
joined the allies) invaded Bohemia by the Elbe valley. The
Austrians could at first offer tittle resistance, but before long a
considerable force intervened at Tabor between the Danube and
the allies, and Neipperg was now on the march from Neisse to

join in the campaign. He had made with Frederick the curious

agreement of Klein Schnellendorf (9th October 1741), by which
Neisse was surrendered after a mock siege, and the Austrians

undertook to leave Frederick unmolested in return for his

releasing Neipperg’s army fof service elsewhere. At the same
time the Hungarians, moved to enthusiasm by the personal

appeal of Maria Theresa, had put into the field a levee en masse,

or “ insurrection,” which furnished the regular army with an
invaluable force of light troops. A fresh army was collected

under Field Marshal Khevenhiiller at Vienna, and the Austrians

planned an offensive winter campaign against the Franco-

Bavarian forces in Bohemia and the small Bavarian army that

remained on the Danube to defend the electorate. The French
in the meantime had stormed Prague on the 26th of November,
the grand-duke Francis, consort of Maria Theresa, who com-
manded the Austrians in Bohemia, moving too slowly to save the

fortress. The elector of Bavaria, who now styled himself arch-

duke of Austria, was crowned king of Bohemia (19th December

1741) and elected to the imperial throne as Charles VI 1 . (24111

January 1742), but no active measures were undertaken. In

Bohemia the month of December was occupied in mere .skirmishe.s.

On the Danube, Khevenhiiller, the best general in the Austrian

service, advanced on the 27th of December, .swiftly drove back
the allies, shut them up in Linz, and pressed on into Bavaria.

Munich itself surrendered to the Austrians on the coronation day
of Charles VII. At the close of this first ac:i of the campaign
the French, under the old Marshal de Broglie, maintained a

precarious foothold in central Bohemia, menaced by the main
army of the Austrians, and Khevenhullcr was ranging unopposed

in Bavaria, while P'rederick, in pursuance of his secret obligations,

lay inactive in Silesia. In Italy the allied Neapolitans and
Spaniards had advanced towards Modena, the duke of which

state had allied himself with them, but the vigilant Austrian

commander Count Traun had outmarched them, captured

Modena, and forced the duke to make a separate peace.

4.

Campaign of 1742.—Frederick had hoped by the truce

to secure Silesia, for which alone he was fighting. But with the

successes of Khevenhiiller and the enthusiastic “insurrection*’

of Hungary, Maria Theresa’s opposition became firmer, and she

divulged the provisions of the truce, in order to compromise
Frederick wdth his allies. The war recommenced. Frederick

had not rested on his laurels
;

in the uneventful summer cam-
paign of J 741 he liad found time to begin that reorganization of

his cavalry which was before long to make it even more efficient

than his infantry, Charles Vi 1 ., whose territories were overrun

by the Austrians, asked him to create a di\^crsion by invading

Moravia. In December 1741, therefore, Schwerin had crossed

the border and captured Olmiitz. Glatz also was invested, and
the Prussian army was concentm.tcd about Olmiitz in January

1742. A combined plan of operations was made by the French,

Saxons and Prussians for the rescue of Linz. But Linz soon fell

;

Broglie on the Moldau, weakened by the departure of the

Bavarians to oppose Khevenhiiller, and of the Saxons to join

forces with Frederick, was in no condition to take the offensive,

and large forces under Prince Charles of Lorraine lay in his front

from Budweis to Iglau. Frederick’s march was made towards

Iglau in the first place. Briinn was invested about the same
time (February), but the direction of the march was changed,

and instead of moving against Prince Charles, Frederick pushed

on southwards by Znaim and Nikolsburg. The extreme outposts

of the Prussians appeared before Vienna. But Frederick’s

advance was a mere foray, and Prince Charles, leaving a screen

of troops in front of Broglie, marched to cut off the Prussians

from Silesia, while the Hungarian levies poured into Upper
Silesia by the Jablunka Pass. The Saxons, discontented and
demoralized, soon marched off to their own country, and
Frederick with his Prussians fell back by Zwittau and Leuto-

mischl to Kuttenberg in Bohemia, where he was in touch with

Broglie on the one hand and (Glatz having now surrendered)

with Silesia on the other. No defence of Olmiitz was attempted,

and the small Prussian corps remaining in Moravia fell back
towards Upper Silesia. Prince Charles, in pursuit of the king,
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marched by Igku and Teutsch (Deutsch) Brod on Kuttenberg, I

and on the 17th of May was fought the battle of Chotusitz or I

( jcaslau, in which after a severe struggle the king was victorious.

His cavalry on this occaskn retrieved its previous failure, and

its conduct gave an earnest of its* future glory not only by its

charges on the battlefield, but its vigorous pursuit of the defeated

Austrians. Almost at the same time Broglie fell upon a part of

tlie Austrians left on the 'Moldau and won a small, hut morally

and politically important, success in the action of Sahay, near

Hudweis (May 24, 1742). Frederick did not propose another

combined movement. His victory and that of Broglie dis-

posed Maria Theresa to cede Silesia in order to make good

her position elsewhere, and the separate peace between IVussia

and Austria, signed at J^reslau on the nth of June, closed

the F'irsf Silesian War. The War of the Austrian Succession

continued.

5.

The French at Prague. —yhei return of Prince diaries,

released by the f.)eace of Breslau, put an end to Broglie’s offensive.

The prince pushed Imck the Frcnrli posts everywhere, and his

army converj^ed upon Pnigue, where, towards the end of June

1742, the French were to all intents and purposes surrounded.

Broglie had made the best resistance possible with his interior

forces, and still displayed great activ ity, but his position was one

of great peril. The French government realized at la.st that

it had given its general inadequate forces. 'Hie French army
on the lower Rhine, liilherto in observation of Hanover and other

possibly hostile states, was hurried into Franconia. Prince

f'harles at once raised tlu; siege of Prague (September 1.1),

called up Kbevenhiiller with the greater part of the Austrian

army on the Danube, and marched towards Amlierg to meet the

new opponent. Marslml Maillehois (1682-1762), its commander,

then manceuvred from .'\ml)erg towards the Eger valley, to gain

touch with Broglie. Marshal Belleisle, the political head of

hVeni'h affairs in Germany and a veri'’ capable general, had
accompanied IJroglie throughout, and it seems that Belleisle

and Broglie believed that Maillehois’ mission was to regain a

pcrmanenl foothold for the army in Bohemia ;
Maillehois,

on the contrary, conceivecl that his work was simply to disengage

the army of iVoglie from its dangerous position, and to cover

its retreat. His operations were no more than a demonstration,

and had so little effect that Broglie was sent for in haste to

take over the command from him, Belleisle at the same time

taking over charge of the army at Prague. Broglie’s command
was nowon the Danube, east of Regensburg, and the imperial

(chiefly Bavarian) army of Charles VJI. under Seckeridorf aided

liim to clear Bavaria of the Austrians. This was effected with

ease, for KhcvenhiUler and most of his troops had gone to

Bohemia. Prince Charle.s and Kbevenhiiller now took post

between Linz and Passau, leaving a .strong force to deal with

Belleisle in Prague. This, under Prince Lobkowitz, was little

superior in numbers or quality to the troops under Belleisle,

under whom served Saxe and the be.st of tlie younger French
generals, but its light cavalry swept the country clear of pro-

visions. The Frencfi were quickly on the verge of starvation,

winter had come, and the marshal resolved to retreat. On the

night of the 16th of December 1742, the army left Prague to

defended by a small garrison under Chevert, and took the
route of Eger. The retreat (December 16-26) was accounted
a triumph of generalship, but the weather made it painful and
costly. Hie brave Chevert displayed such confidence that
the Austrians were glad to allow him freedom to join the main
army. The cause of the new emperor was now sustained only
in the valley of the Danube^ where Broglie and Seckendorf
opposed Prince Charles and KhevenhiUler, who were soon joined

bv the force lately opjxising Belleijde.

In Italy, Traim held his own with ease against the Spaniards
and Neapolitans. Naples was forced by a British squadron to

withdraw her troops for home defence, and Spain, now too weak
to advance m the Po valley, sent a second army to Italy via
France. Sardinia had allied herself with Austria, and at the same
time neither state was atwar with France, and this led to curious

complications, combats being fought in the Isdre valley between

4»

the troops of Sardinia and of Spain, in which the French took

no part.

6. The Campaign of 174^ opened disastrously for the emperor.

The French and Bavarian armies were not woricing well to-

gether, and Broglie and Seckendorf had actually quarrelled.

No connected resistance was offered to the converging march
of Prince Charles’s army along the Danube, Khevenhiiller from

Salzburg towards southern Bavaria, and Prince Lobkowitz

(1685-1755) from Bohemia towards thft The Bavarians

suffered a .severe reverse near Braunau (May q, 1743), and now
an Anglo-allied army commanded by King George II., which
had been formed on the lower Rhine on the withdrawal of

Maillehois, was advancing southward to the Main and Neckar
colmtr^^ A French army, under Marshal Noaillcs, was being

collected on the middle Rhine to deal with thi.s new force. But
Broglie was now in full retreat, and the strong places of Bavaria

surrendered one after the other to Prince (’harles. The French

and Bavarians had been driven almost to the Rhine when
Noailles and the king came to battle. George, completely

outmanoeuvred by liis veteran antagonist, was in a position of

the greatest danger between A.schafienburg and Hanaii in the

defile formed by the Spessart Hills and the river Main. Noailles

blocked the outlet and had posts all around, but the sllied

troops forced their way through and inflicted heavy losse * on
the French, and the battle of J>ettingen is justly reckoned as

a notable victory of tlte British anns (June 27). Both Broglie,

who, worn out by age and exertions, was soon replaced by
Marshal Coigny (1670-1750), and Noailles were now on the strict

defensive behind the Rhine. Not a single French soldier re-

mained in Germany, and Prince Charles prepared to force the

passage of the great river in the Breisgau while the king of

England moved forward via Mainz to co-operate by drawing
up<m himself the attention of both the French marshals. The
Anglo-allied army took Worms, but after .several unsuccessful

attempts to cro.ss, Prince Charles wjnt into winter quarters.

The king followed his example, drawing in his troops to the north-

ward, to deal, if necessary, with the army which the French
were collecting on the frontier of Flanders. Au.stria, England,
Holland and Sardinia were now allied. Saxony changed sides,

and Sweden and Russia neutralized each other (peace of Abo,
August 1743). Frederick was still quiescent

;
Prance, Spain

and Bavaria alone continued actively the slniggle against Maria
Theresa.

In Italy, the Spaniards on the Panaro had achieved a Pyrrhic

victory over Traun at Campo Santo (February 8, 1743), but the

next six months were wasted in inaction, and I.obkowitz, joining

Traun with reinforcements from Germany, drove back the

enemy to Rimini. The Spanish-Piedmontese war in the Alps
continued without much result, the only incident of note being

a combat at Casteldelfino won by the king of Sardinia in person.

7. Campaign of //.//.—With 1744 began the Second Silesian

War. Frederick, disfjuieted by the universal success of the

Austrian cause, secretly concluded a fresh alliance with Louis XV.
France had posed hitherto as an auxiliary . her officers in Germany
liad worn the Bavarian cockade, and only with England was she

officially at war. She now declared war direct upon Austria

and Sardinia (April 1 744). A corps was assembled at Dunkirk
to support the cause of the Pretender in Great Britain, and Louis

in person, with 90,000 men, prepared to invade the Austrian

Netherlands, and took Menin and Ypres. His presumed
opponent was the allied army previously under King George and
now composed of English, Dutch, Germans and Austrians. On
the Rhine, Coigny was to make head against Prince Charles,

and a fresh amry under the prince de Conti was to assist the

Spaniards in Piedmont and Lombardy. This plan was, hovirever,

at once dislocated by the advance of Charles, who, assisted by
the*veteran Traun, skilfully manoeuvred his army over tho Rhine
near Philipsburg (July 1), captured the lines of Weisserihutg,

and cut off the French marshal from Alsace. Coigny, however,
cot his way through the enemy at Weissenbuig and posted him-
self near ^rassburg. Louis XV. now abandon^ the invasion

of Flanders, and his army moved down to take a decisive part
Til- 2 a
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in the war in Alsace and Lorraine. At the same time Frederick

crossed the Austrian frontier (August).
‘

The attention and resources of At»stria were fully occupied,

and the Prussians were almost unopposed. One column passed

through Saxony, another through Lusatia, while a third advanced
from Silesia. Prague, the objective, was reached on the 2nd of

September. Six days later the Austrian garrison was compelled

to surrender, and the Prussians advanced to Budweis. Maria

Theresa once again hose to the emergency, a new **
insurrection

took the field in Hungary, and a corps of Regulars was assembled

to cover Vienna, while the diplomatists won over Saxony to the

Austrian side. Prince Charles withdrew from Alsace, unmolested

by the French, who had been thrown into confusion by the

sudden and dangerous illness of Louis XV. at Metz. Only

Seckendorf with the Bavarians pursued him. No move was

made by the French, and Frederick thus found himself after

all isolated and exposed to the combined attack of the Austrians

and Saxons. Marshal Traun, summoned from the Rhine, held

the king in check in Bohemia, the Hungarian irregulars inflicted

numerous minor reverses on the Prussians, and finally Prince

Charles arrived with the main army. 'I’he campaign resembled

that of 1742 ; the Prussian retreat was closely watched, and

the rearguard prcs.sed hard. Prague fell, and Frederick, com-

pletely outmanoeuvred by the united forces of Prince Charles

and Traun, regained Silesia with heavy losses. At the same

time, the Austrians gained no foothold in Silesia itself. On the

Rhine, Louis, now recovered, had besieged and taken iTeiburg,

after which the forces left in the north were reinforced ancl

besieged the strong places of Flanders. There was also a slight

war of manoeuvre on the middle Rhine.

In 1744 the Italian war became for the fust time serious. A
grandiose plan of campaign was formed, and as usual the French

and Spanish generals at the front were hampered by the orders

of their respective governments. The object was to unite the

army in Dauphin^ with that on the lower Po. The adhesion of

Genoa was secured, and^a road thereby obtained into central

Italy. But Lobkowitz had already taken the offensive and

driven back the Spanish arnn* of Count de Gages towards the

Neapolitan frontier. The king of Naples at this juncture was

compelled to assist the Spaniards at all hazards. A combined

army was formed at \'cllctri, and defeated Lobkowitz there on

the nth of August. The crisis past, Lobkowitz then went to

Piedmont to assist the king against Conti, the king of Naples

returned home, and de Gages followed the Austrians with a

weak force. The war in the Alps and the Apennines was keenly

contested. Villcfranchc; and Montalban were stormed by Conti

on the 2ot]i of April, a desperate fight took place at Peyre-Longuc

on the i8lh of July, and the king of Sardinia was defeated in a

great battle at Madonna del Olmo (September 30) near Coni

(Cuneo). Conti did not, however, succeed in taking this fortress,

and had to retire into Dauphin^ for his winter quarters. The
two armies had, therefore, failed in their attempt to combine,

and the Austro-Sardinians still lay between them.

8. Campaiyin of — "fhe interest of the next campaign

centres in the three greatest battles of the war—Hohenfriedberg,

Kesselsdorf and Fontenoy. The first event of the year was the

Quadruple Alliance of England, Austria, Holland and Saxony,

concluded at Warsaw on the 8th of January. Twelve days

previously, the death of Charles VIl. submitted the imperial

title to a new election, and his successor in Bavaria was not a

candidate. The Bavarian army was again unfortunate ;
caught

in its scattered winter quarters (action of Ambcrg, January 7),

it was driven from point to pointy and the young elector had to

abandon Munich once more. The peace of Fiissen followed on

the 22nd of April, by which he secured ]\is hereditary states on

condition of supporting the candidature of the grand -duke

Francis, consort of Maria Theresa. The “ imperial ” army
ceased $pso facto to exist, and Frederick was again isolated. No
help was to be expected from France, whose efiorts this year

were centred on the Flanders campaign. In effect, on the loth

of May, before Frederick took the field, Louis XV. and Saxe

had besieged Tournay, and inflicted upon the relieving army of

the duke of Cumberland the great defeat of Fontenoy {q.v,).

In Silesia the customary small war had been going on for some
time, and the concentration of the Prussian army was not

effected without severe fighting. At the end of May, Frederick,

with about 65,000 men, lay inHhe camp of Frankenstein, between
Glatz and Neisse, while behind the Riesengfebirge about Landshut
Prince Charles liad 85,000 Austrians and Saxons. On the 4th

of June was fought the battle of Hohenfriedberg {q.v.) or Striegau,

the greatest victory as yet of Frederick's career, and, of all his

battles, excelled perhaps by J-euthen and Rossbach only.

Prince Charles suffered a complete defeat and withdrew through

the mountains as he had come. Frederick's pursuit was method-
ical, for the country was difficult and barren, and he did not

know the extent to which the enemy was demoralized. The
manoeuvres of both leaders on the upper Elbe occupied all the

summer, while the political questions of the imperial election

and of an understanding between Prussia and England were
pending. The chief efforts of Austria were directed toward.s

the valleys of the Main and Lahn and Frankfort, where the

j^rench and Austrian armies manoeuvred for a position from
which to overawe the electoral body. Marshal Traun was
successful, and the grand-dukc became the emperor Francis 1 .

on the 13th of September, l^rederick agreed with F.ngland to

recognize the election a few days later, but Maria Theresa would
not conform to the treaty of Breslau without a further appeal

to the fortune of war. Saxony joined in this last attempt. A
new advance of Prince Charles quickly brought on the battle

of Soor, fought on ground destined to be famous in the war of

1866. Frederick was at first in a position of great peril, but his

army changed front in the face of the advancing enemy and by
its boldness and tenacity won a remarkable victory (September

30). But the campaign was not ended. An Austrian contingent

from the Main joined the Saxons under Marshal Rutowski, and a

combined movement was made in the direction of Berlin by
Rutowski from Saxony and Prince Cluirle.s from Bohemia. The
danger was very great. f^Vederick hurried up his forces from
Silesia and marched as rapidly as possible on Dresden, winning

the actions of Katholisch-Hcnnersdorf (Novcmlxjr 24) aixl

Gorlitz (November 25). Prince Charles was thereby forced

back, and now a second Prussian army under the old Dessauei

advanced up the Elbe from Magdeburg to meet Rutowski.

The latter took up a strong position at Kesselsdorf between

Meissen and Dresden, but the veteran I^opold attacked him

directly and without hesitation (December 14). The Saxons

and their allies were completely routed after a hard struggle,

and Maria Theresa at last gave way. In the peace of Dresden

(December 25) Frederick recognized the imperial election, and
retained Silesia, as at the peace of Breslau.

9. Operations in Italy, 1745-1747 ,—The campaign in Italy

this year was also no mere war of posts. In March 1745
a secret treaty allied the Genoese republic with PTance, Spain

and Naples. A change in the command of the Austrians

favoured the first move of the allies. De Gages moved from

Modena towards Lucca, the French and Spaniards in the Alps

under Marshal Maillebois advanced through the Riviera to

the Tanaro, and in the middle of July the two armies were

at last concentrated between the Serivia and the Tanan»,

to the unusually large number of 80,000. A swift march on

Piacenza drew the Austrian commander thither, and in his

absence the allies fell upon and completely defeated the Sardinians

at Bassignano (September 27), a victory which was quickly

followed by the capture of Alessandria, Valenza and Casalc.

Jomini calls tlie concentration of forces which effected the

victory “ le plus remarquable de toute la guerre/' But the

complicated politics of Italy brought it about that Maillebois

was ultimately unable to turn his victory to account. Indeed,

early in 1746, Austrian troops, freed by the peace with Frederick,

passed through Tirol into Italy; the Franco-Spanish winter

quarters were brusquely attacked, and a French garrison of

6000 men at Asti was forced to capitulate. At the same time

Count Browne with an Austrian corps struck at the allies on the

lower Po, and cut off their communication with the main body
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in Piedmont. A series of minor actions thus completely destroyed

the great concentration. The allies separated, Maillebois

covering Liguria, the Spaniards marching against Browne. The

latter was promptly and heavily reinforced, and all that the

Spaniards could do was to entreiTch themselves at Piacenza

;

the Spanish Infant as supreme commander calling up Maillebois

to his aid. The French, skilfully conducted and marching

rapidly, joined forces once more, but their situation was critical,

for only two marches behind them the army of the king of

Sardinia was in pursuit, and before them lay the principal army
the Austrians. The pitched battle of Piacenza (June i6) was

hard fought, and Maillebois had nearly achieved a victory when
orders from the Infant compelled him to retire. That the army

escaped at all was in the highest degree creditable to Maillebois

and to his son and chief of staff, under whose leadership it

eluded both the Austrians and the Sardinians, defeated an

Austrian corps in the battle of Rottofreddo (August 12), and

made good its retreat on Genoa. It was, however, a mere remnant

of the allied army which returned, and the Austrians were soon

imistcrs of north Italy, including Genoa (September). But they

met with no success in their forays towards the Alps. Soon

Genoa revolted from the oppressive rule of the victors, rose and

drove out tlie Austrians (December 5-1 1), and the French, now
commanded by Belleisle, took the offensive (1747). Genoa

held out against a second Austrian siege, and after the plan of

campaign had as usual been referred to Paris and Madrid, it

wiia relieved, though a picked corps of the French army under

the chevalier de Belleisle, brother of the marshal, was defeated

in the almost impossible attempt (July 19) to storm the en-

trenched pass of Exiles (Col di Assietta), the chevalier, and with

him the elite of the French nobility, being killed at the barricades.

Before the steady advance of Marshal Belleisle the Austrians

retired into J.ombardy, and a desultory campaign was waged

up to the conclusion of peace.

In North America the most remarkable incident of what

has been called ‘^King George’s War” was the capture of the

French Canadian fortress of Louisburg by a British expedition

(April 29-June lO, 1745), of which the military portion was

furnished by the colonial militia under Odonel (afterwards

Jdeutcnant-General Sir William) Pepperell (1696-1759) of

Maine. Louisburg was then regarded merely as a nest of priva-

teers, and at the peace it was given up, but in the Seven Years’

W'ar it came within the domain of grand strategy, and its second

(’apture was the preliminary step to the British conquest of

Canada. For the war in India, see India : History.

10. Later Campaigns.—The last three campaigns of the war

in the Netherlands were illustrated by the now fully developed

genius of Marshal Saxe. After Fontenoy the French carried sdi

before them. The withdrawal of most of the English to aid in

suppressing the ’Forty-Five, rebellion at home left their allies in

a helpless position. In 1746 the Dutch and the Austrians were

driven back towards the line of the Meuse, and most of the

important fortresses were taken by the French. The battle of

Roucoux (or Raucourt) near Liege, fought on the nth of October

between the allies under Prince Charles of Lorraine and the

French under Saxe, resulted in a victory for the latter. Holland

itself was now in danger, and when in April 1747 Saxe’s army,

which had now conquered the Austrian Netherlarlds up to the

Meuse, turned its attention to the United Provinces, the old

fortresses on the frontier offered but slight resistance. The

prince of Orange and the duke of Cumberland underwent a severe

defeat at Lauffeld (Lawfeld, &c., also called Val) on the 2nd of

July 1747, and Saxe, after his victory, promptly and secretly

despatched a corps under (Marshal) Ldwendahl to besiege Bei^en-

op-Zoom. On the i8th of September Bergen-op-Zoom was

stormed by the French, and in the last year of the war Maestricht,

attacked by the entire forces of Saxe and Lowendahl, surrendered

on the 7th of May 1748. A large Russian array arrived on the

Meuse to join the allies, but too late to be of use. The quarrel

of Russia and Sweden had been settled by the peace of Abo in

1 743, and in 1746 Russia had allied herself with Austria. Eventu-

ally a large army inarched from Moscow to the Rhine, on event

which was not without^ military significance, and in a manner
preluded the great invasions of 1813-1814 and 1815. The
general peace of Aix-la-Chapelle (Aachen) was signed on the

i8th of October 1748,

II. General Character of the War.—Little need be said of the

military features of the war. The intervention of Prussia as a

military power was indeed a striking phenomenon, but her

triumph was in a great measure due to her fuller application of

principles of tactics and discipline univei^ally recognized though

less universally enforced. The other powers reorganized their

forces after the war, not so much on the Prussian model as on the

basis of a stricter application of known general principles.

Prussia, moreover, was far ahead of all the other continental

powers in administration, and over Austria, in particular, her

advantage in this matter was almost decisive of the struggle.

Added to this was the personal ascendancy of Frederick, not yet

a great general, but energetic and resolute, and, further, opposed

to generals who were responsible for their men to their individual

sovereigns. These advantages have been decisive in many wars,

almost in all. The special feature of the war of 1740 to 1748,

and of other wars of the time, is the extraordinary disparity

between the end and the means. The political schemes to be

executed by the French and other armies were as grandio.se as

any of modern times
;
their execution, under the then conditions

of time and space, invariably fell short of expectation, and the

history of the war proves, as that of the Seven Years’ War was

to prove, that the small standing army of the i8th century

could conquer by degrees, but could not deliver a decisive blow.

lYcflerick alone, with a definite end and proportionate means
wherewith to achieve it, succeeded completely. The French,

in spite of their later victories, obtained so little of what they

fought for that Parisians could say to each other, when they

met in the streets, “ You are as stupid as the Peace.” And if,

when fighting for their own hand, the governments of Europe
could so fail of their purpose, even less^as to be expected when
the armies were compo.sed of allied contingents, sent to the war
each for a different object. The allied national armies of 1813

co-operated loyally, for they had much at stake and worked for

a common object
;

those of 1741 represented the divergent

private interests of the several dynasties, and achieved nothing.

Bibi.tography. -Besides general works on Frederick's life and
reign, ot which Carlyle, Preiiss and v. Taysen arc of particular

importance, and Frederick’s own works, see the Prussian official Die
I. und II. sMesischen (Berlin, 1890-1895); Austrian official

Kriege der Kaiserin Maria Theresia : Gesch. des 6sierr. Erhfolge-

hrieges (Vienna, from 1895)
;

Joraini, Traiti des grandes opirations

militaires, introduction to vol. i. (Paris, 4th edition, 1851) ;
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der Regierung Friedrich.^ des Grossen

;
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der schlesischen Kriege
\
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Ahtenstitche zur Gesch. des I. schles, Krieges ; Milifdr-Wochenblatt

supplements 1875, 1877. 1878, 1883. 1891, 1901, &c* (Berlin); iUi<-

teilungen des k.k. Kriegsarchivs, from 1887 (Vienna) ; Baumgart,
Die Litteratur, &•€., Uher Friedrich d. Gr. (Berlin, 1886); Fortescue,

History* of the British Army, vol. ii.
;

F. H. Skrine, Fontenoy and the

fVar of the A ustrian Succession (London, 1906) ; Francis Parkman,
A Half-Century of Conflict (1892). (C, F. A.)

Naval Operations.

The naval operations of this war were languid and confused.

They are complicated by the fact that they were entangled witli

the Spanish war, which broke out in 1739 in consequence of the

long disputes between England and Spain over their confficting

claims in America. Until the closing years they were conducted

with small intelligence or spirit. The Spanish government was
nerveless, and sacrificed its true interests to the family ambition

of the king Philip V., who wished to establish his younger sons

as ruling princes in Italy. French administration was corrupt,

and the government was chiefly concerned in its politic^ interests

in Germany, the British navy wgs at its lowest pomt qf energy
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and efficiency after ttie long administration of Sir Robert Walpole.

Therefore, ^though the war contained passages of vigoxir, it

was neither interesting nor decisive nn the sea.

War on Spain was declared by (Ireat Britain on the 23rd of

October 17 30. It was universally believed that the Spanish

colonies "^oiild fail at once Iwfore attack. A plan was laid for

combined operations tigainst them from east and west. One
force* military and was to assault them from the West
Indies \mder Admiral ICBwardVernon. Another,to be commanded
by ('ommodore George Anson, afterwards Lord Anson, was to

round Cape Horn and to fall upon the Pacific coast. Delays,

bad preparations, df)ckyard conniption, and the unpatriotic

squabbles of the naval and military officers concerned caused

the failure of a hopclul scheme. On the 21st of November 1739
Admiral Vernon did indeed succeed in capturing the ill-defended

Spanish harbour of Porto Bello (in the present republic of

Panama)-—a trifling success to boast of. But he did nothing to

prevent the Spanish convoys from reaching Europe. The Spanish

privateers cruised with destructive effect against British trade,

both in the West indies and in Eurojican waters. W^hen Vernon

had been joined by Sir (!haloner Ogle with naval reinforcements

and a strong body of troops, an attack was made on Cartagena

in what is now Colombia (March q-April 24, 1741). The
delay had given the Spanish admiral, Don Bias de Leso, time

to prepare, and the siege failed with a dreadful loss of life to the

assailants. Want of success was largely due to tlw incompetence

of the military officers and the brutal insolence of tlie admiral.

"J'he war in the West Indies, after two other unsuccessful attacks

had been made on Spanish territory, died down and did not

revive till 1748. The c.^edition under Anson sailed late, was
very ill provided, and less strong than had been intended. It

consisted of six ships and left England on the iSth of September

J740. Anson returned alone with his flagship the “ Centurion
’’

on the 15th of June 1744. The other vessels had either foiled

to round the Horn or ha^ been lost. But xVnson had harried the

coast of Oiile and Peru and had captured a Spanish galleon of

immense value near the Philippines. His cruise was a great

feat of resolution and endurance.

While Anson was pursuing his voyage round the world, Spain

was mainly intent on the Italian policy of the king. A squadron

was fitted out at ( ladiz to convey troops to 1 taly. 1 1 was watcJied

by the British admiral Nicholas Haddock. When the blockading

squadron was forced off by want of provisions, the Spanish

admiral Don Jos6 Navarro pul to sea. lie wa.s followed, but
when the British force came in sight of him Navarro had been
joined by a i*>ench squadron under M. de Court (December 1741).

Tlic French admiml announced that he would support the

Spaniards if lliey were attacked and Haddock retired. France

and Great Britain were not yet openly at war, but Ixith were

engaged in the struggle in Germany—Great Britain as the ally

of the queen of Himgary, Maria Theresa
;
France as the supporter

of the Bavarian claimant of the empire. Navarro and M. de
Court went on to Toulon, where they remained till February

1744. A British fleet watched them, untier the command of

Admiral Richard Lestock, till Sir Tliomas Mathews was sent

out as commander-in-chief, and as minister to the court of Turin.

Partial manifestations of hostility between the Prench and
British took place in different seas, but avowed war did not

begin till the French government issued its declaration of tht^

3olh of March, to which Great Britain replied on the 31st. This

formality had been preceded by French preparations for the

invasion of England, and by a collision between the allies and
Mathews in the Mediterranean ’{see Toui.on, Battle of). On
the itth of February amost confused battle was fought, in which
the van and centre of the British fleet was engaged with the rear

and centre of the allies. Lestock, who was on the worst possible

terms with his superior, took no part in the action. He en-

deavoured t:o excuse himself by alleging that the orders of

Mathews were contradictory. Mathews^ a puzale-headed and
hot-tempered man, fought with spirit but in a dworderty way,
breaking the formation of his fleet, and showing no power of

direction. The mismanagement of the British fleet in the battle,

SUCCESSION
by arousing deep anger among the people, led to a drastic reform

of the British navy which bore its first fndts before the war ended.
The P'rench invasion sclieme was arranged in combination with

the Jacobite leaders, and soldiers were to be transported from
Dunkirk. But though the ‘British govemmetit showed itself

wholly wanting in foresight, the plan broke down! In Februar>^

1744, a French fleet of twenty sail of the line entered the Channel
under Jacques Aymar, comte de Roquefeuil, before the British

force under Admiral John Norris was ready to oppose hmi.
But the French force was ill equipped, the admiral was nervous,
his mind dwelt on all the misfortunes which might possibly

happen, and the weather was bad. M. de Roquefeuil came
up almost as far as the Downs, where he learnt that Sir John
Norris was at hand with twenty-five sail of the line, and tliereupon

precipitately retrealed. The military expedition prepared at

Dimlark to cross under cover of Roquefeuil’s fleet naturally
' did not start. The utter weakness of the French at sea, due to

long neglect of the fleet and the bankrupt state of the treasur\%

was shown during the Jacobite rising of 1745, when France made
no attempt to profit by the distress of the British government.
The Dutch liaving bv this time joined Great Briuin, made a
serious addition to Ihe navtil power opposed to France, though
Holland was compelled Iw the necessity for maintiiining an army
in Flanders to play a very subordinate part at sea. Not being
stimulated by formidable attack, and having immediate interests

both at home and in Germany, the British government was slow

to make use of its latest naval strength. Spain, which could do
nothing of an offensive character, was almost neglected. During

1745 the New England expedition wliich took. Louisburg (April

30 J une 16) was covered by a British naval force, but tlie opera-

tions were in a general way sporadic, subordinated to the supply
of convoy, or to unimportant particular ends, in the East
Indies, Mah6 dc la Bourdonnais made a vigorous use of a small
squadron to which no effectual resistance was offered by the
British naval forces. He captured Madras (July 24-September
9, 174O), a set-off for Louisburg, for which it was exchanged at

the close of the war. In the same year a British combined naval
and military expedition to the coast of France — the first of a long

series of similar ventures wliich in the end were derided as
“ breaking windows with guineas ”—was carried out during
August and October. The aim was the capture of the I'rench

East India company’s dockyard at L’Orient, but it was not
attained.

From 1747 till the close of the war in October 1748 the naval
policy of the British government

,
without reaching a high level,

was yet more energetic and coherent. A closer watch was kept
on the French coast, and effectual means were taken to intercept

communication Ix'tween France and her American possessions.

In the spring information was obtained that an im))ortant convoy
for the East and West indies was to sail from 1/Orient. in

the previous year the British government had allowed a French
expedition under M. d’Anville to fail mainly by its own weakness.
In 1747 a more creditable line was taken. An overwhelming
force was employed under the command of Anson to intercept

the convoy in the Channel. H was met, crushed and captured,

or driven hack, on the 3rd of May. On the 14th of October
another French convoy, protected by a strong squadron, was
intercepted by a well-appointed and well-directed squadron of

superior numbers— tlie squadrons were respecuvcly eight French
and fourteen British—in the Bay of Biscay. The French
admiral Desherbiers de I’fetendu^re made a very gallant resist-

ance, and the fine quality of his ships enabled him to counteract

to some extent the superior numbers of Sir Edward Hawke,
the British admiral. While the war-ships were engaged, the

merchant vessels, with the small protection which Desherbiers

could spare them, oontitmed on their way to the West Indies.

Most of them were, however, inteicepted and captured in those

waters. This disaster convinced the French government of

its helplessness at sea, and it made no further effort

The last naval operations took place in the West Indies,

where the Spaniards^ who had for a time been treated as a negli-

gible quantity, were attacked on the coast of Cuba by a Ihritish
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squadron under Sir Chai4es Knowles. They had a. navaJ force

under Admiral Regio at Havana. Each side was at once

anxious to cover its own trade, and to Intercept that of the othen

Capture was rendered particularly desirable to the British by

the fact tliat the Spanish home\ferd-bouncl convoy would be

laden with the bullion sent from the American mines. In the

course of the movement of each to protect its trade, the two
s^juadrons met on the i st of October 1748 in the Bahama Channel

The action was indecisive when compared with the successes

of British fleets in later days, but the advantage lay with Sir

Charles Knowles. He was prevented from following it up by the

speedy receipt of the news that peace had been made in Europe

by the powers, who were all in various degrees exhausted. That

it was arranged on the terms of a mutual restoration of conquests

shows tliat none of the combatants could claim to have estab-

lished a final superiority. The conquests of the French in the

Bay of Bengal, and their military successes in Flanders, enabled

them to treat on C(|iial terms, and nothing had been taken from

Spain.

The war was remarkable for the jirorninenct; of privateeriiig

on both sides. It was carried on by the Spaniards in the West
Indies with groat success, and actively at home. The French
were no less active in all seas. Malic de la Bourdonnais’s

attack on Madras partook largely of the nature of a privateering

venture. The British retaliated with vigour. The total number
of captures by k'rench and S[)anish consairs was in all probability

larger thaji the list of British ‘-partly for tilt* reason given by
Voltaire, namely, that more British merchants were taken because

there were many more British nicrctianl ships to lake, but partly

also because the British government had not yet begun to enforce

the use of convoy so strictly as it did in later times.

S(H* Bc.l.tsuii’s Naval and Memoirs (I.ondon, 1804);
La Marinf' mitUairc de la h'rance son,s le de Louis XV, by
(i. l.acoiir-Gayet (Pans, moi); The Uoyal Navy, hy Sir W. L.
Clowes .iiid others (London, i8yi, c^c.). (D. II.)

AUTHENTIC (from Gr. one who does a thing

himself), genuine, as opposed to counterfeit, true or original.

In music it i.s one of the terms used for the ecclesiastical modes.
The title of Auihentics was also used for J ustinian s Novelis.

AUTOCEPHALOUS (from Gr. aiVov, self, and head),

of independent headship, a term used ol certain ecclesiastic^

functionarie.s and organizations.

AUTOCHTHONES (Gr. aiVos, and x earth, t>. people sprung
from earth itself : Lat. terrigenae

;
see also under Aborigines),

the original inhabitants of a country as opposed to settlers, and
those of their descendants who kept themselves free from an
admixture of foreign peoples. Tlie practice in ancient Greece
of describing legendary heroes and men of ancient lineiige as
“ earthborn ” greatly strengthened the doctrine of autochthony

;

for instance, the Athenians wore golden grasshoppers in their

hair in token that they were bom from the soil and had always
lived in Attica (Thucydides i. 6 ;

Plato, MenexenuSf 245). In
Thebes, the race of Sparti were believed to have sprung from
a field sown with dragons^ teeth. The Phrygian Corybantes
luid been forced out of the hill-side like trees by Rhea, the great
mother, and hence were called oci/S^jot/iwis. It is clear from
Aeschylus {Prmneiheus

,

447) that primitive men were supposed
to have at first lived like animals in Ciives and Woods, till by
the help of the gods and heroes they were rai.sed to a stage

of civilization.

autoclave, a strong closed vessel of metal in which liquids

can be heated above their boiling points under pressure. Ety-
mologically the word indicates a self-closing vessel (avTos, sdf, and
clavh, key, or ciavus, nail), in which the tightness of the joint.?

is maintaiaed by the internal pressure, but this characteristic

is frequently wanting in the actual apparatus to which the name
is applied. The prototype of the autoclave was the digester of

Denis Papin, invented in 1681, which is still used in cooking,
but the appHaace finds a much wider range of employment in

chemical industry, where it is utilized in various forms in the
mtmufacture of candles, coal-tar colours, &c. Frequently an
agitator, passing through a stuffing-box, is fitted so that the

contents may be stirred, and renewable linings are provided in

cases where the substances under treatment exert a corrosive

action on metal «
autocracy (Gr. mVoKpaTcta, absolute power), a term

applied to that form of government which is absolute or irre-

sponsible, and vested in one single person. It is Ik type of

government usually found amongst eastern peoples
;
amongst

more civilized nations the only example is that of Russia, where
the sovereign assumes as a title “ the •autocrat of all the

Russias.”
•

AUT0-DA-F£, more correctly AuTO-DE-ri (act of faith), the

name of the ceremony during the course of which the sentences

of the Spanish inquisition were read and executed, 'Jfie auto-

da-fe was almost identical with the sermo generalis of the medieval

inquisition. Jt never took place on a feast day of the church,

but on some famous anniversary : the acces.siori of a Spanish

monarch, his marrkige, the birth of an infant, ike. It was public

:

the king, the royal family, the grand councils of the kingdom,
the court and the people being present. The ceremony comprised

a procession in which the members of the Holy Office, with its

familians and agents, the condemned persons and the penitents

took part ; a solemn mass ; an oath of obedience to the inquisi-

tion, taken by the king and all the lay functionaries
;
a sermon

by the Grand Inquisitor; and the reading of the sentences,

either of c'ondemnation or acquittal, delivered by the Holy
Office. The handing over of impenitent persons, and those who
had relapsed, to the secular power, and their punishment, did

not usuall)' take place on the occasion of an auto-da-fe, properly
.so called. Sometimes those who were condemned to the flames

were burned on the night following the ceremony. The first

great aiito-da-fes were celebrated when Thomas de Torquemada
wa.s at the head of the Spanisli inquisition (Seville 1482, Toledo
i486, ^L’c.). The last, subsequent to the time of Charles III.,

were held in secret
;
moreover, they dealt with only a very small

number of sentences, of which hardly any were capital. I’he

Isolated ca.ses of the torturing of a revmutionary priest in Mexico
in 1816, and of a relapsed Jew and of a Quaker in Spain during

1826, cannot really be considered as auto-da-f6s. (P. A.)

AUTOGAMY (from Gr. avros, self, and ya/im, marriage),

a botanical term for self-fertilization. (See Anciosperms.)
AUTOGBNY, AUTOGENOUS (Gr. aiVoycnjs), spontaneous

gcnenition, self-produced. Haeckel distinguished autogmy and
plasmogeny, applying the former term when the formative fluid

in which the first living matter was supposed to arise was in-

organic and the latter when it was organic, t.e, contained the
requisite fundamental substances dissolved in the form of

complicated and fluid combinations of carbon. In “ autogenous
soldering ” two pieces of metal are united by the melting of the
opposing surfaces, witiiout the use of a separate fusible alloy

or solder as a cementing material

AUTOGRAPHS. Autograph (Gr. avr6^, self, y/id<j|)€ie, to

write) is a term applied by common usage either to a document
signed by the person from whom it emanates, or to one written

entirely by the hand of such person (which, however, is also

more technically described as hnlograpk, from oAos, entire,

to write), or simply to an independent signature.

The existence of autographs must necessarily have been
coeval with the invention of letters. Documents in the hand-
writing of their composers may possibly exist among the early

papyri of Egypt and the clay tablets of Babylonia and Assyria,

and among the early examples of writing in the East. But the

oriental practice of employing profe.ssional scribes in writing

the body of documents and of using seals for the purpose of

“signing” (the “ signum ” originally meaning the impression
of the seal) almost precludes the idea. When we are told ( i Kings
xxi. 8) tirnt Jezebel wrote letters in Ahab’s name and sealed

them with his seal, we are, of course, to understand that the
letters were written by the professional scribes and that
the impression of the king’s seal was the authentication,
equivalent to the signature of western nations

j and again,
when King Darius “ signed the writing and the decree (Ban.
vi. 9), he did so witli his seal. To find documents which we can
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recognize with certainty to be autographs, we must descend

to the Ptolemaic and Roman periods of Egyptian history, which

are represented by an abundance o4, papyrus documents of all

kinds, chiefly in Greek. Among them are not a few original

letters and personal documents, in which we may see the hand-

writing of many lettered and unlettered individuals who lived

during the 3rd century n.c. and in succeeding times, and which

prove how very widespread was the practice of writing in those

days. We owe it to' the dry and even atmosphere of Kgypt that

these written documents have been preserved in such numbers.

On the other hand, in Italy and Greece ancient writings have

perished, save the few charred papyrus rolls and waxen tablets

which have been recovered from the ruins of Herculaneum and

Pompeii. These tablets, however, have a special value, for many
of them contain autograph signatures of principals and witnesses

to legal deed'^ to which they were attached, together with im-

pressions of seals, in compliance with the Roman law which

required the actual subscriptions, or attested marks, of the

persons concerned.

But, when wc now speak of autographs and autograph collec-

tions, we use such terms in a restricted sense and imply documents
or signatures written by persons of some degree of eminence or

notoriety in the various ranks and professions of life
;

and
naturally the only early autographs in this sense which coukl

be expected to survive are the subscriptions and signatures of

royal personages and great officials attached to important public

deeds, which from their nature have been more jealously cared

for than more private documents.

Following the Roman practice, subscriptions and signatures

were required in legal documents in the early centuries of our

era. Hence we find them in the few Batin deeds on papyrus

which have come to light in Egypt
;
we find tliem on the well-

known Dacian waxen tablets of the 2nd century
;
and we find

them in the series of papyrus deeds from Ravenna and other

places in Italy between the 5th and lotb centuries. The same
practice obtained in the*^ Frankish empire. The Merovingian

kings, or at least those of them who knew how to write, sub-

scribed their diplomas and great charters with their own hands
;

and their great officers of state, chancellors and others, counter-

signtid in autograph. The unlettered Merovingian kings made
use of monograms composed of the letters of their names

; and,

curiously, the illiterate monogram was destined to supersede

the literate subscriptions. For the monogram was adopted bv

Charlemagne and his successors as a recognized symbol of their

subscription. It was their signum tnanuale^ their sign manual.
In courtly imitation of the royal practice, monograms and other

marks were adopted by ofticial personages, even though they

could write. The notarial marks of modern times arc a survival

of tlie practice. By the illiterate other signs, besides the mono-
gram, came to be employed, such as the cross, &c., as sign.s

manual. The monogram was used by French monarchs from
the reign of Charlemagne to that of Philip the b air, who died in

1314. It is very doubtful, however, whether in any instance Ibis

sign manual was actually traced by the monarch’s own hand.

At the most, the earlier sovereigns appear to have drawn one

or two strokes in their monograms, which, so far, may be called

their autographs. But in the later period not even this was
done

; the monogram was entirely the work of the scribe.

(See Diplomatic.)

The employment of marks or signs manual went out of general

use after the 12th century, in the course of which the affixing

or appending of seals became the common method of executing

deeds. But, as education became more general and the practice

of writing more widely diffused, the usage grew up in the course

of the 14th century of signing the name^signature as well as of

affixing the seal
;
and by the 15th century it had become estab-

lished, and it remains to the present time. Thus the signum
manuale had disappeared, except among notaries

;
but the term

survived, and by a natural process it was transferred to the

signature. In the present day it is used to designate the “ sign

manual ” or autograph signature of the sovereign.

The Anglo-Saxon kings of England did not sign their charters,

their names being invariably written by the official scribes.

After the Norman conquest, the sign manual, usually a cross,

which sometimes accompanied the name of the sovereign, may
in some instances be autograph

;
but no royal signature is to be

found earlier than the reign' of Richard 11 . Of the signatures

of this king there are two examples, of the years 1386 and 1389,
in the Public Record Office ; and there is one, of 1397, in the

British Museum. Of his father, the Black Prince, there is in the

Record Office a motto-signature, De par Homont (high courage),

Ich denCf subscribed to a writ of privy seal of 1370. The kings

of the Lancastrian line were apparently ready writers. Of the

handwriting of both Henry IV. and Henry V. there are specimens

both in the Record Office and in the British Museum. But by

their time writing had become an ordinary accomplishment.

Apart from the autographs of sovereigns, those of famous
men of the early middle ages can hardly be said to exist, or, if they

do exist, they are difficult to identify. For example, there is

a charter at Canterbury bearing the statement that it was written

by Dunstan
;

but, as there is a duplicate in the British Museum
with the same statement, it is probable that both the one and
the other are copies. The autograph MSS. of the chronicles of

Ordericus Vitalis, of Robert de Monte, atffi of Sigebert of

Gembloux are in existence
;
and among the Cottonian MSS.

there are undoubtedly autograph writings of Matthew of Paris,

the English chronicler of Henry lll.’s reign. There arc certain

documents in the British Museum in the hand of William of

Wykeham
;

and among French archives there are autograph

writings of the historian Joinville. These arc a few instances.

When we come to such a collection as the famous Paston 1-eltcrs,

the correspondence ol the Norfolk family of Paston of the 15th

century, wc find therein numerous autographs of historical

I)ersonages of the time.

From the i6th century onward, we enter the period of modern
history, and autogra]jh documents of all kinds l)ecome plentiful.

And yet in the midst of tins plenty, by a perverse fate, there is

in certain instances a remarkable dearth, d’he instance of

Shakespeare is the most famous. But lor three signatures to

the three sheets of his will, and two signatures to the conveyances

of property in Blackfriars, we should be without a vestige of

his handwriting. For certain other signatures, professing to

be his, inscribed in books, may be dismissed as imitations.

Such forgeries come up from time to time, as might be expected,

and are placed upon the market. The Shakespearean forgeries,

however, of W. H. Ireland were perpetrated rather with a

literary intent than as an autographic venture.

Had autograi)h collecting been the fashion in Shakespeare’s

days, we should not have had to deplore the loss of his and of

other great writers’ autographs. But the taste had not then

come into vogue, at least not in England. The series of auto-

graph documents which were gathered in such a library as that

of Sir Robert Cotton, now in the British Museum, found their

way thither on account of their literary or historic interest, and
not merely as specimens of the handwriting of distinguished

men. Such a series also as that formed by Philippe de B^thune,

Comte de Selles et Charost,and his son, in the reign of Louis XfV.,

consisting for the most part of original letters and papers, now
in the Biblioth^que Nationale, might have been regarded as the

result of autograph collecting did we not know that it was

brought together for historical purposes. It was in Germany

and the Low Countries that the practice appears to have origi-

nated, chiefly among students and other members of the

universities, of collecting autograph inscriptions and signatures

of one’s friends in albums, alba amicorum, little oblong pocket

volumes of which a considerable number have survived, a ver>^

fair collection being in the British Museum. The earliest

album in the latter series is the Egerton MS. 1178, beginning

with an entry of the year 1554. Once the taste was established,

the collecting #of autographs, of living persons was naturally

extended to those of former times
;

and many collections,

famous in their day, have been formed, but in most instances

only to be dispersed again as the owners tired of their fancy or

as their heirs failed to inherit their tastes along with their
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possessions. The most celebrated collection formed in England

in recent years is that of the late Mr Alfred Morrison, which still

remains intact, and which is well ’known by means of the

sumptuous catalogue, with its many facsimiles, compiled by

the owner. •

The rivalry of collectors and tlie high prices which rare or

favourite autographs realize have naturally given encouragement

to the forger. False letters of popular heroes and of jwpular

authors, of Nelson, of Burns, of Thackeray, and of others,

appear from time to time in the market : in some instances

clever imittitions, but more generally too palpably spurious to

deceive any one with experience. Like the Shakespearean

forgeries of Ireland, referred to aho\T, the forgeries of Chatterton

were literary inventions
;

and both were poor performances.

One of the cleverest frauds of this nature in modern times was

the fabrication, in the middle of the J9th centur}'^, of a series

of letters of Byron and Shelley, with postmarks and seals com-
plete, which were even i)ublished as bona fide documents (Brit.

Mus., Add. MS. 19,377).

There arc many published collections of iacsimiles of autographs
of different nations. Among those iiublished in England the follow-

ing may be named ,

- British Autography, liy J. Thane (1788-1793,
with snp])lcmc*nt by Daniell, 185.1); Autographs of Boval, Nohtc,
Learned and Betnarkahle J*ersonages in EnglUh Historv, by J. (i.

Nichols (1829) ;
I'acsintiles of Original hocuments of Eminent

Literary Characters, by C. J. Smith (1852) ;
Autographs of the Kings

and Queens and Eminent Men of Great Ihitain, by J. Ncthcrclift

(1835) .
One Ihfiuhed Chaiarteristit Autograph t.etters, by J. Netlicr-

clili and Son (i84())
;

The Autograph Miscellany, by T<'. Nethcrclift

(1855) ;
The Autograph Souvenir, by F. G. Nethcrclift and R. Sims

(1865) ;
7'he A uiographu Mirroi (1864 i8()0)

;
The Handbook of

Autographs, by F. G. Nellierclilt (1862); I'he Autograph Album,
by L. U. Phillips (j8b6)

;
I'acsimites of Autographs (British Museum

pnbliration), five senes (i8()6- 1900). Facsimiles of autographs also

a])pear in the official publications, h'acsimiles of National MSS.,
from W illiam the Conqueror to Queen Anne (Master of the Rolls),

i8f>5 i8(>8 ;
Eacsiniiles of National MSS. of Scotland (Lord Clerk

Register), 1807 1871 ;
and Facsimiles of National MSS. of Ireland

(/'ublic Record Office, Ireland), 1874 1884. (E. M, T.)

AUTOLYCUS, in Greek mythology, the son of Hermes and
father of Anticleia, mother of Odj'sseus. He lived at the foot

of Mount Parnassus, and was famous as a thief and swindler. On
one occasion he met his match. Sisyphus, who had lost some
cattle, suspected Autolycus of being the tliief, but was unable

to bring it home to him, since he possessed the power of changing

everything that was touched by his hands. Sisyphus accordingly

liurnt his name into the hoofs of his cattle, and, during a \dsit

to Autolycus, recognized his property. It is said that on this

occasion Sisyphus seduced Autolycus’s daughter Anlideia, and
tliat Odysseus was really the son of Sisyphus, not of Laertes,

whom Anticleia afterwards married. The object of the storj’^

is to establish the (dose connexion between Hermes, the god of

theft and cunning, and the three persons—Sisyplius, Odysseus,

Autolycus—who arc the incarnate representations of these

practices. Autolycus is also said to have instructed Heracles

in the art of wrestling, and to have taken part in the Argonautic
expedition.

THad, X. 267 :
Odyssey, xix. 305 ;

Ovid, Metam. xi. 313 ;
Apollo-

dorusi. 9 ; Hyginus, Fab. 20T.

AUTOLYCUS OP PITANE, Greek mathematician and astro-

nomer, probably flourished in the second half of the 4th century

B.C., since he is said to have instructed Arcesilaus. His extant

works consist of two treatises
;
the one, Hept xtroupevr/s o-<^at/>av;,

contains some simple propositions on the motion of the sphere,

the other, Hept €7riroXwv nai <5iVre<ov, in two books, discus.ses

the rising and setting of the fixed stars. The former treatise is

historically interesting for the light it throws on the development
which the geometry of the sphere had already reached even
before Autolycus and Euclid (see Theodc).sius of Tripolis).

Ther^ are several T.atin versions of Autolycus, a French translation
by Forcadel (1572). and an admirable edition of the Greek text with
Latin translation by F. Hultsch (Leipzig, 1885).

AUTOMATIC WRITING, the name given by students of

psychical research to writing performed without the volition

of the agent. The writing may also take place without any
consciousness of the words written ; but some automatists are

aware of the word which they are actually writing, and perhaps
of two or three words bn either side, though there is rarely any
clear perception of the meting of the whole. Automatic writing

may take place when the agent is in a state of trance, 5i5ontaneous

or induced, in hystero-epilepsy or other morbid states
;

or in a
condition not distinguishable from normal wakefulness. Auto-
matic writing has played an important part in the history of

modern spiritualism. The phenomenon first appeared on a large

scale in the early days (c. 1850-1860) of tlfe Movement in America.
Numerous writings ate reported at that period, many of con-
siderable length, wliich purported for the most part to have been
produced, under .spirit guidance. Some of these were written in
“ unknown tongues.” Of those which were published the most
notable are Andrew J. Davis’.s Gteat Harmonta, Charles Linton’s

The Healing of the Nations
y
and J. Murray Spear’s Messages

from the Spirit Life.

In ICngland also the early spiritualist newspapers were filled

with ” inspirational ” writing,

—

Pages of the Paraclete
j
&c. The

most notable series of English automatic writings arc the Spirit

Teachings of the Rev. W. Stainton Moses. The phenomenon, of

course, lends itself to deception, but there seems no reason to

doubt that in the great majority of the cases recorded the writing

was in reality produced without deliberate volition. In the

earlier years of the spiritualist movement, a “ planchette,” a
little heart-shaped hoard running on wheels, was employed to

facilitate the process of writing.

Of late years, whilst the theory of external inspiration as the

cause of the phenomenon has liecn generally discredited, auto-

matic writing has been largely employed as a method of experi-

mentally investigating subconscious mental processes. Knowledge
wliich had lapsed from the primary consciousness is frequently

revealed by this means
;

c.g, forgotten fragments of poetry or

foreign languages are occasionally given. An experimental

parallel to this reproduction of forgotten knowledge was devised

by Edmund Gurney. He showed that information communicated
to a subject in the hypnotic trancf could be subsequently

reproduced through the handwriting, whilst the attention of the

subject was fully employed in conversing or reading aloud
;

or

an arithmetical problem which had been set during the trance

could be worked out under similar conditions without the apparent
consciousness of the subject.

Automatic writing for the most part, no doubt, brings to the

surface only the. debris of lapsed memories and half-formed

impressions which ha\’e never reached the focus of consciousness

—the stuff that dreams are made of. But there are indications

in some cases of something more than this. In some .spontan(‘ous

instances the writing produces anagrams, puns, nonsense verses

and occasional blasphemies or obscenities ; and otherwise

exhibits characteristics markedly divergent from those of the

normal consciousness. In the well-known case recorded by Th.
Flournoy {Des Indcs d la planete Mars) the automatist produced
writing in an unknown character, which purported to be the

Martian language. The writing generally resembles the ordinary

handwriting of the agent, but there are some.times marked
differences, and the same automatist may employ two or three

distinct handwritings. Occasionally imitations are produced of

the handwriting of other persons, living or dead. Not infrequently

the writing is reversed, so that it can be read only in a looking-

glass (Spiegelschriji)
;
the ability to produce such writing is

often associated with the liability to spontaneous somnambulism.
The hand and arm arc often insensible in the act of writing.

There are some cases on record in which the automatist has seemed
to guide his hand not by sight, but by some special extension of

the muscular sense (Carpenter, Mental Physiology
y § 128 ; W.

James, Proceedings American S.P,R. p. 554).
Automatic writing frecjuently exhibits indications of telepathy.

The most remarkable senes of automatic writings recorded in this

connexion are those executed by the American medium, Mrs
Piper, in a state of trance (Proceedings S.P.R.). These writings

appear to exhibit remarkable telepathic powers, and are thought
by some to indicate communication with the spirits of the
dead.
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Th« opp<H'tunitie$ afforded by automutic writing for communi-

cating with subconscious strata of tlie
‘
personality have been

made use of by Pierre janet and cjthers in cases of hystcro-

cpilepsv, 'and utlier forms of dissociation of consciousness.

A patient in an attack of hysterical convulsions, to whom oral

appeals are made in vain, can sornetinwas be induced to answer in

writing questions addressed to tla* liand, and thus to reveal the

secret of the malady or to accept therapeutic suggestions.

See Edmonds and Defter. Spmttudism (New York. 1853) ;
Epos

Sargent. Ptamhette, the Deipaif of Sctance (Boston, U.S.A., i860) :

Mrb de Morgan. Pmm Matter to Spirit (London. 1803) ;
W. Stamton

Mosc.s, Spifit Teachings (London. 1883) ;
PtouicUittfis SJ\R. passim ;

Til. Flournoy. Dcs Tvdes cl la plaudte Mars ((leiieva, i<>oo)‘; F. T’od-

more, Spiritualism (London, 1002) ; F. W. H. Myers,

illmum Personality (London, 1003) ;
Pieno Janet, L’Automatisme

paycbolo^tque (2nd ed,. Pans. iHy.t) ;
Morion Prince, The Dissocia-

tion of a Pri ^(inulitv (London. i<>o()). (F. P.)

AUTOMATISM. In philosophical terminology this word is

usctl in two main senses : (i) in ethic.s, for the view that man
is not responsible for his actions, which have, therefore, no moral

value : (2) in psychology, for all actions which are not the result

of conation or conscious endeavour, (erlain actions being

admittedly automatic, Descixrtes maintained that, in regard of

the lower animals, all action is purely mechanical. The same

theor\^ has sinci* !>een applied to man, with this difference th.at,

accompanying the mechanical phenomena of action, and entirely

disconnected with it, arc the phenomena of con.sciousness. Thus

certain physical chanu:es in the brain re.sull in a given action ;

the concomitant mental rhjsire or volition is in no sense causally

connected with, or prior to, the physical change. This theory,

which has been maintained by 1 ’. Huxley (Srience and Culture)

and Shadworth Hodgson {Metaphysic of Experience and Theory

of Practice), must be distinguished from that of the psyciiophysical

parallelism, or the “ double aspect theory ” according to which

both the mental state and the physical phenomena result from a

so-called “ mind stuff,” oij single substance, the material or cause

of lyrth.

Automatic acts are of two main kinds. Where the action

goes on while the attention is focused on entirely different

subjects (e.g. in cycling), it is purely automatic. On the other

hand, if the attention is fixed on the end or on any particular

part of a given action, and the other component parts of the action

are performed unconsciously, the automatism may be called

relative.

Sec G. F. Stout, Anal. Psych, i. 258 foil. ; Wm. James. Prinr.

of P.svch. i. chap. 5 ;
also the articles Psychology, SuooESTroN,

Ulc.

Sensory Automatism is the term given by students of psychical

research to a centmlly initiated hallucination. Such hallucina-

tions are commonly provoked by crystal-gazing (q.v.), but

auditory hallucinations may be caused by the use of a shell

(shell-hearing), and the other senses are ocaisionally affected.

Motor Automatism^ on the other hand, is a non-reflex move-
ment of a voluntary muscle, executed in the waking state hut not

controlled by the ordinary waking consciousness. Phenomena
of this kind play a large part in primitive ceremonies of divina-

tion (q.v.) and in our own day furnish much of the material of

Psychical Research. At the lowest level we liave vague move-
ments of large groups of muscles, as in “ bier-divination,” where
the murderer or his residence is inferred from the actions of the

bearers
;
of a similar character but combined with more specialized

actions are many kinds of witch seeking. These more specialized

actions are most typically seen in the Divining Rod (q.v. ; see

also Table
-'
ruRNiNc), which indicates the presence of water

and is used among the uncivilized to trace criminals. At a

higher stage still we have the delicate movements necessary for

Automatic Writing (q.v.) or Drawing. A parallel case to

Automatic Writiiff is the action of tlie speech centres, resulting

in the produettai of all kinds of utterances from trance speeches

in the ordinal language of the speaker to mere unintdligible

babblings An interesting form of speech automatism is known
as Gloesolalia; in the tjpical case of Heldie Smith, Th. Flournoy

has shown that these utterances may reach a higher plane and

—AUTONOMY
form a real language, which is, however, based on one already

known to the speaker.

See Mm (1904), No, 68; Folklore, xiii. 134: Myers in Proc.

S.P.R. IX. 20, xii. 277, XV. 403 ; Flournoy, Des Indes 4 la plaucte

Mars and in Arch, de Psychologic
;

MytM-.s, ITuman Personality.
^ ' (N. W. T.)

AUTOMATON (from anTos,self, and seize), a self-moving

machine, or one in which the principle of motion is contained

within the mechanism itself. According to this description,

clocks, watches and all machines of a similar kind, are automata,

but the word is generally applied to contrivances which simulate

for a time the motions of animal life. Il the human figure and

actions be represented, the automaton has sometimes l>ccn callfxl

specially an andraides. We have very early notices of the con-

struction of automata, e.g. the tripods of Vulcan, and the moving

figures of Daedalus. In 400 B.c., Archytas of Tarentuni is .said

to have made a wooden pigeon that could fly, and during the

middle ages numerous instances of the construction of automata

are recorded. Rt*giomontanus is said to have made of irorr a fly,

which would flutter round the room and return to his hand,

and also an eagle, which flew before the emperor Maximilian

when he was entering Nuremberg. Roger Ikicon is said to have

forged a brazen head which spoke, and All)crLus Magnus to lu\e

had an androides, which acted as doorkeeper, and was broken

to pieces by Aquinas. Of these, as of some later instance.s, e.g.

the figure constructed Descartes and the automata exhibited

by Dr Camus, not much is accurately known. Rut in the

18th century, Jaccjues de Vaucanson. the celebrated mechanician,

exhibited three admirable figures,—the flute-playtT, the tam-

hoiirinc-player, and the duck, which was capable of eating,

drinking, and imitating c.xactJy the natural voice of that fowl.

The me.ans by which these results had tieen produced were

clearly seen, and a great impulse was given to the const riietion

of similar figures. Knauss exhibited at Vienna an automaton

which wrote ; a father and son named Droz constructed sevi'ral

ingenious mechanical figures which wrt>te and played music

;

Frederick Kaufmann and Leonard Maelzel made automatic

trumpeters who could play several marches. 'I'he Swiss have

always been celebrated for their mechanical ingenuity, and they

construct most of the curious toys, such as flying and singing

birds, whicli are frequently met with in industrial exhibitions.

The greatest difficulty has generally been ex^-rienced in devising

any mechanism which shall successfully simulate the human
voice (not to lie compared with the granM)phonc, which repro-

duces mechanically a real voice). No attempt has been

thoroughly successful, though many have been made. A figure

exhibited by Fabermann of Vienna remains the be.st. Keriqx'len's

famous chess-player for many years astonished and puzzled

Europe. This figure, however, was no tjue automaton, altliough

the mechanical contrivances lor concealing the real pc^rformer

and giving effect to his desired movements were exceedingly

ingenious. J. N. Maskelyne, in more recent times (1875-1880),

has been prominent in exhibiting his automata, Psycho (who

placed cards) and Zoe (who drew pictures), at the Egyptian

Hail, London, but the secret of these contrivances was well kept.

(.See Conjuring.)

AUTOMORPHISM (from Gr. uwos, self, and form), the

conception and interpretation of oilier people’s l>abits and ideas

on the analogy of one’s own.

AUTONOMY (Gr. avros, .self, and vo/ao?, law), in general,

freedom from external restraint, self-government. The term is

usually coupled with a qualifying adjective. Thus, political

autonomy is self-government in its widest sense, independence

of all control from without. J.ocal autonomy is a freedom of

self-government within a sphere marked out by some superior

authority ; e.g. municipal corporations in ICngland have their

administrative powers marked out for them by acts of parliament,

and in so far as they govern themselves within these limits

exercise local autonomy. Administrative or constitutional

autonomy, such as exists in the British colonies, implies an

extent of self-government which falls short only of complete

independence. The term is used loosely even in the case of e.g.

religious bodies,, individual churches and other communities
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which enjoy a measure of self-goverament in certain specified

respects.

In philosophy, the terra (with its antithesis “ heteronomy ”)

was applied by Kant to that aspect of the rational will in which,

qua rational, it is a law to itself, independently alike of any
external authority, of the results of experience and of the im-

pulses of pleasure and pain. J n the sphere of morals, the ultimate

and only authority which the mind can recognize is the law

which emerges from the pure moral consciousness. This Ls the

only sense in which moral freedom can l)e understood. (See

Ethics ; Kant.) Though the term “ autonomy ” in its fullest

sense implies entire freedom from causal necessity, it can also

be used even in determinist theories lor relative independence

of particular conditions, theological or conventional.

AUTOPSY (Gr. atVos', self, and sight, investigation),

a personal examination, specifically a /x>st-m()rlem (“ after

death ") examination of a dead body, to ascertain the cause of

death, ^c. The term “ necropsy ” (Gr. peKpoi, corpse) is

sometimes used in this sense, (^e Coroner and Medical
JlIRlSPRtJDENCK.)

AUTRAN, JOSEPH (1813-1877), French poet, was bnrn at

Marseilles on the 20th of June 1813. In 1832 he addressed an

ode to Lamartine, who was then at Marseilles on his way to the

East. 'I’he elder poet persuaded the young man’s lather to

allow him to follow his poetic bent, and Autran remained from
that time a faithful disciple of Lamartine. His best-known

work, is La Mer (1835), remodelled in 1852 as Lcs Pohnes de La

Ludibna vantis (1838) followed, and the success of these

two volumes gained for Autran the librarianship of his native

town. His other most im])(n*tanf work is his Vie rurale (1856),

a series of pictures of peasant life. The Algerian campaigns
inspired him with verses in honour of the aimmon soldier.

MiUanak (1842) describes the heroic defcn<x‘ of that town, and
in the same vein is his Laboureurs et soldats (1854). Among Ins

other works are the Paroles de Salomon (1868), Jtpitres rusitques

(18O1), Sonnets eapricieux, and a tragedy played with great

success at the (.)d6an in 1848, J.a lulle d'Eschyle. A definitive

edition of his works was brought out between 1875 and 1881.

He became a member of the French Academy in t868
, and died

at Marseilles on the 6lh of March 1877.

AUTUN, a town of east-central T' ranee, capital of an arrondisse-

memt in the department of Saone-et-Loire, 62 ra. S.W. of Dijon

on the Paris-Lyon railway to Nevers. Pop. (1906) 11,927,

Autun is pleasantly situated on the slope of a hill at the foot of

which runs the Arroux. Its former greatness is attested by
many Roman remains, the chief of which are two well-preserved

stone gateways, the Porte d’Arroux and the Porte St Andr^,
both pierced with four archways and surmounted arcades.

There are also remains of the old ramparts and aqueducts, of a
square tower called the Temple of Janus, of a theatre and of an
amphitheatre. A pyramid in the neighbouring village of

Couhard was probably a sepulchral monument. The chapel
of St Nicolas (T2th century) contains many of the remains
discovered at Autun. The cathedral of St Lazare, once the

chapel attached to the residence of the dukes of Burgundy, is

in the highest part of the town. It belongs mainly to the 12th
century^ but the Gothic central tower and the chapels were
added in the 15th century by Nicolas Rolih, chancellor of

Burgundy, born at Autun, The chief artistic ifeatures of the

church are the group of the I.Ast Judgment sculptured on the

tympanum above the west door, and the painting by Ingres

representing the martyrdom of St Symphorieny which took
place at Autun in 179. In the cath^rol square stands the

fountain of St Lazare, a work of the Kcnaiasoncc. The hotel

Rolin, a house of the isth century, contains the collections of

the “Aeduan literary and scientific society.” TTae b6tel de
ville, containing a museum of paintings, the law-court and the
theatre are modem buildings. Autun is the seat of a bidiopric,

of tribunals of first instance and of commerce, and has an
eccleriastical seminary, a commimal college and a cavalry school.

Amonjg the industries of the town are the extraction of oil from
the bituminous schist obtained in the neiffhbourhood. leather
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manufacture, metal-founding, marble-working, and the manu-
facture of machinery and furniture. Autun is the commercial
centre for a large part of the Morvan, and has considerable

trade in timber and cattlS.

Autun (Augustodunum) succeeded Bibracte as capital of the

Aedui when Gaul was reorganized by Augustus. Under the

Romans, it was a flourishing town, covering double its present

extent and renowned for its schools of rhetoric. In the succeed-

I ing centuries its prosperity drew upon the attacks of tlie

barbarians, the Saracens and the Normans. The counts of

Autun in 880 became dukes of Burgundy, and the town was
the residence of the latter till 1276. It was ravaged by the

English in 1379, and, in 1591, owing to its support of the League,
had to sustain a siege conducted by Marslial Jean d’Auraont,

general of Henry IV.

See H. de Foiiteiiay, Autun el ses monunwnt^ (Auton, 18^9).

AUTUNIT^ or Calco-uranite, a mineral which is one of the
“ uranium niica.s,” differing from the more commonly occurring

torlwnitc {q.v,) or cupro-uranite in containing calcium in place of

copper. It is a hydrous uranium and calcium phosphate,

Ca(U0.>)./P04).-l-8(or 12)HnO. Though closely resembling the

tetragonaJ torbernite in form, it crystallizes in the orthorhombic
.system and is optically biaxial. 'J'he crystals have the shape
of thin plates witli very nearly square outline (89” 17' instead

of 90"). An important character is the perfect micaceous
cleavage parallel to the basal plane, on which plane the lustre

is pearly. The colour is sulphur-yellow, and this enables the

mineral to 1)C distinguished at a glance from the emerald-green

torbernite. Hardness 2-2} ; specific gravity 3-05-3' 19. Autunite
is usually found with pitchblende and other uranium minerals,

or with ores of silver, tin and iron ; it sometimes couts

joint-planes in gneiss and pegmatite. Falkenstein in Saxony,
St Symphorien near Autun (hence the name of the sp>ecies),

and St Day in Gornwall are well-known localities for tliis

mineral. (L. j. s.)

AUVERGNE, formerly a province of France, corresponding

to the departments of Cantal and Puy-de-Doroe, with the

arrondissement of Brioiide in Haulc-luoire. It contains many
mountains volcanic in origin (Plomb du Cantal, Puy de Dome,
Mont Dore), fertile valleys such as thatol Limagne, vast pasture^

lands, and numerous medicinal springs. Up to the present

day the population retains str()i>gly-marked Celtic characteristics.

In the time of Cae.sar the Antetrni were a powerful confederation,

the Arvemian Vercingetorix being the most famous of the Gallic

chieftains who fought against the Romans. Under the empire
Arvernia formed part of Prima Aquitania, and the district shared

in the fortunes of Aquitaine during the Merovingian and Caro-

lingian periods. Auvergne was the steat of a separate countship

before the end of the 8th century
;

the first hereditary count
was William the Pious (886). By the marriage of Eleanor of

Aquitaiw with Henry Pkntagenet, the countship passed under
the suzerainty of the kings of England, but at the same time it

was divided, William VII.
,
called the Young (1145-1168), having

Ixien despoiled of a portion of his domain by his uncle William

VIII.,called the Old, who was supported by Henry 11 . of England,
so that he only retained the region bounded by the Allier and the

Coux. It is this district that from the end of the j 3th century
was called the Dauphine Auvergne. This family quarrel

;

occasioned the intervention of Philip Augustus, king of France,

who succeeded in possessing himself of a large part of the country,

which was annexed to the royal domains under the name of

Terre d*Auvergne. As the price of his concurrence with the king

in this matter, the bishop of (lermont, Robert 1 . (1195-1227),
was granted the lordship of the town of Clermont, which sub^-
quently became a countship. Such was the origin of the four

great historic lordships of Auvergne. The Terre Auvergne
was first an appanage of Count Alphonse of Poitiers (1241-1271),
and in 1360 was erected into a duchy in the peerage of France
(duch6-pame)by King J ohn 11 . in favour of his son John, through
whose daughter the new title passed in 1416 to tlie house of

Bourbon. The last duke, the celebrated constable Charles of
i fioDrhonL umted the domains of thft DatiMiW to thoso of tho
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duchy, but all were confiscated by the crown in consequence

of the sentence which punished the constable’s treason in 1527.

The countship, however, had passed in 1422 to the house of

La Tour, and was not annexed to thft domain until 1615. The
administration of the royal province of Auvergne was organized

under Louis XIV. At the time of the revolution it formed what
was called a “ government,” with two divisions: Upper Auvergne
(Aurillac), and Lower Auvergne (Clermont).

Bim.ior.KAPHY.— Htstoire gin^alogtque tie la maison
d'Auvergne (1708) ;

Anciri!; Imberdis, Histotre^gdnirale de I'Auvergne
(1867) ; I. B. M. BicLiwski, Histnire de la comU d'Auvergne el dt
sa capitcue Vicde-Comte (1868) ;

B. Oonot, Catalogue des outrages
imprimis ei manuscrits concernaut I'Auvergne (1849), Set* fiirlhei

Chevalier, Ripertoire des sources hist., Topohiblwgraphu, s.v.

AUXANOMETER (Gr. (u*fap<u', to increase, /urpoi', measure),

an apparatus fo measuring increase or rate of growth in plants.

AUXENTIUS ffl. c. 370), of Cappadocia, an Arian theologian

of some eminence (see Ariur). When Constantine deposed the

orthodox bishops who resisted, Auxentius was installed into

the scat of Dionysius, bishop of Milan, and came to Ije regarded

as the great’ opponent of the Nicene doctrine in the West. So
prominent did he become, that he was specially mentioned by
name in the condemnatory decree of the synod which Damasus,
bishop of Rome, urged by Athanasius, convened in defence

of the Nicene doctrine (a.d. 369). When the orthodox emperor
Valentinian ascended the throne, Auxentius was left undisturbed

in his diocese, but his theological doctrines were publicly attacked

by Hilarj^ of Poitiers.

Thr* chief source of information about him is the Liber contra
Auxcntium in the Benedictine edition of the works of Hilary.

AUXERRE, a town of central France, capital of the department
of Yonne, 38 m. S.S.E. of Sens on the Paris-Lyon railway,

between Laroche and Nevers. Pop. (1906) 16,971. It is situated

on the slopes and the summit of an eminence on the left hank
of the Yonne, which is crossed by two bridges leading to suburbs
on the right bunk. The town is irregularly built and its streets

are steep and narrow, buU it is surrounded by wide tree-lined

boulevards, which have replaced the ancient fortifications, and
has some fine churches. That of St fttienne, formerly the

cathedral, is a majestic Gothic building of the 1 3th to the i6th

centuries. It is entered by three richly sculptured portals,

over the middle and largest of which is a rose window
;
over the

north portal rises a massive tower, but that which should sur-

mount the south portal is unfinished. The lateral entrances

are sheltered by tympana and arches profusely decorated with

statuettes. The plan consists of a nave, with aisles and lateral

chapels, transept and choir, with a dcambulator)' at a slightly

lower level. Beneath the choir, which is a fine example of early

Gothic architecture, extends a crypt of the 11th century with

mural paintings of the 12th century. The church has some fine

stained glass and many pictures and other works of art. The
ancient episcopal palace, now used as prefecture, stands behind

the cathedral
;

it preserves a Romanesque gallery of the 12th

century. The church of St Eus6be belongs to the 1 2lh, 13th and
16th centuries. Of the abbey church of St Germain, built in

the 13th and 14th centuries, most of the nave has disappeared,

so that its imposing Romanesque tower stands apart from it

;

crypts of the 9th century contain the tombs of bishops of Auxerre.

The abbey was once fortified and a high wall and cylindrical

tower remain. The buildings (i8th century) are partly occupied

by a hospital and a training-college. The church of St Pierre,

in the Renaissance style of the i6th and 17th centuries, is con-

spicuous for the elaborate ornamentation of its west fa9ade.

The old law-court contains the museum, with a collection of

antiquities and paintings, and a library. In ihe middle of the

town is a gateway surmounted by a belfry, dating from the 15th

century. Auxerre 1ms statues of Marshal Dnvout, J. B. J. Fourier

and Paul Bert, the two latter natives of the town. The town
is the seat of a court of assizes, and has tribunals of first instance

and of commerce, and a branch of the Bank of France. A lyc^e

for girls, a communal college and training colleges are among its

educational establishments. Manufactures of ochre, of which there

arc quarries in the vicinity, and of iron goods are carried on. The

canal of Nivernais reaches as far as Auxerre, which has a busy
port and carries on boat-building. Trade is principally in the

choice wine of the surroufiiding vineyards, and in timber and
coal.

Auxerre {Autessiodtirum) became the seat of a bishop and a
civitas in the 3rd century. Under the Merovingian kings the

abbey of St Germain, named after the 6th bishop, was founded,

and in the qth century its schools had made the town a seat of

learning. The bishopric was suppressed in 1790.

The countship of Auxerre was granted by King Robert I.

to his son-in-i;iw Renaud, count of Nevers. It remained in the

house of Nevers until 1184, when it passed by marriage to that of

Courtenay. Other alliances transferred it successively to the

families of Donzy, Chatillon, Bourbon and Burgundy. Alice

of Burgundy, countess of Auxerre, married John of Chalon.s

(d. 1309), and several counts of Auxerre belonging to the house

of Chalons distinguished themselves in the wars against the

English during the i4lh century. John li., count ol Auxerre,

was killed at the battle of (‘r6cy (1346), and his grandson, John
IV., sold his countship to King Charles V. in 1370.

AUXILIARY (from Lat. auxilium, help), that which gives aid

or support
;

the term is used in grammar of a verb which
completes the tense, mood or voice of another verb

;
in engineer-

ing, e.g. of the low steam power u.sed to supplement the sail-

ix>wer in .sailing ships, still occasionally used in yachts, sealers

or whalers
;

and in military iisi-, of foreign or allied troops,

more properly of any troops not permanently maintsj.ined

under arms. In the British army the term “ Auxiliary Forces
”

was employed formerly to include the Militia, the Imperial

Yeomanry and the Volunteers.*

AUXIMUM (mod. Osimo), an ancient town in Idcenum, situated

on an isolated hill 8 m. from the Adriatic, on the road from

Ancona to Nuceria. It was selected by the Romans as a fortress

to protect their settlements in northern Picenum, and strongly

fortified in 174 b.c. The walls erected at that period, of large

rectangular blocks of stone, still exist in great part. Auximum
became a colony at latest in 157 B.c. It often appears in the

history of the civil wars, owing to its strong position. J^ompey

was its patron, and intended that Caesar should find resistance

here in 49 b.c. It appears to have been a place of some im-

portance in imperial times, as inscriptions and the monuments
of its forum (the present piazza) show. In the 6th century it is

called by Procxipius the chief town of Picenum, Ancona being

spoken of as its harbour. (T. As )

AUXONNE, a town of eastern France, in the department

of ('ote d’Or, 19 m. E.S.E, of Dijon on the Paris-Lyon rail-

way to Belfort. Pop. (1906) 2766 (town)
; 6307 (commune).

Auxonne is a quiet town situated in a wide plain on the left bank
of the Saone. It preserves remains of ramparts, a stronghold of

the j6th century flanked by cylindrical towers, and a sculptured

gateway of the 15th century. Vauban restored these works in

the latter half of the 17th century, and built the arsenal now used

as a market. The church of Notre-Dame dates from the 14th

century. Of the two towers surmounting its triple porch only

that to the south is fini.shcd. A lofty spire ri.scs above a third

tower over the crossing. The hotel de ville (15th century) and

some houses of the Renaissance period are also of architectural

interest. A statue of Napoleon I. as a sub-lieutenanl com-

memorates his sojourns in the town from 1 788 to 1791 . Auxonne
has a tribunal of commerce and a communal college. Its

industries are unimportant, but it has a large, trade in the vege-

tables produced by the numerous market gardens in the vicinity.

Auxonne, the name of which is derived from its position on

the Saone {ad Sonani)^ was in the middle ages chief place of a

countship, which in the first half of the 13th century passed to

the dukes of Burgundy. The town received a charter in 1229

and derived some importance from the mint which the dukes of

Burgundy founded in it. It was invested by the allies in 1814,

and surrendered to an Austrian force in the following year.

AVA, the ancient capital of the Burman empire, now a

subdivision of the Sagaing district in the Sagaing division of

Upper Burma. • It is situated on the Irrawaddy on the opposite
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bank to Sagaing^ with which it was amalgamated in 1889.

Amarapura, another ancient capital, lies 5 m. to the north-east

of Ava, and Mandalay, the present capital, 6 m. to the north.

The classical name of Ava is Yadanapura, “ the city of precious

gems.’* It was founded by Thadomin Paya in a.d. 1364 a.s

successor to‘Pagan, and the religious buildings of Pag^ were to

a certain extent reproduced here, although on nothing like the

same scale as regards either size or splendour. It remained the

seat of government for about four centuries with a succession of

thirty kings. In 1782 a new capital, Amarapura, was founded
by Bodaw Paya, but was deserted again in favour of A\’a by King
Baggidaw in 1823. On hLs deposition by King Tharawaddi
in 1837, the capital reverted to Amarapura

;
but finally in i860

the last capital of Mandalay was occupied by King Mind5n.
For picturesque beauty Ava is unequalled in Burma, but it is

now more like a park than the site of an old capital. Traces of

the great council chamber and various portions of the royal palace

are still visible, but otherwise the secular buildings are completely

dcstroved ;
and most of the religious edifices are also dilapidated.

avadAna, the name given to a type of Buddhist romance
literature represented by a large number of Sanskrit (Nepalese)

collections, of which the chief are the Avadanasataka (Century
of Legends), and the DivySvadana (The Heavenly Legend).
'I’hough of later date than most of the canonical Buddhist books,

they are held in veneration by the orthodox, and occupy much
the same position with regard to Buddhism that the Puranas
do towards Brahminism.
AVAHI, the native name of a Malagasy lemur {Anahis lani^er)

nearly allied to the itidri (q.v.), and the smallest repre.sentative

of the subfamily war, characterized by its woolly coat, and
measuring about 28 in. in length, of which rather more than half

is accounted for by tlie tail. Unlike the other members of the

group, the avahi is nocturnal, and does not associate in small

troops, hut is met with either alone or in pairs. Very slow in

its movements, it rarely descends to the ground, but, when it does,

walks upright like the other members of the group. It is found
throughout the forests which clothe the mountains on the east

coast of Madagascar, and also in a limited district on the north-

west coast, the specimens from the latter locality being of smaller
size and rather different in colour. The eastern phase is generally

rusty red above, with the inner sides of the limbs white ; while

the predominant hue in the western form is usually yellowish

brown. (Sec Primates.) (R. l.*)

AVALANCHE (adopted from a French dialectic form, avalance,

descent), a mass of snow and ice minded with earth and stones,

which rushes down a mountain side, carrying everything before

it, and producing a strong wind which uproots trees on each side

of its course. Where the supply of snow exceeds the loss by
evaporation the surplus de.scends the mountain sides, slowly

in the form of glaciers, or suddenly in ice-falls or in avalanches.

A mass of snow may accumulate upon a steep slope and become
compacted into ice by pressure, or remain loosely aggregated.
When the foundation gives way, owing to the loosening effect

of spring rains or from any other cause, the whole mass slides

downward. A veiy small cause will sometimes set a mass of

overloaded snow in motion. Thunder or even a loud shout is

said to produce this effect when the mass is just poised, and
Swiss guides often enjoin absolute silence when crossing dangerous
spots.

AVALLON, a town of central France, capital of an arronclissc-

ment in the department of Yonne, 34 m. S.S.E. of Auxerre on a
branch of the Paris-Lyon railway. Pop. (1906) 5197. The
town, with wide streets and picturesque promenades, is finely

situated on a promontory, the base of which is washed on the

south by the (busin, on the east and west by small streams.

Its chief building, the church of St Lazare, dates from the 12th

century. The two western portals are adorned with sculpture

in the ornate Romanesque style
; the tower on the left of the

la9ade was rebuilt in the 17th century. The Tour de L’Horloge,

pierced by a gateway through which passes the Grande Rue, is

a r5th century structure containing a museum on its second
floor. Remains of the ancient fortifications, including seven of
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the flanking towers, are still to be seen. Avallon has a statue of

Vauban, the military engineer. The public institutions include

the subprefecture, a tribunal of first instance, and a communal
college. The manufactufe of biscuits and gingerbread, and of

leather and farm implements is carried on, and there'is consider-

able traffic in wood, wine, and, the live-stock and agricultural

produce of the surrounding country.

Avallon (Aballo) was in the middle ages the seat of a viscounty

dependent on the duchy of Burgundy, jind on the death of

Charles the Bold passed under the royal authority.

AVALON (also written Avallon, Avollon, Avilion and
Avelion), in Welsh mythology the kingdom of the dead, after-

wards an earthly paradise in the 'western seas, and finally, in the

Arthurian romances, the abode of heroes to which King Arthur

was conveyed after his last battle. In Welsh the name is Ynys
yr Afallon, usually interpreted “ Isle of Apples,” but possiiily

connected with the Celtic tradition of a king over the dead named
Avalloc (in Welsh Afallach). If the traditional derivation is

correct, the name is derived from the Welsh afal, an apple, and,

as no other large fruit was well known to the races of northern

Europe, is probably intended to symbolize the feasting and
enjoyments of elysium. Other forms of the name are Ynysvitrin

and Ynysgutrin, “ Isle of (ilass
”—which appear to be identical

with Glasberg, the Teutonic kingdom of the dead. Perhaps
owing to a confusion between Glasberg or Ynysvitrin and the

Anglo-Saxon Glaestinga-burh, Glastonbury, the name “ Isle of

Avalon ” was given to the low ridge in central Somersetshire

which culminates in Glastonbury 'for, while Glastonbury itself

came to be called Avalon. Attempts have also been made to

identify Avalon with other places in England and Wales.

See Studies in the Arthurian Legend, by J. Rhys (Oxford, 1891);
also Arthur (King)

;
Atlantis.

AVARAY, a French territorial title belonging to a family

some of whose members have been conspicuous in history. The
Bcarnaise family named Besiade moved into the province of

Orleanais in the 17th century, and there acquired the estate of

Avaray. In 1667 Theophilc dc B6siade, marquis d’Avaray,

obtained the ofilcc of grand bailiff of Orleans, which w^as held by
several of his descendants after him. Claude Antoine de Besiade,

marquis d’Avaray, was deputy for the bailliage of Orleans in

the states-gcneral of 1789, and proposed a Declaration of the

Duties of Man as a pendant to the Declaration of the Rights of

Man; he subsequently became a lieutenant-general in 1814,

a peer of France in 1815, and due d’Avaray in 1818. Antoine
Louis Francois, comte d’Avaray, son of the above, distinguished

himself during the Revolution by his devotion to the comte de
Provence, afterwards Louis XVIIL, whose emigration he
assisted. Having nominally become king in 1799, that prince

created the estate of Ilc-Jourdain a duchy, under the title of

Avaray, in favour of the comte d’Avaray, whom he termed his
“ liberator.” (M. P.*)

AVARS,orAvARi,an East Caucasian people, the most renowned
of the Lesghian tribes, inhabiting central Daghestan (see

Lesghians). I’liey are the only Lesgliian tribe who possess a
written language, for which they make use of the Arabic char-

acters. They are often confused with the Avars whose empire
on the Danube was broken by Charlemagne

;
but Komarov

asserts that they are of more recent origin as a tribe, their name
being Lowland Turki for ” vagrant ” or “ refugee.”

AVATAR, a Sanskrit word meaning “ descent,” specially

used in Hindu mythology (and so in English) to express the

incarnation of a deity visiting the earth for any purpose. The
ten Avatars of Vishnu are the most famous. The Hindus
believe he has appeared (i) as a fish, (2) as a tortoise, (3) as a

hog, (4) as a monster, half man half lion, to destroy the giant

Iranian, (5) as a dwarf, (6) as Rama, (7) again as Rama for the

purpose of killing the thousand-armed giant Cartasuciriargunan,

(8) as Krishna, (9) as Buddha. They allege that the tenth

Avatar has yet to occur and will be in the form of a white-winged
horse (Kalki) who will destroy the earth.

AVEBURY. JOHN LUBBOCK, isx Baron (1834- ),

English banker, politician and naturalist, was born in London
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on the 30th of April 1834, the son of Sir John William Lubbock,

3rd baronet, himself a highly distingiiiihed inan of science.

John Lubbock was sent to Eton in 1845 ;
but three years later

was taken .into his father’s bank, ahd became a partner at

twenty*two. In 1863 he succeeded to the baronetcy. His love

of science kept pace with his increasing participation in public

affairs. He served on commissions upon coinage and other

financial questions
;

anrl at the same time acted as pre.sident

of the Entomological Jiociety and of the Anthropoilogical

Institute. Early in his career several banking reforms of great

importance were due to his initiative, while such works as

Prehistoric Times (1865) and The Origin of Civilization

were proceediirg from his pen. In 1870, and again in 1874, he was

elected a member of parliament for Maidstone. He lost the

seat at the eleoiion of j88o
; but was at once elected member

for London University, of which he had been vice-chancellor

since 1872. He carried numerous enactments in parliament,

including the Hank Holidays Act 1871, and bills dealing with

absconding debtors, shop hours regulations, public libraries,

open spaces, and the ])reservation of ancient monuments, and

he proved himsell an indefatigable and influential miJinber of

the (Unionist party. A prominent supporter of the Statistical

Society, he took an active part in criticizing the encroachment

of municipal trading and the increase of the muntripal debt.

He was elected the first president of the Institute of Hankers in

1870 ;
in 1881 he was president ol the British Association, and

from i88t to 1886 president of the Linnaean Society. He
received honorary degrees from the universities of Oxford,

Cambridge (where he was Rede ledurer in 1886), Edinburgh,

Dublin and Wurzburg
;
and in 1878 was appointed a trustee

of the British Museum, hrom 1888 to j 8<)2 he was president

of the London Chamber of Commerce
;
from 1889 to i8qo vice-

chairman and from 1890 to 1802 chairman of the London County

Council, During the same ^icriod he served on royal commissions

on education and on gold and silver. In 1890 he was appointed

a pri\^ councillor ; and Y^as chairman of the committee of

design on the new niinage in i 8()T. In 1900 he was raisetl to

llu‘ peerage, under the title of Baron Avebury, and he continued

to play a leading part in public life, not only by the weight of

his authority on many subjects, but liy the readiness with which

he lent his support to movements for the public lienefit. Among
other matters he was a prominent advocate of proportional

representation. As an original author and a thoughtful

populari/.er of natural history and philosophy he had few rivals

in his day, as is evidenced by the numlier of editions issued of

many of bis writings, among which the most widely-read have

been : The Ortwin and Metamorphoses vj Inserts (1873), liviUsh

Wild Flowers (1875), Ants^ Bees and Wasps (1882), Fltmers,

Fruit and Leaves (i 886), The Plcasreres of Life (T887), The Senses,

Instincts and Intelligence of Animals (1888), The Beauties of

Nature (1892), The I'se of Life (189/^).

AVEBURY, a. village in the T>evizes parliamentary division

of Wiltshire, England, on the river Kennet, 8 m. by road from

Marlborough. The fine church of St James contains an early

font with Norman carving, a rich Norman doorway, a paintc^d

reredos, and a beautiful old roodstone in good preservation.

Avebury House is Elizabethan, with a curious stone dovecot.

Tlie village has encroached upon the remains of a huge stone

circle (not quite cirailar), surrounded by a ditch and rampart

of earth, and once approached by two avenues of moftoliths.

Within the larger circle were two smaUer ones, placed not in the

axis of the great one but on its north-ea.stern side, each of which

consisted of a double concentric ring of stones
;
the centre being

in one case a menhir or pillar, in the other a dolmen or tablestone

resting on two uprights. Few traces remain, as the monoliths

have been largely broken up for building purposes. The circle

is the largest specimen of primitive stone monuments in Britain,

measuring on the average izoo ft. in diameter. 'The stones are

all the native Sarsens which ocair cverj^where in the district,

and show no evidence of having been hewn. Those still re-

maining vary in size from 5 to 20 ft. in height above ground,

and from 3 to 12 ft. in bfeadth. As in the case of Stonehenge,

—AVELLA
the purpose for which the Avebury monument was erected

has been the source of much difference of opinion among anti-

quaries, Dr Stukely {Stonehenge a Temple restored to the British

Druids, 1 740) regarding it as a Druidical temple, while Fergusson

{Rude Stone Monuments, i872)6elievod that it, as well as Silbury

Hill, marks the site of the graves of those who fell in tlie last

Arthurian battle at liadon Hill (a.d. 520). The majority of anti-

quaries, however, see no reason for dissociating its chronological

horizon from that of the numerous other analogous monuments
found in Great Britain, many of wliich have been shown to be

burial places of the Bronze Age. Excavations were carried out

hero in igo8, but without throwing any important new light on

the monument.
There are many barrows on the neighbouring downs, besides

traces of a double oval of monoliths on Hackjien hill, and the

huge mound of Silbury HilL Waden Hill, to the south, has been,

like Badbury, wlcntified with Badon Hill, which was the tradi-

tional scene of the twelfth and last great battle of King Arthur

in ^20. d’he Roman road from Winchester to Bath skirts the

south side of Silbur>’ Hill.

AL the lime of the Domesday Surv^ey, Hie church of Avebury

(Avrcl'>erie, Ahury), with two hides attached, was held in chief

by Rainbold, a priest, and was bestowed iiy Henry 111 . on the

abbot and monks of Cirencester, who continued to hold it until

the reign of Henry VI 11 . The manor of Avebury was granted

in the reign of Henn-^ 1 . to tlie Benedictine monks of St (ieorge

of r>oiicher\ille in Normandy, and a cell from that abbey was

subsequently established here In consequence of the war
with France in the reign of Edward 111 ., this manor was annexed

by the crown, and was conferred on the newly founded college

of New College, Oxford, together with all the possessions,

spiritual and temporal, of the priory.

AVEIA, an ancient town of the Vcstini, on the Via (laiulia

Nova, 6 m. S.E. of Aquila, N.E. of the modem village ot Fossa.

Some remains of ancient buildings still exist, and the name
Aveia still clings to the place. 'Phe identification was first

made by V. M. (iiovenazzi, Della Cittd di Aveia ne' Vestini

(Kome, 1773). Paintings in the church of S. Maria ad Cryptas,

of the J 2th to 1 5th centurie.s, are imporunt in the history of art.

An mscrij)lion of a siationarius of the 3rd centuiy^ sent hero on

special duty (no doubt for the suppression of brigandage), was

found here in 1902 (A. von Domaszowski, Rom. Mitt., 1902, 330).

AVEIRO, a seaport, episcopal see, and the capital of an

administrative district,formerly included in the province of Beira,

Portugal
;
on the river Vouga, and the Lisbon-Oporto railway.

Pop. (1900) 9979. Aveiro is built on the southern shore of a

marshy higoon, containing many small islands, and measuring

about 15 m. from north to south, with an average breadth of

about 1 m. The Barra Nova, an artificial canal about 33 ft.

deep, was constructed Ixitween 1801 and 1808, and gives access to

the Atlantic ocean. The local industries include the preparation

of sea-salt, the catching and curing of fish^ especially sardines

and oysters, and the gathering of aquatic plants {moligo). There

is also a brisk trade in wine, oil and fruit ; while the Aveiro

district contains copper and lead mines, besides much good

posture-land.

Aveiro is prolmbly the Roman Talal3riga. In the i6th century

it was the birthplace of Jo*ao Afionsf), one of the first navigators

to visit the fishing-grounds of Newfoundland
;

and it soon

became famous for its fleet of more than sixty vessels, which

sailed yearly to that country, and returned laden with dried

codfish. During the same century the cathedral was built, and

the city was made a duchy. The title “ duke of Aveiro ” became

extinct when its last holder, Dom Jose Mascarenhas e I^castcr,

was burned ali\T for high treason, in 1759. The administrative

district of Aveiro coincides with the north-westearn part of the

province of Beira
;
pop. (1900) 303,169 ; area, 1065 sq. m.

AVELLA (anc. AbeUa), a city of Campania, Italy, in the

province of Avellino, 23 ra, N.E. of Naples by rail. Pop. (1901)

4107. It is finely situated in iertile territory and its nuts (nuces

Abellanae) and fruit were renowned in Roman days. About 2 m.

to the north-east lies Avella Vecchk, the ancient Abella, regarded
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by the ancients as a Chalcidian colony. An important Oscan
inscription relates to a treaty with Nola, regarding a joint tertiple

of Hercules, attributable to the and century b.c. Under the

early empire it had already become a colony and had perhaps
been one since the time of Sulla.* It has remains of the walls of

the citadel and of an amphitheatre, and lay on the road from
Nola to Abellinum, which was here pcriiups joined by a branch
from Suessulo.

Set* J. Beloch. Campanien (and ed.. Breslau, i8qo), 41 t seq.

(T. As.)

AVELLINO, a city and episcopal see of Campania, Italy, the

capital of the province of Avellino, 1150 ft. above sea-level, 28 m.
direct and 50 m. by rail E.N.K. of Naples, at the foot of Monte
Vergine. Pop. (1901) 23,760, 'Phere are ruins of the oa.stle

constructed in the 9th or loth centur>% in which the antipope
Anacletus 11 . crowned Count Roger 11 . king of Sicily and Apulia.

Avellino is the junction of lines to Benevento and RcjcchetUi S.

Antonio. I'hc name is derived from the ancient Abellinum, the

ruins of which lie 2i m. north-east, clo.se to the village of Atri-

palda, and consist of remains of city walls and an amphitheatre in

opus reiiculaium, i.e. of the early imperial period, when Abellinum
appears to have been the chief place of a tribe, to which belonged
ais(j the independent communities of the Abellinates cogtiomtne

Proifopi among the Hirpini, and the Abellinates co^nominaii

MarSt among the Apulmns (Nissen, lialtscke Landeskunde

,

ii. 822).

It lay on the boundary of Campania iind the territory of the

Hirpini, at the junction of the roads from Nola (and perhaps
also from Suessulu) and Salernum to Beneventum.
The Monte Vergine (4165 ft.) lies 4 m. to the N.W. of Avellino

;

upon the summit is a sanctuary of tlie Virgin, founded in 1119,
wliich contains a miraculous picture attributed to S. Luke
(the greatest festival is on the 8th of September). The present

church is baroque in style, but contains some works of art of

earlier periods. The important archives liave been tran.sported

to Naples. (T. As.)

AVEMPACE [Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Yahya, known a.s

Ibn Bajja or Ihn S^’iffh, i,e, son of the goldsmith, the name
toeing corrupted by the Latins into Avcmpace, Avenpace or

Aben Pace], the earliest and one of the most distinguished of

the Arab philosophers of Spain. Little Ls known of the details

of his life. He was born probably at Saragossa towards the close

of the nth century. According to Ibn Khaqan, a contemporary
writer, he became a student of the exact sciences and was also a
musician and a poet. But he was a philosopher as well, and
apparently a sceptic. He is said to have rejected the Koran, to

Iiave denied the return to God, and to have regarded death as the
end of existence. But even in that orthodox age he became
vizier to the amir of Murcia. Afterwards he went to Valencia,
then to Saragossa. After the fall of Saragossa (1119) he went to
Seville, then to Xativa, where he is said to have returned to Islam
to save his life. Finally he retired to the Almoravid court at
h'cz, where he was poisoned in 1138. Ibn *Usaibi *a gives a list

of twenty-five of his works, but few of these remain. He had
a distinct influence upon Averrocs (see Arabian Philosophy).

For hifi life see M‘G. dc Slane’s trans. of Ibn Khallik&n’s Bio-
grapkiail Dictionary (Pans and London. 1842), vol, iii. pp. 130
and Ibn 'Usaibi'a’s biography translated in P. de Gayangos’ edition
of the History of the Mohammedan Dynasties in Spain, by al-Maqqari
(London, 1840), vol. ii., appendix, p. xii. List of extant works in
C. Brockelmann’s Geschickte der arabiseken LUieratur, vol, i. p. 460.
For his philosophy cf. T. J. de Boer’s The History of Philosophy in
Islam (London. 1903), ch. vi. (G. W. T.)

AVENARIUS, RICHARD HEINRICH LUDWIG (i843>i896),

German philosopher, was bom in Paris on the 19th of November
1843. education, begun in Zurich and Berlin, was completed
at the university of Leipzig, where he graduated in 1876. In

1877 he became professor of philosophy in Ztirich, where he
died on the i8th of August 1896. At Leipzig he was one of the
founders of the Akademiseh^pkHosopkiscke Verein, and was the
first editor of the Viertdjahrsschrift fiir mssmschafUiehe PhiUh
so^§, in 1868 he published an essay on the Pantheism of

S]unoza. His chief works are Philosapkie als Denhen der Welt
gemdss dem Prinetp dee kieinsten Kraftmasses (1876) and the

Kritik der retnen Erfahrung (1888-1890). In these works he
made an attempt to co-ordinate thought and action. Like
Mach, he started from the principle of economy of thinking, and
in the Kritik endeavoured ,to explain pure experience in relation

to knowledge and environment. He discovers that statements
dependent upon environment constitute pure experience. This

pliilosophy, called Kmpirio-critici.sm, is not, however, a realistic

but an idealistic dualism, nor can it be called materialism.

Sec Wundt, Philos. Stud, xiii. (1807^ : iCarstiinjen and Willy
in Zeitsch. /. wiss. Philos, x'x. (iB^^). 30r ff.

; xx. 57 fi. ; xxii.

53 ff.
; J. Pctzoldt’s Einfiihrung in d. Philos, d. remen Erfahrung

(1000).

AVENGER OF BLOOD, the person, usually the nearest

kinsman of the murdered man, whose duty it was to avenge his

death by killing the murderer. Jn primitive societies, before

the evolution of settled government, or the uprise of a
syslcmatizod criminal law, crimes of violence were regarded as

injuries a personal character t(i he punished by the suficrer or

his kinsfolk. This right of vengeance was common to most
countries, and in many was the subject of strict regulations and
limitations, it was prevented from running into exces.scs by
the law of sanctuary {q.v,) and in many lands the institution of

blood-money, and the wergild offered tlie wrong-doer a mode of

escaping from his enemies’ revenge. The Mosaic law recognized

the right of vengeance, but not the money-compensation. The
Koran, on the contrary, while sanctioning the vengeance, also

permits pecuniary commutation for murder.
AVENGERS, or Vendicatori, a secret society formed about

ij 86 in Sicily to avenge popular WTongs. Tlie society was
finally suppressed by King William 11. ,

the Norman, who hanged
the grand master and branded the members with hot irons.

AVENTAIL, or Avantaille (O. Fr. esventail, presumably from
a Latin word exventaculum, air-hole), the mouthpiece of an old-

fasliionod helmet, movable to admit the air.

AVENTINUS (1477-1534), the name taken by Johann Tur-
MAiR, author of the Annates Boio^miy or Annals of Bavaria,
from Aventinuin, tlie Latin name of the town of Abeasberg,
where he was born on the 4th of July 1477. Having studied at

Ingolstadt, Vienna, Cracow and Paris, he returned to Ingolstadt
in 1507, and in 1509 was appointed tutor to Louis and ErnesL
the two younger sons of Albert the Wise, the late duke of Bavaria-
Munich. He retained this position until 1517, wrote a Latin
grammar, and otlier manuals for the use of his pupils, and in

1515 travelled in Italy with Ernest. Encouraged by William IV.,

duke of Bavaria, he began to write the Annates Boiorum, about
1517, and finishing this book in 1521, undertook a German
version of it, entitled Bayersche Chronik, which he completed
some years later. He assisted to found the Sodaiiias litieraria

Anplostadensis, under the auspices of wliich .several old manu-
scripts were brought to light. Although Aventinus did not
definitely adopt the reformed faith, he sympathized with the
reformers and their teaching, and showed a strong dislike for

the monks. On this account he was imprisoned in 1528, but his

friends soon effected his release. The remainder of his life was
somewhat unsettled, and he died at Regensburg on the 9th of

January 1534. The Annales, which are in seven books, deal
with the history of Bavaria in conjunction with general history
from the earliest times to 1460, and the aAithor show.s a strong
sympathy for the Empire in its struggle with the Papacy. He
took immense pains with his work, and to some degree anticipated
the modem scientific method of writing histoty. The Annales
were first published in 1554, but many important passages were
omitted in this edition, as they reflected on the Roman Catholics.
A more complete edition was published at Basel in 1580 by
Nicholas Cisner. Aventinus, who has been called the “ Bavarian
Herodotus, BTote other l^oks of minor importance, and a
complete edition of his works was published at Munich. (1881-

1886X More recently a -icw edition (six vols.) has appeared.
T- Johann Turmair gen, Aveniinus (Freising,

1858) ;
W. Dittmar, Aventin (Ndrdlitigen, 1863) ; J. von Ddllinger.

Aventin nnd seine (Mtinick 1877) ; S. Riezler, Zum SchuUe der
neuesten Edition von Aveniins Annaten (Munich. 1886) • F. X. von
Wegele, Aventin (Bamberg, 1890).
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AVENTURINE, or Avanturine, a variety of quartz containing

spangles of mica or scales of iron-oxide, jyhich confer brilliancy

on the stone. It is found chiefly in the Ural Mountains, and

is cut for ornamental purposes at Ekaterinburg. Some of the

Siberian aventurine, like that of the vase given by Nicholas 1 .

to Sir R. Murchison, in 1843, is a micaceous iron-stained quartz,

of but little beauty. Most aventurine is of reddish brown or

yellow colour, but a green variety, containing scales of fuchsite or

chrome-mica, is also k^own. This green aventurine, highly valued

by the Chinese, is said to occur in the BellflLry district in India.

Aventurine felspar, known also as Sun-stone (q.v.) is found

principally at Tvcdcslrarjcl in south Norway, and is a variety

of oligoclase enclosing micaceous scales of haematite. Other

kinds of felspar, even orthoclase, may however also show the

aventurine appearance. Both plagioclastic and orthoclastic

aventurine occur at several localities in the United States.

The mineral aventurine takes its name from the well-known

aventurinc-glass of Venice. This is a reddish brown glas.s

with gold -like spangles, more brilliant than most of the

natural stone. The story runs that this kind of glas.s was

originally made accidentally at Murano by a workman, who
lot some copper filings fall into the molten “metal,’’ whence

the product was called mweniurino. l<'rom the Murano glass

the name passed to the mineral, which displayed a rather

similar appearance. (F. W. R.*)

AVENUE (the past participle feminine of Fr. avenir, to come
to), a way of approach

;
more particularly, the chief entrance-

road to a country house, with rows of trees on each side
;
the

trees themselves are said to form the avenut*. In modern times

the word has been much used as a name for streets in towns,

whether with or without trees, such as Fifth Avenue in New York,

or Shaftesbury Avenue in London.

AVENZOAR, or Abumeron [Abu Merwan ’Abdal-Malik ibn

Zuhr], Arabian physician, who flourished at the beginning of the

12th century, was born at Seville, where he exercised his pro-

fession with great reputation?.. Ilis ancestors had been celebrated

as physicians for several generations, and his son was afterwards

held by the Arabians to he even more eminent in his profession

than Avenzoar himself. He was a contemporary of Averroes,

who, according to Leo Africanus, heard his lectures, and learned

physic of him. He belonged, in many respects, to the

maiists or HaUonal School, rather than to the Empirics, He was

a great admirer of Galen
;

and in his writings he protests

emphatically against quackery and the superstitious remedies

of the astrologers. He shows no inconsiderable knowledge of

anatomy in his remarkable description of inflammation and
abscess of the mediastinum in his own person, and its diagnosis

from common pleuritis as well as from abscess and dropsy of

the pericardium. In cases of obstruction or of palsy of the gullet,

his three modes of treatment are ingenious. He proposes to

support the strength by placing the patient in a tepid bath of

nutritious liquids, that might enter by cutaneous imbibition,

but does not recommend this. He speaks more favourably of the

introduction of food into the stomach by a silver tube
;
and

he strongly recommends the use of nutritive enemata. From
his writings it would appear that the offices of physician, surgeon

and apothecary were already con.sidcrcd as distinct professions.

He wrote a book entitled The Method of Preparing Medicines

and Diety which was translated into Hebrew in the year 1280,

and thence into Latin by Paravicius, whose version, first printed

at Venice, 1490, has passed through several editions.

AVERAGE, a term found in two main senses, (i) The first,

which occurs in old law, is from a Law-l-atin averagiurn, and is

connected with the Domesday Book averay the “ day’s work
which the king’s tenants gave to the sheriff ”

;
it is supposed

to be a form of the 0 . Fr. ovre {oeuvre), work, affected by aver,

the 0 . Eng. word for cattle or property, but the etymology is

uncertain. As meaning some form o^ feudal service rendered

by tenants to their superiors, it survived for a long time in the

Scottish phrase “ arriage and carriage,” this form of the word

being due to a contraction into “ axage.” (2) The second word,

which represents the modern usages, is also uncertain in its

derivation, but corresponded with the Fr. avarte, and was early

spelt “ averays,” recurring also as “ avaria,” “ averia,” and
meaning a certain tax on goods, and then more precisely in mari-

time law any charge additional to “ freight ” (see Affreight-
ment), payable by the owner «jf goods sent by ship. Hence the

modern employment of the term for particular and general

average (see below) in marine insurance. The essential of

equitable distribution, involved in this sense, was transferred

to give the word “ average ’’its more colloquial meaning of an
equalization of amount, or medium among various quantities,

or nearest common rate or figure. (For a discussion of the ety-

mology, see the New English Dictionary, especially the concluding

note with reference to authorities.)

In Shipping.—Average, in modem law, is tlie term used in

maritime commerce to signify damages or expenses resulting

from the accidents of navigation. Average is either general or

particular. General average arises when sacrifices have been
made, or expenditures incurred, for the preservation of the ship,

cargo and freight, from some peril of the sea or from its effects.

It implies a subsequent contribution, from all the parties con-

cerned, rateably to the values of their respective interests, to

make good the loss thus occasioned. Particular average signifies

the damage or partial loss happening to the ship, goods, or

freight by some fortuitous or unavoidable accident. It is borne

by the parties to whose property the misfortune happens or

by their insurers. The term average originally meant what is

now distinguished as general average
;

and the expression

“ particular average,” although not strictly accurate, came to

l)e afterwards used for Ihr convenience of distinguishing tliosc

damages or partial losses for which no general contribution could

be claimed.

Although nothing can be more simple than the fundamental

principle of general average, that a loss incurred for the advantage

of all the coadventurers should be made good by them all in

equitable proportion to their stakes in the adventure, tlie applica-

tion of this principle to the varied and complicated cases which
occur in the course of maritime commerce has given rise to many
diversities of usage at different periods and in different countries.

It is soon discovered that the principle cannot be applied in any
settled or consistent manner unless by the aid of rules of a

technical and sometimes of a seemingly arbitrary character.

The difficulty, which at one time seemed nearly insuperable,

of bringing together the rules in force in the several maritime

countries, has been to a large extent overcome—not by legislation

but by framing a set of rules covering the principal points of

difference in such a manner as to satisfy, on the whole, those

who are practically concerned, and to lead them to adopt these

rules in their contracts of affreightment and contracts of insur-

ance (sec Insurance : Marine). The honour of the achievement

belongs to a small number of men who recognized the HUtory of

need of uniformity. The work began in May i860 at the York-

a congress held at Glasgow, under the presidency of Aatworp

Lord Brougham, assisted by Lord Neaves. Further

congresses were held in London (1862), and at York (1864),

when a body of rules known as the “York Rules ” was agreed

to. There the matter stood, until it was taken up by the
“ Association for the Reform and Codification of the Law of

Nations ” at conferences held at the Hague (1875), Bremen

(1876) and Antwerp (1877). Some changes were made in

the “ York Rules ”
; and so altered, the body of rules was

adopted at the last-named conference, and was styled the

“ York and Antwerp (or York-Antwerp) Rules.” The value

of these rules was quickly perceived, and practical use of them

followed. But they proved to be insufficient, or unsatisfactory,

on some points
;
and again, in the autumn of 1890, a conference

on the subject was held, this time at Liverpool, by the same

Association, under the able presidency of Dr F. Sieveking,

president of the Hanseatic High Court of Appeal at Hamburg.

Important changes were then made, carrying further certain

departures from English law, already apparent in the earlier

rules, in favour of views prevamtig upon the continent of Europe

and in the United States. . The new rules were styled the York-
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Antwerp Rules 1890. In practice they quickly displaced those

of 1877 ;
and in 1892, at a conference of the same Association

held at Genoa, it was formally declared that the only international

rules of general average having the sanction and authority of tlie

association were the York-Antw«rp Rules as revised in 1890,

and that the original rules were rescinded. It is this later

body of rules which is now known as the York-Antwerp Rules.

Reference is now to he found in most EnglisUcoritracts of carriage

and contracts of insurance, to these rules, as intended to govern

the adjustment of G.A. between the parties : with the result that

(so far as the rules cover the ground) adjustments do not depend
upon the law of the place of destination, and so do not vary
according to the destination, or the place at which the voyage
may happen to be broken up, as used formerly to be the ca.se.

I'hc rules are as follows :

—

Role 1.- Jetilson oe Deck CAU(io

No jettison oi deck car^o shall he made ^ood as G.A.
Every structure not huill in with tlu* franu- of the vessel shall he

considered to lx.* a part of the deck of the vessel.

Rule II. Damage uy Jettison and Sacrieice eor the
Common Safety

Dainaj;e done to a ship and cai^o, or either of them, by or in

con.setpienco ol ,i saenlire made for the common safety, and l)y

water v.’liich go(‘S down a shi|)‘.s liatclws ojx'ned, or otlicr opening
niadt* lor the purpose of making a j(‘tlison lor the common .safety,

ifhall be made gocid a.s G.A.

Rule IH.—Extingi’Ishinc. Fire on Shiphoard
Damage done lo a .ship and cargo, or either of them, by water or

otluMwise, including damage by beaching or scuttling a burning
ship, in extinguishing a fire on board the ship, shall he made g<x>d
as G.A.

;
except that no compensation shall Ik* made* for damage

to such portions of tlu' shij) and bulk cargo, or to such .scparati'

packages of cargo, as have lieen on fire.

Rule IV. CuTTiNr, away Wreck
Loss or damage caused by cutting away tiie wreck or remains of

sjiars. or of other things which have previously b<*cn carried away
by sea-peril, shall not be made good as G.A.

Rule V. Voluntary Stranding
When a sliij) is intentionally run on shore, and the circumstances

are such that if that course were not ado]>ted she w'ould inevitably
sink, or drive on .shore or on rocks, no loss or damage caused lb
the ship, cargo and freight, or any of them, by such intentional
running on shore, shall be made good as G.A. But in all other
cases where a ship is intentionally run on shore for llie common
saftity, the consequent loss or damage shall be allowed as G.A.

Rule VI, - Carrying Press of Sail—Damage to or Loss
OF Sails

Damage to or loss of sails and spars, or either of them, cau.sed by
forcing a .ship off the ground or by driving her higher up the ground,
for the common safety, shall bo made good as G.A.

; but where a
shij) IS afloat, no loss or damage caused to the .ship, cargo and freiglit,

or any of them, by carrying a press of sail, sliall be made good as
G.A.

Rule VII. Damage to Engines in Refloating a Ship
Damage caused to machinery and boilers of a ship which is

ashore and in a position of peril, in endeavouring to refloat, .shall

be allowed m G.A., wlien shown to have arisen from an actual
intention to float the ship for the common safety at the risk of
such damage.

Rule Vlll.—

E

xpenses or Lightening a Ship when Ashore,
AND C0N.SEQUENT Damage

When a ship is ashore, and, in order to float her, cargo, bunker
coals and ship’s store.s, or any of them, are discharged, the extra
cost of lightening, lighter hire, and reshipping (nf incurred), and
the loss or damage sustained thereby, shall be admitted as G.A.

Rule IX.—Cargo, Ship's Materials, and Stores Burnt
FOR Fuel

Cargo, ship’s mnterials and stores, or any of them, necessarily
burnt for fuel for the common safety at a time of peril, sliall be
admitted as G.A.. when and only when an ample .supply of fuel
had been provided

; but the estimated quantity of coals that would
have been consumed, calculated at the price current at the ship's
last port of departure at the date of her leaving, shall be charged
to the shipowner and credited to the G.A.

Rule X.

—

Expenses at Port of Refuge, &c.

(a) When a ship .shall have entered a port or place of refuge, or
shall have returned lo her port or place of loading, in consequence
of accident, sacrifioi, or other extraordinary circumstances, .which
render that necessary fpr the common safety, the expenses of
entering such port or place .shall be admitted as G.A. ; and when
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she shall have sailed thence with her origmal cargo, or a part of it,

the corresponding expenses of leaving such port or place, cousetiuent
upon such entry or retufn, shall likewise be admitted as G.A.

(b) The cost of discharging cargo from a ship, whether at a port
or place of loading, call oi* refuge, shall be admitted as G.A., when
the discharge was nece.ssary for the common safety or to enable
damage to the ship, caused by sacrifice or accident during the voyage,
to be repaired, if the repairs were necessary for the .safe prosecution
of the voyage.

(c) Whenever tlie cost of discharging cargo Irom a ship is ad-
miasible as G.A., the cost of reloadmg and storing such cargo on
board the said ship, together with all stortige*charges on such cargo,
.shall likewise be so Admitted. But when the ship is condemned
or does not proceed on her original voyage, no storage expenses
incurred after the date of the ship’s condemnation or of the abandon-
ment ol tlie voyage shall be admitted as G.A.

({/) If a ship under average be in a port or place at which it is

jiracticable to repair her, so as to enable her to carry on the whole
cargo, and if, m onUjr to save expenses, either she is towed thence
to some other port or place of repair or to her destination, or the
cargo or a portion of it Is transhipped by another ship, or otherwist?
forwartled, then the extra cost of such towage, transliipment and
forwarding, or any of tliem (up lo the amount of the extra expense
saved), shall be payable by the several parties to the adventure m
proportion to the extraordinary expense saved.

Rule XI.

—

Wager and Maintenance of Crew in Port of
Refuge, &C.

When a shi]) .shall have entered or shall have been detained in any
]R)rt or place iiiul«*i the circum.stances, or for the purpo.sos of the
repairs, mcntionefl in Rule X., the wages payable to 1h<‘ master,
officers and crew, together with the cost of maintenance of the same,
during the extra period of detention in such port or place until the
ship shall or should have been made ready to proceed upon her
voyage, shall be admitted as G.A. But when this ship is condemned
or doe.s not })rocet*d on her original voyage, the wages and mainten-
ance of the master, officers and crew, incurred after the date of the
ship’s condemnation or of the abandonment of tlie voyage, shall not
be admitted as G.A.

Rule Xll.

—

Dam At, i: to Cargo in Discharging, &c.
Damage done to or loss of cargo necos-sarily caused in the act of

discharging, storing, reloading and slowing sliall be made good as
G.A. when and only when the co.st of those measures respectively
is admitted as G.A.

Rule XI IL— Deductions f^m Cost of Repairs
In adjusting claims for G.A., repairs to be allowed in G.A. shall

be subject to the following deductions in respect of " new for old,’*
viz. :

—

In the case of iron or steel ships, from date of original register to
the date of accident

All repairs to be allowed in full, except painting
or coating of bottom, from which one-third i.s lo be
deducted.

One-third to be deductwl off repairs to and re-

newal of woodwork of hull, masts and .spars, furni-
ture, upholstery, crockery, metal and glassware, also
sails, rigging, ropes, slieets and hawsers (other than
wire and chain), awnings, covers and jiainting.

One-sixth to be deducted off wire rigging, wire
ropes and wire hawsers, chain cables and chains,
donkey engines, steam winches and connexions,
steam cranes and connexions

; other repairs in full.

Deduction.? as above under clause R, except that
one-sixth be deducted off ironwork of masts and
spars, and machinery (inclusive of boilers and their
moimting.s)

.

Deductions a.s above under clause C, except that
one-third be deducted oft ironwork of masts and
spars, repairs to and renewal of all machinery (in-

clusive of boilers and their mountings), and all

haw.sers, ropes, shoots and rigging.

One-third to bo deducted off all repairs and re-

newals, except ironwork of hull and cementing and
chain cables, from which one-sixth to be deducted.
Anchors to be allowed in full.

One-third to be deducted off all repairs and re-
newals. Anchors to be allowed in full. One-.sixth
to be deducted off chain cables.

The deductions (except as to provisions and stores,
machinery and boilers) to be regulated bv the age of
the ship, and not the age of the particular part of
her to which they apply. No painting bottom to be
allowed if tlie, bottom has not been,painted within six
months previous to the date of accident No deduc-
tipn to be made in respect of old material which .is

repaired without being replaced 1^ new, and pro-
visions and.stores which have not bleen in use*

Up to
j

I year old J

M) (

Between
I and 3 yearsm

Between I

3 and 6 years \

(C.)
[

Between
6 and 10 years

(O.) I

Between
[

lo T5 years I

(/:•)
(

Over (

15 years J

{
1-) [

Generally

{0)
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In the case of wooden or composite ships :

—

When a is under on-e year old from date of original register,

at the time of accident, no dediictioA’ “ new for old " shall bo

made. After that period a dcd\iction of ono-third shall be

made, with the fallowing exceptft'jns :

—

Anchors sliall be allowed in full. Chain cables shall be

subject to a deduction of one-sixth only.

No <lcduction shall he made in respect of provisions and
stores which had not been in use.

Metal sheathing shall be dealt with, by allowing in full

the cost of a weight tqual to the gross weight of metal »h< aih-

ing stripped off, minus the proceeds of the old metal. Nails,

felt and labour metalling arc subject a deduction of one-

third.

In the case of ships urneraUv :
—

In the case of all ships, the ex]»ensc of straightening Iwnt iron-

work, including labour of taking out an<l replacing it, shall

be allow(*d in full.

Grnvi.ig dock dues, including e.xpcnses of removals, cart-

ages, US'* of shears, stages and graving dock materials, shall

be allow<‘<l in full.

KulI'. XIV.—Tf-mpouauv Ru’aiks

No deduction.s " new lor okl ” sliall be made from the cost of

temporary repairs of <ianiagc allowublij as G.A.

KuLF XV.- I.US.S OF I'KFK.JIT

Loss of freight arising from damage to or loss of cargo shall be

made good as G.A., either when caused by a (j.A. ad or wIkmi

the damage to or loss of c;irgo is so made good.

RuUi XVI.—AMOUNI to BF MA1»F OOOII for CaRC^I Lt)ST OR
Damaoeo by Sacrifice

The amount to be made good as G.A. for damage or loss of goods
sacrificH shall be the loss which the owner of the goods has sustained

thereby, based on the market values at the date of the arrival of the
ve.sHel or at the twininat ion of the adventure.

Rule XVII.—Contributory VAxaiics

The contril)ution to a G.A. sliall be made upon the actual values

of the properly at the termination ol the adventure, to which shall

be added the amount made good as G.A. for pro])erty sacrificed;

deduction being made from the shipowner's freight and passage
money at risk, of such port charges and crew’s wages a.s would not
have been incurred had the ship and cargo been totally lost at the
date of the G.A. act <ir sacrifice, and have not lieen allowed as G.A.

;

deduction being also made tirom tiie value of the property of all

charges incurred m respect thereof subsequentiy to tlic G.A. act,

except such charges as are allowed in G.A.
Passengers’ luggage and personal effects, not shipped under bill

of lading, .shall not contribute to G..\.

Rule XVI 1 1
.—Adjustment

Except as provided m the foregrung xule.s, tlie adjustment shall

be drawn up in accordance with the law and practice that would
have governed the adjustment had the contract of affrdghtment
not contained a clause to pay G.A. according to these rules.

'file above rules clifTer in some important respects from

English common law, and from former English practice. They
follow ideas upon the subject of G.A. which have prevailed in

practice in foreign countries (though often in apparent opposition

to the language of the codes), in preference to the more strict

principle of the common law applied by English courts. 'I'hat

principle requires that, in order to have the character of G.A.

a sacrifice or expenditure must be made for the common sajeiy

of the several interests in the adventure and under the pressure

of a common risk. It is not enough that the sacrifice or expendi-

ture is prudent, or even necessaiy^ to enable the common adven-

ture to be completed. G.A., on the English view, only arises

where the sajety of the several interests is at stake. “ Tlie idea

of a common commercial adventure, as distinguished from the

common safety from the sea,’^ is not recognized. It is not

sufficient “ that an expenditure should have been made to

benefit both cargo owner and .shipowner.” ^

Thus expenses incurred after sJiip wd cargo arc in safety, say at
a port of n fuge, arc not generally, by English law, to be treated

as G.A.
: although the putting into port may have

”2,” ® been for safely, and therefore a G.A. act. If the put-
' ting into port has been necessitated by a G.A. sacrifice,^ as by cutting away the ship’s masts, the case is difterent

;

the port expenses, the expenses of repairing the G.A. damage, and
the incidental expenses of unloading, storing and reloading the
cargo are, in such a case, treated as con.sequences of the onginal
sacrifice, and therefore subjects for contribution. But where the
reason for putting in is to avoid some danger, such as a storm or

1 Per Bowen, L.J., in Svmsden v. WalldcSf 1985, 13 Q.B.D. at p. 84.

hostile cruiser, or to effect repairs necessitated by some aocidenial

damage to the sliip, the G.A. sacrifice is considered to be at an end
when the port ha.s been reached, if the ship and cargo are then in

physical safety. The subsequent expenditure in the port is said not

to flow from that sacrifice, but from the nects3.sity of completing the

voyage, and is incurred in performance of the shipowner’s obligation

under his contract. The practice of Enghsh average adjusters has

indeed modified this strict view by treating the expense oi unloading

as G.A ; but it may well be doubted whether that practice can be

legally supported. Moreover, expenditure in the port which is in-

curred in protecting the cargo as in warehousing it, is by linglish

practice treated as a charge to be borne by tlie cargo for who.se

lienefit it wns incurred.

Tf we turn now to York-Antwerp Rul(‘ X.. it will bi‘ seen that a

mheh broader vii‘W is adopted. Whatever the reason lor putting

into the port of reiuge, provided it was necessary tor the common
safety, the expenses of going in, and the consec[uent cxp<-nses ot

getting out (if she sails again witli all or part ol her original cargo),

are allowed as G..A., Rule X. {a). Further, the cost of discharging

the cargo to enable damage to the .ship to Ik? repaii(*d, whether

caused by sacnfice or by accident during the voyage, i.s to be allowed

as G.A., “ if the repairs w<ire iiecessiiry for tlie sak* pro.secutian of

the voyage,” Rule X. (6). And that is* to be so even wlieie such re-

pans arc done at a j)Ort oi (utl, as w'ell as where dotu* at a port of

tefuf^e. Again, when the cost of rlischarging is treated as G.A., so

tiii.o are to be the exjjenses of storing the cargo on shore, and ol re -

loading and stowing it on board, after the lepairs have been tloiu*

(Rule X. (r) ), logotliei with any damage or loss incidental to those

operations (Rule XTl.)

Further, by Ruk* Xf. the wnj’es of the master, officers end crew,

and the co.sl ol their maiutttnance, during tlie detention of a shi]>

uiider the cireumstaiuais, 01 lor the purpose ol the repairs nienlioned

in Rule X., arc to be allowed 111 G.A. It is (pieslioiiable wdiethei

English law allows the wages and mamtenance of the crew at a port

of refuge in any case. Where the detention is to repair accuknUil

damage it seems chiar lha* tiie) are not allowed. And in i>ractice

under coiunion Ltw, Ihe allowance is never made
;
so that Rule XI.

is an iuiporlant concession to the .shipowner. Lilte the chango.s

introduced by Rule X., it is a change towards the yiractice in ioieign

(.ountri<*s.

It may \ye notod that the rules do not afford equal jirotection to

a shipper m the comparatively mfroqueiit case ot his being put to

exjiense by the delay at a port of refuge. Thus a slnpfKU' of cattle

IS not entitled to have the extra wages and provisions ol his cattle

men on board, nor the extra fodder consumed by the cal lit' during

the stay at a repairing port, made as good as G.A. under Rules XI.
and X. {Anglo-Arffeniinc c^c. Agency v. Tempcrlcy Shipping Co.,

1H9Q. 2 Q.B. .^03),

As to the acts which amount to G.A. sacrilices, as di.stinguished

from expenditures, the York-Antwerp Rules do not much alter

English common law. They do, however, iiiciki* delinite .

provisions ui>on some points on which authority w^as

scanty or doubtiul. (81*1^ Rule.s 1. IX.) And in Rule I..

as to jettison of deck cargo, a change is made from the
common law rule, for the jettison is not allowed as G.A. even though
the cargo be earned on deck in accordance with an established

custom of the particular trade.

Rule III. deals with damage done in extinguishing fire on lioard

a ship. Modern decisions have cleared away the old doubts whether
such damage to .slnyi or cargo should, at law, he allowed in G.A.
But recent cases in the TTniled Stntes liave raised the question
whether the allowance should be made where the tire occurs in port,

and is extinguished, not by the master, but by a public authority
acting in the interests of the public. The Supreme Court of tlu*

ITnited States decided against the allowance in 1894 in a case of

Jia/li V. Troup (157 U.S. 386). The ship had there been scuttled

to ynit out a fire on board, by the port authority, acting upon their

own judgment, but with the assent of the master. It was held tliat

the damage suffered by ship and cargo ought not to be made good
by G.A. contributions

; for the sacrifice Imd not been made “ by
some one specially charged with the control and safety of that ad-
venture,” but was the compulsor>’^ act of a public authority. On
the otlier liand. in tlie English case of Papayunni v. Grampian 5.5.

Co. (I. Com. Ca. 448), Mathew,
J., held that the scuttling of a ship

at a port of refuge in Algeria, by orders of the captain of the port,

was a G.A. act. It had been done in the interest of ship and cargo,

and there was no evidence of any other motive.
Rule V. deals with the question whether, and under what con-

ditions, a voluntary stranding of the ship is a G.A. act, in a manner
which will probably be held to express the law in England when
the matter comes up for decision.

Rules VI. and VII. deal with the damage sustained by the .ship,

or her appliances, in efforts to foiice her off the ground when .she

has stranded. Such efforts involve an abnormal use which is likely

to cause damage to sails and spars, or to engines and boilers ;
and

they are treated as acts of sacrifice. The case of “The Bona,” 1895
(P. 125) Shows that the rules are in accord with English law ujion
the point. The court of appeal held that both the damage sustained
by the engines while worked to get the ship off, and the coal and
stores consunred, were subjects for G,A. contribution at common law.
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Rule VIII. allows as G.A. any damage sustained by cargo when

discharged and, say, lightered for the purpose of getting the ship off

a strand. And the corresponding damage in the case of cargo dis-

charged at a port of refuge to enable repairs to be done to the ship
is allowed by Rule XII. But in the latter case the allowance does
not expressly extend to damage sil^tained while stored on land.
Whether the law would require contribution to a loss of goods, say,

by thieves or by lire, while landed for repairs, is not clear, Wiere
the landing has been necessitated by a G.A. act. as cutting away
masts, it would seem that the loss ought to be made good, as being
a result of the special risks to which those goods have thereby been
exposed. The risks which they would have run if tliey had remained
on board throughout are taken into account, as will presently
appear, in estimating Jww much of the damage is to be made good.
Where cattle were taken into a port of refuge in Brazil, owing to

accidental damage to the ship, with the result that they could not
legally be landed at their de:jtiiiation (Deptford), and had to be
taken to another port (Antwerp), at which they were of much less

value, this loss of value was allowed in G.A. {A n^lo-Argentine &>c.

Agency v. Temperley Shipping Co., 1899, 2 Q.B. 403).
The case of a stranded ship and cargo often gives rise to difficulty

as to whether the cost of operations to lighten the ship, and after-
wards to get her floated, should he treated as G.A. expenditure, or
as expenses separately incurred in saving the separate interests.
The true conclusion seems to be that either the whole operation
should be treated as one for the common safety, and the whole
exjiense be contributed to by all the interests .saved, or else the
several j>arts of the operation should be kept distinct, debiting the
cost of each to the interests thereby saved. 'Which of these two
views should be adopted in any case seems to depend upon the
motives with which the earlier operations (usually the discharge of
the cargo) were presumably undertaken. It may, however, happen
that this test cannot be upjflied once tor all. Take the case of a
.stramksl ship carrying a liulky cargo of hemp and gram, but carrying
also some bullion. Suppose this last to he rescued and taken to a
place of safety at small expense in comparison with its value. It

may well be ihat that ojieration must be regarded as done in the
interest simply ol the bullion itself, but that the subsequent opera-
tions of lightening the sliip and floating her can only be properly
regarded as undertaken in the common interest of ship, hemp, grain
and freight. In such a case there will be a G.A. contribution towards
those later operal ions by those interests. But the bullion will not con-
tribute

:
it will nierely bear the expense of its own rescue {Royal Maxi

S. P. Co. V. English Bank of Rio de Janeiro, 1887, 19 362).
The York Antwerp Rules have not only had the valuable result

of introducing uniformity where there had been great variety, and
corresponding certainty a.s to the principles which will be acted
upon in adjusting any G.A. loss, but also they have introduced
greater clearness and definiteness on points where there had been
a want of defltiition. Thiu. Rule XIII. has laid down a careful and
definite .scale to regulate the deductions from the cost of repairs, in
respect of “ new lor old." in pl:ict‘ of the former somewhat uncertain
customary rules whicli varied according to the place of adjustment

;

while at the same time the opportunity has lujen taken of adapting
the scale of deductions to modern conditions of shipbuilding. And
Rule XVTl. lays down a rule as to contributory values in place of the
widely varying rules of diftercnt countries as to theamounts uponwhich
ship and freight shall contribute (cf. Gow, Marine Insurance, 305).

It may be of interest to refer briefly to one or two main
principlc.s which govern tlie adjustment {q.v.) of general average,
i.e. the calculation of the amounts to be made good and paid
by the several interests, which is a complicated matter. The
fundamental idea is that the several interests at risk shall
contribute in proportion to the benefits they have severally
received by the completion of the adventure. Contributions
are not made in proportion to the amounts at stake when the
sacrifice wa.s made, but in proportion to the results when the
adventure has come to an end. An interest which has become
lost after the sacrifice, during tJie subsequent course of the
voyage, will pay nothing

;
an interest which has become de-

preciated will pay in proportion to the diminished value. The
liability to contril>ute is inchoate only when the sacrifice has been
made. It becomes complete when the adventure has come to
an end, either by arrival at the destination, or by having been
broken up at some intermediate point, while the interest in
question still survives. To this there is one exception, in the
case of G.A. expenditure. Where such expenditure has been
incurred by the owner of one interest, generally by the ship-
owner, the repayment to him by the other interests ought not
to be wholly dependent upon the subsequent safety of those
interests at the ultimate destination. If those other interests or
some of them arrive, or are realized, as by being landed at an
intermediate port, the rule (as in the case of G.A. sacrifices)

IS that the contributions are to be in proportion to the arrived

or realized values. Bu^if all are lost the burden of the expendi-

ture ought not to remain upon the interest which at first bore it

;

and the proper rule seems ^ be that contributions must be made
by all the interests which were at stake when it was made, in

proportion to their then values.

Again, the object of the law of G.A. is to put one whose
property is sacrificed upon an equal footing with the rest, not
upon a better footing. Thus, if goods to thg value of £100 have
been thrown overboiwd for the general safety, the owner of

those goods must not receive the full £100 in contribution. He
himself must bear a part of it, for those goods formed part of the

adventure for whose safety the jettison was made; and it is

owing to the partial safety of the adventure that any contribution

at all is received by him. He, therefore, is made to contribute

with the other saved interests towards his own loss, in respect

of the amount “ made goofl ” to him for that. The full £100
is treated as the amount to be made good, but the owner of the

goods is made to contribute towards that upon the sum of £100
thus .saved to him.

The same principle has a further consequence. The amount
to be made good will not necessarily be the value of the goods
or other property in their condition at the time they were
sacrificed

;
so to calculate it would in effect be to withdraw

those goods from the subsequent risks of the voyage, and thus

to put them in a better position than those which were not
.sacrificed. Hence, in estimating the amount to be made good,
the value of ihe goods or property sacrificed must be estimated
as an arrival^ with reference to the condition in which they would
probably have arrived had they remained on board throughout
the voyage.

The liability to pay G.A. contributions falls primarily upon
the owner of the contributing interest, ship, goods or freight.

But in practice the contributions are paid by the insurers of the

several interests. Merchants seldom have to concern themselves
with the subject. And yet in an ordinary policy of insurance
there is no express provision requiring the underwriter to in-

demnify the assured against this liability. The policy commonly
contains clauses which recognize such an obligation, r.g. a
warranty against average “ unless general, or an agreement
that G.A. shall be payable “ as per foreign statement,” or
“ according to York-Antwerp Rules ”

;
but it does not directly

state the obligation. It assumes that. The explanation seems
to be that the practice of the underwriter to pay the contribution
ha.s been so uniform, and bis liability has been so fully recognized,

that express provisions were needless. Bui one result has been
that very differing views of the ground of the obligation have
been held. One view has been that it is covered by the sue and
labour clause of an ordinary policy, by which the insurer agrees

to bear his proportion of expenses voluntarily incurred “ in and
about the defence, safeguard and recovery ” of the insured
subject. But that has been held to be mistaken by the House of
Lords {Aitchison v. Lahrcy 1879, 4 A.C. 7 55). Another view is that
the underwriter impliedly undertakes to repay sums which the
law may require the assured to pay towards averting losses which
would, by the contract, fall upon the underwriter. Expenses
voluntarily incurred by the assured with that object are expressly
made repayable by the sue and labour clause of the policy. It
might well be implied that payments compulsorily required
from the assured by law for contributions to G.A., or as salvage
for services by salvors, will be undertaken or repaid by the
underwriter, the service being for his benefit. But the decision
in Aitchison v. Lohre negatives this ground also. The claim was
against underwriters on a ship which had been so damaged that
the cost of repairs had exceeded her insured value. A claim for
the ship's contribution to certain salvage and G.A. expenses
which had been incurred, over and above the cost of repairs, was
disallowed. The view seems to have been that the insurer is

liable for salvage and G.A. payments as losses of the subject
insured, and therefore included in the sum insured, not as
collateral payments made on his behalf. This bases the claim
against the insurer upon a fiction, for there has been no loss of
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the subject insured
;

in fact, the payment has been for averting

such a loss. And it suggests that the insurer is not liable for

salvage where the policy is free of particular average, which
does not accord with practice.

An important question as to an insurer’s liability for G.A.

arose in the case of the Bri^dla (1893, P. 189), where a shipowner

had incurred expenses which would have been the subject of

G.A. contributions, but that he alone was interested in the

voyage. There were np contributories. He claimed from the

insurers of the ship what would have •been the ship's G.A.

contribution had there been other persons to contribute in respect

of freight or cargo. The claim was disallowed on the ground

that there could be no G.A. in such circumstances, and therefore

no basis for a claim against the insurer. The liability of the

insurer was thus made to depend, not upon the character of the

loss, but upon the fact or possibility of contribution. But this

was not follo^^'ed in Moni^micry v. Indemmty Mutual M.I. Co.

(1901, I K.B. »47). There ship, freight and cargo all belonged

to the same person. He had insured the cargo but n(»t the ship.

The cargo underwriters w('re held lial^le to pay a contribution

to damage done to the sliip by cutting away masts for the

getu'ral safety. The loss was in theory spread over all the

interests at risk, and they had undertaken to bear the. cargo's

share of such losses. Their liability did not depend upon the

accident of whether the interests all belonged to one person or

not. 1'his agrees with the view taken in the United States.

As to Particular Avera^, see under Inkuranck: Marine.
Authoritif.s.—Lowndes on General Average (.^th ed., London,

1888) ; Abbott's Atcyrhant Skips and Seamen (i^tb ed., London,
igoj)

;
Anioulrl'.s Marine Insttrance (7th ed., London, 1901) ;

Carver’s Carria(>c by Sea (4tli ed., London, ]905), (T. G. C.)

AVERNUS, a lake of (Campania, Italy, about li m. X. of

Baiac. It is an old volcanic crater, nearly 2 m. in circumfcrcn('e,

now, as in Roman times, filled with water. Its depth is 213 ft.,

and its height above sea-level 3J ft.
;

it has no natural outlet.

In ancient times it was surrounded by dense forests, and was the

centre of many legends.^ It was represented as the entrance

by which both Odysseus and Aeneas descended to the infernal

regions, and as the abode of the Cimmerii. Its Greek name,
''Aopi'os-, was explained to mean that no bird could fly across it.

Hannibal made a pilgrimage to it in 214 u.c. Agrippa in 37 b.c.

converted it into ii naval harbour, the Porius lidius

;

joining

it to the Lacus Uucrinus by a canal, and connecting the latter

with the sea, he reduced the distance to Cumae by boring a tunnel

over i m. in length, now called Grotta della Pace, through the hill

on the north-west side of Lake Avernus. After Sextus Pompeius
had been subdued, the chief naval harbour was transferred to

Misenum. Nero’s works for his proposed canal from Baiae to

the Tiber (a.d. 64) seem to have begun near Lake Avernus
;

indeed, according to one theory, the Grotta della Pace would
be a portion of this canal. On the east side of the lake are

remains of baths, including a great octagonal hall known as the

Temple of Apollo, built of brickwork, and belonging to the

ist century. The so-called Grotto of the Cumacan Sibyl, on
the south side, is a rock-cut passage, ventilated by vertical

apertures, possibly a part of the works connected with the naval

harbour. To the south-east of the lake is the Monte Nuovo, a

volcanic hill upheaved in 1538, with a deep extinct crater in the

centre. To the south is the Iacus Lucrinus,

See J, Beloch, Campanien (2nd cd., Breslau, 1890), up. 168
loq. {T. As.)

AVERROI^ [Abul-Walid Muhammad ibn- Ahmad Ibn-

Mutuunniaid ibn-Rushd] (1126-1198), Arabian philosopher, was
bom at Cordova. His early life was occupied in mastering the

curriculum of theology, jurisprudence, mathematics, medicine

and philosophy, under the approved teachers of the trrac. The
years of his prime fell during the last period of Mahommedan
rule in Spain under the Almohades (q.v.). It was Ibn-Tufail

(Abubaoer), the philosophic vizier of Yusef, who introduced

Averroes to that prince, and Avenzoar (Ibn-2iitir), the greatest

of Moslem physicians, was his friend. Averroes, who was
versed in the Malekite system of law, was made ca^ of Seville

(1x69), and in similar appointments the next twenty-five years

of his life were passed. We find him at different periods in

Seville, Cordova and Morocco, probably as physician to Yuseff

al'Mansur, who took pleasure in engaging him in discussions on
the theories of philosophy and their bearings on the faith of

Islam. But science and fres^ thought then, as now, in Isliun,

depended almost solely on the tastes of the wealthy and the
favour of the monarch. The ignorant fanaticism of the multitude

viewed speculative studies with deep dislike and distru.st, and
deemed any one a Zendik (infidel) who did not rest content with
the natural science of the Koran. These smouldering hatreds

burst into open flame about the year 1195. Averroes was
accused of lierctical opinions and pursuits, stripped of his

honours, and banished to a place near Cordova, where his

actions were closely watched. At the same time efforts were

made to stamp out all liberal culture in Andalusia, so far as

it went beyond the Mttle medicine, arithmetic and astronomy
required for practical life. But the storm soon passed. Averroes
was recalled to Morocco when the transient passion of the

people had been satisfied, and for a brief period survived his

restoration to honour. He died in the year before his patron,

al Mansur, with whom (in iiv)9) the political power of the

Moslems came to an end, as did the culture of liberal science

witli Averroes. The philosopher left several sons, some of whom
beciune jurists like his own grandfather. One of them has left

an essay, expounding his father’s theory of the intellect. The
personal character of Averroes is known to us only in a general

w'ay, and as we can gather it from liis writings. His clear,

cxliaustivc and dignified style of treatment evidences the

rectitude and nobility of the man. In the histories of his own
nation he has little place

;
the renown which spread in his

lifetime to the East ceased with his death, and he left no si’hool.

^'ct, from a note in a manuscript, we know that he had intelligent

readers in Spain more than a century afterwards. His liisloric

fame came from the Q'lristian Schoolmen, whom he almost

initialed into the system of Aristotle, and who, but vaguely

discerning the expositors who preceded, admired in his c.ommcn-

taries the accumulated results of two centuries of labours.

The literary works of Averroes include treatises on juris-

prudence, grammar, astronomy, medicine and philosophy.

In 1859 a work of Averroes was for the first time published

in Arabic by the Bavarian Academy, and a German translation

appeared in 1875 by the editor, J. Muller. It is a treatise en-

titled Philosophy and Theology, and, with the exception of a

German version of the essay on the conjunction of the intellect

with man, is the first translation which enables the non-Semitic

scholar to form any adequate idea of Averroes. The I-aiin

translations of most of his works are barbarous and obscure.

A great part of his writings, particularly on jurisprudence and
astronomy, as well as assays on special logical subjects, prolego-

mena to philosophy, criticisms on Avicenna and Alfarabius

(F&rabi), remain in manuscript in the Escorial and other libraries.

The Latin editions of his medical works include the Coliigei (i.e,

KuUiyyai, or summary), a rSsume of medical science, and a

commentary on Avicenna’s poem on medicine
;

Imt Averroes,

in medical renown, always stood far below Avicenna. The
Latin editions of his philosophical works comprise the Commen-
taries on Aristotle, the Destructio Destruciionis (against Ghaz&li),

the De Substantia Orbis and a double treatise De Anhnae Heaii-

tudine. The Commentaries of Averroes fall under three heads

*

the larger commentaries, in which a paragraph is quoted al laq?e,

and its clauses expounded one byone ;
the medium commentaries,

which cite only the first words of a section ; and the paraphrases

or analyses, treatises on the subjects of the Aristotelian books.

The larger commentary was an innovation of Averroes ; for

Avicenna, copied by Albcrtus Magnus, gave under the rubrics

furnished by Aristotle works in which, though the materials

were borrowed, the grouping was his own. 'rhe great com-

mentaries exist only for the Posterior Analytics, Physics, De
Caelo, De Anima and Metaphysics. On the History of Animals
no commentary at all exists, and Plato’s Republic is substituted

for the then inaccessible Politics. The Latin editions of these

works between X480 and 1580 number about 100. The first
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appeared at Padua (1472)^ about fifty were published at Venice,

the best-known being that by the Juntas (1552-1553) in ten

volumes folio.

Sec E. Renan, Averfoits et VAverroisme (2nd ed., Paris, iftOt)

;

S. Munk, Mdati^es, 41S-458 ; G. Stoakl, PhU. d. Mitielaiters, ii. Oy-

124 ; Averroes {i^ater und Sohn)^ Prei AhHandl. uber d. Conjunction
d. se/faraten Intellects mtt d. Menscken, trans. into Gorman from the
Arabic version of Sam. lien-Tibbon, by Dr J. Herez (Berlin, i860) ;

T. J. de Boer, History of Philosophy in Islam (T.ondi>n, 1003), ch. vi.

;

A. F. M. Mehren in Muieon, vii. 613-627 ; viii. 1-20 ; Carl Brockcl-
mann, GeschicMe der arabischen Litteratur (Weimar, 1898}, vol. i.

pp. 461 f. See also Arabian Philosophy. (W. W. ; G. W. T.)

AVERRUNCATOR, a form of long shears used in arboriculture

for “ averruncating ” or pruning off the higher branches of trees,

&c. 'I’hc word “ averruncate (from Lat, averruncarey to ward
off, remove mischief) glided into meaning to “ weed the ground,”
“ prune vines,” &c., by a supposed derivation from the Lat.

ally off, and eruncarcy to weed out, and it was spelt “ aberuncatc
”

to suit this
;

but the New English Dictionary regards such a
derivation as impossible.

AVERSA, a town and episcopal sec of Campania, Italy, in the
province of Caserta, 154 m. S.S.VV. by rail from Caserta, and
12.] in. N. by rail from Naples, from which there is also an electric

tramway. Pop. (igoi) 23,477. Aversa wa.s the first place in

which the Normans settled, it being granted to them in 1027
for the help which they had given to Duke Sergius of Naples
against l^andulf IV. of Capua. The Benedictine abbey of S.

J.orenzo preserves a portal of the nth century. Tliere is also

a large lunatic asylum, founded by Joachim Murat in 1813.
AVESNES, a town of northern France, cajiital of an arrondissc-

ment in the department of Nord, on the Helpe, 28 m. S.E. of

\’alenciennes by rail. Pop. (1906) 5076. The town is the seat

of a .sub-pn;foct, and has a tribunal of first instance, a chamlKT
of commerce and a communal college. Its church of St Nicholas
(i6th centuiy) has a tower 200 ft. high, with a fine chime of hclh.
The chief industry of the town is wool-spinning, and there is trade
in wood. Avesnes was founded in the nth century, and formed
a countship which in the 15th century passed to the house of

Burgundy and afterwards to that of Habsburg. In 1477 it was
destroyed by Louis XL By the treaty of the Pyrenees (1659)
it came into the possession of the French, and was fortified "by
Vauban. It was captured by the Prussuuis in 1815.
AVEYRON, a department of soutlicm France, bounded N.

by Cantal, E. by Lo/.tVe and Gard, S.W. by I'am and W. by
Tarii-et-Garonne and Lot. Area, 3386 sq. m. Pop. (1906)
377,299. It corresponds nearly to the old district of Kouerguc,
which gave its name to a count.ship established early in the 9th
century, and united with that of Toulouse towards the end of the
1 1 til centur>^ The earliest known natives of this region were the
Celtic Rutheni, to whom the numerous megalithic monuments
found in the department are attributed. Aveyron lies on the
southern border of the central plateau of France. Its chief
rivers are the Lot in the north, the Aveyron in the centre and the
Tarn in the south, all tributaries of the Garonne. They flow
from east to west, following the general slope of the department,
and divide it into four zones. In the north-east, between the
Lot and its tributary the Truy^re, lies the lonely pastoral plateau
of the Viad^ne, dominated by the volcanic mountains of Aubrac,
which form the north-eastern limit of the department and indude
its highest summit (4760 ft.). Entraygues, at the confluence
of the Lot and the Truy^re, is one of the many picturesque
towns of tJie department Between the Lot and the Aveyron
is a belt of causses or monotonous limestone table-lands, broken
here and there by profound and beautiful gorges—a type of
scenery characteristic of Aveyron. This zone is also watered
by the Dourdou du Nord, a tributary of the Lot. The salient
feature of the region between the Tarn and the Aveyron ts the
plateau of the Sinaia, bordered on the east by the heights of
Ldvezou and Palanges and traversed from east to west by the
deep valley of the Viaur, a tributary of the Aveyron. The country
south of the Tarn is occupied in great part by the huge plateau of
Larzac, which lies between the Causse Noir and the Causse St
Affrique, the three forming the south-western termination of the

C6vennes. On the Causse Noir is found the fantastic chaos erf

rocks ^d precipices kn^wn as Montpellier-le-Vieux, resembling

the ruins of a huge city. The climate of Aveyron varies from
extreme rigour in the moifn tains to mildness in the sheltered

valkys
;
the south wind is sometimes of great violence. Wheat,

rye and oats are the chief cereals cultivated, the soil of Aveyron
being naturally poor. Other crops are potatoes, colza, hemp
and flax. The mainstay of the agriculture of the department
is the raising of live-stock, especially of cattle of the Aubrac
breed, for which Laguiolc is an important market. The wines
of J^ntraygiies, St Georges, Bouillac and Najac have some
reputation

; in the S6gala chestnuts form an important element
in the food of the peasants, and the walnut, cider-apple, mulberry
(for the silk-worm industry), and plum are among the fruit

trees grown. 'Fhe production of Roquefort cheeses is prominent
among the agricultural industries. They are made from the milk
of the large flocks of the plateau of Larzac, and the choicest

are ripened in the even temperature of the caves in the cliff

which overhangs Roquefort. The minerals found in the depart-

ment include the coal of the basins of Aubin and Rodez as well

as iron, zinc and lead. Quarries of various kinds of stone are also

worked. The chief industrial centres are Decazeville, which has
mcullingical works, and Millaii, where leather-dressing and the
manufacture of gloves have attained considerable importance.
Wool-weaving and the manufacture of woollen goods, machinery,
chemicals and bricks are among the other industries.

There are five arrondissements, of which the chief towns are
Rodez, capital of the department, Espalion, Millau, St Affrique
and Villefranchc, with 43 cantons and 304 communes. Rodez
is the seat of a bishopric, the diocese of which comprises the de-
partment. AvejTon l>elongs to the i6th military region, and to
the acadSmie or educational circumscription of Toulouse. Its

court of appeal is at Montpellier. ITie department is traversed
by the lines both of the Orleans and Southern railways. The
more important towns are Rodez, MiDaii, St Affrique, Ville-

franche-de-Rouerguo and Decazevill^ The following are also

of interest :—Sauveterre, founded in 1281, a striking example of

the bastidc {(f.v.) of that period
;
Conques, which has a remark-

able abhcy-church of the nth century like St Sernin of Toulouse
in plan and possessing a rich treasury of reliquaries, &c.

;
Espalion,

where amongst other old buildings there are the remains of a
feudal stronghold and a church of the Romanesque period; Najac,
which has the ruins of a magnificent chateau of the r3th century

;

and Sylvan^s, with a church of the nth century, once attached
to a Cistercian abbey.

AVEZZANO, a town of the Abruzzi, Italy, in the province of
Aquila, 67 m. E. of Rome by rail and 38 m. S. of Aquila by road.
Pop. ( 1901 ) 9442. It has a fine and well-preserved castle, built in

1490 by Gentile Virginio Orsini
;

it is square, with round towers
at the angles. Avezzano is on the main line from Rome to
Castellammare Adriatico

; a branch railway diverges to Rocca-
secca, on the line from Naples to Rome. The Lago Fucino lies

I ] m. to the cast.

AVIANUS, a I^atin writer of fables, placed by some critics in
the age of the Antonincs, by others as late as the 6th century a.D.
He appears to have lived at Rome and to have been a heathen.
The 42 faWes which bear his name are dedicated to a certain
Theodosius, whose learning is spoken of in most flattering terms.
He may possibly be Macrobius Theodosius, the author of the
Saturnalia

;
some think he may be the emperor of that name.

Nearly all the fables are to be found in Babrius, who was probably
Avianus’s source of inspiration, but as Babrius wrote in Greek,
and Avianus speaks of having made an elegiac version from a
rough Latin copy, probably a prose paraphrase, he was not
indebted to the original. The language and metre are on the
whole correct, in spite of deviations from classical usage,
chiefly in the management of the pentameter. The fables soon
became popular as a school-book. Promythia and epimythia
(introductions and morals) and paraphrases, and imitations were
frequent, such as the Nomts Avianus of Alexander Ncckaih
( 1 2th century).

Editions.—Caimegieter (1731), Uchmann (1843), FrOhner (1862),
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Bahrens in Poetae Lah.,. ,— See Miiller, De
Phaedn et Amani Pabulis (1875) ;

Unrein. De Avtani AetaUe (1885)

;

Hervicux, Les Fabulisies IcUins (1894) ;
The Fables of Avian trans-

lated into Fnqlyshe . . . by William Cc^ton at Wesimynstre (1483).

AVIARY (from Lat. avis, a bird), called by older writers

“ volary,” a structure in which birds are kept in a state of

captivity. While the habit of keeping birds in cages dates from

a very remote period, it is probable that structures worthy of

being termed aviapes were first used by the ancient Romans,
chiefly for the pr()C(‘ss of ^fattening bir^ls for the table. In

Varro’s time, iib 127 b.c., aviaries or “ ornithones ” (from Gr.

tlpi'is, opvt^os', bird) were common. These consisted of two

kinds, those constructed for pleasure, in which were kept nightin-

gales and other song-birds, and those used entirely for kc(‘ping

and fattening birds for market or for the tables of their owners.

Varro himself had an aviary for song-birds exclusively, while

Lucullus combined tlie two classes, keeping birds both for

pleasure and as delicacies for his table. The keeping of birds

for pleasure, however, was very rarely indulged in, while it was

a common practice with poulterers and others to have large

ornithones either in the city or at Sabinum for the fattening of

thrushes and other birds for food.

Ornithones consisted merely of four high walls and a roof, and
were lighted with a few very small windows, as the birds were

considered to pine less if they could not see their free companions

outside. Water was introduced by means of pipes, and conducted

in narrow channels, and the Ihrds were fed chiefly upon dried figs,

carefully peeled, and chewed into a pulp by persons hired to

perform this o])eration.

'J urtle-doves were fattened in large numbers for the market

on wheat and millet, the latter being moistcneil with sweet wine
;

but thrushes were chiefly in request, and Varro mentions one

ornithon from which no less than five thousand of these birds

were sold for the table in one season.

The habit of keeping birds in aviaries, as we understand the

term, for the sake of tht^ pleasure they afford their owners and
for studying their habits is, however, of comparatively recent

date. The beginning of geographical research in the 15th

century brought with it the desire to keep and study at home
some of the beautiful forms of bird-life which the explorers

came across, and hence it became the custom to erect aviaries

for the reception of these creatures. In the t6th century, in the

early part of which the canary-bird was introduc'ed into Kurope,

aviaries were not uncommon features of the gardens of the

wealthy, and Bacon refers to them in his essay on gardening

(1597). Elizabeth of Bohemia, the daughter of James 1 . of

England, when a child, had an outdoor aviary at Coombe Abbey
near Coventry, the back and roof of which were formed of

natural rock, in which were kept birds of many species from

many countries.

Within recent years the method of keeping birds in large

aviaries has received considerable attention, and it is fully

recognized that by so doing, not only do we derive great pleasure,

but our knowlerige of avian habits and mode of living can

thereby lie very considerably increased.

An aviary may be of almost any size, from the large cage

known, on account of its shape, as the “ Crystal Palace aviary,”

to a structure as large as a church
;
and the term is sometimes

applied to the room of a house with the windows covered with

wire-netting
;
but as a rule it is used for outdoor structures,

composed principally of wire-netting supported on a framework

of either iron or woodwork. Eor quite hardy birds little more
than this is necessary, providing, that protection is given in the

form of growing trees and shrubs, rock-work or rough wooden
shelters. For many of the delicate species, however, which hail

from tropical countries, warmth must be provided during the

inclement months of tlie year, and thus a part at least of an
aviary designed for these birds must be in the form of a

wooden or brick house which can be shut up in cold weather

and artificially warmed.
The ideal aviary, probably, is that which is constructed in

two parts, viz. a well-built house for the winter, opening out

into a large wire enclosure for use in the summer months. The
doors between the two portions may be of wood or glazed. The
part intended as the winter home of the birds is best built in

brick or stone, as these materials are practically vermin-proof

and the temperature in suchra building is less variable than that

in a thin wooden structure. The floor shcruld be of concrete or

brick, and the house should be fitted with an efficient heating

apparatus from which the heat is distributed by means of hot-

water pipes. Any arrangement which would permit the escape

into the aviary of smoke or noxious fumes is to be strongly

condemned. Such a house must be well lighted, preferably by

means of skylights
;
but it is a mistake to have the whole roof

glazed, at least half of it should be of wood, covered with slates

or tiles. Perches consisting of branches of trees with the bark

adhering should be fixed up, and, if small birds are to be kept,

bundles of bushy twigs should be securely fixed up in corners

under the roofs.

The outer part, which will principally be used during the

summer, though it will do most birds good to be let out for a

few hours on mild winter days also, should be as large as possible,

and constructed entirely of wire-netting stretched on a frarric-

work of wood or iron. If the latter material is selected, stout

gas-piping is both stronger and more easily fitted together than

solid iron rods.

If the framework be of wood, this should be creosoted, prefer-

ably under pressure, or painted with three coats of good lead

paint, the latter preservative also being used if iron is the

of such
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material selected.

The wire-netting used may be of almost any sized mesh,

according to the sized birds to be kept, but as a general rule the

smallest mesh, such as half or five-eighths of an inch, should be

used, as it is practically vermin-proof, and allows of birds of

any size being kept. Wire-netting for aviaries should be of tin;

best quality, and well galvanized. The new interlinked type

is less durable than the old mesh type, though perhaps it looks

somewhat neater when fixed.

Provision must be made for the entire exclusion

vermin as rats, stoats and weasels, which, if they

gain access, would commit great havoc

amongst the birds. The simplest and
most eflectual method of doing this is

by sinking the wire-netting some 2 ft.

into the ground all round the aviary,

and then turning it outwards for a
distance of another foot as shown in the

annexed cut (fig. j ).

The outer part of the aviary should

be turfed and planted with evergreen

and deciduous shrubs, and be provided

with some means of supplying an abun-

dance of pure water for the birds to drink and bathe in
;
and

a gravel path should not be forgotten.

Perhaps the mosj: useful type of aviary is that built as above
descriljed, but with several compartments, and a passage at

the back by which any compartment may be visited without

the necessity of passing through and disturbing the birds in other

compartments. Fig. 2 represents a ground plan of an aviary

of this type divided into four compartments, each with an inner

house 10 ft. square, and an outer flight of double that area.

The outer flights are intended to be turfed, and planted with

shrubs, and the gravel path has a glazed roof above it by which
it is kept dry in wet weather. Shallow water-basins are shown,
which should be supplied by means of an underground pipe and
a cock which can be turned on from outside the aviary

;
and they

must be connected with a properly laid drain by means of a
waste plug and an overflow pipe.

An aviary should always be built with a southern or south-

eastern aspect, and, where possible, should.be sheltered from the

north, north-east and north-west by a belt of fir-trees, high wall

or bank, to protect the birds from the biting winds from these

quarters.

When parrots of any kind are to be kept it is useless to try
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to grow any kind of vegetation except grass, and even this will

be demolished unless the aviary is of considerable size. The

larger parrots will, in fact, bite to pieces not only living trees

but also the woodwork of their abode, and the only really suitable

materials for the construction of rfh aviary for these birds are

brick or stone and iron ;
and the wire-netting used must be of

the stoutest gauge or it will be torn to pieces by their strong

bills.

The feeding of birds in aviaries is, obviously, a matter of the

utmost importance, and, in order that they may have what

is most suitable, the aviculturist should find out as much as

possible of the wild life of the species he wishes to keep, or if little

or nothing is known about their mode of living, as is often the case

with rare forms, of nearly related species whose habits and food

are probably much the same, and ho should endeavour to provide

food as nearly as possible resembling that which would be ob-

tained by the birds when wiki. It is often, however, impossible to

supply precisely the same food as would be obtained by the birds

had they their liberty, but a substitute which suits them well can

Fig. 2.— Plan of 4-conipartment Aviary for Foreign liirds.

generally be obtained. The majority of the parrot tribe subsist

principally upon various nuts, seed and fruit, while some of the

smaller parrakects or paroquets appear to feed almost exclusively

upon the seeds of various grasses. Almost all of these are com-
paratively easy to treat in captivity, the larger ones being fed

on maize, sunflower-seed, hemp, dari, oats, canary-seed, nuts

and various ripe fruits, while the grass-parrakeets thrive re-

markably well on little besides canary-seed and green food, the

most suitable of which is grass in flower, chickweed, groundsel

and various seed-bearing weeds. But there is another large group
of parrots, the Loriidae or brush-tongued parrots, some of the

most interesting and brightly coloured of the tribe, which, when
wild, subsist principally upon the pollen and nectar of flowers,

notably the various species of Eucalyptus

j

the filamented tongues

of these parrots being peculiarly adapted for obtaining this.

In captivity these birds have been found to live well upon
sweetened milk-sop, which is made by pouring boiling milk upon

crumbled bread or biscuit. They frequently learn to eat seed

like other parrots, but, if fed exclusively upon this, are apt,

especially if deprived of abundance of exercise, to suffer from

fits which are usually fatal. Fruit is also readily eaten by the

lories and lorikeets, and should always be supplied.

The foreign doves and pigeons form a numerous and beautiful

group which are mostly hardy and easily kept and bred in

captivity. They are for the most part grain-feeders and require

only small com and seeds, though a certain group, known as

the fruit-pigeons, are fed in captivity upon soft fruits, berries,

boiled potato and soaked grain.

The various finches and finch-like birds form an exceedingly

large group and comprise perhaps the most popular of foreign

aviary birds. The weaver-birds of Africa are mostly quite

hardy and very easily kept, their food consisting, for the most

part, of canary-seed. The males of these birds are, as a rule,

gorgeously attired in brillisffit colours, some having long flowing

tail-feathers during the nuptial season, while in the winter their

showy dress is replaced by one of sparrow-like sombreness.

The grass-finches of Australasia contain some of the most

brilliantly coloured birds, the beautiful grass-finch (Po'epkila

mirahilis) being resplendent in crimson, j[re^, mauve, blue and

yellow. Most of these birds build their nests, and many rear

their young, successfully in outdoor aviaries, their food consisting

of canary and millet seeds, while flowering grasses provide

them with an endless source of pleasure and wholesome food.

The same treatment suits the African waxbills, many of which

arc extremely beautiful, the crimson-eared waxbill or ‘‘ cordon-

bleu ” being one of the most lovely and frequptly imported.

These little birds arc somewhat delicate, especially when first

imported, and during the winter months require artificial

warmth. ...
There is a very large group of insectivorous and fruit-eating

birds very suitable for aviculture, but their mode of living

necessarily involves considerable care on the part of the avicul-

turist in the preparation of their food. Many birds are partially

insectivorous, feeding upon insects when these are plentiful,

and upon various seeds at other times. Numbers of species again

which, when adult, feed almost entirely upon grain, feed their

young, especially during the early stages of their existence,

upon insects
;

while others are exclusively insect-eaters at all

times of their lives. All of these points must be considered by

those who would succeed in keeping and breeding birds in

aviaries.

It would be almost an impossibility to keep the purely insecti-

vorous species, were it not for the fact that they can be gradually

accustomed to feed on what is known as “ insectivorous ” or

“ insectile
**

food, a composition of which the principal in-

gredients generally consist of dried Ants’ cocoons, dried flies,

dried powdered meat, preserved yolk of egg,^ and crumb of

bread or biscuit. This is moistened with water or mixed with

mashed boiled potato, and forms a diet upon which most of the

insectivorous birds thrive. The various ingredients, or the

food ready made, can be obtained at almost any bird-fancier's

shop. Although it is a good staple diet for these birds, the

addition of mealworms, caterpillars, grubs, spiders and so forth

is often a necessity, especially for purely insectivorous species.

The fruit-eating species, such as the tanagers and sugar-birds

of the New World, require ripe fruit in abundance in addition

to a staple diet such as that above described, while for such

birds as feed largely upon earth-worms, shredded raw meat is

added with advantage.

Many of the waders make very interesting aviary birds, and

require a diet similar to that above recommended, with the addi-

tion of chopped raw meat, mealworms and any insects that can

be obtained.

Birds of prey naturally require a meat diet, which is best given

in the form of small, freshly killed mammals and birds, the fur

or feathers of which should not be removed, as they aid digestion.

The majority of wild birds, from whatever part of the world

they may come, will breed successfully in suitable aviaries

providing proper nesting sites arc available. Large bundles

of brushwood, fixed up in sheltered spots, will afford accom-

modation for many kinds of birds, while some will readily build

in evergreen shrubs if these are grown in their enclosure. Small

boxes and baskets, securely fastened to the wall or roof of the

1 It has recently been stated by certain medical men that egg-

food in any form is an undesirable diet for birds, owing to itb bemR
peculiarly adapted to the multiplication of the bacillus of septic-

aemia, a disease which is responsible for the death of many newly
imported birds. It is a significant fact, however, that insectivorous

species, which are those principally fed upon this substance, are not
nearb^ so susceptible to this disease as seed-eating birds which rarely

taste ep ; and in spite of what has been written concerning its

harmfulness, .the large majority of aviculturists use ft, in both the
freidi and the preserved state, with no apparent ill effects, but
rather the reverse.
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sheltered part of an aviary, will be appropriated by such species

as naturally build in holes and crevices. Parrots, when wild,

lay their eggs in hollow trees, and occasionally in holes in rocks,

making no nest,^ but merely scraping out a slight hollow in which

to deposit the eggs. For these birds hollow logs, with snrmll

entrance holes near the top, or boxes, varying in size according

to the size of the parrots which they are intended for, should

be supplied. In providing nesting accommodation for his

birds the avicultur^st piust endeavour to imitate their natunil

surroundings and suj^ply sites as nearly* as possible similar to

tho.se which the birds, to whatever order they nuiy belong,

would naturally select.

Aviculture is a delightful pastin)e, but it is also far more than

this
;

it is {)f consklerable scientific importance, for it admits of

the living birds being studied in a way that would be quite

impossible otlierw'ise. There are hundreds of species of birds,

from all parts of the world, the habits of which arc almost un-

known, but which may be kept without difficulty in suitable

aviaries.. Many of tht*.se birds cannot be studied satisfactorily

in a wild state by reason of their shy nature and retiring habits,

not to mention their rarity and the impossibility, .so far as most

people are ('oncerne d, of visiting their native haunts. In suitable

large aviaries, however, their nesting habits, courtship, display,

incubation, moult and so forth can be accurately observed and

recorded. The keeping of birds in aviaries is therefore a practice

worthy of every encouragement, so long as the aviaries are of

sufficient size and suitable design to allow of the birds exhibiting

their natural habits ; for in a large aviary they will reveal the

secrets of their nature as they never would do in a cage or small

aviary. {D. S.-S.)

AVICENNA [Abu *Ali al- Husain ibn ‘Abdallah ilm SIna]

(980-1037), Arabian philt>.sopher, was born at Afshena in the

district of Bokhara. Ilis mother was a native of the place
;

his

father, a Persian from Balkh, filled the post of tax-collector in

the neighbouring town of Harmaitin, under Nub II. ibn Mansur,

the Samanid amir of Bftkhara. On the l^irth of Avicenna’s

younger brother the family migrated to Bokhara, then one of

the chief cities of the Moslem world, and famous for a culture

which w'as older than its conquest by the Saracens. Avicenna

was put in charge of a tutor, and his precocity soon made him

the marvel of his neighbovirs,—as a hoy of ten who knew by rote

the Koran and much Arabic poetry besides. From a green-

grocer he Icamt arithmetic ; and higlier branches were begun

under one of those wandering scholars who gained a livelihood

by cures for the sick and lessons for the young. Under him
Avicenna read the Isa^o^e of Porphyry and the first propositions

of Fuclid. But the pupil soon found his teacher to be but a

charlatan, and betook himself, aided by commentaries, to master

logic, geometry and the Almagest. Before he was sixteen he

not merely knew medical theory, but by gratuitous attendance

on the sick had, according to his own account, discovered new
methods of treatment. For the next year and a half he worked

at the higher philosophy, in which he encountered greater

obstacles. In such moments of baffled inquiry he would leave

his books, perform the requisite ablutions, then hie to the

mosque, and continue in prayer till light broke on his difficulties.

Deep into the night he would continue his studies, stimulating

his senses by occasional cups of wine, and even in his dreams

problems would pursue him and work out their solution. Forty

times, it is said, he read through the Metaphysics of Aristotle,

till the words were imprinted on his memory
;
but their meaning

was hopelessly obscure, until one day they found illumination

from the little commentary by Ffij*fibi which he bought

at a bookstall for the small sum of three dirhems. So great was
|

his joy at the discovery, thus made by help of a work from which

he had expected only mystery, that he hastened to return thanks

to God, and bestowed an sdms upon the poor. Thus, by the

end of his seventeenth year his apprenticeship of study was
1 There is, however, one true nest-building parrot, the grey-

breasted parrakeet (Myopsittacus monachus), which constructs a
huge nest of twigs. Hie true love-birds (Agapornis) may also be
said to build nests, for they line their nest-hole with strips of pliant

bark.

concluded, and he went forth to find a market for his accomplish-

ments.

His first appointment was that of physician to the amir,

who owed him his recovery from a dangerous illness (997).
Avicenna’s chief reward for*this service was access to the royal

library of the Samanids well-known patrons of sdiolarship

and scholars. When the library was destroyed by fire not long

after, the enemies of Avicenna accused him of burning it, in

order for ever to conceal the sources of his knowledge. Mean-
while, he assisted his father in his financial labours, but still

found time to write some of his earliest works.

At the age of twenty-two Avicenna lo.st his father. The
Samanid dynasty came to its end in December 1004. Avicenna

seems to have declined the offers of Mahmud the Ghaznevid,

and proceeded westwards to Urjensh in the modern Khiva,

where the vizier, regarded as a friend of scholars, gave him a

small monthly stipend. But the pay was .small, and Avicenna

wandered from place to place through the districts of Nishapur

and Merv to the borders of Khorasan, seeking an opening for

his talents. Sham.s al-Ma‘ali (,)abus, the generous ruler of

Dailam, himself a poet and a seliolar, with whom he had

expected to find an asylum, was about tluit date (1012) starved

to death by his own revolted soldiery. Avicenna himself was
at this season stricken down by a severe illness. Finally, at

Jorjan, near the Caspian, he met with a friend, who bought near

his own house a dwelling in which Avicenna lectured on logic

and astronomy. For this patron several of his treatises were

written
;
and the commencement of his Canon oj Medicine also

dates from his stay in Hyrcania.

He subsequently settled at Rai, in tlu‘ vicinity of the modern
Teheran, where a son of the last amir, Mujd Addaula, was

nominal ruler, under the regency of his mother. At Rai about

thirty of his shorter works are said to have been composed, llut

the constant feuds which raged between the regent and her

second son, Shams Addaula, compelled the scholar to quit the

place, and after a brief sojourn at Kazwin, he passed southwards

to Ilamadan, where that prince had established himself. At
first he entered into the service of a high-born lady ; but ere

long the amir, hearing of his arrival, called him in as medical

attendant, and sent him back with presents to his dwellirig.

Avicenna was even rai.sed to the office of vizier
;
but the turbulent

.soldiery, composed of Kurds and Turks, mutinied against their

nominal sovereign, and demanded that the new \i/ipr should be

put to death. Shams Addaula consented that he should be

banished from the country. Avicenna, however, remained

hidden for forty days in a sheik’s house, till a fresh attack of

illness induced the amir to restore him to liis post. Even during

this perturbed time he prosecuted his studies and teaching.

Every evening extracts from his great works, the Cafton and the

Sanatio, were dictated and explained to his pupils
;
among

whom, when the lesson was over, he spent the rest of the night

in festive enjoyment with a band of singers and players. On the

death of the amir Avicenna ceased to bo vizier, and hid himself

in the house of an apothecary, where, with intense assiduity, he

continued the composition of his works. Meanwhile, he had

written to Abu Ya'far, the prefect of Isfahan, offering his

services ; but the new amir of Hamadin getting to hear of this

correspondence, and discovering the place of Avicenna’s con-

cealment, incarcerated him in a fortress. War meanwhile con-

tinued between the rulers of Isfahan and Hamad^n; in 1024

the former captured Hamadan and its towns, and expelled the

Turkish mercenaries. When the storm had passed Avicenna

returned with the amir to Hamadan, and carried on his literary

labours ;
but at length, accompanied by his brother, a favourite

pupil, and two slaves, made his escape out of the city in the

dress of a Sufite ascetic. After a perilous journey they reached

Isfahan, and received an honourable welcome from the prince.

The remaining ten or twelve years of Avicenna’s life were spent

in the service of Abu Ya’far *A 1& Addaula, whom he accompanied

as physician and general literary and scientific adviser, even in

his numerous campaigns. During these years he began to study

literary matters and philology, instigated, it is asserted, by
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criticisms on his style. But amid his restless study Avicenna

never forgot his love of enjoyment. Unusual bodily vigour

enabled him to combine severe devotion to work with facile

indulgence in sensual pleasures. His passion for wine and women
was almost as well known as hk learning. Versatile, light-

hearted, boastful and pleasure-loving, he contrasts witli the

nobler and more intellectud character of Averroes. His bouts

of pleasure gradually weakened his constitution
;
a severe colic,

which seized him on the march of the army against Hamadan,
was checked by remedies so violent that Avicenna could scarcely

stand. On a similar occasion the disease returned; with

dilliculty he reached Hainudan, where, finding the disease

gaining ground, he refused to keep up the regimen imposed,

and rcvsigned himself to his fate. On his deathbed remorse

seized him
;
he bestowed his goods on the poor, restored unjust

gains, freed his slaves, and every third day till his death listened

U) the reading of the Koran. He died in June 1037, in his fifty-

eighth year, and was buried in llamadan.

Jt was mainly accident which dclermined that from the 12th

to the 17 th century Avicenna should be the guide of medical

study in European universities, and eclipse the names of Rhazes,
Ali ibn al-Abbas and Avenzoar. j-lis work is not essentially

different from that of his predecessors Rhazes and Ali ; all

present the doctrine of Galen, and through Galen the doctrine

of Hippocrates, modified by the system of Aristotle. But the

Canon of Avicenna is distinguished from the Al-Hawt {Conlineitiy)

or Summary of Rhazes by its greaU^r method, due perhaps to

the logical studies of the Itjrmcr, and entitling him to his surname
of Brinee of the Physicians. The work has been varioasly

appreciated in subsequent ages, some regarding il as a treasury

of wisdom, and others, like Avenzoar, holding it useful only as

waste paper. In modern times it has been more criticized than
read. The vice of the book is excessive classification of bodily

faculties, and over-subtlety in the discrimination of disejises.

It includes five books
;

of whicli the first and second treat of

phs'siology, pathology and hygiene, the third and fourth deal
with the methods of treating disease, and the fifth describes

the compositi(jn and preparation of remedies. Thi.s last part

contains some contmgent of personal observation. He is, like

all his countrymen, ample in the enumeration of symptoms, and
is .said to be inferior to Ali in practical medicine and surgery.
He introduced into medical theory the four causes of the Peri-

patetic system. Of natural history imd botany be pretends
to no special knowledge. Up to the year 1650, or thereabouts,
the Canon was still used as a text-book in the universities of

Louvain and Montpellier.

About 100 treatises arc ascribed to Avicenna. Some of them
are tracts of a few pages, others are works extending through
several volumes. The best-known amongst them, and that to
which Avicenna owed his European reputation, is the Canon
of Medicine', an Arabic edition of it appeared at Rome in 1593,
and a Hebrew version at Naples in 1491 . Of the Latin version
there were about thirty editions, founded on the original tran.s-

lation by Gerard of Cremona. The 15th century has the honour
of composing the great commentary on the text of the Canon,
grouping around it all that theory had imagined, and all that
practice had observed. Other medical works translated into
Latin are the Medicamenta Cordialia, Canticum de Medicina,
Tractatus de Syrupo Aceioso. Scarcely any member of the
Arabian circle of the sciences, including theology, philology,

mathematics, astronomy, physics and mu.sic, was left un-
touched by the treatises of Avicenna, many of which probably
varied little, except in being commissioned by a different patron
and having a different form or extent. He wrote at least one
treatise on alchemy, but several others liave been falsely attri-

buted to him. His book on animals was translated by Michael
Sco-t. His Logir, Metapkyms, Physics, De Caelo, are treatises

giving a synoptic view of Aristotelian doctrine. The Logic
and Metaphysics have been printed more than once, the latter,

e,g,, at Voticc in 1493, 1495 and 1 546. Some of his shorter essays
on medicine, logic, &c., take a poetical form (the poem on logic

was published by Schmoelders in 1836). Two encyclopaedic

treatises, dealing with philosophy, arc often mentioned. The
larger, Al-Shifa (Sanatip), exists nearly complete in manuscript

in the Bodleian library and elsewhere
; p^ of it on the De

Anima appeared at Pavia (1490) as the Liber Sextus Naiuralitm,

and the long account of Avicenna’s philosophy given by Shali-

rastani seems to be mainly an analysis, and in many places a
reproduction, of the Al-Shifd\ A shorUir form of the work is

known as the An-najat {Liberatio). The Latin editions of part

of these works liave been modified by the corrections which the

monkish editors confess that they applied. There is also a
Philosvphia Orientalis, mentioned by Roger Bacon, and now
lost, which according to Averroes was pantheistic in tone.

For Avicenna's lite, see Ibn Khaliikan's Biographical Dictionary,

translated by McG. cle Slane (1842) ; F. Wu.stenleld's Geschtchte der
tir(dnsihen Aerzle und Kotorforschcr (Gdttingen, 1840). For his

medicine, see Spreiigel, Histmre de la medectne
;
and for liis philo-

sophy, see Shahrastam, Giennan trans vol. ii. 21 ; K. Prantl,

Geschichte der Logik, ii. 318-361 ; A. Stbckl, Phil. d. MittelaUevs, ii.

23-58 ; S. Munk, Melanges, 352-366 : B. Haneberg in the Abhand-
htngen der philos.-philolog. Class, der layerhihen Academie (1867) ;

and Carra de Viiux, Avicenne (Paris, igoo). For list of extant works
see C. Brockelmaim's Gcschuhte der arahisehen Litteratur (Weimar,
1H08), vol 1. pp. 452-458. (W. W.

;
G. W. T.)

AVIENUS, RUFIUS FESTUS, a Roman aristocrat and poet,

of Vulsinii in Etruria, who flourished during the second half of

the 4tb i:eiitury a.d. Tie was probably proconsul of Africa (366)
and of Achaia (372). Avienus was a pagan and a staunch

supporter of the old religion. He translated the ^^ruytlfxeva of

Aratus and paraphrased the IIcpi7}y?;(r^s' of Dionysius under
the title of Descriptin Orbts Terrarum, both in hexameters.

He also compiled a description, in iambic trimeters, of the coasts

of the Mediterranean, Caspian and Black Seas in several books,

of which only a fragmentof the first is extant. H e also epitomized

Livy and Virgil's Aeneid in the same metre, but these works are

lost. Some minor poems arc found Under his name in anthologies,

e.%. a humorous r(?qucst to one Favianus for some pomegranates
for medicinal purposes.

AVIGLIANA, a town of Piedmont^ Italy, in the province of

Turin, 14 m. W. by rail from the town of Turin. Pop. (1901)

4629. It has medieval buildings of some interest, but is mainly
remarkable for its large dynamite factory, employing over

500 workmen.
AVIGNON, a city of south-eastern France, capital of the

department of Vaucluse, 143 m. S. of Lyons on the railway
bet ween tliat city und Marseilles. Pop. ( 1906) 35,356. Avignon,
which lies on the left bank of the Rhone, a few miles above its

confluence with the Durance, occupies a large oval-shaped area
not fully populated, and covered in great part by parks and
gardens. A suspension bridge leads over the river to Villeneuve-

l(^s-Avignon (q.v.), and a little higlier up, a picturesque ruined

bridge of the 12th century, the Pont Saint-Bdnezet, projects into

the stream. Only four of the eighteen piles are left ; on one of

them stands the chapel of Saint-B6n6zet, a small Romanesque
building. Avignon is still encircled by the ramparts built by
the popes in the 14th century, which offer one of the finest

examples of medieval fortification in existence. The wails,

which are of great strength, are surmounted by machicolated
battlements, flanked at intervals by thirty-nine massive towers
and pierced by several gateways, three of which date from the
14th century. The whole is surrounded \yy a line of pleasant
boulevards. The life of the town is almost confined to the
Place de I’Hotel de Villo and the Cours de la R^publique, which
leads out of itand extends to the rampart-s. Elsewhere the streets

are narrow, quiet, and, for the most part, badly paved. At
the northern extremity of^ town a precipitous rock, the Rocher
des Poms, rises from the river's edge and forms a plateau stretch-

ing southwards nearly to the Place de FHotel de Ville, Its
summit is occupied by a public garden and, to the south of this,

by the cathedral of Notre-Dame des Dorns and the Palace of

title Popes. The cathedral is a Romanesque building, mainly
of the rzth century, the most prominent feature of which is the
gilded statue of the Virgin which surmounts the western tower.
Among the many works of art in the interior, the most beautiful

is the mausoleuin of Pope John XXII., a masterpiece of Gothic
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carving of the 14th century. The cathedral is almost dwarfed

by the Palace of the Popes, a sombre q^semblage of buildings,

which rises at its side and covers a space of more than acres.

Begun in 1316 by John XXII., it WLS continued by succeeding

popes until 1370, and is in the Gothic style
;

in its construction

everything has been sacrificed to strength, and though the effect

is imposing, the place has the aspect rather of a fortress than

of a palace. It was for long used as a barracks and prison,

to the exigencies of^vvliich the fine apartments were ruthlessly

adapted, but it is now 'municipal property. Among the minor
churches of the town are St Pierre, which has a graceful fayiide

and richly carved doors, St Didier and St Agricol, all three of

Gothic architecture. The most notable of the civil buildings are

the hotel de ville, a modern building with a belfry of the 14th

century, and the old Hotel des Monnaies, the papal mint which

was built in 1610 and is now used as a music-school. The Calvet

Museum, so named after F. Calvet, physician, who in 1810 left

his collections to the town, is rich in inscriptions, bronzes, glass

and other antiquities, and in sculptures and paintings. The
library has over 140,000 volumes. I’lie town has a statue of

a Persian, Jean Althen, w'hn in 1765 introduced the culture of

the madder plant, which long formed the staple and is still an
important branch ot local trade . In 1873 John Stuart Mill died at

Avignon, and is buried in the cemeter)'. For the connexion of

Petrarch with the town sec J^etkarch.

Avignon is subject to violent wdnds, of w’hich the most dis-

astrous is the mistral. Ihe popular proverb is, however, some-

what exaggerated, Avenio ventosa^ sine venio venenosa^ cum vento

fastidiosa (windy Avignon, pest-ridden when there is no wind,

wind-pestered when tlicnt is).

Avignon is the scat of an archbishop and has tribunals of first

instance and of commerce, a council of trade-arbitrators, a lycec,

and training college, a chamber of commerce and a branch of

the Bank of France. It is in the midst of a fertile district, in

the products of wliich it has a large trade, and has flour-mills,

distilleries, oil -works ancj, leather-works, manufacture.s soap,

chemicals and liquorice, and is well known for its sarsanet and
other fabrics.

Avignon {Aveniif) was an important town of the Gallic tribe

of the Cavares, and under the Romans one of the leading cities

of Gallia Narbonensis. Severely harassed during the barbarian

invasions and by the Saracens, it was, in later times, attached

successively to the kingdoms of Burgundy and of Arles and to

the domains of the counts of Provence and of Toulouse and of

Forcalquier. At the end of the 1 2th century it became a republic,

but in 1226 was taken and di.smantled by Louis VIII. as punish-

ment for its support of the Albigenses, and in 1251 was forced

to submit to the counts of Toulouse and Provence. In 1309

the city was chosen by Clement V. as his residence, and from

that time till 1377 was the papal seat. In 1348 the city was sold

by Joanna, countess of Provence, to Clement VI. After Gregory

XI. had migrated to Rome, two antipopes, Clement VII. and
Benedict XIII., resided at Avignon, from which the latter was
expelled in 1408. The town remained in the possession of the

popes, who governed it by means of legates, till its annexation

by the National Assembly in 1791, though during this interval

several kings of France made efforts to unite it with their

dominions. In 1791 conflicts between the adherents of the

Papacy and the Republicans led to much bloodshed. In 1815

Marshal Brune was assassinated in the town by the adherents

of the royalist party. The bishopric, founded in the 3rd century,

became an archbishopric in 1475.
See Fantoni Castrucci, Isiona della cittd d’Avignone e del Contado

Venesino (Venice, 1678) ; J. B. Joudou, Histoire des souverains

fontifes qui ont sidgd d Avtgnon (Avignon, 1855) ;
A. Canron, Guide

de I'Ofanger dans la ville d’Avignon et ses environs (Avignon, 1858)

;

J. F. Andr6, Histoire de la PapauU d Avtgnon (Avisos, 1887).

Avila, GIL GONZALEZ de {c. 1577-1658), Spanish bio-

grapher and antiquary, was bom and died at Avila. He ww
made historiographer of Castile in 1612, and of the Indies in

1641. Of his numerous works, the most valuable are his Teatro

df las Grandezas de Madrid (Madrid, 1623, sqq.), and his Teatro

Eclesiastico, descriptive of the metropolitan churches and

cathedrals of Castile, with lives of the prelates (Madrid, 1645-

1653, 4 vols. 4to).

AVILA, a province of central Spain, one of the modem divisions

of the kingdom of Old Castile
;
bounded on the N. by Valladolid,

E. by Segovia and Madrid, C. by Toledo and Cdccres, and W.
by Salamanca. Pop. (1900) 200,457 ; area, 2570 sq. m. Avila

is naturally divided into two sections, differing completely in

soil, climate, productions and social economy. The northern

portion is generally level; the soil is of indifferent quality,

strong and marly in a few places, but rocky in all the valleys of

the Sierra de Avila; and the climate alternates from severe

cold in winter to extreme heat in summer. The population

of this part is mainly agricultural. The southern division is one

mass of rugged granitic sierras, interspersed, however, with

sheltered and well-watered valleys, abounding with rich vegeta-

tion. The winter here, especially in the elevated region of the

Paramera and the waste lands of Avila, is long and severe, but

the climate is not unhealthy. In this region stock-breeding

is an important industry. The principal mountain chains are

the Guadarrama, separating this province from Madrid
;

the

Paramera and Sierra de Avila, west of the Guadarrama ; and

the vast wall of the Sierra de Credos along the southern frontier,

where its outstanding peaks rise to 6000 or even 8000 ft. The

ridges which ramify Irom the Paramera are covered with valuable

forests of beeches, oaks and firs, presenting a striking contrast

to the bare peaks of the Sierra de Credos. The principal rivers

ap‘ the Alberche and I’ietar, belonging to the basin of the Tagus,

and the T6nnes, Trabancos and Adaja, belonging to that of the

Douro. 'Fhe mountains contain silver, cop]ier, iron, lead and

coal, but their mineial wealth has been exaggerated, and at the

beginning of the 20th century mining had practically been

abandoned. Quarries of fine marble and jasper exist in the

district of Arenas. The province declined in wealth and popula-

tion during the 18th and 19th centuries, a result due less to the

want of activity on the part of the inhabitants than to the

oppressive manorial and feudal rights and the strict laws of

entail and mortmain, which acted as barriers to progress.

Towards the close of this period many improvements were

introduced, although the want of irrigation is still keenly felt.

W ide tracts of waste land were planted with pinewoods by the

ducal house of Medina Sidonia. The main roads are fairly good
;

and Avila, the capital, is connected by rail with Salamanca,

\"alladolid and Madrid
;

but in many parts of the province

the means of communication are defective. Except Avila there

arc no important towns. The principal production is the wool

of the merino sheep, which at one time yielded an immense

revenue. Game is plentiful, and the rivers abound in fish,

specially trout. Olives, chestnuts and grapes are grown, and

silk-worms are kept. There is little trade, and the manufactures

arc few, consisting chiefly of copper utensils, lime, soap, cloth,

paper and combs. The state of elementary education is com-

paratively good, rather more than two-thirds of the population

being able to read and write, and the ratio of crime is proportion-

ately low.

Avila (anc. Atula or Avela), the capital of the province

described above
;
on the right bank of the river Adaja, 54 m.

W. by N. of Madrid, by the Madrid-Valladolid railway. Pop.

(1900) 11,885. The city is built on the flat summit of a rocky

hill, which rises abruptly in the midst of a veritable wilderness
;

a brown, arid, treeless table-land, strewn with immense grey

boulders, and shut in by lofty mountains. The ancient walls

of Avila, constructed of brown granite, and surmounted by a

breastwork, with eighty-six towers and nine gateways, are still

in excellent repair ;
but a large part of the city lies beyond

their circuit. Avila is the seat of a bishop, and contains several

ecclesiastical buildings of high interest. The Gothic cathedral,

said by tradition to date from 1107, but probably of 13th or

14th century workmanship, has the appearance of a fortress,

with embattled walls and two solid towers. It contains many
interesting sculptures and paintings, besides one especially fine

silver pyx, the work of Juan de Arphe, dating from 1571. The
churches of San Vicente, San Pedro, Santo Tom4s and San
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Segundo are, in their main features, Romanesque of the 15th

century, although parts of the beautiful San Vicente, and of

San Pedro, may as old as the 12th century. Especially

noteworthy is the marble monument in Santo TomAs, carved by

the 15th-century Florentine sculptor Domenico Fancelli, over

the tomb of Prince John (d. 1497), the only son of Ferdinand

and Isabella. The convent and church of Santa Teresa mark

the supposed birthplace of the saint whose name they bear

(c. 1515-1582). Avila also possesses an old Moorish castle

(alcdzar) used as barracks, a foundling hospital, infirmary,

military academy, and training schools for teachers of both

sexes. From 1482 to 1807 it was also the scat of a university.

It has a considerable trade in agricultural products, leather,

pottery, hats, linen and cotton goods.

For the local history see V. Picatoste, Tradiciones de Avila

(Madrid, 1888) ; and L. Ariz, Historia de las gvandezas de . . . Avila

(Alcald de Hcnarea, 1607).

AVILA Y ZUNIGA, LUIS DE (r. 1490 -r. 1560), Spanish

historian, was born at Placentia. He was probably of low

origin, but married a wealthy heiress of the family of Zuniga,

whose name he added to his own. He rose rapidly in the favour

of the emperor C'harles V., served as ambassador to Rome, and

was made grand commander of the order of the Knights of

Alcantara. He accompanied the emperor to Africa in 1541,

and having served during the war of the league of Schmalkaldcn,

wrote a history of this war entitled Commentarios de la guerra

de Alemana, hecha de Carlos V en el aito de fS4^ y ^547 ^ This

was first printed in 15418, and becoming very popular was

translated into French, Dutch, German, Italian and Latin.

As may be expected from the author’s intimacy with Charles,

the book is very partial to the emperor, and its misrepresentations

have been severely criticized.

AVIL£S, PEDRO MENRNDEZ DE (1519-1574), Spanish

seaman, founder of St Augustine, Florida, was born at AvilAs

in Asturias on the 15th of February 1519. His family were

gentry, and he was one of nineteen brothers and sisters. At
the age of fourteen he ran away to sea, and was engaged till he

was thirty in a life of adventure as a corsair. In 1549 during

peace between hrance and Spain he was commissioned by the

emperor Charles V. to clear the north coast of Spain and the

Canaries of French pirates. In 1554 he was appointed captain-

general of the “ fiota ” or convoy which carried the trade between

Spain and America, ^'ho appointment was made by the emperor

over the head and against the will of the Casa de Contratacion,

or governing board of the American trade. In this year, and

before he sailed to America, Aviles accompanied the prince of

Spain, afterwards Philip 11 ,, to England, where he had gone to

marry Queen Mary . As commander of the flota he displayed a

diligence, and achieved a degree of success in bringing back

treasure, which earned him the hearty approval of the emperor.

But his devotion to the imperial service, and his steady refusal

to receive bribes as the reward for permitting breaches of the

regulations, made him unpopular with the merchants, while

his high-handed ways offended the Casa de Contratacion. Re-
appointed commander in 1557, and knowing the hostility of the

Casa, he applied for service elsewhere. The war with France in

which Spain and England were allies was then in progress, and
until the close of 1559 ample occupation was found for AvilAs in

bringing money and recruits from Spain to Flanders. When peace

wa.s restored he commanded the fleet which brought Philip 11 .

back from the Low Countries to Spain. In 1560 he was again

appointed to command the flota, and he made a most successful

voyage to America and back, in that and the following year.

His relations with the Casa de Contratacion were, however,

as strained as ever. On his return from another voyage in

1563 he was arrested by order of the Casa, and was detained in

prison for twenty months. What the charges brought against

him were is not known. Avilas in a letter to the king avows

his innocence, and he was finally discharged by the judges,

but not until they had received two peremptory orders from the

king to come to a decision.

(Si his release he prepared to sail to the Bermudas to seek for

65
his son Juan, who had been shipwrecked in the previous year.

At that time the Frendh Huguenots were engaged in endeavour-

ing to plant a colony iiy Florida. As the country had been

explored by the Spaniards they claimed it as theirs, and its

position on the track of the home-coming trade of Mexico rendered

its possession by any other power highly dangerous. Philip II.

endeavoured to avert the peril by making an “ astenio ” or contract

with AvilAs, by which he advanced 15,000 ducats to the seaman,

and constituted him proprietor of any*coIbny which he could

establish in Florida, bn condition that the money was repaid.

The contract was signed on the 20th of March 1565. AviJAs

sailed On the 28th of July of the same year with one vessel of 600

tons, ten sloops and 1500 men. On the 28th of August he entered

and named the Bay of St Augustine, and began a fort there.

He took the French post of Fort Caroline on the 20th of

September 1565, and in October exterminated a body of French-

men who, under the Huguenot Jean Ribault, had arrived on the

coast of Florida to relieve their colony. The Spanish commander,
after slaying nearly all his prisoners, hung their bodies on trees,

with the inscription, ‘‘ Not as Frenchmen but as Lutherans.'^ A
French sea-captain named Dominique de Gourgues revenged the

massacre by capturing in 1568 Fort San Mateo (as the Spanish

had renamed Fort C'aroline), and hanging the garrison, with

the inscription, “Not as Spaniards but as murderers.” Till

1567 Aviles remained in Florida, busy with his colony. In

that year he returned to Spain. He made one more voyage to

Florida, and died on the 17th of September 1574. AvilAs married

Maria dc Solis, when very young, and left three daughters. His

letters prove him to have been a pious and high-minded officer,

who never imagined that he could be supposed by any honest

man to have gone loo far in niassacring the J^Yenchmen, whom he

regarded as pirates and heretics.

See The Spanish Settlements within the Present Limits of the

United States, J'lorida, j^63-1^74, by Woodbury Lowenr (New
York, 1905). (l3 . li.)

AVILfiS,or San Nicolas t>k AviLtsp(the Roman Flavionavta),

a seaport of northern Spain, in the province of Ovierlo
;
on the

Bay of Avilas, a winding inlet of the Bay of Biscay, 24 m. by rail

W. of Gijon. Pop. (1900) 12,763. Avil6i is a picturesque and
old-fashioned town, containing several ancient palaces and
Gothic churches. 'I’hc bay, which is crossed by a fine bridge at

its narrow landward extremity, is the headquarters of a fishing

fleet, and a port of call for nvany coasting vessels. Coal from the

Oviedo mines is exported coastwise, and in 1904 the shipments

from Aviles for the first time exceeded those from Gij6n, reaching

a total of more than 290,000 tons. Glass and coarse linen and
woollen stuffs are manufactured

;
and there are valuable stone

quarries in the neighbourhood.

AVIZANDUM (from Late Lat. avizare, to consider), a Scots

law term ; the judge “makes avizandum with a cause,” i.e. takes

time to consider his judgment.

AVLONA (anc. Aulon
;

Ital. Valona
;

Alb. Vliond), a town
and seaport of Albania, Turkey, in the vilayet of lannina. Pop.

(1900) about 6000. Avlona occupies an eminence near the Gulf

of Avlona, an inlet of the Adriatic, almost surrounded by moun-
tains. The port is the best on the Albanian coast, and the nearest

to Italy. It is protected by the island of Saseno, the ancient

Saso, and by Cape Glossa, the northernmost headland of the

Acroceraunian mountains. It is regularly visited by steamers

from Trieste, Fiume, Brindisi, and other Austro-Hungarian and
Italian ports, as well as by many small Greek and 7’urkish

coasters. The cable and telegraph line from Otranto, in Italy,

to Constantinople, has an important station here. The town is

about I J m. from the seu, and has rather a pleasant appearance

with its minarets and its palace, surrounded with gardens and
olive-groves. Valonia, a material largely used by tanners, is

the pericarp of an acorn obtained in the neighbouring oak-

woods, and derives its name from Valona. 'fhe surrounding

district is mainly agricultural and pastoral, producing oats, maize,

cotton, olive oil, cattle, sheep, skins, hides and butter. All

these commodities are exported in considerable quantities, besides

bitumen, which is obtained from a mine worked by a French

III. 3
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company. The imports are woollen and cotton piece-goods,

met^s and petroleum*

Avlona played an important part in the wars between the

Normans and the Byzantines, during the iith and 12th centuries.

In 1464 it was taken by the Ottomans ;
and after being in

Venetian possession in 1690, was restored to them in 1691. In

1851 it suffered severely from an earthquake.

AVOCA, or OvocA, VALE OF, a mountain glen of county

Wicklow, Ireland, hi the south-eastern part of the county,

formed by the junction of the small rivers Avonmore and Avon-

beg, which, rising in the central highlands of the county, form

with their united waters the Ovoca river, flowing soudi and

south-east to the Irish Sea at Arklow. The vale would doubtless

rank only as one among the many beautiful glens of the district,

but that it has obt^ed a lasting celebrity through one of the

Irish Melodies of the poet Thomas Moore, in which its prais^

are sung. It is through this song that the form “ Avoca ” is

most familiar, although the name is locally spelt Ovoca.”

The glen is narrow and densely wooded. Its beauty is somewhat

marred by Hie presence of lead and copper mines, and by the

main line of the Dublin & South Kastern railway, on which

Ovoca station, midway in the vale, is 42 J m. south of Dublin.

Of the two “ meetings of the waters ” (the upper, of the Avon-

more and Avonbeg, and the lower, of the Aughrim with the

Ovoca) the upper, near the fine seat of Castle Howard, is

that which inspired the poet. At Avondale, above the upper

meeting,” by the Avonmore, Charles Stewart Parnell was

born.

AVOCADO PEAR, the fniit of the tree Persea frratissima,

which grows in the West Indies and elsewhere ; the flesh is of a

soft and buttery consistency and highly esteemed. The name
avocado, the Spanish for “ advocate,” is a sound-substitute for

the Aztec ahuacatl \ it is also corrupted into “ alligator-pear.”

AvocaiOf avi^aio, ahho^ada are variants.

AVOGADRO, AMEDEO, Conte t)t Quaregna (1776-1856),

Italian physicist, was bonV at Turin on the 9th of June 1776, and

died there on the 9th of July 1856. He was for many years

professor of higher physics in I'urin University. He published

many physical memoirs on electricity, the dilatation of liquids

by heat, specific heats, capillary attraction, atomic volumes, &c,

as well as a treatise in 4 volumes on Fisica di corpi ponderahili

(1837-1841). But he is chiefly remembered for his Essai d’une

mani^re de determiner les masses relatives des molecules 6l6mcn-

taires des corps, et les proportions selon lesquclles elles entrent

dans les combinaisons ” Qoum. de Phys,, 1811), in which he

enunciated the hypothesis known by his name (Avogadro’s

rule) that under the same conditions of temperature and pre.ssure

equal volumes of all gases contain the same number of smallest

particles or molecules, whether those particles consist of .single

atoms or are composed of two or more atoms of the same or

different kinds.

AVOIDANCE (from “ avoid,” properly to make empty or void,

in current usage, to keep away from, to shun
;
the word “ avoid

”

is adapted from the O. Fr. esvuidier or evider, to empty out,

wide, modem vide, empty, connected with Lat. vacuus), the

action of making empty, void or null, hence, in law, invalidation,

annulment (see Confilssion and Avoidance)
;
also the becoming

void or vacant, hence in ecclesiastical law a term signifying the

vacancy of a benefice—*that it is void of an incumben t. In general

use, the word means the action of keeping away from anything,

shunning or avoiding.

AVOIRDUPOIS, or AvERDUPOis(from the French mwir de pois,

goods of weight), the name of a system of weights used in Great

Britain and America for all commodities except the precious

metals, gems and medicines. The foundation of the system is

the grain. A cubic inch of water weighs 252-458 grains. Of this

grain 7000 now (see Weights and Measures) make a pound
avoirdupois. This pound is divided into 16 oz., and these

ounces into 16 drachms.

Avoirdupois Weight

Dnchm, i6a<ounce, xd^pound, 14'^istonc, 2Mquiirter, 4*hundred, so^ton.

27-3 gntin» 437*5 7000 9^,000 196,000 gM. x 12 lb 2240

-AVON
AVON, the name of several rivers in England and elsewhere.

The word is Celtic, appearing in Welsh (very frequently) as afon,

in Manx as aon, and in Gaelic as abhuinn (pronounced avam),

and is radically identical with the Sanskrit ap, water, and the Lat.

aqua and amnis. The root appears more or less disguised in a

vast number of river names all over the Celtic area in Europe.

Thus, besides such forms as Evan, Aune, Anne, Jve, Auney, Inney,

&c., in the British Islands, Aff, Aven, Avon, Aune appear in

Brittany and elsewhere in France, Avenza and Avefis in Italy,

Avia in Portugal, and Avono in Spain ;
while the terminal

syllable of a large proportion of the Latinized names of French

rivers, such as the Sequana, the Matrona and the Gartmna,

seems originally to have been the same word. The names

Punja/^ Dofl^, &c., show the root in a clearer shape.

In England the following are the principal riv^s of this name.

1. The East or Hampshire Avon rises in Wiltshire .south of

Marlborough, and watering the Vale of Pewsey collects feeders

from the high downs between Marlborough and Devizes. Breach-

ing the high ground of Salisbury Plain, it passes Amesbury, and

following a very sinuous course reaches Salisbury. Here it

receives on the east bank the waters of tlie Bourne, and on the

west those of the Wylye. Witli a more direct course, and in a

widening, fertile valley it continues past Downton, Fording-

bridge and Ringwood, .skirting the New Forest on the west, to

Cliristchurch, where it receives the Stour from tlie west, and 2\m.

lower enters the English Channel through the broad but narrow-

mouthed Christchurch harbour. The length, excluding lesser

sinuosities, is about 6o m., Salisbury being 35 m. above the

mouth. The total fall Is rather over 500 ft., and that from

Salisbury about 140 ft. The river is of no commercial value for

navigation, it abound.s in loach, and there are valuable salmon

fisheries. The drainage area is ri32 sq. m.

2. The Lower or Bristol Avon rises on the eastern slope of

the Cotteswold Hills in Gloucestershire, collecting the waters of

several streams south of Tetbury and east of Malmesbury. It

flows ea.st and south in a wide curve, through a broad upper

valley past Chippenham and Melksham, after which it turns

abruptly west to Bradford-on-Avon, receives the waters of the

Frome from the south, and enters the beautiful narrow valley in

which lie Bath and Bristol. Below Bristol the valley becomes

the Clifton Gorge, famous for its wooded cliffs and^ for the

Clifton {q.v.) suspension bridge which bestrides it. The cliffs

and woods have been so far disfigured by quarries that public

feeling was arou-sed, and in 1904 an “Avon Gorge Committee”

was appointed to report to the corporation of Bristol on the

possibility of preserving the beauties of the locality. The Avon

finally enters the estuary of the Severn at Avonmouth, though it

can hardly be reckoned as a tributary of that river. From Bristol

downward the river is one of the most important commercial

waterways in England, as giving access to that gre^t port.

The Kcnnet and Avon Canal, between Reading and the Avon,

follows the river closely from Bradford down to Bath, where it

enters it by a descent of seven locks. The length of the river,

excluding minor sinuosities, is about 75 m., the distance from

Bradford to Bath being 10 m., thence to Bristol 12 m., and thence

to the mouth 8 m. The total fall is between 500 and 600 ft., but

it is only 235 ft. from Malmesbury. The drainage area is 891

sq. miles.

3. The Upper Avon, also called the Warwickshire, and some-

times the ** Shakespeare ” Avon from its associations with the

poet's town of Stratford on its banks, is an eastern tributary

of the Severn. It rises near Naseby in Northamptonshire, and,

with a course of about 100 m. joins the Severn immediately

below Tewkesbury in Gloucestershire. Its early course is south-

westerly to Rugby, thereafter it runs west and south-west to

Warwick, receiving the Learn on the east. Its general direction

thereafter remains south-westerly, and it flows past Stratford-

on-Avon, receives the Stour on the south and the Arrow on the

north and thence past Evesham and Pershore to Tewkesbury.

The valley is always broad, and especially from Warwick down-

ward, through the Vale of Evesham, the scenery is very beautiful,

the rich valley being flanked by the bold Cotteswold Hills on
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the south and by the wooded slopes of the Arden district of

Warwickshire on the north. The view of Warwick Castle^ rising

from the wooded banks of the river, is unsurpassed, and the

positions of Stratford and Evesham are admirable. The river

is locked, and carries a small tracfe up to Evesham, 28 m. from

Tewkesbury; the locks from Evesham upward to Stratford

(17 m.) are decayed, but the weirs, and mill-dams still higher,

afford many navigable reaches to pleasure boats. The total

fall of the river is about 500 ft.
;
from Ri^by about 230 ft., and

from Warwick 1 20 ft. The river abounds in coarse fish.

Among other occurrences of the name of Avon in Great Britain

there may be noted—in England, a stream flowing soutli-east

from Dartmoor in Devonshire to the English Channel
; in

South Wales, the stream which has its mouth at Aberavon in

Glamorganshire
;

in Scotland, tributaries of the Clyde, the Spey

and the Forth.

AVONIAN, in geology, the name proposed by Dr A. Vaughan

in 1905 {QJ.G.S. vol. Ixi. p. 264) for the rocks of Lower

Carboniferous age in the Avon gorge at Bristol. The Avonian

stage appears to embrace precisely the same rocks and fossil-

zones as the earlier designation “ Dinontien
"

(see Carboni-

ferous System)
;
but its substages, being founded upon different

local conditions and a different interpretation of the zonal fossils,

do not correspond exactly with those of the French and Belgian

geologists.

Substages. Zonrs. Substages.

i

/ Vis6en

f
Syringothyris J

Clevedonian- Za/jAf-dn/ts

[cinstofora jTonmaisien

Dinanticn

The upper Avonian (Kidwellian) is well developed about

Kidwelly in Carmarthenshire. The lower substage (Clevedonian)

is well displayed near Clevedon in Somerset.

Sec A. Vaughan, '* The Carlx>niferous Limestone Series (Avonian)
of the Avon tJorge,” Pfoc. Hristol Naturalists’ Sor.^ 4th scries,

vol. i. pt. 2, IQ06, pp. 7^-168 (many plates)
; and T. F. Sibley, “ On

the Carboniferous Limestone (Avonian) of the Mendip area (Somer-
.set)," QJ.G.S. vol. Ixii., 1906, pp. 324-380 (plates). (J, A. H.)

AVONMORE, BARRY YELVERTON, isT Viscount (1736-

1805), Irish judge, was bom in 1736. Tie was the eldest son of

Prank Yclverton fif Blackwater, Co. Cork. ICducated at Trinity

College, Dublin, he was for some y;ears an assistant master under
Andrew Buck in the Hibernian Academy. In 1761 he married
Miss Mary Nugenl, a lady of some fortune, and was then enabled
to read for the bar. Pie was called in 1764, his success was rapid,

and he look silk eight years afterwards. He sat in the Irish

parliament as member successively for the boroughs of Donegal
and Carrickfergus, becoming attorney-general in 1782, but was
elevated to the bench as chief baron of the exchequer in 1783.
He was created (Irish) Baron Avonmorc in 1795, and in i8oo
(Irish) viscount. Among his colleagues at the Irish bar Yelver-
ton was a popular and charming companion. Of insignificant

appearance, he owed his early successes to his remarkable
eloquence, which made a great impression on his contemporaries

;

as a judge, he was inclined to take the view of the advocate
rather than that of the impartial lawyer. He gave his support
to Grattan and the Whigs during the greater part of his parlia-

mentary career, but in his latter days became identified with the
court party and voted for tlie union, for which his viscounty was
a reward. He had three sons and one daughter, and the title

has descended in the family.

AVRANOHBS, a town of north-western France, capital of an
arrondissement in the department of Manche, 87 m. S, of Cher-
bourg on the Western railway. Pop. (1906) 7186. It stands on
a wooded hill, its botanical gardens commanding a fine view
westward of the bay and rock of St Michel. At the foot of the
hill flows the river See, which at high tide is navigable from the
sea. The town is surrounded by avenues, which occupy the site

of the ancient ramparts, remains of which are to be seen on the
north side. Avranches was from 51 1 to 1790 a bishop’s sec, held
iit the end of the 17th century by the scholar Daniel Huct; and its

cathedral, destroyed as insecure in the time of the first French

Revolution, was the finest in Normandy. Its site is now occupied

by an open square, one stone remaining to mark the spot wlvere

Henry 11 . of England received absolution for the murder of

Thomas Becket. The churches of Notre-Dame des Champs and

St Saturnin are modem buildings in the Gothic style. The
ancient episcopal palace is now used as a court of justice ; a

public library is kept in the hotel de ville. In the public gardens

there is a statue of General Jean Marie Walhubert, killed at

Austerlitz. Avranches is seat of a sub-prefect and has a tribunal

of first instance and a conununal college. Leather-dressing is

the chief industry ; steam-sawing, brewing and dyeing are also

carried on, and horticulture flourishes in the environs. Trade

is in cider, cattle, butter, flowers and fruit, and there are salmon

and other fisheries.

Avranches, an important military station of the Romans,
was in the middle ages chief place of a county of the duchy of

Normandy. It sustained several sieges, the most noteworthy

of which, in 1591, was the result of its opposition to Henry IV.

In 1639 Avranches was the focus of the peasant revolt against

the salt-tax, known as the revolt of the Nu-pieds.

AWADIA and FADNIA, two small nomad tribes of pure Arab
blood living in the Bayuda desert, Anglo-Egyptian Sudan,

between the wells of Jakdul and Metemma. They are often

incorrectly classed as Ja'alin. They own numbers of horses and
cattle, the former of the black Dongola breed. At the battle

of Abu Klea (17th of January 1885) they were conspicuous for

their courage in riding against the British square.

Set? Anglo-Egyptian Sudan^ edited by Count Gleichen (London,
1905).

AWAJl, an island belonging to japan, situated at the eastern

entrance of the Inland Sea, having a length of 32 m., an extreme

breadth of 16 m., and an area of 218 sq. m., with a population

of about 190,000. It is separated on the south from the island

of Shikoku by the Naruto channel, tlurough which, in certain

conditions of the tide, a remarkable tarrential current is set up.

The island is celebrated for its exquisite scenery, and also for

the fact that it is traditionally reputed to have been the first

of the Japanese islands created by the deities Izanagi and

Izanami. The loftiest peak is Yuruuba-yama (1998 ft.), the most
picturesque Sen-zan (1519 ft.). Awaji is noted for a peculiar

manufacture of pottery.

AWARD (from 0 . Fr, ewurl, or ejfguari, cf. “ reward ”), the

decision of an arbitrator. (See Arbitration.)

AWE, LOCH, the longest freshwater lake in Scotland, situated

in mid-Argyllsliire, 116 ft. above the sea, with an area of nearly

16 sq. m. it has a N.E. to S.W. direction and is fully 23 m. long

from Kilchum Castle to Ford, its breadth varying from J of a
mile to 3 m. at its upper end, where it takes the shape of a
crescent, one arm of which runs towards Glen Orchy, the other

to the point where the river Awe leaves the lake. The two ends
of the loch are wholly dissimilar in character, the scenery of the

upper extremity being majestic, while that of the lower half

is pastoral and tame. Of its numerous island.^ the best-known

is Inishail, containing ruins of a church and convent, which was
suppressed at the Reformation. At the extreme north-eastern

end of the lake, on an islet which, when the water is low,

becomes part of the mainland, stand the imposing ruins of Kil-

churn Castle. Its romantic surroundings have n^e this castle

a favourite subject of the landscape painter. Dalmally, about

2 m. from tlie loch, is one of the pleasantest villages in the High^

lands and has a great vogue in midsummer. The river Awe,
issuing from the north-western horn of the loch, affords excellent

trout and salmon fishing.

AWL (0 . Eng. ael
; at one time spelt nawl by a confusion

with the indefinite article before it), a small hand-tool for piercing

holes.

AXE
(0 . Eng. aex

;

a word common, in different forms,

in the Teutonic languages, and akin to die Greek d^lvrf ; the

New English Dictionary prefers the spelling “ ax ”), a tool or

weapon, taking various shapes, but, when not compounded with

some distinguishing word (e.g, in “ pick-axe ”), generally formed
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by an edged head fixed upon a handle for striking. A “ hatchet

”

is a small sort of axe.

AXHOLME, an island in the north-west part of Lincolnshire,

England, lying between the rivers Trent, Idle and Don, and
isolated by drainage channels connected with these rivers.

It consists mainly of a plateau of slight elevation, rarely ex-

ceeding 100 ft., and comprises the parishes of Althorpe, Belton,

Epworth, Haxey, Ludclington, Owston and Crowle ; the total

area being about 47^000 acres. At a very early period it would
appear to have been covered with forest ;• but this having been

in great measure destroyed, it became in great part a swamp.
In 1627 King Charles I., who was lord of the island, entered

into a contract with Cornelius Vermuyden, a Dutchman, for

reclaiming the meres and marshes, and rendering them fit for

tillage. This undertaking led to the introduction of a large

number of Flemish workmen, who settled in the district, and,

in .spite of the violent measures adopted by the English peasantry

to expel them, retained thedr ground in sufficient numbers to

affec’l the physical appearance and the accent of the inhabitants

to this day. 'I'he principal towns in the isle arc Crowle (pop.

2760) and Epworth. The Axholme joint light railway runs north

and south through the isle, connecting Goole with Haxey
junction ; and the Great Northern, Great ICastcrn and Great

Central lines also afford communications. The land is extremely

fertile. The name, properly Axeyholm (cf, Haxey), is hybrid,

Ax being the Celtic water
;
ry the Anglo-Saxon for island ;

and holm the Norse word with the same signification.

AXILE, or Axial, a term (== related to tlie axis) used technic-

ally in science
;
in botany an embryo is called axile when it has

the .same direction as the axis of the seed.

AXINITE, a mineral consisting of a complex aluminium and
calcium boro-silicate with a small amount of basic hydrogen

;

the calcium is partly replaced in varying amounts by ferrous

iron and manganese, and the aluminium l)y ferric iron : the

formula i.s HCa.iBAL/SiO^jp The mineral was named (from

an axe) by R. J. Haiiy in 1799, on account of the char-

acteristic thin wedge -like form of its

anorthic crystals. The colour is usually

clove- brown, bu» rarely it has a violet

tinge (on this account the mineral was
named yanolite, meaning violet stone, by

J. C. I )elametherie in 1792). The best

specimens are afforded by the beautifully

developed transparent glassy crystals,

found with albite, prehnite and quartz,

in a zone of amphiliolite and chlorite-schists at Le Bourg
d'Oisans in Dauphine. It i.s found in the greenstone and horn-

blende-schists of Botallack Head near St Just in Cornwall, and
in diabase in the Harz. Large crvstals have also been found
in Japan, and small ones in Maine and in Northampton county,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A. In its occurrence in basic rather than
in acid eruptive rocks, axinite differs from the boro-silicate

tourmaline, which is usually found in granite. The specific

gravity is 3*28. The hardness of 64-7, combined with the colour

and transparency, renders axinite applicable for use as a gem-
stone, the Dauphin^ crystals being occasionally cut for this

purpose.
^

(L. J. S.)

AXIOM (Gr. a general proposition or principle

accepted as self-evident, either absolutely or within a particular

sphere of thought. Each special science has its own axioms
(cf. the Aristotelian “first principles’'), which, however,
are sometimes susceptible of proof in another wider science.

The Greek word was probably confined by Plato to mathematical
axioms, but Aristotle (Afial. Post. i. 2) gave it also the wider
significance of the ultimate principles of thought which are

behind all special sciences (^.g. the principle of contradiction).

'I’hese are apprehended solely by the mind, which may, however,
be led to them by an inductive process. After Aristotle, the
term was used by the Stoics and the school of Ramus for a
proposition simply, and Bacon (Nov. Organ, i. 7) used it of any
general proposition. The word was reintroduced in modem
philosophy probably by Rene Descartes (or by his followers)

-AXOLOTL
who, in the search for a definite self-evident principle as the basis

of a new philosophy, naturally turned to the familiar science ol

mathematics. The axiom of Cartesianis»m is, therefore, the

Cogito ergo sum. Kant still further narrowed the meaning to

include only self-evident (intuitive) synthetic propositions,

i.e. of space and time. The nature of axiomatic certainty is

part of the fundamental problem of logic and metaphysics.

Those who deny the possibility of all non-cmpirical knowledge
naturally hold that every axiom is ultimately ba.sed on observa-

tion. For the Euclidian axioms see Geometry.
AXIS (Lat. for “ axle ”), a word having the same meaning

as axle, and also used with many extensions of this primary

meaning. It denotes the imaginary line about which a body
or system of bodies rotates, or a line about which a body or

action is symmetrically disposed. In geometry, and in geo-

metrical crystallography^, the term denotes a line which serves

to aid the orientation of a figure. In anatomy, it is, among
other uses, applied to the second cervical vertebra, and in

botany it means the stem.

AXLE (in Mid. Eng. axel-ire^ from O. Norweg. imtU-tre.

cognate with the O. Eng. tsxe or eaxe, and connected with Sansk.

dksha^ Gr. and Lat. axis), the pin or spindle on which
a wheel turns. In carriages the axle-tree is the bar on which
the wheels are mounted, the axles being strictly its thinner

rounded prolongations ot\ which they actually turn. 'I'he pins

which pass through the ends of the axles and keep the wheels

from slipping off are known as axle-pins or “ linch-pins,"
“ linch ” being a corruption, due to confusion with “ link,"

of the Old English word for axle,” lynis, cf. Ger. Lunse.

AX - LES • THERMES, a watering place of south-western
France, in the department of Ari^ge, at the confluence of the

Ari^gc with three tributaries, 26 m. S.S.E. of Foix by rail.

Pop. (1906) 1179. Ax (Aquae), situated at a height of 2300 ft.,

is well known for its warm sulphur springs (7
7'’-! 72“ F.), of

which there arc about sixty. Tlie waters, which were used by
the Romans, are efficacious in the treatment of rheumatism,
skin diseases and other maladies.

AXMINSTER, a market-town in the Honiton parliamcntar\'

division of Devonshire, JCngland, on the river Axe, 27 m. E. by

N. of ICxctcr by the London k South-Western railway. Pop.

(iqoj) 2906. The minster, dedicated to St Mary the Virgin,

illustrates every style of architecture from Norman to Perpen-

dicular. There are in the chancel two freestone effigies, perhap.s

of the 14th century, besides three sedilia, and a piscina under

arches. Axminster was long celebrated for the admirable

quality of its carpets, which were woven by hand, like tapestry.

Their manufacture was established in 1755. Their name is

preserv^ed, but since the seat of this industry was removed to

Wilton near Salisbury, the inhabitants of Axminster have found

employment in brush factories, corn mills, timber yards and an
iron found^)^ Cloth, drugget, cotton, leather, gloves and
tapes are also made. Coaxdon House, the birthplace in 1602

of Sir Symonds d’Ewes, the Puritan historian, is about 2 m.
distant, and was formerly known as St C'alyst.

Axminster (Axemystre) derives its name from the river Axe and
from the old abbey church or minster said to have been buiit by
King ^Ethelstan. The situation of Axmin.ster at the intersection of
tl»e two great ancient roads, Iknield Street and the Fosse VX'ay, and
also the numeious earthworks and hill-fortresses in the neigh lx>ur-
hood indicate a very early settlement. There is a tradition that
the battle of Bruhanburh was fought in the valley of the Axe, and
that the bodies of the Danish princes who perished in action were
buried in Axminster* church. According to Domesday, Axminster
was held by the king. In 1246 Reginald de Mohun, then lord of the
manor, founded a CisterciaJi abbey at Newenham within the parish
of Axminster, granting it a Saturday market and a fair on Mid-
summer day, and the next year made over to the monks from
Beaulieu the manor and hundred of Axminster. The abbey was
dissolved in 1539. The midsummer fair established by Reginald de
Mohun is still held.

See Victoria County History Devon] James David.son, British

and Homan Remains in the Vicinity of Axminster (London, 1S33).

AXOLOTL, the Mexican name given to larvae salamanders of

the genus Amblystoma. It required the extraordinary acumen
of the greatCuvier at once to recognizfe, when the first specimeas
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of the Gyrinus edtdis or Axolotl of Mexico were brought to him

i

by Humboldt in the beginning of the 19th century, that these
j

Batrachians were not really related to the Perennibranchiates,

such as Siren and Proteus, with which he was well acquainted,

but represented the larval form of ^mc air-breathing salamander.

Little heed was paid to his opinion by most systematists, and

when, more than half a century later, the axolotl was found to

breed in its branchiferous condition, the question seemed to be

settled once for all against him, and the genus Siredon, as it was

called by J. Wagler, was unanimously maintained and placed

among the permanent gill-breathers.

It seemed impossible to admit that an animal which lives for

years without losing its gills, and is able to propagate in that

kate, could be anything but a perfect form. And yet subsequent

discoveries, which followed in rapid succession, have established

that Siredon is but the larval form of the salamander Amhly-

stoma, a genus long known from various parts of North America

;

and (iivier’s conclusions now read much better than they did

half a century after they were published. Before reviewing the

histor}' of these discoveries, it is desirable to say a few words of

the characters of the axolotl (lar\^al form) and of the Amhlystoma
(perfect or imago form).

The axolotl has been known to the Mexicans from the remotest

times, as an arti<'le of food regularly brought from neighbouring

lakes to the Mexico market, its flesh being agreeable and whole-

some. Francisco Hernandez (1514-1578) has alluded to it as

Gyrinus edulis or atolocatl, and as lusus aquarum, pisds ludicrus,

or axolotl, which latter name has remained in use, in Mexico and

elsewliere, to the present day. But for its large size—^it grows

to a length of eleven inches—it is a nearly exact image of the

British newt larvae. It has the same moderately long, plump
body, with a low dorsal crest, the continuation of the membrane
bordering the strongly compressed tail

;
a large thick head with

small eyes without lids and with a large pendent upper lip ; two
pairs of well-developed limbs, with free digits

;
and above all,

as the most characteristic feature, three large appendages on
each side of the back of the head, fringed with filaments which,

in their fullest development, remind one of black ostrich feathers.

These are the external gills, through which the animal breathes

the oxygen dissolved in the water. The jaws are provided with

small teeth in several rows, and there is an elongate patch of

further teeth on each side of the front of the palate (inserted on

the vomerine and palatine bones). The colour is blackish, or of

a dark olive-grey or brownish grey with round black spots or dots.

The genus Amblystoma was established by J. J. Tschudi in

1838 for various salamanders from North America, which had
previously been described as Lacerta or Salamandra, and which,

so far as general appearance is concerned, differ little from the

European salamanders. The body is smooth and shiny, with

vertical grooves on the sides, the tail is but feebly compressed,

the eye is moderately large and provided with movable lids,

and the upper lip is nearly straight. But the dentition of the

palate is very different; the small teeth, which are in a single row,

as in the jaws, form a long tninsvcrse, continuous or interrupted

series behind the inner nares or choanae. The animal leaves the

water after completing its metamorphosis, the last stage of which
is marked by the loss of the gills. One of the large.st and most
widely distributed species of this genus, which includes about
twenty, is the AmUystoma tigrinum, an inhabitant of both the

east and west of the United States and of a considerable part

of the cooler parts of Mexico. It varies much in colour, but it

may be described as usually brown or blackish, with more or less

numerous yellow spots, sometimes arranged in transverse bands.
It rarely exceeds a length of nine inches. This is the Amblysioma
into which the axolotl has been ascertained to transform. It is

generally admitted that the axolotls which were kept alive in

Europe and were particularly abundant between 1870 and 1880
are all the descendants of a stock bred in Paris and distributed

chiefly by dealers, originally, we believe, by the late P. Car-
bonnier. Close in-breeding without the infusion of new blood
is probably the cause of the decrease in their numbers at the
present day, specimens being more difficult to procure and

6g

fetching much higher prices than they did formerly, at least in

England and in Francef.

The original axolotls, fcpm the vicinity of Mexico Gty, it is

believed, arrived at the Jardin d'Acclimatation, Paris, late in

1863. They were thirty-four in number, among which was an

albino, and had been sent to that institution, together with a few

other animals, by order of Marshal Forcy, who was appointed

commander-in-chief of the French expeditionary force to Mexico

after the defeat of General Lorencez at Putfbla (May 5th, 1862),

and returned to France at the end of 1863, after having handed

over the command to Marshal (then General) Bazaine. Six

specimens (five males and one female) were given by the Soci6t6

d’Acclimatation to Professor A. Dum^ril, the administrator of the

reptile collection of the Jardin des Plantes, the living specimens

of which were at that time housed in a very miserable structure,

situated at a short distance from the comparatively sumptuous

building which was erected some years later and opened to the

public in 1874. Soon after their arrival at the Jardin d'Acclimata-

tion, some of the axolotls spawned, but the eggs, not having been

removed from the aquarium, were devoured by its occupants.

At the same time, in the Jardin des Plantes, the single female

axolotl also spawned, twice in succession, and a large number of

young were successfully reared. This, it then seemed, sohed
the often-discussed question of the perennibranchiatc nature of

these Batrachians. But a year later, the second generation

having reached sexual maturity, new broods were produced,

and out of these some individuals lost tlieir gills and dorsal

crest, developed movable eyelids, changed their dentition, and

assumed yellow spots,—in fact, took on all the characters of

Amblystoma ligrinutn. However, these transformed salamanders,

of which twenty-nine were obtained from 1865 to 1870, did not

breed, although their branchiate brethren continued to do so

very freely. It was not until 1876 that the axolotl in its Ambly-

stoma state, off.spring of several generations of perennibran-

chiates, w'as first observed to spawn, and this again took place

in the reptile hou.se of the Jardin £ks Plantes, as reported by

Professor E. Blanchard.

The original six specimens received in 1864 at the Jardin des

Plantes, which had been carefully kept apart from their progeny,

remained in the branchiate condition, and bred eleven times

from 1865 to 1868, and, after a period of two years' rest, again

in 1870. According to the report of Aug. Dum^*ril, they and
their offspring gave birth to 9000 or 10,000 larvae during that

period. So numerous were the axolotls that the Paris Museum
was able to distribute to other institutions, as well as to dealers

and private individuals, over a thousand examples, which found
their way to all parts of Europe, and numberless specimens have
been kept in England from 1866 to the present day. The first

specimens exhibited in the London Zoological Gardens, in August

1864, were probably part of the original stock received from
Mexico by the Soci6t6 d'Acclimatation, but do not appear to

have bred.

White ” axolotls, albinos of a pale flesh colour, with beautiful

red gills, have also been kept in great numbers in England and
on the continent. They are said to be all descendants of one
albino male specimen received in the Paris Museum menagerie
in 1866, which, paired with normal specimens in 1867 and i868,

produced numerous white offspring, which by selection have
been fixed as a permanent race, without, according to L. Vaillant,

showing any tendency to reversion. We are not aware of any
but two of these albinos having ever turned into the perfect

Amblystoma form, as happened in Paris in 1870, the albinism

being retained.

Thus we see that in our aquariums most of the axolotls remain
in the branchiate condition, transformed individuals being on
the whole very exceptional. Now it has been stated that in the
lakes near Mexico City, where it was first discovered, the axolotl
ncTfr transforms into an Amblystoma. This the present writer

is inclined to doubt, considering that he has received examples
of the normal Amblystoma tigrinum from various parts of
Mexico, and that Alfred Dug^s has described an Amhlystoma
from mountains near Mexico City

;
at the same time he feels very
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suspicious of the various statements to that effect which have
appeared in so many works^ and rather ^disposed to make light

of the ingenious theories launched bv,;biological speculators who
have never set foot in Mexico, especially Weismann’s picture

of the dismal condition of the salt-incrusted surroundings which
wei^o supposed to have hemmed in the axolotl—^the brackish Lago
de Texcoco, the largest of the lakes near Mexico, being evidently

in the philosopher’s mind.

Thanks to the eifchiniiasm of H. Gadow during his visit to

Mexico in the summer of 1902, we are ‘now better informed

on the conditions under which the axolotl lives near Mexico City.

First, he ascertained that there are no axolotls at all in the l^igo

de Texcoco, thus disposing at once of the Weismannian explana-

tion
;

secondly, he confirmed A. Dugas’s statement that there is

a second species of Amblystoma, which is normal in its meta-

morphosis, near Mexico but at a higher altitude, which may
explain Velasco’s observation that regularly transforming

Amblystomas occur near that city ; and thirdly, he made a care-

ful examination of the two lakes, Clialco and Xochimilco, where
the axolotls occur in abundanro and are procured for the market.

The following is an abstract of Gadow’s very interesting account.
“ Lakes (’halco and Xochimilco are a paradise, situated about
10 ft. higher than the I’excoco Lake and separated from it

by several hills. High mountains slope down to the southern

shores, with a belt of fertile pastures, wdth shrubs and trees and
little streams, here and there with rocks and ravines. In fact,

there are thousands of inviting opportunities for newts to leave

the lake if they wanted to do .so. Lake Xochimilco contains

powerful springs, but away from them the water appears dark
and muddy, full of suspended fresh and decomposing vegetable

matter, teeming with fish, larvae of insects, Daphm’ae, worms
and uxolotl. These breed in the beginning of Febriiar> . The
native fishermen know all about them

;
how the eggs are fa.stened

to the water plants, how soon after the little larvae swarm about
in thoiKsands, how fast they grow, until by the month ot Jime they

are all grown into big, fat^reatures ready for the market ; later

in the summer the axolotls are said to take to the rushes, in the

autumn they become .scarce, but none have ever been known
to leave the water or to metamorphose, nor arc any perfect

Amblystomas found in the vicinity of the two lakes.”

In Gadow’s opinion, the reason why there are only perenni-

branchiatc axolotls in these lakes is obvious. The constant

abundance of food, stable amount of water, innumerable hiding-

places in the mud, under the banks, amongst the reed.s and roots

of the floating islands which are scattered all over them,—^all

these points are inducements or attractions so great that the

creatures remain in their paradise and consequently retain all

those larval features which are not directly connected with

sexual maturity. There is nothing whatever to prevent them
from leaving these lakes, but there is also nothing to induce

them to do so. The same applies occasionally to European
larvae, as in the case observed in the Italian Alps by F. de

Filippi. Nevertheless, in the axolotl the latent tendency can

still be revived, as we have seen above and iis is proved by the

experiments of Mario von Chaiivin. When once sexually ripe

the axolotl are apparently incapable of changing, but their

ancestral course of evolution is still latent in them, and will, if

favoured by circumstances, reappear in following generations.

BinLTOORArny.—G. Cuvier, M/m. Jnstit. Nation. (1807), p. 149,
and in A. Humboldt and A. Bompland, Observ. tool. i. (1811), p. 93 ;

L. Calori, Mem,Acc. Bologna, iii. (1851), p. 269 ; A. Dum6rU, Compiles
tendus, lx. (18O5), p. 765, and N, Arab. Mus. ii. (18OO), p. 265

;

E. Blanchard, Compies re^ns^ Ixxxii. (1876), p. 716 ; A. Weismann,
Z. wiss. Zool. XXV. [SuppL 1875), p. 297 ; M. von Chau^^n, Z. wtss.

Zoo!, xxvii. (1876), p. 522; F. de Filippi, Arch. p. la zool. i. (1862).
p. 206; G. Hahn, Rev, Quest. Sci. Brussels (2), i. (1892), p. 178;
H. Gadow, Nature, Ixvii. (1903), p. 330. (G. A. B.)

AXUM, or Aksum, an ancient city in the province of Tigri,

Abyssinia (14° 7' 52" N., 38® 31' 10" E. ; altitude, 7226 ft), 12 m.
W. by S. of Adowa. Many European travellers have given

descriptions of its monuments, though none of them has stayed

there more than a few days. The name, written Aksm and
Aksum in the Sabaean and Ethiopic inscriptions in the place,

is found in classical and early Christian writers in the forms of

Auxome, Axumis, Axume, &c., the first mention being in the

Periplus Maris Erythraei (c. a.d. 67), where it is said to be the

seat of a kingdom, and the emporium for the ivory brought from
the west. For the history of ‘this kingdom see Ethiopia. J. T»

Bent conjectured that the seat of government was transferred to

Axum from Jeha, which he identified with the ancient Ava

;

and according to a document quoted by Achille Ratfray the third

Christian monarch transferred it from Axum to Lalibela. This

second transference probably took place very much later ; in

I spite of it, the custom of crowning Abyssinian kings at Axum
continued, and King John was crowned there as late as 1871 or

1872. A. B. Wylde conjectures tliat it had become unsuitable

for a royal seat by having acquired the status of a sacred city,

and thus affording sanctuary to criminals and political offenders

within the chief church and a considerable area round it, where
there are various houses in which such persons can be lodged and
entertained. This same sanctity makes it serve a.s a depository

for goods of all sorts in times of danger, the chief church forming

a sort of bank. The present town, containing less than a thousand

houses, is supposed to occupy only a small portion of the area

covered by th(i ancient city
;

it lies in a kloof or valley, but the

old town must have been built on the western ridge rather than
in the valley, as the traces of well-dressed stones are more
numerous there than elsewhere.

Most of the antiquities of Axum still await excavation ,* those

tliat have been described consist mainly of obelisks, of which
about fifty are still standing, while many more are fallen. They
form a consecutive series from rude unhewn stones to highly

finished obelisks, of which the tallest still erect is 60 ft. in height,

with 8 ft. 7 in. extreme front width ; others that are fallen may
have been taller. The highly finished monoliths are all representa-

tions of a many-storeyed castle, with an altar at the base of each.

They appear to be connected with Semitic sun-worship, and are

as.signed by Bent to the same period as the temple at Baalbek,

though some antiquarians would place them much earlier
; the

representation of a castle in a single stone seems to bear some
relation to the idea worked out in the monolith churches of

Lalibela described by Raffrny. The fall of many of the monuments
according to Bent, was caused by the wa.shing away of the

foundations by the stream called Mai Shuni, and indeed the native

tradition states that “ Gudert, queen of the Amharu,” when she

visited Axum, destroyed the chief obelisk in tliis way b}' digging

a trench from the river to its foundation. Others attribute it

to religious fanaticism, or to the result of some barbaric invasion,

such as Axum may have repeatedly endured before it was sacked

by Mahommed Gran, sultan of Harrar, about 1535.
LiTJiRATURE.—Classical references to Axum are collecUsd by

Pictschmanii in Pauly's Realencyclopddze (2nd ed.)
;

for the history

as derived from the inscriptions see D. H. Muller, Appendix to

L T. Bent's Sacred City of the Ethiopians (London, 1893), and
E. Glaser, Die Abessinier in Arabien (Munich, 1895). For the
antiquities, Bruct‘'b Traivels (1790) ; Salt, in the Travels of Viscount

VeUentia (London, 1809), iii. 87-97 and 178-200; J. T. Bent, /.f.

;

and A. B, Wylde, Modern Abyssinia (London, 1901^ For geology,

Schimper, in the Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft fiir Erdkunde (Berlin,

1869). (D. S. M.-^)

AY, AYE. The word “ aye,’* meaning always (and pronounced

as in “ day **
; connected with Gr. det, alway.«:, and Lat. aevum,

an age), is often spelt “ ay,” and the New English Dictionary

prefers this. “ Aye,” meaning Yes (and pronounced almost like

the word eye ”), though sometimes identified with “ yea,*’ is

probably the same word etymologically, though differentiated

by usage
;

the form “ ay ” for this is also common, but incon-

venient
;

at one time it was spelt simply / {e.g. in Michael

Drayton’s Idea, 57 ;
published in 1503).

AYACUCHO, a city and department of central Peru, formerly

known as Guamanga or Huamanga, renamed from the small

plain of Ayacucho {Quichua, “ comer of death ”). This lies

near the village of Quinua, in an elevated valley 11,600 ft.

above sea-level, where a decisive battle was fought between

General Suerd and the Spanish viceroy La Serna in 1824, which

resulted in the defeat of the latter and the independence of Peru.

The city of Ayacucho, capital of the department of that name
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and of the province of Guamanga, is situated on an elevated

plateau, 8911 ft above sca^Ievel, between the western and central

Cordilleras, an3 on the main road between Lima and Cuzco, 394

m. from the former by way of Jauja. Pop. (1896) ao,ooo. It

has an agreeable, temperate climate, is regularly built, and has

considerable commercial importance. 1 1 is the seat of a bishopric

and of a superior court of justice. It is distinguished for the

number of its churclies and conventual establishments, although

the latter have been closed. The city was founded by Pizarro

in 1539 and was known os Guamanga down to 1825. It has been

the scene of many notable events in the history of Peru.

The department of Ayacucho extends across the great plateau

of central Peru, between the departments of Huancavelica and

Apurimac, with Cuzco on the E. and lea on the W. Area,

18,185 sq. m.
;

pop. (1896) 302,469. It is divided into six

provinces, and covers a broken, mountainous region, partially

barren in its higher elevations but traversed by deep, warm,
fertile valleys. It formed a part of the original home of the Incas

and once sustained a large population. It produces Indian com
and other cereals and potatoes in the colder regions, and tropical

fruits, sweet potatoes and mandioca {Jatropha manihot, L.) in

the low tropical valleys. It is also an important mining region,

having a large number of silver mines in operation. Its name
was changed from Guamanga to Ayacucho by a decree of 1825.

AYAH, a Spanish word (aya) for children’s nurse or maid,

introduced by the Portuguese into India and adopted by the

English to denote their native nurses.

AYALA, DON PEDRO LOPEZ DE (1332-1407), Spanish states-

man, historian and poet, wtis born at Vittoria in 1332. He first

came into prominence at the court of Peter the Cruel, whose

cause he finally deserted ;
he greatly distinguished himself in

subsequent cami^aigns, during which he was twice made prisoner,

by the Black Prince at Ndjera (1367) and by the Portuguese

at Aljubarrota (1385). A favourite of Henry II. and John 1 .

of Castile, he was made grand chancellor of the realm by Henry
III. in 1398. A brave officer and an able diplomat, Ayala was
one of the most cultivated Spaniards of his time, at once historian,

tnanslator and poet. Of his many works the most important

are his chronicles of the four kings of Castile during whose

reigns he lived
;
they give a general!}’ accurate account of scenes

and events, most of which he had witnessed
;
he also wrote a

long satirical and didactic poem, interesting as a picture of his

personal experiences and of contemporary morality. The first

part of his chronicle, covering only the reign of Peter the Cruel,

was printed at Seville in 1495 ;
the first complete edition was

printed in 1779-1780 in the collection of Crdnicas Kspandasy

under the auspices of the Spanish Royal Academy of History.

Ayala died at Calahorra in 1407.
See ^fael Floranes, " Vida literaria de Pedro Lopez de Ayala/*

in the Docummtos inHitos para la historia de lii,paha^ voLs. xix. and
XX. ; F. W. Schirrmacher, Cher die Glaubwiirdigkeit der Chronik
Ayalas/’ in Geschichte von Spanien (Berlin, 1902), vol. v. i^p. 510-

532 -

AYALA Y HERRERA, ADELARDO LOPEZ DE (1828-1879),

Spanish writer and politician, was bom at Guadalcanal on tiie

ist of May 1828, and at a very early age began writing for the

theatre of his native town. The titles of these juvenile per-

formances, which were played by amateurs, were Sal^a for

donde saline, Me voy d Sevilla and La Corona y el Punal, As

travelling companies never visited Guadalcanal, and as ladies

took no part in the representations, these three plays were

written for men only. Ayala persuaded his sister to appear as

the heroine of his comedy, La primera Dama, and the innovation,

if it scandalized some of his townsmen, permitted him to develop

his talent more freely. In his twentieth year he matriculated

at the university of Seville, but his career as a student was

undistinguished. In Seville he made acquaintance with Garcia

Gutierrez, who is reported to have encouraged his dramatic

ambitions and to have given him the benefit of his own experience

as a playwright. Early in 1850 Ayala remdved his name from

the university books, and settled in Madrid with the purpose

of becoming a professional dramatist. Though he had no

friends and no influence, he speedily found an opening. A four-

act play in verse, Un Hombre de Estado, was accepted by the

managers of the Tealro Espahol, was given on the 25111 of

January 1851, and proved a remarkable success. Henceforward

Ayala’s position and popiflarity were secure. Within a twelve-

month he became more widely known by his Castigo y Perdon,

and by a more humorous effort, Los dos Guzmanes

;

and

shortly afterwards he was appointed by the Moderado govern-

ment to a post in the home office, which he lost in 1854 on the

accession to power of the Liberal party, in 1854 he produced

Rioja, perhaps the most admired and the most admirable of all

his works, and from 1854 to 1856 he took an active part in the

political campaign carried on in the journal El Padre Cohos, A
zarzuela, entitled Gueria a muerte, for which Emilio Arrieta

composed the music, belongs to 1855, and to the same collabora-

tion is due El Agente dc Matrimonios, At about thi.s date Ayala

passed over from the Moderates to the Progressives, and this

political manoeuvre had its effect upon the fate of his plays.

The performances of Los Comuneros were attended by members
of the different parties

;
the utterances of the different characters

were taken to represent the author’s personal opinions, and

every speech which ccnild be brought into connexion witli

current politics was applauded by one half of the house and
derided by the other half. A zarzuela, named El Conde de

CastraUa, was given amid much uproar on the 20th of February

1856, and, as the piece seemed likely to cause serious disorder

in the theatre, it was suppressed by the government after the

third performance. Ayala’s rupture with the Moderates was
now complete, and in 1857, through the interest of O’Donnell,

he was elected as Liberal deputy for Badajoz. His political

changes arc difficult to follow, or to explain, and they have been

unsparingly censured. So far as can be judged, Ayala had no

strong political views,and drifted with the current of the moment.
He took part in the revolution of 1868, wrote the “ Manifesto

of Cadiz/’ took office as colonial minister, favoured the candida-

ture of the due de Montpensier, resigned in 1871, returned to his

early ('onservative principles, and was a member of Alfonso

XII. ’s first cabinet. Meanwhile, however divided in opinion as

to his political conduct, his countrymen were practically unani-

mous in admiring his dramatic work
;
and his reputation, if

it gained little by El Nunw Don Juan, was greatly increased by
El Tanio por Ciento and El Tejado de Vidrio. His last play,

Consuelo, was given on the 30th of March 1878. Ayala was
nominated to the post of president of congress shortly before

his death, which occurred unexpectedly on the 30th of January

1879. The best of his lyrical work, excellent for finish and
intense sincerity, is his Episiola to Emilio Arrieta, and had he

chosen to dedicate himself to lyric poetry, he might possibly

have ranked with the best of Spain’s modern singers ;
as it is,

he is a very considerable poet who affects the dramatic form.

In his later writings he deals with modem society, its vices,

ideals and perils
;

yet in many essentials he is a manifest

disciple of Calderon. He has the familiar Calderom'an limitations

;

the substitution of types for characters, of eloquence for vital

dialogue. Nor can he equal the sublime lyrism of his model

;

but he is little inferior in poetic conception, in dignified idealiza-

tion, and in picturesque imagery. And it may be fairly claimed

for him that in El Tejado de Vidrio and El 7'anfo por Ciento he
displays a very exceptional combination of satiric intention with

romantic inspiration. By these plays and by Rioja and Consudo
he is 'entitled to be judged. They will at least ensure for him
an honourable place in the history of the modem Spanish theatre.

A complete edition of his dramatic works, edited by his friend and
rival Tamayo y Bans, has been published in seven volumes (Madrid,
1881-1885), (J.F.-K.)

AYE-AYE, a word of uncertain signification (perhaps only an
exclamation), but universally accepted as the designation of the

most remarkable and aberrant of all the Malagasy lemurs (see

Primates). The aye-aye, Chiromys (or Dauhenionia) madagas’
cariensis, is an animal with a superficial resemblance to a long-

haired and dusky-coloured cat with Unusually large eyes. It

has a broad rounded head, short face, large n^ed eyes, large

hands, and long thin fingers with pointed daws, of which the
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third is remarkable for its extreme slenderness. The foot

resembles tliat of the other lemurs in its large opposable great

toe with a flat nail
; but all the other toes have pointed com-

pressed claws. Tail long and bushy. General colour dark

brown, the outer fur being long and rather loose, with a wooll)''

under-coat. Teats two, inguinal in position. The aye-aye

was discovered by Pierre Sonncrat in 1780, the specimen

brought to Paris by that traveller being the only one known
until j86o. Since then, many others have been obtained, and
one lived for several years in the gardens of the Zoological Society

of London. Like so many lemurs, it is completely nocturnal

in its habits, living either aJone or in pairs, chiefly in the bamboo
forests. Observations upon captive specimens have led to the

conclusion that it feeds principally on juices, especially of the

sugar-cane, which it obtains by tearing open the hard woody
circumference of the stalk with its strong incisor teeth ; but it

is said also to devour certain species of wood-boring caterpillars,

which it obtains by first cutting down with its teeth upon their

burrows, and then picking them out of their retreat with the

claw of its attenuated middle finger. It constructs large ball-like

nests of dried leaves, lodged in a fork of the branches of a large

tree, and with the opening on one side.

'1711 recently the aye-aye was regarded as representing a
family by itself—the Chiromyidae

;
but the discovery that it

resembles the other lemurs of Madagascar in ilie structure of

the inner ear, and thus differs from all oilier members of the

group, has led to the conclusion that it is best classed as a
subfamily {Chiromyinae) of the Lemiiridae. (R. L.*)

AYLESBURY, a market- town in the Aylesbury parlia-

mentary division of Buckinghamshire, Juigland, 38 m. N.VV. by

W. of London
;

served by the Great Central, Metropolitan

and Great Western railways (which use a common station)

and by a branch of the London & North-Western railway. Pop.

of urban district (1901) 9243. It has connexion by a branch

with the Grand Junction canal. It lies on a slight eminence in

a fertile tract called the Vale of Aylesbur>% which extends north-

ward from the foot of the C'hiltern Hills. Its streets are mostly

narrow and irregular, l)ut picturesque. The church of St Mary,

a large cruciform building, is primarily JCarly English, but has

numerous additions of later dates. The font is transitional

Norman, a good example
;
and a small pre-Norman crypt remains

beneath part of the church. There arc some Decorated canopied

tombs, and the chancel stalls arc of the 15th century. The
central tower is surmounted by an ornate clock-turret dating

from the second half of the 17th century. The county-hall and

town-hall, overlooking a broad market-place, are the principal

public buildings. The grammar school was founded in 1611.

Aylesbury is the assize town for the county, though Buckingham
i.s the county town. 'J'here is a large agricultural trade, llie

locality being especially noted for the rearing of ducks
;
straw-

plaiting and the manufacture of condensed milk are carried on,

and there are printing works. 'Lhe Jacobean mansion of Hart-

well in the neighbourhood of Aylesbury was the residence of the

French king Louis XVIII. during his exile (1810-1814).

Aylesbury (Aiylesburge, Eilesberia, Aillevsbir) was famous in Saxon
times as the supposed burial-place of St Osith. In a.u. 571 it was
one of the towns captured by CuthwuU, brotlier of Ceawlin, king of

the Saxons. At the lime of* the Domesday survey the king owned
the manor. In 1554, by a charter from Queen Mary, bestowed as a
reward for fidelity during the rebellion of the duke of Northumber-
land, Aylesbury was constituted a free borough corporate,’ with
a common council consisting of a bailifl, to aldermen and 12

chief burgesses. The borough returned two members to parliament
from tliis date until the Redistribution Act of 1885, but the other
privileges appear to have lapsed in the reign of F.lizabeth. Ayles-
bury evidently had a considerable market from very early times,

the tolls being assessed at the time of Edward the Confessor at ^25
and at the time of the Domesday survey at ^10. In 1239 Henry III.

made a grant to John, son of Geoffrey FitzPeter of an annual fair at
the feavSt of St O'slth (June 3rd), which was confirmed by Henry VI.
in 1440. Queen Mary’s charter instituted a Wednesday market
and fairs at the feasts of the Annunciation and the Invention of the
Holy Cro.ss. In 1579 John Pakington obtained a grant of two
annual fairs to be held on the day before Palm Sunday and on the
feast of the Invention of the Holy Cross, and a Monday market for

the sale of horses and other animals, grain and merchandise.

-AYLESFORD
AYLESFORD, HfiNEAGE FIMCH, ist Earl or (e. 1649-1719).

2nd son of Heneage Finch, ist earl of Nottingham, was educated
at Westminster school and at Christ Church, Oxford, where he
matriculated on the i8th of November 1664. In 1673 he became
a barrister of the Inner Temple

; king’s coun.sel and bencher
in 1677 ; and in 1679, during the chancellorship of his father,

was appointed solicitor-general, being returned to parliament

for Oxford University, and in 1685 for Guildford. In 1682 he
represented the crown in the attack upon the corporation of

London, and next year in the prosecution of Lord Russell, when,
according to Burnet, “ and in several other trials afterwards, he
showed more of a vicious eloquence in turning matters with

some subtlety against the prisoners than of strict or sincere

reasoning.'* ^ He does not, however, appear to have exceeded

the duties of prosecutor for the crown as they were then under-

stood. In 1684, in the trial of Algernon Sidney, he argued that

the unpublished treatise of the accused was an overt act, and
supported the opinion of Jeffreys that scribere est agerer The
same year he was counsel for James in his successful action against

Titus Oates for lil)el, and in 1685 prosecuted Oates for the crown
for perjury. Finch, however, though a Tory and a crown lawyer,

was a staunch churchman, and on his refusal in 16H6 to defend

the royal dispensing power he was summarily dismissed by James.
He was the leading counsel in June 1688 for the seven bishops,

when he “ strangely exposed and very boldly ran down ” ® the

dispensing power, but liis mistaken tactics were neaily the cau.se of

his clients losing theii case.^ He sat again for Oxford University

in the convention parliament, which constituency he represented

in all the following assemblies except that of 1698, till his eleva-

tion to the peerage. He was, however, no supporter of the 1 1 ouse

of Orange, advocated a regency in James’s name, and was one of

the few who in the 1 louse of Commons opposed the famous vote

that James had broken the contract between king and people

and left the throne vacant. H(‘ held no office during William’s

reign, and is described by Macky as “ always a great opposcr
”

of the administration. In 1689 he joined in voting lor the

reversal of Lord Russell’s attainder, and endeavoured to defend

liis conduct in the trial, but was refused a hearing by the House.

He opposed the I’riennial Bill of 1692, but in 1696 spoke against

the bill of association and test, which was voted for the king’s

protection, on the ground that though William was to be obeyed
as sovereign he could not be acknowledged rightful and lawful

king.” In 1694 he argued against the crown in the bankers’

case. In 1703 he was created baron of Guernsey and a privy

councillor, and after the accession of George I. on the 19th of

October 1714, earl of Aylesford, being reappointed a privy coun-

cillor and made chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster, which office

he retained till February 1716. He died on the 22nd of July

1719. According to John Macky {Memoirs

y

p. 71 ;
published by

Roxbur^he Club, 1895) he was accounted “ one of the greatest

orators in ICngland and a good common lawyer
;
a firm asscrler

of the prerogative of the crown and Jurisdiction of the church
^

a tall, thin, black man, splenatick.” He married Elizabeth,

daughter and co-heiress of Sir John Banks of Aylesford, by whom,
besides six daughters, he hail three sons, of whom the eldest,

Heneage, succeeded him as 2nd earl of Aylesford. I’he 2nd

earl died in 1757, and since this date the earldom has been held

by his direct descendants, six of whom in succession have borne

the Christian name of Heneage.

Many of his legal arguments are printed in State Trials (see esp.

viii. 694, 1087, ix. 625, 880, 996, X. 126, 319, 405, “99 ,
xii. 183, 353,

365). Wood attributes to him on the faith of common rumour the

authorship of An Antidote against Poison . . . Remarks upon a Paper
printed by Lady {Rachel) Russel (1683), ascribed in State Trials (ix.

710) to Sir Bartholomew Shower ; but see the latter’s allusion to it

on p. 753 -

* IHst. of His Own Times, i. 556. Swift has appended a note, “ an
arrant rascal," but Finch’s great offence with the dean was probably
his advancement by George I. rather than his conduct of state trials

as here described.
2 Ibid. 572, and Speaker Onslow’s note.
* N. Luttrell’s Relation, i. 447.
* State Trials, xii. 353.



AYLESFORD^^-AiYMESTRY: LIMESTpNE
AYLSSFORDf a town in the Medway parliamenUuy division

of Kent^ England^ 3^ m. N«W. of Maidstone on the South*

Eastern 8i Chatham nulway. Pop. (1901) 267B. It stands at

Ifie base of a hill on the right bank of. the Medway. The

ancient church of St Peter (restored in 1878) is principally

Perpendicular^ but contains some Norman and Decorated

portions. It has interesting brasses of the 25th and i6th cen-

turies and an early embattled tower. At a short distance

west, a residence occupying part of the site, are remains of a

Carmelite friary, founded here in 1240. It is claimed for this

foundation (but not with certainty) that it was the first house

of Carmelites established in England, and the first general

chapter of the order was held here in 1245. Several remains of

antiquity exist in the neighbourhood, among them a cromlech

called Kit’s Coty House, about a mile north-east from the village.

(See Stone Monuments, Plate, fig. 2.) In accordance with

tradition this has been thought to mark tiie burial-place of

Catigern, who was slain here in a battle between the Britons and
Saxons in a.d. 455 ;

the name has also been derived from Celtic

Ked-coiiy that is, the tomb in the wood. The name of the laiger

group of monuments close by, called the Countless Stones, is due

to the popular belief, which occurs elsewhere, that they are not

to be counted. Large numbers of British coins have been found

in the neighbourhood. The supposed tomb of Horsa, who fell

in the same battle, is situated at Horsled, about 2 m. to the

north.

AYLLON, LUCAS VASQUEZ DE (c. 1475-1526), Spani^
adventurer and colonizer in America, was bom probably in

Toledo, Spain, about 1475. He accompanied Nicolas Ovando
to Hispaniola (Santo Domihgo) in 1502, and there became a

magistrate of La (Concepcion and other towns, and a member
of the superior court of Hispaniola. He engaged with great

profit in various commercial enterprises, became interested in a

plan for the extension of the Spanish settlements to the North

American mainland, and in 2521 sent Francisco Gordillo on an

exploring expedition which touched on the coast of the Florida

peninsula and coasted for some distance northward. Gordillo’s

report of the region was so favourable that Aylion in 1523

obtained from Charles V. a rather indefinite charter giving

liim the right to plant colonies. He sent another reconnoitring

expedition in 1525, and early in 1526 he himself set out with 500

colonists and about 100 African slaves. He touched at several

places along the coast, at one time stopping long enough to

replace a wrecked ship with a new one, this being considered

the first instance of shipbuilding on the North American con-

tinent. Sailing northward to about latitude 33° 40', he began

the construction of a town which he called San Miguel. The
exact location of this town is in dispute, some writers holding

that it was on the exact spot upon which Jamestown, Va.,

was later built
;
more probably, however, as Lowery contends,

it was near the mouth of the Pedee river. The employment of

negro slaves here was undoubtedly the first instance of the sort

in what later became the United States. The spot was unhealthy

and fever carried off many of the colonists, including Ayllon

himself, who died on the 18th of October 1526. After the death

of their leader dissensions broke out among the colonists, some
of the slaves rebelled and escaped into the forest, and in December
the town was abandoned and the remnant of the colonists

embarked for Hispaniola, less than 150 arriving in safety.

See Woodbury Lowery, Spanish Settlements within the Present

Limits of the United States (2 vols., New York, 1903-1905)

AYLMER, JOHN (1521-1594), English divine, was born in

the year 1521 at Aylmer Hall, Tivetshall St Mary, Norfolk.

While still a boy, his precocity was noticed by Henry Grey,

marquis of Dorset, afterwards duke of Suffolk, who sent him to

Oimbridge, where he seems to have become a fellow of Queens’

College. About 1541 he was made chaplain to the duke, and

tutor to his diiughtcr, Lady Jane Grey. His first preferment

was to the archdeaconry of Stow, in the diocese of Lmcoln, but

his opposition in convocation to the doctrine of transubstantia-

tion led to his deprivation and to his flight into Switzerland.

“While there he wrote a reply to John Knox's famous Blast

against (he MchsIsqus Regiment of Women, under the title of

An Hasbofowe for FaithfuU and Trewe Subfocts, 6r^.,and assisted

John Foxe in translating the Acts of thf Martyrs into Latin.

On the accession of Elizabith he returned to England. In 1559

he resumed the Stow archdeaconry, and in 1562 he obtai^
that of Lincoln. He was a member of the famous convocation

of 1562, which reformed and settled the doctrine and discipline

of the Church of England. In 1576 he was consecrated bishop

of London, and while in that position piade himself notorious

by his harsh treatment of all who differed from him on ecclesi-

astical questions, whether Puritan or Papist. Vwious efforts

were made to remove him to another see. He is frequently

assailed in the famous MarprelaU Tracts, and is characterized as
“ Morrell,” the bad shepherd, m Spenser’s Shepheard's Calendar

(July). His reputation as a scholar hardly balances his inade-

quacy as a bishop in the transition time in which he lived. He
died in June 1594. His Life was written by John Strype

(1701)-

AYMARA (anc. CoUa)^ a tribe of South American Indians,

formerly inhabiting the country around I^ke Titicaca and the

neighbouring valleys of the Andes. They form now the chief

ethnical element in Bolivia, but are of very mixed blood. In

early days the home of the Aymaras by Lake Titicaca was a
“ holy land ” for the Incas themselves, whose national legends

attributed the origin of all Quichua (Inca) civilization to that

r^ion. The Aymaras, indeed, seem to have possessed a very

considerable culture before tlieir conquest by the Incas in the

13th and 14th centuries, evidence of which remains in the

megalithic ruins of Tiahuanaco. When the Spaniards arrived

the Aymaras had been Jong under the Inca domination, and
were in a decadent state. They, however, retained certain

privileges, such as the use of their own language
; and their

I
treatment by their conquerors generally suggested that the latter

believed themselves of Aymara blood. Physically, the pure

Aymara is short and thick-set, with a great chest development,

and with the same reddish complexion, broad face, black eyes

and rounded forehead which distinguish the Quichuas. Like

the tatter, too, the Aymaras are sullen and apathetic in disposi-

tion. They number now, including half-breeds, about half a
million in Bolivia. Some few are also found in southern Peru.

Sec Journal EthnoL Society (2870),
" The Aymara Indians of

Bolivia and Peru."

AYMER, or ^Etuelmar, OF VALENCE (d. 1260), bishop of

Winchester, was a half-brother of Henry III. His mother was
Isabelle of Angouleme, the second wife of King Jolm, his father

was Hugo of Lusignan, the count of La Marche, whom Isabelle

married in 1220. The children of this marriage came to England
in 1247 in tlie hope of obtaining court preferment. In 1250
the king, by putting strong pressure upon the electors, succeeded

in obtaining the see of Winchester for Aymer. The appointmeht

was in every way unsuitable, Aymer was illiterate, ignorant of

tlie English language, and wholly secular in his mode of life.

Upon his head was concentrated the whole of the popular

indignation against the foreign favourites ; and he seems to have

deserved this unenviable distinction. At the parliament of

Oxford (1258) he and his brothers repudiated the new constitu-

tion prepared by the barons. He was pursued to Winchester,

besieged in Wolvesey castle, and finally compelled to surrender

and leave the kingdom. He ha,d never been consecrated;

accordingly in 1259 the chapter of Winchester proceeded to

a new election. Aymer, however, gained the support of the

pope
; he was on his way back to England when he was over-

taken by a fatal illness at Paris.

See W. Stubbs’ Constitutional History, vol. ii. (1896) ; G. W.
Prothcro's Simon de Montfort (1877) ; W. H. Blaauw'e Baroris* War
(1871).

AYME8TRY LIMESTONE, an inconstant limestone .which

occurs locally in the Ludlow series of Silurian rocks, between
the Upper and Lower Ludlow shales* It derives its name Iroin

Aymestry in Herefordshire, where it may be seen tax both sides

of the river Ltigg. It is well developed in the neighbourhood
of Ludlow (it it sometimes called the Ludlow^ limestone) and
occupies a similar position in the Ludlow shales at Wooihppe,
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the Abbefley Hills, May Hill and the Malvem Hills. In litho*

logical character it varies greatly; in one place it is a dark grey,

somewhat crystalline limestone, elsewhere it passes into a flaggy,

earthy or shaly condition, or even into a mere layer of nodules.

When well developed it may reach 50 ft. in thickness in beds
of from I to 5 ft.

;
in this condition it naturally forms a con-

spicuous feature in the landscape because it stands out by its

superior hardness from the soft shales above and below.

The most common fossil is Pentamerus Knightii, which is

extremely abundant in places. Other brachiopods, corals and
trilobites are present, and are similar to those found in the
Wenlock limestone. (See Silurian.)

AYR, a royal, municipal and police burgh and seaport, and
county town of Ayrshire, Scotland, at the mouth of the river

Ayr, 41J m. S.S.W. of Glasgow by the Glasgow & South-
Western railway. Pop. (1891) 24,944 ; (1901) 29,101. It is

situated on a tint bay and its beautiful sands attract thousands
of summer visitors. Ayr proper lies on the south bank of the
river, which is crossed by three bridges, besides tlie railway

viaduct—the Victoria Bridge (erected in 1898) and the famous
** Twa Brigs " of Burns. The Auld Brig is said to date from
the reign of Alexander III. (d. 1286). The New Brig was built

in 1788, mainly owing to the efforts of Provost Ballantyne.

The prophecy which Burns put into the mouth of the venerable
structure came true in 1877, when the newer bridge yielded

to floods and had to be rebuilt (1879) ;
and the older structure

itself was closed for public safety in 1904. The town has extended
greatly on the southern side of the stream, where, in the direction

of the racecourse, there are now numerous fine villas. The
county buildings, designed after the temple of Isis in Rome,
accommodate the circuit and provincial courts and various local

authorities. The handsome town buildings, surmounted by
a fine spire 226 ft. high, contain assembly and reading rooms.
Of the schools the most notable is the Academy (rebuilt in 1880),

which in 1764 superseded the grammar school of the burgh,
which existed in the i3thi century. The Gothic Wallace Tower
in High Street stands on the site of an old building of the

same hame taken down in 1835, from which were transferred

the clock and bells of the Dungeon steeple. A niche in front

is filled by a statue of the Scottish hero by James Thom (1802-

1850), a self-taught sculptor. There are statues of Burns, the

13th earl of Eglinton, General Smith Neill and Sir William
Wallace. The Carnegie free library was established in 1893.

The charitable institutions include the county hospital, district

asylum, a deaf and dumb home, the Kyle combination poor-

house, St John’s refuge and industrial schools for boys and
girls. The Ayr Advertiser first appeared on 5th of August 1803,

and was the earliest newspaper published in Ayrshire. In the

suburbs is a racecourse where the Western Meeting is held in

September of every year. The principal manufactures include

leather, carpets, woollen goods, flannels, blankets, lace, boots and
shoes

;
and fisheries and shipbuilding are also carried on. There

are several foundries, engineering establishments and saw mills.

Large quantities of timber are imported from Canada and
Norway

;
coal, iron, manufactured goods and agricultural

produce are the chief Reports. The harbour, with wet and slip

dock, occupies both sides of the river from the New Bridge to

the sea, and is protected on the south by a pier projecting some
distance into the sea, and on the north by a breakwater with

a commodious dry dock. There are esplanades to the south and
north of the harbour. The town is governed by a provost and
council, and unites with Irvine, Inveraray, Campbeltown and
Oban in returning one member to parliament.

In 1873 the municipal boundary was extended northwards
beyond the river so as to include Newton-upon-Ayr and Wallace
Town, formerly separate. Newton is a burgh or barony of very
ancient creation, the charter of which is traditionally said to

have been j^rimted by Robert Bruce in favour of forty-eight

of the inhabitants who had distinguished themselves at Bannock-
burn. The suburb b now almost wholly occupied with manu-
factures, the chief of which ore chemicals, \joots and shoes,

carpets and lace. It is on the Glasgow & South-Western

railway, and has a harbour and dock from which 4:6al itbd goads
are the main exports. About 3 m. north of Ayr is Prestwick,
a popular watering-place and the headquarters of one of the
most flourishing golf clubs in Scotland. The outstanding
attraction of Ayr, however, k the pleasant suburb of Alloway,

2i m. to ihe south, with which there is frequent communication
by electric cars. The “ auld clay biggin ” in which Robert
Burns was Wn on the 25th of January 1759, has been com-
pletely repaired and is now the property of the Ayr Burns’s
Monument trustees. In the kitchen is the box bed in which
the poet was born, and many of the articles of furniture belonged
to his family. Adjoinii^ the cottage is a museum of Burnsiana.
The “ auld haunted kirk,” though roofless, is otherwise in a
fair state of preservation, despite relic-hunters who have removed
all the woodwork. In churchyard is the grave of William
Burness, the poet’s father. Not far distant, on a conspicuous
position close by the banks of the Doon, stands the Grecian
monument to Bums, in the grounds of which is the grotto con-
taining Thom’s figures of Tam 0’ Shanter and Souter J ohnnie.

Nothing is known of the history of Ayr till the close of the 12th
century, when it was made a royal residence, and soon afterwards
a royal burgh, by William the Lion. During the wars of Scottish
independence the possession of Ayr and its castle was an object
of importance to both the contending parties, and the town was
the scene of many of Wallace’s exploits. In 1315 the Scottish
parliament met in the church of St John to confirm the succession
of Edward Bruce to the throne. Early in the i6th century it was
a pl^e of considerable influence and trade. I'he liberality of

William the Lion had bestowed upon the corporation an extensive
grant of lands

; while in addition to tlie well-endowed church of

St John, it had two monasterii‘S, each possessed of a fair revenue.
When Scotland was overrun by Cromwell, Ayr was selected as
the site of one of the forts which he built to command the country.
This fortification, termed the citadel, enclosed an area of ten
or twelve acres, and included within its limits the church of St

John, which was converted into a storehouse, the Prolectur partly
indemnifying the inhabitiuits by contributing £150 towards the
erection of a new place of worship, now known as the Old Church.
A portion of the tower of St John’s church remains, but has
been completely modernized. 'I'he site of the fort is now nearly

covered with houses, the barracks being in Fort Green.

AYRER^ JAKOB (?-i6o5), German dramatist, of whose life

little is known. He seems to have come to Nuremberg us a boy
and worked his way up to the position of imperial notary. He
died at Nuremberg on the 26th of March 1605. Besides a
rhymed Chronik derStadt Bamberg (edited by J. Heller, Bamberg,
1838), and an unpublished translation of the Psalms, Ayrur lias

left a large number of dramas which were printed at Nuremberg
under the title Opus Theatricum in 1618. This collection contains

thirty tragedies and comedies and thirty-six Fastnachtsspiele

(Shrovetide plays) and Singspiele. As a dramatist, Ayrer is

virtually the successor of Hans Sachs (q,v.)f but he came under
the influence of the so-called EngUsche Kombdianten, that is,

troupes of English actors, who, at the close of the i6th century
and during the 17th, repeatedly visited the continent, bringing

with them the repertory of the Elizabethan theatre. From those

actors Ayrer learned how to enliven his dramas with sensational

incidents and spectacular effects, and from them he borrowed
the character of the clown. His plays, however, are in spite of

his foreign models, hardly more dramatic, in the true sense of tlie

word, than those of Hans Sachs, and they are inferior to the latter

in poetic qualities. The plots of two of his comedies^ Von
der schmen Phoenicia and Vofi der schbnen Sidea, were evidently

drawn from the same sources as those of Shakespeare’s Much
Ado about Nothing and Tempest.

Ayrers Dramen, edited by A. von Keller, have been published by
the Stuttgart Lit. Verein (i864-'X865), , See also L. Tieck, Deutsches
Theater (X817)

;
A, Cohn, Shakespeare in Germany (1885), which

contains a translation of the two plays mentioned above; J. Titt-

mann, Schauspiele des sechzehnten Jahthunderis (t888).

AYRSHIRE, a south-western county, of Scotland, bounded N.

by Renfrewshire, £. by L^i^i^kshirc and Dumfriesshire, S.E. by
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Kirkcudbrightshire, S. by Wigtownshire and W. by the Firth of

Clyde. It includes off its coast the conspicuous rock of Ailsa

Craig, lo m. W. of Girvan, Lady Island, 3 m. S.W. of Troon,

and Horse Island, off Ardrossan. Its area is 724,523 acres or

1 142 sq. m., its coast-line being 70%!. long. In former times the

shire was divided into the districts of Cunninghame (N. of the

Irvine), Kyle (between the Irvine and the Doon), and Carrick

(S. of the Doon), and these terms are still occasionally used.

Kyle was further divided by the Ayr into King’s Kyle on the

north and Kyle Stewart. Robert Bruce was earl of Carrick,

a title now borne by the prince of Wales. The county is politic-

ally divided into North and South Ayrshire, the former compris-

ing Cunninghame and the latter Kyle and Carrick. The surface

is generally undulating with a small mountainous tract in the

north and a larger one in the south and south-east. The prineijDai

hills are Black Craig (2298 ft.), 5 m. south-east of New Cumnock

;

Enoch (1865 ft.), 5 m. east of Dalmellington ;
Polmaddie (1750

ft.) 2 m. south-east of Barr
;
Stake on the confines of Ayrshire

and Renfrewshire, and Corsancone (1547 ft.), 3 m. north-east

of New Cumnock. None of the rivers is navigable, but their

varied and tranquil beauty has made them better known than

many more important streams. The six most noted are the

Stinchar (c soft), Girvan, Doon, Ayr, Irvine and Garnock.

Of these the Ayr is the longest. It rises at Glenbuck, on the

border of Lanarkshire, and after a course of some 38 m. falls into

the Firth of Clyde at the county town which, with the county, is

named from it. The scenery along its banks from Sorn down-

wards—passing Catrine, Ballochmyle, Barskiinming, Sundrum,

Auchencruive and Craigie— is remarkably picturesque. The

lesser .streams are numerous, but Burns’s verse has given pre-

eminence to the Afton, the Cessnock and the L.ugar. There are

many lochs, the largest of which is Loch Doon, 5i m. long, the

source of the river of the same name. From Loch Finlas, about

20 m. south-east of Ayr, the town derives its water-supply.

The Nith rises in Ayrshire and a few miles of its early course

belong to the county.

Geology.—'j'hc greater portion of the hilly region in the south of

the county forms part of the Silurian tableland of the south of

ScotLand. Along its north margin there is a licit of elevated ground
consisting mainly of Old Ret! Sandstone strata, while the tract of

fertile low ground is chiefly occupied by younger Palaeozoic rocks.

The Silurian belt stretching eastwards from the mouth of Loch Ryan
lo the Merrick range is composed of grits, greywackes and shales with

thill leaves of blackishales, containing graptolites of Upper Llandcilo

age which arc repeated by folding and cover a broad area. Near
their northern limit Radiolarian cherts, mudstones and lavas of

Arenig age rise from underneath the former along anticlines striking

north-east and south-west. In the Ballantrae region there is a
remarkable development of volcanic rocks—lavas, tuffs and agglo-

merates—of Arenig age, their horizon bein ^ defined by graptolites

occurring in cherty mudstones and black shales interleaved in lavas

and agglomerates. These volcanic materials are pierced by ser-

pentine, gabbro and granite. The serpentine forms two belts running

inland from near Bennane Head and from Bumfoot, being typically

developed on Balhamie Hill near Colmonell, Gabbro appears on
the shore north of Lendalfoot. while on the Bjme and Grey Hills south

of Girvan there are patches of granite and quartz-diorite which seem
to pass into more basic varieties. These volcanic and plutonic

rocks and Radiolarian cherts are covered unconformably by con-

glomerates (Bcnnan Hill near Straiten and Kennedy's Pass) which

arc associated with limestones of Upper Idandeilo age that have
been wrought in the Stinchar valley and at Craighead. South of the

river Girvan there is a sequence from Llandeiki—Catadoc to, Llan-

dovery—Tarannon strata, excellent sections of which arc seen on

the shore north of Kennedy's Pass and in Penwhapole Glen near

Girvan. Llandovery strata again appear north of tne Girvan at

Dailly. where they form an inner surrounded by the Old Red Sand-

stone and Carboniferous formations. Representatives of Wenlock

rocks form a narrow belt near the village of Straiton. Some of the

Silurian sediments of the Girvan province are highly fossiliferous, but

the order of succession is determined by the graptolites. Near Muir-

kirk and in die Douglas Water there are inliers of Wenlock, Ludlow
and Downtonian rocks, coming to the surface along anticlines trun-

cated by faults and surrounded by Old Red Sandstone and Carbonb

ferous strata.., In the south-east of the county there is a part of the

large granite mass that stretches from loch Doon south to Loch

Dee, giving rise to wild scenery and bounded by the higfh ground near

the head of the Girvan Water, boulders of which have been dis-

tiibuted over a wide area during the glacial period*. Along the

northern margin of the uplands the lower Old Red Sandstone is

usually faulted against the Silurian strata, but on Hadyard Hill
south of the Girvan valley th^ rest on the folded and denuded
members of the latter system. The three divisions of this formation
are well represented. The lower group of conglomerates and sand-
stones are well displayed on Hadyard Hill and on the tract near May-
bole

;
the middle volcanic series on the shore south of the Heads of

Ayr and from the Stincliar valley along the (.)ld Red belt towards
Dalmellington and New Cumnock

;
while the upper group, com-

prising conglomerates and sandstones, form a well-marked syn-
clinal ford at Corsancone north-east of New Cumnock. The Upper
Old Red Sandstone appears as a fringe round the south-west margin
of tlie Carlxmifcrous rocks of the county, and it dse.s from beneath
them on the shore of the Firth of Clyde south of Wemyss Bay.
The Carboniferous strata of the central low ground form a great
basin traversed by faults, all the subdivisions of the system being
represented save the Millstone Grit. Round the north and nortb-
ea.st margin there is a great development of volcanic rocks—lavas,
tuffs and agglomerates— belonging to the Calciferous Sandstone
series, and passing upwards into the Carboniferous Limestone. The
lower limestones of the latter division are typically represented near
Dairy and Beith, where in one instance they reach a thickness of over
100 ft. They are followed by the coal-bearing group (Edge coals of

Midlothian) which have been wrought in Bie Dairy and Patna
di.‘«tricts and at Dailly. The position of the Millstone Grit is occupied
by lavas and tuffs, extending almost continually as a narrow fringe

round the northern margin of the Coal Measures from Saltcoats by
Kilmaurs to the Crawfordland Water. The workable coals of the
true Coal Mea.surcs have a wide distribution from Kilwinning by
Kilmarnock to Gal.ston and again in the districts of Coylton, Dal-
mellington, Lugar and Cumnock. These members are overlaid by a
set of upper barren red sandstones, probably the equivalents of tlie

red beds of Uddingston, Dalkeith and Wemyss in Fife, visible in the
ravines of Lugar near Ochiltree and of Ayr at Citrine. In various
parts of the Ayrshire coalfield the coal-seams are rendered useless by
intrusive sheets of dolerite, as near Kilmarnock and Dalmellington.
hi the central part of the held there is an oval-shaped area of red
sandstones now grouped with the Trias, extending from near Tar-
tnilton to Mauchline, where they are largely worked for building stone.

7'hey are underlaid by a volcanic series which forms a continuous belt
between the underlying red sandstones of the Coal Measures and
the overlying Trias. In the north part of the county, as near Wemyss
Bay, the strata arc traversed by dykes of dolerite and basalt trending
in a north-west direction and probably of Tertiary age.

Agriculture. -There has been no lacl^f agricultural enterprise*

With a moist climate, and, generally, a rather heavy soil, drainage

was necessary for the successful growth of green crops. Up to

about 1840, a green crop in the rotation was seldom seen, except

on porous river-side land, or on the lighter farms of the lower

districts. In the early part of the 19th century lime was a
powerful auxiliary in the inland districts, but with repeated ap-

plications it gradually became of little avail. Thorough draining

gave the next great impetus. Enough had been done to lest

its efficacy before the announcement of Sir Robert PeePs drainage

loan, after which it was rapidly extended throughout the county.

Green-crop husbandry, and the liberal use of guano and other

manures, made a wonderful change in the county, and immensely
increased the amount of produce. Potatoes are now extensively

grown, the coast-lands supplying the markets of Scotland and the

north of England. Of roots, turnips, carrots and mangolds are

widely cultivated, heavy crops being obtained by early sowing
and rich manuring. Oats form the bulk of the cereal crop, but
wheat and barley are also grown. High farming has developed

the land enormously. Dairying has received particular attention.

Dunlop cheese was once a well-known product. Part of it was
very good

;
but it was unequal in its general character, and

unsaleable in English markets. Dissatisfied with the inferior

commercial value of their cheese m comparison with some English

varieties, the Ayrsliire Agricultural Association brought a Somer-
set farmer and his wife in 1855 to teach the Cheddar method, and
their effort was most successful. Cheddar cheese of first-rate

quality is now made in Ayrshire, and the annual cKeese show
at Kilmarnock is the most important in Scotland. The Ayrshire
breed of cows are famous for the quantity and excellence of their

milk. Great numbers of cattle, sheep and pigs are raised for the
market^ and the Ayrshire horse is in high repute.

Other Industries,—^Ayrshire is the principal minix^ county
in Scotland and has the second largest coalfield, There is a
heavy annual ou^ut also of iron ore, pig iron ^d firip-iclay.

The chief cpal districts are Ayr, Dalmellington, Patna, Maybole,
Drongan, Irvipe, Coyltpn, Stevenston, Beith, Kilwinning,
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Dairy, Kilbimie, Dreghom, Kilmarnock, Galston, Hurlford,

Muirkirk, Cumnock and New Cumnock. Ironstone occurs

chiefly at Patna, Coylton, Dairy, Kilbirnie, Dreghom and
Cumnock, and there are blast furnaces at most of these towns.

A valuable whetstone is quarried at Bridge of Stair on the Ayr
—the Water-of-Ayr stone. The leading manufactures are im-
portant. At Catrine are cotton factories and bleachfields, and
at Ayr and Kilmarnock extensive engineering works, and
carpet, blanket and' woollens, boot and shoe factories. Cotton,
woollens, and other fabrics and hosiery arc also manufactured
at Ddry, Kilbirnie. Kilmaurs, Beilh and Stewarton. An
extensive trade in chemicals is carried on at Irvine. Near
Stevenston works have been erected in the sandhills for the

making of dynamite and other explosives. There are large

lace curtain factories at Galston, Newmilns and Darvel, and at

Beith cabinet-making is a considerable industry. Shipbuilding

is conducted at Troon, Ayr, Irvine and Fairlie, which is famous
for its yachts. The leading ports are Ardrossan, Ayr, Girvan,

Irvine and Troon. Fishing is carried on in the harbours and
creeks, which are divided between the fishery districts of Greenock
and Ballantrae.

Communications. — The Glasgow & South - Western railway
owns most of the lines within the shire, its system .serving all

the industrial towns, ports and .seaside resorts. Its trunk line

via Girvan to Stranraer commands the .slioriest sea passage to

Belfast and the north of Ireland, and its main line via Kilmarnock
communicates with Dumfries and Carlisle and so with England.
The Lanarkshire & Ayrshire branch of the Caledonian railway
company also serves a part of the county. For passenger
steamer traffic Ardrossan is the principal port, there being
services to Arran and Belfast and, during the season, to Douglas
in the Isle of Man. Millport, on Great Cumbrac, is reached by
steamer from Ffiirlie.

Population and Adininistfaiion.’-'lh.t population of Ayrshire
in 1891 was 226,386, and in 1901. 254,468, or 223 to the sq. m.
In 190T the number of persons speaking Gaelic only was 17.

The chief towns, with populations in 1901 are : Ardrossan

(6otj), Auchinleck (2168), Ayr (29,101), Beith (4963), CumnoCk
(3088), Dairy (5316), Darvel (3070), Galston (4876), Girvan

(4024), Hurlford (4601), Irvine (9618), Kilbimie (4571), Kil-

marnock (35,091), Kilwinning (4440), Largs (3246), Maybole

(5892), Muirkirk (3892), Newmilns (4467), Saltcoats (8t2o),

Stevenston (6554), Stewarton (2858), Troon (4764). The
county returns two members to parliament, who represent

North and South Ayrshire respectively. Ayr (the county town)
and Irvine are royal burghs and belong to the Ayr group of

parliamentary burghs, and Kilmarnock is a parliamentaiy
burgh of the Kilmarnock group. Under the county council

special water districts, drainage districts, and lighting and
scavenging districts have been formed. The county forms a
sheriffdom, and there are resident sheriffs-substitute at Ayr
and Kilmarnock, who sit also at Irvine, Beith, Cumnock and
Girvan. The shire is under school-board jurisdiction, but there

are a considerable number of voluntary schools, besides secondary

schools at Ayr, Irvine, Kilmarnock and Beith, while Kilmarnock
Dairy School is a part of the West of Scotland Agricultural

College established in 1899. In addition to grants earned by
the schools, the county and borough councils expend a good
deal of money upon secondary and technical education, towards

which contributions are also made by the Glasgow and West of

Scotland Technical College and the Kilmarnock Dairy School.

The technical classes, sunsidized at various local centres, em-
brace instruction in agriculture, mining, engineering, plumbing,

gardening, and various science and art subjects.

//fjtory.—Traces of Roman occupation are found in Ayrshire.

At the time of Agricola’s campaigns the country was held by
the Damnonii, and their town of Vandogara has been identified

with a site at Loudoun Hill near Darvel,where a serious encounter

with the Scots took place. On the withdrawal of the Romans,
Ayrshire formed part of the kingdom of Strathclyde knd ulti-

mately passed under the sway of the Northumbrian kings.

Save for occasional intertribal troubles, as that in which the
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Scottish king Alpin was slain at DalmelUngton in the 9th
century, the annals are silent until the battle of Largs in 1263,
when the pretensions of Haakon of Norway to the sovereignty
of the Isles were crushed by the Scots under Alexander III.

A generation later William’ Wallace conducted a vigorous
campaign in the shire. He surprised the English garrison at
Ardrossan, and burned the bams of Ayr in which the forces of

Edward L were lodged. Robert Bruce is alleged to have been
born at Turnberiy Castle, some 12 m. S.W. of Ayr. In 1307
he defeated the English at Loudoun Hill. Cromwell paid the
county a hurried visit, during which he demolished the castle

of Ardrossan and is said to have utilized the stones in rearing

a fort at Ayr. Between 1660 and 1688 the sympathies of the
county were almost wholly with the Covenanters, who suffered

one of their heaviest reverses at Airds Moss—a morass between
the Ayr and Lugar,—their leader, Richard Cameron, being
killed (20th of July 1680). The county was dragooned and the
Highland host ravaged wherever it went. The Hanoverian
succession excited no active hostility if it evoked no enthusiasm.
Antiquarian remains include cairns in Galston, Sorn and other
localities

;
a road supposed to be a work of the Romans, which

extended from Ayr, through Dalrymple and Dalmellington,
towards the Solway; camps attributed to the Norwegians or

Danes on the hills of Knockgeorgan and Dundonald
;
and the

castles of Loch Doon, Tumberry, Dundonald, Portencross,

Ardrossan and Dimure. There arc ruins of celebrated abbeys
at Kilwinning and Crossr^uel, and of Alloway 's haunted church,

famous from their associations.

See James Patorson, "History of the County of Ayr," Trans-
actions of Ayrshire and Galloway Archaeological Associations^
Edinburgh, i87y-ic>oo

;
John Smith, Prehistoric Man in Ayrshire

(JUondon, 1895) ;
WilUam Robertson, History of Ayrshire (Edinburgh,

1894) ;
Archibald Sturrock, " On tlie Agriculture of Ayrshire,"

Transactions of Highland and Agricultural Society’, 1 ). Landf-
borough. Contributions to Local History (Kilmarnock, 1878).

AYRTON. WILUAM EDWARD (1847-1908), English physi-

cist, was born in London on the 14th of September 1847. He
was educated at University College, London, and in 1868 went
out to Bengal in the service of the Indian Government Telegraph
depaflment. In 1873 he was appointed professor of physics

and telegraphy at the Imperial College of Engineering, Tokio.
On his return to London six years later he became professor of

applied physics at the Finsbury College of the City and Guilds
of London Technical Institute, and in 1884 he was chosen
professor of electrical engineering at the Central Technical

Qjllege, South Kensington. He published, botli alone and
jointly with others, a large number of papers on physical, and
in particular electrical, subjects, and liis name was especially

associated, together with that of Professor John Perry, with the

invention of a long series of electrical measuring instruments.

He died in London on the 8th of November 1908. His wife,

Mrs Hertha Ayrton, whom he married in 1885, assisted him in

his researches, and became known for her scientific work on the
electric arc and other subjects. The Royal Society awarded her
one of its Royal medals in 1906.

AYSCOUGH, SAMUEL (1745-1804), English librarian and
index-maker, was bom at Nottingham in 1745. His father, a
printer and stationer, haying ruined himself by speculation,

Samuel Ayscough left Nottingham for London, where he obtained

an engagement in the cataloguing department of the British

Museum. In 1782 he published a two-volume catalogue of

the then undescribed manuscripts in the museum. About 1785
he was appointed assistant librarian at the museum, and soon
afterwards took holy orders. In 1786 he published an index
to the first seventy volumes of the Monthly Keiriew, and in 1796
indexed the remaining volumes. Both this index and his

catalogue of the undescribed manuscripts in the museum were
private ventures. His first official Work was a third share in the

British Museum catalogue of 1787, and he subsequently cata-

logued the ancient rolls and charters, 16,000 in all. In 1789 he
produced the first two volumes of the index to the Gendema»*s
MagOitineMdiixi 1790 the first index-concordance to Shakespeare.
He Was a Fellow of the Sbdety of Antiquaries, and has been called
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“ The Prince, of Indexers.” He died at the British Huseum on
the 30th of October 1804. .

AYBCUE (erroneously Askew or Ayscouoh), SIR GEORfiS
(d. 1671), British admiral, came of an old Lincolnshire family*

Beyond the fact that he was knl|?hted ^ Charles I., nothing
is known of his career until in 1646 he received a naval command.
Through the latter years of the first civil war, Ayscue seems to

have acted as one of the senior officers of the fleet. In 1648,
when Sir William Batten went over to Holland with a portion

of his squadron, Ayscue’s influence kept a large part of the fleet

loyid to the Parliament, and in reward for this service he was
appointed the following year admiral of the Irish Seas. For his

conduct at the relief of Dublin he received the thanks of Parlia-

ment, and in 1651 he was employed under Blake in the operations
for the reduction of Scilly. He was next sent to the West Indies
in charge of a squadron destined for the conquest of Barbadoes
and the other islands still under royalist control. This task
successfully accomplished, he returned to take part in the first

Duteh War. In this he played a prominent part, but the in-

decisive battle off Plymouth (August i6th, 1652) cost him his

command, though an annuity was assigned him. For some
years Sir George Ayscue lived in retirement, but the later years
of the Commonwealth he spent in Sweden, Cromwell having
despatched him thither as naval adviser. At the Restoration
he returned, and became one of the commissioners of the navy,
but on the outbreak of the second Dutch War in 1664 he once
more hoisted his flag as rear-admiral of the Blue, and took part
in the battle of Lowestoft (June 3rd, 1665). In the great Four
Days’ Battle (June iith-i4th, 1666) he served with Monok as
admiral of the White. His flagship, the

**
Prince Royal,” was

taken on the third day, and he himself remained a prisoner in

Holland till the j^eace. It seems doubtful whether he over again
flew his flag at sea, and the date of his death is supposed to be
1671. Lely’s portrait of Sir George Ayscue is in the Painted
Hall at Greenwich.

AYTOUN, or Ayton, SIR ROBERT (1570-1638), Scottish
poet, son of Andrew Aytoun of Kinaldie, Fifeshire," was bom in

1570. He was educated at the university of St Andrews, where
he was incorporated as a student of St Leonard’s College in 1584
and graduated M.A. in 1588. He lived for some years in France,
and on the accession of James VI. to the English tlirone he wrote
in Paris a Latin panegyric, which brought him into immediate
favour at court. He was knighted in i6r2. He held various
lucrative offices, and was private secretary to the queens of

James I. and Charles I. He died in London and was buried
in Westminster Abbey on the 28th of February 1638. His
reputation with his contemporaries was high, both personally
and as a writer, though he had no ambition to be known as the
latter.

Aytoun’s remains are in Latin and English. In respect of the
latter he is one of the earliest Scots to use the southern standard
as a literary medium. The Latin poems include the panegyric
already referred to, an Epicediuni in obiium Thoma Rhodi; Basia,
sive Sirena ad Jucobum Hayum\ Lessus in funere Raphadis
Thorn; Carina Caro; and minor pieces, occasional and epitaphic.

His first English poem was Diophantus and Charidora (to which
he rders in his Latin panegyric to James). He has left a number
of pieces on amatory subjects, including songs and sonnets.

Aytoim's Latin poems are printed in Delitiae Poetarum Scoiomm
(Amaterd^, 1637), i. pp. 40-75, His English poems are preserved
in a MS. in the British Museum {Add, MSS. 10,308), which was pre-
pared by his nephew, Sir John Aytoun. Both were collected l>y
Charles Rollers in Th^. Poems of Sir Robert Aytoun (London, privately
printed, 1871). This edition is unsatisfactory, though it is better
than the: first issue by the same .editor in 1844. Additional poems
are included which cannot be.ascribed to Aytoun, and which in some
cases have been identified as the work of others. The poem ** I

do confess tliou'rt smooth and fair *' may be suspected, and the old
version of Auld Ijang Syne*^ and Sweet Empress" are cer-
tainly not Aytoun 's. Some of the English poems are printed in
Watson’s CoUection (1706-171*) and in the Sannatyne Miscellany,
i. p. 299 (18517),' There is a memoir of Aytoun in Rogers’s edition,
and another by Grosart fn the Diet, of Nat. Biog. Particulars of his
public career will be found m the printed Calendars of Stale Papers
and Register of Ike Privy Coentoil Of the period.

AYTOUN, WIUMM BDM0N6T0UNB (1813-1865), Scottish

poet, humorist and miscellaneous writer, was born at Edinburgh
on the aist of J une 1813. He was the only son of Roger Aytoun,
a writer to the signet, an(f the family was of tlu^ same stock as

Sir Robert Aytoun noticed above. From his mother, a woman
of marked originality of character and con^derable culture,

he derived his distinctive qualities, his early tastes in literature,

and his political sympathies, his love for ballad poetry, and his

admiration for the Stuarts. At the age of eleven he was sent to

the Edinburgh Academy, passing in due time to the university.

In 1833 he spent a few months in London for the purpose of

studying law ; but in September of that year he went to study
German at Aschaffenburg, where he remained till April 1834*

He then resumed his legal pursuits in his father’s chambers,

was admitted a writer to the signet in 1835, and five years later

was called to the Scottish bar. But, by his own confession,

though he “ followed the law, he never could overtake it.” His

first publication—a volume entitled Poland^ Homer
,
and other

Poems, in which he gave expression to his eager interest in the

state of Poland—had appeared in 1832. While in Germany he

made a translation in blank verse of the first part of Faust

;

but, forestalled by other translations, it was never published.

In 1836 he made his earliest contributions to Blackwood^

s

Magazine, in translations from Uhland
;

and from 1839 till

his death he remained on the staff of Blackwood. About 1841

he became acquainted with Mr (afterwards Sir) Theodore Martin,

and in association with liim wrote a series of light humorous
papers on the tastes and follies of the day, in which were inter-

spersed the verses which afterwards became popular as the

Bon Gaultier Ballads (1855). The work on which his reputation

as a poet chiefly rests is the Lays of the Scottish Castadiers (1848 ;

29th cd. 1883). In 1845 he was appointed professor of rhetoric

and belles Icttres at Edinburgh Dniversity. His lectures were
very attractive, and the number of students increased correspond-

ingly. His services in support of tlie Tory party, especially

during the Anti-Com-Law struggle, ^ceived official recognition

in his appointment (1852) as sheriff of Orkney and Zetland.

In 1854 appeared Firmilian, a Spasmodic Tragedy, in which he

attacked and parodied the writings of Philip James Bailey,

Sydney Dobell and Alexander Smith
;
and two years later he

published his Boihwell, a Poem, Among his other literary works
are a Collection of the Ballads of Scotland (1858), a translation

of the Poems and Ballads of Goethe, executed in co-operation

with his friend Theodore Martin (1858), a small volume on the

Life and Times of Richard L (1840), written for the Family
Library, and a novel entitled Norman Sinclair (1861), many of

the details in which are taken from incidents in his own experience.

In i860 Aytoun was elected honorary president of the A^ciated
Societies of Edinburgh University. In 1859 he lost his first

wife, a daughter of John Wilson (Christopher North), to whom
he was married in 1849, and this was a great blow to him. His
mother died in November 1861, and his own health began to fail.

In December 1863 he married Miss Kinneai. He died at Black-
hills, near Elgin, on the 4th of August 1865.

See Memoir of W. E. Aytoun (1867), by Sir Theodore Martin, with
an appendix containing some of his prose essays.

AYUB KHAN (1855- ), Afghan prince, son of Shere Ali

(formerly amir of Afghanistan), and cousin of the amir Abdur
Rahman, was bom about 1B55. During hts father’s reign little is

recorded of him, but after Shere Ali’s expulsion from Kabul by the

English, and his death in January 1879, Ayub took possession of

Herat, and maintained himself there untU June i88j, when he
invaded Afghanistan with the view of asserting his daims tc^e
sovereignty, and in particular of gaining possession of Kanda-
har, still in the occupation of the British. He encountered the
British force commanded by General Burrows at Maiwand on
the 27th of July, and was able to gain one of the very few pitched
battles that have been won by Asiatic leaders over an army
under Eumpean direction. His triumph, however, was shorth
lived while he hesitated to assault Kandahar he was attacked
by Sir Frederick (afterwards Lord) Roberts, at the close of the
latter’s metnorable march from Kabul, and utterly c&CQiafited«
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20th of September 1880. He made his way bock to Herat, where

he remained for some time unmolested. In the summer of

1881 he again invaded Afghanistan^ and on the anniversary of

the battle of Maiwand obtained a signal victory over Abdur
Rahman's lieutenants, mainly through the defection of a Durani

regiment. Kandahar fell into his hands, but Abdur Rahman
now took the field in person, totally defeated Ayub, and expelled

him from Herat. He took refuge in Persia, and for some time

lived quietly in receipt of an allowance from the Persian govern^

ment. In 1887 internal troubles in Afghanistan tempted him to

make another endeavour to seize the throne. Defeated and

driven into exile, he wandered for some time about Persia, and
in November gave himself up to the British agent at Meshed.

He was sent to India to live as a state prisoner.

AYUNTAMIEHTO, the Spanish name for the district over

which a town council has administrative authority
;

it is used

also for a to\^n council, and for the town-hall. The word is de-

rived from the Latin adjungere, and originally meant “ meeting/'

In some parts of Spain and in Spanish America the town council

was called the cabildo or chapter, from the Latin capitidum.

The ayuntamiento consisted of the official members, and of

regidores or regulators, who were chosen in varying proportions

from the hidalgos ” or nobles de alga, sons of somebody)
and the “ pechcros,” or commoners, who paid the pecho, or

personal tax
;
pecho (Lat. pectus) is in Spanish the breast, and

then by extension the person. The regidores of the ayunta-

mientos, or lay cabildos, were checked by the royal judge or

carregidor, who was in fact the permanent cliairman or president.

The distinction between hidalgo and pechero has been abolished

in modern Spain, but the powers and the constitution of ayun-
tamientos have been subject to many modifications.

AYUTHIA, a city of Siam, now known to the Siamese as Krung
Kao or “ the Old Capital,” situated in 100“ 32' E., 14® 21' N.
Pop. about 10,000. The river Me Nam, broken up into a network
of creeks, here surrounds a large island upon which stand the

ruins of the famous city which was for more than four centuries

the capital of Siam. The bulk of the inhabitants live in the

floating houses characteristic of lower Siam, using as thorough-

fares the creeks to the edges of which the houses are moored.
The ruins of the old city are of great archaeological interest, os

are the relics, of which a large collection is housed in the local

museum. Outside the town is an ancient masonry enclosure

for the capture of elephants, which is still periodically used.

Ayuthia is on the northern main line of the state railways, 42 m.
from Bangkok. Great quantities of paddi are annually sent by
river and rail to Bangkok, in return for which cloth and other

goods are imported to supply the wants of the agriculturist

peasantry. There is no other trade. Ayuthia is the chief town
of one of the richest agricultural provincial divisions of Siam and
is the headquarters of a high commissioner. The government
offices occupy spacious buildings, once a royal summer retreat

;

the government is that of an ordinary provincial division

{Manton).

Historically Ayuthia is the most interesting spot in Siam.
Among the innumerable ruins may be seen those of palaces,

pagodas, churches and fortifications, the departed glories of

which are recorded in the writings of the early European travellers

who first brought Siam within the knowledge of the West,and laid

the foundations of the present foreign intercourse and trade.

The town was twice destroyed by the Burmese, once in 1555
and again in 1767, and from the date of the second destruction

it ceased to be the capital of the country.

AZAlS, PIERRE HYACINTHS (1766-1845), French philo-

sopher, was born at Sordze and died at Paris. He spent his

early years as a teacher and a village organist. At the outbreak
of the Revolution he viewed it with favour, but was soon
disgusted at the violence of its methods. A critical pamphlet
drew upon him the hatred of the revolutionists, and it was
not until 1806 that he was able to settle in Paris. In 1809 he
published his great work, Des Compensations dans les destinies

kumames (5th ed. 1846), which pleased Napoleon so much that
be made its author professor at St Cyr. In 1811 he became

inspector of the public library at Avignon, and from 18x2 to

1815 he held the same position at Nancy. The Restoration

government at first suspected him as a Bonapartist, but at

length granted him a pension. From that time he occupied

himself in lecturing and the (publication of philosophical works.

In the Compensations he sought to prove' that, on the whole,

happiness and misery are equally balanced, and therefore that

men should accept the government which is given them rather

than risk the horrors of revolution. ” Le principe de rin6galit4

naturelle et essentielle dans les destinies humaines conduit

ifi6vitablement au fanatisme r^volutionnaire ou au fanatisme

religieux.” The principles of compensation and equilibrium

are found also in the physical universe, the product of matter

and force, whose cause is God. Force, naturally expansive and
operating on the homogeneous atoms which constitute elemental

matter, is subject to the law of equilibrium, or equivalence of

action and reaction. The development of phenomena under

this law may be divided into three stages—^the physical, the

physiological, the intellectual and moral. The immaterial in

man is the expansive force inherent in him. Moral and political

phenomena are the result of the opposing forces of progress and
preservation, and their perfection lies in the fulfilment of the

law of equilibrium or universal harmony. This may be achieved

in seven thousand years, when man will vanish from the world.

Jn an additional five thousand, a similar equilibrium will obtain

in the physical sphere, which will then itself pass away. In

addition to his philosophical work, Azais studied music under

his father, Pierre Hyacinthe Aza'is (1743-1796), professor of

music at Sor^zc and Toulouse, and composer of sacred musir

in the style of Gossec. He wrote for the Revue musicale a serio.s

of articles entitled Acoustique fondamentalr (1831), containing

an ingenious, but now exploded, theory of the vibration of the

air. His other works are: Sysiime universel (8 vols., 1812);

Du Sort de Vhomme (3 vols., 1820) ;
Cours de philosophie (8 vols.,

1824), reproduced as Explication universelle (3 vols., 1826-1828)

;

Jeunesse, maiurite, religion, philosophie (1837) ; De la phrenologie,

du magnetisme, et de la folie (1843).

AZALEA, a genus of popular hardy or greenhouse plants,

belonging to the heath order (Ericaceae), and scarcely separable

botanically from Rhododendron. The beautiful varieties now
in cultivation have been bred from a few originals, natives of

the hilly regions of China and Japan, Asia Minor, and the

United States. They are perhaps unequalled as indoor decorative

plants. They are usually increased by grafting the half-ripened

shoots on the stronger-growing kinds, the shoots of the stock

and the grafts being in a similarly half-ripened condition, and
the plants being placed in a moist heat of 65®. Lai^e plants of

inferior kinds, if healthy, may be grafted all over with the

choicer sorts, so as to obtain a large specimen in a short time.

I1iey require a rich and fibrous peat soil, with a mixture of sand

to prevent its getting water-logged. The best time to pot azaleas

is three or four weeks after the blooming is over. The soil

should be made quite solid to prevent its retaining too much
water. To produce handsome plants, they must while young
be stopped as required. Specimens that have got leggy may be

cut back
just before growth commences. The lowest temperature

for them during the winter is about 35°, and during their season

of growth from 55° to 65® at night, and 75® by day, the atmo-

sphere being at the same time well charged with moisture. They
are liable to the attacks of thrips and red spider, which do great

mischief if not promptly destroyed.

TTie following are some well-known species ;

—

A, arborescens

(Pennsylvania), a deciduous shrub 10-20 ft. high ;
A. calendtdacea

(Carolina to Pennsylvania), a beautiful deciduous shrub 2-6 ft.

high, with yellow, red, orange and copper-coloured flowers;

A. hispida, a North American shrub, 10-15 flowers

white edged with red ; A. indica (China), the so-called Indian

azalea, a shrub 3-6 ft. or more high, the original of numerous
single and double varieties, many of the more vigorous of which

are hardy in southern England and Ireland
; A. nudiftoraf a

North American shrub, 3-4 ft. high, which hybridizes freely with

A, cdendidaceot, A. pontica and others, to produce single and
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doMt forms of a great variety of shades ; A, pontica {Levant,

Caucasus, &c.)i 4>^ft. high, with numerous varieties differing

in the colour of the flowers and the tint of the leaves
;

sinensis

(China and Japan), a beautiful shrub, 3-4 ft. high, with orange-

red or yellow bell-shaped flower8,*hard)[ in the southern half of

England, large numbers of varieties being in cultivation under

the name of Japanese azaleas.

AZAMGARH, or Azimgarh, a city and district of British India,

in the Gorakhpur division of the United Provinces. The town

is situated on the river Tons, and has a railway station. It is

said to have been founded about 1665 by a powerful landholder

named Azim Khan, who owned large estates in this part of the

country. Pop. (1901) 18,835.

The area of the district is 2207 sq. m. It is bounded on the

N. by the river Gogra, separating it from Gorakhpur district

;

on the E. by Ghazipur district and the river Ganges
;
on the S.

by the districts of Jaunpur and Ghazipur ; and on the W. by

Jaunpur and Fyzabad. The portion of the district lying along

the banks of the Gogra. is a low-lying tract, varying considerably

in width
;
south of this, however, the ground takes a slight rise.

The slope of the land is from north-west to south-east, but the

general drainage is very inadequate. Roughly speaking, the

district consists of a series of parallel ridges, whose summits are

depressed into beds or hollows, along which the rivers flow;

while between the ridges are low-lying rice lands, interspersed

with numerous natural reservoirs. The soil is fertile, and very

highly cultivated, bearing magnificent crops of rice, sugar-cane

and indigo. There are several indigo factories. A branch of

the Bengal & North-Western railway to Azanrgarh town was

opened in 1898. In 1901 the population was 1,529,785, showing

a decrease of 1 1 % in the decade. The district was ceded to the

Company in 1801 by the wazirs of Lucknow. In 1857 it became

a centre of mutiny. On the 3rd of June 1857 the 17th Regiment
of Native Infantry mutinied at Azamgarh, murdered some of

their officers, and carried off thegovernment treasure to Fyzabad.

The district became a centre of the fighting between the Gurkhas

and the rebels, and was not finally cleared until October 1858 by

Colonel Kelly.

A^AN (Arabic for “ announcement ”), the call or summons
to public prayers proclaimed by the Muezzin (crier) from the

mosque twice daily in all Mahommedan countries. In small

mosques the Muezzin at A^an stands at the door or at the side

of the building
; in large ones he takes up his position in the

minaret. The call translated runs :
“ God is most great !

”

(four times), “ I testify there is no God but God !
” (twice),

“ 1 testify that Mahomet is the apostle of God 1 ” (twice), “ Come
to prayer!” (twice), “Come to salvation!” (twice), ”God is

most great ! ” (twice), “ There is no God but God !
” To the

morning A?:an are added the words, ” Prayer is better than

sleep ! ” (twice). The devout Moslem has to make a set response

to each phrase of the Muezzin. At first these are mere repetitions

of A?rin, but to the cry “ Come to prayer !
” the listener must

answer, ” I have no power nor strength but from God the most
High and Great.” To that of ” Come to salvation !

” the formal

response is, ” What God willeth will be : what He willeth not

will not be.” The recital of the Azan must be listened to with

the utmost reverence. The passers in the streets must stand

still, all those at work must cease from their labdurs, and those

in bed must sit up.

The Muezzin, who is a paid servant of the mosque, must stand

with his face towards Mecca and with the points of his forefingers

in his ears while reciting Azto. He is specially chosen for good

character, and Azan must not be recited by any One unclean,

by a drpnkard, by the insane, or by a woman. The summons
to prayers was at first sim^y “ Come to prayer !

” Mahomet,
anxious to invest the call with the dignity of a ceremony, took

counsel of Ms followers. Some suggested the Jewish trumpet,

Others the Christian bell, but according to legend the matter

was finally settled by a dream While the matter was under

discussion, Abdallah, a Khazrajite, dreamed that he met a man
dad in green raiment, carrying a bell. Abdallah sought to bny it,

saythg that it would do well for bringing together the assembfy'

of the faithful. ‘ I urill show thee a belJter way,’ replied the

stranger; ^ let a crier cry aloud God is most great, &c.” ’ On
awaking, Abdallah went ^ Mahomet and told him his dream,”

and AiAn was thereupon instituted.

AZARA» DOR J08B RICHOLA8 DE (1731-1804), Spanish

diplomatist, was bom in 1731 at Barbunales, Aragon, and was
appointed in 1765 Spanish agent and procurator^neral, and in

1785 ambassador at Rome. During hb long residence there he

distinguished himself as a collector of Italian antiquities and as

a patron of art. He was also an able and active diplomatist,

took a leading share in the difficult ahd hazardous task of the

expulsion of the Jesuits from Spain, and was instrumental in

securing the election of Pius VI. He withdrew to Florence whefi

the French took possession of Rome in 1798, but acted on behalf

of the pope during his exile and after his death at Valence

in 1799. He was afterwards Spanish ambassador in Paris: In

that post it was his misfortune to be forced by his government

to conduct the negotiations which led to the treaty of San Ilde-

fonso, by which Spain was wholly subjected to Napoleon. Azara

was friendly to a French alliance, but his experience showed him
that his country was being sacrificed to Napoleon. The First

Consul liked him personally, and found him easy to influence.

Azara died,worn out, in Paris in 1804. His end was undoubtedly

embittered by his discovery of the ills which the French alliance

must produce for Spain.
Several Hymputhetic notices of Azoia will be found in Thiers.

Consulat et Umpire, .See also Jieinado de Carlos IV, by Gen. J.
Gomez de Artcche, in the Historia General de Espana, published by
the R. Acad, do la Historia. Madrid, T892, &c. There is a
hisiorique sur le Chevalier d*Azara by Bourgoing (t8o4).

His younger brother, Don Felix db Azara (1746-1811),

spent twenty years in South America as a commissioner for

delimiting the boundary between the Spanish and Portuguese

territories. He made many observations on the natural history

of the country, which, together with an account of the dbcoveiy

and history of Paraguay and Rio de la Plata, were incorporated

in his principal work, Voyage dans V^merique miridionale depuis

J7S1 jusqu*m 1801
f
published at Paris in 1809 in French from

his MS. by C. A. Walckenaer.

AZARIAH, the name of several persons mentioned in the

Old Testament, (i) One of Solomon’s ” princes,” son of Zadok
the priest (i Kings iv. 2), was one of several Azariahsamoi^ the

descendants of Levi (i Chron. vi. 9, 10, 13, 36 ;
2 Chron. xxvi. 17).

(2) The son of Nathan, a high official under King Solomon

(i Kings iv. 5). (3) King of Judah, son of Amaziah by his wife

Techoliah (2 Kings xv. i, 2), also called Uzziah (2 Chron. xxvi. i).

(4) Son of Ethan and great-grandson of Judah (i Chron. ii. 8).

(5) Son of Jehu, of the posterity of Judah (i Chron. ii. 38). (6)

A prophet in the reign of Asa, king of Judah (2 Chron. xv. li

(7) Two sons of Jehoshaphat, king of Judah (2 Chron. xxi. 2).

(8) King of Judah, also called Ahaziah and Jehoahaz, son of

Jehoram (2 Chron. xxi. 17 ;
xxii. i, 6). (9) The son of Jeroham,

and (10) the son of Obed, were made ” captains of hundreds ”

by Jehoiada the priest (2 Chron. xxiii. 1). (ii) Son of Hilkiah

and grandfather of Ezra the Scribe (Ezra vii. i; Neh. vii. 7, viiL

7, X. 2). (12) Son of Maaseiah, one of those who under the

commission of Artaxerxes restored the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. iii.

23)- (13) Son of Hoshaiah, an opponent of the prophet Jeremiah

(Jer, xliii. 2). (14) One of the companions in captivity of the

prophet Daniel, called Abednego by Nebuchadrezzar, by whom
with two companions he was cast into a “ burning fiery furnace

”

for refusing to worship the golden image set up by that monarch
(Dan. i. 6, iii. 8-30).

AZAY-LB-RIDBAUy a town of western France, in the depart-^

ment of Indre-et-Loire, on the Indre, 16 m. S.W. of Touts hy
rail. Pop. (1906) 1453. The town has a fine Renaissance
chateau, well restored in modem times, with good collectioss of

furniture and pictures.

AZBGUO, MASSIMO TAPARILLI, Marquis d’ (1798-1866),
Italian statesman and author, was bom at Turin in October 1798;
descended from an ancient and noble Piedmontese family.

His father, Gasare d'Azeglio, was an officer in the Piedmontese
army and held a high position iat court

; on the tetum of Pope
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Pius ^hll. to Rome after the fdl of Napoleon, Cesare d^i^eglio

was sent as special envoy to the Vatican, and he took his son,

thmi sixteen years of age, with him as an extra att^h^. Young

Massimo was given a commission in a cavaiiy regiment, which

he soon relinquished on account of his health. Dvtting his

residence in Rome he had acquired a love for art and mu»c,

and he now determined to become a painter, to the horror of

his family, who belonged to the stiff and narrow Piedmontese

aristocracy. His fwther reluctantly consented, and Massimo

settled in Rome, devoting himself to art. He led an abstemious

life, maintaining himself by his painting for several years. But
he was constantly meditating on the political state of Italy.

In 1830 he returned to Turin, and after his father’s death in 1831

removed to Milan. There he remained for twelve years, moving
in the literary and artistic circles of the city. He became the

intimate of Alessandro Manzoni the novelist, whose daughter

he married ;
thenceforth literature became his chief occupation

instead of art, and he produced two historical novels, Niccotb

dei iMpi and EUnre Fieramosca, in imitation of Manzoni, and with

pronounced political tendencies, his object l)eing to point out

the evils of foreign domination in Italy and to reawaken national

feeling. In 1845 he visited Romagna as an unauthorized political

envoy, to report on its conditions and the troubles which he

foresaw would break out on the death of Pope Gregory XVI.
The following year he published his famous pamphlet Degli

ultimi casi di Roma%na at Florence, in consequence of which
he was expelled from Tuscany. He spent the next few months
in Rome, sharing the general enthusiasm over the supposed

liberalism of the new pope, Pius IX. ;
like V. Gioberti and Balbo

he believed in an Italian confederation under papal auspices,

and was opposed to the Radical wing of the Liberal party. His

political activity increased, and he wrote various other pamphlets,

among which was 1 luUi di Lombardia (1848).

On the outbreak of the first war of independence, d’Azeglio

donned the papal uniform and took part under General Durando
in the defence of Vicenza,<where he was severely wounded. He
retired to Florence to recover, but as he opposed the democrats

who ruled in Tuscany, he was expelled from that country for the

second time. He was now a famous man, and early in 1S49

Charles Albert, king of Sardinia, invited him to form a cabinet.

But realizing how impossible it was to renew the campaign, and
“ not having tlie heart to sign, in such wretched internal and
external conditions, a treaty of peace with Austria ” {Carre-

spondance politique

^

by E. Rendu), he refused. After the defeat

of Novara (23rd of March 1849), CharlesAlbert abdicated and was
succeeded by Victor Emmanuel II. D’Azeglio was again called

on to form a cabinet, and this time, although the situation was
even more difficult, he accepted, concluded a treaty of peace,

dissolved the Chamber, and summoned a new one to ratify it.

The treaty was accepted, and d'Azeglio continued in office for

the next three years. While all the rest of Italy was a prey to

despotism, in Piedmont the king maintained the constitution

intact in the face of the general wave of reaction. D’Azeglio

conducted the affairs of the country with tact and ability,

improving its diplomatic relations, and opposing the claims of

the Roman Curia. He invited Count Caveur, then a rising young
politician, to enter the ministry in 1850. Cavour and Farini,

also a member of the cabinet, made certain declarations in the

Chamber (May 1852) which led the ministry in the direction of

an alliance with Rattazzi and the Left. Of this d’Azeglio dis-

approved, and therefore resigned office, but on the king’s request

he formed a new ministry, excluding both Cavour and Farini.

In October, however, owing to ill-hea^ and disiatisiaction with
some of his colleagues, as well as for other reasons not quite clear,

he resigned once more and retired into private life, suggesting

Cavour to the king as his successor.

For the next four years he lived modestly at Turin, devoting

himself once more to art, although he also continued to take

an active interest in politics, Cavour always consulting him on
matters of moment In 1855 he was ai^inted director of the

Turin art gallery. In 1859 be was given various political missions,

including one to Paris and London to pr^are the basis for a

general congress of the powers on the Italian (question. Whm
war between Piedmont and Austria appeared inevitable he re-

turned to Italy, and was sent as royal commissioner by Cavour
to Romagna, whence the papal troops had been expelleid. After

the peace of Villafranca, d’Azeglio was lecalled with orders to

withdraw the Piedmontese garrisons ;
but he saw the danger of

allowing the papal troops to reoccupy the province, and after

a severe inner struggle left Bologna without the troops, and
interviewed the king. The latter approved of his action, and
said that his orders had not been accurately expressed

;
thus

Romagna was saved. That same year he published a pamphlet
in French entitled De la Politique et du droit chretien au point

de vue de la question italiennCy with the object of inducing

Napoleon III. to continue his pro-Italian policy. Early in i860

Cavour appointed him governor of Milan, evacuated by the

Austrians after the battle of Magenta, a position which he held

with great ability. But, disapproving of the government’s

policy with regatd to Garibaldi’s Sicilian expedition and die

occupation by Piedmont of the kingdom of Naples as inoppor-

tune, he resigned office.

The death of his two brothers in 1862 and of Cavour in 1861

caused Massimo great grief, and he subsequently led a com-
paratively retired life. But he took part in politics, both as a
deputy and a writer, his two chief subjects of interest being

the Roman question and the relations of Piedmont (now the

kingdom of Italy) with Mazzini and the other revolutionists.

In his opinion Italy must be unified by means of the Franco-

Piedmontese army alone, all connexion with tlie conspirators

being eschewed, while the pope should enjoy nominal sovereignty

over Rome, with full spiritual independence, tlie capital of Italy

being established elsewhere, but the Romans being Italian citizens

(see his letters to K. Rendu and his pamphlet Le quesiioni

urgenti). He strongly disapproved of the convention of 1864

between the Italian government and the pope. The last few years

of d’Azeglio’s life were spent chiefly at his villa of Cannero, where

he set to work to write his own memoirs. He died of fever on

the 15th of January 1866.

Massimo d’Azeglio was a very attractive personality, as well

as an absolutely honest patriot, and a characteristic example
of the best type of Piedmontese aristocrat. He was cautious

and conservative
;

in his general ideas on the liberation of Italy

he was wrong, and to some extent he was an amateur in politics,

but of his sincerity there is no doubt. As an author his political

writings are trenchant and clear, but his novels are somewhat
heavy and old-fashioned, and are interesting only if one reads

the political allusions between the lines.

Besides a variety of newspaper articles and pamphlets, d'Azcglio’s

chief works are the two novels Eitore Fieramosca (1833) 3^nd Niccold dei

Lapi (1841), and a volume of autobiographical memoirs entitled IMiei
Ricordi, a most charming work published after his death, in 1866. but
unfortunately incomplete. See in addition to the Ricordi, I.. Carpi's

// Rixorgimento Italiano, vol. i, pp. 288 sq.,and the Souvenirs historiques

of Constance d’Azeglio, Massimo's niece (Turin, 1884). (L. V.*)

AZERBAIJAN (also spelt Aderbijak
;

the Azerbadegan of

medieval writers^iheAthropatakanoxi^ Atropatene of the ancients^,

the north-western and most important province of Persia. It is

separated from Russian territory on the N. by the river Aras

(Araxes), while it has the Caspian Sea, Gilan and Khamseh
(Zenjan) on the £., Kurdistan on the S., and Asiatic Turkey
on the W. Its area is estimated at 32,000 sq. m.; its population

at z} to 2 millions, comprising various races, as Persians proper,

Turks, Kurds, Syrians, Armenians, &c. The country is superior

in fertility to most provinces of Persia, and consists of a regular

succession of undulating eminences, partially cultivated wd
opening into extensive plains. Near the centre of the province

the mountains of Sahand rise in an accumulated massto the height

of 12,000 ft above the sea. The highest mountain of the province

is in its eastern part, Mount Saveli, with an elevation of 15,792

ft, and the Talish Mountains, which run from north to south,

parallel to and at no great distance from the Caspian, have an
altitude of 9000 ft. The principal rivers are the Aras and Kizil

Uzain, both receiving numerous tributaries and flowing into the

Caspian, and the Jaghatu? Tatava, Huidi, Ajiand othm, whidi
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drain into the Urmia lake. The coun^ to the vrest of the lake,

with the districts of Selmas and Urmia, is the most prosperous

part of Azerbaii&n, yet even here the intelligent traveller laments
the want of enterprise among the inhabitants. Azerbaijan is one
of the most productive province! of Persia. The orchards and
gardens in which many villages are embosomed yield delicious

fruits of almost every description, and great quantities, dried,

are exported, principally to Russia. Provisions are cheap and
abundant, but there is a lack of forests and timber trees. I^d,
copper, sulphur, orpiment, also lignite, have been found within
the confines of the province

; also a kind of beautiful, variegated,

translucent marble, which takes a high polish, is used in the

construction of palatial buildings, tanks, baths, &c., and is known
as Maragha, or Tabriz marble. The climate is healthy, not hot
in summer, and cold in winter. The cold sometimes is severely

felt by the poor classes owing to want of proper fuel, for which a
great part of the population has no substitute except dried cow*
dung. Snow lies on the mountains for about eight months in the
year, and water is everywhere abundant. The best soils when
abundantly irrigated yield from 50- to 6o-fold, and tlie, water
for this purpose is supplied by the innumerable streams which
intersect the province. The natives of Azerbaij^ make excellent

soldiers, and about a tl\ird of the Persian army is composed of

them. The province is divided into a number of administra-
tive sub-provinces or districts, each with a hakim, governor
or sub-governor, under the governor-general, who under the
Kajar dynasty has always been the heir-apparent to the throne
of Persia, assisted by a responsible minister appointed by the
shah. The administrative divisions are as lollows :—Tabriz
and environs

; Uskuh
; Deh-Kharegan

;
Maragha ; Miandoab

;

Saujbulagh
;
Sulduz ; Urmia

;
Selmas

;
Khoi

;
Maku ; Geiger

;

Mercnd
;

Karadagh
; Arvanek

;
Talish

;
Ardebil

;
Mishkin

;

Khalkhiil
;
Hashtrud

; Garmrud
; Afshar

;
Sain Kaleh

;
Ujan

;

Sarah. The revenue amounts to about £200,000 per annum in

cash and kind, and nearly all of it is expended in the province
for the maintenance of the court of the heir-apparent, the salaries

and pay to government officials, troops, pensions, ike. (A. H.-S.)

AZIMUTH (from the Arabic), in astronomy, the angular
distance from the north or south point of the horizon to the foot
of the vertical circle through a heavenly body. In the case of a
horizontal line the azimuth is its deviation from the north or
south direction. >

AZO {c. 1150-1230), Italian jurist. This Azo, whose name is

sometimes written Azzo and Azzolenus, and who is occasionally

described as Azo Soldanus, from the surname of his father, is to
be distinguished from two other famous Italians of the same
name, viz. Azo Lambertaccius, a canonist of the 13th century,
professor of canon law at the university of Bologna, author of
Questiones in jus canonicum, and Azo de Ramenghis, a canonist of
the 14th century, also a professor of canon law at Bologna, and
author of Hepetitiones super libro Decretorum. Few particulars
are known as to the life of AzO, further than that he was born
at Bologna about the middle of the 12th century, and was a
pupil of Joannes Bassianus, and afterwards became professor
of civil law in the university of his native town. He also
took an active part in municipal life, Bologna, with the other
Lombard republics, having gained its municipal independence.
Azo occupied a very important position amongsf the glossators,

and his Readings on ike Code, which were collected by his pupil|

Alessandro de Santo Aegidio, and completed by the additions
of Hugolinus and Odofr^us, form a methodical exposition of

Romaai law, and were of such weight before the tribunals that it

used to be said, “ Chi non ha Azzo, non vada a palazzo.’’ Azo
gained a great r^utation as a porofessor, and numbered amongst
his pupilsAocnrsiusand Jacobus Balduinus. Hediedabout 1230.
AZO COMPOUNDS^ orgmiic substances of the type R«N : M*R'

(where R » an aryl radical and R' « a substituted alkyl, or
aryl radical). They may be prepared by the reduction of nitro

compounds in alksiine solution (using zinc dust and alkali, or a
solution of an alkaline stannite as a reducing agent) ; by oxida*
tion of hydrazo compounds •, or by the coupling of a diazotized
artline and any compound of a phenolic or aminic type, provided

thaA there is a free para position in the amine or phenol. They
nmy also be obtained by the molecular rearrangement of the
diazoamines, when these^re warmed with the parent base and
its hydrochloride. This latter method of formation has been
studied by H. Goldschmidt and R. U. Reinden (Ber., 1896, 29,

P- *369)? who found that the reaction is monomolccular, and
that tlie velocity constant of the reaction is proportional to the

amount of the hydrochloride of the base present and also to

the temperature, but is independent of •the concentration of

the diazoamine. The azo compounds are intensely coloured,
but are not capable of being used ' as dyestuffs unless they
contmn salt-forming, acid or basic groups (see Dyeing). By
oxidizing agents they arc converted into azoxy compounds, and
by reducing agents into hydrazo compounds or amines.

Azo-bemene, C^HgN ; NC^Hg, discovered by E. Mitscherlich

in 1834, may be prepared by reducing nitrobenzene in alcoholic

solution with zinc dust and caustic soda ; by the condensation
of nitrosobenzenc with aniline in hot glacial acetic acid solution

;

or by the oxidation of aniline with sodium hypobromite. It

crystallizes from alcohol in orange red plates which melt at
68® C. and boil at 293® C. It does not react with acids or alkalis,

but on reduction with zinc dust in acetic acid solution yields

aniline.

Amino-azo Compounds may be prepared as shown above.
They are usually yellowish brown or red in colour, the presence
of more amino groups leading to browner shades, whilst the
introduction of alkylated amino groups gives redder shades.
They usi^ly crystallize well and are readily reduced. When
heated with aniline and aniline hydrochloride they yield indu*
lines (q.v.). Ammo-azo-benzene, CfiH5*N2*CrtH4NH2, crystallizes

in yellow plates or needles and melts at" 126® C. Its constitu-
tion is determined by the facts that it may be prepared by
reducing nitro-azo-benzene by ammonium sulphide arid that
by reduction with stannous chloride it yields aniline and
meta-phenylene diamine. Diamino-azo-benzene (chrysoidine),

first prepared* by 0, Witt (Ber., 1877,
10, p. 656), is obtained ^ coupling phenyl diazonium chloride
with meta-phenylene diamine. It crystallizes in red octa-
hedra and dyes silk and wool yellow. Triamino-azo-benzene
(meta-aminobenzcnc-azo-meta-phenylcnc diamine or Bismarck
brown, phenylene brown, vesuvine, Manchester brown),
NH2‘CflH4-N.yC(}H3(NH2)2, is pr^red the action of nitrous
acid on meta-phenylene diamine. It forms brown crystals

which are readily soluble in hot water, and it dyes mordanted
cotton a dark brown. On the composition of the commercial
Bismarck brown see E. Tauber and F. Walder (B«f., 1897, 30,
pp. 2111,2899; 1900, 33, p. 2116). Alkylated aminO-azo-benzeneS
are also known, and are formed by the coupling of diazonium
salts with alkylated amines, provided they contain a free pora
position with respect to the amino group. In these cases it has
been shown by H. Goldschmidt and A. Merz (Ber., 1897, So,
p. 670) that the velocity of formation of the amino-azo compound
depends only on the nature of the reagents and not on the con-
centration, and that in coupling the hydrochloride of a tertiary

amine with diazobenzene sulphonic acid the reaction takes place
between the acid and the base set free by the hydrolytic dissocia-
tion of its salt, for the formation of the amino-azo compound,
when carried out in the presence of different acids, takes place
most rapidly with the weakest acid (H. Goldschmidt and F. Buss,
Ber., 30, p. 2075).

Me^yl orange (hclianthin, gold orange, Mandarin orange),
(CH8)2N*CgH4*N2-C(jH4SOjNa, is the sodium salt of para-
dimeriiylaminobenzene-azo-benzene sulphonic acid. It is an
orange crystolline powder which is soluble in water, forming a
yellow elution. The free acid is intensely red in colour. Methyl
orange is used largely as an indicator. The constitution of methyl
orange follows from the fact that on reduction by stannous
chloride in hydrochloric acid solution it yields sulphanilic acid
and para-ammodkncthyl aniline.

O^azo Com'^unds , oxyazo compounds are prepared by
adding a solution of a diazonium salt to a cold Uightly o&aline
sdution of a.phenol. The diaso^lgroup takes up the para position
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with regard to the hydroxyl group; and if this be prevented it

then goes into the ortho position. It never goes directly into the

meta position.
,

The constitution of the oxyazo compounds has attracted much
attention^ some chemists holding that they aio true azophenols
of the type while others look upon them as having
a quinonoid structure, i.e. as being quinone hydrazones, type
R*NH*N : Kj : O. The first to attack the purely chemical side

were Th. Zincke (Ber.*, 188,^, 16, p. 2929 j 1884, P* 3026 ; 1887,

P* 3171) and R. Meldola (Jour, Ckm, Soc., 1889, 55, pp. 114,

603). Th. Zincke found that the products obtained by coupling
a diazonium salt with a-naphthol, and by condensing phenyl-
hydrazine with a-naphthoquinone, were identical ; whilst

Meldola acetylated the azophenols, and split the acetyl pro-

ducts by reduction in acid solution, but obtained no satisfactory

results. K. Auwers (Zeit /. phys, Chem., 1896, 21, p. 355 ;
Ber,,

33>p* *302 ) examined the question from the physico-chemical
standpoint by determining the freezing-point depressions, the
result being that the para-oxyazo compounds give abnormal
depressions and the ortho-oxyazo compounds give normal
depressions

;
Auwers then concluded that the para compounds

are phenolic and the ortho compounds are quinone hydrazones
or act as such. A. Hantzsch (Ber., 1899, 32, pp. 590, 3089) con-
siders that the oxyazo compounds are to be classed as pseudo-
acids, pos.sessing in the free condition the configuration of quinone
hydrazones, their salts, however, being of the normal phenolic

J‘ T. Hewitt (Jour. Chem. Soc., 1900, 77, pp. 99 ct seq.)

nitrated para-oxyazobenzene with dilute nitric acid and found
that it gave a benzene-azo-ortho-nitrophenol, whereas quinones
are not attacked by dilute nitric acid. Hewitt has also attacked
the problem by brominating the oxyazobenzenes, and has shown
that when the hydrobromic acid produced in the reaction is

allowed to remain in the system, a brombenzene-azo-phenol is

formed, whilst if it be removed (by the addition of sodium
acetate) bromination takes place in the phenolic nucleus

; con-
sequently the presence of th<i» mineral acid gives the azo compound
a peudo-quinonoid character, which it does not possess if the
mineral acid be removed from the sphere of the reaction.

Para-oxyazobenzene (benzcne-azo-phenol), QHfiN : N(i)-QH4‘
0H(4), is prepared by coupling diazotized aniline with phenol
in alkaline solution. It is an orange-red crystalline compound
which melt s at 1 54° C. Ortho-oxyazobenzene, QHf,N : N( i )CgH4‘

0H(2), was obtained in small quantity by E. Bamberger
(her., 1900, 33, p. 3189) simultaneously with the para com-

i

pound, from which it may be separated by distillation in a
current of steam, the ortho compound passing over with the
steam. It crystallizes in orange-red needles which melt at
82‘5-83° C. On reduction with zinc dust in dilute sal-

ammoniac solution, it yields ortho-aminophenol and aniline.

Meta-oxyazobenzene, CflHgN : N(i)CoH4-OH(3), was obtained in

1903 by P. Jacot^on (Ber., 1903, 36, p. 4093) by condensing
ortho-anisidip with diazo benzene, the resulting compound
being then diazotized and reduced by alcohol to benzene-azo-
meta-anisole, from wliich meta-oxyazobenzene was obtained
by hydrolysis with aluminium chloride. It melts at 112-114° C.

and is easily reduced to the corresponding hydrazo compound.
Diazo-Amines.r-lh.^ diazo-amines, R«N:N*NHRi, are ob-

tained by the action of primary amines on diazonium salts

;

by the action of nitrous acid on a free primary amine, an iso-

diazohydroxide being formed as an intermediate product which
then condenses with the amine; and by the action of nitros-

amines on primary amines. They are crystalline solids, usually
of a yellow colour, which do not unite with acids ; they are
readily converted into amino-azo compounds (see above) and are
decomposed by the concentrated halogen acids, yielding haloid
bepenes, nitrogen and an amine. Acid anhydrides replace the
iraino-hydrogen atom by acidyl radicals, and boiling with water
converts them into phenols. They combine with pbsnyl iso-

cyanate to form urea derivatives (H. Goldschmidt, Ber., 1888,
21, p. 2578), and on reduction with zinc dust (preferably in alco-
holic acetic add solution) they yield usually a hydrazine and an
amine. Diazoamino benzene, : N-NHCeHj, was first

obtained by P. Griess (Ann., 1862, X2i, p. .258). It crystallizes in
yellow laminae, which melt at 96° C. and explode atslightly higher
temperatures. It is rehdily soluble in alcohol, ether and benzene.
Diazoimino benzene, C^iHjNg. is also known. It may be pre-

pared by the action of ammoma on diazobenzene perbromide
;

by the action of hydrOxylamine on a diazonium sulphate (K.
Heumann and L. Oeconomides, Ber., 1887, 20, p. 372); and by
the action of phenylhydrazine on a diazonium sulphate. It is

a yellow oil which boils at 59° C. (12 mm.), and possesses a
sti^efying odour. It explodes when heated. Hydrochloric
acid converts it into chloraniline, nitrogen being eliminated

;

whilst boiling sulphuric acid converts it into aminophenol.

Azoxy Compounds, R'N*0*N*R', are usually yellow or red

ctystalhne solids which result from the reduction of nitro or
nitroso compounds by heating them with alcoholic potash
(preferably using methyl alcohol), they may also be obtained
by the oxidation of azo compounds. When reduced (in acid
solution) they yield amines; distillation with reduced iron
gives azo compounds, and warming with ammonium sulphide
gives h)^drazo compounds. Concentrated sulphuric acid converts
azoxybenzene into oxyazobenzene (0. Wallach, Ber., 1880, 13,

p. 525). Azoxybenzene, (C(jH5N)20, crystallizes from alcohol in

yellow needles, which melt at 36° C. On distillation, it yields

aniline and azobenzene. Azoxybenzene is also found among
the electro-reduction products of nitrobenzene, when the reduc-
tion is carried out in alcoholic-alkaline solution.

The mixed azo compounds are those in which the azo group
•N:N' is united with an aromatic radical on the one hand, and
with a radical of the aliphatic series on the other. The most easily

obtained mixed azo compounds are those formed by the union
of a diazonium salt with the potassium or sodium salt of a
nitroparaifin (V. Meyer. Ber., 1876, 9, p. ^584)

:

C„H.Na-N0,4 CH,-CH(N02)K%- KNO,-} C«H,N,-CH(NOa)CH,.
Benzene-azo-nitro-ethane.

Those not containing a nitro group may be prepared by the
oxidation of the corresponding mixed hydrazo compounds with
mercuric oxide. K. Bamberger (Ber., 1898, 31, p. 455) has shown
that the nitro-alkyl derivatives behave as though they possess

the constitution, of hydrazones, for on heating with dilute

alkalies they split more or less readily into an alkaline nitrite

and an acid hydrazide

:

CjH.NM N : C(N05,)CHa+Na0H = NaN0y4 C^H^NH-NH-CO-CH,.
Benzene-azo-methane, CfiH5‘N2*CH3, is a yellow oil which

boils at 150° C. and is readily volatile in steam. Benzene-azo-
ethane, CgHj'Ng'CgHg, is a yellow oil which boils at about 180°

C. with more or less decomp>o$ition. On standing with 60%
sulphuric acid for some time, it is converted into the isomeric

acetaldehyde-phenylhydiJ^zone, CgH^NH-N :CH«CH8(Bfr., 1896,

29, P- 794)-

The diazo cyanides, CgHjNg'CN, and carboxylic acids, CgHr,*

N^*€OOH, may also be considered as mixed azo derivative^

Diazobenzenecyanide, QHgNg’CN, is an unstable oil, formed
when potassium cyanide is added to a solution of a diazonium
salt. Phenyl-azo-carboxylic acid, QHg'Ng’COOH, is obtained
in the form of its potassium salt when phenylsemicarbazide is

oxidized with potassium permanganate in alkaline solution

(J. lliiele, Ber., 1895, 28, p. 2600). It crystallizes in orange-red
needles and is decomposed by water. The corresponding amide,

ph«iyl-azo-carbonamide, CgHgNj’CONHg, also results from the

oxidation of phenylsemicarbazide (Thiele, loc. cii.), and forms
reddish-yellow needles which melt at 114° C. When heated
with benzaldehyde to 120° C. it yields diphenyloxytriazole,

(CaH8),CN8C(OH).
AZOIMn>E, or Hyduazoic Actd, NgH, a compoimd of nitrogen

and hydrogen, first isolated in 1^0 by Th. Curtius (Berichte,

1890, 23, p. 3023). It is the hydrogen compound oorresponding

to P. Greiss’ diazoimino benzene, CgHgNj, which is prepared by
the addition of ammonia to diazobenzene perbromide.
Curtius found that benzoyl glycollic acid gave benzoyl hydrazine

with hydtazinc hydrate

:

CfHjOCOCHjCOOH 4* «H,0 4-CeH.CONH-NH.4*
NH*NHCHj*COOH.
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(Ethyl benzoate may be employed instead of benzoyl glycoHic
acid for this reaction.) This compound gave a nhroso compound
with nitrous acid^ which changed spontaneously into benzoyl-
azoimide by loss of water;

C^H^CO-NH -NH™ I-HONO=H.O C.HXO'N(NO) -NH,.
CeHjCO-N(NO)-NHa.-k30 + 0,11,CO‘N,.

The resulting benzoylazoimide is easily hydrolysed by boiling

with alcoholic solutions of caustic alkalis, a benzoate of the
alkali metal and an alkali salt of the new acid being obtained

;

the latter is precipitated in crystalline condition on standing.
An improved method of preparation was found in the use of

hippuric acid, which reacts with hydrazine hydrate to form
hippuryl hydrazine, QH^COhrH-CH^CONH.NHj, and this sub-
stance is converted by nitrous acid into diazo-hippuramide,
QHjjC0NH CH2-CX)-NH N.^*01I, which is hydrolysed by the
action of caustic alkalis with the production of salts of hydrazoic
acid. To obtain the free acid it is best to dissolve the diazo-
hippuramide in dilute soda, warm the solution to ensure the
formation of the sodium salt, and distil the resulting liquid

with dilute sulphuric acid. Tlie pure acid may be obtained
by fractional distillation as a colourless licjuid of very unpleasant
smell, boiling at 30” C., and extremely explosive. It is soluble in

water, and the solution dissolves many metals (zinc, iron, &c.)
with liberation of hydrogen and formation of salts (azoimides,
azides or hydrazoates). All the salts are explosive and readily

interact with the alkyl iodides. In its properties it shows
some analog}' to the halogen acids, since it forms difficultly

soluble lead, silver and mercurous salts. The metallic salts all

crystallize in the anhydrous condition and decompose on heating,

leaving a residue of the pure metal. The acid is a “ weak **
acid,

being ionized only to a very .slight extent in dilute aqueous
solution.

E. Noelting and E. Grandmougin (Bcrichte, 1891, 24, p. 2546)
obtained azoimide from dinitranilinc, CyH„(N02)2-NH2,' by
diazotization and conversion of the diazo compound into the
perbromide, (NOo)2r,{Hj,‘No‘Hr3. This compound is then decom-
po.sed by ammonia, dinitrophenylhydrazoate being formed,
which on hydrolysis with alcoholic ^ potash gives potassium
hydrazoate (azide) and dinitrophenol. The solution is then
acidified and distilled, when azoimide passes over. Somewhat
later, they found that it could be prepared from diazobenzene
imide, provided a nitro group were present in the ortho or para
position to the diazo group. I'he para-nitro compound is dropped
slowly into a cold solution of one part of caustic potash in ten
parts of absolute alcohol

;
the solution becomes dark red in

colour and is then warmed for two days on the water bath. After
the greater portion of the alcohol has distilled off, the solution
is acidified with sulphuric acid and the azoimide distilled over.
The yield obtained is only about 40 % of that required by
theory, on account of secondary reactions taking place. Ortho-
nitro-diazobenzene imide only yields 30 %.
W. Wislicenus {Berichie, 1892, 25, p. 2084) has prepared the

sodium salt by passing nitrous oxide over sodamide at high
temperatures. The acid can also be obtained by the action of
nitrous acid on hydrazine sulphate

;
by the oxidation of

hydrazine by hydrogen peroxide and sulphuric acid (A. W,
Browne, J, Am?r. Chem. Soc., 1905, 25, p. 251), or by
ammonium metavanadate (A. W. Browne and F. F. Shetterly,

AbsL J.C.S., 1907, ii. p. 863).

Ammonium azoimide

^

Ng-NH., may be prepared by boiling

diazohippuramide with alcoholic ammonia, until no more
ammonia escapes, the following reaction taking place

;

a'CX>‘NHa.

The liquid is then allowed to stand for twelve hours, and the
clear alcoholic solution is decanted from the precipitated hip-

puraniide. To the alcoholic solution, four times its volume of

ether is added, when the ammonium salt is precipitated. It is

then filtered, washed with ether, and air-dried. The salt is

readily soluble in water, and is only feebly alkaline. It is ex-
tremely explosive. Hydrazine azoimidd, NflHg, is also knowh.

Chlofoazoimidf, Cl*Nj, the chloride corresponding to azoimide,

CelijCO-NHCHaCONH -Na'OH + 2NH5,^ N.-NH. + H^O +
CJigTONHCH

was obtained by F. Raschig {Bet., 1908, 41, p. 4194) as a
highly explosive colourless gas on acidifying a mixture of
sodium azide and hypochlorite with acetic or boric acid.

AZORES (Afores), or Western Islands, an archipelago in the
Atlantic Ocean, belonging to the kingdom of Portugd.. Pop.
(1900) 256,291 ;

area, 922 sq. m. The Azores extend in an
oblique line from N.W. to S.K., between 36^’ 55' and 39° 55' N.,
and between 25^’ and 31° 16' W. They are divided into three
widely severed groups, rising from a depfti of more than 2} m.
The south-eastern group consists of St Michael’s (SSo Miguel)
and St Mary (Santa Maria), with Formigas; the centrd, of

Fayal (Faial), Pico, St George (Sfto Jorge), Terceira and Graciosa

;

the north-western, of Flores and Corvo.
The nearest continental land is Cape da Roca on the Portuguese

coast, which lies 830 m. E. of St MichaePs
;

while Cape Cantin,
the nearest point on the African mainland, is more than 900 m.
distant, and Cape Race in Newfoundland, the nearest American
headland, is more than 1000 m. Thus the Azores are the
farthest from any continent of all the island groups in the
Atlantic

; but they are usually regarded as belonging to Europe,
as their climate and flora are European in character.

^

Physical Description ,—^The aspect of all the islands is very
similar in general chamcteristics, presenting an elevated and
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undulating outline, with little or no tableland^ and rising into

peaks, of which the lowest, that of Corvo, is 350 ft., and the

highest that of Pico, 7612 ft. above scvlevcl. The lines of sea-

coast are, with few exceptions, high and precipitous. With bases

of accumulated masses of fallen rock, in which open bays, or

scarcely more enclosed inlets, form the harbours of the tradii^

towns. The volcanic character of the whole archipelago is

obvious, and has been abundantly confirmed by the numerous
earthquakes and eruptions which have taken place since its

discovery. Basalt and scoria are the chief erupted materials.

Hitherto Flores, Corvo and Graciosa have been quite exempt,

and Fayal has only suffered from one eruption (1672). Tlie

centre- of activity has for the most part been St Michaers, while

the neighbouring island of St Mary has altogether escaped. In

1444-1445 there was a great eruption at St Michael’s, of which,

however, the accounts that have been preserved exaggerate the

importance, in 1522 the town of Villa Franca, at that time the

capital of the island, was buried, with all its 6000 inhabitants,

during a violent convulsion. In 1572 an eruption look place in

Pico
;

in 1 580 St George was the scene of numerous outbursts j

and in 1614 a little town in Tcrccira was destroyed. In 1630,

1652, 1656, 1755, 1852, &c., St Michael’s was visited with

successive eruptions and earthquakes, several of them of great

violence. On various occasions, as in 1638, 1720, i8ii and 1867,

subterranean eruptions have taken place, which have sometimes
been accompanied by the appearance of temporary islands. Of
these the most remarkable was thrown up in June 1811, about

half a league from the western extremity of St Michael’s. It

was called Sabrina by the commander of the British man-of-war

of that name, who witnessed the phenomenon.
Climate.—The climate is particularly temperate, but the ex-

tremes of sensible heat and cold are increa.sed by the humidity.

The range of the thermometer is from 45^’ Fahr., the lowest known
extreme, or 48^, the ordinary lowest extreme of January, to 82®,

the ordinaiy, or 86°, the highest known extreme of July, near

the level of the sea, BetWvjen these two points (both taken in

the shade) there is from month to month a pretty regular grada-

tion of increase or decrease, amounting to somewhat less than

four degrees. In winter the prevailing winds are from the north-

west, west and south
;

in summer the most frequent are the

north, north-east and east. The weather is often extremely

stormy, and the winds from the west and south-west render the

navigation of the coasts very dangerous.

Fauna.—The mammalia of the Azores are limited to the rabbit,

weasel, ferret, rat (brown and black), mouse and bat, in addition

to domestic animals. The game includes the woodcock, red

partridge (introduced in the i6th century), quail and snipe.

Owing to the damage inflicted on the crops by the multitude of

blackbirds, bullfinches, chaffinches and green canaries, a reward

was formerly paid for the destruction of birds in St Michael’s,

and it is said that over 400,000 were destroyed in several succes-

sive years between 1875 and 1885. There are valuable fisheries

of tunny, mullet and bonito. The porpoise, dolphin and whale
are also common. Whale-fishing is a profitable industry, with

its headquarters at Fayal, whence the sperm-oil is exported.

Eels are found in the rivers. The only indigenous reptile is the

lizard. Fresh-water molluscs are unknown, and near the coast

the marine fauna is not rich
;
but terrestrial molluscs abound,

several species being peculiar to the Azores.

Flora.—The general character of the flora is decidedly

European, no fewer than 400 out of the 478 species generally

considered as indigenous belonging likewise to that continent,

while only four are found in America, and forty are peculiar to

the archipelago. Vegetation in most of the islands is remarkably
rich, espMially in grasses, mosses, and ferns, heath, juniper, and
a variety of shrubs. Of tall-growing trees there was, till the

xqth century, an almost total lack
; but the Bordeaux pine,

European poplar, African palm-tree, Australian eucalyptus,

chestnut, tulip*tree, elm) oak, and many others, were then
successfully introduced. The orange, apricot> banana, lemon,
citron, Japanese medlar, and pomegranate are the common
fruits, and various other varieties are more or less cultivate<i

At one time much attention was given to the growing of sugar-

cane, but it has now for the most part been abandoned. The
culture of indigo, introduced in the i6th century, also belongs to

the past. A kind of fern (Dicksonia culcita), called by the natives

cahelltnho, furnishes a silky material for the stuffing of mat-

tresses and is exported to Brazil and Portugal.

Population*—The inhabitants of the islands are mostly of

Portuguese origin, with a weU-marked strain of Moorish and
Flemish blood. There is a high birth-rate and a low average

of infant mortality. A large proportion of the poorer classes,

especially among the older men and women, are totally illiterate,

but education tends to spread more rapidly than in Portugal

itself, owing to the custom of sending children to the United

States, where they are taught in the state schools. Negroes,

mulattoes, English, Scottish and Irish immigrants are present

in considerable numbers, especially in Fayal and St Michael’s.

The total number of resident foreigners in 1900 was 1490.

Government,—The Azores are subdivided into three adminis-

trative districts named after their chief towns, i,e. Ponta

Delgada, the capital of St Michael’s
;

Angra, or Angra do

Heroismo, the capital of Terceiru
;
and Ilorta, the capital of

Fayal. St Michael’s and St Mary arc included in the district

of Ponla Delgada ; Terceira, St George and Graciosa, m that

of Angra ; Pico, Fayal, Flores and Corvo, in that of Horta.

Four members are returned by Ponta Delgada to the parliament

in Lisbon, while each ol the other districts returns two members.
Roman Catholicism is the creed of the majority, and Angra is

an episcopal see. For purposes of military administration the

islands form two commands, with their respective headquarters

at Angra and J*onta Delgada. Besides the frequent and regular

.services of mails which connect the Azores with Portugal and
other countries, there is a cable from Lisbon to Villa Franca do

Campo, in St Michael’s, and thence to Pico, Fayal, St George

and Graciosa. Fayal is connected with Waterville, in Ireland,

by a cable laid in 1901. At Angra and Ponta Delgada there are

meteorological stations. The principal seaports arc Angra
(pop. 1900, 10,788), Ponla Delgada (17,620), and Horta (6574).

Trade,—The trade of the Azores, long a Portuguese monopoly,

is now to a great extent shared by the United Kingdom and
Germany, and is chiefly carried in British vessels. Textiles are

imported from Portugal
;
coal from Great Britain

;
sugar from

Germany, Madeira and the United Slates; stationery, hardware,

chemicals, paints, oils, &c., from the United Kingdom and
Germany. The exports consist chiefly of fruit, wine, natural

mineral waters and provisions. The trade in pineapples is

especially important. No fewer than 940,000 pineapples were

exported in 1902 and 1903, going in almost equal quantities to

London and Hamburg. The fruit is raised under glass. Pottery,

cotton fabrics, spirits, straw hats and tea are produced in the

district of Ponta Delgada
;

linen and woollen goods, cheese,

butter, soap, bricks and tiles, in that of Angra
;

baskets, mats,

and various ornamental articles made from straw, osier, and the

pith of dried fig-wood, in that of Horta.

The largest and most populous of the Azores is St Micliael’s,

which has an area of 297 sq. m., and in 1900 Iiad 121,340 inhabit-

ants. Graciosa (pop. 8385; area, 17 sq. m.) and St George

(16,177 ; 40 sq. m.) form part of the central group. Graciosa

is noteworthy for the Jjcauty of its scenery. Its. chief towns are

Santa Cruz de Graciosa (2185) and Guadalupe (?7i7). The chief

towns of St George are Ribeira Seca (2817) and Velas (2009).

History,—It does not appear that the ancient Greeks and
Romans had any knowledge oi the Azores,•but from the number
of Carthaginian coins discovered in Corvo it has been supposed

that the islands must have been visited by that adventurous

people. The Arabian geographers, Edrisi in the 12th century,

and Ibn-al-Wardi in the 14th, d^nbe, after the Canaries, nine

other islands in the Western Ocean, which are in ah probability

the Azores. This identification is supported by various con-

siderations. The number of islands is the same
;

the climate

under which they are placed by the Arabians makes them north

of the Canaries ; and spepi^ mention is made qi the hawks or

buzzards, which were suffickoatly i^injierous at a later period to
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give rise to the present name (Port. Afor, a hawk). The Arabian
writers represent them as having been populous^ and as having

contained cities of some magnitude ; but they state that the

inhabitants had been greatly reduced by intestine warfare. The
Azores are first found distinctly«marked in a map of 1351, the

southern group being named the Goat Islands (Cabreras)

;

the

middle group, the Wind or Dove Islands (De Ventura live de

Columbis) ;
and the western, the Brazil Island (De Brazt)—the

word Brazil at that time being employed for any red dyenstuff.

In a Catalan map of the year 1375 Corvo is found as Corvi Marini,

and Flores as Li Conigi
; while St George is already designated

San Zorze, It has been conjectured that the discoverers were
Genoese, but of this there is not sufficient evidence. It is plain,

however, that the so-called Flemish discovery by van der Berg

is only worthy of the name in a very secondary sense. According

to the u.sual account, he was driven on tiie islands in 1432, and
the news excited considerable interest at the court of Lisbon.

'J'he navigator, Gonzaio Velho Cabral—not to be confounded
with his greater name.sake, Pedro Alvarez Cabral—was sent to

prosecute the dLsrovery. Another version relates that Prince

Henry the Navigator of Portugal had in his possession a map in

which the islands were laid down, and that he sent out Cabral

through confidence in its accuracy. The map had been presented

to him by his brother, Dom Pedro, who had travelled as far as

Babylon. Be this as it may, Cabral reached the island, which
he named Santa Maria, in 1432, and in 1444 took possession of

St Michael’s. The other islands were all discovered by 1457.

Colonization had meanwhile been going on prosperously
;
and

in 1466 Fayal was presented by Alphonso V. to his aunt, Isabella,

the duchess of Burgundy. An influx of Flemish settlers followed,

and the islands became known for a time as the Flemish Islands.

J^Yom 1580 to 1640 they were subject, like the rest of the

Portuguese kingdom, to Spain, At that time the Azores were

the grand rendezvous for the fleets on their voyage home from
tlic Indies

;
and hence they became a theatre of that maritime

warfare which was carried on by the English under Queen
Elizabeth against the Peninsular powers. One such expedition,

which look place in J5()i, led to the famous sea-fight off Flores,

between the English ship ‘^Revenge,” commanded by Sir Richard
Grenville, and a Spanish fleet of fifty-three vessiels. Under the

active administration of the marquis de Pombal (1699-1782), con-

siderable efforts were made for the improvement of the Azorc.s,

but the stupid and bigoted government which followed rather

tended to destroy these benefits. Towards the beginning of the

19th century, the possession of the islands was contested by
the claimants for the crown of Portugal. The adherents of the

COILStitution, who supported against Miguel the rights of Maria
(II.) da Gloria, obtained possession of Terceira in 1829, where
they succeeded in maintaining themselves, and after various

struggles, Queen Maria’s authority was establislied over all the

islands. .She resided at Angra from 1830 to 1833.

For a general account of the islands, see The Axores, by W. F.

Walker (London. 1886). and Madeira and the Canary Islands, with
the Azores, bv A. S. Brown (Tx)ndon, iqoi). On the fauna and flora

of the islands, the following books by H. Drouet are useful

£:Utnents de la faune afortenne (Paris, 1861) ;
Mollusques matins

des Ues A fores (1858), Lettres aforiennes (1862), and Catalogue de la

flore des ties A fares, prieddi de Vitiniraire d’une voyage dans cet

arckipel (1866). The progress of Azorian commerce is best shown
in the British and American consular reports. ' For history, sec

La Conquista de las Azores en ijSj, by C. Fernandez Duro (Madrid,

1886), and Mistime .de la dicouverte des ties Azores et de I'origine de

leur d^omination duties fiamandes, by J. Mees (Ghent, i<;oi).

AZOTH, the name given by the alchemists to mercury, and
by Paracelsus to his universal remedy.

AZOTUB» the name given by Greek and Roman writers to

Ashdod, an ancient city of Palestine, now represented by a few

remains in the little village of 'Esdud, in the governmental

district of Acre. It was situated about 3 m. inland from the

Mediterranean, on the famous military route between Syria and

Egypt, about equidistant (18 m.) from Joppa and Gaza. As
one of the five chief cities of the Philistines and the seat of the

worship of Pagon (i Sam. v.
;

cf. i Macc. x. 83), it maintained,

down eveiji to the days of the Maccabees, a vigorous though

somewhat intermittent independence against the power of the
Israelites, by whom it was nominally assigned to the territory of

Judah. In 711 b.c. it was captured by the Assyrians (Is. xx. i),

but soon regained its jfower, and was strong enough in the

next century to resist the assaults of Psammetichus, king of

Egypt, for twenty-nine years (Herod, il 157). Restor^ by the

Roman Gabinius from the ruins to which it had
,

been reduced
by the Jewish wars (i Macc, v. 68, x. 77, xvi. lo), it wa^ presented

by Augustus to Salome, the sister of Herod. The only New
Testament reference is in Acts viii. 40. Ashdod bepame the

scat of a. bishop early in the Christian, era, but seems never to

have attained any importance as a town. The Mount; Azotus
of I Macc. ix. 15, where Judas Maccabeus fell, is possibly tfie

rising ground on whicli the village stands. A fine Saracenic

khan is the principal relic of antiquity at ‘Esdud.

AZOV, or Asov (in Turkish, Asak), a town of Russia, in the

government of the Don Cossacks, on the left bank of the southern

arm of the Don, about 20 m. from its mouth. The ancient

Tanais lay some 10 m. to the north. In the 13th century the

Genoese had a factory here which they called Tana. Azov was
long a place of great military and commercial importance.
Peter the Great obtained possession of it after a protracted
siege in 1696, but in 17 ii restored it to the Turks

; in 1739 it

was finally united to the Russian empire. Since then it has
greatly declined, owing to the silting up of its harbour and the

competition of Taganrog. Its population, principally engaged
in the fisheries, numbered 25,124 in 1900.

AZOV, SEA OF, an inland sea of southern Europe, communi-
cating with the Black Sea by the Strait of Yenikale, or Kerch,
the ancient Bosporus Cimmerius. To the Romans it was known
a.s the Palus Macotis, from the name of the neighbouring people,

who called it in their native language Temarenda, or Mother of

Waters. It was long supposed to possess direct communication
with the Northern Ocean. In prehistoric times a connexion with
the Caspian Sea existed

;
but since the earliest historical times

no great change has taken place regard to the character or
relations of the Sea of Azov. It lies between 45® 20' and 47® 18'

N. lat., and between 35® and 39® E. lon^., its length from south-
west to north-east being 230 m., and its greatest breadth no.
The area runs to 1 4,5^5 sq. m. It generally, freezes from
November to the middle of April. The Don is its largest and,
indeed, its only very important affluent. Near the mputh of

that river the depth of the sea varies from 3 to 10 ft., and the
greatest depth docs not exceed 4^ ft. Of recent years, too, the
level has been constantly droppmg, for the surface lies 4} ft.

higher than the surface of the Black Sea. Fierce and continuous
winds from the east prevail during July and August, and in tlie

latter part of the year those from the north-east and south-east
are not unusual

; a great variety of currents is thus produced.
I’he water is for the most part comparatively fresh, but differs

considerably in this respect according to locality and current.
Fish arc so abundant that the Turks describe it a.s BaLukrdeniz,
or Fish Sea. To the west, separated from the main basin by the
long narrow sand-spit of Arabat, lie the remarkable lagoons and
marshes known as the Sivash, or Putrid Sea; here the water
is intensely salt. The Sea of Azov is of great importance
to Russian commerce; along its shores stand the cities of
Taganrog, Berdyansk, Mariupol and Yenikale.

AZOXIMES (furo [a.b.] diazoles), a class of organic compounds

which contain the ring system ^*'^^>0. They may be

prepared by converting nitriles into araidoximes by the action
of hydroxylamine, the amidoximes so formed being then acylated
oy acid chlorides or anhydrides. From these acyl deriyatives
the eleinents of water are removed, either by simple luting
or by boiling their aq^ueous solution

; this elimination is accord
ponied by the formation of the azoxime ring. Thus

NHgOH „ _ w- boil with
C,H.CN—

propionic anhydride
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Azoximes can also be produced from a-benzil dioxime by the

Beckmann ” change. Most of the azoximes are very volatile

substances^ sublime readily, and are easily soluble in water,

alcohol and benzene. ^

For detailed descriptions, see F. Tiemann {Ber., 1885. 18,

p. 1059), O. Scliulz {Bev., 1885, 18, pp. 1084, 2459), and G. Muller
1886, 19, p. 1492); also of the Chemical Society).

AZTECS (from the Nahuatl word axilan^ ** place of the
Heron/' or “ Heron ”

people), the native name of one of the
tribes tliat occupied ^hc tableland of Mexico on the arrival of
the Spaniards in America. It has been very frequently employed
as equivalent to the collective national title of Nahuatlecas or
Mexicans. The Aztecs came, according to native tradition,

from a country to which they gave the name of Aztlan, usually

supposed to lie towards the north-west, but the satisfactory

localization of it is one of the greatest difficulties in Mexican
history. The date of the exodus from Aztlan is equally un-
determined, being fixed by various authorities in the nth and
by others in the 12th century. One Mexican manuscript gives

a date equivalent to a.d. 1164. They gradually increased their

influence among other tribes, until, by union with the Toltecs,

who occupied the tableland before them, they extended their

empire to an area of from 18,000 to 20,000 square leagues.

The researches of Humboldt gave the first clear insight into the
early periods of their history. See Mexico; Nahuatlan Stock.
AZUAGA, a town of western Spain, in the province of Badajoz,

on the Belmez-Fuentc del Arco railway. Pop. (1900) 14,192.

Azuaga is the central market for the live-stock of the broad up-
land pastures watered by the Matachel, a left-hand tributary

of the Guadiana, and by the Bemb^zar, a right-hand tributary
of the Guadalquivir. Coarse woollen goods and pottery are

manufactured in the town.

AZUAY (sometimes written Assuay), a province of Ecuador,
bounded N. by the province of Canar, E. by Orientc, S. by Loja,
and W. by El Oro. It was formerly called Cuenca, and formed
part of the department of Azuay, which also included the province
of Loja. Azuay is an elevated mountainous district with a great
variety of climates and products : among the latter are silver,

quicksilver, wheat, Indian corn, barley, cattle, wool, cinchona
and straw hats. The capital is Cuenca.

AZUNI, DOMENICO ALBERTO (1749-1827), Italian jurist,

was bom at Sassar, in Sardinia, in 1749. He studied law at
Sassari and Turin, and in 1782 was made judge of the consulate

at Nice. In 1786-1788 he published his Dizwnario Universale

Ragionato della Giurisprudenza Mercantile, In 1795 appeared
his systematic work on the maritime law of luirope, Sistema
Universale dei Principii del Diritto Maritimo delV Europa, which
he afterwards recast and translated into French. In 1806 he
was appointed one of the French commission engaged in drawing
up a general code of commercial law, and in the following year
he proceeded to Genoa as president of the court of appeal. After
the fall of Napoleon in 1814, Azuni lived for a time in retirement
at Genoa, till he was invited to Sardinia by Victor Emmanuel I.,

and appointed judge of the consulate at Cagliari, and director

of the university library. He died at Cagliari in 1827. Azuni
also wrote numerous pamphlets and minor works, chiefly on
maritime law, an important treatise on the origin and progress

of maritime law (Paris, 1810), and an historical, geographical

and political account of Sardinia (1799, enlarged 1802).

AZURARA, GOMES EANNES DE (P-1474), the second

notable Portuguese chronicler in order of date. He adopted the

career of letters in middle life. He probably entered the royal

library as assistant to Fernao Lopes {q,v.) during the reign of

King Duarte (1433-1438), and be h^ sole charge of it in 1452.
His Chronicle of the Siege and Capture of Ceuta, a supplement to

the Chronicle of King John I., by Lopes, dates from 1450, and
three years later he completed the first draft of the Chronicle of
the Discovery and Conquest of Guinea, our authority for the early

Portuguese voyages of discovery down the African coast and
in the ocean, more, especially for those undertaken under the
auspices of Prince Henry the Navigator. It contains some
account of the life work 6f that prince,"and has a biographical as

well as a geographical interest. On the 6th of June 1454 Azurara

became chief keeper of the archives and royal chronicler in
succKsion to Femfto , Lopes. In 1456 King Alphonso V. com-
missioned him to write the history of Ceuta, “ the land-gate of
the East,'' under the governorship of D. Pedro de Menezes, from
its capture in 1415 until 1437, and he had it ready in 1463. A
year afterwards the king charged him with a history of the deed
of p. Duarte de Menezes, captain of Alcacer, and, proceeding to
Africa, he spent a twelvemonth in the town collecting materials
and studying the scenes of the events he was to describe, and in
1468 he completed the chronicle. Alphonso corresponded with
Azurara on terms of affectionate intimacy, andmo less than three
commendas 01 the order of Christ rewarded his literary services.

He has little of the picturesque ingenuousness of Lopes, and
loved to display his erudition by quotations and philosophical
reflections, showing that he wrote under the influence of the first

Renaissance. Nearly all the leading classical, early Christian
and medieval writers figure in his pages, and he was acquainted
with the notable chronicles and romances of Europe and had
studied the best Italian and Spanish authors. In addition, he
had mastered the geographical system of the ancients and their

astrology. As an historian he is laborious, accurate and con-
scientious, though his position did not allow him to tell the
whole truth about his hero. Prince Henry.

Kis works include : (1) Chrontca del Ret D, foam 1 . Terceira
parte em que se content a tomada de Ceuta (Lisbon, 1644) ; (2) Chronica
do Descohrimento e Conquista de GuinC (Paris, 1841 , Eng. version
in 2 vols. issued by the Hakluyt Society, London, 1896-1890) ;

(3) Chronica do Conde D: Pedro {de Menezes), printed in the Ineditos
de Historia Portugueza, voh ii. (Lislion, 1792) ; (4) Chronica do Conde
D, Duarte de Menezes, printed in the Ineditos, vol. iii, (Lisbon, 1793).
The preface to the English version of the Chronicle of Guinea contains
a full account of the life and writings of Azurara and cites all the
authorities. (E, pj^ j

AZURE (derived, through the Romance languages, from the
Arabic al-lazward, for the precioii.s stone lapis lazuli, the initial

I having dropped), the lapis lazuli ; and so its colour, blue.

AZURITE, or Chessyi.tte, a mineral which is a basic copper
carbonate, 2CuC03»Cu(OH)o. In its vivid blue colour it contrasts
strikingly with the emerald-green malachite, also a basic copper

I

carbonate, but containing rather more water and less carbon
dioxide. It was known to Pliny

under the name caeruleum, and
the modern name azurite (given

by F. S. Beudant in 1824) also

has reference to the azure-blue

colour
;
the name chessylite, also

in common use, is of later date

(1852), and is from the locality,

Chessy near Lyons, which has supplied the best crystallized

specimens of the mineral. Crystals of azurite belong to the
monoclinic system ; they have a vitreous lustre and are trans-

lucent. The streak is blue, but lighter than the colour of the
mineral in ma.ss. Hardness 3J-4 ; sp. gr. 3*8.

Azurite occurs with malachite in the upper portions of deposits
of copper ore, and owes its origin to the alteration of the sulphide
or of native copper by water containing carbon dioxide and
oxygen. It is thus a common mineral in all copper mines, and
sometimes occurs in large masses, as in Arizona and in South
Australia, where it has been worked as an ore of copper, of

which element it contains 55 %. Being less hydrated than
malachite it is itself liable to alteration into this mineral, and
pseudomorphs of malachite after azurite are not uncommon.
Occasionally the massive material is cut and polished for decora-

tive purposes, though the application in this direction is far less

extensive than that of malachite. (L. J. S.)

AZTMITES (Gr. <i-, without
; {vfirf, leaven), a name given

by the Orthodox Eastern to the Western or Latin Church,
because of the latter’s use of unleavened bread in the Eucharist,

a practice which arose in the 9th century and is also observed
by Armenians and Maronites following the. Jewish passOver
custom. The Orthodox Church strenuously maintains its

point, arguing that the very name bread, the holiness of the
mystery) and the example of Jesus and the early church alike,

testify against the use of unleavened bread in this connexion.
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B
This letter corresponds io the second symbol in the

Phoenician alphal^t, ana appears in the same position

in all the European alphabets^ except those derived, like

the Russian, from medieval Greek, in which the pronun-

ciation of this symbol had changed from ^ to v, A new form had
therefore to be invented for the genuine in Slavonic, to which

there was, at the period when the alphabet was adopted, no cor-

responding sound in Greek. The new symbol, which occupies the

second position, was made by removing the upi^r loop of B,

thus producing a symbol somewhat resembling an ordinary lower-

case b. The old B retained the numerical value of the Greek /3

as 2, and no numerical value was given to the new symbol. In

the Phoenician alphabet the earliest forms are ^ ^ or more

rounded 9- "The rounded form appears also in the earliest

Aramaic (see Alphabet). Like some other alphabetic symbols

it was not borrowed by Greek in its original form. In the very

early rock inscriptions of Thera (700-600 b.c.), written from

right to left, it appears in a form resembling the ordinary Greek
X

;
this form apparently arose from writing the Semitic symbol

upside down. Its form in inscriptions of Melos, Selinus, Syracuse

and elsewhere in the 6th and 5th centuries suggests the influence

of Aramaic forms in which the head of the letter is opened, 9 •

The Corinthian ru, Ul and *7j (^Iso at Corcyra) and the

of Hy/.antine coins are other adaptations of the same symbol.

The form C which it takes in the alphabets of Naxos, Delos and
other Ionic islands at the same period is difficult to explain.

Otherwise its only variation is between pointed and rounded
loops (^ and B). The sound which the symbol represents is

the voiced stop made by closing the lips and vibrating the vocal

chords (see Phonetics). It differs from p by the presence of

vibration of the vocal chords and from m because the nasal

passage as well as the lips is closed. When an audible emission

of breath attends its production the aspirate hh is formed. This

sound wa.s frequent in the pro-ethnic period of the Indo-Europe.an

languages and survived into the Indo-Aryan languages. Accord-

ing to the system of phonetic changes generally known as
“ Grimm’s law,” an original h appears in English as an original

hh as h. An original medial p preceding the chief accent of the

word also appears as h in Engli.sh and the other members of the

same group. It is not certain that any English word is descended
from an original word beginning with though it has been
suggested that is of the same origin as the Latin haadum
and the Greek jSaKTpov, When the lips are not tightly clo.sed

the sound produced is not a stop, but a spirant like the English

w. In Late Latin there was a tendency to this spirant pro-

nunciation which appears as early as the beginning of the 2nd
century a.d. ;

by the 3rd century b and consonantal u are in-

extricably confused. When this consonantal u (Engli.sh w os seen

in words borrowed very early from Latin like wall and wine)

passed into the sound of English v (labio-dental) is not certain,

but Germanic words borrowed into Latin in the 5th century a.d.

have in their Latin representation gw- for Germanic w-, guisa

corresponding to English wise and reborrowed indirectly as guise.

The earliest form of the name of the symbol, which we can
reach is the Hebrew beih, to which the Phoenician must have

been closely akin, as is shown by the Greek /ffijra, which is

borrowed from it with a vowel affixed. (P. Gi.)

BAADER, FRANZ XAVBR VON (1765-1841), German
philosopher and theologian, bom on the 27th of March 1765 at

Munich, was the third son of F. P. Baader, court physician to the

elector of Bavaria. His brothers were both distinguished—the

elder, Clemens, as an author
;
the second, Joseph (1763- 1835), as

an engineer. Franz studied medicine at Ingolstadt and Vienna,

and for a short time assisted his father in his practice. This life

he soon found uncongenial, and decided on becoming a mining

engineer. He, studied under Abraham Gottlob Wemer at

Freiberg, travelled tiirough several of the mining districts in

north Germany, and for four years, 1702-1796, resided in

England. There he became acquainted with the works of Jakob
Boehme, and with the ideas of Hume, Hartley and Godwin,
which were extremely distasteful to him. The mystical specula-

tions of Meister Eckhart, Saint Martin, and above all those of

Boehme, were more in liarmony with his |node of thought. In

1796 he returned from England, and in Hamburg became
acquainted with F. H. Jacobi, with whom he was for years on

terms of friendship. He now learned something of Schellinjj, and
the works he published during this period were manifestly

influenced by that philosopher. Yet Baader is no disciple of

Schelling, and probably gave out more than he received. Their

friendship continued till about the year 1822, when Baader’s

denunciation of modern philosophy in his letter to the emperor

Alexander I. of Russia entirely alienated Schelling.

All this time Baader continued to apply himself to his pro-

fession of engineer. He gained a prize of 12,000 gulden (about

£1000) for his new method of employing Glauber’s salts instead

of potash in the making of glass. From 1817 to 1820 he held the

post of superintendent of mines, and was raised to the rank of

nobility for his services. He retired in 1820, and soon after

published one of the best of his works, Fermenta Cogniiionis,

6 parts, 1822 -1825, in which he combats modern philosophy

and recommends the study of ]k)ehme. In 1826, when the new
university was opened at Munich, he was appointed professor

of philosophy and speculative theology. Some of the lectures

delivered there he publi.shed under the title, Spekulaiive Dogmatik,

4 parts, 1827-1836. In 1838 he opposed the interference in civil

matters of the Roman Catholic Church, to which he belonged,

^d in consequence was, during the last three years of his life,

interdicted from lecturing on the philosophy of religion. He died

on the 23rd of May 1841.

It is diflicult to summarize Baadcrji^ philosophy, for he himself
generally gave expression to his deepest thoughts in obscure
Mhorisms, or mystical symbols and analogies (see Ed. Zeller's

Ges. d, deut. Phil. 732, 736). Further, he has no systematic works

;

his doctrines exLst for the most part m short detached essays, in

comments on tlie writings of Boehme and .Saint Marlin, or in his

extensive correspondence and journals. At the same time there
are salient points which mark the outline of his thought. Baader
starts from the position that human reason by itself can never reach
the end it aims at,- and maintains that we cannot throw aside the
presuppositions of faith, church and tradition. His point of view
may be described as Scholasticism

;
for. like the scholastic doctors,

ho believes that theology and philosophy are not opposed sciences,

but that rea.son has to make clear the truths given by authority and
revelation. But in his attempt to draw stul closer the realms of

faith and knowledge he ap^oaches more nearly to the mysticism
of Eckhart, Paracelsus and Boehme, Our existence depends on Uie
fact that we are cognized by God {cogitor ergo cogilo et sum). All

se-lf-comscioiisncss is at the same time God-consciousness ; our know-
ledge is never mere scientia, it is invariabW con~.scientia~~ a knowing
with, consciousness of, or participation in God. Bander's philosophy
is thus essentially a theosophy. God is not to be conceived as mere
abstract Being {substantia), but as everlasting process, activity
(actus). Of this process, this self-generation of God. we may dis-

tinguish two aspects—the immanent or esoteric, and the emaneni
or exoteric. Gera has reality only in so far as He is absolute spirit,

and only in so far as the primitive will is conscious of itself can it

become spirit at all. But in this very cognition of self is involved the
distinction of knower and known, from which proceeds the power
to become spirit. This immanent process of self-consciousness,
wherein indeed a trinity of persons is not given but only rendered
possible, is mirrored in, and takes place through, the eternal and
impersonal idea or wisdom of God, which exists beside, though not
distinct from, the primitive will. Concrete reality or personality
is given to this divine Ternar, as Baader calls it, through nature,
principle of self-hood, of individual being, which is eternally a^id
necessarily produced by Cod. Only in nature is the trinity of persons
attained. These processes, it must be noticed, are not to be conceived
as successive, or as taking place in time ; they are to be lodked at
sub specie aeterniiatis, as the necessary elements or moments in the
self-evolution of the divine Being. Nor is nature, to be confounded
with created substance, or with matter as it exists in space and time

;

it is pure non-being, the mere otliemess (alteritas) of God--'^his shadow,
desire, want, or desiderium sui, as it is called by <mysiioal writers.
Creation, itself a free and non-temporal act of God'a love and will,
cannot be speculatively deduced, but must be accepted as an historic
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fact. Created beings were originally of three orders—the intelligent

or angels
;

the non-intelligent natural existences ;
and man, who

mediated Ixjtween these two orders. Intelligent beings are endowed
with freedom ; it is possible, but not necessary, that they should

fall. Hence the fact of the fall is not a speculative but an historic

truth. The angels fell through pride—through desire to raise them-
selves to equality with God ;

man foil by lowering himself to the

level of nature. Only after the fall of man begins the creation of

space, time and matter, or of the world as we now know it ; and the
motive of this creation was the desire to afford man an opportunity

for taking advantage of the scheme of redemption, for bringing fortn

in purity the image of God according to which he has been fashioned.

The physical philosotihy and anthropology which Baader, in con-

nexion with this, unfolds in various works, is but little instructive,

and coincides in the main with the utterances of Boehme. In nature

and in man he finds traces of the dire effects of sin, which has
corrupted both and has destroyed their natural harmony. As
regaras ethics, Baader rejects the Kantian or any autonomic system
of morals. Not obedience to a moral law, but realization in ourselves

of the divine lite is the true ethical end. Bui man has lost the power
to effect this ^’y himself

; he has alienated himself from God, and
therefore no ethical theory which neglects the facts of sin and re-

demption is satisfactory or even possible. 1'hc history of man and
of humanity is the history of the redeeming love of God. The means
whereby we put ourselves so in relation with Christ as to receive

from Him his healing virtue are chiefly prayer and the sacraments

of the church ; mere works are never sufficient. Man in his social

relations is under two great institutions. One is temporal, natural

and limited—the state; the other is eternal, cosmopolitan and
universal —the church. In the stale two things are requisite : first,

common submission to the ruler, which can be secured or given only

when the state is Christian, for God alone is the true ruler of men ;

and, secondly, inequality of rank, without which there cun be no
organization. A despotism of mere power and liberalism, which
naturally produces socialism, are equally objectionable. The ideal

state is a civil community ruled by a universal or Catholic church,

the principles of which are equally distinct from mere passive pietism,

or faith which will Attow nothing, and from the Protestant doctrine,

which is the very radicalism of reason.

Baader is, without doubt, among the greatest sjieculative theo-

logians of modern Catholicism, and his influence has extended itself

even beyond the precincts of liis own church. Among those whom
he influenced wore K. Kothe, Julius Miiller and Hans L. Markensen

His works were collected and published by a number of his

adherents—F, Hoffman, J. Kamberger, E. v. Schaden, Lutterbeck,

von Ostcn-Sacken and Schliitcr - liaadef*s sdmmtliche Werhe
(i6 vols., 1851-1860). Valuable introductions by the editors are pre-

fixed to the* several volumes. Vol. xv. contains a full biography

;

vol. xvi. an index, and an able sketch of the whole system by
Lutterbeck. See F. Hoffmann, Vvfhalle zur spekulativfn Lehre

Baade/

s

(1836) ;
GfundzUge dtf Sorietdts- Philosophic Franz Baade/

s

S ;
Fhilosophische Schriften (3 vols., TflrtS-'iSyz)

;
Die Weltalter

:
Bmgm/jAx'e Mwrf If (Leipzig. T 887) ; J. Haml^erger,

mlpmktt 4cr Baaderschen Fhilosophie (1855); Fundamental-

hegriffe von F. B.'s Ethik, Politik «. Religions-Philosophie (1858I

;

L A. B. Lutterbeck, Pkilosnphische Standpunkte Baaders (1854)

;

Baaders Lehre vom Welfgehdude (1866). The most satistacto^

surveys are those given by Erdmann, Versuch einer Gesch. d. neuern

Phil, iii, 2, pp. 583-636 ; J. Claassen, Franz von Baaders Leben und
iheoSDphische IVerke {Stuttgart. 1886-1887), and Franz von Baaders

Gedanken Hher Staat und Geselhchaft (Giitersloh, i8qt^ ; Otto
Pfleidercr, Philosophy of Religion (vol. ii., Eng. irans, 1087) ;

R.

Falckenberg, History of Philosophy, pp. 472-475 (trans. A. C. Arm-
strong, New York, 1893) ;

Relchel, Die Sozietdtsphilosophie Franz
V, Baaders (Tubingen, iqot)

; Kuno Fischer, Zur hundertjdhrigen

Geburtstagfeier Baaders (Erlangen, 1865).

BAAL, a Semitic word, which primarily signifies lord, owner

or inhabitant/ and then, in accordance with the Semitic way of

looking at family and religious relations, is specially appropriated

to express the relation of a husband to liis wife and of the deity

to his worshipper. In the latter usage it indicated not that the

god was the lord of the worshipper, but rather the possessor of,

or ruler in, some place or district. In the Old Testament it is

regularly written with the article, />. “ the Baal ”
;
and the baals

of different tribes or sanctuaries were not necessarily conceived

as identical, so that ^ find frequent mention of Baalim, or

rather the Baalim '' in the plural, 'fhat the Israelites even

applied the title of Baal to Yahweh lumself is proved by the

occurrence of such names as Jerubbaal (Gideon), Eshbaal (one

of SauTs sons) and Beeliada (a son of David, 1 Qiron. xiv. 7).

The last name appears in 2 Sam. v. 16 as EHada, showing that El

^ Cf« its use as a nonn of relation, e.g. a bdal of hair,
” a hairy

man " (2 Kings i. 8), of wings, a winged creature,*' and in the

plural, 6. of arrows, archers (Gen. xlix. 23), b. of oath, “ con-

spirators " (Neh. vi. x8).

(God) was regarded as equivalent to Baal
;

cf. also the name
Be'aliah, “ Yahweh is bad or lord,” which survives in i Chron.

xii. 5. However, when the name Baal was exclusively appropri-

ated to idolatrous worship (cf. Hos. ii. 16 scq.), abhorrence for

the unholy word was marked by writing hosheih (shameful

thing) for baal in compound proper names, gnd thus we get the

usud forms Ishbosheth, Mephibosheth.

The great difficulty which has been felt by investigators in

determining the character and attributes of the god Baal mainly

arises from the original appellative sense of the word, and

many obscure points become clear if we remember that when a

title becomes a proper name it may be appropriated by different

peoples to quite distinct deities. Baal being originally a title,

and not a proper name, the innumerable baals could be distin-

guished by the addition of the name of a place or of some special

attribute.*-* Accordingly, the baals are not to be regarded

necessarily as local variations of one and the same god, like the

many Virgins or Madonnas of Catholic lands, but as distinct

numna. Each community could speak of its own baal, although

a collection of allied communities might share the same cult,

and naturally, since the attributes ascribed to the individual

baals were very similar, subsequent syncretism was facilitated.

The Baal, as the head of each worshipping group, is the source

of all the gifts of nature (cf, Hos. ii. 8 seq., Ezek. xvi. 19) ; as

the god of fertility all the produce of the soil is his, and his

adherents bring to him their tribute of first-fruits. He is the

patron of all growth and fertility, and, by the “ uncontrolled

use of analogy characteristic of early thought,” the Baal is the

god of the productive element in its widest sense. Originating,

probably, in the observation of the fertilizing effect of rains

and streams upon the receptive and reproductive soil, baalism

becomes identical with the grossest nature-worship. Joined with

the baals there are naturally found corresponding female figures

known as Ashtaroth, embodiments of Ashtoreth (see Astarte
;

Ism’AR). In accordance with primitive notions of analogy

wliich assume that it is possible to control or aid the powers of

nature by the practice of ” sympathetic magic ” (sec Magic), the

cult of the baals and Ashtfiroth was characterized by gross

sensuality and licentiousness, the fragmentary allusions to

the cult of Baal Peor (Num. xxv., Ho.s. ix. 10, Ps. cvi. 28 scq.)

exemplify the typical species of Dionysiac orgies that prevailed.^

On the summits of hills and mountains flourished the cult of the

givers of increase, and “ under every green tree ” was practised

the licentiousness which in primitive thought was held to secure

abundance of crops (see Frazer, Golden Bought 2nd ed. vol. ii. pp.

204 sqq.). Human sacrifice (Jer. xix. 5), the burning of incense

(Jcr. vii. 9), violent and ecstatic exercises, ceremonial acts of

bowing and kissing, the preparing of sacred mystic cakes, appear

among the offences denounced by the Israelite prophets, and

show that the cult of Baal (and Astarte) included the character-

istic features of heathen worship whicli recur in various parts

of the Semitic world, although attached to otlier names.*'

By an easy transition the local gods of the streams and springs

which fertilized the increase of the fields became identified with

8 Compounds with guograpliical terms (towns, mountains), e.g.

Baal of Tyre, of Lebanon, &c., arc frequent
; see G. B. Gray, Heb.

Proper Nanus, pp. 124-126. Baal-berith or El-berith of Shechem

(Judg. ix. 4, 46) is usually interpreted to be the Baal or God of the

covenant, but whether of covenants in general or of a particular

covenant concluded at Shechem is disputed. The BoX/xap/ews (near

Beirut) apparently presided over dancing; another compound (in

Cyprus) seems to represent a Baal of healing. On the " Baal of

flics ” see Beelzebub.
* The general analogy shows itsielf further In the klea of the deity

as the husband {baal) of his worshippers or of the land in which they

dwell. The Astarte of Gabal (Byblus) was rbgulariy known as tiie

bdalath (fern, of baal), her real name not l>eing pronounced (perliapa

out of reverence).
* See further Clermont-Ganneau, Pal Explor. Fund Quart, Stat,

1901. pp. 239. 369 sqq. ;
Biichler, Rev. d'btudes juivee, 1901.

pp. 125 seq.
» The extent to which elements of heathen cult entered into

?
urer types of religion is illustrated in the worship of Yahweh.
he sacred cakes df Astarte and old holy wells associated with her

fcult were later evbn transferred to the worahlp of the Virgin {Enoy.

Bib. coJ. 3993 ; Rouvier, in Bull. AnkiaU^ 1900. -p. 170).
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the common source of all streams, and proceeding along this line

it was possible for the numerous baals to be regarded eventually

as mere forms of one absolute deity. Consequently, the Baal

could be identified with some supreme power of nature, e.g. the

heavens, the sun, the weather or^omc planet. The particular

line of development would vary in different places, but the change

from an association of the Baal with earthly objects to heavenly

is characteristic of a higher type of belief and appears to be

relatively later. The idea which has long prevailed that Baal

was properly a sky-god affords no explanation of the local

character of the many baals ;
on the other hand, on the theory

of a higher development where the gods become heavenly or

astral beings, the fact that ruder conceptions of nature were

still retained (often in the unofficial but more popular forms of

cult) is more intelligible.

A specific Baal of tlie heavens appears to have been known
among the Hittites in the time of Rameses II., and considerably

later, at the beginning of the 7th century, it was the title of one

of the gods of Phoenicia. In Babylonia, from a very early

period, Baal became a definite individual deity, and was identified

with the planet Jupiter. This development is a mark of superior

culture and may have been spread through Babylonian influence.

Both Baal and Astarte were venerated in Egypt at Thebes and
Memphis in the XIXth Dynasty, and the former, through the

influence of the Aramaeans who borrowed the Babylonian

spelling Bel, ultimately beaime known as the Greek Belos who
was identified with Zeus.

Of tho worship of the Tyrian Baal, who is also called Melkart
(king of the city), and is often identified with the Greek Heracles,

l)ut sometimes with the Olympian Zeus, we have many accounts
in ancient writers, from Herodotus downwards. He had a magni-
ficent temple in insular 'l yre, founded by Hiram, to which gifts

streamed from all countries, especially at the great feasts. The
solar character of this deity appears especially in the annual feast

ol his awakening shortly after the winter solstice (Joseph. C. Afyion.

i. iH). At Tyre, as among the Hebrews, Biud had his symboUcal
pillars, one of gold and one of smaragdus, which, transported by
phantasy to the farthest west, arc still familiar to us as the Pinal's of

Hercules. 'I'he worship ol the Tyrian Baal was earned to all the
Phoeiiitian colonies.^ flis name occurs as an element in C.artha-

ginian projier names (llannita/, Ha.sdru/;rt/, <S:c.), and a tablet found
at Marseilles still survives to inform us of the charges made by the
priests of the temple of Baal for offering sacrifices.

The history of Baalism among the Hebrews is obscured by the

difficulty of determining whether the false worship which the

prophets stigmatize is the heathen worship of Yahwch under a
conception, and often with rites, which treated him as a local

nature god
;

or whether Baalism was consciously recognized

to be distinct from Yahwdsm from the first. Later religious

practice was undoubtedly opposed to that of earlier times, and
attempts were made to correct narratives containing views

which had come to be regarded as contrary to the true worship

of Yahweli. The Old Testament depicts the history of the people

as a scries of acts of apostasy alternating with .subsequent

penitence and return to Yahweh, and the question whether this

gives effect to actual conditions depends upon the precise

character of the elements of Yahweh worship brought by the

Israelites into Palestine. This is still under dispute, lliere is

strong evidence at all events that many of the conceptions are

contrary to historical fact, and the points of similarity between
native (Zanaanite cult and Israelite worship are so striking that

only the persistent traditions of Israel’s origin and of the work of

Moses compel the conclusion that the germs of specific Yahweh
worship existed from his day. The earliest certain reaction

against Baalism is ascribed to the reign of Ahab, whose marriage

with Jezebel gave the impulse to the introduction of a particular

form of the cult. In honour of his wife’s god, the king, following

the example of Solomon, erected a temple to the Tyrian Baal

(see above). This, however, did not prevent him from remaining

a follower of Yahweh, whose prophets he still consulted, and

^ The sanctuary of Heracles at Daphne near Antioch was properly
that of the Semitic Baal, and at Amathus Jupiter Hospes takes the
place of Heracles or Malika, in which the Tyrian Melkart is to be
recognized (W, R. Smith, Rel. Sent. 2nd ed. pp. 178, 376). See
further Phobnicia.

whose protection he still cherished when he named his sons

Aliaziah and Jehoram (“ Yah[weh] holds,” ” Y. is high ”).

The an^onism of Elijah^was not against Baalism in general,

but against the introduction of a rival deity. But by the lime

of Hosea (ii. 16 seq.) a further advance was marked, and the use

of the term “ Baal ” was felt to be dangerous to true religion.

Thus there gradually grew up a tendency to avoid the term,

and in accordance with the idea of Ex. xxiii. 13, it was replaced

by the contemptuous bosheth, shame ” (se« above). However,
the books of Deuteronomy and Jeremiah (cf. also Zeph. i. 4)
afford complete testimony for the prevalence of Baalism as late

as the exile, but prove that the clearest distinction was then

drawn between the pure worship of Yahweh tho god of Israel

and the inveterate and debased cults of the gods of the land.

(See further Hebrew Religion; Prophet.)

Bibliography.—W. Robertson Smith, Relig. Semites, 21k 1 cd. pp.
93-1 13 (against his theory of the introduction of Baal among the Arabs
see M. J. Lagrange, T^tuaes d. relig. sem. pp. 83-98). For the reading
“ Baal '* in the Amarna tablets (Palestine, about 1400 11. c.) see

Kniidtzon, lieitr. z. Assytiol. (1901), pp. 320 seq., 415 ;
other cunei-

form evidence in E. Schrader’s Keilins(h. u. Alte Test. 3rd ed. p. 357
(by 11 . Zimmern

; see also his Index, sub voc(‘). On liaal’Shamem
(B. of the heavens) M. Lidzbarski's monograph {Ephemeris, i. 243-
260. li. 120) is invaluable, and this work, with his Handbuch d. nord-

seniit. Epigraphik. contains full account of the epigraphical material.
See Baethgen, Beitr. z. semit. Ueli^tonsgesch. pp. 17-32 ;

also the
articles on Baal by E. Meyer in Roscher’s Lexikon, and G, F. Moore
in Ency. Bib. (On Beltane fires and other apparent points ol con-
nexion with Biial it may suffice to refer to Aug. Fick, Vergleick.

IVorterbuch, who derives the element bel from an did Ollic root
meaning shining, &c.) (W. R. S. ;

S, A. C.)

BAALBEK (anc. Heliopolis)

f

a town of the Buka’a (Coelesyria),

altitude 3850 ft, situated E. of the Litani and near the parting

between its waters and those of the Asi. Pop. about 5000,

including 2000 Metawali and 1000 Christians (Maronite and
Orthodox). Since 1902 Baalbek has been connected by railway

with Rayak (Rcjak) on the Beirut-Damascus line, and since 1907
with Aleppo. It is famous for its temple ruins of the Roman
period, before which we have no recori of it

,
certain though it be

that Heliopolis is a translation of an earlier native name, in which

Baal was an element. It has been suggested, but without good
reason, that this name was the Baalgad of Josh. xi. 17.

Heliopolis was made a colonia probably by Octavian (('oins of

ist century a.d.), and there must have been a Baal temple there

in which Trajan consulted the oracle. Tlie foundation of the

present buildings, however, dates from Antoninus Pius, and their

dedication from Septimius Severus, whose coins first show the

two temples. The great courts of approach were not finished

before the reigns of Caracalla and Philip. In commemoration, no
doubt, of the dedication of the new sanctuaries, Severus conferred

the jus Italicum on the city. The greater of the two temples was
.sacred to Jupiter (Baal), identified with the Sun, with whom
were associated Venus and Mercury as (rvfi/iiofioi Bioi. The
lesser temple was built in honour of Bacchus (not the Sun, as

formerly believed). Jupiter-Baal was represented locally as a
beardless god in long scaly drapeiy, holding a whip in his right

band and lightning and ears of com in his left. Two bulls

supported him. In this guise he passed into European worship
in the 3rd and 4th centuries a.d. The extreme licence of the
Heliopolitan worship is often animadverted upon by early

Christian writers, and Constantine, making an effort to curb the

Venus cult, built a basilica. Theodosius erected another, with
western apse, in the main court of the Jupiter temple.

When Abu Ubaida (or Obaida) attacked the place after the
Moslem capture of Damascus (a.d. 635), it was still an opulent
city and yielded a rich booty. It became a bone of contention
between the various Syrian dynasties and the caliphs first of

Damascus, then of h2gypt, and in 748 was sacked with great
slaughter. In 1090 it passed to the Seljuks, and in 1134 to
Jenghiz Khan ; but after 1145 it remained attached to Damascus
and was captured by Saladin in 1175. The Crusaders raided its

valley more tlian once, but never took the city. Three times
shaken by earthquake in the 12th century, it was dismantled by
Hulagu in 1260. But it revived, and most of its fine Moslem
mosque and fortress architecture, still extant, belongs to the
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reign of Sultan Kalaun (1382) and the succeeding century, during

which Abulfeda describes it as a ver>' strong place. In 1400
Timur pillaged it, and in 1517 it passed, with the rest of Syria, to

the Ottoman dominion. But Ottoman jurisdiction was merely
nominal in the Lebanon district, and Baalbek was really in

the hands of the Metawali (see Lebanon), who retained it

against other Lebanon tribes, until “ Jezzar Pasha, the rebel

governor of the Acre province, broke their power in the last half

of the 18th century. . Ihe anarchy which succeeded his death in

1804 was only ended by the Egyptian occupation (1832). With
the treaty of London (1840) Baalbek became really Ottoman, and
since the settlement of the Lebanon (1864) has attracted great

numljers of tourists.

After Put hsMUi, with p«nnibslon of Gaorg^ Reimer Iini«ry Walker sc.

The ruins were brought to European notice by Pierre Belon in
^555^ tliough previously visited, in 1507, by Martin von Baum-
garten. Much damaged by the earthquake of 1759, they remained
a wilderness of fallen blocks till 1901, when their clearance was
undertaken by the German Archaeological Institute and entrusted
to the direction of Prof. 0 . Puchstein. They lie mainly on the
ancient Acropolis, which has been shored up with huge walls to
form a terrace raised on vaults and measuring about 1100 ft.

from E. to W. The Propylaea lie at the E. end, and were
approached by a flight of steps

, now quarried away. These
propylaea formed a covered hall, or vestibule, about 35 ft. deep,
flanked with towers richly decorated within and without (much
damaged by .^ab reconstruction). Columns stood in front,

whose bases still exist and bear the names of Antoninus Pius and
Julia Domna. Hence, through a triple gateway in a richly

ornamented screen, access is gained to the first or Hexagonal
Court, which measures about 250 ft. from angle to angle. It is

now razed almost to foundation level
; but it can be seen that it

was flanked with halls each having four columns in front. A

portal on the W., 50 ft. wide, flanked by lesser ones 10 ft. wide
(that on the N. is ^one preserved), admitted to the Main Court,

in whose centre was the High Altar of Burnt Sacrifice, This
altar and a ^at tank on the N. were covered by the foundations
of Theodosius’ basilica and ‘not seen till the recent German
clearance. The Main Court measures about 440 ft. from E, to W.
and 370 ft. from N. to S., thus covering about 3^ acres. It had a
continuous fringe of covered halls of various dimensions and
shapes, once richly adorned with statues and columnar screens.

Some of these halls arc in fair preservation. Stairs on the W. led

up to the temple of Jupiter-BaaJ, now much ruined, having only
6 of the 54 columns of its peristyle erect. Three fell in the

earthquake of 1759. Those still standing are Nos. ii to 16 in the

southern rank. Their bases and shafts are not finished, though
the capitals and rich entablature seem completely worked. They
have a height of 60 ft. and diameter of 7J ft., and are mostly
formed of three blocks. The architrave is threefold and bears a
frieee with lion-head.s, on which rest a moulding and cornice.

The temple of Bacchus stood on a platform of its own formed
by a southern projection of the Acropolis. It was much smaller

than the Jupiter temple, but is better preserved. The .steps of

the E. approach were intact up to 1688. 'bhe temple was
peripteral with 46 columns in its peristyle. These were over
52 ft. in height and of the Corinthian order, and supported an
entablature 7 ft. high with double frieze, connected with the
cella walls by a coffered ceiling, which contained slabs with heads
of gods and emperors. Richard Burton, when consiil-geneml at

Damascus in 1870, cleared an Arab screen out of the vestibule,

and in consequence the exquisite doorway leading into the cella

can now be well seen. On either side of it staircases constructed
within columns lead to the roof. The cracked doordintel, which
shows an eagle on the soffit, was propped up first by Burton, and
lately, more securely, by the Germans. The cella, now ruinous,

had inner wall-reliefs and engaged columns, which supported
rich entablatures.

The vaults below the Great Court of the Jupiter Temple,
together with the supporting walls of the terrace, are noticeable.

In the W. wall of the latter occur the three famo\j.s megaliths,
which gave the name Triliihon to the Jupiter temple in Byzantine
times. These measure from 63 to 64 ft. in length and 13 ft. in

height and breadth, and have been raised 20 ft. above the ground.
They are the largc.st blocks known to have been used in actual

construction, but are excelled by another block still attached to

its bed in the quarries half a mile S.W. This is 68 ft. long by 14 ft.

high and weighs about 1500 tons. For long these blocks were
supposed, even by European visitors, to be relics of a primeval
race of giant builders.

In the town, belf>w the Acropolis, on the S.E. is a small temple
of the late imperial age, consisting of a semicircular cella with a
peristyle of eight Corinthian columns, supporting a projecting
entablature. The cella is decorated without with a frieze, and
within with pillars and arcading. This temple owes its preserva-
tion to its use as a diurch of St Barbara, a local martyr, also
claimed by the Egyptian Heliopolis; Hence the building is

known as Barbarat al-atika. (Considerable remains of the N.
gate of the city have also been exposed.

BibLiooRAPHY.—These vast ruins, more imposing from their
immensity than pleasing in detail, have been described by scores of
travcllerR and tourists

;
but it will be sufficient here to refer to the

following works :—(First discoverers) M. von Baumgarten, Pere-
grinatio in ,, , Syriam (1594) ; P. Belon, JJe admirabili operum
anti^uorum praestantia (1553)^; and Observacions, &c. (1555).
(Before earthquake of 1759) R- Wood, Ruins of Baalhec (1757).
(Before excavation) H. Frauberger, Die Akropolis von Baalbek
(1892). (After excavation) O. Puchstein, PUhfer dutch die Ruinen
V, Baalbek (1905), (with Th. v. Liinke) Ansiehlen, &c. (1905). See
also R. Phen6 Spiers, Quart. Stat. Pal, Fund, 1904, pp. 58-64,
and the Builder, 11 Feb. 1905. (D. G. H.)

BAARN, a small town in the province of Utrecht, Holland,

5 m. by rail E. of Hilversum, at the junction of a branch line to

Utrecht. Like Hilversum it is situated in the midst of pictur-

esque and wooded surroundings, ajod is a favourite summer re-

sort of people from Amsterdam. The Baarnsche Bosch, or wood,
stretches southward to Soestdyk, where there is a royal country-
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seat, originally acquired by the state in 1795. Louis Bonaparte,

king of Holland, who was very fond of the spot, formed a zoo-

logical collection liere which was removed to Amsterdam in 1809*

In 1816 the estate was presented by the nation to the prince ^
Orange (afterwards King Willisftn II.) in recognition of his

services at the battle of Quatre Bras. Since then the palace and
grounds have been considerably enlarged and beautified. Close

to Baarn in the south-west were formerly .situated the ancient

castles of Drakenbuig and Drakcnstein, and at Vuursche there

is a remarkable dolmen.

BABADAG, or Babatag, a town in the department of Tulcca,

Rumania ; situated on a small lake formed by the river Taitza

among the densely wooded highlands of the northern Dobrudja.

Pop. (1900) about 3500. The Taitza lake is divided only by a
strip of marshland from Lake Razim, a broad landlocked sheet

of water which opens on the Black Sea. Babadag is a market
for tlic wool and mutton of the Dobrudja. It was founded by
Bayezid I., sultan of the Turks from 1389 to 1403. Jt occasion-

ally served as the winter headquarters of the Turks in their wars

with Russia, and was bombarded by the Russians in 1854.

BABBAGE, CHARLES (1792-1871), English mathematician

and mechanician, was born on the 26th of December 1792 at

Teignmouth in Devonshire. Hc was educated at a private school,

and afterwards entered St looter’s College, Cambridge, where he

graduated in 1814. Though he did not compete in the mathe-
matical tripos, he acquired a great reputation at the university.

In the years 1815-1817 he contributed three papers on the
“ Calculus of Functions ” to the Philosophical Transactions, and
in 1816 was made a fellow of the Royal Society. Along with

Sir John TIerschel and Geoige Peacock he laboured to raise the

standard of mathematical instruction in England, and especially

endeavoured to supersede the Newtonian by the Leibnitzian

notation in the infinitesimal calculus. Babbage’s attention

seems to have been very early drawn to the number and im-

portfince of the errors introduced into astronomical and other

calculations through inaccuracies in the computation of tables.

He contributed to the Royal Society some notices on the relation

between notation and mechanism
;
and in 1822, in a letter to

Sir H. Davy on the application of machinery to the calculation

and printing of mathematical tables, he discussed the principles

of a calculating engine, to the construction of which he devoted
many years of his life. Government was indui’ed to grant its

aid, and the inventor himself spent a portion of his private fortune

in the prosecution of his undertaking. He travelled through

several of the countries of Europe, examining different .systems

of machinery ; and some of the results of his investigations were

published in the admirable little work, Economy of Machines
and Manufactures (1834). The great calculating engine was
never completed ;

the constructor apparently desired to adopt
a new principle when the first specimen was nearly complete,

to make it not a difference but an analytic.al engine, and the

government declined to accept the further risk (see Calculating
Machines). From 1828 to 1839 Babbage was Lucasian professor

of mathematics at Cambridge. He contributed largely to several

scientific periodicals, and was instrumental in founding the

Astronomical (1820) and Statistical (1834) Societies. He only

once endeavoured to enter public life, when, in 1832, he stood

unsuccessfully for the borough of Finsbury. During the later

years of his life he resided in London, devoting himself to the

construction of machines capable of performing arithmetical

and even algebraical calculations. He died at London on the

18th of October 1871, He gives a few biographical details in

his Passages from the Life of a Philosopher (1864), a work which
throws considerable light upon his somewhat peculiar character.

His works, pamphlets and papers were very numerous ; in the

Passages he enumerates eighty separate writings. Of these the

most important, liesides the few already mentioned, are Tables of

Logarithm (1826) ;
Comparative View of the Various Institutions

for the Assurance of Lives (1826); Decline of Science in England

(1830); Ninth Bridgewater Treatise (1837); The Exposition of

(1851).

See Monthly Notices, Royal Astronomical Society, vol. 52.
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BABEL, the native name of the city called Babylon (^.v.) by the

Greeks,the modem HiUah, It means ** gate of the god,'"not gate

of the gods,” correspondijg to the Assyrian Bdb-ili. According

to Gen. xi. 1-9 (J), mankind, after the deluge, travelled from the

mountain of the East, where the ark had rested, and settled in

Shinar. Here they attempted to build a city and a tower whose
top might reach unto heaven, but were miraculously prevented

by their language being confounded. In this way the diversity

of human speech and the dispersion of mankind were accounted
for

; and in Gen. xi. 9 (J )
an etymology was found for the name

of Babylon in the Hebrew verb balal, “ to confuse or confound,”
Babel being regarded as a contraction of Balbel. In Gen. x. 10 it

is said to have formed part of the kingdom of Nimrod.

The origin of the story has not been found in Babylonia. The
tower was no doubt suggested by one of the temple towers of

Babylon. W. A. Bennet (Genesis, p. 169 ;
cf. Hommel in Hastings’

Dictionary of the Bible) suggests E-Saggila, the great temple

of Merodach (Marduk). The variety of languages and the dis-

persion of mankind were regarded as a curse, and it is probable

that, as Prof. Cheyne (Encyclopaedia Biblica, col. 41 1) says, there

was an ancient North Semitic myth to explain it. The event

was afterwards localized in Babylon. The myth, as it appears

in Genesis, is quite |X)lytheistic and anthropomorphic. According

to Cornelius Alexander (fi-ag. 10) and Abydenus (frags. 5 and 6)

the tower was overthrown by the winds
;

according to Yaqut
(i. 448 f.) and the Lisan el-‘Arab (xiii. 72) mankind were swept
together by winds into the plain afterwards called Babil,”

and were scattered again in the same way (see further D. B.

Macdonald in the Jewish Encyclopaedia). A tradition similar

to that of the tower of Balxil is found in CentralAmerica. Xelhua,

one of the .seven giants rescued from the deluge, built the great

pyramid of Cholula in order to storm heaven. The gods, how-
ever, destroyed it with fire and confounded the language of the

builders. Traces of a somewhat similar story have also been

met with among the Mongolian Tharus in northern India

(Report of the Census of Bengal, i8f2, p. 160), and, according

to Dr Livingstone, among the Africans of l^ke Ngami. The
Ksthonian myth of ” the Cooking of Languages ” (Kohl, Reisen

in die Ostseeprovinzen, ii. 251-255) may also be compared, as

well as the AuvStralian legend of the origin of the diversity of

speech (Gerstacker, Reisen, vol. iv. pp. seq.).

BAB-EL^MANDEB (Arab, for ” The Gate of Tears ”), the strait

between Arabia and Africa which connects the Red Sea (q>v)

with the Indian Ocean. Jt derives its name from the dangers

attending its navigation, or, according to an Arabic legend,

from the numbers who were drowned by the earthquake which

separated Asia and Africa. The distance across is about 20 m.
from Ras Menheli on the Arabian coast to Ra.s Siyan on the

African. I'he i.sland of Perim (q.v), a British possession, divides

the strait into two channels, of which the eastern, known as the

Bab Iskender (Alexander’s Strait), is 2 m. wide and 16 fathoms
deep, while the western, or l)act-el-Mayun, has a width of about
16 m. and a depth of 170 fathoms. Near the African coast lies

a group of smaller islands known as the “Seven Brothers.”

There is a surface current inwards in the eastern channel, but a
strong under-current outwards in the western channel.

BABENBERG» the name of a Franconian family which held

the duchy of Austria before the rise of the house of Habsbutg.

Its earliest known ancestor was one Poppo, who early in the

Qth century was count in Grapfeld. One of his sons, Henry,

called margrave and duke in Franconia, fell fighting against the

Normans in 886 ; another, Poppo, was maigrave in Thuringia

from 880 to 8q2, when he was deposed by the German king Amulf.
The family had been favoured by the emperor Charles the Fait,

but Amulf reversed this policy in favour of the rival family of

the Cbnradines. The leaders of the Babenbergs were the three

sons of Duke Henry, who called themselves after their castle of

Babenberg on the upper Main, round which their possessions

centred. The rivalry between the two families was intensified

by their efforts to extend their authority in the region of the
middle Main, and this quarrel, known as the ” Babenberg feud,”

came to a head at the beginning of the loth century during the
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troubled reign of the German king, Louis the Child. Two of

the Babenberg brothers were killed, and the survivor Adalbert

was summoned before the imperial court by the regent Hatto L,

archbishop, of Mainz, a partisan of the Conradines. He refused

to appear, held his own for a time in his castle at Theres

against the king's forces, but surrendered in 906, and in spite of

a promise of safe-conduct was beheaded. From this time the

Babenbergs lost their influence in Franconia
;
but in 976 Leopold,

a member of the family who was a count in the Donnegau, is

described as margrave of the East Mark, a district not more
than 60 m. in breadth on the eastern frontier of Bavaria which

grew into the duchy of Austria. Leopold, who probably received

the mark as a reward for his fidelity to the emperor Otto II.

during the Bavarian rising in 976, extended its area at the expense

of the Hungarians, and was succeeded in 994 by his son

Henry L Henry, who continued his father’s policy, was followed

in 1018 by hi> brother Adalbert and in 1055 by his nephew
Ernest, whose marked loyalty to the emperors Henry III. and
Henry IV. was rewarded by many tokens of favour. 'J*hc

succeeding margrave, Leopold IL, quarrelled with Henry IV.,

who was unable to oust him from the mark or to prevent the

succession of his son Leopold III. in loqO. Leopold supported

Henry, son of Henry IV., in his rising against his father, but was

soon drawn over to tlie emperors side, and in 1106 married his

daughter Agnes, widow of Frederick I., duke of Swabia. He
declined the imperial crown in 1125. His zeal in founding

monasteries earned for him his surname “ the Pious,” and
canonization by Pope Innocent VIII. in 1485. He is regarded

as the patron saint of Austria. One of Leopold’s sons was Otto,

bishop of Freising {q.v.). His eldest son, Leopold IV., became
margrave in 1136, and in 1139 received from Lhe German king

Conrad III. the duchy of Bavaria, wliich had been forfeited by
Duke Henry the Proud. Leopold’s brother Henry (sumamed
Jasomirgott from his favourite oath, “ So help me God I ”) was
made count palatine of the Rhine in j 140, and became margrave
of Austria on Leopold’s dea^h in 1 141. Having married Gertrude,

the widow of Henry the Proud, he was invested in 1143 with the

duchy of Bavaria, and resigned his office as count palatine. In

1147 he went on crusade, and after his return renounced Bavaria

at the instance of the new king Frederick 1 . As compensation

for this, Austria, the capital of which had been transferred to

Vienna in 1146, was erected into a duchy. The second duke was
Henry’s son Leopold 1 ., who succeeded him in 1177 and took

part in the crusades of 1 1 82 and 1 190. In Palestine he quarrelled

with Richard 1 ., king of England, captured him on his home-
ward journey and handed him over to the emperor Henry VJ.

Leopold increased the territories of the Babenbergs by acquiring

Styria in 1192 under the will of his kinsman Duke (Ittakar IV.

He died in J194, and Austria fell to one son, Frederick, and
Styria to another, Leopold

;
but on Frederick’s death in 1198

they were Jigain united by Duke Leopold H., surnamed “the
Glorious.” The new duke fought against the infidel in Spain,

Egypt and Palestine, but is more celebrated as a lawgiver, a

patron of letters and a founder of towns. Under him Vienna

became the centre of culture in Germany and the great school

of Minnesingers {q.v.). His later years were spent in strife

with his son Frederick, and he died in 1230 at San Germano,
whither he had gone to arrange the peace between the emperor

Frederick II. and Pope Gregory IX. His son Frederick IL
followed as duke, and earned the name of “ Quarrelsome ” by

constant struggles with the kings of Hungary and Bohemia
and with the emperor. He deprived his mother and sisters

of their possessions, was hated by his subjects on account of his

oppressions, and in 1236 was placed under the imperial ban and
driven from Austria. Restored when the emperor was excom-

municated, he treated in vain witli Frederick for the erection of

Austria into a kingdom. He was killed in battle in 1246, when
the male line of the Babenbergs became extinct. Tlie city of

Bamberg grew up around the ancestral castle of the family.

See G. Jiiritsch, Geschichte der Bahenberger und ihrer Ldnder
(Innsbruck, 1894) ; M. Schmitz, Oesterreichs Sckeyem-WitUlshachet
Oder dii Dynastie der Bahenberger (Munich, 1880).

BABER, or Babar (1483-1530), a famous conqueror of India

and founder of the so-called Mogul dynasty. His name was

2^ir ud-din-Mahomet, and he was given the surname of Baber,

meaning the tiger. Bom on the 14th of February 1483, he was

a descendant of Timur, and hiS father, Omar Sheik, was king of

Ferghana, a district of what is now Russian Turkestan. Omar
died in 1495, Baber, though only twelve years of age,

succeeded to the throne. An attempt made by his uncles to

dislodge him proved unsuccessful, and no sooner was the young
sovereign firmly settled than he began to meditate an extension

of his own dominions. In 1497 he attacked and gained possession

of Samarkand, to which he always seems to have thought he

had a natural and hereditary right. A rebellion among his

nobles robbed him of his native kingdom, and while marching

to recover it his troops deserted him, and he lost Samarkand
also. After some reverses he regained both these places, but in

1501 his most formidable enemy, Shaibani (Sheibani) Khan,
ruler of the IJzbegs, defeated him in a great engagement and

drove him from Samarkand. For three years he wandered about

tr\dng in vain to recover his lost possessions
;

at last, in 1504,

he gathered some troop.s, and crossing the snowy Hindu Kush
besieged and captured the strong city of Kabul. By this

dexterous stroke he gained a new and wealthy kingdom, and
completely re-established his fortunes. In the following year

he united with Hussain Mirza of Herat against Shaibani. The
death of Hus.sain put a stop to this expedition, but Baber .spent

a year at Herat, enjoying tlie pleasures of that capital. He
returned to Kabul in time to quell a formidable rebellion, but

two years later a revolt among some of the leading Moguls

drove him from his city. He was compelled to take to flight

with very few companions, but his great persiinal courage and

daring struck the army of his opponents with such dismay that

they again returned to their allegiance and Baber regained his

kingdom. Once again, in 1510, after the death of Shaibani, he

endeavoured to olitain possession of his native country. He
received considerable aid from Shah Ismael of Persia, and in

1511 made a triumphal entry into Samarkand. But in 1514 he

was utterly defeated by the Uzbegs and with difficulty reached

Kabul. He seems now to have resigned all hopes of recovering

Ferghana, and as he at the same time dreaded an invasion of

the Uzbegs from the west, his attention was more and more
drawn towards India. Several preliminary incursions harl been

already made, when in 1521 an opportunity presented itself for

a more extended expedition. Ibrahim, emperor of Delhi, had

made himself detested, even by his Afghan nobles, several of

whom called upon Baber for assistance. He at once assembled

his forces, 12,000 strong, with some pieces of artillery and

marched into India. Ibrahim, with 100,000 soldiers and numer-

ous elephants, advanced against him. The great battle was

fought at Panipat on the 21st of April 1526, when Ibrahim

was slain and liis army routed. Baber at once took possession

of Agra. A still more formidable enemy awaited him ; the

Rana Sanga of Mewar collected the enormous force of 210,000

men, with which he moved against the invaders. On all sides

there was danger and revolt, even Baber’s own soldiers, worn

out with the heat of this new climate, longed for Kabul. By
vigorous measures and inspiriting speeches he restored their

courage, though his own heart was nearly failing him, and in his

distress he abjured the use of wine, to which he had been addicted.

At Kanwaha, on the loth of March 1527, he won a great victory

and made himself absolute master of northern India. The

remaining years of his life he spent in arranging the affairs and

revenues of his new empire and in improving his capital, Agra.

He died on the 26th of December 1530 in his forty-eighth year,

Baber was above the middle height, of great strength and an ad-

mirable archer and swordsman. His mind was as well cultivated

as his bodily powers
;
he wrote well, and his observations are

generally acute and accurate ;
he was brave, kindly and generous.

Full materials for his life are found in his Memoirs, written by
himself (translated into English by I-eydcn and Erskine (I-ondon,

1826) ;
abridged in Caldecott. Life of Baber (l.ondon, 1844). See

also Lane-Poole, Baber (Rulers of India Series), 1899 .
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BABEUF, FRANCOIS NOEL (1760-1797), known as Gracchus

Babeuf, French political agitator and journalist^ was born at

Saint Quentin on the 23rd of November 1 760. His father, Claude

Babeuf, had deserted the French army in 1738 and taken service

under Maria Theresa, rising, it k said, to the rank of major.

Amnestied in 1755 he returned to France, but soon sank into

dire poverty, being forced to earn a pittance for his wife and
family as a day labourer. The hardships endured by Babeuf

during early years do much to explain his later opinions. He
had received from his father the smatterings of a liberal education,

but until the outbreak of the Revolution he was a domestic

servant, and from 1785 occupied the invidious office of com-

missaire d ierricr, his function being to assist the nobles and
priests in the assertion of their feudal rights as against the

unfortunate peasants. On the eve of the Revolution Babeuf
was in the employ of a land surveyor at Roye. His father had
died in 1 780, and he was now the sole support, not only of his

wife and two children, but of his mother, brothers and sisters.

In the circumstances it is not surprising that he was the life and
soul of the malcontents of the place. He was an indefatigable

writer, and the first germ of his future socialism is contained in

a letter of the 21st of March 1787, one of a series—mainly on
literature -addressed to the secretary of the Academy of Arras.

In 1789 he drew up the first article of the cahier of the electors

of the baillia«e of Roye, demanding the abolition of feudal

rights. Then, from July to October, he was in Paris super-

intending the publication of his first work : Cadastre perpetuel,

dedie d Vassemhlee nationale, Van lySg et le premier de la liberie

francaise, which was written in 1787 and issued in 1790. The
same year ho published a pamphlet against feudal aids and the

gabeMe, for which he was denounced and arrested, but provision-

ally released. In October, on his return to Roye, he founded
the Correspondanl picard^ the violent character of which cost him
another arrest. In November he was elected a member of the

municipality of Roye, but was expelled. In March 1791 he was
appointed commissioner to report on the national property

{biens nationaux) in the town, and in September 1792 was elected

a member of the council-general of the department of the Somme.
Here, as everywhere, the violence of his attitude made his

position intolerable to himself and others, and he was soon
transferred to the post of administrator of the district of

Montdidier. Here he was accused of fraud for having sub-

stituted one name for another in a deed of transfer of national

lands. It is probable that liis fault was one of negligence only ;

but, distrusting the impartiality of the judges of the Somme,
he fled to Paris, and on the 23rd of August 1793 was condemned
in contumaciam to twenty years’ imprisonment. Meanwhile
he had been appointed secretary to the relief committee {comite

des subsisiances) of the commune of Paris. The
j
udges of Amiens,

however, pursued him with a warrant for his arrest, which
took place in Brumaire of the year II. (1794). The court of

cassation quashed the sentence, through defect of form, but
sent Babeuf for a new trial before the Aisne tribunal, by which
he was acquitted on the i8th of July.

Babeuf now returned to Paris, and on the 3rd of September

1794 published the first number of his Journal de la liberti de la

presse, the title of which was altered on the 5th of October to

Le Tribun du peuple. The execution of Robespierre on the 28th
of July had ended the Terror, and Babeuf—now self-styled

“ Gracchus ” Babeuf—defended the men of Thermidor and
attacked the fallen terrorists witli his usual violence. But he
also attacked, from the point of view of his own socialistic

theories, the (jconomic outcome of the Revolution. This was
an attitude which had few supporters, even in the Jacobin club,

and in October Babeuf was arrested and sent to prison at Arras.

Here he came under the influence of certain terrorist prisoners,

notably of Leboi.s, editor of the Journal de Vegalite, afterwards

of the Ami du peuple, papers which carried on the traditions of

Marat. He emerg^ from prison a confirmed terrorist and con-

vinced that his Utopia, fully proclaimed to the world in No. 33 of

his Tribun, could only be realized through the restoration of the

constitution of 1793. He was now in open conflict with the
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whole trend of public opinion. In February 1795 he was agBxn

arrested, and the Tribun du peupU was sole^ly burnt in

the Theatre des Bergdres by the jeunesse doree, the young

men whose mission it well to bludgeon Jacobinism put of the

streets and caf^s. But for the appalling economic conditions

produced by the fall in the value of assignats, Babeuf might

have shared the fate of other agitators who were whipped into

obscurity.

It was the attempts of the Directory to deal with this economic

crisis that gave Babeuf his real historic importance. The new
government was pledged to abolish the vicious system by which

Paris was fed at the expense of all France, and the cessation of

the distribution of bread and meat at nominal prices was fixed

for the 20th of February 1796. The announcement caused the

most wide-spread consternation. Not only the workmen and

the large class of idlers attracted to Paris by the system, but

rentiers and government officials, whose incomes were paid in

assignats on a scale arbitrarily fixed by the government, saw

themselves threatened with actual starvation. The government

yielded to the outcry that arose ;
but the expedients by which

it sought to mitigate the evil, notably the division of those

entitled to relief into classes, only increased the alarm and the

discontent. The universal misery gave point to the virulent

attacks of Babeuf on the existing order, and at last gained

him a hearing. He gathered round him a small circle of his im-

mediate followers known as the Societe des igaux, soon merged

with the rump of the Jacobins, who met at the Pantheon

;

and in November 1795 he was reported by the police to be

openly preaching “ insurrection, revolt and the constitution

of 1793*'’

For a time the government, while keeping itself informed of his

activities, left him alone
;

for it suited the Directory to let the

socialist agitation continue, in order to frighten the people from

joining in any royalist movement for the overthrow of the

existing rdgime. Moreover the mass of the ouvriers, even of

extreme views, were repelled by fabeuf’s bloodthirstiness

;

and the police agents reported that his agitation was making
many converts—for the government. Ibe Jacobin club of the

Faubourg Saint-Antoine refused to admit Babeuf and Lebois, on

the ground that they were “ egorgeurs.*' With the development

of the economic crisis, however, Babeuf’s influence increased.

After the club of the Pantheon was closed by Bonaparte, on the

27th of February 1796, his aggressive activity redoubled. In

Vent6.se and Germinal he published, under the nom de plume of
“ Lalande, soldat de la patrie,” a new paper, the 6claireur du
peuple, ou le defenseur de vingt-cinq millions d*opprimes, which

was hawked clandestinely from group to group in the streets of

Paris. At the same time No. 40 of the Tribun excited anjmmense
sensation. In this he praised the authors of the September

massacres as “ deserving well of their country,^’ and declared

that a more complete “ ^ptember 2nd ” was needed to annihilate

the actual government, which consisted of “ starvers, blood-

suckers, tyrants, hangmen, rogues and mountebanks.” The
distress among all classes continued to be appalling

;
and in

March the attempt of the Directory to replace the assignats

{q,v.) by a new issue of mandats created fresh dissatisfaction

after the breakdown of the hopes first raised. A cry went up
that national bankruptcy had been declared, and thousands of the

lower class of ouvrier began to rally to Babeuf’s flag. On the 4th

of April it was reported to the government that 500,000 people

in Paris were in need of relief. From the nth Paris was pla-

carded with posters headed Analyse de la doctrine de Babceuf (sic)^

tribun du peuple, of which the opening sentence ran :
“ Nature

has given to every man the right to the enjoyment of an equal

share in all property,” and which ended with a call to restore

the constitution of 1793. Babeuf’s songMourant de faim,mourant
de froid (Dying of hunger, dying of cold), set to a popular air,

began to be sung in the caf^s, with immense applause; and
reports were current that the disaffected troops in the camp of

Crenelle were ready to join an imeuie against the government.
The Directory thought it time to act ;

the bureau central had
accumulated through its agents, notably the ex-captain Georges
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Grigel, who had been initiated into Babeof’s society, complete

evidence of a conspiracy for an armed rising fixed for Flor^ 22,

year IV. (nth of May 1796), in which Jacobins and socialists

were combined. On the loth of May Babeuf was arrested

with many of his associates, among whom were A. Darth6 and

P. M. Buonarroti, the ex^members of the Convention, Rol^rt

Lindet, J. A. B. Amar, M. G. A. Vadier and Jean Baptiste

Drouet, famous as the postmaster of Saint -Menehould who
had arrested I^ouis •XVL, and now a member of the Council

of Five Hundred.
'ITie couf was perfectly successful. The last number of the

Tribun appeared on the 24th of April, but Lebois in the Ami du

peuple tried to incite the soldiers to revolt, and for a while there

were rumours of a military rising. The trial of Babeuf and his

accomplices was fixed to take place before the newly constituted

high court of justice at Vendomc. On Fructidor 10 and n (27th

and 28th of August), when the prisoners were removed from

Paris, there were tentative efforts at a riot with a view to rescue,

but these were easily suppressed. The attempt of five or six

hundred Jacobins (7th of September) to rouse the soldiers at

Grenelle inet witli no better success. The trial of Ifabcuf and

the others, begun at Vendomc on the 20th of February 1797,

lasted two months. The government for reasoas of their own
made the socialist Babeuf the leader of the conspiracy, though

more important people than he were implicated ; and his own
vanity played admirably into their hands. On Prairial 7 (26th

of April 1797) Babeuf and l)arth6 were condemned to death;

some of the prisoners, including Buonarroti, were exiled
;
the

rest, including Vadier and his fellow - conventionals, were

acquitted. Drouet had succeeded in making his escape, according

to Barras, with the connivance of the Directory. Babeuf and

Darth6 were executed at Vendorae on Prairial 8 (1797).

Babcuf’s character has perhaps l)een sufficiently indicated

above. He was a type of the French revolutionists, excitable,

warm-hearted, half-eduaited, who lost their mental and moral

balance in the chaos of tht revolutionary’^ period. Historically,

his importance lies in the fact tliat he was the first to propound

socialism as a practical policy, and the father of the movements

which played so conspicuous a part in the revolutions of 1848

and 1871.

See V. Adviclle, Hist, de Gracchus Baheuj et dc Babouviame (2 voIk.,

Paris, 1884) ; P. M. Buonarroti, Cunspimtion pour VigaliU, dite

de Babeuf (2 vols., Brussels, 1828; later editions, 1850 and 18O9),

English translation by Bronterre O’Brien (London, 183^’) • Cam-
bridf^e Modern History, vol. viii. ;

Adolf Schmidt. Pariser Zustdnde
wdhrend der Revolutionszeit von iy8<^r8oo (Jena, 1874), French
trans. by P. Viollet, Paris pendant la Revolution d'apris Us rapports

de la police seerHe, rySc^/Soo (4 vols., 1880-1894) ; A. Schmidt,

Tableaux de la Revolution frangaise, c'V'C, (T.cipzig. 1867-1870), a
collection of reports of the secret police on which the above work
is based. A full report of the trial at Vendome was published in

four volumes at Paris in 1797, Ddbats du procts, &»c. (W. A. P.)

BAbIISM, the religion founded in Persia in a.d. 1844-1845

by Mirzd ‘Alf Muhammad of ShirAz, a young Sayyid who was

at that time not twenty-five years of age. Before his “ manifesta-

tion ” (zuhur), of which he gives in the Persian Baydn a date

corresponding to 23rd May 1844, he was a disciple of Sayyid

Kazim of Rasht, the leader of the Shaykhfs, a sect of extreme

Shi'ites characterized by the doctrine (called by them

rdbi\ “ the fourth support ”) that at all times there must exist

an intermediary between the twelfth Imam and his faithful

followers. This intermediary they called “ the perfect Sh(*ite,”

and his prototype is to be found in the four successive Bdbs or

“ gates ” through whom alone the twelfth Imdm, during the

period of his “ minor occultation ^GkaybaH-sughrd, a.d. 874-

940), held communication with his pariisans. It was in this

sense, and not, as has been often asserted, in the sense of “ Gate of

God ” or Gate of Religion,” that the title BdP was understood

and assumed by MirzA' All Muhammad ; but, though stillgenerally

thus styled bynon-BAbis,he soon assumed the higher title of Nuqta
(‘* Point ”), and the title Bdb, thus left vacant, was conferred on

his ardent disciple, MuUa Husayn of Bushrawayh.

The history of the BAbis, though covering a comparatively

short period, is so full of incident and the particulars now available

are so numerous, that the following account purports to be only

the briefest sketch. The Bab himself was in captivity first at

ShirAz, then at Maku, and lastly at Chihriq, daring the greater

part of the six years (May 1844 until July 1850) of his brief

career, but an active propaganda was carried on by his disciples,

which resulted in several serious revolts against the government,

especially after the death of Muhammad Shah in September 1848.

Of these risings the first (December 1848-July 1849) took place

in Mazandaran, at the ruined shrine of Shaykh Tabarsi, near

Barfurush, where the Babis, led by Mulla Muhammad 'All of

Barfurush and Mulla Husayn of Bushrawayh (^' the first who
believed ”), defied the shah’s troops for seven months before

they were finally subdued and put to death. The revolt at

Zanjan in the north-west of Persia, headed by Mulla Muhamixuid

*Ali Zanjani, also lasted seven or eight months (May-December

1850), while a serious but less protracted struggle was waged
against the government at Niriz in Fars by Aga Sayyid Yahya
of Niriz. Both revolts were in progress when the Bab, with one

of his devoted disciples, was brought from his prison at Chihriq to

Tabriz and publicly shot in front of the arg or citadel. The
body, after being exposed for some days, was recovered by the

Babis and conveyed to a shrine near Tehran, whence it was

ultimately removed to Acre in Syria, where it is now buried.

For the next two years comparatively little was heard ot the

Babis, but on the 15th of August 1852 three of them, acting on

their own initiative, attempted to assassinate Na$iru’d-Din Shah

as he was returning from the chase to his palace at Niyavaran.

The attempt failed, but was the cause of a fresh persecution,

and on the 31st of August 1852 some thirty Babis, including

the beautiful and talented poetess Qurratu'l-’Ayn, were put to

death in Tchrim with atrocious cruelty. Another of the victims

of that day was Hajji MirzA Jani of Kashan, the author of the

oldest history of the movement from the Babi point of view.

Only one complete M6. ol hi.s invaluable work (obtained by

Count Gobineau in Persia) exists in any public library, the

Biblioth^que Nationalc at Paris. The so-called “ New History
”

(of which an English translation was published at C^bridge
in 1893 by E. G. Browne) is based on MirzA JAni’s work, but

many important passages which did not accord with later BAbi

doctrine or policy liave been suppressed or modified, while some
additions have been made. The BAb was succeeded on his

death by MirzA Yahya of Nur (at that time only about twenty

years of age), who escaped to Bagdad, and, under the title of

Sttbh’i~Ezel (“ the Morning of Eternity ”), became the pontiff of

the sect. He lived, however, in gre.at seclusion, leaving the direc-

tion of affairs almo.st entirely in the hands of his elder half-

brother (Iiom izth November 1817), MirzA Husayn 'Ali, entitled

Bahd’uHldh (“ the Splendour of God ”), who thus gradually

became the most conspicuous and most influential member of

the sect, though in the Igdn^ one of the most important polemical

works of the BAbis, composed in 1858-1859, he still implicitly

recognized the supremacy of Subh-i-EzeL In 1863, however,

BahA declared himself to be ‘‘He whom God shall manifest
”

(Man Yuz-hiruhulldh, with prophecies of whose advent the

works of the BAb are filled), and called on all the BAbis to recog-

nize his claim. The majority responded, but Subh-i-Ezel and
some of his faithful adherents refused. After that date the

BAbis divided into two sects, Ezells and BahA’is, of which the

former steadily lost and the latter gained ground, so that in 1908

there were probably from half a million to a million of the latter,

and at most only a hundred or two of the former. In 1863 the

BAbis were, at the instance of the Persian government, removed
from Bagdad to Constantinople, whence they were shortly

afterwards transferred to Adrianople. In i8fi8 BahA and his

followers were exiled to Acre in Syria, and Subh-i-Ezel with his

few adherents to Famagusta in Cyprus, where he was still living

in 1908. BahA’u*llAh died at Acre on the i6th of May 1892.

His son 'AbbAs Efendf (also called ‘Abdu’l-BahA, **
the servant

of BahA ”) was generally recognized as his successor, but another

of his four sons, Muhammad *A11
,
put forward a rival claim.

This caused a fresh and bitter schism, but'AbbAs Efendf steadily

gained ground, and there could be little doubt as to his eventual
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triumph. The controversial literature connected with this latest

schism is abundant, not only in Persian, but in English, for since

1900 many Americans have adopted the religion of Bahd. The
original apostle of America was Ibrahim George Khayru’llah,

who began his propaganda at thtf Chicago Exhibition and later

supported the claims of Muhammad 'Ali. Several Persian

missionaries, including the aged and learned Mirza Abu’l-Fazl of

Gulptiyagdn, were thereupon despatched to America by ‘Abbas

Efendi, who was generally accepted by the American Bahd’is as
“ the Master.” Ihe American press contained many notices of

the propaganda and its success. An interesting article on the

subject, by Stoyan Krstoff Vatralsky of Boston, Mass., entitled

“ Mohammedan Gnosticism in America,** appeared in the

American Journal of Theology for January 1902, pp. 57-58.

A correct understanding of the doctrines of the early Bdbis

(now represented by the Ezelis) is hardly possible save to one who
is conversant with the theology of Islam and its developments,

and especially the tenets of the Shi'a. The Babis are Muham-
madans only in the sense that the Muhammadans are Christians

or the Christians Jews ;
that is to say, they recognize Muhammad

(Mahomet) as a true prophet and the Qur’dn (Koran) as a re-

velation, but deny their finality. Revelation, according to their

view, is progressive, and no revelation is final, for, as the human
race progres.ses, a fuller measure of truth, and ordinances more
suitable to the age, arc vouchsafed. The Divine Unity is incom-

prehensible, and can be known only through its Manifestations
;

to recognize the Manifestation of the cycle in whidi he lives is

the supreme duty of man. Owing to the enonnous volume and
un.systematic character of the Babi scriptures, and the absence

of anything resembling church councils, the doctrine on many
important points (such as the future life) is undetermined and
vague. The resurrection of the body is denied, but some form

of personal immortality is generally, though not universally,

accepted. Great importance was attached to the mystical values

of letters and numbers, especially the numbers 18 and 19 (“ the

number of the unity”) and 19- -361 (“the number of all

things ”). In general, the Bab’s doctrines most closely resembled

those of the Ismailis and Hurufis. In the hands of Baha the

aims of the sect became much more practical and etliical, and
the wilder pantheistic tendencies and metaphysical hair-splittings

of the early Babis almost disappeared. The intelligence, integrity

and morality of the Babis arc high, but their efforts to improve

the social position of woman have been much exaggerated.

They were in no way concerned (as was at the time falsely alleged)

in the assassination of Nasiru’d-Din Shah in May 1896. Of
recent persecutions of the sect the two most notable took place

at Yazd, one in May 1891, and another of greater ferocity in

June 1903. Some account of the latter is given by Napier

Malcolm in his book Five Years in a Persian Town (London, 1905),

pp. 87-89 and 186. In the constitutional movement in Persia

(1907) the Babis, though their sympathies are undoubtedly

with the reformers, wisely refrained from outwardly identifying

themselves with that party, to whom their open support, by
alienating the orthodox mujtahids and mullds, would have proved

fatal. Here, as in all their actions, they dearly obeyed orders

issued from headquarters.

Literature.—Tlic literature of the sect is very voluminous, but
mostly in manuscript. The most valuable public collections in

Europe are at St Petersburg, London (British Museum) and Paris

(Bibhoth^ue Nationale), where two or three very rare MSS.
collected by Gobiueau, including the precious history of the Bdb's
contemporary, HAjji MirzfL Jini of KAsliAn, are preserved. For the

bibliography up to 1889, see vol. ii. pp. 173-2 11 of the Traveller's

lAarrcUive, writtan tv illustrate the lipisode of the Bdb, a Persian

work composed by Bahfi’s son, *Abb&s Efendi, edited, translated

and annotated by E. G. Browne (Cambridge. 1891). More recent

works are ;—Browne. The New History of the Bdb (Cambridge, 1893)

;

and “ Catalogue and Description of the 27 B4bi Manuscripts,”

Journal of R. Asiat. Soc. (July and October 1892); Andreas, Die
Bdbi’s in Persien (1896); Baron Victor Rosen, Collections scien-

tifiques de Vlnstitut des Longues orientales, vol. i. (1877), pp. Z79f2i2 ;

vol. iii. (1886), pp. 1^51 ; vol. vi. (1891), pp. 141-255; ^lanuscrits

B&bys ”
; and other important articles in Russian by the same

scholar; and by Captain A. G. Toiimansky in the Zapiskt vostochnava

otdyileniya Jmperatorskwa Jiusshava Areheologkheshava Qbshcheatva

(vok. iv.-xil., St Petersburg, 1890-1900) ; also aa excellent edition
by Toumansky, with Russian translation, notes ai^d introduction,
of the Kitdb-uAqdas (the most important of Bah4's works), &c.
(St Petersburg, 1899). Meation should also be made of an Arabic
history of the B&bls (unsympathetic but well-informed)* written by
a Persian, Mirz& Muhammad Mahdl Khan, Zdimu'd-Duwla, printed
in Cairo in a.h. 1521 (^kA.d. 1903-1904). Of tile works composed
in English for the American converts the most important axe :

—

Bahd’u’lldh (The Glory ot God), by Ibrdhlm KhayrullAh, assisted

by Howard MacN utt (Chicago, 1900) ; The Three Questions (n.d.)

and Facts for Bahdisis (1901). by the same ; *Life cekd Teachi^s of
'Abbds Efendi, by Myron H. Phelps, with preface, by E. G. Browne

i

Ncw York, 1903) ;
Isabella Brittingharo,. The Revelations of

lahd'u'lldh, in a Sequence of Pour Lessons (1902) ; Laura Clifford

Blimey, Some Answered Questions Collected [in Acre, 1904-1906] and
Translated from the Persian of 'Abdu'LBahd [i,e. AbbAs Efendi]
(London, 1908). In FrencJi, A. L. M. Nipolas (lirst dragoman at
the French legation at Tehran) has published several important
tran.slations. viz. Le Livre des sept preuves de la mission du Bdb (Paris,

1902) ; Le Livre de la certitude (1904) ; and Le Beydn arabe (1905)

;

and tlicro are otlier notable works by H. Dreyfus, an adherent of the
B4bi faith. Lastly, mention should lie made of a remarkable but
scarce little tract by Gabriel Sacy, printed at Cairo in June 1902,
and entitled Du r^gne de Dieu et de I'Agneau, connu sous le nom de
Bahysme. (E. G. B.)

BABINGTON, ANTHONY (r56i-'i586), English conspirator,

son of Henry Babington of Dethick in Derbyshire, and of Mary,
daughter of George, Lord Darcy, was born in October 1561, and
was brought up secretly a Roman Catholic. As a youth he served

at Sheffield as page to Mary queen of Scots, for whom lie early

fell an ardent devotion. In 1580 he came to London, attended

the court of Elizabeth, and joined the secret society formed that

year supporting the Jesuit missionaries. In 1582 after the

execution of Father Campion he withdrew to Dethick, and
attaining his majority occupied himself for a short time with the

management of his estates. Later he went abroad and became
associated at Paris with Mary's supporters who were planning

her release with the help of Spain, and on his return he was
entrusted with letters for her. In April 1586 he became, with

the priest John Ballard, leader of a plot to murder Elizabeth and
her ministers, and organize a general Roman Catholic rising in

England and liberate Mary. The conspiracy was regarded by
Mendoza, the Spanish ambassador, one of its chief instigators,

and also by Walsingham, as the most dangerous of recent years
;

it included, in its general purpose of destroying the government,
a large number of Roman Catholics, and had ramifications all

over the country. Philip II. of Spain, who ardently desired the

success of on enterprise “ so Christian, just and advantageous

to the holy Catholic faith,” ^ promised to assist with an expe&tion
directly the assassination of the queen was effected. Babington*s

conduct was marked by open folly and vanity. Desirous of some
token of appreciation from Mary for his services, he entered into

a long correspondence with her, which was intercepted by the

spies of Walsingham. On the 4th of August Ballard was seized

and betrayed his comrades, probably under torture. Babington

then applied for a passport abroad, for the ostensible purpose of

spying upon the refugees, but in reality to organize the foreign

expedition and secure his own safety. The passport being

delayed, he offered to reveal to Walsingham a dangerous con-

spiracy, but the latter sent no reply, and meanwhile the ports

were closed and none allowed to leave the kingdom for some days.

He was still allowed his liberty, but one night while supping

with Walsingham's servant he observed a memorandum of the

minister’s concerning himself, fled to St John’s Wood, where he

was joined by some of his companions, and after disguising

himself succeeded in reaching Harrow, where he was sheltered

by a recent convert to Romanism, Towards the end of August
he was discovered and imprisoned in the Tower, On the 13th
and 14th of September he was tried wnth Ballard and five others

by a special commission, when he confessed his guilt, but strove

to place all the blame upon Ballard. All were condemned to

death for high treason. On the 19th he wrote to Elizabeth

praying for mercy, and the same day offered £1000 for procuring

his pardon
; a^d on the 20th, ^ving disclosed ihe cipher used

in the correspondence between himself and Maiy, he was executed

^ Cata* of State Papers Simancas, iii. 606, Mendoza to Piiilip.
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with the usual barbarities in Lincoln’s Inn Fields. The detection

of the plot led to Mary’s own destruction. There is no positive

documentary proof in Mary’s own hajid that she had knowledge

of the intended assassination of Elizabeth, but her circumstances,

together with the tenour of her correspondence with Babington,

place her complicity beyond all reasonable doubt.

BABINGTON, CHURCHILL (1821-1889), English classical

scholar and archaeologist, was born at Roecliffe, in Leicestershire,

on the 1 1 th of March^ 1821. He was educated by his father till he

was seventeen, when he was placed under the tuition of Charles '

Wyrliffe Goodwin, the orientiilist and archaeologist. He entered

St John’s College, Cambridge, in 1839, and graduated B.A. in

1843, being seventh in the first class of the classical tripos and a

senior optime. In 1845 obtained the Hulscan Prize for his

essay The Influence of Christianity in promoting the Abolition of

Slavery in Europe. In 1846 he was elected to a fellowship and

took orders, lie proceeded to the degree of M.A. in 1846 and

D.D. in 1879. From 1848 to 1861 hewas vicar of Homingsea,near

Cambridge, and from 1866 to his death on the T2th of January

1889, vicar of Cockfield in .Suffolk. From 1865 to 1880 he held

the Disney professorship of archaeology at Cambridge. In his

lectures, illustrated from his own collections of coins and vases,

he dealt chiefly with Greek and Roman pottery and numi.smatic.s.

Dr Babington was a many-sided man and wrote on a variety

of subjects. His early familiarity with country life gave him a

taste for natural history, e.specially botany and ornithology.

He was al.so an authority on conchokigy. He was the author of

the appendices on botany (in part) and ornithology in Potter’s

History and Antiquities of Charnwood Forest (1842) ;
Mr

Macaulay^s Character of the Clergy . . . considered (1849), a

defence of the clergy {)f the 17th century, which received the

approval of Mr Gladstone, against the strictures of Macaulay.

He also brought out the editio princeps of the speeches of

Hypercides Against Demosthenes (1850), On Behalf of Lycophron

and Euxenippus (1853), and his Funeral Oration (1858). It was

W his edition of these spncches from the papyri discovered at

Tnebes (Egypt) in 1847 and 1856 that Babington’s fame as a

Greek scholar was made. In 1855 he published an edition

of Benefisio della Morte di Cristo, a remarkable book of the

Reformation period, attributed to Paleario, of which nearly all

the copies had been destroyed by the Inquisition. Babington’s

edition was a facsimile of the editio princeps published at Venice

in 1543, with Introduction and French and English versions.

He also edited the first two volumes of Iligdcn’s Polychronicon

(1858) and Bishop Pccock’s Repressor of Overmuch Blaming of the

Clergy (i860), undertaken at the request of the Master of the

Rolls; Introductory Lecture on Archaeology (1865); Roman
Antiquities found at Rougham [1872] ;

Catalogue of Birds of

Suffolk (1884- 1886); Flora of Suffolk (with W. M. Hind, 1889),

and (1855, 1865) some inscriptions found in ('rete by T. A. B.

Spratt, the explorer of the island. In addition to contributing

to various classical and scientific journals, he catalogued the

classical MSS. in the University Library and the Greek and
English coins in the Fitzwilliam museum.
BABIRUSA (‘* pig-deer ”), the Malay name of the wild swine

of Celebes and Burn, which has been adopted in zoology as the

scientific designation of this remarkable animal (the only repre-

sentative of its genus), in the form of Babirusa alfurus. The
skin is nearly naked, and very rough and rugged. The tottal

number of teeth is 34, with the formula z.J. c.[. p.^. w.|. The
molars, and more especially the last, are smaller and simpler than

in the pigs of the genus Sus. but the peculiarity of this genus is

the extraordinary development of the canines, or tusks, of the

male. These teeth are ever-growing, long, slender and curved,

and without enamel. Those of the upper jaw arc directed

upwards from their bases, so that they never enter the mouth,

but pierce the skin of the face, thus resembling horns rather than

teeth
;

they curve backwards, downwards, and finally often

forwards againj almost or quite touching the forehead. Dr A. R.

Wallace remarks that **
it is difficult to understand what can be

the use of these horn-like teeth. Some of the old writers supposed

that they served as hooks by which the creature could rest its

head on a branch. But the way in which they usually diverge

just over and in front of the eye has suggested the more probable

idea, that they serve to guard these organs from thorns and

spines while hunting for fallen fruits among the tangled thickets

of rattans and other spiny pktnts. Even this, however, is not

satisfactory, for the female, who must seek ’her food in the same

way, does not possess them. J should be inclined to believe

rather that these tusks were once useful, and were then worn

Old Mule Babirusa {Babirusa alfurus).

down as fast as they grew, but that changed conditions of life

have rendered them unnecessary, and they now develop into a

monstrous form, just as the incisors of the lieaver and rabbit will

go on growing if the opposite teeth do not wear them away. In

old animals they reach an enormous size, and are generally

broken off as if by fighting.” On this latter view we may regard

the tusks of the male babirusa as examples of redundant develop-

ment, analogous to that of the single pair of lower teeth in some
of the beaked whales. Unlike ordinary wild pigs, the babirusa

produces uniformly coloured voung. (See Swine.) (R. L.*)

BABOON (from the Fr. babuin, which is itself derived

from Bahon, tlie Egyptian deity to whom it was sacred), properly

the designation of the long-muzzled, medium-tailed Egyptian

monkey, scientifically known as Papto anuhts
;

in a wider sen.se

applied to all the members of the genus Papio (formerly known
as Cynocephalus) now confined to Africa and Arabia, although

in past times extending into India. Baboons are for the most

part large terrestrial monkeys with short or medium-sized tails,

and long naked dog-like muzzles, in the truncated extremity of

which are pierced the nostrils. As a rule, they frequent barren

rocky districts in large droves, and are exceedingly fierce and

dangerous to approach. They have large cheek-pouches, large

naked callosities, often brightly coloured, on the buttocks, and

short thick limbs, adapted rather to walking than to climbing.

IBeir diet includes practically everything eatable they can

capture or kill. The typical representative of the genus is the

yellow baboon (P. cynocephalus, or babuin), distinguished by

its small size and grooved muzzle, and ranging from Abyssinia

to the Zambezi. The above-mentioned anubis baboon, P. anubis

(with the subspecies neumanm) pruinosuSf heuglini and doguera)y

ranging from Egypt all through tropical Africa, together with

P. sphinx^ P. olivaceuSf the Abyssinian P. lydekkeri^ and the

chacma, P. porcarius of the (’ape, represent the subgenus

Choeropithecus. The named Arabian baboon, P. hamadryas of

North Africa and Arabia, dedicated by the ancient Egyptians

to the god Thoth, and the South Arabian P. arabicus, typify

Hamadryas
]

while the drill and mandrill of the west coast,

P. leucophaeus and P. maimon, constitute the subgenus Maimon.
The anubis baboons, as shown by the frescoes, were tamed by

the ancient Egyptians and trained to pluck sycamore-figs from

the trees. (See Primates; Chacma; Drill; Grlada and

Mandrill), (R. l.*)

BABRIUS» author of a collection of fables written in Greek.

Practically nothing is known of him. He is supposed to have

been a Roman, whose gentile name was possibly Valerius,

living in the East, probably in Syria, where the fables seem first
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tt> have gained popularity. The address to “a son of King

Alexander ” has caused much speculation, with the result that

dates varying between the 3rd century B.c. and the 3rd century

A.D. have been assigned to Babrius. The Alexander referred to

may have been Alexander Severujf(A.D. 222-235), who was fond

of having literary men of all kinds about his court. “ The son of

Alexander has further been identified with a certain Branchus

mentioned in the fables, and it is suggested that Babrius may
have been his tutor

;
probably, however, Branchus is a purely

fictitious name. 'Fhere is no mention of Babrius in ancient

writers before the beginning of the 3rd century a.d., and his

language and style seem to show that he belonged to that period.

The first critic who made Babrius more than a mere name was

Richard Bentley, in his Dissertation on the Fables of Aesop. In

a careful examination of these prose Aesopian fables, which

had been handed down in various collections from the time of

Maximus Plantides, Bentley discovered traces of versification,

and was able to extract a number of verses which he assigned to

Babrius. Tyrwhitt (De Babrio, 1776) followed up the researches

of Bentley, and for some time the efforts of scholars were directed

towards reconstructing the metrical original of the prose fables.

In 1842 M. Minas, a Greek, the di.scoverer of the Philosophoumena

of Hippolytus, came upon a MS. of Babrius in the convent of St

Laura on Mount Athos, now in the British Museum. This MS.

contained 123 fables out of the supposed original number, 160.

They are arranged alphabetically, but break off at the letter 0 .

'I’he fables are written in choliarnbic, i.e. limping or imperfect
|

iambic verse, having a spondee as the last foot, a metre originally

appropriated to satire. The style is extremely good, the expres-

sion being tersi' and pointed, the versification correct and elegant,

and the construction of the stories is fully equal to that in the

prose versions. The genuineness of this collection of the fables

was generally admitted by scholars. In i«S57 Minas professed to

have discovered at Mount Athos another MS. containing 94
fables and a preface. As the monks refused to sell this MS., he

made a cop)' of it, which was sold to the British Museum, and

was published in 1859 b)' Sir G. Cornewall Lewis. This, however,

was soon proved to be a forgery. Six more fables were brought

to light by Knoll from a Vatican MS. (edited by A. Eberhard,

Analecta Babriana, 1879).

Editions. Boissonadc (18.^4) ; T^achmann (1845) ; Schneider
(i«53) ;

JChcThr'inl (1870); Gitlhauer (1882); Kuthorlord (1883);
Knoll, Fdhulu} litn Buhnanarmn Paraphrasis Hodleiana (1877);
F<‘uiIIet (1890); Desrousseaux (1890); Passerat (1802); Croiset

(1892) :
Crusius {1807). See also Mantels, Ober die Pabeln des B.

(1840) ; Crusius. De Babrii Aetate (1879) ;
Ficus, De Bahru I'ita

(1889); J. Weiner, Qmestiones Bahrianae (1891); Conington,
Miscellaneous \VhUh(,>s, ii. 4r«i-49i

; Marchiano, Babrto{i8gq) ;
Fusci.

Bobvio (1901); Christ olfersson, de h'abulis Habrianis Dqoi).
ThiAe are translations in English by Davies (i860) and in French
by Levt^que (1890), and in many other languages.

BABU, a native Indian clerk. The word is really a term of

respect attached to a proper name, like “ master ” or “ Mr,”
and Babu-ji is still used in many parts of India, meaning “ sir ”

;

hut without the suffix the word itself is now generally used
conlempttiousiy as signifying a semi-literate native, with a
mere veneer of modem education.

BABY-FARMING,^ a term meaning generally the taking in of

infants to nurse for payment, but usually with ap implication

of improper treatment. Previous to the year 1871 the abuse

of the practice tif baby-farming in England had grown to an
alarming extent, while the trials of Margaret Waters and Mary
Hall called attention to the infamous relations between the

lying-in houses and the baby-farming houses of London. The
evil w'as, no doubt, largely connected with the question of

illegitimacy, for there was a wide-spread existence of baby-
farms where children were received without question on payment
of a lump sum. Such children were nearly all illegitimate, and
in these cases it was to the pecuniary advantage of the baby-

farmer to hasten the death of the child. It had become also

the practice for factory operatives and mill-hands to place out

^ Baby is a diminutive or pet form of " babe,'" now chiefly used
in poetry or scriptural language. " Babe " is probably a form of

the earlier baban, a reduplicated form of the iitfant sound ba.

their children by the day, and since in many cases the children

were looked upon as a burden and a drain on their parents*

resources, too particular ir^quiry was not always made as to the

mode in which the children were cared for. The form was gone

through too of paying a ridiculously insufficient sum for the

maintenance of the child. In 1871 the House of Commons
found it necessary to appoint a select committee “ to inquire as

to the best means of preventing the destruction of the lives of

infants put out to nurse for hire by their parents.” Improper

and insufficient food,” said the committee, ” opiates, drugs,

crowded rooms, bad air, want of cleanliness, and wilful neg:lect

are sure to be followed in a few months by diarrhoea, convulsions

and wasting away.” These unfortunate children were nearly

all illegitimate, and the mere fact of their being hand-nursed,

and not breast-nursed, goes some way (according to the experi-

ence of the Foundling hospital and the Magdalene home) to

explain the great mortality among them. Such children, when

nursed by their mothers in the workhouse, genernlly live. The

practical result of the committee of 1871 was the act of 1872,

which provided for the compulsory registration of all houses

in which more than one child under the age of one year

were received for a longer period than twenty-four hours. No
licence was granted by the justices of the peace, unless the house

was suitable for the purpose, and its owner a person of good

I
character and able to maintain the children. Offences against

the act, including wilful neglect of the children even in a suitable

hou.se, were punishable by a fine of £5 or six months’ imprison-

ment with or without hard labour. In 1896 a select committee

of the House of l^ords sat and reported on the working of this

act. In consequence of this report the act of 1872 was repealed

and superseded by the Infant Life Protection Act 1897, which

did away with the system of registration and substituted for it

one of notice to a supervening authority. By the act all persons

retaining or receiving for hire more than one infant under the

age of five hud to give written notice of the fact to the local

authority. The local authorities wef% empowered to appoint

inspectors, and required to arrange for the periodical inspection

of infants so taken in, while they could also fix the number of

infants which might be retained. By a special clause any person

receiving an infant under the age of two years for a sum of

money not exceeding twenty pounds had to give notice of the

fact to the local authority. If any infants were improperly kept,

the inspector might obtain an order for tiieir removal to a work-

house or place of safety until restored to their parents or guardians,

or otherwise legally disposed of. The act of 1907 was repealed

and amended by the Children Act 1908, which codified the law

relating to children, and added many new provisions. This act

is dealt wiih in the article Children, Law relating to.

In the United States the law is noticeably strict in most

stales. In Massachusetts, a law of 1891 directs that “ every

person who receives for board, or for the purpose of procuring

adoption, an infant under the age of three years shall use diligence

to ascertain whether or not such infant is illegitimate, and if he

knows or has reason to believe it to be illegitimate shall forthwith

notify the State 13oard of Charity of the fact of such reception
;

and said board and its officers or agents may enter and inspect

any building where they may have reason to believe that any

such illegitimate infant is boarded, and remove such infant

when, in Uieir judgment, such removal is necessary by reason

of neglect, abuse or other causes, in order to preserve the

infant’s life, and such infant so removed shall be in the custody

of said Board of Charity, which shall make provision therefor

according to law.” The penal code of the state of New York
requires a licence for baby-farming to be issued by the board of

health of the city or town where such children are boarded or

kept, and “ every person so licensed must keep a register wherein

be shall enter the names and ages of all such children, and of

children bom on such premises, and the names and residences

of their parents, as far as known, the time of reception and the

discharge of such children, and the reasons therefor, and also a
correct register of every cliild under five years of age wlio is

given out, adopted, taken away, or indentured from- such place

III. 4
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to in thy any one, topfcther with the name and residence of the

person so adopting ” (Pen. Code, § 288, subsec. 4).

Persons neglecting children may <Se prosecuted under § 280
of the N.Y. penal code, whicli provides that any person who
wilfully causes or permits the life or limb of any child, actually

or apparently under the age of sixteen years, to be endangered,

or its health to be injured, or its morals to become depraved

. . . is guilty of a misdemeanour.”

In Australia particular rare has been taken by most of the

states to pi^event the evils of baby-farming, hi South Australia

there is a State Children’s Council, which, under the State

Children Act of 1805, has large powers with respect, to the

oversight of infants under two years boarded out by their

mother. “ Foster-mothers,’' as the women who take in infants

as boarders are called, must be licensed, while the numticr of

children authorized to be kept by the foster-mother is fixed by
licence

; every licensed foster-mother must keep a register

containing the name, age and place of birth of every child

received by her, the names, addresses and description of the

parents, or of any person other than the parents from or to

whom the child was received or delivered over, the date of

receipt or delivery over, particulars of any accident to or illness

of the child, and the name of the medical practitioner (if any)

by whom attended. In New South Wales the C'hildren’s Protec-

tion Act of t 8()2, with the amendments of 0)^2, requires the

same state supervision over the homes in which children are

boarded out, with licensing of foster-mothers. In Victoria an

act was passed in i8qo for ‘‘making hdter provision for the

protection of infant life.” In New Zealand, there is legislation

to the .same effect by the “ Adoption of Children Act 1895
”

and the “ Infant IJfe Protection Art 189O.”

BABYLON (mod. tiillah), an ancient city on the left bank of

the Euphrates, about 70 m. S. of Jlagdad. “ Babylon ” is the

Greek form of Babel or Bab-ili, “ the gate of the god ” (some-

times incorrectly written “ ot the gods ”), which again i.s the

Semitic translation of Iht) (»riginal Sumerian natne Ka-dimirni.

The god was probably Merodach or Marduk ((/,v.), the divine

patron of the city. In an inscription of the Kassitc conqueror

Claddas the name appears as Ba-lxi-lam, as if from the Assyrian

bahdluy “to bring”
;
another foreign Volksflynwlof'ir is found in

Genesis xi. g, from bdlhaU “ to confound.” A secx)nd name of

the city, which perhaps originally denoted a separate village or

quarter, was Su-anna, and in later inscriptions it is often repre-

sented ideographically by TvUi, the pronunciation and meaning
of which are uncertain. One of its oldest names, however, was
Din-tir, of which the poets were especially fond

;
Din-tir signifies

in Sumerian “ the life of the forest,” though a native lexicon

traaslates it “ sciiit of life.” Uru-Jizagga, “ the holy city,” was
also a title sometimes applied to Babylon as to other cities in

Babylonia. Ka-dimirra, the Semitic Bab-ili, probably denoted

at first K-Saggila, “ the house of the lofty head,” the temple

dedicated to Bel-Merodach, along with its immediate surround-

ings. Like the other great stinctuaries of Babylonia the temple

had been founded in pre-Semitic times, and the future Babylon

grew up around it. Since Merodach was the son of Ea, the

culture god of Eridu near Ur on the Persian Gulf, it is possible

that Babylon was a colony of Eridu. Adjoining Babylon was a
town called Borsippti {q.v.).

The earliest mention of Babylon is in a dated tablet of the

reign of Sargon of Akkad (,}8oo B.c.), who is stated to have built

sanctuaries there to Anunit and Ae (or Ea), and H, Winckler

may be right in restoring a mutilated passage in the annals of

this king so as to make it mean that Babylon owed its name to

Sargon, who made it tlie capital of his empire. If so, it fell back
afterwards into the position of a mere provincial town and re-

mained so for centuries, until it became the capital of “ the first

dynasty of Babylon ” and then of Khammurabi’s empire (2250
B.C.). Prom this time onward it continued to be the capital of

Bal^lonia and the holy city of western Asia. The claim to

supremacy in Asia, however real in fact, was not admitted
dr jure until the claimant had **

taken the hands ” of Bel-

Merodach at Babylon, and thereby been accepted a.s his adopted

son and the inheritor of the old Babylonian empire. It was this

which made Tiglath-pileser ill. and other Assyrian kings so

anxiou.? to possess themselves of Babylon and so to legitimize

their power. Sennacherib alone seems to have failed in securing

the support of the Babylonian priesthood
;
at all events he never

underwent the ceremony, and Babylonia throughout his reign

was in a constant state of revolt which was finally suppressed

only by the complete destruction of the capital. In 689 b.c. its

walls, temples and palaces were razed to the ground and the

rubbish thrown into the Arakhtu, the canal which bordered

the earlier Babylon on the south, 'i'he act shocked the religious

conscience of western Asia; the subservient murder of Senna-

cherib was held to be an expiation of it, and his successor Esar-

haddon hastened to rebuild the old city, to receive there his

crown, and make it his re.sidence during part of the year. On
his death Babylonia was left to his elder son Samas-sum-yiikin,

who eventually headed a revolt against his brother Assur-bani-pal

of Assyria. Once more Babylon wa.s l^sieged l>y the Assyrians

and starved into surrender. Assur-bani-pal purified the city

and celebrated a “ service of reconciliation,” but did not venture

U) “ take the hands ” of Bel. In the subsequent overthrow of

the Assyrian empire the Babylonians saw another example of

divine vengeance.

With the recovery of Babylonian independence under Naho-
polassar a new era of architectural activity set in, and his son

Nebuchadrezzar made Babylon one of the wonders of the ancient

world. It surrendered without a struggle to Cyrus, but two
sieges in the reign of Darius Plystaspis, and one in the reign of

Xerxes, brought about the destruction of the defences, while the

monotheistic rule of Persia allowed the temples to fall into decay.

Indccfl part of the temple of E-Saggila, which like other ancient

temples served as a fortress, was intentionally pulled down by

Xerxes after his capture of the city. Alexander was murdered

in the palace of Nebuchadrezzar, which must therefore have been

still standing, and cuneiform texts show that, even under the

Seleucids, E-Saggila was not wholly a ruin. 'I'he foundation of

Scleucia in its neighbourhood, however, drew away the popula-

tion of the old city and liastcned its material decay. A tablet

dated 275 d.c. states that on the 12th of Nisan the inhabitants of

Babylon were transported to the new town, where a palace was
built as well as a temple to which the ancient name of K-Saggila

was given. With this event the history of Babylon comes
practically to an end, though more than a century later we find

sacrifices being still performed in its old sanctuary.

Our knowledge of its topography is derived from the classical

writers, the inscriptions of Nebuchadrezzar, and the excavations

of the Deutsche Orientgesdlschajt, which were begun in 1899.

The topography is necessarily tluit qf tlie Babylon of Nebuchad-
rezzar

;
the older Babylon whch was destroyed by Sennacherib

having left few, if any, traces behind. Most of the existing

remains lie on the E. bank of the Euphrates, the principal being

three vast mounds, the Babil to the north, the Qasr or “ Palace
”

(also known as the Mujelliba) in the centre, and the Ishan

'Amr&n ibn ‘Ali, with the outlying spur of the Jumjuma, to

the south. Eastward of these come the Ishan el-Aswad or
“ Black Mound ” and three lines of rampart, one of which en-

closes the Babil mound on the N. and E. sides, while a tliird

forms a triangle with the S*E. angle of the other two. W. of the

Euphrates are other ramparts and the remains of the ancient

Borsippa.

We learn from Herodotus and Ctesias that the city was built

on both sides of the river in the form of a square, and enclosed

within a double row of lofty walls to which Ctesias adds a third.

Ctesias makes the outermost wall 360 stades (42 m.) in circum-

ference, while according to Herodotus it measured 480 stades

(56 m.), which would include an area of about 200 sq. m. The
estimate of Ctesias is essentially the same as that of Q. Curtius

(v. I. 26), 368 stades, and Clitarchus (ap. Diod. Sic. ii. 7), 365
stades ;

Strabo (xvi. i. 5) makes it 385 stades. But even the

estimate of Ctesias, assuming the stade to be its usual length,

would imply an area of about 100 sq. m. According to Herodotus

the heightx)f the walls was about 335 ft. and their width 85 ft.

;
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according to Ctesias the height was about 300 ft. The raeasure-

ments seem exaggerated, but we must remember that even in

Xenophon’s time (Anal), iii. 4. 10) the ruined wall of Nineveh
was still 150 ft. high, and that th^spaces between the 250 towers

of the wail of Babylon (Ctes. 417, ap. Diod. ii. 7) were broad

enough to let a four-horse chariot turn ( I Icrod. i. i7g). The clay

dug from the moat served to make the bricks of the wall, which

had 100 gates, all of bronze, with bronze lintels and posts. The
two inner enclosures were faced with enamelled tiles and repre-

sented hunting-scenes. Two other walls ran along the banks

of the Euphrates and the quays with which it was lined,

each containing 25 gates which answered to the number of

streets they led into. Ferry-boats plied between the landing-

places of the gates, and a movable drawbridge (30 ft. broad),

supported on stone piers, joined the two parts of the city together.

The account thus given of the walls must be grossly exaggerated

and cannot have been that of an eye-witness. Moreover, the

two walls* Imgur-Bel, the inner wall, and Nimitti-Bel, the outer

—which enclosed the city proper on the site of the older Babylon

liave been confused with the outer ramparts (enclosing the whole

of Nebuchadrezzar's city), the remains of which can still be

traced to the east. According to Nebuchadrezzar, Imgur-Bel

was built in the form of a .square, each side of which measured

30 aslu by the great cubit ”
;

this would be equivalent, if

Professor F. Hommel is right, to 2.|oo metres. Four thousand

cubits It) the cast the great rampart was built “ mountain liigh,”

wliich surrounded both the old and the new town
; it was pro-

vided with a moat, and a reservoir was excavated in the triangle

on the inner side of its south-east corner, the western wall of

which is still visible. The Imgur-Bel of Sargon’s lime has l)een

discovered by the German excavators running south of the Qasr

from the Euphrates to the (iate of Ishtar.

'I’he Cierman excavations have shown that the ()asr mound
represents both the old palace of Nabopolassar, and the new
palac(^ adjoining it built i)y Nebuchadrezzar, the wall of which
he boasts of having completed in 35 days. They have also laid

bare the site of the “ (iate of Ishtar ” on the east side of the mound
and the little teinjjlc of Nin-Makh (Beltis) beyond it, as well as

tint raised road for solemn processions (A-ibur-sahu) which led

from the Gate of ishtar to E-Siiggila and skirted the east side of

the palace. The road was paved with stone and its walls on
eillier side lined with enamelled tiles, on which a procession of

lions is represiuitcd. North of the mound was a canal, which
.seems to liave been the Libilkhegal of the inscriptions, while

on the south side was the Arakhtu, “ the river of Babylon,”

the brick quays of which were built by Nabop()lassar.

'I’he site of E-Saggila is still uncertain. 'Fhe German ex-

cavators assign it to tiie'Amran mound, its tower having stood

in a depression immediately to the north of this, and so place

it south of the Qasr
;
but E. Lindl and F. Hommel have put

forward strong reasons for considering it to have been north of

the latter, on a part of the site which has not yet been explored.

A tablet copied by George Smith gives us interesting details as

to the plan and dimensions of this famous temple of Bel ; a

plan based on these will be found in Hommel’s Grundriss dev

Geof^raphie und Gesckichte des altett Orients

,

p. 321. 'fhere were

three courts, the outer or great court, the middle court of

Ishtar and Zamama, and the inner court on the east side

of which was the tower of seven stages (known as the House
of the Foundation of Heaven and Earth), 90 metres high

according to Hommel’s calculation of the measurements in

the tablet
]

while on the west side was the temple proper

of Merodach and his wife Sarpanit or Zarpanit, as well as

chapels of Anu, Ea and Bel on either side of it. A winding

ascent led to the summit of the tower, where there was a chapel,

containing, according to Herodotus, a couch and golden table

(tor the showbrcad),but no image. The golden imageof Merodach,

40 ft. high, stood in tlie temple below, in the sanctuary called

E-Kua or House of the Oracle,” together with a table, a mercy-

seat and an altar—all of gold. The deities whose chapels were

erected within the precincts of the temple enclosure were re-

garded as forming his court. Fifty-hve of these chapels existed

99
^together in Babylon, but some of them stood independently
in other parts of the city.

There arc numerous gates in the walls both of E-Saggila

and of the city, the names of many of which are now known.
Nebuchadrezzar says that he covered the walls of some of

them with blue enamelled tiles “ on which bulls and dragons
were pourtrayed,” and that he set up large bulls and serpents

of bronze on their thresholds.

llic liabil mound probably represents the site of a palace built

by Nebuchadrezzar at the northern extrcmii\' of the city walls

and attached to a defensive outwork 60 cubits in length. Since

H. Rassam found remains of irrigation works here it might well

be the site of the Hanging Gardens. These roTisisted, we arc

told, of a garden of trees and flowers, built on the topmost of a
series of arches some 75 ft. high, and in the’ form of a square,

each side of which measured 400 Greek ft. Water was raised

from the Euplirates by means of a screw (Strabo xvi. i. 5

;

Diod. ii. 10. 6). In the Jumjuma mound at the southern ex-

tremity of the old (dty the contract and other business tablets

of the ICgibi firm were found.

Set* C. J. Rid), Memtnr on the Ruins of Bahxlnn (l8i6), and
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;
A. H. Layarcl, Nineueh and Babylon

(1853) : C. P. Tide, De lloafdtnnpd van Babel (iS86)
; A. II. Sayce,

Religion of the Ancient BnhyUmiam, App. ii. (1887) ;
C. J. Bull in

Records of the Past (new ser. iii. t8c)o)
;
Mdtheilnngen der deutschen

Orientgesellschaft (iSoq-iqoO)
;

T'\ Dclitzsch, Im Lande des einsiigen

Paradieses (1003) ; F. H. Weisbbach, Das Stadtbild von Babylon
(1^04) ; F. Hommel, Grundriss dcr Geographic und Geschichte des
(dten Orients (100,1). (A. H. S.)

BABYLONIA AND ASSYRIA. 1 , Geography.—Geographic-

ally as well as ethnologicalJy and historically, the whole district

enclosed between the two great rivers of western Asia, the Tigris

and Euphrates, forms but one country. 'J'he w'riters of antiquity

clearly recognized this fact, sjx'aking of the whole under tlie

general name of Assyria, though Babylonia, a.s will seen,

would have been a more accurate designation. It naturally falls

into two divisions, the northern beinf more or less mountainou^,

while the southern is flat and marshy
;

the rusar approach of the

two rivers to one another, at a spot where the undulating plateau

of the north sinks suddenly into the Babylonian alluvium, tends

to separate tliem still more completely. In the earliest times of

which we have any record, the northern portion was included hi

Mesopotamia
;

it was definitely marked off as Assyria only after

the rise of the Assyrian monarchy. With the exception of Assur,

the original capital, the chief cities of the country, Nineveh,

Gilah and Arbela, were all on the left bank of the Tigris. The
reason of this preference for the eastern bank of the Tigris was
due to its abundant supply of water, whereas the great Meso-
potamian plain on tlie western side had to depend upon the

streams which flowed into the Euphrates. This vast flat, the

modem El-Jezireh, is about 250 miles in length, interrupted

only by a single limestone range, rising abruptly out of the plain,

and branching off from the Z^ros mountains under the names
of Sarazur, Hamrin and Sinjar, The numerous remains of old

habitations show how thickly this level tract must once have

been peopled, though now for the most part a wilderness. North
of the plateau rises a well-watered and undulating belt of country,

into which run low ranges of limestone hills, sometimes arid,

sometimes covered with dwarf-oak, and often shutting in,

between their northern and north-eastern flank and the main
mountain-line from which they detach themselves, rich plains

and fertile valleys. Behind them tower the massive ridges of the

Niphates and Zagros ranges, where tlie Tigris and Euphrates take

their rise, and which cut off Assyria from Armenia and Kurdistan.

The name Assyria itself was derived from that of the city of

Assur (q.v.) or Asur, now Qal*at Sherqal (Kaleh Shergat), which
stood on the right bank of the Tigris, midway between the

Greater and the Lesser Zab. It remained the capital long after

the Assyrians had become the dominant power in western Asia,

but was finally supplanted by Calah (NimriU)^ Nineveh (Nthi
Yunus and Kuyunjik), and Dur*Sargina (Khorsciad), some 60 m.
farther north (see Nineveh).

In contrast with the arid ^teau of Mesopotamia, stretched the
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rich alluvial plain of Chaldaea, formed by the deposits of the two
great rivers by which it was enclosed. The soil was extremely
fertile, and teemed with an industrious population. Eastward
rose the mounUiins of Elam, southward wore the sea-marshes and
the Kalda or Chaldaeans and other Aramaic tribes, while on the

west the civilization of Baby lonia encroached beyond the banks
of the ICuphrates, upon the tcrritoiy of the Semitic nomads (or

.Siili). Here stood It more correctly Muqayyar) the

earliest capital of the country
; and Babylon, with its suburb.

Borsippa {Birs Nimriid), as well as the two Sipparas (the

Sepharvaim of Scripture, now Abu Habba\ occupied both the

Arabian and Chaldaean sides of the river (see Babylon), The
Arakhtu, or “ riy^r of Babylon,” flowed past the southern side

of the city, and to the soiilh-yvest of it on the Arabian bank lay

the great mland freshwater sea of Nqrf, surrounded by red

.sand.st{)ne chffs of consideralile height, 40 m. in length and 55 in

breadth in tlie widest part. Above and below this sea, from
Borsippa to Kufa, extend the famous C'haldacan marshes, where
Alexander was nearly lost (Arrian, Exp. AL vii. 22 ; Strab. xvi,

I,
j:j
J2) ; but these depend upon the state of the Ifindiva canal,

disappearing altogether when it is closed.

Eastward of the Euphrates and southw'ard of Sippara, Kutha
and Babylon were Kis (Ultatmir, i) m. E. of Hillah), Nippur
(Nifjery where stood the great sanctuary of El-lil, the tdder

Bel —Hruk or I’Tcch (IVarka) and Lansa (Srnketa) with its ternjde

of the sun-god, while eastward of the Shatl el-Hai, probably the

ancient channel of the Tigris, was Lagash {Tdlo), which played
an important part in early Babylonian history. The primitive

seaport of the country, ICridu, the seat of the worship of JCa the

culture-god, was a little south c/f Ur (at Ahu Shahraw or Ntrwdwis
on the west side of the Euphrates). It is now about m.
distant from the sea ; as about 46 m. of land have been formed
by the silting up of the shore since the foundation n{ Spasinus
Uharax (MuJ amrali) in the time of Alexander the (ireat, or some
T15 ft. a year, the city would have been in existence at least 6000
years ago. The marshes ifi the south like the adjoining desert

yvere frequented by Aramaic tribes
;

of these the most famous
were the Kalda or ('huldaeans who under Mcrodach-bakdan
made themselves masters of Babylon and gave their name in

later days to the whole population of th(‘ country. The combined
stream of the haiph rates and 'rigris as it flowed through the

marshes was known to the Babylonians as the ndr marrati, the

salt river” (cp. Jcr. 1 . 21), a name originally applied to the

Persian Gulf.

The alluvial plain of Babylonia was called Edin, the Eden of

Gen. ii., though the name was properly restricted to “ the plain
”

on the western bank of the river where the Bedouins pastured
the flocks of their Babylonian masters. This ” bank ” or kisady

together with the corresponding western bank of the Tigris

(according to Hommel the modem Shatt el-Hai), gave its name
to the land of Chesed, whence the Kasdim of the Old Testament.
In the early inscriptions of Lagash the whole district is known as

Gu-Edinna, the Sumerian equivalent of the Semitic Kisad Edini.

The coast-land was similarly known as Gu-abba (Semitic Kisad
iamtim), the ” bank of the sea,” A more comprehensive name of

southern Babylonia was Kengi, ” the land,” or Kengi Sumer, the

land of Sumer,” for which Sumer alone came afterwards to be
used. Sumer has been supposed to be the. original of the Biblical

Shinar
;
but Shinar represented northern rather than southern

Babylonia, and was probably the Sankhar of the Tell el-Amarna
tablets (but see Sumer). Opposed to Kengi and Sumer were
Urra (Uri) and Akkad or northern Babylonia. The original

meaning of Vrro was perhaps ‘‘clayey soil,” but it came to

signify ” the upper country ” or ‘‘ highlands,” kengi being “ the

lowlands.” In Semitic times Urra was pronounced IJri and
confounded with uru, ” city ”

;
as a geographical term, however,

it was replaced by Akkadu (Akkad), the Semitic form of Agade

—

written Akkattim in the Elamite inscriptions—the name of the

elder Sargon’s capital, which must have stood close to Sippara,

if indeed it was not a quarter of Sippara itself. The rise of

Sargon’s empire was doubtless the cause of this extension of

the name of Akkad ; from henceforward, in the imperial title.

“ Sumer and Akkad ” denoted the whole of Babylonia. After
the Kassite conquest of the country, northern Babylonia came to
be known as Kar-Duniyas, “ the wall of the god Duniyas,” from
a line of fortification similar, to that built by Nebuchadrezzar
between Sippara and Opis, so as to defend his kingdom from
attacks from the north. As this last was “the Wall of Semiramis

”

mentioned by Strabo (xi. 14. 8), Kar-Duniyas may have repre-

sented the Median Wall of Xenophon {Anab. ii. 4. 12), traces of
which were found by F. R. Chesney extending from Faluja to

Jibbar.

The country was thickly studded with towns, the sites of which
are .still represented by mounds, though the identification of most
of them is .still doubtful. The latest to be identified are Bismya,
between Nippur and Erech, which recent American excavations
have proved to be the site of Uclab (also called Adab and Usab)
and the neighbouring Para, the site of the ancient Kisurra. 'J’he

dense population was due to the elaborate irrigation of the
Babylonian plain which had originally reclaimed it from a
pestiferous and uninhabitable swamp and had made it the
most fertile country in the world. 'I’he science of irrigation and
engineering seems to have been first created in Babylonia, which
was covered bv a network of canals, all skilfully planned and
regulated. The three chief of them carried off the waters (jf the
Euphrates to the Tigris above Babykjn,~the Zabzallat carjal

(or JVahr Sarsar) running from Faluja to ftesiphon, the Kutha
canal from Sippaia to Madain, passing 'Jell Ibrahim or Kutha on

! the way, and the King’s canal or Ar-Malcha between the other
two. 'fhis last, which perhaps owed its name to Kliamniiirabi.
was conducted from the Euphrates towards Upi or Opis, which
has been .shown by H. Winckler (Aliorimlahsrhr Forsdiungni, ii.

pp. 509 seq.) to have been close to Seleucia on the western si le

of the Tigris. 'Phe Pnllacopas, called i’allukkatu in the Neo-
Babylonian texts, started from Baliukkatu or Faluja, and ninuing
parallel to the western hank of the FAiphrates us far as Iddarutu
or Teredon (?) watered an immense trad of land and supplied a
large lake near Borsij)pa. B. MeissruT may be right in idcntils ing
it with “ the Canal of the .Sun-god ” of the early texts. Thanks
to this system of irrigation the cultivation of the soil was highly
advanced in Babylonia. According to llorodotus (i. 193) wheat
commonly returned two hiindred-folfl to the sower, and occasion-
ally three hundred-fold. Pliny (//. .V, xviii. 17) slates that it

was cut twice, and afterwards was goofl k(T*j> for sheep, and
Berossus remarked that wheat, se.same, barley, ochrys, palms,
apples and many kinds of shelled fruit grew wild, as wheat still

does in the neighbourhood of Anah. A J\Tsian poem celebrated
tlie 360 uses of the palm (Strabo xvi. 1. 14), and Ammianus
Marcelliniis (xxiv. 3) says that from the point reached by Julian’s
army to the shores of the Persian Gulf was one continuous forest

of verdure.

II. Classical Authorities .—Such a country was naturally fitted

to be a pioneer of civilization. Before the decipherment of tlx'

cuneiform texts our knowledge of its history, however, was
.scanty and questionable. Had the native history of Berossus
survived, this would not have been the case

;
all that is known

of the Chaldaean historian’s work, however, is derived from
quotations in Josephus, Ptolemy, Eusebius and the Syncelliis.
'1 lie authenticity of his list of 10 antediluvian kings who reigned
for 120 sari or 432,000 years, has been partially confirmed by the
inscriptions

; but his 8 postdiluvian dynasties are difficult to
reconcile with the monuments, and the numbers attached to
them are probably corrupt. It is different with the 7th and 8th
dynasties as given by Ptolemy in the Almagest, which p^o^’e to
have been faithfully recorded :

—

1. Nabonassar (747 b.c.) 14 years
2. Nadios . . . . . . . 2 „
3. Khinziros and Poros (Pul) . . . . S !,

4. Ilulaeos . . . . . .
. 5 m*

5. Mardokempados (Merodach-Baladan) . .12
’’

0. Arkeanos (Sargon)
5 „

7. Interregnum 2 „
8. Hagisa month
9. Belibos (702 B.c.) 3 years
10. Assaranadids (Assur-nadin-sum) . , . (> „
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11. Rfigebelos....... i year
12. Mesesimordakos 4 years
13. Interregnum . . . . . . 8 „
14. Asaridinos (Esar-haddon) . . . . 13 ..

15. SaosdukhinoR (Savul-siim-yu4cin) . . , 20 ..

If). Sineladanos (Assur-liani-pal) . . .22
The account of Uabylon given by Herodotus is not that of an
eye-witness, and his historical notices are meagre and untrust-

worthy. He was controverted by Ctesias^ who, however, has

mistaken mythology for history, and (ireek romance owed to

him its Ninus and Semiramis, its Ninyas and Sardanapalus. The
only ancient authority of value on Babylonian and Assyrian

history is the Old 're.stament.

III. Modern Discovery .—The excavations of P. E. BotUi and
A. H. Layard at Nineveh opened up a new world, coinciding

as they did with the successful decipherment of the cuneiform

system of writing. Ltiyard’s discovery of the lilirary of Assur-

bani-pal put the materials for reconstructing the ancient life

and history of Assyria and Babylonia into the hands of scholars.

Tie also was the first to excavate in Babylonia, where C. J. Rich

had already done useful topographical work. Layard ’s excava-

tions in this latter country were continued by W. K. Loftus, who
also opened trenches at Susa, as well as by J. Oppert on behalf

of the l''reneh government. But il was only in the last quarter

of the lyth century that anything like systematic exploration

was attempted. After the death ot (ieorge Smith at Aleppo in

1S76, an expedition was sent by the British Museum (1H77-

1870}, under the conduct of llonnuzd Kassam, to continue his

work at Nineveh and its neighbourhood. Excavations in the

mounds of BalawSt, culled Imgur-Bel by the As.syrians, 15 m.
east of Mosul, resulted in the discovery of a small temple dedi-

cated to the god of dreams by Assur-nazir-pal 111
. (883 B.c.),

containing a stone coffer or ark in which were two inscribed tables

of alabaster of rectangular shape, as well as of a palace which

had been destroyed by the Babylonians but restored by Shal-

maneser 11
. (858 B.C.). From the latter came the bronze gates

with hammered reliefs, which are now in the British Museum.
The remains of a palace of Assur-nazir-pal III. at Nimrud
((’alah) were also excavated, and hundreds of enamelled tiles

were tlisinterred. Two years later (1880- 1881) Rassam was sent

to Babylonia, where he discovered the site of the temple of the

sun-god of Sippara at Abu-Habba, and so fixed the po.sition of

lh( two Sipparas or Sepharvaim. Abu-Habba lies south-west of

Bagdad, midway between the Euphrates and Tigris, on the

south side of a canal, which may once have repre.scntcd the main
stream of the Euphrates, Sippara of the goddess Anunit, now
Dh, being on its opposite bank.

Meanwhile (1877-1881) the French consul, de Sarzec, had been

excavating at Tello, the ancient Lagash, and bringing to light

monuments of the pre-Semitic age, which included the dioritc

statues of Gudea now in the Louvre, the stone of which, accord-

ing to the inscriptions upon them, had been brought from

Magan
, the Sinaitic peninsula. The subsequent excavations of dc

Sarzec in Tcllo and its neighbourhood carried the history of the

city back to at least 4000 n.c., and a collection of more than

30,000 tablets has been found, which were arranged on shelves in

the time of Gudea {c. 2700 B.c.). In r886-i S87 a German expedi-

tion under Dr Koldcwey explored the cemetery of El-Hibba

(immediately to the south of Tello), and for the first time made

us acquainted with the burial customs of ancient Babylonia.

Another German expedition, on a large scale, was despatched

by the Orient^esellschaft in i8gq with the object of exploring

the ruins of Babylon ; the palace of Nebuchadrezzar and the

great processional road were laid bare, and Dr W. Andrac

subsequently conducted excavations at Qal'at Sherqat, the site

of Assur. Even the Turkish government has not held aloof

from the work of exploration, and the Museum at Constantinople

is filled with the tablets discovered by Dr V. Scheil in 1897 on

the site of Sippara. J. de Morgan’s exceptionally important

work at Susa lies outside the limits of Babylonia ;
not so,

however, the American excavations (1903- 1904) under Dr Banks

at Bismya (Udab), and those of the university of Pennsylvania

at Niffer (see Nippur) first begun in 1889, where Mr J. H. Haynes

lor

has systematically and patiently uncovered the remains of the

great temple of El-lil, removing layer after layer of diJbris and
cutting sections in the ruiils down to the virgin soil. Midway in.

the mound is a platform of large bricks stamped with the names
of Sargon of Akkad and his son Naram-Sin (3800 b.c.)

;
as the

debris above them is 34 ft. thick, the topmost stratum being not

later than the Parthian era (H. V. Hilprecht, The Babylonian

Expedition
J i. 2, p. 23), it is calculated that tjie d6hris underneath

the pavement, 30 ft. thick, must represent a period of about

3000 years, more especially as older constructions had to lie

levelled before the pavement was laid. In the deepest part of

the excavations, however, inscribed clay tablets and fragments

of stone vases are still found, though the cuneiform characters

upon them arc of a very archaic type, and sometimes even

retain their primitive pictorial forms.

IV. Chronology.^—'I'he later chronology of Assyria has long

been fixed, thanks to the lists of limmi, or archons, who gave

their names in succession to their years of office. Several copies

of these lists from the library of Nineveh are in existence, the

earliest of which goes back to qit b.c., while the latest comes
down to the middle of the reign of Assiir-bani-jial. The beginning

of a king'.s reign is noted in the lists, and in some of them the

chief events of the year are added to the name of its archon.

Assyrian chronology is, therefore, certain from 911 B.c. to 6O6,

and an eclipse of the sun which is stated to have been \dsible

in the month Sivan, 763 n.c., is one that has been calculated to

have taken place on the 15th of June of that year. The system
of reckoning time by limnii was of Assyrian origin, and recent

disc<mTi(*s liave made it clear that it went back to the first

da\'s of the monarchy. Iwen in the distant colony at Kara
Euyuk near Kaisariyeh (Caesarea) in Cappadocia cuneiform

tablets show that the Assyrian settlers used it in the 15th

century B.c. In Babylonia a different system was adopted.
Here the years were dated by the chief events that distinguished

them, as was also the case in Egypt in the epoch of the Old
Empire. What the event should b* was determined by the

government and notified to all its officials
;
one of these notices,

sent to the Babylonian officials in Canaan in the reign of Samsu-
iluna, the son of Khammurabi, has been found in the Lebtinon.

A careful register of the dates was kept, divided into reigns,

from which dynastic lists were afterwards compiled, giving the

duration of each king’s reign as well as that of the several

dynasties. 1'wo of these dynastic compilations have been

discovered, unfortunately in an imperfect state.- In addition

to the chronological tables, works of a more ambitious and
literary character were also attempted of the nature of chronicles.

One of these is the so-called “ Synchronous History of Assyria

and Babylonia,” consisting of brief notices, written by an
Assyrian, of the occasions on which the kings of the two countries

had entered into relation, hostile or otherwise, with one another
;

a second is the Babylonian Chronicle discovered by Dr Th. G.
Pinches, which ga^T a synopsis of Babylonian history from a
Babylonian point of view, and was compiled in the reign of

Darius. It is interesting to note that its author says of the

battle of Khalule, which we know from the Assyrian inscriptions

to have taken place in 6qi or 690 B.c., that he does
**
not know

the year ” when it was fought : the records of A.s.syria had been
already lost, even in Babylonia. The early existence of an
accurate system of dating is not surjirising

;
it was necessitated

by the fact that Babylonia was a great trading community, in

which it was not only needful that commercial and legal docu-
ments should be dated, but also that it should be possible to refer

easily to the dates of former business transactions. The Baby-
lonian and Assyrian kings had consequently no difficulty in

• For a survey of the chronological systems adopted by different
modern scholars, sec below, section viii. “ Chronological Systems.”

® The compiler of the more complete one seems to have allowed
himself liberties. At all events he gives 30 years of reign to Sin-
mubaliidlt instead of th<' 20 assigned to him in a list of dates drawn
up at the time of Ammi-/.adok*s accession. 55 years to Khammurabi
instead of 43, and 35 years to Samsu-iluna' instead of 38, whHe he
omits altogether the seven years* reign of the Assyrian king Tukulti-
In-aristi at Babylon.
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determining the age of their predecessors or of past events.

Nabonidos (Nabunaid), who was more of an antiquarian than a
politician, and spent his time in excavating the older temples
of liis country and ascertaining the names of their builders,

tells us that Naram-Sin, the son of Sargon of Akkad, lived 3200
years before himself (t.e. 3750 B.c.), and Sagarakti-suryas 800
years

; and we learn from Sennacherib that Slialmaneser I.

reigned 600 years earlier, and that Tiglath-pileser I. fought
with Merodach-nadjn-akhi (Marduk-nadin-akhe) of Babylon
418 years before the campaign of 689 b.c.

;
while, according to

'J’iglath-pileser 1., the high-priest Samas-Iladad, son of Isme-
Dttgon, built the temple of Anu and Hadad at Assur 701 years

before his own time. Shalmaneser 1 . in his turn states that the

high-priest Samas-Hadad, the son of Bel-kahi, governed Assur

580 years previously, and that 159 years l)efore this the high-

priest Krisum was reigning there. The raid of the Elamite king

Kutur-Nakhkhunte is placed by Assur-bani-pal 1635 years before

his own conquest of Susa, and Khammurabi is said by Nabonidos
to have preceded Burna-buryas by 700 years.

V. History .—In the earliest period of which wc have any
knowledge Babylonia was divided into several independent

states, the limits of which were defined by canals and

Sumerian
stones. Its culture may l>e traced bark to

period. two main centres, ICridu in the south and Nippur
in the north. But the streams of civilization which

flowed from them were in strong contrast. El-lil, around whose
sanctuary Nippur had grtjwn up, was lord of the ghost-land, and
his gifts to mankind were the spells and incantations which the
spirits of good or evil were compelled to obey. The world which
he governed was a mountain ; the creatures whom he had made
lived underground. Eridu, on the other hand, was the home of

the culture -god Ka, the god of light and beneficence, who
employed his divine wisdom in healing the sick and restoring

the dead to life. Rising each morning from his palace in the
deep, he kid given man the arts and sciences, the industries

and manners of civilizatioh. To him was due the invention of

writing, and the first law-book was his creation. JCridu had
once l>een a seaport

,
and it was doubtless its foreign trade and

intercourse with other lands which influenced tlie development
of its culture. Its cosmology was the result of its geographical

position : the earth, it was believed, had grown out ol the

waters of the deep, like the ever-widening coast at the mouth
of the Euphrates. J.oi\g before history begins, however, the

cultures of h'ridu and Nippur had coalesced. While Babylon
seems to have been a colony of h>idu, Ur, the immediate neigh-

bour of Eridu, must have been (xilonized from Nippur, since its

moon-god was the son of Kl-lil of Nippur. But in the admixture
of the two cultures the influence of Eridu was predominant.
We may call the early civilization of Babylonia Sumerian.

The race who first developed it spoke an agglutinative language,

and to them was due the invention of the pictorial hieroglyphs

which became the running-hand or cuneiform characters of later

days, as well as the foundation of the chief cities of the country

and the elements of its civilization. The great engineering works
by means of which the marshes were drained and the overflow

of the rivers regulated by canals went back to Sumerian times,

like a considerable part of later Babylonian religion and the

beginnings of Babylonian law. Indeed Sumerian continued to

be the language of religion and law long after the Semites had
become the ruling race.

Arrival oj the Semites.—When the Semites first entered the

Edin or plain of Babylonia is uncertain, but it must have been

Semitic
^ J‘eniote period, 'fhe cuneiform system of writing

lotiueaee. process of growth wlien it was Ixirrowed

and adapted by tlie new comers, and the Semitic

Babylonian languijge was profoundly influenced by the older

language of the country, borrowing its words and even its

grammatical usages. Sumerian in its turn borrowed from
Semitic Babylonian, and traces of Semitic influence in some of

the earliest Sumerian texts indicate that the Semite was already

on the Babylonian border. His native home was probably
Arabia

;
hence Eridu (“ the good city and Ur (** the city

would have been built in Semitic territory, and their population
may have included Semitic elements from the first. It was in

the north, however, that the Semites first appear on the monu-
ments. Here in Akkad the first Semitic empire was founded,
Semitic conquerors or settlers spread from Sippara to Susa,
Khana to the east of the Tigris was occupied by “ West Semitic
tribes, and “ out of ” Babylonia “ went forth the Assyrian.”
As in Assyria, .so too in the states of Babylonia the patesi or
high-priest of the god preceded the king. The state had grown
up around a sanctuary, the god of which was nominally its ruler,

the human patesi being his viceregent. In course of time many
of the high-priests assumed the functions and title of king

;

while retaining their priestly office they claimed at the same time
to be supreme in the state in all secular concerns. The god
remained nominally at its head ; hut even thi.s position was lost

to him when Babylonia was unified under Semitic princes, and
the earthly king became an inaimute god. A recollection of liis

former power survived, however, at Babylon, where Bel-Mcrodach
adopted the king before his right to rule was allowed.

Early Princes.
—

'I'he earliest monuments that can be approxi-

mately dated come from Lagash (Tello). Here we hear of a
“ king of Kengi,” as well as of a certain Mc-silim, king
of Kis, who had dealings with Lugal-suggur, high-

priest of Lagash, and the high-priest of a neighbouring

town, the name of which is provisionally transcribed Gis-ukh
(formerly written Gis-ban and confounded with the name of

Opis). According to Scheil, Gis-ukh is represented by Jokha,
south of Fara and west of the Shalt el-Htii, and since two of its

rulers are called kings ol Te on a seal-cylinder, this may have been
the pronunciation of the name.' At a later date the high-priests

of lagash made themselves kings, and a dynasty was founded
there by Ur-Nina. In the ruins of a building, attached l.>y him
to the temple of Nina, terra-cotta bas-reliels of the king and
liis sons have been found, as well as the heads of lions in onyx,
which remind us of Egyptian work and onyx plates, 'rhesc

were “ booty ” dedicated to the goddess Ban. E-anna-du, the

grandson of Ur-Nina, made himsclt master of the whole of

southern Babylonia, including “ the district of Sumer ” together

with the cities of Erech, Ur and ]jarsa(?). lie also annexed
the kingdom of Kis, which, however, recovered its independence
after his death. Gis-ukh was made tribiitar>\ a certain amount
of grain being levied upon each person in it, wliich had to be
paid into the treasury of the goddess Nina and the god Ingurisa.

The so-called “ Stele of the Vultures,” now in tlie Louvre, was
erected us a monument of the victory. On this various incidents

in the war are represented. In one scene the king stands in his

chariot with a curved wtrapon in his right hand fornuid of three

bars of metal bound together by rings (similar, as M. L. Heuzey
has pointed out, to one carried by the chief of an A.siatic tribe in

a tomb of the 12th dynasty at Beni-Hasan in Egypt), while his

kilted followers with helmets on tlieir heads and lances in their

hands march beliind him. In another a flock of vultures is

feeding on the bodies of the fallen enemy
;

in a third a tumulus
is being heaped up over those who had been slain on the side of

Lagash. Elsewhere we see the victorious prince beating down
a vanquished enemy, and superintending the execution of other

prisoners who are being sacrificed to the gods, while in one curious

scene he is striking with his mace a sort of wicker-work cage

filled with naked men. In his hand he holds the crest of Lagash
and its god—a lion-headed eagle with outstretched wings, sup-

ported by two lions which are set heraldically back to back.

The sculptures belong to a primitive period of art.

E-anna-du ’s campaigns extended beyond the confines of Baby-
lonia. He overran a part of Elam and took tlie city of Az on the

Persian Gulf. Temples and palaces were repaired or erected at

Lagash and elsewhere, the town of Nina—which probably gave

^ They are also called high-priests of Gunammid€ and a contract-
tablet speaks of “ T6 in Babylon,” but this was probably not the
Tf of the seal. It must be remembered that the reading of most of
the early Sumerian proper names is merely provisional, as we do not
know how the ideographs of which they are composed were pro-
nounced in cither Sumerian or Assyrian.
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its name to the later Nina or Nineveh—was rebuilt, and canals

and reservoirs were excavated. He was succeeded by his brother

En-anna-tuiu 1 ., under whom Gis*ukh once more became the

dominant power. As En-anna-tum has the title only of high-

pricst, it is probable that he acknowledged Ur-lumma of Gis-ukh

as his suzerain. His son and successor Kntemena restored the

prestige of Lagash. Gis-ukh was subdued and a priest named
llli ^vas made its governor. A tripod of silver dedicated by

Lntemcna to his god is now in the Louvre. A frieze of lions

(levtmring ibexes and deer, and incised with great artistic skill,

runs round the neck, while the eagle crest of Lagash adorns the

globular part. The vase is a proof of the high degree of excellence

to which the goldsmith’s art had already attained. A vase of

('alcite, also dedicated by Entemena, has been found at Nippur.

The eighth successor of Ur-Nina was Uru-duggina, who was

overthrown and his city captured by Lugal-zaggisi, the high-

priest of Gis-ukh. Lugal-zaggisi was the founder of the first

empire in Asia of which we know. He made Ercch his capital

and calls himself king of Kengi. In a long inscription which he

caused to he engraved on hundreds of stone vases dedicated to

Ll-lil of Nippur, he declares that his kingdom extended “from
the Lower Sea of the Tigris and I'^uphrates,” or Persian Gulf, to
“ tl\e Upper Sea ” or Mediterranean. It was at this time that

J''.rech received the name of “ the City,” which it continued to

bear when written ideographically.

Semitic EmjHre oj Sar^vn of Akkad — I'he next empire founded

in western Asia was Semitic. Semitic princes had already

established themselves at Kis, and a long inscription
argon,

discovered at Susa by J . de Morgan, belonging

tu one of tliem, Manistusu, who like Lugal-zaggisi was a con-

temporary of Uru-duggina. Another Semitic ruler of Kis of the

same peri(»d was Aliisarsid (or Ururnus) who “ subdued Elam and
Barahse.” But the fame of these early establishers of Semitic

supremacy was far eclipsed by that of Sargon of Akkad and his

son, Naram-Sin. The date of Sargon is placed by Nabonidus at

,^lSoo ]j.c. He was the son ol Itti-Bel, and a legend related how
lie had been born in coticealmenl and sent adrift in an ark of

bulrushes on the waters of the Euphrates. Here he had been
reseuedaiul brought up by “ Akki the husbandman ”

;
but theday

arrived at length when his true origin became known, the crown
of Balwlonia was set upcm bis head and he entered upon a career

of ioreign conquest. Lour times he invaded Syria and Palestine,

and spent three years in thoroughly subduing the countrie.s of
“ the west,” and in uriiling tlicm with Babylonia “ into a single

empire.” Images of himself were erected on the shores of the

Mediterranean in token of his >detorics, and cities and palaces

were built .at home duI of the spoils of the coiu)uered lands.

Elam and the northern part of Mesoj^otamia were also subjugated,

:md rebellions were put down both in Kazalla and in Babylonia

itself. Contract tablets have lieen iound dated in the years of

the campaigns agsiinst J’alestine and Sarlak, king of Gutiuin or

Kurdistan, and copper is mentioned as being brought from Magan
or the Sinailic peninsula.

Sargon’s son and successor, Naram-Sin, followed up the

successes of his father by marching into Magan, whose king he

^
took captive. He assumed the imperial title of “ king

.sS!**" zontjs,” and, like his fathery was addressed

as a god. He is even called “ the god of Agade
”

(Akkad), reminding us of the divine honours claimed by the

Pharaohs of Egypt, whose territory now adjoined that of Baby-

lonia. A finely executed l>as-relief, representing Naram-Sin,

and bearing a striking resemblance to early Egyptian art in many
of its features, ba.^ been found at Diarbekr. Babylonian art,

however, bad already attained a high degree of excellence ; two
seal cylinders of the time of Sargon are among the most beautiful

specimens of the gem-cutter's art ever discovered. The empire

was bound together by roads, along which there was a regular

postal service
;
and clay seals, which took the place of stamps, are

now in the Louvre bearing the names of Sargon and his son. A
cadastral survey seems also to have been instituted, and one of

the documents relating to it states that a certain Uru-Malik,

whose name appears to indicate his Canaanitish origin, was
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governor of the land of the Amorites, as Syria and Palestine were

called by the Babylonians. It is probable that the first collection

of astronomical obsen^atioift and terrestrial omens was made for

a library established by Sargon.

Bingani-sar-ali was the son of Naram-Sin, but we do not yet

know whether he fallowed liis father on the throne. Another son

was high-priest of the city of Tutu, and in the name of >

his daughter, Lipus-Kaum, a priestess of gin, some g^ggfy.
scholars have seen that of the Hebrew deity Yahweh.
The Babylonian god Ea, however, is more likdy to be meant.
The fall of Sargon’s empire seems to have been as sudden as its

rise. The seat of supreme power in Babylonia was shifted

southwards to Isin and Ur. It is generally assumed that two
dynasties reigned at Ur and claimed suzerainty over the other

Babylonian states, though there is as yet no clear proof that

there was more than one. It was probably Gungunu who
succeeded in transferring the capital of Babylonia from Isin to

Ur, but his place in the dynasty (or dynasties) is still uncertain.

One of his successors was Ur-Gur, a great builder, who built or

restored the temples of the Moon-god at Ur, of the Sun-god at

Larsa, of Ishtar at Erech and of Bel at Nippur. His son a^j^d

successor was Dungi, W'hose reign lasted more than 51 years, and
among whose vassals was Gudea, the patest or high-priest of

Lagash. Gudea was also a great builder, and the materials for

his buildings and statues were brought from all parts of western

Asia, cedar wood from the Amanus mountains, quarried stones

from Lebanon, copper from northern Arabia, gold and precious

stones from the desert between Palestine and Egypt, dolerite from

Magan (the Sinaitic peninsula) and timber from Dilmun in the

Persian Gulf. Some of his statues, now in the Louvre, are carved

out of Sinaitic dolerite, and on the lap of one of them (statue E)
is the plan of his palace, with the scale of measurement attached.

Six of the statues boro special names, and offerings were made to

them as to the statues of the gods. Gudea claims to have con-

queredAnshan in Elam,and was succeeded by his sonUr-Ningirsu.

His date may be j>rovisionally fixed at 2700 b.c.

This dynasty of Ur w as Semitic, not Sumerian, notwithstanding

the name of Dungi. Dungi was followed by Bur-Sin, Gimii-Sin,

and Ibi-Sin. 'Hieir power extended to the Mediterranean, and
w'c pK)s.sess a large number of contemporaneous monuments in

the shape of contracts and similar business documents, as well as

chronological tables, which belong to their reigns.

After the fall oi the dynasty, Babylonia passed under foreign

influence. Surnuabi (“ Shem is my father ”), from southern

Arabia (or perhaps t aiiaan), made himself master of northern

Babylonia, while Elamite invaders occupied the south. After a

reign of 14 years Surnuabi was succeeded by his son Sumu-la-ilu,in

the fifth year of whose reign the fortress of Babylon was built, and
tl le city became for the first time a capital. Rival kings , Pungun-
ilaandlmmerum,are mentioned in the contract tablets asreigning

at the same time as Sumu-la-ilu (or Samu-la-ilu) ; and under

Sin-muballidh, the great-grandson of Sumu-la-ilu, the Elamites

laid the whole of the country under tribute, and made Eri-Aku
or Arioch, called Rim-Sin by his Semitic subjects, king of Larsa.

Eri-Aku was the son of Kudur-Mabug, who was prince of

Yamutbal, on the eastern border of Babylonia,and also “governor
of Syria.” The Elamite supremacy was at last shaken off by
the son and successor of Sin-mubalHdh, Khammurabi,
whose name is also written Ammurapi and Kham-
muram, and who was the Amraphel of Gen. xiv. i.

The Elamites, under their king Kudur-Lagamar or Chedor-
laomer, seem to have taken Babylon and destroyed the temple of

Bel-Mcrodach ; but Khammurabi retrieved his fortunes, and in

the thirtieth year of his reign (in 2540 B.c.) he overtlnew the

Elamite forces in a decisive battle and drove them out of Baby-
lonia. The next two years were occupied in adding Larsa ai^
Yamutbal to his dominion, and in forming Babylonia into a
single monarchy, the head of which was Babylon. A great

literary revival followed the recovery of Babylonian independ-
ence, and the' rule of Babylon was obeyed as far as the shores of

I
the Mediterranean. Vast numbers of contract tablets, dated in

i the reigns of Khammurabi and other kings of the dynasty, have
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been discovered, as well as autograph letters of the kings them- son, Assur-nazir-pal 1., and Hadad-nadin-akhi made king of
selves, more especially of Khammurabi. Among the latter is one Babylonia. But it was not until several years later, in the reign
ordering the despatch of 240 soldierS**from Assyria and Situllum, of the Assyrian king Tukulti-Assur, that a reconciliation was
a proof that Assyria was at the time a Babylonian dependency, effected between the two rival kingdoms. The next AsSvrian
Constant intercourse was kept up between Babylonia and the monarch, Bel-kudur-iizur, was the last of'the old royal line.' He
west, Babylonian officials and troops passing to Syria and seems to have been slain fighting against the Babylonians, wlio
Canaan, while “ Amoritc ” colonists were established in Baby- were still under the rule of Hadad-nadin-akhi, and a new dynasty

, Ionia for the purposes of trade. One of these Amorites, Abi-ramu was established at Assur by In-aristi-pileser, who claimed to lie
of Abrarn by name, is the father of a witness to a deed dated a descendant of the ancient prince Erba-Raman. His
in the reign of Khammurabi’s graridfather. Ammi-ditana, lb/ fourth successor was Tiglath-pileser I., one of the great
grcat-grand.son of Kharrfmurabi, still entitles himself “king of conquerors of Assyria, who carried his arms towards
the land of the Amorites,” and both his father and son bear the Armenia on the north and Cappadocia on the west ; he hunted
( anaanitish (and south Arabian) names of Abesukh or Abishua wild hulls in the Lebanon and was presented with a crocodile
and Ammi-zadok by the Egyptian king. Jn 1107 n.c., however, he sustained a
One of the most important works of this “ First Dynasty of temporary defeat at the hands of Merodach-nadin-akhi (Marduk-

Babylon,“ as it was ('ailed by the native historians, was the nadin-akhe) of Babylonia, where the Kassite dynasty had finally
compilation of a code of laws (see Babylonian L^w). This was succumbed to Elamke attacks and a new line of kings was on the
made by order of Khammurabi after the expo Islon of the Elamites throne.
and the settlement of his kingdom. A copy of the Code has been Of the immediate successors ot 'i'iglath-pileser 1. we know
found at Susa by J. cle Morgan and is now in the Louvre. The little, and it is with Assiir-nazir-pal III. (883-858 b.c.) that our
la^t king of the dynasty was Samsu-ditana the son of Ammi- knowledge of Assyrian history liegins once more to
zadok. He was followed by a dynasty of ii Sumerian kings, he fairly full. The empire of' Assyria was again ex-
who are said to have reigned for 368 years, a niimlier which must tended in all directions, and tlie palaces, temples and
be much exaggerated. As yet the name of only one of them has other buildings raised b)- liirn bear witness to • con-
been found in a contemporaneous document. They were over- .sidenible dcsTlopnient of wealth and art. ( alah became the
thrown and Babylonia was conquered by Kassites or Kos.sacans favourite residence of n monarch who was distinguished even
from the mountains of Elam, with whom Samsu-iluna had already among Assyrian conquerors for his revolting cruelties. His
come into conflict in his ()th year. 'J'he Kassite dynasty was son Shalmaneser 11 . hjui a long reign o‘ 35'' years,
founded by Kandis, Gandis or Gaddas (about 1780 u.r.), and during which the Assyrian capital was coiieerted into
lasted for 57611 years. Under this foreign dominion, which offers a sort of armed camp. Each \ ear the Assyrian anriies
a striking analogy to the contemporary rule of the Hyksos in marched out of it to plunder and de.strov. 'Babylon was occupied
El?ypt, Babylonia lost its empire over western Asia, Syria and and the country reduced to \ ;o:;,iltige. In the west the con-
Palestine became independent, and the high-priests of Assur federacy of Syrian princes lieaded by Benhadad of Damascus and
made themsclvijs kinp of Assyria. The divine attributes with including Ahab of lsrael(see 1 ew.s,§ 10) was shattered inS^^B.c.,
which the S(imitic king.s of Babylonia liad been invested dis- and twelve vears later the forces of Hazael were anniliilated and
appearcid at the same time

;
the title of god ” is never given to the ambassadors of Jehu of Samaria brought tribute to “ the

a Kassite siivereign. Babylon, however, remained the capiUil great king.” 7'hc Iasi few vears of his life, however, were dis-
of the kingdom and the holy city of western Asia, where the turhecl by the rebellion of his eldest son, which well-ni-di proved
priests were all-powerful, and the right to the inheritiince of the fatal. Assur, Arbela and other places joined the pretender and
old Baby Oman empire could ahne b(« conferred. the revolt was with difficulty put down by Samsi-Raman (or

Rtse 0/ Assyna.-Und^r Khammurabi a Samsi-Hadad (or Sam.si-Hadad), Shalmaneser's second son, who soon afterwards
Samsi-Raman) seems to have been vassal-prince at Assur, and succeeded him (824 b.c.). In 804 b.c. Damascus w^as captured
the names of several of the high-pnests of Assur who succeeded by his successor Hadad-nirari IV., to whom tribute was paid by
him have been made known to us by the recent German excava- Samaria.
tiems. The foundation of the monarchy was ascribed to Zulilu, With Nabu-nazir, the Nabonassar of classical writers, the so-
who is described as living after Bel-kapkapi or Belkabi ( iqoo b.c.), called Canon of Ptolemy begins. When he ascended the throne
the ancestor of Shalmaneser I. Assyria grew m power at the of Babylon in 747 b.c. Assyria was in the throes of a
expense of Babylonia, and a time came when the Kassite king of revolution. Civil war and pestilence were devastat-
Babylonia was glad to marry the daughter of Assur-yuballidh of ing the country, and its northern provinces had been
Assyria, whose letters to Amenophis (Amon-hotep) IV. of Egypt wrested from it by Ararat. In 746 b.c. Calah joined the rebels

^
have been found at fell el-Amarna. The marriage, however, led and on the 13th of Ivyar in the following year, Pulu or Pul who
to disastrous results, as the Kassite faction at court murdered took the name of tiglath-pileser III., seized the crown’ and
the king and placed a pretender on the throne. Assur-yuballidh inaugurated a new and vigorous policy,
promptly marched into Babylonia and avenged his son-in-law. Second Axivrian Empire.—VnAer Tiglath-pileser III. arose the
making Buma-bury^ of the royal line king in his stead. Burna- second Assyrian empire, which differed from the first in its greater
biiryas, who reigned 22 years, carried on a correspondence with consolidation. For the first time in history the idea
Amenophis IV. of Egypt. After his death, the Assyrians, who of centralization was introduced into politics

;
the

SA«/ra«- '’'Jf
vassals of Babylonia, threw off conquered provinces were organized under an elaborate

^

nMTt, disgui.se, and Shalmaneser I. (1300 b.c.), the great- bureaucracy at the head of which was the king, each district
great-grandson (if Assur-yulxallidh, openly claimed the paying a fixed tribute and providing a military contingent. The

supremacy in western Asia. Shalmaneser was the founder of Assyrian forces became a standing army, which, by successive
Ulah, and his annals, which have recently been discovered at improvements and careful discipline, was moulded into an
Assur, show how widely extended the Assyrian empire already irresistible fighting machine, and Assyrian policy was directed
was. Camj^gn after ca.rnpaign was carried on against the towards the definite object of reducing the whole civilized world

ittites and the wild^ tribes of the north-west, and A.ssyrian into a single empire and thereby throwing its trade and wealth
colonists w<^e settled in Cappadocia. His son Tukulti-In-aristi into Assyrian hands. With this object, after terrorizing Armenia
conquered Babylon, putting its king Bitilyasu to death, and and the Medes and breaking the power of the Hittites, Tiglath-
therebymade Assyria the mistress of the oriental world. Assyria pileser III. secured the high-roads of commerce to the Medi-
had taken the place of Babylonia. terranean together with the Phoenician seaports and then made
For 7 years Tukulti-In-aristi ruled at Babylon with the himself master of Babylonia. In 729 b.c. the summit of his

old imperial title of “ king of Sumer and Akkad.” Then the ambition was attained, and he was invested with the sovereignty
Babylonians revolted. The Assyrian king was murdered by his of Asia in the holy city of Babylon. 7 wo years later, in Tebet
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BABYLONIA AND ASSYRIA
727 B.C., he died, but his successor Ulula, wlio took the name of

Sh^maneser IV., continued the policy he had begun. Shalma-
neser died suddenly in Tebet 722 b.c., while pressing the siege

of Samaria, and the seizure of the throne by another general,

Sargon, on the 12th of the month, gave the Babylonians an
opportunity to revolt. In Nison tlic Kalda prince,

bMUdw.
" jMerodach (Marduk)-baladan, entered Babylon and
was there crowned legitimate king. For twelve years

he successfully resisted the Assyrians
;

but the failure of his

allies in the west to act in concert with him, and the overthrow of

the Elamites, eventually compelled him to fly to his ancestral

domains in the marshes of southern Babylonia. Sargon, who
meanwhile had crushed the confederacy of the nortlicm nations,

had taken (717 b.c.) the Hittiie stronghold of Carchemish and
had annexed the future kingdom of Ecbatana, was now accepted
as king by the Babylonian priests and his claim to be tlwj suc-

cessor of Sargon of Akkad acknowledged up to the time of his

Smm- 7^5 Sennacherib,who succeeded

chertb, possess the military or

administrative abilities of his father, and the success

of his reign was not commensurate with the vanity of tlie ruler.

He was never crowned at Babylon, which was in a perpetual

state of revolt until, in 691 b.c., he shocked the religious and
political conscience of Asia by razing the holy city of Babylon to

the ground. His campaign against Hezekiah of Judah was as

much a failure as his policy in Babylonia, and in bis murder by
his sonspn the aoth of 'I’ebet 681 b.c. both Babylonians and Jews
saw the judgment of heaven.

Esar-haddon, who succeeded him, was of different calibre from
his father. He was commanding the army in a campaign against

Ararat at the time ot the murder
; forty-two days

murderers fled from Nineveh and tocJc refuge

at the court of Ararat. But the Annenian array was
utterly defeated near Midathi on the 12th of lyyar, and at Uk; ervd

of the day Ksar-haddon was saluted by his soldiers as king. He
thereupon returned to Nineveh and on the 8th of Sivan formally

ascended the throne.

One of his first acts was to restore Babylon, to send back the

image of Hcl-Merodach (Bel-Marduk) to its old home, and to

re-people the city with such of the priests and the former popula-
tion as had sunived massacre. Then he was solemnly declared

king in the temple of Bcl-Mcrudaeh, which had again risen from
its ruins, and Babylon became the second capital of the empimu
Esar-liaddon’s policy was successful and Babylonia remained
contentedly quiet throughout his reign. In February (674 b.c.)

the Assyrians entered upon their invtision of Egypt (see also

Kgypt : ajid in Nisan (or March) 670 b.c. an expedition

on an unusuiilly large scale set out from Nineveh. The Egyptian
frontier was crossed on the 3rd of 1 amnniz (June), and Tirhaka,

at the head of the Egyptian forces, was driven to Memphis after

fifteen days of continuous fighting, during which the Egyptians
were thrice defeated with heavy loss and Tirlmka hunsclf was
wounded. On the 22ncl of the month Memphis was entered by
the victorious arm}' and Tirhaka fled to the south. A stele,

commemorating the victory and representing Tirhaka with the

features of a negro, was set up at .Sir^jirli (north of the Gulf of

Antioch) and is now in the Berlin Museum. Two years later

(668 B.c.) Egypt revolted, and while on the march to reduce it,

Esar-haddon fell ill and died (on the loth of Marchesvaa or

^ October). Assixr-bani-pal succeeded him as king of

and its empire, while his brother, Samas-sum-
yukin, was made viceroy of Babylonia. The arrange-

ment was evidently intended to flatter the Babylonians by giving

them once more the semblance of independence. But it failed to

work. Samas sum-yukin became more Babylonian than his

subjects
; the viei?rov claimed to be the successor of the monanchs

whose empire had once stretched to the Mediterranean ; even

the Suraerion language was revived as the official tongue, and a
revolt broke out which shook the Assyrkn empire to its founda-

tions. After several years of struggle, during which Egypt re-

covered its independence, Babylon was starved into surrender,

and the rebel viceroy and his supporters were put to death.

los

Egypt had already recovered its independence (660 b.c.) with
the help of mercenaries sent by Gyges of Lydia, who had vainly

solicited aid from Assyria Igajnst his Cimmerian enemies. Next
followed the contest with Elam, in spite of the efforts of Assur-

bani-pal fb word it off. Assyria, however, was aided civil

war in Elam itself ; the country was wasted with fire and sword,

and its capital Susa or Shushan le\’elled with the ground. But
the long struggle left Assyria maimed ancl exhausted. It had
been drained of both wcaltli and fighting population; the
devastated provinces of Elam and Babylonia could yield nothing
witli wiiich to supply the needs of the imperial exchequer, and
it was difficult to find sufficient troops even to garrison the
conquered populations. Assyria, therefore, was ill prepared to

face tlie hordes of Scythians—or Manda, os they were called by
the Babylonians—who now begun to harass the frontiers. A
Scytliian power had grown up in the old kingdom of Ellip, to

the east of Assyria, where Ecbatana was built by a “ Majicia

prince
; Asia Minor was infested by the Scytliian tribe of Cira^

merians, and the death of the ScytJiian leader Dugdamme (the

Lygdamis of Strabo i. 3. 16) was regarded by Assur-bani-pal as

a special mark of divine favour.

When Assur-bani-pal died, his empire was fast breaking up.
Under his successor, Assur-etil-iJajii, the Scythians penetrated
into Assyria and made their way as far as the borders

of Egypt. Calah was burned, though tlie strong walls

ol Nineveh protected the relics of the Assyrian army
which had taken refuge behind them; and when the raider^

had passed on to other fields of booty, a new palace was erected

among the ruins of the neighbouring city. But its ardiitecturol

poverty and small size show that the resources of Assyria were
at a low ebb. A contract has been found at Sippara, dated in

the fourth year of Assur-etil-ilani, though it is passible that his

rule in Bal^lonia was disputed by bis Rab-shakeh (vizier),

Assur-sum-Usir, whose accession year as king of Assyria occurs
on a contract from Nippur (Niffer).^ Tlae last king of Assyria
WHS probably the brother of Assur-etil-ilani, Sin-sar-is'kun

(Sin-sarra-uzur), who seems to have been the Sarakos (Saoracus)

of Berossus. He was still reigning in Babylonia in his seventh

year, as a contract dated in that year has been discovered

at Erech.and an inscription of his, in which he speaks of restor-

ing the ruined temples and their priests, couples Merodach
oi Babylon with Assur of Nineveh. Babylonia, however, was
again restless. After the overthrow of Samas-sum-yukin,
Kandalanu, the Chiiieladanos of Ptolemy’s canon, had
been appointed viceroy. His successor was Nabopo-
lassar, between whom and the last king of A!^s>Tia war
broke out. Tlie Scythian king, of Ecbatana, the Cyaxares of the

Greeks, came to the help of the Babylonians. Nineveh was
captured and destroyed by the Scythian arm}^ along with those

cities of northern Babylonia which had sided with Babylonia,
and the Assyrian empire was at an end.

The seat of empire was now transferred to Babylonia. Nabopo-
lassar was followed by his son Nebuchadrezzar II., whose reign

of 43 years made Babylon once more the mistress of

the civilized world. Only a small fragment of his
iiSiJi*

annals has been discovert relating to his invasion of

Egypt in 567 b.c., and referring to “ Phut of the lonians.** Of
the reign of, the last Babylonian king, Nabonidus, however, and
the conquest of Babylonia by Cyrus, we now have a fair amount
of information.^ This is chiefly derived from a chronological

tablet containing the annals of Nabonidus, which is supplemented
by an inscription of Nabonidus, in which he recounts h^ restorar

tion of the temple of the Moon-god at Ilarran, as well as by a
proclamation of Cyrus issued shortly after his formal recognitioA
as king of Babylonia. It was in the sixth year of Natjonidus

(549 B.c.)--or perhaps in 553—that Cyrus, king of Andfwm
in Elam, revolted against his suzerain AstyageS, king of the
Manda” or Scythians, at Ecbatana. The army of Astyages
betrayed him to his enemy, and Cyrus (q,v,) establiisbed himself
at Ecbatana, thus putting an end to the empire of the Scythians,

* For the events leading up tothe conqueats of Cyrus, see Paasu

;

Ancient Histofy, § v. The chroaology is not absoMtely certain,

III. 4 a
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at Senkera, and a people who were acquainted with the sun-dial,

the clepsydra, the lever and the pullev, must have had no mean

knowledge of mechanics. A crystal Tens, turned on the lathe,

was discovered by Layard at Nimrud along ynth glass vas^

bearing the name of &irgon ;
this will explain the excessive

minuteness of some of the writing on the Assyrian tablets, and

a lens may also have been used in the observation of the heavens.

Art and Arckitectitrc. -- rhe culture of Assyria, and still more

of Babylonia, was essentially literary
;
we miss in it the artistic

spirit of Egypt or Greece. In Babylonia the abundance of

clay and want of stone led to the employment of brick ; the

Babylonian temples are massive but shapeless structures of

crude brick, supported by buttresses, the rain being carried off

by drains, one ot which at Ur was of lead. The use of brick

led to the early development of the pilaster and column, as well

as of freset >^‘S and enamelled tiles. The walls were brilliantly

coloured, and sometimes plated with bronze or gold as well as

with tiles. Painted terra-c^tta cones were also embedded in

the plaster. Assyria in this, as in other matters, the servite

pupil of Babylonia, built its palaces and temples of brick, though

stone was the natural building material of the coimtry, even

preserving the brick platform, so necessary in the marshy soil

of Babylonia, but little needed in the north. As time went on,

however, the later Assyrian architect begiin to slmkc himself

free from Babylonian influences and to employ stone as well as

brick. The walls of the Assyrian palaces were lined with

sculptured and coloured slabs of stone, instead of being painted

as in C!haldaea. We can trace three periods in the art of these

bas-reliefs
;

it is vigorous but simple under Assur-nazir-pal III.,

careful and realistic under Sargon, refined but wanting in bold-

ness under Assur-bani-pal. In Babylonia, in place of the bas-

relief we have the figure in the round, the earliest examples

being the statues from Tello which are realistic but somewhat
clumsy. The want of stone in Babylonia made every pebble

precious and led to a higlispcrfcction in the art of gem-cutting.

Nothing can be better than two seal-cylinders that have come
down to us from the age of Sargon of Akkad. No remarkable

specimens of the metalluigic art of an early period have been

found, apart perhaps from the silver vase of Entemena, but at

a later epoch great excellence was attained in the manufacture

of such jewellery as ear-rings and bracelets of gold. Copper, too,

was worked with skill
;

indeed, it is possible that Babylonia

was the original home of copper-working, which spread westward

with the civilization to which it belonged. At any rate the

people were famous from an early date for their embroideries

and rugs. The ceramic history of Babylonia and Assyria has

unfortunately not yet been traced
;
at Susa alone has the care

demanded by the modern methods of archaeology been as yet

expended on examining and separating the pottery found in the

excavations, and Susa is not Babylonia. We do not even know
the date of the smrited terra-cotta reliefs discovered by Loftus

and Rawlinson. The forms of Assyrian pottery, however, are

graceful
;
the porcelain, like the glass discovered in the palaces

of Nineveh, Wiis derived from ICgyptian originals. Transparent

glass seems to have been first introduced in the reign of Sargon.

Stone as well as clay and glass were employed in the manufacture

ot vases, and vases of hard stone have been disinterred at Tello

similar to those of the early dynastic period of Egypt.

Social Life.—Castes wore unknown in both Babylonia and

Assyria, but the priesthood of Babylonia found its counterpart in

the military aristocrticy of Assyria. The priesthood was divided

into a great number of classes, amtmg which that of the doctors

may be reckoned. The army was raised, at all events in part,

by conscription
;

a standing army seems to have been first

organized in Assyria. Successive improvements wew introduced

into it l}y the kings of the second Assyrian empire ; chariots

were superseded by cavalry
;

Tiglath-piteser IlL gave the

riders saddles and h%h boots, and Sennacherib created a corps

of slingers. Tents, baggage-carts and battering-rams were

carried on the march, and the tartan or commander-in-chtef

ranked next to the king. In both countries there was a large

body of slaves ; above them came the agriculturists and com-

mercial classes,who were, however, comparatively little numerous

in Assyria. The scribes, on the other hand, formed a more

important class in Assyria than in Babylonia. Both countries

had their artisans, money-lenders, poets and musicians.

The houses of the people contained but little furniture ; chairs,

tables and couches, however, were used, and Assur-bani-pal is

represented as reclining on his couch at a meal while his wife

sits on a chair beside him. After death the body was usualty

partially cremated along with the objects that had been buried

with it. The cemetery adjoined the city of the living and was

laid out in streets through which ran rivulets of “ pure ” water.

Many of the tombs, which were built of crude brick, were pro-

vided with gardens, and there were shelves or altars on which

were placed the offerings to the dead. As the older tombs

decayed a fresh city of tombs arose on their ruins. It is

remarkable tliat thus far no cemetery older than the Seleucid

or Parthian period has been found in Assyria.

Atitmdritirs.—
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VIII. Chronological d’ho extreme diveigence in the

clironological schemes employed by different writers on the

history of Babylonia and Assyria has frequently caused no

small per|)lexity to readers who have no special knowledge of

the subject. In this section an attempt is made to indicate

briefly the causes which liave led to so great a diversity of

opinion, and to describe in outline the principles underlying

the chief schemes of chronology that have been suggested ; a

short account will then be given of the latest discoveries in this

branch of research, and of the manner in which they affect the

problems at issue. It will be convenient to begin with the later

historical periods, and then to push our inquiiy" back into the

earlier periods of Babylonian and Sumerian history.

Up to certain points no difference of opinion exists upon tlio

dates to be assigned to the later kings who ruled in Babylon and

in Assyria. The Ptolenuuc Canon (sec sect. II.) gives a list of

the Babylonian, Assyrian and Persian kings who ruled in

Babylon, together with the number of years each of them

reigned, from the accession of Nabonassar in 747 B.r. to the

conquest of Babylon by Alexander the Great in 331 b.c. The

accuracy of this list is confirmed by the larger l.ist of Kings

and by the principal Babylonian Chronicle
;
the latter, like the

Canon, begins with the reign of Nabonassar, who, it has been

suggested, may have revised the calendar and have inaugurated

a new epocli for the later chronology. The Ptolemaic Canon is

further controlled and its accuracy confirmed by the Assyrian

Eponym Lists, or lists of limmi (see sect. II.), by means of

which Assyrian chronology is fixed from 91 1 B.c. to 666 b.c.,

the solar eclipse of June 15th, 763 b.c., which is recorded in the

eponymy of Pur-Sagale, placing the dead reckoning for these

later periods upon an absolutely certain basis.

Thus all historians are agreed with regard to the Babylonian

chronology back to the year 747 b .c*, and with regard to that of

Assyria back to the year 91 1 b.c. tt is in respect of the periods

anterior to these two dates that different writers have propounded

differing s3rstems of chronology, and, as might be imj^ined, the

earlier the period we examine the greater becomes the discrepancy

between the systems proposed. This variety of opinion is due to

the fact that the data available for settling the chronology often

conflict with one another, or are capable of more than one

interpretation.

Since its publication in 1S84 the Babylonian List, of Kings has

furnished the framework for every chronological system (fhat hks
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been proposed. In its original form this document gave a hst,

arranged in dynasties, of die Babylonian kings, from the First

Dynasty of Babylon down to tfie Neo-Babylonian period. If

the text were complete we should probably be in posjsession

of the system of Babylonian chronology current in the Neo-
Babylonian period from which our principal classical authorities

(see sect. II.) derived their information. The principal points

of uncertainty, due to gaps in the text, concern the length of

Dynasties IV. and VIII.
;

for the reading of the figure giving

the length of the former is disputed, and the summary at the
close of the latter omits to state its length. This omission is

much to be regretted, since Nabonassar was the last king but
two of this dynasty, and, had we known its duration, we could
have combined the information on the earlier periods furnished

by the Kings’ List with tlie evidence oij the Ptolemaic Canon.
Jn addition to the Kings’ List, other important chronological

data consist of references in the classical authorities to the
chronological system of Berossus (q.v .) ; chronological references

to earlier kings occurring in the later native inscriptions, such as
Nabonidus’s estimate of the period of Khammurabi (or Ham-
murabi)

; synchionisms, also furnished by the inscriptions,

between kings of Babylon and of Assyria ; and the early

Babylonian date-lists.

Dyn. 1 . Dyn. IL

n.c. B.c.

Oppert (1888) 2506-2202 2202-1834
Sayce (1899) .... 2478-(2 i 74 ) 2I74-(i8o6)

.. (i 9t»-i) .... 246o-(2174) 2174-(i8o(4
Rogers (1900) 2454-2151 2150-1783
Winckler (1894) . (2425-2120) 2120-1752

(1892) . . . 2403-2o<.)8 2098-1730
.. (1905) . . . C. 2401)-2100 c. 2100-1700

Delitzsch (1907) . c. 2420-2120 c, 2120-(I752)
.. (1891) . . . 2399-2094 2094-1726

Maspero (1897) . 2416-2082 2082-1714
Lehmann-Haupt (1898)

.

2360-2057 2056-1689
.. .. (1903) . 2296-2009/8 2008/7-1(^91

Marquart (1899) . 2335 2051 2051/0-1694/3
iVisci (1891) .... 2251 1947 1947-1579
Rost (1897) .... 2232 1928 1928- 1560

,, (1<K>()) .... 2231-1041 J 94‘»' 1573

Hommel (1901) .
/ 2223-1923 (1923-1752) 1

\ or 2050 1752 J
,, (T895) • . . 2058-1754

(1886) . . . 2035-1731 2403-2035
.. (1898) . . . 1884-1580

Niebuhr (1896) . 2193-1889 2114-1746

Dyii. 111.

In view of the uncertainty regarding the length of Dynasties
IV. and VII 1. of the Kings’ List, attempts have been made to
ascertain the dates of the earlier dynasties by independent
means. The majority of writers, after fixing the date at which
Dynasty III. closed by means of the synchronisms and certain

of the later chronological references, have accepted the figures

of the Kings’ List for the earlier dynasties, ignoring their apparent
inconsistencies with the system of Berossus and with the chrono-
logy of Nabonidus. Others have attempted to reconcile the
conflicting data by emendations of the figures and other ingenious
devices. This will explain the fact that while, tlie difference

between the earliest and latest dates suggested for the close of

Dynasty III. is only 144 years, the difference between the
earliest and latest dates suggested for the beginning of Dynasty
1 . is no less than 622 years. A comparison of the principal

schemes of chronology that have been propounded may be
made by means of the preceding table. The first column gives
the names of the writers and the dates at which their schemes
were published, while the remaining columns give the dates
tl^v have suggested for Dynasties I., II, and III. of the Kings^
List. ‘ The systems with the highest dates are placed first in tfte

list
; where a writer has produced more than one system, these

are grouped together, the highest dates proposed by him deter-

mining his place in the series.

* Tliese three dynasties arc usually known as the Fijst Dynasty
of Babylon, the Dynasty of Sisku or Uruku, and the Kassite Dynasty;
see sect. v.

Omitting that of Oppert, which to some extent stands in a
category by the systems fall into three groups. The first

group, comprising the second to the sixth names, obtains its

results by selecting the data on which it relies and ignoring
others. The second group, comprising the next four names,
attempts to reconcile the conflicting data by emending the

figures. The third group, consisting of die last two names, is

differentiated by its proposals with regard to Dynasty 11 . it

will be noted thiit the first group hag obtained higher dates than
the second, and the second group higher dates on the whole
than the tliird.

Oppert’s system - represents the earliest dates tliat have been
suggested. He accepted the figures of the Kings’ List and
claimed that he reconciled them with the figures of Berossus,

though he ignored the later chronological notices. But there

is no evidence for his “ cyclic date " of 2517 n.c., on which his

system depended, and there is little doubt that the lieginning

of the historical period of Berossus is to be set, not in 2506 b.c.,

but in 2232 B.c. The two systems of Suyee,** that of Rogers,*

the three systems of Winckler,*' botli those of Delit2!sch,‘’ and
that of Maspero," may be grouped together, for they are based
on the same principle. Having first fixed the date of the dose
of Dynasty IIL, they employed the figures of the Kings’ List

unemended for defining the earlier periods, and
did not attempt to reconcile tlieir results with
other conflicting data. The difference of eighteen

years in Sayce’s two dates for the rise of Dynasty
1. was due to his employing in 1902 the figures

assigned to the first seven kings of the dynasty
upon the larger of the two contemporary date-lists,

which Jiad meanwhile been published, in place

of those given by the List of Kings. It should be
noted that Winckler (1905) and Delitzsch (1907)
give the dates only in round numbers.
A second group of s^tems may be said to con-

sist of those proposed by Lehmann - Haupt,
Marquart, Peiser, and Rost, for these writers

attempted to get over the discrepancies in the data
by emending some of the figures furnished by the

inscriptions. In i3gi, with the object of getting

tlie total duration ol the dynasties to agree with
the chronological system of Berossus and with
the statement of Nabonidus concerning Kham-
murabi ’s date, Peiser proposed to emend the

figure given by the Kings’ List for the lengtli of

Dynasty III. The reading of “ 9 soss and 36 years,” which
gives the total 57(1 years, he suggested was a .scribal error
for “ 6 soss and 39 years ”

;
he thus reduced the length of

Dynasty HI. by 177 years and effected a corresponding
reduction in the dates assigned to Dynasties 1 , and 11 .*^ In 1897
Rost followed up Peiser ’s suggestion by reducing the figure still

further, hut he counteracted to some extent the effects of this

additional rediiction Iry emending Sennacherib’s date for Marduk-
nadin-akhe’fi defeat of 7'iglath-pileser I. as engraved on the rock
at Bavian, holding that the figure “ 418,” as engraved upon the
rock, was a mistake for “ 478.” ^ Lehmann-Haupt’s first system
(1898) resembled those of Oppert, Sayce, Rogers, Winckler,
Delitzsdi and Maspero in that he accept^ tlie figures of the
Kin^’ List, and did not attempt to emend them. But he
obtained his low date for the close of Dynasty IIL by emending

^ See Oppert, CowJHes rendus de I
'

4

cad, des Inscr, et Bfilles-LeUres
(1888), XVI. pp. 218 and Bab, and Or. Rec, ii. pp, I07 fl.

^ Sec Sayev. fiarly hracl, pp, 281 ff„ and Bncyc, Brit,, loth ed.,
vol. XXvi. p. 45 (also hi.s account above).

"* See Rogers, History of Babylonia amd Assyria (1900)*
• See Winckler. Gaschichte Babylonians und Assyrians (1892),

Altorientalische Forschungen, i. Hft. 2 (1894), and At^zug mus der
Vorderasiatischen Geschickte (rgo<5).

« See Delitzsch and Miirdter, 6^chichte Babylonisnu urfd Assyrims
(1891), and Delitzsch, MzAr Lickt (1907).

^ See Maspero, Histoire anciannz des feupies VOrient claseiqm,
tome IL

^ See reiser, ZeiU. fur 4 ssyr» vi,jpp. 264 ff.

• See Rost, Mitteil. der vori^ran. CeuUschaft (1897), iu

B.c.

1834-1257
1806 (1229)
1806' (1229)
1782 1207
1752-1177
I 720- IT 50

t. 1700-1150
(1752-1170)
1726-1 150

1688-1113
iCmk)-iii5

i^’9.V2-i 118/7

1579 1180
J 560 1224
1572-1179

1752-

1175

1753-

1178
1731-1154
1580-1180
l74C>-ll6y
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Sennacherib’s figure in the Bavian inscription

;
this he reduced

by a hundred years, ^ instead of increaning it by sixty as Rost had

suggested. Lehmann-Haupt’s influence is visible in Marquart's

system, published in the following year
;
- it may be noted that

his slightly reduced figure for the beginning of Dynasty 1 . was

arrived at by incorporating the new information supplied by

the first date-list to be published. When revising his scheme

of chronology in igoo, Rost abandoned his suggested emenda-

tion of Sennacherib’s figure, but by decreasing his reduction of

the length of Dynasty III., he only altered his date for the be-

ginning of Dynasty i. by one year.^ In his revised scheme of

chronology, published in 1903,^ Lehmann-Haupt retained his

emendation of Sennacherib’s figure, and was in his turn influenced

by Marquart’;> method of reconciling the dynasties of Berossus

with the Kings’ List. He continued to accept the figure of the

Kings' l.ist for Dynasty 111 ., but he reduced the length of

Dynasty II. by fifty years, arguing that the figures assigned

to some of the reigns were improbably high. His slight reduction

in the length of Dynasty 1 . was obtained from the recently

published date-lists, though his proposed reduction of Ammi-
zaduga’s reign to ten years has since been disproved.

A third group of systems comprises those proposed by
Honimel and Niebuhr, for their reductions in the date assigned

to Dynasty I. were cflfected chiefly by their treatment of Dynasty
II. In his first system, published in 1886,’* Hommel, mainly with

the object of reducing Khammiirabi’s date, reversed the order

of the first two dynasties of the Kings’ List, placing Dynasty 11.

before Dynasty 1 , In his second and third systems (1895 and
1898),® and in his second alternative scheme of 1901 (sec below),

he abandoned this proposal and adopted a suggestion of Ilalevy

that Djmasty III. followed immediately after Dynasty 1 .

;

Dynasty 11 . ,
he suggested, had either synchronized with Dynasty

L, or was mainly apocryphal {cine spdiere Geschtchtskonsiruciion).

Niebuhr's system was a modification of Hommel’s second theory,

for, instead of entirely ignoring Dynasty II., he reduced its

independent existence to 143 years, making it overlap Dynasty I.

by 225 years." The extremely low dates proposed by Hommel
in 1898 were due to his adoption of Reiser’s emendation for the

length of Dynasty III., in addition to his own elimination of

Dynasty II. In 1901 Hommel abandoned Reiser’s emendation

and suggested two alternative schemes.^ According to one of

the.se he attempted to reconcile Berossus with the Kings’ List

by assigning to Dynasty 11 . an independent existence of .some

171 years, while as a possible alternative he put forw'ard what was

practically his theory of 1895.

Such are the principles underlying the various chronological

schemes which had, until recently, been propounded. The
balance of opinion was in favour of those of the first group of

WTiters, who avoided emendations of the figures and were content

to follow the Kings’ List and to ignore its apparent discrepancies

with other chronological data
;
but it is now admitted that the

general principle underlying the third group of theories was
actually nearer the truth. The publication of fresh chronological

material in 1906 and 1907 placed a new complexion on the prob-

lems at issue, and enabled us to correct several preconceptions,

and to reconcile or explain the apparently conflicting data.

From a Babylonian chronicle in the British Museum we now
know that Dynasty II. of the Kings’ List never occupied the

throne of Babylon, but ruled only in the extreme south of

* See Lehmann-Haupt, Zwei Hauptpfohleme (1898).
• See Marqiiart, Phitologus, Supplbd. vii. (1899), pp. 637 ft.

• See Rost, Orient. Lit.-Zeit.. iit. (1900), No. 6.
* See Lehmann-Haupt, Bettrdgezur alien Geschichte (Klio), Bd. iii.

Heft I (1903).
* See Hommel, Geschichte Babvloniens und Assyriens.
See Ancient Hebrew Tradition, p. 125, and Hastings’ Dictionary

of the Bible, i. pp. 226 f.

’ See Niebuhr, Chronologic (1896).
^ See Hommel, “ Sitzungstjorichte der kSnigl. bohmischen Gescll-

schaft der Wissenschaften," Phil.-hist. Classe Jigoi), v.
• Published and discussed by L. W. King, " Chronicles concerning

early Babylonian Kings " {Studies in Eastern History, vols. ii. and iii.,

1907), and History of Egypt, vol. xiii. (published by the Grolier
Society, New York, in the spring of 1906), pp. 244 ff.

Babylonia on the shores of the Persian Gulf
; that its kings were

contemporaneous with the later kings of Dynasty I. and with

the earlier kings of Dynasty III. of the Kings’ List
;
that in the

reign of Samsu-ditana, the last king of Dynasty I., Hitlitcs from

Cappadocia raided and captured Babylon, which in her weakened
state soon fell a prey to the Ka.ssites (Dynasty III.)

;
and that later

on southern Babylonia, till then held by Dynasty II. of the Kings’

List, was in its turn captured by the Kassites, who from that time

onward occupied the whole of the Babylonian plain. The same
chronicle informs m that liu-shiima, an early Assyrian patesi,

was the contemporary of Su-abu, the founder of Dynasty I. of

the Kings’ List, thus enabling us to trace the history of Assyria

back beyond the rise of Babylon.

Without going into detHls, the more importiint results of

thi.s new information may be summarized : the elimination of

Dynasty II. from the throne of Babylon points to a date not

much earlier than 2000 or 2050 b.c. for the rise of Dynasty I.,

a date which harmonizes with the chronological notices of

Shalmaneser I.
;
Nabonidus’s estimate of the period of Kham-

murabi, so far from being centuries too low, is now seen to have

been exaggerated, as the context of the passage in his inscription

suggests
;
and finally the beginning of the liistorical period of

Berossus is not to be synchronized with Dynasty 1 . of the Kings’

List, l>ut, assuming that his figures had an historical basis and
that they ha^e come down to us in their original form, with some
earlier dynasty which may possibly ha\'C bad its capital in one of

the other great cities of Babylonia (such as the Dynasty of ].sin).

New data have also been di.scovered bearing upon the period

before the rise of Babylon. A fragment of an early dynastic

chronicle from Nippur gives a list of the kings of the dyna.sties

of ITr and Isin. P'rom this text we learn that the Dynasty of

Dr consisted of five kings and lasted for 117 years, and was
succeeded by the Dynasty of Isin, which consisted of sixteen

kings and lasted for 225J yeilrs. Now the capture of the city

of Jsin by Rim-Sin, which took place in the .seventeenth year

of Sin-muhallit, the father of Khammurabi, formed an epoch

for dating tablets in certain parts of Babylonia,^’ and it is probable

that we may identif)' the fall of the Dynasty of Isin with this

capture of the city. In that case the later rulers of the Dynasty
of Isin would have been contemporaneous with the earlier rulers

of Dynasty 1 . of the Kings' List, and we obtain for the rise of the

Dynasty of Ur a date not much earlier than 2300 b.c.

These considerable reductions in the dates of the earlier

dynasties of Babylonia necessarily react upon our estimate of the

age of Babylonian civilization. The very high dates of 5000 or

6000 B.C., formerly assigned by many writers to the earliest

remains of the Sumerians and the Babylonian Semites,^- depended

to a great extent on the statement of Nabonidus that 3200 years

separated his own age from that of Naram-Sin, the son of Sargon

of Agade; for to Sargon, on this statement alone, a date of

3800 B.c. has usually been assigned. But even by postulating

the highest possible dates for the Dynasties of Babylon and Ur,

enormous gaps occurred in the scheme of chronology, which

were unrepresented by any royal name or record. In his valiant

attempt to fill these gaps Radau was obliged to invent kings and
evendynasties,^* the existence of which is now definitely disproved.

The statement of Nabonidus has not, however, been universally

accepted. Lehmann-Haupt suggested an emendation of the

text, reducing the number by a thousand years ;
while Winckler

has regarded the statement of Nabonidus as an uncritical

exaggeration.^® Obviously the scribes of Nabonidus were .not

anxious to diminish the antiquity of the foundation-inscription

of Narfim-Sin, which their royal master had unearthed;

Published and discussed by Hilprecht, “ Mathematical, Metro-
logical and Chronological Texts" {Bab. Exped., Ser. A, xx. i. dated

1906, published 1907), pp. 46 ff.

See L. W. King, Letters and Inscriptions of Khammurabi, vol. iii.

pp. 228 ff.

Cf., e.g., Hilprecht, Old Babylonian Inscriptions, pi. ii. p. 24.

See Radau, Early Babylonian History (1900).

See Lehmann-Haupt, Zwei Hauptprobleme, pp. 172 ff.

” See Winckler in Schrader's Keilinschriften und das A lie -Testa-

ment (3rd ed.), i. pp. 17 f.. And cf. Mitteil. der vorderas. Gesellschaft

(ick)6). i. p. 12, n.l.
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and another reason for their calculations resulting in so high a

figure is suggested by the recent discoveries : they may in all

good faith have reckoned as consecutive a number of early

dynasties which were as a matter 6f fact contemporaneous. But,

though we may refuse to accept the accuracy of this figure of

Nabonidus, it Is not possible at present to fix a definite date for

the early kings of Agade. All that can be said is that both

archaeological and epigraphic evidence indicates tliat no very

long interval separated the empire of the Semitic kings of Agade
from that of the kings of Sumer and Akkad, whose rule was
inaugurated by the founding of the Dynasty of Ur.^

To use caution in accepting the chronological notices of the

later kings is very far removed from suggesting emendations of

their figures. The emenders postulate mechanical errors in the

writing of the figures, but, equally with those who accept them,
regard the calculations of the native scribes as above reproach.

]>ut that scribes could make mistakes in their reckoning is

(kiinitely proved by the discovery at ShergSt of two totally

conflicting accounts of the age and history of the great temple of

Assur.^ This discovery in itself suggests that all chronological

data are not to be treated as of equal value and arranged
mechanically like the pieces of a Chinese puzzle ; and further,

that no more than a provisional acceptance should be accorded
any statement of the later native chronologists, until confirmed
by contemporary records. On the other hand, the defith-blow

has been given to the principle of emendation of the figures,

which for so long lias found favour among a considerable body of

German writers. (L. w. K.)

IX. Profyer Names.— In the early days of the decipherment of

the cuneiform inscriptions, the reading of the proper names borne
by Babylonians and Assyrians occasioned great difficulties

; and
though most of these difficulties have been overcome and there
is general agreement among scholars as to the principles under*
lying both the formation and the pronunciation of the thousands
of names that wo encounttT in historical records, business
documents, votive inscriptions and literary productions, differ-

ences, though mostly of a minor character, still remain. Some
time must elapse before absolute uniformity in the transliteration

of these projier names is to be expected
;
and since different

scholars still adopt varying spellings of Babylonian and Assyrian
proper names, it has been considered undesirable in this work to
ignore the fac't in individual articles contributed by them. The
better course seems to be to explain here the nature of these
variations.

The main difficulty in the reading of Babylonian and Assyrian
proper names arises from tlie preference given to the ‘‘ideo-

graphic ” method of writing them. According to the developed
cujneiform system of writing, words may be written by means of

a sign (or comljination of signs) expressive of the entire word,
or they may be spelled out phonetically in syllables. So, for
example, the word for “ name ” may be written by a sign MU, or
it may be written out by two signs shu-mu, the one sign MU
representing the “ Sumerian ” word for “ name,^' which, however,
in the case of a Babylonian or Assyrian text must be read as
shumu—the Semitic equivalent of the Sumerian MU. Similarly
the word for “ clothing ” may be written SIG-BA, which repre-
sents again the “ Sumerian ” word, whereas, the Babvlonian-
Assyrian equivalent being luhushtu it is so to be read in'Semitic
texts, and may therefore be also phonetically written Mu-ush-tu.
This double method of writing words arises from the circumstance
that the cuneiform syllabary is of non-Semitic origin, the system
being derived from the non-Semitic settlers of the Euphrates
valley, commonly termed Sumerians (or Sumero-Akkadians), to
whom, as the earlier settlers, the origin of the cuneiform script is

due. This script, together with the general Sumerian culture,

was taken over by the Babylonians upon their settlement in the
Euphrates valley and adapted to their language, which belonged
to the Semitic group. In this transfer the Sumerian words

—

largely monosyllabic—^were reproduce, but read as Semitic, and
’ Cf. L. W. King, Chronicles, i. pp. 15 fi., 6i f.

* See Mitt^ilungen der dentsphen O'rienigesellschaft, Nos. 21 and
22, and cf. L. W. King, Chranides, i. pp, 1 14 ff.

at the same time the advance step was taken of utilizing the
Sumerian words as mea|^s of writing the Babylonian words
phonetically . In this case the signs representing Sumerian words
were treated merely as syllables, and, without reference to their
meaning, utilized for spelling Babylonian words. The Baby-
lonian syllabary which thus arose, and which, as the culture
passed on to the north—known as Assyria—became the Baby-
lonian-Assyrian syllabary was enlarged %.nd modified in the
course of time, the Semitic equivalents for many of the signs
beingdistorted or abbreviated to form the basis of new “ phonetic”
values that were thus of “ Semitic ” origin ; but, on the whole,
the “ non-Semitic ” character of the signs used as syllables in the
phonetic method of writing Semitic words was preserved

;
and,

furthermore, down to the latest days of the Babylonian and
Assyrian empires the mixed method of writing continued, though
there were periods when “ purism ” was the fashion, and there
was a more marked tendency to spell out the words laboriously

in preference to using signs with a phonetic complement as an aid
in suggesting the reading desired in any given instance. Yet,
even in those days, the Babylonian syllabary continued to be
a mixture of ideographic and phonetic writing. Besides the
conventional use of certain signs as the indications of names of
gods, countries, cities, vessels, birds, trees, &c., which, known as
“ determinants,” are the Sumerian signs of the terms in question
and were added as a guide for the reader, proper names more
particularly continued to be written to a large extent in purely
“ ideographic ” fashion. The conservatism which is a feature of
proper names everywhere, in consequence of which the archaic
traits of a language are frequently preserved in them, just as they
are preserved in terms used in the ritual and in poetic diction, is

sufficient to account for the interesting fact that the Semitic
settlers of the ICuphrates valley in handing down their names
from one generation to another retained the custom of writing
them in “ Sumerian ” fashion, or, as we might also put it, in
“ ideographic ’’ form. Thus the namg of the deity, winch enters
as an element in a large proportion of the proper names,* was
almost invariably written with the sign or signs representing this

deity, and it is only exceptionally that the name is spelled
phonetically. Thus the name of the chief god of the Babylonian
pantheon, Marduk, is written by two signs to be pronounced
AMAR-UD, which describe the god as the “ young bullock of the
day -an allusion to the solar character of the god in question.
The moon-god Sin is written by a sign which has the force of
“ thirty,” and is a distinct reference to the monthly course of
the planet ; or the name is written by two signs to be pronounced
EN-ZU, which describe the god as the ** lord of wisdom,” The
god Nebo appears as PA— the sign of the stylus, which is

associated with this deity as the originator and patron of writing
and of knowledge in general,--or it is written with a sign AK,
which describes the god as a ” creator.”

Until, therefore, through parallel passages or through explana-
tory lists prepared by the Babylonian and Assyrian scribes in
large numbers as an aid for the study of the language, the exact
phonetic reading of these divine names was determined, scholars
remained in doubt or had recourse to conjectural or provisional
readings. Even at the present time there are many names of
deities, as, e.g. Ninib, the phonetic reading of which is still

unknown or uncertain. In most cases, however, these belong to
the category of minor deities or represent old local gods assimi-
lated to some more powerful god, who absorbed, as it were, the
attributes and prerogatives of these minor ones. In many cases
they will probably turn out to be descriptive epithets of gods

» The Assyrian language is practically identical with the Baby-
lonian, just as the Assyrians are the same people as the Babylonians
with some foreign admixtures.

* In many names the divine element is lopped off, but was oriain-
allv present.

®

Aramaic endorsements on business documents repeating in
Aramaic transliteration the names of parties mentioned in the texts
have also been of service in fixing the phonetic readings of names.

e.g. Clay-s valuable article, ** Aramaic Endorsements on the
Documents of MurashQ Sons (Persian period) in Old Testamentam Semitic Studies in Memory of William Rainey Haroer (Chicago.
tpo8, vol. i.), pp, 285-322,

®
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ftlready known rather than genuiiae proper names. A peculiar

difficulty arises in tiie case of the god of storms, who, written

IM, was generally known in Babylonia as Ramman, “the

thunderer," whereas in Assyria be also had the designation

iVdad. In many cases, therefore, we may be in doubt bow the

sign IM is to be read, more particularly since this same god

appears to have had other designations besides Ramman and

Adiid. •

Besides the divine element, proper names as a rule in the

Babylonian-Assyrian pf*riods had a verbal form attached and a

third olcmenl representing an object. Even when the sign

indicativ'C of the verb is clearly recognised there still remains to

be determined the form of the verb intended. Thus in the case

of tlie sign KUR, which is the equivalent of na^dru, “ proterl,”

there is the possibility of reading it as the active participle ndsir^

or as an imperative ussur, or even tiie third person perfect tspiK

Similarly in the case of the sign MU, which, besides .signifying

“ name ” as above pointed out, is also tiie Sumerian word for

“ givi*,*’ and thenehire may be read iddin, “ ho gave,” from

naddtiu, or may be read nddin, “ giver ”
; and when, as actually

happens, a name occurs in whicli the first element is the name of

a deity followed by MU-MU, a new element of doubt is introduced

through the uncertainty whether the first MU is to be taken as

a form of the verb naddnu and the second as the noun shumu,
“ name,” or vice versa.

Fortunately, in the case of a large number of names occurring

QD business documents as tlie interested parties or as scribes or

as witnesses—and it is through these dociunents that we obtain

the majority of the Babylonian-Assyrian proper names—we
have variant readings, the same name being written phonetically

in whole or part in one instance and ideogmphically in another.

Certain classes of names being explained in this way, legitimate

and fairly reliable conclusions can be drawn for many others

belonging to the .same class or group. The proper names of the

numerous business docum(|pts of the Khammuralii period, when
phonetic writing was the fiishion, have been of special value in

resolving doubts as to the c(jrrect reading of names written

ideographically. Thus names like Sin-na-di’in-shu-fni and
Bd~na-di~in-shu-mif i.e, “Sin is the giver of a name” («>.

offspring), and “ Bel is the gi\Tr of a name,” form the model for

names with deities as the first element followed by MU-MU,
even though the model may not be consistently followed in all

cases. In historical texts also variant readings occur in consider-

able number. Thus, to take a classic example, the name of the

famous king Nebuchadrez.zar occurs written in the following

different manners :
— Na^bi-um-ku-du-ur-ti-u-su-ur, (/>)AK-DU

(c) AK-Mur-ri-SUKS, and (d) PA-GAR- 1>U-SHES,
from which we are permitted to conclude tliat J*A or AK (with

tlie determinative for deity AN)- Na-bi’um or Nebo, that

GAR -1 )U or DU filone - and that SHJCS-^Wwr. The
second element signifies “ boundary ” or ” territory ”

; the third

element is the imperative of nasdru, “ protect ”
;

so that the

whole name signifies, “ O, Nebo I protect my boundary ” (or
“ my territory ”).

It is imt the purpose of this note to set forth the principles

underlying the formation of proper names among the Babylonians

and Assyrians, but it may not be out of place to indicate that by

the side of such full names, containing three elements (or even

more), we have already at an early period the reduction of these

dements to two through tht combination of the name of a deity

with a verbal form merely, or through the omission of the name
:of the deity. From such names it is only a 'Step to names of one

dement, a charaicteristic feature of whkh is the frequent addition

<of an ending -turn (feminine), an, d, urn, atum, atija, ska, &c.,

most of these being “ hypocoristic affixes,’' corresponding in a

measure to modern pet-names.

l.Astly, a word about genuine or pseudo-Sumerian names. In

the (Case of texts ktmi tlw oldest historical periods we encounter

hundreds of names thatare genuinely Sumerian, and here in View

of the multiplicity of the phonetic values atta(^ng to the signs

used it is frequently difficult definitely to detenoine the reaffing

of the names. Our knowledge of the ancient Sumerian language

is still quite imperfect, despite the considerable progress made,
more particularly during recent years. It is tlierefore not sur-

prising that scholars should differ considerably in the reading

of Sumerian names, where we* have not helps at our command
as for Babylonian and Assyrian names. Changes in tlie maimer
of reading the Sumerian names are frequent. Thus the name
of a king of Ur, generally read Ur-Bau until quite recently, is

now read Ur-Engur
;
for Lugal-zaggisi, a king of EreCh, some

scholars still prefer to read Ungal-zaggisi
;
the name of a famous

political and religious centre generally read Shir-pur-ia is more
probably to be read Shir-gul-la

;
and so forth. There is reason,

however, to believe tliat the uncertainty in regard to nuiny of

these names will eventually be resolved into reasonable certainty.

A doubt also still exists in iKgard to a number of names of the

older period because of the uncertainty whether their bearers

were Sumerians or Semites. If the former, then their names
are surely to be read as Sumerian, while, if they were Semites,

the signs with which the n^unes are written are probably to be

read according to their Semitic equivalents, though we may also

ex|.v5ci to encounter Semites bearing genuine Sumerian names.

At times too a doubt may exist in regard t(j a name whose bearer

was a Semite, whether the signs composing his name represent

n phonetic reading or an ideographic compound. Thus, e.g.

when inscriptions of a Semitic ruler of Kish, whose name was
written Uru-mu-ush, were first deciphered, there was -a disposition

to regard this as an ideographic fonn and to read phonetic^aUy

Alu-usharshid (“ he founded a city,” with the omission of the

name of the deity), but scholarly opinion finally accepted Uru-

mu-ush (Urumush) as the correct designation.

For furth<T details regarding the formation ol Sumerian and
Babyloman-Assyruin proper names, as well as lor an indication of

the problems involved and the difficulties still existing, especially in

the case ol Sumerian nanjes,^ see the three excellent works now at
our disposal for tlio Sumerian, tlie old BabvJoiuan, and the noo-
Babyioiiian period respectively, by Huber, JJttf Pev&oHtmnamcn in
den Keilschnftufliundcn aus dcr Zed tier Kani^c vnu Ur itnd Niain
(Leipzig, igoy)

;
Ranke, Uar/v liahvlonian Proper Names (Phil-

adelphia, 1005) ;
and Tallqvist, Neu-Bahylonisrhes Namenlnuh

(Helsingfors, 1905). (M. |a.)

BABTLONIAN AND ASSYRIAN RELIGION. The develop-

ment of the religion of Babylonia, so far as it can lie traced

with the material at hand, follows closely along the lines of the

periods to be distinguished in the history of the Euphrates valley.

Leaving aside the primitive phases of the religion as lying beyond
the ken of historical investigation, we may note the sharp dis-

tinction to be made between the pre-Khtimmurabic age and the

post-Khammurabic age. While the political movement repre-

.sented by Khammurabi may have been proceeding for some

lime prior to the appearance of the great conqueror, the period

of r. 2250 B.C., when the union of the Eiiphmtean states was

effected by Khammurabi, marks the beginning of a new epoch

in the religion as well as in the political history of the Euphrates

valley. Corresponding to the states into which we find the

country divided before 2250 B.c., wc have a various number of

religious centres such as Nippur, Erech, Kutha (Cuthah), Ur,

Sippara (Sippar), Shirgulla (Lagash), Eridu and Agade, in each

of which some god was looked upon as tlie chief deity around

whom there were gathered a number of minor deities and with

whom there was invariably associated a female consort. The
jurisdiction of this chief god was, however, limited to the political

extent or control of the district in which the main seat of the

cult of the deity in question lay. Mild attempts, to be sure, to

group the chief deities associated with the most important

religious and political centres into a regular pantheon were made
—notably in Nippur and later in Ur—but such attempts lacked

the enduring quality which attaches to Kliammurabi’s avowed
policy to raise Marduk'-^:hc patron deity of the future capital,

Babylon—to the head of the caotire Babylonian pantheon, as

Even in the case of the “ Semitic liame of the famous Sargon I.

(f.v.), whose full name is generally read Sharru-denu-sha-dii, and
interpreted as “ the legitimate ^iag of the city/' the qaestion has
recently been raised whether we ought not to’ read “ Sharru-Jtenu-

shar-ri" and interpret as “tlie legitimate king tules'**—an illus-

tration of tlie vacillation still prev^ing in this difficult domain of

research.
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jBabylon itself came to be recognized as the real centre of the

entire Euphrates valley.

Associated with Marduk was his consort Sarpanit, and grouped

around the pair as princes around *a throne were the chief deities

of the older centres, like Ea and Damkina of Kridu, Ncbo and
Tashmit of Borsippa, Nergal and Allatu of Kutha, Shamash
and A of Sippar, Sin and Ningal of Ur, as well as pairs like

Ramman (or Adad) and Shala whose central seat is unknown
to us. In this process of accommodating ancient prerogatives

to new conditions, it was inevitable that attributes belonging

specifically to the one or the other of these gods should have
been transferred to Marduk, who thus from being, origimdly,

a solar deity becomes an eclectic power, taking on the traits of

Bel, Ka, Shamash, Nergal, Adad and even Sin (the moon-god)

—

a kind of (.composite residuum of all the chief gods.

In the religious literature this process can be traced with

perfect definiteness. The older incantations, associated with

Ea, were re-edited so as to give to Marduk the supreme power
over demons, witches and sorcerers

;
the hymns and lamenta-

tions composed for the cult of Bel, Sliamash and of Adad were
transformed into paeans and appeals to Marduk, while the

ancient myths arising in the various religious and political

centres underwent a similar process of adaptation to changed
conditions, and as a conssequence their original meaning was
obscured by the endeavour to assign all mighty deeds and acts,

originally symbolical of the change of seasons or of occurrences

in nature, to the patron deity of Babylon—the supreme head
of the entire Babylonian pantheon. Besides the chief deities

and their consorts, various minor ones, representing likewise

patron gods of less important localities and in most cases of a
solar character, were added at one time or the other to the court

of Marduk, though there is also to be noted a tendency on the

part ol the chief solar deity, Shamash of Sippara, and for the

chief moon-god t<» absorb the S(»lar and lunar deities of less

important sites, leading in Ilje case of the solar gods to the

differentiation of the functions of Shamash during the various

seasons of the year and the various times of the day among
tliese minor deities. In this way Ninib, whose chief seat appHjars

to have been at Shirgulla (Lagash), became the sun-god of the

springtime and of the morning, bringing joy and new life to the

earth, while Nergal of Kutha was regarded as the sun of the

summer solstice and of the noonday heat— the harbinger of

suffering and death.

There were, however, two deities who appear to have retained

an independent existence—Anu {q,v.)y the god of heaven, and
Lshtar (q.v.), the great mother-goddess, who symbolized fertility

and vitality in general. Therh are some reasons for l^elieving

that the oldest seat, and possibly the original seat, of the Anu
cult was in Krech, as it is there where the Ishtar cult that subse-

quently spread throughout Babylonia and Ass)rria took its rise.

While Anu, with whom there was associated as a pale reflection

a consort Antum, assigned to him under the influence of the
widely prevalent view among the early Semites which conceived
of gods always in pairs, remained more or less of an abstraction

during the various periods of the Babylonian-Assyrian religion

and taking little part in the active cult of the temples, his unique
position as the chief god of the highest heavens was always
recognized in the theological system developed by the priests,

which found an expression in making him the first figure of a
triad, consisting of Anu, Bel and Ea, among whom the priests

divided the three divisions of the universe, the heavens, the

earth with the atmosphere above it, and the watery expanse
respectively.

Postponing the discussion of this triad, it is to be noted that

the systematization of the pantheon after the days of Kham-
murabi did not seriously interfere with the independence of the

goddess Ishtar. While frequently associated with Marduk, and
still more dosely with the chief god of Assyria, the god Assur
(who occupies in the north the position accorded to Marduk in

the south), so much so as to be sometimes spoken of as Assures

consort—the lady or Belit far txcellence^XhR belief that os the

aouii^e of all life she stands apart never lost its hold upon the

people and found an expsession also in the .system devised by
the priests. By the side ^f the first triad, consisting of Anu,
Bel and Ea—disoonnectea in this form entirely from all local

associations—we encounter a second triad composed of Shamash,
Sin and Ishtar. As the first triad symbolized the three divisions

of the universe—the heavens, eartli and the watery element—^so

the second represented the three great forces of nature—the sun,

the moon and the life-giving power. Accflrding as the one or

the other aspect of such a power is brought ini-o the foreground,

Ishtar becomes the mother of mankind, the fertile earth, the

goddess of sexual love, and the creative force among animals,

while at times she appears in hymns and myths as the general

personification of nature.

We thus find in the post-Khammurabic period the pantheon

assuming distinct shapes. The strong tendency towards con-

centrating in one deity—Marduk—the attributes of all aU\ers

was offset by the natural desire to make the position of Marduk
accord with the rank acquired by the secular rulers. As these

emphasized their supremacy by grouping around them a oourt of

loyal attendants dependent in rank and ready to do their master^s

bidding, so the gods of the chief centres and those of the minor
local cults formed a group around Marduk ; and the larger the

group the greater was the reflected glory of the chief figure.

Hence throughout the subsequent peri(xls of Babylonian history,

and despite a decided progress towardsa monotheistic conception

of divine government of the universe, the recognition of a large

number of gods and their consorts by the side of Marduk remained
a firmly embedded doctrine in the Babylonian religion as it did

in the Assyrian religion, with the important variation, however,

of transferring the role of the head of the pantheon from Marduk
to Assur, Originally the patron god of the city of Assur (v*v*X

when this city became the centre of a growing and independent

district, Assur was naturally advanced to the same position in

the north that Marduk occupied in the south. The religious

predominance of the city of Babylon served to maintain for

Marduk recognition even on the part of the Assyrian rulers, who,
on the political side likewise, conceded to Babylonia the form
at least of an independent district even when, as kings of Assyria,

they exercised absolute control over it. They appointed their

sons or brothers governors of Babylonia, and in the long array

of titles that the kings gave themselves, a special phrase was
always set aside to indicate their mastery over Babylonia. To
take the hand of Bel-Marduk ’’ was the ceremony of installation

which Assyrian rulers recognized equally with Babylonians as an
essential preliminary to exercising authority in the Euphrates
vallc)^ Marduk and Assur became rivals only when Babylonia
gave the Assyrians trouble

;
and when in 689 b.c. Sennacherib,

whose patience bad been exhausted by the diflSculties en-

countered in maintaining peace in the south, actually besieged

and destroyed the city of Babylon, he removed the statue of

Marduk to Nineveh as a symbol that tiie god’s rule had come
to an end. ITis grandson Assur-bani-pal, with a view of re-

establishing amicable relations, restored the statue to the temple

E-Saggila in Babylon and performed the time-honoured ceremony
of taking tl>e hand of Bel ” as a symbol of his homage to the

ancient head of the Babylonian pantheon.

But for the substitution of Assur for Marduk, the Assyrian
pantheon was the same as that set up in the south, though some
of the gods were endowed with attributes which differ slightly

from those whicli mark the same gods in the south. The warlike

nature of the Assyrians was reflected in their conceptions of the
gods, who thus ^came little Assurs by tlie side of the great
protector of arms, the big Assur. The cult and ritual in the nortSi

likewise followed the models set up in the south. The hymaas
composed for the temples of Babylonia were transferred to Assur,
Calah, Hairan, Arbela and Nineveh in the north; and the
myths and leg^s also wandered to Assyria, where, to be sure,

they underwent certain modifications. To all practical purposes,
however, the religion of Assyria was identical with that practised
in the south.

We thus obtain four periods in the development of the
Babylonian-Assyrian religion: (i) the oldest period from
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c. 3500 B.r. to the time of Khammuwibi {c, 2250 b.c.)
; (2) the

post-Khammurabic period in Bali3(lonia
; (3) the Assyrian

period (i. 2000 B.c.) to the destruction of Nineveh in 606 B.c.

;

(4) the neo-Babylonian period beginning with Nabopolassar

(625-604 B.c.), the first independent ruler under whom Babylonia

inaugurates a new though short-lived era of power and prosperity,

which ends with Cyrus’s conquest of Babylon and Babylonia in

539 B.C'., though- sirfeo the religion proceeds on its undisturbed

course for several centuries after the end of the political inde-

pendence, we might legitimately carry this period to the Greek

conquest of the ICuphrates valley (331 n.c.), when new influences

began to make themselves felt which gradually led to the

extinction of the old cults.

In this long period c. 3500 to c. 300 B.c., the changes intro-

duced after the adjustment to the Tiew conditions produced by
Khammurabi’s union of the luiphratean stales are of a minor
character. As already indicated, the local cults in the im-

portant centres of the south and north maintained themselves

despite the tendency towards central i7.ation, and while the cults

themselves varied according to the character of the gods
worshipped in each centre, the general principle.s were the same
and the rites differed in minor details rather than in essentifil

variations. An important factor which thus served to maintain

the rites in a more or less stable condilit)n was the predominance
of what may be called the astral theology as the theoretical

substratum of the Babylonian religion, and which is equally

pronounced in the religious system of Assyria. The essential

feature of this astral theology is the assumption of a close link

between the movements going on in the heavens and occurrences

on earth, which led to identifying the gods and goddesses with

heavenly bodies—planets and stars, besides sun and moon—
and to assigning the seals of all the deities in the heavens. The
personification of the two great luminaries—the sun and the

moon—was the first step in the unfolding of this system, and this

was followed by placing ^^he other deities where Shamash and
Sin had their seats. This process, which reached its culmination

in the po.st-Khammurubic period, led to identifying the planet

Jupiter with Marduk, Venus with Jshtar, Mars with Nergal,

Mercury with Nebo, and Saturn with Ninib. The system repre-

sents a harnioiiinus combination of two factors, one of popular

origin, the other the outcome of .speculation in the schools attached

to the tenijiles of Babylonia. The popular factor is the belief

in the influence exerted by the movements of the heavenly

bodies on occurrences on earth—a belief naturally suggested

by the dependence of life, vegetation and guidance upon the tw^o

great luminaries. Starling with this belief the priests built up
the theory of the close correspondence l>etwcen occurrences on
earth and phenomena in the heavens. The heavens presenting

a constant change e\Tn to the superficial observer, the conclusion

was drawn of a connexion between the changes and the ever-

changing movement in the fate of individuals and of nature

as well as in the appearance of nature.

To read the signs of the heavens was therefore to understand

the meaning of occurrences on earth, and with this accomplished

it was also possible to foretell what events were portended by
the position and relationship to one another of sun, moon, planets

and certain stars. Myths that symbolized changes in season

or occurrences in nature were projected on the heavens, which
were mapped out to correspond to the divisions of the earth.

All the gods, great and small, had their places assigned to them
in the heavens, and facts, including such as fell within the domain
of political history, were interpreted in terms of astral theology.

So completely did this system in the course of time sway men’s
minds that the cult, from being an expression of animistic beliefs,

took on the colour derived from the “ astral interpretation of

occurrences and doctrines. It left its trace in incantations,

omens and hymns, and it gave birth to astronomy, which was
assiduously cultivated because a knowledge of the heavens
was the very foundation of the system of belief unfolded by
the priests of Babylonia and Assyria. “Gialdaean wisdom”
became in the classical world the synonym of this science, which
in its character was so essentially religious. The persistent

prominence which astrology (q.v.) continued to enjoy down to

the border-line of the scientific movement of our own days,

and which is directly traceable to the divination methods per-

fected in the Euphratc.s valley, is a tribute to the scope and
influence attained by the astral theology of the Babylonian and
Assyrian priests.

As an illustration of the manner in which the doctrines of the

religion were made to conform to the all-pervading astral theory,

it will be sufficient to refer to the modification undergone in this

process of the view developed in a very early period which appor-

tioned the control of the universe among the three gods Anu,
Bel and Ea. Disassociating these gods from all local connexions,

Anu became the power presiding over the heaveii.s, to Bel was
assigned the earth and the atmosphere immediately above it,

while Pk ruled over the deep. With the transfer of all the gorls

to the heavens, and under the influence of the doctrine of tlu*

correspondence between the heavens and the earth, Anu, Bel

and Ea became the three “ ways ” (as they are called) on the

heavens. The “ ways ” appear in this instance to have been

the designation of the ecliptic circle, which was divided into three

sections or zones —a northern, a middle and a southern zone,

Anu being assigned to the first, Bel to the second, and Ea to the

third zone, 'i he astral theology of the Babylonian -A.s.syri{iri

religion, while thus bearing the ear-marks of a svstem devised

by the priests, succeeded in assimilating the beliefs which repre-

sented the earlier attempts to systematize the more popular

aspects of the religion, and in this way a unification of diverse

elements was se('ured that led to interpreting the contents and
the form of the religion in terms of the astral-theological system.

The most noteworthy outcome of this system in the realm of

religious practice was, as already intimated, the growth of an

elaborate and complicated method of divining the future by the

observation of the phenomena in the heavens. It is significant

that in the royal collection of cuneiform literature made by-

King Assur-bani-pal of Assyria (668-626 M.c.) and deposited

in his palace at Nineveh, the omen collections connected with

the astral theology of Babylonia and Assyria form the largest

class. There are also indications that the exten.sive texts dealing

with divination through the liver of sacrifu'ial animals, which

represents a more popular origin than divination through the

observations of the heavens, based a.s it is on the primitive view

which regarded the liver as the seat of life and of the soul, were

brought into connexion with a.slral divination. Less influenced

by the astral-theological system are the old incantation texts

which were gathered together into scries. In these series we
can trace the attempt to gather the incantation formulae and

prayers produced in different centres, and to make them con-

form to the tendency to centralize the cult in the worship of

Marduk and his consort in the south, and of Assur and Ishtar

in the north. Incantations originally addressed to Ea of Eridu,

as the god of the watery element, and to Nusku, as the god of

fire, were transferred to Marduk. This was done by making
P^a confer on Marduk as his son the powens of the father, and

by making Nusku a messenger between Ea and Marduk. At

the same time, since the invoking of the divine powers was the

essential element in the incantations, in order to make the magic

formulae as effective as possible, a large number of the old local

deities arc introduced to add their power to the chief ones
;
and

it is here that the astral system comes into play through the

introduction of names of stars, as well as through assigning attri-

butes to the gods which clearly reflect the conception that they

have their seats in the heavens. The incantations pass over

naturally into hymns and prayers. The connexion between tlie

two is illustrated by the application of the term shiptUy “ in-

cantation,” to the direct appeals to the gods, as well as by the

introduction, on the one hand, of genuine prayers into the

incantations, and by the addition, on the other hand, of incanta-

tions to prayers and hymns, pure and simple. In another division

of the religious literature of Babylonia which is laigely represented

in Assur-bani-pars collection— the myths and legends— tales

which original^ symbolized the change of seasons, or in which

historical occurrences are overcast with more or less copious
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admixture of legend and myth, were transferred to the heavens,

and so it happens that creation myths, and tlie accounts of

wanderings and adventures of heroes of the past, are referred

to movements among the planets ‘and stars as well as to occur-

rences or supposed occurrences on earth.

The ritual alone which accompanied divination practices and

incantation formulae and was a chief factor in the celebration

of festival days and of days set aside for one reason or the other

to the worship of some god or goddess or group of deities, is

fr(;e from traces of the astral theology. The more or less elaborate

ceremonies prescribed for the occasions when the gods were

approached are directly connected with the popular elements

of the religion. Animal sacrifice, libations, ritualistic purifica-

tion, sprinkling of water, and symbolical rites of all kinds

accompanied by short prayers, represent a religious practice

which in the Baby Ionian-Assyrian religion, as in all religions,

is older than any theology and survives tlie changes which the

theoretical substratum of the religion undergoes.

On the ethical side, the religion of Babylonia more particularly,

and to a less extent that of Assyria, advances to noticeable con-

ceptions of the qualities associated witli the gods and goddesses

and of the duties imposed on man. Shamash the sun-god was
invested with juslic'e as liis chief trait, Marduk is portrayed as

full of mercy and kindness, Ea is the protector of mankind who
is grie\Td when, through a deception practised upon Adapa,

humanity is depri\'ed of immortality. 'Hic gods, to be sure,

arc easily aroused to anger, and in some of them the dire aspects

predominated, but the view l)ecomes more and more pronounced

that there is some cause alwiiys for the divine wrath. Though,

in accounting for the anger of the gods, no sharp distinction is

made between moral offences and a ritualistic oversight or

neglect, yet the stress laid in the hymns and prayers, as well as in

the elaborate atonement ritual prescribed in order to appease

the anger of the gods, on the need of being clean and pure in the

sight of tlie higher powers, the inculcation of a proper aspect

of humility, and above all the need of confessing one’s guilt

and sins without any reserve—all this bears testimony to the

strength which the ethical factor acquired in the domain of the

religion.

This factor appears to less advantage in the unfolding of the

views concerning life after death. Throughout all period.s of

Babylonian -Assyrian history, the conception prevailed of a

large dark cavern below the earth, not far from the Apsu—the

ocean encircling and flowing undernoath the earth—in whieli

all the dead were gathered and where they led a miserable exist-

ence of inaetiN'it)’ amid gloom and dust. Occasionally a

favoured indi\’idual was permitted to escape from this general

fate and placed in a pleasant island. It would appear also that

the rulers were alw'ays singled out for divine grace, and in the

earlier periods of the history, owing to the prevailing view that

the rulers stood nearer to the gods than other mortals, the kings

were deified after death, and in some instances divine honours

were paid to them even during their lifetime.

'I'hc influence exerted by the Babylonian-Assyrian religion was

particularly profound on the Semites, while the astral theology

affected the ancient world in general, including .the (Wrecks and

Romans. The impetus to the purification of the old Semite

religion to which the Hebrews for a long time clung in common
with their fellows- -the various branches of nomadic Arabs—was

largely furnished by the remarkable civilization unfolded in the

Euphrates valley and in many of the traditions, myths and

legends embodied in the Old Testament
;
traces of direct borrow-

ing from Babylonia may be discerned, while the indirect influences

in the domain of the prophetical books, as also in the Psalms and

in the so-called “ Wisdom Literature,” are even more note-

worthy. Even when we reach the New Testament period, we

have not passed entirely beyond the sphere of Babylonian-

Assyrian influences. In such a movement as early Christian

gnosticism, Babylonian elements—^modified, to be sure, and

transformed— are largely present, while the growth of an

apocalyptic literature is ascribed with apparent justice by many
.scholars to the recrudescence of views the ultimate source of

IIS

wluch is to be found in the astral-theology of the Babylonian and

Assyrian priests.
^
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BABYLONIAN CAPTIVITY, the name generally given to the

deportation of the Jew.s to Babylon by Nebuchadrezzar. Three

separate occasions are mentioned (Jer. lii. 28-30). The first was
in the time of Jehoiachin in 597 b.c.,when the temple of Jerusalem

was partially despoiled and a number of the leading citizens

removed. After eleven years (in the reign of Zedekiah) a fresh

rising of the Judaeans occurred
;

the city was razed to the

ground, and a further deportation ensued. Finally, five years

later, Jeremiah (loc. cit.) records a tliird captivity. After the

overthrow of Babylonia by the Persians, Cyrus gave the Jews
permi.ssion U> return to their native land (537 b.c.), and more
than forty thousand are said to have availed themselves of the

privilege. (See. Jehoiakim
;
Jehoiachin

;
Zedekiah

;
Ezra-

Nehemiah and Jews: History.)

BABYLONIAN LAW. The material for the study of Baby-
lonian law is singularly extensive without being exhaustive.

The so-called “ contracts,” including a great variety of deeds,

conveyances, bonds, receipts, accounts and, most important of

all, the actual legal decisions given by the judges in the law

courts, exist in thousands. Historical inscriptions, royal charters

and rescripts, despatches, private letters and the general literature

afford welcome supplementary information. Even grammatical
and lexicographical works, intended solely to facilitate the study

of ancient literature, contain many extracts or short sentences

bearing on law and custom. The so-called ” Sumerian Family
Laws ” are thus preserved. The discovery of the now celebrated

Code of Khammurabi (Hammurabi)
'
(hereinafter simply termed

' For the transliteration of Babylonian and Assyrian names
generally, see Babylonu and Assyria, section ix„ Proper
Names.
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the Code ”) has, however, made a more systematic study

possible than could have resulted ffom the classification and
interpretation of the other material. Some fra|i;ments of a later

code exist and have been published ; but there still remain many
points upon which we have no evidence.

This material dates from the earliest times down to the

commencement of our era. The evidence upon a particular

point may be very fhll at one period and almost entirely lacking

at another. The Codi‘ forms the backbone of the skeleton sketch

which is here reconstructed. The fragments of it which have
been recovered from Assur-bani-pal’s library at Nineveh and later

Babylonian copies show that it was studied, divided into chapters

entitled Nimd ilu strum from its opening words, and rccopicd for

fifteen hundred years or more. Tlie greater part of it remained

in force, even through the Persian, Greek and Parthian conquests,

which affected private life in Babylonia very little, and it survived

to influence Syro-Romun and later Mahommedan law in Mesf>-

poLamia. The law and custom which preceded the Code we slmll

call “ early,” that of the New Babylonian empire (as well as tlie

Persian, Greek, &r.) ” late.” The law in Assyria was derived

from Babylonia but conserved early features long after they had
disappeared elsewhere.

When the Semitic tribes settled in the cities of Babylonia,

their tribal custom passed over into city law. The early history

of the country is the story of a struggle for supremacy between
tlie cities. A metropolis demanded tribute and military support

from its subject cities but left their local cults and customs
unaffected. The city rights and usages were respected by kings

and conquerors alike.

As late as the accession of Assur-bani-pal and Samas-sum-yukin
we find the Babylonians appealing to their city laws that groups

of aliens to the number of twenty at a time were free to enter the

city, that foreign women once married to Babylonian husbands
could not be enslaved and that not even a dog that entered the

city could be put to deathw untried.

'File population of Babylonia was of many races from early

times and intercommunication between the cities was incessant.

Every city had a large number of resident aliens. This freedom
of intercourse must have tended to assimilate custom. It was,

however, reserved for the genius of Khammurabi to make
Babylon his metropolis and weld together his vast empire by a
uniform system of law.

Almost all trace of tribal custom has already disappeared

from the law of the Code. It is stale-law
;

alike self-help,

blood-feud, marriage by capture, are absent
;
though

family solidarity, district, responsibility, ordeal, the lex

murMbi. talinnis, are primitive features that remain. The king

is a benevolent autocrat, easily accessible to all* his

subjects, both able and willing to protect the weak against the

highest-placed oppressor. The royal power, however, can only

pardon when private resentment is appeased. The judges arc

strictly supervised and appeal is allowed. The whole land is

covered with feudal holdings, masters of the levy, police, &c.

There is a regular postal system. The pax Babylonica is so

assured that private individuals do not hesitate to ride in their

carri^c from Babylon to the coast of the Mediterranean. The
position of women is free and dignified.

The Code did not merety embody contemporary custom or

conserve ancient law. It is true that centuries of law-abiding

and litigious habitude had accumulated in the temple archives of

each city vast stores of precedent in ancient decd$ and the records

of judicial decisioas, and that intetoourse had assimilated city

custom. The universal habit of writing and perpetual recourse

to written contract even more modified primitive custom and
ancient precedent. Provided the parties could agree, the Code
left them free to contract as a rule. Their deed of agreement was
drawn up in the temple by a notary public, and confirmed by an
oath “ by god and the kii^.” It was publicly sealed and
witnessed by professional witnesses, as well as by collaterally

interested parties. The manner in which it was thus executed
may have been sufficient security that its stipulations were not
impious or illegal. Custom or public opinion doubtless secured

that the parties would not agree to wrong. In cases of dispute

the judges dealt first with the contract. They might not sustain

it, but if the parties did not dispute it, they were free to observe

it. The judges’ decision might, however, be appealed against.

Many contracts contain the proviso that in case of future dispute

the parties would abide by “the decision of the king.” The
Code made known, in a vast number of cases, what tliat decision

would be, and many cases of appeal to the king were sent back
to the judges with orders to decide in accordance with it. The
Code itself was carefully and logically arranged and the order of

its sections was conditioned by their subject-matter. Neverthe-

less the order is not that of modern scientific treatises, and a

somewhat different order from both is most convenient for our

purpose.

The CV)de contemplates the whole population as falling into

three classes, the amelu, the musktnu and the ardiu The a^nelu

was a patrician, the man of family, whose birth, marriage and
death were registered, of ancestral estates and full civil rights.

He had aristocratic privileges and responsibilities, the right to

ixact retaliation for corporal injuries, and liability to heavier

punishment for crimes and misdemeanours, higher fees and
fines to pay. To this class belonged the king and court, the

higher officials, the professions and craftsmen. 'Fhe term became
in time a mere courtesy title but originally carried with it stand-

ing. Already in the (.'ode, when status is not concerned, it is

used to denote “any one.” There was no property qualification

nor does the term appear to be racial. It is most difficult to

characterize the muskinu exactly. The term aime in time to

mean “ a bcggiir ” and with that meaning has passed through

Aramaic and Hebrew into many modern languages ;
but though

the (ode does not regard him as necessarily poor, he may have
been landless. He was free, but had to accept monetary com-
pensation for corporal injuries, paid smaller foes and fines, even

paid less offerings to the gods. He inhabited a separate quarter

of the city. I’hcrc is no reason to regard him as specially con-

nected with the court, as a royal pensioner, nor as forming the

bulk of the population. The rarity of any reference to him in

contemporary documents makes further specification conjectural.

The ardu was a slave, his master's rluittcl, and formed a very

numerous class. He could acquire property and even hold other

slaves. His master clothed and fed him, paid his doctor’s fees,

but took all compensation paid for injury done to him. His

master usually found him a slave-girl as wife (the children were

then bom slaves), often set him up in a house (with farm or

business) and simply took an annual rent of him. Otherwise he

might marry a freewoman (the children were then free), wlio

might bring him a dower which his master could not touch, and
at his death one-half of his property passed to his master as

his heir. He could acquire his freedom by purchase from his

master, or might be freed and dedicated to a temple, or even
adopted, when he became an ame/u and not a muskinu. Slaves

were rermited by purchase abroad, frf)rn captives taken in war
and by freemen degraded for debt or crime. A slave often ran

away
; if caught, the captor was bound to restore him to his

master, and the Code fixes a reward of two shekels which the

owner must pay the captor. It was about one-tenth of the

average value. To detain, harbour, &c., a slave was punished

by death. So was an attempt to get him to leave the city. A
slave bore an identification mark, which could only be removed
by a surgical operation and which later consisted of his owner’s

name tattoed or branded on the arm. On the great estates in

Assyria and its subject provinces were many serfs, mostly

of subject race, settled captives, or quondam slaves, tied to

the soil they cultivated and sold with the estate but capable

of possessing land and property of their own. There is little

trace of serfs in Babylonia, unless the muskinu be really

a serf.

The god of a city was originally owner of its land, whidi

encircled it with an inner ring of irritable arable land and an

outer fringe of pasture, and the citizens were his tenants. The
god and his viceregent, riie king,., had long ceased to disturb

tenancy, and were content with ^ed dues in naturalia, stock,
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money or service. One of the earliest monuments records

the purchase by a king of a large estate for his son, paying a

fair market price and adding a handsome honorarium to the

many owners in costly garments, plate, and precious articles of

furniture. The Code recognizes complete private ownership in

land, but apparently extends the right to hold land to votaries,

merchants (and resident aliens ?). But all land wiis sold subject

to its fixed charges. The king, however, could free land from

these cliarges by charter, which was a frequent way of rewarding

those who deserved well of the state. Jt is from these cliarters

that we Icam nearly all we know of the obligations that lay

upon land. The state demanded men for the army and the

corvee as well as dues in kind, A definite area was bound to

find a bowman together with his linked pikeman (who bore the

shield for both) and to funiish them with supplies for the cam-
paign. 'I’liis area was termed “ a bow as early as the 8th

century B.c., but the usage was much earlier. Later, a horseman

was due from certain areas. A man wa.s only bound to serve

so many (six ?) times, but the land had to find a man annually.

The service was usually discharged by slaves and serfs, but the

amelu (and perhaps the muskinu) went to war. The “ bows
”

were grouped in tens and hundreds. The corvee was less regular.

The letters of Kliamniurabi often deal with claims to exemption.

Religious officials and shepherds in charge of flocks were exempt.

.Special liabilities lay upon riparian owners to repair canals,

bridges, quays, At. The state claimed certain proportions of

all crops, stock, &c. The king’s messengers could commandeer
any subject's property, giving a receipt. Further, every city

had its own octroi duties, customs, ferry dues, highway and
water rates. 'J'he king had long ceased to be, if he ever was,

owner of the land. He had his own myal estates, his private

property and dues from all his subjects. The higher officials

had endowments and official residences. The Code regulates

the icudal position of certain classes. They held an estate from

the king consisting of house, garden, field, stock and a salary,

on condition of personal service on the king’s errand. They
cotild not delegate the service on pain of death. When ordered

abroad they could nominate a .son, if capable, to hold the benefice

and carry on the duty. If there was no son capable, the state

put in a locum tenens, but granted one-third to the wife to main-

tain herself and children. The benefice was inalienable, couJd

not be sold, pledged, exchanged, sublet, devised or diminished.

Other land was held of the state for rent. Ancestral estate was

strictly tied to the family. If a holder would sell, tlie family

had the right of redemption and there seems to have been no

time-limit to its exercise.

The temple occupied a most important position. It received

from its estates, from tithes and other fixed dues, as well as from

the sacrifices (a customary share) and other offerings of the

faithful, vast amounts of all sorts of naturalia
; besides money

and permanent gifts. The larger temples had many officials

and servants. Originally, perhaps, each town clustered round

one temple, and each head of a family had a right to minister

there and share its receipts. As the city grew, the right to so

many days a year at one or other shrine (or its “ gate ”) descended

in certain families and became a species of property which could

be pledged, rented or shared within the family, but not alienated.

In spite of all these demands, however, the temples became great

granaries and store-houses
;
as they also were the city archives.

The temple had its responsibilities. If a citizen was captured by

the enemy and could not ransom himself the temple of his city

must do so. To the temple came the poor farmer to borrow

seed com or supplies for harvesters, &c.—advances which he

repaid without interest. The king’s power over the temple was

not proprietar}^ but administrative. He might borrow from it

but repaid like other borrowers. The tithe seems to have been

the composition tor the rent due to the god for his land. It is

not clear that all lands paid tithe, perhaps only such as once

had a special connexion with the temple.

The Code deals with a class of persons devoted to the service

of a god, as vestals or hiearodules. The vestals were vowed to

chastity, lived together in a great nunnery, were forbidden to
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open or enter a tavern, and together with other votaries had

many privileges.

The Code recognizes mai^ ways of disposing of property—sale,

lease, barter, gift, dedication, deposit, loan, pledge, all of which

were matters of contract. Sale was the delivery of the purchase

(in the case of real estate symbolized by a staff, a key, or deed

of conveyance) in return for the purchase money, receipts being

given for both. Credit, if given, was treated as a debt, and

secured os a loan by the seller to be repaid by the buyer, for which

he gave a bond. I'hc Code admits no daim unsulwtantiated

by documents or the oath of witnesses. A buyer had to convince

himself of the seller’s title. If he bought (or received on deposit)

from a minor or a slave without power of attorney, he would be

executed as a thief. If the goods were stolen and the rightful

owner reclaimed them, he had to prove his purchase by producing

the seller and the deed of sale or witnesses to it. Otherwise he

would be adjudged a thief and die. If he proved his purchase,

he had to give up the property but had his remedy against the

seller or, if he had died, could reclaim five-fold from his estate.

A man who bought a slave abroad, might find that he had beer

stolen or captured from Babylonia, and he had to restore him

to hi.s former owner without profit. If he bought property

belonging to a feudal holding, or to a ward in chancery, he had

to return it and forfeit what he gave for it as well. He could

repudiate the purchase of a slave attacked by the bennu sickness

within the month (later, a hundred days), and had a female slave

three days on approval. A defect of title or undisclosed liability

would invalidate the sale at any time.

Landowners frequently cultivated their land themselves but

might employ a husbandman or let it. The husbandman was

bound to carry out the proper cultivation, raise an average

crop and leave the field in good tilth. In case the crop failed

the Code fixed a statutory return. Land might be let at a fixed

rent when the Code enacted that accidental loss fell on the tenant.

If let on share-profit, the landlord t^d tenant shared the loss

proportionately to their stipulated share of profit. If the tenant

paid his rent and left the land in good tilth, the landlord could not

interfere nor forbid subletting. Waste land was let to reclaim,

the tenant being rent-free for three years and paying a stipulated

rent in the fourth year. If the tenant neglected to reclaim the

land the Code enacted that he must hand it over in good tilth

and fixed a statutory rent. Gardens or plantations were let in

the same ways and under the same conditions
;

but for date-

groves four years’ free tenure was allowed. The metayer system

was in vogue, especially on temple lands. The landlord found

land, labour, oxen for ploughing and working the watering-

machines, carting, threshing or other implements, seed com,
rations for the workmen and fodder for the cattle. The tenant,

or steward, usually had other land of his own. If be stole the

seed, rations or fodder, the Code enacted that his fingers should

be cut off. If he appropriated or sold the implements, im-

poverished or sublet the cattle, he was heavily fined and in

default of payment might be condemned to be torn to pieces

by the cattle on the field. Rent was as contracted.

Irrigation was indispensable. If the irrigator neglected to

repair his dyke, or left his runnel open and caused a flood, he
had to make good the damage done to his neighbours’ crops, or

be sold with his family to pay tlie cost. The theft of a watering-

machine, water-bucket or other agricultural implement was
heavily fined.

Houses were let usually for the year, but also for longer terms,

rent being paid in advance, half-yearly. The contract generally

specified that the house was in good repair, and the tenant was
bound to keep it so. The woodwork, including doors and door
frames,was removable,and the tenant might bring and take away
his own. The Code enacted that if the landlord would re-enter

before the termwas up, he must remit a fair proportion of the rent.

Land was leased for houses or other buildings to be bu^ upon it,

the tenant being rent-free for eight or ten years
; after which the

building came into the landlord’s possession.

Despite the multitude of daves, hired labour was often needed,
especially at harvest. Thiswasmatter of contract, and the hirer.
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who usually paid in advance, mij;ht demand a guarantee to fulfil
j

the engagement. Cattle were hired for ploughing, working the

watering-machines, carting, threshing^ etc. The Code fixed a

statutory wage for sowers, ox-drivers, field-labourers, and hire for

oxen, asses, &c.

There were many herds and flocks. The flocks were com-

mitted to a shepherd who gave receipt for them and took them

out to pasture. Thq Code fixed him a wage. lie was responsible

for all care, must restore ox for ox, sheep for sheep, must breed

them satisfactorily. Any dishonest use of the flock had to be re-

paid ten-fold, but loss b}' disease or wild beasts fell on the owner.

The shepherd made good all loss due to his neglect. If he let the

flock feed on a field of corn he had to pay damages four-fold
;

if

he turned them into standing corn when they ought to have been

folded he paid twelve-fold.

In commercial matters, payment in kind was still common,
though the contracts usually stipulate for cash, naming the

standard expected, that of Uabylon, Larsa, Assyria, Carchemish,

&c. The (iode enacted, however, that a debtor must be allowed

to pay in produce according to statutory scale. If a debtor had

neither money nor crop, the creditor must not refuse goods.

Debt was secured on the person of the debtor. Distraint on a

debtor’s corn was forbidden by the Code
;
not only must the

creditor give it buck, but his illegal action forfeited his claim

altogether. An unwarranted seizure for debt was fined, as was

the distraint of a working ox. The debtor being seized for debt

could nominate as mancipium or hostage to work off the debt,

his wife, a child, or slave. The creditor could only hold a wife

or child three years as mancipium. If the mancipium died a

natural death while in the creditor's po.ssession no claim could

lie against the latter ;
but if he was the cause of death by

cruelty, he had to give son for son, or pay for a slave. He
could sell a slave -hostage, unless she were a slave -girl who
had borne her master children. She had to be redtsemed by

her owner,
^

The debtor could also pledge his property, and in contracts

often pledged a field, house or crop. 'I'he Code enacted, however,

that the debtor should always take the crop himself and pay the

creditor from it. If the crop failed, payment was deferred and

no interest could be charged for that year. If the debtor did not

cultivate the field himself he had to pay for the cultivation, but

if the cultivation was already finished he must harvest it himself

and pay his debt from the crop. If the cultivator did not get a

crop this would not cancel his contract. Pledges were often made
where the intrinsic value of the article was equivalent to the

amount of the debt
;
but antichretic pledge was more common,

where the profit of the pledge was a set-off against the interest of

the debt. The whole property of the debtor might be pledged as

security for the payment of the debt, without any of it coming

into the enjoyment of the creditor. Personal guarantees were

often given that the debtor would repay or the guarantor become
liable himself.

Trade was very extensive. A common way of doing business

was for a merchant to entrust goods or money to a travelling

agent, who sought a market for his goods. The caravans

travelled far beyond the limits of the empire. The Code insisted

that the agent should inventory and give a receipt for all that he

received. No claim could be made for anything not so entered.

Even if the agent made no profit he was bound to return double

what he had received, if he made poor profit he had to make up
the deficiency

;
but he was not responsible for loss by robbery or

extortion on his travels. On his return, the principal must give

a receipt for what was handed «ver to him. Any false entry

or claim on the agent’s part was penalised three-fold, on the

principal’s part six-fold. In normal cases profits were divided

according to contract, usually equally,

A considerable amount of forwarding was done by the caravans.

The carrier gave a receipt for the consignment, took all responsi-

bility and exacted a receipt on delivery. If he defaulted he paid

five-fold. He was usually paid in advance. Deposit, especially

warehousing of grain, was charged for at one-sixtieth. The
warehouseman took all risks, paid double for all shortage, but no

claim could be made unless he had given a properly witnessed

receipt. Water traffic on the Euphrates and canals was early

very considerable. Ships, whose tonnage was estimated at the

amount of grain they jcould carry, were continually hired for the

transport of all kinds of goods. The Code fixes the price for

building and insists on the builder's giving a year’s guarantee of

seaworthiness. 1 1 fixes the hire of ship and of crew. The captain

was responsible for the freight and the ship ; he had to replace

all loss. Even if he refloated the ship he had to pay a fine of half

its value for sinking it. In the case of collision the boat under

way was responsible for damages to the boat at anchor. The

Code also regulated the liquor traffic, fixing a fair price for beer

and forbidding the connivance of the tavern-keeper (a female !)

at disorderly conduct or treasonable assembly, under pain of

death. Slie was to liale the offenders to the palace, which implied

an efficient and aeces.sible police system.

Payment through a banker or by written draft against deposit

was frequent. Bonds to pay were treated as negotiable. 1 nteresl

was rarely charged on advances by the temple or wealthy land-

owners for pressing needs, but this may have been part of the

metayer system. The borrowers may have been tenants.

Interest was charged at very high rates for overdue loans of this

kind. Merchants (and even temples in some cases) made ordinary

business loans, charging from 20 to 30 ‘’o.

Marriage retained the form of purchase, but was essentially

a contract to be nain and wife together. The marriage of young

people was usually arranged between the relatives, the bride-

groom's father providing the bride-price, which with oilier

presents the suitor ceremonially presented to the bride's father.

This bride-price was usually handed o\'er by her father to the

bride on her marriage, and so came back into the briilegroom’s

possession, along with her dowry, which was her portion a.s a

daughter. The bride-price varied much, according to the ]>osition

of the parlies, but was in excess of that paid for a slave. The

Code enacted that if the father does not, after accepting a man's

presents, give him his daughter, he must return the present.s

doubled. Even if his decision was brought about by libel on the

part of the suitor’s friend this was done, and the Code rnaded

that the faithless friend should not marry the girl. If a suitor

changed his mind, he forfeited the presents. Ihc dowry might

include real estate, but generally coiisisted of personal effects

and household furniture. It remained the wife's for life, descend-

ing to her children, if any ;
otherwise returning to h(‘r family,

when the husband could deduct the bride-price if it had not been

given to her, or return it, if it liad. The marriage ceremony in-

cluded joining of hands and the utterance of .some formula of

acceptance on the part of the bridegroom, as ‘‘
1 am the son of

nobles, silver and gold shall fill thy lap, thou shalt be my wife, J

will be thy husband. Like the fruit of a garden 1 will give thee

offspring.” It must be performed by a freeman.

The marriage contract, without which the Code ruled that the

woman was no wife, usually stated the consequences to which

each party was liable for repudiating the other. l'hc.se by no

means necessarily agree with the Code. Many conditions might

be inserted : as that the wife should act as maidsen^ant to her

mother-in-law, or to a first wife. The married couple formed a

unit as to external responsibility, especially for debt. The man
was re.sponsiblc for debts contracted by his wife, even before her

marriage, as well as for his own
;
but he could use her as a man-

cipium. Hence the Code allowed a proviso to be inserted in the

marriage contract, that the wife should not be seized for her

husband’s pre-nuptial debts
;
but enacted that then he was not

responsible for her pre-nuptial debts, and, in any case, that both

together were responsible for all debts contracted after marriage.

A man might make his wife a settlement by deed of gift, which

gave her a life interest in part of his property, and he might

reserve to her the right to bequeath it to a favourite child, but

she could in no case leave it to her family. Although married

she always remained a member of her father's house—she is

rarely named wife of A, usually daughter of B, or mother of C.

Divorce was optional with the man, but he had to restore the

I
dowry and, if the wife had borne him children, she had the
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custody of them. He had then to assign her the income of field,

or garden, as well as goods, to inaintain herself and children until

they grew up. She then shared equally with them in the allow-

ance (and apparently in his estate at his death) and was free to

marry again. If she had no children, he returned her the dowry
and paid her a sum equivalent to the bride-price, or a mina of

silver, if there had been none. The latter is the forfeit usually

named in the contract for his repudiation of her.

Jf she had been a bad wife, the Code allowed him to send her

away, while he kept the children and her dowry
;

or he could

degrade her to the position of a slave in his own house, where
she would have food and clothing. She might bring an action

against him for cruelty and neglect and, if she proved her case,

obtain a judicial separation, taking with her her dowry. No
other punishment fell on the man. If she did not prove her case,

but was proved to be a bad wife, she was drowned. If she

were left without maintenance during her husband's involuntary

absence, she could cohabit with another man, but must return

to her husband if lie came back, the children of the second union

remaining with their own father. If she had maintenance, a

breach of the marriage tie was adultery. Wilful desertion by,

or exile of, the husband dissolved the marriage, and if he came
back he had no claim on her property

;
possibly not on his

own.

As a widow, the wife took her husband’s place in the family,

living on in his house and bringing up the children. She could

only remarry with judicial consent, when the judge was bound
to inventor}^ the deceased’s estate and hand it over to her and
her new husband in trust for the children. They could not

alienate a single utensil. If she did not remarry, she lived on in

her husband’s house and took a child’s share on the division of

his estate, when the children had grown up. She still retained

her dowry and any settlement deeded to her by her husband.

This property came to her children. If she had remarried, all

her children shared equally in her dowry, but the first husband’s

gift fell to his children or to her selection among them, if so

empowered.

Monogamy was the rule, and a childless wife might give her

husband a maid (who was no wife) to bear him children, who
were reckoned hers. She remained mistress <»f her maid and
might degrade her to .slavery again for insolence, but could not

sell her if she had borne her husband children. If the wife did

this, the Code did not allow the husband to take a concubine,

if she would not, he could do so. The concubine was a wife,

though not of the same rank ;
the first wife had no power over her.

A concubine was a free woman, was often dowered for marriage

and her children were legitimatf'. She could only be divorced on

the same conditions as a wife. If a wife became a chronic invalid,

the husband was bound to maintain her in the home they had

made together, unless she preferred to take her dowry and go

back to her father’s house ; but he was free to remarry. In all

tliese cases the children were legitimate and legal heirs.

There was, of course, no hindrance to a man having children by

a slave girl. These children were free, in any case, and their

mother could not be sold, though she might be pledged, and she

was free on her master’s death. These children could be legiti-

mized by their father’s acknowledgment before witnesses, and

were often adopted. They then ranked equally in sharing their

father’s estate, but if not adopted, the wife’s children divided

and took first choice.

Vestal virgins were not supposed to have children, yet they

could and often did many. The Code contemplated that such a

wife would give a husband a maid as above. Free women might

marry slaves and be dowered for the marriage. The children

were free, and at the slave’s death the wife took her dowry and

half what she and her husband had acquired in wedlock for self

and children
;
the master taking the other half as his slave’s heir.

A father had control over his children till their marriage. He
had a right to their labour in return for their keep. He might

hire them out and receive their wages, pledge them for debt, even

sell them outright. Mothers had the same rights in the absence

of the father
;
even elder brothers when both parents were dead.
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A father had no claim on his married children for support, but

they retained a right to inherit on his death.

The daughter was not only in her father’s power to be given in

marriage, but he might dedicate her to the service of some god as

a vestal or a hierodule
;
or give her as a concubine. She had no

choice in these matters, which were often decided in her childhood.

A grown-up daughter might wish to become a votary, perhaps in

preference to an uncongenial marriage, and it seems that her

father could not refuse her wish. In all these cases the father

might dower her. If he did not, on his death the brothers were

bound to do so, giving her a full child’s share if a wife, a con-

cubine or a vestal, but one-third of a child’s share if she were a

hierodule or a Marduk priestess. I’he latter had the privilege of

exemption from state dues and absolute disposal of her property.

All other daughters had only a life interest in their dowry, which

reverted to their family, if childless, or went to their children if

they had any. A father might, however, execute a deed granting

a daughter power to leave her property to a favourite brother or

sister. A daughter's estate was usually managed for her by her

brothers, but if they did not satisfy her, she could appoint a

steward. If she married, her husband managed it.

The son also appears to have received his share on marriage,

but did not always then leave his father’s house
;
he might bring

his wife there. This was usual in child marriages.

Adoption was very common, especially where the father (or

mother) was childless or had seen all his children grow up and
marry away. TTie child was then adopted to care for the parents’

old age. This was done by contract, which usually specified

what the parent had to leave and what maintenance was expected.

The real children, if any, were usually consenting parties to an

arrangement which cut off their expectations. They even, in

some cases, found the estate for the adopted child who was to

relieve them of a care. If the adopted child failed to carry out

the filial duty the contract was annulled in the law courts.

Slaves were often adopted and if they proved unfilial were

reduced to slavery again.

A craftsman often adopted a son to learn the craft. He
profited by the .son’s labour. If he failed to teach his son the

craft, that son could pro.sccute him and get the contract annulled.

This was a form of apprenticeship, an(l it is not clear that the

apprentice had any filial relation.

A man who adopted a son, and afterwards married and had a

family of his own, could dissolve the contract but must give the

adopted child one-third of a child’s share in goods, but no real

estate. I’hat could only descend in the family to which he had
ceased to belong. Vestals frequently adopted daughters, usually

other vestals, to care for their old age.

Adoption had to be with consent of the real parents, who
usually executed a deed making over the child, who thus ceased to

have any claim upon them. But vestals, hierodules, certainpalace

officials and slaves had no rights over their children and could raise

no obstacle. Foundlings and illegitimate children had no parents

to object. If the adopted child discovered his true parents and

wanted to return to them, his eye or tongue was tom out. An
adopted child was a full heir, the contract might even assign him
the position of eldest son. Usually he was residuary legatee.

All legitimate children shared equally in the father’s estate at

his death, reservation being made of a bride-price for an un-

married son, dower for a daughter or property deeded to favourite

children by the father. There was no birthright attaching to the

position of eldest son, but he usually acted as executor and after

considering what each had already received equalized the shares.

He even made grants in excess to the others from his own share.

When there were two mothers, the two families shared equally in

the father’s estate until later times when the first family took two-

thirds. Daughters, in the absence of sons, had sons’ rights.

Children also shared their omi mother’s property, but had no
share in that of a stepmother.

A father could disinherit a son in early times without restric-

tion, but the Code insisted upon judicial consent and that only for

repeated unfilial conduct. In early times the son who denied his

father had his front hair shorn, a slave-mark put on him, and
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could be sold as a slave

; while if he denied his mother he had his

front hair shorn, uas driven round the city as an example and

expelled his home, but not degraded fo slavery.

Adultery was punished with the death of both parties by

drowning, but if the husband was willing to pardon his wife,

the king might intervene to pardon the paramour. For incest

with his own mother, both were burned to death; with a

stepmother, the man was disinherited
;

with a daughter, the

man was exiled
; with a daughter-in-law, he was drowned ; with

a son’s betrothed, he was fined. A wife who for her lover's

sake procured her husband's death was gibbeted. A betrothed

girl, seduced by her prospecti\'e father-in-law, took her dowry and
returned to her family, and was free to marr>^ as she chose.

In the criminal law the ruling principle was the lex ialionis.

Eye for eye, tooth lor tooth, limb for limb was the penalty for

assault upon an -amelu, A sort of symbolic retaliation was the

punishment ot the offending member, seen in the cutting off the

hand that struck a father or stole a trust
;

in cutting off the

bretist of a wet-nurse who substituted a changeling for the child

entrusted to her
;

in the loss of the tongue that denied father or

mother (in the Elamite contracts the same penalty was inflicted

for perjury); in the loss of the eye that pried into forbidden secrets.

The loss of the surgeon's hand that caused loss of life oi limb ; or

the brandcr’s hand that obliterated a slave’s identification mark,

are very similar. The slave, who struck a freeman or denied his

master, lost an ear, the organ of bearing and symbol of obedience.

To bring another into danger of death by false accusation was
punished by death. To cause loss of liberty or pjroperty by false

witness was punished by the penalty the perjurer sought to bring

upon another.

The deatli penalty was freely awarded for theft and other

crimes regarded as coming under that head
; for theft involving

entrance of palace or temple treasury, for illegal purchase

from minor or slave, for selling stolen goods or receiving the

same, for common tlieft Jn the open (in default of multiple

restoration) or receiving the same, for lalse claim to goods,

for kidnapping, for assisting or harbouring fugitive slaves,

for detaining or appropriating same, for brigandage, for

fraudulent sale of drink, for disorderly conduct of tavern, for

delegation of personal service, for misappropriating the levy,

for oppression of feudal holders, for causing death of a house-

holder by bad building. I'he manner of death is not specified in

these cases. This death penalty was also fixed for such conduct

as placed another in danger of death. A specified form of death

penalty occurs in the following cases :—gibbeting (on the spot

where crime was committed) for burglary, later also for encroach-

ing on the king’s highway, for getting a slave-brand obliterated,

for procuring husband s death ; burning for incest Math own
mother, for vestal entering or opening tavern, for theft at fire (on

the spot); drowning for adulter)^ rape of betrothed maiden,

bigamy, bad conduct as wife, seduction of daughter-in-law.

A curious extension of the Udio is the death of creditor’s son

for his father’s having caused the death of debtor’s son as

mancipium ; of builder’s son for his father's causing the death

of house-owner's son by building the house badly
;
the death of

a man’s daughter because her father caused the death of another

man's daughter.

The contracts natumlly do not concern such criminal cases as

the above, as a rule, but marriage contracts do specify death by
strangling, drowning, precipitation from a tower or pinnacle of

the temple or by the iron sword for a wife’s repudiation of her

husband. We are quite without evidence os to the executive in

all these cases.

Exile ^was inflicted for incest with a daughter ;
disinheritance

for incest with a stepmother or for repeated uixfllial conduct.

Sixty strokes of an ox-hide scouige were awarded for a brutal

assault on a superior, both being amelu. Branding (perhaps the

equivalent of degradation to slavery) was the penalty for slander

of a married woman or vestal. Deprivation of office in per-

petuity fell upon the corrupt judge. Enslavement befell the

extravagant wife and unfllial children. Imprisonment was
common, but is not recognized by the Code.

The coiDimonest of all penalties was a fine. This is awarded by
the Code for corporal injuries to a muskinu or slave (paid to his

master) ; for damages done to property, for breach of contracL

The restoration of goods appropriated, illegally bought or

damaged by neglect, was usually accompanied by a fine, giving

it the form of multiple restoration. This might be double, treble,

fourfold, fivefold, sixfold, tenfold, twelvefold, even thirtyfokl,

according to the enormity of the offence.

The Code recognized the importance of intention. A man
who killed another in a quarrel must swear he did not do so

intcntionall> , and was then only fined according to the rank
of the deceased. The Code does not say what would be the

penalty of murder, but death is so often awarded where death

is caused that we can hardly doubt that the murderer was put

to death. If the assault only led to injury and was unintentional,

the assailant in a quarrel had to pay the doctor’s fees. A
brander, induced to remove a slave’s identification mark, could

sw'ear to his ignorance and was free. The owner of an ox which

gored a man on the street was only responsible for damages if

the ox was known by him to be vicious, even if it caused death.

Il the mancJpium died a natural death under the creditor's

hand, the creditor was scot free. In ordinary cases responsibility

was not demanded for accident or for more than proper care.

Poverty excused bigamy on tl>e part of a deserted wife.

On the other hand carelessness and neglect were severely

punished, as in the case of the unskilful physician, if it led to

loss of life or limb his hands were cut off, a slave had to be re-

placed, (he loss of his eye paid for to half his value
;
a veterinary

surgeon who caused the death of an ox or ass paid quarter value
;

a builder, whose careless workmanship caused death, lost his life

or paid for it by the death of his child, replaced slave or goods,

and in any case had to rebuild the house or make good any
damages due to defective building and repair the defect as well.

The boat-builder had to make good any defect of construction

or damage due to it for a year's warranty.

Throughout the Code respect is paid to status.

Suspicion was not enough. The criminal must be taken in

the act, <j.g. the adulterer, ravishcr, &c. A man could not be

convicted of tlieft unless the goods were found in his possession.

In the case of a lawsuit the plaintiff preferred his own plea.

There is no trace of professional advocates, but the plea had to

be in writing and the notary doubtless assisted in the drafting

of it The judge saw the plea, called the other parties before

him and sent for the witnesses. If these were not at hand he

might adjourn the case for their production, specifying a time

up to six months. Guarantees might be entered into to produce
the witnesses on a fixed day. The more important cases, es-

pecially those involving life and death, were tried by a bench of

judges. With the judges were associated a body of elders, who
shared in the decision, but whose exact function is not yet dear.

Agreements, declarations and non-contentious cases are usually

witnessed by one judge and twelve elders.

Parties and witnesses were put on oath. The penalty for

false witness was usually that which would have been awarded
the convicted criminal. In matters beyond the knowledge of

men, as the guilt or innocence of an alleged wizard or a suspected

wife, the ordeal by water was used. The accused jumped into

the sacred river, and the innocent swam while the guilty drowned.

The accused could clear himself by oath where his own know-
ledge was alone available. The plaintiff could swear to his loss

by brigands, as to goods claimed, the price paid for a slave

purchased abroad or the sum due to hum. But groat stress

was laid on the production of written evidence. It was a serious

thing to lose a document. The judges might be satisfied of its

existence and terms by the evidence oi the witnesses to k, and
riien issue an order that whenever found it should be given up.

Contracts annulled were ordered to be broken. The court might
go a journey to view the property and even take with them the

sacred symbols on which oaOh was made,

The decision given was embodied in writing, sealed and
witnessed by the judges, the elders, witnesses and a scribe.

Women might het m all ^ese capacities. The parties swore an
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oath, embodied in the document, to observe its stipulations.

Each took a copy and one was' held by the scribe to be stored in

the archives.

Appeal to the king was allowed and is well attested. The

judges at Babylon seem to have formed a superior court to

those of provincial towns, but a defendant might elect to answer

the charge before the local court and refuse to plead at Babylon.

Finally, it may be noted that many immoral acts, such as the

use of false weights, lying, &c., which could not be brought into

court, are severely denounced in the Omen Tablets as likely to

bring the offender into “ the hand of God ” as opposed to “ the

hand of the king.”
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Documents pirktiques de I'Assyrie et de la Chaldee (Pans, 1877) ;
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;
F. E. f*eiscr. Bahvlonisrhe Vertvage (Berlin, 1800),

Keilinschnfth(hc Actcnstiickc (Berlin, 1880): Jtr. Meissner, Hejtrdf;e
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Keilinschnftlichii Hiblmlhck (Rerlin, iSgd)
; C. 11 . W. Johns, Assyrian

Deeds and Documents relating to the Transfer of Property (3 vols.. Cam-
bridge. 1808) : 11 . Radau, liarlv Babylonian History (New York,

1000) ;
C. H. W. Johns, Babylonian and Assyrian J.aws, Contracts

and Letters (ICdinburgh. 1904). For editions of texts and the in

numerable ailielcs in scientific journals .see the bibliographies and
ri'ferencea in lhi‘ above works. " The Code of Hammurabi,” Pdiiio

princeps, bv Scheil in tome iv. of the Texles Llamites-Semitiques

of the M^moires de la dcl/'pation en Perse (Paris, 1902) ;
H. Winckler,

” Die Ges<*lzc Hammurabis Konigs von Babylon um 2250 v. Clir.”

])er alle Orient, iv. Jahrgatig, llefi 4: D. II. Muller, Die Gesetze

Hammurabis (Vienna', IQ03)
; J. Kohler and I'. E. Peiser, Hammurabis

Gesetz (Leipzig. 1904) ;
R'. 1'\ Harper, The Code of Hammurabi, King

of Babylon about n.r, (('liieago. 1004) ; S. A. Cook, The Laws of

Moses and the Code of Hammurabi (London, 1903). (C. H. W. J.)

BACAU, the capital of the department of Bacau, Rumania ;

situated among the foothills of the Carpathian Mountains, and

on the river Bistritza, which enters the river Sereth 5 m. S.

Pop. (1900) 16,187, including 7850 Jews. Although of modem
growth, Bacau i.s one of the chief commercial centres in Moldavia,

possessing many large timber yards. It is on the main railway

from Czernovitz, in Hukovina, to Galatz ; and on two branch

lines, one of which enters Tran.sylvania through the Ghimesh
l*a.s.s, while both give access to the salt mines, petroleum wells

and forests of the Carpathians.

BACCARAT, a gambling card-game (origin of name unknown),

supposed to have been introduced into France from Italy during

the reign of Charles VIII. There are two accepted varieties of

the game— baccarat chemin de fer (railway) and baccarat

banque (or d deux tableaux). In baccarat chemin de fer six

full packs of cards arc used. These are shuffled by a croupier

and then by any of the players -who wish to do so. From three

to eleven persons may play. Counters arc generally used and
are sold by the. banker who afterwards redeems them. The
croupier takes a number of cards from the top of the pack and
passes them to the player on his right (sometimes left) who
becomes banker, a position which he holds until he loses, when
the deal passes to the player next in order. The other players

arc called punters. The banker places before him the sum he

wishes to stake and the punters do likewise, unless a punter

desires to go bank, signifying his intention by saying, Banco!
In this case he plays against the entire stake of the banker.

After the stakes have been made the dealer deals a card to his

right for the punters, then one to himself, then a third to his

left for the punters and, finally, another to himself, all face

downwards. C!ourt cards and tens count nothing
;

all others

the number of their pips. Each punter looks at his cards, and

any one having 8 or q turns his card up and announces it, the

hand then being at an end. The player having the highest stake

plays for both punters, and if the card turned is better tlmn

that of the banker, the latter pays each punter the amount of

his stake. If not., the banker wins all stakes and the game

proceeds as before. If no announcement is made, meaning that

neither player holds 8 or 9, the banker deals another card to

the player on his right, who, if his first card is 6 or 7, will refuse

it, fearing to overrun. The second card is turned face upwards

on the table. If his card is 5 he may, or may not, accept the

second card, according to his judgment. In case of his refusal

the card is offered to th^ second punter. If the first card is

baccarat {i.e. amounts to o) or i, 2, 3 or 4, a punter always accepts

the second card. The Imnker then decides whether he will draw

another card him.self or expose his original ones, and when he

has made his play pays or receives according as he wins or loses.

Tic.s neither win nor lose but go over to the next deal. A player

who has lost on going bank may go bank Again, but no player

may go bank more than twice in succession. In the variation

baccarat banque (or d deux tableaux), three packs of cards are

used and the banker is permanent ;
the player who offers to risk

the largest amount occupying the position. A line is drawn

across the table and any one wishing to do so may place his stake

d cheiial, i.e. on the line. Stakes so placed neither win nor lose

if one side wins and the other loses, but win if both sides win

and are lost if both sides lose. The laws of baccarat are com-

plicated and no one code is accepted as authoritative, the

different clubs making their own rules.

See Badoureau, Dtiide maih/maitque sur le jeu de baccarat (Paris,

1881) ;
L. Billard. Biiviaire du baccara expirtiuental (Parib. 1883).

BACCHANALIA, the Lat. name for the wild and mystic

fcstiv'als of Bacchus (Dionysus). They were introduced into

Rome from lower Italy by way of Etruria, and held in secret,

attended by women only, on three days in the year in the grove

of Simila (Stimula, Sernelc ;
Ovid, ^ 503), near the

Aventine hill. Subsequently, admission to the rites was extended

to men and celebration.s took place five times a month. The

evil reputation of these festivals, at w'hicb the grossest de-

baucheries took place, and all kinds of crimes and political

conspiracies were supposed to be planned, led in 186 u.c. to

a decree of the senate— the so-called Senatus consultum de

Bacckanalibus, inscribed on a bronze tablet discovered in

(‘alubria (1640), now at Vienna—by which the Bacchanalia

were prohibited throughout the whole of Italy, except in certain

special cases, in which the senate res^ved the right of allow'ing

them, subject to certain restrictions, ^ut, in spite of the severe

punishment inflicted upon those who were found to be implicated

in the criminal practices disclosed by state investigation, the

Bacchanalia were not stamped out, at any rate in the south of

Italy, for a very long time (Livy xxxix. 8-19, 41 ;
xl. 19).

BACCHYLIDES, Greek lyric poet, was born at lulis, in the

island of Ceos. 11 is father's name wi».s probably Meidon
;

his

mother was a sister of Simonides, himself a native of lulis.

Eusebius says that Bacchylides ” flourished ” (^/K/Aafev) in

;

01 . 78. 2 (467 B.C.). As the term i/K/uqei- refers to the physical

prime, and was commonly placed at about the fortieth year,

we may suppose that Bacchylides was born circa 507 b.c. Among
his Odes the earliest that can be approximately dated is xii.,‘

which may belong to 481 or 479 B.c.
;
the latest is vi., of which

the date is fixed by the recently found fragment of the Olympic

register to 01 . 82. i (452 b.c.). He would thus have been some

forty-nine years younger tlian his uncle Simonides, and some

fifteen years younger than Pindar. Elsewhere Eusebius states

that Bacchylides ” was of repute ” {kyvwpl^m) in 01 . 87. 2

(431 B.c.) ;
and Georgius Syncellus, using the same word, gives

01 . 88 (428-425 B.c:.). Tlif phrase would mean that he was then

in the fulness of years and of fame. There is nothing improbable

in the supposition that he survived the beginning of the Pelopon-

nesian war.

Bacchylides, like Simonides and Pindar, visited the court of

Hiero 1 . of Syracuse (478- 467). In his fifth Ode (476 B.c.), the

word feros (v. ii) has been taken to mean that he had already

been the guest of the prince
;

and, as Simonides went to Sicily

in or about 477 b.c., that is not unlikely. Ode hi. (468 B.c.)

was possibly written at Syracuse, as verses 15 and 16 fuggest.

He there pays a high compliment to Iliero’s taste in poetry

(vcr. 3 ff.). A scholium on Pyih. ii. 90 (166) avers that Hiero

preferred the Odes of Bacchylides to those of Pindar. The
Alexandrian scholars interpreted a number of passages in Pindar

as hostile allusions to Bacchylides or Simonides. If the scholiasts

1 The references are given according to the numbering in Jebb's

edition.
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are right, it would 'appear that Pindar regarded the younger of

the two Cean poets as a jealous riv^l, who disparaged him to

their rominon patron (schol. Pyth. ii. 52 f.), and as one whose

poetical skill was due to study rather than to genius (01. ii. 91-

110). In Olymp. ii. g6 the dual yikpi^rov^ if it does not refer

to the uncle and neplievv , remains mysterious
;
nor does it admit

of probable emendal ion.^ One would gladly reject this tradition,

to which the scholia so frequently refer
:
yet it would be rash

to assume that h rested merely oi\ surmise. The Alexandrians

may have possessed evidence on the subject which is now lost.

It is tolerably certain that the three poets were visitors at lliero's

court at about the same time : Pindar and Bacchylides wTote

odes of the same kind in his honour
;
and there was a tradition

that he preferred the younger poet. There is thus no intrinsic

improbability in the hypothesis that Pindar's liaughty spirit

had smtereci, or imagined, some mortification. It is noteworthy

that, w hereas in 476 and 470 both bt* and Barcliylides celebrated

Hicro’s ^ictorics, in 46S (the most important occasion of all)

Ban^bylides alone was commissioned to do so ; although in that

year Pindar composed an ode (Olymp. ^'i.) for another Syracusan

victor at the .same fcsti'^al. Nor is it difficult to conceive that a
despot such as Hiero, whose constitutional position was ill-

defined, and w'ho was perhaps all the more exigent of deference

on that account, may have found the genial Ionian a more
agreeable courtier than Pindar, an aristocrat of the Boerito-

Aeolic type, not unmindful of “ his fathers the Aegidae,” and
rather prone to link the praises of his patron with a lofty intima-

tion of his owm claims (see, e.g., Olymp, i. ad fin.). But, what-

ever may liave been the true bearing of Pindar’s occasional

innucndoe.s, it is at an}' rate pleasant to find that in the extant

work of BaccliN’Iidcs then* is not tlie fainte.st semblance of hostile

allusion to ary rival. Nay, one might almost imagine a compli-

ment to Pindar, when, in mentioning Hesiod, he aills him Bo6(t>Tus

tlvi'jj).

I^’liitarch (de lixilifl, p.Hfio5 c) name.s Bacchylides in a list of

W’ritcrs, who after thev had been banished from their native

cities, w'crc and succc.ssful in literature. It W'os Pelopon-

nesus that afforded a new^ home to th(‘ exiled poet. The passage

gives no clue to dat(' or circumstance
;

but it implies that

l^’loponnesus was the region where the poet’s geniirs ripened

and where he did the work which established his fame. 'Iliis

points to a residence of ( onsiderable length ; and it may bi' noted

that some of the ])oems illustrate their author’s intimate know-

ledge of Peloponnesus. Thus in Ode viii.,for Antfnmedes of Phlius,

he draw.s on the legends connected wdth the Phliasian river

Asopus. In Ode \., starting from the Argive legend of Proetus

and Acrisius, he tells how the Arcadian cult of Artemis' 1 \fiym was

founded. In one of his dithyrambs (xix.) he treated the legend

of Idas (a Messonian hero) and Marpessa in the form of a
hymenaeus sung by maidens of Sparta.

The Alexandrian scholars, w'ho drew' up select lists of the

best w'ritcrs in each kind, included Bacchylides in their “ canon

of the nine lyric poets, along with Alcnmn, Sappho, Alcaeus,

Stesichorus, Ibycus, Anacreon, Simonides and Pindar. The
Alexandrian grammarian r)idymus (cirr. 30 b.c.) wrote a com-

mentary on the epinikian odes of Bacchylvles. Horace, a poet

in some respert.s of kindred genius, w'as a student of his works,

and imitated him (according to Porphyrion) in Odes, i. 15, where

Nereus predicts the destruction of Troy. Quotations from

Bacchylides, or references to him, occur in Dionysius of Hali-

carnassus, Strabo, Plutarch, Stolmeus, Athenaeus, Auliis Gellius,

Zenobius, Hephaestion, Clement of Alexandria, and various

grammarians or scholiasts. Ammianus Marcellinus (xxv. 4) says

that th(p emperor Julian enjoyed reading Bacchylides, It is clear,

then, that this poet continued to be* popular during at least the

first four centuries of our era. No inference adverse to his repute

can fairly be drawn from the fact that no m^pntion of him occurs

in the extant work of any Attic writer. The only definite esti-

mate of him by an ancient critic occurs in the treatise Ilept’Y^ous

commonly translated On the Sublime,^* but meaning rather,

^ For oth(?r explanations suggested, see Jebb’s edition, Introd.

p. 18.

“ On the Sources of Elevation in Style ”
;
a work ambiguously

ascribed to Cassius Longinus (circ. A.n. 260), but more probably

due to some writer of the first century of our era. In chapter

xxxiii. of that treatise, the aullior asks whether we ought to

prefer “ greatness ” in literature, with some attendant faults,

to flawless merit on a lower level, and of murse replies in the

affirmative, la tragedy, he asks, who would be Ion of Chios

rather than Sophocles
;
or in lyric poetry, Bacchylides rather than

Pindar ? Yet Bacchylides and Ion are “ faultless, with a style

of perfect elegance and finish.” In short, the cs.sayist regards

Bacchylides as a thoroughly finished poet of the second class, w'lio

never commits glaring faults, but never reaches the loftier heights.

The first and most general quality ol style in Bacchylides is

Ills perfect simplicity and clearness. Where the text is not

corrupt, there arc few sentences which are not lucid in meaning

and simple in structure. This lucidity is partly due, no doubt,

to the fact that he seldom attempts imagery of the bolder kind,

and never has thoughts of a subtle or complex order. Yet it

would be very unj ust to regard such clearness as merely a com-
jx'iisatory merit of lyric mediocrity, or to ignore its intimate

connexion with the man’s native grace of mind, with the artist’s

feeling for expression, with the poet’s delicate skill. How many
readers, who could enjoy and appreciate Pindar if he were less

difficult, arc stopped on the threshold by the aspect of liis style,

and are fain to save their self-esteem b}' concluding that he i.s

at once turgir] and shallow ! A pellucid style must always lun e

been a source of wide, though modest, popularity for Bacchylides.

If it l)e true that Hiero preferred Jurn to Pindar, and tliat he was
a favourite with Julian, those instances suggest the charm which

he must always have had tor cultivated readers to whom affairs

did not leave much leisure for study, and who rejoiced in a poet

with whom they could live on such easy terms.

Another prominent trail in the style of Bacchylides is his bwe
of picturescjue detail. This chariK'teristic marks the fragment by
which, before the discovery of the i8g6 j\IS., he was best known
—a passage, from one of liis paeans, on the blessings of peace

(fr. 13, Bergk, 3, Jebb); and it frequently appears in the Odes,

especially in the mythical narrath'cs. Greater poets can make
an image fia.sh upon the mind, as Pindar sometimes does, by
a magic phrase, or by throwing one or two .salient points into

strong relief. The method of Bacchyiitlos is usually quieter

;

he paints cabinet pictures. Observation and elegance do more
for him than grasp or piercing insight

; but his work is often of

very higli excellence in its own kind. His treatment of simile

is only a special phase of this general tendeni y. It Ls exemplified

by the touches with which he elaborates the simile of the eagle

in Ode v., and that of the .storm-tossed mariners in Ode xii.

This full development of simile is Homeric in manner, hut not

Homeric in motive : Homer’s aim is vividness
; Bacchylides

is rather intent on the decorative value of the deUils themselves.

There are occasional flashes of brilliancy in his imagery, when it

is lit up by his keen sense of beauty or splendour in external

nature. A radiance, “ as of fire,” streams from the forms of the

Nereids (xvi. 103 ff.). An athlete shines out among his fellows

like ” the bright moon of the mid-month night ” among the stars

(viii. 27 ff.). The sudden gleam of hope which comes to the

Trojans by the withdrawal of Achilles is like a ray of sunslrine

“ from beneath the edge of a storm-cloud ” (xii. 105 ff.). The
shades of the departed, as seen by Heracles on the banks of the

Cocytus, are compared to the countless leaves fluttering in the

wind on ” the gleaming headlands of Ida ” (v. 65 ff.)—an image

not unworthy of Dante or of Milton.

Among the minor features of this poet's style the most
remarkable is his use of epithets. A god or goddess nearly

always receives some ornamental epithet
;
sometimes, indeed,

two or even three (e.g. KaAvxocrre^dvop (nfiva^ . . . ’A/orc/aco^

V. 98 f.). Such a trait is in unison with the epic-

manner, the straightforward narrative, which we find in some
of the larger poems (as in v., x., and xvi.). On the other hand,

the copious use of such ornament 1ms the disadvantage that it

sometimes gives a tinge of conventionality to his work. This

impression is 'somewhat strengthened by the fact that many
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of the epithets are long compound words, not found elsewhere

and (in some cases at least) probably invented by the poet

;

words which suggest a deliberate effort to vary the stock

repertory.

The poems contained in the MS. of Bacchylides found
(see below) in 1896 are of two classes: 1 . Odes of Victory;

II. Dithyrambs. The Ode of Victor\\ iTrivUiov (/u^Aos) or

eTTM'/Ao? (jV'I'os'), is a form derived from the which was
properly a song in praise of a deity. Stesichonis (c. 6x0

B.c.) seems to have been the first who composed hymns in

honour, not of gods, but of heroes
;
the next step was to write

hymns in celebration of victories by living men. This custom
arose in the second half of the 6th century u.c., the age in which
tlie games at the four great Greek festivals reached the fulness

of tlieir popularity. Simonides (b. c. 556 u.c.) was the earliest

recorded writer of epinikia. His odes of this class are now repre-

sented only by a few very small fragments, some twenty lines

in all. Two of these fragments, belonging to the description

of a chariot-race, warrant the belief that Simonides, in his

epinikia, differed from Pindar in dwelling more on the incidents

of the particular victory. The same characteristic is found in

the epinikia of Bacchylides. His fifth ode, and Pindar’s first

Olympian^ alike celebrate the victory^ of the horse Pherenicus

;

blit, while Pindar’s reference to tlie race itself is slight and
general (vv. 20*22), Bacchylides describes the running of the

winner much more vividly and fully (vv. 37-49).

Thf MS. contains fourteen epinikia, or lliirteen if Blass l>e right

in supposing that Odes v'l. and vii., as numliered by Kenyon in the
i‘dUin princeps, are parts of a singh* ode (lor Lachoii ol (X*os). fi'our

(or on the view just stated, three) of the od(‘.s rt:laie to tlie Olympian
lestival : two to the rythian ; three to the Isthmian : three to tfie

Nemeaii; and one to a Th(‘ssalian festival called tlie llfr^ata. Tliis

comes last. The order m which th(* MS. arranges tlie other epinikia
seems to be casual

;
at least it does not follow (i) tlie alphalictical

sequence of the victors’ names, or of the names of their citie-*
; nor

(z) chronological sequence; iior (3) classification by contests; nor
I4) elassilicatioii by festivals except that the tour great lestivals

jirecede the Petvaea. The first ode. celebrating a victory of the Ceaii
Argiuos at the Isthmus, may ]>ossibly have hi^en placed there lor a
biographical reason, viz., because the poet tp-ated in it tlie early
login Is of his native island.

A mythical narrative, connected in some way with the victor

or lus {'ilv, usually occupies the central part of the I’indaric ode.

It scTve.s to lift the poem into an ideal region, and to invest it

with more than a local or tom|x>rary significance. The method
of Bacchylides in this department of the epinikion is be.st illus-

trated by the myth of Croe.sus in Ode iii., that of Heracles and
Meleager in Ode v., and that of the Prootides in Ode x. Pindar’s

Italjit is to select certain momerxts or sfcnes of a legend, which
lie depicts with great force and vividness. Bacchylides, on the

other hand, has a gentle flow of simple epic narrative
; he relies

on the interest of the story as a whole, rather tlian on his power
of presenting situations. Another element, always present in

the longer odes of victory, is that which may be called the
“ gnomic.’’ Here, again, there is a contrast between the two
poets. Pindar packs his yviZymiy his maxims or moral senti-

ments, into terse and sometimes obscure epigrams
;

he utters

them in a didactic tone, as of one who can speak with the com-
manding voice of Delphic wisdom. 'The moralising of Bacchylides

is rather an utterance of quiet meditation, sometimes recalling

the strain of Ionian gnomic elegy.

The epinikia of Bacchylides are followed in the MS. by six

compositioas which the Alexandrians classed under the general

name of , and which we, too, must be content

to describe collectively as Dithyrambs. The derivation of

iit-OvftafjbPfys is uticertain : 6* may be the root seen in fitos

(cp. ^/7r($Attt), and another form of a

word by which Cratiiius (c, 448 B.c.) denotes some kind of hynm
to the wine-god. 'Flie “ dithyramb,” first mentioned by Archi-

lochus (f. 670 B.C.), received a finished and choral form from

Arion of I.esbos (c. 600 b.c.). His dithyrambs, produced at

Corinth, belonged to the cult of Dionysus, and the members of

his chorus (rpaytKo^ personated satyrs. Originally

concerned with the birth of the god, the dithyramb came to deal

with all his fortunes : then its scope became still larger
;

it might
celebrate, not Dionysus alone, but any god or hero. This last

development had taken place before the close of the 6th century

B.c. wSimonides wrote a dithyramb on Memnon and Titlionus
;

Ifindar, on Orion and on Heracles. Hence the Alexandrian
scholars used in a wide sense, as denoting simply
a lyric poem occupied with a mythical narrative. Thus Ode xvii,

of Bacchylides (relating the voyage of Thesetis to Crete), though
it was clearly a Tratdv for the Jlclian Apollo, was classed by the

Alexandrians among his “ dithyrambs ”—as appears not only
from its place in our MS., but also from the allusion of Servius

(onA en. vi . 2
1 ). The six dithyrambs of Bacchylides are arranged

in (approximately) alphabetical order: ’Ai'Tiyi/opiSaq 'Hpa^A'^s’,

y Or/trerv, Bt/o-cps-, *Io), ’'JiSac. The principal feature, licst

exemplified by the first and tliird, is necessarily epic narrative,-

often adorned with touches of j>icturescjue detail, and animated
by short speeches in the epic manner.

Several other classes of composition are represented by those

fragments of Bacchylides, preserved in ancient literature, which
were known before the discovery of the new MS. (i) vfivoi.

Among these we hear of the ttroire/utTrTtKot, hymns of pious fare-

well, speeding some god on his way at the season when he passed
from one haunt to another. (2) 7ratai/£?, represented by the

well-known fragment on the blessings of peace. (3) 7r/o<xro8ta,

choral odes sung during processions to temples. (4) iyropxypa-Tu,

lively dance-songs for religious festivals. (5) €/)ii»TiKa, represented

by five fragments oB a class akin to o-KoAm, drinking-songs.

Under this head come some lively and humorous verses on the

power of wine, imitated by Horace {Odes, iii. 21. 13-20). It may
be conjectured that the facile grace and l^right fancy of Bacchy-
lides were seen to especial advantage in light compositions of this

kind. (6) The elegiacs of Bacchylides are represented by two
liriypapfiaTa dmthjiMiTLKa, each oi four lines, in the Palatine
Antia)logy. The first {Anitf. vi. 313) is an iascription for an
offering commemorative of a victory ^lined by a chorus with a
poem written by Bacchylides. The second (Anth. vi. 53) is an
inscription for a shrine dedicated to Zephyrus. Its authenticity

has been questioned, but not disproved.

The papyrus containing the odes of Bacchylides whs found in

Egypt by natives, and reached the British Museum in the autumn
of 1896, If was tlicn in about 200 pieces. By the skill and industry
of Mr F. G. Kenyon, the editor of the editio princeps (1807). the MS.
was reconstruct cd from these lacerated mi'inbers. As now arranged,
the MS. consists of three sections, (i) The lirst section contains
22 columns of writing. It breaks off alter the 8 opening verses of
Ode xii. (2) 'Jlie second section contains columns 23*29. Of these,
column 23 IS rejirescnted only by the last letters of two words. This
section compris».*s what remain.s of Odes xiii. and xiv. It breaks off

before the end ol xiv., which is the last of the epinikia. (3) The
third section comprises columns 30-39. Jl begins with the mutilated
opening verses of Ode xv. {'AvTijeopldiu , the first of the dithyrambs),
and breaks off after verse i t of the last dithyramb. "lias. The number
of lines in a column varies from 32 to 36, the usual number being 35,
or (though less often) 34.

It is impossible to say how much has been lost between the end
of column 29 and the beginning oi column 30. Probably, however.
Ode xiv,, if not the last, was nearly the last of the epinikia. It
concerns a festival of a merely local character, the Thessalian
ll(*r/)«ua, and was therefore placed after the thirteen other epinikia,
which axe connected with the four great testivals. The same lacuna
leaves it doubtful whetlier any collective title was prefixed to the
SiOupafipoL. After the last column (39) of the MS., a good deal has
probably been lost. Bacchylides seems to have written at least
three other poems of this class (on Cassandra, Laocooti and Philoc-
tetes)

; and these would have come, m alphabetical order, after the
last of the extant six (Idas).

The writing ol the MS. is a fine uncial. It presents some traits
of a distinctly Ptolemaic type, though it lacks some features found
in the earlier Ptolemaic MSS. (those of the 3rd or 2nd century b.c.).
Among the characteristic forms of letters is the T. with a shallow
curve on the lop of the upright

; a form found in MSS. ascribed to
the Tst century b.c., and different from the more fully formed upsilon
of the Ronian period. Another very significant letter is tlic S,
written as a form'which begins to go out after e. 50 b.c., giving
place to one in which the middle stroke is connected with the other
two. From these and other indications it is probable that the MS.
is not later than the middle of the ist century b.c.
The scribe, though he sometimes corrected his own mistakes,

was, on the whole, careless of the sense, a.s of the metre ; he seems
to have been a mechanical copyist, excellent in penmanship, but
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inteat only on the letters. The MS. has received corrections or

small supplements from at least two different persons. One of

them (Kenyon '.s A“) was contemporary; or nearly so, with the scribe.

The other (A**) was considerably later
;
he wrote a Roman cursive

which might belong to the end of the ist century a.d., or to the early

part of tlie and. The correctors seem to lie generally trustworthy
;

though, like the scribe, they were inattentive to metre, passing over
many metrical faults which could easily have been removed. They
appear to have compan'd their MS. with another, or others ; but
they sometimes madl a Imd use of such aid, intruding a false reswiing

where their text had the true one.

Breathings are generally added, especially rough breathings
;

the
form is usually sciuarc, but sometimes partially rounded. Accents
are added, not to all words, but only, as a rule, to those which
might cause doubt or difficulty to the reader. This was the Alex-
andrian practice, accents being regarded as aids to correct reading,

and more liberally used when the dialect was not Attic. In accord-
ance with the older system, the accent is not ^\Titten on the last

syllable of a word
;
when the accent falls there, a grave accent is

written on the preceding syllable, or on two such syllables (c.g.

As Kenyon observes, no MS. of e^jual antiquity is so well supplied
with accents. The MS. which comes nearest to it in this re.spect is

the Aleman fragment in the Louvre, whicli is of similar or slightly

higher age, belonging perhaps to the early part of the ist century
A.D.

; and in that M.S. the comparatively frequent accents were
doubtless designed to aid readers unfamiliar with Aleman’s Laconian
Doric. With regard to other grammatical or metrical signs {irftofftpdiai)

used in the Bacchylidos MS., there is not much that calls for special

remark. The punctuation, whether by the scrif)e or by correctors,

is very sparse, and certainly cannot always be regarded as authori-
tative. The signs denoting the end of a strophe or antistrophe
{paragraphus), of an e])od<‘ {coronis), or of amode (asterisk), are often
omitted by the scribe, and, when employed, arc sometimes placed
incorrectly, or employed in an irregular manner.

Editions.—F. G. Kenyon, Ed. princeps (iSyy)
; F. Blass, 3rd ed.

(1904) ; H. Jurenka (1898) ;
N. Festa, text, translation and notes

(1898). [The late.st edition is by Sir Richard Jebb (1905), with
introduction, notes, translation, and bibliography ; text only
(1906). See also T. Zanghieri, Studi su Bacchilide, Bibliograpa
Bacchilidea, jS^~/<poj (1905)]. (R. C. J.)

BACCIO D* AGNOLO (c. 1460-1 543), Florentine wood-carver,

sculptor and architect, had the family name of Baglioni, but was
always known by the abbreviation of Bartolommeo into Baccio

and the use of d’ Agnolo as meaning the son of Angelo, his father's

name. He started as a wood-carver, and between 1491 and 1502

did much of the decorative carving in the church of Santa Maria

Novella and the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence. Having made his

reputation as a sculptor he appears to have turned his attention

to architecture, and to have studied at Rome, though at what
precise date is uncertain

;
but quite at the beginning of the 16th

century he was engaged with Simon Pollajuolo in restoring the

Palazzo Vecchio, and in 1506 he was commissioned to complete

the drum of the cupola of the metropolitan church of Santa

Maria del Fiore. The latter work, however, was interrupted on

account of adverse criticisms from Michelangelo, and it remained

unexecuted. Baccio d’ Agnolo also planned the Villa Borghese

and the Bartolini palace, with other fine palaces and villas. The
Bartolini palace was the first house to be ^iven frontispieces

of columns to the door and windows, previously confined to

churches; and he was ridiculed by the Florentines for his

innovation. Another much-admired work by him was the

campianile of the church of Santo Spirito. His studio was the

resort of the most celebrated artists of the day, Michelangelo,

Sansovino, the brothers Sangallo and the young Raphael. He
died in 1543, leaving three sons, all architects, the best-known

being Giuliano.

BACH, JOHANN SEBASTIAN (1685-1750), German musical

composer. The Bach family was ofimportance in the history of

music for nearly two hundred years. Four branches of it were

known at the beginning of the i6th century, and in 1561 we
hear of Hans Bach of Weehmar who is believed to be the father

of Veit Bach (bom about 1555). The family genealogy, drawn

pMmiiy ^ J*
himself and completed by his

son Philipp Emanuel
,
describes Veit Bach as the founder

of the family, a baker and a miller, “ whose zither must have
sounded veiy pretty among the clattering of the mill-wheels.’*

His son, Hans Bach, der Spidmann,^' is the first professional

musician of the family. Of Hans’s large family the second son,

Christoph, was the grandfather of Sebastian Bach. Another son,

Heinrich, of Amstadt, had two sons, Johann Michael and Johann
Christoph, who are among the greatest of J. S. Bach’s fore-

runners, Johann Christoph being now supposed (although this is

still disputed) to be the author of the splendid motet, Ich lasse

dich nichi{^' I wrestle and pray ”), formerly ascribed to Sebastian

Bach. Another descendant of Veit Bach, Johann Ludwig, was

admired more than any other ancestor by Sebastian, who copied

twelve of his church cantatas and sometimes added work of his

own to them.

The Bach family never left Thuringia until the sons of Sebastian

went into a more modem world. Through all the misery of the

peasantry at the period of the Thirty Years’ War thi.s clan

maintained its position and produced musicians who, however

local their fame, were among the greatest in Europe. So

numerous and so eminent were they that in Erfurt musicians

were known as “ Bachs,” even when there were no longer any

members of the family in the town. Sebastian Bach thus

inherited the artistic tradition of a united family whose circum-

stance? had deprived them of the distractions of the century of

musical fermentation which in the rest of P2urope had destroyed

polyphonic music.

Johann Seba.stian Bach was baptized at Eisenach on the 23rcl

of March 1685. His parents died in his tenth year, and his elder

brother, Johann Christoph, organist at Ohrdruf, took

charge of him and taught him music. The elder brother

is .said to have been jealous of Sebastian’s talent, and to

have forbidden him access to a manuscript volume of works by
Froberger, Buxtehude and other great organists. ICvery night

for six months Sebastian got up, put his hand through the lattice

of the bookcase, and copied the volume out by moonlight, to the

permanent ruin of his eyesight (as Is shown by all the extant

portraits of him at a later age and by the blindness of his last

years). VTien he had finished, his brother discovered the copy

and took it away from him. In 1700 Sebastian, now fifteen and

thrown on his own resources by the death of his brother, went to

Liineburg, where his beautiful soprano voice obtained him an

appointment at the school of St Michael as chorister. He seems,

however, to have worked more at instrumcntiil than at vocal

music. Apart from the choristers’ routine, his position provided

only for his general education, and we know little about his

definite musical instructors. In any case he owed his musical

development mainly to his own incessant study of classical and

contemporary composers, such as Frescobaldi {c. 1587), Caspar

Kerl (1628-1693), Buxtehude, Froberger, Muffat the elder,

Pachelbel and probably Johann Joseph Fux (1660-1741), the

author of the Gradus ad Parnassutn on which dl later classical

composers were trained. A prettier and no less authentic story

than that of his brother’s forbidden organ-volume tells how, on

his return from one of the many holiday expeditions which Bach

made to Hamburg on foot to hear the great Dutch organist

Reinken, he sat outside an inn longing for the dinner he could not

afford, when two herring-heads were flung out of the window, and

he found in each of them a ducat with which he promptly paid

his way, not home, but back to Hamburg. At Hamburg, also,

Reiser was laying the foundations of German opera on a splendid

scale which must have fired Bach’s imagination though it never

directly influenced his style. On the other hand Reiser’s church

music was of immense importance in his development. In Celle

the famous Hofkapelle brought the influence of French music to

bear upon Bach’s art, an influence which inspired nearly all his

works in suite-form and to which his many autograph copies of

Couperin’s music bear testimony. Indeed, there is no branch

of music, from Palestrina onwards, conceivably accessible in

Bach’s time, of which we do not find specimens carefully copied

in his own handwriting. On the other hand, when Bach, at the

age of nineteen, became organist at Amstadt, he found Liibeck

within easy distance, and there, in October 1705, he went to hear

Buxtehude, whose oi^gan works show so close an affinity to Bach’s

style that only their lack of coherence as wholes reveals to the

attentive listener that with all their nobility they are not by

Bach himself. Bach’s enthusiasni^^for Buxtehude caused him

to outstay his leave by three months; and this, together with his
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habit of astonishing the congregation by the way he harmonized

the chorales got him into trouble. But he was dready too great

an ornament to be lightly dismissed ; and though his answers to

the complaints of the authorities (every word of which makes
amusing reading in the archives of the church) were spirited

rather than satisfactory, and the consisiorium had to add to their

complaints the grave scandal of his allowing a “ strange maiden
”

to sing in the church,^ Bach was able to maintain his position at

Arnstadt until he obtained the organistship. of St Blasius in

M iiblhausen in 1 707. Here he married his cousin, easily identified

with the “ strange maiden ” of Arnstadt
;
and here he wrote his

first great church cantatas, Aus der Tiefe^ Gott ist mein Konig

and GoUes Zcii.

Bach’s mastery of the keyboard attracted universal attention,

and prevented his ever being unemployed. In 1708 he went to

Weimar where his successes were crowned by his appointment,

in 17x4, at the age of twenty-nine, as Hofkonzerimcister to the

duke of Weimar. Here the composition of sacred music was one

of his most congenial duties, and the great cantata, Ich haite viel

BekummernisSy was probably the first work of his new office. In

1717 Bach visited Dresden in the course of a concert tour, and
was induced to challenge the arrogant French organist, J. Louis

Marchand, who was making himself thoroughly disliked by the

German musicians who could not deny his powers. Bach was
first given an opportunity of listening secretly to Marchand’s

playing, then a competition on the organ was proposed, and a

day was fixed for the tournament at which all the court and all

the musical celebrities of the town were to be present, to see

nothing less than the issue between French and German music.

Marchand took up the challenge contemptuously
;
but it would

appear that he also was allowed to listen secretly to Bach’s

playing, for on the clay of the tournament the only news of him
was that he had left Dresden by the earliest coach.

'rhis triumph was followed by Bach’s appointment as KapeU-
meisier to the duke of Cotlien, a post which he held from 1717 to

1723. 'rhe Cothen period is that of Bach's central instrumental

works, such as the first book of the Wohltemperiries Klavier^

the solo violin and violoncello sonatas, the Brandenbuig con-

certos, and the Frencli and Knglish suites.

In 1723, finding his position at Cothen uninspiring for choral

music, he removed to Leipzig, where he became cantor of the

Thomasschule, being still able to retain his post as visiting Kapell-

rneister at Cothen, besides a similar position at Weissenfels. His

wife had died in 1720, leaving seven children, of whom Frieder-

mann and Philipp Emanuel had a great future before them. (For

his sons s- 1* Bach, K. P. E., below.) In December 1721 Bach
married again, and for the beautiful soprano voice of his second

wife he wrote many of his most inspired arias. She was a great

help to him with all his work, and her musical handwriting soon

became so like his own that her copies are difficult to distinguish

from his autographs. In 1729 Bach heard that Handel was for

a second time visiting Halle on his way back to London from
Italy. A former attempt ot Bach’s to meet Handel had failed,

and now he was too ill to travel, so he sent his son to Halle to

invite Handel to Leipzig
;
but the errand was not successful,

and much to Bach’s disappointment he never met ^is only com-
peer. Bach so admired Handel that he made a manuscript copy
of his Passion nach Brockes. This work, though almost unknown
in England then as now, was, next to the oratorios of Reiser, in-

comparably the finest Passion then accessible, as Graun’s beauti-

ful masterpiece, Der Tod Jesu^ was not composed until four years

after Bach’s death. The disgusting poem of Brockes (which was
set by every German composer of the time) was transformed by
Bach with real literary skill os the groundwork of the non-

scriptural numbers in his Passion according to Si John.

All Bach’s most colossal achievements, such as the Passion

according to St Matthew and the B Minor Mass (for discussion of

which see Okatorio and Mass), date from his cantorship at

Lebzig. But, important and cc^enial as was his position there,

ana smooth as the course of his life seems to have been until

* d{>ftta points out that this cannot mean singing in the choir at
a service, Init'makliig music hvchurch privately*

his death in 1750, he must have had quite as much experience as

can have been good for him. He was often ruffled by the town
councillors of Leipzig, who (tike his earlier employers at Arnstadt)

were shocked by the “ unecclesiastical style ” of his composi-

tions and by his independent bearing. But he had more serious

troubles. Of his seven children by his first wife only three

survived him. By his second wife he had thirteen children, of

whom he lost four of the six sons. For tha head of so large a
family his post was dignified rather than lucrative, and few

documents tell a prouder tale of uncomplaining thrift than the

inventory of his possessions made after his death. One can only

be thankful that he did not live to see anything but the wonder-

ful promise of his son Friedermann, who, in the words of the

brilliantly successful K. Philipp Emanuel Bach, was more nearly

capable of replacing his father tlian all the rest of the family

together. The prospect of complete loss of the tradition of his

own polyphonic art he faced with equanimity, saying of the new
style, which in the hands of his own son, Philipp Emanuel, was

soon to eclipse it for the next hundred years, “ The art lias

advanced to great heights : the old style of music no longer

pleases our modern ears.” But it would have broken his heart

if he had foreseen that P'riedermann Bach wus to attain a dis-

reputable old age after a dissolute and unproductive life.

The brilliant successes of Philipp Emanuel led to his appoint-

ment as court-compo.ser to the king of Prussia and hence, in 1747,

to Sebastian’s being summoned to visit Frederick the Great at

Potsdam, an incident which Bach always regarded as the cul-

mination of his career, much as Dr J ohnson regarded his inter-

view with George III. Bach had to play on the numerous newly

invented pianofortes of Silbermann which the king had boujjht,

and also to try the organs of the churches of Potsdam. Frederick,

whose musical reputation rested on a genuine if narrow basis,

gave him a splendid theme on which to extemporize
;
and on that

theme Bach afterwards wrote Das musikalische Opfer. Two years

after this event his sight began to fail, and before long he shared

the fate of Handel in becoming perfectly blind.'-^

Bach died of apoplexy on the 28th of July 1750. His lo.ss was
deplored as that of one of the greatest organists and clavier

players of his time. Of his compositions comparatively little was
known. At his death his MS. works were divided amongst his

sons, and many of them have been lost
;
only a small fraction of

his greater works was recovered when, after the lapse of nearly

a century, the verdict of his neglectful posterity was reversed

by the modern upholders of polyphonic art. Even now some
important works are still apparently irrecoverable.

The rediscovery of Bach is closely connected with the name
of Mendelssohn, who was amongst the first to proclaim by
word and deed the powers of a genius too gigantic to

be grasped by three generations. By the enthusiastic

endeavours of Mendelssohn, Schumann and others,

and in England still earlier by the performances and publica-

tions of Wesley and Crotch, the circle of Bach’s worshippers

rapidly increased. In 1850, a century after his death, a

society was started for the correct publication of all Bach’s

remaining works. -Robert Franz, the great song-writer, did good
.service in arranging Some of Bach’s finest works for modem
performance, until the experience of a purer scholarship could

prove not only the possibility but the incomparably greater

beauty of a strict adherence to Bach’s own scoring. The Porson

of Bach-scholarship, however, is Wilhelm Rust (grandson of the

interesting composer of that name who wrote polyphonic suites

and fantasias early in the 19th century). During the fourteen

years of his editorship of tl^ Bach-GeseUschaft he displayed a
steadily increasing insight into Bach’s style which has never since

been rivalled. In more than one case he has restored harmoxpes

of priceless value from incomplete texts, by means of research

and reasoning which he sums up in a modest footnote that reads

as something self-evident. His prefaces to the Bach-GeseUsekafi

volumes are perhaps the most valuable contributions to the

criticism of i$^-century musk ever written, Spitta’s great

biography not Excepted.
^ The same surgeon operated unsuccessfully on both composers.
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Bach*s importance in the history of music cannot be cxag-

feratod. His art, neglected as old-fashioned and crabbed by his

younger contemporaries, survived oifly in ^rtain limited aspects

as the subject of a desultory and unintelligent academic study,

until its re-diw^very by Mendelssohn. And yet, whatever dia-

rum may have been foisted on it by corrupt tr^itions and

^noranoe of its idioms, whenever any fragment of it gained the

inner ear of a true^composcr the effect on the history of music

was immediate and profound . 1ndeed his influence is by no means

chiefly manifested in the time when his work became known in i

its larger aspects, though the Bach-revival is very obviously !

connected with certain tendencies in the “ Romantic ” movement
in music. But, however clear we may consider Bach’s claim to

the title of “ the first of Romanticists,” the full influence of his

whole work has hardly yet begun to show itself. Schumann died

before even such enthusiasts as the editors of the Bach-Gesell- I

schaft began to find more beauty than extravagance in Bach’s

ordinary musical language (sec, for example, Hauptmann’s

letters passim, The Letters of a Letpziff Cantor^ trans. by A. D.

(>)leridge, London, Novello, Ewer, 1892), or, indeed, to grasp

the main features of his designs.' The labours of the Back-

Gesellschaft have occupied more than fifty years, during which

about four-fifths of Bach’s choral works have been published for

the first time
;
and it would be surprising if another fifty years

sufficed to make these aderiuatcly known to the world at large. ;

It is difficult to make an anthology of such bulky works as church-
|

cantatas, nor does an anthology meet the purpose- where the

whole work so constantly attains that excellence for which the

anthologist seeks. Except for practical difficulties (as when
Bach writes for obsolete instruments) the only reason why some
cantatas are t>ftter known than others is that a beginning must
be made somewhere. Indeed, a cantata was recently selected,

on the ground of its popularity, for a choral competition in a

small English country town the year before it was performed

as a novelty in Berlin I

it is clear, then, that the influence of Bach’s art as an under-

stood whole is still undeveloped. In the past history of music

his part was hardly suspected except by the grciit composers

themselves
;
and, to any one contemplating the art of the genera-

tion after him, it might have seemed that both he and Handel had

worked in vain. Yet his was the most subtle and universal force

in the development of music, even when his musical langui^e

seemed hopelessly forgotten, Mozart, when rapidly advancing

to the height of his mastery, hod but to read the Baron von

Swieten’s manuscript copies of the motets and of the Wohl-

temperirtes Klavier, and his style, quite apart from his immediate

essays in the old art-forms, and apart also from the influence of

his study of Handel, developed a new polyphonic richness and

depth of harmony which steadily increased until his untimely

death. Beethoven studied all the accessible works of Bach pro-

foundly, and frequently quoted them in his sketch-books, often

with a direct bearing on his own works. His rendering of the

Wohltemperirtes Klavier is said to be recorded in the marks of

expression and tempo given in Czerny’s edition ; and if that

record is true, Beethoven must have b«n completely in the dark

a.s to Bach’s meaning in many important respects ; but art is

full of such illustrations of the way in which great minds influence

each other in spite of every barrier which diversity of language

and time can net Beethoven’s great Thirty-three Varwtions

on a Walt* by DiabelU were actuaSy described in the publi^r’s

puff as worthy of their kinship with the Goldberg Vanarions
”

of Bach ; and that kinship is revealed jn its truest light by a

companion lietween Beethoven’s 31st variation and Bach’s2^

;

for here, just where the resemblance is most obvious, each com-

poser utteni his most intimate expression of feeling.

In the same way, Chopin is nowhere more chaitcteristic than

where he fthows his love of the Wohltf^eriries Klavier in his

ttudes and Fn^udes ;
and so subtle is the influence of poly-

» See the wild ocmiectiiree of the editor of the Four Short Umuss

as to the “ displacing
** of structure in the kyrie of the G nunor

iB -G Jakr. viil. preface, with Rust's answer in the preface to Jahr.

xxiil.).'
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phonic style even over a writer so little apt to make direct use

of it as Giopin, that one of Schumann’s few plagiarisms occurs

in his use of h j^rase from Chopin’s F minor l^tude (written for

the Methode des meihodes) as the subject of a fugue (Op. 72,

No. 3). And, apart from fugues, which Schumann cultivated

assiduously at a late stage in his career, the influence of Bach

pervades the texture and rhythm of his work in more ways than

can easily be followed.

In a more external, but not leas significant way, the Passion

according to St Matthew made its mark on Mendelssohn from

the time when he di-scovered it at the age of twelve, and suggested

to him many features in the general design of oratorios, by means

of which he rescued that branch of art from the operatic influences

that ruined Beethoven’s Mount of (Mines. Without the example

of Bach, Wagner’s sdicmes of Leitmotif would never in his

lifetime have become woven into that close polyphonic texture

which secures for his music a flow as continuous as that of drama
itself :—and intimately connected with this is the whole subject

of Wagner’s harmonization, which in many of its boldest char-

acteristics was foreshadowed by Bach. A close study of the

texture of Brahms’s work shows that he develops Bach’s and
Beethoven’s artistic devices pari passu, and that the result is a
complete unifiaition of tliat opposition between polyphony and
form which in the infancy of the sonata (as in every transitional

stage in musiail history) threatened to wreck the art as a false

antithesis wrecks a philosophy. Perhaps the only great com-
posers who escaped the direct influence of Bach are Gluck and
Berlioz. Even Gluck reproduced in ever>* detail of harmony
and figure tlie first twelve Imrs of the (Mgue of Bach’s B flat

Clavier-Partita in the aria ‘‘Jc t'implore et je tremble” in

Jphigenie cn Taunde. But plagiarism, however unconscious,

is a very different thing from that profound indebtedness which
makes a great man attain his truest originality

;
and Gluck’s

training practically deprived him of Bach’s direct influence,

useful as that would have been to the attainment of his aims in

harmonic and choral expression. The indirect influence* no one

could escape, for whatever in modem music is not traceable to

Sebastian Bach is traceable to his sons, who were encouraged by
their father in the cultivation of those infant art-forms which

were so soon to dazzle the world into the belief that his own work

was obsolete.

Bach’s place in music is thus for higher than that of a reformer,

or even of an inventor of new forms. He is a spectator of all

musical time and existence, to whom it is not of the s^llcst

importance whether a thing be new or old, so long as it is true.

It is doubtful whether even the forms most peculiar to him (such

as the arpeggio-prelude) are of his invention. Yet he left no

form as he found it,—not even that most conventional of all,

the Da Capo Aria, which he did not outwardly alter in the least.

On the other hand, with every form he touched he said the last

word. All the material that cx)uld be assimilated into a mature

art he vitalized in his own way, and he had no imitators. The

language of music changed at his death, and liis influence

I

became all-pervading just because he was not the prophet of

j

the new art, but an unbiassed seeker of truth. Whether so great

a man becomes ” progressive ” or “ reactionary ” depends on

the artistic resources of his time. He will always work at the

kind of art that is most complete and consistent in all its aspects.

The same spirit of truthfulness that makes Sebastian Bach hold

himself aloof from the progressive art which he encourages in

his sons, drives Beethoven to invent new forms and new means

of expression with every work he writes. Gluck abolished the

Da Capo Aria, because it was unfit for dramatic music. Bach

did not abolish it, because he did not intend to write dramatic

music in the strict sense of the term. Mature musical art in

Bach’s time could not be dramatic, except in the loose sense m
which the term may be applied to an epic poem. Dramatic

expiessioti, ptopetly so cattsd, can only be attained in music

by the iuB development ol resources that do not blend with

those of Bach’s art at alL Meanwhile there are many things

unsuitoble for th^ stage which are nevertheless valuable on

purely musical grounds j and the Da Oupo Aria was one. Bach
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enveloped it in a great vanety of mys, iHiite lataining even the
minor detafls of what in other hands had long before become its

conventional form
;
but the one thing he did not do was to abuse

it according to time-honoured custom as the staple fonn for

opera. For that he had too much dramatic insight. His treat-

ment of other important art-forms is illustrated in the articles

on CONTRAPITNTAL FORMS
;
CONCERTO and INSTRUMENTATION.

Here we may attempt to illustrate his methods by such
forms and characteristics as cannot be classified under those
headings.

I. The toccatas of Buxtehude and his predecessors show how
an effecti\^ musical scheme may be suggested by running over

lUuMtim- keyboard of an organ as if to try {toctare) the

r/oMof touch, then bursting out into sustain^ and full

harmony, and at last .settling down to a fugue. But
before Bach no one seemed able to keep the fugue in

motion long enough to make a convincing dimax. Very soon it

collapsed and the pn)cess of rjuasi-extemporization began again,
to culminate in a new fugue which often gave the whole work
a happy but deceptive suggestion of organic unity by being
founded on an ingenious variation of the subject f)f the first

fugue. But in Bach’s hands the toccata becomes one of the
noblest and most plastic of forms. The introductory runs may
be disjointed and exaggerated to grotesqueness, until the gaps
between them gradually fill out, and they build themselves up
into grand piles of musical architecture, as in the organ toccata
in C ; or they may be worked out on an enormous scale in long
and smooth canonic passages with a definite theme, as in the
greatest of all toccatas, that in F for organ, which is most
artistically followed V)y a fugue unusually quiet for its size. In
one instance, the toccata at the beginning of the E minor clavier-

partita, the introductory runs, though retaining much of the
extempore character from which the form derives its name,
lake shape in a highly organized and rounded-off group of

contrasted themes. The fugue follows without change of time,

and is developed in so leisurely a manner that it is fully as

long as a normal fugue on a large scale by the time it reaches
wliat sounds like its central episode. At this point some of the
introduc.t()r>^ matter quietly enters, and leads to a recapitulation
of the whole introduction in the key now reached. The obvious
sequel would be a counter-development of the fugue, at least

as long as what has gone before, as in the clavier-toccata in

C minor; but Bach dcajs not choose to weary the hearer and
weaken the impression of breadth he has already made here.

Instead, he expands this restatement of the introduction, and
makes its harmonies deliberately return to the fundamental
key, and thus in an astonishingly short time the toccata is

brought to a close with the utmost effect of climax and finality.

The same grasp of all the possible meanings of an artistic device
shows itself in his treatment of the other features of toccata
form. With his variety of proportion and flow he has no need
to break off the fugue like earlier composers : but all the old
devices by which the division into sections was managed ore
turned to account him, and almost every toccata has its own
scheme of contrasted movements, always based on the old
natural idea of the growth of an oiganized music frpm a chaos
of extemporization.

If this is Bach’s treatment of a comparatively small and
specialized art-fonn, it is obviously impossible to reduce the
scantiest account of the rest of his work into practical limits

here, nor is there as yet a sufficient body of accept^ criticism

of Badi for such an account to carry further conviction than an
expression of individual opinion. Fortunately, however, Bach
was constant^ re-artongnj^ Itis own compositionB ; indeed he

|

evidently regards Itdtptal^ty to fresh environment as the test

;

of his fbmt work : and we aumot do better than review the I

evidence thus gbreh to us,—evidence which only Beethoven’s
i

dNtdi-books suipass in sigiuficance.

t. The suooeasfiff tran^^tbig of a work of art to a fresh

environment is obviously a convincing test of our definitions

of die art-forms eoneeraed, if only we take care to distinguish

between the alterations produced by the change of environment

127
and those that imply the composer’s dissatisfaction with the
original vscsioiu In Bach’s case this seldom causes mu^
difficulty; his methods df adaptation are so logical and so

varied as to form a scheme of musical morphology with all the

interest and none of the imperfections of the geological record ;

and the few cases in which a work owes its dmnges to the need
lor improvement as well as adaptation cause no confusion, hut
ratiier form a link between the pure adaptations and the numerous
revisions of his favourite works without diaage of medium.
There is, for example, no difficulty in separating the element of

corrective criticism from that of the impulse to give an already
successful composition a larger or more permanent form, in such
cases as the transformations undergone by the movements of

the birthday cantata, Was mir bekagt 1st nur dit Hiuntre Jagd,
during their distribution among the church cantatas, Also hat

Gott dit WtU geliebt and Man singei mil Frmden vom Sieg. The
fee bass aria, “ Ein Fiirst ist seines Landes Pan,” was obviously

ill-proportioned, with its breakneck return to the tonic and its

perfunctor>^ close
; and Bach’s chiesf concern in adapting it for

its place as the aria, Du bust geboren mir zu Gute,” in Alsa Mat
Gcli, was to remedy this defect On the other liand, the use
of the delightful ritomello for violoncello from the little aria,
“ Weil die wollenreichen Heerden,” in the birthday cantata,

and the restoration of the rejected long instrumental Iuga0
that was to follow, were obviouriy brought about by the concep-
tion of the entirely new material for the voice in the famous aria,
” Mein glaubiges Herze.” And when the last chorus of Was
mir behagt became the first chorus of Man singet mil Freudm,
it was expanded to the proportions necessary for a triumphant
opcnii^ (as distinguished from a cheerful finale) by the adroit

insmion of new material between every joint in the design.

This material, being new, could not produce the effect of difiuse-

ness that would result from the expansion of the old material

already complete in its simplest form, and thus this instance does
not imply criticism,

A highly interesting example of purAelf-criticism is the Passion

accordingioSt whichwas twiccrevised,and each timereduced
to a smaller scale by the omission of some of its finest numbers.
The final result was a work of perfect proportions, and of the

rejected numbers one (a magnificent aria with chorale) remainyed

unused, two were repb^ed by finer substitutes, others todc shape

I

as one of the most complete and remarkable of the church
cantatas,Uu wdkrtr Gott, while the greatest of the figured chorales

was transferred to the Passion according to St Mattkew, of which
it now crowns the first part.

3. Such instances of self-criticism might be paralleled in the

works of other composers
;
but there is no parallel in music to

Bach s power of reproducing already perfect works in different

media. Here Bach reveals to us identities in difference which
we should otherwise never have suspected. Of course it is

possible to airange works in different ways without illustrating

any profound identities at ail. Handel, for instance, collected

several of lus favourite choruses in an enormous instrumental

concerto (see voL 46 of the HdmkFGeseUschafi), and the result

in the case ofa chorus like ” Lift up your Heads ” was ridiculous.

Bach, however, does fx>t arrange old work merely to please a
court where it was already admired. He never leaves it in a
state of mere make-afaift, th^h he cannot always attain his

evident aim of a new ori(^iiality. His methods of orchettration

and the profoundly significant identity of certain forms of chonis
with certain concerto forma may better be described under their

proper headings (see articles iNflrnuiiXNTATiON and Cdncerto).
Here we will attempt first to show, by illustrations of Bach’s

power of adding parts to alreac^ complete harmonic and con-

trapuntal scheim, what was his conc^tion of the nature of
an art-form, and secondly, by means of a ^ort analysis of coses
in which he adopts the same music to different words^ to define

his range of expmmon.
Bach arranged all his violin concertos for davicr, indudiog

tiro that are lost in tbs otyaal version. Hers his power ^
providing new and oppormti^ necessary niatorral for the 4eft

hand of the oenfaalbt (or, in the doubls conoertas, two: left
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lumdi) without disturbing the already complete score, is astonish-

ing
;
and it fails only in the slow movements, which he prefers to

leave obviously in the condition of an arrangement rather than

to spoil their broad cantabile style l;y a too polyphonic bass.

But these cases are insignificant compared with such trans-

formations as that of the prelude of the E major partita for

unaccompanied violin into the sinfonia for organ obligato

accompanied by fuJJ orchestra (including three trumpets and

a pair of drums) at the l)eginning of the church cantata, Wtr

dankrn dir, OaU. 'I’ht' original version is perhaps the most

complete and natural «)f the violin solos, for its arpeggios produce

full harmony witliout recourse to that constant attempt to play

on all four strings at once, which makes the performance of the

polyphonic movements a ioitr de force in which steady rhythm

is nearly impossibh;. Yet in the sinfonia its proportions seem to

reveal thernseh es for the first time. Not a bar is displaced and

not a note of tlu. new accompaniment is unnecessary. The whole

is almost entirely without themes ; for even this, the largest of

all arpeggio-preludes, consists essentially of the gradual un-

folding of a scheme of harmony in which rhythmic and melodic

oigunizalion is reduced to a minimum. Only in the first line

does tiu5 incisive initial figure piTsist a little longer in the new

act'ompaniment than in the original solo, but on the last page

it reappears and pervades the whole orchestra, even the drums

thundering out its rhythm at the climax where the holding-notes

of the trumpet span the torrent of harmony like a rainbow.

Dcejjer still is the thought tliat underlie.s the transformation

of two movements of the great violin-concerto in D minor

(unfortunately lost except in its splendid arrangement for clavier)

into parts of the church cantata, Wir miissen dutch viel Trithsed

in das Reich Goites eingehen. In liotli movements the violin

is replaced by the organ an octave lower, the orchestral accom-
paniment remaining where it was. This treatment, with the

addition of new and plaintive parts for wind instruments, turns

tlic already very long und sombre first movement into an im-

pressive idealization of the^‘ much tribulation ” tliat lies between

us and the kingdom of heaven. The slow movement is still

more solemn, und is arranged in the same way as regards the

instruments ; hut from the first note to the last a four-part

chorus sings, to the. words of the title, a mass of quite new
material (except for the bass and for numerous imitations of

the solo-part), treated with every variety of vocal colouring and
a grandeur of conception which is not dwarfed even by the

Passion a(rordittf> to St Matthew.

4. The four short musses, the Christmas oratorio and the

B minor mass, contain cverv’ variety of adaptation from earlier

work. The four short musses arc indeed obviously compiled

for use in a church where the orchestra was small. Only four

movement.s in the whole collection are not traceable to other

extant works
;

all the rest comes from church cantatas. The
adaptations are not always significant ; no attempt, for example,

is made in the G minor mass to conceal how unfit for a Kyrte

eleison is the treptendous denunciatory chorus, Herr, deineAugen
srhett nach dem Glauben. But the F major and G major masses

arc very instructive
;
and the A major mass, except for the

damage done to the instrumentation, is a work that no one
would conceive to be not original. The Kyrie is one of Bach s

moat individual utterances and could surely never have fitted

any other text
; but we should say the same of the Gloria if we

did not possess the church cantata, Edt im Geddehimss. The
Gloria t^ins with a triumphant pol)^onic chorus accompanied
by a spirited symphony for strings. At the words “ et in terra

pax the time changes, and two fiutes accompany a single

8<»lcmn melody in the altos. At the “ laudamus te ” the material

of the beginning returns, and is interrupted again b}’ the calm
slow movement, this time in another key and for another voice,

at the words “ adoramus te.” Twice the ” laudamus ” and
” adoramus ” alternate in a finely proportioned desi|[n ; at last

the words grattas ogtmus tibi propter magnam glonam tuam ”

are set for the fu& chorus to the musk of the slow movement,

the strings join with the fiutes, and this most appropiate setting

of those wofxlt » finished. And yet it is quite impossible to

regard this as superseding the last chorus of Halt im Geddchtniss.

Not one bar or harmony of the framework differs
;
yet the two

versions are two independent works of art. In the cantata the

beginning is for instruments only
;
when the slow movement

(here adequately scored for a flute and two oboe d' amore) begins,

the basses, permanently separated from the rest of the chorus,

sing “Peace be unto you.” The other voices then sing the

triumph of the faithful helped by the Saviour in their battle

against the world. The slow movement is, of course, set for

bass alone throughout, and at the last recurrence of the allegro

the bass continues to sing “ Friedc sei mit euch ” through the

rest of the choius, as if leading the chorus of humanity through

strife to the kingdom of heaven, and then the single voice of

peace remains to the end. Hardly a bar of the chorus-material

is on the same themes in the two versions.

The study of the sources of the Christmas oratorio will complete

the evidence on which we support our estimate of Bach’s methods

and range of expression. It is certain that the occasional

cantatas, from which all except the chorale-tune numbers and
those set to words from the Bible were taken, date from shortly

before, the oratorio
;
and that Bach, being incapable of putting

inferior work even into birthday odes, rescued it from oblivion

by having the verses for the oratorio numbers built on the same
rhythms as those of the odes in order that he might use ihose

occasional works as a sketch (sec B. G., Jahr. xxxiv. preface).

Be this as it may, the alterations are confined to details even

where an aria is transposed a fourth or fifth
;
but the effect of

them is startling. Pleasure (Wollust) sings a lovely soprano

aria to allure Hercules from the paths of Virtue, to which Hercules

replie.s indignantly with an aria in a spirited staccato style. It

is no doubt a shock to our feelings to find that Wollust’s aria

became the Virgin’s cradle-song, while Hercules's reply became
the alto aria in which Zion is bidden to ** prepare for the Bride-

groom.” But it does not warrant tlie inference that Bach’s

music lacks definite characterization : on the contrary, these

two arias are tlie best demonstration of his profound insight

into the possibilities of musical expression within his range.

It is no part of liis conception of art that Wollust should be

represented by a Wagnerian Venusberg-music ; the obvious way
to represent Pleasure was by writing pleasant music, und with

Bach’s ideas of pleasance the step from tliis to tlie solemn beauty

of the sacred cradle-song was a mere matter of change of colour

and tempo. The key is lowered from B flat to G, the strings

are veiled with the tender reed tone of a group of oboe d' amorc,

the soprano becomes an alto whose notes arc, as it were, sur-

rounded with a nimbus by being doubled in the upper octave

by a flute ; and the aria becomes worthy of its new purpose,

not by losing a grossness which it never possessed, but by gaining

the richness wliich distinguishes the perfect work from the

boldly executed draft.

As to the aria of Hercules the change is in manner, while the

character, in the human sen.se of the term, is quite rightly the

same. Both Hercules and the faithful Christian of the oratorio

are renouncing pomps and vanities for the claims of a higher life
;

in the one case indignantly, in the other case inspired ” mit zart-

lichem Triebe.” A cliange to a legato style, the substitution of a

single oboe d' ainore for tutti violins, the addition of delicate

ornaments indicative of a slower pace, and the noble stream of

melody preserve its identity while changing its aspect. Bach’s

laiger designs react on their changing contents as a cathedral

reacts on the impressiveness of the rites performed within it, or

as nature reacts on a poet’s thoughts
;
and in the same way

Bach’s melody is greater than any possiUe mood of the moment,
not because of that vague and negative pseudo-classical quality

misnamed ” reserve,” but because of its vital individuality. In

tlieir proper directions its changes are limitless ; elsewhere change

is inconceivable. No amount of Umarbeitung ” could, for

instance, turn the aria of Hercules into the Virgin’s cradle-song,

or Wollust’s aria into the exhortation of Zion to prepara lor the

Brideyirroom. In short, Bach’s melodies are characteristic, not

like a mask with a set expression, but likea living |ace that is the

more individual lor 'Che iiiobitity of its iMOuref.
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Within these limits, that is, short of dramatic expression in

just so far as the end of drama is not character but action,”

there is nothing good that Bach’s art does not express. He has

plenty of humour, if the term may be applied to art which is, so

to speak, always literal,—art in which a jest is a jest and serious

thirigs are treated with familiar directness, and all, whether in

jest or earnest, is primarily beautiful. In Der Sireit mischen

Phoebus und Pan Bach answers the critics who censured him for

his pedantry and provincial ignorance of the grand Italian

operatic style, by making effective use of that style in Pan’s

prize-aria Zum Tanze, zum Sprunge, so wack-ack-ack-ackelt

das Herz ”), nobly, representing his own style in Phoebus’s aria,

and promptly caricaturing it in the second part of Pan’s Wenn
der Ton zu miihsam klingt ”). Midas votes for Pan—“ denn
nach meinen beiden Ohren singt er unvetgleichlich schdn.” At
the word “ Ohren ” the violins give a pianissimo “ hee-haw

”

which is fully os witty in its musical aptness as Mendelssohn’s

clown-theme in the Overture to the Midsummer Night*s Dream ;

and in the ensuing dialogue their prophecy is verified. As with

many other great artists, Bach’s playfulness occasionally showed
itself inconveniently where little things shock little minds. The
hilarious aria, “ Ermuntre dich,” in the church cantata, Schmiicke

dicky 0 Hebe Seele, is one instance, and tlie quaint representation

of the words “ dimisit inanes ” in tlie Magntjficai is another. This

great work, one of the most terse and profound things Bach ever

wrote, contains, among many other subtle inspirations, one

conception with which we may fitly end our survey, for it strongly

suggests Bach himself and the destiny of all that work which he

finished so lovingly, with no prospect of its becoming more than

a family heirloom and a salutary tradition in his Leipzig choir-

school. In the Magnificat he sets the words “ quia respexit

humilitatem ancillae suae ” to a touchingly appropriate soprano

solo accompanied by his favourite oboe d*amore. With the next

sentence “ ecce enim beatam me dicent ” the tone brightens to a

quiet joy, but Bach takes advantage of the syntax of the Latin

in a way that defies translation, and the sentence is finished by
the chorus. “ Omnes generationes ” seem indeed to pass before

us in the crowded fugue which rises in perpetual stretto, the

incessant entries of its subject now mounting the whole scale,

each part a step higher than the last, and now collecting in

unison with a climax of closeness and volume overwhelming in

its impression of time and multitude.

SUMMARY OF BACH’S WORKS
No attempt is Ijere at chronological sequence. The changes

in Bach's style, though clear and important, are almost impossible
to describe in untechnical language : nor are they of such general
interest as to make it worth while to expand this .summary by an
attempt to apportion its contents among the Amltadt-Muhlhauscn
period, the Weimar period, the C.6then ^KTiod (chiefly remarkable
for instrumental music and comparatively uninteresting in its

easy-going choral mu.sic), and the last period (1733-1750) in which,
wliilo tlie choral works lx;came at once more numerous and more
terse (tf.g. Jesu, der du meine Seele) the instrumental music, though
never diffuse, shows an increasing preference for designs on a large
scale. (Compare, for example, the second book of tlie Wohltemperirtes
Klavier, 1744. with the first, 1722.)

I.—Church Music

A. With Orchestra

jgo church cantatas ; besides several which are only known
from fragmentary' sots of parts. Of the igo, 40 are for solo voices,

about 60 (including some solo cantatas) are more or less founded
on chorales, and the rest, though almost invariably containing a
chorale (for congregational singing), are practically short oratorios
and frequently so entitled by &ich himself.

3 wedding cantatas ; the Baster oratorio (exactly like the above-
mentioned oratorio - cantatas ; and the Christmas oratorio (six

similar cantatas forming a connected design for performance on ibc

sepmte days).

^e Passions according to St Matthew and St John.
Funeral ode for the Duchess Eberhardine (now known to be

arranged from portioiift erf the lost Passion according to St Mark).

4 short Rwssee (1.#. Kyrie and Gloria only) mainly compiled from
church cantatas.
Maas in B minor. Magnificat in D. A few other ecclesiastical

Latin choruses.

B. Without Orchultm

5

motets m capeiUa (but there is reason to believe that these, except

Komm Jesu komm, were int^ded to be partly supported by the

organ). A sixth motet has an obligato figured-bass accompaniment
A few early choruses, mostly turned to account in later works.

A large collection of plain chorales, Including several original

melodies.
II.—Skcular Vocal Music

Der Streit swischen Phoebus und Pan and Der sufrieden gestellte

Aeolus ; both entitled Dramma per Musica, bht showing no more
essential connexion with the stage than Handers Ads and Gaiatea.

7 solo and 7 choral cantatas, of which latter throe wore almost
entirely absorb^ into the Ciiristmas oratorio and the B minor mass.

Of the solo cantatas two aro Italian (one of these being Bach's only
developed work for voice and clavier) and two are burlesque.

Several tunes with clavier bass, almost foreshadowing the modern
song.

III.—Instrumental Music

A. Orchestral

7 clavier concortos arranged from violin concertos and ottier

sources.

3 concertos for two claviers (two being arranged from concertos
for two violins).

2 concertos for three claviers.

The 6 Brandenburg concertos, for various combinations.
2 violin concertos, and a colossal torso of a concerted violin-

movement forming the prelude to a lost church cantata.
1 concerto for two violins.

4 orchestral suites. (The symphony in F in the same volume of

the ti.-G. is only an earlier version of the first Brandenburg concerto.)

B. Chamber Music

3 sonatas for clavier and flute ; a suite and 6 sonatas for clavier
and violin. 3 for clavier and viola da gamba

;
2 trios with figured

bass ;
2 flute-sonatas and a violin suite with figured bass

;
6 sonatas

(t.r. 3 sonatas and 3 partitas) for violin alone
;
6 suitOB for violoncello

alone.
C. Clavier and Organ Music

Bach's own collections are :

1. Das wohltemperifte Klavter for clavichord : two books each
containing 2a preludes and fugues, one in each major and minor
key ; with the object of stimulating tuning by ’'equal temi)era-
ment " instead of sacrificing the euphony4>f remoter keys to that of
the more usual ones.

2. Klavier-Vbung (chiefly for harpsichord) in four books com-
prising ; (i.) 15 two-pMt inventions and 1^5 throe-part symphonieb.
(ii.) 6 partira.s. (iii.) The " GoldtxTg " vanations. 4 duets, and an
important collection of organ choral-prelude.s, with the " St Aiinc

"

prelude and fugue- in E flat, (iv.) The Italian concerto and French
overture.

3. The 6 " French " and 6 " Englwli " suites,

The otlier clavier works fill two Jahrgdnge of llu* B.-G.
Bach's collections of organ music are (liesidcs that included in

the third part of the Klavier- Vbuug) ;— ( i ) 6 sonatas. (2 ) 4 groups of
6 organ preludes and fugues. (3) Das OrgelhUchletn, a collection of
short choral-preludes carefully planned— all the blank pages of the
autograph being headed with the titles of the chorales intended for

them ' but not half executed. (The projected whole would have
lieen a larger volume than the Wohltemperirtes Klavter). (4) 18
larger chorale-preludes, including Bach’s lust composition. (5) Tlic
6 " Schtiblcr " chorales, all arranged from movements oi cantatas.

Besides these there an; the three great independent toccatas and
the Passacaglia. Tlu; remaining choral-preludes fill one Jahrgang,
and the other organ works two more.

D. Unclassified

Two important instrumental works cannot be classified, viz.

Das musikalische Opfer, the volume of compositions (two gregt
fugues, various puzzle-canons, and a sjilendid trio for flute, violin
and figured bass) on the theme given to Bach by Frederick the
Great ; and Die Kunst der Fuge, a progressive series of fugues on
one and the same subject, written in open score as if entirely abstract
studies, but all (excimt the extreme contrapuntal tours de force) in
admirable clavier style and of great musical value,

IV.—Lost Works
A. Choral

J. N. Forkel's statement that Bach wrote 3 Jahrgdnge erf church
cantatas (f.e. enough to provide one for each Sunday and holy day
for five years) would indicate that some 80 are lost, but there is

reason to believe that this is a great exaggeration. Not more than
six or seven cantatas are known to be lost, by the evidence of
fruments, text-books, Ac.

Forkel also says that Bach wrote five Passions. Besides the great
Matthew and John Passions there is in an indisputable Bach auto-
graph one according to St Luke ; but it is so worthless Itiat the best
plea for its authenticity offered by responsible critics is that only
a personal inteiest could have induced Bach to wake a copy of itr.

ni.s
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The tost Paanon accotdvu to St M&rk must, judging by the

movements preserved in the Ttamr-Ode, have t)e«j larger than that

accordiMtoSt John.
/

Was there a genmne Lucas>PiuMiAi ? If so, Forkel h report of

five Passions would be explained. Several lost secular works are

partly preserved in those portions of ll»c Christmas oratorio of

which tne sources are not definitely known, but which, like the other

duplicated niimbern, are fair copws in the autograph.

B. InUrunttfUal

Three violin coiitertos and one for two violins; known only

fram the wonderful claner versions.

Most of tiie first movement of the A major sonata for clavier and

flute which was written in the spare staves at the bottom of a lai^er

score. Some of these have Ixjon cut of!.

V.—AaRaNfiKMKNTb OF WORKS BV OTHBR COMPOSBRS

Arrangements for harfisichord alone of if> concertos, generally

descriU’d as by Vivslrli, but including several l>y other comjiosers.

4 Vivaldi concertos arranged for organ.

Many of those arrangements contain much original matter, such

as entirely new slow movements, large cadenzas, &c.

Concerto m A minor for 4 claviers and orchestra, from Vivaldi’s

B minor concerto for 4 violins. This, though the most faithful to

its original, is the riche.st and most Bach-like of all these arrange-

ments, and is well worth performing in public.

2 sonatas from th<* Horius Musicus of Reinken, arranged for

clavier. (The ends of the slow movements arc Bach.)

Finishing touches to cantatas by liis uncle Johann Ludwig Bach.

Also a very characteristic complete “ ('hriste elcison ” ins^ed in

Kyrie of Jodann I.udwig's.

VI. Doi iriTiJi. A.vii SrirRioiTs Works
Bach's autographs give tlu’ nuinc of the composer on the outside

sheet only. He was constantly making copies of all that interested

him ; and where the out.sidc sheet is lost, only the music itself can
tell ns whether it is his or not. The above-mentioned Passion
according to St Luke is the chief ca.se in point. The little mn.sic-book.s

he and his second wife wrote for their children are full of pieces in

the most various styhjs ; and the editors of the Hach-Gcsellschaft

have not com()letely identified them, even Couperin's well-known
“ Les Bergeries " escaping their scrutiny. A sonata for two claviers

by Bach’s eldest son, Wilhelm Friedermann, was detected by the
editors after its inclusion in Jahrgang xliv. The second of the 3
sonatas for clavier and f!#te is extremely suggestive of Bacli's sons,

but Philipp Emanuel ascrilies it to his fathei. However, he might
easily have docketed it wrongly while arranging copies of his father’s

worts. It has a twin brotlier {B.-G. ix. Anliang ii.) for which he has
not vouched.

Four absurd church cantatas are printed for conscience' sake in

Jahrgang xliii. More important than these, because by no means
too obviously ridiculous to deceive a careless listener, is the well-

known 8-part motet, Loh, Ehr* und Weisheit (blessing and glory and
wwdom). A closer acmiaintance shows that it is really very poor
stuff ; and it was finally crowned with absurdity by the discovery
that its composer was a contemporary of Bach,- and that his name
was Wagner.
The beautiful motet, Ick lasse dic.h nicht, has long been known to lx?

by one of Bach’s uncles (Johann Christoph).

Editions

Almost the only works of Bach published during his lifetime were
the instnimental collections, most of which he engraved himself.

Of the church cantatas only one, Gott ist mein Kdnig (written when
he was nineteen, but a very great work), was published in his lifetime.

Of motlern editions that of the Bach-Gesellsrhaft is, of course,

the only complete one. It is. inevitably, of very unequal merit.

Its first editors could not realize their own ignorance of Bach’s
language ; their immediate admiration of his larger choruses seemed
to them proof of their competence to retain or dismiss details of

ornamentation, figured ba.ss, variants between score and parts, &c.,

without always stopping to see what light these might shed on
questions of tempo and style—especially m the arias and recitatives,

which they regarded as archaic almost in direct proportion to the
'

depth of thought really displayed in them. In the 9th Jahrgmg
Wilhelm Rust introduced scholarly methods, with the happiest

results. The WohUemperirtes KlavUr (Jahrgang xiv.) was edited

by Kroll. who also made his text accessible in the Edition Peters

(which till then had only Ciemy’s—an amasii^ result of corrupt

tradition. stUl widely accepted). Kroll’s and Rust’s volumes are

tar the best in the B. G. On Rust’s death the standatd deteriorated ;

his immediate successor seems more interested in reprinting in full

an early version of a work of which Rust had given only the variants,

than m digesting his own materials {Jahrgang xnix.) : and in his

next volume (Jahtgang xxx. p. X09) the b{u» and vioUn are a bar
apart lor a wtiole line. The last ten volumes, however, are again

satisfactory, and in Jnhrgang xliv. the French and English suites

are re«edited. Part (Ml the B minor mans was also worked over

again ; and KrolVs text of the Woktiemperirtes Klaviar was su|mle*

mented by the evidence of the British Museum autograph. The

Stoingraber edition of the clavier works, edited by Dr Hans Bischoff,

is incomparably the be.9t, giving all the variants in footnotes and

clearly distinguishing the extremely intelligent nuances and phrasing

signs of the editor from the rare but significant indications of Bach

himselL Nor does this wealth of scholarehip interfere with the pte-

sentation of a straightforward, single text ; though in addition there

is every necessary explanation of the ornaments and kindred matters.

We nave seen no other odition.s that distinguisli Bach’s text from

the editor's taste— the disappointing publications of the Noue
Bachgesellschaft^ by no means excepted. We may remark that

the older vocal scores of cantatas in the Edition Peters are, though
unfortunately but a selection, far better than the complete series

I
issued by Breitkopf and Hiirtel in conformity with the Bach-GeseU’

j

schaft, and therefore accepted as authoritative (see Instrumenta-
1 TiON). The English vocal scores published by Novollo are gener-

i
ally very good tliough covering but small ground. The Novello

score of the Christmas oratorio contains a fine analytic preface by
Sir George Macfarren.
Bim.TOGRAPHy. - J. N. Forkel, (/her Bach's Leben, Kunst und

Kunstwerke, translated (London, i8ao) ; C. H. Bitter, John Sebastian

Back (Berlin, 1865) ; Ernest David. La Vie et les ceuvres de Bach
(Paris, rS82j ; Spitta, Johann SebaUian Bach (Leipzig, 1873 and
1880) ; E. Heinrich, Sebastian Bach's Leben (Berlin, 1885) > A. Pirro,

L'EsthMique de Jean Sebastian Bach (Paris. 1907) ; and L'Orgue de

Jean Sebastian Bach (Paris, 1907) ; A. Schweitzer. /. 5 . Bach : Le
Musician poite. Spitta's biography superseded everything written
before it and lias not since been approached. With corrections in tiie

light of Rust’s B-G. prefaces ii contains everything worth knowing
about Bach, except the music itself. (D. F'. T.)

BACH» KARL PHIUPP EMANUEL (1714-178S).. German
musician and composer, the third son of Johann Sebastian Bach,

was born at Weimar on the 14th of March 1714. When he was

ten years old he entered the 'rhomasschule at Leipzig, of which

in 1 723 his father had become cantor, and continued his education

as a student of jurisprudence at the universities of Leipzig (1731)
and of Frankfort on the Oder (1735). In 1738 he took his degree,

but at once abandoned all prospects of a legal career and delete

mined to devote himself to music. A few months later he

obtained an appointment in llie service of the crown prince of

Prussia, on whose accession in 1740 he became a member of the

royal household. He was by this time one of the first clavier-

players in Europe, and his compositions, which date from 1731,

included about thirty sonatas and concerted pieces for his

favourite instrument. His reputation was establislied by the

two sets of sonatas which he dedicated re.spectively to Frederick

the Great (1742) and to the grand duke of Wiirttemberg (1744)

;

in 1746 he was promoted to the post of KammermusiktsSf and for

twenty-two years shared with Karl Heinrich, Graun, Johann

Joachim, Quantz and Johann Gottlieb Naumann the continued

favour of the king. During his residence at Berlin he wrote a fine

setting of the Magnificat (1749), in which he shows more traces

than usual of his father’s influence, an Easter cantata (1756),

several symphonies and concerted works, at least tltree volumes

of songs,

—

Geistliche Oden und Lieder, to words by Gellert (1758),

Oden mil Melodien (1762) and Sing-Oden (i766)^nd a few

secular cantatas and other pieces d'occasion. But his main work

was concentrated on the clavier, for which he composed, at this

time, nearly two hundred sonatas and other solos, including the

set mit verdnderien Reprisen (1760-1768) and a few of those fitr

Kenner und Liebhaber. Meanwhile he placed himself in the fore-

front of European critics by his Versuch uber die wahre Art das

Clavier zu spielen (first part 1753, second, with the first reprinted,

1762), a systematic and masterly treatise which by 1780 had

reached its third edition, and which laid the foundation for the

methods of dementi and Cramer. In 1768 Bach succeeded

Geoig Philipp Telemann as KapeUmeister at Hamburg, and in

consequence of his new 'office b^an to turn his attention more

towards church music. Next year he produced his oratorio LHe

Israeliten in der Wuste, a composition remarkable not only for its

great beauty but for the resemblance of its plan to that of

Mendelssohn’s Elijah, and between 1769 and 1788 added over

twenty settings of the Passion, a second oratorio Der Aufersi^ung

» The object of the Neue BachgeseUschuft is to render the com-

pleted results of the first Baehgesdlsc^ft generally accessible by
nolihng frequent Bach festivals and issuing cheap asid practical

editions. The activities of this society, together with the new
movement to restore Bach’s vocal musk to Its nlaoo in the Lutheran

Church, cannot fail to have a salutary effect on the future of musk.
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und HimmHfakfi Jem (1777)) and some seventy cantatas,

litanies, motets and other liturgical pieces* At the same time his

ge&his for instrumental composition was further stimulated by
the career of Haydn, to whom he senta letter of high appreciatkin,

and the climax of hts art was reached in the six volumes of

sonatas fur Kenner and Ldebhaber, to which he devoted the best

work of hts last ten years. He died at Hamburg on the 14th of

December 1788.

Through the latter half of the iSth century the reputation of

K. P. £. Bach stood ver>^ high. Mozart said of him* He is the

fatlier, we are the children ; the best part of Haydn’s training

was derived from a study of his work
;
Beethoven expressed for

his genius the most corditd admiration and regard. This position

he owes mainly to his clavier sonatas, which mark an important

epoch in the history of musical form. Lucid in style, delicate

and lender in expression, they are even more notable for the

freedom and variety of their structural design ; they break away
altogether from t^ exact formal antithesis which, with the

composers of the Italian school, had hardened into a convention,

and substitute the wider and more flexible outline which the

great Viennese masters showed to be capable of almost infinite

development The content of his work, thougli full of invention,

lies within a stjmewhat narrow emotional range, but it is not less

sincere in thought than polished and felicitous in phrase. Again

he was probabl}* the first composer of eminence who made free use

of harmonic colour for its own sake, apart from the movement of

contrapuntal parts, and in this way also he takes rank among the

most important pioneers of the school of Vienna. His name has

now fallen into undue neglect, l)ut no student of music can afford

to disregard his SonaUn fur Kenner und IMkaber, his oratorio

Dte IsraeLikn in der WiisU\ and the two concertos (in G major

and D major) which have been republislied by Dr Hugo Riemann.

A list of liis volunuaous compositions may l»e found in Eitner’s
Quellen Lexikon, and a critical account of tliem is givon in Bitter’s

C, P, E. und ir. /'. Ba(M und deren Briidsr (2 voIh., Berlin. 1868), a
min(‘ of valuable* though ill-arranged inlormation.

Four more of Johann Sebastian Bach’s sons grew to manhood
and became musicians. The eldest of them, Wilhelm Fwedek-
MANN Bach (1710-1784) was by common repute the most gifted

;

a famous organist,« famous improvisor and a complete master
of counterpoint. But, unlike the rest of the family, he was a man
of idle and dissolute habits, whose career was little more than a
series of wasted opportunities. Educated at Leipzig, he was
appointed in 1733 organist of the Sophienkirche at Dresden, and
in 1747 tiecame musical director of the Liebfrauenkirche at Halle.

The latter office he was compelled to resign in 1764, and thence-

forward he led a wandering life .until, on the ist of July 1784,

he died in great poverty at Berlin. His compositions, very few
of which were printed, include many church cantatas and
instrumental works, of which the most notable are the fugues,

polonaises and fantasias for clavier, and an interesting sestet for

strings, clarinet and horns. Several of his manuscripts are

preserved in the Royal library at Berlin
;
and a complete list of

his works, so far as they are known, may be found in Eitnesr’s

Quellen Lexikon.

The fourth son, Johann Gottfried Bernhard Bagh (lyxs*

1739) was, like his elder brothers, bom at Weimar and educated

at I^ipzig. From 1735 fo i75^ he held successively the oiganist-

ships at Muhlhausen and Sangerhausen ; in 1738 he threw up his

appointment and went to study law at Jena ;
in 1739 he died,

aged 24.

Johann Christoph Friedrich Bach (1732-1795), the ninth

son, was bom at Leipzig, studied at the Tlu^asschule and
the univeistty, and in 1750 was appointed KapeUmeisier at

Buckebuxg. Ha was an industrious composer, espe^ly of

church-music and opera, whose work reflects no discredit on the

family name.

Johann Cbwstian Bach (1735-1782), the eleventh son, was

bom at Leipzig and on the death of his father in 1750 berame

the pupil of his brother Emanuel at Berlin. In 1754 he went to

Italy where he studied under Padre Martini, .and from 1760 to

1762 held the post of oigimist at Milan cathedcal, for which he

wrote two Masses, a Requiem, a Te Deum and other works.

Having abo gained some reputation as a composer of opera, he

was in 1762 invited to Loffdtm and there sp^t the rest of his

life. For twenty years he was the most popular muisician in

England, his dramatic works, produced at tlw Kira’s theatre,

were received with great cordialtty, he was appointed music-

master to the queen, and his concerts, given in partnership with

Abel at the Hanover Square rooms, soon, became die most
fashionable of public entertainments. He is of* some historical

interest as the first composer who preferred the pianoforte to the

older keyed-instruments; but his works, though elegant and
pleasing, were ephemeral in character and have been d^rvedly
foigotten.

A lull account of J. C. Bach’s earner is given in the fourth volume
of Burney 's History of Music, and a catalogue of hts oompositioiui
m an ar ticle by Max Schwars, published in Uie SamimU>dn^ of the
Internationale Musik-GescMsohaft, Jhrg. ii. p. 401. (W. H. Ha.)

BACHARACH, YAIR (1639-1702), German rabbi, was the

audior of fjaimvoih Yalr (a collection of Responsa) and other

works. Bacharuch was a man of wide culture, and holds an
honourable place among the pioneers of die J’ewish Re-
naissance winch was inaugurated towards the end of the i8]th

century.

Bil^HARACH, a town of Germany, in the Prussian Rhine
Province, romantically situated oii the left bank of the Rhine,

30 m. above Coblenz on the railway to Mainz. Pop. 2opo.

Iliere is an interesting church, a basilica,, dating from the

beginning of the 13th century. There are also ruins of a
Gothic church of the i3tb and 15th centuries. The ruined

castle of Sttthleck, crowning the heights above the town,

is celebrated in history as the scene of the marriage between
Henry, eldest son’ of Henry tlie Lion (shortly before the latter's

death in 1195) and Agnes of Hohenstaufen, which effecU*d a
temporary reconciliation between the houses of Well and Hohen-
staufen. Other ruined castles are those of Fiirstenbcrg and
Stahlbcrg. All three belonged to the coaints palatine. The wines

of Bacharach were once held in die greatest esteora, and it is

still one of the chief markets of the Rhenish wine trade.

BACHAUMONT, LOUIS PETIT DE (1690-1771), French
litterateur, was of nobk family and was brought up at the court

of Versailles. He passed his whole life in Paris as the centre of

the salon of Madame Doublet de Persan (1677-1771), where
criticism of art and literature took the form of malicious gossip.

A sort of register of news was kept in a journal of the salon^

which dealt largely in scandals and contained accounts of books
suppressed by the censor. Bachaumont’s name is commonly
connected with the first volumes of this register, which was
published anonymously under the title Memoires secrets pour
servir d Vhistmrf de la Repuhlique des Lettres, but his exact share

in the authorship is a matter of controversy. It was continued by
Pidansat de Moirobert (1707-1779) and others, until it reached

36 volumes (1774-1779)* It is of some value as a historical

source, especially for prohibited literature. Extracts were
published by P. Lacroix in one volume, 1859. An incomplete

edition (4 vols.) was undertaken in 1830 by Rave^.
Sec. in addition tn the memoirB of the time, espccidly the Corre-

spondance littiraire of Gfimm, Diderot, d'Alembert and others (new
ed., Paris. 1878, 17 vols.) ; Ch. Aubortin, L'Esprit public au XyJJP
sUole (Paris, 1872).

BACIIE, ALEXANDER DALLAS (1806-1^7), American
physioist, great-grandson of Benjamin Franldin, was born at

Philadelphia on the 19th of July 1806. After graduating at the

United States Military Academy at West Point in 1825, he acted
as assistant professor there for some time, and as a lieutenant

in the corps of engineers he was engaged for a year or twom the
erection of exxtst fortifications. He occupied the post of professor

of natural philosophy and chemistry in the University of Penn**

sylvania in 1828-1841, and in 1842-1843. For the trustees of

eihMi in 1848 was to become Girard CoB^, but which had not
yet been opened, he spent the years 1836-1838 In Europe,
in order to exaibine their systems of educatbn, and on his

return pttbHsbed a vexy vahiable report In 1843, on thfe

death of Professor F* R. Hassler (1770-1843), he stfafs^pomtad
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superintendent of the United States coast survey . He succeeded

in impreming Congress with a sense of the great value of this

work, and by means of the liberal iid it granted, he earned out

a iing\iiarly comprehensive plan with great ability and most

satisfactory results. By a skilful division of labour, and by the

erection of numerous observing stations, the mapping out of

whole coast proceeded simultaneously under the eye of the

genera) director, s\/id in addition a vast mass of magnetic and

meteorological observations was collected. He died at Newport,

Rhode Island, on the 17th of February 1867.

BAOHB, FRANCIS EDWARD (1833-1858), English musi^l

composer, was born in Birmingham on the 14th of September

1833. 'rte pupil of Alfred Mellon for violin and Stemdale

Bennett for composition, he afterwards went to Leipzig in 1853

and studied with Hauptmann and Jdaidy. Considering the early

age at which he died, his compositions are fairly numerous,

and the best, a trio for piano and strings, is still held in liigh

esteem. Two operettas, a piano concerto and a number of

ublishcd pianoforte pieces and songs do little more than show

ow great wa.s his promi.st:. He died at Birmingham of con-

sumption on the 24th of August 1858. His younger brother,

Walter Bache (1842-1888), was born in Birmingham on the

Kjthof June 1842,and followed him to the Leipzig Conservatorium,

where he became an excellent pianist. From 1862 to 1865 he

studied with Liszt in Rome, and for many years devoted himself

to the task of winningpopularityfor his master’s works in England.

At his annual concerts in London nearly all Liszt’s larger works

were heard for the first time in England, and on the occasion

of Liszt’s last visit to England in 1886, he was entertained by

Bache at a memorable reception at the Grosvenor Gallery.

Walter Bache was professor of the pianoforte at the Royal

Academy of Music for some years before his death, and the

foundation of the Liszt scholarship at that institution was mainly

due to his efforts. He died in London on the 26th of March 1888.

An interesting memoir of the two brothers, Mias Constance
Bache, appearcfl in i<ioi Fhder the title Brother Musicians.

BACHELOR (from Med. Lat. barcalariusy with its late and

rare variant harcalaris—d. Ital. haccalare - through 0 . Fr.

harhfler), in the most peneral sense of the word, a young man.
The word, however, as it pos.sesses several widely distinct applica-

tions, has passed through many meanings, and its ultimate origin

is still involved in a certain amount of obscurity. The derivation

from Welsh hack, little, is mentioned as possible ” by Skeat

{FAymolofiicalDictionary), hutis “definitely discarded” hythcNnv
English Dictionary, that given here is suggested as probable.

'Fhe word hactalarius was applied to the tenant of a baccalarta

(from haccalia^ a herd of cows, bacca being a Low Latin variant

of tmera), which was firesumably at first a grazing farm and was
practically the same as a vaselleria, t.e. the fief of a sub-vassal.

Just, however, as the character and the size of the baccalarta

varied in different ages, so the word haccalarius clmngcd its

.significance
;

thus in the 8th century it was applied to the

rustiei, whether men or women (baccalariae), who worked for the

tenant of a mansus. Throughout all its meanings the word has

retained the idea of subordination suggested in this origin. Thus
it came to l>e applied to various categories of persons as follows.

—

(i) Fxclesiastics of an inferior grade, c.g. young monks or even
recently appointed canons (Severtius, de episcopis Lugdunen-
sibus, p. 377, in du Cange). (2) Those belonging to the lowest

Stage of knighthood. Knights bachelors were either poor vassals

who could not afford to t^e the field under their own banner,

or knights too young to support the responsibility and dignity

of knights Imnnerets (see Knighthood and CmvAUv). (3)

Those holding the preliminary demw of a university, enabling

them to proceed to that of master (magister) which alone entitled

them to teach. In this sen.se the word baccalarius or baccaluureus

first appears at the university of Paris in the X3th century, in

the system of degrees established under the auspices of

Gregory IX., as applied to scholars still tn statu pupiUart, Thus
there were two classes of baccaUtrii : the bacedarii cursores, ix,

theological candidates passed for admission to the divinity

course, and the baccaUtrii disposiH, who, having completed thu

courec, were entitled to proceed to the higher degrees. In modem

universities the significance of the degree of bachelor, in relation

to the others, varies ;
e.g. at Oxford and Cambridge the bachelor

can proceed to his mastership by simply retaining his name on

the books and paying certain fees
;
at other univereities a further

examination is still necessary. But in no case is the bachelor

a full member of the university. The degree of bachelor (of arts,

kc.) is borne by women also. (4) The younger or inferior members

of a trade gild or city company, otherwise known as “ yeomen
*’

(now obsolete). (5) Unmarried men, since these presumably

have their fortunes yet to make and are not full citizens. The

word bachelor, now confined to men in this connotation, was

formerly sometimes used of women also.

Bachelors, in the sense of unmarried men, have in many
countries been subjected to penal laws. At Sparta, citizens who
remained unmarried after a certain age suffered various penalties.

'Hiey were not allowed to witness the gymnastic exercises of the

maidens ; and during winter they were compelled to march naked
round the market-place, singing a song composed against them-

selves and expressing the justice of their punishment. The
usual respect of the young to the old was not paid to bachelors

(Plut. Lyc. 1 5). At Athens there was no definite legislation on

this matter
;
but certain minor laws are evidently dictated by a

spirit akin to the Spartan doctrine (see Schomann, Gr. Alterth,

i. 548). At Rome, though there appear traces of some earlier

legislation in the matter, the first clearly known law is that called

the Lex Julia, passed about 18 b.c. It does not appear to have

ever come into full operation
;
and in a.d. 9 it was incorporated

with the Lex Papia et Poppaea, the two laws being frequently

cited as one, Lex Julia et Papia Poppaea. This law, while re-

stricting marriages between the several classes of the people, laid

heavy penalties on unmarried persons, gave certain privileges to

those citizens who had several children, and finally imposed

lighter penalties on married persons who were childless.

Isolated instances of such penalties occur during the middle

ages, f.g. by a charter of liberties granted by Matilda L,

countess of Nevers, to Auxerre in 1223, an annual tax of five

solidi is imposed on any man qui non habet uxorem et est bache-

larius. In Britain there ha.s been no direct legislation hearing

on bachelors
; but, occasionally, taxes have*been made to bear

more heavily on them than on others. Instances of this are the

act (6 and 7 Will. III.) passed in 1695 ; the tax on servants,

1785 ; and the income tax, 1798.

BACHIAN (Dutch Batjan), one of the Molucca Islands, in the

residency of Temate, Dutch East Indies, in the Molucca Sea, in

o'‘j3'-o®55' S. and i27°22'-i28® E. With its subordinate islands,

Mandioli, Tawali and others, it lies west of the southern penin-

sula of the island of Halmahera or Jilolo, and has an area of 914
sq. m. It is of irregular form, consisting of two distinct moun-
tainous parts, united by a low isthmus, which a slight subsidence

would submerge. The i.sland is in part of volcanic formation,

and the existence of hot springs points to volcanic activity.

There are, however, especially in the southern portion, ancient

and non-volcanic rocks. The highest elevation occurs at the

south of the island, the mountain of Labua reaching 6950 ft.

Coal and other minerals have been discovered. A large portion

of the island is richly wooded, and sago, cocoa-nuts and cloves

(which are indigenous) are abundanUy produced. Bachian »
remarkable as the most eastern point on the globe inhabited by
any of the Quadrumana, a black ape occurring here as in Celebes.

The island is very rich in birds and insects. The interior of the

island is uninhabited and none of the dwellers on the coast are

indigenous. They consist of the Sirani or Christian descendants

of Ac Portuguese, of Malays, with a Papuan element, Galela

men from Ae norA of Hsdmahera, immigrants from Celebes,

with some Chinese and Arabs. The total number of inhabitants

is about 13,000. The chief village, called Amasing by Ac in-

habitants, but also called Bachian, is situated on the west side

of Ae Amus. Bachian is Ae most important island of a group

formerly governed by a sultan, but since 1889 by a committee

of chiefs under Ae oontrol of a Dutch etmirSimr. From i88s

onwards a Batjan^company atttmptedvto exjAmt the island, but
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unsuccessfully; owing to a defident knowledge of the soil and its

capabilities and a lack of labourers.

BAOK«BOIID» or Back-Letter, in Scots law, a deed qualify-

ing the terms of another deed, or declaratory of the purposes

for which another deed has been granted. Thus an ex facie

absolute disposition, qualified by a back-bond expressing the

limited nature of the nght actually held by the person to whom
the disposition is made, would constitute what in England is

termed a deed of trust.

BACK-CHOIR, Retro-Choir, a space liehind the high altar

in the choir of a church, in which there is, or was, a small altar

standing back to back with the other.

BACKBRGUMJE, or Bakaroanj, a district of British India

in the Dacca division of Eastern Bengal and Assam. It forms

part of the joint delta of the Ganges and the Brahmaputra, and

Its area is 4543 sq. m. The general aspect of the district is that

of a flat even country, dotted with clusters of bamboos and betel-

nut trees, and intersected by a perfect network of dark-coloured

and sluggish streams. There is not a hill or hillock in the whole

district, but it derives a certain picturesque beauty from its wide

expanses of cultivation, and the greenness and freshness of the

vegetation. This is especially conspicuous in the rains, but at

no time of the year does the district present a dried or burnt-up

appearance. The villages, which are always walled round by

groves of bamboos and betel-nut palms, have often a very

striking appearance
;
and Backergunje has many beauties of

detail which strike a traveller in passing through the country.

The level of the country is low, forming as it does a part of the

great Gangetic delta
;
and the rivers, streams and water-courses

are so numerous that it is very difficult to travel except by boat

at any season of the year. Every natural hollow is full of water,

around the margin of which long grasses, reeds and other aquatic

plants grow in the greatest profusion, often making it difficult

to say wliere the land ends and the water begins. Towards the

north-west the country is very marshy and nothing is to be seen

for miles but tracts of unreclaimed swamps and rice lands, with

a few huts scattered here and there and raised on mounds of

earth. In the south of the district, along the coast of the Bay

of Bengal, lie the forest tracts of the Sundarbans, the habitation
|

of tigers, leopards tfnd other wild beasts.

The principal rivers of the district are the M^hna, the Arial
j

Khan and the Haringhata or Baleswar, with their numerous off-

shoots. The Meghna represents the Accumulated waters of the

Brahmaputra and Ganges. It flows along the eastern boundary

of the district in a southerly direction for about loo m. till it

debouches into the Bay of Bengal. During the latter part of its

course this noble river expands into a large estuary containing

many islands, the principal of which is that of Dakshin Shahbaz-

pur. The islands on the sea-front are exposed to devastation

by cyclonic storm-waves. The Arial Khan, a branch of the

Ganges, enters the district from the north, and flows generally

in a south-easterly direction till it falls into the estuary of the

Meghna. 'Fhe main channel of the Arial Khan is about 1700 yds,

in width in the dry season, and from 2000 to 3000 yds. in the rains.

It receives a number of tributaries, sends off several offshoots,

and is navigable throughout the year by native cargo bpats of the

largest size. The Haringhata, Baleswar, Madhumati and Garai

are various local names for the same river in different parts of its

course and represent another great offshoot of the Ganges. It

enters Backergunje near the north-west comer of the district,

whence it forms its western boundary, and runs south, but with

great windings in its upper reaches, till ft crosses the Sundarbans,

and finally falls into the Bay of Bengal by a large and deep

estuary, capable of receiving ships of considerable burden. In

the whole of its course through the district the river is navij^able

by native boats of huge tonnage, and by large sea-going ships as

high up as Morrellganj, in the neigbbouri^ district of Jessore.

Among its many mbutaries in Backergunje the most important

is the Kacha, itsdf a considerable stream and navigable by large

boats all the year round, which flows in a southerly direction for

20 m., when it into the Baleswar. Other rivers of minor

impovtance me the Barisal, Biahkhali, Nihalganj, Khairabad,

Ghagar, Kumar, &c. All the rivers in the district areiiBUbject

to tidal action from the Meg^ on the north, and from the Bay
0! Bengal on the south, and nearly all of them are navigable at

high tide by coun^ b^ts of all sizes. The rise of the tide is

very considerable in the estuary of the Meghna, and many of the

creeks and water-courses in the island of Dakshin Shahbazpur,

which are almost dry at ebb tide, contain 18 or ig ft, of Water at

the flood. A very strong “bore” or ti(kl*wavc rims up the

estuary of the Meghna at spring tides, and a singular sound

like thunder, known as the '' Barisal guns,’' is often heard far

out at sea about the time it is coming in. There are numerous

marshes in the district, of great size and depth, and abounding in

fish.

The Mussulmans of Backergunje are among the worst of their

creed, steeped in ignorance and prejudice, easily excited to

violence and murder, very litigious and grossly immoral. On
account of an epidemic of murdersdisarmament hml tobe enforoed

in the district. The Faraizis or Puritan sect of Mahommedans
are exceedingly numerous in the district. The Buddhist popula-

tion consists of Maghs or the people of Arakan, who first settled

in Backergunje al^ut 1800, and have made thennelyes very

useful in the clearing of the Sundarbans. A gipsy-ltke tribe

called the Bebajias are rather numerous in this district. They
live principally in boats, travelling from place to place, profess

Mahommedanism, and gain their subsistence by wood-cutting

in the Sundarbans, fishing, fortune-telling and trading in trinkets.

In 1901 the population was 2,291,752, showing an increase of

6% in the decade.

A number of small trading villages exist throughout the

district, and each locality has its periodical fairs for purposes

of traffic. I'he material condition of the people is good. £v^
inhabitant is a small landholder and cultivates sufficient rice

and other necessaries for the support of his family . Owing to this

reason, hired labour is very scarce. Rice is the great crop of the

district, and three harvests are obtaintd annually—the aman,

or winter rice
;

aus, or autumn crop
;
and bora^ or spring rice.

The climate of Backeigunje is one of the healthiest in Eastern

Bengal, owing to the strong south-west monsoon, which comes

up directly from the Bay of Bengal, and keeps the atmosphere

cool
;
but the heavy rainfall and consequent humidity of the

atmosphere, combined vrith the use of l^d water, are fruitful

soura's of disease. The average annual temperature varies from

78® to 85® F. The thermometer ranges from 62® to 98®.

Barisal, the headquarters station, situated on the west bank
of the Barisal river, had a population in 1901 of 18,978. The
next largest town is Pirojpur (14,119).

BACKGAMMON,a game played with draughtsmen and a special

board, depending on the throw of dice. It is said to have been

invented about the loth centuiy (Strutt). A similargame (Ludus
duodecim scriptorunif the “ twelve-line game ”) was known to the

Romans, and Plato (RepublicjhV, x.) ^ludAs to a game in which

dice were thrown and men were placed after due consideration.

The etymology of the word “ backgammon ” is disputed ; it is

probably Saxon— back, ^amen^ game; i,e, a game in which

the flayers are liable tp be sent back. Other derivations are,

Dan. bakhcj tray, gammen^ game (Wedgwood)
;
and Welsh

little, cammaun, Imttle (Henry). Chaucer alludes to a game of

tables,” play^ with three dice, in which ” men were moved
from the opponent’s “tables,” the game (ludus Anglieorum)

being deBcril)ed in the Harleian MSS. (1527). The French name
for backgammon is trictrac, imitative of the rattle of the dice.

Backgammon is played by two persons. The **
board ” (see

diagram) is divided into four “ tables,” each table being marked
with six ** points” coloured differently. The inner and outer

tables are separated from each other by a projecting bar, Hie
board (in the ordinary form of the game) is furnished with

white and fifteen black men, **
set ” or arranged as in the idlamnfim.

It is usual to make the inner tatfie the one nearest to tlus light

Two dice-boxes aie rsquired, one for each player, and A pair of

dice, which are used 1^ both players. The dice are nuliked with

numbers on their six sides, from one to six, nmnber one being

called ”acc,** j two, “dewce”; three, **trey** Formerly the
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Bfoelt'

Black

, Home or Ifinm Table. Block'* Outer Toble.

fiW wai csLllcd ** quatre ** (pronounced
**
cater ’ ) ;

the five,

**<;inque” (pronounced eitker “«ank” or “sink*'); and the

six, “ six " (siic).
*

For the right to start each player throws one or two dice

;

the one who throws the higher number lias the right of playing

first ;
and he either adopt the numbers thrown or he may

throw again, using both dice.
»• u

The men are moved on from point to point, according to the

throws of the dice made by the players alternately. White

moves from block’s inner table to black s outer, and from this

to white’s outer tabh ,
and so on to white’s inner table ;

and ail

black’s moves must be in the contrary direction. A player mav

move any of his men a numlicr of pejints corresponding to the

numbers thrown by him, provided the point to which the move
would bring him is

not blocked by two

or more of his

adversary’s men
being on it. The

whole throw may
be taken with one

man, or two men
may lie moved,one

the exact number
of points on one

die, the other tlie

number on the

other die. Ifdoulv

lets are thrown

(c.g. two sixes),

four moves of that

number {e.%, four

moves ofsixpoints)

may be made,
either all by one

man or separately

by more. Thus,

suppose white
throws five, six, he

White's Home nr InfW Table Whitc'i* Outer Ta1>lc.

Wnnf
Backgammon Board.

1, BUicW'ft ttcn-point. 3, Black's bar-point,

a, White’s acr-point. 4. White's har-point.

may move one of his men from the left-hand comer of the black’i

inner table to the left-hand comer of black’s outer table for six ;

he may, again, move the same man five points farther on, when
his move is completed ; or he may move any other man five

j

points. But white cannot move a man fur five from the black's

ace-point, becau-se the six-point in that talile is blocked. Any
part of the throw which cannot be moved is of no effect, but it is

compulsory fur a player to move the whole throw unless blocked.

Thus if the men were differently placed, and white could move a

six, and having done so could not move a five, his move is com-

pleted. If, however, by moving the five first, he can afterwards

move a six, he must make the move m that manner.

W^en a player so moves as to place two men on the same point,

he is said to “ make a point"

When there is only a single man on a point, it is called a “ blot”

When a blot is left, the man there may be taken up (technically

the Wot may be “ hit ”) by the adversary if he throws a numbw
which will enable him to place a man on that point. The man
hit is placed on the bar, and has to begin again by entering the

adversary's home table again at the next throw should it result

in a number that corresponds to an unblocked point. The points

in the home taWes count for this purpose os i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

beginning from the ace-point. A player is not allowed to move
any other man while he has one to ^er. It is, therefore, an

advantage to have made all the points In your own board, so that

your adveimry, if you take a man up, cannot enter ; and you can

then continue throwing until a point is opened.

Hiegame proceeds until one of the players gets all his men into

his inner table or kme. Then he beg^ to take his men off the

board, or to hear them, i.«. to remove a man from any fmint that

cocn^iKmds in number with his throw. If sudi a point » un-

occupied, u move must be made, if there is room for it, and a
move ingy be taken, instead of b^ric^ a man, at any time ; but

when six is empty, if six is thrown a man may he ^me from five

and so on. If, after a player has commenced throwing off his men,

he should be hit on a blot, he must enter on his advwnary’s imier

table and must bring the man taken up into his own inner table

before he can bear further.

Whoever first take.s off all his men wins the game a single

game (a “ hit ") if his adversary has begun bearing
;
a double

game (a ” gammon ") if the adversary has not borne a man ; and

a triple game (a ” backgammon ”) if, at the time the winner bears

fiis last man, his adversary, not leaving borne a man, has one in

the winner’s inner table, or has a man up. When a series of

games is played, the winner of a hit has the first throw in the

succeeding game ; but if a gammon is won, the players each

throw a single die to determine the first move of the next game.

In order to play backgammon well, it w necessary to know all

the chances on two dice and to apjdy them in various ways. The
iinmber of different llirows that can be made it. thirty-six. By
taking all the combinations of these tlirows which include giv<'n

numl^, it is easily cliscovt!red where Wots may be left with the
least probability of being hit. For example, to find the chance of

being hit where a blot can only bo taken up by an ace. the adversary
may Uirow two aces, or acc in combination with any other number
up to six, and he may throw each of thes(‘ in two different way.s, so
that there are in all eln^en wavs in which an ace may be thrown.
This, deducted from thirty-six (the total tinmber of throws), leaves

twenty-five
; .so that it is 2^ to ii against lacing hit on an ace. It

is very important iu bear ni mind the chance of being liii on any
numlier. The following table gives the odds again.sl being hit on
any number wdthin the reach of one or two dice :

—
If is 25 to n, or about g to 4, against lieing hit on i

24 . 12, or 2 I, 2

22 . 14. or alx)ul 3 » 2. 3
21 , 15. or 7 . 5. 4
21 . 7 . 5. 5
19 . 17. . H. 6
30 .

b. 5 7
30 .

31 .

. 0. .. 5
5, or alx>ut 0

. 1.

r 1 ,

8

9
33 . 3. or IT , 1, 10

34 . , 2. 17 t. I !

33 . 3. li . I. 12

The table shows that if a blot must be Udt within the reach of

one die, the nearer it is left to the adversary'.^ man the less proba-
bility there is of its being hit. Also, that it is long odds against
Ivnng hit on a blot which is only to be reached witli double dice,

and that, in that case (on any numlxT from 7 tto 11), the farther off

the blot is. the less chance there is of its Ixiing hit.

Tile table a.ssumes lliat the lioard is open for every possible throw

.

If part of the throw is blocked by an intervening point being held by
adverse men, the chance of being hit is less.

Two principles, tlion, have to bo considered in moving the men

-

(i) To make points where there is the best chance of obstructing
the opponent, (i) When obliged to leave blots, to choo.se tlie po.si

tion in which they arc lea.st likely to be hit.

The best points to secure are the five-point in your own innf’r

table and the five-point in your adversary’s inner table. The next
Ixisi ih your own bar-point ; and the next liest tJie four in your own
inner table.

The best move for some throw.s at the commencement of a game
is as follows r—Aces (the best of all throwrs). move two on your bar-
point and two on yonr five-point. This throw is often given to
mierior players by wray of odd.s.

Acc. trey : make the five-point in your inner table.

Acc. six : make your Ixir-point.

Deuces : move two on the four-point in your inner table, and two
on the trey*|>oint in your opponent's inner table.

Deuce, four : make the four-point in your own tabic.

Threes
:
play two on the five-point m your inner table, and two

on the four-point of your advcrsaiy^’s inner table, or make your bar-
point.

Trey, five : make the trey-point in your own table.

Trey, six : bring a man from your adversary's ace-point as far as
he will go. •

Fours : move on two on the five-point in your adversary’s inner
table, and two from the five in his outer table.

Four, five and four, six : carry a man from your adversary’s ace-
point as far as ho will go.

Fives ; move two men from the five in your adversary's puter
table to the trey-point in your inner table.

Five, six : move a man from yriur adversary's ace-point as far as
be Will go.

Sixes (tlie second-best tbsow) : move two on your adveiiary’s
bar-point and two on your own bar-pptat.
In carr\'ing flic men home carry the most distant man to your

advewarv s bar-point, to the six-point hi 3rotir outer table, and then
to the six-point k'yottr inner taibrn. BjNbllowiag this rule as nearly
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as the throws admit, you will carry the men to your inner tabic in
the fewest number of wrows.
Avoid carr3rmR many men upon the trey or deuce-point in your

own tables, as these men are out of play.
Whenever you have taken up two of your adversary's men. and

two or more points made in your inner table, spread your other men
in the hope of making another point in your tables, and of hitting
the man your adversary enters.

Always take up a man if the blot you leave in making the move
can only be hit with double dice, but if you already have two of your
oppononi's men in your tables it is unwise to take up a third.

In entering a man which it is to your adversary’s advantage to
hit, leave the blot upon the lowest point you can. e.g. ace-point in

pre^rence to deuce-point.
When your adversary is bearing his men. and you have two men

in his table, say, on bis ace-}x)iiit, and several men in the outer table,

it is to your advantage to leave one man on the ace-point, because it

prevents hi.s liearing his men to the grcate.st advantage, and gives
you the chance of his leaving a blot. But if you find that you can
probably save the gammon by bringing both your men out of his

table, do not wait for a blot. Eight points is the average throw.
The laws of backgammon (as given oy Hoyle) are as follows -

I. Wlien a man is touched by the casteV it must la* played if

possible; if impossible no penalty. 2. A man is not pla>^d till it

lit placed upon a point ana quitted. 3. If a player omits a qdan
from the board Uiere is no penalty. 4. If he bean any numlw of

men belore he has entered a man taken up. men so borne must lx*

enler<*<l again. 3. If he has mistaken his throw and played il. and
his adversary has thrown, it is not in the choice of either of the
players to alter it, unless they both agree to do so. 6. If one or
both dice are " cocked," i.e. do not lie fairly and 8(]uarely on the
tabic, a fresh throw is imperative.

Russian Backgammon varies from the above game in that the

men^ instead of being set as in the diagram^ are entered in the

.same table by throws of the dice, and both players move in the

.same direction round to the opposite table. There are variou.s

rules for this game. By some a player is not obliged to enter all

his men before he moves any
;
he can take up blots at any time

on entering, but while he has a man up, he must enter it before

entering any more or moving any of tliose already entered. If he

cannot enter the man that is up, he loses the benefit of the throw.

A player who tlirows doublets must play or enter not only the

number tlirown, but also doublets of the number corresponding

to the opposite side of the dice
;
thus, if he Uirows sixes, he must

first enter or move tlie sixes, as the case may be, and then aces,

and he also has another throw. Some rules allow liim to play

cither doublets first, but he must always complete one set before

playing the other. If a player cannot play the whole of his throw,

his adversary is .sometimes allowed to play the unplayed portion,

in which cases tlie caster is sometimes allowed to come in and
complete his moves, if he can, and in the event of his having
thrown deuce-ace or doublets to throw again. If he throws
doublets a second time, he moves and throws again^ and so

on. The privilege is sometimes restricted by not allowing this

advantage to the first doublets thrown by each player. It is

sometimes extended by allowing the thrower of the deuce-ace to
choose any doublets he likes on tlie opposite side of the dice,

and to throw again. The restriction with regard to the first

doublets thrown does not apply to dcuce-ace, nor does throwing
it remove the restriction with regard to first doublets. A player
must first be able to complete the doublets thrown. If the
player cannot move the whole throw he cannot take the corre-

sponding doublets, and he is not allowed another ' throw if he
cannot move all the points to which he is entitled.

BACKHUYSEN, or Bakhuisen, LUDOLF (1631-1708), Dutch
painter, was bom at Emden, in Hanover. He was brought up as
a merchant at Amsterdam, but early discovered so strong a
grains for painting that he relinquished business and devoted
himself to art. He studied first under AHart van Everdingra and
then under Hendrik Dubbels, two eminent masters of the time,
and soon became o^brated for his lea'^pieces. He vns an ardent
student of natm, and frequently exposed himself on the sea in

an open boat in order to study the effects of tempests. His
oompositiom, which are veiy numerous, are nearly all variations

of osie sobject, and in a style peculiarly his own, marked by
intense realism or faithful imitation of nature. In his later years

BMthuysen employed his time in etching and calljgrapby. He
died in Amsterdam on the 17th of November 1708.

BACKNAMG, a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Whrttem*
beig, 19 m. by rail N.E, from Stuttgart. Pop. (1990) 7650. It

has an interest church, edating from the 12th century, and
notable tanneries and leather factories, woollen and cloth mffls.

In 1^5 Backnang was ceded to Wurttombeig by Baden. In the

vicinity is the Wilhelmsheim sanatorium for consumptives.

BACKSQRATCHBR, a long slender rod of wood, whalebone,
tortoiseshell, horn or cane, with a carved hyman hand, usually

of ivory, mounted at the extremity. Its name suggests ^e
primary use of the implement, but little is known of its history,

and it was unquestionably also employed as a kind of rake to

keep in order the huge heads of powdered hair worn by ladies

during a considerable portion of the i8th and the early part of

19th centuries. The backscratcher varies in lengto from 12 to so

in.,and themore elaborate examples,which were occasionallyhung
from the waist, are silver-mounted, and in rare instances the ivory

fingers bear ctirved rings. The liand is sometimes outstretched,

and sometimes the fingers are Hexed ; the modelling is frequently

good, the fingers delicately fonned and the nails well defined.

As a rule the rod is finished off with a knob. The hand was now
and again replaced by a rake or a bird’s claw. 'The hand was
indifferently dexter or sinister, but the Onnese variety usually

bears a right hand. Like most of the obsolete appliances of daily

life, the Imckscratcher, or scratch-back, as it is sometimes called,

has become scarce, and it is one of the innumerable objects which
attract the attention of the modem collector.

BACK’S RIVER {Thlewechodyethf or “ Great Fish

a

river in

Mackenzie and Keewatin districts, Cimada, rising in Sussex lake,

a small lK>dy of water in 108° 20' W. and 64“ 25' N., and flowing

witli a very tortuous course N.E. to an inlet of the Arctic Ocean,
passing tlirough several large lake-expansions—Pelly, Garry,

MacDougall und h'ranklin. Like the Coppermine, the only other

large river of this part of Canada, it is rendered unnavigable by a
sua ession of rapids and rocks. It was discovered and explored

by Sir George Back in 1834. Its total length is 560 m.
BACKWARDATION, or, as it is moif often called for brevity,

Back, a technical term employed on the London Stock Exchange
to express the amount charged for the loan of stock from one
account to the other, and paid to the purchaser by the seller on a
bear account (see Account) in order to allow the seller to defer

the delive^ of the stock. The seller, having sold for delivery

on a certain date, stocks or shares which probably he does not

possess, in the hope that he may be able, before the day fixed

for delivery, to buy them at a cheaper price and so earn a profit,

finds on settling-day that the prices have not gone down accord-

ing to his expectation, and therefore pays the purchaser an agreed

amount of interest (backwardation) for the privilege of deferring

the delivery, either in order to procure the stock, or else in the

hope that there will be a shrinkage in the price which will enable

him to gain a profit. (See also Stock Exchange.)
BACKW, FRANC18 (Baron Verulam, Viscount St Albans)

(1561-1626), English philosopher, statesman and essayist, was
born atYork House in the Strand, London,on the 22nd of January
1560/1. He was the youi^est son of Sir Nicholas Bacon
IBs mother, the second wife of Sir Nicholas, was a daughter of

Sir Anthony Cooke, formerly tutor to Edward VL She was a
woman of considerable culture, well skilled in the classical

studies of the period, and a warm adherent of the Reformed or

Puritan Church. Very little is known of Bacon’s early life azid

education. His health being then, as always, extremely ddicate,

he probably received much of his instruction at home. In April

1573 he was entered at Trinity College, Cambrid^, where for

three years he resided with his biother Anthony. At Cam-
bridge he applied himself diligently to the several scaences as

then taught, and came to toe conclusion that the methods em-
ployed and the results attained were alike erroneous. Although
he preserved a reverence for Aristotle (of whom, however,
he leeiris to have known but little), he learned to despise

the current Aristotidian phikMophy. It yielded no fruit, was
servioeabie only for disputation, and the end it proposed to itself

was a mistaken one. Philosophy must be taught its truepumse,
and for this purpose a new method must be devised, with the
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fint germs of this great conception in his mind^ Bacon left the

university. «

On the 27th of June 1576 he an<> his brother Anthony were

entered di societaU mapstrorum at Gray’s Inn, and a few mon^
hiter he was sent abroad with Sir Amyas Paulet, the English

ambassador at Paris. Tlie disturbed state of government and

society in France at that time afforded him valuable political

instruction. It wa^ formerly supposed that certain Notes on the

State of Christendom, usually printed in his works, contain the

results of his observations, butSpeddin^ has shown that there is

no reason for ascribing these Notes to him, and that they may be

attributed with more probability to one of his brother Anthony’s

correspondents.

The sudden death of his father in February 1578/9 necessitated

Bacon’s return to England, and exercised a very serious influence

on his fortun*iS. A considerable sum of money hud been laid up

by Sir Nicholes for the purchase of an estate for his youngest son,

the only one otherwise unprovided for. Owing to his sudden

death, this intention was not carried out, and a fifth only of the

money descended to Francis. This was one of the gravest mis-

fortunes of his life j
he started with insuffleient means, acquired

a habit of borrowing and was never afterwards out of debt. As
it had become necessary that he should adopt some profession, he

selected that of law, and took up his re.sidence at Gray’s Inn in

1579-

In the fragment De Interpretatione Naturae Prooemium
(written probably about 1603) Bacon analyses his own mental
character and lays before us the objects lie had in view when he
entered on public life. If his ofiening sentence, “ Ego cum me ad
utilitates humanas natum existimarem ” f“ since 1 thought my-
self born to be of advantage to mankind ”), seems at first sight a
little arrogant, it must be remembered that it is the arrogance of

Aristotle’s fuyaX.(npvxo%^ who thinks himself worthy of great

things, and is worthy. The ideal of production of good to the
human race through the discovery of truth, was combined in him
with the practical desir# to be of service to his country. He
purposed, therefore, to obtain, if possible, some honourable post
in the state which would give him the means of realizing these

projects, and would enable him to do somewhat for the church,
the third of the objects whose good he had at heart. The constant
striving after these three ends is the key to Bacon’s life. His
qualifications for accomplishing the task were not small. His
intellect was far-seeing and acute, quick and yet cautious, medi-
tative, methodical and free from prejudice. If we add to this

account that he seems to have been of an unusually amiable dis-

position we have a fairly complete picture of his mental character

at this critical period of his life.

In 1580 he appears to have taken the first step in his career by
applying, through his uncle, Burghley, the lord treasurer, for some
po.st at court. His suit, though well received by the queen, was
unsuccessful

; the particulars are totally unknown. For two
years after this disappointment he worked quietly at Gray’s Inn,

and in 1582 was admitted an outer barrister. In 1584 he took
his seat in parliament for Melcombe in Dorsetshire, but the
notes for the session do not disclose what reputation he gained.

About the same time he made another application to Burghley,
apparently with a view to expediting his progress at the bar.

His uncle, who appears to have “ taken his zeal for ambition,”
wrote him a severe letter, taking him to task for arrogance
and pride, qualities whicli Bacon vehemently disclaimed. As
his advancement at the bar was unusually rapid, his unde’s
influence may have been exerted in his behalf. In 1589 he
received the first substantial piece of patronage from his power-
ful kinsman, the reversion of the clertwhip of the Star Chamber.
The office was worth about £1600 a year

; but it did not become
vacant for nearly twenty years. A considerable period of his life

ihm slipped away, and his affairs had not prospered. He had
written on the oonditbn oi parties in the church ; he had set

down his thoughts on philosophical refoim in ^e lost tract,

Tmporis Partus Maximus
; but he had failed in obtaining the

position whkh he looked upon as an indispensable condition
> See Nic, Etk. iv. 3. 3. 1 1235.
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of success. A long and eloquent letter to Burghley ^ throws

additional light upon his character, and gives a hint as to the

cause of his uncle’s slackness in promoting him.

Some time before this, perhaps as early as 1588, Bacon appears

to have become acquainted with the carl of Essex, Elizabeth’s

favourite. At the close of 1591 he was acting as the earl’s

confidential adviser, and exerted himself, together with his

brother Anthony, diligently in the earl’s service. In February

1593 parliament was c^led, and Bacon took his seat for Middle-

.sex. The special occasion for which the House had been sum-
moned was the discovery of one of the numerous popish plots

that distracted Elizabeth’s reign.

As Bacon’s conduct in this emergency seriously affected his

fortunes and has been much misunderstood, it is necessary to

state, as briefly as possible, the whole facts of the case. The
House having been duly informed of the state necessities, assented

to a double subsidy and appointed a committee to draw up the

requisite articles. Before this was completed, a message arrived

from the House of Lords requesting a conference, which was
granted. The committee of the Commons were then informed
that the crisis demanded a triple subsidy to be collected in a
shorter time than usual, that the Lords could not assent to less

than this, and that they desired to confer on the matter. This

proposal of the Lords to discuss supply infringed upon the

privileges of the Commons
;

accordingly, when the report of

committee was read to the Lower House, Bacon spoke against

the proposed conference, pointing out at the same time that a
communication from the Lords might be received, but that the

actual deliberation on it must be taken by themselves alone.

His motion, after some delay, was carried and the conference

was rejected. The Lords upon this lowered their demands, and
desired merely to make a communication, which, being legitimate,

was at once assented to. The House had then before them the

proposal for a triple subsidy, to he collected in three, or, as the

motion ultimately was shaped, in four years, instead of in six,

as the ordinary custom would have been. Bacon, who approved
of the increased subsidy, was opposed to the short period in

which it was proposed to raise it. • He suggested that it would
be difficult or impossible for the people to meet such heavy
demands, that discontent and trouble would arise, and that the

better method of procedure was to raise money by levy or

imposition. His motion appears to have received no support,

and the four years’ subsidy was passed unanimously. Bacon,

as it turned out, had been mistaken in thinking that the country

would be unable to meet the increased taxation, and his conduct,

though prompted by a pure desire to he of service to the queen,

gave deep and well-nigh ineradicable offence. He was accused

I wax now somewhat ancient ;
one-and-thirty years is a great

deal of sand in the hour-ij^lass. ... 1 ever bare a mind (in some
middle place that I could discharge) to serve her majesty

;
not as a

man bom under Sol that loveth honour
;
nor under Jupiter, that

loveth busineSB (for the contemplative planet carrieth me away
wholly) ; but as a man bom under an excellent sovereign, that de-
serveth the dedication of all men's abilities. . . . Again, the meanness
of my estate doth somewliat move me ;

for though I cannot accuse
myvSelf that I am either prodigal or slothful, yet my health is not to
spend, nor my course to gel. Lastly, I confess that I have as vast
contemplative ends as I have moderate civil ends ; for I have taken
all knowledge to be my province

;
and if I could purge* it of two sorts

of rovers, whereof the one with frivolous disputations, confutations
and verbosities, the other with blind experiments and auricular

traditions and impostures, hath committed so many spoils, 1 hope I

should bring in industrious observations, grounded conclusions uid
profitable inventions and discoveries—the tot state of that province.

This, whether it be curio-sity, or vain-gloiy.or nature, or (if one take
it favourably) fhilanthropia, is so fixed in my mind as it cannot be
removed. And 1 do easily see, that place of any reasonable command-
ment doth bring commandment of more wits than of a man's own.
. . . And if your lordship shall find now, or at any time, that X do
seek or affect any place whereunto any that is nearer to your lord-

ship shall be convenient, say then that I am a most dishonest man.
And if your lordship will not carry me on, . . . this I will do. I will

sell the inheritance that I have, and purchase some lease of quick
revenue, or some office of gain that shall be executed by deputy, and
80 give over all care of service, and become aome sorry bewkmaker,
or a true pioneer in that mine of truth.*'—Spedding, Letters and
Life, i. 108- X09. .
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of seeking popularity, and was for a tiitie excludedfrom thecourt
|

His letter to Butghley,^ who had told him of the queen’s
|

di^easure with his speech, offers no apology for what he had
said, but expresses regret that his motives should have been

misunderstood. He soon felt that the queen’s anger was not to

be appeased by such a justification. The attomevi^enendship

had fallen vacant and Bacon became a candidate for the office,

his most formidable rival being his life-dong antagonist, Edward
Coke, who was then solicitor. Essex warmly espoused Bacon’s

cause and earnestly pressed his claims upon the queen
; but

his impetuous, pettish pleading tended to retard the cause.

Burghley, on the other hand, in no way promoted his nephew's

interest ; he would recommend him for the solidtorslup, but

not for the attorney-generalship ; and it is not improbable that

Sir K.ol)ert Cecil secretly used his influence against his cousin.

The queen delayed the appointment, and Bacon's fortunes,

as tliey then stood, could ill brook delay, lie was harassed with

debt and at times so disheartened that he contemplated retire-

ment from public life. In March 1504 it was at last understood

that Coke was to be attorney-general. Essex, though bitterly

mortified, at once threw all his energies into the endeavour to

procure for Bacon tlie solicitorship
;

but in this case also, his

method of dealing, which was wholly opposed to Bacon's advice,-

seemed to irritate the queen. The old offence was not yet for-

given, and after a tedious delay, the office was given, in October

1595, to Serjeant Thomas Fleming. Burghley and Sir John
Buttering seem to have assisted Bacon honestly, if not over-

warmly, in this second application ; but the conduct of ('ecil

had roused suspicions which were not perhaps without foundation.

E3.sex, to compensate in some degree for Bacon’.s disappointment^

insisted on presenting him with a piece of land, worth about

£1800, and situated probably near Twickenham Park. Nor did

his kindness ccjise there ; before sailing on the expedition to

(^diz, in the beginning of 1596, he addressed letters to Buck-

hurst, Fortescue and Kgerton, earnestly requesting them to use

their influence towards procuring for Bacon the vacant office of

master of the rolls. Bdore anything came of this application,

the Cadiz expedition had resulted in a brilliant success, and
Essex became the idol of the army and the people. Bacon
saw dearly that such a reputation would assuredly alienate the

affections of the queen, who loved not to have a subject too

powerful or too popular. He therefore addressed an eloquent

and imploring letter to the earl, pointing out the dangers of his

position and urging upon him what he judged to be the only

sale course of action, to seek and secure the favour of the queen

alone
;
above all things dissuading him from the appearance

of military popularity. His advice, however, was unpalatable

and proved ineffectual. The earl still continued his usual course

of dealing with the queen, depending solely upon her supposed

affection for him, and insanely jealous of any other whom she

might seem to favour. His unskilful and unlucky management
of the sea expedition to Ferroi and the Azores in no way lowered

his popularity with the people, but undoubtedly weakened his

influence with the queen.

Bacon’s affairs in the meantime had not been prospering. He
had increased his reputation by the publication in 1597 of his

Essays^ along with which were the Colours of Good and Evil

and the Mtdiiationcs Sacrae; but his private fortunes were

in a bad condition. No public office apparently could be

found for him
;
a scheme for retrieving his position by a marriage

with the wealthy widow, Lady Elizabeth Hatton, failed, and in

1598 he was anested for debt. He seems, however, to have

bMn growing in favour with the queen. Some years previously

(perhaps about 15^), he had begun to be employed by her in

crown affairs, and he gradually acquired the standing of one of

the learned eouiUNfl, though he had no commi8.sion or wanmnt,

and received no salary. At the same time he was no longer on

the former friendly terms with Essex, a certain estrangement

> Spedding. Ultm and Uft, i. 234-*35 » of- »• 362. This letter, with

those to PucSaermgor Essex and the queen, i. 240-341 ,
should com-

pared with what is said of them by Macaulay in his Essay on Bacon,

and by Campbell. Livss, ii. 287.
- See Litters and Lift, i. 289. ii. 34.

having sprung up between them, caused no ^bt 1^ the eari's

dislike ol his friend’s advioe. The earl’s afliairs were then at a

somewhat critical stage, and M our judgment upon a mpst

important episode in ^on’s life d^ends upon knowledge

of the events of the ensuing year, it will be reqdi^i^c to enter

somewhat minutely into proceedings with which Baoon himseU

had nothing to do.

Ireland was then in a rebellious and discontented condition,

and it was difficult for the English government
, to decide either

on a definite course of policy with regard to it, or on a leader by
whom that policy might be carried out. A violent quarrel took

place between the queen and Essex, who for some montlis retiiiad

from court and refused to bt reconciled. At last he came forth

from his seclusion, and it was soon understood that he was in

person to undertake the subjugation of the rebels in Ireland,

with a larger force tlian had ever before been sent into that

countn'. Into the obscure details of this unhappy campon it is

unntfcessaiy to enter
;

one fact stands out clearly, that Essex

endeavoured to carry out a treasonable design. His jealousy and
ill-temper had I)(H;n so roused that the onl)' course open to him
seemed to l>e the obtaining a powerful military force, the |:^ses-

sion of which would compel the queen to reinstate him in her

favour. Whether or not lliis plan was in contemplation l)efore

he' undertook tire Irish expedition is not evident, though even

outsiders at that time entertained some suspicions, but there con

ha no doubt of the treasonable character of the negotiations

carried on in Ireland. His plans, probably not very definite,

were disturbed by an imperative mess^e from the queen,

ordering him not to return to England without her permission.

He at once set off, and, trusting apparently to her affection for

him, presented himself suddenly before her. He was, for the

moment, received kindly, but was soon afterwards ordered to

keep his chamber, and was then given into the custody of the

lord keeper at ^'ork House, where he remained till March 1600.

His great popularity, and the general ignorance of the reasons for

his imprisonment, stirred up a strong fleling against tlie queen,

who was n^ported to be influenced by Bacon, and such indignation

war. raised against the latter that his friends feared his life would

be in danger. It was at last felt necessary that tlie queen should

in some way vindicate her proceedings, and this she at first did,

contrary to Baoon’s advice, by a declaration from the Star

Chamber. This, however, gave little or no satisfaction, and it

was found expedient to do what Bacon had always recommended,

to have a fair trial, yet not one in which the sentence must needs

be damaging to the earl. The trial accordingly took place before

a body of her majesty 's councillors, and Bacon had a subordinate

and unimportant part in the accusation. Essex does not seem

to have been at all hurt by his action in this matter, and shortly

after his relea.se they were again on friendly terms. Bacon

drawing up letters as if to or from the earl with the design of

having them brought before the queen. But Bacon did not know
the true character of the transactions in which Essex had htvii

engaged. The latter had been released from all custody in

Ai^ust, but in the meantime he had been busily engaged in

treasonable correspondence with James of Scotland, and was

counting on the frish army under his ally, Charles Blount, Baron
Mountjoy (afterwards earl of Devonshire), the new deputy. But
Mountjoy had apparently come to see how useless the attempt

would be to force upon the queen a setdement of the succession

and dedined to go farther in the matter. Essex was thus thrown

upon his own resources, and his anger against the queen being

roused afresh by the refusal to renew his monf^wly of sweet

wines, he formed the desperate project of seizing her person and
compdling her to dismiss from her council his enemies Raleigh,

Cobham, and Cedi. As some pretext, he intended to affirm, that

his life was in danger from these men, who were in league with the

Spaniards. The ^ot was forced on prematun^ by theeu^dons
excited at court, and the msb attempt to rouse the city of London
(8th of February i6ot) proved a complete fiasco. The leaden

were arrested tW night and thrown into prisori. Although

the actual rising ndjpt have ^peared a outburst of

frantic passion, the private examinatioiis of the most prominent

nr. 5 a
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oofispimton disclosed to the government a plot so widely spread^

and invcrfving so many of the highest in the land, that it would

have been perilous to have pressed home accusations against all

who might be implicated, toex was tried alopg with the young

earl of Southampton, and Bacon, as one of her majesty s counsel,

was present on the occasion. Coke, who was principal sjx)kc8man,

managed the case with great want of skill, incessantly allowing

the thread of the evidence to escape, and giving the prisoners

opportunity to indulge in irrelevant justifications and protesta-

tions which were not ineffectual in distracting attention from the

mil question at issue. On the first opportunity Bacon rose and

briefly pointed out fhat the earl’s plea of having done nothing

save what was absolutely nece.ssar>" to defend his life from the

machinations of his enemies was weak and worthlcs.s, inasmuch

as these enemies Mere purely imaginary ;
and he compared his

case ta that of Feisistratus, who had made use of a somewhat

similarj|tratHgcm to cloak his real dc.signs upon the city of Athens.

He was thereupon interrupted by the earl, who proceeded to

defend himself, by <ledaring that in one of the letters drawn up

b>' Bacon, and purporting to Ik; from the earl to Anthony Bacon,

the existence of these rumours, and the dangers to be appre-

hended from them, had been admitted
;
and he continued, “ If

these reasons were then just and true, not counterfeit, how ran

it lie that now my pretences are false and injurious ?
’’ To this

Bacon replied, that “ the letters, if they were there, would not

blush to be seen for anything contained in them, and that he had

spent more time in vain in studying how to make the earl a good

servant to the queen than he had done in anything else.” It

seems to be forgotten in the general accounts of this matter, not

only that Bacon’s letters bear out what he said, but that the

carl’s excuses false. A second time Bacon was compelled

to interfere in the course of the trial, and to recall to the minds

of those present the real question at issue. He animadverted

strongly upon the puerile nature of the defence, and in answer

to a remark by ICssex, that if he had wished to stir up a rebellion

he would have had a larfer company with him, pointed out that

his dependence wa.*i upon the people of London, and compared
his attempt to that of the duke of Guise at Paris. To this the

earl made little or no reply. Bacon’s use of this illustration and
of the former one of Peisistratus, has been much commented on,

and in general it secm.s to have been thought that had it not been

for his speeches Kssex might have escaped, or, at all events, have
been afterwards pardoned. But this view of the matter depends
on the supposition that Essex was guilty only of a rash

outbreak.' Iliat this was n(»t the case was well known to the

queen and her council. Unfortunately, prudential motives

hindered the publication of the whole evidence
;

the people,

consequently, were still ignorant of the magnitude of the crime,

and, till recently, biograpliers of Bacon have been in a like

ignorance. The earl himself, before execution, confessed his

guilt and the thorough justice of his sentence, while, with singular

lack of magnanimity, he incriminated several against i^om
accusations had not been brought, among others his sister Lady
Rich. After his execution it was thought necessary that some
account of the facts should be drawn up and circulated, in order

to remove the prejudice against the qheen’s action in the matter.

This was entrusted to Baron, who drew up a Declaration of the

Practices and Treasons attempted and committed by Robertf late

Earl of Essex, his first draft being extensively altered and
corrected by the queen and council. Nothing is known with

certainty of the reception given to this official explanation, but

the ill-feeling against Bacon was not wholly removed, and some
years later, in 1604, he published, in the form of a letter to

Mountjoy, an Apology for hi.s action in the case. This Apology

gives a most fair and temperate history of the relations between
Bacon and Essex, shows how the prudent counsel of the one had
been rejected by the other, and brings out very dearly what wc
Conceive to be the true explanation of the matter. Everything

^ Sue M;icaulay*i» Us$w on Bacon.
“ The whole story of Essex is given in Spudding's Lettm and Life.

It VA vigorously told by Bruce in the introduction to his Corm-
spmdtnte of James V/. oAtk Sir Robert Cecil (Camdon Society, 1861).

that Bacon could do was done by him, until the real nature of

Essex’s design was made apparent, and then, as hehad repeatedly

told the eari, his devotion and respect were for the queen aaid

state, not for any subject
;

friendship could never take rank

above loyalty. Those who blame Bacon must acquit Essex of

all wrong-doing.

Bacon\ private fortunes, during the period after the death of

Essex, were not in a flourishing condition. He had obtained a
grant of £1200 from the fines imposed on Catesby, one of the

conspirators, but his debts were sufficient to swallow up this and
much more. And, though he was trusted by Elizabeth, and on
good terms with her, he seems to have seen that he had no chance

of advancement. But her death in 1603, followed by the un-

disputed succession of James, gave him new hopes. He used

every means in his power to bring himself under James’s notice,

writing to all his friends at the Sottish court and to the king

himself. He managed to obtain a personal interview with the

king, but does not seem to have been much satisfied with it. In
fact, while the king confirmed in their situations those who had
held crown offices under Elizabeth, Bacon, not holding his post
by warrant, was practically omitted. He was, however, con-

tinued, by special order of the king, as learned counsel extra-

ordinary, but little or no law business appears to have been
entrusted to him. He procured, through his cousin Cecil, the

dignity of knighthood, which, contrary to his inclination, he
received along with about 300 others, on the 23rd of July 1603.

Between this time and the opening of James’s first parliament he
was engaged in literary work, and sent to the king two pamphlets
—one on the Union, the other on measures for the pacification

of the church. Shortly after he published his Apology. In
March 1604 parliament met, and during their short session

Bacon’s hands seem to have been full of work. It was a busy

and stirring time, and events occurred during it which carried

within them the seeds of much future dissension. Prerogative

and privilege came more than once into collision, the abuses

of purveyance and wardship were made matters of conference,

though die thorough discussion of them was deferred to a suc-

ceeding session
;

while James’s temper was irritated by the

objections brought against his favourite scheme of the Union,

and by the attitude taken up by the House with regard to

religious affairs. The records are barely full enough to enable us

to judge of the share taken by Bacon in these discussions
;
his

name generally appears as the reporter of the committees on
special subjects. We can occasionally, however, discern traces

of his tact and remarkable prudence
;

and, on the whole, his

attitude, particularly with regard to the Union question, recom-

mended him to James. He was shortly afterwards formally

installed as learnt counsel, receiving the salary of £40, and at

the same time a pension of £60 yearly. He was also appointed

one of the commission to treat of the conditions necessary for the

Union
; and the admirable manner in which the duties of that

body were discharged must be attributed mainly to his influence

and his complete mastery of the subject. During the recess he

published his Advancement of Learning, dedicated to the king.

He was now brought into relations with James, and his

prospects began to improve. It is important for us to know
what were his ideas upon government, upon parliaments, pre-

rogative, and so forth, since a knowledge of this will clear up
much that would seem inexplicable in his life. It seems quite

evident^ that Bacon, from position, early training and, one

might almost think, natural inclination, held as his ideal of

government the Elizabethan system. The king was the supreme

power, the centre of law and justice, and his prerogative must not

be infringed. Parliament was merely a body c^ed to consult

with the king on emergencies {circa ardua regni) and to grant

supplies. King and parliament together make up the gt^te,

but the former is first in nature and importance. The duty

of a statesman was, therefore^ to carry out the royal will in as

prudent a manner as possible ;
he was the servant of the king,

and stood or fell according to Us pleasure. He was not singular

in his opinions and he was undoubtedly sincere ; and it is only
* See Letters and Life, iv. 177, yi. 38, vii. 116, 117.
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by keeping them constantly in mind that we can understand his

after relations with the king.

In the second parliament there was not so much scope for the

exercise of his powers. The Gunpowder Plot had aroused in the

Commons warmer feelings towards the king ; they passed severe

laws against reaisants, and granted a triple subsidy. At the same
time they continued the collection of the grievances concerning

which they were to move. In the course of this session Bacon
married Alice Bamham “ the alderman’s daughter, an handsome
maiden, to my liking,” of whom he had written some years before

to hiscousin Cecil . Little or nothing is known of their married life.

The third parliament was chiefly occupied with the commercial

and legal questions rising out of the proposed Union, in particular,

with the dispute as to the naturalization of the Post Nait. Bacon
argued ably in favour of this measure, but the general feeling

was against it. The House would only pass a bill abolishing

hostile laws between the kingdoms
;
but the case of the Post \

Nati, b(!ing brought Ivfore the law courts, was settled as the

king wished. Bacon’s services were rewarded in June 1607 by
the office of solicitor.^ Several years passed before he gained

another step. Meantime, though circumstances had thrown him
too much into active life, ho had not forgotten his cherished

project of reorganizing natural science. A survey of the ground

had been made in the Advancemeftt, and some short pieces not

pul)lished at the time were probably written in the subsequent

two or three years. Towards the close of 1607 he sent to his

friends a small tract, entitled Cagitata ei Visa, probably the first

draft of what we have under that title. In 1609 he wrote the

noble panegyric. In felkem mrmoriam Elizahethaty and the

curiously learned and ingenious work, DrSapientia Vet«rum
;
and

completed what seems to have been the Hfdargutio Philosophic

arum, or treatise on the idols of the theatre.”

In i6to the famous fourth parliament of James met. Pre-

rogative, despite Bacon’s advice and efforts, clashed more than

once with lilierty
;

Salisbury’s bold schemes for relieving the

embarrassment caused by the reckless extravagance of the king

proved abortive, and the House was dissolved in February 1611.

Bac'on look a considerable share in the debates, consistently

upheld the prerogative, and seemed yet to possess the confidence

of the Commons. The death of Salisbury, occurring soon after,

opened a position in which Bacon thought his great political

skill and sagacity might be made more immediately available

for the king’s service. How far he directly offered himself for

the post of secretary is uncertain, but we know that his hopes

were disappointed, the king himself undertaking the duties of the

office. About the same time he made two ineffectual applica-

tions for the mastership of the wards
;

the first, on Salisbury’s

death, when it was given to Sir George Carey
;
the second, on

the death of Carey. It is somewhat hard to understand why so

little favour wa.s shown by the king to one who had proved
himself able and willing to do good service, and who, in spite of

his disappointments, still continued zealously to offer advice and
assistance. At last in 1613, a fair opportunity for promotion
occurred. The death of Sir Thomas Fleming made a vacancy in

the chief ju.sticeship of the king’s bench, and Bacon, after some
delil^eration, proposed to the king that Coke should be removed
from his place in the court of common pleas and transferred to

the king’s bench. He gives several reasons for this in his letter

to the king, but in all probability his chief motive was that

pointed out by Spedding, that in the court of king’s bench

there would be less danger of Coke coming into collision with the

king on questions of prerogative, in handling which Bacon was
always very circumspect and tender. The vacancy caused by
Coke’s promotion was then filled up by Hobart, and Bacon,

finally, stepped into the place of attorney-general The fact of

this (^vice l^ing offered and followed in all essentials, illustrates

very clearly the close relations between the king and Bacon,

who had become a confidential adviser on most occasions of

difficulty. That his adherence to the royal party was already

noticed and commented on appears from the significant remark

^ In October 1006 he liecame treasurer of Gray's Inn. The ter-

centenary was celebrated in igo8.

of Chamberlain, who, after mentioning the recent changes among
die law officials, says, ” There is a strong apprehension that . . .

Bacon may prove a danger^is instrument.”

Further light is thmwn upon Bacon’s relations with James, and

upon his political sympathies, by the letter to the king advocating

the calling of a parliament,* and by the two papers of notes on

which his letter was founded.* These documents, even after

due weight is given to all consideration.^ uiged in their favour,*^

seem to confirm the view already taken of Baton’s theory of

government, and at the same time show that his sympathies

with the royal party tended to blind him to the true character

of certain courses of action, which can only be justified by a

straining of political ethics. The advice he offered, in all sin-

cerity, was most prudent and sagacious, and might have been

successfully carried out by a man of Bacon’s tact and skill ; but

it was inten.sely one-sided, and exhibited a curious want of

appreciation of what was e\ en then beginning to be lolked on

as the true relation of king, parliament and people. Unfortu-

nately for James, he could neither adopt nor carry out Bacon’s

policy. The parliament which met in Ai)ril 1614, in which Bacon
sat for Cambridge University, and was dissolved in June, after a
stormy session, was by no means in a frame of mind suitable for

the king’s purposes. The House was enraged at the supposed

project (then much misunderstood) of the " Undertakers ”

;

objection was taken to Bacon being elected or serving as a member
while holding office as attorney-general

; and, though an except

tion was made in his favour, it was resolved that no attorney-

general should in future l^ie eligible for a seat in parliament.

No supply was granted, and the king’s necessities were increased

instead of diminished. The emergency suggested to some of the

bishops the idea of a voluntary contribution, which was eagerly

taken up by the noblemen and crown officials. The scheme was
afterwards <5xtended so as to take in the whole kingdom, but lost

something of hs voluntary character, and the means taken to

raise the money, which were not what Bacon would have recom-

mended,* were calculated to stir up discontent. The general

dissatisfaction received a .somewhat unguarded and intemperate

expression in a letter sent to the justices of Marlborough by a

gentleman of the neighbourhtwd, named Oliver St John,** in

which he denounced the attempt to raise funds in this way as

contrary to law, reason and religion, as constituting in the king

persondly an act of perjury, involving in the same crime those

who contributed, and thereby subjecting all parties to the curses

levelled by the church at such offences. St John was summoned
Ijefore the Star Chamber for slander and treasonable language

;

and Bacon, ex officio

^

acted as public prosecutor. The sentence

pronounced (a fine of £5000 and imprisonment for life) was

severe, but it was not actually inflicted, and probably was not

intended to be carried out, the success (A the prosecution being

all that was desired. St John remained a short time in prison,

and was then released, after making a full apology and submission.

The fine was remitted. It seems incredible that Bacon’s conduct

on this occasion should have been censured by his biographers.

The offence was clear
;

the law was undoubted
; no particular

sympathy was excited for the culprit ;
the sentence was not

carried out
;
and Bacon did only what any one in his place

would naturally and necessarily have done. The nature of his

office involved him in several trials for treason occurring about the

same time, and one of the.se is of interest sufficient to require

a somewhat longer examination. Edmund Peacham ^ had been

^ Letters and Life, i\'. 3B0. ' Hid, iv. 363-373.
* Ibid, iv. 375-378. Ibid, v. 81-83.
• Not to lie confounded with any of those of the same name who

held the title of Baron St John of Bletsho (sec Diet, of Nat. Biog,
voL 1. p. 150 (Mf /<n.).

’ Circa 1554-1616 ; educatixl at Cambridge
;
ordained priest 13S1

;

vicar of Ridge, Herts, 1581 ; rector of Hinton St George, Somerset,
I3®7»’ eventually condemned to death at the Taunton Assizes (7th
August 1615). The sentence was not carded out, and Peacham is

aaia to have died in gaol (March i6i6). See Gardiner's Hist, of
England, ii. 272-a83 ; State Triots, H, 869 ;

Calendar of StaU Papers
(1605-1606) ; Hallam’s Constitutional Hist. i. 343 ; T, P. Tas^vcll-
Langmead, English Constitutional History (5th ed., 1896), p. 423.
Nearly all works on constitutional law and history discuss the case.
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committed to custody for a libel on his superior, James Montagu

(i568 i?~i6i8), bishop of Bath and Wells. In searching his

house for certain papers, the offic€rs%»me upon some loose shc^
stitched together in the form of a sermon, the contents of which

were of such a nature that it was judged right to lay tbena before

the council. As it was at first suspected that the writing of

this Ixjok had been prompted by some disaffected persons,

Peacham was interrogated, and after he had declined to give

any information, was subjected to torture. Baron, as one of the

learned counsel, was ordered by tlie council to take part in this

examination, which was undoubtedly warranted by precedent,

whatever may now U* thought of it. Nothing, however, was

extracted from Peaebam in this way, and it was resolved to

proceed against him for treason. Now, in the excited state of

popular feeling ai ihat period, the failure of government to

substantiate an accusation of treason would have been a serious

matteri I’he king, with whom the council agreed, seems there-

fore to have thought it tie.sirah)c to obtain ladorehand the

opinions of the tour chief judges as to whetlier the alleged offence

amounted to treason. In thi.s there was notliing unusual or

illegal, and no objection wouhl at that time have been made to

it, hut James introduced a certain innovation ; he proposed that

the opinions of tlie lour judges should l>e given separately and in

private. It may lie reasoruibly inferred that his motive for this

was the suspicion, or it may be the knowledge, that Coke did not

consider the matter treasonable. At all events when Coke, who
as a councillor already knew the facts of the case, was consulted

regarding tlie new proposal of the king, he at <jnoe objected to it,

sayiiig that this particular and auricular taking of opinions
”

watfi “ new and dangerous,” and ” not according to the custom
of the realm.” lie at last reluctantly assented, and proposed

that Bacon should consult witfi him, while the other Jaw offkerB

addressed themselves to the three puisne judges. By Bacon s

directions tlie projiosal to the three, judges to give their opinions

se^iurateiy was made suddenly and confidently, and any scruples

they might have felt w'Ai easily overcome, 'i'he first step was
thus gained, and it was hof>ed that if ” mfusion ” could be

avoided, if the papers bearing on the case were presented to

the judges quickly, and liefore their minds could be swayed by
extraneous influence, their decision on the case, would l>e tbe
same us that of the king. It is clear that the extraneous infiuence

to be feared was Coke, who, on being addressed by Bacon,
again objected to giving his opinion separately, and even seemed
to hope dwt bis brother judges after they had seen the papers
would withdraw their assent to giving their decisions privately.

Even after the discussion of the case with Bacon, he would not
give his opinion until the others had handed in theirs. What
the other judges thought is not definitely knowm, but Bacon
appears to have been unable to put in operation the plan he had
devised fiir swaying Coke’s judgment, ‘ or if he did attempt it,

he was unsuccessful, for <k)ke finally gave an opinion consistent

with what he seems to have hdd at first, that the book was not

treasonable, os it did not disable the king’s title. Although the

opinionvS of the judges wore not made public, yet as we kam,
not only from ^con, Init from a sentence in one of Carleton's

letters

a

nimour had got about that there was doubt as to

the book l>eing treasonable. Under these circumstances, Bacon,
who feared tliat such a report might incite other people to

attempt a similar offence, proposed to the king that a second

rumour should be circulated in order to destroy the impression

caused h> the first. “ I do think it nercs.sary.’^ he says, “ that

liecause we Ihn; in an age in which no counsel is kept, and that it

is true there is some bruit abroad that,^ judges of the king's

liench do doubt of the case that it shoidd not be treason, that it

lx* given out constantly, and yet its it were in secret, and so a
fame to sKde, that the doubt was only upon the publication, in

tlmt it was never published. For that (if your majesty marketh
it) taketh away or at least qualifietb the d^er of the example

;

tor that will be no man s case.^’ ** Bacon's conduct in this matter

has been curiously misrepresented. He has been accused of

' trtt0rs and JLifi, v. loi. * Ihid, v. 121, n,
* Ildd, V. 134.

torturing the prisoner, and of tampering with the judges * by

consulting them before the trial ; nay, he is even represented

as selecting this pour dcigyman to serve for an example to

terrify the disaffected, as breaking into his study and finding therc^

a sermon nevar intended to be preached, which merely en-

couraged the people to resist tyranny.-’ All this lavish oon-

dcannation rests on .a complete misconception of the case. If any
blame attaches to him, it must arise either from his endeavour

to force Coke to a favourable decision, in which he was in all

probability prompted by a feeling, not uncommon witli him,

that a raatfer of state policy was in danger of being sacrificed to

some senseless legal quibble orprec.edeBt, or from lus advice to the

king that a rumour should be set afloat wliich was not strictly

true.

Bacon’s share in another great trial which came on shortly

afterwards, the Overbury and Somerset case, is not of such u
nature as to render it necessary to enter uixin it in detail.*’ It

may tie noted, however, tliat his letters about this time show
that he had become acquainted with the king’s new favourite,

the brilliant Sir George Villiers, and that he stood high in the

king’s good graces. In the early part of 1616, when Thomas
Egerton, Baron Ellesmere (c. 1540-1617), the lord cliancellor,

was dangerously ill, Bacon wroU‘ a long and careful letter to tlw'

king, proposing liimseU tor the office, should it fall vacant, and
stating as frankly as possible of wliat value he considered his

services would be. In answer, he appears to have received a
distinct promise of the reversion of the office ; but, os Ellesmere
recovered, tlie matter stood over for a time. He proposed,

however, that he sliould be made, a privy councillor, in order to

give him more weight in his almost rei'.ognized position of adviser

to Uie king, and on the qth of June 3616 he took the oaths and
his seat at the council board.

Meanwhile, his great rival Coke, whose constant tendency to

limit the prerogative by law and precedent had made him an
object of particular dislike to James, had on two points vomv
into open caHision with the king’s rights. The first case was an
action of praemunire against the court of chancery, evidentlj’

instigated by him, but brought at the im*tance of c(;rtain parties

whose adversaries liad obtained redress in the chancellor’s court

after the cause had lieen tried in the cxAirt of king's bendi.

With all his learning and ingenuity Coke failed in inducing or

even forcing the jury to bring in a bill against the court of

chancery, and it seems fairly certain that on the technical point

of Jaw involved he was wrong. Although his motive was, in

great measure, a feeling of personal dislike towards Ellesmere,

yet it is not improlialilc that he was influenced by the desire

to restrict in every jiossible way the jurisdiction of a court wlitch

was the direct exponent of the king’s wishes. The other case,

that of tlie eommendams, was more important in itself and in the

circumstances connected with it. The general question involved

in a instance was whether or not the king’s prerogative

included the right of granting at plea.sure livings in commmdam,
i.e. to be enjoyed by one who was not the incumbent. Bacon,
as attorney-general, delivered a speech, which has not been

reported ; but the lung was informed that the arguments on the

other side had not been limited to the special case, but had
direcUy impugned the general prerogative right of granting

livings. It was necessary for James, as a party interested, at

once to take measures to see that the decision of the judges

should not be given on the general question without due con-

suitation. He acx:ordingly wrote to Bacon, directing him to

intimate to the judges his pleasure that they should delay

judgment until after discussion of the matter with himself.

Bacon communicated first with (bke, who in reply desired that

similar notice should be given to the other judges. This was
done by Bacon, though he seems to hint that in so doing he was

* Macaulay's Ebsov, * Campbell, Lives, ii. 344,
** The inwteriotts crimes supposed to be oonoealed under the

obscure details of this case have cast a shadow of vague suspicion
on all w’ho were concerned in it. The minute examination of the
facts by Spedding {Letters and Life, v. 408-347) seems to sliow that
these secret crimes exist nonvhere but in the heated imaginations of

romantic biographers and historians,
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going A little b^ond his instructions. The judges took no notice

of the inthnation, proceeded at onoe to give judgment, and sent

a letter in their united names to the king aimouncing what they
had done, and declaring that it was contrary to law and to their

oath for them to pay any attention toa request that their decision

should be delayed. The king was indignant at this encroach-

ment, and acting {kirtly on the advice of Baron, held a coundl
on the 6th of June i6i6, at which the judges attended. Tames
then entered at great length into the case, censuring the judges

for the ofiensive form of their letter, and for not having delayed

judgment upon his tlemand, which had been made solely tecause

he was himself a party concemed. The judges, at the conclusion

of his speech, fell on their knees, and implor^ pardon for the

manner of their letter
; but Coke attempted to justify the matter

contained in it, saying that the delay required by his majesty
was contrary to law. The point of law was argued by Bacon,

and decided by the chancellor in favour of the king, who put the

(juestion to the judges individually, “ Whether, if at any time,

in a case depending before the jiidges, which his majesty con-

ceived to concern him cither in power or profit, and thereupon
required to consult with them, and that the>’ should stay pro-

ceedings in the meantime, they ought not to stay accordingly ?
”

To this all gave assent except Coke, who said that “ when the

case should be, he would do that should be fit for a judge to do.”

No notice was taken by the king of this famous, though somewhat
evasive, reply, but the judges were again asked what course they

would take in the special case now before them. They all declared

that they would not decide the matter upon general grounds
affecting the prerogative, but upon special circumstances incident

lo the case ; and with this answer they were dismissed. Bacon s

conduct throughout the affair has been blamed, but apparently

on wrong grounds. As attorney he was merely tulfilling his duty
in obeying the command of the king

;
and in laying down the law

on the disputed point, he was, wc may be sure, speaking his own
convictions. Censure might more reasonably be bestowed on
him liecausc he delilwately advised a course of action than

which nothing can be conceived better calculated to strengthen

the hands of an absolute monarch.^ This appeared to Bacon
justifiable and right, because the prerogative would be defended
and preserved intact. Coke certainly stands out in a better

light, not 80 much for his an.swer, which was rather indefinite,

and the force of which is mudi weakened by his assent to the

second question of the king, but for the general spirit of resistance

to encroachment exhibited by him. He was undeniably trouble-

some to the king, and it is no matter for wonder that James
resolved to remove him from a position where he could do so

much harm. On the 26th June he was called before the council

to answer certain chaiiges, one of which was his conduct in the

praemunire question. He acknowledged his error on that head,

and made little defence. On the joth he was suspended from
council and bench, and ordered to employ his leisure in revising

certain olinoxious opinions in his reports. He did not perform
the task to the king’s .satisfaction, and a few months later he
was dismissed from office.

Bacon’s services to the king’s cause had been most important

;

and as he had, at the same time, acquired groat ^vour with
Villiers, his prospect.s looked brighter than before/ According
to his custom, he strove earnestly to guide by his advice the

conduct of the young kvourite. His letters, in whid) he analyses

the various relations in which such a man must stand, and pre-

scribes the course of action suitable for each, are valuable and
deserving of attention.* Vwy striking, in view of future events,

are the words * in which he gives him counsd as to his dealing

with judges; no means be you persuaded to interpose

yourself by word or letter in any cause demnding, or like to be
depending, in any court of justice, nor suffer any man to do it

where you can hinder it
;
and by all means dissuade the king

himself kon it^ upon the importunity of any, either for their

friends or themselves. If it should prevail, it perverts justice

;

A somewhat stmiiar case is that of the writ Di Htigf in^ansnUa
brought forward by Bacon. See JMUr* and Lifft v, S33-d36.

* Ibidn vi. 6, 7, i 3*-26. 27-56. * /6frf. vi. 33,

14a

but if the judge be so just, and of so undaunted a courage (as he

oughttobe)asnottQ be inclined thereby,yetitahvaysfeavesa taint

of suspicions and prejudice Behind it. ” It is probablethat ViUiers

atthistimehadreally a sense of the duties attachingto his position^

and was willing to be guided by a man of appro\^ wisck)m. It

was not long before an oj^rtunity occurred for Bhewm^ his

gratitude and favour. Ellesmere resigned the chanoellorship on
the 5th of March 1616 7, and on the 7th jthe grreat seal was
bestowed upon Bacon, with the title of Im^ keeper. 'Two months
later he took his seat with great pomp in the chance^ court, and
delivered a weighty and impressive opening discourse. He
entered with great vigour on his new labours, and in less than a
month he wa.(i able to report to Buckingham that he had cleared

off all outstanding chancery cases. He seemed now to have

reached the height of his ambition ; he was the .first law officer

in the kingtkmi, the accrt>dited minister of his sovereign, and on

the best terms with the king and his favourite. Hit course

seemed perfectly prospemus and secure, when a ^ht storm

arising opened his eyes to the frailty of the tenure by which he

held his position.

Coke was in disgrace but not in despair ; tliere seemed to be a
way wherel)y he could reconcile himself to Buckingham, through

the marriage of his daughter, who had an ample fortune, to 1^
John Villiers, brother of the marquess, who was penniless or

nearly so. T'he match was distasteful to Lady Hatton and to her

daughter
; a violent quarrel was the consequence, and Bacon,

who thought the proposed marriage mast unsuitable, took Lady
Hatton’s part. His rca.«i()ns for disapproval he explained to the

king and Buckingham, but found to his surprise that their indig-

nation was strongly roused against him. He received from both

bitter letters of reproof
;

it was rumoured that he would be dis-

graced, and Buckingham was said to have compared his present

conduct to his previous unfaithfulness to Essex. Bacon, who
seems to have acted from a simple desire tf> do the best for

Buckingham’s own interests, at once changed his course, advanced

the match by every means in his power^ind by a humUe apology

appeased the indignation that had been excited against him. It

had been a sharp lesson, but things seemed to go on smoothly

after it, and Bacon’s affairs prospered.

On the 4th of January 1617/8 he received the higher title of lord

chancellor
;
in July of the same year he was made Baron Verulam

and in January 1620/1 he was created Viscount St Albans. His

fame, too, had been increased by the publication in 1620 of his

most celebrated work, the Novum Organum. He seemed at length

to have made satisfactory progress towards the realization of ' his

cherished aims
;

the method Ovssentiai for his Insiauration was
partially completed

;
and he had attained as high a rank in the

state as he had ever contemplated. But his actions in that

position were not calculated to promote the good of his ootmtryi

Connected with the years during which he held offke » one
of the weightiest charges against his character. Buckingham,
notwithstanding the advice he had received from Bacon hunself,

was in the habit of addressing letters to him recommending the

causes of suitors. In many coses these scam nothing more than

letters of courtesy, and, from the general tone, it mi^t fiuiiy ha
concluded that there was no intention to sway the o^ion of the

judge illegally, and that Bacon did not understand the letters in

that sense. This view is supported by consideration of the few

answers to them which are extant.^ One outstanding casephow-
ever, that of Dr Steward,*^ casts some suspicion on all Che othen#

ITie terms of Buckingham's note ^ concerning it might easily have
aroused doubts ;

and we find that the further oourse of the acticii

was toidl appearances exactly aocoimnodated to Dr Steward, who

* A position wliicli Bacon in some respci^S approved. See
** Of Ambition.'* ** It is counted by spibc A weakncHs Ip princes to
have favourites: but it is of all others the best remedy agaiast
ainbitio«»^great ones

( for when the way of pleasoring and dispk^aiur-

lug fifth by the favourite, it is impossible any other shaald w over
great."

* Letters and LtfCy vi. 278, 294-206, 313.
* Ibddi yn, 57^5^> analyais of the ease by P. P, Heafh* who ex-

presees a strong ofiinum agafast Baoon’e action ia the maimr.
" JMd. vi. 444.
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had been so stroi^ly recommended. It u, of cour^, dangerous to

form an extremeju^ment on an isolated and partiallyundmtood
case, of which also we have no explanation from Bacon himself,

but if the interpretation advanced by Heath be the true one,

Bacon certainly sufiered his first, and, so far as we can see, just

judgment on the case to lx; set aside, and the whole matter to be

reopened in obedience to a rwiuest from Buckingham.

It is somewhat,hard to understand Bacon’s p(>sition with

regard to the king during these years. He was the first officer of

the crown, the most able man in the kingdom, prudent, sagacious

and devoted to the ro>al f)arty. Yet his advice was followed

only when it chimed in with James’s own will
;
his influence was

of a merely secondary kind
;
and hw great practical skiU wks

employed simply in carr>^ing out the measures of the king in

the best mode possible. We know indeed that he sympathized

cordially with tlfc home policy of the government
;
he had no

objection to such monopolies or patents as seemed advantageous

to the country, and for this he is certainly not to be blamed.*

The opinion was common at the time, and the error was merely

ignorance of the true principles of political economy. But we
know also that the patents were so numerous as to he oppressive,

and we can scarcely avoid inferring that Bacon more readily saw

the advantages to the government tliun the disadvantages to the

people. In November i6so, when a new parliament was sum-
moned to meet on January following, he earnestly pressed that

the most obnoxious patents, those of alehouses and inns, and the

monopoly of gold and silver thread, should be given up, and
wrote to Buckingham, whose brothers were interested, advising

him to withdraw them from the impending storm. This prudent

advice was unfortunately rejected. But while he went cordially

with the king in domestic afiairs, he was not quite in harmony
with him on questions of foreign policy. Not only was he

personally in favour of a war with Spain for the recovery of the

Palatinate, but he foresaw in such a course of action the means
of drawing together more closely the king and his parliament.

He believed tliat the ftyal difficulties would be removed if

a policy were adopted with which the people could heartily

sympathize, and if the king placed himself at the head of his

parliament and led them on. But his advice was neglected by
the vacillating and peace-loving monarch, his proffered pro-

clamation was put aside, and a weak, featureless production

substituted in its place. Nevertheless the new parliament

seemed at first more responsive tlian might have been looked for.

A double subsidy was grated, which was expressly stated to he
not on any consideration or condition for or concerning the

Palatinate.^’ The session, however, was not far advanced when
the question of patents was brought up ;

a determined attack
was made upon the very ones of which Bacon had been in dread,

and it was even proposed to proceed against the referees (Bacon
and Montagu) who had certified that there was no objection to

them in point of law. This proposal, though pressed by Coke,
was allowed to drop ;

while the king and Bu^ngham, acting

undw the advice of Williams, afterwards lord keeper, agreed
to give up the monopolies. It was evident, however, that a
determined attack was about to be mode upon Bacon, and
that the proceeding against the referees was really directed

against him. It is probable that this charge was dropped because
a more powerful weapon had in the meantime been placed in Ids

enemies’ hands. This was the accusation of bribery and corrupt

dealings in chancery suits, an accusation apparently wholly
unexpected by Bacon, and the possibility of whidi he seems never
to have contemplated until it was actually brought against him.
At the banning of the semn a commitWhad been app(^ted
for inquiring into abuses in the courts of justice. Some illegal

practices of certain chancety officials had been detected and
punislied by the court itself^ and generally there was a disposi-

tion to overhaul its affairs^ while Coke and Lionel Cnmfield,

ear) of Middlesex (1575-^^5) directly attacked some parts of

the chancellor's administration. But on the 14th of March one

^ For a full discusBion of Bacon’s connexion with the monopolies,
sec Gardiner. Petxo# Chmks, Ac. ii. 335-373 - For Ws qfdnion of
monopolies in general, see and Life. vi. 49.

ChristopherAubreyapp^red at the bar of the House, and ch^ed
Bacon with having received from him a sum of money while his

suitwas going on,andwith having afterwards deci(ted against ^m.
Bacon’s letter * on this occasion is worthy of serious attention

;

he evidently thought the charge was but part of the deliberate

scheme to ruin which had already been in progress. A
second accusation (Edward Egerton’s case) followed immediately

after, and was investigated by the House, who, satisfied that

they had just matter for reprehension, appointed the 19th for a

conferencewith the Lords. On that day Bacon, as he hod feared,

was too ill to attend. He wrote** to the Lords excusing his

absence, requesting them to appoint a convenient time for his

defence and cross-examination of witnesses, and imploring them
not to allow their minds to be prejudiced against him, at the

same time declaring that he would not “ trick up an innocency

with cavillations, but plainly and ingenuously declare what he

knew or remembered.” The charges rapidly accumulated, but

Bacon still looked upon them as party moves, and was in hopes

of defending himself. Nor did he seem to have lost his courage,

if we are to believe the common reports of the day,'^ though
certainly they do not appear worthy of very much credit.

The notes** bearing upon the interview which he obtained

with the king show that he had begun to see more clearly the

nature and extent of the offences with which he was charged,

that he now felt it impossible altogether to exculpate himself, and
that his hopes were directed towards obtaining some mitigation

of his sentence. The long roll of charges made upon the 19th of

April finally decided him
;
he gave up all idea of defence, and

wrote to the king begging him to show him favour in this

emergency.^ The next day he sent in a general confession to the
Lords,** trusting that this would be considered satisfactory. The
lx>rds, however, decided that it was not sufficient as a ground for

their censure, and demanded a detailed and particular confession.

A list of twenty-eight charges was then sent him, to which an
answer by letter was required. On the 30th of April his “ con-

fession and humble submission ” was handed in. In it, after

going over the several instances, he says, ” I do again confess,

that on the points charged upon me, although they should be

taken as myself have declared them, there is a great deal of

corruption and neglect ; for which 1 am heartily and penitently

sorry, and submit myself to the judgment, grace, and mercy of

the court.” *** On the 3rd of May, after considerable discussion,

the Lords decided upon the sentence, which was,** That he should

undergo fine and ransom of £40,000 ;
that he should be imprisoned

in the Tower during the king’s pleasure
;

that he should be for

ever incapable of any office, place or employment in the state

or commonwealth
;

that he should never sit in parliament, or

come within the verge of the court. This heavy sentence was

* Letters and Life. vU. 213 : "I know 1 have clean hands and a
clean heart, and I hope a clean house for friends or servants. But
Job himself, or whosoever was the justest judge, by such hunting
for matters against him as hath l>ocn used ag^nst me, may for a time
seem foul, specially in a time when greatness is the mark and accusa-
tion is the game." * Ibid. vii.

* Ibid. vii. 225-226. From the letter to the king (March 25, 1621)
When I enter mto myself. I find not the materials of such a tern-

t as is comen upon me. I have been (as your majesty knoweth
t) never author of any immoderate counsel, but always desired to

have things carried suavibus modis, I have bei;n no avaricious op*
pressor of the people. I have been no haughty or intolerable or hateful
man in my conversation or carriage. I have inherited no hatred
from my father, but am a good patriot bom. Whence should this

be ? For these are the things that use to raise dislikes abroad.
. . . And for tlie briberies and gifts wherewith 1 am charged, when
the book of hearts shall be opened. I hope I shall not be found to
have the troubled fountain of a corrupt heart In a depraved habit of

taking rewards to pervert justice, howsoever 1 may be frail, and
partake of the abuse of the times."

‘ Ibid. vii. 227
, and Gardiner. Prince Charles, &o. i. 450.

* Letters and Life, rii. 236, 238. ’ Ibid. vii. 241.
* Ibid. vii. 242-244 : It resteth therefore that. Without fig-leaves.

1 do ittgenuottsly confess and acknowledge, that having understood
the jpcurticitlarsof the charge, not formally from the House but enough
to mform my conscience and memory, 1 find matter sufficient

and lull, both to move me to desert the defence, and to move your
lordships to condemn and censure me."

* Ibid. vii. 252-262. ' Ibid. vii. 261. ^ “ Ibid, vii 270.
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fsoiy partially executed. The fine was in effect remitted by
king

;
imprisonment in the Tower lasted for about four days; a

general pardon (not of course covering the parliamentary censure)

was made out, and though delayed at the seal lor‘4 time by Lord

Keeper WiUiiw, was passed probably in November 1621. The

cause of the delay seems to have lain with Buckingham, whose

friendship had cooled, and who had taken offence at the fallen

chancellor’s unwillingness to partwith York House. This differ-

ence was finallysmoothed over,and it was probably through his in-

ffuence that Bacon received the much-desired permission to come

within the verge of the court. He never again sat in parliament.

So ends tliis painful episode, which has given rise to the most

severe condemnation of Bacon, and which still presents great

and perhaps insuperable difficulties. On the whole, the tendency

of the most recent and thorough researches has been towards

the opinion that Bacon’s own account of the matter (from which,

indeed, our knowledge of it is chiefly drawn) is substantially

correct. He distinguishes three ways in which bribes may be

given, ^ and ingenuously confesses that his own acts amounted

to corruption and were worthy of condemnation. Now, corrup-

tion strictly interpreted would imply tlie deliberate sale of

justice, and this Bacon explicitly denies, affirming that he never
** had brilie or reward in his eye or thought when he pronounced

any sentence or order.” When we analyse tlie specific charges

against him, with his answers to them, we find many that are

r^y of little weight. The twenty-eighth and last, that of

n^ligence in looking after his servants, though it did him much
may fairly be said to imply no moral blame. The majority

of the others are instances of gratuities given after the decision,

and it is to be regretted that the judgment of the peers gives us

no means of determining how such gifts were looked upon,

whether or not the acceptance of them was regarded as a
“ corrupt ” practice. In four cases specifically, and in some

others by implication, Bacon confesses that he had received

bribes from suitors pendente liu. Yet he affirms, as we said

before, that his intention was never swayed by a bribe
;
and

so far as any of these cases can be traced, his decisions, often

given in conjunction with some other official, are to all appearance

thoroughly just. In several cases his judgment appears to have

been given against the party bestowing the bribe, and in at least

one instance, that of Lady Wharton, it seems impossible to doubt

that he must have known when accepting the present that his

opinion would be adverse to her cause. Although, then, he felt

these practices were really corrupt, and even rejoiced that

his own fall would tend to purify the courts from them,^ he did

not feel that he was guilty of perverting justice for the sake of

reward. How far, then, is such defence or explanation admissible

and satisfacto^ ? It is clear that two things are to be considered

:

the one the guilt of taking bribes or presents on any consideration,

the other the moral guilt depending upon the wilful perversion

of justice. The attempt has sometimes been made to defend

the whole of Bacon’s conduct on the ground that he did nothing

that was not done by many of his contemporaries. Bacon
himself disclaims a defence of this nature, and we really have no
direct evidence which shows to what extent the offering and
receiving of such bribes then prevailed. That the practice was
common is indeed implied by the terms in which Bacon spe^s
of it, and it is not improbable that the fact of these gifts being

taken by officials was a thing fairly well known, although aU
were aware of their ill^al duuacter, and it was plain that any
public exposure of such dealings would be fatal to the individu^

gainst whom the charge was made out.^ Bacon knew all this

;

^ Letters and Life, vii. 235-236: **The first, of bargain and contraet

forreward to pervert justice, pendente lUe. Tfio aecemd, where the
judge conceives the cause to be at an end, by the information of the
party or btherivise. and uaeth not such diligence as he ought to inquire

of it. And the thkd. where the Cause is really ended, and it is eine

/retidls withoutTelatiOB toanypneedent promise. . . . Fortbsfirstof
them 1 taka iayaeff to. he as innocent ae any bom upon $t Innocent'e
Day. inmyhem For toe second. I doubton some particulars Imay
he latilty. Ahamr thelast, 1 conceived it to be no fault, but therein
Iteire toht batter informed, that 1 may be twicepenitent, once for

the fact and again lor the error." * ibid. vii. 042.
* Ikid, vii, 144 :

" Neitoev will your iordshipe forget toat there

he was well aware that the pfactice was in itself indefensible.^

and that his conduct was therefore corrupt and deserving of

censure. So far, then, as the mere taking of bribes is conieemed,

he would permit no defence, and his own confession end judgment
on his action contain as severe a condemnation as h|ia ever been

passed upon him. Yet in the face of tois he does not hesitate

to call himself ** the justest chancellor that hath been in the

five changes since Sir Nicholas Bacon’s titpe ”
;
^ and this on

the plea that his intentions had always been pure,,Jmd bad nnver
been affected by the presents he received. Hia justification has

been set aside by modem critics, not on the ground that the

evidence demonstrates its falsity,*^ but because it is inconceivable

or unnatural that any man should receive a present from another^

and not suffer his judgment to be swayed thereby. It need hardly

be said that such an a priori conviction is not a suffici^t basis

on which to found a sweeping condemnation of Bacon’s inte^ty
us an administrator of justice. On the other hand, even if it be

admitted to be possible and conceivable that a present should

l>e given by a suitor simply as seeking favourable consideration

of his cause, and not as desirous of obtaining an unjust decree,

and should be accepted by the judge on the same understanding)

this would not entitle one absolutely to accept Bacon’s state-

ment. Further evidence is necessary in order to give foundation

to a definite judgment either way ;
and it is extremely improb-

able, nay, almost impossible, that such can ever be produced.

In toese circumstances, due weight should be ^iven to Bacon’s

own assertions of his perfect innocence and purity of intention

;

they ought not to be put out of court unless found in actual

contradiction to the facts
;
and the reverse of this is the case,

so far as has yet appeared.”

The remaining five years of his life, though he was still harassed

by want of means, for James was not liberal, were spent in work
far more valuable to the world than anything he had accomplished
in his high office. In March 1622 he presented to Prince Charles

his History of Henry Vll. ; and immediately, with unwearied

industry, set to work to complete some portions of his great work.

In November 1622 appeared the Historia Veniorum

;

in January

1622/3, the Historia Vitae et Mortis; and in October of

the same year, the De Augmentis Scieniiarum, a Latin trans-

lation, with many additions, of the Advancement. Finally, in

December 1624, he published his Apophthegms

^

and Translations

of some of ike Psalms^ dedicated to George Herbert
; and, in 1625,

a third and enlarged edition of the Essays,

Busily occupied with these labours, his life now drew rapidly

to a close. In March 1626 he came to London, and when driving

one day near Highgate, was taken with a desire to discover

whether snow would act as an antiseptic. He stopped his

carriage, ^ot out at a cottage, purchased a fowl, and with his own
hands assisted to stuff it with snow. He was seized with a sudden
chill, and became so seriously unwell that he had to be conveyed

to I^rd Arundel’s house, which was near at hand. Here his

illness increased, the cold and chill brought on bronchitis and he

died, after a few days’ suffering, on the 9th of April 1626.

are vitia temporis as well as vitia hominis, and that the beginning of
reformations hath toe contrary power to the pool of Bethesda. for

that had strength ttrcnre only him that was first cast in. and this

hath commonly strength to hurt him only that is first cast in."
* See, among many other passages. Assays. "Of Great Place": "For

corruptions
.
do not only bind thine own hands or thy servant's

hands from taking, but mnd the hands of suitors also from offering

;

lor integrity used doth the one ; but integrity professed, and with a
manifest detestation of bribery, doth the other : and avoid not only
the fault but the suspicion."

* Cf. Letters and Life, vii 560 : "1 was the justest judge that wju
in England these fifty years; but it was the justest censure in
Parliament that was these two hhndred years."

,

* Or on toe ground that there was a distinct rule lorMakag
chancellors and the like officials to take presents. This dodi not
seem to have been the case, if we may judge from what Baooitaay*.
Letters and Life, 9$$,

f Not only do toe cases, so faras they are known^ support Bacon's
plea of innocence, but It is remarkable that no attentot at a rtversal

of any of his numerous decrees appears to have been sttcosesftti Had
his deemes been witodparversiottsof justice, it is scarcely conceivable
thatsome of toem shokld aot Imive been everttunied.) ifieo Letters aid
Life, yih 555^^
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Bacfm*s W&rks and Philosophy.

A complete survey of Bacon’s works and an estimate of his

place m utcraturc and philosophy are matters for a volume. It

18 here proposed merely to classify the works, to indicate their

general character and to enter somewhat more in detail upon

what he himself regarded as his great achievement,—the re-

organization of the sciences and the exposition of a new method

by which the human mind might proceed with security and

certaint)" towards the true end of all human thought and action.

Patting aside the letters and occa.sional writings, we may con-

veniently distribute the other works into three classes, Profes-

sional, iJierary, Philosophical, The Professional works include

the Reading on the Statute of Uses, the Maxims of Law and the

treatise (possibly spnrioTis) on the Vse of Ike Law. “ I am in good

hope,’* said Bacon himself, “ that when Sir Edward Coke’s reports

and my rules and decisions shall come to posterity, there will

be (whatsoever is now thought) question who was the greater

lawyer. " If Coke’s reports show completer mastery of technical

details, greater knowledge of precedent, and more of the dogged

grasp of the letter than do Bacon’s legal writings, there can be no

dispute that the latter exhibit an infinitely more comprehensive

intelligence of the abstract principles of jurisprudence, with a

richness and ethical fulness that more than compensate for their

lack of dry legal detail. Bacon seems indeed to have been a

lawyer of the first ordcir, with a keen .scientific insight into the

bearings of isolated facts and a power of generalization which

admirably filled him for the self“imf)f)sed task, unfortunately

never completed, of dige.sting or codifying the chaotic mas.s of

the English law.

Among the litcrarj' works arc included all that he himself

designated moral and historical pieces, and to these may be added
some theological and minor writings, such as the Apophthegms.

Of the moral works the most valualile arc the Es,^ays, which have
been so widely read and universally admired. The matter is

of the familiar, practicijj kind, that “ comes home to men's
ho.soms.” The thoughts are weighty, and even when not

original have acquired a peculiar and unique tone or cast by
passing through the crucible of Bacon’s mind. A sentence from
the Essays t'An rarely be mistaken for the production of any other

writer. The short, pithy sayings have become popular mottoes

and household words. The style is quaint, original, abounding
m allusions and witticisms, and rich, even to gor^eousness, with

piled-up analogies and metaphors.^ The first edition contained

only ten essays, but the number was increased in 1612 to thirty-

eight, and in 1625 to fifty-eight. The short tract, Colours of

Good and Evil, which with the Mediiationcs Sacrae originally

accompanied the Essays, was aften^ards incorporated with the

De Augmentis. Along with these works may l)e classed' the

curiously learned piece, De Sapientia Veterum, in which he works
Out a favourite idea, that the mythological fables of the Greeks
were allegorical and concealed the deepest truths of their philo-

sophy. As a scientific explanation of the myths the theory is of

no value, but it affords fine scope for the exercise of Bacon’s
i

unrivalled power of detecting analogies in things apparently most
dissimilar. The Apophthegm, though hardly deserving Mac-
aulay’s praise of be^ the best collection of jests in the world,

contain a number of those significant anecdotes which Bacon
used vdth such effect in his other writings. Of the historical

works, besides a few fragments of the projected history of Britain

there reraams the Hisio^ of Henry VIL, a valuable yrcfrk, giving

a clear and animated narrative of the reign, and characterising

Henry with ^at skill. The style is in harmony with the matter,

vigorous and flowing, but naturally witht’ftss of the quaintness

ai^ richness suitable to more thoughtful and original writings.

^ Th« pacuKahtiefi of Bacon’s style wore noticed veiy^carly by bis
oontempornrina. (See Un$n emd Lift, i. a68.) Raleign and Jonson
have both recorded their opinions of it. but no one has ebaraeteiiaed
it asore happify than hia mend, Sir Tobie Matthews. Awiaaw rare
hi knoerleds^, ai m many several kinds, endued with Bie facility

and felicity of expresebif it all in so eiegnnt. signillonfit. 10 abundant,
nnd yet so choioe and raviihina a wi^ of words, of metnpliors. of
allaiiMMM, aa perhaps theworld hathwot awn ahice it whs a woHd.’*--'
** Address to theReader " prefixed toCoUeaion of En^lUklMters (f060).
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The series of the literary works is completed by the minor

treatises on theological or ecclesiastical questions. Some of the

latter, included among the occasional works, are sagacious md
prudent and deserve careful study. Of the former, the prindpsl

specimens arc fhe Meditationes Sacrae and the Confession ofFaith.

The Paradoxes (Qiaractcrs of a believing Christian in paradoxes,

and seeming contradictions), which was often and justly sus-

pected, has been condusivcly proved by Grosart to be the work

of another author.

Philosophical ffarifer.—The great mass of Bacon’s writings

consists of treatises or fragments, which either formed integral

parts of his grand comprehensive scheme, or were closely con-

nected with it. More exactly they may be classified under three

heads: (A) Writings origin^ly intended to form parts of the

InsiauraUo, but which were afterwards superseded or thrown

aside
;
(B) Worksconnected with the InsiauraHo, but not directly

included in its plan
;
(C) Writings which actually formed part

the Instauratio Magna.
(A) This class contains some important tracts, which certainly

contain little, if anything, that is not afterwards token up and

expanded in the more elaborate works, but are not undeserving

of attention, from the difference in the point of view and method
of treatment. The most valuable of them are

:
( i) The Advance-

ment of Learning, of which no detailed account need be given, as

it is completely worked up into the De Augmentis, and takes its

place as the first part of the Instauratio, (2) VaUrtus Terminus,

a very remarkable piece, composed probably about 1603, though

perhaps retouched at a later period. It contains a brief and
somewhat obscure outline of the first two parts in the Instauratio,

and i.s of importance as affording us some insight into the gradual

development of the system in Bacon’s own mind. (3) Temporis

Partus Masculus, another curious fragment, remarkable not only

from its contents, but from its style, which is arrogant and offen-

sive, in this respect unlike any other writing of Bacon’s. The
adjective masculus pomts to the power of bringing forth fruit

possessed by the new philosophy, and perhaps indicates that all

previous births of time were to be looked upon as feminine or

imperfect ; it is used in a somewhat similar sense in Letters and

Life, vi. 183, “ In verbis mascttlis, no flourishing or painted wordi^

but such words as are fit to go before deeds.” (4) RedarguHo

Philosophiarum, a highly finished piece in the form of an oration,

composed probably about 1608 or i6oq, and containing in pretty

full detail much of what afterwards appears in connexion with

the Jioia Theatri in book i. of the Novum Organum, (5) CogikUa

et Visa, perhaps the most important of the minor philosophical

writings, dating from 1607 (though possibly the tract in its present

form may have been to some extent altered), and containing in

weighty and sonorous Latin the substance of the first book of

the Organum. (6) The Descriptio Globi InteUectualis, which is to

some extent intermediate between the Advancement and the De
Augmentis, goes over in detail the general classification of the

sciences, and enters particularly on some points of minor interest

(7) The brief tract De JrUerpretatione Naturae SenterUiae Duodeem
is evidently a first sketch of part of the Novum Organum, and in

phraseology is almost identical with it. (8) A fewsmaller meces,

such as the InquisiUo de Motu, the Color et Frigus, the nistoria

Soni et Auditus and the Phaenomena Universi, are early spm-
mens of his Natural History, and exhibit the first tentative

applications of the new method.

(B) The second group consists of treatiseson subjects connected

with the Instauratio, but not fbnning part of it. The most

interesting, and in many respects the most remarkable, is the

philosophic romance, the Nm AUaniis, a description of an ideal

state in which the principles of the new philosophy are carried

out by political machinery and under state guidance, and where

many of the results contemplated by Bacon are in imaginatm
attained. The work was to have been completed by the addilioD

of a second part, treating of the laws of a model commonwealtii,

which was never written. Another important tract is the JDs

Principiis atque Otiginibus^ndsm Fakulas Cupidinis et Caeii,

where,, under the disguise of two old mythcfiogical stories, he fin

the manner of the ^pioniM Veterum) fifids the deftest trums
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concealed, llie tract is unusoaN^r interesting, for in it he

discusses at some length the hmits -of science, the origin of things

and the nature of primitive matter, giving at the same time full

notices of Democritus among the ancient philosophers and of

Telesio among the modem. Deserving of attention are also the

CogitaHtmes d$ NaH^r^t Rmtmj probably written early, perhaps in

1605, and the treatise on the theory of the tides, Dr Rluxu tt

Rffiuxu Maris, written probably about 16r6.

(C) The philosophical works which form part of the Instauratio

must of course be classed according to the positions which they

respectively hold in that scheme of the sciences.

The great work, the reoiganization of the sciences, and the

restoration of man to that command over nature whi^ he had
lost by the fall, consisted in its final form of six divisions.

I . PariiHones SfienUarum, a survey of the sciences, either such

as then existed or such as required to be constructed afresh—in

fact, an in\'entory of all the possessions of the human mind. The
famous classification^ on which this survey proceeds is based

upon an analysis of the faculties and objects of human knowledge.

iSis division is represented by the De Au^entis Scieniianm,
II. Interpretatio Naturae ,—After the survey of all that has yet

been done in the way of discovery or invention, comes the new
method, by which the mind of man is to be trained and directed

in its progress towards the renovation of science. Tfiis division

is represented, though only imperfectly, by the Nooum Organum,
particulariy book ii.

III. Historia Naiuralis ei Experimenialis,—The new method
is valueless, because inapplicable, unless it be .supplied with

materials duly collected and presented—in fact, unless there be

formed a wimpetent natural history of the Pkactwmena Umversi.

A short introductory sketch of the requisites of such a natural

history, which, according to Bacon, is essential, necessary, the

fmsis tatius negotii, is given in the tract Parasceve, appended ta

the Novum Organum. The principal works intended to form

portions of the history, and either published by himself or left

in manuscript, are Historia Ventoruntf Histtma Vitae ei Mortis,

Historia Densi et Hari, and the extensive collection of facts and
observations entitled Sytva Sylvantm,

IV. Scala Jniellectus.-- It might have been supposed that the

new philosopliy could now be inaugurated. Materials bad been

supplied, along with a new methbd by which they were to be

treated, and naturally the next step would be the finished result.

But for practical purposes Bacon interpojjed two divisions

between the preliminaries and the philosophy itself. IBe first

was intended to consist of types or examples of investigations

conducted by the new method, serviceable for keeping the whole
process vividly before the mind, or, as the title indicates, such
that the mind could run rapidly up and down the several steps

or grades in the process. Of this division there seems to be only
one small fragment, the Fiium Labyrinthi, consisting of but two
or three pages.

V. Prodromi, forerunners of the new philosophy. This part,

strictly speaking, is quite extraneous to the general design.

According to the DistHbuHo Opens,

^

it was to contain certain

speculations of Bacon’s own, not formed by the new method, but
ly the unassisted use of his understanding. These, ther^re,
form temporary or uncertain anticipations of the neW philosophy.

There is extant a short preface to this division of the work, and
according to Spedding, some of the misoeUaneous treatises, suck as
De Prtncipiis, De Fluxu el Refluxu, CopUUumes de Natma Reruntf

may probably have been intended to bd included tmder this head.

This supposition receives some support from the manner in which
the fifth part is spoken of in the Novum Organum^ i. 116.

VI. The new philosophy, which is the work of future ages,

and the result of the new method.

Bacon’s gnuu) motive in his attempt to found the sciences

anew was the intense conviction tiiat the knowledge moo
^ Xhodwiiioaof the edencae admted in the great Wsvoieh.EMefclo-

pidie was founded upon this nlaiwification of Bacon's. Sec IDidnot's
Prospectus {(Euvres, m.) and d'Alembert’s Diseours (CEumes, 1) llie
scheme should be conmared with later attempts of the same nature
by Ampere^ Conmot, Cbmite and Herbert Spencer.

See alio “ Letter to Fulgentio." Letters and Life^ vi£. 533,
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possessed was of little scnrice to him. Th* knowledge whereitf

the world is now possessed, especially tbaK of nature;, aictendeth

not to magnitude and certainty of worio.”^ Han’s sovereimtfy

over nature, which is founded on knowledge alone, had been kst,

and instead of the free relatkm between things and the human
mind, there was nothing but vain notions and blind experimentSL

To restore the original commerce between man and nature,

and to recover the impevnm kmimsy is tl^e grand object of aH
science. The want of success which had hitherto attended

efforts in the same direction had been due to many causes, but

chiefly to the wont of appreciation of the nature of philos^ihy

and its real aim. Philosophy is not the science of .things divine

and human ; it is not the search after truth. ''
I find that evea

those that have sought knowledge fur itself, and not for benefit

or ostentation, or any practical enablement in the course of

their life, have nevwthelcss propounded to themselves a wrong
mark, namely, satisfaction (which men call Truth) and not

operation.”^ ‘^Is there any such happiness as for a man’s

mind to be raised above the confusion of things, where be may
have the prospect of tlie order of nature and error of man ? But
is this a view of delight only and not of discovery ? of content^

ment and not of benefit ? Shall he not as well discern the riches

of nature s warehouse as the beauty of her shop ? Is truth ever

barren ? Shall he not be able tiiereby to produce worthy
effects, and to endow the life of man with ignite commodities ?

” ^

Philosophy is altogether practical
;

it is of little matter to the

fortunes of humanity what abstract notions one may entertain

concerning the nature and the principles of things.*^ This> tnith^

however, has never yet been rccognaed
;
^ it has not yet been

seen that the true aim of all science is to endow the condition

and life of man witli new powers or works,” ** or “ to extend
more widely the limits of the power and greatness of man.” **

Nevertheless, it is not to be imagined that by this being proposed

as the great object of search there is thereby excluded all that

has hit^rto been looked upon as the higher aims of human life,

such as the contemplation of truth.*Not so, but by following

the new aim we shall also arrive at a true knowledge of the

universe in which we are, for without knowledge there is no
power; truth and utility are in ultimate aspect the same;
works tliemselvcs are of greater value as pledges of truth than

as contributing to the comforts of life.” Such was the concept

tion of philosophy with which Bacon started, and in which he f^t

hiniseif to be thoroughly original As his object was new and
hitherto unproposed, so the method he intended to employ was
different from all modes of investigation hitherto attempted.
” It would be,” as he says, an unsound fancy and selihxiii-

tradictory, to expect that things which have never yet been dona
can be done except by means which have never yet been tried.” ^
There were many obstacles in his way, and he seems always to

have felt that the fint part of the new scheme must be a pm
destrums, a destructive criticism of all other methods. Op^i^
tbn was to be expected, not only from previous phtloaophtMt,

but especially from the human mind itself. In the first place;

natural anta^ism might be looked for from the two opposed

sects, the one of whom, in despair of knowledge, maintained

that all science was impossible ; while the otto, resting on
authority and on the leami^ that had been handed down Irom
the Grec^, declared that science was already completely kaowit,

and consequently devoted their energies to metbocBriag and
elaborating it Secondly, within the domain of science itself,

properly so called, there were two ” kind of rovers ” Who must
be dismissed. The first were the speculative or laical philOr

sophert, who construe the universe ex aiudagia homims, and not
ex anologia mmdi, who fashion nature according to preconceived

ideas, and who *m^oy in their investigations syllogism and
abstract reasoning, m second riass, who were equally offensive^

consisted of those who promised blind experience, wtoh is mttc
* Fit, Lab. ; Cog, et Visa, L ; of Pref. to Jru. Mog»
* Val. Ter. t$z cf. N,0. L 124. * Letters, i. 123. • N, 0 , L xi6»
7 Fit. Lab. 5 ; el N. O. i 81 ; Vat, Tor, {Worhk, lii. 255) { AdL

vaneemm,hV»i. {WoOhe,uL v^\.
* PiL Lab, N, O. i. Ss ; Vat, Ter. tWoHu, id. tea. 2$t)1 Jim

AUantts{Works,m.ttpS). ^N.O.i.ti6. ^nbid.i.124.
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gropiiif in the dirk (vaga expmentta mera palpaito «/), who

ocoMioniliy hit upon good works or inventions, which, like

Atalinta's api^, distmeted them drom further steady and

gradual progress towards universal truth. In place of these

itiaggling cflforu of the unassisted human mind, a graduated

system of helps was to be supplied, by the use of which the mind,

when placed on the right road, would proceed with unerring

and mechanical certainty to the invention of new arts and

sciences.

Such were to be the peculiar functions of the new method,

though it has not definitely appeared what that method was,

or to what objects it cfnild be applied. But, before proceeding

to unfold his method, Baron found it necessary to enter in con-

siderable detail upon the general subject of the obstacles to

progress, and devoted nearly tht' whole of the first book of the

Organum to the '.xamination of them. This discussion, though

strictly speaking extraneous to the scheme, has always been

looked upon as a most important part of his philosophy, and

his name is perhaps as much associated with the doctrine of

Idols (Mold) as with the theory of induction or the classification

of the sciences.

The d(jctrine of the kinds of fallacies or general classes of

errors into which the human mind is prone to fall, appears in

many of the works written before the Novum Organum^ and the

treatment of them varies in some respects. The classification

in the Organum, however, not only has the author’s sanction,

but has received the stamp of historical acceptation ; and com-

parison of the earlier notices, though a point of literary interest,

has no important philosophic bearing. The ldola{Nov. Org. i. 39)
^

false notions of things, or erroneous way.s of lookingat nature,are of

four kinds .* the first two innate, pertaining to the very nature of

the mind and not to lie eradicated ;
the third creeping insensibly

into men’s minds, and hence in a sense innate and inseparable

;

the fourth imposed from without. The first kind are the Idola

Tribus, idols of the tribe, fallacies incident to humanity or the

race in general. Of thes^ the most prominent are—the prone-

ness to suppose in nature greater order and regularity than there

actually is
;
the tendency to support a preconceived opinion by

affirmative instances, neglecting all negative or opposed cases
;

and the tendency to generalize from few observations, or to give

reality to mere abstractions, figments of the mind. Manifold

errors also result from the weakness of the senses, which affords

scope for mere conjecture
;
from the influence exercised over the

understanding by the will and passions
;
from the restless desire

of the mind to penetrate to the ultimate principles of things

;

and from the belief that " man is the measure of the universe,”

whereas, in truth, the world is received by us in a distorted and
erroneous manner. The second kind are the Idoh Specus, idols

of the cave, or errors incident to the peculiar mental or bodily

constitution of each individual, for according to the state of the

individual’s mind is his view of things. Errors of this class

are innumerable, because tliere arc numberless varieties of dis-

position ; but some very prominent specimens can be indicated.

Buch are the tendency to make all things subservient to, or take

the colour of some favourite subject, the extreme fondness and
reverence either for what is ancient or for what is modem, and
excess in noting either differences or resemblances amongst
things. A practical rule for avoiding these is also given :

** In

general let every student of nature take this as a rule, that what-
ever his mind seizes and dwells upon with particular satisfaction

is to be held in suspicion.*' ^ The third dass are the Idoia Fori,

idols of the market-place, errors arising from the influence

exercised over the mind by mere words. This, according to
' The word Idola is nunifeitly borrowed Plato. It ii used

twkr in connexion with the Platonic Ideas (N. O. i. 33. 124) and is

contrasted with them as the false appearance. The fCSwXoi* with
Plato is the fleeting, transient imait of the real thing, and the passage
evidently referred to bv Bacon is that in the Rop. viL 5x0 a. ml
TpQro¥ iik¥ tin oinU Sir l>9ora mfo^, sal furb roOro Iw rSb Ofoei rd
tt rdr di'ifpi&irwr sal rd gX\<ss dfSwXa, M aflrd. It is

explained well in Advomomoni, bk. L (Works, iii. 187). (For

valuable notes on the /dele, see T. Fowler's Nov. Org. i. ^ notes

;

especially for a oomparisan of the Jdoim with Roger Bacon's Offon-
Zulu.) *N. 0.1.58.
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Bacon, is the most troublesome kind of error, and has l^n
espedally fatal in phOosophy. For words introduce a fallacious

mode of looking at thii^ in two ways ; first, tl^ are some

words that are really merely names for non-existent things,

which are yet supposed to exist simply because they hate re-

ceived a name ; secondly, there are names hastily and unskilfully

abstracted from a few objects and applied recklessly to all that

has the faintest analogy with these objects, thus causing the

grossest confusion. The fourth and last class are the Idola

Tksatfi, idols of the theatre, i.e, fallacious modes of thinking

resulting from received systems of philosophy and from erroneous

methods of demonstration. The criticism of the demonstrations

is introduced later in close connexion with Bacon’s new method

;

they are the rival modes of procedure, to which his own is

definitely opposed. The philosophies which are “ redargued
”

are divided into three classes, the sophistical, of which the best

example is Aristotle, who, according to Bacon, forces nature

into his abstract schemata and thinks to explain by definitions

;

the empirical, which from few and limited experiments leaps

at once to general conclusions
; and the superstitious, which

corrupts philosophy by the introduction of poetical and
theological notions.

Such are the general causes of the errors that infest the human
mind ; by their exposure the way is cleared for the introduction

of the new method. The nature of this method cannot be

understood until it is exactly seen to what it is to be applied.

What idea had Bacon of science, and how is his method connected

with it ? Now, the science “ which was specially and invariably

contemplated by him was natural philosophy, the great mother
of all the sciences

\
it was to him the type of scientific knowledge,

and its method was the method of all true science. To discover

exactly the characteristics and the object of natural philosophy

it is necessary to examine the place it holds in the general

scheme furnished in the Advancement or De Augments. All

human knowledge, it is there laid down, may be referred to man's
memory or imagination or reason. In the first, the bare facts

presented to sense are collected and stored up ;
the exposition

of them is history, which is either natural or civil. In the second,

the materials of sense are separated or divided in ways not

corresponding to nature but after the mind’s own pleasure, and
the result is poesy or feigned history. In the third, the materials

are worked up after the model or pattern of nature, though we
are prone to err in the progress from sense to reason; the result

is philosophy, which is concerned cither with God, with nature

or with man, the second being the most important. Natural

philosophy is again divided into speculative or theoretical and

operative or practical, according as the end is contemplation

I

or works. Speculative or theoretical natural philosophy has to

1 deal with natural substances and qualities and is subdivided

into physics and metaphysics. Physics inquires into the efficient

and material causes of things
;
metaphysics, into the formal and

final causes. The princif^ objects of physics are concrete

sub^nces, or abstract though physical qualities. The research

into abstract qualities, the fundaments problem of physics,

comes near to the metaphysical study of forms, which indeed

differs from the first only in being more general, and in having

as its results a farm strictly so <^led, i.e. a nature or quality

which is a limitation or specific manifestation of some higher

and better- known genus.^ Natural philosophy is, therefore,

in ultimate resort the study of form, and, consequently, the

fundamental problem of philosophy in general is the discovery

of these forms.
*' On a given body to generate or sttperinduoe a new nature or

natures, is the work and aim of human ... Of a given

nature to discover the form or true speclnc difference, or nature-

engendering nature {natura naturans) or source of emanation (for

these are the tentts which are nearest to a description of the thing),

is the work and aim of human knowledge." *

Tht quastions, then, whose answers pve the key to the whole

Baconian philosophy, may be put briefly thus—What arc

* N. O. i, 79. 60, 98, X08.
* On the meaning of the word lovm ia Bacan'uMtheory aee also

Fowler's N. 0. inttod. |J. > * O. ii* 1.
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forms ? and how is it that knowledge of them solves both
the theoretical and the practical problem of science ? Bacon
himself, as may be seen from the passage quoted above, finds

great difficulty in giving an adequate and exact definition of

what he means by a form. As a general description, the following

passage from the Novum Organum, ii. 4, may be cited :

—

** The form of a nature is such tliat given the form the nature
infallibly follows. . . . Again, the form is such that if it be taken
away tlie nature infallibly vanishes. . . . Lastly, the true form is

such that it deduces the given nature from some source of being
which is inherent in more natures, and which is better knovm in

the natural order of things than the form itself." ^

From this it would appear that, since by a nature is meant
some sensible quality, superinduced upon, or possessed by, a
body, so by a form we are to understand the cause of that nature,

which cause is itself a determinate case or manifestation of some
general or abstract quality inherent in a greater numl-jer of objects.

But all these are mostly marks by which a form maybe recognized,

and do not explain what the form really is. A further definition

is accordingly attempted in Aph. 13
" The form of a thing is the very tinng itself, and the thing differs

from the form no otherwise than as tlie apparent difters from the
real, or the tsxtcrnal from the internal, or the thing in reference to
the man from the thing in reference to the universe."

This throws a new light on the question, and from it the

inference at once follows, that the forms are the permanent
causes or sul)stances underlying all visible phenomena, which arc

merely manifestations of their activity. Are the forms, then,

forces ? At times it seems as if Bacon had approximated to

this view of the nature of things, for in several passages he

identifies forms with laws of activity. Thus, he says

—

" When I speak of form.s 1 mean nothing more than those laws
and determinations of absolute actuality which govern and con-
stitute any simple nature, as heat, light, weight, in every kind of
matter and subject that is su.sceptible of them. Thus the form of
heat or the form of light is the same thing os the law of heat or the
law of light. "Matter rather than forms should be the object
of our attention, its configurations and changes of configuration,

and simple action, and law of action or motion
;

for forms are fig-

ments of the human mind, unless you will call those laws of action
forms." * " Forms or true differences of things, which are in fact

laws of pure act." * " For though in nature nothing really exists

Iwsidfs individual bodies, performing pure individum acts accord-
ing to a fixed law, yet in philosophy this very law, and the investi-

gation, discovery and explanation of it, is the foundation as well
of knowledge as of operation. And it is tliis law, with its clauses,
that 1 mean when I speak of forms." ®

Several important conclusions may be drawn from these

passages. In the first place, it is evident that Bacon, like the

Atomical school, of whom he highly approved, had a clear

perception and a firm grasp of the physical character of natural

principles
;

his forms are no ideas or abstractions, but highly

general physical properties. Further, it is hinted that these

general qualities may be looked upon as the modes of action of

simple bodies. This fruitful conception, however, Bacon does
not work out

;
and though he uses the word cause, and identifies

form with formal cause, yet it is perfectly apparent that the
modem notions 0! cause as dynamical, and of nature as in a
process of flow or development, are foreign to him, and that in his

view of the ultimate problem of science, cause meant causa
immanens, or underlying substance, effects were not consequents

but manifestations, and nature was regarded in a purely statical

aspect. That this is so appears even more clearly when we
examine his genend conception of the unity, gradation and
function of the sciences. That the sciences are oiganically

connected is a thought common to him and to his distinguished

predecessor Roger ^on. " I that hold it for a peat impedi-

ment towards the advancement and further invention of

knowledge, that particular arts and sciences have been dis-

incorpomt^ from general knowledge, do not understand one
* This betUr huoam in the order of nature is nowhere satisfactorily

explained by Bacon. Like his clarification of causes, and in some
degree his notion of form itself, it comes from Aristae. See An.
Post. 71 b 33 ; Topic, 141 b 5 ; Eih. Nic. 1095 a 30. It shotdd
be bbMrved uiat many writers maintain that the phrase should be
notdora natura ; others, nofiora naturae. See Fowler's N. O. p. 199
note.

“ A". O. il 17. » /hid. i. 51. ^ Ibid. i. 75.

and the same thing which Cicero’s discourse and the note and
conceit of the Grecians in their word arde homing do intend.

For 1 mean not that useVhich one science hath of another for

ornament or help in practice ;
but 1 mean it directly of that use

by way of supply of light and infonnation, which the particufars

and instances of one science do yield and present for the framing

or correcting of the axioms of another science in their very truth

and notion.”® In accordance with this, Jlacon .placed at the

basis of the particular sciences which treat of God, nature and
man, one fundamental doctrine, the Prima ^ilos^hia, or first

philosophy, the function of which was to display the unity of

nature by connecting into one body of truth such of the highest

axioms of the subordinate sciences as wre not special to one

science, but common to several.’' This first plulosophy hod

also to investigate what are called the adventitious or tran-

scendental conditions of essences, such as Much, little, Like,

Unlike, Possible, Impossible, Being, Nothing, the logical dis-

cussion of which certainly belonged rather to the laws of

reasoning than to the existence of things, but the physical or

real treatment of which might be expected to yield answers

to such questions as, why certain substances we numerous,

others scarce; or why, if like attracts like, iron does not

attract iron. Following this summaiy philosophy come the

sciences proper, rising like a pyramid in successive st^es, the

lowest floor being occupied by natural history or experience, the

second by physics, the third, which is next the peak of unity, by

metaphysics.® The knowle^e of the peak, or of the one law

which binds nature together, is perhaps denied to roan. Of the

sciences, physics, as has been already seen, deals with the efficient

and material, i.e. with the variable and transient, causes of things.

But its inquiries may be directed either towards concrete bodies

or towards abstract qualities. The first kind of invesrigation

rises little above mere natural history
;
but the other is more

important and paves the way for metaphysics. It handles the

configurations and the appetites or motions of matter. The
configurations, or inner structures of^odies, include dense, rare,

heavy, light, hot, cold, &c.,— in fact, what arc elsewhere called

simple natures. Motions are either simple or compound, the

latter being the sum of a number of the former. In physics,

however, these matters are treated only as regards their material

or efficient causes, and the result of inquiry into imy one case

gives no general rule, but only facilitates invention in some
similar instance. Metaphysics, on the other hand, treats of the

formal or final cause of these same substances and qualiries,

and results in a general rule. With regard to forms, the investiga-

tion may be directed either towards concrete bodies or towards

qualities. But the forms of substances
** are 10 perplexed and

complicated, that it is cither vain to inquire into them at all, or

such inquiry as is possible should be put off for a time, and not
entered upon till forms of a more simple nature have been rightly

investigated and discussed.” “ To inquire into the form of a
lion, of an oak, or gold, nay, even of water or air, is a vain pursuit

;

but to inquire the form of dense, rare, hot, cold, &c., as well

configurations as motions, which in treating of physic I have in

® Valerius TerfHtnus, ill. 228-229.
7 Cf. N. 0 . ii. 27. Bacon nowhere enters upon the questions of

how such a science is to be constructed, and how it can be expected
to possess an independent method while it remains the mere recep-

tacle for the generalizations of the several aciences. and consequently
has a content which varies with their progress. His whole conception
of Prima Philosophia should be compared with such a modem wofk
as the First Principles of Herbert Spencer.

* It is to be noticed that this scale of nature corresponds with the
scale of ascending axioms.

* Cf. also for motions, N. 0 . ii. 48.
^ The knowledge of final causes does not lead to works, and theeon-

ideration of them must be rigidly excluded from physics. Yet there
is no oppositioii between the physical and final causes ; in ultimate
resort the mind is compelled to think the universe as the work of
reason, to refer facts to God and Providence. The idea of final eause
is also fruitful in sciences whidi have to do with human action.
(Cf. De Aug. ai. cc. 4, e ; Nov, Org. L 48, ii 2.)
u De Aug. iii. 4. In the Advancement {Works, Ui. 335) it is dis-

tinctly said that they ere not to be inquim into. can hardly
see how the Becooian method oould have aj^Bed to concrete
substances.» Ibid. ii. 2.
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gmt {wrt enumerated (I call them forms of the first class), and

whidi (like the letters of the alphabet) are not many, and yet

malm tip and sustain the essences antfforms of all substances

—

thift, ! say^ it is which I am attempting, and which constitutes

KOd defines that part of mctaphysic of which we are now inquir-

ing/’ Physics inauires into the same qualities, but docs not push

its investigations into ultimate reab’ty or reach the more general

causes. We thus at last attain a definite conclusion with regard

to forms, and it appears clear that in Bacon’s belief the troe

function of scienoe was the search for a few fundamental physipil

qualities, highly abstract and general, the combinations of which

give rise to the simple natures and complex phenomena around

us. His general conception of the universe may therefore be called

mechanical or statical ;
the cause of each phenomenon is sup-

posed to be actually contained in the phenomenon itself, and by

a sufficiently accurate process could be sifted out and brought to

light. As soon a.s the causes are knownman regains his powerover

nature, for “ whosoever knows any form, knows also the utmost

possibility of superinducing that nature upon every variety of

matter, and sO is less restrained and tied in operation either to

the basis of the mutter or to the condition of the efficients/* ^

Nature thus presented itself to Bacon’s mind as a huge

congeries of phenomena, the manifestations of some simple and

primitive qualitie.s, which were hid from us by the complexity

of the things themselves. The world was a vast labyrinth, amid
the windings of which we require some clue or thread whereby

we may track our way to knowledge and thence to power. This

thread, the fiium lahyrinthi, is the new method of induction. But,

as has been frequently pointed out, the new method could not

be applied until facts had been observed and collected. This is

an indispensable preliminary. “ Man, the servant and inter-

preter of nature, can do and understand so much, and so much
onl)', as he has observed in fact or in thought of the course of

nature
;

beyond this he neither knows anything nor can do
anything,” The propositjjm that our knowledge of nature

necessarily logins with olwervation and experience, is common
to Bacon and many contemporary reformers of science, but he
laid peailiir stress upon it, and gave it a new meaning. What
he really meant by ol^servation was a competent naturd history

or collection of facts. “ The firm foundations of a purer natural

philosopliy are laid in natural history.” - ” First of all we must
prepare a natural atid experimental history, sufficient and good ;

and this is the foundation of all.” “ The senses and the memory,
which collect and store up facts, must be assisted

;
there must

be a ministraimi of the senses and another of the memory. For
not only are instances required, but these must be arranged in

such a manner as not to distract or confuse the mind, i.e» tables

and arrangements of instances must be constructed. In the

preliminary collection the greatest care must be taken that the

mind he absolutely free from preconceived ideas
\
nature is only

to be conquered by obedience
;
man must be merely receptive.

” All depends on keeping the eye steadily fixed upon the facts of

nature, and so receiving their images simply as they arc ; for

God forlnd that We should give out a dream of our own imagina-

tion for a pattern of the world ; rather may He graciously grant

to us to write an apocalypse or true vision of the footsteps of

the Creator imprint^ on his creatures.” * Concealed among the

facts presented to sense are the causes or forms, and the pre^m
thercxorc is so to anoSpe exj)erience,* so to break it up into

pieces, that we shall with certainty and medbanical ease arrive

at a true ctinclusion. This process, which fonm the essence of

the new method, may in its entirety, as a mtnietratton to the

reason, be called a logic
;
but it differs wi(|gy from the ordinary

or school logic in end, method and form, its aim is to acquire

Gotnmand over nature by knowledge, and to invent new arts,

whereas the oid logic strove only after dialectic victonea and tlw
;

> Thus the Ustatcip in the theoretical analysis gives the first means
|

for the practical operation. Ct Aciitotle, £<*. Nic. iii, i xa, rh

di^eXiS^w cTmw ir ry yrHvtu Cf. a&o
Ore. U

* CaeiiaiiOi

* Pref. to Im
i. 68, 1^4.

ie rv yrrifftu Cf.

-V, 0, ti, 10.

!

(BVhs.% ifiyl.

CL Valerius Term. {WorJts, % 224), and X. 0.
* Pref, to Jnst.

discovery of new ailments. In method the difference is even

more fundamental. Hitherto the mode of demonstration had

been by the syllogism ; but the syllogism is, in many respects,

an incompetent weapon. It is compelled to accept its first

principles on trust from the science in which it is employed ; it

cannot cope with the subtlety of nature ; and it is radically

vitiated by being founded on hastily and inaccurately abstracted

notions of things. For a syllogism consists of propositions,

propositions of words, and words are the symbols of notions.

Now the first step in accurate progress from sense to reason, or

true philosophy, is to frame a iana natio or accurate conception

of the thing
;
but the received logic never does this. It flies off

at once from ei^erience and particulars to the highest and most
general propositions, and from these descends, by the use of

middle terms, to axioms of lower generality. Such a mode of

proce<iure may be called anticipaUo naturae (for in it reason is

allowed to prescribe to things), and is opposed to the true

method, the inierpreiatio naturae, in which reason follows and
obeys nature, discovering her secrets by obedience and sub-

mission to role. Lastly, the very form of induction that has been

used by logicians in the collection of their instances is a weak and
useless thing. It is a mere enumeration of a few known facts,

makes no use of exclusions or rejections, concludes precariously,

and is always liable to be overthrown by a negative instance.**

In radical opposition to tfiis method the Baconian induction

begins by supplying helps and guides to the senses, whose un-
assisted information could ' not be relied on. Notions were
formed carefully, and not till after a certain process of induction

was completed." The formation of axioms was to be carried on
by a gradually ascending scale.

** Then and only then may we
hope well of the sciences, when in a just scale of ascent and by
successive steps, not interrupted or broken, we rise from par-

ticulars to lesser axioms
;
and then to middle axioms, one above

the other ; and last of all to the most general.” ® Finally the

very form of induction itself must be new, “ The induction

which is to be available for the discovery and demonstration of

sciences and arts must analyse nature by proper rejections and
exclusions; and then, after a sufficient number of negatives,

come to a conclusion on the affirmative instances, which has not
yet been done, or even attempted, save only by Plato.^' . . .

And this induction must be used not only to discover axioms,

but also in the formation of notions. ” This view of the function

of exclusion is closely connected with Bacon’s doctrine of forms,

• Bacon's summary is valuable. “ In tbo whole of the process
wbkli leads from senses and objects to axioms and conclusions,
the demonstrations which wc use ore deceptive and incoiupctcuL
*1110 process consists of four parts, and has as many faults. In the
first place, the impressions of the sense itself are faulty, lor the sense
lx>th falls us and deceives us. But its shortcomings are to be supplied
aud Its deceptions to be corrected. Secondly, notions are all drawn
from the impressions ol the sense, aud are mdeiiuitc and con-
fused. whereas they should bi* definite* and distinctly bounded.
Thirdly, the mduction is amiss which infers the principles of sciences
by sunple enumeration, and does not. as it ought, employ oxclusions
and solutions (or separations) of nature. l..astly, tiiat muthud of
discovery and proof according to wluch the most general principles
are first estatdrshecl, and tJieu intermediate axioms arc tried and
proved by them, is the parent of error and the curse of all science.”

—

N. O. i. 69.
’ iV. O. i. 105. IWrf. L X04 ; ct t I9^2t>,
* Tins extract givci» ap sua^wei to the ubjectiun sometimes raised

that Bacon is not original in his theory of induction. He certainly

admits that Plato has used a method somewhat akin to his own

;

but it has frequently been contended that his induction is nothing
more than the Myurrji of Anstotie (see K6masat's Baoon. pp.
310-31^ and tor a criticwm, Waddm^on. Essais. de Lcgiqiu, p. 261,

sqq.) This seems a mistake. Bacon did not understand by in>

ductlon the argument from particulars to a general proposition ; he
looked upon the cxehieion and rejection, or upon as the
esaenoe of iodnetion. To this process he was led by his doctrixte of
forms, of which U is the necessary consequcace : it is the ioigUible

result of bis view of scienco and its problem, and is as original as tBot
is. Whoever accepts Bacon's doctrine of cause must accept at the
same time his theory of the way in which the cause may be sifted out
from among ffie phenomena. Tt is evident that the Socratic search
for the essence by an analysis of instances—an induction ending in

a definition—has a strong resemblance to the Bacrtnian indugtive
method. ’ ” NrO. i. 103.
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(uid is in Uuci dependent upon that theory* But induction is

neither the whole of the new method, mr k it applicable to forms

only. There arc two other grand objects of inquiry : the one,

the transformation of cx)Qcrete bodies ; the other, the investiga-

tion of the latent powers and the latent schematism or configura-

tion. With regard to the, first, in ultimate result it depends upon
the theory of forms

;
for whenever the compound body can be

regarded as the sum of certain simple natures, then our know-
le^e of the forms of tltese natures gives us the power of su])er-

inducing a new nature on the concrete body. As regards the

latent process {latem processus) which goes on in all cases of

generation and continuous development or motion, we examine
carefully, and by quantitative measurements, the gradual

growth and change from tlie first elements to the completed
thing. The same kind of investigation may he extended to many
cases <)f natural motion, such as voluntar>' action or nutrition

j

and though inquiry is here directed towards concrete bodies, and
does not therefore penetrate so deeply into reality as in research

for forms, yet great results may be looked for with more con-

fidence. It is to be regretted that Ilacon did not complete, tliis

portion of his work, in which for the first time he approache.s

modem conceptions of change. The latent configuration (laiens

scfiematismus) or inward structure of the parts of a laxly must be

known Ixdore wc can hope to superinduce a new nature upon it.

This can only be discovered by analysis, which will disekise the

ultimate ('onstituents (natural particles, not atoms) of Ixidies,

and load biick the discussion to forms or simple natures, whereby
alone can tnie light be thrown on these obscure questions. Thus,

in all ('ases, scientific explanation depends upt)a knowledge of

forais
;

all phenomena or secondary qualities are accounted for

by being referred to the primary qualities of matter.

llie several steps in Uie inductive investigation of the form of

any nature flow readily from the definition of the form itself.

For that is always and necessarily present when the nature is

present, absent when it is absent, decreases and increases accord-

ing as tlic nature decreases and increases. It is therefore requisite

for the inquir}' to liave before us instances in which the nature

is present. 'I’he list of these is called tlie table of Essence and
Presence, Secondly, we must Imve instances in wliich the nature
is absent ; only as such ciises might be infinite, attention should

be limited to such of them as are most akin to the instances of

presence.^ The list in this case is called table of Absence in

Proximity. Thirdly, we must have a number of instances in

which the nature is present in different degrees, either increasing

or decreasing in the same subject, or variously present in different

subjects. This is the table of Degrees, or Comparison. After
the formation of these tables, wc proceed to appl\' what is perhaps
the most valuable part of the Baconian method , and that in which
the author took most pride, the process of exclusion or rejection.

This elimination of the non-essential, grounded on the funda-
mental propositions with regard to forms, is the most important
of Bacon’s contributions to the logic of induction, and that in

which, as he repeatedly says, his method differs from all previous
philo.sophies. It is evident Umt if the tables were complete,
and our notions of the respective phenomena clear, the process of

exclusion would be a merely mechanical counting out, and would
infallibly lead to the detection of the cause or fortn. But it is

just as evident that these conditions can never he adequately
fulfilled. Bacon saw that his method was impracticabie (though
he seems to have thought the difficulties not insuperable), and
therefore set to work to devise new helps, adminietda. These he
enumerates in ii., Apb. zx •.^-Prerogative Instances, Supports

of Induction, Rectification of Induction, Varying the Inoestiga-

tion according to ike Nature of the Subject, Prerogative Natures,

Limits of Investigation, Application to Practiu, Preparations for

Investigation, the Ascending and Descending Scale of Axioms.
The remmnder ol the Orgemm is devoted to a consideration of

the twenty-seven classes of Prer^tive Instances, and though
it contains much that is both luminous and helpful, it adds httle

to our knowledige of what constitutes the Baconian method.
1 That is to my, diilMiig in nothing save the absence of the nature

under inveatigatioa.

On the other hoads we have but a lew soattered hints. But
althoqgh the rigorous requirements of sctence could only be

fulfilled by the employnmt of all these means, yet in their

absence it was peniussible to draw from the tables and the

exclusion a hypothetical conclusion, the truth of which might

be verified by the use of the other processes ; such an

hypothesis is c^led fantastically the First Vintage ( Kf«dw»iMs).
llite inductive method, so far as exhibited in the Orgamm, is

exemplified by an investigation into the nature of heat.

Sudi was the method devised by Bacon, and to which he

ascribed the qualities of absolute certainty and mechanical

simplidt3% But even supposing that this method were accurate

and completely unfolded, it is evident that it could only be made
applicable and produce fruit when the phenomena of the universe

luive been ver>’ completely tabulated and arranged. In this

demand for a complete natural history, Bacon also felt that he
was original, and he was deeply impressed with the necessity for

it;- in fact, he seems occasionally to place an even higher

value upon it than upon his Organum. Ihus, in the preface to

his series of works forming the third part of the Imtauratio, he

says :
“ It comes, Uierefore, to this, Uiat my Organum, even if it

were completed, would not without the Natural History much
advance the Instauration of the Sciences, whereas the Natural

History witliout the Organum would atlvance it not a little.”
^

But a complete natural history is evidently a tiling impossible,

and in fact a history can only be collected by attending to the

requirements of the Organum. This was seen by Bacon, and
wliat may be regarded as his final opinion on the question is

given in the important letter to Jean Antoine Baranzano'*
(“ Redemptus ”

: i5qo-i<)22) ” With regard to the multitude

of instances by which men may lie deterred from the attempt,

here is my answer. First, what need to dissemble ? Either

store of instances must lie procured, or the business must be

given up. All other
,
ways, however enticing, are impassable.

J^condly, the prerogatives of instances, and the mode of experi-

menting up()n ex}»crimeiitH of light (which 1 shall hereafter

explain), will diminish the multitude of them very much.
Thirdly, wJiat matter, I ask, if the description of the instances

should fill six times as many volumes as Pliny’s HiHory ? . . .

For the true natural history is to take nothii^ except instances,

connections, observations and canons.” The Organum and
the History are thus correlative, and form the two equally

necessary sides of a true philosophy
;
by their union the new

philosophy is produced.

Summary.- Two questions may be put to any doctrine which
professes to effect a radical change in philosophy or science. Is

it original ? Is it valuable ? With regard to the first, it has

been already pointed out that Bacon’s induction or inductive

method is distinctly his own, though it cannot and need not be
maintained that the general .spirit of his philosof^y was entirdy
ncw.‘‘

The value of the method is the .separate and more difficult

que.stion. It has been assailed on the most opposite grounds.

Macaulay, while admitting the accuracy of the process, denied its

efficiency, on the ground that an operation performed naturally

was not rendered more ca.sy or efficacious by being sulfiectcd

to analysi.s.^ This objection is curious when confronted with
Bacon’s reiterated B.sscTtion that the natural method pursued
by the unassisted human reason is distinctly opposed to his

;

and it is besides an aigument that tells so strongly against many
sciences, as to be comparatively worthless when apfSied to any
one. There are, however, more lormiikble objections gainst
the method. It has been pointed out,® and with perfect justice,

• DUtrih. Op. {Works, iv. 28) ; Parasceve {ibid. 2 si, 2«. 255-2 «6)

;

Descrip. Glob. Intel, ch. 3.
• woiits, ii. ift

;
cf. N. 0 . 1. 130.

• A Barnabite mottk, professor of fnathematics and philosophy at
Annecy.

• Letters and Life, vtl 377.
• For a foil discussion of Bacon’s relation to bis predecessors and

contemporaries; see Fowler’s N. O. Introd. f xj.
’ Cf. what Bacon says, N. 0 . 1, 130.

Brijwstcr. Life of Newton (ioS5) particular!v yol. ii. 40,3,

405) ; Lasson. Uber Bacon von Verufam s unssenschafiUche Prindpien
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that sdenoe in its progress has not followed the Baconian method,
that no one discovery^ be pointed to which can be definitdy
asenbed to the use of his rules, and that men the most celebrated
for their scientific acquirements, while paying homage to the
name of Bacon, practically set at naught his most cherished
pr^cpts. The reason of this is not far to seek, and has been
pointed out by logicians of the most diametrically opposed
schools. The mechapical character lioth of the natural history
and of the lexical method applied to it, resulted necessarily from
Bacon’s radically false amception of the nature of cause and of
the causal relation, llu* whole logical or scientific problem is

treated as if it were one of co-existence, to which in truth the
method of exclusion is scarcely applicable, and the assumption
is constantly made that each phenomenon has one and only one
cause. ^ The inductive formation of axioms by a gradually
ascending scale .s a route which no science has ever followed,
and l^ which no science could ever make progress. The true
scientihe |)rocedure is by hypothesis followed up and tested
by verification

;
the most powerful instrument is the deductive

methotl, which Bacon can hardly be said to have recognized.
'I’he power of framing hypothesis points to anotiier want in the
Baconian doctrine. If that power form part of the true method,
then the mind is not wholly passive or recipient

; it anticipates
nature, and moulds the experience received by it in accordance
with its own constructive ideas or conceptions

; and yet further,
the minds of various investigators can ne^'er Ijc reduced to the
same dead mechanical level.-* 'fherc will still be room for the
scientific use of tlie imagination and for the creative flashes of
genius.*'

..
f-ben, Baron himself made no contributions to science,

It no disi!overy can be shown to be due to the use of his rules,
if his method be logically defective, and the problem to which
It was applied one from its nature incapable of adequate solution
It may not unreasonably be asked, How has he come to be looked
upon as the great leader in the reformation of modem science ?How IS It that he shares with Dejicartes the honour of inaugurat-
ing modem philosophy ? To this the true answer seems to be
that Baron owes his position not only to the general spirit of his
philosophy, but to the manner in which he worked into a con-

y^ru/am. &c. (1863).

to lin#'!! 1*
points out Ilow little science proceeds accordine

val^!^ In**/
other criticisms seem of extremely little>aJut. In a very offensive and quite unjwHtifiable tone, which is

Hiiron/
on by Sigwart and P'ischer, he attacks thi*

the SvZ '''**“*^* ‘^biims to find in

oi'
himself has saidol the nature of that work (A^ Cl I 117: ct Rawley's Pref. to the

putting a false interpreUtion on the experiments

iwiw ^
^

*
ii

^^^uggerate an error, and seems sometimes com-
Bacon suys. (See particularly his

/ V method he explains in such a wav
B “ fibmpse of its true nature. He brings against

th‘/undetefmin*H'
^ accusations of making induction sta^from

nZi
perceptions of the senses, of using imagination.

arbitrary interpretation on phenomerSi. He
iatSc expounding what he considers to lie the true

U '
y^bich. as has Ix^n pointed out by Fischer, issimply that Baconian doctrine against which his attack ought to
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;
MiU, Lwf. ii. pp. nj,
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Bacau'sn orai, 1. 61

; Brewster. Nw/o«, ii, 404 ; Jevons. Princ 0/ Scienrt>
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nected system the new mode of thinking, and to the incomparable
power and eloquence with which he expounded and enforced it.

Like all epoch-making works, the Novum Organum gave ex-
pression to ideas which were already beginning to be in the air.
The time was ripe for a great change; scholasticism, long
decaying, had begun to fall

; the authority not only of school
doctrines but of the church had been discarded

; while here and
there a few devoted experimenters were turning with fresh zeal
to the unwithcred face of nature. The fruitful thoughts which
lay under and gave rise to these scattered efforts of the human
mind, were gathered up into unity, and reduced to system in
the new philosophy of Bacon.* It is assuredly little matter for
wonder tot this philosophy should contain much that is now
inapplicable, and that in many respects it should be vitiated
by radical errors. The details of the logical method on which
Its author laid the greatest stress have not been found of practical
sm’ice ; ® yet the fundamental ideas on which the theory rested
the need for rejecting rash generalization, and the necessity for
a critical analysis of experience, are as true and valuable now as
they were then. Progress in scientific discovery is made mainly
If not sole y, by the employment of hypothesis, and for that no
code of rules can be laid down such as Bacon had devised. Vet
the framing of hypothesis is no mere random guesswork : it is
l^t not to the imagination alone, but to the scientific imagination,
Jhere is required in the process not merely a preliminary critical
induction, but a subsequent experimental comparison, verifica-
tion or proof, the canons of which can be laid down with
precision. To fonmilatc and show grounds for these laws is
to construct a philosophy of induction, and it must not be
forgotten that the first step towards the accomplishment of
the task was made by Bacon when he introduced and gave
proinmence to the powerful logical instrument of exclusion or
elimination.

It is curious and significant that in the domain of the moral
and meUphysic^ sciences his influence has been perhaps more
powwful, and his authority has been more frequently appealed
to, than in that of the physical. Tliis is due, not so much to his
expressed opinion that the inductive method was applicable to
all the sciences/ as to the generally practical, or, one may say,

has lieen already iiointed out
; with regard to axioms.

durS wil m
' In establishing axioms by this kind of in-

1
also examine and try wliother the axiom so estab-

lished be framed to Jie measure of these particulars, from which it
js denved, or whether it be larger or wider. And if it be larger and
wider, we must observe whether, by indicating to us new particulars.
It connrm that wideness and largeness as by a collateral security
that wc rnay not either stick fast in things already known, or looselv
grasp at shadows and abstract forms, not at things solid and realized
^ ^ l^assage Irom Valerius Terminus, quotedm iilltss note on the above aphorism. Of the syllogism he

propose to give up the syllogism altogether. S. is
incompetent for the princijm! things rather than useless for the
pnerality. In the mathematics there is no reason why it should not

employed. It is the flux of matter and the inconstancy of the
physical l)ody which requires induction, that thereby it may be fixedas It were, and allow the formation of nations well defined. In
physics you wisw'ly note, and therein I agree with you, that after the
notions of the firet class and the axioms concerning them have beenby induction well made out and defined, syllogism may be applied
safely

; only it must be restrained from leaping at once to the most
general notions anrl rkmrrf,.uc n-«i,e, 4.

_ . „ may be compared what he says of math^atics (A w.
Urg. u. 8 ; Parasceve, vii.). In his account of Experientia Literata{De Aug. V. 2) he comes very near to tlic modern mode of experi-
mental research. It is, he says, the procedure from one experiment
to another, and it is not a science but an art or learned sagacitv(n^mbhng in this Aristotle's ^yxlreia), which may. however. \xi
enlightened by the precepts of the InUrpreUUio. Eight varieties
01 such experiments arc enumerated, and a comparison Ls drawn
between this and the inductive method; “though the rational
method of inquiry by the Otganon promises far greater things in the
end. yet this sagacity, proceeding by learned experience, will in the
meantime present mankind with a Humber of inventions which lie
near at hand.** (Cf. A. 0 . i. 103.J

* «« ««

to Vigorous passage in Herschel. Discourse on the Study of
Pkriosophw, $ 105 ; cf. | 9f> of the same work.

»icon himself seems to anticipate tot the progreas of science
would of Itself render his method antiquated (No^cS, i. i»o)

• Nov. Org. i. 127.
' V • .» /
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pasiiivi spirit of his system. Theological questions, which had

tortured the minds ol generations, are by him relegated from

the province of reason to that of faith. Even reason must be

restrained from strivii^ after ultimate truth
; it is one of the

errors of the human intellect that it will not rest in ^neral

principles, but must push its investigations deeper. Experi*

ence and observation are the only remedies against prejudice

and error. Into questions of metaphysics, as commonly under-

stood, Bacon can hardly be said to have entered, but a long

line of thinkers have drawn inspiration from him, and it is not

without justice that he has been looked upon as the originator

and guiding spirit of what is known as the empirical school.

Bacons Influence .—It is impossible within our limits to do
j

more than indicate the influence which Bacon’s views have had on

subsequent thinkers. The most valuable and complete discussion

of the subject is contained in T. Fowler’s edition of the Novum
Organum (introd. § 14). It is there argued that, both in philo-

sophy and in natural science, Bacon’s influence was immediate

and lasting. Under the former head it is pointed out (i.) that

the fundamental principle of Locke’s Essay, that all our ideas

are product of sensation and reflection, is briefly sttiled in the

first aphorism of the Novum Organum, and (ii.) that the whole

atmosphere of that treatise is characteristic of the Essay. Bacon

is, therefore, regarded by many as the father of what is most

characteristic in English psychological speculation. As he

himself said, he “ rang the bell which called the wits together.”

In the sphere of ethics he is similarly regarded as a forerunner of

the empirical method. The spirit of the De Augments (bk. vii.)

and the inductive method which is discussed in the Novum
Organum are at the root of all theories which have constructed

a moral code by an inductive examination of human conscious-

ness and the results of actions. Among such theories utilitarian-

ism especially is the natural result of the application to the

phenomenon of conduct of the Baconian experimental method.

In this connexion, however, it is important to notice that Hobbes,

who had been Bacon’s secretary, makes no mention of Baconian

induction, nor does he in any of his works make any critical

reference to Bacon himself. It would, therefore, appear that

Bacon’s influence was not immediate.

In the sphere of natural science, Bacon’s importance is attested

by refci cnees to his work in the writings of the principal scientists,

not only English, but French, German and Italian. Fowler

{op. cii.) has collected from Descartes, Gassendi, S. Sorbi^re, Jean
Baptiste du Hamel, quotations which show how highly Bacon
was regarded by the leaders of the new scientific movement.
Sorbi^re, who was by no means partial to things English, definitely

speaks of him as " ccluy qui a le plus puissamment solicit^ Ics

interests de la physique, et excite le monde k faire des ex-

periences ” (Relation d^un voyage en Angleterre, Cologne, 1666,

pp. 63-64). It was, however, Voltaire and the encyclopaedists

who raised Bacon to the pinnacle of his fame in France, and
hailed him as “ le p^re de la philosophic exp^rimentale ” (Leitres

sur les Anglais). Condillac, in the same spirit, says of him,
“ personne n’a mieux connu que hii la cause de nos erreurs." So
the Encyclopidie, besides giving a eulogistic article “ Baconisme,”
speaks of him (in d’Alembert’s preliminary discourse) as “ le

plus grand, le plus universel, et le plus Eloquent des'philosophe.s.”

Among other writers, Leibnitz and Huygens give testimony

which is the more valuable as being critical. Leibnitz speaks of

Bacon as divini ingenii vir/’ and, like several other German
authors, classes him with Campanella

;
Huygens refers to his

“ bonnes mdthodes.” If, however, we are to attach weight to

English writers of the latter half of the 17th century, we shall find

that one of Bacon’s greatest achievements was the impetus given

by his New Aflantis to the foundation of the Royal Society (q.v.).

Dr Thomas Sprat (1635-171^, bishop of Rochester and first

liistorian of the society, says that Bacon of all others ’’ had the

true imagination of the whole extent ” of the enterprise, and that

in his works are to be found the best arguments for the experi-

mental method of natural philosophy (Hist, of the Rayed Society,

pp. 35-36, and Thomas Tenison’s Baconiana, pp. 264-266).

In this connexion reference should be made also to Cowley’s
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Ode to the Royal Society, and to Dr John Wallis’s remarks k
Heame’s Preface to P, Lat^ft's Chronicle (appendix, num. xi.).

Joseph Glanvill, in his £c^s Scientiflea (dedication) says,

Solomon’s house in the New Atlantis was a prophetic scheme

of the Royal Society ”
;
and Henry Oldenbu^ (c, 161 5-1677X

one of the first secretaries of the society, speaks of the new
eagerness to obtain scientific data as a work begun by the single

care and conduct of the excellent Lord Vcnil^/’ Boyle, in

whose works there are frequent eulogistic references to Bacon,

regarded himself as a disciple and was indeed known as a second

Bacon. The predominating influence of Bacon’s philosophy is

thus clearly established in the generation wluch succeeded hU
own. There is abundant evidence to show that in the uni-

versities of Oxford and Cambridge (especially the latter) the new
spirit had already modified the old curricula. Bacon has fre-

quently been disparaged on the ground that his name is not

mentioned by Sir Isaac Newton. It can be shown, however, that

Newton was not ignorant of Bacon’s works, and Dr Fowler

explains his silence with regard to them on three grounds
:

(i)

that Bacon's reputation was so well established that any definite

mention was unnecessary, (2) that it was not customary at the

time to acknowledge indebtedness to contemporary and recent

writers, and (3) that Newton’s genius was so strongly mathe-
matical (whereas Bacon's great weakness was in mathematics)
that he had no special reason to refer to Bacon's experimental

principles.

If the foregoing examples are held sufficient to establish the

influence of Bacon on the intellectual development of his im-
mediate successors, it follows that the whole trend of typically

English thought, not only in natural science, but also in mental,

moral and political philosophy, is the logical fulfilment of

Baconian principles. He argued against the tyranny of auth-

ority, the vagaries of unfettered imagination and the academic
aims of unpractical dialectic

;
the vital energy and the reasoned

optimism of his language entirely outweigh the fact that his

contributions to the stock of actualiscientific knowledge were

practically inconsiderable. It may be freely admitted that in

the domain of logic there is nothing in the Organum that has not

been more instructively analysed either by Aristotle himself or

in modem works
;
at the same time, there is probably no work

which is a better and more stimulating introduction to logical

study. Its terse, epigrammatic phrases sink into the fibre of

the mind, and are a healthy warning against crude, immature
generalization.

While, therefore, it is a profound mistake to regard Bacon as a
great constructive philosopher, or even as a lonely pioneer of

modern thought, it is quite unfair to speak of him as a trifler.

His great work consists in the fact that he summed up the faults

which the widening of knowledge had disclosed in medieval

thought, and in this sense he stands high among those who were
in many parts of 16th-century Europe striving towards a new

I
intellectual activity.

I

BiBLrooKApHV. Editions.—The classical edition is that of

i

R. L. EllLs, J. Spedding and D. D. Heath, ist ed., 1857 ; and ed..

1870 (vols. i.-iii., philosophical writiMs ;
iv.-v., translations

; vi.-vii.,

literary and professional works). B. Montagu’s edition (17 vola.,

1825-1834) is full but, unscholarly. An extremely useful reprint
(in one volume) of the philosophical works (with a few not strictly
philoMwhical), based on the first Ellis-Spedding edition, was pub-
lished by j. M. Robertson (London, 1905); besides the original

introductions, it contains a useful summaiy by the editor of the
various problems of Bacon's life and thought. Numerous cheap
editions have lately been published, e.e. in the " World’s Classics

*’

(1901), and '* New Universal Library series (1905) ; Sidney Lee,
Engliih Works of Francis Bacon (London, 1905).
Of particular works there are numerous editions in all the chief

languages. The following are the most important:—T. FoWler,
Novum Organum (Oxford, 1878 : ed. 1889), with notes, full intro-
duction on Bacon^s philosophy in all its relo^ns, and a most valuable
bibliogr^hy. This superseded the edition of G. W. Kitchin (Oxford,
1835). The Essays have been edited more than twenty times since
1870; the following editions may be mentioned Archbishop
lately (6th ed,. 1864) ;

W. Aldis Wright (Ixmd., l8i5a) ; P. Stoir
and Gibson (Lond.* 1886) ; B. A. Abbott (Lond., 1870) ; John
Bnchan (Lond., 1679) ; A. S. West (Cambridge, 1897) ;

W. Evans
(Edinburgh, 1807). A facsimile reprmt of the xst etution was pub-
lished in New York (1904). Advancement of Learning Aldis
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Wijglit (Camb., 1866; 5t»» cd., 1900); F. O. Selby

JiLMwlfy (1905); and. with the iVwi/ m the World s

Gassics** scries {introducHoo by Prof. T. Case, 1906).

Wisdom of the Ancients and New Atmtts, in Cassell s National

Library (f8«S and 1903). G. C. M. Smith. New AUbnHs {tgoo).

I. Filrstenhi^en, Kteinete Schriftsn (Leipzig. 1884).

Biogmphv. -J. Spedduig, The Ufe and Utters of Lord Umoh
(1801). Lkfe and Timas of Pratuii Baron (1878) ;

al.so Dr Rawlcy h

Life in th<' ElHs-Spedding editions, and J. M. Robertson’s reprint

(atiove)
:

VV. Hcpwqfth Dixon, Personal History of Lord Bacon

(I^nd., 18O1), and Story of Lmd Bacon's Life tib. 1862); John

Cjiinpbt^Jl. Lives of the Chameilors (Ixmd., 1845), ii. 51 ; P. Wood-
ward. Larly Life of Lord Baron (lyoi) ; T. Fowler.* FVawcts Bacon

in " English Pliilos.” st‘iies (Und., 1881) ; R, W. Church’s Bacon.

In ” Men of Letters *' serii‘s (1884).

P*i7ojopAv— B<‘.sirle the introductions in the Ellis - Spedding

and T. Fowier editions, and general histones of philosophy, see

Kuno Fischer. /•>. Baton (1836. 2nd ed.. 1875, Eng. trans. by John
Oxenford, Umd., 18-57); Ch. tie Rfnnnsat, Bacon, sa vie . . . et son

influence (1857. ej. 1858 and 1877) ;
G. T,. Craik, Lord Bacon, his

Writirttfs and his Philnsophv (3 vols., 1846- 1847. uil. i8t)o) ;
A., Domer,

Detiacoms Philos,>phut. (Porlin. :
Utmion, 1886)

; J. v. Liebig.

Vhrt f\ //. 7!. I'erulam (MannJieiin, 1803) ; Ad. La.sHon. Uber B. v.

Verulan7
'<> ivissenschiftlLhe Pruuifntot frierl., i860) ;

E. fl. Bbhmer,
they T\ B. v. Verulam (Erlangen. 1864) ; Ch. Adam. Philos, de

Francis Bacon flAiris. i8qo)
;

liarthelemy St Hilaire, £tude sur

France Bacon (Pans, 1890) ; R. W\ Church, op. cd. \ H. Heussler,

F. Baton und seine uesohu hlliche .S7t’//M«g (Breslau, 1889) ; II. Hoff-

ding. Hidory of Modern Philosophy (Enp. trans.. 19ck»)
; ], M.

Robertson, .^hort History of Preetlu^upht (T,ond.. Kjtif))
;
Sidney Lee.

(treat FnttHshmen of the iHh century fl^nd.. 1904). For the relations

l«‘twe<*ii Bacon und Ben foiison see The Tale of the Shakespeare

Epitaphs by Irani is Baton (New York, 1888) ;
for Bacon’s poetical

gilt‘’ sei* an artitle in the Fortnightly Review (March 1905).

For the Bacon Shakespeare controversy see Shakesi’EARK.
(U. Ad.

; J. M. M.)

BACONt JOHN (1740-1799), Hritisli .sculptor, was bom in

Southwark on the 24th of November 1740, the son of Thomas
Bacon, u cloth-worker, whose forefathers posse.ssed a considerable

estate in Somersetshire. At the age of fourteen he was bound
apprentice in Mr Crispe’s manufactory of pora-lain at T^mbeth,
where he was at first cmpl^ed in painting the small ornamental

pieces of china, but by his great skill in moulding he .soon attained

the distinction of being modeller to the work. W^hle engaged

in the porcelain works his observation of the models executed

by different sculptors of eminence, which were sent to bo burned
at an adjoining pottery, determined the direction of his genius

;

he devoted himself to the imitation of them with so much success

that in 1758 a small figure of Peace sent by him to the Society

for the Encouragement of Arts received a prize, and the highest

premiums given by that society were adjudged to him nine

times between the years 1763 and 1776. During his apprentice-

ship he also improved the method of working statues in artificial

stone, an art which he afterwards carried to perfection. Bacon
first attempted working in marble about the year 1763, and
during the course of his early efforts in this art was led to improve
the method of transferring the form of the model to the marble
(technically “ getting out the points ”) by the invention of a
more pt-rfecl instrument for the purpose. Tliis instrument pos-

sessed many advantages above those formerly employed
;

it was
more exact, took a correct measurement in every direction, was
contained in a small compass, and could be used upon cither

the model or the marble. In the year 1769 he was adjudged
the first gold medal for sculpture given by the Royal Academy,
his work being a bas-relief representing the escape of Aeneas
from Troy. In 1 770 he exhibited a figure of Mars, which rained

him the gold medal of the Society of Arts and his elec&n as

A.R.A. A.S a consequence of this success he was engaged to

execute a bust of George 111 ., intended for Christ Church, Oxford.
He secured the king’s favour and retail it throughout life.

Considerable jealousy was entertained against him by other

sculptors, and he was commonly charged with ignorance of dassk
style. This chaige he repelled by the execution of a noble head
of Jupiter Tonans, and many of his emblematical figures are in

penect classical taste. He died on the 4th of August 1799 and
was buried in Whitfield's Tabernacle. His various pro^ctions

which may be studied in St Paul’s cathedral, London, Christ

Clmrch and Pembroke College^ Oxford, the Abbey church, Bath,

and Bristol cathedral, give ample testimony to his powers.

Perhaps his best works are to be found among the monuments
in Westminster Abbey.
See Richard Cecil. Memoirs of John Btwon, ft,A. (London, xSoi)

;

and also vol. L oi R. Cecil’s works, ed J, Pratt (181 1).

BACON, LEONARD (1802-1881), American Congregational

preacher and writer, was born in Detroit, Michigan, on the 19th

ofFebruary 1802, the son of David Bacon (1771-1817), missionary

among the Indians in Michigan and founder of the town of

I’allmadge^ Ohio. The son prepared for college at the Hartford
(Conn.) grammar school, graduated at Yale in 1820 and at the

I

Andover Theological Seminary in 1823, and from 1825 until his

I

deatli on the 24th of December 1881 was pastor of the First

Church (Co^regational) in New Haven, Connecticut, occupying
a pulpit which was one of the most conspicuous in New England,
and which liad been rendered famous by his predecessors, Moses
Stuart and Nathaniel W. Taylor. In 1866, however, though
he was never dismissed by a counefi from his connexion with
that church, he gave up the active pastorate. He was, from
1826 to 1838, an editor of the Christian Spectator (New Haven)

;

was one of tlie founders (1843) Englander (later the

Yak Review) ; founded in 1848 with Dr R. S. Storrs, Joshua
Leavitt, Dr Joseph P. Thompson and Heniy^ C. Bowen, primarily

to combat slavery extension, the Independent, of which he was
an editor until 1863 ;

and was acting professor of didactic

theology in the theological department of Yale University from
1866 to 1871, and lecturor on church polity and American church
history from 1871 until his death. Gradually, after taking up
his pastorate, he gained greater and greater influence in his

denomination, until he came to be regarded as perha[)S the most
prominent Congregationalist of his time, and was sometimes
popularly referred to as “ The Congregational Pope of New
England.” In all the heated theological controversies of the day,

particularly the long and bitter one concerning the views put
forward by Dr Horace Bushnell, he was conspicuous, using his

influence to bring about harmony, and in the councils of the

Congregational churches, o\'er two of which, the Brooklyn
councils of 1874 and 1876, he presided as moderator, he manifested

great ability both as a debater and as a parliamentarian. In

his own theological views he was broad-minded and an advocate
of liberal orthodoxy. In all matters concerning the welfare of

his community or the nation, moreover, he took a deep and
constant interest, and was particularly identified with the

temperance and anti-slavery movements, his services to the

latter constitutii^ probably the most important work of his

life. In this, a.s in most otlier controversies, he took a moderate
course, condemning the apologists and defenders of slavery on

the one hand and the Garrisonian extremists on the other.

His Slavery Discussed in Occasional Essays from to 1846

(1846) exercised considerable influence upon Abraham Lincoln,

and in this book appears the sentence, which, as rephrased by
Lincoln, was widely quoted : “If that form of government,

that system of social order is not wrong—if those laws of the

Southern States, by virtue of which slavery exists there, and is

what it is, are not wrong—nothing is wrong.” He was early

attracted to the study of the ecclesiastical history of New England

and was frequently called upon to deliver commemorative
addresses, some of which were published in book and pamphlet

form. Of these, his Thirteen Historical Discourses (1839^ dealing

with the history of New Haven, and his Four Commemorative

Discourses (1866) may l>e especially mentioned. The most im-

portant of his historical yroris, however, is hb Genesis of the New
England Churches (1874). He publbhed A Manual for Young
Church Members ( 1833) ;

edited, witha biography, the Select Prac-

tical Writings of Richard Baxter ; and was the author of a

number of hymns, the best-known of which is the one beginning,
’ 0 God, beneatli Thy guiding hand
Our exiled fathers crossed the sea.”

There is no good biography, but there is much ‘biographical

material in the commemorative volume issued by his coagre^tion,
Leonard Bacon. Pastor of the First Churdk is New Haven (New
Haven, 1882). and there is a. good sketch in WUtiston Walker’s
Ten New England Leaders (New York. 1901).
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Leonard Bacon’s sister Delia Bacon (t8ii-iS59)^ bom in

Tallmadge, Ohio, on the ind of February iSii, was a teacher

in schools in Connecticut, New Jersey and New York, and then,

until about 185s, conduct in various eastern cities, by methods
devised by herself, classes for women in history and literature.

She wrote Tales of the Puritans (1831), The Bride of Fort Edward

(1839), l»sed on the story of Jane M‘Crea, partly in blank

verse, and The Philosophy of the Plays of Shakespeare Unfolded

(1857), for which alone she is remembered. This book, in the

preparation of which she spent several years in study in England,

where she was befriended by Thomas Carlyle and especially

by Nathaniel Hawthorne, was intended to prove that the plays

attributed to Shakespeare were written by a coterie of men,

including Francis Bacon, Sir Walter Raleigh and Edmund
Spenser, for the purpose of inculcating a philosophic system,

for which they felt that they themselves could not afford to

assume the responsibility, this system she professed to dis-

cover beneath the superficial text of the plays. Her devotion

to this one idea, as Hawthorne says, “ had thrown her off

her balance,” and while she was in England she lost her mind
entirely. She died in Hartford, Connecticut, on the and of

September 1859.

There is a biogrtyphy by her nephew, Theodore Bacon, Delia
Bacon: A Sketch (Boston. 1868). and an appreciative chapter,
“ Recollections of a Gifted Woman," in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s
Our Old Home (Boston, 18O3),

Leonard Bacon’s son Leonard Woolsey Bacon (1830-1907),

graduated at Vale in 1850, was pastor of various Congregational

and Presbyterian churches, and published Church Papers (1876)

;

A Life Worth Living: Life of Emily Bliss Gould (1878); Ironies

and Polemics and Sundry Essays in Church History (1895)

;

History of American Christianity (1898); and The Congrega-

tionoLists {1^0^). (W. Wr.)
BACON, SIR NICHOLAS (1509-1579), lord keeper of the great

seal of England during the reign of Queen Elizabeth, was the

second son of Robert Bacon of Drinkstone, Suffolk, and was
born at Chislehurst. He was educated at Corpus Christi College,

Cambridge, graduating B.A. in 1527, and afterwards spent some
time in Paris. Having returned to England and entered Gray’s

Inn, he was called to the bar in 1533, and four years later began

his public life as solicitor of the court of augmentations. Quickly

becoming a person of importance he obtained a number of estates,

principally in the eastern counties, after the dissolution of the

monasteries, and in 1545 became member of parliament for

Dartmouth. In 1 546 he was made attorney of the court of wards
and liveries, an office of both honour and profit ; in 1550 became
a bencher and in 1552 treasurer of Gray’s Inn. Although his

.sympathies were with the Protestants, he retained his office in

the court of wards during Mary’s reign, but an order was issued

to prevent him from leaving England. The important period in

Bacon’s life began with the accession of Elizabeth in 1558.

Owing largely to his long and close friendship with Sir William
Cecil, afterwards Lord Burghley, his brother-in-law, he was
appointed lord keeper of the great seal in December of this year,

and was soon afterwards made a privy councillor and a kiught.

He was iastrumental in securing the archbishopric of Canterbury
for his friend Matthew Parker, and in his official'capacity pre-

sided over the House of Lords when Elizabeth opened her first

parliament. In opposition to Cecil, he objected to the policy of

making war on France in the interests of the enemies of Mary
queen of Scots, on the ground of the poverty of England ; but
afterwards favoured a closer union with foreign Protestants, and
seemed quite alive to the danger to his country from the allied

and aggressive religious policy of France and Scotland. In 1559
he was authorized to exercise the full jurisdiction of lord chan-

cellor. In 1564 he fell temporarily into the royal disfavour and
was dismissed frirni court, because Elizabeth suspected he was
concerned in the publication of a pamphlet, A Declaration of the

Succession of the Crowne Imperiall of Ingland,” written by John
Kales (^.v.), and favouring the claim of Lady Catherine Grey to

the Enj^iah throne. Bacon’s innocence having been admitted he
was restored to favour, uid replied to a writing by Sir Anthony

Browne, who had again asserted the rights of the house of Suffolk

to which Lady Catherine belonged. He thoroughly distrusted

Mary queen of Scots ; obiected to the proposal to mar^ her to

the duke ol Norfolk ; and warned Elizabeth that serious con-

sequences for England would follow her restoration He seems

to have disliked the proposed marriage between the English queen

and Francis, duke of Anjou, and his distrust of the Roman
Catholics and the French was increased the massacre of St

Bartholomew. As a loyal English churchman be was ceaselessly

interested in ecclesiastical matters, and made s^estions for

the better observation of doctrine and discipline in the church.

He died in London on the aoth of February 1579 and was buried

in St Paul’s cathedral, his death calling forth many tributes to

his memory. He was an eloquent speaker, a learned lawyer, a

generous friend
;
and his interest in education led him to make

several gifts and bequests for educational purposes, incluffing the

foundation of a free grammar school at Redgrave. His %ure
was very corpulent and ungainly. Elizabeth visited him several

timesatGorhambury,and previously visited him atRedgrave.

He was twice married and by his first wife, Jane, had three sons

and three daughters. His second wife was Anne (d. 1610),

daughter of Sir Anthony Cooke, by whom he had two sons.

Bacon’s eldest son, Nicholas {c. 1540-1624), was member of

parliament for the county of Suffolk and in i6zi was created

premier baronet of England. This baronetcy is still held by his

descendants. His second and third sons, Nathaniel (r. 1550-1623)

and Edward (c. 1550-1618), also took some part in public life,

and through his daughter, Anne, Nathaniel was an ancestor of

the marquesses Townshend. His sons by his second wife were

Anthony (1558-1601), a diplomatist of some repute, and the

illustrious Francis Bacon (q.v.).

See G. Whetstone, Romombraunce of the lift* of Sir N. Bacon,”
in the Frondes Caducae (London, 1816)

; J. A. Froude, History of

England, passim (London, 1881 f.).

BACON, ROGER (c, 1314-r. 1294), English philosopher and
man of science, was bom near Ilchestee in ^merset. His family

appears to have been in good circumstances, but in the stormy

reign of Henry III. their property was despoiled and sever^

members of the family were driven into exile. Roger completed

his studies at Oxford, though not, os current traditions assert, at

Merton or at Brasenose, neither of which had then been founded.

His abilities were speedily recognized by his contemporaries, and
he enjoyed the friendship of such eminent men as Adam de

Marisco and Robert Grosseteste, bishop of Lincoln.

Very little is known of Bacon’s life at Oxford
; it is said he took

orders in 1233, and this is not improbable. In the following year,

or perhaps later, he crossed over to France and studied at the

university of Paris, then the centre of intellectual life in Europe.

The two great orders, Franciscans and Dominicans, were in the

vigour of youth, and had already begun to take the lead in

theological discussion. Alexander of Hales was the oracle of the

Franciscans, while the rival order rejoiced in Albertus Magnus
and Tliomas Aquinas.

The scientific training which Bacon had received, mainly from

the study of the Arab writers, showed him the manifold defects

in the systems reared by these doctors. Aristotle was known but

in part, and that part was rendered welFnigh unintelligible

through the vileness of the translations
;
yet not one of those

professors would learn Greek. The Scriptures read, if at all, in

the erroneous versions were being deserted for the Sentences of

Peter Lombard. Physical science, if there was anything deserv-

ing that name, was cultivated, not by experiment in the Aristo-

telian way, but by arguments deduced from premises resting on
authority or custom. Everywhere there was a show of know*-

le^e concealing fundamental ignorance. Bacon, accordifigly,

withdrew from the scholastic routine and devoted hixnielf to

languages and experimental research. The only teacher whom
he res^ted was a certain Petrus de Mahameuria Pictrdus, or

of Picardy, probably identical with a certain matbematidaii,

Petrus Pereg^us of Picardy, who is perhaps ^e author of a
treatise. Do Magneto^ contained in the Bibiiothi^ue Imp6riak

at Paris. The contnut between the obscurity of such a man and
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the fame en)oyed by the fluent young doctors rousied Bacon^s

kuiignatkm. la the Opus Minus and Opus Teriium he pours

forth a violent tirade against Alexander of Hales, and another

professor, not mentioned by name, Imt spoken of as alive, and

Uoroed even more aeverdy than Alexander. "Ms anonymous

writer,^ he says, acquired his learning by teaming others, and

adopted a dogmatic tone, which has caused him to be received

at Paris with applai|se as the equal of Aristotle, Avicenna, or

Avenroes.

Bacon, during his stay i/i Paris, acquired considerable renown.

He took the degree of d(M:tor of theology, and seems to have

received the coraplimentan' title of doctor mtrahihs. In 125®

was again at Oxford, and probably aliout this time entered the

Franciscan order. His fame spr^ at Oxford, though it was

mingled with suspicions of his dealings in the black arts and

with some doubts of his orthodoxy. About i2S 7 >
Bonaventura,

general of the order, interdicted his lectures at Oxford, and

commanded him to place himself under the superintendence

of the lx)dy at Paris. Here for ten years he remained under

supervision, suffenng great priv'atioas and strictly prohibited

from writing anything for publication. But his fame had

reached the ears of the papal legate in England, Guy de Foulques,

who in 1265 became pope as Clement IV. In the following year

he wrote to Bacon, ordering him notwithstanding any injunctions

from his superiors, to write out and send to him a treatise on the

sciences which he had alrea<ly asked of him when papal legate.

Bacon, whose previous writings had been mostly scattered

tracts, capiiula quardatn, took fresh courage from this command
of the pope. He set at naught the jealousy of liis superiors

and brother friars, and despite the want of funds, instruments,

materials for copying and skilled copyists, completed in about
eighteen months three large treatises, the Opus Majus, Opus
Minus and Opus Tertium, which, with some other tracts, were
despatched to the pope. We do not know what opinion Clement
formed of them, but before his death he seems to have bestirred

himself on Bacon’s belialfpfor in 1268 the latter was permitted

to return to Oxford. Here he continued his labours in experi-

mental science and also in the composition of complete treatises.

The wfirk.s sent to Clement he regarded as preliminaries, laying

down principles which were afterwards to be applied to the

sdences. Thefirst part of an encyclopaedic work probably remains
to UK in the Compendium Studii Philosophiae (1271). In this work
Ba( on makes a vehement attack upon the ignorance and vices

of the clergy and monks, and generally upon the insufficiency of

the existing studies. In 1278 his b^ks were condemned by
Jerome de Ascoli, general of the Franciscans, afterwards Pope
Nicholas IV., and he himself was thrown into prison for fourteen

years. During this time, it is said, he wrote the small tract

De Retardundis Senectutis Accidentibus, but this is merely a
tradition. In 1292, as appears from what is probably his latest

oomposition, the Comp^ium Ststdii Theologize, he was again
at liberty. The exact time of his death cannot be determined

;

1294 is probably as accurate a date as can be fixed upon.

Works and Editions.—Leland said that it is easier to collect

the leaves of the Sibyl than the titles of the works written by
Roger Bacon

; and though ther labour has been somewhat
lightened by ^e publications of Brewer and Charles, referred

to below, it is no easy matter even now to form an accurate
idea of his actual ptxluctions. An enormous number of MSS.
ore known to exist ui British and French libraries, and probably

* Brewer thinkn this unknown professor is Richard of Cornwall,
but the little we know of Richard is not in harmony with the terms
in which he is elsewhere spoken of bv Bacon. Erdmann conjectures
Thomas Aquinas, which is extremeb' improMilde, as Thomas was
unquestionahly not the first of his order to study philosophy.
Cousin and Charles think that Albertus Magnus is aimed at, and
certainly much of what is said applies with peculiar force to him.
Bat some things do not at all cohere with what is otherwise known
of Albert It u worth jpointmg out that Brewer, in traaaeribing the
pasMM bearing on this {Op, Insd. p. 327), has the words frairum
pmrmus, which in his mamnal note he interprets as applying to
the Franciscan order. Iti uiis case, of course. Albert could not be
the person referred to, as he was a Dominican. But Charles, in his
transcription, entirely omits the importasit word /rafnoN.

aot all have yet been discoverec}. Many are transcripts of works

or portions of works already published and, therefore, require

no notice.-

The works hitherto printed (neglecting reprints) are the

following .'—(i) Speculum Alchimiae (1541)—translated into

English (1597) ;
French, A. Poisson (1890) ; (2) De MirabiU

Poiestate Artis et Naturae (i542)~English translation (1659);

(3) LibeUus de Retardandis Seneciutis Accidentibus (1590)—
translated as the Cure of Old Age,” by Richard Brown (London,

1683); (4) Sanioris Medicinae Magistri D. Rogeri Baconis

Angliei de Arte Chyrniae Scripta (Frankfort, i6o3)-~a collection

of small tracts containing Excerpta de Libro Avicennae de Anima,
Breve Bremariumy Verbum Abbreviatumy^ Secreium Secreiorum,

Tractaius Trium Verborum, and Speculum Secretorum

,

(5)
Perspeetiva {1614), which is the fifth part of the Opus Majus;

(6) Specula Maikematicay which is the fourth part of the same
;

(7) Opus Majus ad Clementem 1 F., edited by S. Jebb (1733) and

J. H. Bridges (London, 1897) ; (8) Opera hactenus IneditUy by

J. S. Brewer (1859), containing the Opus TertiumyOpus Mintis

,

Compendium Studit Philosophiae and the De Secreiis Operibus

Naturae

;

(9) De Morali Philosophia (Dublin, i860, see below)

;

(10) The Greek Grammar oj R. Bacon and a Fragment of his

Hebrew Grammary edited with introduction and notes by E. S.

Nolan and S. A. Hirsch (1902); (ii) Metaphysica Frairis

Rogeri, edited by R. Steele, with a preface (1905); (12) Opera

hactenus inedita, by Ro]>ert Steele (1905).

How these works stand related to one another can only be

determined by internal evidence. 'ITie smaller works, chiefly on

alchemy, are unimportant, and the dates of their composition

cannot be ascertained, ll is known that before the Opus Majus
Bacon had already written some tmets, among which an

unpublished work, Computus Naiuraliumy on chronology, belongs

probably to the year 1263 ;
while, if the cUrdication of the De

Secretis Operibus be autlientic, that short treatise must have
been composed before

It is, however, with the Opus Majus that Bacon’s real activity

begins. It has Ixjen called by Whewell at once the Encyclopaedia

and the Organura of tlie i3tli centuty.

Part 1, (pp. 1-22), which is sometimes designated De VULilatt

ScienUarum, treats of the four o^endicula, or causes of error.

These are, authority, custom, the opinion of the unskilled many,
and the concealment of real ignorance with pretence of knowledge.

The last error is the most dangerous, and is, in a sense, the cause

of all the others. The offettdicula have sometimes been looked

upon as an anticipation of Francis Bacon’s Idola, but the two

classifications have little in conimon. In the summary of this

part, contained in the Opus 7'erlium, Bacon shows very clearly his

perception of the unity of science and the necessity of encyclo-

paedic treatment.

Part II. (pp. 23-43) treats of the relation between philosophy

and theology. All true wisdom is contained in tlie Scriptures,

at least implicitly
;
and the true end of philosophy is to rise

from the imperfect knowledge of created things to a knowledge

of the Creator. Ancient philosophers, who had not the Scriptures,

received direct illumination from God, and only thus can the

brilliant results attained by them be accounted for.

Part HI. (pp, 44-57) treats of the utility of grammar, and the

necessity of a true li^uistic science for the adequate com-

prehension either of the Scriptures or of books on philosophy,

^ The more important MSS. are:— (1) The extensive work on
the fundamental notions of physics, called Communia Naturalium,

which is found in the Masarin library at Paris, in the British

Museum, and in the Bodleian and University College libraries at

Oxford
; (2) on tlic fundamental notions of mathematics, De Com-

munibus Mathematic-ae, part of which is in the Sloane collection,

part in the Bodleian; (3) Baconis Physica, contained among the

additional MSS. in the British Museum
; (4) the fragment called

Qtnnta Purs CompendH Theologiue, ia the British Museum
; (5) the

Compestdium Studii TheologioM, in tlie British Museupi
;

(m tlie

logical fragments, such as die Summulae DialecHces, in the Bc^eian,
and the posses upon Aristotle's physics and metaphysics in the
library at Amiens. See IJttle. The (riwy Friars in Oxford (1892).

’ At the cloee of the Verb, Abbrmt, is a curious note, concluding

with the words, " iptt Rogerus fust dissipulus putris Alberti /
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The necessity of accurate acquaintance with any foreign language

and of obtaining good texts, is a lul^ect Bacon is never weary
of descanting upon. A translator should know thoroughly

language he is translating from, the language into which he is

translating, and the subject of which the book treats.

Part IV. (pp. 577355) contains an elaborate treatise on mathe-
matics, the alphabet of philosophy,'* maintaining that all the

.sciences rest ultimately on mathematics, and progress only when
their facts can be subsumed under mathematical principles.

This fruitful thought he illustrates by showing how geometry is

applied to the action of natural bodies, and demonstrating by
geometrical figures certain laws of physical forces. He also

shows how his method may be used to determine some curious

and long-discusscd problems, such as the light of the stars, the

ebb and flow of the tide, the motion of the balance. He then
j

proceeds to adduce elaborate and sometimes slightly grotesque

reasons tending to prove that mathematical knowledge is

essential in theology, and closes tliis section of his work with two
comprehensive sketches of geography and astronomy. That on
geogruidiy is particularly good, and is interesting as having binm
read by ('olumbus, who lighted on it in Petrus de Alliaco’s Ima^o
Mundt, and was strongly influenced b)* its reasoning.

Part V. (pp. 256-357) treats of perspective. This was the part

of his work on which Bacon most prided himself, and in it, wc
may add, he seems to owe most to the Arab writers Kindi and
Alhazen. The treatise opens with an able .sketch of psycholog}%

founded upon, but in some important respects vary ing from,

Aristotle’s De A nima. The anatomy of the eye is next described
;

this is done well and evidently at first hand, though the functions

of the parts are not given with complete accuracy. Many other

points of physiological optics are touched on, in general errone-

ously. Bacon then discusses vision in a right line, the laws of

reflection and refraction, and the construction of mirrors and
lenses. 1 n this part of the work, as in the prccedit\g, his reasoning

depends essentially upon his peculiar view of natural agents and
their activities. His ftmdamental physical nrnxims are matter

and force ; the latter he calls virtus, speciesy imago ageniis, and
by numberless other names. Change, orany natural phenomenon,
is produced by the impression of a virtus or species on matter

—

the result being the thing known. Physical action is, therefore,

impression, or transmission of force in lines, and must accordingly

be explained geometrically. This view of nature Bacon con-

sidered fundamental, and it lies, indeed, at the root of his whole
philosophy. To the short notices of it given in the 4th and 5th
parts of the Opus Majus, he subjoined two, or perlmps three,

extended accounts of it. We possess at least one of these in the

tract De MultiplicaHone Specietum, printed as part of the Opus
Majus by Jebb ^pp. 358-444). We cannot do more than rder
to Charles for discussions as to how this theory of nature is

connected Vrith the metaphysical problems of force and matter,

with the logical doctrine of universals, and in general with Bacon’s
theory of knowledge.

Part VI. (pp. 445-477) treats of experimental science, iomna
omnium sdentiarum. There are two methods of knowledge;
the one by argument, the other by experience. Mere argument
is never sufficient

; it may decide a question, but gives no
satisfaction or certainty to the mind, which can only be convinced
by immediate inspection or intuition. Now this is what ex-

perknee gives. But experience is of two sorts, external and
internal

;
the first is that usually called experiment, but it can

give no complete knowledge even of corporeal things, much less

of sfxrttual. On the other hand, in inner experience the mind
is illuminated by the divine truth, and of this supernatural

enlightenment Httre are seven grades.

Experimenttl setrnoe, which in the Opus Tertium (p. 46) is

distinguished from the speculative sciences and the operative

arts in a way that forcibly reminds us of Francis Bacon, is said

to have three great pmogatives over all other sciences ;-^t) It

veriies their cottdusions by direct experiment
; (3) It discovers

truths which they could never reach
; (3) It investigates the

secrets of nature, and opens to us a knowled^ of past futnre.

As an instance of his method, Bacon gives an investigation into
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the nature and cause of the rainbow, whioh is really a^very ikw
specimen of inductive research.

The seventh part of thei^if^Mr Majus (De Marati Pkilosopkia)^

not given in Jehb’s edition, ts noticed at considerable lengdi in

the Opus Tertium (cap. xiv.). Extracts from it are given by
Charles (pp.

As has been seen, Bacon had no sooner finished this elaborate

work than he began to pr^re a summary to be sqnt akmg with
it. Of this summar)', or Opus Minus, parf has come down and
is published in Brewer’s Op, Ined, (313-389), from what appears
to lie the only MS. The work was intended to contain an abstract

of tlie Opus Majus, an account of the principal viaiv of theolog>%

and treatises on speculative and practical alchemy. At the same
time, or immediately after. Bacon began a third work as a pre-

amble to the other two, giving their general scope and aim, but
supplementing them in many points. The part of this work,
generally called Opus Tertium, is printed by Brewer (pp. 1-310),

who considers it to be a complete treatise. Charles, however,

has given good grounds for .supposing that it is merely a preface,

and tliat the work went on to discuss grammar, l^ic (which
Bacon thought of little service, as reasoning was innate), mathe-
matics, general physics, metaphysics and moral phitosophy.

lie founds his u^ument mainly on passages in the Communia
Naiuralium, which indeed prove distinctly that it was sent to

Clement, and cannot, therefore, form part of the Compendium,
ns Brewer seems to think. It must be confessed, however, that
nothing can well be more confusing than the references in Bacon’s
works, and it seems well-nigh hopeless to attempt a complete
arrangement of them until the texts have been collated and
carefully printed.

All these large works Bacon appears to have looked on as

preliminaries, introductions, leading to a great work which
should embrace the principles of all the sciences. This great

work, which is perhaps the frecjuently- referred -to TJber Sex
Sdentiarumy he began, and a few fragments still indicate its

outline. First appears to have come the treatise now called

Compendium Siudii Philosophiae (Brewer pp. 393-519), con-

taining an account of the causes of error, and then entering

at length upon grammar. After that, apparently, logic was to

be treated
; then, possibly, mathematics and physics ; then

speculative alchemy and experimental science. It is, however,
very difficult, in the present state of our knowledge of the MSS.,
to hazard even conjectures as to the contents and nature of this

last and most comprehensive work.

Bacon's fame in popular estimation has always rested on his

mechanical discoveries. Careful research has shown that veiy

little can with accuracy be ascribed to him. He certainly

describes a method of constructing a telescope, but not so as to

lead one to c'onclude that he was in possession of that instru-

ment. Burning-glasses were in common use, and spectacles it

does not appear he made, although he was probably acquainted
with the principle of their construction. His wonderful pre-

dictions (in the De Secretis) must be taken cum gram salts
;
he

believed in astrology, in the doctrine of signatures, and in the

philosopher’s stone, and knew that the circle had been squared.

For hts work in connexion with gunpowder, the invention of

which has been claimed for him on the ground of a passage in

his De fnirahili potestate arits et naturae, see GnispownsR,
Swfwmry.—The 13th century, an age peculiarly rich in great

men, produced few, if any, who can teke higher rank than Roger
Bacon. He is in every way worthy to be fSaced beside Alliertus

Magnus, Bonaventura, and Thonm Aquinas. These had on
infinitely wider renown in their day, but modem criticism has
restored the balance in his favour, and is even in danger of

erring in the opposite direction. Bacon, it is now said, .was
not appreciated by his age because he was in advance ol it; he
is no schoolman, but a modem thinker, whose oonoeptions of

science are more just and dear than are even those of his more
cetelwated nameskke;^ In this view there is certainly some truth,

but it is much exaggeiated. As a general ndb, iio man can
be completely dimevered from bis nationnl antecedents and

> See mhSiiig, KHUsche Gee. d, PM. sea, 249-151*
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iunoimdiiigf^ and Bacon is not an excseption. Those who take

up such an extreme position regarding his merits have knoi^ too

little of the state of contemporary ecience, and have limited

their comparison to the works of the scholastic th^logi^.

We never find in Bacon himself any consciousness of originality ;

he is rather u keen and systematic thinker, working in a well-

beaten track, from which his contemporaries were being drawn

by theology <^nd metaphysics.
BiuLiooRA{'HY.—Ttfb best work on Roger Bacon is perhaps that

of E. Ciiarlea. Jiogtr Bacon, m vie, see ouvrages, ses doctrines d'apris

des textes inidits (1861). Against the somewhat enthusiastic estimate

and modem interpretation given in this work, are Schneider in his

Roger Bacon, Eine Monograpkte (Au^burg, 1873) ; K. Weraer,

Bte Bsychot. ... des Roger Bacon and Die Kosmologie . , . des Roger

Bacon (Vienna, 1879) ;
S. A. Hirsch, Early Bn^tsh Hebraists (1890)

;

Booh of Essays (London, 1905), deals with Bacon as a Hebraist.

The new matter contairu’d in the publications of Charles and Brewer
WHS summarised by H. Sieliert, Roger Bacim : Inaugural Disserta-

tion (Marburg, 1861). Cf. also J. K. Ingram. On the Opus Majus
of Bacon (Dublin, i8s8)

;
Cousin, “ Tragmeiits phil. du moyen

Age “ (reprinted from Journal des savans, 1848) ; E. Saisset, “ Prf*-

curseurs et disciples de Descartes." np. 1-58 (reprinted from Revue
de deux mondes, i86i) ; K. Prantl, uesch. der Logik, iii. 120-129 (n

severe criticism of Bacon's logical doctrines) ; Held. Roger Bacon's
prahtiseke Pkihsophie (Jena, 1881) ;

Karl Pohl, Das VerhMtniss d.

Philos, xur Theol. hei Roger Bacon (Neustrelitz, 1893); articles in

Westminster Review, Ixxxi. i and 312 ;
A, Parrot

,
Roger Bacon et

ses contemporains (1894) ; E. Flucgel, Roger Bacons Stellung in d.

Gesch. d. Philos. (1002); S. Vogl, Die Physik Roger Bacos (1906).
For the po{)ular legend see Famous Historic of Fryer Bacon (London,
1615; reproduced in Thoms. Early Prose Romances, iii.); R.
Greene’s Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay (1587 or 1588), and in
publications of the Percy Society, vol. xv. 1844, A Piece of Friar
Bacon's Bracen Heade's Propkesie (1604). For Bacon as a classical

scholar see J. E. Sandys, Hist, of Class. Schol. (2nd cd., igo6),
cxxxi. (R. Ad.

; X.)

BACON (through the 0 . Fr. bacon^ Low Lat. baco^ from a
Teutonic word cognate with “ back/' c.g. O. H. Ger. pacho, M. H.
Ger. hacke, buttock, flitch of bacon), the flesh of the sides and
back of the pig, cured by salting, drying, pickling and smoking.
BACONTHORPE [Bacoi^Baco, Bacconius], JOHN (d. 134^,

known as the Re.solute Doctor," a learned Carmelite monk,
was bom at Baconthorpe in Norfolk. He seems to have been
the grandnephew of Roger Bacon (Brit. Mus. Add. MS. 19. 116).

Brought up in the Carmelite monastery of Blakeney, near
Walsingham, he studied at Oxford and Paris, where he was known
as " Princeps " of the Averroists. Renan, however, says that

he merely tried to justify Averroism against the charge of hetero-

doxy. In 1320 he was chosen twelfth provincial of the English

Carmelites. Reappears to have anticipated Wycliffe in advocat-

ing the subordination of the clergy to the king. In 1333 he was
sent for to Rome, where, we are told, he first maintained the
pope’s authority in cases of divorce

;
but this opinion he retracted,

lie died in London in 1346, His chief work, Doctoris resoluti

Joannis Bacconis Anglici Carmelitae radiantissimi opus super
quaiiuoY senientiarum libris (published 1510), has passed through
several editions. Nearly three centuries later, it was still studied

at Padua, the last home of Averroism, and Lucilio Vanini speaks
of him with great veneration.

Sec Bnickcr. Hist. Crit. iii. R65
;
StfickI, Phil, d. Miitet. ii 1044-

1043; Hawrhnu, Phil. Scot. ii. K. Prantl. Ges, d. Logik, iii. 318.
For information us to his life, not found otherwise and ol doulkful
accuracy, J. B. dc Lezana's Annales Sacn, iv,

BACSANYl, JANOS (1763--X845), Hungarian poet, was bom
at Tapolcza on the xith of May 1763. In 1785 he published his

first work, a patriotic poem. The Valour of ite Magyars. In the
same year he obtained a situation as clerk in the treasury at

Kas^u, and there, in conjunction with other two Hungarian
patriots, edited tlie Magyar Museum, which was suppressed by
the government in 1792, In the following year he was deprived
of his clerkship

;
and in 1794, having taken part in the conspiracy

of Bishop Miutinovich, he was thrown into the state prison of

the Spielberg, near Briinn, where he remained for two years.

After his release he took a considerable share in the Magyar
Minerva, a literary review, and then proceeded to Vienna, vSesn
he obtained a post in the bank, and married. In 1809 he trans-

lated Napoleon's proclamation to the Magyars, and, in con-

sequence of this antirAustrian act, had to take refuge in Paris.

After the fall of Napoleon he was given up to the Austrians,

who allowed him to reside at Linz, on condition of never leaving

that town. He published a collection of poems at Pest, 1827

(2nd ed. Buda, 1835), and also edited the poetical works of Anyos

and Faludl He died at Linz on the 12th of May 1845.

BACTERIOLOGY. The minute organisms which are com-

monly called “ bacteria
"

^ are also known popularly under other

designations, e.g. " microbes," “ micro-organisms," " micro-

phytes," “ bacilli," “ micrococci." All these terms, including

the usual one of bacteria, are unsatisfactory
;

for “ bacterium,"
“ bacillus " and " micrococcus " have narrow technical mean-
ings, and the other terms are too vague to be scientific. The
most satisfactory designation is that proposed by Nageli in 1857,
namely “ schizomycetes," and it is by this term that they are

usually known among botanists
;
the less exact term, however, is

also used and is retained in this article since the science is com-
monly known as ** bacteriology." The first part of this article

deals with the general scientific aspects of the subject, while a
second part is concerned with the medical aspects.

I. The Study of Bacteria

The general advances which have l>een made of late years
in the study of bacteria are clearly brought to mind when we
reflect that in the middle of the 19th century these organisms
were only known to a few experts and in a few forms as curiosities

of the microscope, chiefly interesting for their minuteness and
motility. They were then known under the name of " animal-
culae," and were confounded with all kinds of other small
organisms. At that time nothing was known of their life-history,

and no one dreamed of their being of importance to man and
other living beings, or of their capacity to produce the profound
chemical changes with which we are now so familiar. At the
present day, however, not only have hundreds of forms or species

been described, but our knowledge of their biology has so ex-
tended that we have entire laboratories equipped for their study,
and large libraries devoted solely to this subject. Furthermore,
this branch of science has become so complex that the bacterio-

logical departments of medicine, of agriculture, of sewage, &c.,

have become more or less separate studies.

The schizomycetes or bacteria are minute vegetable organisms
devoid of chlorophyll and multiplying by repeated bipartitions.

They consist of single cells, which may be spherical,

oblong or cylindrical in shape, or of filamentous or^ *

other aggregates of cells. They are characterized by the
absence of ordinary sexual reproduction and by the absence
of ari ordmary nucleus. In the two last-mentioned characters

and in their manner of division the bacteria resemble Schizo-

phyceae (Cyanophyceae or blue-green algae), and the two groups
of Schizophyceae and Schizomycetes are usually united in the

class Schizophyta, to indicate the generally received view that
most of the typical bacteria have been derived from the Cyano-
pbyceae. Some forms, however, such as " Sorcina," have their

algal analogues in Palmellaceae among the green algae, while
Thaxter's group of Myxobacteriaceae suggests a relationsliip

with the Myxoraycetes. The existence of ciliated micrococci

together with the formation of endospores—structures not known
in the Cyanophyceae—reminds us of the flagellate Protozoa, e.g.

Monas, Chromulina. Resemblances also exist between the endo-
spores and the spore-formations in the Saccharomycctes, and if

Bacilli^ infiatus, B. ventriculus, &c., really form more than one
spore in the cell, these analc^ies are strengthened. Schizomycetes
such as Clostridium, Plectridium, &c., where the sporiferous cells

enlaigc, bear out the same argument, and we must not forget that
there are extremely minute “ yeasts," easily mistaken for Micro-
cocci, and that yeasts occasionally form only one spore in the cell.

Nor must we overlook the possibility that the endospore-
formation in non-motile bactena more than merely resembles
the development of azygospores in tbe Conjugatae, and some
Ulothricaceac, if reduced in size, would resemble them. Meyer
regards them as chlamydospoies. and Klebs at “ caipospores

"

or possibly chlamydospores rimilar to the endoiporos of yeast.
* Gr. fksKtkiH», Lat. baeillus. HHIe md 6t stick.
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The former also looks on the ordinary disjointing bacterial cell

as an oidium, and it must be admitt^ that since l&refeld’s dia*

covery of the frequency of minute oidia and chlamydospores

among the fungi,^ probability that some so-called bacteria

—

and this applies espec^lly to the branching forms accepted by
some bacteriologists—^re. merely reduced fungi is increased.

Even the curious one-sided growth of certain species which form

sheaths and stalks

—

e.g. Bactmum vermiform, B, pedicuUUum

—can be matched by Algae such as Oocardium, Hydrurus, and
some Diatoms. It is clear then that the bacteria are very possibly

a heterogeneous group, and in the present state of our knowledge

their phylogeny must be considered as very doubtful.

Nearly all bacteria, owing to the absence of chlorophyll, are

saprophytic or parasitic fgrms. Most of them are colourless, but

Fzg. X.—Preparations showing various forms of bacteria and the
various types oi cilia aYicl their arrangement.

A. Bacillus suhtilis, Cohn, and K. Bacillus iyphi, Gaffky.

Spifillum undula, Ehrenb. G. B. vulgaris (Hauser), Migula.
R. Planococcus citreus (Menge), H. Microspira Comma (Koch),

Migula. [sard), Migula. Schroeter.
('. Pseudomonas pyocyanea (Ges- J, K. Spirillum rubrum, Es-
D. P. macroselmis, Migula. marsch.
E. P. svneyanea ^ihrenb.), L, M. 5. w»<fu/a (Muller), Ehrenb.

Migula. {All after Migula,)

a few secrete colouring matters other than chlorophyll. In size

their cells are commonly about o*ooi mm. (i micrdmfllimetre or

I fi) in diameter, and from two to five times that length, but

smaller ones and a few laiger ones are known. Some of the shapes

assumed by the cells are shown in fig. i.

That bacteria have existed from very early periods is clear from

their presence in fossils ; and although we cannot accept all the

conclusions drawn from the imperfect records of the

disniiss ft* absurd the statements that

time.* geologically immured forms have been found still living,

the researches of Renault and van Heghem have shown
pretty dearly that large numbers of bacteria existed in Carbon-

iferous and Devonian times, and probably earlier.

Schizomyoetes are ubiquitous as saprophytes in still ponds and
ditches, in running streams and rivers, and in the sea, and esped-

atly in drains, bogs, refuse heaps, and in the soil, and wher^r
organic infusions are allowed to stand for a short time. Any

liquid (blood, urine, milk, beer, &c.) oontaaning oiganic matter,

or any solid food<«tuff (meat prmerves, vegetables, &c.), allowed

to st^ exposed to the air soon swarms with bacteria,

if moisture is present and the temperature not ab-

normal. Though they occur all the world over in the

air and on the surface of exposed bodies, it is not to be

supposed that they are by any means equally distributed, and
it is questionable whether the bacteria suspended in the air

ever exist in such enormous quantities al wi^s once believed.

The evidence to hand shows that on heights and in open

country, especially in the north, there may be few or even no
Schizomycetes detected in the air, and even in..towns their

distribution varies greatly
; sometimes they app^r to exist in

minute clouds, as it were, with interspaces devoid of any, but
in laboratories and closed spaces where their cultivation has

been promoted the air may be considerably laden with them.

Of course the distribution of bodies so light and small is easily

influenced by movements, rain, wind, changes of temperature,

&c. As parasites, certain Schizomycetes inhabit and prey

upon the organs of man and animals in varying degrees, and the

conditions for their growth and distribution arc then very com-
plex. Plants appear to be less subject to their attacks—^possibly,

as has been suggested, because the acid fluids of the higher vege-

table organisms are less suited for the development of Schizomy-

cetes
;

nevertheless some are known to be parasitic on plants.

Schizomycetes exist in every part of the alimentary canal of

animals, except, perhaps, where acid secretions prevail ; these

are by no means necessarily harmful, though, by destroying

the teeth for instance, certain forms may inddentally be the

forerunners of damage which they do not directly cause.

Little was known about these extremely minute organisms

before i860. A. van Leeuwenhoek figured bacteria as far back

as the 17th century, and 0 . F. Miiller knew several

important forms in 1773, while Ehrenberg in 1830 had
*

advanced to the commencement of a scientific separation and
grouping of them, and in 1838 had«proposed at least sixteen

species, distributing them into four genera. Our modem more
accurate though still fragmentary knowledge of the forms of

Schizomycetes, however, dates from F. J, Cohn's brilliant

researches, the chief results of which were published at various

periods between 1853 and 1872 ;
Cohn’s classification of the

bacteria, published in 1872 and extended in 1875, has in fact

dominated the study of these organisms almost ever since. He
proceeded in the main on the assumption that the forms of

bacteria as met with and described by him are practically

constant, at any rate within limits which are not wide ; observ-

ing that a minute spherical micrococcus or a rod-like bacillus

regularly produced similar micrococci and bacilli respectively,

he based his classiheation on what may be considered the

constancy of forms which he called species and genera. As to

the constancy of form, however, Cohn maintained certain

reservations which have been ignored by some of his followers.

The fact that Schizomycetes produce spores appears to have

been discovered by Cohn in 1857, though it was expressed

dubiously in 1872 ;
these spores had no doubt been o^erved

previously. In 1876, however, Cohn had seen the spores germi-

nate, and Koch, Brcfeld, Pratzmowski, van Tieghem, de Bary

and others confirmed the discovery in various species.

The supposed constancy of forms in Cohn’s species and genera

received a shock when Lankester in 1873 pointed out tlmt his

Bacterium ruhescens (since named Beggiatoa roseo-persictna, Zopf)

passes through conditions which would have been discribed by
most observers influenced by the current doctrine as so many
separate ** species” or even ” genera,”—that in fact forms
known as Bacterium, Micrococcus, Bacillus, Leptotknx^ dec.,

occur as phases in one life-history. Lister put forth similar

ideas about the same time
;
and Billroth come forward in 1874

with the extravagant view that the various bacteria are only
different states of one and the same oiganism which he called

Cocco^acteria 'sepUca, From that time the question of the

pleomoiphism (mutabilitjf of shape) of the bacteria has been
hotly discussed ; bat it k now generally agreed that, while a
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certein Dumber of forms may show different types of cell during
the vinous phases of the life*history/ yet the majority of fornis
are uniform, showi^ one type of fell throughout their life-

history. The question of species in the bacteria is essentially

the same as in other groups of plants ; l)efore a form can be
placed in a satisfactory classifkiitory position its whole life-

history must be studied, so that all tiie phases may be known.
In the meantime, while various observers were building up our
knowlerige of the morphology of bacteria, others were laying the
foundation of what is known of the relations of these organisms
to fermentation and disease— that ancient will-o’-the-wisp
“ spontaneous generation ” being revived l)y the way. When
Pasteur in 1857 showed that the lactic fermentation depends
on the presence of an organism, it was already known from
the rescsar^ches of vSchwann (18^7) and Helmholtz (1843) that
fermentation arKi putrefaction art; intimately connected with
the presence of organisms derived from the air, and that the
preser\'ation of putrcscible substances depends on this principle.
In 1862 Pasteur placed it l)cyond reasonable doubt that the
ammoniacal fermentation of urea is due to the action of a minute
.Schizomyrete

; in 1864 this was confirmed by van Tieghcm,
and in 1874 by ( ohn, who named the organism Microcofcus
ureae, Pasti‘ur and Cohn also jxanted out that putrefaction is
but a special case of fermentation, and before 1872 the doctrines
of Pa.sLeur were established with respect to Schizomycetes.
Meanwhile two branches of inquiry had arisen, so to speak]
from the abo\'e. In the first place, the ancient question of
‘‘ spontaneous generation ” received fresh impetus from the
djffi('ulty of keeping such minute oiganisms as bacteria from
rca('hing and developing in organic infusions

;
and, secondly,

the Jor^-suspected analogies lietween the phenomena of fer-
mentatioii and tho.se of certain diseases again made themselves
felt as both iK-came better understood. Needham in 174c had
declared that heated infusions of organic matter were not
deprived of living beings

; Spallanzani (1777) had replied that
more careful heating and •thcr precautions prevent the appear-
ance of organisms in the fluid. Various experiments by Schwann.
Helmholtz, Schultz, Schroeder, Dusch and others led to the
refutation, step by step, of the belief that the more minute
organisms, a.nd particularly bacteria, «ro.se de novo in the special
oastJs (juoted. Nevertheless, instances were adduced where the
mast careful heating of yolk of egg, milk, hay-infusiona, &c.,
had failed,— the boiled infusions, &c., turning putrid and
swarming with bacteria after a few hours.

In 1862 Pasteur repeated and extended such experiments,
and pa^'ed the way for a complete explanation of the anomalies

;Lolin in 1872 published confirmatory results
; and it became

Clear that no putrefaction can take place without bacteria or
some other living oiganism. In the hands of Brefeld, Burdon-
Sonderson, de Bar>', Tyndall, Roberts, Lister and others, the
various Imks m the chain of evidence grew stranger and stronger
and every case adduced as one of “ spontaneous generation

’*

fell to the ground when examined. No case of so-called “ spon-
Uuicous generation ” has withstood rigid investigation : but the
discussion contributed to more exact ideas as to the ubiquity
minuteness, and high powers of resistance to physical vents
of the spores of Schizomycetes, and led to more exact ideas
of antiseptic treatments. Methods were also improved, and

T ^ ^ »«T!wy at the hands of

V6du7'
others has yielded results of the highest

to fermei^tion and duease wote pomble, various thinkers atd^erent tunes had suggested that reeemWances existed between
diseasss and those of fermentation,^e Idea that a virus or oontagium might be something ofthe nature of a minute otganism capable of epieadii^ imd

*wnp*e. which is ordinarily a hnmdied
certain seasons breaks up into a

develop a tuft of cilia atfd escape frorntnc ciiMMnn. Such n tiehmvlouf m verv similar to
oonpowjs which i« no coMmMm in many fihunmlous alga^

reproducing itself had been entertained. Sueh vague notions
b^an to take more definite shape as the ferment theory of
Cagniard dc la Tour (1828), Schwann (1837) and Pasteur made
way, especially in the hands of the last-named savant. From
about 1870 onwards tlw “ germ theory of disease ” has passed
in^to acceptance. P. F'. O. Rayer in 1850 and Davainc had
observed the bacilli in the blo^ of onimab dead of anthrax
(splenic fever), and Pollender discovered them anew in 185^.
In J863, imbued with ideas derived from Pasteur’s researches
on fermentation, Davaine reinvestigtted the matter, and put
forth the opinion that the anthrax bacilli caused the splenic
fever

; this w^ proved to result from inoculation. Koch in
1876 published his observations on Davaine’s bacilli, placed
teyond doubt their causal relation to splenic fever, discovered
the spores and the saprophytic phase in the life-history of the
organism, and cleared up important points in the whole question
(ng^s. 7 and 9). In 1870 Pasteur had proved that a disease of
silkworms was due to an oiganism of the nature of a bacterium •

and in 1871 shou^ that a Micrococcus already known
to exist in diphtheria is intimately concerned in producing
that disease. In 1872, therefore, Cohn was already justified in
grouping a number of “ pathogenous ” Schizomycetes.
Ihus arose the foundations of the modern “germ theory of
disease

; and, m the midst of the wildest conjectures and^ the
worst of bgic, a nucleus of facts was won, which has since
grown, and is growing daily . Septicaemia, tuberculosis, glanders,
fowI-cholcra, relapsi^ng lever, and other diseases are now brought
dcimitely within the range of biology, and it is clear that
all contigious and infectious diseases arc due to the aotion

animal's

» a few cases, to fungi, or to protozoa or other

Other quertions of the hkhest importance have arisen from
the foregoing. About 1880 listeur first showed that Banltus
anthracts cultivated m chicken broUi, with plenty 0/ oxygenand at a teniperatwe of 42 43“ C., lost its virulence after a few
generations, and ceased to kill even the mouse : Tou.ssaintand Chauveau confirmed, and others have extended the observu-

loms. Mwe remarkable still, animals inoculated with such
attMiMled bacilli proved to be curiously resistant to the

deadly effects at subsequent inoculations of the non^ttenuated
Jorm. In other words, animals vaccinated with the cultivated
tocillus Aowed immunity from disease when reinoculated with
the dea^y wild form. Tlie questions as to the causes and
nature of the changes in the bacillus and in the host, us to the
extent of immunity enjoyed by the latter, &c., arc of the greatest
interest and importance. These matters, howei'cr, and others
su(A M pha^ytop (first described by Metohnikoff in 1884)Md the epoch-inakrag discovery of the opsonins of the blood by
Wright, do not here concern us (see II. below)
Moju>HDLocY.-5«2er, Fer«.r, Structure, 6-c.-The Schizomy-

wtes consist of single ceDs, or of filamentous or other groups of
cells, acco^ng as the divisions are completed at once
or not. While some unicellular forms ate less than i «
( 001 mm.) in diameter, others have cells measuring

*"**'“"•

thickness, while the length may
C?

diameter to nuuiy times that meas^ment.
in the filamentous forms the individual cells are often difficult
to otorve until reagenU are applied (e.g. fig. 14), «nd the lenirth
of the rows of lylindrical cells may be iLny hundred t^
grwter than the breadth. Similarly, the diameters of flat orspheroi^ a^es may vary from a few times to many hundred
tiiBW that ^ the individual cells, the divisions of which havepr^i^ the rolony. The shape of the individual
<*ll (%. i) vanes from that of a minute sphere to
ttot of a straight, curved, or twisted filament or cylinder,
which IS not nece^nly of the same diameter throughout, andmay Iwe ^ten^, rounded, or even pointed ends. The rule is
that the ceUs dividem one direction only-4.». ttansverse to the
tong axi^and therefore produce aggregates of long cylindricalsh^

; but m rarer ^s w^iametric cells di^ to two or
three directions, pr^uc^ flat, or epheroidal, or irregular
colonies, the size of whwhis piacricalty ui^limltod. The bamrial
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cell is always clothed by a deMte cell-membrane, as was shown
by the plasmolysing experiments of Fischer and others. Unlike

ctu^wmiL
cell-wall of the higher plants, it gives usually no

reactions of cellulose, nor is chitin present as in the
fungi, but it consists of a protcid substance and is apparently
a modification of the general protoplasm. In some cases, how-
ever, as in B. tuberculosis, analysis of the cell shows a large
amount of cellulose. The cell-waJls in some forms swell up into
a gelatinous mass so that the cell appears to be surrounded in
the unstained condition by a clear, transparent space. When
the swollen wall is dense and regular in appearance the term
“ c^apsule ” is applied to the sheath as in Leuconosioc. Secreted
pigments (red, yellow, green and blue) are sometimes deposited
in the wall, and some of the iron-bacteria have deposits of oxide
of iron in the membranes.

Kio. 2. The various phases of Rermination of spores of Bacillus
tamosus (I'raenkel), as actually otwerved in hanging drops under
very high powers.

'

A. The spore sown at ii a.m,, as shown at a, had Bwollcn {b) per*
ceptibly by noon, and hud germinated hy 3.30 p.m., as shown at c: in d
at () P.M., and e at 8.30 p.m. ; the resulting filament is segmenting
into bacilli as jt elongates, and at midnight {/) consisted of twelve
such segments.

B, C. Similar scries of phases in the order of the small letters
in each case, and with the times of observation attached. At / and
g occurs the broking up of the filament into rodlcts.

D. Germinating sn^es in various .stages, more highly magnified,
and showing the ditferent ways of escape of the filament from the
spore-membrane. (H. M. W.)

The substance of the bacterial cell when suitably prepared
and stained shows in the larger forms a mass of homogeneous

protoplasm containing irregular spaces, the vacuoles,

comiaata. ^bich enclose a wateiy fluid. Scattered in the proto-
plasm are usually one or more deeply-staining granules.

The protoplasm itself may be tinged with cololiring matter,
bright red, yellow, &c., and may occasionally contain substances
other than the deeply-staining granules. The occurrence of a
starch-like substance wluch stains deep blue with iodine h^ff

been dwly shown in some forms even where the bacterium
is growing on a medium containing no starch, as shown by
Ward and others. In other forms a substance (probably
glycogen or amylo - dextrin) which turns brown with iodine
has been observed. Oil and fat drops have also been shown
to occur, and in the sulphur-bacteria numerous fine granules
of sulphur.

The question of the existence of a nucleus in the bacteria is

one that led to much discussion and is a problem of some

^rtnta
In the majority of forms it has not hitherto

been possibk to demonstrate a nucleus of the type
which is so characteristic of the higher plants. Attention has

accordingly been directed to the deipty**staining granules
mention^ above, and the term chromattn-gnuiulei 1m been
applied to them, and have been conrider^ to r^wescni
a rudimentary nucleus. I^t these granules consist of a material
similar to the chromatin of the nucleus of higher forms is very
doubtful, and the comparison with the nudeus of more highly
ozganized cells rests on a very slender bi»is. The most leoent
works (Vejdovsky, Mend), however, appear to show that midei
of a structure and mode of division almost topical are to be found
in some of the largest bacteria. It is possijbde that a similar

structure has been
overlooked or is in-

visible in other

forms owing to

their small sise, and
that there may be

another type of nuc-
leus— the diffuse

nudeus— such as

Schaudinn believed

to be the case in

B. hutschlii. Many
bacteria when sus-

pended in a fluid

exhibit a power of

independent move-
ment which is. of

course, quite dis-

tinct from the
Brownian move-
ment— a non-vital

phenomenon com-
mon to all finely-

didded particles

suspended in a fluid.

Independent move-
ment is effected by

; :::: Hi:
special motile or-

^

gans, the cilia or

flagella. These
structures are in-

visible, with ordin-

ary illumination in

living cells or un-
stained prepara-
tions, and can only

be made dearly

visible by special

methods of prepar-

ation and staining

first used by Loffler.

By these methods
the cilia are seen to

befine protoplasmic

outgrowths of the

ceU (fig. 1) of the

samenatureas those
of the zoospores and
antherozoids of

^ac, mosses, &c.

These alia ajjpear to be attached to the cell-wall, bcingunaffected
byplasmolysis,but Fischer states that th^ really are derived from
thecentral protoplasm and pass throfughminute poresin
the wall . The cilia may be present during a short period
onfy in the life of a Schizomycetc, and their number may vary
according to the medium on which the organism is growing.
Nevertheless, there is more or less constancy in the type of distri-

bution,^., of the cilia for each species when growing at its best.

The chief rcsulte may be summed up as follows : some spedes,
c.g. B. anthracis, have no cilia ; others have only one ftogellum
at one pole {Monotrichtms\ e.g. Badllus pyocymma{fi%, i, C, D),
or one at each pole; others again have a tuft of sevcml alia

Fig. 3.—Types oi Zoogloea. (After Zopl.)

A. Mixed soogloca found as a pellick on the
surface of vegetable infusions, &c. ; it

consists of various forms, and contains
cocci {a) and rodlets, in series (b and e),

&c. ( X 540).
B, Egg-shaped mass of zoo^loea of Beggiatoa

roseo’psrncina {Bactenum rubescens of
Lankester) ; the gelatinous swollen walls
of the lar^ crowded cocci are fused into
a common gelatinous envelope.

C. Reticulate zoogloea of the same ( x 250).
D, H, H. Colonies of Mycouastoc enveloped

in diffluent matrix ( x 540).
F. Branched fruticose zodi^oea of Cladothrix

(slightly mamified).
G. Zoogloea of BaeUrium merismopediaides,

Zopf, containing cocci arranged to tablets.
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at one pole (Ij^hotrickous)^ $,g, B, syncyamus (fig. £), or at

eadi pc^ (Ampkiirichaus) (fig. i, J, K, L); and, finally, many
actively motile forms have the ciha springing all round (Peri-

Hicktmt), e.g. B, vidgant i, G). It is found, ho^vcver, that

itrict reliance cannot be placed on the distinction between

the Monoirichous^ Lophotrichous and Amphitnehous conditions,

since one and the same species may have one, two or more cilia

at one or both poles
j

nevertheless some stress may usually be

laid on the existeneb of one or two as opposed to saferalr^.g.

five or six or more—at one or each pole.

In Jieggiaioa, a filamentous form, peculiar, slow, oscillatory

movements are to be observed, remin^ng us of the movements

of OsaHatoria among the Cyanophyceae. In these

cases no cilia have been observed, and there is a

firm cell-waii, so the movement remains quite un-

explained.
Flo. 4.—Type.sof Spore-

f
forniiition in Schizomy-

r c C ectea. (After Zopf.)

\\ A. Various stages in the

M development ot the
endogenous spores m
a Clostridium -- the
small letters indicate

the order,

B. Endogenous sxxires of

the hay bacillus.

C. A chair of coui of
Leuconostoc mesenter-

ioides, with two
“resting spores," i.e,

arthrospores. (After

van Tieghem.)
A motile rodlet with
one cilium and with a
spore formed inside.

Spore - formation in

Vibrio - like (c) and
(«, b, d)

Schizomycetes.
Long rod-like form con-
taining a spore (these

are the .so - called
" Kbp/r^hfnhatierhn “

of German authors).
G. Vibrio hr

m

with spore. (Alter Prazmowski.)
H. Clostridium ~--onv. cell contains two spores. (After Prazmowski.)
I. Spirillum containing many .sjiores (a), whicli are liberated at b

by the breaking up ol the parent cells.

K. (kirmination of the spore ol the hay bacillus (/?. subtilis)—the
axis of growth of the germinal rodlet is at right angles to the
long axis ol the spore.

L. Gennination of spore of Clostridium hutvricum^ the axis of
growth coincides with the long axis of the spore.

While many form.s are fixed to tlie substratum, others are
free, being in this condition either motile or immotilc. The
chief of these forms are described below.

D.

E.

Coed: splierical or spheroidal cells, which, according to their
ri‘lative (not very well defined) sizes are spoken of as Micro-
con i, Macrocacci, and ]>erhaps Monas forms.

ftods or rodlets: slightly or more considerably elongated cells

which are cylindrical, biscuit-shaped or somewhat fu.siform.
The cylindrical forms arc short, i.c. only three or four times
ns long as liroad (Dactfirium), or longer iMacillus)

; the biscuit-
shaped ones arc BacUria in the early stages of division.
Clostridia, tU .. arc spindle-slianed.

Filaments really con.sist of elongatea cylindrical cells which remain
united end to end after division, and they may break up
later into elements such as those described above. Such fila-

mrnfts are not always of the same diameter throughout, and
their segmentation varies considerably. They may be free or
attached at one (the “ basal “) end, A distinction is made
lietween simple filaments (i.g. LepMhria) and such as exhibit
a false branching (#,g. Cladotkrix),

Curved and spiral forms. Any of the elongated forms described
above may l>c curved or sinuous or twwtcd into a corkscrew-
like spiral instead of straight. If the sinu(^ty is slight we
have the Ftfrrio form

; if pronounced, and the fpiral wind-
11^ well marked, the forms are knoam as Spirillum, Sp'ro-
ehaetr, &c. These and similar terms have been applied partly
to individual cells, but more often to filaments consismig of
several cells ; and much confuskm has arisen from the difii-

oul^ of defining the terms themwlves.
In addition to the above, however, certain Schisomycetes present

aggregates in the form of plates, or solid or hollow Md irregular

branched colonies. This may be due to the successive division.^

occurring in two or three planes instead of only across the long axis

(Sarcina), or to displacements of the cells after division.

Growth and Division .—Whatever the shape and size of the

individual cell, cell -filament or cell -colony, the immediate

visible results of active nutrition are elongation ^ .

the cell and its division into two equal halves,

across the long axis, by the formation of a septum,

which either splits at once or remains intact for a shorter or

longer time. This process is then repeated and so on. In the

first case the separated

cells assume the char-

acter of the parent-

cell whose division

gave rise to them
;

in

the second case they

form filaments, or, if

the further elongation

and divisions of the

cells proceed in differ-

ent directions, plates

Fig. —Characteristic groups of Micro-
MicrocoLius pro-

or spheroidal or other 1^- M. vacctme.

shaped colonies. It
’’ °

(After Cohn.) A.
B. M. vacemae. C. Zoogloea
a Micrococcus, forming a dost;

membrane on inlu.Hion—Pasteur's Myco-
not unfrequently hap- derma, (Very highly magnified.)

pens, however, that

groups of cells break away from their former connexion as longer

or shorter straight or curved filaments, or as solid masses. In

some filamentous forms this “ fragmentation ” into multicellular

pieces of equal length or nearly so is a normal phenomenon,
each partial filament repeat-

ing the growth, division and
fragmentation as before (cf.

figs. 2 and 6). By rapid divi-

sion hundreds of thousands

of cells may be produced in

a few hours, ^ and, according

to the species and the con-

ditions (the medium, temper-

ature, &c.), enormous col-

lections of isolated cells may
cloud the fluid in which they

arc cultivated, or form de-

posits below or films on its

surface
;
valuable characters

are sometimes obtained from
these appearances. When
these dense “ swarms ’’ of

vegetative cdls become fixed _ ...

in a matrix of their own fc. a pair of b^U activtly growing

Fig. 6.—Bacillus megaterium,
(After de Bary.)

a, a chain of motili' rodlets still

growing and dividing {bacilli).

dy
and dividing.

p, a rodlet in this condition (but
divided into four segment.s)

after treatment with alcoholic

iodine solution.

r, d, e, f, successive stages in the
development of the spores.

r, a rodlet .segmented in four, each
segment containing one ripe

snore.

early stages in the gor-

.swollen contiguous cell-walls,

they pass over into a sort of

resting state as a so-called

zoogloea (fig. 3).

One of the most remarkable

phenomena in the life-hislory^

of the Schizomy- ,

cetes is the forma-

tion of this zoogloea stage, -
iniiiktioii of the .pores (alter

which corresponds to the being dried several days)

;

“ palmella ” condition of the *«. i> k, l and m, successive

lower /«gar. This occurs as a ™
membrane on the surface of

*“

the medium, or as irregular

clumps or branched masses (sometimes several inches acro.ss)

submerged in it, and consists of more or less gelatinous

matrix enclosing innumerable ** cocci,” ” bacteria,” or other

elements of the Schizomycete concerned. Formerly regarded

as a distinct genus— the natural fate of all the various

> Brefeld has observed that a bacterium may divide once every
half-hour, and its progeny repeat the process in the same time. One
bacterium might thus produce in twenty-four horns a number of

•efments amounting to imsy millions of miUions.
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forms->-the zoogloea is now known to be a sort of rasting cson*

dition of the S^izomycetes, the various elements being glued
together, as it were, their enormously swollen and difBuent
cell-walls becoming contiguous. Tbe zoogloea is formed by active
division of single or of several mother-cells, and the progeny
appear to go on secreting the cell-wall substance, which then
absorbs many times its volume of water, and remains as a
consistent matrix, in which the cells come to rest. The matrix—i.e. the swollen cell-walls—in some cases consists mainly of
cellulose, in others chiefly of a proteid substance

; the matrix
in some cases is homy and resistant, in others more like a thick
solution of gum. It is intelligible from the mode of formation
that foreign bodies may become entangled in the gelatinous
matrix, and compound zoogloeae may arise by the apposition
of several distinct forms, a common event in macerating troughs
(fig. 3, A). Characteristic forms may be assumed by the young
zoogloea of different species,—spherical, ovoid, reticular, fila-

mentous, fruticose, lamellar, &c.,—but these vary considerably
as the mass increases or comes in contact with others. Older

Fig. 7,

—

Bacillus anthracis. (After Koch.)
A. Bacilli mingled with blood^corpuscles from the blood of a

pumeu-pig
; some* of the bacilli dividing.

The rodlcts after three hours' culture in a drop of aqueous
humour. They grow out into long /epfolAriJt-like filaments, which
ln*com<’ septate later, and sjiorcs are developed in the segments.
( 650).

zoogloeae may precipitate oxide of iron in the matrix, if that
metal exists in small quantities in the medium. Under favour-
able conditions the elements in* the zoogloea again become
active, and move out of the matrix, distribute themselves in the
surrounding medium, to grow and multiply as before. If

the zoogloea is formed on a solid substratum it may become
firm and homy

; immersion in water softens it as described
above.

The growth of an ordinary bacterium consists in uniform
elongation of the rodlet until its length is doubled, followed

^
by division by a median septum, then by the simul-

tmrn of
" t^^eous doubling in length of each daught^-cell, again

Mrowth, followed by the median division, and so on (figs. 13, 14).
If the cells remain connected the resulting filament

repeats these processes of elongation and subsequent division
uniformly so long as the conditions are maintained, and very
accurate measurements have been obtained on such a form,
f.g. B. rampsus. If a rodlet in a hanging drop of nutrient gelatine
is fixed under the microscope and kept at constant temperature,
a curve of growth can be obtained recording the behaviour
during many hours or days. The measured lengths are marked
off on ordinates erected on an abscissa, along which the times
are not^. The curve obtained on joining the former points
thOT brings out a number ol facts, foremost among which are
(i) that as long az the conditions remain constant Ac doubling
^riwls -f.r. the times taken by any portion of the filament to
double its length—are constant, because each cell is equally

active along the whole leii|^
;
(t) there mo 0ptkn\nn,imnhnum

and maximum temperaturesiOther conditionsRemaining constant,

at which growth begins, ruq^ at its best and is soon exhausted,

respectively
; (3) that the most rapid cell-division and maximoTn

growth do not necessarily accord with the best conditions for

the life of the onanism ; and (4) that any sudden akeratioti of

temperature brings about a check, though a rfow rise may
accelerate growth (fig. 8). It was also shown that exposure to

light, dilution or mdmustion of the food-media, thefmenoe of

traces of poisons or metabolic products check growth or even
bring it to a standstill ; and the death or injury of any single

cell in the filamentous series shows its effect on the curve oy
lengthening the doubling period, because its potentid progeny
have been put out of play. Hardy has shown that sudi a
destruction of part of the filament may be effected by the attacks

of another organism.

Fig. 8.—Curve of growth of a filament of Bacillus ramosus
(Fraenkel). constructed from data such as In fig. 4. The abscissae
represent intervals of time, the ordinates the measured lengths of
the growing filament Thus, at a.33 p.m. the length of the filamentw^6^; at 5.43, 20 /s; at 8 p .m ., 70 /m and so on. Such curves show
differences of steepness according to the temperature (see temp,
curve), and to altefaflons of light (lamp) and darkness. (H. M. W.)

A very characteristic method of reproduction is that of spom-
formation, and these minute reproductive bodies, which represent
a resting stage of the organism, are now known in many
forms. Formerly two kinds of spores were described,

^^®'***

arthrospores and endospores. An arthrospore, however, is not a
true spore but merely an ordinary vegetative cell which, separates
and passes into a condition of rest, and such may occur in forms
which form endospores, e.g. B. subtilis, as well as in species not
known to form endospores. The true spore or endospore b^ns
with the appearance of a ipinutc granule in the protoplasm ctfV
v^tativc cell

; this granule enlargci and in a few bouts has
taken to itself all the protoplasm, secreted a diln but very
iif^istive enVelbpe, and is a npe ovoid s|jorc, smalW thdn the
mother-cell and lyipg loosely in it (cf. figs. 6, 9,: io and t'i).

In the case of tfa« simplest and most minute ^blzomycates

in. 6
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^'0

&c.) ro de^te spores h*vc been discovered ; any^ of the v^ta4ave losciooocd may commenoe a new aeries
at cell by growth and division.

,
We may call these forms

asmorous/* at any sate provisionaiJy*
^e spore may be formed in short or long segments, the ceh-

TOl of i^diich may undeigo change of form to accommodate
it^ to the contents. As a rule only one spore is formed in a
cell, and the process usually takes place in a bacillar segment
In wme »ses the spore-forming protoplasm gives u bloc reaction
with todme solutions. 'I’he spores may be developed in cells

which arc actively swarming, the move-
ments not being interfered with by the
pnicess (fig. 4, D). llie so-called
“ KdpfchenbiLcterien ” of older writers are
simply bacterioid segments with a spore
at one end, the mother cell -wall having
adapted itself to the outline of the spore
(fig. 4, F). d'hc ripe spores of Schizomy-
ceies arc spherical, ovoid or long-ovoid in
shape and extremely minute (e.g. those of
fiarillus suhiilis measure o-ooi2 mm. long
by 0 0006 mm. broad according to Zopf),
highly refractive and colourless (or very
dark, probably owing to the high index of
refraction and minute size). The membrane
may be relatively thick, and even exhibit
shells or strata.

The germination of the spores lias now

^
been observed in several forms with care.
The spores are cajiablc of germination at
once, or they miiy be kept for months and
even years, and are very resistant against
desiccation, heat and cold, ^tc. In a suit-
able medium and at a proper temperature

Fro. 0. germination is completed in a few hours.

anthfU' Th(4 .spore swells and elongates and the
ch ( Afti-r (!<• Bary.) contents grow forth to a cell like that which

menta (H fli™*)''
it, income cases clearly breaking

which Bporc.s are ^"^f’tigh the membrane, the remains of

The which may bo seen attached to the young
germinal rodlet (figs. 5, y and ii); in other

spoat m dJinl the surrouncUng membrane of the

littlf loo smull— dissolves. The germinal
t hoy should hr Ot the cvll then grow.s forth into the forms typical
Hainodiaiiictrrtmn.H- for the particular vSchizomvcetc concerned,

menu!' Tx t^onditions for spore-formation differ,

H. nidUus sub>
Anaerobic species usually require little

tiih. (Aftor do «xygcn, but aerobic species a free supply.
Harv.) I, tnigments Each species has an optimum temiierature

"lI'renTs* It"'™'"
to foqtiire very special

Hive Mtages in the
*^^‘^d-media. rhe systematic interference

gurminntion of the with these conditions has enabled bacterio-
sporoN. the remains Ipgists to induce the development of so-

tuched^ to^X asporogenous races, in which the

min^ lodletH. (x
of Spores is indefinitely postponed,

changes in vigour, virulence and other pro-

J^rties lieing also involved, in some ca.ses

ition of minute traces of acids, poisons, &c.,
leads to this change in some forms

; high temperature has also
been used successfully.

The difficult subject of the cksnfkwtion ^ of bacteria dates

minute* and simple organUms
S the^hitomywtro are due partly to the lew “ cliaracters ^ which
tney and partly to the danfrem.ijT: error in manipulatme
them ; it is anything but an easy matior either to trace tbr whole

rwognixe with certainty anywr stw m the devubpment unle,ss the others are known. This
the 0^. and having regard to the minuteness and uHquitv^ orgaalsaia, we should he very careful in accepting evidence

us to the contlni^ty or otherwise of any two formsi^cdi falls short
of and unintfgTupted obser\’ation. The outcome iOf all theseMwJdOTtioiw i»^ whUf ncogi^lng that the "ifinera" and

oy Cohn must be recast, we are not watranted
to •nWiif any ioran the eootinnlty of which hat nnt hew directly

from the year 187a, when Cohn publiahed Jiia system, which w»
extended in 1675 ; this scheme has in fact do^nated
the study of bacteria ever since. Zepf in 18S5 proposed
a scheme bas^ on the acceptance of extreme views

***"'

of pleamotpbism ; his system, however, was extiaordirawilj

C

.

— suitilts. (Alter Strasburger.) A. Zoocloia
' Development oi

impracticable and was recognized by him as provisional only,
.bystems have also been brought forward based on the formation
ot wlhrospores ^d endospores, but as explained above this is
eminently unsatisfactorv', as arthrospores are not true spores
and both kinds of reproductive bodies arc found in one and the
same form. Numerous attempts have lx;en made to construct
.schemes of classification based on the power of growing colonics

9 A.M.

c i ^ /2 .50

4 P.M.

P.M.
in the development of spores of Bacillus ramosus

(Fraenkel). m tCe order and at fhe times given, in a haZnrdrop
culture, unto a very hi^ power. The process begins with tSe for-mation of bnlliant gmules (A, B)

; the* increase, and the briWsubstance gradu^y Wls together (C) and forms the spores (0)7^.

(H
acquire a oiemhnme and ripen (E).

to liquefy plaiine, to secrete coloured pigments, to ferment
certain media with evolution of carbon dioxide or other gases
or to induce pathological conditions in animals. None of these
^sterns, which are chiefly due to the medical bacteriologists
to mamtamed its position, owing to the diflicult>- of applying
the CMracten and to the fewit that such properties are physio-
l^cal and liable to great fluctuations in culture, because a
pven otganum may vary greatiy in such respects according to
Its degree of vitality at the time, its age, the mode of nutrition

rate, the strictest rules should be followed in
*•>* evidence adduced to render tUS unim of any forms
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and the inftuence of external lactois cm its growth. Even idien

i

used in eonjunction with purety morphological chanurteri, these
|

physiological properties are too variable to aid us in dis-

crimination of species and genera, and are apt to break down at

critical periods. Among the more characteristic of these schemes

adopted at various times may be mentioned those of Miquel

(1891), Eisenberg (1891), and Ldunann and Neumann (1897).

Although much progress has been made in determining the value

and constancy of morphologictd characters, we are still in need

of a sufficiently comprehensive and easily applied scheme of

cliussification, partly owing to the existence in the literature of

jm|>erfectly described forms, tlie life-history of which is not yet

known, or the microscopic characters of which have not b^n
examined with sufficient accuracy and thorouglmess. The
principal attempts at morphological classifications recently

brought forward are those of de Toni and Trevisan (1889).

Fischer (1897) ami Migula (1897). Of these systems, which

,
alone are available in any practical scheme of classifi-

te^rnne* most important and most modern are

those of Fischer and Migula. The extended investiga-

tions of the former on the number and distribution of cilia (sec

fig. 1
) led him to propose a scheme of classification based on these

and other morphological characters, and differing essentially

from any preening one. This scheme may be tabulated os

fallows ;

—

I . OxDER—Haplobacterinaie. Vegetative body unicellular ;

spheroidal, cylindrical or spirally twisted ; isolated or con-

nected in filamentous or other growth series.

I- Family—Coccaceae. Vegetative cells .spheroidal.

() Sub-family- Allococcaceae. Division in all or any
planes, colonies indefinite in shape and Aze. oi cells

in short chain.s. irregular clumps, pairs orisolated
Minitroccus (Cohn), cells non-motile

;
Plantnoccus

(IMiguIa), cells motile.

(h) Sul)-faniily-HoiiococcAC'EAE. Division planes rogulur

and definite:

—

Sarcina (Goods.), cells non-motde;
growth and division m three successive planes at

right angles, resulting in packet-Hke groups ; Plano-

sarcina (Migula), as netore, but motile ;
Pediocoents

(Lindner), division planes at right angles in two
successive planes, and cells in labletA of four or more

;

Slreptocorrus (BUlr.), divisions in one plane only.

1 (.‘Suiting in chains of cells.

2. Faw/7y—BAniXACEAK. Vegetative cells cylindrjr.(rodlet5),

ellipsoid or ovoid, and straight. Division planc.s always

perpendicular to the long axis.

{(t) Sub-family—

B

acim.kae. Sporogenous rodlets cylindric,

not altered in shape ZfartVfu.? (Cohn), non-motile;
Bactrinium (hLscher), iniotile, with one jiolar flagellum

(monotrichous) ; BactriUum (Fischer), motile, with a
terminal tuft of cilia (lophotrichoas)

;
Bactridium

(Fischer), motile, with cilia all over the surface

(ppritricliouh).

() Sub -family — CLOflTKiDtKAE. Sporogenous rodlets.

spindle-shaped;

—

Clostridium (Prazm.), motile (peri-

trichous).

(c) Sub-family—Pi-KCTRionEAE. Sporogenous rodlets, drum-
•stick - shaped .

—

Phetridium (Fi.schor), motile (peri-

tnclions).

3. FflfXf/y—

S

pirillaceae- Vegetative cells, cylindric but

curved more or less spinlly. Dmaions perpendicular

to the long axis :— Vibrio (Muller^L^tfiet'), comma-
shaped, motile, monotrichous

;
Spirillum (Ehrenb,),

more strongly curved in open spirals, motile, lopho-

trichous ;
Sptrockaete (Elmnb.), spirally coiled in

numerous dose turns, motile, but ai^arently owing to

ffexile movements, as no cilia are found.

II. OROCR—TridMibactMiiUMe. Vegetative body of branched

or unbranched oell-filaments, the segments of which separate

as swarm-ceUS'^CrOfifdia).

1. F4nmly---Iklcn0BACixiiACEAS. Characters those of the

Onier.

(a) Fihunents rigid, non-mntile, sheathed i^^renothrix

(Cohn), fiJaments unbimndied and devoid of

sulphsr particles ;
Thiotkrix (Winogr.), os before,

but with wakfikm particles ; Cladotkrix (Cohn), fila-

ments hmitrlyiri in a pseudo-dicbotomous manner.

<^) Filaments showing slow pett^uknis and creeping

movements, and with no distinct sheath

Beggialoa (fr§¥,), with sulphur paitides.

The prtoeipal obfectlons to this xysktm ate the following l--(i)

The extmonUnary difficulty in obtaiiiiag satiaiafitory preparationH

showing the cilia» and the diacovary UuU Uumm} motile organs are

not formed on all substrata, or are only developed during short

periods of activity while the organism is young and vigorous, fender

this character almost nugati^. For instap^. fi. megathohum
and if. subtilis pass in a lew hours after commencement of growth
from a motile stage witli poritrichoiui cilia, into one of ^lamontous
growth preceded by ca.sting of the cilia. (2) By fOr tlic majority of

the descrilied species ^ver lono) fall into the three genera— ilfifre-

coerus (abhut 400). Bacillus (aboiit 200) and BactfidUm (about

150), ao that only a quarter or so of the forms are selected out by
tiw other genera. (3) The monotrichous and lopUotriclious condi-

tions are by no means constant oven in the motile stage; thus

Pseudomonas rosea (Mig.) may have 1, 2 or 3 cilia at either end.

and would ho disitrlteited by Fischer's classification between Bar-

trinium and Baifgritlum, according to which state was obtnrvsd.

In Migula’s scheiin' the attempt is made to avoid some of these

difhcultic.s. but others are introduced by his otherwise ck’vcr dcN-ices

for dealing with these puzzling little organisms.

The question. What is an individual ? has given rise to much
difliculty, and around it many of the speculations regarding pleo-

moqihism have centred without useful result. If a tree fair apart

into its constituent cells periodically we should liave the same
difficulty on a larger and more complex scale. The fact that every

bactenal cell in a s])ectes in most cases appears equally capalile of

performing all the physiological functions of the species has led

most authorities, however, to regard it as the indiviclual -a view
which cannot Ih‘ consistent in those cases wliere a simple or branched
filamentous .senes exhibits differences between free apex and fixed

base and so forth. It may be doubted whether the discussion is

profitable, though it appears necessary in some cases— con-

cerning pleomorphy—to adopt some denuition of individual.

Myxohaderiaccac.—To tlvp. two divisions of bacteria, Haplo-

baclerinae and Trichobactcrinae, must now be added a third

division, Myxobacterinac. One
of the first members of this

group, Chondromyces rroratus,

was described us long ago as

1857 by Berkeley, but its nature

was not undcrsload and it was

ascribed to the Hyphomycetes.

In 1892, however, Thaxter re-

discovered it and Show’ed its

bui^terial nature, founding for it

and some allied forms the group

Myxobacteriaceae. Another form,

which he flesrribed as Myxobacter^

was shown later to be the same

as Polyangium vilellinum de-

scribed by Link in i795» the

exact nature of which hod

hitherto been in doubt. Thaxter’s

observations and conclusions were

called in question by some

botanists, but his later observa-

tions and those of Baur have

established firmly the position

of the group. The peculiarity

of toe group lies in the fact that

the bacteria form plasmodium-

iike aggregations and build

themselves up into sporogenous

structures of definite form super-

ficially similar to the cysts of the

Mycetoeoa (fig. 12). Most of

the forms in question are found

growing on the dung of herbi-

vorous aniinals, but the bacteria

occur not*only in the alimentary ^
canal of the animal but also

firee in the air. The Myxobacteria are roost easily obtained by

keeping at a tomperattifie of 30-35^ C. in the dark dilM which

has lain exposed to Hie air for at least right days. The high

temperature is favoumble to the growth of bik&teria bttt

Fia. xa.

A. Myxacocem digelatus, bright
red fructificationoccurring
on dung

(
x 120).

B. Polyangium primigemm,
red fructification on dbg*s

duiiK <x4o),
C. Ckondfomyesi apicnliUm,

orange fructificatioti on
antelope*8 dung.

D. Young fructification ( x 45).
£. Single oyst germlfiaiiiiig

( X 3O0)«

(A. B. arut OiMbl ; OIL tkat X1m«*
tor. ) From StrMburj|er'« XrAritoffkrih^dtr

pcniiitotei at Cutito*
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to that of the fungi which are so common on this sub-

stratum*

The discoveries that some speciis of nitrifying bacteria and

perhaps pigmented forms are capable of carbon-assimilation,

that others can fix free nitrogen and that a number

of decompositions hitherto unsuspected are accom-

Hmttrtm. plishcd by Schizomycctes, have put the questions of

nutrition and fermentation in quite new lights. Apart

from numerous fermentation processes such os rotting, the

soaking of skins for tanninjj, the prcpanition of indigo and of

tnlmcco, hay, ensilage, A’c., in all of which bacterial fermenta-

tions are concerned, attention may be especially diretted to the

following evidence of the supreme importance of Schizomycetes

in agriculture and daily life. Indeed, nothing marks the attitude

ofmodem barteriologv more clearly than the increasing attention

which is being jwid to useful fermentations. The vast majority

of these organisms arc not pathogenic, most ajre harmless and

recorded, and at distances apart proportional to the intervals of time
(K.,^c), To.o, 10.3U, 11.40, and so on) and erect the straightened-out
niaments, the proportional length of each of which is here given for

each j>criod. a line joining the tips of the filaments gives the curve of

growth. (H. M. W.)

many are indispensable aids in natural operations important
to man.

Fischer has proposed that the old division into saprophytes

and parasites should be replaced by one which takes into account
other peculiarities in the mode of nutrition of bacteria. I'he

nitrifying, nitrogen-fixing, sulphur- and iron-bacteria he regards

as monotrophic, i.f. as able to carry on one particular scries of

fermentations or decompositions only, and since they require

no organic food imitcrials, or at least ore able to work up nitrogen

or carl^ from inorganic sources, he regards them as primitive

forms in this respect and terms them Protalfophic, They may
be looked upon as the nearest existing representatives of the

primary forms of life which first obtiinfed the power of working

up non-living into living materials, and as playing a correspond-

ingly important tSle in the evolution of life on our globe. The
vast majority of bacteria, on the other hand, which ore’ovdinarily

termed saprophytes, are saprogtme, ue. bring organic material

to the putrefactive state—or saprophiUms, ue, live best in such

putrefying materialtr^ become i^fmgemc, i .s. their metabolic

products may induce blood-poisoning or other tosctc effects

(facultative parasites) though they are not true parasites* These

forms arc termed by Fischer MetefropAic, because they require

various kinds of organic materials obtained from the d^
remains of other organisms or from the surfaces of their bodies,

and can utilize and decompose them in various ways (Polytropkic)

or, if monotrophic, arc at least unable to work them up. The

true parasites—obligate parasites of de Bary—are placed by

Fischer in a third biological group, Paratropkic bacteria, to mark
the importance of their moie of life in the interior of living

organisms where they live and multiply in the blood, juices

or tissues.

When we reflect that some hundreds of thousands of tons of

urea are daily deposited, which ordinary plants are unable to

assimilate until considerable changes have been under-

gone, the question is of importance, What happens in

the meantime ? In effect the urea first becomes

carbonate of ammonia by a simple hydrolysis brought about by
bacteria, more and more definitely known since Pasteur, van
Tieghem and Cohn first describe them. Lea and Miquel

further proved that the hydrolysis is due to an enzyme—urase
—separable with difficulty from the bacteria concerned. Many
forms in rivers, soil, manure heaps, &c., are capable of bringing

about this change to ammonium carbonate, and much of the

loss of volatile ammonia on farms is preventible if the facts are

apprehended. The excreta of urea alone thus afford to the soil

enormous stores of nitrogen combined in a form which can be

rendered available by bacteria, and there are in addition the

supplies brought down in rain from the atmosphere, and those

due to other living ddbris. 'fhe researches of later years have
demonstrated that a still more inexhaustible supply of nitrogen

is made available by the nitrogen-fixing bacteria of the soil.

'Fhere are^n all •cultivated soils forms of bacteria which are

capable of forcing the inert free nitrogen to combine with other

elements into compounds assimilable by plants. Tliis was long

asserted as probable before Winogradsky showed that the con-

clusions of M. P. E. Berthelot, A. Laurent and others were

right, and that Clostridium pasteurianumy for instance, if pro-

tected from access of free oxygen by an envelope of aerobic

Imcteria or fungi, and provided with the carbohydrates and
minerals necessary for its growth, fixes nitrogen in proportion

to the amount of sugar consumed. This interesting case of

symbiosis is equalled by yet another case. The work of numerous

observers has shown that the free nitrogen of the atmosphere

is brought into combination in the soil in the nodules filled with

bacteria on the roots of Leguminosiie, and since these nodules

are the morphological expression of a symbiosis between the

higher plant and the bacteria, there is evidently here a case

similar to the last.

As regards the ammonium carbonate accumulating in the

soil from the conversion of urea and other sources, wc know
from Winogradsky’s researches that it undergoes oxidation in

two stages owing to the activity of the so-called “ nitrifying
”

bacteria (an unfortunate term inasmuch as " nitrification
”

refers merely to a particular phase of the cycle of changes

undergone by nitrogen). It had long been known that under

certain conditions lai^e quantities of nitrate (saltpetre) are

formed on exposed lieaps of manure, &c., and it was supposed

that direct oxidation of tlie ammonia, facilitated by the presence

of porous bodies, brought this to pass. But research showed

that this process of nitrification is dependent on temperature,

aeration and moisture, as is life, and that while nitre-beds can

infect one another, the process is stopped by sterilization.

R. Warington, J. T. Schloessing, C. A. Miintz and others had

proved that nitrification was promoted by some organism, when
Winofpidsky hit on the happy idea of isolating the organism

by using gelatinous silica, and so avoiding the difficulties which

VVarington had shown to exist with the organism in presence of

organic nitrogen, owing to its refusal to nitrify on gelatine or

other mtrogenous media. Winogradsky’s investigations resulted

in the discovery that two kin^ of l^teria are concerned in

nitrification : one of these, which he terms the Nitroso-hacteria,

is only, capable of bringing about the oxidation of the ammonia
to nitrous acid, and astonishing lesult was obtained that
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this can be done, in the dark, by bacteria to which only pure

mineral salts— e.g. carbonates, sulphates and chlorides of

ammonium, sodium and m^nesium—were added. In other

words these bacteria can build up organic matter from purely

mineral sources by assimilating carbon from carbon dioxide in

the dark and by obmining their nitrogen from ammonia. The
energy liberated during the oxidation of the nitrogen is regarded

as splitting the carbon dioxide molecule,—^in giwn {^ants it is

the energy of the solar rays which does this. Since the supply

of free oxygen is dependent on the activity of green plants the

process is indirectly dependent on energy derived from the sun,

but it is none the less an astounding one and outside the limits

of our previous generalizations. It has been suggested that urea

is formed by polymerization of ammonium carbonate, and formic

aldehyde is synthesized from CO^ and OH.^. The Nitro-bacieria

.ire smaller, finer and quite different from the nitroso-bacteria,

iind are incapableof attackii^ and utilizing ammonium carbonate.

When the latter have oxidized ammonia to nitrite, however,

the former step in and oxidize it still further to nitric acid,

[t is probable that important consequences of these actions

result from the presence of nitrifying bacteria in rotten stone,

Fiq, 14.—Stages in the formation of a colony of a variety of
Bacillus (Proifits) iml^aris (Hauser), ot>servfd in a hanging d^rop.

At 1 1 A.M. a rodlct appeared (A)
; at 4 p.m. it had grown and divided

and broken up into eight rodlets (B)
; C shows further develop-

ment at 8 r.M., D at 9.30 p.m.—all under a high power. At E. F,
and G further stages are drawn, as seen under much lower power.
{H. M. W.)

decaying brick.s, &c., whore all the conditions are realized for

preparing primitive soil, the breaking up of the mineral con-

stituents being a secondary mutter. That “ soil ” is thus pre-

pared on barren rocks and mountain peaks may be concluded
with some certainty.

In addition to the bacterial actions which result in the oxidiza-

tion of ammonia to nitrous acid, and of the latter to nitric acid,

the reverwl of such processes is also brought about by numerous
bacteria in the soil, rivers, &c. Warington showed some time
ago that many species are able to reducgiiiitFates to nitrites,

and such reduction is now known to occurwy widely in nature.

The researches of Gayon and Dupetit, Giltay and Aber#n and
others have shown, moreover, that Iwcteria exist which carry

such reduction still further, so that ammonia or even free nitrogen

may escape. The importance of these results is evident in ex-

plaining an old puzzle in agriculture, viz. that it is a wasteful

process to put nitrates and manure together on the land. Fresh

manure abounds in de-nitrifyinp; bacteria, and these organisms

not only reduce the nitrates to mtrites, even setting free nitrogen

and ammonia, but their effect extends to the undoing of the

work of what nitr^in^ bacteria may be present also, with great

loss. The combing nitrogen of dead organisms, broken down
to ammonia by putrefactive bacteria, the ammonia of urea and
the results of the of free nitrogen, together with traces

of nitrogen salts due to meteoric activity, are thus seen to

undeigo vapous vicitsitudoi in the soil, rivers and surface qf,

the globe generally* The ammonia may be oxidiaed to mtritet

and nitrates, and then pass into the higher pkntsand be worked

up into proteids, and so bedianded on to animals, eventually to

be broken down by bacterial action again to ammonia ;
or the

nitrates may be degraded to nitrites and even to free nitrogen or

ammonia, which escapes.

That the j^uminosae(agroup of plants including peas, beans,

vetches, lupins, &c.) play a speaal part in agriculture was known
even to the ancients and was mentioned by Pliny

(HisUfria Naturalis, viii.); 'l"hese plants will nqt only

grow on poor sandy soil without any addition of nitro- tsvmala*

genous manure, but they actually enrich the soil on
which they are grown. Hence leguminous plants are essential in

all rotation of crops. By analysis it was shown by Schulz-Lupitz

in 1881 that tlie way in which these plants enrich the soil is by

increasing the nitrogen-content. Soil which had been cultivated

for many years^ pasture was sown with lupins for fifteen years

in succession
;
an analysis then showed that the soil contained

more than three times as much nitrogen as at the lieginning of

the experiment. The only possible source for this increase was
the atmospheric nitrogen. It had been, however, an axiom with

Ixitanists that the green plants were unable to use the nitrogen

of the air. The apparent contradiction was explained by the

experiments of H. Hellricgel and Wilfarth in 1888. They showed
that, when grown on sterilized sand with the addition of mineral

salts, the Leguminosae were no more able to use the atmospheric

nitrogen than other plants such as oats and barley. Both kinds

of plants required the addition of nitrates to the soil. But if a
little water in which arable soil had been shaken up was added to

the sand, then the leguminous plants flourished in the absence of

nitrates and showed an increase in nitrogenous material. They
liad clearly made use of the nitrogen of the air. When tliese

plants were examined they had small swellings or nodules on
their roots, while those grown in sterile sand without soil-extract

luid no nodules. Now these peculiar nodules are a normal char-

acteristic of the roots of leguminous plants grown in ordinary

soil. The experiments above mentioned made clear for the first

time the nature and activity of these nodules. They are clearly

the result of infection (if the soil extract was boiled before addi-

tion to the sand no nodulc.s were produced), and their presence

enabled the plant to absorb the free nitrogen of tlie air.

The work of recent mvestigators has made clear the whole
proces.s. In ordinary Ikble soil there exist motile rod -like

bacteria, Bacierium
radtcicola. These enter

the root-hairs of legu-

minous plants, and pass-

ing down the hair in the

form of a long, slimy

(zoogloea) thread, pene-

trate the tissues of the

root. As a result the

tissues become hyper-

trophied, producing the

well-known nodule. In

the cells of the nodule

the bacteria multiply

and develop, drawing

material from their host.

Many of the bacteria ex-

hibit curious involution

forms (” bacteroids ”),

which are finally broken

down and their products

absorbed by the plant.

The nitrogen of the air is

absorbed by the nodules,

being built up into the

bacteria] cell and later

handed on to the hosi-

plant It appears Isom
bacterimn caa oven absorb free nitrogen when grosm in caltnras

Fig. 15.—Invasion of leguminous
roots by bacteria.

a, cell from the epidermis of root of Pea,
with " infection thread " (zoogloea)
pushing its way through the celt-

walls. <After Piasmowaki.)
b, free end of a root-hair, of Pea ; at. the

right are particles of car(h and Oh
the left a mass of bacteria, thsldte

the hair the bacteria' are ptMhlag
tiieir way up m a thin straam.

(From Fiacbsr't
.

the obiervatiofis of Mna6 that the
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oMbridetepknt Wc hav« li« a very wtcwitiiig ««
bioiif ai mentioned above. The g;re«n plant, however, always

keeps the upper hand, restricting theadevelopinent of the bacteria

to the noduiet and later absorfoi^ them for its own use. It should

be mentioned that different genera require different races of the

bacterium for the production of nodules.

The imporUnt p«rt that these bacteria play in agriculture led

to the introduetkm in Germany of a commercial product (the so-

called
**

nitragin ”)* consisting of a pure culture of the bacteria,

whirh is to be sprayed over the soil or applied to the seeds before

sowing. This material was found at first to hat^e a veiy uncer^in

effect, but later experiments in America, and the use of a modified

preparation in Eng-

^iind, under the direc-™ tion of Professor
Bottomley, have had
success^ results ; it

is possmle that in the

future a preparation of

this sort w'ili be widely

u.sed.

The apparentspecial-
ization of these bacteria

•to the leguminous
plants has always been

a very striking fact, for

similar bacterial nod-

ules are known only in

two or three cases out-

side this patricukir

group. However, Piti-

fessor Bottomley an-

nounced at the
meeting of the British

Association for the
Advancement of

Science in tqoy that

he had succeeded* in

breaking down this

specialization and by a
suitable treatment had

used bacteria from

Fio. i6.

a, root nodulo of the lupin, nat. nizc.

(From Woromv.)
h, lonKUudinal sectiou through root and

notlulf.

g, fibro-viisnilar bundle.
w. bacterial liasue. (After Woromv.)
c, cull from bacterial tissurs showiniAegumincms nodules to

nucleus and protopla.sm iilled with other plants

such as cereals, tomato,

rose, with a marked
effect on their growth.

If these re.sults are con-

firmed and the treat-

ment can be worked
commercially, the importance to agriculture of the discovery

cannot he overestimated
; each plant will provide, like the

bean and vetch, its own nitrogenous manure, and laiger crops

will be produced at a decreased cost.

Another important advance is in our knowledge of the part

played by bacteria in the circulation of carbon in nature. The

c
enormous masses of cellulose deposited annually on

Hfffrtt
* earth’s surface are, as we know, principallv the

result of chlorophyll action on the carbon dioxide of

the atmosphere decomj^sed by enqigy derived from the sun

;

and although we know little as yet concerning the magnitude of

other processes of corixin-assimilation

—

e^. by nitrifying bacteria

—it is probaUy compamtively small. oelhikise is gradually

reconverted into water and carbon dioxide, but for some time
nothing positive was known as to the agents which thus break
up the pmr, mgs, straw, leaves and wood, &c., accumulating
in ccsspooui, iorests, marshes and elsewhere in such abundance.
The work of van Tiqghcm, van Senus, Fribes, Omsiiaiisky and
others has now shorn that while certain atioercliic bacteria

decempose the substonoe of the middle Ismello—chieffy pectin

compoiiada—and thus bring shout the isolatioii of the cdlulose

fibies when, for insttfice^ fiox is steeped or ** retted,'* ihty ore

bacteria.

rf. hicluria from nodule of lupin, normal
* undegcnrnite form,

f and /, bacturoids from Vicia villosa

and Lupinus alhvs. (After Morck.)
{c \ r>oo

; <?-/ X 1 500, above.)

(From Fiacher’b ] 'orUsnugm

unable to attack the ceUulose itself* There exist in the mud of

marshes, rivers and cloacae, &c,, however, other anaerobic

bacteria which decompose cellulose, probably hydrolysing it

first and then splitting the products into carbon dioxide and

marsh gas. When calcium sulphate is present, the nascent

methane induces the formation of calcium carbonate, sulphuretted

hydrogen and water. We have thus an explanation of the

occurrence of marsh gas and sulphuretted hydrogen in bogs,

and it is highly probate that the existence of these gases in the

intestines of herbivorous animals is due to similar putrefactive

changes in the undigested cellulose remains.

Co^ long ago showed that certain glistening particles observed

in the cells of Beggiatoa consist of sulphur, and Winogradsky
and Beyerinck have shown that a whole series of

sulphur bacteria of the genera Thiotkrix, Chromatium,

Spirillum, Monas, A^c., exist, and play imjxirtant

parts in the circulation of this element in nature, e.g. in marshes,

estuaries, sulphur springs, &c. When cellulose bacteria set free

Fig. 17.—A plate-culture of a bacillus which had l^een exposed
for a period of four hours behind a zinc stencil-plate, in which
the letters C and B were cut. The light had to traverse a screen

of water before passing through the C, and one ol aesculin (which
filters out the blue and violet rays) before passing the B. The plate

was then incubated, and, as tlio figure shows, the bacteria on the
C'Sliaped area were all killed, whereas they developed elsewhe^re

on the phitf (traces of the B are just visible to the right) and covered
it with an opaque growth, (H. M. W.)

marsh gas, the nascent gas reduces sulphate.s

—

e.g. gypsum

—

with filtration of SHj, and it is found that the .sulphur bacteria

thrive under such conditions by oxidizing the SH., and storing

the sulphur in their own protoplasm. If the SHo run.s short

they oxidize the sulphur again to sulphuric acid, which combines

with any calcium carbonate pre.sent and forms sulphate again.

Similarly nascent methane may reduce iron salts, and the black

mud in which these bacteria often occur owes its colour to the

FeS formed. Beyerinck and Jegunow have shown that some
partially anaerobic sulphur bacteria can only exist in strata

at a certain depth |||||pw the level of quiet waters where SHo is

being set free below* the bacterial decompositions of vegetaole

mud aid rises to meet the atmospheric oxygen coming down
from above, and that this zone of physiological activity rises

and falls with the variations of partial pressure of the gases due

to the rate of evolution of the SHj,. In the deeper parts of this

zone the bacteria absorb the SH.., and, as they rise, oxidize it

and store up the sulphur; then ascending into planes more
highly oxygenated, oxidize Bie sulffiiur to SO.<. These bacteria

therefore employ SHo as their respiratory substance, much as

higher plants employ carbohydrates—instead of liberating

eneigy as heat by the respiratory combustion of sugars, they

do it by oxidizing hydrogen mlphide. Beyerinck has shown

that SpinUum desuiphuncans, a d^ite anaerobic form, attacks

and r^uces sulphates, thus undoing the work of the sulphur

bacteria as certain denitrifying baet^ reverse the operations

of nitfo-bacteria.. Here agaib,thereiefe,we Mve sulphur, token
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into the higher phuits as iQ^ha(tei, tmihAip into proteids^ decom*

posed by putrehu^ve hiirteria and yidding SJ^ whitk the

sulphur bacteria aoddise ;
the resulting sulphur it then again

oxidieed to SO^ and again oombined with calduin to gfiMum,
the cycle being thus complete.

Chalybeate waters^ pools in marshes near ironstone, &c.,

abound in bacteria, some of which belong to the remaricable

geneia CrenothriXf Cladoihrtx and Leptotkrix, and

iiuirtirfi
contain ferric oxide, i.e. rust, in their cell*^a}ls.

Ibis iron deposit is not merely mechanical but is due

to the physiological activity of the organism which, according

to Winogradsky, liberates energy by oxidizing ferrous and ferric

oxide in its protoplasm—a view* not accepted by H. Molisch.

The iron must be in certain soluble conditions, however, and the

soluble bicarbonate of the protoxide of chalybeate springs seems

most favourable
;
the hydrocarbonatc absorbed by the cells is

oxidized, probably thus

—

2FK:Oa + SOH, +O « Pea(OH)fl + 2COa.

The ferric hydroxide accumulates in the sheath, and gradually

passes into the more insoluble ferric oxide. Tliese actions are of

extreme importance in nature, as their continuation results in

the enormous deposits of bog -iron ore, ochre, and— since

Molisch has shown that the iron can be replaced manganese

in some bacteria—of manganese ores.

Considerable advances in our knowledge of the various chromo-

genic bacteria have been made by tlie studies of Bcycrinck,

Lankester, Engelmann, Ewart and others, and have

JuurtL assumed exceptional importance owing to the discovery

that Bactetiopurpurin—the red colouring matter con-

tiined in certain sulphur bacteria—absorbs certain rays of solar

energy, and enables the organism to utilize the energy for its

own life-purposes. Engelmann showed, for instance, that these

red-purple bacteria collect in the ultra-red, and to a less extent

in the orange and green, in bands which agree with the absorption

spectrum of the extracted colouring matter. Not only so, but

the evident parallelism between this absorption of light and

that by the chlorophyll of green plants, is completed by the

demonstration that oxygen is set free by these bacteria—i.c.

by means of radiant energy trapped by their colour-screens the

living cells are in both cases enabled to do work, such as the

reduction of highly oxidized compounds.

I’he most recent observatiems of Molisch seem to show that

bacteria possessing Ixicteriopurpurin exhibit a new type of

assimilation—the assimilation of organic material under the

influence of light. In the case of these red-purple bacteria the

colouring matter is contained in the protoplasm of the cell, but

in most chromogenic bacteria it occurs as excreted pigment on

and between the cells, or is formed by their action in the medium.
Ewart has confirmed the principal conclusions concerning these

purple, and also the so-called chlorophyll bacteria (B, viriik,

B. chlortnutHf &'C.), the results going to show that these are, as

many authorities have hold, merely minute algae. The pigment

itself may be soluble in water, as is the case with the blue-green

fluorescent body formed by B, pyocyaneus, B, fiuorescens and

a whole group of fluorescent bacteria. Keelson found that the

pigment of B. cyafwgenus gives a band in the yellow and strong

fines at E and F in^ sol^ spectrum—an abs^tfon spectrum

almost identical with that of triphenyl-rosaniline. In the case

of the scarlet and crimson red pigments of £. prodiposusy B,

ruber. &c., the violet of B, violaeenSy B. janihinusy &c., the red-

purple of the sulphur bacteria, and indeed most bacterial pig-

ments, solution in water does not occur, though alcohol extracts

the colour readily. FinaHy, tiiere are a few forms which 3rield

their colour to neither alodidl nor water, e.g. the yellow Micr^
toeem cer4Us^iUxm^f the B. berolrngims. Much work is still

necessity before we can estimate the iroportanoe of these pig-

ments. spectra are only imperfectly knolni in a few

cases, and the bearing of the absorption on the IHe-history .is

stin a mystciy. In many cases the colour-production is de-

pendent on certain definite conditions—tasperature, presence

of oxygen, nature of the lood-medittm, doc. Ewart’s important

(fiseoveiy that some of these lipochrome pigmenti oodude

eocygen,white otiimdnnc^ may have beuiiiBioti the lacidiuillive

anaerobism of theseoigamsme.

A branch of bacteridlogj^which offers numoious problems of

importance is that which daahi with the ocganismi so cotittpon

in milk, butter and cheese. Milk is a medium not . !

only admirably suited to the growth of bacteria, but,

as a matter of fact, always contaminated with these

organisms in the ordinary course of supply, f. Lafar basstaited

that 30% of the cows in Germany suffer from tubcreulosts,

which also affected 17 7 % of the cattle slaughtered in Copen-

hagen between 1891 and 1B95, in every tfairtem

samples of milk examined in Paris, and one in every nineteen sn

Wadungton, contained tubercle IxwdlH. Hence the desirability

of sterilizing milk used for domestic purposes becomes imperative.

Fig. 18.—a similar preparation to fig. y, except that twosHt-like

openings of equal length allowed the ligh^o pass, end that the Il^ht

was that of the electric arc passed through a quarts prism aad cast^
a powerful spectrum on the The upper slit was covered with
glass, the lower with quartz, The bacteria were killed over the

clear areas shown. The left-hand boundary of the clear area corre-

sponds to the line F (green end Of the blue), and the beginning of the
ultra-violet was at the extreme right of the upper (sboH;) area. The
lower area of bactericidal action extends much farther to tlie right,

ticcause the quartz allows more ultra - violet rays to pass than
does glass. The red-yellow-green to the left of F were without effect.

(H. M. W.)

No milk is free from bacteria, because the external orifices of the

milk-ducts always contain them, but tlte forms present in the

normal fluid are principally those which induce such changes

as the souring or turning ” so frequently observed in standing

milk (these were examined by Lord Lister as Long ago as 1S73-

1877, though several other «pecies are now known), and those

which bring alxHit the various changes and fermentations in

butter and cheese made from it. The presence of foreign germs,

which may gain the upper hand and totally destroy the flavours

of butter and cheese, has Jed to the search for those particular

forms to which the approved properties are due* A definite

bacillus to which the peculiarly fine flavour of certain butters is

due, is said to be largely employed in pure cultures in American
dairies, and in Denmark certain butters are said to keqp |re$h

much longer owing to the use of pure cultures and the treatment

employed to suppress the forms which cause randdity. Quite

distinct is the search for the germs which cause undesirabie

changes, or diseases ”
;
and great strides have been made m

discovering the bacteria ooncemed in rendering milk “ rgpy^”

butter '‘oily” and “rancid/’ &c. Cheme in ks numeiOMB
forms contains myriads of bacteria^ and some of these aro) npw
known to be ooncemed in the various processes cd.iipnruag

and other changes affecting the product, and alth^h little is

knoahi as to the eiuiot fiart played by any spectei# pAtetM
applications of' the dieeovcfies of the deca^ ifipat^ipob have

been made, ag. Edam , dieese. The Japaiu»savih#ve cheppes

resulting from the baoterial fenneiitalitii helled baap.
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That bactetial fermentitioiiB are accompaziied by the evdution

of heat is an old experience
;
but the discovery that the ** spon-

taneous
”
combustion of sterilised cotton-waste does

not occur limply if moist and freely exposed to oxygen,

AMNwlk retults when the washings of fresh waste are added,

has led to clearer proof that the heating of hay-stacks,

hops, tobacco and other vegetable products is due to the vital

activity of bacterip and fungi, and is physiologically a conse-

quence of respiratory processes like those in malting. It seems

fairly estabUshed that when the preliminary heating process of

fermentation is drawing to a close, the cotton, hay, &c., having

been (inverted into a highly porous friable and combustible

mass, may then ignite in certain circumstances by the occlusion

of oxygen, just as ignition is induced by hnely divided metals.

A remarkable point m this connexion has always been the

necessary con«.lusion that the living bacteria concerned must be

exposed to temperatures of at least 70® C. in the hot heaps.

Apart from the resolution of doubts as to the power of spores

to withstand such temperatures for long periods, the discoveries

of Micjuel, Globig and others liave shown that there are numerous

bacteria which will grow and divide at such temperatures, e.g.

H. thmnophiluSf from sewage, whicli is quite active at 70®

and B. Ludwigi and B. ilidzensis, ike., from hot springs, &c.

The bodies of sea fish, e.g. mackerel and other animals, have
long been known to exhibit phosphorescence. This phenomenon

is due to the activity of a whole scries of marine
bacteria of various genera, the examination and

baeiaria, cultivation of which have been successfully carried

out by Cohn, Iicyerinck, Fischer and others. The
cau.se of the phosphorescence is still a mystery. The suggestion

that it is due to the oxidation of a body excreted by the bacteria

seems answered by the failure to filter off or extract any such
body. Beyerinck’s view that it occurs at the moment peptones
are worked up into the protoplasm cannot be regarded as proved,
and the same must be said of the suggestion that the phosphores-
cence is due to the oxidation of phosphoretted hydrogen. The
conditions of phosphorescence are, the presence of free oxygen,
and, generally, a relatively low temperature, together with a
medium containing sodium chloride, and peptones, but little

or no carbohydrates. Considerable differences occur in these
latter respects, however, and interesting results were obtained
by Bcyerinck with mixtures of species pos.sessing different

powers of enzyme action as regards carbohydrates. Thus,
a form termed Photohacterium phosphorescens by Bcyerinck
will absorb maltose, and will become luminous if that sugar is

present, whereas P. Pflugeri is indifferent to maltose. If then
we prepare densely inseminated plates of these two bacteria

in gelatine food-medium to which starch is added as the only
carbohydrate, the bacteria grow but do not phosphoresce. If

we now streak these plates with an organism, e.g. a yeast, which
saccharifies starch, it is possible to tell whether maltose or
levulose and fructose are formed t if the former, only those

plates containing P. pkospkorescms will become luminous

;

if the latter, only those containing P, Pflugeri. The more recent

researches of Molisch have shown that the luminosity of ordinary
butcher’s meat under appropriate conditions is quite a common
occurrence. Thus of samples of meat bought in Prague and kept
in a <X)ol room for about two days, luminosity was present in

5* % of the samples in the case of beef, 50% for veal, and 39 %
for liver. If the meat was treated previously with a 3 % salt

solution, S9 % of the samples of beef and 65% of the samples
of horseflesh were found to exhibit this phenomenon. The cause
of this luminosity is Micrococcus phospfunms, an immotile round,
or almost round organism. This organfaMi is quite distinct from
that causing the luminosity of marine fish.

It has liEMQ^ been known that the production of vinegar depends
on the oxidueation of the alcohol in wine or beer to acetic acid,^ chemical process being probably carried out in two

vis. the oxidation of the alcohol leading to

the formatioif of aldehyde and water, and the further

oxidation of the aldehyde to acetic add. The process may even
go farther, and the acetic acid be oxidised to CX)^ and OH^

;

the art of the vinegar-maker is directed to preventing the

accomplishment of the last stage. These oxidations are brought

about by the vital activity of several bacteria, of which four—
Bacterium aceh\ B. pasieurumtm, B. kiiizingumum, and B.

xylinum—have been thoroughly studied by Hansen and A.

Brown. It is these bacteria which form the zoogloea of the

“mother of vinegar,” though this film may contain other

organisms as well. Ihe idea that this film of bacteria oxidizes

the alcohol beneath by merely condensing atmospheric oxygen
in its interstices, after the manner of spongy platinum, has long

been given up
;
but the explanation of the action as an incom-

plete combustion, depending on the peculiar respiration of these

organisms—much asm the case of nitrifying and sulphur bacteria

—is not clear, though thediscovery that the acetic bacteria will not
only oxidize alcohol to acetic acid, but further oxidize the latter

to CO,^ and OHg supports the view that the alcohol is absorbed
by the organism and employed as its respirable substance.
J^romise of more light on these oxidation fermentations is afforded
by the recent discovery that not only bacteria and fungi, but even
the living cells of higher plants, contain peculiar enzymes which
possess the remarkable property of “ carrying ” oxygen—much as
it is carried in the sulphuric acid chamber—and which have there-
fore been termed oxydases. It is apparently the presence of these
oxydases which causes certain wines to change colour and alter

in taste when poured from bottle to glass, and so exposed to air.

Much as the decade from 1880 to 1890 abounded with investiga-

tions on the reactions of bacteria to heat, so the following decade
was remarkable for discoveries regarding the effects

of other forms of radiant energy. The observations
of Downes and Blunt in 1877 left it uncertain whether
the bactericidal effects in broth cultures exposed to solar rays
were due to thermal action or not. Further investigations, in

Fig. IQ.—Giiiger-bet?r plant, showing yeast (Saccharcmvces pyri-

formis} entangled in the meshes of the bacterium IB, vermtforme).
(H. M. W.)

which Arloing, Buchner, Chmelewski, and others took part, have
led to the proof that rays of light alone are quite capable of kill-

ing these organisms, llie principal questions were satisfactorily

settled by Marshall Ward^s experiments in 1 892-1893, when he
showed that even the spores of B, anthracis, which withstand

temperatures of 100® C. and upwards, can be killed by exposure

to rays of reflected light at temperatures far below anything

injurious, or even favourable to growth. He also showed that

the bactericidal actioli takes place in theabsenceof food materials,

thus proving that it is not merely a poisoning effect of the altered

medium. The principal experiments also indicate that it is the

rays of highest refrangibility—the blue-violet and ultra-violet

rays of the spectrum—winch bring about the destruction of the

organisms (figs. 17, x8). The practical effect of the bactericidal

action of solar light is the destruction of enormous quantities

of germs in rivers, the atmosphere and other exposed situations,

and experiments have shown that it is especially the pathogenic

bacteria—anthrax, typhoid, &c.—which thus succumb to %ht-
Ection ;

the discovery that the electric arc is very rich in bacteri-

cidal rays led to the hope that it could be used for disinfecting

purposes in hospitals, but mechanical difficulties intervene. The
recent application of the action of bactericidal rays to the cure of

lupus is, however,an extension of the same discovery. Even when
the light is not sufficienttyintense, or the exposure b too short to

kill the spores, tbeeiqDefiiiienUshowlhatatfeanuationof virulence
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may' result^ a pointof extreme imfwrtam in ooniiexion with the

lighthig: and ventilatian of dwellings^ the purificatian of rivers

and streams^ and the general dimimition of epidemics in nature.

As we have seen, thermophilous bacteria can grow at high

temperatures, and it has long been known that some forms

develop on ice. The somewhat different question of

resistance of ripe spores or cells to extremes of

heat and cold has received attention. Ravenel,

Macfadyen and Rowland have shown that several bacilli will

bear exposure for seven days to the temperature of liquid air

(
- 192® C. to - 183® C.) and again grow when put into normal

conditions. More recent experiments have shown that even ten

hours^ exposure to the temperature of liquid hydrogen - 252® C.

(21® on the absolute scale) failed to kill them. It is probable

that all these case.s of resistance of seeds, spores, &c., are to be

connected with the fact that completely dry albumin does not

lose its coagulability on heating to no® C. for some hours, since

it is well known that completely ripe sporc.s and dry heat arc

the conditions of extreme experiments.

No sharp line can be drawn between pathogenic and non- I

pathogenic Schizomycctes, and some of the mo.st marked steps ;

in the progress of our modem knowledge of these I

tmeuru!
^
organisms depend on the discovery that their putho-

|

genicity or virulence can be modified—diminished or
j

increased—by definite treatment, and, in the natural course of
|

epidemics, by alterations in the environment. Similarly we are i

unable to divide Schizomycetes sharply into parasites and sapro-

phytes, since it is well proved that a number of .species—facul-

tative parasites—cun become one or the other according to

circumstances. These facts, and the further knowledge that

many bacteria never ob.served as parasites, or as pathogenic
|

forms, produce toxins or poisons as the result of their decom- >

positions and fermentations of organic substances, have led to :

important rc.sults in the applications of bacteriology to medicine.

Bacterial diseases in the higher plants have been described,

but the subject requires careful treatment, since several points

^ ^
suggest doubts as to the organism described being the

in pints, cau.se of the disease referred to their agency. Until

recently it was urged that the acid contents of plants

explained their immunity from bacterial diseases, but it is now
known that many bacteria can fiourish in acid media. Another
objection was tl\at even if bacteria obtained access through the

stomata, they could not penetrate the cell-walls bounding the.

intercellular spaces, but certain anaerobic forms ore known to
ferment cellulose, and others possess the power of penetrating
the cell -walls of living cells, as the bacteria of Leguminosae
first described by Marshall Ward in 1887, and confirmed by Miss
Dawson in 1898. On the other hand a long list of plant-diseases

have been of late years attributed to bacterial action. Some, e.g.

the Sereh disease of tlie sugar-cane, the slime fluxes of oaks and
other trees, are not only very doubtful cases, in which other
organi.sms such as yeasts and fungi play their parts, but it may
be regarded as extremely improbable that the bacteria are the
primary agents at all ; they are doubtless saprophytic forms
which have gained access to rotting tissues injured by other
agents. Saprophytic bacteria can readily make their way down
the dead hypha of an invading fungas, or into the* punctures
made by insects, and Aphides have been credited with the

bacterial infection of carnations, though more recent researches

by Woods go to show the correctness of his conclusion that

Aphides alone are responrible fdr the carnation disease. On the

other hand, recent investtgatbn has brought to light cases in

which bacteria are certainly the primary agents in diseases of

plants. The principal features are the stoppage of the vessels

and consequent wilting of the shoots; as a rule the cut

vessels on transverse sections of the shoots appear brown and
choked with a dark yellowish slime in wliich bacteria may
be detected, e.g. oabbi^es, cucumbers, potatoes, &c. In the

carnation tfisease and in certain diseases of tobacco and other

plants the seat of bacterial action appears to be the parenchyma,
and it may be that Aphides or other piercing insects infect

theplants, much as insects convey pollen from plant to plant, or

169.

(though in a different way) as mosquitoes infect .man with

maU^ If the recent work on the cabbage disease may be

accepted, the bacteria make their entry at the water norm at

the margins of the leal, and thence via the ghu^tdar ceUs to the

tracheids. Little is known of the mode of action of bacteria on

these plants, but it may be aasumed with great confidence that

they excrete enzymes and poisons (toxins), which diffuse into

the cells and kill them, and that the effects ^re in principle tl^

same as those of parasitic fungi. Support is fqund for this

opinion in Beyerinck’s discovery that the juices of tobacco

plants affected with the disease known as leaf mosaic,” will

induce this disease after filtration through porcelairu.

In addition to such cases as the kepbir and ginger-beer plants

(figs, iq, 20), where anaerobic bacteria are assorted with

yeasts, sevei^ interesting examples of symbiosis

among bacteria are now known. Bacillus chauvaei MMia,
ferments cane-sugar solutions in such a way that

normal butyric acid, inactive lactic acid, carl^n dioxide, and

Fig, 20,—The ginger-beer plant.

A. One of the hrain-llke gelatinous masses into which the mature
** plant " condenses.

B. The bacterium with and without its gelatinous sheaths (ef.

fig. 19).

C. Typical filamciiU.and rodkts in the slimy sheaths.
D. Stages of growth of a sheathed filament— n at 0 a.m., h at 3 p.m.,

ratq P.M., d at ii a.m. next day, sal 3 r.M., / at 9 P.M., gat T0.30 a.m.
next day. h at 24 hours later. (H. m! W.)

hydrogen result
;
Micrococcus aridi-paralacticif on the other hitnd,

ferments such solutions to optically active paralactic add.
Nencki showed, however, that if both these oiganisms occur
together, the resulting products contain kitge quantities of normal
butyl alcohol, a substance neither bacterium can produce alone.

Other observers have brought forward other dases. Thus
neither B. coli nor the /?. denitrificans of Bluri and Stuti«jr can
reduce nitrates, but if acting together they so complrtely undo
the structure of sodium nitrate that the nitrogen passes off

In the free stete. Van Senus showed that the concurrence of
two bacteria is neeinsary before Ws B. umyhbaetef can ferment
cellulose, and the'ease ofmud bacteria which evolve sifiphurctted
hydrogen below which is utilised by sulphur hactetfb kbove
aheedy been quoted; as also Hkt of Closiriinm

ill. 6 a
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p^kurimlmy which is atiMrobic, and can fix nitrogen only if

protected from oxygen by aerobic species. It is very probable

that numerous symbiotic fermentations in the soil are due to

this coH>peratian of oxygen>protecting species with anaerobic

ones, e.g. Tetanus,

Astonishment has been frequently expressed at the powerful

activities of bacteria—their rapid growth and dissemination,

the extensive and profound decompositions and

fcrmcnta*tions induced by them, the resistance of

their spores to desiccation, heat, &c.—'but it is

worth while to ask how far these properties are really

remarkable when all the data for comparison with other organ-

isms are considered. In the first place, the extremely small size

and isolation of the vegetative cells place the protoplasmic

contents in peculiar!} favourable circumstances for action, and

we may safely conclude that, weight for weight and molecule

for molecule, "he protoplasm of Imcteria is brought into contact

with the environment at far more points and over a far larger

surface than is that of higher organisms, whether—as in plants

—it is distributed in thin layers round ilie sap-vacuoles, or—as
in animals—is bathed in fluids brought [)y special mechanisms

to irrigate it. Not only

so, the isolation of the

cells facilitates the ex-

change of liquids and
gases, the passage in of

food materials and out

of enzymes and products

of metabolism, and thus

each unit of protoplasm

obtains opportunities of

immediate action, the

results of which are re-

moved with equal
rapidity, not attainable

in more complex multi-

cellular organisms. To
put the matter in another

way, if we could imagine

all the living cells of a
large oak or of a horse,

having given up the

specializations of func-

tion impressed on them during evolution and simply carry-

ing out the fundamental functions of nutrition, growth,

and multiplication which mark the generalized activities of

the Ixicterial cell, and at the same time rendered as accessible

to the environment by isolation and conseejuent extension of

surface, we should doubtless find them exertmg chan »cs in the

fermentable fluids necessary to their life similar to the .e exerted

by an equal mass of bacteria, and that in proportion to their

approximation in size to the latter. Ciliary movements, which

undoubtedly contribute in bringing the surface into contact

with latger supplies of oxygen and other fluids in unity of time,

are not so rapid or so extensive when compared with other

standards than the apparent dimensions of the microscopic held.

The microscope magnifies the distance traversed as well as the

organism, and althovigh a bacterium which covers g-io cm. or

more in 15 minutes—say o-i mm. or 100 per second—appears

to be darting across the held with great velocity, because its

own small size—say 5x1 comes into comparison, it should

be borne In mind that if a mouse 2 in. long only, travelled twenty

toes its own lengthy i,e, 40 in. , in a secopd, the distance traversed

in 15 minutes at that rate, viz. xooo! yards, would not appear

excessive* In a similar way we must be careful, in our wonder
at the marvellous rapidity of cell-division and growth of bacteria,

that we do not exaggerate the signihcance of the plienomenon.

It takes any ordinaiy rodlet 30-40 minutes to double its length

and divide into two equal daughter cells when growth is at its

beat; nearer the minimum it inay require 3-4 hours or even

much longer. It ia.l^ no means certain that even the higher

rate is greater than that exhibited by a tropical bamboo which

species of Tiacillux - Proteus (Hauser)
—on the fifth day, The flame-like
proces.Hes and outliers are composed of
writhinjif filaments, and the contours
are continually changinp; while the
colony moves as a whole. Slightly
magnified. (TI. M. W.)

will growovwa foot a day> or even common grasses, or asparagus,

during the active period of cell-division, though the phenomenon

is here complicated by the phase of extension due to interctotion

of water. The enormous extension of surface also facilitates

the absorptbn of energy from the environment, and, to take one

case only, it is impossible to doubt that some source of radiant

energy must be at the disposal of those prototrophic forms

which decompose carbonates and assimilate carbonic acid in the

dark and oxidize nitrogen in dry rocky regions where no oiganic

materials are at their disposal, even could they utilize them.

It is usually stated that the carbon dioxide molecule is here

Fm. 22 .—Portions of a colony such as that in fig. 21, highly magni-
fied, showing the kinds of changes brought about in a few minutes,
from A to B. and B to C. by the growth and ciliary movements of

the filaments. The arrows show the direction of motion.
(
11 . M. \V.)

split by means of energy derived from the oxidation of nitrogen,

but apart from the fact that none of these proce.sses can proceed

until the temperature rises to the minimum cardinal point,

Engelmann’s experiment show.s that in the purple bacteria rays

are used other than those employed by green plants, and especi-

ally ultra-red rays not seen in the spectrum, and we may probably

conclude that “ dark rays ”

—

i.e. rays not appearing in the

visible spectrum—are absorbed and employed by these and

other colourless bacteria. The purple bacteria have thus two

sources of energy, one by the oxidation of sulphur and another

by the absorption of “ dark rays.” Stoney (Scimt. Proc. R,

Dub. Soc.y 1893, p. 154) has suggested yet another source of

energy, in the bombardment of these minute masses by the

molecules of the environment, the velocity of which is sufficient

to drive them well into the organism, and carry energy in of

which they can avail themselves.
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II. Patholocicai. Importance

The action of bacteria as pathogenic agents is in great part
merely an instance of their general action as producers of chemical
change, yet bacteriology as a whole has become so extensive,

and has so important a bearing on subjects widely different

from one another, that division of it has become essential. The
science will accordingly be treated in this section from the patho-
logical standpoint only. It will l^e considered under the three

following heads, viz. (i) the methods employed in the study;

(2) the modes of action of bacteria and the effects produced by
them

; and (3) the facts and theories with regard to immunity
against bacterial disease.

The demonstration by Pasteur that definite diseases could
be produwd by bwteria, proved a great stimulus to research

Htataiicai
^ etiolog)' of infective conditions, and the result

ffgiHBwrj ^ advance in human knowledge. An all-

important factor in this remarkable progress was the

introduction by Koch of solid culture media, of the '‘plate-

method,** &€., an account of which he published in z88i. By
nicans of these the modes of cultivation, and espedally of sepua*
tion^ of bacteria were greatly simplified. Various modifications

have since been made, but the routine methods in bocteriologica!

procedure stiU employed are in great part those given by Koch.

By 1876 the anthrax bacilluf had been obtained in pure culture

by Koch, and some other pathogenic bacteria had botn observed

in the tissues, but it was in the decade i88o-r8Qo that the

most important discoveries were made in this field. Thus the

organisms of suppuration, tubercle, glanders, diphtheria, typhoid

fever, cholera, tetanus, and others were idf^tified, and their

relationship to the individual diseases established^ In the last

decade of the iqth century the chief discoveries were of the

bacillus of influenza (1892), of the bacillus of plague (1894) and
of the bacillus of dysentery (1898). Immunity against diseases

caused by bacteria has been the subject of systematic research

from 1880 onwards. In producing active immunity by the

attenuated virus, Duguid and J. S. Burdon-Sanderson and
W. S. Greenfield in Great Britain, and Pasteur, Toussaint and
Chauveau in France, were pioneers. The work of Metchnikoff,

dating from alxmt 1884, has proved of high importance, his

theory of phagoc>Tosis (vide infra) having given a great stimulus

to research, and having also contributed to important advances.

T he modes by which bacteria produce their effects also became
a subject of study, and attention was naturally turned to their

toxic products. The earlier work, notably that of L. Brieger,

chiefly concerned ptomaines (vide infra), but no great advance'

resulted. A new field of inquiry was, however, opened up when,
by filtration a bacterium-free toxic fluid was obtained which
produced the important symptoms of the disease—in the case

of diphtheria by P. P. E. Roux and A. Yersin (x888), and in the

case of tetanus a little later by various observers. Research
was thus directed towards ascertaining the nature of the toxic

Ixidies in such a fluid, and Brieger and Fraenkel (1890) found that

they were proteids, to which they gave the name “ toxalbumins.**

lliough subsequent researches have on the whole confirmed
these results, it i.s still a matter of dispute whether these proteids

are the true toxins or merely contain the toxic bodies precipitated

along with them. In the United Kingilbm the work of Sidney
Martin, in the separation of toxic substances from the bodies of

those who have died from certain disease.s, is also worthy of

mention. Immunity against toxins also became a subject of

investigation, and the result was the discovery of the antitoxic

action of the scrum of animals immunized against tetanus toxin

by E. Behring and Kitasato (1890), and by T’izzoni and Cattani.

A similar result was also obtained in the ca.se of diphtheria.

IJie facts with regard to passive immunity were thus established

and were put to practical application by the introduction of

diphtheria antitoxin as a therapeutic agent in 1894. The
technique of serum preparation has become since that time
greatly elaborated and improved, the work of P. Ehrlich in this

respect being specially noteworthy. 'Fhe law.s of passive im-
munity were shown to hold also in the case of immunity against

living organisms by R. Pfeiffer (1894), and various anti-bacterial

sera have been introduced. Of these the anti-streptococcic

serum of A. Marmorek (1895) is one of the best known. The
principle.s of protective inoculation have been developed and
practically applied on a large scale, notably by W. M. W. Haffkine
in the case of cholera ('1893) and plague (1896), and more recently

by Wright and Semple in the case of typhoid fever. One other
discovery of great importance may his mentioned, viz. the
agglutinative aetbn of the serum of a patient suffering from
a bacterial disease, first described in the case of typhoid fever

independently 1^ Widal and by Griinbaum in 1896, though led

up to by the work of Pfeiffer, Gruber and Durham and others.

Tlius a new aid was added to medical science, viz. serum diagnosis
of disease. The last decade of the 19th century will stand out
in the history of medical science as the period in which serum
therapeutics and serum diagnosis had their birth.

In recent years the relations of toxin and antitoxin, still

obscure, have been the subject of much study and controversy.
It was formerly supposed that the injection of attenuaM
cultures or dead oiganisms—vaccines in the widest senses
was only of service in produdxig immunity as a pieventive
measure against the corresponding oiganism, but the work of
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Sir Abnroth Wright haa shown that the use of such vaccines

may be of service even after infection has occurred^ eapedaiiy

when the resulting disease is localiaed. In this case a general

reaction is stimulated by the vaccine which may aid in the

dkstruction of the invading organisms. In regulating the

administration of such vaccines he has introduced the method

of oUierving the opsonic index, to which reference is made

l>eiow. Of the discoveries of new oigonisma the most important

is that of the pidlida in syphilis by Schaiidinn and

Hoffmann in 1905 ; and although proof that it is the cause of

the disease is not uljsolute, the facts that luive been established

constitute very strong presumptive evidence in favour of this

lieing the case. It may be noted, however, that it is still

doubtful whether this organism is to be placed amongst the

bacteria or amongst ^he protozoa.

The raethufis employed in studying the relation of bacteria

to disease are In princi^e comparatively simple, but considerable

experience and great care are necessary in applying

^Suiy. interpreting results. In any given disease

there are three chief steps, viz. (1) the discovery of a

fxicterium in the affected tissues by mean.s of the microscope ;

(2) the obtaining of the Inicterium in pure culture ; and (3) the

production of llic disease by inoculation with a pure culture.

By means of microscofiic examination more than one organism

may sometimes be observed in the tissues, but one single organism

by its constant presence and .siiecial relations to the tissue

clianges can usually be selected as the proliable cause of the

disease, and attempts towards its cultivation can then he made.
Such microscopic examination requires the use of the finest

lenses and the application of various staming methods. In these

latter the basic aniline dyes in solution are almost exclusively

used, on account of their special affinity for the bacterial proto-

plasim. Tlie methods vary much in detail, though in each case

Uie endt^avour is to colour the bacteria as deeply, and the tissues

as faintly, as pofisiblt;. Sometimes a simple wateiy solution of

the dye is sufficient, butw^^ery often the best result is obtained by
increasing the staining pow'cr, e.g. by addition of weak alkali,

application of heat, &c., and by using some substunce which

acl.s as a mordant and tends to fix the stain to the bacteria.

Excess of stain is afterwards removed from the tissues by the

use of decolorizing agents, such as acids of varying strength

and concentration, alcohol, ike. Different bacteria behave very

differently to stains
;
some take them up rapidly, others slowly,

some resist decolorization, others are easily decolorized. In

some instances the stain can be entirely removed from the

tissues, leaving the bacteria alone coloured, and the tissues can

then l)e stained by anutlier colour. This is the case in the

methods for staining the tubercle bacillus and also in Gram's

method, the essential point in which latter is the treatment with

a solution of iodiine before decolorizing. In Gram's method,

however, only some bacteria retain the stain, while others lose it.
j

The tissues and fluids are treated by various histological metluxis, i

hut, to speak generally, examination is made either in films
{

smearfxl on thin cover-glasses and allowed to or in thin

sections cut by the microtome ^tcr suitable fixation and harden-

ing of tlie tissue. In the case of any bacterium disoovered,

oliervation must be made in a long series of instances in order

to dcaennine its invariable presence.

In cuLUvating Imctoria outside the body various media to

serve os food material must be prepared and sterilized by heat.

Tlie genoral principle in their preparation is to supply

the nutrwaent lor bacterial growth in a lorm as nearfy

SMuilor as possible to that of tbe natural habitat of tho

organjfiinsr^in the cm of pathogenic hacteria, the natund fluids

of tlie body. The media are used either in a fluid or solid condi-

tion, the latter being obtained by a process of coagulatumj or

by the addition of a gelatinizing agent, and are in

tubes or flasks plufiped with cotton-wool. To mention exan^left,

blood aerum solidmd at a suitable tempeiature is a
suiMile rnedfum, and various media are made with extiact of

meatasa bash;, with tbe additioo of gelatine or agar as solidify-*

ing agents and of noniooagulable pioteidB (commereial ^pap*«

tono*‘) to make up for proteids lost by collation in tlie

preparation. The reaction of the media must in every case be

carefully attended to, a neutral or slightly alkaline reaction

being, ^ a rule, most suitable ; for d^cate work it may be

necessary to st^dardize the reaction by titration methods.

The media from the store-flasks are placed in glass test-tubes

or smiUl flasks, protected from contamination by cotton-wool

jUugs, and are sterilized by heat. For most purposes the solid

media are to be preferred, since bacterial growth appears as a
discrete mass and accidental contamination can 1^ readily

recognized. Cultures are made by transferring by means of a
sterile platinum wire a little of the material containing the

bacteria to th(.‘ medium. The tubes, after being thus inoculated,

are kept at suitable temperatures, usually either at 57^ C, the

temperature of the body, or at about zo° C., a warm summer
temperature, until growth appears. For maintaining a constant

temperature inculitors with regulating apparatus arc used.

Subsequent cultures or, as they are called, “ subcultures,”

may be made by inoculating fresh tubes, and in this way growth
may be maintained often for an indefinite period. The simplest

ca-^e is that in which only one variety of bacterium is present,

and a ‘‘ pure culture ” may then be obtained at once. When,
however, several species are present together, means must be

adopted for sepuratint; them. For this purpose various methods
have boon devised, the most impeartant being the pUk-method
of Koch. In this method the bacteria are distributed in a

gelatine or agar medium liquefied by heat, and the medium is

then poured out on sterile glass plates or in shallow glass dishes,

ufkI allow^ed to solidify. F.ach Imcterium capable of growth
gives rise to a colony \'isible to the naked eye, and if tlie colonies

are sufficiently apart, an inoc'ulation can be made from any one

to a tube of culture-medium and a pure culture obtained. Of
course, in applying the method means must be adopted for

suitably diluting the bacterial mixture. Another important
method consists in inoculating an animal with some fluid con-

taining the various bacteria. A pathogenic bacterium present

may invade the body, and may be obtained in pure culture

from the internal oigaas. This method applies especially to

pathogenic l)actoria whose growth on culture media is slow, c.g.

the tulHjrcle bacillus.

The full description of a particular bacterium implies an
account not only of its microscopical characters, but also of

its growth character.^ in various culture media, its biological

properties, and the effects produced in animals by inoculation.

To demonstrate readily its action on various substances, c'er-

tain mediti have been devised. For example, various sugars

—

lactose, glucose, saccharose, &c,-" are added to test the fermen-

tative action of the bacterium on these substances ; litmus is

added to sliow changes in reaction, specially standardized media
being used for estimating such changes

;
peptone solution is

commonly employed for testing whether or not the bacterium

forms indol
;

.sterilized milk is used as a culture medium to

determine whether or not it is curdled by the growth. Some-
times a bacterium can be readily recognized from one or two
characters, but not infrequently a whole series of tests must be

made before the species is determined. As our knowledge has

advanced it has become abundantly evident that the so-called

pathogenic bacteria are not organisms with special features,

but that each is a member of a group of organisms possessing

closely allied characters. Ftom the point of view of evolution

we may suppose that certain races of a group of bacteria have

gradually acquired the power of invading the tissues of the

body and producing disease. In the acquisition of patbogemc

properties some of their original characters have become changed,

but in many instances this has taken place only to a slight

degree, and, furthermore, some of these changes are not of a

permanent character. It is to be noted that in the we of

bacteria we can only judge of oiganisins beii^ of different

specief by the stability qS dimracters which dii^tingnlsh

and numerous cxampleB might be given where their

chaiacten become modified by eemparatively eli^t change in

their , e&wttonment. The cidtitfal as wett as the
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characters of a pathogenic Oigankm may be dosely similar to

other non>>pathogenic members of the same group, and it thus
comes to ^ a matter of extreme difhciiltv in certain oases to

state what criterion should be used in differentiating varieties.

The tests which are applied for this purpose at present are chiefly

of two kinds. In the first place, such organisms may be differ-

entiated by the chemical change produced by them in various

culture media, e.g. by their fermentative action on various

sugars, &c., though in this cose such properties may become
modified in the course of time. And in tlie second place, the

various serum reactions to be described below have been called

into requisition. It may be stated that the introduction of a
particular bacterium into the tissues of the body leads to certain

properties appearing in the serum, which are chiefly exerted

towards this particular bacterium. Such a serum may accord-

ingly within certain limits Ik*- used for differentiating this organism
from others closely allied to it (vide infra).

The modes of cultivation described apply only to organisms

which grow in presence of oxygen. Some, however -the strictly

anaertibic bacteria -grow only in the absence of oxygen ; lienne

means must be adopted for excluding this gas. It is found that

if the inoculation be made deep down in a solid medium, growth
of an anaerobic oiganism will take place, especially if the medium
contains some reducing agent such as glucose. Such cultures

are called “ deep cultures.” To obtain growth of an anaerobic

organism on the surface of a medium, in using the plate method,
and also for cultures in fluids, the air is displaced by an indifferent

gas, usually hydrogen.

In testing the effects of bacteria by inoculation the smaller

rodents, rabbits, guinea-pigs, and mice, are usually employed.

One great drawliack in certain cases is that such

um*! animals are not susceptible to a given bacterium, or

that the disease is different in character from that in the

human subject. Insome cases, c.g. Malta feverand relapsing fever,

monkeys have been used with success, but in others, e.g. leprosy,

noTu* of the lower animals has been found to he susceptible.

Discretion must therefore be exercised in interpreting negative

results in the lower animals. For purposes of inrx^ulation young
vigorous ciilture.s must be used. The Imcteria are mixed with

some indifferent fluid, or a fluid culture is employed. The
injections are made by means of a hypodermic syringe into the

subcutaneous tissue, into a vein, into one of the serous sacs, or

more rarely into some special part of tlie b(xiy. The animal,

after injw tion, must be kept in favourable surroundings, and
any resulting symptoms noted. It may die, or may be killed

at any time de.sired, and then a post-mortem examination is

made, tlie conditions of the orgaas, &c., being observed and
noted . The various tissues affected are examined mtcroscopically

and culture.s made from them ; in this way the structural changes

and the relation of bacteria to them can lie determined.

Though the causal relationship of a bacterium to a disease

may be completely established by the methods given, another
very important port of bacteriology is concerned with the poisons

or toxins formed by bacteria. These toxins may become free

in the culture fluid, and the living bacteria may then be got rid

of by filtering the fluid through a filter of unglazed porcelain,

whose pores are sufficiently small to retain them. The passage

oi the fluid is readily effected by negative pressure

oftoxlaM."
produced by an ordinary water exhaust-pump. The
effects of the filtrate are tlten tested by the methods

used in pharmacology. In other instances the toxins are re-

tained to a large extent within the bacteria, and in this case

the dead bacteria ore injected as a suspension in fluid. Methods
have been intsoduced fur the poipose of breaking up the bodies

of bacteria and setting free the intracellular toxins. For thb
purpose Koch ground up tubercle badlU in an agate mortar and
treated them with disltUed water until practically no deposit

remained. Rowland and Macfedyen for tlte same purpose intro*

duced the method of gmding tbe bacilli in liqtrid air« At tbit

temperature the bacfei^ bom are extremely brittle, aiid aee

thus readilybroken isp. 71ifrSmdyolthenatt»e'of 'tciXBiiM!0^

course, the various methods of olgailfechciiiiittiy.^ A
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to obtain them in an abraiutsly pure oondirion have, however,

failed in important cases. So that when a tbxin is spoken

of, a mixture with other oif^ansc substances is usually implied.

Or the toxin may be precipitated with other oigaitic substances,

purified toacertainextent by re-solution, re^precipitation, dtG.,aild

desiccated. A dry toxin ” is thus obtained, though still in ah
impure condition. Toxic substances have also been separated by
corresponding methods from the bodies of tl^ose wpo have died

of certain diswes, and the action of such substai^es on aiUitials

is in some cases an important point in the pathology of the

disease. Another auxiliary method has been applied in this

department, vir. the separation of organic substances by
filtration under high pressure through a colloid membrane,
gelatine supported in the pores of a porcelain filter being usually

employed. It has been found, for example, that a toxin may
pass trough such a filter wlule an antitoxin may not. Thie

methods of producing immunity are dealt with below.

The fact tliat in anthrax, one of the first di.seases to be fully

studied, numerous bacilli are present in the blood of infected

animals, gave origin to the idea that the organisms

might produce their effect by using up the oxygen
of blood. Such action is now known to be quite a

subsidiary matter. And although effects may some-

times be produced in a mechanical manner by bacteria plug-

ging capillaries of important oigans, brain and kidneys, it

may now be stated as an accepted fact that all the important

results of bacteria in the tissues are due to poisonous bodies or

toxins formed by them. Here, just as in the general subject of

fermentation, we must inquire whether the bacteria form the

substances in question directly or by means of non-living

ferments or enr.ymes. With regard to toxin formation the

following genera] statements may be made. In certain instances,

f.g. in the case of the tetanus and diphtlieria bacilli, the pro-

duction of soluble toxins cjm be readily demonstrated by
filtering a culture in bouillon germ-fn^e by means of a porcelain

filter, and then injecting some of the^filtrate into an animal
In this way tbe characteristic features of the disease can be

reproduced. Such toxins being set free in the culture medium
are often known as extracellular. In many cases, however, the

filtrate, when injected, produces comparatively little effect,

whilst toxic action is observed when the bacteria in a dead
condition arc used

;
this is the case with the oiganisnas of

tubercle, cholera, typhoid and many others. Tlie toxins are

here manifestly contained within the bodies of the bocteria, i.s.

are intracellular

^

though they may become free on disintegration

of the bacteria. The action of these intracellular toxins has id

many instances nothing characteristic, but is merely in tbe

direction of producing fever and interfering with the vital

processes of the body generally, these disturbances often going

on to a fatal result. In other words, the toxins of different

bacteria are closely similar in their results on the body and the

features of the corresponding diseases are largely regulated by
the vital properties of the bacteria, their distribution in the

tissues, &c. The distinction between the two varieties of toxins,

though convenient, must not be pushed too far, as we know
little regarding their mode of formation. Although the formation

of toxins with characteristic action can be shown by the above
methods, yet in some cases little or no toxic action can be demon*
strated. This, for example, is the case with the anthrax
bodlius

;
although the effect of this ory^anism in the living body

indicates the production of toxins which efiffuse lor a distance

around the bacteria. This and similar facts have suggested
that some toxins are only produced in the living body.
A considerable amount of work has been done in connexion
with thb subject, wd many observers have found that fluids

taken from the living body sn which the oigaiibnis have been
growing, contain toxic substances, to which the narpe of
aggressins has been applied^ Fluid containing these affttiessins

greatly increases the tedtic effect of the coiresfHmdh^ Saefk,
and may produce death at aa earlier stage than ever ocouie wilh
the faadteraa alone. They also appear to have in certahtesM
a paralyting action on thecelb whidi wA as <^
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work on this subject is highly suggwtivc, and opens up new

posetbilities with regard to the investigation of bacterial action

within the body. Not only are the general symptoms of poistming

in bacterial disease due to toxic substances, but also the tissue

changes, many of them of inflammatoiy nature, in the neighbour-

hood of the bacteria. I’hus, to mention examples, diphtheria

toxin produces inflammatory cK?dcma which may be followed

by necrosis
j

dea^ tul)ercle bacilli give rise to a tubercle-like

nodule, &c. Furthermore, a bacillus may give rise to more than

one toxic body, cither as stages in one process of change or as

distinct products. Thus paralysis following diphtheria is in all

probability due to a different toxin from that which causes the

acute symptoms of poisoning or possibly to a modification of it

sometimes former! in specially large amotint. It is interesting

to note that in the cas( of the closely analogous example of snake

venoms, there may be separated from a single venom a number

of toxic bodies which have a selective action on different animal

tissues.

Regarding the chemical nature of toxins less is known titan

regarding their pliyBiological action. Though an enormous

amount of work has been done on the subject, no

toxlKB.^
important bacterial toxin has as yet lieen obtained

in a fiure condition, and, though many of them are

profmbly of protcid nature, even this cannot be asserted with

absolute certainty. lirieger, in his earlier work, found that

alkuloids were formed by Itactcria in a variety of conditirms, and
that some of them were poisonous. These alkaloids he called

pUmaims. I'he methods used in the investigations were,however,

open to objection, and it is now rectigniicd that although organic

l)ases may sometimes be formed, and may be toxic, the importaiit

toxins are not of that nature. A later research by Rrieger along

with Praenkel pointed to the extracellular toxins of diphtheria,

tetanus and other diseases being of proteid nature, and various

other observers have arrived at a like conclusion. The general

re.sult of siK’h research ha.s been to show that the toxic bodies are,

like proteids, precipitabt; by alcohol and various salts
;
they are

Bolublc in water, are somewhat easily dialysablc, and are rela-

tively unstable both to light and heat. Attempts to get a pure

toxin by repeated precipitation and solution have resulted in the

pfxiduction of a whitish amorphous powder with highly toxic

profierties. Such a pjowder gives a proteid reaction, and is no
doubt largely composed of albumoses, hence the name tox-

alhumnsrs has been applied. The question has, however, been

raised whether the toxin is really itself a proteid, or whether it is

not merely carried down with the precipitate. Brieger and Boer,

by pn'cipitation with certain salts, notably of rinr, obtained a
body which was toxic but gave no reaction of any form of proteid.

'rhere is of course the possibility in this case that the toxin was a

proteid, but was in so small amount that it escaped detection.

These facts show the great difficulty of the problem, which is

probably insoluble by present methods of analysis ; the only

test, in fact, for the existence of a toxin is its physiological effect.

It may also be mentioned that many toxins have now been

obtained by growing the particular organism in a proteid-free

medium, a fact which shows that if the toxin is a proteid it may
l)e formed synthetically by the haetcrium as well os by modifica-

tion of proteid already present. With regard to the nature of

intracellular toxins, there is even greater difficulty in the investi-

gation and still less is known. Many of them, probably also of

proteid nature, arc rpuch more resistant to heat
;
thus the intra-

cellular toxins of the tubercle bacillus retain certain of their

effects even after exposure to loo*' C. Like the extracellular

toxins they may be of remarkable potengr
;
for example, fever

is produced in the human subject by ffkc injection into the

blood of an extremely minute quantity of dead typhoid badlli.

We cannot as yet speak definitely with regard to the part

played by enrymes in these toxic processes. Certam toxins

resemble enzymes as regards their conditions of pre-
***^"*^

cipitation and relative instability, and the fact that in

most cases a considerable period intervene between the time of

injection nnd the occurrence of symptoms has been adduced in

support of the view that enzymes are present. In the case of

(fiphtheria Sidney Martin obtained toxic albumoses in the spleen,

which he considered were due to the digestive action ofan enzyme

formed by the bacillus in the membrane and absorbed into the

circulation. According to this view, then, a part at least of the

directly toxic substance is produced in the living body by enzymes
present in the so-called toxin obtained from the bacterial culture.

I

Recent researches go to show that enzymes play a greater part

I in fermentation by living ferments than was formerly supposed,

and by analogy it is likely that they are also concerned in the

processes of disease. But this has not been proved, and hitherto

no enzyme has been separated from a pathogenic bacterium cap-

able of forming, by digestive or other action, the toxic bodies from
proteids outside the tmdy. It is also to be noted that, as in the

case of poisons of known constitution, each toxin has a minimum
lethal dose which is proportionate to the weight of the animal
and which can be ascertained with a fair degree of accuracy.

The action of toxins is little understood. It consists in all

probability of disturbance, by means of the chemical affinities

of the toxin, of the highly complicated molecules of living cells.

This disturlmnce results in disintegration to a varying degree,

and may produce changes visible on microscopic examination.
In other cases such changes cannot be detected, and the only
evidence of their occurrence may be the associated symptoms.
The very important work of Ehrlich on diphtheria toxin shows
that in the molecule of toxin there are at least two chief atom
groups—one, the “ haptophorous,” by which the toxin molecule
is attached to the cell protoplasm

;
and the other the “ toxo-

phorous,” which has a ferment-like action on the living molecule,

producing a disturbance wliich results in the toxic symptoms.
On this theory, susceptibility to a toxin will imply both a chemical
affinity of certain tissues for the toxin molecule and sdso sensitive-

ness to its actions, and, furthermore, non-susceptibility may
result from the absence of either of these two properties.

A bacterial infection when analysed is seen to be of tlie nature
of an intoxication. There is, however, another all-important

factor concerned, viz. the multiplication of the living

organisms in the tissues
;

this is essential to, and
SJScJIoIf

regulates, the supply of toxins. It is important that

these two essential factors should be kept clearly in view, since

the means of defence against any disease may depend upon the
power either of neutralizing toxins or of killing the organisms
producing them. It is to l)e noted that there is no fixed relation

between toxin production and Imcterial multiplication in the

body, some of the organisms most active as toxin producers

having comparatively little power of invading the tissues.

We shall now consider how l)acteria may behave when they

have gained entrance to the body, what effects may be produced,

and what circumstances may m^ify the disease in any
particular case. The extreme instance of bacterial

invasion is found m some of the septicaemias in the

lower animals, e.g. anthrax septicaemia in guinea-pigs,

pneumococcus septicaemia in rabbits. In such diseases the
bacteria, when introduced into the subcutaneous tissue, rapidly

gain entrance to the blood stream and multiply freely in it, and
by means of their toxins cause symptoms of general poisoning.

A widespread toxic action is indicated by the lesions found-
cloudy swelling, which may be followed by fatty degeneration,

in internal organs, capillary haemorrhages, &c. In septicaemia

in the human subject, often due to streptococci, the process is

similar, but the oiganisms are found especially in the capillaries

of the internal organs and may not be detectable in the peripheral

circulation during life. In another class of diseases, the organisms

first produce some well-marked local lesion, from which secondary
extension takes place by the lymph or blood stream to other parts

of the body, where corresponffing lesions are formed. In this way
secondary abscesses, secondary tubercle ghmders and nodules,

&c., result
; in typhoid fever there is secondary invasion of the

mesenteric glands, and clumps Of bacilli are also found in internal

organs, especially the spleen, though there may be little tissue

change around them. In att such cases there is seen a selective

character in the distribution of the lesions, some oigans being in

any disease much more liable to infection thm others. In still
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another class of diseases the bacteria are restricted to some par-

tic^r part of the body, and the symptoms are due to toxins

which are absorbed from it. Thus in cholera the bacteria are

practically confined to the intestine, in diphtheria to the region
of the false membrane, in tetanus to some wound. In the last-

mentioned disease even the local multiplication depends upon the
presence of other bacteria, as the tetanus bacillus has practically

no power of multiplying in the healthy tissues when introduced
alone.

The effects produced by bacteria may be considered under
the following heads

: (i) tissue changes produced in the vicinity

TiMMUM
bacteria, either at the primary or secondary

cbBttfM. ’ (?) changes produced at a distance by
absorption of their toxins; (3) symptoms. The

changes in the vicinity of bacteria are to be regarded partly
as the direct result of the action of toxins on living cells, and
partly as indicating a reaction on the part of the tissues. (Many
such changes are usually grouped together under the heading
of “ inflammation ” of vaiying degree—^acute, subacute and
chronic.) Degeneration and death of cells, haemorrhages, serous
and fibrinous exudations, leucocyte emigration, proliferation of

connective tissue and other cells, may l»e mentioned a.s some of

the fundamental changes. Acute inflammation of various types,

suppuration, granulation-tissue formation, &c., represent some
of the complex resulting processes. The changes produced
at a distance by distribution of toxins may be very manifold

—

cloudy swelling and fatty degeneration, serous effusions, capillary

haemorrhages, various degenerations of muscle, hyaline degenera-

tion of small blood-vessels, and, in certain chronic diseases, waxy
degeneration, all of which may be widespread, are examples
of the effects of toxins, rapid or slow in action. Again, in certain

cases the toxin has a special affinity for certain tissues. Thus
in diphtheria changes in both nerve cells and nerve fibres have
been found, and in tetanus minute alterations in the nucleus
and protoplasm of nerve cells.

The lesions mentioned are in many instances necessarily

accompanied by functional disturbances or clinical symptoms,

Symptomt
according to site, and to the nature and degree

of the affection. In addition, however, there occur
in bacterial diseases symptoms to which tlie correlated structural
changes have not yet been demonstrated. Amongst these the
most important is fever with increased protein metabolism,
attended with disturbances of the circulatory and respiratory

systems. Nervous symptoms, somnolence, coma, spasms, con-
vulsions and paralysis are of common occurrence. All such
phenomena, however, are likewise due to the disturbance of the
molecular constitution of living cejls. Alterations in metabolism
are found to be associated with some of these, but with others
no corresponding physical change can be demonstrated. The
action of toxins on various glands, producing diminished or
incre^ed functional activi^, has a close analogy to that of

certain drugs. In short, if we place aside the outstanding
exception of tumour growth, we may say that practically

all the important phenomena met with in disease may tie

experimentally produced by the injection of bacteria or of
their toxins.

The result of the entrance of a virulent bacterium into the
tissues of an animal is not a disease with hard and fast characters,

_ . but varies greatly with circumstances. With regard

biuty.

" ^ subject of infection the chief factor is suscepti-

bility ;
with regard to the bacterium virulence is all-

important. Susceptibility, as is well recognized, varies much
under natural conditions in different species, in different races

of the same species> and ssmmgst individuals of the same race.

It also varies widi .tlie period of life, young sul^ects being more
susceptible to entaitt diseaises, f.g. diphtheria, than adults.

Further, there is tha vety important factor of acquired suscepti-

biiityl it has been experimentally shotm that conditioiis s^
as iatigtte, starviMioii, expesure to cold, lower the general

resisting; powers and increine the smnsptihiMty to bacteriai
hrfsetiOii. SoilmtIte localpowergofieiiitaiieomiQr be lowered
fay Injiify or^tepressedidta^ way conditioiis lonnatfy
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believed to be thecauses of disease are now recognized as idayiog
their part in predi^msing to the action of the true causafage^,
viz. the bactoium. In health the blood and internal tissues

are bacterium-free
; after death they offer a most suitable

pabulum for various bacteria ; but between these two extremes
lie states of varying liability to miection. It is ako probable
that in a state of health organisms do gain entrance to the blood
from time to time and are rapidly killed off. The circumstances
which lUter the virulence of bacteria will be feferred to again in
connexion with immunity, but it may be stated here that, as
a general rule, the virulence of an oiganism towards an animal
is increased by sojourn in the tissues of that animal. The increase
of virulence becomes especially marked when the organism is

inoculated fiom animal to animal in series, the method of
passage. This is chiefly to be regarded as an adaptation to
surroundings, tliough the fact that the less virulent members
of the bacterial species will be liable to be killed off also plays
a part. Conversdy, the virulence tends to diminish on cultivation
on artificial media outside the body, especially in circumstances
little favourable to growth.
By immunity is meant non-susceptibility to a given disease,

or to experimental inoculation with a given bectenum or toxin.
The term must be used in a relative sense, and account
must always be taken of the conditions present. An
^imal may be readily susceptible to a disease on experimental
inoculation, and yet rarely or never suffer from it naturally,
because the necessary conditions of infection are not supplied
in nature. That an animal posssesses natural immunity can only
be showm on exposing it to such conditions, this being usually
most satisfactorily done in direct experiment. Further, there
are various degrees of immunity, and in this connexion conditions
of local or general diminished vitality play an important part
in increasing the susceptibility. Animals naturally susceptible
may acquire immunity, on the one hand by successfully passing
through an attiick of the disease, or, on the other hand, by
various methods of inoculation* Two ^lief varieties of artificial

immunity are now generally recognized, differing chiefly accord-
ing to ^e mode of production. In the fint-^active immunity^
a reaction or series of reactions is produced in the body of the
animal, usually by injections of bacteria or their products.
The second—passive immunity—is produced by the transference
of a quantity of the serum of an animal actively immunized to
a fresh animal

;
the term is applied because there is brought into

play no active chanp in the tissues of the second animal. The
methods of active immunity have been practically appUed in
preventive inoculation against disease

;
those of passive immunity

have given us serum Aerapeutics. The chief facts with regard

i

to each may now be stated.

I. Active Immunity.—The key to the artificial establishment

I

of active immunity is given by the fact long established that
recovery from an attack of certain infective diseases is accom-
panied by protection for varying periods of time against a
subsequent attack. Hence follows the idea of producing a
mod^ed attack of the disease as a means of prevention

—

a principle which had been previously applied in inoculation
against smallpox. Immunity, however, probably results from
certain substances introduced into the system during the disease
rather than from the disease itself ; for by properly adjusted
doses of the poison (in the widest sense), immunity may result

without any symptoms of the disease occurring. Of the diief

methods used in producing active immunity the first is by in-

oculation with bacteria whose virulence has been diminished,
i.e. with an “ attenuated virus.” k^y eff the earlier methods
of attemmtion awe devised in the case of the anthrax bacillus,

an otganism which is, however, somewhat exceptional as regards
the x^tive stability of its virulence. Many such methods
consist, .to speak generally, in powing the oiganism outride
the bocty under somewhat unsuitable conditions, at higher
temperatures than die optimum, in the pesence ol we^ anti-
scptics,&c. lire vuulenoe of many oigaiifsnis,heisever,faeooixiei

djnunished when thty angrown on the ordinary rorifidril snedk,
and thedimamrion kmnitam acceleiatod fay jpuring a cunrant
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of air over the surface of the ^owth. Sometimes also the

virulence of a bacterium for a particular kind of animal becomes

lessened on passing it tlnotigh the body of one of an(^er species.

Cultures of varying degree of virulence may be obtained by such

methods, and immunity can be gradually incrcMcd by inoculation

with vaccines of increasing virulence. The immunity may be

made to reach a very high degree by ultimately using cultures

of intensified virulence, this “ supervirulcnt ” character teing

usually attained the method of passage already explained.

A second method is by injection of the bacterium in ^e dead

oonditiem^ whereby immunity against the living organism may

be produced. Here manihistly the dose may be easily controlled,

and may be gradually increased in successive inoculations. This

method has a wide application. A third method is by injections

of the separated toxin.s of a bacterium, the resulting immunity

being not only against the toxin, but, so far as present knowledge

shows, also against the living organism. In the development

of toxin-immunity the doses, small at first, are gradually in-

creased in successive inoculations ; or, as in the case of very

active toxins, tlu* jiiitiiil injections are made with toxin modified

by heat or by the addition of various chemical substances.

Immunity of the same nature can be acquired in the same way

against snake and scorpion poisons, and against certain vegetable

toxins, r.ff. ricin, abrin, &c.

In order that the immunity may reach a high degree, cither

the bacterium in a very virulent state or a large dose of toxin

must ultimately be used in the injections. In such crises the

immumt>' is, to speak generally, specific, z>. applies only to the

bacterium or toxin used in its production. A certain degree of

non-specific immunity or increased tissue resistance may be

produced locally, tf.g. in tfie peritoneum, by injections of non-

fiathogcnic organisms, peptone, nucleic acid and various other

substances. In these cases the immunity is without specific

character, and cannot be transferred to another animal. La.stly,

in a few instances one organism has an antagonistic action to

another
;

for example, 4he products of B. pyocyaneus have a

(certain protective action against B. anthracis. 'rhis method has,

however, not yielded any important practical application.

2. Passive Immunity: AwfMrm.—The development of active

immunity by the above methods is essentially the result of a
reactive process on the part of the cells of the body, though

OS yet we know little of its real nature. It is, however, also

accompanied by the appearance of certain bodies in the blood

serum of the animal treated, to which the name of anti-subsiances

is given, and these have been the subject of extensive study.

It is by means of them that immunity (passive) can be trans-

ferred to a fresh animal. The development of anti-substances

is, however, not peculiar to Iwctcria, but occurs also when alien

cells of variou.s kinds, proteins, ferments, &c., are injected. In

fact, organic molecules can be divided into two classes according

as they give rise to anti-substances or fail to do so. Amoi^t
tlie latter, the vegetable poisons of known constitution, alkaloids,

gluoosides, Ac ., are to be placed. The molecules which lead to

the production of anti-substances ore usually known as antigens,

and each antigen has a specific combining affinity for its corre-

sponding anti-substance, fitting it as a lock does a key. The
antigens, as already indicated, may occur in liactcria, cells, &c.,

or they may occur free in a fluid. Anti-substances may be
arranged, as has been done by Ehrlich, into three main groups,

in the first group, the anti-substance simply combines with the

antigen, without, so far os we know, producing any change in it

The antitoxins are examples of this variety. In the second

group, the anti-substance, in addition to combining wirii the

antig^ produces some recognizable phQrsical change in it;

the preotpilins and agglutinins may be mentioned os examples.

In the third group, the anti-substance, alter it has combined
with the antigen, leads to the union of a third body called

campUmetti (alixme or cyiase of French writers), which is

present in normal aemm. As a result of the union id the three

subscances, a dnsohdng'or digestive action is often to be observed.

This is the mode of action of the anri-substances in the case of a
haemolytic or bacteitolytie serum. So far as bacterial hnmunity

is concerned, the anti-serum exerts iU action either on the toxin

or on the bacterium itself
;
that is, its action is either antitoxic

or anti-bacterial. The properties of these two kinds of serum

may now be considered.

The term “ antitoxic ” signifies that serum has the power of

neutralizing the action of the toxin, as is sho^ by mixing tliem

together outside the body and then injectinjg them

into an animal. The antitoxic serum when injected

previously to the toxin also confers immunity (passive)

against it ;
when injected after the toxin it has within certain

limits a curative action, though in this case its dose requires

to be large. The antitoxic property is developed in a susceptible

animid by successive and gradually increasing doses of the toxin.

In the earlier experiments on smaller animals the potency of

the toxin was medified for the first injections, but in prc^xiring

antitoxin for tlierapeutical puiposes the toxin is used in its

unaltered condition, the horse being the animal usually employed.

The injections are made subcutaneously and afterwards intraven-

ously ; and, while the dose must be gradually increased, care

must be token that this is not done too quickly, otherwise the

antitoxic power of the serum may fall and the health of the animal

suffer. The serum of the animal is tested from time to time

against a known amount of toxin, i.e. is standardized. The unit

of antitoxin in Ehrlich’s new standard is the amount requisite

to antagonize loo times the minimum lethal dose of a particular

toxin to a guinea-pig of 250 grm. weight, the indication that

riie toxin has been antagonized being that a fatal result does

not follow within five days after the injection. In the case of

diphtheria the antitoxic power of the serum may reach 800

units per cubic centimetre, or even more. The laws of antitoxin

production and action are not confined to bacterial toxins, but

apply also to other vegetable and animal toxins, resembling

them in constitution, viz. the vegetable toxalbumoses and the

snake-venom group referred to above.

The production of antitoxin is one of the most striking facts of

biological science, and two important questions with regard to it

must next be considered, viz. how does the antitoxin

act ? and how is it formed within the body ? Theo-

retically there are two possible modes of action

:

antitoxin may act by means of the cells of the body, i.e. in-

directly or pliysiologicaily ;
or it may act directly on the toxin,

i.e. chemically or physically. The second view may now be

said to be established, and, though the question cannot be fully

discussed here, the chief grounds in support of a direct action

may be given, (a) The action of antitoxin on toxin, as tested

by neutralization effects, takes place more quickly in concen-

trated than in weak solutions, and more quickly at a warm
(within certain limits) than at a cold temperature, {b) Antitoxin

acts more powerfully when injected along with tlie toxin tlmn

when injected at the same time in another part of the body

;

if its action were on the tissue-cells one would expect that tJbe

site of injection would be immaterial. For example, the amount
necessary to neutralize five times the lethal dose being deter-

mined, twenty times that amount will neutralize a hundred

times the lethal dose. In the case of physiological antagonism

of drugs this relationship does not hold, (c) It has been shown

by C. }. Martin and Cherry, and by A. A. Kanthack and Cobbett,

that in certain instances the toxin can be made to pass througli

a gelatine membrane, whereas the antitoxin cannot, its molecules

b^ng of larger size. If, however, toxin be mixed with antitoxin

for some time, it can no loiter be passed through, presumably

because it has become combmed with the antitoxin.

Lastly it may be mentioned that when a toxin has some
action which can be demonstrated in a test-tube experiment,

lor example, a dissolving action on red corpuscles, this action

may be annulled by previously adding the antitoxin to toxin

;

in such a case the intervention of the Uvii^ tissues is excluded..

In view of the fact that antitoxin has a direct action on toxin,

we may aay that theoretically this may take place in one of two

ways. It may produce a dkiiDtegration of the toxin molecule,

or it may combine with it to pro^oe ahodty whoee combining

affinities ore satisfieci Ibe' latter view, Am advocated by
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Ehrlich, haimorazes with the facts established with regard to

toxic action and the behaviour of antitoxins, and may now be
regarded as established. His view as to the dual composition of

the toxin molecule has already been mentioned, and it is evident

that if the haptophorous or combining group has its affinity

satisfied by union with antitoxin, th^ toxin will no longer

combine with living cells, and will thus be rendered harmless.

One other important fact in support of what has been stated is

that a toxin may have its toxic action diminished, and may still

require the same amount of antitoxin as previously for neutral-

ization. This is readily intelligible on the supposition that the
toxophorous group, is more labile than the haptophorous. IWe
is, however, still dispute with regard to the exact nature of the
union of toxin and antitoxin. Ehrlich’s view is that the two
substances form a firm combination like a strong acid and a base.

He found, however, that if he took the largest amount of toxin
which was just neutralized b)' a given amount of antitoxin, much
more than a single dose of toxin had to 1^ added before a single

dose was left free. B'or example, if loo doses of toxin were
neutralized by a unit of antitoxin (v. supra) it might be that it5
doses would need to be added to the same amount of antitoxin
before the mixture produced a fatal result when it was injected.

This re.sult, which is usually known now as the “ Ehrlich pheno-
menon,” was explained by him on the supposition that the
“ toxin ” does not repre.sent molecules which are all the same,
but contains molecules of different degrees of combining affinity

and of toxic action. Accordingly, the most actively toxic

molecules will be neutralized first, and those which are left over,

that is, uncombined with antitoxin, will have a weaker toxic

action. This view has been assailed by Thorvald Madsen and
S. A. Arrhenius, who hold that the union of toxin and antitoxin

iscomparatively loose,and belongs to therlassof reversible actions,
being comparable in fact with the union of a weak acid and
base. 1 f such were the condition there would always be a certain

amount both of free toxin and of free antitoxin in the mixture,
and in this case also considerably more than a dose of toxin

would liave to lie added to a “ neutral mixture ” before the

amount of free toxin was increased by a dose, that is, before

the mixture became lethal. It may be stated that while in

certain instances the union of toxin and antitoxin may be
reversible, all the facts established cannot be explained on thi.s

simple hypothesis of reversible action. Still another view,

advocated by Bordet, is that the union of toxin and antitoxin

is rather of physical than of strictly chemical nature, and repre-

sents an interaction of colloidal substances, a sort of molecular
deposition by which the smaller toxin molecule becomes en-
tangled in the larger molecule of antitoxin. Sufficient has been
said to show that the subject is one of great intricacy, and no
simple statement with regard to it is as yet possible. We are

probably safe in saying, however, that the molecules of a toxin
are not identical but vary in the degree of their combining
affinities, and also in their toxic action, and that, while in some
cases the combination of anti-substances has been shown to Ite

reversible, we are far from being able to say that this is a general

law.

The origin of antitoxin is of course merely a part of the general
question regarding the production of anti-Kubstance.<‘in general,

OS these all combine in the same way with their homo-
substances and have the same character of

toxta, specificity. As, however, most of the work has been
done with regard to antitoxin production we may

consider here the theoretical aspect of the subject. There are
three chief possibilities : (a) that the antitoxin is a modification
of the toxin

; (5) t^t it is a substance normally present, but
produced in excess tinder stimulation of the toxin

;
(e) that it

is an entii^ new* product The first of these, which would
imply a process of a very remarkalde nature, is dijqjroved by
what is observed after bleeding an animal whose blood contains
antitoxin. In sueh a case it has been shown that, without the
rntrodoction of Ireih toxin, new antitoxin appears, and therefore

fmsst be produced by the-Uving tissues, second theory is

tbs flsore probable a pnM,' and if established removes the
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necessity for the third. It is strongly supported by Etarlkdi,

effio, in his so-called '' tide^ham ” (Sm'infJMf) theory, expUdtis

antitoxin production as aft instance of regeneration after loss.

Living protoplasm, or in other words a biogen molecule, is

regarded as consisting of a central atom group (LmtungsiMin)^

related to which are numerous secondary atom groups or side-

chains, with unsatisfied chemical affinities. The tide-chains

constitute the means by which other molecules are added to

the Kving molecule, c.g. in the process of nutrition. It is by
means of .such side-chains that toxin molecules are attached to

the protoplasm, so that the living molecules are brought under
the action of the toxophorous groups of die toxins. In

antitoxin production this cixnliination takes plac:e,

though not in sufficient amount to produce serious

toxic .symptoms. It is further supposed that the

combination being of somewhat firm character, the side-chains

thus combined are lost for the purposes of the cell and are there-

fore thrown off. By the introduction of fresh toxin the process

is repeated and the regeneration of side-chains is increased.

Ultimately the regeneration becomes an over-regeneration and
free side-chains produced in excess are set free and appear in

the blood as antitoxin molecules. In other words the substances,

which when forming part of the cells fix the toxin to the cells,

constitute antitoxin molecule.s when free in the serum. This

theory, though not yet established, certainly affords the most
satisfactory explanation at present available. In support of it

there is the remarkable fact, discovered by A. Wassermann and
Takaki in the case of tetanus, that there do exist in the

nervous system molecules with combininf^ affinity for the tetanus

toxin. If, for example, the brain and spinal cord removed from
an animal Ije bruistxi and brought into contact with tetanus

tomn, a certain amount of the toxicity disappears, as shown by
injecting the mixture into another animal. Further, tliese

molecules in the nervous system present the same susceptibility

to hmx and other physical agencies as does tetanus antitoxin.

There is therefore strong evidence thftt antitoxin molecules do
exist as part of the living substance of nerve cells. It has,

moreover, been found that the serum of various animals has a
certain amount of antitoxic action, and thus the basis for anti-

toxin production, acci>r(lmg to Ehrlich’s theoiy, is afforded.

'I’he theory also supplies the explanation of the power which an
animal possesses of producing various antitoxins, since this

depends ultimately upon susceptibility to toxic action. The
explanation is thus carried back to the complicated constitution

of biogen molecules in various living cells of the body. It may
be added that in the case of all the other kinds of anti-substances,

which are produced by a corresponding reaction, we have
examples of the existence of traces of them in the blood serum
under normal conditions. We are, accordingly, justified in

definitely concluding that their appearance in large amount in

the blood, as the result of active immunization, represents an
increased production of molecules which are already present in

the body, either in a free condition in its fiuids or as constituent

elements of its cells.

In preparing antj-bacterial sera the lines of procedure corre-

spond to thasc followed in the case of antitoxins, but the bacteria

themselves in the living or dead condition or their

maceration products are always used in the injections,

Sometimes dead bacteria, living virulent bacteria,

and living superviriilent bacteria, ore used In succes-

sion, the object being to arrive ultimately at a high dosage,

though the details vary in different instances. The serum of

an animal thus actively immunized has powerful protective

properties towards another animal, the amount necessaiy for

protection being sometimes almost inconceivably small. As
a rule it has no action on the corresponding toxin, f>. k
not antitoxic. In addition to the protective action; euch
a serum may possess activities which can' be demanstrated
outside the body. ' Of these the most impextant are ^(o) ba6<
teiiolytic or lysqgenic action, (b) agglutinative action, and
(tf) opsonic actioni.

The first of these, tylogenk or bactonelytio actiem, comisto in
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the p^uction oi a chaise in the corresponding bacterium
wHereby it becomes granular^ swells up and ultimately may

ODLrso.
<^is«>lution. Pfeifer was the first to show

tliat this occurred when the bacterium was injected
into the peritoneal cavity of the animal immunised
against it, and also when a little of the serum of

such an animal was injected with the bacterium into the peri-
toneum ol a fresh, f\e. non-immunized animal. Metchnikoff and
Bordet subsequently devised means by which a similar change
could be produced in and analysed the conditions necessary^
for Its occurrence. Jt lias been completely established that in
this phenomenon of Jysogenesis there are two substances con-
cerned^ one specially developed or developed in excess, and the

normal scrum. The former (Immunkiirper of
bhrheh, substance sensibiUsatrice of Bordet) is the more stable,
rMisting a temperature of 6o° (\, and though giving the specific
ctoactcr to the reaction cannot act alone. The latter is ferment-
like and much more labile than the former, fieing readily de-
stroyed at 6o C. It may be added that the protective power
ts not lost by exposure to the temperature mentioned, this
apparently depending upon a specific anti-substance. Further-
more lysogenic action is not confined to the case of bacteria
hut obtains alsowith other organized structures, red corpuscles
(Bordet, Lhrlich and Morgenroth), leucocytes and spermatozoa
(Metchnikoff). Tliat is to say, if an animal be treated with
injections of these bodies, its serum acquires the power of
mssolving or of producing some disintegrative effect in them.
Inc development of the immune body with specific combining
affinity thus presents an analogy to antitoxin production, the
dmercnce Ixjing tliat in lysogenesis another substance is necessary
to complete the process. It can be shown that in many caseswhen bacteria are injected the scrum of the treated animal has
no tectenolytic effect, and still an immune body is present,
which leads to the hxation of complement

;
in this case bacterio-

lysis dMs not occur, because the organism is not susceptible to
ac ion of the complcaent. In all cases the important action

is the binding of complement to the bacterium by means of the
corresponding immune body

; whether or not death of the
lacterium wcurs, will depend upon its susceptibility to theatUon of the particular complement, the latter acting like a
toxin or digestive ferment. It is to be noted that in the process
of inimunization complement does not increase in amount •

accordingly the immune serum comes to contain immune bodymuch in excess of the amount of complement necessary to
complete its action. An important point witli regard to the
therapeutic application of an anti-bacterial serum, is that when
toe serum is kept i» vitro the complement rapidly disappears,
and accordii^ly the complement necessary for the production
Of the bactericidal action must be supplied by the blood of the
patient treated. This latter complement may not suit theimmune l^y, is, may not be fixed to the bacterium by

**“,^ ****** does occur, may fail to bring
abimt toe death of the bacteria. These circumstances serve, in
part at least, to explain the fact that the success attending the
use of anti-bactenal sera has been much inferior to that in the
case of antitoxic sera.

Another property which may be possessed by an anti-bacterial
serum is that of agglutination. By this is meant the aggrega-

(*>Acrto.
into clumps of ^ bacteria uniformly distributed

Umattom. *0 *0 indinerent fluid
; if the bacterium is motile its

«... i. «» “ ?I«**d during the process. The pro-
cess is of course ob^d by meaas of the miaoscope. hut the

“•**“»*«ly form a sediment,^ tP?* **“’*«*> *0 the naked
B. J. A. Charrin and G. E. H. A.

V**
'•** that when a small

y**®*'y ^ **** homologous serum (i.*. the serum of an animal
against thelacterium) was added to a fluid culture

.
tonned a sediment instead of a uniform

torbidify. Gniher and Durham ahowed that sedimentation
0^1^ when a smaD quantity of the homokwous serwn was
added to an emulsioa of the bacterium in a small test^be. and

found that this obtained in all cases where Pfeiffer's lysogenic
action could be demonstrated. Shortly afterwards Widal and
riso GrtinlMum showed that the serum of patients suffering
from typhoid fever, even at an early stage of toe disease, aggli?
tinated the typhoid bacilJusr-ra fact whidi laid the foundation of
serum diagnosis. A similar phenomenon has been demonstratedm the case of Malta fever, cholera, plague, infection with B, colt
meat-poisomng ” due to Gartner’s bacillus, and various other

infecUons, As regards the mode of action of agglutinins, Gruber
and Durham considered that it consists in a change in the
envelopes of toe bacteria, by which they swell up and become
adhesive. This view has various facts in its support, but F. Kruse
and C. NicoIIe have found that if a bacterial culture be filtered
germ-free, an agglutinating serum still produces some change
in It, so toat particles suspended in it become gathered into
clumps. F. Duclaux, for this reason, considers that agglutinins
are coagulative ferments.
The phenomwon of agglutination depends essentially on the

union of molecules m the bacteria—the agglutinogens—with the
corresponding agglutinins, but another essential is the presence
of a certain mount of salts in the fluid, as it can be sho^ thatwhen agglutinated masses of bacteria are washed salt-free the^ **“* *gRfotinms appear in
the body at an Mrly stage m a disease has been taken by someobserve as indicating that they have nothing to do with

*5'?'' dev^pment being spoken of as a reaction of
infertion. This conclusion » not justified, as we must suppose
that toe proews of immunization begins to be developed at an^ly period in the disease, that it gradually increases, and
ultimately results in cure. Jt should also be stated that acelu-
tinms are us^ up m the process of agglutination, apparently
combining with some element of the bacterial structure. In
view of all the facts it must be admitted that the agglutinins
and immune bodies are the result of corresponding reactive
proi^ses, and are probably related to one another. The develop-
ment of all ant^onistk substances which confer the special
character on antiroicrobic sera, as well as antitoxins, may be
e^iress^ as^ the formation of bodies with specific combining
athnity for the organic substance introduced into the system--
toxm, bacterium, red corpuscle, &c., as the case may be. The

.

tenum, being a complex organic substance, may thus give
rise to more than one antagonistic or combining substance.
By opsomc action is meant the effect which a serum has on

r^tena in making them more susceptible to phagocytosis by
toe white corpuscles of the blood (^.v.). Such an effect
may be demonstrated outside toe body by makina
suitable mixture of (a) a suspension of the particular
bacterium, (b) the serum to be tested, and (r) leucocytes of
a nonnal animal or person. The mixture is placed in a thin
capiUaiy tube and incubated at 37“ C for half an hour

; a film
preparation is then made from it on a glass slide, stained by
a suiUble method and then examined microscopically, llie
number of bacteria contained within a number of, say fifty
leucocytes can be counted and the average taken. In estimating
the opsonic power of the serum in cases of disease a control with
normal serum is made at toe same time and under precisely

conditions. The average number of bacteria contained
within leucocytes in toe case tested, divided by toe numlier
given by the nonnal serum, is called the phagocytic indox, Wright
and Douglas showed that under these conditions phagocytosism^ht occur when a small quantity of normal serum was present,wnei^ It was absent when normed salt solution was substituted
tor the serum ; the latter thus contained substances which made
the oiganisms susceptible to toe action of toe phagocytosis.
Thty torther showed that this substance acted by combining
with the organisms and apparently producing some alteration
in them ^ on the other hand it had no direct action on the leuoo-
cytw. T^s opsonin of normal serum is very labile, being
^idly destroyed at 55** C ; that is, a serum heated at
tempOTtore has practically no greater effect in aiding phago-cyte^^ normal salt solutton has. Various obser^ had
previously found that the serum of an mniwy^i against
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a particular bacterium had a specie action in bringing about

phagocytosis of that organism^ and it had been found that this

property was retained when ^e serum was heated at 55° C.

It is now generally admitted that at least two distinct classes

of substances are concerned in opsonic action, that thermostable

immune opsonins are developed as a result of active immunization

and these possess the specific properties of anti-substances in

general, that is, act only on the corresponding bacterium. On
the contrary the labile opsonins of normal scrum have a com-

paratively general action on different organisms. It is quite

evident that the specific immune-opsonins may play a very

important part in the phenomena of immunity, as by their means

the organisms are taken up more actively by the phagocytic

cells, and thereafter may undeigo rapid disintegration.

The opsonic action of the serum has been employed by Sir A.

Wright and his co-workers to control the treatment of Imcteriul

infections by vaccines ; that is, by injections of varying amounts

of a dead culture of the corresponding bacterium. The object

in such treatment is to raise the opsonic index of the serum, this

being taken as an indication of increased immunity. The effect

of the injection of a small quantity of vaccine is usually to

produce an increase in the opsonic index within a few days.

If then an additional quantity of vaccine be injected there occurs

a fall in the opsonic index (negative phase) which, however,

is followed later by a rise to a higher level than before. If the

amounts of vaccine used and the times of the injection are suit-

ably chosen, there may thus be produced by a series of steps

a rise of the opsonic index to a high level. One of the chief objects

in registering the opsonic power in such cases is to avoid the

introduction of additional vaccine when the opsonic index is

low, that is, during the negative phase, as if this were done a

further diminution of the opsonic action might result. The

principle in such treatment liy means of vaccines is to stimulate

the general production of anti-substances throughout the body,

so tliat these may Ixr carried to the sites of Imcterial growth,

and aid the destruction of the organisms by means of the cells

of the tissues. A large number of favourable results obtained

by such treatment controlled by the observation of the opsonic

index have already been published, but it would be unwise

at present to offer a decided opinion as to the ultimate value

of the method.

Acti>T immunity has thus been shown to be associated with

the presence of certain anti-substances in the serum. After

the.se substances have disappeared, however, as they always

do in the course of time, the animal still possesses immunity
for a varying period. This apparently depends upon some altera-

tion in the cells of the body, but its exact nature is not known,

Tlie destruction of bacteria by direct cellular agency both

in natural and acquired immunity must not be overlooked.

The behaviour of certain cells, especially leucocytes,

cySSa. infective conditions led Metchnikoff to place great

importance on phagocytosis. In this process there are

two factors concerned, viz. the ingestion of bacteria by the cells,

and the subsequent intracellular digestion. If either of these

is wanting or interfered with, phagocytosis will necessarily fail

as a means of defence. As regards the farmer, leucocytes are

guided chiefly by chemiotaxis, i.e. by sensitiveness' to chemical

substances in their surroundings—a property which is not

peculiar to them but is possessed by various unicellular organisms,

including motile bacteria. When the cell moves from a less to

a greater degree of concentration, i.€, towards the focus of

production, the chemiotaxis is termed positive
;
when the con-

verse obtains, negative. This apparently purposive movement
has been pointed oiit by M. Verwom to depend upon stimula-

tion to contraction or the reverse. Metchnikoff showed that in

animals immune to a given organism phagocytosis is present,

whereas in susceptible animals it is deficient or absent. He
also showed that the development of artificial immunity is

attended by the appearance d phagoc3rtosis
;

also, when an
anti-serum is inject^ into an animal, the phagocytes which
formerly were ixidifferent might move towards and destroy the

bacteria. In the light of all the facts, however, especially those

with regard to anti-bactenal sera, the presence of phagocytosis

cannot be regarded as the essence of immunity, but rather the

evidence of its existence. eThe increased ingestion of bacteria

in active immunity would seem to depend upon thb presence

of immune opsonins in the serum. These, as already explained,

are true anti-substances. Thus the apparent increased activity

of the leucocytes is due to a preliminary effect of the opsonins

on the bacteria. We have no distinct pro^f that there occurs

in active immunity any education of the phagocytes, in

Metchnikoff’s sense, that is, any increase of the inherent ingestive

or digestive activity of these cells. There is some evidence that

in certain cases anti-substances may act upon the leucocytea,

and to these the name of stimulins ’’ hu been given. We
cannot, however, say that these play an important part in

immunity, and even if it were so, the essential factor would be

the development of the substances which act in this way. While

in immunity there prolmbly occurs no marked change in the

leucocytes themselves, it must be admitted that the increased

destruction of Iwcteria by these cells is of the highest importance.

This, as already pointed out, depends upon the increase of

opsonins, though it is also to be noted that in many infective

conditions there is another factor present, namely a leucocytosis,

that is, an increase of the leucocytes in the blood, and the defen-

sive powers of the body are thereby increased. Evidence has

been brought forward within recent years that the leucocytes

may constitute an important source of the antagonistic sub-

stances which appear in the serum. Much of such evidence

possesses considerable weight, and seeing that these cells possess

active digestive powers it is by no means improbable tlmt sub-

stances with corresponding properties may l>e set free by tliem.

To ascribe such powers to them exclusively is, however, not

justifiable. Probably the lining endothelium of the blood-vessels

as well as other tissues of the body participate in the production

of anti-substances.

The subject of artificial immunity has occupied a large pro-

portion of bacteriological literature within recent years, and our
endeavour has been mainly to indicate tlie general

laws which are in process of evolution. When the

facts of natural immunity are examined, we find that

no single explanation is possible. Natural immunity against

toxins must be taken into account, and, if Ehrlich's view with

regard to toxic action be correct, this may depend upon either

the absence of chemical affinity of the living molecules of the

tissues for the toxic molecule, or upon insensitiveness to the action

of the toxophorous group. It has been shown with regard to the

former, for example, that the nervous system of the fowl, which

l-Kissesses immunity against tetanus toxin, has little combining

affinity for it. The non-sensitiveness of a cell to a toxic body
when brought into immediate relationship cannot, however, lie

explained further than by saying that the disintegrative changes

which underlie symptoms of poisoning are not brought about.

Then as regards natural powers of destroying bacteria, phago-

cytosis aided by chemiotaxis plays a part,and it can be understood

that an animal whose phagocytes arc attracted by a particular

bacterium will have an advantage over one in which this action

is absent. Variations in chemiotaxis towards different organisms

probably depend in natural conditions, as well as in active im-

munity, upon the opsonic content of the serum. Whether
bacteria will be destroyed or not after they have been ingested

by the leucocytes vrill depend upon the digestive powers of the

latter, and these probably vary in different species of animals.

The blood scrum has a direct bactericidal action on certain

Imcteria, as tested outside the body, and this also varies in differ-

ent animals. Observations made on this property with respect

to the anthrax bacillus at first gave the hope that it might explain

variations in natural immunity. Thus the serum of the ^itc
rat, which is immune to anthrax, kills the bacillus ; whereas the

serum of the guim-pig, which is susceptible, has no such effect.

Further observations, however, showed that this does not hold
as a general l&w. The seruto of the susceptible rabbit, for

exam^e, is baotoricicfail to this otganism, whffst the Seztim of the

immune dog is not. In the case of the latter animal the serum
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conteUM ill opianin which leads to phigoc>^to8is of the iMcill^,

ifid the latter is then destroyed by the leucocytes. It is quite

evident that bactericidal action as tested in intro outside the body

does not correspond to the degree of immunity possessed by the

animal under natural conditions. We nmy say, however, tlmt

there are several factors concerned in naturd immunity, of which

the most important may be said to be the three following, viz.

variations in the Inyrtehcidal action of the serum tn ifivOf varia-

tions in the chemiotactic or opsonic properties of tlie serum in

VIVO, and variations in the digestive properties of the leucocytes

of the particular animal. It is thus evident that the explanation

of natural immunity in any given instance may be a matter of

didicuity and much complexity.

Aothohitik«.“ ,Bactoriologiai] literature has 1»fconie so extensive

that it w imixissiWe to liiive here refcrcnctis to original articles,

even the monr impr:rlatit. A numlx)/' ol these, giving an ^count
of cUiSHical researches, were translated from hVencIi and German,
and ptihlishwl bv thr- New Sydenham Society under tlu‘ title Micro-

paratiUs tn Diteast . S^ect/d Esaava, in i8H0. The following list

contains some «1 tlie more important liooks published within recent

years. AhlKitt, f^nnoifilcs of liortcriulu^ (7tli ed., London, Jyo<)

;

iroolcshank, Uactnii^hiffy and injrcUve />i,jt7fsc.s' (with bibliography,

4th ed., J^ndon, iftuO) : l>uclatix. Traitt de fnicrohiolngie (Paris,

i8gy- lyoo)
; J^yre. tifdrterwlngiral Tfchniq\ie (Philadelphia and

Lutuiun, lyoi) ; h'Uigge, iJi® Mihroorffanismen (3rd ed., ].«ipsig,

iSigi)
; Pitcher. Vinlusungen iilter ItakUngn f2nd ed.. Jena, 1902!

;

Giinther. I'lntuhrmif’ in das Stmlium det haklrnologie (6th ed..

I.eip2ig. io<i6} ;
Hewlett, Manual of Earlerinlogy (2nd ed.. London,

igoa) ;
Hueppe, Principles of Hactmologv (translation. I^ndon.

i8tg>) ;
Klein, ;V/i6><e(ifgfliu.sm.^ and Oiseasr (3rd rd.. London, 1806)

;

Kolle and U'assermami, Jdandhuch der paiho^eneu Mihroorganismcn
(Je*n.i. i9o.i|) (hiipplements arc? still being published

; this is the most
important work on the subject)

; fximer. X'orlesungen Uhet die

geichichttichfl Entwickelung der Lehre von der Bacterien (Leipzig.

18H7)
; M'Parland, Text-book upon the Pathogenn Bacteria {5th od..

Loruion, iyo(>}
,

Muir and Itilchic, Manual of Bacietiology (witli

bibliography, 4th ed., Edin. and Loiul., lyoH)
; Park, Patkogenu

Mirro-orpanisms (London. ioof») ; Sterriberg. Manual 0/ Baeicriologv
(with full bibliography. 2nd <-d.. New York. ifUg»)

;
Woodhead.

Bacteria and thnt products (with bibliography, London, 1801).

The bacteriology ol the tjifce.tivts diseases (with bibliography) is

fully given in the System of Mcduinc, edited by Cliflord Allmitt,
(2nd ed.. London, 1007) For references consult Cenfralfd fUt
Bahter. u. Parasitenh. (Jena): also IndcA Medicus. The most import-
ant works ou immunity are * Ehrlich, Studies tn Immunity (English
translation, New York, igo6), and Mclehmkoff, Immunity in Infecttve
Diseases (English traii.slutioii. Cambridge. n)05). (R, M.*)

BACTRIA (haciriana), the ancient name of the country

between the range of tiie Hindu Kush (Paropamisus) and the

0xu5(Amu Darya), with the capital Bactru(now ilalkh); in tlie

Persian inscriptions Bfikhtri. It is a mountainous country witli

a moderate clinmte. Water is abundant and the land in very
fertile. Bactria was tlie home of one of the Iranian tribes (sec

PEKSIA : Ancienl IIi,\fory). Modcni authors have often used the

name in a wider sense, as Uie designation ot the whole eastern

part of Iran, As tliere can be scarcely any doubt that it was in

these regions, where the fertile soil of the mountainous country is

everywhere surnmnded and limited by the Turanian de.sert, tlmt

the prophet Zoroaster preached and gained his first adherents,

and that his religion spread from lierc over Uie western parts of

Iran, the sacred language in which the ^Vvesta, the holy book of

Zoroastrianism, is written, has often been called “ old Hadrian.’'
But there is no reason fur this extensive use of the name, and tlie

term “ old Bactrian ”
is, therefore, at present completely almn-

doned by scholars. Still less foundation exists for the belief, once
widely spread, that Bactria was the cradle of tlie Indo-Euro-
pean rai'c

; it was based on the supposition that tlie nations of

Europe had immigrated from A.sia, and tlmt the Aryan languages
(Indian and Iranian) stood nearest to the original language of

the Indo-Europeans. It is now acknowledged by all linguists

that this supposition is quite wrong, and that the Aryans prob-
ably came from Europe. The eastern part of Iran seems to

ba\'e been the region where the Aryans lived as long iis they
formed one peoj^e, and whence they separated into Indiw
and Iranians.

The Iranian tradition, preserved in the Avesta and in Firdousi's

localizes a part of iu heroes and myths in the east of

Iran, and has transformed the old gods who fight with the great

snake into kings of Iran who fight with the Hmmians. Many
modem authors have attempted to make hi^ry out of these

stones, and have created an old Bactrian empire of great extent,

the kings of which had won great victories over the Turanians.

But this historical aspex^t of the myth is of late origin : it is

nothing but a reflex of the great Iranian empire founded by the

Achaemenids and restored by the Sassanids. The only historical

fact which we can learn from the Iranian tradition is that the

contrast and the feud between the peasants of Iran and the

nomads of Tnran was as great in old times as it is now : it is

indeed based upon the natural geographical conditions, and is

therefore eternal. But a great Bactrian empire certainly never

existed
; the Bactrians and their neighbours were in old times

ruled by petty lociil kings, one of whom was Vishtaspa, the pro-

tector of Zoroaster. C'tesias in his history of the Assyrian empire

(Diodor. Sic. ii. 6B.) narrates a war waged by Ninus and Semiramis

against the king of Bactria (whom some later authors, Justin

i. I, call Zoroaster). But the whole Assyrian histor>' of Ctesias

is nothing but a fantastic fiction ; from the Assyrian inscriptions

we know that the Assyrians never entered the eastern parts of

Iran.

Whether Bactria formed part of the Median empire, we do not

know ; but it was subjugated by Cyrus and from then formed

one of the satrapies of the Persian empire. When Alexander had
defeated Darius HI., his murderer Bessus, the satrap of Bactria,

tried to organize a national resistance in the east* But Bactria

was conquered by Alexander without much difficulty
;

it was
only farther in the north, beyond the C)xus, in .Sogdiana, that he
met with strong resistance. Bactria became a province of the

Macedonian empire, and soon came under the rule of Seloucus,

king of Asia (see Sei.eucid Dynasty and Heli.eni.sm). The
Macedonians (and especially Seleucus 1 . and Ids son Antiochu.s 1 .)

founded a great many (Jreek towns in eastern Iran, and the Greek
language became for some time dominant there. J’he many
difficulties against which the Scleucicl kings had to fight and the

attacks of Ptolemy lL,gave to Diodotus, satrap of Bactria, the

opportunity of making himself independent (about 255 B.c.)ttnd

of comiuering Sogdiana. He was the founder of the Graero-

Bactrian kingdom. Diodotus and his successors were able to

maintain themselves against the attacks of the .Seleucids
;
and

when Antiochuk HI., “ the Great,” had been defeated by the

Romans (190 b.c.), the Bactrian king Kuthydemus and his son

Demetrius crossed the Hindu Kush and began the conquest of

eastern Iran and the Indus valley. For a short time they wielded

great power
;
a great Greek empire seemed to have arisen far in

the East. But this empire was tom by internal dissensions and
continual usurpiitions. When Demetrius advanced far into India
one of his generals, Eucratides, made him.<»elf king of Bactria,

and soon in every province there arose new usurpers, who pro-
claimed themselves kings and fought one against the other.
Most of them we know only by their coins, a great many of which
are found in Afghanistan and India. By these wars the dominant
position of the Greeks was undermined even more quickly than
would otherwise Itave been the case. After Demetrius and
Eucratides, the kings abandoned the Attic standard of coinage
and introduced a native standard

; at the same time the native
language came into use by the side of the Greek. On the coins
stmek in India, the well-known Indian alphabet (called Brahmi
by the Indians, the older form of the I>evanagari) is used : on the
coins struck in Afghanistan and in the Punjab the Kharoshthi
alphabet, which is derived directly from the Aramaic and was in
common use in the western parts of India, as is shown by one
of the inscriptions of Asoka and by the recent discovery of
many fragments of Indian manuscripts, written in Kharoshthi,
in eastern Turkestan (formerly this alphabet has been called
Arianic or Bactrian Pali

; the true name is derived from Indian
sources).

llie weakness of the Graeco-Bictrian kingdoms was shown by
their sudden and csomplete overthrow. In the west the Arsacid
empire had risen, and Mithradates 1 . and Phraates II. b^n to
conquer some of their western districts, espec^ly Areia (Herat),
But in the north a new race appealed, MeMgoHan tribes, called
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Sc^thkns by the Groeks> amoqgst which the Ibcbari, identical
with the Yue^hi (9>e*) the Chinese) were the most important,
in 159 B.C., according to Chinese sources, they entered Sogdkna,
in 139 they conquered Bactria, and during the next generation
they had made an end to the Greek rule in eastern Iran. Only
in India the Greek conquerors (Menander, Apollodotus) main-
tained themselves some time longer. But in the middle of the
ist century b.c. the whoic of eastern Iran and western India
belonged to the greet “ Indo-Scythian " empire. The ruling
dynasty had the name Kushan (Kushana), by which they are
odled on their wins and in the Persian sources. I’he most famous
of these kings is Kanishka (ra. 133-153), the great protector of
Buddhism. The principal seat of the Tochari and the Kushan
dynasty seems to have been Bactria ; but they always main-
tained the eastern parts of modem Afghanistan and BaluchisUn,
while the western regions (^Vreia, i.e, Herat. Seiatan and part of
the Helmund valley) were conquered by the Arsacids. In the
3rd century the Kushan dynasty began to decay

; about a.d.
320 the Gupta empire was founded in India. Thus the Kushanas
were n^uced to eastern Iran, where they had to fight against the
Sassanids. in the 5th century a new people came from the east,
the Bphthalites {tf-v.) or “ wlutt? Huns, ’ who subjected Bactria
(about 450) ; and they were followed by the Turks, who first

appear in history about a.d. 560 and subjugated the country
north of the Oxus. Most of tl«j small principalities of the Tochari
or Kuslrnn became subject to them. But when tlie Sassanian
empire was overthrown by the Arabs, the conquerors immedi-
ately advanced eastwards, and in a few years Bactria and the
whole Iran to the banks of the jaxartes had submitted to the
rule of the caliph and of Islam.
BiuLioGKAPUY.—For U\¥ twlior times see Pkksja. l‘'or the

Giaeco Bactrian aiid Indo Scvtluan kmgcloms see (beside articles
on tlie separate kings), H. H. Wilson, Ariuua Avtiquu (1841);
CunningliHtn, " The Greeks of Bactriaim, Armna and India ” in
Nutmsmatu Chtfonuh, N. S©r. vin.-xii.

; A. von Sullet, iHe Nacb-
foll>n Alexanders des Groww tn Uaktnen und JnUlm

; i‘,

Gardner. The Coins of the Gwek and Sevthu Kings of India
Catalogue of (xreek Coins in the British Museutu. x.)

;
A. von

Gutachmid, Geschichte Irnns und seiner Ka< hhavidnder von Alexander
(Urn Gros&en his zum UtUergang der Arsaetden (1888,) ; A. Stein,
^Zoroastrian Deities on Indo Scythian Coins, ^ flahyloniuH and
Oriental Record, i, 1887 (cf. Cunningham, ib. ii. i88«] Vincent A.
Smith, ''The Kushan or Indo-S( ythian I’eriod of Indian Histor3^”
Journal of the R. Asiatic Snr., i (cf. his Karh fiistorv of India, 2tid
«l 1908) : W. W. Tarn, Notes on Hellenism m Bactria and India

"

in Jomn. of ileilenn Studies, xxii. 1903. For the history and character
id the Indian alplmbet cf. J. Bulder, “ Indiscbe PaUographic (m
Grundriis der indo-arischen Philologie, Bd. 1.). From the Greek
authors only a few notices have tK-cn preserved, especially fry Justin
(and in the prologiws of Trogus) and Strabo

; tor the later tmnw
we get some information from the Byxantuje autborh and Iroin
Persian and Armenian source.s

; cf. Tli. Kbldeke's translation of
Talmri {Geschichie der Perser und Araher zur Zeit Uex Sasaniden,
iBqo) and J. Marquart, “ lCri!,Ti6ahr ” {Abkandlwi^en der kimiglichen
Ges. d. Wissenschaften zu Gdttingen, 1901). The Chinese sources are
given by DeguigiMrs, " Recherclies sur quelques evenements qui
concement I’histoke des roLs grecs de la Bactriaue.'’ MIm. de
t'aoad. des inscriptions, xxv.

; E. Spechl, *' Etudes sur I'Asie
contrale d'apr^s les historiens chinois " in Journal astatique, 8 s^rie,
ii. 1883. 9 sOrie, x. 1897 ; Syhram D^vi, " Notes sur uis Indo-
scythiiens.” Journal asiaHiqne, y s^rie ix., x. aikd others. (£p. M.)
BACUPt a market town and municipal borough in the Rossen-

dalc parliamentary divi.sion of Lancashire, Engknd;ton the river
Irwell, 203 m. N.N.W. from London, and 22 N. by E. from Man-
chester, on the Lancashire & York.shire railway. Pop, (1901)
22,505. It is finely situated in a narrow valley, surrounded by
wild, high-lying moorlaiuL It is wholly of modem growth, and
contams several haadsome churches and other buidinga, while
aiBonginstitutbns the chief is the mechanics’ iiwtituteand library.
The reereaticmgraiiiulB presented in 1893 by Mr. }. H. Madeo,
M.F are beautifully laid out. Cotton apinnuag and power<loom
wsaviiig are the dbisf of numeraus manufacturing indusitries,

and tlieie are large coffieries in tbe vicinity. The princiffie of
co-op^atKon isstnonglydavdoped, and a laiigeandhandsente store
contains among otto defsavtMnts a free Hhiiiy lor members.
The borough was toorpoiated in tSBa, and the corporatoi
cotutoiof a niay<or,4 alderininand 17 coimciBocs. Area^ 6tao
acres, in 1841 the population of the chapelry was only i536«,

One of the hiUa ui the vioimty is fortified irith a gieait ancient
earthwork and ditch.

BADAQAB (hterally 0 Tohigu man *'), a tribe inhahhiitg
the Nilgm Hills, in India, by some authorities declared not to be
an aborigmal or jungle race. They are probably Dnavidian by
descent, though they are in religion Hindus of the Sdva sect
They are supposed to havejifigratcd to the Nilgiris from Mysore
about A.i>. after the breaking up o! kuig^m of Vija-
yanagar. They are an agricultural people and far tbe most
numerous and wealthy of the hill tribes. Thej}^ pay a tribute
in grain, itc., to the Todas. Their language is a corrupt form of
Kanarese. At the census of 1901 they numbered 34,178.
Sw j. W. BreokK. An Account of the PrimiHve Tvihes of the NUgitiz

(1873) ; Ntiprt Manual, vol. i. pp. 218-328; Madras Jown. of Sei,
and Lit. vol. viii. pp. ic»3-n>5; Madras Musaum Ifullettn, vol. ii.,
no. I, pp. 1-7.

BADAJOZ (formerly sometimes written Badajes), a frontier
province of western Spain, formed in 1833 of districts taken from
the province of Kstremadura (q.v,), and bounded on the N, by
Caceres, E. by Cordova and Ciudad Real, S. by Seville and
Huelva, and W. by Portugal. Pop. (1900) 520,246; area,
8451 sq. m. Badajoz is thus the largest province of the whole
kingdom. Although in many districts there are low ranges of
hifis, the surface is more often a desolate and monotunous plain,
fiat or slightly undulating. Its one large river is the Guadiana*
which traverses the north of the province from east to west,
fed by many tributaries

; but it is only at certain tliat
the river-beds fill with any considerable volume of water, and
the Guadiana may frequently l)e forded without difficulty. I’he
climate shows great extremes of heat in summer and of cold
in winter, when fierce north and north-west winds blow aurou
the plains. In the hot months intermittent fevers are prevalent
in the Guadiana valley. The rainfall is scanty in average years,
and only an insignificant proportion of the land is irrigated, while
the rest i$ devoted to pasture, or covered with thin bush and
forest. Agriculture, and the cultivation of fruit, including
the vine and olive, are Unis in a vtsry backward condition

; but
Badajoz possessesmore li\ estock thanany other Spanish province.
Its aconi-fed swine are celebrattxi tliroughout Spam for their
hams and liatxm, and large herds of sheep and goats thrive where
the pasture is too meagre for cattle. The exploitation of the
niinend resources of Bodujo* is greatly hindered by lack of
water and means of communication

; in 1903, out of nearly 600
miitos registered only 26 were at work. Their output consisted
of lead, with very small qiiantitie.s of copper. The local industries
are not of much importance : they comprise manufoc’tiircs of
woollen and cotton stuffs of a coarse description, soaps, oil, cork
and leather. The purely commercial interests are more im-
portant than the industrial, because of the transit trade to
and from Portugal through no less than seven custom-houBes.
Many parts of the province are inacce.ssible except by road, and
the Fi^ds are ill-made, ill-kept and wholly insufficient. The
main line of tlie Madrid-Lisl^pn railway passes through ViUanueva
de la Sorena, Merida and Badajiw ; at Markfci it is joined by
tbe railways going north to Qiceres and south to Zafia, where
the lines from Hiidva and Seville unite. After Badajo*, the
capital (pop. (1900) 30^), the principal towns are Alinen-
dralejo (la.siil), Azwaga (14,192), Hon Benito (16,565), Jerez de
los Caballeros (10,271), Merida (u,x68) aisd Villanueva de k
Serena (>3 »4^); these, and also the historically interesting
village q£^em, are described in sepamte articles. Other small
towns, ehiefiy important as markets for agricultural produce,
are Albuquerque (9030), Caheza del Buey (7566^ Campanario
(7450X Frepnal de k Sierra (9615), Fuente ^ Camtos
Fuente del Moestre (6934), Uerena (7049), Montijo (7644),
Ohva de Jerez (834^), Ohvenza {9066),Sm Vicente de AkAntam
(tTzzX Vdlafranca de ios Banos (9954) Very lew k-
habiitants emigrate from than province, where the birth-rate
tjonsideraWy exceeds the death-rate. Education, even primary,
is in a very backward condition.
BABAiW,. th«> captlil of tkw Spanish proviime described

atove ; utuaied doii te the Poriugnese fmtieir, on the left
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bwik of the river Guadiana, and the Madrid>Lisbon railway.

Pop. (1900) 30,899. Badajoz is the see of a bishop, and the

omcial residence of the captain -g^eral of Estremadura. It

occupies a slight eminence, crowned by the ruins of a Moorish

castle, and overlooking the Guadiana. A strong wall and

bastions, with a broad moat and outworks, and forts on the

surrounding heights, give the city an appearance of great strength.

The river, which flov^s between the castle-hill and the powerfully

armed fort of San Cristobtil, is crossed by a magnificent granite

bridge, originally built in 1460, r^aired in 1597 and rebuilt in

1833. The whole a.spert of Badajoz recalls its stormy history ;

even the cathedral, built in 1258, resembles a fortress, with

massive embattled walls. Badaioz was the birthplace of tlu*

statesman Mannel de Godov, duke of AJeudia (1 767-185J ), and of

thcpainterLuisdeMoral-;.(i50{>- 1586). Two pictures by Morales,

unfortunately ret jucht d in modern times, arc preserved in the

cathedral. Owinp to its position the city enjoys a considerable

transit trade with Portugal
;

its other industries include the

manufacture of linen, woollen and leather goods, and of pottery.

It is not mentioned by any Roman historian, and first rose to

importance under M(M)rish rule. In 1031 it became tlic capital

of a .small Moorish kingdom, and. though temporarily held by

the Portuguese in 1168, it retained its independence until 1 129,

when it was raptured by Alphonso IX. of 1/Con. As a frontier

fortress it underwent many sieges. It was beleaguered by the

Porttiguese in 1660, and in 1705 by the Allies in the War of the

Spanish Succe.ssion. During the Peninsular War Badajoz was

unsuccessfully attacked by the French in 1808 and 1809 ;
but

on the loth of March 181 t, the Spanish commander, Jos6 Imaz,

was bril)ed into surrendering to the French force under Marshal

Soult. A British army, commanded by Marshal Beresford,

endeavoured to retake it, and on the i6th of May defeated a

relieving force at Albuera, hut the siege wa.s abandoned in

line. Tlie fortress was finally stormed on the 6th of April 1812,

y the British unficr Lord Wellington, and carried with terrible

loss. It was then delivered up to a two days’ pillage. A military

and republican rising took place here in August 1883, but com-
pletely failed.

BADAKSHAN, including Wakhan, u province on the north-

east frontier of Afghanistan, adjoining Russian territory. Its

north-eastern boundaries were decided by the Anglo-Russian

agreement of 1873, which expressly acknowledged “ Badakshan
with its dependent district Wakhan ” as “ fully belonging to the

amir of Kabul,” and limited it to the left or southern bank of

the Oxus. Much of the interior of the province is still unex-

plored. On the west, Badakshan is bounded by a line which
cro.sses the Turkestan plains southwards from the junction of

the Kunduz and Oxus rivers till it touches the eastern water-

divide of the Tashkurghan river (here called the Koh-i-Chungar),

and then nins south-east, crossing the Sarkhab affluent of the

Khanubad(Kunduz), till it strikes the Hindu Kush. The southern

boundary is carried along the crest of the Hindu Kush as far as

the Khawak pass, leading from Badakshan into the Panjshir

valley. Beyond this it is indefinite. It is known that the Kafirs

occupy the crest of the Hindu Kush eastwards of the Khawak,
but how far they extend north of the main watershed is not

ascertainable. TTie southern limits of Badakshan become
definite again at the Dorah pass. The Dorah connects Zebak
and lshka.shim at the elbow, or bend, of the Oxus with the

Liitku valley leading to ("hitral. From the Dorah eastwards

the crest of the Hindu Kush again becomes the boundary till

it effects a junction with the Muztagh and Sarikol ranges, which
shut off China from Russia and India, Skirting round the head
of the Tagdumbash Pamir, it finally merges into the Pamir
boundary, and turns westwards, following the course of the

Oxus, to the junction of that river and the Khanabad (Kunduz).

So far as the northern boundary follows the Oxus stream, under

the northern riopes of the Hindu Kush, it is only separated by
the length of thw slopes (some 8 or 10 m.) from the southern

boundary along the crest Thus Badakshan reaches out an arm
into the Pamirs eastwards—Ixittle-shaped—narrow at die neck

(represented by the northern slopes of the Hindu Kush), and

[ swelling out eastwards so as to include a part of the great and

little Pamirs. Before the boundary settlement of 1873 the small

I

states of Roshan and Shignan extended to the left bank of the

I Oxus, and the province of Darwaz, on the other hand, extended

to the right bank. Now, however, the Darwaz extension north-

wards is exchanged for the Russian Pamir extension westwards,

and the river throughout is the boundary between Russian and

Afghan territory ; the political boundaries of those provinces

and those of Wakhan being no longer coincident with their

geo^rraphical limits.

The following are the chief provincial subdivisions of Badak-

shan, omitting Roshan and Shignan:—On the west Rustak,

Kati^han, Ghori, Narin and Anderab
;
on the north Darwaz,

Ragh and Shiwa
;
on the east Charan, Ishkashim, Zebak and

Wakhan ; and in the centre Faizabad, Farkhar, Minjan and
Kishm. There are others,, but nothing certain is known about
these minor subdivisions.

The confonnation of the mountain districts, which comprise
all the southern districts of Badakshan and the northern hills

and valleys of Kafiristan, is undoubtedly analogous to that of

the rest of the Hindu Kush westwards. The water-divide of the

Hindu Kush from the Dorah to the Khawak puss, i,e. through
the centre of Kafiristan, has never been accurately traced

;
but

its topographical conformation is evidently a continuation of

that which has been observed in the districts of Badakshan
to the west of the Khawak. The Hindu Kush represents the

southern edge of a great central upheaval or plateau. It breaks

up into long spurs southwards, deep amongst which are hidden
the valleys of Kafiristan, almost isolated from each other by the

rugged and snow-capped altitudes which divide them. To the

north the plateau gradually slopes away towards the Oxus,
falling from an average altitude of 15,000 ft. to 4000 ft. about
Faizabad, in the centre of Badakslian, but tailing off to 1100 at

Kunduz, in Kataghan, where it merges into the flat plains

bordering the Oxus.

The Kokcha river traverses Badakshan from south-east to

north-west, and, with the Kunduz, drains all the northern slopes

of the Hindu Kush west of the Dorah pass. Some of its sources

are near Zebak, close to the great bend of the Oxus northwards,

so that it cuts off all the mountainous area included within that

bend from the rest of Badakshan. Its chief affluent is the Minjan,

which Sir Cieorge Robertson found to be a considerable stream

where it approaches the Hindu Kush close under the Dorah.

Like the Kunduz, if probably drains the northern .slopes of tl»e

Hindu Kush by deep lateral valleys, more or less parallel to

the crest, reaching westwards towards the Khawak pass. From
the Oxus (1000 ft.) to Faizabad (4000 ft.) and Zebak (8500 ft.)

the course of the Kokcha offers a high road across Badakshan
;

between Zebak and Ishkashim, at the Oxus bend, there is but

an insignificant pass of 9500 ft.
;
and from Ishkashim by the

Panja, through the Pamirs, is the continuation of what must
once have been a much-traversed trade route connecting Afghan
Turkestan with Kashgar and China. It is undoubtedly one of

the f^at continental high-roads of Asia. North of the Kokcha,
within the Oxus bend, is the mountainous district of Darwaz,
of which the physiography belongs rather to the Pamir type than

to that of the Hindu Kush.
A very remarkable meridional range extends for 100 m. north-

wards from the Hindu Kush (it is across this range that the route

from Zebak to Ishkashim lies), which determines the great bend
of the Oxus river northwards from Ishkashim, and narrows the

valley of that river into the formation of a trough as far as the

next bend westwards at Kala Wamar. The western slopes of

this range drain to the Oxus either north-westwards, by the

Kokcha and the Ragh, or else they twist their streams into the
Shiwa, which runs due north across Darwaz. Here again we
find the main routes which traverse the country following the

rivers closely. The valleys are narrow, but fertile and populous.

Hie mountains are rugged and difficult
; but there is much of

the world'^famoos beautyof scenery,and of the almost phenomenal
agricultural wealth of the valleys of Bokhara and Ferghana to

be found in the as yet half-explored recesses of Badakshan.
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The princtpel domesticated animal is die yak. There are also

large flocks of sheep, cows, goats, ponies, fine dogs and Bactrian

camels. The more important wild animals are a laige wild

sheep (Ovis poti), foxes, wolves, jackals, bears, boars, deer

and leopards ;
amongst birds, there are partridges, pheasants,

ravens, jays, sparrows, larks, a famous breed of hawks, &c.
j

Badakshan proper is peopled by Tajiks, Turks and Arabs, i

who speak the Persian and Turki languages, and profess the
j

orthodox doctrines of the Mahommedan law adopted by the

Sunnite sect
;

while the mountainous districts are inhabited

by Tajiks, professing the Shi'ite creed and speaking distinct

dialects in different districts.

History.—Badakshan, part of the Greek Bactria, was visited by
Hsiian Tsang in 630 and 644. The Arabian geographers of the

10th century speak of its mines of ruby and lapis lazuli, and give

notices of the flourishing commerce and large towns of Waksh
and Khotl, regions which appear to have in part corresponded

with Badakshan. In 1272-1273 Marco Polo and his companions

stayed for a time in Badakshan. During this and the following

centuries the country was governed by kings who claimed to Ihj

descendants of Alexander the Great. The last of these kings was
Shah Mahommed, who died in the middle of the 15th century,

leaving only his married daughters to represent the royal line.

Early in the middle of the i6th century the Dsbegs obtained

possession of Badakshan, but were soon expelled, and then the

country was generally governed by descendants of the old royal

dynasty by the female line. About the middle of the i8th century

the present dynasty of Mirs established its footing in the place of

the old one which had become extinct. In 1765 the country was
invaded and ravaged by the ruler of Kabul. During the first three

decades of the igth century it was overrun and depopulated by
Kohan Beg and his son Murad Beg, chiefs of the Kataghan Usbegs
of Kunduz. When Murad Beg died, the power passed into the

hands of another Usbeg, Mahommed Amir Khan. In 1859 the

Kataghan Usbegs were expelled : and Mir Jahander Shah, the

representative of the modem royal line,was reinstated at Faizabad

under the supremacy of the Afghans, In 1867 he was expelled

by Abdur Rahman and replaced by Mir Mahommed Shah, and
other repre.<5entatives of the same family. (T. H. IT.*)

BADALOGCHIO, SISTO, surnamed Rosa (1581-1647), Italian

painter and engraver, was born at Parma. He was of the school

of Annibale Carracci, by whom he was highly esteemed for design.

His principal engravings are the series known as Raphael’s Bible,

which were executed by him in conjunction with Lanfranco,

another pupil of Carracci. The best of his paintings, which are

few in number, are at Parma. He died at Bologna.

BADALONA (anc. BaetiUo), a.town of north-eastern Spain,

in the province of Barcelona
;
6 m, N.E. of the city of Barcelona,

on the left bank of the small river Bes6s,and on the Mediterranean

Sea. Pop. (1900) 19,240. Badalona has a station on the coast

railway from Barcelona to Perpignan in France, and a small

harbour, chiefly important for its fishing and boat-building

trades. 'Hiere are gas, chemical and mineral-oil works in the

town, which also manufactures woollen and cotton goods, glass,

biscuits, sugar and brandy
;
while the surrounding fertile plains

produce an abundance of grain, wine and fruit. Badalona thus

largely contributes to the export trade of Barcelona, and may,
in fact, be regarded as its industrial suburb.

BADBY, /OHN (d. 1410), one of the early Lollard martyrs,

was a tailor (or perhaps a blacksmith) in the west Midlands, and
was condemned by the Worcester diocesan court for his denial

of transubstarttiation. Badby bluntly maintained that when
Christ sat at su|>pcr with his disciples he had not his body in

his hand to distribute, and that “ if every host consecrated at

the altar were the Lord’s body, then there be 20,000 Gods in

England.” A further court in St PauBs, London, presided over

by Archbishop Arundel, condemned him to be burned at Smith-
field, the tournament ground just outside the dty walls. It is

said that thej^ce ofWales (afterwards Henry V.) witnessed the
exechidon and offered the sufferer both life and a pension if he
would recant; but in Waknngham’swords, the abandoned villain

declined the prince’s advice, and chose rather to be burned than

to give reverence to the life^ving saemm^t. ^ it befell that
tliis mischievous fellow was burnt to ashee, and died miserably

in his sin.” •

BADDELEYf ROBERT (r. 1731-1794), English actor^ is said

to have been first a cook to Samuel Foote, ” the Aris-

tophanes,” and then a valet, before he ap^ieared on the stage.

In 1761, described as ” of Druiy Lane theatre,” he was eeen at

the theatre in Smock Alley, Dublin, as ^omez in Dryden's
Spanish Friar. Two years later he was a regular member of the

Drury Lane company in London, where he had a great success

in the low comedy and servants’ parts. He remained at this

theatre and the Haymarket until his death. He was the original

Moses in the School for Scandal. Baddeley died on the 20th of

November 1794. He bequeathed property to found a home for

decayed actors, and also £3 per annum to provide wine and cake

in the green-room of Drury Lane theatre on Twelfth Night.

The ceremony of the Baddeley cake has remained a regular

institution.

His wife Sowiia Baddelev (1745-1786), an actress and
.singer, was born in London, the daughter of a sergeant-trumpeter

named Snow. She was a woman of great lieaiity, but excessive

vanity and notorious conduct. At the age of eighteen she ran

away with Baddeley, then acting at Dnir)' Lane, and she herself

made her first appearance on the stage there on the 27th of April

1765, as Ophelia. Later, as a singer, she obtained engagements

at Ranelagh and Vauxhall. Though separated from her husband
on account of her misconduct, she still played several years in

the same company. Her beauty and her extravagance rendered

her celebrated, but the money which she made in all sorts of

ways was so freely squandered that she was obliged to take refuge

from her creditors in Edinburgh, where she made her last appear
ance on the stage in 1784.

Soc Memoirs of Mistress Sophia Baddeley*, by Mrs Elizabeth Steele,

6 vote. (1781).

BADEN, a town and watering-place of Austria, in lower

Austria, 17 m. S. of Vienna by rail. i*op. (1900) 12,447. It is

lieautifully situated at the mouth of the romantic Helenenthal,

on the banks of the Schweehat, and has become the principal

summer resort of the inhabitants of the neighbouring capital.

It possesses a new Kurhaus, fifteen bathing -establishments, a
parish church in late Gothic style, and a town-hall, which contains

interesting archives. The warm baths, which gave name to the

town, are thirteen in number, with a temperature of from 72® F.

to 97® F., and contain, as chief ingredient, sulphate of lime,

llicy rise for the most part at the foot of the Calvarienbeig

(1070 ft.), which is composed of dolomitic limestone, and are

mostly used for bathing purposes. Several members of the

Austrian imperial family have made Baden their summer
residence and have built here beautiful villas. There are about

20,000 visitors annually. Baden possesses several parks and is

surrounded by lovely and interesting spots, of which the most
frequented is the picturesque valley of the Helenenthal, which

is traversed by the Schweehat. Not far from Baden, the valley

i is crossed by the magnificent aqueduct of the Vienna waterworks.

At the entrance to the valley, on the right bank of the river,

lie the ruins of the rztb-ccntury castle of Rauheneck, and at its

foot stands the ChAteau Weilbuig, built in 1820-1825 by Arch-

duke Omrles, the victor of Aspem. On the left bank, just

opposite, stands the ruined castle of Rauhenstein, dating also

from the 12th century. About 4 m. up the valley is Mayerliny,

a hunting -lodge, where the crown prince Rudolph of Austria

was found dead in 1889. Farther up Ls AUand, whence a road

leads to the old and well-preserved abbey of Heiligenkreuz. It

possesses a church, in Romanesque style, dating from the ixth

century, with fine cloisters and the tombs of several members
of Hie Babenber]^ family. The highest point in the neij^bour-

hood of Baden is the peak of Hie Hoher Lindkqgel (2^5 ft.),

popularly called the Eiseme Thor, which is ascended in about

three hours.

The celebrity of Baden datetf back to the days of the Romani,
who knew it the n^e of Thermae Pannonieae, and remairis

Of their occupaHon ttill exist. It received its chatter as a town
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in I490| and although sacked at vanous times by Hungarians

and Turks, it soon Nourished again.

Set* J. Schwfirz, I>if Ileilquellen von Boien bet Wian (Vienna, jrded.,

1900).

BADBH* or liADEN-BADCif (to distinguish it from other places

of the name), it town and fashionable watering-place of Germany,

in the grand-duchy of IkKlen, 23 m. S. by W. of Karlsruhe, with

which It is connected by a branch of the Mannheim and Basel

railway. Its situation—on a hill 600 ft. high, in the beautiful

valley of the Black Forest— its extensive pleasure-grounds,

gardens and promenades, and the brilliancy of the life that is

led during the season, havt: long attracted crowds of visitors

from all parts of the world. The resident ])opulation was in

1885, 12,770; in 1895, 14,862; and in 1905, 16,238; but tlie

number of visitors exceeds 70,000 annually. Until the war of

1870, the prc\^niling nationality was French, but of late years

Americans, Russians and English are the more numerous. The
hot springs are twenty -nine in rut nil ter, and vary in temperature

from 3f to 54“ K., t.e. from 115'' to 153^ Fahr. They flow from

the castle rock at the rate of 90 gallons per minute, and the water

is conveyed through the tfjwn in pipes to supply the different

batlis. There are two chief bathing-establishments, accounted
the most elegant in Europe. The watens of Baden-Baden are

specific in coses of chronic rheumatism and gout, paralysis,

neuralgia, skin diseases and various internal complaints, such
as stone and uric acid. The town proper is on the right bank
of the Cos, but the principal resorts of the visitors are on
tlie left. A Cauversaiwnshaus and a Trinkhalle or pump-room,
a tlujatre and a picture-gallery, library and reading-room are

among the cliicf buildings. The public gaming-tables, which
for so many years were a striking feature, are now abolished,

'fhe only building of much antiquarian interest, with the excep-

tion of Ute castles, is the parish church, which dates from the

iSlh century, and ( ontains the tombs of several of the margraves.
The churches include a Lutheran, an E^lish, in the Norman
style of architecture, and a Russian, wi^ beautiful frescoes

;

while on the Michaelsberg is the Greek cliapel, with a gilded

dome, which was erected over the tomb of a son of the Rumanian
prince Michel Stourdza, who died here in 1863.

The springs of Baden were known to the Romans, and the
foundation of the town is referred to the emperor Hadrian by
an inscription of somewhat doubtful authenticity. The name
of Aurelia Aquensis wajs given to it in honour of Aurelius Severus,

in whose reign it would seem to have been well known. Frag-
ments of its ancient sculptures are still to be seen, and in 1847
remains of Homan vapour baths, well preserved, were discovered

just below the New Castle. From tlje 14th century down to the
close of the i7tii, Baden was the residence of the margiaves,
to whom it gave its name. ILey first dwelt in the Old Castle,

the ruins of which still occupy the summit of a hill above the
town, but in 1479 fl^^y removed to Uie New C^tle, which is

situated on the hill-side nearer to the town, and is remarkable
for its subterranean dungeons. During tlie Thirty Years' War
Baden suffered severely from the various combatants, but
especially from tlie French, who pillaged it in 1643, ^d it

in ashes in 1689. The margrave Louis William removed to

Kustatt in 1706. Since the begiiming of the 19th century the

governnrent has greatly fostered the growth of the town.
Sveo Wettendorter. Der BoAem^Baden (and eel.. 1898)

;

Schwars. Z>w H*ilqtteUen von Batlen-Bati^n (4th ed., 1902).

BAJDSII. a town io the Swiss canton of Aargau, on the left bank
of the river Limmat, 14 m. by rail N.W. of Zurich. It is now
chiefly visited by reason of its hot sulphur springs, which are

mentioned by Tacitus (Hist* i. cap. 67) and srere very fashionable

in the 15th and 16th centuries. Tliey are especially efl^cacious in

cases of gouty and rheumatic affections, and aremuch frequented

^ Swiss invalids, foreign visitors being but few in number,
'my lie a little north of the old town, with which they are now
connected by a fine boulevard. Many Roman remains have been
foundin thegardens of the KursaaL The town is very picturesque,
witli its ateefi and narrow streets, and its one surviving gateway,
while it is dominated on the went by the ruined castle of Stein,

foimcriy a stronghold of the Habsburgs, but destroyed in 1415

and again in 171a. In 1415 Baden (with the Aai]^) was <^n-

quered by the Eight Swiss Confederates, whose bailiff inhabited

the other castle, on the right bank of the Limmat, which defends

the ancient bridge across that river. As Uie conquest of the

Aargau was the first made by the Confederates, their delegates

(or the federal diet) naturally met at Baden, from 1426 to about

1712, to settle matters relating to these subject lands, so that

during that period Baden was really the capital of Switzerland.

The diet sat in the old town-hall or Raihaus, where was also signed

ill 1714 the treaty of Baden which put an end to the war between

France and the Empire, and thus completed the treaty of Utrecht

(1713). Baden was the capital of the canton of Baden, from

1798 to 1803, when the canton of Aargau was created. To the

N.W. of the baths a new industrial quarter has .sprung up of

late years, the largest works being for electric engineering. In

1900 the permanent population of Baden was 6050 (German-

speaking, mainly Romanists, with many Jews), but it is greatly

.swelled in summer by the influx of visitors.

One mile S. of Baden, on the Limmat, is the famous Cistercian

monastery of Wettingen (1227-1841—the monks are now at

Mehrerau near Bregenz), with splendid old painted glass in the

cloisters and magnificent early i7tli- century carved stalls in

the choir of the church. Six miles W. of Baden is the small

town of Brugg (2345 inhabitants) m a fine position on the Aar,

and close to the remains of the Roman colony of Vindonissa

(W'indisch), as well as io the monastery (founded 1310) of

Konigsfelden, formerly the burial-place of the early Habsburgs
(the castle of Habsburg is but a short way off), still retaining

much fine painted glass.

See Barth. Fricker, Geuhii hie der Siadt wed Bdder zu Baden
(Aarau, 1880). (W. A. B. C.)

BADEN, GRAND DUCHY OF, a sovereign state of Germany,
lying in the south-west aimer of the empire, bounded N. by the

kingdom of Bavaria and tlie grand-duchy of lles.se-l)armstadt
;

W. and practically throughout its wLule length by the Rliine,

which separates it from the Bavarian Palatinate and the imperial

province of Al.sace-Lorraine ; S. by Switzerland, and E. by Uie

kingdom of Wiirttemberg and part of Bavaria. The country has

an area of 5823 sq. m. and consists of a considerable portion of

tire eastern half of the fertile valley of the Rhine and of the

mountains which form its boundary. The mountainous part is

by far the most extensive, formmg, indeed, nearly 80% of

the whole area. From tlic Lake of Constance in the souUi to the

river Neckar in the north is a portion of the BlacL Forest or

Schwarsufald

,

which is divided by the valley of the Kinzig into two
districts of different elevation. I'o the south of the Kinzig the

mean height is 3100 ft, and tlie loftiest summit, the Feldberg,

reaches about 4898 ft., while to the north the mean height is only

2100 ft, and the Belchen, the culminating point of the whole,

does not exceed 4480 ft. To the north of Uie Neckar is Uie

OdenwaldRange, with a mean of 1440ft,and inIheKatzenbuckel,

an extreme of 1980 ft. Lying between the Rhine and Uie Dreisam

is the Kaiserstuhl, an independent volcanic group, nearly 10 m.
in length and 5 in breadth, the highest point of wliich Is 1 760 ft

Tlie greater part of Baden belongs to the basin of the Rhine,

which receives upwards of twenty tributaries from the highlands
;

the north-eastern portion of tlie territory is also watered by the

Main and the Neckar. A part, however, of the eastern slope

of the Black Forest belongs to the basin of the Danube, which

there takes its rise in a number of mountain streams. Among
the numerous lakes which belong to the duchy are the Mummel,
Wilder, Eichener and Schluch, but none of them is of any size.

The L^e of Constance (Bodeti’See) belongs partly to Bavaria

and Switzerland.

Owing to its physical configuration Baden presents great

extremes of heat and cold The Rhine valley is the warmest
district in Germany^ but the higher elevations of the Black Forest

record the greatest degrees of cold experienced in the south.

The mean temperature of the Rhine valley is approximately
50*" F. and that of the high table-land# 48° July is the hottest

and January the coldest month in the year.
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The mineral wealth of Baden is not great

;
but iron, coal,

zinc and lead of excellent quality are produced, and silver,

copper, gold, cobalt, vitriol and sulphur are obtained in small

quantities. Peat is found in abundance, as well as gypsum,
china<clay, potters’ earth and salt. The mineral springs of Baden
are very numerous and have acquired great celebrity, those of

Baden-Baden, Badenweiler, Antogast, Griesbach, Freiersbach

and Petersthal being the most frequented.

In the valleys the soil is particularly fertile, yielding luxuriant

crops of wheat, maize, barley, spelt, beans, potatoes, flax, hemp,
hops, beetroot and tobacco

;
and even in the more mountainous

parts rye, wheat and oats are extensively cultivated. 'Fhere is a
considerable extent of pasture land, and the rearing of cattle,

sheep, pigs and goats is largely practised. Of game, deer, wild

boars, hares, snipe and partridges are fairly abundant, while the

mountain streams yield trout of excellent quality. The culture

of the vine increases, and the wines, which are characterized by
a mildness of flavour, are in good demand. The gardens and
orchards supply great abundance of fruit.s, especially almonds
and walnuts

;
and bee-keeping is common throughout the

country. A greater proportion of Baden than of any other of

the south (icrman states is occupied by forests. In these the

predominant trees are the fir and pine, but many others, such as
the chestnut, are well represented. A third, at least, of the
annual supply of timber is exported.

Population,—Ax the beginning of the iqth century Baden was
only a maigraviato, with an area little exceeding 1300 sq. m., and
a population of 210,000. Since then it has from time to time
acquired additional territory, so that its area now amounts to

5823 sq. m., and its population (1905) to 2,009,320, of whom
about 60% are Roman ('atholics, 37 % Protestants, it%
Jews, and the remainder of other confessions. Of the population,
about one-half may be classified as rural, i.e. living in communities
of less than 2000 inhabitants

;
while the density of the popu-

lation is about 330 to the square mile. The country is divided
into the following districts, with the respective chief towns and
populations as shown :

—

District. Chief towns. Pop. (1905).

(1) Mannhfim Mannheim 162,607
Heidelberg 49,43Q

(2) KarUruho Karlsruhe rii.200
Pforzheim .W.307

(5)' Frdburg-im>Brcisgau Freiburg 74.1«J2

(4) Constance Constance 24,818

The capital of the duchy is Karlsruhe, and among important
towns other than the above are Rastatt, Baden-Baden, Bruchsal
and I^hr. The population is most thickly clustered in the north
and in the neightourhood of the Swiss town of Basel. The
inhabitants of Baden are of various origin—those to the north
of the Muig being descended from the Alemanni and those to the
south from the f'ranks, while the Swabian plateau derives its name
and its population from another race. WOrttembxrg.)

Industries.—Of the area, 56*8 % is cultivated and 38% forest,

but the agricultural industry, which formerly yielded the hulk of
the wealth of the country, is now equalled, if not surpassed, by
the industrial output, which has attained very considerable
dimensions. The chief articles of manufacture are machinery,
wwllen and cotton goods, silk ribbons, paper, tobacco, leather,
china, glass, clocks, jeweU^ and chemk^ds. Beet sugar is also
laigely manufactured, and the inhabitants of the Black Forest
have long been celebrated for their dexterity in the manufacture
of wooden ornaments and toys, musical boa^ and organs.
The exports of Baden, which ccmicide laigely with the in-

dustries just mentioned, are of considerable importance, but the
bulk of its trade consifts in the transit ofgoods. The country is

well furnished with roads and railways, tfae greater proportion
of the latter being m Che hands of state; A line runs the
whde length of land, for the most part puaUel with the
Rim, wfa^ Inaiiches enna obhquely from east to west Mara-
heim Is the great emporium lor the export of goods down the
Rhine and m a huge river tsaffic. It is also the chief manu-

i8S

facturing town of Che duchy and the seat of administrative

government for the northern portion of the country.

Eduattian and ReUgion.^Tht educational establishments of

Baden are numerous and flourishing, and public education ts

entirely in the hands of the government. There are two univer-

sities, the Protestant at Heidelberg and the Roman Catholic

at Freibuig*im-Breisgau, and a celebrated technicai college at

Karlsruhe. The grand-duke is a Protestait; under him the

Evangelical Church is governed by a nominated council and a
synod consisting of the “ prelate,” 48 elected, and 7 nominated
lay and clerical members, llie Roman Catholic archbisbop of

Frcibuig is metropolitan of the Upper Rhine.

Constitution and Government.—The government of Baden is

an hereditary monarchy, with the executive power vested in the

grand-duke, while the legislative authority is shared by him
with a representative as-sembly (Landtag consisting of two
chambers. The upper chamber is composed of all the princes

of the reigning family who are of full age
;

the chiefs of the

mediatized families ; the archbishop of Freibuig
;
the president

of the Protestant Evangelical church
;
a deputy from each of the

universities and from the technical high school, eight members
elected by the territorial nobility for four years, three repre-

sentatives of the chamber of commerce, two of that of agri-

culture, one of that of trades, two mayors of municipalities,

one burgomaster of lesser towns, one member of a district council,

and eight members (two of them legal functionaries) nominated
by the grand-duke. The lower chamber consists of 73 popular
representatives, of whom 24 are elected by the burgesses of

certain towns and 49 by the rural communities. Every citizen

of 25 years of age, who has not been convicted and is not a
fmuper, has a vote. 7'he elections are, however, indirect ; the
citizens nominating the Wahlmdnner (deputy electors) and the

latter electing the representatives. The chambers meet at least

every two years. The members of tlie lower chamber are elected

for four years, half the number retiring at the expiration of every
two years. The executive consists of lf>ur departments of state

—those of the interior, of foreign affairs and of the grand-ducal
house, of finance, and of justice, ecclesiastical afiFairs and educa-
tion. ITie chief sources of revenue are direct and indirect taxes,

domains and railways. The last are worked by the state, and
the sole public debt, amounting to about 32 millions sterling,

is attributable to this head. The supreme courts of justice of

the duchy are in Karlsruhe, Freiburg, Offenbuig, Heidelberg,

Mosbach, Waldshut, Constance and Afiinnheim, whence appeals
lie to the Peiehsgericht (supreme tribunal of the empire) in

Leipzig. By virtue of a convention with Prussia, of 1871, the
Baden army forms a portion of the Prussian army.

History . the middle ages the district which now
forms the grand-duchy of Baden was ruled by various counts,

prominent among whom were the counts and dukes of Zilhringen.

In 1 1 12 Hermann, a son of Hermann, maigrave of Verona
(d. 1074), and grandson of Bertold, duke of Carinthia and count
of ZiUiringen, having inherited some of the German estates of

his family, called himself margrave of Baden, and from this date
the separate history of Baden may be said to begin. Hermann
appear^ to have called himself by the title of maigrave, and not
the more usual title of count, owing to the connexion of his

family with the margraviate of Verona. His son and grandson,
both named Hermann, added to their territories, which about
1200 were divided, and the lines of Baden-Baden and Baden-
Hochbeig were founded, the latter of which was divided about a
century later into the branches of Baden-Hochbeig and Baden-
^usenber;^. The family of Bstden-Baden was very successful

in increasing the am of its possessions, wliidi after several

divisions were united by the margrave Bernard I. in 2391.
Bernard, a soldier of some' renown, continued the work of his

pedeceuors, and obtained other districts, tncludiiig Baden-
Hochbeig, the ralmg family of which died out in 1418.

Daring the 15th century a war with die count palatine of the
Rhine deprived Margrave Charies 1. (d. 1475) 01 A part of his

territories, but these lomes were more than rephtred by his sot
and successor^ Christopher L In 1503 the hnnily of Baden-
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Stusenl^ became eating and the whole of Baden was unit^

by Giristopher, who divided it, however, before his death in

1517 asnona his three eons. One*of these died childless in

1533, and in 1535 his remaining Bernard and ErnMt,

having shared their brodiei^s territories, made a fresh division

and founded the lines of Baden-Baden and Baden-Pforzhetm,

called after 1565 Baden-Durlach. Further divisions followed,

and the weakness caused by these partitions was accentua^

by a rivalry between the two main branches of the family.

This aihninatod in open warfare, and from 1584 to 1622 Baden-

Baden was in the possession of one of the princes of Badm-
Durlach. Religious differences added to this rivalr>'. During

the period of the Reformation some of the rulers of Baden

adhered to the older and some adopted the newer faith, and the

house was similarly divided during the Tliirty Years’ War.

Baden suffered severely during this struggle, and both branchy

of the family were exiled in turn. The treaty of Westphalia in

1648 restored the status quo, and the family rivalry gradually

died out. During the wars of the reign of l./juis XIV. the

margraviate was ravaged by the French troops, and the margrave

of Baden-Baden, Louis William (d. 1707), was prominent among
the soldiers who resisted the aggressions of France. In 1771

Augustus George of Baden-Baden died without sons, and his

territories passed to Charles Frederick of Baden-Durlach, who
thus bc('amc ruler of the whole of Baden.

Although in 1771 Batlen was united under a single ruler it

did not form a compact territory, and its total area was only

about 1350 sq. m, Consi.sting of a number of isolated districts

lying on cither bank of the upper Rhine, it was the work
of CharUjs Frederick to acquire the intervening stretches of

land, and so to give territorial unity to his country. Beginning

to reign in 1738 and coming of age in 1746, this prince is the

most notable of the rulers of Baden. He was interested in the

development of agriculture and commerce
;
sought to improve

education and the administration of justice, and was in general

a wise and liberal ruler, ^is opportunity for territorial aggrand-

dizement came during the Napoleonic wars. When war broke

out between France and Austria in 1792 the Badenese fought for

Austria
;
consequently their country was devastated and in 1 796

the margrave was compelled to pay an indemnity, and to cede

his territories on the left bank of the Rhine to PYance. Portune,

however, soon returned to his side. In 1803, largely owing to the

good offices of Alexander 1 ., emperor of Russia, he received the

bishopric d Constance, port of the Rhenish Palatinate, and other

smaller districts, togetlwr with the dignity of a prince elector.

Changing sides in 1805 he fought for Napoleon, with the result

that by the peace d Pressbi^ in that year he obtained the

Breisgau and other territories at the expen.se of the Habsburgs.

In 1806 he joined the Confederation of the Rhine, declared

himself a sovereign prince, became a grand-duke, and received

other additions of territory. The Baden contingent continued

to assist France, and by the peace d Vienna in 1809 the grand-

duke was rewarded with accessions of territory at the expense

of the kingdom of Wiirttemberg. Having quadrupled the area

of Baden, Charles Frederick died in June 1811, and was suc-

ceeded by his grandson, Charles, who was married to Stephanie

de Beauharnais (d. i860), an adopted daughter of Napoleon.

Charles fought lor his father-in-law until after the battle of

Leipzig in 1813, when he joined the Allies^

In 1815 Baden became a member d the Germanic confedera-

tion established by the Art 0! the 8th d June, annexed to the

P'inal Act of the congress d Vienna of the 9th of June. In the

hurry of the winding-up of the congressi* however, the vexed

question d the tucceeston to the granIMuchy had not been

settled. This was soon to become acute. By treaty d the

i6th of April z8x6, by which the territoriad dbputes between

Austria and Bavaria were settled, the sucoessioii to the Baden
Palatinate Wii guaranteed to Ifaxiznilian I., king ol Bavaria, in

the expected event; of the extinctian d the line d ZIhrxngen.

As aootmterblast to this the grand-duke Charles issued in 1817 a
pragmatic sanetkss {Htmpttto) dedaring the countsd Hochbeig,

the issued a morganatic marriage betweso thegtand-ditkeCharks

Frederick and Luise Gcycr von Gcyersbeig (created Courttess

Hochberg), capable of succeeding to the crown. A controv^y

between Bavaria and Baden resulted, which was only decided

in favour of the Hochberg claims by the treaty flign^ by the

four great powers and Baden at Frankfort on the loth of July

1819. Meanwhile the dispute had produced important effects

in Baden. In order to secure popular support for the Hochberg

heir, Charles in 1818 granted to the grand-duchy, under article

xiii. of the Act of Confederation, a liberal constitution, under

which two chambers were constituted and their assent declared

necessary for legislation and ta.\ation. The outcome was of im-

portance far beyond the narrow limits of the duchy
;

for all

Germany watch^ the constitutional experiments of the southm'n

states. In Baden the conditions were not favourable to success.

The people, belonging to the “ Celtic fringe ” of Germany, had
fallen during the revolutionary period completely under the

influence of French ideas, and tlus was sufficiently illustrated

by the temper of the new chambers, which tended to model
their activity on the proceedings of the Convention in the earlier

days of the French Revolution. On the other hand, the new
grand-duke Louis, who had succeeded in 1818, was unpopular,

and tlie administration was in the hands of hide-bound and
inefficient bureaucrats. The result was a deadlock ; and, even
before the promulgation of the Carlsbad decrees in Octoljer

i8iq the grand-cluke had prorogued the chambers, after three

months of sterile debate. The reaction that followed was as

severe in Baden as elsewhere in Germany, and culminated in

1823, when, on the refusal of the chambers to vote the military

bucket, the grand-duke dlssoh cd them and levied the taxe.s on

his own authority. In Januaty 1825, owing to official pressure,

only three Liberals were returned to the chamber
;
a law was

passed making the budget presentable only every three years,

and the constitution cea.sed to have any active existence.

In 1830 Louis was succeeded as grand-duke by his half-brother

Leopold, the first of the Hochberg line. The July Revolution

led to no disturbances in Baden
;
but the new^ grand-duke from

the first showed liberal tendencies. The elections of 1830 were

not interfered with ; and the result was the return of a Liberal

majority. The next few years saw the introduction, under

successive ministries, of Liberal reforms in the constitution, in

criminal and civil law, and in education. In 1832 the adhesion

of Baden to the Prussian ZoUverein did much for the material

prosperity of the country. With the approach of the revolution-

ary year 1848, however, Radicalism once more began to lift up
its head. At a popular demonstration held at Offenburg on the

12th of September 1847, resolutions were passed demanding the

conversion of the regular army into a national militia which

should take an oath to the constitution, a progressive income-

tax and a fair adjustment of the interests of capital and labour.

The news of the revolution of February 1848 in Paris brought

this agitation to a head. Numerous public meetings were held

at which the Offenbuig programme was adopted, and on tlie 4th

of March, under the influence of the popular excitement, it was
accepted almost unanimously by the lower chamber. As in

other German states, the government bowed to the storm,

proclaimed on amnesty and promised reforms. The ministry

was remodelled in a more Liberal direction
; and a new delegate

was sent to the federal diet at Frankfort, empowered to vote

for the establishment of a parliament for united Germany.

The disorders, fomented by republican agitators, none the less

continued
;
and the eflorts of the government to suppress them

with the aid of federal troops led to an armed insurrection. For

the time this was master^ without much difficulty ; the in-

surgents were beaten at Kaadem on the 20th of April ; Freibutg,

which they held, fell on the a4th ; and on the 27th a Franco-

German legion,*’ which had invaded Baden from Strassbuigi

was routed at Dossenbach.

At the beginning of 1849, however, the issue of a new consti-

tution, in acoordance with the resolutkms of the Frankfopt

parKitnent, led to more serious troutde. It did little to satisfy

the Radicals, who were angered by the leluial of 'rite second

chamber to agree to their proposal Ion the suramoning of a
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constituent Assembly (toth of Februtry The new in-

surrection that now bn^e out was a more formidable affair than

the first. A military mutiny at Rastatton the i tth of May showed

that the army sympathized with the revobtion, which was

proclaimed two days later at Orenburg amid tumultuous scenes.

On the same day (ijth of May) a mutiny at Karlsmlie forced

the grand-duke to take to flighty and the ne^ day be was followed

by the ministers, while a committee of the diet under Lorenz

firentano (1813-1801), who represented the more moderate

Radicals as against the repuUicans, established itself in the

capital to attempt to direct affairs pending the establishment of

a provisional government. This was accomplished on the ist of

June, and on the loth the “ constituent diet,” consisting entirely

of the most advanced politicians, assembled. It had little

chance of doing more than make speeches
;
the country' was in

the hands of an armed mob of civilians and mutinous soldiers
;

and, meanwhile, the gmnd-diike of Baden luid joined with

Bavaria in requt'sting the armed intervention of Prussia, which
was granted on the condition that Baden should join the league
of the Three Kings.

From this moment the revolution in Baden was dfM>med, and
with it the rtwolution in all (»erniany. The Prussians, under
Prince William (afterwards emperor), invaded Baden in the

middle of June. The insurgent forces were under the command
of the Pole, Ludwig von Mieroslawski (1814-1878), who reduced

them to some semblance of order. On the 20th he met the

Prussians at Waghausel, and was completely defeated
;
on the

25th Prince William entered Karlsruhe : and at the end of the

month the members of the provisional government,who had taken

refuge at Freiburg, dispersed. Such of the insurgent leaders as

were caught, notably the ex-officers, .suffered railitar>' execution

;

the army was dispersed among Prussian garrison towns
; and

Baden was occupied for the time by Prussian trocips. The
grand-duke returned on the 19th of August, and at once dissolved

the diet. The elections resulted in a majority favourable to the

new ministry, and a series of laws were passed of a reactionary

tendency with a view to strengthening the government.

The grand-duke I.eopold died on the 24th of April 1852, and
was succeeded by his sectmdeon, Frederick, as regent, the eldest,

Louis (d. 22nd of January 1858), being incapable of ruling.'

The internal affairs of Baden during the period that followed

have comparatively little general interest. In the greater

politics of Germany, Baden, between 1850 and 1866, was a con-

sistent supporter of Austria ; and in the war of r866 her con-

tingents, under Prince William, had two sharp engagements
with the Prussian army of the Main. Two days before the

affair of Werbach (24th of July), however, the second chamber
had petitioned the grand-duke to end the war and eiifxsr into

an offensive and defensive alliance with Prussia. The grand-duke
had from the first been opposed to the war with Prussia, but
had been forced to yield owing to popular resentment at the

poli^ of Prussia in the Schleswig-Holstein question (g.v.). The
ministry, now at one, resigned ; Baden announced her with-

drawal from the German confederation
;
and on the ijdi of

August a treaty of peace and alliance was signed with Prussia.

The adhesion of Baden to the North German confed^ation was
prevented by Bismarck himself, who had no wish to give

Napoleon III. so good an excuse for intervention ; but it was
the opposition of Baden to the formation of a South German
confederation that made the ultimate union inevitable. The
troops of Baden took a conspicuous share in the war o# 1870

;

and it was the grand-duke of Baden who, in the historic assembly
of the German princes at Veysaitles, was the first to hail the king
of Prussia as Germati empetar.

The mtental polities of Baden, both before and after r87o,

centre in the main timind die question of religion. The signing

on the 28th of June 1859 of a concordat with the Holy by
which educatioli was ptoced under the oversi|ght of the cfeigy

and tins estal^ltment of reiligiotn orders was facilitated, led to

a cofitftStutioMl struggle, whr^ ended in 1863 the victory

' Frederick asaained the title of grand-duke on the 5th of
September Y836.
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of Libera! principles, the communes being made resnonsibie for

education, thotwh the priests were admitted to a share in the

management. *!n)e quarrel^between Lilieralism and Gericalism

was, however, not ended. In 1867, on the acoosaion to the

premiership of Julius vtm Jolly (1833-1891), several constitu-

tional changes in a Liberal direction were made : rasponiifaitity

of ministers, freedom of the press, compulsory education. In

the same year (6th of Septemlxr) a law was passed to compel all

candidates for the priesthood to pais the government examina-
tions. The orchbisimp of Freiburg resisted, and on his death in

April 1868, the see was left x acant. In 1869 the introduction of

civil marriage did not tend to allay the strife, which reached its

climax after the proclamation of tlie dogma of papal infallibility

in 1870. The Kulturkampf ’’ raged in Baden, os in the rest

of Germany ; and here as elsewhere the government encouraged

the formation of Old Catholic communities. Not till 1880, after

the foil of the ministry of Jolly, was a reconciliation with Rome
effected ; in 1882 the archbishopric of Freiburg was again filled

up. llie political tendency of Baden, meanwhile, mirrored

that of all Germany. In 1891 the National Liberals had but a
majority of one in the diet ; from 1893 they could maintain them-
selves only with the aid of the Conservatives ; and in 1897 a coali-

tion of Uitramontanes, Socialists, Social-democrats and Radicals

(Freisinntfie)^ won a majority for the opposition in tlie chamber.

Amid all these contests the wise and statesmanlike moderation
of the grand-duke Frederick won him universal esteem. By
the treaty under which Baden had become an inte^al part of

the German empire, he had reserved only the exclusive right to

tax beer and spirits ; the army, the post-office, railways and the

conduct of foreign relations were placed under the effective

control of Prussia. In his relations with the German ennpire,

too, Frederick proved himself rather a great German noble than
a sovereign prince actuated by particul^ist ambitions ; and his

position as husband of the emperor William I.’s only daughter,

Louise (whom he had married in 1856), gave him a peculiar

inffuence in the councils of Berlin. \^cn, on the aotfa of Sep*

tember 1906, the grand-duke celebrated at once the jubilee of

his reign and his golden wedding, all Europe combined to do
him honour. King Edward Vli. sent him, by the hands of the

duke of Connaught, the order of the Garter. Butmore significant,

perhaps, was the tribute paid by the Temps^ the leading Parisian

paper. “ Nothing more dearly demonstrates the sterile paradox
of the Napoleonic work,** it wrote, “than the history of the

grand-duchy. It was Napoleon, and be alone, who created this

whde state in 1803 to reward in the person of the little margrave
of Baden a relative of the emperor of Russia. It was he who
after Austerlitz aggrandized the maigravate at the expense of

Austria ; transformed it into a sovereign principality and raised

it to a grand-duchy. It was he too who, by the seculariza-

tion on the one hand and by the dismemberment of Wiirttem-

bexg on the other, gave the pand-duke 500,000 new subjects.

He believed that recognition of the prince and the artificial

ethnical formation of the principality would be pledges of

security for France. But in 1813 Baden joined the coalitton,

and since then that nation created of odds and ends {de brie ei

de broc) and always handsomely treated by us, has not ceased

to take a leading part in the struggles against our country.

The grand-duke Frederick, grand-duke by will of Napokon,
has done France all the harm he could. But French opinion

itself renders justice to the probity of his character and to the

ardour of his patriotism, and nobody will feel surprise at the

homage with which Germany feeh l^und to surround bis old

age.** He died at Mainau on the 38th of September 1907, and
was succeeded by his son, the grand-duke Frederick 11 .
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Badische GeschickU (Karlsruhe, 1B90) ; Die Zdhrineer in Baden
(Karlsruhe, 1881) ; Baden unter den Groseherxdgtn Karl Friedrith,
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; Gesehiekie der haiieeken Verfauung
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BMdiuhi Lan4k$iigt$cht(^h$t (Berlin, 1899-1902) : E. von Chrismar,

CiHi^logii dss utsanUhaum Baden vom /6. Jahrhundert bts heute

(Gotha, 1892) ;
E. H. Meyer, Badtscheiiyolhsteben im /g. Jahtffundert

(Strasaburi;, 1000) ; F. J. More, Quellensammiung xuf hadtsehen

UndnttiChichte (Kati«ruhe. 184^^ > Badiicke Biogeaphten.

edited by F. von Woech (KarUruhe, 1873-1891).

BADENOCH, a dtatrict of aouth-cwt Inverness-shire, Scotknd,

bounded on the N. by the Monadhiiath mountains, on the E. by

the Cairngorms ani^ Braemar, on the S. by Atholl and the

Grampians, and on the W. by Lochaber. Its area is somewhat

undefined, but it may lie estimated to measure 36 m. from N.E.

to S.W. and 15 m. from N. to S. Excepting the valley of the

Spey and the great glens, it is almost entirely a wild mountainous

tract, many hilts exceeding 3000 ft. in height, and contains in

the forests of Alder, Drumochtcr, Gaick and Feshie some of

the best deer countiy' in the Highlands. Loch Laggan and Loch

Ericht are the principal lakes, and the district is abundantly

watered by the Spey and its numerous tributaries. It is

traversed, from DaJnaspidal to Boat of Garten, by the Highland

railway. There are very few industries, and papulation groups

itself at Kingussie and other places on or near the Spey. From

i22g to 1313 the lordship of Badenoch was owned by the Comyns.

Jn 1371 Robert 11
.
granted it to his son Alexander Stewart,

ist earl of Buchan (1343-1405), the “ Wolf of Badenoch.”

Reverting to the crown, it was bestowed in 1452 upon the 1st

earl of Huntly, and still gives the title of lord of Badenoch to

the marquess of Huntly.

BADENWEILER, a health resort and watering place of the

grand-duchy of Baden, Germany, a8 m. N. by E. by rail from

Basel, at the western edge of the Black Forest. It is sheltered

by the Blaucn (3820 ft.) anrl the climate is excellent. Its new
1

parish (Evangelical) church {1897) is built at the foot of the

11th-century castle which belonged to the margraves of Baden,
|

and was de.stroyed by the French during the wars of Louis XV,
The place is visited by 5000 people annually, partly for its warm
mineral springs (70” F.), partly for its whey cure, and partly on
account of its equable flimate and picturesque surroundings.

There are a Kurhaus, built in 1853, and a park of 15 acres

;

also a grand-ducal castle, refitted in 1887-1888. In 1784 well-

preserved Roman Imths were discovered here. Tlie permanent

population is about 600.

BADGER, the common name for any animal of the Musteline

subfamily Melinae or the typical genus MeUs (see Carnivora).

Ibe name is probably derived from ** badge,” device, on account

of the marks on the head
;
or it may be identical with the term

separately noticed below, the French blaireau being used in lx)th

senses. The members of the typical genus have the lower jaw so

articulated to the upper, by means of a tmnsverse condyle firmly

locked into a long cavity of the cranium, that dislocation of the

jaw is all but impossible, and this enables those creatures to main-

tain their hold with the utmost tcnacit)*. The Eurojiean badger

(Meles taxus or Af. nules) is from 25 in. to 29 in. long, with a tail

of about 8 in .

;

the general hue of the fur is grey aliove and black

on the under parts
;
the head is white, with a black stripe on each

side. In habits it may be taken as typical of the subfamily. It

is nowhere abundant, but is found over the northern parts of

Europe and Asia, and is a quiet, inoffensive animal, nocturnal

and solitary in its habits, sleeping by day in its burrow, and
Issuing forth at night to fe^ on roots, ^ech-enast, fruits, the eggs

of birds, small quadrupeds, frogs and insects. It is said also to

dig up the nests of wasps in order to eat the larvae, as the ratel

—a closely allied South African form—is said to rob the bees of

their honey. The mnle and female are seldom seen together, and
are supposed to trace eac^ other by the odaur of the secretion

in the anal glands. Fossil remains of the badger have been

found in England in deposits of Pleistocene age. In eastern

Persia this species is replaced by the Persian badger (M, eemescens)
;

two spedcs— the white • tailed badger (M. ienoirMf) and the

Ghinesc badger (Af. cA$f$ensts)k occur in eastern Asi$; and
another (M. amunma) is found in Tapan. The American tedger

(TaxuUa arnmeam) ranges over me mater part of the United

States^ and in hamti dosely resembles the European spedes,

but stems to be more carnivorous* When badgers were more

abundant than they now arc, their sl^, dressed with the hair

attached, were commonly used for pistol iumiturp. They are

now chiefly valued for the hair, that of the European badger being

used in the manufacture of the best shaving-brushes while the

softer hair of the American species is employed for the same

purpose, and also for painters’ pencils, and the fur is used for

articles of ladies’ apparel and trimmings. The Malay badger

(Mydaus meliceps) is a)nfined to the mountains of Java (where

it is called the teledu), Sumatra and Borneo. The head and body

are about 15 in. long, and the tail no more tlian an inch
;
the fur

is dark brown, with the top of the head, neck and a broad dorsal

stripe, white. Like the skunk, this animal can eject the foetid

secretion of the anal glands, The sand-badgers (Arcionyx) are

Asiatic ;
the best-known species (A. coUaris) ranges from the

eastern Himalayas to Burma ; the smaller A, iaxoides is found in

Assam, Arakan and perhaps in China
;
and there is probably

another in Tiliet. In these the tail is much longer in proportion to

the l)ody than in the rest of the group.

The badger does not usually seek to attack, but, when driven

to bay, its great muscular power and tough hide render it a for-

midable antagonist. The cruel sport of badger-drawing was for-

merly popular throughout Great Britain, but was prohibited

about the middle of the X9th c'entury, together with bear-baiting

and bull-baiting. The badger-ward, who was usually attached

to a bear-garden, kept his badger in a large box. Whenever a

drawing was arranged, bets were made as to how many times the

dog, usually a bull-terrier, would draw the badger, i.e, pull it out

of its box, within a given number of minutes. As soon as the dog

succeeded in doing this the animals were parted, often by the

attendants biting their tails, and the badger was again shut up
in his box, which, at a signal from the time-keeper, was again

opened. Another method of baiting this animal is thus described

in the Encyclopaedia oj Sport s
” The>’ dig a place in the earth

about a yard long, so that one end is four feet deep. At this end

a strong stake is driven down. Then the badger's tail is split, a

chain put through it, and fastened to the stake with such ability

that the badger can come up to the other end of the place. The
dogs are brought and set upon the poor animal who sometimes

destroys several dogs before it is killed.” The colloquial ” to

badger ” (i.e. worry or tease) is a metaphorical derivative, und
“ drawing a badger ”

is similarly used in a figurative sense.

BADGER, a term of uncertain derivation (possibly derived

from bagger, in allusion to the hawkerls bag) for a dealer in food,

such as com or victuals (more expressly, fish, butter or cheese),

which he has purchased in one place and brought for sale to

another place
; an itinerant dealer, corresponding to the modern

hawker or huckster. An English statute of 1552 which sum-
marized, and prescribed penalties against, the offences of en-

grossing, forestalling and regrating, specially exempted badgers

from these penalties, but required them to be licensed by three

justices of the peace for the county in which they dwelt. A
statute of 1562-1563, after declaring that many people took up the

trade of badgering ” seeking only to live easily and to leave their

honest labour,” enacted tlut badgers should he licensed for a
year only, should be householders ^ three years’ standing in the

county in which they were licensed, and should enter into re-

cognizances not to engross or forestall. An act of 1844 al>olished

the offence of badgering, and repe^ed the statutes passed in

relation to it. The wo^ is still in common use in country

districts.

BADGHIS(”home of the winds ”),a district on the north-west of

Afghanistan, between the Murghab and Hari Rud rivers, extend-

ing as far northward as the edge of the desert of San^hs. It

includes the Cliul formations through which the Russo-AJ^han
boundary runs. This region was surveyed by the boundary com-
mission of 1885. Since that date it has been laigely settled by
the amir with purely Afghan tribes.

BADHAH, CHARLES (i8i3-yBS4X English scholar, was bom
at Ludlow, in Shropshire, on the i8th of July 1813. His father,

Charles Badham, translator of Juvend and an exo^ent dassical

scholar, was regius professor of physic at Glamw ;
his mother

was a cousin of Thomas Campbell, the poet whto about seven
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yean old; Badham was sent to Switzerland; where he betiame a
pupil of Pestalozzt. He was afterwards transferred to Eton,
and in 1830 was elected to a scholarship at Wadham College;

Oxford, but only obtained a third class in classics (1836); a

failure which may have been due to his dislike of the methods of

study then in fashion at Oxford, at a time when classical scholar-

ship was in a very unsatisfactory condition. Shortly after taking

his degree in 1S37 Badham went to Italy, where he occupied

himself in the study of ancient MSS., in particular those of the

Vatican library. It was here that he began a life-long friendship

with 0. C. Cobet. He afterwards spent some time in Germany,
and on his return to England was incorporated M.A. at Peter-

house, Cambridge, in 1847. Having taken holy orders, he was
appointed headmaster of Louth grammar school, Lincolnshire

(1851-1854), and subsequently headmaster of Edgbaston
proprietary school, near Birmingham. In the interval he had
taken the degree of D.D. at ('ambridge (1852). In i860 he

received the honorary degree of doctor of letters at the university

of Leiden. In 1866 he left England to take up the professorship

of classics and logi(! in Sydney University, which he held until

his death on the 26th of February 1884, He was twice married.

Dr Badham’s classical attainments were recognized by the most
famous European critics, such as G. (’. Cobet, Ludwig Preller,

W. Dindorf, F. W. Schneidewin, J. A. F. Meineke, A. Ritschl

and Tischendorf. Like many schoolmasters who are good
scholars anrl even good teachers, he was not a professional

success
;
and his hasty temper and dislike of anything approach-

ing disingenuousness may have stood in the way of his advance-
ment. But it is strange that a scholar and textual critic of his

eminence and of European reputation should have made com-
paratively little mark in his native country. He published

editions of Euripides, Helena and Ipktgenia in Tauris (1851),
Ion (1851); Plato’s Philebus (1855, 1878); Laches and Euthy-
demus (1865), Phaedrus (1851), Symposium (1866) and De
Platonis Kpistolis (1866). He also contributed to Mnemosyne
(Cobet’s journal) and other classical periodicals. His Adhoriatio

ad Discipulos Academiae Sydniensis (i86g) contains a number of

emendations of Thucydides and other classical authors. He
also published an article on “ The Text of Shakespere in

Cambridge Essays (1856) ’ Criticism applied to Shakespere

(1846) ;
Thoughts on Classical ahd Commercial Education (1864).

A collected edition of his Speeches and Lectures delivered in
Austratta (Sydney, 1800) contains a memoir by Thomas Butler.

BADIUS, JODOCUS or JossE (1462-1535), sometimes called

Baditts Ascensiits from the village of Asche, near Brussels,

where he was bom, an eminent printer at Paris, whose establish-

ment was celebrated under the name of Prelum Ascensianum.
He was himself a scholar of considerable repute, had studied at
Brussels and Ferrara, and before settling in Paris, had taught
Greek for several years at Lyons. He illustrated with notes
several of the classics which he printed, and was the author of

numerous pieces, amongst which are a life of Thomas k Kempis,
and a satire on the follies of women, entitled Nasncula Sitdtarum
Mulierum,

BADLE8NBRE, BARTHOLOMEW, Baron (1275-1322),
English nobleman, was the son and heir of Gunselm de Badles-
mcre (d. 1301), and fought in the English army botK in France
and Scotland during the later years of the reign of Edward I.

In 1307 he became governor of Bristol Castle, and afterwards
Edward II. appointed him steward of his household

;
but these

marks of favour did not prevent him from making a compact
with some other noblemen to gain supreme influence in the royal
council. Although very hostile to Earl Thomas of Lancaster,
^dlesmere helped to make peace between the king and the earl
in 1318, and was a member of the middle party which detested
alike Edward’s mlAhnw, like the Despensers, and his violent
emmies like Laniciister. The king’s conduct, however, drew
him to the side of the earl, and he had already joined Edward’s
enemies when, 4n October 1321, his wife, Margaret de Clare,
refused^ to admit Queen Isabella to her husband’s castle xt
Leeds 4n Kent. The king captured the castle, seized and im-
prisoned Lady Badlesmere, and civil war b^n. After the

defeat of Lancaster At Boroughbridge, Badlesmere was taken
and ha^d at Canterbury on the X4th of .April 133a, His son

and heir, Giles, died without children in 1338.

BADMUITON, or Grxat Baomintok, a village in the southern

parliamentary division of Gloucestershire, England, too m. W.
of London by the Great Western railway (direct Hne to south

Wales). Here is Badminton House, the seat of the dukes of

Beaufort, standing in a park some xo in dsoumferenoe.
The manor of Badminton was acquired in 1608 from Nicolas

Boteler (to whose &mily it had belonged for several centurtes)

by Thomas, Viscount Somerset (d. 1650 or 1651), third son -of

Edward, 4^ earl of Worcester, and was given by hk daughter
and heiress Elizabeth to Henry Somerset, 3rd marquess of

Worcester and ist duke of Beaufort (1620-1699), who built the

present mansion (1682) on the site of the old manor house. It is

a stone building in Palladian style, and contains a number of

splendid paintings and much fine wood-carving. The parish

church of St. Michael stands close to it. This is a Grecian build-

ing (1785), with a richly ornamented ceiling and inlaid altar-

pavement
; it also contains much fine sculpture in the memorials

to former dukes, and is the burial-place of Field Marshal Lord
Raglan, who was the youngest son of the 5th duke of Beaufort.

Raglan Castle, near Monmouth, now a beautiful ruin, was the

seat of the earls and the 1st marquess of Worcester, until it was
besieged by the Parliamentarians in 1646, and after its capitula-

tion was dismantled.

BADMINTON, a game played with rackets and shuttlecocks,

its name being taken from the duke of Beaufort’s seat in

Gloucestershire. The game appears to have been first played

in England about 1873, but before that time it was played in

India, where it is still very popular. The Badminton Association

in England was founded in 1895, and its laws were framed from
a code of rules drawn up in 1^7 for the Bath Badminton Club
and Imsed on the original Poona (1876) rules. In England the

game is almost always played in a covered court. The All

England championships for gentlemenh doubles, ladies’ doubles,

and mixed doubles were instituted in 1899, and for gentlemen’s

singles and ladies’ singles in 1900 ; and toe first ch^pionship
between England and Ireland was played in X904. Badminton
may be played by daylight or by artificial light, either with two
players on each side (the four-handed or double game) or with
one player on each side (the two-handed or single game). The
game consists entirely of volleying and is extremely fast, a
single at Badminton being admitted to require more staying

power than a single at lawn tennis. There is much scope for

judgment and skill, e.g. in “ dropping ” (hitting the shuttle

Diagram of Court ,—In the two-
handed game, the width of tlie

court is reduced to 17 ft. and
tlie long service lines are di.s-

pensed with, the back boundary
lines being used as llic long
service lines, and the lines

dividing tlie half courts being

produced to meet the back
noundary lines. The net posts

are placed either on the side

boundary lines oi- at any dis-

tance not exceeding 2 ft. outside

the said lines
;
thus in the four-

handed game, the distance be-

tween the posts is from 20 to

24 ft., and in the two-handed
game, from 17 to 2i ft. N.B.~-
With the exception of the net
line, the dotted lines on the
court apply only to the court for

the two-handed game.

gently just over toe net) and in smashing ” (hitting the shuttle

with a hard downward stroke). The meaBurements of the court

are shown on the accompanying plan.

The Badminton hallsbould to not less than 18 ft high; Along

the net line is stretched a net 30 in. deep, from 17 to 34 ft. long

according to the position of the posts, and edged on . the top with

white tape 3 in. wide. The top of toe net mould to 5 ft. from
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tliiuroiiiid ftt the centre ttid 5 ft» i in. at the posts. The shnttlc-

cock (or shuttle)hw 16 feathers from sj to a} in. long, weighs

from 73 to 85 gniins. The racket (ilhich is of no specified ime,

aluifie or wen^t) is strung with strong fine gut and weighf as a

rule about 6 oz.
i j- »

The game is for 15 or, rarely, for 21 aces, except in Jadics

singles, when it is for 1 1 aces ;
and a rubber is the best of three

games, (iaincs of y aces arc played only imd always in matches

decided by a single game, and geneimlty in handicap contests.

The right to choose ends or to scive first in tiie first game of the

rubber is decided \ry tossing. If the side which wins the toss

chooses first service, tlie other side choose.^ ends, and vice ver^

;

but the side which wins the toss may call upon the otb» side

to make first choice*. The sides change ends at the beginning

of the second game, and again at the b^inning of the third

game, if a third game is necessary. In the third game the sides

change ends wh^ the side which is leading readies 8 in a game

of 15 aces, anrl 6 in a game of ir aces, or, in handicap games,

when the score of either side reaches half the number of aces

required to win the game. In mutches of one game (21 aces)

the sides change cmds when the side which is leading has scored

II uccs. The side winning a game .serves first in the next game,

and, in the four-handed game, either player on the side that has

won the last game may take first service in the next game.

In a game of 15 aces, when the score is “ 13 all ” the side

which first reaches 13 has the option of ‘ setting the game to

5, and when the scoa* is “ 14 all
” the side which iirit reaches 14

has the option of “ setting ” the game to 3, t.c. the side which

first scores 5 or 3 aces, according ns the game has been ** set
**

at “ 13 all or ,** 14 all,’' wins. In ladies’ singles, when the score

is “ Q all ” the side first reac hing 9 may set ” the game to 5..

and when the score is “ 10 all ” the side which first reaches 10

may “ set the game to 3. In games of 21 aces, the game may
be “ set ” to 5 at “ ig all ” and to 3 at “ 30 all.” There is no
” setting ” in handicap games.

In the four-handed game, the player who serves first stands

in his right-hand half court and serves to the player who is

standing in the opposite right-hand half court, the other players

meanwhile standing anywl^re on their side of the net. As soon
os the shuttle is hit by the server s racket, all the players may
stand anywhere on their side of the net. If tlic f^yer served

to returns the shuttle, f.<r. hits it into any part of his opponents’

court before it touches the ground, it has to be returned by one
of the “ in ” (serving) side, and then by one of tlie ” out

”

(non-serving) side, and so on, until a fault ”
i.s made or the

shuttle cetuiCB to be ” in play.” ^ If the “ in side makes a
“ fault/’ the server loses his “ hand ” (serve), and the player

served to becomes the server ; but no score accrues. If the
“ out ” side makes a “ fault,” the “ in ” side scores an ace, and
tlie players on the in ” side change hiUf courts, the server then

serving from his left half court to the player in the opposite

left half court, who has not yet been served to. Only the player

served to may take the sendee, and only the “ in ” side can score

an ace. The first service in each innings is made from the right-

hand half court. The side that starts a game has only one
” hand ” in its first innings

;
in every subsequent innings each

player on each side lias a ” hand,” tlie partners serving con-

secutively. While A side remains ” in,” service is made alter-

nately from each half court into the half court diagonally

opposite, the change of half courts taking place whenever an
ttce is scored. If, m play, the shuttle strikes the net but still

goes over, the stroke is ^ood
; but if this happens in service

and the service is otherwise good, it is a ” let,” t.r. the stroke

does not count, and the server must serve sgiln, even if the shuttle

has been struck by the player served to, in which case h is

assumed that the shuttle would have fallen into the piOper

half court. It is a lei/' too, if the server, in attempting to

serve, misses the shuttle oltogethef* It is a go^ slvoke, in service

or in play, if theahulUe foUs un a line, or, in |^y, if it is followed

» The buttle is '* in pli^ ** frotn the time it is struck hv the Server’s

raehet untU it toaeltet the grotiad. or touches the net wtttioat going
over, or until a ” iault is autdix

over the net with the striker’s racket, or passes outside ei^
of the net posts and then drops inside any of the boundary lines

of the ophite court. Muiatis muUtndts^ the above remarks

apply to the two^nded' game, the main pomts of difference

being that, in the two-handed game, both sides change half

courts after each ace is sc»red and the same player takes otmr

secutive servos, whereas in the double game only the serving

side changes half courts at an added ace and a player may not

take two consecutive serves in the same game.

It is a fault ” (e) if the service is overliand, i.c. if the shuttle

when strode is higher than the server’s waist
;

(ib) if, in servii^,

the shuttle docs not fall into the half court diagonf^y opposite

that from which service is made
;

(r) if, before the shuttle is

struck by tlie server, both feet of the server and of the player

served to are not inside their respective half courts, a foot on

a line being deemed out of court ,* {d) if, in play, the shuttle

falls outside the court, or, in service or play, paases through or

under the net, or hang.s in the net, or touches the roof or side

walls of the hall or the person or dress of any player
;

(r) if the

shuttle ” in play ”
i.s hit before it readies the striker s side

;

(/) if, when the shuttle is in play,” a player touches the net or

its supports with his racket, person or dress
; (g) if the shuttle

is slnick twice successively by the same player, or if it is struck

by a player and his partner successively, or if it is not distinctly

hit, i.e. if it is merely caught on the raclmt and spooned over the

net
;
(A) if a player wHfully obstructs liis opponent.

For full information on the laws of the game the reader is referred

to the Laws of BadminUm and tiw Rides vf the Hadnuniun Assaciatiun,

publtsluxl aimually (London^ Se<‘ also an anicle by M. Massey
in the Badminton Maftazine (February 1907), reprinted in a slightly

revised form in the BadminUm Gasefte (November kwij). Until

(^toiler 1907 Laum Tennis and Badminton was the ofheia] organ
of the Hadmmton Associatton ; m November 1907 the Badminton
Gazette bccami* the official organ.

BADNUR, a town of British India, the headquarters of the

district of Betul in the (/entral Provinces. It consists, besides

the European houses, of two bazaars. Pop. (1901) 5766. There

is a good serai or inn for native travellers, and a dak'hungdm> or

resting-place for Europeans. Not far from Badnur is KherJa,

the former residence of the Gond rajas, where tliere is an old

fort, now in ruins, which u.scd to be held by them.

BAJDRINATH, a village and celebrated temple in British India,

in the Garhwal district of the United Provinces. It is situated

on the right bank of the Vislinuganga. a tributary of the Alaiv-

nanda river, in the middle of a valley nearly 4 m. in length and
1 in breadth. The village is small, containing only twenty or

tliirty huts, in which reside thp Brahmans and die attendants

of the temple. I'his building, which is considered a place of

high sanctity, is by no means equal to its great celebrity. It

if» about 40 or 50 ft. in height, buBt in tlie form of a cone, with

a small cupola, on the top of wliich is a gilt ball and spire, and
contains the shrine of Badrinatli, dedicated to an incarnation of

Vislmu. The principal idol is of black stone and is 3 ft. in height.

Badrinath is a favourite rc.sort of pilgrims from all parts of

India. In ordinary years the number varies from 7000 to

10,000 ; but every twelfth year, when Ibc festival of Kumbh-
mela is celebrated, the concourse of persons is sakl to be 50,000,

In addition to the gifts of votaries, the temple enjoys a further

source of revenue from the rents of villages assigned by former

rajas. Successive temples have been shattered by avalanches,

arid the existing building is modern. It is situated anumg
mountains rising 23,000 ft. above the level of the sea. Elevation

of the site of the temple, 10,294 fU

BAOUU.A, the capital of the province of Uva, Ceylon, 54 m.
S.£. of Ki^y. It is the seat of a government agent and district

judge, besides minor courts. It was in Kandyan times the home
of a prince who ruled Uva as a principality. Badulla stands

2222 ft. above sea-level
; the averi^ annual rainfall is 79k in.

;

the average temperature, 73*’.
,
The population of the town in

190Z was 5924 ; of the Bsdulla district, 186,674. Ihew is a
botanic garden

;
and the town, being almost encircled by a

river^the Badullaeya'-^d overshadonsed fay the Nsnuaac^y
Kande range of mountasiis (highest poalc 6#8e ft.), is very
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piotQfesqneiy siuiated. Hie raihviy terraiimt at Bandarawella
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is i8 m. from Badulla. Tea is cultivated by the planters, and

rice, fruit and vegetables by the natives in the district.

BAEDUliR, KARL (1801-1850), German publisher, was bom
at Essen on the 3rd of November 1801. His father hada printing

establishment and book>shop there, and Karl followed the same

business independently in Coblenx. Here he began to issue the

first of the series of guide-books with which his name is associated.

They followed the model of the English senes instituted by John
Murray, but de\^oped in the course of years so as to cover the

greater part of the civilized world, and later were issued in

English and French as well as German. Baedekers son Fritz

carried on the business, which in 187s was transferred to Leipzig.

BABHR, iORAHN CHRISTIAN FELIX (1708-1872), German
philologist, was bom at Darmstadt on the 13th of June 1798.

He studied at the university of Heidelberg where he was

appointed professor of classical philology in 1823, chief librarian

in 1832, and on the retirement of G. F. Creuzer became director

of the philological seminary. He died at Heidelberg on the 29th

of November 1872. His earliest works were editions of Plutarch’s

Alcibiades (1822), PhtlnpoemeHy Flamtmnus, Pyrrhus (1826), the

fragments of Ctesias (1824), and Herodotus (1830-1835, 1855-

1862). But most important of all were hLs woife on Romanlitcra-

ture and humanistic studies in the middle ages .* Geschichie der

rdmischen JMteratur(4th ed.. 1868-1870), and the supplementary

volumes, Dir christliclun Dichter und Gesckichtschretber Roms
(2nd ed., 1872), Die rkrisdich-romische TAfoi/Tg/f (1837), Geschichte

der romischen Litieratur im karolingischen Zeitalier (1840).

BAEL FRUIT {Aef^le marmclos). Ae^le is a genus of the

botanical natural order Rutareue, containing two species in

tropical Asia and one in west tropical Africa. The plants are

trees bearing strong spines, with alternate, compound leaves

each with three leaflets and panicles of sweet-soentcd white

flowers. Affile manttelns, the bael- or bel-fmit tree (also known
as Bengal quince), is found wild or cultivated throughout India.

The tree is valued for its fruit, which is oblong to pjmfomi in

shape, 2 *5 in, in diameter, and has a grey or yellow rind and a

sweet, thick orange-coloured pulp. 'Hie unripe fruit is cut up
in slices, sun-dried and used as an astringent ; the ripe fruit is

described us sweet, aromatic and cooling. The wood is yellowish-

white, and hard but not durable. The name Ar^le is from one

of the Hesperides, in reference to the golden fruit ;
marmelos is

Portuguese for quince.

BAENA, a town of southern Spain, in the province of Cordova ;

32 m. by road S.K, of the city of Cordova. Pop. (a goo) 14,539.

Baena is picturesquely situated near the river MarUilla, on the

slope of a hill crowned with a castle, which formerly lielonged

to the famous captain (ionzalo de’ Cordova. Farming, horse-

breeding, linen-weaving and the manufacture of olive-oil are

the chid local industries. The nearest railway station is Luque
(pop. 4972), 4 m. S.E. on the Ja6n-Lucena line. The site of

the Roman town (lianiana or Biniona) can still be traced, and
various Roman antiquities have been disinterred. In 1292 the

Moors under Mahommed II. of Granada vainly besieged Baena,

which was held for Sancho IV. of (astile ; and the five Moorish

heads in its coatrof-arms commemorate the defence.

BAER, KARL BRliST TON (179S-1876), German' biologist,

was bom at Piep, in Esthonia, on the 29th of February 1 792. His

father, a small landowner, sent him to school at Rev^, which he

left in his eighteenth year to study medicine at Dorpat Uni-

versity. The lectures of K. F. Bu^ach (1776-1847) suggested

research in the wider field of life-history, and as at that time

Germany offered more faciiitiies for, and greater encouragement
to, scientific woric, von Baer went to Wurebuig, where J. 1 . J.

Ddllinger (i77o~x84i), father of the Catholic theologian, was
professor of anatomy. In teaching von Baer, DdUinger gave a
directkni to his studies which secur^ his future pre-eminence in

the sdenoe of oigaiiic development. He coilabaixted with C. H.
Pander (1794-1865) in reaearches on the evolution of the chick,

die iciuitB of whi^ were first published in Burdaeb’s treatisemi
phyaolo^. Continuiiiff Itis investigations alone, von Baer ex-

tended &m to the evmntaoik of oiganisras genen^, and after a
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sojourn at Berlin he was invited by his old teacher Burdaeh, who
had become professor of anatomy at Kdnigsbetg, to join him as

prosector and chief of the new zoological museum (i8i7)l Von
Baer’s great discovery of the human ovum is die subject of his

Episiola de Ovo Mammalium elMmmis Gmesi (heipof^, 1827),

and in the following year he published the first part of hts Hislary

of ike Evolution of Animals (Ueber die Entwickelungsgesekdchie dir

Tkiere), the second part following ip 1837^ In this work he

demonstrated first, that the Graafian follicles in the^ivary are not

the actual eggs, but that they contain the spherical veaicie, whkh
is the true ovum, a body about the one hundred and twentieth of

an inch in diameter, wherein lie the properties tmnsmlttiag the

phy.cical and mental characterLstics of the parent or grandparent,

or even of more remote ancestors. He next showed that in all

vertebrates the primary stage of cleavage of the fertilized egg is

followed by modification intoleai-likegerm layers-<*skm,muscular,

vascular and mucous—whence arise the several orgaa*? of the

body by difierentiation. He further discovered the gelatinous,

rvlindrical cord, known as the chorda dorsalis, which passes along

the body of the embryo of vertebrates, in the lower types of which

it is limited to the entire inner skeleton, while in the higher the

imekbone and skull are developed round it. His “ law of corre-

aponding stages ” in the development of vertebrate embryos was
exemplified in the fact recorded by him abtmt certain specimens

preserved in spirit which he hud omitted to label. “ I am quite

unable to say to wluil class tliey belong. They may be lizards,

or small bird.s, or very young mammalia, so complete i$ the

similarity in the mode of formation of the head and trunk in these

animals. The extremities are still absent, but even if they had
existed in the earliest st^e of the development we should learn

nothing, because all arise from the some fundamental form.”

%ain, in his History of EvdubUm he suggests, “ Are not all animals

in the l>eginning of their development essentially alike, and is

there not a primaiy’ h/rm common to all ? ” (i. p. 223). Notwith-

standing this, the lelic ” idea, with the archetypal theory which
it involved, possessed von Baer to tlie (red of his life, and explains

his inability to accept the theory of unbroken descent with

modification when it was propounded by Charles Darwin and
A, K. Wallace in 1858, The influence of von Baer's discoveries

has lieen far-reaching and abiding. Not only was he the pioneer

in that branch of biological science to wluch Francis Balfour,

gathering up the lalx)urs of many fellow-workers, gave coherence

in his Comparative Embryology (i88j), but the impetus to T. H.
Huxley’s resean;lies on the structure of the medusas came from
him (Life, i. 163), and Herbert Sjjencer found in von Baer’s “ law
of development ” the “ law of all development ” (Essays, i. 30).

In 1834 von Baer was appointed librarian of the Academy of

Sciences of St Petersburg. In 1835 he published his Development

of Fishes, and as the result of collection of all available informa-

tion concerning the fauna and flora of the Polar regions of the

empire, he was appointed leader of an Arctic expedition in 1837.

The remainder of his active life wa.s occupied in divers fields of

research, geological as well as biological, an outcome of the latter

being his fine monograph on the fislies of the Bal tiq and Caspian

Seas. One of the last works from his prolific pen was an interest-

ing autobiography published at the expense of the Esthonign

nobles on the celebration of the jubilee of his doctorate in t864*

Three years afterwards he received the Copley medal. He4ied

at Dorpat on the 28tb of November 1876. (E. Cl.)

BAER, WILLUM JACOB (i860-
), Americaxi painter, was

born on the 29th of January i860 in Cincinnati, Ohio. He studied

at Munich in 1880-1884. He had much to do with the revival in

America of the art of mimaturerpainting, to which he turned in

1892, and was the first president of the Society of Painters in

Miniature, New York. Among his miniatures are “ The Golden

Hour,” ” Daphne,” " In Arcadia ” and “ Madonna with the

Auburn Hair.
’

BABTYLUS (Gr. fiatrvkoi, fiaiWtktov), awood of Senutk^qrigin

(••bethel) denoting a sacred stone, wbi(fli was supposed to be

endowed with life. These fetish objects of worship were meteoric

stones, which W4)re<ledicated to thegods or rev^msdas symbols of

thegods themselves (Rtrety, Hat* Hist xviL 9 ; Photius, Cod* 240).
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In Greek mythology the term was specially applied to the stone

•upposed to have been swallowed by Cronus (who f^red mis*

fortune from his own children) in 'mistake for his infant son

Zeus, for whom it had been substituted by Uranus and Gaea, his

wife^s parents {Etymolofiicum Magnum^ s.v.). This stone was

carefully pn?served at T>elphi, anointed with oil every day and on

festal occasions covered with raw wf>ol (Pausanias x. 24). In

Phoenician mytho^y, one of the sons of Uranus is named

Bactylus. Another famous stone was the effigy of Rhea Cybcle,

the holy stone of Pessinus, black and of irregular form, which was

brought to Rome in 204 n.r. and placed in the mouth of the

statue of the goddess. In some cases an attempt was made to

give a more regular form to the original shapeless stone : thus

Apollo Agyieus was represented by a conical pillar with pointed

end, Zeus Mcilichius in the form of a pyramid. Other famous

baetylic idols we^c those in the temples of Zeus(asiusat Seleucia,

and of Zeus Teleios at Tegea. Even in the declining years of

paganism, these idols still retained their significance, as is shown

by the attacks upon them by ecclesiastical writers.

Sec Mimtcr, Vher dte vom Himmgl gefallenen Suing (1805;

:

Ho'iii'k. De liaeivtiis (1854); and the exhaustive ^article by F,

J.c»ormant in l>areml)crff‘ and Sagho'.s Dictionary of Antiquities.

BAEYER, JOHANN FRIEDRICH WILHELM ADOLF VON
);
German chemist, was bom at Berlin on the 31st of

0('tol>fr 1835, his father being Johann Jacob von Baeyer (1794-

1885), chief of the Berlin Geodetical Institute from 1870. He
studied chemistry under R. W. Bunsen and F. A. Kekul4

,
and

in 1858 took his degree as Ph.D. at Berlin, becoming privat-

docent a few years afterwards and assistant professor in 1866.

Five years later he was appointed professor of chemistry at

Strassburg, and in 1875 he migrated in the same capacity to

Munich. He devoted himself mainly to investigations in organic

ch<?mistry, and in particular to synthetical studies by the aid of
“ condensation ” reactions. The Royal Society of London
awarded him the Davy medal in 1881 for his researches on

indigo, the nature and composition of which he did more to

elucidate than any other single chemist, and which he also

Buof'eeded in preparing artificially, though his methods were not

found commercially practicable. To (elebrate his seventieth

birthday his scientific papers were collected and published in

two Vfjlumcs (Gesammelte Werkf, Brunswick, 1905), and the

names of the headings under which they are grouped give some
idea of the range and extent of his chemical work :—(i) organic

arsenic compounds, (2) uric acid group, (3) indigo, (4) papers

arising from indigo researches, (5) pyrrol and pyridine bases,

(6) cx|)eriments on the elimination of water and on condensation,

(7) the phlhaleins, (8) the hydro-aromatic compounds, (9) the

terpenes, (10) nitroso compounds, (11) furfurol, (12) acetylene

compounds and “ strain ” (Spannutigs) theory, (13) peroxides,

(14) Iwsic projierties of oxygen, (15) dilKjnzalacetone and tri-

phenylamine, (16) various researches on the aromatic and (17)
the aliphatic series.

BAfiZA (anc. Beatia)^ a town of southern Sjiain,in the province

of Jncin ; in the Loma de Ubeda, a mountain range between the

river Guadalquivir on the S. and its tributary the Guadalimar on
the N. Pop. ( 1 900) 14,379. Ba^za has a station 3 m. S.W. on the

Lindres'-Almeria railway. 1 is chief buildings are those of the uni-

versity (founded in 1533, and replaced by a theological seminary),

the cathedral and the Franciscan monaster)’. The Cordova and
Ubeda gates, and the arch of Ba^za, are among the remains of its

old fortifications, which were of great strength. The t^rwn has

little trade except in farm-produce ; but its red dye, made from

the native cochineal, was formerly celebrated. In the middle

ages Ba^ was a flourishing Moorish dty^ laid to contain 50,000

inhabitants; but it was sacked in 1239 by Ferdinand III. of

Castile, who in 1248 transferred its bishopric to Jain. It was
the birthplace of the sculptor and painter, Gasimr Becerra.

BAFFIN, WIUIAM (1584-1(^22), English naYigataff and
discoverer. Nothing is known of his early life, but it is con-

jectured that he was bom in Ixmdon of humble origin, and
gradually raised himself by his diligence and perseverance. The
earliest mention of his name occurs in 1612, in connexion with

an expedition in seardb of a North-West Passage, under the orders

of Captain James HaU, whom he acconqianied as chief pilot.

Captain HaU was murdered in a %ht with the natives on the

west coast of Greenland, and during the two following years

Baffin served in the Spitsbergen whale-fishery, at that time

controlled by the Muscovy Company. In 1615 he entered the

sendee of the Company for the discovery of the North-West
Passage, and accompanied Captain Robert Bylot as pilot of the

little ship ** Discovery,” and now carefuUy examined Hudson
Strait. The accuracy of Baffin’s tidal and astronomical observa-

tions on this voyage was confirmed in a remarkable manner by
Sir Edward Parry, when passing over the same ground, two
centuries later (1821). In the following year Baffin again sailed

as pilot of the ” I)i.scovery,” and passing up Davis Strait dis-

covered the fine bay to the north which now bears his name,
together with tlie magnificent series of straits which radiate from
its head and were named by him Lancaster, Smith and Jones
Sounds, in honour of the generous patrons of his voyages. On
this voyage he had sailed over 300 m. farther north than his

predecessor Davis, and for 236 years his farthest north (about

lat. 77® 45') remained unsurpassed in that sea. All hopes,

however, seemed now ended of di.scovcring a passage to India

by this route, and in course of time even Baffin’s discoveries

came to be doubted until they were re-discovered by Captain
Ross in 1818. Baffin next took service with the East India

(Company, and in 1617-1619 performed a voyage to Surat in

British India, and on his return received the special recognition

of the Company for certain valuable surveys of the Red Sea
and Persian Gulf which he had made in the course of the voyage.

Early in 1620 he again sailed to the East, and in the Anglo-
Persian attack on Kishm in the Persian Gulf, preparatory to

the reduction of Ormuz, he received his death-wound and died

on the 23rd of January 1622, Besides the importance of his

geographical discoveries, Baffin is to be remembered for tlie

importance and accuracy of his numerous scientific and magnetic
observations, for one of which (the determination of longitude

at sea by lunar observation) the honour is claimed of being the

first of its kind on record.

BAFFIN BAY and BAFHN LAND, an arctic sea and an
insular tract named after the explorer William Baffin. Baffin

or Baffin's Bay is imrt of the long strait which separates Baffin

loind from Greenland. It extends from about 69® to 78° N.

and from 54® to 76® W. Prom the northern end it is connected

(i) with the polar sea northward by Smith Sound, prolonged by
Kane Basin and Kennedy and Robeson Channels

; (2) with the

straits which ramify through the archipelago to the north-west

by narrow channels at the head of Jones Sound, from which
O. Sverdrup and his party conducted explorations in 1900-

1902 ; (3) with the more southerly part of the same archipelago

by I^ncaster Sound. Baffin Bay was explored very fully in

1616 by Baffin. The coasts arc generally high, precipitous and
deeply indented. The most important island on the east side

is Disco, to the north of Disco Bay, Greenland. During the

greater part of the year this sea is frozen, but, while hardly

ever free of ice, there are normally mivigable channels along the

coasts from the beginning of June to the end of September
connected by transverse channels. The bay is noted as a centre

of the whale and seal fishery. At more than one point a depth

exceeding xooo fathoms has been ascertained.

Baffin Land is a barren insular tract, included in Franklin

district, Canada, with an approximate area of 236,000 sq. m.,

situated between 61° and 90® W. and 62® and 74® N. The
eastern and northern coasts are rocky and mountainous, and are

deeply indented by large bays including Frobisher and Home
Bays, Cumberland Sound and Admiralty Inlet. Baffin Land is

separated from Greenland by Baffin Bay and Davis Strait, from

Ungava by Hudson Strait, from Keewatin and Melville Peninsula

by Fox Channel and Fur)’-and-Hecla Strait, from Boothia

Peninsula and North Somerset by the Gulf of Boothia and
Prince Regent Inlet, and i^m North Devon by Lancaster

Sound. Various names are given to various parts of the land

—

thus the north-western part is called Cookbum Land, farther
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east IS North Galloway

;
on the extreme eastern peninsula are

Cumberland and Penny Lands, while the southern is called

Meta Incognita; in the west is Fox Land. In the southern
part of the interior are two large lakes, Amadjuak, which lies

at an altitude of 389 ft, and Nettiling or Kennedy.
BAGAMOYO, a seaport of German East Africa in 6** 22' S.,

38'* 55' E* EoP‘ about 18,000, including a considerable number
of British Indians. Being the port on the mainland nearest the
town of Zanzibar, 26 m. distant, Bagamoyo became the starting-

point for ^ravans to the great lakes, and an entrepot of trade with
the interior of the continent. It possesses no natural harbour.

The beach slopes gently down and ships anchor alx)ut 2 m.
off the coast. The towm is oriental in character. The buildings

include the residence of the administrator, barrack.s, a govern-
ment school for natives, a mosque and Hindu temple, and the
establishment of the Mission du Sacre Catur, which possesses
a large plantation of coco-nut palms. Bagamoyo is in telegraphic
communication with Zanzibar and with the other coast towns
of German East Africa, and has regular steamship communica-
tion with Zanzibar. Of the explorers who made Bagamoyo
the starting-point for their Journeys to the interior of Africa,
the most illustrious were Sir Richard Burton, J. H. Speke,

J. A. Grant and Sir H. M. Stanley.

BAGATELLE (French, from Ital. bagatella^ bagata^ a trifle),

primarily a thing of trifling importance. The name, though
French, is given to a game which is probably of English origin,

though its connexion with the shovel-board of Cotton’s Complete
Gamester is very doubtful. Strutt does not mention it. The game
is very likely a modification of billiards, and is played on an
oblong board or table varying in size from 6 ft. by 1 J ft. to 10 ft.

by 3 ft. The bed of the table is generally made of .slate, although,
in the smaller sizes, w'ood covered with green cloth is often used.
The .side.s are cushioned with india-rublicr. The head is semi-
circular and fitted w’ith 9 numlxTed cups set into the bed,
their numbers showing the amount scored by putting a ball into
them. An ordinary billiard-cue and nine balls, one black, four
red and four white, are used. The black ball is placed upon a
spot about 9 in. in front of hole i, and about t 8 in. from
^e player’s end of the board a line (the baulk) is flrawn across
it, behind which is another spot for th<' player’s ball. (Tlie.se

measurements of course differ acc'ording to the size, of the table.)

.Some modern tables have pockets a.s well as cup.s.

Bagatelle Proper.—The, black Ixill having been placed on the
upper spot, the players “ string ” for the lead, the winner being
that player w^ho play.s his ball into the highest hole. Any
number may play, either .separately, or in sides. Each player
in turn plays all eight balls up the table, no score Ix'ing allowed
until a ball has touched the black ball, the object being to play
as many balls as possible into the holes, the black ball counting
double. Balls missing the black at the beginning, those rolling
back across the baulk-line, and those forced off the table are
** dead ” for that round and removed. The game is decided by
the aggregate score made in an agreed number of rounds.
Sans £ga/.—This is a French form of the game. Two players

take part, one using the red and one the white balls. After
stringing for lead, the leader plays at the black, forfeiting a
ball if he misses. His opponent then plays at the 'black if it

has not been touched, otherwise any way he likes, and each
then plays alternately, the object being to hole the black and his

own balls, the winner being the one who scores the highest
number of points. If a player holes one of his opponent’s balls

it is scored for his opp<Mient. The game is decided by a certain
number of rounds, or by points, usually 21 or 31. In other
matters the rules of bagatelle apply.

The Cannon Gawe.—* This is usually considered the best and
most scientific of bagatelle varieties. Tables without cups are
soinetimes used. As in billiards three balls are required, the
white, spot-white and black, the last being spotted and the
non-striker’s ball placed midway between holes i and 9. The
object of the game is to make cannons (caroms), balls played
into hdes, at the mme time counting the numbers of tlic holes,
but if a ball falls into a hole during a play in which no cannon

is made the score counts for the adversary. If the striker’s ball

is holed he plays from baulk ; if an object-ball, it is spotted as
at the beginning of the game. A cannon counts 2 ; missing

the white object-boll scores i to the adversaiy' ; missing the
black, 5 to the adversar>\ If there are pockets, the striker scores

2 for holing the white object-ball and 3 for holing the black,

but a cannon must be made by the same stroke
;
otherwise tlie

score counts for the adversar}\

The Irtsk Cannon Game .—Tluj rules of \hc cannon game
apply, except that in all cases pocketed balls count for the
adversary.

Mississippi.—Th\& variation is played with a bridge pierced

with 9 or more arches, according to the size of the table, the
arches being numbered from i upwards. All nine balls are usujUly

played, though the black is sometimes omitted, each player

having a round, the objef't being to send the balls through the
arches. This may not be done directly, but the balls must strike

a cushion first, the black, if used; counting double the arch made.
If a ball is played through an arch, without first striking a cushion,

the score goes to the adversary, but another Wll, lying in front

of the bridge, may be sent through by the cue-ball if the latter

has struck a cushion. If a ball falls into a cup the striker scores

the value of the cup as well as of the arch,

Trou Madame.—This Is a game similar to Mississippi

j

with
the exceptions that the ball need not be played on to a cushion,
and that, if a ball falls into a cup, the opponent scores the value
of the cup and not the striker.

Bell- Bagatelle is played on a board provided with cups, arches
from which bells hang, and stalls each marked with a number.
The bail is played up the side and rolls down the board, which
is slightly inclined, through the arches or into a cup or stall, the
winner scoring the highest with a ciertain number of halls,

BAGDAD, or Ba(;hi>ai>, a vilayet of Asiatic Turkey, situated
Ixjtwcen Persia and the Syrian desert, and including the greater
part of ancient Babylonia. The original vilayet extended
from Murdin on the N. to the Persia Gulf on the S., and
from the river KhalK)r on the W. to the Persian frontier on
the K. From the middle of the 17th centur)’*, when this region
was annexed by the Turks, until about the middle of the 19th
century, the vilayet of Bagdad was the largest province of the
Turkish empire, constituting at times an almost independent
principality. Since then, however, it has lost much of its im-
portance and all of its independence. The first reduction in size

occurred in 1857, when some of the western portion of the vilayet
was added to the newly created sanjak of Zor. In 1878 the
Mosul vilayet was created out of its northern, and in 1884 the
Basra vilayet out of its southern sanjaks. At the present time
it extends from a point just below Kut el-Amara to a point
somewhat above Tekrit on the Tigris, and from a point somewhat
below Samawa to a point a little above Anah on the Euphrates.
It is still, terrilorialiy, the largest province of the empire, and
includes some of the most fertile lands in the Euphrates-Tigris
valleys

; but while possessing great possibilities for fertility, by
far the laiger portion of the vilayet is to-day a desert, owing
to the neglect of the irrigation canals on which the fertility of
the valley dep)endir. From the latitude of Bagdad northward
the region between the two rivers is an arid, waterless, limestone
steppe, inhabited only by roving Arabs. From the latitude of
Bagdad southward the country is entirely alluvial soil, deposited
by the rivers Tigris and Euphrates, possessing great possibilities

of fertility, but absolutely flat and subject to inundations at the
time of flood of the two rivers. At that season much of the
country, including the immediate surroundings of Bagdad, is

under water. During the rest of the year a large port of the
coimtry is a parched and barren desert, and much of the re-
mainder swamps and lagoons. Wherever there is any pretence
at irrigation, ^01^ the banks of the two great rivers and by
the few canals which are still in existence, the yield is enormous,
and the shores of the Tigris and Euphrates in the neighbour-
hood of Bagdad and Hilla seem to be one great palm garden.
Sultan Abd-ul-Hamid 11. personally acquired large tracts of land
in various ports of the vilayet. These so-called tenmehs are

III. 7
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well fanned and managed, in conspicuous contrast with the sur-

lounding territory. and dikes have been constructed to

control and distribute the much-needed water, and the officials

are housed in new buildings of substantial appearance. Indeed,

wherever one finds a new and prosperous-looking vill^c, it may
be assumed to belong to the sultan. These setinieks are an

advantage to the country in that they give security to their

immediate region and certain employment to some part of its

population. On tJie other hand, they withdrew lai^e tracts of

fertile and productive land from taxation (one-half of the

cnitivoled land of the x ilayet was said to be administered for

the sultan's privy purse), and thus greatly reduced the revenue

of the vilayet.

llie chief city of the vilayet is its capital, Bagdad. Between

the Euphrates and th<‘ Arabian plateau lie the sacred cities of

Kerbela or Meshed-llosain, and Nejef or Meshed Ali, with a

population of 20,000 to 60,000 each, while a number of towns,

varying in population from 3000 to 10,000, are found along tlie

Euphrates (Anah, Hit, Ramadich, Musseyib, Hilla, Diwanich

and Samawa) and the Tigris ('I’ckrit, Samarra and Kut el-

Amara). The settled population lies entirely along the banks

of these streams and the canalc and lagoons westward of the

iCuphrates, Ixitween Kerbela and Nejef. Away from the banks

of the rivers, between the Euphrates and the 'figris and between

the latter and the Persian mountains, arc tribes of wandering

Arat)s, some of whom possess great herds of horses, sheep, goats,

asses and camels, while in and by the marshes other tribes, in

the transition stage from the nomadic to the settled life, own
great herds of buffaloes. Of the wandering Arab tribes, the most
powerful is the great tribe of Shammar. which ranges over all

Mesopotamia. In January and February they descend as low

as the neighbejurhood of i)iwanieh in such numbers that even

Bagdad is afraid. Here and there arc regions occupied by a

scmi-sedcntary population, called Madatiy occupying reed huts

huddled around mud castles, called mefiul. These, like the

Bedouin Arabs, are practically independent, waging constant

warfare among themselves and paying an uncertain tribute to

the Turkish government, In general, Turkish rule is confined

to the villages, towns and cities along the river banks, in and by
which garrisons arc located. Since the time(1868- 1872) of Midhat

Pasha, who did much to bring the independent Arab tribes under

control, the Turkish government has Ix^en, however, gradually

strengthening its grip on the country and extending the area of

conscription and taxation. But from both the racial and religious

standpoint, the Arab and Persian Shi us, who constitute the vast

bulk of tlie population, regard the Turks as foreigners and tyrants.

Of crops the vilayet produces wheat (which is indigenous),

rice, Imrlcy (which takes the place of oats as food for horses),

durra (a coarse, maize-like grain), sesame, cotton and tobacco

;

of fruits, the date, orange, lemon, fig, banana and pomegranate.

The country is naturally treeless, except for the tamarisk, which

grows by the swamps and along the river-beds. Here and there

one sees a solitary sifsaf tree, or a small plantation of poplars

or white mulberries, which trees, with the date-palm, constitute

the only timber of the countiy. The willows reported by some
travellers arc in reality a narrow-leaved variety of poplar.

Besides the buffaloes and a few humped Indian oxen, there

are no cattle in the countr>'. Of wild animals, the pig, hyena,

jackal, antelope and hare are extremely numerous
;

lions are

still found, and wolves and foxes are not uncommon. Snipe and
various species of wild fowl are found in the marshes, and
pdicans and storks abound along the banks of the Euphrates

and Tigris. Fish are caught in great numbers in the rivers and

marshes, chiefly barbel and carp, and the latter attain so great

a size that one is a sufficient load for an ass. The principal

exports of the province are coarse wool, hides, dates and horees.

At \ arious points, especially at Hit, and from Hit southward along

the edge of the Arabian plateau occur bitumen, naphtha and

white petroleum springs, all of which remain undeveloped. The
climate is vciy’ hot in summer, with a mean temperature of 97® F,

From April to November no rain falls ; in November the rains

commence, and during the winter the thermometer falls to 46® F.

Cholera is endemic in some parts of the vilayet, and before

1875 the same was true of the bubonic plague. At that date

this disease was stamped out by energetic me^ures on the part

of the government, but it has reappeared again in rmnt years,

introduced apparently from India or Persia by pilgrims. There

arc four great centres of pilgrimage for Shi'ite Moslems in the

vilayet, Samarra, Kazemam, a suburb of Bagdad, Kerbela and

Nejef. These arc visited annually by tens of thousands of

pilgrims, not only from the surrounding regions, but also from

Persia and India ;
many of whom bring their dead to be buried

in the neighbourhood of the sacred tombs.

Unpleasant, but not dangerous, is another disease, the so-called
“ Bagdad date-mark," known elsewhere as the “Aleppo button,"

kc. This disease extends along the rivers Tigris and Euphrates,

and the country adjacent from Aleppo and Diarbekr to the

Persian Gulf, although there are individual towns and regions

in tliis territory which seem to he exempt. It shows itself as a
boil, attacking the face and extremities. It appears in two
forms, known to the natives as male and female respectively.

The former is a dry scaly sore, and the latter a running, open boil.

It is not painful but leaves ugly scars. The natives all carry

somewhere on their face, neck, hands, arms or feet the scars of

these boils which they have had as children. Eunjpean children

born in the country are apt to be seriously disfigured, as in their

case the boils almost invariably appear on the face, and whereas
native children have as a rule but one boil, those born of European
parents will have several, Adult foreigners visiting the countiy
are also liable to be attacked, and women, especially, rarely escape

disfigurement if they stay in the country for any length of time.

Tlie boils last for about a year, after which there is no more
likelihood of a recurrence of the trouble than in the case of

smallpox.

The area of the vilayet is 54,480 scj, m. The population

is estimated at 852,000 ;
Christians, 8000, principally Nestorians

or Chaldaeans
;

Jews, 54,000; Moslems, 790,000, of whom the

larger part are Shi'as.

Si‘e G. le Strange, liagkdad %imhf the Abhasid Caliphate (1901);
The Lands of the JCastern Caliphate (Cambridge. 1905) ;

V. ('uinet,

La Turquic d'Aste (J^aris, 1890)
; J. P. 1 ‘ottTs, Sippur (New

York and I.oi\don, 1897); Ed, Sachau, Am Euphnt und Tigris

(Leijuig, 1900) ;
A. V. (leerc, /?y Xile and Euphrates (Edinburgh,

J9«4). (J. P. I'F.)

BAGDAD, or Baghdad, the capital of the Turkish vilayet

of the same name. It is the headquarters of the VI. Army
Corps, which garrisons also the Basra and Mosul vilayets. It

lies on both sides of the river Tigris, in an exten.sivc desert plain

which has scarcely a tree or village throughout its whole extent,

in latitude 33® 20' N., longitude 44“ 24' E. At this point the

Tigris and the Euphrates approach each other most nearly,

the distance between them being little more than 25 m. At
this point also the two rivers are connected by a canal, the

northemmo.st of a series of canals which formerly united the two
great waterways, and at the same time irrigated the intervening

plain. This canal, the Sakhlawieh (formerly Isa), leaves tl^

Euphrates a few miles above P'eluja and the bridge of boats,

near the ruins of the ancient Anbar. As it approaches Bagdad
it spreads out in a great marsh, and finally, through the Masudi

canal, which encircles western Bagdad, enters the Tigris below

the town. At the time of Chesney's survey of the Euphrates in

X838 this canal was still navigable for craft of BC»ne .size. At
present it serves no other purpose than to increase the floods

which periodically turn Bagdad into an island city, and some-

times threaten to overwhelm the dikes which protect it and

to submerge it entirely.

The original city of Bagdad was built on the western bank of

the Tigris, but this is now, and has been for centuries, little

more than a suburb of the laiger and more important city on

the eastern shore, the former containing an area of only 146 acres

within the walls, while the latter extends over 591 acres. Both

the eastern and the western part of the city were fonnerly

I enclosed by brick walls, with lai^ge round towers at the principal

I

angles and smaller towers intervening at shorter distances, the

I
whole surrounded by ft deep fosse. There were three gates in the
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western dty end four in the eastern ; one of the latter, however,

on the north side, called ** Gate d the* Talianan ” from an

Arabic inscriptaon bearing the date a.d. isoo, has remained

closed since the capture of the city by Murad IV. in 1638.

These walk all fell into decay long since
; at places Utiey were

used as brick quarries, and finally the great reforming governor,

(186^1872), Midhat Pasha, following the example set by many
European cities, undertook to destroy them altogether and utilize

the free space thus obtained as a public park and esplanade.

His plans were only partially carried out. At present fragments

of the walls exist here and there, with the great ditdi about

them, while elsewhere a line of mounds marl^ their course. A
great portion of the ground within the wall lines is not occupied

by buddings, especially in the north-western quarter; and

even in the more populous parts of the city, near the river, a

considerable space between the houses is occupied by gardens,

where pomegranates, figs, oranges, lemons and date-palms grow

in great abundance, so that the city, when seen at a distance,

has the appearance of rising out of tlie midst of trees.

Along the Tigris the city spreads out into suburbs, the most

important of which is Kazemain, on the western side of the river

northward, opposite which on the eastern side lies Muazzam.
The former of these is connected with western Ihigdad by a very

primitive horse-tramway, also a relic of Midhat Pasha’s reforms.

The two parts of the city are joined by pontoon bridges, one in

the suburbs and one in the main city. The Tigris is at this point

somt‘ 275 yds. wide and ver>^ deep. Its banks are of mud,
with no other retaining walls than those fonned by the founda-

tions of the houses, whicb are consequently always liable to be

undermined by the action of the water. The western part of

the city, which is very irregular in shape, is occupied entirely by

Shi'as. It has its own shops, bazaars, mosques, &c., and con-

stitutes a quarter by itself. Beyond the wall line on that side

vestiges of ancient buildings are visible in various directions,

and the plain is strewn with fragments of bricks, tiles and

rubbish. A burying-ground has also extended itself over a

large tract of land, formerly occupied by the streets of the city.

The form of the new or eastern city is that of an irregular oblong,

about 1500 paces in length by 800 in breadth. The town has

l)een built without the slightest regard to regularity
;

the

streets are even more intricate and winding than those in most

other Eastern towns, and with the ex('eption of tlie bazaars and
.s»)me open squares, th(; interior Is little else than a laliyrinth of

alleys and passages. The streets are unjmved and in many
places so narrow that two horsemen can scarcely pass each

other
;

as it is seldom that the houses have windows facing the

,
tlioroughfares, and the doors are small and mean, they present

on bo& sides the gloomy appearance of dead walls. All the

buildings, both public and private, are constructed of furnace-

burnt bricks of a yellowish-red colour, principally derived from

the ruins of other places, chiefly Madain (Ctesiphon), Wasit and
Babylon, which have been plundered at various times to furnish

materials for the construction of Bagdad.
The liouses of the richer classes are regularly built about an

interior court. The ground floor, except for the serdabf is given

up to kitchens, store-rooms, servants’ quarters, stables, &c.

Tlie principal rooms are on the first floor and open directly frocn

a covered veranda, which is reached by an open staircase from
the court. I'hese constitute the winter residence of the family,

reception rooms, &c. The roofs of the houses arc all flat, sur-

rounded by parapets of sufficient height to protect them from
tlie observation (A the dwellers opposite, and separate them
from their neighbours. In the summer ^e population sleeps

and dines upon the roofs, whidi thus constitute to all intents a
third storey. The resHunder of the day, so far as family life is

concerned, is spent in the serittb, a cellar sunk somewhat below
the level of the courtyard, damp from frequent wettings, with its

half windows covered with hurdles that^ed with camel thorn

and kept dripping with water. Occasionally the sefdabs are

provided with punlmbs.

Sometimes, in the months of June, July and August, when
the sherJtt or south wind is blowing, the thennonieter at break
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of day is known to stand at 112° F., while at noon it rises to

119° and a little before two o’clock to s2a% standing at suneet

at 1 14'’, but dus scale of tertperature is exceptional. Ordmarily

during the summer months d\e thennometer averages from

about 73^ at sunrise to at the hottest time of the day.

Owing to the extreme dryness of the atmosphere and the fact

that there k always a breeze, usually from iba K.W., this heat

is fell much less than a greatly lower temperature in a more
humid atmosphere. Moreover, the nights are ahnost invariably

cool.

Formerly Bagdad was intersected by innumemble canals and
aqueducts whirii carried the water of both the Euphrates and
tlie Tigris through the streets and into the houses. Tcnday

these have all vanished, with the exception of one aqueduct

which still coii\'evs the water of the Tigris to the shrine of Abd
ul-Qadir (ul-Kadir). The present population efansws its water

directly from the Tigris, and it is distributed through the dty

in goal-skins carried on the backs of men and asses. There is, of

course, no sewerage system, the surfaces of thqttnets serving that

purpose, anti wlmt garbage and refuse it notconsumed by the

dog scavengers washes down into the Tigris at the same place

from which the water for drinking is drawn. As a consequence

of these insanitaiy* conditions the death-rate is very high, and
in case of epidemics the mortality is enormous. At sui^ times

a large part of the population leaves the city and encamps in the

desert northward.

The principal public buildings of the city, such as they are,

lie in the eastern section along the river bank. To the north,

just w'ithin the old wall line, stands the citadel, surrounded by a
liigh wall, with a lofty clock-tower which commands an excellent

view. To the south of this, also on the Tigris, is the seras or

(>alace of th(; I'urkish governor, distinguish^ rather for extent

than grandeur. It is comparatively modem, Iniilt at different

|)eriods, a large and confused structure without proportion,

beauty or strength. Somcwlmt farther southward, just below

the pontoon bridge, stands the customshouse, which occupies

the site and is built out of the material of the medresefa or

<’oIlcge. oi Mostansir (a.d. 1233). Of the original building of the

caliph Mostansir all that remains is a minaret and a small

portion of the outer walls. Farther down arc the imposing

iiuildings of the British residency. The German consulate also

is on the river-front. As in all Mahommedan cities, the mosques

are conspicuous objects. Of these very few are old. The
Marjonieh Tnos(|ue, not far from the minaret of Mostansir,

although its body is modern, has some remains of old and very

rich araliesque work on its surface, dating from the 14th century.

The door is formed by a lofty arch of the pointed form guarded

on both sides with red bands exquisitely sculptured and having

numerous inscriptions. The mosque oi Khmki, supposed to

have been an old Christian church, is chiefly distinguished for

its prayer niche, which, instead of being a simple recess, is

crowned by a Koman arch, with square pedestals, spiridly

fluted shafts and a rich capital of flowers, with a fine fan or

shell-top in the Roman style. The building in its pr^nt form

bears the date of a.d, 1682, but the sculptures which it contains

belong probably to the time of the caliphate. The minaret of

Suk ei-Ghozl, in the south-eastern part of the city, dates from

the 13th century. The other roo^ues, of which there are about

tiurty within ^e walls, excluding the chapels and pkces of

prayer, are all of recent erection. Most of them are surmounted

by bright-coloured cupolas and minarets. The Masque of the

Vizier, on the eastern fide of the Tigris, near the pontoon bridge,

has a fine dome and a lofty minaret, and the Great Mosque in

the square of el Meidan, in the neighbourhood of the xrrat, is

also a noble buUdtng.

The other mosques do not merit any particular attention, and
in general it may be said that Bagdad architectore is neither

distinctive nor imposing. Such ottracrions as the buildings

possess are due rariier to the richly cotoured riles with which

many of them are adorned^ or to inscriptions, like the Kufic

inscr^tion, dated 944, on the ruined ttkkf of the Bektash

dervishes in western Bagdad* More impoitant than the mosques
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proper are the tomb mosques. Of these, the most important and

most imposing is that of Kazemain, in the northern suburb of

the western ci^. Here are buried the seventh and ninth of the

successors of Ali, recognized by Shi'as, namely Musa Ibn Ja’far

el-Kazim, and his grandson, Mahommed Ibn All el<Jawad.

In its present form this mosque dates from the 19th century.

The two great domes above the tombs, the four lofty minarets

and part of the fi^acJc of this shrine, are overlaid with gold,

and from whatever direction the traveller approaches Bagdad,

its glittering domes arvl minarets are the first objects which

Tiiect his eye. It is one of the four great shrines of the Shi*ite

Moslems in the vilayet of Bagdad. Christians are not allowed

to enter its precincts, and the population of the ICazemain

quarter is so fanatical that it is difficult and even dangerous to

appoach it.

In the suburb of Muazzam, on the western side of the river,

is the tomb of Abu Hanifa (q.v.), the canon lawyer. There is a

lai^e mosque with a painted dome connected with this tomb,
which is an obje(]||of veneration to the Sunni Moslems, but it

seems c heap and unworthy in comparison with the magnificent

shrine of Kazemain. Qn the same side of the river, lower down,
is the shrine of Abd al-Qadir al-jilani (of Jilan), founder of the
Qftdirite fKadaria) sec t of dervishes, also a noted place of

pilgrimage. The original tomb was erected about a.d. 1253,
but the present fine dome above the grave is later by at least

two or tlircn- (CMilurics. The posses.sor or controller of this

wealthy mosque i.s the uaktb, locally pronounced najeeb, or
marshal of the nobles, whose office is to dc’terminc who are
Se'ids, t.f. entitled to wear the green turban. He is second
only to the governor or vali pasha in power, and indeed his
influence is often greater than that of the official ruler of the
vilayet. Just outside of the wall of the western city lies the
tomb and shrine of MaVuf Karkhi, dating from a.d. 1215, which
also is a place' of pilgrimage. Close to this stands the so-called
tomb of Si tie Zobeide (Zobaida), with its octagonal base and
pineapple dome, one of4he most conspicuous and curious objects
iw the neighliourhood of Bagdad. Unfortunately it is rapidly
hilling into dec^ay. K, Niebuhr reports that in his day (a.d. 1750)
this t()mb bore an inscription setting forth that Ayesha Khanum,
the wife of the governor of Bagdad, was buried here in 1488,
her grave having been made in the ancient sepulchre of the lady
Zobeide (Zobaida), granddaughter of Caliph Mansur and wife of
Harun al-Rashid, who died in a.d. 831. The tomb was restored
at the time of her burial, at which date it was already ancient,
and it was evidently believed to be the tomb of Zobeide. Con-
temporary historians, however, state that Zobeide was actually
buried in Kazemain, and moreover, early writers, who describe
the neighbouring tomb and shrine of Ma'ruf Karkhi, make no
reference to this monument.
About 3 m. west of Bagdad, on the Euphrates road, in

or by a grove of trees, stands the shrine and tomb of Nabi
Yusha or Kohen Yusha, n place of monthly pilgrimage to the
Jews, who l)elieve it to be the place of sepulture of Joshua, son
of Joscdech, the high priest at the close of the exilian period.
This is one of four similar Jewish shrines in Irak

; the others
being the tomb of Ezra on the Shatt el-Arab near Koma, the
tomb of Ezekiel in the village of Kefil near Kufa, and the well
of Daniel near Hillah. This shrine is also venerated by Moslems,
who call it the tomb of Yusuf (Joseph). The Jews bury here
their chief priests, a right the Moslems at times contest, and in

1889 a serious conflict between Jews and Moslems resulted from
an attempt of the former to exercise this right

There are said to be aliout thirty kkans or caravanserais in
Bagdad for the reception of pil^ms and merchants and their
ujoods, none of -which is of any importance as a building, wdth
the single exception of the khan el-Aurtmeh adjoining the
Marjanieh mosque, to which it formerly belonged. This dates
from A.D. 1356, and is said to occupy the site of an ancient
Christian church. Its vaulted rool is a fine specimen of Saracenic
brickwork. In recent years the demands of modem travel have
led to the establishinent of a hotel, which affords comfortable
aaicommodation according, to European methods. There is

also an English club-house. I'here are said to be about fifty

baths in Bagdad, but in general they are inferior in construction

and accommodation. The bazaars of Bagdad are extensive
and well stocked, and while not so fine in construction as those
of some other Eastern cities, they are more interesting in their

contents and industries, because Bagdad has on the whole been
less affected by foreign innovations. Several of the bazaars are
vaulted over with brickwork, but the greater number are merely
C9vered with flat beams which support roofs of dried leaves or
branches of trees and grass. The streets of the entire business
section of the city are roofed over in this manner, and in the
summer months the shelter from the sun is very grateful, but in
the winter these streets are extremely trying to the foreign visitor,

owing to their darkness and their damp and chilly atmosphere.
Bagdad is about 500 m. from the Persian Gulf, following the

course of the river. It maintains steam communication with
Basra, its port, which is situated on the Shatt el-Arab, somewhat
more than 50 m. from the Persian Gulf, by means of two lines
of steamers, one English and one Turkish. British steamers
were first placed upon the Tigris as a result of the expedition of
Colonel F. R. Chesney, in 1836. Since that time, a British gun-
boat has been stationed before the residency, and British steamers
have been allowed to navigate the river. Only two of these,
however, maintain a weekly connexion with Basra, and they are
quite inadequate to the freight traffic between the two cities.

The more numerous vessels of the Turkish service are so small,
so inadequately equipped and so poorly handled, that they
are used for either passenger or freight transport only by those
who cannot secure the services of the British steamers. The
navigation of the Tigris during the greater part of its course
from Bagdad to Korna is slow and uncertain. The river,

running through an absolutely flat country, composed entirely
of alluvial soil, i.s apt to change its channel. In flood time the
country at places becomes a huge lake, through which it is

extremely difficult to find the channel. In the dry season, the
autumn and winter, on the other hand, there is danger of ground-
ing on the constantly shifting flats and shoals. To add to the
uncertainties of navigation, the inhabitants along the eastern
bank of the stream frequently dig new canals for irrigation pur-
poses, which lx)th reduces the water of the river and tends to
make it shift its channel. Above Bagdad there are no steamers
on the Tigris, but sailing vessels of 30 tons and more navigate
the river to Samarra and beyond. The characteristic craft for

local service in the immediate environment of Bagdad is the
ku/a, a circular boat of basket-work covered with bitumen,
often of a size sufficient to carry five or six horses and a dozen
men. These boats have been employed from the remotest^
antiquity through all this region, and are often depicted on the'

old Assyrian monuments. Equally ancient are the rafts called

kellek, constructed of inflated goat-skins, covered with a frame-
work of wood, often supporting a small house for passengers,
which descend the Tigris from above Diarbekr. The wood of
these rafts is sold in Bagdad, and constitutes, in fact, the chief

supply of wood in tlmt city.

B^dad also lies on a natural line of communication between
Persia and the west, the ancient caravan route from Khorasan
debouching from the mountains at this point, while another
natural caravan route led up the Euphrates to Syria and tlic

Mediterranean and still another up the Tigris to Armenia and
the Black Sea. It was its situation at the centre of the lines of

communication between India and Persia and the west, both by
land and water, which gave the city its great importance in

wly times. With the change of the methods of transportation

its importance has naturally declined. The trade of Persia with
the west now passes either through the ports of the Persian Gulf
or northward over Trebizond, while India communicates with
the west directly through the Suez Canal. Bagdad is, tbmfore,
a decayed city. Money is scarce among all classes, and the

wages of common labourers are scarcely half what is paid in

Syria. It is still, however, the centre of distribution for a very
large, if scantily populated, country, and it also derives much
proiit from pilgrims, lying as it does on the route which Shi'ite
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pilgrims from Persia must take on their way to the sacred aties.

It also possesses important shrines of its own which cause many
pilgrims to lii^er riiere, and wealthy Indians not infrequently

choose Bagdad as a suitable spot in which to end their days in

the odour of sanctity. There has also sprung up of late years

considerable direct trade between the European and American

markets and Bagdad, and several foreign houses, especially

English, have established themselves there. Germany ^o has

invaded this fharket.

The staple articles of export are hides, wool and dates. The
export trade of Bagdad amounts to about £^50^000 annually,

and the import trade to about £2,000,000. l^e imports consist

of oil, cheap cottons, shoes and other similar goods, which

are taking the place of the picturesque native manufactures.

Even the Bedouin Arabs wear headdresses of cheap European
cotton stuff purchased in Bagdad or thereabouts, while the

common water vessels throughout the country are five-gallon

petroleum tins, which also furnish metal for the manufacture of

various utensils in the native bazaars.

Bagdad is in communication with Europe by means of two
lines of telegraph, one British and one Turkish, and two postal

services. There is a British consul-general, who is also political

agent to the Indian government. His state is second only to

that of the British ambassador at Constantinople. Besides the

gunboat in the river, he has a guard of sepoys, and there is an
Indian post-office in the residency. Formerly the British govern-

ment maintained a camel-post across the desert to Damascus.
This was abandoned about 1880 when the Turks established a
similar .service. By means of the Turkish camel-post letters

reached Damascus in nine days. There i.s also a Russian consul-

general at Bagdad, and French, Austrian and American consuls.

The Euphrates Valley (or Bagdad) railway scheme, which
had previously been discussed, was brought forward prominently

in 1899, and Ru.ssian proposals to undertake it were rejected.

British propo.sals followed, but were opposed by the Germans,
who, as controlling the line to Konia in Asia Minor, claimed

preference in the matter. A provisional convention was granted

to a German company by the Porte; and an irad6 was obtained

in 190Z. In 1^3 there was considerable discussion as to the

placing of the line under international control, and the question

aroused special interest in England in view of the short route

which the line would provide to India, in connexion with fast

steamship services in the Mediterranean and the Persian Gulf.

It was decided by the British government that the proposals

made to this effect did not offer sufficient security. The
financial arranpment as finally agreed upon was that German
financiers should control 40% of the capital of the line ;

French
(through the Imperial Ottoman Bank), 30% ; Austrian, Swiss,

Italian and Turkish, 20% ; and the Anatolian Railway Company,
10 %. In J904 the line was completed from Konia through
Eregli to Bulgurli. In 1908 an irad^ sanctioned the extension
across the Taurus to Adana, and so to Helif near Mardin (522 m.).

The population of Bagdad is estimated variously from 70,000
to 200,000

;
perhaps hdfway between may represent approxi-

mately the realty. More than two-thirds of the population are

Moslems, mostly Shi'as, with the exception of the official classes,

^cre are about 34,000 Jews occupying a quarter of' their own
in the north-western part of the city ; while in a neighbouring
quarter dwell upwar^ of 6000 Christians, chiefly so-called

Chaldaeans or Nestorians. The Carmelites maintain a mission
in Bagdad, as does also the (English) Churdi Missionary Society.

The Jews are the only part of die population who are provided
with schools. A school for boyn was established by the AUianee
JsraiUte in 1865, and one for giris in j^. Besides these, there

is also an apprentice school for industrial training.

The Jews constitute the wealthiest and most intelligent portion
of the population. A huge part of the foreign trade is in their

hands, and at the season of the sheep-shearing their agents and
representatives are found everywhere among the Bedouins and
Maditn Arabs of the interior, purchasing the wool and selling

various caonunodities in return. They are the bankers of the
.country,,and it is through their communications that the traveller

is able to obtain credit They are also the dealers in antiquities,

both gmuine and fraudulent. Next to them in enterprise and
prosperity are the Perskmf The porters of the town are all

Kurds, the river-men Chaldaean Christians. Every nation

retains its peculiar dress. The characteristic, but 1^ no means
attractive, street dress of the Moslem women of the better class

comprises a black horse-hair visor completely covering the face

and projecting like an enormous beak, the^ether extremities

being encased in yellow boots reaching .to the knee and fully

displayed by the method of draping the garments in front.

Bagdad is governed by a p^a, assisted by a council, lire

pashaand the higher officials in general come from Constantinople,

but a very large portion of the other Turkish officials seem to

come from the town of Kerkuk. They constitute a class quite

distinct from the native Arab population, and they and the

Turkish government in general are intensely unpopular among
the Arabs, an unpopularity increased by their religious differences,

the Arabs being as a rule Shi'ites, the Turks Sunnites, Besides

the court of superior officers, which assists the pasha in the

general administration of the province, there is also a mejlis or

mixed tribunal for the .settlement of municipal and commercial

affairs, to which both (Christian and Jewish merchants are

admitted. Besides these, theR* are the religious heads of the

community, especially the mkib and Jewish high priest, who
possess an undefined and extensive authority in their own
communities. The Jewish chief priest may be said to be the

successor of the extlarch or resh galutka of the earlier period.

History.—There are in or near Bagdad a few remains of a

|)eriod antedating Islam, the roost conspicuous of which are the

ruins of the palace of Chosroes at Ctesiphon or Madain, about

15 m. below Bagdad on the east side of the rivw. Almost

equally conspicuou.s, and a landmark through the whole region,

is the ruin called Akerkuf, in the de.se.rt, about 9 m. west-

ward of Bagdad. 1‘his consists of a huge tower of unburned

brick resting on a small hill of debris, the whole rising to a height

of 100 ft. or more above the plain, in Ilia centre of a network 0/

ancient canals. Inscribed bricks found in the neighbourhood

seem to connect this ruin with Kurigalzu, king of Babylon about

1300 B.c. Under .substantially its present name, Akukafa, il i»

mentioned as a place of importance in connexion with the canals

as late as the Abbasid caliphate. Within the limits of the city

itself, on the west bank of the Tigris, are the remains of a quay,

first observed by Sir Henry Rawlinson, at a {Xiriod of low water,

in 1849, built of bricks laid in bitumen, and bearing an inscription

of Nebuchadrezzar, king of Babylon. Baghdadu was an ancient

Babylonian dty, dating back perhaps as far as 2000 B.c., the

name occurring in lists in the library of Assur-bani-pal. It is also

mentioned on the Michaux stone, found on the Tigris near the

site of the present city, and dating from the time of Tiglath-

Pileser I. (1100 b.c.) The quay of Nebuchadrezzar, mentioned

above, establishes the fact that this andent dty of Baghdadu

was located on the site of western or old Bagdad (see further

under Caliphate: Abbasids, sections 2 foil.). References in

the Jewish Talmud show that this city still continued to exist

at and after the commencement of our era ;
but according to

Arabian writers, at the time when the Arab dty of Bagdad was

founded by the caliph Mansur, there was nothkig on that site

except an old convent. One may venture to doubt the literal

accuracy of this statement. It is clear that the andent name, at

least, still held firm possession of the site and was hence inherited

by the new dty.
The Arab dty, the old or round city of Bagdad, was founded

by the caliph Mansur of the Abbasid dynasty on the west side of

the Tigris just north of the Isa canal in a.d. 762. It was a mile

in diameter, built in concentric chrdes, wi^ the mosque and
palace of the caliph in the centre, and had four gates toward the

four points of the compass. It grew with great rapidity. The
subu^ of Rusafa, on the eastern bank, sprang up almost immedi-

atdy, and after the siege and capture of the round dty t^r

Mamun, in 8x4, fhii beoame the most important part of the

capital. The period of the greatest prosperity of Bagdad was

the period froin iti foundatioB until the death of Maiaun, the
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»uccctiorof Hanin, in 833. Iluring this period the city, including

both tides of the river, was 5 m. ocrow within the walls,

and it is said to have had a popiiittion of 2,000,000 souls. In

literature, art and science, it divided the sujjrcmacy of the

world with Cordova
;

in commerce and wealth it far surpassed

that city. How its splendour impressed the imagination may be

seen from the stories of the Arainan Ntgkts. It was the rel^ious

capital of all Islan^, and the political capital of the grwtcr part

of it, at a time when Islam bore the same relation to civili^tion

which Christendom does to-day. As in Spanish Islam, so in the

lands of the eastern caliphate, the Jews were treated relatively

with favour. The scat of the exilarch or resh f^aiuika was trans-

ferred from Puml)«i!ta(Pumbeditha or Pomheditha)in Babylonia

to Bagdad, which thii.s l)ccamc the capital of oriental Judaism ;

from then to the prwent day the Jews have played no mean part

in Bagdad.

Situated in a region where there is no stone, and practically no

timber, Bagrlad was built, like all the cities of the Babylonian

plain, of brick and tiles. Its buildings depended for their effect

principally on mass and gorgeous colouring. Like old Babylon,

also, Bagdad was celebrated throughout the world for its brilliant-

rolourcd textile fabrics. So famous was the silk of Bagdad,

manufactured in the Attabieh quarter (named afUir Attab, a

contemporary of the Prophet), that the place-name passed over

into Spanish, Italian, French and finally into English in the form

of “ tabby,” as the designation of a rich-coloured watered silk.

Depending on coloured tiles and gorgeou.s fabrics for their rich

effects, nothing of the buildings of the times of Harun al-Rashid

or Mamun, once counted so magnificent, have come down to us.

All have fierished in the numerous sieges and inundations which

have devastated the city.

With the rise of the 'Furkish body-guard under Mamun 's

successor, Mo'tassim, began the downfall of the Abbasid dynasty,

and with it of the Abbasid ('apital, Bagdad. Mo'tassim founded

Samarra, and for fifty-eight years caliph and court deserted

Bagdad (see Caliphat#, .sect. C). Then, in a.d. 865, Mosta’in,

attempting to escape from the tyranny of the Turkish guard, fled

back again to Bagdad. The attempt was futile, Bagdad was

besieged and taken, and from that time until their final downfall

the Abbasid caliphs were mere puppets, while the real rulers were

successively the Turkish guard, the Buyids and the Seljuks. But

during all this period the caliphs continued to be the rcligiou.s

heads of Islam and their residence its capital. Bagdad, accord-

ingly, although fallen from its first eminence, continued to be a

city of the first rank, and during most of that period still the

richest and most splendid city in the world. Its religious import-

ance is attested by the number of its great shrines dating from

those times
;

as for its wealth and size, while, as stated above,

few remains of the actual buildings of that period survive, we still

have aliundant records describing their character, their size and
their position. With the last century of the caliphates began a

more rapid decline. From the records of that period it seems that

the present city is identical in the position of its walls and the

•space occupied by the town proper with Bagdad at the close of

the lath century, the period when this rapid decline had already

advanced so far that the western city is described by travellers

as almost in ruins, and the eastern half as containing large unin-

habited spaces. With the capture of the city by the Mongols,

under Hulagw (Hulaku). the grandson of Jenghiz Khan, in 1258,

and the extinction of the Abbasid caliphate of Bagdad, its im-

portance us the religious centre of Islam passed away, and it

ceased to tie a city of the first rank, although the glamour of its

former grandeur still dung to it, so that.even to-day in Turkish

official documents it is called the ** gloiibus dty.”

The Tatars retained possession of Bagdad for a century and a
Imtf, until a^ut a.d. 1400. Then it was taken Ity Timor, from

whom the sultan Ahmed Ben Avis fled, and, finding refuge with

the Greek emperor,contifved later to repossess hknsetf of tM city,

whence he was finally expelled by Kara Yusuf of the Kara-

Kuyunli ('* Bladt Sheep Mongols in 1417. About 1468 the

deseeiHlants of the latter were dhiven out by Uzun Hasan or

Cassim of the Ak-Kuyuali White Sheep ”) Mongols. He and

his descendants reigned in Bagdad until Shah Ismail I., the

founder of the Safawid royal house of Persia, made himself master

of the place (c. 1502 or 1508). From that time it continued for

a long period an object of contention between the Turks and the

Persians. It was taken by Suleiman I. the Magnificent and re-

taken by Shah Abbas the Great, in 1620. Eighteen years later,

in 1638, it was besieged by Sultan Murad IV., with an army

of 300,000 men and, after an obstinate resistance, forced to

surrender, when, in defiance of the terms of capitulation, most

of the inhabitants were massacred.

Since that period it has remained nominally a part of the

Turkish empire but with the decline of Turkish power, and the

general disintegration of the empire, in the first half of the i8th

century, a then governor-general, Ahmed Pasha, made it an
independent pashalic. N^ir Shah, the able and energetic

usurper of the Persian throne, attempting to annex the province

once more to Persia, besieged the city, but Ahmed defended it

with such courage that the invader was compelled to raise the

siege, after suffering great loss. Turkish authority over the

pashalic was again restored in the first part of the 19th century.
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dc Bagdad (1800)

; J. R. Wellstad, City of the Caliphs ;
A N. (rroves,

Residence in Baghdad (1830-1832): Transactions of Bombay Geog.
Sor. (1856) ; G. k‘ Strange, Description of Mesopotamia and Baghd^
about a.d. gon\ “Greek Enil)asf;y to Baghdad in a.d. 917,“ in

Journal Roval Asiatic Societv, 1805, 1897; Baghdad under the

Abbasid Caliphate (1901), (H. C. R.
; J. P. Pe.)

BAGfi, a town and municipality of the state of Rio Grande do
Sul, Brazil, about 1 76 m. by rail W.N.W. of the city of Rio Grande
do Sul. Jkip. of the municipality (1890) 22,692. It is situated

in a hilly region 774 ft. above sea level, and is the commercial
centre of a large district on the Uruguayan border in which
pastoral occupations are largely predominant. This region is the
watershed for southern Rio (irande do Sul, from which streams
flow E. and S.K. to the Atlantic coast, and N.W. and S.W. to

the Uruguay river. The town dates from colonial times, and has
always been considered a place of military importance because of

its nearness to the Uruguay frontier, only 25 m. distant. It was
captured by the Argentine general Lavelle in 1827, and figured

conspicuously in most of the civil wars of Argentina. It is alst)

much frequented by Uruguayan revolutionists.

BA6EH0T, WALTER (1826-1877), English publicist and
economist, editor of the Economist newspaper from i860 to hi.s

death, was born at Langport, Somerset, on the 3rd of February
1826, his father being a banker at that place. Bagehot was alto-

gether a remarkable personality, his writings on different subjects

exhibiting the same bent of mindand characteristics,—philosophic

reficctivoness, practical common-sense, a bright and buoyant
humour, brilliant wit and always a calm and tolerant judgment
of men and things. Though he belonged to the Liberal party
in politics he was e8.sentially of conservative disposition, and
often spoke with sarcastic boastfulness to his Liberal friends of

the stupidity and tenacity of the English mind in adhering to

old ways, as displayed in city and country alike. His life was
comparatively uneventful, as he early gave up to literature

the energies which might have gained him a large fortune in

business or a great position in the political world. He took

his degree at the I^indon University in 1848, and was called to

the bar in 185s, but from an early date he joined his father in the

banking business of Stuckey & Co. in the west of England, and
during a great part of his life, while he was editor of the Economist^

he managed the London agency of the bank, lending its surplus

money in Lombard Street,” and otherwise attending to its

London affairs. He became alio xn underwriter at Lloyd’s,

taking no part, however, in the active detailed business, whidi
was done for him by proxy,

BagehoFs connexion with the Economist began in 1858, about
which time he married a daughter the first editor, the Right
Hon. James Wilson, at that time secretary of the treasury, and
afterwards secretary of finance In India. Tluiily through this
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connexion he was brought into the inside of the politkal life

of the time. He was an intimate friend of Sir George Comewall
Lewis^ and was afterwards in constant communication with many
of the political chiefs, especially with Gladstone, Robert Lowe
and Grant Duff, and with the pennanent heads of the great

departments of state. In the dty in the same way he was

intimate with the governor and directors of the Bank of England,

and with leadii^ magnates in the banking and commercial

world ;
while his connexion with the Political Economy Club

brought him into contact in another way with both city and
politics. His active life in business and politics, however, was

not of so absorbing a kind as to prevent his real devotion to

literature, but the literature largely grew out of his activities,

and of no one can it be said more truly than of Bagehot that the

atmosphere in which he lived gave tone and colour and direction

to his studies, one thing of course acting and reacting on another.

The special note of his books, apart from his remarkable gift of

conversational epigrammatic style, which gives a peculiar zest

to the writing, is the quality of scientific dispassionate description

of matters which were hai^ly thought of previously as subjects

of scientific study. This is specially the case with the two books
which perhaps brought him the most reputation, The Ettglish

Constitution (1867) and Lombard Street (1873). They are both
books of observation and description. The English constitution

is described, not from law books and as a lawyer would describe

it, but from the actual working, as Bagehot himself had witnessed

it, in his contact with ministers and the heads of government
departments, and with the life of the society in which the

politicians moved. The true springs and method of action are

consequently described with a vivid freshness which gives the

book a wonderful charm, and makes it really a new' departure

in the study of politics. It is the same with lombard Street. 'I'he

money market is there pictured as it really was in 1850-1870,
and as Bagehot saw it with philosophic eyes. Beginning with

the sentence, “ The objects which you see in Lombard Street arc

the Bank of England, the joint stock banks, the private banks
and the discount houses,” he describes briefly and clearly the

respective functions of these different bodies in the organism
of the city, according to his own close observation as a banker
liimself, knowing the ways and thoughts of the men he describes,

and as a man of business likewise in other wavs, knowing at first

hand the relation of banking to the trade and commerce of the

country. Lombard Street is perhaps a riper work than The English

Constitution, as its foundation was really laid in 1858 in a series

of articles which Bagehot then wrote in the Economist, though
it was not published till the early ’seventies, after it had been
twice rewritten and revised with infinite labour and care.

Lombard Street, like The English Constitution in political studies,

is thus a new departure in economic and financial studies, apply-

ing the same sort of keen observation whicli Adam Smith used
in the analysis of business generally to the special business of

bankiiigand finance in the complex modern world. It is, perhaps,

not going too lar to say that the whole theory of a one-reserve

system of banking and how to work it, and of the practical

means of fixing an “ apfxrehension minimum ” below which the

reserve should not fall, originated in Lombard Street and the

articles which were the foundation of it ; and the subsequent
conduct of banking in England and throughout the world has

been infinitely better and safer in consequence. A like note is

also struck in Physics and Politics ( i86q), which is a description of

the evolution of communities of men. The materials here are

derived mainly from books, the surface to be observed being

so extensive, but the attitude is precisely the same, that of a
scientific observer. To a certain extent the Physics and Politics

had even a more remarkable influence on opinion, at least on
foreign opinion, than The English Constitution or Lombard Street.

It '' caught on ” as. a development of the theory of evolurion

in a new direction, and Darwin himself was greatly interested,

while one of the pleasures of Bagehot’s later yean was to receive

a translation of the book into the Russian language. In Literary

Studies (1879) and Economic Studies (18B0), published after fats

death, there is more scope than in the boolra already mentioned
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for other characteristics besides those of the scientific observer,

but observation always comes to the front, as in the account

of Ricardo, whom Bagehot alescribes as often, when he is most

theoretical, really describing what a first-rate man of business

would do and think in actual transactions. The observatiofi,

of course, is that of a type of business man in the city to which

Ricardo as well as Bagehot belonged, though Ricardo could

hardly look at it from the outside as Bagehot was able to do.

Bagehot had great city, political and library influence, to

which all his activities contributed, and much, of his influence

was lasting. In politics and economics esp^lly his habit of

scientific observation affected the tone of discussion, and both

the English constitution and the money market have been better

understood generally because he wrote and talked and diffused

his ideas in every possible way. He was unsuccessful in two or

three attempts to enter parliament, but he had the influence of

far more than an ordinary member, as director of the Economist

and as the adviser behind the scenes of the ministers and per-

manent heads of departments who consulted him. His death,

on the 24th of March 1877, occurred at Langport very suddenly,

when he was in the fullest mental vigour and might have looked

fon^’ard to the ar.complishment of much additional work and the

exercise of even wider influence.

It is impossible to give a full idea of the brightness and life

of Bagehot’s conversation, although the conversational style

of his writing may help those who did not know him person-

ally to understand it. With winged words he would transfix a

fallacy or stamp a true idea so that it could not be formjtten.

He was certainly greater than his books and always full 01 ideas.

The present writer recalls two notions he had, not for writing

new books himself, but as something that might be done. One
was that there might be a histoiy^ of recent politics with new
lights if some one were to do it who knew the family amnexions

and history of English politiinans. This was apropos of the

passage of a certain bill through parliament, when the head of

the department in the House of Commo%s failed and the manage-

ment of the measun* was taken by the chancellor of the exchequer

himself, a relative of the pennanent head of the department

concerned, who was thus able to carry his own ideas in legislation

notwithstanding the failure of his political chief. Another book

he wished to sec written wa.s an account of the differences in

the administrative systems of England and Scotland, by which

he had been greatly impressed, the differences not l^ng in

detail, but in fundamental idea and in form, so that no judicial

or other officers in the one were represented in the other by
corresponding functionaries. Many other illustrations might

be given of hLs fulness of ideas which helped to make him an

ideal editor. Reference must also be made to the assistance

which Bagehot gave as a journalist to the study* of statistics.

From the manipulation of figure.s he was roost averse, and he

rather boasted that he was unable to add up. But he was a

most excellent mathematician, and no one could be so careful

as he was about the logic of the figures got together for his

articles, which he always most carefully scrutinized. He would

frequently point out that his figures were illustrative merely,

and did not by Chemtelves establish an aiguroent. He was
always anxious, again, to impress on those about him that a
subject could not^ studied with the help of figures and accounts

alone. Whether it was insurance, or banking, or underwriting,

or shipowning, he insisted that some one who knew the busmess
should see the writing before it was published. Knowing so

many departments of business from actual experience, he was
a host in himself as referee, but when in doubt he would always
consult some one who knew the facts ; and he used his great

influence so well that in subsequent years it inspwred indirectly

not a few who were hardly aware of his claims to be a statistkian

at all. (R. On.)
BAGBUKHAKD, or Baghelkhand, a tract of country in

central India, occupied by a collection of native states. The
Bagelkhand agency is under the pofitiad superintendence of
the govemop^eral’s agent for central India, and under the

direct juiMkrion of a political agent who is also superintendent
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of the Rewa state, residing ordinarily at Sutna or Rewa. The

agency consists of Rewa itate and eleven minor states and

estates, of which the more im)X)rtant are Maihar, Nagode imd

Sohawal. The total area is 141323 sq- population

in 1901 was 1,555,024, showing a decrease of 11 % in the dec^e,

due to the results of famine. The rainfall was very deficient

in 1895-1897, causing famine in 1897 ;
and in 1899-19TO there

was drought in some sections. The agency was established in

March 1871. Ufitil that date Hagelkhand was under the

fhindelkhand agency, with which it is geographically and

historically connected , a gemeral description of the country

will be found under that heading. According to Wil.son, in his

Glossary of Indian Terms, the Baghelas, who give their name

to this tract of country, are a branch of the Sisodhyia Rajputs

who migrated tustward and once ruled in Gujarat.

BAGOARA (bwherds ”), African “Arabs” of Semiih

origin, so called Jiecausc they are great cattle owners and breeders,

'fhey occupy tli«* country west of the White Nile Ijetween the

Shilluk territory and ])ar Nuba, being found principally in

Kordofan. They are true nomad Arabs, having intermarried

little with the Nuba, and have preserved most of their national

characteristics. The djite of their arrival in the Sudan is un-

certain : tluy appear to have drifted up the Nile valley and
to have dispossessed the original Nuba population. A purely

pastoral i)eople, they move from pasture to pasture, as food

becomes deficient. I’lie true Baggam tribesmen employ oxen
as saddle and f)aek animals, carry no shield, and though many
possess firearm.s the custoraar>' weapons are lance and sword.

They have always luid the reputation of fwing resolute fighters.

Engaged from the earliest times in the slave trade, they were
among the first, as they were certainly the most fervent, sup-

porters of the mabdi w lien he rose in revolt against the Ivgyptians

(1882). TIuy constituted his real fighting force, and to their

fanatical courage his victories were due. Their decision to

follow him out of their owm country to Khartum brought about
the fall of that city. Jlie mahdi’s successor, the khalifa Ab-
dullah, was a B^g&ra, and throughout his rule the tribe held

the first place in his favour. They have been described as

“men who Icjok the fiends they really are—of most sinister

cxprt'ssion, with murder and (fvery crime speaking from tlieir

savage eyes. Courage is their only good (juality.” 'lliey arc

famou.s, too, as hunters of big game, attacking even elephants

with sword and spear. G. A. Schweinfurth declares them the

be.st-looking of the Nile nomads, and the men are types of

physical beauty, with fine heads, erect athletic Iwdies and
sinewy limbs. 'Hiere is little that is Semitic in their appearance.
Their skins vary in colour from a dark red-brown to a deep
black

;
but their features are regular and free of negro character-

istics. In mental power they are much superior to the indigenous

races around them. They have a passion for fine clothes and
ornaments, tricking themselves out wdth gloss trinkets, rings

|

and articles of ivory and horn. Their mode of hair-dressing i

(mop-fashion) earned them, in common with the Hadendoa,
the name of “ Fuzzy-wuzzies " among the British soldiers in

the campaigns of 1884-98.

See G. A. Schweinfurth. Heart of A frica ( 1 874) ; Sir F. R. Wingate.
Makdism and the E(^ptian Sudan (i8yi). A nglo'Ejyptian Sudan,
edited by Count Glcichen (1905) ; A. H, Keane, Ethnology of the
Egyptian Sudan (1884).

BAOGBSBII, JENS IMMANtiBL (1764-1826), Danish poet,

was bom on the 15th of February 1764 at Korsor, His parents
were very poor, and before he was twelve he was sent to copy
documents at the office of the clerk of the district. He was a
m^ncholy, feeble child, and before this he had attempted
suicide more than once. By dint of indomitable perseverance,

he managed to gain an education, and in 1782 entered the
university of Copenhagen. His success as a writer was coeval
with his earliest publication

;
his Comical Tales in vene, poems

that recall the Broad Grins that Colman the younger brought
out a decade later, took the town by storm, and the struggling

young poet found himself a popular favourite at twenty-one.

He then tried serious lyrical wnting, and his tact, elegance of

manner and versatility, gained him a place in the best society.

This sudden success received a blow in 1789, when a yeiy poor

opera, Holge Danske, which he had produced, was received with

mockery and a reaction against him set in. He left Denmark
in a rage and spent the next years in Germany, France and
Switzerland. He married at Berne in 1790, began to write in

German and published in that language his next poem, Alpenlied.

In the winter of the same year he returned to his mother-country,

bringing with him as a peace-offering his fine descriptive poem,
the LiAyrintk, in Danish, and was received with unbounded
homage. The next twenty years were spent in incessant restless

wanderings over the north of Europe, Paris latterly becoming

his nominal home. He continued to publish volumes alternately

in Danish and German. Of the latter the most important was
the idyllic epos in hexameters called Parihenais (1803).

1806 he returned to Copenhagen to find the young Ohlenschlager

installed as the great poet of the day, and he himself beginning

to lose his previously unbounded popularity. Until 1820 he

resided in Copenhagen, in almost unceasing literary feud with

some one or other, abusing and being abused, the most important
feature of the whole being Baggesen’s determination not to

allow Ohlenschlager to be considered a greater poet than himself.

He then left Denmark for the last time and went back to his

beloved Paris, where he lost his second wife and youngest child

in 1822, and after the miseries of an imprisonment ior debt,

fell at last into a state of hopeless melancholy madness. In

1826, having slightly recovered, he wished to see Denmark once

more, but died in the freemasons’ hospital at Hamburg on his

way, on the 3rd of October, and was buried at Kiel. His many-
sided talents achieved success in all forms of writing, but his

domestic, philosophical and critical works have long ceased to

occupy attention. A little more power of restraining his egotism

and passion would have made liim one of the wittiest and
keenest of modern satirists, and his comic poems are deathless.

I'hc Danish literature owes Baggesen a great debt for the firm-

ness, polish and form which he introduced into it— his style

being always finished and elegant. With all his faults he stands

as the greatest figure between Holbcrg and Ohlenschlager. Of
all his poems, however, the loveliest and best is a little simple

song, There was a time when 1 was very littley which every Dane,
high or low, knows by heart, and which is matchless in its

simplicity and pathos. It has outlived all his epics. (E. G.)

BAGGING, the name given to the textile stufi used for making
bags (sec also Sacking and Tarpaulin). The material used

was originally Baltic hemp, w'hile in the beginning of the 19th

century Sunn hemp or India hemp was also employed. Modern
requirements call for so many different types of bagging that

it is not surprising to find all kinds of fibres used for this purpose.

Most bagging is now made from yarns of the jute fibre. The
cloth is, in general, woven with the plain weave, and the warp
threads run in pairs, but large quantities

of bags are made from cloths with single

warp threads. In both cases the weave
used for the cloth is that shown at A
in the figure, but when double threads

^ ®

of warp are used, the arrangement is

equivalent to the weave shown at B.
^

The interlacings of the two sets of warp
and weft for single and double warp are q
shown respectively at C and D, the

black marks indicating the warp threads, and the white or

blanks showing the weft. The particular style of bagging

depends, naturally, upon the kind of material it is intended to

hold, liie coarsest type of bagging is perhaps that known as
“ cotton bagging,” which derives its name from the fact that

it is used in the manufacture of bags for transporting raw cotton

from the United States of America. It is a heavy fabric 42 in.

wide, and w^hs from 2 to af tb per yard. A similar, but rather

finer make, is used for Sea Island and other fine cotton, and for

any species of fibrous material
; but for grain, spices, sugar,

fiouT, coffee, manure, &:c., the threads of wsirp and weft must
lie clcaer, and the wvp is usually single. For transporting such
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subitances as sugar^ it is not uncommon to line the bag with

paper, which excludes foreign matter, and minimtxet the Ion.

Although there are large quantities oif seamless bags woven in

the loom, the greater part of the cloth is woven in the ordinar>'

way. It is then cut up into the required sizes by hand and by

special machines, and ^terwards sewn by one of the chain-stitch

or straight-stitch bag sewing-machines.

BAGHAL, a small native state in the Punjed), India. It is

one of the group known as the Simla Hill states, and has an area

of 124 sq. m.
;
pop. (iqoi) 25,720, showing an increase of 5 %

in the decade ; revenue £3300.

BAGHERIA. a town of the province of Palermo, SidlVi 8 m.

by rail E, by S. of Palermo. Pop. (1901) 18,218. It contains

many villas of the aristocracy of Palermo, the majority of which

were erected in the i8th century, but have now fallen into decay.

BAGILLT, a town of Plint-shire, North Wales, 14^ m. from

Chester, on the London & Nortli Western raDway, in the ancient

parish of Holywell. Pop. (1901) 2637. Its importance is due
to its zinc, lead, iron, alkali and kindred works, and its collieries.

Above Bagillt is Br>'n Dychwelwch, Hill of Retreat/’ so called

from the retreat effected by Owen Gwynedd, when pursued by
Henry II., with superior numbers. Near is Mostyn Hall, dating

from the time of Henry VI., the seat of one of the oldest Welsh
families. Here arc antiquities and MSS. (old British history and
Welsh, brought from Gloddaeth), a harp dated 1568, torques

(torchau)^ &c. Henry VII., then earl of Richmond, is said to

have been concealed here in the reign of Richard III., when the

lord of Mostyn was Richard ap Howel.

BAGIMOND’S BOLL. In 1274 the council of Lyons imposed
a tax of a tenth part of all church revenues during the six follow-

ing years for the relief of the Holy Land. In Scotland Pope
Gregory X. entni.sted the collection of this tax to Master Boia-

mund (lietter known as Bagimund) de Vitia, a canon of Asti,

whose roll of valuation formed the basis of ecclesiastical taxation

for some centuries. Boiamund proposed to assess the tax, not

according to the old conventional valuation but on the true value

of the benefices at the time of assessment. The clcig)' of Scotland

objected to this innovation, and, having held a council at Perth in

August 1275, prevailed upon Boiamunci to return to Rome for Ute

^purpose of persuading the pope to accept the older method of

taxation. The pope insisted upon the tax being collected accord-

ing to the tnie value, and Boiamund returned to Scotland to

superintend its collection. A fragment of Bagimond's Roll in

something very like its original form is preserved at liurham, and
has been printed by James Raine in his Priory of Coldingham
(Publications of the Surtees Society, vol. xii.). It gives the real

values in one column and tenth parts in another column of each
of the benefices in the archdeacohry of Lothian. The actual

taxation to which this fragment refers was not the tenth collected

by Boiamund but the tenth of all ecclesiastical property in Eng-
land, Scotland, Wales and Ireland granted by Pope Nicholas IV.

to Edward 1 . of England in the year 1288. The fragment should
therefore be regarded as supplementary to the Taxatio Eedesi-
astica Angliae ft Walliae printed by the Record Commissioners
in 1802. Although no contemporary copy of Bagimond’s Roll

is known to exist, at least three documents give particulars of the

taxation of the Oiurch of Scotland in the i6th century*, which are

based upon the original roll.

See Statuta Ecclesiae Scoiicanac (Bannatyne Club, Edinburah,
x866).

BAGIRML a country of north-central Africa, lying S.E. of

Lake Chad and forming part of the Chad circumscription of

PVench Congo. It extends some 240 m. north to south and has
a breadth of about 150 nu, with an area of 20,600 sq. m. The
population in 1903 was estimated at 100,000, having b^n greatly

as the result of wus and slave-raiding. By including

districts S. and $.£. occupied by former vassal states, the area
and popularion of Bagirmi would be more than dout^. The
surface of the country, which lies about 1000 ft above sea-level,

is almost flat with a very slight inclination N. to Lake Chad. It

forms part of what seems to be the basin of an immense lake, of

which Chad is the remnant. The soil is clay. The river Shari

(^.v.) forms the western boundary. Numerous tributi^ies of the

Shari flow through the country, but much of the water is absorbed

by swamps and aand-obstruqf^d channels, and seasons of

are recurrent The southern partof the country is the mostferw.

Anumg the trees the acacia and the dum-palm are common.

Various kinds of rubber vine are found. The fauna indudes the

elephant, hippopotamus, lion and several species of antd^.
Ants arc very numerou.s. Millet and sesame are the principal

grains cultivated. Rice grows wild, and sdl^eral kinds of Poa

grass are used as food by the natives. Cotton and indigo are

grown to a considerable extent, especiially by Bornu immigrants.

The capital Is Chekna, on a tributary of ^ Shari, the fonner

capital, Massenia, having been destroyed in 1898. Fort Lamy
at the confluence of the Logonc and Shari, and Fort de Cointet

on the middle Shari, an* French posts round which towns have

grown. Trade is chiefly with Vola, a town on the Benue in

British Nigeria, and with Khartum via Wadai. There is also an

ancient caravan route which runs through Kancm and across the

Sahara to Tripoli.

The population of Bagimii is mixed. Negroid peoples pre-

dominate, but there are many pastoral Fula and Arabs. The

Bagirmese proper are a vigorous, well-formed race of Negroid-

Arab blood, who, according to their own traditions, came from

the ca.stward several centuries ago, a tradition borne out^ thtsir

language, wliicli resembles those spoken on the White Nile. On
their arrival they soon extended their power over the Fula and

Arabs already settled in the district, and after being converted

to Islam under Abrlullah, their fourth king (about 1600), they

extended their aiitliority o\'er n large number of triljcs living to

the south and west. The most important of these are the Saras,

the Kanuri, Makari (Kotoko), Kuka, Bulala, Gaberi, Somrtt,

Guile, Nduka, Busso, Nuba, Bua and Sokoro. Tliese pagan
trills were repeatedly raided by the Bagirmese for slaves. Most
of them are of a primitive type and appear to be dying out. The
Saras are remarkable for their herculean stature, and are one of

the most promising of African races. I^e worship is prevalent

among the Somrai and tlu; Gaberi. ^1 the tribte believe in a
supreme being whose voice is the thunder. Polygamy is general

in upper Bagirmi, where some traces of a matriarchal stage of

society linger, one small state being called Beled-el-Mra,
Women’s Land,” because its ruler is always a queen.

Bagirmi was made known to Europe by the travels of Dixon
Denliam (1823), Heinrich Barth (1852), who was imprisoned by
the Bagirmese ifor some time, Gustav Nachtigal (1872), and P.

Matteucci and A. M. Massari (1881). The countiy in 2871 had
been conquered by the sultan of Wadai, and about 1890 was
over-run by Rub^ Zobeir (q.v.) who subsequently removed
farther west to Bomu. About this time French interest in the

countries surrounding Lake Chad was aroused. The first ex-

pedition led thither through Bagirmi met with disaster, its leader,

Paul Crompel, being killed by order of Rabah. Subsequent

missions were more fortunate, and in 1897 Emile Gentil, the

French commissioner for the district, concluded a treaty with the

sultan of Bagirmi, placing his country under French protection.

A resident was left at the capital, Massenia, but on Gentii’s with-

drawal Rabah descended from Bomu and forced sultan axid

resident to flee. It was not until after the death of Rabah in

battle and the rout of his sons (1901) that French authority was
firmly established. Kancm, a country north of Bagirmi and
subject in turn to it and to Wadai, was at the same time

brought under French control. So far as its European rivals are

concerned, the French r^ht to these regions is based on the

Franco -Gennan convention of the 15th of March 1894 and
the Anglo-French declaration of the 21st of March 2899.

Sec H. Barth, Travels and Discoveries in North and Central AfHott
(London, 1857-1658) ; G. Nachtigal, Sahara nmd Sttdan (Betlifew

1879-]8^) ; £. Gontil, La Chute de VEmpire de Habah (Paris, 2902).
Also French Congo.

BAGMACAVALLO. BARTOLOMMBO Italian

painter. His real imme was Kakengki, but he received the

cognomen Bagnacavallo from the little village where he was
b(m He studied first under Franda, and then proceeded to

ni. 7 a
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Rome^ where he became a pupil of Raphael. While studying

under him he worked along with many others at the decoration

of the gallery in the Vatican, though^t is not known what portions

are his work. On his return to Bologna he quickly took the

leading place as an artist, and to him were due the great improve-

ments in the general style of what has been called the Bolognese

school. His works were considered to be inferior in point of

design to some other productions of the school of Raphael,

but they were dhitinguished by rich colouring and graceful

delineation. They were highly esteemed by Guido Reni and the

Carracci, who studied them carefully and in some points imitated

them. The best specimens of Bagnacavallo’s works, the '' Dispute

of St Augustine and a “ Madonna and Child,” are at Bologna.

BAGNERE8-0E-B100RJRE, a town of south-western France,

capital of an arrondissement in the department of Hautes-

Pyr^n^es, 13 m. S.S.h!. of larbes on a branch line of the Southern

railway. Pop. (1006) 6661. It is beautifully situated on the

left bank of the Adour, at the northern end of the valley of

(ampan, and the vicinity abounds in picturesque mountain
scenery. The town is remarkably neat and clean and many of

the houses are built or ornamented with marble. It is one of the

princijral watering-places in France, and has some fifty mineral

springs, characterized chiefly by the presence of sulphate of lime

or iron. Their temperature ranges approximately from 59° to

122° Fahr., and they are efficacious in cases of rheumatism,

nervous affections, indigestion and other maladies. The season

begins in May and terminates about the end of October, during

which time the population is more than doubled. The Pro-

menade des ( oustous is the centre of the life of Bagn^res. Close

by stand.s the churcli of St Vincent of the 14th and 1 5th centuries.

'J’he old (juarter of the town, in which there are several old houses,

contains a graceful octagonal tower of the 15th century, the

remains of a jacobin monastery. The N^othermes, occupying

part of the casino, and the Thermes (dating from 1824), which
has a gobd library, are the principal bathing-establishments

;

both are town property^ 'I’he other chief buildings include the

Carmelite church, remains of the old church of St Jean,a mu.seum

and the town-hall. Bagn^res has tribunals of first instance and
of commerce, and a communal college. The manufacture of

barege

f

a light fabric of silk and wool, and the weaving and knit-

ting of woollen goods, wood-turning and the working of marble

found in the neighbourhood and imported from elsewhere,

arc among the industries, and there are also .slate quarries.

Bagn^res was much frequented by the Romans, under whom
it was known as Vicus Aquensisy but afterwards lost its renown.

It begins to appear again in history in the 12th century when
CentuUe 111 ., count of Bigorre, granted it a lil>eral charter.

The baths rose into permanent importance in the i6lh century,

when they w ere visited by Jeanne d’Albret, mother of Henry IV., I

and by many other distinguished persons.

BAONflREB-DE-LUCHON, a town of south-western France,
1

in the department of Hautc-Garonne, 87 m. S.S.W. of Toulouse,
|

on a branch line of the Southern railway from Montr^jeau.

Pop. (1906) 3448, The town is situated at the foot of the central

Pyrenees in a beautiful valley at the confluence of the One and
the Pique. It is celebrated for its thermal springs and as a 1

fashionable resort. Of the promenades the finest and most
frequented are the Allies d’Ktigny, an avenue planted with

lime-trees, at the southern extremity of which is the ’fliermes,

or bathing-establishment, one of the most complete in existence.

The springs, which number 48, vary in composition, but are

chiefly impregnated with sulphate of sodium, and range in tem-

perature from 6a° to 150°. A large casino was opened in the

town in 1877. The discovery of numerous Roman remains

attests the antiquity of the baths, which are identified with the

Omsimm Thermae of Strabo. Their revival in modem times

dates from the latter half of the i8th century, and was due to

Antoine M£gret d’Ktigny, initndani of Auch.

BAGOAB, a Persian name {Bag4n), a shortened form of names
like Bagad&ta,

** given by God,*’ often used for eunuchs. The
best-known of these (** Bagoses ” in Josephus) l)ecame the con-

fidential minister of Artaxerxes 111 . He threw in his lot with the

Rhodian condottiere Mentor, and with his help succeeded in

subjecting Egypt again to the Persian empire (probably 342 B.C.).

Mentor became general of the maritime provinces, suppressed

the reMs, and sent Greek mercenaries to the king, while Bagoas
administered the upper satrapies and gained such power that he
was the real master of the kingdom (Diod. xvi. 50 ;

cf. Didymus,
Comm, in Demosth. Phil. vi. 5). He became very wealthy by
confiscating the sacred writings of the Egyptian temples and
giving them back to the priests for large bribes (Diod. xvi. 52).

When the high priest of Jerusalem, Jesus, murdered his brother

Johannes in the temple, Bagoas (who had supported Johannes)
put a new lax on the Jews and entered the temple, saying that

he was purer than the murderer who performed the priestly

office
(Joseph. xi. 7 . i ). In 338 Bagoas killed the king and all

his sons but the youngest. Arses {q.v.\ whom he raised to the

throne
;
two years later he murdered Arses and made Darius

111 . king. When Darius attempted to become independent of

the powerful vizier (xtAmp^os), Bagoas tried to poison him
loo

;
but Darius was warned and forced him to drink the poison

himself (Diod. xvii. 5; Johann. Antioch, p. 38, 39 ed. Muller;
Arrian ii. 14. 5; Curt. vi. 4. 10). A later story, that Bagoas
was an Egyptian and killed Artiixerxc.s III. because he had killed

the sacred Apis (Aelian, / ar. Hist. vi. 8), is without historical

value. Bagoas’ house in Susa, with rich treasures, was presented

by Alexander to Parmenio (Plut. Alex. 39); his gardens in

Babylon, with the l>est species of palms, are mentioned by
Theophrastus {Hist. Plant, 6 ;

P\in. Nat. Hist, xiii.41 ). Another
eunuch, Bi4goa.s, was a favourite of Alexander the (ireat (Dicae-

archus in Athen. xiii. 60^ ;
IMui. Al. 67 ;

Aelian, Var. Hist.

3. 23 ;
Curt. vi. 5. 23 ;

x. 1. 25 ff.). (Kd. m.)

BAG-PIPE (Celt, piob-mala, ullan-piob, cuislean, cuislin]

Fr. cornemuscy chalcmicy museiiey sourdelinCy chevretUy loure
;

Ger. Saekpfeife, Dudehack

;

M. H. Ger. Suegdbalch^; Jtal.

cornamusa, piva, zampognoy surddtna

;

Gr. our^ai Aos' (?) ;
Eat.

aseaulus (?), tibia utrirularis, utricularium
; med. Lat. chorus), a

complex reed instrument of great antiquity. The bag -pipe
forms the link between the syrinx {q.v.) and the primitive

organ, by furnishing the principle of the reservoir for the wind-
supply, combined with a simple method of regulating the sound-
producing pressure by means of the arm of the performer. The
bag-pipes consists of an air-tight leather bag having three to five

apertures, each of which contains a fixed stock or short tube.

The stocks act as stx kets for the reception of the pipes, and as

air-chambers for the accommodation and protection of the reeds.

'Fhe pipes are of thrt'e kinds
: (1) a simple valved insufflation

tul>e or “ blow-pipe,” by mcan.s of whidi the performer fills the

bag reservoir
; (2) the

“ cliaimter ” (chanter) or the melody-pipe,

having according to the variety of the bag-pipe a conical or a
cylindrical bore, lateral holes, and in some cases keys and a bell

;

the “ chaunter ” is invariably made to speak by means of a
double-reed

; (3) the “ drones,” jointed pipes with cylindrical

bore, generally terminating in a l)ell, hut having no lateral

holes and being cajiable, therefore, of producing but one fixed

note.

The main characteristic of the bog-pipe is the drone ground

bass which sounds without intermission. Each drone is fitted

with a beating-reed resembling the primitive “ squeaker” known
to all country lads

;
it is prepared by making a cut partly

across a piece of cane or reed, near the open end, and splitting

back from this towards a joint or knot, thus raising a tongue

or flap. The beating-reed is then fixed in a socket of the drone,

which fits into the stock. The sound is produced by the stream

of air forced from the bag into the drone-pipe by the pressure

of the performer’s arm, causing the tongue of reed to vibrate

over the aperture, thus setting the whole column of air in vibra-

tion. The drone-pipe, like all cylindrical tubes with reed mouth-
pieces, has the acoustic properties of the closed pipe and produces

the note of a pipe twice its length. The drones are tuned by

means of sliding-joints.

' See £. G. («rafl, Deutsche Interlinearversionen der PsaJmen (from
a i2th*cent. Windberg MS. at Mnnich), p. 384, Ixxx. 2. ** uemet
den Sulmen unde goM den Suegdbalch.'*
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The blow-pipe and the chaunter occupy positions at opposite

extremities of &e bag, which rests under the arm of the performer

while the drones point over his shoulder. These are the main

features in the construction of the bag-pipe, whose numerous

varieties fall into two classes according to the method of inflating

the bag
:

(i) by means of the blow-pipe described above
; (

2 ) by

means of a small bellows connected by a valved feed-pipe with

the bag and worked by the other arm or elbow to which it is

attached by a ribbon or strap.

Qass I. comprises
:

(a) the Highland bag-pipe
;

(b) the old

Irish bag-pipe
;

(c) the comemuse
;

(d) the bignou or biniou

(Breton bag-pipe)
;

(e) the Calabrian bag-pipe
; (/) the ascaulus

of the Greeks and Romans
; (g) the tibia utricularis

;
(A) tl\e

chorus. To Class 11. belong
:

(a) the musette
;

(b) the North-

umbrian or border bag-pipe
;

(r) the l/)wland bag-pipe
;
(d) the

union pipes of Ireland
;
(e) the surdelina of Naples.

I. The Highland Bag-pipe.— Thv construction of the Highland
pipes is practically that given above. TIu* chaunter consists of a
conical wooden tulic terminating in a bell and measuring from 14
to 16 in. including the reed. There are seven holes in front

and one at the back for the thumb of the left liand, which fingers

the upper holes while the right thumb merely supports the instru-

ment. The holes are stopped by the under part of the joints of the

fingers. There is in addition a double hole near the liell, which is

never covered, and merely serves to regulate the pitch. A.s the

double reed is not manipulated by the lips of the performer, only
nine notes are obtained from the chaunter, .is shown :

—

The notes do not form any known diatonic scale, for in addition to

the C and F being too sharp, the notes are not strictly in tunc with
each other. Donald MacDonald, in his treatise on the hag-pipe,*

states that " the piper is to pay no attention to the flats and sharps
marked on the clef, as they are not used in pipe music

;
yet the

pipe imitates several different keys wliicli are real, but ideal on the
bag-pipe, as the music cannot be transposed for it into any other
key than that in which it is first played or marked." Mr Glen, the

great dealer in bag-pipes, gave it as his opinion " that if the chaunter
were to be made perfect in any one scale, it would not go well with
the drones. Also, there would not be nearly so much music produced
(if you take into consideration that it has only nine invariable notes)

a.s at present it adapts itself to llu* keys of A maj,, D maj., B min.,

G maj., E min. and A min. Of course we do not mean that it has all

tiu' intervals nticessary to form scales in all those keys, but that we
find it playing tunes that are in one or other of them."^ Mr Ellis

considers tliat the natural scale of the chaunter of the bag-pipe

corresponds most nearly with the Arab scale of Zalzal, a celebrated

lutist who died r. a.d. 800.

Tile three drones are usually tuned to A. the two smallest one
octave l>elow the A of the chaunter, and the largest two octaves
below. The three principal methods of tuning the drones are

shown as follows :

—

A. J. Ei.lis. David Glkn.® A^GUS Mackay. ®

Chaunter. Chaunter. Chaunter.

The excessive use of ornamental notes on the Highland bag-pipe
has arisen from a technical peculiarity of the instrument, which
makes a repetition of the same note difficult without the intcipolation

of what is known among pipers as " cuts ” or “ warblers," i.e. grace
notes fingered with great rapidity (see below for an example). These
warblers, which consist not only of single notes but of groups of

* These harmonics raav be obtained by good performers by what
is known os " pinching or only partially covering the B and C
holes and increasing the wind pressure.

3 The notes marked with asterisks are approximately a quarter
of a tone sharp.

* " Complete Tutor for attaining a thorough knowledge of the
pipe music." prefixed to A Collection of the Ancient Martial Mueic of
Caledonia called Piobaireachd, as performed on the Great Highland
Bag-pipe, Bdinburgh. c, 1805.

Fi^r on The Musical Scales of Various Nations," by Alex. J.
Ellis. F.R.S.. Jrnl. Soc. Arts, 188.';. vol. xxxiii. p. 499.

® Tutor for the Highland Bag-pipe, by David Glen (Edinbuigh,

^]rittor for the Highland Bag-pipe, by Angus Mackay (Edinburgh,

from three to seven notes, not consecutive but in leaps, assist in

relieving the constant discord with the drone baas. Skilful pipers
have bron known to introduce warblers of as many os eleven notes
between two beats in a bar. *

The use of musical notation for the Highland pipe tunes is a
recent innovation ; the pipers used verbal equivalents for the notes

;

for instance, the piobaireachd Coghiegh nha Shie, " War of peace," ’

which opens a.s shown here, was takon down by Capt. Niel MacLeod

from the piper John M'Crummen of Skye as verbally taught to
apprentices as follows :

—

" Hodroho, hodroho, haninin, hiechin,

Hodroha, hodroho, hodroho, hachin,
Hiodroho, hodroho. haninin, hiechin," &c.

The conclusion of the tune is thus expressed :

" Hiundratatatenri, hiendatatateriri, hiundratata-
teriri, hiundratatateriri."

Written down this seems a mere unintelligible jumble, but could

we hear it, as sounded by the pipers, with due regard for the rhyth-
mical value of notes, it would ^ a very different matter. Alexander
Campbell •* relates that a melody had to be taken down or translated
“ from the syllabic jargon of illiterate pipers into musical characters,

which, when correctly done, he found to his astonishment to coincide

exactly with musical notation.

"

A Highland bag-pipe of the T5th century, dated MCCCCTX., in

the possession of Messrs J. d: R. Glen of Edinburgh, was exhibited

at the Royal Military Exhibition in London in 1890 (see fig. i

(4)). Tfiere were two drones, inserted in a single stock in the form
of a wide-spread fork, and tuned to A in unison with the lowest

note of the chaunter, which had .seven finger-holes in front and a
thumb-hole at the back.

Fig. I.—(i) CornemuBC. (2) Irish bag-pipe. (3) Musette. (4)
Highland biig-pipe, a.d. 1409. (5) Border bag-pi|ie.

(From Dipt. C. R. Deterifiive^»tahgue vfMutieia! Instminentx exhihiied at
ihe Rayat Military lixhihition, l>y prrmi’eHion »f ICyre & .‘^poiiiswoDclc.)

The old Irish Bag-pipe. Very little is known about this instru-

ment. It is mentioned in the ancient Brehon Laws, said to dale
from the 5th century (they are cited in compilations of the 10th
century), in describing the order of precedenct‘ of the king's body-
guard and household in the Crith Gabhlach :

“ Poets, harpers,

pipers, horn-blowers and jugglers have thoir place in the south-east
part of the house." ” The word used for (Img-) pipers is Cuislen-

naigh, a word associated with reed instruments (cMWcrigA =s reeds ;

O'fclly’s Irish-linglish Dictumary, Dublin, 18(14), The old Irish

bag-pipe, of which wc possess an illustration dated i58i,J'‘< had a long

conical chaunter with a bell and apparently seven holes in front

and a thumb-hole Isehind ; there were two drones of different

lengths -one very long—l>oth set in the same stock. It is exceed'
ingly difficult to procure any accurate information concerning the
development of the ba^-pipe in Ireland until it assumed the present
form, known as the union-pipes, which belong to Class II.

’ A Collection of Ancient Piobaireachd or Highland Pipe Music, by
Angus Mackay (Edinburgh, 1839), p. 128.

• A Collection of Piobaireachd or Pipe Tunes as verbally taught by
the M*Crummen Pipers on the Isle of Skye to their apprentices, as

taken from John M'Crummen (or Crimmon) by Kid MacLeod of

Gesto, Skye (Edinburgh, 1880).
• Albyn's Anthology, vol. 5 . p. 90.
w Descriptive Catalogue of the Musical Instruments exhibited at the

Boyal Military Exhibition, London, ipgo, Eyre A' Spottiswoode, 1891,
pi. ix. A, and description p. 57.

** Ancient Lam of Ireland, Brehon Law Tracts, published by the
Commissioners for publishing the Ancient I.aw.s mid Institutions of

Ireland (Dublin, 1^79), vol. iv. yep. 338 and 339.
Tolm Derrick. Imeige of ireUtfid and Diecoverie of Woodhama

(London, 1581), pi. ii.
,
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PMlt
bounlun.

(iron

huunlui).

'Ito cornmuse and ciuUetm$ were the bag-pipes in use la France,

Italy and the Netherlands belore the advent of the to which

bear the name relation as the old Irish bag-pipe does to the

union-pipes, or the i ornemusa or piva to the sampogna or surMltna

in It^. Two kinds of oomemuscs were kno^ in France dimng

the i6th and 17th centuries, differing in one important structural

detail, which affected the timbre of the instruments, f'ere Mann
Mersenne * has given a detailed description of these v^eties and

of the musette, with very clear illustrations of the instruments

and all their parts* .The coniemu.se or chalemie u.sed by shcpl^rus,

and as a solo instnimcnt (see fig. 1 (1)), was similar to the High-

land Ixig-pipe; it consistorl oi a leather bag. inflated by means of

a vaJvcd blow-pipe ; a large droiu: {gros hourdou
)

2^ ft. long included the beating - reed, which

mciisuretl 2A in., and was fixed in the stock

,

the small drone {petit bourdon), 1 ft. m length

including n reed 2 in. long, also had a beat-

ing -reed and was fixed in the same stock as

(lie chaimtor. The two drones were tuned to C.

The chauntcr haa a conical bore and a double reed like an oboe,

but hidden willin the stock; it could be taken out and played

soparately, wJieii the compass given by the eight holes (seven in

front and a thumb- hole) C to C'' could be increased by a third

Lo E. by overblowing the D and E an octave by
pre.ssure ot the breath and lips on the reed,

— now taken directly into the mouth. The second

kind ol comemuse w^as played only in concert

with a family of instruments known as Hauthois de Poitou, a hautlxiis

having the reed enclosed in an air-chamlwr.
j
ust as i.s the case with the

reed* of tlie bag-pipe. This cornomuse had but one drone which could,

like the others, oe lengthened for tuning by tlrawmg out the joint;

the Hied was not a beating-reed but a double reed like that of the

chauiiter; thi.s constitutes Ihtj main difference between the two
comemuseh. The cliauiiter had eight holes, the lowest of which was
cov'ered by a key enclosed in a perforated box.

'riie Sachpfeife or Dttdc.hack ol (iermany was an instrument of some
im|)ortan('e made in no li'ss than five sizes, all described and illustrated

by Michael fTaetoriiis ’ They consist of the Grosser Bock or doublo-
luissbag pipc.aformidable looking instrumentwith a singlecylindrical

drone of a great lengtli. terminating, a.s did the chaunter also, in a
curved ram's horn (to which the name was due). The chaunter had
seven finger-holes and a vent-hofc in front, and a thumb-hole at the
back. The drone was tuned to G. an octave below the chaunter.

CoittlMUW of
cfuiunt«r<

Compaw ^
dsuuinMir.*

|-
Drone.

llrottc.

Sackpfoife or Dudelsack. Bock.

The Bock, of similar construction, was pitched a fourth higher in

The Sehdforpfcife had two drones in and F. J’rat'torius ex-

plains that the upper notes of the chaunter of this sackpfeife had a
laulty intonation which could not be corrected owing to the absence
of the thumb-hole, usual in all other varieties of the instrument.

CompatM of
chiuuitur.

Droneii. DroiieH.

Schafer|)feile. Hummelchen.
The Hummelchen had two drones tuned to F and C.
The Dudey or treWe sackpfeife was the smallest of the family,

and had tlirce drones tuned to £(», and £[>, and a chaunter with
a compass nuiging from F or to C or D.

CompuKK of chaunrer.

Drones. * _ to
,

to |!!:

Practorius also mentions a different kind ol sackpfeife he saw in

Maffdebui^ (see up. ciL Theairum, pL
Compim of V., No. 4), which was somewhat larger

^ .p . ,
-p; — than the soUaferpfeife and pitched a

.aerr^-rrp- third lower. There were two chaun-

Dtone*.
^ - - - - mounted in one stock, each having

three holes in ^ront and one feu* the
thumb ait the liack. The right-hand chMoter sounded the five

notes D, E, F. G, A, and the left-hand chaunter, G. A. B. C, D.
Tlu‘ performer wan tlius able to play simple two-j>art mdodies on
the* Mitfdeburg bag-pipe. Praotorius mentions in addition the
French bi^-pipe (MtMsftob similar in pitch to the hAmmolohen, but
inflated by means of the bellows.

’ L*Hnrm(tHi0 univ§rs$U$, vol. li. bk. v. pp. iBs-sBy and 305 (Paris.

1636-1037).
Syntagma Musictm, part it.. Dt Orjmnographia (Wolfenbilttel.

1618) ; lypublished in xili. of the Pnbiieattonen 4ir Gvsettschaft

fUr Mnsihforschung (Berlin, 1B84), chap. xix. and pi v., xi.. xiii.

The Calabrian bag-pipe has a bag of goatskin with the hair left

on, and is inflated by means of a mow-pipe. There are two drones

and two chaunters, all fixed in one stock. Each chaunter has

three or four finger-holes and the right-hand pipe has the fourth

covered by a key enclosed in a perforated box ; both drones and
chaunter have double reeds.

The ancient Greek bag-pipe (see Askaules), and tlie Roman tibia

uiricularis, belonged to this class of instrument, inflated by the mouth,

but it is not certain that they had drones (see below, History).

If. The second class of instruments, inflated by means of a small

Lk*11ows worked by the arm, has as prototype the musette (see fig. i (3)).

which is said to have bf?en trvolvcxl during the 15111 century;® from
the end of the 1 5th century there were always musette players *

at the French court, and we find the instrument fully developed
at the beginning of the 17th century when Mersenne* gives a full

description of all its fiarts. The chief characteristic of the musette
was a certain rustic Watteau-like grace. The face of the performer
was no longer distorted by inflating the bag

;
for the long cumber-

some drones was substituted a short barrel droncr, containing the

necessary lengths of tubing for four or five drones, reduced to the

smallest and most compact form. The bores were pierced longi-

tudinally through the. thickness of the wood in parallel channels,

(ommunicating with each other in twos or threes and providing the
requisite length for each drone. The reeds were double “ hauthois

"

reeds all sot in a wooden stock or box within the bag
;
by means of

regulators or slides, called layettes, moving up and clown in longi-

tudinal grooves round the circumference of the barrel, the length

of the drone pipes could be so regulated that a simple liarmonit

bass, consisting mainly of the common cliord, could be obtained.
The chaunter, of narrow cylindrical bore, was also

furnished with a double rood and had eleven holes, ^ F'
four of which had keys, givmgfa compass of twelve
notes from F to C. This number of holes was not cF

' ‘

invariable. After Mersenne’s time, Jean Hotlcterre
(d. 1678), a court musician, belonging to tlie band known a.s the
Musique de la Grande Peurie,*^ in which he ])layed the dessus dc

hattlbois, introduced certain improvements in the drones of the
musette.^ Ills son Martin Hotteterre (d. 1712) added a second
chaunter to the musette, shorter than tlie first, lo which it was
attached instead of being inserted into the stock. The Hotteterre
chaunter, known as le petit ckalumeav. had sLv ki‘y.s, whereas the
grand chalumeau had seven, besides eight finger-holes and a vent-
hole in the bell All these keys were actuated by the little finger

of the left liaiid and the thumb of the right hand, which were not
required to stop holes on the large chauntcr. The grand and petit

chalumeaux are figured in detail with keys and holes in a rare

and anonymous work by Borjon (or Bourgeon®), who gives much
interesting information concerning one of the most popular instru-

ments of his day. The bellows, he states, borrowed from the
organ, were added to the musette about forty or fifty years before

he wrote his treatise. The compass of the improved musette of

Hotteterre was as shown :

—

th« eight holes of the grand chaliinic.iu.

—

^

the seven keys of the gmnd chalumeau.

" the kix keyb of the petit chalumeau.

The four or five drones were
usually tuned thu.s

:

The chaunters and drones were
pierced with a very narrow cylin-

drical bore, and double reeds were used throughout, causing them to

speak as closed pipes, which accounts for the deep pitch of these

relatively short pipes (see Aulos). Martin Hotteterre was hardly

the first to introduce the second chauntcr for the bag-pipe, since

® See E. Tholnan, Les Hotteterre et les CkidevUle, cMibres facteurs

de flutes, kantbois, bassons et musettes (Paris, 1894), p. 23. It is

probable, however, that M. Thoinan, who makes this statement,

nas not considered the possibility of the word musette applying in

this case to the small rustic hautboLs or dessus de homharde, also

written muse, muset, muscle, which occurs in many ballads of the

ijlh. 14th and 15th centuries. See Fr. Godefroy, Dictionnaire de

Vancienne langue fran^aise du IX* au XV* sibcle (Paris, 1888).
• Musettes de Poitou

;
probably the comemuses used in concert

with the Hauthois de Poitou.
® Op. cit. vol ii. bk. v. pp. 287-292.
• See Ernest Thoinan. op. cit. pp. 15 tet seq. (cf. Julp Ecorcheville,

** Quelques documents sur la musique de la Grande Ecurie du Roi ”

SvTlitiem. Mus. Ges., Sammelband il. 4, p. 625 and table 2, *’ Grands
Hauthois

T MHhode pour la musette. S<., by Hotteterre le Romain (Paris,

1717), 4tb, chap, xvi.
• Train de la musette avec une nemoelle mithode, 6^. (Lyons, 1672),

pp. 23-27 and plate. A copy of this work is in the British Museum.
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Praetorius in i6;8 figorea aik^ describes the Mftgdebniv iochpf^fe
with two chaunters, but without keys uid with a oonicaT bore.
The swdeUna or xamfogna is described and illustrated by Mer-

senne * as the musette de Naples ; its coUvStruction was very eom-

?
licated. Mersenne states that the instrument was' hiventod by
cmn Baptiste Riva (who wa« living in Paris in i6ao), Dorn Julio

und Vincemse; but Mersenne seems to have made alterations

himself in the original instrument, which are not very clearly

explained. Tliere were two chaunters with narrow cylindrical

bore and having both hnger-holes and keys ; and two drones each
having ten keys. The four pipes were fixed in the same stock, and
double reeds were used throughout

; the bag was inflated by means
of bdlows. Passenti of Venice published a collection of melodies

for the zampogna in 1628, under the title of Caftora Zampo^a.
The modem Lowland bag--pipe differs from the Highland bag^pxpe

mainly in that it is blown by bellows instead of by tlxo mouth.
The Nortkumbrian or Border bag-pipe, also blown by means of

bellows, is chiefly distinguished by having a chaunter stopped at
the lower end so that when all the holes are closed, the pipe is silent.

There are seven finger-holes, on(‘ for the thumb, and a varying
number of keys. The four drones are fixed in one stock and are
tuned by means of stoppers, so that, as in the musette, any one of

them may be silenced. A fine Northumbrian bag-pipe ^ from the
collection of the Rev. F. W. Galpin is illustrated (ng. 1. (5)).
The union pipes of the i8th century, or modem Irish bag-pipe,

blown by bcllow.s (see fig. i. {2)), had one chaunter with seven
finger-holeB, one thumb-liole and eight keys, which together gave
the chromatic scale in two octaves. The drones were tuned to A in

different octaves, and three regulators or drones with keys, played by
the elbow, produced a kind of harmony ; the regulalora correspond
to the sliders on the drone-barrel of the musette.

History of the Bag-pipe.—There is reason to believe that the

origin of the bag-pipe must be sought in remote antiquity.

No instrument in any degree similar to it is represented

on any of the monuments of Egypt or Assyria known at the

present day
;
we are, nevertheless, able to trace it in ancient

Persia and by inference in Egypt, in Chaldaea and in ancient

Greece . The most characteristic feature of the bag-pipe is not
the obvious bag or air-reservoir from which the instrument

derive.^ its name in most languages, but the fixed harmony of

the buzzing drones. The principle of the drone, i.e. the beating-

reed sunk some three inches down the pipe, was known to the

ancient Egyptians. In a pipe discovered in a mummy-case
and now in the museum at Turin, was found a straw beating-

reed in position. The arghoul {tf.v,), a modem Egyptian instru-

ment, possesses the characteristic feature of drone and chaunter

without the bag. The same instrument occurs once in the

hieroglyphs, being sounded as-it, and once on a mural painting

preserved in the Musee Guimet and reproduced by Victor Lorct.**

During Jacques dc Morgan’s excavations in Persia some terra-

cotta figures of musicians, dating from the 8th century b.c.,

were discovered in a tell (mound) at Susa, * two of which appear to

be playing bag-pipes
;

the chaunter, curved in the shape of a
hook from the stock, is clearly visible, the bag under the arm is

indicated, and the lips are pursed a.s if in the act of blowing, but
the insufflation tube is absent; a round hole in one of the

figures suggests its presence formerly.

Among the names of musical instruments in Daniel iii, 5 and
15, the sixth, generally but wrongly rendered “ dulcimer,’^ is

thought by many scholars to signify a kind of bag-pipe (see

comm^taries on Daniel and the theological encyc.). This
belief is based on the supposition that tlie Aramaic siftnpdnyd

is a loan-word from the Greek, being a mispronunciation of

frvfufHaida. The argument is, however, excee^ngly weak. In
the first place, the date of the book of Daniel is matter of con-

troversy, hingeing partly on precisely such questions as the true

significance and derivation of sumpdnyd. Second, it is possible

that the word sumpdnyd is a late interpoktion. Third, its

exact form is uncertain ; in verse 10, sippdnyd is used of the same
instrument, suggesting a derivation from the Gr. (tube

or pipe). Fourth, even if avp^^via is the source of the word,
there is very little evidence that it was used for any particular

1 Op. cit. bk. v. p. 293.
* IHustkated and described by Capt. C. R. Day, Descriptive

Catalogue, pi. ix. fig. C, p. 62.
* UBgypU au 4amp$ das Phmaons-^a vie,U science ei VaH : aveo

photogravures, &c. (Paris, 1889), lamo. p. 139.
* See DUigeHon en Perse, by J. de Moigan (Parist, 1900), vol. i.

pi. viii.. Nos. 10 and 14.
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instrument. The original natural sense oi trvpthna is

cord of. sound,’’ ^'a concordant interval,” and the evidence

of its use for a particular instrument is of the end Century b,c.,

and, eVen so, very slight. Oofy one passage (Polyb. xxvi.

xo. 5) really btm on the question, and there the tran^ation

of the word depends on a context the reading of which is

uncertain (see Symphokia). It is, however, curious that- the

bag -pipe was known in Italy and Spain during the middle
ages, the two countries through which Eastern culture was intro-

duced into Europe, by the name of nampogna or sttmpegna,

which strongly recall the Chaidaean sumpdnyd; and further

that in the same countries the word sinfonia .should l>e co-

existent with aampogna and have the original meaning attached

to the classical irvfiptavUj “a concord of sound,” A singk*

passage only in Dion Chrysostom (see Askauiss) is enough to

prove that the instrument was known in Greece in a.d. loo.*’

The Greeks had undoubtedly received some kind of hag-pipe

from Egypt (in the form of the ar-iV), or from Chaldaea, but

it remained a rustic instrument used only by .shepherds and
pieasants. This conclusion is supported by allusioas in Aristo-

phanes and in Plato’s CritOy which undoubtedly refer to the

drone :
”

'Phis, dear Crito, is the voice which 1 seem to hear

murmuring in my ears like the sound of the fiute {anlos) in the

ears of the mystic
; tliat voice, I say, is humming in my cars.” **

Aristophanes, in his play The Ackarnians, indulges in a flight

of satire at the expense of the musical Boeotians, by making a

band of Thclian pipers play a Boeotian merchant and his slave

into town. The musicians are dubbed ‘‘ bumblebee pipers
”

(PofM^vkioif 1 . 866) by the exasperated inhabitants. The verb
used here for ” blowing ” is tpiKrdv, the very word applied to

blowing or inflating the bellows (pinra), and not the usual verb
ai’A«4i», to play tlie aulos. Another instrument, mentioned by
Aristophanes in Lysisirata{\\. 1242 and 1245), which was probably
a kind of bag-pipe, is also derived from ^iW, i.e. physaUis, the

“concrete,”" and pkysateria,^ the “collective”^ form of the

instrument. We leave the realm of inference for that of certainty

when we reach the reign of Nero, who had a passion for the

Hydraulus (see Oroan : History) and the tihia utricularis.'^

That the bag-pipe was introduced by the Romans into the

British Isles is a conclusion supported by the discovery in the

foundations of the praetorian camp at Richborough of a small

bronze figure of a Roman soldier playing the tibia utricularis.

The Rev. Stephen Weston, who made a communication on the

subject to Arclmeologia,^'^ points out further the interesting fact

in connexion with the instrument, that the Romans had instituted

colleges for training pipers on the bag-pipe, a practice followed

in the Highlands in the i8th century and notably in Skye.

Gruterus mentions among the fraternities a Corpus et Collegium

Utriculariorum, and S^wn also quotes the Collegia Utricular.

The bag-pipe in question appears to have two drones in front

pointing towards the right shoulder, and although no chaimter
is shown in tlie design, both hands are held in correct positions

over the spot where it ought to be
; it may have been broken

off. The bronze figure has been reproduced from drawings by
Edward King in three positions.^" The statement by
several writers on music that a bag-pipe is represented on a
contomiate of Nero is erroneous, as a verification of certain

references will show.i* The error is due in the first place to
* Dion Chrysostom, cd. Adolphus Emperius (Brunswick, 1844),

p. 728 or ixxi. (R) 381, See Pauly-WlMOwg, BeedeHcyclopddie, s.v.

Askaules.” ,

* B. Jowett's Eng. translation (Oxfprd, 1892).
^ A suggestion the writer owes to Mr G. Barwick of the British

Musefum.
* See *' Researches into the Origin of the Organs of the Ancients/'

by Kathleen Schlesinger, Sammelband ii. Intern. Musik. Oss. vol ji.

1901, pp. 188-202.

Suetonius, Nero, 54 (S. Clarke's translation and text).
Arckaeologia, vol. rvii. pp. 176-179 (London, 1814).

“ Jnscriptiones arUiquae Mius orbis romani (Heiddberg, z6osi-
1603).

hlfscell- erudst. smtifuiteiis.
w Muni^nte antique, vol. it (London. 1799). P* *a, pL ««. fig. a.

See Montfaucon, Suppl. de lesntiq. expiiquie, vol, pi, bcxlir.
Nos. I and 2, and explanation p. 189; Francfsoo BianebioL i$
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j. - AncuMit JVrbian
l)ag rip<^

(Frotn Sir BolHjrt

Ttittvifs in Pftsia,

vnl, ii, |i 177, pi. IkU.)

Montfaucon, who misunderstood the explanation of Bianchini’s

drawing which he reproduced. The contomiate referred to is

one containing the hydraulic orgarf, and the legend Laurmtinus

Aug., but no bag-pipe. Bianchini gives a drawing of a b^-pipe

with two long drones, which, he says, was copied from a marble

relief over the gateway of the palace of the prince of Santa

Croct; in Rome, near the church of San Carlo ad Catinarios.

If the drawing be^iccurate and the sculpture of classical Roman
period, it would corrobornte the details of the instrument held

by the little bronze figure of the Roman soldier.

J*>om England the hag-pipe spread to (!aledonia and Ireland,

where it took root, identifying itself with the life of the people,

as a military instrument held in great esteem by the Celtic races.

The bag-pi[K> was used at weddings and funerals, and at all

festivals; to lighten lalwur, during the i8th century, as for

instance in Sky* , in 1 786, when the inhabitants were eng^ed

in roadmaking, ;,tid each party of labourers had its bag-piper.

It was ti.scd in old mysteries at ('oventry in 1534. Readers who
wi.sh to follow closely the history of tlie bag-pipe in the British

Isles .should consult Sir John (iraham Dalycirs Musical Memoirs

of Sfoilaud {\A'\W{\or\, 1840. with illustrative plates).

On the downfall of the Roman empire, the bag-pipe, sharing

the fate ol other instruments, probably lingered for a time

among itinerant musicians, actors, jug-

glers, &c,, reappearing later in primi-

tive guise with the stamp of naivete

which characterizes the productions of

the early middle ages, and with a new
name, chorus (</.n.). An illustration of

a Persian bag-pipe dating from the 6th

century a.d. (reign of Chosroes II.) is

to be found on the great arch at

Takht-i-Bostan (see fig. 2). This very

crude representation of the bag-pipe

( un only be useful as evidence that

(luring the fourteen •centuries which elapsed Ijetween the

moulding of the figurine found in the tell at Susa, mentioned

above, and the carving in the rock at Takht-i-Bostan, the

instrument had survived. The reign of Chosroes was noted

for its l)igh standard of musical culture. The fault probably

lies with the draughtsman, who drc'w the sculptures on the arch

for the hook. Nothing more is heard henceforth of the tibia

utricularis. If the drawings of the early medieval bag-pipes,

which are by no moans rare in MSS. and monuments of the 9th

to the 13th century, are to be trusted, it seems hard to under-

stand the raison d'etre of the instrument .shorn of its drones,

to see how it justified its existence except as an ill-understoo(i

reminiscence. What could be the object of laboriously inflating

a bag for the purpose of making a single chaunter speak, which
('ould be done so much more satisfat'torily by taking the reed

itself into the mouth, as was the practice of the Greeks and
Romans ? There is a fine psalter in the library of University

Court, Glasgow,^ belonging to the Hunterian collection, in which

King l)avi(l is represented, as usual in the 12th century, playing

or rather tuning a harp, surrounded by musicians playing bells,

rebec, guitar fiddle (in ’cello position), quadruple pipes or

ganistrum, and a hag-pii>e with long chaunter having a well-

(iefined stock. Tlie insufflation tube appears to have been left

out, and there are no drones to be seen.

There are interesting specimens of bag-pipes in Spanish illu-

minated MSS. such us the magnificent volume of the Cantigas

di Santa Maria, in the Escurial, compiled for King Alphonso the

Wise ( 1
3th centuT>’ ). lliere are fifty-one sq^arate fibres of instru-

mentalists forming a kind of introductilCm to the canticles, and
among the instruments arc three bag-pipes, one of which is a

rcmaAablc instrument having no less than four long drones and
two chaunten which by an error of the draughtsmen are repre-

tribus g§nmbus instr. m«s. veterum, Romae, X742, pi. ii., Nos. 12 and
13, and p. II :

Suetonius. Vitae Neronis. ud. Chanes Patin, cap. 41,

p. 304, where the contoraiatc in (lueatlon. whoew musical instrument
difl^ essentially from Bianchinrs and Montfaucon's, is figured.

* See Catalogue of the Exhibition of Illuminated MSS. at the
Burlington Fine Arts Club, igo8, No. 31.

sented as being blown from the piper’s mouth. The fifty-one

musicians have been reproduced in black and white by J[uan F.

Riano ^ and also by Don F. Aznar.* Another fine Spanish MS.

in the British. Museum, Add. MS. 18,851, of the en(J of the 15th

century, illustrated by Flemish artists for presentation to Queen

Isabella, displays a profusion of musical instruments in innumer-

able concert scenes
;

there are bag-pipes on f. 13,
412^' and 419

;

one of the9e has two drones, one conical, the other cylindrical,

bound together, and a curved chaunter.

The most tni.stworthy evidence we have of the medieval

bag-pipe is the fine Highland bag-pipe dated 1409, and belong-

ing to Messrs J. & R. Glen, described above. Edward Buhle *

points out tliat from the 13th centur>' the bog-pipe became a

court instrument played by minnesingers and troubadours, as

seen in literature and in the MSS. and monuments. It was about

1250 that the human or animals' heads were used as stocks and as

boils for the chaunters. The opinion advanced that the bellows

were first added to the bag-pipe in Ireland seems untenable and is

quite unsupported by facts ; the bellows were in all probability

added to the union-pipes in imitation of the musette. In the

Image of Ireland and Discoverie of Woodkame, by John Derrick,

1581, the Irish insurgents are portrayed in pictures full of life

and character, as led to rebellion and pillage by a piper armed

with a bag-pipe, similar to the Highland l)ag-pipc. The
cradle of the musette is inconceivable anywhere but in France,

among the courtiers and elegant world, turning from the pomps
and luxuries of court life to an artificial admiration and cult

of Nature, idealized to harmonize with silks* and satins. The
comemuse of shepherds and rustic swains became the fashionable

instrument, but as inflating the bag by the breath distorted the

performer’s face, the bellows were substituted, and the whole

instrument was refined in appearance and tone-quality to fit it

for its more exalted position. The Hotteterre family and that

of Chddeville were past masters of tlie art of making the musette

and of playing upon it ;
they counted among their pupils the

highest and noblest in the land. The cult of the musette con-

tinued throughout the 17th and i8th centuries until the 'seventies,

when its popularity was on the wane and musettes figured

largely in sales.^' Lully introduced the musette into his operas,

and in 1758 the list of instruments forming the orchestra at the

Opera includes one musette.*'

Illustrations of bag^^ipe.s arc found in the miniatures of the

following MSS. in the British Mu.seum : -2 B. VII. f. 192 and 197;
Add. MS. 34,294 (the Sforza Book), f. 62, vol. i. ;

Burney, 275.
f. 715; Add. MS. 17,280, f. 238*^; Add, MS. 24,686 {Tennyson
Psalter), f. 17'*

;
Add. MS. 17,280.^82*’; Add. MS, 24.681, f. 44;

Add. MS. 32,454; Add. MS. 11,867,1.38; &c. &c. (K. S.)

BAGRATION^ PETER, Prince (1765-1812), Russian general,

descended from the noble Georgian family of the Bagratides,

was born in 1765. He entered the Russian army in 1782, and

served for some years in the Caucasus. He was engaged in the

siej;e of Ochakcjv (1788), and in the Polish campaign of 1794,

being present at the taking of Praga and Warsaw. His merits

were recognized by Suvarov, whom he accompanied in the Italian

and Swiss campaign of 1799, winning particular distinction by

the capture of the town of Brescia. In the wars of 1805 his

achievements were even more brilliant. With a small rearguard

he successfully resisted the repeated attacks of forces five times

his own numbers (Hollabriinn), and though half his men fell,

the retreat of the main army under Kutusov was thereby secured.

At Austerlitz he was engaged against the left wing of the French

army, under Murat and LAnnes, and at Eylau, Heilsbcrg and

Friedland he fought with the most resolute and stubborn courage.

In 1808 by a daring march across the frozen Gulf of Finland he

captured the Aland Islands, and in 1809 he commanded against

the Turks at the battles of Rassowa and Tataritza. In 1812 he

•* Notes of Early Spanish Music (London. 1887), pp. 120 and 12T.

* Tdumentario EspaHola (Madrid. 1880).

* Die musikalischen Instnmente in den Miniaturen des frUhen

Mittelalters. p. 50 (Leipzig, 1903)-
» An Interesting pamphlet by Engine dc Bricqueville, lies Musettes

(Paris, 1894), p. 36, witti illnstrationa.

* See Antoine Vidal, Lee Instruments h archet (Paris, 1871), vol. i.

p. 81, note 1.
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commanded the 2nd army of the West, and though defeated

at Mohilev (23rd Toly), rqoined the main army under Barclay,

and led the left wing at Borodino (7th Sept.), where he received

a mortal wound. A monument was erect^ in his honour by the

tsar Nidiolas I. on the battlefield of Borodino.

BAGSHOT BBDB» in geol^, a series pf sands and clays of

shallow-water origin, some being fresh-water, some marine. They
belong to the upper Eocene formation of the London and Hamp-
shire basins (England), and derive their name from Bagshot

Heath in Surrey ; but they are also well developed in Hampshire

and the Isle of Wight. The following divisions are generally

accepted

l^per Bagshot Beds Barton sand, and Barton clay.

Middle M Bracklesham beds.

Lower Bournemouth beds, Alum Bay beds,

and Bovey Tracey beds (?).

The lower division consists of pale-yellow, current-bedded

sand and loam, with layers of pipeclay and occasional beds of

flint pebbles. In the London basin, wherever the junction of the

Bagshot beds with the London clay is exposed, it is clear that

no sharp line can be drawn between these formations. The
Lower Bagshot beds may he observed at Brentwood, Billericay

and Highbeech in Essex ; outliers, capping hills of London clay,

occur at Hampstead, Highgate and Harn»w. In Surrey consider-

able tracts of London clay are covered by heath-bearing Lower
Bagshot beds, as at Weybridge, Aldershot, Woking, &c. The
“ Ramsdell clay,” N.W. of Basingstoke, belongs to this formation.

In the Isle of Wight the lower division is well exposed at Alum
Bay (660 ft.) and White Cliff Bay (140 ft.)

;
here it consists of

unfossiliferous sands (white, yellow, brown, crimson and every

intermediate shade), and clays with layers of lignite and ferru-

ginous sandstone. Similar beds are visible at Bournemouth,
and in the neighbourhood of Poole, Wareham, Corfe and Studland.

The leaf-bearing clays of Alum Bay and Bournemouth are

well known, and have yielded a large and interesting series

of plant remains, including Eucalyptus, Caesalpinia, Populus,

Plaianus, Sequoia^ Aralia, Polypodium, Osmunda, Nipadiies

and many others. The sands and clays of Bovey Tracey (see

Bovey Beds) are probably of the same age. The clays of

this formation are of great value for pottery manufacture
;
they

are extensively mined in the vicinity of Wareham and Corfe,

whence they are shipped from Poole and are consequently

known as “ Poole clays ”
;

similarly, *' Teignmouth clay ” is

obtained from the Bovey beds. Alum was formerly obtained

from the clays of Alum Bay
;
and the lignites have been used as

fuel near Corfe and at Bovey.

The Brackle.sham beds {q.7J.) are sometimes classed with the

overlying Barton clay as Middle Bagshot. In the London basin

the Barton beds are unknown. In Surrey and Berkshire the

Bracklesham beds are from 20 to 50 ft. thick
;
in Alum Bay they

are 100 ft., with beds of lignite in the lower portion
;
and about

here they are sharply marked off from the Barton clay by a bed
of conglomerate formed of flint pebbles. The Upper Bagshot
beds. Barton sand and Barton clay, are from 140 to 200 ft. thick

in the Isle of Wight.

The Agglestone (or Haggerstone) rock and Puckstone rock,

near Studland in Dorsetshire, are formed of lai^go* indurated

masses of the Lower Bagshot b^s that have resisted the weather;

Creechbarrow near Corfe is another striking feature due to the

same beds. Many of the sarsen stones or greywethers of S.E.

England have been derived from Bagshot strata.

See M$moifS of the Geological Survey (England) :
—

" Geology of
the Isle of Wight,” new edition (i88q) ; The G^logy of London
and Part of the Thames Valley," vol. i. (1889) ; and " The Geology
of the Country around Bournemouth " (1898).

BAHADUR KRIIi% mn Indian salt-mine in the Kohat district

of the North-West Firontier Province, in the range of hills south

of the village of Bahadur Khe! between Kohat and Bannu. For
a space of 4 m. in length by a quarter of a mile in breadth

there exists an exposed mass of rock-salt with several large

hillodcs of salt on either side. The quarries extend over an area

I m. long by half a mile broad, and the salt is hewn out in

huge falo&s with picks and wedges. The Indian government

id7

formerly maintained a large preventive establishment for the

preservation of the revenue, but it was withdrawn in 18^.
Consumption of Kohat salt 4s restricted, on account of its paying

less duty, to the tracts lying to the north of the Indus and to

the frontier tribes. In 1903 the rate was fixed at R.14 per

maund, against R.2 for the rest of India. The mines ore under

the control of the Northern India Salt Department.

BAHADUR SHAH 1., a Mogul emperor ^of Hindustan, a.d.

1707-17 1 2, the son and successor of Aurangseb. At the time
of ^e latter*s death his eldest surviving son, Prince Muazim,
was governor of Kabul, and in his absence the next brother,

Azam Shah, assumed the functions of royalty, Muazim came
down from Kabul, and with characteristic magnanimity offered

to share the empire with his brother. Azam would not accept

the proposal and was defeated and slain on the plains of Agra.

Muazim then ascended the throne under the title of Bahadur
Shah. He was a man of 64 and died five years later. During

his lifetime the empire was already falling to pieces before the

inroads of the Sikhs and Mahrattas, and through internal

dissensions.

BAHADUR SHAH II., the last of the Mogul emperors of

Hindustan, 1837-1857. He was a titular emperor only, since

from the time of the defeat of Shah Alam at Buxar in 1764 all

real power had resided with the East India Company
;

but all

proclamations were still warded under “ The King’s Realm
and the Company’s rule.” His sole importance is due to the

use made of his name during the Mutiny of 1857. Always feeble

in character, he was at that time old, and, from the first, was
wholly at tlie mercy of the mutinous soldiery in Delhi, who
were controlled by a council called the Barah Topi, or Twelve
Heads. His papers, seized after the fall of Delhi, are full of senile

complaint of the disrespect and discourtesy which he suffered

from them. At the time of the assault he fled to the Tomb of

Humayun, 6 m. from Delhi, where he was captured by Major
Hodson. In January 1858 he was brought to trial for rebellion

and for complicity in the murder of Eugjpeans. The trial lasted

more than two months. The substance of the king’s defence

was that he had been a mere instrument in the hands of the
mutineers. On the 29th of March he was found guilty and
sentenced to imprisonment for life. He was transported to

Rangoon, and died there on the 7th of November 1862.

BAHAMAS (Lucayos), an archipelago of the British West
Indies. It is estimated to consist of 29 islands, 661 cays and
2387 rocks, and extends along a line from Florida on the north-
west to Haiti on the south-east, between Cuba and the open
Atlantic, over a distance of about 630 m., from 80® 50' to 72° 50'

W., and 22*^ 25' to 26° 40' N, The total land area is estimated

5450 sq. m., of which the main islands occupy 4424 sq. m.,
and the population was 43,521 in 1881 and 53,735 in 1901. Some
12,000 of these are whites, the remainder coloured. The main
islands and groups, beginning from the north-west, are os
follows : Little and Great Abaco, with Great Bahama to the
west

; Eleuthera (a name probably corrupted from the Spanish

Isla de Tierra), Cat, Watling, or Guanahani, and Rum Cay on
the outer line towards the open ocean, with New Ptovidence,
the Exuma chain dnd Long Island forming an inner line to the
west, and still farther west Andros (named from Sir Edmund
Andros, governor of Massachusetts, &c., at the close of the

17th century ;
often spoken of as one island, but actually diyided

into several by narrow straits)
;
and finally the Crooked Islands,

Mayaguana and Inagua, The Turks and Caicos islands continue
the outer line, and belong geographically to the archipelago,

but not politically. The surrounding seas are shallow for the
most part, but there are three well-defined channels—4he Florida
or New Bahama channel, between the north-western islands

and Florida, followed by the Gulf Stream,the Providence dbaamels
(north-east and north-west) from which a depression known
as the Tongue of Ocean extends southward along the east side
of Andros, and the Old Bahama channel, between the archipelago
and Cuba. Hie Andros islands have a length of 95 m. and an
area of 1600 sq. m. ; Great Abaco is 70 m. long and its area is

680 sq. m. ; Great Inagaa is 34 m. long with an area of 530 sq. m;

,
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am) Grand Bahama 66 m,, with an area of 430 sq. m. But the

moft important island, as containing the capital, Nassau, is

New Providence, which is only 19) i*. in l^th, with an area of

85 sq. m. This island supported a population in 1901 of 1 2 ,534*

In point of population the next most important island is Eleuthcra

(8733), followed by the Andros Islands (5347) and Cat Island

(4658). The Abaco and Exunui groups and Long Island each

support populations exceeding 3000, and there are smaller

populations on Gr&d Bahama, die Crooked Islands, Inagua,

Mayaguana, Watling, Rum tay and the Biminls, though these

last, which arc two very small north-western islands, are rela-

tively densely populated with 545 persons.

Physical Geography.—T\w islands are of coral formation and

low-lying. 7'he rcK’k on the surface is as hard as flint, but under-

neath it gradually softens and furnishes an admirable stone for

building whi(di airi \h‘ sawn into blocks of any size, hardening

on exposure to tlie atmosphere. Tlie highest hill in the whole

range of the islands (in Cat Island) is only 400 ft. high. It is a

remarkable fact that, except in the island of Andros, no streams

of running water are to be found in the whole group. The

inhabitants derive their water supply from wells. As a result

of the porosity of the lock, many of the wells feel the influence

of the sea and exhibit an ebb and flow. There is an extensive

swampy lagoon in Klcuthera, the water of which is fresh or nearly

so ; and brackish lagoons also occur, as in Watling Island. An
artificial lake in New Providence, constructed for the use of the

turtle-catchers, is noted as exhibiting an extraordinary degree

of phosphorescence. A remarkable natural phenomenon is that

of the so-called “ banana holes,” which frequently occur in the

limestone. Their formation has been attributed to the effect

of rotting vegetation on the rock, but without certainty. Tliese

holes are of various depths up to atxiut 40 ft., and of curiously

regular form. The Mermaid’s Pool in New Providence, which is

deeper still, is partly filled witli water.

Geology .—Tlie Balianuis consist almost entirely of aeolian

deposits (cf. B£KMUDAs)^nd coral reefs. The aeolian deposits,

which form the greater part of the islands, frequently rise in

rounded hills and ridges to a height of 100 or 200 ft., and in Git
Island nearly 400 ft. They vaiy in texture from a fine-grained

compact oolite to a coarse-grained rock comi>osed of angular or

rounded fragments, and they commonly exhibit strongly marked
false bedding. The material is largely calcareous, and has

probably been derived from the disintegration of the reefs, and
from the shells of animals living in the shallows. When freshly

exposed the ruck is soft, but by the action of rain and sea it

becomes covered with a hard crust. The surface is often remark-

ably honeycombed, and the rock weathers into pinnacles, pillars

and arches of extraordinary sliapes. On the island of Andros
there is an extremely fine white marl ahnost resembling a
chalky ooze. The coral reefs are of especial interest from their

bearing on the general question of the formation of coral reefs.

W(j.f.9att.~The scenery of the islands is picturesque, gaining

beauty from the fine colouring of the sea and the rich vegetation.

Nassau is a winter health-resort for many visitors from the

United States and Guiada. The town lies on a safe harbour on
tlie north shore of New Providence, sheltered by the small Hog
Island. There is a depth of 14 ft. at low-water spring-tide on
the bar. The town extends along the shore, and up a slightly

elevated ridge behind it. It contains the principal public build-

ings, and some interesting old forts, dating from the middle and
dose of the i8th century, though the subterranean works below

Fort Charlotte are attril^ted to an earlier period. From the

same century dates the octagonal building which, formerly a
gaol, now contains a good public library; The sea-bathing is

excellent The months of February and March are the prinapal

season for visitors. There is direct connexion with New York
by steamers, which make the journey in about four days ; and
there is also connexion with Miami in Florida.

Climate
f
Pknra, Faaiia.—The climate of the Bahamas adds to

thek attractions. The mean temperature of the hottest months
(June to September) is 88** F., and that of the coldest (January
to March) 66**. In a series of observations of winds about one

half have been found to indicate a direction from north-east or

east Hurricanes occur from July to October, and May to

October are reckoned as the rainy months. The rainfall recorded

in 1901 at Nassau amounted to 63-32 in. Where a mantle of

soil covers the rock it is generally thin but very fertile. A
well-defined area in New Providence is known as the “ pine

barrens,” from the tree which principally grows in this rocky

soil. Elsewhere three types of soil are distinguished—

&

black

soil, of decayed vegetable matter, where the land is under forest,

a reddish clay, and a white soil occurring along the shores.

Andros Island and the Abaco Islands may be specially noted

for their profusion of large timber, including mahogany, mastic,

lignum vitae, iron and bullet woods, and many others. Un-

fortunately the want both of labour and of roads renders it

impossible to turn much of this valuable timber to useful account,

although attempts have been made to work it in Abaco. The
fruits and spices of the Bahamas are very numerous, the fruit

equalling any in the world. The produce of the islands includes

tamarinds, olives, oranges, lemons, limes, citrons, pomegranates,

pine-apples, figs sapodillas, bananas, sour-sops, melons, yams,

potatoes, gourds, rucumbers, pepper, cassava, prickly pears,

sugar-cane, ginger, coffet*, indigo, Guinea com and pease.

Tobacco and cascarilla bark also flourish
;
and cotton is indi-

genous and was woven into cloth by the aborigines. But
although oranges, pine-apples and some other fruits form

important articles of commerce, it is only rarely that systematic

and thorough methods ot cultivation are prosecuted. Cotton

has been found to suffer much from insect pests. Sisal is grown
in increasing quantity. The Bahamas are far poorer in their

fauna than in their flora. It is said that the aborigines had a
breed of dogs which did not bark, and a small coney is also

mentioned. The guana also is indigenous to the islands. Oxen,
sheep, horses and other livp-stork introduced from Europe
thrive well, but little attention is paid to stock-rearing. There

are many varieties of birds to be found in the woods of the

Bahamas ;
they include flamingoes and the beautiful humming-

bird, as well as wild geese, ducks, pigeons, hawks, green parrots

and doves. The waters of the Bahamas swarm with fish; the

turtle procured here is particularly fine, and the sponge fishery

is of importance. In some islands there are rich salt ponds, but

their working has decreased. The portion of Nassau harbour

known as the Sea (lardens exhibits an extraordinarily beautiful

development of marine organisms.

Government^ Trade, —The colony of the Bahamas is under

a British governor, who is assisted by an executive council of

nine members, partly official, partly unofficial
; and by a

legislative council of nine members nominated by the crown.

There is also a legislative assembly of 29 members, representing

15 electoral districts ; the franchise being extended to white

and coloured men of 21 years of age at least, resident in the

colony for not less than twelve months, and possessing land of a
value of or more, or being householders for six months at a
rental not less than £2 : i8s. in New Providence, or £z :

4s. in other

islands. The members* qualification is the possession of real

or personal estate to the value of £200. The average annual

revenue and expenditure may be set down at about £75,000,

expenditure somewhat exceeding revenue. There is a public

debt of about £105,000. The average annual value of imports

is somewhat over £300,000, and of exports £200,000. The
average annual tonnage of shipping, entering and clearing,

exceeds 1,000,000. The government supports elementary free

schools, controlled by a nominated board of education, while

committees partly elected exercise local supervision. There

are higher schools and a Queen’s Collie in Nassau, Nassau is

the seat of a bishopric of the Church of Englatid created in i86z.

The Bahamas are without railways, but there are good roads

in New Providence, and a few elsewhere. A cable connects

Nassau with West Jupiter in Florida.

History,—The story of the Bahamas is a singular one, and
bears principally upon the fortunes of New Providenoe, which,

from the fact that it alone possesses a perfectly safe harbour for

vessels drawing more than 9 ft, has always been the seat ol
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governm^t when it was tl^ headquarters of lawlessness.

San Salvador, however^ claims historical precedence as the land-

fall of Columbus on his memorable voyage. Cat Island was long

supposed to be the island first reached by Columbus (1 2th October

1492) and named by him San Salvador. Then the distinction was
successively transferred to the neighbouring Watling, Great Turk,

and Mariguana ;
butin 1880 the American marine surveyor, G. V.

Fox, identified San Salvador, on seemingly good grounds, with

Samana(Atwood Cay), which lies about midway between Watling

and Mariguana. The chief difficulty is its size, for, if Samana is

the true San Salvador, it must have been considerably larger then

than now. Watling Island is generally accepted as the Undfall.

Columbus passed through the islands, and in one of his letters

to Ferdinand and Isabella he said, “ This country excels all others

as far as the day surpasses the night in splendour
; the natives

love their neighbours as themselves
;

their conversation is the

sweetest imaginable
;

their faces always smiling
; and so gentle

and so affectionate arc they, that I swear to your highness there

is not a better people in the world.” But the natives, innocent

as they appeared, were doomed to utter destruction. Ovando,
the governor of Hispaniola (Haiti), who had exhausted the labour

of that island, turned his thoughts to the Bahamas, and in 1509
Ferdinand authorized him to procure lubourersfrom these islands.

It is said that reverence and love for their departed relatives

was a marked feature in the character of the aborigines, and that

the Spaniards made use of this as a bait to trap the unhappy
natives. They promised to convey the ignorant savages in their

ships to the “ heavenly shores ” where their departed friends now
dwelt, and about 40,000 were transported to Hispaniola to perish

miserably in the mines. From that date, until after the coloniza-

tion of New Providence l^y the British, there is no record of a
Spanish visit to the Bahamas, with the exception of the extra-

ordinary cruise of Juan Ponce dc Leon, the conqueror of Porto
Rico, who passed months searching the islands for Bimini, which
was rci>orted to contain the miraculous “Fountain of Youth.”
This is in South Bimini, and has still a local reputation for

healing powers.

It is commonly stated that in 1629 the British formed a
settlement in New Providence, which they held till 1641, when
the Spaniards expelled them. This, however, refers to the

Providence Island off the Mosquito Coast ; it was only in 1646
lliat Eleuthera was colonized, and in 1666 New Providence, by
settlers from the Bermudas. In 1670 Charles II. made a grant

of the islands to Christopher, duke of Albemarle, and others.

Governors were appointed by the lords proprietors, and there

are copious records in the state papers of the attempts made
to develop the resources of the island. But the buccaneers
or pirates who liad made their retreat here offered heavy
opposition; in 1680 there was an attack by the Spaniards,

and in July 1703 the PYench and Spaniards made a descent on
New Prt)vidence, blew up the fort, spiked the guns, burnt the
church and carried off the governor, with the principal inhabit-
ants, to Havana. In October the Spaniards made a second
descent and completed the work of destruction. It is said that
when tlie last of the governors appointed by the lords proprietors,

in ignorance of the Spanish raid, arrived in New Providence,
he found the island without an inhabitant. It agaiti, however,
became the resort of pirates, and the names of many of the
worst of lliese ruffians are associated with New Providence;
the notorious Edward Teach, called Blackbeard, who was
afterwards kiUed in action against two American ships in 1718,
being chief among the number.
At last matters became so intolerable that the merchants of

London and Bristol petitioned the crown to take possession and
restore order, aud Captoin Woodes Rogers was sent out as the
first crown governor and arrived at New Providence in 1718.
Many families of good character now settled at the Bahamas,
and some progress was made in developing the resources of the
colony, altnou^ this was interrupted by the ^rannical conduct

• of some of the governors who succeeded Captain Woodes Rogers.
At this time the •pii^-apple was introduced as an article of
cultivation at Eleuthera ; and a few years subsequently, during

the American war of independence, colonists arrived in great

numbers, bringing with them wealth and also slave labour.

Cotton cultivation was now%ttempted on a large scale. In. 1783,
at Long Island, Soo slaves were at work, and nearly 4000 acres

of land under cultivation. But the usual Imd luck of the Bahamas
prevailed

;
the red bug destroyed the cotton crops in 1788 and

again in 1794, and by the year 1800 cotton cultivation was almost

abandoned. There were also other causes that tended to retard

the progress the colony. In 1776 Commodore Ropkins, of the

American navy, took the island of New Providence ; he soon,

however, abandoned it as untenable, but in 1781 it was retaken

by the Spanish governor of Cuba. The Spaniards retained

nominal possession of the Bahamas until 1783, but before peace

was notified New Providence was recaptured by a loyalist,

Lieutenant-Colonel Deveaux, of the Soutl) Carolina militia, in

June 1783.

In 1784 and 1786 sums were voted in parliament to indemnify

tl)e descendants of the old lords proprietors, and the islands

were formally reconveyed to the crown. The Bahamas began

again to make a little progress, until the separation of Turks
and Caicos Islands in 1848, which had L)een hitherto the most
productive of the salt-producing islands, unfavourably affected

the finances. Probably the abolition of the slave-tra^ in 2834
was not without its effect upon the fortunes of the land^
proprietors. The next event of importance in the history of the

Bahamas was the rise of the blockade-running trade, consequent

on the closing of the southern ports of America by the Federals

in 1861. At the commencement of 1865 this trade was at its

highest point. In January and February 1865 no less than

20 steamers arrived at Nassau, importing 14,182 bales of cotton,

valued at 554,67 5. The extraordinary difference between the

normal trade of the islands and that due to blockade-running

will l|B seen by comparing the imports and exports before the

closing of the southern ports in i860 with those of 1864. In the

first year the imports were £234,029, and the exports £157,350,
while in the second year the imports^vere £5,346,112, and
exports £4,672,398. The excitement, extravagance and waste
existing at Nassau during the days of blockade-running exo^
belief. Individuals may have profited laigely, but the Bahamas
probably benefited little. The government managed to pay its

debt amounting to £43,786, but crime increased and sicluess

became very prevalent. The cessation of the trade was marked,
however, by hardly any disturbance

;
there were no local failures,

and in a few months the steamers and their crews departed,

and New Providence subsided into its usual state of quietude.

This, however, was not fated to last long, for in October x866 a
most violent hurricane passed over the island, injuring the

orchards, destroying the fruit-trees, and damaging the sponges,

which had proved hitherto a source of profit. Hie hurricane,

too, was followed by repeated droughts, and the inhabitants of

the out-islands were reduced to indigence and want, a condition

which is still, in some measure, in evidence.

See the valuable General Descriptwe Report on the Bahama Itlanit,

by Sir G. T. Carter (governor, 1898-190^, issued in place of the
ordinary annual report by tlie Colonial Omce, London, J902 ; also
Governor R. W. Rawson's Report, 1866 ; Stark’s History and Guide
to thfi Bahama /i/a«u2c

'
(Boston, Mass., 1691); Bahama telmUU

(Geog. Soc. of Baltimore), ed. G. B. Shattuck (New York. 1905). For
geology see A. Agassiz. “ A Reconnaissance otf the Bahamas and of

the Elevated Reefs of CuIxl in the steamyacht ’ Wild Duck.’ January
to April 1B93,” Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. Harvard, vol. xxvi. no. i,

BAHAWAliPUR, or Bhawalpur, a native state of India,

within the Punjab, stretching for more than 300 m. along the

left bank of the Sutlej, the Punjnud and the Indus. It is

bounded on the N. and £, by Sind and the Punjab, and on the

S. by the R^putana desert. It is the principal MahomihedsA
state in the ftnjab, ranking second only to Patiala. Eflward
Thornton thus described the general aspect of the state

** Bahawalpur is a remarkably level country, there, being no
considerable eminence within its limits, as the occasional sOn^ilUk
seldom exceeding 50 or 60 it in height, cannot be ooniklered exee^
tiona. The cultivable iNttt extsnda along the itver Una lora distOMe
of about so m. in bre^tli from the left or easleni bank. In the
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8«iidv part of the dciert beyond this strip of fertility both men and

beaiti, leaving the beaten path, sink as if in loose snow. Here,

too, the sand is rawed into ever-changing hills by the iorce of the

wind sweeping over it. In those part.s of the desert which have a

hard level soil of clay, a few stunted mimosas, acacias and other

shrubs are prorhiced, together with rue, various bitter and aromatic

plants, ancl occasionally of grass. Much of the soil of the

desert appears to be alluvial ;
lliere are numerou.s traces of streams

having formerly passed over it, and .still, where irrigation is at all

practicable, fertility ^n the clayev tract follows; but the rains arc

scanty, the wells few and geuf rally lOo ft. deep or more."

The area cm^rs 15,918 s(j. ni.
;
pop. (1901) 720,877, showing

an increase of 1
1 % on the previous decade ;

estimated gross

revenue, £146,700 ;
there is no tribute. Tlie chief, whose title is

nawab, is a Mahommedan of the Daudputra family from Sind,

and claims descent from Abbas, uncle of the Prophet. The

dynasty established its independence of the Afghans towards

the end of the iSth eefitur>\ and made a treaty with the British

in 18,^8 to which it has alway.s been loyal. The benefits of

canal irrigation were introduced in the ’seventies, and the revenue

thus doubled. The territory is traversed throughout its length

by the North-Western and Southern l^unjab railway.s. There

are an arts college and Anglo-vernacular schools.

The town of Bahawalpur is situated near the left bank of the

Sutlej, and has a railway station 65 m. from Mooltan. It has a
magnificent palace, which is visible from far across the Bikanir

desert
;

it was built in 1882 by Nawab Sadik Mahommed Khan.
Pop. (rgor) 18,546.

BAHIA, an Atlantic state of Brazil, bounded N. by the states

of Piauhy, Pernambuco and Seigipe, E. by Seigipe and the

Atlantic, S. by Espirito Santo and Minas Geraes, and W. by
Minas Geraes and Goyaz. Its area is 164,650 sq. m., a great part

of which is an arid barren chapada (plateau), traversed from
S. to N. and N.E. by the drainage basin of the Sflo Francisco

river, and having a general elevation of 1000 to 1700 ft. above
that river, or 2300 to 3000 ft. above sea-level. On the W the
chapada, with an elevation of 2300 ft. and a breadth of 60 m.,

forms tlu! western bounifery of the state and the water-parting

between the Sfto Francisco and the I'ocantins. East of the Silo

Francisco it may be divided into three distinct regions : a rough
limestone plateau rising gradually to the culminating ridges

of the Serra da Chapada
;
a gneissose plateau showing extensive

exposures of bare rock dipping slightly toward the coast
;
and a

narrower plateau covered with a compact sandy soil descending

to the coastal plain. The first two have a breadth of about
200 m, each, and arc arid, barren and inhospitable, except at

the dividing ridges where the clouds from the sea are deprived
of some of their moisture. The third zone lose.s its arid character

as it approaches the coast, and is better clothed with vegetation.

The coastal plain varies in width and character : in some places

low and sandy, or swampy, filled with lagoons and intersecting

canals
;

in others more elevated, rolling and very fertile. The
climate corresponds closely to these surface features, being hot
and dry throughout the interior, hot and humid* in places un-
healthy, along the coast. Cattle-raising was once the principal

industr)’ in the interior, but has been almost extinguished by
the devastating droughts and increasing aridity caused by the
custom of annually burning over the campos to improve the
grass. In the agricultural regions sugar, cotton, tobacco, cacao,
coffee, mandioca and tropical fruits arc produced. The exports
also include hides, mangabeira rubber, piassava fibre, diamonds,
cabinet woods and rum. The population is largely of a mixed
and unprogressivc character, and numbered 119x9,80a in 1890.
There is but little immigration and the vegetative increase is

low. *nie capi^, SAo Salvador or Bahia which is one of
the principal cities and porte of Brazil, the export town for

the Reconcavo, as the fertile agricultural district surrounding
the bay is called. The principal cities of the state are Alagoinhas
and Bom Fim (formerly Vwa Nova da Rainha) on the main
railway line runninc N, to the SAo Francisco, Cachocira and
Santo Amaro near the capital in the Reconcavo, Camvellas and
Hheos on the southern coast, with tolerably good harbours, the
former being the port for the Bahia & Minas railway, Feira de
Santa Anna on the border of the serOo and long celebrated for

its cattle fairs, and Jacobina, an inland town N.W. of the capital,

on the slopes of the Serra da Chapada, and noted for its mining

industries, cotton and tobacco. The state of Bahia includes

four of the original captaincies granted by the Portuguese crown
—Bahia, Paraguassu, Ilheos and Porto Seguro, all of which

reverted to the direct control of that government in 1549.

During the war with Holland several efforts were made to

conquer this captaincy, but without success. In 1823 Bahia

became a province of the empire, and in 1889 a state in

the republic. Its government consists of a governor elected

for four years, and a general assembly of two chambers, the

senators being elected for six years and the deputies for two

years. (A. j. L.)

BAHIA, or SXo Salvador, a maritime city of Brazil and
capital of the state of Bahia, situated on the Bay of All Saints

(Bahia de Todos os Sanios\nTLd on thewestern sideof the peninsula

separating that bay from the Atlantic, in 13® S. lat. and 38° 30'

W. long. Pop. (1890) 174,412 ;
(est. 1900) 200,000. The com-

mercial section of the city occupies a long, narrow beach between

the water-line and bluffs, and contains the arsenal, exchange,

custom-house, post-office, railway station, market and principal

business houses. It has narrow streets badly paved and drained,

and made still more dirty and offensive by the surface drainage

of the upper town. Communication with the upper town is

effected by means of two elevators, a circular tramway, and steep

zigzag roads. The upper town is built on the western slope of a

low ridge, the backbone of the peninsula, and rises from the

edge of the bluffs to altitudes of 200 to 260 ft. above the sea-level,

affording magnificent views of the bay and its islands. There

are wider streets, comfortable residences, ancl attractive gaidens

in this part of the city. Here also are to be found the churches,

schools, theatres, asylums, and hospitals, academies of law and
medicine, governor’s palace, public library, and museum, and
an interesting public garden on the edge of the bluff, overlooking

the bay. The city is served by four street-car lines, connecting

the suburbs with both the upper and lower towns. In 1906

contracts were made to reconstruct some of these lines for electric

traction. The railways radiating from the city to inland points

are the Bahia & Alagoinhas which is under construction to

Joazeiro, on the Sao Francisco river, a short line to Santo Amaro,
and two lines—the Bahia C'cntral and the Nazareth tramway-
extending inland from points on the opposite side of the bay.

The port of Bahia, which has one of the best and most accessible

harbours on the east coast of South America, has a large coastwise

and foreign trade, and is also used as a port of call by most of the

steamshiplines trading betweenEurope and that continent. Bahia

was founded in 1549 by Thom6 de Souza, the first Portuguese

governor-general of Brazil, and was the seat of colonial adminis-

tration down to 1763. It was made the seat of a bishopric in

1551, and of an archbishopric in 1676, and until 1905 was the

metropolis of the Roman Catholic Church in Brazil. The city

was captured in 1624 by the Dutch,who held it only a few months.

Always conservative in character, the city hesitated in adhering

to the declaration of independence in 1822, and also to the

declaration of the republic in 1889. Much of its commercial

and political importance has been lost, also, through the decay

of industrial activity in the state, and through the more vigorous

competition of the agricultural states of the south. (A. J. L.)

BAHIA BLANCA, a city and port of Argentina, on theNaposta
river, 3 m. from its outlet into a deep, well-sheltered bay of the

same name. Pop. (est. 1903) 11,600. It is situated in the

extreme southern part of the province of Buenos Aires and is

447 m. by rail S.W. of the national capital. The opening to

settlement of the national territories of lit Pampa and Neuqu^n
has contributed largely to the ^owth and importance of Bahia
Blanca. It is the natural shipping-port for these territories

and for the southern districts of the province of Buenos Aires,

from which great quantities of wheat and wool arc exported.

The bay has long been recognized as one of the best on the

Argentine coast, and when the channel is properly dredged, will

admit steamers of 30 ft. draught at low-wat£r. The .^entine
government has located its principal naval station here, at the
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Puerto Military between the city and the entrance to the bay.

The port, whose trade is increasing rapidly, is connected with

the neighbouring and interior producing districts by five or six

lines of railway and their branches. Bahia Blanca dates from

1828, when a fort and trading post were located here, but its

development as a commercial centre began only in 1885, when
its first railway line was opened. In iqo8 direct railway com-

munication was opened with Mendoza and San Juan. Though
situated near the mountainous section of southern Buenos Aires,

the immediate vicinity of the city is low and swampy, its water

is brackish, and it has been decidedly unhealthy
;
but a water

supply from the Sauce Grande, 50 m. distant, was projected in

1906, and this, with better drainage and street paving, was
expected to improve matters. The mean annual temperature

is 60®, and the average annual rainfall is 19 in. The city has

street cars, electric-lights and telephone service, and the port

has a shipping pier 1640 ft. long, with spacious warehouses

and several miles of railway sidings.

BAHR, the Arabic for “sea,"’ with the diminutive Saktra.

Bahr also signifies a river, especially one with a large body of

water, e.g. the Nile, and is sometimes used to designate the dry

bed of a river.

BAHRAICH or Bharatch, a town and district of British

India, situated in the Fyzabad division of the United Provinces.

The town is on the river Sarju. Since the opening of the railway

the place has begun to flourish. It contains the most popular

place of pilgrimage in Oudh, the tomb of Masaud, a champion of

Islam, slain in battle by the confederate Rajputs in 1033, which
is resorted to by Mahommedans and Hindus alike. There is also

a Mussulman monastery, and the ruined palace of a nawab of

Oudh. The American Methodists have a mission here. Pop.

(1901)27,304.
The district of Bahraich contains an area of 2647 sq. m. It

consists of three tracts : (i) in the centre, an elevated triangular

plateau, projecting from the base of the Himalayas for about

50 m. in u south-easterly direction—average breadth, 13 m..

area, 670 sq. m .

;

(2) the great plain of the Gogra, on the west,

about 40 ft. below the level of the plateau
; and (3) on the cost,

another lesser area of depression, comprising the basin of the

Rapti. The tarai, or the forest and marshy tracts along the

southern slopes of the Himalayas, gradually merge within the

district into drier land, the beds of the streams become deeper

and more marked, the marshes disappear, and the country

assumes the ordinary appearance of the plain of the Ganges.

The Gogra skirts the district for 114 m.
;
and the Rapti, with

its branch the Bhalka, drains the high grounds. In 1901 the

population was 1,051,347, showing an increase of 5% in the

decade. A considerable trade is conducted with Nepal, chiefly

in timW. A line of railway has been opened through the

district to Nepalganj on the frontier. As there are no canals

in the district, irrigation is obtained solely from wells, tanks

and rivers. The district is purely agricultural in character, and
is one of large estates. 78 % being held by ialuqdarsy of whom the

four chief are the raja of Kapurthala, the maharaja of Balrampur,
the raja of Nanpara and the raja of Payagpur.

Little is known of the history of the district before the Mahom-
medan invasion in a.d. 1033. Masaud was defeat^ and slain

by the nobles of Bahraich in 1033, and the Mahommedans did

not establish their authority over the country till the middle of

the 13th century. About 1450 the Raikwars, or Rajput adven-
turers, made themselves masters of the western portion of the

district, which they retain to this day. In 1816 by the treaty of

Segauli the Nepal was ceded to the British, but was given

back in i860. During the Mutiny the district was the scene of

considerable fighting, and after its close a large portion was
distributed in jagifs l^ loyal chiefs, thus originating the tduqdari

estates of the present dav.

BAHRAM (Varakrdn, in Gr. Owpapdvris or Ovftapdvrfi^ the

ytmngpr form of the old Vereihragna, the name of a Persian

god, the killer qf the dragon Verethra ”), the name of five

Sassaoid kings.

I, BarrXm I. (a.d. 274-277). From a Pahlavi inscription we

learn that he was the son (not, as the Greek authors and Tabari

say, the grandson) of Shapur I., and succeeded his brother

Hormizd (Ormizdas) I., wHb had only reigned a year. Bahr&m I.

is the king who, by the instigation of the magtans, put to a cniel

death the prophet Mani, the founder of Manichaeism. Nothing

else is known of his reign.

2. BahrAm II. (277-294), son of Bahrfim I. During his reign

the emperor Cams attacked the Persians anclconqucred Ctesiphon

(283), but died by the plague. Of BahiAm ll.’s reign some
theological inscriptions exist (F. Stolze and J. C. Andreas,

(Berlin, 1882), and E. W. West, “ Pahlavi Literature
**

in Grundriss d. iranischen Philologie, ii. pp. 75-129).

3. Bahram 111 ., son of BahrSm TL, under whose rule he had
been governing Sejistan (therefore called Saganshah, Agathias iv.

24, Tabari). He reigned only four months (in 294), and was
succeeded by the pretender Narseh.

4. Bahram IV. (389-399), son and successor of Shapur 111 .,

under whom he had been governor of Kirman
;

therefore he

was called Kirmanshah (Agathias iv. 26 ;
Tabari). Under him

or his predecessor Armenia was divided between the Roman
and the Persian empire. Bahr&m IV. was killed by some mal-

contents.

5. BahrAm V. (420-439), son of Yazdegerd I., after whose
sudden death (or assas.sination) he gained the crown against

the opposition of the grandees by the help of al-Mondhir, the

Arabic dynast of Hira. He promised to mle otherwise than his

father, who had been very energetic and at the same time tolerant

in religion. So Bahrftm V. began a systematic persecution of

the Christians, which led to a war with the Roman empire.

But he had little success, and soon concluded a treaty by which

both empires prbmi.sed toleration to the worshippers of the two
rival religions, Christianity and Zoroastrianism. Bahrftm de-

posed the vassal king of the Persian part of Armenia and made
it a province. He is a great favourite in Persian tradition, which
relates many stories of his valour and beauty, of his victories

over the Romans, Turks, Indians and Negroes, and of his ad-

ventures in hunting and in love
;
he is called Bahrftm Gor,

“ the wild ass,** on account of his strength and courage. In

reality he seems to have been rather a weak monarch, after

the heart of the grandees and the priests. He is said to have
built many ^eat fire-temples, with large gardens and villages

(Tabari). (Ed. M.)

BAHRDT, KARL FRIEDRICH (1741-1792), German theo-

logian and adventurer, was bom on the 25th of August 1741
at Bischofswerda, where his father, afterwards professor, canon

and general superintendent at Leipzig, was pastor. At the age

of sixteen young Bahrdt, a precocious lad whose training had
been grossly neglected, began to study theology under the

orthodox mystic, Christian August Crusius (17 15* 1775), who in

1757 had become first professor in the theological faculty. The
boy varied the monotony of his studies by pranks which revealed

i

his unbalanced character, including an attempt to raise spirits

with the aid of Dr Fausfs HdUentwang. His orthodoxy was,

however, unimpeachable, his talent conspicuous, and in 1761

he was appointed -lecturer on biblical exegesis, and preacher

(Katechef) at the churcli of St Peter. His eloquence soon gave him
a reputation, and in 1766 he was appointed professor extra-

ordinorius of biblical philology. Two years later, however, the

scandals of his private life led to his dismissal. In spite of this

he succeeeded in obtaining the chair of biblical antiquities in

the philosophical faculty at Erfurt. The post was unpaid, and
Bahrdt, who had now married, lived by taking pupils and
keeping an inn. He had meanwhile obtained the degree of doctor

of Geology from Erlangen, and was clever enough to persuade

the Erfurt authorities to appoint him professor designate of

theology. His financial troubles and coarse and truculent char-

acter, however, soon made the town too hot to hold him ; and
in 1771 he was glad to accej^ the offer of the post tff professor

of theology and preacher at Giessen.

Thus fiarBahrdt*8oithodoxyhad counterbalancedUs diameter

;

but at Giessen, where his bi^vknir was no less objectionable

than elsewhere, he gave a handle to his enemies by a change
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ia Us public attitude towards religfion. The climax emt with

the publioition of his Neuestf Offenbarungen GoiUs tn Brtefm

tmd EnUhlungm (inyim), purjtMting to be a “model

yersion ” of the New Testment, rendered, with due regard to

enlighteninent, into modem German. The book is remembered

solely through CkHJthe’s scornful attack on its want of taste

;

its immediate elTect was to produce Bahrdt’s expulsion from

Giessen. He was lucky enough at once to find a p<wt as principal

of the educatioBial institution established in his chateau at

Marschlins by the Swiss statesman Ulysses von S^is (1728-1800).

The school had languishcjd since the death of its founder and

first head, Martin Planta and von Salis hoped to

revive it by reconstituting it as a “ Philanthropin under

Bahrdt^s management. The experiment wiis a failure
;
Bahrdt,

never at case under the :trict discipline maintained by von

Salis, resigned in 17,7, and the school v^as closed. At the invita*

tion of tlic count of Leiningcn-Dachsbuig, Bahrdt now went

as general superintendent to Durkheim on the Hardt ;
his

luckless translation ol the Testament, however, pursued him,

and in 1778 he was suspended by a decision of the high court

of the Umpire. In dire poverty he fled, in 1779, to Halle, where

in spite of the opposition of the senate and the theologians, he

obtained tlirough the interest of the Prussian minister, von

Zedlite, permission to lecture on subjects other than theology.

Forced to earn a living by writing, he developed an astound*

ing literary activity. His orthodoxy had now quite gone

by the board, and all his efforts were directed to the propa*

ganda of a “ moral system ” which should replace supernatural

Ghristianity.

By such means Bahrdt succeeded in maintaining himself

until, on the death of Frederick the Great, the religious reaction

set in at the Berlin court. The strain of writing had forced him
to give up his lectures, and he had again opened an inn on the

Weinberg near Halle. Here he lived with his mistress and bis

daughters—he had repudiated his wife—in disreputable peace

until 1789, when he was condemned to a year’s imprisonment
for a lampoon on the Prussian religious edict of 1788. His
year’s enforced leisure he spent in writing indecent stories,

coarse polemics, and an autobiography which is described as

“a mixture of lies, hypocrisy and self-prostitution,” He died

on the 23rd of April 1792.

See life, with detailed bibliography, by Paul Tschakert in Herzog-
Hauck, KfiolfincyklQfddie ; a more favourable account is given iti

J. M. Rotx'rtson's Short History of Preethought, ii. 278.

BAHREUi ISLANDS, a group of islands situated about 20 m.
east of the coast of El Hasa, in the Persian Gulf, a little to the

south of the port of K1 Katif, which, if rightly identified with the

ancient Gerrha, has been celebrated throughout history as Uie

mart of Indian trade, the starting-point of caravans across Arabia.

The largest of the group is called Bahrein. It is about 27 m. long

from north to south and about 10 wide—a low flat space of sandy
waste with cultivated oases and palm groves of great luxuriance

and beautv. The rocky hill of Jebcl Dukhan (the “ mountain of

the mist ”) rises in the midst of it to a height of 400 ft. The rest

of the group are of coral formation. The next island in size to

Bahrein is Molutrek, curved in shape, and about 5 m. long by 1 m.
in breadth. It lies 1 m. to the north of Bahrein. Sitrah (4 m.
long) Nebbi, Saleli, Sayeh, Khasifeh and Arad (} m. long) com-
plete the group. Of these minor islands Arad alone retains its

classical name.

The climate is mild, but humid, and rather unhealthy. The
soil is for the most part fertile, and produces lioe, pot herbs and
fruits, of which the citrons arc especially goo4< Water is abun-
dant. Fish of all kinds abound off the coastsAnd are very cheap
in the markets. The inhabitants are a mixed race of Arab,
Omanite and Persian blood, slender and small in their physical

appearance
; they possess great activity and intelU^enoe, and are

known in all the ports of 1^ Persian Gulf for thmr commercial

and industrial ability.

The sea around the Behrein islands is shallow, so shallow as to

admit only of the approach ol native craft, and the harbour is

closely shut in by reefs. There is very little doubt that it was

from these islands that the Puni, or Phoenicians, emigrated north-

wards to the Mediterranean. Bahrein has always been the centre

of the pearl fishing industry of the Persian Gulf. There are about

400 boats now employed in the pearl fisheries, each of them
paying a tax to the Sheik. The pearl export from Linja is valued

at about £30,000 to £35,000 per annum.
The capital town of Bahrein is Mammeh^ a long, straggHng,

narrow town of about 8000 inhabitants, chiefly of the Wahabi
sect. Manameh is adjacent to the most northern point of the

island, and looks across the narrow strait to Moharek.

Fish and sea-weed form the staple food of the islanders. The
water-supply of Moharek is probably unique. It is derived from
springs which burst through the beds below sea-level with such

force as to retain their freshness in the midst of the surrounding

salt water. Scattered through the islands are some fifty villages,

each possessing its own date groves and cultivation, forming

features in the landscape of great fertility and beauty. Most of

these villages are walled in for protection.

The Portuguese obtained possession of the islands in 1507,

but were driven from their settlements in that quarter by Shah
Abbas in 1622. The islands afterwards became an object of

contention between the Persians and Arabs, and at last the

Arabian tribe of the Athubis made themselves masters of them
in 1784.

The present Sheik of Bahrein (who lives chiefly at Moharek) is

of the family of El Kalifa. This ruling race was driven from the

mainland (where they held great possessions) by the Turks about
1850. In the year 1867 the Pc^ians threatened Bahrein, and in

1875 the Turks laid their hands on it. British interference in both
cases was successful in maintaining the integrity of Arab rule, and
the Bahrein islands arc now under British protection.

To the south-west of the picturesque belts of palm trees whicli

stretch inland from the northern coast of Balirein, is a wide space

of open sandy plain filled with gigantic tumuli or earth mounds,
of which the outer layers of gravel and clay have been imrdened
by the weather action of centuries to the consistency of con-

glomerate. Within these mounds are two-chambered sepulchres,

built of huge slabs of limestone, several of which have been opened
and examined by Durand, Bent and others, and found to contain

relics of undoubted Phoenician design. Scrattcred here and there

thr(.)ughout the islands are isolated mounds, or smaller groups,

all of which are of the same api>earance, and probably of similar

origin. IT. H. H.*)

BAHR-EL-6HAZAL, the chief western affluent of the river

Nile, N.E. Africa, wliich it joins in 9° 30' N., 30° 25' E. The
Bahr-el-Ghazal (Gazelle river) is a deep stream formed by the

junction of many rivers, of which the Jur (see below) is the most
important. The basin of the Ghazal is a large one, extending

north-west to Darfur, and south-west to the Congo watershed.

The main northern feeder of the Ghazal is a large river, whose
headwaters are in the country west of 24° E. where the Nile,

Congo and Shari watersheds meet. Reinforced by intermittent

streams from the hills of Darfur and by considerable rivers flow-

ing north from Dar Fertit, this river aitcr reaching as far north

as about 10'’ 30' pursues a general south-easterly direction until

it joins the Ghazal 87 m. above the Deleb confluence (see below).

This main northern feeder passes through the country of the

Homr Arabs and Bahr-el-Homr may be adopted as its name.
On many maps it is marked as the Bahr-el-Arab, a desipation

also used as on alternative name for the Lol,^ another tributary

of the Ghazal, which eventually unites with the Bahr-el-Homr.

The Bahr-el-Homr in its lower reaches was in 1906 completely

blocked by sudd (^.e.), and then brought no water into the

Bahr-el-Ghazal. The Sudan government, however, sent engin-

eering parties to remove the sudd blocks and open out a con-

tinuous waterway. This Bahr-el-Homr is the only affluent of

1 The Lol ivS also called the Kir, a name given likefwiie to the
lower course of the Bahr-el-Homr. The ooafiision of -names is

partly attributable to the fact tjbat each tribe has a different name
for the same stream. It is also due in part to the belief that there
was a laige river flowing between the Bahr-el-Hotnr and the Lol.

This third river, generally called the Kir, has proved to be only
the lower course of the Lpl or Bahr-el-Arab. .
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importaiice which has tributaries coming from north of the main

stream ;
the rest of the very numerous affluents have their rise

in the hilly country which stretches from Albert Nyanza in a

general north-west direction as far as 23® E., and forms the water-

shed between the Nile basin and that of the Co^.
affivtars.

westerly is the Lol or Bahr-el-Arab. It rises,

as the Boro or Telgona» in Dar Fcrtit, and receives from

the south and south-west the Raga, Sopo, Chel and Bongo. Dem
Zobeir, formerly the chief station of Zobcir Rahama (q.v.), is

near the Biri tributaiy^ of the Chel, in 7° 40' N., 26® 10 K. l^he

Lol maintains a fairly straight course east to about 28® E., when
it turns north-east, and in about 284® E., pi® N., joins the Bahr-

el-Homr. The chief of the southern affluents, and that tributarj^

of the Ghasal which contributes the largest volume of water, is

the Jur, known in its upper course as the Sue, Swe or Souch. The
Sue rises north of 4® N. in about 29° E., within three or four days'

journey of the navigable waters of the Mbomu, a northern sub-

tributary of the Congo. After flowing north for several hundred
miles the Sue, now the Jur, is joined on the left Imnk, in about
7® 30'N., 28° E.,by the Wau,a considerable riverwhose headwaters

are west of those of the Jur. The united stream now turns east

and joins the Ghazal through a lake-like expansion (see below).

ITie town of Wau(7® 43' N., 28“ 3' E.), on the Jur, is the capital

of the Bahr-el-Ghazal province of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan,

Meshra-er-Rek, the chief station and trading centre of the first

European visitors to the country, is on a backwater south of this

lake. Between the Jur and the Nile, and following a course

generally parallel with these rivers, several streams run north

from the Congo-Nile watershed and join the Bahr-el-Glmzal.

The Tonj, the mo.st westerly of these rivers, joins the Jur a little

above its confluence with the Ghazal. The Rohl (or Yalo),

farther east, empties into a wide chaimel known as Khor Dcleb,

which joins the Ghazal some 9 m. above Lake No, and from

the confluence the stream is known as the Deleb. Lake No is

little more than a depression into which the waters of the Ghazal

system pass near the point of junction with the Bahr-el-Jebel.

rbe lake is about 7 m. long from we.st to east, and the

Bahr-el-Jebel, after passing through its eastern corner, changes

its name to Bahr-el-Abiad or White Nile.

In their upper courses all the southern affluents of the Ghazal

flow across a plateau of ferruginous laterite, their valleys having

steep banks. North of y'* 20' N. (where rapids interrupt the

currents) the valleys open out and the rivers wind in tortuous

channels often choked by sandbanks. 'Fhis alluvial region,

flooded in the rainy season, gives place about 9® N. to a sea of

swamps, forming in fact part of tlie huge swamp region of the

Nile (q.v.y Through these swamps it is almost impossible to

trace the course of the various rivers. The Bahr-el-Ghazal itself

is described as a drainage cliannel rather than a true river.

From the confluence of the Lol with the Jur, above which point

none of the rivers is called Bahr-el-Ghazal, to the junction with
the Nile at Lake No, is a distance of about 200 m. Just above
the Lol confluence the Jur broadens out and forms a lake (Ambadi)
ro m. long and over a mile broad at low water and very much
larger in flood time. This lake is the home of many sudd plants

of the “ swimming " variety—papyrus and ambach are absent.

The Bdlamiceps /?«c, elsewhere rare, is found here in large

numbers. At first the Ghazal flows north with lagoon-like

expansions having great breadth and little depth—-nowhere
more than 15 ft. Turning north-east the channel becomes
narrower and deeper, and is characterized by occasional reaches

of papyrus. Finally, the Ghazal turns east and again becomes
l>r(^er until Lake No is reached. As a rule the banks in this

.section are marked by anthilis and scrub. The anthills in one
valley are so dose together “"that they somewhat resemble a
gigantic graveyard^ (Sir William Garstin). Tlie rise of the

fihazal river in flood time is barely 3 ft, a depth suiheient,

however, to place an enormous area of country under water.

BoepiefiOum e/ Uie Rumours of the existence of the

Bahr^-Ghazal led some of the Greek geographers to inline
that the soaroe of the Nile was westw^ in the direction of

l4ike Chad. The first map on which the course of the Ghazal
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is indicated with anything like accuracy is that erf the French

cartographer d'Anvilk, published in 177a. The exploration of

the river followed the ascent of the White Nile by the Egyptian

expeditions of 1839-1843. For a considerable portion of the

period between 1853 and 1865 John Petherick, a Welshman,
originally a mining engineer, explored the Ghazal region, particu-

larly the main stream and the Jur. In 1859 aVenet^, Giovanni

Miani, penetrated the southern regions of Gha^ bbsin and
was the first to bring back reports of a great riyer (the Welle)

flowing west beyond the Nile watershed. In 1862 a Frenchman
named Lejean surveyed the main river, of which he published

a map. In 1S63 Miss Alexandrine Tinn^ (q.v.) with a hufe
party of friends and scientists ascended the Ghazal with the

intention of seeing how far west the. basin of the Nile extended.

The chief scientists of the party were the Germans, Theodor von
Heugiin and Hermann Steudner. Considerable additions to the

knowledge of the region were made by this expedition, five out

of the nine white members of which died from blackwater fever.*

Georg .Schweinfurth (q.tf.) between 1869 and 1871 traversed the

whole of the southern district, and crossing the watershed

discovered the Welle, 'fhe efforts to destroy the slave trade in

the Ghazal province led (1879-1881) to the further expiomtton

of the river and its tributaries by Gessi Pasha, the Italian

governor under General C. (L Gordon. Wilhelm Junker (q.v,)

about the same period also explored the southern tributaries

of the Ghazal. These were carefully surveyed, and the Jur (Sue)

followed throughout its course by Lieutenant A. H. DyC and
other members of the French mission under Colonel (then

(Captain) J. B. Marchand, which crossing from the Congo (Oct*

1897) reached Fashoda on the White Nile in July 1898.

J.ike the Bahr-cl-Jebel the Bahr-el-Ghazal is liable to be
choked by sudd. Gessi Pasha was imprisoned in it for some six

weeks. The river became almost blocked by the accumulation

of this obstruction during the rule of the Mahdists. In 1901

and following years the sudd was removed by British officers

from the Bahr-el-Gluizal, the Jur ai^ other rivers. Uninter-

rupted steamboat communication was thus established during

the flood season between Khartum and Wau, a distance of some
930 m. In 1905-1907 R. C. Bayldon, d British naval officer, Capt.

C. Percival and Lieut. D. (bmyn partly explored the northern

and western affluents of the Ghazal, and threw some light on
the puzzling hydrography and nomenclature of those tributaries.

See Nile and the authorities there auoted, especialb'^ Sir William
Garstin's Retort upon the Basin of the Upper Nik, Egypt, No. 2

(1904), and CEmi. H. G. Lyons’s The Phystography of the River Nih
and its Basin {Csiixo, 1900) ;

also The Geographical Journal, vol. xxx.

(1907). (W. E. G. : F. R. C.)

BAHUT (a French word of unknown origin), a portable coffer

or chest, with a rounded lid covered in leather, garnished with

nails, used for the transport of clothes or other personal lugg^e,
—it was, in short, the original portmanteau. This ancient

receptacle, of which mention is made as early as the 14th centuty

—its traditional form is still preserved in many varieties of the

modem travelling trunk,—sometimes had its leather covering

richly ornamented, and occasionally its interior was divided

into compartments ; but whatever the details of its construction

it was always readily portable. Towards the end of the lyth cen-

tury the name fell into desuetude, and was replaced by coSer ”

(f.v.), which probably accounts fur its, misuse by the French

romantic writers of tlie early 19th century. They applied it to

almost any antique buffet, cupboard or wardrol^, and its use

has now become hopelessly confused.

In architecture, this term is also used for a dwarf-wall of plain

masonry, carrying the roof of a cathedral or church afid masked
or hidden behind the balustrade.

BA^YA, IBN PAQUDA, a Jewish ethical writer who flourished

at Saragossa in the nth century. In 1040 he wrote in Apabic a
treatise, Duties of the Heart, This book was one of the most
significant and influential Jewish works of the middle a^^es.

Babya portrays an intensely spiritual conception of religion,

and rises at times to great heists of impassiope^ attBfticiim.

1 Including Mtos TitiaA^s aether and aunt and Dr Steudner.
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The Law, in the rabbinical sense, was reverenced by Babya,

and he converted it into part and parcel of the Jew’s inner life.

The book is divided into ten parts rr-the Unity of God ;
Con-

templation ;
Worship

; Trust ;
Consecration ;

Humility ;
Repent-

ance ;
^If-Examination

;
the Ascetic Life ; the Love of God.

Some selections from Bahya s work have been rendered into

English by E. Collins. (C A.)

BAIAE, an ancient city of Campania, Italy, lo m, W. of

Neapolis, on the Stniis BaianuSt a bay on the W. coast of the

Gulf of Puteoli. It is said to derive its name from Batos, the

helmsman of Ulysses, whose grave was shown there
;

it was

originally, perhaps, the harbour of Cumae. It was principally

famous, however, for its warm sulphur springs, remarkable for

their variety and curative properties (Pliny, Hist. Nat. xxxi. 4),

its mild climate, and its luxuriant vegetation (though in summer

there was some malaria in the low ground). It was already

frequented, especially by the rich, at the end of the republican

period
;
and in Strabo’s day it was as large as Puteoli. Julius

Caesar possessed a villa here, the remains of which are probably

to be recognized in some large substructures on the ridge above

the 16th-century (castle. Baiae was a favourite residence of the

emperors. Nero built a huge villa probably on the site now
occupied by the castle. Hadrian died in Oiesar s villa in a.d.

138, and Alexander Severus erected large buildings for his

mother. Baiae never l)ecame, however, an independent town,

but formed part of the territory of Cumae. Three glass vases

with views of the coast and its buildings were published by
H. Jordan in Archdologische zeitung (1868, 91). The luxury

and immorality of the life of Baiae under both the republic

and the empire are frequently spoken of by ancient writers.

Near Baiae was the villa resort of Bauli, so called from the

fioavkia (stalls) in which the oxen of Geryon were concealed by

Hercules. By some it is identified with the modern village of

Bacoli (owing to a presumed similarity to the ancient name),

2 m. S.S.E. of Baiae ; by others with the Punta dell’ Epitaffio,
;

1 m. N.E. of Baiae (see^G. B. de Rossi in Notizie degli scaviy

1888, 709). At Bauli, Pompey and Hortensius possessed villas,

the former on the hills, while that of the latter, on the shores

of the Lacus Lucrinus, was remarkable for its tame lampreys

and as the scene of the dialogue in the second book of Cicero’s

Academica Priora
; it afterwards became imperial property

and was the scene of Agrippina’s murder by Nero. It was from

Bauli to Puteoli that Caligula built his bridge of boats.

Of the once splendid villas and baths of Baiae and its district,

the foundations of which were often thrown far out into the sea,

considerable, though fr^mentary, remains exist. It is not, as

a rule, possible to identify the various buildings, and the names
which have been applied to the ruins are not authenticated. At
Baiae itself there exist three large and lofty domed buildings,

two octagonal, one circular, and all circular in the interior, of

opus retictUatum and brick, which, though popularly called

temples, are remains of baths or nymphaea. The Punta deir

Epitaffio also is covered with remains, while at Bacoli are

several ruins—to the north of the village a small theatre, called

the tomb of Agrippina
; under the village the remains of a large

villa
;

to the E. the remains of a large water reservoir, the

so-called Cento Camerelle
;

to the S. another with a vaulted

ceiling, known as the piscina mitahilisy measuring 230 by 85 ft.

The villa of Marius, which was bought by Lucullus, and after-

wards came into the possession of the imperial house, was the

scene of the death of Tiberius. It is sometimes sr oken of as

HaianUy sometimes as Misenensis, and is perhaps to be sought

at Bacoli (Th. Mommsen in Carp, Inscrip. Latin.y Berlin,

1883, ^ 74^)> though Beloch inc lines to plact'it on the promont^
S. of Misenum, and this perhaps agrees better with the description

given by Pha^rus.
Baiae was devastated by the Saracens in the 8th century and

entirely deserted on account of malaria in 1500.

See J, Beloch, Campanien (ind ed., Breslau, i8(^), 180 seq.

(T. As.)

BAIBUBT, a town of Asiatic Turkey, on the direct carriage

road from Trebizond to Eixeruin, situated on both banks of the

I

Churuk river, which here traverses an open cultivated plateau

' (altitude, 5100 ft.), before turning east. It is the chief place of

a kaza under Erzenim ; the ba^r is poor, and there is no
special industry in the town. The houses run up the hillsides

on both banks of the river to a considerable height. On an
isolated mass of rock, on the left bank, is the old castle, with
extensive walls partly ruined, built originally by the Armenians
and restored by the Seljuks. 'Fhe principal gate with some
Arabic inscriptions stands at the S.W. comer. lliere are remains

of a vaulted chamber, a Christian church, a mosque and two
covered staircases to the river. A fine view is seen from the

summit over the plain and the Pontic ranges to the north.

The population numbers 10,000, mostly Turkish with some
Armenians. The place was occupied by the Russians under
General Paskievich during their invasion of 1829, and was the

farthest point westward then reached by them. (F. R. M.)

BAIpAWl ('AbdallAh ibn 'Umar al-BaidawI), Mahommedan
critic, was born in Ears, where his father was chief judge, in the

time of the Atabek ruler Abu Bakr ibn Sad (1226-1260). He
himself became judge in Shiraz, and died in Tabriz about 1286.

His chief work is the commentary on the Koran entitled The
Secrets of Revelation and the Secrets oj Interpretation (Asrdr ut-

tanzU wa Asrdr uHa'wtl). This work is in the main a digest of

the great Mu tazalite commentary {al-Kashshdj) of Zamakhshari
(^.v.) with omissions and additional notes. By the orthodox
Moslems it is considered the standard commentary and almost
holy, though it is not complete in its treatment of any branch
of theological or linguistic knowledge of which it treats, and
is not always accurate (cf, Th. Nbldeke’s Geschichie des Qorans,

Gottingen, i860, p. 29). It has been edited by H. 0 . Fleischer

(2 vols., Leipzig, 1846-1848
;
indices ed. W. Fell, Leipzig, 1878).

There are many editions published in the East. A selection

with numerous notes was edited by D. S. Margoliouth as Chresto-

maihia Beidawiana (London, 1894). jMany supercommentarics
have been written on Baicjawl’s work. He was also the author
of several theological treatises.

SiJC C. Brockdinann’s Geschichie der arahischen Litteratur (WV iinar,

1898), vol. i. p]». 416-418. (G. W. 'I'.)

BAIF, jean ANTOINE DE (1532-1589), French poet and
member of the Pleiade, was born at Venice in 1532. He was
the natural son of the scholar Lazare de Bai'f, who was at that

time French ambassador at Venice. Thanks, perhaps, to the

surroundings of his childhood, he grew up an enthusiast for the

fine arts, and surpassed in zeal all the leaders of the Renaissance

in France. His father spared no pains to secure the best possible

education for his son. The boy was taught Latin by (Charles

Estienne, and Greek by Ange Verg6ce, the Cretan scholar and
calligraphist who designed Greek types for Francis I. When he

was eleven years old he wa.s put under the care of the famous

Jean Daurat (y.r.). Ronsard, who was eight years his senior,

now began to share his studies. Claude Binet tells how young
Baif, bred on Latin and Greek, smoothed out the tiresome

beginnings of the Greek language for Ronsard, who in return

initiated his companion into the mysteries of French versification.

Baif possessed an extraordinary facility, and the mass of his

work has injured his reputation. Besides a number of volumes

of short poems of an amorous or congratulatory kind, he trans-

lated or paraphrased various pieces from Bion, Moschus,

Theocritus, Anacreon, Catullus and Martial. He resided in

Paris, and enjoyed the continued favour of the court. He
founded in 1 567 an academie de musique et de poesie^ with the

idea of establishing a closer union between music and poetry ;
his

house became famous for the charming concerts which he gave,

entertainments at which Charles IX. and Henry III. frequently

flattered him with their presence. Baif elaborated a system

for regulating French versification by quantity. In this he was

not a pioneer. Jacques de la Taille had written in 1562 the

Maniere de faire des vers en franfais comme en grec et on Mn
(printed 1573), and other poets had made experiments in the

same direction. The 16th-century poets did not realize the

' For an account of this academy see Edouard Frimy» L$s Origines

de VAcadhnie Franfaise (1887).
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incompatibility of the system of quantity with French rhythm.

Balf’s innovations included a line of 15 syllables known as the

vm hdifitu He also meditated reforms in French spelling.

His theories are exemplified in Eirmes de paezie Franume an
vers mesures (1514)- His works were published in 4 volumes,

entitled (Euvres en rime (1573), consisting of Amours, Jem,
Passetemps, et Poi^s, containing, among much that is now
hardly readable, some pieces of infinite grace and delicacy.

His sonnet on the Roman de la Rose was said to contain the lyhole

argument of that celebrated work, and Colletet says it was on
everybody’s lips. He also wrote a celebrated sonnet in praise

of the massacre of Saint Bartholomew. Ba'if was the author

of two rEunttque, 1565 (published iS73)>a free trans-

lation of Terence, and he Brave (1567), an imitation of the Miles
GloriosuSj in which the characters of Plautus are turned into

Frenchmen, the action taking place at Orleans. Baif published

a collection of Latin verse in 1577, and in 1576 a popular volume
of Mimes, ensei^nemens et proverbes. He died in 1589. llis

father, Lazare de Baif,* published a translation of the Electra

of Sophocles in 1537, and afterwards a version of the Hecuba ;

he was an elegant writer of Latin verse, and is commended bv
Joachim du Bellay as having introduced certain valuable worcis

into the French language.

The (Euvres en rime (5 vols., 1881-1890) of J. A. de Baif form
part of the PlHade franoaise of M. Ch. Marty-Laveaux. See al.so

Becq do Fouquiircs. Po6sies choisies de J. A. de Baif (1674), with a
valuable introduction ; and F. Brunctiere, Hist, de la Htt. franfaise
classique (11)04, bk. ivi. pp. 398-422).

BAIKAL (known to the Mongols as Dalai-nor, and to the

Turkish tribes as Bai-kul), a lake of East Siberia, the sixth in

size of all the lakes of the world and the largest fresh-water basin

of Eurasia. It stretches from S.W. to N.E. (51® 29' to 55® 50'

N. lat. and 103® 40' to no® K. long.), separating the government
of Irkutsk from that of Transbaikalia, and has a length of 386 m.
and a width of from 20 rn. to 50 m. Its southern extremity pene-

trates into the high plateau of Asia, and the lake lies entirely

in the Alpine zone which fringes that plateau on the north-west.

Its area is 13,200 sq. m., i.e. nearly as great as Switzerland.

The length of its coast-line is 525 m. along the western, and
640 m. along the eastern shore. Its altitude has been estimated at

1587 ft. (Chersky) and at 1679 ft. (Suess)— 1 18 ft. above the level

of the Angara at Irkutsk {Zapiski Russ. Geog. Sac. xv., 1885);
but 1500 ft. would seem to lx* a more correct altitude {Jztfestia

Ea.st Sib. Branch, xxviii. i, 1897). Its level is subject to slight

oscillations, and after a heavy five weeks’ rain in 1869 it rose

7 ft., an immense territory at the mouth of the Selenga being

submerged.

A hydrographic survey of this lake was made by Drizhenko
in 1897-^1902. The elongated hilly island of Olkhon, And the
peninsula of Svyatoi Nos, which forms its continuation on the
opposite eastern shore, divide the lake into two basins. The
deepest part is in the south-east, at the foot of the Khomar-
daban border-ridge of the high plateau. An elongated trough,
66 m. long, reaches there a depth of over 600 fathoms, with a
maximum depth of 880 fathoms, ue. about 5280 ft. below the
level of the ocean. As a nile the bottom of the lake has very
steep slopes : the loo-fathom and even the 250-fathora lines

run close to the shores, that is to say, the steepness of the sur-

rounding mountains (4600 to 6000 ft.) continues beneath the
surface. At the mouth of the Selenga, however, which enters

from the south-east, pouring into it the waters and the alluvial

deposits from a drainage area of 173,500 sq. m., a wide delta

is thrust out into the lake, reducing its width to 20 m., and
spreading under its waters, so as to leave only a narrow channel,

230 to 247 fathoms deep, along the opposite coast. The depth
of the middle portion of the Take has not yet been measured,
but must exceed 500 fathoms. It was expected that an under-
ground ridge would be found connecting Olkhon with Svyatoi
Nos

;
but depths exceeding 622 fathoms have been sounded

even along that line. As to &e northern basin, the configuration

of hs bottom is in accordance with the high mountains which

.

^ See L. Pinvert, Laean de Baif, 1496 ?«I347 (1900).
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surround it, and most of its area has a depth exceeding 400
fathoms, the maximum depths along three lines of soundings

taken across it being 491# 485, and 476 fathoms respectively.

The water is beautifully clear.

Temperature .—The surface-layers of this immense basin are

heated in the summer up to temperatures of 55}^ to 57® F.,

both dose to the shores and at some distance from the mouth
of the Selenga ; but these warmer layers are not deep, and a
uniform temperature of nearly 39® F. is jfenerally found at a
depth of 2D fathoms, as also on the surface in the middle of the

lake. At a depth of 500 fathoms there is a nearly uniform

temperature of 38®. At various places round the shores, e.g.

the mouth of the Baiguzin, hot springs exist The lake freezes

usually at the end of December, or in the beginning of January,

so solidly that a temporary post-horse station is erected on the

ice in the middle of the lake, and it remains frozen till the second

half of May. The evaporation from this large basin exercises

a certain influence on the climate of the surrounding country,

while the absorption of heat for the thawing of the ice has a

notable cooling effect in early summer.

Rivers.—Lake Baikal receives over 300 streams, mostly short

mountain torrents, besides the Upper Angara, which enters

its north-east extremity, the Baiguzin, on the east, and the

Selenga on the south-east. Its only outflow is the lower Angara,

which issues through a rocky cleft on the west shore. The Irkut

no longer reaches the Baikal, though it once did so. After

approaching its south-west extremity it abandons the broad

valley which leads to the lake, and makes its way northwards

through a narrow gap in the mountains and joins the Angara
at Irkutsk.

Mountains .—With the exception of the delta of the Selenga,

Lake Baikal is surrounded by lofty mountains. The Khamar-
daban border-ridge (the summit of a mountain of the same name
is 5300 ft. above the lake), falling with steep cliffs towards the

lake, fringes it on the south
;
a massive, deeply-ravined highland

occupies the space between the Irkut and the Angara ; the

Onot and Baikal ridges (also Primor^iy) run along its north-

west shore, striking it diagonally; an Alpine complex of yet

unexplored mountains rises on its north-east shore
;
the Barguzin

range impinges up>on it obliquely in the east; and the Ulan-

burgasu mountains intrude into the delta of the Selenga.

Geology .—Jt is certain that in previous geological ages lAke
Baikal had a much greater extension. It stretdbed westwards
into the valley of the Irkut, and up the lower valleys of the

Upper Angara and the Barguzin. Volcanic activity took place

around its shores at the end of the T'crtiary or during the

Quaternary Age, and great streams of lava cover the Sayan and
Khamar-daban mountains, as well as the valley of Irkut. Earth-

quakes are still frequent along its shores.

Fauna .—The fauna, explored by Dybowski and Godlewski,

and in 1900-2 by Korotnev,is much richer than it was supposed
to be, and has quite an original character

; but hypotheses as to

a direct communication Imving existed between Lake Baikal

and the Arctic Ocean during the Post-Tertiary or Tertiary ages

are not proved. Still, Lake Baikal has a seal {Phoca vitulina,

Phoca baikalensis of Dybowski) quite akin to the seals of

Spitsbergen, marine sponges, polychaetes, a marine mollusc

{ancilod&ris), and some marine gammarids. The waters of the

lake swarm with fish (stuigeons and salmonidae), and its herring

(Salmo omul) is the cmef product of the fisheries, thoiuh notary
fewer have been taken within the last forty or iuty years.

Plankton isveryabundant. ThelittleLake Frolikha,situated close

to the northern extremity of Lake Baikal and communicating
with it by means of a river of the same name, contains a peculiar

species of trout, Salmo erythreas, which is not known elsewhere.

Generally, while there is a relative poverty of zoological groups,

there is great wealth of species within the group. Of gammarids,
there are as many as 300 species, and thoseJiving at gre^t depths

(330 to 380 fathoms) tend to assume abyssal characters similar

to those displayed by the deepniea fauna of the ocean.

Navigation of the lake is rendered difficult bath

1;^ sudden storms and the absence of good bays and porti.
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The principal port on the western shore, Listvinichnoe, near
the outflow of the Angara, is an open roadstead at the foot of

steep mountains. Steamers ply from it weekly to Misovaya

(Posolskoe) on the opposite shore, a few times a year to Verkhne-

Apgarsk, at the northern extremity of the lake, and frequently

to the mouth of the Selenga. Steamers ascend this river as far

as Bilyutai, near the Mongolian frontier, and bring back tea,

imported via Kiakhta, while grain, cedar nuts, salt, soda, wool

and timber are shipped on rafts down the Khilok, Chikoi and Uda
(tributaries of the Selenga), and manufactured goods are taken
up the river for export to China. Attempts are being made
to render the Angara navigable below Irkutsk down to the

Yenisei. In winter, when the lake is covered with ice 3 ft.

to 4 ft. thick, it is crossed on sledges from Listvinichnoe to

Misovaya. But a highwa>', available all the year round, was
made in 1863-1864 around its southern shore, partly by blasting

the cliffs, and it is now (since 1905) followed by the trans-

Siberian railway, further, a powerful ice-breaker is used to

ferry train.s across from Listvinichnoe to Misovaya.

At/TffOKirtK.s. -Drizhenko, “Hydrographic Reconnoitring of Lake
Baikal/' in Izvestia J^uss, Otogr. Sor. (1807, 2); Russian Addenda
to Ritter's Atia, hast Stitena, Haikal, 6tG.

; Chersky's Geo-
logical Map of Shores oi I.Akf Haikal, (>| ni. to the inch, in
Zapishi of Jims. Grogt. Soi. x\. (1886); “Report of Geological
exploration of Shores of Lake Haikal. '' in Zapiski of East Siberian
Branch of liuss. Genpj. Soc. xn. (1886); Obruchev, “Geology of
Baikal Mountains.'' Izvestia o] same Society (1890, xxi. 4 and 5) ;

Dybowski and Godlewski on “Fauna.” in "same periodical (1876)’
Witkowski. on “ vSeuls "

; Yakovlev’s “ Fishes of Angara/' in same
periodical {1890- iSy.j) ; “Fishing in Lake Baikal and its Tribu-
tanes/' m same periodiCfd (1886 -i8<)o)

; and La GMgraphie (No. ^

(P. A. K.; j. T. Bii.)
‘ '

BAIKIE, WILLIAM BALFOUR (1824-1864), Scottish
explorer,^ naturalist and philologist, eldest son of Captain
John Baikie, R.N., was born at Kirkwall, Orkney, on the 21st
of Au^st 1824. He studied medicine at Edinburgh, and, on
obtaining his M.D. degree, joined the royal navy in 1848. He
early attracted the notiof of Sir Roderick Murchison, through
whom he was appointed surgeon and naturalist to the Niger
expedition sent out in 1854 by Maegregor Laird with government
support. The death of the senior officer (Consul Beecroft)
occurring at Fernando Po, Baikie succeeded to the command.
Ascending the Benue about 250 m. beyond the point reached
by former explorers, the little steamer “ Pleiad ” returned and
reached the mouth of the Niger, after a voyage of it8 days,
without the loss of a single man. The expedition had been
instructed to endeavour to afford assistance to Heinrich Barth
(g.v.), who had in 1851 crossed the Benue in its upper course,
but Baikie was unable to gain any trustworthy information
concerning him. Returning to England, Baikie gave an account
of his work in his Narrative of an Exploring Voyage up the Rivers
Kwora and Binue . . . (London, 1856). In March 1857 Baikie—
with the rank of British consul—started on another expedition
in the “ Pleiad.** After two years spent in exploring the Niger,
the navigating vessel was wrecked in passing through some of
the rapids of the river, and Baikie was unable longer to keep his
party together. All returned home but himself; in no way
daunted, he determined single-haniied to carry out the purposes
of the expedition. l..andmg from a small boat, with one or two
native followers, at the confluence of the Niger and Benue, he
chose l^koja as the base of his future operations, it being the
site of the model farm established by the expedition sent by
the British government in 1841, and abandoned within a twelve-
month on the death of most of the white settlers (see Capt. W.
^en, R.N., and T. R, H. Thomson, M.D., ^ Narrative of the
ExptdiUtm ...to the River Niger in Bbhdon, 1848). After
purchasing the site, and concluding a treaty with the Fula emir
of Nupe, he proceeded to clear the ground, build houses, form
enclosures and pave the way ior a future city. Numbere flocked
to him from 4ll neighbouring districts, and in his settlement were
representatives of almost stU the tribes of West-Central Africa,
To the motley commonwealth thus formed he acted not merely
as rulfer, but also as physician, tearfier and priest. In less than
five years he had opened up the navigation of the Niger, made

I

roads, and established a market to which the native prodiioe

was brought for sale and barter. He had also odlected vocabu-
laries of neariy fifty African dialects, and translated portions
of the Bible and prayer-book into Hausa. Once only during his
residence had he to employ armed force against the surrounding
tribes. While on his way home, on leave of absence, he died at
Sierra Leone on the 30th of November 1864. He had done
much to establish British influence on the Niger, but after his
death the British government abolished the consulate (1866),

I and it was through private enterprise that some twenty yeara
later the district where Baikie had worked so successfully was
Anally secured for Great Britain (see Nigeria).

Baikie’s Observations on the Hatisa and Fulfulde (i.e. Fula)
Languages was privately printed in 1861, and his translation of
the Psalms into Hausa was published by the Bible Society in
1881. He was also the author of various works concerning
Orkney and Shetland. A monument to his memory was placed
in the nave of the ancient cathedral of St Magaus, Kirkwall.
BAIW in English common law, the freeing or setting at

liberty of one arrested or imprisoned upon any action, either
civil or criminal, on surety taken for his appearance on a certain
day and at a place named. The surety is termed bail, because
the person arrested or imprisoned is placed in the custody of
those who bind themselves or become bail for his due appearance
when required. So he may be released by them if they suspect
that he is about to escape and surrendered to the court, when
they are discharged from further liability. The sureties must be
sufficient in the opinion of the court, and, as a rule, only house-
holders are accepted

;
in criminal casc.s the solicitor or an

accomplice of the person to be bailed, a married woman or an
infant would not be accepted. Bail is obligatory in all summary
cases. It is also obligatory in all misdemeanours, except such
as have been placed on the level of felonie.s, viz. obtaining or
attempting to obtain property on false pretences, receiving
property so obtained or stolen, perjury or subornation of perjury,
concealment of birth, wilful or indecent exposure of the person,
riot, assault in pursuance of a conspiracy to raise wages, assault
upon a peace-oflicer in the execution of his duty or upon any one
assisting him, neglect or breach of duty as a peace-officer, any
prosecution of which the co.sts are payable out of the county
or borough rate or fund. In case.s of treason, bail can only be
granted by a .secretary of state or the king’s bench division.

A person cliarged with felony is not entitled as of right to be
released on bail. The power of admitting a prisoner to bail is

discretionary and not ministerial, and the chief con.sideration
in the exercise of that discretion must be the likelihood of the
prisoner failing to appear at the trial. This must be gauged
from the nature of the evidence in support of the accusation,
the position of the accused and the severity of the punishment
which his conviction will entail, as well as the independence of
the sureties. The Bail Act 1898 gives a magistrate power,
where a person is charged with felony or certain misdemeanours,
or where he is committed for trial for any indictable offence,

to dispense with sureties, if in his opinion the so dispensing
will not tend to defeat the ends of justice. A surety may be
examined on oath as to bis means, while the court may also

require notice to be given to the plaintiff, prosecutor or police.

A person who has been taken into custody for an offence without
a warrant, and cannot be brought before a court of summary
jurisdiction within twenty-four hours, may be admitted to ball

by a superintendent or inspector of police
;
and in a borough, if

a person is arrested for a petty misdemeanour, he may be bailed

by the constable in chaqge of the police-station. Bail in civil

inatters, since the abolition of arrest on mesne process, is

virtually extinct. It took the form of an instrument termed a

* The ultimate origin of this and cognate words is the
bafuius, piopexiy a bearer of burdens or porter, later a tutor or
guardian, and hence a governor or custodian, from which comes
‘ bailiff “ ; from bajulare is derived the French baiUer, to take charge
of, or to place in charge of, and “bail “ thus means “ custCKiy,’* and
is applied to the person who gives security for the appearance of the
prisoner, the security given, or the release of the prisoner on such
security.
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hail-bmdi which was prepuwd in the sheriff’s office after arresti

and executed by two sufficient sureties and the person arrested.

In admiralty proceedings in rm, bail is often required for

^procuring the release of arrested ships or cargo. It is ^so given

without the arrest of the ship, as a substitution of personal

security for that of the generally in an amount to cover the

claim and costs.

In the United States, bail (in a sum fixed by the committing

magistrate) is a matter of right in all cases where a sentence of

(Jpath cannot be inflicted (Rev. Stat. § 1015). In those where

such a sentence can be inflicted, it may be allowed by one of

the judges of the United States courts at his discretion (ihid.

§ 1016).

BAlLiN, or Bayl£n, a town of southern Spain, in the province

of Ja^n ; 21 m. by road N, of the city of Ja^. Pop. (1900)

7420. Baildn is probably the ancient Baecula, where the Romans,
under P. Cornelius Scipio the elder, signally defeated the

Carthaginians in 209 and 206 b.c. In its neighbourhood, also,

in 1212, was fought the great battle of Las Navas de Tolosa,

in which, according to the ancient chroniclers, the Castilians

under Alphonso VIII. slew 200,000 Moors, and themselves only

lost 25 men. Although this estimate is absurd, the victory

of the Christians was complete. The capitulation of Baildn,

signed at And6jar by the French general Dupont, on the 23rd

of July 1808 after several days’ hard fighting, involved the

surrender of 17,000 men to the Spaniards, and was the first severe

blow suffered by the French in the Peninsular War.
BAILEY, GAMALIEL (1807-1859), American journalist, was

bom at Mount Holly, New Jersey, on the 3rd of December 1807.

He graduated at the Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia in

1827. After editing for a short time a religious journal, the

Methodist Protestant, at Baltimore, he removed in 1831 to

Cincinnati, Ohio, where at first he devoted himself almost ex-

clusively to the practice of medicine. He was also a lecturer on

f)hysiology at the Lane Theological Seminary, and at the time

of the Lane Seminary debates (February 1834) between the

pro-slavery and the anti-slavery students, and the subsequent

withdrawal of the latter, he became an ardent abolitionist. In

1836 he joined James G. Bimey in the editorial control of the

Philanthropist
;

in the following year he succeeded Bimey as

editor, and conducted the paper in spite of threats and acts

of violence—the printing-office being thrice wrecked by a mob
—until 1847. From 1843 ^so he edited a daily paper, the

Herald. In 1847 he assumed control of the new abolitional

organ, the National Era, at Washington, D.C. Here also his

paper was the object of attack by pro-slavery mobs, at one time
in 1848 the editor and printers being besieged in their office for

three days. This paper had a considerable circulation, and in it,

in 1851-1852, Mrs H. B. Stowe’s Uncle Tom's Cabin was first

published. Bailey died at sea in the course of a trip to Europe
on the 5th of June 2859.

BAILEY, NATHAN or Nathaniel (d. 1742), English philo-

logist and lexicographer. He compiled a DicUonarium Britan-

nicum : a more compUat universal etymological English dictionary

than any extant, bearing the date 1730, but supposed to have
been published in 1721. This was a great improvement on all

previous attempts, and formed the basis of Dr Johnson’s great
work. Bailey, who was a Seventh-day Baptist (admitted 1691),
had a school at Ste^mey, near London, and was the author of

DicUonarium DomesUcum and sevend other educational works.

He died on the 27th of June 1742.

BAILEY, PHILIP JAMES (1816-1902), English poet, author
of Eesius, was bom at Notti^ham on the 22nd of April x8i6.

His father, who himself published both prose and verse, owned
and edited from 1845 to 1852 the Nottingham Mercury, one of

the chief journals in his native town. Philip James Bailey

received a local eduoatkm until his sixteenth year, when he
matriculated at Glasgow University. He did not, however,

take his degree, but moved in 1835 to London and entered

Linedb’s Inn. Without making serious practice of the law he
settled at Basford, and for thi^ years was occupied with the

composition of Festm, which iq^>eared anonymously in 1839.
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Its success, both in England and America, was immediate. It

passed through a dosen editions in the country of its birth, and
nearly three times as many in the United States ; and when
in 1889 its author was able to publish a ** Jubilee Edition,” he

could feel that it was one of the few poems of its time which
was known to both the older and the younger generations. Its

author is known almost exclusively by his one voluminous poem,

for though Bailey published other verses he is essentially a man
of one book. Festus has undergone many chithges and incorpora-

tions, but it remains a singular example of a piece of work
virtually completed in youth, and never supplanted or reinforced

by later achievements of its author. It is a vast pc^reont of

theology and philosophy, comprising in some twelve divisions

an attempt to represent the relation of God to man and of man
to God, to emphasize the benignity of Providence, to preach the

immortality of the soul, and to postulate “ a gospel of faith and
reason combined.” It contains fine lines and dignified thought,

but its ambitious theme, and a certain incohcrency in the manner
in which it is worked out, prevent it from being easily readable

by any but the most sympathetic student. Bailey died on the

6th of September 1902.

BAILEY, SAMUEL (1791-1870), British philosopher and
author, was bom at Sheffield in 1791. He was among the first

of those Sheffield merchants who went to the United States to

establish trade connexions. After a few years in his father’s

business, he retired with an ample fortune from all business

concerns, with the exception of the Sheffield Banking Company,
of which he was chairman for many years. Although an ardent

liberal, he took little part in political affairs. On two occasions

he stood for Sheffield as a philosophic radical,” but without

success. His life is for the most part a history of his numerous
and varied publications. His books, if not of first-rate import-

ance, are marked by lucidity, elegance of style and originality of

treatment. He died suddenly on the i8th of January 1870,

leaving over £80,000 to the town of Sheffield, fiis first work,

Essays on the Formation and Publication oj Opinions, published

anonymously in 1821 (2nd cd., 1826; 3rd ed., 1837), attracted

more attention than any of his other writings. A sequel to it ap-
peared in 1829, Essays on the Pursuit of Truth (2nd ed., 1844).

Between these two were Questions in Political Economy, Politics,

Morals, &c. (1823), and a Critical Dissertation on the Nature,

Measure, and Causes of Value (1825), directed against the

opinions of Ricardo and his school. Hi.s next publications also

were on e&nomic or political subjects, Rationale of Political

Representation (1835), Money and its Vicissitudes (1837), now
practically forgotten

;
about the same time also appeared some

of his pamphlets. Discussion of Parliamentary Reform, Right of

Primogeniture Examined, Defence of Joint-Stock Banks, In 1842
apjMared his Review of Berkeley's Theory of Vision, an able work,

which called forth rejoinders from J. S. Mill in the Westminster

Review (reprinted in Dissertations), and from Ferrier in Blackwood
(reprinted in Lectures and Remains, ii.). Bailey replied to his

critics in a Letter to a Philosopher (1843), ^
published Theory of Reasoning (2nd ed., 1852), a discussion of the

nature of inference, and an able criticism of the functions and
value of the syllo^sm.. In 1852 he published Discourses on
Various Subjects; and finally summed up his philosophic views
in the Letters on the Philosophy of the HumanMind (three series,

1855, 1858, 1863). In 1845 published Metro, a poem in four

cantos (85 pp., Longmans), containing a description of a young
poet who printed 1000 copies of his first poem, of which only 10

were sold. He was a diligent student of Shakespeare, and his

last literary work was On the Received Text of Shakespeare's

Dramatic Writings and its Improvement (1862). Many of the

emendations suggested are more fantastic than felicitous.

The Letters contain a discussion of many of the principal problems
in pychology and ethics. Bailey can hardly be cuuNied as o^onging
either to the strictly empirical or to the idealist school, but his
general tendency is towards the former, (i) In regard to method,
he founds psychology entirely on introspMtkm. He thus, to a
certain extent, agrees with the Scottish school, but he differs from
them in r^ecting altogcthsr the doctrine of mentaVlacultieB. What
have been designated fscdltieB an, upon his view, merely classified
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factM Of phenomena of conseioueneAR. He criticiaes ve^ severely

the habitual use of metaphoricai language m dcaciibittg mon^
operations. f2) H» doctrine of percej^ion, which is. m brief,

“ the perception of external things through the organs of sense is a

direct mental act or phenomenon of consciousness not susceptlme

of being resolved into anything else," and the reality of which tw

neither proved nor disproved, is not worked out in detail, but is

supported by elaborate and sometimes subtle criticisms of all other

theories. (3) With regard to general and abstract ideas and gener^

propositions, his opiipons are those of the empirical school, but his

analysis frequently puts the matter in a new light. (4) In the

theory of morals. Hatley is an advocate of utilitarianism (though he

oWoctH to the term “ utility " as being narrow and, to the un-

thinking, of sordid con tent), and works out with great skill the

steps in the formation of the " complex ” mental facts involved in

the recognition of duty, obligation, right. He baaes all moral

phenomena on five facts :—(i| Man is susceptible to pleasure (and

pain)
; (2) ho likes (or dislikes) their causes

; (3) he desires to

reciprocal' pleasure and jiain rtsecived
; (4) he expects such reciproca-

tion from others
; (5) lu feels more or less sympathy with the same

feelings in his fellows {Letters, 3rd series).

See A. Bain's Scienre ;
Th Ril)Ot. La Psychologie angtaise

contemp. ; J. F. Ferrier. Phihs. Remains (Edinb. and Lond., 1875),

PP.

BAILEY (suid to Ik‘ a corrujition of Hallium by some, and

derived by others from the Fr. batUe, a corruption of baiaHle^

because there the soldiers were drilled in battle array), the

open space between the inner and outer lines of a fortification.

Sometimes there were more than one, as the Inner and Outer

Bailey
;
there are in England the Old Bailey at London and at

York, and the Upper and Nether Baileys at Colchester.

BAILIFF and BAILIE (from Late Lat. hajulivus, adjectival

form of hajulus, a governor or custodian
;

cf. Bail), a legal

officer to whom some degree of authority, care or jurisdiction

is committed. Bailiffs are of various kinds and their offices and
duties vary greatly.

The term was first applied in England to the king s officers

generally, such as sheriffs, mayors, &c., and more particularly

to the chief officer of a hundred. The county within which the

sheriff exercises his juiisdiction is still called his bailiwick,

while the term bailiff is rmined as a title by the chief magistrates

of various towns and the keepers of royal castles, as the high

bailiff of Westminster, the bailiff of Dover (^stle, &c. Under
the manorial system, the bailiff, the steward and the reeve

were important officers ; the bailiff managed the property of

the manor and superintended its cultivation (see Walter of

Henley, Husbandry

^

R. Hist. Soc., 1890).

The bailiff of a ifranchise or liberty is the officer wfio executes

writs and processes, and impanels juries within the franchise.

He is appointed by the lord of such franchise (\vho, in the Sheriffs

Act 1887, § 34, is referred to as the bailiff of the franchise).
I

The bailiff of a sheriff is an under-officer employed by a sheriff

within a county for the purpose of executing writs, processes,

distraints ani arrests. As a sheriff is liable for the acts of his

officers acting under his warrant, his bailiffs are annually bound
to him in an obligation with sureties for the faithful discharge

of their office, and thence are called hound bailiffs. They are

also often called hwm-haiUfSf or, shortly, bums. 'The origin of

this word is uncertain
;

the New English Dictionary suggests

that it is in allusion to the mode of catching the offender. Special

bailiffs are officers appennted by the sheriff at the request of a

plaintiff for the purpose of executing a particular process. The
appointment of a special bailiff relieves the sheriff from all

responsibility until the party is arrested and delivered into the

sheriff's actual custody.

By the County Courts Act 1888, it is provided that there shall

be one or more high-baiMs, appointed by the judge and remov-
|

able by the lord-chancellor
; and every person discharging the

duties of hi|h-bailiff is empowered to appoint a sufficientnumber i

of able and fit persons as bailiffs to assist him, whom he can
I

dismiss at bis pleasure. The duty of the high-bailiff is to serve
|

all summonses and orden, and execute all tli« warrants, precepts

and writs issued out of the court. The high-batliff is responsible

for all the actsand defaults of himself,^d of the bailiffs aj^inted

to assist him, in the same pay as asheriff erf a county is res|Mnsible

for the acts and defaidU of himself and his officers. By^same

[

act (§ 4q) bailiffs are answerable for any connivance, omission

I

or neglect to levy any such execution. N0 action can be brought

against a bailiff acting under order of the court without six days’

notice (§ 54). Any warrant to a bailiff to give possession of a
tenement justifies him in entering upon the premises named in

the warrant, and giving possession, provided the entry be made
between the hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. (§ 142). The Law gf

Distress Amendment Act 1888 enacts that no person may act

as a bailiff to levy any distress for rent, unless he is authorized

by a county-court judge to act as a bailiff.

In the Channel Islands the bailiff is the first civil officer in

each island. He is appointed by the crown, and generally holds

office for life. He presides at the royal court, and takes the

opinions of the jurats
;

he also presides over the states, and
represents the crown in all civil matters. Though he need not

necessarily have had legal training, he is usually selected from
among those who have held some appointment at the island bar.

In Sie United States the word bailiff has no special significance.

It is sometimes applied to the officer who takes charge of juries

and waits upon the court The officer who corresponds to the

English sheriff’s bailiff is termed a deputy or under-sheriff.

Bailie.—In Scotland the word bailiff has taken the form of
** bailie,” signifying a superior officer or magistrate of a municipal

corpomtion. Bailies, by virtue of their office, are invested with

certain judicial and administrative powers within the burgh
for which they are appointed. They sit as police-court magis-

trates, being assisted usually by a paid legal adviser, called an
assessor,” and, in the larger burghs, act as a ficensing court.

It is usually said that a bailie is analogous to the English aider-

man, but this is only in so far as he is a person of superior dignity

in the council, for, unlike an alderman, he continues to sit for

the ward for which he has been elected after selection as a Imilie.

He is always appointed from within the council, and his term of

office is only that of an ordinary councillor, that is, for not more
than three vears. Bailie to give sasitie was the person who
appeared for the superior at the ceremony of giving sasine.

This ceremony was abolished in 1845. The Bailie of Holyroodf

or Bailie of the Abbey

f

was the official who had jurisdiction in

all civil debts contracted within the precincts of the sanctuary

(?.«>.). (T. A. T.)

Bailli.—In France the bailiff (bailli), or seneschal in feudal

days, was the principal officer of any noble of importance. He
it was who held the feudal court of assizes when the lord was
not present himself. A great noble often also had a prhote,

where small matters were settled, and the preparatory steps

taken relative to the more important cases reserved for the

assizes. Among the great officers of the crown of France a
grand - seneschal formerly figured until the reign of Philip

Augustus, when the last holder of the office was not replaced by
a successor. It is also under Philip Augustus that local bailiffs

first make a definite appearance. In the ordinance of 1190, by
which the king, about to set forth on the crusade, arranged for

the admimstration of the kingdom during his absence, they

figure as part of a general system. Protxibly the first royal

bailiffs or seneschals were the seigniorial bailiffs of certain great

fiefs that had been reunited to the crown, their functions still

continuing after the annexation. Their essential function was
at first the surveillance of the royal provosts (prevdts)^ who until

then had had the sole administration of the various parts of the

domain. They concentrated in their own hands the produce of

the provostships, and they organized and led the men who by

feudal rules owed military service to the king. They had also

judicial functions, which, at first narrowly restricted in applica-

tion, became much enlarged as time went on, and th^ held

periodical assizes in the principal centres of their districts.

When the right of appeal was instituted, it was they who heard

the appeals from sentences pronounced by inferior royal judges

and by the seigniorial justices. Royal cases, and ca^ in which

a noble was d^oidant, were also reserved for them. The royal

basUi or seneschal (no real <tefference existed between the two
offices, the names merebr changing according to the district),

was for long the ktng’s pi^pal representative in the provinces^
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and the baiUiage or the sM^hausfie was then as important

administratively as judicially. But the political power of the

bdliffs was greatly lessened when the provincial governors were

created. They had already lost their financial powers, and their

judicial functions now passed from them to their lieutenants.

By his origin the bailiff had a military character; he was an

officer of the “ short robe *’ and not of the long robe,** which in

those da}^ was no obstacle to his being well versed in precedents.

But when, under the influence of Roman and canon law, the legal

procedure of the civil courts became learned^ the bailiff often

availed himself of a right granted him by ancient public law : that

of delegating the exercise of his functions to whomsoever he

thought fit. He delegated his judicial functions to lieutenants,

whom he selected and discharged at will. But as this delegation

became habitual, the position of the lieutenants was strengthened

;

in the i6th century they bec'ame royal officers by title, and even

dispossessed the bailiffs of their judiciary prerogatives. The
tribunal of the btnlliage or sMchaussie underwent yet another

transformation, becoming a stationary court of justice, the seat

of which was fixed at the chief town. During the 15th and i6th

centuries ambulatory assizes diminished in both frequency and
importance. In the 17th and rSth centuries they were no more
than a survival, the Ueuimani of such a haillia^f having preserved

Uie right to lu)ld one assize each year at a certain locality in his

district. The ancient bailiff or bailli deeper still existed, however
;

the judgments in the tribunal of the baillmge were delivered in

his name, and he was responsible for their execution. So long

as the military service of the ban and arriere ban, due to the king

from all fief-holders, was maintained (and it was still in force at

the end of the 17th century), it was the bailiffs who organized it.

Finally the hailliage Ixjcame in principle the electoral district for

the states -general, the unit represented therein by its three

estates. The justiciary nobles retained their judges, often called

bailiffs, until the Revolution. These judges, who were competent

to decide questions as to the payment of seigniorial dues, could

not, legally at all events, themselves farm those revenues.

See Dvipont Ferricr, Lea Offickm rovaiix des bailliafies et sriii-

chauss^es et Us institutions munaniiiotics locates en France d la ftn

du moyen dge (igoa); Armancl Brette, Hcrueil de documents
rdatifs d la convocation des ^tat^-ghUraux de (5 vols. 7904)
(vol. iii. gives tlu* condition of the bmlliages and s^n^chaussies in

1780). (J.P.E.)

BAILLET, ADRIEN (1649-1706), French scholar and critic,

was born on the 13th of June 1649, at the village of Neuville near

Beauvais, in Picardy. His parents could only afford to send him
to a small school in the village, but he picked up some Latin from

the friars of a neighbouring convent, who brought him under the

notice of the bishop of Beauvais. By his kindness Baillet re-

ceived a thorough education at the theological seminary, and was
afterwards appointed to a post as teacher in the college of Beau-
vais. In 1676 he was ordained priest and was presented to a small

vicarage. He afxepted in 1680 the appointment of librarian to M.
de I/amoignon, advocate-general to theparlement of Paris, of whose
library he made a catalogue raisonne (35 vols.), all written with

his own hand. The remainder of his life was spent in incessant,

unremitting labour
;
so keen was his devotion to study that he

allowed himself only five hours a day for rest. He died on the
2ist of January 1706. Of his numerous works the following are

the most conspicuous
:
(i) Histoire de HoUande depuis la trive de

/6og jusqu'd i6go (4 vols. 1693), a continuation of Grotius, and
published under the name of La Neuville, (2) Les Vies des saints

... (4 vols. rjor), (3) Des Satires personeUes, iraiti histmque et

critique de ceUesqui portent le. Hife dPAnti (2 vols. 1689), (4) Viede
Deseairtes {2 vols. i6^t),{<)AuSmrsd^uisessousde5nofnsitranger5,

empruntis, &c. (i6^)j ^6) Jugemens des stmans sur les principaux
otmrages des emteursi^ vols. 1685-1686). The last is themost cele-

brated and useful of all his works. At the time of his death he
was engaged on a Dictionnaire universette eeeUsiastkpm, The
praise bestow^ on the Jansenists in the Jugemms des savms
bmoght down on Baitlet the hatred of the Jesuits, and his Vie

des saints, in which he brought his critical mind to bear on the

queetkm ofrntracleS) cnoaed some scandal. His Viede Descartes is

a mine of information on the philosopher and his work, derived

from numerous unimpeachaUe authorities.

See the edition by M. de8a Moniioye of the Jugemens des savaits

(Amsteidam, 4 vols. 1725). which conbilns the AnH*Baiillei ot Gdlles

Manage and an Ahtigi de Us viede Mr Baillet.

BAILLIE, LADY GRIZEL (1665-1746), Scottish song-writer,

eldest daughter of Sir Patrick Hume or Home of Polwarth,

afterwards earl of Marchmont, was bom at Redbiaes Castle,

Berwickshire, on the 25th of December 1665, When she nm
twelve years old she carried letters from her father to the Scottish

patriot, Robert Baillie of Jerviswood, who was then in prison.

Home’s friendship for Baillie made him a suspected man, and the

king’s troops occupied Rcdbracs Castle. He remained in hiding

for some time in a churcliyard, where his daughter kept him
supplied with food, but on hearing of the execution of Baillie

(1684) he fled to Holland, where his family soon after joined him.

l*hey returned to Scotland at the Revolution. Lady Grizel

married in 1692 Geoige Baillie, son of the patriot. She died on

tlie 6th of December 1746. She had two daughters, Grizel, who
married Sir Alexander Murray of Stanhope, and Rachel, Lady
Binning. Lady Murray had in her possession a MS. of her

mother’s in prose and verse. Some of the songs had been printed

in Allan Ramsay’s Tea-Table Miscellany, “And werena my
heart light I wad dee,** the most famous of Lady GrLBel*s songs,

originally appeared in Orpheus Caledonius (1725).

Memoirs of the Lives and Characters of the Bight Hon. George
Baillie of Jerviswood and Lady Griseil Baillie, by their daughter.
Lady Murray of Stanhope, were printed in 1822. George Balllie's

Correspondence (1702- 1708) was edited by Lord Minto for the
Bannatync Club in 1842. The Legend of Lady Grizelda Baillie

**

forms one of Joanna Baillie’s Metrical Legends oj Exalted Character.

BAILLIE, JOANNA (1762-1851), British poet and dramatist,

was born at the manse of Bothwcll, on the banks of the Qyde, on
the nth of September 1762. She belonged to an old Scottish

family, which claimed among its ancestors Sir William Wallace.

At an early period she moved with her sister Agnes to London,

where their brother, Dr Matthew Baillie, was settled. The two
sisters inherited a small competence from their unde, Dr William

Hunter, and took up their re.sidence at Hampstead, then on the

outskirts of London, where they passed the remainder of their

lives. Joanna Baillie had received an excellent education, and
began very early to write poetry. She published anonymously
in 1790 a volume called Fugithre Verses

;
but it was not till 1798

that she produced the first volume of her “ plays on the passions
”

under the title of A Series oj Plays. Her design was to illustrate

each of the deepest and strongest passions of the human mind,
such as hate, jealousy, fear, love, by a tragedy and a comedy, in

each of which should be exhibited the actions of an individual

under the influence of these passions. The first volume was
published anonymously, but the authorship, though at first

attributed to Sir Walter Scott, was soon discovered. The book
had considerable success and was followed by a second volume in

1802, a third in 1812 and three volumes of Dramas in 1836,

Miscellaneous Plays appeared in 1804, and the Family Legend in

1810. Miss Baillie herself intended her plays not for the closet

but for the stage. JThe Family Legend, brought out in i8io at

Edinbuii^h, under the enthusiastic patronage of SirWalter Scott,

had a brief though brilliant success
;
De Monfort had a short run

in London, mainly through the acting of John Kemble and Mrs

Siddons ;
Henriquez and The Separation were coldly received.

With very few exceptions, Joanna Baillie’s plays are unsuited for

stage exhibition. Not only is there a flaw in the fundamental

idea, viz. tiiat of an individual who is the embodiment of a single

passion, but the want of incident and the direction of the

attention to a single point, present insuperable obstacles to their

success as actii^ pieces. At the same time they show remarkable

powers of analysis and acute observation and are written m a
pure and vigorous style. Joanna Baillie's reputation dadl not

rest entirely on her dramas ; she was the author of some'pocms
and songs of great beauty. The best of them are ^e Lines to

Ams BaiUie on her Birmay, The Kitten, To a ChXtd and some
ofher adaptations of Scottish wrm, such as Woo^d and Manfitd
an^ a\ Scattered throughout the oramas are also some lively and
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beautiful songs, The Chough and the Crow in Orra, and the lover’s

song in the Phantm, Miss Baillie died on the 23rd of Febni^

1851, at the advanced age of 89, hes faculties remaining un-
paired to the last. Her gentleness and sweetness of disposition

made her a universal favourite, and her little cottage at Hamp-

stead was the centre of a brilliant literary society.

See Joanna Baillic's Dramatic and Poetical Work'i (London, 1851).

BAILLIE^ ROBBpT (1602-1662), Scottish divine, was born

at Glasgow. Having graduated there in 1620, he gave himself to

the study of divinity. In 1631, after he had been ordained and

had acted for some years as regent in the university, he was

appointed to the living of Kilwinning in Ayrshire. In 1638 he

was a member of the famous Glasgow Assembly, and soon after

he accompanied Leslie and the Scottish army as chaplain or

preacher. In 1642 he was made professor of divinity at Glasgow,

and in the following year was selected as one of the five Scottish

clergymen who were sent to the Westminster Assembly. In

1649 he was one of the commissioners sent to Holland for the

purpose of inviting Charles II. to Scotland, and of settling the

terras of his admission to the government. He continued to

take an active part in all the minor disputes of the church, and

in 1661 was made principal of Glasgow University. He died in

August of the following year, his death being probably hastened

by his mortification at the apparently firm establishment of

episcopacy in Scotland. Baillie was a man of learning and

ability
;

his views were not extreme, and he played but a

secondary part in the stirring events of the time. His Letters^

by which he is now chiefly remembered, are of first-rate historical

importance, and give a very lively picture of the period.

A complete* memoir and a full notice of all his writings will l>e

found in D. Laing’.s edition of the Letters and Journals of Robert Baillie

(1637-1662), Bannatyne Club, 3 vols. (Edinburgh, 1841-1842).

Among his works are Ladensium ai>roKa.rdKptatK, an answer to

Lysimachus Nicanor, an attack on l^ud and his system, in reply to a
publication which charged the Covenanters with Jesuitry; Ana-
baptism, the true Fountain of Independency, Browmsme, Antinomy,
Familisme, dve,, a sermon; An Historical Vindication of the Govern-

ment of the Church of ScotlShd ; The Life of William {Laud) now Lord
Archbishop of Canterbury Examined (London, 1643) ; A Parallel of

the Liturgy with the Mass Book, the Breviary, the Ceremonial and
other Romish Rituals (London, 1661).

BAILLIE, ROBERT (d. 1684), Scottish conspirator, known
as Baillie of Jerviswood, was the son of George BaiUie of St

John’s Kirk, Lanarkshire. He incurred the resentment of the

Scottish government by rescuing, in June 1676, his brother-in-law

Kirkton, a Presbyterian minister who had illegally been seized

and confined in a house by Carstairs, an informer. He was fined

;^5oo, remaining in prison for four months and then lieing

nberated on paying one-half the fine to Carstairs. In despair

at the state of hi.s countr}^ he determined in 1683 to emigrate

to South Carolina, but the plan came to nothing. The same

^ear BaiUie, with some of his friends, went to London and entered

into communication with Monmouth, Russell and their party

in order to obtain redress
; and on the discover^' of the Rye

House Plot he was arrested. Questioned by the king himself he

repudiated any knowledge of the conspiracy, but with striking

truthfulness would not deny that he had been consulted with

the view of an insurrection in Scotland. He was subsequently

loaded with irons and sent back a prisoner to Scotland. Though
there was no evidence whatever to support his connexion with

the plot, he was fined £6000 and kept in close confinement.

He was already in a languishing state when on the 23rd of

December 1684 he was brought up again before the high court

on the charge of treason. He was pronounced guilty on the

following day and hanged the same afternoon at the market

cross at Edinburgh with all the usual barbarities. His shoddng
treatment was long remembered as one of the worst crimes

committed by the Stuart administration in Scotland. Bishop

Burnet, who was his cousin, describes him as in the presbyterian

principles but ... a man of great piety and virtue, learned

m the law, in mathematics and in languages.” He married

a sister of Sir Archibald Johnston, Lord Warriston, and left a

son, George, who took refuge in Holland, afterwards retonung

with Willuun 111 , and beiog restored to his estates.

BAILLY, JEAM SYLVAIN (1736-1793), French astronomer

and orator, was bom at Paris on the J5th of September 1736.

Originally intended for the profession of a painter, he preferred

writing tragedies until attracted to science by the influence of

Nicolas de Lacaille. He calculated an orbit for the comet of

1759 (Halley’s), reduced Lacaille’s observations of 515 zodiacal

stars, and was, in 1763, elected a member of the Academy of

Sciences. His Essai sur la theorie des satellites de Jupiter

an expansion of a memoir presented to the Academy in 1763,

showed much original power; and it was followed up in 1771

by a noteworthy dissertation Sur les inegalites de la lumiere des

satellites de Jupiter. Meantime, he had gained a high literary

reputation by his iloges of Charles V., Lacaille, Moli^re, Corneille

and Leibnitz, which were issued in a collected form in 1770 and

1790 ;
he was admitted to the French Academy (February 26,

1784), and to the Acad^mie des Inscriptions in 1785, when
Fontenelle’s simultaneous membership of all three Academies

was renewed in him. Thenceforth, he devoted himself to the

history of science, publisliing successively :

—

Histoire de Vaslro^

nomie ancienne (1775) ;
Histotre de Vastronomie moderne (3 vols.

1779-1782); Letires sur Vorigine des sciences (1777); Leiins

sur VAUantide de Platon (1779); and Traite de Vastronomie

indienne et orientale (1787). Their erudition was, however,

marred by speculative extravagances.

The cataclysm of the French Revolution interrupted his

studies. Elected deputy from Paris to the states-general, he

was chosen president of the Third Estate (May 5, 1789), led the

famous proceedings in the Tennis Court (June 20), and acted

as mayor of Paris (July 15, 1789, to November 16, 1791). The
dispersal by the National Guard, under his orders, of the riotous

assembly in the Champ de Mars (July 17, 1791) rendered him

obnoxious to the infuriated populace, and he retired to Nantes,

where he composed his Memoires d'un timoin (published in

3 vols. by MM. Berville and Barriere, 1821-1822), an incom-

plete narrative of the extraordinary events of his public life.

Late in 1793, Bailly quitted Nantes to join his friend Pierre

Simon Laplace at Melun
;

but was there recognized, arrested

and brought (November 10) before the Revolutionary Tribunal

at Paris. On the 12th of November he was guillotined amid
the insiults of a howling mob. He met his death with patient

dignity, having, indeed, disastrously shared the enthusiasms of

his age, but taken no share in its crimes.

Notices of Ills life arc contained in the l^loges by M6rard de Saint
just, Dclisle de Salles, Lalande and Lacretelle; in a memoir by
Arago, read the 26th of February 1844 before the Acad6mie des
Sciences, and published in Notices biographiques, t. ii. (1852). See
also Delambre, Histoire de Vastronomie au i8me siicle, p. 735, and
Lalande, Bibliographic astronomique, p. 730.

BAILMENT (from Fr. bailler, to place in charge of, cf. Bail),

in law, a delivery of goods from one person called the bailor^ to

another person called the bailee, for some purpose, upon a
contract, express or implied, that after the purpose has been

fulfilled they shall be redelivered to the bailor, or otherwise

dealt with according to his direction, or kept till he reclaims

them. The following is Chief Justice Holt’s classification of

bailments in Coggs v. Bernard, 1704, i Sm. L.C. 167, which

is generally adopted. (1) Depositum, or bailment without

reward, in order that the bailee may keep the goods for the

bailor. In this case, the bailee has no right to use the thing

entrusted to him, and is liable for gross negligence, but not

for ordinary negligence. Thus, where a customer had deposited

some securities with his banker (who received nothing for his

services) and they were stolen by a cashier, it was held that as

there was no proof of gross negligence the banker was not liable

{Gihlin v. McMtiUen, 1868, L.R. 2 P.C. 3x7). (2) Commodatum,
or loan, where goods or chattels that are useful are lent to the

bailee groHSf to be used by him. The bailee may be justly

considered as representing himself to the bailor to be a person

of competent skill to take care of the thing lent (JWilson v. Brett,

1843, XI M. & W. 1 13), and the transaction being a gratuitous

loan, and one for the advantage of the bailee solely, he is bound
to use great diligence in the protection of the thing bailed and
anil be lesponrible even for slight aqgligaiiee. where a
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horse was lent to the defendant to ride, it was held that it did

not warrant him in allowing his servant to do so (Bringloe v.

Morrice, 1676, i Mod. 210). But where a horse was for sale

and the vendor allowed the defendant to have the horse for the

purpose of trying it, it was held that he had a right to allow a

competent person upon the horse to try it (Camoys v. Satrr,

1840, 9 C. & P. 383). (3) Locatio ret, or lending for hire. In

the case of hiring the bailee is bound to use such diligence as a

prudent man would exercise towards his own property. Thus,

where the defendant hired a horse, and it having fallen ill,

prescribed for it himself instead of calling in a veterinary surgeon,

he was held liable for the loss {Dean v. KeaU, 18x1, 3 Camp. 4).

(4) Vadium, pawn or pledge
;
a bailment of personal property

as a security for a debt. In this case the pledgee is bound to use

ordinary diligence in guarding the thing pledged. (5) Locatio

operis faciendi, where goods are delivered to be carried, or .some-

thing is to be done about them for a reward to be paid to the

Imilee. In this case, the bailee is bound to use ordinary diligence

in preserving the property entrusted to him. (6) Mandaium,
a delivery of goods to somebody, who is to carry them, or do
something about them ^aiis. The liabilities of a mandatorj^

and of a depository are exactly the same
;

neither is liable for

anything short of gross negligence.

See further under Banks and Banking
;
Carrier ; DaiCKNCE ;

Factor
;
Hiring

;
Inns and Innkeepers

;
Lien

;
Negligence

;

Pledge
;
Pawnuroking

;
Principal and Agent, &c.

BAILY, EDWARD HODGES (1788-1867), British sculptor,

was bom at Bristol on the loth of March 1788. Hi.s father,

who was a celebrated carver of figureheads for ships, destined

him for a commercial life, but even at school the boy showed
his natural taste and remarkable talents by producing numerous
wax models and bu.sts of his schoolfellows, and afterwards, when
placed in a mercantile house, still carried on his favourite employ-

ment. Two Homeric studies, executed for a friend, were shown

to J. Flaxman, who bestowed on them such high commendation
that in 1807 Buily came to London and placed himself as a pupil

under the great sculptor. In 1809 he entered the academy
schools. In 1811 he gained the academy gold medal for a model

of “ Hercules restoring Alcestis to Admetus,” and soon after

exhibited “ Apollo discharging his Arrows against the Greeks
”

and “ Hercules casting Lichas into the Sea.” In 1821 he was
elected R.A., and exhibited one of his best pieces, “ Eve at the

Fountain.” He was entrusted with the carving of the bas-reliefs

on the south side of the Marble Arch in Hyde Park, and executed

numerous busts and statues, such as those of Nelson in Trafalgar

Square, of Earl Grey, of Lord Mansfield and others. Baily

died at Holloway on the 22nd of May 1867.

BAILY, FRANCIS (1774-1844), 'English astronomer, was bora

at Newbury in Berkshire, on the 28th of April 1774. After a
tour in the unsettled parts of North America in 1796-1797, his

journal of which was edited by Augustus de Morgan in 1856, he
entered the London Stock Exchange in 1799. The successive

publication of Tables for the Purchasing and Renewing of Leases

( 1802), of The Doctrine of Interest and Annuities (1808), and The
Doctrine of Life-Annuities and Assurances (iSio), earned him a
high reputation as a writer on life-contingencies

;
he amassed

a fortune through diligence and integrity and retired from
business in 1825, to devote himself wholly to astronomy. He
had already, in 1820, taken a leading part in the foundation

of the Roy^ Astronomical Society ; and its gold medal was
awarded him, in 1827, for his preparation of the Astronomical

Society's Catalogue of 2881 stars {Memoirs R, Astr, Soc. ii.).

The reform of the Nautical Almanac in 1829 was set on foot by
his protests ; he recommended to the British Association in

1837, and in great part executed, the reduction of Joseph dc
Lal^de's and Niocw de Laoaille’s catalogues containing about

57,000 stars
;
he superintended the compilation of the British

Association's Catalogue of 8377 stars (published 1845); and
revised the catalogues of Tobi^ Mayer, Ptolemy, Ulugh Beg,
Tycho Brahe, Edmund Halley and Hev^us {Memoirs R, Astr,

Soc, iv., xiil).

His notice of Baily's Beads,” during an annular edipse of the

sun on the 15th of May 1836, at Inch Bonne^ in Roxbutghshirei

started the modem aeries of eclipse-expeditions. The pheno-

menon, which depends ifxxn the inequalities of the moon's

limb, was so vividly described by him as to attract an unprece-

dented amount of attention to the totality of .the 8th of July

1842, observed l^ Baily himself at Pavia. He completed and

discussed H. Foster's pendulum-experiments, deducing from

them an ellipticity for the earth of yku {Memoirs R, Astr, Soc,

vii.); corrected for the length of the seconds-^ndulum by

intn^ucing a neglected element of reduction ; and was entrusted,

in 1843, with the reconstruction of the standards of length.

His lal^rious operations for determining the meau density of

the earth, carried on by Henry Cavendish’s method (1838-1^2),
yielded for it the authoritative value of 5*66. He died in Iwondon,

on the 30th of August 1844. Baily ’s Account of the Rev, John
Flamsteed (1835) is of fundamental importance to the scientific

history of that time. It included a republication of the British

Catalogue.

See J. Herschel's Memoir of F, Baily, Esq. (1845), ®'l®o prefixed to

Baily's Journal of a Tour, with a list of his writings
;
Month. Not. R.

Astr. Soc. xiv. 1844.

BAILY, WILUAM HBLUER (1819-1888), English palaeon-

tologist, nephew of E. H. Baily the sculptor, was bora at Bristol

on the 7th of July 1819. From 1837 to 1844 he was assistant

curator in the Bristol Mu.seum, a post he relinquished to join

the staff of the Geological Sur^Ty in London. In 1854 he became
assistant naturalist, under Edward Forbes and afterwards under

Huxley. In 1857 he was transferred to the Irish branch of the

Geological Survey, as acting palaeontologist, and retained this

post until the end of his life. He was the author of many papers

on palaeontological subjects, and of notes on fossils tn the

explanatory memoirs of the Geological Survey of Ireland. He
publi.shed (1867-1875) a u.seful work entitled Figures of Charac-

teristic British Fossils, mih Descriptive Remarks, of which only

the first volume, dealing with palaeozoic species, was issued.

Tlie figures were all drawn on stonq^by himself. He died at

Rathmincs near Dublin on the 6th of August 1888.

BAIN, ALEXANDER (1818-1903), Scottish philosopher

and educationalist, was born on the iith of June 1818 in

Aberdeen, where he received his first schooling. In early life

he wa.s a weaver, hence the punning description of him as Wee-

vir, rex philosophorum. In 1836 he enter^ Marischal College,

and came under the influence of John Craickshank, professor

of mathematics, Thomas Clark, professor of chemistry, and
William Knight, professor of natural philosophy. His college

career was distinguished, especially in mental philosophy,

mathematics and physics. Towards the end of his arts course

he became a contributor to the Westminster Review (first artide

'^Electrotype and Daguerreotype,” September 1840). This

was the beginning of his connexion with John Stuart Mill,

which led to a life-long friendship. In 1841 he became sub-

stitute for Dr Glennie, the professor of moral philosophy, who,

through ill-health, was unable to discharge the active duties of

the chair. This post he occupied for three successive sessions,

during which he continued writing for the Westminster, and

also in 1842 helped Mill with the revision of the MS. of his

System of Logic. In 1843 contributed the first review of

the book to the London and Westminster, In 1845 ^
appointed professor of mathematics and natural philosophy

in the Andersonian University of Glasgow. A year later,

preferring a wider field, he resigned the position and devoted

himself to literary work. In 1848 he removed to London to

fill a post in the board of health, under Edwin Chadwick,

and became a prominent member of the brilliant circle which

included George Grote and John Stuart Mill. In 1855 he pub-

lished his first large work, The Senses and the Intellect, followed

in 1859 by The Emotions and Ike Will, These treatises won for

him a position among independent thinkers. He was examiner

in logical and moral philosophy (1857-1862 and 1864-1869) to

the university of London, and in moral science in ^ Indian

Civil Service examinations.

In i860 he was appointed the crown to the new chair of
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logic iad English in the university of Aberdeen (created on

the amalgamation of the two colleges, King^s and Marischa^

by the Scottish Universities Commiftion of 1858). Up to t^
date neither logic nor English had reived ad^uatc attenUon

in Aberdeen, and Bain devoted himself to supplying these

deficiencies. He succeeded not only in raising the standard of

education generally in the north of Scotland, but also in forming

a school of philosophy and in widely influencing the teaching

of English grammar and composition. His efforts were first

directed to the preparation of English textbooks: Hi^er English

Grammar (1863), followed in jH66 by the Manual of Rhetoric, m
1872 by i4 First English Grammar y and in 1874 by the Companion

to the Higher Grammar. These works covered a laigc fidd and

their cniginal views and methods met with wide acceptance.

But the other subject of his chair also called for attention. His

own philosophical writings already published, especially The

Senses and the Intellect (to which was added, in 1861, The Study

of Character, including an Estimate of Phrenolop'), were too large

for effective use in the class-room. Accordingly in 1868, he
{

puldished his Manual of Mental and Moral Science, mainly a
|

condensed form of his treatises, with the doctrines re-stated, and

in many instances freshly illustrated, and with many important

additions. The year 1870 saw the publication of the Logic,

ITiis, too, was a work designed for the use of students
; it was

based on J. S. Mill, but differed from him in many particulars,

and had as distinctive features the treatment of the doctrine of

the conservation of energy in connexion with causation and the

detailed application of the principles of logic to the various

sciences. Ilis services to education in Scotland were now recog-

nized by the conferment of the honorary degree of doctor of

Jaws by the university of Edinburgh in T871. Next came two
publications in “The International Scientific Scries,*’ namely,

Mind and Body (1872), and Education as a Science (1879).

All these works, from the Higher English Grammar down-
wards, were written by Bain during his twenty years*

profcssoriat(! at Al'ierde^. To the same period belongs his

institution of the philosophical journal Mind

;

the first number
appeared in January 1876, under the editorship of a former

pupil, G. Croom Roliertson, of University ( ollcge, London. To
this journal Bain contrilmted many important articles and
discussions

;
and in fact he bore the whole expenses of it till

Roliertson, owing to ill-health, resigned the editorship in 1891,

when it passed into other hands. Bain resigned his professorship

in 1880 and was succeeded by William Minto, one of his most
brilliant pupils. Nevertheless his interest in thought, and his

desire to complete the scheme of work mapped out in earlier

years, remained as keen as ever. Accordingly, in 1882 appeared

the Biography of James Mill, and accompanying it John Stuart

Mill : a Criticism, with Personed Recollections. Next came (1884)

a collection of articles and papers, most of which had appeared

in magazines, under the title of PmcHcal Essays. This was suc-

ceeded (1887, 1888) by a new edition of the Rhetoric, and along

with it, a book On Teaching English, being an exhaustive

application of the principles of rhetoric to the criticism of style,

for the use of teachers
;
and in 1894 he published a revised

edition of The Senses and the IntiUect, which contains his last

word on psychology. In 1894 also appeared his last contribution

to Mind. His last years were spent in privacy at Aberdeen,

where he died on the 18th of Septeml>er 1903. He married

twice but left no children.

Bain’s life was mainly that of a thinker and a man of letters.

But he also took a keen interest and frequently an active part in

the political and social movements of the day
;
and so highly

did the students of Aberdeen rate his pnmetical ability, that,

after his retirement from the chair of lope, they twice in suc-

cession elected him lord rector of the university, each term of

office extending over three years. He was a strenuous advocate

of reform, especially in the teaching of sciences, and supported

the <;laims of modem languages to a place in the curriculum.

A marble laist of him stands in the public library and his

portrait hangs in the Marischal College.

Wide as ]£un*s influence has been as a logician, a grammarian

and a writer on rhetoric, his r^utation resta on his psychology.

At one with Johannes Muller in the conviction psychologus nemo

nisi physiologus, he was the first in Great Britain during the 19th

centuiy to apply physiology in a thoroughgoing fashion to the

elucidation of mental states. He was the originator of the

theory of psycho-physical parallelism, which is used so widely

as a worlung basis by modern psychologists. His idea of

applying the natural history method of classification to psychical

phenomena gave scientific character to his work, the value of

which was enhanced by his methodical exposition and his

command of illustration. In line with this, too, is his demand
that psychology shall be cleared of metaphysics

; and to his

lead is no doubt due in great measure the position that

psychology has now acquit^ as a distinct positive science.

Prof. Wm. James calls his work the “ last word ” of the earlier

stage of psychology, but he was in reality the pioneer of the new.

Subsequent psycho-physical investigations have all l^een in the

spirit of his work ; and although he consistently advocated the

introspective method in psychological investigation, he was
among the first to appreciate the help that may be given to it

by animal and social and infant psychology. He may justly

claim the merit of having guided the awakened psychological

interest of British thinkers of the second half of the 19th century

inU) fruitful channels. He emphasized the importance of our

active experiences of movement and effort, and though his theory

of a central inner\^ation sense is no longer held as he propounded
it, its value as a suggestion to later psychologists is great.

His autobiography, published in 1904, contains a full list of his

works, and also the history of the lust thirteen years of his lilc by
W. L. Davidson of Aberdeen University, who further contributed

to Mind (April 1004) a review of Bain’s services to philosophy.

Works (beside the above) :—Edition with notes of Paley's Moral
Philosophy (1H52)

;
Ediwation as a Science (1870) ; Dissertations on lead-

inn philosophical topics (1903, mainly repnais ol papers in Mind)’, he
collaborated with J. S. Mill and Grote in editing James Mill's Analysis
of the Phenomena of the Human Mind (1860), and assisted in editing

Grote's AfistoUe and Minor lI ’orAs; hi* also wrote a memoir pre-

fixed to (J. Croom Robertson’s Philosophical Remains (1894). (See
P.svca<)i.oGY and Association of Ideas.) (W. L. D.)

BAIM, ANDREW QEDDES (1797-1864), British geologist,

was a native of Scotland. In 1820 he emigrated to C^pe Colony,

and carried on for some years the business of a saddler at Graaf

Reinct. During the Kaffir War in 1833-34 he took command
of a provisional battalion raised for the defence of the frontier.

Later he was engaged to construct a military road through the

Ecca Pass, and displayed engineering talents which led to his

being permanently employed as surveyor of military roads

under the corps of Royal Engineers. 'Hns occupation created an

interest in geology, which was fostered in 1837 by the loan of

Lyell’s Elements. He discovered the remains of many reptilia,

including the Dicynodon, which was obtained from the Karroo

Beds near Fort Beaufort and described by Owen. Devoting all

his spare energies to geological studies, Bain prepared in 1852

the first comprehensive geological map of South Africa, a work
of great merit, which was published by the Geological Society of

London in 1856. He died at Cape Town in 1864.

Obituary ^ Dr R. N. Rnbidge. in Geol. Mag. January 1865,

p. 47 ; also Trans. Geol. Soc. 5 . Africa, vol. ii. part v., June j8()6

(with ixirtrait).

BAINBRIDOE, JOHN (1582-7643), English astronomer, was

bom at Ashby-de-la-Zouch, in Leicestershire. He started as a
physician and practised for some years, kept a school and studied

astronomy. Having removed to I/mdon, he was admitted

(Novemb^ 6, 1618) a licentiate of the college of physicians, and
attracted notice by a publication concerning the comet of i6r8.

Sir Henry Savile (1549-1622) thereupon appointed him in 1619

to the ^vilian chair of astronomy just founded by him at

Oxford ;
Bainbridge was incorporated of Merton College and

became, in 1631 and 1635 respectively, junior and senior reader

of linacre’s lectures. He died at Oxford on the 3rd of November
1643. He wrote An Astrofumneal Description of the late Comet

(1619); Canieidaria{i<>4,^)\ and translated Produs’

and Ptolemy's De PUmetarum HypathesUms (t6ao). Several
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manuscript works by him exist in the library of Trinity CoU^^
Dublin.

See Munk's Colleg* of Physicians, i. 175 ; Wood's Athenae (Bliss),

iii. 67 ; Biogfapkia BriUmnica, i, 419.

BAUIBRIDGB, WILLIAM (1114-1^$$), commodore in the

United States navy, was born on the 7th of May 1774 in Princeton,

New J ersey.
At the age of fourteen he went to seain the merchant

service, and was in command of a trading schooner at an early

age. The American trading vessels of that period were supposed

to be excluded by the navigation laws from commerce with the

British West Indian Islands, though with the concealed or vei^

slightly disguised assistance of the planters, they engaged in

a good deal of contraband commerce. The war between France

and Great Britain tended further to make the carrying trade

of neutrals difficult. Bainbridge had tlierefore to expect, and

when he could to elude or beat off, much interference on the part

of French and British cruisers alike. He is said to have forced

a British schooner, probably a privateer, which attacked him

when on his way from Bordeaux to St Thomas, to strike, but

he did not take pos.session. On another occasion he is said to

have taken a man out of a British ship in retaliation for the

in)pressmenl of an American s<*aman by H.M.S, “ Indefatigable,”

then commanded by Sir Kdward Pellew. When the United States

nuvy was organized in 1798 he was included in the corps of naval

officers, and appointed to the schooner “ Retaliation.” She was

on one occasion seized by the French but afterwards released.

As captain of the brig ‘‘ Norfolk " of j8 guns, he was employed

in cruising against tlie French, vs bo were as aggressive against

American commerce as the Fnglisli. He was also sent to curry

the tribute which the United States still condescended to pay

to the dey of Algiers, in order to secure exemption from capture

for its merchant sliips in the Mediterranean—a service which

he performed punctually, though witli great disgust. When the

United States found that bribing the pirate Barbary states did

not secure exemption from their outrages, and was constrained

at last to use force, he served against Algiers and 'I’unis. His

ship, the ” Jffiiladelphia,” ran aground on the Tunisian coast,

and he wa.s for a lime imprisoned. On his release he returned

for a time to the mercliant service in order to make good the

pecuniary loss (‘uused by his captivity. When the war of 1812

broke out between Great Britain and the United States, Bainbridge

was appointed to command the Ignited States frigate ‘‘Constitu-

tion ”
(44), in succession to Captain Isaac Hull The ‘‘ Con-

stitution ” was a very fine ship of 1533 tons, which had already

captured the ” Guerri^re.” Under Bainbridge she was sent to

cruise in the Soutl) Atlantic. On the 29th of December 1812

he fell in with H.M..S. ‘‘ Java,” a vessel of 1073 tons, formerly

the French frigate ” Renomraee ” (40), She was on her way to the

East Indies, carrying the newly appointed lieutenant-governor

of Bombay. She had a very raw crew, including very few real

seamen, and her men had only had one day’s gunnery drill.

The United States navy paid great attention to its gunnery,

which the British navy, misled by its easy victories over the

French, had greatly neglected. In these conditions the fate of

the “ Java ” was sexm sealed. She was cut to pieces and forced

to surrender, after suffering heavy loss, and indicting very little

on the “Constitution.” After the conclusion of the War with

Great Britain, Bainbridge served against the Barbary pirates

once more. During his later years he served on the board of navy

commissioners. He died on the 28th of July 1833. (D. H.)

BAINDIR (anc. Caystnu), a town in Asiatic Turkey in the

Aidm vilayet, situated in the valley of the Kuebuk Menderes.

Pop. under 10,000, nearly half Christian. It is connected with

Smyrna by a branch of the Aklin railway, and has a trade in

cotton, figs, raisins and tobacco.

BAINI&, EDWARD (1774-1848), English newspaper -pro-

prietor and politician, was tiorn in 1774 at Walton-le-Daie, near

Preston, Lancashire. He was educated at the grammar schools

of Hawkshead and Preston, and at the age of sixteen was appren-

ticed to a printer in the latter town. After remaining there

four years and a half he rcmcived to Leeds, finished his apprentice-

shtp, and at once started in business for himself. He was always
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a most assiduous student, and quickly became known as a man
of great practical shrewdness and ability, who took a keen interest

in political and social movements. His political opinions led

him to sympathize with nonconformity and he soon joined the

Independents. In 1801 the assistance of party friends enabled

him to buy the Leeds Mercury, Province newspapers did not

at that time possess much influence ; it was no part of the editor’s

duty to supply what are now called “ leading articles,” aiKi the

system of reporting was defective. In both respects Baines made
a oomplete change in the Mercury, His able political articles

gradually made the paper the organ of Liberal opinion in Leeds,

and the cormexion of the Baines family with the paper made their

influence powerful for n)any years in this direction. Baines

soon begun to take a prominent part in politics ; he was an

ardent advocate of parliamentary reform, and it was mainly

by his influence that Macaulay was returned for Leeds in 1832 ;

and in 1834 he succeeded Macaulay as member. He was re-

elected in 1835 and 1837, but resigned in 1841. In parliament

he supported the Liberal party, but with independent views.

Like his son Edward after him, he strongly advocated the

separation of churcli and state, and opposed government inter-

ference in national education. His letters to Lord John Russell

on the latter question (1846) had a powerful influence in deter-

mining the action of the government. He died in 1848. His

l.)est-known writings are :

—

The History, Directory> and GaseUeer

of ike County of York ,* History, Directory and Gasetieer of the

County of Lancaster
;
History of the County Palatine and Duchy

of Lancaster, He was also the author of a History of the Wars

of Napoleon, which was continued under the title of A History

of the Reign of George 111 ,

His Life (1B61

)

ha.s been written by his son, Sir Edward Baines

(1800-1890), who was editor and afterwards proprietor of the

Leeds Mercury, M.P. for Leeds (1859-1874), and was knighted

in 1880 ; his History of the Cotton Manufacture (1835) was long

a standard authority. An elder son, Matthew Talbot Baines

(1799-1860), went to the bar, and be(!anfc recorder of Hull (1837).

He became M.P. tor Hull in 1847, and in 1849 president of the

Poor Law Board. In 1852 he was returned for Leeds, and again

became president of the Poor I..aw Board (till 1855). In 1856

he entered the cabinet as chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster.

BAINL GIUSEPPE ( 1775-1844), Italian priest, musical critic

and composer of church music, was born at Rome on the 21st

of October 1775. He was instructed in composition by his uncle,

Lorenzo Baini, and afterwards by G. Jannaconi. In 1814 he was
appointed musical director to the choir of the pontifical chapel, to

which he had as early as 1802 gained admission in virtue of his

fine bass voice. His compositions, of which very few Imve been

published, were very favourable specimens of the severe ecclesi-

astical style
;
one in particular, a ten-part Miserere, composed

for Holy Week in 1821 by order of Pope Pius VIL, has taken a
permanent place in the services of the Sistinc chapel during

Passion Week. Baini held a higher place, however, as a musical

critic and historian than as a composer, and his Life of Palestrina

{Memorie storico-criUche della vita e deUe opere di Gioifanni

Pierluigi da Palestrina, 1828) ranks as one of the best works

of its dass. The phrase 11 Principe della Musica, which has

become finally associated with the name of Palestrina, originates

with this biography. Giuseppe Baini died on the 21st of May
1844 in Rome.
BAIRAM, a Perso-Turkish word meaning “ festival,” applied

in Turkish to the two principal festivals of Islam. The first

of these, according to the calendar, is the “ Lesser Festival,”

called by the Turks Kutshuk Bairdm (“ Lesser Bairam ”), or

Sheker Bairam (“ Sugar Bairam ”), and by Arabic-speaking

Moslems' Jd al-Fitr (“ Festival of Fast-breaking ”), or aUu af~

saghir (“ Lesser Festival ”), It follows immediately the ninth

or the fasdng-month, Ramadan, occupying the first three days
of the tenth month, ShauwAl. It is, therefore, also called by
Turks Ramctt&n Bairam, and exhibits more outward signs of

rejoicing than the technically “ Greater Festival.” Official

receptions are held on it, and private visits paid
; friends con*

gratukte one another, and praents are given
; new dothas
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aw put on, and the graves of relatives are visited. The second,

or “Greater Festival/’ is called by the Turks Qurbdn Batrdm,

“ Sacrihee Bairam/’ and by Arabic speakers Al^id al^kabir,

“ Greater Festival,” or 7d al-adhd, ” Festival of Sacrifice.” It

falls on the tenth, and two or three following days, of the last

month, Dhu4-fitjjay when the pilgrims each slay a ram, a he-goat,

a cow or a camel in the valley of Mina in commemoration of the

ransom of Ishmael with a ram’. Similarly throughout the Moslem

world, all who can afford it sacrifice at this time a legal animal,

and either consume the flesh themselves or give it to the poor.

Otherwise it is celebrated like the “ Lesser Festival,” but with

less ardour. Both festivals, of course, belong to a lunar calendar,

and move through the solar year every thirty-two years.

See line’s Modern Epvptians, chap. xxv.
;

Michell, Egyptian

Calettdat
;
Hughes, Dictionary of Islam, pp. 102 ff. ; Sir R. Burton.

Pilgrimage. chap.s. /ii.. xxx. (D. B. Ma.)

BAIRD. SIR DAVID (1757-1829), British general, was born

at Newbyth in Aberdet;nshire in December 1757. entered

the British army in 1773, and was sent to India in 1779 with

the 73rd (afterwards 71st) Highlanders, in which he was a

captain. Immediately on his arrival. Baird was attached to

the force commanded by Sir Hector Monro, which was sent

forward to assist the detachment of (Colonel Baillie, threatened

by Hyder Ali. In the action which followed the whole force

was destroyed, and Baird, severely wounded, fell into the hands

of the Mysore chief. The prisoners, who were mo.st barbarously

treated, remained captive for over four years. Baird’s mother,

on hearing that her son and other prisoners were in fetters, is

said to have remarked, ” God help the chiel chained to oor

Davie.” The bullet was not extracted from Baird’s wound until

his release. He became major in 1787, visited England in 1789,

and purchased a lieutenant-colonelcy in 1 790, returning to India

in the following year. He held a brigade command in the war
against Tippoo, and served under ('ornwallis in the Seringapatam

operations of 1792, being promoted colonel in 1795. Baird

served also at the Cap# of (Jood Hope as a brigadier-general,

and he returned to India as a major-general in 1 798. In the last

war against Tippoo in 1799 Baird was appointed to the senior

brigade command in thearmy. Atthe successful assault ofSeringa-
patam Baird led the storming party, and was soon a master

of the stronghold in which he had long been a prisoner. He
had been disappointed that the command of the large contingent

of the nizam was given to Colonel Arthur Wellesley ; and when
after the capture of the fortress the same officer obtained the

governorship, Baird judged himself to have been treated with

injustice and disrespect. He afterwards received the thanks xA

parliament and of the East India Company for his gallant

bearing on tliat important day, and a pension was offered to him
by the Company, which he declined, apparently from the hope

of receiving the order of the Bath from the government. General

Baird commanded the Indian army which was sent in 1801 to

co-operate with Abercromby in the expulsion of the French

from Egypt. Wellesley was appointed second in command,
but owing to ill-health did not accompany the expedition.

Baird landed at Kosseir, conducted his army across the desert

to Kena on the Nile, and thence to Cairo. He arrived before

Alexandria in time for the final operations. On his return to

India in 1802, he was employed against Scindia, but being

irritated at another appointment given to Wellesley he relin-

quished his command and returned to Europe. In 1804 he was
knighted, and in 1805-1806, being by now a lieutenant-general,

he commanded the expedition against the Cape of Good Hope
with complete success, capturing Cape Twn and forcing the

Dutch general Janssens to surrender. Bht here again his usual

ill luck attended him. Commodore Sir Home Popham persuaded

Sir David to lend him troops for an expedition against Buenos
Aires

; the successive failures of operations against this place

involved the recall of Baird, though on his return home he was
quickly re-employed as a divisional general in the Copenhagen
expedition of 1807. During the bombardment of Copenhagen
Baird was wounded. Shortly after his return, he was sent out

to the Peninsular War in command of a considerable force

which was sent to Spain to co-op^ate with Sir John Moore, to

whom he was appointed second in command. It was Baird’s

misfortune that he was junior by a few days both to Moore and

to Lord Cavan, under whom he had served at Alexandria, and

thus never had an opportunity of a chief command in the field.

At the battle of Corunna he succeeded to the supreme command
after Moore’s fall, but shortly afterwards his left arm was

shattered, and the command passed to Sir John Hope. He
again obtained the thanks of parliament for his gallant services,

and was made a K.B. and a baronet. Sir David married Miss

Campbcll-Preston, a Perthshire heiress, in 1810. He was not

employed again in the field, and personal and political enmities

caused him to be neglected and repeatedly passed over. He was

not given the full rank of general until 1814, and his governor-

ship of Kinsale was given five years later. In 1820 he was

appointed commander-in-chief in Ireland, but the command
was soon reduced, and he resigned in 1822. He died on the 18th

of August 1829.
See Theodoff Hook’s Life of Sir David Baird.

BAIRD, HENRY MARTYM (1832-1906), American historian

and educationalist, a son of Robert Baird (1798-1863), a Presby-

terian preacher and author who worked earnestly both in the

United States and in Europe for the cause of temperance, was

born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on the 17th of Januaiy^

1832. He spent eight years of his early youth with his father

in Paris and Geneva, and in 1850 graduated at New York

University. He then lived for two years in Italy and Greece,

was a student in the Union Tlieological Seminar} in New York
city from 1853 to 1855, and in 1856 graduated at the Princeton

Theological Seminary. He was a tutor for four years in th('

College of New Jersey (now Princeton University), and from

1859 until his death was professor of Greek language and litera-

ture in New York Universit} . He is best known, however, as

a historian of the Huguenots. His work, which appeared in

three parts, entitled respectively History of the Rise of the

Huguenots of France (2 vols., 1879), The Huguenots and Henry of

Navarre (2 vols., 1886), and The Huguenots and the Relocation of

the Edict of Nantes (2 vols., 1895), is characterized by painstaking

thoroughness, by a judicial temper, and by scholarship of a

high order. He also published Modern Greece, A Narrative of a

Residence and Travels in that Country (1856) ; a biography of

his father. The Life of the Rev. Robert Baird, D,D. (1866) ;
anf>

Theodore Besa, the Counsellor of the French Reformation (189c)).

He died in New York city on the 1 ith of November 1906.

His brother, Charles Washington Baird (1828-1887), a

graduate of New York University (1848) and of the Union

Theological Seminary (1852), and the minister in turn of a

Dutch Reformed church at Brooklyn, New York, and of a

Presbyterian church at Rye, New York, also was deeply inter-

ested in the history of the Huguenots, and published a scholarly

work entitled The History of the Huguenot Emigration to America

(2 vols., 1885), left unfinished at his death.

BAIRD, JAMES (1802-1876) Scottish iron-master, was bom at

Kirkwood, Lanarkshire, on the 5th of December 1802, the son of

a coal-master. In 1826 his father, two brothers and himself leased

coalfields at Gartsherrie and in the vicinity, and in 1828 iron mines

near by, and in 1830 built blast furnaces. In this year the father

retired, the firm of William Baird & Co. was organized, and James
Baird assumed active control. His improvements in machinery

largely increased the output of his furnaces, which by 1864 had

grown in number to nearly fifty, producing 300,000 tons annually

and employing 10,000 hands. The brothers became great land-

owners,andJameswasM.P. fortheFalkirk burghs in r85r-i852and

1852-1857. He died at hisestatenearAyron the 20th of June 1876,

leaving property valued at three million pounds. He had b^n
during his life a great public benefactor, founding schools and the

Baird Lectures (1871) for the defence of orthodox theology, and

in 1873 the Baird Trust of £$00,000 to enable the Established

Church of Scotland to cope with the spiritual needs of the masses.

He was twice married but left no children.

BAIRD, SPENDER PULLERTON (1823-1887), American

naturalist, was bom. in Reading, Pennsylvania, on the 3rd of
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Februi^ 1823. He graduated at DickinsonCollege, Carlisle,Penn-

sylvania in 1840, and next year made an ornithological excursion

through the mountains of Pennsylvania, walking, says one of his

biographers, “ 400 m. in twenty-one days, and the last day 60 m.”
I

In 1838 he met J. J. Audubon, and thenceforward his studies

were kigely ornithological, Audubon giving him a part of his own
collection of birds. After studying medicine for a time, Baird

became professor of natural history in Dickinson College in 1845,

assuming also the duties of the chair of chemistry, and giving

instruction in physiology and mathematics. This variety of

duties in a small college tended to give him that breadth of

scientific interest which characterized him through life, and
made him perhaps the most representative general man of

science in America. For the long period between 1850 and 1878 he
was assistant-secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, Washing-
ton, and on the death of Joseph Henry, in the latter year, he
became secretary. While an officer of the Smithsonian, Baird’s

duties consisted, in large part, of the gathering of information

from many fields, and the superintendence of the labour of

workers in widely different lines, 'flius, apart from his a.ssistanc6

to others, his own studies and published writings cover a broad
range : iconography, geology, mineralogy, botany, anthropology,

general zoology, and, in particular, ornithology
;

while for a
series of years he edited an annual volume summarizing progress

in all scientific lines of investigation. He gave general superin-

tendence, between 1850 and i860, to several government expedi-

tions for scientific exploration of the western territories of the

llnited States, preparing for them a manual of Jnsiruciions to

Collectors, Of his own publications, the bibliography by G. Brown
(ioode, from 1843 to the close of 1882, includes 1063 entries, of

which 775 were short articles in his Annual Record, His most
important volumes, on the whole, were Birds, in the series of

reports of explorations and surveys for a railway route from the

Mississippi river to the Pacific ocean (1858), of which Dr Elliott

(’oues says (as quoted in the Popular Science Monthly, xxxiii. 553)
that it “ exerted an influence perhaps stronger and more widely

felt than that of any of its predecessors, Audubon’s and Wilson’s

not excepted, and marked an epoch in the history of American
ornithology ”

; Mammals of North America : Descriptions based

on Collections in the Smithsonian Institution (Philadelphia, 1859)

;

and the monumental work (with Thomas Mayo Brewer and
Robert Ridgway

)
//w/wry of North American Birds (Boston, 1875-

1884 ;
“Land Birds,” 3 vols., “Water Birds,” 2 vols). He died

on the 19th of August 1887 at the great marine biological

laboratory at Woods Hole, Massachusetts, an institution which
was largely the result of his own efforts, and which has exercised

a wide effect upon both scientific and economic ichthyology.

BAIRNSDALE, a town of Tanjil county, Victoria, Australia,

on the Mitchell river, 171 m. by rail E. of Melbourne. Pop. (1901)

3074. It lies near the head of a lagoon called Lake King, which
is open to the sea, and affords regular communication by water
with Mdboume. In the district, which is chiefly pastoral, there

are several goldfields, with both alluvial and reef mining. The
tovm has tanneries, and cheese and butter factories. There is an
active shipping trade with Melbourne in maize and other grain,

hops, fruit and dairy produce.

BAITER, JOHANN GB0R6 (1801-1877), Swiss philologist and
textual critic, was bom at Zurich on the 31st of May 1801.

Having received his early education in his native place, he went
(1818) to the university of Ttibingen, but from want of funds was
obliged to return to ZQrich, where for several years he was a
private tutor. From 1824 to 1839 he studied at Munich under
Friedrich Thiersch

;
at Gdttingen, under Georg Dissen ; at

Konigsberg, under Christian Lobeck. From 1833 to 1876 he was
Oberlehrer at the gymnasium in Zfirich, where he died on the loth
of October 1877. Baiter’s strong point was textual criticism,

applied chiefly to Cicepo and the Attic orators ; he was very
successful in hunting up the best MS. authorities, and his colla-

tions were made witii ittn greatest accuracy. Most of his works
were produced in collaboration with other scholars, such' as
Orelli, who regarded him as his right-hand man. He edited

Isomtes^ PaHegyricuf{t^^t); with Sauppe, Lycurgus, Leocraka
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(1834) and Oratores Attici (1838-1850) ;
with Orelli and Winckel-

mann, a critical edition of Plato (1839-1842), which marked a

distinct advance in the teift, two new MSS. being laid under

contribution; with Orelli, Babrius, Fabellae landtuae nuper

repertae (1845); Isocrates, in the Didot collection of dMsics

(1846). He had for some time been associated with Orelli in his

great work on Cicero, and assisted in Ciceronis Sekoliastae (1833)

and Onomasticon TuUianum (1836-1838). For ^he FastiCamulares

and Triumphales he was alone responsible. With Orelli and (after

his death) Halm, he assisted in the second edition of the Qcero,

and, with Kayser, edited the same author for the Tauchnita

series (1860-1869). New editions of Orelli’s Tacitus and Horace

were also due to him. It is worth noting that, with Sauppe, he
translated Leake’s Topography of Athens.

BAIUS, or DE Bay, MICHAEL (1513-1589), Belgian theologian,

was born at Melun in Hainault in 1513. Educated at Louvain
University,he studied pliilosophyand theology with distinguished

success, and was rewarded by a series of academic appointments.

In 1 552 Charles V. appointed him professor of scriptural inter-

pretation in the university. In 1563 he was nominated one of

the Belgian representatives at the council of Trent, but arrived

too late to take an important part in its deliberations. At
Louvain, however, he obtained a great name as a leader in the

anti-scholastic reaction of the 16th century. The champions of

this reaction fought under the banner of St Augustine; and
Baius’ Augustinian predilections brought him into conflict with

Rome on questions of grace, free-will and the like. In 1567
Pius V. condemned seventy-nine propositions from his writings in

the Bull Ex omnibus afflictionibus. To this Baius submitted

;

though certain indiscreet utterances on the part of himself

and his supporters led to a renewal of the condemnation in 1579
by Gregory XllL Baius, however, was not disturbed in the

tenure of his professorship, and even became chancellor of

Louvain in 1575. He died, still in the enjoyment of these two
dignities, in 1589. Baius is chiefly interesting as a forerunner

of the more celebrated Cornelius Janten (see Jansen). His
writings are described by Harnack as a curious mixture of

Catholic orthodoxy and unconscious tendencies to Protestantism
;

their most noticeable point is the great importance they attach
to Uie fact of sin, both original and actual.

His principal works were published in a collected form at Cologne,
1696, 1 vul. 4to, in two part.s

;
some large treatises have not l^en

published. There is an excellent study of both books and author by
Linsenmann. Michael Bairn, und die Grundtegmg des Jansenismtts,
published at Tubingen in 1867.

BAIZE (i6th century Fr. bates-, cf. English “bay”), a
material probably named from its original colour, though a
derivation is also suggested from the Fr. bate, as the cloth

is said to have been originally dyed with Avignon berries. It

is generally a coarse, woollen cloth with a long nap and is

commonly dyed green or red. It is now also made of cotton.

The manufacture is said to have been introduced into England
in the 16th century by refugees from France and the Netherlands.

It is used chiefly for curtains, linings, &c., and sometimes, in

the lighter makes, for clothing. Table baize is a kind of oilcloth

used as a cheap and easily-cleaned covering for tables.

BAJOCIAN, in geology, the name proposed in 1849 by
d'Orbigny for the rocks of Middle Jurassic age which are well

developed in the neighbourhood of Bayeux, Gilvados. The
Bajocian stage is practically equivalent to the Inferior Oolite

of British geologists. It corresponds fairly closely with the

Lower and Middle Brown Jura of Quenstedt, and with the

Dogger of Oppel. By means of the fossil ammonites the Bajocian

strata have been subdivided into the following zones, in descend-

ing order

Zone of Parhimania Parkintoni and Cosmocevas garantianwn
„ Coeloceras subcoronatum {Humphriesianum)

Sonninia Romani
„ Stephaeoceras Sowerbyi
,, HarpoceroM concatnm
„ „ ' Murehisonae

\ ^ Subatage AaletUen
„ u opedinum J of Mayer-Eymar.

It should be remarked’ that some European geologists prefer

111.8
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to Include the Parkinsmia aonc in the base of Hie overlying

Bathonian (q,v,).

The Bajocian rocks of Europe arelnostly limestones of vanous

kinds, very frequently oolitic. At Bayeux, the type district,

they are ferruginous oolites
;

in the Jura and Lorraine a coral

limestone overlies a crinoidal variety j
calcareous sandy and

marly bctls (Kxnir in Maine and Anjou ;
in Boitou the limestone

is dolomitic and hears ncxlules of chert. Kock.s of the same age,

as recogni:8ed by their fossil roiitents, have a wide range ;
they

arc found in north Africa, t»oa, Somaliland, (jcrman East Africa,

and north-west Madagajw:ar ;
through southern Europe they

may l)e folhiwed into 'J’urkestan, and the Kota-Malcri beds of

the' Upper Gondwana series of India may possibly belong to

this stage. In South America they appear in Bolivia, Chile and

Argentina; in North America, in Britwh Columbia, Dakota,

Mexico, Oregon and California. The Bajocian sea also included

parts of New Sooth Wales, New Zealand (Flag Hills licds ?),

Borneo and Japan, and it extended into the polar region of

eastern Greenland and Franz Josef Land.

In addition to the ammonites already mentioned, the large

bclemnites {Mfgaleuihis pgantms) and terebratulas {T, perovaUs)

are wortliv of notice ;
crinoids and corals were abundant, and

80 also were certain forms of Trigonia (T, costaia)^ Pleurotomaria

and Cidaris.

Sec Ji'RASSK' :
also A. cle Lapparent, TfaiW" de giologie, vol. ii.

(5th cd.. 1006) ; and 11 . B. Woodward, The Jurassic Kocks of

Britain." vol. iv., iH(i4 {Mem. GeoL Survey): both works contain

rufercncus to original papers. (J. A. H.)

BAJOUR, or Bajaur, a small district peopled by Palhan

races of Afghan origin, in the North-West Frontier Province of

India. It is about 45 m. long by 20 m. broad, and lies at a high

level to the east of the Kunar valley, from which it is separated

by a continuous line of rugged frontier hills, forming a barrier

€a.sily passable at one or two points. Across tliis barrier the old

road from Kabul to India ran before the Khyl)eT Pass was
adopted as the main roulz. Bajour is inhabited almost exclusively

by Tarkani (Tarkalonri) Pathans, sub-divided into Mamunds,
Isazai, and Ismailzai, numbering together with a few Mohmands,

Utmauzais, &c., about 100,000. To the south of Bajour is the

wild mountain district of the Mohmands, a Pathan race. To
the east, beyond the Panjkora river, are the hills of Swat,

dominated by another Patihan race. To the north is an inter-

vening watershed between Bajour and the small state of Dir

;

and it is over this watershed and through the valley of Dir tliat

the new road from Malakand and the Punjab runs to Chitral.

The drainage of Bajour flows eastwards, starting from the eastern

slopes of the dividing ridge which overlook.s the Kunar and
terminating in tlie Panjkora river, so that the district lies on

a slope tilting gradually downwards from the Kunar ridge

to the Panjkora. Nawagai is the chief town of Bajour, and

the khan of Nawagai is under British protection for the safe-

guarding of the Chitral road. Jandol, one of the northern valleys

of Bajour, has ceased to be of political importance since the

failure of its chief, Umra Khan, to appropriate to himself Bajour,

Dir, and a great part of the Kunar valley. It was the active

hostility between the amir of Kabul (who claimed sovereignty

of the .same district.s) and Umra Khan that led, firstly, to the

demarcation agreement of 1893 which fixed the boundary of

Afghanistan in Kunar
; and, secondly, to the invasion of Chitral

by Umra Khan (who was no party to the boundary settlement)

and the siege of the Chitral fort in 1895.

"An interesting feature in Bajour topography is a mountain

spur from the Kunar range, which curvinn eastwards culminates

in the wcB-known peak of Koh-i-Mor, which is visible from the

Peshawar valley. It was here, at the foot of the mountain,

that Alexander found the ancient city of Nysa and the Nysaean

colony, tradrtionally said to have been founded by Dionysus.

The koh-i-Mor has been identified as the Mexos of Arrian’s

history-—the three-peaked mountain from which the god issued.

It is also interestiAg to find that a section of the Kafircommunity
of Kamdesh still clairii the same Greek origin as did the Nysaeans

;

itiU chant hymns to the god who sprang from Gir Nysa (the

mountain of Nysa)
; whilst they maintain that they originally

migrated from the Swat country to their present habitat in the

lower Bashgol. Long after Buddhism had spread to Cliitral,

Gilgit, Dir and Swat
;
whilst Ningraharwasstiil full of monasteries

and temples, and the Peshawar valley was recognized as the seat
of Buddhist learning, the Kafirs or Nysaeans held their own in

Bajourand in tlie lower Kunar valley, whereBuddhism apparently
nev’er prevailed. It is probable that the invader Baber (who has
much to say about Bajour) fought them there in the early years
of the i6th century, when on his way to found the Mogul dynasty
of India centuries after Buddhism had been crushed in northern
India by the destroyer Mahmud.
The Gazetteers and Repoils of the Indian Rovemment contain

nearly all the modern inlormatkm available about Bajour. The
autobiography of Balier (by Leyden and Erskine) gives intero.sling
details about the country in the i6th century. For the connexion
betwven the Kafirs and the ancient Nysaeans of Swat, see R.G. S.
Journal, voL vii.. 1896. {T. H. H.*)
BAJZA* JOI^PH (1804-1858), Hungarian poet and critic,

was born at Sriicsi in 1804. His earliest contributions were
made to Kisfaludy’s Aurpruy a literary paper of which he was
editor from 1830 to 1837. He also wrote largely in the Kritische

Blattery the Athenaeum
y and the Ftgyelmezo or Observer. His

criticisms on dramatic art were considered the best of these mis-
cellaneous writings. In 1830 he published tran/dations of some
foreipi dramas, Ausldndische Biihn&y and in 1835 a collection

of his own poems. In 1837 he was made director of the newly
established national tlieatre at Pest. He then, for some years,

devoted himself to historical writing,.and published in succession

the Historical Library (Tbrtereti Kbnyvfdr), 6 vols., 1843-1845;
the Modern Plutarch {Vj PUUarch)y 1845-1847 ; and the Universal
History

( VildgiifrBri), 1847. These works are to some extent
translations from Gwman authors. In 1847 Hajza edited the
journal of the opposition, Elleniiry at Leipzig, and in March 1848
Kossuth made him editor of his paper, Kossuth Hirlapja. In

1850 he was attacked with brain disease and died in 1858.

BAKAltAI (BAJCAi.fc, Banoouens), a Bantu negroid tribe

inhal>itmg a wide tract of French Congo between the river

Ogow6 and 2° S. They appear to -be immigrants from the
south-east, and have been supposed to Ije connected racially

with the (ialoa, one of the Mpongwe tril^es and the chief river-

people of tlie Ogow6. The Bak^ai have suffered much from
the incursions of their neighbours the Fang, also arrivals from
the south-east, and it may be that they migrated to thciir present

abode under pressure from this people at on earlier date. They
are keen hunters and were traders in slaves and rublwr

; the

slave traffic has been prohibited by the French authorities.

Their women display considerable ingenuity in dressing their

liair, often taking a whole day to arrange a coiffure ; the hair

is built up on a suldstructure of clay and a good deal of false

hair incorporated ; a coat of red, green or yellow pigmtsnt often

completes the effect. The same colours are used to decorate the

hut doors. The villages, some of which are fortified with pali-

sades, are usually very dirty
;

chiefs and rich men own planta-

tions which are situated at some distance from the village and
to which their womenfolk are sent in times of war. The
Bakalai of loike Isanga cremate their dead

; those df the Upper
Ogow^ throw the bodies into the river, with tlie exception of

tJiose killed in war. The body of a chief is placed secretly in a
hut erected in the depths of the forest, and the village is deserted

for that night, in some cases altogether
;

tlie slaves of the

deceased are (or were) sacrificed, and his wives scoui^ged and
secluded in huts for a week. “ Natural ” deaths are attributed

to the machinations of a sorcerer, and the poison-cxrdeal is often

practised. Of their social mganization little is known, but it

appeam that nearly all kidividoals refrain from eating the flesh

of some pasticular animal
! BAKB» JAN (1787-1B64), Dutch philologist and critic, was
bom at Leiden on the 1st of September 1787,^04 from 1817 to

18^ he was professor of Greek and Roman titerotufe at the

university. He died on the a6tb of March 1864. His principal

works are /VndeMiV XMu Kelifma^ Biocininae (1810);
CkomsHs Circulans Pocthna de SubUmilfde {i8fo) ; Biblioikeai
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Crtiica Nova (1825-1831) and SckoUca Hypomnemaia (183^
1862), a collection of essays dealing mainly with Cicero and the
jUtic orators

; Cicero, De Legibus (1842) /><r Oratore (1863)

;

the Rheioricaoi Apsines and Longinus (1849).
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His biography was written (in Dutch) by bin pnpil Bakhuieen van
ctcr Bank (1865) : for an a|>preciation of his services to cUissical
hleniturc see L. Muller, Geschichie der hlassischen PhUolocie in den
Ntederlanden (1869).

BAKER, SIR BENJAMIN (1840-1907), English engineer, was
born near Bath in 1840, and, after receiving his early training
in a South Wales ironworks, became associated with Sir john
Fowler in I^ndon, He took part in the construction of the
Metropolitan railway (Londim), and in designing the cylindrical
vessel m which Cleopatra’s Needle, now standing on the Thames*
Embankment, London, was brought over from Eg>^pt to England
in *^77 “1878. By this time he had already made himself an
authority on bridge-construction, and shortly afterwards he
was engaged on the work which made his reputation with the
general public—the design and erection of the luirth Bridge.
On the completion of this undertaking in i8qo he was made
K.C.M.O., and in the same year the Royal Society recognized
his scientific attainments by electing him one of its fellows.
1 welve^ years later at the formal opening of the Assuan dam,
for which he was consulting-engineer, he was created K.C.B.
Sir Benjamin Baker, who also had a large share in the introduc-
tjon of the system widely adopted in London of constructing
mtra-urban railways in deep tubular tunnels built up of cast
iron segments, obtmned an extremely large professional practice,
ranging over almost every branch of civil engineering, and was
more or less directly (-oncerned with most of the great engineering
achievements of his day. He was also the author of many papers
on engineering subjects. He died at Rangbourne, Berks, on the
igth of May 1907.

BAKER, HENRY (1698-1774), English naturalist, was bom
in London on tlie 8th of May 1698. After serving an apprentice-
ship with a bookseller, he devised a system of instructing the
deaf and dumb, by the practice of which he made a considerable
fortune. It brought him to the notice of Daniel Defoe, whose
youngest daughter Sophia he married in 1729. A year liefore,
uiKler tJie name of Henry Stonecastle, he was associated with
Defoe in starting tlie Universal SpecAaUyr and Weekly Journal
In 1740 he was elected fellow of the Society of Antiquaries and
of the Royal Society. He contributed many memoirs to the
Jrunsactions of the latter society, and in 1744 received the
Copley gold medal for microscopical observations on the crystal-
ization of saline particles. He was one of the founders of the
Society of Arts in 1754, and for some time acted as its secretary.
He died in London on the 25th of November 1774. Among bis
publications were The Microscope made Easy (1743), Employment
]or the Mmoscope (1753), ^tid several volumes of verse, onginal
and translated, including The Universe^ a Poem intended to
r^trmn the Pride of Man (1727). His name is perpetuated by
the Bakerian lecture of the Royal Society, for the foundation of
which he left by will the sum of £100.

,
(1568-1644/s), author of the Ckroniele

Of the Kings of England and other works, was prohal^Iy bom at
Sissinghiirst m Kent, and entered Hart Hall, Oxford, as a
(commoner in 1584. He left the university without taking a
degree, studied law in London and afterwards travelled in
Europe. In 1593 he was cliosen member of parliament for

r A
’ university conferred upon him the degree

of M.A., and in 1597 he was elected to parliament as the repre-
^ntative of hast Grinstewl. In 1603 he was knighted by King
James L, m a6ao he acted as high sherif of Oxfordshire where
he owned some property, and soon afterwards he married
MaigareL dimghter of Sir George Mainwaring, of Ightfield.
S^op^ire. By himself responsible for some debts erf
faw wife s family, he was reduced to great poverty, which led to
the seizure of his Oxfordshire property in 1625. Quite peniUleis
he took ref^e in the Fleet prison in 1635, and was stSl in oon^
nnement when he died on the 18th of February 1644 fHe was buried in the church of S€ Bride, Fleet Stroet, Lon<to.

During his impmonment Baker spent his time mainly in
wtmg. His chief work is |jhe CJinmide of the Kings of England
from the Ttme of the Romany Government unto ike Dea^ of King
James (1643, and many subsequent editions). It was translated
mto Dutch in 1649, and was continued down to 1658 by Edward
Phillips, a nephew of John Milton. For many years the Chtemidt
was ertremely popular, but owing to numerous inaccuracies its
hi-stoncal value is very slight. Baker also wrote Cato Variegatus
or Caioes Morall DisUchs, Translated and Paraphrased by Sir
Rtchmd Baker Knight (London, 1636); Meditatums on the

^
: Translation of Nero Epistles by MoonsiettrD BalziK (1638) : Apologie for Laymen's Writing in Divinity,

tmtha Short Meditation upon the FaU of Ludfer (1641) ; Motives
for Prayer upon the sraven dayes of ye weeke

\ a transla-
tion of Malvezzfs Discourses upon Cornelius Tacitus (1642),
and Theatrum Pedivivum, or The Theatre Vindicated, a reply to
the Htstrio-Mastix of William Prynne (1642). He also wrote
Meditations upon several of the psalms of David, which have
been collected and edited by A. B. Grosart (London, 1882).

n *
t'tranger. Biographical Bistorv of England to the Hevohttion

(LonS'
Britannka, corrected by A Kijipis

BAKEI^ SIR SAMUEL WHITE (1821-1893), English explorer,
was bom in London on the 8th of June 1821. He was educated
partly in England and partly in (iermany. His father, a West
India merchant, destined him for a commercial career, but a
short experience of office work proved him to be entirely un-
suited to such a life. the 3rd of August 1843 he married
Henrietta Biddulph Martin, daughter of the rector of Maisemure,
(jloucestershire, ^d after two years in Mauritius the desire for
travel took him in 1846 to Ceylon, where in the following year
he founded an agricultural settlement at Nuwara Eliya, a
mountain health-resort. Aided by his brother, he brought
emi^nts thither from Englimd, together with choice breeds of
cattle, and before long the new settlement was a success. During
bis residence in Ceylon he published, asaa result of many adven-
turous hunting expeditions, The Rifle and the Hound in Ceylon
(1853;, and two years later EiiJit Years' Wanderings in Ceylon
(i«55 )- After a journey to Constantinople and the Crimea in
1856, he found an outlet for his restless energy by undertaking
the supen'ision of the construction of a railway across the
Dobrodja, connecting the Danube with the Black Sea. After
its completion he spent some months in a tour in south-eastern
Europe and Asia Minor. It was during this time that he metm Hungary the lady who (in i860) became his second wife,
Florence, daughter of Finnian von Sass, his first wife having died
in 1855. In March i86i he started upon his first tour of explora-
tion in central Africa. This, in his own words, was undertaken
to discover the sources of the Nile, with the hope of meeting

the East African expedition under Captains Speke and Grant
somewhere about the Victona Lake,” After a year spent on the
Sudan-Abyssinian liorder, during which time he leamt Arabic
explored the Atbara and other Nile tributaries, and proved that
the Nile sediment came from Abyssinia, he arrived at Khartum,
leaving that city in December 1862 to follow up the course of the
White Nile. Two months later at Gondokoro he met Speke and
Grant, who, after discovering the source of the Nile, were
following the river to Egypt Their success made him fear that
there was nothing left for his own expedition to accomplish ;
but the two explorers generously gave him information whiche^b ed him, after separating from them, to achieve the discovery
of Albert Nyaira, of whose existence credible assurance had
already been given to Speke and Grant. Baker first sighted
the lake on the 14th of March 1864. After some time spent in
the exploration of the neighbourhood, during which Baker
demonstrated that the Nile flowed through the Albert Nyaasa^f whose size he formed an exaggerated idea—he started tqxm
hjs return journey, and re^hed Khartum after majiy checks

*
.
5' following October he returned to England^th his wife, who had accoiiifMied him throughout the whole

of the periknu and oritoous journey. In reoogtiition of the
AChscvementi>y which Baker had indmoLMy linked hie name
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with the solution of the problem of the Nile sources, the Royal

Geographical Society awarded him its gold medal, and a similar

distinctionwas f)estowcd on him by tneParis Geographical Society.

In August 1866 he was knighted. In the same year he puWished

The Albert Nyanza, Great Basin of the Nile^ and Explorations of

the Nile Sources, and in 1867 The Nile Tributaries of Abyssinia,

both Ixjoks quickly going through several editions. In 1868 he

[)ublished a popular story called Cast up by the Sen. In i86q he

attended the prince of Wales, afterwards King ICdward VII., in

a tour through Kgypt. In the same year, at the request of the

khedive Ismail, Baker undertook the command of a military

expedition to the equatorial regions of the Nile, with the object

of suppressing the slave-trade there and opening the way to

commerce and civilization. Before starting from Cairo with a

force of 1700 Egyptian troops—many of them discharged convicts

—he was given the rank of pasha and major-general in the

Ottoman army. I.ady Baker, as before, accompanied him. The

khedive appointed him governor-generfil of the new territory for

four years at a salary of £10,000 a year; and it was not until

the expiration of that time that Raker returned to C.airo, leaving

his work to be carried on by the new governor, Colonel Charles

George Gordon. He had to conttmd with innumerable difficulties

—the blocking of the river by sudd, the bitter hostility of

officials interested in the slave-trade, the armed opposition of the

natives—but he succeeded in planting in the new territory the

foundations upon which others could build up an administration.

He returned to Pmgland with his wife in 1874, and in the following

year purchased the estate of Sandford Orleigh in South Devon,

where he made his home for the rest of his life. He published his

narrative of the central African expedition under the title of

Ismailia (1874). Cyprus as 1 saw it in rSjg was the result of a

visit to that island. He spent several winters in Egypt, and
travelled in India, the Rocky Mountains and Japan in search

of big game, publishing in i8qo Wild Beasts and their Ways.
He kept up an exhaustive and vigorous correspondence with

men of all shades of (f)inion upon Egyptian affairs, strongly

opposing the abandonment of the Sudian and subsequently

urging its reconquest. Next to these, questions of maritime

defence and strategy chiefly attracted him in his later years.

He died at Sandford Orleigh on the 30th of December 1893.

S(*e. l)e.«»ides fiis own writings, Sir Samuel Baker, a Memoir, by
T. Douglas Murray and A. Silva White (London, 1895).

BAKER, THOMAS (1656-1740), English antiquary, was bom
on the 14th of September 1656 at Lanchester, Durham. He
was the grandson of C olonel Baker of Crook, Durham, who won
fame in the civil war by bis defence of Newcastle against the

Scots. He was educated at the free school at Durham, and
proceeded thence in 1672 to St John’s College, Cambridge,

where he afterwards obtained a fellowship. Lord Crew, bishop

of Durham, collated him to the rectory of Long-Newton in his

diocese in 1687, and intended to give him that of Sedgcfield

with a prebend had not Baker incurred his displeasure by
refusing to read James IL’s Declaration of Indulgence. The
bishop who disgraced him for this refusal, and who was after-

wards specially excepted from William’s Act of Indemnity, took

the oaths to that king and kept his bishopric till his death.

Baker, on the other hand, though he had opposed James, refused

to take the oaths to William ; he resigned Long-Newton on the

1st of August 1690, and retired to St John’s, in which he was
protected till the 20th of January 1716-1717, when he and
one - and - twenty others were deprived of their fellowships.

After the passing of the Registering Act in 1723, he could not

be prevailed on to comply with its requirements by registering

his annuity of £40, although that annuity, left him by his father,

with £ao per annum from his elder brother’s collieries, was now
his whole subsistence. He retained a lively sense of the injuries

he had suffered ; and inscribed himself in all his own books, as

well as in those which he gave to the college library, sodus ejectus,

and in some rector efectus. He continued to reside in the college

as commoner-master till his sudden death from apoj^xy on

the and of July 1740. Tlie whole of his valuable bwks and
manuscripts he bequeathed to the university. The only works
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he published were, Reflections on Learning

^ showing the In-

sufficiency thereof in its several particulars, in order to evince the

usefulness and necessity of Revelation (Lond., 1709-1710), and

the preface to Bishop Fisher’s Funeral Sermon for Margaret,

Countess of Richmond and Derby (1708)—both without liis name.

His valuable manuscript collections relative to the history and
antiquities of the university of Cambridge, amounting to thirty-

nine volumes in folio and three in quarto, are divided between

the British Museum and the public library at Cambridge,—^the

former possessing twenty-three volumes, the latter sixteen in

folio and three ir quarto.

The life of Baker was written by Rol)crt Masters (Camb., 1784),
and by Horace Walpole in the quaito edition oi his works.

BAKER, VALENTINE [Baker Pasha] (1827-1887), British

soldier, was a younger brother of Sir Samuel Baker {q.v,). He
was educated at Gloucester and in Ceylon, and in 1848 entered

the Ceylon Rifles as an ensign. Soon transferred to the 13th

T.ancers, he saw active service with that regiment in the Kaffir

war of 1852-53. In the Crimean War Baker was present at the

action of Traktir (or Tchemaya) and at the fall of Sevastopol,

and in 1859 he became major in the loth Hussars, succeeding

only a year later to the command. This position he held for

thirteen years, during which period the highest efficiency of

his men was reached, and outside the regiment he did good

service to his arm hy his writings. He went through the wars of

1866 and 1870 as a spectator with the German armies, and in

1873 he started upon a famous jouniey through Khorassan.

Though he was unable to reach Khiva the results of the journey

afforded a great deal of political, geographical and military

information, especially as to the advance of Russia in central

Asia. In 1874 he was back in England and took up a staff

appointment at Aldershot. Less than a year later Colonel

Baker’s career in the British army came to an untimeh' end.

He was arrested on a charge of indecent assault ui)on a young
woman in a railway carriage, and was sentenced to a year’s

imprisonment and a fine. His dismissal from the service was an
inevitable consequence

; it must be stated, however, that the \'iew

taken of the circumstances by good authorities was that Baker’s

conduct, when judged by conventional standards, admitted of

considerable extenuation. He himself never opened his mouth
in self-defence. Two years later, having meanwhile left England,

he entered the service of Turkey in the war with Russia. At first

in a high position in the gendarmerie, he was soon transferred to

Mehemet’s staff, and thence took over the command of a division

of infantry. With this division Baker sustained the brilliant

rearguard action of I'ashkessan against the troops of Gourko.

Promoted Ferik (lieutenant-general) for this feat, he continued to

C(>mmand Suleiman’s rearguard with distinction. After the peace

he was employed in an administrative post in Armenia, where he

remained until 1882. In this year he was offered the command
of the newly formed Egyptian army, which he accepted. On his

arrival at (Airo, however, the offer was withdrawn and he only

obtained the command of the Egyptian police. In this post he

devoted by far the greater amount of his energy to the training

of the gendarmerie, which he realized would be the reserve of

the purely military forces.

When the Sudan War broke out, Baker, hastening with 3500
men to relieve Tokar, encountered the enemy under Osman
Digna at El Teb. His men became panic-stricken at the first

rush and allowed themselves to be slaughtered like sheep. Baker
himself with a few of his officers succeeded by hard fighting in

cutting a way out, but his force was annihilated. British troops

soon afterwards arrived at Suakin, and Sir Gerald Graham took

the offensive. Baker Pasha accompanied the British force, and
guided it in its march to the scene of his defeat, and at the

desperately-fought second battle of El Teb he was wounded.
He remained in command of the Egyptian police until his death

in 1887. Amongst his works may be mentioned Our National

Defends (i860), War in Bulgaria, a Narrativr of Personal Ex-
perience (London, 1879), Clouds in ike East (London, 1876).

BAKER CITY, a city and the county-scat of Baker county,

Oregon, U.S.A., about 337 m. E. by S. ofJ^ortland. Pop. (1890)
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(itjoo) 6663 (1017 foreign-bom)
;
(iQio) 6742, The city is

served by the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company^ and by
the Sumpter VaUey railway, a short line (62 m.) extending from
Baker Gty to Austin, Oregon. Baker City lies in the valley of

Powder river, at the base of the Blue Mountains, and has an
elevation of about 3440 ft. above the sea. It is the largest city

in eastern Oregon, ami is tlie centre of important mining, lumber,

farming and live-stock interests. It was laid out as a town in

1865, became the county-seal in 1868, and was chartered as a
city in 1874. The county and the city were named in honour of

Edward Dickinson Baker (i8ii~i86i), a political leader, orator

and soldier, who was born in London, England, was taken to the

United States in 1815, was a representative in Congress from
Illinoisin 1845-1846 and 1849-1851, served in the MexicanWarasa
(olonel (1846-1847), ])ecame a prominent lawyer in California and
later in Oregon, was a Republican member of the United States

Senate in 1860-1861 and was killed at Ball’s Bluff, Virginia, on the

2 1St of October 1861,while serving as a colonel in theFederal army.
BAKEWELL, ROBERT (1725-1795) English agriculturist,

was bom at Dishley, Leicestershire, in 1725. His father, a fanner
at the same place, died in 1760, and Robert Bakewell then took
over the management of the estate. By visiting a large number
of farms all over the country, he had already acquired a wide
theoretical knowledge of agriculture and stock-breeding; and
this knowledge he now put to practical use at Dishley. His main
object was to improve the breed of sheep and oxen, and in this

he was highly successful, his new Leicestershire breed of sheep

attaining within little more than half a century an international

reputation, while the Dishley cattle (also known as the new
Leicestershire long-horn) became almost as famous. He extended

his breeding experiments to horses, producing a new and particu-

larly useful type of farm-horse. He was the first to establish the

trade in ram-letting on a large scale, and fcjunded the Dishley

Society, the object of which was to ensure purity of breed. The
\'aliie of his own stock was quickly recognized, and in one year
he made 1 200 guineas from the letting of a single ram. Bakewell’s

agricultural experiments were not confined to stock-breeding.

His reputation stood high in every detail of farm-management,
and as an improver of grass land by systematic irrigation he had
no rival. He died on the ist of October J795.

BAKEWELL, ROBERT (1768-1843), English geologist, was
bom in 1768. He was an able observer, and deserving of mention
as one of the earliest teachers of general and practical geology.

His Introduction to Geology contained much sound informa-

tion, and reached a fifth edition in 1838, The second edition was
translated and published in (Jermany, and the third and fourth

editions were reprinted in Americ.a by Professor Silliman of Yale
College. Bakewell was author also of an Introduction to Minera-
logy (1819), and of Travels comprising Observations made during

a Residence in the Tareniaise, &c. (2 vols., 1823). He died at

Hampstead on the 15th of August 1843.

BAKEWELL, a market-town in the western parliamentary
division of Derbyshire, England, on the river Wye, 25 m. N.N.W,
of Derby, on the Midland railway. Pop. of urban district (1901)

2850.
^

The church of All Saints is mentioned in Domesday, and
tradition ^cribes the building of its nave to King John^ while the

western side of the tower must be older still. Within are some
admirable specimens of encaustic tiles, and several monuments of

the Vernon and Manners families
;
while an ancient runic rood-

stone stands in the churchyard. Zinc and marble are worked in

the neighbourh^d. The cotton manufacture was established in

the town by Sir Richard Arkwright. Bakewell is noted for a
chalybeate spring, of u.se in cases of chronic rheumatism, and
there are baths attached to it. A kind of jam-cake, called a
Bakewell pudding,” gives another sort of fame to the place.

The almshouses, known os St John’s hospital, were founded in

1602 ;
and in 1637 a free grammar school was endowed by Lady

Grace Manners. Among modem buildings may be mentioned
the Bakewell and High Peak Institute, and the town hall and
museum. On Castle Hill, in the vicinity, are the remains of an
earthwork, said to have been raised by Edward the Elder in 924.
Within the parish are included the mansions of Burton Closes
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and Castle Hill. Two miles from the town, amidst beautiful

gardens and meadows, is Haddon Hall To the east lies the

magnificent domain of Cha^sworth. The scenery of the neigh-

bourhood, in both the Wye and the Derwent valleys, is veiy

beautiful; the village of Eyam (pronounced Kem) near the

Derwent may be noticed as specially picturesque. The plague

of 1665, ciirried hither from London, almost depopulate this

village, and the name of the rector, William Mompesson,
attracted wide notice on account of his brave attempts to

combat the outbreak.

BAKHCHI4IARAI (Turk, for “ garden-paluce ”), a town of

Russia, in the government of Taurida, situated in a narrow gorge

in the Crimea, 20 m. by rail S.S.W. of Simferopol From the

close of the 15th century down to 1783 it was the residence of the

Tatar khans of the Crimea; and its streets wear a decidedly

oriental look. The principal building, the palace, or Khan^sarai^

was originally erected in 1519 by Abdul-Sahal-Ghirai, destroyed

in 1736, and restored at Potemkin’s command for the reception

of Catherine II. Attached to it is a mausoleum, which contains

the tombs of many of the khans. There arc in the place no fewer

than thirty-six mosques. The population consists for the most
part of Tatars. Bakhchi-sarai manufactures morocco, sheep-

skin cloaks, agricultural implements, sabres and cutlery. Pop.

(1897) 12,955. wo and a half miles to the east is Chufut-Kaleh

(or jews’ city), formerly the chief seat of the Karaite Jews of

the Crimea, situated on lofty and almost inaccessible cliffs
;

it is

now deserted except by the rabbi. Between Bakhchi-sarai and
Chufut-kaleh is the Uspenskiy monaster>% clinging like a swallow’s

nest to the face of the cliffs, and the scene of a great pilgrimage

on the 1 5th (29th) of August every year.

BAKHMUT, a town of Russia, in the government of Ekateri-

noslav, near the river from which it derives its name, 1 36 m. E.

of the town of Ekaterinoslav. It owed its origin in the latter half

of the 17th century to the discovery of salt-springs, and now
produces coal, salt, alabaster and quicksilver, and manufactures

steel rails. Pop. (1897) 19,416, •

bakhtiAri, one of the great nomad tribes of Persia, whose
camping-grounds are in the hilly district known as the Bakhtiari

province. This province extends from Chaharmahal (west of

Isfahan) in the E., to near Shushtcr in the W., and separated from
LurLst m in the N. by tlic Dizful river (Ab i Diz), and in the S.

touches Behbah in and Ram Hormuz. The Bakhtidri are divided

into the two great divisions Haft-lang and Chahar-lang, and a
numljer of branches and clans, and were known until the 15th

i century as the ” Great Lurs,” the “ Little Lurs ” being the tribes

settled in the district now known as Luristiin, with Khorremabad
as capital. According to popular tradition the Lurs originally

came from Syria in the loth century, but it is now held that they

were in Persia long, perhaps fifteen centuries, before. They speak

the Lur language, a Persian dialect. The Bakhtiari number about
38,000 or 40,000 families, under 200,000 souls, while the area of

the district occupied by them is about 25,000 sq. m. In the

middle of the 19th century they could put 20,000 well-equipped

horsemen into the field, but in consequence of misrule and long-

lasting feuds between the different branches, which the govern-

ment often fostered, or even instigated, the district has become
poor, and it would now be difficult to find 4000 horsemen. The
province is under the governor-general of Arabistan, and pays a

yearly tribute of about £5000. The chiefs of the Bakhtidri in

1897, having obtained the sliah’s permission for improving the

road between Shushter or Ahvaz and Isfahan, an iron suspension

bridge with a span of 120 ft. was erected over the Karun river at

Gudlr i Balutek ;
another, with a span of 70 ft., over the Bdzuft

river at Pul i Amurat ; and a stone bridge over the Karun at

Do-pu-lan.
For accounts of the Bakhtidri sec Mrs Bishop (IsalK^lla Bird).

Journeys in Persia and Kurdistan (London, 1803); C. de Bode,
Travels in Lurisian (Ixmdon, 1841) ; Lord Ciirzon, Persia and the

Persian Question, vol. ii. 281-303 (London, 1892) ;
Sir H, Layard.

Early Adventures in Persia (l-6ndon, 1894). (A. H.-S.)

BAKING, the action of the verb “ to bake,” a word, in various

forms, common to Teutonic languages (cf. Ger. backett), meaning
to cook by dry heat. Baking ” is thus primarily applied to
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the process of preparing breads and is also applied to the hard^-

ing by heat or “ firing ” of pottery, earthenware or bricks. (See

Bread
;
Ceramics and Brick.) ^

BAKIS (i.f. “ speaker,” from a general name for tM
inspired prophets and dispensers of oracles who flourished in

Greece from the 8th to the 6th century b.c. Suidas mentions

three ; a Boeotian, an Arcadian and an Athenian. The first,

who was the most famous, was said to have been inspired by

the nymphs of the Corydan cave. His oracles, of which sped-

mens are extant in Herodotus and Pau.sunias, were writt^ in

hexameter verse, and were considered to have been strikingly

fuJ/illed. The Arcadian was said to have cured the women of

Sparta of a fit of madness. Many of the oracles which were

current Under his name laive been attributed to Onomacritus.

Herodotus viii. 20, 77, iv. 4 j ;
Pausanias iv. 27, ix. 17, x. 12;

Schol. Aristoph. Pa', 070; sw Gottling. Aiademica (j86o).

BAKOCZ, TAMAS.f ARDINAL (1442-1521), Hungarian ecclesi-

astic and state.sman, was the son of a wagoner, adopted by his

uncle, who trained him for the priesthood and whom he succeeded

as rector of Tt'‘tel (j48d). Shortly afterward.s he became one of

the secretaries of King Matthias I., who made him bishop of

(lyor and a member of the ro^al council (14Q0). lender

VVladi.slaus II. (1400-1516) he became successively bishop of

Kger, ilie richest of the Hungarian sees, archbishop of Esztergom

(1497), cardinal (1500), and titular patriarch of Constantinople

(1510). From J490 to his death in 1521 he was the leading

statesman of Hungary and mainly responsible for her foreign

IK)licy. It was solely through his efforts that Hungary did not

accede to the league of Cambrai, was consistently friendly with

V^'nice, and formed a family compact with the Habsburgs. He
was also the only Magyar prelate who seriously aspired to the

papal throne. In 1513, on the death of Julius JL, he went to

Rome for the express purpose of bringing about his own election

as pope. He was received with more than princely pomp, and
all but succeeded in his design, thanks to his extraordinary

adroit ne.ss and the romn^nd of an almost unlimited bribing-fund.

But Vimice and the emperor played him false, and he failed.

He returned to Hungary as papal legate, bringing with him the

bull of Leo X. proclaiming a fresh crusade against the Turks.

But the crusade degenerated into a jacquerie which ravaged

the whole kingdom, and much di.screditccl Bakocz. He lost

some of his influence at first after the death of Wladislaus, but

continued to be the guiding .spirit at court, till age and infirmity

confined him almost entirely to his house in the last three years

of his life. Bakuez was a man of great ability but of no moral

principle whatever. His whole life was a tissue of treachery.

He was false to his benefactor Matthia.s, false to Matthias’s son

Janos Corvinus {q.v.\ whom he clucimcd out of the throne, and
false to his accomplice in that transaction. Queen Beatrice.

HLs rapacity disgusted even an age in which e\ ery one could

be bought and sold. His attempt to incorporate the wealthy

diof ese of Transylvania with his own primatial province was
one of the principal causes of the spread of the Reformation

in Hungar>\ He left a fortune of many millions. His one re-

deeming feature was a love of art; his own catliedral was a

veritable Pantheon.
S(M‘ Vilmos Fraknoi, Tamds liakdcz (Hung.) (Budapest. 1889).

(H. N. B.)

BAKRI lAbu 'Ulmid ‘Abdallah ilm 'Abd ul-*AzIz ul-Bakrij,

(1040-1094), Arabian geographer, was bom at Cordova. His

best-known work is the dictionary’ of geographical names which
occur in the poets, with an introduction on the seats of the

Arabian tribes. This has been edited by F. Wiistenfeld

(Gdttingen, T87fy-i877). Another of his .works was a general

geography of the world, which exists in manuscript. The part

referring to North Africa was edited by M‘G. de Slane (Algiers,

1857)-
Sue C. Brookolmann's Gesch, der Arab. Littefotur (Weimar. 1898),

vol. i. p, 476.

BAKU, a government of Russian Transcaucasia, stretching

along the west coast of the Caspian Sea from 41° 50' to 38^ 30'

N. lat., and Iwunded on the W. by the government of EUsavetpol

and the province of Daghestan, and on the S. by Persia. It

includes the Kuba plain on the north-east slope of the Caucasus

;

tlM! eastern extremity of that range from the Shah-dagh (13,960

ft.) and the Bazardyuz (14,727 ft.) to the Caspian, where it ter-

minates in the Apsheron peninsula
;
the steppes of the lower Kura

and Aras on the south of tlie Caucasus, and a narrow coast-belt

between the Anti-Caucasus and the Caspian. The last-mentioned

region lies partly round the Kizil-agach Bay, opening to the

south. Area of government, 15,172 sq. m. Both slopes of the

Oiucasus are very fertile and well irrigated, with fine forests,

fields of rice and other cereals, and flourishing gardens. The
steppes of the Kura are also fertile, but require artificial irriga-

tion, especially for cotton. In addition to agriculture and cattle-

breeding, the vine and mulberry are extensively grown. The
Apsheron peninsula is dry and Imre of vegetation

;
but within

it are situated the famous petroleum wells of Baku. These,

which go down to depths of 700 to 1700 ft., yield crude naphtha,

from which the petroleum or kerosene is distilled
;
while the

heavier residue (mazui) is used as lubricating oil and for fuel,

for instance in the locomotives of the Transcaspian railway.

WhereoA in 1863 the output was only 5500 tons of crude naphtha,

in 1904 it amounted to 9,833,600 tons
;
but business was much

injured by a serious fire in 1905. The oil-fields lie around the

town of Baku : the largest, that of Balakhany-Sabunchi-Ronmny

(6 sq. m.), is 8i m. north of the town
;

that of Bibi-Eybat, is

3J m. south
;

the ‘‘ black town ” (Nobel's) is 2 m. south-east

;

and beyond the last named is the “ white town ” (Rothschild's).

The lighter oil is conveyed to Batum on the Black Sea in pipe.s,

and is there shipped for export ; the heavier oils reach the same
port and the ports of Novorossiysk and Poti, also on the Black

Sea, in tank railway-cars. At Surakhani, 13 m. east of the town,

is the now disused temple of the Parsee fire-worshippers, who
were attracted thither by the natural fountains of inflammable

gas.

Tlie government is divided into six districts, the chief towns

of wliich are Baku (the capital of Uie government), Geok-chai

(pop. 2247 1897), Kuba (15,346), Lenkoran (8768), Salyany

(10,168), in district of Jevat, and Shemakha (20,008). The
population numbered 828,511 in 1897, of whom the major part

were Tatars ; other races were Russians, the Iranian tribe.s

of the Tates (89,519) and Talysh (34,994), Armenians (52,233)

and the Caucasian mountaineers known as Kurins.

BAKU, the chief town of the government of tiie samp name,

in Russian Transcaucasia, on the soutli side of the peninsula

of Apsheron, in 40® 21' N. and 49° 50' E. It Is connected by

rail with the south Russian railway system at Beslan, the junction

for Vladikavkaz (400 m.), via Derbent and Petrovsk, with Batum

(560 m.) and Poti (536 hl) on the Black Sea via Tiflis. A long

stone quay next tbe'harbour is backed by the new town climbing

up the slopes behind. To the west is the old town, consisting of

steep, narrow, winding streets, and presenting a decidedly oriental

ap|)earancc. Here are the ruins of a palace of the native khans,

built in the i6th century
;

the mosques of the Persian shahs,

built in 1078 and now converted into an arsenal
;
nearer the sea

the “ maidens’ tower,” transformed into a lighthouse
;
and not

far from it remains of ancient walls projecting above the sea,

and showing traces of Arabic architecture of the 9th and 10th

centuries. Beside the harbour are engineering works, dry docks

and barracks, stores and workshops belonging to the Russian

C^pian fleet. Besides the petroleum refineries tie town posse.sses

oil-works (for fuel), flour-miUs, sulphuric acid works and tobacco

factories. Owing to its excellent harbour Baku is a chief depot

for merchandise coming from Persia and Transcaspia—raw

cotton, silk, rice, wine, fish, dried fruit and ^bcr--4md for

Russian manufactured goods. The dimate is extreme, tlie

mean temperature for the year bci^ 58° F., for January 38“,

for July 80®; annual rainfall 94 in. A wind of exceptional

violence blows sometimes from tie N.N.W. in winter. Pop.

(1860)13,381; (1897)112,253; (1900) 179,133. The town is

mentioned by the Arab gcogn^er, Masudi, m the 10th century.

From 1 509 it was in the possession of the Persians. The Russians

captured it from them m 17235 but restored it in 1735 ^

incorporated in the Russian empire in x8o6. In 1904-1905,
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in consequence of the general political anarchy, serious conflicts

took place here between the Tatars and the Armenians, and
two-thirds of the Balakhani and Bibi*£ybat oil-works were

burned.

Sec Marvin. The Regitm of ike Eternal Eire (ed. 1891), and J. D.
Henry, Baku, an Eventful History (i^ofi). A. K.)

BAKUNIN* MIKHAIL (1814-1876), Russian anarchist, was
bom of an aristocratic family at Torjok, in the government of

|

Tver, in 1814. As an officer of the Imperial Guard, he saw service

in Poland, but resigned his commission from a disgust of despotism

aroused by witnessing the repressive methods employed against

tJie J^oles. He proceeded to Germany, studied Hegd, and soon

got into touch with the leaders of the young German movement
in Berlin. Thence he went to IVis, where he met Proudhon
and George Sand, and also made the acquaintance of the chief

Polish exile.s. From Paris he journeyed to Switzerland, where

he resided for some lime, taking an active share in all socialistic

movements. While in Switzerland he was ordered by the Ru.ssian

government to return to Russiji, and on liis refusal hLs prop<*rty

was confiscated. In 1848, on his return to Paris, he published

a violent tirade against Russia, which caused his expulsion fnim

France. The rovolutioiiar}' movement of 1848 gave him the

opportunity of entering upon a violent campaign of democratic

agitation, and for his participation in the Dresden insumiction

of 1849 he was arrested and condemned to death. The death

sentence, however, was commuted to imprisonment for life,

and he was eventually handed over to the Russian authorities,

by whom he was imfirisoned and finally sent to eastern Siberia

in 1855. received permission to remove to the Amur region,

wheru’e he succeeded in e.scaping, making his way through Japan
and the United States to England in 1861. lie spent the rest

of hi.s life in exile in western Europe, principally in Switzerland.

In 1869 he founded the Social Democratic Alliance, which, how^
ever, dissolved in the same year, and joined the International

{(f.v.). In 1870 he attempted a rising at Lyons on the principles

afterwards exemplified by the Paris Commune. At the Hague
c(jiigress of the International in 1872 he was outvoted and
expelled by the Marx party. He retired to Lugano in 1873
and died ai Bern on the J3th of June 1876.

Nothing can be clearer or more frank and comprehensive in

its destructiveness than the revolutionary anardiism of Bakunin.

He rejects all tlie ideal systems in every name and shape,

from ihe idea of God downwards
;
and every form of external

authority, whether emanating from the will of a sovereign or from
universal suffrage. The liberty of man,’’ lie says in his Dieu
et rjiial (published posthumously in 1882) “ consists solely in

this, that he obeys the laws of nature, because lie has himself

recognized them as such, and not because they have been imposed
upon him externally by any foreign will whatsoever, human
or divine, collective or individual.” In this way will the whole
problem of freedom be solved : that natural laws be ascertained

iiy scientific discovery, and the knowledge of them be universally

dlilu.sed among the masses. Natural laws being thus recognized

by every man for himself, he cannot but obey them, for they are

the laws also of his own nature
; and the need for political

organization, administration and legislation will at once disappear.

Nor will he admit of any privileged position or class, lor it is

the peculiarity of privilege and of every privileged position to

kill the intellect and heart of man. The privileged man, whether
he be privfleged politically or economically, is a man depraved
in intellect and heart.” ” In a word, we object to all legislation,

all authority, and all influence, privilege, patented, oiflcial

and legal, even when it has proceeded from universal suffrage,

convinced tl^t it must,always turn to the profit of a dominating
and exploiting minority, ag^nst the interests of the immense
majority etfslaved.” BoLunin’s methods of realizing bis revolu-

tionapr progranune an not less frank and destructive than his

principles. The revolutionist, as he would recommend him
to be, is a consecrated man, who will allow no private interests

or feelings, and no scruples of religion, patriotism or morality, to
turn him aside from his mission, the aim ofwhich is by allavailable

means to overturn the existing society. (See Anarchism.)
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BA-KWIRI* a Bantu nation of German Cameroon, West

Africa. Acnording to tradition they are migrants irom tlM

eastward. The “ Brushmetf,” for that is the meaning of their

name, are grouped in about sixty separate dans. They are a

lively intelligent people, bravo fightors and daring hunters, and

in their love of songs, music and elocution are superior to many
negro races. Their domestic affections are strongly developed.

Their chief physical peculiarity is the greet disparity between

the size and complexion of the sexes, most of the women being

much shorter and far lighter in colour than the men. The Ba-

Kwiri are generous and open-handed among themselves
;
but

the law of blood for blood Is mercilessly fulfilled, even in cases of

accideiitiil homicide. Their religion is ancestor-worship,blended

with witchcraft and magic. They lidieve in good and evil

spirits, those of the forests and seas being cspedally feared. In

common with their neighbours the Dualla the Ba-Kwiri

possess a curious drum language. By drum-tapping news is

conveyed from clan to clan. Slaves and women are not allowed

to master this language, but all the initiated are bound to repeat

it so os to pass the messages on. The Ba-Kwiri have also a horn

language peculiar to themselves.

BALA, a market-town and urban district of Merionethshire,

N. Wales, at the north end of Bala Lake, 17 m. N.E. of Dolgelley

(Dolgellau). Pop. (1901) 1554. It is little more than one wide

street. Its manufactures are flannel, stockings, gloves and

hosiery (for which it was well known in the i8th century). Tlie

Tower of Bala (some 30 ft. high by 50 diameter) is a tumulus

or “ moat-hill,” formerly thought to mark the site of a Roman
camp. The theological college of the Calvinistic Methodists

and the grammar school (endowed), which was founded in 1712,

are the chief features, together with the statue of the Re\\

Thomas Charles, the distinguished theological writer, to whom
was largely due the foundation of the British and Foreign Bible

Society. Bala Lake, the largest in Wales (4 m. long by some J m.
wide), is subject to sudden and dangerous floods, deep and clear,

and full of pike, perch, trout, cel andigzrynfad. 'Ifre ^wyniad

{Care^onus) is peculiar to certain waters, as those of Bala Lake,

and is fully described by Thomas Pennant in his Zoology (1776).

The lake {TJyn Tegid) is crossed by the Pee, local tradition

having it that ihe waters of the two never mix, like those of

Alpheus and the sea.

BALAAM (c^^^a Bil'am
;

BaAaa/M
;
Vg. Balaam

;
the ety-

mology of the name is uncertain), a prophet in the Bible.

Balaam, the son of Bcor, was a Gentile seer
;
he appears in the

history of the Israelites during their sojourn in the plains of

Moab, east of Jordan, at the close of the Forty Years’ wandering,

shortly before the death of Moses and the crossing of the Jordan.

Israel had conquered two kings of eastern Palestine—Sihon, king

of the Amorites, and Og, king of Bashan. Balak, king of Moab,
l)ecame alarmed, and sent for Balaam to curse Israel ; Balaam
came after some hesitation, but when he sought to curse Israel

Yahweh compelled him to bless them.

The main passage concerning Balaam is Num. xxii-xxv.
; it

consists of a narrative which serves as a framework for seven

oracular poems, the first four being of some length and the last

three very brief. The story is doubtless based on ancient

tradition, current in various forms
;
the Old Testament references

arc not wholly consistent.

The narrative in Num. xxii. ff. is held to be compiled with

editorial additions from the two ancient documents (900^00 b.c.)

commonly denoted by the symbols J and E. I'he distribution

of the material between tlie two documents is uncertain ; but

some such .scheme as the following is not improbable, llie

references to portions the origin of rriiich is especially uncertain

are placed in brackets
( ).

Thepresent narrative, therefore, isnotrcally a single continuous

story,W may be resolved into two older accounts. In combin-

ing these two and using them as a framework for the poems,

the compilers have altered, added and omitted. Naturally,

when both documents made statements which were nearly

identical, ont j^ht be omitted ;
so that neither account need

be given in full in the composite passage. The two older acoountsi
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At far as they are given here, may have run somewhat thus

:

restorations of supposed omissions are given in square bracketsf].

(i.) J. xxii. 3^-5^ to “ Beor ” (5^ to “ to the land 7 »
i 7 >

18). Balak, king of Moab; alarmed at the Israelite conquests,

sends elders of Moab and Midian to Balaam, son of Beor, to the

land of Ammon, to induce him to come and curse Israel. He

sends back word that he can only do what Yahwch commands.

The land o£ Ammon. The current Helirew Text has tlie land of

'ammo, t.e. as EV, “ his people/' l)ut Ammon is read bv the Samaritan

Pentateuch, the Syriac and Vulgate Versions and some Hebrew

MSS., and is accepted by many modem scholars.

xxii. 22-55tf to “Balaam,” also “Go" and “So Balaam

went.” Nevertheless Balaam sets out with two servants to go

to Balak, but the Angel of Yahweh meets liim. At first the

Angel is seen only by the ass, which arouses Balaam’s anger by

its efforts to avoid the Angel. The ass is miraculously enabled

to speak to Balaam. Yahweh at last enables Balaam to .see the

Angel, who tells him that he would have slain him but for the ass.

Balaam offers to go back, but is told to go on.

Speaking animals are a common feature’ of folk-lore ;
the only

other case m the Ohl TesUment is the serpent in Eden. Maimonidts

suggested that the episode' of the Angel and the conversation with

the ass i.s an account ot a vision : similar views have been held

by E. W. Hengstenberg and other Christian scholars. Others, c.t;.

Volck in Haiick's iieaUncyhlopddie {s. “ Bileam ”). regard the state-

ments alK)ut the ass speaking as figurative
;

the a.ss brayed, and
Balaam translated the sound into words. 'I'lie ordinary literal

interpretation is more probable
;

but it does not follow "that the

authors of the Pentateuch intended the story to be taken as his-

torical in its details. It need hardly be saifl that the exact accuracy

of such narratives is not an essential part of the Christian faith;

no .such doctrine is laid down by the creeds and confessions.

xxii. 36, 39.xxiv, i, 2, 10-14, 25. Balak meets Balaam and

they go together [and offer sacrifices]
;
Balaam, however, blesses

Israel by divine inspiration
;
Balak remonstrates, but Balaam

reminds him of his mes.sage and again blesses Israel. Then
Balaam goes home. (For the relation of the poems to J’s

narrative, sec below.)

(ii.) E. xxii. 2, 3a, *ito Pethor, which is by the river,” 8-10,

12-16, 79-21, 37a, to “ unto me,” 38. Balak, king of Moab,

alarmed at the conquests of Israel, sends the princes of Moab to

Balaam at Pethor on the Euphrates, that he may come and airsc

Israel.

A. Jcfcmias. Dot Mte Testament im Lithte des alien Orients,

p. iyS, adopts Marquurt's view that the " River “ [nahar) is the so-

called “River" (better "Ravine" nahal) of Egypt or Musri, on
the southern frontier of Judea. So loo W'lncklcr, in the new edition

of E. Schrader’s Uie KeUiusohriften und das A lie Testament, It has
been usual to keep nahav and take it in its ordinary sense when used

absolutely, i.e. the Euphrates, and to identify Pethor with a Pitrii

on a tributary of the EuphratCvS. mentioned in an inscription of

Shalmaneser 11 . Dent, xxiii. 4 places Pethor in Mesopotamia.

God appears to him in a dream and forbids him to go. The
princes return and report to Balak, w'ho sends them back to

put further pressure on Balaam. God in another dream |^r-

mits him to go, on condition that he speaks what God tells him.

He goes with the princes of Moab, Balak meets them, and
Balaam warns him that he can only speak what God tells him.

xxii. 40, 41, xxiii. 1-6, 11-17. Balak offers sacrifices, but

Yahweh inspires Balaam with a blessing on Israel. Balak

remonstrates and Balaam explains. They try to get a more
favourable result by sacrificing on a different spot, and l^y

placing Balaam on the top of Pisgah to view Israel, but he

is again compelled to bless Israel. After further remonstrances

and explanations [Balaam goes home]. (For the relation of the

poems to E’.s narrative, see Ijelow.)

Deut. xxiii. 3-6^ summarizes E's account of this incident,

adding, however, the feature that the Ammonites were associated

with Moabites, possibly an imperfect reminiscence of the

reference to Ammon in J. Joshua, in his farewell speech to the

Israelites,*** also refers to this episode. The Priestly Code ^ has

a different story of Balaam, in which he advises the Midiamies

how they may bring disaster on Israel by seducing the people

* C^oted Neh. xiii. 1 f. * Josh. xxiv. 9. lo. E : cf. Micah vi. 5.
* Num. xxxL 8 (quoted Josh. xiiL 2a). 16. These refereaces are

not necessarily inconsiatent with JE ; but they are probably based
on an independent tradition. The date of the Priestly Code is ra.

400 B.C.

from their loyalty to Yahweh. Later on he is slain in

battle, fighting in the ranks of Midian.

It is often supposed that the name of the king of Edom,^
Bela, son of Beor, is a corruption of Balaam, and that, therefore,

one form of the tradition made him a king of Edom.
The Poems fall into two groups: the first four, in xxiii. i.-

xxiv. 19, are commonly regarded as ancient lyrics of the eatly

monarchy, perhaps in the time of David or Solomon, which J and
E inserted in their narrative. Some recent critics,*^ however,

are inclined to place them in the post-exilic period, in which case

a late editor has substituted them for earlier, probably less

edifying, oracles. But the features which are held to indicate

late date may be due to editorial revision.

The first two are found in an E setting, and therefore, if

ancient, formed part of E.

The Firsty xxiii. 7-10, prophesies the unique exaltation of

Israel, and its countless numbers.

The Secondy xxiii. 18-24, celebrates the moral virtue of Israel,

the monarchy and its conquests.

Again the second couple are connected with J.

The Thirdj XTciv. 3-9, also celebrates the glory and conquests

of the monarchy.

Agagy in verse 7, c^n hardly be the Amalekite king of i Sam.
XV. ; Amalek was loo small and obscure. The Septuagint und
other Greek Versions and Sam. Pent, have Gogy which would

imply a post-exilic date, cf. Ezek. xxxix. Probably both Agag
and Gog are textual corruptions. Og has been suggested, but

does not seem a great improvement.

The Fourth

y

xxiv. 14-10, announces tlie coming of a king,

possibly David, who shall conquer Edom and Moab.

The remaining poems are usually regarded as later additions
;

thus the Oxford Hexaieuch on Num. xxiv. 20-24. “ The three

concluding oracles seem irrelevant here, being concerned neither

with Israel nor Moab. It has been thought that they were added

to bring the cycle up to seven.”

The Fifth

y

xxiv. 20, deals with the ruin of Amalek. It is of

uncertain date : if the historical Amalek is meant, it may he

early ; but Amajek may be symbolical.

The Sixthy xxiv. 21 f,, deals with the destruction of the Kenite

state by Assyria
;
also of uncertain date, Assyria being, according

to some, the ancient realm of Nineveh, according to others the

Selencid kingdom of Syria, which was also called Assyria.

The Seventhy xxiv. 23 f., speaks of the coming of ships from

the AVest, to attack Assur and “ Eber ”
; it may refer to the

conquest of Persia by Alexander the Great. An interesting,

but doubtful, emendation makes this poem describe the ruin

of Shamal, a state in N.W. Syria.

In the New Testament Balaam is cited as a type of avarice ;

in Rev. ii. 14 we read of false teachers at Pergamum who held

the “ teaching of Balaam, who taught Balak to cast a stumbling-

block before the children of Israel, to eat things sacrificed to

idols, and to commit fornication.”

Balaam has attracted much interest, alike from Jews, Christians

and Mahommedans. Josephus " paraphrases the story more suOy

and speaks of Balaam as the best prophet of his time, but with

a disposition ill adapted to resist temptation. Philo describes

him in the Life of Moses as a great magician
;

elsewhere ** he

speaks of “the sophist Balaam, being,” i.e, symbolizing, “a
vain crowd of contrary and warring opinions ”

;
and again ®

as “ a vain people ”
; both phrases being based on a mistaken

etymology of the name Balaam. The later Targums and the

Tdmuds represent him as a typical sinner ;
and there are the

usual worthless Rabbinical fables, e.g. that he was blind of one

eye
;

that he was the Elihu of Job ;
that, as one of Pharaoh’s

counsellors, he was governor of a city of Ethiopia, and rebelled

against Pharaoh
;
Moses was sent against him by Pharaoh at

the head of an army, and stormed the city and put Balaam to

flight, &c. &c.

* Gen. xxxvi. 32.
* For names and reasonus, see Gray. Numbers, 314.
® 2 Peter ii. 16, 17 (also refers to the ass speaking), Jude xi,

' Ant. iv. 6. •' Qtfod. T>et. PoHe^ri, §j«o. ue Cherub, § 10.
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Curiottsly enough, the Rabbinical (Yalkut) identificatian of

Balaam with Lal^, Jacob’s father *ii)<law, has been revived,

from a very difierent standpoint, by a modem critic*^

The Mahommedans, al^, Iwe various ibbles concerning

Balaam. He was one of the Anakim, or giants of Palestine

;

he read the books of Abraham, where he got the name Yaliweh,

by virtue of which he predicted the future, and got from God
whatever he asked. It has been conjectured that the Arabic

wise man, commonly called Luqm^ hi identical with

Balaam. The names of tlieir fathers are alike, and “ Luqman ”

means devourtr, swallower, a meaning which might be got out of

Balaam by a popular etymology.

If we might accept the various theories mentioned above,

Balaam would appear in one source of J as an Edomite, in another

a.s an Ammonite
;

in E as a native of the south of Judah or

possibly as an Aramaean
;

in the tradition followed by the

Priestly Code proliably as a Midianite. All these peoples either

belong to the Hebrew stock or arc closely connected with it.

We may conclude that Balaam was an ancient figure of traditions

originally common to all the Hebrews and their allies, and after:

wards appropriated by individual tribes ; much as there are

various St Georges.

The chief significance of the Balaam narratives for the history

of the religion of Israel is the recognition by J and E af the genuine

inspiration of a non-Hebrew prophet. Yahweh is as much the

God of llalaam as he is of Moses. Probably the original tradition

goes back to a time when Yahweh was recognized as a deity of

a circle of connected tribes of which the Israelite tribes formed

a part. But the retention of the story without modification may
iiTiply a continuous recognition through some centuries of the

idea that Yahweh revealed liis will to nations other than Israel,

Apparently the Priestly Code ignored this feature of the story.

Taking the narratives as we now have them, Balaam is a
companion figure to Jonah, the prophet who wanted to go where
he was not sent, over against the prophet who ran away from
the mission to which he was called.

liiBLioGRAi’Hv.—Kwalcl, Oeschichte des Volkes Israel’*, Bd. it

p. 298 ; llengsten berg’s Die Geschichte BUeams und seine Weis-
saf^ivjgen (1842); the commentaries on the scriptural passages,
espc‘cially G. B. Gray on Numbers xxii.-xxiv.

; and the articles
on " Balaam ” (Bileam) in Hamburger's Nealencvchpddie fUt Bihel
und Talmud, Hastings' Bible Diet., Black and Cheyne’s Encyclo-
paedia Bihlica,a^rzo%-\ie^\ick'^ Realencyhlopddie, For the analysis
into ettrlier documents, sec also the Oxford ficA'o/CMcA.Rstlin Carpenter
and Harford-Battersby. (W. H. Bk.)

BALADHURI (AbU-l- Abbas Ahmad ibn Yahya ibn Jabir
al-BaladhurI),Arabian historian, was a Persian by birth, though
his sympathies seem to have been strongly with the Arabs, for

Mas‘udl refers to one of his works in which he refuted the
Shuubites (see Abu ‘Ubaida). He lived at the court of the
caliphs al-Mutawakkil and al-Mustain and was tutor to the son
of i-Mu tazz. He died in 892 as the result of a drug called

halddkur (hence his name). The work by which he is best known
is tlie Fuiuh. uUBtMdn (Conquests of Lands), edited by M. J.
de Goeje os Liber expugnationis regicmim (Leiden, 1870 ; Cairo,

1901). This work is a digest of a larger one, whidi is now lost.

It contains m account of the early conquests of Mahomet and
the early caliphs. BalSdhuri is said to have spared no-trouWe in
collecting traditions, and to have visited various parts of north
Syria and Mesopotamia for this purpose. Another great historical

work of his was the Ansdb ul-Askrdf (Genealogies of the Nobles),
of which he is said to have written forty parts when he died.

Of this work the eleventh book has been published by W.
Ahlwardt (Greiiswald, 1883), and another part is known in

manu^pt (see Journal of the German Oriental Society, vd.
xxxviii. pp. 383-406). He also made some translations from
Persian into Arabic. (G. W. T.)

BALAGHAT {i.e*
''
above the ghats or passes,** the highlands),

a district of British India in the Nagpur division of the Central
Provinces. Hie administrative he^uarters are at the town
of Burba. The district contains an area of 3x33 sq. m. It forms
the eastern portion of the central plateau which divides the

* T. Steuemagcl. Einwemderung der israeliiisehen Stdmme (1901).
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province from east to we^. These highlaiids, foniwBiy known
as the Raigarh Bichhia tract, remained desolate and neglected

until x866, when the distrkt of Bakghal was formed, and the

country opened to the indtistrious a^ enteqmsii^ peaMtry
of the Wainganga valley. Geographically the district is divided

into three distinct parts (1) The southern lowlands, a slightly

undulating plain, comparativdy well cultivated and dram^ by
the Waingaoga, Bagh, Deo, Ghisri and Son rivers, (s) The
long narrow valley known as the Mau Taluka, lying between the

hills and the Wainganga river, and comprising a lung, narrow,

irregular-shaped lowland tract, intersected hill ranges and
peaks covered with dense jungle, and running generally from
north to south. (3) The lofty plateau, in whd^ is .situated the

Raigarh Bichhia tract, comprising irregular ranges of hills,

broken into numerous valleys, and generally running from east

to west. I'he liighest points in the hills of the district are as

follows :—Peaks above Lanji, 2300 or 3500 feet
;
Tepagarh hill,

about 2600 ft. ; and Bhainsaghat range, about 3000 ft. above
the sea. The principal rivers in the district are riie Wainganga,
and its tributaries, the Bagh, Nahra and Uskal ; a few smaller

streams, such as the Masmar, the Mahkara, &c.
; and the

Banjar, Halon and Jamunia, tributaries of the Nerbudda, which
drain a portion of the upper plateau. In the middle of the 19th

centur)^ the upper part of the district was an impenetrable

waste. About that time one Lachhman Naik established the

first villages on the Paraswara plateau. But a handsome
Buddhist temple of cut stone, belonging to some remote period,

is suggestive of a civilization which had disappeared before

historic times. The population in iqot was 336,531, Stowing a
decrease cjf 15 % in decade, due to the effects of famine. A
large port of the area is still covered with forest, the most valuable
timber-tree being sal. There are few good roads. The Gondia-
jubbulpore line of the Bcpgal-Nagpur railway traverses the
Wainganga valley in the west of the district. The district

suffered very severely from the famine of 1896-1897. It suffered

again in 1900, when in April the numbg: of persons relieved rose

above 100,000.

BAJLAGUER, VICTOR (1824-1901), Spanish politician and
author, was born at Barcelona on the nth of December 1824, and
was educated at the university of his native town. His precocity

was remarkable ; bis first dramatic es.say, Pepin el jorobado, was
placed on the Barcelona stage when he was fourteen years of age,

and at nineteen he was publicly “ crowned ” after the production
of his second play, Don Enrique d Dadivoso. From 1^3 to 1868
he was the chief of the Liberal party in Barcelona, and as pro-

prietor and editor of El ConseUer did much to promote the
growth of local patriotism in Catalonia. But it was not till 1857
that he wrote his first poem in Catalan—a copy eff verses to the

Virgin of Montserrat. Henceforward he frequerttly adopted the

pseudonym of ** lo Trovador dc Montserrat ”
;
in 1859 he helped to

restore the Juegos Florales,” and in 1861 was proclaimed mestre

de gay saber. He was removed to Madrid, took a prominent part

in political life, and in 1867 emigrated to Provence. On the

expulsion of Queen Isabella, he returned to Spain, represented

Manresa in the Cortes, arid in 1871-1872 was successively

minister of the colonies and of finance. He resigned office at the
restoration, but finally followed his party in rallying to the
dynasty ; be was appointed vice-president of congress, and was
subsequently a senator. He died at Madrid on the 14th of

January 1901. Long before his death he had become alienated

from the advanced school of Catalan nationalists, and endeav-
oured to explain away the severe criticism of Ciwtile in which
his Hisioria de CaUduna y de la Corona de Aragon (1S60-1863)
abounds. This work, like his Historia paUHca y literaria de bts

trovadores (1878-1879), is indurate, partial and unsctenriffc
j

but both books are attractively written and have done great
^rvke to the cause ^ch Balaguer once upheld. As a poet he
is kmtative ; reminiscences of Quintana are noticeaMe in his

patrio^ songs, of Zonilla in his historical ballads, of Byron in
his lyrical poems. ‘ Hewrote too hastily to satisfy artistic canons

;

but if he hiui the faults he has also the merits of apioneer, and in
Catalonia bis name will endure.

ni. 8 a
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BALAKIREV, MILI ALSXBIVICH (1836- ),

Russian

musical composer, was bom at Nijni-Novgorod on the 31st of

December 1836. He had the advanlage as a boy of living with

Oulibichev, author of a Life af Mozari^ who had a private band,

and from whom Balakirev obtained a valuable education in

music. At eighteen, after a university course in mathematics,

he went to St Petersburg, full of national ardour, and there made

the acquaintance of Glinka. Round him gathered C^sar Cui

(b. 1835), and others, and in 1862 the PVee School of Music was

established, by which, and by Balakirev's personal zeal, the

modern school of Russian music was largely stimulated. In i860

Balakirev was appointed director of the imperial chapel and

conductor of the Imperial Musical Society. His influence as a

conductor, and as an organizer of Russian music, give him the

place of a founder of a new movement, apart even from his own
compositions, which though few in number are remarkable in

themselves. His works consist largely of songs and collections

of folk-songs, but include a symphony (first played in England

in luoi), two symphonic poems (“Russia” and “Tamara”),
and four overtures, fiesides pianoforte pieces. His orchestral

works are of the “ programme-music ” order, but all are brilliant

examples of the highly coloured, elaborate style characteristic

of modern Russian composers, and developed by Balakirev’s

disciples, such as Borodin and Rimsky-Korsakov.

BALAKLAVA, a village in the Crimea, east of Sevastopol,

famous for a battle in the ('rimean War. The action of Balaklava

(October 25th, 1854) was brought about by the advance of a

Russian field army under General Liprandi to attack the allied

English, French and Turkish forces besieging Sex astopol. The
ground on which the engagement look place was the Woronzov
ridge (see (Crimean War), and the valleys on either side of it.

Liprandi’s corps formed near Tniktir Bridge, and early on the

25th of October its advanced guard moved southward to attack

the ridge, which was weakly occupied by Turkish battalions

behind slight entrenchments. The two nearest British divisions

were put into motion as s^n as the firing became serious, but were

prevented by their orders from descending at once into the plain,

and the Turks had to meet the assault of greatly superior numbers.

They made a gallant resistance, but the Russians quickly cleared

the ridge, capturing several guns, and their first line was followed
'

by a heavy muss of cavalrv which crossed the ridge and descended

into the Balaklava plain. At this moment the British cavalry

division under the carl of Lucan was in the plain, but their com-

mander was prevented from engaging the Russians by the tenor of

ids orders. One of his brigades, the Heavy (4th and 5th Dragoon
Guards, 1st, 2nd and 6th Dragoons) under Brigadier-General

J . Scarlett, was in the Balaklava plain
;
the other, the Light

Brigade under Lord Cardigan (4th and 13th Light Dragoons

now Hussars. 8th and nth Hussars and 17th Lancers) in the

valley to the north of the Woronzov ridge. All these regiments

were very weak in numbers. The Russian cavalry mass, after

crossing the ridge, moved towards Balaklava ; a few shots were

fired into it by a Turkish batter)' and a moment later the Heavy
Brigade charged. The attack was impeded at first by obstacles

of ground, but in the melee the weight of the British troopers

graduaUy broke up the enemy, and tlie charge of the 4th Dragoon
Guards, clelivcn d against the flank of the Russian mass, was
decisive. The whole of the Russian cavalry broke and fled to

the ridge. Tliis famous charge occupied less than five minutes

from first to last, and at the same time some of the Russian

squadrons, attempting to charge the Q3rd Highlanders (who were

near Balaklava) were met by the steady volleys of the “ thin red

line,” and fled with the rest The defeated troops retreated past

the still inactive Light Brigade, on whose left a French cavalry

brigade was now posted. The Russians were at this juncture

reinforced by a mixed force on the Fedukhine heights ; Lipmndi's

infantr)' occupied the captured ridge, and manned the guns

taken from Turks. The cavalry defeated by the Heavy
Brigade was re*fonned in the northern valley behind the field

guns, and infantry, cavalry and artillery were on both the

Fedukhine and the Woronzov heights, thus, in front of the

Light Brigade was a valley over a i^e long, at the end of which

was the enemy's cavalry and twelve guns, and on the ridges on

either side there were in all twenty-two guns, with cavalry and

infantry. It was under these circumstances that an order was

given by the British headquarters, which led to the charge for

which above all Balaklava is remembered. It was carried to

Lord Lucan by Captain L. £. Nolan, 15th Hussars, and ran as

follows :
—

“ Lord Raglan wishes the cavalry to advance rapidly

to the front and try to prevent the enemy carrying away the guns

. . . French cavalry is on your left.” Lucan, seeing no attempt
on the part of the enemy to move guns, questioned Nolan, who is

said to have pointed down the valley to the artillery on the plain
;

whereupon Lucan rode to Lord Cardigan, the commander of the

Light Brigade, and repeated Lord Raglan’s order and Nolan's

explanation, llie Light Brigade then advanced straight to its

front, and soon came under fire from the guns on both flunks.

Nolan was killed as he rode across tl\e front of the brigade,

perhaps with the intention of changing its direction to the

Woronzov ridge. Five minutes later the guns in front began to

fire wiU\ telling effect. The pace was increased, though the
“ charge ” was not sounded, and Cardigan and those of his men
who remained mounted, rode up to and through the Russian line

of guns. Small parties even charged the Russian cavalry in rear

and on either flank. The French 4th Chasseurs d'Afrique made
a dashing charge which drove tine Russians off the Fedukhine
heights, though at considerable loss. Lucan had meanwhile

called up the Heavy Brigade to support the Light, but it lost

many men and horses and was quickly withdrawn. Only two
formed Ixxlies of the Light Brigade found tlieir way back. The 1 3lh

Light Dragoons mustered but ten mounted men at the evening

parade
;
the brigade as a whole had lost 247 men and 497 horses

out of a total strength of 673 engaged in the charge, which lasted

twenty minutes from first to last. The two infantry divisions

which now aj^proacbed the field were again Imlted, and Liprandi

was left undisturbed on the Woronzov ridge and in possession

of the captured guns. The result of the day was thus unfa\'our-

ablc to the allies, but the three chief incidents of the engagement

—the two cavalry charges and the fight of the 93rd Highlanders

—^gave to it all the prestige of a victory. The impression created

by the conduct of the Light Brigade was forcibly expressed in

Tennyson's well-known ballad, and in spite of the equally cele-

brated remark of the French general Bosquet, C'esl tmgmfique

mais cr ti'est pas la guerre, it may be questioned whether the

moral effect of the charge did not outweigh the very serious loss

ill trained men and horses involved.

BALALAIKA, a stringed instrument said to have retained its

primitive form unchanged, very popular in Russia among the

peasants, more especially in Ukraine. The instrument has a

triangular soundboard to which is glued a vaulted back, forming

a body having a triangular base, enabling it to stand upright. To
the body is added a fretted neck strung with two, three or four

strings, generally so tuned as to produce a minor chord when
sounded together. The strings are generally plucked with the

fingers, but the peasants obtain charming “ glissando ” effects

by sweeping the strings lightly one after the other with the

fingers or side of the hand. The Balalaika is common to the Slav

races, who use it to accompany their folk-songs and dances. It

is also to be seen in the hands of gipsies at rural festivities and

fairs,

BALANCE (derived through the Fr. from the Late Lat.

bilaniia, an appjiratus for weighing, from bi, two, and lanx, a
dish ()r scale), a term originally used for the ordinary beam
balance or weighing machine with two scale pans, but extended

to include (with or without adjectival qualification) other

apparatus for measuring and comparing weights and forces. In

addition to l:>eam and spring balances (see Weighing Machines),

apparatus termed “ torsion balances,” in which forces are

measured or compared by their twisting moment on a wire, are

used, especially in gravitational, electrostatic and magnetic

experiments (see Gravitation and Electrometer). The term

also connotes the idea of equalih' or equalization
; e.g. in the

following expressions :
**
balance,” in b^kkeeping, the amount

which equalizes the debit and crecUt account! ;
** balance wheel/'



BALANCE OF POWERS
in harolo^^ a device for equalizing the relaxing of a watch or

clock spring (see Clock) ;
the balanci^ of engines/’ the art

of minimizing the total vibrations of engines when running, and
consisting generally in the introduction of masses which induce

\'ibrations opposed to the vibrations of the essential parts of the

engine,

BALANCE OF bower/ a phrase in international law for

such a “ just equilibrium ” between the members of the family

of nations as should prevent any one of them from becoming
sufficiently strong to enforce its will upon the rest. The principle

involved in this, as Hume pointed out in his Essay on the Balance

of Power, is as old as history, and was perfectly familiar to the

ancients both as political theorists and as practical statesmen.

In its essence it is no more than a precept of commonsense born
of experience and the instinct of self-preservation

;
for, as

Polybius very clearly puts it (lib. i. cap. 83): “Nor is such a
principle to be despised, nor should so great a power be allowed

to any one as to make it impossible for you afterwards to dispute

with him on equal terms concerning your manifest rights.”

It was not, however, till the beginning of the 17th century, when
the science of international law took shape at the hands of

Grotius and his successors, that the theory of the balance of

power was formulated as a fundamental principle of diplomacy.

According to this the European states formed a sort of federal

community, the fundamental condition of which was the pre-

servation of the balance of power, i,e. such a disposition of things

that no one state or potentate should be able absolutely to pre-

dominate and prescribe laws to the rest
; and, since all were

equally interested in this settlement, it was held to be the interest,

the right and the duty of every power to interfere, even by force

of arms, when any of the conditions of this settlement were
infringed or assailed by any other member of the community.^
This principle, once formulated, became an axiom of political

science. It was impressed as such by B'^nelon, in his Instructions,

on the young duke of Burgundy
;

it was proclaimed to the world

by Frederick the Great in his Anti-Machiavel

;

it was re-stated

with admirable clearness in 1806 by Friedrich von Gentz in his

Fragments on the Balance of Power. It formed the basis of the

coalitions against Ix)uis XIV. and Napoleon, and the occasion,

or the excuse, for most of the wars which desolated Europe
between the congress of Munster in 1O48 and that of Vienna
in 1814. During the greater part of the 19th century it was
obscured by the series of national upheavals which have re-

modelled the map of Europe
;

yet it underlay all the efforts

of diplomacy to stay or to direct the elemental forces let loose

by the Revolution, and with the restoration of comparative
calm it has once more emerged as the motive for the various

political alliances of which the ostensible object is the preserva-

tion of peace (see Europe : History).

An equilibrium between the various powers which form the

family of nations is, in fact,—as Professor L, Oppenheim
{Internal. Law, i. 73) justly points out—essential to the very
existence of any international law. In the absence of any
central authority, the only sanction behind the code of rules

established by custom or defined in treaties, known as “ Inter-

national law,” is the capacity of the powers to hold each other

in check. Were this to fail, nothing could prevent' any state

sufficiently jwwerful from ignoring the law and acting solely

according to its convenience and its interests.

See, besides the work.s quoted in the article, the standard books
on International Law {q.v.}. (W. A, P.)

BALANCEOFTRADB»a term in economics belonging originally

to the period when the “ mercantile theory ” prevailed, but still

in use, though not quite perha|>s in the same way as at its origin,

'fhe “ balance of trade ’ was then identified with the sum of

the precious metals which a countty received in the course of

its trading with other countries or with particular countries.

There was no doubt an idea that somehow or other the amount
of the precious metak received represented profit on the trading,

and each couatiy desired as much profit as possible. Princes

and sovereigns, however, with political aims in view, were not

1 Emerich de Vattel, Ltf Droit de$ gene (Ldden, 1758).
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close students of mercantile profits, and would probably have
uiged the acquisition of the precious metals as an object of trade

even if they had realized that the country as a whole was ex-

porting “ money’s worth ” in order to buy the precious metals
which were desired for political objects. The “mercantile

theory” was exploded by Adam Smith’s demonstration that

gold and silver were only commodities like others with no special

virtue in them, and that they would come into a countiy wlien

there was a demand for them, according to the amount, in pro-

portion to other demands, which the country coqld afiord to pay
;

but the ideas in which the theory itself has originated have not
died out, and the idea especially of a “ balance of. trade ” to

which the rulers of a country should give attention is to be found
in popular discussions of business topics and in politics, the
general notion being that a nation is prosperous when its statistics

show a “ trade balance ” in its favour and unprosperous when
the reverse is shown. In modern times the excess of imports

over exports or of exports over imports, shown in the statistics of

foreign trade, has also come to be identified in popular speech with

the “ balance of trade,” and many minds are no doubt imbued
with the ideas (i) that an excess of imports over exports is

bad, and (2) an excess of exports over imports is the reverse,

because the former indicates an “ unfavourable ” and the latter

a “ favourable ” trade balance. In the former case it is urged
that a nation so circumstanced is living on its capital. Exact
remedies are not suggested, although the idea of preventing or

hampering foreign imports us a means of developing home trade

and of thus altering the supposed disastrous trade balance is

obviously the logical inference from the arguments. A con-

sideration of these ideas and of recent discussions about imports

and exports, appears accordingly to be needed, although the

“mercantile theory ” is itself exploded.

The phrase “ balance of trade, ’ then, appears to be an applica-

tion of a trader’s language in his own business to the larger affairs

of nations or rather of the aggregate of individuals in a nation

engaged in foreign trade. A trader i% his own books sets his

sales against his purchases, and the amount by which the former

exceed the latter is his trade balance or profit. What is true of

the individual, it is assumed, must be true of a nation or of the

aggregate of individual traders in a nation engaged in the foreign

trade. If their collective sales amount to more than their

collective purclmses the trade balance will be in their favour,

and they will have money to receive. Contrariwise, if their

purchases amount to more than their sales, they will have to

pay money, and they will presumably be living on their capital.

The argument fails, however, in many ways. Even as regards

the experience of the individual trader, it is to be observed that

he may or may not receive his profit, if any, in money. As a rule

he does not do so. As the profit accrues he may invest it either

by employing labour to add to bis machineiy or warehouses,

or by increasing his stock-in-trade, or by adding to his book
debts, or by a purchase of stocks or shares outside his regular

business. At the end of a given period he may or may not riave

an increased cash balance to show as the result of his profitable

trading. Even if he has an increased cash balance, according to

the modem system of 'buriness, this might be a loanee at his

bankers’, and they in turn may have invested the amount so

that there is no stock, of the precious metals, of “ hard money,”
anywhere to represent it. And the argument fails still further

when applied to the transactions between nations, or ratlicr,

to use the phrase already employed, between the aggregate of

individuals in nations engaged in the foreign trade. It is quite

clear that if a nation, or the individuals of a nation, do make
profit in their foreign trading, the amount may be invested as

it accrues—in machinery, or warehouses, or stock-in-trade, or

book debts, or stocks and shares purchased abroad, so that ttee
may be no corresponding “ balance of trade ” to bring home.
There is no doubt also that what may be is in reality whatlargely
happens. A prosperous foreign trade carried on by,any country

impUes a continubus investment by that country either abroad
or at home, and there may or may not be a balance receivable

in actual gold and silver.
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Iw another particular the aegument also fails. In the aggregate

of individual trading with varimis countries, there may some-

times be purchases and Bales os fir as the individuals are

concerned, but not purchases and safes as between the nations.

For example, goods are exported from the United Kingdom,

ammunition and stores and ships, which appear in the British

returns as exports, and which have really been sold by individual

British traders to individuals abroad ;
but these sales are not set

off by any purchases on the other side which come into the

international account, as the set-off is a loan by the people of (me

country to the people or government of another. The same with

the export of railway and other material when goods are exported

for the purpose of constructing railirays or other works abroad.

The sales are made hv individuals in the United Kingdom to

individuals abroatl
;

hut there is no set-off of purchases on the

other side. Mutaiis mutandis the same explanation applies to

the remittance of goods by one country to another, or by indi-

viduals in one country to individuals in another to pay the

interest or repay the capital of loans which have been received in

former times. These are all cases of the movement of goods

irris5f)ective of international .sales and purcha.ses, though the

movements thtmselves appear in the international records of

imports and exports, and therefore it seems to be assumed,

though without any warrant, in the international records of the

balance of trade. There is yet another failure in the comparison.

The individual trader would include in his sales and purchases

services such as repairs performed by him for others, and similar

services which others do for himself
;
but no similar accounts are

kept of the correspemding portions of international trade such as

the earning of freights and commissions, although in strictne.s.s,

it is obvious, tliey belong as much to international trade as the

imports and exports themselves, which cannot therefore show a

complete “ balance of trade.”

The illasions which may result then from the confusion of klisas

between a balance of trade or profit, and a balance of cash paid

or received, and from thi identification of an excess of impJorts

over exports or of exports over imports with the balance of trade

itself, though they are not the same things, hardly need descrip-

tion. The believers in such illusions are not entitled to any
hearing as economists, however much they may be accepted in

the market -jilare or among politicians.

The “ balance of trade ” and “ the excess of imports over

exports ” are thus simply pitfalls for the amateur and the

unwary. On the statistical side, moreover, there is a good deal

more to be urged in order to impress the student with care and
attention. The records of imports and exports tlxjmselvcs may
vaiy from the actual facts of international purchases and sales.

The actual values of the goods imported and paid for by the

nation may vary from the published returns of imports, which
arc, by the necessity of the case, only estimated values. And so

with the exports. The actual purchases and sales may be some-
thing very different. A so-called sale may prove alwrtive

through its not being paid for at all, the debtor failing altogether.

In any case the purchases of a year may not be paid for by the

sales of the year, and the
**
sqmring ” of the account may take a

long time. Still more the estimates of value may be so taken as

not to give even an approximately correct account as far as the
records go. Thus in the plan followed in the United Kingdom
imports arc ^Ttlued as at the port where they arrive and exports

at the port where they are dcsi»tched from—a plan which so far

places them on an etjud footing for the purpose of striking a
biUance of trade. But in the import and export records of the
United States a different plan is followed, The imports are no
longer valued as at the port of arrival with the freight and other
chatgee included, but as at the port of shipment. The results

on the balance of trade drawn out must accordingly be quite

different m the two cases. With other countries similar differ-

ences arise. Tb deduce then ftwn records of importsand exports

any conchisiorrs as to the excess of imports or exports at

dmeretat times is a work of enormous statistical difEcult>\

Excellent illustrationB will be found in J. Holt Schooling's

British Trade Book (1908).

The country which presents the most interesting questions in

connexion with the study is the United Kingdom, with its largely

preponderating foreign trade. Its annual imports and exports^

excluding bullion, exceed 800 millions sterling, and the bullion

one year with another is loo millions more. Its excess ol imports,

moreover, between the middle and end of the 19th century

gradually rose from a small figure to 1 80 millioris sterling annuaUy,

and occasioned the popular discussion referred to respecting an
“ adverse ” balance of trade, and particularly the belief existing

in many quarters that the nation is living on its capital. The
result has been a new investigation of the subject, so as to bring

out and present the credits to which the country is entitled in its

trade as a shipowner and commission merchant, and to exhibit

at the same time the magnitude of British foreign investments,

which cannot be less than 2000 millions sterling and must bring

in an enormous annual income. Other countries such as France,

Germany, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Norway and Sweden, are

in the same condition, though their foreign trade is not on the same
scale, and similar rules apply to the r^ing of their import and
export accounts. The Unit^ States is a conspicuous instance of

a country which in the first decade of the 20th century was
still in the position of a borrower and had a large excess of

exports, though there were signs of a dmnge in the opposite

direction. New countries generally, such as C^ada, Australia

and tlie South American countries, resemble the United States.

Comparisons are made difficult by the want of uniformity in the

methods of stating the figures, but that different countries liavc

to be grouped according as they are indebted or creditor countries

is undeniable, and no study of the trade statistics is possible

without recognition of the underlying economic circumstances.

In conclusion it may be useful to repeat the main propositions

laid down as to the balance of trade. (1) A balance of trade
”

to the individual trader, from whose experience tlu; phrase comes,

is not necessarily, as is supposed, a balance received or receivable

in the precious metals. It may be invested as it accrues—^in

machinery, or warehouses, or st^-in-trade, or in book debts, or

in stocksand shares orother property outside the trader’s business,

as well as in cash. (2) Wliat is true of the individual trader is

also true of the aggregate of individuals engaged in the foreign

trade of a country. Cash is only one of the forms in which they

may elect to be paid. (3) The imports and exports recorded

in the statistical returns of a country do not correspond with the

purchases and sales of individual traders, as the sales especially

may be set by loans, while the so-called imports may include

remittances of interest and of capital rq>aid. (4) When capital

is repaid the country receiving it need not be living on it, Ixit

may be investing i t at home. (5 ) The feweign trading of countries

may also comprise many transactions, such as the earning of

freights and commissions, which ought to appear in a proper

account showing a balance of tracle, as similar transactions

appear in an individual trader’s account, but which are not
treated as imparts or exports in the statistical returns of a
nation’s foreign trade. (6) Import Odad export returns themselves

are not the same as accounts of purchases and sales
;
the values

are onty estimates, and must not be relied on literacy without

study of the actual facts. (7) Import and export returns in

different countries arc not in all cases taken at the same point,

there being important variations, for instance, in this respect

between the returns of two great countries, the United Kingdom
and the United States, which are often compared, but are really

most difficult to compare. (8) The United Kingdom is a con-

spicuous instance of a country which has a great excess of imports

over exports in consequence of its large lending abroad in former

times
;
while its accounts are specialliy affected by the magnitude

I

of its services as a trading nation carrying passengers and goods
all over the world, which do not result, however, in so-called
“ exports.” The United States, on the other hand, is a con-

spici^s instance of an indebted nation, which has or had nntil

lately few or no snms to its credit in forem track except the

visible exports. (9) The various coantries ofthe world naturally

fall into groups. TTie nations of western Europe, such as France,

Germany^ Belgium, HoBand, Sweden and Norway, fall into a
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group with Great Britain as creditor nations^ while Canada,
Australasia and the South American countries fall into a group
with the United States as undeveloped and indebted countries.

So also of other countries, each betogs naturally to one group
or another. (lo) The excess of imports or exports may vary

indefinitely at different times according as a creditor country is

receivipg or lending at the time, or according as a debtor country

is borrowing or paying off itsdebts at the time, but the permanent
characteristics are always to be considered. (R. c,n.)

BALANOGLOSSUS, the general name given to certain peculiar,

opaque, worm-like animals wliich live an obscure life under
stones, and burrow in the sand from between tide-marks down
to the abyssal regions of the sea. Their colour is usually some
tone of yellow with dashes of red, brown and green, and they

frequently emit a pungent odour. The name has reference to

the tongue-slijjped muscular proboscis by whidi the animal
works its way through the sand. Tlie proboscis is not the only

organ of locomotion, being assisted by the succeeding segment
of the body, the buccal segment or

collar. By the waves of contrac-

tion executed V)y the proboscis

ac’companied by inflation of the

collar, progression is effected, some
times with marvellous rapidity.

The third body region or trunk

may attain a great length, one or

two feet, or even more, and is

also muscular, but tlic truncal

muscles are of subordinate import-

ance in locomotion, serving princi-

pally to promote the peristiiltic

contractions of the body by which
the food is carried through tlie gut.

The function of alimentation is

closely associated with that of

locomotion, somewhat as in the

burrowing earthworm
;

in the ex-

cavation of its burrows the sand
is passed through the body, and
any nutrient matter that may ad-

here lo it is extracted during its

passage through the intestine, the

exhausted sand being finally ejected

through the vent at the orifice of

the burrow and appearing at low
tide as a worm casting. Jn accord-

above
; about life sixe.

^nce with this manner of feeding,

the mouth is kept permanently
open and prevented from collapsing by a pair of skeletal

cornua belonging to a sustentacular apparatus (the nuchal
skeleton), the body of which lies within the narrow neck of the
proboscis

; the latter is inserted into the collar and surrounded
by the anterior free flap of this segment of the body.

When first discovered by J. T. Eschscholtz at the Marshall
Islands in 1B25, Balanoglossus was described as a worm-like
animal belonging to the Echinoderm order of Holojthurians or

sca-cuCTimbcrs. In 1865 Kowalcvsky discovered that the organs

of respiration consist of numerous pairs of gill-slits leading from
the digestive canal tlurough the thickness ol the body-wall to

the exterior. On this account the animal was sub^uently
placed by Gegenbaur in a special class of Vermes, the Entero-

pneusta. In 1885-1886 Bateson showed by his embryological

researches that tl^ Enteropneusta exhibit choithite (vertebrate)

affinities in respect ol the coelomic, skeletal and nervous systems

as well as in regard to the respiratoiy system, and, further^ that

the gill-slits are formed upon a plan sinukr to that of the gill-

slits of being subdivided by tongue-bars which
depend from the dorml borders of the slits.

Cadom 4Mid JPor§-^nals »—lo correspondence with tlie tri^'r^ioaal

diffeventiatioa of the body in its extmal coofigaration. the coelom
(body<^vity, penviseoral cavity) is divided into three portionscom-

gepaxatedirom one anotiicr by septa ;—(x) proboscis-coelom,
or Af»t body-cavity ; (2) the coUar-coeUmi, or second bodyoavity

;
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(5) truncal coelom, or tliird body-cavity. Of these divisions of the
coelom the first two communicate with the eoctexaor by means of a
pair of ciliated pore-canalsOplaoed at the ppoteriar end of their re-

spective segments. The pinbosois-pores are highly variable, and
frequently only one is mesent, that on the left side ; sometimes the
pqre-camds of the prot)osca8 unite to open by a cominon median
orifice, and sometimes their commiviicatton with the ncobofiQis-

coeiotn app^s to be occluded, and finally tlie pore-canals may be
quite vestigial. The collar-pores are remarkable lor their constancy ;

this is prol^bly owing to the fact that they have boc^e adapted to

a special (unction, tlie mlialation of water to ren<leS..me collar turgid
daring progresaicn. There, are n^asons for suppodag that ttu' truncal
coelom was at one tune provided with pore-caxi^. but supposed
vestiges of these structures have only lieen described for one genus,
apengelia, in which they lie near the anterior end of the tifbicalCDelom.

EtUeron.—Not only is tlie coelom thus subdivided, but the enteroii

(gut. alinwntary canal, digestive Itilx;) itself shows indications of

throe main subsivctions in continuity with one another:—<x) pro-

bosciH-gut (Eicheidarm, stomncliord, vide infra) ; (a) OoUar-gut
(buccal cavity, throat)

; (3) truncal gut extending from the collar

to the vent.
6*<ut«ofAt)rd.—I'he proljostis-gut occurs as an outgtOwtl) from

the anterior dorsal wall ol the collar-gut, and extends forwards into

the basal (posterior) region of the protxiscis. through the neck into

tlie proboscis-cot kmi, ending blindly in front. Although an integral

portion ol the gut. it Ivan ocasod to assist in alimentation, its epithe
lium undergoes vacuolar differentiation and hypertrophy, and its

lumen Ixcomes wore or less vestigtal. It has, m fact, liecome
metamorpiiosed into a resistant supporting structure resembling in

some respects the notochord of the true Chordata, but probably not

directly comporable with the hitter structure, lieing related to it

solely by way ot substitution. On account of the pre.m'tice and mode
ol origin (from the gut-wall) of this organ Bateson introduced the
term liemichorda as a phyletic imnie for the cliis.s Enteropneustu.
A.S the prol)oscis-gut appears to have undoubtedly skeletal properties,

and as it also has tupogruplucal relations with llw mouth, it has been
designated in Englisli by tlie non-committal term stomochord. It

is not a simple diverticulum of the collar-gut, but a complex structure
}>osseft.siiig paired lateral pouches and a \’enti’al convexity (ventral

caecum) which rests in a concavity at the Ironl end of tlie body of

the nuchal skekton (fig. 3). In some sfxicies {Sj^mgdidue) there is

u long capillary vermiform extetiusioii of the stomochord in iron!.

The nuchal skeleton is a non-cellular laminated tbickcuiag of basi*-

ment-membrane underlying that portkui of the slonKichord which
lies between the above-mentioned pou^es and the orifice into the
throat. At the ]x>int where tlie stomochord opens into the buccal
cavity the nuchal skeleton bifurcates, and the two cornua thus
jiroduced pass obliipiely backwards and downwards embedded in

tlie wall of the throat, often giving rise to projecting ridges tliai

liound a dorsal groove of the collar-gut which is in continuity with
the wall of tlie stomochord (lig. 3).

Nmnms Svstem.—At the base of the epidermis (which is in general
ciliab'd) there is o^’el• the entire surface of the body a layer of nerve-
fibres, occurring immediately oui.side the basement-membrane wbicli

separates tlie epidermis from the subjacent rousculatuA^ Tlu‘

nervous system is thus essentially epklerraal in position ami diffuse;

in distribution ; but an interestiug concentration of nerve-oelts

and fibres has taken place in the collar-region, wluTi* a medullary
tube, closed in from the outside, om*nH in front and behind by
anterior and posterior neuropores. This is the collar nerve-tube.
Sometimes the central canal is wide ood uninterrupted between the
two neuropores ; iu other cases it becomes broken up into a targe
number of small closed medullary cavities, and in otiiers again it is

ol^lcte. In one family, tlie P/yohoderidito, the medullary tube of
the coUar is connected at intermediate points with the epidermis by
means of a variable number of unpaired outgrowths from its dorsal
wall, generally containiug an axial lumen derived from and iia cem-
tinuity with the cenl^al canal. I'hese hollow roots termixiate blindly

in the dorsal epidc*fmis of the collar, and place tiie nervous layer of
tlie latter in direct connexion with the fibres of Uie nerve-tube. The
exact significance of these roots is a matter for specuiation, but it

seems possible that tticy are epiphysial structures remotely oom-
parable with the epiphysial (pineal) complex of the craniate vertc-
orates. In aooardance with this view i^re would be also some
probability in favour of regarding the cdUar luerve-tubo of the
Enteropneusta as the rauivalent of the cerebral vesicle only of
Ampkioxus and the Asciaian tailpole, and also of the primary fore-

l^ain of vertebrates.

Special thickenings of the diffose nervous layer of the efiidarmis
occur in certain regions and along certain lines. In the neck of the
proboscis the fibrous layer Is greatly thickened, and other iptensi^

fications of this layer occur in the dorsal and ventral Bud41e hoes of
the trunk extending to the posterior end of the body. The dorsal
epidermal ncrve-tract is continued in front into the veattal wall of
the collar nerve-tube, and at the point of }fU»ctt«a there is a circular
oommissusal thiokeniag foUowiag the posterior nm of the ooUar and
afianSing a special conA«xion between the dorsal and yexitial nerve-
tracts. From the ventral sttflace of the collar aeriiHi-tnbe Jiumofoiui
motor fibres may be soffi paiwmg to the subjacent anusculatuie.
These fibres afe not aggregated into roots.
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Gitl^slUi.—The possession of gill-slits is as interesting a feature

in the organiiEation of Balanoglossus as is the presence of tracheae

in P§ripatus, These gill-slita occupy a vtriable extent of the anterior

portion of the trunk, commencing immediately behind the collar-

trunk septum. The branchial bars which constitute the borders of

the clefts are of two kinds Septal bars Ix^tween two contiguous

clefts, corresponding to the primary bars in A mphioxus ; (2) Tongue-

bars. The chief resemblances

dn, between Balanoglossus and
-- da, Amphioxus in respect of

^.jje gill-slits may be stated

briefly as follows — (a) the

presence of two kinds of

branchial bars in all species

and also of small cross-

bars (synapticula) in many
siHJcies': (/i) numerous gill-

slits, from forty to more
than a hundred pairs

; (7)

the addition of new gill-slits

by fresh [»erforation at the
jiosterior end of the pharynx
throughout life. The chief

differences arc, that {a) the
tongue-bar is the esnential

organ of the gill - .slit in

Balanoglossus, and exceeds
Fig. 2 . -Structure of branchial region, the sejital bars in bulk.

hr, coelom. gp. gill-jxire. while in Amphioxus the

//i, tongue-liar-^. i/;i, dorsal nerve, reverse is the case
;

the

(Is, mesentery. dv, vessel. tongue-bar contains a brge
pr, ridge.

'

(r, oesopliagiis. coelomic S])ace in Ualano-

vv, vessel. vs, mesiuitery. ghssus, but is solid in Am-
VH, ventral nerve. phioxus

;
(c) the skeletal

rods ill the tongue-lmrs of

Balanoglo^Kus are double
;

{(i) the tongue-bar in Balanoglossus does
not fuse witl) the ventral border of the cleft, but ends freely below,

thus producing a continuous U-shaped cleft. The meaning of this

singular contrast between the two animals may lie that we have here
an instance ot an interesting gradation in evolution. From serving
primitively as the essential organ of the cleft the tongue-bar may
liave undergone* reduction and modification, becoming a secondary
bar in Amphioxus, sulxirdinate to the primary bars in 8i*e. vascu-
larity and development finally, in the craniate vertebrates it

would then have completed its involution, the suggestion having
been miule that the tongue-bars are represented by fhe thymus-
Iirinumliu.

Gill-pouches and Gill-pores ,—Only rarely do the gill-slits open
freely and directly to the exterior (fig. 1). In most species of Halano-
ghsstts each gill-slit may be said to open into its own atrial chamber
or gill-j)Ouch

;
this in its turn opens to the exterior by a minute

gill-pore. There are, therefore, as many gill-pouches as there are

gill-slits and as many gill-pores as pouches. The gill-pores occur
on each side of the dorsal aspect of the worm in a longitudinal series

at the base of a shallow groove, the branchial groove. The respira-

tory current of water is therefore conducted to the exterior by
different mi ans from that adopted by Amphioxus, and this difference

is BO great that the theory which seeks to explain it has to postulate

radical changes of structure, function and topogra])liy.

Excretory and Vascular Systems.— It aeiuns likely that the coelomic
pore-canals were originally excretory organs, but in the existing

Enteropneusta the pore-canals (especially the collar canals) have,
as we have seen, uetjuirod new functions or become vestigial, and
the function of excretion is now mainly accomplished by a structure
|>ocuUar to the £nt(*ropneusta called the glomerulus, a vascular
complex placed on either side of the anterior portion of the stomo-
chwd, projecting into the proboscis-coelom. The vascular system
itself is quite peculiar, consisting of lacunae and channels destitute

of endothelium, situated within the thickness of the basement-
membmne of the lx)dy-wall, of the gnt-wall and of the mesenteries.
The blood, which is a non-corpuscular fluid, is propelled forwards
by the contractile dorsal vesswl and collected into the central blood-
sinus : this lies owr the stomochord. and is surrounded on three
sides by a closed vesicle, with contractile walls, called the pericardium
{Herzhlase), By the pulsation of the pericardial vesicle (best observed
in the larva) the blood is driven into the glomerulus, from which
it issues by efferent vessels which effect a junction with the ventral
(sub-intestinal) vessel in the trunk. The vascular system does not
readily lend itself to morphological coniparisdn between such widely
different animals as Balanoglossus and Amphioxus, and the reader
is therefore refem'd to the memoirs cited at the end of this article

for further details.

Reproduciiva 5y4tem.—The sexes are separate, and when mature
are sometimes distinguished by small differences of colour in the
genital region. Both male and female gonads consist of more or
less lobulated hoffow sacs connected ivith the epidermis by short
ducts. In their disposition they are either um.«»erial. biaerial or
multiserial. They occur in the branchial region, and also extend
to a variable distance behind it. In excqitional cases they are
either confined to the branchial region or excluded from it. When

they are arranged in uniserial or biserial rows the genital ducts open
into or near the branchial grooves in the region of the pharynx and
in a corresponding position in the post-branchial region. An im-
portant feature is the occurrence in some species [Ptychoderidae) of

paired longitudinal pleural or lateral folds of the body which are
mobile, and can be approximated at their free edges so as to close

in the dorsal surface, embracing both the median dorsal nerve-tract

and the branchial ^ooves with the gill-pores, so as to form a tem-
porary peri-branchial and medullary tuw, open behind where the
folds cease. On the other hand, they can be .spread out horizontally

so as to expose their own upper side as well as the dorsal surface

Fig. 1,—Structure of anterior end.

a. Arrow from proliOHcis-cavity

{pc) passing to left of peri-

cardium {per) and out through
proboscis pore-canal,

fc', arrow from central canal of

ncurochord {cnc) passed out
through anterior neuropore.

6", ditto, through posterior neuro-
pore.

f, arrow intended to pass from
1 st gill-pouch through collar

pore-canal into collar-coelom
{cc).

cts, posterior limit of collar.

dv, dorsal vessel passing into

central sinus {h^.

tv, efferent vessel passing into

ventral vessel (w).

epf, epiphysial tubes.

St, stomochord.
vs, ventral septum of proboscis.

sk, body of nuchal skeleton,

w, mouth.
Ih, throat,

lb, tongue-bars.

tc, trunk coelom.

of the body (fig. x). These folds are called the genital pleurae because

they contain the bulk of the gonads. Correlated with the presence
of the gcnitiri pleurae there is a pair of vascular folds of the basement
membrane proceeding from the dorsal wall of the gut in the post-

branchial portion of the branchio-genital region, and from the dorsal

angles made by the pleural folds with the bodyiwall in the pharyn-
geu region ; they pass, in their most fully developed condition, to the

free border of the genital pleurae. These vascular membranes are

called the lateral septa. Since there are many species which do not

possess these genital pleurae, the question arises as to whether tlieir

presence or their alisence is the more primitive condition. Without
attempting to answer this question categorically, ft be pointed

out that within the limits of the famiry {Jpfyekodaridxe) which is

especially characterized by their presence there are some species in
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which the genital pleurae are quite obaoletc. and yet lateral septa
occur (e,g, Piyckodtfa ruficoUis), aeeming to indicate that the pleural
folds have in such cases been secondarily suppressed.

Development. TTie development of Balanoglossus talces place
according to two different schemes, known as direct and indirect,

correlated with the occurrence in the group of two kinds of ova, large
and small. Direct development, in which the adult form is achieved
without striking metamorphosis by a gradual succession of stages,

seems to bo confined to the family Batanoghssidae, The remaining
two families of Enteropneusta, Ptychoderidae and Spengelidae, contain
species of which probably all pursue an indirect course of develop-
ment, culminating in a metamorphosis by whicli the adult form is

attained. In these cases the larva, called TornaHa, is pelagic and
transparent, and possesses a complicated ciliated seam, the longi-

tudinal ciliated band, often drawn out into convoluted bays and
lappets. In addition to this ciliated band the form of the T'ornaria

is quite characteristic and unlike the adult. The Tornaria larva
offers a certain similarity to larvae of Echinoderms (sea-urchins,

star-fishes, and sea-cucumbers), and when first discovered was so
described. It is within the bounds of possibility that Tornaria
actually does indicate a remote affinity on the part of tlie Entero-
neusta to the Echinoderms. not only on account of its external form,
ut also by reason of the possession of a dorsal water-pore com-

municating with the anterior body-cavity. In the direct develop-
ment Bateson showed that the three divisions of the coelom arise

as pouches constricted off from the archenteron or primitive gut, thus
resembling the development of the mesoblastic somites of Amphioxus.
It would appear that while the direct development tlirows light upon
the special plan of organization of the Enteropneusta, the indirect

development affords a clue to their possilfie derivation. However
tliis may be, it is sufficiently remarkable that a small and circum-
scribed group like the Enteropneusta. which presents sucli a com-
paratively uniform plan of composition and of cxienud form, should
follow two such diverse methods of development.

Distribution .—Some thirty species of Balanoglossus are known,
distributed among all the principal marine provinces from Green-
land to New Zealand. The species which occurs in the ICnglish

Channel is Piychodera sarniensis. The Ptychoderidac and Spen^
gelidae are predominantly tropical and subtropical, while the
Balanoglossidae are predominantly arctic and temperate in their

distribution. One of the most singular facts concerning the geo-
graphical distribution of Enteropneusta has recently been brought
to light by Bonham, who iouiid a species of Balanoglossus, sensu
stricto, on the coast of New Zealand hardly distinguishable from one
occurring off Japan. Finally, Glandiceps abyssicola {Spengelidae)

was dredged during the ''Challenger'' expedition in the Atlantic

Ocean off the coast of Africa at a depth of 2500 fathoms.
Authorities. -W. Bateson, "Memoirs on the Direct Develop-

ment of Balatioglossus,” Quart, fourn. Mur. Sci. (vols. Xxiv.-xxvi..

188.4-1886)
;
W. B. Benham, Balanoglossus otagoensi.s, n. sp,"

Q. J. M. S. (vol. xlii, p. 497, i8og) ; Yves Delagc and Ed. HOrouard,
Traiti’ de xoologie concri^te (t. viii.), " Les Procord6s " (1898);
S. F. Harmer, “ Note on the Name Balanoglo.s.sus," Proc, Camb.
Phil. Snc. p. 190, iQoo)

;
T. H. Morgan. *' Memoirs on the In-

direct Development of Balanoglossus," /uwni. Morph, (vol. v., 1891.
and vol. ix.. 1894) ;

W. E. Ritter, " Harrimania maculosa, a new
Genus and Species of Enteropneusta from Alaska," I’apers from the
Harriman Ala,ska Exhibition (ii.), Proc. Washington Ac. (ii. p. iii.

1900J ;
E W. Spengel. " Die Enteropneusten," Eighteenth Monograph

on the Fauna und Flora des Golfes von Neapel (1893) ;
A. Willey,

" Enteropneusta from the South Pacific, with Notes on the West
Indian Species," Zool. Results (Willey), part iii., 1899 ;

sec also

Q, J. M. S. (vol. xlii. p. 223, 1899)
; J. P. Hill, " The Enterojpneusta

of Funafuti," Alem. Austral. Mus. (iii,, 1897-1898) ; M. Caullery
und F. Mcsnil. "Balanoglossus Koclileri, n. sp. English Channel,’^'

C. R. Soc. Biol. Hi. p. 256 (1900). (A. W.*).

BALARD, ANTOINE JEROME (i8o2>]876), French chemist,

wa.s bom at Montpellier on the 30th of September 1802. He
started as an apothecary, but taking up teaching be acted as

chemical assistant at the faculty of sciences of hi* native town,

and then became professor of chemistry at the royal college and
school of pharmacy and at the faculty of sciences* In 1826 he

discovered in sea-water a substance which he recognized as a
previously unknown element and named bromine. The reputa-

tion brought him by this achievement secured his election as

successor to L. J. Th^nard in the chair of chemistry at the faculty

of sciences in Paris, and in 1851 he was appointed professor of

chemistry at the 0)U^e dc France, where he had M. P, E.

BettiMilot first as pupil, then as assistant and finally as colleague.

He died in Paris on the 50th of April 1876. While the discovery

of bromine and the preparation of many of its compounds was
his most conspicuous piece of work, Balard was an industrious

chemist on both the pure and applied sides. In his reseafches

on^ bleaebing compounds ofchl^e he was theiurst to advance
the view that Ueadung^fiowder is a double compound of calcium
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chloride and hypochlorite

;
and he devoted much time to the

problem of economicaUy <^taining soda and potash from sea-

water, though here his efforts were nullified by the discovery of

the much richer sources of supply afforded by the Stassfurt

deposits. In organic chemistry he published papers on the

decomposition of ammonium oxalate, with formation of oxamic

acid, on amyl alcohol, on the cyanides, and on the difference in

constitution between nitric and sulphuric ether.

BALA SERIES, in geology, a series of dark slates and sand-

stones with beds of limestone which occurs in the neighbourhood

of Bala, Merionethshire, North Wales. It was first described by
A. Sedgwick,who considered it tobe the upper part of hi^lCambrian
System. The series is now placed at the top of the Ordovician

System, above the Llandeilo beds. The Bala limestone is from

20 to 40 ft. thick, and is recognizable over most of North Wales
;

it is regarded as the equivalent of the Coniston limestone of the

Lake District. The series in the type area consists of the Hirnant

limestone, a thin inconstant bed, which is separated by 1400 ft.

of slates from the Bala limestone, below this are more slates and
volcanic rocks. The latter are represented by large contem-
poraneous deposits of tuff and felsitic lava which in the Snowdon
district are several thou.sand feet thick. In South Wales the

Bala series contains the following Ixjds in descending order :—the

Trinucleus seiicornis beds (Slade beds, Redhill .shales and Sholes-

hook limestone), the Robeston Wathen beds, and the Dicrano-

gtapius shales. The typical graptolites arc, in the upper part,

Dicellograptus anceps and D. complanatus
;

in the lower part,

Pleurograptus linearis and Dirranograptus Clingani, In Shrop-

shire this series is represented by the Caradoc and Chirbury

Series ; in southern Scotland by the Hartfell and Ardmillan

Series, and by similar rocks in Ireland. See Oaradoc Series

and Ordovician System.

BALASH (in the Greek authors, Balas
;
the later form of the

name Vologaeses), Sassanian king in a.d. 484-488, was the brother

and successor of Peroz, who had died in a battle against the

Hephthalites (White Huns) who invaeftd Persia from the east*

He put down the rebellion of his brother Zareh, and is praised as

a mild and generous monarch, who made concessions to the

Christians. But as he did nothing against his enemies, he was,

after a reign of four years, deposed and blinded, and his nephew,
Kavadh I., raised to the throne. (Ed. M.)

BALASORE, a town and district of British India, in the Orissa

division of Bengal. The town is the principal one and the

administrative headquarters of the district, and is situated on

the right bank of the river Burabalang, about 7 m. from the

sea-coast as the crow flies and 16 m. by the river. There is a
station on the East Coast railway. The English settlement of

Balasore, formed in 1642, and that of Pippli in its neighbourhood

seven years earlier, became the basis of the future greatness of the

British in India. The servants of the East India Company here

fortified themselves in a strong position, and carried on a brisk

investment in country goods, chiefly cottons and muslins. They
flourished in spite of the oppressions of the Mahommedan
governors, and when needful asserted their claims to respect by

arms. In 1688, affairs having come to a crisis, Captain William

Heath, commander of the company’s ships, bombarded the town.

In the i8th century Balasore rapidly declined in importance, on

account of a dangerous bar which formed across the mouth of

the river. At present the bar has 12 to 15 ft. of water at spring-

tides, but not more than a or 3 ft. at low water in the dry season.

Laige ships have to anchor outside in the open roadstead. The
town still possesses a large maritime trade, despite the silting-up

of the river mouth. Pop. (1901) 20,880..

The district forms a strip of alluvial land between the hills and
the sea, varying from about 9 to 34 m. in breadth ; area, 20A5

sq. m. The hUl country rises from the western boundary line.

The district naturally divides itself into three well-defined tracts

-~(i) The salt tract, along the coast
; (2) The amhie tract;, or rice

country ; and (3) The submontane tract, or jungle lands. The
salt tract runs the whole way down the coast, arid forms a desolate

strip a few miles broad.. Towards the beach it rases into saii^y

rid^, from 50 to So ft. high, sloping inland and covered wiih a
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vtgetatkm of low scrub junj^le. Sluggish brackish

along between banks of fetid black aiud. The sandhals on the

verge of the ocean are carpeted with creepers and the wild con-

volvulus. Inland, it spreads out into prainies of coarse long gr^s

and scrub jungle, which harbour wild animals in plenty ;
but

throughout this vast region there is scarcely a hamlet, aiad only

patches of rice cultivation at long intervals. From any part of the

salt tract one may see the Ijoundary of the inner arable part of the

district fringed with long lines of trees, from which every TOoming

the villagen drive their cattle out into the toliferous plains to

gmee. ’Se salt tract is purely alluvial, and appears to be of

recent date. Towards the coasrt the soil has a distinctly saline

taste.
. .

Saltused to be largely manufactured in the distnct by evapora-

tion, but the industry is now extinct. The arable tract Kes

beyond the salt lands, and embraces the chief part of the district.

It is a long dead-level of rich fields, with a soil lighter in colour

than that of Bengal or Behar
;
much more friable, and apt to

split up into small culies with a rectangular cleavage. A peculiar

feature of the arable tract is the Pdh (literally cups) or depressed

lands near the river-hanlcs. They were probably marshes that

have partially silted up by the yearly overflow of the streanis.

These puts liear the finest crops. As a whole, the arable tract

is a treeless region, except around t)he villages, which are en-

circled by fine mango, pipal, banyan and tamarind trees, and

intersected with green shady lanes of bamboo. A few palmyras,

date-jjalms and screw-pines (a sort of aloe, whose leaves are armed

with formidable triple rows of hook-shaped thorns) dot the

expanse or run in straight lines between the fields. The sub-

montane tract is an undulating -country with a red soil, much
broken up into ravines along the foot of the hills. Masses of

laterite, buried in hard ferruginous clay, crop up as rocks or

slabs. At Kop iri, in Kila AmbohatM, about 2 sq. m. apeabnost

paved with such *slabs, dark-red in colour, perfectly flat and

polished like plates of 'ir^. A thousand mountaiti torrents have

;

scoopied out for themselves picturesque ra>ines, clothed with an

over-fresh verdure of prickly thorns, stunted gnarled shrubs, and

here and there a noble forest tree. I^argc tracts are covered

with sal jungle, which nowhere, however, attains to any groat

height.

Balasore district is watered by six distinct river systems

:

those of the StibanTekha, the Burabalang, the Jam’ka, the;j

Kansbans and the Dhamra.
The climate greatly varies according to the seasons of the year.

The hat season lasts from March to June, but is tempered by cool

sea-breezes
;
from June to September the weather is close and

oppressive
j
and from October to February the cold season brings

the north-easterly winds, with cool mornings and evenings.

Almost the only crop grown is rioe, which is largely exported

by sea. The country is exposed to destructive floods from tl>e

hill-rivers and also from c^^lonic storm-waves, 'llie district is

traversed throughout its entire length by the navigable Orissa

coast canal, and also by the Easit Coast railway from Calcutta

to Madras. 'Fhc seaports of Balasore, Chandbali and Dhamra
conduct a vcr>' large coasting trade. The exports are almost

confined to rice, which is sent to Ceylon, the Maldives and

Maurititrs. The imports consist of -cotton twist and piece

goods, mineral oils, metals, betel-nuts and salt. In 1901 the

population was 1,071,197, an increase of 0% in the decade.

BALASSA, BALIHT, Baron ok KtiUK^ anrl Gyarmat (1551-
|

T594), Magyar brpfc poet, was bom at K^kkfi, and educated by

the Tcformer, Peter Bomcmissza, and by mother, the highly

gifted Protestant zealot, Anna Sulyok. Ilis first work was a

translation of Michael Bodt’s WuttMf^ein fiir ite

Seelen, to comfort his father while in prison (157(^157*) forsome

poHticil dftnee. On his father’s rdease, BAlint aooompanicd

him to court, and was also present at the coronation fet of

Pressburg in 157a. He then joined the army and led a moriy life

at the fortress of Ej^. Here be W! violently in love wi^ Anna

Losoncaoi, the daughter of the hero cS Temesvdr, and evidently,

from Ida verses, his kive was not unrequited. But a ntew mis-

tress speedily the ever merotttial youth away from her,

and deeply wounded, she gave her hand to Knsatdf Ungnad.

Naturally Balassa only began to realize how much he loved Anna

when he bad lost hen He pursued her with gifts and verses, but

she remaoned true to her pique and to her marriage vows,axid be

could only enidmne her memory in immortal verse, in *574

Bilint was sent tothe camp of GispAr B6kesyto assist him against

Stephen Bathory
;
but his troops were encountered and scattered

on the way thither, and he himself was severely wounded and

taken prisoner. His not very rigorous captivity lasted for two

years, and he then disappears from sight. We next bear of him

in 1584 as the wooer and winner of Christina Dobo, the daughter

of the valiant commandant of Eger. What led him to this step

we know not, but it was the cause all his subsequent mis-

fortunes. His wife’s greedy relatives nearly ruined him by legal

processes, and when in 1586 he turned Catholic to escape their

perseimtions they declared that he and his son had bwxjmc

Turks. His simaltaneous desertion>of bis wife led to his expulsion

fnim Hungary, and from 1589 to 1594 he led a vagabond life in

Poland, sweetened by innumerable amours with damsels of every

degree bom cithara players to princesses. The Turkish war of

1594 recalled him to Hungary, and he died of his wounds at the

siege of Esztergom the same year. Balassa’s poems fall into

four divisions : religious hymns, patriotic and martial songs,

original love poems, and adaptations from the l^tin and

German. They are all most original, exceedingly obj ective and so

excellent in point of style that it is difficult even tojmagine him

a contemporary of Sebastian Tinodi and Peter llosvay. But his

erotics are his best productions. They circulated in MS. for

generations and were never printed till 1874, when Farkas Deak

discovered a perfect copy of them in the Radvan^ri library

.

For beauty, feeling and transporting passion there is nothing

like them in Magyar literature till wc come tu the age of Michael

Csokonui and Alexander Petofi. Balassa was also the inventor

of the strophewhich goes by his name. It consists of nine lines—

aabccbddb, or three rhyming pairs alternating with the

rhyming third, sixth and ninth lines.

Sec Aron SzUAdy, Bdlint Balassa's Poems (Hung.) Budapest,

1879. (R. N. B.)

BALATON (Plattenske), the largest lake of middle Europe,

in the south-west of Hungary, situated between the counties

of Veszprdm, Zala and Somogy. Its length is 48 m., average

breadth 3J to 4i m., greatest breadth 7^ m., least breadth a

little Joss than i m. It covers 266 sq. m. and has an extreme

depth of 149 ft. Its nortliern shores are bordered by the

beautiful basaltic cones of the Bakony mountains, the volcanic

soil Of which produces grapes yielding excellent wine; the

southern consist iwtly of a marshy plain, partly of downs. The

most beautiful point of the lake is that where the peninsula

of Tihany >proj-ec!ts in the waters. An ancient church of the

Benedictines is here situated on the top of a hill. In a tomb

therein is buried Andrew I. (d. 1061), a king of the Hungarian

Affpadian dynasty. Tlu! temperature of the lake varies greatly,

in a manner resembling that of the sea, and many connect its

origin with a sea of tlie Miocouc period, the waters of which

are said to have covered rfie Hungarian plain. About fifty

streams flow into the lake, which drains into the Danube and is

well stocked with fish. It often freezes in winter. Lake Balaton

is of growing finportaxice as a bathing resort.

BALAYAN, a town and port of entry of the province of

Batangas, Luzon, Philippine Islands, at the head of the Gulf of

Balayan, about <15 m. S. by W, of Manila. Pop. (1903) <i493 -

Subsequently in October 1903, CaUtagan (pop. 2654) and Tuy

(pop. a43o) were annlc?oed. Balayan has a healthful ^mate,

and is in the midst of a fertile dfetrict (with a volcanic soil),

which produces rice, ameneugar, cocao, coffee, pepper, cott^
Indian com, fruit (otanget, bananas, mangoes, &c.) and native

dyes. H-orses and cattle are mired for market in eonadevabk

numibeta. The fisheries are important The native languag^e is

AOSIAM (rTto-te^S), itaUw w*8 tom
M Veoii* on tte isth *f April t^i*. Tfm puWSortisn of his

Protpm* foUtiMtiogneM detie state nttiateM gMs (Venice
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i8o8) obtained his eiection to the chair of professor of geogmpby
at the college of San Michele at Omrano

; in i8ir-*i8i3 he was
professor of physics at the Lyceum of Farino^ and afterwards

became atta^ed to the customs office at his native dty. In
1820 he visited Portugal, and there collected materials for his

Essai statisHqwsw le royaume de Portugal et d'Algarve

y

published

in 1822 at Paris, where the author resided from 1821 until 1832.

This was followed by Variiies poUtufues et staiistiques de la

monarchie portugeUsey which contains some curious observations

respecting that country under the Roman sway. In 1826 he
published the first volume of his Atlas ethnographitfue du globe,

ou dassificaiion des peuples anciens et modernes d'apres leurs

langtuSy a work of great erudition. In 1832 appeared the

Abreg^ de GeographUy which, in an enlarged form, was translated

into the principal languages of Europe. Batbi retired to Padua
and there died on the 14th of March 1848. His son, Eugenio
llalln (1812-1884), followed a similar career, being professor of

geography at Pavia, and publishing his father’s SrriUi Geografici

(Turin, 1841), and original works in Geay ossia la terra (Trieste,

1854-1867) and Saggto di geografia (Milan, 1868).

BALBO, CESARE, Count (178(^-1853), Italian writer and
statesman, was born at Turin on the 21st of November 1789.

His father, Prospero Balbo, who belonged to a noble Picdraontcsii

family, held a high position in the Sardinian court, and at the

time of Cesarc’s birth was mayor of the capital. His mother, a
member of the Azeglio family, died when he was three years old ;

and he was brought up in the house of his great-grandmotlicr,

the count (-'ss of Bugino. In 1798 he joined his father at Paris.

From 1808 to 1814 Balbo served in various capacities under the

Napoleonic empire at Florence, Rome, Paris and in Illyria. On
the fall of Napoleon he entered the service of his native country*.

While his father was appointed minister of the interior, he

entered the army, and undertook political missions to Paris and
London. On the outbreak of the revolution of 1821, of which he

disapproved, although he was suspected of sympatluzing with

it, he was forced into exile
;
and though not long after he was

allowed to return to Piedmont, all public service was denied

him. Reluctantly, and with frequent endeavours to obtain some
appointment, he gave himself up to literature as the only means
left him to influence the destinies of his country. This accounts

for the fitfulness and incompleteness of so much of his literary

work, and for the practical, and in many cases temporary,

element which runs through even his most elaborate productions.

The great object of his labours was to help in securing the inde-

pendence of Italy from foreign control. Of true Italian unity he

had no expectation and no desire, but he was devoted to the

house of Savoy, which he foresaw *was destined to change the

fate of Italy. A confederation of separate states under tht;

supremacy of the pope was the genuine ideal of Balbo, as it was
the ostensible one of Gioberti. But Gioberti, in lus Primatu,

seemed to him to neglect the first essential of independence,

which he acc^ordingly inculcated in his Speranze or Hopes of Italy

y

in which he suggests that Austria should seek compensation in

the Balkans for the inevitable loss of her Italian provinces.

Preparation, both military and moral, alertness and patience

were his constant theme. He did not desire revolution, but
reform

;
and thus he became the leader of a mo<5erate'party, and

the steady opponent not only of de^otism but of ^raocracy.

At last in 1848 his hopes were to some extent satisfied by

the constitution granted by the king. He was appoifilied a

member of the commission on the electored law, and became
first constitutional prime-minister of Piedmont, but only held

office a few months. With the ministiy of d’ Aieglio, which soon

after got into poweri he was on frienc% terms, and his pen
continued the active defence of his political principles till his

<kath on die 3rd of June 1853. The most ixnporUmt of his

writings are histonco^poiiliical, and derive at onoe their majesty

and their weakness fim his fibeoemtie themy of Christknity.

His style is dear and vigorous, and not unfrequentiy tent and
epigraiiimatic. He pubMied NmuMe in 1829 ; Sitria

d' lkdda setia i Bmimn in 2830 ;
Vdia di DufOe, 1839 ; Mediteh

stani ; Lb Sperame d*Jialiay ^ Pemmi
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Sidla Sioria d'ltedUy 1858 ;
IMa MonarMa raippnsBntadm in

Italia (Rorcnce, 1857).
See £. Ricotti. Della Vita e degH Scritti di Ceaare Balbo (1856)

;

A. Vismara. Biiliogtapa di Cesare Balbo (^UUltl, xS&t), .

BALBOA, VASCO NUftEZ DE <r. discoverer

of the Pacific, a leading figure among the Spanish explorers and
conquerors of America, was born at Jerez de los Caballeros, in

Blstremadura, about 1475. Though poor, he was by birth a
gentleman (hidalgo). Little is known of his life till 1504, when he
followed Rodrigo de Bastidas in his voyage of discovery to tl^

western seas. He appears to have settled in Hispaniola, and
took to cultivating land in the neighbourhood of Salvatierra,

but with no great success, as his debts soon became o|Ipressivc.

In 1509 the famous Ojeda (Hojeda) sailed from San llomingo

with an expedition and founded the settlement of San Sebastian.

He had left orders with EncLso, an adventurous lawyer of the

town, to fit out two ships and convey provisions to the new
settlement. Enciso set soil in 1510, and Balboa, whose debts

made the town unpleasant to lum, managed to accompany him
by concealing himself, it is said, in a cask of ** victuals for the

voyage,” which was conveyed from his farm to the ship. The
expedition reached San Sebastian to find Ojeda gone and tlie

settlement in ruins. While Enciso was undecided how to act,

Balboa propased that they should sail for Darien, on the Gulf of

Uraba, where he Ivad touched when with Bastidas. His proposal

was accepted and a new' towm was founded, named Sta Maria

de la Antigua del Darien
;
but quarrels soon broke out among

the adventurers, and Enciso was deposed, thrown into prison

and finally sent ofl to Spain with Balboa’s ally, the alcalde

Zamudio. Being thus left in authority, Balboa began to conquer

the surrounding country, and by his bravery, courtesy, kindness

of heart and just dealing gained the friendship of several native

chiefs. On one of these excursions he heard for the first time,

from the cacique Comogre, of the ocean on the oilier side of the

mountains and of the gold of Peru. Soon after his return to

Darien he received letters from Zamidio, informing him that

Enciso had complained to the king, and had obtained a sentence

condemning Balboa and sunmioning him to Spain. In his

despair at this message Vasco Nunez resolved to attempt some
great enterprise, the success of which he trusted would conciliate

his sovereign. On the ist of September 1513 he set out with one

hundred and ninety Spaniards (Francisco Pizarro among them)

and one thousand natives
;
on the 25th or 26th of September he

reached the summit of the range, and sighted the Pacific.

Pizarro and two others were sent on to reconnoitre
;
one of these

scouts, Alonzo Martin, was the first European actually to embark
upon the new-found ocean, in St Michaers Gulf. On the 29111 of

September Balboa himself arrived upon the shore, and formally

took possession of the
**
Great South Sea ” in the name of the

Spanish monarch. He remained on the coast for some time,

heard again of Peru, visited the Pearl Islands, and thenoe

returned to Darien, which he entered in triumph witli a great

booty on the i8th of January X514- Heat once sent messengers

to Spain bearing presents, to give an account of his discoveries
;

and the king, Ferdinand the Catholic, partly reconciled to his

daring subject, named him Adelantado of the South Sea, or

admiral of the Pacific, and governor of Panama and Coyba.

None the less an expedition sailed from Spain under Don Pedro

Arias de Avila (generally called Pedrarias Davila) to replace

Balboa in tlic government of the Darien colony itself. Mean-

while the latter had crossed the isthmus and revisited the Pacific

several (some say more than twenty) times
;
plans of the con-

quest of Peru and of the exploration of the western ocean began

to shape themselves in his mind
;
and with a view to these

projects, materials for shipbuilding were gathered tc^ther upon
the Pacific coast, and two light brigantines were built, launched

and armed. With these Vasco N uhtz now todc posseMtofx of the

Pearl Islands, and, had it not been for the weather, would have

reached the coast of Peru, But his career was stqf^xid by Uie

jealousy of Pedrarias, who pretended that Balboa proposed to

throw is hk aUegianoe, and enticed him to Apia, near Darieoi by
a cmity message. As scn» as he had hin in hkpcniwryhe
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him into ptiwn, had him tried lor treason, and forced the judge

to condemn him to death. The sentence was carried into

execution on the public square of Ada in 1517. From a reck-

less adventurer, Balboa had developed into an able general, an

excellent colonial administrator, and a statesman of mature

judgment and brilliant foresight.

See G. F. (le Oviedo, Historia general . . . de las Indias (1526,

bk. xxxix. chs. 2, 3) ; D. M. T. Quintana, Vidas de EspaHoles

celeltfes ;
M. F. de Navarrete, Coleccion de los Viajes y Descubri-

mientos (1825-1837); J.
Acosta, Compendia historico de la Nueva

Granada (1848) ;
O. Peschel, Geschichte der Erdhunde p. 237b

and Zeifalier der Rntdeckungen, j)p. 442-3, &c. ;
Washington Irving s

Voyages and Discoveries of the Compantfms of Columbus (1831), and
Varela’s notes on the same in Bihlioteca del Comercia del Plata (Monte
Video) ;

Ferdinand Denis art. “ Va.sco Nuflez de Balboa.” in

Nouv, Bing. Gen.

BALBRIGGAN, a market-town and seaport of Co. Dublin,

Ireland, in the north parliamentary division, 21 J m. N.N.E. of

Dublin by the Great Northern railway. Pop. (1901) 2236. The
harbour, though dry at low tides, has a depth of 14 ft. at high-

water springs, and affords a good refuge from the east or south-

east gales. There arc two piers, and a railway viaduct of eleven

arches cro.sscs the harbour. The town has considerable manu-
factures of cottons and hosiery, “ Balbriggan hose being well

known. The industry was founded by Baron Hamilton in 1761.

There is some coast trade in grain, &c., and sea-fishery is pro-

secuted. Balbriggan is much freciuented as a watering-place in

summer.
BALBUS, literally stammerer,” the name of several Roman

families. Of the Acilii Balbi, one Manius Acilius Balbus was
consul in 150 b.c., another in 114. To another family belonged

T. Ampius Balbus, a supporter of Pompey, but afterwards

pardoned by Juliu.s Giesar (cf. Cic. ad Fam. vi. 12 and xiii. 70).

We know also of Q. Antonins Balbus, praetor in Sicily in 82 b.c.,

and Marcus Atius Balbus, who married Julia, a sister of Caesar,

and had a daughter Atia, mother of Augustus. The most
important of the name were the two Comelii Balbi, natives of

Gades (Cadiz).
•

1. Lucius Cornelius Balbus (called Major to distinguish

him from his nephew) was bom early in the last century b.c. He
is generally considered to have been of Phoenician origin. For
his services against Scrtoriu.s in Spain, the Roman citizenship

was conferred upon him and his family by Pompey. Becoming
friendly with all parties, he had much to do with the formation
of the First Triumvirate, and was one of the chief financiers

in Rome. He was careful to ingratiate himself with Caesar,
whom he accompanied when propraetor to Spain (61), and to

Gaul (58) as chief engineer {praefectus fabrum). His position

as a naturalized foreigner, his influence and his wealth naturally

made Balbus many enemies, who in 56 put up a native of Gades
to prosecute him for illegally assuming the rights of a Roman
citizen, a charge directed against the triumvirs equally with
himself. Cicero, Pompey and Crassus all spoke on his behalf,

and he was acquitted. During the civil war he endeavoured
to get Cicero to mediate between Caesar and Pompey, with the

object of preventing him from dofinitely siding with the latter

;

and Cicero admits that he was dissuaded from doing so, against
his better judgment. Subsequently, Balbus became C^e-sar’s

private secretary, and Cicero was obliged to ask for his good
offices with Caesar. After Caesar’s murder, Balbus seems to have
attadied himself to Octavian

;
in 43 or 42 he was praetor, and

in 40 consul—an honour then for the first time conferred on an
alien. The year of his death is not known. Balbus kepta diary of

tlic chief events in his own and Caesar’s life (Suetonius, Caesar,

81). The 8th book of the BelL Gall,, whieft was probably written
by his friend Hirtius at his instigation, was dedkated to him.

Cicero, JLetiers (ed. Tyrrell and Purser, iv. introd. p. 62) and Pro
Bulbo

; tee aleo £. Jullien, De L, Com$l%o Baiba Maiore (1886).

2. Lucius Cornelius Balbus (called Mimr), nephew of the
above, received the Roman citizenship at the same time as his

uncle. During the civil war, he served under Caesar, by whom he
was entrusted with sefveral important missions. He also took
part in the Alexandrian and Spanish wars. He was rewarded
for his services by being admitted into the college of pontiffs.

In 43 he was quaestor in Further Spain, where he amassed a
large fortune by plundering the inhabitants. In the same year
he crossed over to Bogud, king of Mauretania, and is not heard
of again until 21, when he appears as proconsul of Africa.

Mommsen thinks that he had incurred the displeasure of Augustus
by his conduct as praetor, and that his African appointment after

so many years was due to his exceptional fitness for the post.

In 19 Balbus defeated the Garamantes, and on the 27th of March
in that year received the honour of a triumph, which was. then
for the first time granted to one who was not a Roman citizen

by birth, and for the last time to a private individual. He
built a theatre in the capital, which was dedicated on the return
of Augustus from Gaul in 13 (Dio Cassius liv. 25 ;

Pliny, Nat. Hist,

xxxvi. 12. 60). Balbus appears to have given some attention to
literature. He wrote a play of which the subject was his visit

to Lentulus in the camp of Pomp^ at Dyrrhachium, and,
according to Macrobius (Saturnalia, iii. 6), was the author of a
work called *'E^t]yr)TtKd, dealing with the gods and their worship.

Sec Velleius Paterculus ii. 51 ; Cicero, ad Att. viii. g ; and on both
the aliove the exliaustive articles in Pauly -Wissowa, Reakncyclo-
pddie, iv. pt. i. (igoo).

BALCONY (Ital. balcone from balco, scaffold
;

cf. 0 . II. Ger.
balcho, beam, Mod. Ger. Balken, Eng. balk), a kind of platform
projecting from the wall of a building, supported by columas
or console brackets, and enclosed with a balustrade. Sometimes
balconies are adapted for ceremonial purposes, e.g. that of St
Peter’s at Rome, whence the newly elected pope gives liis

blessing urht ct orbi. Inside churches balconies are sometimes
provided for the singers, and in banqueting halls and the like

for the musicians. In theatres the ” balcony ” was formerly a
stage-box, but the name is now usually confined to the part of
the auditorium above the dress circle and below the ^^galler)

BALDE, JAKOB (1604-1668), German Latinist, was bom at
Ensisheim in Alsace on the 4th of January 1604. Driven from
Alsace by the 'marauding bands of Count Mansfeld, he fled to
Ingolstadt where he began to study law. A love disappoint-
ment, however, turned his thoughts to the church, and in 1624
he entered the Society of Jesus. Continuing his study of the
humanities, he became in 1628 professor of rhetoric at Innsbruck,
and in 1635 at Ingolstadt, whither he had been transferred by
his .superiors in order to study theology. In 1633 he was ordained
priest. His lectures and poems had now made him famous,
and he was summoned to Munich where, in 1638, he became court
chaplain to the elector Maximilian 1 . He remained in Munich
till 1650, when he went to live at Landshut and afterwards at
Amberg. In 1654 he was transferred to Neuberg on the Danube,
as court preacher and confessor to the count palatine. In the
opinion of his contemporaries, Balde revived the glories of the
Augustan age, and Pope Alexander VII, and the scholars of
the Netherlands combined to do him honour; even Herder
regarded him as a greater poet than Horace. While such judg-
ments are naturally exaggerated, there is no doubt that he takes
a very high place among modern Latin poets. He died at Neulierg
on the pth of August 1668.
A collected edition of BaJde’s works in 4 vols. was published at

Cologne in 1650 ; a more complete edition in 8 vols. at Munich, i72t)

;

also a good selection by L. Spach (Paris and Straasburg, 1871). An
edition of his Latin lyrics appeared at Regensburg in 1884. There
are translations into German of his finer odes, by J. Schrott and M.
Schlcich (Munich, 1870). See G. We.stermavor. Jacobus Dalde, sein
Uben und seine Werke (1868) ; J. Bach, Jakob Balde (Freiburg, 1904).

BALDER, a Scandinavian god, the son of Odin or Othin. The
rtoiy of his death is given in two widely different forms, by Saxo
in his Gesta Danorum (ed. Holder, pp. 69 ff.) and in the prose
Edda (Gylfaginning, cap. 49).

See F. Kauffmann, Balder : Mythus und Sage (Straasburg, 1902).
For other works, see Teutonic Peoples, § 7.

BALDERK^ the name given to ffie author of a chronicle of the
bishops of Cambroi, written in the iith century. This Gesta
episoiporum Cambracensium was for some time attributed to
Balderic, archbishop of Noyon, but it now seems tolerably certain

the author was an anonymous canon of Cambiai. The work
is of considerable importance for the hist^ of the north ol
France during the xith century, and was Ant published in 1615.
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The best edition is in the Monumnia Germaniae historica.

Scripiores, Bd. vii. (Hanover and Berlin, 183^1892), which

contains an introduction by L. C. Bethmann.

See Hisioire liUhain de la France, tome viii. (Paris, 1865-1869).

BALDI, BERBARDINO (1533-1617), Italian mathematician

and miscdlaneous writer, was descended of a noble family at

Urbino, in which city he was bom on the 6th of June 1533, He
pursued his studies at Padua with extraordinary zeal and success,

and is said to have acquired, during the course of his life, no

fewer than sixteen languages, though according to Tiraboschi,

the inscription on his tomb limits the number to twelve. The
appearance of the plague at Padua obliged him to retire to his

native city, whence he was, shortly afterwards, called to act as

tutor to Fcrrante (Ferdinand) Gonzaga, from whom he received

the rich abbey of GuastaJla. He held office as abbot for twenty-

five years, and then retired to his native town. In 1612 he was
employed by the duke as his envoy to Venice, where he dis-

tinguished himself by the congratulatory oration he delivered

before the Venetian senate on the election of the new doge, Andrea
Memmo. Baldi died at Urbino on the 12th of October 1617. He
was, perhaps, the most universal genius of his age, and is said to

have written upwards of a hundred different works, the chief part

of which have remained unpublished. His various works give

satisfactory evidence of his abilities as a theologian, mathema-
tician

,
geographer, antiquary, historian and poet. The Cronica dei

Maimatici (published at Urbino in 1707) is an abridgment of a

larger work, on which he had bestowed twelve years of labour,

and which was intended to contain the lives of more than two
hundred mathematicians. His life has been written by Affo,

Mazzuchelli and others.

BALDINGER, ERNST GOTTFRIED (1738-1804), German
physician, was born near Erfurt on the 13th of May 1738. He
studied medicine at Erfurt, Halle and Jena, and in 1761 was
entrusted with the superintendence of the military hospitals

1

connected with the Prussian encampment near Torgau. He
published in 1765 a treatise De Miliitm Morbts, which met with

a favourable reception. In 1768 he became professor of medicine

at Jena, whence he removed in 1773 to Gottingen, and in 1785 to

Marburg, where he died of apoplexy on the 21st of January 1804.

Among his pupils were S. T. Sommerring and J. F. Blumcnbach.
Some eighty-four separate treatises are mentioned as having

proceeded from his pen, in addition to numerous papers scattered

through various collections and journals.

BALDINUCCI, FILIPPO (1624-1696), Italian writer on the

history of the arts, was bom at Florence. His chief work is

entitled Notizie de Professori del Disegno da Ctmabue . .
.
(dal

j^Oo sino al rOyo), and was first published in six vols. 4to, 1681-

1728. The capital defect of this work is the attempt to derive all

Italian art from the schools of Florence. A good edition is that

by Ranalli (5 vols. 8vo, Florence, 1845-1847). Baldinucci’s whole
works were published in fourteen vols. at Milan, 1808-1812.

BALDNESS ^ (technically alopecia, from
,
a fox, foxes

often having bald patches on their coats), the result of loss

of hair, |Wticularly on the human scalp. So far as remediable

alopecia is concerned, two forms may be distinguished : one the

premature baldness so commonly seen in young men, due to

alopecia scborrhoica, tlie other alopecia areata, now regarded as

an epidemic disease.

Alopecia scborrhoica is that premature baldness so constantly

seen, in which the condition steadily advances from the forehead

backwards, until only a fringe of hair is left on the head. It is

always due to the underlying disease seborrhoea, and though it

progresses steadily if neglected, is yet very amenable to treatment.

The two drugs of greatest value in this trouble are sulphur and
salicylic acid, some eighteen grains of each added to an ounce of

vaseline making a gow application. This should be rubbed well

into the scalp^ly for a prolongedperiod. Where the greasine.ss

is objected to, the following salicylic lotion may be substituted,

* The adjective “ bald," M. E. “ balled," is usually explained as
literally " round aud araooth like a ball," but it may be connected
with a stem bah white, or shining. The Greek ^Xcur/>6t certainly
Suggests some such derivation.
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though the vaseline apj^icatbn has probably the greater value

:

—B Ac. salicyl. 7a—iv ; 01 . ricini Si—vi ; 01. roi. geran.

: Spt. vini ad 5vi. The head must be frequently deansed,

and in very mild cases a daily washing with soap spirit will at

times effect a cure unaided.

Alopecia areata is characterized by the development of round

patches more or less completely denuded of hair. It is most

commonly observed on the scalp, though it may occur on any
part of the body where hair is naturally present, 'Hie patches

are rounded, smooth and somewhat depressed owing to the loss

of a large proportion of the follicles. At the margin of the patches

short broken hairs are usually to be seen. Clinical cvi(Jence is

steadily accumulating to show that this disease may be trans-

mitted. Organisms are invariably present, in some coses few in

number, but in otlrers very abundant and forming a continuous

sheath round the hair. 'They were first described by Dr George

Thin, who gave them the name of Bacterium deealvens. The

disease must be distinguished from ringworm—especially the

bald variety
;
but though this is at times somewhat difficult

clinically, the use of the microscope leaves no room for doubt. It

must be remembered that for patients under forty years of age,

time alone will generally bring about the desired end, though

treatment undoubtedly hastens recovery. After forty every year

added to the patient's age makes the prognosis less good. The
general hygiene and mode of life of the sufferer must Ihj very

carefully attended to, and any weakness suitably treated. The
following lotion should be applied daily to the affected parts, at

first cautiously, later more vigorously, and in stronger solution :

—

B Acidi lactici oi—Si
;
01. ricini 3ii

;
Spt. vini ad Siv.

The loss of hair following acute fevers must be treated by
keeping the hair short, applying stimulating lotions to the scalp,

and attending to the general liygiene of the patient.

BALDOVINBTTI, ALBSSIO (1427-1499), Florentine painter,

was bom on the 14th of October 1427, and died on the 29th of

August 1499. He ^ follower of the group of scientific

realists and naturalists in art which induefed Andrea del Castagno,

Paolo Uccello and Domenico Veneziano, the influence of the

last-named master being particularly manifest in his work.

Tradition, probable in itself though not attested by contemporary

records, says that he assisted in the decorations of the chapel of

S. Egidio in Santa Maria Nuova, carried out during the years

1441-1451 by Domenico Veneziano and in conjunction with

Andrea del Castagno. That he was commissioned to complete

the series at a later date (1460) is certain. In 1462 Alessio Was

employed to paint the great fresco of the Annunciation in the

cloister of the Annunziata, which still exists in ruined condition.

The remains as we see them give evidence of the artist’s power

both of imitating natural detail with minute fidelity and of

spacing his figures in a landscape with a large sense of air and

distance
;
and they amply verify two sejiarate statements of

Vasari concerning him : that “ he delighted in drawing landscapes

from nature exactly as they are, whence wc see in his paintings

rivers, bridges, rocks, plants, fruits, roads, fields, cities, exercise-

grounds, and an infinity of other such things," and that he ^s
an inveterate experimentalist in technical matters. His favourite

method in wall-painting was to lay in his compositions in fresco

and finish them a secco with a mixture of yolk of egg and liquid

varnish. This, says Vasari, was with the view of protecting the

painting from damp ;
but in course of time the parts executed

with this vehicle scaled away, so that the great secret he hoped

to have discovered turned out a failure. In 1463 he furnished a

cartoon of the Nativity, which was executed in tarsia by Giuliano

de Maiano in the sacristy of the cathedral and still exists. From
1466 date the groups of four Evangelists and four Fathers of the

Church in fresco, together with tlw Annunciation on an oblong

panel, which still decorate the Portuguese chapel in the church

of S. Miniato, and are given in error by Vasari to Pietro

Pollaiuolo. A fresco of the risen Christ between ai^ek inside a

Holy Sepulchre in the chapel of the Rucellai family^ also still

existing, belongs to 1467. In 1471 Alessio undertook important

works for the church of 9ta Trinitk on the commission of

Bongianni Gianffgltazzi. First, to paint an oitar-piece of the
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Virion and Child with six saints

;
this was finished in 1472 and is

now in the Academy at Florence
:

jext, a series of frescoes from

the Old Testament which was to be completed according to

contract within five years, but actually remained on hand for

fully sixteen. In 1497 the finished series, which contained many
portraits of leading Florentine citizens, was valued at a thousand

gold florins by a committee consisting of Cosimo Rosselli,

Henozzo Gozzoli, Pcrugirx) and Filippino Idppi ;
only some

defaced fragments of it now remain. Meanwhile Alcssio had been

much occupied with other technical pursuits and researches apart

from painting. He was regarded hy his contemporaries as the

one craftsman who had rediscovered and fully understood the

long disused art of mosaic, and was employed accordingly

between 1481 and 148.^ to repair the mosaics over the door of the

church of S. Miniato, as well as several of thost; Ixrth within and
without the baptritery of the cathedral.

These are the recorded and datable works of the master ;

others attributed to him on good and sufficient internal evidences

are as follows :—A small panel in the Florence Academy, with

the three subjects of the Baptism, the Marriage of Cana and the

'JVansfiguration ; this was long attributed to Fra Angelko, but
is to all appearance early work of Baldovinetti ; an Annunciation
in the Cffizi, formerly in the church of S. Giorgio ; unmistakably
hy the muster’s hand though given by Vasari to Peselino

: j

.scwal Madonnas of peculiarly fine and characteristic quality
; j

one in the collection of Madame Andr6 at Paris acquired direct
I

from the descendants of the painter, a second, fonncrly in the

Duchatel collection and now in the L^vre, a third in the posses-

sion of Mr Berenson at Florence. All these are executed with
the determined patience and precision characteristic of Baldo-
vinetti

;
two, those at the Couvre and in the Andre collection,

are distinguished by beautiful landscape tjackgrounds ; and all,

liut especially the exanqile in the Louvre, acid a peculiar and
delicate ciuirm to the quality of grave majesty which Alessio’s

works share with those of Piero della I'mncesca and others of

Domenico Veneziano s <bliowing. 'Fhcy probably belong to th(!

years 1 4O0-1465. In the later of his preserved works, while there
is no abttttmcnt of precise and laborious finish, we find beginning
to prevail a certain harslmess and commonness of type, and a
lack of cure for beauty in composition, the technical and scientific

searcher seeming more and more to predominate over the artist.

See ulw) Vusuri, od. Milanosi, vol. ii. ; Oowe-Cavalca»elle, Hist,
of Paintiit(» iv Itaiy, vol. ii.; Bernhard BcMvnson. Study and Criticism
of Italian Att, 2i>d situ’s. (S. C.)

BALDRIC (from 0 . Fr. haudfei, O. Ger. haldendi, of doubtful
origin ; cognate with English “ belt ”), a belt worn over one
shoulder, passing diagonally across the body and under the other
arm, cither as on ornament or a support for a sword, bugle, &c.
BALDUINUSy JACOBUB, Italian jurist of tlie 13th century,

was by birth a Bolognese, and is reputed to have be^ of a noble
family. He was a pupil of Azo, and tlie master of Odofredus, of
Hostiensis, and of jacobus de Ravanis, the last of whom has the
reputation of liaving first applied dialectical forms to legal

science. His great fame asa pn)fes8or of civil law at die university
of Bologna caused Balduintis to be elected podestd of the city of

Genoa, whwc he was entrusted with the reforms of the law of
the republic. He died at Bologna in 1225, and has left behind
him some treatises on proceduiv, the eari*Mt of their kind.
BALDUS DE UBALDIS, PETRUS (13271406), Italian jurist,

a member of the noble family of the Ub^di (Bcddeschi), was bom
at Perugia in 13*7, and studied dvil law there under Bartnlus,
being admitted to the degree of doctor of civil law at the early age
of aeventeen. Federicus Petrudus of Sima is said to have been
the master under whom he studied canon law. Upon his pro-
motkm to the doctorate he at once proceeded to Bologna, where
he taught law for three yean ; after whidi he was ai^anced to a
professorship at Perugia, where he remained fxif thirty^three
years. He taught law sul^uently at Pisa, at Flotonoe, at
fiadua and at Pavia, ata time wheo the schools of law in those
muvenities disputed the palm with the school of Bologna. He
died at Pavia on the a8th of April 1406. The extant works of
Bttldufi hardly bear out the great repuUtton which he acquired

I amongst hh CGfitemporaries, due partly to the active part he

I
took in public affairs, and partly to the fame he acquired by his

consultations, of which five volumes have been published
(Frankfort, 1589). Baldus w^as the master of Pierre Roger de
Beaufort, who became pope under the title of Gregory XI-, and
whose immediate successor. Urban VI., summoned Baldus to
Rome to assist him by his consultations k 13S0 against the
anti-pope Clement VII. Cardinal de Zabarella and Paulus
Castrensis were also amongst his pupils. His Commentary on
the Idbeir.Feudorum is considered to be one of the best of his works,
which were unfortunately left by him for tlie most part in an
incomplete state. His brothers Augelus (1328-1407) and Petms
(i3.35“i4oo) were of almost equal eminence with himself as
jurists.

BALDWIN L (d. 1205), emperor of Romania, count of Flanders
and Hainaut, was one of the most prominent leaders of the
fourth crusade, which resulted in the capture of Constantinople,

the conquest of the greater part of the East Roman empire, and
the foundation of the Latin empire of Romania. The imperial
crown was offered to, and refused by, Henry Dandolo, doge of

Venice. The choice then lay between Baldwin and Boniface
of Montferrat. Baldwin was elected (gth of May 1204), and
crowned a week later. He was youi^, gallant, pious and virtuous,

one of the few who interpreted and observed his crusading vows
strictly ; the most popular leader in the host The empire of

Romania was organized on feudal principles
; the emperor was

feudal superior of the princes who received portions ol the
conquered territory. His own special portion consisted of

Constantinople, the adjacent regions both on the European
and the Asiatic side, along with some outlying districts, and
several islands including Lemnos, Lesbos, Cliios and Tenos.
The territories had still to be conquered ; and first of all it was
necessary to break the resistance of the Greeks in Thrace and
secure Thessalonica. In this enterprise (summer of 1204)
Baldwin came into collision with Boniface of Montferrat, the rival

candidate for the empire, who was to receive a large territory

in Macedonia with the title of king of Saloniki. He hoped to

make himself quite independent of the empire, to do no homage
for his kingdom, and he opposed Baldwin’s proposal to march
to Thessalonica. The antagonism between Flemings and
Lombards aggravated the quarrel. Baldwin insisted on going to

Tliessalonica
; Boniface laid siege to Hadrianople, where Baldwin

had established a governor
;

civil war seemed inevitaWe. An
agreement was effected by the efforts of Dandolo and the count
of Blois. Boniface received Thessalonica as a fief from the
emperor, and was appointed commander of the forces which
were to march to the conquest of Greece.

During the following winter (1204-1205) the Franks proseaitcd
conquests in Bithynla, in which Heiiry, Baldwin’s brother,
took part But in February the Greeks revolted in I'hrace,
relying on the assistance of John (Kaloyan), king of Bulgaria,
whose overtures of alliance had been unwisely rejected by the
emperor. The garrison of Hadrianople was expelled. Baldwin
along with Dandolo,thecount of Blois,and Marshal Villehardouin,
the historian, marched to beside that city. The Bulgarian king
led to its relief an army which far outnumbered that of the
crusaders. The Frank knights fought desperately, but were
utterly defeated (14th of April 1205); tlie count of Blois was
slain, and the omperor captured. For some time his fate was
uncertain, and in the meanwhile Henry, his brother, assumed
the regency. Not till the middle of July was it definitely ascer-
tained that he was dead. It seems that he was at first treated well
as a valuable hostage, but was sacrificed by the Bulgarian
monarch in a sudden outburst of rage, perhaps in covisequence of
the revolt of Philippopolis, whidi passed into the hands of the
Franks. One oontemporary writer says that his hands and feet

were cut off, and he was thrown into a valley where he dibd on
the third day

; but the manner of his death is ol^oure. King
John himself wrote to Pope Innocent III, that he died in prison.
His brother Henry was crowned emperor in August.

AiTiwoRirncR.—Vitk^ardenin, La Ctmau$t» QoMtantinopU (ed.
I>c Wailly, Paris, 187a; ed. Bouchet, 2 vdb., Paris, 1891); Robert
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de Clari, La Pfita d* CmsUii»tiw>pl$ (in i^f's Ckromu^s gr^eoh

romaines); Emoul, Chronigue (ed. itatric, Paris. 1871) ; Nicetas
(ed. Bonn, 1835I ;

t^rgc Acropolites, vol i. (ed. Heisenberg,
Leiptig, 1003) ;

bocumcnts in Tafel and Thomas, Urhunden mf
allefen Handfiis^ ufid StaatigesckioMte dor Ropublik Vonodig (Vienna.

Moder^j Works.—

D

ucange, HUtoire do Vempire de Comian-
tinople sous hs empereurs franfais (I’ans, 1657) ; Gibbon. Decline

and Fall, vol. vi. (nd. Bury, 1808) : G. Finlay, History oi Greece,

vol. iv. (Oxford, 1877) ; Pears, The Fall of Constantinople (Ixmdon,

1885) ; Hopf. Griechische Geschichte," in Ersch and Groljer's

Encyhlopddio. yol. Ixxxv. (Leipzig. 1870); Gcrland, GeschichU des

lateinisohen Kaiserreiches von honstanlinopel, part i. (Homburg v. d«

H6he. 1905). (J. R. R.)

BALDWIN !L (1217-1275), emperor of Romania, was a younger

son of Yolande, sister of Baldwin I. Her husband, Peter of

Courtenay, wa.s third emperor of Romania, and had been followed

by his son Robert, on whose death in 1228 the succession passed

to Baldwin, a boy of eleven years old. The barons diose John
of Brienne (titular king of Jerusalem) as emperor-regent for life

;

Baldwin was to rule the Asiatic possessions of the empire when

he reached the age of twenty, was to marry John’s daughter

Mary, and on John’s death to enjoy the full imperial sovereignty.

The marriage contract was carried out in 1234. Since the death

of the emperor ffenry in 1216, the Latin empire had declined

and the Gredc power advanced
;
and the hopes that John of

Brienne might restore it were disappointed. He died in 1257.

The realm which Baldwin governed was little more than Con-

stantinople. His financial situation was desperate, and his life

was chiefly orcuj>ied in begging at European courts. He went to^

the West in 1256, visited Rome, France and Flanders, trying to

niise money and men to recover the lost territory of his realm.

His efforts met with success, and in 1240 he returned to

Constantinople (through (iermany and Hungary) at the head of

a considerable army. Qrcumstances hindered him from accom-

plishing anything with this help, and in 1245 he travelled again

to the West, first to Italy and then to France, where he spent two I

years. The empress Maria and Philip of Toucy governed during

his absence. He was happy to be aWe to gel money from King

Louis IX. in exchange for relics. In 1249 he was with King Louis

at Damictta. Tlie extremity of his financial straits reduced

him .soon afterwards to handing over his only son Philip to

merchants as a pledge for loans of money. Louis TX, redeemed

the hosUige. The rest of his inglorious reign was spent by Baldwin

in mendicant tours in western Europe. In 1261 Constantinople

was captured by Michael Palaeologus, and Baldwin’s rule came
to an end. He escaped in a Venetian galley to Negropont,

and then proceeded to Athens, thence to Apulia, finally to France.

As titular emperor, his role was still the same, to beg help from

the western powers. In 1267 he went to Italy
;

his hopes were

centred in Charles of Anjou. Charles seriously entertained the

idea of conquering Constantinople, though various complications

hindered him from realizing it. He made a definite treaty with

Baldwin to this intent (May 1267). During the next year

Baldwin and his son Philip lived on pensions from Charles. In

October 1275 Philip married Beatrice, daughter of Charles, at

Foggia. A few days later Baldwin died.

authorities for Baldwin I. above ; also Norden, Das Papsffum
und Byzanz (BerUa. 1903). (J. b. B.)

BALDWIN l»f prince of Edessa (1098-1100), and first kii^ of

Jerusalem (noo-iii8), was the brother of Godfrey of BouiUon
(q.v.). He was originally a clerk in orders, and held several

prebends
;
but in 1096 he joined the first crusade, and accom-

panied his brother Godfrey as far as Heraclea in Asm Minor.

When Tancred left the main body of the crusaders at Heradea,
and marched into Cilicia, Baldwin followed, partly in jealousy,

partly from the same political motives which animated Tanored.

He wrested Tarsus from Tancred’s grip (S^tember 1097), and
left there a garrison of bis own. After rejoining the main army
at Marash^ be received an invitation from an Armenian named
Pakrad, and aaoved eastwards towards the Euphrates, where be

occupied Tell-baihir. Another invitation followed from Thoros

of Edessa ;
and to Ed^sa Baldwin came, first as protector, and

then, udien Thorns was assassinated, as hii succcseor (Mardi

1098). Fw two years he ruled in Edessa (1098-1100), marrying

3+5
an Armenian wile, and acting generally as the mterfnediary

between the crusaders and the ^menians. During these two
years he was succe.ssful in nfttintaining his ground, both against

the Mahommedan powers by which he was^ surrounded^ and
from which he won Samosata and Seruj (Sarorgia), and against

a conspiracy of his own subjects in 1098. At the end of 1099 lie

visited Jerusalem along with Bohemund I. ; but he returned to

Edessa in January 1100. On the death of Godfrey he was
summoned by a party in Jerusalem to succeed to hb brother.

A lay reaction against the theocratic pretensions Dagdbert»

who was counting on Norman support, was responsible for the

summons
;
and in the strength of that reaction Baldwin was

able to b^ome the first king of Jerusalem. He was crowned

on Christmas Day, 1100, by the patriarch himself ; but the

struggle of church and stale was not yet over, and in the spring

of iioi Baldwin had Dagobert suspended by a papal legate,

while later in the year the two disagreed on the question of the

contribution to be made by the patriarch towards the defence

of the Holy Land. Tlie struggle ended in the deposition of

Dagobert and the triumph of Baldwin (1102).

As Baldwin had secured the supremacy of the lay power in

Jerusalem, so be extended into a compact kingdom the poor

and straggling territories to which he had succeeded. This he did

by an alliance with the Italian trading towns, especially Genoa,

which supplied in return for the concession of a quarter in the

conouered towns, the instruments and the skill for a war of sieges,

in which the coast towns of Palestine were successively reduced.

Arsuf and Caesarea were captured in uoi
;

Acre in 1104;
Beirut and Sidon in 1 1 10 (the latter with the aid of the Venetians

and Norwegians). Meanwhile Baldwin repelled in successive

years the attacks of the Egyptians (1102, 1105, 1105), and in

the latter years of his reign (1115-1118) he even pushed south-

ward at the expense of Egypt, penetrating as far as the Red Sea,

and planting an outpost at Monreal. In the north he had to

compose the dissensions of the Christian princes in Tripoli,

Antioch and Edessa (1109-11 jo), and help them to maintain

their ground against the Mahommedan princes of N.E. Syria,

especially Maudud and Aksunk-ur, amirs of Mosul. In this way
Baldwin was able to make himself into practical suzerain of the

three Christian principalities of the north, though tbe suzerainty

was, and always continued to be, .somewhat nominal In iii8

he died, after an expedition to Egypt, during which he captured

Farama, and, as old Fuller says, “ caught many fish, and his

death in eating them.”

Baldwin was one of the “ adventurer princes ” of the first

crusade, and as such he stands alongside of Bohemund, Tancred

and Raymund. On the whole he was the most successful of his

class. By his defence of the lay power against a nascent theo-

cracy, and by his alliance with the Italian towns, he was the real

founder of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem. Events worked for

him : he might never have come to the throne, unless Bohemund
had fallen into the hands of Danishmend ; and the dissensions

among the Mahommedans alone made possible the subsequent

consolidation of his kingdom. But he had rnriu as well aa

fortuna

;

and on his tombstone it was written that he was “ a

second Judas Maccobaeus, whom Ke^r and Egypt, Dan and
Damascus dreaded.” As king, he still retained something

the clerk in the habit of his dress \ but be was at the same

time a warrior so impetuous, as to be sometimes foolhardy, and

his policy was on the whole anti'Cl.erical. He may be accused of

greed : his life was not chaste
;
and the two defects met in his

rejection of his Armenian wife and his marriage to the rich

Sicilian widow Adelaide (1113). But ” on the holiest soil of

I

history, he gave his people a fatherland ”
; and Fulcher^ oi

Chartres, his chaplain, who paints at the beginning of Baldwin’s

reign the terrors of the lonely band of Christians in the midst of

their foes, can celebrate at the end the formation of a new
natkm in tbe East {qui fuimus oeddenUdes, nunc facti sumus
orignlalisy^n achievenient which, so far as it was tlie work of

any one man, wos'the work oi Baldwin I.

Literator^.—

T

he Hiokria Niomolymtama of Ftfidter. who had
aocoapaaied Baldwin as ofaaptein to EdeiM, and >hia lived in
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JfnMalim 4anxig hu» reign» i« the pnnmfy authority Ux Baldwin’s

career. There is a monograph on Baldwin by Wolff (Konig Baldwin J.

tefUiolem), and his rei^ is sketc^icd in R. Rfthricht s Geschichie

K9Higfeichs Jerusaltm (Innsbruck, 1808) C. i.-iv. (E. Bn.)

BALDWIN IL, count of Edessa (1100-1118), king of Jerusalem

(iiiS-ii.'jf), originally known as Baldwin de Burg, was a son of

Count ITiigh of Rethel, and a nephew of Godfrey of Bouillon

and Balflwin 1 . He appears on the first crusade at Constanti-

nople as one of Godfrey’s men; and he helped Tancred to

occupy Bethlehem in J iinc 1 099. After the capture of Jerusalem

he served for a time with Bohemund at Antioch
;

but when
Baldwin of Edessa became king of Jerusalem, he summoned
Baldwin de Burg, and left him as count in Edessa. From Edessa

Baldwin conducted continual forays against the Mahommedan
princes

;
and in the great foray of 110^, in which he was joined

by Bohemund, he was defeated and captured at Balich. Tancred

became guardian of Edessa during Baldwin’s captivity, and did

not trouble himself greatly to procure his release. Baldwin,

however, recovered his liberty at the loginning of 1108, and at

once entered upon a struggle with Tancred for the recovery of

Edessa. In .September 1108 he regained his principality; but
the struggle with Tancred continued, until it was composed by
Baldwin in 1109. For the next ten years Baldwin ruled his

principality with success, if not without severity. Planted in the

farthest Christian outpost in northern Syria, he had to meet
many attacks, especially from Mardin and Mosul, in revenge

for the provocation offered by his own forays and those of the

restless Tancred. In 1110 he was besieged in Edessa, and
relieved by Baldwin I.

;
in 1114 he repelled an atUick by

Aksunkur of Mosul
;

in 1115 he helped to defeat Aksunkur at

Danith. At the same time, if Matthew of Edessa may be
trusted, he also carried his arms against the Armenians, and
plundered in his avarice every Armenian of wealth and position.

In IT 18 he was on his way to spend Easter at Jerusalem, when
he received the news of the death of Baldwin 1 . ;

and when be
arrived at Jerusalem, he was made king, chiefly by the influcnc'c

of the patriarch Amulff In a reign of thirteen years, Baldwin
II. extended the kingdom of Jerusalem to its widest limits.

His reign is marked by almost incessant fighting in northern
Syria. In 1119, after the defeat and death of Roger of Antioch,
he defeated the amirs of Mardin and Damascus at Danith ; in

subsequent years he extended his sway to the very gates of

Aleppo. In 1123 he was captured by Balak of Mardin, and
confined in Kharput with Joscelin, his successor in the county
of Edessa, who had been captured in the previous year. During
his captivity Eustace Graverius became regent of Jerusalem,
and succeeded, with the aid of the Venetians, in repelling an
Egjmtian attack, and even in capturing Tyre, 1124. In 1124
Baldwin TI. succeeded in securing his liberty, under conditions

which he instantly broke
;
and he at once embarked on strenuous

and not unsuccessful hostilities against Aleppo and Damascus
(11 24- 1 127), exacting tribute from both. During his reign he
twice acted as regent in Antioch (1119, 1130), and in 1126 he
married his daughter Alice to Bohemund II. In 1 128 he offered

the hand of his eldest daughter, Melisinda, to Fulk of Anjou,
who had been recommended to him by Honorius II. In 1129
Fulk came and married Melisinda, and in 1131, on the death of

Baldwin, he succeeded to the crown.
Baldwin 11 . had much of the churchmanship of Godfrey and

Baldwin I.
;

but he appears most decidedly as an incessant

warrior, under whom the I^tin domination in the East stretched,

as Ibn al-Athir writes, in a long line from Mardin in the North
to ej-Arish on the Red Sea—a line only token by the Mahom-
medan powers of Aleppo, Hamah, Hoiff'S and Damascus. The
Franks controlled the great routes of trade, and took tolls of the

traders
;
and in 1130 their power may be regarded as having

reached its height.

Littrature. -Fulcher of Chartres narrates the reign of Baldwin
n. down to 1127 ; for the rest of the reign the authority is William
of Tyre. R. HOhrltht, 0$ickickU dta Ki^nigtneks Jarustdem (Inns-
bruck, 18^)8), C. vii.-x.. is the chief modern authority. (£. Bk.)

BALDWIN IIL, king of Jerusalem (1143-1162), was the eldest

son of Fulk of Jerusalm by his wife Melisinda. He was bom in

1130, and became king in 1143, under the regency of his mother,

which lasted till 1152. He came to the throne at a time when
the attacks of the Greeks m Cilicia, and of Zengi on Edessa,

were fatally weakening the position of the Franks in northern

Syria ;
and from the beginning of his reign the power of the

litin kingdom of Jemsalem may be said to be slowly declining,

though as yet there is little outward trace of its decay to be seen.

Edessa was lost, however, in the year after Baldwin’s accession,

and the conquest by Zengi of this farthest and most important
outpost in northern Syria was already a serious blow to

kingdom. Upon it in X147 there followed the second crusade;

and in that crasade Baldwin IIL, now some eighteen years of

age, played his part by the side of Conrad IIL and Louis Vll.

He received them in Jerusalem in 1148 ; with them he planned
the attack on Damascus and with them he signally failed in the

attack. In 1149, after the failure of the crusade, Baldwin IIL
appeared in Antioch, where the fall of Raymund, the husband
of the princess Constance, made his presence necessary, lie

regulat^ affairs in Antioch, and tried to strengthen the north
of Palestine generally against the arm of Zengi’s successor,

Nureddin, by renewing the old and politic alliance with Damascus
interrupted since 1147, and by ceding Tellbashir, the one remnant
of the county of Edessa, to Manuel of Constantinople. In 1152
came the inevitable struggle between the young king and his

mother, who had ruled with wisdom and vigour during the regency

and was unwilling to lay down the reins of power. Baldwin
originally planned a solemn coronation, as the signal ot his

•emancipation. Dissuaded from that course, he nevertheless

wore his crown publicly in the church of the Sepulchre. \
.struggle followed : in the issue, Baldwin agreed to leave his

mother in possession of Jerusalem and Nablus, while he retained

Acre and Tyre for himself. But he repented of the bargain

;

and a new struggle began, in which Baldwin recovered, after

some fighting, the possession of his capital. From these internal

dissensions B^dwin was now summoned to the north, to regulate

anew the affairs of Antioch and also those of Tripoli, where the

death of Count Raymund had thrown on his shoulders the cares of

a second regency. On his return to Jerusalem he was successful

in repelling an attack by an anny of Turcomans
; and his success

encouraged him« to attempt the siege of Ascalon in tlie spring
of 1153. He was successful : the “ bride of Syria,” which
had all but become the property of the crusaders in 1099, but
had since defied the arms of the Franks for half a century,
became part of the kingdom of Jerusalem, From 1156 to 1158
Baldwin was occupied in hostilities with Nureddin. In 1156
he had to submit to a treaty which cut short his territories

;
in

the winter of 1157- 1158 he besieged and captured Harim, in the
territory once belonging to Antioch; in 1158 he defeated
Nureddin himself. In the same year Baldwin married Theodora,
a near relative of the East Roman emperor Manuel

; while in

1159 he received a visit from Manuel himself at Antioch. The
^tin king rode behind the Greek emperor, without any of the
insignia of his dignity, at the entry into Antioch ; but their re-

lations were of the friendliest, and Manuel—as great a physician
as he was a hunter—personally attended to Baldwin when the

king was thrown from his horse in attempting to equal the
emperor’s feats of horsemanship. In the same year Baldwin
liad to undertake the regency in Antioch once more, Raynald
of Chatillon, the second husband of Constance, being captured
in Iiattle. Three years later he died (1162), without male issue,

and was succeeded by his brother Amalric 1 .

Baldwin IIL was the first of the kings of Jerusalem who was
a native of the soil of Palestine. His three predecessors had all

been emigrants from the West. His reign also marks a new
departure from another point of view. His predecessors had
been men of a type half military, half clerical—at once hard
fighters and sound churchmen^ Baldwin was a man of a subtler

type-^a- man capable of dealing with the intrigues of a court
and with problems of law, and, as such, suited for gliding
the middle age of the kingdom, which the different qualities of

his predecessors had been equally suited to found. Like his

brother, Amalric L; he was a dcrkly and studious king, versed
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in }aW| and read^ to discuss points of dogma. In an excellent

sketch of Baldwin’s character (xvi. cii.), William of Tyre tdls

us diat he spent his spare time in reading and had a p^culor
affection for history ; that he was well skilled in the jus coft^

sueHtdinarium of the kingdom (afterwards recorded by lawyers

like John of Ibelin and Philip of Novara as the assizes of

Jerusalem ”)
;
and that he had the royal faculty for remembering

faces, and could generally be trusted to address by name anybody
whom he had once met, so that he was more popular with high

and low than any of his predecessors. He had, William also

reports, a gift of impromptu eloquence, and a faculty both for

saying witty things pleasantly at other people’s expense and
for listening placidly to witticisms directed gainst himself

;

wl^ile he was generous to excess without needing to make ex-

actions in order to support his generosity, and always respected

the Church. If in his youth he had been prone to gambling,

and l)efore his marriage with Theodora had been somewhat lax

in his morals, when he became a man he put away childish things ;

his married life was a shining eicample to his people and he was
abstemious both in food and drink, holding that excess in

was an incentive to the worst of crimes.” Even his enemy,
Nureddin, said of him, when he died

—“the Franks have lost

such a prince that the world lias not now his like.”

Literature.—W'iUiam of Tyre is the ffreat primaiy authority
for liis reign ;

Cinnamus and Ibn-al-athir (see Bibliography to the
article Crusades) give the Byzantine and Maliommedaii point of

view. His reign is rlescribod by R. Rohricht, Geschichte dcs Kbnig-
reichs Jerusalem (Innsbruck. 1898), C. xiii.-xvi. (E. Br.)

BALDWIN IV., the son of Amalric I. by his first wife Agnes,

ruled in Jerusalem from 1174 to 1183, when he had his nephew

Baldwin crowned in his stead. Educated by William of Tyre,

Baldwin IV. came to the throne at the early age of thirteen

;

and thus the kingdom came under the regency of Raymund II.

of Tripoli. Happily for the kingdom whose king was a child and

a leper, the attention of Saladin was distracted for several years

by an attempt to wrest from the sons of Nureddin the inheritance

of their father—an attempt partially successful in 1174, but only

finally realized in i T83. The problems of the reign of Baldwin IV.

may be said to have been two—his sister Sibylla and the fiery

Raynald of Chatillon, once prince of Antioch through marriage

to Constance (1153-1159), then a captive for many years in the

hand of the Mahommedans, and since 1176 lord of Krak (Kerak),

to the east of the Dead Sea. Sibylla was the heiress of the

kingdom
;
the problem of her marriage was important. Married

first to William of Montferrat, to whom she bore a son, Baldwin,

she was again married in 1180 to Guy of Lusignan
;
and dissen-

sions between Sibylla and her husband on the one side, and

Baldwin IV. on the other, troubled the latter years of his reign.

Meanwhile Raynald of Krnk took advantage of the position of

his fortress, which lay on the great route of trade from Damascus

and Egypt, to plunder the caravans (1182), and thus helped to

precipitate the inevitable attack by Saladin. When the attack

came, Guy of Lusignan was made regent by Baldwin IV., but

he declined battle and he was consequently deposed both from

his regency and from his right of succession, while Sibylla’s

son by her first husband was crowned king as Baldwin V. in

1183. For a time Baldwin IV. still continued to be active;

but in 1184 he handed over the regency to Raymund tSf Tripoli,

and in 1185 he died.

Literature.—The narrative of William of Tyre concludes with
Baldwin IV. 's transfer of the regency to Raymund of Tripoli.

R. Rohricht describes the peign of Baldwin IV., Geschichte des

Kiinigrcichs Jerusalem (Innsbruck, 1898), C. xix.-xxi. (E. Br.)

BALDWIN V., the son of Sibylla (daughter of Amalric I.)

by her first husband, William of Montferrat, was the nominal king

of Jerusalem from 1183 to ti86, under the regency of Raymund
of Tripoli. His reign is marked by the advance of Saladin and
by diss^sions between the government and Guy of Lusignan.

BALDWIN,JAMES HARK (i86i«
),American philosopher,

was bom at Columbia, S.C., and educated at Princeton and
several German universities. He was professor of philosophy

m the university of Toronto (1889), of psychology at Princeton

(1893), and subsequently (1903)0! philoso^y and psychology in

Johns Hopkins University. Prominent among expdritnental

psycholoj^ts, he was one of the founders of the Psyeholofied

Review. In 1892 be was Vice-^president of the International

Congress of Psychology held m London, and in i897-<i898

president of the American Psychological Association 5. he received

a gold medal from the Royal Academy of Arts and Sciences of

Denmark (1897), was honorary president of the International

Congress of Criminal Anthropology held in Geneva in *89^, arid

was made an honorary D..^. of Oxford University; Apart

from articles in the Psychological Review, he has written

-

Handbook of Psychology (1890); translation of Ribot’s German

Psychology of To-day (1886) ;
Elements of Psychology (1893)

;

Social and Ethical Interpretations in Menial Development (1898)

;

Story of the Mind (1898) ;
Mental Development in the Child and

the Race (1896) ;
Thought and Things (London and New York,

vol. i., 1906). He also contributed largely to the Dictionary of

Philosophy and Psychology (1901-1905), of which he was editor-

in-chief,

BALDWIN, ROBERT (1804-1858), Canadian statesman, was

bom at York (now Toronto) on the 12th of May 1804. His

father, William Warren Baldwin (d. 1844), went to Canada from

Ireland in 1798 ;
though a man of wealth and good family and

a devoted member of the Church of E'^gland, he opposed the

religious and political oligarchy which was then at the head of

Canadian affairs, and brought up his son in the same principles.

Robert Baldwin was called to the Bar in 1825, and entered into

partnership with his father. In 1 829 he was elected a member of

the parliament of Upper Canada for the town of York, but was

defeated in the following year and retired for a time into private

life. During the next six years, he so constantly advocated a

responsible executive as the one cure for the political and

economic evils of the time that he was known as “ the man of one

idea.” In 1836 he was called by Sir Francis Bond Head (1793-

1875), the lieutenant-governor, to the executive council, but

finding himself without influence, and compelled to countenance

measures to which he was opposed, he ®isigned within a month.

Though a reformer, he strongly disapproved of the rebellion of

1837-1838. On the union of the two Canadas he became (1841)

a member of the executive council under Lord Sydenham, but

soon resigned on the question of responsible government. In 1842

he formed the first Liberal administration, in connexion with

Mr (afterwards Sir) L. H. Lafontainc, but resigned the next

year, after a quarrel with the governor-general, Sir Charles

Metodfe, on a question of patronage, in which he felt that of

responsible government to be involved. At the general election

which followed, the governor-general was sustained by a narrow

majority, but in 1848 the Liberals were again retiimetl to power,

and he and Mr Lafontainc formed their second administration

under Lord Elgin and carried numerous important reforms,

including the freeing from sectarian control of the Provincial

University and the introduction into Upper Canada of an

important municipal system.

Internal dissensions soon began to appear in the Liberal

party, and in 1851 Mr Baldwin resigned. The special struggle

leading to his resignation was an attempt to abolish the court

of chancery of UpperCanada, whose constitution was due to a

measure introduced by Baldwin in 1849. The attempt, though

defeated, had been supported by a majority of the representatives

from Upper Canada, and Baldwin’s fastidious conscience took

it as a vote of want of confidence. A deeper reason was his

inability to approve of the advanced views of the Radicals, or

“ Clear Grits,^ as they came to be called. On seeking reflection

in York, he declined to give any pledge on the burning question of

the Clergy Reserves and was defeated. In 1858 the Liberal-

Conservative party, formed in 1854 by a coalition, attempted

to bring him out as a candidate for the upper house, which was

at this date elective, but though he had broxen with the advanced

reformers, he could not improve of the tactics of their opponents,

and refused to stand. He died on the 9th of December 1858.

Even those who most bitterly attacked his measures admitted

the purity and unselfishness of bis motives. Alter the concession

of responsible government, he devoted himself to bringing about
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a good understanding between tbe English and Frendi-speaking

innabitants of Canada, and his memory is l»eld as dear among the

French Canadians as in his native province of Ontario.

Sec 1. C. Dent, Canadian Portrait Gallery (1880). Hiu life, by

the Hon. Geo. W. Roew, is included in The Mahers of Canada senes

(Toronto).

BALE, JOHN (1495-1563), bishop of Ossory, English author,

was born at Cove, near Dunwich in Suffolk, on the 21st of

November 1495. At tlie age of twelve he entered the Carmelite

monastery at Norwich, removing later to tbe house of “ Holme,”

probably the abbey of the Whitefriars at Hulne near Alnwick.

J^ater he entered Jesu.s College, Cambridge, and took his degree

of B.D. in 1529. At C^ainbridge he cume under the influence of

Cranmer and of Thomas Wentworth, 1st Baron Wentworth,

and became an ardent pfirtisan of the Reformers. He laid aside

his monastic liabit, and, as he himself puts it with character-

istically brutal violence, “ that 1 might never more serve so

execnil)le a beast, I took to wife the faithful Dorothy.” He
obtained the living of Thornden, Suffolk, but in 1534 was

summoned More the archbishop of York for a sermon against

the invocation of saints preached at Doncaster, and afterwards

before Stokesley, bishop of London, but he escaped through the

powerful protection of Thomas Cromwell, whose notice he is

said to liave attracted by his miracle plays. He was an un-

scrupulous controversialist, and in these plays he allows no

considerations of decency to stand in the way of his denuncior

lions of the monastic system and its supporters. The prayer

of Infidelitas which opens the second act of his Thre Laws
(quoted by T. Warton, IlisL Eng, Poetry

^
sect. 41 ) is an example

of the lengths to which he went in profane parody. These coarse

and violent productions were well calculated to impress popular

feeling, and no doubt Cromwell found in him an invaluable

instrument. But on Ids patron’s fall in 1 540 Bale fled with his

wife and children to Germany. He returned on the accession

of Edward VI. He received the living of Bishopsloke, Hampshire,

being promoted in 1552^10 the Irish see of Ossor>', He refused

to be consecrated by the Roman rite, which still obtained in the

Irish church, and won his point, though the dean of Dublin

entered a protest against the revised office during the ceremony

(see his Vocacyon oj John Bale to the Bishopperyeke of Ossorie,

Hurl. Misc, vol. vi.). He pushed his Protestant propaganda in

Ireland wHh no regard to expediency, and when the accession

of Mary inaugurated a reaction in matters of religion, it was

with difficulty that be was got safely out of the country. He
tried to escape to Scotland, but on the voyage was captured by

a Dutch man-of-war, which was driven by stress of weather to

St Ives in Comwcdl Bale was arrested on suspicion of treason,

but soon released. At Dover he had another narrow escape,

but he eventually made his way to Holland and thence to

Frankfort and Basel. During his exile he devoted himself to

writing. After his return, on the accession of Elizabeth, he

received (1560) a prebendal stall at Canterbury. He died in

November j 563 and was buried in the catl^draL

The scurrility and vehemence with wJiich “foul-mouthed

Bale/’ as Wood calk him, attacked bis enemies does not destroy

the value of his contributions to literature, though his strong

bias against Roman (Catholic writers does detract from the

critical value of his works. Of his mysteries and miracle plays

only five have been preserved, but the titles of the cithers, quoted

by himself in his CatahguSy slmw that they were animated by the

same political and religious aims. The Thre Lam of Nature,

Moses and Christ, eorrupied hy the Sadamytts, Phurisees and

Papystes most wished (pr. 1538 and again in ,156a) was a morality

play. The direction for tl)e dressing of the parts is instructive

:

“ l^t Idolatry be decked hke an old witcR, Sodomy like a monk
of aJl secta, Ambition like a bishop, Oivetousness like a Pharisee

or spiritual lawyer, False Doctrine like a popish doctor, and

Hypocrisy like a gray friar.” A Tragedye; or enterlude taany-

listing the shief prmnym of God unto Man . • . (1538, printed

m Daley’s Old Ploys, vol. i), The TempiaeyoH of our horde

(ed. A. B. Grosart in MisceUanm qf the Fnlkr Worthies Library,

vol. i., 1870), and A krifi Comedy or Enterlude of Johan Baptystes

preachynge in the Wyldernesse, drr. {Harl Misc, vd. i.) were all

written in 1558. His plays are doggerel, but he is a figure of

some dramatic importance as the author of Kynge Jot^n {c. 1548),

which marks the transition between the old morality play and
the English historical drama. It does not appear to have

directly influenced the creators of the chronicle histories. To the

authors of the Troublesome Raigne of King John (1591) it was

apparently unknown, but it is noteworthy that an attempt,

however feeble, at historical drama was made fourteen years

before the production of Gorboduc, Kynge Johan (ed. J. P.

Collier, Camden Soc. 1838) is itself a polemic against the Roman
Catholic Church. King John is represented as the champion of

English rites against the Roman see :

—

This noble Kynge Johan, as a faythfuU Moses
Withstode proude Pharoo for his poore Israel.”

But the English people remained in the bondage of Rome,—
” Tyll that duke Joeue, vrhych was our late Kyage Hcnrye,
Clercly brought us out in to the lande of mylke and honye.”

Elsewhere John is called a Ixdkrd and accused of “ heretycall

langage,” and he is finally poisoned by a monk of Swinestcad.

Allegorical characters are mixed with the real persons. Ynglonde

vidua, represents the nation, and the jocular clement is provided

by Sedwyson (sedition), who would have been the Vice in a pure

morality play. One actor was obviously intended to play many
parts, for st^e directions such as “ Go out Ynglond, and dress

for Oargy ” are by no means uncommon. ITie MS. of Kynge
Johan was discovered between 1831 and 1838 among the cx)rpora-

•tion papers at Ipswich, where it was probably performed, for

there are references to charitalde foundations by King John in

the town and neighbourhood. It is described at the end of tin.*

M.S. as two plays, but there is no obvious division, the end of tlic

first act alone being noted. The first part is corrected by Bah:

and the latter half is in his handwriting, but liis name nowhere
occurs. In the list of his works, however, he gives a play De
Joanne Anglorum Rege, written in idiotnaie materm.

But Bale’s most important work is lUustrium majoris Britan-

niae scriptorum, hoc est, Angliae, Catnbriae, ac Scatiae Summarium
, .

.
^Ipswich and Wesel, for John Overton, 1548, 1549). This

contained five centuries, but anotlier edition, almost entirel}'

rewritten and containing fourteen centuries, was printed at Basel

with tlie title Scriptorum illustrium majoris Britanniae , . .

Catalogus (1557-1559). This chronological catalogue of British

authors and their works was partly founded on die CoUeclanea

and Commentarii of John LeMd, but Bale was an itidefatigable

collector and worker, and himself examined many of the valuable

libraries of the Augustinian and Carmelite houses before their

dissolution. In his notebook he records as an instance of the

wholesale destruction in progress : “I have bene also at Nor-

wyche, our second citye of name, and there all the library

monuments are turned to the use of their grossers, candelmakcrs,

sopesellcrs, and other worldly occupyers ... As much have 1

saved there and in certen oUier places in Northfolke and South-

folke concerning the authors names and titles of their workes, as

J could, and as much wold I have done through out the whole

realm, yf I had been able to have borne the cluuges, as I am not”
His work k therefore invaluable, in spite of the inaccuracies and
the abuse lavished on Catholic writers, for it contains mucli

information that would otherwise have been hopelessly k>st

A list ol Bale’s works is to be found in Aihenae Cantabrigiettses

[yol. i. pp. 227 et seq.). Beside tlie reprints already mentioned.
The Examinations of Lord Cobkam, VVilliam Thorpe and Anne
Ashewe, were edited by the Rev. H. Christmas for the Parker
Society in 1849. Bale’s autograph note-lK)ok is preserved in the
Sdden Collection of the Bodleian Library, Oxford. It eontains the
materials he collected for his two pmbaahed catalogues arranged
alphabetically, with no attempt at ornament of any kind, and with-
out the personalities which deface his completed work. He also
rives in most cases the sources from which his information was
derived. This book was prepared for publication with notes by
Dr R. Lane Pooks, with the help of Miss Mary Bateson. a» index
Britanniae Scriptorum guos .... eollegii loannes Bolens (Clmiendon
Press, 1902), forming part ix. of Anecdota Oxoniensio.

John Pits or Pibieus (1560-1616), an English Catholic exile,

fbunded on Bale’s work his Retatiomm historicamm de retms angtiaS
tamus primus (Paris. .1619)* better known>y Un nmning title of
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De UluUribus Angliae scriptoribus. This is really the fourth book

of a more extensive work. He omits the Wyclimte and Protestant

divines mentioned by Bale, and the most valuable section is the

lives of the Catholic exiles resident in Douai and other French towns.

He does not scruple to assert {Nota de Joanne Bale) that Bale's

Calahgtts was a misrepresentation of Leland's matter, though there

is every reason to believe that he was only acquainted with Leland's

work at second-hand, through Bale.

BALE, (i) (A word common to Teutonic languages, in 0.

Eng. balu, cf. Icelandic bdl), evil, suffering, a word obsolete

except in poetry, and more common in the adjectival form
“ baleful.” In early alliterative poetry it is especially used

antithetically with “ bliss.” (2) (0. Eng. bael, a blazing fire,

a funeral pyre), a bonfire, a northern Englbh use more common
in the tautological “bale-fire,” with sometimes a confused

reference from (1) to evil. (3) (A word of doubtful origin,

possibly connected with “ ball ”), a bundle of merchandise,

especially of cotton, wool or hay, packed with a cover, or fastened

with bands of metal, &c. for transportation ;
the weight and

capacity varies with the goods. (4) (Properly “bail,” from

Fr. bailie, possibly connected with Lat. baada, a tub), to

empty water out of a boat by means of a bail or bucket.

BALEARIC ISLANDS (Baledres), an archipelago of four laige

and eleven small islands in the Mediterranean Sea, off the east

coast of Spain, of which country it forms a province. Pop. (1900)

31 1 ,649 ;
area, 1935 sq. m. The archipelago, which lies Ixitween

38° 40' and 40° 5' N., and between 1® and 5® E., comprises two

distinct groups. The eastern and larger group, corresponding

with the ancient Insulae Baleares, comprises the two principal

mcunlxirs of the archipelago, Majorca (Spanish, Mallorca) and

Minorca (Spanish, Menorca), with seven islets ;—Aire, Aucanada,

Botafoch, (!abrcra, Dragonera, Pinto and El Rey. The western

group, corresponding with the ancient Pityusae or Pine Islands,

also comprises two relatively large islands, Iviza (Spanish, Ibiza

or, formerly, Ivica) and Formentera, with the i.slets of

Aliorcados, Conejera, Pou and E.spalmador. Majorca, Minorca

and Tviza are described in separate articles. Formentera is

described with Iviza. The total population of the eleven islets

only amounted to 171 in 1900, but all were inhabited. None

of them is of any importance except Cabrera, which is full of

caverns, and was formerly used as a place of banishment. In

1808 a large body of Frenchmen were landed here by their

.Spanish captors, and allowed almost to jicrish of starvation.

The origin of the name Baleares is a mere matter of conjecture

;

it is obvious, however, that the modem Majorca and Minorca are

obtained from the I^itin Major and Minor, through the Byzantine

forms MaioptK-a and Mtvoptxa
;
while Iviza is plainly the older

Ebusus, a name probably of Carthaginian origin. The Ophiusa

of the Greeks (Colpbraria of the ‘Romans) is now known as

Formentera.

Geology.—The stratawhich form the Balearic Isles fall naturally

into two divisions. There is an older series, ranging from the

Devonian to the Cretaceous, which is folded and faulted and
forms all the higher hills, and there is a newer series of Tertiary

age, which lies nearly horizontal and rests unconformably upon
the older beds. The direction of the folds in the older series is in

Iviza nearly west to cast, in Majorca south-west to north-east,

and in Minorca south to north, thus forming an arc convex
towards the south-east. The Devonian is visible only in Minorca,

the Trias bein^ the oldest system represented in the other

islands. The higher part of the Cretaceous is absent, and it

appears to have been during this period that the principal folding

of the older beds took place. The Eocene beds are nummulitic.

There is a lacustrine group which has usually been placed in the

Lower Eocene, but tbe discovery of Anthracotherium magnum in

the interbedded lignites proves it to be Oligocene, in part at

least. The Miocene included a limestone with Clypeaster,

Pliocene beds also occur.

Climate, Fauna, Flora .—The climate of the archipelago,

though generally mild, healthy and favourable to plant life, is

by no means uniform, owing to the differences of dtitude and
shelter from wind in different islands. The fauna and flora

resemble those of the Mediterranean coasts of Spain or France.

249
Ifikabiimts.’—Tbit islanders are a Spanish race, very doiely

akin to the Catalans ;
but the long period of Moorish rule hu

left its mark on their physfbal type and customs. In character

they are industrious and hospitable, and pique themselves on

their loyalty and orthodoxy. Crime is rare. There are higher

schools in the principal towns, and the standard of primary

education is well up to the average of Spain. Vaccination is

common except in the cities,—the women often performing the

operation themselves when medical assistance cannot be got.

Castilian is spoken by the upper and commercial classes
;

the

lower and agricultural employ a dialect resembling that of the

Catalans.

Commerce.—Fruit, grain, wine and oil are produced in the

islands, and there is an active trade with Barcelona in fresh

fish, including large quantities of lobsters. Shoemaking is one

of the most prosperous industries. There is not a very active

trade direct with foreign countries, os the principal imports—

cotton, leather, petroleum, sugar, coal and timber—<ire intro-

duced through Barcelona. The export trade is chiefly with the

Peninsula, France, Italy, Algeria and with Cuba and Porto Rico.

Most of the agricultural products are sent to the Peninsula;

wine, figs, marble, almonds, lemons and rice to Europe and

Africa.

.Administration.— administnition of the Balearic Islands

differs in no respect from that of the other Spanish provinces

on the mainland. There are five judicial districts (partidos

judiciales), named after their chief towns—Inca, Iviza, Manacor,

Palma and Port Mahon.
History.—Of the origin of the early inhabitants of the Balearic

Islands nothing is certainly known, though Greek and Roman
writers refer to the Boeotian and Rhodian settlements. Tliere

are numerous sepulchral and other monuments, which are

generally believed to be of prehistoric origin. According to

general tradition the natives, from whatever quarter derived,

were a strange and savage people till they received some tincture

of civilization from the Carthaginians, gvho early took possession

of the islands and built themselves cities on their coasts. Of
these cities. Port Mahon, the most important, still retains the

name which is derived from the family of Mago. About twenty-

three years after the destruction of Carthage the Romans accus^
the islanders of piracy, and sent against them Q. Caecilius

I

Metellus, who soon reduced them to ol3edience, settled amongst

them 3000 Roman and Spanish colonists, founded tlie cities of

Palma and Pollentia (Pollensa), and introduced the cultivation

of the olive. Besides valuable contingents of Idic celebrated

Balearic slingers, the Romans derived from their new conquest

mules (from Minorca), edible snails, sinope and pitch. Of their

occupation numerous traces still exist,—tlie most remarkable

being the aqueduct at Pollensa. In a.d. 423 the islands were

seized by the Vandals and in 798 by the Moors. They became
a separate Moorish kingdom in 1009, which, becoming extremely

obnoxious for piracy, was the object of a crusade directed against

it by Pope Paschal II., in which the Catalans took the lead.

This expedition was frustrated at the time, but was resumed by

Tames I. of Aragon, and the Moors were expelled in 123a.

During their occupation the island was populous and productive,

and an active commerce was carried on with Spain and Africa.

King James conferred the sovereignty of the isles on his third

son, under whom and his successor they formed an independent

kingdom up to 1349, from which time their history merges in

that of Spain. In 1521 an insurrection of the peosantty against

the nobility, whom they massacred, took place in Majorca, and
was not suppressed without much bloodshed. In the War of the

Spanish Succession all the islands declared for Charles ;
the

duke of Anjou had no footing anywhere save in the citadel of

Mahon. Minorca was reduced by Count Villars in 1707 ; but

it was not till June 1715 that Majorca was subjugated, and
meanwhile Port Mahon was captured by the Englilh . under

General Stanhope in 1708. In 1713 the island was seotred to

them by the peace of Utrecht ; but in 1756 it was invaded Ity

a force of 12,000 French, who, after defeating the British under

Admiral Byng, captured Port Mahon. Restored to England in
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1763, the island reniairwd in possesfsion of the British till 1782,

^/dkwn lit vms retaken by the Spaniards. Again seized by the

British in 1708, it was finally ceded^to Spam by the peace of

Amiens in 1803. When the French invaded Spain in 1808, the

MallorqniiiK did not remain indifferent ;
the governor, D. Juan

Miguel de \"ives, onnotmeed, amid universal arclaBnation, his

resolution to .support Ferdinand VIL At first the Junta would

take no active pwrt in th(i war, retaining the corps of volunteers

that W1S formed for tht? defence of the island ;
but finding it

quitf' .secure, they transferred a succession of Ih^ to the Penin-

sula to reinforce the idlies. Such was the animosity excited

against the French wlien their excesses were known to the

Mallorquins, that some of the French prisoners, conducted

thither in 1810, had to be transferred with all speed to the island

of Cabrera, a transference wliich was not effected before some of

them hod betai killed.

Bim-iociKAiMiv . For a gfeneral account of the islands, the most
valuable brnilcs arc Difi Jiaharen (feschildeH in Wort und lUld, by
the arclidnke i.iitlwi;; Salvator ol Atislna (l^ipzig, i8</d I

oublitfs, by G. Vnillior (J^Hris, TOt)4), tlu* first edition of winch has
licrji translated under the title of TJie PormUivn Isles (London, j8q6) -

and Istas liatedfes, an ilhistnited volume of 1423 i>ages, by P.

F*tfl6errer, in the series " Espafta. ” (Barcelona, An article

by George Sand in llie Revue des deux movdes (1841)
ako deserves notice. The following are monographs on spexial

subjects ; TIic Storv of Majorca and Minorca, by Sir C. R Markham
(London. i<kj8); lllnstrationes florae insularum Baharium, by M.
Willkomm (Stuttgart, 1881-1892}; Monuments primitifs des Has
halfafes, by £. Outailhac {Mission scientipque du miuistire de
I'lnstruition puhhque, Toulouse. 1892). The British Foreign Office
Reports for the Consular District of Barcelona give some account
of the movenunt of commerce (T.ondon. anmuil). Much of the
material available for a scientific history will be found in La Htstoria
general dal regno baledrico, by J. Dameto and V. Mut (Majorca, 1^32-
1O50). J'or the period of Moorish rule, see Bosquefo histdneo de la

do'minacion iHlamita en las islas Ttaledrcs, by A. Campaner y Fuertc.s
(Palma, 1888). See ulso the elaborate treatise Les Relations de la
France amc U royaume de Majortfue, by A. Lecoy de la Marche
(Paris, 1892).

BALES fBALESitisj, PETER (1547-1610?), English calli-

graphist, one of the inventors of .shorthand writing, was born
in London in 1547, and is described by Anthony Wood as a
“ most dexteruus person in his profession, to the great wonder
of scholars and others.’* We are also mformed that ** he spent
several years in sciences among Oxoni^ins, particularly, as it

seems, in (»loucester Hall
; hut that study, which he used for a

diversion only, proved at length an employment of profit.”

He is mentioned for his .skill in micrography in Holinshed’s

ChronicU. “ Hadrian Junius,” says Evelyn, “ speaking as a
miracle of somebody who wrote the Apostles’ Creed and the

beginning of St John’s Gospel within the compass of a farthing :

what would he have said of our famous Peter Bales, who, in the

year 1575, wrote the Lord’s Prayer, the Creed, Decalogue, with
two short prayers in Latin, his own name, motto, day of the
month, year of the Lord, and reign of the queen, to whom he
presenU'd it at Hampton Court, all of it written within the circle

of a single penny, inchased in a ring and Iwrders of gold, and
covered with a crystal, so accurately wrought os to be very

plainly legible
; to the great admiration of her majesty, the

whole privy council, and several ambassadors then at court ?
”

Bales was likewise very dexterous in imitating handwritings,

and between 1576 and 1590 was employed by Secretary W^alsing-

ham in certain political manoeuvres. We find him at the head
of a sch^l near the Old Bailey, London, in 1590, in which year
he published his Writing Scftoolemasier, in Ikree Parts. This

book included an Arte of Brackygraphie, which is one of the

earliest attempts to construct a system..irf shorthand. In 1595
be had a great trial of skill with one Daniel Johnson, for a golden
pen of £so value, and won it ; and a contemporary author
further relates that he had also the arms of calligraphy given

him, which are azure, a pen or. Bales died about the year 1610.

BALFB, MICHAEL WILUAM ( 1808 ^ 1870), Irish musical com-
poser, was bom on the 15th of May t8o8, at Dublin, Hb musical

gifts became apriarent at on early age. The only instruction

he received was from his father, who was a dancing master, and
from a musician, C. £. Horn (1786-1849). Between 1814 and

i8r5 he played the violin for his father’s dandng^dasses, and at

the age of seven composed a polacca. In 1817 he appeared as a

violinist in public, and in this year composed a b^ad, first called
“ Young Fanny ” and afterwards, wh^ sung in Paid Pry by
Madame Vestris, “ The Lovers’ Mistake.” On the death of his

father in 1823 he was engaged in the orchestra of Drury Lane, and
being in pos.ses.sion of a small but pleasant baritone voice, he
chose the career of an operatic singer. An unsuccessful d^but
was made at Norwich in Der Freisekutz, In 1825 he was taken
to Rome by Count Mazzsimy being introduced to Chentbini on
the way. In Italy he wrote his first dramatic work, a ballet, La
Phouse. At the dose of 1827 he appeared as Figaro in Rossini s

Harbure, at the Italian opera in Paris. Balfe soon returned to

Italy, where, during the next nine years, he remained, singing at

various theatres and composing a number of operas. During
this time he married Mile Luisa Roser, a Hungarian singer

whom he had met at Bergamo. F^tis says that the public indig-

nation roused by an attempt at “ improving ” Meyerbeer’s opera
II Crociaio by interpolated music of his own compelled Balfe to

throw up his engagement at the theatre La Fenice in Venice. By
this tinic he had produced bis first complete opera, 1 Rivalt di se

siessiy at Palermo in the carmval season of 182^1830 ; the opera
Un Atmertimento ad gelost at Pavia ; and Enrico Quarto at Milan,
where he had been engaged to sing with Malibran at the Scala.

He returned to England in the spring of 1833, and on the 29tb of

October 1835 his Siege of Rackede was produced and rapturoii.sly

received at Drury l.Ane. Encouraged by his success, he produced
The Maid of Artois on the 27th of May 1836—the success of the
opera being confirmed by the exquisite singing of Malibran.
liolfe was a prolific composer, as may be seen from the following

imperfect list of his ICnglishoperas alone:—Siegeof Rochelle (1835)

;

Maid of Artois (1836) ; Catherine Grey' (1857) ;
/oan of Arc

(1837); F^staff (1838, Lablache in titk-r^e); Amelia^ or the

Lane Tesi (1^$^); Keolanthc (1841); The Bohemian Girly his best-

known work (1844); The Daughter of St. Mark (1844); The
Enchantress (1845); The Bondman (1846); The Devils in tt

(1847) > Maid of Honour (1847) I Sicilian Bride (1852)

;

The Rose of Castile (1857); (1858) ;
Bianca (i8i)o);

The Puritan's Daughter (1861) ;
The Armourer of Nantes (1863)

;

Blanche de Nevers (1863), Balfe also wrote several operas for the

Op6ra Comique and Grand Op6ra in Paris, where MM. Scribe and
St George provided him with the libretti for his Le Puits d'amour
(1843) and his Les Quatre Fils Aymon (1844). His IJ&ioile de

Seville wa.s written in 1845 for the Academic Royale. The fact

that Balfe was an Irishman, who produced operas in English,

French and Italian with conspicuous succ:e.ss, is in itself interest-

ing. When to this we add the record of his operatic impersona-

tions on the stage, the European success of his Bohemian Girly

his picturesque retirement into Hertfordshire in 1864 as a

gentleman farmer, and above all the undeniable gift for creating

such pure melodies as his songs “ When other Hearts ” and “ I

dreamt that T dwelt in marble halls,” it is idle to refuse him a
prominent place in rite history of music. He wrote much that

was trivial, but also much that was enduring. He died on the 20th

of October 1870, and was buried at Kensal Green. In 1882 a

medallion portrait of him was unveiled in Westminster Abbey.
BALFOUR, ARTHUR JAMES (1848- ), British statesman,

eldest son of James Maitland Balfour of Whittingehame, Hadding-
tonshire, and of Lady Blanche Gascoyne Cecil, a sister of the

third marquess of Salisbury, was bom on the 25th of July 1848.

He was educated at Eton and Trinity College, Camhrid^. In

1874 he becameM in the Conservative interest for Hertford,and
represented that constituency until 1885. When, in the spring of

1878, Lord Salisbury became foreign minister on the resignation of

the fifteenth Lord Derby, Mr Balfour became his privatesecretary.

In that capacity he accompanied his uncle to the Berlin congress,

and gained his first experience of international politics in con-

nexion with the settlement of the Russo-Turkish conflict. It was
at thffi time also that he became known in the world of letters, the

intellectual subtlety and literary capacity of his Defence of
PhUosopkic Doubt (1879) suggesting that he might make a
reputation as a speculative thinker* Belonguig, however, to a
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cIass m which the respjonsibilitieft oL ^^overnment are a traditional

duty, Mr Balfour dvvkied his time Utween the political arena

and the study. Being released from his duties as private secretaiy

by the general election of 1880, he bcigan to take a ratlier more
active part in parliamentary affairs. He was for a time pditically

associated with Lord Randolph Churchill, Sir Henr>^ Drummond
Wolff and Sir John (tlien Mr) Gorst, tJie quartette becoming

known m the “ Fourth Party,” and gaining notoriety by the

freedom of tlw criticisms directed by its leader. Lord Randolph
Churchill, against Sir Stafford Northcote, Lord (!ross and other

prominent members of the “ old gang.” In these sallies, however,

Mr Balfour had no direct share, lie was thought to be merely

amusing himself w'ith politics. It was regarded as doubtful

whether his health could withstand the severity of ICiiglish wintens,

and the delicaty of his physique and the languor of his manner
helped it) create the impression that, however great his intellec-

tual powers might be, he had neither the l)odfly strength no.r tlie

energy of character requisite for a political career, lie was the
“ odd man ” of the Fourth Party, aj)parently content to fetch and

carry for his colleagues, and was iHilieved to lm\'e no deftniu

ambitions of his own. llis reputation in the parliament (jf 1880-

1886 was that of a dilettante, who allied himself with the three

politicians alread)' named from a feeling of irresponsibility rather

than of earnest purpose
;
he was regarded as one who, on the rare

occasions when he spoke, was more desirous to impart an academic

(jiiality to his speeches than to make any solid contribution to

public questions. The House, indeed, did not take him quite

.seriou.sly. Members did not susjx‘ct tlie reserve of strength and

ability beneath what seemed to them to be the pose of a parlia-

mentary flaneur'^ they looked upon him merely as a young

member of the governing classes who remained in the House
because it was tlie proper thing for a man of family to do. As a

member of the cotcric known as the “ Souls ” he was, so to

speak, caviare to the general. Indolence was supposed to be

the keynote of his character—a refined indolence, not, however,

without cleverness of a somewhat cynical and superior order.

That the.se views were not shared by Lord Salisbury was suffi-

ciently shown by the fact that in his first administration (June

i885--January 1886) he made Mr Balfour president of the Local

Government Board, and in forming his second administration

(July 1886) secretary for Scotland witli a seat in the cabinet

These offices gave few opportunities for distinction, and may be

regarded merely as Mr Balfour's apprenticeship to departmental

responsibilities. The accidents of political life suddenly opened

<mt to him a career which made him, next to Lord Salisbury, the

most prominent, the most admired and the most attacked Con-

servative politician of the day. Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, who
was chief secretary for Ireland, suff^ed from an affection of the

eyes and found it desirable to resign, and Lord Salisbury appointed

his nephew in Ills stead. The selection took the political world by
surprise, and was much criticized. By the Irish Nationalists it

was received witli contemptuous ridicule, for none suspected Mr
Balfour's immense strength of will, his debating power, his ability

in attack and his still greater capacity to disr^ard criticism.

The debates on the Crimes Bill and the Irish Land Bill quickly

undeceived them, and the steady and even remorseless vigour

witli whicli the govermnent of Ireland was conducted speedily

convinced the House of Commons and the country that Mr.

Balfour was in his right place as cliief secretary. His policy was
that of “ coercion ”—the fearless administration of the Crimes

Act,—coupled with remedial legislation
;
and he enforced the one

while he proceeded with the other, regardless of the risk of out-

rage outside the House and of insult within. Mr Balfour's work
in this office covered one of the most turbulent and most exciting

periods in modem parliamentary history and Irish administration.

'y\Tth a courage that never faltered he broke down the Plan of

Campaign in Ireland, and in pi^liament lie not only withstood

the assaults of the Irish Nationdists, but waged successful warfare

with fihe entire Home Rule party. He coml^ned an obstinacy of

will witlia mastery of iacts unsurpassed by any of his predecessors

in the secmtaryslup. Events, it is true, were"in his favour. The
disclomres before the PameU Commission, the O’Shea divorce

proceedings, the downfall of Mr Parnell and the disruption of

the Irish party, assisted him in his task ;
but the fact remains

that by persistent cuurag^ and undeviatii^ thoroughness he

reduced crime k Ireland to a vanishing pomt His work was

also constructive, for he broadened the basis of material prosperify

and social progress by creating the Congested Districts Board in

1890. During this period, from 188^-1892, morapver, he

developed gifts of oratory which made him one of the most

effective of putke speaker. Impressive in matter rkther than

in manner of deliver)', and seldom rising to the level ol eloquence

in the sense in wliich that quality was understood in a House
which had listened to Bright and Gladstonoj his speei^s were

logical and convincing, and their attractive literary form deli^Uted

a wider audience than tliat which Ibtens to the mere politician.

In 1888 Mr Balfour served on the Gold and Silver Commission,

currency problems from the standpoint of bimetallism being

among the more academic subjects which had engaged his

attention. On the death of Mr W. H. Smith in 1891 he became

first lord of the treasury and leader of the House of CoimxKm,
and in that capacity introductid in 1892 a Local Government BUI

fur Ireland. The Conservative government was then at the end

of its tctlier, and the project fdl Uirough. For tlie next three

years Mr Balfour hid the opposition with great skill and address.

On the return of the Unionists to power in 1895 he resumed

the leadership of the House, but not at first with tlic success

expected of liim, his management of the abortive education

proposals of ’96 being thought, even by his own supporters,

to show a disinclination for the continuous drudgery of parlia-

mentary management under modern conditions. But after the

opening session matters proceeded more smoothly, and Mr
Balfour regained his old position in the estimation of the House

and the country. He had the satisfaction of seeing a bill pass

for providing Ireland with an improved system of local govpn-
ment, and took an active share in the debates on tlie various

foreign and domestic questions that came before parliament

during 1895^1900. Ilis cluimpionship the voluntary schools,

his adroit parliamentary liandling of the problems opened up
by the so-called “ crisis in the Church ” caused by the Protestant

movement against ritualistic practices, and his pronouncement

in favour of a Roman Catholic university for Iretod—for wliich

he outlined a scheme that met with much adverse criticism Ixith

from his colleagues and his party,— were the most important

aspects of Mr Balfour’s activity during these years. His speeches

and work throughout this period took a wider range than before

bis accession to the leadership of the Commons. Daring the

illness of Lord Salisbury in 1898, and again in I..ord Salisl^ry’s

absence abroad, he was in charge of the foreign office, and it fell

to his lot to conduct the very critical negotiations with Russia on

the question of railways in North China, To his firmness, and at

the same time to the conciliatory readiness with which be accepted

and elaborated the principles of a modus vivendif the two powers

owed the avoidance of wliat threatened to be a dangerous quarrel

As a member of the cabinet resfionsible for the Transvaal

negotiations in 1899 he bore his full sliare of controversy, and

when the war opened so disastrously lie was the first to realize

the necessity for putting the full miUtary strength of the country

into the field. At the general election of 1900 he was returned

for East Manchester (which he had represented since 1885)

by a majority of 2453, and continued in office as first lord of the

treasury, llis leadership of the House of Commons in the first

session of the new parliament was marked by considerable

firmness in the suppression of obstruction, but there was a slight

revival of the criticisms which had been current in 1896. Mr
Balfour's inability to get the maximum amount of work out of

tlie House was largely due to the situation in South Africa,

which absorbed the intellectual eneigies of the House and of the

countr)' and impeded the progress of legislation.

The principal achievements of the long session of 1903 (which

extended to the auUunn) were the passing of the Education Act,

—entirely reorganizing the system of primary education^

abolishing the school boards and making the county counals

tik local authority
; new rules of procedure ; and the creation
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of the Metropolitan Water Board ;
and on all these questions,

and particularly the two first, Mr. Balfour’s powers as a debater

were brilliantly exhibited.

On Lord Salisbury’s resignation on the nth of July 1902, Mr
Balfour succeeded him as prime minister, with the cordial

approval of all sections of the Unionist party. For the next three

and a half years his premiership involves the political history of

England, at a peculiarly interesting period both for foreign and

domestic affairs. Within a few weeks Mr Balfour had recon-

stituted the cabinet. He himself became first lord of the treasury

and lord privy .seal, with the duke of Devonshire (remaining

lord president of the council) as leader of the House of Lords

;

Lord Lansdowne remained foreign secretary, Mr (afterwards

Lord) Ritchie took the place of Sir Michael Hicks-Beach (after-

wards Lord St Aldwyn) as chancellor of the exchequer, Mr J.
Chaml)erlain remained colonial secretary, his son Austen being

postmaster-general with a seat in the cabinet. Mr G. Wyndham
as chief secretary for Ireland was included in the cabinet

;
Lord

Selbome remained at the admiralty, Mr St John Brodrick

(afterwards Lord Midleton) war minister, Lord George Hamilton
secretary for India, and Mr Akers-Douglas, who had been first

commissioner of works, became home secretary
; Lord Balfour

of Burleigh remained secretary for Scotland, Lord Dudley suc-

ceeded Lord Cadogan as lord lieutenant of Ireland, and Lord
Londonderry became president of the Board of Education (with

Sir William Anson as parliamentary secretary in the House of

(lommons). Mr Balfour’s brother Gerald (b. 1853), had
entered public life as his private secretary when" at the Local
Government Board, and had been chief secretary for Ireland
from 1895- 1 Qoo, retained his position (since 1900) as president
of the Board of 'Frade.

The new prime minister came into power practically at the
same moment as the king’s coronation (see Edwaud VII.) and
the end of the South African War (sec Transvaai.). The task
of clearing up after the war, both in South Africa and at home,
lay before him

;
but hi# cordial relations with Mr Chaml)erlain

(7.V.), and the enthusiastic support of a large parliamentary
majority, made the prospec'ts fair. For a while no cloud appeared
on the horizon : and tlie Liberal party were still disorganized
(see Campbei.l-Bannf.rman and Rosebery) over their attitude

towards the Boers. Mr Chamberlain went to South Africa in

the late autumn, with the* hope that his pei*sonality would in-

fluence the settlement there
;
and the session of 1903 opened

in February with no hint of troubles to come. A difficulty with
Venezuela, resulting in British and German co-operation to

coerce that refractory republic, caused an explosion of anti-

German feeling in England and some restlessness in the United
States, but the government brought the crisis to an end by
tactful handling and by an ultimate recourse to Rrl)itration.

'Fhc two chief items of the ministerial parliamentary programme
were the extension of the new Education Act to London and
Mr Wyndharn’s Irish I.and Purchase Act, by which the British

exchequer should advance the capital for enabling the tenants in

Ireland to buy out the landlords. Moreover, the budget was
certain to show a surplus and taxation could be remitted. As
events proved, it was the budget which was to provide a cause
of dissension, bringing a new political movement into being,
and an issue overriding all the legislative interest of the session.

Mr Ritchie’s remissiim of the shilling import-duty on com led

to Mr ( hamberlain's crusade in favour of tariff refomi and colonial

preference, and as the session prot'eeded the rift grew in the
Unionist ranks.

In the separate article on Mr Chamberlain the progress of
this movement is sufficiently narrated. From this moment it

is only necessary here to realize Mr Balfour's position. He had
always admitted the onesidedness of the English free-trade

system, and had supported the desirability of retaliating against
unfair competition and “ dumping ” by foreign countries. But
Mr Chamberlain’s new programme for a general tariff, with new
taxes on food arranged so as to give a preference to colonial

products, involved a radical alteration of the established fiscal

system, and such out-and-out Unionist free-traders in the cabinet

as Mr Ritchie ^d Lord George Hamilton, and outside it, like

Lord Hugh Cecil and Mr Arthur Elliot (secretary to the treasury),

were entirely opposed to this. Mr Balfour was anxious to avoid
a rupture, doubtful of the feeling of the country, uncertain of the
details by which Mr Chamberlain’s scheme could be worked out.

As leader of the party and responsible for the maintenance of

so great a political engine, he was anxious not to be precipitate.

He was neither for nor against the new movement, and professed
to hold “no settled convictions ’’ on the subject. Mr Chamberlain
rested his case largely on the alleged diminution in British

trade, and the statistics therefore required investigation before
the government could adopt any such programme. From tlie

middle of May, when Mr Chamberlain began to press the matter,
Mr Balfour had a difficult hand to play, so long as it was uncertain
how the party would follow the new lead. The Board of Trade
was asked to supply full figures, and while its report was awaited
the uncertainty of attitude on |the part of the government
afforded grateful opportunity for opposition mischief- making,
since the Liberal party had now the chance of acting as the
conservative champions of orthodox economics. Another
opportunity for making political capital was provided by the
publication of the report of the royal commission on the Boer War
under Lord Elgin’s chairmanship, which horrified the country
by its disclosures (August 26th) as to the political and military

muddling which had gone on. and the want of any efficient

system of organization.

The session ended in August without any definite action on
the fiscal question, but in the cabinet the discussions continued.
On the i6th of September Mr Balfour published a pamphlet on
“ Insular Free Trade,” and on the i8tli it was announced that
Lord George Hamilton and Mr Ritchie had resigned, Lord
Balfour of Burleigh and Mr Arthur Elliot following a day or two
later. These were the strait tree-traders, but at the same time
Mr Chamberlain resigned also. The correspondence between
Mr Chamberlain and Mr Balfour (September 9th and i6th) was
published, and presented the latter in the liglit of a sympathizer
with some form of fiscal union with the colonies, if practicable,

and in favour of retaliatory duties, but unable to believe that the
country was yet ready to agree to the taxation of food required
for a preferential tariff, and therefore unwilling to support that
.scheme

; at the same time he encouraged Mr Chamberlain to

test the feeling of the public and to convert them by his missionary
efforts outside the government. Mr Chamberlain on his side

emphasized his own parliamentary loyalty to Mr Balfour. In
his pamphlet on “ Insular Free Trade ” the prime minister
reviewed the economic history since Cobden’s time, pointed to
the falsification of the promises of the early free-traders, and to

the fact that England was still the only free-importing country,
and insisted that he was “ in harmony with the true sj)irit of

free-trade ” when he pleaded for “ freedom to negotiate that
freedom of exchange may be increa.sed.” This manifesto was at
first taken, not only as the platform of the government, but also

as that from which its resigning free-trade members had dis-

sented
;
and the country was puzzled by a statement from Lord

George Hamilton that Mr Balfour had circulated among his

colleagues a second and different document, in fuller agreement
with Mr Chamberlain. The situation was confused by personal
suspicion and distrust as well as by economic difficulties. But the
public noted that the duke of Devonshire, whose orthodoxy was
considered typical, remained in the cabinet.

The crisis, however, soon developed further, owing to explana-
tions l)etween the free-trade Unionists. On October ist Mr
Balfour spoke at Sheffield, reiterating his views as to free-trade

and retaliation, insisting that he “ intended to lead,” and
declaring that he was prepared at all events to reverse the
traditional fiscal policy by doing away with the axiom that im-
port duties should only be levied for revenue purposes. The
speech was enthusiastically received by the National Union of

Conservative Associations, who had year by year flirted with
protectionist resolutions, and who were known to be predomin-
antly in sympathy with Mr Chamberlain. But the fiW-traders

did not like Mr Balfour’s formula as to ifevcrsing the traditional
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fiscal policy of import taxes for revenue only. Next day the duke
of Devonshire resigned, a step somewhat bitterly resented by
Mr Bdfour, who clearly thought that his sacrifices in order to
conciliate the duke had now been made in vain. During this

critical fortnight the duke had apparently acquiesced in Mr
Balfour’s compromise, and had co-operated in reconstituting
the ministry

;
his nephew and heir had been made financial

secretory to the treasur>’, while Mr Alfred Lyttelton was
appointed colonial secretary, Mr Austen Chamberlain chancellor
of the exchequer, Mr Brodrick secretary for India, Mr H. O.
Amold-Forster war minister, Lord Stanley postmaster-general
and Mr Graham Murray secretary for Scotland, Lord London-
derry now became president of the council, Lord Lansdowne
leader of the House of Lords, and Lord Salisbury, son of the
late premier, who as Lord Cranborne had for three years been
under-secretar)' for foreign affairs, was included in the cabinet
as lord privy seal.

During the remainder of 1903 the struggle within the Unionist
party continued. Mr Chamberlain spoke all over the country,
advocating a definite scheme for reorganizing the budget, so as
to have more taxes on imports, including food, but proposing to
adjust the taxation so as to improve the position of the working-
classes and to stimulate employment. The free-trade Unionists,
with the duke of Devonshire, I^rd Goschen, Lord James and
Lord Hugh Cecil, as their chief representatives, started a Free
Food league in opposition to Mr Chamberlain’s Tariff Reform
league

;
and at a great meeting at Queen s Hall, London, on the

24th of November their attitude was made plain. They rejected
Mr Chamberlain’s food-taxes, discredited his statistics, and,
while admitting the theoretical orthodoxy of retaliation,

criticized Mr Balfour’s attitude and repudiated his assumption
that retaliation would be desirable. Finally in December came
the appointment of Mr Chamberlain’s Tariff Commission. 'Ihcrc

was no doubt about the obstinacy and persistency of both sections,

and both were fighting, not only to persuade the public, but for

the capture of the party and of its prime minister. Both sides

were inclined to claim him
;
neither could do so without qualifica-

tion. His dialectical dexterity in evading the necessity of

expressing his fiscal opinions further than he had already done
became a daily subject for contemptuous criticism in the liberal
press

;
l)ut he insisted that in any case no definite action could

be taken till the next parliament
;
and while he declined to go

the “ whole hog as the phrase went—with Mr Chamberlain,
he did nothing to discourage Mr Chamberlain’s campaign.
Whether he would eventually follow iu the same direction, or
would come back to the straiter free-trade side, continued to be
the political conundrum for month after month. Minor changes
were made in the ministry in 1903, Mr Brodrick going to the
India office and Mr Amold-Forster becoming minister for war

;

but Mr Balfour’s personal influence remained potent, the govern-
ment held together, and in 1904 the Licensing Bill was success-
fully carried. Though a few Unionists transferred their allegiance,
notably Mr Winston Churchill, and by-elections went badly,
Mr Balfour still commanded a considerable though a dwindling
majority, and the various contrivances of the opposition for

combining all free-traders against the government were obstructed
by the fact that anything tantamount to a vote of censure would
not be supported by the “ wobblers ” in the ministerial party,
while the government could always manage to draft some “ safe

”

amendment acceptable to most of them. This was notably
shown in the debate on Mr Black’s motion on the i8th of May.
On the 3rd of October Mr Balfour spoke at Edinburgh on the
fiscal question. The more aggressive protectionists among
Mr Chamberlain’s supporters had lately become very confident,
and Mr Balfour p\m\y repudiated “ protection ” in so far as it

meant a policy aimii^ at supporting or creating home industries
by raising home prices

;
but he introduced a new point by

declaring that an Imperial Conference would be called to discuss
with the colonies the question of preferential tariffs if the
Unionist government obtained a majority at the next general
election. The Edinburgh speech was again received with con-
flictii^ interpretations, and much discussion prevailed as to the

conditions of the proposed conference, and as to whether it was
or not an advance, as Chamberlainites claimed, towards
Mr Chamberlain. Meanwhile the party was getting more and
more disorganized, and the public were getting tired of the
apparent mystification. The opposition used the situation to

nmke capital in the countrj’, and loudly called for a dissolution.

It was plain indeed tlmt the fiscal question itself was ripe for

the polls ; Board of Trade statistics had been issued in profusion,

and the whole case was before the country. Bu^, though Mr
Chamberlain declared his desire for an early .appeal to the
electors, he maintained his parliamentary loyalty to Mr Balfour.
There were, moreover, public reasons why a change of government
was undesirable. From 1903 onwards the question of army
refonn had been under discussion, and the government was
anxious to get this settled, though in fact Mr Brodrick’s and
Mr Arnold-Forster’s schemes for reorganization failed to obtain
any general support. And while foreign affairs were being
admirably conducted by Lord Lansdowne, they were critical

enough to make it dangerous to contemplate a “swopping of

horses.” The Russo-Japanese War might at any moment lead
to complications. The exercise by Russian warships of the right
of seardi over British ships was causing great irritation in English
commercial circles during 1904 ; after several incidents had
occurred, the stopping of the P. & O. steamer “ Malacca ” on
July 13th in the Red Sea by the Russian volunteer cruiser
“ Peterbuig ” led to a storm of indignation, and the sinking of

the “ Knight Commander ” (July 24th) by the Vladivostok
squadron intensified the feeling. On the 23rd of October the
outrageous firing by the Russian Baltic fleet on the English
fishing-fleet off the Dogger Bank in the North Sea was witlun an
ace of causing war. It was not till the 28th tlmt Mr Balfour,
speaking at Southampton, was able to announce that the Russian
government had expressed regret, and that an international

commission would inquire into the facts with a view to the
re.sponsible persons being punished. Apart from the importance
of seeing the Russo-Japanese War throfgh, there were important
negotiations on foot for a renewal or revision of tlie treaty with
Japan ; and it was felt that on these grounds it would be a
mistake for the government to allow itself to be driven into a
premature dissolution, unless it found itself unable to maintain
a majority in parliament. At the same time the government’s
toure of office was obviously drawing to its dose

;
the usual

interpretation of the Septennial Act involved a dissolution either

in 1905 or 1906, and the government whips found increased
difficulty in keeping a majority at Westminster, since neither

the pronounced Chamberlainites nor the convinced free-trade

Unionists showed any zeal, and a large number of the uncertain
Unionists did not intend to stand again for parliament.

The events of the session of 1905 soon foreslmdowed the end.

The opposition were determined to raise debates in the House of

Commons on the fiscal question, and Mr Balfour was no less

determined not to be caught in their trap. These tactics of

avoidance reached their culminating point when on one occasion

Mr Balfour and his supporters left the House and allowed a
motion hostile to tgriff reform to be passed nem. con. Though
the Scottish Churches Bill, the Unemployed Bill and the Aliens

Bill were passed, a complete fiasco occurred over the redistribu-

tion proposals, which pleased nobody and had. to be withdrawn
owing to a blunder as to procedure

; and though on the 17th of

July a meeting of the party at the foreign office resulted in

verbal assurances of loyalty, only two days later the government
was caught in a minority of four on the estimates for the Irish

Land Commission. For a few days it was uncertain whether
they would resign or dissolve, but it was decided to hold on.

The real causes, however, which kept the government in office,

were gradually losing their validity. The Russo-Japanese War
came to an end ; the new offensive and defensive alliailoe with

]&p9Si was signed on tiie 22th of Au^st ; the succcuful Anglo-
French agreement, concluded in April 1904, had brought out a
vigorous expression of cordiality between England and France,
shown in an enthusiastic exchange of naval visits ; and the
danger, which threatenad in the early aummer, of complications
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widi France and Germany over Morocco, was in a fair way of

being dispelled by the support given^o France by Great Britain.

The Liberal leaders h id given public pledges of their adhesbn
to Lord Lansdowne’s foreign policy, and the fear of their being

unable to cany it on was no longer a factor in the public mind.

The end cume in November 1905, precipitated by a speech

made liv Mr Balfour at Newcastle on the 14th, appealing for

unity iri the party and the sinking of differences, an appeal

plainly addressed to Mr Ciiamberlmn, whose supporters—the

vast majority of the Unionists—were damouring for a fighting

policy. But Mr Cihamberiain was no longer prepared to wait.

On the 2ist of November at Bristol he insisted on his programme
being adopted, and Mr Balfour wa.s compelled to abandon the

position he had held witli so much tactical dexterity for two
years past. Amid Liberal protests in favour of immediate
dissolution, he resigned on the 4th of December

; and Sir

Henry Campbell-Bannerman, being entrusted by the king with
the formation of a government, filled his cabinet with a view
to a general election in January. The Unionists went to the
polls with divided counsels, and sustained a crushing defeat,

rcmarkolile nevertheless for the comparative success of the
tariff reformers. While Mr Chamberlam had a signal personal
triumph in all the divisions of Birmingham, Mr Balfour himself
was (lefeated by a large majority in Manchester.

Being in a miserable minority in parliament (157 Unionists
against 379 Liberals, 51 Labour members, and 83 Nationalists),
some form of consolklation among the Unionists w'as immediately
necessary, and negotiations took place between Mr Balfour and
Mr Chamberlain which resulted in the patching up of an agree-
ment (expressed in a correspondence dated February 14th), and
its confirmation at a meeting of the party at l^ansdowne House a
few days later. The new compact was indicated in Mr Balfour’s
letter, in which he declared that “ fiscal reform is, and must
remain, the first constructive work of the Unionist party

; its

objects are to secure more equal terms of competition for British
trade and closer commet^ial union with the colonies

; and while
it is at present unnecessary to prescribe the exact methods by
which these objects are to be attained, iWid inexpedient to permit
differences of opinion as to these methods to divide the party,
though other means are possible, the establishment of a moderate
general tariff on manuhmtured goods, not imposed for the purpose
of raising prices, or giving artificial protection against legitimate
(competition, and the imposition of a .small duty on foreign corn,
are not in principle objectionable, and should be adopted if

shown to be necessary for the attainment of the epds in view or
for purposes of revenue.” Mr Balfour’s leadership of the whole
party was now confirmed

;
and a .seat was found for him in the

('ity of London by the retirement of Mr Gibbs.

’fhe downfall of Mr Balfour’s administration, and the necessity
of reorganizing the Unionist forces on the basis of the common
platform now adopted, naturally represented a fresh departure
under his leadership, the conditions of which to s(ime extent
depended on the opportunities given to the new opposition by
the proceedings of the Rudic^ government (sec Campbell-
Banherman, Sir H, ; and Asw^riTH, H. H.). His own adminis-
tration hud been wrecked, through no initiative of his, by the
dissensions over the fiscal question. But his wide range of know-
ledge and interests, his intellectual fi$$esse, his personal hold over
his suppoftesTB, his statesmanlike grasp upon imperial problems
and his oratorical ability, had becan proved to a remarkable
degree ; and in foreign affairs his tenure of -power had been
conspicuously successful. He left his country indeed in a posi-
tion of strength abroad, which it had not-fidd skee the Crimean
War. His institution of the permanent Comnattee elf imperial
Defence, and of the new Aimy Council (1904), wire reforms of
the highest iniportanoe, rescrll^ from the leport of a trium-
virate ” conststing of Lord fisher, Sir John Fisher and Sir
'George Clailce, appointed in November 1903. The Unionist
regime as a whole, however, had collapsed. Its ministers hod
become stole.” The heavy taxation irf the war ytars was still

retained, to the disgust especMf of the income-tax payers

;

and new issues arose over the Bduoatioa Act, labour questions.

and the introduction of Chinese labour into South Africa (m
1904), which were successfully used against the government
in the constituencies. The result was an electoral defeat which
indicated, no doubt, a pronounced weakening of Mr Balfour’s
position in public confidence. This verdict, however, was one
based mainly on temporary reasons, which were soon to be over-
shadowed by the new issues involved in the change of ministry.
As a mattw of fact, a year of opposition had not passed before
his power in the House of Commons, even with so small a party
beto(l him, was once more realized. The immense Radical
majority started with a feeling of contempt for the leader who
had been rejected at Manchester, but by 1907 he had completely
reasserted his individual pre-eminence among parliamentarians.
Mr Balfour hod never spoken more brilliantly, nor shone more as a
debater, than in these years when he had to confront a House of
Commons three-fourths of which was hostile. His speech at
Birmingham (November 14, 1907), fully accepting the principles
of Mr (.Immberlain’s fiscal policy, proved epoch-making in

consolidating the Unionist paiiy-^xcept for a small number of
free-traders, like ^rd Robert Oecil, who continued to hold out

—

in favour of tariff reform
;
and during 1908 the process of

recuperation went on,the h^ -elections showing to a markeddegree
the mcrcased popular support given to the Unionist candidate.s.
Ihis recovery was due also to the forciWe- feeble character of th(‘

Radical campaign against the House of Lords, the unpopula^il^'
of the Licensing Bill, the failure of the government to arrive
at an education settlement, the incapacity of its Irish administra-
tion, Ks apparent domination by the “little navy ’’section,

its dallying with Socialism in the budget of 1909. 'fhe
rejection of thi.s budget in December by the House of L^rd.s
led to a desperate struggle at the polls in January 1910, but
the (^onfident hopes of the Unionists were doomed to dis-

appointment. '1 hey won back over a hundred seats, returning

273 strong, but were still in a minority, the Liberals number-
ing 275, Labour members 40, and Irish Nationalists 82. Mr
Balfour himself was elected for the City of London by an
enormous majority.

Mr Balfour’s other publications, not yet mentioned, include
Essays and Addresses (1893) and The Foundations of Belief,
being Notes introductory to the Study of Theology (1895). He was
made LL.D. of Edinbiirgh University in 1881

; of St Andrews
University in 1885 ;

of Cambridge University in 1888
; ol

Dublin and Glasgow Universities in 1891 ; lord rector of Si
Andrews University in 1886 ; of Glasgow University in i8()o

;

dianoellor of Edinburgh University in 1891 ; member of the
senate Lor^on University in 1888 ; and D.C.L. of Oxford
University in 1891. He wa.s president of the British A.s.socuition

in 1904, and became a fellow of the Royal Society in 1888. He
was krrown from early life as a cultured musician, and became an
enthusiastic golf player, having been captain of the Royal and
Antiont Golf Club of St Andrews in 1894-1895. (H Ch )

BALFOUR, FRARCB MAITLAND (1851-1882), British biolo-
gist, younger brother of Arthur Tames Balfour, was born at
Edinburgh on the roth of November 1851. At Harrow school
he showed but little interest in the ordinary routine, but m one
of the masters, Mr George Griffith, he fortunately found a man
who encouraged and aided him in the pursuit of natural science,
a taste for which, and especially for gcolog>', had been cultivated
in hiin by his mother from an early age. Going into residence
at Trinity College, C^ambridge, in 1870, he was elected a natural
science xhcvlar of his college in the following year, and although
his readmg was not ordered on the lines usual for the Schools,
he obtained the sfjcond place in the Natural Science Tripo.s of
December 1873. A course of lectures on embryology, delivered
by Sir Michael Foster in 1871, definitely turned his attentiem to
animal moiphology, and, after hii tripos, he was selected to
occupy one of the two seats allocati^ to the university of
Cambridge at the Naples zoological station. The research work
which he began there contributed in m important degree to his
election as a fellow of Trinity in 1874, and also afforded him
matevial for a series of papers (published t» a monograph in

1878) on the Eksnibbranch firfies, whidh thiuw inew light on
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the devel^Mnent ofseveral <H:ganB in the VertehcaikeB^m particokr
of the urogenital and nervous systems. Hk next wodc was to
write a large treatise, Comparative Embryclo^^ in two volumes

;

the first, published in 1880, dealing with the Invertebrates, and
the second (1S81) with the Vertebrates. This book displayed a
vigorous scientific imagination, always controlled by a logical

sense that rigidly distinguished between proved fact and mere
hypothesis, and it at once won wide recognition, not only as an
admirable digest of the numberless observations made with
regard to the development of animals during the quarter of a
century preceding its publication, but also on account of the

large amount of original research incorporated in its pages.

Balfour’s reputation was now such that other universities became
anxious to secure his services, and he was invited to succeed
Professor George Rolleston at Oxford and Sir Wyville Thomson
at Edinburgh. But althougli he was only a college lecturer,

holding no official post in his university, he declined to leave

Cambridge, and in the spring of 1882 the university recognized

his merits by instituting a special professorship of animal
morphology for his benefit. Unhappily he did not deliver a
single professorial lecture. During the first term after his

appointment he was incapacitated from work by an .attack of

typhoid fever. Going to the Alps to recruit his health, he
perished, probably on the 19th of July 1882, in attempting the

ascent of the Aiguille Blanche, Mont Blanc, at that time unsealed.

Besides being a brilliant morphologist, Balfour was an accom-
plished naturalist, and had he lived would probably have
taken a high place among British taxonomists.

BALFOUR, 8IR JAMES, Bart, (of Denmylne and Kinnaird)

{c, i6oo-i657\ Scottish annalist and antiquary. He was well

acquainted with Sir William Segar and witJi Dugdalc, to whose
Monastiem he contributed. He was knighted by Diaries L in

1630, was made Lyon king-at-arms in the same year, and in

1633 baronet of Kinnaird. He was removed from his office of

king-at-arms by Cromwell and died in 1657. Some of his

numerous works are preserved in the Advocates’ library at

Edinburgh, together with his correspondence—from which rich

collection Plaig published Balfour's Annalcs of Scotland in 4*vols.

8vo (1824-1825).
See Sibbakl, Memoria Balfouriana (1699).

BALFOUR, SIR JAMES (of Pittendreich) (cl. 1583 or 1584),
Scottish judge and politician, son of Sir Michael Balfour of

Montquhanny, was educated for the legal branch of the church
of Scotland. In June 1547, together with Knox and others taken

at St Andrews, he was condemned to the French galleys, but was
released in 1549, abjured the reformers, entered the service of

Mary of Guise, and was rewarded with some considerable legal

appointments. Subsequently he went over to the lords of the

congregation and then betrayed their plans. After Mary's

arrival in Scotland he became one of her secretaries, in 1565
being reported as her greatest favourite after Rizzio.* He
obtained the parsonage of Flisk in Fife in 1561, was nominated
a lord of session, and in 1563 one of the commissaries of the

court which now took the place of the former ecclesiastical

tribunal
;

in 1565 he was made a privy-councillor, and in 1566
lord-clerk-register, and was knighted. According to Mary his

murder was intended together with Kizzio’s in i'S66. An
adherent of Bothwell, he was deeply implicated in Damlcy’s
murder, though not present at the commission of the crime. I3y
his means Damley was lodged at Kirk o’ Field, his brothers’

house. He was supposed to have drawn up the bond at Craig-

millar for the murder
;
he signed it, was made under Bothwell

deputy-governor of Edinburgh Castle, and is said to have drawn
up the marriage-contract between Bothwell and Mary. When^
however, the faB of bothwell was seen to be impending he
rapidly chained sides and surrendered the castle to. Murray,

stipulating^for his pardon for Damley 's murder,the retentionof the

priory of Plttenweem, and pecuniary rewards. He was appointed
president of the court of session on resigning the ofiice oi lord-

clerk-register. He was present at the battle of L^side with

the regent in 1568^ and was accused of havipg advisd Maiy to

* Cat. of State Pap. {Scottish), iL axS. 25a

leave Dttnbar to her rain, and of having betrayed to kdr

enemies the casket letter^ The same year, however, in cott-

sequence of renewed int^es with Mary’s faction, he was
dismissed, and next year was impiisoiusd on the change of

complicity in Damley’s murder. He succeeded in effecting his

escape by means of bribery, the expenses of which he is said to

have paid by intercepting the money sent from France to Mary’s

aid. In August 1571, during the regency of Lennoj^ an act »af

forfeiture was passed against him, but next year he was again

playing traitor and discovering the secrets of his party to Morton,

and he obtained a pardon from the latter in 1573 and negotiated

the pacification of Perth the same year. Distrusted by all parties,

lie fled to France, where he seems to have remained till 1580.

In 1579 his f(jrfeiture was renewed by act of parliament In

January 1580 he wrote to Maty offering her his services, and in

I
line protested his desire to be useful to Elizabeth, lamented the

influence of the Jesuits, and intended a journey to Dieppe to hear

.some good Protestant preaching.^ On the 27th of December of the

.same year he returned to Scotland and effected the downfall ar^

execution of Morton by producing a bond, probably that in

defem^e of Bothwell and to promote hk marriage with Mary, and
giving evidence of the latter’s knowledge of Bothwell’s intention

to murder Damley. In July 1581 his cause was reheard ; he was
acquitted of murder by assize, and shortly afterwards in 1581 or

1 582 he was restored to liis estates and received at court His

career, one of the blackest in the annals of political perfidy

and crime, closed shortly liefore the 24th of January 1584. He
was the greatest lawyer of his day, and part-author at least of

Balfour’s Praciicks, the earliest text-book of Scottish law, not

published, however, till 1754. He married Margaret, dau^ter
and heir of Michael Balfour of Burleigh, by whom, besides three

daughters, he had six sons, the eldest of whom was created

Baron Balfour of Burleigh in 1607.“
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BALFOtTR, ROBERT (known also as Balforeus) (1550 ?~

1625?), Scottish philosopher, was educated at St Andrews
and the university of Pans. He was for many years principal

of the Guienne College at Bordeaux. Ilis great work is his

Commeniarii in Organum Logicum (Bordeaux, 1648);

the copy in the British Museum contains a number of highly

eulogistic poems in honour of Balfour, who is described as

Graium aCmitlus acer. Balfour was one of the scholars who
contributed to spread over Europe the fame of the prae~

fervidum ingenium Scotorum, His contemporary, Dempster,

called him the “ phoenix of his age, a philosopher profoundly

skilled in the Greek and Latin languages, and a muthematiciau

worthy of being compared witli the ancients.” His Cleomedis

metforaj with notes and Latin translation, was reprinted at

Leiden as late as 1820.

See Dempster, Historia Ecclcsiastka Gent. Scotorum Irving's

Lives of the Scottish W-riters
;
Anderson's Scottish Nation, i. 217.

BALGUY, JOHH (1686-1748), English divine and philo9o|^r,

was bom at Sheffield on the 12th of August 1686. He was
educated at the Sheffield grammar school and at St John’s

College, Cambridge, graduated B.A. in 1706, was ordained in

1710, and in 1711 obtained the small living of Lamesley and

Tanficld in Durham. He married in 1715. It was the year in

which Bishop Hoadley preached the famous sermon on The
Kingdom of Christ,” which gave rise to the " Bangorian con-

troversy ”
;
and Balguy, under the nam de plume of SilvitM,

began his career of authorihip by taking the side of HOadley
in this controversy against Some of his High Church opponents.

* Cal. of State Pap. {Foreign), 1579-1580, p. 294.
* The title was attaiated id 1716, through the 5th baaMm'e oom-

plicity in the Jacobite rising of 1715. In 1869 it was restored I10

Alexander Hugh Bruce (b. 1849), as 0th baron ; he became one of
the most Infliientla! of contemporary Scottish noblemen, on the
Conservative side to pOlktiaK, and wso seeretafy for Soottond Msi
1895 to 1905.
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in 1726 he published A letter to a Deist concerning &ie Beauty

and ExceUency of Moral Virtue, an^ the Support and Improve-

ment which it receives from the Christian Religion, chiefly

designed to show that, while a love of virtue for its own sake is

the highest principle of morality, religious rewards and punish-

ments are most valuable, and in some cases absolutely indis-

pensable, us sanctions of conduct. In 1727 he was made a

prebendary of Salisbury by his friend Hoadley. He published in

the same year the first part of a tractate entitled The Founda-

tion of Moral Goodness, and in the following year a second

part, Illustrating and enforcing the Principles contained in the

former. The aim of the work is two-fold—to refute the

theory of Hutcheson regarding the basis of rectitude, and to

establish the theory of (!udworth and Garke, that virtue is

conformity to reason- -the acting according to fitnesses which

arise out of the eternal and immutable relations of agents to

objects. In 1 729 he became vicar of N orthallerton, in the county

of York. His next work was an essay on Divine Rectitude : or,

a Brief Inquiry concerning the Moral Perfections of the Deity,

particularly in respect of Creationand Providence. It is an attempt

to show that the same moral principle which ought to direct

human life may be perceived to underlie the works and ways of

Clod
:

goodness in the Deity not l^eing a mere disposition to

lienevolence, but a regard to an order, beauty and harmony,

which are not merely relative to our faculties and capacities,

but real and absolute
;
claiming for their own sakes the reverence

of all intelligent beings, and alone answering to the perfection of

the divine ideas. Balguy wrote several other terse and readable

tracts of the same nature, which he collected and published in

a single volume in 1734. In 1741 he published an Essay on

Redemption, containing somewhat advanced views. Redemption

as taught in Scripture means, according to him, “ the deliverance

or release of mankind from the power and punishment of sin, by

the meritorious sufferings of Jesus Christ,” but involves no

translation of guilt, substitution of persons or vicarious punishment.

Freed from these ideasf which liave arisen from interpreting

literally expressions which are properly figurative, the doctrine,

he argues, satisfies deep and urgent human wants, and is in perfect

consistence and agreement with reason and rectitude. His last

publication was a volume of sermons, pervaded by good sense

and good feeling, and clear, natural and direct in style. He
died at Harrogate on the 21st of September 1748. A second

volume of sermons appeared in 1750 (3rd ed. in 2 vols., 1760).

BALI, an island of the East Indies, E. of Java, from which

it is separated by Bali Strait, which is shallow, and scarcely over

a mile in width at its narrowest point. Bali is 93 m. in length,

and its greatest breadth is 50 m. The area is 2095 sq. m. In

18S2, for administrative purposes, Bali was separated from Java
and combined with the island of Lombok to form the Dutch

,

residency of Lombok and Bali. Politically its divisions are two :
—

I

(1) the two districts, Buleleng and Jembrana, on Dutch territor>' ; i

and (2) the autonomous states of Kiung Lung, Bangli, Mengui,
|

Badung and Tabanan. Buleleng, on the north-west, is the chief
i

town. The population on Dutch territory in the whole re.sidency 1

in the year 1905 was 523,535. Bali belongs physically to
|

Java; the climate and soil are the same and ith^ mountains
j

of proportionate height. There are several lakes of great depth
j

and streams well fitted for the purposes of irrigation, of which

full advantage is taken by the natives. The geological formation

includes (like that of Java) three regions— central volcanic,

the southern peninsula of Tertiary limestone, and alluvial plains

between the older formations. The highest volcanoes, Tabanan,

Batur and Gunung Agung (Bali Beak), have respectively heights

7545 73B3 ft., and 10,497 ft., the central chain having an
average altitude of 3282 ft. As regards flora and fauna Bali is

associated with Java. The deep strait which separates it on
the east from Lomhuk was taken by A. R. Wallace (g.v.) as

representing the srK^alled Wallace’s Line, whereby he demarcated
the Asiatic from the Australian fauna.

The natives of Bali, though of the same stodc as the Javanese,

and resembling them in general appearance, exceed them in

stature and muscular power, as well as in activity and enterprise.

They are skilful agriculturists and artisans, especially in textile

fabrics and the manufacture of arms. Though native rule is

tyrannical and arbitrary, especially in the principalities of

Badung and Tabanan, trade and industry could not flourish

if insecurity of persons and property existed to any great extent.

Tlie natives have also a remedy against the aggression of their

rulers in their own hands
;

it is called Metilas, consists in a general

rising and renunciation of allegiance,and proves mostly successful.

Justice is administered from a written civil and criminal code.

Slavery is abolished. Hinduism, which was once the religion of

Java, but has been extinct there for four centuries, is still in

vogue in the islands of Bali and Lombok, where the cruel

custom of widow-burning (suttee) is still practised, and the

Hindu system of the four castes, with a fifth or Pariah caste

(called Chandala), adhered to. It appears partly blended with

Buddhism, partly overgrown with a belief in Kolas, or evil

spirits. To appease these, offerings are made to them either

direct or through the mediation of the Devas (domestic or

agrarian deities)
;
and if these avail not, the Menyepi or Great

^crifice is resorted to. In the course of this ceremony, after the

sacrifice, men rush in all directions carrying torches
;
the women

also carry fire-brands, or knock on the houses with rice-crushers

and other heavy implements, and thus the evil spirits are con-

sidered to be driven away. The Mahommedan religion occurs

among the coastal population. The Balinese language belongs to

the same group of the Malayan class as the Javanese, Sundanesc,

Madurese, &c., but is as distinct from each of these as French is

from Italian. It is most nearly akin to the Sasak language spoken

in Lombok and on the east coast of Bali. The literary language

has embodied many ctf its ingredients from the Old Javanese,

a.s spoken in Java at the time of the fall of Majapahit (15th

century), while the vulgar dialect has kept free from such

admixture. Javanese influence is also traceable in the use of

three varieties of speech, as in the Javanese language, according

to the rank of the people addressed. The alphabet is with some
modifications the same as the Javanese, but more complicated.

The material universally used for writing on is the prepared leaf

of the lontar palm. The sacred literature of the Balinc.se is

written in the ancient Javanese or Katvi language, which appears

to be better understood here than it is in Java. A general decline

in culture is manifest in the Balinese. Of the early history of

their island the Balinese know nothing. The oldest tradition

they possess refers to a time shortly after the overthrow of the

Majapahit dynasty in Java, about the middle of the 15th century;

but it has been supposed that there must have been Indian

settlers here before the middle of the jst century, by whom the

present name, probably cognate with the Sanskrit balin, strong,

was in all likelihood imposed. It was not till 1633 that the Dutch
attempted to enter into alliance with the native princes, and their

earliest permanent settlement at Port Badung only dates from

1845. Their influence was extended by the results of the w'ar

which they waged with the natives about 1847-49.

The only roadstead safe all the year round is Temukus on the

north coast. The rivers are not navigable. Agriculture is thechief

I

means of subsistence
;
rice being a crop of particular importance.

I Other crops grown for export are coffee, tobacco, cocoa and
indigo. Gold-working, the making of arms and musical instru-

ments, wood-carving, cotton, silk and gold thread weaving are

of importance. There are numerous Arab and Chinese traders.

See R. Van Eck. Schet&en van het eiland Bali, Tijdsch. van Nederl.
Indie (1878-1879) ; J. Jacobs, Eeenigen tijd cmder de Balters
(Batavia, 1883) ; H. Tonkes. Volkskunde von Bali (Halle, 1888)

;

Licfrinck, De rifst cultuur op Bali, Indi.sche Gids. (1886).

BALIKISRI (Baluktser), a town of Asia Minor, capital of the

Karasi sanjak in the vilayet of Brusa, altitude 575 ft., situated

on rising ground above a fertile plain which drains to the

Sea of Marmora. Pop. 20,000 (Moslems, 15,000; Christians,

5000). It is a centre of trade in opium, silk and cereals, com-
municating by carriage roads with Panderma. Tlie sanjak is

rich in minend wealth
;

silver mines are worked at Balia and
boracite mines at Susurlu. At or near Balikisri was the Roman
town of Hadrianutherae, founded, as its name commemorates^
by the emperor Hadrian.
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BAWL, tlM name of a family which played an important*

part in the history of Scotland. The founder of the family in

England was a Norman baron, Guy or Guido de Baliol, who
held the hefs of Bailleul, Dampierre, Harcourt and Vinoy in

Normandy. Coming to England with William the Conqueror,
he received lands in the north of England from William II., and
his son, or grandson, Bernard or Barnard de Baliol, built a

fortress in Durham called Castle Barnard, around which the town
of Barnard Castle grew. The first burgesses probably obtained

their privileges from him. Bernard fought for King Stephen
during the civil war, was present at the battle of the Standard
in August 1138, and was taken prisoner at the battle of Lincoln

in February 1141. The date of his death is uncertain. Dugdale
only believes in the existence of one Bernard de Baliol, but it

seems more probable that the Bernard de Baliol referred to after

1167 was a son of the elder Bernard, and not the same individual.

'

If .so the younger Bernard was one of the northern barons who
raised the siege of Alnwick, and took William the Lion, king of

Scotland, prisoner in July 1 1 74. He also confirmed the privileges

granted by his father to the buigesses of Barnard Castle, and was
succeeded by his son Eustace. Practically nothing is known of

Eustace, or of his son Hugh who succeeded about 1215. Hugh’s
son and successor, John cle Baliol, who increased his* wealth and
position by a marriage with Dervorguila (d. 1290), daughter of

Alan, earl of Galloway, is said to have possessed thirty knights’

fees in England and one half of the lands in Galloway. He was
one of the regents of Scotland during the minority of Alexander
III., but in 1255 was deprived of this office and his lands forfeited

for treason. He then appeared in England fighting for Henry III.

against Simon de Montfort, and was taken prisoner at the battle

of Lewes in 1 264. About 1263 he established .several .scholarships

at Oxford, and after his death in 1269 his widow founded the

college which bears the name of the family. He left four sons,

three of whom died without issue, and in 1278 his lands came to

his son, John de Baliol {q.v.), who was king of Scotland from
1292 to 1296, and who died in Normandy in 1315. John’s eldest

son by his marriage with Isabel, daughter of John de Warenne,
earl of Surrey, was Edward dc Baliol who shared his father’s

captivity in England in 1296. Subsequently crossing over to

France, he appears to have lived mainly on his lands in Normandy
until 1324, when he was invited to England by King Edward IL,

who hoped to bring him forward a.s a candidate for the Scottish

crown. A favourable opportunity, however, did not arise until

after the death of King Robert the Bruce in 1329, when Edward
III. had succeeded his father on the English throne. Although
Edward did not give Baliol any active assistance, the claimant

placed himself at the head of some disinherited Scottish nobles,

raised a small army and sailed from Raven.spur. Landing at
Kinghom in Fifeshire in August 1332, he gained a complete
victory over the Scots under Donald, earl of Mar, at Dupplin
Moor, tf>ok Perth, and on the 24th of September was crowned
king of Scotland at Scone. He then acknowledged Edward III.

as his superior, but soon afterwards was defeated at Annan
(where his brother, Henry de Baliol, wa.s slain) and compelled to

fly to England. R^aining his kingdom after the defeat of the
Scots at Halidon Hill in July 1333, Baliol surrendered the whole
of the district formerly known as Lothian to Edward, and did
homage for Scotland to the English king. His party, however,
was weakened by disunion, and he won no serious support in

Scotland. Entirely dependent on Edward, he again sought
refuge in England, and took a very slight part in the war waged
on his behalf. He returned to Scotland after the defeat of King
David II. at Neville’s Cross in 1346. After making an absolute
surrender of Scotlauid to Edward III. in 1356 at Roxburgh in

return for a pertsion, Edward de Baliol died at Wheatley near
Doncaster in 1361
A

.
cadet, braiK^ of the Baliol famfly was descended from

Ingdmm, or Engelnun, a son of the younger Bernard de Baliol.

Ingelmm’s wife was the daughter and heiress of William dc
Berkeley, lord of Reidcastle in Forfarshire, and chamberlain of

Sc»t]an4 *nd hy her he had a son Henry, who became chamber-
kin about 1223. Henry married Lora or Lauretta, a daughter

of Philip de Valoines (Valsques), lord of Panmure, and m 1234
inherited part of the rich English fiefs of the Valoines family.

He sided with the EngliA) barons against John in 1215, and
accompanied Henry III. to France in 1242. He died in 1246. It

is prolmble but not certain that Henry’s son was Alexander de

Baliol, lord of Cavers in Teviotdale, and chamberlain of Scotland.

Alexander took a leading part in Scottish affairs during the latter

part of the 13th century, and is first mentioned as chamberlain in

1287. He shared in the negotiations between the Sebttish nobles

and Edward 1 . of England which culminated in the treaty of

Salisbury in 1289, and the treaty of Brigham in 1290. Probably

deprived ofhis office as chamberlainabout x296 he may fyaveshared

the imprisonment of his kinsman, John de Baliol the king. He
then fought in Scotland for Edwaid, and was summoned to several

English parliaments. His wife was Isabella de Chilham, through

whom he obtained lands in Kent. He died about 1309, leaving

a son, Alexander, whose son, Thomas, sold the estate of Cavers

to William, earl of Douglas, in 1368. Thomas is the last of the

Baliols mentioned in the Scottish records.

A late and dubious tradition asserts that the family name
became so discredited owing to the pusillanimous conduct of

John and Edward Baliol that it was abandoned by its owners in

favour of the form Baillie.

See John of Fordun, Chronica gentis Scotorum, edited by W. F.
Skene (Edinburgh, i87i“i872) ; Andrew of Wyntoun, The Orygynal$
Cronvhil 0/ Scotland, edited by David Laing (Edinburgh, 1872-1879)

;

Gexta Kdwardi de Carnarvan, by n canon of Bridlington, edited by
W. Stubbs (T,ondon. 1883) ; W. Dugdale, The Baronage of England
(London, 1673-1676) ; R. Surtees. The Hixtory of Durham (Lo^on.
i8iC>-j84o)

;
Documentx and Records illustrating the History of

Scotland, edited by F. T. Palgrave (London, 1837) ;
Documents

illustrative of the History of Scotland (1286-1306). edited by J. Steven-
son (Edinburgh, 1870) ; Calendar of Docuinents relating to Scotland,
edited by J. Bain (Edinburgh, 1881-1888).

BALIOL, JOHN DE (1249-1315), king of Scotland, was a sort

of John de Baliol (d. 1269) of Barnard (!astle, Durham, by his

wife Dervorguila, daughter of Alan, eart of Galloway, and
became head of the Baliol family (see above) and lord of extensive

lands in England, France and Scotland on his elder brother’s

death in 1278. Little else, however, is known of his early life.

He came into prominence when the Scottish throne became
vacant in 1290 owing to the death of Margaret, the “ maid of

Norway,” a granddaughter of King Alexander III., and was
one of the three candidates for the crown whose pretensions

were seriously considered. Claiming through his maternal
grandmother, Margaret, the eldest daughter of David, carl of

Huntingdon (d. 1219), who was a grandson of King David L,
Baliol’s principal rival wa.s Rolxjrt Bruce, earl of Annandale,
and the dispute was the somewhat familiar one of the eldest by
descent against the nearest of kin. Meanwhile the English kipg,

Edward 1 ., was closely watching the trend of.affairs in Scotland

and was invited to settle this dispute. It is doubtful what
rights, if any, the English kings had over Scotland, but when
Edward met the Scottish nobles at Norham in May 1291, he
demanded a formal recognition of his position as overlord of

Scotland. After some delay this was tacitly admitted by the

nobles, and acknowledged by Baliol and the other competitors,

who ^ agreed to' abide by his decision. A court of eighty

Scotsmen and twenty-four Englishmen was then appointed

to try the question. Traversing the statements made in favour

of Bruce, Baliol claimed by the principles of feudal law for an
indivisible inheritance, and on the advice of the court Edward
decided in his favour. Having sworn fealty to the English king,

Baliol was crowned king of Scotland at Scone on the 30th of

November 1292 ;
in his new capacity he did homage to Edward

at Newcastle, and in Januaiy^ 1293 released the English kh^
from all promises and obligations made while the kingdom df

Scotland was in his hands. These amicable relations were soon
distuibed. A ScOttbh vassal carried his case to Edward as

Baliol’s overlord; and Bdtol himself was soop summoned to the

English court to answer a suit brought against him. After a
short struggle he admitted Edward’s right, and jn May
attended a parliaixjfeht ih Lpndon. He soon quarrelled with
overlord, the exact point at issue being doubtfdl, ahd rfetuttfid

ni. 9
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to Scotland. Consequent on the dispute which had broken out

between England and France, a councU of twelve was appointed

to assist him, and it was decided to defy Edward. Englishmen

were dismissed from the Scottish court, their fiefs were con-

fiscated, and an alliance was concluded with Philip IV., kit^

of France. War broke out, but Baliol did not take the field in

person. Invadii^ Scotland, Edward met with a feeble resistance,

and at Brechin in July 1296 Baliol surrendered his kingdom to

Antony Bek, bishop of Durham, as the representative of tlie

English king. About the same time he appeared before Edward

at Montrose, and delivered to him a white rod, the feudal token

of resignation. With his son, Edward, he was taken a prisoner

to England, remaining in captivity until July 1299, when he was

released at the request of Pope Boniface VIII. He lived for

some time under the pope’s supervision, and seems to have

passed his remaining days quietly on his French estates. He
died in Normandy early in 1315, leaving several children by his

wife, Isabel, a daughter of John de Warenne, earl of Surrey

(d. 1304).

Stw Documents and Uecofds illustrating the History of Scotland, edited

l)y J'. T. PaJgrave (London, 1837) ; Documents illusiraiire of the

History of Scotland, 1286 1306, edited by J. Stevenson (Kdinlnirgh,

^870)
: J, H. Burton, History of Scotland, vol. ii. (Edinburgh, 1905) ;

A. l^ang. History of StoUand, vol. i. (Kdinburgh. 1904) ;
Sii H.

Maxwell. Robert the Bruce (London, 1897) ; Calendar of Documents
relating to Scotland, edited by J. Bain (Edinburgh, i88i~i8H8).

Also Scotland : History.

BALIUAG, a town of the province of Bulacdn, Luzon, Philip-

pine Islands, on the Quihgua river, 29 m. (by rail) N.N.W. of

Manila. Pop. (1903) 21,008, including the population (7072)
of Bustos, which was annexed to Baliuag in that year after the

census was taken. Baliuag is served by an extension of the

railway between Manila and Dagupan. It is the trade centre

of a fertile f^ricultural di.strict, and manufactures bamboo hats,

silk and native fibre goods.

BALKAN PENINSULA, the most easterly of the three large

peninsulas which form tl^ southern extremities of the European
continent. Its area, 184,779 sq. m., is about 35,000 $q. m. less

than that of the Iberian Peninsula, but more than twice that of

the Italian. Its northern boundary stretches from the Kilia

mouth of the Danube to the Adriatic Sea near Fiume, and is

generally regarded as marked by the courses of the rivers Danube,
Save and Kulpa. On the £. it is bounded by the Black Sea,

the Sea of Marmora, and the Aegean; on the S. by the

Mediterranean ;
on the W. by the Ionian Sea and the Adriatic.

With the exception of the Black Sea coast and the Albanian
littoral, its shores are considerably indented and flanked by
groups of islands. The Peninsula in its general contour resembles

an inverted pyramid or triangle, terminating at its apex in a
subsidiary peninsula, the Peloponnesus or Morea. Its surface

is almost entirely mountainous, the only extensive plains being

those formed by the valleys of the Danube and Maritza, and the

basin of Thessaly drained by the Salambria (ancient Peneus).

The Danubian plain, lying, for the most part, outside the Penin-

sula, is enclosed, on the north, by the Carpathians ; and on the

south by the ^kans, from which the Peninsula derives its

name. These ranges form together the great semicircular

mountain-chain, known as the anti*Dacian system, through
which the Danube finds a passage at the Iron Gates. The other
mountain-systenw display great complexity of formation

;

beginning with the Dinaric Alps and the parallel ranges of

Bosnia, tl«y run, as a rule, from north-^west to south-east
; the

great chain of Rhodope traverses the centre of the Peninsula,

throwing out spurs towards the Black^Bea and the Aegean

;

farther west are the lofty Shar Dagh and the mountauui of

Monten^ro and Albania, continued by the Pindus range and
the heights of Acamania and Aetolia. The principal summits
are Olympus (9794 ft.), overlooking the Gulf of Salpnica ; MuaallA

and Popova Shapka (Bfi55}, both in the Rhodope ^stem ;

Lipbotrn in the Soar vsab (S^); EUn, in the Perm Planina

(8794); Belmeken in aouthem Bu%aria (chain of Dospat,8562);
Smolika in the PindMS xange (^5); Dormitor in northern
Montenegro (^194); Kaimakdialan in central Macedonia (8255);

•*and Kiona in Aetolia (8235). Owing to the distribution of the

mountain-chains, the principal rivers flow in an easterly or south-

easterly direction
;

the Danube falls into the Black Sea ; the

Maritza, Mesta, Struma (Sirymon), Vardar and Salambria into

the A^ean. The only considerable rivers flowing into the

Adriatic are the Narenta, Drin and Viossa. The principal

lakes are those of Ochrida, Prespa, Scutari and lannina. The
climate is more severe than that of the sister peninsulas, and
the temperature is liable to sudden changes. The winter,

though short, is often intensely cold, especially in the Danubian
plain and in Thrace, the rigorous climate of which is frequently

alluded to by the Latin poets. Bitter north-easterly winds
prevail in the spring, and snow is not uncommon even in the
low-lying districts of Greece. The autumn weather is generally
fine and clear.

Geology .—Broadly speaking, the Balkan Peninmila may be divided
into four areas w^ch geologically arc distinct. There is a central
region, roughly triangular in shape, with its base resting upon the

Tertiary Oarbon/feroue HI Volcanic Rocke
CfVtOMpiM. iMMmrtUmlb ||||H

*** mArobawn A Uttamorphu o AoUu§ Vofcanoee

1^1 Jyraeeie

Aegean Sea and its apex in Servia. On two sides this area is bordered
by belts of folded beds which form on the west the mountain ranges
of the Adriatic and Ionian coasts, and on the north the chain of
the Balkans. Finally, beyond the Balkans lies the great Rumanian
depression, occupied chiefly by undisturbed Cretaceous and Tertiary
strata. The central region, although wedged in between two belts of

folding, is not affected by the folds of either, excepting near its

marfpns. It consists largely of crystalline and schistose rocks. The
core is formed by the mountain masses of Rhodope, Belasitsa, Pehn
and Rila ; and here Palaeozoic and Mesozoic beds arc absent, and
the earliest sedimentary deposits belong to the Tertia]^ period and
He flat upon the crystalline rocks. iJpon the margins, however,
Cretaceous beds ate found. The eastern parts of Greece are com-
posed almost entirely of Cretaceous beds, but nevertheless they
must be considered to belong to tlie central area, for.the folds which
affect them are nearly at right angles to those of the western chains.
Ill general, however, the central area is one of faulting rather than
of rntdlag, and the sedimentary beds sometimes lie in troughs formed
by faults. Extensive volcanic outbursts occurred in this region during
the Tertiary period. In the western folded belt the strike of the folds is

N.W.-S,E„ or N.N.W.-S.S.E. There are many local irregularities, but
the general direction is maintained as far as the southern extremity of
Greece, whore tlio folds show a tendency to curve towards Crete.

In the north, C^irbonilerous beds are present, and the Trias end the
jura take a considerable part in the formation of the chain. The
Sarmatian beds are also involved in the folds, indicating that the
folding was not completed till Pliocene .'times. In the south, the
older beds disappear and the whole chain is formed chiefly of Cre-
taoeout beds, though Eocene and proMfly Jununic rocks nse
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present. The Eocene beds are folded, but tlie marginal Pliocene
beds are not, and the final folding seems to have taken place during
the Miocene period. (For the Balkans, see Bulgaria.)

Area and jpopulaiion .—The following figures show the area and
population of the various political divisions of the Balkan Peninsula
in 1909 ; see also the articles on the separate countries.

Political Divisions. Area in sq. m.

'

—

Pop. in 1909.
Pop. per
sq m.

Croatia-Slavonia (south of the Save
and Kulpa) ....

Servia
Bulgaria (with Eastern Rumclia) .

The Dobrudja (Rumania)
Dalmatia (Austria)
Montenegro
Bosnia and Herzegovina (Austria-
Hungary)

Sanjak of Novibazar (Turkish)
Albania, Macedonia and other

Turkhdi possessions .

Greece

(about) 8,200

18,782
37»*4o

5,«9<>

4.923

3.235

19,696
3,840

62,744
24.400

(about) 3,200,000

2,493.770
4,028,239
258,242

591, 97
311,564

1,568,092
i53»«oo

5,812,300
2,631,952

1463
132-2

88

439
130-

X

94

709
53 5

92*6

io7‘8
I

1

187,970 19,048,756 101-3
1

For full details as to the physical features, natural products,
population, customs, trade, finance, government, religion, education,
language, literature, antiquities, history, politics, Ac., of the Balkan
lands, see Albania. Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia*
Slavonia, Dalmatia, Dobrudja, Greece, Illyria, Macedonia,
Montenegro, Novibazar, Servia and Turkey.

The Peninsula is inhabited by a great variety of races,

whose ethnological limits are far from corresponding with the

existing poll tical boundaries. The Turkish population, descended
in part from the Ottoman invaders of the 14th and 15th centuries.

in part from colonists introduced at various epochs from Asia by
the Turkish government, declined considerably during the 19th
century, espeddly in the countries withdrawn from the sultan’s
authority. It is diminishing in Thessaly; it has entirdy dis-

appeared in the rest of Greece, almost entirely in Servia
; and it

continues to decrease in Bulg^a notwithstanding the efforts ^
the authorities to che(^ emigratiDu. It is nov^ere found in

compact masses except in north-eastern Bulgaria and the region

between Adrianople, the Black Sea and riie Sea of Marmora,
Elsewhere it appears in separate villages and
isolated districts, or in the larger towns and tliair

immediate neighbourhood. The total Turkish
population of the Peninsula sca|:cely eicceeds

3.800.000. The Slavonic popul^ition, including

tlie Serbo-Croats and Bulgars, is by far the

most numerous
;

its total aggregate exceeds
1

0.000.

000. The majority of the Serbo-Croats left

their homes among the Carpathians and settled

in the Balkan Peninsula in the 7 th century.

The distinction between the Serbs of the more
central region and the Croats of the north-west,

was first drawn by the early Byzantine chroni-

clers, and was well established by the 12th cen-

tury. It does not correspond with any valid

linguistic or racial difference
;
but in the course of

time a strong religious difference arose. Along the Croatian and
Dalmatian coast there existed a well-developed Latin civiliza-

tion, which was sustained by constant intercourse with Italy

;

and, under its influence, the Serbo-Croatian immigrants were
converted to the Roman Catholic Church. In the wild and
mountainous interior, however, the Byzantine Church had few
or no rivals and the Orthodox creed prevailed. The Orthodox
Serbs inhabit the kingdom of Servia, Old Servia (or Novibazar
and north-western Macedonia), Montenegro, Herzegovina and

g
irts of Bosnia. The Roman Catholic Ooats predominate in

almatia, north-western Bosnia and Croatia-Slavonia. Monte-
negro, like the other mountainous regions, adhered to the Greek
Church ; it received a number of Orthodox Servian refugees at
the beginning of the 15th century, when the Turks occupied
Servia. The numbers of the Serbo-Croats may be estimated at
about 5,600,000. The Bulgars, who (fcsccud from a fusion of the
Slavonic element with a later Ugro-Finnish immigration, inlmbit
the kingdom of flulgaria (including Eastern Rumclia), parts
of the Dobrudja and the greater part of Macedonia, except Old
Servia and the Aegean littoral. Apart from their colonies in
Bessarabia and elsewhere, they may be reckoned at 4400,000,
Only a portion of the widely-spread Ruman or Vlach race, which
extends over a great part of Transylvania, south Hungary and
Bessarabia, as well as the Rumanian kingdom, falls withm the
limits of the Peninsula. It is found in numerous detached
settlements in Macedonia, Albania and northem Greece, and in
colonies of recent date in Servia and Bulgaria. The nomad
Vlachs or Tzintzars of these countries call themselves Arumfini
or “ Romans ”

; they are a remnant of the native I^itinized

population which received an increase from the immigration
of Daco-Roman refugees, who fled southwards during the 3rd
century, after the abandonment of Dacia by Aurelian. (See
Vlachs.) The entire Ruman population of the Balkan countries
may be set down approximately at 600,000. The Albanians, who
call themselves SikUpetar or ArbeVy are the rq>rescntatives of
the primitive Illyrian population

; they inhabit the Adriatic lit-

toral from the southern frontier of Montenegro to the northem
boundary of Greece, in which country they are found in consider-
able numbers. They have shown a tendency to advance in a
north-easterly direction towards the Servian frontier, and the
movement has been encouraged for political reasons by the
Turkish government. The whole Albanian nation possibly
numbers from 1,500,000 to 1,600,000. The Greeks, whose
immigration from Asia Minor took place in prehistoric times, itre,

next to the Albanians, the oldest race in the Peninsula, Their
maritime and commercial instincts have led them from the
earliest times to found settlements on the sea-coast and the
islands. They inhabit the Black Sea littoral from Vama to
the Bosporus, the shores of the Sea of Marmora and the Aegean,
the Aeg<»n archipelago, the mainland of Greece, Epirus and the
western islands as far no^th as Corfu. In Constantinople they
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probably exceed 300,000. They arc seldom found in large

numbers at any great distance from the sea, and usually con-

gregate in the pnncipal towns and cofimercial centres, such as

Adnanoplc, Constantza, Varna and Philippopolis
;

there are

also detached colonics at Melnik, Stanimaka, Kavakly, Niegush

and elsewhere. The Greek inhabitants of the Peninsula and

adjacent island.*} probably number 4,500,000. The remainder

of the population is for the most part composed of Armenians,

Jews and gipsies. The Armenians, like the Greeks, conpegatc

in the principal centres of trade, especially at Constantinople

;

their numbers were greatly reduced by the massacres of 1896.

'i'he Jews are most numerous at Salonica where they form half

the population. The gipsies are scattered widely throughout the

Peninsula
;

they are found not only in wandering troops, as

elsewhere in Europe, but in settlements or cantonments in the

neighbourhood of towns and villages.

Religions. -Owing to the* numerous conversions to Islam which
followed the Turkish con(iucst, the Mahommedan population of the
Peninsula w largely in excess of the purely Turkish element. More
than half the Albanian nation and 35% of the inhabitants of Bosnia
and Herzegovina adopted tin* creed of the conquering race. Among
the Bulgars and Greeks the conversions were less numerous. The
Bulgarian Mahommedans, or Pomaks, wlio inhabit the valleys of
Khodone and certain districts in northern Bulgaria, are numerically
insignincunt

; the Greek lullowers of Islam are almost cotil'incd to
Crete. The whole Moslem population of the Peninsula is about
3.300|00<). The great bulk of the Christian population belongs to
the Ortliodox Church, of which the oecumenical patriarch at Con-
stantinople is the nominal head. haviii|({ precedence over all other
ecclesiastical dignitarie.s. The Bulgarian. Servian, Montenegrin
and CIn*ck cliurdies are, however, in reality autocephalous. The
Bulgarian church enjoys an exceptional position, inasmuch as its
spiritual chief, the exarch, who resides at CouHtantinoplc, controls
the Bulgarian prelates in European Turkey as well as those in the
kingdom of Bulgaria. On the other hand, the Greek prelates in
Bulgaria are .subject to the patriarch. Heligious and political
questions are intimately connected in eastern Eurojie. The; heads
of the various religious communities are the only representatives
of the Christian population recognized by the 'rurkish government

;

they possess a seat in the local administrative council.s and supervise
the (duiatiaii schools. The i*ffort.s of the several branche.s of the
Orthodox Church to obtain a separate organization in the Turkish
dominions an* to be attributed exclusively to political motives, as no
difference ot dogma divides them. The Serbo-Croats of Dalmatia,
and Croatia-Slavonia. some of the Gheg trilx's in Albania, atiout
'21% of the Bosnians, a still smaller number of Bulgarians in the
kingdom and in Macedonia and a few Greeks in the islands belong
to the Roman Catholic Church. A ciTtain number ol Bulgars at
Kuku.sh in Macedonia and elsewhere form a “ uuiate " church, which
accepts the authority and dogma of Rome, luit preserves the Ortho-
dox rite and discipline. The Armenians are efivided between the
Gregorian and Umate-Armenian churches, each under a patriarch.
The other Christian confessions are numerically inconsiderable. The
(fRgauzi ill Eastern Bulgaria, a Turanian and Turkish-speaking race,
protess Christiaiuty.

Languages. ^ Until comparatively recent times Turkish and Greek
were the only languages systematically taught or officially recog-
nized in the Balkan lands subject to Turkish rule. The first, the
speech of the conquering race, was the official language

; the second,
owing to the intellectual and literary superiority of the Greeks, their
educational zeal and the privileges acquired by their church, became
the language of the upper classes among the Christians. The
Slavonic masses, however, both Servian and Bulgarian, preserved
their language, which saved these nationalities from extinction.
IJie Servian dialect extending into regions which escaped the
Turkish yoke, enjoyed certain advantages denied to the Bulgarian :

in free Montenegro the first Slavonic printing-press was founded in

1493 : at Ragusa, a century later, Servian literature attained a high
degree of excellence. Bulgarian, for nearly four centuries, ceased
to |x! a written language except in a tew monasteries ; a literary
revival, which began alxiul the middle of the i8th century, was
the first symptom of returning national consciousness. The Servian,
Bulgarian and Rufiianian languages have borrowed largely from
the Turkish in their vocabularies, but not in their structural forms,
and have adopted aiany words from the Gre^pk. Modern Greek has
also a lar(p* numlpi' of Turkish words which are rejected in the
artificial literarf language. The revival of the various Balkan
nationalities was in every case accompanied or preceded a literary
movement

; in Servian literature, under the influence of Obradovich
and Vuk Karajich, the popular idiom, notwithstanding the opposi-
tion of the briesthood, superseded the ix^clesiastical Russian

-

Slavonic
; injPulgaria the eastern dialect, that of the Sredna Gora,

prevailcxl. JKiong the Greeks, whoee hteiatun* never suffered a
compteto|gHp^4l|Mfiar effort to restore the classical tongue re-

sulted j^hf conventional literary language,
which nor differs widely from the ver-

nacular. Albanian, the only surviving remnant of the ancient

Thraco-Illyhan speech, affords an interesting study to philologists.

It undoubtedly twlongs to the Indo-European family, but its earlier

forms cannot, unfortunately, be ascertained owing to tlie absence
of literary monuments. Certain remarkable analogies between
Albanian and the other languages of the Peninsula, especially
Bulgarian and Rumanian, have been .supposed to point to the
influence exercised by the primitive speech upon the idioms of the
immigrant races.

History.—The great Slavonic immigration^ which changed
the ethnographic face of the Peninsula, began in the 3rd century
A.D. and continued at intervals throughout the following four

centuries. At the beginning of this movement the Byzantine
empire was in actual or nominal possession of all the regions

south of the Danube
;

the greater part of the native Thraco-
Illyrian population of the interior had been romanized and
spoke Latin. The Thracians, the progenitors of the Vlachs,
took refuge in the mountainous districts and for some centuries

disappeared from history : originally an agricultural people,

they became nomad shepherds. In Albania the aboriginal

Illyrian element, which preserved its ancient language, main-
tained itself in the mountains and eventually forced tiack the

immigrant race. The Greeks, who occupied the maritime and
southern regions, were driven to the sea-coast, the islands and
the fortified towns. Slavonic place-names, still existing in every
portion of the Peninsula, bear witness to the multitude of the
invaders and the permanency of their settlements. In the 6th
century the Slavs penetrated to the Morea, where a Slavonic
dialect was spoken down to the middle of the 15th century.

In the 7th the Serbo-Croats invaded the north-western regions

(Croatia, Servia, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Montenegro and northern
Albania)

;
they expelled or assimilated the Illyrian population,

now represented in Dalmatia by the slavonized Morlachs or
Mavro-Vlachs, and appropriated the old Roman colonies on the

Adriatic coast. At the end of the 7th century the Bulgars, a
Turanian race, crossed the Danube and subjected the Slavonii;

inhabitants of Moesia and Thrace, but were soon assimilated by
the conquered population, which had already become partly

civilized. Under their tsar Krum (802-815) Bulgars
invaded the districts of Adrianople and central Macedonia ;

under Simeon (893-927), who fixed his capital at Preslav, their

empire extended from the Adriatic to the Black Sea. In 971
“ the first Bulgarian empire ” was overthrown by the emperor
John Zimisces, but Bulgarian power was soon revived under the

Shishman dynasty at Ochrida. In 1014 Tsar Samuel of Ochrida,
who had conquered the greater part of the Peninsula, was
defeated at Belasitza by the Greek emperor Basil II., and the
“ western Bulgarian empire ” came to an end. In the loth

century the Vlachs reappear as an independent power in Southern
Macedonia and the Pindus district, which were known as (ireat

Walachia (MryaA?/ BAa^ia). The Serbs, who owing to the dis-

sensions of their zhupans or chiefs, had hitherto failed to take a
prominent part in the history of the Peninsula, attained unity
under Stephen Nemanya (1169-1195), the founder of the Nema-
nyich dynasty. A new Bulgarian power, known as the second

”

or “ Bulgaro-Vlach empire,” was founded at Trnovo in 1186
under the brothers Ivan and Peter Asen, who led a revolt of

Vlachs and Bulgars against the Greeks. In 1204 Constantinople

was captured by the l.atins of the Fourth Crusade, and Baldwin
of Flanders was crowned emperor

; the Venetians acquired

several maritime towns and islands, and Frankish feudaldynasties

were established in Salonica, Athens, Achaea and elsewhere.

Greek rule, however, survived in the despotate of Epirus under
princes of the imperial house of the Angeli. The Latin tenure of

Constantinople lasted only 57 years
;

the imperial city was
recaptured in 1261 by Michael VIII. Palaeologus, but most of

the feudal Latin states continued to exist till the Turkish con-

quest
;

the Venetians retained their possessions for several

centuries later and waged continual wars with the Turks. In

1230 Theodore of Epirus, who had conquered Albania, Great
Walachia and Macedonia, was overthrown at Klokotnitza by
Ivan Asen 11 ., the greatest of Bulgarian monarchs (1218-1241),

who defeated Baldwin at Adrianople luid extended his sway
over most of the Peninsula. The Bulgarian power declined after
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his death and was extinguished at the battle of VelbQzhd (1330)
by the Servians under Stephen Urosh III. A short period of

Servian predominance followed under Stephen Dushan (1331-

1355) whose realm included Albania, Macedonia, Epirus,

Thessaly and northern Greece. The Servian incursion was
followed by a great Albanian emigration to the southern regions

of the Peninsula. After DUshan's death his empire disappeared,

and Servia fell a prey to anarchy. For a short time the Bosnians,

under their king Stephen Tvrtko (i 353-1 391), became the
principal power in the west of the Peninsula. The disorganiza-

tion and internecine feuds of the various states prepared the

way for the Ottoman invasion. In 1356 the Turks seized

Gallipoli
;

in 1360 the sultan Murad 1 . established his capital

at Adrianople
;

in 1389 the fate of the Slavonic states was
decided by the rout of the Servians and their allies at Kossovo.

The last remnant of Bulgarian national existence disappeared

with the fall of Trnovo in 1393, and Great Walachia was con-

quered in the same year. Under Mahommed 11
. (1451-1481)

the Turks completed the conquest of the Peninsula. The
despotatc of Epirus succumbed in 1449, the duchy of Athens
in 1456 ;

in 1453 Constantinople was taken and the decrepit

Byzantine empire perished
;
the greater part of Bosnia submitted

in 1463 ;
the heroic resistance of the Albanians under Skanderbeg

collapsed with the fall of Croia (1466), and Venetian supremacy

in Upper Albania ended with the capture of Scutari (1478).

Only the mountain stronghold of Montenegro and the Italian

city-states on the Adriatic coast escaped subjection. In the

i6th century under Solyman the Magnificent (1520-^1566) the

Ottoman power attained its greatest height
; after the un-

successful siege of Vienna (1683) it began to decline. The period

of decadence was marked in the latter half of the i8th century

by the formation of practically independent pashaliks or fiefs,

such as those of Scutari under Mahommed of Bushat, lannina

under Ali of Tepelen, and Vidin under Pasvan-oglu, The
detachment of the outlying portions of the empire followed.

Owing to the uncompromising character of the Mahommeclan
religion and the contemptuous attitude of the dominant race,

the subject nationalities underwent no process of assimilation

during the four centuries of Turkish rule
;

they retained not

only their language but their religion, manners and peculiar

characteristics, and when the power of the central authority

waned they still possessed the germs of a national existence.

The independence of Greece was acknowledged in 1829, that of

Servia (as a tributary principality) in 1830. No territorial

changes within the Peninsula followed the Crimean War ; but

the continuance of the weakened authority of the Porte tended

indirectly to the independent development of the various

nationalities. The Ionian Islands were ceded by Great Britain

to Greece in 1864. The great break-up came in 1878. The
abortive treaty of San Stefano, concluded in that year, reduced
the Turkish possessions in the Peninsula to Albania, Epirus,

Thessaly and a portion of southern Thrace. A large Bulgarian

principality was created extending from the Danube to the

Aegean and from the Black Sea to the river Drin in Albania

;

it received a considerable coast-line on the Aegean and abutted
on the Gulf of Salonica under the walls of that town. At the

same time the frontiers of Servia and Montenegro were enlarged

so as to become almost contiguous, and Montenegro received

the ports of Antivari and Dulcigno on the Adriatic. From a
strategical point of view the Bulgaria of the San Stefano treaty

threatened Salonica, Adrianople and Constantinople itself;

and the great powers, antici(mting that the new state would
become a Russian dependency, refused their sanction to its

provisions. The treaty of Beriin followed, which limited the

principality to the country between the Danube and the Balkans,

created the atttonoinous province of Eastern Rumelia south of

the Balkans, Bxii left the remainder of the proposed Bulgarian

state under Tnrk}^ rule. The Montenemn frontier laid down
at San Stef^o was considerably curtailed, Dulcigno, the district

north-east of tire Tara, and other territories bang restored to

Turi^
;

in addition to Nish, Servia received the districts of

Pirol and Vran3ra on the east instead of the Ibar valley on the

west ; the Dobrudja, somewhat enlarged, was ceded to Rumania,
which surrendered southern Bessarabia to Russia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina were handed over to Austrian administration;
under a subsequent convention with Turkey, Austria sent troops
into the sanjak of Novibazar. The complete independence of the
principalities of Servia, Rumania and Montenegro was recognize.
The claims of Greece, ignored at San Stefano, were admitted at
Berlin

;
an extension of frontier, including EpiruA as well as

Thessaly, was finally .sanctioned by the powers in 1880, but
owing to the tenacious resistance of Turkey ohly Thessaly and
the district of Arta were acquired by Greece in 1881. Rumania
was proclaimed a kingdom in that year, Servia in 1882. In
1880, after a naval demonstration by the powers, Dulcigno was
surrendered to Montenegro in compensation for the districts of

l^lava and Gusinyc restored to Turkey. In 1886 the informal

union of Eastern Rumelia with Bulgaria was sanctioned by
Europe, the districts of Tumrush (Rhodope) and Krjali being

given back to the sultan. In 1897 Crete was withdrawn from
Turkish administration, and the Greco-Turkish War of that year
was followed b)^ the cession to Turkey of a few strategical points

on the Thessalian frontier. In 1908 Bosnia and Herzegovina
were annexed to the Dual Monarchy, and Bulgaria (including

Eastern Rumelia) was proclaimed an independent kingdom.
The growth and development of the Balkan nations have, to

a great extent, been retarded by the international jealousies

arising from tlie Eastern Question. The possibility of

the young states entering into a combination which
would enaWe them to offer a united resistance to Jio*.

foreign interference while simultaneously effecting a
compromise in regard to their national aims, has at various times

occupied the attention of Balkan politicians. Among the earliest

advocates of this idea was Ristich, the Servian statesman.
During the reaction against Russia which followed the war of

1877 informal discussions were conducted with this object, and
it was even suggested that a reformed or constitutional Turkey
might find a place in the confederation. The movement was
favourably regarded by King Charles of Rumania and Prince

Alexander of Bulgaria. But the revolt of Eastern Rumelia,
followed by the Servo-Bulgarian War and the coercion of Greece
liy the powers, embittered the rivalry of the various races, and
the project was laid aside. It was revived in a somewhat
modified form in 1*891 by Tricoupis, who suggested an offensive

alliance of the Balkan states, directed against Turkey and
aiming at a partition of the Sultan's possessions in Europe.
The scheme, which found favour in Servia, was frustrated by
the opposition of Stamboloif, who denounced it to the Porte.

In 1897 a Bulgarian proposal for joint pacific action with a
view to obtaining reforms in Macedonia was rejected by Greece.

Authorities. —Special bibliographies are aj>pciicled to the
separate articles which deal with the various political divisions of

the Peninsula. For a general description of the whole region, its

inhabitants, political problems, &c.. see “ Odysseus " Turkey in

Jlurope (London, 1900), a work of exceptional interest and value.

See also The Balkan Question, ed. L. Villari (London. 1905) ; W.
Miller, Travels and Politics in the Near East (London, 1898) ; L.
I..amouche. La Pirrinsule balkanique (Paris, 1899) ; H. C. Thomson,
The Outgoing Turk (l.ondon. 1897) ;

T. Joanne, Etats du Danu^ §t

des Balkans (Paris, 1895) ; R. Millet, Souvenirs des Balkans (Paris,

1891) ; V. Gambon, Autourdes Balkans (Paris, 1890) ;
P. J. Hamard,

Par delk I'Adriatique ei les Balkans {Paris, 1890) ; £. de Laveleye,
La Pininsule des Balkans (Brussels, 1086). For geology see F. Toula,
Materialien *u einer Geologic der Balkan-halbinsei," Jakr.

Mol. Reichsanst. (Vienna, vol. xxxiii. 1883), pp. 61-114; A. Bittnel.

M. Neumayr, &c., Denks. k. A had. Wiss. Wien, math.-nai. Cl., vol. xl.

(1880) ; A. PhiUppson, Der Pelopnnnes (Berlin, 1892) ; J. Cvijld,

*‘Die Tektonik der Balkanhalbinscl." C. R. IX. Cong. giol. inter,

Vienne, pp. 347*37® (1904). For the condition of the Peninai^
before the Treaty of Berlin, see E. Rtifier, Die Balkankolbinset und
ikre Vdlker (Bautzen, 1869) ; Mackenzie and Irby, Travels in the

Slavonic Provinces of Turkey (London, 1866) ;
and A. Bou6, La

Turauie dEurope (Paris, 1840L W. Miller. The Balkans (London,
1896), sketches the history of Bulgaria, Montenegro, Rumania and
Servia. See also Sir E. Hertslet, The Map of Europe by Treaty, esp.
vol. iv. (London, 1875-1891); J. D. Bourchicr, ^'A Balkan Con-
federation,** in the Fortnightly Review (Tendon, September 1891}

;

the Austrian and Ruseian staff maps, and the ethnographical mapa
of Kiepert and Peucker.

(J. D. B.)
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EAltKASH, or Balkhash (called by the Kirghiz Ah^denghit

or Ala-denghiz and by the Chinese ibi'hai), a lake of Asiatic

Russia, in the Kirghiz steppes, between the governments of

Somipalatinsk and Semiryechensk, in 45"* to 47° N. and 73° 30'

to 79° E., aU)ut 600 m. to the east of Lake Aral. It is fourth in

site of the lakes in Eurasia, having an area of 7115 sq. m., and

lies at an altitude of 900 ft. It has the shape of a broad crescent,

about 430 m. long from W.S W. to E.N.E., having its concave

side turned southwards ; its width varies from 36 to 53 m. Its

north-western shore is border(?d lyy a dreary plateau, known as

the Famine Steppt* {Bfk-pak~dala). The south-east shore, on

the contrary, is low, and bears traces of having extended

formerly as far as the Sasyk-kul and die Ala-kuL 'Fhe Kirghiz

in 1903 declared that its surface had been rising steadily during

the preceding ten )
ears, though prior to that it was dropping.

The chief feeder of the lake is the Hi, which rises in the Klian-

tengri group of the Tian-shan Mountains. Tlie Karatal, the

Aksu and the Ixpsa also enter from the south-east, and the

Ayaguz from the north-cast. The first three rivers make their

way with difficulty through the sands and reeds, which at a

quite recent time were covered by the lake. Although it has

no outlet, its waters arc relatively fresh. It freezes generally

from November to April. Its greatest depth, 35 ft., is along

the north-west shore. The fauna of the lake and of its tributaries

—explored by Nikolsky— is more akin to the fauna of the rivers

of the Tarim basin than to that of the Aral
;

it also does not
contain the common frog. It seems, therefore, probable that

I^ake Balkash sto(Kl formerly in communication through lakes

Elii-nor and Ayar (Tclli-nor) with the lake that formerly filled

the Lukchuii depression (iti Sqi" E. long and 42 N. lat.), but
researches show that a connexion with Lake Aral—at least in

recent times—was improbable. The lake has been investigated

by L. S. Berg (sec Petermanns Mitieilungen, 1903).

BALKH, a city of Afghanistan, about 100 m. E. of Andkhui
and some 46 m. S. of the Oxus. The city, which is identical

with the ancient Bactra of* Zainaspa, is now fr)r the most part a
mass of ruins, situated on the right bank of the Balkh river,

1200 ft. alx)ve the sea. It comprises about 500 houses of Afghan
settlers, a colony of Jews and a small bazaar, set in the midst
of a waste of ruins and many acres of debris. Entering by the

west (or Akcha) gate, one passes under three arches, which are

proliably the remnants of a former jama Masjid. The outer

walls (mostly in utter disrepair) are al>out to 7 m. in

perimeter, and on the south-eastern borders arc set high on a
mound or rampart, indicating a Mongol origin. Tlie fort and
citadel to the north-east are built well above the town on a barren

mound and are walled and moated. There is, however, little

left but the remains of a few pillars. The Masjid Sabz, with
its green-tiled dome, is said to ho the tomb of a Khwaja, Abul
\arsi Parsar. Nothing but the arched entrance remains of the

iiadrasa, which is traditionally not very old, Tlie earlier

3uddhist tonstnictions have proved more durable than the

Idahommedan buildings. The Top-i-Rustam is 50 yds. in

iiameter at the base and 30 yds. at the top, circular and about

p fL high. Four circular vaults are sunk in the interior and
our passages have been pierced below from the outside, which
;n*obably lead to them. The base of the building is constructed

)f sun-dried bricks about 2 ft. square and 4 or 5 in. thick,

rhe Takht-i-Rustam is wedge-shaped in plan, with uneven sides,

[t is apparently built of pise mud (i>. mud mixed with straw and
[>uddM). It is possible that in these rums we may recognize

the Nan Vihara of the Chinese traveller Tsang. 'ftiere

l^e the remains of many other topes (or Stupas) in Bie neigh-

Hrhood. The mounds of ruins on the road to Mazar-i-

Krif proba^ represent the site of a cityjg^ older than
Kse on which stands the modern Balkh. TTj^fcwn is gar-

poned by a few hundred kasidars. the re^ar troops of

Afghan Turkestan being cantoned at Takhtapwl, near Mazar-

l-Sharif. The gardens to the north-east contain a caravanserai,

which is fairly well kept an^j^fortablc. It forms one side

of a courtyaid, which is a group of magnificent

chenar tree^,

The antiquity and greatness of the place are recognized by the

native populations, who speak of it as the Mother of Cities. Its

foundation is mythically ascribed to Kaiomurs, the Persian

Romulus ;
and it is at least certain that, at a very early date, it

was the rival of Ecbatana, Nineveh and Babylon. For a long

time the city and country was the central seat of the Zoroastrian

religion, the founder of which is said to have died within the

walls. From the Memoirs of Hsiian Tsang, we learn tliat, at the

time of his visit in the 7th century, there were in the city, or its

vicinity, about a hundred Buddhist convents, with 3000 devotees,

and that there was a large number of stupas, and other religious

monuments. The most remarkable was the Nau Behar, Nava
Bihara or New Convent, which possessed a very costly statue

of Buddha. A curious notice of this building is found in the

Arabian geographer Yaqut. Ibn-Haukal, an Arabian traveller

of the loth century, describes Balkh as built of clay, with
ramparts and six gates, and extending half a parasang. He also

mentioas a castle and a mosque. Idrisi, in the 12th century,

speaks of its possessing a variety of educational establishments,

and can^'^ing on an active trade. There were several important
commercial routes from the city, stretching as far east as India

^d China. In 1220 Jenghiz Khan sacked Balkh, butchered its

inhabitants and levelled all the buildings capable of defence,—
tr^tment to which it was again subjected in the 14th century by
Timur. Notwithstanding this, however, Marco Polo can still, in

the following century, describe it as “a noble city and a great/’

Balkh formed the government of Aurangzcb in his youth. In

1736 it was conquered by Nadir Shah. Under the Durani
monarchy it fell into the hands of the Afghans

;
it was conquered

by Shah Murad of Kunduz in 1820, and for some time was
subject to the khan of Bokhara. In 1850 Mahommed Akram
Khan, Barakzai, captured Balkh, and from that time it renrained

under Afghan rule.

See HsiUtn Tsang, tr. by Julien, vol, i, np. 20-32 ; Biirnes’s
Travels in Bokhara (1831-1833) ;

Ferrier’s fravds
\ Vambery’s

Bokhara (1873) ; Bepovt of the Russo-Afghan Boundary Commission
of fSS4-Ms^ (T. H. H.*)

BALL, SIR ALEXANDER JOHN, Bart. (1759-1809), British

rear-admiral and governor of Malta, came of a Gloucestershire

family. He entered the navy, and in 1778 was promoted
lieutenant. Tliree years later began a close association witli

Rodney, and, two days after his chief s crowning victory of

April 12, 1782, Ball was promoted commander, and in 1783 he
b^ame captain. At this time he spent a year in France with the

double purpose of learning the language and living economically.

Nelson, then a captain, was at this time by no means favourably

impre.Hsed by his future friend and comrade, and spoke of him as

a great coxcomb." It was not until 1790 that Ball received a
command. From that year, however, he was continuously

employed. In 1798, assistance rendered by him to Nelson’s ship

in heavy weather caused the latter to forget his former animosity,

and from that time the two were close friends. Under Nelson’s

command Ball took part in the battle of the Nile, and his ship,

the “ Alexander,” was the particular opponent of Brucys’ flagship,
“ L’Orient,” which blew up. Two months later he was ordered

to the blockade of Malta, which was kept up witliout a break for

the next two years. Ball committed the blockade to his first

lieuteTuint, and himself led the marines and local militia, which

made the siege on the land side. His care fur his men laid the

foundations of his popularity with the Maltese whidi continued

till his death. After the fall of Malta, Boll practically retired from
the service, in spite of Nelson’s urgent entreaty that he should

continue afloat, and from 1801 (when be was made a baronet) to

1809 he was governor of Malta, where he endeared himself to the

people his regard for their interests, and his opposition to the

policy of treating the island as a conquered def^ndency. His

friendship with Lord Nelson, whose letters prove his high regard

for him, was only broken by death. Ball died on the 20th of

October 1809 and was buried in Malta. Sir Alexander Ball was
kind to Coleridge and is highly praised by him in the The Friend,
** The Third Landing Place.” There are muBTOus mentions of

Ball in Nelson s Despatches, in Sir H. Nioflas’ edition.
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BALL, JOHN (d. 1381), an English priest who took a prominent
part in the peasant revolt in r38i. Little is known of his early

years, but he lived probably at York and afterwards at Coldiester.

He gained considerable fame as a preacher by expounding the

doctrines of John Wycliffe, but especifldly by his insistence on

the principle of social equality. These utterances brought him

into collision with the archbishop of Canterbury, and on three

occasions he was committed to prison. He appears also to have

been excommunicated, and in 1366 all persons were forbidden

to hear him preach. His opinions^ however, were not moderated,

nor his popularity diminished by these measures, and his words

had a considerable effect in stirring up the rising which broke

out in June 1381. Ball was then in prison at Maidstone
;
hut

he was quickly released by the Kentish rebels, to whom he

preached at Blackheath from the text, “When Adam delved

and Eve span, Who was then a gentleman?’’ He uiged his

hearers to kill the principal lords of the kingdom and the lawyers

;

and he was afterwards among those who rushed into the Tower
of London to soisse Simon of Sndbur>% archbishop of Canterbury.

When tlie rebels dispersed Ball fled to the midland counties,

but was taken prisoner at Coventry and executed in the presence

of Richard 11 . on tht 15th of July 1381. Ball, who was called

by Froissart “ the mad priest of Kent,*’ seems to have po.ssessed

the gift of rhyme. He undoubtedly voiced the feelings of the

lower orders of society at that time.

See Thoma.s Walsingham, Htstona An(>licana, edited by ll. T.
Riley (London, 18^13-1864) ; Henry' Knighton, Chronicon, edited
by J. K. Liimby (London, 1889-1805) ; foan Froissart. Chroniques,

edited by S. Luce and G. Kavnaud (Paris, 1869-1897) ;
C. E.

Maurice, Lives of Jiuelish Popular fxaders in the Middle Ages (l^ondoii,

1875) : C. Oman, The Great Revolt of ijSi (Oxford, 1906).

BALL, JOHN (1585-1640), English puritan divine, was bom
at Cassington, Oxfordshire, in October 1585. After taking his

B.A. degree from St Mary’s Hall, Oxford, in 1608, he went into

Cheshire to act as tutor to the children of Lady Cholmondcley.

He adopted Puritan views, and after being ordained without

subscription, was appointed to the small curacy of Whitmore
in Staffordshire. He was soon deprived by John Bridgcman,

the high church bishop of Chester, who put him to much suffering.

He Ixjcame a schoolmaster and earned a wide and high reputation

for his scholarship and piety. He died on the 20th of October

1640. The most popular of his numerous works was A Short

Catechisme, containing all the Principal Grounds of Religion

(14 editions before 1632). His Treatise of Faith (1632), and
Friendly Trial of the Grounds tending to Separation (1640), the

latter of which defines his position with regard to the church,

are also valuable.

BALL, JOHN (18x8-1889), Irish politician, naturalist and
Alpine traveller, eldest son of an Irish judge, Nicholas Ball, was
bom at Dublin on the 20th of August 1818. He was educated

at the Roman Catholic College at Oscott near Birmingham,
and at Christ’s College, Cambridge. He showed in early years

a taste for natural science, particularly botany
;

and after

leaving Cambridge he travelled in Switsserland and elsewhere

in Europe, studying his favourite pursuits, and contributing

papers on botany and the Swiss glaciers to scientific periodicals.

In 1846 he was made an assistant poor-law commissioner, but
resigned in 1847, and in 1848 stood unsuccessfully as a parlia-

mentary candidate for SUgo. In 1849 he was appointed second

poor-law commissioner, but resigned in 1852 and succes.sfully

contested the county of Carlow in the Liberal interest. In the

House of Commons he attracted Lord Palmerston’s attention

by his abilities, and in 1885 was made under-secretaiy for the

colonies, a post which he held for two years. At the colonial

office he had great influence in furthering the cause of natural

science, porticuiariyvxn connexion with equipment of the Palliser

expedition in Canai^, and with Sir W. Hooker’s efforts to obtain

a systematic knowledge of the colonial floras. In 1858 he stood

for Limeri^ but was beaten, and he then gave up politics and
devoted himseN to natunil history. He was first president of

the Alpine Oub (foosrded 1857), and it is for his work as an
Alphhist that he » chiefly remembered, his well-known Alpine

Guide (London, 1863-1868) being the result of innumerable

climbs and journeys and of careful observation recorded xn a

clear and often entertainiii^ style. He also travelled in Morocco

(1871) and South America (1882), and recorded his observations

in books which were recognised as having a scientific value. He
died in London on the 21st of October 1889.

BALL, THOMAS (1819- ),
American sculptor, wed bom

at Charlestown, Massachusetts, on the 3rd of June 1819. He
was the son of a house-and-sign-painter, and aft^r starting,

self-taught, as a portrait painter he turned his attention in 1851 to

sculpture, his earliest work being a bust of Jenny Lind. At
thirty-five he went to Florence for study ;

there, with an interval

of work in Boston, Massachusetts, in 1857-1^5, he remained

for more than thirty years, being one of the artistic colony which

included the Brownings and Hiram Powers. He returned to

America in 1897, and lived in Montclair, New Jersey, with a

studio in New York City. His work includes many early cabinet

busts of musicians (he was an accomplished musician himself,

and was the first in America to sing “ Elijah ”), and later the

equestrian statue of Washington in the Boston public gardens,

probably his best work
;

Josiah Quincy in City Hall Square,

Boston
;

Charles Sumner in the public gardens of Boston

;

Daniel Webster in Central Park, New York City ;
the Lincoln

Emancipation group at Washington
;
Edwin Pbnrest as “ Coriol-

anus,” in the Actors’ Home, Philadelphia, and the Washington

monument in Methuen, Massachusetts. His work has had a
marked influence on monumental art in the United States and

e.specially in New England.. In 1891 be published an auto-

biographical volume, My Three Score Years and Ten.

BALL (in Mid. Eng. bd ; the word is probably cognate with
“ bale,” Teutonic in origin, cf. also Lat. follis^ and Gr. TraXAu),

any rounded body, particularly one with a smooth surface,

whether used for games, as a missile, or applied to such rounded

bodies as the protuberance at the root of the thumb or the big

toe, to an enarthrewis, or “ ball socket ” joint, such as that of the

hip or shoulder, and the like. A ball,#s the essential feature in

nearly every form of game requiring physical exertion, must date

from the very earliest times. A rolling object appeals not only

to a human baby but to a kitten and a puppy. Some form of

game with a ball is found portrayed on Egyptian monuments, and

is played among the least advanced of savage tribes at the present

day. In Homer, Nausicaa was playing at ball with her maidens

when Odysseus first saw her in the land of the Phaeacians (Od. vi.

] od). And Halios and Laodamas performed before Aldnous and

Odysseus with ball play, accompanied with dancing (U(f. viii. 370).

The Hebrews, the least athletic of races, have no mention of the

ball in their scriptures. Among the Greeks games with balls

(<r</K4i/»at) were regarded as a useful subsidiary to the more

violent athletic exercises, as a means of keeping the body supple,

and rendering it graceful, but were generally left to boys and

girls. Similarly at Rome they were looked upon as an adjunct to

the bath, and were graduated to the age and health of the bathers,

and usually a place (sphaeristerium) was set apart for them in the

baths {thermae). Of regular rules for the playing of ball games,

little trace remains, if there were any such. The names in Greek

for various forms, ^feh have come down to us in such works as

the *Oi'o/xttfmx(ir of l^ollux of Naucratis, imply little or

nothing of such
;

thus, diro/jpa^n only means the putting

of the ball on the ground with the open hand, ovpavia the

flinging of the ball in the air to be caught by two or more players

;

<paivCv6a would seem to be a game of catch played by two

or more, where feinting is used as a test of quiocness ana skiH.

Pollux (i. X. X04) mentions a game called htarKvpo^^

which has often been looked on as the origin of football. It seeitls

to have been played by two sides, arranged in lines ; how to
there was any form of '^goal” seems uncertain. Aniofig the

Romans there appear to have been three types or sizes dfballj

the pUa, or small ball, u^d in catching games, the pagaHica, a
heavy ball stuffed with feathers, and twfollis, leather ball

filled with air, the laq^st of the three. This wak struck from

player to player, who wore a kind of gauntlet on the arm. There

was a game known as Ingtm, played thtee f^yen standing in
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the form of a triangle, and played with the foUiSy and also one

known as harpastum, which seems to imply a “ scrimmage

among several players for the ball.^ These games are known to

us through the Romans, though the names are Greek. The
various modern games played with a ball or balls and subject to

rules are treated under their various names, such as polo, cricket,

f6otball, Arc.

From Vr. bal, ballet, to daru e (late l.at. ballare, and hence

connected with ** ballad,” ” ballet ”) comes " ball,” meaning a

dance, and especially a social gathering of pwjople for the purpose

of dancing.

BALLADS, the technical name of a complicated and fixed form

of verse, arranged on a precise system, and having nothing in

common with the word ballad, except its derivation from the

same i^w Latin verb, ballare, to dance. In the 14th and 15th

centuries it was spelt haUde, In its regular conditions a ballade

consists of thnre stanzas and an envoi
;
there is a refrain which

is repeated at the close of each stanza and of the envoi. The
entire poem should contain but three or four rhymes, as the case

may be, and these must be reproduced with exactitude in each
section. I’hese rules were laid down by Henri de Croi, whose
VArt et science de rhetorique was first printed in 1493, and he
added that if the refrain consists of eight syllables, the ballade

must be written in huitains (eight-line stanzas), if of ten syllables

in dizains (ten-line), and so on. The form can best be studied
in an example, and we quote, as absolutely faultless in execution,

the famous “ Ballade aux Enfants Perdus,” composed by
Theodore de Banville in 1861 :

—

“ Jt* le sais bien que Cythfcre eat en deuil I

Que son jardin, aoufflete par Torage,
O mes amia, n’est phis qii'iin sombre ecucil
Agonisant sous le solell sauvage.
La solitude habile son rivage.

Qu’importe I aliens vers lea pays fictifs I

(.herchona la plage oCi noa dcsira oiaifs

S’abreuveront dans le aacre mystere
Fait pour un chosur d’eapnts contemplatifs :

Embarquona-noua pour la belle Cyth^re.

** La grande mer sera notre cercueil

;

Nous servirona de pruie uu noir naufrage.
Le feu du cicl punira notre orgucil
Et I'aiguillon nous garde son outrage.
Qu'importe I allons vers le dair paysage 1

MaTgr^ la mer jalouac et lea r^'cifs,

Vene*. portons comme dea fugitUs,
Loin de ce monde au souffle d^l6t6rc.

Nous dont lea cceurs soiit dea ramiera plaintifa,
£mbarquona>nous pour la belle CytUd’e.

** Dea aerpents gris se tralnent aur U* seuil
Oa aouriait Cypria, la chdre image

Aux tresses d’or, la vierge au doux accueil 1

Mats los Amours sur le plus haut cordage
Nous chantent Thymne adore du voyage.

H6ros caches dans cca corps maladifs,
Fuyona, partona aur noa legers eaquifs,
Vers le divin bocage oti la pantn^e

Pleure d'amour sous les roaiers laacils

:

Embarquona-nous jK>ur la belle Cythire.

Envois
** RMsasions d'azur nos yeux pensifs I

Oiseaux chanteurs. dans la brise expansifs,
Ne aouillona pas nos ailes sur la terre.

Volons, charmis. vers les dieux primitifs I

Embarquonsmous pour la belle Cythdn .”

This is the type of the ballade in its most elaborate and highly
finished form, which it cannot be said to have reached until the
14th century. It arose from the canzone de.Eallo of the Italians,
but it is in Provencal literature that Uic’^lade first takes a
modern form. It was in France, however, and not until the
reign of Claries V., that the ballade as we understand it began to
terish ; instantly it became popular, and in a few years the
wtput of these poems was incalculable. Mac^ult, Froissart,
Eustache Deschamps and Christine de Pisan were among the
poets who cultivated the ballade most abundantly. Later, those

’ Martial 10. the Matpnsfum. putim^ulenium, implying
that it involves a ccyisiaerable amount of exortioa.

I

of Alain Chartier and Henri Baude were famous, while the form
was chosen by Francois Villon for some of the most admirable
and extraordinary poems which the middle ages have handed
down to us. Somewhat later, Client Marot composed ballades
of great precision of form, and the fashion culminated in the 1 7th
century with those of Madame Deshouli^res, Sarrazin, Voiture
and La Fontaine. Attacked by Moli^re, and by Boileau, who
wrote

" La ballade asservie a ses vieillcs maximes,
Souvent doit tout son lustre au caprice des rimes,"

the ballade went entirely out of fashion for two hundred years,
when it was resuscitated in the middle of the 19th century by
T^4odore de Banville, who published in 1873 a volume of Trente-
six ballades joyeuses, which has found many imitators. The
ballade, a typically French form, has been extensively employed
in no other language, except in English. In the 15th and i6th
centuries many ballades were written, with more or less close
attention to the French rules, by the leading English poets, and
in particular by Chaucer, by Gower (whose surviving ballades,
however, are. all in French) and by Lydgate. An example from
Cliaucer will show that the type of strophe and rhyme arrange-
ment was in medieval English :

—

“ Madame, ye been of all beauty shrine
As far as circled is the mappftmound

;

For, as the crystal, glorious ye shine,
And like ruby been your check^s round.
Therewith yc been so merry and so jocund

That at a revel when that I see you dance.
It is an oinement unto my wound,

Though ye to me nc do no daliance.

“ For though I weep of tearl's full a tine [cask],
Yet may that woe my hearte not confound

;

Your seemly voice, that ye so small out-twine,
Maketh my thought in joy and bliss abound.
So courteously I go, with love bound,

That to myself I say, in my penance,
Sufficeth me to love you, Ko.samound,

Though ye to me ne do no daliance.

“ Was never pike wallowed in galantine,
As 1 in love am wallowed and y-wound

;

For which full oft I of myself divine
That I am tru6 Tristram the second.
My love may not refrayed [cooled down] be nor afound

I burn ay in an amorous pleasancc. [foundered]

;

Do what you list, I will your thrall be found,
Though ye to me ne do no daliance.

"

The absence of an envoi will be noticed in Chaucer’s, as in most
of the medieval English ballades. This points to a relation with
the earliest French form, in its imperfect condition, rather than
with tliat which afterwards became accepted. But a ballade
without an envoi lacks that section whose function is to tie

together the rest, and complete the whole as a work of art. After
the i6th century original ballades were no more written in Eng-
lish until the latter part of the 19th, when they were re-intro-
duced, almost simultaneously, by Algernon Charles Swinburne,
Austin Dobson, Andrew Lang, Edmund Gosse and W. E. Henley

;

but D. G. Rossetti’s popular translation of Villon’s “ Ballade of
Fair Ladies ” may almost be considered an original poem,
especially as it entirely disregards the metrical rules of the
ballades. Mr. Dobson’s “ The Prodigals ” (1876) was one of the
earliest examples of a correct English specimen. In 1880 Mr
^ng published a volume of Ballades in Blue China, which found
innumerable imitators. The modem English ballades have been,
as a rule, closely modelled on the lines laid down in the 15th
century by Henri de Croi, With the exception of the sonnet, the
ballade is the noblest of the artificial forms of verse cultivated
in English literature. It lends itself equally well to pathos and
to mockeiy, and in the hands of a competent poet produces an
efff^t which is ricli in melody without seeming fantastic or
artificial. (EG)
BALLADS. The word ** baUad ” is derived from* the 0. Fr.

bailer, to dance, and originally meant a song sung to the rhythmic
movement of a dancing chorus. Later, word, in the form of
ballade (q.v,), became the technical term for a parliicular form of
old-fashioned French, poetiy, remarkaBku for itt involved and
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recurring rhymes. Laisse-mot aux JeOx Floraux de Toulouse

tx>uteB ces vieux ponies Francoises comma ballades^'* says

Joachim du Bellay in 1550 ;
and Philaminte, the lady pedant of

Moli^re’s Femmes Savernks^ observes—
“ La ballade, k mon gofit, est une chose fade,

Co n’en est plus la mode, elle sent son vieux temps."

Jn England the term has usually been applied to any simple

tale told in simple verse, though attempts have been made to

confine it to the subject of this article, namely, the literary form

of popular songs, the folk-tunes associated with them being

treated in the article Song. By popular songs we understand

what the Germans call VollisUeder

^

that is, songs with words

composed by members of the pec^ple, for the people, handed

down by oral tradition, and in style, taste and even incident,

common to the people in all European countries. The beauty

of these purely popular ballads, their directness and freshness,

has made them admired even by the artificial critics of tlie most
artificial periods in literature. Thus Sir Philip Sydney confesses

that the ballad of Chwy ChasCy when (dianted by “a blind

Crowder,” stirred his blood like the sound of trumpet. Addison

devoted two articles in the Spectator to a critique ol the same
poem. Montaigne praised the naivete of the village carols

;
and

Malherbe preferred a rustic chansonnette to all the poems of

Ronsard. These, however, are rare instances of the taste for

popular poetry, and though the Danish ballads were collected

and printed in the middle of the i6lh century, and some Scottish

collections date from the beginning of the 18th, it was not till the

publication of Allan Ram.say’s Evergreen and Tea Table Mis-

cellany^ and of Bishop Percy’s Reliques (1765), that a serious

cffcirt was made to recover Scottish and English folk-songs from

the recitatif)n of the old people who .still knew them by heart.

At the time when Percy was editing the Reliques, Maclame de

riidnier, the mother of the celebrated French poet of that name,

composed an essay on the ballads of her native land, modern
Greece

;
and later, Herder and Grimm and Goethe, in Germany,

did for the songs of their country what Scott did for tho.se of

Liddesdale and the Forest. It was fortunate, perhaps, for

poetry, though unlucky for the scientific study of the ballads,

that they were mainly regarded from the literary point of view.

Tlie influence of their artless melody and straightforward diction

may be fell in the lyrics of Goethe and of Coleridge, of Words-

worth, of Heine and of Andr6 Chenier. Chenier, in the mo.st

affected age even of French poetry, translated some of the

Romaic ballads
;

one, as it chanced, being almost identical with

that which Shakespeare borrowed from some English reciter, and

put into the mouth of the mad Ophelia. The beauty of the

ballads and the interest they excited led to numerous forgeries

and modern interpolations, which it is seldom difilcull to detect

with certainty. Editors could not resist the temptation to

interpolate, to restore, and to improve the fragments that came
in their way. The marquis de la Villemarqu6, who first drew
attention to the ballads of Brittany, is not wholly free from this

fault. Thus a very general scepticism was awakened, and when
questions came to be asked as to the date and authorship of the

Scottish traditional ballads, it is scarcely to be wondered at that

Dr Chambers attributed most of them to the accomplished Lady
Wardlaw, who lived in the middle of the i8th century;

The vexed and dull controversy as to the origin of Scottish

folk-songs was due to ignorance of the comparative method, and
of the ballad literature of Europe in general. The result of the

discussion was to leave a vague impression that the Scottish

ballads were perhaps as old as the time of Dunbar, and were

the production of a class of professional minstrels. These

minstrels are a stumbling-block in the way of the student of the

growth of ballads. The domestic annals of Scotland show that

her kings used to keep court-bards, and also that strollers,

jongleurs, as they wera called, went about singing at the doors of

fanh^iouiiea and in the streets of towns. Here were two sets of

minitrels who had ap^Muently left no poetry
;
and, on the other

side, there was a number of ballads that cUimed no authon It

waa19» easiest and iaost sarisfactoiy inference that the courtly

mkistrdv made the verses^ whidi the wandering crowders

imitated or corrupted. But this theory fails to account, among
other things, for the universal sameness of tone, of inddent, of

legend, of primitive poeticdl formulae, which the Scottish ballad

possesses, in common with the ballads of Greece, of France, of

I’rovence, of Portugal, of Denmark and of Italy* The object,

therefore, of this article is to prove that what has long been

acknowledged of nursery tales, of what the Germans call Mdrehm,

namely, that they are the immemorial inheritance at Iwt of all

European peoples, is true also of some ballads. Their present

form, of course, is relatively recent : in centuries of oral imitation

the language altered automatically, but the stock situations and

ideas of many romantic ballads are of dateless age and world-wide

diffusion. The main incidents and plots of the fairy tales of

Celts and Germans and Slavonic and Indian peoples, their

unknown antitjuity and mysterious origin, are universally recog-

nized. No one any longer attributes them to this or that author,

or to this or that date. The attempt to find date or author for

a genuine popular song is as futile as a similar search in the case of

a Mdrchen, It is to be asked, then, whether what is confessedly

true of folk-tales,—of such stories as the Sleeping Beauty and

Cinderella

y

—is true also of folk-songs. Are they, or have they

been, as universally .sung as the fairy tales have been narrated ?

Do they, too, bear traces of the survival ol primitive creeds and

])rimitive forms of consciousness and of imagination ? Are they,

like Mdrchen, for the most part, little influenced by the higher

religions, Christian or polytheistic ? Do they turn, as Mdrchen

do, on the same incidents, repeat the same stories, employ the

same machinery of talking birds and beasts ? Lastly, are any

specimens of ballad literature capable of being traced back to

extreme antiquity ? It appears that all these questions may be

answered in the affirmative ; that the great age and universal

diffusion of the ballad may be proved
;
and that its birth, from

the lips and heart of the people, may be contrasted with the

origin of an artistic poetry in the demand of an aristocracy for

a separate epic literature destined to be its own possession, and

to be the first development of a poeti% of personality,—a record

of individual passions and emotions. After bringing forward

examples of the identity of features in European l^llad poetty,

we shall proceed to show that the earlier genre of ballads with

refrain sprang from the same primitive custom of dance, accom-

panied by improvised song, whidi still exists in Greece and

Russia, and even in valleys of the Pyrenees.

There can scarcely be a better guide in the examination of

the notes or marks of popular poetry than the instructions which

M. Ampere gave to the committee appointed in 1852--1853 to

search tor the remains of ballads in France. M. Ampdre bade

the collectors look for the following characteristics :
—

“ The use

of assonance in place of rhyme, the brusque character of the

recital, the textual repetition, as in Homer, of the speeches of

the persons, the constant use of certain numbers,—as three and

seven,—and the representation of the commonest objects of

every-day life as being made of gold and silver.” M. Ampere
might have added that French ballads would probably employ a
“ bird chorus,” the use of talking-birds os messengers ; that they

would repeat the plots current in other countries, and display

the same non-Christian idea of death and of the future world

(see “ The Lyke-wake Dirge ”), the same ghostly superstitions

and stories of metamorphosis, and tlie same belief in elves and

fairies, as arc found in the ballads of Greece, of Provence, of

Brittany, Denmark and Scotland. We shall now examine these

supposed common notes of all genuine popular song, supplying

a few out of the many instances of curious identity. As to

bnisqueness of recital, and the use of assonance instead of

rhyme, as well as the aid to memory given by reproducing

speeches verbally, these are almost unavoidable in all simple

poetry preserved by oral tradition. In the matter of recur-

ring numbers, we have the eternal

—

*' Trois belles filles

L'y en a’s une plus belle que le jour."

who appear in French baila^, as well as tfa« ThBee Sailors,”

whose adventures are related in the Lithuanian and Provencal

originals of Thackeray's Iditk BiUee. Then there b ” the league,

III. 9 a
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the league, the league, but barely three,” of Scottish MlatU;

and the rpia rrovkaKia^ three golden birds, which sing the

prelude to Greek folk-songs, and so on. A more curious note of

primitive poetry is the lavish and reckless use of gold and silver.

M. Torer, in his account of ballads in the Highlands of Turkey,

remarks on this fact, and attributes it to Eastern influences.

But the horses’ shoes of silver, the knives of fine gold, the talking

“ birds with gold on their wings,” a.s in Aristophanes, are common

to all folk-song. Everything almost is gold in the Kalewda

(q.v.y a so-called epic formed by putting into juxtaposition all

the popular songs of Finland. Gold is used as freely in the ballads,

real or spurious, which M. Vcrkovitch has had collected in the

wilds of Mount Rhorlope. The captain in the French song is as

lavish in his treatment of hi.s runaway bride,—
" Son amant riiabille,

rout on or et arpont "
;

and the rustic in a song from Poitou talks of his faucille d"or,

just as a variant of Hugh of Lincoln introduces gold chairs and

tables. Again, when the lover, in a ballad common to France

and to Scotland, cuts the winding-sheet from about his living

bride - ” il tira scs ciscaux d’or fin.” If tlie horses of the Klephts

in Romaic ballads are g(jld shod, the steed in Willie's Lady is

no less splendidly accoutred,

—

" Silver sIumI hefort’,

And gowden nhod Injliind.”

Readers of Homer, and of the (Chanson de Roland, must have

observed the same primitive luxury of gold in these early epics,

in Homer reflecting perhaps the radiance of the actual ” golden

Mycenae.”

Next as to talking-birds. These are not so common as in

Mdrchen, but still arc very general, and cau.se no surprise to

their human listeners. The omniscient popinjay, who ” up and

spoke ” in the Border minstrelsy, is of the same family of birds

as those that, according to Talvj, pervade Servian song
; ^

the T/wa TTouXatcid which introdut^e the story in the Romaic
ballads

;
as the wise birjs whose si>eech is still understood by

exceptionally gifted Zulus ; as the wicked dove that whispers

temptation in the sweet French folk-song
;

as the ” bird that

came out of a bush, on water for to dine,” in the Water o' Wearies

Well,

In the mutter of identity of plot and incident in the ballads

of various lands, it is to be regretted that no such comparative

tables exist as Von Hahn tried, not very exhaustively, to make

of the “ story-roots ” of Mdrchen. Such tables might be com-

piled from the learned notes and introductions of Prof. Child

to his English and Scottish Poptdar Ballads (1898). A common
plot is the story of the faithful leman, whose lord brings home

‘‘a braw new bride,” andwho recovers his affection at the eleventh

hour. In Scotland this is the ballad of Lord Thomas and Fair

Annie
;

in Danish it is Skiaen Anna. It occurs twice in M.

Fauriel’s collection of Romaic songs. Again, there is the

familiar ballad about a girl who pretends to dead, that she

may be home on a bier to meet her lover. 'Phis occurs not only

in Scotland, but in the popular songs of Provence (collected by

Damage Arbaud) and in tho.se of Metz (Puymaigre), and in both

countries an incongruous sequel tells how the lover tried to murder

his bride, and how she was too cunning, and drowned him.

Another familiar feature is the bush and briar, or the two rose

trees, which meet and plait over the graves of unhappy lovers,

so that all passers-by see them, and say in the Provencal,

—

“ Dion ague Tamo
Des pauros amoiiroiis

Another example of a very widespread theme brings us to the

ideas of the state of the dead revealed in folk-songs. The Night

Journey, in Ml Fauriel’s Romaic collection, tells h«w a dead

brother, wakened from his sleep of death by the longing of love,

bore his living sister on his saddle-l>ow, in one night, from

Bagdad to Constantinople. In Scotland this is the story of

Proud Lady Margaret
;
m Germany it is the song which Burger

conveirted into Ignore ; in Denmark it is und £ls^ ; in

Brittany the dead foster-brother carries his sister to the apple

close Of the Celtic paradise {Barztn Brexz). Only in Brittany

do the sad-hearted people think of the land of death as an island

of Avalon, with the eternal sunset lingering behind the flowering

apple trees, and gleaming on the fountain of forgetfulness. In

Scotland the channering worm doth chide even the souls that

come from where, ” beside the gate of Paradise, the birk grows

fair enough.” The Romaic idea of the place of the dead, the

garden of Charon, whence “ neither in spring or summer, nor

when grapes arc gleaned in autumn, can warrior or maiden

escape,” is likewise pre-Christian. In Provencal and Danish

folk-song, the cries of children ill-treated by a cruel step-mother

awaken the departed mother,

—

" Twas cold at night and the bairnies grai,

1'he mother below the mouls heard that.
' ’

She reappears in her old home, and henceforth, ” when dogs

howl in the night, the step-mother trembles, and is kind to the

children.” To this identity of superstition we may add the

less tangible fart of identity of tone. The ballads of Klephtic

exploits in Greece match the Border songs of Dick of the Cow
and Kinmont Willie. The same simple dcHght of living animates

the short Greek Scholia and their counterparts in France.

Everywhere in these happier climes, as in .southern Italy, there

are snatches of popular verse that make but one song of rose trees,

and apple blossom, and the nightingale that sings for maidens

lovcrless,' *<
jl ne chante pat ponr moi,

J'en ai un, Dimi merci,"

says the gay French refrain.

It would not be difficult to multiply in.stances of re.semblancc

between the different folk-songs of Europe
;

but enough has,

perhaps, been said to support the position that some of them
arc popular and primitive in the same sense as Mdrchen. They
arc composed by peoples of an early stage who find, in a

natural improvisation, a natural utterance of modulated and
rhythmic speech^ the appropriate relief of their emotions, in

moments of high-wrought feeling or on sol(*mn occasions.
” Poesic ” (us Puttenham well says in his Art of English Poesie,

1589) ” is more ancient than the artifidall of the Greeks and
Latines, and used of the savage and uncivill, who were before

all science and civilitic. This is proved by certificate of mer-

chants and travellers, who by late navigations have surveyed

the whole world, and discovered large countries, and wild people

strange and savage, affirming that the American, the Perusinc,

and the very Canniball do sing and also .say their highest and
holiest matters in certain riming versicles.” In the .same way
Aristotle, discoursing of the origin of poetry, says {Poet. c. iv.),

eyci/vr/(rai^ ryv TrotV/rro' tK tmv aiVoo';(c8tucr/xoTfoe. M. de la

Villcmunju^ in Brittany, M. Pitre in Italy, Herr Ulrich in

Greece, have described the process of improvisation, liow it

grows out of the custom of dancing in large bands and accom-

panying the figure of the dance with song. “ If the people,”

says M. Pitr^, “ find out who is the compo.ser of a canzone, they

will nut sing it.” Now in those lands where a blithe peasant life

still exists with its dances, like the kohs of Russia, we find

ballads identical in many respects with those which have died

out of oral tradition in these islands. It is natural to conclude

that originally some of the British ballads too were first impro-

vised, and circulated in rustic dances. We learn from M.

Bujeaud and M. de Puymaigre in France, that all ballads there

have their air or tune, and that every dance has its own words,

for if a new dance comes in, perhaps a fashionable one from

Paris, words are fitted to it. Is there any trace of such an

operatic, lyrical, dancing peasantry in au.stere Scotland ? We
find it in Gawin Douglas’s account of—

" Sic as we clcpc wenches and damosels,

In eersy greens, wandering by spring wells,

Of bloomed branches, and flowers white and red.

Plottand their lusty chaplets for their head.
Some sang hng-sangs, disuxs, ledes, and rounds."

Now, ring-sangs are ballads, dancing songs ; and Young Tainlane,

for instance, was doubtless once dan^ to, as we know it

possessed an appropriate air. Again, Fal^an, the chronicler

(quoted by Kitson) says that the song of triumph over Edward
IL, was after many days sung in ianegs, to the carols of the
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maidens and minstreb of Scotland.” We might quote the

Complaymt of Scotland to the same effect. “The shepherds,

and their wyvb sang mony other melodi sangs, . , . than efter

this sueit celestial harmony, tha began to dance in anc ring.”

It is natural to conjecture that, if we find identical ballads in

Scotland, and in Greece and Italy, and traces of identical

customs—customs crushed by the Reformation, by Puritanism,

by modem so-called civilization,—the ballads sprang out of the

institution of dances, as they still do in warmer and pleasanter

climates. It may be supposed that legends on which the ballads

are composed, being found as they are from the White Sea to

Cape Matapan, are part of the stock of primitive folk-lore.

Thus we have an inimemorial antiquity for the legends, and for

the lyrical choruses in which their musical rendering was impro-

vised. We are still at a loss to discover tlie possibly mythological

germs of the legends
;

but, at all events, some ballads may be

claimed as distinctly popular, and, so to speak, impersond in

matter and in origin. It would bo easy to show that survivals

out of this stage of inartistic lyric poetry linger in the early epic

poetry of Homer and in the French epopees^ and that the (rreek

drama sprang from the .sacred choruses of village vintagers.

In the great early epics, a.s in popular ballads, there is the same
directness and simplicity, the same use of recurring epithets,

the “ green grass,” the “ salt sea,” the ‘‘ shadowy hills,” the

same repetition of speeches and something of the same barbaric

profusion in the use of gold and silver. But these resemblances

must not lead us into the mistake of supposing Homer to be a
collection of ballads, or that he can be properly translated into

ballad metre. The Iliad and the Odyssey are the highest form

of an artistic epic, not composed by piecing togcllier ballads,

but developed by a long series of noble doto^t, for the Ijenefit

of the great houses which entertain them, out of the method and
materials of popular song.

Wc have here spoken mainly of romantic Wlads, which retain

in the refrain a vc.stige of the custom of singing and dancing ;

of a period when ” dance, song and poetr}' itself began with a

communal consent ” (Gummerc, The Beginnings of Poetry

,

p. 93, 1901). 'Fhe custom by which a singer in a dancing-circle

chants a few words, the dancers chiming in with the refrain, is

found by M. Junod among the tribes of Delagoa Bay (Junod,

Chantes et conies des Ba Ronga, 1897). Other instances are the

Australian song-dances (Siebert, in Howitt’s Native Tribes of

South-East Australia, Appendix 1904 ;
and Etennett, Folk-Lore

of the Finrt). Wc must not infer that even among the aborigines

of Australia song is entirely ” communal.” Known men,

inspired, they say, in dreams, or by the All Father, devise new
forms of song with dance, which are carried all over the country

;

and Mr Howitt gives a few examples of individual lyric. The
history of the much exaggerated opinion that a whole people,

as a people, composed its own ballads is traced by Prof. Gummere
in The Beginnings of Poetry, pp. 116-163. Some British baHads

retain traces of the early dance-song, and most are so far ” com-

munal ” in that, as they stand, they have been modified and
interpolated by many reciters in various ages, and finally (in

. The Border Minstrelsy) by Sir Walter Scott, and by hands

much weaker than his (sec The Young Tandane). There are ca.ses

in which the matter of a ballad has l>een derived by a popular

singer from medieval literary romance (as in the Arthurian

ballads), while the author of the romance again usually borrowed,

like Homer in the Odyssey, from popular Mdrchen of dateless

antiquity. It would be an error to suppose that most romantic

folk-songs are vulgarizations of literary romance— view to

which Mr Gourthopc, in his History of English Poetry, and
Mr Henderson in The Border Minstrelsy (1902), incline—and the

opposite error would be to hold that this process of borrowing

from and vulgarization of literary medieval romance never

occurred. A good ihustration of the true state of the case will

be found in Child’s introduction to the bailad of Young Beichan,

Gaston Paris, a* great authority, holds that early popular

poetry is “ improvised and contemporary with its facts
”

{Mistene pdUque ie Ckioafiemapie), If this dictum be applied

to such ballads as Ihe Bonny Earl 0’ Ifurray,” “ Kinmont

Willie,” “ Jamie Telfer ” and “ Jock 0’ the Side,” it must appear
that the contem^rary poets often knew little of the events

and knew that little wroAg. We gather the true facts from

contemporary letters and despatches. In the ballads the facts

are confused and distorted to such a degree that we must suppose

them to have been composed in a later generation on the basis

of erroneous oral tradition
;

or, as in the ca.se of The QueerCs

Marie, to have been later defaced by the fantastic interpolations

of reciters. To prove this it is only necessary to compare the

historical Border ballads (especially those of 1595-1600) with

Bain’s Border Papers (1894-1896). Even dowh to 1750, the

ballads on RoH Roy’s sons are more or less mythopooic. Jt

seems probable that the existing form of mo.st of dur border

ballads is not earlier than the generation of 1603-1633, after the

union of the crowns. Even when the ballads have bi^n taken

from recitation, the reciter has sometimes been inspired by a
” stall copy,” or printed broadsheet.

Authorities. The indispensable book for the student of ballads

is Child’s English and Srotush Popular Ballads, published in 1897-
1898 (Boston, U.S.A.). Itofessor Child unfortunately died without
summitif' up his ideas in a separate essay, and they must be sought
in his inlrediictioriK, wlvidi have never l)ccn analysed. He did not
give much attention to such materials for the study of ancient poetry
a.s exist copioihsly in anthropological treatises. In knowledge of the
ballads of all European neoplcs he was unrivalled, and his biblio-

graphy of colU'ctions of oallads contains some four hundred titles,

(Child, vol. V., pp. 455-468). The most copious ballad makers have
b(*en the Scots and English, the German, Slavic. Danish, French
and Italian \peo|>les ; for the Gaelic there is but one entry, Campbell
of Islay’s Leahnar na Feinne (London, 1872). The general biblio-

graphy occupies over sixty pages, and to this the reader must be
referred, while Prof. Gummere’s book. The Beginnings of Poetry,

is an adequate^ introduction to the literature, mainly continental,
of the Imllad question, which has received but scanty attention in

£ngla,pd. For the relation of ballad to epic there is no better guide
than Comparetti’s The Kalewala, of which there is an English
translation. For purely literary purposes the best collection of
ballads is Scott’s Border Minstrelsy in any complete edition. The
iDost critical modern edition is that of Mr T. F. Henderson

;
hia

theory of ballad origins ls not that which may be gathered from
Professor Child's introductions, • (A. L.)

BALLANCE, lOHN (1839-1893), New Zealand statesman,

eldest son of Samuel Ballance, farmer, of Glenavy, Antrim,

Ulster, was born on the 27th of March 1839. He was educated

at a national s±ool, and, on leaving, was apprenticed to an
ironmonger at Belfast. He became a clerk in a wholesale

ironmonger’s bouse in Birmingham, and migrated to New
Zealand, intending to start in business there as a small jeweller.

After settling at Wanganui, however, he took an opportunity,

soon offered, of founding a newspaper, the Wanganui Herald, of

which he became editor and remained chief owner for the rest of

his life. During the fighting with the Maori chief Titokowaru, in

1867, Ballance was concerned in the raising of a troop of volunteer

horse, in which he received a commission. Of this he was
deprived owing to the appcaranct'^ in his newspaper of articles

criticizing the management of the campaign. He had, however,

behaved well in the field, and, in spite of his dismissal, was

awarded the New Zealand war medal. He entered the colony's

parliament in 1875 and, with one interval (1881-1884), sat there

till his death. BaHanqe was a member of three ministries, that

of Sir George Grey (1877^1879) ;
that of Sir Robert Stout (1884-

1887) ;
and that of which he himself was premier (1891-11893).

His alliance with Grey ended with a notorious and very painful

quarrel. In the Stout government his portfolios were those of

lands and native affairs
;

but it was at the treasury that his

prudent and successful finance made the chief mark. As native

minister his policy was pa^c and humane, and in his last yem
he contrived to adjust equitably certain long-standing difficulties

relating to reserved lands on the west coast of the North Island.

He was resolutely opposed to the sale of crown lands for cash,

and advocated with efiect their disposal by perpetual lease. His

system of state-aided “ village settlements,” by which small

farms were allotted to peasants holding by lease from the crown,

and mopey lent them to make a twginnihg of building and
cultivation, has been on the whole, successful, ^0 Ballance, ahib^

was due the law reduci^ the life-tenure of leginktive ooun^lors
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to one of seven years* He was actively concerned in the advocacy

of woman suffrage. But his best-known achievement was the

imposition^ in 1891, of the progressi^ land-tax and progressive

income-tax still levied in the colony. As premier he brought

together the strong experimental and progressive party which

long held office in New Zealand. In office he showed debating

power, constructive skill and tact in managing men ;
but in

1893, at the lieight of his success and popularity, he died at

Wellington of an intestinal disease after a severe surgical opera-

tion. Quiet and unassuming in manner, Ballance, who was a

well-read man, always seemed fonder of his books and his chess-

board tlmn of public bustle
;
yet his loss to New Zealand political

life was great. A statue was erected to his memory in front

of Parliament House, Wellington. (W. P, R.)

BALLAMOHE, PIBRRB SIMON (i 77^>-j 847 ), French philo-

sopher of the theocratic school, was born at Lyons. Naturally

delicate and highl>'-strung, he was profoundly stirred by the

horrors of the si^t* of Lyons. His sensitiveness received a

second blow in an unsuccessful love affair, wliich, however, he

bore with fortitude. He devoted himself to an examination of

the nature of society and his work brought him into connexion ;

with the literary circle of Chateaubriand and Madame Recamier.
j

His great work is the PaLin^miesiey which is divided into three

parts, Vorphii\ La formide, La ville des expiations. The first

deals with the prehistoric period of the world, before the rise of

religion
;
the second was to be an endeavour to deduce a universal

law from known historical facts
;

the third to sketch the

ultimate .state of perfection to which humanity is moving. Of

these the first alone was completed, but fragments of tiie other

parts exist Perhaps the most valuable part of the work is the

general introduction. His last work, Vision d'Hebal^ intended as

part of the Villi des expiations^ describes the chief of a Scottish

clan, who, gifted with second sight, gives semi-prophetic utter-

ance.s os to the course of world-hi.story. In 1841 Ballanche was

electtxi a member of the French Academy. He died in 1847.

A collected edition of hij works in nine volumes was bef^n in

1830. Four only appeared. In 1833 a second edition in six

volumes was published. As a man, Ballanche was warm-hearted

and enthusiastic, hut he was endowed witli a too-vivid imagina-

tion and his strange thoughts are expressed in equally bizarre

language. To give a connected account of his views is difficult

:

their full development should be studied in relation with his

life-history, the stages of whidi are curiously parallel to bis

theory of the progress of man, the fall, the trial, the perfection.

As has been said, he belonged to the theocratic school, who, in

opposition to the rationalism of the preceding age, emphasized the

principle of authority, placing revelation above individual reason,

order above freedom and progress. But Ballanche made a sincere

endeavour to anite in one system what was valuable in the opposed
modes oi thinking. He held with the theocratists that individualism

was an impracticable view ; man, according to him, exists only in

and through society. He agreed further with them that the origin

of society was to be explain^, not by human desire and efforts, but
by a direct revelation from God. Lastly, with Be Bonald, he reduced
the problem of the origin oi society to that of the origin of language,

and held that language was a divine gift. But at this point he parts

company with the theocratists, and In this very revelation of lan-

guage finds a germ of progress. Originally, in the primitive state

of man. apeech and thought are identical * but gradually the two
separate

;
language is no longer only i^uken, it is also written and

finally is printed. Thus the primitive unity is broken up ; the
original social order which co-cxisted with, and was dependent on
it, breaks up also. New institutions spring up. upon which thought
acts, and in and through which it even draws nearer to a final unity,

a palingenesis^ The volition of jpriaiitive man was one with that at

but it iHicomes broken up into separate volitions which oppo.se

themselves to the divine will, and through the oppositions and trials

of this world work onward to a seco^ adHt completer harmony.
Hutnaifiity, therefore, pasoes through thxoe stages, the laU from
perfection, the period of trial aad the final re-birth or return to

S
rfection. In the dim records of mythical times wy he traced

e obscure outlines of primitive society and of its fall. Actual
history exhibits the conflkt oi two great principles, n^h may be
Mid to be roahfied in the pitiiciaiui and pleboiaas of Rome. Such
a diatlfiction of casto is aemirded by Ballanche aa the oiigiaal state

oi historical society : and history, as a whole, he considers to have
followed the same course as that taken by Uie Homan ptebs in its

attempt to attain eqtSiaHfy with the patriciate. On the events

•through whteh the human Miee is to aemeve its destday Ballmnche
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gives few intelligible hints. The sudden flash which disclosed to the

eyes of H6bal the whole epic of humanity cannot bo reproduced in

language trammelled by time and space. Scattered throughout the

works of Ballanche are many valuable ideas cm the connexion of

events which makes pcjssible a philosophy of history
;
but his own

theory does not seem likely to find more favour than it has already

received. Be.sidcs the PalinginHie, Ballanche wrote a poem on the

siege at Lyons (unpublish^)
;
Du Sentiment considM dans la

littiratufe et dans les arts (1801); Antigone, a prose poem {1814):
Lssai sur hs institutions sociales (xfiifi), intended as a prelude to

his groat work ; Le VieiUard ei le jeune homme, a philosophical

dialogue (1819) ;
VHomme sans nom, a novel (182^.

See Ampfere, Ballanche (Paris, 1848) ; Ste Beuve, Portraits

contemporatns, vol. ii. ;
Damiron, Philosophie de XIX^ sidcle ;

Eugtoe Blum, Essai sur Ballanche " (in Critique Philos,, 30th

June 1887) ;
Gaston I'rainnet, Essai sur la pkilos. de P, S, Ballanche

(Paris, 1903, containing unpublished letters, portraits and full

bibliography); C. Huit, La Vie et les ceuvres de Ballanche (1904).
An admirable analysis of the works composing the Palinginisie is

given by Barchou, Revue des deux mondes (1831), t. 2. pp. 410-456.

1ALLANTINB» WILLIAM (1812-1887), English serjeant-at-

law, was born in London on the 3rd of January 1812, being the

son of a London police-magistrate. He was educated at St Paul’s

school, and called to the bar in 1834. He began in early life a

varied acquaintance with dramatic and Kterary society, and his

experience, combined with his own pushing cliaracter and ac ute

intellect, helped to obtain for him very soon a large practice,

particularly in criminal cases. He became known as a formidable

cross-examiner, his great rival being Serjeant Parry (i8i6~i88o).

The three great cases of his career were his successful prosecution

of the murderer Fraaz Muller in 1864, his skilful defence of

the Tichborne claimant in 1871 and his defence of the

gaekwar of Baroda in 1875, being one of

the largest ever known. Ballantine became a serjeant-at-law

in 1856. He died at Margate on the 9th of January 1887, having

previously published more than one volume of reminiscences.

Serjeant Ballantinc’s private life was decidedly Bohemian
; and

though he earned large sums, he died very poor.

BALLANTYNE, ROBERT MICHAEL' (1825 -1894), Scottish

writer of fiction, was bom at Edinburgh on the 24th*of April 1825,

i^d came of the same family as the famous printers and publishers.

When sixteen years of age he went to Canada and was for six

years in the service of the Hudson’s Bay Company. He returned

to Scotland in 1847, and next year publbhcd his first book,

Hudson"s Bay: or, Life in the Wilds of North America. For
some time he was employed by Messrs Constable, the publishers,

hut in 1856 he gave up business for the profession of literature,

and began the series of excellent stories of adventure for the

young with which his name is popularly associated. The Young
Fur-Traders (1856), The Coral Island (1857), The World of Ice

(1859), Vngava : a Tale of Eskimo lAsnd (1857), The Dog Crusoe

(i860), The Lighthouse (1865), Deep Down (1868), The Pirate City

(1874), Erling the Bold (18^), The Settler and (he Savage (1877),

and other books, to the number of upwards of a hundred, followed

in regular succession, his rule being in every case to write as far

as possible from personal knowledge of the scenes he described.

His stories had the merit of being thoroughly healthy in tone

and possessed considerable graphic force. Bailantyne was also

no mean artist, and exhibited some of his water-colours at the.

Royal Scottish Academy. He lived in later years at Harrow,

and died on the 8th of February 1894, at Rome, where he had
gone to attempt to shake off the results of overwork. He wrote

a volume of Personal Reminiscences of Book-making (1893).

BALLARAT [Ballaarat] and BALLARAT EAST, a city and

a town of Grenville county, Victoria, Australia, 74 m. by rail

W.N.W. of Melbourne. The city and Ballarat East, separated

only by the Yarrowee Creek, are distinct municipalities.. Pop.

of Ballarat (1901) 25,448 ; of Ballarat East, 18,262. Ballarat

is the second city and the chief gdd-mining centre of the state.

The alluvial gold-fields were the richest ever opened up, but as

these deposits have become exhausted the quartz reefs at deep

levels have been exploited, and several minesare worked at deptte

exceeding sooo ft. The tity is the seat of Anglican and Roman
Catholic bishops. It has a number of admirable public buildup,

while, among several parks and leenation grounds, mention

must be made of the fine botanical garden, 750 acres in ejctent,
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where, in Lake Wendouree, pisciculture is carried on with great
success. The school of mines is the roost important in Australia
pd is affiliated to the university of Melbourne. Ballarat is an
important railway centre and its industries include wo<^ltn-
milling, brewing, iron -founding, flour-milling and distilling.

Owing to its elevation of 1438 ft, it has an exceptionidly cool
and healthy climate. Although the district is principally devoted
to mining it is well adapted for sheep-farming, and some of the
finest wool in the world is produced near Ballarat. The existence
of the towns is due to the heavy immigration which followed
upon the discovery of tire gold-fields in 1851. In 1854, in their
resistance of an arbitrary tax, the miners came into armed conflict

with the authorities
;

but a commission was appointed to in-

vestigate their grievances ; and a charter was granted to the
town in 1855. In 1870 Ballarat was raised to the rank of a city.

BALLAST
(0 . Swed. barlasi, perhaps from bar, bare or

mere, and last, load), heavy material, such as gravel, stone
or metaJ, placed in the hold of a ship in order to immerse her
sufficiently to give adequate stability. In botany “ ballast-

plants ” are so called because they have been introduced into
countries in which they arc not indigenous through tlieir seeds
being earned in such ballast. A ship “ in ballast ” is one which
carries no paying cargo. In modern vessels the place of ballast

is taken by water-tanks which are filled more or less as required
to trim the ship. The term is also applied to materials like gravel,

broken slag, burnt clay, &c., used to form the bed in which the
sleepers or ties of a railway track are laid, and also to the sand
which a balloonist takes up with him, in order that, by throwing
portions of it out of the car from time to time, he may lighten

his balloon when he desires to rise to a higher level.

HALLATER (Gaelic for “ the town on a sloping hill ”), a
village in the parish of Glenmuick, Aberdeenshire, Scotland,
670 It. above the sea, on the left bank of the Dee, here crossed
by a fine bridge, 43! rn. by rail W. by S. of Aberdeen. It is

the terminus of the Deeside railway and the station for Balmoral,

q m. to the W. Founded in 1770 to provide accommodation
for the visitors to the mineral wells of l^annanich, 1 j ra. to the K.,

it has since Ixjcome a popular summer resort. It contains the
All^ert Memorial Hall and the barracks for the sovereign’s body-
guard, used when the king is in residence at Balmoral. Red granite
is the chief building material of the houses. Ballatrich farm,
where Byron spent part of his boyhood, lies .some 4 m. to the E.
Ballater has a mean temperature of 44«6® F., and an average
annual rainfall of 33-4 in,

BALLENSTEDT, a town of Germany, in the duchy of Anhalt,
on the river Getel, 20 m. E. of Quedlinburg by rail. Pop. (1900)
5423. It is pleasantly situated under the north-eastern declivity
of the Harz mountains. The inhabitants are mostly engaged
in {igriculture and there is practically no other industry. The
palace of the dukes of Anhalt, standing on an eminence, contains
a library and collections of various kinds, including a good
picture gallery. It is approached by a fine avenue of trees and
Is surrounded by a well- wooded park. In the Schlosskirche
the grave of Albert the Bear, margrave of Brandenburg (iioo-
1170) has been discovered.

BALLET, a performance in which dancing, music and panto-
mime are involved. Originally derived from the (Sicilian) Gr.
Iiakkii€iv, to dance, the word has passed through the
Med. Lat. ballare (with baUator as synonymous with saltator)

to the Ital. ballare and ballata, to the Fr. ballet, to the O.
Eng. word ballette, and to ballad. In 0. Fr., according to
Rousseau, ballet signifies to dance, to sing, to rejoice ''

; and
thus it incorporates three distinct modern words, ballet, ball

and ballad/’ Through the gradual changes in the amusements
of different ^es, the meaning of the first two words lias at length
become limited to dancing, and the third is now confined to
singing. But, although ballads are no longer the vocal accom-
paniments to dances round the maypole, old ballads are still sung
to dance tunes. The present acceptation of the word ballet is—^a

theatrical representation in which a story is told only by gesture,
accomp^ed by music, which should be characterized by stronger
emphs^s than would be employed with the voice. The dancing
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should be connected widi the story but is more commonly inci-

dental. The French word |ras found to be so comprehensive as
to reqime further defimtion, and thus the above-descrilied would
be distinguished as the baUet d^actian or pantomime ballet, while
a single scene, sujch as that of a village festival with its dances,

would now be termed a dwertissemmt.

The ballet action^ to which the changed meaning of the word
is to be ascribed, and therewith the introduction of modern l>gnet,

has been generally attributed to the 15th century. Novelty of

entertainment was then sought for in the splendid courts of Italy,

in order to celebrate events which were thought great in their
lime, such as the manages of princes, or the triumphs of their

arms. Invention was on the rack for novelty, and the skill of the
machinist was taxed to the utmost. It has been supposed that
the art of the old Roman pantomimi was then revived, to add to
the attraitions of court-dances. Under the Roman empire the
pantomuni had represented cither a mythological story, or perhaps
a scene from a Greek tragedy, by mute gestures, while a chorus,
placed in the background, sang cantica to narrate the fable, or to
describe the action of the scene. I'he question is whether mute
pantomimic action, which is the essence of modern ballet, was
carried through those court entertainments, in which kings,
queens, princes and princesses, took parts with the courtiers

; or
whether it is of later growth, and derived from professional dances
upon the stage. The former is the general opinion, hut the court
entertainments of Italy and France were masques or masks
which included declamation and song, like those of Ben Jonson
with Inigo Jones for the court of James I.

The earliest modern ballet on record was that given by
Bergunzio di Botta at Tortona to celebrate the marriage of the
duke of Milan in 1489. The ballet, like other forms of dancing,
was developed and perfected in France

;
it is closely associated

with the history' of the opera
; but in England it came much later

than the opera, for it was not introduced until the t8th century,
and in the first Italian operas given in T.ondon there was no ballet.

During the regency of Lord Middlesex a ballet-master was
appointed and a corps of dancers formed. The ballet has had
three distinct stages in its development. For a long time it was
to Ih! found only at the court, when princely entertainments were
given to celebrate great occasions. At that time ladies of the
highest rank performed in the ballet and spent much time in

practising and perfecting themselves for it, Catherine dc’ Medici
introduced these entertainments into France and sp^t large sums
of money on devising performances to distract her son’s attention
from the affairs of the state. Baltasarini, otherwise known as
Beaujoyculx, was the composer of a famous entertainment given
by ('athcrinc in 1581 called the “ Ballet Comique de la Reyne.”
This marks an era in the history of the opera and ballet, for we
find here for the first time dance and music arranged for the
display of coherent dramatic ideas. Henry IV., Louis XIII. and
XIV. were all lovers of the ballet and performed various
characters in them, and Richelieu used the ballet as an instrument
for the expression of political purposes. Lully was the first to

make an art of the composition of ballet music and he was the
first to insist on the admission of women as ballet dancers,
feminine characters having hitherto been assumed by men
dressed as women. When Louts XIV. became too fat to dance,
the ballet at court became unjxipular and thus was ended the
first stage of its development. It was then adopted in the
colleges at prize distributions and other occasions, when the
ballets of Lully and Quinault were commonly performed. The
third period in the history of the ballet was marked by its appear-
ance on the stage, where it has remained ever since. It should be
added that up till the third period dramatic poems had accom-
panied the ballet and the dramatic meaning was helped out with
speech and song

;
but with the advent of the third period speech

disappeared and the purely pantomime performance, or %dlet
d'action, was instituted.

The father of ballet dancing as we know it at the present day
was Jean Georges Noverre (q,v,). The ballet d'aetion was really
invented by him

;
in fact, the ballet has never advanced beyond

the stage to which he brought it
;

it has rather gonb back. The
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eflfdUce <rf Noverre’s theory was that mere display was not enough

to ensure interest and life for the bal^t ;
and some years ago Sir

Augustus Harris expressed a similar opinion when he was asked

wherein lay the reason of the decadence of the modern ballet.

Noverre brought to a high degree of perfection the art of present-

ing a story by means of pantomime, and he never allowed dancing

which was not the direct expression of a particular attitude of

mind. Apart from Noverre. the greatest ballet-master was

undoubtedly Gaetan(» Apollino JIalthazarc Vestris {q.v.), who

modestly called himself le dieu de la danse, and was, indeed, the

finest male dancer that Kurope ever produced. Gluck composed

IpHigenie en Aulide in conjunction with Vestris. In 1750 the

two greatest dancers of the day performed Together in Paris in a

ballet-opera called Uandre et Hero
;
the dancers were Vestris and

Madame (!amargo (q,v,), who introduced short skirts in the ballet.

The word “ balette ” was first used in the English language

by Dryden in i6t>7, and the first descriptive ballet seen in

London was The Tavern Bilkers, which was played at Drury

Lane in 1 702. Since then the ballet in England has been purely

exotic and has merely followed on the lines of French develop-

ments. The palmy days of the ballet in England were in the

first half of the 19th century, when a royal revenue was spent

on the maintenance of this fashionable attraction. Some famous

dancers of this period were Carlotta Grisi, Mdlle Taglioni (who

is said to have turned the heads of an entire generation), Fanny
Elssler, Mdlle Cerito, Miss P. Horton, Miss Lucile Grahn and

Mdlle Carolina Rosati. In later years Kate Vaughan was a

remarkably graceful dancer of a new type in England, and, in

Sir Augustus Harris's opinion, she did much to elevate the

modem art. She was the first to make skirt-dancing popular,

although that achievement will not be n*gardcd as an unmixed

benefit by every student of the art. Skirt-dancing, in itself a

beautiful exhibition, is a departure from true dancing in the

sense that the steps are of little importance in it
;
and we have

seen its development extend to a mere exhibition of whirling

draperies under many-c«loured lime-lights. 'Hie best -known
of Miss Vaughan’s disciples and imitators (each of whom has

contributed something to the art on her own account) were Miss

Sylvia Grey and Miss Letty Lind. Of the older and classical

school of ballet-dancing Adeline Gen^e became in London the

finest exponent. But ballet-dancing, affected by a tendency in

modem entertainment to make less and less demands on the in-

telligence ar\fl intellectual appreciation of the public, and more

and more demands on the eye—tl\e sense most easily affected- —has

gradually developed into a spectacle, the chief interest of which

is quite independent of dancing. Thousands of pounds are spent

on dressing a small army of women who do little but march

about the stage and group themselves in accordance with some

design of colour and mass
;
and no more is asked of the intelli-

gence than to believe that a ballet dressed, for example, in

militarj^ uniform is a compliment to or glorification of the army.

Only a few out of hundreds of members of the corps de ballet are

really dancers and they perform against a background of colour

afforded by the majority. It seems unlikely that we shall see

any revival of the best period and styles of dancing until a

higher standard of grace and manners becomes fashionable in

society. With the constantly increasing abolition of ceremony,

courtliness of manner is bound to diminish
;
and only in an

atmosphere of ceremony, courtesy and chivalry can the dance

maintain itself in perfection.

Lztkratork. -Ono of the most complete i}ook.s on the ballet is

by tlie Jesuit, Claude Franv'ois Menesiricr, Pes Ballets anciem et

modernes, lirno (1682). He was the inywtor of a ballet for

Louis XIV. in 1658 ; and in his book he analyses about fifty of the
early Italian and French ballets. Sec also Noverre. iMtres sur la

danse (1760; nc>^' ed. 1804); Castcl<Bla.xe. La Danse et les baUets

(1832), and Les Origines de Vopha (1869).

BALL-FLOWKRi an architectural ornament in the form of a

ball inserted in the cup of a flower, which came into use in the

latter part of the tjth, and was in grei^t vogue in the early part

of tlie 14th century. It is genendly placed in rows at equal

distances in the hollow of a mouldii^, frequently by the sides of

mullions. The earliest known is said to be in the west part of

Saiisbuiy cathedral, where it is mixed with the tooth ornament.

It seems to have l^cn used more and more frequoitly, till at

Gloucester cathedral, in the south side, it is in profusion.

BALLIA, a town and district of British India, in the Benares

division of the United Provinces. The town is situated on the

left bank of the Ganges, below the confluence of the lesser Sarju.

It is really an aggregation of rural villages. Fop. (1901) 15^278.

The district of B^lia, constituted in 1879, occupies an angle

at the junction of the Gogra with the Ganges, being bordered

by two districts of Behar. It contains an area of 1245 SQ*

Owing to the grecit pressure on the soil from the density of the

population, to the reluctance to part with land characteristic

of small proprietors, to the generally great productiveness of

land and to the very light assessment of government revenue,

land in Baliia, for agricultural purposes merely, has a market

value higher than in almost any other district. It commonly
brings in Ks 200 per bigha, or £20 per acre, and sometimes

double that figure. In 1901 the population was 987,768, showing

a decrease of 5 % in the decade. The principal crops are rice,

barley, other food-grains, pulse, sugar-cane and opium. There

are practically no manufactures, except that of sugar. Trade

is carried on largely by way of the two bordering rivers.

BALLINA» a seaport and market-town of county Mayo,
Ireland, in the north parliamentary division, on the left bank
of the river Moy, with a station on the Killala branch of the

Midland Great Western railway. Pop. of urban district (1901)

4505. Across the river, and therefore in county Sligo, is the

suburb of Ardnaree, connected with Ballina by two bridges.

In Ardnaree is the Roman Catholic cathedral (diocese of Killala),

with an east window of Munich glass, and the ruins of an Augus-

tinian abbey (1427) adjoining. There is a Roman Catholic

diocesan college and the Protestant parish church is also in

Ardnaree. A convent was erected in 1867. In trade and
population Ballina is the first town in the county. Tlie salmon-

fisheiy and fish-curing are impx)rtant branches of its trade
;

and it has also breweries and flour-mills and manufactures snuff

and coarse linen. On the 25th of August 1798, Ballina was
entered by the French under General Humbert, marching from

their landing-place at Killala. In the neighbourhood there is

the interesting cromlech of the four Maels, which, if actually

erected over the criminals whose name it bears, is proved by
the early annals of Ireland to belong to the 7 th century a.d.

Tlieir story relates that these men, foster-brothers of Cellach,

bishop of Kilmore-Moy, murdered him at the instigation of

Guaire Aidhne, king of Connaught, but were themselves executed

at Ardnarc {Ard-na-riaghadh, the hill of the executions) by the

bishop’s brother. The Moy is a notable salmon river for rod-

fishing and its tributaries and the neighbouring lakes contain

trout.

BALLINABLOE, a market town of county Galway, Ireland,

in the east parliamentary division, 91 m. W. of Dublin, on the
Midland Great Western main line. Pop. of urban district (1901)
4904. Tile river Suck, an affluent of the Shannon, divides it

into two parts, of which the eastern was in county Roscommon
until 1898. The town contains remains of a castle of Elizabethan
date. Industries include brewing, flour-milling, tanning, hat-

making and carriage-building. Trade is assisted by water-
communication through the Grand canal to the Sliannon. The
town is widely celebrated for its great annual cattle-fair held in

October, at which vast numbers of cattle and sheep are offered

for sale. Adjoining the town is Garbally C^istle, the seat of the
earl of Clancarty, into the demesne of which the great fair

extends from the town.

BALIA8T1CS (from the Gr. fidWtiv, to throw), the sdence of

throwing warlike missiles or projectiks. It is now divided into

two parts ;—Exterior Ballistics, in which the motion of the
projectile is conridered after it has received its initial impube,
when the projectile is moving freely under the influence of

gravity and the resistance of 3ie air, and it is required to de-

termine ^ circumstances so as to hit a certain object, with a
view to its destruction or perforation ; and Intmor BaUisiics,

in which the pressure of the powder-gas fs analysed in the bore
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of the gun, and the investigation is carried out of the requisite

charge of powder to secure the initial velocity of the projectile,

without straining the gun unduly. The calculation of the stress

in the various parts of the gun due to the powder pressure is

dealt with in the article Ordnance.

1 . Exterior Ballistics

In the ancient theory due to Galileo, the resistance of the air is

ignored, and, as shown in the article on Mechanics
(§ 13), the

trajectory is now a parabola. But this theory is very far from
being of practical value for most purposes of gunnery

; so that

a first requirement is an accurate experimental knowledge of the
resistance of the air to the projectiles employed, at all velocities

useful in artillery. The theoretical assumptions of Newton and
Euler {hypotheses magis mathetnaiicae quam naiurales) of a
resistance varying as some simple power of the velocity, for

instance, as the square or cube of the velocity (the quadratic

or cubic law), lead to results of great analytical complexity,

and are useful only for provisional extrapolation at high or low
velocity, pending further experiment.

The foundation of our knowledge of the resistance of the air,

as employed in the construction of ballistic tables, is the series of

experiments carried out between 1-864 and 1880 by the Rev. F.

Bashforth, B.D. {Report on the Experiments made with the Bash-
jorth Chronograph, &c., 1865-1870; Final Report, A'c., 1878

-

j 88o
;

The Bashforth Chronograph, Cambridge, 1800). According to

these experiments, the resistance of the air can be represented

by no simple algebraical law over a large range of velocity.

Abandoning therefore all a priori theoretical assumption,

Bashforth set to work to measure experimenbilly the velocity of

shot and the resistance of the air by means of e(|uidistant electric

screens furnished with vertical threads or wire, and by a chrono-

graph which measured tlic instants of time at which the screens

were cut by a shot flying nearly horizontally. Formulae of the

calculus of finite differences enable us from the chronograph

records to infer the velocity and retardation of the shot, and
thence the resistance of the air.

As a first result of experiment it was found that the resistance of

similar shot was proportional, at the same velocity, to the surface

or cross section, or square of the diameter. The resistance R can
thus he divided into two factors, one of which is </•*. where d denotes
the diameter of tin* shot in inches, and the other factor is denoted
by p. where p is the resistance in pounds at the same velocity to

a similar i-in. projectile; thus R—(Pp, and the value of p, for

velocity ranging from i6oo to 2150 ft. per .second (f/s) is given in the
second column ol the extract from tin* abridged ballistic table below.

These values of p refer to a standard density of the air, of 534'22

f

grains pe^ cubic foot, which is the density of dry air at sea-level in the
atitude of Greenwich, at a temperature of 62^ and a barometric
height of 30 in.

But in consequence of the humidity of the climate of England
it is better to suppose the air to be (on the average) two-thirds
saturated with aqueous vapour, and then the standard temperature
will be reduced to 60° F., so as to secure the same standard density ;

tlie density of the air being reduced perceptibly by the jircsence of
t!ic aqueous vapour.

11 is further assumed, as the result of experiment, that the re-

sistance is proportional to the density of the air; .so that if the
standard density changes from unity to any other relative density
denoted by t, then and r is called the coefficient of tenuity.

The factor t becomes of importance in long range high angle
fire, whore the shot reaches the higher attenuated «trata of the
atmosphere; on the other hand, we must%take r about 800 in a
calculation of shooting under water.

. The resistance of the air i.s reduced considerably in modern pro-
jectiles by giving ilvem a i^reatcr length and a .sharper point, and
by the omission of projecting studs, a factor k, called the coefficient

of shape, being introduced to allow for this change.
For a projectile in which the ogival liead is struck wdth a radius

of 2 diameters, Bashforth puts on the other hand, for

u flat-headed projectile, as required at proof-butts, ^ - i-S. say 2 on
the average.

For spherical shot r is not constant, and .a separate ballistic table

must be constructed ;
but k may be taken as 1*7 on the average.

Lastly, to allow for the superior centering of the shot obtainable

with the breech-loading system, Bashforth introduces a factor <r,

called the ct)efficient of steadiness.

This steadiness may vary during the flight of the projectile, as

the shot may be unsteady for some distance after leaving the muzzle,

afterwards steadying down, like a spinning-top. Again, <r may
increase as the gun wears out, after firing a number of rounds.
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Collecting all the coefficients, r. k, 9, into one, we put

(1) R=fMfV**«^*/(wj. where

(2) nssicsir,

and n is called the coefficient of reduction.

By means of a well-choscn value of n, determined by a few ex-
periments. it is possible, pending further experiment, with the most
recent design, to utilize mshforth's experimental results carried out
with old-fashioned projectiles fired from muzzle-loading guns. For
instance. u~o*8 or even less is considered a go^ average for the
modem rifle bullet.

Starting with the experimental values of p, for a standard pro-
jectile. fired under standard conditions in air of standard density,
we proceed to the construction of the ballistic' table. We first

determine the time t in seconds required for the velocity of a shot,
d inches in diameter ,and weighing w H), to fall from any initial

velocity V(f/s) to any final velocity v(f/s). The shot is supposed
to move horizontally, and the curving eltcct of gravity is ignored.

If AT seconds is the time during which the resistance of the air,

R tb, causes the velocity of the shot to fall At' (f/s), so that the
velocity drops from v-i- ^Ae to v - jAv in passing through the mean
velocity V, tlien

(3) RA/— loss of momentum in second-pounds,

- w{v 4 iAi')/g - w(v - ^Av)lg - wAvJg
so that with the value of R in (1),

(4 ) It-wlvjnd^pg.
We put

(5; w/nd-- V,

and call C the ballistic cocflicient (driving power) of the shot, 80
that

(6) A/~CAT, where

(7) AT = AiVg/’,

and AT is the time in seconds for the velocity to drop Ar of the
standard shot for which C-i, and for which the ballistic table is

calculated.

Since p is determined cxjicrimen tally and tabulated us a function
ol V, the velocity is taken as the argument ol the ballistic table

;

and tkking Ae- 10, the average value ot p in the interval is used to
determine AT.

Denoting the value ol T at an^' velocity v by T iv), then •

(8) T(e)-siim of all the preceding values of AT plus an arbi-
trary constant. expr(!ss(‘d by the notation

(9) T(f') = 2 (At')/g/> 4 a constant, or Jdvjgp + a constant, in which
p is supplied known as a function of v. ^
The constant may be any arbitrary number, as in using the table

the difference only is required of two tabular values for an initial

velocity V and final velocity v ; and thus

(10)
* T( V) 'r(T;) ^J.lv/gp or/^dvfgp ;

and for a shot whose ballistic coefficient is C
(11) I-C[T(V)-T(i;)l.

To save the trouble of proportional parts the value of T{tA for
unit increment of v is interpolated in a full-length extended ballistic

table for T.
Next, if the shot advances a distance As ft. in the time Af, during

which the velocity falls from 7 ' 4- jjAe to v ~ jAv, we have

{12) RAs = loss of kinetic energy in foot-pounds

~w{v + b^v)yg^w(v - {IvYjg^wvLvjg, so that

(13) As=tt>rA!»/t»rf“/>/p-CAS, where

(14) AS - vAv/gp = eAT,

and AS is the advance in feet of a shot for which C- i. while the
velocity tails Ar in passing through the av<‘rage velocity v.

Denoting by S(t/) the sum of all the values of AS uj) to any assigned
velocity v,

(15)

*S(v)~ 2)(AS) 4- a constanl, by which S(i') is calculated from
AS, and then between two assigned velocities V and v,

(.6) S(V)- - ff’
and if s feet is the advance of a shot whose ballistic coefficient is C,

(17) .v-C[S(V)-S(r')].

In an extended table of S, the value is interpolated for unit incre-

ment of velocity.

A third table, due to Sir W, D. Niven, F.R.S., called the degree

table, determines the change of direction of motion of the shot

while the velocity changes from V to v, the shot flying nearly

horizontally.

To explain the theory of this table, suppose the tangent at the

point of the trajectory, where the velocity is v, to make an angle i

radians with the horizon.

Resolving normally in the trajectory, and supposing the resistance

of the air to act tangentially,

(18)
‘ v{dildt)=^gcost.

when- di denotes the infinitesimal decrement of • in the infinitesimal

increment of time di.
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In a problem of direct fire, where the trajectory is flat enough

for cos i to be undistinguishable from unity, equation (i6) becomes
(iq) vidi/dt)=g, or dil4t=~^gltf

;

80 that we can put
(20)

if V denotes the mean velocity during the small finite interval of
time A/* during wliich the direction of motion of the shot changes
through At radians.

If the inclination or change of inclination in degrees is denoted
by S or A5,

(2*) 5/r8o - j'/ir, so that

(«)
IT IT t>

and if S and i change to I) and I for the standard projectile,

The differences AI> and Al are thus calculated, while the values

of p(i/) and pv) are obtained by summation with the arithmometer
and entered m their respective columns.
Fm some purposes it is preferable to retain the circular measure

^ * when t is

The last function A, called tlie al/t/ude function, will be explainedwhen high an^lc hre is considered.

irx

"r* S. p, I, A. are shown numerically in the follow-
ing extract from an abridged ballistic table, in which the velocity

thi proceeds by an increment of lo f/s

;

the column for p is the one determined by experiment, and the
^ calculation in the manner explainedabove. The initial values of T. S, I). I, A must be accepted asbelonging to the anterior portion of the table.

^

o
region of velocity where it is possible to represent p with

sufficient accuracy by an empirical formula compowd of a single
», say i>" the integration can be eflected which replacestte summation m (lo^ (i6). imd (24) : and from an analysis }rf theKrupp experiments C^olonel Zabudski found the most appropriateindex m in a r^ion of velocity as given in the following table, and

Cr wSfetefa^rtiSS;
“

Aiiiunaiiu Ballistic Table.

~ih
If>00

lf)20

1 ()3()

1^50
1660
If170

1680
1690
I 700
1710

1720
1 7 .1

”

1740
1750

1760
1770
1780
1 7t)o

1800
1810
1820
1830

1840
1830
i8f»o

1870

1880
l8go
1900
1910

1920
1930
194”
1950

I9O0

1970
iq8o
1990

2000
2010
2020
2030

2040
2050
20W)
2070

!
2080
2090
2TOO
2110

212U
2

1
30

2140
2150

I

11.540
T I.f)fi2

11.784

1 1 .909
12*030
I 2 .T ‘JO

12.208

12.404

12.536
T 2 .6fi6
12*801

I 2 *0O(»

T 3 * 1 <|I

13.466
13*501

I.V 7 .L1

13*862

14*002

14.149
14.269

14*414

M* 55 *J

I4*fj96
14*832
14.949

15*090
i 5*-:24

i 5 *

3f>4

15*496

1 5*809

1 5*968
16*127

16.302

16*484
i6*<^«>
16*888

1 7*ck)6

i 7
-3”5

17*515
i7‘75*«

17*990
18*229
18*463
18*706

18*978

19*227

19.504

19*755

20*010
20*294
20.551
20*811

i

at. T.
i

AS.

0271 27-5457
1 4J *47

*0268 27 . 572S 43-27
.0265 27 * 59 t>6 43 *08
•0262 27.6261 42.90

•0260 27.6523 42-72
*0257 27.6783 42-55
•”2.55 27 . 70,^0 42.30
•0252 27*7205 42-18

.0249 27.7547 41.98
*0247 27*7790 41.78
.0244 27.8043 41.60
•0242 27*8287 41-41

.0239 27*8529 41-23
•”237 27*8768 41.06
*02 .J4 27*9005 40.(30
«)232 27*9239 40 . (V9
•023” 27-6471 4”-53
•0227 27*9701 4”‘.V3
•0225 27*<)928 40.19
•0223 28*0153 40 - 0(1

*0221 28*0376 39-8

1

*0219 28*0597 39-68
•0217 28*0816

i

39-51
•0214 28.1033 39-34

*02 1 2 28*1247 39-17
*0210 28*1459

.
39-01

*0209 28*1669 38.90
•0207 28*1878 3«-75

*0205 28*2085 38 -fn
.0203 28*2290 38-46
•0201 28*2493 38-32
•01 (>9 28*2694 38*19

•0197 28*2893 38*01
*0196 28*3090

i

37*83
*0194 28*3286 37-66
•0192 28*3480 37-48

•oioo 28*3672 37-26
;

*0187 28 .
3ikj2 36-99

i
.0185 28*4049 36*73

! .0183 28.4234 36-47
*0181 28-4417 36*21
•0178 28*4598 35*95

i *0176 28*4776
! 35-65

1 *0174 28.4952 ; 35-35
•0171 28*5126 33 *0^*

*0169 28*5297 34*77
•0167 28*5466 34*49

1
-oibs 28-5633 34*21

;

-oie.i 28*5798 33*93
1

' -oifio 28.5961 ‘

33 *6”
1 : .0158 28*6121 1 33*34

II

.0156 28*6279 1 33*02

II

*”154 28.^j5
}

32-76
II

•”»52 38.6589
:i

32-50

||

•013”

II
-0149 jl

32-25
32*00

s.

18587*00
18630.47
18673.74
18716*82

18759.72
18802*44
18844.99
18887.38

18929*56
18971.54
19013.32
l9i>54-92

i909f'‘-33

19137.56
19178*62
19210*52

19260*21

19300*74
19341.07
19381*26

19421*26
19461*07
19500. 75
19540-26

J9579*(>o

19618*77
19657*78
I 96<)().68

19735*43
19774*04
19812*50
19850*82

19889*01
19927*02
19964.85
20002*51

20030*99
2oo'77*25
20114*24
20150.97

20187*44
20223*65
20259*60
20295.25

30330*fx)
20365*66
20400*43
20434.92

20469*13
20503 *0^)

20536*66
20570.00

20603*02
20635*78
20668*28
20700*53

AD.

*0311
.0306
.0301
*0296

.0291

0287
•0282

•0277

.0273
*0268

•0264
*0260

*0256
*0252
•0248

*0244

•0240
*0236

•0233
•0229

•0225
*0222
*0219
•02 T6

•0212
*020<)

*0206
•0203

•020C^

•0198

.0195

.0192

•0189
*0186
•0184
•0181

•0178

.0175
•0172
*0169

•0166

*0163
*0160

*0158

•0155
•0152
•0149
*0147

*0144
•0141

.0139
•0136

•0134
•0132
*0 x29
•0127

D.

49.7729
49*8040
49*8346
49*8647

49*8943
49.9234
40*9521
49*9803

50*0080
5”*o353

50 .0f)2 I

50.0885

.5”* 1 145
5o.I4(.i

50.1653
50*1901

50*2145
50*2385
50*2021
50.2854

5”*3o83
5o*.13«8

5”*35 .3f'

50-3749

5<>’59(>5

50.4177
50.4386
5”*4592

5^*4795
5”*4995
5”*5193
50*5388

50*5580
50*5769
50*5955
50*0139

50*6320
50*6498
50*(K>73

5t).6845

50.7014
50*7180

50*7343
50*7503

5o.7()6i

50.7816
50.7968
50*8117

50*8264
50*8408
50*8549
50*8688

50*8824
50*8958
50*9090
50*9219

AL

*fxjo543

*000534
*000525
*000517

*000508
•tvx>5oo

•OCK>492

*000484

*000476
*000468
000461
*000453

*000446
0004 39
*000432
*000425

•000419
*000412
*000406
•000400

*000393
*0003

8

ft

*(k>0382
*000376

.000370
*ckx>365
•000360

•000350
*0003.15
*000340
•”003.35

.OfK>^ 10

.000325
•000320
*000316

*000311
.000305
*000300
*000295

*000290
*000285
*000280

.000275

•000270
000265
*000260
oot>256

*000251
•000247
*000242
*000238

•000234
•000230
*000226

I

‘OQp222
\

I.

*868675
‘86921 ft

•®<5()752

•O70277

.870794
*871302
*871802

.872294

•872778
87 .1-^54

.873722
*874183

*874636
•875082
.875521

•^75953

•876378
*876797
877209
.87761

5

*878015
.87840ft

.878796
879178

’8795.54

879924
8S0289
880649

•881004

*881354
•881699
•882039

*882374
*882704
*883029

•883349

•883665
•883976
•884281
.884581

.884876
•885166

•885451
*885731

*886006
.886276
*886541
.886801

:SS3
•887555
•887797

*888035
.8882^
*888499
•888725

AA. A.

37*77 8470-36
37*63 8508 * 13
37-48 8545- /6
37*35 8583*24

37-21 8620. 59
37*”9 8657.80
36.(16 8694 . 8(1

36.80 8731 .
8.5

36.65 8708.65
36*50 8805.30
36-35 8841.80
36-21 8878.15

36.07 8914-36
35-94 8950-43
35'8i 8986*37
JS-OS (JU22*i8

35-53 9057-83
^5\^7 9093.36
35-26 9128*73
35-11 9163*99

34-96 9199.10
34*86 9234.06
34-73 9268.92
34-59 9303-65

34-46 9338-24
34-33 9372-70
34-25 9407-93
34-14 9441-28

34*02 9475*42
33-91 9509.44
33-80 9543-35
33-69 9577*15

3.3-55 9610*84
33-4” 9644*39
33.26 9677.79
33-12 9711*05

32-94 9744*17
32-71
32*48

9777*11
9809*82

32*26 9842-30

32-05 9874.56
31*83 9906*61
31*57 9938-44
31*32 9970*01

31*07 10001*33
30*82 10032*40
30*58 10063.33
30-34 10093*80

30-10
29*82

10124*14
ioiw-24
10x84.0629*59

29-32 10213.63

29.10 10242*97
28*88 10272-07
28 .6d 10300.95
25-44 103^9*61
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nr" m. log A.

3600
1-55 2*3909520 ti^*“xlog“' 3-6090480

260a
1-7 2-9038022 xlog-^ 3-0961978

1 1800

i37»
2 3-8807404 v* xlog“* 4-1192596

3 7-0190977 xlog"^ 8-9809023
12.30

Q70
5 I 3 -T98 I 288 X log"* 14-801 87 12

3 7-2265570 Xlog-' 8-7734430
790

1

2
1

4-3301086
j

1/8 xlog-* 5-6698914

The ntimlicrs have been thungcd Irom kilagramme-metre to jiuund-

foot unitfj by C'olonel Ingalls, and rmidoyed by him in the calcula-

tion of an extended ballistic table, which can be compared with
the result of the abridged table. The calculation can be carried

out in each region of velocity from the formulae :

(25) T(V)-T(i>)~A|'t>-“*f,

and the corresponding integration.

The following exerci.st*s will show the application of the

ballistic table. A slide rule should be used for the arithmetical

operations, as it works to the accuracy obtainable in practice.

Example 1. Dotcrminc the time t sec. and distance s ft. in which
the velocity falls from 2150 to iboo f/s

(a) of a b in. shot weighing 100 11), taking h-^o»u6 ,

(b) of a rifle bullet, o- 303-111. calilirc, weighing hall an ounce, taking

V. w. T(V). T{v), tfC, S{V). S(i-). s/C.

2150 3 000
1

28.089T '‘^7-5457 1*14.34 20700-53
j

18587-00
1

211.3-5.3

1

w. C. f/C. t.
' s/C. .s.

6 100 2*894 1*14,34 3.307 ! 2113*53
,

61 14 (2038 yds.)

O'.303
1

1/32 0-426 1*14.34 0-486 ; 2113*53
1

9oo(3ooycK.)

E.X ample 2. Determine th<‘ remaining velocity v and time of flight

i ovtM' a range o<' looo yds. of the same two shot, fired with the same
muzzle velocity V' — 2 1.50 f/s.

The first equation leads, as before, to

(28) / * C{T(V) - T(«»

(29) e-6{8(r)-B{*)>.

The integration of (24) gives

(30) ^ „ constant - * iKiT - <X
at

if T denotes tlie whole time of flight from O to the point B (fig. i),

where the trajectory cuts the line of sight
;
so that JT is the time to

the vertex A, where the shot is flying parallel to OB.
Integrating (27) again.

(31) y B g(iTf - if*) * igf(T - 0

;

and denoting T i by /', and taking g=32f/s*,

(32) V =
which Colonel Sladen’s formula, employed in plotting ordinates

of a trajccto^>^

At tlie vertex A, where y=i-H, we have7=^C=:iT, so that

(.13 ) H =
which for practical purposes, taking g-32. is replaced by

(34) 11 4'P, or (2T)»

Thus, if the time of flight of a shell is 5 sec., the height of the vertex

of the trajectory is aliout 100 tt. ; and if the fuse is set to burst the

•sliell onc-tenlh of a second short of its impact at B, the height of the

burst is 7«84. say 8 It.

The line of sig.hl Oa, considered honzontal in range table results,

may be inclined slightly to the horizon, as in shooting up or down
a moderate slope, without apjireciable modification of (28) and (29).

and y or PM is still draiMi vertically to meet OB in M.
Given the ballistic coefficient C, the initial velocity V, and a range

of K yds. or 3T< ft., the final velocity v is first calculated from

(29) by

(35) S(e)^S(V)^X/C,

and then the time of flight T by

W T = CIT(V) - T(r)}.

Denoting the angle of departure and descent, measured in degrees
and from the liiu' of sight OB by 0 and p, tlie total

deviation in the range 06 is (fig. i)

(37) 3 = 0 + ^- (J{I)(V) - D(ti)}.

To share the 5 between 0 and ft, the vertex A is

taken as the point of half-time (and therefore beyond
half-raiif'e, because of the cv^tinual diminution of the
velocity), and the velocity i'„ at A Ls calculated from the
formula

(38) T(1..) m T(V) - ^=J{'r(V)+T(o)}

!

and now the degree table for I)(v) gives

(.39)

(40)

1

1

S. s/C. S(V).
1

S(,.). V,

j

T(V).

j

T(l;).

i

w
i

3000
'

T037 1
^ 20700-53 1 >9663.53 1861

1
28-6891

j

28-1690

lb)
!

3000 7050
1

20700-53 I365^v 53 yzo*
j

28-6891 1 23-0803
o*52or
5-6088

^

'-.TO I

2-3H7
I

Tn the calculation of range tables for direci fire, defined

officially as “ fire from guns with full charge at elevation not

exceeding 15",” the vertical component of the resistance of the

(41)

air may be ignored as insensible, and the actual velocity and its

horizontal component, or component parallel to the line of sight,

are undistinguishable.

Tho equations of potion arc now, the co-fordinates x and y being
measured in feet, - ^ -

(26,

(*7) - a

* These numbers are taken from a part omitted here of the abridged

ballis^ table.

0 - C{1)(V) - D(tio)),

ft = C{D(i;„) J){v)),

This value of 0 is the tangent elevation (T.E.)

;

the quadrant elevation (y.E.) is tp-S, where S
is the angular depression of the line of sight OB

;

and if O is h ft. vertical above B, the angle S at a
range of K yds. is given by

sin

or, for a small angle, expressed in minutes, taking the radian as

3438'-

(42) S=tii46A/R.

So also the angle ft must bo increased by S to obtain
the angle at which the shot strikes a horizontal plane—the

water, for instance.

A .sy.stomatic exercise is given here of the compilation
of a range table by calculation witli the ballistic table

;

and it is to l>c compared with the published official range
table which foUovrs.

A discrepancy between a calculated and tabulated

result will .serve to show the influence of a slight change
in the coefficient of reduction w, and the muzzle velocity

V.
Example 3.—Determine by calculation with the abridged

ballistic table the remaining velocity v, the time of flight i, angle of

elevation 0, and descent ft
of this 6-in. gun at ranges 500, 1000, iftoo,

2000 yds., taking the muzzle velocity V = 2i5o f/s, and a coefficient

of reduction n^o-Qb. [For Table see p. 394.]
An important problem is to determim* the alteration of elevation

for firing up and down a slope. It is found that the alteration of

the tangent elevation is almost insensible, but the quadrant elevation
remiires the addition or subtraction of the angle of sight.

Example,— the alteration of elevation required at a range of

3000 yds. in the exchange of fire between a ship and a fort 1200 ft.

high, a 12-m. gun being employed on each side, firing a shot weighing
85b lb with velocity ai59 .t/s. The complete balUitie table, and the
method of high angle fire (see below) must be employed.
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Range. J. .SIC. S{v). V. T(t>). i i/C. L
;

T(l.„).
i

*'0 . DW- ^/c. ; 0.

0 0 0 20700.35 2150 28*6891
1

OsOOOO
!
0-000 28-6891 2150 50.9219 0*0000 0-000

500 1300
1

518 20182-33 1999 28-4399 0-2492 0. 720 , 28.5645 2071 50.8132 0.1087 0-3*5
TCH>f.> .iOtx>

1

103b 19664*53 1862 28-1711
,

0.3180 1.497 28-4301 1994 50.6913 0-2306 ,0-666
1500 4500

1

*554 19146*53 1732 27 - 8815
'

0-8076 2.330
1

28.2853 1918 56'5542 0.3677 1.062
2000 6uoo

{1

2072 1 8628- 33 1610 27 . 5728
;

1.1163
1

3.225 28.1310 1843 50.4029 0-5190 1.500

I
weight, n tti 4 02,

Charge
I
gravimetric den.sity,

I natiin*, rorchtc. size 30.

Range Table for 6-inch Gvn.

Shrapnel shell.
^ (WeigM. i»x» lb.

Remain-
ing

Velocity.

To .strike I

I
ah object 1

I ft. ,

I

5' elevation or

I

depression alters

hgh
range

mus» be
known to

De-
8Ct;nt.

Range.

Latter- ,

ally or ,

Verti- i

cally. '

yds. 1 in. yds. yds.

0-00 !

ii45 687 125 0.14
"

635 381 125 o- 29
'

408 245 *25 0*43
!

316 190 J25 0.5a !i

260 156 *25 0.72
j211 127 *25 0.87
!

iHi no *25 1-01
!

I6i 9« 125 1 1 6 1

M3 «5 *25 ‘-31
1,

78 *25 *•45
1

ii« 7* 125 I-Oo 'll

110 66 *25 *•74
1101 61 *25 l*8y '

93 56 *25 2-01 1

86 52 *25 2-18
80 48 125 2.32
71 43 *25 2.47
67 40 JOO 2-61
61

1 # 37 100 2.76

•’7 J 34 100 2-91

i j

Fuse
1

1
scale for

|

Eleva-
1

T. and P.
|

tion. Range. 1 middle
!! No 54 1

Marks I.,
j

IL, orllL

0 /
yds. 1

0 0 0 1,

0 4 100
i

0 9 200
3

0 13 300 1
j

0 17 400 ij
0 2T 500 *!
0 26 (>oo 2
0 30 700 24
0 .H 800 2!

.19 900 3
0 43 1000

3.1

0 47 1 1 00
0 5* 1200 4
0 55 1 300
0 59 1400 4!
* 3 1500 5
* 7 l6tK>

1 II 1700 5
1 16 1800 6
I 22 1900 6j
1 27 2000 7 !

Muzzle velocity, 2134 f/s.

Nature of mounting, pedestal.
Jump, nil.

5o«,;, of rounds
should fall in

Length. Breadth. Height,

yds. yds. yds.

i
Time
of

Flight.

Penetra-
tion into

ffht.

Wrought
Iron.

—
Is. secs. in.

O-CK) 13.6
0-16 *3-4
0.31 13-2

0-47 ipo
0-62 12-8

2 0.78 T2-6
2 0-95 12-4
2 1-11 12-2

j

2 1-28 12-0 1

*•44 11-8
;

3 1.61 11.6 i

3 1.78 11-4
1

3 *•95 11*2
j

4 2-12 I 1-0 1

4 2.30 10-8

4 2-47 10-6

5 2-65 10.5

5 2-84 10.3

5 10.

1

1

3*23 9*Q i

6
j

3-4*
J

^
. r*

,

j*'-**’^ itiiw wiuiif’iir iron is ciucuiait
an empirical formula, as explained in the articlt! Armour Plates.

///gA and Cuwcd Fire,—^^ High angle fire," as defined ana now
offiaally, “ is fire at elevations greater than 15®/’ and “ curved (53) da

if
howitzers at all angles of elevation not exceeding di

15 . In these cases the curvature of the trajectory becomes an equation connecting y and /.

considerable, and the formulae employed in direct fire must be Now, since /

modified
; the method generally employed is due to Colonel (54) d(

Siacci of the Italian artillery
. dq‘

‘ ^

Starting with the exact equations of motion in a resisting medium, multiplying by dxjdt or q,
d*j*

dl?
= ^

. .- r Bin t - g ;

and eliminating r,

(45)

ill rfe*

"

and thi.s, in conjunction with

(46) ^ .

reduces to

(48)

\dt d*r at. dt^)l\dt)*

(48) d% 9 , d tan t g
-j. » ~ - cos t, or

,
- rs -—s—,,

a* V (It r 008 1
the equation obteined, as m (j8), by resolving normally in the

of time 2
denoting tin* incremevt of i in the increment

horizontal component of the velocity, by q,

(49) t> ooe / ^(49)
equation (43) becomcb

and therefore by (48)
(51)

dqliiss - rco^/.

(51) ^ ^dt rv

d\ dt g
to «*|wess r aa a funettoo of w In the previous

iSa) Cr-./(u).

ana now

(53) dq ^ vf{v)

'di~ Cg*
an equation connt'ctmg q and i.

Now, since sec /

(54) d(_
Q

sec i

dq f{q secTj'

and multiplying by dxjdt or q,

(55) dA'_
^ C q sec *

dq '’f{qsvit)'

and multiplying by dyjdx or tan i,

(5^h dv
^ Q q s«^_^tan i,

dq f (q sec 1)

also

(57)

dq q sec * / (q sec i)'

(58) d tan t’_ C g sec i

from w'hich the values of /, x, y, i, and tan i are given by integration
•with respect to q, when sec 1 is given as a function of q by means of (51

)

Now these integrations are quite intractable, even for a ver\’
simple mathematical assumption of the function fiv), sav the quad
ratic or cubic law, /(e) or v')'k,

'

But, as originally pointed out by Kuler, the diliiculty can be
turned if we notice that in the ordinary trajectory of practice the
quantities t, cos /, nnd sec * vary so slowly that they may be replaced
bv their mean values, rf, cos n, and sec 1;, especially if the trajector\’,
when considerable, is divided up in the calculation into arcs of small
curvature, the curvature of an arc being defined as the angle between
the tangents or normals at the ends of the arc.

Replacii^ then the angle i on the right-hand side of equations
(54) “(56) hy some mean valive Jve introduce Siacci's pseudo-
velocity u defined by

(59) U-qs^g,
so that M is a quasi-component parallel to the mean direction of
the tangent- say the direction of the chord'of the arc.
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Integrating from any initial pseudo-velocity U,

(<») t-cT—
^ JufiU)

I®* I x=CcosJ'*A''..
7 /(“)

(6i) . _
. fudu

and supposing tlu- inclination t to change from ift to 0 radians over
the arc,

0 ^^Cgcosvj^-
du

(^M) r du
tan 0 tan B^rCg sec 17

J
But according to the definition of the functions T,

D of the ballistic table, emiiloyed for direct fire, witli

for i',

(f'5)

j

(w.) '1
-S(U)-S(»).

(<<7
)

J
and therefore

(68) t = C [T(U) - T('W)].

(69) cos 77 [8(11) - S(u)],

(70) 7/
ss C sin 77 [S(U) - S(wJ],

( 7» 0 - = C cos 77 [1{U) - l(w)],

(72) tan0 - Un ^ = C sec 77 [1(0 - !(«)]

,

Now calculate the pseudo-velocity from

(8l) |«4 a OOS 0 BQU 1ft

and then, from the gi\^n vaAes of 0 and 0, calculate U0 from either

ot the formulae of (72) or (73)
:

—

(82)

^83)

. tah0>tan0

'•‘“'--•cwv-

Then with the suffix notation to denote the beginning and end
of the arc 0

(84) 0^-C[T(ii0)-T(u,)],

(®5) a a rmrf fS(W0) - 8(0^)]

,

0)
^ ^^ “li J*

A now denoting any finite tabular difference of the function between
the initial and final (j)seudo

)
vt^locity.

while, expressed in degrees.

(73)
0*- - = C cos 17 [D(U) - D(«)].

The equations (66)- (71) are Siacci's, slightly modified by General

Mayevski
;
and now m the numerical applications to high angle fire

we can still enijiloy the ballistic table for direct fire.

11 will h<‘ noticed that rj cannot be exactly the same mean angle

in all these equations
;
but if 77 is the same in (by) and {70),

(74) y/x-tanv.

so that 17 is the inclination of the chord of the arc of the Irajecfory,

as in Niven’s method ol calculating trajectories (Proc. R. S., 1877)

;

but tins method requires 77 to be known with accuracy, as 1%
>'ariatiou in 77 cau.ses more than i% vanation in tan 77.

The difficulty is avoided by the use of Siacci's altitu<k‘-function

A or A(m). by which yjx can be calculated without introducing

sin 7; or tan 77, but in which 77 occurs only m the form cos 77 or sec 77,

wliich varies very slowly for moderate values of 77, so that 77 need
not be calculated with any great regard tor accuracy, the arithmetic

mean J|(0-+ 0
)
of 0 and 6 being near enough lor 77 over any arc 0 - ^

of moilerate extent.

Now taking equation (72), and replacing tan B, as a variable final

tangent of an angle, by tan i or dyjdx,

t«u 0 - ^ = C •«!
1|
|^I(U )

- 1(«)

and integrating with respect to x over the arc considered,

But
(77)

! tan 0 - y = C sec
77

j^ail (U) - J*I(u)da;J.

•/:
: C cos 17 / 1(m)

udu

'gm
= C COB 77 [AfU) - A(n}]

in Siacci's notation ; so that the altitude-function A must be calcu-
lated by summation from the finite difference AA, where

(78) AA as l(i£)

ur
I(ii)AS,

or else by an integration when it is lemtimate to assume that
f{v) aL v”^lk in an interval of velocity in which m may be supposed
constant.

Dividing again by x, as given in (76),

from w’liich yfx can be calculated, and thence y.

In the application of Siacci's method to the calculation of a tra-

Jeotoiy m high angle fire by successive arcs of small curvature,
starting at the beginning of an arc at an angle 0 with velocity v^.

til* curvature of the arc 0 - 6i is first settled upon, and now

(80) y-W + fi)

is a good first approximation for 77 .

Also the velocity at the end of the arc i.H given by

(87) V0 u ti0 sec B COM 77.

Treating this final velocity Vg and angle B as the initi&l velocity

VA and angle 0 of the next arc, the calculation proceeds as Ijefore

(fig. 2).

In the long range high angle fire the shot ascends to such a height
that the correction lor the tenuity of the air becomes important,
and the curvature 0 - ol an arc should be so cho.sen that 0i>, the
height ascended, should be limited to about looo ft., equivalent
to a fall of j inch in the barometer or 3% diminution m the tenuity
factor r.

A convenient rule has been given by Captain James M. Ingalls.

U.S.A., for approximating to a high angle trajectory in a single
arc, which assumes tliat the mean density of the air may be taken
as the density at two thirils of the estimated height of the vertex :

the rule is founded on the fact that in an unresisted parabola
trajectory the average height of the shot is two- thirds the height
of the vertex, as illustrated in a jet of water, or in a stream of bullets
from a Maxim gun.
The longest recorded range is that given in 1888 l>y the o*2-in.

gun to a shot wtugliing 380 lb fired with velocity 2375 f/s at elevation
40®

; the range was about 12 m., with a time for tligbt of alxnil

64 sec., shown m fig. 2.

A calculation of this trajectory is given by Lieutenant A. H.
I Wolley-Dod, R.A.. in the Proceedtnf;x P.A. InsUtuiion, 1888, employ-
ing Siacci's method and about twenty arcs

;
and Captain Ingalfs,

by assuming a mean tenuity- factor ra^o-68, corresponding to a
height of al)Out 2 m., on the estimate that tlie shot would reach a
height of 3 m., was able I0 obtain a very accurate result, working
in two arcs over the w'hole trajectory, up to tlie A’crtex and down
again (Ingalls. Handbook of Uallistic Problems),

Siacci’s altitude-function is useful in direct fire, for giving im-
mediately the angle of elevation 0 required for a given range of

R yds. or X ft., between limits V and v of the velocity, and also the
angle of descent

/
9 .

In direct fire the pseudo-velocities I’ anil u, and the real velocities

V and V. are undistinguishablc, and sec 77 may be replaced by unity ;

80 that, juitting y - o in (70),

<»«>
.

t.„0.c[MV)>^].

Also

(89) tan0- taD/Sr'C[I(V)-L(r)]

so that

- iw}
or, as (68) and (90) may be WTitten ior small angles,

sin 20* 2C j^T(V) -
J,

rin 8/
9- 2ci^- IWJ.

To simplify the work, so as to look out the value of sin 20 without
the intermediate calculation of the remainiiy; velocity v. a double-
entry table has been devised by Captain Braccialini Scipionc
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{Pvoblemi del Tifo, Roma, 188^), andtidnpted to vd.. ft., m. and lb

units by A. G. Hadcock, late R.A.. and j>ubli.shed in the Proc. R.A.

Imtituiion, 1808, and in Gunnery Tahl9s, J898.

In this tabic

(g3) sin 2tp-Ca.

where a is a function tabulated for the two arguments. V the initial

velocity, and K/C the reduced range in yards.

The table is too long lor insertion here. The re.siilts for <p and

/3, as calculated for the range tables alx)ve. are also given there for

comparison.

/>///. -An elongated .shot fired from a rifled gun does not

move in a vertical plane, but as if the mean plane of the tra-

jectory was inclined to the true vertical at a small angle, 2° or 3"
;

.so that the shot will hit the mark aimed at if the back sight i.s

lilted to the vertical at this angle 6, called the permanent angle

of deflection (see Sioht.s).

Tlris effect is called drift and the reason of it is not yet

understood very clearly.

It is evidently u gyroscopic effect, being reversed in direction

by a change from a right to a left handed twist of rifling, and

being increased by an increase of rotation of the shot.

I'hc axis of an elongated shot would move parallel to itsplf

only if fired in a vacuum ;
but in air the couple due to a siddong

motion tends to place the axis at right angles to the tangent of

the trajectory, and acting on a rotating body causes the axis to

precess about the tangent. At the same time the frictional drag

damps the nutation and causes the axis of the shot to follow the

tangent of the trajectory very closely, the point of the shot

being seen to be slightly above and to the right of the tangent,

with a right-handed twist. The effect is as if there was a mean
sidelong thrust w tan on the shot from left to right in order to

deflect tlie plane of the trajectory at angle 8 to the vertical.

But no formula has yet been invented, derived on theoretical

principles from the physical data, which will assign by calculation

a definite magnitude to 8.

An effect similar to drift is observable at tennis, golf, base-ball

and cricket
;

but this effect is explainable by the inequality of

pressure due to a vorteX of air carried along by the rotating

ball, and the deviation is in the opposite direction of the drift

observed in artillery practice, so artillerists are still awaiting

theory and crucial experiment.

After all care has been taken in laying and pointing, in accord-

ance with the rules of theory and practice, absolute certainty of

hitting the same spot every time is unattainable, tis causes of

error exist which cannot be eliminated, such as variations in the

air and in the muzzle-velocity, and also in the steadiness of the

shot in flight.

To obtain an estimate of the accuracy of a gun. as much aclual

practice as is available must be utili/ed for the calculation m accord-

ance with the laws of probability of the 50 % zones .shown

in the range table (see Probability.)

II. Interior Ballistics

The investigation of the relations connecting, the pressure,

y^olume and temperature of the powder-gas inside the bore of the

gun, of the work realized by the expansion of the powder, of the

Fig. 3.

dynamics of the movement of the shot up the bore, and of the

stress set up in the material of the gun, constitutes the branch of

interior ballistics.

A gun may be considered a simple thermo-dynamic machine or

heal-ungim* which does its work in a .single stroke, and does not act

in a series ol periodic cycles as an ordinary steam or gas-engine.

An indicator diagram can be drawn lor a gun (fig. 3) as for a

Fig. 4.
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steam-engine, representing graphically by a curve CPD the relation !

between the volume and pressure of the powder-gas
;
and in addition

the curves AQE of energy Ai;V of velocity v, and A/T of time t

can be plotted or derived,, the velocity and energy at the muzzle
B being denoted by V and E.

After a certain aiscoiint for friction and the recoil of the gun, the
'

net work realized by the powder-gas as the shot advances AM is i

represented by the area ACPM, and this is equated to the kinetic
|

energy e of the shot, in foot-tons.

(I)
2240'

in which the factor 4(A7i*)tan'’*d represents the fraction due to the
rotation of the shot, of diameter a and axial radius of gyration k,
and 5 represents the angle of the rifling

;
this factor may be ignored

in the subsequent calculations as small', less than 1%.
The mean effective pressure (M.E,P.) in tons per sq* in. is repre-

sented in fig. 3 by the height AH, such that the rectangle AHKB is

equal to the area APDB
; and the M.E.P, multiplied by jird-, the

cross-section of the bore in square inches, gives in tons tue mean
effective thrust of the powder on the base of ilir shot ; and multi-
plied again by /. the length in inches of the travel AB of the shot
up the bore, gives the work realized in inch-tons

; which work is thus
equal to the M.E.P. multiplied by - C, the volume in cubic
inches of the rifled part AB of the bore, tlie difference between B tlie
total volume of the bore and C the volume of the powder-chamber,

|

ctt^iag upwards, and the velocity-curve a hyperbola with centre

These theorems may prove useful in preliminary calculations
where the pressure-curve is nearly straight

; but, in the absence ol
any observable law, the area of the pressure-curve must bo read off
by a planimeter, or calculated by Simpson's rule, as an indicator
diagram.
To measure the pressure experimentally in the bore of a gun, the

crusher-gauge is used as shown in fig. 6, nearly full size ; it records
the maximum pressure by the compression of a copper uyUnder in
its interior ; it may be placed in the powder-chamber, or fastened
in the Imse of the shot.

In Sir Andrew Noble's researches a number of pltigs were inserted
in the side of the experimental gun, reaching to th^ore and carry-
ing crusher-gauges, and also chronographic appliances which regis-
tered the passage of tlie shot in the same manner as the electric
screens in Basliforth's experiments

;
thence the velocity and energy

of the shot was inferred, to serve as an independent control of the
crusher-gauge records (figs. 4 and 5).

As a preliminary step to the determination of the pressure in the
bore of a gun, it is dc.sirable to measure the pressurt^ obtained by
exploding a charge of powder in a closed vessel, varying the weight
of the charge and thereby the density of the powder-gas.

I'he earliest experiments of this natuni are due to Benjamin
Robins in 1743 and Count Rumford in 1702 ; and their method
has been revived by Dr Kellner, War Department chemist, who

Equating the muzzle-energy and the work in foot-tons

(2)

(3 )

E=— X M.E.P.
2240 2 g 12

M.E.P. -- V« 12

2240 2 g "B-C

Working this out for the 6-in, gun of the range table. Pairing
L=2 i6 in., we find B-C=6ioo cub. in., and theM.:^.P. is about
6.4 tons per sq. in.

But the maximum pressure may exceed the mean in the ratio
of 2 or 3 to I, as shown in fig. 4. representing graphically the result
of Sir Andrew Noble’s experiments with a 6-in. gun, capable of being
IcMthoned to 100 calibres or 50 ft. {Proc. R.S., June 1894).
On the assumption of uniform pressure up the bore, practically

realizable in a Zalinaki pneumatic dynamite gun. the pressure-curve
would be the straight Ime HK of fig. 3 parallel to AM ; the energy-
curve AQE would be another straight line through A

; the velocity-
curve AvV, of which the ordinate t* is as the square root of the energy,
would be a parabola

; and the acceleration of the shot being constant,
the tune-curve AfT will also be a similar parabola.

If the pressure falls off uniformly, so ^at the pressure-curve is a
straight line PDF sloping downwards and cutting AM in F. then
the eneigy-aiinre wUl be a parabc^ curving doimwards, and the
velocity-curvaeaa be represented by an ellipse, or circle with centre
F and cadius FA ; while the time-enrve win be a smusoid.
But if the piMittsa*evirve is a straifd^t line F^CP sloi^g upwards,

cutting AM Mdihid A in the energy-curve will be a parabola

employed the steel spheres of bicycle ball-bearings as safety^
valves, loaded to register the pressure at which the powder-
gas will blow off, and thereby check the indications of the
crushcr-gauge fPror. March 1895).

Chevalier d'Arcy, 17O0,
also experimented on the II’’) Os^elwk-

pressure of powder and
the velocity of the -bullet

in a musket barrel ; this

he accomplished by short-
ening the barrel succes-

sively, and measuring the
veloci^ obtained by the
ballistic pendulum; thus
reversing Noble’s pro-

cedure of gradually leng-

thening the gun.
But the most modem

results employed with
gunpowder arc based
on the experiments of
Noble and Abel {Phil,

Trans., 1873-1880-1802-
1894 and following years).

Fig. 6 .

A charge of powder, or other explosive, of varying weight P lb,

is fired in an explosion-chamber (fig. 7, scale about i) of which the
volume C, cob. in., lakitowii accurately, and the pteasuve p, toneper
sq. in., was recorded l>y a cruiAfeer-gauge (fig. 6).
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The result is plotted in figs. 8 and 9. in a curve showing the re-

lation between /> and D the gravimetric density, which is the specific

gravity of the P tb of powder when fiiyng the voiume C, cub. m., in

Explosion Vkssel

h'lo. 7.

a state of gas
;
or ^jctween p and v, the reciprocal of D, which may

lie called the gravbnetfic volume (G.V.). being the ratio of the

volume of the g«is it* the volume of an <*t|ual weight of water.

The results are ai.so embodied in the following 'I'able
• —

Table 1.

G.V.
Prcs.iurc in Tons per sq. in. 1

G.D.
Pebble Pow'dcr. Cordite.

0*05 20-00 3.00

Tb-bO 1-00 3-Ho

R 12-50 i-:^6 5*4b

0-10 ]().oe> 1.76 7*10

12 8*n 2-ob 8*70

14 7-14 '**•.53 10.50

15 (••«)(» 2-73 11*36

If) 0.25 2-ob 12*30

18 .V55 3*33 14*20

2n 5.00 3*77 1 6*00

11 4*.54 4-20 17.90

J4 4.17 4 -bo 19.80

4.00 4-88 20-63

2b .I-«4 5.10 21-75

.F‘ .V.hl b-07 26.00

^5 2.85 • 7 * i .5
31.00

40 2-50 «-73 3fi*53

45 2*22 10*23 42-20
2*00 11*25 48.6b

55 1-81 i pb2 5 .
5-86

()0 1 -bb i5\55 b3-33

Tlie term gravimetnt density (G.D.) is peculiar to artillcri.sLs

;

it is required to distinguish between the .sjiecific gravity (S.G.) of

the powder filling a given volume in a .state of gas, and the specific

gravity of the separate solid grain or cor<l of powder.

Thus, for instance, a lump of solid lead of given S.G., when
formed into a charge of lead shot conqiosed of equal spherules
closely packed, will have a G.D. such that

(4) G.D. of charge of lead shot i
- _

S.G. of lump of solid lead
^ '

while in the case of a bundle of cylindrical sticks of cordite,

(.i) G.D. of charge of cordite

S.CTTdf stick of cordite”
- IT ^'3- 0-9007.

At the standard temperature of ba’* F. the volume of the gallon

of 10 lb of water is 277*3 cub. in. ;
or otherwi.se. i cub. ft. or 1728 cub.

PRESSURKS OBSERVED IN A CLOSED VESSEL WITH
VARIOUS EXPLOSIVES

Fig. 8.

in. of water at this temperature weighs 6a>i5 lb. and therefore J £b of
water bulks 1 728 4*6a*33a *7*73 cub, im.

Thus if a charge of P tb of powder is placed in a chamber of volume

C cub. in., the

(6) G.D. = 27.73 P/C, G.V.=C/27 . 73 P.

Sometimes the factor 27.68 is employed, corresponding to a density

of water of about O2.4 lb per cub. ft., and a temperature 12*^ C.. or

54“ F.

With metric units, measuring P in kg., and C in litres, the

G.D. -lyC, G.V.=:C/P, no factor being required.

From the Table I., or by quadrature of the curve in fig. 9, the

work F m foot-tons realized by the expansion of i tb of the powder
from one gravimetric volume to another is inferred

;
for if the

average pressure i-i p tons per sq. in., while the gravimetric volume
changes from v- to e+JAe, a change of volume of 27-73 Av
cub. m., the work done is 27-73 p Av inch-tons, or

(7) AE = 2 *31 pAv foot-tons
;

and the differences AE being calculated from the observed values

of p, a summation, as in the ballistic tables, would give E in a tabular

form, and conversely from a table of E in terms Of v, wc can infer

the value of p.

On drawing off a little of the gas from the explosion vessel it

was found that a gramme of cordite-gas at 0° C. and standard atmo-
spheric pressure occupied 700 ccs., while the same gas compre.ssed
into 5 CCS. at the temperature 01 explosion had a pressure of 16 tons
per sq. in., or 16 x 2240-M4.7-2440 atmospheres, of 14-7 lb per
.sq. in., one ton per sq. in. being in round numbers 150 nlmo.spheres.

The absolute centigrade temperature T is thence inferred from
the ga.s equation

(8j R--/)e/T-^/>„y„/273 .

which, with p2.244n, v-5, p„~J, i'„~yoo, makes T = 475H, a tem-
perature of 4485” C . or 8105“ F.

PRESSURE IN A CLO.SKD VESSEL Ol3.SF.RVED AND CAiXULATED

GRAVIMETRIC VOLUME
Fic;. 9 .

In the heading of the 6>in. range table we find the description

of the rfiarge.

Charge : weight 13 lb 4 oz.
;

gravimetric density 55 *< 3'J/t»* 5fM :

nature, cordite, size 30.

So that P- 33*25, the G. 0.^0-504. the upper figure 55*03 de-
noting the specific volume of the cliarge measured in cubic inches
per lb, filling the chamber in a state of gas, the product of the two
numbers 55*01 and 0-504 being 27.73; and the chamln-r capacity
0=13-25x 55-01-730 cub. in., (‘(luivaleiit to 25*8 in. or 2-15 ft.

length of bore, now called the equivalent length of the chamber
(K.I..C.).

If the shot wa.s not free to move, the closed chanib(*r pressure
due to the explosion of the charge at this G.JX (-0.5) would bt*

nearly 40 ton.s per sip in., much too great to b<‘ salt*.

But the shot advances during the combustion of the cordite, and
the chief problem in mti'rior ballistics is to adju.st the G.D, of the
charge to the weight of the shot so that the advance of the shot
during the combustion of the charge should prevent the maximum
pressure from exceeding a safe limit, as shown by the maximum
ordinate of the pressure curve CPD in fig. 3.

Suppose this limit is fixed at 16 tons per sq. in., corresponding
in Table I. to a G.D., 0-2

; the powder-gas will now occupy a volume
fi-§C = i825 cub. in., corresponding to an advance of the shot

2-
1 5= 3-225 ft.

Assuming an average pressure of 8 tons per sq. in., Uie shot will

have acquired energy 8 x 3*225 -=730 foot-tons, and a velocity
about err 1020 f/s, so that the time over the ^-22^ ft. at an average
velocity 310 f/s is about 0-0063 ®®*^*

Comparing this time with' the experimental value of the time
occupied by the cordite in burning, a start is mode for a fresh esti-

mate and a closer approximation.
Assuming, however, that the a^p^ment is close, enough for

practical requirement, the combustion of the cordite may he con-
sidered complete at this stage P. and in the subsequent expansion
it is assumed that the gas obeys an adiabatic law in which the
prewure varies inversely as some power of the volume.
The work done in expanding to infihtty fsbm p tobs per sq. In.
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at volume b cub. in. is then ^{{m - 1) inch-tons, or to any volumeB cub. in. is

^

m
(9)

It IS found experimentally that m-i-i is a good average value
to take for cordite ; so now supposing the combustion of the charge
of the 6-in. is complete in 0.0063 sec., when p=i(> tons per m. in..
fr~i825 cub. in., and that the gas expands adiabatically up to the
muzzle, where

(10) B_2i6 + 25.8_
6 ~~2

• 5 X 25 •
8

~

3 * 75 '

we find the work realized by expansion is 2826 foot-tons, sufficient
to increase the velocity Irom 1020 to 2250 f/s at the muzzle.

Ihis muzzle velocity is about 5% greater tlian the 2IK0 f/s of
the range tabic, so on these considerations we may suppose about
10 0^0 of work is lost by friction in the bore; this is expressed In^
saying that the factot of effect is /=o.9.

^

The experimental determination of the time of burning under
the influence of the varying pressure and density, and the size of
the gniui. is thus of great practical importance, as thereby it is
possible to estimate close limits to the maximum pressure that will
be reached in the bore of a gun, and to design the chamber so that
the G.p. of the charge may be suitable for the weight and accelera-
tion of the shot. Empirical formulas liased on practical experience
are employed for an approximation to the result.

A great change has come over interior ballistics in recent
years, as the old black gunpowder has been ahincloned in artillery
after holding the field for six hundred years. It is replaced by
modern explosives such as those indicated on fig. 4, capable of
giving off a very much larger volume of gas at a greater tem-
perature and pressure, more than threefold as seen on fig. 8, so
that the charge may be reduced in proportion, and possessing
the military advantage of being nearly smokeless. (See Ex-
plosives.)

The expJo8i\’e cordite is adopted in the British service
;

it

derives the name from its appearance as cord in short lengUis,
the composition being squeezed in a viscous state through the
hole in a die, and the cordite is designated in size by the number
of hundredths of an inch in the diameter of the hole. Thu-s the
cordite, size 30, of the range tuble has been squeezed through
a hole 0-30 in. diameter.

The thermochcmical properties of the constituents of an
explosive will assign an upper limit to the volume, temperature
and pressure of the gas produced by the combustion

; but much
experiment is required in addition. Sir Andrew Noble has
published some of his results in the Phil, Trans.

^

1905-1906
and following years.

Authorities. - Tartaglia, Not'a Scieniia (1337) ; Galileo (1638) ;Robins, New Pnnaples of Gunmrv (1743); Hulor (trans. by Hugh
Brown), /Aj! 7 rnc of Gunnery (1777); Ihdion. Hehe.
Hugoniot. Valhcr, BaiUs. Ac.. Ualistume (French)

; Siacci. ItalisHca
(Italian)

; Mayevski. Zabudski. rtalistique (Russian)
; La Lluve

Oilero, Mata, &c., BalinUca (Spanish)
; Bashfortli. The Motion of

Projectiles (1872); The Hashforih Chronograph (i8c,<,)
; Ingalls

hxtenor and Interior Ballistics. Handbook of Problems in Direct and
Fire

; Bruff. Ordnance and Gunnery
; Cranz. Compendium

der BalltsUh (1898) ; The Official Text-Book of Gunnery (1902)
•

Charbonnier, Balistique (1903); Lissak. Ordnance and Gunnery
('907). (A. G. G.)

BALLOON, a globular bag of varnished silk or other material
impermeal^ to air, which, when inflated with gas lighter than
common air, can Ije used in aeronautics, or, according to its
size, &c., for any purpose for which its ability to rise and float in
the atmosphere adapts such a mechanism. “ Balloon in this
sense was first used in 1783 in connexion with the invention
of the brothers Montgolfier, but the word was in earlier use
(derived from Ital. haUofUf a large ball) as meaning an actual
ball or ball-game, a primitive explosive bomb or firework, a
form of chemical retort or receiver, and an ornamental globe in
^hitecture

; and from the appearance and shape of an air
balloon the word is also given by analogy to other things, such
as a “ bitlloon skirt ” in dr^, '**

balloon training ” in horti-
culture. (See Akkokautics, and Flight and Flying).

Ital* haUiOta, dim. of balla, a ball), the modern
rnemod of secr^-Toting emplo3red in political, le^^ative and
judicial assemblies, “and also in the proceedings of private clubs
•ad cofpomtjons. The i^e comes from the use of a little ball

dropped according to choice into the right receptacle; but
nowadays it is used for any sjrstem of secret-voting, even though
no such is employed. •In ancient Athens, the dicasts, in
giving their verdict, generally used balls of stone (psephi) or of
met^ (spandult). Those pierced in the centre, or black in colour,
signified condemnation

;
those unpierced, or white, signified

acquittal. The texes were variously arranged
;
but generally

a brass box received both classes of votes, and a wooden box
received the unused balls. In the assembly, cases of' prwiUgia,
such as ostracism, the naturalization of foreigners or the release
of state-debtors, were decided by secret-voting. The petalism,
or voting by words on olive-leaves, practised at Syracuse, may
also be mentioned. At Rome the ballot was introduced to the
comitia by the Leges Tabellariae, of which the Lex Gabiana
(139 B.c.) relates to the election of magistrates, the Lex Cassia
(137 B.c.) to judicia populi, and the Lex Papiria (131 B.c.) to
the enactment and rejxial of laws. The wooden taheUae, placed
in the dsia or wicker box, were marked U. R. {uH togas) and A.
(aniiquo) in the case of a proposed law

; L. (libero) and D.
(damm) in the case of a public trial

;
in the case of an election,

puncta were made opposite the names or initials of the candi-
dates. Tahellae were also used by the Roman judices, who
expressed their verdict or judgment by the letters A. {absoho),
C. (oandemno), and N. L. (non liquei). In modern times voting
by ballot is usually by some form of writing, but the use of the
ball still persists (especially in clubs), and a “ black ball is the
regular term for a hostile vote.

Great Britain.—In Great Britain the ballot was suggested for
use in parliament by a political tract of the time of Charles II.

It was actually used by the Scots parliament of 1662 in proceed-
ing on the Billeting Act, a measure proposed by Middleton to
secure the ostracism of Lauderdale and other political opponents
who were by secret -vote declared incapable of public office.

The plan followed was this : each member of parliament wrote,
in a disguised hand, on a piece of paper, the names of twelve
suspected persons

;
the billets were put in a bag held by the

registrar
;
the bag was then sealed, ana was afterwards opened

and its contents ascertained in the exchequer chamber, where
the billets were immediately burned and the names of the
ostracised concealed on oath. The Billeting Act was repudiated
by the king, and the ballot was not again heard of till 1705,
when Fletcher of Saltoun, in his measure for a provisional
government of Scotland by annual parliaments in the event of
Queen Anne’s death, proposed secret-voting to protect members
from court influence. The gradual emancipation of the British
parliament from the power of the crown, and the adoption of a
strictly representative systt?m of election, not only destroyed
whatever reason may once hj^ve existed for the ballot in delibera-
tive voting, but rendered it essential that such voting should be
open. It was in the agitations for parliamentary reform at the
beginning of the 19th century that the demand for the ballot in
parliamentary elections was first seriously made. The Bentham-
ites advoaited the system in 1817. At the so-called Peterloo
Ma.ssacre (1819) several banners were inscribed with the ballot.

0’C!onnell introduced a bill on the subject in 1830 ;
and the

original draft of Lord John Russeirs Reform Bill, probably on
the suggestion of l^rds Durham and Duncannon, provided for
its introduction. I^ter on the historian Grote became its chief
supporter in the House of Commons

;
and from 1833 to 1839,

in spite of the ridicule cast by Sydney Smith on the mouse-
trap,” and on Grole’s " dagger-box, in which you stab the card
of your favourite candidate with a dagger,” ' the minority for
the ballot increased from 106 to 217. In 1838 the ballot was the
four^ point of the Peopk’s Charter. In the same year the
abolition of the land qualification introduced rich commercial
candidates to the constituencies. l/)rd Melbourne’s cabinet
declared the (juestion open. The cause, upheld by Macaulay,
Ward, Hume (in his resolutions, 1848) and Berkeley, was streng-
thened by the report of Lord Harrington’s Select Committee

’ For a d^riptiOn of Grote’s card-frame, in which the card was
punctured throi^h a hble. and waa thus never in the voter’s hands,
see Spectator, 25th February 1837. ;

’
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(x5th March 1870), to the effect that corruption, treating and

intimidation by priests and landlords took place to a large extent

at both parliamentary and elections in England

and Ireland
;
and that the ballot, if adopted, would probably

not only promcjte tranquillity at elections, but protect voters

from undue influence, and introduce greater freedom and purity

in voting, provided secrecy was made inviolable except in cases

where a voter was found guilty of bribery, or where an invalid

vote had been given.

Meanwhile in Australia the ballot had l^een introduced by the

(institution Act of South Australia (1856), and in other colonies

at the same date. In South Australia (Electoral Act of 1858)

the retuming-officer put his initials on the voting-card, which the

voter was directed, inider pain of nullity, to fold so that the officer

might not see the vote which was indicated by a cross. In

Victoria, under the Electoral Act of 1865, the officer added to his

initials a number corresponding to the voUt’s number on the

register. In 'J’asmania the chief peculiarity was that (as in South

Australia) the card was not put directly by the voter into the box,

but handed to the oflker, who put it there (this being thought a

security against double-voting or voting with a non-official card,

and also against the voter carrying away his card). In 1869, at

Manchester and Stafford in England, test-ballots were taken on

the Australian system as practised in Victoria— the voting-card

containing the names of all the candidates, printed in different

colours (for the benefit of illiterate voters), and the voter being

directed to score out names of those he did not support, and

then to place the card (covered by an official envelope) in the box.

It was found at Manchester that the voting was considerably

more rapid, and therefore le.s.s expensive, than under the old

system
;

that only 80 cards out of 11,475 were rejected as

informal
;

and that, the representatives of candidates being

present to check false statements of identity, and the public

outside being debarred from receiving information what voters

had voted, the ballot rather decreased the risk of personation.

At Manchester the cardj were not numbered consecutively, as

in Victoria, .so that (assuming the officials to be free from corrup-

tion) no scrutiny could have detected by whom particular votes

were given. At Stafford the returning-officer stamped each card

before giving it to the voter, the die of the stamp having been

finished only on the morning of the election. By this means the

possibility was excluded of what was known as “ the Tasmanian
Dodge,” by which a corrupt voter gave to the returning-officer,

or placed in the box, a blank non-official ticket, and carried out

from the booth his official card, which u corrupt agent then

marked for his candidate, and gave .so-marked to corrupt voter

No. 2 (l>efore he entered the booth) on condition that he also

would bring out his official card, and so on ad lifntum ; the agent

thus obtaining a security for his brilx;, unless the corrupt voter

chose to disfranchise himself by making further marks on the

card. At the dose of 1870 the bdlot was employed in the election

of members for the London School Board under the Education

Act of that year.

In 1872 W. E. Forster's Ballot Act introduced the ballot in all

parliamentary and municipal elections, except parliamentary

elections for universities ; and the code of procedure prescribed

by the act was adopted by the Scottish Education Board in

the first School Board election (1873) under the Education

(Scotland) Act 1872. The Ballot Act not only abolished public

nominations of ca^idates, but dealt with the offence of persona-

tion and the expanses of elections.

As practised in the United Kingdom, a white paper is used on

which the names of the candidates are Jtrinted in alphabetical

order, the voter filling up with a X the^ank on the i^t^hand
opposite the name he votes for. The piqser, before being given

out, is mariced by the presiding-officer on both sides with an

official stan^, srixich is kept secret, and caimot be used for a
second eketion within seven years. The paper is mariced on the

back with the same number as the ootxnterfoil of the paperwhkh
remiuns with the officer. This counterfoil is also marked with

the voter's number on the register, so that Uie vote may be

identified on a scrutiny ; and a mark on the register tiiows that

the voter has received a ballot-paper. The voter folds up the

paper so as to conceal his mark, but to show the stamp to the

officer, and deposits it in the box, which is locked and scaled,

and so constructed that papers cannot be withdrawn without

unlocking it. Papers inadvertently spoiled by the voters may
be exchanged, the officer preserving separately the spoiled

papers. If a voter is incapacitated from blindness, or other

physical cause, or makes before the officer a declaration of

inability to read, or when the poll is on a Saturday declares

himself a Jew, the officer causes the paper to be marked as the

voter directs, and keeps a record of the transaction, A voter who
claims to vote after another has voted in respect of the same
qualification, obtains a (green) paper which is not placed in the

box, but preserved apart as a “ tendered ” paper. He must,

however, declare his identity and that he has not already voted.

The presiding-officer at the close of the poll has to account to

the retuming-officer for the papers entrusted to him, the number
being made up by—(i) papers in the box, (2) spoiled papers, (3)

unused papers and (4) tendexed p^rs. During the voting (for

which schoolrooms and other public rooms are available, and for

which a separate compartment must be provided for every 150

electors entitled to vote at a station) agents of candidates are

allowed to be present in the polling-station, but they, as well as

the officials, are sworn to secrecy as regards who have voted, and
for whom

;
and they are prohibited from interfering with the

voter, inducing him to show his vote, or attempting to a.scertain

the number on the back of the paper. These agents are also

present with the retuming-officer when he counts the papers and
the votes, rejecting those papers—(i) which want the official

mark on the back
; (2) on which votes are given for more candi-

dates than the voter is entitled to vote for
; (3) on which any-

thing except the number on the back is marked or written by

which the voter can be identified
; (4) wffiich are unmarked, or

so marked that it is uncertain for whom the vote is given. The
counted and rejected papers, and also the “ tendered ” jmpers,

counterfoils and marked register (which have not been opened),

are, in parliamentary elections, transmitted by the returning

officer to the clerk of the crown in chancery in England, or the

sheriff-clerk in Scotland, who destroys them at the end of one

year, unless otherwise directed by an order of the House of

Commons, or of some court having jurisdiction in election

petition.s. Such petitions either simply dispute the accuracy

of the return on the ground of miscounting, or wrongous rejection

or wrongous admission of papers, in which case the court examines

the counted and rejected papers
;

or make allegations of cor-

ruption, &c. on which it may be necessary to refer to the marked
counteriFoils and ascertain how bribed voters have voted. Since

the elections of 1874 much discontent has been expressed,

because judges have rejected papers with trifling (perhaps

accidental) marks other than the a upon them, and because

elections have been lost through the failure of the officer to

stamp the papers. For this purpose the use has been suggested

of a perforating instead of an embossing stamp, while a dark-

ground paper with white voting-spaces would make misplaced

votes impossible.

The B^lotAct introduced several new offences,such as forging of

papers or fraudulently defacing or destroying a paper or the official

mark ; supplying a paper without due authority ;
fraudulently

putting into the box a non-official paper ;
fraudulently taking

a paper out of the station without due authority ;
destroying,

taking, opening or otherwise interfering with a box or packet

of papers then in use for election purposes^ These offences and

attempts to commit them axe punishable in the case of officers

and clerks with imprisonment for two years, with or without

hard labour. In other cases the tetm of imprisonment is six

months.

The ballot was long criticuted as leading to universal hypoaisy

and deception
;
imd Sydney Smith spoke of votera,m dominos,

going to the poli in sedan-chanm with dosely-diawn caitiins.”

The observed effea ofa secrethafiot has been, however,:gra^Uy

I

to exterminate undue influence. Thedartnof “ffieconlmsiotial”

I
seems to be unfounded, as a Catholic ^penitent ia hot bound to
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confess his vote, and if he did so, it would be a crime in the
confessor to divulge it.

Continental Europe,-— ballot is largely employed in

European countries. In France, where from 1840 to 1845 the
ballot, or scrutin, had been used for deliberative voting in the
chamber of deputies, its use jn elections to the Corps L^islatif
was carefully regulated at the beginning of the Second Empire
by the Organic Decree of the 2nd of February 1852. Under this

law the voting was superintended by a bureau consisting of the
deputy retuming-officer (called president of the section), four
unpaid assessors selected from the constituency and a secretary.
Each voter presents a polling-card, with his designation, date of
birth and signature (to secure identity), which he had previously
pt at the Mairie. This the president mutilates, and the vote
is then recorded by a “ bulletin,’’ which is not official, but is

generally printed with a candidate’s name, and given to the
voter by an agent outside, the only conditions being that the
bulletin shall be “ sur papier blanc, sans signes exterieurs, et
prepare en dehors de l’assembl4e.” The total number of votes
given (there being only one member in each electoral district)

is checked by reference to “ la feuille d'appel et inscription des
votants,” the law still supposing that each voter is publicly
called on to vote. If the voter, when challenged, cannot sign
his polling-card, he may call a witness to sign for him. ITie
following classes of bulletins are rejected :

—
“ illisibles, blancs,

ne contenant pas une designation suffisante; sur lesquels les

votants se sont fait connaftre
;
contenant le nom d’une personne

n’ayant pas prete le serment present ” (t.r. of a person not
nominated). Only the votes pronounced bad by the bureau
in presence of representative scrutineers are preserved, in case
these should be called for during the “ Session pour verification

des Pouvoirs.” Practically the French ballot did not afford
secrecy, for you might observe what bulletin the voter took from
the agent, and follow him up the queue into the polling-place

;

but the determined voter might conceal his vote even from the
undue influence of government by scratching out the printed
matter and writing his vote. This was always a good vote and
scrutiny of good votes was impossible. The ballot is still used
in the elections to the National Assembly, but in the Assembly
itself only in special cases, as e.g. in the election of a “ rapporteur.”
Under the law of loth August 1871 the conseils g6n6raux
(departmental councils) are elected by ballot.

In Piedmont the ballot formed part of the free constitutional

government introduced by Charles Albert in March 1848 ;
it was

extended to Italy in 1861. Voting for the Italian chamber of
deputies takes place under the law of 20th November 1859,
and in public halls (not booths), to wliich admission is gained by
shearing a certificate of inscription, issued by the mayor to each
qualified voter, A stamped blue official paper, with a memoran-
dum of the law printed on the back {boUetino spiegaio), is then
issued to the elector

;
on this he writes the name of a candidate

(there being equal electoral colleges) or, in certain exceptional
cases, gets a confidential friend to do so, and hands the paper
folded-up to the president of the bureau, who pnits it in the box
{urna)f and who afterwards presides at the public “ squittinio
dei suffragi.” Greece is the only European country in which
the ball-ballot is used. The votii^ takes place in the churches,
each candidate has a box on which his name is inscribed, one
half (white) being also marked *'yes,” the other half (black)
“ no.^* The voter, bis citizenship or right to vote in the eparchy
being verified, receives one ball or leaden bullet for each candidate
from a wooden bowl, which a clerk carries from box to box. The
voter stretches his arm down a funnel, and drops the ball into
the 3rcs ” or ^‘no ’’ division* The vote is secret, but there is

appai^y no check on “ yes ” votes being given for aU the

candidates
f and the bill or bullet is imitable.

The eaiikr history ol the ballot in Hungary is remarkable.
Before 1848 secret voting was unknown there, llie electoral
law of that year left^ regulation of parliamentary elections to
the ooimty and town councils, very few of which adopted
the ballot. The mode of voting was periiapt the most primi-
tive on veoord* Each candidate had a large box with his name
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superscribed and painted in a distinguishing colour. On
entering the room alone the jiroter received a rod from 4 to 6 feet

in length (to prevent concealment of non-offidal rods on the

voter’s person), which he placed in the box through a slit in the
lid. By the electoral law of 1874 the ballot in parliamentary
elections in Hungary was abolished, but was made obligatory

in the elections of town and county councils, the voting being
for several persons at once.

In Pmssia, Stein, by his Stddteordnung, or municipal
corporation act of 1808, introduced the ballot in the election of
the municipal assembly (StadWerordnetenversammlung). Under
the German constitution of 1867, and the new constitution of

the 1st of January 1871, the elections of the Reichstag were to

be conducted by universal suffrage under the ballot in con-
formity with the electoral law of the 31st of May 1869.

America ,—At the first elections in America voting was viva
voce

; but several of the colonies early provided for the use of

wtten or printed ballots. By 1 775 ballots were used in the New
England states, in Pennsylvania, Delaware, North Carolina and
South Carolina; they were introduced in New Jersey in 1776,
and in New York in 1778, so that, at the time the constitution
of the United States was adopted, viva voce voting prevailed at
public elections only in Maryland, Virginia and Georgia. Of the
new states which later entered the Union, only Illinois, Kentucky,
Missouri and Arkansas did not have a ballot system when they
became states. During the first half of the 19th century,
Maryland, Georgia, Arkansas (1846) and Illinois (1848) adopted
the ^llot. In Missouri ballot-voting was introduced to some
localities in 1845, but not until 1863 was it generally adopted in
that state. Virginia did not provide for voting by ballot until

1869, and in Kentucky viva voce voting continued until 1819,
But while the use of ballots was thus required in voting, and
most of the states had laws prescribing the form of ballots and
proWding for the count of the vote, there was no provision
making it the duty of any one to print and distribute the ballots
at the polling-places on election day. eln the primitive town
meetings ballots had been written by the voters, or, if printed,
were furnished by the candidates. With the development
of elections, the task of preparing and distributing ballots fell

to political committees for the various parties. The ballot-
tickets were thus prepared for party-lists of candidates, and it

was not ewy for any one to vote a mixed ticket, while, as the
voter received the ballot within a few feel of the polls, secrecy
was almost impossible, and intimidation and bribery became
both easy and frequent.

Soon after the adoption of the Australian ballot in Great
Britain, it was introduced in Canada, but no serious agitation
was begun for a similar system in the United States until 1885.
In 1887 bills for the Australian ballot were actively urged in the
legislatures of New York and Michigan, although neither became
law. A Wisconsin law of that year, regulating elections in cities

of over 50,000 population, incorporated some features of the
Australian system, but the first complete law was enacted by
Massachusetts in 1888. This Massachusetts statute provided for

the printing and distribution of ballots by the state to contain the
names of all candidates arranged alphabetically for each office,

the electors to vote by marking the name of each candidate for
whom they wished to vote. At the presidential election of 1888
it was freely alleged that large sums of money had been raised on
an unprecedented scale for the purchase of votes, and this situa-

tion created a feeling of deep alarm which gave a powerful impetus
to the moveinent for ballot reform. In 1889 new ballot laws were
enaoted in nine states : two states bordering on Massachusetts,
Connecticut and Rhode Island

; four states in the middle-west,
Indiana, Michigan, Wis^sin and Minnesota; two southern
states, Tennessee and Missouri

;
and Montana, in the far west.

The Connecticut law, however, marked but little improvement
over former conditions, since it provided only for official envelopes
in which the uiiofficial party ballots should be voted. The
Indiana law provided for a single or

**
blanket ” ballot, but with

the names of candidates arranged in party-groups, and a method
of voting for all of the candidates in a ^rty-group by a single
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mark. Michigm and Missouri also adopted the party-group

•yatem. The other states followed tjfe Massachusetts law provid-

ing for a blanket ballot with the candidates arranged by offices.

TTie new ballot system had its first practical demonstration at

the Massachusetts election of 1889, and its success led to its

rapid adoption in many other states. In 1890 ballot laws were

passed in seven states : Vermont, Mississippi, Wyoming and

•Washington provided for the Massachusetts plan, although

Vermont afterwards adopted the system of party-groups, which

Maryland used from the first. The New York and New Jersey

laws of 1890, however, only provided for official ballots for each

party, and allowed ballots obtained outside of the polling-booths

to be used. In 1891 seventeen additional states and two terri-

tories adopted the Australian ballot system. All of these pro-

vided for a blanket ballot
;
but while the Massachusetts arrange-

ment was adopted in Arkansas, Nebraska, New Hampshire,

North and South Dakota, Kentucky, 'I'exas and Oregon, the

system of party groups was followed in Colorado, Delaware,

Illinoi.s, Maine, Ohio, Pennsylvania and West Virginia. Cali-

fornia had the Massachusetts arrangement of names, but added

on the ballot a list of party names, by marking one of which a

voter would cast his vote for all of the candidates of that party.

Pennsylvania placed all the candidates not in a party-gnmp in

alphal^tical order.

Iowa adopted the Australian ballot system in 1892 ;
Alabama

and Kansas in 1893 ;
Virginia in 1894 ;

Florida in 1895 J

I^uisiana and Utah in 1896. In 1895, too, New York adopted

the blanket liallot in place of separate party ballots, but arranged

the names of candidates in party columns. The only state to

abandon the Australian ballot after once adopting it was
Missouri, which in 1897 returned to the system of separate

ballots, with no provision for booths where the ballot might be

marked in secret.

Owing to the large number of officials chosen at one time in

American elections, the form and appearance of the ballot used

is very different from th|it in Great Britain. At the quadrennial

presidential election in New V’’ork state, for example, the officers

to be voted for by each elector are thirty-six presidential electors,

one congressman, state-governor, lieutenant-governor and five

other state officers,amember for each house of thestute legislature,

several judges, a sheriff, county-clerk and other county officers.

The column with the list of the candidate.s of each party for all of

these offices is 2 to 3 ft, in length
;
and as there are often

eight to ten party-tickets in the field, the ballot-paper is usually

from 18 to 20 in. in width. Each voter receives one of these
“ blanket " ballots on entering the polling-place, and retires t(»

a booth to mark either a partycolumn or the individual candidates

in different columns for whom he wishes to vote. Where, as in

Massachusetts, the names of candidates are arranged by offices

instead of in party-lists, every voter must mark the name of each

individual candidate for whom he wishes to vote. Connecticut,

New Jersey and Delaware continue to use the system of separate

party ballots, the voter selecting the ballot he wishes to vote, on

which he can write any changes he may wish to make. (See also

Voting, Voting Machinbs, Election, Representation.)

BALLOU, HOSEA j[i77i’-x852), American Universalist clergy-

man, was lx)m in Richmond, New Hampshire, on the 30th of

April 1771. He was a son of Maturin Ballou, a Baptist minister,

was self-educated, early devoted himself to the ministry, ber.ame

a convert to Universalism in 1789, and in 1794 became a pastor

of a congregation at Dana, Massachusetts. He preached at

Barnard, Vermont, and the surrounding towns in 1801-1807
; at

Portsmouth, New Hampshire, in 1807-18x5 ; at Salem, Massa-

chusetts, in 1815- 1817 ; and as pastor olf the Second Universalist

Church in Boston from December 1817 until his death there on
the 7th of June 1852. He founded and edited The Universalist

MagoAine (18x9 ;
later called The Trumpet) and The Universalist

Expositor (1831 ;
later The Universalist Quarterly Review)

\

wrote about 10,000 sermons, many hymns, essays and polemic

theological works
; and is best known for Notes on the Parables

(1804), A Treatise m Atonement (1805) and ExaminaHon of the

Doctrine of a Future RetributUm (1834); in these, especially

the second, he showed himself the principal American expositor of

Universalism. His great contribution to his Church was the

body of denominational literature he left. From the theology

of John Murray, who like Ballou has been called “ the father of

American Universalism,’^ he differed in that he divested Uni-

versalism of every trace of Calvinism and opposed legalism and

trinitarian views.

Consult the biography by Tliomas Whitleraore (4 vols., Boston.

1854-1855) and that by Oscar F. Safiord (Boston, 1880); and

J. C. Adams, Hosea Hallou and the Gospel JRenamance (Boston, 1904).

His grand-nephew, Hosea Ballou (1796-1861), born in

Halifax, Vermont, on the 18th of October 1796, preached to

Universalists in Stafford, Connecticut (1815-1821); and in

Massachusetts, in Roxbury (1821-1838) and in Medford (1838-

1853); and in 1853 was elected first president of Tufts College at

Medford, serving in that office until shortly before his death,

which took place at Somerville, Massachusetts, on the 27th of

May 1861. He was the first (1847) to urge the necessity of a
Universalist denominational college, and this did much towards

the establishment of Tufts. He was associated with the elder

Hosea Ballou in editing the Universalist Quarterly Revieuf

;

edited an edition of Sismondi’s History of the Crusades (1833)

;

and wrote the Ancient History of Universalism
^
down to a.d. 553

(1829 ;
2nd ed., 1842).

Maturin Murray Ballqu (1820-1895), son of the first Hosea,

was a pioneer in American illustrated journalism, edited Gleason's

Pictorial and Ballou's Monthly and many collections of quota-

tions, and in 1872 became editor-in^ihief of the Boston Daily

Globe, of which he was one of the founders. He wrote a life of

liis father (i86o), many books of travel and a History of Cuba

^8S4)-
BALLSTON SPA, a village and the county-seat of Saratoga

county, New York, U.S.A., about 7 m. S. of Saratoga Springs.

Pop. (1890) 3527 ; (1900)3923; (1905; state census, 4131).

It is served by the Delaware 8? Hudson railway, and is con-

nected with ^atoga Springs, Albany, and Schenectady by
electric lines. There are several manufacturing establishments,

among which are one of the largest manufactories of paper-bags

in the United States and a large tannery. It is, however, as a
popular summer resort that Ballston Spa is best known. Many
fine chalybeate and other springs rising through solid rock from
a depth of about 650 ft. furnish a highly effervescent water of

considerable medicinal and commercial value. The village has

the Ballston Spa public library, the Saratoga county law
library and the Saratoga county court house. Ballston Spa,
which was named in honour of the Rev. Eliphalet Ball, an early

settler, was settled about 1787 by the grandfather of Stephen
A. Douglas, and was incorporated in 1855.

BALLYCASTLE, a seaport and watering-place on the north
coast of Co. Antrim, Ireland, in the north parliamentary

division, situated on a bay of the same name opposite Rathlin

Island. Pop. (1901) 1481. It is connected with the Northern
Counties (Midland) railway at Ballymoney by the Ballycastle

light railway. The town consists of two divisions, about a
quarter of a mile apart and connected by a fine avenue. Towards
the close of the 18th century Mr Hugh Boyd, obtaining the

estate, devoted himself to the extension and improvement of

the town, establishing manufactures, endowing charities and
building churches

;
and succeeded in producing a temporary

vitality. Upwards of £150,000, including a laige government
grant, is said to have b^n expended upon the [^r and harbour

;

but the violence of the sea overthrew the one and the other

became filled with sand. To the east of the town are the remains

of Bonamargy Abbey, the burial-place of many of the Mac-
Donnell family. The Carey brook, by the side of which the

abbey stands, was formerly called Margy, and on its waters

according to tradition dwelt the four children of Lir, changed

to swans by . their ste|>-mother until St Columba-released them
from enchantment. (See P. W. Joyce, Old Celtic Romances^)

With this well-known romance is connected the wide-spread

belief in Ireland of ill-fortune following the kill^ of a swan.

Coel-seams, formeriy extensively workao, and from an unknown

t
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period of antiquity, appear in the cliffs towards Fair Head, and
the fisheries are important. The coast>scenery and the view
from the hill of Kno^ayd are notable.

BALLYMENA, a town of Co. Antrim, Ireland, in the mid
parliamentary division, on the Braid, an affluent of the Maine,
2 m. above their junction. Pop. of urban district (1901) 10,386.

It is 33 m. N.N.W. of Belfast on the Northern Counties (Midland)
railway. Branch lines run to Lame and to Parkmore on the
cast coast. The town owes its prosperity chiefly to its linen

trade, introduced in 1733, which gives employment to the greater

part of the inhabitants. Brown linen is a specialty. Iron ore
is raised in the neiglibourhood. Antiquities in the neighbour-
hood are few and the present buildings of Ballymena Castle

and Galgorm Castle are modem. Gracehill, however, a Moravian
settlement, was founded in 1746.

BALLYMONEY, a market town of Co. Antrim, Ireland,

in the north parliamentary division, 53 m. N.N.W. from Belfast

by the Northern Counties (Midland) railway. Pop. of urban
district (1901) 2952. The Ballycastle railway joins the main
line here. The trade of the town is prosperous, brewing, distil-

ling and tanning being carried on, besides the linen manufacture
common to the whole county. Soap, candles and tobacco are

also manufactured, and the town is a centre for local agricultural

trade. Near the neighbouring village of Dcrvock (4! m. N.) is

a cottage shown by an inscription to have hetn the home of the

ancestors of William McKinley, president of the United States.

BALLYMOTE, a market town of Co. Sligo, Ireland, in

the south parliamentary division, 14 m. S. of Sligo by the Midland
Great Western railway. Pop. (1901) 997. It is a centre for

some agricultural trade and has carriage-building works. There
are remains of a strong castle, built by the powerful earl of Ulster,

Richard de Burgh, in 1300, and the scene of hostilities in 1641
and 1652. Ruins are also seen of a Franciscan foundation

attributed to the 13th century; it was a celebrated seat of

learning and an extant memorial of the work of its monks is

the Book of BaUymole (c, 1391) in the possession of the Royal
Irish Academy, a miscellaneous collection in prose and verse of

historical, genealogical und romantic writings. Inhere are also,

near the town, ruins of a house of the Knights of St Jolm(i303),
BALLYSHANNON, a seaport and market-town of Co.

Donegal, Ireland, in the south parliamentary division, at the

mouth of the Erne
;

on the Bundoran branch of the Great
Northern railway. Pop. (1901) 2359. Tlie river is here crossed

by a bridge of twelve arches, which connects the town with the

sul)urb of The Port. Below the bridge the river forms a beautiful

cascade, 150 yds. wide, with a fall at low water of 16 ft. Here
is the salmon leap, where tlie fish are trapped in large numbers,
but also assisted to mount the fall by salmon-ladders. The
fisheries are of great value, and there is an export trade to England
in salmon, which are despatched in ice. The harbour is a small
exposed creek of Doneg^ Bay, and is only accessible to small
vessels owing to a bar. Previous to the Union Ballyshannon
returned two members .to the Irish parliament and it was in-

corporated by James I. There are slight remains of a castle of

the O’Donnells, earls of Tyrconncll, where the English, on
attempting to besiege it, were defeated and lost heavily in their

retreat across the river, in 1597. There are numerous raths or
encampments in the vicinity and other remains. Cooknore,

3 m. N.W., is a bathing-resort.

BALM, a fragrant herb, Melissa officinalis, of the Dcadnettle
order (Labiaiae) with opposite, ovate, crenulated leaves, which
are wrinkled above, and small white or rose-spotted flowers.

It is a native of central and southern Europe; it is of^
grown in gardens and has become naturalized in the south of
England and grows apparently wild as a garden escape in North
America. The name is from the Greek ftcAiexTa, the plant being
visited by bates. Bastard Balm is an allied plant, MelitUs
MdissopkyUum, a southern European spedes, found in the south
and south-west of Ei^eUnd.
BAUUGBDA, MSB MANUEL (1838-X89X), president of the

republk of Chile, was bom in Santiago in 1838. His parents
were wealthy, and in his etdy days he was dii^ concerned in

283

industrial and ^ricultural enterprise. In 1865 he was one of

the representatives of the (Mean government at the genera!

South American congress at Lima, and after hts return obtained

great distinction as an orator in the national assembly. After

discharging some diplomatic missions abroad, he became succes-

sively minister of foreign affairs and of the interior under the

presidency of Sefior Santa Maria, and in the latter capacity

carried compulsory civil marriage and sevend other laws highly

obnoxious to the clergy. In 1886 he was elected phssident;

but, in spite of his great capacity, his imperious temper little

fitted him for the post. He was soon irreconcilably at variance

with tlie majority of the national representatives, and on the

ist of January 1891 he sought to terminate an intolerable

situation by refusing to convoke the assembly and ordering the

continued collection of the taxes on his own autliority. This led

to the Chilean Civil War of X891, which ended in the overthrow

of Balmaceda, who committed suicide on the i8th of Septmiber,

the anniversary of his elevation to the presidency.

BALMAIN, a town of Cumberland county, N.S.W., Australia,

on the western shore of Darling Harbour, Port Jackson,

2 m. by water from Sydney and suburban to it. Pop. (190X)

30,881. It is the home of great numbers of the working classes

of Sydney and some of the largest factories and most important

docks are situated here. Saw-mills, iron foundries, chemicals,

glass and soap works, shipbuilding yards and a cocoanut-oil

factory in connexion with the soap-manufacture at Port Sunlight,

England, are among the chief industrial establishments. Balmain
liecame a municipdity in i860.

BALMERINO, JAMES ELPHINSTONE, ist Bakon (c. 1553-
1612), Scottish politician, was the third son of Robert, 3rd Lord
Elphinstone (d. 1602). Rising to power under James VI. he
became a judge and a royal secretary

; he accompanied the king

to London in 1603 was made Lord Balrnerino, or Balmerinoch,
in 1604. In 1605 he became president of the court of session, but
his ardour for the Roman Catholic religion brought about his

overthrow. In X599 on the king’s behalf but without the king’s

knowledge, he had sent a letter to C'lement VJIL in which he
addressed the pope in very cordial terms. A copy of this letto:

having been seen by Elizabeth, the English queen asked James
for an explanation, whereupon both the king and the secretary

declared it was a forgery. There the matter rested until r6o8,

when the existence of the letter was again referred to during

some controversy between James and Cardinal Bellarmine.

Interrogated afresh Balmerino admitted that he had written the
compromising letter, that he had surreptitiously obtained the
king s signature, and that afterwards he had add^ the full titles

of the pope. In March 1609 he was tried, attainted and sentenced
to death, but after a brief imprisonment he was released and he
died at Balmerino in July 1612.

Balmerino’s elder son John (d. 1649) was permitted to take

his father’s title in 1613. In 1634 he was imprisoned for his

opposition to Charles 1 . in Scotland, and by a bare majority of

the jury he was found guilty of “leasing-making” and was
sentenced to death. But popular sympathy was strongly in his

favour; the poet Drummond of Hawthornden and others

interceded for him, and after much hesitation Charles pardoned
him. Balmerino, however, did not desist from hLs opposition

to the king. A chief among the Covenanters and a trusted

counsellor of the marquess of Azgyll, he presided over the cele-

brated parliament which met in Edinburgh in August 1641, and
was one of the Scottish commissioners who visited England in

1644. He died in February 1649 was succeeded as^ lord

by hix son John (1623-1704), who in 1669 inherited from his

uncle James the title of Lord Coupar. John’s son John, 4th
Lord Balmerino (1652-1736), was a lawyer of some repute and,
although a sturdy opponent of the Union, was a Scottish repre-

sentative peer in x710 and 17x3. John’s son Aethuk (1688-1746)
who became 6th Lord Balmerino on the death of his half-brother

John in January 1746, is famous as a Jacobite. He joined the

partisans of James Edward, the Old Pretender, after the bottle

of Sheriffmuir in November 1715, and then lived for some time
in exfle, returning to Scotland in 1733 when his father had
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secured for him a pardon. He was one of the first to join Giarles

Edward in 1745 ;
he marched ^th the Jacobites to Derby,

fought at Falkirk and was captured at Culloden. Tried for

treason in Westminster Hall he was found guilty, and was

beheaded on the iith of August 1746, l)ehaving both at his trial

and at his execution with great constancy and courage. On his

death without issue his titles l)ecame extinct.

BALMtS, JAIME LUCIANO (1810-1848), Spanish ecclesiastic,

eminent as a political writer and a philosopher, was born at Vich

in Catalonif, on the 28th of August 1810, and died there on the

Qth of July 1848. Having attacked the regent Espartero and

been exiled he founded and edited on his return the El Pensa-

mienio de la Nanon, a Catholic and Conservative weekly
;
but

his fame rests principally on El Pratestantismo comparado con el

Catolicismo eti sus relat tones am la Civilisacion Europea (3 vols.,

i842-t844, 6th edition, 1879 ;
Eng. trans. London, 1849), an

able defence oi (^Catholicism on the ground that it represents the

spirit of obedience or order, as opposed to Protestantism, the

spirit of revolt or anarchy. From the historicAl standpoint it is

of little value. The best of his philosophical works, which are

clear expositions of the scholastic system of thought, are the

Ftlosofia Fondamenial (4 vols., 1846, Eng. trans. by H. F.

Ilrownson, 2 vols. New York, 1856), and the Curso de Ftlosofia

Elemental (4 vols., 1847), which he translated into Latin for use

in seminaries.

See A. de Bhinclic-Raffm, Jacques Balmds, sa vie et ses ouvrages
(Paris, 184^) ; and E. Bullon hornande*, Jaime Balmes y sus oberas

(Madrid, 1903).

BALMORAL CASTLE (Gaelic, the majestic dwelling ”), a
private residence of the British sovereign, in the parish of Crathie

and Braemar, Aberdeenshire, Scotland, on the right bank of the

Dec (here spanned by a fine suspension bridge), 9 m. W. of

Ballater and at a height of 900 ft. above the sea. The property

formerly belonged to the Farquharsons of Invorey, from whom
it was acquired by Sir Robert Gordon, whose trustees dispo.sed

of the lease in 1848 toathe prince consort, by whom the whole
estate was purchased in 1852 and bequeathed to (^)ueen Victoria.

The castle is built of granite in the Scots baronial style, with

an eastern tower too ft. high commanding a superb view

—

Ballochbuie and Braemar to the W., Glen Gairn to the N,,

Lochnagar and the Ixiautiful valley of the Dee to the S. On
Craig Gowan (1319 ft.), a hill i m. to the south, have been

erected memorial cairns to Queen Victoria, the prince consort,

Princess Alice and other mcml^ers of the royal family of Great

Britain. The parish church of Crathie (1903), replacing the kirk

of 1806, is li m. to the W., and about 2 m. farther west stands

Aber^eldie (Xstle, another Highland royal residence, an ancient

building to which modern additions have been made, inhabited

by King Edward VII. when prince of Wales, and after his acces-

sion to the throne used as a shooting-lodge.

BALNAVB8, HENRY (1512 P-1579), Scottish politician and
reformer, bom at Kirkcaldy about 1512, was educated at St

Andrews and on the continent, where he adopted Protestant

views. Returning to Scotland, he continued his legal studies

and in 1538 was appointed a lord of session. He married about
the same time Christian Scheves, and in 1539 was granted the

estate of Halhill in Fife, after which he is generally named.
Before 1540 he was sworn of James V.’s privy council, and was
known as one of the party in favour of the English alliance and
of an ecclesiastical reformation. He is also described as treasurer

to James {Leittrs and Papm, 1543, i. 64), but the regent Arran
appointed him secretary in the new government of the infant

teeen Mary (Januaiy 1543)* He promoted the act permitting

the reading of the Scriptures in the vulgar tongue, ai^ was one
of the commissioners appointed to arrange a marriage treaty

between the little quee 1 and the future Edward VI. In lx)ndon

he was not considered so complaisant as some of the other

commissioners, and was not made privy to all the engagements
taken by his colleagues (ib, i. 834). But Beton '' loved him
worst of all,” and, when Arran went over to the priestly party,

Balnaves was, in November 1543, deprived of his offices and
imprisoned in Blackness Castle.

Thence he was released by the arrival of Hertford’s fleet in

the following May, and from this time he became a paid agent of

the English cause in Scotland. He took no part in the murder
of Beton, but was one of the most active defenders of the castle

of St Andrews. He received £100 from Henry VIll. in December

1546, was granted an annuity of £125 by Protector Somerset

in 1547 and was made English paymaster of the forces in St

Andrews. When that castle surrendered to the French in July
Balnaves was taken prisoner to Rouen. Somerset made vain

efforts to procure his release and continued his pension. He
made himself useful by giving information to the English govern-

ment, and even Mary Tudor sent him l$o as reward in J une 1 554.

Balnaves also busied himself in writing what Knox calls ” a
comfortable treatise of justification,” which was found in MS.
witli a preface by Knox, among the reformer’s papers, and was
published at Edinburgh in 1584 under the title The Confession

of Faith,

In 1557 Balnaves was permitted to return to Scotland and
regain his property

;
probably it was thought that Mary Tudor’s

burnings would have cooled the ardour of his English affections,

and that in the war threatening between two Catholic countries,

Balnaves would serve his own. 'I'lie accession of Queen Elizabeth

changed the situation, and Mary of Guise had reasons for accusing

him of “practices out of England” {Salisbury MSS, i. 155).

He took, in fact, an active part in the rising of 1559 and was
commissioned by the Congregation to solicit the help of the

English government through Sir Ralph Sadleir at Berwick. He
was also selected one of the Scots representatives to negotiate

with the duke of Norfolk in February 1560. In 1563 he was
restored to his office as lord of session, and was one of those

appointed by the (ieneral Assembly to revise the Book of Discip-

line. He was one of Bothwell’s judges for the murder of Darnley

m 1567, and in 1568 he accompanied Moray to the York inquiry

into Queen Mary’s guilt. He resigned his judicial office in 1574,
and died in 1579 at Edinburgh. He has been claimed as a Scots

bard on the strength of one ballad, “ 0 gallandis all, 1 cry and
call,” which is printed in Allan Ramsay’s Evergreen (2 vols.

17*4-17*7).

Sec Letters and Papers of Henry VI 11. (1540-1543) ;
Bain’s and

Thorji’s Cal. of Scottish State-Papers
;
English Domestic and Foreif^n

Cals.\ Acts of Engl. Privy Council; Peg. P.C., Scotland; Reg,
Great Seal of Scotland

; Hamilton Papers ;
Border Papers

; Kno.\,
Works ; Burnet, Reformation

;
Froude, Hist. (A. I<\ P.)

BALNEOTHERAPEUTICS (Lat. balneum, a hath, and Gr.

Btpairtvuv, to treat medically). The medical treatment of

disease by internal and external use of mineral waters is quite

distinct from “ hydrotherapy,” or the therapeutic uses of pure

water. But the term “ balneotherapeutic.s ” has gradually

come to be applied to everything relating to spa treatment,

including the drinking of waters and the use of hot baths and
natural vapour baths, as well as of the various kinds of mud
and sand used for hot applications. The principal constituents

found in mineral waters are sodium, magnesium, calcium and
iron, in combination with the acids to form chlorides, sulphates,

sulphides and carbonates. Other substances occasionally present

in sufficient quantity to exert a therapeutic influence are arsenic,

lithium, potassium, manganese, bromine, iodine, &c. The
chief gases in solution are oxygen, nitrogen, carbonic acid and
sulphuretted hydrogen. Argon and helium occur in some of

tlie “ simple thermal ” and “ thermal sulphur waters.” There

arc few doctors who would deny the great value of special bathing

and drinking cures in certain morbid conditions. In the employ-

ment of the various mineral waters, many of the spas adopt

special means by which they increase or modify their influence,

e,g. the so-called “ aromatic ” or “ medicated ” baths, in which

substances are mixed to exert a special influence on the skin

and peripheral nerves. Of these the “ pine-needle ” bath has

the greatest repute
;

it is made by adding a decoction of the

needles or young shoots of firs and pines. Fir wood oil (a

mixture of ethereal oils) or the tincture of an alcoholic extract

acts equally well. The volatile ethereal constituents are sup-

posed to penetrate the skin and to^mtimalate the cutaneous
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circulation and peripheral nerves^ being eliminated later by the

ordinary channels. Similar effects follow the addition to the

bath of aromatic herbs^ such as camomile, thyme, ^c. For a

full-sized bath to a lb of herbs are tied in a muslin bag and

infused in a gallon of boiling water
; the juices are then ex-

pressed and ^ infusion added to the bath. Astringent baths

are prepared in a similar way from decoctions of oak bark,

walnut leaves, &c. In many spas on the European continent

baths are prepared from peat or mud mixed with hot mineral

water. Mineral peat consists of decomposing vegetable soil

that ha.s been so long in the neighbourhood of the medicinal

spring that it has undergone peculiar and variable chemical

changes. This is mixed with the hot mineral water until the

bath has the desired consistenc}', the effect on the patient being

in almost direct proportion to the density. These baths vary

greatly in composition. Mud Imths are chiefly prepared from

muddy deposits found in the neighbourhood of the springs,

as at St Amand. They act like a large poultice applied to the

surface of the body, and in addition to the influence of the

temperature, they exert a considerable mechanical effect. The
pulse is accelerated some 6 to 12 beats a minute, the respiration

'

numl)er rises, and the patient is thrown into a profuse perspira-

tion. They have very great value in gouty and rheumatic

conditions and in some of the special troubles of women.
There are certain conditions in which mineral water treatment

is distinctly contra-indicated. Advanced cardiac disease and

cardiac cases with failure of compensation must pre-eminently

be treated at home, not at a spa. Advanced arterio-sclcrosis,

any form of serious organic visceral disease, advanced cirrhosis,

pulmonary tuberculosis with a tendency to haemoptysis, much
elevation of temperature or emaciation, are all entirely unsuited

for this form of treatment. Serious organic nervous diseases,

great nervous depression and old cases of paralysis are all

contra-indicated. Any trouble, however suited in itself for spa

treatment, must be considered inapplicable if complicated with

pregnancy.

In advising balneotherapeutic treatment in any case, all the

conditions and habits of the patient—pecuniary, physical and
j)sychical—must be con.sidered, a.s the spa must be fitted to

the patient, not the patient to the spa. Besides the. particular

disease, the idiosyncrasy of the patient must be considered, the

same morbid condition in different people requiring very different

treatment. Retarded convalescence is a condition often treated

at the spas, although hygienic surroundings, both mental and

physical, are usually all that is necessary to ensure complete

recovery. After rheumatic fever, however, if the joints remain

painful and the heart is dilated, the thermal gaseous saline water

of Nauheim, augmented by Schott’s -resistance movements, will

often appear to work wonders. Chronic rheumatism, where

there is much exudation round a joint or incipient stiffness of a

joint, may be relieved by hot thermal treatment, especially when
combined with various forms of massage and exercises. Simple

thermal waters, hot sulphur springs and hot muriated waters

are all successful in different cases. Chronic muscular rheuma-

tism c.an also be benefited in a similar manner. Diseases of the

nervous system are on the whole treated by these means with

small success. Mental diseases other than very mild^,cases of

depression should be considered inapplicable. Neurasthenics

are sometimes treated at chalybeate or thermal muriated saline

spas
;
but such treatment is entirely secondary to the general

management of the case. Neuralgic affections and the later

stages of neuritis, especially when dependent on gout or rheuma-
tism, arc often relieved or cured. Abdominal venosity (ab-

dominal plethora), a feature of obesity, glycosuria, &c., are

extremely well fitted for this form of treatment. The alkaline

sulphated waters, the bitter waters and the common salt waters

can all be prescribed, and after a short course can be supple-

mented with various forms of active and passive exercises.

Diseases of the respimtory organs are far more suited for climatic

treatmeiit than for treatment by baths« Anaemia can usually

be better or equally wett treated at home, or by seaside residence

or a lea voyage, though many physicians prescribe chloride of

sodium waters, followed 1^ a course of iron waters at tome
suitably situated spa. In the anaemia dependent on malarial

infection, the muriated or alkaline sulphated waters at spas of

considerable elevation and combined with iron and arsenic are

often very beneficial Gravel and stone, if of the uric acid

variety, can be treated with the alkaline waters, but the case

must be under constant observation lest the urine become too

alkaline and a deposition of phosphates take place on the already

formed uric acid stone. Gout is so variable both in cause and
effect that much discrimination is required in its treatment.

Where the patient is of “ full habit,** with portal stagnation,

the sulphated alkaline or mild bitter waters are indicated,

especially those of Carlsbad and Marienbad
;

but the use of

these strong waters must be followed by a long rest under strict

hygienic conditions. Where this is impossible, a milder course

must be advised, as at Homburg, Kissingen, Harrogate, Wies-

baden, Baden-Baden, &c. For very delicate patients, and

where time is limited, the simple thermal waters are preferable.

For radiant heat and light baths and electric baths of all

kinds, see Electrotherapeutics; and for compressed air

baths, Aerotmerapeutics. (See also Baths, Therapeutics,

and the articles on diseases.)

BALQUHIDDER (Gaelic, *^the farm in the back-lying

country **), a village and parish of Perthshire, Scotland. Pop.

of parish (1901) 605. The village lies 2 m. W. of the station of

the same name on the Caledonian railway from Callander to

OImn, and 27I m. N.W. of Stirling. It is situated at the east

end of Loch Voil, a lake at the foot of the Braes of Balquhiddcr.

The Maclaurins acquired the district as early as the 9th century

and occupied it for several hundred years until ousted by the

Maegregons, a neighbouring clan, who had repeatedly raided

their lands, and in 1558 slew the chief and many of his followers.

Balquhiddcr was the scene of some of the exploits of Rob Roy,
who died there in 1734. His gra'^e in the old kirkyard is marked
by a stone ornamented with rude carving, executed probably

centuries before his time. Another ancient stone is said tradi-

tionally to cover the grave of Angus, the^^olumban missionary,

who was the first to carry on Christian work in this part of the

Highlands.

BALRAMPUR, a town of British India near the river Rapti,

28 m. from Gonda, in the Gonda district of the United Provinces.

Pop. (1901) 16,723. It gives its name to one of the laigcst

talukdari estates in the province. The raja. Sir Drigbijai Singh

K.C.S.I., was conspicuously loyal during the Mutiny, and was
rewarded with accessions of territory and hereditary privileges.

His death in 1882 gave rise to prolonged litigation and the estate

was thrown into chancery. The income is estimated at jfi 20,000,

paying a revenue of £46,000. Numerous schools and hospitals

arc supported. Bulrampur contains a large palace, a handsome

modem temple and an Anglo-vernacular school.

BAIBAM (from Gr. PaXtrafiov, through Lat. bdsamum, con-

tracted by popular use to 0 . Fr. hasmej mod. Fr. bdme
;
Eng.

balm), a term properly limited to such resins or oleo-resins as

contain benzoic* acid or cinnamic acid or both. Those balsams

which conform to this definition make up a distinct class, allied

to each other by their-composition, properties and uses. Those

found in commerce are the balsam of Peru, balsam of Tolu,

liquid storax and liquidambar. Balsam of Peru is the produce

of a lofty leguminous tree, Myroxylm PereiraCf growing within

a limited area in San Salvador, Central America and introduced

into Ceylon. It is a thick, viscid oleo-resin of a deep brown or

black colour and a fragrant balsamic odour. It is used in per-

fumery. Though contained in the pharmacopeias it has no

special medicinal virtues. Balsam of Tolu is produced from

Myroxylon toluiferum. It is of a brown colour, thicker than

Peru Msam, and attains a considerable d^ree of solidity on
keeping. It also is a product of equatorial America, but is found

over a much wider area than is the balsam of Peru, it is used

in perfumery and as a constituent in cough syrups and loaenges.

Liqisid storax or styrax preparatus, is a bahuim yielded by Ld^id-
ambar orientedis, a native of Asia Minor. It is a soft rerinous

substance, with a pleasing balsamic odour, espodiaBy after it
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hit liieeil kq>t lor some time. It is used in medicinem an external

application in some parasitic skin diseases, and internally as

an expectorant. An analogous • substance is dcanyed from

Liquidambar Aliingia in Java. Liquidambar balsatn is derived

from Liquidambar styraciflua^ a tree found in the United

States and Mexico. It contains cinnamic acid, but not

benzoic acid.

Of so-called balsams, entirely destitute of cinnamic and benzoic

constituents, the following are found in commerce ;

—

Mecca

balsam or Bcdm of Gilead, from Commiphora opobalsamum, a tree

growing in, Arabia and Abyssinia, is supposed to be the balm

of Scripture and the ftdXo'OfMfv of Theophrastus. When fresh

it is a viscid fluid, with a penetrating odour, but it solidifies with

age. Itwas regarded with the utmost esteem among the nations

of antiquity and to tluj present day it is peculiarly prized among

the people of the East. For balsam of copaiba see Copaiba.

Under the name c»f wood oilj or Gurjun balsam, an oleo-resin is

procured in India and the Eastern Archipelago from several

species of Dipierocarpus, chiefly D, turhinatus, which has the

odour and properties of copaiba and has been used for the same

purposes. Wood oil is also used as a varnish in India and forms

an effective protection against the attacks of white arts. Canada

balsam or Canada turpentine is the oleo-resin yielded by Abies

balsamea, a tree that grows in Canada and the northern parts

of the United States. It is a very transparent substance, some-

what fluid when first run, but thickening considerably with age,

possessed of a delicate yellow colour and a mild terebinthous

odour. It contains 24 % of essential oil, 60 % of resin

soluble in alcohol, and 16% of resin soluble only m ether. Its

chief uses arc for mounting preparations for the microscope and

as a cement for glass in optical work.

The garden balsam is an annual plant, Impaiiens balsamina,

and the balsam apple is the fruit of Momordica balsamina, nat.

order Cucurbitaccae.

BALBHAMt HUGH DE (d. 1286), English churchman, appears

first as sub^rior of the monastery of Ely. On the death of

William of Kilkenny fn 1256 the monks elected him bishop of

Ely, to the annoyance of Henry III. who had handed over the

temporalities of the sec to John de Waleran. The election was
confirmed by the pope in 1257 and Hugh set to work to mpair

the barm done to the diooese by the intruder. In 1280 the bishop

obtained a charter allowing him to replace the secular brethren

residing in his hospital of St John at Cambridge by “ studious

scholar ” ; a second charter four years later entirely differentiated

these scholars from the brethren of the hospital, and for

them Hugh de Balsham founded and endowed the college of

Peterhouse.

BALTA, a town in the Russian government of Podolia,

between the Dniester and the Bug, 131 m. by rail N.N.W. of

Odessa. It carries on a large trade in cattle, horses and grain,

and has two annual fairs, held at Whitsuntide and in June.

A variety of industries, such as tallow-melting, soap-boiling,

tile-making and brewing, are carried on. The Jews form a very

considerable part oLtfae population, which in '1867 numbered

14,538, and in 1^7, 23,393. was in great part destroyed

by the Russians in ii6o,
BALTARD, LOUU FIERBB (1764-1846), French architect

and enf^raver, was bom in Paris on the pth of July 1764. He
was originally a landscape painter, but in his travels through

Italy was so much struck with the b^uty of the Italian buildings,

that he changed his profession and devoted himself to architec-

ture. In his new occupation he achieved great success, and was
sdected to prepare the plans for sope of the largest public

edifices in Paris. His reputation, however, is chiefly ba^ on

htt great skill in engraving. Among the best known oi his plates

are the drawings of Paris (Paris ei see monummtSt 2 voh. fol,

1803), the engravings lor Denon’s ^fypte, the illustrations of

Na^eon’s wars (Z.a CaUmne de la grassde etrmie), and diose

contained in the series entitled the Grand prix de Varehiteelure,

which for some time he carried on alone. He also gained dis-

thiction as an eograver of portraita. Baltard died in Paris on
the asnd of January sA4fi-

I

Two of his children were also architects. Of these the more

important was Vicroa Baltard (1805-1874), who was bom in

Paris on the 19th of June 1805. In 1833 he gamed the prix de

Rome at the Ecole des beaux-arts for designing a military sdiool.

He was laigely instrumental in introducing a regular scheme

of fresex) decoration by modem artists in the churches of Paris,

to take the place of the heterogeneous collections of pictures

of all kinds with which their walls had been promiscuously

decorated. He built many additions to existing churches,

and also the church of St Augustin, in which he united

the structural values of stone and steel. His most popular

achievement was, however, the building of the central market

in Paris. Victor Baltard also built the slaughter houses

and the cattle market of La Villette. He died in Paris on

the 13th of January 1874, after a life of great activity in his

profession.

BALTIC SEA (Scand. and Ger. Ostsee] Russ. BalUyskoe

More), a sea extending between 54^ and 66*^ N. lat., and and
30° E. long., surrounded by the territories of Sweden, Russia,

Germany and Denmark. Its greatest length is about 960 m.

;

greatest breadth about 400 m.
;
and len^h of coast-line, 5000

m. ; the central axis runs approximately from south-west to

north-east. The Baltic is connected with the North Sea by the

winding channel between the south of Scandinavia and the

Cimbrian peninsula. This channel is usually included in the

Baltic. The part of it west of a line joining the Skaw with

Christiania fjord receives the name of Skagerrak
;

the part

east of this line is called the Kattegat. At its southern end the

Kattegat is blocked by the Danish islands, and it communicates

with &e Baltic proper by narrow channels called the Sound,

the Great Belt and the Little Belt. The real physical boundary

between the North Sea and the Baltic is formed by the plateau

on which the islands Zealand, Funen and Laaland are situated,

and its prolongation from the islands Falster and Mden to the

coasts of Mecklenburg and Riigen.

East of this plateau the Baltic proper forms a scries of hollows

or troughs. The first, or Bornholm deep, lies east of the island of

Bornholm, and is separated from the next, or Gotland deep, by

the Middelbank. Beyond the Middelhank the Danziger Tiefe,

an bolated depression, lies to the south-east, while to the north-

east the Gotl^d basin, the largest and deepest of all, extends

north-eastwards to the Gulf of Finland. Along the Swedish

coast a deep duinncl runs northward from outside the island of

Oland ; this is entirely cut off to the south and east by a bank
which sweeps eastward and northward from near Karlskrona,

and on which the island of Gotland stands, but it communicates

at its northern end with the Gotland deep, and near the junction

opposite Landsort is the deepest hole in the Baltic (420 metres
•* 230 fathoms).

unbroken ridge, extending from Stockholm to Hango in

Finland, separates the Baltic b^in proper from the depression

between Sweden and the Aland Isles, to which the name Aland
Haf has been given. North of the Aland Haf a ridge defines the

southern edge of another depression, the Bothnian Sea, which in

turn is separated from the most northerly division, the Gulf of

Bothnia, by a ridge across the narrow Quarken or Kvarken
Strait. The Gotland deep may be said to extend directly into

the Gulf of Finland, an arm of the Baltic, running eastwards for

about 250 m., and separating Finland from Esthonia. Between

Esthonia and CourUnd is the Gulf of Riga, a shallow inlet of

roughly circular form, about 100 m. in diameter, and nowhere

more than 27 hithoms deep.

According to recent computations the total area of the Baltic,

including the Skagerrak and Kattegat, is 166,397 sq. m., and
its volume 6907 cub. m., giving a mean depth of 36 fathoms,

which is markedy less than that of any other arm of the sea ol

similar area.

In the deeper hollows in thesmth part of the Baltic the bottom

consists almost invariably of either soft brown or grey mud or

hard day, vdiile on the ahallow banks and near the low coasts

fine sand, of white, yeUow or brown colour with small pebbles,

is usually found. ,
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At the time of the last grsajt: subsidence, in glacial times* sa ann
of the sea extended across Sweden, submerging a great part of t^

littoral up to the Gulf of Bothnia, and induding the
present lakes Vener, Hjchnar and Malar. During
this period the wateN of the northern Baltic were suf-

chtneimr ^9^ oysters to flourish. The subsequent
upheaval restricted direct communication with the open

sea to tlic Danish channels, and the Baltic waters became fresher

:

the oyster disappeared, ‘but a number of cold salt-water Ashes and
crustaceans, and even seals, became acclimatised. It has been
suggested that the presence of the remains of these animals indicates
a communication to the north with the Arctic Ocean ; but in view
of the severe climatic conditions still prevailing at the time, this
seems an unnecessary assumption. In the next stage ot its history
the Baltic is transformed by further elevation into a vast freshwater
lake, the Aneylus lake of G. de Geer (nauned from the remains of the
moUuHC Ancylus /luviaiilis), which is supposed to liave covci'ed
ail area of about 220,000 sq. m., including tiie whole of the present
Baltic area and a large part of Finland, with Lake Ladoga. Then
followed a subsidence, which not only ru-cstablished communication
through the Danish channels, but allowed the Baltic to become
sufliciently salt for such forms as Cardium edule and Littorina littorea.

At this tim(r tin* Gulf of Bothnia must have suflered greater depres-
sion than the Baltic proper, lor the deposits of that epoch show a
thickness of 100 metres (328 ft.) near Hemfisand, but of only
25 metres (82 ft.) in tlie neighlxiurhood of Gotland. After this
period of subsidence the process of elevation set in which gave the
Baltic its present form and physical condition, and appears to lie

still in progress. Dr R. Sieger has traced a scries of isobasic lines,

or lines of equal rate of elevation, for portions of Sweden and
Finland ; these indicate that the movement is now almost nil along
the axial lines of the Baltic and the Gulf of Finland, but increases
in amplitude northwards to the Gulf of Bothnia and in tlic direction
of the main ridge of the massif of southern Sweden. At Stockholm
the rate of elevation Is approximately <>*47 metre (=1-54 ft.) in

a century.
The coast of the Baltic is rocky only in the island-studded region

at tlie head of tlio Baltic basin proper—a submerged lake-district

—

and the littoral generally is a typical morainic land, the work of the
last great Baltic glacier. The southern margin of tlie Baltic is of
peculiar interest. From Schleswig eastwards to I..ubeck Bay the
coast is pierced by a numlxsr of narrow openings or Fohrden, the result

of encroachment of the sea caused by subsidence. East of Liibeck,
as far as the mouth of the Oder, these give place to Bodden, ramified
openings studded witli islands : the structure here resembles that
of Scania in southern Sweden, a region once joined to both Denmark
and Pomerania by an isthmus which was severed by tectonic move-
ments. Beyond the Oder the coast-linc is unbroken as far as the
(julf of Danzig. It is then cut into by the estuarie.s of the Vistula,
the Pregol and tlie Memel. Here the westerly winds have full play,
and the coast is rimmed by a continuous lino of dunes, which cut
off the two great lagoons of the Frisches Haff and Kurisches Haff by
sandspits or Nehrungen.
The drainage area of the Baltic is relatively large. According to

the measurements of Sir J. Murray it extends to 461,450 sq. sea m.
(=611,700 sq. English m.) The largest river-basin included in it

is that of the Neva in the eaat, and next in sice oome the Vistula
and the Oder in the south. The narrow parallel troughs, at right
angles to the coast, which form the drainage-system of Sweden and
western Finland, are a remarkable feature.

Levellings from Swineraiinde show that the mean level of the
surface of the Baltic at that pc^t is 0-093 metres (»-305 ft.) below

Level
surface of the North Sea at Amsterdam, and o-o66

metres
(
= *216 ft.) Ixjlow its level at Ostend. A line of

levd-s from Swinemiinde through Eger to tbo Adriatic showed the
mean level of the surface of the Baltic to be 0-499 metres (i«6 h.j
above that of the Adriatic Sea. Tlie mean level of the surface of the
Baltic rises about 0-5 metres (i»6 ft) from the coast of Holstein to
Memel, probably as a result of the prevailing westerly winds ; this

mean difference is exceeded with strong we.stcrly winds, and dis-

appears or is reversed with easterly winds. The waves qj^ the Baltic
are usually short and irregular, often dax^erous to navigation.
Destructive waves, probably caused by distant earthquakes, called
Seebdren (cf. English “ bores ")have been recorded.

The range of tiie tides is aixmt one foot at Copenhagen
; within

the Baltic proper ordinary tides are scarcely perceptible. There
is, however, a distinctly marked annual rise and fall due to
meteorologicid influences having a mean range of about 11-4 cm.
(o*37 ft.), at Travemunde, and 13-9 cm. (0.46 ft.) at Swinemunde,
the maximum oocurrifig at the end of the summer rainy period in
Auj^st.
XM circulation of taater in the Baltic proper must be considered

apart from the circulation in the channels connecting it with the
North Sea; and in this relation the plateau connectingvmww
the islands Falster and Moen with the coast of Mecklen-
burg and Bfigen must be taken as the dividing line. In

the great hum ond bellows ftom Riigen to the Gulfs of Bothnia
and t^iidaiid the nmr layerg of water, from 301 to 70 metres ;(i6 to
38 fathoms) in thickness, nave almost the san^ salinity throughout.
In those waters a vertical circulation is kept up vy cosrectioB

currents. Beneath these mium^ niter Bsceugh
which a thermal wave of amall amphtude fs slowly^ propantsd to
the bottom by conduction. These strata are practically stagnant,
deflcient in ox3rgen and ameharged with darbOnic aCid. '!^eir

aalter waters must have been origmally derived from outside, and
must thevefoie have passed over ;the plateau between Falster end
hieckleaburg> but their horiaontal extension is checked by the ridgea
separating me deep hollows in the Baltic from each other. The in-

flow to the deep biLsins is intermittent, probably with a long period
of flux and reflux.

The circulation in the channels connecting the Baltic proper
with tlie Nortli Sea is of a complex character. It is uuccssary in the
first place to distinguish clearly between outflowing and inflowing
waters; in practice this is easily done, as the outflowing water
always contains loss than 30 parts pro miUe of salt, and the Inflowing
water more than 32 pro milte. The Baltic receives much more water
by rainfall, discharge of rivers, dec,, than it loses by evaporation.;
hence a surplus must Ix' got rid of by an outflowing current which
may be named the “ Baltic Stream.'^ The following general laws
may be laid down with regard to this :

—

1 . That the Baltic Stream must be a surface current, because it

origiuatos from a redundancy of fresh water.
2. That, on account of the earth’s rotation, the main part of the

Baltic Stream must keep close to the coast of the Scandinavian
peninsula.

3. That it must be a periodic stream, because the discharge of
the rivers into the Baltic varies with the season of the year. In
firing and summer the water from the Baltic is sufliciently abun-
dant to inundate the whole surface of the Kattegat and Skagerrak,
but in winter the sources of the Baltic current are for the most part
dried up by the freezing of the land water.

All the waters which enter tlie Skagerrak or Kattegat as under-
currents can be found at the surface of the North Sea (q.v,), They
may be divided according to their origin and salinity as follows :

—

(«) Ocean water of 35 pro milk salinity or more.
(6) North Sea water, the predominant water in the North Sea area,

of 34 to 35 pro milk salinity.

(c) Bank water, 32 to 34 pro milk, which forms a broad edging
covering the coast banks of Holland, Germany, Denmark and
Norway.
The deepest water stratum in the Skagerrak is certainly of oceanic

origin : it has been found to suffer clianges of long period, and it is

probably not always composed of water derived from the same part
or the same depth of the North Atlantic

; this water is, as a nile,

deficient in oxygen. The “ North Sea ” water, of 34 to 35 pro milk
salinity, does not a]>pcar at the surface in the Skagerrak, except as
a strip along part of the coast of J utland, but it is always found as
an undercurrent overlying the oceanic water. It enters into all the
deep coast channels, and into the Christiania fjord, but it is not
always found in the deep channels of the Kattegat. The principal
time of inflow of North Sea water is during sprixig and summer.
Tlie bank-water of 32 to 34 pro milk aalinity is found all along the
continental coast of the North Sea and North Atlantic, and it may
therefort* enter the Skagerrak either from the North Sea or from the
north along the coast of Norway. It is probable indeed that an
influx of this water occurs from both directions—in Aumwt and
Septeml>er from the south, and in the late wmtor and eany spring
from the north. The seasonal changes in the distribution 01 the
bank-waters in different parts of the coast arc too complex to be
briefly explained ; their relations to the times of occurrence of
various fisheries of the region present many remarkable featurea,

which have been investigaM in recent years by the Swedish Com-
mis.sion.

On the west and south coasts of Sweden, and in the Skagerrak
south-east of Norway, navigation is interfered with by ice only in
severe winters, and then the ice is usually drifting, compact sea*ice
being veiy rare. Between Stockholm and Visby navigation usually
ceases at the end of December and begins again about the loth of
April. During very severe winters the ^land Sea is covered with
thick ice available for-traflic. The south part of the Gulf of Bothnia
is covered with ice every winter aloi^ the coasts, but rarely, if ever,
in its central pprt. Navigation is interrupted by drifting ice from
about the middle, of Novemlxer to the beginning of May, thoqgh
the port of Herndsand ba.s been known to remain open during a
whole winter. The northern Quarken to covered with traversabk*
ice every third or fourth year. The northern part of the Golf of
Bothnia is froaen every winter. In the Gulf of Finland the aea
is closed to navigation by ice for about 150 days in the year ; but
navigation is rendered possible throughout the winter by the use
of ice-breakers.

See referenow to diflbnint parts of the subject in the staadazd
books of A. Pencia A. de Lapparent E. Sneaa and othacs. Also
Crediw, Z>w FfUmung dor OMm (Leipaig, 1895) i Om
Skanainaviens nivd^rdndringar under quarldrptrioden (Stockholm,
1888); R. Sieger, Smischwankungdn und Sirandversemebitngen in
Skaudinmim (Berlin, 1893) ; O. Pettersfon. '** Review 9f Bwodiih
Hydrographic Rkmaroh,'' SootHak Geographical Magaekee (1894)

;

N. Ekhplm. Om JUimaUis MrinMr igeologish och hietofiih ftd. yum
(Stockholm, 1899) ;

PublicatiaHs of the JntemaUoneU Council for (he
Study of the Sea (Copenfli^ekl, dnee 190a). N. D.)
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ALTIMORI, OEOROB CALVERT, isT Baron {e. 1580-1632),

English statesman, son of Leonard Calvert, and Alice, daughter

of John Crosland of Crosland, was horn at Kipling in Yorfihire

and educated at Trinity College, Oxford. After travelling on the

continent, he entered the public service as secretary to Robert

Cecil, afterwards carl of Salisbury. In 1606 he was appointed

clerk of the crown in Connaught and Clare, in 1608 a clerk of

tlie council, and was returned to parliament for Bossincy in 1609.

He assisted James I. in his discourse against Vorstius, the

Arminian theological professor of Leiden, and in 1613 took

charge of the Spanish and Italian correspondence. The same
year he was sent on a mission to Ireland to investigate grievances.

For these services he was rewarded by knighthood in 1617,

followed by a secretaryship of state in 1619 and a pension of

£3000 a year in 7620. He represented successively Yorkshire

(1621) and Oxford University (1624) in the House of Commons,
where it fell to him in his official capacity to communicate the

king’s policy and to obtain supplies. He was distrusted by the

parliament, and was in favour of the unpopular alliance with

Spain and the Spanish marriage. Shortly after the failure of

the scheme he declared himself a Roman CxathoHc, and on the

1 2th of February 1625 threw up his office, when he was created

Baron Baltimore of Baltimore and received a grant of large

estates in Ireland. Henceforth he was seen little in public life

and his attention was directed to colonial enterprise, with which

his name will be always associated. He had established a small

settlement in Newfoundland in 1621, for which under the name
of Avalon he procured a charter in 1623, and wliich he himself

visited in 1627. In consequence of disputes and the unsuitable

nature of the climate he sailed thence for Virginia, but was
forbidden to settle there unle.ss he took the oaths of allegiance

and supremacy. He returned home, and died on the 15th of

April 1632 before a new concession was secured, the charter of

Maryland passing the great seal on the 20th of June 1632 in

favour of his son Cecilius, second Lord Baltimore, who founded
the colony. Baltimore married Anne, daughter of George
Mynne of Hurlingfordflbry, Hertfordshire, by whom he had
six sons and five daughters. He wrote Carmen funebre in D. Hen,
Vntonum (1596); The Ansiver to Tom Tell-Troth . . , (1642) is

also attributed to him, and Wood mentions Baltimore as having
composed “ something concerning Maryland.” His letters are

to be found in various publications, including Strafford’s Letters^

Clarendon State Papers and the Calendars of State Papers,

Bihliogkaphv.— and Cecilius Caloert by W'illiatn Hand
Browne (iSijo) ; article by C. H. Firth in the Diet, of Nat, Biof>. with
references there Riven ; Wood’s Athenae Oxonienses (Bliss) ii. 522 ;

Doyle's. The English in Atnerica ; Discourse on the l.tfe and Character

of Sir G. Calvert by J. P. Kennedy (184,5), with the Heview and
the Reply to the same; London Magazine, June 1768; "Sir G.
Calvert,'*^by L, W, Wilhelm {Mainland Hist. Soc., 14th April 1884)

;

The Nation, vol. 70, p. 05 ; American Historical Review, vol. 5, p. 577.

BALTIMORE, a city and seaport, and the metropolis of

Maryland, U.S.A., the sixth city in population in the United
States. It is at the head of tide-water on the Patapsco river and
its middle and north-west branches where they form an estuary

13 m. from the entrance of thchr waters into Chesapeake Bay, in

lat. 39’ 17' N. and longr76® 37' W,, about 173 m. by water from
the Atlantic Ocean, 40 m. by rail N.W. from Washington, 26 m. N.
by W. from Annapolis, 97 m. S.W. from Philadelphia, and 184 m.
from New York. Pop. (1890) 434,439 ; (1900) 508,957 of whom
79,358 were nemroes, and 68,600 foreign-^m (of Hiesc 33,208
were natives of Germany, 10,493 Russia, ^90 of Ireland,

2841 of England, 2811 of Poland, ^321 of Bohemia and 2042 of

Itnly); (1910, census)
S.‘58 »4^^S- It isj«rved by the Baltimore

& Ohio, the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington (the Pennsyl-
vania system), ibe Baltimore & Annapolis Short Line, the
Baltimore, Chesapeake 8r Atlantic

; the Northern Central
; the

Western Maryland and the Maryland 8r Pennsylvania railways
;

and by steamship lines running directly to all the morn important
ports on the Atkntk c^t of the United States, to ports in the
West Indies and Brazil, to London, Liverpool, Southampton,
Bristol, Leith, Glawow, Dublin, Belfast, Havre, Antwerp,
Rotterdam, Bremen, Hamburg and other European ports.

The city extends nearly 6} m. from E. to W., and except on

the W. side a little more than 5 m. from N. to^ S., covering an

area of about 32 sq. m. The ground on which it is built is for the

most part gently rolling
;
originally some portions were swampy

and others were marked by precipitous heights, but the swamps
have been drained and filled and the heights rounded off. Jones’s

Falls, a small stream shut in between granite walls several feet in

height, crosses the N. boundary line a short distance W. of its

middle, flows S.E. to the S.E. comer of the main business quarter,

and there meets the north-west branch of the Patapsco, in

which lies the harbour, defended at its entrance by the historic

Fort McHenry, built at the S.E. extremity of Locust Point, an
irregular peninsula extending S.E., on which are grain-elevators

and a number of wharves, including those of the Baltimore &
Ohio railway.

That part of the city which lies E. of Jones’s Falls is known as

East Baltimore, and is in turn nominally divided into Fells’

Point to the S. and E., now a shipbuilding and manufacturing
quarter, and Old Town to the N. and W. In the Old Town
still remain a few specimens of 18th-century architecture,

including several old-fashioned post-houses, which used to

furnish entertainment for travellers starting for the Middle West
by way of the old Cumberland Road beginning at Fort Cumber-
land, and from Baltimore to Fort Cumberland by a much older

turnpike. The more inviting portion of the modern city lies on
the western side of Jones’s l^alls, and the principal residential

districts are in the northern half of the city. A little S. from the

centre of the city, Baltimore Street, running E. and W., and
(Charles Street, running N. and S., intersect

;
from this point

buildings on these two streets are numbered N., S., K. and W.,
while buildings on other streets arc numbered N. and S. from
Baltimore Street and E. and W. from (Umrlcs Street. Baltimore
Street is the chief business thoroughfare

;
S. of it as well os a

little to the N. is the wholesale, financial and shipping district

;

while West Lexington Street, a short distance to the N., and
North Howard and North Eutaw Streets, between Fayette and
Franklin Streets, have numerous department and other retail

stores. In North Gay Street also, which runs N.E. through

East Baltimore, there are many small but busy retail shops.

North Charles Street, running through the district in which the

more wealthy citizens live, is itself lined with many of the most
.substantial and imposing residences in the city. Mount Vernon
l^lace and Washington Place, intersecting near the centre of the

city, Eutaw Place farther N.W., and Broadway running N.

and S. through the middle of East Baltimore, are good examples

of wide streets, having squares in the middle, adorned with

lawns, flower-beds and fountains.

The buildings of the principal business quarter have been

erected since J904, when a fire which broke out on Sunday the

7th of February destroyed all the old ones within an area of 150

acres. Within a year after the fire, however, 225 places of

business were again occupied and 170 more were building. A
city ordinance prohibited the erection of any building more than

185 ft. in height, and prescribed a uniform height for those in

the same neighbourhood
;
a large portion of the new buildings

are of either three or four storeys* but a few tall ones range from

ten to sixteen. The principal materials of which they are built

are limestone, granite, marble and bricks, and terra-cotta of

various colours.

The city hall, the post-office and the court-house, standing in

a row, and each occupying a separate block along £. Fayette

Street in almost the exact centre of the city, are three of Balti-

more’s most imposing buildings, and all of therti narrowly escaped

destruction by the great fire. The city hall, completed in 1875,

in the Renaissance style, consists of a centre structure of four

storeys surmounted byan iron dome 260 ft. high,and twoconnect-
ing wings of three storeys surmounted by a mansard roof

;
the

entire outer facing is of white Maryland marble. The post-office,

completed in 1890, is built of Maine granite. The court-house,

completed in 1899, is of white marble, decorated inside by mural

paintings by E. H. Blashfldd and C. Y. Turner. Two of the

principal library buildings—^the Pepbo^y and the Enoch Pratt—
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are faced with white marble. Among the churches may be
mentioned the Roman Catholic cathedral, surmounted by a dome
125 ft high—Baltimore being the seat of a Roman Catholic

archbishopric, the highest in rank in the United States
;
the First

Presbyterian church (decorated Gothic), with a spire 250 ft.

high
;
the Grace Episcopal church—Baltimore being the seat of

a Protestant Episcopal bishopric
;
the First Methodist Episcopal

church ;
and the synagogues of the Baltimore Hebrew Congrega-

tion and the Oheb Shalom Congregation. Other notable buildings

are the custom-house, the Masonic Temple, the Maryland Club-

house, the Mount Royal station of the Bdtimore cH; Ohio railway,

and the buildings of the Johns Hopkins hospital. There arc

several good bridges across Jones’s Falls.

On an elevated site at the intersection of Washington Place

—

a continuation of N. Charles Street— with Mount Vernon Place

standsa white marble monument in honour of George Washington,

the oldest of the monuments in his honour in the United States.

The corner-stone was laid in 1815 and the monument was
completed in 1829. The base is 50 ft. sq. and 24 ft. high ;

oh
this stands a Doric column, 25 ft. in diameter at the Imse and
130 ft. high, which is surmounted by a statue of Washington 16 ft.

high. A winding stairway in the interior leads to a parapet at

the top. In the squares by which the monument is surrounded

are also statues of Geoige Peabody l)y W. W. Story (a replica

of the one in London), Roger Brooke Taney by W. H. Rinehart,

and John Eager Howard by Emmanuel Fr6miet; and bronze

pieces representing l^eace, War, Force and Order, and a figure

of a lion by Antoine L. Barye. Here too is the house of Henry
Walters, whose collection of paintings, mostly by modern
French artists, and of Chinese and Japanese bronzes, ivory

carvings, enamels, porcelain and paintings has been transferred

to the Walters Art Gallery at the S. end of Washington Place

;

also the Peabody Institute with its conservatory of music and
collection of rare books, of American paintings, and of casts,

including the Rinehart collection of the works of William

H. Rinehart who was a native of Maryland. In Monu-
ment Square near the post-office and the court-house is the

white marble Battle Monument, erected in 1815 to the memory
of those who had fallen in defence of the city in the previous year;

it is 52 ft. high, the column being in the form of a bundle of

Roman fasces, upon the bands of which are inscribed the names
of those whom it commemorates

;
and the whole is surmounted

by a female figure, the emblematical genius of the city. To this

monument and the one in honour of Washington, Baltimore

owes the name “ The Monumental City,” frequently applied to

it. A small monument erected to the memory of Edgar Allan Poe
stands in the Westminster Presbyterian churchyard, where he

is buried
;

there is another monument to his memory in Druid

Hill Park. In Greenmount Cemetery in the north central part

of the city are the graves of Junius Brutus Booth, Mme Elizabeth

Patterson Bonaparte (1785-1879), the wife of Jerome Bonaparte,

Johns Hopkins, John McDonogh and Sidney l^anier.

In 1908 there were in the city under the jurisdiction of the

department of public parks and squares 13 parks of 10 acres

or more each and 33 squares, and the total acreage of parks was
2188 acres and of squares 86*53 acres. Chief among the parks

are Druid Hill Park in the N.W. containing 672*7B’acres and
famous for its natural beauty. Clifton Park, of 311*26 acres,

2 m. E. of Druid Hill and formerly a part of the Johns
Hopkins estate, passed into the possession of the city in 1895.

Patterson Park in the extreme S.E., of 125*79 acres, is a favourite

resort for the inhabitants of East Baltimore.

Education ,—Baltimore ranks high as an educational centre.

Johns Hopkins University (^'.C'.) is a leading institution of the

United States for graduate study. The Peabody Institute,

founded in 1859 by Geoige Peabody, who was for some years

a resident of Baltimore, is an important factor in the promotion

of science, literature and the fine arts. The Woman’s College

(Methodist), opened in 1888, is one of the few institutions of the

kind in southern United States. The older of the two state

normal schools, opened in 1867, is located here. Morgan
College (Methodist), opened in 1876, offers the advantages of a

college education to the eoloured young people. Loyola College,

founded in 1852, and various other institutions are for Uie

training of the Catholics.

The McDonogh farm school, with a farm of more than 800

acres, a printing-office and carpenter and machine shops,

prepares poor boys to enter any college in the country. The
institution owes its origin to a bluest left by John McDonogh.
Among the profession^ schools are the university of

and Baltimore University—each of which offers courses in law,

medicine and dentistry—the Baltimore Medical College, the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, the Woman’s M^ical
College, the Baltimore College of Dental Surgery, the Maryland

College of Pharmacy, the Baltimore Law School (affiliated with

the Baltimore Medical School), St Joseph’s Seminary and
St Mary’s Seminary, which, established by the Society of St

Sulpice in 1791, is said to be the oldest Catholic theological

seminary in the United States. The city also has a Polytechnic

Institute, as well as high schools for white and for coloured

pupils. The principal libraries are those of Johns Hopkins

University, Peabody Institute, Maryland Historical Society, and
the Bar Association : and the Enoch Pratt, the New Mercantile,

and Maryland Diocesan (Protestant Episcopal).

The charitable institutions of ^timore are numerous.

Several such institutions supported wholly or in part by the

state of Maryland (q.v.) arc located here, and besides these

there are scores of others. A representative list includes :

—

the Charity Organization Society, the primary object of which is

to organize the work of the others
;
the Baltimore Association

for the Improvement of the Condition of the Poor, which seeks

to discourage indiscriminate alms-giving
;
the Bay View asylum

or city poorhouse
;

the Children’s Aid Society
;

the Thomas
Wilson Fuel-Saving Society, for furnishing coal at low rates

;

the Woman’s Industrial Exchange, for assisting women in need

to support themselves
; Johns Hopkins hospital, noted for the

excellence of its equipment especially for heating and ventilating

;

Saint Joseph’s general hospital
;

hosjfital for the women of

Maryland of B^timore city ; nursery and child’s hospital

;

Baltimore eye, ear and throat charity hospital
;
Maryland

hospital for the insane
;
the Sheppard asylum, intended especi-

ally for tlie cure of the insane; the Sheppard and Enoch
Pratt hospital ; the Baltimore orphan asylum ; Saint Vincent’s

infant asylum ;
the Thomas Wilson sanatorium for children,

intended for children under three years of age, who are suffering

from disease, during the warm summer months ; the Free

Summer Excursion Society, for affording a change of air to the

indigent sick; home for the incurables; homes for the aged;

homes for friendless children
;

institutions for the blind
;
and

institutions for the deaf and dumb.
Water for the city taken from Jones’s Falls and Gunpowder

river a few miles N. of the cify limits, is brought through tunnels,

and is stored in eight reservoirs having an aggregate capacity of

2275 million gallons. The whole system is owned by the munici-

pality and is capable of furnishing about 300 million gallons daily.

After the fire $10,000,000 was appropriated for a new sewage

system. The municipal lighting plant was abandoned in 1907

owing to the bid of a private concern to supply the same lighting

at one-fourth of the previous cost

Commerce,— harbour, which consists^ of three parts, is

excellent. Its entrance at Fort McHenry is a channel 600 ft.

wide, with a minimum draft (1907) of 31 ft of water. The
depth is continued with an increased width for a mile and a
quarter to near Fells’ Point, where the width is contracted to

one-fourth of a mile with a depth of 16 ft. Above this entrance

it widens into an ellipse a mile long, half a mile broad and 15 ft.

deep. The third or inner harbour^ a depth of 14 ft. and pene-

trates far into the city. Vessels of the laigest class can lie at the

Locust Point wharves and Canton, and veiseb of 4000 tons can
use the inner harbour W. of the mouth of Jones’s Fails. By 1905

$5,000,000 had been appropriated since the great fire new
docks. In 1907 the city nanked fourth among the Atlantic ports

of the United States in the amount of its exports ($99,410,342),

and fourth in the amount of its imports ($361X64,322.)

III. lO
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Ihkt Bl^imore has giwn rapidJy as a manufacturing ^
1880 » seen from 5ie fact thaiain that year there were but

3683 manufacturing establishments, with a total annuaJ product

valued at $78,417,304, aa compared with 6359 establishments

(of which M74 were under the factory system) in 1900 produang

commodities valued at $161,249,240 ($135,107,626 under Ac
factory system) ; in 1905 there were 2163 establishments under

Ac factory system with a total annual product valued at

$151,546,580, an increase of i2-2%in thefiveycars. Tbcrelativc

rank (eighth) of Ae city among the manufacturing centres

of the United States, as regards the value of products, was

Ae same in the Aree successive censuses of iMo, 1890 and

1900. Baltimore is noted particularly as Ac most important

centre in the Unitetl States of the canning and preserv-

ing industry. The output in 1900 ($8,477,178) of the city’s

establishments for the canning and preserving of fruits and

vegetables was more than three times that of any other city

and 15% of Aat of the whole United States. What seems to

have been the first oyster-canning establishment in America

was built in Baltimore (by a Thomas Kensett) in 1820, and

oyster-canning as a distinct industry on a permanent footing

was l>egun here in 1850. Tlie term “ cove oysters,” now applied

to canned oysters everywhere, was originally applied to the

oysters found in the coves on the W. side of the Chesapeake Bay,

above the mouth of the Potomac. In 1900 the output of the

oyster-canning establishments of Baltimore ($2,364,968) was

64*4% of the total output of the United States. Baltimore is

also a well-known centre for the manufacture of men’s reiuly-

made clothing, in which in 1900 it ranked fourth among Ae cities

of the United States
;

for Aip-building
;

for the manufacture

of cotton-duck (the output of sail-duck being about three-fourths

of the total for the United States), bricks (about 150,000,000

annually), and fertiliaers
; it also manufactures iron, steel,

furniture, flour, distilled liquors, tobacco goods, agricultural

implements and pottery, together with a great number of other

(Commodities in smaller^amounts. The markets, especially the

Lexington market, arc noted for the abundance and great

variety of their pn)duce. The proximity of coal-mines, the

abundance and variety of food supplies furnished by tlie state,

the great quantity and variety of Aie city’s manufactured

g(K)ds, the excrellent shipping fanhties, and the oonwcpient

low cost of living, are prominent features of the physical life

of the ritv.

Although the charter under Baltimore is

governed came into effect as kte as 1898, it is only the second

one for th<* cHy, the first one having been in force for loi years.

The mayor is now elected for a term of four years ; he meat be

at least twenty-five years of age and must have property in the

city valued at $2000 or more, fm which he shall have paid taxes

for two years preceding his election, (ireat responsibility is

centred upon him by giving him power to appoint the heads of

departments and snb^epartments, subject to Ae approval of

the second branch of Ae council, and permitting him to remove

at pleasure for mx months afterm appointment ; in appointing

a board or commission, however, he is required to choose Ae
memliers from more than one political party. He 1ms five days

in which to veto an ordinance, and an affirmative vote of Aree-

fourths of the members of each hmnch of the council is required

to pass an ordinance over his veto. 'II1* council, constituting

the legislative department, cotiiUKts of two branches. The

first branch is composed of one memlier from each word, elected

for a term of tour years; the second branch of two members

from each qf four districts, and a presMent elected by the dty

at krge, all for a term of four years
;
a property qualification

is prescribed for members of each branch. All mumcipal offioers

are in May m order to separate municipii from state

and mrtiofiid elections. Hostmt franchise can be granted lor a

longer term than twenty-five years, and Ae right to regulate

the exercise of eaab and every franchise is reserved to Ae mayor

and council. A hcMud of estimate, composed of Ae mayor, Ae
dty sedkitor, the comptroller, the president of Ae second

branch of the city ^sundl, and Ae president of Ae board of

public improvements, has control over appropriations, the

council having power to decrease the amount of any item but

not to enlarge it. To create a debt for any purpose other tlmu

to meet a temporary deficiency, the mayor and council must
first obtain the consent of both the state legislature and the city

electorate. The department of education is intrusted to an

unsalaried board of nine commissioners, appointed by the mayor
with the approval of the second branch of the council fur a term

of six years, three retiring every two years. This board appoints

a superintendent, six or more assistant superintendents, and the

teachers of the high schools and Ae Polytechnic Institute, also

Ae other teachers, but only according to the superintendent’s

recommendation on the basis of merit.

History.—Baltimore was named in honour of the Lords

Baltimore, the founders (>f the province of Maryland, but

no settlement was made here until nearly loo years after

the planting of Ae colony ;
meanwhile at least two other town-

sites, on which it was hoped permanent towns might be estab-

lished, hod reoeived tl» same name, but nothing came of either.

Finally, however, while Ae provincial legislature was still

engaged in Ae practice of directing places to be laid out for

towns, where, as events proved there wa.s notlung to give the.se

towns more than a mere paper existence, that bodv in 1729

directed seven commissioners to purchase 60 acres of land on

the N. side of the Patapsco and lay it out in sixty equal lots as

Ae town of Baltimore. Three years later, at the instance of

Ae same body, Jorujs-Town (Old Town) was laid out on the

apposite side of Jones’s Falls, and in 1745 these two towns were

consolidated. About the same time the resources of the interior,

for which Baltimore was to become a trade centnj, were being

rapidly developed by the Germans. Prior to 1752, in which

year tlicre were only twenty-five houses with two hundred

inhabitants, the growth of the city hud indeed been slow
;
but

only a year or two later wheat loaded in its harbour was for tlaj

first time sliipped to Scotland
;

during the war between the

French and the EngliA at this time some of the unfortunate

Acadians found new homes here
;

in 1767 Baltimore was made
Ae county seat

;
by the beginning of tlie War of Independence

its population had grown to 6755 ; and in 1780 it was made a

port rf entry. The city early became an important shipping

centre ; during boA Ae War of Independence and Ac War of

1812 many privateers were sent out from it, and in Ac interval

between these wars, the ship-owners of Baltimore had tlwir

share in the world’s carrying trade, the “ Baltimore clippers
”

; becoming famous. In 1797 Baltimore received its first charter,

having been governed until then from Annapolis and through

commissions with very limited powers
;

at the same time Ae
Fells’ Point settlement, founded about 1730 by William Fells,

a ship carpenter, was annexed. During Uie War of Independence

,

Ae Continental Congress, frightened from Philadelphia in 1776,

sat for several weeks in a hall in W. Baltimore Street near

Liberty Street ;
during the same v/ar also fortifications were

first erected on the site of the present Fort McHenr)\ This fort

effectively protected Ae citv in 1814 when attacked by the

British, and it was during the attack tliat J^raiKis Scott Key,

detained on one of Ae British attor^king vessels, composed the

“ Star Spangled Banner.” In i86o all three of the candidates

opposed to Lincoln - Douglas, Breckinridge and Bell—were

nominated here, and here in 1864 President Lincoln was nomi-

nated for a second term. The city has been Ae meeting-place of

oAcr important conventions, and is sometimes called ” The

Convention City.” At the outbreak of the Civil War on the

xqth of April x86i, Ae SixA Massachusetts regiment, wliilc

passing through Baltimore, was attacked by a mob and several

men were kitted on both sides
;

in Ae fdlowing month Ae city

was suli^ected to military rule and so continued until the close

of At WBi. From 1856 to x86o Baltimore was under the control

of Ae American or Know-NoAing party, and suffered greatly

from dection riots and oAer disorders, until as a icm^y Ae
contrd of the police system was taken from the mayor and

coundi and exercised ^ Ae state goveramnt. SoOn after the

Civil War a Democratic “ nuKtrine ” get firm control of Ac city,
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and although a struggle to overthioar the machine was begun

in earnest in 1875 by ^ coalition of the reform clement of the

Democratic party with the Republican party, it was not till

1895 that the coition won its first decisive victory at the polls.

Even then the efforts of the Republican mayor were at first

thwarted by the council, which passed an ordinance over his

veto, taking from him' the power of appointment and vesting it

in themselves ; the Maryland court of appeals, however, soon

decided that the council had exceeded its powers, and an im-

portant outcome of the reform movement was the new charter

of 1898. Annexations of suburban territory in 1888 and 1890

greatly increased the area of the city.

AuTHORiTits.— J. H. Hollander, Guide to the City of Baltimore

(Baltimore, 1803): T. P. Thomas, "The City Government of

Baltimore.” {in Johns Hophim University Studies in Historical and
Political Science, Baltimore, 1846); StG. L. StouBsut, ” Baltimore, the

Monumental City ” (in L. P. Powell. Historic Towns of the Southern

States, Now York, iqoo)
; J. T. Schari, Chronicles of Baltimore

(Baltimore, 1874).

BALTZAR, THOMAS {c. 1630-1663), German violinist, was

born at Liibeck. He visited England in 1656 and made a great

impression on Evelyn anti Anthony Wood. In 1661 he was
appointed leader of the king’s famous band of twenty-four

\dolins, but his intemperate habits cut short his career within

two years. Nothing like his violin-playing had ever been heard

in England before, and in all probability the instrumental music

of Henry Purcell owes much to its influence.

BA-IiUBA, a Bantu negroid race with several subdivisions

;

one of the most important and cultivated peoples of Central

Africa. They are distributed over eight degrees of longitude

between lakes Tanganyika, Mweru and Bangweulu in the east,

end the Ka.sai in the west. In the east, where they are found
!

in the greatest racial purity, they founded the states of Katanga,

Urua and Uguha
;

in tlie west they have intermixed to some

e.\tent with the Ba-Kete alwigines, whom they have partially

dispossessed, dividing them into two portions, one to the north,

the other to the south. To the western Ba-Luba the name

Ba-Shilange has been given. With the Ba-Luba are connected

the founders of the great Lunda empire-~now divided between

Belgian Congo and Angola—ruled by a monarch entitled Muata

Yanvo (Jamvo). T)ie westward movement of the Ba-Luba

took place in comparatively recent times, the end of the i8th

century or the beginning of the r9th. Shortly afterwards a chief

named Kalamba Mukengc founded a large state. There followed

in 1870 a remarkable politico-religious revolution, the result

of which was the establishment of a cult of hemp-smoking,

connected with a secret society termed Bena Riamba ;
the

members of this abandoned their old fetish worship and adopted

a form of communism of which the central idea was the blood-

broUierhood of all the members. Towards the east hemp-
smoking becomes less common.
The Ba-T.uba practise circumcision and scar-tattooing is

common
; tooth-filing is very frequent in the east, though in the

west it is comparatively rare
;

the fashion of dressing the hair

is very varied and often extremely fantastic. Their houses,

which are built by the women, are rectangular
;
on the Luhia,

however, pile-houses, square in shape, are found. They are an
agricultural people, but work in the i^lds is relegated to the

women and slaves
; the men are admirable craftsmen and are

renowned for their wood-carving, cloth-weaving and iron-work.

In the west, bows and arrows are' the chief weapons, in the east

spears priDcipally ore used. The old form of religion still obtains

in the east, which was uzitouGih^ by the communistic movement
niexktioned, and chanzis of aB sorts, as well as carved anthropo-

morphic figures, are extremelycommon. The Ba-Luba are a line

race physically and etem v&yi prosperous, though in the extreme

west considevahle deteriocatioii, ^ysical, moral and cuhural,

has taken place.

BAlilKwitAM, a country within the borders oi British India

whidh^ like 4lB^k^staB| derives its name from its dominant

race of mtobitaotsi It extends from the Oomal river to the

Arabiiiii Sea, and from the borders of Persia and A%han»tan
to dibie of die Punjab and Sind. It is divided into two xnaxn
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divisions, British Balunhistan, which is a portion of British India

under the chief commissioner, and the foreign territories under

the administration or superintendence of the same afficer us

agent to the governor-general. The former portion, with anpea
of 9403 sq. m., consists principally of tracts ceded to the British

^vernment by Afghanistan under the treaty of Gandamak

(1879), formally declared to be part of British India in 1887.

The second class comprises three subdivisions, naipaly areas

directly administered, native states and trilial areas. The
direetk-administered districts include areas acquired in various

ways. Some portions are held on lease from the khau of Kalat

;

while others ore tribal areas in which it has been decided for

various reasons that revenue shall be taken. They include the

whole of the Zhob and Chagai political agencies, the eastern

portion of the Quetta tahsil and other tracts, among which may
be mentioned the Bolan Pass, comprising 36^^01 sq. m. in all.

The whole of the northern boundary, with the north-easstern

comer and the railway which traverses Baluchistan through

Quetta up to New Chaman on the Afghan-Balucli frontier, is

therefore in one form or other under direct British control.

The remainder of the territory (79,382 sq. m.) belongs to the

native states of Kalat (including Makran and Kharan) and
Las Bela. Tribal arcus, in the pexsaession of the Marri and Bugti

tribes, cover 7129 sq. m.
Baluchistan as a whole is a sparsely populated tract covering

a larger area than any Indian province save Burma, Madras
and BcngiU. Three hundred miles of its mountain waUs facing

the Indus are south of the railway from the Indus to Quetta,

and alx>ut 250 north of it. The railway with the passes and
plains about it, and the dominant hills which surround Quetta,

divide Baluchistan into two distinct parts. North of the railway

line, hedged in l^ctween Afghanistan and the plains of the Indus,

stretch the long ridges of rough but picturesque highlands, which

embrace the central ranges of the Suliman system (the prehistoric

home of the Pathan highlander), where vegetation is often alpine,

and the climate clear and bracing and subject to no great extremes

of temperature. The average breadth of this northern Pathan
district is 150 m., but it narrows to less than 100 m. on the line

of the Gomal, and expand.^ to more than 20a m. on the line of

the railway. Here all the main drainage either runs northwards

to the Gomal, passing through the uplands tlmt lie west of the

Suliman Range
;

or it gathers locally in narrow lateral valleys

at the back of these mountains and then bursts directly eastwards

through the limestone axis of the hiUs, making for the Indus by
the shortest transverse route. South of the railway lies a square

block of territory, measuring roughly 300 m. by 300, primarilv

the home of the Brahui and the Baluch
;
but within that block

arc included almost every conceivable phase of climate and

representatives of half the great races of Asia. Here, throughout

the elevated highlands of the Kalat plateau which are called

Jalawan, the drainage gathers into channels which cut deep

gorges in the hills, and passes eastwards into the plains of SincL

Beyond and south of the hydrographical area of the Jalawan

hif^lands the rivers and streams of the hills either run in long

straight lines to the^Arabian Sea, north of Karachi, or, curving

gradually westwards, they disappear in the inland swamps which

form so prominent a feature in this part of south-west Asia.

A narrow width of the coast districts collects its waters for dis-

charge into the Arabian Sea direct. This section includes

Makran. Baluchistan thus becomes naturally divided into two

districts, north and south, by an intervening space whkh contains

the Sifid-Pishin railway. This intervening space comprises the

wedge-shaped desert of Kach Gandava (Gandava), which

is thrust westwards from the Indus as a deep indentation into

the mountains, and, above it, the central uplands which figure

on the map as British Baluchistan ’’—where lies Quetta; All

Baluchistan has now been surveyed. From the great Indus

series of triangles bases have been selected at intervals wfaldh

have support^ minor chaina of triangulation reaching into

the heart of the country. These again have been ooRf

neoted by links of more or less regularity, so that, if the

Baluchistan triangulation lacks the rigid accuracy of a fitit
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clasi^’ system, it at least supports good topography on geo-

graphical scales, •

From Homandi, at thejunction of the Gomal and Kundar rivers,

the boundary l'>etween Baluchistan and Afghanistan follows the

^ . Kundar stream for alH>ut 40 m. to the south-west. It
nortMm.

leaves the river and diverges northwards, so as to

include a section of the plain country stretching away towards

like Alvi-Istada, before returning to the skirts of the hills. After

about 100 m. of this divergence it strikes the Kadanai river, turning

the nortiiem spurs of the 'I'oba plateau (the base of the Kwaja
Amran (Kojak) Range, and winds through the open plains west of

the Kojak. Here, however, the iKnmdary does not follow the river.

It deserts it for the western edge of I fie Toba plateau (8000 ft. high

at tills point), till it nears the little railway station of New Chaman.
It then descends to the plains, returns again to the hills 40 m. south
of Chaman, and thencefonvard is detined by hill ranges southwards
to Nushki. The eastern ]>oundary of tiiis nortliern section of

Baluchistan is the “ red line " at the foot of the frontier hills, which
defines the liorder 01 British India. This part of Baluchistan thus
]>resents a buffer system of independent tribes lietween the British

frontier and Afghanistan. But the independence of the Pathan

f
eople south of the Gonial is not a.s the indejicndcnce ol the
*athans (Wasiris, Afridis, <!fcc.) who live north of it. It is true

that the Indian governnumt interferes as little with the internal
jurisdiction of tlie tribal chiefs amongst the Pathans of the Suli-

man Range as it docs with that of the northern chiefs; but the
occupation of a line of posts on the Zhob river, which flanks that
range almost from end to end on the west, places the doors of
communication witli Afghanistan in British hands, and gives com-
mand of their hills. It thus tends to the maintenance of peace
and order on tlie .southern frontier to a degree that does not exist
m the norllL

The central range of the Suliman hills is the dominant feature in
the geography of northern Baluchistan. I’hc central line or axis of
the range lie.s a little east of the meridian of 70“ E., and it is geo-
logically composed of one or more great folds of the Cretaceous
seriOvS. Towards the northern extremity of the range occur a group
of peaks, which together form an oblong block or " massif ” amongst
the neighbouring ridges known as “ Kaisargarh ” amongst the
Shcrani clansmen who occupy it ; and as the “ Takht-i-Suliman

*’

(Solomotis throne), generally, on tlie frontier, from the fact of a
celebrated shrine of that name existing near its southern abutment,
'riie massif of the Takht ^ a high tableland (about 8000 ft. above
.scu-lcvcl), bounded on its eastern and western edges by high, rugged
and steep parallel ridges. The western ridge culminates on the north
in the peak of Kaisargarh (11,300 ft.), and tlie eastern in a block, or
detached headland, on the soutli, where rc.sts the immortal " zirat

”

or shrine (11,070 ft.). This tableland is formed by a huge cap of
coral limestone, estimated by Gricsbach at from 4000 to 5000 ft. in

thickness. At each end the tableland is rent by gorges which deepen,
amidst stupendous precipices, to the channel ol the llraband or
" Gat ” on the nortn, and of the Dhana on the south. These two
channels carry the rush of mountain streams from the we.stern
slopes of the massif right across the axis of the mountains and
through the intervening barrier of minor ridges to the plains of
the Indus. The plateau is covered with a fairly thick growth
of the chilghosa or edible ” pine, and a sprinkling of juniper, on the
hitler slopes. It was ascended and surveyed for the first time in 1883.
From the summit of the Kaisargarh peak a magnificent view is

obtained which practically embraces the whole width of northern
Baluchistan. Westwards, looking towards Afghanistan, line upon
line of broken jagged ridges and ranges, folds in the Cretaceous
series overlaid by coarse sandstones and shales, follow each other
m order, preserving their approximate parallelism until they touch
the borders of Baluchistan. Immediately on the west of the Kaisar-
garh there towers the Shingarh Mountain, a geological repetition
of the Kaisargarh ridge, black with pines towards the summit and
crowned with crags of coral limestone. Beyond it are the grey out-
linos of the close-packed ridges which enclose the lower reaches of
the Zhob and the Kundar. As they pass away southwards this grid-
iron formation strikes with a gentle curve westwards, the narrow
enclosed valleys widening out towards the sources of the rivers,

where ages of denudation have worn down the folds and filled up the
hollows with fruitful soil, until at la.st they touch the central water-
divide. the key of the whole system, on the Quetta plateau. Thus
the upper parts of the Zhot) valley are cppiparatively open and
fertile, with flourishing villages, and a cuUWation whi^ has been
greatly developed under Bntish rule, and arc bounded by lung,
sweeping, gentle spurs clothed with wild olive woods containing trees
of immense site. The lower reaches of the Zhob and Kundar are
hemmed in by rugged limestone walls, serrated and banded with

• deep clefts and gorges, a wilderness of stony desolation. Looking
eastwards from uie Kaisargarh, one can again count the backs of
innumerable minor ridges, smaller wrinkles or folds formed during
a process of upheaval of the Suliman Mountains, at the dose of a
great volcanic epoch which has hardly yet ceased to give evidence
of its existence. On the outside edge, facing the Indus plains, is a
more strictly regular, but h^hcr and more rugged, ri^e of hills

which marks the Siwaliks. The Baluch Siwallks afford us strange

glimpses into a recent geological past, when the same gigantic mam-
mals roamed along the foot of these wild hills as once inhabited the
tangled forests below the Hinudaya. Between the Takht Mountain
and the Siwaliks. the intervening belt of ridge and furrow has been
greatly denuded by transverse drainage—a system of drainage
which we now know to have existed before the formation of the hills,

and to have continued to cut through them as they gradually rose
above the plain level. Where this intervening band is not covered
by recent gravel d^osits, it exhibits beds of limestone, clays and
sandstone with fossils, which, in age, range from the Lower Eocene
to the Miocene. Beyond the SiwMiks, still locking eastwards, are
the sand waves of the Indus plain

;
a yellow sea broken here and

there with the sliudow of village orchards and the sheen of cultivation,
extending to the long black sinuous line which denotes the fringe
of trees bordering the Indus. Such is the scene which Solomon is

said to have invited his Indian bride to gaze upon for the last time,
as they rested on the crags of the southern buttress ol the I'akht -

where his .shrine exists to this day. To that shrine thousands of
pilgrims. Mahommedans and Hindus alike, resort on their yearly
pilgrimages, in spite of its dangerous approach. All this countr>\
so far, is independent Baluchistan within the jurisdiction of the
Baluchistan Agency, with the exception of certain clans of the
Shcranls on the eastern slopes of tbe Takht-i-Suliman, north of the
Vihowa, who are under the North-West Frontier Province adminis-
tration. Wedged in between the railway and the Indus, but still

north of the railway, is a curious mass of rough mountain country,
which forms the southern abutment of the Suliman system. 1'hc
strike of the main ridges forming that system is almost due norlli

and south till it touches 30° N. lat. Here it assumes a westerly
curve, till it points north-west, and finally merges into the broad
i>and of mountains which hedge in the Quetta and Piahin uplands
on the north and east.

At this point, as might be expected, are some of the grandest peaks
and precipices in Baluchistan. Khalifat on the east of Quetta,
flanking the Harnai looji of the Sind-Pishin railway

;
1 akatu to the

north
; Chahiltan (Chiltan) on the south-west

; and the great square-
headed Murdar to the south —all overlook the pretty cantonment
from heights which range from 10,500 to 11,500 ft. Lying in the
midst of them, on an open plain formed 1^ the high-level tributaries
of the Lora (which have also raised the THshin valley io the north),

5500 ft. above the sea, is Quetta. The mass of twisted flexures, the
curved wrinkles that end the Suliman system, is occupied by true
Baluchis, the Marri and Bugti sections of the great Kind confed(*ra-
tion of trilxis owning an Arabic ori|'in. There are no r’athan.s here.
To the north of them are the Bozdars, another Rind clan

; and these
Rind tribes form the exception to the general rule of Pathan occupa-
tion of northern Baluchistan. Amongst the Pathans, the Kakars
and Dumars of Pishin, with the Mandn Khel of Zhob, are the most
prominent tribal divisions.

The curved recession of the Suliman Ranges to the north-west
leaves a space of flat alluvial desert to the south, which forms a sort
of inlet or bay striking into the Baluchistan mountain c t t
system. The point of this desert inUd receives the

^•**^«'*

drainage of two local basins, the Bolan and the Nari. Both drain
south-eastwards from the central Quetta-Pishin plateau and botli
have served for railway aligimumt. Being fed by tributaries which
for the most part drain narrow valleys where gradual denudation
has washed bare the flat-bucked slopes of limestone ridges, and
which consequently send down torrents of rapidly accumulating
rainfall, both these central lines of water-course are liable to terrific

floods. The drainage of the Bolan and Nari finally disappears in

the irrigated flats of the alluvial bay (Kach Gandava), which extends
13U m. from the Indus to Sibi at the foot of the hills, and which offers
(in spite of periodic Indus floods) an opportunity for railway approach
to Baluchistan such as occurs nowhere else on the frontier. Kach
Gandava, whilst its agricultural development has in no way receded,
is now rivalled Iw many of the valleys of the highlands. Its climate
debars it from European occupation. It is a land of dust-storms
and poisonous winds

;
a land where tlie thermometer never sinks

below 100® F. in summer, and drops below freezing-point irt winter
;

where there is a deadly monotony of dust-coloured scenery for the
greater part of the year, with the minimum of rain and the maximum
of heat. The Quetta and Pishin plateau to which it leads is the
central dominant water-divide of Baluchistan and the base of the
Kandahar highway.
An irregularly-shaped block of upland territory, which includes all

the upper I-ora tributaries, and the Toba plateau beyond them
;

resting on the Kwaja Amran (Kojak) Range (with an BriHah
advanced loop to include the Chaman railway terminus)
on the west

;
reaching south through Shorarud to Nushki

; includ-

ing the basins of the man and Nari as far as Sibi to the south-east

;

stretching out an arm to embrace the Thai Chotiali valley on the east,

and following the main water-divide between the Zhob and Lora
on the north, is called British Baluchistan. It is leased from Ipilat,

and forms a distinctive province, being brought under the ordinary
forms of civil administration in British India. Beyond it. north and
south, lies independent Baluchistan, which b under British political

control. Its aaminbtrutive staff b usually oompgeed of military
officers. The degree of independence eajoyio by the various dbtncts
of Baluchbtan may be said to vary in direct proportion to their
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distance from Quetta. No part of Baluchistan is beyond the reach
of the political oiheer, but there are many parts where he is not often
seen. The climate of British Baluchistan is &ry and bracina—even
exhilarating—but the extremes of temperature lead to the develop-
ment of fever in very severe forms. On the whole it is favourable to
European existence.

Soutli-west of the dividing railway lies the great block of Southern
Baluchistan. Within this area the drainage generally trends south

Sauihmrn ^ Arabian Sea or to the centralaoy g^^mps of Lora and Mashkel. The Hab river, which forms
the boundary west of Karachi; the Purali (the ancient A tabus),
which drains the low-lying flats of I-as Bela

; tlie Hmgol (the ancient
Tomerus) and the Dasht, which drain Makran, are all considerable
streams), draining into the Arabian Sea and forming important
arteries in the network of internal communication. An exception
to the general rule is found in the Mulla, which carries the floods of
the Ksdat highlands into the Gandava basin and forms one of the
most important of the ancient highways from the Indus plains to
Kandahar. The fortress of Kalat is situated about midway between
the sources of the Bolan and the Mulla, near a small tributary of the
Lora (the river of I’lshin and Quetta), about 68<xj ft. Hlx)ve sea-level,

on the western edge of a cultivated plain in the very midst of hills.

(See Kai.at.) To the north are the long sweeping lines of the Sarawan
ridges, enclosing narrow fertile valleys, and passing away to the
south-west to the edge of the Kharan desert. East and south arc the
rugged bands of Jalawan. amongst which the Mulla rises, and through
which it breaks in a seiies of magnificent defiles in order to reach the
(jandava plain. Routes which converge on Kalat from the south pass
for the most part through narrow wooded valleys, enclosed lictwecn
steep ridges of denuded hills, and, following the general strike of
these ridges, they run from valley to valley with easy grades.
Kalat is the "hub'* or centre, from which radiate the !^lan, the
Mulla and the southern Lora affluents; but the Lora drains also

the Pi.shin valley on the north
;
the two systems uniting in Shorawak,

to lose themselves in the desert and swamps to the west of Nushki,
on the road to Seistan. Sixty miles south of Kalat, and beyond
the iMulla sources, commences another remarkable hydrographic
system which includes all southern and south-western Baluchistan.
To the west lies the Kharan desert, with intermittent river channels
enclosed and often lost in sand-waves ere they reach the Mashkel
swamps on the far borders of Persia. To the south-west are the
long sweeping valleys of Rakshan and Panjgur, which, curving
northwards, likewise discharge their drainage into the Mashkel.
Directly south are the beginnings of the meridional arteries, the
Mab, tiie Purali and the Hmgol, which end in the Arabian Sea,

leaving a space of mouutamous sealxiard (Makran) south of the
Panjgur and west of the Hmgol, which is watered (so far as it is

watered at all) l)y the long lateral Kej river and several smaller
mountain .streams. Thus southern Baluchistan comprises four

hydrographical .sections. First is the long extension from Kalat,
southward.s, of that inconceivably wild highland country which faces

the desert ot Sind, the foot of which forms the Indian frontier.

This is the land of the Brahui, and the flat wall of its frontier lime-

stone barrier is one of the most remarkable features in the configura-

tion of the whole line of Indian borderland. For the first 60 m. from
the sea near Karachi the Hab river is the boundary of Sind, and
here, across the enclosing desolation of outcropping ridges and
intervening sand, a road may be found into Makran. But from the
point where the boundary leaves the Hab to follow the Kirthar
range not a break occurs (save one) in 150 m. of solid rock wall, rising

many thousands of feet straight from the sandy plain. The one
break, or gorge, which allows the Kcj waters to pass, only forms a
local gateway into a mass of impracticable hills. Secondly, to the
west of this mountain wilderness, stretching upwards from the sea
in a wedge form l^etwecn the Brahui highlands and the group of
towering peaks which enclose the Hingol river and abut on the sea
at Malan, are the alluvial flats and delta of the Purali, forming the
little province of Las Bela, the home of the Las Rajput. In this hot
and thirsty comer of Baluchistan, ruled by the Jam or Cham, there
is a fairly wide stretch of cultivation, nourished by the alluvial

detritus of the Purali and well irrigated. In a little gatden to the
south of the modern town of Bela (the ancient Armabel) is the tomb
of Sir Robert Sandeman, who spent the best part of an energetic and
active life in the making of Baluchistan.
The boundary between Baluchistan and Afghanistan, starting

from Nushki, cuts across the Lora hamun, leaving the frontier post
of ChMai to Baluchistan, and from this point to the

n ^ based partly bn the central moun-
yommmary,

tainons water-divide already referred to, and pAtly runs
in strai^t lines through the desert south of the salt swamp of the
Gaud-i-Zirreh. It thus p^ssofi 50 m. to the south of the Helmund,
entiioly shutting off that valli^ and the approach to Seistan between
the Hclrauiid and the Gaod-i-Zirreh (the only approach from the
east in aeasOBB tji flood) from Baluchistan. But it leaves a connected
line of desert route between Nushki and Seistan. which is open in all

ordinary seasons, to the south, and this route has been latgely de-

velcq^, posts or semis having been established at intervals and
wells having been dug. There is already a promising khaflla traflic

along it aid the ndhmy has been extmed from Quetta to
Nushki

Gsdogy.i—The mountain ranges of Baluchistan consist chiefly

of Cretaceous and Tertiary beds, which are thrown into a series of

folds running approxiraatclysparallel to tlie mountain ridges. The
folds are part of an extensive system arranged as if in a festoon

hanging southwards between Peshawar and Mount Ararat, but with
the outer folds looped up at Sibi so as to form the subsidiary festoon

of the Suliman and Bugti Hills. Outside the folds lie the horisontal

deposits of the Makran coast, and within them lies the stony desert

of north-western Baluchistan. In the broadn' depressions between
the mountain ridges the beds ore said to be but little disturbed.

Besides the Cretaceous and Tertiary beds, Jura.ssic rocks are known
to take a considerablevpart in the formation of the hills of British

Baluchistan. Triassic beds lie along the .south side of the upper
Zhob, and Pusulina limestone has also lieen found there. With the
exception of the later I'crtiary beds the deposits are mostly marine.
But in the iipjM.*r Cn*taceous and lower Tertiary, eitpecially in

north-western Daluchistan, there is an extensive development of

volcanic tuffs and conglomerates, which are prolmbly contem-
poraneous with the Deccan Traps of India. Great masses of syenite

and diorite were intruded during the Tertiary period, and withm the

curve of the folded belt a line ol recent volcanic cones stretches

from western Baluchistan into ea.sterii Persia. In Baluchistan

these volcanoes appear to lx* extinct
;

though the Koh-i-Tafdaii,

beyond the Persian frontier, still emits vapours at frequent intervals.

The lavas and ashes which form these cones are mostly andesitic.

Mud “ volcanoes " occur u])on the Makran coast, but it is doubtful
whether these ore in any way connected with true volcanic ^encies.
So far as is known, the mineral wealth of BalucliHstan is incon-

siderable. Coal has lieen worked in the Tertiary lieds along the
Hamai route to Quetta, but the seams are thin and the quality poor.

A somewhat thick and viscid form of mineral oil is met with at
Khattan in the Marri country ; and jxtroleum of excellent quality

has been found in the Sherani hills and probably occurs in other
portions of the Suliman Range. Sulphur has long been worked on
a small scale in the Koh-i-Sultan, the largest of the volcanoes of

western Baluchistan.

Racfs .—Within the Baluchistan half of the desert are to be

found scattered tribes of nomads, called Rekis (or desert people),

the Mohamadani being the most numerous. They are proVmbly

of Arab origin. This central desert is the Kir, Kej ,
Kate or Kash

Kaian of Arabic medieval geography and a part of the ancient

Kaiani kingdom
;
the prefix Kcj or Kach always denoting low-

level flats or valleys, in contradistinction to mountains or hills.

The Mohamadani nomads occupy the central mountain region,

to the south of which lie the Mashkel and Kharan deserts, in-

habited by a people of quite different origin, who possess some-

thing approaching to historical records. These are the Naushir-

wanis, a purely Persian race, who passed into Baluchistan within

historic times, although the exact date is uncertain. The
Naushirwanis appear to be identical with the Tahuki or Tahukani

who arc found in Perso-Baluchistan. (A place Taoce is mentioned

by Nearchus, by Strabo and by Ptolemy.) They are a fine manly
race of people, in many respects superior to their modern com-

patriots of Iran. Between the Naushirwanis of the Kharan desert

and Mashkel, and the fish-eating population of the coast, enclosed

in the narrow valleys of the RalMhan and Kej tributaries, or about

the sources of the Hingol, are tribes innumerable, remnants of

races which may be recognized in the works of Herodotus, or may
be traced in the records of recent immigration. Equally scattered

through the whole country, and almost everywhere recognizable,

is the underlying Persian population (Tajik), which is sometimes

represented by a locally dominant tribe, but more frequently by

the agricultural slave and bondsman of the general community.

Such are the Dehwars or Dehkans, and the Durzadas (Derusiaei of

Herod, i. 125), who extend all through Makran, and, as slaves, are

called Nakibs. The Arabs have naturally left their mark most

strongly impressed on the ethn^raphy of Baluchistan. All Rind

tribes claim to be of Arab origin and of Koraish extraction. As

the Arabs occupied all southern Baluchistan and Seistan from a

very early date, and finally spread through the Sind v^cy, where

they remained till the 12th century, their genealogical records

have become much obscured and it is probable that there is not

» Sec W. T. Blanford, " Geolorical Notes on the HilU in the

neighbourhood of the Sind and ^njab Frontier between Quetta

and Dera Ghazi Khan.** Mem. Geol. Surv. India, vol. xx« pt. 2 (1883)

;

£. Vredenburg. '* A Geological Sketch of the Baluchiatan Desert,

and part of EMtem Persia.” Mem. Geol, Surv. India, vol. xxxi. pt, 2

(1901) ; E. Vredenburg, “ On the Occurrence of a Species of Halor-

ites in the Triaa of Buiichistan.** Pec. Geol. Sure. India, vol. xxxl
(1904), pp. 162-166, pis. 17, ifl.
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now a pure Arab in the country. It is as builders or engineers

fhat they have established their mos^jcrmanent records, Makran
being full of the relics of their irrigation works constructed in

times when the climatic conditions of Baluchistan must have

been verj'^ different from what they are now. Lower Sind also

contains a great wealth of architectural remains, which may be

found to the west of the Indus as well as in the delta. One
particular tribe (the Kahnats), who left their name on the Makran
coast and subsequently dominated Bela and Sind, west of the

Indu.s, for a considerable period, exhibit great power of artistic

design in their sepulchral monuments. The Dravidlan races

(l^ahuis), who are chiefly represented by the Kambaranis and
Mingals or Mongals (the latter are doubtless of Tatar origin),

spread through southern Baluchistan as well as the eastern hills,

and are scattered irregularly through the mountain tracts south
of Kharan. The ancient Oreitae mentioned by Arrian are

probably represented by the tribe of Hot, who, as original masters

of the soil, are exempt from taxation. The name Brahui is

(according to Bellew) but a corruption of Ba-rohi (or “ hillmen ”)

in a language derived from Sanskrit which would represent the
same term by Parva-ka. So that the lla/nKapioi (Herod, iii. 02)
may be recognized as surviving in the Brahui, and in tl\e name
(Parkan) of a mountain-bred stream which is a tributary of tlie

Hingol. Amongst other aboriginal tribes to whom reference is

made by very early writers are the Bol^di, who give their name
to the Bolida valley, a tributary of the Kej. The Bdl^di were
once the ruling race of southern Baluchistan, ivluch was originally

called Boledistan, and it seems possible that this may be the real

origin of the much-disputed name of the country generally. Bola
was an Assyrian term for Bael or Bel, the god of the Phoenicians
and Druids. The Bol6di ruling family were in 1 go6 represented
bybutone living member, a lady,whowas a government pensioner.

The fast-diminishing Sajidis (Sajittae) and Saka(Sacae) are others
of the more ancient races of Baluchistan easily neoognaaiable in
cla.ssiaU geography. Most recent of all are the Gitchkis. The
Gitchkis derive from a K#jput adventurer who flourished in the
early part of the 17th centur)'. They are now the dominant race
in Ponjgur and Kej, from whence they ousted the Boledis. For
three generations they remained Hindus

;
since then there has

arisen amongst them a strange new sect called Zikari, with
exceedingly loose notions of morality. The sect, however,
appears to be fast merging into orthodox Mahomraedanism. A
Haluch (or rather Makran) race which deserves attention is that
of the Gadaras, who once gave the name Gadrosia to Southern
Baluchistan. According to Tate the Gadaras are now repre-

sented by Sidi half-castes—those Makrani “ boys ” who are so
well known in the mercantile marine as stokers and firemen. It

seems unlikely that this modem admixture of Asiatic and African

bkxxl represents the “ Asiatic Ethiopian of Herodotus, which
was more probably a direct connexion of the Himyaritic.Arab
builders of ** bunds ” and revetments who spread eastwards from
Arabia. Bellew finds in the Gadara the Garuda (eagles) of San-
skrit, who were ever in opposition to the Naga (snakes) of Scythic

origin. Southern Baluchistan afords a must interesting field for

the ethnographer. It has never yet been thoroughly explored in

the interests of ethnographical science.

The Baluch character is influenced by its environment as much
as by its origin, so that it is impossible to select any one section of

the general community as affording a satisfactory sample of

popular Baluch idioByncrasies. axe not a homogeneous
race. Peoples of Arab extraction intermixed with people of

Dravidian and Persian stock are all lumped together under the
name of Baluch. The Marri and Bugti^ftbes, who occupy the
most Bouthem buttresses of the Sutiman Muuntaiiu^ are Rind
Italuchis, almoBt certainly^ of Arab extraction, lliey came to

Sind either with the Arab conquerors or after them, and remained
there mixed up with the origmal Hindu inhabitants. The Arab
l3rpe of Baluch extends through the whole country at intervalsr

and includes all ths finestund best of Baluch humanity . Taking
the Kind Baluch as the ty^ opposed to the Afridi Pathim, the

Baluch is easier to deal with and to control than the Pa^n,
owing to his tribal organization and his freedom frpm bigoted

fanaticism or blind ailqgiance to his priest. The Baluch is less

turbulent, less treacherous, less bloodthirsty and less fanatical

than the Pathan. His frame is shorter and more spare and wiry
than that of his neighbour to the north, though generations have
given to him too a bold and manly bearing. It would be difficult

to match the stately dignity and imposing presence of a Baluch
chief of the Marri or Bugti clans. His Semitic features are those
of the Bedouin and he carries himself as straight and as loftily as
any Arab gentleman. JVank and open in his manners, fairly

truthful, faithful to his word, temperate and enduring, and look-
ing upon courage as the highest virtue, the true Baluch of the
Derajat is a pleasant man to have dealings with. As a revenue
pa^ he is not so satisfactory, his want of industry and the pride
which looks upon manual labour as degrading making him but a
poor husbandman. He is an expert rider ; horse-racing is his
national amusement, and the Baluch breed of horses is celebrated
throughout northern India. Like the Pathan he is a bandit by
tradition and descent and makes a first-rate fighting man, but he
rarely enlists in the Indian army. He is nominally a Mahomme-
dan, but is neglectful of the practices of bis religion. The
relations of the modem Baluch with the government of India
were entirely transfonned by the life work of Sir Robert
Sandeman (f.v.).

The strategical position of Great Britain in Baluchistan is a
very important factor in the problem of maintaining order and
good administration in the country. The ever restless

Pathan tribes of the Suliman hill? are held in check
by the occupation of the Zhob valley

;
whilst the central

”
dominant position at Quetta safeguards the peace and security of
Kaiat, and of the wildest of the Baluch hills occupied by the
Morris and Bugtis, no less than it bars the way to an advance
upon India by way of Kandahar. Nominally all the provinces
and districts of Baluchistan, with the exce^ion of the ceded
territory which we call British Baluchistan, are under the khan
of Kaiat, and all chiefs acknowledge him as their suzerain. But
it may be doubted if this suzerainty was e^^er complete, or could
be maintained at all but for the assistance of the British govern-
ment. The Baluch is still essentially a robber and a raider (a
Uait which is common to all tribes), and the history of Baluch-
istan is nothing but a story of successful robberies, of lawless
rapine and bloodshed, for which plunder and devastation were
accounted a worthy and honourable return.

Extensive changes have taken place in the climatic condition of
the country—changes which are some of them so recent as to be
noted by surveyors who have found the remains of forests
in districts now entirely desiccated. Possibly the ordi-
nary processes of denudation and erosion, acting on those recent
deposits which overlie the h^der beds of the older series, may have
much to say to these climatic changes, and the wanton destruction
of forests may have assisted the efforts of nature

; but it is difficult
to understand the widespread desiccation of large areas of the Baluch
higlilands. where evidences of Arab irrigation works and of culti-
vation still attest to a once flourishing agricultural condition, without
appealing to more rapidly destructive prmciples for the change. There
is ample proof throughout the country of alterations of level witliin
recent geologic wriods ; and there have even been compressions,
resulting in a relative rise of the ground, over the crisis of anticlinal
folds, within historic record. “ Proof tliat this compression is still

going on was given on 20th December 1892, when a severe earth-
quake resulted from the sudden yielding of the earth’s crust al/ang
what appears to be an old line of fault, west of the Kawaia Amran
range, whereby an adjustment took place indicated by a iortening
of some 2I ft. on the railway line which crossed the fault." Nor
should the evidences of active volcanic agency afforded by the mud
volcanoes of the coast be overlooked. It is probably to climatic
changes (whatever t^r origin may have been), rather than to the
effect of tribal disturbances, that the Arab's disappearance from
the neki of trade and agriculture must be attributed.
The total area of Balucliistan is 132.31 s aq. m. and its pomlation

in lyoi was 914,551. The peculation is largely nomadic. The fact
that so many as 15,000 camels have been counted in the - ^
Bolan Pass during one month of the annual Brahui
migration indicates the dimensions which the movement ****

assumes. The religion of the country is so overwhclntingly Mahom-
medan that out of every 100,900 inhabitants 94^403 ar^uasuln^,
and only 47^ Hindus, whUe the balance is made im by Christians.
SUchs and other denorainatim. Out of the total anmber t8o in
the thousand are. literates. The chief fprirrn are ver-
naculars of Baluchistan, Pushtu, PanjawTurdu and Sindhi. The
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Baluchi languai^e bcdonUB to the ixuniui branch of the Aryan aub-
family of the Indo-Eun^an family. It is divided into two main
dialects which are no diiierent that speakers of the one are ali»o.si

unintelligible to speakers of the other. These two dialects are
.separated by the celt of Brahui and Sindhi speakers who occupy
the Sarawan and Jalawan hills, and Las Bela. Owing probably to
tlie fact that Makran wa.s for mny generations under the rule of
the Persian kings, the Baluchi spoken on the west of the province,
w'hich is also called Makrani, is more largely impregnated with
Persian words and expressions than the Eastern diaiwt. In the
latter the words in use for common objects and acts are nearly idl

pure Baluchi, the reniauuler of the language bemg borrowed irora

Persian, Sindhi and Panjabi. There is no indigenous literature,

but many specimens of poetry exist in w’hich heroes and brave deeds
are commemorated, and a good many of these have been colkx:ted

from time to time. The philological classihcation of the Brahui
dialect has been much disputed, but the latest inrjuiries. conducted
by l>r G. A. Grierson, have resulted in his placing it among the
Dravidian languages. It is remarkable to find in Baluchistan a
Draxndian tongue, surroundo^l on all sides by Aryan lanptagcs,
and with the next nearest branch of the same family locatcn so far

away sls the Good hills of central India. Brahui lias no literature

of its own, and such knowledge as we po.ssess of it is due to Ern'o^xian

.scholars, such as Bellow, Trumpp and Caldwell. Numerically the
Brahuis are the stronge.st race in Bahichistan. They number nearly
300,000 souls. Next to them and numlicring nearly uuo,o<x> are
Pathans. After this tliere is a drop to 80.000 mixed Baiucliis

and leas than 40,000 l.asis (Liimris) of Las Bela. Tlicrc are tliirtcen

indigenous tiilxs of Patlian origin, of which the Kakars are
by far the mo.st important, numlwring more than 100,000 souls,

riiey are to be found in the largest numbers in Zhob, Quetta, I'hshin

and 1*lial-Chotiali, but tlien* are a few of them in Kalat and Chagai
.jlso. The most important Balucli triL»c.s are the Marris, the Bughiis,

the Boledis, the Domkis, the Magussis ami the Rinds. Owing partly

to the tribal system, and partly to the levelling effect 01 l.slam,

nothing similar to the Brahmanical system of social precedent is to
be found in BaluchistcUi.

Histnry.—Of the early history of this portion of the Asiatic

continent little or nothing is known. The poverty and natural

strength of the country, combined with the ferocious habits of

the natives, seem to have equally repelled the friendly visits of

inquisitive stningers and the hostile incursions of invading

armies. The first distinct account which we have is from

‘\rri.in, who, with his usual brevity and severe veracity, narrates

tne march of Alexander through this region, which he calls the

cofuntry of the Oreitac and Gadrosii.^ He gives a very accurate

account of this forlorn tract, its general aridity and the necessity

of obtaining water by digging in the beds of torrents
;
describes

the food of the inhabitants as dates and fish
;
and adverts to

tht' occasional occurrence of fertile spots, the abundance of

aromatic and thorny shrubs and fragrant plants, and the violence

of the monsoon in the we.stern part of Makran. He notices also

the impossibility of supfxirting a large army, and the consequent

destruction of the greater part of, the men and beasts which

accompanied the expedition of Alexander. In tlie 8th century

this country was traversed by an army of the Caliphate.

The precise period at which the Brahuis gained the mastery
cannot be accurately ascertained

;
but it was probably about

two and a half centuries ago. The last raja of the Hindu dynasty
found himself compelled to call for the assistance of the mountain
shepherds, with their leader, Kambar, in order to check the

encroachments of a horde of depredators, headed by an Afghan
chief, who infested the country and even threatened to attack

the seat of government. Kambar successfully perlformed the

service for which he had been engaged ; but having in a few

years quelled the robbers against whom he had been called

in, and finding himself at the head of ^e only military tribe

in tlte country, he formally deposed the raja and assumed the

government.
The history of lihe country aftjer the accession of Kambar is

as obscure as durinf the Hindu dynasty. It would appear,

however, that the aceptre was quietly transmitted to AbduUa
Khaa, tha lourth in descent from Kambar, who, being an
intrepid and atnbitians Soldier, turned his thoii^hts towards

the conquest of Kadi Gandava, then held by different petty

chiefo the authority of the nawabs of SM.
Alter aariout adccem, the Kambarame at length poteetsed

danadvei of the sovereignty of a oonsfderabla portion of that

? See V. A. Smith,' Hitt. India (ed. iqoB), p. 103 seq.

Miitiul plak,iiiQludiag the dhief town, Itwasduting

this contest that the famduh^^^ advanced from ^enria

to the invaskm of Hinduetan ;
and while at Kandahar he

despatched seveml detachments into Baluchistan and artah*

fished his authority in that province. Abdulla Khan, howmr,
was continued in the government of the country by Nadir*i

orders ; but he was soon after killed in a battle with the forees

of the nawabs of Smd. He was succeeded hy his eldest eon,

Haji Mahommed Khan, who abandoned himself to' the ntost

tyrannical and licentious way of life and alienated his subjects

oppressive taxation. In these circumstances Nasir Khan,
the second son of Abdulla Khan, who had accompanied the

victorious Nadhr to Delhi, and acquired the favoitr and confidence

of that monarch, returned to Kalat and was hdled 1^ the whole

population as their deliverer. Finding that expostulation had no

effect upon his brother, he one day entered his apartment and

stabbed him to the heart As soon as tlie tyrant was dead,

Nasir Khan mounted the musnnd amidst the universal joy of

his subjects
;

and immediately transmitted a report Of the

events which had taken place to Nadir Shah, who was then

encamped near Kandahar. The sliah received die inOelligcwce

with satisfaction, and despatched a firman, by return of the

messenger, appointing Nasir Khan beglar begi (prince of princes)

of all ^luchistan. This event took place in the year 1739.

Nasir Khan proved an active, politic and warlike prince.

11c look great pains to re-establish the intemtd government of

all the provinces in his dominions, and improved and fortified

the city of Kalat. On the death of Nadir Shah in 1747, he

acknowledged tlie title of the king of Kabul, Ahmad 'Shah

(Durani). In 1758 he declared lum-sdl entirely independent;

upon which Ahmad Shalt despatched a force against him under

one of his ministers. The khan, however, raised an army and
totally routed the Afghan army. On receiving intelligence of

this discomfiture, the king himself marched with strong rein*

forcements, and a pitched battle was fought in wluch Nasir

Khan was worsted. He retired in goo(korder to Kalat, whither

he was followed by the victor, who invested the place with his

whole army. 'The khan made a vigorous defence
;
and, after

the royal troops had been foiled in their attempts to talm the

city by storm or surprise, a negotiatiem was proposed by tlw

king which terminated in a treaty of peace. By this treaty it

was stipulated that the king was to receive the cousin of Nasir

Khan in marriage
;
and tbit the khan was to pay no tribute,

but only, when called upon, to furnish troops to assist the

armies, for wliich he was to receive an allowance in cash equal

to half their pay. The khan frequently distinguished himself in

the subsequent wars of Kabul
; and, as a reward for his services,

the king ^stowed upon him several districts in perpetual and

entire sovereignty. Having succeeded in quelling a dangers
rebellion headed by his cousin Behram Khan, this aUe prince

at length died in extreme old age in the moi^ of June i7>95,

leaving three sons and five daughters. He was succeeded by
his eldest son, Mahmud Khan, then a boy of about fourteen

years. During the reign of this prince, who has been described

as a very humane and indolent man, the country was distracted

by sanguinary broils ; the governors of several provinces imd
districts withdrew thrir allegiance ,* and the dominions of the

khans of Kalat gradually so diminished that they now com-

prehend only a small portion of the provinces formerly subject

to Nasir Khan.
In 1839, when the British army advanced through the Boian

Pass towards Afghanistan, the conduct of Mohrab Khan, the

rulerof Baluchistan, was considered so treacherous and dangerous

as to require ** the exaction of retribution from that chieftain/’

and “ the execution of such arrangements as would estaUnbi

future security in that quarter.” General Wilishirc was accordr

ingly (fetached from the army of the Indus with so^ men to

misault Kalat. A gate was knocked in by the field'^ieees, nnd
the town and cita^l were stormed in a few mimitea Above
400 Baiuohes were slam, among them Mthrab Khan himself;

and 3000 prisoNSrs were taken. Subsequent iiN|tliries hawe^

however, pmved that the traacbciy tewardi the iBnrish wai>M
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on the pert of Mehrab Khan, but on that of his vizier,Mohommed

Huiiein, end certain chiefs with wijpiA he was in league, and at

whose instigation the British convoys were plundered in their

passage through KaCh Gandava and in the Bolan Pass. The

treacherous vizier, however, made our too credulous political

officers believe that Mehrab Khan was to blme; his object

being to bring his master to ruin and to obtain for himself all

power in the state, knowing that Mehrab's successor was only a

child. How far he succeeded in his object history has shown.

In the following year Kalai changed hands, the governor estab-

lished by the British, together with a feeble garrison, being

overpowered. At the close of the same year it was reoccupied

by the British under General Nott. In 1841 Nasir Khan II., the

youthful son of the slain Mehrab Khan, was recognized by the

British, who soon after evacuated the country.

From the conquest of Sind by the British troops under the

command of General Sir Charles Napier in 1843 up to 1854 no

diplomatic intercourse occurred worthy of note between the

British and Baluch states. In the latter year, however, under

the governor-generalship of the marquess of Dalhousie, General

John Jacob, C.B., at the time political superintendent and

commandant on the Sind frontier, was deputed to arrange and

conclude a treaty between the Kalat state, then under the

chieftainship of Nasir Khan and the British government. This

treaty was executed on the 14th of May 1854 and was to the

following eflfect :

—

*' That the former offensive and defensive treaty, concluded in

1841 by Major Outram between the British government and Nasir
Khan ll.. chief of Kalat, was to be annulled.

That Nasir Khan II., his heirs and successors, bound themselves
to oppose to the utmost all the enemies of the British government,
and in all cases to act in subordinate co-operation with that govern-
ment, and to enter into no negotiations with other states without
its consent.

“ That should it be deemed nece.s8ary to station British troops
in any part of the territorv of Kalat, they shall occupy such positions

as may be thought advisable by the British authorities.

That the Baluch chieft was to prevent all plundering on the part
of his subjects within or in the neigh liourhood of British territory.

*' That he was further to protect all merchants passing through
his territory, and only to exact from them a transit duty, fixed by
schedule attached to the treaty ; and that, on condition of a faithful

performance of these duties, he was to receive from the British

government an annual subsidy of Rs.30,000 (;^5ooo).”

The provisions of the above treaty were most loyally performed

by Nasir Khan up to the time of his death in 1856. He was
succeeded by his brother, Mir Khodadad Khan, when a youth
of twelve years of age, who, however, did not obtain his position

before he had put down by force a rebellion on the part of his

turbulent chiefs, who had first elected him, but, not receiving

what they considered an adequate reward from his treasury,

sought to depose him in favour of his cousin Sher dil Khan. In

the latter part of 1857, the Indian rebellion being at its height

and the city of Delhi still in the hands of the rebels, a British

officer (Major Henry Green) was deputed, on the part of the

British government, to reside as political agent with the Khan
at Kalat and to assist him by his advice in maintaining control

over his turbulent tribes. This ‘duty was successfully performed

until 1863, when, during the temporary aKsence of Major Malcolm
Green, the then political agent, Khodadad Khan was, at the

instigation of some of his princi|)al chiefs, attacked while out

riding by his cousin, Sher dil Khan, and severely wounded.
Khodadad ffed in safety to a residence close to the British border,

and Sher dil Khan was elected and proclaimed Khan. His rule

was, however, a short one, for early in 1864, when proceeding

to Kalat, he was murdered in the GandaWFass ;
and Khodadad

was again dected chief by the very men who had only the

previous year caused his overthrow, and who had lately been

accomplices to the murder of his cousin. After the above

events Khodadad maintained his precarious position with

great difficulty ; but owing to hit inability to govern his un-

ruly subjects without material assistance from the British

government, which tliey were not disposed to give, his country

gradually into the greatest anarchy ; ai^, consequently,

some of the provisions of the treaty of 1854 having be^

broken, diplomatic relations were discontinued with the Kalat

state after the end of 1874.

After this the chiefs of Las and Wad, the Harris and Bugtis,

Kej and Makran all threw of! their allegiance, and anarchy

became so widespread that the British government again inter-

fered. The treaty of 1854 was renewed in 1876 by Lord Lytton

(under Sandeman^s advice), and the khan received substantial aid

from the government in the form of an annual subsidy of a lakh

of rupees, instead of the Rs.50,000 previously assigned to him.

The treaty of 1854 was a treaty of alliance offensive and defensive.

The treaty of 1876 renewed these terms, but utterly changed the

policy of non-intervention which was maintained by the former,

by the recognition of the sirdars -as well as the khan, and by the

appointment of the British government as referee in cases of

dispute between them. British troops were to be located in the

khan's country
;
Quetta was founded

;
telegraphs and railways

were projected
; roads were made

; and the reign of law and
order established. The nebulous claims of Afghanistan to Sibi

and Pishin were disposed of by the treaty of Gandamak in the

spring of 1879, and the final consolidation of the existing form of

Kalat administration was effected by Sandeman's expedition to

Kharan in 1883, and the reconciliation of Azad Khan, the great

Naushirwani chief, with the khan of Kalat. British Baluchistan

was incorporated with British India by the resolution of ist

November 1887, and divided into two districts—Quetta-Pishin

and Thai Chotiali—to be administered by a deputy-commissioner

and a regular staff.

In 1890 and 1891 were carried out that series of politico-

military expeditions which resulted in the occupation of the

Zhob valley, the foundation of the central cantonment of Fort
Sandeman, and the extension of a line of outposts which, com-
mencing at Quetta, may be said to rest on Wana north of the

Gomal. The effect of these expeditions, and of this extension of

military occupation, has been to reduce the independent Pathan
tribes of the Suliman mountains to effective order, and to put a
stop to border raiding on the Indus plains south of the Gomal.
In 1893 serious differences arose between the khan of Kalat and
Sir James Browne, who succeeded Sir Robert Sandeman as agent

to the governor-general in Baluchistan, arising out of Mir
Khodadad Khan’s outrageous conduct in the management of his

own court, and the treatment of his officials. Finally, the khan
was deposed, and his son Mir Mahmud Khan succeeded in

November 1893. Since then the most important change in

Baluch administration has been the perpetual lease and transfer

of management to British agency of the Nushki district and
Niabat, with all rights, jurisdiction and administrative power, in

lieu of a perp>etual rent of Rs.9000 per annum. This was effected

in July 1899. This secures the direct control of the great highway
to Seistan which has been opened to khafila and railway traffic.

The revenues of the khan of Kalat consist partly of subsidies

and partly of agricultural revenue, the total value being about
Rs.500,000 per annum. Since 1882 he has received Rs. 25,000

^ government rent for the Quetta district, besides Ks. 30,000
in lieu of transit duties in the Bolan

;
this has been in-

creased lately by Rs.9000 as already stated. In 1899 the total

imports of Kalat were valued at Rs. 700,000, and the exports

at Rs.505,000.

Authorities.—The Seistan Boundary Report of 1873 by Sir
F. Goldsmid

;
Floyer. Unexplored Baluchistan (London. 1882)

;

T. Thornton, Life of Sandeman (London. 1896) ; G. P. Tate. Kalat,
a Memoir (Calcutta, 1896); Sir T. Holdich, Ethnographic and
Historical Notes on Makran,*' Calcutta, 1892 {Survev Report)

;

" Antiquities. Ethnography. &c.. of Las Bela and Makran." Calcutta.
X894 (owrvey Report) " Ajicient and Medieval Makran." vol. vii.

R.G.S, Journal (1896) ;

" Perso-Baluch Boundary," vol. ix. R.G.S.
Journal (1897); M'Mahon, "The Southern Borderland of Afghan-
istan." vol. X. Journal R.G,S, (1897). Notes on Sir R. Sandeman's
tours in Baluchistan will be found in vols. v., xii., xiit. and xiv.

of the R,G,S, Pvoeudings] FopuUtr Poetry of the Balochet, 1^
M. Longworth-Dames (2 vols., Roy. As. Soc. 1907). (T, H. H.*)

BALUOHISTAB, a province of Persia consisting of the western

part of Baluchistan (gju,) in a wider tense. Persw Baluchistan

has an area of about 60,000 sq. no., and Ipring along the nor-

thern shore of the Arahiu) Sea, k bouiided £. by British and
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independent Baluchistan, N. by Sdstan and the central Persian

desert, and W. by Kerman. The country has little water and
only a small part of it is under cultivation, the remainder being

composed of arid, waterless plains, deserts—-some stony, others

with moving sands—barren luils and mountains. The principal

rivers are the Mashkid and that of Bampur which flow away
from the sea and are lost in depressions called hamuns. The
rivers which flow into the sea are unimportant and dry during

the greater part of the year. Persian Baluchistan forms an
administrative division of the province of Kerman and is sub-

divided into the following twenty districts (i) Bampur

;

(2) Serhad
; (3) Dizek

; (4) Jalk ; (5) Sib
; (6) Irafshan

;

(7) Magas; (8)Serba2; (9)Lashar; (10) Champ; (ii)Fannuj;

(12) Bazman
; (13) Aptar

; (14) Daman
; (15) Aprandagan

;

(16) Asfebgeh
; (17) Surmij

; (18) Meskutan
;

(iq) Pushteh ;

(20) Makran, the country of the Ichthyophagi, with the sub-

districts Kasrkand, Geh, Bint, Dasht, Kucheh and Bahu. The
total population of Baluchistan is under 200,000. The province

was practically independent until the occupation of Bampur
by Persian troops in 1849, s^^^d over some of the extreme eastern >

districts Persian supremacy was not recognized until 1872.

BALUE, JEAN (^. 1421-1491), French cardinal and minister

of Louis XL, was bom of very humble parentage at Angle in

Poitou, and was first patronized by the bishop of Poitiers. In

1461 he became vicar-general of the bishtjp of Angers. His

activity, cunning and mastery of intrigue gained him the

appreciation of Louis XI., who made him his almoner. In a

short time Baluc became a considerable personage. In 1465 he

received the bishopric of fivreux
;
the king made him le premier

du grant conseiU and, in spite of his dissolute life, obtained for

him a cardinalate (1468), But in that year Balue was com-

promised in the king's humiliation by Charles the Bold at

Peronne and exc’liided from the council. He then intrigued

with Charles against his master : their secret correspondence

was intercepted, and on the 23rd of April 1469 Balue was thrown

into prison, where he remained eleven years, but not, as has been

alleged, in an iron cage. In 1480, through the intervention of

j-'ope Sixtus IV., he was set at liberty, and from that time

lived in high favour at the court of Kome. He received the

bishopric of Albano and afterwards tliut of Palestrina. In

1484 he was even sent to France as legate a latere. He died at

Ancona in 1491.

Se{> Henri Forgeot, *' Jean Balue. cardinal d’Angers " (T8y5), in

tlie de i'aolt: haules dtudas.

BALUSTER (through the It, from the Ital. halatisirot so-

called from a supposed likeness to the flower of the fiakaUmov,

or wild pomegranate ; the word has.been corrupted in English

into “ banister a small moulded shaft, square or circular, in

stone or wood and sometimes in metal, supporting the coping

of a parapet or the rail of a staircase, an assemblage of them

being known as a balustrade. The earliest examples are those

shown in the bas-reliefs representing the Assyrian palaces,

where they were employed as window balustrades and apparently

had Ionic capitals. They do not seem to have been known to

either the Greeks or the Romans, but early examples are found in

the balconies in the palaces at Venice and Verona. In the hands

of the Italian revivalists they became features of the' greatest

importance, and were largely employed for window balconies and

roof parapets.

The term “ baluster shaft ” is given to the slmft dividing a

window^ in Saxon architecture. In the south transept of the

abliey at St Albans, England, are some of these shafts, supposed

to have been taken from the old Saxon church. Norman bwes

and capitals have been added, together with plain cylindrical

Norman shafts.

BALUSTRADE, a parapet or low screen consisting of a coping

or ndl supported on balusters (q.v.). Sometimes it is employed

purely as a decorative feature beneath the sill of a vrindow

which was not carried down to tlte ground. Sometimes flowing

foliage takes the place of the pairapet, and sometimes so-called

balustrades are formed of vertical slabs of stone, pierced as in the

Ca’ d'oro at Venice and the balconies of the minarets at Cairo.
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BALUZB, tTIENNE (1630*^1718), French scholar, was bom

at Tblle on the 24th of NoyesnbCT 1630. He was educated at his

native town and took minor orders. As secretary to Pierre

de Marca, archbishop of Toulouse, he won the appreciation of

that learned prelate to such a degree that at his death Marca

left him all his papers. Thus it came about that Baluze produced

the first complete edition of Marca’s treatise De UberiaMbus

Ecclesiae Gallieanae (166$), and brought out his Marca jbispanka

(1688 f.). About 1667 Baluze entered Colbert’s ^trvice, and
until 1700 was in charge of the invaluable library belonging

to that minister and to hi.s son the marquis de Seignelai. He
enriched it prodigiously (see the history of the Colbertina library

in the Cabinet des Manusertis by M. Leopold Delislc, vol. i.), and

Colljert rewarded him by obtaining various benefices for him,

and the post of king's almoner (1679). Subseouently Baluze

was appointed professor of C^non law at the College de France

on the 31st of December 1689, and directed that great institution

from 1707 to 1710.

The works which place him in the first rank of the scholars of

his time are the Capitularia Regum Francorum ( 1674 ;
new edition

enlarged and corrected in 1780); the Rova CoUeciio Conciliorum

(4 vols., 1677); the Miscellanea ("j vols., 1678-1715 ;
new edition

revised by Mansi, 4 vols. f., 1761-1764) ; the Letters of Pope
Innocent ii/. (1682); and, finally, the Vitae Paparum Avenio-

nenstum, i30ji~jjq4 But he was unfortunate enough to

take up the history of Auvergne just at the time when the

cardinal de Bouillon, inheritor of the rights, and above all of the

ambitious pretensions of the Tour family, was endeavouring

to prove the descent of that house in the direct line from the

ancient hereditary counts of Auvergne of the 9th century.

As authentic documents in support of these pretensions could

not be found, false ones were fabricated. The prmluction of

spurious genealogies had already been begun in the Hisioire de la

maison d'Atenergne published by Christophe Justel in 1645 ;

and Chorier, the historian of Dauphiny, had included in the

sei’ond volume of his history ( 1 672) a forgftl deed which connected

the l-a Tours of Dauphiny with the La Tours of Auvergne. Next
a regular manufactory of forged documents was organized by
a certain Jean de Bar, an intimate companion of the cardinal,

'i’hcse rogues were slcilful enough, for they succeeded in duping

the most illustrious scholars : Dom Jean Mabillon, the founder

of Diplomatics, Dom Thierry Ruinart and Baluze himself,

called a.s experts, made a unanimously favourable report on the

23rd of July 1695. But cardinal de Bouillon had many enemies,

and a war of pamphlets began. In March 1698 Baluze in reply

wrote a Letter which proved nothing. Two years later, in 1700,

Jean de Bar and his accomplices were arrested, and after a long

and searching inquiry were declared guilty in 1704. Baluze,

nevertheless, was obstinate in his opinion. He was convinced

that the incriminated documents were genuine and proposed

to do J ustel’s work anew. Encouraged and financially supported

by the cardinal dc Bouillon, he first produced a Table gMcdogique
in 1705, and then in 1709 a Hisioire ghiealogique de la maison

d'Auvergne, with “ Proofs,” among which, unfortunately, we
find all the deeds which had been pronounced spurious. In the

following year he was sutklenly engulfed in the disgrace which

overtook his intriguing patron : deprived of his appointments,

pensions and benefices, he was exiled far from Paris. None
the less he continued to work, and in 17x7 published a history

of his native town, Historiae Tutelensis libri ires. Before his

death he succeeded in returning to Paris, where he died uncon-

vinced of his errors on the 28th of July 1718. Was he dupe or

accomplice ? The study of his correspondence with the cardinal

gives the impression that he was the victim of clever cheats.

The history of the forgeries committed in the intere.stB of the
house of Bouillon forms a curious and instructive episode in tlic

history of French scholarship in the time of I^ouis XIV. It is to
be found in the Manuel de diplomatique by A. Giry ; and above ail

in a note to the CEuvres ^ Saint-Siman by M. de Boislisle (vol xiv.

PP- 533*55®)- The bibliography of Baluee's researches has l^een

made by M. Ken6 Page (1882, 1884) and his Life told 1^ M. Emile
F^e (I0Q9). To these we must add an amusing book by G. Clfment-
Simon, La Gaiett de holme ; doeuments biographiques et iitttrairei

in. Joa
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(x888). Baluze's will han been published by M. Leopold Delisle

[BiHtoihitiue de I'^colf de Chaftes, jSp)

;

hig papers are now in the

Blblioth^ue Nalionale in Paris, and m the Biblioth^ue de I'Arsenal

(^svue hisiofiqw, t. xcviii. p. 309). See also the article by Arthur
dc BoisliHic in the liwut des guesiions historiques tor Octobcjr

1908. (C. B.*)

BALZAC, HOIfORt DE (1799-1850)^ French novelist, was

bom at Tours on the 20th of May 1799. His father, Bernard

Francois, never called himself de Balzac and Honor6 only

assumed the particle after 1830. But the father had equally

little rif(ht to the name of Balzac at all, for his birth-certificate

has been recently discovered. The true name was “ Balssa,”

and this in various forms (“ Balsa,” ” Balsas ”) has been traced

for more than a century before the novelist’s birth as that of a

family of day-labourers or very small peasant proprietors in the

parish of Caneza<., department of the Tam. It is probable that

the novelist himself was not aware of this, and his father appears

to have practised some mystification as to his own professional

career. In and after the Revolution, however, he actually

attained positions of some importance in the commissariat and
hospital departments of the army, and he married in 1797
Anne Charlotte Laure Sallambier, who was a beauty, an heiress,

and a woman of considerable faculty. She survived her son;

the father died in 1829. There were two sisters (the elder, Laure,

afterwards Madame Surville, was her brother’s favourite and
later his biographer), and a younger brother, Henri, of whom
we hear little and that little not verj^ favourable.

Honors was put out to nurse till he was four years old, and in

1806, when he was seven, was sent to the college (grammar school)

of Vendome, where he remained till April 1813 as a strict bemrder

without any holidays. From this he passed as a day-boy to the

college of Tours. His father’s official work was transferred to

Paris the year after, and Balzac came under the teaching of a
royalist private schoolmaster, M. Lepitre, and others. He left

school altogether in t8i 6, being then between seventeen and
eighteen. His experiences at Vendome served as base for much
of Louts Lambert^ antf he seems to have been frequently in

disgrace. Later, his teachers appear to have found him remark-

able neither for good nor for evil. He was indeed never a scholar ;

))ut he must have read a good deal, and as he certainly had no
time for it later, much of this reading must have been done early.

The profession which Balzac’s father chose for him was the

law ; and he not only passed through the schools thereof, and
duly obtained his/iV:e»cf,but had three years' practical experience

in the offices of a notary and a solicitor {avoue), for the latter of

whom, M. Guillonnet-Mcrville, he seems to have had a sincere

respect. But though no man of letters has ever had, in some ways,

such a fancy for business, no man of business could ever come out
of such a bom man of letters. And when in 1820 (the licence

having been obtained and M. Balzac, senior, having had some
losses) the father wished the sort to become a practising lawyer

in one or another branch, Honor6 revolted. His family had left

Paris, and they tried to starve him into submission by establishing

him in a garret with a very small allowance. Here he began to

write tragedies, corresponded (in letters which have fortunately

l>cen preserved) with his sister I^ure, and, most important of all,

attempted something in prose fiction. The tragedy Cromwell

was actually completed and read to friends if not to others

;

nay more, the manuscript exists in the hands of M. Spoelberch

de Lovenjoul, the great authority on Balzac’s life and biblio-

graphy ; but it has never been published. The novels, Cocqsigrue

and SieUa^ proved abortions, but were only the first of many
attempts at his true way until he found it. Drama he never

abandoned ; but for him it was always an error.

The garret-period from 1820 to 1822 was succeeded by another

of equal length at home, but before it had finished (1821) he

found his way into print with the first of the singular jxoductions

which (and that not entirely or finally) have ts^en a sort of

outside place in his works under the title of CEuitrts de jeunesse.

The incunoMa of Balzac were Les Deux Hector
y
ou Les Deux

Families hretonneSy and Charles Pointel, ou Mon Cousin de la main
gauche. They were followed next year by six others :

—

VHerittere

de Birague ; Jean Louis y ou La FiUe trouvee
; Clotilde de Lusignmy

ou Le Beau Juif; Le CerUenaire, ou Les Deux Beringheld; Le
Vicaire des Ardennes

; Le Tartare, ou Le Retour de Vexile. And
these were again followed up in 1823 by three more : La Dernier

e

Fee, ou La Nouoelle Lampe merveilleuse
;
Michel et Christine et la

suite
;
I/Anonyme, ou Ni pire ni mere. In 1824 came Annette et

le criminel, a continuation of the Vicaire; in 1825, Wann-Chlore,
which afterwards took the less extravagant title of Jane la pale.

These novels, which filled some two score volumes originally,

were published under divers pseudonym.s (*^ I.ord R’hoone,” an
anagram of ** Honor^,” “ Horace de Saint Aiibin,” &c.), and in

actual collaboration with two or three other writers. But
though there is not yet in them anything more than the faintest

dawn of the true Balzac, though no one of them is good as a whole,

and very few parts deserve that word except with much qualifica-

tion, they deserve far more study than they have usuall}'

received, and it is difficult to apprehend the true Balzac until

they have been studied. They ceased for a time, not because of

the author's conviction of their badness (though he entertained

no serious delusions on this subject), nor because they failed of a
certain success in actual money return, but because he had Liken
to the earliest, the most prolonged, and the most disastrous of his

dabblings in business— this time as a publisher to some extent
and still more as a printer and type-founder. Not very much
was known about his experiences in this way (except their

general failure, and the result in hampering him with a load of

debt directly for some ten years and indirectly for the whole of

his life) till in 1903 MM. Hanotaux and Vicaire puWished the

results of their inquiries into the actual accounts of the concern.

There seems to have been no reason why it should not have
succeeded, and there has been claimed for it first, that it pro-

vided Balzac with a great amount of actual detail which he
utilized directly in the novels, and secondly, that it gave him at

whatever cost a still more valuable experience of practical life-

the experience which has so often been wanting to men of letters.

Anyhow, from 1825 to 1828, the future author of the Comedie
humaine was a publisher, printer and type-founder

;
and in the

last year he had to abscond, or something like it, under prc.ssure

of debts which were never fully settled till 1838, and then by a
further obligation of ninety thousand francs, chiefly furnished
by his mother and never repaid to her.

It was Balzac’s habit throughout his life to relieve the double
pressure of debt and of work by frequent excursions into the

country and abroad. On this occasion he fled to Brittany with
an introduction to a M. and Mme de Pommereul, who received

him hospitably in their chateau near FougtVes. Here he obtained
some of the direct material, and most of the scenery and atmo-
sphere, for wlmt he himself recognized as his first serious attempt
in novel-writing, Les Chouans, or, as it was at first called, Le
Dernier Chouan. This book (obviously written in direct following

of Scott, of whom Balzac was a lifelong admirer) has been very
variously judged—those who lay most stress on his realism

thinking little of it, while those who maintain that he was always
a romantic “ with a difference ” place it higher. It has at any
rate brilliant colouring, some very vivid scenes, and almost more
passion as well as curtain ” at its ending than any other of his

books. Though not without a touch of melodrama it differs

utterly from the confused and tedious imitations of Mrs Rudeliffe,

M. G. Lewis and C. R. Maturin which fill most of the (Eintres de
jeunesse. At the same time Balzac was engaged on a very
different work, the analytic-satirical sketches which compose
the Fhysiologie du mariage, and which illustrate his other and
non-romantic side, again with some crudity, but again also with
a vast advance on his earlier productions. Both were published
in the year 1829, from which his real literary career unquestion-

ably starts. It had exactly twenty-one years to run.

The history of these twenty-one years, though (in consequence
mainly of the diligence and luck as a collector of the above-
named M, de Lovenjoul) the materials for it ar6 large and con-
stantly accumulating,has never been arranged in a really standard
biography, and there seems to be on increasing habit of con-
centrating the attention on parts of it. It divides itself under
three heads mainly, the history of Bahac’s business affairs, that
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of his loves and friendships and that of his actual work. The
first has some small resemblance to Scott’s similar experiences,
though in Balzac’s case there was no great crash but a lifelong

pressure
;
on the other hand, his debts were brought upon him

by a long course not so much of extravagance in actual expendi-
ture (though there was something of this) as of financial irregu-

larities of almost every description,—anticipations of earnings,

costly methods of production (he practically wrote his novels
on a succession of printed revises), speculations, travel, and
lastly the collection of curiosities. As regards the second,

although his fashion of life made him by turns a hermit and a
vagrant, he was on good terms with most of the famous men of

letters of his day from Hugo downwards, and seems never to have
quarrelled with any man, except with some of his editors and pulv
lishers, by his own fault. Balzac was indeed, in no belittling sense

of the word, one of tlie most good-natured of men of genius. But
his friendships with the other sex are of much more importance,
and not in the least matters of mere gossip. His sister Laure, as

has been said, and a school-friend of hers, Mme Zulma Carraud,

played important and not questionable partsas hiscorrespondents.

But at least three ladies, all of a rank higher than his own, figure

as his “ Egerias ” to such an extent that it is hardly extravagant

to say that Balzfic would not have been Balzac without them.
These are Madame de Bemy, a lady connected with the court of

the ctncmi regime^ much older Jban himself and the mother of nine

children, to whom he was introduced in 1821, who became to him
La dilvcia, who was the original of Mme de Mortsauf in Lf Lys
dam la vallee, and who secm.s to have exercised an excellent

influence on him in mutters of taste till her death in 1836 ;
the

manjuise de Castries, who took him up for a time and dropped
him, and who has been supposed to have been his model for his

less impeccable ladies of fashion
j
and lastly, the Polish-Russian

countess Evelina Hanska, who after addressing, ns ritrangerc, a
letter to him as early as 1832, became his idol, rarely seen but

constantly corresponded with, for the last eighteen years, and his

wife for the last few months of his life. Some of his letters to her

have long been known, but the bulk of them constituted the

greatest recent addition to our knowledge of him as given in the

two volumes of Leitres d Vfitrangere. Of hers we have practically

none and it is exceedingly hard to form any clear idea of her,

but his devotion is absolutely beyond question.

Business, friendship and love, however, much more other

things, were in Balzac’s case always connected with and on the

whole quite secondary to work. He would even sometimes
resist the commands by which at long intervals Mme Hanska
would summon him to see her, and abstract the greater part of

his actual visits to her in order to serve this still more absorbing

mistress. He had, as we have seen, worked pretty hard, even

before 1829, and his work had partly taken forms not yet

mentioned—political pamphlets and miscellaneous articles

which are now accessible in the £dition difinitive of his works,

and hardly one of which is irrelevant to a just conception

of him. Nor did he by any means abandon these by-works after

1829; indeed, he at one time started and almost entirely

wrote, a periodical called the Revite parisienne. He wrote

some dramas and planned many mortf, though the fjew which

reached the stage left it again promptly. B^zac’s dramas, as

they appear in his works, consist of Vauirtn, Les Ressources de

Quinola, Pamela Giraud (arranged for the stage by others), La
Mardtre and Mercadet le faiseur, the last of which has, since his

death, been not unsuccessful. But on the whole he did devote

himself to his true vocation, with a furious encigy beside which

even Scott’s, except in hiji sadder and later days, becomes

leisurely. Babtac ge^rally wrote (dining early and lightly, and
sleeping for some hours iminediately after dinner) from midnight

till any hour in the following day—stretches of sixteen hours

being not unknown, and the process being often continued for

days and weeks. Brides his Imbit of correcting a small printed

original into a long novel on the proofs, he was always ^tering

and re-shaping his work, even before, in 184a, he carried out the

idea of building it all into one huge structure—the Comidie

humaine wirii its subdivisions of Seenes de la vie parmeme,
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itudes phtbsophtqueSf Much pains have been spent upon
this title and Balzac's intentions in selecting it. But the

Human Comedy,” as a description for mere studies of life as

his, will explain itself at once or else cun never be explained.

Of its constituents, however, some account must be given,

and this can be best done through an exact and complete list

of the whole work by years, with such abbreviated notes on
the chief constituents as may lead up to a general critical .sum-

mary. Of the two capital works of 1829, we have spoken.

1830, the epoch year, saw part (it was not fully published till

the next) of La Peau de chagrin, one of the crudest, but according

to some estimates, one of the greatest of the works; full of

romantic extravagance and surplusage, but with an engrossing

central idea—the Nemesis of accomplished desire—powerfully

worked out
; La Matson du chat qui peloie, a triumph of observa-

tion and nature, together with a crowd of things less in bulk

but sometimes of the first excellence—El Verdugo, Rtude de

femme. La Paix du menage, Le Bal desceaux, La Vendetta, Gobseck,

Vne Double Famillc, Les Deux Rhes, Adieu, URlixir de longue vie,

Sarrazine, Vne Passion dans le desert and Un Rpisode sous la

Terreur, In 1831, La Peau de chagrin appeared complete,

accompanied by LeRequisiiionnaire,Lcs Proscrits,Le Chef-d'oeuvre

inconnu (a masterpiece fortunately not unrecognized), Jesus
Christ en Flandre and Maitre Cornelius. 1832 gave Madame
Firmiani, Le Message, Le Colonel Chabert and Le Cure de Tours
(two stories of contrasted but extraordinary excellence), La
Bourse, La Femme abandonnee, Louis Lambert (autobiographical

and philosophic), La Grenadier

e

and LesMarana (a great favourite

with the author). In 1833 appeared Ferragus, chef des devorants,

the first part of L'Histoire des ircize (a collection in the more
extravagant romantic manner, very popular at the time, and
since a favourite with some, but few, good judges), I^e MMecin
de campagne (another pet of the author's, and a kind of intended

d<»cument of his ability to support the cause of virtue, but,

despite certain great things, especiall;j a wonderful popular
legend of Napoleon,” a little heavy as a whole), the universally

admitted masterpiece of Eugenie Grandet, and IJIUustre Gaudis-
sort (very amusing). 1833 also saw the beginning of a remarkable
and never finished work-out of his usual scope but exceedingly

powerful in parts—the Contes drolatiques, a series of tales of

Old France in Old (or at least Ralx-laisian) French, which were
to have been a hundred in number but ne\'’er got beyond the

third batch of ten. They often borrow the licence of their 15th

and 16th century models
;
but in La Succube and others there is

undoubted genius and not a little art. 1834 continued the
Treize with [.a Duchesse de Langeais and added La Recherche de

Vabsolu (one of Balzac’s great studies of monomania, and thought
by some to be the greatest, though others prefer Le Chef-d'oeuvre

inconnu), La Femme de (rente ans (the chief example of the

author’s caprice for re-handling, and very differently judged
as a whole), with yet another of the acknowledged triumphs, Le
I^ere GorioL On the whole, this year’s work, though not the

author’s largest, is perhaps his most unique. Next year (1835)
followed Melnwth riconcilie (a tribute to the great influence

which Maturin exercised, not over Balzac only, at this time in

France), Un Drame au bord de la mer, the brilliant, if questionable,

conclusion of Les Treize, La FilXe aux yeux d'or, Le Control de
mariage and Seraphita, This last, a Swedenborgian rhapsody
of great beauty in parts, has divided critics almost more than
anything else of its writer’s, some seeing in it (witih excuse)
nothing but the short description given above in three words,
the others (with justice) reckoning it his greatest triumph of
style and his nearest attempt to reach poetry through prose.

1836 furnished La Messe de Vathee, Interdiction, Facino Cane,
Le Lys dans la valUe (already referred to and of a somewhat
sickly sweetness), VEnfant maudit. La Vieille Fille and Le Secret
des Ruggieri (connected with the earlier Les Deux Rhr$ under
the general title, Sur Catherine de Midicts, and said to have
been turned out by Balzac in a single night, which is hardly
possible). In 1837 were published Les Deux PodteSf destined to
foim port of Illusions perdues, Les Employes, Gambara and
another capital work, Histoire de la grandeur et de la dicadenee
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de CisttT BinMaUf where Bakac’s own unlucky experience in

trade are made thoroughly matter dit art 1838 was less fruitiiil,

contributing only Le Cabinet des antiques, which had made an

earlier partial appearance, La Maison Nucingen and Utu FiUe

d'Bve» But 1839 made amends with the second part of Illusions

ferdues, Un Grand Homme de province d Paris (one of Balzac’s

minor diploma-pieces), Le Cure de village (a very considerable

thing), and two smaller stories, Les Secrets de la prtneesse de

Cadignan and Massimilla Doni. Pierrette, Z. Mareas, Vn Prince

de la Bohime and Pierre Grassau followed in 1840, and in 1841

Une TMbreuse Affaire (one of his most remarkable workings-

up of the minor facts of actual history), Le Martyr Calviniste

(the conclusion of Sur Catherine de Medicis), Vrsule Mirouei (an

admirable story), La Fausse Maitresse and Mimoires de deux

jeunes mariees, on which again there have been veiy different

opinions. 1842 supplied Albert Savarus (autobiographical

liugely), Cn Debut dans la vie, the very variously named and
often rehandled RahouiUeuse (which, since Taine’s exaltation

of it, has often been taken as a Balzacian quintessence), and
Autre etude de femtne, yet another rehandling of earlier work.

In 1843 came the introduction of the completed Sur Cathhine
de Medicis, Honorine and La Muse du departement (almost as

often reconstructed as La Femme de trente ans), with Comment
aimeni les jeunes filles (a similar rehandling intended to start

the collected Splendeurs et misses des courtisattes), and a further

instalment of Illusions perdues, Les Souffrances d'un inventeur.

Three out of the next four years were astonishingly fruitful.

1844 gave Modeste Mignnn (a book with a place to itself, and
said to be founded on a story actually written by Madame
Hanska), Gaudissart 11 ., A combien Yamour revient aux vieitlcerds

(a second part of the Splendeurs), Beatrix (one of the most
powerful if not of the most agreeable), and the first and very
promising part of Les Paysans. Only Un Homme d'affaires

came out in 1845, but this was made up in 1846 by Les Comidiens
sans le sewoir (skctchec^ earlier), another part ol the Splendeurs,

Ou menent les mauvais chemins, the first part of Les Parents

pauvres, La Cousine Bette (sometimes considered the topmost
achievement of Balzac’s genius), and the final form of a work
first issued fifteen years earlier and often retouched, Petites

misires de la vie conjugate. 1847 was even richer, with Le Cmisin
Ponsithc second port of Les Parents pauvres, and again a master-

pie('c), the conclusion of the Splcftdeurs, La Dcmiere Incarnation

de Vautrin, VEnvers de Yhistoire contemporahu (w'hich had been

on and off the stocks for five years), and the unfinished Deputi
d'Aras. I’his was the last scene of the comedy that appeared
in the life of its author. The conclusion of the D^utS d'Ards,
published in 1853, and those of Les Paysans iind Les Petits

Bourgeois which appeared, the first in this year, th(‘ second

wholly in 1855, are believed or known to be by Balzac’s friend,

Charles Rabou
This knmense and varied total stands to its author in a

somewhat different relation Inxn that of any other work to

any other writer. It has been well said that the whole of Balzac's

production was always in his head together; and this is the

main justifw atiun for his syllabus of it as the “ Comedy.” 5>ome
part never came out of his head into print ; we have numerous
titles of work (sometimes spoken of in his letters as more or less

finished) of which no trace remains, or only fragmentary MS.
sketches. One apparenth' considerable book, La Bataille, which
was to be devoted to the battle of Essling, and for which he
actually visited the ground, is frequently referred to as in pro-

gress from the time of his early htpm to Madame Hanska
onwards ; but it has never been found. Another result of this

relation was the constant ahering, re-shaping, ro-connecting of

the different parts. That if Balzac had lived as long as Hugo,
and had preserved his faculties as well, he cooM never have
fiuished the Comidie, is of course obvious : the life of Metiiuselah,

with the powers of Shakespeare, would not suffioe fw that.

But that he mvat would—even if by some impossibility he
eouid-Afi almost equally certain. Whether there is any maik of

dediiie in hts latest work has been disputed, but there could

hardly have been farther advance, and the character of the

whole, not easy to define, is much less hard to comprehend, if

prejudice bek^ out of the way. That character was put eaHy,

but finally, by Victor Hugo in his funeral discourse on Balzac,

whose work he declared, with unusual terseness, among other

phrases of more or less gorgeous rhetoric, to be “ observation

and imagination.” It may be doubted whether all the volumes
written on Balzac (a reasoned catalogue of the best of which
will be found below) have ever said more than these three

words, or have ever said it more truly if the due stress be laid

upon the “and.” On the other side, most of the mistakes
about him have arisen from laying undue stress on one of the

two qualities, or from considering them separately rather than
as inextricably mixed and blended, It is this blending which
gives him his unique position. He is an observer of the most
exact, the most minute, the most elaborate

;
but he suffuses

this observation with so strange and constant an imaginative

quality that he is, to some careful and experienced critics, never
quite “ real ”—or almost always something more than real.

He seems accustomed to create in a fashion which is not so much
of the actual worid as of some other, possible but not actual—no
matter whether he deals with money or with love, with Paris

or with the provinces, with old times or with new. A further

puzzle has arisen from the fact that though Balzac has virtuous

characters, he sees humanity on the whole “ in black ”
: and

that, whether he actually prefers, the delineation of vice, •mis-

fortune, failure, or not, he produces as a rule in his readers

the sensation familiarly described as “ uncomfortable.” His
morality has been fiercely attacked and valiantly defended, but
it is absolutely certain that he wrote with no immoral intention,

and with no indifference to morality. In the same way there

has been much discussion of his style, which seldom achieves

beauty, and sometimes falls short of correctness, but which
still more seldom lacks force and adequacy to his own purpi^se.

On the whole, to write with the shorthand necessary here, it is

idle to claim for Balzac an absolute supremacy in the novel,

while it may be questioned whether any single book of his, or

any scene of a book, or even any single character or situation, is

amtmg the very greatest books, scenes, characters, situations in

literature. But no novelist has created on the same scale, with

the same range
;
none has such a cosmos of his own, pervaded

with such a sense of the originality, and power of its creator.

Balzac's life during these twenty years of strenuous production

has, as regards the production itself, been already outlined, but
its outward events, its distractions or avocations—^apart from
that almost weekly process of “ raising the wind,” of settling old

debts by contracting new ones, which seems to have taken up no
small part of it—^must now be shortly dealt with. Besides con-
stant visits to the Maigonne farnily at Sach6 in Touraine, and to

the Carrauds at Frapesle in Berry, he travelled frequently in

France. He went in 1833 to Neuchatel for his first meeting with
Madame Hanska, to Geneva later for his second, and to Vienna in

1835 for his third. He took at least two flights to Italy, in more
or less curious circumstances. In *838, he went on a journey to

Sardinia to make his fortune by melting the silver out of the

slag-heaps of Homan mines,—a project, it seems, actually feasible

and actually accomplished, but in which he was anticipated. The
year before, tired of Paris apartments, he had bought ground at

Ville d’Avray, and there constructed, certainly at great, though
perhaps exaggerated expense, his villa of Jardies, which
figures largely in the Balzacian legend . His rash and complicated

Ktcrary engagements, and (it must be added) his disregard of

them when the whim took him, brought him into frequent legal

difficulties, the most serious of which was a law-suit with the

Revue de Paris in 1836. In 1831, and again in 1834, he had
thought of standing for election as Deputy, and in the latter year
he actually did so l:^th at Cambrat and Angoul^me

; but it is not
certain that he received any votes. He al^ more once took
Steps to become a candidate for the Academy, but retired on
several occasions before the voting, and when at last, in 1849, he
actuaHy stood, he only- obtained two votes.

As early as the Genevan meeting of
J833,

Madame Hanska had
formally promised to many Balzic in the ease of her husband’s
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death, and this occurred at tile end of 1841. Site would not,

however, allow him even to viait her till the next year had expired,

and then, though be travelled to St Petersburg and the engage-
ment was renewed after a faidiion, its fulfilment was indefinitely

postponed. For some years Balzac met his beloved at Baden,
Wiesbaden, Brussels, Paris, Rome and elsewhere. Only in

September 1847 was he invited on the definite footing of her
future husband to Imj estate of Wierzschovnia in the Ukraine ;

and even then the visit, interrupted by one excursion to Paris and
back, was prolonged for more than two years before (on the 14th
of March 1850) the wedding actually took pJace, But Balzac's
own Peau de chagrin was now reduced to its last morsel. His
health, weakened by his enormous labours, had been ruined by
the Russian cold and his journeyings across Europe. The pair

reached the house at Paris in> the rue Fortunee, which Balzac
had bought for his wife and filled with his collections, at the end of

May. On Sunday, the 17th of August, Victor Hugo found Balzac
dying, attended by his mother, but not by his wife. He actually

died at half-past eleven that night and was buried on the aoth, the

pall-bearers being Hugo himself,Dumas,Sainte-Beuve (an enemy

^

but in this case a generous one) and the statesman Baroche, in

P^re La Chaise, where Hugo delivered the speech cited above.

Him.ioGRAriiY. The extraordinarily complicated bibliography
of Ralzae will be found all but complete in the Histoire dca a uvres

(1875 and later), attached by M. Sjjoelberch de Lovenjoul to the
Edition dttpniiive, and supplcmentea by him in numerous smaller
works, A utuuf de Balzac, Vne Page perdue de Balzac, &c. Summaritjs
of it will be found appended to the introductory critical notices ol

each volume of the English translation edited by Saintsbury (London.
1805-1898), which also contains a short M(‘moir and general criticism.

Before the Edition definitive (1869 onwards), the works had Iwen
issued during the author’s life in various forms and instalments,
t he earliest Comddie humaine being of 1842 to 1846 in sixteen volumes.
For many years, however, the edition best known was that referred
to in Browning as '* all Balzac’s novels fifty volumes long,”
really fifty-five small and closely printed 24mos kept stereotyped
with varying dates by Michel (Calmann) Ldvy, whicli did not
contain the miscellaneous work.s and was not arranged according
to the author's last disposition, but did include the CEuvrez de
yunesse, Tliese were not reprinted in the Edition difinttive

,

but tins

giN’i's the miscellaneous works in four volumes, an invaluable
volume of corrc.s))ondence, and the HizUnre des /ruvres as cited.

To tins was added, in 1893, another volume, Repertoire des ceuvres

de Balzac, in which the history of the various personages of the
Contedw is tracked throughout and ranged under separate articles by
MM. C't‘rflx*(T and Christophe with extraordinary pains, and with a
n'sult ol us{‘l Illness which should have protected it from some eritical

sneers. In 1899 appeared, as the first volume of (Euvres fosthumes,
an instalment of the Leitres d I'Hranglre, and in 1906 a st’cond (up
to T844) with a portrait of Madame Haiiska, and other illustrations.

Works on Balzac are very numerous, and .some of them are of much
importance. Sainte-Beuve and Balzac fell out. and a furiou.s dia-
tribe by the novelist on the critic is preserved ;

but the latter’s post-
mortem examination in Causeties du lundi, vol. ii., is not unfair,

though it could hardly be cordial. Gautier, who was a very intimate
and trusty friend of Balzac, has left an excellent study, mainly
personal, reprinted in his Portraits contemporains, Lamartine
produced a volume, not of much value, on Balzac in ; and
minor contemporaries- Gozlan, Lemer, Champfleuiy—supplied some-
thing. But the series of important studies of Hafzac, based on the
whole of his work and not biased by friendship or enmity, begins
vdth Taine's Essay of 1858, reprinted in volume form, 1865. Even
then the CEuvres diverses were accessible only by immense labour
in the scattered originals, and the invaluable Correspondance not at
all. It was not till the reunion of all in the Edition dAfmiHve was
compJt'ted, that full study of man and work was po.ssible. To this

edition itself was attached a sort of official critical introduction,
VCEuvre de Balzac, by M. Marcel Barri^e (1890). But this is laiigely

occupied by elaborate analyses of tha difierent books, and the purely
critical part is small, and not of the first value. Better are M. Paul
1'lat‘s Essais sur Balzac (2 vols., 1893-1894), which busy themselves
e«!peciany with tracing type* of enameter. Important and nrw
biographical details (indudfiig the proper spelling of the name) were
given in M. Edmond Bird's Hanofi de Balzac (1897). The Balzac
ignore of A. Cabanas (1899) is ^efiy remarkable for its investiga-
tions of Balzac’s fan^ for ocemt studies, and the first part {Balzac
rmprimeuz) of BfM. Hanotatne and Vicaire’s La Jeunesse de Balzac
( 1 903) mentkuwdahoiw, for its dealing with the printing businem and
the intima^y^ with Madame de Bon^. Two most important studies

of Balzac in French* are those of M. A. Le Breton, Balzac, Vkomme
et Panvte (190}). a somewhat severe, but critical and very well-

mformed eXaininathMi, and M. Ferdinand Bnmeti^’s ffonare de
Bateae a tirillftMit but rather one-sided pacegyiio on the
subject aa the ovotver ol the modem novel proper* aadm realist and
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observer par azeeUenee, Igt Enghsh. translations of aeparato books
are innumerable ; of the whole, besides that mentioned above, but
containing a few things thdie omitted, an American version by
Mia* Wonneley and others may be menttoned. The most elaborate
monograph in English, till recently, was F. Wedmoro’s Balzac

(1887), witli a useful bibliography up to the time. The recent
additions to our knowledge are utilise in Miss Mary F. Sandars'
BaJzae (1904), a rather popular, but full and readable summa^*
chiefiy of the life, from all but the latest documents, and W. H.
Helm's Aspects nf Balzac (1903). which is critical a.s wpll as anec-
dotic. The present writer, brides the critical and biographical
essays referred to above, prefixed a shorter one to a tran.slation of
Les Chouans executed by himself in 1890. (G. Sa.)

BALZAC» JEAN LOUIS GUEZ DE (1594-1654). Frencli author,

was born at Angoulcme in 159^ At tiie i^e of eij^iteen he
travelled in Holland wiili Th^ophile de Viaud, with whom he later

exchanged bitter recriminations. He was early befriended by
the due d'li^pcrnon and his son Louis, Cardinal de la Valette,

who took him to Rome. His letters written to his acquaintances

and to many who held a hi^h position at the French court

gained for him a great reputation. Compliments were showered
upon him, he became an habitu^ of the Hotel dc Rambouillet,
and his head appears to have been turned a little by his success.

Richelieu was lavish of praise and promises, but never offered

Balzac the preferment he expected. In 1624 a collection of his

Lettres was published, and was received with great favour.

From the chateau of Balzac, whither he bad retired, he continued

to correspond with Jean Chapelain, Valentin Conrart and others.

In 1634 he wa.s elected to the Academy. He died at Angouleme
on the 18th of February 1654. His fame rests chiefly upon the

Letires, a second collection of which appeared in 1636. Recucil

de nouvelles letires was printed in the next year. His letters,

though empty and affected in matter, show a real masUsry of

style, intrcJducing a new clearness and precision into French
pro.se and encouraging the development of the language on
national lines by empliasizing its most idiomatic elements.

Balzac has thus the credit of executing in French prose a reform
parallel to Malherbe’s in verse. In 163% he published an eulogy
of Louis XIII. entitled Le Prince

;
in 1652 the Socrate ,chrHieny

the best of his longer works
; Aristippe ou de la Cour in if>5S

;

and several dis.scrtations on style.

Hi* (Euvres were collected (2 vols.) in 1665 by Valentine Conrart
Thfsrf! arc numerous English translations from Balzac, dating from
the 17th century.

BAM, a town of Persia in the province of Kertnan, situated

1 15 m. S.E. of the city of Kerman at an elevation of 3600 ft.

on both Ijanks of the river Bam. Pop. about 13,000. It is the
capital of the Bam-Narma.*hir district and has extensive groves
of date-palms and gardens. Outside the town stands the famous
citadel with walls 40 ft, in height. This citadel was, even as late

as the beginning of the 19th century, the strongest fortified place

in Persia, and owed its strength to the Afghans who took Bam
in 1719 and were not finally expelled until 1801, Post and
tnlegmph offices have been established there since 1903,

BAMBERG, a town and archiepiscopal see of Germany, in

the kingdom of Bavaria. Pop. (1885) 31,521 ; (1905) 45,308.
It lies on an open plain on the river Regnitz, 2 m. aboW its

junction with the Main, 39 m. north of Nuremberg by raiL
way. The upper town is built on seven hills, each crowned by
a ^urch, while the lower, still partially sumounded by walls

and ditches, is divided by the river and Ludwigskanal into thrM
districts. The cathedral is a noble late Romanesque butldkg
with four imposing towers. It was founded in 1004 by the
emperor Henry IL, finished in 1012, afterwards partially burnt,
and rebuilt in the 13th century. Of its many works of art may
be mentioned the magnificent marble tomb of the founder and
bis wi£e^ the empress Cunigunde, carved by Tilman Riemen-
schneider between 1499 and 1513, and an equestrian statue of
the emperor Conrad III. Other noteworthy churches are the
Jakobskirche, an 11th-century Romanesque basilica; the
St Martinskircke

; the Marienkirche or Obere Pfairkircbe
(1320K1387), which has now been restored to its origiiial pum
Gothic style* The Mkhaelskirche, isth^ientury Remanesque
Restored), on the }l^dmdMzerg, was foimerly tiie ^rch ol m
Benedictine monastery^eeateiiod in iSoji iiMeh now ccntidhi
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the Burgerspital; or alms-house, and the museum and municipal

art collections. Of the bridges collecting the sections of the

lower town the most interesting is the Obere Brucke, completed

in 1455. Halfway across this, on an artificial island, is the

Rathaus (rebuilt 1744-1756). The royal lyceum, formerly a

Jesuit college, contains notable collections and the royal library

of over 300,000 volumes. The picture.sque Old Palace (AUe

Residenz) was built in 1591 on the site of an old residence of

the counts of Babenberg. The New Palace (1698-1704) was

formerly occupied by the prince-bishops, and from 1864 to 1867

by the deposed King Otto of Greece. Noteworthy among the

monuments of the town is the Maximilian fountain (1880), with

.statues of Maximilian I. of Bavaria, the emperor Henry II. and

his wife, C'onrad III. and St Otto, bishop of Bamberg. At a

short distance fmm the town is the Altenburg (1266 ft.), a

castle occupied from 1251 onwards by the bishops of Bamberg.

It was destroyed in 1553 by Albert, margrave of Brandenburg,

but has been partly restored. The schools include the lyceum

for philosophy and Catholic theology (a survival of the university

suppressed in 1803), a seminary, two gymnasia, a Rcalschulc,

and several technical scho{)ls, including one for porcelain-

painting. The industries of the town include cotton spinning

and weaving, silk spinning, the manufacture of tobacco, ropes,

metal-ware, furniture, &c. The market gardens of the neigh-

bourhood are famous, and there is a considerable shipping trade

by the river and the Ludwigskanal.

Bamberg, first mentioned in 902, grew up by the castle

(Babenberch) wliich gave its name to the Babenbcrg family

{q.v.\ On their extinction it passed to the Saxon house, and in

1007 the emperor Henry II. founded the see. From the middle
of the 13th century onward the bishops were prince.s of the

Empire. The see was secularized in 1802 and in 1803 assigned

to Bavaria.
A brief history of the bishopric is given in the Catholic Encyclo-

paedia (London and New York, J009), witii ijibliography. Foi
general and special works on the town see Ulysse Chevalier, Topo
biblio^taphit (Montb^diara, 1894" 1899), s. v.

BAMBERGER, LUDWIG (1823-1899), German economist and
politician, was born of Jewish parents on the 22nd of July 1823

at Mainz. After studying at Giessen, Heidelberg and Gottingen,

he entered on the practice of the law. When the revolution of

1848 broke out he took an active part as one of the leaders of the

republican party in his native city, both as popular orator and as

editor of one of the local papers. In 1849 he took part in the

republican rising in the Palatinate and Baden
;
on the restoration

of order he was condemned to death, hut he had escaped to

Switzerland. The next years he spent in exile, at first in London,
then in Holland

; in 1852 he went to Paris, where, by means of

private connexions, he received an appointment in the bank of

Bischoilheim & Goldschmidt, of which he became managing
director, a post which he held till 1866. During these years he
saved a competence and gained a thorough acquaintance with
the theory and practice of finance. This he pul to account when
the amnesty of 1866 enabled him to return to Germany. He was
elected a member of the Reichstag, where he joined the National

Liberal party, for like many other exiles he was willing to accept

the results of Bismarck's work. In 1868 he published a short life

of Bismarck in French, with the object of producing a better

understanding of German affairs, and in 1870, owing to his

intimate acquaintance with France and with finance, he was
summoned by Bismarck to Versailles to help in the discussion of

terms of peace. In the German Reichstag he was the leading

authority on matters of finance and economics, ai well as a clear

and persuasive speaker, and it was chi^y owing to him that a
gold currency was adopted and that the German Imperial Bank
took its present form

;
in his later years he wrote and spoke

strongly against bimetallism. He was the leader of the free

traders, and after 1878 refused to follow Bismarck in his new
policy of protection, state socialism and colonial development

;

in a criebmted speech he declared that the day on which it was
intitxiuced was a im mfastus for Germany. True tib his free

trade prindplts he and a number of followers left the National

Libenu party and lorQied the so-called Secession
**

in t88o. He

was one of the few prominent politicians who consistently main-

tained the struggle against state socialism on the one hand and
democratic socialism on the otheh In 1892 he retired from poli-

tical life and died in 1899. Bamberger was a clear and attractive

writer and was a frequent contributor on political and economic

questions to the Nation and other periodicals. His most important

works are those on the currency, on the French war-indemnity,

his criticism of socialism and his apology for the Secession.
An edition of his collected works (including the French life of

Bismarck) was published in 1894 volumes. After his death
in 1899 appeared a volume of reminiscences, which, though it does
not extend beyond 1866, gives an interesting picture of his share in

the revolution of 1848, and of his life in Paris. (J. W. He.)

BAMBINO, IL (Ital. for “ the Babe ”), the name given in art

to the image of the infant Jesds in swaddling clothes common
in Roman Catholic churches. The most famous is the miracle-

working Santissimo Bambino in the church of Ara Coeli at

Rome, the festival of which is celebrated on the feast of the

Epiphany (January 6).

BAMBOO, the popular name for a tribe of grasses, Bambuseac,
which are large, often tree-like, with woody stems. The stems
spring from an underground root-stock and arc often crowded
to form dense clumps

;
the largest species reach 120 ft. in

Fig. X .—Bambusa arundinacea, an Indian bamboo, i, Leafy
shoot. 2, Branch of inflorescence, ^ nat. size. 3, Spikclet. 4, Flower.

height. The slender stem is hollow, and, as generally in grasses,

has well-marked joints or nodes, at which the cavity is closed by
a strong diaphragm. The branches are numerous and in some
species spiny ; the narrow, often short, leaf-blade is usually

jointed at the base and has a short stalk, by which it is attached to

the long sheath. The spikelets are usuily many-flowered and
variously arranged in racemes or panicles. The flower differs

from that of the majority of grasses in having usually three

iodicules and six stamens. Many species bloom annually, but

others only at intervals sometimes of many years, when the

individuals of one and the same species ore found in bloom over

large areas. Thus on the west coast of India the simultaneous

blooming of Bambusa arundinacea (fig. i), one of the largest

species, has been observed at intervals of thirty-two years. After

npening of the seed, the leafless flowering culms always die down.

The Bambuseae contain twenty-three ^nera and occur trough-
out the tropical zone, but very unevenly distributed ;

^ey idso

extend into the sub-tropical and even mto the temperate zone.

Tropical Asia is richest in species
; m Africa there are very few.

In Asia th^ extend into JafMn ami to to^ooo ft. or more on the
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Himalayas

;
and in the Andes of South America ihty reach the

snow-line.

The fruit in Bambusa, Arundinaria and other genera resembles

the grain generally characteristic of grasses, but in Dendrocalamus

and others it is a nut, while rarely, as in Melocatma, it is fleshy and

suggests an apple in size and appearance. The uses to which all

the parts and products of the bamboo are applied in Oriental

countries are almost endless. The soft and succulent shoots, when
just beginning to spring, are cut ofi and served up at table like

asparagus. Like that vegetable, also, they are earthed over to

keep them longer fit for consumption ;
and they afford a con-

tinuous supply during the whole year, though it is more abundant

in autumn. They are also salted and eaten with rice, prepared

in the form of pickles or candied and preserved in sugar. As the

plant grows older, a species of fluid is secreted in the hollow joints,

in which a concrete substance once highly valued in the East for

its medicinal qualities, called tabaxir or iabascheer, is gradually

developed. This substance, which has been found to be a purely

siliceous concretion, is possessed of peculiar optical prop^ties.

As a medicinal agent the bamboo is entirely inert, and it has

never been received into the European materia medica.

The grains of the

bamboo are available

for food, and the

Chinese have a proverb

that it produces seed

more abundantly in

years when the rice

crop fails, which means,

probably, that in times

of dearth the natives

look more after such a

source of food. The
Hindus eat it mixed
with honey as a deli-

cacy, equal quantities

being put into a hollow

joint, coated externally

with clay, and thus

roasted over a fire.

The fleshly fruit of

Melacanna is baked

and eaten. The plant

is a native of India, but

is sometimes cultivated

as in Mauritius. It is,

Fig. 2.—Bamlxjo {Bambusa vulgaris), however, the stem of
much reduced. Grows so to y. ft,

^
applied to the greatest

variety of uses. Joints of sufficient size form water buckets ;

smaller ones are used as bottles, and among the Dyaks of

Borneo they are employed as cooking vessels. Bamboo is

extensively used as a timber wood, and houses are frequently

made entirely out of the products of the plant ;
complete

sections of the stem form posts or columns
;
split up, it serves for

floors or rafters
; and, interwoven in lattice-work, it is employed

for the sides of rooms, admitting light and air. ‘The roof is

sometimes of bamboo solely, and when split, which is accom-

plished with the greatest ease, it can be formed into laths or

planks. It is employed in shipping of all kinds
;
some of the

strongest plants are selected for masts of boats of moderate

size, and the masts of larger vessels are sometimes formed by

the union of several bamboos built up and joined together.

The bamboo is employed in the construction of all kinds of

agricultural and domestic implements and in the materials

and implements required in fishery. Bows are made of it

by the union of two pieces with many bands
;

and, the

septa being bored out and the lengths joined together, it

is employed, as we use leaden pipes, in transmitting water to

reservoirs or gardens. From the light and slender stalks shafto

for arrows are obtained ; and in the south-west of Asia there is

a certain species of equally slender growth, from which writing-
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pens or reeds are made. A joint forms a holder for papers or

pens, and it was in a joint ^f bamboo that silk-worm eggs were

carried from China to Constantinople ddring the reign of

Justinian. The outer cuticle of Oriental species is so hard that

It forms a sharp and durable cutting edge, and it is so siliceous

that it can be used as a whetstone. This outer cuticle, cut into

thin strips, is one of the most durable and Ixuiutiful materials

for basket-making, and both in China and Japan it is largely so

employed. Strips are also woven into cages, chairs, beds and

other articles of furniture, Oriental wicker-work in bamboo being

unequalled for beauty and neatness of workmaiiship. In China

the interior portions of the stem are beaten into a pulp and used

for the manufacture of the finer varieties of paper. Bamboos
are imported to a considerable extent into Europe for the use of

basket-makers, and for umbrella and walking-sticks. In short,

the purposes to which the bamboo is applicable are almost

endless, and well justify the opinion that it is one of the most

wonderful and most beautiful productions of the tropics, and

one of Nature’s most valuable gifts to uncivilized man ” (A. R.

Wallace, The Malay Archipelago).

A number of species of b^boo are hardy under cultivation in

the British Isles. A useful and interesting account of these

and their cultivation will be found in the Bamboo Garden^ by

A. B. Freeman-Mitford. They are mostly natives of China and

Japan and belong to the genera Arundinaria^ Bambusa and

Phyllosiachys
;
but include a few Himalayan species of Arundi-

naria. They may be propagated by seed (though owing to the

rare occurrence of fruit, this method is seldom applicable), by

division and by cuttings. They arc described as hungry plants

which well repay generous treatment, and will flourish in a rich,

not too stiff loan>, and for the first year or two should be well

mukhed. They should be sheltered from winds and well watered

during the growing period. When being transplant d the roots

must be disturbed as little as possible. The following may be

mentioned: Arundinaria simoni^ a fine plant whicb in the

bamboo garden at Kew has reacherl *8 it. in height, and not

infrequently flowers and fruits in Britain
;
A. japonica, a tall

and handsome plant generally grown in gardens under the name
Bambusa meiake

;
A, nitida, “ by far the daintiest and most

attractive of all its genus, and remarkably hardy ”
;
Bambusa

palmaia^ with leaves a foot or more long and three inches

broad ; B. tesselala
;

B. quadrangtdarts, remarkable for its

square stems ;
Phyllosiachys mitis, growing to 60 ft. high in

its native home, China and Japan ;
and P. nigrUf so called from

the black stem, a handsome species.

BAMBURGH, or Bamborough, a village in the Berwick-upon-

Tweed parliamentary division of Northumberland, England, on

the sea-coast, 2) m. E. of Belford station on the North Eastern

railway, and 54 m. N. of Newcastle, It was a royal borough

previous to the Norman Conquest and returned two members to

parliament in the reign of Edward I. Its ancient castle occupies

a magnificent position close to the sea on an almost perpendicular

rock, 150 ft. in height, accessible only on the south-east side.

The first erection is ascribed by the Saxon chronicles to King

Ida of Northumberland. The castle buildings are of various

dates from the Norman period and are of great strength and
dignity. They include a massive keep and the remains of an
apsidal clmpel dedicated to St Peter. In tlie vill^e, the church

is dedicated to St Aidan, who was bishop of Lindisfarne or Holy

Island, which lies off the coast to the north, about 634. It is

a fine cruciform building, mainly of Early English date, with a

crypt beneath the chancel. In the churchyard is a monument
to Grace Darling (1815-1842), the brave rescuer of some of the

crew of the ship “ Forfarshire ” in 1838. The Longstone

Lighthouse, where her father was keeper, stands on an outer

rock of the Fame Islands, which stretch north-eastward for 6 m.
from the coast at Bombutgh.

'fhe town of Bamburgh (Bebbanburgh) sprang up round the

ancient castle. During the struggle for the crown between

William Rufus and Robert of Normandy, Bambuigh was
besieged by William, who, finding the defence too strong,

erected and garrisoned a new casUe before Bamburgh called
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or neighbour.” Eari Robert of Northr

umberkuid, who was in command Bamburp^h^ having been

defeated in a sally^ the castle surrendered to William in November

1095. The first mention of Hamburgh as a borough does not

occur until x 169^ when the men paid li marks to an aid. Heniy
in. by charter of 1254-1255 granted the burgesses their town

at an annual fee farm rent of 26 marks, of which they were

acquitted in 131S and 1327 “ on account of the robberies and

fires inflicted on them by the Scots.” Edward III. in 1332

confirmed the charter of Henry HI., and granted further that

the town should be a free borough governed by four bailiffs,

that it should be enclosed by a wall and that the burgesses

should have a gild mercliant. He also altered the market-day

from Sunday to Wednesday, and gave licence for the fairs,

which had been held “ from time immemorial ” on the feasts ot

SS. Oswald and Aidan, to continue for three extra days. During

the Scottish wars of the reign of Henry V., Bamburgh again

suffered severely, so much so that in 1439 the burgesses had
decreased in number from 120 to 13. These again petitioned

for a remission of their farm, which in 1446 was reduced to £10
yearly. Bamburgh was twice taken by the Yorkists in the

Wars of the Roses and twice recovered by Queen Margaret.

In 1463, after it had been recovered a second time by the queen,

Henry VI. stayed there for a year, but after the battle of Hexham
it was again taken by the Yorkists, and the castle and town
were then so much injured that from that time there is no
mention of the burgesses or their privileges. Bamburgh returned

two members to parliament in 1295 Edward III.’s

reign, but since then has never been represented. In 1384
J^ird Neville received licence to dig for sea-coal in Bamburgh,
and mines of coal and lead existed there as late as 1681.

BAMBUTE (sometimes incorrectly called Batwa), a race of

pygmies of the Semliki Forest, on the western borders of the
Uganda Protectorate between Albert Nyanza and Albert
Edward Nyanza. Tliey probably form merely a branch of the
pygmy race of Equatorkil Africa, represented farther west by
H. von Wissmann’s Batwa {(/.v.). Their complexion varies

from reddish-yellow to brownish-black, with head-hair often of

a russet-brown, and body-hair, black and bristly on upper lip,

chin, chest, axillae and pulses, yellowish and fleecy on cheelu,

back and limbs. Their average height is 4 ft. 9 in. Even when
foH'cd to keep clean, their skins give out a rancid odour, some-
thing (Sir II. H. Johnston says) between the smell of a monkey
and a negro. Their faces are remarkable for the long upper lip,

and the bridgeless nose with enormous alae (the cartilage of

the nose above the nostrils). Like the Batwa they are nomad
hunters, building only huts of sticks and leaves, and living in

the forest^ where they hunt the largest game with no weapon
but a tiny bow from which they shoot poisoned arrows. Sir

I I. H. Johnston states that the Bambute have a good idea of

drawing, and with a sharpened stick can sketch in sand or mud
the beasts and birds known to them. The Bambute do not
tattoo or scar, nor have they any love of ornament, wearing no
ear-rings, necklets, anklets, &c. The upper incisors and canines

are sharpened to a point. In the forests they go quite naked.

They speak a corrupted form of the dialects of their negro

neighbours. They have a peculiar way of singing their words.
Their voices are low and musical and the pronunciation is

singularly staccato, evepr syllabic being separatdy uttered.

I’hey show no trace of spirit or ancestor worship, but have some
idea that thunder, lightning and rain are manifestations of an
Evil Power, and that the dead are reincarnated in the red

bush-pig. They have no tribal government, accepting as

temporary lawgiver some adept hunter. Marriage is by pur-

chase
;
polygamy seems to exist, but the domestic affections

are strong. The dead are buried in dug graves, and food,

tobacco and weapons are often placed with the corpse. The
Bambute are ve^ musical, thoi^h they are uninventive as

regards instruments. They have many songs which th^ sing

well and riiey dance with spirit.

See A. de QuAtTefages, The Py>ffmies (Eng. edit. 1895) ; Sir H. H.
Johnston, Uganda Peeteegorate (1902).

BAMFOSD» SAMUEL (178S-1872), English labour politician,

was bom at Miston, near Middleton, Lancashire, on the 28th

of February 1788. Himself a stalwart weaver, he was opposed
to physical force movements and did all he could to restrain

the violent resistance to trade oppression which was so common
;

yet through attending and speaking at the meeting (1819) at

Peterloo, Manchester (^.v.), which was intended to be a peaceful

gathering to petition for Parliamentary reform and a repeal of

the Com Law but ended in a massacre, he was arrested for a
breach of the law, convicted and sentenced to twelve months’
imprisonment. He was the author of several widely popular
poems (principally in the Lancashire dialect) showing sympathy
with the conditions of his class, and his Passages in the Life oj a
Radical (1840-1844) is an authoritative history of the condition

of the working classes in the years succeeding the battle of

Waterloo. He died at Harpurhey on the 13th of April 1872,
and WAS accorded a public funeral, attended by thousands.

BAMIAM^ a once renowned city of Afghanistan, situated about
80 m. N.W. of Kabul. Its remains lie in a valley of the Hazara
country, on the chief road from Kabul towards Turkestan, and
immediately at the northern foot of that prolongation of the
Indian Caucasus now called Kob-i-Baba. The passes on the

Kabul side are not less than 11,000 and 12,000 ft. in absolute
height, and those immediately to the north but little inferior.

The height of the valley was fixed at about 8500 ft., and the

surrounding country carefully surveyed by Major Pelham T.

Maitland and the Hon. M. G. Talbot, during the progress of the

Russo-Afghan Boundary Commission in November 1885. The
river draining the valley is one of the chief sources of the Sarklmh
(Surkhab) or Aksarai, an important tributary of the Upper Oxus.
The prominences of the cliffs which line the valley are crowned
by the remains of numerous massive towers, whilst their pre-

cipitous faces are for 6 or 7 m. pierced by an infinity of ancient
cave-dwellings, some of which are still occupied. The actual

site of the old city is marked by mounds and remains of wall.s,

and on an isolated rock in the middle of the valley are consider-

able ruins of what appears to have been the acropolis, now knov/n
to the people as Ghulgulah. But the most famous remains at

Bamian arc two colossal standing idols, carved in the cliffs on the.

north side of the valley. They are 173 ft. and 120 ft. high
respectively. These images, which have been much injured,

apparently by cannon-shot, are cut in niches in the rock, and both
images and niches have been coated with stucco. There is an
inscription, not yet interpreted, over the greater idol, and on each
side of Its niche are staircases leading to a cliamber near the head,
which shows traces of elalwrate ornamentation in azure and
gilding. These chambers are used by the amir as store-houses for

grain. The surface of the niches also has been painted with
figures. In one of the branch valleys is a similar colossus, some-
what inferior in size to the second of the-se two

;
and there are

indications of other niches and idols. Chahilburj, 28 m. from
5Sari, on the road to BaJkh by the Balkhab, at the east end of the
Sokhtagi valley

;
Shahr-i-Babar, about 45 m. above Chahil-

burj
; and Gawargin, 6 m. above Shahr-i-Bahar, arc all

fortified sites of about the same age as the relics at Bamian, At
Hoibak there is a very perfect excavation called the Takht-i-

Rustam (a general name for all incomprehensible constructions

amongst the modern inhabitants of Afghan Turkestan), which
consists of an annular ditch enclosing a platform, with a small

house about 21 ft. square above it, all cut out of the solid rock.

There are hundreds of caves in this neighbourhood, all pointing

to a line of Buddhist occupation connecting Balkh with Kabul.
As seen from the rock of Ghulgulah, Bamian, with its ruined

towers, its colossi, its innumerable grottos, and with the singular

red colour of its barren soil, presents an impressive aspect of

desolation and mystery.

That the idols of Bamian, about which so many conjectures

have been uttered, were Buddhist figures, is ascertain^ from
the narrative of Chinese pilgrim, HsUan-Tsang, who saw
them in their splendour in a.d. 630, and was verffied by the

officers above named, who discovered other Beddhist caves and
excavations in the valleys of the Balkhab and Sarikol.
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Still vaster than these was a recumbent figure, t m. east of

Bamian, representing Sakya Buddha entering Nirvdnaf t.e. in

act of death. This was “ about 1000 ft. in length.” No traces

of this are alluded to by modern travellers, but in all likelihood

it was only formed of rubble plastered (as is the case stiU with

such Nirvana figures in Indo-China) and of no durability. For
a city so notable Bamian has a very obscure history. It does not

seem possible to identify it with any city in classi^ geography :

Alexandria ad Caucasum it certainly was not. The hrst known
mention of it seems to be that by Hsuan-Tsang, at a time when
apparently it had already jwsed its meridian, and was the head
of one of the small states into which the empire of the White
Huns had broken up. At a later period Bamian was for half a
ccntur)', ending a.d. 1214, the seat of a branch of the Ghori
dynasty, ruling over Tokharistan, or the basin of the Upper Oxus.
The place was long besieged, and finaUy annihilated (1222) by
Jenghiz Khan, whose wrath was exas[)erated at the death of a
favourite grandson by an arrow from its walls. There appears
to be no further record of Bamian as a city

;
but the character

of ruins at Ghulgulah agrees with traditions on the spot in

indicating that the city must have been rebuilt after the time of

the Mongols and again perished. In 1840, during the British

(jccupation of Kabul, Bamian was the scene of an action in which
C olonel William H, Dennie with a small force routed Dost
Mahommed Khan, accompanied by a number of Uzbeg chiefs.

Sl'o Hon. M. G. TaUx)t, “ The Rock-cut Caves and Statues of
Ikimian,” Journal R. A it&traL Soc. vol. xviii. part 3 ; and J. A. Gray,
At the Court of the Amir (1895). (T. H. H.*)

HAMPTON, JOHN (^. 1690-1 751), English divine,was a member
<if Trinity College, Oxford, where he graduated M.A. in 1712,

and for some time canon of Salisbury. He died on the 2nd of

June 1751, aged 61. His will directs that eight lectures shall

l)c delivered annually at Oxford in the University Church on as

many Sunday mornings in full term, “ between the commence-
ment of the last month in Lent term and the end of the third

week in Act term, upon either of the following subjects:—^to

confirm and establish the Christian faith, and to confute all

heretics and schismatics
;
upon the divine authority of the Holy

Scriptures
;
upon the authority of the writings of the primitive

fathers, as to the faith and practice of the primitive Church;
upon the divinity of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ; upon
the divinity of the Holy Ghost

;
upon the articles of the Christian

faith as comprehended in the Apostles^ and Nicene Creeds.”

The lecturer, who must be at least a Master of Arts of Oxford or

Cambridge, was formerly chosen yearly by the heads of colleges,

on the fourth Tuesday in Easter term, and no one can be chosen
K .second time. The series of lectures began in 1780, and is still

continued, though since 1895 elections are only made in alternate

years through a depreciation of the revenue of the fund. The
endowment provides £120 for each lecturer, and the lectures

have to be ]>ublished witliin two months of their delivery.

Among the lecturers have been Heber in 1815 {The Personality

and Office of the Christian Comforter)
;
R. Whately in 1822 (Party

Feeling in Religion); R. D. Hampden in 1832 (The Scholastic

Philosophy in relation to Christian Theology)
;
E. M. Goulbum in

1850 (The Resurrection of the Body); H. L Mansel in 1858 (The
Limits of ReUgious Thought)

;

H. P. Liddon in iS()6 (The Divinity

of our Lord)
; £. Hatch in 18S0 (The Organization of the Early

Christian Churches): C. Bigg in 1886 (Christian Plaionists of

Alexandria)

;

C. Gore in 1891 (The Incarnation) ; W. Sanday in

1893 (Inspiration); J, R* Illingworth in iSg^(PersonalityfHmtan

and Divine)
;
W. R. Inge in 1899 (Christian Mysticism)^ &c. A

complete list is given in the Oxford Historical Register. Hie
institution has done much to preserve a high standard in English

theology
; and theieccures as a whole form a historically interest-

ing co&M^ioa of apoiogetic literature.

BAMMR, a town of Persia, in the province of Baludiistan,

330 m. S.E. of Kerman, in is' N., 6o^ 34' £., at an elevation

^ 17S0 ft. Pop. about aooa It is the capital of the province

and situated on Hie hanks of the Bampur.river which flows from
east to west and empties itself about 70 m« W. into a hamun,
or depreaeion, 50 nu in length, and called Jaa-morian. The old

dtadel of Bampflr which crowned an elevation about too ft.

in height, 3 m. north of the river, having completely fallen in

ruins, a new fort called Kaiah NAsseri, was built at Fahraj,

15 m. further east, in the 'eighties ;
and Fahraj, which now has a

population of about 2500, has become more important than
Bampur. Fahraj, which is also known as Pahura, Paharu,

Puhra, is by some identified as the Poura where Alexander the

Great halted on his march from India, but others are more in

favour of another Fahraj near Bam, or even of BampiSr itself.

BAMRA, a feudatory state of India, in the province of Bengal.

Area 1988 sq. m.
;

pop. (1901) 123,378; estimated revenue

£5000 ;
tribute £100. Most of the country is forest, producing

only timber and lac but said to be rich in iron ore. The northern

bolder is touched by the Bengal-Nagpur railway, with a station

at Bamra town. The state is one of the five Uriya feudatories,

which were transferred from the Central Provinces to Bengal

on the reconstitution of that province in October 1905. The
capital is Deogarh.

BAN, a word taken from the root of a verb common to many
Teutonic Languages and meaning originally ** to proclaim ” or
“ to announce.” The Late Lat. form of the word is bannum.

In the laws of the Franks and kindred tril)es the word had
three main uses : first in the general sense of a proclamation,

secondly, for the fine incurred for disobeying such proclamation,

and thirdly for the district over which proclamations were issued.

It was the frequent use of proclamations or bans, commanding
or forbidding certain actions under a threat of punishment,
which caused the second of these uses to arise out of the first,

as the idea of wrong-doing became assc»ciated with the proclama-

tion or ban. This bannum dominicum, as it was called, was
employed by all feudal lords, from the kinp downwards, against

offenders, and played an important part in the administration

of justice in feudal times. It usually took the form of an order

to make some amend for wrong-doing, which, if not complied
with, was followed by the withdrawal of all protection from the

offender, i.e. by outlawry. •

After the break-up of the Carolingian empire another use of

the word arose in France. “ Ban ” had occasionally been used in

a restricted sense referring only to the summons calling out the
host; and as France liecame separated from the Empire, French
law and custom seized upon this use, and soon the men liable

to military service were known as “ the ban.” A variant form
of this word wa.s heriban or ariban, and it is possible that some
confusion tween the early syllables of this word and the word
arriere led to a distinction between the ban and the arriire-ban

or reiro’lmnnum. At all events this distinction arose
;

the ban
referring to the vassals called out by the king, and the arriSre^an

to the sub-vassals called upon by the vassals in their turn. As
in England, the liability to military service was often commuted
for a monetary payment, and there were various exemptioils. In
the 17th and 18th centuries the ban and arri6re-ban were lacking

in discipline when called out, and were last summoned in 1758.

Local levies, however, called out between this date and the

Revolution were sometimes referred to by these names.
InthemedievalEmpireandinGermany theword ** ban” retained

the special sense of punishment. The German equivalent of ban
kAcht, and the sentence soon became practicallyone of outlawry.

Connected possibly with the power enjoyed in earlier times by
the assemblies of freemen of outlawing an offender, it was fre-

quently used by the emperor, or German king, and the phrase
“ under the ban ” is very common in medieval history. The
execution of this sentence of placing an offender under the
imperial ban, or Reichsackt^ was usually entrusted to some prince
or noble, who was often rewarded with a portion of the outlaw’s
lands. It was, however, only a serious punishment when the
king or his supporters were strong enough to enforce its execu-
tion. Employed not nnly against individuals but also against
towns and districts, it was sometimes divided into Xhtt^Acki and
rite Obvracht, f.e. partial or complete outlawry. Documents
of the time show that the person |Maced under the imperial ban
drew down absolute dastitution upon his relsErivet and frequently

death upon lunisrif. At inrt tms sentence wms the act of the
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emperor or king himself^ but as the Empire became more German,
4nd its administration less person^], it was entrusted to the

imperial aulic council (Reichshojral^ and to the imperial court of

justice or imperial chamber
(
Reichskammergericht). These courts

were deprived of this power in 1711, retaining only the right of

suggesting its use. The imperial ban had, however, been used

for the last time in 1706, when Maximilian Emanuel, elector

of Bavaria, was placed under it.

There are many other uses of the word in the sense of a pro-

hibition. In earlier French law the ban of wine or bannum vini^

was the exclusive right of a lord to sell wine during a stated

number of days, and the ban of March and April forbade the

pasturing of cattle in certain fields during these months. There
were also other similar u.ses dating from feudal times. In modern
French law the phrase rupture de ban described, previous to 1885,
the departure without notice of any released criminal living

under the special surveillance of the police. The French govern-
ment still retains the rights of appointing an obligatory place
of residence for any criminal, and any escape from this place
is a rupture de ban. A Scandinavian use of the word gives it the
sense of a curse. This usage mingling with the use which
spiritual lords shared with temporal lords of issuing the ban over
their dependents, has become in a special sense ecclesiastical,

and the sentence of excommunication is frequently referred to
as “ under the papal ban.” The word is also used in this way by
Shakespeare and Milton. I’he modem English use of the phrase
” under the ban ” refers to any line of conduct condemned by
custom or public opinion. In its earlier and general sense as
a proclamation, the ban may be .said to have been suspended
by the writ. The word, however, survives in the sense of a
prochmition in the “banns of marriage” {q.v,).

The Persian word han^ meaning lord or master, was brought
into Europe by the Avars. It was long used in many parts of
south-eastern Europe, especially in southern Hungary, to denote
the governors of military districts called banais, and is almost
equivalent to the German margraife. After enjoying very ex-
tensive powers the bans were gradually reduced, both in numbers
and importance. Since 1868, however, the governor of Croatia
and Slavonia has been known as the ban of Croatia, Slavonia
and Dalmatia, but his duties are civil and not military. He is

appointed by the emperor of Austria, as king of Hungary, and
has a seat in the upper house of the Hungarian parliament.

See du Cange. Glossathm, tome i. (Niort, 1883) ;
H. Brunner.

Gfundtiifie der de\U&chen Hechtsffeschickte (Leipzig, 1901) ; E. P.
Boutaric. Institutions mititaires de la France (Paris, 1863) ; P^rc G.
Daniel, Ristoire de la milice frangaise (Paris, 1721).

BANANA, a gigantic herbaceous plant belonging to the genus
Musa (nat. ord. Musaceae). It is perennial, sending up from an
underground root-stock an apparent stem 15 or 20 ft. high,
consisting of the closely-enveloped leaf-sheaths, the correspond-
ing blades, each sometimes 10 ft. in length, forming a spreading
crown. A true stem develops at the flowering period

;
it grows

up through the hollow tube formed by the sheaths, emerges above
and bears a large number of inconspicuous tubular flowers closely

crowded in the axils of large, often brightly-coloured, protecting
bracts. The fruits form dense clusters.

The genus Musa contains about 40 species, widely distributed
throughout the tropics of the Old World, and in some cases
introduced into theNew World. In many parts of the tropics they
arc as important to the inhabitants as are the grain plants to
those living in cooler regions. They are most successfully culti-
vated in a hot, damp, tropical climate. The northern limit of
their cultivation (usually Miwa Caueniiskit) is reached in Florida,
south of 29® lat., the Canary Islands, Egypt and south Japan, the
southern limit in Natol and south Brazil. There has been con-
siderable discussion as to whether the banana was growing in
America before the discovery of the New World, It has been
suggested that it may have been carried by ocean currents or in
lom earlier intercourM between the Old and New Worlds. The
evidence, however, of its existence in America at the time of the
disroyerjr of the new continent is not very deflnite. The unripe
fruit is rich in stAich, whkh in ripening changes into sugar. The
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most generally used fruits are derived from Mma paradistaca, of

which an enormous number of varieties and forms exist in

cultivation. The sub-species sapientum (formerly regarded as a
distinct species M. sapientum) is the source of the fruits generally
known in England as bananas, and eaten raw, while the name
plantain is given to forms of

the species itself M. para-

disiaca, which require cooking.

The species is probably a native

of India and southern Asia.

Other species which are used
as fruits arc M. acuminata in

the Malay Archipelago, M, Fehi
in Tahiti, and M. Ca^eniishiif

the so-called Chinese banana, in

cooler countries
;

the fruit of

the last-named has a thinner

rind and a delicate, frapant
flesh. The species, the fruits of

which require cooking, arc of

much greater importance as an
article of food. These often

reach a considerable size

;

forms are known in East
Africa which attain nearly 3 ft.

I
in length with the thickness of Banana (Mwsa

I

a man’s arm. A form of M.
corniculata, from Cochin f.'hiiia and the Malay Archipelago, pro-
duces only a single fruit, which, however, aJffords an adequate
meal for three men. The hardly-ripe fruit is stewed whole or
cut in slices and roasted or baked.

Banana-meal is an important food-stuff
;

the fruit is pi^eled

and cut in strips, which are then dried and pounded in a mortar.
In East Africa and elsewhere, an intoxicating drink is prepared
from the fruit. Tlie root-stock which bears the leaves is, just

before the flowering period, soft and full of starch, and is some-
times used as food, as in the case of the Abyssinian species,

M,Ensete.

The leaves cut in strips arc plaited to form mats and bags
;

they are also largely used for packing and the finer ones for

cigarette papers. Several species yield a valuable fibre, the best

ol which is “ Manila hemp ” {q^v,) from M. textilis.

The following is the composition of the flour, according to
Hutchison: water, 13%; proteid 4%; fat, 05%; carbo-
hydrates, 80%; salts, 2-5%, It would require about eighty
bananas of average size to yield the amount of energy required
daily, and about double that number to yield the necessary
amount of proteid. Hence the undue abdominal development
of those who live mainly on this article of diet (Hutchison). In
recent years the cultivation of the banana in Jamaica for the
American and also for the English market has been greatly

developed.

BANAS, or Bunas, the name of three rivers of India, (i) A
river of Rajputana, which rises in the Aravalli range in Udaipur,
drains the Udaipur valley, and after a course of 300 m. flows into

the Chambal. (2) A river of the Shahabad district of Bengal,
which forms the drainage channel between the Arrah canal and
the Sone canals system, and finally falls into the Gangi nadi.

(3) A river of Chota Nagpur in Bengal, which rises in the state

of Chang Bhakar and falls into the Sone near Rampur.
BANAT (Hungarian Bdnsdg), a district in the south-east of

Hungary, consbting of the counties of Torontil, Temes and
Krasso-Szor^ny. The term, in Hungarian, means generally a
frontier province governed by a ban and is equivalent to the
German term Mark. There were in Hungary several banats,
which disappeared during the Turkish wars, as the banat of

Dalmatia, of Slavonia, of Bosnia and of Croatia. But aten the
word is used without any other qualification, it* indicates the
Temesvir banat, which strangely acquired this tide after the
peace of Passarowitz (1718), though it was never governed by a
ben. The Banat is bounded £. by the Trawiylvanian Alps, S. by
the Danube, W. by' the Theiss and N. by the Haros, and has an
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area of 11,260 sq. m. It is moantainous in the south and south-

cast, while in the north, west and south-west it is flat and in

some places marshy. The climate, except in the marshy parts,

is generally healthy. It is well-watered, and forms one of the

most fertile districts of Hungary. Wheat, barley, oats, rye,

maize, flax, hemp and tobacco arc grown in large quantities, and
the products of the vineyards are of a good quality. Game is

plentiful and the rivers swarm with fish. The mineral wealth is

great, including copper, tin, lead, zinc, iron and especially coal.

Amongst its numerous mineral springs, the most important are

those of Mehadia, with sulphurous waters, which were already

known in the Roman period as the Thermae Herculis. The
Banat had in 1900 a population of 1,431,329 inhabitants.

According to nationality there were 578,789 Rumanians, 362,4^7
Germans, 251,938 Servians and 170,124 Magyars. The chief

town is Temesvdr (pop. 53,033), and other places of importance

are Versecz (25,199), Lugos (16,126), Nagybecskcrek (26,407),

Nagykikinda (24,843) and Pancsova (19,044).

The Banat was conquered by the Turks in 1552, and remained

a Turkish sanjak (province) till 1716, when Prince Eugene 9f

Savoy liberated it from the Turkish yoke. It received the title

of Banat after the peace of Passarowitz (1718), and remained
under a military administration until 1751, when Maria Theresa

introduced a civil administration. During the Turkish occupa-

tion the district was nearly depopulated, and allowed to lie almost

desolate in marsh and heath and forest. Count Claudius Mercy

(1666-1734), who was appointed governor of Temesvar in 1720,

took numerous measures for the regeneration of the Banat. The
marshes near the Danube and Theiss were cleared, roads and
canals were built at great expense of labour, German artisans and
other settlers were attracted to colonize the district, and agricul-

ture and trade encouraged. Maria Theresa also took a great

interest in the Banat, colonized the land belonging to the crown
with German peasants, founded many villages, encouraged the

exploitation of the mineral wealth of the country, and generally

developed the measures introduced by Mercy. In 1 779 the Banat
was again incorporated with Hungary. After the revolution of

1848-1840, the Banat together with another county (BAcs) was
separated from Hungary, and created into a distinctive Austrian

crown land, but in i860 it was definitely incorporated with

Hungary.

l.eonhard B6hra, Geschichte dea Tenuser Banats {2 vols., Leipzig,
i86r)

;
Johann Heinrich Schwicker, Geschichte des Temeser Banats

(Pest, 1872).

BAKATE (a corruption of Panaiti, their real name), or Ban-
nock, as they are now usually called, a tribe of North American
Indians of Shoshonean stock. They were sometimes known
as “ Robber Indians.” Their former range was southern Idaho
and eastern Oregon. They are now divided between the Fort
Hall and Lemhi re.servations, Idaho. They were generally

friendly with the whites, but in 1866 and in 1877-78 there

were serious outbreaks. They number about 500.

BANBRIDGE, a town of Co. Down, Ireland, in the west
parliamentary division, on the Bann, 23 m. S.W. of Belfast on a
branch of the Great Northern railway, standing on an eminence.

Pop. of urban district (1901) 5006. To mitigate a steep ascent,

a central carriage-way, 200 yds. long, is cut along the main
street to a depth of 15 ft., the opposite terraces being connected

by a bridge. Banbri(%e is an entirely modem town. It is the

principal seat of the linen trade in the county, and has extensive

cloth and thread factories, bleachfields and chemical works. A
memorial in Church Square commemorates the Franklin

expedition to the discoveiy of the North-West Passage, and in

particular Captain Francis Crozier, who was bom at Banbridge

m 1796 and served on the expedition.

BABBURT, a market-town and municipal borough in the

Banbury wrliamentary division of Oxfordshire, England, on
the river Cherwell and the Oxford canal, 86 m. N.W. of London
by the northern line of the Great Western railway. Pop. (1901)

12,968. The eamd oommunicates northward wi^ the Gmnd
Junction and Wamnefc canals, and there are branch lines of the

Great Central railway to the main line at Woodford, and of the
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London & North-Western railway to Bletchley. The town is

the centre of a rich agricultural district, and there is a huge
manufacture of agricultural implements

; while other industries

include rope and leather works and brewing. Banbury cakes,

consisting of a case of pastry containing a mixture of currants,

have a reputation of three centuries^ standing. A magi^cent
Gothic parish church was destroyed by fire and gunpowder in 1790

to make way for a building of little merit in Italian style. The
ancient Banbury Cross, celebrated in a familiar nursery rhyme,
was destroyed by Puritans in 16x0. During the ^7th century the

inhabitants of Banbury seem to have been zealous Puritans,

and are frequently satirized by contemporary dramatists. At
a somewhat earlier period the grammar school, now extinct, was
of such repute as to be chosen as the model for the constitution

of the school of St Paulas. A school of science was erected in

1861, and there is a municipal secondary and technical school.

Some fine old timbered houses remain in the streets. Of the

castle built in 1125 there are only the barest traces. Wroxton
Abbey,2 m.N.W.,shows slight remains of the originalAugustinian

priory
; but the present beautiful gabled building, picturesquely

situated, dates mainly from 1618. Broughton Castle, 2| m. S.W.,

is the most noteworthy house in the county. The oblong block

of buildings, fronted by lawns, is surrounded by a moat and
protected by a gate-house, part of which dates from 1301, at

which date the chapel and a part of the house were also built.

There is also work of the 15th century and the Elizabethan

period. The house is the seat of Lord Saye and Selc, having
been in the Fiennes family since the reign of Henry VII. (14R5-

1509). Here Pym and Hampden and other leaders of the

Parliamentarians were wont to meet in 1640. Without the gate

is a fine Decorated church. Banbury is governed by a mayor,

6 aldermen and 18 councillors. Area, 4633 acres.

In the year 556 Banbury (Beranbyrig,Banesberic) was the scene

of a battle between Cynric and Ceawlin and the Britons, It was
assessed at 50 hides in the Domesday survey and was then held

by the bishop of Lincoln. Allusions•to the market occur as

early as 1138, and Henry II. by charter confirmed a market on
Thursday and granted a fair at Whitsun. The first charter of

incorporation was granted by Queen Mary in 1553, and instituted

a common council consisting of a bailiff, 12 aldermen and 12 chief

burgesses
; a court of record, one justice of the peace, a Thursday

market and two annual fairs. James 1 . confirmed this charter

in 1608, with some additions, including a weekly wool-market,

a horse-market and two additional annual fairs. Both these

charters were surrendered in 1683 in favour of a new charter,

but were resumed in 1688. In 1718 George I. granted a new
charter, which held until the Municipal Corporations Act of

1835. From the date of Queen Mary’s charter until the Re-

distribution of Seats Act of 1885 the borough was represented

by one member in parliament.
See Alfred Becaley, History of Banbury (London, 1841).

BANOHIERl, ADRIANO (c. 1557-1634), Bolognese composer

for church and stage, organist, writer on music and poet. He
founded theAccademia Florida of Bologna. LikeOrazioVecchi he

was interested in converting the madrigal to dramatic purposes.

He disapproved of the monodists with all their revolutionary

harmonic tendencies, about which he expressed himself vigorously

in his Modema Practica Musicale (Venice, 1613), while systema-

tizing the legitimate use of the monodic art of thorough-bass.

BANCROFT, OBOROB (1800-1891), American historian and
statesman, was bom in Worcester, Mass., on the 3rd of October

1800. His family had been in America since 1632, and his father,

Aaron Bancroft, was distinguished as a revolutionary soldier,

clergyman and author. l%e son was educated at Phillips

Academy, Exeter, at Harvard University, at Heiddbetg,
Gdttmgen and B^lin. At Gottingen he studied Plato with
Heeren, New Testament Greek with Eichhom and natural science

with Blumenbach. His heart was in the work of Heeren, easily

the greatest of historical critics then living, and the forerunner

of the modern school
;

it was from this master, that Bancroft
caught hb enthusiasm for minute painstaking .erudition. He
concluded hb years of preparation by a European tour, in the
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eoune of which he received kind attention from almost every

diftinguished man in the world oi letters, science and art;

among others, from Goethe, Humboldt, Schleiermacher, Hegel,

Byron, Niebuhr, Bunsen, Savigny, Cousin,Constant and Manzoni.

Bancroft’s father was a Unitarian, and he had devoted his son

to the work of the ministry
;
but the young man’s first experi-

ments at preaching, shortly after his return from Europe in 1822,

were unsatisfactory, the theological teaching of the time having

substituted criticism and literature for faitL His first position

was that of tutor in Harvard. Instinctively a humanist, he had
little patience with the narrow curriculum of Harvard in his day
and the rather pedantic spirit with which classical studies were
there pursued. Moreover, he had brought from Europe a new
manner, full of the affections of ardent youth, and this he wore
without ease in a society highly satisfied with itself

;
the young

knight-errant was therefore subjected to considerable ridicule.

A little volume of poetry, translations and original pieces, pub-
lished in 1823, gave its author no fame. As time passed, and
custom created familiarity, his style, personal and literary,

was seen to be the outward symbol of a firm resolve to preserve

a philosophic calm, and of an enormous underlying energy which
spent itself in labour, “ ohne Hast, aber auch ohne Rast.” He
foimd the conventional atmosphere of Cambridge uncongenial,
and with a friend he established the Round Hill school at Nor-
thmpton. Mass. This was the first serious effort made in the
United States to elevate secondary education to the plane on
which it belonged.

Although bom into aWhig family, yet Bancroft’s studies carried
him irresistibly into the Democratic party. While a teacher
in his own school he was elected to the state legislature as a
Democrat, but under pressure from the family of his first wife,

who were ardent Whigs, he refused to serve. In 1831 he likewise
declined the nomination of the Massachusetts Democrats for
secretary of state. By this time he was influential in the councils
of his party, and President Van Buren appointed him collector

of the port of Boston, imposition which he filled With success.

Two of hi.s appointees were Orestes Brownson and Nathaniel
Hawthorne. In 1844 he was the Democratic candidate for the
governorship, but he was defeated. In 1845 he entered Polk’s
cabinet as secretary of the navy, serving until 1846, when for a
month he was acting secretary of war. During this short period in

the cabinet he established the naval academy at Annapolis, gave
the orders which led to the occupation of California, and sent
Zachary Taylor into the dcbatcable land between Texas and
Mexico. He also continued his pleadings for the annexation of
Texas, as extending “ the area of freedom,” and though a
Democrat, took high moral ground as to slavery ; he likewise
made himself the authority on the North-Western Boundary
question. In 1846 he was sent as minister to London, where he
lived in constant companionship with Macaulay and Hallam.
On his return in 1849 he withdrew from public life, residing in
New York. In 1866 he was chosen by Congress to deliver the
special eulogy on Lincoln

;
and in 1867 he was appointed minister i

to Berlin, where he remained until his resignation in 1874.
Thenceforward he lived in Washington and Newport, dying
at Washington on the 17th of Januaiy 1891. His latest official

achievements were the greatest. In the San Juan arbitration
he displayed gr^t versatility and skill, winning his case before
the emperor with brilliant ease. The natundization treaties

which he negotiated successively with Prussia and the other
north German states were the first international recognition of

the right of expatriation, a principle since inoorpora^ in the
law of nations.

In spite of the exacting and severe routine of the Round Hill

school, Bancroft contributed frequently to the Nohh Americm
RmVw and to Walsh’s AfmHcaM Quarterly

; he also made a
translation of Heeran’s work on The PeliHcs of Ammt Greece.

In 1834 appeared the first volume of the Histary of iki Vniiti
5falsr. The second followed in 1837, and others-as the eadgendes
of public life pepnitCed. Supplementary to tkrt first vohirae was
an article published by him m the North American Meview for

1835 on The Dooomentaiy HistCMy of the Revolution.’’ Dus

artide not merdy brought the new method to the notice of the

reading public, but revealed to it the wealth of material available.

The nature and extent of his studies, the solidity of his work,

and the philosophic spirit which animates both, explain the

enthusiasm with which the earlier volumes of Bancroft were
received. Their sale at home was very large; they were re-

printed in England and translated immediately into Danish,

Italian, German and French. The latest volumes were con-

sidered by all competent judges quite as important as their

predecessors. When the author was preparing to return from
Berlin, the Royal Academy made him their guest at a public

dinner, an unprecedented honour
; and the universities of Berlin,

Hddelberg and Munich united in a testimonial of regard. At
Washington he was the confidential adviser of statesmen to the

end of lus life and the unofficial dean of the best society.

Bancroft’s historical creed is best set forth in the address he
delivered on the semi-centennial of the New York Historical

Society in 1854. In philosophy he found the basis for positing a
collective human will, revealing in its activities the materials for

determining ethical laws. Since there must be the same con-
servation of energy in morals as elsewhere, the eternal reason is

the divine Logos. History, therefore, is God working in examples.
It must be a unit, its forces constant and its totality an organic

whole. Within this the individual moves and acts witli liberty

and responsibility ; for each, in will, affection and intellect is

consubstantial with the rest. Truth, morals and justice are

subject to no evolution
; but the collective man evolves better

forms of knowledge and behaviour. The oiganization of society,

thwefore, produces successive states, in each of which the

principle of freedom is better established than in the antecedent.

Permanency in republican government is, therefore, based uporj

corresponding experience and culture, and its possibilities grow
ever stronger. The relation of American democracy to the

systems which have preceded it forms the latest proof of these

contentions, As Heeren’s pupil, he laid enormous stress on the
importance of original authorities. In dealing with documentary
evidence he sought to apply very stringent rules (i) Carefully

dist^uish between original authority and historical memorials
or aids ; for example, between a fact recorded at first- or second-
hand knowledge, and a decision of principle by authority. (2)
Represent every man from his own standpoint

;
judge him from

your own. His collections of original material were vast;
beginning with his residence in England, he brought together at

enormous pains and expense the authenticated copies of archives,

family papers, and personal journals written by historic per-
sonages, which now constitute an invaluable treasure in the New
York public library. They are from every land and from every
people with which American origins are connected. His use of
this material was not always according to accepted standards.
To avoid dryness and prolixity he condensed quotations, and
occasionally employed the Thucydidean method of abridgment
or representation in place of fact catalogues. During hi.s long
life enormous strides were made by others in collecting the
materials of American history, and while in the main he kept
pace with them by ruthless revision, yet even the latest edition
of his work disregards some minor facts which others knew for
the insertion of much which the author alone knew.

Bancroft’s imag^tion and enthusiasm were alike exuberant.
His pa^s abound in fine and acute insight. His generalizations

are vivid and enlightening. He spared no pains to acquire true
style, frequently rewriting his cl^ters, and sometimes testing

passages of philosophy and description in eight different forms.
Yet to a certain extent he ladced the representative power and
often failed to conceal his art, many pages ringing with artificial

tones. But, after making aU allowances, it remains true that he
hod a perfect sense of proportion, sound maxims and thMaugh
common-sense. He was of that greatest human t3rpe : a man of

the present, valuing justly the past and no dreamer. In the
nature and extent of his studies, in the solidity of his work, and
in the philosophic spirit which animated his Itfe he ranks as the ^

foremost historian of the United Stales, and as an American
historian second to none of his Europm t»n!temporaries in
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the same line. He displayed die heroic, epic value of American
history, its unity with the great central stream, and dkpelkd
for ever the extrava^t conceptions of a sentimental world just

emerging from the visionary pUlosophy of the i8th century.

See M. A. de Wolfe Howe. Ths Lift mnd iMttn of Gtorga Bancroft
(New York, 1908). (W. M. S.)

BANCROFT, HUBERT HOWE (1833- ), American his-

torical writer, was born at Granville, Ohio, on the 5th of May
1832. From 1852 to 1868 he was a bookseller in San Francisco.

During this period he accumulated a great library of historical

matenal, and at last gave up business in order to devote himself

to the publication of his Native Races of the Pacific States (5 vols.

1874-1876), History of the Pacific Siaies of North America (21 vols.

1882-1890), and other works. For the collection of data he

necessarily relied upon the labours of a corps of assistants, and
the publications named represent, properly speaking, an encyclo-

paedia rather than a unified history ; but as a storehouse of

material their value is great and is likely <0 be enduring. In

1905 Bancroft’s vast collection was acquired by the university

of (California. An account of his methods of work is given in

his Literary Industries (1890).

BANCROFT,RICHARD ( 1 544-16 1 o),archbishop of Canterbury,

was bom at Farnworth in Lancashire in 1544. He was educated

at Cambridge, first at Christ’s College and afterwards at Jesus

College. He took liis degree of B.A. in 1567 and that of M.A. in

1570. Ordained about that time, he was named chaplain to

Richard Cox, then bishop of Ely, and in 1575 was presented to

the rectory of Tevershum in Cambridgeshire. The next year he

was one of the preachers to the university, and in 1584 was pre-

sented to the rectory of St Andrew's, Holbom. His abilities,

and his zeal as a champion of the church, secured him rapid

promotion. He graduated B.D. in 1580 and D.D. five years

later. In 1 585 he was appointed treasurer of St Paul’s cathedral,

Ixjndon, and in 1586 was made a member of the ecclesiastical

commission. On the gth of February 1589 he preached at

Paul’s Cross a sermon on i John iv. i, the substance of wliich

was a passionate attack on the Puritans. He described their

speeches and proceedings, caricatured their motives, denounced
the exercise of the right of private judgment, and set forth the

divine right of bishops in such strong language that one of the

queen's councillors held it to amount to a threat against the

supremacy of the crown. In the following year Bancroft was
made a prebendary of St Paul’s ; he had been canon of West-

minster since 1587. lie was chaplain successively to Lord
Chancellor Hatton and Archbishop Whitgifl. In June 1597 he

was consecrated bishop of London
;
and from this time, in

consequence of the age and incapacity for business of Arclibishop

Whitgift, he was virtually invested with the power of primate,

and had the sole management of ecclesiastical affairs. Among
the more noteworthy cases which fell under his direction were
the proceedings against “ Martin Mar-Prelate,” Thomas Cart-

wright and his friends, and John Penry, whose ” seditious

writings ” he caused to be intercepted and given up to the lord

keeper.' In 1600 he was sent on an embassy, with others, to

Embden, for the purpose of settling certain matters in dispute

between the English and the Danes. This mission, however,

failed. Bancroft was present at the death of Queen Elizabeth.

He took a prominent and truculent part in the famous conference

of prelates and Presbyterian divines held at Hampton Court in

1604. By the king's desire he undertook the vindication of the

practices of confirmation, absolution, private baptism and lay

excommunication ;
he urged, but in vain, the reinforcement of

an ancient canon, that schismatics are not to be heard against

bishops ”
;
and in opposition to the Puritans’ demand for certain

alterations in doctrine and discipline, he besought the king that

care might be taken ioi a paying clergy
;
and that, till men of

learning and suffidency could be found, godly homito might be

read and their number increased. In March 1604 Bancroft, on
Whitgift’s death, was appointed by royal writ president of con-

vocation then assemble ;
and he there presented a book of

canons collected by himself. It was adopted and received the

royal approval, but was strongly oppokd and set aside by
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parikment two memths afterwards. In the following NoifeBaber

he was elected successor ty Whitgift in the of Canterbury.

He continued to show the same and severity as before, and

with so much success that Lord Clarendon, wriri^ in his praise,

expressed the opiraon that if Bancroft had lived, he , would

quickly have extinguished all that fire in England which had

been ladled at Geneva.” He was as lenient with the ofie^es

of the orthodox as he was rigid in suppressing heresy and schiam.

In 1605 he was sworn a member of me privy couociL The same
year he engaged in a contest with the judges, and exhibited

articles of complaint against them before the lords of the

council
;
but these compl^ts were overruled. His aim was really

to make the ecclesiastical courts independent of the law 1^
speciously magnifying the royal authority over tliem. He
enforced discipline and exact conformity within the church with

an iron hand ; and over 200 clergymen were deprived of their

livings for disobedience to the ex animo form of subscription. In

1608 he was chosen chancellor of the university of Oxford. One

of his latest public acts was a proposal laid before parliament for

improving the revenues of the church, and a project for a college

of controversial divinity at Chelsea. In the last few months of

his life he took part in the discussion about the consecration of

certain Scottish bishops, and it was in pursuance of his advice

that they were consecrated by several bishops of the English

church. By tliis act were laid the foundations of the Scottish

Epbcopal church. Bancroft was ” the chief overseer ” of the

authorized version of the Bible. He died at Lambeth Palace

on the 2nd of November 1610. His literary remains are not

extensive, but show him to have been an able writer.

BANCROFT, SIR SQUIRE (1841- ), English actor and
manager, was bom near London on the 14th of May 1841. His

first appearance on the stage was in 1861 at Birmingham, imd he

played in the provinces with success for several years. His first

London appearance was in 1865 in Wooler’s A Winning Hazard

at the Prince of Wales’s theatre off Tottenham Court Road,

then under the management of Effie^Marie Wilton (b. 1840),

whom he married in 1868. Mr and Mrs Bancroft were associated

in the production of all tlie Robertson comedies: (1865),

Ours (1866), Caste (1867), Play (1868), School (1869) and M.P.

(1870), and, after Robertson’s death, in revivals of the old

comedies, for which they surrounded themselves with an ad-

mirable company. Lytton’s Money (1872), Boucicault’s London

Assurance (1877), and Diplomacy—an adaptation of Sardou’s

Dora—^were among their premieres, which lielped to make the

little playhouse famous. The Bancroft management at the

Prince of Wales’s con.stituted a new era in the development of

the English stage, and had the effect of reviving the London
interest in modem drama. In 1879 they moved to the Hay-

market, where Sardou’s Odette (for which they engaged Madame
Modjeska) and FSdora, W. S. Gilbert’s Sweethearts and Pinero’s

Lords and Comimms, with revivals of previous successes, were

among their productions. Having made a considerable fortune,

they retired in 1885, but Mr Bancroft (who was knighted in 1897)

joined Sir Henry Irving in 1889 to play the abbe Latour in a

revival of Watts Phillips’s Dead Heart.

See Mr and Mrs Bancroft, on and off the Stage (1888), and The
Bancrofts : Recollections of Sixty Years [igotj), by themselves.

BAND, something which ” binds ” or fastens one thing to

another, hence a cord, rope or tic, e,g. the straps fastening the

sheets to the back in bo^-binding. The word is a variant of

“ bond,” and is from the stem of the Teutonic hindan, to bind.

From tlie same source comes “ bend,” properly to fasten the

string to the bow, so as to constrain and curve hence to make
into the shape of a ” bent ” bow, to curve. In the sense of
** strap,” a fiat strip of material, properly for fastening anything,

the word is ultimately of the same origin but comes directly

into English from the French hande. In architecture the term
is applied to a sort of fiat frieze or fascia rum^ horizontally

round a tower or other >parts of a building, particularly the base

tables in perpem^ular work, commonly used with the long

shafts characteristic of the x,^h century. It generally has a
bold, projecting miMxIding above and below, and is carded
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Bometimef with foliages, but in general with cusped drclea or

quAtrefo^, in which frequently are shields of arms.

The two small strips of linen, worn at the neck as part of legal,

clerical and academic dress, arc known as “ bands ”
;
they arc

the survival of the falling collar of the 17th century. These

bands are usually of white linen, but the secular clergy of the

Roman Church wear black bands edged with white. The light

cardboard or chip boxes now used to carry millinery were

formerly made to carry the neck-bands, whence the name of

“ band-box.”

In the sense of company or troop, “ Imnd ” is probably also

connected with bindan, to bind. It came into English from the

French. The meaning seems to have originated in Ronmnic^

cf. Italian, Spanish and Portuguese banda, and thence came

into Teutonic. It lias usually been taken (see Ducange, Gloss.

s.v. banda) to be due to the “ band ” or sash of a particular

colour worn as a <listinctive mark by a troop of soldiers. Others

refer it to the medieval Latin handum, banner, a strip or band ”

of cloth fastened to a pole. In this sense the chief application

is to a company of musicians (see Orchestra), particularly

when used in armies or navies, a military band.

Military Bands .—In all countries bands are organized and
maintained in each infantry regiment or battalion if the latter

is the unit. The strength of these bands and the number and
nature of their instruments vary considerably, as also do the

rank and status of the bandmjister. The buglers and drummers
belonging to the companies are generally massed under the

sergeant-drummer and on the march play alternately with the

hand. Jn action the British custom is to use the bandsmen as

stretcher-bearers, but on the continent of Europe the bands are

a.s far as possible kept in hand under the regimental commanders
and play the troops into action

;
and in all countries the available

bands, drums and bugles are ordered to play during the final

assault. The training of bandmasters for the British service

is carried out at Kneller Hall, Hounslow, an institution founded

in 1857 and placed un4Br direct control of the war office in

1867. The average strength of the various classes of instrument

in the band of a British line regiment ha.s been stated a.s—

twenty flutes, oboes, clarinets and bassoons, four horns, eight

saxhorns, six trumpets and comets, three trombones, two
drums. The buglers and drummers are in the proportion of one

of each per company. The saxophone, which is the character-

istic instrument of military bands in other countries, has not

found favour with the British authorities. Another specially

military instrument, universal in the Russian army and more
or less common to others, is the so-called “ Jingling Johnny,” a
frame of small bells that is sharply shaken in the accented piarts

of the music. The “ glockenspiel ” is also fairly common. The
peculiar instrument of Scottish regiments is the bagpipes.

Cavalry, and more rarely artillery corps in the various armies,

have small bands. The mounted arms, however, liave little

need of music as compared with the infantry, the order and
ease of whose marching powers are immensely enhanced by the

music of a good regimental band. In the navies of various

countries bands are maintained on board flag-ships and sometimes

on board other large ships.

BANDA, a town and district of British India, in the Allahabad
division of the United Provinces. The town is near the right

bank of the river Ken, 95 m. S.W. of Allahabad. The population

in 1901 was 22,565. The town possesses 65 mosques and 168

Hindu temples. It was formerly, but is no longer, a military

cantonment.

The district is the most barren and blidcward portion of the

province. It contains an area of 3061 sq. m. In some parts it

rises into irregular uplands and elevated plains, interspersed

with detached rocks of granite
;

in others it sinks into marshy
lowlands, which frequently remain under water during the rainy

season. The sloping country on the bank of the Jumna is full

of ravines. To the $.£. the Vindhya chain of hills takes its

origin in a low range not exceeding j;oo ft. in height, and forming

a natural boundary of the district in that direction. The
principal river of the district is the Jumna, which flows from

north-west to south-east, along the N.E. boundary of the district,

lor 125 m. In 190Z the population was 631,058, showing a

decrease of ii % in the decade, due to the effects of famine.

The black soil of the district yields crops of which the principal

are millet, other food-grains, pulse, rice, cotton and oil-seeds.

Banda cotton enjoys a high repute in the market. A branch

railway from Manikpur to Jhansi traverses the length of the

district, which is also crossed by the East Indian main line to

Jubbulpore.

Banda, which forms one of the districts included under the

general name of Bundelkhand, has formed an arena of contention

for the successive races who have struggled for the sovereignty

of India. Kalinjar town, then the capital, was unsuccessfully

besieged by Mahmud of Ghazni in a.d. 1023 ;
in 1196 it was

taken by Kutab-ud-din, the general of Muhammad Ghori
;

in

1545 by Shere Shah, who, however, fell mortally wounded in

the assault. About the year 1735 the raja of Kalinjar’s territory,

including the present district of Banda, was bequeathed to

Baji Rao, the Mahratta peshwa; and from the Mahrattas it

passed by the treaties of 1802-1803 to the Company . At the time

of the Mutiny the district, which was poverty-stricken and
over-taxed, joined the rebels. The town of Banda was recovered

by General Whitlock on the aoth of April 1858. The fiscal

system was remodelled, and the district has since enjoyed a
greater degree of prosperity only interrupted by famine.

BANDA ISLANDS, a group of the Dutch East Indies, consisting

of three chief and several lesser islands in the Banda Sea, south

of Ceram, belonging to the residency of Amboyna. The main
islands are Great Banda or Lontor ; Banda Neira to its north

;

Gunong Api, west of Banda Neira
;
Wai or Ai still farther west,

with Run on its south-west
;

Pisang, north of Gunong Api

;

and Suwangi, north-west again. The total land area is about
16 sq. m. A volcanic formation is apparent in Lontor, a sickle-

shaped island which, with Neira and Gunong Api, forms part

of the circle of a crater. The arrangement is comparable with

Santorin in the Aegean Sea. Gunong Api (Fire Mountain), 2200

ft. high, is an active volcano, and its eruptions and earthquakes

have frequently brought destruction, as notably in 1852, when
the damage was chiefly due to a huge wave of the sea. Banda,
the chief town, on Neira, is a pleasant settlement, commanded
by two Dutch forts of the early 17th century, Nassau and Belgica.

The largest island, Lontor, was found too unhealthy to be the site

of the principal settlement
;

but the climate of the islands

generally, though hot, is not unhealthy. In the space between

Lontor, Neira and Gunong Api there is a good harbour, with

entrances on cither side, which enable vessels to enter on either

of the monsoons. Between Gunong Api and Neira there is a

third channel, but it is navigable for small vessels only. The
principal articles of commerce in the Banda group are nutmegs
and mace. The nutmeg is indigenous. The native population

having been cleared off by the Dutch, the plantations were worked
by slaves and convicts till the emancipation, of i860. The intro-

duction of Malay and Chinese labourers subsequently took place.

The plantations {perkm) were originally held by the conquerors of

the natives, the government monopolizing the produce at a fixed

rate; but in 1873 government monopoly was abolished.

The production amounts annually to nearly 1,500,000 lb of

nutmegs, and 350,000 lb of mace. The nutmegs are grown,

in accordance with natural conditions, under the shade of

other trees, usually the canari. Jalti or jatti wood is cultivated

on the small island of Rosingen. The total population of the

islands is about 9500, of which some 7000 are descendants of

the natives introduced as slaves from neighbouring islands, and
are Christians or Mahommedans.
The Banda Islands were discovered and annexed by the

Portuguese Antonio d’Abreu in 1512 ; but in the beginning of

the 17th century his countrymen were expelled by the Dutch.

In 1608 the British built a factory on Wai, which was demolished

by the Dutdi as soon as the English vessel kft. Shortly after,

however, Banda Neira and Lontor were resigned by the natives

to the British, and in 1620 Run and Wai were added to their

dominicois
;
but in ^pite of treaties intowhich they had entered
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the Dutch attacked and expelled their British rivals. In 1654
they were compelled by Cromwell to restore Run, and to make
satisfaction for the massacre of Amboyna

; but the English
settlers not being adequately supported from home, the island

was retaken by the Dutch in They remained in undis-
turbed possession until 1796, when the Banda Islands were taken
by the British. They were restored by the treaty of Amiens
in the year 1800, again captured, and finally restored by the
treaty of Paris concluded in 1814.

BANDANA, or Bandanna, a word probably derived through
the Portuguese from the Hindustani bdndhnu, which signified

a primitive method of obtaining an effect in dyeing by tying

up doth in different places to prevent the particular parts from
receiving the dye. The name was given to richly coloured silk

handkerchiefs produced by this process, of which bright colours
were characteristic. Bandanas are now commonly made of cotton
and produced in Lancashire, whence they are exported. The
effect is also produced by a regular process in calico printing,

in which the pattern is made by discharging the colour.

BANDELIER, ADOLPH FRANCIS ALPHONSE (1840-
American archaeologist, was born in Bern, Switzerland, on the
6th of August 1840. When a youth he emigrated to the United
States. After 1880 he devoted himself to arclmcological and
ethnological work among the Indians of the south-western United
States, Mexico and South America. Beginning his studies in

Sonora (Mexico), Arizona and New Mexico, he made himself

the leading authority on the history of this region, and—with
F. II. Cushing and his successors—one of the leading authorities

on its prehistoric civilization. In 1892 he abandoned this field for

Ecuador, Bolivia and Peru, where he continued ethnological,

archaeological and historical investigations. In the first field

he was in a part of his work connected with the Hemenway
Archaeological Expedition and in the second worked for Henry
Villard of New York, and for the American Museum of Natural
History of the same city. Bandelier has shown the falsity of

various historical myths, notably in his conclusions respecting

the Inca civilization of Peru. His publications include : three

studies “ On the Art of War and Mode of Warfare of the Ancient
Mexicans,” ” On the Distribution and lenure of Lands and the
Customs with respect to Inheritance among the Ancient
Mexicans,” and ” On the Social Organization and Mode of

(jovernment of the Ancient Mexicans (Harvard University,

Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology,
Annual Reports, 1877, 1878, 1879) ;

Historical Introduction to

Studies among the Sedentary Indians of New Mexico, and Report
on the Ruins of the Pueblo of Pecos (1881) ;

Report of an Archaeo-
logical Tour in Mexico in yc^tSV (1884) ; Final Report of Investiga-

tions among the Indians of the South-western United States (1890-
1892, 2 vols.); Contributions to the History of the South-western

Portion of the United States carried on mainly in the years from
jSSo U) iSSji (1890),—all these in the Papers of the Archaeological
Institute of America, American Series, constituting vols. i.-v.

;

“ The Romantic School of American Archaeologists ” (New
York Historical Society, 1885); The Gilded Man (El Dorado)
and other Pictures of the Spanish Occupancy of America (1893)

)

and a report On the Relative Antiquity of Ancient Peruvian
Burials (American Museum of Natural History, Bulletin, v. 30,

1904). He also edited The Journey of Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca
. . . from Florida to the Pacific, (*905 )^ translated

into English by his wife.

BANDELIX), MATTED (1480-1562), Italian novelist, was bom
at Castelnuovo, near Tortona, about the year 1480. He received

a very careful education, and entered the church, though he does
not seem to have prosecuted his theological course with great
zeal. For many years he resided at Mantua, and supe^tended
the education of the celebrated Lucrezia Gonzaga, in whose
honour he composed a long poem. The decisive battle of Pavia,

which gave Lombojrdy into the hands of the emperor, compelled
Bandello to fly

; his house at Milan was burnt and his property
confiscated. He took refuge with Cesare Fregoso, an Italian

general in the French service, whom he accompanied into France.

In 1550 he was raised to the bishopric of Agen, a town in which

he resided for many years before his death in 156a. Bandello
wrote a number of poems^but his fame rests entirely upon his

extensive collection of Novelle, or tales (1554, X573), which have
been extremely popular. They belong to that species of literature

of which Boccaccio’s Decameron and the queen of Navarre’s
Heptameron are, perhaps, the best -known examples. The
common origin of them all is to be found in the old French
fabliaux, though some well-known tales are evidently Eastern,
and others classical. Bandello ’s novels are esteemed the best
of those written in imitation of the Decameron

^

though Italian

critics'find fault with them for negligence and inelegance of style.

They have little value from a purely literary point of view, and
many of them are disfigured by the grossest obscenity. Histori-

cally, however, they are of no little interest, not only from the
insight into the social life of the period which they afford, but
from the important influence they exercised on the Elizabethan
drama. The stories on which Shakespeare based several of his

plays were supplied by Bandello, probably through Belleforest

or Paynter.

BANDER ABBASI (also Bender Abbas, and other forms),

a town of Persia, on the northern shore of the Persian Gulf in
27® 11’ N., and 56® 17' E., forming part of the administrative
division of the ” Persian Gulf ports,” whose governor resides at
Bushire. It has a population of about 10,000, an insalubrious

climate and bad water.

Bander Abhasi was called (iomlirun (Gombroon, Gamaroon
;

Cambarao, Comorao of Portuguese writers) until 1622, when
it received its present name (the ” port of Abbas ”) in

honour of the reigning shah, Abbas 1 ., who had expelled the
Portuguese in 1614, and destroyed the fort built by them in

1612. The English, however, were permitted to build a factory
there, and about 1 620 the Dutch obtained the same privilege. On
the capture of the island of Hormuz (Ormus) in 1622 by the
English and Persians a large portion of its trade was transferred
to Bander Abbilsi. During the remainder of the 17th centuiy
the traffic was considerable, but in the 18th prosperity declined

and most of the trade was removed to Bushire. In 1759 the
English factory was destroyed by the French, and though
afterwards re-established it has long been abandoned. The
ruins of the factory and other buildings He west of the present
town. About 1740 Nadir Shah granted the town and district

with the fort of Shamil and the town of Minab, together with the
islands of Kishm, Hormuz (Ormus) and Lilrak, to the Arab tribe

of the Beni Ma'ini in return for a payment of a yearly rent or
tribute. About 40 years later Sultan bin Ahmad, the ruler of
Muscat, having been appealed to for aid by the Arab inhabit-
ants of the place against Persian misrule, occupied the town,
and obtained a firman from the Persian government confirming
him in his possession on the condition of his paying a yearly
rent of a few thousand tomans. The islands were considered
to be the property of Muscat. In 1852 the Persians expelled
the Muscat authorities from Bander Abbasi and its district,

but retired when Muscat agreed to pay an increased rent. By
a treaty concluded between Persia and Muscat in 1856 it was
stipulated that Bander Abl)asi town and district and the islands

were to be considered Persian territory and leased to Muscat
at an annual rent of 14,000 tomans (£6000). The treaty was to
to have been in force for twenty years, but in 1866 the Persians
took advantage of the assassination of Seyed Thuweini, the
sultan of Muscat, to instal as governor of Bander Abbfisi and
district a nominee of their own who agreed to pay a rent of

20,000 tomans per annum. Further difficulties arising between
Persia and Muscat, and the ruler of the latter, then in possession
of a powerful fleet, threatening to blockade Bander Abb&si, the
Persian government solicited the good offices of the British
government, and the lease was renewed for another eight years
upon payment of 30,000 tomans per annum (then about ^ia,ooo).
This was in 1868. In the same year, however, the sultan of
Muscat was expelled by a successful revolt, and the Persian
government, in -virtue of a clause in the lease allcming them
to cancel the contract if a conqueror obtained possession of
Muscat, installed their own governor at Bander AbbAsi and
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have retained possession of the place ever since (ste Cunon,
Pirs$a, ii. 434), .

Bander Abbasi has a lively trade^ exporting much of the
produce of central and south>eastem Persia and supplying
imports to those districts and Khorasan. It has telegraph and
post offices, and the mail steamers of the British India Steam
Navigation Company call at the port weekly. Great Britain

and Russia are represented there by consuls. From z8qo to

1905 the total value of the exports and imports from and into
Bander AbbAsi averaged about £660,000 per annum, £260,000

British) being for exports, £400,000 (£340,000 British)

imports. Of the 255,000 tons of shipping which in 1905 entered
Bander Abbfisi 237,000 were British. (A, H.-S.)

BANDER UNOAH, or l,iNGA, a town of Persia on the northern
shore of the Persian Gulf and a^ul 300 m. by sea from Bushire,
in a6° 3?' N., 54® 54' E. Pop. about 10,000. It forms part of
the administrative divisions of the “ Persian Gulf ports,” whose
governor resides at Bushire. The annual value of the exports
and imports from and into Bander Lingah from 1890 to 1905
averaged about £800,000, but nearly half of that amount is

represented by pearls which pass in transit from the fisheries

on the Arab coast to Bombay. Like many other Persian (iulf

ports, Bander Lingah was for many generations a hereditary
patrimony of the Sheikh of an Arab tribe, in this case the
Juvasmi tribe, and it was only in 1898 that the Arabs were
expelled from the place by a Persian force. It is the chief port
for the Persian province of Luristan (under Pars), and has a
thriving trade with Bahrein and the Arab coast. It has a British
post office, and the steamers of the British India Company call
there weekly. Of the 133,000 tons of shipping which in 1905
entered the port 104,500 were British.

BANDEROLE (Fr. for* a “ little banner ”), a small flag or
streamer carried on the lance of a knight, or flying from the
mast-head of a ship in battle, &c.

;
in heraldry, a streamer

hanging from beneath the crook of a bishop’s crosier and folding
over the staff

;
in architecture, a band used in decorative sculp^

ture of the Renaissance period for bearing an inscription, drc.

Bannerol, in ite main uses the same as banderole, is the term
especially applied to the square banners carried at the funerals
of great men and placed over the tomb.
BANDICOOT* any animal of the marsupial genus Peratneles,

wliich is the type of a family Peramelidae. The species, about
a dozen in number, are widely distributed over Australia,
Tasmania, New Guinea and several of the adjacent islands.
They are of small size and live entirely on the ground, making
nests of dried leaves, grass and sticks in hollow places and
forming burrows in which they pass a great part of the day.
I hough feeding largely on worms and insects they ravage
gardens and fields, on which account they are detested by the
colonists. The name is often extended to the family,

BANDICOOT«'RAT* the Anglo-Indian name for a large rat
(NesoHa brndicaia), inhabiting India and Ceylon, which measures
from 12 to 15 in. to the root of the tail, while the tail itself

measures from ii to 13 in. The name is said to be a corruption
of the Telegu pandi-koku. It differs from typical rats of the genus
Mus by its broader inewors, and the less distinct cusps on the
molars. Other species of the genus are found from Palestine
to Formosa, as well as in central Asia. The typical species
frequents villages, towns and cultivated grounds all over India
and Ceylon, but is specially common in the south of the
peninsula, (See Rodkntia.)
BANDIERA, ATTIUO (1811-1844) and EMIUO (1819-1844),

Italian patriots. The brothers Bandicra,^s of Baron Bandiera,
an admii^ in the Austrian navy, were themselves members of
that semce, but at an early age they were won over to the ideas
of Italian freedom and unity, and corresponded with Giuseppe
Mozzini and other mem^rs of the Giimane Italia (Young Italy),

a patriotic and revolutionary secret society. During the year
1843 the air was lull of conspiracies, and various ill-starred
attempts at risings against the Italian despots were made. The
Bandieraa b^an to make propaganda among the officers and men
of the Austrian navy, nearly all Italkns, and actually planned to

seize a warship and bombard Messina. But having been betrayed
they fled to Corfu early in 1844. Rumours reached them there of
agitation in the Neapolitan kingdom, where the people were
represented as ready to rise masse at the first appearance of a
leader; the Bandieras, encouraged by Mazzini, consequently
determined to make a raid on the Calabrian coast. They got

I

together a band of about twenty men ready to sacrifice their lives
for an idea, and set sail on their desperate venture on the 12th of
June 1844. Four days later they landed near Cotrone, intending
to go to Cosenza, liberate the political prisoners and issue their
proclamations. But they did not find the insurgent hand which
they had been told united them, and were betrayed by one of
their party, the Corsican Boccheciampe, and by some peasants
who believed them to be Turkish pirates. A detachment of
gendarmes and volunteers was sent against them, and after a
short fight the whole band were taken prisoners and escorted to
Cosenza, where a number of Calabrians who had taken part in a
previous rising were also under arrest. First the Calabrians were
tried by court-martial, and a large number condemned to death
or the galleys. The raiders’ turn came next, and the whole party,
save the traitor Boccheciampe, were condemned to be shot, but
in the case of eight of them the sentence was commuted to the
galleys. On the 23rd of July the two Bandieras and their nine
companions were executed; they cried Vim V Italia/ us thev
fell.

^

The Neapolitan government was undoubtedly within its right
in executing the Bandieras, and the material results of this heroic
but unpractical attempt were nil. But the moral effect was
enormous throughout Italy, the action of the authorities was
universally condemned, and the martyrdom of the Bandieras bore
fruitin subsequent revolutions. 1 1 also created a great impression
in England, where it was believed that the Bandieras’ correspond-
ence with Mazzini (q.v.) had been tampered with, and that
information as to the proposed expedition had lieen forwarded
to the Austrian and Neapolitan governments by the British
foreign office ; recent publications, however, especially the
biography of Sir James Graham, tend to exculpate the British
government.

Sfc C. Ricciarcli, Storia dei Fratvlli Bandiera (Florence, 186

;

F. Venosta, I Fratelli liundtera (Milan, iSfn) ; and Carlo Tivanmi’sV Italia durante il dominio austriaco, vol. iii. p. 149 (Turin 1894)
(L. V.*)’

BANDINELLl* BARTOLOMMEO or BAOCIO (i493-“i56o),
Florentine sculptor, was the son of an eminent goldsmith,' and
from him Bandinelli obtained the first elementsof drawing. Show-
ing a strong inclination for the fine arts, he was early placed under
Rustic!, a sculptor, and a friend of Leonardo da Vinci, with whom
he made rapid progrcs.s. The ruling motive in his life seems to
have been jealousy both of Benvenuto Cellini and of Michel-
angelo, one of whose cartoons he is said to have torn up and
destroyed. He is regarded by some as inferior in sculpture
only to Michelangelo, with whom a comparison unfavourable to
Bandinelli is tempted in such works as the marble colossal group
of Hercules and Cacus in the Piazza del Gran Duco, and the group
of Adam and Eve in the Hargello. Among his best works must
be reckoned the hassi-rilmn in the choir of the cathedral of
Florence

; his copy of the Laocoon
; and the figures of Christ and

Nicodemus on his own tomb.
BANDINI* ANGEIX) MARIA (1726-1800), Italian author, was

bom at Florence on the 25th of September 1726. Having been
left an orphan in his infamy, he was supported by his uncle,
Giuseppe Bandini, a lawyer of some note. He received his educa-
tion among the Jesuits, and showed a special inclination for tlie

study of antiquities. His first work was a dissertation, De
Vrtefym Saltatimibus (1749). In 1747 he undertook a journey
to Vienna, in company with the bishop of Volterra, to whom he
acted in the capacity of secretary. He was introduced to the
emperor and took the opportunity of dedicating to fhat monarch
his Speemm Litteraiurae FhrenHnaey which was then printing at
Florence. On his return he took oiriers, and settled at Rome,
passing the whole of his time in the library of tiie Vatican, and in
those of the cardinaTs Passionei and Corsifii. The famous obelisk
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ofAu^tuSj at tliat time difinterred from themins of tlie Campus
Martius, was described by Bandim in a leajned folio volume De
Obelisco AugusH. Shortly after he was compelled to leave Rome
on ac^unt of his health and returned to Florence, where he was
appointed librarian to the valuable library bequeath^ to the
public by the abb^ Marucelli. In 1756 he was preferred by the
emperor to a prebend at Florence, and appointed principal
librarian to the Laurentian library. During forty-four years he
continued to discharge the duties of this situation, and died in

x8oo, generally esteemed and regretted. On his deathbed he
founded a public school, and bequeathed the remainder of his

fortune to other charitable purposes. The most important of his

numerous works are the Caialogus Codd. MSS, Graec., Lai., Hal.,

8 vols.(i767-i778),and the Vitae Lettered'Amerigo
Vespucci, 1745.

BANDOLIER, or Bandoleer (from Fr. bandmdiere, Ital.

handoliera, a little band), a belt worn over the shoulder, par-
ticularly by soldiers to carry cartridges. In the 17th century
wooden cases were hung to the belt to contain powder charges.

The modem bandolier carries the cartridges either in loops sewn
to the belt, or in small pouches, similarly attached, containing
strips of several cartridges. It has been extensively adopted in

the British army, especially for mounted troops.

BANDON, or Bandonbridge, a market-town of county Cork,
Ireland, in the south-east parliamentary division, picturesquely

situated in a broad open valley on both sides of the river Bandon.
Pop. (1901) 2830. It is 20 m. S.W. of the city of ('ork by
the Cork, Bandon & South Coast railway. It is an important
agricultural centre and there are distilleries, breweries and
flour-mills. The open park of Castle Bernard (earl of Bandon),
on the riverside, is attractive, and 2 m. below Bandon on the

river is Innishannon, the head of navigation. Bandon was founded
early in the 17th century by Richard Boyle, earl of Cork, and was
incorporated by James I. It returned two members to the Irish

parliament and thereafter one to the Imperial parliament until

J885. After the destruction of the walls by the Irish in 1689,

Bandon long resisted the admission of Catholic inhabitants.

BANEBERRY, or Herb Christopher, popular names for

Aciaea spicaia (nat. ord. Ranunculaceae), a poisonous herb with
long-stalked compound leaves, small white flowers and black

berries, found wild in copses in limestone districts in the north

of England. It is widely distributed in the north temperate

zone.

BAN£R (Banner, Banier), JOHAN (j596»i64i), Swedish
soldier in the Thirty Years’ War, was born at Djursholm Castle

on the 23rd of June 1596. Entering the Swedish army, he
served with distinction in the wars with Russia and Poland,
and had reached high rank when, in 1630, Gustavus Adolphus
landed in Germany. As one of the king’s chief subordinates,

Ban^r served in the campaign of north Germany, and at the
first battle of Breitenfeld he led the right wing of Swedish horse.

He was present at the taking of Augsbuig and of Munich, and
rendered conspicuous service at the Lech and at Donauwdrth.
At the unsuccessful assault on Wallenstein’s camp at the Alte

Veste Ban^r received a wound, and, soon afterwards, when
Gustavus marched towards Liitzen, his general was left in com-
mand in the west, where he^was opposed to the imperial general

Aldringer. Two years later, as Swedish field-marshal, Ban6r,

with 16,000 men, entered Bohemia, and, combined with the

Saxon army, marched on Prague. But the complete defeat of

Bernhard of Saxe-Weimar in the firstbattle of Ndrdlingen stopped

his victorious advance. After this event the peace of Prague
placed the Swedish army in a very precarious position, but the

victories won by the united forces of Ban^r, Wrangel and
Torstensson, at Kyritz and Wittstock (4th Oct. 1636), restored

the paramount influence of Sweden in central Germany. Even
the three combinitd armies, however, were decidedly inferior

in force to thoee they defeat^, and in 1637 Ban^r was completely

unable to maike b^way against ^ enemy. Rescuing with
spreat difficulty the bdeaguen^ garrison of Toigau, he retreated

beyond the Oder into Pomerania. In 1639, however, he again
overran northern Germany, defeated the Saxons at Chemnitz

and invaded Bohemia itself. The winter of 1640-1641 Ban^r
spent in the west. His last achievement was an audaebus
coup^main on the Danube. Breaking camp in mid-winter (a

very rare event in the 17th century) he united with the French
under the comte de Gu^briant and surprised Regensburg,
where the diet was sitting. Only the break-up of the ice pre-

vented the capture of the pla^. Ban^ thereupon had to

retreat to Halberstadt. Here, on the lotli of May 1641, be
died, after designating Torstensson as his succesMt., He was
much beloved by his men, who bore his body with them on the
field of Wolfenbuttel. Ban^ was regarded as tlie best of

Gustavus's generals, and tempting offers (which he, refused)

were made him by the emperor to induce him to enter his

service. His son received the dignity of count.
See Banifs Bref till Axel Oxmstjerna (Stockholm, 1S93) * D. 1\ von

Chemnitz, Koniglichen Schwedschet in DaUschland aef^rten Kriegs
;

Martin Veibull. Stot'kedsied (Stockholm, 1881); Lunclblarl,

Johan Banh (Stockholm, 1823) ; Ardwisoon, TfiUioatiga Krigets
maerhvaerdigaste personer (Stockholm, 1861).

BANFF, a royal, municipal and police burgh, seaport and
capital of Banffshire, Scotland. Pop. (1901) 7161. It b
beautifully situated on high ground, on the left bank of the
mouth of the Deveron, 50 m. N.W. of Aberdeen by the Great
North of Scotland railway. It is a place of great antiquity, its

first charter having been granted by Malcolm IV. in 1163, and
further privileges were conferred by Robert Bruce in 1324 and
Robert II. in 1372. Of the old castle on the hill by the sea, in

which Archbishop Sharp was bom, scarcely a trace remains;
but upon its site was erected the modem Banff Castle, belonging
to the earl of Seafield. The chief public edifices include the
county buildings

; town hall, surmounted by a spire 100 ft.

high ; Chalmers hospital (founded by Alexander Chalmers of

Clunie, a merchant and shipowner of the town) ; a masonic hall

of tasteful design; and the academy, a modem structure in

the Grecian style, to which there is attached an extensive
museum, containing examples of the early mechamical genius
of James Ferguson, the astronomer. ^Of the museum, which
originally belonged to the defunct Banff Institution and was
afterwards taken over by the town council, Thomas Edward

—

the “working naturalist,” whose life was so sympathetically
written by Samuel Smiles—was curator for a few years. The
principal manufactures comprise woollens, leather, rope and
sails, and there are also breweries, distilleries, iron foundries,

bricic-yards and timber-yards, besides some ship-building. The
fishing trade is also important. The exports mainly consist of

grain, cattle, fish, dairy produce and potatoes
;
the imports of

coal and timber. There is a railway station at Bridge of Banff
communicating, via Inveramsay, with Aberdeen, and another
at the harbour, communicating with Portsoy and Keith. The
burgh is under the jurisdiction of a provost and council, and
unites with Macduff, Elgin, Cullen, Inverurie, Kintorc and
Peterhead in returning one member to parliament. The Cassie

Gift arose out of a bequest by Alexander Cassie of London, a
native of Banff, who left £20,000 to the poor of the town—the

interest being divided twice a year. Duff House, immediately
adjoining the town, is a seat of the duke of Fife. It was built

in 1740-1745, after des^ns by Robert Adam, at a cost of £70,000.
The duke of Cuml>erland rested here on the way to CuUoden.
'fhe house contains a fine collection of pictures and an interesting

armoury. The park is nearly ten miies in circumference. The
house, together with that portion of the park immediately
surrounding it (about 140 acres), was presented to the towns of

Banff and Macduff by the duke of Fife in November 1906.
BANFFBRIRE^ a north-eastern county of Scotland, bounded

N. by the Moray Firth, E. and S. by Aberdeenshire, and W. by
Elgin and Inverness. It has an area of 403,364 acres, or 633I
sq. m. The surface is diversified. The northern half is mostly
a fine, open, undulating country of rich, highly-cultivaM soil.

The sou&em is mountainous, but extensive farms are found in
its fertile glens. Some of the mountains are thick with forests,

some present a iMutiful intermixture of rock and copse, while
otheie are coveted whh brown heath. The principal mountains
are all in the south,; tlm are Cairr^orm, on the confines
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cf the shires of Banff and Inverness (4084 ft.), famous for its

amber-coloured quart* ciystals, the caimpforms of Scots

jeweiiy
;
Ben Rinnes (2775 ft.)

;
Conyhabbic (2563) ;

Cook’s

Cairn (2478) ;
Cam an t-Saidhe(24oi) ; and the Buck of Cabrach

(2368). No great rivers belong wholly to Banffshire. For a

considerable part of their courses the Spey forms the western

and the Devercm the eastern boundary of the county. But

Banffshire streams are comparatively short, the chief being the

Avon, Fiddich, Isla, Buckie, Deskford—with a series of cascades

-^and Livet. Most of them are stocked with trout and the Spey

and Deveron are famou.s for their salmon. The great glens are

distinguished for their romantic scenery, the chief being Glen

Avon, Glen Barry, Glen Fiddich, Glen Isla, Glen Livet, and Glen

Rinnes. The largest lochs are in the extreme south : Loch
Avon (2500 ft. above the sea), Loch Builg (1586) and Loch
Etchachon (3100)

Grologv, -“-The geology of Banffshire is closely connected with that
of the neighbouring counties of Aberdeen and Elgin, from which it

is divided oy no natural boundaries. The greater portion is occupied
by crystalline schists of sedimentary origin belonging to the Eastern
liiglifand sequence. The groups which are typically developed
comprise (i) slates, black schists and phyllites with tliin lilack

limestone, sometimes containing tremolite, (2) the main limestone,

(3) the quartzite (Schiohallion). Tliesc form subparallel belts
tnmding north-east and south-west from tlve seacoasi between
Cullen and Portsoy southwards by Keith and Dufftown to the head
waters of the Avon beyond Toraintoul. Some exccUont sections
of the phyllites are to be seen on the .shore between Sandciid, near
I’ortsov, and Findlatcr Castle, near Cullen, and in the railway cutting
near Mulbon, west of Keith. The main limestone has been worked
at Fordyce, near Grange cast of Keith, and at Keith and Dufftown.
The quartzite, which is regarded as probably the highest memlier
of the sench, forms prominent ridges dm; to the more rapid erosion
of tlie phyllites, mica schists and lime.stones occupying the inter-
vening hollows. It appears on the coast b(‘tw(*en Cullen and Buckie,
it forma the J.)uTn liiU near Portsoy, the Binn of Cullan, the Knock
Hill, lien Aigan and various ridges trending southwards from Grange
by Glen Fiddich towards Tomintoul. In the north-east part of the
county there is a large development of slate with interbedded grey-
wackes and pebbly grits, tvhich occupies the coast section between
Macduff and Troup Head except a small part at Gamric. llie slate
has Ixicn quarried for roofing purposes. No fossils have been found
in these strata and their age is uncertain. The metamorphic sedi-
ments have been pierced l)y acid and basic igneous intrusions, partly
K’fore and partly after the folding and metamorphism of the strata.
The older uad and basic materials appear as sheets injected along
the linos Of budding of the sediments and arc traci*ablc for consider-
able distances. They are foliated in places, the planes of schistosity
Ix'ing more or less parallel with the planes of bedding in the schists.
The older acid rocks are represented uy the sills of granite and augen-
gneiss occurring west of HjrtHoy. south of Fordyce and near Keith,
while the older Imsic cocks are ilfustiated by the bolt of gabbro,
cpidiorite and horn blciule- schist which stretches southwards from
the coast at Portsoy, by Rothiemay to Hiintly in Aberdeenshire.
Veins and bosses of serpentine are associated with these basic in-
truaions at Portsoy and near Grange, one of the veins being traceable
at intervals from the shore southwards in the direction of Knock
Hill. The later intrusions are represented by the Ben Rinnes mass
of granite and its basic modification, the Netherly diorite, cast of
Rothes. Various mineral localities occur throughout the county,
of which some of the most important occur on the shore at Portsoy,
as iior example the gabbro masses in Portspy Bay with eastatite,

^yiKsrsUiene and labradunte. the graphic granite with microcline,
muscovite and tourmaline at East Head, the chiastolite-schist west
of the marble quarry, the mottled serpentine with strings of chryso-
tile. Resting unconformalily on these metamorphic rocks, Old
Red sandstone strata aro met with in a few places. Thus, they
cross the Spey and appear in the Tynet Burn east of Fochabers,
and extend eastwards to Buckie. Outliers of these beds appear on
l^c shore nchr Cullen and south of Fordyce. while the largest area
extends from Gamrie east by Pennan on the north ooaat of Aberdeen-
shire tp Aberdeen. The strata consist Minly of conglOdRinrates and
red saofdstQ^s, which, at Gamrie and at.^TF^et. aie. gemwatud with
a l>an4 of limestone nodnles emlxjdded in’ a clayey matrix, contain-
ing fiwSh tntnains. The more abundant species DCcurrinjg at Oamrie,
as determined by Dr R, H. Trarnialr. are Diflseafmus ttfieius,

Hh«Kiinasttntkus» CImracanihus Murckuoni, Mtihti,
CiH'i'otiUm 40Upii0ns, In view oi the fossil evidence these beds have
been referred to the middle or Orcadian division of this fonhation.
In the interior seAr Tomhitodl, another large dc^posit, cothposed of
conglomerate and tondstoae, oeourt. which may be of the same age,
thewgb no fossUa hawofatyet been obtained from ithese beda. There
is a widespread covering* of boulder especially in fhe. northern
part Wdering the shore. Where it contains fragments of shells and
includes huraerous boUiders which haVe betm cstriefd eastwards

I

fstm the high gronnds'west of the Moray Firth. In the brickclays

! at Blackpots to the north-west of Banff, fragments of shells also

occur together with Jurassic fossils. Shelly sands have been re-

corded near the Ord soutli of Tillynanght near Portsoy, and shells

have been found in stratified deposits on the shore near Gamrie. i

Agriculture,^Tbe soil is in general rich and productive, yiddmg
fair crops of wheat, and excellent crops of barley, oats, &c. ; and
the grass and green crops are equally abundant. Oats is the pre-
dominant crop, but the demands of distillers keep up ttie acreage
of barley. The cattle and stock hold a high character and form the
staple agricultural industry. There is also a considerable amount
of dairy fanning. Among Landlords who did much to encourage
agricultural enterj)risc and to plant and reclaim lands, were the earls
of Fife and the earls of Findlatcr, afterwards carls of Soafield. It
was a Seafidd who, in 1846, received the honorary gold medal of
the Higi^nd and Agricultural Society of Scotland, ior his immense
and thriving plantations of useful timber-trees, in the counties of
Banff, Moray and Nairn. From the year 1811 to 1845, he liad

planted 18,^38,224 Scots firs, 11,904,798 larches, 843.450 hard-
woods

; making tfie enormous aggregate of 31.686.472 iotest trees,

planted in 8223 aci*es of enclosed ground. Tim mniishire Agri-
cultural Association holds shows periodically for all sorts of stock
and produce and agricultural implements.

ManufaGfurcs and Trade,- -Woollen factories are found in Duff-
town, Rothiemay and C^llachy, and engineering works in Banff,
Portsoy and Keith. Distilleries are jiumorous and their product
ha.s a high repute. A fishing and misceUaneoas trade is done at tlie

harbours of Hatiff, MacdufC Buckie. Gardenstown, Portsoy, Cullun
and Port Gordon

; but fishing is also carried on at numerous civelcs

or harbours along the coast. Tlie herring season lasts Irwh Iniu*
to September, white ffsliing nlH the year round. The feihory districts
centre in Banff and Bnckie. Banffshire contains large limestone
deposits, and granite is also quarried.
The systems of the Great North of Scotland and the Higliland

railways serve the chief towns of the county and provkle com-
mimication in one diroction with Aberdeen, and in anotoer with
Elgin. Nairn and Inverness.
The population of Bauffsliii’c in 1891 was 61,684. and in 1901

61,488, or 97 to the square mile. In lyoi there were 499 persons
speaking Gaelic and English. The chief towns are Banff (pop. in

1901, 7161), Buckie (O549). and Keith (4753), with Cullen (1936),
Portsoy {1878) and Dufftown (1823). The county returns on<*
mumlier topirliament ; tlie royal biuglis, Banff and Cullen, belong-
ing to the Elgin group of parliamentary burglis. Banffshire, with
Aberdeen and Kincardine shires, forms a sheriffdom, and there is a
resident sheriff-sulwtitutu at Banff, who sits also at Kuith, Buckie
and Dufftown, Most of thq schoolH are under school-board jttriv

diction. Several of them earn grants for higher education, and tlie

county council, oul of the “ residue grant,” sulwidizes classes in

agriculture, navigation, veterinary science- and cookery and laundry
work. The teachers of the county, with those of the shires of
Abordoen and Elgin, benefit by the bequest of Janu's Dick (1743-
1828), a West India merchant, who left over ^110,000 to promote
the higher learning of Ihc schoolmasters ol these shires. T1m‘

annual income of ^^4000 ik distributed among the dominieswho ha\ e
qualifttd by examination to become benoffeianes.

History,—Of the northern Piets who originally posse.ssed the

land few remains now exist beyond the cairns that arc found in

the districts of Rothiemay^ Bidlindalloch, Boharm, Glen Livet

and elsewhere. “ Cairn ” also occurs in many place names. The
advance of the Romans wtis practically prevented by the

mountains in the south, but w'hat is believed to have been a
Roman camp may still be made out in Glen Barry. Danish
invaders were more persevering and more successful. Many
bloody conflicts look place between them and the Scots. Near
CuEen a fierce encounter occurred in 960, and a sculptured stone

at Mortlach is said to commemorate a signal victory gained by
Malcolm II. over the Norsemen in idio. The shire was the scene

of much strife after the Reformation. In Glen Livet the Roman
Catholics, under the marquess of Huntly^ worsted the Protestants

under the earl of Argyll From 1624 to 1645 0. period of

almost incessant struggle, and the Covenanting troubles, com-
bined with the frequent conflicts of the clans, were productii^e

of serious evils. But the Jacobite risings of 1715 and 1745 left

the county comparatively untouched, and thereafter it became
settled.

See W. Cramoad, Annals of Banff (New Spalding Club) (Aberdeen,
1891) ;

Dr Cordon, Chronicles of Keith, Cfaiiie, ^c, (Cdasgow, 't88o)

Banffshire Year-Book (Banff)
;

Ptolessor iiickie, BotiniHst's Guide
$0 Aberdmn, Banff, S*. (Aberdeon. |»a6o^ ; Inventory of Chautors af
CnUen (Baaff, 1887) ; and Invent^ 4/, Ckagters .Banff
Robertaon’s Collections for a Htitory of the Shires af Aberdeen and
Banff (Spcddlng Club),; W. AVatt,' Ab^fffentnire and Ba^
(Edmburgh, . 1.,



BANiFFY--BANGANAPALLE
BAWITY, DBZaO [Dbsxds&ius], Baron (1845^ %

Hungarian statesman, the son of Baron Daniel Bdnffy and
Anna GyArfis, was bam at Klausenbuig on the a&th of October
1S43, and educated at the Berlin and Leipzig univernties. As
lord lieutenant of the county of Belsfi-Szolnok, chief captain of

Kdvar and curator of the Calvinistic church of Transylvania,
Banffy exercised considerable politkal influence outside parlia-

ment from 1875 onwards, but his public career may be said to
have begun in 1892, when he became speaker of the house of
deputies. As speaker he continued, however, to be a party-man
(he had always been a member of the left-centre or government
party) and nmterially assisted the government by his rulings.

He was a stringent adversary of the radicals, and caused some
sensation by absenting himself from the capital on the occasion
of Kossuth's funeral on the 1st of April 1894. On the 14th of

January" 1895, the king, after the fall of the Sz^ll ministry,

entrusted him with the formation of a cabinet His programme,
in brief, was the carrying through of the church reform laws
with all due regard to clerical susceptibilities, and the mainten-
ance of the Composition of 1867, whilst fully guaranteeing the
predoininance of Hungary. He succeeded in carrying the
remaining ecclesiastical bills through the Upper House, despite

the vehement opposition of the papal nuncio Agliardi, a triumph
which brought about the fall of Kalnoky, the minister for foreign

affairs, but greatly strengthened the ministry in Hungary. In
the ensuing elections of 1896 the government won a gigantic

majority. The drastic electoral methods of Banffy had, however,
contributed somewhat to this re.sult, and the corrupt practices

were the pretext for the fierce opposition in the House which he
henceforth had to encounter, though the measures which he
now introduced (the Honved Officers’ Schools Bill) would, in

normal circumstances, have been received with general enthusi-

asm. Banffy ’s resoluteness enabled him to weather all these

storms, and his subsequent negotiations with Austria as to the

quota and commercial treaties, to the considerable political

ad\ ajitage of Hungary, even enabled him for a time to live at

peace with the opposition. But in 1898 the opposition, now
animated by personal hatred, took advantage of the ever-

increasing difficulties of the government in the negotiations

with Austria, and refused to pass the budget till a definite

understonfling had been arrived at. They refused to be
satisfied with anything short of the dismissal of Binffy, and
passion ran so high that on the 3rd of January 1899 BAnffy
fought a duel with his most bitter opponent, HorAnszky. On
the 26th of February BAnffy resigned, to save the country
from its “ex-lex,” or unconstitutional situation; he was
decorated by the king and received the freedom of the city

of Buda. Suljsequently he contributed to overthrow the
Stephen Tisza administration, ajid in May 1905 joined the
Kossuth ministry.

See article “ BAnffy,” by Marcsall, in Pallas Nagy Lexikona,
K6t 17. (R. N. B.)

BANG, HERMANN JOACHIM (1858- ), Danish author, was
bom of a noble family in the island of Zealand. When he was
twenty he published two volumes of critical essays on the realistic

movement. In s88o he published his novel Huablvse Slaegter

(“ Families without hope ”), which at once aroused“attention.
After some time spent in travel and a successful lecturing tour

in Norway and Sweden, he settled in Copenhagen, and produced
a series of novels and ooUections of short stories, which placed

him in the front rank of Scandinavian novelists. Among his

more famous stories are Fmeira (1883) and Tine (ifiSo). The
latter won for its author the friendship of Ibsen and the enthusi-

astic admiration of Jonas Lie. , Among hts other works are

Del hvide Hus (Hm^ White Bouse, 1898), Excentrishe JNweUer

(11885), &uigltneer (i886), Liv og DH (Life and Deaths

1899), Enfim J)JsdMifI( 1902), a volume of poems (1889) and of

recM^beotions (Ti Am, 1891). ;

BANfiAUMUh a city of India, the capital of the nativie abate

of Mysore, and the British cantonment in the south of

Indiai^ ; lt is 5tX3 fib. Aimve the sea, and zig in. W. of Madras by
taB. Fop. <1902) A9447. The foundation >oif the presmt fort

31S
was laid by a descendant of Kempe-Goude, a hnsbaidiiuinof^e
neighbourly oenntry, whoj^robably in the i6bh oentuiy^ had
left his native village to avoid the tyranny of the itodsyar of that

f^ce, and settled on a spot a few miles to the north of Bangakwe.
To the peaceful occupation of a farmer he added that ofa warrior,

and his first exploit was the oonquest of this place, wliere, and at

Savendrog, his family subsequently erected fortressts» Banga-
lore, with other possessions, was, however, wrested from them by
Bijapur. Somewhat later we find it enumerated among the

fogirs of Shah)i, father of Sivaji, the founder of the Mahratta
sway ; and at an early period of his career in the service of the

Bijapur state, that adventurer seemed tio have fixed his residence

there. It appears to have passed into the possession of Venkaji,

one of the sons of Shahji
;

but he having occupied Tanjore,

deemed Bangalore too distant, especially under the circumstances

of the times, to be safe. He accordingly, in 1687, entered into a
bargain for its sale to C'hikka Deva, raja of Mysore, for three

lakhs of rupees ; but before it could he completed, Kasim Khan,
commander of the forces of Aurangzeb, marched upon the place

and entered it almost without resistance. This event, however,
had no other result than to transfer the stipulated price from one
vendor to another ; for that general, not coveting the possession,

immediately delivered it over to Chikka Deva on payment of tlie

three lakhs. In 1758, Nanjiraj, the powerful minister of the

raja, caused Bangalore to be granted, as a jagir or fief, to Hyder
Ali, afterwards usurper of Mysore, who greatly enlarged and
strengthened the fort, which, in 1760, on his expulsion from
Seringapatam, served as his refuge from destruction. The fort

formed il\e traditional scene of the first captivity of Sir David
Baird after Baillie’s defeat at Perambakam in 1780. The prison

cell of Sir David and his fellow-captive is from 12 to 15 ft. square,

with so low a roof that a man can scarcely stand upright in it.

In 1791 it was stormed by a British army commanded by Lord
Cornwallis. In 1799 the disteict was included by the treaty of

Seringaimtam within the territory of the restored raja of Mysore.
It formed the Iw^adquarters of the British administmliun of

Mysore froni 1831 to i88i. When the state of Mysore was
restored to its raja in 1881, the civil and military station of

Bangalore was permanently reserved under British jurisdiction

as an “ assigned tract.” It has an area of 13 sq. m., and had in

1901 a population of 89,599, showing a decrease of 10 % in the

decade, due to plague. Bangalore is the headquartm of a
military district, its elevation rendering it healthy for British

troops, with accommodation for a strong force of all arms and
an arsenal in the old fort. It is the headquarters of a brigade in

the 9th division of the Indian army. A considerable number of

European pensioners reside here. There is a xniodern palace for

il>e maharaja. There is an aided Kjoman Catholic college,

besides many schools for Europeans. A permanent water-supply

Ims been introduced and there is a complete system of drainage.

Bangalore is an important railway centre. There are several

cotton mills. The city suffered severely from plague in 1899
and 1900.

The district of Bangalore borders on the Madras district of

Salem. The main portion consists of the valley of the Arkavati
river, which joins the N^auvery on the southern frontier. Its

area is 3079 sq. m. In 1901 the population was 789,664, showing
an increase of 15 % in the decade. The district is crossed by
several lines of railway. Outside Bangalove city there is a
woollen mill, which turns out blankets, cloth for greatcoats, and
woollen stuffs.

BANGANAPAlfLB, a state of southern Izuha, surrounded by
the Madras district of Kumool. Area, 255 sq. m. ; pop. (1901)
32,264, showing a decrease of p% in the decade ; estimated
revenue ^6400,. of which a large portion is alienat^ in grants
to junior branches of the family ; no tribute. The excemive
^pen^ture of the nawab, Syed Fateh Ali Khan, and thpgen^
inefficieiicy of the administratioat caused much eoxiej^ iko ^
govenkment^ and 'm February 2995 be waa temporarily removed
from the administmtion of tl^ state. The town of Banganapall^

is not far from the blanch of the Southern Mahritta raiiwi^
from Gtszitakri toBeswada. 7



3i6 BANGASH—BANGOR
BAII0A8H, a small tribe of Pathans in the Kohat district of

the North-West Frontier Province«of India. They occupy the

hills between Thai and Kohat, and number 3000 fighting men.

Formerly they owned the whole of Kurram, but owing to the

encroachments of the Tuns, they moved eastwards, dispossessed

the Orakzais, drove them north and took their territory in the

Kohat district, which they now occupy to the west of the

Khattak countiy. The Khiattaks and Bangashes are of excep-

tionally good physique and make excellent soldiers.

BANGKOK, the capital of Siam, on the river Me Nam, about

20 m. from its mouth, in 100° 30' E., 13** 45' N. Until modern
times the city was built largely on floating pontoons or on piles

at the edges of the innumerable canals and water-courses which

formed the thoroughfares, but to meet the requirements of

modern life, well-planned roads and streets have been constructed

in all directions, crossing the old canals at many points and
lined with well-built houses, for the most part of brick, in which

the greater part of the erstwhile riparian population now resides.

The centre of the city is the royal palace (see Siam), situated in a
bend of the river and enclosed by walls. At a radius of nearly a
mile is another wall within which lies the closely packed city

proper, and beyond which the town stretches away to the royal

parks on the north and to the business quarter, the warehouses,

rice-mills, harbour and docks on the south. The whole town
covers an area of over 10 sq. m. Two companies provide

Bangkok with a complete system of electric tramways, and the

streets are lined with shade-trees and lit by electricity. All over

the town are scattered beautiful Buddhist temples, which with
their coloured tile roofs and gilded spires give it a peculiar and
notable appearance. Many fine buildings are to be seen—the

various public offices, the arsenal, the mint, the palaces of

various princes and, in addition to these, schools, hospitals,

markets and Christian churches of many denominations, chiefly

Roman Catholic. There are four railway stations in Bangkok, the
termini of the lines which connect the provinces with the capital.

The climate of BangNbk has without doubt recently changed.

It has become hotter and less humid. Though a minimum
temperature below 60® F, is still recorded in January and
December, a maximum of (vver 100° is reached during the hot
weather months and at the beginning of the rains, whereas up
to the year 1900 a maximum of 93° was considered unusually

high. Tlie cause of this change is not known, but it is attributed

to extensive drainage and removal of vegetation in the immediate
neighbourhood of the town. The annual rainfall amounts to

rather over 50 in.

A four-mile reach of the Me Nam, immediately below the city

proper, forms the port of Bangkok. From 250 to 400 yds.

broad and of good depth right up to the banks, the river oflers

every convenience for the berthing and loading of ships, though
a bar at its mouth, which prevents the passage of vessels drawing
more than 12 ft., necessitates in the case of large ships a partial

loading and unloading from lighters outside. The Imnks of the

port are closely lined with the offices, warehouses and wlmr\'es

of commercial houses, with timber yards and innumerable rice-

mills, while the custom house, the harbour master^s office and
many of the foreign legations and consulates are also situated

here. Of the 750 steamships which cleared the port in 1904,

three out of every seven were German, two were Norwegian
and one was British, but in 1905 two new companies, one British

and the other Japanese, arrang^ for regular services to Bangkok,

thereby altering these proportions. It is notable that the heavy

trade with Sin^pore shows a tendency to decrease in favour of

direct trade with Europe. A fleet of'imal] steamers, schooners

and junks, carries on trade with the towns and districts on the

east and west coasts of riie Gulf of Siam. The trade of Bangkok
is almost entirely in the hands of Europeans and Chinese. The
principal exports are rice and teak, and the principal imports,

cotton and silk goods and gold-leaf. The value of trade, which

more than doubled between the years 1900 and 1907, amounted
in die latter year to £5,600,000 imports and £7,100,000 exports.

Of the total trade, 75% is with the British empire. Many of

the best-known mercantile firms and banks of the Far East have

branches in Bangkok. The unit of currency is the /iVai (see

Siam).

The government of Bangkok is entrusted to the minister of

the capital, a member of the cabinet. Under this minister ore

the police, sanitary, harbour master’s and revenue offices. The
police force is an efficient and well-organized body of 3000 men
headed by a European commissioner of police. The sanitary

department consists of a board of health, a bacteriological

laboratory and an engineer’s office, all managed with expert
European assistance. Under the act of 1905, t^ want of which
was long felt, the port and the city water-ways are controlled by
the harbour master. Local revenues are collected by the revenue
office. The ordinary law courts are under the control of the

ministry of justice, but in accordance with the extra-territorial

rights enjoyed by foreign powers in Siam, each consulate has
attached to it a court, Imving jurisdiction in all cases in which a
subject of the power represented by such consulate is defendant.
The population, which is estimated at 450,000, is mixed.

Mingling with Siamese and Chinese, who form the major part,

may be seen persons of almost every race to be found between
Bombay and Japan, while Europeans of different nationalities

number over 1000. The death-rate is high, especially among
children, owing to the prevalence of cholera, smallpox and fevers

during the dry weather. Sanitation, however, is improving and
much good has resulted from the boring of numerous artesian

wells wliich yield good water.

Before 1769 Bangkok was nothing but an agricultural village

with a fort on the river hank. In that year, however, it was
seized by the warrior, Paya Taic, as a convenient point from which
to attack the Burmese army then in occupation of Siam, and
upon his becoming king it was chosen as the capital of the country.
(See Siam.) (W. a. c;.)

BANGOR, a seaport and market-town of Co. Down, Ireland,

in the north parliamentary division, on the south side of Belfast

Lough, 12 m. E.N.E. of Belfast, on a branch of the Belfast 6:

County Down railway. Pop. of urban district (1901) 5903. It

carries on aconsiderable trade incotton and linen andembroidered
muslin. It is greatly frequented as a watering-place, especially by
the people of Belfast, and there are golf links and important
regattas held by the Royal Ulster Yacht Club. Slight remains are
to be seen of an abbey of Canons Regular, founded in the middle
of the 6th century by St Comgall, and rebuilt, on a scale of magni-
ficence which astonished the Irish, by St Malachy O’Morgair in

the first half of the 12th century. Bangor was incorporated by
James I. and returned two members to the Irish parliament.

BANGOR, a city, port of entry, and the county-seat of

Penobscot county, Maine, U.S.A., at the confluence of the
Kenduske^ stream with the Penobscot river, and at the head
of navigation on the Penobscot, about 60 m. from the ocean, and
about 75 m. N.E. of Augusta. Pop. (1890) 19,103

; (1900)
21,850, of whom 3726 were foreign-born and 176 were negroes

;

(igio, census) 2.^,8o3. A bridge (about 1300 ft. long) across
the Penobscot connects Bangor with Brewer (pop. in 1900, 4835).
Bangor is served directly by the Maine Central railway, several

important branches radiating from the city, and by the Eastern
Steamship line

;
the Maine Central connects near the city with

the Bangor & Aroostook railway (whose general offices are here)

and with the Washington County railway. The business portion

of the city lies on both sides of the Kenduskeag and for about 3 m.
along the W. bank of the Penobscot, which is here quite low,

while many fine residences are on the hillsides farriier back.

Bangor is the seat of three state institutions—the Eastern Maine
general hospital, the Eastern Maine insane hospital and the
law school of the university of Maine— and erf the Bangor
Theological Seminary (Congregational), incorporated in 1814,

opened at Hampden in 1816, removed to Bangor in 1S19, and
empowered in 1905 to confer degrees in divinity. The dt^ has

several public parks, a public library and various charitable

institutions, among which are a childien’s home, a home for

aged men, a home for aped women and a deaconesses’ home.
Among the prindpal buildings are the oounty court house, the
Federid building, the dty hall and the Opera house. The Eastern
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Maine Music Festival is held in Bangor in October of each year.
The rise of the tide here to a height of 17 ft. makes the Penobscot
navigable for laige vessels

;
the Kenduskeag furnishes good

water-power
;
and the city is the trade centre for an extensive

agricultural district. The Eastern Maine State Fair is held here
annually. Bangor is one of the largest lumber depots in the
United States, and dsd ships considerable quantities of ice. The
city’s foreign trade is of some importance

;
in 1907 the imports

were valued at $2,720,594, and the exports at $1,272,247. Bangor
has various manufactures, the most important of which (other
than those dependent upon lumber) are boots and shoes (including
moccasins); among others are trunks, valises, saws, stoves,
ranges and furnaces, edge tools and cant dogs, saw-mill machinery,
brick, clothing, cigars, flour and dairy products. In 1905 the
city’s factory products were valued at $3,408,355. The muni-
cipality owns and operates the water-works (the water-supply
being drawn from the Penobscot by the Holly system) and an
electric-lighting plant

;
there is also a large electric plant for

generation of electricity for power and for commercial lighting,

and in Bangor and the vicinity there were in 1908 about 60 m.
of electric street-railway.

Bangor has been identified by some antiquarians as the site

of the^ mythical city of Norutnf)ega, and it was reported in 1656
that Fort Norombega, built by the French, was standing here

;

but the authentic history of Bangor begins in 1769 when the
first settlers came. The settlement was at first called Conduskeag
and for a short time was locally known a.s Sunbury. In 1 791 the
town was incorporated, and through the influence of the Rev.
Seth Noble, the first pastor, the name was clxanged to Bangor,
the name of one of his favourite hymn-tunes. During the war
of 1812 a British force occupied Bangor for several days (in

September 1814), destroying vessels and cargoes. Bangor was
chartered as a city in 1834. In 1836 a railway from Bangor to

Old Town was completed
;

this was the first railway in the state
;

Bangor had, also, the first electric street-railway in Maine (1889),
and one of the first iron steamships built in America ran to this

port and was named Bangor.”

BANGOR (formerly Bangor Fawr, as distinguished from
several other towns of this name in Wales, Ireland, Brittany,
8rc.), a city, municipal (1883) and contributory parliamentary
borough (Carnarvon district), seaport and market-town of

Carnarvonshire, N. Wales, 240 m. N.W. of London by the London
& North-Western railway. Pop. (1901) 11,269. It consists of

Upper and Lower, the Lower practically one street. Lying near
the northern entrance of the Menai Straits, it attracts many
visitors. Buildings include the small cathedral, disused bishop’s
palace, deanery, small Roman Catholic church and other churches,
the University College of N. Wales (1883), with female students’
hall, Independent, Baptist, Normal and N. Wales Training
Colleges. The cruciform cathedral, with a low pinnacled tower,
stands on the site of a church which the English destroyed in

1071 (dedicated to, and perhaps founded, about 525, by St
Deiniol). Sir G. Scott restored the present cathedral, 1866-1875,
after it had been burned in the time of Owen Glendower, destroyed
in 1211, and, in 1102 and 1212, severely handled. Bishop Dean
(temp, Henry VII.) rebuilt the choir, Bishop Skevyngton (1532)
added tower and nave. Lord Penrhyn’s slate-qdarries, at
Bethesda, 6 m. off, supply the staple export from Port Penrhyn,
at the mouth of the stream Cegid.

The Myvyrian Archaeology (408-484) gives the three principal

hangar (college) institutions as follows the bangor of Illtud

Farchawg at Caer Worgom (Wroxeter)
;
that of Emrys (Ambro-

sius) at Caer Caradawg ; hangar wydrin (glass) in the glass isle,

Afallach; bangor lUtud, or limilltud, or Uantwit major (by
corruption), l^ing a fourth. In each of the first three were
420 saints, succeeding each other (by hundreds), day and night,

in their pious offiewL

BAMOWAiV OOIITIIOVIR8T, a theological dispute in the
early i$th century which originated in 1716 with the posthumous
publication ol Gixngt Hickes’s (bishop of Thetford) ConsiituHan

of Ike Christian Chursh, and Ike Nature and Consequences of
Sehismt in which ha excommumcated all but the non-juring

diurchmen. Benjamin Hoadly (^.v.), the newly appointed
bishop of Bangor, scented the opportunity and wrote a speedy
and able reply, Preservaiive againsl the PrirmpUs and Practices

of Non-Jurors, in which his own Erastian position was recom-
mended and sincerity proposed as the only test of truth. This
was followed by his famous sermon, preached before Geoige I.

on the 3i8t of March 1 7 1 7, on The Nature of the Kingdom or Church
of Christ In this discourse “ he impugned the idea of the
existence of any visible church at ail, ridiculed the value of any
tests of orthodoxy, and poured contempt upon the, claims of the
church to govern itself by means of the state.” He identified

the church with the kingdom of Heaven—it was therefore “ not
of this world,” and Christ had not delegated His authority to

any representatives. Both book and sermon were reported on
by a committee appointed by the Lower House of Convocation
in May, and steps would have been taken by the archbishop and
bishops had not the government stepped in (Hoadly denied that

this was at his request) and prorogued Convocation till November.
Hoadly himself wrote A Reply to the Representations of Convoca-
tion and also answered his principal critics, among whom were
Thomas Sherlock (^.r.), then dean of Chichester, Andrew Snape,
provost of Eton, and Francis Hare, then dean of Worcester.
These three men, and another opponent, Robert Moss, dean of

Ely, were deprived of their royal chaplaincies. Hoadly was
shrewd enough not to answer the most brilliant, though com-
paratively unknown, of his antagonists, William Law. Though
the controversy went on, its most important result had already
been achieved in the silencing of Convocation, for that body,
though it had just “ seemed to be settling down to its proper
work in dealing with the real exigencies of the church ” when
the H^dly dispute arose, did not meet again for the despatch
of business for nearly a century and a half. (See Convocation.)
BANGWEULU, a shallow lake of British Central Africa,

formed by the head streams of the Congo. It lies between 10° 38’

and 11° 31' S. and is cut by 30® E. Bangweulu occupies the
north-west part of a central basin in aif extensive plateau, and
is about 3700 ft. above the sea. The land slopes gently to the
depression from the south, east and north, and into it drain a
considerable number of streams, turning the greater part into
a morass of reeds and papyrus. The term Bangweulu is some-
times applied to the whole depression, but is properly confined
to the area of clear water. Only on its south-west and western
sides are the banks of the lake clearly defined, llie greatest
extent of open water is about 60 m. N. to S. and 40 m. E. to W.
Long narrow sandbanks almost separate Chifunawuli, the western
part of the lake, from the main body of water, while the water
surface is further diminished by a number of islands. The laigest

of these islands, Kirui (Chiru), lies on the east side of the lake

close to the swamp. Kisi (Chishi) is a small island occupying
a central position just south of 11® S., and Mbawali, 20 m. long
by 3 broad, lies south of Kisi. South of Bangweulu the swamp
extends to 12® 10' S. Into this swamp on its east side flows the
Chambezi, the most remote head stream of the Congo. Without
entering the lake the Chambezi mingles its waters in the swamp
with those of the Luapula. The Luapula, which leaves Bang-
weulu at its most southern point, is about a mile wide at the out-
flow, but soon narrows to 300 or so yds. West of the Luapulu
and near its outflow lies Lake Kampolombo, 20 m. long and 8
broad at its southern end. A sandy track separates Bangweulu
from Kampolombo, and a narrow forest-clad tongue of land
called Kapata intervenes between the Luapula and Kampolombo.
Various channels lead, however, from the river to the lake. The
Luapula flows south through the swamp some 50 m. and then
turns west and afterwards north (see Congo). The flood waters
of the Chambezi and other streams, which deposit large quantities
of alluvium, are gradually solidifying the swamp, whil& the
Luapula is believed to be, though very slowly, draining Bang-
weulu. The waters of the lake do not appear to be anywhere
more than 15 ft. deep.

Though h^rd 'of by the Portuguese traveller, Fnuidsco de
I^erda.in 2798, Bangweulu was first reached in x868 by David
Livingstone, died six yean later among the swamps to the
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•mith. Itwu partiAJly surveyed in 1883 by the French travdler,

\^ctor Giraud, and first circuranavifated by Pouiett Wcatheriey

m 1896.
See P. Weatiujrky in Geog, Joutn. vol. xii, (1898) and vol. xiv.

p« 561 U8w); Wallace in Gsae. Joufn, voL xxix. (z907), with map
Dv O. L. B<;rmgcr Giraud s Les Lucs de VAntique iquaioriaU (Paris,

1890) and Livingstone's Last Journals (1874) may also be consulted.

BANTM^ JOHN (1798-1842), Irish novelist, sometimes called

the “ Srott of Ireland/’ was born at Kilkenny on the 3rd of April

1798. In his thirteenth year he entered Kilkenny College

and devoted himself specially to drawing and painting. He
pursued his artistic education for two years in the schools con-

nected with the Royal Srjciety at Dublin, and afterwards taught

drawing in Kilkenny, where he fell in love with one of his pupils.

His affection was returned, but the parents of the young lady

interfered and lemoved her from Kilkenny. She pined away
and died in two months. Her death made a deep impression on

Banim, whose health suffered severely and permanently. In

1820 he went to Dublin and settled finally to thework of literature.

He published a p>oem, The Celts* Paradise, and his Damon and
Pythias was performed at Covent Garden in 1821. During a
short visit to Kilkenny he married, and in 1822 planned in

conjunction with his elder brother Michael (1796-1874), a
series of tales illustrative of Irish life, which should be for Ireland

what the Waverley Novels were for Scotland. He then set out

for London, and supported himself by writing for magazines and
for the stage. A volume of miscellaneous essays was published

anonymously in 1824, called Revelations of the Dead Alive. In
April 1825 appeared the first series of Tales of the O'Hara Family,
which achieved immediate and decided success. One of the

most powerful of them, Crohoore of the Bill Hook, was L>y Michael

Banim. In 1826 a second series was published, containing that

excellent Irish novel, The Nmdans. John’s health had given way,
and the next effort of the “ O’Hara family ” was almost entirely

the production of his brother Michael. The Croppy, a Tale of
f/pS (1828) is hardly equal to the earlier tales, though it con-

tains some wonderfully t'igorous passages. The Denounced, The
Mayor of Windgap, The Ghost Hunter (by Micliael Banim), and
The Smuggler followed in quick succession, and were received

with considerable favour. John Banim, meanwhile, had become
much straitened in circumstances. In 1829 he went to France,

and while he was abroad a movement to relieve his wants was
set on foot by the English press, headed by John Sterling in The
Times. A sufficient sum was obtained to remove him from any
danger of actual want, and to this government added in 1836 a
pension of £150. He returned to Ireland in 1835, and settled in

Windgap Cottage, a short distance from Kilkenny ; and there,

a complete invalid, he ^lassed the remainder of his life, dying on
the 13th of August 1842. Michael Banim had acquired a con-

siderable fortune which he lost in 1840 through the Imnkruptcy
of a firm with which he had business relations. After this disaster

he wrote Father Connell (1842), Clough Fionn (1852), The Toum
of the Cascades (1862). Michael Banim died at Booterstown on
the 30th of August 1874.

The true place of the Banims in literature is to he estimated

from the merits of the O'Hetra Tales ; their later works, though of

considerable aliflity, are sometimes prolix and are marked hy too

evident an imitation of the Waverley Novels. The Tales, how-
ever, aremasterpiecesof faithful delineation. The strong passions,

the lights and shadows of Irish peasant character, hove rarely

been so ably and truly depicted. 'The incidents are striking,

sometimes even horriWe, and the authors have been accus^
of straining after meMramatic effect The lighter, more
joyous able of Irish character, whkh^ appears so strongly in

Samhel Lover, receives httle attention from the Buiims.
See P. J. Marray. Life of John liamm (1857).

1AKMJLUIKA ^sometimes written Bamialuka, or BainalukaX
the capital ol a district bearing the same name, ia Bosnia. Pop.

(KB95) 13,666, Of whom about 7000 MosleniB. Banjaluka

lies on the river Vrbas, and at the terminus of a milttaiy railway

adiich meets the Hiingiuian state Ime at Jaseaovac, 30 m. NNW.
Banjaluka is the seat ol Roman Catholic and Orthodox bbhops,

a district court, and mn Austrian garrison. It is at the head of a

-BANJO .

narrow defile, shut in by steep hills on the east and west but

ponding on the north to meet the valley of the Save. A small

stream called the Crkvina enters the Vrbasfrom the north-east and
in the angle thus formed stand the citadel and barracks, with the

16th-century Ferhadiya jaania, largest andmost beautiful of more
than 40 mosques in city. The celebrated Roman baths are

all in ruins, except one massive, domed building, dating from the

I

6th century and still in use, although modern baths are also

open, for the development of the hot springs. Other noteworthy
buildings are the Franciscan and Trappist monasteries, a girls’

school, belonging to the Sisterhood of the Sacred Blood of

Nazareth, a real-school and a Turkish bazaar. Coal, iron, silver

and other minerals are found in the adjoining hills
; and the city

possesses a government tobacco facto^, a brewery, cloth-mills,

gunpowder-mills, a model farm and many corn-mills, worked by
the two rapid rivers.

Banjaluka is probably the Roman fort, marked, in the Tabula
Peutingeriana, as Castra, on the river Urbanus and the road from
Salona on the Adriatic to Servitium in Pannonia. The origin

of its later name, meaning the ** Baths of St Luke,” is uncertain.

In the 15th century, the fall of jajee, a rival stronghold 22 m.
S., led to the rapid rise of Banjaluka, which was thenceforward
the scene of many encounters between Austrians and Turks

;

notably in 1527, 1688 and 1737. No Bosnian city had greater

prosperity or importance in the last half of the i8th century.

In 1831, Hussein Aga Borberli, called the “ Dragon of Bosnia,”
or Zmaj Bosanski, set forth from Banjaluka on his holy war
against tlie sultan Mahmud 11 . (.See Bosnia.)

BANJERMASIN (Dutch Bandfennasin), the chief town in the
Dutch portion of the island of Borneo, East Indies, on the river

Martapura, near its junction with the Barito, 24 m. from the

mouth of the Barito in a bay of the south coast. The town is the
seat of the Dutch resident of Soutli and East Borneo. Its

buildings stand cm either bank of the river, but many of the

inhabitants (who number nearly 50,000) occupy houses either

floating on, or built on piles in the river. As large vessels can
sail up to the town, it is a trade centre for the products of the

districts along the banks of the Barito and Martapura, such as

benzoin, rattans, wax, gold, diamonds, iron and weapons. In
1700 the East Indian Company established a factory here

;
but

tlHi place was found to be unhealthy, and the Company’s servants

were finally attacked by the natives, whom they repulsed with
great difficulty. The settlement was abandoned. The English
again seized Banjermasin in 18 ii

,
but restored it in 18 1 7 . Of tlie

commercial community the Chinese are a very important portion,

and there is also a considerable number of Araiks. The district of

Banjermasin was incorporated by the Dutch in consequence of

the war of i860, in regard to the succession in tlie sultanate,

which had been under their protection since 1787. The town of

Martopura was the seat of the sultan from 1771. The inland
portion of the district is covered with forest, while tlie flat

and swampy seaboard is largely occupied by rice-fields. The
inhabitants are mostly Dyaks.

BAMJO» a musical instrument with strings plucked by fingers

or plectrum, popular among the American negroes and introduced

by them into Europe. The word is either a corruption of
” bandore ” or ” pandura ” (^.f*.), an instrument of the guitar

type, or is derived from ” bania,” the name of a similar primitive

Senegambian instrument.

'Fhe banjo consists of a body composed of a single piece of

vellum stretched like a drum-h^ over a wooden or metal hoop
to ensure the requisite degree of resonance

j
the parchment may

be tightened or slackened by means of a series of screws disposed
round the circumference of the hdofK Attached to the body,
which has no back, is a long neck, terminating in a flat head
acting as a peg-box and bent back slightly at an dituse angle
from the neck. There are five, six or nine strings to the banjo

;

th^ are fastened to a tail-ptecn as in thv violin, pass; avata low
bii^, cm the body, and are strained over the nut or ridge at the
end of the neck, where they are thmatled* through holes and
wound nound the tumng-pegs fixed in tha hack of (he head in

Oriental fashicn, ae in the lute strings are stopped
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by the pressure of the ogaaist the fingor^board which lies

over the front of theneck ;
the correct posttiofis for the formation

of the intervals of the scale ore indicated in some banjos by frets

cofisifiting of metal or wooden bonds inlaid in the fir^r»board«
'fhe vibrating length of the strings from bridge to nut is 24 in.

for alt except the highest in pitch, known as the chantereie/'

melody ” or thumb string,” which is only 16 in. tong
; hs tuning

peg is inserted ImU-way up the nedc. The chanterelle is not, as in
other stringed instruments, in its position as the highest in pitch,

but is placed next tlie lowest string for convenience in ptoying it

with ti» thumb. In the tables of accordance here given,the chan-
terelle is indicated bya x . The five-stringed banjo is tuned either

The six-stringed is tuned
X

6 4 3 » »

The nine-stringed banjo has three thumb strings thus
X X >.

9®7?543»J
The G clef is used in notation, but the notes sound an octave tower
than they are written. The banjo is usually a transposing instru-

ment in the sense that, when playing with other instruments, the

A corresponds to the C of the piano or violin
;
the key of A major

is therefore the first to be mastered. 'Fhe chanterelle does not lie

over the finger-lxMird and is always played open by tlie thumb.
The banjo is held so tliat the neck is even with the left shoulder

and the body rests on the right Hugh
;
the front of the instrument

is held inclined at an angle, allowing the performer to see all the

strings. When played as a .solo instrument, a plectrum may be

usedwith good effect to produce rapid scaleand arpeggio passages,

or to produce the tremolo or sustained notes as on the mandoline
(g.7J.). The best results are obtained by means of a tortoise-shell

plectrum about tlie stoe of a shilling/ having the contact-edges

highly polished, bevelled and terminating in a point. The tone

of the banjo is louder and harder than that of the guitar,

('hords of two, three and four notes can be played on it.

The banjo or bania of the African negro having grass strings

is still in use on the coast of Guinea. The banjo was made known
in England through companies of coloured minstrels from the

United States, one of which came over to London as early as

i84jr). {K. S.)

EANK,^ known also as “Polish Bank” and “Russian
Battk,” a card-game. An ordinary pack is used. Five or six

players is a convenient number. Each contributes an arranged

stake to the pool. The dealer gives three cards to each player

and turns up anoither
;

if this is not tower than an eight (ace is

lowest) be goes on till such a card is exposed. The player on the

dealer’s left, without touching or looking at his cards, can bet tlie

amount of the pool, or any part of it, tlmt among his cards is one
that is higher (of the same suit) than the tum-up. If he wins, he
takes the amount from the pool; if he loses, he pays it to the pool.

Each player does the same in turn, the dealer kst. Wlienever

the pool is exhausted, a freidi stake is put into the pool. After a
round is over the deal passes. No player may touch his cards

until he has made his bet the penalty is a fine to the pool of

twice tboe stake,,and the toss of his right to bet during that round.

BANKA (Banca, Banoxa), an isl^ of the Dutch East In^es,
off the east coast of Sumatra, from which it is separated by Banka
Strait, whidh is about 9 m. wide at its narrowest point. On the

east, the broader, ialand-stiidded Caspar Strait separates Banka
frosi Billiton. Biudca is 13S m. in length

; its extreme breadth

is 6s.nL., and ks arejSy including afew si^ adjacent islands, 4460

See A. H. Nassan-Kenaedy, Bawfa-PItciring.
* For the commercieli be&k " see Banks and Bamkino.

3*9
sq.m. Theml to genendly dry and stony, and the greater part

of the surface to covered wilih forests, in which the logwood tree

especially abounds. The hills, of which Maras in the north to tlie

highest (0760 ft.), are covered with vegetation to their summits.

G^ogi(^y, Banka resembles the Malay Peninsula, its iorma-
tions being mainly granite, Silurian and Devonian slate, fre-

quently covered with sandstone, laterite (red ironstone clay) of

small fertility, and alluvium. The granite extends from W.N.W.
to S.S.E., forming the short, irregular hill-chains. As these lie

generally near the east coast, it follows that the rivers of the west
coast are the longer. There are no volcanoes. The chief rivers

(jering, Kotta and Waringin) are navigable for some J9,m. from
their mouths and are used for the transport of tin. Banka to

principally noted for the production of this mineral, whidi was
discovered here in 1710 and is a government monopoly. It

occurs in lodes and as stream-tin, and to worked by Chinese iu

large numbers who inhabit villages of their own. The island to

divided into nine mining districts, including about iso mines,

under government control, with 12,000 workmen, which have

product as much as 12,000 tons of tin in a year. From May to

August, the period of the south-east monsoon, the climate of

Banka to dry and hot
;
but the mean annuid rainfall reaches 120

in. annually, rain occurring on. an average on 1:68 days caclt year.

The wet, cool season proper is from November to February,

accompanying the north-west monsoon. The heavy rainfall is

of great importance to the tin-streaming industry. The total

population of the island (1905) is 11 5,189,including 40,000 Chitiese

and 70,000 natives. These last are mainlycomposed of immigrant
Malayan peoples. The aborigines are represented by a few nide

hill-tribes, 'who resemble in physique die Battas of Sumatra.
Rice, pepper, gambler, coffee and palms are -cultivated, and
fishing and the collection of forest produce are furtlicr industries,

but none of these to of importance. The chief town to Muntok
at the north end of Banka Strait.

See H. Zondervan. Banka on Zijne bowoners (Amsterdam, 1895),
with bibliography ;

T. Posewitz, Die Ziniuinseln im Indischen
Octan. For geology and the tin-mines, Jaarboek vor hot Mtjnwezon
in Nod. Ind, (Amfiterdam, 1877-1884).

BANKER-MARKS, or Masons’ Marks. The “ banker ” is

the stone bed or bench upon which a mason works, hence the

term (so well known to the trade) of banker-marks, which, as

Mr Whitley has pointed out, is more appropriate than that of

masons’ marks, since the setters, who are usually selected from
amongst the best workmen, make no marks upon the stone

(LeamingUm Spa Courier^ nth of August i888). These naust

not be confused with otiicr marks sometimes cut on stones as

directions to the seitersj and so used and employed to the present

time. Banker-marks are met witli throughout the civiltoed

world, and in fact are to be found on aU old buildings of conse-

quence, ecclesiastical or otherwise. Professor T. Hayter Lewis

well observed, “ Go where you will, in England, France, Sicily,

Palestine, you will find all through the buHdiags of tj^ 12th

century the same carefully worked masoniy, the sione masons’

tool-marks, the same way of making them.” Such masons’

marks are to be traced graved on all liie diief stones of what is

known as Norman worto Norman tooling, so far as Hayter
Lewis could discover, came from tlie nortli and west of Europe.
Since then we get marks made with a “ toothed cbtoel,” but
however or wherever chiselled the intention was the same. The
system followed provided an infallible means of connecting the

individual craftsman with his work, an evidence of identity that

could not be gainsaid.

Naturally, because of their rimplkity, certain designs were
followed much more frequent^ t\m others, while occastonaily

some of a very elaborate character are to be detected. Un-
doubtedly not a few were suggestive of the initials of the aames
of the masons, and others were reminiscent of certain animals,
objects, frc., but no proof has yet been offered of their bdpg
alphabetka} in design, or arranged so as to distinguish the
members of different lodges or companies ; the jpmneymen
•elected any care^^

Singular to state, marks were chosen by gentlemen and otketf
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who Joined the operative masonic lodges of the x6th and later

centuries, and they were as carefuily registered in the mark-

books as those selected by operatives for trade purposes. The
same marks are to be seen in the registers used by fathers and

sons, and not always with a slight difference, as some have stated,

to secure identification. What should be noted also is that other

trades used precisely similar marks and for a like object, so that

the idea of their having a mystical meaning, or being utilized

for any other object but the one named, seems groundless.

The late George Godwin, F.R.S., F.S.A., &c., drew attention

to the subject of ** masons' marks in various countries " in a
::ommunication to the Society of Antiquaries in 1841, and also

at a little later period (vide Atchaeologiaf vol. xxx. p. 113). To
him is the credit due of first drawing attention to “ these sipis”

in England. It is noteworthy how little such marks are noticed,

even in Imildings which are visited by archaeologists quite

frequently, until a few are pointed out, and the 1 they meet the

eye to an astonishing number. In the Sessional Papers^ 1868-

1869, of the Royal Institute of British Architects, No. 9, may
be found numerous samples of the marks from various parts of

Europe in illustration of the paper by Godwin.
No better plan has been followed in modern times to connect

the work done with the worker in stone, and it is probable that a
second mark, observable on some blocks, may serve to indicate

the overseer. There are even three or more sometimes.
The same system w^as adopted at the building of Truro cathe-

dral, only the marks were inserted on the bed of each stone
instead of at the side as usual, the result being that they ceased
to be seen after being placed in situ. Mr Hughan obtained
copies of these marks from Mr James Bubb, the first fclerk of the
works, and from his successor, Mr Robert Swain, and had them
published in the Freemason, 13th of November 1886. He re-

marked at the same time that “ many of these designs will be
familiar to students of ancient ecclesiastical and other buildings
at home and abroad." Some are interesting specimens.

A Historical Treatise %n Early Builders' Marks (Philadelphia,
U.S.A., 1885) by Mr G. F. Fort, and Masons' Marks from Buildings
in the Counties ofLancaster and Chester, with Notes on the GeneralHistory
of Masons' Marks (Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire,
vol. vU. N.S.). by W. Harry Rylands, F.S.A., may be consulted
with advantage. I'he latter declares that “ the Runic theory is as
unlikely and as untenable as tliat which places the origin of these
niarks in the abaurd alphabets given by Cornelius Agrippa, who
died early m the 16th century.” Victor Didron copied some 4000
during a tour in France in 1836 and pointed out their value {Ann.
Arch.. 1845).

^
(W. J. H.*)

BAMKET, a South African mining term, applied to the beds of
auriferous conglomerate, chiefly occurring in the Witwatersrand
gold-fields (see Gold). The name was given to these beds from
their resemblance to a sweetmeat, known in Dutch as “ banket,"
resembling almond hard-bake. The word is the same as “ ban-
quet," and is derived ultimately from " bank " or “ bench,"
meaning table-feast, hence applied to any delicacy or to various
kinds of confectionery, a use now obsolete in English.

BANK H0UDAY8, in the United Kingdom, those days which
by the Bank Holidays Act 1871 are kept as close holidays in all

banks in England and Ireland and Scotland respectively. Before
the year 1834, the Bank of England was closed on certain saints'

days and anniversaries, about thirty-three days in all. In 1834
these were reduced to four—Good Friday, ist of May, ist of

November and Christmas Day. By the act of 1871, carried
through the House of Commons by Sir J. Lubbock (afterwards
^rd Avebury), the following were constituted bank Imlidays
in England and Ireland—Easter Monday^ the Monday in Whitsun
week, the first Monday of August, the a6th of December if a
week-day ; and by the Bank Holiday (Ireland) Act 1903, March
17th as a special bank holiday for Ireland (see Feasts and
PestivalsI In Scotland—New Year’s Day, Christmas Day,
Good Frioay, the ist Monday of May, the ist Monday of

August. If Christmas Day and New Year’s Day fall on a
Sunday, the next Monday following is the bank holiday. No
person is compelled to make any payment or to do any att upon
a bank holiday which he would not be compelled to do of make
on Christmas Day or Good Friday, and the mali^ of a payment

or the doing of an act on the following day is equivalent to

doing it on the holiday. By the same $ct it was made lawful

for sovereign from time to time, as it should seem fit, to

appoint by proclamation, in the same manner as public f^ts
or days of public thanksgiving, any day to be observed as a
bank holiday throughout the United Kingdom or any part of it,

or to substitute another day when in any special cose it appears
inexpedient to the sovereign in council to keep the usual bank
holiday. (See further Holiday.)
BANKIPUR, an ancient village on the Hugli river in the

Bengal Presidency, near the modem Palta above Barraekpore.
It h^ disappeared from the map, but is famous as the principal

settlement of the ill-fated Ostend Company, the one great effort

made by Germany to secure a foothold in India. The Ostend
Company was formed in 1722-1723, and with a capital of less

than a million sterling founded two settlements, one at Coblom
(Covelopg) on the Madras coast between the English Madras
and the Dutch Sadras, and the other on the Hugli between the
English Calcutta and the Dutch Chinsura. Both English and
Dutch were offended and in 1727, in order to obtain the European
guarantee for the Pragmatic Sanction, the courtof Vienna resolved

to sacrifice the Company and suspended its charter. It became
bankrupt in 1784 and ceased to exist in 1793. But in the mean-
time in 1733 the English and Dutch stirred up the Mahommedun
general at Hugh to pick a quarrel. He attacked Bankipur and
the garrison of only fourteen persons set sail for Europe. Thus
German interests disappeared from India.

BANK-NOTES. For our present purpose we include in this

description all paper substitutes for metallic cuiTency whether
issued by banks, governments or other financial institutes.

Early bank-notes were simply printed forms in which the
amounts were written by hand. They were usually for large

amounts (£40 and upwards)and were printed upon water-marked
paper

;
and, although no precautions were taken in the engraving

to prevent fraudulent imitation, forgeries were comparatively
rare. But, when at the end of the i8th century small notes for

£i and £2 wete put in circulation, forgery became rife, as many as

352 persons being convicted of this crime in England in a single

year
; and from that time to the present a constant trial of skill

has been going on between the makers of bank-notes and the

counterfeiters. Engine-turned ornaments and emblematical
figures or views introduced in the engraving, in conjunction with
social water-marks in the paper, held the forgers somewhat in

check until the discovery of photography put into the hands of

the counterfeiter a most dangerous weapon, by the aid of which
complicated patterns and vignettes could be perfectly reproduced.
To prevent such reproduction Henry Bradbury in 1856 intro-

duced anti - photographic bank-note printing, in which the
essential portions of the note were printed in one colour and over
this another protective colour was placed. A photograph of a
note printed in this way presented a confused mingling of the
two colours

;
but with the advance of photographic knowledge

means were found of obtaining a photograph of either colour

separate from the other, and it consequently became necessary

to introduce a third colour and to secure a special photographic
relation between the three colours to prevent their separation.

Photography, however, although the most dangerous weapon
of the counterfeiter, is not the only means of imitation available,

a fact which is sometimes overlooked. A note may be perfectly

secure against photographic reproduction, but from the absence
of other neces^ry features may be easily copied by an engraver
of ordinary skill. There are two systems of engraving employed
in bank-notes line-engraving in which the lines are cut
into the steel or copper plates

; and (2) relief-engraving in which
the lines stand up above the plate as in wood-engraving. In the
former, adapted to the process catted plate-printing, the ink is

delivered from the Knes in the plate to the paper pressed upon it

;

in the latter, adapted to surface-printing, the inkIs spread upon
the face of the lines and printed as in typo^phy . Plate-printing

gives by far the finer and sharper impression, but as there is a
perceptible body of ink transfemd to the paper from the cut
lines, it has been supposed that an imprearion from plate would
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be more easily photographed than one from surface where only
a him of ink is spread upon the top of the raised lines. But
surface-printing being much less sha^ and distinct than plate-

printing, imperfect copies of notes for which that process is used
are the more likely to escape detection. Tlie plates upon which
the early notes were engraved beihg of copper quickly wore out
and had to be constantly replaced. The result was great differ-

ence in the appearance of the notes, those printed from new
plates being sharp and clear, while others, printed from old plates,

were pale and blurred. These differences were a great assistance

to the foiiger, as the public, being accustomed to variations of

appearance between different genuine notes, were less apt to

remark the difference between these and counterfeits.

In the early part of the 19th century, Jacob Perkins (1766-

1849) introduced into England from America what is known as

the transfer-process, in which the original engraving on steel is

hardened and an impression taken from it on a soft steel cylinder,

which in its turn is hardened and pressed into a soft printing-

plate. By this means as many absolutely identical plates can
be produced as may be required, and being hardened they will

yield a very large number of prints without any appreciable
deterioration. Another method of securing uniformity is the
multiplication of plates by electro-deposition, the surface of the

copper-electrotype plates being protected by the deposit of a film

of steel which effectually prevents the wearing of the copper and
can be renewed at will.

The water-mark of the paper, on which formerly reliance was
placed almost exclusively, puts a difficulty in the way of the

counterfeiter, but experience has shown that in ordinary circum-
stances it does not in itself afford adequate protection. The
means by which it can be imitated are well known, and, since a
distinct water-mark is incompatible with strong paper, the life of

a water-marked note is much shorter than that of one printed

upon plain paper. The best bank-note paper is made from pure
linen rags and was formerly made by hand. Machine-made
paper is however now largely used, as it pos.sesse,s all the strength

of hand-made and is much more uniform in thickness and
texture.

In documents which pass current as money it is obviously the

duty of the bank or government issuing them to take all reason-

able means to prevent the public from being defrauded by the

substitution of counterfeits
; and a bank whose circulation

depends upon the confidence of the public must do so in its own
interests to insure the acceptance of its notes. This principle

is now recognized by all issuing institutions, but in practice there

is nH)m for improvement in the issues of many important estab-

lishments, partly because of the disinclination of tlie directors of

a btmk to change the form of an issue to which the public is

accustomed, partly because of the difficulty of deciding what is

really a secure note, and in certain cases because, owing to
ext^ptional circumstances, an issue may be practically immune
from forgery although the notes themselves present little or no
difficulty in imitation. The features essential to the security

of an issue are (i) absolute identity in appearance of all notes of

the issue
; (2) adequate protection by properly-selected colours

against photographic reproduction
; and (3) high-class engraving

comprising geonietric lathe work and wdl-executed ..vignettes.

In addition it is important that the design of the note should be
striking and pleasing to the eye, and the inscription legible.

Hie notes of the Bank of England are printed in the bank
from surface-plates in black without colour or special protection

except the water-mark in the paper. They are never reissued

after being once returned to the bank, and their average life is

very short, about six weeks, so that a dirty or worn Bank of

England note is practically never seen. This arrangement,
coupled with the dimculty of negotiating foiged notes in England,
the lowest denomination being £5, accounts for the comparative
immunity from forgery of the bank’s issues.

BAHKBATE, a term used in financial circles to designate the
rate of disoount charged in the chief monetary centres by the
state or leading baiik,«t opposed to the open-market rate. (See
Maxxbt: Money markit.)
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BAHKHBPTOY (from Lat. haneus or Fr. banque, table or

counter, and Lat. rupius, broken), the status of a debtor who
has been declared by judicial process to be unable to

pay his debts. Aliough the terms bankruptcy **

and “ insolvency ” are sometimes used indiscriminately, ^ey
have in legal and commercial usage distinct significations.

When a person’s financial liabilities are greater than his means
of meeting them, he is said to be “ insolvent ”

j
but he may

nevertheless be able to carr}' on his business affairs by means of

credit, paying old debts by incurring new ones, and he may
even, if fortunate, regain a position of solvency without hts

creditors ever being aware of his true condition. And even
when hi.s insolvency becomes public and default occurs, a debtor

may still avert bankruptcy if he is able to effect a voluntary

arrangement with his creditors. A debtor may thus be insolvent

without becoming bankrupt, but he cannot be a bankrupt

without being insolvent, for bankruptcy is a legal declaration

of his insolvency and operates as a statutory system for the

administration of his property, which is thereby taken out of

his personal control.

In primitive communities bankruptcy systems were unknown.
Individual creditors were left to pursue their remedies by such
means as the law or practice of the community might
sanction, and these were generally of a very drastic miSoifa.
character. Under the Roman law of the Twelve
Tables, the creditors might, as a last resort, cut the debtor s

body into pieces, each of them taking his proportionate share j

and although Blackstone in quoting this law appeals to cast
some doubt upon its too literal interpretation, there can be no
doubt tlrnt the power of selling the debtor and his family into

slavery was one which was habitually cxerci.sed in Greece, Rome,
and generally among the nations of antiquity. Even among
the Jews, whose legislation was of a comparatively humane
character, this practice is illustrated by the Old Testament
story of the woman who sought the help of Elisha, saying,
“ Thy servant my husband is dead . ^ . and the creditor is

come to take unto him my two children to be bondmen.” The
savage severity of these earlier laws was, however, found to be
inconsistent with the development of more humane ideas and
the growth of popular rights

; and tended, as in the case of
Greece and Rome, to create serious disturbance in political

relations between the patricians, who generally composed the
wealthier or creditor class, and the plebeians, in whose ranks
the majority of debtors were to be found. Later legislation

consequently substituted imprisonment in a public prison for

the r^ht of selling the person of the debtor. Under the feudal
systems of Europe the state generally insisted on its subjects
being left free for military service, and debts could not therefore
be enforced gainst the person of the debtor

; but as trade began
to develop it was found necessary to provide some means of

bringing personal pressure to bear upon debtors for the purpose
of compelling them to meet their obligations, and under the
practice of the English courts of law the right of a creditor to

enforce his claims by the imprisonment of his debtor was
gradually evolved (although no express legal enactment to timt
effect appears at any time to have cxist^), and this practice
contmued until comparatively recent times.

Without some system of enforcing payment of debts it would
have been impossible for the commerce of the world to have
attained its present proportions

;
for modem com-

merce is necessarily founded largely on credit, and
credit could not have existed without the power of SSHetM!
enforcing the fulfilment of financial contracts. On
the other hand remedies ag^t a debtor’s person, and still

more against the persons of his family, are not only inconsistesit
with the growth of opinion among civilized communities, but
are in th^selvea worse than futile, inasmuch as th^ strike
at the root of all personal effort on the part of a debtor to retrieve
his position and rendw a return to solvency impossible. H^hce
the necessity of devising some system whi^ is just to creditors
while not unduly harsh upon debtors, which discriminates
between involuntary Inabtli^ to meet obUgadona and wilful

III. II
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vefuMl or iMglect, and winch secures to creditoirs as between

themselves an equitable share of such of the debtor^s assets as

may be available for the payment of his liabilities.^ These are

the objects which the bankruptcy laws have primarily in v»w.

Another object, which has not always been so fully recognised

as it might appear to deserve, has marked the most recent

legislation, namely, the fostering of a higher tone of commercial

momlity and the protection of the trading community at large

from the evils arising through the reckless abuse of credit and

the unnatural trade competition thereby engendered. It must

be admitted that these objects are of a somewhat conflicting

character, and wherever the state has interfered with the view

of securing an ef&dent system of bankruptcy legislation the

task has &en found to be extremely difficult. Not only have

the conflicting interests of the debtor and his creditors to be

taken into account, but the method to be adopted in d^ng
with his property has also given rise to much conflict of opinion,

and to a lack of uniformity and consistency in the legislation

which dealt with it. The debtor’s property was naturally

regarded as belonging to the creditors, but it could not be

distributed among them until it was realized, and until their

respective lights and interests were determined by competent

authority. In some cases claims to rank as creditors ore of

doubtful validity. In otliers the creditor holds securities, the

value of which requires investigation, or he claims a preference

to which he may or may not be legally entitled. Creditors have

thus conflicting mterests as between themselves, and are there-

fore incapable of acting together as a homogeneous body.

Hence the necessi^ for cdling in tiie aid of professional assignees

or trustees, solicitors and other agents, who make it their

special business to deal with such matters, exercising both
administrative and quasi-judicial functions, in return for the

lemunertUaon which they receive out of the property for their

services. Professional interests, which are not always identical

with tiic interests of the debtor or the creditors, are thus coiled

into existence, and these interests have from time to time

exercised a powerful influence in shaping the course of legislation.

While the law of bankruptcy has therefore been largely the

product of commercial development, it has necessarily been of

slow and gradual growth, tentative in its character, and subject

to oscillation between the extremes of conflicting interests

according to the temporary and varying predominance of each

of these interests from time to time. No intelligible grasp of the

principles which underlie the history of bankruptcy legislation

in England, and no satisfactory explanation of the fluctuating

tendencies which have marked its progress, are possible without

bearing these considerations in view.

Bankruptcy in England*

The subject was originally dealt with in the sole interest of

creditors
;

it was considered fraudulent for a debtor to procure

_ his own bankruptcy. Thus the earliest English statute
* on the subject, 34 & 35 Henry VIII. c. 4 (a.d. 1542),

was directed against fraudulent debtors, and gave power to

the lord chancellor and other high officers to seise their estates

and divide them among the creditors, but afforded no relief to

the debtor from his liabilities. Subsequent legislation modifled

this attitude and introduced the principle of granting relief to

the bankrupt with or without ^e consent of the creditors,

where he conformed to the provisions of the bankruptcy law,

wd under the act of 1S25 debtor was allowed himself to

initiate proceedings. Since 1542 about forty acts of parliament

have been passed, dealing with the mwy aspects of the subject,

and slowly expanding, modifying ahd building up the highly

compkac system of administration which now exists.

The courts exercising jurisdiction originally consisted of

coimnissioners appointed the lord chancellor. But in 1831

a special court of bankruptcy was established, con*

sifting of six commissioners with four judges as a
court ol review, and.oflidal assignees attadied to the

court for the putpose of getting in and dbtributing tiie bank-

rupt’s assets. Nofrdmdert were originaUy exduded from the

bankruptcy court, and a special court called the court for

relief of insolvent debtors ” was instituted for their benefit, in

which relief from tbe liability to imprisonment could be obtained

on surrender of their property, but they were not discharged

from their debts, subsequent^ -acquired property remaifiing

liable. Both of these courts Were subsequently abolished, non-

traders were permitted to obtain the benefit of the bankruptcy

laws, including a discharge, and in 1869 the system of official

assignees was swept away, and a new court of bankruptcy
created with one of the vice-chancellors at its head as chief

judge,>and a number of subordinate registrars or inferior judges

under him. This court has also now been abolished, the

business is administered by a judge of the high court specially

appointed for the purpose by the lord chancellor, with registrars

of the high court, who deal with the ordimuy judicial routine of

bankruptcy procedure in the London district, while similar

duties are perfoimed by the county-court judges throughout the

country.

But the questions which have proved the most difficult to

deal with, and which more than any others have been the cause

of fluctuating and inconsistent legislation, have un-

doubtedly been those relating to the share which the

creditors ought to have in the administration of the

proceedings, smd to special arrangements effected between a
debtor and his cieditors under conditions more or less beyond
the control of the court. These two questions are largely

intermixed, and the history of English legislation on these

points and its results throw much light on the causes of the

failure of the many attempts which have been mode by the most
enunent legal au^orities to bring the law into a satisfactory

oondition. The right of creditors to exercise some control in

bankruptcy over the realization of the debtor’s property through

an «f5signee chosen by themselves was recognised at an early

date, hut this right was exercised subject to tlie supervision of

the court which investigated the claims of creditors and deter-

mined who were entitled to take part in the proceedings. Pro-

vision was also made for the interim protection of the debtor s

property by official assijjnees attached to the court, who took

possession until the creditors could be consulted, and under the

supervision of the court audited the accounts of the creditor’s

assignee. So long as tliis system continued substantial justice

was generally secured
;

the claims of creditors were strictly

investigated and only those who dearly proved their right before

a competent court were entitled to take part in the proceedings.

The Imnkrupt was released from his obligations, but only after

strict inejuiries into his conduct and under the exercise of

judicial discretion. The accounts of assignees were also strictly

investigated, an^ the costs of solidtors and other agents were

taxed by officers of the court. But the system was found to

be cumbrous, to lead to delay and too often to the absorption

of a large part of the estate in costs, over the incurring of

which there was a very ineffective control. Hence arose a
demand for larger powers on the part of creditors, and the

introduction into the bankruptcy procedure of the system of
** arrangements ” between the debtor and his creditors, either

for the payment of a composition, or for the liquidation of the

estate free prom the control of the court. At first these arrange-

ments were carefully guarded. Under the act of 1825 a
proposal for payment of a composition might be

adopted only alter the debtor had passed his examina-

tion in court, and with the consent of nine-tenths in tB4i,i$49,

number and value of his creditors assembled at a
meeting. Upon such adoption the bankruptcy proceedings were

superseded. Dissenting creditors, however, were not bound by
the resolution, but could still take action against the debtors

subsequently-acquired property. Ihese powers were not found

to be sufficiently elastic and the act failed to give public satfefao

tion. Attempts were made by the acts of 1831 and 184* to

remedy the defects comfflained of by a reconstitutioa of the

bankruptcy court and its oflkial system. But these measures

also failed because they were ba^ or the assumption that

judicial bodies could exercise effective ooittnil overadministrative
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action, a control for which they arc naturally unsuited,
whid) they could only carry out by cumbrous and expensive
methods of procedure. Under the act of 1849 & totally new
principle was introduced by the provision that a deed of arrange-
ment executed bysix-sevenths in numberand valueof the cr^itora
for £10 and upwards should be binding upon a// the creditors

without any proceedings in or supervision by the court. But the
determination of the question who were or were not creditors was
practically left to the debtor himself, without any opportunity
for testing by independent investigation the claims of those who
signed the deed to control the administration of the estate. It is

not difficult to see, in the light of subsequent experience, how
likely this provision was to encourage fraudulent arrangements,
and to introduce laxity in the administration of debtors’ estates.

A modifi('ation of the too stringent conditions of the act of 1825,
which would have enabled a bankrupt to pay a composition on
his debts, with the consent of a large proportion of his bona fide

creditors, and subject to the approval of the court, after hearing

the objections of dissenting creditors, would doubtless have
proved a beneficial reform, but the act of 1849 proceeded on a
very different principle. Instead of reforming, it practically

abolished judicial control. By avoiding Scylla it fell into

(!harybdis. To give any majority of creditors the power to

release a debtor from his obligations to non-assenting creditors

without full disclosure of his affairs, and without any exercise

of judicial discretion or any investigation into the causes of the

failure, or the conduct of the debtor, would in any circumstances

have been to introduce a new and mischievous principle into

legislation, for it would necessarily destroy the essential feature

of such arrangements, that they are voluntary contracts, the

responsibility for which lies solely with the parties entering into

them. But to give such a power to creditors whose claims were
subject to no independent investigation was to invite inevitable

confusion and failure.

Yet this was the dominating principle of English bankruptcy
legislation for nearly thirty-five years. Its effect under the act

1S6I
however, to some extent modified by

subsequent decisions of the courts that to make a
composition arrangement binding it must be accompanied by a
complete cessto bonorum

;
but this qualification was removed

by the act of 1861 which made such arrangements binding
without a cessto and reduced the majority required to make a
deed of arrangement binding on all the creditors, to a majority
in number and three-fourths in value of those whose claims

amounted to £10 and upwards. The result was an enormous
increase in fraudulent arrangements. The then attorney-
general, Sir Robert Collier, in introducing an amending act in

1869, described the abuses which hhd grown up under the 1849
and 1861 acts, as having the effect of enabling a bankrupt to

defraud those to whom he was indebted and to set them at
defiance ”

;
while Lord Cairns, the lord chancellor, in the

House of Lords expressed the opinion that the large increase

which had taken place in the annual insolvency of country
during the preceding years could not “ be attributed to depression
of trade but must be traced to the enormous facilities which are

given to debtors who wish to be released from their debts on
easy terms.” And yet in the legislation which ensued these

facts were entirely ignored or lost sight of.

It is indeed a curious illustration of the dUficulties which have
attended bankruptcy legislation in England that the very measure

1869 1869) which was introduced to remedy this

deplorable conation of affairs, was twelve years after-

wards denounced in parliament by the president of Board of

Trade (Mr Joseph Chamberlain) as “ the most unsatisfactoiy and
most unfortunate of the manyattempts which had been made to

deal with the subject” and as the object of theahnoitunanimous
condemnation of all classes.*^ How was this? Under the act of

1869, ptooeduie under a bankruptcy petition was certainly

rendered effective. Meetings of creditors were presided over and
oiediton’ clatms were, for voting purposes, adjudicated upon by

tiw court; the bankrupt had to pass a public

cxanmnatioii in eoort> which although ohie^ left to the trustee

appointed by the creditori, afforded some oppoitunity for

iavestigation ; and the bankrupt could not obtain his discharge

without the approval of the*court and in certain ciroumstances

the consent of the creditors. An independent offkkl, tbe comp-
troller in bankruptcy, was appointed, whose duty it was to

examine the accounts of trustees, call them to account for any
misfeasance, neglect or omission, and refer the matter to the

court for the exercise of disciplinary powers where neChssary.

These provisions were well calculated to promote soqnd adntinis-

tration, but they were, unfortunately, rendered fiugatoiy by
provisions relating to what were practically private arrangements
on similar lines to those which had rendered previous legislation

ineffective. In some respects the evil was aggravated. Deeds
of arrangements were nominally abolished, but under sections 125
and 126 of the act a debtor was empowered to present a petition

to the court for liquidation of his affairs by
**
arrangement,” or

for payment of a composition, whereupon a meeting of creditors

was summoned from a list furnished by the debtor, and without

any judicial investigation of claims, a majority in number and
thm-fnurtlis in value of those who lodged proofs of debt, and
who were present in person or by proxy at the meeting, might by
resolution agree to liquidation by arrangement or to the accept-

ance of the composition. Such resolution thereupon became
binding upon all the creditors, without any act of approval by the

court, any judicial eTUunination of the .debtor, or any official

supervision over the trustee’s accounts. The debtor was not

permitted to present a bankruptcy petition against himself, and
consequently his only method of procedure was that wlvich thus

removed the matter from the supervision and control of the court,

and as about nine-tenths of all the proceedings under the act of

1869 were initiated by debtors, it followed that only about one-

tenth was submitted to proper investigation. It is true that the

creditors might refuse to assent to the debtor’s proposal, and tliat

any creditor for £50 or upwards could present a petition in bank-
ruptcy, but even where this course was adopted, the proceedings

under the petition were, as a rule, stayed ^y the court if the debtor

subsequently presented a proposal for liquidation or composition,

and the creditor was left to pay the expenses of his petition if the

requisite majority voted for the debtor’s proposal. So far, there-

fore, as the act was concerned, every inducement was held out to

the adoption of a course which took the examination of the debtor,

the conditions of his discharge and the audit of the trustee’s

accounts, out of the control of the court.

The establishment of a bankruptcy court, with its searching

powers of investigation and its power of enforcing penalties on
misconduct, can only be defended on the ground that

the administration of justice is a matter affecting the

interests of the community at laige. But apart from
the injury done to these interests by reducing the

administration of justice to a question of barter and arrangement
between the individuals immediately concerned, one of the chief

reasons why the acts of 1849, 1861 and 1869 proved failures, lies

in the obvious fact that the creditors of a particular estate are not,

as appears to have been assumed, a homogeneous or organised

body capable of acting together in the administration of a bank-
rupt estate. In tha-oase of a few special and highly oiganiaed

trades it may be otherwise, but in the great majority of cases the
creditors have but little knowledge of each other or means of

c^anized action, while they have neither the time nor the inclinar

tion to investigate the complicated questions which frequently

arise, and which are tlierefore left in the hands of profestional

trustees or legal agents. But the appointment of trustees under
these acts, instead of being the spontaneous act of the creditoi^

was frequently due to tout^ on the p^ of such agents them«*

selves, or to individual creditors whose interests were not always
identical with those of the general body. According to G. Y.
Robson, the author of a standard work on the subject, the
arbitnny powers conferred by the act of 1861 led to gieat
abuses, 1^ in many eases creditori were forced to accept a
composition, theapproval of which had been obtained tby a secret

tindeistanding beukicn the debtor and favoured aod
not unfrequodtiy by the creation of fietiticiui debts.’', Hieseovik
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wtre greatly aggravated by the decisions of the court relating to

proofs on bills of exchange^ under which it was held that the

holder of a current bill could prove on the bankrupt estate of an

indorser, although the bill was not yet due, and the acceptor was
perfectly solvent and able to meet it at maturity. Thus in large

mercantile failures, bankers and other holders of hrst-class bifis

could prove and vote on the estates of their customers, for whom
the bills had been discounted, and thus control the entire pro-

ceedings, although they had no ultimate interest in the estate.

But probably the greatest source of the abuses which arose under
the act of 1^59 was the proxy system established by the act and
by the rules which were subsequently made to carry it out. The
introduction of proxies was no doubt intended to give absent

creditors an opportunity of expressing their opinions upon any
question which might arise. But the system was too often used
for the purpose of stifling the views of those who took an indepen-
dent part in the proceedings. The form of proxy prescribed by
the rules contained no limitation of the powers of the proxy-holder

and no impression of the opinion of the creditor. It simply
appointed the person named in it as “ my proxy,” and tliese magic
words gave the holder power to act in the creditor’s name on all

questions that might be raised at any time during the bankruptcy.
Hence arose a practice of canvassing for proxies, which were
readily given under the influence of plausible representations,

such as the holding out-of the prospect of a large composition, but
which, when once obtained, could be used for any purpose what-
soever except the receipt of a dividend. Thus it frequently
happened that the entire proceedings were controlled by pro-
fessional proxy-holders, in whose hands these documents acquired
a marketable value. They were not only used to vote for liquida-

tion by arrangement instead of bankruptcy proceedings, but not
infrequently the matter took the form of a bargain between an
accountant and. a solicitor, under which the former became
trustee and the latter the solicitor in the liquidation, without
any provision for control over expenditure or for any audit of the
accounts. Even where^ committee of inspection was appointed
to exercise functions of control and audit, they too were often
appointed by the proxy-holders, and not infrequently shared in

the benefits. On the other hand, where the amount of debts
represented by the proxy-holder was insufficient to carry the
appointment of a trustee and committee, the votes could be sold

to swell the chances of some other candidate. Hence ensued a
system of trafficking in these instruments, the cost of which had
in the long run to come out of the estate. The result was that
undesirable persons were too frequently appointed, whose main
object was to extract from the estate as much as possible in the
shape of costs of administration. The debtor was practically

powerless to prevent this result. If he attempted to do so he
sometimes became a target for the exercise of revenge. His
dischaige, which under liquidation by arrangement was entirely

a matter for the creditors, might be refused mdefinitely
;
and so

largely and harshly was this power exercised under the proxy
system, especially where it was supposed that the debtor had
friends who could be induced to come to his aid, that a special act
of parliament was passed in X887, authorizing the court to deal

with cases where, under the act of 1869, a debtor had not been
al)le to obtain a release from his creditors. On the other hand,
the complaisant debtor, although he had incurred large obligations
in the most reckless manner, often succeeded in stifling investiga-

tion and obtaining his release without difficulty as a return for

his aid in carrying out the arrangement.

The result of such a system could not be other than a failure.

After the act of 1869 had been in opemtion for ten years, the
comptroller in bankruptcy reported that out of 13,000 annual
failures in England and Wides, there wm only 1000 cases (or

about 8 %)
**
to which the more important provisions of the act

for preventing abuses by insolvent debtors and professional

egento appHed
;

the other if,ooo cases (or 92 %) escaping the

provisions whidi refer to die eanunination and dischaige of bank-
rupts, and to t^ accounts, chaiges and conduct of the agents
employed.” It is not to be suppos^ that aU the cases in thelatter
dais were marked by the abuses whkh have be^ here described.

In a laige number the proceedings were conducted by agento of
high character and standing, and with a due regard to the interests

of the creditors. But the facilities for fraudulent and collusive
arrangements afforded by theact,and the want of effective control
over administration, inevitably tended to lower the morale of
the latter, and to throw it into the hands of the less scrupulous
members of the profession. The demand for reform, therefore,
came from sdl classes of the business community. No fewer thmi
thirteen bills dealing with the subject were introduced into the
House of Commons during the ten years succeeding 1869. At
length in 1879 a memorial, which was authoritatively described
as ” one of the most influential memorials ever presented to any
government,” was forwarded to the prime minister by a large
body of bankers and merchants in the city of London. The
matter was then referred to the president of the Board of Trade
(Mr Chamberlain), who made exhaustive inquiries, and in 1881
introduced a measure which, with some amendments, finally

became law under the title of the Bankruptcy Act 1883.
Hitherto the question had been dealt with as one of legal

procedure
; it was now treated as an act of commercial legislation,

the main object of which, while providing by carefully
framed regulations for the equitable distribution of a
debtor’s assets, was to promote and enforce the prin-
ciples of commercial morality in the general interests of the
trading community. One of the chief features of the act of 1883
is the sepwation which it haa effected between the judicial and
the administrative functions which had previously been exercised
by the court, and the transfer of the latter to the Board of Trade
as a public department of the state directly responsible to
parliament. Under the powers conferred by the act a new depart-
ment was subsequently created under the title of the bank-
ruptcy department of the Board of Trade, with an officer at its

head called the inspector-general in bankruptcy. 'Ibis depart-
ment exercises, under the direction of the Board of Trade, a
general supervision over all the administrative work arising under
the act. It has extensive powers of control over the appointment
of trustees, and conducts an audit of their accounts

;
and it may,

subject to appeal to the court, remove them from office for
misconduct, neglect or unfitness. A report upon the proceedings
under the act is annually presented to parliament by the Board
of Trade, and although the department is practically self-

supporting, a nominal vote is each year placed upon the public
estimates, thus bringing the administration under direct parlia-
mentary criticism and control. The act also provides for the
appointment and removal by the Board of Trade of a body of
officers entitled official receivers, with certain prescribed duties
having relation both to the conduct of bankrupts and to
administration of their estates, including the interim manage-
ment of the latter until the creditors can be consulted. These
officers act in their respective districts under the general authority
and directions of the Board of Trade, being also clothed with the
status of officers of the courts to which they are attached. While
effecting this supervision and control by a public department
directly responsible to parliament,the main objects of the measure
were to secure—(i) An independent and public investigation
of the debtor’s conduct

; (2) The punishment of commercial mis-
conduct and fraud in the interests of public morality ; (3) The
summary and inexpensive administration of small estates where
the ^sets do not exceed £300 by the official receiver, unless
a majority in number and three-fourths in value of the creditors
voting resolve to appoint a trustee

; (4) Full control in other
cases by a majority in value, over the appointment of a trustee
and a committee of inspection

; (5) Strict investigation of proofs
of debt, with regulations as to proxies and votes of creditors

;

(6) An independent audit and general supervision of the pro-
ceedings and omtrol of the funds in all cases. Besides amending
and consolidating previous baidtruptcy legislation, the mpasure
also contains special provisions ior the administmtioH under
bankruptcy law of the estates of persons dying insolvent (§ 125)

;

and for enabling county courts to make administration orders for
payment by instalments in lieu of immediate committal to prison,
m the oBfie of judgment debtors whoee total indebtedness does
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not exceed £50 (§ zaa). It also provides for the getting in and

administration ^ the Board of Trade of unclaimed dividends

and undistributed balances on estates wound up under previous

bankruptcy acts (§ 16a). Lastly, it amends the procedure under

the Debtors Act of 1869, dealing with criminal offences committed

by bankrupts (which, prior to 1869, had been treated as part

of the bankruptcy law), by enacting that when the court orders

a prosecution of any p^son for an offence under that act, it

shall be the duty of the director of public prosecutions to institute

and carry on Uie prosecution.

An amending act, under the title of the Bankruptcy Act

1890 was pass^ in that year, mainly with the view of supple-

menting and strengthening some of the provisions

iM, particularly with regard to the

conditions under which a bankrupt should be discharged

or schemes of arrangement or composition be approved by
court. It also dealt with a variety of matters of detail which

experience had shown to require amendment, with the view of

more fully carrying out the intentions of the legislature as

embodied in the principal act. These two acts are to l)e construed

as one, and may be cited collectively as the Bankruptcy Actft

1883 and 1890. They are further supplemented by a large body

of general rules made by the lord chancellor with the concurrence

of the president of the Board of Trade, which may be added to,

revoked or altered from time to time by the same authority.

These rules are laid before parliament and have the force of law.

Besides these general acts, various measures dealing with

special interests connected with bankruptcy procedure have

from time to time been passed since 1883, the chief of

which are as follows, viz. the Bankruptcy Appeals

(County Courts) Act 1884 ;
the Preferential Payments

in Bankruptcy Act 1888, regulating the priority of the claims of

workmen and clerks, &c. for wages and salaries
;
and the Bank-

1

ruptcy (Discharge and Closure) Act 1887, dealing with unclosed

bankruptcies under previous acts.

It would be out of place in this article to attempt to answer

the question how far later legislation has solved the difficult

problems which prior to 1883 were found so intractable,

but it may be mentioned that in 1906 the Board of

Trade appointed a committee to inquire into and

report upon the effect of the provisions of the laws in force at the

time in the United Kingdom in relation to bankruptcy, deeds of

arrangement and composition by insolvent debtors with their

creditors, and the prevention and punishment of frauds by

debtors on their creditors, and any points and matters upon which

the existing laws seemed to require amendment. The committee

received a vast amount of evidence as well as documents and

memoranda from chambers of commerce, trade protection

societies and influential public bodies. The scope of the inquiry

was not limited to English law and procedure, but also embraced

that of Germany, France, Australia, Scotland and Ireland. The
report of the committee was issued in 1908 (Cd. 4068), and
reference may be made to it for much valuable information.

The committee reported that the result of their inquiry did not

disclose any dissatisfaction on the part of the commercial com-

munity with the main features of the existing law and procedure.

But there were certain special incidents of the law anabranches

of its administration upon which the committee made recom-

mendations. One was the prosecution and punishment of

debtors who had committed fraud on their creditors or cau^d
loss to them by improper and reckless trading. The existing

procedure was complained of as being dilatory, cumbersome and

expensive, and the committee were of an opinion that where a

debtor had committed an offence for which he could and ought

to be prosecuted, prosecution and conviction, with adequate

punishment, ought to follow speedily and decisively, and the

chief recommendation of the committee was that, while the

existing pmeedure should be left untouched, offences ought also

to be punishable on summary conviction before m^istrates and

justices, and the provisions of the Summaiy Jurisdiction Acts

applied to them, suid that where an order fpr a prosecution is

mi^ on an application by the official receiver of a bankruptcy

court and baS^ on his report, that court should have power to

order the official receiver to«oonduct the prosecution bkore the

court of summary jurisdiction. The committee also reported

that numerous delinquencies insolvent debtors in the conduct

of their affairs, or which had contributed to the losses sustained

by their creditors, were not punishable or even cognisdUe by
courts having bankruptcy jurisdiction unless or until a debtor

who had a receiving order gainst him, or became a bankrupt,

applied for an order sanctioning a composition or ioheme of

arrangement with his creditors, or for an order discharging him
from his debts. The most prominent of these delinquencies

which were brought to the notice of the committee wcrer-failure

by a debtor to keep any books or any proper or adequate books

of accoimt in his business
;
tradii^ with knowledge of insolvency

;

gambling and speculation leading to, or contributing to, the

debtor's insolvency or bankruptcy
;

failure properly to account

for any substantial deficiency of assets. The committee received

a large body of evidence in favour of making delinquencies such

as have been described punishable by imprisonment. Evidence

was also given as to the laws in force in Germany, France and
Scotland, from which it appeared that such delinquencies,

especially that of keeping no books of account, can be severely

dealt with as criminal offences.

After carefully weighing the evidence on both sides the com-
mittee recommended that the failure or omission by a debtor who
becomes bankrupt to have kept any books of account, or proper

books of account, within two years next preceding his bankruptcy,

in a trade or business carried on by him, if without excuse, should

be made py law an offence punishable on summary conviction by

I

imprisonment, subject to four important limitations, namely,

that the law should define what books of account a person

carrying on a trade or business must keep, following in this

respect the law in force in France and Germany ; that failure or

omission by a debtor to have kept the required books should only

be punishable in the event of a debtor becoming bankrupt and of

the liquidated debts proved in the bankruptcy exceeding £200 in

amount ; that no prosecution of a debtor for failure or omission

to keep books of account should take place before the lapse of two
years from the passing of the law

; that a debtor should not be
punished if he could show that his failure or omission to keep
proper books was honest and excusable and did not contribu^
to insolvency, and that no prosecution should be instituted

for the offence except by order of the bankruptcy court. The
committee made recommendations of much the same character

with regard to punishing some of the other delinquencies men-
tioned above. There were also recommendations by the com-
mittee as to trading by undischarged bankrupts, as to the

realization of estate on bankruptcy, as to the operation of the

law of relation back of a bankrupt^ trustee’s title, as to the law
relating to the after-acquired property of an undischaiged

bankrupt, and dealings with such property, and with respebt to

married women and their liabilities under bankruptcy law. The
committee also reported on the law and practice relatii^ to

volimtary deeds of arrangement between a debtor

creditors and on the compulsory regulation of assignments of bo^
debts, and of agreements for the hire and purchase of chattels.

In addition to this report the annual reports of the Board of

Trade, which are accompanied by elaborate tables of statistics,

and copious illustrations both of the working of the

system and of the characteristic features and causes

of current insolvent, are published as parliamentary

papers, and may be usdully consulted by those

interested in the subject. It appears from these reports that the

total number of insolvencies dealt with under the bankruptcy
acts during the ten years ending 31st December 1905, was 43,141,
involving estimated liabilities amounting to £61,685,678, and
estimated assets amounting to £26,001417. It may also be
pointed out that accon^ to the official figures, the cost of

bankruptcy administration under the present system hu very
oonsidera% decreased as compared with that under the act of
f869. Estates are alio dosed at much shorter intervals, and,
adiat is more important from a public point of view, it appears
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that while the eatimated liabiUtks of bimkrupt estates during the

ten years endii^ 1883 amounted op an average to £22,380,1^

per anittim, the estimated liabilities during the ten years ending

1905 only averaged £6,16$,$67 per annum. But during the latter

period there was an azmual average of 3426 private arrangements

involving a further estimated annual liability of £4,166,354

entered into outside of the Bankruptcy Acts by insolvpit

debtors. There are no means of ascertaining the corresponding

amount of liabilities on private arrangements outside of the

Bankruptcy Acts prior to 1883, and therefore a complete com-

parison is impossihk' ;
l>ut it is evident that on any method of

computation there lias been a very great diminution in the

trading insolvency of England and Wales, while it is also dear

as a matter of general knowledge in commercial circles^ that a

great decrease in the proportion of fraudulent trade and reck^
speculation has iiecn a marked feature of private trading during

ms period in qut7stion.

The cost of bankruptcy administration is provided for
:
(i) by

fees charged to bankrupt estates, (2) by interest on balances at

the credit of such estates with the bankruptcy estates account,

and (3) by interest on unclaimed funds at the credit of estates

under former Bankruptcy Acts.

Out of this are paid the salaries of all the officers of the depart*

ment, including the official receivers
;

the remuneration due in

respect of bankruptcy services to the county court registrars

;

pensions, &c., payable to retired officers under the present and

previous Bankruptcy Acts
;
cost of bankruptcy prosecutions

;

and rents, stationery, travelling and other incidental expenses.

The system is self-supporting and involves no charge ppon the

tax-payers of the country. It has been objected that inasmuch

as the act professes to be based on the principle of enforcing

commercial morality in the interests of the general community,

the cost of administering it should not be duirged entirely to the

bankruptcy estates concerned. But when it is considered that a

large part of the revenue of the department is derived from funds

to which estates administered under the present act have contri-*

buted nothing, this objection does not appear to be wdl founded.

For the convenience of readers who may require more detailed

information, the accompanying summary of some of the more
important provisions of the law relating to bai^ruptcy

procedure is submitted. It must be borne in mind,

however, that the subject is in some of its branches

extremely intricate, and that both the law and the

procedure are being constantly affected by a considerable body

of judicial interpretation, while the acts also contain detailed

provisions with regard to many questions incident to the ad-

ministration of bfu^uptcy. A reference to the latest text-

books or competent professional advice will always be advisable

for those who have the misfortune to be practically interested

either as debtors or as creditors in bankruptcy proceedings.

The Deeds of Arrangement Act 1887, although not falling

strictly within the scope of the bankruptcy law, may also, in

oonsequence of its important bearing upon the question

of insolvency in England and Wales, be here noticed.

It has been pmnted out that, under the Bankruptcy

Acts of 1849 and i86x, non-official arrangements

deed between a debtor end the general body of his creditors were

not only officially recognised, but were m certain circumstances

made binding on all the creditors, including those who refused

to assent to them. Under the act of 1^, although such deeds

were no longer recognised or made bindij^ on non-assenting

creditors, the proceeihngs under the liquidation by arrange-

ment'’ and “composition” clauses, were practicaJiy private

arrai^ements by resolution instead ofdeed, and were proved by

expentnoe to is open to the same abuses. It has lieen

shown that under the act of 1883 no arrangements either by

dsed or by resolution have any' force against di&sentiiig creditors,

unless cQofirroed after full investigation and approiml of the

bankruptcy courts. Private armngementa, therefore, eease to

form any part of the bankruptcy system. But they hre, nevei^

theless, binding as voluntary contracts between the debtor and

snob creditovs as assent to them. Being, howiever, in the nature

offro*

of assignments of the debtor's property, tl^ aie either deemed

fraudulent if the benefit of the assignment is limited to a portion

of the creditors, or, if it is extended to all th^ become acts of

bankruptcy, and, like any other voluntary as.signment, are

liable to be invalidated if made within three months prior to the

petition on which a receiving order is made against the debtor.

Treated as voluntary assignments, which are not binding on

those who do not assent to them, such arrangements, where
honestly entered into and carried out by capable administration,

in many cases form a useful and expeditious method of liquidating

a debtor's affairs, and where the debtor’s insolvency has been

brought about without any gross misconduct they will probably

always be largely resorted to. The danger attending them is

that even in cases where the debtor has been guilty of mis-

conduct, a private arrangement may be used to screen his

conduct from investigation, while in many cases it may be made
the medium for the conceolment of fraudulent preferences.

The absence of any independent audit of the trustees' accounts

may also encourage or conceal irrogularities in administration.

Previous to 1887, however, much inconvenience arose from* the

fact that the execution of these private arrangements was
frequently kept secret, and fresh credit was obtained by the

debtor without any opportunity being afforded for the new
creditors becoming acquainted with the fact that they were

dealing with an insolvent person, and that in many cases they

were simply supplying the means for meeting past obligations

in respect of which the debtor had already committed default.

The I>eeds of Arrangement Act 1887 was therefore passed

to compel the disclosure of such arrangements, by declaring

them void unless registered within seven days after the first

execution by the debtor or hy any creditor. Registration is

effected by lodging with the registrar of bills of sale at the central

office of the Supreme Court a true copy of the deed and of every

inventory and schedule attached thereto, together with an
affidavit by the debtor, staling the total estimated amount of

property and liabilities, the total amount of composition, if any,

and the namCvS and addresses of the creditors. Where the

debtor's residence or place of business is outside the London
bankruptcy district, the registrar is required to forward a copy

of the deed to the registrar of the county court of tlu* district

I where the debtor's residence or place of business is situated.

^ Both the central and the local registers are open to public

inspection on payment of a small fee and general publicity is

secured by the action of various trade agencies, which makes a

practice of extracting and publishing the information for the

benefit of tliose interested. By section 25 of the Bankruptcy
Act 1890, every trustee under a deed of arrangement is required

to transmit to the Board of Trade within thirty days of the

ist of January in each year an account of his receipts and pay-

ments, and such accounts are open to the inspe(^‘on of any
creditor on payment of a small fee. They are not, however,

subject to any kind of audit or control by the department. The
registrar is also required to moke periodical returns of the

deeds thus registered to the Board of Trade, in order that a

report of proceedings under the Deeds of Arrangement Art

may be induded in the annual report which the department is

required to make on proceedings under the Bankruptcy Acts.

Full statistics of such proceedings are accordingly included in

these reports, from which it appears that during the ten years

ended 31st December 1905 the total number of registered deeds

of arrangement was 34,273, with estimated Habilities amounting

to £41>663,541, and estimated assets to £23,020,483.

Summary af Bankruptcy Procedure ,—Subject to certain special

provisions in the case of what are termed “ small bankruptcies
”

(see belowX the following summary sets forth some of the more
important provisions of the various acts and rules relatiiv to

bankruptcy administration grouped under convenient heaeft to

facilitate reference. In some cases the effect legal decisions

haa been embodied in the summary.

Pfelimincery Proceedings.

PcHHon and Iteceiving Order .—Any court exerolSHig bankruptcy
jurkdiotiaii in the. district in wiiieh he rasidee or ehfries on hnsmeee
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in ^glnnd or Waies may make a reoetvmg order against a debtor,
whether a trader or not, either on his own petition or cm that of a
creditor or creditors whose claims aggregate not less than /50. In
the case of a creditor's petition proof must be given of the debt, and
of the commission of an act of bankruptcy within three months
preceding the date of the petition. An act of bankruptcy is com-
mitted it the debtor fails to satisfy the creditor’s claim upon a
bankruptcy notice ; if he makes an assignment for the benefit of
his creditors generally ; if he absconds or keeps house ; if he gives
notice of suspension of payments ; if his goods are sold or seised
under execution ; if he hies in court a declaration of inability to
pay his debts ;

or if he grants a fraudulent prefonmee or conveyance.
These acts are here enumerated in the order in which they most
frequently occur in practice.

Ohi$ct and Effect of Receimnn Order.—The object of the order is
to protect the debtor's property until tlic first meeting of creditors,
and to bring the debtor and nis affairs within the jurisdiction ol
the court. Its effect is to stay all separate action against the
debtor, and to constitute tlie official receiver attached to the court
receiver of the debtor's property, although the legal title still remains
in the debtor. MTiere there is an estate or business to fie managed
the official receiver may appoint a sj^cial manager, who receives
such remuneration as the creditors, or failing them the Board of
Trade, may determine. As a consequence of the order the following
obligations are imposed upon the debtor :~He. must make out anu
submit to the ofiicial recciv'er within a prescribed period a statement
of his affairs, containing the names and addresses ol his creditors,
the amount of their claims and the securities held by them, and the
nature and value of his a.MHets

; and accounting for his deficiency.
Any material omission or false statement of his losses or expen.ses
is a misdemeanour under the Debtors Act, unless he can prove that
he had no intention to defraud. The statement is open to the in-
spection of creditors. He must also in every case submit to a public
examination in court, in which the official receiver, the trustee and
any creditor who has proved his debt may take part. His evidence
may be used against him. He may further be specially examined
by the court at any time with reference to his dealings or property,
lie must attend the first meeting of creditors, wait upon the official
receiver, tnistee and special mana§:or, and give all necessary informa-
tion, and generally do all acts whfch may reasonably he required of
him with the view of .securing a full investigation of his affairs. He
may be arrested if there is reasonable ground for Ixdieving that he is

aljout to abscond, destroy papers or remove goods, or if he fails
without good cause to attend any examination ordered by the court.
The court may aRo for a period of three months order his letters to
be re-addressed by the post-office to the official receiver or trustee.
With regard to persons other than the debtor, any person capable of
giving information respecting the debtor, his dealings or property,
may be examined by the court, and a summary order may be made
against such person for delivery of any property belonging to the
debtor.

Eirst Meeting of Creditors,

This meeting is. summoned by the official receiver, notice being
given in the London Gaeette and in a local paper, and sent by post
to each creditor. A summary of the statement of affairs should
accomi)any the notice, with any observations by the official receiver
which he may think fit to make. The olyject of the meeting is to
decide whether any proposal for payment of a composition or for a
scheme of arrangement submitted by'the debtor is to be entertained,
or whether an application should be made to the court to adjudicate
the debtor bankrupt. In the latter case the meeting may by an
ordinary resolution appoint a trustee with or without a committee
of inspection. It also give any directions as to tlio administra-
tion of the estate. The meeting should be held at the place most
convenient for the majority of the creditors. It i.s presided over by
the official receiver or his deputy, who. subject to appeal to the
court, admits or rejects proofs for the purpose of voting. For the
transaction of business tnree creditors qualified to vote, or all the
creditors if fewer than three, must be present or represented. Only
persons who have proved their debts are entitled to vote, and
detailed regulations respecting proofs and the valuation of securities
are laid down in the first and second schedules to the act of 1883.
One of the chief alterations in the law on this point is the condition
imposed on creditors on bills of exchange to deduct from their claims
the value of the liability of prior obligants before voting, thus
cancelling the power of controlling the proceedings previously
possessed by persons who had no real interest in the estate. Votes
maLV be given in person or by proxy, and stringent regulations are
laid down with the view of preventing the abuse of prows. General
proxies entitling the holder to exercise all the powers which the
creditorxould exMOiae if present may be given to the official receiver
or to any person in the regular employment of the creditor. Special
proxies may be given to any person to vote for specified resolutioas,
ortor the appointment of specified persons as trustee and committee.
Only official forms can be used, arid the Manks most be filled up hn
the handwriting of the creditor or some person in his regular emp^-
ment including the authorised agent of a creditor resident abroad.
A pretty most be lodged with the official receiver not later than four
Ouioelc on the day hefoso themeeting or adjourned nmeting at which

it is to be used. Resolutions are ordinary, fecial or extraor(|»ar|t.
An ordinary resohitkm is cairried by a majodty in value of the
creditors voting ; a special resolution by a majority in number
and three-fourths in value of such creditors. ‘The only instance of

a resolution other than tliese is that nxiuired for the approval of

a composition or scheme which requires a majority in number and
three-lourths in value of all the creditors who have proved* The
majority of questions arising at a meeting are derideid by an ordinary
resolution. -j

Adjudhcatton,

If the creditora^ resolve, or if a composition or sclicme of arrange-
ment is not proposed by the debtor or entertained by the creditors,
or if entertainea is not approved by the court, or it without reason-
able excuse the debtor fails to furnish a proper statement of ins
afiairs, or if his public examination is adjourned sine die, tlie court
adjudicates the debtor bankrupt and thereupon bis property vests
in a trustee, and, subject to the payment of the costs and fees of
administration, is divisible among his creditors until all his debts
are paid in full with intejrest at the rate of 4 % per annum.

E^eci on Bankrupt. ^The bankrupt is bound to aid the trustee
in his administration, and if he wilfully fails to deliver up any part
of his property he is guilt)' of contempt of court. He is alsp liable

to criminal prosecution under tlie iX'btors Act if with intent to
defraud he conceals or removes property to the value of £10 or
upwards ; or if he fails to deliver to the trustee all his proiierty,

books, documents, &c. ; or if he knowingly permits false debts to
be proved on his estate without disclosure ; or mutilates, falsifies,

de&tr(;})rs or parts with books or accounts ; or attempts to account
for hk properly by fictitious losses

;
or if within four months next

before presentation of a bankruptcy petition, he obtains proiierty
on credit by false representation

; or'pledges or disposes of, otherwise
than in the ordinary way of bis traae, any property which has not
been paid for

; or by misrepresentation obtains the assent of his
creditors to any agreement with reference to his affairs. He is also,

under the act of 1883, guilty of misdemeanour if before his discharge
he obtains credit for more than £20 from any person without iniorm-
ing such person that he is an undischarged bankrupt. It is the duty
of the official receiver to report any such facts to the court, and if

the court is satisfied that tliere is a reasonable probability of con-
viction, it is required to order a prosecution which is then conducted
by the director of public prosecutions.

DisquaiificatioHs .—A iiankrupt cannot during his bankruptcy
or until five years after his discharge, unless the bankruptcy is

annulled or he obtains his discharge with a certificate by the court
that the bankruptcy was caused by misfortune without misconduct,
act as a member of the legislature, or as a justice of the [leacc. mayor,
alderman, councillor, guardian or overseer of the poor, member of a
sanitary authority, school, highway or burial board, or select vestry
in any part of the tTnitixl Kingdom.
Annulment.—An order of adiudication may be annulled if the

court is of opinion that it should not have been roade> or that the
bankrupt's debts are paid in full, or if a composition or scheme of
arrangement is approved by the court after adjudication.

Discharge,—The court may also at any time after the conclusioo
of the bankrupt's public examination, and after hearing the official

roemver, the trustee and any creditor, to all of whom previous
notice of the application must be given, grant the bankrupt a dis-

charge either absolutely or under conditions, but subject to the
following qualifications, vus. :—(1) If the bankrupt has committed
a criminal offence connected with the bankruptcy, the applicatiou
must refused unless for special reasons the court determines
otherwise. (2) If the assets are not equal in value to ten shillings

in the pound of the unsecured liabilities (unless the bankrupt can
show that he is not responsible)

; or if proper books have not been
kept ; or if the bankrupt has traded after knowledge of insolvency

;

or has contracted debts without reasonable probability of jiayment

;

or failed to account for his deficiency ; or contributed to the bank-
ruptcy by rasli speculation, gambling, culpable neglect or by un-
justifiable expenses ; or has taken or defended legal proceedings on
frivolous grounds r dr has within three months preceding the
receiving order given an undue preference

;
or has increas^ his

liabilities with the view of making his assets equal to ten shillings in
the pound ; or lias previously been bankrupt or made an arrange-
ment with creditors

;
or has been guilty of any fraud or fraudulent

breach of trust ; then the court shall, on proofof any of these facts,
either {a) refuse the discharge, or (6) sus^nd it for a period of not
less than two y^ars, or until a dividend of not leas than ten shilliii^pi

in the pound has been paid ; or (c) qualify the order by the condition
that judgment is entered up against the bankrupt for payment of
any unpaid balance of his debte, or of part of such balance out ot
his future earnings or property. The bankrupt mayi however, after
two years Apply to the court to modify the conditions if he is unable
to complv with them. An Older of discharge releases the debtor
from all his oMigations except debts due to the crown, and other
obligations of a public character which can only be discluurged with
toe consent of the Ttoasury, debts ineuned by fraud, srad judgment
debts in an actioii for seduction or as a oo-respondent in a matri-
monial suit or under an affiliation oider, which are only •released to
such extent and subjeet to such conditions as the courtmay expressly
order. The refease of the bankrapt does not operate as a tifitere
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oi aay partner or co-obligant with him. Neither does it release

the bimknipt from liability to criminal prosecution.

Composition or Scheme of Arrangement.

After a receiving order has made the debtor may submit a
proposal for the payment of a composition, or for the liquidation of

his alTairs, by a trustee or otherwise, without adjudication. 'Hie

proposal roust be lodged with the official receiver m sufficient time

to allow notice, together with a report by that officer, to be sent to

tlie creditors before the meeting is held at which it is to be considered.

If the proposal k entertained at the meeting by a majority in number
and three-fourths in value of all the creditors who have proved their

debts, and if it is thereafter approved by the court, it becomes
binding upon all creditors who would be bound by an order of dis-

charge hM the debtor l>een adjudicated bankrupt. A similar

proposal may be made after adjudication, and if entertained by the

creditors and approved by the court, the adjudication may be

annulled. The debtor's release will be subject to the terms of the

scheme, but his future acquired property will not pass to the credtfors

unless there is an express stipulation to that effect. If default is

made in carrying out the scheme, or if it is found that it cannot
proceed without injustice or undue delay, the court may at any time
adjudicate the debtor bankrupt, in which case the scheme will fall

to the ground, except in respect of past transactions under it. The
approval of a composition or scheme does not release the debtor
from his liabilities under the criminal law, nor from the necessity of

undergoing a public examination which must, in fact, be held and
concluded before the approval of the court is ap])licd for. Also
before such approval is given a report must lie filed by tlu official

receiver upon its terms and on the conduct of the debtor, and the
court must be satisfied alter hearing that officer and any creditor,

that the proposal is reasonable and calculated to benefit the creditors,

and that no criminal offences connected with the bankruptcy have
been committed by the debtor. Further, if any fact is proved
which would have prevented the debtor from obtaining an absolute
or unconditional order of discharge had he been adjudged bankrupt,
the composition or scheme cannot be approved unless it provides
reasonable security for the payment of not less than seven shillings

and sixpence in the pound on all the unsecured debts. Whore a
trustee is appointed to carry out the composition or scheme, all the
provisions of the act with reference to the remuneration of the
trustee, the custody of funds, the audit of his accounts and the
control exorcised by the Board of Trade apply in the same manner
as they would under an adjudication. Further, the provisions
relating to the administrajtion of property, proof ot debts, dividends,
dec., will also apply# so far os the nature of the case and the terms of
the arrangement admit.

Property divisible among the Creditors.

No part of the law of bankruptcy i.s more intricate, or has been
the subject of more litigation than this, and any detailed view of the
effect of legal decisions can only be gathered by a perusal of the
cases

;
but the following general principles may be stated ;—The

term “ property ” includes not only property of which the bankrupt
is the true owner, but property in his possession, order or disposition

in his trade or business with the consent of the true owner, m such
circumstances that he is the reputed owner thereof. The application
ol the doctrine of reputed ownership has Ix^en considerably restricted

in recent years by the growth of alleged trade customs, in accordance
with which pro^rty is fr^uently lent under a contract of ** hire

and purchase ” or otherwise ; and by the decisions of the courts
that where such custom is sufficiently proved the doctrine does not
apply. Further, the trustee's title not only includes property in

the actual possession of the bankrupt, but relates liack to the date
of the first act of bankruptcy committed by him within the three
months preceding the presentation of the bankruptcy petition, and
thus invalidates all payments and assignments to creditors made
during that period with knowledge on the part of the creditor or
assignee of the commission of the act of bankruptcy. In such cases
the trustee may, therefore, require the money or property to be
restored to tlie estate. And even where no prior act of bankruptcy
is proved, any payment made to a creditor with the view of giving
such creditor a preference over the other creditors, within the three
months preceding the presentation of the petition on which the
payer is made bankrupt, is rendered void as against his trustee.

Mtloments of property within the two years preceding the bank-
ruptcy. unless made before and in consideration of marriage, or
made in good faith lor valuable consideration, are also void, as are
similar s^loments within ten years, uplees it is proved that the
settlor was (independently of the settled property) solvent at the
date of the settlement, and that the interest in the property passed
to the truatees on the exeontion of the deed. The same rule applies

to covenants to settle in consideration of marriage future-acquired
property in which the debtor had no interest at the date of the
marriage (other than property acquired by the bankrupt through
his wife), if such proper^ is not actually transfemd before the
bankruptcy. Bxeeulioiis ^ a creditor not completed at the date
of the receiving order are also void, and the procera of annxecutioa
in the hands of the sheriff must with certain exceptions and subject

to deduction ol costs, be handed over to the trustee. But aHproperty

held by the bankrupt on trust, and tools of trade, wearing apparel,

and bedding to a total value not exceeding £20, are excluded from
the property divisible among the creditors. With respect to property

acquired by the bankrupt, whether by gift or legacy, or consisting of

accumulations of business or other profits after the commencement
of the bankruptcy, and before he obtains his discharge, the trustee's

title also prevails ; but bona fide transactions by the debtor for value,

other than transactions relating to freehold property, appear to be
valid. Where the bankrupt is a benoficed clergyman the trustee

may, subject to certain provisions for the due discharge^of the duties

of the office, apply for the sequestration of the profits of the benefice

;

and where ho is in receipt of a salary, income or pension, &c., the
court may order any part thereof to be paid to the trustee, but where
he is an officer of the army, navy or civil service, such order i.s only
to be made with the consent of the chief of the department concerned.

Claims of Creditors and Dividends.

In the distribution of the debtor's property certain claims are

entitled to priority over others. Thus the landlord, although not
entitled to a preference out of the funds in the hands of the trustee,

can distrain for unpaid rent on the goods and effects of the debtor
remaining on the landlord's premises, but where the distraint is

levied after the commencement of the bankruptcy this right is

limited by the act of 1890 to six months' rent due TCforc adjudica-
tion. the remainder of his claim ranking lor dividend with the
clajm.s of other creditors. Various gas and water companies have
also statutory powers of distraint under special acts, but the policy
of recent legislation has been to discourage any extension of such
privileges. Where the bankrupt holds an office of trust in any
savings bank or friendly society, any balance in his hands due to
such bank or society has been held under the acts relating to these
bodies to l>e payable in j^ference to any other claim again.st the
estate. Other preferential claims are regulated by the Bankruptcy
Acts and by the Preferential Payments in Bankruptcy Act of 1888,
and include taxes, parochial and other local rates lor not more than
one year, wages and salaries for four months, but not exceeding £50
(limited in me case of ordinary labourers and workmen to two
months’ wages not exceeding £2^), and agricultural labourers’

claims not exceeding one years wages, if hired by special contract
for payment of a lump sum at the end of a year. These claims are
entitled to preference not only over funds in the hands of the trustee,

but also over the proceeds of any distraint levied by the landlord
within the three months prior to the receiving order, the latter in

that case; becoming a preferred creditor for the amount so paid.
Articled clerks and apprentices may also l)c allowed repayment of a
proportion of the premium on their unexpired agreements. On the
other hand, usual trade discounts (exceeding 5 %) must be deducted
from traders' proofs, and the following claims are postponed until

the general creditors are paid in full, viz. claims by a married
woman for loans to the husband for the purnoscs of nis business,

claims for loans advanced to any person in ousiness at a rate of
interest varying with the profits, and claims for interest in excess of

5 % per annum. Subject to tliese exceptions all debts proved in

the Ixinkruptcy must be paid pari passu. Any surplus after payment
of 208. in the pound and interest at the rate of 4 % per annum,
from the date of the receiving order, is payable to the bankrupt.

Proofs of Debt.--'-PiW claims and liabilities present or future, certain
or continent, arising out of obligations incurred before the date of
the receiving order are provable in the bankruptcy, an estimate of
the liability m the case of contingent debts being made by the trustee
subject to appeal to the court. But demands in the nature of un-
liquidated damages arising otherwise than by reason of a contract,

K
romise or broach of trust are not provable. A secured creditor if

e proves must either surrender his security, or value the security

and prove for the balance ; and the trustee can thereupon, subject
to the creditor’s power in certain circumstances to amend the
valuation, take over tlie security by paying the amount of the
valuation, or may require it to be realised. He may be required by
the creditor to elect which of these courses he will ad^t, failing

which the equity of redemption will vest in the creditor. For further
regulations as to proofs, tne time within which they must be lodged
for voting and for dividend, and the manner of dealing with them,
reference should be made to the first and second schedules of the
net of 1883 and the rules relating thereto.

Dividends.—^After payment of costs of administration and prefer-

ential debts, it is the duty of the trustee to distribute the estate

with all convenient speed,—the first dividend within four months
after the first meeting of creditors, and subseement dividends at
intervals of not more than six months, but the declaration may be
postponed for sufficient reason by the committee of inspection.

Notice of the intention to declare a dividend is gasetted and sent
to each creditor mentioned in the bankrupt's statement of affairs

who has not proved. The notice sliould .state the last day for

proving in order to participate in the distribution, and should be
given not more than two months before the declaration. When
the dividend is declared, notice of the amount due. and of the place

where the same is payable, is sent to each creditor who has proved,
with a statement showing partioularB of the estate. And provision

must be made for creditors at a distance, who have not had time to
jpTOve. for disputed claims, and for debqp theiafaiiect of claims not
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y9t deterixUiifid. Craditois who fail to pcove belore the dectomtiQii
of a dividend are oAtitled to reottve their dividende on proving
before any aubsequent dividend is declared, but cannot disturb

distribution of ^y dividend already declared. Before dis-
tributing a final dividend notice is sent to every creditor vdioee
claim has been notified to the trustee, but not finally estab&hed.
with an intimation that unless so established within a specified
period he will be excluded from participation in the estate. In the
case of a ban]|rupt firm' the joint creditors are not entitled to receive
a dividend out of the separate property of the bankrupts until all

the separate creditors are paid in full.

Trustee's Administrati(m.

While the interim preservation and management of the estate is

conducted by or under the direct simorvision of officers appointed
by and responsible to the Board of Trade, the ultimate riialization

and distribution of the assets devolve upon the trustee appointed
by the creditors. But besides acting as receiver prior to the first

meeting of creditors, the official receiver also l^ecomes trustee by
operation of law on the making of an order of adjudication. He
vBjcfittiS the office when a trustee is appointed by the creditors, and
certified bv the Board of Trade, but again becomes trustee on the
creditors' irustee Ixjing released, dying, resigning or being removed
from office. As the bankrupt's pr6i>erty vests in the trustee for the
time being, and posses from trustee to trustee by operation of law^
and without any formal act of conveyance, tlie continuity of tlu^

office is thus secured.
Appointment of Trustee.—

A

trustee may be appointed by a
majority in value of the creditors voting, at the first or any subse-
quent meeting, or the appointmemt may be left to the committee
of inspection- In eitlier case the appointment is subject to confirma-
tion by the Board of Trade, wfio may object on the ground Uiat the
creditors have not acted in good faith in the interests of the general
body, or that the person appointed is not fit to act, or occupies such
a position in relation to the debtor, to any creditor, or to the e.state,

as makes it difficult for him to act with impartiality, or that in any
previous case he lias been removed from office for mi.scoiiduct or
for failure without good cause to render his accounts for audit. An
appeal from such objection to the High Court lies at the instance of
a majority in value of the creditors, but in llic absence of an appeal
it is fatal to the apj-Kiintment. Before being coofirined, the trustee-
elect must also furnish security to the satisfaction of the Board oi
Trade, and such security must be kept up to tlie amount originally
fixed, or to such lesser amount as that department may require
throughout the tenure of the trust e^’ishiji, failing which the trustee is

liable to be ix?moved from office. Where the creditors fail to appoint
a trustee, the Board of Trade may do so, but such appointment may
at any time bo superseded by the creditors.

Removal.—I'll!' trustee may be removed by the creditors at a
meeting summoned for the purpose without reason assigned, or l»y

the Board of I'radc for misconduct, or for incapacity or failure to
perform his duties, or on either of the other j^rsonal grounds of
objection to which the ajipointment is open. But the removal is

in like manner subject to appeal at the instance of creditors. If a
receiving order is made against a trustee he thereby vacates office.

He may also, with the consent of a general meeting of creditors,
resign, but his re.signation does not operate a.s a release from his
liability to account for his administration. •

Powers and Duties .

—
'Fhc trustee is required to take immediate

possession of the bankrupt'.s property, including deeds, Ixioks and
accounts, and has the powers of a receiver in the High Court for
the purpose of enforcing delivery. After payment of the costs of
administration it is his duty to distribute the estate in dividends
as spdedily as possible. He may also, and with the sanction of the
committee, or, where there Is none, with that of the Board of Trade,
carry on the business so far as is necessary to a txmcficial winding-
up, institute or defend legal proceedings, employ a solicitor to do
any business previously .sanctioned by the same authority, com-
promise debts and claims, raise money on mortgage, sell property
on credit, or divide the estate where practicable among the cremtors
in its existing form. He may, without special sanction, but subject
to any directions which may be given by the creditors in general
meeting, or failing them by the committee, sell the property or any
part of it for cash, including business goodwill and book debts, and
either by public auction t>r private treaty, and generally exerci.se

all the powers wUch the bankrupt might before adjudication have
exercisi^ in relatkm to the property, or which are by the Bankruptcy
Act conferred on the trustee.

Where any part of the property is held subject to onerous obliga-
tions, such as the payment of rent. d:c.. the trustee may disclaim
the same, subject in certain cases to the leave of the court, and the
disclaimer operates tu determine all interest in or liability in respect
of the pr(^rty.on the part of the estate. The trustee is required to
keep a record book (which is commenced by the official receiver),

containing mtoutes of' the proceedings in the ^kruptcy, and a cash
book in prescribed form. In whkh all reeetpts and paymanti by
hiiO most be enteeed. All monies nxieived must forthwith be paid
into an account at the Bank of Bngland. entitled the Banknqitcy
Estate Account,” which is under the control of the Board of Trade,
imlose where in speekd circumstances the sanction of that depart-

mait k obtained to the opening of a kical banking aooomit, but in
no circumstanoee must estate monies be paid to the trustee's private
account, When monies are r0t|uifed for the purpose of the estate,
special cKeqnee or money orders are issued by the Board of Trade on
the application of the trustee.

CoiUrot tnm Trustee.^In his aidministration of the estate the
trustee is subject to control by ' the committee of inspection, the
creditors, the court and the Board of Trade. The committee is

appointed by the creditors, and must consist of not more than five
nor less than three creditors or authorised representatives of
creditors. It acts by a majority present at a meeting, and should
be convened once a month unless it otherwise direeti If nO' coiln-

mittee is apjxnnted. the Board of Trade may give any directlob or
permission which might have been given by a committee. Directions
given by the committee, if not inconsistent with the provisions ot
the act, are binding on the trustee, unless contrary to orloverruled
by those of the creditors or of the court. The official receiver or
trustee may summon a meeting of the- creditors at any time to
ascertain their wishes, and must do so when so required by one<)sixth
in value of the creditors or when directed by the court. Tlie Board
of Trade may also direct the official receiver to summon a meeting
lor the purpose of revi(‘wing any act done bv the trustee or any
resolution of the committee of inspection. Further, the trustee may
apply to the court for directions m any particular matter, and the
court may also, on the apjilication of any person aggrieved reverse
or modify any act of the trustee, or make mich order as It deems jtist.

The directions of the court override those of the creditors. The
Board ol Trade is recjuired to take general cognisance of the conduct
of trustees, to inquire into any complaints by creditors, and in the
event Of any trustee not faithfully performing his duties, to take
Hitch action, including the power of nunosTil, as may be expedient.
It may also direct a local investigation of the trustee's books and
accounts, and may require Ixim to answer any inquiries, or may apply
to the court to examine him on oath. If any loss has arisen to the
estate from any misfeasance, neglect or omission of the trustee, it

may require him to make it good. The ortlt^rs of the Board of Trade
under the powers conferred by the act may be enforced by the court
by cofimiittal of tht‘ trustee or otherwise.
Audit of Accounts .— The trustee's accounts must be audited by

the committee of insjicction not less than once in every three months

;

and once in every six moiith.s, as well as at the dose of the administra-
tion. the record and wish books must also be submitted with the
vouchers, and tlie committee’s certificate of audit to the Board of
Trade for final audit. If it appoans that the trustee lias retained
more than £50 in hand for roon‘ than ten days without a satisfactory
explanation, he may l>e removed from office, surcharged with interest
at the rate of 20 % per annum and lose all claim to remuneration.

Remuneraiion.-^Thet trustee’s remuneration is fixiid by the
creditors or by the committee if so authorized by them. It must
be in the nature of a percentage on the amount of the realizations
and on the dividends. If one-fourth of the creditors in number or value
dissent from the resolution, or If the bankrupt sattefite the Board
of Trade tliat the remuneration it excessive, the Board may review
the same and fix the remuneration, A trustee may not receive any
remuneration for services rendered in any other capacity, e.g. as solici-
tor, auctioneer, &c., beyond that voted to him a.s trustee

; normay ho
shore his remuneration with the bankrupt, the solicitor or other person
employed about the bankruptcy

; or receive from any persem any
gift, or other pecuniary or jiersonal benefit in connexion therewitli.

Cn.sts.—A trustee receiving remuneration is not allowed the costs
of any other person in respect of duties which ought to be performed
by himself. All bills of solicitors and other agents employed must
lie taxed before payment, as being in accordance with the prescribed
scales of costs

;
and the taxing master must satisfy himself that the

employment has lieen properly autliorizisd before the work was done.
All bills of costs must be delivered to the tru.slee within seven days
of the request for the samo^ otherwise the estate may be distrltmteti
witliout regard to such costs.

Release.—When the property, so far as it is capable of realizatlon,.
has been realized atid distributed, the trustee must apply to the
Board of Trade for his release, forwarding to each creditor a notice
of his having done so, together with a copy of his final accounts,
and the Board of Trade, after preparing and considering a report on
the same, and the objections oi any person interested, may, subject
to ap|)eal to the High Court, grant or withhold the release. If a
release is withheld, the court may, on the application of any peteon
interested, make such order against the trustee as It thinks just
The release when granted operates as a removal from office, and
thereupon the official receiver again become.s trustee, and is tlittS
in a position, even after the nominal close of the bai^ruptcy, to deed
with any circumstances which may arise, or which have not beeh
foreseen and provided for.

SfHidlRMtkruptcies,

When the offi^ receiver reports, or the couHiis otherwise Satisfied
the debtor'f property is not likely to reaHse mote ISmi /300.

the court may make tut turner for the suirnnary admuibtrotiiih of the
estate, in whmh am, if toe debtor is adjudged bankrupt, -the official
teceiver m the oirdmary course becomes and remains trostec. and
certain other modiiicatioiis are ejected with the tdew df simpllf^lg

III. II a
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and accalMrating the procedure* The chief of these . oiocUficatioiieM u follows, vis. the Board ai Trade acts as committee of inspec-

tion ; there is no advertasement of lli# proceedings in a local paper

;

in legal proceedings all questions of law and fact are determined by
the court without a jury

;
adjudication may be made on a report by

the official receiver before the first meeting of creditors where no
composition or scheme is profiosed ;

meetings of creditors may be

held in the town where the court sits or the official receiver’s office

is situated ; notice to creditors of meetings other than the first

meeting, or of application by a debtor for his discharge, are dispensed

with in the case* of creditors for amounts not exceeding £2. Costs,

other than a s^icitor's charges, may be paid without taxation
;
and

the time for declaring the first dividend is extended to six months,

but the whole estate must In: realised and distributed within this

period if practicable. No modification, however, is permitted in

the procxmiire relating to the public examination and discharge of

the oankrupt. Notwithstanding that an order has been made for

summary administration, the creditors may at any time by a resolu-

tion passed by a majority in numl)er and three-fourths in value

of those voting ai the meeting, appoint a trustee in place of tlie

ofiicial receiver, in which case the summary order ceases to be

operative.

Scottish Bankruptcy Legislation,

In Scotland, as in England, the law of Ijankruptcy arose as a

remedy against the frauds of insolvent debtors. It was declared

by an act of the Scottish parliament (1621, c. 18) that no debtor

after insolvency should fraudulently diminish the fund belonging

to his creditors, and if a deed of assignment was gratuitously

executed after the contracting of debt in favour of a near relation

or a confidential friend, fraudulent dealing was to be presumed.

The act 1696, c. 5, settled the definition of a notour or notorious

bankrupt, a question which had previously engaged the attention

of the judges of the court of session. The statute defines “ a.

notour bankrupt ” to be any debtor who, being under diligence

by horning or caption, at the instance of his creditors, shall be

either imprisoned, or retire to the abbey or any other privileged

place, or flee or abscond for his personal security, or defend his

person by force, and who shall afterwards be found, by sentence

of the lords of session, to be insolvent. Bankruptcy as thus

defined was, it is said,
^
intended to afford a remedy against

fraudulent preference by debtors, and not as the ground-work

of a general process of distribution, although by later statutes

it became a necessary requisite of every such process. The
exceptions recognized in the act of 1696, of persons absent from

Scotland and therefore not liable to imprisonment, or of persons

exempted therefrom by special privileges, were removed by later

legislation. The old English distinction between traders and
non-traders, it will be observed, is not recognized in Scottish

law. The statute made null and void all voluntary dispositions,

assignations and other deeds made after or within sixty days

before bankruptcy.

In 1856 was passed tlie Bankruptcy (Scotland) Act, by which

the law of bankruptcy in Scotland is mainly regulated. By this

act, notour legally declared) bankruptcy was constituted

1. By sequestration (or adjudication in England and Ireland)

;

and
2. By insolvency concurrinj either—(a) witli a duly executed

charge for payment or (A) with sale of effects belonging to the

debtor under a poinding or under a sequestration for rent, or

making application for &e benefit of cessio bonorim.

Notour bankruptcy" continues, in cases of sequestration, until

the debtor has obtained his discharge and in other cases until

insolvency ceases. Sequestration may be awarded of the estate

of any person in the following cases :

—

I. Living debtor subject to jurisdiction of Scottish courts—

(a) on his own petition with concurrence >;of qualified creditors,

or {h) on petition of oualified creditors,"^ovided he lie a notour

bankrupt, and have had a dwelling-house or place of business

in Scotland within the previous year.

3. In the case of a deceased debtor, subject at his death to the

jurisdiction of the court—(a) on the petition of his mandatory

;

or (6) on the petition of qualified creditors (§ 13).

Sequestration may be awarded either by the court of session

or by the sheriff. A sequestration may be recalled by a majority

in number and four-fifths in value of the creditors, who may
prefer to wind up the estate by private arrangement If the

sequestration proceeds, the creditors hold a meeting, and by

a majority in value elect a trustee to admini^ the estate, and
three commissioners (beinp creditors or their manda^ies) to

assist and control the admmistration and declare the dividends.

The bankrupt (under pain of imprisonment) must give all the

information in his power regarding his estate and he must be

publicly examined on oath before the sheriff ;
and “ conjunct

and confident persons ” may likewise be examined? The bank-

rupt may be discharged either by composition or without com-
position. In the latter case (i) by petition with concurrence

of all the creditors, or (2) after six months with concurrence of

a majority and four-fifths in value of the creditors, or (3) after

eighteen months with concurrence of a bare majority in number
and value, or (4) after two years without concurrence. In the

last case the judge may refuse the application if he thinks the

bankrupt has fraudulently concealed his effects or wilfully

failed to comply with the law. This act was amended by the

Bankruptcy and Real Securities Act 1857, which deals with

the cost of competition for trusteeships; the Bankruptcy
Amendment (Scotland) Act i860, which enables the court to

recall a sequestration where it is more convenient that the estate

should be wound up in England or Ireland
j
and the Bankruptcy

Amendment Act (Scotland) 1875, which makes the wages of

clerks, shopmen and servants preferential claims for a period

not exceeding four months attd an amount not exceeding £50,
while the claims of workmen are placed on a similar footing for

a period not exceeding two months. Some important changes

were subsequently introduced, one of the princip^ being that

effected by the Debtors (Scotland) Act 1880, which abolished

imprisonment for debt, but which, like its English prototj'pe

(the Debtors Act 1869), contains a series of important provisions

for the punishment of fraudulent bankrupts. Under these pro-

visions the laws of the two countries un that subject are practically

assimilated, although some minor differences still survive. One
of the most important of these differences is, that while the

Scottish act makes the failure, within the three years prior to

the sequestration, to keep “ such books and accounts as, accord-

ing to the usual course of any trade or business in which he

(the debtor) may have been engaged, are necessary to exhibit

or explain his transactions ” a criminal offence, the English

act contains no provision of an analogous character
;

the non-

keeping of such books being treated as a fact to be taken into

account in dealing with the debtor’s application for his discharge

but not coming within the scope of the criminal law. On the

other hand, there are a few minor trading irregularities dealt

with in thp English act which are not specifically included in that

of Scotland. Another important distinction is that under the

Scottish act the same offences may be treated differently, accord-

ing as they are brought for trial before the court of justiciary

or a sheriff and jury, in which case the maximum penalty is two
years’ imprisonment

;
or before a sheriff without a jury, in

which case the penalty is limited to imprisonment for a period

not exceeding sbety days. This distinction admits of a useful

elasticity in the administration of the law, having regard to the

comparative importance of the case, which is hardly possible

under tlie English act.

Another most important modification of the law is effected

by the Debtors Act t88o, combined with the Bankruptcy and
Cessio Act i88i, and the Act of Sederunt anent Cessios of the

32nd of Deceml^r 1882. Under the law existing prior to these

enactments, the process of cessio bonotum operated chiefly as a
means for obtaining release from imprisonment for debt on a
formal surrender by a debtor of all his goods and estate. But
under this process the debtor was not entitled to a discharge,

and his future-acquired property was still subject to diligence

at the instance of unsatisfied creditors. By abolishing im-

prisonment for debt (except in regard to crown debts and

{Hiblic rates and assessments), the legislature ako practically

abolished this use of the process of cessio, and the process itself

would probably have be<^me obsolete^ but for certain changes

effected by the act of i$8i, which have gjyca it a different and
more extended scope. Among theea charges may be noted (i)
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the extension to any creditor of a debtor who is notour bi^-
rupt/’ without reference to the amount of his debt, of the right

hitherto limited to the debtor himself, to petition the court for a

decree of cessio, the prayer of the petition, whether presented by
the debtor or by a cr^itor, being “ to appoint a trustee to take the

management and disposal of the debtor’s estate for behoof of

his creditors ”
; (2) the discretionary power given to the court

upon such petition to award sequestration under the bankruptcy

act, in any case where the liabilities of the debtor exceed £200 ;

and (3) the n^ht of the debtor to apply for his discharge under

similar conditions to those obtaining in the case of sequestration.

An important modification of the law relating to discharge which

equally affects a debtor under the Bankruptcy and Cessio Acts,

is also effected by the provision of the act of 1881, which requires,

in addition to the concurrence of creditors, the fulfilment of one

of the following conditions, viz., “ (a) That a dividend of five

shillings in the pound has been paid out of the estate of the

debtor, or that security for payment thereof has been found to

the satisfaction of the creditors
;
or (b) that the failure to pay

five shillings in the pound has, in the opinion of the sheriff,,

arisen from circumstances for which the debtor cannot justly

be held responsible.” Orders of cessio are only made in the

sheriff courts, and when made, the court also appoints a

trustee, who conducts the proceedings without the control

exercised by the creditors in a sequestration. Under these

conditions it will be seen that the original purpose and con-

stitution of the process of cessio has entirely disappeared,

and it has now become a modified form of official bankruptcy

procedure, with a less elaborate routine than in the case of

sequestration, and one perhaps more suitable to the smaller

class of cases, to which in practice it is limited.

The Bankruptcy Frauds and Disabilities (Scotland) Act 1884

applies to sequestrations and decrees of cessio the criminal

provisions of § 31 of the English Bankruptcy Act 1883, relating

to the obtaining of credit for £20 and upwards by an undischarged

bankrupt, without disclosure of his position. It also places the

law relating to the disqualifications attaching to such bankrupts

on a similar footing to that of the English act.

The Judicial Factors Act 1889 contains a provision calculated

to check excessive costs of administration, by requiring that

where the remuneration of a trustee under a sequestration is to

be fixed by the commissioners, intimation of the rate of re-

muneration is to be given to the creditors and to the accountant

of court before being acted on, and the latter officer is emp<jwered,

subject to appeal, to modify the same if he deems it expedient.

It may be pointed out that the Deeds of Arrangement Act

1887, which applies to England and Ireland, docs not apply to

Scotland, and there is no analogous provision requiring registra-

tion of private deeds of assignment for the benefit of creditors

as a condition of their validity in that country.

Finally, it is to be noted that the office of accountant in bank-

ruptcy, which was established by the Bankruptcy Act 1856,

has under the Judicial Factors Act 1889 been abolished, the

duties being merged in those of the office of accountant of the

court of session.

Irish Bankruptcy Legislation.

The Irish law of bankruptcy is regulated by the two leading

Irish statutes of 1857 and 1872, together with the Irish Debtors

Act 1872, and corresponds in its main features to some of the

older English enactments, with modifications adopted from the

English act of 1869. It may be pointed out, however, that the

system of liquidation by arrangement and composition without

the approval or control of the court, which proved fatal to the

success of the latter, has not at any time been imported into the

Irish law. A special act was pjwsed in 1888 for establishing

local bankruptcy courts in certain districts in Ireland, and an

act was akio passed b x88g, applying the main provisions of the

Eng;lish act of 1888, relating to preferential payments in bank-

ruptcy, to Ireland.

The Deeds of Arrangement Act 1887, which has been already

aboveunder "die head of English bankruptcy legislation,

also appHes in its main provisions to Ireland, and as supplemented
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by the Irish Deeds of Arrangement Amendment Act 1890*

places ^the law relating to this branch of insdvency procedure

upon a similar footing in both countries, so far as regards the

publicity of such deeds. The last-mentioned act also requires

a similar registration of all petitions for arrangement under

the Bankruptcy Act 1857. (J. Sn.^)

Comparative Law

British Empire.—In most parts of the British empire the law

of bankruptcy has been modelled upon the English system.

This is particularly the case m Australia and New Zealand.

Victoria, South Australia, Western Australia and New Zealand

follow the lines of the existing English acts. In Queensland,

Tasmania and New South Wales the system is rather that of

the English act of 1869, leaving more to the creditors’ manage-

ment and less to officialism.

One point may be mentioned in which the Australian colonics

have improved on the English system. Under the English acts

a Imnkrupt is under no obligation to apply for his dischatge.

The result is that the United Kingdom contains a population of

70,000 undischarged bankrupts—a manifest danger to the

trading community. Under the bankruptcy systems of New
South Wales, Victoria and New Zealand, a bankrupt is bound

to apply for his discharge within a fixed period, otherwise he is

guilty of a contempt of court.

In Canada, under the British North America Act 1867, the

Dominion parliament has exclusive legislative power in regard

to bankniptcy and insolvency : but there is no existing Dominion

act on the subject. A Dominion act was passed in 1875, but

repealed in 1880. The failure of this act may perhaps be ascri^d

to the diversity of the pre-existing provincial systems, embracing

such contrasts as the English law of Ontario, and the French

code based on cessio bonorum—which ruled in Quebec. Bank-

ruptcy is dealt with in a fragmentary way by the provincial

legislatures by acts regulating such matters as priority of

execution creditors, fraudulent assigntnents and preferences,

imprisonment of debtors, administration of estates of deceased

insolvents.

In Cape Colony and Natal English law is substantially

followed. In the Transvaal, where Roman-Dutch law prevails,

the law governing the subject is the Insolvency Law, No. 13 of

1895. It provides for voluntary surrender and compulsor}’

sequestration. The law of the Orange River Colony is similar.

In British Guiana, Gambia, Jamaica, Hong Kong, Mauritius,

Grenada, Trinidad, Tobago and the Straits Settlements the law

is modelled on the En^jlish pattern.

In India insolvency is regulated by the Indian Insolvency Act

1848, extended by the Act XI. of 1889.

An English bankrupt, it may be added, is entitled to plead

his discharge in England as a defence in a colonial cyurt. The
explanation is this. The Ei^lish act vests all the banknipt’s

property, whether in the United Kingdom or in the colonies, in

his trustee in bankruptcy. Having thus denuded him of every-

thing, it has been held to folk>w that the bankrupt’s discharge

must also receive recognition in a colonial court.

France.—Bankruptcy in France is regulated by the Commercial

Code of 1807, amended and supplemented by the law of 9th

June 1838. By Article 437 of the code bankruptcy is defined as

the state of a trader who is unable to meet his commercial

engagements. Simple insolvency of this kind is known in France

as faiUite, Insolvency attended with circumstances of mis-

conduct or fraud is known as banqueroute simple or banqueroute

fraudtdeuse. Only a trader can become bankrupt. The debt,

too, for obtaining adjudication must be a commercial debt, the

laws regulating bankruptcy being designed exclusively for the

protection of commerce. To be xnade a bankrupt a trader need
not be insolvent : it is sufficient that he has suspended payment
Commercial companies of all kinds are liable to be declared

bimkrupt in the same manner os individual traders. A trader-

debtor can be adjudicated bankrupt upon his own petition, or

upon the petition of a creditor, or by the court itself proprio

motu. A ^dtioning debtor must within fifteen days file at the
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i^aiM of the Tribunal of Commerce of the district, a dedaratiM

of luspension^ with a true account of hi» conduct and of the

state of his affairs, showing his assets, debts, profits and \mnes

asid personal expenses. On adjudication the Tribunal of Com-

merce appoints a person, called a syndic prmnsoire, to mai^e

the bankrupt’s estate, and a ju^e commtssaire is also narned to

supervise the syndic. A bankruptcy terminates by an ordinary

composition (concordat), a sale of the debtor’s assets (umon), or

a composition by relinquishment of assets. It is a striking

feature of the French system, and highly creditable to French

commercial integrity, that a discharge in ba^ruptcy, even

when accompanied by a declaration d^excusahtliUf leaves the

unpaid balance a debt of honour. At tlic time of the French

Revolution the National Convention passed a resolution that

any man who cointra(*ted a debt should never be free from

liability to pay it. The spirit of this rctsolution still survives,

for until a trader has paid every penny that he ()wcs he is not

rehabilitated and remains under the stigma of various dis-

abilities : he has no politiail rights, he cannot hold any public

office, or act as a stockbroker, or sit on a jury. Banquerouie

simple is where the bankrupt has been guilty of grave faults in

the conduct of bis business, such as extravagance in living,

hazardous speculation or preferrii-^ creditors. Banqueroute

frauddeuse involves the worse delinquency of fraud. Both

banquerouie simple and banqueroute frauduleusc are punish-

able, -the latter with penal servitude ranging from five to

twenty years.

Germany.—Bankruptcy in Germany is governed by a code

ptts.sed in 1S77. Prior to this each state hud its system and the

law was “ wholly chaotic.” The same distinction is drawn in

Germany as in France Ixjtween mere commercial failure and

bankruptcy, simple or fraudulent. Simple b^kruptcy is

established by such offences as gambling, dealing in “ futures,”

disorderly book-keeping or extravagance in living 1 fraudulent

bankruptcy, by offences of a deeper dye— the concealment of

property, the falsifying •of books, the manufacture of fictitious

debts and the giving of illegal preferences. Botli kinds of

bankruptcy are punishable, fraudulent bankruptcy by penal

servitude, or in ca.se of mitigating circumstances, by imprison-

ment for not less than three months. Accessories in fraudulent

bankruptcies are liable to penal servitude— for instance, a

creditor who conspires with the debtor to secure an advantage

to the prejudice of the other debtors. The creditors are called

together within one month from the dale of adjudication, and at

their meeting they may appoint a committee of their number to

advise with the trustee. It is the duty of the court to see that

the trustee performs his functions. Estates are liquidated with

great rapidity. In order tliat the creditors may receive dividends

at the earliest moment, it is customary to sell the assets by

auction. The creditors by a majority in number and three-

fourths in value may accept a composition, but such an arrange-

ment must have the approval of the court. The fees are very

moderate ; in an ordinary bankruptcy the attorney’s fees do

not, it is .said, exceed £5.

.^Bankruptcy in Italy is regulated by the Commercial

Code of 1883 (Part III.). Only merchants can pass through the

bankruptipy court. Merchants are defined by the code as those

who, as an habitual profession, engage in commercial business.

This definition includes merchant companies. Bankruptcy

proceedings may be taken either by the debtor or by a creditor

for a commercial debt, or may be ordered by the court. The

amount of the debt is immaterial ; a.yamaU sum will suffice,

provided its non-payment is proof ofinsolvency. Bankruptcy

can only be declared where there is insolvency. The judgment

adjudicating a debtor bankrupt deprives the bankrupt of U\e

right to administer his affairs, and nominates a trustee to realize

the property under the superintendence of a judge and a com-

mis^n of creditors. All the property of the bankrupt, nmvable

and immovable, is sold by auction and distributed in dividends.

Tliis is one way of dosing the bankruptcy, but it may also be

closed by an arrangement. No minimum percentage is required

for such arrangement^ but it must have the assent of creditors

representing three-fourths of the bankrupt’s indebtedn^.

Composition before bankruptcy is not recognized by Italian

law. Bankrupts are Uable to criminal proceedings involving

punishments more or less heavy for offences against the law,

for not keeping books in the way prescribed by law.

United SiaUs.—Mttx much fragmentary legislation the

bankruptcy system of the United States is now embodied in the

National Bankruptcy Act of 1898, as amended by the act of

1 90 ^ The acts of bankruptcy under the act may be summarized

as follows ; where a debtor (i) removes any of his property to

hinder or delay iiis creditors; (2) being insolvent, transfers

property with intent to prefer a creditor
; (3) suffers any creditor

to obtain a preference ; (4) makes a general assignment for the

benefit of his creditors ; (5)
“ admits in writing liis inability to

pay his debts and his willingness to be adjudicated a bankrupt

on that ground.” These acts of bankruptcy do not include, it

will be observed, non-payment by a debtor of his debts. A
debtor can therefore only be adjudicated a bankrupt on the

ground of indebtedness with his own consent in writing. Pre-

sumably the legislature thought that tlie desire to obtain the

protection and privilege of bankruptcy would be a sufficient

inducement to confess insolvency, where such insolvency, in

fact, exists.

To constitute a fraudulent preference it is not necessary, as

it Is under English law, that the payment should be made “ with

a view to prefer ” the favoured creditor. It is enough that the

creditor is preferred. This avoids the nice questions of legad

casuistry which have embarrassed the English courts, and it is

the more rational rule, for creditors are not concerned with a

debtor’s intention. Any person, trader or non-trader, may

avail himself of the act, but, in the case of a corporation, there

is this peculiarity: it may be petitioned against but cannot

petition.

Insolvency is construed in a practical sense
;
that is, a person

is insolvent where the aggregate of his property, at a fair valua-

tion, is insufficient to pay his debts ;
but he is not necessarily

insolvent because his realized assets are insufficient to meet his

liabilities.

Involuntary proceedings can only be taken against debtors

owing Si000 or over, with certain exceptions. A petitioning

creditor’s debt must amount to $500,

The administration of the law of bankruptcy is entrusted to

Ihe district courts and is exercised through the medium of certain

officers appointed by the courts and called referees. The creditors

appoint a trustee or trustees of the estate.

So soon as his judicial examination is over the bankrupt

may offer his creditors a composition, but to take effect the

composition must be approved by the court after hearing

objections.

The discharge is the key to the efficiency of every bankruptcy

system. By the control which the court thus holds, it is enabled

to bring its moral censorship to bear on a debtor’s conduct and

so maintain a high standard of commercial integrity. Under

the United States system the judge is to investigate the merits

of the application and to discharge the bankrupt, unless he

has (1) committed an offence punishable by imprisonment
; (2)

with intent to conceal his financial condition,^ destroyed, con-

cealed, or failed to keep books of account or records from which

such condition might be ascertained
;

or (3) obtained property

on credit from any person upon a materially false statement in

writing made to such person for the purpose of obtaining such

property on credit; or (4) of any time, suhsequmi to Ike first day

of the four months immediaidy preceding Ike filing of Hu petition,

transferred, removed, destroyed or concealed any of his property

with intent to hinder, dday or defraud his creditors ; or (5) in

voluntary^ proceedings been granted a discharge in bankruptcy within

six years ; or (6) in the course of proceedings in bankruptcy refused

to obey any lawful order of or to answer any nmterid question

approved hy the court.

It is significant that the italicused qualifications were

added t;o the act of 1898 by the experiance of five years of its

working, (E-Ma.)
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BANKI. OiraOB UBMIDB (iSii^iSgi), British raised-

1

faneous writer, was bom at Birmingham on end of March
1S21. After a brief experience in a variety of trades, he became
at the age of seventeen a contributor to various newspapers,

and subsequently a playwright, being the author of two plays,

a couple of burlesques and several lyrics. Between 1848 and
1864 he edited in succession a variety of newspapers, including

the Birmingham Mercury and the Duhlin Daily Express, and

published several volumes of miscellaneous prose and verse.

He died in London on the 3rd of May 1881.

BANKS, SIR JOSEPH, Bart. (1745-1820), English naturalist,

was born in Argyle Street, London^ on the 13th of February 1743.

His father, William Banks, was the son of a successful Lincoln^

shire doctor, who became sheriff of his county, and represented

Peterborough in parliament
;
and Joseph was brought up as

the son of a rich man. In 1760 he went to Oxford, where he

showed a decided ta.ste for natural science and was the means of

introducing botanical lectures into the university. In 1764 he

came into possession of the ample fortune left by his father,

and in 1766 he made his first scientific expedition to Newfound-
land and Labrador, bringing back a rich collection of plants and

insects. Shortly after his return, (Captain Cook was sent by the

government to observe the transit of Venus in the Pacific Ocean,

and Banks, through the influence of his friend Lord Sandwich,

obtained leave to join the expedition in the “ Endeavour,”

which was fitted out at his own 'expense. He made the most

careful preparations, in order to be able to profit by ever)*

opportunity, and induced Dr Daniel Solander, a distinguished

pupil of Linnaeus, to accompany him. He evenengaged drauglits-

men and painters to delineate such objects of interest as did not

admit of being transported or preserved. The voyage occupied

three years and many hardships had to be undergone
;

but

the rich harvest of discovery was more than adequate compensa-

tifin. Banks was equally anxious to join Cook’s second expedition

and expended large sums in engaging assistants and furnishing

the necessary equipment ; but circumstanc:es obliged him to

relinquish his purf)ose. He, however, employed the assistants

and materials he had collected in a voyage to Iceland in 1772,

returning by the Hebrides and Staffa. In 1778 Banks succeeded

Sir John Pringle as president of the Royal Society, of which he

had been a fellow from 1766, and held the office until his death.

In 1781 he was made a baronet
;

in 1795 he received the order

of the Bath
; and in 1797 he was admitted to the privy council.

He died at Islcworth on the 19th of June 1820. As president

of the Royal Society he did much to raise the state of science

in Britain, and was at the same time most assiduous and success-

ful in cultivating friendly relations with scientific men of all

nations. It was, however, objected, to him that from his own
predilections he was inclined to overlook and depreciate tht*

labours of the mathematical and physical sections of the Royal

Society and that he exercised his authoritysomewhat despotically.

He bequeathed his collections of books and botanical specimens

to the British Museum. His fame rests rather on what his

liberality enabled other workers to do than on his own
achievements. See J. H. Maiden, Sir Joseph Banks (1909).

BANKS* NATHANIEL PRENTISS (1816-1894), American
politician and soldier, was born at Waltham, Mas.sachusetts,

on the 30th ot January r8i6. He rec'cived only A common
school education and at an early age began work as a bobbin-

boy in a cx>tton fectory of which his father was superintendent.

Subsequently he edited a weekly paper at Waltham, studied

law and was admitted to the Imr, his energy and his ability

as a public ^)eaker soon wiiming him distinction. He served

as a Free Soiler in the Massachusetts house of representatives

from 1849 lio 1^55# was spti^er in 1851 and 1852 ; he was
president of the state Constitutional Convention of 1853, and
in the same year was elected to the national House of Repre-
sentatives Us & coalition candidate of Democrats and Free

Soikirs* Althuugh le-elected in 1854 as an American or “ Know-
Kathin|i” he soon left this party, and in 1855 presided over a

J^eiMiblican ooBvenrion in Massachusetts. At the opening of

the Thirty-Fourth Congress the anti-Nebraska men gradually
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united in supporting Banks for speaker, and afttf due of the

bitterest and most protracted speakership contests in the history

of congress, lasting from the of De^mber 1855 to the and

of February 1856, he was chosen on the X33rd ballot This has

been called the fhst national victory of the Republican part^.

Re-eiectfd in 1856 as a Republican, he resigned his seat in

December 1857, and was governor of Ma^chusetts from 1858

to 1861, a period marked by notable administrative and eduoa-

tional reforms. He then succeeded George B. McClellan as

president of the Illinois Central railway. Althoujgh while

governor he had been a strong advocate of peace, he was one

of the earliest to offer his services to President Lincoln, who
appointed him in 1861 major-general of volunteers. Bapla was

one of the most prominent of the volunteer officers. When
McQellan entered upon his Peninsular Campaign in 1862 the im-

portant duty of defending Washington from the army of Stone-

wall ” Jackson fell to the corps commanded by Banks. In the

spring Banks was ordered to move against Jackson in the

Shenandoah Valley, but the latter with superior forces defeated

him at Winchester, Virginia, on the 25th of May, and forced him

back to the Potomac river. On the 9th of August Banks again

encountered Jackson at Cedar Mountain, and, though greatly

outnumbered, succeeded in holding his ground after a very

sanguinary battle. He was later placed in command of the

garrison at Washington, and in November sailed from New York

with a strong force to replace General B. F. Butler at New
Orleans as commander of the Department of the Gulf. Being

ordered to co-operate with Grant, who was then before Vicksburg,

he invested the defences of Port Hudson, Louisiana, in May 1863,

and after three attempts to carry the works by storm he began

a regular siege. The garrison surrendered to Banks on the 9th

of July, on receiving word that Vicksburg had fallen. In the

autumn of 1863 Bonks organized a number of expeditions to

Texas, chiefly for the purpose of preventing the French in Mexico

from aiding the Confederates, and secured possession of the region

near the mouths of the Nueces and the Rio Grande. But his

Red River expedition, March-May 1864, forced upon him

superior authority, was a complete failure. In August 1865 he

was mustered out of the service, and from 1865 to 1873 he was

again a representative in congress, serving as chairman of the

committee on foreign affairs. A personal quarrel with President

Grant led in 1871, however, to his joining the Liberal-Republican

revolt in support of Horace Greeley ,and as the Liberal-Republican

and Democratic candidate he was defeated for re-election. In

1874 he was successful as a Democratic candidate, serving one

term (1875-^1877). Having rejoined the Republican party in

1876, he was United States marshal for Massachusetts from

1879 until 1888, when for the ninth time he was elected to

Congress. He retired at the dose of his term (1891) and died

at Waltham on the ist of September 1894.

BANKS* THOMAS (1735-^805), English sculptor, son of a

surveyor who was land steward to the duke of Beaufort* was

bom in London on the 29th of December 1735. He was taught

drawing by his father, and in 1750 was apprenticed to a wood-

carver. In his spare time he v orked at sculpture, and before

1772, when he obtained a travelling studentship and proceeded

to Rome, he had already exhibited several fine works. Return-

ing to England in 1779 he found that the taste for classic poetry,

ever the source of his inspiration, no longer existed, and he spent

two years in St Petersburg, being employed by the empress

Catherine, who purchased ffis “ Cupid tormenting a Butte^.”
On his return he modelled his ooloml Achilles mourning the

loss of Briseis,” a work full of force and passion ; and ther^pon
he was elected, in 1784, an associate of &e Royal Academy and
in the following year a full member. Among other wo»S jn

St Paul’s cathedral are the monuments to Captain Westcott and
Obtain Burges* and in Westminster Abbey to Sir Eyre Coote.

His bust of Warren Hastings is in the National Portrait Callmy.
Banks’s best-known work is perhaps the colossal group of
“ Shakespeare attended by Painting and Poetry,” now in the

garden of New Finee, Stratford-on-Avon. He died in Ixmdoa
on the 2nd of February 1805.
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BANKB AND BANKING. The word bank/' in the economic

tense, covers various meanings which all express one object, a

contribution of money for a common purpose. Thus Bacon, in

his essay on Usury, while explaining how the dis^mmodities

of it may be best avoided and the commoditiw retained,” refere

to a bank or common stock ” as an expression with which his

readers would be familiar. Originally connected with the idea

of a mound or bank of earth—hence with that of a monte, an

Italian word describing a heap—the term has been gradually

appli<*d to several classes of institutions established for the

general purpose of dealing with money.

The manner in which a bank prospers is explained by David

Ricardo, in his Proposals for an Economical and Secure Currency,

in a passage where he tells us that a bank would never
Bottkiag

established if it obtained no other profits but those

kLUiaoaa. derived from the employment of its own capi^. The
real advantage of a bank t(j the coiniuunity it serves

commences only when it employs the capital of others. The

money which a bank controls in the form of the deposits

which it receives and sometimes of the notes which it issues, is

loaned out by it again to those v^ho desire to lx)rrow and can

show that they may be trusted. A bank, in order to cany on

business successfully, must possess a sufficient capital of its own
to give it the standing which will enable it to collect capital

l)elonging to others. But this it does not hoard. It only holds

the funds with which it is entrusted till it can use them, and the

use is found in the advances that it makes. Some of the deposits

merely lie with the hank till the customer draws what he requires

for his ordinary everyday wants. Some, the greater part by far,

of the deposits enable the bank to make advances to men who
employ the funds with which they are entrusted in reproductive

influstry, that is to say, in a manner which not only brings back

a greater value than the amount originally lent to them, but

assists the business development of the country by setting on

foot and maintaining enterprises of a profitable description. It

is possible that some part may be employed in loans required

through extravagance oft the part of the borrower, but these can

only be a small proportion of the whole, as it is only through

reproductive industry that the capital advanced by a banker

can really be replaced. A loan sometimes, it is true, is repaid

from the proceeds of the sale of a security, but this only means
a transfer of capital from one hand to another

;
money that is

not transferred in this way must be made by its owner. Granted

that the security is complete, there is only one absolute rule as

to loans if a bank desires to conduct its business on safe lines,

that the advance should not be of fixed but of floating capital.

Nothing seems simpler than such a business, but no bu.siness

requires closer attention or more strong sense and prudence in

its conduct. In other ways also, besides making loans, a well-

conducted bank is of much service to the business prosperit}' of

a country, as for example by providing facilities for the ready

transmission of money from those who owe money to those to

whom it is due. This is particularly obvious when the debtor

lives in one town or district and the creditor in another at a

considerable distance, but the convenience is very great under

any circumstances. Where an easy method of transmission of

cash does not exist, we become aware that a ” rate of exchange
”

exists as truly between one place and another in the same country

as between two places in different countries. The assistance

that banking gives to the industries of a community, apart from

these facilities, is constant and most valuable.

With these preliminary remarks on some main features of the

business, we may pass on to a sketch (^ the lustory of modem
banking. Banks in Europe from the i6th century on-

wards may be divided into two classes, the one described

iJ'gnf as ” exchange banks,” the other as ”bonks of deposits.”

These last are banks which, besides receiving dk^sits,

make loans, and thus associate themselves with the trade and

Mneral industries of a county. The exchange banks included

m former years institutions like the Bank of Hambuiv and the

Bank of Amsterdam. These were established to deal with

foreign exchange and to facilitate trade with other countries.

The others—founded at very diferent datesr-wre established

as, or early became, banks of deposit, like the Bank of England,

the Bank of Venice, the Bank of Sweden, the Bank of France,

the Bank of Germany and others. Some reference to these will

be made later. The exchange banks claim the first attention.

Important as they were in their day, the period of their activity

is now generally past, and the interest in their operatbns has

become mainly historical.

In one respect, and that a very important one, the business

carried on by the exchange banks differed from banking as

generally understood at the present time. No exchange &ink
had a capital of its own nor did it require any for the performance

of the business. The object for which exchange banks were

established was to turn the values with which they were

entrusted into current money,” “ bonk money ” as it was
called, that is to say, into a currency which was accepted immedi-
ately by merchants without the necessity of testing the value

of the coin or the bullion brought to them. The “ value ” they

provided was equal to the “ value ” they received, the only

difference being the amount of the small charge they made to

their customers, who gained by dealing with them more than

equivalent advantages.

Short notices of the Bank of Amsterdam, which was one of the

most important, and of the Bank of Hamburg, which survived

the longest, its existence not terminating till 1873, will suffice to

explain the working of these Institutions.

The Amsterdamsche Wisselbank, or exchange bank, known
later as the Bank of Amsterdam, was established by the ordinance

of the city of Amsterdam of 31st January 1609. The increased

commerce of Holland, which made Amsterdam a leading city

in international dealings, led to the establishment of this bank,

to which any person might bring money or bullion for deposit,

and might withdraw at pleasure the money or the worth of the

bullion. Tlie ordinance which established the bank further

required that all bills of 600 gulden (£50), or upwards—this

limit was, in 1643, lowered to 300 gulden (£25)—should be [>aid

through the bank, or in other words, by the transfer of deposits

or credits at the bank. These transfers came afterwards to be

known as “ bank money.” The charge for making the transfers

was’ the sole source of income to the bank. The bank was

established without any capital of its own, being understood to

have actually in its vaults the whole amount of specie for which

bank money ” was outstanding. This regulation was not,

however, strictly observed. Loans were made at various dates

to the Dutch East India Company. In 1795 a report was issued

showing that the city of Amsterdam was largely indebted to the

bank, which held as security the obligations of the states of

Holland and West Friesland. The debt was paid, but it was too

late to revive the bank, and in 1820 “ the establishment which

for generations had held the leading place in European commerce
ceased to exist.” (See Chapters on the Theory and History* of

Banking, by Charles F. Dunbar, p. 105.)

Similar banks had been established in Middelburg(March 28th,

1616), in Hambuig (1619)and in Rotterdam (February 9th, 1635).

Of these the Bank of Hamburg carried on much the largest

business and survived the longest. It was not till the 15th of

February 1873 that its existence was closed by the act of the

German parliament which decreed that Germany should possess

a gold standard, and thus removed those conditions of the local

medium of exchange—silver coins of very different intrinsic

values—whose circulation had provided an ample field for the

operations of the bank. The business of the Bank of Hamburg
had been conducted in absolute accordance with the regulations

under which it was founded.

Tlie exchange banks were established to remedy the incon-

venience to which merchants were subject through the uncertain

value of the currency of other countries in reference to that of

the city where the exchange bank carried on its business. The
following quotation from Notes on Banking, written in 1873,

explains tte method of operation in Hamburg. ” In this city,

the most vigorous offshoot of the once powerful Hhnsa, the latest

representative of the free commercial dtiCs of medieval Europe,
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there still remains a representative of those older banks which

were once of the highest importance in cornmerda! affairs.

Similar institutions greatly aided the prosperity of Venice^ Genoa^

Amsterdam and Nuremberg. The Bank of Hamburg is now the

last survivor of these banks, whose business lay in the assistance

of commerce, not by loans, but by the local manufacture, so to

speak; of an international coinage. In a city of the highest rank

of commer^ activity, but greatly circumscribed in territory,

continually receiving payments for merchandise in the coin of

other countries, a common standard of value was a matter of

primary necessity. The invention of bank money, that is, of a

money of account which could be transferred at pleasure from

one holder to another, enabled the trade of the place to be carried

on without any of those hindrances to business which must have

followed on the delay and expense attendant on the verification

of various coins differing from each other in weight, intrinsic

value, standard of purity of metal, in every point in fact in which

coins can differ from each other. By supplying a currency of

universal acceptation the Bank of Hamburg greatly contributed

to the prosperity of that city.” The regulations being strictly

carried out, the currency was purely metallic
;
the “Mark Banco”

being merely the representative of an equal value of silver.

For the earliest example of a banklor the receipt of deposits

carrying on a business on modern lines, we must turn, as in the

case of the exchange banks, to a great commercial city of the

middle ages. Private banking in Venice began as an adjunct of

the business of the campsores or dealers in foreij^ moneys.
“ As early as 1270 it was deemed necessary to require them to

give security to the government as the condition of carrying on

their business, but it is not shown that they were then receiving

deposits. In an act of the 24th of September 1318, however,

entitled Bancherii scriptae dent plegiarias consulibus, the receipt

of deposits by the campsores is recognized as an existing practice,

and provision is made for better security for the depositors.”

From this act it becomes clear that between 1270 ai^d 1318 the

money-changers of Venice were becoming bankers, just as the

same class of men became in Amsterdam a couple of centuries

later, and as later still the goldsmiths in London.

Of the early banks in Europe, the bank in Venice, the Banco

di Rialto, was established by the acts of the Venetian senate of

Tbeiint *5^4 * 5® 7 * appears to have been the first

pabUc public bank in that city and in Europe. The senate

bank In by the act of the 3rd of May 1619^ established by the
Bur9p0.

gjjg Banco di Rialto a second public bank

known as the Banco Giro, or Banco del Giro, which ultimately

became the only public bank of the city and was for generations

famous throughout Europe as the Bank of Venice. Earlier than

this the campsores or dealers in foreign moneys had carried on

the business. The Bank of Venice (^nco del Giro) appears to

have been called into existence by the natural developments of

trade, but some banks have been established by governments and
have been of great service to the development of the countries

in which they have carried on their business. Of these, the Bank
of Sweden (the Riksbcmk\ established in 1656, is the earliest.

This bank still exists and has always been the state bank of

Sweden. It was founded by a Swede named Palmstruck, who
also invented the use of the bank note—perhaps adap.ted for use

in Europe is the better expression to employ, as notes were

current in China alxnit a.d. 800. The first bank note was issued

by the Riksbank in 1658. Ah enguiie made by the French

government in 1729 recognizes the priority of Sweden in this

matter, and declares the bank note to be an admirable Swedish

invention, designed to facilitate commerce.

Euxopeak Countries

VfUUi XfEfiiiwi.—English banking may be traced back to

the dealings m tnoney carried on the goldsmiths of London

aiu! thus <»t1ninly to the 16th century; but it has been so greatly

1 A tmnalatkia of the act of the 3rd of May 1619 may be found
in the appendix to the^iiar/#r/y. Journal of Economics (Boston.

U.S.A.) tor April; kSpa. tnese documents present a distinct picture

of banking in its true tense.

infiuenoed by the working of tiie Bank ol England and by the

acts of parliament connected with that institution, that a re-

ference to this bank*s foundiition and development must precede

any attempt at a detailed history of banking in the

United Kingdom. The Bank of England was founded Hamnftka

in 1694.' Kk in the case of some of the earlier con-

tinentol banks, a loan to the government was the

origin of its establishment The loan, which was £1,200,009^

was subscribed in little more than ten days, between Thunioi^;,

2ist June, and noon of Monday, 2nd July 1694. On Tuesday,

10th July, the subscribers appointed Sir John Houblon the

governor, and Michael Godfrey (who was killed during the siege

of Namur on the 17th of July 1695) deputy-governor. Michel
Godfrey wrote a pamphlet explainii^ the purposes for which

the bank was established and the use it would be to the country.

The pamphlet supplies some curious illustrations of the dangers

which some persons had imagined might arise from the establish-

ment of the bank and its connexion with William III., depre-

cating the fear ** lest it should hereafter joyn with the prince

to make him absolute and so render parliaments i^eless.”

The governor and the deputy-governor, having thus been

appointed, the first twenty-four directors were elected on

Wednesday, iith July 1694. Two of them were brothers 6f

the governor, Sir John Houblon. They were descended from

James Houblon, a Flemish refugee who had escaped from the

persecution of Alva. All the directors were men of hiph mercantile

standing. The business of the bank was fir.st earned on in the

Mercers° chapel. It continued there till the 28th of September,

when they moved to Grocers’ Hall. They were tenant of the

Grocers’ Hall till 1732. The first stone of the building now
occupied by the bank was laid on the ist of August 1732. The

bank has renmined on the same site ever since. The structure

occupied the space previously covered by the house and gardens

of Sir John Houblon, the first governor, which had been bought

for the purpose. Between 1764 and 1788 the wings were erected.

In 1780 the directors, alarmed at the dangerous facilities which

the adjacent church of St Christopher le Stocks might give to

a mob, obtained parliamentary powers and acquired the fabric,

on the site of which much of the present building stands. The

structure was developed to its present form about the com-

mencement of the xptn century.

The bank commenced business with fifty-four assistants,

the salaries of whom amounted to £4350. The total number

employed in 1847 was upwards of nine hundred and their salaries

exceeded £2x0,000. Mr Thomson Hankey stated that in 1867

upwards of one thousand persons were employed, and the salaries

and wages amounted to nearly £260,000, besides pensions to

superannuated clerks of about £20,000 more. The number of

persons of all classes employed m 1906 (head office and eleven

branches) was about 1400.

Origindly established to advance the gov^nment a loan of

£1,200,000, the management of the British national debt has htexi

confided to the Bank of England from the date of its foundation,

and it has remained the banker of the government ever since.

The interest on the stock in which the debt is inscribed has always

been paid by the b^, originally half-yearly, now quarter^,

and the registration of all transfers of the st^k itself is carried

on by the bank, which assumes the responsibiiity of the correct-

ness of these transfers. The dignity which the position of banker

to the government gives
;

the monopoly panted to it of being

the only joint-stock bank allowed to exist m England and Wales

till 1826, while the liability of its shareholders was limited to

the amount of their holdings,an advantage which alone of English

banks it possessed till 1862 ; the privilege of issuing notes which

since 1833 have been legal tender in England and Wales every-

where except at the bank itself ;
the fact that it is t^e banl^

of the other banks of the country and for many ye^ the

control of far l^er deposits than any one of them individual^

->hbI1 these privilq^et gave it early a pre^inenoe whieh it itUl

maintains, though moiw than one competitor now htAds larger

> The eleaitot mbtmvt of Its early days Is found fa Thorold

Rogers' History of the First Nine Years of the Bank of Bufftand.
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depofiti, and though^ colkctivdy^ tlte deposits of the other

iMMiks of the ooufttry which have offices in London mtmy times

overpass its own. Some idea of the strength of its position may
be gained from tiie fact that stocks are now inscribed in the bank

bows to an amount exceeding xa.so millions sterling.

In one sense, the power of the Bank of England is greater

now than ever. By the act of 1844, regulating the note-issue of

the country, the Bank of England became the sole

source from which legal tender notes can be obtained ;

Art. ^ power important at all times, but pre-eminently so

in times of pressure. The authority to supply the notes

required, when the notes needed by the public exceed in amount
the limit fixed by the act of 1844, was granted by the government

at the request of the Imnk on three occasions only between 1844

and 1906. Hence the Bank of England becomes the centre of

interest in times of pressure when a “ treasuiy letter ” permitting

an excess issue is required, and holds then a power the force ol

which (um hardly be estimated.

One main feature of the act of 1844 was the manner in which the
issue of notes wiis dealt with, as described by Sir Robert Peel in

parliament on the 6th of May 1844 :
“ Two departments of the bank

will 1)0 constituted : one for the issue of notes, the other for the
transaction of the ordinary business of banking. The bullion now
in tlie possession of the bank will be transferred to the issue depart-
ment. The issue of notes will he restricted to an issue of 14,000,000
upon securities -the remainder being issuedupon bullion andgoverned
in amount by the huutuations in the stock of bullion.** The hank was
required to issue weekly returns in a specified form (previously to
the act of 1844 it was necessary only to publish every month a
balance-sheet for the previous quarter), and the fir ;t of such returns
was issued on the 7th ol September 1844. The old form of return
contained mert ly a statement of the liabilities and assets of the
bank, but in the new form the balance-sheets of the Issue Depart-
ment and the Banking Department are sliown sejiaratoly. A copy
of the w(‘ekly return in both the old and new forms will be found in

A History of the Hank of Enpland^ p. 200, by A, Andr6ad6s (Kng.
tmns., njoo) ;

see also R. H. I. Palgrave, Bank Hate and the Money
Market, p. 397.
One result of the division of the accounts of the bank into two

departments is that, if through any circumstance the Bank ot

England be called on ^0^ a lari>er sum in notes or specie than the
notes held in its banking department (technically spoken of as the
" Reserve *’) amount to, permission has to be obtoined from the
government to ‘‘ sust^nd the Bank Act " in order to allow the
demand to be met, whatever tlic amount of spccit* in the ** issue
department " may be. Three times since the passing of the Bank
Act—during the crises of 1847. 1857 and 1866 —authority has been
pven for the siiKpenHiun of that act. On one of these dates only,
in 1857, the limits of the act were exceeded ; on the other two
occasions the foci tliat the permission had been given stayed tlie

alarm. It should be remembered, whenever the act of 1844 is

criticiecd, that since it came into force there has been no anxiety
as to |>aymant in specie of the note circulation

; but the division

Bmakrmie specie held into two parts is an arrangement not
' without disadvantages. Certainly since the act of .1844

became law. the liability to constant fluctuations in the Bank’s
rate of discount —one main characteristic of the English money
market -has greatly increased. To charge the responsibility of the
increase in the number ol those fluctuations on the Bank Act alone
would not be justifiable, but the working, of the act appears to have
an influence in that direction, as the efiuct of the act is to cut
the specie reserve held by the bank into two parts and to cause the
smaller of these parts to receive the whole strain of any demands
either for notes or for specie. Meanwhile the demands on the
English money market are ^eater .and more continuous than those
on any other money market in tlie world. Of late years the changes
in the bank rate have been frequent, and the fluctuations even in
ordinary years very severe. Prom the day when the act came into

operation in 1844, to the dose of the year iqobk there had been more
than 4o() changes in the rate. The hopes which Sir RolxTt Peel

eimressed in 1^, that after the act came into force commercial
crises would cease, have not been realized.

The number of changes in the bank rate from 1B76* to 1006 in

Bitgiand, Prance, Germany. Hollandand BBgitim were as follows

England. Fratwe. Germany. Holland. Belgium.

l«3 37 II® 55 77
There hiM betm frequent discussaon among bankejn nxid occasion-

ally with t^ejjfovernmcnt as to the advant^e it might be to grant
the Bank ot England an automatic power to atigment the Apte issue

Mi securHicfi when neoeimiry, similar to that ponaessed by the Bank .

ol Cerniaay {HMUkamk). One of the bindnuioes to the eucceta of

such a plaa has btak itaat the govfniment. acting on the, advice

I The dwte 1876 U taken as being that when the Imperial Bank of

Germanyname into fall operation.

of the treasury, lequired an extreinely high rate of interest, of which
it would reap the advantage, to be paid on the advances made under
these conditions. Those who made these suggestions did not bear
in mind that the meve fact of so high a rate of interest being
demanded intensifies the panic, a high rate being associated as a
rule with risks in business. The object of the arrangement made
between the Heicksbank and the treasuiy of the empire of Germany
is a different one—to provide the banking accommodation required
and to prevent panic, hence a rate of only 5 % has been gerterafiy

charged, though in iBgo the rate was 7 % W a short time. As is

often the case in business, a nmderate rate has been accompanied by
higher profit. The duty on the extra issue between 1881, when the
circulation of the Bank of Germany first exceeded the authorized
limit, and the close of the year 1906 amounted to £S^9,o^2, Thus
a considerable sum was provided for the relief of taxation, while
business proceeded on its normal course. The proposal made by
Mr Lowe (afterwards Lord Sherbrooke) in 1873 was to charge 12%.
a rate which presupposes panic. Hence the negotiations came to
nothing. The act of 1844 remains unaltered. The issue on securities

allowed by it to the Bank of England was originally ;^T4,ooo,()^>o.

This has since been increased under the provisions of the act to
^18.450.000 (29th March 1901). Hence against the notes issued by
the bank less gold by £4,450,000 is now held by the bank than would
have been the case had the arrangements as to the securities re-

mained as they were in 1844.
The Bank of England has, from the date of its establisliment,

possessed a practical, though perhaps nut an absolutely legal,

monopoly of issuing notes in Ixindon. It became gradually
surrounded by a circle of private banks, some of considerable power.

The state papers included in F. G. Hilton Price's Handbook

of London Bankers (187^) contain some of the earliest records

about the establishment of banking in England. The
first of these is a petition, printed in theoriginaJ Italian,

to Queen Elizabeth, of Christopher H^enhuck and his tmakiag,
partners in November 1581, representing that he had
found out a method and form in which it will lie possible to

institute an office into which shall enter every year a very

large sum of money without expense to your Majesty,” so

that not only your Majesty will be able to be always provided

with whatever notable sum of money your Majesty may wish,

but by this means your State and people also ; and it shall keep
the country in abundance and remove the extreme usuries that

devour your Majesty and your people.” Hagenbuck proposed

to explain his plan on condition that he should receive “ 6 %
every year of the whole mass of money ” received by the office

for twenty years. The queen agreed to grant to tlie said

Christopher and partners 4% for a term of twenty years, and
to confirm the said grant under the great seal.” The document is

signed by Francis Walsingluun, but nothing furtlier appears to

have come of it, When we compare the date of this document
with that of the establishment of the Banco della Piazza di Rialto

at Venice, it is not unlikely that the idea of the establishment of

a bank was floating in the minds of people connected with business

and had become familiar to Hagenbuck from commerce with

Venice. Other state papers in 1621 and 1622 and again in 1662

and 1666 contain somewhat similar proposals which however
were never carried into practice.

The little London Directory, 1677, contains a list of goldsmiths
mentioned as keeping ” running cashes.” Of these firms de-

scribed in 1677, five houses were carrying on business in 1876.

Three of these, or firms immediately descended from them.
Child & Co, of Temple Bar, Martin & Co. of Lombard Street

(as Martin’s Bank, Ltd.), and Hoare & Co. of Fleet Street,

are still carrying on business. Barnetts, Hoare & Co. and
Willis, Percival & Co. have been absorbed since 1876, the first

by Lloyds Bank (1884), the second by the Capital and Counties

(1878). Many oi the gddsmiths carried on a considerable

business. Thus the boo^ of Edward Blackwell, who was an
eminent goldsmith and banker in the reign of Charles II., show
that the king himself, the queen mother, Henrietta Maria,

James, duke of York, the prince of Orange, Samuel Pepys, the

East India Company, the Goldsmiths’ Company and otlier qty
companies did business with turn. Sir John Houhlon, the first

governor of the Bank of England, kept an account with Blackwell,

who was, however, itiined hy the dosing of the exchequer in

1672. But;his son maririqd ihto th8 of Sfr Franciis Childs

and his grandsons- become partners Bank.
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Besides the banks in London already mentioned, one in the

provinces claims to have been established before the Bank of

Ei^and. Smiths’ of Nottingham, since amalgamated with the

Union of London Bank, is stated to have been founded in 1688.

Others also claim considerable antiquity. The old Bank of

Bristol (Bailey, Cave & Co.) was founded in 1750; the business

amalgamated with Prescott & Co., Ltd,, of London, ihe
Hull Old Bank (Pease dc Co.) dated from 1754; this business

also still continues (amalgamated, 1894, with the York Union
Banking Co., Ltd., and since with Barclay & Co., Ltd.).

ITie banks of Gurney & Co., established at the end of the
18th century in the eastern counties, have with numerous
other banks of similar standing amalgamated with the firm of

Barclay & Co., Ltd., of Lombard Street.

Die business of banking had been carried on by the gold-

smiths of the city, who took dejwsits from the time of James I.

onwards, and thus established “ deposit-banking ” as early as

that reign. This is described in a pamphlet published in 1676,
entitled 77/p Mystery of the New-Fashioned Goldsmiths or Bankers
IHsemtered, quoted by Adam Anderson in his History of the Great

Commercial Interests of the British Empire

,

vol. ii. p. 402. During
the Civil War “ the goldsmiths or new-fashioned bankers begun
to receive the rents of gentlemen’s estates remitted to town, and
to allow them and others who put cash into their hands some
interest for it, if it remained but for a single month in their hands,

or even a lesser time. This was a great allurement for people to

put their money into their hands, which would bear interest till

the day they wanted it. And they could also draw it out by

£100 or £50, &c., at a time, as they wanted it, with infinitely

less trouble than if they had lent it out on either real or

personal security. The consequence was that it quickly brought

a great quantity of cash into their hands
;
so that the chief or

greatest of them were now enabled to supply Cromwell with

money in advance on the revenues as his occasion required, upon

great advantage to themselves.”

The Bank of England, as stated before, was incorporated by

the act of 1694. The position of the other banks at that time

was defined ly that act and the act of 1697, which declared that

no bank, tliat is, no joint-stock bank, was to be established

within England during the continuance of the Bank of England,”

and also by the act of 1708, which provided that ” during the

cfjntinuance of the Bank of England, no company or partnership

exceeding six persons in England ” should ” borrow, owe or take

up any sum or sums of money on their bills or notes payable on

demand or at any less time than six months from the borrowing

thereof.” This was confirmed by the act of 1800. No change

of importance was made till the act of 1826, which prohibited
“ bank notes under £5,” and the second Banking Act of that

year which allowed the establishment of co-partnerships

of more than six persons, which necessarily were joint-stock

comj^Minies, beyond 65 m. from London. The act of 1833 allowed

the establishment of joint-stock banks within the 65 m. limit, and
took away various restrictions of the amounts of notes fur less

than £50. But the power of issuing notes was not allowed to

joint-stock banks within the 65 m. radius.

In the early days in England, issuing notes formed, as Bagehot

sa)rs in his Lombard Street^ the introduction to the .system of

deposit-banking—so much so, that a bank which had not the

power of issuing notes could scarcely exist out of London,

Bank notes in England originated in goldsmiths’ notes.

Goldsmiths received deposits of moneys and gave notes or

receipts for such moneys payable on demand. The
I^ndon bankers continued to give their customers

notes of deposit-reowpts for the sums left by them

until about 1781, When in Ueu of such notes they gave them

books o£ cheques. Before the invention of cheque-books,

the practice of iumm notes was considered so essentially the

main feature of banlang, that a prohihitioii of tssut was oon-

sldeitd an cffectuiU bar a^jAinst banking. Accordingly the

piohilsitc)^ I9laiwe< in, the act of 6 Anne, c. 50^ 1707 (in Keeofd

leditiQii), winch waaTCpeated in the Bank of England Act 170&,

7 Anne, c. 30, § 66 (in Record edition), prohibiting more than six

persons from issuing promissory notes, waa intended to prevent

any bank being form^ with more than six paitneis, and was so

understood at the time
;
and it did have the effect cd preventing

any joint-stock bank being formed.

The prohibition, as alr^y related, was modified m the y^r
i8t6 and removed in 1833. Even then the privilege of limitation

of liabiiity was not permitted to any other bank but the Bank of

England. The result wa.<i that when joint-stock banks were ilinit

formed many persons of good means were kept bpok from
becoming shareholders, that is to say partners, in ^qks. For up
to the date of the act of 1862 permitting “ limited liability,^*

every shareholder in a joint-stock bank was liable to the extent

of the whole of his means (see the artide CoMPAinr), Even as

late as 1858 when the Western Bank dF Scotland and 1878 when
the City of Glasgow Bank failed, very great hardship was
inflicted on many persons who had trustsed with over connclenre

to the management of those banks. The failure of the City of

Glasgow Bank was the cause of the Companies Act of r879,

passed to enable unlimited companies to adopt limited liability.

In limited companies the shareholder who has paid up the

nominal amount of hi.s holding is not liable for any further

amount, unless the company issues bank notes, in which ease the

shareholders are liable in the same way as if the company were
registered as an unlimited company. The facilities allowed by
this act were used by almost every joint-stock bank in the United

Kingdom except those banks which were at that date limited by
charter or by special act.

To return to the early history of banking—thus, as no bank
could l>e formed with more than six partners during the whole of

the period from 1694 to 1826 and 1833, the majority

of the banks formed throughout England and Wales
for more than a century were necessarily small and
usually isolated firms. Furtlier, when a partner died, his capital

not infrequently went out of the business
;
then a fresh partner

with suflicient means had to be found, constant change was the

result, and confidence, ” a plant of slow growth,” could not

thrive, except in those instances when a son or a relation filled

the vacancy.

Th<* banks in the coimtiy districts had frequently branches

in the small market- towns close to them
;

those in London
had never more than one office. These banks were .sometimes

powerful and generally well manured, a considerable number
being established by members of the Society of Friends,

The restriction of partners in private banks to the number of

six continued till 1862. By the act of that year they were

allowed to be ten. This power, however, did not extend to

issuing private banks, which were restricted to six partner.s as

before. The power of increasing bank partnerships to ten has

been made but little use of. The difficulties of carrying on
business on a large scale by private firms were augmented by

certain legal technicalities which practically rendered large

private Imnks impossible in ordinary circumstances. Henc^
banking business did not begin to assume its present form till

almost half-way through the 19th century. The gradual change

followed the passing of the acts of 1826-1833, of 1844-1845, of

1862 and of 1879. Incidentally the act of 1844 had an unex-

pected influence on the constitution of the banking system.

After favouring the existence of small hanks for many years, it

gradually led, as the time arrived When the establishment of

large and p{)wcrful banks in England and Wales became tieces-

sary, to their formation. No new hank of issue whatever was
allowed to be established—restrictions were placed on the

English issuing banks—private issuing bonks with not more
than six partners were allowed to remain, to ama^amate with
other private issuing banks and to retain their joint issues.

The jmnt^tock banks whidi possessed issues were also allowed

to continue these, but when two joint-stock banks UMibgmmiUA,
the continuing bank ordy retained its issue. Also when a private

issuing bank was toriM into or joined a jdint-stodk bank/the
issde lapsed.

Thh greater liumbet^ of the provincial banks in England and
Wales had been banks of issue up to 1844. The act of ' 1S44
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rettrieled their power of isBuing notes, which at that date and

even subsequently continued to be of importance to them, in

such a manner that, as Sir R. H. Inglis Pal^ave stated in giving

evidence before the committee of the House of Commons at the

banking inquiry of 1875, these banks possessed in their issues a

property they could use, but were not able to sell. The statistics

forming part of Appendix 14 to the report of the select committee

of the House of Commons on banks of issue (1875) give interesting

information as to the proportion of notes in circulation to the

deposits of banks in various districts of the country and at

various dates. The statements were supplied by twenty-one

banks, some in
,
agricultural districts, some in places where

manufactures flourished, some in mixed districts, commercial

and agricultural, or industrial and manufacturing. In all of

these, the inquiry being carried as far back as 1844, the prop)or-

tion of the circulation to the banking deposits had greatly

diminished in recent years. In several cases the deposits had

increased three-fold in die time. In one case it was five times

as large, in another nearly seven times, in another nearly twelve

and a half times. The proportion of the circulation to the

deposits had very largely diminished in that time. In one

instance, from being about one-third of the deposits, at which

proportion it had remained for five years consecutively, it fell

to 9 % at the end of the term. In another from being 22 % it

had diminished to li % of the total. In all cases where the

detail was given it had diminished greatly.

The Bank Act of 1844 was arranged with the intention of

concentrating the note issues on the Bank of Ei^land in order to

secure the monopoly of that bank as the one issuer in England
and Wales. The result was that nearly all the provincial banks

in England had by 1906 lost the right of issue. Doubtless all

were destined to do so before long, a result by which banking in

England and the industries of the country must lose the advan-

tage which the local i.ssue8 have been to Scotland and Ireland.

Had the English country banks been allowed, as the Scottish

banks were, to associate together and to retain their issues,

powerful banks would many years since have been established

throughout England and Wales, and the amalgamations of

recent years would have been carried through at a much
earlier date, and on terms much more favourable to the

public.

No security was ever required to be given for the local issues

in the United Kingdom. The provisions of the acts of 1844-

1845 which compel the Irish and Scottish banks to hold

specie against the notes issued beyond the legal limit,

Jmii*. do not make the coin held a security for them. The
legislation of 1879 which made the note issues a first

charge, with unlimited liability, on the total assets of the joint-

stock banks which accepted the principle of limited liability for

the rest of their business, has been the only recognition by the

state of the duty to the note-holders of rendering them secure.

It has been a disadvantage to England that this duty has

never been sufficiently recognized^ and that the provincial note

issue, which is a very convenient power for a b^k to possess,

and incidentally a considerable advantage to its customers, has

been swept away without any attempt being made to remedy its

deficiencies. There may be objections raised to a note circulation

secured by the bonds of the government, but the security

of the note issues of the national banks of the United

States made against such bonds, has scarcely ever been

qjuestioned.

A different policy was followed by Sir Robert Peel in Scotland

and in Ireland from that which he estabfished in England. By
the acts of 18^-1845 the Scottish and Irish banks were allowed

to exceed their authorized issues on holding specie to the amount
of the excess, and no restrictions were placed on amalgamations

among banks in these countries. In Scotland and in Ireland

notes for less than £5 continued to be allowed. The result has

been that the ten laige banks in Scotland, imd six of the nine

banks in Ireland, possess the power of issuii^ notes. The large

proportion of locd branches in these oountiies has been.greatly

asswted by this power.

Originally, besides the Bank of England, nearly all the provincial

ban^ in England and Wales possessed the privilege of issue. These
banks continued their operations as previously during .

the time while the Bank Act was discussed in parliament. . TL
When the arrangements which that act created were made
public, nine banks, of which eight were private and one
was a joint-stock bank, ceased to issue their notes prior to the

i2tli of October 1844, when the act came into operation. Of these,

the Western District Joint-Stock Banking Co, was dissolved, one
of the private banks was closed, the remaining seven issu^ Bank
of England notes and were allowed certain privileges for doii^ this.

By the act of 1844 the maximum circulation of the English issuing

banks was fixed at the average circulation of the twelve weeks before

the 27th of April 1844.
The number of the hanks to which the privilege of circulation

was then allowed and the amount of notes permitted were, in

England :

—

207 private banks with an authorized issue of

73 joint-stock banks with an authorized issue of 3 .478.*3<>

£8,631.647

The actual circulation of the country in October 1844 was as
follows :

—

Notes ^ Circulation.—The monthly return of the circulation

ending the 12th of October 1844 (stamps and taxes. 25th October);

England.

Bank of England ....
Private banks .....
Joint-stock banks ....

. ;^20,228,8oO

4,674,162

• 3.331.5*6

Scotland.

Chartered, private and jOint-stock banks 2,987,665

Ireland.

Bank of Ireland ....
Private and joint-stock banks

. 3.597.850

. 2,456,261

Total

In May 1907 the numljcr and amounts were reduced to ;

—

Authorized Issue. Actual Issue.

X2 Private banks . . ;^482.744 ;{i22,536

17 Joint-stock banks . . 1,084.836 437>bQ3

The reason why the actual circulation of these banks is so far

below the authorized issue is that under existing circumstances their

circulation can only extend over a very limited area. The notes of

country banks arc now almost unknown except in the immediate
neighbourhood of the places where they are issued

;
though they

all be payable in London, yet there is often considerable

dimcult>' in getting them cashed.

The average circulation in 1906 was as follows :
-

Bank of England ..... 1^28,890,000
Private banks ..... 124.000
Joint-stock banks . 429,000

Total in England . . 29,443,000
Scotland ...... 7,477,000
Ireland ...... 6.452,000

Total in United Kingdom . . ;^43,372.000

This shows an apparent increase of more than /6,ooo,ooo since 1844.
The decrease of the country circulation in Enf^and and the increase
of the Scottish and Irish circulations may be set off against each
other. The increase is mainly in the notes of the Bank of England.
In 1844 the number of banking offices in England and Wales was
97^, while in 1906 there were more tlian 5880. Each of these offices

must hold some till-money, and of this Bank of England notes
almost always form a part. Hence it is probable that a large part
of the increase in the circulation of the Bank of England since 1844
is held in the tills of the banks in England and WaiM, and that the
active note circulation of the United Kingdom is but little larger

than it was.
It may be added that the government received from the note

circulation for a typical year (ending 5th of April 1904). out of the
profits of issue (Bank of England), £1184.930, as. ad., and also com-
position for the duties on the hilhi and notes of the banks of England
and Ireland and of country bankers, /130.768, j8s. 6d.

In 1906 the banking business of England was carried on practi-

cally by about ten private and sixty joint-stock banks of which
more than one wa^roperly a private firm under a joint-stock form
of organization. Though the number of individual banks had
diminiidiad, the offices had greatW increased.

The records of the numb^ qi banks in the United Kingdom have
op to quite recent years been Imperfect. Such as exist were
made by individual observers. The banks of England and Wales
are believed to have been 350 in numilwr in 179a. Those registered

from i8a6 to 1843 were ^
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Private.

: Its

Joint-stock.

1826
1827

1833 . .416 35
1842 . -311 XIB

The number of banking offices in England and Wales was esti-

mated by Mr William Leatham in 1840 as being 697. The Banking
Almanac for 1845 gives the number in 1844 for England and Wales
as 336 private bank offices and 640 joint-stock offices, Scotland

368 offices. Ireland 180 offices.

The number ol inliabitants to each office was as iollows in 1844
and 19^

:

Number of Bank-
ing Offices.

Number of

Inhabitants to
each Office.

1844. 1906. 1844. 1906,

England and Wales 976 5527 16.305 5885
Isle of Man 23 2417
Scotland . 368 1180 7.120 3790
Ireland 180 777 45.417 5738

In United Kingdom 1524
1

7507 17.526 5530

In the latter years of the 18th century and the early years of the

iQth, the note circulation was a very important part of the business,

but about that date the deposits began to be, as they have continued
since, far more important. It is unfortunately impossible to give

any trustworthy statistics of the position of baking in the United

Kingdom extending back for more than forty or fifty years. Even
the Scottish banks, wfio have been less reticent as to their position

than the English Ixinks, did not publish their accounts generally

till 1865. The figures of the total deposits and cash balances in the

Irish joint-stock bonks were published collectively from the year

1840 by the care of Dr Ncilson Hancock, but it is only of (juite recent

years that any statement of the general position other than an esti-

mate has ^n possible owing to the long-continued reluctance of

many banks to allow any publication of their balance-sheets. A
paper by W. Ncwmarch, printed in the Journal of the Staiisiical

Society for 1851, supplies the earliest basis for a trustworthy estimate.

According to this the total amount of deposits, including the Bank
of England, in England and Wales, Scotland and Ireland, may have
l>een at that date from £250,000,000 to £360,000,000. The estimate

in Palgrave's Notes on Banking (1872), excluding deposits in dis-

count houses and the capitals of banks, was from £430,000,000 to

£450,000,000. The corresponding amounts at the close of 1906 were,

in round figures, including acceptances &c., £997,000.000. The total

resources, including capitals and reserves and note circulation (in

round figures £177,500,000), were for 1906 :

—

England and Wales

—

Bank of England and other banks . £922,297,000
Scotland 1 35,042,000
Ireland 73.707,000
Isle of Man ..... 890,000

£1,131,944,000

The progressive growth in bank deposits since it has been possible

to keep a record of their amounts, affords some mean.s of checking

roughly the correctness of the estimates of 1851 and 1872. Broadly
speaking, it may be said that the bank deposits of the United

Kingdom have alx)ut doubled since 1872.

The purely city banks had associated themselves in a “ Gearing

House " certainly by 1776. An entry in the books of the Grass-

hopper,^ namely—“ 1773 to Quarterly cha]g:e for u.se

**
of the Gearing-room of 19/60./’ points to an earlier

and perhaps less definitely organized system of settlement. A
house was taken for the purpose in 1810, in which year the

number of banking houses who settled their accounts,with each

other at the “ Gearing House ” was forty-six (Gilbart’s History

and Principles of Banking, p. 78). The Bank of England has

never been a member of the Gearing House; though it “ clears

on one side/’ its claim on the clearing bankers is made

through the Gearing House; but the claims of the clearing

bakers on the bank are forwarded direct to Threadneedle Street

twice or thrice daily. Nor did the banks in Fleet Street or at

Charing Cross belong to it. In 1858 the clearing of country

dieques was added through arrangements made by Lord Avebury;

then Sir John Lubbock. The ^ country clearing ” is a great

assistance to business; as it enables a cheque drawn on the most

distant village tn England to be dealt with as conveniently at a

cheque on London. Of the forty -nine banks in London in

X ujy GfoSikoppor** in Lombard SWMf. by John Biddulph

I (189a).

1844; twenty-six were connected with the Qearing House. At
that time o^y private banks were allowed to be members. In

1854 the joint-stock banks mode their way into body; asiA

in 1906 the numbers were one private bank and eighteen joint-

stock banks who joined in the clearing—nineteen biuiks in all.

Practically at the present time every lai^ transaction in the

United Kingdeon is settled by cheque; tiiuit iS; by a series of ledger

transfers, notes and specie beii^ but the small change by which

the fractional amounts are paid. A large propartioa of these

transactions are arranged through the operation of the London
Gearing House. This is facilitated by the fact that every bank

in the United Kingdom has an agent in London.

The annual circulation shown by the London Clearing Hoase
is more than £12.000.000,000. No one asks what stock of
gold is held by the bank on which the cheque are drawn, or what
the bank itself keeps in reserve, gpiie whole is taken in faith on a
well-founded trust. It is the most easily worked paper circulation

and circulating medium in existence. Like the marvellous tent

of the fairy Paribanou. it expands itself to meet every want and
contracts again the moment the strain is passed. (See the article by
R. H. Inglis Palgrave on " Gold and tlic Banlis," Quarterly Review,

January 1906).

If we add to the returns of the London Clearing House those of

the clearing houses in tl\e large towns of England, Ireland and
Scotland, and the numerous exchanges which occur daily, and the

large number which the different offices of banks with a great many
branches settle among them.selve8, and the number drawn by one
customer of a bank and paid to another, we may form some notion

of the va.st amount of the yearly turnover in cheques. This may be

roughly estimated to Ixi at least twice as great as that registered

by the Ixindon Clearing House. The earliest authentic statement
as to the clearing is found in the Appendix to the Second Report,

Committee of House of Commons, Banks of Issue (1841).

In 1839 the figures of the London clearings

were
In 1840
In 1899
In 1900
In

£954.401,600, 29 banks.

978.496.800, 29
9.150.269.000, 19 „

8.960.170.000. 19 ,,

32.7n.334.ooo, 18 „

In 1695,shortly after the establishment of the Bank of England,

the Scottish parliament passed an act for the establishment of a

piiblic bank. Amongst the first names is that of

Thomas Coutts, a name still commemorated in one

of the most substantial banks in London. The

terms of the establishment were more favourable than those

connected with the establishment of the Bank of England;

for they obtained the exclusive privilege of banking for twenty-

one years without giving any consideration whatever. It may
have been the natural caution of the country, or the fact that

William III. was then king, which led to the Bank of Scotland

being prohibited under a heavy i^nalty from lending money

under any circumstances to the king. It is the only Scottish

bank established by act of pwliament. The directors b^an at

a very early period to receive deposits and to allow interest

thereon, also to grant cash credit a^unts, a minute of the

directors respecting the mode of keeping the latter being dated

so far bade as 1729.

Though the system of branches forms now so marked a feature

of banking in Gotland, a good many years had to pass before

they obtained any hold. It was not till about year 1700 that

the directors of the Bank of Scotland established branches at

Glasgow, Aberdeen, Dundee and Montrose, but so little encourage-

ment was given to these branches, the expenses far exceeding Uie

profits arising from them, that the directors resolved to close

them. In 1731 another attempt was made, and agencies were

established at Glasgow, Aberdeen and Dundee. But after a trial

of two years they were discontinued. It was not till 1774 that

branches were again established by the bank.

Soon after the establishment ^ the Bank of Scotland the

directors bttan to issue notes, or, as they were then Galled, bflls

or tickets, for £100, £50, £30, £10, and £5. In 1704 £i notes

were issued for the fust time. In 1727 the Royal Bank of

Scotland was established by a charter of iitoorporatioii^-*^hich

gnutted them ** perpetual succession and a oomRKm seal.**

lliere was a grdat tivalry between the two compares. The
British Linen Company was incorporated in 1746 for the
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liurpoM of undertaking the manufacture of linen^ but by 1.763

they found it best to confme tMr operations to banking tians-

iOictionB. This bonk also ivas incorporate by cbarta*.

The note circulation was always an important item in the

Scottish banks. Thus in the case erf the Bank of Dundee, the

receiving money from the public did not commence till 1792.

Up to that time the whole business of the bank from 1764

onwards, twenty-eight years in oil, had consisted in its issue of

notes, which had varied from about £2^,000 to 3^56,000. The

Bank of Dundee was amalgamated widi the Royal Bonk of

Scotland in 1864, when its deposits amounted in round figures to

£700,000 and its note circulation to £41,000. After 1792, the

money deposited with the banks in Scotland rapidly increased,

but the habit of hoarding savings in a chest up to amounts of

£10 or £20 continued to a mucBlater period (History of the Dundee

Banking Co.).
^

Private bilking never appears to have had any considerable

hold in Scotland. In 1819 eight private banks were in existence.

Tlicse had all disappeared by 1844. In 1906 there were only ten

banks of issue in Scotland, which practically carried on the whole

business of the country. There were two other small banks

established comparatively recently. These ten banks had, in

1906, 1180 branches.

The history of the growth and expansion of Scottish tianking

since 1826 is, as far as can bo traced, as follows :
-

Date. Dopoaits.
1

Number of Offices.
|

1826 1 ,000,0<.)0 1 67 T to every n.T 70 inhabitants.
,

1841 27,000,000 380-1 6,600 ,,
!

1856 / 63,000,000 \

i and capital /

585*= I 5.230

/92,000,00a \

1872 I including all 1

j

liabilities
j

790=1 4.250

\,and capital I

/13s.042.000

'

1906 1 including all

'1 liabilities
I,l80a-! .3.790

|andca])ital L
Against every note issued in excess of the limit allow(‘d 1)y the

acts of 1844*' 1845, gold has to be held at the oiTtces of the issuing
banks m Scotland and Ireland. The amount of the specie to lie thus
held was, as cxpluinrcl by Sir Robert Peel in his speech of the 25th of
April 1845, to l>e ascertained by the average amount of the notc-
issur for four weeks preceding. The object of the holding of this

amount of specie by the bonk which issned the notes was designed
by Sir Robert Peel to cause the circulating medium of the country,
being partly of notes and partly of specie, to fluctuate in the same
manner as if it had been a metallic circulation only. The specie
held in Scotland and Ireland against the note-issue is not a special
security tor the note circulation, but is placed in the banks there for

this purpose. The influence ascribed to the working of the note
cii'cuiation in the earlier part of the 19th century accounts for this

legislation, which, as Sir Robert Peel stated in his speech of the
6rh of May 1844, was intend(‘d to “ ensure the uniform equivalency
of Imnk notes to coin." It is not applicable to the present position
of the circulating medium of the United Kingdom, which now con-
axHts mainly of a circulation oi chenues. This differs absolutely from
what was contemplated by Sir Robert Peel ; no attempt is, or cun
be made to cau.se such a paper cii^ulation to fluctuate as if it were
one of spscle only. One result of the limitation of the power of note-
lasue to the Ixinks in Scotland which yjosseased that power in 1845
has Ixion that no important bank lias been established in that
country since. Notes are so largely employed in ordinary business
in Scotland that a bank which docs not possess the power, practically

cannot carry on business and supply the needs of its customers.
This limitation in the number of the banks has, however, not been
acoompaniod by any deffciency in the supply of banking accommo-
dation to the people. There is a larger number of banking offices

in proportion to the population in Scotland than in Rhgland and
Wales or Ireland.

The large numlier of brsAChss must, however, be a cause of great

expense, 'Oad in several other respects it is obvious that a business

carried on io such thinly peopled aistricts as are found in many parts
of Scotland, must be conducted at a disadvantaire In comparison
with those bafiKn which deal With more active centres of commerce.
ARbongh the profit ilcrived from their large issue of notes msy be
thougiit to be considerable, yet« when wa consider the many expenses
incurred in conductlim a large note circulation, the cost oj jpnnting,
stamp duty, and the charges on importing gold from l^ondon when
the cireulatksR exoeedt'the limit fixed by act of 1845. no small
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deductions must be made from the apparent profit to be derived

from this head, if there is any direct profit at all.

On the other hand, the great number of branches possessed by the
Scottish banks iends beyond doubt to their stability and prosperity.

The network of banks on the surface of Scotland is as important to

the development of the prosperity of the country as the network of

the railways. It has caused a great economy of capital, as the
universal practice of people, even of the most moderate means, is to

lodge tlieir money with the banks.

The early hi.story of banking in Ireland was marked by
legislation even less favourable to the formation of a steady

and dependable system than in England, and in 1695
several of the principal merchants in Dublin met to-

gether lor the purpose of forming a public bank for

Ireland on the model of the Bank of England. For many years

this proposal met with no favour. It was not till 1783 that the

Bank of Ireland was establi.shed and commenced its business.

The first governor was David La Touche, junior, and two other

members of his family were amongst the first board of directors.

The l>ank met with very great success, but the jealousy against

rival establishments was extreme. By the act forming the Bank
of Ireland it was enacted that no company or society exceeding

six in number, except the Bank of Ireland, should borrow or take

up money on their bills or notes payable on demand. In the

year 1821 the act was so far modified as to permit the establish-

ment of banking companies exceeding six in number at a distance

of 50 m. from Dublin. In 1824, in Consequence of the ambiguity

of that act, an act had to be passed to explain it. It was not till

1845 restriction as to the 50-m. limit was withdrawn.

The establishment of any other bank but the Bank of Ireland

was for a long time hindered by the legislation on the subject.

Some of tlie re.strictions were so extraordinary that it will be

interesting to refer to tlirec of the more important acts.

1741, 25 Geo. IT.—Partnerships authorized for the purpose

of trade and manufacture
;
but such partnerships were not to

exceed nine in number, nor was the capital stock of such co-

partnership to exceed, at any time, the sum of £10,000.

1780-1781, 21 and 22 Geo. 111 .

—“Anonymous Partnership

Act,”—limited liability not to exceed £50,000, but “ business

of banking or discounters of money ” expressly excluded.

1759, 33 Geo, IT.—By this act a person while he continued

a banker could not make a marriage .settlement on a son or

daughter, a grandson or granddaughter, 50 as to be good against

his creditors, though for a valuable consideration,, and though

such creditors were not creditors at the time the grant was

made. This act gave power to creditors over all conveyances

by bankers affecting real estates
;
and all dispositions after the

loth of May 1760 by bankers of real or leasehold interest therein

to or for children were made void as against creditors, though
for valuable consideration and though not creditors at the time.

No banker to issue notes or receipts bearing interest after the

loth of May 1760. Some of these enactments appear to be in

force at the present day
;

suggestions have been made, though
apparently unsuccessfully, for their repeal.

So extraordinary were the views of the common people that

a banker in Dublin of the name of Beresford having made himself

very unpopular, a **
large assemblage of ignorant country people

having previously collected a quantity of Betesford’s notes,

publicly burnt them, crying out with enthusiasm while the

promises to pay on demand were consuming, ‘ What will he do
now

;
his bank will surely break.’

”

The number of banks which failed in Ireland in earlier times

was extraordinary
; thus Sir Robert Peel in his speech of the gth

of June 1845 on the Bank Act of that year, made a quotation
“ from the report of the committee of Irish exchanges, which sat

in 1804. At that period there were fifty registered banks, but
they all failed, and their failures, I know personally, led to the

most fearful distress.” Since the l^islation of 1845, however,

the business has been carried on with equally extraordinary

steadiness and success, and at the present time is on a footii^

fully equal to that of any other part of the United Kingdom.
The earfier history of banking in Ireland pursued very closely

the same process of development as in £%laaid. Qrculation pre-

ceded and fed deposits. The credit which the banks obtained

BANKS AND BANKING
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by the ready acceptance cf their notes brought customers to

their counters^ and thus the existing system^ fortunate in

excellent managers, was toilt up gradually and surely.

Alone in the three kingdomsy Ireland maintains the same
limit of authorized circulation as that established by Peel’s

Act of 1845. Not one of the six banks which had the privilege

of issue at that period has lost it since.

The names of the banka carrying on business in Ireland, the years

when they were established and their position ia 1906. are as

follows ;

—

Capitai. of Irish Joint-Stock Banks in 1906

Name of Bank and Year when
established.

Capital

paid-up.

Rate of

'Dividend

per annum.

Bank of Irolaiul . 1783 . .
i;
2 .76Q.23o II

Hiliernian Bank*

.

1B24 . 500,000 20
Provincial Bank . 1825 . 540.000 20
Northern Bankuu; Cki 1825 . 500,000

1

isi
Belfast Banking Co. 1827 . 500,000

i

National Bank • . 1,500,000 8

Ulster Banking Co. . 1836 . 500,000 18

Royal Bank* . . 1830 . 300,000 12

Munster Bank, Ltd.* . 1864 . . 200,000 8

• Thus marki;d arc not banks of issue.

Banking, like every other business, has to pass through periods

of difficulty. The severity of these in the case of banking is

intensifted by the vast number of interests aflected.

These, on the one hand, are world-wide in their scope,

on the other they touch every home in the country.

The stringency of such a time in England ha.s since the passing

of the act of 1844 been greatly enhanced by a doubt being some-

times felt as to whether a relaxation of the act of 1844 would be

allowed. In any case, some little time must elapse before the

assent of the ministers of the crown to the request of the Bank
of England ettn be known. Since 1844 there have been five

periods of pressure,— during 1847, 1857, x866, 1870 and

1890. Of thc.se in three, 1847, 1857 and 1866, the difficulties

reached panic.

Tlie crisis of 1847 was brought on by the speculation in railway

enterprise which had gone on since 1845. So little had the

anxieties of the autumn been anticipated tlrnt the bank rate

of discount was 3 % on the 1st of January. It was raised to

3I % on the '14th and to 4 % on the 21st. It became 5 % on

8th April, 5I% on 5th August, 6 % on 30th September and

8 % on 25th October. This was the highest. It was lowered to

7 % on 22nd November, on 2nd December to 6% and on

23rd December to 5 %. An announcement was made on the

ist of October that no advances would be made on public

securities. This was followed by general anxiety and alarm.

The reserve of the bank was rapidly reduced to a very low

ebb.
Bank of England Reserve of Specie.

1847, October .... ^^3,070,000

,, 23rd Octol'K'r .... 1,990,000

,, 3otli October .... 1,600,000

Meanwhile the anxiety and alarm prevaiiii^ were causing c

general hoarding of coin and bank notes, and it really ^peared
not unlikely that the banking department of the Bank pf England

might be compelled to stop payment while there was more than

£6,000,000 of specie in the issue department. The chancellor of

the exchequer (Sir C. Wood, afterwards Lord Halifax) was urged

by many deputations and remonstrances to relax the Bank Act,

but he declined. At last, on the 22nd or 23rd of October, some

of the leading city bankers hod an interview with the prime

minister (Lord John, afterwards Earl, Russell), and on their

explaining the necessities of the position, the desired relaxation

was given. The official letter (25th October) recommended

the directors of the Bank of England, in the present emergency,

to enlarge the amount of their discounts and advances upon

approved security.^’ A rate", 8 %, was to be clwrged to

keep ^M»e operations wi&in reasonable limits ;
a bill of in-

demni^ was promised if the arrangement led to a breach of the

law. The extra profit derived was to be for the benefit of the

public. The effect of the government letter m eiUaying the

panic was complete.

The crisis of 1857 was the last ocoasion 6f an official inquiry.

This is contained in the Ripari and Evidtnai of Sekei Cam^

miiteo p/ Honsf of Comnums on the Bank Aots (1857^ 1858).

The evidence given by Mr Sheffield Neave, the governor, and

Mr Bonamy Dobree, deputy-governor of the Imnk in 1858, gives

a vivid picture not only of what occurred, but of what might be

expected to recur on such occasions. The wildest alarm pre-

vailed, exchequer bills were scarcely saleable, and the bank itself

sold £3,000,000 government securities at a considai^le loss.

The extreme pressure was relaxed by the letter issued by the

government on the xsth of November 1857, sigwd by Lord

Palmerston, then premier, and Sir G, C. Lewis, which allowed a

temporary relaxation of the Bank Act of 1844. The publk

alarm, hiiwever, was so great tlllt it was not until the aist of

November that the severity of the pressure was in any way

diminished. On the 20th of November the notes issued to the

public on securities beyond the statutory limit (then £i4>475>®oo)

reached the sum of £928,000. By the next week Uie issue was

almost down to the limit, and in the wtjek following it was within

the limit. On the ist of January 1858 tlie bank rate was lowered

to 8% and the anxiety gradually passed away. Had the treasury

letter been issued earlier, the pressure miglit not have been so

severe, and the governor of the bank expressed a strong opinion

that, if it had been later, it would not have been sufficient

November 1857 was the only occasion when the limits of the

Bank Act as to issue were actually passed.

During the crisis of May 1866 £4,000,000 left the bank on

one day in notes and com, and the reserve of the bank was

reduced in the return of the ist of June of that year to £415,000.

The bank rate was raised to 10 % and permission was given by
the government to suspend the act This, however, was not

done. Tradition says that the bank asked the bankers, during

the period of heaviest pressure of that terrible crisis-—pressure

more severe than anything that had taken place before or that

has occurred since, to pay in every night the notes they had

drawn out in the morning which were still in their tills at the

close of the day, and that hence the legal limit was never ex-

ceeded. But it was not till the 6th of August that the rate was

reduced to 8 %.
The effect of the crisis of October 1890 was far less severe.

This was due to the judgment and skill displayed by the jj^ovemor

(Mr Lidderdale) and the directors of the bank, who imported

£3,000,000 in gold from Paris. The reserve in that year never

dropped below £10,000,000, and before the end of November
the anxiety had greatly passed away. Caution prevailed, but

not panic, and the distinction is a very clear one.” (See arts, on
” Wses,” DicHomry of Political Economy, vol. i.).

The most important requirement of banking in the United

Kingdom is still the establishment of an efficient specie reserve*

The reserve in the banking department of the Bank of England

averaged :

—

500.000 in 1845. ;^i 1,600,000 in 1875.

8,400,000 in 1855, 15,100,000 in 1885,

8,000,000 in 1865. 29,900,000 in 1895.

. 500,000 in 19^.

This provides but a narrow basis for the whole business re-

quirements of the country. Though much larger than in several

previous years, it cannot be regarded a.s adequate.

The figures fluctuate more severdy than these deceil*

nud averages show, and the progress has not beenone qJZhm,
of uniform increase. Thus the £15,100,000 in 1885 was
followed by £12,700,000 in x888. The £29,900,000 of 1895 was
followed by £34,600,000 in 1896 and £21,200/100 in 1899.

Beyond, or side by side with, the reserve of the Bank of England
there are the reserves held by the other banks. Part of Hbnm are

held in the form of balanoes at the Bank of England, part in

specie and bank notes in their om tffis. The lattte, hence, ore

not uidikely to be estimated twice over. The pubhfhed figucei

on this point are meagie.

The expectations expsessed by< Sir Robert Peel in bis speech
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on the bank charter and the currency of the 6th of May 1844

have not yet Ijcen fulfilled.
**

I rejoice/' he said, “ on public

grounds, in the hope that the wisdom of parliament will at length

d^se measures which shall inspire just confidence in the

medium of exchange, shall put a check on improvident specula-

tions, and shall ensure the just reward of industry and

legitimate profit of commercial enterprise conducted with

integrity and controlled by provident calculation.”

The extreme measures which have been required since the act

of 1844 point out for themselves the necessity for reform.

Three times since the date of the Bank Act of 1844 it has b«n
needful to give permission for the suspension of that act which

forms the very foundation of the monetary system of Great

Britain. This, whenever it has occurred, has exercised a very

injurious effect on credit abroa^ as well as on prosperity at home.

The British money-market, Tne clearing-house of the world, is,

in consequence of the smallness of its reserve, exposed to

greater fluctuations than that of any other country. These

fluctuations may arise from the need of meeting the requirements

of other countries for specie or those arising from domestic trade.

The recorded excess of imports over exports, £147,000,000 in

1906, though the difference is eventually balanced by the “ in-

visible ” exports, gives foreign nations at times a power over the

British money-market greater than has ever previously been the

case. The current must always have a tendency to flow outwards

;

this is enhanced by the great increase in the number of fore^
banks which have branches in England. The need of providing

sufficient reserves to meetrequirements thus occasioned is obvious.

As regards the hanks in which British interests are concerned in

British colonies and other countries we can only speak briefly. It

must not be overlooked that in the Dominion of Canada

fnaii » banks, many of them large, managed
Jn'JCh on the Scottish principle with capitals of nearly

manma.
£i9,fxx>,ooo and dcjwsits of about /i40,ooo,ooo. These

banks have more than 1200 offices. In Australia and New Zealand
there are 24 banks with capitals oi nearly £i8,ooo,€xx) and deposits

of alx)ut ^130,000,000. The number of offices is nearly 1700. There
arc, including Bie three Presidency banks, about 15 banks doing
business mainly in India—in some cases connecting neighbouring

countries and places like Bangkok, Hong- Kong and Zanzibar.

Those banks have capitals of more than 1^5,000.000 and deposits of

fully ;^3f),ooo,ooo and over 210 offices. There are at least 8 banks in

South and West Africa witli capitals of nearly ^,000,000. deposits

of nearly Ao.ooo.ooo and nearly 370 offices. There are 5 banks,

including the Colonial Bank, in other British territories with capitals

of alxjut .000,000 and deposits of ^^3.300.000, and about 25 offices.

There are thus, besides many private firms doing very considerable

business, more than 80 joint-stock British banks working in

the colonies witli capitals amounting to ;^4S,ooo,ooo. deposits

£360.000.000 and offices 3505. Outside British territories there

are o banks, principally in South America, with nearly £4,000,000
capital, £36,000,000 deposits and about 60 offices. There are 6 large

banks doing business principally in the East with more than

£6,700,000 capitals, £77,000,000 deposits and 106 offices ; and 7
other l)anks, including Barings, with about £4.500,000 capitaU and
£22.000,000 deposits. There are thus about ao British banks doing

Dnsiness in foreign countries with capitals amounting to £15.200,000,

deposits £135,000,000 and offices 173.

In this statement we have included only the more important

hanks, which collectively wield about £63,000,000 capital and more
than £495,000,000 deposits—-in all about £560,000,000 of resources

operating at about 3700 offices situated in places as different from
each other and as widely separated as California and Ilong-Kong,
Constantinople and New Zealand.

In France the first bank of issue, originally called

the Banque GMr^de, was established in 1716 by John Law, the

author of the Mississippi Scheme and the SysSime. Law’s bank,

which had been converted into the Royde in 1718, and

its notes guaranteed by the king ^Loui^XV.), cme to an end in

1711 ; an attempt at reconstruction was made in 1767, but the

bank thus established was suppressed in 1793. Other ^ks,
some issuing notes, then carried on operations with limited

success, but these never attained any power. There were

many negotiatiom on the subject of the establishment of a bank

in 170. The fliumdal difficulties of the times prevent^ any

immediate resi:^, but the advice of > those enmed in this plan

was of great assistance to Napoleon L, who, aided by his minister

Moliien, founded in 1800 the Bank of Ftance, which has lemained

from that time to the present by far the most powerful flnancial

institution in the country. The ol^ects for wUch it was estab-

lished were to support tl^ trade and industry of France and to

supply the use of loanable capital at a moderate charge. These

functions it has exercised ever since with great vigour and great

judgment, extending itself through, its branches and towns

attached to branches over the whole country. At its establish-

ment and for some time subsequently the operations of the bank

did not extend over the whole of France. Departmental banks

with the privilege of issue had been formed under a law adopted

in 1803. At the close of 1847 there were nine of these banks

existing in as many of the larger towns. In 1848, however, they

were ateorbed into the Bank of France, which has since possessed

an exclusive privilege of issue, and in 1863 took over the Bank of

Savoy after that province was united to France.

The Bank of France has successfully surmounted many political

as well as financial troubles both during and since the times of

Napoleon I. The overthrow of the government of Louis Philippe

in 1848, the war with Germany in 1870, the many difficulties that

followed when the Commune reigned in Paris in 1871, the payment
of the war indemnity—not completed till 1873—were all happily
overcome. Great pains, too. have been taken, especially of recent

years, to remder services to large and .small businesses and to agri-

cultural industry. In 1877 the offices of the Bank of France were
78 in number

;
in 1906 they were 447. including the towns " con-

nected with the brandies "—an arrangement which, without putting

the bank to the expense opening a branch, gives the place con-

nected many of the advantages which a branch confers. The
quantity of commercial paper discounted is very large. More than
20,000,000 bills were discounted in 1906, the total amount being

£550 ,234 .90. The advances on securities were in the same year

£106,280.124. The rate of discount in Paris is as a rule lower and
the numtKsr of alterations fewer than in London. From May 1900

to January 1906 there was no chtinge, the rate remaining uni-

formly at 3 %. Bills as low as 4s. 2d. are admitted to discount,

including those below 8s. ; about 232,000 of this class were dis-

count«*d in 1906. Since the 27th of March 1890 loans of as small

an amount as £10 are granted. In most cases three “ names ” must
be furnished for each bill, or suitable guarantees or security given,

but these necessary safeguards have not to be furnished in such

a manner as to hamper applicants for loans unduly. In this manner
the Bank of France is of great service to the industry of the country.

It ha.s never succeeded, however, in attracting deposits on anything

like the scale of the Bank of England or the banks of the English-

.speaking peoples, but it held, as stated in the balance-slieet for the

23rd of December 1906, about £35,000,000 in deposits, of which
£*14,000,000 was on account of the treasury and £21,000.000 for

individuals, and the amount held in this manner gradnally increases.

The report for 1904 says “ each year the movement in these in-

creases, and this econornical and safe mode of effecting receipts and
payments is more and more appreciated by the public.” In one

respect the Rank of France stands at a great advantage in connexion

witli this branch of its business The average amount iield in

this manner for individuals during 1906 was about £23,000,000.

As the accounts numbered 77.159 the average for each account was
comparatively small. Accounts so subdivided give a gresat proba-

bility of permanence. The figures of the account for 1904 were as

lollows :

—

1 1 , 1 78 current accounts, with power of discount.

4,576 simple current accounts.

26,709 current accounts, with advances.

24,106 accounts, deposits.

Total 66,569 accounts, against 59.182 at the end of 1903.

At the present time the Bank of Frpee operates chiefly through

its enormous note circulation (averaging in 1906 £186,300,000), by
means of which most business transactions in France are carried on.

The limits of the circulation of the Bank of France and the dates

when it has been extended are as follows '

Dates.
Millions of

Francs.

Converting the
Francos 25 >£i.

15th March 1848 . 350 (14,000,000

27th April, 2nd May 1848 452 18,000,000

2nd December 1849 21,000,000

22th August 1870 IBOO 32,000,000

i4tU August 1870

.

2^ 96,000,000

29th December 1871 2800 112,000,000

i^h July 1872 3200 128,000,000

30th January 1884 35<» 140,000,000

25th January 1893 4000 10,000,000

17th December 1^7 550® ,

200.000,000

In IQ06 * .
j

5890
,

232,000,000
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Molt busmen transactions in France are liquidated, not in dieques

as in England* but in notes of the Bank of France. These, owing
to their convenience, are preferred to specie. This is accumulated
in the vaults of the Bank of France, which in igo6 held on average
/XI5.000,000 gold and 1^42,000,000 silver. The gold held by the
iBaiik of France is genexidly considerably larger in amount than
that held by the Bank of England, which in the autumn of 1890
had to borrow ^3,000,000 in gold from the Bank of France .at the
time of the Baring crisis. The large specie reserve of the bank hasi

given stability to the trade of France, and has enabled the bank
to manage its business without the numerous fluctuations in the rate

of discount which are constantly occurring in England. It is true
that the holding this very large amount of specie imposes a very
heavy burden on the shoulders of the shareholders of the bank, but
they do not complain. The advantage to business from the low rate

of interest which has to be paid for the use of borrowed capital in

France is a great advantage to the trade and industry of that
country.
The mass of the reserve in France is so great that the movements

of the precious metals, when they are the result only of natural
causes, are allowed to go on without corresponding movements in

the discount rate. But it must be remembered that this large reserve

is held in part against a gigantic note issue, and also that the trade
activity and enterprise of the French people arc less intense than in

either the United Kingdom or Germany ; thus it is much easier for

the Bank of France to maintain a steady rate of discount.

Besides the Bank of France, several great credit institutions carry
on business in the country

;
as the Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas

(capital and reserve, ^3,729,000 ; other liabilities, deposits, &c
,

£14,842.000), the Banque Frangaise poitr le Commerce et I'Industrie

(£2,450,000; and £3.505,000), the Cridit Lyonnais (£14,000,000;
and £82,570,000), the Comptoir National d'liscompte de Paris

(£6,772,000 ; and £47,5^3,000). the SocM Ginirale pour favoriser

le developpement du Commifrce et de VIndustrie en France (£7,469,000

;

and £45,800,000). and the Sociiti Ghihale de CrSdit Industriel et

Commercial (£1,600,000; and £10,060,000).
There is alro the Credit Fancier de France with a very considerable

capital, but the business done is so largely that of mortgages that

it can hardly be included among banks, though it carries on in some
measure the business of banking.

Besides the six important joint-stock banks mentioned aliove,

there exists in France a large number of banks, principally in the
provinces, carrying on a very considerable business. Little is known
as to their deposits, but their business appears to be conducted with
great prudence and discretion. One hundred and eighty-two of

the.se nrms were members of the French Country Bankers’ Associa-
tion in 1898. They carry on business in 66 out of the 86 depart-
ments into which France is divided. More than one of these banks
has several offices—one possessing 18. including the head ofBce.

These branches are situated in the small towns in the vicinity. In
this the business follows more the English method of small branches.
'The French Country Bankers' Association holds its meetings in

Paris, where matters of interest to bankers are discussed. (See

Bankers' Magazine. July 1898.)

Germany.— Besides the Imperial Bank of Germany, the

Reichsbank/’ there are about 140 banks doing business in

the states which form the German empire. These credit and
industrial banks with their large resources have had an immense
influence in bringing about the astonishing industrial develop-

ment of their country. Five banks pos.sess the right of uncover^
note-issue ; these are :

—

The Imperial Bank of Germany with right of issue . £23*641450
'Hie Bank of Saxony
The Bank of Bavaria
The Bank of Wiirttemberg
The Bank of Baden

£^7i079.95^

838,500
1,600,000
500,000
500,000

At the Bank of Germany the coin and bullion held is sometimes
larger than at the Bank of England. The statement of the specie

in the weekly accounts includes silver. The amounts held in gold
and silver are only separated once a year, when the balance-sheet is

published. The figures of the balance-sheet for the 3xst of December
igo6 showed in round numbers £24,000,000 gold and £9,000,000
silver. As far as the capital is concerned the £18,000,000 of the
Bank of England considerably exceeds the £9,000.000 of the Bank
of France and the £t2,200.000 of the Bank of Germany. The note
circulation of both the other banks is considerably larger than
that of the Bank pf England, that of the Bank of France being

£186,300,000, and of the Imperial Bank of Germany £69,000,000 in

1906.

The capitals and restenw of the German banks, including those
of banks established to do business In other countries, as South
America and Far East, and of the Bank of Germany, are about
£r35,oOo,ooo, with further reaonrees, including deposits, notes and

mortgage bonds, amonating to fully £4x4,000,000. The amount of

the caj^tal compares very closely with that of the oapihds of the

banks of the United Kingdom. The deposits are increasing. The
deposits, however, are not the whole of the resomoes of the German
banks. The banks make use, besides, of their aaceptancoa in a
manner which is not practised hy the banks of othet countries, and
the average note circulation of the Reichsliank, included in the

statement given above, is between £60,000,000 and £70,000,000.

A large and apparently increasing proportion of the resources of the

German banks » employed in industrial ooncema, some of which are

beyond the boundaries of the empire. The dangers of this practice

have called forth many criticisms in Germany, among wh^ may
be quoted the remarks of Caesar Strauss and of Dr k. Koch, the
president of the Reichsbank. Dr Koch especially' points out the
need of the development of powerful banks in Germany nnoonnected
with speculative oustness of this kind. The object of smployittg

their funds thus is the higher rate of interest to be obtained from
these investments than from discounting bills or making loons at
home. But such an employment of the resources of a bank is

opposed to all regular rules of business and of tmnking tradition,

which abstains from making fixed investments of any large part of

the resources of a bank. On the other hand, Dr Koch observes tliat

the risks of the one “ reserve 83mtem *’ mentioned by Bagehot are

not to be feared in Germany.*
The recent movement in favour of concentration among the banks

has been described by Dr E. Denitre and Dr Riesser. who give

particulars of the business done liy these Ixinks. which does not
correspond with banking as practised in the Unitea Kingdom, being
more of an industrial character.

There are also many private banking Arms in Germany which

do a considerable amoifnt of business.

The Reichsbank, by far the most powerful banking institution

in Germany, is managed by the bank directory appointed by
the chancellor of the empire. The shareholders join in the

management through a committee, of which each member must
be qualified by holding not less than three shares. The govern-

ment exercises com)3lete powers of control through the chancellor

of theempire. The influence of the Imperial Bank now permeates,

hy means of its branches, all the separate kingdoms of the empire

—the uniformity of coinage introduced through the laws of 1871-

1873 rendering this possible. The Imperial Bank assists business

principally in two ways—first, through the clearing system

(Giro-Verkehr), which it has greatly developed, and secondly,

through the facilities given to business by its note circulation.

The Imperial Bank also receives deposits, and cheques are drawn
against these, but in Germany notes are principally used in pay-

ments for ordinary business.

Before the Reichsbank was established, Hamburg was the first,

and for a long time the only, example of a clearing in Germany.
This was taken up by the Keichsbanic when it CHtahfished its oflice

in Hamburg in the time-honoured building which had belonged to
the Hamburg Clearing House. Similar business had long been
undertaken by the Bank of Prussia. This was absorbed and de-
veloped by the Reichsbank in 1876. Through the " clearing system

'*

mon^ can be remitted from any of the 443 places in which there is

an omce of the Reichsbank, to any of these places, without charge
eiriier to the sender or the receiver. It is sunicient that the person
to whom the money is to be remitted should have an account at the
Imnk. Any person owing him money in the remotest parts of the
empire may go to the office of the bank which is most convenient
to him and pay in the amount of his debt, which is credited on the
following day at the office of the bank, without charge, to the account
of his creditor wherever he may reside. The person who makes the
pa}«ment need not have any account with the bank. The impetus
given to business by this arrangement has been very considerable.
It practically amounts to a money-order system wimout charge or
risk of loss in transmission. From Hamburg and Bremen to the
frontiers of Russia, from the shores of the l^ltic to the frontiers

of Switzerland, the whole of the empire of Germany has thus become
for monetary purposes one country only. The amount of these
transfers for the year 1906 exceeded £1,860,000,000.
The note circulation is also a powerful factor of the business of

the Reichsbank. It is governed hy the law of 1875 and the amend-
ing law of T899. corresponding in some degree to ^Wl's act of 1844.
which regulates the note circulation of the Bank of England. An
uncovered limit, oi^nally £12,500,000, increased to £14,81 1,450
by the lapse of the issues of other banks allowed to it, has been ex-
tended by these and by the act of the 5th of ] une 1902 to £33,64x450.
Against the notes thus issued which are not represented by specie,
treasury notes {Reiehikaisenscheine, the legal tender ildtes m the

* See Vortrdge und Aufsdtze haupisdchlich aus d$m Handels* nnd
WeehsAreeH, von Dr R. Koch, pp. 263-164.
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empire) ^ aiul note* of tfie iiwuinB banks wkich are allowed to be

reoxoacKl as specie or discounted bills, must be held—maturma not

later than three months after beinR taken—with, as a rule, three,

but never less than two, good endorsements. There is also a pro-

vision that at least one-third of the notes in circulation must, be

covered by current German notes, money, notes of the imperial

treasury, and gold in bullion or foreign coin reckoned at £69, 12s.

per pound fine. The ReichsbanJc is bound by law to redeem its

notes in current German money. It is stated that this may be gold

com or silver thalers, or bar-gold at the rate of 1392 marks {£69, 12s,

reckoning marks as aoas^i) the |>ound fine of gold. In practice,

however, facilities have not always been given by the Reiohsbaok

for the payment of its obligations in gold, though the importance

of this js admitted. In the balance-sheet for 190O the Inlls held

amounted to ;^67.ooo.ooo. and the loans and advances to ^^14,200,000.

The notes issued averaged ior the year ^^69,000,000, The gold held

amounted, 30th Decemljcr 1906, to £24,069,0^. If the condition

of business reejuiref^ that the notes in circulation should exceed the

limits allowed by the law, the bank is permitted to do this on the

payment of 3 % on the surplus. In this respect the German act

differs from the English act, which allows no such automatic statu-

tory power of overjjassing the limit of issue. Some good authorities

consider that thi.s arrangement is an advantage for the German
bank, and the fact that it has U'en made use of annually since 2893
appt‘ars to show that it is needed by the business requirements of

the country. Of late years tlie excess of issue of the Reichsbank
has iHien annual and large, having been ;^25,267,000 on the 29th of

September 1906 and ^^28,632,000 on the 31st of December of the
same year. The amount of the duty paid on the excess issue in the
year igo(» was £1^4, ^64, and the total amount paid thus from 1876
to I pot) was 1^839,032. The increase of the uncovered limit (untaxed
limit of issue called in Germany tUc “ note reserve ") has not been
Rutficient to obviate the need for an excess of issue beyond the limit.

In accordance with a law passed in 1906 the Imperial Bank issues

notes {Rsichsbanknoten) of the value of 20 marks (/i), and 50 marks
(42. lOB.) in addition to the 5, 10, 100 and 1000 mark notes (58., los.,

/5 » £5^) previously in circulation. Imperial paper currency of tlic

value of 20 or 30 marks {£i and £2, 10s.] had previously t;xi.stcd only
in the form of treasury notes {kHchskassensrheinc

) ;
these will in

consequence be withdrawn from circulation.

The amendment of the banking law of Germany, passed in 1899.

not only affects the position of tlic Reichsbank, but that of the four
other note-issuing banks. The capital of the Reichsbank has been
rai.scd by the bill of that year to ^O.ooo.ooo. The reserve fund has
been raised out of surplus profits to ^^3,240,000. This exceeds the

amount required by the act of j899i which was £^.ooq,ooo. The
iunendiug act furtlicr diminishes the dividend receivable by the
stockholders of the Reichsbank and increases the share w’hich the
government will obtain.

The arrangement with the four note-issuing banks is designed to
cause them to work m harmony with the Reichsbank when the
Reichsbank has to raise its bank-rate in order to protect its gold
reserves. The official published rate of discount of tne Reichsbank
is to be binding on the private note -issuing banks after it has
reached or when it reaches 4 %. At other times they are not to

discount at more than 4 % below the official rate of the Reichs-

bank. or in case the Reiensbank itself discounts at a lower rate than
the official rate, at more than 4^% below that rate. If the Reichs-

bank discounts below lire official rate, it is to announce that fact

in the GatuUte,

The subject being important, we quote from the amending act

the sections governing the discount rate ;

—

G$uU. h9tf$pena die

AhUnderimg des Bankgesetxes vom 14. Mdrx iSjj;

;

vofM 7. funi

Artikel 7, 5. /. The private note-issuing hanks'are bound by
7. S. X, after the ist of January 1901 ;— (1) Not to discount below

tlic rate published in S, 15 of the bonk law, so long a.s this rate attains

or exceeds 4 %. and (2) moreover, not to discount at more than

L
% below the Reichsbank rate, published in S. 13 of tlie bank
w. or in case the Reichshank itself discounts at a lower rate, not

to discount nt more than J % below that rate.”

It remains to he seen whether the note-issuing banks will find

these conditions too onerous, and rather than be bound by tliem

w'ill give up their right of issuing notes. The object of tlic enact-

ment is apparently to protect the specie reserve of the Reichsbank,

but It may be doubted whether, considering the imjiortance of the

other banks of Germany -- none of which is bound by similar

conditions -relatively to the note-issuing banks, the restrictions

put on the note-issuing banks will have of^p practical effect.

Since 1870 banking nos made immenic progress in Germany, but
it may bo some time ^fore the habit of making payments by diequu
instead ol specie or notes becomes, general.
AuTiioaiTiKS.— Pariiamimhiry Papers.; Report, together with

Minutes of Evidence and Acomnts, from the Select Cammettee on the

High Price of Gold Bullion, House of Conunooa, 8th pi June x8io

;

J The imperial treaaury is bound to pay the state notes in cash

at any time when this is required, but an independent fund of cash

sot apart for this purjiose aoi*s not exist. See Handwdrteehuch der

Staaiswissenschafitn. vot. v. art " Rai^ergeld,*' p. 97 (Jena, 1893

;

ed. }. Conrad, L. Elster, W. Lexis and £. I.^ning).

Reports, Committed of Secrecy on Bank of England Charter, House of

Commons, 1832; Seket Committee on Banks of Isem, House of

Ammons. 18^; First and Second Reports, Select Committee on
Banks of Issuei HQUXi of Commons, 1841 ; First and Second Reports,

Secret Committee on Commercial Dietress, House of Commons, 1848 j

Report, Select Committee on Bank Acts, House of Commons, 1857 ;

Report, Select Committee on Bank Acts, House of Commons, 1858;
Report, Seleet Committee on Banks of Issue, House of Commons, 1875

;

Report from Secret Committee of the House of Lords on the Causes of
the Distress which has for some time prevail^ among the Commercial
Classes, and how far it had been affected by the Laws for regulating

the Issue of Bank Notes payable on demand, session 1847-1848;
Analysis of the M%nut$$ of Evidence taken before the Select Committee
of the House of Commons on Banks of Issue, tSyc, with a selection

from the evidence, by R. H. Inglis Palgrave, London, 1876 (printed

fori^vate circulation).

GnNRRAi. Information.—Articles on banking. &c., Dictionary

of Political Economy, edited by R. H. Inglis Palgrave (Macmillan
be Co». 1894^x006); Handwdrferbuch der Staatswissenschaften, edited
by Conrad, Elster, Lexis and Loning, 1699 ; Wdrterbuch der Volks-
wiriheehafi, 2 vols. (ed. Elster. 1898) ; Dieiiinmaire des finances, edited
under the directioa of L6on Say. by L. B^oyotand A. Lanjalley (1889)

;

Dicteonnaire du commerce, de Industrie et de la banque, edited by A.
Raffaloviph and Yves Guyot ; Baml^s* Magaetne, commenced 1844,
to present time

;
Journal of the Institute of Bankers, commenced 1879,

to present time ; Bankers* Magasine (N*3W York) ; Economist news-
paper. commenced 1843, to present time; Banking Almanac,^ coni-

inoneed 1845, to present time ; Reports of the Comptroller of the

Currency (Washington).

Early.—De Monetarum Augmento, vartatione et diminuttone,
Tractatus varii (1309) ; A proposal to supply His Majesty with twelve

or fourteen Millions of Money (or more if reqmr*d), by A. D. of Grey’s
Inn, £i^.. and some Others, his Friends (1697) ; Haycb’ Negociators*
Magasine of Monies and Exchanges, lyyo

;
Lord King, Thoughts on

Bank Restrictions (1804) ; The Theory of Money with considerations
on the Bank of England (lili) ; William Cobbett, Paper against
Gold and Glory against Prosperity, 2 vols. (1815) ; Circulating Credit
with Hints for improving the Banking System of Britain, bv a Scottish

Banker (1832) ; W. Leckie. Bank Restriction (1841) ;
Debates in the

House of Commons on Sir R. Peels Bank Bills of 1S44 and iil4s>

reprinted verbatim from “ Hansard’s Parliamontury Debates/'
1875 ; Gilharls Works, 6 vols. (1865) ; The History, Principles and
Practice of Banking, by J. W. Gilbart, edited and revised by A. S.

Michie, 1882; Thomson Hankey, Principles of Banking (1867);
Walter Bagehol, Lombard Street (1873), a brilliant picture of the ci^
at that date (new ed., 1906) ; A. S. Cobb, Threadneedle Street, a
reply to “ Lombard Street ” (i8qi)

; John Dun. British Banking
Statistics (1876) • R. H. Inglis Palgrave, Notes on Banking ; Cieorge
Kae, The Country Banker (i886), and several editioas later (manv
sound hints on practice)

; J. George Kiddy, The Country Banke/s
Handbook, 4th cd. (1903) ; C. F. Dunbar, Chapters on the

Theory and History of Banking (1891) ; Charles Gairdner, The
Making of the Gold Reserves (iSgi)

; J. B. Attfield, English and
Foreign Banks (1893) (refers to management of lianks) ; T. B. Moxon,
English Practical Banking, 10th ed. (1899) ;

A. Crump, The Key to

the London Money Market (1872) ;
W. V Duncan, Notes on the

Rate of Discount in London, 2,
vols., 1822-1R56, 1856-1866, 1866-1873,

privately printed, Edinburgh, 1856, 1867 and 1877 ; R. H. Inglis

Palgrave, Bank Rate and the Money Market in England, France,
Germany, Holland and Belgium, 1844-1900 (1903) ; Ernest Seyd,
The Bank of England Note Issue and its Error (1874) ; Ernest
Seyd, London Banking and Banker.^’ Clearing Mouse System ; Ernest
Seyd, The Silver Question in iffgj ; Walter Bagehot, Depreciation of
Silver (1877) ; Eniest Seyd, Bullion and the Foreign Exchanges (t868)

;

Clare, The A B C of the Foreign Exchanges (1893, and ed, 1895)

;

Tracts, l>y Lord Overstone (1837 1857) ; Select TroQts on M(mey,
6*c., reprinted privately by Lord Overstone. 1856 1859 (containing
much valualde and interesting information on early history)

;

A, Crum]), A Practical Treatise on Banking, Currency and the

Exchanges (1866) ; Bonamy Price, Currency and Banking (1876)
(the interest of this volume to the student of banking is found
mainly in the correspondence between Mr Henry Hucks Gibbs
{l^rd Aldenham) and Protessor Bonamy Price on the reserve of the
Bank of England) ; R. H. Inglis Palgrave, On the Influence of a Note
Circulation in the Conduct of Banking Business, read before the
Manchester Statistical Society, 1877: Edgar Ja^, Das endische
Bankwesen (Leipzig, 1905) ; A History of Banks (183^) ; D. Hard-
castle. Banks and Bankers (1^43) ; W. J. Lawson, The History of

Banking (X850) ; R. Baxter, Tm Panic of 1866 (1866) ; F. G. H.
Price, A Handbook of London Bankers (1B76) ; Conant, History of
Modem Banks of Issue (New Yiurk. 1890) ; History of Banking in
all Leading Nations, 4 vols. (New York, 1896) ; Viscount Goschen,
Essays and Addresses on Economic Questions, x665-'T893 (1905).
(arts, on ** Seven per cent.” “ Two 3>er cent,” ** Our cash icserves
and central stock of gold ")

; C. F. Dunbar, Economic Essays, edited
by O. M. W« Sprague (1904). (containing many articles on banking,
part^lariy in the United States).

Bank of England.—T. Fortune. A G^ise and Authentic History

of the Bank of EM{and (1802)
;
John Irmneh^ Histfgry of the Batnh

of England (1847) • J* Tliorola Rogers, The First Nine Years of
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the Bank of England (1887) } B. B. Turner, Ckeomcias of 0ie Bank of

England (1897) ; T. A. Stephens, Bibliography of the Bank of England
(1897); A. AadxbnAbs, Histoire de la ^ngue d'Angleterre {19041
Eng. trans., 1909) : Sir F. Schuster, The Bank of England and the State

(1906).
Histoky of Bankikg Houses.—L. H. Grindan, Manchester

Banks and Bankets (1877) * J|>
Martin, *' The Gtasshopfer '* in Lom-

bard Street (1892); M.. Phillips; Banks, Bankets and Banking in

Northumberland, Durham and North Yorkshire (1894) ; C. H. C^vr,

History of Banking in Bristol (1899) ;
Bidwell, Annals of an East

Anfdian Bank : Richardson, Coutts & Co., Bankers, Edinburgh
and London ; H. T. Easton, History of a Banking House (Smith,

Payne & Smiths) (1903) ; J. Hughes. Liverpool Banks and Bankers,

jy6o-/Sjy (1906).
Scotland.—W. H. Logan, The Scottish Banker (1847) ; Robert

Somers, The Scotch Banks arid System of Issue (1873) ; W. Mitchell.

Scotch Banks and Limited Liability (1879) ; A. W. Kerr, History of

Scotch Banking (1884) ; A. W. Kerr, Scottish Banking, i86s-i8qb
(1898) ;

Boase, A Century of Banking in Dundee (1867).
Ireland.—Malcolm Dillon, History and Devdopment of Banking

in Ireland (1889).
British Colonies.—Edward B. Hamilton, A Manual of the Law

and Practice of Banking in Australia and New Zealand (1880);
Banking in Australasia (1883) ;

The Canadian System of Banking
and the National Banking System of the United States (Toronto, 1890) ;

Journal of the Canadian Bankers* Association (Montreal).

France.— Annuaire-Chaix, Les Pnncipales SociBis par actions

(1905) ; A. Raffalovich, Le MarcH financier (190O.
Germany. *Dr W. Scharling, Bank Politih (Jena, 1900) ; Die

Beichsbankf 1876-/900 (a history and description of the operations

of the bank)
;
Dr Adolf Wclw, Depositenbanhen und Spekulations-

banken, Pin Vergleich deutschen und englischen Bankwesens fLoipsig,

1902) ; Dr Felix Hecht, Die Mannheimer Banken, 1870 his tqoo
(l^cipzig, 1902) ;

Siegfried Buff, Das Kontokurrenteeschdft im
deutschen Battkwerbe (Stuttgart and Berlin, 1904) ; Dr Riesser, Zur
Entwicklungsgeschichie der deutschen gyrossbanken mit besonderer

RUcksicht auf die Konzentraiionshestrelmngen (1905) ; G. M. BoLsse^

vam. Duitsche en Engelsche Deposito-Banken (1905).

Itat.y .—La Banca Popolare di Milano D88r).
Aitstria.—Compass, Finansielles Jahrbuch fUr Osierreich-Ungam

(Vienna).

Japan.—The House of Mitsui (Tokio)
;
The Law and the By-Laws

of the Nippon Kogyo Ginko {The Industrial Bank of Japan) (1903)*

H. W. Wolff, People’s Banks (1893). (On systems worked by
Schiilze-Dclitzsch, Raiffci.scn, Luzzatti, Banche Popolari, DrWollem-
borg. Popular j^nks in Belgium, Switzerland. France, England).

(R. H. L P.)

United States

The early history of the American colonies is strewn, like that

of most new countries, with many crude experiments in banking

and currency issues. Most of these colonial enterprises, however,

were projects for the issue of paper money rather than the

creation of commercial banks. Speculative banking was checked

to a large extent in the colonies by the Bubble Act (6 Geo. 1 .

c. 18), which was passed in England after the bursting of the

South Sea Bubble. This act, which forbade the formation of

banking companies without a special charter, was in 1740

extended to the colonies. i

The serious history of banking in the United States may be

said to have begun with the foundation of the Bank of Penn-

sylvania. This bank originated in the project of a number of

the citizens of Philadelphia to supply the continental army with

rations. The first bills, issued in 1780, were nothing more than

interest-bearing notes payable at a future time, ^he advances

in continental money made by the shareholders were secured

by bills of exchange for £150,000, drawn on the American envoys

in Europe, but not intended to negotiated.

A further outgrowth of the nwds of the continental govern-

ment was the Bank of North America, which was authorized

by congress on May 26, 1781. The act gave to Robert Morris, the

financier, power to create a bank with a capital of $400,000, to

be increased if desirable. Morris arranged with the Bank of

Pennsylvania to ta^ over its holdings of foreign bills and paid

in cash its claims against the Federation. The Bank of North

America did not begin business until the 7th of January 1782,

and there was so snuch doidit of the power of the continental

congress to charter a bank that it was thought advisable to

obtain a charter Bom the state of Pennsylvania. Under il^
charter the bank continued to operate until it was absorbed in

the national bankW ^stem in 1863, and it may be considered

the oldest organized banking institution in tiie United States.

The bank did much, during the first eight years after its oiganizir

tion, to restore or^ to the chaos of Federaticm finances. It

loaned to Morris, as government superintendent of finance,

$1,249,975, of wl]^ $^,581 was repaid in cash and the re-

mainder by surrendering the stock in the bank owned by ^
government.

The Bank of the United Statis.--A nation^ banUNif issue was

one of the essential parts of the system built up by Alexander

Hamilton in organizing the finances of the Federal government

under the constitution of 1789. The first “ Bank of'the United

States*’ was accordingly incorporated in 1791, wiUi a capitd

of $10,000,000, divided into 25,000 shares of $400 each. This

bank issued circulating notes, discounted commerml paper

and aided the government in its financial operations. The
government subscribed one-fifth of the capital, but paid for

It by a roundabout process which actually result in the loon

of the amount by the bank to the treasury. Other loans were

made by the bank to the government, which gradually carried

the obligation by the end of 1795 to $6,200,000. In order to meet

these obligations, the government gradually disposed of its

bank stock, until by 1802 its entire holdings had lieen disposed

of at a profit of $671,860. The bank did not publish regular

reports, but a statement submitted by Gallatin to congress for

January 24, 1811, showed resources of $24,183,046, of which

$14,578,294 was in loans and discounts, $2,750,000 in United

States stock and $5,009,567 in specie.

The expiration of the charter of the bank in 1811 was the

occasion of a party contest, which prevented renewal and added

greatly to the financial difficulties of the government in the war

with Great Britain which began in the next year. Although

foreign shareholders were not permitted to vote by proxy, and
the twenty-five directors were required to be citizens of the United

States, the bank was attacked on the ground of foreign ownership

as well as on the constitutional ground that congress had no

power to create such an institution.

The government was compelled in the war of 1812 to rely

on the state banks. Their suspension of specie payments, in

1814, made it very difficult for the treasury to transfer funds

from one part of the Union to the other, because the notes of one

section did not circulate readily in another. Gallatin left on

record the opinion that the suspension of specie payments
“ might have been prevented at Idie time when it took place,

had the former Itok of the United States been still in

existence.”

The financial condition of the government became so bad

during the war that the second Bank of the United States was
authorized in April 1816. The general project was that of

Alexander J. Dallas, who in OctobCT 1814 had become secretary

of the treasury. The capital of the new bank was $35,000,000,

and the government again appeared as owner of one-fifth of

the stock, which was paid in a stock note. The president of

the United States was authorized to appoint five of the twenty-

five directors and public funds were to ^ deposited in the bank,
** unless the secretary of the treasury shall at any time otherwise

order and direct.” The right of congress to charter the bank

came before the Supreme Court in 1819 in the famous case of

McCulloch v. Maryland.' Chief Justice Marshall rendered the

decision that the right to create the bank was within the implied

powers granted by the Federal constitution, and that it was not

competent for the states to levy taxes upon the circulating notes

of the bank or upon its property except in common with other

property.

The second Bank of the United States was not well managed
in the early part of its earner, but was upon a firmer foundation

under the presidency of Langdon Cheves in 1819. Its policy

greatly benefited commerce, but invitei) l^ter complaints from
the private dealers in exchange, who had been enabled tomake
excessive profits while the currency was below par, because of its

different values in different states and the constant ffiictoations

in these values. The bank, in the language of the report of

Senator Samud Smith of Maryland in 1832, furnish^ **0

currency as safe as silver, more convenient, 1^ more valuable
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thMi iilver^ which through the whole western and southern

and interior parts of the Imion, is eagerly sought in exchange for

stiver : which, in those sections, often bears a premium paid m
silver; which is, throughout the Union, equal to silver, in

payntent to the government, and payments to individuals in

business.”

The bank In 1835 had attained a circulation of $23,075,422 ;

loans of $59,332^5 ;
and deposits of $5,061,456. The institu-

tion was ultimately destroyed by the open enmity of President

Jackson, who in 1833 had suspended the deposit of public money

in its custody. Thi.s policy known as the “removal of the

deposits,*^ excited a bitter ji^itica] controversy in which Clay

and Webster led the opposition, but Jackson was supported by

the public (see Jackson, Andrew). The Federal charter of

the bank expired in 1836. Under a charter obtain^ by

President Nicholas Twiddle from the state of Pennsylvania, the

bank continued its business, but without success, and in 1841

it went into liquidation.

The State Banks,--The Bank of the United States found

powerful rivals during its life and successors after its dearii

in the banks chartered by the separate states. In the unde-

veloped state of the country in the early days there was much
unsound and speculative banking. The most successful systems

were those of New York and New England, where the surplus

capital of the country in the early days was chiefly concentrated.

The least successful hanking systems were those in the newer

and poorer sections of the country, and they grew progressively

worse as poverty and inexperience added to the difficulty of

setting aside capital for investment in the tools of exchange.

The termination of the first charter of the Bank of the United

States was followed by a hanking mania. In Pennsylvania

a bill authorizing 41 new banks was passed over the veto of the

governor, and 37 of them were in operation in 1814. Similar

movements in other states increased the number of banks in

four yeans (i 81 1-1815) from 88 to 208. The amount of specie

was not adequate to support the ma.ss of credit which these banks

created,and what therewas in thecountry drifted to New England,

which was upon a metallic basis. A number of banks collapsed

in 1814, and business prostration was prolonged for several years.

The banking laws of the states varied considerably. Some
states authorized the issue of notes upon state bonds, many of

which, especially at the outbreak of the CivilWar,proved valudess.

In New England, however, a system prevafled which required

the prompt redemption of .the banks* notes at par. The New
England Bank was the pioneer of this movement in 1814. In

1824 what was known as the “ Suffolk system *’ of redemption

came into operation. This system provided for the deposit by a

bank in the Suffolk Bank in Boston of a redemption fund, from

which the notes were redeemed and afterwards sent home by the

Suffolk Bank for collection. This system, with slight modifica-

tions, continued in successful operation until 1858. The circula-

tion of the New England banks in 1858 was less than $40,000,000

and the redemptions in the course of the year through the

Suffolk Bank were $400,000,000. It was the essential merit

claimed for the system that it tended to keep the volume of the

circulation constantly adjusted to the requirements of business.

A branch redemption agency was established at Providence.

Legal sanction was given to the system in Verrnont by an act of

1842, which levied a tax of i % upon bank capital, but remitted

this tax to any bank which should “ keep a sufficient deposit of

fbnds in the city of Boston, and should at that city uniformly

cause its bills to be redeemed at par.”

The period from 1836 to 184a was t trying one for American

banking. 11 was preceded hv another great expansion in financial

ventures, made without sufficient circulatii^ capitid or adherence

to conservative banking methods. Foreign capital had come

into the country in considerable amounts after the English

crisis of 1825, the entire debt of the general govemn^t was

paid off and a tteitMndous speculation occurred in public lands,

which were expected to advance rapidly in value as the result of

immigration and the growth of the country. The sales of pubKc

kmds in 1836, on the eve of the crisis, readied 10,0741870 acres

and brought receipts to the treasury of $»5>*67,833. How
essentially speculative was the mass of these sales is indi-

cated by the fact that such receipts declined in 1842 to only

$1,41 7,972. President Jackson pricked the bubble of speculation

by the “ Specie circular ” of July it, 1836, requiring payments

for public lands to be made only in specie or notes of specie

value. Practically every bank in the Union stoppi^d pay-

ment, and bulking capital fell from $3SS|442|69^ ^^4® to

$196,894,309 in 1846. As usual in periods of business collapse

the shrir^age of capital did not follow at once the outbreak

of the panic, but was the result of gradual liquidation. Specie

payments were resumed in 1838, but there was another crash

m 184a, after the United States Bank finally suspended.

In New York, which was becoming the chief commercial state

of the Union, the banks of New York City were generally sound,

but several efifferent systems were tried of securing the circulating

notes. The “ safety-fund s*y.stem,” inaugurated in 1829, provided

for a contribution by each bank towards a fund to meet the

deficit of any contributing bank which might fail with assets

insu&ient to meet its liabilities. It was the intention of the

act to protect by this fund only the bank-notes, but it was

treated as a fund for the payment of all the liabilities of a failed

t)ank and in consequence the fund was exhausted by important

failures which occurred in the panics of 1837 and 1857. Before

1843 controlled by the state, so that

in several cases there were illegal over-issues.

What was called the “ free-banking system *’ was inaugurated

in New York by the act of 1838. This system permitted any

body of persons, complyinf with the requirements of the law, to

form a bank and issue circulation secured by the deposit of various

classes of public bonds. This system was in operation at the

outbreak of the C!ivil War, was imitated in several other states,

and became in a measure the model of the national linking

system. The state banks of Indiana and Ohio were among the

most successful of the state banks, being modelled somewhat

on the European plan of a central bank. They held in their

states an exclusive charter for issuing notes and had branches

at important points throughout the state. Under the manage-

ment of Hugh McCulloch, afterwards secretary of the treasury,

the bank of Indiana weathered the crisis of 1857 without sus-

pending specie payments, and retired its circulation when gold

went to a premium in 1862.

One of the defects of the state system of note-issues was the

inconvenience which it occasioned. Notes issued outside a

state could not safely be received without careful scrutiny as to

the responsibility of their issuers. The systems prevailing in

New England, in Louisiana, in Ohio and in Indiana were

eminently successful, and proved the soundness of the issue 0!

bank-notes upon the assets of a well-conducted commercial bank.

But the speculation fostered by loose banking laws in some other

states, and the need for uniformity, cast a certain degree of dis-

credit upon the state banks, and prepared the way for the

acceptance of a uniform banking system in 1864.

The power of note-issue formed a more important part of

banking resources before the Civil War than in later years,

because the deposit system had not attained its full development.

Thus in 1835 circulation and capital of state banks combined

were about $335,000,000 and deposits were only $83,000,000, in

1907 circulation and capital of national banks $1,430,000,000,

while deposits were $4,322,000,000— in the earlier period

deposits forming less than one-third of the odier two items imd

in the later period three times the other items. The circulation

of the state banks fluctuated widely at different periods. A
maximufii of $149,185,890 was attained in 1837, to decline to

$106,968,573 three yew later and to a minimum of $58,563,608

in 1843. From this point there was a tendency upward, with

Some variations, which put the circulation in 1845 at $89,6o8;7ii

;

1848, IraS,506,091 ; 1850, $132,366,526 ; 1854, $204,689,3107 ;

18^, $195,747,950; 1*5*1 $*55,208,344; i860, $207,102477;

1865, •»38»677,2 i8. - /
Other leading hems of the aocoottts of the state banks tor

loprceentative years areas follows
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Stott Banking Pfognss. 1833-1863.

Year. No. of

Banks.
Capital Stock.

——
* n

Loans and
Discounts.

Deposits.

1835 704 •251.250,337 $305,103,834 $83,081,365

1845 707 ao0,o45,9(jQ 288,617.131 88,020.640

1850 824 217.3^7-211 3,64,204.078 109.58C.595

*855 3’32.I77,288 576,144.758 190,400,342

1860 1562 421,88o,o*>5 691 .945.580 253,802,129

1863 1466 405.045.829 648.601,863 393,68^1,2 2()

The Motional Banking Systetn ,—The creation of the national

banking; system was mainly the outcome of the financial necessities

of the Federal government in the Civil War. It was found

difficult to float government bonds at profitable rates, and Mr
Chase, the secretary of the treasury, devised the scheme of

creating a compulsory market for the bonds by offering special

privileges to banks organized under Federal charters, which

would issue circulating notes only when secured by the deposit

of government bonds. But this plan, authorized by the act of

25th February 1863 (supplemented by the act of 3rd June 1864),

was not sufficient to give predominance to the national banks/

The state banking systems in Uui older states were so firmly

entrenched in the confidence of the commercial community that

it became necessary to provide for imposing a tax of 10% upon

the face-value of the notes of state banks in circulation after

the I St of July 1866. The state banks were thus driven out of

the note-issuing business, some being converted into national

banks, while otlicrs continued their commercial business under

state laws without the privilege of^otc-issue. A remarkable

growth in the national banking system took place
;

in 1864

there were 453 national hanks with an aggr<^ate capital of

$79,366,950, and in 1865 there were 1014 banks with an aggregate

capital of $242,542,982.

The national banking system was specially marked by the

issue of circulating notes upon United States bonds. Any
national liank desiring to issue notes might by law deposit

with the United States treasurer bonds of the United States to

an amount not exceeding its capital stock, tuid upon such bonds

it might receive circulation equal to 9o®/'„ of their par-value.

No Imnk could be established which did not invest one-third of

its capital in bonds. This was changed in 1874 so as to reduce

the requirement to 25 %, with a maximum mandatory require-

ment of $50,000. Notes were taxed at the rate of i % per

annum. The banks obtained from the provision for circulation

the benefit of what was descrilxid by critics as “ double interest,”

being credited with the interest on bonds in the custody of the

treasury department, and being also able to lend their notes to

the public. But several deductions'had to be made : notes could

not be issued to the full par-value of the bonds j
the tax of i %

upon circulation reduced by that amount the profit which would

otherwise be earned
;
and the banks had to set aside in gold

or other lawful money what was needed for redemption purposes

and for reserves. As the banks suspended specie payments at

the close of i86i and great masses of government paper-money

were issued, gold ceas^ to be a medium of exchange except in

California, and the new banks redeemed their notes in govern-

ment paper. The gold-value of the bank-notes
,
therefore, rose and

fell with that of government notes until the resumption of pay-

ments in specie by the national treasury on the 1st of January

The amount of bank-notes in circulation proved in practice

to be influenced -largely by the price of bonds. The maidmum
originally set for bwk circulation was $300,000,000. This was

increased in 1870 by $54,000,000, and in 1875 thedimit was

removed. The droiiiation reached $362,651,169 on the ist of

anuary 1B83, but afterwards declined materially as bonds

ecame scarce apd the price rose. The fact that circulation

oould be iBaued toonly 90% ^ par-value of the bonds greatly

reduced the net fHofits on circulation when the price of 4% bonds

ftise in 1889 above 129 and other classes of bonds rose in like

mtiou The cirtulatiQn; of bank-notes fell as low as |i67»9^7a574
oa 1st of July 1891, but afterwards increased somewhat as

the supply of bonds was increased tomeet the treasu^ deficlenciietf

of 1894-1896 and the expenses of the war with Spain.

The national banks supported the government cordially in

the measures taken to bring about resumption of gold payments

on tlie ist of January 1879 under the law of 1875. The banks

held more than $125,000,000 in legal tender notes, of which sum
nearly one-third was held in New York City. A wn upon the

treasury for the redemption of these notes would have exhausted

the gold funds laboriously accumulated by secretary Shennan

and compelled a new suspension. But the banks appointed a

committee to co-operate with the treasury, declined to receive

gold longer as a special d^sit, and resolved to receive and pay

balances without discrimination between gold and government

notes. Thus resumption was accomplished without jar, and as

early as the 17th of December 1878 gold sold at par in paper.

The silver legislation enacted by congress in 1878 ^d 1890

caused uneasiness in banking circles, and the banks discriminated

against silver dollars and silver certificates in their cash. When
the treasury began to lose gold heavily, however, in 1893, a

combination of leading bankers in New York, Boston, Phila-

delphia, Baltimore and Chicago turned over a large part of

their holdings to replenish the government reserves. About

150 national banks .suspended during the panic of i893» but 84

of these afterwards resumed business. As in former periods of

depression, the system suffered Uie greatest decline during the

years of liquidation following the actual panic, the number of

lianks falling from 3856 on the 1st of June 1893 to 3585 on the

ist of June 1899, and aggregate capital falling during the same

period from $698454,665 to $610,028,895.

A new extension was given to the national banking system

by the provisions of the gold standard law of 14th March 1900.

Banks were authorized to issue circulation to the full par-value

of bonds deposited, and the tax upon circulation was reduced

from I% to i of 1% in the case of circulation which was secured

by the 2% refunding bonds, which were authorized by this law.

By issuing 2 % bonds in exchange for those paying a higher

interest, at aj^roximately the market-price, it liecamc possible

to obtain a given amount of notes upon a smaller investment in

bonds, independent of other provisions of the law. Under these

provisions the volume of notes outstanding, secured by bonds,

which stood on the 31st of October 1899 at $207,920,7741 reached

on the same date in 1900, $298,829,0^ ;
in igoi, $328,198,613

;

in 1902, $335»7i^3.x89
;

in 1903, $380,650,821; in 1904,

$424,530,581 ; in 1905, $490,037,806 ;
in 1906, $536,933**69

;

and in 1907, $562,727,614*

The lowest denomination of national bank-notes authorized

by law is $5, and not more than one-tliird of any bank’s issues

can be of this denomination. The government issues not«ss for

$i and $2, as well as for higher denominations. The lamest

amount of bank-notes of one denomination is in bills for $io>

which on the 3xst of October 1907 constituted $249,946,530 in

total outstanding issues of $609,905,441. Of this total circula-

tion $562,727,614 was secured by bonds, and the remainder,

$47,352,852, was covered by lawful money in the government

treasury, deposited for the redemption and retirement of the

notes as they mightbe received.

An important extension of the national system resulted from

the authority given by the act of 1900 to incorporate national

banks with a capital as low as $25,000, in pla^s havii^ a

population not in excess of 3000. The previous minimum limit

had been $50,000. Under this provision there were incorporated

to the 31st of October 1907 2389 national banks with capitals

of less than $50,000, with aggregate capital of $62,312,500, of

which 272 banks were conversions of state and private institu-

tions, 752 were Feorgamzations and 1365 were new institutioSM.

The national banks possess most of the powers of commenbial

banks, but are not permitted to hold real estate other than their

banking houses, unless taken for debt. Five reports are required

each year to the comptroller of the current at dates s

by him without noticQ,and each bank is sul^t to the visitatioii

of bank examifiem under the oomptroUer; Ko reserm
against notes are required by eadstii^ laKr except^5%^ whieltii
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kept in Washington for current redemption puiposes. The

redemption system is defective in that redemptions are not

authorized at other places^ and the notes reach the treasury on

an average only about once in two years. For many years the

banks were prohibited from retiring more than $3,000,000 of

notes monthly, but the limit was raised by an act of 4th March

1907 to $9,000,000 per month.

Reserve.<t are required against deposits to the amount of 25 %
in so-called “ reserve cities,” and 15 % in what are called the

“country banks” outside of reserve cities. Not all these

amounts, however, are required to be kept in cash. The three

central reserve cities, where cash is required, with only trifling

deductions, are New York, Chicago and St Louis. In other

reserve cities, which in 1908 numbered forty, the banks are

permitted to deposit half their cash in national banks in central

reserve cities, while country Imnks may deposit three-fifths of

their cash in any reserve city. The shareholders of national

banks are subject in case of liquidation to double liability upon

their share.s, and this is now the rule in most of the conservative

state banking systems. National bank-notes are not l^al

tender, but are receivable by the government for all obligations

except custom.s dues.

The panic of 1907 imposed a severe strain upon the cash

resources of the banks of New York City, but did not cause any
.such considerable number of failures as occurred in 1893.

Payment of cheques in currency was suspended in New York
on the 28lh of October 1907, and continued until about the begin-

ning of the year igo8. The panic was precipitated by over-specula-

tion by a group of national banks, followed by the suspension of the

Knickerbocker Trust Company on the 22nd of October with

deposits of $48,000,000. Then came runs on other companies, a
deficit in the required reserves of New York banks of $38,838,825 in
the week of and November, and arrangements for the importation

of foreign gold to an amount which soon approached $100,000,000.

With an increase during the autumn of alx)ut $77,000,000 in

national l)ank circulation, a transfer of $72,000,000 from the

treasury to the Ijanks, and a further decline in required reserves

in New York during the next week, the amount of currency

which was added to the circulation or disappeared during a few
weeks of the panic amounted to more than $275,000,000, or

nearly one-tenth of the usual volume of circulation in the country.

ITic total bank-note circulation on the 28th of December 1907
had risen to $687,340,835 ; but this amount was abnormal and
was reduced somewhat during the spring of 1908.

The position of the trust companies, especially those of the

city of New York, was one of the disturbing features of the panic.

These companies were comparatively a small factor in New York
finance at the time of the panic of 1893. The capitalization of all

the trust companies in the United Stotes, even as late as 1897,

was only $106,968,253, and individual deposits were $566,922,205.

The capital of these companies had risen in 1907 to $276,146,081

and their deposits to $2,061,623,035. The trust companies of

New York were required by the law of the state to maintain

only 5% of their demand deposits in cash in their vaults.

Whilst most of them had also large amounts on deposit in national

hanks, these reserves proved inadequate to sustain the vast mass
of credit which was built upon them. The absolute amount of

the reserves, however, was perhaps less important than the class

of business to which some of tlie less conservative of these

companies had committed themselves. Instead of keeping their

assets liquid by purchases of commercial paper and loans on

first-class negotiable securities, they had in some cases engaged

in speculative underwritings and tiacFtocked op their funds in

enterprises requiring a long time for their consummation.

It was these combined influences which led to distrust of the

Knickerbocker I'rust Company, and to the runs upon that

company and others during the late days of October and

early November. The result was to reduce the total rasources of

the forty-eight trust companies of Greater New York from

$1,105,019,700011 the 02nd of August 1907 to $858,674,000 on the

19th of Decmber 1907. IndividtuU deposits subject to dieque fell

from $692,744,900 to $437>733»40o. Such a reduction of resources

within so short a time, most of it being wcomplished within a

few weeks, has hardly ever been record^ in the history of bank-

ing, and the fact that the stronger companies were able to call in

their ca.sh and meet such demands was evidence to a certain

extent that the criticisms upon them were exaggerated. The

necessity for stronger reserves and for greater safeguards against

speculative operations was so strongly impressed upon the public

mind, however, that several re.strictive measures were enacted

at the session of the New York legislature in 1908, designed to

prevent any abuses of this sort in the future.

The function of issuing notes, which is exclusively a privilege

of national banks, has diminished in importance in America, as

other methods of transferring credit have attained a wide develop-

ment. This has not only been true of the national banks them-

selves, but has accounted for the development alongside the

national banking system of state banks, private banks and trust

companies, which have not had the privilege of note-issue, but

have obtained other privileges sometimes greater than those of

the national banks.
The aggregate resources of all classes of banks in the United States

have greatly increased in recent years. The following table shows the

increase in the chief items of the accounts of national banks for repre-

sentative years from the reports made nearest to the beginning of the

year
Progress of National Banks. 1865- it>o8

Year. Loans and Discounts. Individual Deposits.
Banks.

1865 038 $166,448,718 $183,479,636
1870 1615 688,875,203 546,236,881

1875 2027 1155.862,580 682,846,607

1880 2052 933»543.f»bi 755459.9f>b

1885 2664 1,234,202,226 987»f>49.055

1890 3326 1,811,686,891 1,436,402,685

1895 3737 1.991,913423 1,695.489.346

1897 3661 1,901,160,110 1,639,688,393

1899 3590 2,214,394,838 2,225.269,813
l90fj 3602 2,479,819,494 2,380,610,361

X901 3942 2,706,534,643 2,623,997,521

1902 4291 3,038,255,447 2,9^4,417,965

1903 4666 3.303.148.091 3.152,878,796

1904 5180 3,469,195,043 3,300,619,898

1905 5528 3,728,166,086 3.612,499,508

1906 5911 4,071,041,164 4,088,420.135

1907 6288 4,463,267,629 4,115,650,294

1908 6625 4.585.337.094 4.176.873.717

The combined returns of state and private banks, siivings banks
and loan and trust companies in the united States show a growth
within a few years which is indicated by the principal items of their

accounts :

—

Rksourcks or State Banks, Trust Companies, &c.

Items. 1897. 1007.

Capital Stock
Surplus and profits

Loans
Deposits .

Total Resources

$380,090,778
382,436.990

2,231.013.262

3,324,254,807
4.258.677.065

$807,178,262
924,655,010

6.099,897.535
8.776.755207
11,168,514,5x6

The aggregate banking power of the United States, as computed
by the comptroller of the currency in his annual report for 1907,

increased from ''$5, 150,000,000 in 1890 to $17,824,800,000 in 1907,

and the banking power of foreign countries from $10,835,000,000 to

$27,034,200,000, representing an increase for all reporting countries

from $15,985,000,000 to $44,859,000,000.

The system of clearing cheques has attained a higher development
in the United States than in any other country, except perhaps,

Great Britain. Clearing-houses exist in about 112 leading cities,

and the aggregate clearings fot the year ending 30th September 1907
reached $154,662,515,258. The New York Clearing-House in-

evitably does a large proportion of this business ; its clearings

constituted in 1906 67-2 % of the total clearings in 55 of the
larger cities. The volume of clearings fluctuates greatly with the
volume of stock-exchange transactions and with the business pros-

perity of the country. An indication of these fluctuations at New
York is aflorded by the following tabic, taken from Conant's Pn'ff-

dples of Money and Banking, brou|:ht down to 1907.

The Ctearing-House Committee of the New York Clearing-Hoiise

exercises a powerful influence over the hanking situation through
its ability to refuse aid in emergencies to a bank which is unwisely

conducted. This power was used in the panic of .1907 to eliminate

several important, but spMUlative, fittixicial interests from control

of natiomu banks'. Only national attif^ state banks and the sub-
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Variations in CutARntos at Krw York—

Year.
Average
Daily

Clearings.

Per cent
Balances to
Clearings.

Remarks.

1870 $90,274,479
ii 5»885.794

3-72
Great business activit>\1873 4-15

1874 74,692.574 ' 5-62 Industrial depression.

i88i 3-66 Renewal of r^way building.

1885 82,789,480 5-12 Results of bank panic.

1890 123,074,139 4*65 Business expansion.
Depression following panic.1894 79.704.426 6-54

6-281896 96,232,442
1

Free silver panic.

1899 189,961,029 5*37 Renewed confidence and activity.

1901 254-193.639 4-56
1

Culmination of industrial flota-

tions.

1904 195.648,514 5-20 Diminished stock - exchange and
business activity.

1 1906 342,422.773 3-69 Stock-market activity.

Treasury were memlHjrs ot the Clearing-House at this time. Their
weekly reports of condition wore awaited every Saturday as an index
of the state of the money-market and the exchanges

;
but this index

was incomplete and sometimes misleading, tiecause regular weekly
rqiorts were not made by trust companies. It was announcetl early

in 1908 by the .state superintendent of banking that he would exercise

a power vested m him by law to require weekly reports in future

from trust compani(‘.s, so that the two classes of reports would present

a substantially complete mirror of banking conditions in New York.
Authorities. -William M. Gouge, A History of Paper Money and

Banking in the United States (l^hiladelphia. 1833) ;
Condy Raguet,

A Treatise on Currency and Banking (Philadelphia, 1840) ; T. S.

Gibbons, The Banks of New York, their Dealers, the Clearing-House

and the Panic of (New York, 1858) ;
Albert S. Holies, Financial

History of the United States (3 vols.. New York. 1884-1886) ;
Charles

F. Dunbar, Chapters on the Theory and History of Banking (New
York and I..ondon, 1891) ;

Horace White, Money and Banking
(Boston, 1902) ;

Charles A. Conant, A History of Modern Banks of

Issue (New York, 1896) ;
Alexander D. Noyes, Thirty Years of

American Finance (New York, 1808) ; Davis Rich Dewey, Financial

History of the United States (New York and London, 10031
;
John C.

Schwab, The Confederate States of America, /Sd/-/dOj (New York,
iqoi)

;
David Ivinh'y, 7'he Independent Treasury of the United

States (Nev.' York, 1893) ;
Report of the Monetary Commission of the

Indianapolis Convention (Chicago, 1898) ;
Charles A. Conant, The

Principles of Money and Banking (2 vote., Now York, 1905)

;

William G. Sumner. A Ilisto^ of American Currency (New York,

1884) ;
Amos Kidder Fisk(\ The Modern Bank (New York, 1904) ;

William G. Sumner, A Histoiy of Banking in the United States

(New York, 1896). Ijeing vol. i. in A History of Banking in AH the

Leading Nation's
; John Jay Knox, History of Banking in the United

States (rev. ed.. New York, 1900); and R. C. II. Catterall, The
Second Bank of the United States (Chicago, 1903).
Much statistical information is contained in the annual reports

of the comptroller of the currency of the United States, published

annually at Washington. (C. A. C.)

English Law AFFEcriNa Banks and their

Customers

Issue of Notes— legislation which culminated in the Bank
Charter Acts of 1844 and 1845 secured to the Bank of England
the absolute monopoly of the note issue within the city of

London and a 3-m. mdius. Outside that radius, and within

65 ra. of the city, there is a concurrent right in banks, consisting

of six or less than six persons, established before 1844, and ksuing

notes at that date ; beyond the 65-ra. radius the privilege may be

exercised by all banks established before 1844, and tfien issuing

notes, who have not since lost their right to do so by bankruptcy,

abandonment of business, or temporary sitspension of issue.

According to some authorities, the effect of 20 and 21 Viet,

cap. 49, sec. 12 fre-enacted Companies Consolidation Act 1908,

sec. 286 (^)] Whs to sanction the increase in the constitution of

any bank issuing notes outside the 3-m. and within the 65-m.

radius from six to ten persons without affecting the power to issue

notes. The rule os formulatedabove is, however, that enunciated

by Bowen J. in Capital and Counties Bank v. Bank of England,

1889 ; 61 L.T, 516. The increase in the number of joint-stock

banks and the gradual absorption of the smaller and older

oonoems have hs^ the effect of minimizing the output of notes

other than those issued by the Bank of England, and, as exem-

pli6ed by the case td The Attotney-Ceneral v. Birkheek, 12

Q.B.D. it would seem impossible to devise any scheme by

which the note-issuing power of an absorbed bank ooukl be con-

tinued to the new or amalgamated body. But a bank having

the right would not necessarily lose it by absorhiitf other banks

{Capital and Counties Bank v. Bank of England)* Foreign banks

may establish branches in Great Britain on complying with^
regulations imposed on them b^ the Companies Consolidation

Act 1908, but cannot apparently issue notes, even though payable

abroad.

Deposit Business .—The term “ bank of deposit gives a mis-

taken idea of the real relation between banker and customer.

So long ago as 1848 it was decided by the House of

Lords in Foley v. Hill, 2 H. of L. 28, that the realutwooa

relation between banker and customer was that othsahoraad

debtor and creditor, not in any sense that of trustee

and eestui que trust, or depositee and depositor, as had been

formerly supposed and contended. The ordinary process by

which a man pays money in to his account at his banker’s is in

law simply lending the money to the banker
;

it fixes the banker

with no fiduciary relation, and he is in no way responsible to the

customer for the use he may make of the money so paid in.

And as being a mere debt, a customer’s right to recover money
paid in is barred on the expiration of six years by the Statute of

Limitations, if there has been no payment meantime on account

of principal or interest, and no acknowledgment sufficient to bar

the statute (Pott v. Clegg, 16 M. & W. 321). Such a state of

affairs, however, is hardly likely to arise, inasmuch as, in the

absence of specific appropriation, earlier drawings out are attri-

buted to the earlier payments in, as in the ordinary case of

current accounts, and so the items on the credit and debit side

cancel each other. An apparent exception to this system of

appropriation exists in cases where a man wrongfully pays into

his own account moneys held by him in a fiduciary capacity. In

such circumstances he is presumed to have drawn out his own
moneys rather than those affected by the trust, and so long as

the account is in credit, any balance will be attributed to the

trust money. As between contending claims to the money,
based on different breaches of trust, the ordinary rule of appro-

priation will apply.

It has often been suggested that the only method of with-

drawing money from a banker is by cheque, that the present-

ation of a cheque is a condition precedent to the ..

liability of the banker to repay. This is not so
;
such

a view being inconsistent witli the cases establishing the effect

of the Statute of Limitations on money left in a banker’s hands,

and with the numerous casas in which a balance at a bank has

been attached as a simple and unconditional debt by a garnishee

order, as, for instance, in Rogers v. Whiteley, 1892, A.C. 118.

The banker’s position with regard to cheques is that, superadded

to the relation of debtor and creditor, there is an obligation to

honour the customer’s cheques provided the banker has a

sufficient and available balance in his hands for the purpose

(Foley v. HiU). If, having such funds in his hands, liie banker

dishonours a cheque, he is liable to the customer in substantial

damages without proof of actual injury liaving accrued (Rolin v.

Steward, 14 C.B. 595). Where several cheques arc presented

simultaneously and the available balance is insufficient to pay aU,

the banker should pay os many as the funds will cover, and is

not bound to discriminate between particular cheques. It would
seem a legitimate condition that a cheque should drawn in the

ordinary recognized form, not in one raising any question or

doubt as to its validity or effect. Cheques drawn to “ wages or

order,” ” petty cash or order,” or the like, are common, ai^ are

sometimes regarded as payable to bearer. Such payees are not,

however, “ fictitious or non-existent persons,” so as to render

the cheques payable to the bearer under sec. 7, subs. 3 of the Bills

of Exchange Act 1882, nor can such payees endorse. Some hmeka
refuse to pay such che<jues, and it is conceived they are justified

in so doing. Money paid in so shortly before the preseatation of

the cheque that there would not have been time to paasitt thtough
the books of the bank would not be treated as available Ux
drawing against.' If a person have an account at one branch of

a bank, he is mot entraed to draw cheques on another branch
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whers he has either no acoount or is overdrawn, but the bank

liaa, as against the customer, the right to combine accounts at

different branches and treat them as one account (Garnet v.

M*Ewen, L.R. 8 Ex. 10). Funds are not available so long as

a garnishee order, founded on a judgment against the customer,

» pending, since it attaches all moneys on current account

irrespective of the amount of the judgment (Rogers v. Wkiteley).

The very questionable practice of post-dating cheques has

been the source of considerable doubt and inconvenience to

bankers. The use of such documents enables the drawer to

obtain the results of a bill at a fixed future date without the

expense of a regular bill-stamp. But the Bills of Exchange Act

i8B2,sec. 13, subs, i, provides that “ a bill is not invalid by reason

only that it is ante-dated or post-dated, or that it bears date on

a Sunday.’* The banker cannot therefore refuse to pay a cheque

presented after the apparent date of its issue on the ground that

he knows it to have been post-dated. On the other hand, he

it entitled and indeed bound to refuse payment if such a cheque

is presented before the apparent date of its issue (Morley v.

CulvenoeUy 7 M. W. at p. 178). Revocation of authority to

pay a cheque must come to the banker’s conscious knowledge

and be unequivocal both in terms and method of communication.

He is not bound to act on an unconfirmed telegram (Curiice v.

Ijmdon City& Midland Bank [1908], i K.B. 293). 'llie banker’s

authority to pay cheques is terminated by the death, insanity

or bankruptcy of the customer, or by notice of an available act

of bankruptcy committed by him.

The bailker is lx)und to observe secrecy with respect to the

customer’s account, unless good cause exists for disclosure, and
the obligation does not cease if the account becomes overdrawn
(Hardy v. Veasey^ L.K. 3 Kx. 107). In England a cheque is not
an assignment of funds in the banker’s hands (Bills of Exchange
Act 1882, sec. S3). The holder of the cheque has therefore no
claim on the lianker in the event of payment being refused,

his remedy being against the drawer and endorser, if any. On
this section is also based the custom of English bankers not to

pay part of the amount of a cheque where there are funds, though
not sufficient to meet the whole amount. The section does not
apply to Scotland, where it would seem that the bank is bound
to pay over what funds it has toward.s satisfaction of the

cheque. A banker is entitled to hold paid cheques as vouchers

until there has Ijeen a settlement of account between him and
the customer. The entries in a pass-book constitute prima facie

evidence against the banker, and when returned by the cu.stomer

without comment, against him
;
but the proposition that such

return constitutes a settlement of account has been much dis-

puted. Indeed where forgery is the ground of repudiation ot a
cheque, no dealings or omissions of the customer with regard to

the pass-book would seem to preclude him from objecting to

being debited and throwing the loss on the banker (KapitigaUa

RiMer Co. v. National Bank of India, 25 Times L.R. 402).

As against the banker, however, credit entries in the pass-^ok
cannot be disputed if the customer has altered his position in

reliance thereon, and cheques drawn against an apparent balance

must be honoured (Holland v. Manchester & Liverpool District

Bank, 25 Times L.R. 386).

The rule by which the holder of a cheque has no direct recourse

against the banker who dishonours it, holds good even where the

b^ker has before issue marked the cheque as good for the

amount, such marking not amounting to an acceptance by the

banker. As between banker and banker, however, such marking
or certifying probably amounts to a binding representation that

the cheque will be paid, and, if done;by request of the drawer,

the latter cannot subs^uently revoke the authority to pay.

In oertoin circumstances, marking at the instance of &e pmon
premttag the cheque for payment may amount to an under-

taking by the banker to hold the money for his benefit (In re

Beaumont [1902}, i Ch. at p. 895).

A banker either paying or coUectmg money on a cheque to

whidi the person tndering it for payment or collection has no
title or a defective title ii prima facie liable to the true owner for

cansfonkm ormoney had and received, notwithstanding he acted

in perfect good faith and derived no benefit from the operation.

Payment of an open cheque, payable to bearer either originally or

by endorsement, is, however, in all cases a good payment and
discharge (Charles v. Blackwell, 2 CP.D. at p. 158). Limited

protection in other cases has been extended by legislation to the

banker with regard to both payment and collection of cheques,

usually on the principle of counterbalancing some particular

risk imposed on him by enactments primarily designed to safe-

guard the public.

By sec. 19 of the Stamp Act 1853, the banker paying a draft

or order payable to order on demand, drawn upon him, was
relieved from liability in the event of the endorsement having

been forged or unauthorized. This enactment was not repealed

by the Bills of Exchange Act 1882, and, in London City & Mid-
land Bank V. Gordon (1903), A.C. 240, was held to cover the ca.se

of drafts drawn by a branch of a bank on its head office. Sec. 60
of the Bills of Exchange Act 1882 extends like protection to the

banker in the case of cheques, the definition of which therein as
“ bills drawn on a banker payable on demand ” debars drafts of

the above-mentioned description. Such definition, involving the

unconditional character of the instrument, also precludes from
the protection of this section the documents now frequently

ksued by corporations and others, which direct bankers to make
payments on a specific attached receipt being duly signed

(London City & Midland Bank v. Gordon). Sec. 17 of the

Revenue Act 1883, however, applies to these documents the

crossed cheques sections of the Bills of Exchange Act 1882

(see Bavins, ]r., It Sims v. London Soutk-Wesiern Bank [1900],
I Q.B. 270), while denying them the position of negotiable

instruments, and a banker paying one of them crossed, in accord-

ance with the crossing and in the absence of any indication of

its having been transferred, could probablj’ claim immunity
under sec. 80. The Bills of Exchange Act 1882 contains no
direct prohibition against a banker paying a crossed cheque
otherwise than in accordance with the (T()s.sing, but if he do so

he is liable to the true owner for any loss suffered by him in

consequence of such payment (sec. 79), and is probably unable

to charge his customer with the amount. A banker paying a
crossed cheque in accordance with its ostensible tenor obtains

protection under sec. 80 and the provisos to sec. 79. Questions

have arisen as to the bearing of the crossed cheques sections

when a crossed cheque drawn on one branch of a bank is paid

in for collection by a customer at another branch; but the

transaction is so obviously a legitimate and necessary one that

either the collecting branch may be regarded as a separate bank
for this purpose, or sec. 79 may be ignored as inapplic-

able (Gordon v. London City 6* Midland Bank [1902], i K.B.
242 C.A.).

The collection of crossed cheques for a customer being virtu-

ally incumbent on a banker, qualified immunity is accorded him
in so doing by sec. 82, a final exposition of which was given by
the House of Lords in London City & Midland Bank v. Gordon

(1903), A.C. 240. To come within its provisions, the banker
must fulfil the following conditions. He must receive the cheque
from, and the money for., a customer, i.e. a person with whom he
has definite and existing business relations (see Great Western
Hy. Co. V. London & County Bank fiqoi], A.C. 414). He must
take the cheque already crossed generally or specially to himself.

His own crossing under sec. 77 is absolutely inefficacious in this

connexion. He must take the cheque and receive the money in

^od faith and without negligence. Negligence in this relation

is the omission to exercise due care in Hie intedsst of the true

owner, not necessarily the customer. To avoid this diiquali-

fication of negligence, the banker must see that die endonements,
where necessary, are ostensibly correct ; he must satisfy himself

of the authority where on endorsement is per procuration
;
he

must not take for private account a cheque which on its &ce
indicates that the holder is m possession of it as agent, or in an
official capacity,or for partnershippurposes(Hannon’s Leke View
Central Ld. v. Armstrong & Co.. 16 Times L.R. 236 ; Sevan v.

National Bank, 23 Times L^R. 65)

;

he must not take a cheque
mariced ** account payee” for aaiaccouat other than that
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indicated {Bevm r. Naitanal Bank), It is further demonstrated

the Gordon case that the banker only secures protec-

tion so long as he is acting strictly as a conduit pipe, or as agent
for the customer. If he pot himself in the position of owner
of the cheque, he no longer fulfils the condition of receiving the
money only for the customer. In the Gordon case, adoption of

the not uncommon practice of crediting cheques as cash in the
bank’s books before the money was actually received was held

equivalent to taking them as transferee or owner, and to debar
the bank from the protection of sec, 82. The anxiety and in-

convenience caused to bankers by this unexpected decision was
ultimately removed by the Bills of Exchange (Crossed Cheques)
Act 1906, which enacts that a banker receives payment of a
crossed cheque for a customer within the meaning of sec. 82 of

the Bills of Excliangc Act 1882, notwithstanding that he credits

his customer’s account with the amount of the cheque before

receiving payment thereof. Apparently the scope of this act

must be confined to its immediate object, and it does not affect

the relations and rights Ixjtween the banker and his customer or

parties to the chec|ue arising from such crediting as cash. For
,

instance, the customer, in the absence of agreement to the con-

trary, may at once draw against cheques so credited, while the

banker may still debit the customer with the amount of tlie

cheque if returned unpaid, or sue the drawer or endorser thereon.

The protection to the collecting banker is in no way affected

by the cheque being crossed “ not negotiable,” or by the nature

of tlie fraud or crime by which the cheque was obtained by the

customer or any previous possessor, although there are dicta

which have been inleq)rfted in tlie contrary sense. Nor docs the

fact that the customer i.*; overdrawn deprive the banker of the

character of a collecting agent, unless the rhe(|ue be de-

finitely given and taken in reduction of such overdraft. Where
the conditions requisite for protection exist, the protection

covers not only the rec eipt of the money
,
but all operations usual

in business and leading up to such roceipt, on tlie basis of the

customer's title being unimpeachable. The provisions of the

crossed cheques sections of the Bills of Exchange Act 1882 are

extended to dividend warrants by sec. 95 of that act, and to

certain orders for payment issued by a customer of a banker
by sec. 17 of the Revenue Act 1883, as before stated. But the

wording of the Bills of Exchange (Crossed Chefjues) Act 1906,

specifying as it does cheques alone, appears to exclude docu-

ments of both these classes from its operation. With regard to

the orders for payment, inasmuch as the same section which
brings them within the crossed cheques sections expressly pro-

vides that they shall not be negotiable, a banker would probably

be protected only in taking them from the specified payee,

though this distinction has been ignored in some recently decided

cases.

Where a banker incurs loss through forgery or fraud in circum-

stances not covered by statutory protection, his right to relief,

Prmud
must depend on general principles. He cannot

charge his customer with payments made on a forgery

of that customer s signature, on the ground eitlier that he is

presuined to know such signature or that the payment is un-

authorized. But if the customer has accredited the foigery, or,

having knowledge or reasonable ground for belief that it has
been committed, has failed to warn the banker, who Has thereby

suffered loss or prejudice, the customer will be held estopped

from disputing the Imnker’s right to debit him with the amount
(Vagliano v. Bank of England [1891], A.C 107; McKenzie v.

British hmesi Co, 6 A.C. 82 ;
Easing v. Dominion Bank [1904],

A.C. 806). The doctrine of the fictitious person as payee may
also exonerate a banker who has paid an order bill to a wrongful

possessor. Payment on a forgery to an innocent bolder is pay-

ment under mistake of fact ; but the ordinary right of the payor

to recover money so paid is subordinated to the necessity of safe-

guardir^ chamcteristics of negotiability. Views d&er as to

whetlrer the Mcovery is predud^ only where the opportunity

of giving notke of ^honour is lost or prejudiced by delay in

re^Lffliiiig payment, or whether mere possibility of danuige is

sufficient (cf. London fir Rim PUde Bank v. Bank of Liverpool
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[1896], 1 Q.B. 7, and Imperial Bank of Canada v* Bank of

HamUton [1903], A.C* 49)*

Guies have frequently arisen where the carelessness of a cufr>

tomer in filling up cheques has enabled a person to frauduktitly

increase the sum for which such dieques were orkinally drawn.

In Colonial Bank of Ausiralasia v. Marshall [rqofij, A.C. 559* the

judicial committee of the privy council held that the affording

such facilities for forgery was no breach of the customer'sjdufy
to his banker, and that the latter was not entitled to debit the

customer with more tlian the original amount. As hOfm stated,

the customer’s dealings with the pass-book cannot, in the present

state of the authorities, be relied t)n as debarri^ him from dil*

puting unauthorized payments appearing therein.

The payment of bills accepted payable at the bank is not.

like the payment of cheques, an essential obligation of the banker,

and the risk involved is enlianced by the fact that the
^

banker must pay or refuse payment at once, no interval ^TffitSrpi

being allowed for verification of endorsements. The
aMition or modification of the practice has frequently been

advocated, hut it is one of the facilities which competition

compels bankers to extend to tlieir customers. On the same
basis stands the receipt of a customer’s valuables for safe custody.

The question of the banker’s responsibility for the loss of goods

so deposited with him was raised, but not decided, in an action

brought by Mrs I^angtry against the l^nion Bank of London in

1896. Certain jewels belonging to her had been delivered up by

the bank to an unauthorized person on a forged order. The case

was settled
;
but bankers being desirous to ascertain their real

position, many legal opinions were taken on the point, and after

consideration of these, the Central Association of Bankers issued

a memorandum, in which they stated tliat the best legal opinion

apfMjared to be tlml a distinction must be drawn between cases

in which valuables were by mistake delivered to the wrong person

and cases in which they were destroyed, lost, stolen or fraudu-

lently aliBtracted, whether by an officer of the l)ank or some other

person. That in the former case tlie question of negligence did

not arise, Uie case being one of wrongful conversion of the

goods by a voluntary act for whicii the bank was liable apart

;

from any question of negligence. Thai, in the second case, that

I

of loss or theft, the banker, being a gratuitous bailee, would only

Ije liable if he had failed to use such care as an ordinary prudent

man would take of valuables of his own. The latter rule if

practically that laid down in Giblin v. MacMuUen, L.R. 2 P.C.

318, but in estimating the amount of care to be taken by the

banker, the nature of the goods, if known or suspected, and the

exceptional meaiis of protection at the disposition of bankers,

such as strong-rooms, must be taken into consideration. Methods

of obviating l^th classes of risk by means of special receipts have

frequently been suggested, but such receipts do not appear to

have come into general use.

Theoretically, bankers are supposed to refuse accounts which

are either expressedly or are known to be trust accounts. In

practice, however, it is by no means uncommon to

find accounts opened with a definite heading indicating

the fiduciary capacity. In other cases, circumstances exist which
affect the banker with notice of that capacity. In either case,

however, the obligation to honour the customer’s cheque is the
predominant factor, and the banker is not bound or entitled to
question the propriety or ol^ect of the cheque, unless he has very
clear evidence of impending fraud {Gray v. Johnston, L.R. 3 H.
of L. 1). Even though the banker have derived some personal
benefit from the transaction, it cannot be impeached unless

the banker’s conduct amount in law to his being party
or privy to the fraud, as where he has stipulated or pressed for

the settlement or reduction of an ascertained overdialton private
account, which has been effected by cheque on the trust account
{Coleman v. Bucks fif Onon Union Bank [1897], 2 Ch. 243). A
banker is entitled, in dealing with trust moneys,knownto be suck,
to insist on the authority of the whole body of trustees^ direct
and not deputed, and this is probably the safest cotsiae to adopL
Scarcely larger responsibility devolves on Joint Stock Banks
appointed oustodiatt trustees under the Public TnksteeAct 1906,
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a remunerative position involving custody of trust funds and

securities! and making and receiving payments on behalf of the

estate, while leaving the active direction thereof in the hands

of the managing trustees.

Other incidents of the ordinary practice of banking are the

discounting of bills, the keeping of deposit accounts, properly

so called, and the making of advances to customers,

*^^'J?**
either by way of definite loan or arranged overdraft.

cotta at* ^ discounting of bills is concerned, there is

little to differentiate the position of the banker from that of any

ordinary bill*discounter. It has been contended, however, that

the peculiar attribute of the banker’s lien entitled him to hold

funds of the customer against his liability on current discounted

bills. This contention was ultimately disposed of by Bowen v.

Foreipi & Colonial Gas Company, 22 W.R. 740, where it was

riointed out that the essential object of a customer’s discounting

bills with his banker was to feed the current account, and that

a possible liability constituted no set-off against an existing debt.

Whether a particular bill has been taken for discount or collection

is a question of fact. As in the payment of bills, so in the collec-

tion of them, there *is no statutory protection whatever for the

banker; as against third parties he can only rely either on

the customer’s title or his own as a holder for value, if no

forged endorsement intervene and he am establish a con

sideration.

A deposit account, whether at call or on fixed notice, does not

constitute any fiduciary relation between the depositor and the

Imnker, but merely a debt due from the latter to the

acewatt.
suggested that cheques can be

drawn against deposit account on call, and, though u

banker might safely honour such a cheque, relying, if necessary,

on his right of lien or set-off, there appears no legal right in the

customer to enforce such payment. Tleposit receipts given by

bankers arc exempt from stamp duty, even though they contain

an undertaking with respect to payment of principal and interest.

Th(7 are clearly not negotiable instruments, but it is difficult

to deduce from the cases how far dealings with them may amount

to an equitable assignment of the moneys they represent. Prob-

ably deliberate definite transfer, coupled with endorsement,

would confer an effective title to such moneys. Where, as is not

uncommem, the form of deposit note includes a cheque, the

banker could not refuse to pay were the cheque presented and

any superadded formalities complied with.

There is no obligation on a banker to permit his customer

to overdraw, apart from agreement express or implied from

course of business. Drawing a cheque or accepting
OvordimftB ^ payable at the banker’s which there are not funds

atvaaooB, implied request for an overdraft, which

the Imnkcr may or may not comply with. Interest is

clearly chargeable on overdrafts whether stipulated for or not.

There is no direct authority establishing this right in the banker,

and interest is not usually recoverable on mere debts, but the

charge is justifiable on the ground of the universal custom of

bankers, if not otherwise. The charging of compound interest or

interest with periodical rests has been supported where such

system of keeping the accounts has been brought to the notice

of the customer by means of the pass-book, and not objected

to by him, but in the present attitude of the courts towards

the [lass-book some further recognition would seem neceswry.

Such system of charging interest, even when fully recognized,

only prevails so long as the relation of banker and customer, on

which it is founded, continues in force ; the taking a mortgage

for the existing debt would put an end'to it.

The main point in which advances made by bankers differ

from those made by other people is the exceptional fight pos-

sessed by bankers of securing repayment by means
***

of the banker’s lien. The banker’s lien is part of the

law merchant and entitles him, in the absence of agreement

express or implied to the contrary, to retain and apply, in dis-

chaige of the customer’s liability to him, any securities of the

customer coming ihto his possession in his capacity as banker.

It includes bills cuid cheques paid in for collection (Currie v.

Misa, I A.C. 564). Either by virtue of it, or his right of set-

off, the banker can retain moneys paid in by or received for the

credit of the customer, against the customer’s debt to him.

Goods deposited for safe custody or moneys paid in to meet

particular bills are exempt from the lien, the purpose for which

they come to the banker’s hands being inconsistent with the

assertion of the lien. The existence of the banker’s lien entitles

him to sue all parties to bills or cheques by virtue of s^. 27, subs.

3 of the Bills of Exchange Act, and to the extent of his advances

hi.' title is independent of that of the previous holder. Moreover,

the banker’s lien, though so termed, is really in effect an implied

pledge, and confers the rights of realization on default pertaining

to that class of bailment. But with regard to the exercise of

his lien, as in many other phases of his relation to his customer,

the banker’s strict rights may be curtailed or circumscribed by

limitations arising out of course of business. The principle,

Imsed either on general equity or estoppel and independent of

definite agreement or consideration, requires that when dealings

between banker and customer have for a reasonable space of

time proceeded on a recognized footing, the banker shall not

suddenly break away from such established order of things and

assert his strict legal rights to the detriment of the customer.

By the operation of this rule, the banker may be precluded from

asserting his lien in particular cases, as for instance for an over-

draft on one account against another which had habitually

been kept and operated on separately. It equally prevents

the dishonouring of cheques in circumstances in which they

have hitherto Ixjen paid independent of the actual available

balance.

Restrictions arising from course of business can of course be

put an end to by the banker, but only on reasonable notice to

the customer and by providing for outstanding liabilities under-

taken by the latter in reliance on the continuance of the pre-

existing state of affairs fsee Buckingham v. London ^Midland
Bank, 12 Times L.R. 7o\ As against this, the banker can, in

some cases, fortify his position by appeal to the custom of bankers.

The validity of such custom, provided it be general and reason-

able, has frequently been recognized by the courts. Any person

entering on business relations with a banker must be taken to

contemplate the existence of such custom and implicitly agree

that business shall he conducted in accordance therewith.

Practical difficulty has been suggested with regard to proof of

any such custom not already recognized in law, as to how far it

can be established by the evidence of one party, the bankers,

unsupported by that of members of the outside public, in most

cases impossible to obtain. It is conceived, however, that on the

analogy of local custom and the Stock Exchange rules, such

outside evidence could be dispensed with, and this is the line

apparently indicated with relation to the pass-book by the

court of appeal in Vagliano’s case (23 Q.B.D. at p. 245). The

unquestionable right of the banker to summarily debit his cus-

tomer’s account with a returned cheque, even when unendorsed

by the customer and taken by the banker in circumstances

constituting him a transferee of the instrument, is probably

referable to a custom of this nature. So is the common practice

of bankers to refuse payment of a so-called “ stale ” cheque,

that is, one presented an unreasonable time after its ostensible

date ;
although the fact that some banks treat a cheque as stale

after six months, others not till after twelve, might be held to

militate against the validity of such custom, and lapse of time

Is not included by the Bills of Exchange Act among the matters

working revocation of the banker’s duty and authority to

pay his customer’s cheque. Indirectly, this particular custom

obtains some support from sec. 74 (2) of the Bills of Exchange

Act, although the object of that section is different.

That section does, however, import the custom of bankers into

the re^Cning of a reasonable time for the presentation of a

cheque, and with other sections clears up any doubts which

might have arisen on the common law as to the right of the holder

of a cheque, whether crossed or not, to employ his Imker for

its collection, without imperilling his rights against prior parties

in case of dishonour. On di^noiir of a Cheque paid in for
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ooilection, the banker is bound to notice of dishonour,

j

Beii^ in the position of an agent, he may either give notice
|

to his principal, the customer, or to the parties liable on the bill,

llie usual practice of bankers has always been to return the

cheque to the customer, and sec. 49, subs. 6 of the Bills of

Exchange Act is stated to have b^n passed to validate this

custom. Inasmuch as it only provides for the return of the

dishonoured bill or cheque to the drawer or an endorser it appears

to miss the case of a cheque to bearer or become payable to

bearer by blank endorsement prior to the customer’s.

Where a bank or a l>anker takes a mortgage, legal or equitable,

or a guarantee as cover for advances or overdraft, there is nothing

necessarily differentiating the position from that of any other

mortgagee or guaranteed party. It has, however, Men to banks
to evoke some leading decisions with respect to the former class

of security . In London Joint Stock Bank v. Simmons (f1892 J,
A.C.

201) the House of Lords, professedly explaining their previous

decision in Sheffield v. London Joint Stock hanky 13 A.C. 333,
determined that negotiable securities, commercial or otlierwise,

may safely be taken in pledge for advances, though the person

tendering them is, from his known position, likely to be holding

them merely as agent for other persons, so long as they are taken
honestly and there is notliing tangible, outside the man’s position,

to arouse suspicion. So again in Lloyd's Bank v. Cooke [1907],
I K.B. 794, the bank vindicated the important principle that

the common law of estoppel still obtains with regard to bills,

notes and cheques, save where distinctly annulled or abrogated

by the Bills of Exchange Act, and that therefore a man putting

inchoate negotiable instruments into the hands of an agent for

the purpose of his raising money thereon is responsible to any
one taking them bona fide and for value, altliough the agent may
have fraudulently exceeded and abused his authority and the

case does not fall within the provisions of the Bills of Exchange
Act.

With regard to guarantees, the main incidents peculiarly

affecting bankers are the following. The existence of a guarantee

does not oblige the banker to any particular system

of keeping the account. So long as it is not unfairly

manipulated to the detriment of the guarantor, there

is no obligation to put moneys paid in, without appropriation,

to the guaranteed rather than to the unguaranteed account,

and on the termination of a guarantee, the banker may close the

account, leaving it to be covered by the guarantee, and open a
new one with the customer, to which he may devote payments
in, not otherwise appropriated. Where by its nature or terms
a continuing guarantee is revocable either summarily or on
specified notice, difficult questions m,ay arise on such revocation

as to the banker’s duty and obligations towards the customer,

who has probably incurred liabilities on the strength of the credit

afforded by the guarantee. Although the existence of a guaran-
tee doe.s not bind the banker to advance up to the prescribed

limit, he could not well, on revocation, immediately shut off all

facilities from the customer without notice, while subsequent
purely voluntar)^ advances might not be covered by the guaran-
tee. These contingencies should therefore be fully provided for

by the guarantee, particularly the crucial period of the pendency
of notice,

AuTHf)RiTiKS,—The Institute of Bankers (l.ondon), Questions
on Banking Practice (6th eel., 1909) ; J. Douglas Walker, A Treat-
ise on hanking Law (2nd ed., 1883) ;

Chalmers, Bills of Lxchanee
(7tfi ed., 1909)1 Sir J. R. Paget, The Law of Banking {2nd cd.,

1008) : H. Hart. The Law of Banking (2nd ed.. igo6). {], R. P,)

BANKSIA, an Australian genus of shrubs and trees (natural

order Pruteaceae), with leathery leaves often deeply cut and
handsome dense spikes of flowers. It is named after Sir Joseph
Banks The plants aregrown in England for their handsome
foliage as eveigreen gieenhouse shrubs.

BAMKmiA, a town and district of British India, within the

Burdwan division of Bengal. The town has a population of

20|737. The district has an area of 2621 sq. m., and in 1901 its

population was 1,1x6,411, showing an increase of 4% in the

doMe. It is bounded on the N. and E. by Burdwan district

;
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on the 6, by Midnapur district; and on the W« by Manbhum
district. Bankura forms a connecting link between the delta

of the Ganges on the E. and the mountainous highlands of

Chota Nagpur on the W. Along its eastern boundary afCi^oining

Burdwan district the country is flat and alluvial, presenting the

appearance of the ordinary paddy lands of Ben^. Going N.

and W., however, the surface gradually fises into1^ undulating

tracts ; rice Lands and swamps give way to a region of low thorny

jungle or forest trees ; the hamlets becoipe smaller And more
scattered, and nearly disappear altogether in the wild forests

along the western boundaiy. Laige quantities of lac and tussur

silk are gathered in the hilly tract. The stone quarries and
minerals are little worked. There are indigo factories and two
coal-mines. Both cotton and silk are woven, and plates, &c.,

are carved from soap-stone. The old capital of the country was

at Bishnupur, which is still tire chief centre of local industries.

The north-east part of the district is skirted by the East Indian

railway beyond the river Damodar. The Midnapur-Jherria line

of the Bengal-Nagpur railway passes through the district, and
there is a line from Howrah to Bankura. Theclimate of Bankura
is generally healthy, the cold season being bracing, the air whole-

sorac and dry, and fogs of rare occurrence. The district is

exposed to drought and also to destructive floods. It suffered in

the famines of 1866, 1874-1875 and 1896-1897. The temperature

in the hot season is very oppressive and relaxing. The Bishnupur

raj was one of the largest estates in Bengal m the end of tlie

18th century, but it was sold for arrears of revenue shortly

after the conclusion of the permanent settlement in 1 793.
BANK, the principal river in the north of Ireland. Rising in

the Mourne mountains in the south of the Qo. Down it runs

N.W. until it enters Lough Neagh [g.v,), which it drains N.N.U\
to an estuary at Coleraine, forming Lough Beg immediately

below the larger lough. The length of its valley (excluding the

lcs.ser windings of the river) is about 90 m. The total drainage

area, including the other important feeders of Lougli Nea^h^ is

about 2300 sq. m., extending westward to the confines of the

Co. Fermanagh, and including parts of the Cos. Down and
Antrim, Armagh and Monaghan, Tyrone and Londonderry.
The river has valuable salmon fisheries, but is not of much
importance for navigation. Above Lough Neagh it is known
as the Upper Bann and below as the Lower Bann.
BANNATYNE, GEORGE (1545- ? 1608), collector of Scottish

poems, was a native of Newtylc, Forfarshire. He became an
Edinburgh merchant and was admitted a burgess in 1 587. Some
years earlier, in 1568, when the “ pest ” raged in the capital, he
retired to his native county and amused himself by writing out
copies of poems by 15th and early i6th century Scots poets.

His work extended to eight hundred folio pages, divided into five

parts. The MS. descended to his only daughter Janet, and later

to her husband’s family, the Foulises of Wo^hall and Ravelston,

near Edinburgh. From them it passed to the Advocates’ library,

where it is still preserved. This MS., known as the “ Bannatyne
Manuscript,” constitutes with the ” Asloan ” and “ Maitland

Folio ” MSS. the chief repository of Middle Scots poetry, especi-

ally for the texts of the greater poets Henryson, Dunbar, Lyndsay
and Alexander Scott: Portion.s of it were reprinted (with

modifications) by Allan Ramsay in his Ever Green (1724)^ and
later, and more correctly, by I^ord Hailes in his Ancient ScoUisk

Poems (1770). The entire text was issued by the Hunterian Gub
(1873-1902) in a handsome and generally accurate form. The
name of Bannatyne was honoured in 1823 by foundation in

Edinburgh of the Bannatyne Gub, devoted to the publication

of historical and literary material from Scottish sources. The
thirty-third issue of the club (1829) was Memorials of George

Bannatyne (1545-1608), with a memoir by Sir Walter Scott and
an account of the MS. by David Laing.

Sec also Gregory Smith, Specirnens of Middle Scots (1903).

BAIINBRBT (Fr. bannerety from banmire, banner, dliptical

for seigneur or chavaUer banneret, Med. I4it. brnmeretus), in

feudalism, the name given to those nobles who had tlie right to
lead their vassals to battle under their own banner, intimate^
bannerets obtained a place in the feudal hierarchy between

HI. 12
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barons and knights bachelors^ which has given rise to the idea

that they are the origin of King James I.‘s order of baronets.

Selden, indeed, points out that “ the old stories often have

haronetH for bannereti, and he points out that in France the title

had become hereditary
;
but he himself is careful to say (p. 680)

that banneret “ hath no relation to this later title.” The title

of knight banneret, witl>the right to display the private banner,

came to be granted for distinguished serviw in the field. “ No
knight banneret,” says Selden, of the English custom, “ can be

created but in the field, and that, when either the king is present,

or at least his royal standard is displayed. But the creation is

iilmufit the self-same with that in the old French ceremonies

by the solemn delivery of a banner charged with the arms of

him that is to be created, and the cutting of the end of the pennon

or streamer to rnahe it a square or into the slmpe of a banner

in case that he which is to be created had in the field his arms

on a streamer before the creation.” The creation of bannerets

is traceable, according to Selden, to the time of Edward 1 .

“ Under these bannerets,” he adds, “ divers knights bachelors

and esquires usually served
;
and according to the number

of them, the bannerets received wages.” last authentic

instance of the creation of a knight banneret was that of John

Smith, created banneret at the little of Edgehill by Charles 1 .

for rescuing the royal standard from the enemy.

See Selden, Ttfiss of Honor (3rd ed., London, 1672), p. 656 ; Ehi

Cange, O^sarium (Niort, 1883), s.v. Bannereti."

EAIINBIIS, PEAST OP (Jap. Nohori-nn-Sekku), a Japanese

festival in honour of male children held on the 5th of May.

Every householder who has sons fastens a bamboo pole over his

door and hangs from it gaily-coloured paper fishes, one for each

of his boys. These fishes are made to represent carp, which are

m Japanese folklore symbolical of health and longevity. The

day is recognized as a national holiday.

For banners in general see Fiac.

BANNISTER, CHARLES (1758-1804.), English actor and

linger, was born in Gloucestershire, and after some amateur

provincial experience made his first London appearance in

1762 os Wni in The Orators at the Haymnrket. Gifted with a

fine bass voice, Bannister acquired a reputation as a .singer at

Ranelagh and elsewhere, as well as an actor, and was received

with such favour that Garrick engaged him for Drury Lane.

He died on the 26th of October 1804.

His son John Bannister (1760^ 1856), born at Deptford on

the 12th of May 1760, first studied to be a painter, but soon

took to the stage. His first formal appearance was at the

Haymarket in 1778 as Dick in The Apprentice. 'Fhe same

year at Drury Lane he played in James Miller’s version of

Voltaure’s Mahomet the part of Zaphna, which he had studied

under Garrick. The Palmira of the cast was Mrs Robinson

(” Perdita ”). Bannister was the best low comedian of his day.

As manager of Drury I-ane (1802) he was no less successful.

He retired in 1815 and died on the 7th of Novcml^r 1836. He
never gave up his taste Jor painting, and Gainsborough,

Morland and Rowlandson were among his friends.

See Adolphus’s Memoirs of John Bannister {2 vols.. 1838).

BANNOCK (adapted from the Gaelic, and apparently connected

with Lit. panis, bread), the term used in Scotland and the north

of England for a large, fUttish, round sort of bun or cake, usually

made of barley-meal, but al^ of wheat, and sometimes with

currants.

BANNOCK, the name of a county the south-east of

state of Idaho, U.S.A., and of a river in the same state, which

runs northward in Oneida county into the Snake or Lewis rivo*.

It is taken from that of the Bannock Indians (see Banate), a

corruption of the native Pemaiti,

BANNOCKBURN, a town of Stirlingshire, Scotland. Pop.

^igoi) 2444. It is situated on the ” bum ” from whlQh its name
is derived, the Bannock (Gaelic, ban ac, ” white, shining stream "),

a right-liand affluent of the Forth, which was once a oonsiderab^

river. Tlie town lies ai m. S5.E. of Stirling by the Caledonian

railway, and now has thrisnng manufactures of woollens (chiefly

tweeds, carpets and taitans) and leather, though at the beginnii^

of the 19th century it was only a village. The Bore Stone, in

which Bruce planted his standard before the battle in which

he defeated Edward 11 . in 1314 (see below), is pr^rved by an

iron grating. A mite to the west is the Gillies’ Hill, now fin^
wooded, over which the Scots’ camp - foUow^s appea^ to

complete the discomfiture of the English, to which event it owes

its name. Bannockburn House was Prince diaries Edward's

headquarters in January 1746 before the fight at Falkirk.

The famous battle of Bannockburn (a4th June 1314) was

fought for tlie relief of Stirling Castle, which was besieged by

the Scottish forces under Robert Bruce. The English governor

of Stirling had promised that, if he were not relieved by that date,

he would surrender the castle, and Edward 11 . hastily collected

an army in the northern and midland counties of England.

Bruce made no attempt to defend the border, and selected his

defensive position on the Bannock Bum, 2} m. S. of Stirling.

His front was covered by the marshy bed of the stream, his left

flank by its northerly bend towards the Foi^, his right by a

group of woods, behind which, until the English army appeal,
the &ots concealed themselves. Two corps were left in the open

in observation, one at St Niznan’s to watch the lower course of the

bum, one to guard the point at which die Falkirk-Stirling mad
crosses the bum. On the 23rd the van of the army of Edward,

which numbered about 60,000 against the 40,000 of the Scots,

appeared to the south of the bum and at once despatched two

bodies of men towards Stirling, the first by the direct road, the

other over tlic lower Bannock Bum near its junction with the

Forth. 'Phe former was met by the Scottish outpost on the road,

and her^B occurred the famous single combat in which Robert

Bruce, though not fully armed for battle, killed Sir Henry Bohun.

The English corps which took the other route was met and after

a severe struggle defeated by the second Scottish outpost near

St Ninian’s. The English army assembled for battle on the

following day. Early on St John’s day the Scottish army took

up its assigned positions. Three corps of ptkemen in solid masses

formed the first line, which was kept out of sight behind the crest

until the enemy advanced in earne.st A line of “ pottes
”

(military pits) had been previously dug to give additional pro-

tection to the front, which extended for about one mile from wipg

to wing. The reserve under Bruce consisted of a corps of pikemen

and a squadron of 500 chosen men-at-arms under Sir Robert

Keith, the nmrischal of Scotland. The line of the defenders was

unusually dense ;
Edward, in forming up on an equal front with

greatly superior numbers, found his army almost hopelessly

cramped. The attacking army was formed in an unwieldy mass

of ten ” battles,” each consisting of horse and foot, and the whole

formed in three lines each of three “ battles,” with the tenth
** battle ” as a reserve in rear. In this order the English moved

down into the valley for a direct attack, the cavalry of each
” liattte ” in first line, the foot in second. Ignoring the lesson

of Falkirk (g.v,), the mounted men rode through the morass and

up the slope, which was now crowned by the three great masses

of the Scottish pikemen. The attack of the English failed to

make any gap in the line of defence, many knights and men-at-

arms were injured by falling into the pits, and the battle became a

mHee, the Scots, with better fortune than at Falkirk and Floddcn,

presenting always an impenetrable hedge of spears, the English,

too stubborn to draw off, constantly trying in vain to br^ it

down. So great was the press that the “ battles ” of the second

line which followed the first were unable to reach the front and

stood on the dope, powerless to take part in the battle on the

crest. The advance of the third English line only made matters

worse, and the sole attempt to deploy the archers was crushed

with great slaughter by die chaige of Keith’s mounted men.

Bruce threw his infantry reserve into the battle, the arrows of

the English archers wounded the men-at-arms of their own side,

I

and the remnants of the leading line were tired and disheartened

when the final impetus to their rout was given by the historic

charge of the ” gillies,” some thousands of Scottish camp-

followers who suddenly emeised from the woods, blowing horns,

I

waving such wkipons as wiey possessed, and holding aloft
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improvised banners. Their cries of “ slay^ slay !

” seemed to the

wearied English to betoken the advance of a great reserve, and
in a few minutes the whole English army broke and fled in dis'

order down the slope. Many perished in the bum, and the

demoralized fugitives were hunted by the peasantry until they

re-crossed the English border* One earl, forty-two barons and
bannerets, two hundred knights, seven hundrcMi esquires and
probably 10,000 foot were kiUed in the battle and the pursuit

One earl, twenty-two barons and bannerets and sixty-eight

knights fell into the hands of the victors, whose total loss of

4000 men included, it is said, only two knights.

BAMMS OF HARRIAOE (formerly batmeSf from A.S. gtbmn,
proclamation, Fr. ban, Med. Lat. bamum), the public legal

notice of an impending marriage. The church in earliest days

was forewarned of marriages (T€rtullian,i4d Uxorem, Df PuduUm,
c. 4). The first canonical enactment on the subject in the English

church is that contained in the 1 itli canon of the synod of West-

minster in London (a.d. 1200), which orders tliat “ no marriage

shall be contracted without banns tlirice published in the church,

unless by special authority of the bishop.’' It is, however, believed
/

that the practice was in France as old as the qth century, and
certainly Odo, bishop of Paris, ordered it in 1176. Some have
thought that the custom originated in the ancient rule that all

“ good knifdits and true,” who elccrted to take piirt in the tourna-

ments, should hsing up their shields in the nearest church for

some weeks before d»e opening of tlie lists, so that, if any “impedi-

ment ” existed, they might be “ warned off.” By the Lateran

Council of 1215 the publication of banns was made compulsory

on all Christendom. In early times it was usual for the priest

to betroth the pair fommlly in the name of the Blessed Trinity
;

and sometimes the banns were published at vespers, wauetimes

during mass. In the United Kingdom, under the canon law and
by statute, banns arc the normal preliminary to marriage ; but

a marriage may also be solemnized without the publication of

banns, by obtaining in lieu thereof a licence from the proper

ecclesiastical authority or a registrar’s certificate, in America

there is no statutory requirement; and the practice of banns

(though general in the colonial period) is practically confined to

the Roman Catholics.

BANNU, a town and district of British India, in the Derajat

division of the North-West Frontier Province. The town (also

called Edwardesabad and Dhulipnagar) lies in the north-west

comer of the district, in the valley of the Kurrani river. Pop.

(1901) 14,300. It forms the Ixise (or all punitive expeditions

to the Tochi Valley and Waziri frontier.

The district of Bannu, which only consists of the Bannu and

Marwai tabsils since the constitutioaof the North-West Frontier

Province in 1901, contains an area of j68o sq. m. lying north

of the Indus. The cis-Indus portions of Bannu and Dera Ismail

Khan now comprises the new Punjab district of Mianwali. In

addition to the Indus the other streams flowing through the

district are the Kurram (which falls into the Indus) and its

tributary the Gambilu. The valley of Bannu proper, stretching

to the foot of the frontier hills, forms on irregular oval, measuring

60 m. from north to south and about 40 m. from east to west.

In 1901 the population was 231485, of whom the great majority

were Mahommedans. The principal tribes inhabiting the district

are : (i) Waziri Pathans, recent immigrants from the hills, for

the most part peaceable and good cultivators; (3) Marwats,

a Pathan race, inhabiting the lower and more sandy portions

of the Bannu valley
; (3) Bannuchis, a ^mongrel Afghan trilnj

of bad physique and mean vices. The inhabitants of this district

have always been very independent and stubliornly resisted

the Afghan and Sikh predecessors of the British. After the

annexation of the Punjab the valley was administered by

Herl^ert Edwardes so thoroughly that it became a source of

strength instead of weakness during the Mutiny. Tlie inhabitants

of the valley itself are now peaceful, but it is always subject to

incursion from the Waziri tribes in the Tochi valley and the

neighbouring hills. Salt is quarried on government account

at Kakbagh and alum is largely obtained in the same neigh-

bourhood. The chief export is wheat. A military road le^
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from Bannu town towards Dera Ismail Khan. The Indu.s

which is nowhere bridged within the district, is navigable for

native boats tiirougfaout its course of 76 ro. The chief frontier

tribes on the hordac are the Waziris, Battannis and Dawaris.

All these ane described under their separate names.

lAHSDA, a native state in the south Gujarat division of

Bombay, Indu^ i)eIonging A the Surat agency. Area, 215 sq« m.

Pop. (1901) 40,382, siluw^ a decrease of 2 % in decade

;

estunated revenue £19,508. Us chief is a rajput. About half

the total area of the state is cultivable, but the bulk is forested.

BANBHEB (Irish bean sidhe
;

Gaelic ban siUht woman of

the fairies ”), a supernatural being in Irish and general Celtic

folklore, whose mournful screaming, or “ keening,” at night is

held to foretell the death of some member of the household

visited. In Ireland legends of the banshoe belong more particu-

larly Vo certain families in whose records |;^riodk visits from

the spirit are chronicled. A like ghostly informer figures in

Brittany folklore. The Irish banshee is held to be the distinction

only of families of pure Milesian descent. The Welsh have the

banshee under the name gmach y Rkibyn (witch of Rhibyn).

Sir Waiter Scott mentions a belief in the henshee as cxistii^ in

the highlands of Scotland (Demonology and WiUkcraftf p. 351).

A Welsh death-portent often confused with the gwrach y
Rhibyn and banshee is the cyhyraetk, the groaning spirit.

Set; W. Wirt Sikes, Hrittsh Goblins (1880).

BANSWASA (literally “the forest country”), a mjput
feudatory state in Rajputana, India. It borders on Gujarat

jind is bounded on the N. by the native states of Dungarpur
and Udaipur or Mewar

;
on the N.E. and £. by Parta^arh

;

on the S. by the dominions of Holkar and the state of Jabua ;

and on the W* by the state of Rewa Kantha. Banswara state

is about 45 m* in length from N. to S., and 33 m. in breadth

from K. to W., and has an area of 1946 sq. m. The population

in 1901 was ^^5,350. The Mahi is the only river in the state

and great scarcity of water occurs in the dry season. The
Banswara chief belongs to the family of Udaipur. During the

vigour of the Delhi empire Banswara formed one of its depend-

encies ; on its decline the state passed under the Mahrattas.

Weari^ out by their oppressions, its chief in 1812 petitioned for

English protection, on the condition of his state becoming
tributary on the expulsion of the Mahrattas. The ^eaty of 1818

gave effect to this arrangement, Britain guaranteeing the prince

against external enemies and refractory chiefs ; he, on his part,

pledging himself to be guided by her representative in the

administration of his state. Tlie chief is assisted in the adminis-

tration by a hamdat or minister. The estimated gross revenue

is £17,000 and the tribute £2500. The custom of suttee, or

widow-burning, has long been abolished in the state, but the

people retain all tlieir superstitions regarding witches and

sorcery
;
and as laic as 1870, a Bhil woman, about eighty years

old, was swung to death at Kushalgarh on an accusation of

witchcraft. The perpetrators of the crime were sentenced to

five years’ rigorous imprisonment, but they had the sympathy

of the people on their side. The chief town is Banswara, situated

about 8 m. W. of the Mahi river, surrounded by an old disused

rampart and adorned by various Hindu temples, with the

Imttlements of the chief’s palace overlooking it. Its population

in 1901 was 7038. The petty state of KushaJ^arh is feudatory to

Banswara.

BANTAM, the westernmost residency of the island of Java,

Dutch East Indies, bounded W. by the Strait of Sunda, N. by

the Java sea, £. by the residencies of Batavia and Preanger,

and S. by the Indian Ocean. It also includes Princes Island

and Dwars-in-den-weg (“ right-in-the-way ”) Island in Sunda
Strait, as well as several smaller islands along the coasts. Bantam
liad a population in 1897 of 709,339, including 302 Europeans,

1959 Chinese and 89 Arabs and other Asiatic foreigners. The
nativeg are Sundanese, except in the northern or Serang division,

where they are Javanese. The coast is low-lying and frequently

marshy. The northern portion of the residency constitutes the

most fertile portion, is generally fiat witli a hilly group in the

middle, where the two inactive volcanoes, Karang and Pulosari,
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arc found, while the north-western comer is occupied by the

isolated Cede Mountain. The southern portion is covered by

the Kcndang (Malay for “ range ”) Mountains extending into

tlie Preangcr. The rivers are only navigable at their mouths.

Various geysers and cold anrl warm sulphur springs are found in

tfie centre of the residency, and on a ridge of the Karang Mountain

is the large crater-lake Dano, a greft part of which was drained

by the government in 1835 for rice cultivation. Pulse (kachang),

rice and coffee are the principal products of cultivation
;
but in

the days of government culture sugar, indigo and especially

pepper were also largely grown. The former considerable fishing

and coasting trade was ruined by the eruption of Krakatoa in

1883, a large stret('h of coast line and the seaport towns of

/'haringin and \nirr being destroyed by the inundation. The
prosperity of the residency was further affected by a cattle

plague in 1879, followed by a fever epidemic which carried off

50,000 people, and except in the rice season there is a rf)nsiderable

emigration of natives. Bantam contains five native regencies or

territorial divisions, namely, Serang, Anjer, Pandeglang,

Charingin, Lebak. The principal towns are Serang, the capital
i

of the residency, Chilegon, Pandeglang, Menes and Rangkas
Betug. The chief town, Serang, is situated 2J m. from Bantam
Bay on the high road from Batavia. The port of Serang is

Karangantu, on Bantam Bay, and close by is the old ruined

town of Bantam, once the capitiil of the kingdom of Bantam,
and before the foundation of Bata\'ia the principal commercial

port of the Dutch East India Company. The ruins include the

remains of the former pepper warehouses, the old factory, called

Fort Spcelwijk, belonging to the company, the fortified palace

of the former sultans and a well-preserved mosque thought to

have been built by the third Mahommedan ruler of Bantam
about 1562-1576, and containing the tombs of various princes of i

Bantam. Before the Dutch conquest Bantam was a powerful

Mahommedan state, whose sovereign extended his conquests in

the neighbouring islands of Borneo and Sumatra. In 1595 the

Dutch expelled the Portuguese and formed their first settlement.

A British factor)' was established in 1603 and continued to

exist till the staff was expelled in 1682. In 1683 the Dutch
reduced the sultan to vassalage, built the fort of Speelwijk and
monopolized the port, which had previously been free to all

comers
;
and for more than a centuiy' afterwards Bantam was

one of the most important seats of commerce in the East Indies.

In t8ii after Batavia had surrendered to the British, Bantam
soon followed

;
hut it was restored to the Dutch in 1814. Two

years later, however, they removed their chief settlement to

the more elevated station of Serang, or Ceram, 7 m. inland,

and in 1817 the ruin of Bantam was hastened by a fire.

For “ Bantam ’’ lowls sec Poultry,

BAHTIN, or Banting, the native name of the wild ox of Java,

known to the Malays as sapi-utan, and in zoology as Bos (Bibos)

sondaicus. The white patch on the rump distinguishes the

bantin from its ally the gaur (q.v.). Bulls of the typical bantin

of Java and Borneo are, when fully adult, completely black

except for the white rump and legs, but the cows and young are

rufous. In Burma the species is represented by the tsaine, or

h’saine, in which the colour of the adult bulls is rufous fawn.

Tame bantin are bred in Bali, near Java, and exported to

Singapore. (See Bovidae,)

BANTUY, a seaport, market-town and seaside resort of Co.

Cork, Ireland, in the west parliamentary division, 58 m. S.W, of

Cork by the Cork, Bandon & South Coast railway, on the bay
of the same name. Pop. (1901) 3io(v It is an important centre

both for sea fisheries and for sport with the rod. It is the ter-

minus of the railway, and a coaching station on the famous
“ Prince of Wales " route (named after King Edward VII.) from

('ork to Glengarriff and Killamey. The bay, with excellent

anchorage, is a picturesque inlet some 22 m. long by 3 to 6 broad,

with 12 to 32 fathoms of water. It is one of the headquarter

stations of the Channel Squadron, which uses the harbour at

Castletown Bearfiaven on the northern shore, behind Bear
Island, near the mouth of the bay. It was the scene of attempts

by the French to invade Ireland in 1689 and 1796, and troops of

William of Orange were landed here in 1697. Tliere are several

islands, the principal of which are Bear Island and Whiddy,
off the town. Ruins of the so-called “ fish palaces ” testify to

the failure of the pilchard fishery in the i8th century.

BANTU LANGUAGES. The greater part of Africa south of

the equator possesses but one linguistic family so far as its

native inhabitants are concerned. This clearly-marked division

of human speech has been entitled the Bantu, a name invented

b\ Dr W. H. 1 . Bleek, and it is, on the whole, the fittest general

term with which to designate the most remarkable group of

African languages.’

It must not be supposed for a moment that all the people who
speak Bantu languages belong necessarily to a special and
definite type of negro. On the contrary, though there is a certain

physical resemblance among those tribes who speak clearly-

marked Bantu dialects (the Balwngi of the upper Congo, the

people of the Great Lakes, the Ova-herero, the Ba-tonga, Zulu-

Kaffirs, Awemba and some of the East Coast tribes), there is

nevertheless a great diversity in outward appearance, shape of

head and other physical characteristics, among the negroes who
inhabit Bantu Africa. Some tribes speaking Bantu languages

are dwarfs or dwarfish, and belong to the group of Forest

Py^ies. Others betray relationship to the Hottentots
;
others

again cannot be distinguished from the most exaggerated types

of the black West African negro. Yet others again, especially

on the north, are of Gala (Galla) or Nilotic origin. But the

general deduction to be drawn from a study of the Bantu
languages, as they exist at the present day, is that at .some

period not more than 3000 years ago a powerful tribe of

negroes speaking the Bantu mother-language, allied physically

to the negroes of the south-western Nile and southern Lake
Chad basins (yet impregnated with the Caucasian Hamite),

pushed themselves forcibly from the very heart of Africa (the

region between the watersheds of the Shari, Congo and western

Nile) into the southern half of the continent, which at that time

was probably sparsely populated’ except in the north-west, east

and south. The Congo basin and the south-western watershed

of the Nile at the time of the Bantu invasion would have been
tjccupied on the Atlantic seaboard by West Coast negroes, and
in the centre by negroes of a low type and by Forest Pygmies

;

the eastern coasts of Victoria Nyanza and the East African coast

region down to opposite Zanzibar probably had a population

partly Nilotic-negro and partly Hottentot-Bushman. From
Lakes Tanganyika and Nyasa south-westwards to the Cape of

Good Hope the population was Forest-negro, Nilotic-negro,

Hottentot and Bushman. Over nearly all this area the Bantu
swept; and they assimilated or absorbed the vast majority of

the preceding populations, of which, physically or linguistically,

the only survivors are the scattered tribes of pygmies in the

forests of south-west Nile land, Congo basin and Gabun, the

central Sudanese of the N.E. Congo, a few patches of quasi-

Ilottentot, Hamitic and Nilotic peoples between Victoria

Nyanza and the Zanzibar coast, and the Bushmen and Hottentots
of south-west Africa. The first area of decided concentration

on the part of the Bantu was very probably Uganda and the

shores of Tanganyika. The main line of advance south-west
trended rather to the east coast of Africa than to the west, but
bifurcated at the south end of I^ke Tanganyika, one great

branch passing west between that lake and Nyasa, and the

other southwards. Finally, when the Bantu had reached the

* Bantu (literally lid-ntu) is the most archaic and most widely
spread term for " men,” ” mankind,” " people,” in the.se languages.
It also indicates aptly the leading feature of this group of tongues,
which is the governing of the unchangeable root by prefixes. The
syllable -ntu is nowhere found now standing alone, but it originally
meant “ object,” or possibly *' person.” It i.s also occasionally used
as a relative pronoun—“that, “that which,” “he who.” Com-
bined with different prefixes it has different meanings. Tims (in the
purer forms of Bantu languages) muniu means ” a man,” bantu
means “ men.” kintu means “ a thing.” bintu “ things,” hantu means
” a little thing.” tuntu “ little things,” and so on. This term Bantu
has been often criticized, but no one has supplied a better, simpler
designation for this section of Negro languages, and the name has
now been definitely consecrated by usage
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south-west -comer of Africa^ their farther advance was checked
by two causes : first, the concentration in a healthy, cattle-

rearii^ part of Africa of the Hottentots (themselves only a
superior type of Bushman, but able to offer a much sturdier
resistance to the big black Bantu negroes than the crafty but
feeble Bushmen), and ^condly, the arrival on the scene of the
Dutch and British, but for whose final intervention the whole of

southern Africa would have been rapidly Bantuized, as far as
the imposition of language was concerned.

The theory thus set forth of the origin and progress of the
Bantu and the approximate date at which their great southern
exodus commence, is to some extent attributable to the present
writer only, and has been traversed at different times by other
writers on the same subject. In the nearly total absence of any
hist()riad records, the only means of building up Bantu history

lies in linguistic research, in the study of existing dialects, of

their relative degree of purity, of their connexion one with the
other and of the most widely-spread roots common to the
majority of the Bantu languages. The present writer, relying

on linguistic evidence, fixed the approximate date at which the '

Bantu negroes left their primal home in the very heart of Africa

at not much more than 2000 years ago ; and the reason

adduced was worth some consideration. It lay in the root

common to a large proportion of the Bantu languages expressing

the domestic fow'l—kuku {nkuku^ nsusu^ ngukuj nkuj.

Now the domestic fowl reached Africa first through Egypt, at

the time of the Persian occupation —not before 500 to 400 b.c.

It would take at that time at least a couple of hundred years

before—from people to people and tribe to tribe up the Nile

valley— the fowl, as a domestic bird, reached the equatorial

regions of Africa. The Muscovy duck, introduced by the

Portuguese from Brazil at the beginning of the 17th century,

is spreading itself over Negro Africa at just about the same
rate. Yet the Bantu people must have had the domestic fowl

well established amongst themselves before they left their

original home, because throughout Bantu Africa (with rare

exceptions and those not among the purest Bantu tribes) the

root expressing the domestic fowl recurs to the one vocable of

kuku .
' Curiously enough this root kuku resembles to a marked

degree several of the Persian words for “ fowl,” and is no doubt
remotely derived from the cry of the bird. Among those Negro
races which do not speak Bantu languages, though they may be
living in the closest proximity to the Bantu, the name for fowl

is quite different.- The fowl was only introduced into Mada-
gascar, as far as researches go, by the Arabs during the historical

period, and is not known by any name similar to the root kuku.
MoreoATr, even if the fowl had been (and there is no record of

this fact) introduced from Madagascar on to the east coast of

Africa, it would be indeed strange if it carried with it to Cameroon,
to the White Nile and to Lake Ngami one and the same name.
It may, however, be argued that such a thing is possible, that

the introduction of the fowl south of the equator need not be in

any way coincident with the Bantu invasion, as its name in

North Central Africa may have followed it everywhere among'
the Bantu peoples. But all other cases of introduced plants or
animals do not support this idea in the least. The Muscovy
duck, for instance, is pretty well distributed throughout Bantu
Africa, but it has no common widely-spread name. Even tobacco

(though the root taba ” turns up unexpectedly in remote

parts of Africa) assumes totally different designations in different

Bantu tribes. The Bantu, moreover, remain^ faithful to a great

^ In Luganda and other languages of Uganda and the Victoria
Nyanza, and also in Runyoro on U)c Victoria Nile, the word for
fowl **

is $nkoko. In Ki-Swahili of Zanzibar it is kuku. In Zulu
it is inkuku. In some of the Cameroon languages it is lohoho, ngoko.
ngok, and on the Congo it is nk<fgo, nsusu. On the Zambezi it is

nkuku
;

so also throughout the tno^ of Lakes Nyasa and Tangan-
yika, and most dialccft of South Africa.

* From tliis st4tement are excepted those tongues classified as
** semi-Bantu.** in some languaps of the Lower Niger and of the
Gold Coast the word for fowl ^* is generally traceable to a root
Ante. This form kuba also enters the Cameroon region, where it

exists alongside of -kcko. Kuba may have arisen independently,
or have be^ derived from the Bantu kuku.
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number of roots like “ fowl,” which referred to animals, plants,

implements* and abstract concepts known to them in their

ori^nal home. Thus there are the root-words for ox (-ffnmfv,

-file), goat (-^»rff, •busf, •kurt), pig (-{•ultiba), pigeon (-jiha).

buffalo (Mya/f), dog {mbwa), hippopotamus {'hugu, guhu), el^hant

i'jobo, ’foko), leop)^ house (-so, -do, -yutnba, •otuiu,

-dago, ’dabo), moon {-esi), sin, sky, or God (-juba), water (-ndi,

•ndibia, tnandiba), lake or river (-ama)/* drum (ngomf), name
(-i«a or /inn), wizard (»ganga), l)elly, bowel (-vu, -ewm^r), buttocks

(-iako)

;

adjectives like -bi (bad), -eru (white)
; the numerals,

4> 5> *0 and 100 ;
verbs like fwa (to die), ta (to strike, kill),

la (da) or lia {di, dia) (to eat). The root-words cited ate not a
hundredth part of the total number of root-words which are

•practically common to all tlie spoken dialects of Bantu Africa.

Therefore the possession amongst its root-words of a common
name for “ fowl ” seems to the present writer to show con-

clusively that (1) the original Bantu tribe must have piossessed

the domestic fowl before its dispersal tlirough the southern half of

Africa began, and that (z) as it is historically certain that the

fowl as a domestic bird did not reach Egypt before the Persian

conquest in 525 B.c., and [probably would not have been trans-

mitted to the heart of Africa for another couple of hundred
years, the Bantu exodus (at any rate to the south of the equatorial

region) may safely be placed at a date not much anterior to 2100

years ago.

The creation of the Bantu type of language (pronominal-

prefix) was certainly a much more ancient event than the exodus
from the Bantu mother-land. Some form of speech like Fula,

Kiama (Tern), or Kp>(>.so of northern Togoland, or one of the

languages of the lower Niger or Benue, may have been taken up
by ancie it Libyan, Uarnite or Nilotic conquerors and cast into

the typ)e which we now know as Bantu,—a division of sexless

Negro speech, however, that shows no obvious traces of Hamitic
(('aucasian) influence. We have no clue at present to the exact

birth-place of the Bantu nor to the particular group of dialects

or languages from which it sprang. Its origin and near relation-

ships are as much a puzzle as is the case with the Aryan speech.

Perhaps in g*ammatical construction (suffixes taking the place

of prefixes) Fula shows some resemblance ; and Fuk |:)ossesses

the concord in a form considerably like that of the Bantu, as well

as offering affinities in the numerals 3 and 4, and in a few nominal,

pronominal and verbal roots. The Timne and cognate languages

of Sierra Leone and the north Guinea coast use pronominal

prefixes and a system of concord, the employment of the latter

being precisely similar to the same prat'tice in the Bantu lan-

guages ; but in word-roots (substantives, numerals, pronouns,

verbs) there is absolutely fw resemblance with this north Guinea
group of prefix-using languages. In the numerals 2, 3, 4, and
sometimes 5, and in a few verbal roots, there is a distinct

affinity between Bantu and the languages of N. 'J'ogoland, the

Benue river, lower Niger, Calabar and Gold Coast. The same
thing may be said with less emphasis alx)ut the Madi and possibly

the Nyam-Nyam (Makarka) group of languages in Central Africa,

ikougk in none of these forms of speech is there any trace of the

concord. Prefixes of a simple kind are used in the tongues of

Ashanti, N. Togoland, lower Niger and eastern Niger delta,

Cross River and Benue, to express differences between singular

and plural, and also the quality of the noun
;
but they do not

correspond to those of the Bantu type, though they sometimes
fall into “ classes.” In the north-west of the Bantu field, in the

region between Cameroon and the north-western basin of the

Congo, the Cross river and the Benue, there is an area of great

extent occupied by languages of a ” semi-Bantu ” character,

such as Nki, Mbudikum, Akpa, Mbe, Bayon, Manyan, Bafut and
BaashO

; and the Munshi, Jardwa, Kororofa, Kamuku and Gbari
of the central and western Benue basin. The resemblances to
the Banto in certain word-roots are of an obvious nature

; and
prefixes in a very simple form are generally used for singtdar and
plural, but the rest Of the concord is very doubtful Here, how-
ever, we have the nearest relations of the Bantu, so far as

* Whence the many nyansa, nyanja, nyata. mwanta, of African
geography.
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etymology of word-roots is conccnjed» Further evidence of

slight etymological and even grammatical relationships may be

traced as far west as the lower Niger and northern and western

Gold (,'oast languages (and, in some word-roots, the Mandii^o

group). The, Fula language would offer some pammaiicd
resemblance if its suffixes were turned into prefixes (a change

which has actually taken place in the reverse direction in the

Knglish language l>ctween its former Teutonic and its modem
Romanized conditions; cf. “offset” and “set-off,” “upstand-

ing ” and “ standing-up “).
j

The legends and traditions of the Bantu peoples themselves

invariably point to a northern origin, and a period, not wholly

removed from their racial remembrance, when they were strangers

in their present lands. Seemingly the Bantu, somewliat early,

in their migration down the east coast, took to the sea, and not
|

merely occupied the islands of i*cmba and Zanzibar, but travelled

as far afield as the Comoro archipelago and even the west coast

of Madagascar. Their invasion of Madagascar must have been

fairly considerable in numbers, and they doubtless gave rise to

the race of black people known traditionally to the Hovas as the

Va-zimba.

'J’he accompanying map will show pretty accurately the

distril>ution of the Bantu-speaking Negroes at the present day.

Bnny^

It will be seen by a glance at this map that the areas in which
are spoken Bantu languages of typical structure and archaic form
are somewhat widely spread. Perhaps on the whole the most
arcliaic dialects at the present day ore those of Mount Elgon,
Ruwenzori, Unyoro, Uganda, the north coast of Tanganyika and
of the Bemba country to the south-west of Tanganyika ; also

those in the vicinity of Lake Bangweulu, and the Nkonde and
Kese dialects of the north and north-east coasts of Lake Nyasa ;

also (markedly) the Subiya speech of the western Zambezi.
Another language containing a good mai^ original Bantu roots

and typical features is the well-known Oci-herero of Damaraland
(thougli tills S.W. African groupabo presents marked peoffiarities

and some strange divergencies). Kimakonde, on the east coast
of Africa, is a primitive Bantu tongue ; so in its roots, but not
in its prefixes, is the cetebrated Ki-swahili of Zanzibar, Ci-bodzo
of the Zambezi delta is idso an arclmic type of great interest.

The Zedu-Kaffir language, though it exhibits mark^ changes and
de\iation8 in vocabulary and phonetics (both probably of recent

date), preserves a few characteristics of the hypothetical mother-
tongue : so much so that, until the languages of the Great Lakes
come to be known, Zulu-Kafiir was regarded as the most arclmic
type of Bantu speech, a position from which it is now completely
deposed. It is in some features unusually divergent from the
typical Bantu.

ClasiificaUon,‘r^'Vii^ our present knowledge of the existing Bantu
tongues and their affinities, it is possible to divide them approxi-
mately into the following numbered groups and subdivisions, com-
mencing at the north-eastern cxtremiiy of the Bantu domain, whetr,
on the whole, the languages approximate nearest to the hypothetical
parent speech.

(1) The Uganda-Unyoro gromj. This includes all the dialcscts

between the Victoria Nile and BubOga on the east and north, the
cast coast of Lake Albert, the range of Ruwenzori and the Congo
Forest cm tl>e west ; on the south-east and south, the south coast
of the Victoria Nyanza, and a line from near Emin Pasha Gulf to
the Malagarazi river and the east coast of Tanganyika. On the
south-west this district is iKiunded more or less by the Rusizi river
down to Tanranyika. It includes the district of Busoga on the
north-east and all the archipelagoes and inhabited islands of the
Victoria Nyanza even as far oast as Bukerctx', except those islands
near the north-easi coast. The dialects of Busoga, the Sesc Islands
and the west coast of Lake Victoria arc closely related to the lan-
guage of the kingdom of Uganda. Allied to. yet quite distinct from
rile Ugomda sub-section, is that which is iMually classified as Unyoro}
This includes the diaiocts spoken by the Hima (Hamitic aristocracy
of these equatorial lands- Jiu-htnda, &c.), Ru-songora,
Ru-iro, Ru'tofo, Ru tusi, and all the kindred dialects of Karagwe,
Busiba, Ruanda, Businja and Btikerebe. Ki-rundi, of the' Bunmdi
country at the north end of Tanganyika, and the other languages
of eaatern Tanganyika dciwn to Uftpa are closely allied to the I Inyoro
sul)-section of group i, but perhaps adhere more closely to group
12. Tlie third independent sul>-section of this group is Lu~konjn,
the language which is spoken on the southern flanks of the Riiwen-
zori Range and thence so^rthWards to Lake Kivu and the eastern
limits of the Congo Forest.

(2) The second group on tlio geographical list is Lihuku Kuamba,
the separate and somewhat peculiar Bantu dialects lingering in the
lands to the south and soiith-wt*st of Albert Nyanza (Mboga coiintn,').

Lihukii (or Libvanuma) is a very isolated tyjw- of Bantu, quite apart
trom the ITganda-linyoro groups, with which it shows no special
afiinity at all, tliough in eUx^e juxtaposition. Its alliance with
Kuamha of western Ruwenzori is not very close. Other affinities

arc with the degraded Bantu dialects {Ki'bira, &c..) of the Ituri-

Artfwimi forests. Kuamba w spoken on the west and north slopes
ol Ruwenzori. Both Kuamba and lihukii show a marked relation-
ship with Uic languages on the northern (^ongo and Aruwmu, less m
grammar than in vocabulary.

(3) The KnvirondO'Masaba section. This group, which includes
the l.u-nyara, Luwangay Lukonde and Igizii of the north-east and
eastern shwes of the Victoria Nyanza and the northern Kavirondo
and Mount Elgon territories, is related to the J .uganda section more
than to any other grou]) of the Bantu tongues, but it is a very
distinct division, in its prefixes the mosf archaic. It includes the
languages spoken along the western flanks of Mount Klgon, those of
Bantu Kavirondo, and of the eastern coast-lands of the Victoria
Nyanza (Igizii).

(4} The Kikuyu-Kamha group of British East Africa, east of tlie

Rift valley. It includes, be.sides the .special diaiocts of Kikuyu and
Ukambani, all the scattered fragments of Bantu speech on Mount
Kenya and the upper Tana river {Dhaicho).

(5) H'he Kilimanjaro {Ckaga-Siha) group, etnliracing the rather
peculiar dialects of Mount Kilimanjaro. Mount Meru and IJgwcno.

(6) The Pokomo- Nviha-Giriama-Taveita group represents the
Bantu dialects of the coast province of British Kasf Africa, Iictween
(and including) the Tana river on the north and the frontier of
Gunnan East Africa on the south.

(7) Swahili, the language of Zanzibar and of the opposite coast,
a form of speech now widely spread as a commercial language over
Eastern and Central Africa. Swahili is a somewhat archaic Bantu
dialect, indigenous probably to the East African coast south of the
Kuvu (Paogoni) river, which by intermixture with Arabic has become
the lingua franca of eastern Africa between the White Nile and the
Zambt^zi. It was almost certainly of mainland origin, distinct from
the original local diali^cts of Zanzibar and Pemba, which may have
belonged to group No. 6. There are colonies of Swahili-speaking
people at Mombasa, Malindi, Lamu, and even as far north as the
Shcbcli river in Somaliland, also along tlic coast of German and
Portuguese East -Africa as far south as Angoche. In the coast-lands
between the Ruvu or Pangani river on the north and the Kilwa
settlements on the south, the local languages and dialects are more
or less related to Swahili, though they are independent languages.
Amongst these may be mentioned Rondei, Shambala (north of the
Ruvu), Nguru, Zeguha. Ki-mrima and Ki-Maramo.

(8) This group might be described as Kaeuru-Sagala-Kami. 1

1

is one which occupies the inland territories of German East Africa,
between the Swrahili coast dialects on the east and the domain of the
Nyamwezi (No. it) on the west. On the north this group is bounded
by the non-Bantu laimuages of the Masai, hfbugu and Tatutu, and
on the south by the Kuaha river. This group includes Kigogo and
Irangi.

» In using the tonas Uganda, Unyoro, the writer accepts the
popular mis-speltittg. Tliese countrifta should be called Buginda
and Bunyoro, and their languages Lugaada and Runyioro.
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(9) The dialects of the Comoio Islands, between the East African (23) The Bantu dialects of F^ruandQ Pd (£dty(i, Bant. &c.)

coast and Madagascar, are styled Hi-niua orAntuatu and Shi^ngoiiia. distantly allied to Nos. 24, 2 , and 15.

They are somewhat closely related to Swahili. (24) The BmroHdo-Bakundu group, which beguis on the north at

(10) The archaic Mahond* or Mabihn of the lower Ruvuma. and the J^o del Rey on tln» extremily ol the Bantu field, near the estuary

the coast between Lmdiand Ibo ; this might conceivably be attached of the Cross river. This group may also include Batombi and BasA»

to the SwahiU branch. BotUMa, Abo, Nhosi and other much-debased dialects, which are

(zi) The Myamvwzi group includes all the dialects of the Nyam- spoken on the eastern slopes of the Cameroon mountains and on the

weti country west of Ugo^ as far north as the Victoria Nyansa Cameroon nx-er (Magombe), and thence to the Sanagd and Nyoag
(where the tongues melt mto group No. 1). and bounded on the rivers. Eastwards and north-eastwards of this group, the langurs
south by the Ruaha river, and on the west by the eastern (such as Mbe, Batd, Kki, Mbudikum^ Bafult Bavefi) may be described
borderlands of Tanganyika. The Nyamwezi genus penetrates as somi-Bantii," and evincing aihnities with the forms bf speech
south-west to within a short distance of Lake Rukwa A language in the basin of the Central Benue river and also with the Pan (No. go),

of this group was at one time a good deal spoken in the southern part (25) Turning southwards again from the north-westienunost limit

of the Belgian Congo, having been im^xirted there by traders who of the Bantu, we meet with another group, the MpangM-Oruntu
made thexnselves chiefs. and Aduma languages of French Cabw. and the tongue^ of tna

(12) The Tanganyika languages (Ki-rega, Kabwari, Kiguha. &c). Lower Ogowe and Feman Vax promonto^.
These dialects are chiefly spoken in the regions west-north-west, (26) These again shade on the south into the group of Kakanga
and perhaps north and east of Tanganyika, from tlic vicinity of Lake dialects of the l^oango and Sete Kama coast—^such as Ba-hama,
Albert Edward on the north and the Lukuga outlet of Tanganyika lia-nyanga. Ma-yombe, Ba-vili, Bn^hamba and AVkotigu {KabindaY
on the south. On the west they are bounded by tlie Congo Forest (27) The Kongo language group comprises the dialects along the

and the Manyema genus (No. 13). The languages on the east lower course of tin* Congo from its mouth to Stanley I\>ol ; also the

coast of Tanganyika (A't-rMMdi, Kigrye, &c.) seem to be more nearly territory of the old kingdom of Congo, lying to the south of that

connected with those of group No. i {Vganda-^Unyoro), yet perhaps river (and north of tlie river Loje) from the coast eastwards to the

they are more oonvemently included here. watcr^ed of the river Kwango (and the longitude, more or less, of

(13) The Manyema {Baenya) group includes most of the corrupt Stanley Pool).

Bamtu dialects between the western watershed of Tanganyika and {2S) In the soutli the Kongo dialects melt imjicrcpptibly into the

the main stream of the Luapula-Congo, extending also still farther closely-alUed Angola language. This group may tc styled in a
north, and comprising (seemingly) the languages of the Aruwimi general way and it includes the languages of Central Angola,

basin, such as Yalulema, Saha. Lokele, Kusu, Tu-rumhu, &c On the such as K$-nd)untiu, Mbamba, Kt^sama, Sonao, V-mhangala. The
west the Manyema group is bounded by the languages of the Iximami boundary of tins genus on the east is probably the Kwango river,

valley, which belong to groups Nos. 15 and 16 ; on the east the lieyond which the Lunda languages begin (No. 24). On the north.

Manyema genus merges into the much purer Bantu dialects of the river Loje to some extent serves as a Ironlicr between the Aofign

groups Nos. T and 12. An examination of the Lihukii-Kuamba and Mbundu tongues. On the south the lioundary of group No. 2$

section (No, 2) shows these tongues to be connected with Uie Man- is approximately the iiUi degree of Muth latitude,

yema group. The Kibita dialects of the north-eastern Congo Forest (^y) Vt^ry distinct from the Ki-mbundu stiecch (tliough with

(Ituri district) may perhaps be placed in thi.s section.’ connecting forms) is tlie Ocuherero group, which includes the Hsrero

(14) The Rua-Luba-Lunda-Marufigti group (in wdiich an' included languace of Damaraland, the Umbundu of the Bihe highlands of

Aanyoifea. Lu/MaaudK*-te6a>n)occupics a good dealof the south-central south Angola, the Nano of the Bonguela coast, and Si-ndonga, Au-

basin of theC^ongo. between the south-west coast-line of Tanganyika anyama and Oii-mlto of the southern regions of Port^uese Angola

on the east and the main streams of the Kasai and Kwango on the and tlie northern iialf of Gorman South-West Africa. The languages

west, between the Bakuba country on the north and the Zambezi of group No. 29 probably extend as far inland as the Kwito and

watershed on the south. Kuliango rivers, iu short, to the Zambezi watershed. On the south

(15) The Bakuba assemblage of Central Congo dialects {Songe, they are confronted with tlie Hottentot lan|p3ages. The Haukoin

Shilange, Bahuma, &c.) probably includes all the Bantu languages or Hill Dattiaras—a Negro race of unexplained affinities and ap-

between the I^mami river on the cast and the Kwa-Kasai and Upper paronUy speaking a Hottentot language—occupy an enclave in the

Kwilu on the west. Its Ixjundary on the north is peiiiaps the Sankuru area of Herero speech.

river. (3^) What may be cailed the Kihoko or Kibokwe (also Kioho)

(10) 'fhe Balolo group consists of all the languages of the Northern tamily of eastern Angola is a language-group whwh seems to ofier

Congo bend (bounded on the north, east and west bv the main affinities to the languages of the Upper Zambezi and to those of

stream of the Congo), and perhaps the corrupt dialkts of the groups Nos. 28 and 29. It extends eastwards into the south-western

Northern Kasai, Kwilu and Kwango {Bahuma, Bahuana, Bamhala, portion of the Belgian Congo, and includes the Lubale of northern

Ba^yaka, Bakutu, &c.), where these are not nearer allied to Teke Barotscland and the sources of the river Zambezi, and possibly the

(No. 18) or to Bakuba. Gangela of south-western Angola.

(17) The Bangala-Bobangi-Liboho group comprises the commercial (31) Southwards of group No. 30 is that of the Barotscland Ian-

languages of the Upper Congo [Ngala, Bangi, Lihoko, Poto, Ngombe. gauges, of which the best-known form—almost the only one that

»

Yanii, Ac.) and all the known Congo dialects along and to the north offoctively illustrated—is Siduyi. To Si-luyi may be related the

and sometimes south of the main stream, from os far west as the Mdbunda of Western Barotscland. The dialects of tlie Ambwela,

junction of the Sanga to as far east as the Rubi and Lomami river.**, A-mbwe. Ma-bukushu and A^kwamathi are probably closely related,

and those between the Congo and the Lower Ubangi river and up (32) Next is a group which might be styled the Subiya-Tonga-d^

the Ubangi, as far north us the limits of the Bantu domain (about though some authorities tliiak ttiat Tonga and Jla deserve to he

3° 30' N.). Allied to these perhaps are the scarcely-known forms of ranked as an independent group. There is. however, a close alliance

speech in the basin of the Sanga river, besides the " Ba-yanzi " in structure between the languages of each of the two subsection*,

ifialects of Inkcs Mantumba and Leopold II. The Tonga suberoup would include the dialects of the Ba-Mela, the

(18) The Bateke {Batio) group. This may be taken roughly to Ba-ila {Maskukulumbwc) and of all Central Zambezia. Ci-subiya

include most of the Bantu dialects west of the Sanga river, north- » the dominant language of South-West Zambezia, along a portion

west of the Lower Congo, south of the Upper Ogowe and Ngoko of the Zamliezi river soutli of Barotscland, and in the limd* lying

rivers and east of the Atlantic coast-lands. between tlie Zamlxud and the Clhobe-linyanti river. Subxya is one

(19) The Di-Kele and Benga dialects of Spanish Guinea and the of the most archaic of Bantu language, i^rc so th^ Tcmga, Both

Batanga coast of German Cameroon. are without any stngig afjtoity to Oct-korero, and only evince *
(20) The Fak or Pangwo forms of speech (so corrupt as to be only sligki n^tionship with the Zulu group (No. 44).

iust recognizable os Bantu), which occupy the little-kndwn interior (33) The Bisa or IVisa family includes the languagea of Irambo,

of German Cameroon and French Gahun. down to the Ogowe, and Bausi. Lukinga. in the southernmost projection of the Belgian

as far east and north as ttie Saflg^ SanagA and Mbam rivers, and the Congo, and the dialecU of Lubisa and Bala between tlie Chiinbezi

immediate hintertand of the Dnida Cameroon. river and Lake Bangweulu on the north, and the Luangwa river on

(ai) The Duala group, which on the other hand is of a much the east and south
;
perhaps also some of the languages along the

purer Bantu type, includes the languages spoken on the estuary course of the Upper Luapula river.

and delta of the Cameroon river. (H) With it is closely allied that of the Bemba or Bmba dialects.

(22) The Isubu-Bakmri group of the coast-lands north of Cameroon This interesting graw occupies the ground between the south-west

delta (Ambaa Bay), and on the west slopes of Cameroon Mts. and south coasts of '^agwyika, Lake Mweru, and the Upper Cham-
bezi river. The Ki-bemba domain may be taken to include

^ It is an in^rtantand recently discovered fact (delineated in the locally-modified Ki-lungu and Ki-mambwe of Soutli and Sooth-^ait
woric of the ^ptist misskmariefi and of the Austrian traveUer Dr Tanganyika.
Franz Thonaer)wad tkaCongoat itsnorthern and nortli-eastein bead, (33) what may be cailed the North Nyam or Nkonde group oom-
batween the Itubi liver and Stanley Falls, lies outside the Bantu prises all the dialects of the north-west and north coarts of Lake
field. The BamlMiiwa&d Wamtmga languages are not Bantu. They Nyasa (such as Xci-mmdia and Iki-nyikmaa) and lapi-iiiiyiigt/a oi the
are allied to the iStbuba-Momfu of the Ituri and Nepoko, and also Nyasa-Tanganyika plateau, and extends perhaps as far north-west
to the Mundu of the Egyptian Sudan. The Mundu gtoujp extends as the Fipa country and the shores of Lake. JUikwa (/zi-

wertward to the Ubangi fiver, as far south as 3^ 30' N. See George nmngu) in the vioioito of toe Nyamwezi domain (No. it), Iki'ppa^
Gmmfell and the Congo, by Sir Harry johnston ; and Dans la Grande however, hassoma amnities to the Tanganyika and wsatarn Victoria-
Fork de VA frique dquatoriale, by Franz Thonner Nyanza langnages (groups Nos. i and 12).
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(36) The western part of NyasaJand, south of group No. 35, is

occupied by the Tumbuha section, which includes the languages

of the Tumhuha, Henga and A ‘tonga peoples, and occupies the area

between the westcm shores of I^ke Nyasa and the Upper Luangwa

{37) Eastwards of No. 35 (North Nyasa group) lies the Kinaa

flp^ch of the lofty Livingstone mountains, which is sufficiently

mstinct fnmi its neighbours to be classified as a separate group.

(38) East of the Livingstone mountains and west of the Kuaha
river, .south also of the IJnyamwcsi domain, extends the Sango-

Hena-Hehe‘Suiu group.

(39) The extensive Yao genus of languages stretches from just

behind th<‘ coast of the Lindi settlements in German East Africa

{Ki’tnw^a) south-westward across the Ruvuma river to the north-

east shores of Lake Nyasa and tlience back to the valley ol

the Lujenda-Ruvuma {Cingindo), and southwards in various dialects

of the Van language to the south-east corner of l.ake Nyasa and the

region east of the Shire river, lx*tween Lake Nyasa, the Shire high-

lands and Mt. Mlanje. It is only since the middle of the 19th century

that the Yao language has conquered territory to the south of Lake
Nyasa. There still remain within its domain colonies of Nyanja-
speaking people.

(40) Eastwards of the Yao domain, and Ixiunded on the nortli

by the range of that language in the Ruvuma valley and by the

Hei)arate group ol Ki^mahonde 10). ranges the well-marked
Alfikua genus. The languages thus descrilx'd occupy the greater part

of Portuguese East Africa away from tlie watershed of I.ake Nyasa.
The Makua language is prolsibly divided into the following dialects:

—

J-medo, I-lomwt, Utugulv and Angurn. There are other dialects

unnamed in the Angoji coast-region, where, however, strong colonies

of Swahili-speaking people are settled. The southern part of th<*

Makm domain is occupied by the Ci‘Cuambo of the Quclimane
district.

(41) Nyanja, perhaps tiie most extensive group of cognate lan-

guages in the Hantu field, is principally aasociatexl with the east

and west shores of the southern half of l^ke Nyasa. It also covers
all the valley of the Shire, except portions of the Shire highlands,
down to the junction of that stream with the Zambezi, and further,

the lands on both banks of the Zambezi down to and mcluding its

delta. West of Lake Nyasa, the Nyanja domain extends in the
language to the river Luangwa and the Central Zamlx'zi, also

along both banks of the Central Zambezi. South of the Central
Zambezi, Nyanja dialects are spoken as far west as the Victoria
Fulls. Thence they extend eastwards over Mashonaland to the sea-

coa.st. With this family may also be associated the languages of

the Portuguese coust-region .south of the Zambezi as far as Inham •

bane. The principal directs of the Nvanja language are the Ci-

nvanja of Eastern Nyasaland. Ci-peta nnd Ci-maravi of Soutli-West
Nyasaland to as far as the watershed of the Luangwa river, the
Ct-mana^ja of the Shire highlands, Ci-mho and Ci-machinjiri of tlie

Shire valley, Ci-sena or Ci-nyitngwe of Tete and Sena (Zambezi), and
Ci-mazaro of the Lower Zamtiezi. The Luangwa regions, as already
mentioned, arc occupied by the distinct but closely-allied Sengn
language. South of the Central Zaniliezi there are Ci-nanzum in the
region near the Victoria Falls, Ci-nyai, Shi-kalaHa, Ci-shuna {Ci

gomo), Ci-loie, and possibly Ci-shangwe (or Ci-hlaneane) and Shi-
lenge which link on to the Beira coast dialects. In the delta of the
Zamliczi is to lx found Ci^podzo, a very distinct language, yet one
which belongs to the Nyanja genus. Ci’Shangane, Chopi or Shi-
tenge and other dialects of the Beira and Inhambane coast-lands and
of Manika have Ixen much influenced by Zulu dialects {Terete and
Ronget).

(42) The well-marked Bechuana language group has very distinct

features of its own. This includes all the Bantu dialects of the
Bechiianaland protectorate west of the Guai river. Bechuana
dialects (such as Ci-venda. Se-suio, Se-peii, Se-rotoH, Se^j^api, &c.)

cover a good deal of the north and west of the Transvaal, and extend
over all the Grange River C.olony and Bechuanaland. Se-suto is the
language of Basutoland; Se-r'oloA, Se^man^mtv, of the Eastern
Kalahari ; Se^koioh is the court language of Barotscland

;
Cuvenda

and Se-pedi or Pelt are the principal dialects of the Trtinsvaal.

Group No. 42, in fact, stretches between the Zamliezi on the north
and the Orange river on the south, and extends westward (except
for Hottentot and Bushmen interruptions) to the domain of the
Oci‘hereto

(43) The Bonga {Tonga) languages of Portuguese Soutb-Ea.st
Africa (Gazaland, Lower Limpofw and patches of the North
Transvaal (Shi-gwamba), Delagoa Bay) are almoat equally related
to the Nyanja group (41) on the one hand, and tOEitfa on the other,

probably representing a mingling of the two infiuences, of which the
latter pmominates.

(44) Lastly comes the Zulu-Kaffn group, occuoying parts of

Rhodesia, the eastern portion of the Transvaal. Swaauand. Natal and
the eastern half of Caw Ceflony. In vocabulary, and to some degree
in phonetics, Znhi uknguage (divided at most into three dialects)

IS related in sonie phonetic featunss to No. 42, and^of course to
No. 43 ; otherwise tt stands veiy^ much alone in its developments.
It may have distant relations in’ groups Nos. 29 and 32. Dialecis
of Zulu {Tebele and Ki^ngoni or Cj^nongt) are spoken at the present
day in South-West Rhodesia and in Western Nyasaland and on the

plateaus north-east of Lake Nyasa, carried thither by the Zulu raiders

of the early 19th century.
The foregoing is only an attempt to classify the known lorms of

Bantu speech and to give their approximate geographical limits.

The writer is well aware that here and there exist small patches of
langu^es spoken by two or three villages which, though empbati-
calfy Bantu, possess isolated characters making them not easily
included within any of the above-mentioned groups

; but too de-
tailed a reference to these languages would be wearisome and
perhaps puzzling. Broadly speaking, the domain of Bantu speech
seems to be divided into four great sections ;—(a) the languages of
tile (}reat Lakes and the East Coast down to and including the
Zambezi basin, {b) the South-Central group {Bechuana-Zulu)
(c) the languages of the South - West, from tlie southern part of
the Belgian Congo to Damaraland and the Angola-Cxingo coast

:

and {d) the Western group, including all the Central and Northern
Congo and Cameroon languages, and probably also group No. 2 of the
Albert Nyanza and Semliki river.

Common Features.—There is no mistaking a Bantu language,
which perhaps is what renders the study of this group so in-

teresting and encouraging. The homogeneity of this family is so

striking, as compared with tiie inexplicable confusion of tongues
which reigns in Africa north of the Bantu borderland, that the

close relationships of these dialects have perhaps been a little

exaggerated by earlier writers.

The phonology of the Western group {d) is akin to that of the

Negro languages of Western and West-Central Africa. A small

portion of {^) the South-Central group {Zulu) has picked up clicks,

perhaps borrowed from the Hottentots and Bushmen. Other-
wise, the three groups (a), {b) and {c) are closely related in

phonology, and never, except here and there on the borders of

the Western group, adopt the peculiar West African combinations
of kp and gb, which are so characteristic of African speech

between the Upper Nile and the Guinea coast.

The following propositions may be laid down to define the s})ecial

or peculiar features of the Bantu languages

(1) Tliey arc agglutinative in their construction, the syntax being
forim-ri by adding prefixes princij>ally and also suffi-xes to the root,
but no infixes (that is to say, no mutable syllable incor])orntc(l into
the middle of the root -word).

^

(2) The root excepting its terminal vowel is practically unchang-
ing. though its firsl or penultimate* vowel or consonant may be
modified in pronunciation by the preceding prefix, or the last vowel
in the same way by the succeeding sufhx.

(3) The vowels of the Bantu languages are always oi the Italian
type, and no true Bantu language includes obscure sounds like 0
and U. Each word must end in a vowel (though in some modern
dialects in Eastern Equatorial, West and South .\frir.a the UTrninal
vowel may be elided in rapid pronunciation, or he tlropped, or
absorbed m the terminal consonant, generally a nasal). No two
consonants can come together without an intervening vowel, except
in the case of a nasal, labial or sibilant.® No consonant is doubled.
Apparent exceptions occur to this last rule where two nasals, two
r’z or two d's come together tiirough the ehsion of a vowel or a labial.

{4) Substantives are divided into classes or genders, indicated
by the pronominal particle prefixed to the root. These prefixes are
used eitlier in a singular or in a plural sense. With the excqition
of the “ abstract ’* prefix Bu (No. 14), no singular prefix can be umhI
as a plural nor vice versa. There is a certain flegrec of correspond-
ence between the singular and plural prefixes (tliiis No. 2 prefix
serves almost invariably as a plural to No. 3 ; No. 8 corresponds as
a plural to No. 7). The numlxjr of prefixes common to the wliok
group is perhaps sixteen. The pronominal imrticle or prefix of the
noun is attached as a prefix to the roots of the adjectives, pronouns,
prepositions and verbs of the sentence which are connected witli
the governing noun ; and though in course of time these particles
may dilfer in form from the prefix of the sulistantive. they were
akin in origin. (This system is the “ concord ” of Dr BJeek.^)
The pronominal particles, whether in nominative or accusative
case, must always precede the nominal, pronominal, adjectival and
verbal roots, though they often follow the auxiliary prefix-participies
used in conjugati^ verbs, ** and the roots of some prepositions.

^ These features are ciiamcteristic of almost alf the NegrcTlan-
guages of Africa.

® This docs not preclude the aspiration of consonants, or the
occasional local change of a palatal into a guttural.

* As already mentioned, a somewhat similar concord is also
present os regards the suffixes of the Fula and the Kiama {Tern)
languages in Western Africa, and as regards the prefixes ci the
Timne language of Sierra Leone t it exists liketrise in Hbttentot
and less markedly in many Atyan. Semitic and Hamitk tongues.

* An apparent out not a real exception to this rule is in the second
person plural of the imperatiye mood, where an abbreviated form
of the pronoun is a^lhted ta the verb. Other ^ases of the verb
may be occasioiiMly emphaaized ^ tlte repetition of the governing
pronoun at the end.
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(5) The root of the verb is the wcood person singular of the
Imperative.

(6) No sexual gender is recognised in the pronouns and concord.
Sexual gender may be indicated by a male " prefix " of varying
ionn, often identical with a word meaning ** father.” while there
is a feminine prefix, na or nya, connected with tlie root meaning
” motherp” or a suffix ha or indicating wife,” ” female.”
The 1st and 2nd prefixes invariably indicate living beings and are
usually restricted to humanity.
The sixteen original prefixes of the Bantu languages are given

below in the most archaic forms to be found at the present day.
The still older types of thesis prefixes mot with m one or two lan-

guages. and deduced generally by tlie other forms of the particle

used in the syntax, are given in brackets. It Ls possible that some
of these prefixes resulted from the combination of a demonstrative
pronoun and a prefix indicating quality or number.

Old Bantu Prefixes.

Singular.

Class 1. Umu’
„ Umu- {flgu-mu-).

5. Idi {Ndi-di-).

,, 7. Iki- {Slki-ki ). •

., 9. I-n- or i-tii- {}Ngi-ni~),

„ II. Ulu {Ndu-du-).

13 -

14 -

Plural.

Class 2. Aba {Mba-ba or flga-ba).^

„ 4. Imi- {^gi-mi’).

„ 6. Ama- (^ga-ma-).
8. Ibi- {Mhi-bi-).

TO. //»-, Izi-. Iti-n-, Jzi-n-

,, 12. Vtu (INtu-tu-)
;

often
diminutive in sense.

Aka {}Nka-ka-) ; usually diminutive, .sometimes honorific.
Ubu-

{
7Mhu-bu-) ;

sometimes used in a plural sense

;

generally employed to indicate abstract noun.s.

mu-ku-)

;

15. Uku{} identical with the preposition ” to,”
used as an infinitive with verbs, hut also with
certain nouns indicating primarily functions of
the body.

16, Apa {Mpa-pa-) ; locative
; applied to nouns and other

forms of speech to indicate place or position
;

identical with the adverb ” here," as Ku- Ls with
“ there.”

To these sixteen prefixes, tlie use of which is practically common
to all members of the family, might perhaps lx* added No. 17, Ft- or
Vi; a prefix in the singular number, having a diminutive .sense,

which is found in some of the western and north-waslern Bantu
tongues, chiefly in the northern half of the Congo basin and
Cameroon. It Ls represented as far ea.st (in the form of /-) as the
Manyema language on the Upper Congo, near Tanganyika. This
prefix cannot be traced to derivation from any others among the
sixteen, certainly not to No. 8, as it Ls always used in the singular.

Its corre.sponding plural prefix is No. 12 (Tv-). Prefix No. 18 is

Ogu; which has, as a plural prefix. No. ig, Aga-, These arc Ixith

used in an augmentative sense, and their use seems to be confined
to the Luganda and Ma.saba dialects, and perliaps some branches of

the Unyoro language. These, like No. 17, are regular prefixes, since

they arc supplied with the concord {-gu- and -ga-). I^asUy, there is

the 2olh prefix. Mu-, which is really a preposition meaniiy; ” in
”

or ” into,^' often combined in meaning witii another particle, -ni,

used always as a sufiix.* The 20th prefix, Mu-, however, does not
seem to have a complete concord, as it Ls only used adjectivally or
as a preposition ana has no pronominal accusative.
The concord may be explained thu$ ;—Let us for a moment re-

construct the original Bantu mother-tongue (as attempts are somc-
times made to deduce the ancient Aryan from a comparison of the
most archaic of its daughters) and propound sentences to illustrate

the r^etition of pronominal particles known as the concord.

Old Bantu.
Bobo mbaba-nta * 6abi ba-bo-tSi tu-6a-oga.
They these-tbey person they bad they who kill we fear them.
Rendered into the modem dialect of Luganda this would be :

—

Bo afra-ntu bahi ^abota tu-6a-tia.

They tliese-they person they bad they who kill we them fear.

(They are bad people who kill
; we fear them.)^

Old Bantu.

f^u-mu-ti figuno hgu-gwa ku-figu-mbona.
This tree this here this falls ; thou this soest ?

Rendered into Kiguha of North-West Tanganyika, this would be :

—

Umuti funo gwgwa ugMmona ?

It tree this hea* it falls ; thou it seest ?

(The tree fails ; dost thou see it ?)

The prefixes and their corresponding particles have varied greatly
in form from the original syllables,, as the varions Bantu dialects

’ The full hyp^etical farms of the prefixes as joined with
definite eatkhea^Njtumu, Mbaba» ffgimi, f^gama and so on—arc
added in brackets. Forms very like these are met with still in the Mt.
Bkoii languages (Ofonp No. 3) and in Subiya group (No. 32).

This is proniiieDtly met witii in East Africa, and also in the
varioiiis Bochuana dialects of Central South Africa, where it takes
the form of ii at the end of words.

* Or perhaps ikgn^ba-ntn (afterwards Ha-ba-, aba^) ; the form
ttgabantu is actually met with in Zulu-Kaflir ; also tigumuntu.

became more and more corrupt. Assuming these, prefixes to have

oonsisti^ once of two distinct particles, such asi for example. Nos. 1

and 3. Ngu-mu-, or the 6th plural prefix Nga-ma; the first syllable

seems to nave been of the nature of a demonstrative, pronoun, and
the second more like a numeral or an adjecUve. Mu- probably meant
” one,” and Ma- a collective numeral of indefinite number, applied

to liquids (especially water), a tribe of men. a herd of bcaste^-uny-

thing in the mass.* In the corresponding particles of the concord

a.H appUei^ to adj (Motives, verbs and pronouns, sometimes the first

syllaole. Ngu or ^ga was token for the concord and aometuiiM the

second mu or ma. This would account for the seemingly inexplicable

lack of correspondence between the modem prefix and its accompany-
ing particle, which so much puzzled Bleek and other early writers on
Uie Bantu languages. In many of these tongues, for example, the

particle which corres^ionds at the present day to the plur^ prefix

Ma- is not always Ma, but more often Ga-, Va-, A- ;
while to il/w-

(ChLsses 1 anti 3) Uie corresponding particle besides -mu- is gu-,

gw-. WU-, yu-, h-, dlx.

The second prefix, Ba- or Aba-, is. in the most archaic Bantu
speech (the languages of Mt. Elgon), Ba/ta- in its definite form
(Slg^ia sometimes in Zulu-Kaflir). Tlie concord is -ba- in all the
less corrupt Bantu tongues, but this plural prefix degenerates into
Va-, U a-, Ma-, and A-. The concord of the 4th prel^. Mi-, is gi-,

-i . - ji- and sometimes -mi-. The commonest form of the 5th prefix

at the present day is Li- (tlie older and more correct is L>i-),.ftnd its

concord is the same ; this 5th prefix is often dropped (the concord
remaining) or becomes lii-] J-, Ji- and Ni-. The 7th prefix. AV-,
111 matiy non -related dialects pursues a parallel course tlirough Ct-
into .sV- (-.S7u‘) and Si- and its concord resembles it. The 8th

f
refix is still more variable. In its oldest form tiiis is Ibi- or Mbibi-.
t is invariably the plural of the 7th. It liecomes in different forms

of Bantu speech Vi-, Pi-, Ft-, Fy-, PSi-, Ai-, By-, Bzi-, Psi-, Zwt-,
Zi- and /ci-. witli a concord that is similar. The 10th prefix, which
was originally 7 1- or Tin-, or Zi- or Zih-, Ix^comes Jin-, Pin-, Din-,
Ltn-, »m-, &on-, &c. The n in this prefi.x is n^ly the singular
prefix No. 9, wluch i.s sometimes retained in the plural, and some-
times omitted. In the case of the lotb prefix, the concord or corre-
sponding ]>ronoun persists long after the prefix has fallen out of use
as a definite article. Thus, though it is a^nt as a plural prefix for
nouns in tlie Swahili of Zanzibar, it reappears in the concord.
For instance :

—

J^ombr hizi zawgv—Cows these mine (These cows
are mine), although f^umbe has ceased to be sihombe in the plural,
Uu‘ Zi- ]>article reappears in hizi and xangu. In fact, the persistence
of this concord, which exists in almost every known Bantu language
in connexion witli the loth prefix, shows that prefix to have been in
universal use at one time. The iith prefix -L.u- seems to be de-
scended from an older form, Ndu-. Its commonest type is Lu-,
but ii sometimes loses tlie L and becomes U-, and in the more archaic
dialects is usually pronounced Du- or Pu-. It is also Nu- in one
or two languages.’ The 1 2th prefix {Tu-), always used in a diminutive
sense, disappears in many of these languages. Where met with it

is generally Tu- or To-, but sometimes the initial T becomes R
(Pu-, Ro-) or L {Lu-, Lo-) or even Y {Yo-), the concord following the
fortunes of the prefix. The 13th prefix {Ka-) is sometimes cot&sed
with the 7th (Ai) and merged into it and vice versa. Ka- very often
takes tiic 8th prefix as a plural, more commonly the 12th, sometimes
the i4tb. This prefix {lia-) entirely disappears in the north-western
section of the Bantu languages. Bleek thought that it persisted in
the attenuated form of K- so characteristic of the Cameroon and
northern Congo languages, but later investigations show this K-
to be a reduction of Ai- {Ke-) the 7th prefix. The 14th prefix Bu-
is very persistent, but frequently loses its initial letter B, which is

either softened into V or W, or disappears altoaother, the prefix
becoming U- or O- or Ow-. Sometimes tnis prefix oecoroes palatised
into By- or even Ti- (C-). The concord follows suit. The 15th
prefix, Ku-, occasionally loses its initial K or softens into Av or xv
or strengthens into Gu, Its concord under these circunistances someo
times remains in the form of Ku-. The 16th, Pa-, prefix is one ol
the most puzzling in ^its distribution and its phonetic changes. A
very large numbOT cff the 3antu languages in the north, east and
west have a dislike to the consonant P, which they frequently trans-
mute into an aspirate (H), or soften into V, W or F, or simply drop
out. There is too much evidence in favour of this prefix naving
been originally Pa- or Mpa-pa to enable us to give it any other form
in reconstructing the Bantu mother-tongue. Yet in most
archaic Bantu dialects to the north of the Victoria Nyanza it is

nowhere found in the form of Pa-. It is either Ha- (and Ha-
changes eastward into Sa- 1) or Wa-J^ But for its existence in
this shape in the laogua^ of Uganda one might almost be led
to think that the xoth locative prefix began as Ha-, and by
some process without ajparallo] ifaanged in the east and south
to the form of Pa-. There are, however, a good many place
names in the northern part of the Uganda protectorate, in the
region now occupied by Nilotic negroes, which begin with Pa-.
These place names would seem to be of ancient Bantu oi%in in a

* Likewise ba- may have meant ** two ” (Bantu root BeUi^iwo)

;

a dual first and then a plural.
* Wa- in Luganda. In Lusoga (notth coast of Vietoria Nyanza)

Wa- becomes Ta {Gha).

III. 12 a
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land from which the Bantu negroes were subsequently driven by
Nilotic invaders from the north. They may l)e relics therefore of

a time before the Pa- prefix of those regions had changed to the

modem form of Ha-. In S.W. and N.W. Cameroon the initial p of

the T6th prefix reappears in two or three dialects ; but elJiewhere

in North-West Bantu Africa and in the whole basin of the Congo,

except the extreme south and south-east, the form Pa- is never met
with ; It is Va-, Wa-, Ha-, Fa-, or A-. In the Secuana group of

dialects it is Fa- or Ha- : m the Luyi language of Barotseland it

assumes the very rare form of Ba-, while the first prefix is weakened
to A-.

The pronouns in Bantu arc in moat cases traceable to some such
general forms as tliese • -

I, me, my .... fig*, m/,* ngu.

Thou, thee., thy . . gwe, ku
;

-ko.

He or she, him, her, his, dec. . a-, ya-. wa- (nom.) ; alsofigw-

(which becomes yt*-, ye-, wu-,

hti-, U-) ;
-mu (acc.) : -ha,

-kwe (poss.) ;
there is also

another form, ndi (nom. and
poss.) in the Wc tern Bantu
spheT<‘.

We, us, our .... isi4 , xwi-, /u-, ti- : -tu- (acc.)

;

-itu (poss.).

Ye^ you, your . . inn, mu-, fiyu-, nyi-, -ui ;

-nu-, -mu- (acc.) ;
-inu

(poss.).

They, them, their . . hahn, ha-
;
-ba- (acc ) ;

-fcafco

(po.s8.).

The Bantu verb consists of a practically unchangeable root which
is employed as the second person singular of the imperative. To
this root are nrefixed and suffixed various particles. These are
worn-down vorm which have become auxiliaries or they are re-

duced adverlw or prcpo.sitions. It is probable (with one exception)
that the building up of the verbal root into moods and tenses has
taken place indepenaently in the principal groups of Bantu languages,
the arrangement followed being probalilv founded on a fundamental
system common to the original Bantu tongue. The exception
alluded to may be a method ol forming the preterite ten.se, which
seems to be shared by a great numl^r of widely-spread Bantu
languages. This may be illustrated by the Zulu fanda, love, which
changes to taudile, have loved, did love. This -He or -Hi may become
in other forms -idi, didi, -ire, -ine, but is always referable back to

some form like -Hi or He, which is probably connected with the root

/* nr di {ndi or w»), wliich means to be or “ exist." The initial

I in the particle -He often affects the last or penultimate syllable

of the vcrual root, thereby causing one of the very rare changes which
take place in this vocaole. In many Bantu dialects the root pa
(which means to give) becomes pele in the preterite (no doubt from an
original pa-He). Likewise the Zulu tandile is a contraction of tanda-ile.

'J'wo other frequent changes of the terminal vowel of the common
root are those from a (which is almost invariably the terminal vowel
of Bantu verlw), (i) into « to form the subjunctive tense, (2) into i

to g!v<? a negative sense in certain tenses. With these exceptions
the vowel a almost invariably terminates verbal roots. I'he de-

partures from this rule are so rare that it might almost be included
among the elementary propositions determining the Bantu lan-

f

[uages. And these instances when they occur are generally due
as in Swahili) to Ixirrowed foreign words (Arabic, Portuguese or

English).^ This point of the terminal a is the more interesting

because, by changing the terminal vowel of the verbal root and
po8.Hibly adding a personal jirefix, one can make nouns from verbs.

Thus in Liiganda senyua is the verbal root for " to pardon." '* A
pardon " or '* forgiveness " is hi-senyuo. “ A pardoner " might lie

mu-senym. In Swahili peetanita would be the verbal root for “ con-

ciliate ; mpatanaH is a "conciliator," and upaianiio is con-

ciliation." Another marked feature of Bantu verbs is their power
of modifying the sense of the original verlial root by suffixes, the

athxicm of which modifies the terminal vowel and Mmetlmes the
preceding consonant ot the root. Familiar forms of these variations

and their usual meaning are as follows ;

Supposing an original Bantu root, tanda, to love
;
this may iK'Come

tandtifa . to be loved.

tandekn or tandikv
tandila or tandeln ”

tandiza (or -eta) \

Utndixa (or -esa)

Umdana

to be lovable.

to love for, with, or by some
other person.

to cause to love,

to love reciprocally

* Mt is 2)OSKiblv a softening ol fig*, fi* ; ngi liecomes in some dialects

uji, ndi, m or m&t ; there is in some of the coa.Hi Cameroon languages,

and in the norUi-oastcm CongOi a word mbi, mba for " I.” " me."
\siuch seems to be borrowed from the Sudonian Mundu tongues.

The possessive .pronoun for the first person is derived from two forms,

•anu <uid -afigt {-am, -aAgu, -anji, -amfn, &c.).
^ An exception to this rule is the verbal particle li or di, which

means " to lx;." ® Or -iVa, -era.
* This form may also appear as ia, as lor instance akaosto be on

five hreomes aia, to set on nre.

The suffix -aka or -adga sometimes appears and gives a sense of con-
tinuance to the verbal root. Thus ianda may become tandaka in the
sense of " to continue loving." “

I'be negative verbal particle in the Bantu languages may be traced
hack to an original ha, ia or sa, hi, ti or si in the Bantu mother-
tongue. Apparently in the parent language this particle had already
th^ alternative forms, which resemble those in some West African
Negro languages. In the vast majority of the Bantu dialects at the
present day, the negative particle in the verb (which nearly always
coalesces with the pronominal particle) is descended from’ this ha,
ta or sa, hi, H or st, assuming the forms of ha, ga, riga, sa, ia, ha, a,

ti. si, hi, &c. It has coalesced to such an extent in some cases with
the pronominal particle that the two arc no longer .soluble, and it is

only by the existence of some intermediate forms (as in the Ktmga
language) that we are able to guess at the original separation between
the two. Originally the negative particle ka, sa, i^c., was joined to
the pronominal particles, thus :

—
Ka-ngi ...... not I.

(Therefore Ka-ngi tanda— not I love.)

Ka-hu or ka-wu not thou.
Ka-a not he, she.

KaHu . • . not we.
Ka-nu not ye.

Ka-hn ....... not they.

In like manner sa would become sa-ngi, sa-wu, &c. But very early
in the history of Bantu languages ha-ngt, or sa-ngi, became contracted
into hai, sai, and finally, hi, si ; ha-ku or ka-wu into hu

;
and kaa or saa

have always been ha or sa. Sometimes in the modem languages the
negative particle (such as ti or it) is used without any vestige of a
pronoun being attached to it, and is applied indifferently to all the

persons. Occasionally this particle has fallen out of use, and the
negative is expressed (1) by stress or accent

; (2) by a suffix (traceable

to a root -pc or -ko) answering to the French pas, and having the
.same sense

; and (3) by the separate employment of an adverb.
In not a few Bantu languages the verb used in a negative sense
changes its terminal -a to -1. The subjunctive is very frequently
formed by changing the terminal -a to -e : thus, tanda = love

; -tandi
may love.

Bibi-Iooraphy.—.^ Comparative Grammar of South .‘ffrican

Languages (in two parts, left unfinished), by Dr W. 1 . Bleek (London.
1869) ;

A Sketch of the Modem Languages of Africa, by R. N. Cust
(1B82)

; Comparative Grammar of the South African Bantu Languages,
by Father J, Torrend (1894; mainly composed on a study of the
languages of the Central Zambezi, interesting, but erroneous in some
deductions, and incomplete). In Sir H. H. Johnston’s The Kiliman-
jaro Expedition (1884^ British Central Africa (1898), and The
Uganda Protectorate (1902-1904). there arc illustrative vocabularies;
and m George Grenfell and the Congo (1908) the Congo groups of

Bantu sjieech are carefidly classified, also the Fernandian and
Co-meroon. In the numerous essays of Carl Menihof on the original

struct lire of the Bantu mother-speech, and on existing languages in

East and South-East Africa, in the Mitiheilungen des Semindrs fUr
Orientalische Spracken, Berlin (also issued separately through Brock-
haus, Leipzig, 1899), and also in his Grundzdge einer vergleichenden

Grammatth der Bantuspravhen (Berlin, I9i>f‘>), a vast amount of valu-
able information has been collected, but Meinhof’s deductions there-

from are not in every ca.se in accord with those of other authorities.

The Swahili-lingUsh Dictionary, by Dr T.. Krapf (London, 1882),

contains a mass of not well-sorted but invaluable information con-

cerning the Swahili language as spoken on the coast of East Africa,

especially regarding many words now becoming obsolete. A similar

mine of information is to be found in Encylopaedic Dictionary of

the Manahja (Mang’anja) Language of British Central Af>ua, by the
Rev. 1>. C. Scott (1891). Other admirable works are the Dictionary of

the Congo Language, oy the Rev. liolman .Bentley (1891), and the
Folklore of Angola, and a Grammar of Kimhundu, by Dr Heli Chate-
lain. The many handbooks and vocabularies written and ])ublished

by Bishop Stcere on the languages of the East African coast-lands

are of great imjiortance to the student, especially as they give forms
of the prefixes now passing out of use. The IntroducUnv Handbmtk
of the Yao Language, by the Rev. Alexander Hethcrwick, illustrates

very fully that peculiar and important member of the East African

group. Vocabularies of various Congo languages have been compiled
by Dr A. Sims ;

more important works on this subject have been
published by the Rev W. H. Stapleton {Comparative Handbook of

Congo Languages), and by Rov. John Whitehead {Grammar and
Dictionary of the Bobangi Language (London, 1899)). E. Torday has
illustrated tlie languages of the Western Congo basin {Kwango,
Kwilu, northern Kasa^ in the Journal of the Royal Anthropological

Inslitute, There is a treatise on the Lunda language of the south-

western part of the Belgian Congo, in Portuguese, 1:^ Henrique de
Carvalho, who also in his Ethnographia da Expedicad portugmea

^ In choosing this common root ianda, and applying it to the above
various terminations, tlie writer is not prepared to say that it is

associated witli all of them in any One Bantu language. Although
tanda is a common verb in Zulu, it has not in Zuhi all these variations,

and in some other language where it may by chance exhibit all the
viiriations.its own form is changed to Jonda or tanda.
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ao Muaia VaHvo goes deeply into BMitu language questions. The
Duala language ot Cameroon has been illustrated by the Baptist
missionary Saker in his works published about i8t)0, and since igoo
by German missionaries and explorers (such as Schuler). iThe
German work on the Duala language is mostly published in the
MUtkeilungen tUs SeminArs fUr Oruntalische SptackeH (Bi'rlin)

;
see

also Schuler's OpantimUik des D^ala. The Rev. S. KoeUc, in his
PolygloUa Africana, puMished in 1651, gave a good many interesting
vocabularies of the almost unknown north-west Bantu borderland
Ui well as of otlicr forms of Bantu speech of the Congo coast and
Congo basin. T. T. Lost, in his Polvgtotta Africana Ontniali&, has
illustrated brieuy many of the East African dialects and languages,
some otherwise touched Iw no one else, lie has also published an
excellent grammar of the Kaguru language of the Ea.st African high-
lands (Usagara). The fullest information is now extant regarding
the languages of Uganda and Vnyovo, in works by the missionaries
of the Church Missionary Society (Pilkingtou. Blackledge, Hattersley,
Henry Duta and others). Mr Crabtree, of tlic same mission, has
collected information regarding the Masaba dialects of Elgon, and
these have also b('en illustrated by Mr C. W. Hobley, and bv ^ir H. H

.

Johnston {Uganda Protectorate), and privately by Mr S. A. Korthcotc.
Mr A. C. Madan has published works on the Swahili language and on
the little-known Senga of Central Zambcziaand H'isa oi Korth-East
Rhodesia (Oxford University Pres.s). Jacottet (Pans, 1902) has in

his Grammaire Subiya ^vided an acbnirable study of the
'

and Luvi languages of mrotseland, and in 1907 Edwin W. Smith
(C)xlord University I^ess) brought out a Handbook of the Ha Lan-
guage (Mashukulumbwc). The Rev. W. Govon Robertson is the
author of a conii)lete study of the Demba language. Mrs Sydney
ilinde has illustrated the dialects of Kikuyu and Kamha. F. Van
(ler Burgt has published a Dictionary of Kirundi (the language spoken
at the north end of Tanganyika). Oci-herero of Damarmand has
chiefly been illustrated by German writers, old and new

; such as
Dr Ko11k.‘ and Dr P. II. Rriiickcr. The northern languages of this

Hertrro group ha\e, been studied by memlx^rs of the American
Mission at Baihindu under the name of Umhundu. Some information
on the languages of the south-western part of the Congo basin and
those ot tioutli-easiern Angola may Iw iound 111 the works of Canello

and Ivens and of Henritlue de Carvalho and Commander V. U.

C ameron. The British, French and German missionaries have
published many dictionaries and grammars of the different Secuana
dialects, notable amongst which is John Brown’s Dictionary of

Secuana and Meinhof’s Study of the Tii-venda. The grammars and
dictionaries of Zulu-Kaffir are almost too numerous to catalogue.

Among tlic Ix’st are Maclaien’s Kafir Grammar and Roberts* Zulu
Dictionary, The works of Boyce, Anpleyard and Bisliop Colenso

should also be consulted. Miss A. Werner has written important
studies on the Zulu click-words and other grammatical essays and
vocabularies of the Bantu languages in the Journal of the African
Society between 1902 and igofj. The Tebele dialect of Zulu has been
well illustrated by W. A. Elliott in his Dictionary of the Tebele and
Skuna languages (London, 1897). Kimga {Tonga, Si-gWamba,
Hlengwe, &c.) are dealt wdtli in the Grammaire Konga (Iwausamie,

1896) of Henri Junod. Bisliop Smyth and John Mathews have
published a voc:abulary and short grammar of the Xilengc (Sliilenge)

language of Inhambanc
(
5.P.C.R.. uun). The journal Anthropos

(Vienna) should al ^o be consulted. (H. H. J.)

BANVILLE, THEODORE FAULLAIN DE (1823-1891), French

poet and miscellaneous writer, was bom at Moulins in the

Bourlwnnais, on the 14th of March 1823. He was the son of a

captain in the French navy. His boyhood, by his own account,

was cheerlessly passed at a lycee in Paris
;
he was not harshly

treated, but took no part in the amusements of his companions.

On leaving school with but slender means of support, he devoted

himself to letters, and in 1842 published his first volume of verse

(Les Cdfiaiides\ which was followed by I^s Stalactites in 1846.

The poems encountered some adverse criticism, but secured for

their author the approbation and friendship of Alfred de Vigny

and Jules Janin. Henceforward Danville's life was steadily

devoted to literary production and criticism. He printed other

volumes of verse, among which the Odes funamhuUsques

(Alen^on, 1S57) received unstinted praise from Victor Hu^o, to

whom they were dedicated. Later, several of his comedies in

verse were produced at the Th^tre Fran^ais and on other st^es

;

and from 1S53 onwards a stream of prose flowed from his in-

dustrious pen, inehiding studies of Parisian manners, sketches

of well-known persems iCamies paHsimmSf 6fr.), and a series of

tales (Cdnlts hour^aais. Contes hMiques, &€.), most of which were

republished in his collected works (1875-^1878). He also wrote

freely for reviews, and acted as dramatic critic for more than one

newspafier. Throughout a life spent mainly in Paris, Banville’s

genial character and cultivated mind won him the friendship

of the chief men of letters of his time. He was also intimate with
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Fr6d6rick-J..emaitre and other famous actors. In 1858 he was

decorated with the kgion of honour, and was promoted to bean

officer of the order in 1886. He died in Paris on the 15U1 of March

1891 ,
havingjust completed his sixty-eighth year. Banville’sclaim

to remembrance rests mainly on his poetry . His plays are written

with distinction and refinement, but are dcfii ient in dramatic

power ; his stories, though marked by fertility of invention^ are

as a rule conventional and unreal. Most of his prose, indeed, in

substance if not in manner, is that of a journalist. His lyrics,

however, rank high. A careful and loving student of the finest

models, he did even more than his greater and siVmcwhat older

comrades, Victor Hugo, Alfred de Musset and Th^ophile

Gautier, to free French poetry from the fetters of metre and

mannerism in which it had limped from the days of Maliierbc.

In the Odes fummbulesques and elsewhere he revived with perfect

grace and understanding the rondeau and the villanelle, and like

Victor Hugo in Le.sOrtentales, wrote poftioums (pantuns) after the

; Malay fashion. He published in 1872 a Petit trail/ de persifieation

frangaise in exposition of his metrical methods. He was a master

of delicate satire, and used with much effect the difficult humour
of sheer bathos, happily adapted by him from some of the early

folk-songs. He has somewhat rashly been compared to Heine,

whom he profoundly admired
;
but if he lacked the supreme

touch of genius, he remains a delightful writer, who exercised a

wise and sound influence upon the art of his generation.

Among his other works may be mentioned the poems, IdyUes

prussiennes and Trente-six ballades joyeuses the

prose tales, Les Saltimbanques (1853); Esquisses parisimnes

(1859) and Contes f/eriques \ and the plays, Le FeuHleton

d'Aristophane (1852), Gringoire (1866), and Deidamia (1876).

S(‘i* also J. Lemaltre, Les Contempofains (rtrst series, i88j) ;

Saintc-Beiive, Causeries du lutidi, vol. xiv. ;
Maurice Spronck, Les

Artistes littiraires (1889). (C.)

BANYAN, or Banian (an Arab corruption, borrowed by the

Portuguese from the Sanskrit vanij^ ** merchant '“), the Ficus

Indica, or Bengalensis, a tree of the fig genus. The name
was originally given by Europeans to a particular tree on the

Persian Gulf beneath which some Hindu “ merchants ” had

built a pagoda. In C alcutta the word was once generally applied

to a native broker or head clerk in any bu.siness or private house,

now usually known as sircar. Dunya, a corruption of the word
common in Bengal generally, is usu^ly applied to the imtive

grain-dealer. Early writers .sometimes use the term generically

for all Hindus in western India. Banyan was long Anglo-Indian

for an undershirt, in allusion to the body garment of the Hindus,

especially the Banyans.

Banyan days is a nautical slang term. In the British navy

there were formerly two days in each week on which meat formed

no part of the men's rations. These were called banyan days,

in allusion to the vegetarian diet of the Hindu merchants.

Banyan hospital also l^came a slang term for a hoipital for

animals, in reference to the Hindu's humanity and his dislike

of taking the life of any animal.

BAOBAB, Adansoniadigitata(r\at\irdXord^ Bwnbacodd),amXkyt
of tropical Africa, one of the largest trees known, its stem reaching

30 ft. in diameter, though the height is not great. It has a large

woody fruit, containing a mucilaginous pulp, with a pleasant cool

taste, in which the seeds are buried. The bark yields a strong

fibre which is made into ropes and woven into cloth. The wood

is very light and soft, and the trunks of living trees are often

excavated to form houses. The name of the genus was given by

Linnaeus in honour of Michel Adanson, a celebrated French

botanist and traveller.

BAPHOMET, the imaginary symbol or idol which the Knights

Templars were accused of worslnppifig in their secret rites.

The term is supposed to be a corruption of Mahomet, who in

several medieval Latin poems seems to be called by this name.

J.von Hammer-Purgstall, in his MysUrium Baphometis^dltvaiiiiim

driT., and Die Scktdd der'Templer, revived the old charge agi^t
the Templars. The word, according to his interpretation, signi-

fies the baptism of Metis, or of fire, and is, therefore, connected

with the impurities of the Gnostic Ophites {q.n,). Additional
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ttvidence of this, according to Hammer-Puigstall, is to be found

in the architectural decorations of the Tempos’ churches,

An elal^mte criticism of Hammor-Purgstall’s arguments was made
in the JowmeU des Havam, March and April iBio, hy M. Raynouard,

a well-known dclender of the Templars. (See also Hallam, Middle

Ages, c. i. note 15.)

BAPTISM. The Gr. words /Sairrar/xo? and ftanrurfia (both

of which occur in the New Testament) signify “ceremonial

washing,” from the verb /ifuTTr/fw, the shorter form pdvrat

meaning “ dip ” without ritual significance {e,g. the finger in

water, a robe in blood). That a ritual washing away of sin

characterized other religions than the Christian, the Fathers of

tlie church were aware, and Tcrtullian notices, in his tract On
Baptism (ch. v.), that tlie votaries of Isis and Mithras were

initiated per lavammt “ through a font,” and that in the Ludi

Apdlinares et Eleustnii^ i.e. the mysteries of ApoUo and Eleusis,

men were baptized (iinguntur, 1 ertullian’s favourite word for

baptism), and, wlwit is more, baptized, as they presumed to

think, ” unto regeneration and exemption from the guilt of their

perjuries.” “ Among the ancients,” he adds, “ any one who
had stained himself with homicide went in search of waters

that could purge him of his guilt.”

The texts of the New Testament relating to Christian baptism,

given roughly in chronological order, are tlic following :

—

A.D. 55 60, Rom. vi. 3, 4 ; 1 Cor. i. yi. n, x. 1-4, xii. 13,

XV. 20 ; Gal. iii. 27.

A.n. 60-65, Col. ii. II, 12 ; Eph. iv. 5, v. 26.

A.n. 60-70, Mark x. 38, 39.

A.D, 80- go, Acts i. 5, ii. 38-41, viii. 16, 17, x. 44-48; xix, 1*7,

xxii. i6; i Pet. iii. 20, 21 ;
Heb. x, 22.

A.D, go-ioo, John iii, 3-8, iii. 22, iii. 26, iv. i, 2.

Uncertain, Matt, xxviii. 18-20 ; Mark xvi. 16.

The baptism of John is mentioned in the following

A.D. 60-70, Mark i. i-ii.

A.D. 80 -90, Matt. iii. 1-16.; Luke iii. 1-22, vii. 29, 30; Acts i. 22,

X. 37, xiii. 24, xviii. 25, xix. 3, 4.

A.D, 90-100, John i. 25-33, iii. 23, x. 40,

It is best to defer the question of the origin of Christian

baptism until the history of the rite in the centuries which

followed has licen sketched, for wc know more clearly what
baptism became after the year 100 than what it was before. And
that method on which a great scholar ^ insisted when studying

the old Persian religion is doubly to be insisted on in the study

of the history of baptism and the cognate institution, the

eucharist, namely, to avoid equally “ the narrowness of mind
which (?lings to matters of fact without rising to their cause and
connecting them wHh the series of associated phei^mena, and

the wild and uncontrolled spirit of comparison, which, by com-

paring everything, confound everything.”

Our earliest deUiiled accounts ^ baptism are in the Teaching

of the AposAes{c. 90-120) and in Justin Martyr.

The Teaching has the following

1. Now concerning baptism, thus baptise ye : having spoken

beforehand idl these thinips, baptize into the name of the Father

and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, in living water.

2. But if thou hast not Uving water, baptize into other water

;

if thou const not in cold, in wprm,
3. But if thou hast not either, pour water upon the head

thrice, in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy

Spirit.

4. Now before the baptism, let him that is bapitizing and
him that is being baptized fast, andJMy others who can ; but

thou biddest him who is being baptized to fast one or two days

before.

The “ things spoken beiorehand ” are the moral precep^ known
as the two ways, the one of life and the other of dhath, with which

the tract beghit. This body of moral teaching Is older than the

rest of the tract, and mgy go hade to the year a.i>. 80.

Justin thitt describes tlw rite in ch. Ixi. of his fint Apology,

(r. I4q)

‘ JsfBM DarnieStehtf, in ** Introd. to the Vendidad.” ia the Sucrod
Books of the East,

** 1 will also relate the manner in which we dedicated ourselves

to God when we had been made new through Christ. As many
as are persuaded And believe that what we teach and say is true,

and undertake to be able to live accordingly, are instructed to

pray and entreat God with fasting, for the remission of their

sins that are past, we praying and fasting with them. Then th^
are brought by us where there is water, and are regenerated in

the same manner in which we were ourselves regenerated. For
in the name of God, the Father and Lord of the universe, and of

our Saviour Jesus Christ and of the Holy Spirit, they then receive

the washing with water.”

In the sequel Justin adds
“ There is pronounced over him who chooses to be bom again,

and has repented of his sins, the name of God the Father and Lord
of the universe, he who leads to the laver the person that is to

he washed calling Him by this name alone. For no one can utter

the name of the ineffable God, and this washing is called Illumina-

tion (Gr. </>wT«r/M5s*), because they who learn these things are

illuminated in their understandings. And in the name of Jesus

Christ, who was crucified under Pontius Pilate, and in the name
of the Holy Ghost, who through the prophets foretold all things

about Jesus, he who is illummated is washed.”

In ch. xiv. of the dialogue with Trypho, Justin asserts, as

against Jewish rites of abUition, that Christian baptism alone

can purify those who have repented. “ This,” he says, ” is the

water of life. But the cistwns which you have dug for yourselves

are broken and profitless to you. For what is the use of that

baptism which cleanses the flesh and body alone ? Baptize

the soul from wrath, from envy and from hatred
; and, lo !

the body is pure.”

In ch. xliii. of the same dialogue Justin remarks that “ those

who have approached God through Jesus Christ have received

a circumcismn, not carnal, but spiritual, after the manner of

Enoch.”
In after ages baptism was regularly called illumination. Late

in the 2nd century TertuUian describes the rite of baptism in

hb treatiw On the Resurrection of the Fksh, thus

:

1. The flesh b washed, that the soul may be freed from stain.

2. The flesh is anointed, that the soul may be consecrated.

3. The flesh is sealed {i,c. signed with the cross), that the soul

also may be protected.

4. The flesh is overshadowed with imposition of hands, that

the soul also may be illuminated by the Spirit.

5. The flesh feeds on the body and blood of Christ, that the

so^ also may be filled and sated with God.
6. He also mentions elsewhere that the neophytes, after

baptbm, were given a draught oj milk and honey. (Hne candi-

date for baptism, we further learn from hb tract On Baptism,

prepared himself by prayer, fasting and keeping of vjgib.)

Before stepping into the font, which both sexes did quite naked,
the neophytes h^ to renounce the devil, his pomps and angels.

Baptisms were usually conferred at Easter and in the season of

Pentecast which ensued, and by the bbhop or by priests and
deacons commbsioned by him.

Such are the leading features of the rite in TertuUian, and they

reappear in the 4th century in the rites of all the orthodox
dwiiches of East and West

; TertuUian testifies that the

Marcionites observed the particulars numbered one to six, which

must therefore go back at least to the year 150, About the year

30Q, those desirous of being baptized were (a) admitted to the

catechumenate, giving in ^eir names to the bbhop. (h) They
were subjected t» a scrutiny and prepared, as to^y in the

western churches the young are prepared for confirmation.

The catechetic course included instruction in monothebm, in

the foUy of polythebm> m the Christian sdieme of salvation,

&c. {c) They were again and again exoroised, in order to rid

them of the lingering taint of the worship of dwons. (d) Some
days or even weeks beforehand they had the creed recited to

I

th^ They might not write it down, but learned it by heart

and had to repeat it just before baptism. Thb rite was called

in the West thoJraditia and radditio of the symbol. The Lord's

Prayer was communicated with similar sribniBity in the West
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(iradiiio precis). The creed given in Rome was the so-called

Apostles' Creed, originally compiled as we now have it to exclude

Mardonites. In the East various other symbols were used.

(«) There followed an act of unction, made in the East with the

oil of the catechumens blessed only by the priest, in the West
with the priest's saliva applied to the Hps and ears. The latter

was accompanied by the following formula : Effeta, that is,

be thou opened unto odour of sweetness. But do thou flee, 0
Devil, for the judgment of (k)d is at hand/' (/) Renunciation of

Satan. The catechumens turned to the west in pronouncing

this
;
then turning to the east they recited the creed, (g) They

stepped into the font, but were not usually immersed, and the

priest recited the baptismal formula over them as he poured

water, generally thrice, over their heads, (h) They were anointed

fill over with chrism or scented oil, the priest reciting an appro-

priate formula. Deacons anointed the males, deaconesses the

females, (i) They put on white garments and often baptismal

wreaths or chaplets as well. In some churches they had worn

cowls during the catechumenatc, in sign of repentance of their

sins. (;') They received the sign of the cross on the brow
;

the

;

bishop usually dipped his thumb in the chrism and said : In

name of Father, .Son and Holy Ghost, peace be with thee.” In

laying his hands on their heads the bishop in many places,

especially in the West, called down upon them the sevenfold

spirit, (k) The first communion followed, with milk and honey

added.
{
1 ) Usually the water in the font was exorcized, ble.ss^

and chrism poured into it, just hiyfore the catechumen entered it.

(m) Easter was the usual season of baptism, t?ut in the East

Epiphany was equally favoured. PenteafSt was sometimp
('.hosen. We hear of all three fea.sts being habitually chosen in

Jerusalem early in the 4th century, but fifty years later baptisms

seem to have been almost confined to Easter. The preparatory

lasts of the catechumens must have helped to establish the

Lenten fast, if indeed they were not its origin.

Certain features of baptism as used during the earlier centuries

must now be noticed. They are the following : —(t) Use of

fonts
; (2) Status of baptizer

; (3) Immersion, submersion or

aspersion
; (4) Exorcism

; (5) Baptismal formula and trine

immersion
; (6) The age of Imptism

; (7) Confirmation
; (8)

Disciplina anavi
; (q) Regeneration

; (10) Relation to repent-

ance
;
(n) Baptism for the dead; (12) Use of the name;

(13) Origin of the institution
; (14) Anaiogou.s rites in other

religions.

T. — The New Testament, the Didache, Justin,

Tertnllian and other early sources do not enjoin the use of a

font, and contemplate in general the use of running or living

water. It was a Jewish rule that in ablutions the water should

nin over and away from the parts of the body washed. In acts

of martyrdom, as late as the age of Decius, we read of baptisms

in rivers, in lakes and in the sea. In exceptional cases it sufficed

for a martyr to be sprinkled with his own blood. But a martyr’s

death in itself was enough. Nearchus (<;. 250) quieted the scruples

of his unbaptized friend Polyeuctes, when on the scaffold he

asked if it were possible to attain salvation without baptism,

with this answer : Behold, we see the Lord, when they brought

to Him the blind that they might be healed, had nothing to say

to them about the holy mystery, nor did He ask them if they had

been baptized
;
but this only, whether they came to Him with

true faith. Wherefore He asked them, Do ye believe that I am
able to do this thing ?

”

Tertullian {c. 200) writes (de BapU iv.) thus :
“ It makes no

difference whether one is washed in the sea or in a pool, in a

river or spring, in a lake or a ditch. Nor can we distinguish

between those Whom John baptized (iinxii) in the Jordan and

those whom Peter baptized itt the Tiber.” The custom of

baptizingin the riverswhen theyareannually blessed at Epiphany,

the feast of the Lord's baptism, stfll survives in Armenia and

in the East generaUy. ThKMe of the Armenians and Syrians

who have rctakied adult baptism use rivers alone at any time

of year.

The church of Tyre described by Eusebius x. 4) wems
to have had a font, and the church order of Macarius, bishop

3*5

of Jerusalem (<?. 311-335), orders the font to be placed in the same

building as tne altar, behind it and on the ri^t hand
;
but the

same order lays down that a femt is not essential in oases of illness

for ^ the Holy Spirit is not hindered by want of a vessel/’

2. Status of Baprissr.-^lgnadus {Smym, viii.) wrote that it is

not lawful to baptize or hold an a§ap9 (Lord's Supper) without

the bishop. So Tertullian (de Bapt. xvii.) reserves the rigfht of

admitting to baptism and of conferring it to the sutnmm saaepdos

or I^hop, C^rprian (Episi. Ixxiii. 7) to bishops and priests. LOM
canons continued this restrictioii

;
and although in outWing

parts of Christendom deacons claimed the right, the official

churches accorded it to presbyters alone and none but bishops

could perform the confirmation or teal. In the Montanist

churches women baptized, and of this there are traces in the

earliest church and in the Caucasus. Thus St Thekla baptized

herself in her own blood, and St Nino, the female evangelist of

Georgia, liaptized king Mirian (see “ Life of Nino,” Stadia

Biblica, 1903). In cases of imminent death a layman or a

woman could baptize, and in the case of new-born children it is

often necessary.

3. Immersion or Aspersion, - The THdaehi bids us ” pour

water on the head,” and Christian pictures and sculptures

ranging from the ist to the 10th century represent the liaptizand

as standing in the water, while the baptizer pours water from

his hand or from a bowl over his head. Even if we aMow for the

difficulty of representing complete submersion in art, it is never-

theless clear that it was not insisted on ; nor were the earliest

fonts, to judge from the ruins of them, large and deep enough

for such an usage. The earliest literary notices of baptism are

far from conclusive in favour of submersion, and are often to be

regarded as merely rhetorical, llte rubrics of the MSS., it is

true, enjoin total immersion, but it only came into general

vogue in the 7th century, ” when the gnvwing rarity of adult

baptism made the Gr. word (/SlairTt'foi) patient of an interpreta-

tion that suited that of infants only.” * The Key of TruthyXht

manual of the old Armenian Baptists, archaically prescribes

that the penitent admitted into the church shall advance on his

knees into the middle of the water and that the elect one or

bishop sliall then pour water over his head.

4. Exorcism .— The DidachS and Justin merely prescribe

fasting, the use of which was to hurry the exit of evil spirits

who, in choosing a nidus or tenement, preferred a well-fed body

to an emaciated one, according to the belief embodied in the

interpolated saying of Matt. xvii. 21 :
“ This kind (of deinon)

goeth not forth except by prayer and fasting.” The exorcisms

tended to become longer and longer, the later the rite. The

English prayer-book excludes them, as it also excludes the

renunciation of the devil and all his angels, his pomps and works.

These elements were old, but scarcely primitive ;
and the archaic

rite of the Key of Truth (see Paulicians) is without them.

Basil, in his work On the Holy Spirit, confesses his ignorance of

how these and other features of his baptismal rite had originated.

He instances the blessing of the water of baptism, of the oil of

anointing and of the baptizand himself, the use of anointmg him

with oil, trine immersion, the formal renunciation of Satan and

his angels. All these -features, he says, had been handed down
in an unpublished and unspoken teaching, in a silent and
sacramental tradition.

5. The Baptismal Formula.-^-Tbn trinitarian formula and trine

immersion were not uniformly used from the beginning, nor did

they always go together. The Teaching of the ApostUs, indeed,

rescribes baptism in the name of Father, Son and Holy Ghost,

ut on the next page speaks of those who have been baptised

into the name of the Lord—^the normal formula of the New
Testament. In the 3rd century baptism in the name of Christ

was still so widespread that Pope Stephen, in opposition to

Cyprian of Carthage, declared it to be valid. From Po^
Zachariah (Ep. x.) we learn that the Celtic mi.sskmaries in

baptizir^ omitted one or more persons of the Trinity, and this

was one of the reasons why the church of Rome anathematized
1 ’Roger.*^* essay on Baptism and Christian Archaeolpgy in Studia

Bibtica, vol. v*
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them

;
Pope Nicht^lus, however (858-867), in the Respama ad

c&nsulta Btdgarorum, allowed baptism to be valid tantum in

nomine Christie as in the Acts. liasil, in his work On the Holy

Spirit just mentioned, condemns ‘‘ baptism into the Lord

alone ” as insufficient. Baptism “ into the death of Christ ” is

often specified by the Armenian fathers as that which alone was

essential.

Ursinus, an African monk (in Gennad. de Scr. Eccl. xxvii.),

Hilary {de Syttodie, Ixxnv.), tlie synod of Nemours (a.d. 1284),

also asserted that baf>iism into the name of Christ alone was

valid. The formula of Rome is, “ T baptize thee in the name
of Father and l^n and Holy Spirit.” In the East, “so-and-so,

the servant of God, is biiptized,” &c. The Greeks add Amen after

each person, and conclude with the words, “ Now and ever and

to aeons of aeons, amen.”
We first find in Tertullian trine immersion explained from the

triple invocation, Nam nec semel, sed ter, ad singula nomtna in

personas singulas tinguimur :
“ Not once, but thrice, for the

several names, into the several persons, are we dipped ” {adv,

Prax. xxvi.). And Jerome says :
“ We are thrice plunged, that

the one sacrament of the Trinity may l^e shown forth.” On the

other hand, in numerous fathers of East and West, e.g. Leo of

Rome, Athanasius, Gregory of Ny.ssa, Theophylactus, Cyril of

Jerusalem and others, trine immension was regarded as being

symbolic of the three days' entombment of Christ
;
and in the

Armenian baptismal rul)ric this interpretation is enjoined, as

also in un epistle of Macarius of Jerusalem addressed to the

Armenians {c. 350). In Armenian writers this interpretation is

further associated with the idea of baptism into the death of

Christ.

Trine immersion then, as to the origin of w'hich Basil confesses

his ignorance, must be older than either of the rival explanations.

These are clearly aetiological, and invented to explain an existing

custom, which the church had adopted from its pagan medium.
For pagan lustrations were normally threefold

;
thus Virgil

writes (Aen. vi. 229) : Ter soeios pura circumiuUi undo. Ovid
(Met, vii. 189 and Fasti, iv. 515), Persius (ii. 16) and Horace
(Ep, i. I. 57) similarly speak of trine lustrations

;
and on the

last mentioned passage the scholiast Aero remarks :
“ He uses

the words thrice purely^ because people in expiating their sins,

plunge themselves in thrice.” Such examples of the ancient

usage encounter us everywhere in Greek and Latin antiquity.

6. Age of Baptism,—In the oldest Greek, Armenian, Syrian

and other rites of baptism, a service of giving a (Christian {i,e,

non-pagan) name, or of sealing a child on its eighth day, is found.

According to it the priest, either at the door of the church or at

the home, blessed the infant, sealed it (this not in Armenia) with

the sign of the cross on its forehead, and prayed that in due

season («i' xaipy eiSirtp) or at the proper time (Armenian) it

may enter the holy Catholic church. Tltis rite announces itself

as the analogue of Christ’s circumcision.

On the fortieth day from birth another rite is prescrilied, of

churching the child, which is now taken into the church with its

mother. Both are blessed by the clergy, whose petition now is

that God “ may preserve this child and cause him to grow up by

the unseen grace of His ]x>wer and make him worthy in due season

of the washing of baptism.” As the first rite corresponds to the

circumcision and naming of Je.su.s, so does the second to His

presentation in the temple. The.se two rites really begin the

catechumenate or period of instruction in the faith and discipline

of the church. It depended on the individual how long he would
w'ait for initiation. Whenever he f^l inclined, he gave in his

name as a cantlidate. This was usually done at the beginning of

Lent. The bishop and clergy next examined the candidates one

by one, and ascertained from their neighbours whether they had
led such exemplary lives as to be worthy of admission. In case

of strangers from another church certificates of character had
to be produced. If a man seemed unworthy, the bishop dis-

missed him until another occasion, when he might be worldlier

;

hut if all was satisfactory he was admitted, in West as a
ompetens or asker^ in the East as a (/>wrtfu/Acvos, i,e. one in

course of being illumined. Usually two sponsors made themselves

responsible for the past life of the candidate and for the sincerity

of his faith and repentance. The essential thing was that a man
should come to ikiptism of his own free will and not under
compulsion or from hope of gain. Macarius of Jerusalem {op, ciu )

declares that the grace of the spirit is given in answer to our
prayers and entreaties for it> and that even a font is not needful,

but only the wish and desire for grace. Tertullian, however, in

his work On Baptism^ holds that even that is not always enough.

Some girls and boys at Carthage had asked to be baptized, and
there were some who urged the granting of their request on the

score that Christ said :
“ Forbid them not to come unto Me ”

(Matt. xix. 14), and :
“ To each that asketh thee give ” (Luke vi.

30). Tertullian replies that “ We must beware of giving the holy

thing to dogs and of casting pearls before swine.” He cite.s

I Tim. V. 22 :
“ Lay not on thy hands hastily, lest thou share in

another’s sins,” He denies that the precedents of the eunuch
baptized by Philip or of Paul baptized without hesitation by
Simon (to which Ae other party appealed) were relevant. He
dwells on the risk run by the sponsors, in case the candidates for

whose purity they went bail should fall into sin. It is more
expedient, he concludes, to delay baptism. Why should persons

still in the age of innocence be in a hurry to be baptized and win

remission of sins ? Let people first learn to feel their need of

salvation, so that we may be sure of giving it only to those who
really want it. Especially let the unmarried postpone it. 'Fhe

risks of the age of puberty are extreme. Lei people have married

or be anyhow steeled in continence before they are admitted to

baptism. It would appear from the homilies of Aphraatc.>

(r. 340) that in the Syriac church also it was usual to renounce

the married relation after baptism. Cyril of Jerusalem, in his

Caiechesesj insists on “the longing for the heavenly polity, on

the goodly resolution and attendant hope ” of the catechumen
{Pro. Cat. ch. i.). If the resolution be not genuine, the bodily

washing, he says, profits nothing. “ God asks for nothing else

except a goodly determination. Say not : How can my sins he

wiped out? I tell thee, by willing, by believing” (ch. viii.).

So again {Cat. I. ch. iii.) “ God gives.nol his holy treasures to the

dogs; but where he sees the goodly determination, there he

bestows the seed of salvation. . . . TIkjsc then who would
receive the spiritual saving seal have need of a determination

and will of their own. . . . Grace has need of faith on our part."

In Jerusalem, therefore, whither believens flocked from all over

Christendom to be buried, the official point of view as late as

A-D. 350 was entirely that of Tertullian. Tertullian’s scruples

were not long respected in Carthage, for in Cyprian’s works
{c. 250) we already hear of new-born infants l)eing baptized. In

the same region of Africa, however, Monica would not let her son

Augustine be baptized in lx)yhood, though he clamoured to be.

She was a conservative. In the Greek world thirty was a usual

age in the 4th century for persons to be baptized, in imitation of

Christ. It is still the age preferred by the Baptists of Armenia.

But it was often delayed until the deathbed, for the primitive

idea that mortal sins committed after baptism were sins against

the Holy Spirit and unforgivable, still influenced men, and
survived among the Cathars up to the i4lh century. The fathers,

however, of the 4th century emphasized already the danger of

deferring the rite until men fall into mortal sickness, when they

may be unconscious or paralysed or otherwise unable to profess

their faith and repentance, or to swallow the viaticum. Gregory

Theologus therefore {c. 340) suggests the age of three years as «

suitable for baptism, because by then a child is old enough, if not

to understand the questions put to him, at any rate to speak and
make the necessary responses. Gregory sanctions the baptism

of infants only where there is imminent danger of deatli. “ It

is better that they should be sanctifierl without their own sense

of it than that they pass away unsealed and uninitiated.” And
he justifies his view by this, that circumcision, which foreshadowed

the Christian seal (o-^payts), was imposed on the eighth day on

those who as yet had no use of reason. He also urges the analogue

of “ the anointing of the doorposts^ which preserved the first-born

by things tl\at |mve no sense.” On such grounds was justified

the transition of a baptism which began as a spontaneous act of
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6elf-consecratioti into an opus opcratum. How long after this it

was before infant baptism became normal inside the Byzantine
church, we do not exactly know, but it was natural that mothers
should insist on their children being liberated from Satan and
safeguarded from demons as soon as might be. The change came

|

more quickly in Latin than in Greek Christendom, and very

slowly indeed in the Armenian and Georgian churches. Augus>

tine’s insistence on original sin, a doctrine never quite accepted

in his sense in the East, hurried on the change.

7. ConfirmaHon.—In the West, however, the sacrament has

been saved from becoming merely magical by the rite of confirma-

tion or of reception of the Spirit l^ing separated from the baptism

of regeneration and reserved for an adult age. The English

church confirms at fifteen or sixteen
;
the Roman rather earlier.

The catechetic course, which formerly preceded the complete rite,

now intervenes between its two halves
;
and the sponsors who

formerly attested the worthiness of the candidate and received

him up as anadochi out of the font, have become god-parents,

who take the baptismal vows vicariously for infants who cannot

answer for themsel ves. In the East, on the contrary, the complete
rite is read over the child, who is thus confirmed from the first.

The Roman church already foreshadowed tlie change and gave a

peculiar salience to confirmation as early as the 3rd century,

when it decreed that persons already baptized by heretics, but
reverting to the church should not be baptized over again, but

only have hands laid on them. It was otherwise in Africa and
the East. Here they insisted in such cases on a repetition of the

entire rite, baptism and confirmation together. The Cathars

(g.v.) of the middle ages discarded water baptism altogether as

being a Jewish rite, bu^ retained the laying on of hands with

the traditio precis as sufficient initiation. This they called the

spiritual baptism, and interpreted Matt, xxviii. 19, as a command^
to practise it, and not water baptism.

8. Discipliiia arcani.—The communication to the candidates

of the Creed and Lord’s Prayer was a solemn rite. Cyril of

Jerusalem, in his instruction of the catechumens, urges them to

learn the Creed by heart, but not write it down. On no account

must they divulge it to unbaptized persons. The same rule

already meets us in Clement of Alexandria before the year 200.

In time this rule gave rise to what is called the Disciplina arcani.

Following the fashion of the pagan mysteries in which men were
only permitted to gaze upon the sacred objects after minute
lustrations and scrupulous purifications, Christian teachers

came to represent the Creed, Lord’s Prayer and Lord’s Supper
as mysteries to l>e guarded in silence and never divulged either

to the unbaptized or to the pagans. And yet Justin Martyr,

Tertullian and other apologists of the 2nd century had found

nothing to conceal from the eye and ear of pagan emperors and
their ministers. In the 3rd century this love of mystification

reached the pitch of hiding even the gospels from the unclean
eyes of pagans. Probably Mgr. Pierre Battifol * is correct in

supposing that the Disciplina arcani was more or less of a make-
believe, a bit of belletristic trifling on the part of the over-

rhetorical Fathers of the 4th and 5th centuries. It is in them
that the atmosphere of mystery attains a maximum of intensity.

They clearly felt themselves called upon to out-trump the pagan
Mystae. Yet it is inconceivable that men and wdmen should

spend years, even whole lives, as catechumens within the pale of

the cliurch, and really remain ignorant all the time of the Trini-

tarian Epidesis used in baptism, of the Creed, and above all of

the Lord’s Prayer. Wherever the Disciplina arcani, i.e. the

obligation to keep secret the formula of the threefold name, the

creed based on it and the Lord’s Prayer, was taken seriously, it

was akin to the scruple which exists everywhere among primitive

religionists against revealing to the profane the knowledge of a
powerful name or magic formula. The name of a deity was often

kept secretand notallowed to bewritten down,as among the Jews.

9. Regenenuim.—The idea of regeneration seldom occurs in

the New Testament, and perhaps not at all in connexion with

baptism ; for in the conversation with Nicodemus, John iii. 3-8,

the words of water and ” in v. 5 offend the context, spiritual

^ j^Hidas hisloriquts. Essai sur Disc. arc. (l^aris, X902).

re-birth alone being insisted upon in w. 3, 6, 7 and 8 ; moreover,

Justin Martyr, who dtes v. 5, seems to omit t^em. Nor is there

any mention of water in ch. i. 13, where, according to the oldest

text, Christ is represented as having been bom or begotten not

of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but

of God.
In I Pet. i. 3, it is said of the saints that God the Father

begat them anew unto a living hope by the resurrection of

Jesus, and in v. 23 that they have bm begotten again, not of

corruptibie seed, but of incorruptible through the word of God.
But here again it is not dear t^t the writer ha^ in view water
baptism or any rite at all as the means and occasion of regenera-

tion. In the conversation with Nicodemus we seem to overhear

a protest against the growing tendency of the last years of the

ist centuiy to substitute formal sacraments for the free afflatus

of the spirit, and to “crib, cabin and confine ” the gift of prophecy.

The passage where re-birth is best put forwaj^ in connexion

with baptism is Luke iii. 22, where andent texts, including the

Gospel of the Hebrews, read, “ Thou art my beloved Son, this day

have I begotten Thee.” These words were taken in the sense

that Jesus was then re-bom of the Spirit an adoptive Son of God
and Messiah

;
and with this reading is bound up the entire

adoptionist school of Christology. It apparently underlies the

symbolizing of Christ as a fish in the art of the catacombs, and
in the literature of the 2nd century. I'ertullion prefaces with

this idea his work on baptism. Nos pisciculi secundum IXBYN
nostrum Jesum Christum in aqua nascimur. “ We little fishes,

after the example of our Fisk Jesus Christ, are bom in the water,

So about the year 440 the Gaulish poet Orientius wrote of

Christ : Piscis natus aquis, aucior baptismaiis ipse est. “ A fish

born of the waters is himself originator of baptism.”

But before his time and within a hundred years of Tertullian

this s)rmbolism in its original significance had become heretical,

and the orthodox were tluown back on another explanation of it.

This was that the word 1X0Y2 is made up of the letters which
begin the Greek words meaning '* Jesus Christ, Son of God,
Saviour.” An entire mythology soon grew up around the idea

of re-birth. The font was viewed as the womb of the virgin

mother church, who was in some congregations, for example, in

the early churches of Gaul, no abstraction, but a divine aeon
watching over and sympathizing with the children of her womb,
the recipient even of hymns of praise and humble supplications.

Other mythoplastic growths succeeded, one of which must be

noticed. The sponsors or anadochi, who, after the introduction

of infant baptism came to be called god-fathers and god-mothers,

were really in a spiritual relation to the children they took up
out of the font. This relation was soon by the canonists identified

with the blood-tie which connects real parents with their off-

spring, and the corollary drawn that children, who in baptism

Iwd the same god-parent, were real brothers and sisters, who
might not marry either each the other or real children of the

said god-parent. Tl^e reformed churches have set aside this

fiction, but in the Latin and Eastern churches it has created a
distinct and very powerful marriage taboo.

10.

Relation to Repentance,—Biiptism justified the believer,

that is to say, constituted him a saint whose past sins were
abolished. Sin after baptism excluded the sinner afresh from
the divine grace and from the sacraments. He fell bock into

the status of a catechumen, and it was much discussed from the

2nd century onwards whether he could be restored to the church
at all, and, if so, how. A rite was devised, called exhamologesis,

by which, after a fresh term of repentance, marked by austerities

more strict than any Trappist monk imposes on himself to-^y,
the persons lapsed from grace could re-enter the church. In
effect this rite was a repetition of baptism, the water of the font
alone being omitted. Such restoration could in the earlier diurch
only be effected once. A second lapse from the state of grace
entailed perpetual exclusion from the sacraments, the means of

salvation. As has been remarked above, the terror of post-
baptismal sin and the fact tliat only one restoration^was allowable
infioenced many as late as the 4th century to remaincatechumens
all their lives, and, like Constantme, to receive baptism on the
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deathbed alone. The same scruples endured among the medieval

Cathan. (See Penance and Novatianus.)

11. Baptism for the I>ead.-*PauI, in i Cor. xv. 29, glances

at this as an established practice familiar to those whom he

addresses. Three explanations are possible: (i) The saints

before they were quickened or made alive together with Christ,

were dead through their trespasses and sins. In baptism they

were buried with Christ and rose, like Him, from the dead. We
can, therefore, paraphrase v. 29 thus : ‘^Else what sMl they do

which are baptized for their dead selves ? &c. It is in behalf of

his own sinful, i,e, dead self, that the sinner is baptized and

receives eternal life. (2) Contact with the dead entailed a

pollution which lasted at least a day and must be washed away

by ablutions, before a man is re-admitted to religious cult. This

was the rule among the Jews. Is it possible that the words “ for

the dead signify “ because of contact with the dead ”
? (3)

Both these explanations are forced, and it is more probable

that by a make-believe common in all religions, and not un-

known in the earliest church, the sins of dead relatives, about

whose salvation their survivors were anxious, were transferred

intfj Jiving persons, who assumed for the nonce their names

and were baptized in their behalf, so in vicarious wise rendering

it possible for the sins of the dead to be washed away. The

Mormons have this rite. The idea of transferring sin into

anotJicr man or into an animal, and so getting it purged through

him or it, was widespread in the age of Paul and long afterwards.

Chrysostom says tliat the substitutes were put into the beds of

the deceased, and assuming the voice of the dead asked for

Imptism and remission of sins. Tcrtullian and others attest this

custom among the followers of Cerinthus and Marcion.

12. Vse of the Name,-—In Acts iv. 7, the nilcrs and priests

of the Jews summon Peter and inquire by what power or in

what name he has healed the lame. Here a belief is assumed

which pervades ancient magic and religion. Only so far as we
can get away from the modem view that a person’s name is

a trifling accident, and breathe the atmosphere which broods

over ancient religions, can we understand the use of the name in

baptisms, exorcisms, prayers, puriiicationB and consecrations.

For a name carried with it, for those who were so blessed as to

be acquainted with it, whatever power and influence its owner

wielded in heaven or on earth or under the earth. A vow or

prayer formulated in or through a certain name was fraught

with the prestige of him whose name it was. Thus the psalmist

addressing Jehovah cries (Ps. liv. 1) :
“ Save me, O God, by

Thy name, and judge me in Thy might.” And in Acts iiL a 6,

it is the name itself which renders strong and whole the man
who believed therein. In Acts xviii. 15, the Jews assail Paul

because he has trusted and appealed to the name of a Messiah

whom they regard as an overthrower of the law ; for Paul

believed that God had invested Jesus with a name above all

names, potent to constrain and overcome all lesser powers, good

or evil, in heaven or earth or under earth. Baptism then in the

name or through the name or into the name of Christ placed

the believer under the influence and tutelage of Christ’s person-

ality, as before he was in popular estimation under the influence

of stars and horoscope. Nay, more, it imported that pcrsoi^ty

into him, making him a limb or member of Clirist’s body, and

immortal as Chnst was immortal. Nearly all the passages in

which the word name is used in the New Testament become more

intelligible if it be rendered pmonaUty, In Rev. xi. 13, the

revisers are obliged to render it by persons^ and should equally

have done so in iii. 4 :
‘‘ Thou hast a lew names {ue. persons)

in Sardis which did not defile tlvcir garments.” (Sec Con-

secration.)

13. Origin of Christitm BapUm.—^When it is asked, Was^
a continuance of the baptism of John or was it merely the baptism

of proselytes ?-^ distinction is implied between the^ latter

which was noUidways real. In relation to the publicaiu and

soldiers who, smitten with remorse, souj^t out John in the

wilderness, his baptism was a purifleatiem from their ptat and

so far identical with the proselyte’s bath
;
but so far as it raised

them up to be children unto Abraham and filled them with the

Messianic hope, it advanced them further than that bath could

do, and assured them of a place in the kii^om of God, soon to

be established—this, without imposing circumcision on them;
for the ordinary proselyte was circumcised as well as baptized

For the Jews, however, who came to John, his baptism could

not have the significance of the proselyte’s baptism, but rather

accorded with another baptism undergone by Jews who wished

to consecrate their lives by stricter study and practice of the law.

So Epictetus remarks that he only really understands Judaism
who knows the baptized Jew ” (t6i/ PeftiLfAfievov). We
gather from Acts xix. 4, that John had merely baptized in

the name of the coming Messiah, without identifying him with

Jesus of Nazareth. The apostolic age supplied this identification,

and the normal use during it seems to have been ” into Christ

Jesus,” or ” in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ,” or “ of Jesus

Christ simply, or ” of the Lord Jesus Christ” Paul explains

these formulas as being equivalent to ” into the death of Christ

Jesus,” as if the faithful were in the rite raised from death into

everlasting life. 'Fhe likeness of the baptismal ceremony with

Christ’s c^th and resurrection ensured a real union with him
of the believer who underwent the ceremony, according to the

well-known principle in sacris simulata pro verts accipi.

But opinion was still fluid about baptism in the apostolic age,

especially as to its connexion with the descent of the Spirit

The Spirit falls on the disciples and others at Pentecost without

any baptism at all, and Paul alone of the apostles was baptized.

So far was the afflatus of the Spirit from l^ing conditioned by
the rite, that in Acts x. 44 ff., the gift of the Spirit was first

poured out upon the Gentiles who heard the word preached

so that they spoke with tongues, and it was only after these

manifestations that they were baptized with water in the name
of Jesus Christ at the instance of Peter. We can divine from

this passage why Paul was so eager himself to preach the word,

and left it to others to baptize.

But as a rule the repentant underwent baptism in the name
of Christ Jesus, and washed away their sins before hands were

laid upon them unto reception of the Spirit. Apollos, who only

knew the baptism of John (Acts xviii. 24), needed only instruction

in the prophetic gnosis at the hands of Priscilla and Aquila in

order to become a full disciple. On the other hand, in Acts xix.

1-7, twelve disciples, for such they were already accounted, who
had been baptized into John’s baptism, i.e. into the name of him
that should follow John, but had not even heard of the Holy
Spirit, are at Paul’s instance re-baptized into the name of the

Lord Jesus. Then Paul himself lays hands on them and the Holy
Ghost comes u!>on them, so that they speak with tongues and
prophecy. Not only do we hear of these varieties of practice,

but also of the laying on of hands together with prayer as a
substantive rite unconnected with baptism. The seven deacons

were so ordained. And this rite of layii^ on hands, which was
in antiquity a recognized way of transmitting the occult power
or virtue of one man into another, is used in Acts ix. 17,

Ananias, in order that Paul may recover his sight and be ^ed
with the Holy Ghost. Saul and Barnabas equally are separated

for a certain missionary work by imposition of hands with prayer

and fasting, and are so sent forth by the Holy Ghost. It was
also a way of healii^ the sick (Acts xxviii. 8), and as sudi

accompanied by anointing with oil
( Jas. v. 14). The Roman

church then had eaiiy precedents for separatii^ confirmation

from baptism. It would also appear that in the primitive age

confirmation and ordination were one and the same rite
;
and

so they continued tu be among the dissident believers of the

middle ages, who, however, often dropped the water rite alto-

gether. (See Cathars.) More than one sect of the 2nd century

rejected water baptism on the ground that knowledge of the

truth in itself makes us free, and that external material washing

of a perishable body cannot contribute to the illumination of the

inner man, complete without it. St Paul himself recognizes

(i Cor. vii. 14) that children, one of whose parents only is a
believer, are ipse facto not undean, but holy. Even an unbe-

lieving husbard or wife is sanctified by a bdieving partner. If

I we remember the force of the words dywt ayidfcu (cf. i Cor.
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i. 2), here used of children and parents, we realize how far off

was St Paul from the positions of Augustine.

The question arises whether Jesus Himself instituted baptism
as a condition of entpr into the Messianic kingdom. The ^rth
gospel (iiL 22, and iv. i) asserts that Jesus Himself baptized

on a greater scale than the Baptist, but immediately adds that

Jesus Himself baptized not, but only His disciples, as if the writer

felt that he had too boldly ccmtradicted the older tradition of

the other gospels. Nor in these is it recorded that the disciples

baptized during their Master’s lifetime
;
indeed the very contrary

is implied. There remain two texts in which the injunction to

baptize is attributed to Jesus, namely, Mark xvi. 16 and Matt,

xxviii. 1 8-20. Of these the first is part of an appendix headed “ of

Ariston the ekier ” in an old Armenian codex, and taken perhaps

from the lo.*5t compilations of Papias ;
as to the other text, it

has been doubted by many critics, e.g. Neander, llamack,

Dr Armitage Robinson and James Martineau, whether it repre-

sents a real utterance of Christ and not rather the liturgical usage

of the region in which the first gospel was compiled. The
circumstance, unknown to these critics w^hen they made their

conjectures, tlml Eusebius Pamphiii, in nearly a score of citations,

substitutes the words “ in My Name ” for the words “ ba^zing
them into the name of the Father and of the Son andW the

Holy Ghost,” renders their conjectures superfluous. Aphraates

also in citing the verse substitutes “ and they shall believe in

Me ”—a paraphrase of “ in My Name.” The first gospel thus

falls into line with the rest of the New Testament.

14. Analogous Rites in other Religions (see also Purification).
- The Fathers themselves were the first to recognize that ” tlie

devil too liad his sacraments,” and that the Eleusinian, Isiac,

Mithraic and other viystae used baptism in their rites of initiation.

But it is not to be supposed that the Christians borrowed from

these or from any Gentile source any essential features of tlicir

baptismal rites. Baptism was long before the advent of Jesus

imposed on proselytes, and existed inside Judaism itself.

It has been remarked that the developed ceremony of baptism,

with its threefold renunciation, resembles the ceremony of Roman
law known as emancipation by which the patria poiestas (or

power of life and death of the father over his son) was ex-

tinguished. Under the law of the XIL Tables the father lost it, if

he three times sold his child. This suggested a regular procedure,

according to which the father sold his son thrice into mancipium,

while after each sale the fictitious vendee enfranchized the son,

by manumissio vindicta, i.e. by laying his rod (vindicta) on the

.slave and claiming him as free (vindicatio in libertatem). Then
the owner also laid his rod on the .slave, declaring his intention

to enfranchise him, and the praetor by his addictor confirmed

the owner’s declaration. The third manumission thus gave to

the son and slave his freedom. It is possible that this common
ceremony of Roman law suggested the triple abrenunciatio of

Satan. Like the legal ceremony, baptism freed the believer

from one (Satan) who, by the mere fact of the believer’s birth,

had power of death over him. And as the legal manumission

dissolved a son’s previous agnatic relationships, so, too, the

person baptized gave up father and mother, &c., and became one

of a society of brethren the bond between whom was not physical

but spiritual. The idea of adoption in baptism as a son and heir

of God was almost certainly t^en by Paul from Roman law.

The ceremony of turning to the west three times with renuncia-

tion of the Evil One, then to the east, is exactly paralleled in a

rite of purification by water common among the Malays and

described by Skeat in his book on Malay magic. If the Malay

rite is not ^ived through Mahommedanism from Christianity,

It is a remarkable example of how similar psychological conditions

can produce almost identical rites.

The idea of spiritual re-birth, so soon associated with baptism,

was of wide currency in ancient religions. It is met with in Philo

of Alexandria and was familiar to the Jews. Thus the proselyte

is said in the Talmud to resemble a child and must bathe in the

name of God. The Jordan is declared in a Kings v. 10 to be

a cleansing medium, and Naaman’s cure was held to pre-figure

Christian baptism. Jerome relates that the Jew who ti^ht him
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Hebrew communicated to him a teaching of the Rabbi Baxaciba,

that the inner man who rises up in us at the fourteenth year

after puberty (f>* at 29) is better than the man who is bom from
the mother’s womb.

In a Paris papyrus edited by Albr. Dietcrich (Leiptk, 1^05)
under the title of Eine MiihrastitHrgie,iiTi ancient mystic cfescribm

his re-birth in impressive language. In a prayer addressed to
“ First birth of my birth, first b^inning (or principle) dt my
beginning, first spirit of the spirit in me,” he prays “ to be restored

to his deathless birth (genesis), albeit he is let aqd hindered by
his underlying nature, to the end that according to the pressing

need and spur of his longing he may gaze upon the deathless

principle with deathless spirit, through the deathless water,

through the solid and the air
;
that he. may be re-bom through

reason (or idea), that he may be consecrated, and the holy spirit

breathe in him, that he may admire the holy fire, that he may
behold the abyss of the Orient, dread water, and that he may be

heard of the quickening and circumambient ether
;
for this day he

is about to gaze on the Te\'ealed reality with deathless eyes
;
a

mortal bom of mortal wt>mb, he has l>een enhanced in excellence

by the might of the All-powerful and by the right hand of the

Deathless one,” 8tc.

This is but one .sfxjcimen of the pious ejaculations, which in the

first centuries were rising from the lips of thousands of mystae, in

Egypt, Asia Minor, Italy and elsewhere. The idea of re-birth was
in the air

;
it was the very keynote of all solemn initiations

and mysteries—Mythraic, Orphic, Eleusiniaff^ -through which re-

pentiint pagans .secured pardon and eternal bliss. Yet there is

not much evidence that the church directly borrowed many of its

ceremonies or interpretations from outside sources. They for the

most part originated among the believers, and not improbably the

outside cults borrowed as much from the church as it from them.
AnrHORiTiKh. The lollowing ancient works are recommended:

TcriuUian, De Haptismo (edition with introd. J. M. Lupton, IQ09);
Cyril ol Jerusalem, CtUeckese,^ ; Basil, l>e Spiritu Smeto ; ConsiiHh
tiones Apostolkae

\
Gregory Nuzianzen, Orat. 40; Gregory Nysa.,

Oratio in ens qui differunt bapHsmum
;
Sacramentary of Serapion of

riimuis
; AuRURtme, De Haptismo contra DonaHsias

; Jac. Goar,
Rituals Graecofum (gives the current Greek rites) ; F. C. (^nyboare.
Rituals Armsnorum (the oldest forniH of Armenian and Greek rites)

;

Gerard G. Vosylus, J)s Baptismo (Amsterdam, 1648) ; Edmond
Marlene, De Ant. Ecclesiae Riiibus (gives Western rites) (Bassani.

1788). The modem literature in infinite
;

perlmps the most ex-

haustive works are W. F. Hdfling, Das Sacrament der Taufe (Erlangen,

11^59) ; JoS' Bingham's Antiquities (l^ondon, JH34), and W. Wall, On
Infant Baptism (London, 1707)

; J. Anrich, lias antike Mysterisn^
wesen (Gdttingen, 1894), details the corresponding rites of the Greek
m3rateries, also A. Dieterich, Eins Mithras Liturgie (Leipzig, 1903)

;

J . C. Suicer, Thesaurus, sub voce
; Ad. Harnac^, Dogmen~

gsschicfUe (Freiburg in Br. 1894) ; L. Duchesne, Origines du culls

chfitien (Paris. 189S) ; Mgr. P. Batiflol, £tudss historiquss (Parit,

1904) ; J. C. W. Augusti, DsnkwUrdigkeiten (Leipzig, X829-X831)

;

Monumenta Ecclesiae Liturgica by Dom Cabrol and Dom Lecler^
(Paris, T902) (a summary of all liturgical passages given in the early

Fathers) ;
Corblet, Histoire du sacrement de bapttme (2 vols. Parti,

1881-1882). (F.C, C.)

BAPTISTE, NICOLAS AN8ELME (1761-1835), French actor,

was horn in Bordeaux on the i8th of June 1761, the elder son of

Joseph Francois Anselme, a popular actor. His mother pkyed
leading parts in tra^dy, and both his parents enjoyed the pro-

tection of Voltaire and the friendship of Lekain. It was probably

under the auspices of the latter that Nicolas Anselme made Ifiz

first appearance as de Belloy in Gaston et Bayard
;
and shortly

afterwards, under the name of Baptiste, he made a contract to

play young lover parts at Arras, where he also appeared in opera

and even in pantomime. From Rouen, where he had three

successful years, his reputation spread to Paris and he was
summoned to the new theatre which the comedian Langlob*
Courceiles had just founded, and where he succeeded, not only
in making an engagement for himself, but in bringing all m
family, father, mother, wife and brother. They were thtis

distinguished in the playbills ; Baptiste mnS, Baptiste pire,

Baptiste cadet, Madame Baptiste mSre, Madame Bi^ste tru»

ThU resulted in- the pun of calling a play in whm they all

appeared une pike de bapHstes. Niedas soon obtadhied the pubib
favour, specify in La Martellito’s mediocre Robert, chef de
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brigands

f and as Count Almaviva in Beaumarchais* La Mete

soupable. His success in this was so great that the directors of

the Theatre de la R^publique—who had already secured Talma,

Dugazon and Madame Vestris—hastened to obtain his services,

and, in order to get him at once (1793), paid the 20,000 francs

forfeit which he was obliged to surrender on breaking his contract.

Later he, as well as his younger brother, became societaire,

Nicolas took all the leading parts in comedy and tragedy. ^ he

grew older his special forte lay in noble fathers. After a brilliant

career of thirty-five years of uninterrupted service, he retired in

1828. But, after the revolution of 1830, when the Theatre

Franpais was in great straits, the brothers Baptiste came to the

rescue, reappeared on the stage and helped to bring back its

prosperity. The cider died in Paris on the 1st of December

1835. The younger brother, Paul Eustache Anselme, known as

Baptiste cadet (17^5-1839), was also a comedian of great talent,

and had a long and brilliant career at the Comedie Fran9ai8e,

where he made his debut in 1 792 in VAmour et VinterH.

BAPTISTERY in the Greek Church </»wTt(r‘n/ptov),

the separate hall or chapel, connected with the early Christian

Church, in which the catechumens were instructed and the

sacrament of baptism administered. The name baptistery is

also given to a kind of chapel in a large church, which serves the

same purpose. The baptistery proper was commonly a circular

building, although sometimes it had eight and sometimes twelve

sides, and consiste^of an ante-room (irpoavkuys oticos) where

the ('.atechumens ^-e instructed, and where before baptism

they made their confession of faith, and an inner apartment

where the sacrament was administered. In the inner apartment

the principal object was the baptismal font (Kokiffipifipa, or

piscina\ in which those to be baptized were immersed thrice.

Three steps led down to the floor of the font, and over it wa.s

suspended a gold or silver dove ; while on the walls were com-
monly pictures of the scenes in the life of John the Baptist. The
font was at first always of stone, but latterl) metals were often

used. Baptisteries belong to a period of the church when great

numbers of adult catechumens were baptized, and when im-

mersion was the rule. We find little or no trace of them before

Constantine made Christianity the state religion, i.e. before the

4th century
;
and as early as the 6th century the baptismal font

was built in the porch of the church and then in the church

itself. After the 9th century few baptisteries were built, the

most noteworthy of later date being those at Pisa, Florence,

Padua, Lucca and Parma. Some of the older baptisteries were

very large, so large tlmt we hear of councils and synods being

held in them. It was necessary to make them large, because in

the early Church it was customary for the bishop to baptize a!!

the catechumens in his diocese (and so baptisteries are commonly
found attached to the cathedral and not to the parish churches),

and also because the rite was performed only thrice in the year.

(See Baptism.) During the months when there were no baptisms

the baptistery doors were sealed with the bishop’s seal. Some
baptisteries were divided into two parts to separate the sexes ;

sometimes the church had two baptisteries, one for each sex, A
fireplace was often provided to warm the neophytes after

immersion. Though baptisteries were forbidden to lie used us

burial-places liy the council of Auxerre (578) they were not

uncommonly used as .such. Many of the etirly archbishops of

Canterbury were buried in the baptisteiy there. Baptisteries,

we find from the records of early councils, were first built and

used to correct the evils arising from the practice of private

biq>tism. As soon as Christianity made such progress that

baptism became the rule, and as soon as immersion gave place to

sprinkling, the ancient baptisteries were no longer ni^ssarv.

They are still in general use, however, in Florence and Pisa. The

baptistery of the Lateran must be the earliest ecclesiastiad

building still in use. A large part of it remains as bmlt by Con-

stantine. The central area, where is tlie basin of the font,

is an octagon around which stand eight porphyry colun^, with

marble capitals and entablature of classical form ; outside these

are an ambulatory and outer walls forming a la^er octagon.

Atuiched to one side, towards the Lateran basilica, is a fine

porch with two hoble porphyry columns and richly carved

capitals, bases and entablatures. The circular church of Santa

Costanza, also of the 4th century, served as a baptistery and

contained the tomb of the daughter of Constantine. This is a

remarkably perfect structure with a central dome, columns and

mosaics of classical fashion. Two side niches contain the

earliest known mosaics of distinctively Christian subjects. In

one is represented Moses receiving the Old Law, in the other

Christ delivers to St Peter the New Law—a charter sealed with

the X P monogram.
Another baptistery of the earliest times has recently been

excavated at Aquileia. Ruins of an early baptistery have also

been found at Salona. At Ravenna exist two famous baptisteries

encrusted with fine mosaics, one of them built in the middle of the

5th century, and the other in the 6th. To the latter date also

belongs a large baptistery decorated with mosaics at Naples.

In the East the metropolitan baptistery at Constantinople still

stands at the side of the mosque which was once the patriarchal

church of St Sophia
; and many others, in Syria, have been

made known to us by recent researches, as also have some

belonging to the churches of North Africa. In France the most

fam^s early baptistery is St Jean at Poitiers, and other early

exa^les exist at Riez, Fr^jus and Aix. In England, a

detached baptistery is known to have been associated with the

cathedral of Canterbury.
See Hetele’s Condhen, passim ;

du Cange, Glossary, article
" Baptisterium "

;
Eusebius, Hist. EcU. x. 4 ;

Bingham’s Anti-

quities of the Christian Church, book \i. (W. R. L.)

BAPTISTS, a body of Christians, distinguished, as their name
imports, from other denominations by the view they hold respect*

ing the ordinance of baptism (y.w.). This distinctive view,

common and peculiar to all Baptists, is that baptism should be

administered to believers only. The mode of administration of the

ordinance has not always been the same, and some Baptists {i\g.

the Mennonites) still practise baptism by pouring or sprinkling,

but among those who will here be styled modern Baptists, the

mode of administration is also distinctive, to wit, immersion.

It should, however, be borne in niind that immersion is not

peculiar to the modern Baptists. It has always been recognized

by Paedobaptists as a legitimate mode, and is still practised

to the exclusion of other modes by a very large proportion of

paedobaptist Christendom {e.g. the Orthodox Eastern Church).

We shall distinguish here between two main groups of Baptists

in Europe : the Anabaptists, now practically extinct, and the

modem Baptists whose churches are in nearly every European

country and in all other countries where white men reside.

I. The Anabaptists

The great spiritual movement of the 15th and i6th centuries

had for its most general characteristic, revolt against authority.

Tills showed itself not merely in the anti-papal reformation of

Luther, but also in the anti-feudal rising of the peasants and in

a variety of anti-ecclesiastical movements within the reformation

areas themselves. One of the most notable of these radical

anti-ecclesiastical movements was that of the Zwickau prophets,

(Marcus Stiibner, Nikolaus Storch and Thomas Miinzer) : the

most vigorous and notorious that of the Munster Anabaptists.

Although they have been called the “ harbingers of the

Anabaptists, the characteristic teaching of the Zwickau prophets

was notAnabaptism. (See,however, Anabaptists.) For although

Miinzer repudiated infant baptism in theory, he did not relin-

quish its practice, nor did he insist on the re-baptism of believers.

The characteristic teaching of the Zwickau movement, so closely

linked with the peasant rising, was the great emphasis laid upon

the “inner word.*’ Divine revelation, said Miinzer, was not

received from the church, nor from preaching, least of all from

the dead letter of the Bible
;

it was received solely and directly

from the Spirit of God. It is this daring faith h\ divine illumina-

tion that brings the Zwickau teachers most nearly into touch

with the Anabaptists. But if they are not typical of Anabap-

tisra, still less m the later representatives of the movement in

the last sad months at Munster.

The beginnings of the Anabapitist movement proper were in
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Zurich, where Wilheld ReuWi (1480-1554), Konrad Grebe! (d.

1526)

, Felix Manz (d. 1527) and Simon Strumpf separated from
Zwin^i and proposed to form a separate church. They repudi*

ated the use of force, advocated a scriptural communism of

goods, and asserted that Christians must always exercise love

and patience towards each other and so be independent of

worldly tribunals. But their most radical doctrine was the

rejection of infant baptism as unscriptural. They rapidly

gained adherents, among whom was Hans Brddli, pastor of

Zollikon. Their refusal, however, to baptize infants, and the

formation of a separate church as the outcome of this refusal,

brought upon them the condemnation of Zwingli, and a number
of them were banished. This act of banishment, however,
drove Joig Blaurock, Konrad Grebel and others to take the

step which definitely instituted ** Anabaptism ”
: they baptized

one another and then partook of the Lord’s Supper together.

This step took them much farther than the repudiation of

paedobaptism. It formed a new religious community, which
sought to fashion itself on the model of primitive Christianity,

rejecting all tradition and accretions later than New Testamerit

records. Its member*; claimed to get back to the simple church
founded on brotherly love. The result was that their numbers
grew with astonishing rapidity, and scholarly saints like

Balthasar Hubmaier {ca. 1480-1528) and Hans Dcnck {ca. 1495-

1527) joined them. Hubmaier brought no new adherents with

him, and in 1525 himself baptized 300 converts. This baptism,

however, was not immersion. Blaurock and Grebel baptized

each other, and many adherents, kneeling together in an ordinary

room. Hubmaier baptized his 300 from one bucket. The mode
was sprinkling or pouring. In all this the Anabaptists had
maintained one central article of faith that linked them to the

Zwickau prophets, belief in conscience, religious feeling, or inner

light, as the sole true beginning or ground of religion
; and one

other article, held with equal vigour and sincerity, that true

Christians are like sheep among wolves, and must on no account

defend themselves from their enemies or take vengeance for

wrong done. Very soon this their faith was put to fiery test.

Not only were Catholics and Protestants opposed to them on
doctrinal grounds, but the secular powers, fearing that the new
teaching was potentially as revolutionary as Miinzer’s radicalism

had been, soon instituted a persecution of the Anabaptists. On
the 7th of March 1 526 the Zurich Rath issued an edict threatening

all who were baptized anew with death by drowning, and in

1529 the emperor Charles V., at the diet of Spires, ordered

Anabaptists to be put to death with fire and sword without even

the form of ecclesiastical trial. A cruel persecution arose. Manz
was drowned at Zurich and Michael Sattler {ca. 1495-1527)
burned to death after torture in 1527 ; Hubmaier was burned in

1528 and Blaurock in 1529, and Sebastian Franck (1499-1542)
asserts that the number of slain was in 1530 already about 2000.

Two results followed from this persecution. First, the develop-

ment of a self-contained and homogeneous community was
made impossible. No opportunity for the adoption of any
common confession was given. Only a few great doctrines are

seen to have been generally held by Anabaptists—such as the

baptism of believers only, the rejection of the Lutheran doctrine

of justification by faith as onesided and the simple practice of

the breaking of bread. This last, the Anabaptist doctrine of the

Lord’s Supper, was to the effect that brothers and sisters in

Christ should partake in remembrance of the death of Christ,

and that they should thereby renew the bond of brotherly love

as the basis of neighbourly life. In the second place, the persecu-

tion deprived the Anataptists of the noble leaders who had

preached non-resistance and at the same time provoked others

to an attitude of vengeance which culminated in the horrors

of Munster. For Melchior Hofmann {ca, 149^-1543 or 1544)

having taken the Anabaptist teaching to Holland, there arose in

Haarlem a preacher ofvengeance, Jan Matthisson or Matthyszoon

(Matthys) (d. 1534) by name, who, prophesying a speedy end of

rite worid and establi^tnent of the lungdom of heaven, obtained

many adherents, and despatched Boekebinder and de Kniper
to Mtinstec. Here the attempt was made to realize Matthisson's

ideals. All who did not embrace Analwptism were driven from

Munster (1533), and Bemt Knipperdollin^ {ca, 1495-1536)

became butgomaster. The town was now besieged and Matthiih

son was killed early in 1534. John (Johann Bockelson) of

Leiden (1510-1536) took his place and the tbwn beeatne the

scene of the grossest licence and cruelty, until in 1535 it was

taken by the besieging bishop. Unhappily the Anabaptists have

always been remembered by the crimes of John of Leiden and

the revelry of Munster. They should really be knOSvn by the

teaching and martyrdom of Blaurock, Grebel and Hubmaier,

and by the gentle learning and piety of Hans Denck—of whom,
with many hundred others, “ the world was not worthy.”

For the teaching of the Anabaptists, see Anabaptists.

Reference has already been made to the reason why a common
Anabaptist confession was never made public. Probably, how-

ever, the earliest confession of faith of any Baptist community

is that given by Zwingli in the second part of his Elmchus contra

Caiabapiistas, published in 1527. Zwingli professes to give it

entire, translating it, as he says, ad verbum into Latin. Whatever
opinion may be held as to the orthodoxy of the seven articles of

the Anabaptists, the vehemence with which they were opposed,

and the epithets of abuse which were heaped upon the unfortunate

sect that maintained them, cannot fail to astonish those used to

toleration. Zwingli, who details these articles, as he says, that

the world may see that they are “ fanatical, stolid, audacious,

impious,” can scarcely be acquitted of pnfairness in joining

together two of them,—the fourth and fifth,—thus making the

article treat of the avoiding of abominable pastors in the

church ” {Super demiatime ahaminabilium pasiorum in Ecclesia),

though there is nothing about ]>astors in the fourth article, and
nothing about abominations in the fifth, and though in a marginal

note he himself explains that the first two copies that were sent

him read as he does, but the other copies make two articles, as in

fact they evidently are. It is strange that the Protestant Council

of Zurich, which had scarcely won its own liberty, and was still

in dread of the perserulion of the Romanists, should pass the

decree which instituted the cruel persecution of the Anabaptists.

After Munster had fallen the harassed remnants of the Ana-
baptists were gathered together under Menno Simonis, who
joined them in 1537. His moderation and piety held in check

the turbulence of the more fanatical amongst them. He died

in 1 561 after a life passed amidst: continual dangers and con-

flicts. His name remains as the designation of the Mennonites

(<7.7'.), who eventually settled in the Netherlands under the

protection of William the Silent, prince of Orange.

Of the introduction of Anabaptist views into England we
have no certain knowledge. Fox relates that “ the registers

of I.ondon make mention of certain Dutchmen counted for

Anabaptists, of whom ten were put to death in sundry places

I

in the realm, anno 1535 ;
other ten repented and were saved.”

In 1536 King Henry Vlll. issued a proclamation togeiher with

articles concerning faith agreed upon by Convocation, in which

the clergy are told to instruct the people that they ought to

repute and take “the Anabaptists’ opinions for detestable

heresies and to be utterly condemned.” Thomas Fuller (1608-

1661) tells us from Stow’s Chronicles that, in the year 1538,
“ four Anabaptists, three men and one woman, all Dutch, bare

faggots at Paul’s Cross, and three days after a man and
woman of their sect was burnt in Smithficld.” In the reign

of Edward VI., after the return of the exiles from Zfirich,

John Hooper (bishop of Gloucester and Worcester, d. 1555)
writes to his friend Bullinger in 1549, that he reads “ a public

lecture twice in the day to so numerous an audience that the

church cannot contain them,” and adds, “ the Anabaptists flock

to the place and give me much trouble.” It would seem that at

this time they were united together in communities separate

from the established Church. I^timer, in 1552, speaks ofthem
as segregating themselves from the company of other men. In
the sixth examination of John Philpot (1516-1555) lA 1555 we
are told that Lord Riche said to him, “ All heretics do iT^wt of

the Spirit of God, and every one would have a church by himself,

as Joan of Kent and the Anabaptists.” Philpot was imprisoned
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soon after Mary’s accession in 1553 ;
and it is very pleasing

to find, amidst the records of intense bitterness and rancour

which characterized these times, and with which Romanist and

Protestant alike assailed the persecuted Anabaptists, a letter of

Philpot’s, to a friend of his, “ prisoner the same time in New-

gate,” who held the condemned opinions. His friend had

written to ask his juc^^ent concern^ the baptism of infants.

PhiJpot in a long reply, whilst maintaining the obligation of

infant baptism, yet addresses his correspondent as, ** dear

brother, saint, and fellow-prisoner for the truth of Christ’s

gospel ”
; and at the close of his argument he says, “ I beseech

thee, dear brother in the gospel, follow the steps of the faith of

the glorious martyrs in the primitive church, and of such as at

this day follow the same.’

Many Anabaptist communities existed in England toward the

end of the rhth century, particularly in East Anglia, Kent and

London. Their most notable representative was Robert Cooke,

but they were more notorious for heretical views as to the Virgin

Mary (see A^ABAPTtSTs) than for their anti-paedobaptist position.

It was for these views tliat Joan Bouchtjr of Kent was burnt in

1550. There is no doubt that these pre|>ared the way for the

coming of the modem Baptists, but “ the truth is that, while

the Anabaptists in England raised the question of baptism, they

were almost entirely a foreign importation, an alien element;

and the rise of the Baptist churches was wholly independent of

them.”
II. Tii£ Modern Baptists

I . Great Britain and Ireland,—If the Anabaptists of England
were not the progenitors of the modem Baptist church, we must
look abroad for the beginnings of that movement. Although
there were doubtless many who held Baptist views scattered

among the Independent communities, it was not until the time

of John Smith or Smyth (d. 1612) that the modern Baptist

movement in England broke away from Brownism. Smyth was
appointed preacher of the city of Lincoln in 1600 as an ordained

clergyman, but became a separatist in 1605 or 1606, and, soon

after, emigrated under stress of persecution with the Gains-

borough Independents to Amsterdam. With I’homas Helwys
{cA, 1560-^0.1616) and Morton he joined the “ Ancient ” church

there, but,coming under Mennonite teaching in 1609, he separated

from the Independents, baptized himself (hence he is called the
” Se-baptist ”), Helwys and others probably according to the

Anabaptist or Mennonite fashion of pouring. These then formed

the first English Baptist Church which in 1611 published ” a
declaration of faith of English pople remaining at Amsterdam
in Holland.” 'fhe article relating to baptism is os follows :

—

” That every church is to receive in all their members by baptism

upon the confession of their faith and sins, wrought by the

preaching of the gospel according to the primitive institution

and practice. And therefore churi^es constituted after any other

marmer, or of any other persons, are not according to Christ’s

testament. That baptism or washing with water is the outward

manifestation of dying unto sin and walking in newness of life

;

and therefore in no wise appertaineth to infants.” They held
” that no church ought to challenge any prerogative over any
other ”

;
and that the magistrate is not to meddle with religion,

or matters of conscience nor compel men to this or that form of

religion.” This is the first known expression of absolute liberty

of conscience in any confession of faith.

Smyth died in Holland, but in i6iz Helwys retumed to

England with his church and formed the first Baptist church

worshipping on English soil. The chundl met in Newgate Street,

London, and was the origin of the ** (General ” Baptist denomina-

tion. Helwys and his followers were Arminians, repudiating

with heat the Calvinistic doctrine of predestination. They thus

dtflered from other Independents. ” They also difiered the

power of the magistrate in matters of belief and consoienoe, It

was, in short, from their little dingy meeting house . . • that

there flashed out, first in England, the abrolute doctrine of

Religious Liberty ” (Prof. Masson). Leonard Basher, the author
of ” ReHgiousi Peace : or a Plea for Liberty of Conscience/’ was
a member of this church.

The next great event in the history of the Baptists (though it

should be mentioned that the last execution for heresy in England
by burning was that of a Baptist, Edward Wightman, at lichiidd

1613) is rise of the first Calvinistic or Particular Baptist

Church. This was the Jacob church in Southwaiic, Which
numberedamong its memt^s John Lothropp or Lathrop(d. 1653),

Praise-God Barbon (ca, 1596-1679), Henry Jessey ^1601-1663),

Hanserd Knollys (ca, 1599-1691) and William KifBn (1616-1701).

It was originally Independent but then became Baptist. From
this six other churches sprang, five of which were Baptist.

Before the Jacob church, however, had itself become Baptist, it

dismissed from its mem}x^rship a group of its members (the

church having grown beyond what was regarded as proper

limits) who, in 1633, became the first Particular Baptist Church.

Thus there were now in existence in England two sets of

Baptists whose origins were quite distinct and who never had any
real intercourse as churches. They differed in many respects.

The General Baptists were Arminian, owing to the influence of

the Mennonite Anabaptists. The Particular Baptists were
Calvmbt, springing as they did from the Independents. But on
the question of Baptism both groups, while they utterly rejected

the baptism of infants, were as yet unpledged to immersion and
rarely practised it. The development of their doctrine as to

liaptism was naarked along three lines of dispute (i) who is

the proper administrator of baptism ? (2) who are the proper sub-

jects ? and (3) what is the proper mode ? Eventually agreement
was reached, and in 1644 a Confession of Faith was published in

the names of the Particular Baptist churches of London, now
grown to seven, “ commonly (though falsely) called Anabaptist.”

The article on baptism is as follows :
—

“ That baptism is an
ordinance of the New Testament given by Christ to be dispensed

onlyupon persons professing faith, or that are disciples, or taught,

who, upon a profession of faith, ought to be baptized.” “ The
way and manner of dispensing this ordinance the Scripture holds

out to ht dipping or plunging the whole body under water.”

They further declare (particularly in order that they may avoid

the cliarge of being Anabaptists) that “ a civil magistracy is an
ordinance of God,” which they are bound to obey. They speak
of the “ breathing time ” which they have had of late, and their

hope that God would, as they say, incline the magistrates'

hearts so for to tender our consciences as that we might be pro-

tected by them from wrong, injury, oppression and molestation

and then they proceed :
” But if God withhold the magistrates'

allowance and furtherance herein, yet we must, notwithstanding,

proceed together in Christian communion, not daring to give

place to suspend our practice, but to walk in obedience to Christ

in the profession and holding forth this faith Ixifore mentioned,
even in the midst of all trials and afflictions, not accounting our
goods, lands, wives, children, fathers, mothers, brethren, sisters,

yea, and our own lives, dear unto us, so that we may finish our
course with joy

; remembering always that we ought to obey
God rather than men.” They end their confession thus :

“ If

any take this that we have said to be heresy, then do we with the
apostle freely confess, that after the way which they call heresy
worship we the God of our fathers, believing all things which are
written in the Law and in the Prophets and Apostles, desiring

from our souls to disclaim all heresies and opinions which are not
^ter Christ, and to be stedfost, unmovable, always abounding
in the work of the Lord, as knowing our labour shall not be in

vain in the Lord.” The “ breathing time ” was not of long

continuance. Soon after the Restoration (1660) the meetings of

nonconformists were continually disturbed and preachers were
fined or imprisoned. One instance of these persecutions will,

perhaps, be more impressive than any general statements. In

the records of the Broadmead Baptist Church, Bristol, we find this

remark ;
“ On the 29th of Novemlwr 1685 our pastor, Brother

Fownes, died in Gloucester jail, having been kept there for two
years and about nine months a prisoner, unjustly and malkiously,

for the testimony of Jesus and preaching the gospel. He was a
man of great learning, of a sound judgment, on able preacher,

having great knowledge in divinity> Imv, physic, doc.; a bold and
patient sufferer for the Lord Jesus and the gos]^ he preached.”
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Wit^ the Revolution of 1688, and the passing of the Act of

Toleration in 1689, the history of the persecution of Baptists,

as well as of other Protestant dissenters, ends. The removal of

the remaining disabilities, such as those imposed by the Test

and Corporation Acts repealed in 1828, has no special hairing on

Baptists more than on other nonconformists. The ministers of

the “three denominations of dissenters,’"— Presbyterians,

Independents and Baptists,—resident in London and the

neighbourhood^ had the privilege accorded to them of presenting

on proper occasions an address to the sovereign in state, a

privilege which they still enjoy under the name of “ the General

B<Miy of Protestant Dissenting Ministers of tlie three Denomina-

tions.” The “ General Body ” was not organized until 1727.

The Baptists, having had a double origin, continued for many
years in two sections—those who in accordance with Arminian

views held the doctrine of “ General Redemption,” and those

who, agreeing with the Culvinistic theory, held the doctrine of

“ Particular Redemption ”
;
and hence they were known respec-

tively as General Baptists and Particular Baptists. In the i8th

century many of the General Baptists gradually adopted tine

Arian, or, perhaps, the Socinian theory
;

whilst, on the other

hand, the Calvinism of the Particular Baptists in many of the

churches became more rigid, and approached or actually became

Antinoniianism. In 1770 the orthodox portion of the General

Baptists, mainly under the influence of Dm Taylor (b. 1738),

formed themselves into a separate association, the name
!

oi the General Baptist New Connection, since which time

“Old Connection” has gradually merged into the Unitarian

denomination. By the banning of the 19th century the New
Connection numbered 40 churches and 3400 members. The old

General Baptists “still keep up a shadowy legal existence.”

Towards the end of the i8th century many of the ParUcular

Bapti.st churches became more moderate in their Calvinism, a

result largely attributable to the writings of Andrew Fuller.

Up to this time a great majority of the Baptists admitted none

cither to membership or communion who were not baptized,

the principal exception being the churches in Bedfordshire and

Hertfordshire, founded or influenced by Bunyan, who maintained

that difference of opinion in respect to water baptism was no

bar to communion. At the beginning of the 19th century

this question was the occasion of great and long-continued

discussion, in which the celebrated Robert Hall (1764-1831) took

a principal part. The practice of mixed communion gmdhially

spread in the denomination. Still more recently many Baptist

churches have considered it right to admit to full membership

persons professing faith in Christ, who do not agree with them

respecting the ordinance of baptism. Such churches jiustify

their practice on the gjround that they ought to grant to all their

Mow-Christians the same right of private judgment as they

claim for themselves. It may not be out of place here to correct

the mistake, which is by no means uncommon, that the terms

Particular and General as applied to Baptist congregations were

intended to express this difference in their practice, whereas

these terms related, as has been already said, to the difference

in their doctrinal views. The difference now under consideration

is expressed by the terms “ strict ” and “ open,” accovdmg as

communion (or membership) is or is not confined to persons

who, accordi^ to their view, are baptized.

In 189X, hugely under the influence of Dr John Clifford, a

lieadii^ Geneva! Baptist, the two denominations, General and

Partieuhur, were united, there being now but one boify called

“ The BafMist Union of Great Britain and Ireland.” This Union,

however^ is purely voluntary, and some Baptist churches, a few

of them prosperous and powerful, hold aloof from their faster

cWches iw as oiganization is concerned.

There are other Baptist bodies oulsith the Baptist Uahm b«iside

certain is^afed chivcbes. Throughout England there are many
*' Strict ” Kptist churches which really form a separate denomina-

tion. For tlfe most part they are linked together accordit» to

geographical distribution in associations, such as the Metrapotitsii

Asso^tipn Strict Churches/' and the “Suffolk sad

Norfolk Association of Particular Baptist Chuiehcs/’ la^ fotter

case the name “ Particular “ is preferred, but the association holds

aloof from other Baptist ohurehes because its principles are “ strict.’*
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There is. however, no national Unkm. Indeed, the Strict Baptists

are themselvea diidded into the “ Standard ** and “ Vessel ’’jiarties

-~names derived from the “ Gospel Standard ” and “ Earthen

Vessel/* the organs of the rival groups.

The general charaoteristic of the Strict Baptists is their rlgorons

adherence to a type of Calvinisttc theolo^ now (jienemUy obsolete,

and their insistence upon baptism as tiic condition of Christie

communion. Their loose organisation makes It impossible to obtain

accurate statistics, but the numlier of their adnorenta is smatl.

There is a strict Baptist Miaaionary Society (founded i860, re-

foimded 1807) which conducts mission work in South Tndia. The
income of this society was /n46 in 19*^5. It comprises 730 church

members and 72 pastors and workers.

The Baptists early felt the necessity of providing an educated

ministry for tlieir congregations. Some of their leading pastors had
Ix'cn educated in one or other of the English universities. Others

iiad by their own efforts obtained a lai-gc amount of learning, amongst

whom Dr John Gill was eminent lor his knowledge of Hclirew, as

shown in his Expuiitton of the Holy Scripttires, a work in 9 vote, folk),

1746 1766. Edward Tcmil, who died in 1685. left a coiwiderable

ptirt of his estate for the instruction of young men desiring to be

trained for the ministry, under the superintendence of the pastor

of the Broadmoad Church, Bristol, of winch he was a member. Other

bequests for the same purpose were made, and from the year 17*0

the Baptist Academy, as it was then called, received yourig men as

students for the mihlstr\' among the Baptists. In 1770 the Bristol

Education Society was formed to enlarge this academy ; and about

the year 1811 the present Bristol Baptist Colkige was erecM. In

the north of England a similar education society was formed m 1804
at Bradford, Yorksliire, which has since been removed to Rawdon,
near Ixvd.s. In London another college was formed in 1810 at

Stepnev ; il was removetl to Regent's J^rk in 1856. The Pastors’

College in connexion with the Metropolitan Tab^ncl© was insti-

tuted m 1850, and in 1866 tVw' presont Baptist CoUege at Maachesttr
vraii instituted at Bury in the xnterosts of the “ Strict ’’ Baptist

views. Besides these, which wore voluntary colleges not under

denominational control, tlie General Baptists maintained a college

since 1797, which, since the amalgamation of the two Baptist bodies,

has become also a voluntaiy institution, though provioualy sup-

jxirted by the General Baptist A.ssociation. It is cmled the ** Mid-
land Baptist College/' and is situated in Nottingham. There is also

a 13apti.st theological college in Glasgow, and there arc two colleges

in Wales and one in Ireland. The total number of students In these

institutions is about 210.

The Baptists were the first denomination of British Qiristians

to undertake in a systematic way Uiat work of missions to the

heathen, which became so prominent a feature in the religious

activity of the 19th century. As early as the year 1784 the North*

ampton.shire Association of Baptist churches resolved to recom-

mend that the first Monday of every month should be Mt aipart for

prayer for the spread of the gos^l. Shortly after, in 179*. the

Baptist Missionary Society was formed at Kettering in Northampton-
shire, after a sermon on Isaiah lii. 2, 3, preached by William Carey

(1761-1834), the prime mover In the work, m which he urged two
points :

“ Expect great things from God
;
attempt great things for

God.” In tlie course of the following year Carey sailed for India,

where he was joined a few years later by Marshman and Ward, and

the mission was c'stabli.shed at Seramporc. The great work of

Dr Carey’s life w'as the translation of the Bible into the various

languages and dialects of India. 'The society's operations arc now
carried on, not only in the East, but in the Ww Indies. China,

Africa (chiefly on the Cx)ngo river), and Europe.
In regard to church government, the Baptists agree with the Con-

grcgationali-sts that each sejjarate church is complete in itself, and
nas, therefore, power to choose its own mini.sters. and to make such

regulations as it deems to be most in accordance with thepurpose
of its existence, that is, the advancement of the kingdom Of Christ.

A comparatively small section of the denomination maintain that a
** plurality of ciders " or pa.stors is required for the ccmplete organiza-

tion of every st*]>arate church. This is the distinctive peculiarity of

those churches in Scotland and the north of England which areknown
as Scotch Baptists. 'Tlie largest church of this section, consisting of

approximately 500 members, originated in Edinburgh in be-

fore which date only one Baptist church—that of Keiss in Caithness,

formed about 1 750—aj^pears to have existed in Scotland* The
greater number of the churches are united in association votuotarily

formed, all of them determined by geographical limitB, The associa-

tions, as well as the churches not in connexion with them, are united

together in the Baptist Union of Great Britain and Ireland, formed
in i8t 3 bv the Particular Baptists. This union, however, exerts

no authoritative action over tne separate churches. One in^iort-

ant part of the work of the union is the collection of infomtion
in which all the churches are interested. In 1909 there were in

the United Kingdom : Baptist churches, 3046 ; chapeli, 4^24:
sittings, 1,450,352; members, 424.008; Sunday school teachers.

58,687; Sunday scholars, 578,344; local preachers, 5615; and
pastors in charge* ^078.
At the begiiiniiig of the aoth century the Baptist XJhfoa coUeeted

a "Twentieth Century Fund" of £250,000, iSrhfch has hugely
assisted the formation of new churches, and gives an indicetiOR ot
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tlie unity and virility o£ the denomination. A still stronger evidence

to the same cfiect was given by the Religious Census taken in X904.

While this only applied to London, its results are valuable as showing

the comparative strength of the jmptist Church. These results are

to the eflect that in all respects the Baptists come second to the

Anglicans in the following three particulars :—(i) Percentage of

attendances at public worship contributed by Baptists. io»8i

(London County), 10.70 (Greater London) ; (2) aggregate of attend-

ances, ; (3) number of places of worship, 443.

2. The Continent of Europe,—Thxmg the 19th century what

wc have called the modern Baptist movement made its appear-

ance in nearly every European country. In Roman Catholic

countries Baptist churches were formed by missionaries coming

from either England or America : work in France began in

1832, in Italy missions were started in 1866 (Spezia Mission) and

in 1884 (Baptist Missiona^ Society, which also has a mission in

Brittany), and in Spain in 1888. In Protestant countries and

in Russia the Baptist movement began without missionary

intervention from England or America. J. G. Oncken (1800-

1884) formed the first diurch in Hamburg in 1834, and thereafter

Baptist churches were formed in other countries as follows

Denmark (1839), Holland and Sweden (1848), Switzerland (1849V

Norway (i860), Austria and Rumania (1869), Hungary (1871),

and Bulgaria (1884). Baptist churches also b^an to be formed

in Russia and Finland in the ’fifties and ’sixties.

3. British Colonies.—In every colony the Baptists have a

considerable place. There are unions of Baptist churches in the

following colonies :-~New South Wales, Victoria, S. Australia,

Western Australia, Queensland, New Zealand, Tasmania,

Canada (four Unions) and S. Africa. The work in S. Africa is

assisted by the Baptist South African Missionary and Colonial

Aid Society, having its seat in London.

The Baptist World Alliance was formed in 1905, when the first

Baptist World Congress was held in London. The preamble of

the constitution of this Alliance sufficiently indicates its nature :

“ Whereas, in the providence of God, the time has come when it

seems fitting more fully to manifest the essential oneness in the

Lord Jesus Christ, as their God and Saviour, of the churches of

the Baptist order and faith throughout the world, and to promote

the spirit of fellowship, service and co-operation among them,

while recognizing the independence of each particular church

and not assuming the functions of any existing organization, it

is agreed to form a Baptist alliance, extending over every part

of the world.’' This alliance does in fact include Baptists in

t;vcry quarter of the globe, as will be seen from the following

statistics :

—

Churches. Memliers.

United States --

National Baptist Conventiem 2,110.269

Southern Baptist Convention 20.431 J. 832,038
“ Disciples of Christ

”
J.2^3.798

Thirty-five Northern States 8,894 986,821

Fourteen other Bodies 7,921 414.775
Australasia .... 270 23.253

Canada .... 985 103,062

S. Africa .... 52 4.865

United Kingdom . 2,934 426.563

Austria-Hungary . .37 9.783

Denmark .... 29 3 .9,W
Finland . . . 43 2.301

France .... 28 2,278

Germany .... 180 32.462

Italy ..... 33 1.375

Mexico and Central America . 58 1,820

Netherlands.... 22 1.413

Norway .... 39 2,849

Rumania and Bulgaria . 374
‘ Russia and PolaDd i 24.1.36

S. America .... O3 3.641

Spain 7 245
Sweden .... 567 43.365
Switzerland.... 8 796
West Indies.... 318 42 .3»6
Ceylon .... 25 1.044

Cliina . n? 12.160

* The figures for Ruasia include only the German-speaking Baptists.

It ia impossible to ascertiiin the numbers of properly Russian

Baptists. Estimates have Ix't'n made which vary from 60/xx) to

100,000.

India .... . . 1.215 121.716

Japan....
Palestine

40
1

2,326
106

Philippines . 4 425
Congo.... . . 21 4.673
West Africa . . . 10 629

Total . . 72,681 7.454. *65

In 1909 the comparative totals were roughly : — 72,988

churches; 7,480,940 members. In both sets of figures the

Disciples of Christ (U.S.A.) are included.

Literature.—Thomas Crosby, The History of the English Bap-
tists (4 vols. Ix>iidon, 173S-1740)

; D. Maason, Life of John Milton
tn Connexion with the History of his Time (6 vols. 1839-1880, new
ed..i88i, &c.)

;
B. Evans, The Early English Baptists, i. ii. (1862-

1864) ; H. C. Vedder, A Short History of ike Baptists (London, 1897)

;

A. H. Newman, A Manml of Church Histofy (Philadelphia, 1900-

1903) ; R. Heath. (1895) • G. Williams, The Principles

and Praetices of the Baptists (1903) ; E. C. Pike, The Story of the

Anabaptists (1904) ; J. H. Shakespeare, Baptist and Congregational
Pioneers

; J. G. I.^hmann, Geschichte der deutschen Baptisten (i8gf>-

1900) ; G. Tumbult, Die Wiedertdufer (Bielefeld, i8qq) ; The
Baptist Handhooh (annually) ; The Baptist World Congress, igô

:

The Religious Census of London (1904). (N. H. M.)

4. United States of America.—The first Baptist Cliurch in

America was that founded in the Providence settlement on
Narragansett Bay under the leadership of Roger Williams

(q.v.). Having been sentenced to banishment (October 1635)
by the Massachusetts Court because of his persistence in advocat-

ing separatistic views deemed unsettling and dangerous, to

escape deportation to England he betook him.self (January

1636) to the wilderness, where he was hospitably entertained

by the natives who gave him a tract of land for a settlement.

Having been joined by a few friends from Massachusetts,

Williams founded a commonwealth in which absolute religious

liberty was combined with civil democracy. In the firm convic-

tion that churches of Christ should be made up exclusively of

regenerate members, the baptism of infants appeared to him
not only valueless but a perversion of a Christian ordinance.

About March 1639, with eleven others, he decided to restore

believers’ baptism and to form a church of baptized believers.

Ezekiel Holliman, who had been with him at Plymouth and shared

his separatist views, first baptized Williams and Williams baptized

the rest of the company. Williams did not long continue to find

satisfaction in the step he had taken. Believing that the

ordinances and apostolic church organization had been lost in

the general apostasy, he became convinced that it was pre-

sumptuous for any man or company of men to undertake their

restoration without a special divine commission. He felt com-
pelled to withdraw from the church and to assume the position

of a seeker. He continued on friendly terms with the Baptists

of Providence, and in his writings he expressed the conviction

that their practice came nearer than that of other communities

to the first practice of Christ.

i In November 1637 John Clarke (1609-1676), a physician, of

I

religious zeal and theological acumen, arrived at Boston, where,

instead of the religious freedom he was seeking, he found the

I

dominant party in the Antinomian controversy on the point
i of banishing the Antinomian minority, including Mrs Anne

I

Hutchinson (ly.v.) and herfamily
,
JohnWheelwright (t. 1 592-1679),

! and William Coddington (1601-1678). Whether from sympathy
with the persecuted or aversion to the persecutors, he cast in

!
his lot with the former and after two unsuccessful attempts at

settlement assisted the fugitives in fonning a colony on the island

of Aquidnek (Rhode Island), procured from the Indians through

the good offices of Williams. By 1641 ffiere were, according

to John Winthrop, “ professed Anabaptists ” on the island,

and Clarke was probably their leader. Robert Lcnthall, who
joined the Newport company in 1640 when driven from Ma^a-
chusetts, probably brought with him antipapdobaptist con-

victions. Mrs Scott, sister of Mrs Hutchinson, is thought to

have been an aggressive antipaedobaptist when the colony was
founded. Mark Lucar, who was baptii^ by immersion in London
in Januaiy 1642 ^(N;S.) and was a m^ber of a Baptist church

t^re, reached Newport about 1644.
‘ A few years later we find
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him associated with Clarke as one of the most active members at Kittery, Me. Persecution led to migration^Sm^n and some

of the Newport church, and as the date of the organization is un- of the members makii^ their way to South Carolina,

certain, there is some reason to suspect that he was a constituent with a number of English Baptiste of position, what

member,andthatasabaptizedmanhe took the initiative in baptiz- became tlic First Baptist church m Chwleston, was o^ai^a

ing and organizing. At any rate we have in Lucar an interesting (about 1684). This became one of the most mpor^t ot

connecting link between early English and American Baptists. early Baptist centr^, and through toeven s enorte Baptist

The Providence church maintained a rather feeble existence principles became widely dissemmated throughout that regiom

after Williams’s withdrawal, with Thomas Olney (d. 1682), 'Fhe withdrawal of members to form other churches m the

William Wickenden, Chad Brown (d. 1665) and Gregory Dexter neighbourhood and the intrusion of Socmianism almost

as leading members. A schism occurred in 1652, the last three exUnguished the Charleston church about 1746.

with a majority of the members contending for general redemp- A few Baptists of the general (Armmian) type m
tion and for the laying on of hands as indispensable to fellowship, Virginia from 1714 onward, and were organized^ foste^

Olney, with the minority, maintaining particular redemption by missionaries from the English General Baptists, oy a^2^mey

and rejecting the laying on of hands as an ordinance. Olney ’s had invaded North Carolina and a church was consUtuted there,

party became extinct soon after hLs death in 1682. The surviving From 1643 onward antipaedobaptists from New ^Iww «««

church liecame involved in Socinianism and Universulism, but elsewhere h^d settled in the New Netherlands /•

maintained a somewhat vigorous life and, through Wickenden Lady Deborah Moody left Massachusetts for the New Netlwr-

and othere, exerted considerable influence at Newport, in Con- lands in 1643 because of her anUpaedoUptist views and on her

necticut, New York and elsewhere. Dexter became, with way stopped at New Haven, where she won to her pnnaples

Williams and Clarke, a leading sUtesman in Rhode Island and Mrs Eaton, the wife of the governor, Iheophilus Eaton. She

Providence Plantations. settled at Gravesend (now part of Brooklyn) having reeved

The Newport church extended its influence into Massachusetts, from the Dutch authorities a gimrant^ of religious liberty,

and in 1649 we find a group of Baptists at Reholioth, with Francis Doughty, an English Baptist, who had speirt wmc time

Obadiah Holmes as leader. Tlie intolerance of the authorities in Rhode Island, laboured in this region m 1656 and^ptized a

rendered the prosecution of the work impracticable and these number of converts. This latter proceedu^ led to his bamsh-

Massachusetts Baptists became members of the Newport church, ment. I^ter in the same year William Wickenden m Providence

in i6qi Clarke, Holmes and Joseph Crandall of the Newport evangelized and administered the ordinances at Flushii^, but

church made a religious visit to Lynn, Mass. While holding was heavily fined and banished. From 1711 onward Valenti^

a meeting in a private house they were arrested and were com- Wightman (1681-1747) of Connecticut (General Baptist) made

pelled to attend the church services of the standing order, occasional missionary visits to New \ork at the invitation ot

For holding an unlawful meeting and refusing to participate Nicolas Eyres, a business man who had adopted Baptist viewi,

quieUy in the public service they were fined, imprisoned and and in 17 14 baptized Eyres and several others, and assisted them

otherwise maltreated. While in England on public business in organizing a church. Thechurch was well-n^h wrecked (1730)

in 1652, Clarke published 111 News from New England, which by debt incurred in the erection of a meeting-house. A number

contained an impressive account of the proceedings against of Baptiste settled on Block Island about 1663. Some time

himself and his brethren at Lynn, and an earnest and well- before 1724 a Baptist church (probably Armmian) was formoo

reasoned plea for liberty of conscience. at Oyster Bay.
. , , . , t •

Henry Dunster (1612-1659), the first president of the college The Quaker colonies, with their large measure of religious

at Cambridge (Harvard), had by 1653 become convinced tlmt liberty, early attracted a considerable number of Baptiste from

“ visible believers only should be baptized.” Being unwilling to New England, England and Wales. About 1684 a Baptist church

hold his views in aljeyance, he relinquished in 1654, under circum- was founded at Cold Spring, Bucks county, Pa., through the

stances of considerable hardship, the work that he greatly loved, efforts of Thomas Dungan, an Irish Baptist mimster who had

In 1663 John Myles (1621-1683), a Welsh Baptist who had spent some time in Rhode Island. The Pennepek church was

been one of Cromwell’s Tryers, with his congregation, took refuge formed in 1688 through the labours of Ehas Keach, son of

in Massachusetts from the intolerance of the government of Benjamin Keach (1640-1704), the famous Enghsh evangelist.

Charles IT. They were allowed to settle in Rehoboth, Mass., Services were held in Philadelphia under the auspices of the

and even after they were discovered to be Baptists they were Pennepek church from 1687 onward, but independent organiza-

allowed to remain on condition of establishing their meeting- tion did not occur till 1698. Several Keithion Quakers umt^

place at a considerable distance from that of the standing order, with the church, which ultimately became possessed of the

Myles did much to promote the growth of the Baptist Church Keithian meeting-house. Almost from the beginni^ general

in Massachusetts, and was of service to the denomination in meetings had been held by the churches of these colonics. In

Boston and elsewhere. Thomas Gould of Charlestown seems 1707 the Philadelphia Association was formed as a defeated

to have been in close touch with President Dunster and to have body ** to consult about such things as wanting ^in the

shared his antipaedobaptist views as early as 1654. Some churches and to set them in order.” From its mception this body

time before 1665 several English Baptists had settled in the proved highly influential in promoting Baptist co-operatioo m
neighbourhood of Boston and several others had adopted mission^ and e^cational work, inefforts to supply the churls

Baptist views. 'These, with Gould, were baptized* (May 1^5) with siuteble ministers aiid to silence unworthy ones, And m
and joined with those who had been baptized in England in a maintaining sound doctrine. Sabbatarianism appeared within

church covenant. The dhuxch was severely persecuted, the the bounds of the association at an early date and Seventh-day

members being frequently imprisoned and fined and denied Baptist churches were formed (i 7®5 onward),

the use of a building they had erected as a meeting-house. The decades preceding the ” Great Awakening” of 1740-1743

Longafter the Act of Toleration(i689)wasin full force in England, were a time of religious declension. A Swinianized Armini^ism

the Boston Baptists pleaded in vain for the privileges to which had paralysed evangelistic cfiFort.^ The First Church, ProvidencAi

they were thereby entided, and it required the most earnest had long since become Arminian and held alo<rf from the

cflForts of English Baptists and other dissenters to gain for them evangelism of Edwards, Whiteficld and their coadjutors. The

ft recognition of the right to exist. A mandate from Charles 11. First Church, Boston, had become Sodnianized and disoounten-

(july *679), in which the Massachusetts authorities were sharply anced the revival. The First Church, Newport, had been rent

rebuked for denying to others the liberty to secure which they asunder by Arminianism, :{nd the nominally Calvinktk remnant

themselves bad gone into exile, had produced little effect. * had itself become divided on the dueation of the kying on of

In 1682 William Screven (1629-1713) and Humphrey Church- hands and showed no sympathy with the Great Awakening,

wood, raerabeis of the Boston churdi, gathered and organized. The First Church, Charleston, had been wrecked \ay Socmianism.

with the co-operation of the mother church, a small congregation The General (Six Principles) Baptiste of Rhode island ami
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Connecticut had incrensed their congregations and membership,

and before the beginning of the iSth century had inaugurated

annual associatioi^ meetings. But the fact that the Great

Awakening in America was conducted on Calvinistic principles

was sufficient to prevent their hearty co-operation. The churches

of the Philadelphia Association were oiganized and engaged to

some extent in missionary endeavour, but they showed little

interest in the Edwards-Whitefield movement. And yet the

Baptists ultimately profited by the Great Awakening beyond

almost any of the denominations. In many New England

communities a majority in the churches of the standing order

bitterly opposed the new evangelism, and those who came under

its influence felt constrained to organize “ Separate *’ or “ New
Light ” churches. These were severely persecuted by the

dominant party and were denied even the scanty privileges that

Baptists had succeeded in gaining. As the chief objection of the
“ ^panites ” to the churches of the standing order was their

refusal to insiston personal regeneration as a term of membership,

many of them were led to feel that they were inconsistent in

requiring regenerate membership and yet administering baptism

to unconscious infants. In several cases entire
**
^parate

churches reached the conviction that the baptism of infants was
not only without Scriptural warrant but was a chief comer-.stone

of state-churchism, and transformed themselves into Baptist

churches. In many cases a division of sentiment came to prevail

cm the matter of infant-baptism, and for a while mutual toleration

prevailed ; but mixed churches had their manifest disadvantages

and separation ultimately ensued.

Among the Baptist leaders gained from Congregationalism as

a result of the awakening was Isaac Backus (1724-1806), who
became the New England champion in the cause of religious

Mberty and ecjuality, and the historian of his denomination. To
Daniel Marshall (d. 1784) and Shulmcl Steams, “New Light*’

evangelists who became !^ptists, the spread of Baptist principles

and the multiplication of Baptist churches throughout the

southern colonies were in great measure due. I'he feeble Baptist

cause in Virginia and North Carolina had been considerably

strengthened by missionaries from the churches of the Phila-

delphia Association, including Benjamin Griffith, John Gano
(1737-1804), John Thomas, Benjamin Miller, Samuel Eaton,

John Garrard and David Thomas, and several churches, formed

or reformed under their influence, united with the association. In

1776 the Ketockton Association was formed by this j^roup of

churches. The Virginia colonial government, in earlier days

cruelly intolerant, gave a limited toleration to Baptists of this

type ; but the “ Separate ’’ Baptists were too enthusiastic and
too much alive to the evils of state control in religious matters

to be willing to take out licences for their meetings, and soon

came into sharp conflict with the authorities. Steams was an
evangelist of great power. With Marshall, his brother-in-law,

and about a dozen fellow-^believers he settled at Sandy Creek,

North Carolina, and in a few years had built up a church with a
membership of more than six hundred. Marshall afterward

otgaaized and ministered to a church at Abliott’s Creek

about 30 m. distant From these centres “Separate” Baptist

influence spread throughout North and South Carolina and across

the Georgia border, Marshall himself Anally settling and forming

a church at Kiokee, Georgia. From North Carolina as a centre
** Separate ” Baptist influence penneated Virginia and extended

into Kentucky and Tennessee. The Sandy Creek Association

came to embrace dmrehes in several oolonieSi and Steams,

desirous of preserving the harmoniousforking ^ the churches

that recognized his leadership, resisted with vehemence all

proposals for the formation of other associations.

From 1760 to 1770 the^wth of the “ Separate ” Baptist body
m Virginia and the Carohnas was phenomenal. Evangelists Hke

Samuel Harris (1734-r. 1794) and John WaUer (1741-1803)

stirred whole commonities and established Baptist churches

where the Baptist name had hitherto been unknown. The Sandy
Creek Association, with Steams as leader, undertook to “ un-

fellowship ordtnatkms, ministers and churches that acted

independently,” and provoked such opposition that a division

I

of the association became necessary. The General Association

I

of Virginia and the ^ngaree Association of South Carolina now
took their places side by side with the Sandy Creek. The
Viiginia “ Separate ” Baptists had more than doubled their

numbers in the two years from May 1771 to May 1773. In

1774 some of the Virginia brethren became convinced that the

apostolic office was meant to be perpetuated and induced the

a.ssociation to appoint an apostle. Samuel Harris was the

unanimous choice and was solemnly ordained. Waller and
Elijah Craig (1743-1800) were made apostles soon afterward for

the northern district. This arrangement, soon abandoned, was
no doubt suggested by Methodist superintendency. In 1775
Methodist influence appeared in the contention of two of the

apostles and Jeremiah Walker for universal redemption. Schism
was narrowly averted by conciliatory statements on both sides.

As a means of preserving harmony the Philadelphia Confession

of Faith, a Calvinistic document, with provision against too

rigid a construction, was adopted and a step was thus taken

toward harmonizing with the “ Regular ” Baptists of the

Philadelphia type. When the General Association was sub-

divided (1783), a General ( Committee, made up of delegates from
each district association, was constituted to consider matters

that might be for the good of the whole society. Its chief work
was to continue the agitation in which for some years the body
had been successfully engaged in favour of religious equality and
the entire separation of church and state. Since 1780 the
“ Separate *’ Baptists had had the hearty co-operation of the
“ Regular ” Baptists in their struggle for religious liberty and
equality. In 1787 the two bodies united and agreed to drop the

names “ Separate ” and “ Regular.” The success of the Baptists

of Virginia in securing step by step the abolition of everything

that savoured of religious oppression, involving at last the

disestablishment and the disendowment of the Episcopal Church,

was due in part to the fact that Virginia Baptists were among
the foremost advocates of American independence, while the

Episcopal clergy were loyalists and had made themselves

obnoxious to the pccrple by u.sing the authority of Great Britain

in extorting their tithes from unwilling parishioners, and that

they secured the co-operation of free-thinking statesmen like

Thomas Jefferson and James Madison and, in most measures,

that of Presbyterians.

' The Baptist cause in New England that had profited so largely

from the Great Awakening failed to reap a like harvest from the

War of Independence. The standing order in New England
represented the patriotic and popular party. Baptists lost

favour by threatening to appeal to England for a redress of their

grievances at the very time when resistance to English oppression

was being determined upon. The result was slowness of growth
and failure to secure religious liberty. Though a large proportion

of the New England Baptists co-operated heartily in the cause of

independence, the denomination failed to win the popularity

that comes from successful leadership.

About 1763 the Philadelphia Association began to plan for the

establishment of a Baptist institution of learning that should

serve the entire denomination. Rhode Island was finally fixed

upon, partly as the abode of rdigious liberty and because of

its intdligent, influential and relativdy wealthy Baptist con-

stituency, the consequent likelihood of procuring a charter frexn

its legislature, and the probability that the co-operation of other

denominations in an institution under Baptist control would be

available. James Manning (1738-1791), who had just been

graduated from Princeton with high honours, was thought of as

a suitable leader in the enterprise, and was sent to Rhode Island

(1763) to confer with leading men, Baptist and other. As a
result a charter was ^nted the legislature in 1764, and after

a few years of preliminary work at Warren (where the first

degrees ever bestowed by a Baptist institution, were conferred

in 1769), Providence was chosen as the home of the college ^1770).

Here, with Msmning as president and Hezekiah SmiSi (1737-

1805), his dasB-mate at Princeton, as financial agent and in-

fluent supporter, the institution (sinoe 1804 known as Brown
University) was for many years die only degree-conferring
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institution controlled by Baptists. The Warren Association

(1767) organized under the influence of Manning and Smith

on the model of the Philadelphia, and became a chief agency

for the consolidation of denominational life, the promotion of

denominational education and the securing of religious liberty.

Hezekiah Smith was a highly successful evangelist, and through

his labours scores of churches were constituted in New England.

As chaplain in the American Revolutionary Army he also exerted

a widespread influence.

The First Church, Charleston, which had become almost

extinct through Arminianism in 1746, entered upon a career of

remarkable prosperity in 1749 under the leadership of Oliver

Hart (1723-1795), formerly of the Philadelphia Association. In

1751 the Charleston Association was formed, also on the model

of the Philadelphia, and proved an element of denominational

strength. The. association raised funds for domestic missionary

work (1755 onward) and for the education of ministers (1756

onward). Brown University shared largely in the liberality of

members of this highly-cultivated and progressive body. Among
the beneficiaries of the education fund was Samuel Stillman

(1737-1807), afterward the honoured pastor of the Boston

church. The most noted leader of the Baptists of South CArolina

during the four decades following the War of Independence was

Richard Furman (1755-1825), pastor of the First Church,

('harleston. The remarkable numerical progress of Baptists in

South Carolina from 1787 to 1812 (from 1620 members to 11,325)

was due to the “ Separate ” Baptist movement under Steams

and Marshall far more than to the activity of the churches of the

Charleston Association. Both these types of Baptist life per-

meated Georgia, the latter making its influence felt in Savannah,

Augusta and the more cultivated communities, the formw
evangelizing the masses. Many negro slaves became Baptists in

Virginia, the Carolinas and Georgia. In most cases they became

members of the churches of the white Baptists
j
but in Richmond,

Savannah and some other towns they were encouraged to have

churches of their own.

By 1812 there were in the United States 173,972 Baptist church

members, the denominational numerical strength having consider-

ably more than doublt'd since the beginning of the 19th century.

Foreign Missions.—Baptists in Boston and vicinity, Phila-

delphia and Qiarleston, and a few other communities had

from the l^eginning of the r9th century taken a deep interest

in the missionary work of William Carey, the English missionary,

and his coadjutors in India, and had contributed liberally to its

support. The conversion to Baptist views of Adoniram Judson

(^.2^) and Luther Rice (1812), who had just been sent, with

others, by the newly-formed American Board of Commissioners

for Foreign Missions to open up missionary work in India, marks

an epoch in American Baptist history. Judson appealed to his

American brethren to support him in missionary work wong
the heathen, and Rice returned to America to organize missionary

societies to awaken interest in Judson ’s mission. In January

1813 there was formed in Boston “ The Baptist Society for the

Propagation of the Gospel in India and other Foreign Parts.’’

Other societies in the Eastern, Middle and Southern states

speedily followed. The desirability of a national oiganization

soon b^me manifest, and in May 1814 thirty-thnte delegates,

representing eleven states, met in Philadelphia and organized

the General Missionary Convention of the Baptist Denomina-

tion in the United States of America for Foreign Missions.”

As its meetings were to be held every three years it came to

lie known as the “ Triennial Convention.” A Board of Com-

missionerswosappointedwith headquarters in Philadelphia (trans-

ferred in 1826 to Boston). The need of a larger supply of educated

ministers for home and for mission work alike soon came to be

(uofoundly felt, and resulted in the establishment of Columbian

College, Washington (now Geoige Washington University), with

its theological diriment (iSas), intended to be a national

Baptist mstitatkm. Destitution on the frontiers led the Triennial

Convention to engage extensively in home mission work (1817

onward), and in 1832 the American Baptist Home Mission Society

was oonstituted lor the promotion of this work. The need of an

organ for the dissemination of information, and the quickening

of interest in the missionary and educational cnteiprises of

the Triennial Convention, led Rice to establish the JUnUer Day

Luminary (1816) and the Columbian Star, a weekly journal

(1822). From the first the attempt to rouse the denommatipn

to organized effort for the propagation of the gospel met with

much opposition, agents of the Convention being looked upon by

the less intelligent pastors and churches as highly-paid and

irresponsible collectors of monej' to be used they kneSv not how,

or for purposes of which they disapproved. The fhet that Rice

was unduly optimistic and allowed the enterprises of the Con-

vention to become almost hopelessly involved in debt, and was

constrained to use some of the fund collected for rni^ions to

meet the exigencies of his educational and journalistic work,

intensified the hostility of those who had suspected from the

b^inning the good faith of the agents and denied the scriptural

authority of boards, paid agents, paid missionaries, &c. So

virulent became the opposition that in several states, as Tennes-

see and Kentucky, the work of the Convention was for years

excluded, and a large majority in each association refused to

receive into their fellowship those who advocated or contributed

to its objects. Hyper-Calvinism, ignorance and avarice co-

operated in making the very name “ missions ” odious, ministerial

education an impertinent human effort to supplant a spirit-called

and spirit -endowed ministry, Sunday-schools and prayer-

meetings as human institutions, the aim of which was to interfere

with the divine order, and the receiving of salaries for ministerial

work as serving God for hire or rather as serving self. To
counteract this influence. Baptist State Conventions were fonned

by the friends of missions and education, only contributing

churches, associations, missionary societies and individuals

being invited to membership (1821 onward—Massachusetts had

effected state organization in 1802). These became highly

efficient in promoting foreign and domestic missions, Sunday-

school organization, denominational literature and education.

Nearly every state soon had its institutions of learning, which

aspired to become universities.

Bciore 1844 the sessions of the Triennial Convention had occa'

sionally Ixm made unpleasant by harsh anti-slavery utterances by
Northern membt»rs against their Southern brethren and somewhat
acrimonious rejoinders by the latter. The controversy between

Francis Wayland and Richard Fuller (1804-1876) on the jlavery

question ullimately convinced the Southern brethren that separate

organixation for missionary work was advisable. Tlic Southern

Baptist Convention, with its Home and Foreign Missionary Boards,

and (later) its Sunday-school Board, was fornied in 1845. Since

then Northtsrn and Southern Baptists, though in perfect lellowship

with each other, have found it best to carry on tlieir home and foreign

missionary work through separab* boards and to have separate

annual meetings. In 1905 a General Baptist Convention for America

was formed for the promotion of fellowship, comity and denomina-

tional esprit de corps, but this organization is not to interfere with the

sectionalorganizationsorto imdertakeanykind ofadministrativework,

Since 1845 Northern and Southern Baptists alike have greatly

increased in numlxjrs, in missionary work, in educational insti-

tutions, in literary activity and in everything that pertains to the

eciuipmcnt and organizalion of a great religious denomination.

Since i8ta they have increased in nuniliers from less than 200,000

to more than 5,000,000. In 18 t 2 American Baptists had no thep-

logical seminary ; In igo6 they had n with more than too

instnictors, 1300 students, and endowments and equipments valued

at about 17,000,000. In 1812 they had only one degroe-conferring

college with a small faculty, a small student body and almost no
endowment: in 1906 they had more than 100 universitic.s and
colleges with endowment and equipment valued at about $30,000,000,

and an annflal income of about $3,000,000. In iBta value of

church pro{>erty was small ; in 1906 it was estimated at $100,000,000.

Then a single monthly magazine, with a circulation of a few hundreds,

was all that the denomination possessed in the way of periodical

literature; in 1906 its quarterlies, monthlies and weeklies weft
numbered by hundreds. The denomination has a single publishliig

concern (the American Baptist Publicatiott Society) with aa mtntiiu
business of nearly $1,000,000 and assets of $1,750,000.

Baptists in the Dominion of Canada had their rise about the close

of the x8th century in migrations from the United States. They
have been reinforced by considerable numbers of Bngltah, Welsh
and Scottish Baptists, tliey are divided into four sections tiypse

of tiie Maritime Provinces, with their Convention, their Home and
Mission Boards, an Education Board ond a Publication

and with M'Master University (Arts, Theological and
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Academic department*) a* it* ^ncational

Blanitoba ana the North-west, witli Brandon College as ite educa-S institution ;
and those of British Columbia, Can^n

Baptists numbered 120,000 in 1909, and are considered in tte

general estimates.

BAR, PRANQOIS DB (i53»-^6o6), French scholar, was bom

at Seizcncourt, near St Quentin, and having studied at the

university of Paris entered the order of St Benedict. He soon

became prior of the abbey of Anchin, near Pecquencourt, and

passed much of his time in the valuable library of the abb^,

studying ecclesiastical history, especially that of Flanders. He

also madea catalogue of the manuscripts at Anchin and annotated

many of them. During the French Revolution his manuscripts

passed to the library at Douai. Bar died at Anchin on the 25^*^

of March 1606.
, , /*.

See 1 . Lelong. IithlU*ihdque histnrique tie la Lratue (l^ans. 1768-

1778) * C. C. A. JXdinisncH. Catalogue dcs mamiBcrite do Douai,

in the Catalogue giniral des manusents des hihlinthdques des depaHe-

ments, t. vi. (Paris, 1849-1885).

BAR, a town of Russia, in the government of Podolia, 50 m.

N.E. of Kamenets, on an affluent of the Bug. Pop. (1897) 10,614.

It was formerly called Rov. Its present designation was

be.stowed upon it in memory of Bari in Italy (where she was

born) by Bona Sforza, the consort of Sigismund 1 . of Poland, who

rebuilt the town after its destruction in 1452 by the Tatars.

From 1672 to 1699 it remained in possession of the Turks. In

1768 a confederation of the Polish nobles (see next article)

against the Russians was formed in the town, which was shortly

after taken by storm, but did not become finally united to Russia

till the partition of 1795. ,

BAR, CONFEDERATION OF, a famous confederation of the

Polish nobles and gentry formed at the little fortress of Bar in

Podolia in 1768 to defend the internal and external independ-

ence of Poland against the aggressions of the Russian government

as represented by her representative at Warsaw, Prince Nicholas

Repnin. The originators of this confederation were Adam
Krasinski, bishop of Kamenets, Osip Pulawski and Michael

Krasinski. King Stanislaus was at first inclined to mediate

between the confederates and Russia ;
but finding this impossible,

sent a force against them under the grand hetman Ksawery

Branicki and two generals, who captured Bar. Nevertheless,

a simultaneous outbreak of a jacquerie in Little-Russia con-

tributed to the extension of the confederation throughout the

eastern province of Poland and even in Lithuania. The con-

federates, thereupon, appealed for help abroad and contributed

to bring about a war between Russia and Turkey. So serious

indeed was the situation that Frederick II. advised Catherine to

come to terms with the confederates, llicir bands under Ignaty

Blalchewsky, Michael Pac and Prince Charles Radziwill ravaged

the land in every direction, won several engagements over the

Russians, and at last, utterly ignoring the king, sent envoys on

their own account to the principal European powers. In 1770

the Council of the Confederation was transferred from its origin^

seat in Silesia to Hungary, from whence it conducted diplomatic

negotiations with France, Austria and Turkey with the view of

forming a league against Russia. The court of Versailles sent

Dumouriez to act as commander-in-chief of the confederates, but

neither as a soldier nor as a politician did this adroit adventurer

particularly distinguish himself, and his account of his expKjriences

IS very unfair to the confederates. Among other blunders, he

pronounced King Stanislaus a tyrant and a traitor at the very

moment when he was about to accede to the Confederarion.

The king thereupon reverted to the Russian faction and the

Confederation lost the confidence of Europe. Nevertheless, its

army, thoroughly reorganized by Dumouriez, gallantly main-

tained the hopeless struggle for some years, and it was not till

1776 that the last traces of it disappeared.

See Alexander Krauahar, Fvince in Poland (Pol.) (Wamw.
looo) ; F. A. Thoahy do Bclocmr, the Confadtralas of Bar (Pol.)

(Cracow. 1805): Charles Francois Damouriec. Afimoiw ^ cojtm-

pomdanco (Parii.

BAB (
0 . Fr. ham, Late Lat barra,o^n unknown), in physical

geography, a ridge of sand or silt crossing an estuary under water

or raised by wave action above sea-level, fonning an impediment

to navigation. When a river enters a tidal sea its rate of flow

is checked and the material it carries in suspension is deposited

in a shifting bar crossing the channel from bank to bank. Where

the channel is only partly closed, a spur of this character is called

a “ spit.” A bar may be produced by tidal action only in an

estuary or narrow gulf (as at Port Adelaide) where the tides

sweep the loose sand backwards and forwards, depositing it

where the motion of the water is checked. Nahant Bay, Mass.,

is bordered by the ridge of Lynn Beach, which separates it from

Lynn Harbor, and ties Nahant to the mainland by a bar formed

in this way.

BAR, THE. This term, as equivalent to the profession of

barrister (^.v.), originated in the partition or bar dividing

English law-courts into two parU, for the purpose of separating

the' members and ofiicials of the court from the prisoners or

suitors, their advocates and the general public. Theoretically,

this division of the court is still maintained in England, those

who are entitled to sit within the bar including king’s counsel,

barristers with patents of precedence, serjeants (till the order

died out) and solicitors, wliile the other members of the and

the general public remain without. Parties in civil suits who

appear in person are allowed to stand on the floor within the bar

instead of, as formerly, appearing at the bar itself. In criminal

trials the accused still stands forward at the bar. There is also

a “ bar ” in parliament. In the House of Commons it remains

literally a bar—a long brass rod hidden in a tube from which

it is pulled out when required to mark the technical boundary

of the House. Before it appear those who are charged with

Imving violated the privileges of the House ;
below it also sit

those meml>ers who have been returned at bye-elections, to

await their introduction to the House and the taking of the oath

of allegiance. In the House of Lords the place where Mr Speaker

and the members of the House of Commons stand when sum-

moned by Black Rod is called “ the bar.”

The ” call to the bar ” in England, by which a law student at

one of the Inns of Court is converted into a t)arrister, is dealt

with under Inns of Court. The exclusive privilege of calling to

the bar belongs to those bodies, which also exercise disciplinary

power over tlieir members ; but it was widely felt by members

of the bar in recent years that the benchers or governing body

with their self-elected members did not keep a sufficiently

watchful eye on the minutiae of the profession. Conseciuently,

in 1885, a bar committee was formed for the purpose of dealing

with ail matters relating to the profession, such as the criticizing

of proposed legal reforms, and the expression of opinions on

matters of professional etiquette, conduct and practice. In

1894 the committee was dissolved, and succeeded by the gener^

council of the bar, elected on a somewhat wider basis. It is

composed of a due proportion of king’s counsel and outer

barristers elected by voting-papers sent to all barristers having

an address in the Law List within the United Kingdom. Its

expenses are paid by contributions from the four Inns of Court.

Its powers are not disciplinary, but it would draw the attention

of the benchers to any gross violation of the professional etiquette

of the bar*

Each state in America has its own bar, consisting of all

attomeys-at-law residing within it who have l>een admitted to

practice in its courts, (generally attorneys are admitted in one

court to practice in all courts. Each of the United States courts

has a bar of its own. An attorney of a state cannot practise in

a court of the United States unless he has b^n admitted to it,

or to one of the same class in another district or circuit. He

cannot appear in the Supreme Court of the United States unless

specially admitted and sworn as on attorney of that court,

^ich » done on motion in case of any one who has pmetised

for three years in the highest courts of his state and is in good

standing at its bar. In most of the states thwe is a st^ bar

association, and in some cities and ^unties local bar associations.

These consist of sudi members of its bar as desire thus to asso-

ciate, the object being to guard and advance the standards of

theprofemion. Borne own valuable Ubnuries. These associations

have no recognition, but their influence is oensiderable in
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recommending and shaping legislation respecting the judicial

establishment and procedure. They also serve a useful purpose

in instituting or promoting proceedings to discipUne or expel

unworthy attorneys from the bar. There is an American Air
Association, founded in 1878, composed of over 3500 members
of different states of like character and position. Scwne of these

associations publish annually a volume of transactions. The
rights, duties and liabilities of counsellor-at*law are stated under
Attorney. As members of the bar of the state in which they

practise they are subject to its laws regulatii^ such practice, e.g.

in some states they are forbidden to advertise for divorce cases

(New York Penal Code [1902] § 148a) (1905, People v. Taylor

[Colorado], 75 Pac. Rep, 914). It is common throughout the

United States for lawyers to make contracts for
**
contingent

fees,” z.e. for a percentage of the amount recovered. Such
contracts are not champertous and arc upheld by the courts,

but will be set aside if an uncomcionable liaigain lie made with

the client (Deering v. Scheyer [N.Y.], 58 App. D. 322). So also

by the U.S. Supreme Court {Wright v. Tebbeis, 91 U.S. 252 ;

Taylor v. Benis^ 110 U.S. 42). The reason for upholding such

contracts is that otherwise poor persons would often fail of

securing or protecting their property or rights. In fact such

contracts are seldom set aside, though no doubt the practice is

capable of abuse.

BARA BANKI, a town and district of British India in tlic

Fyzabad division of the United Provinces. The town, which

forms one municipality with Nawabganj, the administrative

headquarters of the district, is 17 m. E. of Lucknow by railway.

The population of Bara Banki alone in 1901 was 3020. There is

some trade in sugar and cotton.

The district has an area of 1758 sq. m. It stretches out in a

level plain interspersed with numerous fhils or marshes. In the

upper part of the district the soil is sandy, while in the lower part

it is clayey and produces finer crops. The principal rivers are

the Ciogra, forming the northern boundary, and the Gumti,

flowing through the middle of the district. In 1856 it came, with

the rest of Oudh, under British rule. During the Sepoy war of

1857-58 the whole of the Bara Banki talukdars joined the

mutineers, but offered no serious resistance after the capture of

Lucknow. The cultivators are still, for the most part, tenants-

at-will, rack-rented and debt-ridden. In iqor the population

was 1,179,323, showing an increase of 4% in the decade. The
principal crops are rice, wheat, pulse and other food-grains,

sugar-cane and opium. Both the bordering rivers are navi-

gable
;
and the district is traversed by two lines of the Oudh

and Rohilkhand railway, with branches. Trade in agricultural

produce is active.

BARABOO, a city and the county-seat of Sauk county,

Wisconsin, IJ.S.A., about 37 m. N.W. of Madison, on the Barabro
river, a tributary of the Wisconsin. Pop. (1890) 4605 j

(1900I

5751, of whom 732 were foreign-bom
; (1905, state census)

5835. The city is served by the Chicago & North-Western
railway, which maintains here an engine house and extensive

machine shops, and of which it is a division headquarters.

Baraboo has an attractive situation on a series of hills about
1000 ft. above sea-level. In the vicinity are Devil’s Lake (3 m.
S.) and the famous Dells of the Wisconsin river (near Kilbonm,
about 12 m. N.), two summer resorts with picturesque scenery.

The principal public buffdings are the court-house (in a small

public park), the public Ubmry and a high school. Dairying

and the mwing of small fruits are important industries in the

surrounding re^n ; and thtte is a large nursery here. Stone

quarried in the vicinity is exported, and the ci^ ^ near the

centre of the Sauk county iron range. Among the manufactures

are woollen goods, tnw^, canned fruit and vegetables, dairy

products, beer, and circus wagons (the city is the headquarters

of the Ringling and the Golh^r circuses)^ The first permanent

settlement here was made in 1S39. Baraboo was named in

honour of Jean Baribault, an early French trapper, and was
chartered as a city in 1882.

BARABRA, a name for the complex Nufaim races of the

Egyptkn Sudan, whose original stock is Hamitic-Berber, long

modified by negro crowingi. The word is variotiily derived

from Berhari, U, people of Berber, or as identical with Baf^ham,
figuring in the inscription on a gateway of Tethmosis L as the

name of one of the 1 13 tribes conquered by him. In a later

inscription of Rameses 11. at Karnak (c. 1300 n.c.) Ber§kerata is

given as that of a southern conquered people. Thus it is sug-

gested that Barabra is a real ethnical name, confused later wi&
Greek and Roman barbams, and revived in its proper meaning
subsequent to the Moslem conquest A tribe living on the banks
of the Nile between Wadi Haifa and Assuan arc called Barabra.

(See further Nubia.)

BARAOALDO, a river-port of north-eastern Spain, in the

province of Biscay
;
on the left bank of the river Nervion or

Ansa (in Basque, Ibaizabal), 5 m. by rail N.W. of Billiao. Pop.

(iqoo) 15,013. Few Spanish towns have developed more rapidly

than Barac^do, which nearly doubled its population between

iBfio and 1900. Durii^ this period many immigrant labourers

settled here ; for the ironworks and dynamite factory of Bara-

caldo prospered greatly, owing to the increased output of the

Biscayan mines, the extension of railways in the neighbourhood,

and the growth of shipping at Billiao. The low flat country

round Baracaldo is covered with maize, pod fruit and vines.

BARAGOA, a seaport city of N.£. Cuba, in Santiago province.

Pop. (1907) 5633. The town lies under high hills on a small

circular harbour accessible to small craft. The country round
about is extremely rugged. The hill culled the “Anvil of

Baracoa ” (about 3000 ft.) is remaikable for its extremely regular

formation. It completely dominates the city’s background,
and is a well-known sailors’ landmark. The town is the trading

centre of a large plantation region behind it and is the centre

of the banana and cocoanut export trade. There is a fort dating

from the middle of the x8th century. Baracoa is the oldest

town in Cuba, having been settled by Diego Velazquez in 1512.

It held from its foundation the honours of a city. From 15x2

to 1514 it was the capital of the island, and from 1518 to 1522

its church was the cathedral of the island’s first diocese. Both
honours were taken from it to be given to Santiago da Cuba

;

and for two centuries after this Baracoa zemained an obscure

village, with little commerce. In the i6th century it was re-

peatedly plundered by pirates until it came to terms with them,
gave them welcome harbourage, and based a less precarious

existence upon c.ontinuous illicit trade. Until the middle of the

18th century Baracoa was almost without connexion with

Havana and Santiago. In the wars of the end of the century

it was a place of deposit for French and Spanish corsairs. At
this time, too, about 100 fugitive immigrant families from
Santo Domingo greatly augmented its industrial importance.

In 2807 an unsuccessful att^ was made upon the city by an
English force. In 1826 the port was opened to foreign commerce.
BARAHONA DB SOTO, LUIS (1535 ?-i595), Spanish poet,

was born about 1535 at Lucena (Cordova), was educated at

Granada, and practised as a physician at Cdrdova. His prmcipai
poem is the Primera pmte dt la Angelica (1586), a continuation

of the Orlando furioso

;

the second part was long believed to

be lost, but fragments of it have been identified in tlw anonymous
Didlogos do la montma, first printed in 1890 ; the Didlogos also

embody fragments of d poem by Barahona entitled Los Principios

del mundo, and many graceful juries by the same writer have been
publbhed by Francisco Rodriguez Marin. Cervantes describes

Barahona as “ one of the best poets not only in Spain, Imt in

the whole worid ”
;

this is friendly hyperbole. Nevertheless

Barahona has high merits
:
poetic imagination, ingenious fancy,

and an exceptional mastery of the methods transplanted to
Spain from Italy. His Ang&ca has been reproduced m iacskaile

(New York, 1904) by Arcto M, Huntington.

See F. Rodriguez Marin, £.«i< Barahom de SoSo, estudio biogtdfioo,
bibtiografico, y critico (Madrid, 190j) ; Didlogos de la monterh, edited
by F. R. dc Uhagt^,(Madrid, iBgp)*

(J. Fi-KO

BARAinB» ABAILB OUILLMU PROBPRR IRmilUBR,
Barox bx (1782-^1866), French statesman and historian, the
son of an advocate, was bom at Riom on the soth of June 1782.
At the age of sbeteen he enteted the £cole Polyte^naqae at
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Paris, and at twenty obtained his first appointment in the civil

service. His abilities secured him rapid prom^ion, and in 1806

he obtained the post of auditor to the council of state. After

being employed in several political missions in Germany, Poland

and Spain, during the next two years, he became prefect of

Vendee. At the time of the return of Nap>oleon 1 . he held the

prefecture of Nantes, and this post he immediately resigned.

On the second restoration of the Bourbons he was made councillor

of state and secretary-general of the ministry of the interior.

After filling for several years the post of director-general of

indirect taxes, he was created in 1819 a peer of France and was

prominentamong the Liberals. After the revolution of July 1830,

M. de Barante was appointed ambassador to Turin, and five

years later to St Petersburg. Throughout the reign of Louis

PhilipfMi he remained a supporter of the government
; and after

the fall of the monarchy, in February 1848, he withdrew from
political affairs and retired to his country seat in Auvergne.

Shortly before his retirement he had been made grand cross of

the Legion of Honour. Barante ’s Hisioire des dues de Bourgogne

de la maison de ydots, which appeared in a series of volumes
between 1824 and 1828, procured him immediate admission to

the French Academy. Its narrative qualities, and purity of

style, won high praise from the romantic school, but it exhibits

a lack of the critical sense and of scientific scholarship. Amongst
his other literary works are a Tableau de la litterature fran^aise

au dixhuitUme siede, of which several editions were published
;

Des Communes et de Varisiocraiie (1821) ;
a French translation

of the dramatic works of Schiller; Questions constiiuiionneUes

(1850); Hisioire de la Convention Nationale^ which appeared
in six volumes between 1851 and 1853 ;

Hisioire du Directoire

de la Republique franqaise (1855) ;
Etudes historiques et bio-

graphiques (1857); La Vie politique de M. Royer-Collard (1861).

The version of Hamlet for Guizot’s Shakespeare was his work.
He died on the 22nd of November 1866.

His Souvenirs were published by his grandson (Paris, 1890-99).
See also the article by Guizot in the Revue des deux Mondes^ J uly 1867.

BARASAT, a subdivisional town in the district of the Twenty-
four Parganas, Bengali, India, For a considerable time Barasat
town was the headquarters of a joint magistracy, known as the

Barasat District,” but in 1861, on a readjustment of boundaries

Barasat district was abolished by order of government, and
was converted into a subdivision of the Twenty-four Parganas.

Pop. (1901) 8634. It forms a striking illustration of the rural

character of the so-called ” towns ” in Bengal, and is merely

an agglomeration of 41 separate villages, in which all the opera-

tions of husbandry go on precisely os in the adjacent hamlets.

BARATIER, JOHANN PHILIPP (1721-1740), German scholar

of precocious genius, was bom at Schwabach near Nuremberg
on the loth of January 1721. His early education was most
carefully conducted by his father, the pastor of the French
church at Schwabach, and so rapid was his progress that by the

time he was five years of age he could speak French, Latin

and Dutch with ease, and read Greek fluently. He then studied

Hebrew, and in three years was able to translate the Hebrew
Bible into Latin or Fre.ich. Hecollected materials for a dictionary

of rare and difficult Hebrew words, with critical and philological

observations
;
and when he was about eleven years old trans-

lated from the Hebrew Tudela’s Jtinerarium. In his fourteenth

year he was admitted master of arts at Halle, and received into

the Royal Academy at Berlin. 1110 last years of his short life

he devoted to the study of history and antiquities, and had
collected materials for histories of the Thirty Years’ War and
of Antitrinitarianism, and for an Inquiry concerning Egyptian
Antiquities. His health, which had always been weak, gave
way completely under these labours, and he died on the 5th of

October 1740. He had published eleven separate works, and
left a great quantity of manuscript.

BARATYNSKI, JEWGENU ABRAMOVIOH (1800-1844),
Russian poet, was a^eated at the tbyal sdiool at St Petsnburg
and then entered the army. He served for eight years in

lunland, where he composed his first poem Eia. T^ugh the

interest of friends he obtained leave from the tsar to retire from
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the army, and settled in 1827 near Moscow. There he completed

his chief work The Gipsy

^

a poem written in the style of Pushkin.

He died in at Naples, whither he had gone for the sake of

the milder climate.

A collected edition of his poems appeared at St Petersburg, m
2 vols. in 1835; later edition.*?, Moscow 1869, and Kazan 1884.

BARB* (1) (From Lat. barba, a beard), a term used in various

senses, of the folds of mucous membrane under the tongue of

horses and cattle, and of a disease affecting that part, of the

wattles round the mouth of the barbel, of the backward turned
points of an arrow and of tlie piece of folded linen worn over the

neck by nuns. (2) (From Fr. barbe^ meaning “ from Barbary *’),

a name applied to a breed of horses imported by the Moors into

Spain from Barbary, and to a breed of pigeons.

BARBACENA, an inland town of Brazil, in the state of Minas
Geraes, 150 m. N.N.W. of Rio de Janeiro and about 3500 ft.

above sea-level. The surrounding district is diiefiy agricultural,

producing coffee, sugar-cane, Indian com and cattle, and the

town has considerable commercial importance. It is also noted
for its healthiness and possesses a large sanatorium much fre-

quented by convalescents from Rio de Janeiro during the hot
season. Barbacena was formerly a principal distributing centre

for the mining districts of Minas Geraes, but this distinction

was lost when the railway^ were extended beyond that point.

BARBADOS, or Babbadobs, an island in the British West
Indies. It lies 78 m. E. of St Vincent, in 13® 4' N. and 59® 37' W.

;

is 21 m. long, 14$ m. at its broadest, and 166 sq. m. (106,470 acres)

in extent (roughly equalling the Isle of Wight). Its coasts are

encircled with coral reefs, extending in some places 3 m. seaward.

In its configuration the island is elevated but not mountainous.
Near the centre is its apex, Mount Hillaby (1100 ft.), from which
the land falls on all sides in a series of terraces to the sea. So
gentle is the incline of the hills that in driving over the well-

constructed roads the ascent is scarcely noticeable. I’he only

natural harbour is Carlisle Bay on the south-western coast,

which, however, is little better than a shallow roadstead, only

accessible to light draught vessels.

Geology .—The oldest rocks of Barbados, known as the Scotland
series, are of shallow water origin, consisting of coarse grits, brown
sandstones and sandy clays, in places saturated with petroleum
and traversed by veins of maiijak. They have been folded and
denuded, so as to fonn the foundation on which rest the later beds
of the island. Upon the denuded edges of the Scotland beds lies

the Oceanic series. It includes chalky limestones, siliceous

earths, red clay, and, at the top, a layer of mudstone composed
mainly of volcanic dust. The limestones contain Globigerinu
and other Foraminifera, the siliceous beds are made of Radiolaria,
sponge spicules and diatoms, while the red clay closely resembli?.?

the red clay of the deepest parts of the oceans. There can be no
doubt that the whole series was laid down in deep waters. The
Oceanic series is generally overlaid directly, and unconformably,
by coral limestones

;
but at Bissex Hill, at the base of the coral

limestones, and resting unconformably upon the Oceanic series,

there is a Globigerina marl. The Coral Limestone series lies

indifferently upon the older beds. A1though of no great thickness
it covers six-sevenths of the island, rising in a series of steps or
platforms to a height of nearly tioo ft.

Even the Scotkmd series probably belongs to the Tertiary

system, but owing to the want of characteristic fossils, it is

impossible to determine with any degree of certainty the precise

bomotaxis of the several formations. Jukes-Browne and
Haroon ascribe the Scotland beds to the Eocene or Oligocene
period, the Oceanic series to the Miocene, the Bissex Hill marls
to the Pliocene, and the coral limestones partly to the Pliocene

and partly to the Pleistocene. But these correlations rest upon
imp^ect evidence.

Sandstone, and clays suitable for brick-making, ate found in

the district of Scotland, so called from a fancied resemblance to

the Highlands of North Britain. The only other mineral product
is manjak, a species of asphalt, also found in this district and to
some extent exported.

Climate, 6*c.—The climate of Barbadoe is pleasant The
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seasons are divided into wet and dry, the latter (extending from
December to the end of May) being also the cold season. Hie
temperature ranges from 70° F. to 86® F., rarely, even on the

coldest days, falling below 65° F. The average annual rainfall

is about 60 in., September being the wettest month. For eight

months the invigorating N.E. trade winds temper the tropical

heat. The absence of swamps, the porous nature of the soil,

and the extent of cultivation account for the freedom of the island

from miasma. Fever is unknown. The climate has a beneficial

effect on pulmonary diseases, especially in their earlier stages,

and is remarkable in arresting the decay of vital power consequent

upon old age. Leprosy occurs amongst the negroes, and elephan-

tiasis is so frequent as to be known as “ Barbados leg,”

Industries .—The cultivation of sugar was first introduced in

the middle of the 17th century, and owing to the cheapness

of lal)Our, the extreme fertility of the soil and the care bestowed

on its cultivation, became the staple product of the island.

Cotton growing has recently l)ecome of importance. The few

other industries include rum distilleries and factories for chemicals,

ice and tobacco. A railway a8 m. long runs from Bridgetown
partly round the coast. The island is a place of call for almost

all the steamships plying to and from the West Indies, and is a
great centre of distribution. There is direct communication at

frequent intervals with England, the United States, Canada and
the other We.st Indian islands.

Population and Administration .—The greater part of the

inhabitants belong to the Church of England, which exceeds in

numbers the comlDined total of all other denominations. The
island is the see of a bishop, who, with the clergy of all creeds,

is paid by the government. The chief educational establishment

is Codrington College, founded by Colonel Christopher Codrington,

who in 1710 bequeathed two estates to the Society for the Propaga-

tion of the Gospel. It trains young men for holy orders and is

affiliated to the university of Durham. Harrison (College and
The Lodge are secondary schools for boys. Queen’s College for

girls. Tlierc are several second grade and a large number of

primary schools. The colony possesses representative institutions

but not responsible government. The crown has a veto on

legislation and the home government appoints the public ofRcials,

excepting the treasurer. The island is administered by a

gov ernor, assisted by an executive council, a legislative council

of 9 nominated members, and a house of assembly of 24

members elected on a limited franchise. Barbados is the

headquarters of the Imperial ^ricultural Department of the

West Indies, to which (under Sir Daniel Morris) the island owes

the development of cotton growing, &c. The majority of the

population consists of negroes, passionately attached to the

island, who have a well-marked physiognomy and dialect of

their own, and are more intelligent than the other We.st Indian

negroes. They outnumber the whites by 9 to i. Barbados is

one of the most densely populated areas in the world. In 1901

the numbers amounted to 195,588, or 1178 to the sq, m., and in

1906 they were 196,287. There are no crown lands nor forests.

Towns .—Bridgetown (pop. 21,000), the capital, situated on

the S.W. coast, is a pretty town nestling at the foot of the hills

leading to the uplands of the interior. It has a cathedral,

St Michael’s, which also serves as a parish church, fn Trafalgar

Square stands the earliest monument erected to the memory of

Nelson. There are a good many buildings, shops, pleasure

grounds, a handsome military parade and exquisite beaches.

Pilgrim, the residence of the governor, is a fine mansion about

a mile from the city. FontaMle and Hastings are fashionable

suburban watering-places with good sea-bathing. Speighstown

(1500) is the only other town of any size.

/ftrftffy.—OjMnions differ as to the derivation of the name of

the island. It may be the Spanish word for the hanging branches

of a vine which strike root in the ground, or the name may have

been given from a species of bearded fig-tree. In the i6th*century

maps the name is variously rendered St Bernardo, Bemados,

Barbudoso, Bamodos and Bamodo. There are more numerous

traces of the Carib Indians here than in any other of the Antilles.

Barbados is thought to have been first visited by the Portuguese.

Its history has some special features, showing as it does the

process of peaceful colonizatian, for the island, acquired without

conquest, has never been out of the possession of the British.

It was touched in 1605 by the British ship Olive Blossom,”

whose crew, finding it uni^abited, took possession in the name
of James I.

;
but the first actual settlement was made in 1625,

at the direction of Sir William Courteen under the patent of

Lord Leigh, afterwards earl of Marlborough, to whom the island

had been granted by the king. Two years later, a compromise
having been effected with Lord Marlborough, a grant of the

island was obtained by the earl of Carlisle, whose claim wws
based on a grant, from the king, of all the Cariblrean islands in

1624 ; and in 1628 Charles Wolferstone, a native of Bermuda,
was appointed governor. In the same year sixty-four settlers

arrived at Carlisle Bay and the present capital was founded.

During the (’ivil War in England many Royalists sought refuge

in Barbados, where, under Lord Willoughby (who had leased the

island from the earl of Carlisle), they offered stout resistance to

the forces of the Commonwealth. Willoughby, hCwever, was

ultimately defeated and exiled. After the Restoration, to

appease the planters, doubtful as to the title under which they

held the estates which they had converted into valuable

properties, the proprietary or patent interest was abolished,

and the crown took over the government of the island ; a duty

of % on all exports being imposed to satisfy the claims of

the patentees. In 1684, under the governorship of Sir Richard

Dutton, a census was taken, according to which the population

then consisted of 20,000 whites and 46,000 slaves. The European
wars of the i8th century caused much suffering, as the ^ est

Indies were the scene of numerous battles between the British

and the French. During this period a portion of the 4} % duty

was returned to the colony in the form of the governor’s salary.

In the course of the American War of Independence Barbados
again experienced great hardships owing to the restrictions

placed upon the importation of provisions from the American
colonies, and in 1778 the distress became so acute that the

British government Imd to send relief. For three years after the

peace of Amiens in 1802 the colony enjoyed uninterrupted calm,

but in 1805 it was only saved from falling into the hands of the

French by the timely arrival of Admiral Cochrane. Since that

date, however, it has remained unthreatened in the possession of

the British. Hie rupture between Great Britain and the United

States in 1812 caused privateering to be resumed, the trade of

the colony being thereby almost destroyed. This led to an

agitation for the repeal of the 4} % duty, but it was not till

1858 that the efforts to secure this were successful. The abolition

of slavery in 1834 was attended by no ill results, the slaves

continuing to work for their masters as hired servants, and a

period of great prosperity succeeded. The proposed confedera-

tion of the Windward Islands in 1876, however, provoked riots,

which occasioned considerable loss of life and property, but

secured for the people their existence as a separate colony.

Hurricanes are the scourge of Barbados, those of 1780, 1831,

and 1898 being so disastrous as to necessitate relief measures on

the part of the home government
See Ligon. History~oi Barbados (1657) ; Oldmixon, British Empire

in America (1741) ; A Short History of Barbados (1768) ; Remarks
upon the Short History (1768) ;

Poyer, History of Barbados (1808) ;

Capt. Thom. Southey, Ckron. Hist, of W. Indies (1827) ; Schom-
burgk. History of Barbados (1848) ; J. H. S. Moxby, Account of a
West Indian Sanatorium (1886) ;

N. D. Davis. The Cavaliers and
Roundheads of Barbados (1887) ; J. H. Stark, History and Guide to

Barbados (1893) ; R. T. Hill. Cuba and Porto Rico DSot)* For
geology, see A. J. Jukes-Browno and J. B. Harrison, The Geology
of Barbados/' Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc. London, vol. xlvii. (1891),

pp. 197-250, vol. xlviii. (1892), pp, 170-226
: J. W. Gregory, ” Con-

tributions to the Palaeontolo^ and Physical Gec^ogy of the West
Indies," vol. U. (1895), pp. 255-310 ; G. F. Franks and LB.
Harrison, " The Glob^erina-marls and Basal Reef-rocks of Bar-
bados," ibid. vol. liv. (189^, pp. 540-555; J, W. Spencer. “On
the Geological and Physical Development of Barbados ; with Notes
on Trinidad," ibid. vol. Iviii. (1902), pp; 354-367.

BARBARA, iAlRT, a virgin martyr and saint of the Roman
Catholic and Orthodox Eastern Churches, whose festival day is

December 4th. Her legend b tiiat she was immured in a tower
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by her father who was opposed to her marriage ;
that she was

converted to Christianity by a follower of Origen, and that

when her father ieamt this, he behwded her. The place of her

martyrdom is variously given as Heliopolis, as a town of Tuscany,

and as Nicomedia, Bithynia, about the year 235. St Barbara is

the patron saint of armourers and gunsmiths, and her protection

IS sought specially against lightning.

BARBARIAN (Gr. Iddp/Japui), the name among the early

Greeks for all foreigners. The word is probably onomatopoetic,

designed to represent the uncouth babbling of which languages

other than their own appeared to the Greeks to consist. Even

the Romans were included in the term. The word soon

assumed an evil meaning, becoming associated with the vices

and savage natures of which they believed their enemies to

be possessed. "I'he Romans adopted the word for all peoples

other than those under Greco-Romarj influence and doinination.

It has long become synonymous with a general lack of civilization.

BARBARO, ERMOLAO (Hermolaus Barbarus) (i4S4
-*1493),

Italian scholar, was born at Venice on the 21st of May 1454.

At an early age he was sent to Rome, wliore he studied under

Pomponius Laetus. He completed his education at the uni-

versity of Padua, where he was appointed professor of philosophy

in 1477. Two years later he revisited Venice, but returned to

Padua when the plague broke out in his native city. He was

sent on various missions to persons of high rank, amongst them

Pope Innocent VIIL, by whom he was nominated to the im-

portant oflfice of patriarch of Aquileia (1491). The Venetian

senate, however, refused to ratify the appointment, which,

contrary to the law, he had accepted without first obtaining its

sanction. He was banished and forced to resign the patriarchate,

under the threat of being punished vicariously by the confiscation

of his father's property. Barbarus remained at Rome, in receipt

of a small pension from the pontifical government, until bis death

(proliably from the plague) on the i4lh of June 1493 (according

to some, two years later). He edited and translated a number

of classical works, of which the most important were : Casit^a-

Hones P/mwwae (1492), in which he boasted of having made 5000

corrections in the text of Pliny’s Natural HisUity
;
Themistius’

Paraphrases of certain works of Aristotle (1480); Aristotle’s

Rhetorica (published in 1 544); Castigationes inPompontum Melam

(1493).

BARBAROSSAC' Rcdbeard ”),the name given by the Christians

to a family of Turkish admirals and sea rovers of the i6th century,

—Arbuj and Khizr {alias Khair-ed-Din) and Hasran the son of

Khair-ed-L)in. As late as 1840, Captain Walsin Esterhazy,

author of a history of the Turkish rule in Africa, ventured the

guess that " Barbarossa ” was simply a mispronunciation of

BdbA Arouj, and the supposition has been widely accepted.

But the prefix Bdb4 was nut applied to Arouj by contemporaries.

His name is given in Spanish or Italian form a»s
** Orux ” or

“ Harrach ” or “ Ordiche.” The contemporary Arab chronicle

published by S. Rang and F. Denis in 1837 says explicitly that

Barbarossa was the name applied by Christians to Khair-ed-Din.

It was no doubt a nickname given to the family on account of

their red or tawny lieards (Lat. barba). The founder of the family

was Yakub, a Roumeliot, probably of Albanian blood, who
settled in Mitylene after its conquest by the Turks. He was a

roasting trader and skipper, and had four sons—Elias, Isaak,

Arouj and Khizr, all said to have been bom after 1482. Khizr

became a potter and Isaak a trader, Elias and Arouj took to

sea rradng. In an action with a galley of the Knights of Saint

John, then established at Rhodes, Rtias was killed and Arouj

taken prisoner ; the latter was ransomed by a Turkish pasha

and returned to the sea. For some time he served the Mamelukes

who still held Egypt. During the conflictbetween the Mamelukes

and the sultan Selim I., he considered it more prudent to transfer

himself to Tonis. The incessant conflicts among the Berber

princes of northern Africa gave him employment as a mercezmry,

which he varied by piratical raids on the trade of the Christians.

At Tunis he was joined by Khizr, who took, or was endowed wkh,
the name of Khair^d-Din. Isaak aoon followed his brothers.

Arouj and Khair-ed-Din joined the exiled Moors of Granada in
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raids on the Spanish coast. They also pushed their fortunes by

fighting for, or murdering and supplantii^, the native African

princes. Their headquarters were in the island of Jerba in the

Gulf of Gabes. They attempted in 1512 to take Bougie from the

Spaniards, but were beaten ofif, and Arouj lost an arm, shattered

by an arquebus shot. In 1514 they took Jijelli from the Genoese,

and after a second beating at Bougie in 1515 were called in by

the natives of Cherchel and Algiers to aid them against the

Spaniards. They occupied the towns and murdered the

native ruler who called them in. The Spaniards still held the

little rocky island which gives Algiers its name and forms the

harbour. In 1518 Arouj was drawn away to take part in a

civil war in Tlem^en. He promptly murdered the prince he

came to support and seized the town for himself. The rival

party then ^led in the Spaniards, by whom Arouj was expelled

and slain while fleeing at the Rio ^ado. Khair-ed-Din clung

to his possessions on the coast and appealed to the sultan Selim I.

He was named beylerbey by the sultan, and with him began the

establishment of Turkish rule in northern Africa. For years he

was engaged in subduing the native princes, and in carrying on

warfare with the Christians. In 1519 he repelled a Spanish

attack on Algiers, but could not expel his enemies from the island

till 1529. As a combatant in the forefront of the war with the

Christians he became a great hero in Islam, and dreaded by its

enemies under his name of Barbarossa. In 1534 he seized Tunis,

acting as capitan pasha for the sultan Suleiman. The emperor

CBarles V. intervened on behalf of the native prince, retook the

town, and destroyed great part of Barbarossa's fleet. The corsair

retaliated by leading what remained of his navy on a plundering

raid to the Balearic Islands. During the remainder of his life

—

till 1547—Barbarossa, though still beylerbey of northern Africa,

was mainly engaged as capitan pasha in co-operating with the

armies of the sultan Suleiman in the east. He was absent from

Algiers when it was attacked by Charles V. in 1 541 . In i S43''i 544
he commanded the fleet which Suleiman sent to the coast of

Provence to support Francis 1 . Barbarossa would not allow the

bells of the Christian churches to be rung while his fleet was at

anchor in the ports. He plundered the coast of Italy on his

way back to Constantinople. When he died in his palace at

Constantinople he was succeeded as beylerbey of Africa by his

son Hassan. Hassan Barbarossa, like his father, spent most of

his life in the Levant, but was occasionally in Africa when the

influence of his family was required to suppress the disorders of

the Turkish garrisons. He left it for the last time in 1567, and is

said by Hammcr-Purgstali to have been present at Lepanto in

1571. His last years are obscure.

Authokitibs. Th^ Ihstory of the Ottoman Empire, by Johcpli vou
Hammcr-Purgstali (French translation J. J. Hellcrt, 1 ^35

- 1 ^43 )'

contains accounts of the Barbarossas. but requires to be corrected

by other authorities. See l.a Fondation de la rigence d'Alger,

histoire des Harherausse, chraniqm arabe du A'F/^ si/^cle, pub-

lislied by Saiuicr Kang and Ferdinand Dcuhs, Paris, 1837
curious Moslem version of their story. H. D. de Gramniunt has

collected later evidence in his Histoire d'Alger (Paris. 1887) :
and

he discusses the origin of the name in a paper contributed to the

Rivue Africaine, No. 171. Their campaigus are told in a re^able
way with the advantage of technical knowledge by Ad. Juricn de

la Gravi^re in Ees Corsaires barbaresques et la marine de Solitnan le

Crand (1887), and Doria et Bay^taromse (t886). The History of the

Maritime Wars of the Turks, by Hajji Khalifa (translat^Kl bv j.

Mitchell k>r tiic Oriental Translation Fund, 1831). is said to have

be^ founded on evidence collected by order of tlie sultan Suleiman.

BARBAROUX, CHARLES JEAN MARIE (i 767-i794)> French

revolutionist, was educated at first by the Oratorians of Marseilles

then studied law, and became a successful advocate. He was

appointed secretary (greffier) to the commune of Marseilles, and

in 1792 was commi.ssioned to go to the Legislative Assembly and

demand die accusation of the directory of the department of

Bouches-du-Rhone, as accomplice in a royalist movement in

Arles. At Paris he was received in the Jacobin club and entered

into relations with
J. P. Brissot and the Rolands. It was at his

instigation that Marseilles sent to Paris the battalion of volunteers

which contributed to the insurrection of the loth of August 1792

against the king. Returning to Maiaeillet he helped to repress

a royalist movement at Avignon and on uUrarJacobin movement
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at Marseilles^ and was elected deputy to the Convention by 775
votes out of 776 voting* From the first he posed as an opponent
of the Mountain, accused Robespierre of aiming at the dictator-

ship (25th of September 1792), attacked Marat, and proposed to

break up the commune of Paris. Then he got the act of accusa-

tion against Louis XVI. adopted, and in &e trial voted for his

death without appieal and without delay/’ During the final

struggle between the Girondists and the Mountain, he refused

to resign as deputy and rejected the offer made by the sections

of Paris to give hostages for the arrested representatives. He
succeeded in escaping, hrst to Caen, where he organized the civil

war, then to Saint-Emilion near Bordeaux, where he wrote hk
Menwires, which were published in 1822 by his son, and re-edited

in 1866. Discovered, he attempted to shoot himself, but was

only wounded, and was taken to Bordeaux, where he was

guillotined when his identity was established.

Sec Ch. Vatel, Charlotte Cordm’ et ies Gitondins (Paris, 1873)

;

A. Aulard, Orateurs de la Legislative et de la Convention (Paris,

2nd ed., lyoO).

BARBARY, the general designation of that part of northern

Africa bounded E. by Egypt, W. by the Atlantic, S. by the

Sahara and N. by the Mediterranean, comprising the states of

Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Tripoli. The name is derived

from the Berbers, the chief inhabitants of the region,

BARBARY APE, a tailless monkey inhabiting Algeria,

Morocco, and the rock of Gibraltar (where it may have been

introduced), and referable to tlie otherwise Asiatic group of

macaques, in whicli it alone represents the subgenus Inuus,

This monkey, Macaetts inuus, is light yellowish-brown above

and yellowish-white lielow, with the naked part of the face

flesh-coloured. It is entirely terrestrial in habits, at least on

Gibraltar, and goes about in droves.

BARBARY PIRATES. The coast population of northern

Africa has in past ages been addicted to piratical attacks on the

shores of Europe opposite. Throughout the decline of the

Roman empire, the barbarian invasions, the Mahommedan
conquest and the middle ages, mere piracy always existed by

the side of the great strife of peoples and religions. In the course

of the 14th century, when the native Berber dynasties were

in decadence, piracy became particularly flagrant. The town

of Bougie was then the most notorious haunt of these “ skimmers

of the sea,” But the savage robber powers which, to the dis-

grace of ICurope, infested the commerce and the coasts, not only

of the Mediterranean but even for a time of the ocean
;
who were

not finally suppressed till the 19th century was well advanced

;

' and who are properly known as the Barbary pirates, arose in

the i6th century, attained their greatest height in the 17th,

declined gradually throughout the i8th and were extinguished

about 1830. Isolated cases of piracy have occurred on the Rif

coast of Morocco even in our time, but the pirate communities

which lived by plunder and could live by no other resource,

vanished with the French conquest of Algiers in 1830. They are

intimately connected with the general history of northern Africa

from about 1492 to their end. The story of the establishment of

Turkish rule in northern Africa and of the revolutions of Morocco

must be sought under the heads of Turkey, Tripoli, Tunisia,

Algeria and Morocco.
In dealing with the pirates, it will be sufficient to note a few

leading dates. The conquest.of Granada in 1492 by the Catholic

sovereigns of Spwn drove many Moors into exile. They revenged

themselves by piratical attaclu on the Spanish coast. They had

the help of Moidem adventurers from the Levant, of whom the

most successful were Arouj and his brother Khair-cd-Din, natives

of Mitylene, both of whom were known to the Christians liy

the m^name of Barbarossa {q.v.) or Redbeard.” Spain in

self-defence began to conquer the coast towns of Oran, Algiers

and Turns. Arouj havii^ fallen in battle with the Spaniards

m 1518, his brother Khair-ed-Din appealed to Selim, the sultan

of Turkey, who tent him troops. He drove the Spaniards in

1529 from the rocky island in front of Algiers, where they had a
fort, and was the founder of the Turkish power. From about

1518 till the death of Uluch Ali in 1587, Algiers was the main seat

3%
of government of the beylerbeys of northern Africa, who ruled

over Tripoli, Tunisia and Algeria. From 1587 till 1659, they

were ruled by Turkish pashas, sent from Constantinople to govern

for three years ; but in the latter year a military revolt in Algiers

reduced the pashas to nonentities. From 1659 onwards, these

African cities, though nominally forming parts of the Turkish

empire, were in fact anarchical military republics which chose

their own rulers and lived by plunder.

It may be pointed out that during the first period (15x8^1587)

the beylerbeys were admirals of the sultan, comngtanding great

fleets and conducting serious operations of war for political ends.

They were slave-hunters and their methods were ferocious,

but their Christian enemies were neither more humane nor

more chivalrous. After 1587, plunder became the sole object

of thdr successors - plunder of the native tribes on land and of

all who went upon the sea. The maritime side of this long-Uved

brigandage was conducted b>' the captains, or reises, who formed

a class or even a corporation. Cruisers were fitted out by

capitalists and commanded by the reises. Ten per cent of the

value of the prizes was paid to tlie treasury of the pasha or h»
successors, who bore the titles of Agha or Dey or Bey. Bougie

was the chief shipbuilding port and the tiinl)cr was mainly drawn
from the country behind it. Until the 17th century the pirates

used galleys, but a Flemish renegade of the name of Simon
Danser taught them the advantage of using sailing ships. In this

century, indeed, the main stren^ of the pirates was supplied

by renegades from all parts of Christendom. An English

gentleman of the distinguished Buckinghamshire family of

Verney was for a time among them at Alters. This port was
so much the most formidable that the name of Algerine came to

he used as synonymous with Barbary pirate, but the same trade

was carried on, though with less energy, from Tripoli and Tunis—
as abo from towns in the empire of Morocco, of which the most
notorious was Salli. The introduction of sailing ships save

increased scope to the activity of the pirates. While the galleys,

being unfit for the high seas, were confined to the Mediterranean

and the coast, the sailing vessels ranged into the Atlantic as far

as the Canaries or even to Iceland. In 1651 a Flemish renegade,

known as Murad Reis, sacked Baltimore in Ireland, and carried

away a number of captives who were seen in the slave-market

of Algiers by the French historian Pierre Dan.

The first half of the 17th century may be described as the

flowering time of the Barbary pirates. More than 20,000 captives

were said to be imprisoned in Algiers alone. The richwere allowed

to redeem tliemselves, but the poor were condemned to slavery.

Their masters would not in many cases allow them to secure

freedom by professing Mahommedamsm. A long list might be

given of people of good social position, not only Italians or

Spaniards, but German or English travellers in the south, who
were captives for a time. The chief sufferers were the inhabitants

of the coasts of Sicily, Naples and Spain. Rut all traders be-

longing to nations which did not pay blackmail in order to secure

immunity were liable to be taken at sesL The payment of black-

mail, disguised as presents or ransoms, did not always secure

safet>^ with the.se faithless barbarians. The most poweriul states

in Europe condescended to make payments to them asid to

tolerate their insults. Religious orders—the Redemptionists

and Lazarites—were founded to work for the redemption of

captives and large legades were left for that purpose m many
countries. The continued existence of this African piracy was
indeed a disgrace to Europe, for it was due to tHe jealousies of

the powers themselves. France encouraged them during her

rivalry with Spain ;
and when she had no further need of them

they were supported against her by Great Britain and Holland.

In the i8th century British public men were not ashamed to

say that Barbaiy piracy was a useful check on the competition

I

of the weaker Mediterranean nations in the carryii^ trade. ..

When Lord Exmouth sailed to coerce Algiers in s&i6, he ex-

pressed doubts ia a private letter whether the soppression of

friracy would be acceptable to the trading commiimity. Every
power was, indeed, d^irous to secure immunity lor itself and
more or leas ready to compel Tripoli, Tunb, Algiers, SalU and
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the rest to respect its trade and its subjects. In 1655 the British

admiral, Robert Blake, was sent to teach them a lesson, and he

gave the Tunisians a severe beating. A long series of expeditions

was undertaken by the British fleet during the reign of Charles IL,

sometimes single-handed, sometimes in combination with the

Dutch. In 1682 and 1683 the French bombarded Algiers. On
the second occasion the Algerines blew the French consul from

a gun during the action. An extensive list of such punitive

expeditions could be made out, down to the American operations

of 1801-5 and 1815. But in no case was the attack pushed

home, and it rarely happened that the aggrieved Christian state

refused in the end to make a money payment in order to

secure peace. The frequent wars among tliem gave the pirates

numerous opportunities of breaking their engagements, of which

they never failco to take advantage.

After the general pacification of 1815, the suppression of

African piracy was universally felt to be a necessity. The
insolence of a Tunisian squadron which sacked Palma in the

island of Sardinia and carried off 1 58 of its inhabitants, roused

widespread indij^nation. Other influences were at work to bring

about their extinction. Great Britain had acquired Malta and
the Ionian Islands and had now many Mediterranean subjects.

She was also engaged in pressing the other European powers to

join with her in the suppression of the slave trade which the

Barbaiy states practised on a large scale and at the expense of

Europe. The suppression of the trade was one of the objects of

the congress of Vienna. Great Britain was called on to act for

Europe, and in 1816 Lord Exmouth was sent to obtain treaties

from Tunis and Algiers. His first visit produced diplomatic

documents and promises and he sailed for England. While he

was negotiating, a number of British subjects had been brutally

ill-treated at Bona, without his knowledge. The British govern-

ment sent him back to secure reparation, and on the 27th of

August, in combination with a Dutch squadron under Admiral
Van de Capellen, he administered a smashing bombardment to

Algiers. The lesson terrified the pirates both of that city and of

Tunis into giving up over 3000 prisoners and making fresh

promises. But they were not reformed and were not capable of

reformation. Algiers renewed its piracies and slave-taking,

though on a smaller scale, and the measures to be taken with it

were discussed at the conference or congress of Aix-la-Chapelle

in 1818. In 1824 another British fleet under Admiral Sir Harr}'

Neal had again to bombard Algiers. The great pirate city was
not in fact Sioroughly tamed till its conquest by France in 1830,

Authorities.-- The Hisioite d'Alfjer of H. D. de Grammont (Paris,

1887) is based on original authorltic.s. Sir K. L. Playfair's Scourge

of Christtndom (London. 1884) given the history of tlic British con-
sulate in Algiers. The main authorities for the early history of the
Darbary states are : --Luis del Marmol Carvajal, Descripcion de A frica

(Granada. 1573) ;
Diego de Hacdo, Topografhia e Historia General de

Argil (VaUadolid. 1612) ; and Pire J’ierre Dan. Histoire de Barbaric
$i de ses corsaires (Paris, 1O37). The readable treatises of Ad. Jurien
de la Gravidre, all published in Pans. Doria et Batberous&e (1886),
l.e$ Conairec barbaresaues (1887), J,es Chevaliers de Malle (1887), and
I.a Guerre de Chypre (1888), deal with the epoch of the bevlerbeys
and the regular wars. For American work see Gardner Weld Allen,
Our Navy and ihe Barhary Corsam (New York, 1905)- (B. H.)

BARBAULD, ANNA LBTITIA (1743-1825), English poet and
miscellaneous writer, was bom at Kibworth-Harcourt, in

Leicestershire, on the aoth of June 1743. Her father, the Rev.

John Aik in, a Presbyterian minister and schoolmaster, taught

his daughter l^tin and Greek. In 1758 Mr Aikin removed his

family to Warrington, to act as theological tutor in a dissenting

academy there. In 7773 Miss Aikin jiublished a volume of

Poam, which was very successful, and co-operated with her

brother, Dr John Aikin, in a volume of MisceUoMom Pieces in

Prose. In 1774 she married Rochemont Barbauld, a member of

a French Protestant family settled in England. He had been

educated in ^ academy at Warrington, and was minister of

a Presbyterian church at Palgrave, in Suffolk, where, with his

wife's help, he estabibhed a boarding school. Her admirable

Hymns in Prose and Early Lessons were written for their pupils.

In 1785 she left England for the continent with her husb^d,
whose health was seriously impaired. On their return about

two years later, Mr Barbauld was appointed to a church at

Hampstead. In 1802 they removed to Stoke Newington. Mrs
Barbauld became well known in London literary circles. She
collaborated with Dr Aikin in his Evenings at Home

; in 1795
she publbhed an edition of Akenside’s Pleasures of Imaginaiim,

with a critical essay
;
two years later she edited Collins’s Odes

;

in 1804 she published a selection of papers from the English

Essayists, and a selection from Samuel Richardson’s corre-

rndence, with a biographical notice
;

in 1810 a collection of

British Novelists (50 vols.) with biographical and critical

notices ; and in 1811 her longest poem, Eighteen Hundred and
Eleven, giving a gloomy view of the existing state and future

prospects of Britain. This poem anticipated Macaulay in

contemplating the prospect of a vi.sitor from the antipodes

regarding at a future day the ruins of St Paul’s from a broken

arch of Blackfriars Bridge. Mrs Barbauld died on the 9th of

March 1825 ; her husband had died in 1808. A collected

edition of her works, with memoir, was published by her niece,

Lucy Aikin, in 2 vols., 1825.

Sec A. L. le Breton, Memoir of Mrs Barbauld (1874) ; G. A.
Life and Letters of Mrs A. L. Barbauld (1874) ; and Lady Thackeray
Ritchie. A Book of Sibyls (1883).

BARBECUE (Span, barbacoa), originally a framework on posts

placed over a fire on which to dry or smoke meat
;

hence, a
gridiron for roasting whole animals, arid in Cuba an upper floor

on which fruit or grain is stored. In the United States the word
means an open-air feast, either political or social, where whole
animals are roasted and eaten, and hogsheads of beer and other

vast quantities of food and drink consumed.

BARBED WIRE, a protective variety of fencing, consisting

usually of several strands of wire twisted together with sharp

spikes or points clinched or fastened into the strands.

In the United States, barbed wire for fencing was originally

suggested to meet conditions existing in the western states, by
reason of the large cattle -raising industry in section.s where
timlier was scarce. Prior to its introduction, a No. 9 round or

oval iron wire wa.s popular on the frontier of the United States

and in South America, as a fencing material. I^irge amounts
were used annually for this purpose, but iron lacked strength,

and single wire strand was not fully satisfactory on account of

stretching in warm and contracting in cold weather, and of thus

being broken. Cattle would rub against a smooth fence, and this

constant pressure loosened the posts and broke the wire. To
overcome this defect, ingenious people—the most successful

being farmers—set themselves to find a way by which wire could

be used and at the same time be free from destruction by the

'

animals it was intended to confine. This investigation resulted

in the invention of barbed wire. Soon after, automatic machinery

was invented for rapidly and cheaply placing the barb upon the

smooth wire, so that the cost of barbed wire is much less than the

cost of smooth wire when it was in general use. So immediately

did barbed wire find favour with the farmers of the United States,

and, in fact, all over the world, that the manufacture of wire

was revolutionized.

The history of barbed wire fencing is of recent date. In the

United States—the real home of this industr}^—^patents were

taken out by Lucien B. Smith, Kent, Ohio, in 1867 ; by William

B. Hunt, of Scott, N.V., at almost the same time
;

and by

Michael Kelly, of New York, a year later. The practical begin-

ning of the industry, however, was in the patents issued to

Joseph F. Glidden, I.)e Kalb, HI., 1874, on barbed fence wire,

and during the same year, to Joseph F. Glidden and Phineas

W. Vaughan, for a machine to manufacture the same. These

inventions were tlie foundation of the system of patents under

which barbed wire lias been protected and sold. The develop-

ment of the barbed wire industry would hardly have been possiMe

without steel. Iron wire, used for fencing prior to the introduc-

tion of steel, was not suitable, seeing that iron does not pos^
sufficient tensile strength and lacks homogeneity, qualities

which Bessemer and open-hearth steels possess in a high degree.

The advantages of galvanized barbed wire fencing are that it

is almost imperishable ; is no burden on the fx>sts ; does not
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oppose the wind with enough surface to rack the posts^ thus

allowing water to settle around them and rot them
;
is economical,

not only in the comparative cheapness of its first cost but also
^

in the amount of land covered by it ; and is effective as a barrier

against all kinds of stock and a protection against dogs and wild

beasts. Cattle, once discovering what it is, will not press against

it, nor even go near it, and thus it becomes an effective means of

dividing the farmer’s ranch into such fields as he may desire.

It is quickly and cheaply constructed, and has the advantage of

freedom from harbouring weeds. It affords no impediment to

the view. A man can see across his farm, and ascertain what is

going on in every portion within the scop>e of vision, as plainly

as if there were no fences. It does not contribute to the formation

of snow drifts as do other kinds of efficient fence. This makes

it a favourite form of fencing for railroads and along highways.

Finally, barbed wire composed of two wires twisted together,

once firmly put in place, will retain its taut condition through

many seasons without repair. The fact of the wire being twisted

allows it to adapt itself to all the varying temperatures.

The introduction of barbed wire met with some opposition in

America on supposed humanitarian grounds, but ample and

extended tests, both of the economy and the humanity of the

new material, silenced this objection. Now no American farmer,

especially in the west, ever thinks of putting any other kind of

fencing on his farm, unless it may be the new types of meshed

wire field fencing which have been coming so generally into use

since 1899. Generally speaking, the use of barbed wire fencing

in other countries has not been as extensive as in the western

United States. While it has been used on a comparatively large

scale in Argentina and Australia, both these countries use a much
larger quantity of plain wire fence, and in Argentina there is an

important consumption of high-carbon oval fence wire of great

strength, which apparently forms the only kind of fence that

meets the conditions in a satisfactory manner.

It is interesting to note the largely increased demand for meshed
wire field fencing in the more thickly settled portions of the United
Stales, and along the lines of railway. Beginning with 1899. there

has been an annual increase in this demand, owing to the scarcity

and high cost of labour, and the discontinuing of the building of

rail fences. Meshed wire is considered by many a better enclosure

for small animals, like sheep and hogs, than the liarbcd wire fence.

Barbed wire ha.s been popular with railroads, but of late mesiied
wire fiuicing has been substituted with advantage, the fabric being
made of wires of larger diameter than formerly, to insure greater

stability. The pojnilarity of barbed wire is nest shown by the
following statistics :

—

Approximate Proditction for the United States

Yfur. Tons barlied wire. Tons me.shed field fencing.

1874 .*5

1875 300
1870 1,500

1877 7,000
1878 13,000

1879 25,000 !

1880 40,000
1

1890 125,001)
1

1900 200,000
1 50,000

1907 250,000
1

Barbed wire is usually shipped to customers on wooden spools,

each holding approximately zoo tb or 80 to zoo rods. A hme is

provided through th(* centre of the spool for inserting a l^r, on
which the reel can revolve for unwinding the wire as it is put up.

After the wire is stretched in place, it is attached to the wooden posts

by means of galvanized stem wire staples, ordinarily made from
No. 9 wire. They are cut with a slzarp, long, diagonal point and can
lie oasily driven into the ])Osts. On account of the rapid decay and
destruction of wooden ^Kists, steel posts have become popular, as

also have reinforced concrete posts, which add materially to the
durability of the iencc. It is essential that barbed wire should
be stretched with great care. For this purpose a suitable barbed
wire stretcher is necessarv

.

Barbed wire fencing now manufactured in various patterns.

The genera] pmeas may be ontiinod briefly as follows The wire

is made of soft Bessemer or Siemens-Maran steel, and is drawn
in the wire miB in ^ usual way. Galvanizing is done by a con-
tinnous process. The coil of wire to be galvanizM is placed on a reel.

The gist end of the wire is led longitudinally through an annealing

iiiedium--^ther red-hot lead or heated fire-brick tuDM—of suflScient

length to soften the wire. From the annealinf inmaoe, the wire is

fed longitudinally through a bath of muriatic acid, which removos

the scale, and from the acid, after a thorough washing ip water, the

wire passes through a bath of spelter, heated slightly above the

melting point. After coming from the spelter and being cooled by

water, the wire is wound on suitable take-up blocks into ftnisbod

coils. From 30 to 60 wires are pass^ simultaneously ip parallel

lines through' this continuous galvanising apparatus, thus insunne

a largo ou^iut. The galvanizing gives the wire a bright finish and

aerv^ to protect it from the corrosive action of the atmosphere.

There is a considerable demand for painted fencing, in the manu-
facture of which the galvanizing is dispensed with, and the spools

of finished barbed wire, as tlicy come from the barbing machine,

are submerged in paint and dried. The barbing and twisting to-

gether oi the two longitudinal strand wires is done by automatic

machinerv. A brief description of the manufacture of a ancb'4 point

Glidden wire is as follows Two coils of wire on reels are placed

behind the machine, designed to form the. main or strand wires of

the fence. One of the main wires passes through the machine

longitudinally. One or two coils of wire are placed on reels at either

side of the machine for making 2 or 4 point wire respectively.

These wires are fed into the machme at right angles to the

wire. At each movement of the feeding mechanism, when fabn-

cating 2 point wire, one cross wire is fed fomard. A diagonal cut

forms a anarp point on the first end. The wire is again fed forward

and instantly wrapped firmly around one strand wire and cut ot
so as to leave a sharti point on the incoming wire as before, while

the bit of pointed wire cut off remains as a double -pointed steel

barb attached firmly to the strand wire. This wire armed with

barbs at regular intervals passes on through a guide, where it is met

by a second strand wire—a plain wire without tobs. The duplex

strand wires are attached to a take-up reel, which is caused to revolve

and take up the finished barbed wire simultaneously and in unison

with the barbing machine. In this way the strand wires are loosely

twisted into a 2-ply strand, armed with barbs projecting at right

angU‘s in every direction.

When once started, tlie operation of borbed wire making is con-

tinuous and rapid. The advantage of two strands is the automatic

adjustment to changes of temperature. When heat expands the

strands, the twist simply loosens without causing a sag. and when
cold contracts them, the twist tightens, all without materially

altering the relative lengths of the combined wires. A barbed wire

machine produces from 2000 to 3oot> lb of wire per day of ten hours.

In some American states, the use of barbed wire is regulated by
law, but as a rule these laws apply to placing barbed wire on high-

ways. Others prohibit the use of barbed wire fencing to indicate

the property Ime between dificreni owners, unless botli agree to its

use. In some statas the use ol barbed wire is prohibited unless it

has a top rail of lumlier.
, ,, ,

Barbed wire is also employed in conntixion with *’ olwtacles in

field fortifications, especially in what are known as “ high '•idre en-

tanglements.” Pointed stakes or ” pickets,” 4 ft. liigh, are planted

in rows and secured by ordinary wire to holdfasts or pegs in the

ground. Each picket is connected to all around it, top and bottom,

by lengths of barbed wire.

In England, where the use of barbed wire has also become common,
the Barbed Wire Act 1893 enacted that, where there is on any land

adjoining a highway within the county or district of a loc^ aut^rity,

a fence which i.s made with barbed wire {i.e. any wire with spikes or

jagged projections), or in which barbed wire has been placed, and

where such bar^d wire may probably be injurious to persom or

animals lawfully using the highway, the local authority may require

the occupier of the land to abate the nuisance by serving notlw in

writing upon him. If the occupier fails to do so within the specified

time, the local authority may apply to a court of summary juris-

diction. and such court, if satisfied that the barbed wire is a nuisance,

may by summary order direct the occupier to abate it, and on his

failure to comply with the order within a reasonable time, the local

authority may execute it and recover in a .summary manner from

occupier the expenflbft incurred.

BARBBL {Barbus vulgaris), a fish of the Cjyrinid family, which

is an inhabitant of the rivers of central Europe, and is very

locally distributed in England. It has four barbels (Lat. harha,

beard ;
fleshy appendages hanging from the mouth), and the

first ray of the short dorsal fin is strong, spine-like and serrated

behind. It attains a weight of 50 !b on the continent of Europe.

The genus of which it is the type is a very laigc one, compristt^

about 300 species from Europe, Asia and Africa, among whidi u
the mahseer or mahaseer, the great sporting fhh of India.

BARBt-MARBOIS, FRAIIWIS, MARdtns de (i74^-’Z8j7);

French politician, was bom at Metz. He b^an his pi:^Ucca^
as intendant of San Domingo under the old r6gime. At the close

of 1789 he returned to France, and then placed his services at

the disposal of the revolutionary ^Veiliinent. In he was
sent to Regenshufg'to help de Nomlles, the Fretidh ambassador,

in negotiations wirit the diet of the Empire concerning the

in. 13
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pofMMicns of German princcB in Alwcc and Lorraine. Suspect^

of treason, he was arrwited on his return but set at liberty again.

In 1795 he was elected to the Council of the Ancient, where the

gcnerd moderation of his attitude, especially in his opposition

to the exclusion of nobles and the reiationsof Emigres from public

Ufe, brought him under suspicion of l)eing a royalist, though he

pronounced a eulogy on Bonaparte for his success in Italy.

At the coup d'kcU of the i8th Fructidor (Septemto 4) t 797 » he

was arrested and tran.sporled to French Guiana. Transferred to

Ol^ron in 1799, he owed his liberty to Napoleon, after the iKtli

Brunmire. In 1801 he liecame councillor of state and director

of the public treasury, and in 1802 a senator. In 1805 he

negotia^ the treaty by which Louisiana was ceded to the

United States, and was rewarded by the First Cimsul with a

gift of 152,00c francs. In 1805 he was made grand officer of the

hgion of horuMr and a count, and in 1808 he btnime president

of the tour dfs coniptes. In niluru for these favours, he addre.ssed

Napoleon with servile eomplimeiYts
;
yet in 1H14 he helped to

dmw up the act of abdication of the emperor, and declared to

the cour dcs compies, with reference tu Uie invasion of France by
the allies, “ united for the most beautiiul of causes, it is long

since wt have been so free as we now are in the presence of the

foreigner in arms.” In June 1814, Louis XVJ 1

1

. named him peer

of France and confirmtxl him in his office us president of tlie

cam des ampks. Deprived of his positions by Napoleon during

the Hundred Days he was appointed minister of justice in the

ministry of the due de Richelieu (August 1815). In this office be

tried uasuccessfully to gain tlie confidence of the ultra-royalists,

and withdrew at the end of nine months (May 10, 1816).

In when Louis Philippe assumed the reins of government,

Barb4-Marbois went, as president of the rour des comptes, to

compliment him and was confirmed in his position. It was the

sixth i^ovemment he had served and all with servility. He
held hw office until April 1834, and died on the lath <jf February

1837. He published various works, of which may be mentioned :

Ri^ions sur la colonic de Saini-Domif^ue (1794), De la Guyane,

(ihta), an Histoire de la Louisiane et la cession (U ceMe colonie

pm la France am fyats-ilnis, (1828), and the story of his

transportation after the r8th Fnictidor in Journal dhin deporii

non jugCj 2 vols. (1834).

BAMBBR (from Lot. harhaj beard), one whose occupation it is

to shave or trim beards, a hairdresser. In former times the

barber’s craft was dignified with the title of a profession, being

conjoined with the art of surgery. In France the barber-surgeons

were separated from tfie perruquiers, and incorporated as a

distinct body in the reign of Louis XIV, In England barbers

first received incorporation from Edward IV, in 1461. By
32 Henry VIII. c. 42, they were united with the company of

surgeons, it being enacted that the barbers should confine them-

selves to the minor operations of blood-letting and drawing

teeth, while the surgeons were prohibited from “ barbery or

shaving.'’ In 1745 barlicrb and surgeons wore se{)amted into

distinct corporations by 18 George II. c. 15. The barber’s shop

was a favourite resort of idle persons
;
and in addition to its

attraction as a focus of news, a lute, viol, or some such musical

instniment, was always kept for the entertainment of waiting

castomers. The barbw’s sign consisted of a striped pole, from
which was suspended a basin, symbols the use ci which is still

preserved. The fillet round the pc^ indicated the ribbon lor

bandaging the arm in bleeding, and the basin the vessel to receive

the blood.

Sm aho Bkaod, and Annais o4 tkodMm oi Lurndm
(1890^.

BiUmimiy the name of a powerful Italian fam%, originally

of Tuscoa extraction, who settled in Florence,during the early

part of the nth century* They acqpared gnad petBh and
infiuence;^ ood in 1603 MaSleo Bnrberim maa raised to the

throne ms Urlm VliL He made his brother, Antonio, a <hs-

th^uished soidter, and two nephews, cardinals, and gave to a
third nephew, Ihddep, the prinqpalitj of P^estrina, Great
jealQu?.y of their increasing power was excited anKuigst the

neighbouring prinoas, and Odoardo Farnese, duke of Parma,

made war upon Taddeo, and defeated the papal troops. Alter

the death of Urban is 1644 his successor, Innocent X., showed

hostility to the Barberini family. Taddeo fled to Pwis, where

be died in 1647, and with him the family beewe extinct in the

male line. His daughter Comeha married Prince Giulio Gisare

Colonna di Sciarra in 1728, who added her name to his own.

On the death of Prince Enrico Barberini-Colonna the name
went to his daughter and heiress Donna Maria and her husband

Marquis Luigi Sacchetti, who received the title of prince of

Palestrina and permission to bear the name of Barberini. The

fine Barberini palace and library in Rome give evidence of their

wealth and magnificence. The ruthless way in which they

plundered ancient buildings to adorn their own palaces is the

origin of the saying, “ Quod non fecerunt barbari, fecerunt

Barberini.'’

See A. von Reumont, GeschickU‘ dsr Stadt Horn (Berlin, 1808), ui.

b. Oil '61 2, Otj, 6)7, (^c. ,
Almanath de (nOha (Gotliu, ujoi)

,

J. 11 .

Douglut., T/u' rritiLipal NMe I^'amtlna, of Home (Rome,

BARBERRY (Berberis vulgaris), a shrub with spjny**toothed

leaves, which on the woody shoots are reduced to forked spines,

and yellow flowers in hanging racemes, which are succeeded

by orange-red berries. It is a member of the botanical natural

order Berbertdaceae, and contains about loo species in the nurtli

tempenite zone and in the Ajrdes of South America extending

into i'atagonia. The or«ier is nearly alhed to the buttercup order

in having the parts id lira flowers all free and arranged in regular

succession below the ovary which consists of only one carpel.

It is diKtingui.shed by having the sepals, petals and stamens

in multiples f>f 2, 3 or 4, never of 5. The berries of Berberis

axe edible
;

those of the native barberry are sometimes made
into preserves. The alkaloid berberine (^.e.) ocairs in lire roots.

BARBERTON, a town of the Transvaal, 283 m. by rail (175
m. in a direct line) K. of Pretona and 1316 m. W.N.W. of Deiagoa

Bay. Pop. (igo4) 2433, of whom 1214 were whites. Barlrerton

lies 2825 ft. al)ovc the sea and is built on the side of a valley

named De Kaap, from a bold headland of the Drakensberg which

towers above it. The chief town of a district of the same name,

it owes its existence to the discovery of gold in the Kaap valley,

and dates from 18S6. There are several fine public buildings

grouped mainly round President Square. The town is connected

with the Lourenoo Marques-Pretorja trunk railway by a branch

line, 35 m. long, which runs N.E. through fine mountainous

country and joins the main line at Kaapmuiden. During the war
of i89t)-ioo2 the Boers were driven out of Barberton (13th of

September 1900) by General (afterwards Sir )ahn) French.

BARBETTE (Fr. diminutive of barbe, a beard), a platform

inside a fortification raised sufficiently high for artillery placed

thereon to be able to fire en barbette, viz. over the top of the

parapet ; also in warships a raised platform, protected by
armour on the sides, upon which guns are mounted en barbette.

BARBEY D’AUREVILLY, JULES AMRdRE (1808-1889),
French man of letters, was bom at Saint-Sauveur-le-Vicomte

(Manrhe) on the 2nd of November 1808. ITis most famous
novels are line Vieille Maitresse (1851), attacked at the time of

its publication on the charige of immorality
;
VKnsorceU€(i^$4),

an episode of the royalist rising among the Norman peasants

against the first repobiic ; the Chevalier Destmehes (1864) ;
and

a collection of extraordinary stories entitled Les Diaholiques

(1874). Bwbey (fAureviUy is an extreme example of the

eccentricities ^ which the Romanticists were capable, and to

read him is to mukrstaiid the discredit that fell upon the manner.
He held extreme Otthofic views and wrote on the most risque

subjects
;

he gave himself aristocratic airs and hinted at a
mysterious past, though his parentage was exitircfly bowgeois
amd his youth very hum-drum and innocent. In the ^fifties

d’Aureviliy became fiterary critic of the Pays, and a number of

his essays, contributed to this and other )oura^s, were coyocled

as tes (Buvres et Us hommec du XIX* sieck Other
IHecary studies ore Les Mammcmf(t^) and Goetke H Didtrot

,(i88e)k He died in Paris on tt& of April 1(889. Paul
Bour^ descries him as a dreaMr wilbm exquisite sense of

visiouj who sought and found ia lis woik w tefoge from the
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UBcciD^fenial world of evory ^y. juks Xemaitns^ a kss sym-
liathetic critic, finds in the extraordisisry crimis of hb Imvcksi

and hetruines^ hts reactionary views^ his dandyism and snobbery,

an exaggerated Byronism.

See also Aloide Duwher. Julas Barbey d'Awivilh <Y86a). a coUec-
tiun of eulogies and interviews

; J*aul Boarfct, IVelace to d'Aure-
villy’s Memoranda Jules I^maltre. Les C^ontemborains •,

EugCne GrcR*, Barbey d'Aurevitly, sa vie et son mme (igo2)
;
RenC

Doumic, in the Revue des deux mandes (Sept. iqo2).

BARBEYRAC, JEAH (i674-r744). French jimst, the nqihcw
of Charles Barheyrar, a di.'ftingiiished ph>'sicmn of MontpclKer,

war bom at Beziers in Lower Languedoc on the 15th of March

1674. He removed with his family into SwiiztTland after the

revocation of the edict of Nantes, and there studied jurisprudenre.

After spending some time at Geneva and Frankfort-on-Main, he

became professor of belles-lettres in the French school of Berlin.

Thenee, in 1711, he was called to the prbfessorship of historj'^

and civil law at T^niisanne, and finally settled as professor of

puVdic law al Groningen. He died on the 3rd of March 1744.

His fame rests chiefly on the preface and notes to his translation

of Piifendorfs treatise De Jure Naturae et Geutiunt. In ftmda-

mental principles be follows almost entirely l.oc.ke and Pn^endorf ;

but he works out with great skill the theory of moral obligation,

referring it to the command or will of God. He indicates the

distinction, developed more fuTly by Thomasins and Kant,

between the legal and the moral qualities of action. The

prmdplcs of international law be reduces to those of the h\w of
^

nature, and combats, in so doing, many of the positions taken

up by Grotius. He rejects the notion that sovereignly in any

way resembles property, and makes even marriage a matter of

civil contract. Barbeyrac also translated Grotius’s De Jure

BeUt et Pads, Cumberland’s De Lephus Naturae, and Pufendorf ’s

smaller treatise De OfjiHo IJorninis et Civis, Among his own
productions are a treatise, De la morale des peres, a history of

ancient treaties contained in the Suppldnent au pand corps

diplomatique, and the curious Traite du jeti in which lie

defends the morality of games of chance.

BARBICAN (from Fr. barhacane, probably of Arabic or

Persian origin), an outwork for the defence of a gate or drow-

bridge ; also a sort of pent-house or construction of timber to

shelter warders or sentries from arrows or other missiles.

BARRIER, ANTOINE ALEXANDRE (1765-1825), French

librarian and bibliographer, was bom on the iith of January

1765 at Coulommiers (Seme-et-Mame). He took priest's orders,

from which, however, he was finally released by the pope in

1801. In 17P4 he became a member of the temporary commission

of the arts, and was c harged with the duty of distributing among
the various libraries of Paris the books that had been confiscatecl

during the Revolution. In the execution of this task he dis-

covered the letters of Huct, bishop of Avranches, and the MSS.

of the works of F^nelon. He became librarian successively to

the Directory, to the Consei! d’etat, and in 1807 to Napoleon,

for whom he carried out a number of commissions. He produced

a standard work in his Dictionnaire des oiwraps anonymes M
pseudonymes (4 vols., 1806-1809

;
3rd edition, 1872-1879).

Only the first part of his Examen critique ies dietiofmaires

kistoriques (1820) was published. He had a share in the founda-

tion of the libraries of the Louvre, of Fontainebleau, of*Compile
and Saint-Cloud ;

under Louis XVTII. he became adxmnistrator

of the king’s private libraries, but in 1822 he was deprived of all

his offices. Barbier died in Paris on the 5th Of December 1825.

See also a notice by his son, Louis Barbier, and a list of his workk

prefixed to the 3rd edition of the Diet, des ouveages anonymes et

pseudonvmes.

BARBIBB, MWM AmUiTB»(a8p5-i8&i), French dram^st
and .poet, was bom in Paris -mi ^tbt i^tho! Aprd 11805. inspired

by the tevdtrtwm of July hi pouted forth a scries of esiRer,

vigorous poems, ^(Jenounacjig^ crudely enougb> the evils df the

tnne. Ihey sqpokefi of leoUeoriveiy as the loifAcg

th^i^ the deigiaeiati is notntricriy appiicnfaie toeill As the

name su8jp(esjhi,Tluey tie modelled on the verse of Attdr6 ddnler.

They iudude is iCShriir, Zm, PopbdofiU^ SanU,
Qmtre*fnngHrem and UmrsmA, ‘The rest ol OBsimisr# poessi

are forgotten, and when, in 1869, he teoeivtd the leilg driayad

honour of adniisston to tketAcademy, Mimtalembert eKpreiMd
the general sentiment ia his Baebier t mau H esi moei / It wps

even asserted, though without foundation^ that he was not tim

real author of the letmkis. He died at Nice on the J5H1 of

February 1882. He coUabomted with lAon de WaB^ in the

libretto of Berlioz’s opeiUy Bemfmmks C'rihat, and htt OMfks
include two series of poems on the political and social tgonbhi
ol Italy and Kngland, printed in later editians of lamkm et

poemes,
Scv. ubo Suinte-Beuw, Boriraite eoHkmpormne, vel, iw

BARBIBR, LOUIB, known as the Annii; 9E la Rjyikaa(i59g*

1670), French bishop, was born of humble parents in VaudeUuiH

court, near Compile. He entered the t^urch and made hb
way bv his wit and devemess, until • he was appomfeed tutor,

and then became the friend and adviser, of GMton d’Orkans,

brother of Louis Xlll. He thus gained an entrance to the oourt,

became gran<l almoner of the queen, and received the revenue of

rich abbeys, in March 1655 he was named bishop of laagres,

but he splint his time at court, where his wit was always

ill demand, and where he gained great sums by gambling. He
died vciy rich.

BARBIERL GIOVANNI FRANCESCO <oth^ise called

Gukrcino, from his squinting), (1501-1666^ Italian historical

painter, was bom at Cento, a village not far fiqm Bologna. His

artistic powers were developed very rapidly
,
iXiA the age oV

seventeen he was associated with Bwedetto Qiimari (1550-1610),

a weB-knuwn painter of the Bedagnese schodLi .The fame of the

young painter spread beyond his native village^ and in i6x^ he

removed to Bologna, where hii paintings were much admired.

His first style was formed after that of the Caracci ;
but the

strong coburing and shadows employed by Cawaggio made
a deep impression on liis mind, and for a comiderable period

Ids productions showed evident traoes of that painter’s influence.

Some of his latest pieces approach rather to the manner of his

great contemporary Guido, and are painted with more lightness

and dearness. Gucrcino was esteemed very highly in his

lifetime, not only by the nobles and princes of Italy, but by his

brother artists, who placed him in the first rank of painters. He
was remarkabb for the extreme rapidity of his execution ;

he

completed no fewer than 106 lai^e altar-pieces for churches, and

his other paintings amount to about 144. H ismostfamous piece is

thought to be the St Petronilla, whidi was painted at Rome for

Gregory XV. and is now in the Capitol In 1626 he began his

frescoes in the Duomo at Piacenza. Gueremo continued to

paint and teach up to the time of his death in 1666. He had

amaB.sed a handsome fortune by his labours. His life, by J . A.

Calvi, appeared at Bologna in 1808.

His brother, Paolo Antonio BARipi^ia (x6Q3*t-i64J9), was .a

celebrated painter of still life and animals. He chose for his

subjects fruits, flowers, insects and animals, which be painted

after nature with a lively tint of colour, great tendeniees of

pencii, and a strong character of truth and life.

BARBITON^ or Barbitos {Gt. fidppvrov or
;

I^at.

barbitus; Pers, bjorbai, barbud), an andent striked instrument

known to us from.Jhe Greek a^ Roman dassics, but derived

from Persia. Theocritus (xvi. 45), the Sicilian poet, calls k an
instrumqit of many strings, i,e. more than seven, which was fey

the Hellenes accounted perfect number, as in the dtbaia

of the best period. Anacreon ^ (a native of Teas in Asia Minor)

sings that his barbkos vunly ^ves out erotic tones. Pollux

{Ommasliem iv. chap. 8, § 59) calls the instrument fearbiton

or barymite (from heavy and idw, a striqjfX an instrU^

ment pxuducing de^ sounds ; the stnogi were twice as Ipqgfl
those of the pectis and ^sounded an octave lowtfi Piodar^Xin

Atihen. «iv. p. 635), m the same Ium wherein he afttributM^^

introduci^cm of to Tetpai^^ ^
one qwild raagaditek M*.|>hy in twp fiartf at an xdfmfAjd ap

octerve«nthetwwinitaiimBte^ lAewsm Iwufeitenwaamfu^^
used for the lyre itself. Althoi^ in use in Aria iOnor,

^ Sw> ed.,

[113]; andp. 311,23 [i], 3; and 14 C9]» 34. P* 30o»
.
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Sicily, and Greece, it is evident that the barbiton never won for

a f]kce in the affections of the Greeks of Hellas ; it was

nipHided as a barliarian instrument affected by those only whose

tiites in matters of art were unorthodox. It h^ fallen into disuse

in the days of Aristotle,' but reappeared under the Romans.

In spite of the few meagre shreds of authentic information

extant ccmceming this somewhat elusive instrument, it is possible

nevertheless to identify the barbiton as it was known among the

Greeks and Ronums. From the Greek writers we know that

it was an instrument havin/^ some feature or features in common
with the lyre, which warranted classification with it. From the

Persians and Arabs we leam that it was a kind of rebab or lute,

or a chclys-lyre/' firet introduced into Europe thro^h Asia

Minor ^ way of Greece, and centuries later into Spain by the

Moors, amongst whom it was in the 14th century known ah

d4arhet} There is a stringed instrument, as yet unident^ed

hy name, of which there arc at least four different representations

in sculpture,^ which combines the characteristics of both lyre

and rebab, having the vaulted back and gradual narrowing to

form a neck which are typied of

the rebab and the stringing of the

lyre. In outline it resembles a

large lute with a wide neck, and

the seven strings of the lyre of the

best period, or sometimes nine, fol-

lowing the decadent lyre. Most
authors in reproducing these sculp-

tures showing the barbiton represent

the instrument as boat-shaped and
without a neck, as, for instance, Carl

Engel. This is due to the fact

that the part of the instrument

where neck joins body is in deep

shadow, so tliat tlie correct out-

line can liardly be distinguished,

being almost hidden by hand
on one side and drapery on the

other.

The barbiton, os pictured here,

Barbiton, trora a baw-rolief had probably undergone con-
in tlic louvre, “ Achilles ni

gjdey^hle modification at the

hands of the Greeks and had
diveiged from the archetype. The barbiton, however, although

it underwent many changes, retained until tlie end Uic charac-

teristics of the instruments of the Greek lyre whose strings

were plucked, whereas the rebab was sounded by means of the

bow at the time of its introduction into Europe. At some
period not yet determined, which we can but conjecture, the

barbat approximated to the form of the laige lute

An instrument called barbiton was known in the early part

of the 16th ^ and during the 17th century. It was a kind of

* Polit. viii. (v.), 6, ed. Susemihl-Hicks (1894). pp. 604 (=-134111

40) and 032 ; Nuremberg and SagUu. Diet, d'ant. gr. et ram., article
" hyii\" p. 1450. for a few more rofcronccs to the cl«i5sic8.

Johnson's JVrsian-Arabic-English dictionary : harbfd, a harp or
lute, harhatxav, pl.iyer upon lute, j)I. bardhit

; G. W. Freytag, Lexicon
Afttbieo-LoHnum, 1. o. 102 : bamat (Persian and Arabic), bafbitus.
geiuiK teatudinu, pWumqiie sex scptoinve chordis instmetum
^rotundain lialxit formam in Africa)

;
Lexicon Aegidii Fotcellini

(IVato, 1838) ;

" Barlnto uiirataque chely ac doctis fidibue per-
sonarc*’ (Murtianns Capella i, ; G. B. Doni, Lvra Parhetina, ii.

index.
* Enumeration of Arab Musical Jnstrumants, xiv. c.

* (a) Sec C. Clarac, Mmie du 7.<n4vr«, vol. i. pi. 202. No. 261.

(6) Accomixuiying iUustrutton. See alsp Kathleen Schlcsingcr,
Orckasiral insiruments, part ii.. " Procured^ of the Violin Famiiv,"
fig. 108 andp. 23. pp. lofi-ioy, fig. 144 and appendix, (e) Sarcophagus
in the cathodral 01 Girgentl in Sicily, lUuttrated by Carl Engel, Early
History of ik§ Viohn Family^ p. 112. A ca.st in preserve in iht*

mipulchral basement at the British Museum. Domenico, Lo Faso
Piftra-Sanla, 1$ enbrAi'M della SicUia (Palermo, 1834). vOl. 3,

pb 45 (2). text p. 89- t8) O. Zoega, AnHhe Basrehefe vem Rom
(Giose^. i8it). atlas, pi. 98. aarcophagns representing a scene in

the stoiy of Hippoiytas and Phaedra.
® In Jacob Lochia Navis Stullifera (Basel, 1506), titulus 7. Is an

illustranon of a smaU hup and fute with the legend nee Mkaram
UtngU nec barbiion.

theorbo or bass-hite, but with one neck only, bent back at

right angles to form the head. Robert Pludd^ gives a detailed

description of it with an illustration:
—

** Inter quas instru-

mentu non nulla barbito simillimaeffinxerunt cujus ni^i sunt ilia

quae vulgo appetlantur theorba, quae sonos graviores reddunt

chordasque nervosas habent.” The people called it theorbo, but

the scholar having identified it with the instrument of classic

Greece and Rome called it barbiton. The barbiton had nine

pairs of gut strings, each pair being in unison. Dictionaries of the

iStli century support Fludd’s use of the name barbiton. G. B.

Doni " mentions the barbiton, defining it in his index as Barbitos

seu major chelys italice tiorba, and deriving it from lyre and
cithara in common with testudines, tiorbas and all tortoiseshell

instruments. Claude Perrault,^ writing in the 18th century,

states that les modemes appellent notre luth barbiton ” (the

modems call our lute barbiton). Constantijn Huygens ^ declares

that he learnt to play the barbiton in a few weeks, but took

two years to leam the cittern.

The barbai was a variety of rebab a bass instrument,

differing only in size and number of strings. This is quite in

accordance with what we know of the nomenclature of musical

instruments among Persians and Arabs, witli whom a slight

deviation in the construction of an instrument called for a new
name.^*^ The word barbtid applied to the barbiton is said to be

derived *
' from a famous musician living at the time of Chosroes II.

(a.d. 590-628), who excelled in playing upon the instrument.

From a later translation of part of the same authority into

German*'^ we obtain the following reference to Persian musical

iiLStruments : Die Sanger stehen bei seinem Gastmahl ;
in

ihrer Hand Barbiton*^-^ und Ltyer*^^'^ und Lautc‘^^^'^ und
Flote'*''' und Deff (Handpauke).” Mr Ellis, of the Oriental

Department of the British Museum, has kindly supplied the

original Persian names translated above, ue, (i.) barbut, (ii.)

chang, (iii.) rubdb, (iv.) nei. The barbut and rubab thus were

different instruments as late as the 19th century in Persia. There

were but slight dif!erence.s if any between the archetypes of the

pear-shaped rebab and of tlie lute before the application of the

bow^ to Hie former—botli had vaulted backs, body and neck in

one, and gut strings plucked by the fingers. jK.S.)

BARBIZON, a French village, near the forest of Fontainebleau,

which gave its name to the “ Barbizon school of painters,

whose leaders were Corot, Rousseau, Millet and Daubigny,

together with Diaz, Dupre, Jacque, Fran^ais, ‘Harpignies and
others. They put aside the conventional idea of “ subject ” in

their pictures of lands(;apc and peasant life, and went direct to

the fields and woods for their inspiration. The distinctive note

of the school is seen in the work of Rousseau and of Millet, each

of wliom, after spending liis early years in Paris, made his home
in Barbizon. G nappreciated, poor and neglected, it was not until

after years of struggle that they attained recognition and success.

They both died at Barbizon—^Rousseau in 1867 and Millet in

1875. 1 1 is difficult now to realize that their work, so unaffected

and beautiful, should have l^een so liardly received. To under-

stand this, it is neces.sary lo remember the conflicts that existed

between the classic and romantic scliools in the first half of the

19th centur}% when the classicists, followers of the tradition of

V

^Historia Vtriusque Cosmi (Oppenheim. 1617). tom. i. tract ii, part

li. lib. iv. cap. i. p. 226.
7 Lyra Barbermu, vol. ii. index, and also vol. i. p. 29.
* “ La Musiquo des anciens." (Euvtes computes (ed. Amsterdam,

J727). tom. i. p. 30O.
* Vc Vita propria sermonum inter liberos libri duo (Haarlem, 1817).

Sw also Eamund van der Straeten, La Musiqne aux Pays^Bas,

vol. ii. p. 340.
“ See the Seven Seas, a dictionary and gratmnar o£ die Persian

lanauaxe, tvy Ghazi ud-din Haidar, king of Oudh, in seven parts

(Lucknow. 1822) (only the title of the book is in English). A re>ocw

of this book in German with copious quotations by von Hammer-
Purgstall is published in JahrbUcher aer Literatur (Vienna. 1826),

Bd. 35 and 36 ; names of musical tastniments, Bd. 36. p. 292 et aeq.

See also R. G. Kiesewetter. Die Musik derA raber, nach OriginalqueUen

dargestelit (Leipzig, 1843. p. 91. classification of instruments).
» The Seven Seas, part i. p. 133 :

Jahrh. d. Litaraiur. Bd. 36, p. 294.
^ Pr. Rfickert, Cramnu^,roetik und Rhatofih der Perser, nach

dam 7^ Bde, das Hefts Kolmm (Gotha. 1894), p. »o.
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David, were the predominant school. The romantic movement, quentiy disturbed by riots. On the aoth of December 1^1 hie

with Gericault, BOnington and Delacroix, was gaining favour, house was stormed by a mOb and he narrowl]jr escaped with* his

In 1824 Constable’s pictures were shown in the Salon, and life. Barbon, who was a man of substanual property, was

confirmed the younger men in their resolution to abandon the summoned by Cromwell on the 6th of June 1653 as a member

lifeless pedantry of the schools and to seek inspiration from for London to the assemUy of nominees called after him in

nature. In those troubled times Rousseau and Millet unburdened derision Barebone's Parliament. His name is occasionally

their souls to their friends, and their published lives contain mentioned, but he appears to have taken no pwt in the debates,

many letters, some extracts from which will express the ideals In 1660 he showed great activity in endeavouring to prevent the

which these artists held in common, and show clearly the true Restoration. He published Needham’s book,

and firmly-based foundation on which their art stands. Rousseau in a Letter from a Near Attendant on Mis Majesty's Person . . .,

wrote, “ It is good composition when the objects repre.sented are which ret^d unfavourable anecdotes relating . to Chari^’s

not there solely as they are, but when they contain under a morals, and on the 9th of February he presented the petition

natural appearance the sentiments which they have stirred in to the Parliament, which proposed timt all officiab should abjure

our souls. . . . For God’s sake, and in recompense for the life the Stuarts, and all publicly proposing the Restoration should

He has given us, let us try in our works to make the manifestation be deemed guilty of high treason. His conduct drew upon him

of life our first thought : let us make a man breathe, a tree really several royalist attacks. On the 31st of Match he was obliged

vegetate.” And Millet—'’ I try not to have things look as if to sign an engagement to the council not to disturb the peace,

chance had brought them together, but as if they l\ad a necessary and on the 26th of November j66i^ he was arrested, together

bond between themselves. I want the people I represent to look with John Wildman and James Harrington, and was imprisoned

as if they really belonged to their station, so tlmt imagination in the Tower till the 27th of July 1662, when he was released on

cannot conceive of their ever being anything else. People and ^ bail. Barbon, who was married, was buried on the sth of JanuaT>'

things should always he there with an object. I want to put 1680. He was the author of A Discourse tending to prove . . .

strongly and completely all tliat is necessary, for I think things Baptism to be the ordinance of Jesus Christ. As also that

weakly said might as well not be said at all, for they are, as it ike Baptism of Infants is warentable (1642), the preface of which

were, deflowered and spoiled—but 1 profess the greatest horror shows a spirit of wide religious tolerance ; and A Reply to tlu

for uselessness (however brilliant) and filling up. These things Frivolous and Impertinefti ansioer of R. B. and E. B. to the Dis~

can only weaken a picture by distracting the attention toward course of P. 7?. (1643).

secondary things.” In another letter he says—“Art began to BARBOUR, JOHN (? 1316-1395), Scottish poet, was born,

decline from the moment that the artist did not lean directly perhaps in Aberdeenshire, early in the 14th century, apprc«i-

and naively upon impressions made by nature. Cleverness mately 1316. In a letter of safe-conduct dated 1357, allowing

naturally and rapidly took the place of nature, and decadence him to go to Oxford for study, he is described as archdeacon

then began. ... At bottom it always comes to this : a man of Aberdeen. He is named in a similar letter in 1364 and in

must be moved himself in order to move others, and all that is another in 1368 granting him permission to pass to France,

done from theory, however clever, can never attain this end, for probably for further study, at the university of Paris. In 1372 he

it is impossible that it should have the breath of life.” The ideas was one of the auditors of exchequer, and in 1 373 a clerk of audit

of the “ Barbizon school ” only gradually obtained acceptance, in the king’s household. In 1375 (he gives the date, and his i^e

but the chief members of it now rank among the greater artists as 60) he composed his best-known poem The Brus, for whicij

of tlieir time. he received, in 1377, the gift of ten pounds, and, in 1378, a lifc-

V.CnyA'niomson, The Jiarbison School {iSgi). vfith i\ tnW pension of twenty shillings. Additional rewards followed,

list of the French authorities to be consulted; Jules Breton, Nos including the renewal of his exchequer auditorship (though he
peintres du siddc, T’aris, igoo. may have continued to enjoy it since his first appointment)

BARBON, NICHOLAS (c. 1640-1698), English economist, and ten pounds to his pension. The only biographical evidence

probably the son of Praise-god Barbon, was born in London, of his closing years is his signature as a witness to sundry deeds

studied medicine at Leiden, graduated M.D. at Utrecht in 1661, in the “ PvCgister of Al>crdecn ” as late as 1392.^ According to the

and was admitted an honorary fellow of the College of Physicians obit-book of the cathedral of Aberdeen, he died on the 13th of

in 1664. He took a considerable part in the rebuilding of London March 1 395. The state records show that his life-pension was not

after the great fire of 1666, and has a claim to be considered the paid after that date.

institutor of fire-insurance in England, which he started some- Considerable controversy has arisen regard!^ Barbour’s

where about 1680. He was M.P. for Bramber in 1690 and 1695. literary work. If he be the author of the five or six long poems

He founded a land bank which, according to contemporaries, was which have been ascribed to him by different writers, he adds

fairly successful and was united with that of John Briscoe in to his importance as the father of Scots poetry the reputation

1696. He died in 1698. His writings are interesting as ex- of being one of the most voluminous writers in Middle English,

pressing views much in advance of his time and very near akin certainly the most voluminous of all Scots poets,

to those of modern times on such important tojnes as value, (i) The Brus, in twenty books, and running to over 13,500

rent and foreign trade. The more important were. Apology for four-accent lines, in couplets, is a narrative poem with a purpose

the Builder ; or a Discourse showing the Cause and Effects of the partly historical, partly patriotic. It opens with a description

Increase of Building (1685) ;
A Discourse of Trade (1690) ; and of the state of Scotland at the death of Alexander III. f 1286) and

A Discourse Concerning Coining the New Money Lighter (16^). concludes with the death of Douglas and the burial of the Bruce’s

BARBON (Barebone or Bare;bones), PRAISE-QOD {c, 1596- heart (1332). The central episode is the battle of Bannockburn.

1679), English leather -seller and Fifth Monarchy man, was Patriotic as the sentiment is, it is in more general terms than is

admitted freeman of the Leathersellers’ Company on the found in later &ots literature. Thekingisaheroof thechivalric

aoth of January 1623 and liveryman on the 13th of October type common in contemporary romance ; freedom is a *' nobk

1634. About the same time he beoune minister to a congr^ation tiung ” to be sought and won at all costs ; the opponents of

which assembled at his own house, ” The Lock and Key,” in such freedom are shown in the dark colours which history and

Fleet Street, where ^ probing attracted large audiences, poetic propriety reejuire ; but there is none of ^e complacency

The exact nature of hb rdigious opinions is not p^ectly clear, of the merely provincial habit of mind. The lines do not lack

He is styled by his enemies a Brownist and Anabaptist, <>. vigour ; and there are passages of high merit, notably the oft-

probably Baptist, but he wrote two books in support of paedo- quoted section beginning /'A 1 fredome is a noble thing.”

baptismj and his congregation had separated from a larger one Despite a number ^ errors of fact, notably the confusion of die

of Baptiftson that point of controversy. Later he belonged to three Bruces in the person of the hero, the poem is. historically

tte sect of Fifth Mcmandiy men. He was the object of the abuse trustworthy as compared with contemporary verse-chronicle,

and riclicule of the oppoflite party, and his meetings were ire- and espccMy with the WalUue of the next century. No one
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to doubto Barbour’s authorship of the Brut, but ai^p^ument

to* been attempted to ehow that the text as wc have it » an

•dtted copy, pcrhape by John Ramsay, a Perth scribe, who
wrote out the two extant texts, preserved in the Advocates’

Mbrary, fkiiniairgh, and in the library of St John’s CoDejcc,

Cfeunbridge. Kxtenstve portions of the poem have been incor-

porated by WyntoiMi (^,v.) in hii Chronicle, The first printed

edition extant is Ghartcris’s (Edinbuigh, 1571); the second is

Hart's (Edinburgh, i6t6).

(2) Wyntoun apples {Chronicle III. iii.) of a Treteis *’ which

Barbour made by way of “ a genealogy ” of " Brutus lynagis "
:

and elsewhere in that poem there are references to the arch-

deacon’s “ Stewarlis Oiyginale.” This Brut " is unknown

;

but the reference has liren held by some to lie to (3) a 'Froy-book,

based on (luido da Colonnu’s Historia Destruciionis Troiae.

Two fragments of such a work have been preserved in texts

of Lydgate's Troy-book, the first in MS. C'-amb. Univ, Lib. Kk.
V. 50, the seremd in the same and in MS. Douce 148 in the Bodleian

libirarv', Oxford, This ascription was first made by Henry
Bradshaw, the librarian of Cambridge University ;

hut the con-

sensus of critical opinion isww against it. Though it wore proved

that these Troy fragments are Barlxiur’s, there remains the ques-

tion whether their identification with the book on the Stewart

line is justified. The sade of the story in these fragments

forces us to doubt this identification. They contain 505 -f 3118

• 37T3 lines and are concerned entirely with “
'Irojan ” matters.

Tliis would 1)0 an undue allowance in a Scottish “ genealogy.”

(4) yet another work was added to the list of Bariioar’s

works 1^ the discovery in the university library of Cambridge,
by Hcnr>' Bradshaw, of a long Scots poem of ov(;r 33,000 lines,

dealing with Legends of the Saints, as told in the Legenda A urea

and other legendaries. The general likeness of this poem to

Barbours accepted work in verse-length, dialert and style,

and th<* facts that the lives of English .saints arc exrlu<led and
those of St Machar (the patron saint of Aberdeen) and St Niniart

ore inserted, made the ascription plausible. i.,attT criticism,

thougfi divided, has tended in the contrary direction, and has
based its strongest negative judgment on the consideration of

rhymes, assonance and vocabulary (see bibliography). That
the “ district " of the author is the north-easi of Scotland cannot
be doubted in the fare of a passage such as this, in the fortieth

legend (St Ninian), ii, lasyet scq.
" A lytil tak* jot herd 1 Ud.

in to my tyme liefri,
1

of a gudman, in murrefe [Moray] liorae
j

in c*lg)mi* [/v/gJMj. and his Uinc Ix'fornr,
j

and callU was a faithful man
\'ith al )>ame I'at hymr know than

;
I

6* yis mare trastely / say.

for I bend hyme weile mony day,
John bahrmy ves his name,
a man of ful gud fame."

But whether this north-east Scots author is Barbour is a
question which we cannot answer by means of the data at present

available.

(5) If Barbour be the author of the Legends, then (so df^s otic

eonclusion hang upon another) he is the author of o Gospel story
with the later me of the Virgin, described in the prologue to the
Legends and in other possiki^ as a book of the birth of Jhesu
criste " and one ” quhare-in I recordit the genologv of our lady
ionct Mary.”

(6) In recent years an attempt .has been mode to name Barbour
9» the author of the Bnik of Alexander {ti translation of the Roman
iTAlexandre and associated pieces, includiig the Veeux du Pam),
as known in the unique edition, c, 1 580, printed at the Edinburgh
press of Alexander Arhuthnot. The argument ’’ns it stands
15 nothing more than an exaggerated inference from parallel-

passages m the Bruee and Alexander
;
and it makes no allowance

for the togs, epithets and general vocabulary common to all

writers of the juried. Should the asiumptkm be proved to he
eOtrret, and should ft he found that the “ Ttov'fragynenfs were
written first of all, followed by Alexander and Bruee or Bimee and
Alexander, and that the Legmds end the chapter,” it will be bv
•‘(n idenre ” other than that which has been produced to this date.

.par Barbour’s life see Exchequer Rolls of Scotland, ii. and lit i

Kegisirum Episcopafus Aberdonensis (Spalding Club) : Rymer^
Foedera,
Works.

—

(^r) The Brtts MSS. and early editions u,s. Modern
editions ; J. Pinkerton, 3 vols. (171)0) (called by the editor " the first

geniiirui edition," because printed from the Advocates’ Library text,

but carelessly); Jamii3;>on (1820); Cosmo Xnnes (Spalding Club,

1856); W. Skeat (Early English Text Society, 1870-1889;
reprinted, after revision l)>* the editor, by the 'Scottish Text
Society, 1893-1 8qs)« On the question of the recension of Barbour’s
text, see j. T. T. BroM-n, The Wallace and The Bruce restudied
(liomi, 1900). (2 and 3) Trny Fragments. C. Horstmann hLs
printed the text in his Legendensammlung (w/ infra). Sec Bradshaw,
Transactions of the Cambridge Antiquarian Saciei/y (1866) ; the
prolegomena in Horstmann 's edition ; Skeat , Brm (S. T. S. edit.
U.S. pp. xlvi. et seq.) ; Koppcl, " Dm? Eragmente von Barbours
'JVojancrkricg." in Engiische Studien, x. 373 ; Panton and Donaldson.
The Gesi HtaUmale of the Destruftion of Troye (E. E. T. S. pt. ii.

Introd. pp. X. et seq.)
; G. Neiisou [ut infra) ; and J. T. T. Brtjwn

{uS supra) passim. (4) Legends of ike Saints. C. Horstmann, who
upholds Barbour's aiithorniiif), lias jirinted the text in his Barhours
dcs schottischen Nationflldichters Legendeneammlung nehst den
FragmcfUen seines Trojanetkrieges, 2 vols. (Heilbronn, 1881-1882),
and that of the legend of St Machor in hw AUenglische Legenden.
Neue Folge (Heflbronn, 1881) pp. 189-208. A later edition by
W. M. Metcalfe, who disputias Barlmur's claim, appeared in 1896
{Legends of the Saints in the Scottish Dialect of Ihe Fourteenth Century,
3 vols., Scottish Text Society). See the introductions to thek*
editions; also Skeat and Kdppcl u.s., and P. Buss. Sind die nan
ITtfsimann heransgeyebewn srhottitchint Legenden ein Week Barberesf
(IJalle, 1880) (cf. Anglia, ix. 3. i88f>). (5) For tlw? (lOspel-Htory
evidence see Metcalfe. v,s, 1. xxix. (6) Du the Alexander Book and
its assumed ndationships, see G. Keilsrm, John Barbour, Poet and
Translator (T900) (a reprint from the Transactions of the Philological
Society)

; J. T. T. Brown u.s., " Postscript," pp. 156-171 ; and
Athenaeum, 17th of Novcmla'i, ist and 8th Deceinlxn* iqixj, and
the 9th oi J'ebruary 1901. {(i. G, S.)

BARBUDA, ati island in the British West Indies. It lies

25 m. N. of Antigua, of which it Is a dependency, in 17® 33' N.
and 61” 43' W., and it h.as an area of (>2 sq. m. Pop. (1901)^ 775.
Tt is flat and densely wooded. On the western side there is "a

large laj.!3)on, separated from the sea by a spit of sand. The part
of the Island under cultivation is very fertile, and the air is

remarkable for its purity. Cattle and horses are bred and wild
deer are still found. Salt and phosphates of lime arc exported.
The island was amiexcd by Great Britain in 1628 and was
lH*stowed in 1680 upon the Codrington family, who for more than
200 veuns held it us a kind of feudal fief.

BARBY, a town of tiermany, in the kingdom of Pnissia, on the
left bank of the Elbe, 82 m. S.VV. of Berlin on tlic direct railw^ay

to Cassel. Pop. (1900) 5x36. It has two evangelical churches
and a seminary for school teachers, which is housed in the former
castle of the lords of Barby. ITic industries are mainly agri-

cultural, but there are sugar factories and breweries. Here from
1749 to 1809 was a settlement of the Hermhiit evangelical
brotherhood.

BARCA (mod. Merj), an ancient city founded in the territor\’

of Cyrene in the middle of the 6th century’ n.r. Rising quickly
to importance it became a ri\’al of the older city, and gave ii
name to the western pro^ int'e of the latter’s territory. The name
as R provincial de.signatian is still in occasional use, but is now
applied to all the province of Bengaad. Barca is said to have
owed its origin to Greek refugees flying from the tyranny of
Aix^ailaus' IL (sw Cyrk?«c), hut it Ls certain that it was rather
a Lib^^an than a Greek town at all times. A Persian force invited
by the notorious Ph^retima, mother of Arresflaus TIL, in revenge
for Barran .support of a rival faction, sacked it towards the close

of the 6th century and deported a niimlier of its inhabitants to
Bactria. Under Ptolemaic rule it began to decline, like Cyrene,
and its port Ptolemais (Tofmeita) took its place : hut after the
Aral) wnquest

(
a.d. 641 ) it Ixecame the chief place of the Cyrenaica

for a time and a principal station on the Kairawan road. Though
now a mere vfllaj^, Merj is still the chief centre of administration
inland, and has a fort and small garrison. No ruins of earlier

period than the late Roman and early Arab seetfi to be visible

on the site. The latter lies, Hke Cjrrene, about ten miles from
the coast on the crest of Jeliel Akhdar, here sunk to a low down-
land. It owed its early pfrospertty to its easy access to the sea,

mid to the fact that imlilral conditions in tyrenaica and the
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Sahara behind it, tend to divert tnule to the west of the district— |

a fact which is exeoipliiied by the final snn^ival of Berenice(mod.
I

Bengazi). Mcrj stands in a rich but ifl^ltivated stretch of red
soil. (D. G. H.)

BARCAROUS, or Barcarolle (Ital. harearuoUt, a boat-song),

properly a musical term for the songs sung by the Venetian
gondoliers, and hence for an instrumental or vo^l composition,

generally in 6-8 time, written in imitation of their chamoteristic

rhythm.

BARCELOBA, a maritime province of north-eastern Spain,

fonxked in 1853 out of districts belonging to the ancient kingdom
of Catalonia, and bounded on the N.E. and E. by Gerona ; S. by
the Mediterranean Sea ;

S.VV. by Tarragona ; and W. and N.W.
by Ldrida. Pop. (1900) 1,054,541 ;

area 2968 sq. m. Apart
from a few tracts of level country along the coast and near

Igualada, Manresa, Sabadcll and Vich, almiwt the whole surface

consists of mountain ranges, often densely wooded, rich in

minerals and intersected by deep ravines. These ranges are

outliers of the Pyrenees, which extend along the northern

frontier, forming there the lofty Sierra del Cadi with the peak of

Tosa (8317 ft). Towards the sea, the altitudes become gradually

less, although not with a uniform decrease
;

for several isolated

peaks and minor ranges such as Montserrat and Monseny rise

conspicuously amid the lower summits to a height of 4000*^6000

ft. The central districts are watered by the Llobr^gat, which

rises at the Imse of the Sierra del Cadi, and flows into the sea

near Barcelona, the capital, after receiving many small tributaries.

The river Ter crosses the etLStern extremity of the province.

Barcelona can be divided into three climatic ztines : a

temperate one ne.ar the sea. where even palm and orange trees

grow : a (older one in the valleys and plains, more inland
;

and a colder .still among the mountains, where not a tew peaks

are. snow-clad for a great jmrt of the year. Agriculture and
stock-keeping are comparatively unimportant in this prtjvincc,

which is the centre of Spanish industry and commerce. In every

direction th(j country looks like a veritable hive of human
activity and enterprise, every town and village full of factories,

and alive with the din of machinm . Lead, zinc, lignite, cool and
salt are worked, and there are numerous mineral springs ; but

the prosperity of the province chiefly depends on its transit

trade and manufactures. The.se arc described in detail in

articles on the chief tmvns. Barcelona (pop, i()oo, 533,000),

Badalona (19,240), Oirdonu (3855), Igualada (10,442), Manresa

(23,252), Matard (19,704), Sabaciell (23,294), Tarrasa (15,056),

Vich (11,628) and Villanueva y-Geltru (11,856). Berga (5465),
perhaps the Roman Gistrum Bergium, on the Llobr^gat, is the

home of the Catalonian cotton industry'. None of the rivers is

navigable, and the roads are in general indifferent and insufficient.

The province is better off in regard to railways, of which there

are 349 m. Important lines radiate from the city of Barcelona

north-cast along the coast to Gerona and to Perpignan in France

;

south-west along the coast to Tarragona and Valencia
;
and west

to Saragossa and Madrid. Several local railways link together

the principal towns. For a general description of the people,

and for the histoiy of this region see Catalonia. The population

is greater and increases more rapidly than that of any other

Spanish province, a fact due not to any lar^^e excess, of births

over deaths, but to the industrial life which attracts many
immigrants. In the last quarter of the loth century the increase

eicceeded 200,000, while the averiige yearly number of emigrants

was below 2000. in point of education this province is quite

among the fir-st in Spain, and as far back as 1880 there were

97,077 children cairoU^ on the school registers
;
the figures have

since steadily increased.

1IAR0EIX>ttA, formed the capital of Catalonia, and since 1833
the capital of the province of Barcelona in eastern Spain, in

42^ 23^ N. and 21* £., on the Mediterranean Sea, and at the

head of milways from Madrid, Saragossa, and Perpignan in

France. Pop. (1900) 533,000. Barcelona is a flourishing city and
the principal seaport of Spain. It is built on the sloping edge of a
small plain between the nvers Besds, on the north, and Llobr^at,
on the south, immediatidy to the south-west the fortified hillsof

Mofitjuich rise to an altitude of 650 ft, while the view is bounded

on the west by the heights which culminate in Tibidabo (i745

ft), and on the north-east by the Montanas Matas. The giaater

part of the space thus enclosed is occupied by comfMiarivaly

modem siilnirbs and gardens of almost tropicai loicurianoe,

strongly contrasting with the huge factories and busy port of

the criginal city in their midst.

Bar^ona was formerly fmrrounded by a strong line of

ramparts, and defended, or more correctly, overawed by a
citadel on the north-east, erected in 1775 by Philip V. ; but these

fortifications being felt as a painful tostriction on the natural

development of city, were, in spite of the opposition of the

central government, finally aMislvra by the loil authorities in

1845. of the moat were utilised for the mllanTof the

houses which soon occupied the site of the ramparts, and the

ground, which had been covered by the citadel, was laid out in

gardens. A rapid extension of the city to the north-west took

place, and in 1860 an clalx>rate plan for the laying out of new
districts received tlie royal sanction. Barcelona thus comprises

an old town, still consisting for the most part of irregular and
narrow streets, and a new town built with all the symmetry and
precision of a premeditated sclieme. The buildi^ of the old

town are chiefly of brick, from four to five storeys in height, with

flat roofs, and other oriental pe('uliartties
;
while in tlie new town

hewn stone is very largely employed, and the architecture is often

of a modern English style. To the east, on the tongue of land

that helps to form the port, lies the suburb of Barceloneta. It

owes its origin to the marquis de la Mina, who, about 1754, did

much for the city, and is regularly laid out, the houses being

built of brick after a uniform pattern. The main street or axis of

the old town is the Rambla, which has a fine promenade planted

with plane-trees ninning (lovii the middle, and contains the

principal hotels and theatres of the city. The most important

suburbs are Grdcia, las Corts de Sarrid, Borta, San Andris de

Palmnar, San (Jervasio de (a.ssolas, San Martin de Provensals

and Sans. Exclusive of these, the city contains about 334,000

inhabitants, an increase of nearly 150,000 since 1857. L^e
numbers of immigrant artisans joined the populatbn during the

latter half of the 19th century, attracted by the great develop-

ment of industry. Barcelona is the see of a bishop, and, like

mo.st Spanish towns, has a large number of ecclesiastical build-

ings, though by no means so many as it once possessed. No
fewer than eighteen convents were still standing in 1873. The
cathedral, erected lx*twecn 1298 and 1448 on Monte Taber, an
oval hill which forms the bighe-sl point of the Rambla, is one of

the finest examples of Spanish Gothic
; although it is not

designed on a great st'ale and some parts have been freely

modernized. It contains the early 14th-century tomb of Santa

Eulalia, the patron saint of the city, besides many other monu-
ments of artistic or historical interest. Its stained glass windows
are among the finest in Spain, and it posses^s archives of great

value. Santa Maria del Mar, Santa Ana^ Santos Justo y Pastor,

I

San Pedro de las Pucllas, and San Pablo del Campo are all

churches worthy of mention.

The educational institutions of Barcelona have ferom an early

period been numerous and important. The university (f/w-

vmidad Literatia\ which was originally founded in 1430 by the

magistracy of the city, and received a bull of confirmation from
Pope Nicholas V, in 1450, possessed at that time four faculties

and thirty-one chairs all endowed by the corporation. It was
suppres.sed in 1714, but restored in 1841, and now oocupiei an
extensive building in the new town. Th^re are, besides, ap
academy of natural sciences, a college of medicine and sutgeiy

—

confirmed by a bull of Benedict XIII. in 1400—an academy of

fine arts, a noimal school, a theological seminaty, an upper
industrial school, an institution for the education of deaf-

mutes, a school of navigation a ^id many minor establiMiiiieats.

Gratuitous instruction of a veiy high order is afforded fay the
Board of Trade to upwards of 2000 pupik. The principal charit-

able foundations ai« the Casa dt Cmidad or house o/L chaiiby,

tbe hospital general, dating from 140E, and the foundling

hospital. The principal civic and conomereial kuildkigs are Mie
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Qua Consistoria], a fine Gothic hall (136^137^)1 Lonja or

exchange (1383), and the Aduana or custom-house (1792).

At the seaward end of the Rambla is a laigc ancient structure,

the Atanuuuias or Arsenals, which was finished about 1243,

and partly demolished in the 19th century to give a better view

to the promenade. Remains of the former royal state of Barce-

lona are found in the Palacio Real of the kings of A^on and

the Palacio de la Relna. At the highest part of the city, in the

Gille del Paradis, are some magnificent columns, and other

Roman remains, which, however, are hidden by the surrounding

buildings. Means of public recreation are abundantly supplied.

There arc many theatres, the two most important being the

Tcatro Principal, and the Teatro del Liceo, a very fine building,

originally erected in 1845 on the site of a convent of Trinitarian

monks. The number of restaurants and similar places of evening

resort is very great, and there are several public courts where the

Basque game of [Kdota con be witnessed.

The sD>called port of Barcelona was at first only an open beach,

on the east, slightly sheltered by the neighbouring hills, but at

an early period the advantage of some artificial protection was
felt. In 1438 Don Alphonso V. granted the magistracy a licence

to build a mole ; and in 1474 the Moll de Santa Creu was officially

begun. Long after this, however, travellers speak of Barcelona

as destitute of a harbour
;
and it is only in the 1 7th century that

satisfactory works were undertaken. Until modem times all the

included area was shut off from the open sea by a sand-bank,

which rendered the entrance of large vessels impossible. An
extension of the former mole, and the construction of another

from the foot of Montjuich, have embraced a portion of the sea

outside of the bank, and a convenient shelter is thus afforded for

the heaviest battleships. From 1873 the work of extension and
improvement was carried on systematically, with the addition

of new quays, greater storage room, and better means for handling

cargo. After thirty years of steady development, further plans

were approved in 1903. At this time the port included an inner

harbour, with a depth of 18 to 30 ft. at low tide, and an outer

harbour with a depth of 20 to 35 ft. In the following year 8075
vessels of nearly 5,000,000 tons entered the port. Barcelona is

well supplied with inland communication liy rail, and the traffic

of its streets is largely facilitated by tramway lines running from
the port as far as (iricia and the other chief suburbs.

Barcelona has long been the industrial and commercial centre

of eastern Spain—a pre-eminence which dates from the 12th and

1 3th centuries. It received a temporary check from the disasters

of the Spanish-American War of 1898 ;
but less than a year later

it paid about £550,000 in industrial and commercial taxes, or

more than ii % of the whole amount thus collected in the

kingdom
; and within five years it had become a port of regular

call for thirty-five important shipping companies. It also con-

tained the head offices of thirteen other lines, notably those of

the Transatlantic Mail Company, which possessed a fleet of

twenty-five fine steamships. Trades and industries give occupa-

tion to more than 1 50,000 hands of both sexes. The spinning and
weaving of wool, cotton and silk are the principal industries, but

the enterprising spirit of the Catalans has compelled them to try

almost evtry industry in which native capital could attempt to

compete with foreign, especially since the institution of the

protectionist tariffs of 1892. The native manufacturers are quite

able to compete in peninsular markets with foreign rivals. This

prasperity has been in part due to the great development of

means of communication around the city and in the four Catalan

provinces. Comestibles, raw materials, and combustibles form
the greater part of the imports, but this great mBnuku:toiy also

imports a considerable quantity of foreign manufactured goods.

The principal exports are wines, cereals, oKve-oil, cotton goods,

soap, cigarette-paper, furniture and barrels, boots, shoes and
leather goods, and machinery.

Barcino, the ancient name of the cit}^, is usually connected
with tliat of the Carthaginian Hamiicar Barca, its tra^onal
founder in the 3rd century B.C. After the Roman conquest, it

received from Augustus (27 b.c.-a.d. 14) the name ol Julia

Faventia (afterwa^ Au^ta and FiaJ^ with the status of a

Roman colony ; and thenceforward it rapidly grew to be the

leading mart of the western Mediterranean, rivalling Tarraco

(Tarragona) and Massilia (Marseilles) as earl)r as the 2nd century

A.D. As its remains testify, the Roman city occupied Monte
Taber. The bishopric of Barcelona was founded in 343. In 415
and 531, the Visigoths chose Barcelona as their temporary

capital; in 540 and 599 church councils were held there.

Barcinona or Bardjaluna, as it was then called, was captured

by the Moors in 713, and in 801 it passed, with the rest of

Catalonia, under the dominion of the Franks. From 874 the

counts of Barcelona ruled as independent monarchs. But the

accession of larger resources due to the union between Catalonia

and Aragon in 1 149, brought the city to the zenith of its fame
and we^th. Its merchant ships vied with those of Genoa,

Venice and Ragusa, trading as far west a.s the North Sea and the

Baltic, and as fir east as Alexandria. In 1258 James 1 . of Aragon
empowered Barcelona to issue its famous Consulado del Mar, a

code of maritime law recognized as authoritative by many
European states. Consuls represented Barcelona at the principal

commercial centres on or near the Mediterranean
;
and the city

was among the first communities to adopt the practice of marine
insurance. But the union of Castile and Aragon in 1479 favoured

tilher cities of Spain at the expense of Barcelona, whose com-
mercial supremacy was transferred to the ports of western Spain

by the discovery of America in 1492. The citizens attributed

their misfortunes to the Castilian ” government, and a strong

party among them favoured annexation by France. In 1640
Barcelona was the centre of the Catalonian rebellion against

Philip IV., and throw itself under French protection. In 1652

it returned to its allegiance, but was captured by the duke of

Vendome in 1697. At the peace of Kyswick, in the same year,

it was restored to the Spanish monarchy. During the War of the

Succession (1701-1714) Barcelona atlhered to the house of

Austria. The seizure of Montjuich in 1705, and the subsequent

capture of the cit)’ by the earl of Peterborough, formed one of his

most brilliant achievements. In 1714 it was taken after an
obstinate resistance by the duke of Berwick in the interests of

Philip V., and at the close of the war was reluctantly reconciled

to the Bourbon dynasty. In 1809 the French invaders of Spain

obtained possession of the fortress and kept the city in sub-

jection until 1814. Since then it has shared in most of the

revolutionary movements that have swept over Spain, and has

frequently been distinguislu’d by the violence of its civic com-
motions. For the historic antagonism between the Catalans

and the other inhabitants of •Spain was strengthened by the

industrial development of Barcelona. Among the enterprising

and shrewd Catalans, who look upon their rulers as reactionary,

and reserve all their sympathies for the Provenfal neighbours

whom they so nearly resemble in race,language and temperament,
French influence and republican ideals spread rapidly

;
taking

the form partly of powerful labour and socialist organizations,

partly of less reputable bodies, revolutionary and even anarchist.

Strikes are very common, seventy-three having occurred in such
a year of comparative quiet as 1903 ; but the causes of disturb-

ance are almost as often political as economic, and the annals of

the city include a long list of revolutionary riots and bomb
outrages. 1 A strange contrast is presented by the co-existence of

these turbulent elements with the more old-fashioned Spanish

society of Barcelona. Church festivals, civic and ecclesiastical

processions are almost as animated and picturesque as in Seville

Itself
; and many medieval customs continue to flourish side by

side with the most modem features of industrial life, giving to

Barcelona a character altogether unique among Spanish cities.

Tliv literature relating to Barcelona is extensive. For a general
description of the city, see A. A. P. Arimon. Barcelona anfigua y
modema, two illustrated folio volumes (Madrid. 1850) ; and f.

Artigas y Feiner, Guia iHneraria de Barcelona (Barcelona, x888).

For the antiquities, see S. Sampere, Tofografia antigua de Barcelona

(1890). The economic history of the city is dealt with by A. Cap-
many in his Memonas hisloricas sohra la manna, rowrreto. y tnies de
la antigua ciudad de Barcelona (Biadrid, 177^1792) ; and. for its

political history, the same work should be consulted, tottethcr with
Jiietoriae e ednauestas dels eomtes de Barcelona, by T. Tomich
(Barcekma, s888), and the CoUeeiS de documents imidits del Atxin
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munkiptd di la dutat da Bmaeloma (BarcskittA, 1^3). The ntoad oi
the revoltttknary movement i» traced by M. Gil Maestro* m his £l
Anarqmtma an Espa^, y al especial de Bapcelma (Madrid, 1897).
and in his La Criminahdaa en Barcelona (Barcelona, x 81^).

BARCSLOWA, a town and port of Venezuela, capital of the
state of Bermudez, on the Nevcri river, 3 m. from its mouth and
1 2 m. by rail from the port of Quanta, which has superseded the

incommodious river port in the trade of this district. Pop.
(est. 1904) 13,000. Built on the border of a low plain and having
a mean annual temperature of 82® F., the town has the reputa-

tion of being unhealthy. There are salt works and important
coal deixisits in its vicinity, the latter at Naricual and ( upiricual,

12 m. distant by rail. Though the adjacent countrj' is fertile, its

prosperity has greatly declined, and the exports of coffee, sugar,

cacao and forest products are much less im{)ortant tlian formerly.

The town dates from 1637. when it was located at the fool of the

Cerro Santo and was call^ Nueva Barcelona
;
it reached a state of

much prosperity and commercial importance before the end of the

century. The War uf Independence, however, and the chronic

political disorders that followed nearly ruined its industries

and trade,

BARGB1X)NNETTB, a town in the department of Basses-

Alp^, in the S.E. of France. Pop. (1906) 2075. It is built at

a hei^t of 3717 ft. on the right bank of the Ubaye river, on which

it is the most important place. It is situated in a wide and very

fertile valley, and is surrounded by many villas, built by natives

who have made their fortune in Mexico, and are locally known
as les Amhimim. The town itself is mainly ccunposed of a long

street (flanked by two others), which is really the road from
Grenoble to Cuneo over the Col de TArgenti^re (6545 ft.). The
only remarkable buildings in the town are a striking clock-tower

of the tsth century (the remains of a Franciscan convent)

and the Mus4e Chabrand, which contains a very complete collec-

tion of birds, both European and extra-European.

Refounded in 1231 by Raymond B^renger IV,, count of

Provence (he was of the family of the counts of Barcelona,

whence the name of the tovm he rebuilt), Barcelonnctte passed

to Savoy in 1388 (formal cession in 1419), and in 1713 by the

treaty of Utrecht wa.s i^edcd to France in exchange for the

valleys of Exille.s, F^nestrelles, .and Chateau Dauphin (Castel-

delfino). It was the birtliplace uf J. A. Manuel (1775-1827),
the well-known Lilieral orator at the time of the Restoration

of 1815, after whom the principal square of the town is named.
Soc 1''. Arnaud, Uarcelonnette el .ses environs [Guide du C. A. F.)

(1808), and La Vall^r dt Barcehnneite (ufoo). (W. A. B. C.)

BARCLAY, ALEXANDER (c. 1476-1552), British p(jet, was
bom about 1476. His nationality is matter of dispute, but William
Bulleyn, who was a native of Ely, and probably knew him when
he was in the monastery there, asserts*that he was bom “ Ixjyonde

the cold river of Twede
; moreover, the spelling of his name

and the occasional Scottish words in his vocabular)^ point to

a northern origin. His early life was spent at Croydon, but it

is not certain whether he was educated at Oxford or Cjunbridge.

It may be presumed that he took his degree, as he uses the title

of “ Syr ” in his translation of Sallust, and in his will he is called

doctor of divinity. From the numerous incidental references

in his works, and from his knowledge of European literature,

it may be inferred that he spent some time abroad. • Thomas
Cornish, suffragan bishop in the diocese of Bath and Wells,

and provost of (^iel College, Oxfo^ri,from 1493 to 1507,appointed

him chaplain of the college of St Mary Ottcry, Devonshire.

Here he translated Sebastian Brant’s Skip of Fools, and even

introduced his neighbours into tlie satire :

—

For If one can flatter^ and bcare a Hauke on his ftst,

He shall be parson ad Hopington or Cist'*

The death of l»s patitm in 1523 apparently put an end to his

connexion with the west, and lie became a monk m the Bene-

&tine monastery < f Ely. In this retreat he probabty wrote his

edegnes, but in 1520 ''Maistre Barkl^e, the Bbdce Monke
and Peete " was dbrired to devise

**
Kistoires and convenient

ndsefis to florisshe the buildings and banquet house withal
**

at the meeting between Henry VIII. and Francis I. at the Fidd
of ihc Cloth of Gold. He at length became a Franciscan monk
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ofCantorbury. It is presumed that heixmfdimedvrith the change

of religion, for he retained under Edward VI. the livings of Great

Baddow, Essex, and of Wok^j Somerset, which he had received

in 1546, and was presented in 1553 by the dean and diopter of

(Janterimry to the rectory of All Hallows, Lombard ’ Street,

London. He died shortly after this last preferment at Ofo^don,

Surrey, where he was buried on the loth of June 1552. Alf the

evkkmcc in Barclay's own work gtws to prove that he was
sincere in his reproof of contemporary follies and vk*e, and the

grexss accusations which John Bale * brings against His moral

character may be put down to his hatred of Barclay’s cloth.

The Ship of Fooh was as popular in ito English drcs.s as it

hod been in German)' . It was the starting-point of a new satirical

literature. In itself a product of the medieval conception of

the fool who figiirefi so largely in the Shrovetide and other

pageants, it differs entirely from the general allegorical satires

of the preceding centurie.s. The figures are no longer abstrac-

tions
; they are concrete examples of the folly of the bibliophile

who collects books but learns nothing from them, of the evil

judge who takes bribes to favour the guilty, of the old fool whom
time merely strengthens in his folly, of those who are eager to

follow the fashions, of the priests who spend their time in diureh
telling

**
gesles ” of Robin Hood and so forth. The spirit of

the b<)ok reflects the general transition between allegory and
narrative, morality and drama. The Narrmsekiff of Sebastian

Brant was essentially German in conception and treatment,
but his hundred and thirteen types of fools possessed, neverthe-
less, universal interest. It was in reality sins and vices, however,
rather than follies that came under his censure, and this didactic

temper was reflected in Barclay. The book appeared in 14^
with woodcuts said to have been devised and perhaps pat^
executed by Brant himself. In these illustrations, which gave
an impulse to the production of “ cnblems ” and were copied
in the English version, there appears a humour quite absent
from the text. In the Latin elegiacs of the Shdtifera Nmfis

(1497) of Jacob Locher the book was read throughout Europe.
Barclay's The Shyp of Folys of the Worlde was first printed by
Richard Pynson in 1509. He says he translated “ cute of Latcn,
Frenche, and Doche,’* but he seems to have lieen most familiar

with the Latin version. He used a good deal of freedom in his

translation, “ sometyme addynge, sometyme detractinge and tak-

inge away suche thinges as semeth me necessary and superflue.’'

The fools are given a local colour, and Barclay appears as the

unsparing satirist of the social evils of his time. At the end of

nearly every section he adds an envoi of his own to drive home
the moral more .surely. The poem is written in the ordinary

C haucerian stanza, and in language which is more modem than
the common literary English of his day.

Certayne Edo^es of Alexander Barclay, Priest, written in his

youth, were probably printed as early as 1513, although the

earliest extant edition is that in John Cawood's reprint (1570)
of the Skip of Fools. They form,with the exception of Henr^on’s
Rohin and Makyn, the earliest examples of the English pastoral.

The first three eclogues, in the form of dialogues between Coridon

and Comix, were borrowed from the Miseriae Curialitm of

Aeneas Sylvius Piooelomini (Pope Pius II.), and contain 'an
eulogy of John Alcock, ' bishop of Ely, the founder of Jestis

Coll^, Cambridge. The fourth is bas^ on Mantuan's eclogue,

De corisuetudine divitum erga foetas, with laige additions. It

contains the Dcscrypcion of tne towre of Virtue and Honour,”
an elegy on Sir Edward Howard, lord high admiral (rf England,

who perished m the attack on the French fleet in tlie hiutiour

of Brest in 1513. The fifth, printed by Wynkyn de Wotde, also

without date, is entitled the ^ Fyfte li^log of Alexandre Rarelny

of the Cytezen and the ujflondyshman ^ and is also baaed on
Mantuan. Two shepherds, Amintas and Faustus, disenso the

familiar theme of the respective merits of town and oountty life,

and relate a quaint fable of the origin of the different efosins of

society. Barclay^l pastocals oontOin many ptetures Of rustic

life as he knew it.. He describes for instance the Sunday gatnesi

in the vinage, football, and the struggle for food at great foasts ;
* Script. IH. Maf. Brit (1537, Cent. lx. No. 66).

111. 13a
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but his wlogues wer«, like his Italian models, also satires on
social evils. The shepherds are rustics of the G)lin Clout type,

and discuss the follies and corruptions around them. Banday
had, however, no sympathy with the anti-clerical diatribes of

John Skelton, whom he more than once attacks. Bale mentions

an Anti-SkeUomm which is lost. His other works are :

—

The

CasteU of Labours (Wynkyn de VV orde, 1506), from the French

of Pierre Gringoire
;

the Introductory to write and to pronounce

Frenche (Robert Copland, 1521) ;
The Myrrour of Good Maners

j

(Richard Pynson, not dateci), a translation of the De quatuor
\

virtutibus of Dominicus Alancinus
;

Cronycle compyled in l.aJlyn

liy the renowned Sallust (Richard Pynson, no date), a translation

of the Bellum Jugurthinum ; The Lyfe of the glorious Martyr
Saynt George (R. IVnson, c. 1530). The Lyfe of Saynte Thomas^
and Haython's Cronycle^ both printed by Pynson, are also

attributed to Barclay, but on very doubtful grounds.

Sec T. H. JamieKOfi’s edition of tin* Ship of Fools (Edinburgh. 1874).
wfiich contains an account of tlie author and a bibliognmhy of his

works
; and J, W. I^airholt's edition of The Cytezen and uplondysh-

man (Percy Soc. 1847), which includes large extracts from the other
eclogues; also Zamcke's edition of Brant (Leipsig, 1854); and
Dr Fedor Fraustadt, Vher das VerhAUnis von Barclays Ship of

Foote eu den laietHtschen, franzdsischen nnd deutschen Quellen (1804).
A prose version of Locher's StulHfera Navis, by Henry Watson, was
printed by Wynkyn dfc Worde in 1518.

BARCLAY, JOHN (1582 *1621), Scottish satirist and Latin

]K)et, was bom, on the 28th of January 1582, at Pont-^-Mousson,

where his father William Barclay held the chair of civil law.

His motlier wiis a Frenchwoman of good family. His early

education was obtained at the Jesuit (Allege. While there, at

the age of nineteen, he wrote a commentary on the Thebaid of

Statius. In 1603 he crossed with his father to London. Barclay

had persistently maintained his Scottish nationality in his

French surroundings, and probably found in James’s accession

an opportunity which he would not let slip. He did not remain

long in England, where he is supposed to have published the first

part of lus Satyricon, for in 1605 when a second edition of that

book appeared in Paris, he was there, having already spent some
time in Angers, and being now the husliand of a French girl,

Louise Debonairc. He returned to Umdon with his wife in 1606,

and there published his Sylvae, a collection of l.atin poems. In

the following year the second part of the Satyricon appeared in

Paris. Barclay remained on in London till 1616. In 1609 he

edited the De Polestaie Papae^ an anti-papal treatise by liis father,

who had died in the preceding year, and in lOn he issued an
Apologia or “ third part ” of the Satyricon, in answer to the

attacks of the Jesuits and others who were prolmbly embittered

by the tone of the earlier parts of the satire. A so-called “ fourth

part,” with the title of Icon Aninwrum, appeared in 1614.

James 1 . is said to have been attracted by his scholarship, but

particulars of this, or of his life in London generally, are not avail-

able. In i6i6 he went to Rome, for some reason unexplained,

and there resided till his death on the 15th of August 1621. He
appears to have been on better terms with the Church and

notably with Bellarminc : for in 1617 he issued, from a press at

Cologne, a Paraenesis ad Sectarios, an attack on the position of

Protestantism. The literary effort of his closing years was his
|

best-known work the Argents, completed alx)ul a fortnight
|

before his death, which has l^cen said to have been hastened by
poison. IIk romance was printed in Paris in the same year,

Barclay s contemporary reputation as a writer was of the

highest ; by his strict scholarship and graceful style he has

deserved the praise of mixlern students. I1ie Satyricon, a severe

satire on the Jesuits, is modelled on Hetronius and catches his

lightness of Umch, though it shows little or nothing of the tone

of its model, or of the umiesitating severity and coarseness of the

humanistic satire of B.irclay*8 age. The.i4rfm}r is a long romance,

with a monitory purpo.He on the dangers of political intrigue,

probably suggested to him by his experiences of the league in

France, and by the catholic plot in England after James’s acces-

sion* The work has been praised by all ^airttes ; and it enjoyed

for more than a century after his death a remarkable popularity.

Most of the innumerable editions are supplied with a key to

the characters and names of the story. Thus Aneroetus is

Clement VIII ; Arx non eversa is the Tower of Lemdon
;

Hip-

pophilus and Radirobanes are the names of the king of Spain ;

Hyanisbe is Queen Elizabeth
;
Mergania, by an easy anogi^,

is Germany ; Usinulca, by another, is Calvin. The book is 01

historical importance in the development of 17th -century

romance, including especially Fenelon's T^Mmaque. Ben

Jonson appears, from an entry at Stationers’ Hall on the 2nd of

October 1623, intended to make a translation. Barclay’s

.^.hotter poems, in two books, were printed in the Delitiae Poetarum

(Amsterdam, 1637, i. pp. 76-136). In the dedication,

to Prince C!harles of England, he refers to his earlier publication,

the Syluae,

'I’hc best account of Barclay is the preface by Jules Dukas in his

bibliography of the Satyrium (Paris, 1889). This supersedes the
life in Bayle's Dictionary, which had Ix^en the sole authority. A
“ Afth part " of the Satyricon appears in most of the editions, by
AlethophUus (Claude Morisot). For the ArMnis, see the disser-

tations by Lton Boucher (Paris. 1874), and Dupond (Paris, i8y).
The Icon Animorum was Englished by Thomas Mjw in 1631 (7^
Mirrouf of Mindes, or Barclay* s Icon 'A nimorum). Barclay's works
have nrver l>e»'n collocfi'd.

BARCLAY, JOHN (1734-1798), Scottish divine, was born in

Perthshire and died at Edinburgh. He graduated at St Andrews,

and after being licensed became assistant to the parish minister

of Errol in Perthshire. Owing to differences with the minister,

he left in 1 763 and was appointed assistant to Antony Dow of

Fettercairn, Kincardine. In this parish he became very popular,

but his opinions failed to give satisfaction to his pre.sbytery. In

1772 he was rejected as successor to Dow, and was even refused

by the presbytery the testimonials requisite in order to obtain

another living, the refu.sal of the presbytery was sustained by

the General Assembly, and Barclay thereupon left the Scottish

church and founded congregations at Sauchyburn, Edinburgh and

London. Hi.s followers were sometimes called Bereans, because

they regulated their conduct by a diligent study of the Scriptures

(Acts xvii. 11). They hold a modified form of Calvinism.

lits works, which include many hymns and paraphrases of tlie

psalms, and a book called lyuhout Faith, witlomt God, were edited

ny J. Thomson and D. Macmillan, with a memoir (1852).

BARCLAY, ROBERT (1648-1690), one of the most eminent

writers belonging to the Society-of Friends, or Quakers, was bom
in 1648 at Gordonstown in Morayshire. His father had served

under Gustavus Adolphus, and pursued a somewhat tortuous

course through the troubles of the civil war. Robert was .sent to

finish his education in Paris, and it app^rs he was at one time

inclined to accept the Roman Catholic faitli. In 1667, however,

he followed the example of his father, and joined the recently-

formed Society of Friends. In 167a he married a Quaker lady,

Christian Mollison of Al^rdeen. He was an ardent theological

student, a man of warm feelings and considerable mental powers,

and he soon came prominently forward as the leading apologist

of the new doctrine, winning his spurs in a controversy with one

William Mitchell. The publication of fifteen Theses Theologiae

(1676) led to a public discussion in Aberdeen, each side claiming

a victory. The most prominent of the Theses was that bearing

on immediate revelation, in which the superiority of this inner

light to reason or scripture is sharply stated. His greatest work,

An Apology for the True Christian Divinity, was published in

I*atin at Amsterdam in 1676, and was an elaborate statement

of the grounds for holding certain fundamental positions laid

down in the Theses, It was translated by its author into English

in 1678, and is one of the most impressive theolc^ical writings

of the century
.

” It breathes a large tolerance and is stjll perha^
the most important manifesto of the (Juakcr Society. Barclay

experienced to some extent the persecutions inflicted on the new
society, and was several times thrown into prison. He travelled

extensively in Euiope (once with Penn and Geoige Fox), aqd
had sevei^ interviews with Elizabeth, princess palatine. In

later years he had much influence with James II., who as duke of

York had given to twelve members of the society a patent of the

province of East New Jersey, Barclay being made governor

(1682-88). He is said to have visited James with a view

I

to making terms of accommodation with William of Orange,
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whose arrival was then imminent. He died on the 3rd of

October 1690.

BARCLAY, WILLIAM (1546-1608), Scottish jurist, was Iwm
in Aberdeenshire in 1546. Educated at Aberdeen University, he
went to France in 1573, and studied law under Cujas, at Boui^cs,

where he took his doctor's degree. Qiarles IIL, duke of Lorraine,

appointed him professor of civil law in the newly - founrled

university of Pont-i-Mousson, and also created him counsellor

of state and master of requests. In 1603, however, he was
obliged to quit France, having incurred the enmity of the Jesuits,

through his opposition to their proposal to admit his son John
{q.v,) a memlier of their s(K'iety. Returning to England, he was
offered considerable preferment by King James on condition of

becoming a member of the Church of England. This offer he

refused, and returned to France in 1604, when he was appointed

professor of civil law in the university of Angers. He died at

Angers in 1608. His principal works were De Ke^no et Ke^ali

Potestaie, &c. (Paris, 1600), a strenuous defence of the rights of

kings, in which he refutes the doctrines of George Buchanan,

“Junius Brutus" (Hubert I^inguel) and Jean Boucher; and
De Potestate Papar, &c, (London, 1600), in opposition to the
usurpation of tiim;ioral powers by the pope, whic h called forth

the celebrated reply of Cardinal Bellarminc
;

also commentaries

on some of the titles of the Pandects.

BARCLAY DB TOLLY, MICHAEL ANDREAS, called by the

Russians Michael, Prince Bogdanovich (1761-1818), Russian

field marshal,was born in Livonia in 1 761. He was a descendant of

a Scottish family which had settled in Russia in the r7th century.

He entered the Russian army at an early itgc. In 1788-1789 he
served against the Turks, in 1790 and 1794 against the Swedes
and Poles. He became colonel in 1798 and major-general in

1799, In the war of 1806 against Napoleon, Barclay took a
distinguished part in the battle of Pultusk and was wounded at

Eylau, where his conduct won him promotion to the rank of

lieut.-general. In 1808 he commanded against the Swede.s in

Finland, and in 1809 hy a rapid and daring march over the frozen

Gulf of Bothnia he surprised and seized Umco. In 1810 he was
made minister of war, and he retained the post until 1813. In

1812 Barclay was given command of one of the armies operating

against Napoleon, 'fhere was very keen opposition to the

appointment of a foreigner as commander-in-chief, and after he

v;as defeated at Smolensk the outcry was so great that he

resigned bis command and took a subordinate place under the

veteran Kutusov. Barclay was present at Borodino, but left

tlie army soon afterwards. In 1813 he was re-employed in the

field and took part in the campaign in Germany, After the

battle of Bautzen he was reinstated as commander-in-chief of

tlic Russian forces, and in this capacity he served at Dresden,

Kulm and Leipzig. After the last battle he was made a count.

He took part in the invasion of France in 1814 and at Paris

received the baton of a field marshal. In 1815 he was again
commander-in-chief of the Russian army which invaded France,

and he was made a prince at the close of the war. He died at

Insterburg in Prussia on the 14th (i6th) of May 1818.

BARCOCHEBAS, Bar-Cochab, or Bar Kokra (“ son of a
star "), the name given in Christian sources to one Simeon, the

leader in the Jewish revolt against Rome in the tim^of Hadrian
(a.d. 132-135). The name does not apjicar in the Roman
historians. In Rabbinic sources he is called Bar (Ben) Coziba,
“ son of deceit," which perhaps reflects the later verdict of con-

demnation recorded after his failure (root 373 '‘to be false").

Cochab is, therefore, the name either of his father or of his home.
But it is recorded that the Rabbi 'Aqlba

(9.»0»
^ho recognized

him as Messiah, appKed Num. xxiv. 17 to him, reading not
Cifckab (“ a star "), hut C&siba {** goes forth from Jacob ")

;

thus Bar-cochab is a Messianic title of the ** man of Cozeba
"

{cf, Chron. iv. 22) whose original name was recalled by later

Rablas with sinister intention. At first the Romans paid little

attention to the insurgents, who were able to strike coins in the
name of Simeon, prince d Israel, and Eleanur priest, and to

persecute the Christians, who refused to join riie revolt. But
troops were collected and the various fortresses occupied by the

Jews were successively reduced. The end came with the fall cif

Beth-thar (Bethar). Extraordinary stories were told of the

prowess of Barcochebas and of the ordeals to which he subjected

ins soldiers in the way of training.

Sfo Eusebiu.s, H,E. ix . 6 ;
Dio C4MsiuR xix. 12-14 ; Sidifirer, Gtsch.

/L fUd. Volkes^ 3rd ed. i. 682 fi. ; Deronbourg, Hist, d9 /« PaUsL 423 ti.

(distinguisiicB BarcochcbiiB from Simeon) ; Schlattler, G$sch, Isrttals,

2nd ott. J03 fi.
: articles Jaws and Palustink. History^

;

also art.

s.r. “Bar Kokl»a“ in Jewish Encyc, {S. Knius*;).

BARD, a word of Celtic derivation (Gaelic baird, Cymric hardh,

Irish i^nri/) applied to the ancient Celtic poets, though tlie name is

sometimes loosely used as synonymous with poet in general.

So far as can be ascertained, the title bardSy and some of the

privileges peculiar to that class of poets, are to be found only

among Celtic peoples, ITic name itself is not itscd by Caesar in

his account of the manners and customs of Gaul and Britain, but
he appears to ascribe the; functions of the Imrds to a section of the

Druids, with which class they seem to have been closely con-

nected. Later Latin authors, such as Lucan {Phar. p. 447),
Fcstus(De Verb. Sign, s.v.), and Ammianus Marcellinus (bk. xv.),

used the term Bardi as the recognized title of the national poets

or minstrels among the peoples of Gaul and Britain. In Gaul,

however, the institution soon disappeared ; . the purely Celtic

peoples were swept back b}' the waves of Latin and Teutonic

conquest, and finally settled in Wales, Ireland, Brittany and the

north of Scotland. There is clear evidence of the existence of

liards in all these places, though the known relics belong almost

entirely to Wales and Ireland, where the institution was more
di' tinctix'cly national. In Wales they formed an organized

society, with hereditary rights and privileges. They were treated

with the utmost respect and were exempt from taxes or military

service. Their special duties were to celebrate the victories of

their people and to sing hymns of praise to God. They thus

gave poetic expression to the religious and national sentiments

of the people, and therefore exerci.sed a very powerful influence.

The whole society of bards was regulated by laws, said to ha^^e

Ixjen first distinctly formulated by Hywell Dha, and to have been

afterwards revised by Gruffydd ap Conan. At stated intervals

great festivals were held, at which the most famous bards from
the various districts met and contended in song, the umpires
being generally the princes and nobles. Even after the conquest
of Wales, these congresses, or Eisteddjodau, as they were called

(from the Welsh eisieddy to sit), continued to be summoned by
royal commission, but from the reign of Elizabeth the custom
has been allowed to fall into abeyance. They have not been since

summoned by royal authority, but were revived alxiut 1822, and
are held regularly at the present time. In modem Welsh, a bard
is a poet whose vocation has been recognized at an Eisteddfod.

In Ireland also the bards were a distinct class with peculiar and
hereditary privileges. They appear to have been divided into

three great sections: the first celebrated victories and sang

hymns of praise
; the second chanted the laws of the nation

;

the third gave poetic genealogies and family histories. Tlie

Irish bards were held in high repute, and frequently were brought

over to Wales to give instruction to the sinpers of that country.

In consequence, perhaps, of Lucan's havinp spoken of camina
bardi, the word ^ard^began to be used, early in the 17th centuiy,

to designate any kind of a serious poet, whether lyric or epic,

and is so employed by Shakespeare, Milton and Pope. On the

other hand, in Lowland Scots it grew to be a term of contempt
and reproach, as describing a class of frenzied vagabonds.

See Ed. Tones, Relics of the Welsh Bards (1784) ;
Walker, Memoirif

of the Irish Bards (1786); Owen Jones, Myvyrian Archaeology 4ff

Wales (3 vols., 1801-1807) ; W. F. Skene, Pour Ancient Books of
WcUes (2 vols., 1868).

BARDAlflAN, an early teacher of Christianity in Mesopotamia,
thewriter of numerous Syriacworks which have entirelyperished ‘

(with one possible exception, the Hymn of the Soul in Acts

of Thomas), and the founder of a school which was soon branded
as heretical. According to the inistwoithy Chfonido^af Eima,
he was bom in that city on the nth Tammuz (July), a.i>. 154.

» The Book of the ham of the Counhies, referred to beloxiv', i» the
work oi a disciple of Bardai^n.
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His paDcnU were of runic and prol^My pog^n ;

according to

dsrl^nunis, he wus in youth a priest in a heathen temple at

MaUiiOg. Another probable tradition asserts that he shar^ the

education of u royal prince who afterwards became king of

Edeswi—perhaps Aljgar bar Manu, who rcign^ 302-217. He

ii said to have converted the princ^e to ('hnstianity, and may
haw had an important share in christianizing the city. Epi-

phanius and Barhcbracus assert that he was first an orthodox

Christian and afterwards an adherent of Valentinus ; but

Eusebius and the Armenian Moses of Chorene reverse the order,

stating that in his later clays he largely, hut not completely,

purged himself of his earlier errors. The earliest works attributed

to him (by Eusebius and others) are polcmiail dialogues against

Marcionism and other heresies
;
these were afterwards translated

into Greek. He also wrote, probabl)* under Caraoilla, an

apology for the Oiri.stian religion in a time of persecution. But
his greatest title to fame was furnished by bis hymns, which,

according to St Ephrem, numbered 150 and were composed in

imitation of the Davidic psalter. He thus became tl\c father of

Syriac hymnology, and from the favour enjoyed by his poems

during the century and a half that intervened Ixstween him and

St Ephrem we may conclude that he po.ssessed original poetic

genius. This would be clearly proved if (as is not unlikely) the

beautiful //ymn of the Soul incorporated in the apocryphal Acts

of Thomas could be regarded us proceeding from his pen
; it is

practically the? only piece of real poetry in Syriac that has come
down to us. Perlmps owing to the persecution under CaracoUa

mentioned above, Bardalsan for a time retreated into Armenia,
and is said to liave there preached Christianity with indifferent

success, and also to have composed a history of the Armenian
kings. Porphyry states tlmt on one occasion at Edessa he

inter\'iewed an Indian deputation who had liccn sent to the

Rotmn emperor, and questioned them as to the nature of Indian

religion. He was undoubtedly a man of wide culture. He died

(according to the patriarch Michael) in 222.

For our knowledge of Bardul^an's doctrine we are mainly

dependent on the hostile witness of St Ephrem, and on statements

by Greek writers who bad no acquaintance with his works in

their original form. His teaching had certain affinities with

!

;nosticism. Thus he certainly denied the resurrection the

)ody ; and so fur as we cun judge by the obscure quotations

from his hymns furnished by St Ephrem he explained the origin

of the world by a process of emanation from the supreme God
whom he called “ the Father of the living.’" On the other hand
the dialogue known as the Bmik of the Laws of the Cotmtries,

which was written by a disciple and is quoted by Eusebius as a
genuine ex[)osition of the master's teaching -while it recognizes

tJie influence of the ctflestial bodies over the body of man and
throughout the material sphere and attributes to them a certain

delegated authority upholds the freedom of the hunmn will

and can in the main be reconciled with orthodox Christian

teaching. On this M. Nau has based his effort (see Une Biographic

iaediude Bardesanc Vastrologue, Paris, 1897; Le Livre des lois

des pays, Paris, 1899) to clear Bardaisan of the reproach of

gnosticism, maintaining that the chaige of heresy arises from a

misundersUnding of certain astrological speculations. It must
be admitted that it is impossible to reconstruct Bardoi^an's

system from the few fragments remaining of his own work and
therefore a certain verdict cannot be given. But the ancient

testimony to the connexam of Bardai^^n with Valentinianism

is strong, and the dialogue probably represents a modification of

Bardesanist teaching in the direction of i^thodoxy. The later

adharents of the school appear to \aPee moved towards a
Manichean dualism.

Th« •abject is exhaustivof^' ducussed in Hort's artklt*
^ Bardtkaui ” in IHa, Christ, Bwg., and a full oolleotioft o€ the ancient

teatimufiioa will Ik* toumi ui Harnack s Alicknsilicko LitimUur, vol. 1.

pp. i84tf. (N.M,)

lAROUJk OHUnWH QOrmilD (1761-^1808), Gemmn
philasopher, was bom at Blaubeuren in Wiirttembeig, and died

> Even Ephrem allows that Bardaisan was 111 principle a mono-
theist.
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at Stuttgart. His system has had little influence in Germany

;

Reinhold (g,v,) alone expounded it against the attacks of Fichte

and Scheliing. Yet in some respects his ideas opened the way
for the later speculations of Scheliing and Hegel. He dissented

strongly from the Kantian distinction between matter and form

of tliought, and urged that philosophy should consider only

thought in itself, pure thought, the ground or possibility of

being. The fundamental principle of tho^ht is, according to

him, the law of identity ; logical thinking is real thinking. The
matter upon whicli tliought operated is in itself indefinite and
is rendered definite through the action of thought. Bardili

worked out Iris idea in a one<sided manner. He held tliat

thought has in itself no power of development, and ultimately

reduced it to arithmetical computation. He published Grundriss

ier ersim Logik (Stuttgart, 1800) ;
Dher die Gesetze der Ideetir

associeUion (Tubingen, 17*^); Briefe uher den Ursprung der

Meiaphysik (Altona, 1798); Philos. Elementarlehre (Landshut,

1802-1806) ;
Beitrdge zur Beurteilung des gegenwdrtigen Zustandes

der VernunfUekre (lAndshut, 1803).

Site C. L. Michelet, Gesehiahie der leizten Systetne
; J. E. Erdmann,

Versuck einer Geschichte d. neu. Phil, Bd. iii. pt. 1. ; B's und Reinholds

Driefwichsel.

BARDOUX» AOfiNOR (1829-1897), French statesman, was a
native of Bourges. Established as an advocate at Clermont, he

did not hesitate to proclaim hk republican sympathies. In 1871

he was elected deputy of the National Assembly, and re-elected in

1876 and in 1877. In the chamber he was president of the group

of the left centre, standing strongly for the republic but against

anti-clericalism. After the coup d'Hat of the 16th of May, he

was one of the leaders of the 363.” In the republican chamber
elected after the i6th of May, he became minister of public

instruction (December 1877), and proposed various republican

laws, notably on compulsory primary education. He resigned

in 1879. He was not re-elected in 1881, but in December 1882

was named senator for life. He wrote essays on Les Legistes

et leur influence sur la societe franfaise (1878^; Le Comte de

Mondosier et Ir GaUicanisme (1881) ;
and pubhshed in 1882 his

Dix Annies de vie politique.

BARDOWIEK, a village of Germany, in the Prussian province

of Hanover, 3 m. N. of Liineburg on the navigable Ilmenau.

Pop, 2000. Its trade consists entirely in agricultural produce.

The Gothic parish churcli (f. 1400) incorporates remains of a

cathedral of vast dimensions.

Bardowick was foundctl in Uu* 8th century by Charlemagne,
wdio estabiisht^d a bishopric in it, and until its destruction by Henry
the Lion in 1189. it was the most i>rosperous commercial city of

north Germany. Its name is derived from the Longr)tiardi, the

trilwj for whom it was the home and centre, and from it the coloniza-

tion of Lombardy started.

BARDSEY (i.e. “Bards' Island": cf. Angle.scy, “Angles’

Island ”
;
Welsh, Ynys Enlli, “ isle of the current ”), an island

at the northern extremity of Cardigan Bay. The “ sound ”

between Aberdaron point and the island is some 4 m. wide.

Bardsey is included in Carnarvonshire, North Wales (but

traditionally in S. Wales). On the N.W. side it has high

cliffs. It is about 2| m. long, by } m. broad, with an area of

some 370 acres, a third of which is hilly. Barley and oats

are grown. On the S.K. side is a fairly deep haxlK)ur. On
the N.K. are the ruins of the tower of St Mary’s abbey

(13th oentusy). I'here is no Anglican church, the inhabitants

being Dissenters. They are farmers and fishermen. The light-

house, with fixed light, 140 ft high and visible for 17 m., is

locally edebrated. The rectoiy of Aberdaron (on the mainland,

opposite Bardsey), Penmachno and Llangwnadl (Llangwynhoedl),

m Ueyn (S. (kmarvonshire), belong to St John’s Coll^,
Cambridge. St Dubneius made the sanctuary famous, and died

here in 6ia. Here was the burial-plac» of aU the monks whose

friends could afford to go thither with their bodies. All the

great abbeys of England sent their quota. Roads to Bardsey
—^with the monks’ wells, found at intervals of 7 to 9 m.

—

run from north, east and south. The remnant of (mests fled

thither (alter the great massacre of BangoMS-ooed in 613, by
Ethelfride of NorthUntbria) by the road-^ the Rivals {Yn Ei^
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hill, S. Carnarvonshire, on which Pbtyll hirm ttill gim food

gratis to all pilgrims or travellers. A part of the isle is one great

cemetery of almt 3 to 4 acres, with rude, rough graves as close

to each other as possible, with slabs upon &em. Though
Abeidaron rectory does not belong to the isk, the farm Cwrt ”

(Court), where the abbot held his court, still goes with Bardsey,

which was granted to John Wynn of Bodvd, Carnarvonshire,

after the battle and partial sack of Norwich by the Puritans in

the Civil War
;

passing through Mary Bodvel to her husband,

the earl of Radnor, who sold it to Dr Wilson ofYork. llie doctor,

in turn, sold it to Sir John Wynn, of Glynllifon and Bodfean Hall,

Carnarvonshire. One of the Wynns, the 3rd Baron Newborough,

was, at his vish, buried here. The archaeology and history of

the isle arc voluminous. Lady Guest’s Mabinof^ion translation

(i. p. 1 15, ed. of 1838) gives an account of the (legendary)

Bardsey House of Glass, into which Merlin (Myrddin) took a

magic ring, originaUy kept at Cacrleon-on-Llsk.

BARiSG^, a town of south-western Fiance, in the department

of Hautes-Pyr6n^es, in the valley of the Baslan, 25 m. S.S.W.

of Bagn^rcs-de-Bigorre by road. The town, which is situated

at an altitude of 4040 ft., is liardly inhalinted in the winter.

It is celebrated for its warm sulphurous springs (75® F.),

which first became generally known in 1675 when they were

visited by Madame de Maintenon and the duke of Maine, son

of Louis XIV. The waters, which are used for drinking and in

baths, arc efficacious in the treatment of wounds and ulcers

and in cases of scrofula, gout, skin diseases, &c. Tliere is a

military hospital, founded in 1760. The town was formerly

much exposed to avalanches and floods, which are now less

frequent owing to the construction of embankments and replant-

ing of the hillsides. It is a centre for mountain excursions.

'I’he light silk and wool fabric called barege lakes its name from

the place, where it was first made.

BAREILLY, or Bareli, a city and district of British India in

the Bareilly or Kohilkhand division of the United Provinces,

llie city is situated on the Kamganga river, R12 m. N.W. from

Calcutta by rail. Pop. (1901) 131,208. The principal buildings

are two mosques built in the 17th century ; a modern fort over-

looking the CiUitonments
;

the railway station, which is an

important junction on the Oudh and Rohilkhand line ;
the

palace of the nawab of Kampur, and the government college.

Bareilly is the headquarters of a brigade in the 7th division of the

eastern army corps. The chief manufactures are furniture and
upholstery. Bareilly college is a seat of upper class learning for

the surrounding districts. It is conducted by an English staff,

and its course includes the subjects for degrees in the Calcutta

University.

The district of Bareilly has an area of 1 580 sq. m. It is a level

country, watered by many streams, the general slope being

towards the south. The soil is fertile and highly cultivated,

groves of noble trees abound, and the villages have a neat,

prosperous look. A tract of forest jungle, called the iarai,

stretches along the extreme north of the district, and teems with

large game, such as tigers, bears, deer, wild pigs, &c. The river

Sarda or Gugra forms the eastern boundary of the district and
is the principal stream. Next in importance is the Ramganga,
which receives as its tributaries most of the hill torrents of the

Kutnaon mountains. The Deoha is another great drainage

artery and receives many minor streams. The Gomati or Gumti
also passes through the distrioi. The population in 1901 was
1,090,117. The Mahommedans are chiefly the descendants of

Yu^zai Afghans, called the Rohilla Pathans, who settled in the

country about the year 1720. The Rohillas were formerly the

ruling race of the tract of country called Rohilkhand, and arc

men of a taller statui^ a fairer complexion and a more arrogant

air the general inliabitants of the district. Bishop Heber
described them as follows The country is burdened with a
crowd of lazy, profligate, self-caQed sawars (cavaliers), who,
though manyof them are not worth a rupee,conceive itder^toiy
to their gentility and Pathan blood to apply themselves to any
honest industry, and obtain for the most part a precarious

livelihood by sponging on the industrious tradesmen and farmen;,

397
on whom they levy a eoit of blackmail, or as hongm^^tn the

wealthy and noble families yet remaining ki the proviaoe. T)^
men have no visible nwans of maintenaaoe, and no viaihk

occupation except that of lounging up and down with their

swords and siiiel^, like the ancient Highlanders, whom in many
respects th^ much resemble.” The Rohillas^ after fifty years’

precarious independence, were subjugated in 1774 by the cot-

federacy of British troops with the nawab of Oudh’s army,whk^
formed so serious a charge against Warren Hastinm. Their

territory was in that year annexetl to Oudh, In 1801 the nawab
of Oudh ceded it to tl\e ('ompany in commutation pf the subsidy

money. During the Mutiny of 1857 the Rohillas took a very

active part against the English, but since then they have been

di.sanned. Both before and after that year, however, the

liaretlly Maliommedans have distinguished themselves by
fanatical tumults against the Hindus. The district is irrigated

from the Rohilkhand system of government canals. There are

no manufactures except for domestic use and little external

trade. Several lines of the Oudh and Rohilkhand railway pass

through the district.

BARBHTIN, a town of northern France, in the department

of Scine-lnfirieure, 1 1 m. N.N.W. of Rouen by rail. Pop. (1906)

5245. Tlie town is situated in the valley of the Austreberthe,

a small affluent of the Seine, lierc crossed at a height of 100 ft.

by a fine railway viaduct 540 yds. long. The manufacture of

cotton fabrics is the principal industry.

BARENTS, WILLEM (d. 1597), Dutch navigator, was bom
about the middle of the i6th century. In 1594 he left Amstenlt^
with two ships to sctirch for a north-east passage to eastern Asia.

He reached the west coast of Novaya ^mlya, and followed it

northwarrl, l)eing finally forced to turn back when near its

northern extremity. In the following year he commanded
another expedition of seven ships, which made for the strait

between the Asiatic coast and Vaygach Island, but was too late

to find open water ;
while his third journey equally failed of its

object and resulted in his death. On this occasion he had two

ships, and on the outward journey sighted Bear Island and

Spitsbergen, where the ships separated. Barents’ vessel, after

rounding the north of Novaya Zemlya, was beset by ice and he

was compelled to winter in the north
;
and as his ship was not

released early in 1597, his party left her in two open boats on the

13th of June and most of its membcri escaped. Barents himself,

however, died on the 30th of June 1597, In 1871 the house in

which he wintered was discovered, with many relics, which are

preserved at the Hague, and in 1875 part of his journal was found.

Sec The Three Voyages of Barents, by Gerrit dc Voor, translated by
the Hakluyt Society (iSyO) from dc Veer’s text (Amsterdam, 1398).

BARENTS SEA, that part of the Arctic Ocean which is de-

marcated by the north coast of Europe, the islands of Novaya

Zemlya, Franz Josef Land and Spitsbergen, and smaller inter-

vening islands; it was named after the Dutch imvigator.

Omitting the great inlet of tlie White Sea in the south, it extends

from alx>ut 67® to 80° N., and from 20® to 60® E, The southern

part, off the Murman coast of the Kola peninsula, is sometimes

called the Murman Sea.

BARfiRE DE VIEUZAC, BERTRAND (1755-1841), one of

the most notorious members of the French National (Convention,

was bom at Tarbes in Gascony on the loth of September 175?.

The name of Bar6rc de Vicuzac, by which he continued to call

himself long after the renunciation of feudal rights on the famous

4th of August, was assumed from a small fief bdonging to hit

father, a lawyer at Vieuzac. He began to practise as an advocate

at the parlement of Ttxokma in 1770, and sm earned a tson-

siderable reputation as an orator ;
while his brilliant and flowing

style as a writer ol essays led to his election as a member the

Academy of Floral Games of Toulouse in 1788. At the age of

thirty he married. Four years later, in 1789, he was elected

deputy by the estates of Bigorre to the stat^eneral^ which

met in May. He had made hit first virit to Park in |t^ preceding

year. His personal appearance, bis manners, soda! quaflties

and liberal opinions, gave him a good am^ the

aiukitode of provincifd deputies then thronging into Paris. He
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attftchid himself at first to the constitutional party ;
but hew

lew known as a speaker in the Assembly than as a journalist

His paper, however, the Point du Jour, according to Aulard,

owes its reputation not so much to its own qualities as to the

fact that the painter David, in his famous picture of the “ Oath

in the Tennis Oourt/’ has represented Harare kneeling in the

comer and writing a report of the proceedings as though for

posterity. The reports of the deliatcs of the National Assembly

in the Point du Jour, though not inaccurate, are as a matter of

fact very incomplete and very dry. After the flight of the king

to Varennes,Bar^re passed over to the republican party, thou;Th

he continued to keep in touch with the duke of Orleans, to whore

natural daughter, J^am^la, he was tutor. Baierc, however,

appears to have l)ecn whr»lly free from any guiditig prinGq>te ;

conscience he had lone, and his conduct was regulated only uy

the determination to lx; on the side of the strongest. After the

close of the National Assembly he was nominated one of the

judges of the newly instituted court of cassation from October

1701 to September 1702. In 1702 he was elected deputy to the

National Convention for the department of the Hautes-Pyr6n6es.

At first he voted with the CJirondists, attacked Robespierre,
“ a pygmy who should not he set on a pedestal,” and at the trial

of the king voted with the Mountain for the king’s death “ with-

out appeal and without delay.” He closed his speech with a
sentence which became memorable : “the tree of lilwrty could

not grow were it not watered with the blood of kings.” Ap-
pointed memlx;r of the Committee of l^ublic Safety on the 7th

of April 179;^, he busied himself with foreign affairs
;

then,

joining the |)arty of Kolxjspierre, whose resentment he had
averted by timely flatteries, he played an im|>ortant part in the

second (!ommittee of Public Safety'- after the 17th of July 1793
—and voted for the death of the Ciirondists. He was thoroughly

unscrupulous, stopping at nothing to maintain the supremacy
of the Mountain, and rendered it great service by his rapid work,
by the telling phases of his oratory, and by his clear expositions

of the problems of the day. On the 9th Therrnidi>r (July 27th,

1794) BarAre hesitated, then he drew up the report outlawing

Robespierre. In spite of this, in Germinal of the year III.

(the 2ist of March to the 4th of April 1795), the Thermidorians
decreed the accusation of Harare and his colleagues of the 1 error,

Collot dTIcrbois and Billaud-Varcnne, and he was sent to the

Isle of Ol^ron. He was removed to Saintes, and thence escaped
to Bordeaux, where he lived in concealment for several years.

In i7()5 he was elected memlxsr of the Council of Five Hundred,
but WU.S not allowed to take his seat. Later he was used as a
secret agent by Natmleon 1., for whom he c^irricd on a diplomatic
correspondence. ()n the fall of Napoleon, Harare played the

part of royalist, hut on the final restoration of the Bourbons
in 1815 he was Imnished for life from France as a regicide, and
then withdrew to Bru.sscls and temporary oblivion. After the
revolutifm of July 1830 he reappeared in Prance, was reduced
by a series of lawsuits to extreme indigence, accepted a small

pension assigned him by Louis Philippe (on whom he. had heaped
alnise and railing), and died, the last survivor of the Committee
oi Public Safety, on the 13th of January 1841. (See also Prench
Rkvolutiow.)

The Mimoires dr B. Barfr* . . . publics par MM. H. Carnot . . .

ti David (d’Angers) , . . preddi^s d'ane notice historiqne (I’aris, 1824-
1844) are false, but contain valuable information ; Carnot's Notice,
whicl\ Is very good, was published separately in 1842. See F. A.
Aulard. Les Orateurs de la ConstituanU (Paris, 1882); Les Orateui^
de h Convention (and ed.. Paris. 1005). Macaulay's essay on Harare,
(Edinburgh Beview, vol. 79) is eloquent, but incorrect.

BARVm, 0IU8BFPB MARO* ANTOIHO (171^1789), Italian

critic, was bom at Turin in 1 7 19. He was intended by his father

for the profession of law, but at the age of sixteen fled from Turin

jmd went to Guastalla, where he was for some time employed
in a mercantile house. His leisure hours he devoted to literature

and crittcism, in which he became expert. For many years he

led a wandering life, supporting himself chiefly by his writings.

At length he arrived in Loindon, where he remained for a consider-

able time. He obtained an appointment as secretary to the

Royal Academy of Painting, and became acquainted with

Johnson, Garrick aiid others of that society. He was a frequent

visitor at the Tlirales*
; and his name occurs repeatedly in

Boswell’s Life. In 1769 he was tried for murder, having had

the misfortune to inflict a mortal wound with his fruit knife on

I
a man who had assaulted him on the street. Johnson among
others gave evidence in his favour at the trial, which resulted

in Baretti’s acquittal. He died in May 1789. His first work
of any importance was the Italian Library (London, 1757), a
useful catalogue of the lives and works of many Italian authors.

The Letiere jamifi^liari, giving an account of his travels through

Spiiin, Portugal and France during the years 1761-1765, were

well received, and when afterwards publislied in English (4 vols.,

1770), were highly commended by Johnson. While in Italy

on his travels Baretti set on foot a journal of literary criticism,

to which lie gave th..' title of Frusta letteraria, the literary siourge.

It was published under considerable difficulties and was soon

discontinued. The criticisms on contemporary writers were
sometimes just, but are frequently disfigured by undue vehem-
ence and coarseness. Among his other numerous works may
be mentioned a useful Dictionary and Grammar of the Italian

Language, and a dissertation on Shakespeare and Voltaire. Piis

collected works were published at Milan in 1H38.

BARFLEUR, a small seaport of north-western France, over-

looking the Bay of the Seine, in the department of Mancbe.

22J m. N.N.E. of Valognes by rail. Pop. (1906) io6q . In the

middle ages Barfleurwas one of the chief ports of embarkation for

England. In 1120 the “ White Ship,” carrying Prince William,

only .son of Henry I., went down outside the harbour. About 2 m.
to the north is Cape Barfleur, with a lighthouse 233 ft. high.

BARFURUBH, a town of Persia, in the province of Mazandaran
in 36° 32' N., and 52° 42' E., and on the left bank of the river

Bawul [Babul], which is here crossed by a bridge of eight arches,

about 15 m. distant from the southern shore of the Caspian Sea,

where the small town of Me.shed i Sar serves as a port. It is the

commercial capital of Mazandaran, and 26 m. distant from Sari

and 90 m. from Teheran. Pop. abtmt 50,000. Built in a low

and swampy country' and approached by deep and almost

impassable roads, Barfurush would not seem at all favourably

situated for the seat of an extensive inland trade
;

it is, however,

peopled entirely by merchants and tradesmen, and is wholly

indebted for its present size and importance to its commercial

prosperity. The principal articles of its trade are rice and cotton,

some sugar cane {nai shakar), flax {Katun) and hemp {Kanab}

are also grown. The town is of peculiar structure and aspect,

being placed in the midst of a forest of tall trees, by which the

buildings are so separated from one another, and so concealed,

that, except in the bazars, it has no appearance of a populous

town. The streets are broad and neat, though generally unpa^T^]

,

and kept in good order. No ruins are to be seen as in other

Persian towns ; the houses are comfortable, in good repair,

rocjfed with tiles and enclosed by substantial walls. There are no
public buildings of any importance, and the only places of

interest are the bazars, which extend fully a mile in length, and
consist of substantially built ranges of shops covered with roofs

of wood and tiles, and well stored with commodities. There arc

about ten commodious caravanserais and a number of colleges

(medresseh), the place being as much celebrated for learning as

for commerce. On an island in a small lake cast of the town is a
garden, called Bagh i Shah (garden of the Shah), with ruined

palaces and baths. At Meshed i Sar, the port, or roadstead of

Barfurush, the steamers of the Caucasus and Mercury Company
call weekly, and a brisk shipping trade is carried on between it

and other Caspian ports.

Barfurush was formerly called Mamatir. The present name is

from a settlement called Barfurush-deh, which was added to the

old city A.D. 1012, (A. H. S.)

BARGAIN ^ AND BALE, in English law, a contract whereby

property, real or personal, is transferred from one person

—

called the bargainor—^to another-'*called the bargainee—for a

’ From O. Fr. hargaigne, a word of doubtful origin, appearing in

many Romance languages, cf. Ital. bargmo
; it is connected with

Late Lat. barctmimre. to traffic, possibly oodved from barca, a barge.
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valuable consideration ;

but the term is more particulariy used

to describe a mode of conveyance of lands. The <^bilities

under which a feudal owner very frequently lay gave rue to the

practice of conveying land by other meth(^ than that of

feoffment with livery of seisin, that is, a handing over of the

feudal possession. That of “ ba^in and sale was one. Where

a man bargained and eold his land to another for pecuniary

consideration, which might be merely nominal, and need not

necessarily be actually paid, equity held the bargainor to be

seised of the land to the use of the bargainee. The Statute of

Uses (1535), by converting the bargainee’s interest into a legal

estate, had an effect contrary to the intention of its framers. It

made bargain and sale an easy means of secret or private con-

veyance, a policy to which the law was opposed. To remedy

this defect, a statute (called the Statute of Enrolments) was

passed in the same year, which provided that every conveyance

by bargain and .sale of freehold lands should be enrolled in a court

of record or with the custos rotulorum of the county within six

months of its date. The Statute of Enrolments applied only to

estates of inheritance or for life, so that a bargain and sale of

an estate for years might be made without enrolment. This in

turn was the foundation of another mode of conveyance, namely,

lease and release, which took the place of the deed of

bargain and sale, so far as regards freehold. Bargain and sale

of copyhold estates, which operates at common law, is still a

mode of conveyance in England in the case of a sale by executors,

where a testator has directed a sale of his estate to be made,

instead of devising it to trustees upon trust to sell.

See also ('onveyancing.

BARGE (Med. Lat. harca, possibly connected wdth Lat. baris,

Gr. a lioat u.sed on the Nile), formerly a .small sailing

vessel, but now generally a fiat-bottomed boat used for carrying

goods on inland navigations. On canals baiges are usually

towed, but are sometimes fitted with some kind of engine
;

the

men in charge of them are known as bargees. On tidal rivers

barges are often provided with masts and sails (^‘ sailing barges

or in default of being towed, they drift with the current, guided

by a long oar or oars dumb-barges ”), Barges used for un-

loading, or loading, the cargo of ships in harbours are sometimes

called “lighters” (from the verb “to light” -to relieve of a

load). A state Wge was a heavy, often highly ornamented

vessel used for carrying passengers on occasions of state cere-

monials. Tlie college barges at Oxford are houseboats moored in

the river for the use of members of the college rowing clubs. In

New England the word barge frequently means a vehicle, usually

covered, with seats down the side, used for picnic parties or the

conveyance of passengers to or from piers or railway stations.

BARGEBOARD (probably from Lat. batfiM, or barcus, a

scaffold, and not from the now obsolete synonym “ vergeboard ”),

the boards fastened to the projecting gables of a roof to give

strength to the same and to mask or hide the horizontal timbers

of the roof to which they are attached. Bargelx)ards are some-

time.s moulded only or carved, but as a rule the lower edges

were cusped and had tracer in the spandrels besides being

otherwise elaborated. The richest example is one at Ockwells

in Berkshire, England, which is moulded and carved as if it

were intended for internal work.

BARGHBST» Barguest or Bargkst, the name given in the

north of England, especially in Yorkshire, to a monstrous goblin-

dog with huge teeth and claws; The spectre-hound under various

names is familiar in folk-lore. The Demon of Tedworth, the Black

Dog of Winchester and the Padfoot of Wakefield all shared the

characteristics of the Baighcst of York. In Wales its counter-

part was Gwyllgi, “ the Dc^ of Darkness,” a frightful apparition

of a mastiff with baleful breath and blazing red eyes. In Lanca-

shire the spectre-hound is called Trash or Striker. In Cambridge-

shire and on the NorfdBc coast it is known as Shuck or Shock.

In the hde of Man it b styled Mauthe Doog. It b mentioned

by Sir Walter Scott in “ The Lay of the Last Minstrel

For he was speechless, ghastly, wan
like hkn of whom the atory ran

Who spehe the spectre hound in Man.''
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A Welsh variant is the Cw» AnnmHy or “ dogs (A heH/^ The

barghest was essentially a nocturnal spectre, and its appearance

was regarded as a portent ol death. Its WMsh form b oonffned

to the sea-coast parishes, and on the Norfolk coast the creature

is supposed to be amphibious, coming out of them by night and

travelling about the lonely lanes. The derivation of the woid

barghest b disputed. “ Ghost ” in the north of England is

pronounced “ guest,” and the name is thought to be
“ town-ghost.” Others explain it bs German Berg^geistf “ moun-

tain demon,” or Bar-gmi^ “ bear-demon,” in allusion to its

alleged appearance at times as a bear. The barghest has a

kinsman in the Rongeur d'Os of Norman folklore. A belief in

the spectre-hound still lingers in the wild parts of the north

country of England, and in Nidderdale, Yorkshire, nurses frighten

children with its name.
See Wirt Sikes, British Goblins (1880) ; Notes and Queries, first

senes. 11. 51 ; Joseph Ritson. Bairy 7'ales (^nd. 1831), p. 58

;

Lancashire Folklore (1867) ;
Joseph Lucas. Studies in Nidderdale

(Patelev Bridge, 188?).

BARHAM, RICHARD HARRIS (1788-1S45). EngBsh

humourist, better known by his nnm de plume of T9OMAS
Ingoldsby, was born at Canterbury on the 6th of December

1788. At seven years of age he lost his father, who left him a

small estate, part of which was the manor of Tappington, so

frequently mentioned in the Legends. At nine he was sent to

St Paul’s school, but his studies were interrupted by an accident

which shattered his arm and partially crippled it for life. Thus

deprived of the power of bodily activity, he became a great

reader and diligent student. In 1807 he entered Brasenose

College, Oxford, intending at first to study for the profession of

the law. Circumstances, however, induced him to clmnge his

mind and to enter the church. In 1813 he was ordained and

took a country curacy
;
he married in the following year, and

in 1821 removed to Ixindon on obtaining the appointment of

minor canon of St Paul’s cathedral Three years later he became

one of the priests in ordinary of the King’s Chapel Roval, and

was appointed to a city living. In 1826 he first contributed to

Blackwood's Magazine ; and on the establishment of BenUey's

Miscellany in 1837 he began to furnish the series of grotesque

metrical tales known as The Ingoldshy Legends. These became

very popular, were publislied in a collected form and have since

passed through numerous editions. In variety and whimsicality

of rhymes these verses have hardly a rival since the days of

Hudihras. But beneath this obvious popular quality there lies

a store of solid antiquarian learning, the fruit of patient enthusi-

astic research, in out-of-the-way old books, which few readers

who laugh over his pages detect. His life was grave, dignified

and highly honoured. His sound judgment and lib land heart

made him the trusted counsellor, the valued friend and the

frequent peapemaker; and he was intolerant of all that was

mean and base and false. In politics he was a Tory of the old

school
;

yet he was the lifelong friend of the Hberal Sydney

Smith, whom in many respects he singularly resembled. Theo-

dore Hook was one of his most intimate friends. Barham was a

contributor to the Edinburgh Review and the Literary Gazette ;

he wrote articles for Gorton’s Biographical Dictionary

;

and

a novel. My Cousin Nicholas. (1834). He retwned vigour

and freshness of heart and mind to the last, and his last verses

(“As I laye a - thynkynge ”) show no signs of decay, He
died in London after a long, painful illness, on the 17th of June

1845.
A short memoir, by his son, was prefixed to a new edition of

Ingoldshy in 1847, and a fuller Life ana JMters, from the same hand,

was published in 2 vols. in 1870.

BAR HARBOR, a well-known summer resort of Hancock

county, Maine, U.S.A., an unincorporated village, in the town-

ship of Eden, on Fiendunan’s Bay, on the E. side of Mount
Dewrt Island, about 45 m. S.E. of Bangor. Pop. of the township

(1890), 1946; (1900) 4379; of the village (1900), aboat zooo,

greatly increased during the summer season. Bar Harbor b
served by Ote Blaine cSotral railway and by steamship lines

to New York, Boston, Portland and other ports. T!he summer
climate b cool, usually too cool for sea-bathing, but there b a
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yaggt opeiirak salt water swimiiung bath. Rugged mmai^na
Ima 1000 to 1500 ft in height, a coaat with deep iodentetiQtia

and ikied with hoW difis, a eca dotted with rocky ialeta, dear

lakflfi, sparkling rivulets, deep goigcs, and wooded glens are

features of the attractive ternary here and in the vianity.

Several fine hotels and a number of costly residences occukt

a plaUttu along the shore and the hillsides farther back. The

Kebo Valley Club has fine golf links here ;
and since 1900 an

annual horse show and fair has been held at Robin Hood Park

at the foot of Newpcjrt Mountain. Bar Harbor is usually a

summer rendezvous of the North Atlantic Squadron of the

United States Navy. The name Bar Harbor, which displaced

East Eden, was suggested by the bar which appears at low

water between it and bar Island. Although the first summer

hotel was hviilt her^^- in 1K55, Bar Harlx)r’8 development a

summer resort began u))uut 1870, after some artists had visited

the place, and made it widely known through their pictures.

(See Mount Desert.)

BAR-HEBRAEUS or Abit^l-Fakaj, a maphrian or catholicus

of the Jacobite (Monophysite) Guirch in the 13th century, and

(in Dr. Wright’s words) “ one of the most learned and versatile

men that Syria ever produced.” Perhaps no more industrious

compiler of knowledge ever lived. Simple and uncritical in his

modes of thought, and apparently devoid of any striking

originality, he a)nected in his numerous and elaborate treatises

the results of such resean'h in theology, philosophy, science and

history as was in his time possible in Syria. Most of his works

were written in Syriac, but some few in Arabic, which had long

before his time supplanted Syriac as a living speech.

The son of a physician of Jewish descent, Bar-Hebraeus was

bom in 1226 at Malatiah on the upper Euphrate.s. HLs youth

was passed in the troublous times of the Mongol advance into

western A.sia, and his father eventually retired to Antioch, where

Bar-Hebraeus completed his education. In 1 246 he was ordained

at Tripolisas Jacobite bishop of GubUs near Malaria, and a year

later was transferred to the neighbouring diocese of lAljabhin,

whence in 1253 he passed to Ixj bishop of Aleppo. Deposed
almost immediately by an ecclesiastical superior on account of

disputes about the patriarchate, he was restored to his see in

1258, and in 1264 was promoted by tlie patriarch Ignatius III.

to be maphrian—the next rank below that of patriarch—an
office which he held till his death at Mariiglm in 1286. He seems

to have been a model of devotion to his ecclesiastical duties and
to have won the respect of all parties in his dioce.se.

It is mainly &s an historian that Bar-Hebraeus interests the

modem student. His great historical work—the Syriac Chronide

—i.s made up of three parts. The first’ is a history of secular

events from the Creation to his own time, and in its later portions

gives valuable information regarding the history of south-east

£un)pc and western Asia. A compendium in Arabic of this

secular histoiy was made by Bar-Hebraeus under the title

al-Mukhtafar fCd-Duwal (Compendious History of the Dynastie.s).

The second and third parts® of the Chronide deal with the

histoiy of the (Jhurch, tlie second being mainly concerned with

tlu‘ patriarchate of Antioch, and the third with the eastern

branch of the Syrian Giurch. Of special value to theologians

is the Au^ar Rdze (Storehouse of Secrets), a critical and doctrinal

commentary on the text of the Scriptures. Of this many portions

have been edited by' various scholars, and a valuable study of

the work, together with a biography and estimate of its author,

lias been published by J. Gottsb^cr {Barhebrdus und seine

5khoiim utr heiUgm Sdirift, Freibuig 1. B.^ 1900).

A full list of Bur-Hebracus's otiicr works, and of fxiitkms of »uch
of thorn a.M kavv bttua published, will be found in W. Wright's .^n'or
Literature, up. 2^)8^281. Thu mort* important of them are (i)

KUthdhM dhe-BhiU>kAtha {Book of the Pupils of the Eyes), u treatise

on lojdc or dialectics
; HlwHh MikkmBkd (Butter of Whdoin),

an expoditieln of the whole j^ffoaophy of Aristatle ; ffi) SatUUkd
HeuMdndyd

(
Ascont ot the Mind), a tniatisc on astronomy and

' tniperiixtly editad and translated by Bruns and Kiisch in 1789.
Thm‘ IS now a better edltkm bv Bedjam fPmis. 1800}.

* Bditad and translated by AhbelooB and Lamy (Pins and Louvain.
1871-1877).

cosmography, edited and translated by F. Nan f^iris, r8w) ; (4)

various medical works
; (5) KithidM dhe~^emB (Book of Hays), a

treatise on grammar
: (6) etldcal works

; (7) poems
; (8) KMlmlkd

dkS-Thmmdyi Mdgha^kMnA (Book of Entertaining Stories),

edited and tnmslated by E. A. W. Budge (London. 1897).

. .

BARI, a tribe of Nilotic nwoes, living on the banks of the

upper Nile some 200 m. N. of Aloert Nyanza. They have as neigh-

bours the Dinka to tlte north, the Modi to the south, and the

Galla to the east. The men are tall and thin, the women fat

and under middle heighL Their colour is a deep dead brown.

The men and unmarried girls go practically naked, the married

women wearing a goatskm dyed red. The body is ornamented

with red clay and the lower incisors arc often extracted. Their

sole wealth is cattle and their chief food milk and blood ; meat
i.s only eaten when a cow happens to die. They live in round

grass huts with conical roofs. Twins arc considered unlucky,

the mother is divorced by her husband and her family must
refund part of the marriage-pricc. The dead are buried in the

hut
; a square grave is dug in which the body is arranged in a

sitting position with the hands tied behind the back. The most

important men in the countiy are the rainmakers, who are

reverenced even more than the chiefs, and, indeed, are famous

among the surrounding tribes. The Bari warriors have been

much recruited for the Egyptian army and were formerly used

as slave-hunters by the Arab traders.

Stv Sir Samuel Baker. The Albert N*yaHza (London, 1866)

;

Friedrich Muller. Die Spravhe der Hart (Vienna. 1^4) : G. Canati,

Ten Yean in liquatoria (l.ondon, 1891) ;
W. Junker, Travels in

Aifuu (Ennlish od., i8cjo 1802): R. J. Owen, Ban Grammar (1908).

BARI (anc. Barium), a seaport and archicpiscopal see of

Apulia, Italy, capital of the province of Bari, situated on a small

peninsula projfx:ting into the Adriatic, 69 m. N.W. of Brindisi

by rail. Pop. (iqoi) 77478. The town consists of two parts,

the closely built old town on the peninsula to the N., and the

new town to the S., which is laid out on a rectangular plan.

The former contains the cathedral of S. Sabino, begun in 1035

but not completed til) 1171 : the exterior preserves in the main

the fine original architec ture (notably the dome and campanile),

but the interior has been modernized. Not far off is the church

of S. Nicola, founded in 1087 to receive the relics of this saint,

which were brought from Myra in Lyda, and now lie beneath the

altar in the crypt. The facade is fine, and riie interior,divided into

three naves by columns, with galleries over the aides, has fortun-

ately not l^een restored ; the vaulting of the crypt has, however,

been covered with modern stucco. The church is one of the four

Palatine churches of Apulia (the others being the cathedrals of

Acquavivu and Altamura, and the church of Monte S. Angelo

sul Gi^ano). Adjacent is the small church of S. Gregorio,

belonging alro to the 11th oentury. The castle, built in 1169,

and strengthened in 1253, lies on the W. side of the old town

:

it is now used as a prison. The old harbour lies on the £. side

of the peninsula, and the new on tlie W. In the new town is the

Ateneu, cxNitaining the provincial museum, with a laige collection

of vases found in ^e district, in which the pre-Hellenic specimens

are especially important (M. Mayer in Rdrmsche Mitteilungen,

1897, 201 ; 1899, 13 ; 1904, 188, 276). Bari is the seat of the

command of the IX. army corps, and the most important com-
mercial town in Apulia. It manufactures olive oil, soap, carbon

sulphide and playing-cards, and has a large iron foundry.

Barium does not seem to haVe been a place of great im-

portance in early antiquity; only bronze coins struck by
it have been found. In Roman times it was the point of junction

between the coast road and the Via Traiana ; there was also a
branch road to Tareatum from Barium, its harbour, mentioned
as early as 181 b.c.. was probably the principal one of the district

in ancient times, as at present, and was the centre of a ffshoiy*

But its greatest importMice dates from the time when it became,

m 852, a seat of the Saracen power, and in 885, Xht residence of

the Byzantine governor. In 1071 it was captured by Robert
Guiscard. In 1095 Peter the Hermit preached the first crusade

there. In 1 1 56 it was razed to the ground^ and has several times

suffered destruction. In the 14th esntury it became an
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mdependent duchy, end in 1558 wm left by Bona Stoma to Betides thoM alieady referred to, varioun other ineii^«rf^
Philip U. of Si»m and Nutlet. <T. As.) Barii« ftinily haw achieved public diitiaction, notabQr UMtot

BAUU,atovm of the pmvinoe of Cebu,island of Cebu, Philip- Baring (1807-1879), bishop of Durham, and BvelyB .Baring, 1st

pine Islands, on the Barili rivety a m. from its mouth and about Bari of Cromer

35 m. S.W. of Cebu, the capitai Pop. <1903) 31,617. It has a BAHUIG-OOULD, aABIIIB<i834- ), English nov*^ was

relatively cjool and healthful climate. Its peo^ are agrioultuhfts born at Esceter on the 38th of January 1834. Aflw grROUaung

and raise Indian corn, sibucao, hemp, cacao and coflee. The at Ckre College, Cambridge, he spent some years in travel, and

language is Cebu-Visayan. became in 1864 curate of Horbuiy, Yorkshire } then perpeteal

BARlMQythe name of afamily of Englishfinanciers and bankers, curate of Dalton, in the same county, in 1867 ;
and in 1871 iec3U»

The firm of Baring Brothers was founded by Francts Baring of East Mersea, Essex. On his father's death in i872haiimeiB»d

(1740-1810), whose father, John Baring, son of a Lutheran the estate of Lew Trcnchard, North Devon, where his.family IW
minister at Bremen, had come to England from Germany, and licen settled for nearly three centuries, and he exchanged m
started a cloth manufactory at Larkl^, near Exeter. Francis Essex living for the rectory of I>ew Trenchard in 1881,,. He

Baring was bom at Larkbear, and in due course was placed in a had a ready pen, and began publishing books on one sul^e^ or

London conunercial firm. In 1770, in conjunction with his another---fiction, travel, history, folk-lore, religion, mythology,

brother John, Francis Baring established a lianking-house in from 1854 onwards. His novel MehMi (1880), the scene of

Ixmdon, and before he died in tSio had so developed the business which is laid on the east coast of England, was nn excellent story,

that he was regarded as the first merchant in Europe. He was and among many others may be mentioned }uhn Herring (

W

3)>

for many years a director of the East India Company, and chair- a talc of the west country ;
Court (1886)

;

man in 1792-1703, receiving a baronetcy for his services. From i (1887) ;
Pennycomequicks ;

Cheap Jack Mia ^1893)

;

1784-1806 he sat almost continuously in parliament as a Whig.
|

and Broom Squire (i8i>6), a Sussex tale. His contributions to

Ho left five sons, of whom the eldest, Sir Thomas Baring (1772-
|

the study of topography, antiquities and folk-lore, while populany

1848), was a well-known art-patron and collector. The control ‘ written, were alst> full of serious research and real leaming,notably

of the business passed to his second son, Alexander (1774-1848), ' hi.s Book oj Wefe-^>ohes (i 865)>
Curious Myiits of IheMtddU Ages

better known as Lord A.shburton, who had already been highly (1866), Curious Surifivds (1892). He produced at the

successful in extending the firm's operations in America, where many volumes of sermons and popular theology, and emted

his marriage with the daughter of William Bingham, a wealthy (1871-1873) The Saensty, a quarterly review of eccleiiastical art

resident of Philadelphia and United States senator, secured and literature.
. ^ „ »

him consideralilc influence with the American commercial
I

Living the life of the rapidly disappearing Englito “ square,

community. From 1806-1835 he represented various con-
!

and full of cultivated interests, especially in humaiuzmg the locw

stituencies in parliament where he strongly opposed reform, i villa^ mind, and investignting md recording the good ^ngs of

In 1834 he became president of the Board of lYade and master
1
old-time, his many-sided activities were shown in every directs

of the mint in Sir Robert Peel’s first administration, and the
|

and his literary facilit>^ made his work known far and wide. Hjs

following year was raised to the peerage as Baron Ashburton.
]

familiarity with the country-side and his interest in folk-lore were

His business capacity and intimate acquaintance with American
j

of special utility in recovering and preserving for pubhi^tion a

customs and institutions caused his appointment in 1842 os
|

large mass of English popular song, and in asswting the new

commissioner to the United States to negotiate the settlement
i
English movement for studying and appreciating the old natioiial

of the north-eastern boundary question and other matters baHad-music.
. . , w

in dispute between the two countries, and he concluded in that BARINGO, a lake of British East Africa, some 3®

year at Washington the treaty, commonly known as the Ash- equator in the eastern rift-\’alley. It is one of a chain of Jaka

burton treaty, by which the frontier between Maine and Canada wliidi stud the floor of the valley and has an elevation of 3325 ft

was fixed. After his death in 1848 the affairs of the house above the sea. It is about 16 m. long by 9 broad and has an HT9g^

were managed by Thomas Baring (1799-1873), the son of Sir ular outline, the northern shore being deeply indented. Itswaters

Thomas Baring. Thomas Baring represented Huntingdon in arc brackish. Fed by several small streams it has no ^utl^.

parliament from 1844 till his death. His elder brother, Sir The laiigest of the rivers which enter it, the Tjgrwh and the Nyuki,

Franos Thornhill Baring (1796-1866), sat for Portsmouth run north through a flat manhy <»untry which extends souto

from 1826-1865. From 1839-1841 he was chancellor of the of the lake. This district, inhabited by the negro tribe tn

exchequer, and" from 1849 x852 first lord of the admiralty. In Njamusi, was by the first explorers called Njemps. It is a

1866 he was created Baron Northbrook, the barony being fertile gpiin-growing region containing two considerable viBag^

converted in 1876 into an earldom in favour of his eldest son The Njamiisi are peaceful agnculturists show marked

Thomas George Baring (1826-1904). The latter, the ist Earl of friendliness to Europcara. N. of the lake rise the hills ; to

Northbrook, was occupied almost entirely with public affairs, the E. the land rises in teiraces to the edge of the Laudfna

and filled at different times many important offidd positions. He escarpment. A characteristic of the country in the naghbour-

18 best remembered cm \iceroy of India, which office he held from hood of the lake are the hills of the terimtes (white

1872-1876, but his last public position was first lord of the They are hollow columns 10 to 12 ft high and 1 ft to 18 m.

admiralty (1880-1885). With the death of Thomas Baring, broad. The greater kudu, almost unknown elsewhere m East

Edward Charles Baring (1828-1897), son of Henry Bating. M.P., Africa, inhabits the flunks of the Laikipia eK»i^mt to timwt
and grandson of Sir Francis Baring, became head of the firm of of the lake and comes to the foot-hills around Banngo to feed.

Baring Brothers, and in 1885 was.rai8ed to the peerage as Baron The existence of l.Ake Baringo was first reported m Europe

Revklstoke. The house of Baring then stood at the height of by Luduig Krapf and J. Rcbmann, German
^

mtssioiiarm

its prosperitv. During the following years a large amount of stationed at Mombasa, about 1850 ; m J. H. Speke smp ox the

English capi^ was advanced to the Argentine Republic, Barings Nik sources (1863) Baringo » confused with Ki^imndD Gulf at

undertaking the loans and guaranteeing the interest. Through Victoria Nyaiua ; it figures in Sir H. M. Stanley s map (1877} as

thecontinueddefaultof Aigentinegovcrnmcnt, Baringsbecame a huge sheet of water N.E. of Victoria Nyonm. Joseph Thomron,

serionriy involved, their heavy obligations precipitating a general in his journey through the Masai country m 1883, was the raw

financial crisis. Towaids the end of 1890 it became known that white man to see the lake ai^ to correct the exaggemted ooum
the firm was on the we of suspending pa3rnient. with liobOities as to its sixe. Native tradition, however, asserts that the lake

amounting to £2x^000,000. The prompt action of the Bank of formerly covered a much Iragera^
England, whichm Conjimction with the leading joint-stock banks BARI8AI1, a town of British Iadia,headquartmof Backeigoi^

of the United Kingdom took over these liabilities, averted further district in Eastern Bengal and Assam, situaM an!a nver of

disaster, and the firm of Baring Brothers was subsequently the same name. Pop. (1901) fS,978.

reorganized as a timited company with a capital of £x,000,000. of river trade, on tiie steamer xtxite tiirough Sundarbuis
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from Calcutta to the Brahmaputra. It con^ns a tot fpMde

collegeand several schools. There are a public library, established

by subscription in 1R58
;
and a students' union, for helping the

sick and poor and promoting the intellectual and physical

improvement of boys. Barisal has given its name to a curious

pl^sical phenomenon, known as the “ Barisal guns,” the cause

of which has not been satisfactorily explained. These are nouses,

like the report of cannon, frequently heard in the channels of the

delto of the Brahmaputra, at the rising of the tide.

BARIUM (symbol Ba, atomic weight 137-37 [0« 16]), one of

the metallic chemical elements included in the group of the

alkaline earths. It takes its name from the Greek ^aptk (heavy)

on account of its presence in barytes or heavy spar which was

first investigated in ifiosf by V. Casciorolus, a shoemaker of

Holf)gna, who found that after ignition with combustible sub-

stances it Iwcame phosphorescent, and on this account it was

frequently called Bolognian phosphorus. In 1774 K. W. Scheele,

in examining a specimen of pyrolusite, found a new substance to

be present in the mineral, for on treatment with sulphuric acid

it gave an insoluble salt which was afterwards shown to be

identical with that contained in heavy spar. Barium occurs

chiefly in the form of barytes or heavy spar, BaS04, and witherite,

BaCOQ, and to a less extent in baryto-calcite, Imryto-celestine,

and various complex silicates. The metal is difficult to isolate,

and until recently it may l)e doubted whether the pure

metal had been obtained. Sir H. Davy tried to electrolyse

baryta, but was unsuccessful
;
later attempts were made by him

using iNirium chloride in the presence of mercury. In this way he

obtained an amalgam, from which on distilling of! the mercury the

barium was obtained as a silver white residue. K. Bunsen in 1S54

electrolysed a thick paste of Iiarium chloride and dilute hydro-

chloric acid in the presence of mercury, at 100® C., obtaining a

barium amalgam, from which the mercury was separated by a
process of distillation. A, N. Guntz (Comptes tendus, 1901, 133,

p. 872) electrolyses a saturated solution of barium chloride using

a mercury cathode and obtains a 3 % barium amalgam ; this

amalgam is transferred to an iron boat in a wide porcelain tube

and the tube slowly heated electrically, a good yield of pure

barium being obtained at about 1000® ('. 'Fhe metal when freshly

cut possesses a silver white lustre, is a little harder than lead,

and is extremely easily oxidized on exposure ; it is soluble in

liquid ammonia, and readily attacks both water and alcohol.

Three oxides of barium arc known, namely, the monoxide,

BaO, the dioxide, BaO^, and a suboxide, obtained by heating

BaO with magnesium in a vacuum to 1 100® (Guntz, loc. «/., 1906,

P- 35/))- The monoxide is formed when the metal burns in air,

iiut is usually prepared by the ignition of the nitrate, oxygen
and oxides of nitrogen being liberated. It can also be obtained

by the ignition of an intimate mixture of the carlxinate and
rarbon, and in small quantities by the ignition of the iodatc.

It is a greyish coloured solid, which combines very energetically

with water to form the hydroxide, much heat being evolved

during the combination ; on heating to redness in a current of

oxygen it combines with the oxygen to form the dioxide, which

at higher temperatures breaks up again into the monoxide and

oxygen.

Barium hydroxide, Ba(OH).j, is a white powder that can

be obtained by slaking the monoxide with the requisite

quantity of water, but it is usually made on the laige scale

by heating heavy spar with small coal whereby a crude

barium sulphide is obtained. This sulphide is then heated in

a current of moist carbon dioxide, barium carbonate being

formed, BaS +H204-COo»«BaCX)3 + H^, and finally the car-

bonate is decomposed by a current of superheated steam,

4- Ht.O » Bn(OH)j 4- CO^.,lcavinga residue of the hydroxide,

it is a white powder moderately soluble in cold water, readily

soluble in hot water, the solution possessing an alkaline reaction

and absorbing carbon dioxide readily. The solution, known as

kayta'-waier, finds an extensive application in practical chemistry

,

being used in gas-analysis for the determination of the amount
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere ; and also being used in

organic chemistry as a hydrolysing agent for the decomposition

of complex ureides and substituted aceto-aoetic esters, while

E. Fischer has used it as a condensing agent in the preparation

of a- and iS-acrose from acrolein dibromide. A saturab^ solu -

tion of the hydroxide deposits on cooling a hydreted form

Bb(OH)^-8]^0, as colourless quadratic prisms, which on ex-

posure to air lose seven molecules of water of crystallization.

Barium dioxide. BaOj,, can be prepared as shown above, or

in the hydrated condition by the addition of excess of baryta-

water to hydrogen peroxide solution, when it is precipitated in

the crystalline condition as Ba0.2*8H20. These crystals on

heating to 130® C. lose the water of crystallization and leave a

residue of the anhydrous peroxide. In the Brin process for

the manufacture of oxygen, barium dioxide is obts^ed as an

intermediate product by heating barium monoxide with air

under pressure. It is a grey coloured powder which is readily

decomposed by dilute acids with the production of hydrogen

peroxide.

Barium chloride. BaC^'SH .O, can be obtained by dissolving

witherite in dilute hydrochlonc acid, and also from heavy spar

by ignition in a reverberatory furnace with a mixture of coal,

limestone and calcium chloride, the barium chloride being

extracted from the fused mass by water, leaving a residue of

insoluble calcium .sulphide. The chloride crystallizes in colourless

rhombic tables of specific gravit>' 3 0 and is readily soluble in

water, but is almost insoluble in concentrated hydrochloric

acid and in absolute alcohol. It can be obtained in the anhydrous

condition by heating it gently to about 120° C. It has a bitter

taste and is a strong poison. Barium bromide is prepared by

saturating baryta-water or by decomposing barium carbonate

with hydrobromic acid. It crystallizes as BaBr.,'2H.jO iso-

inorphous with barium chloride. Barium bromate, Ba(BrO.,)2,

can be prepared by the action of excess of bromine on baryta-

water, or by decomposing a boiling aqueous solution of 100 parts

of potassium bromate with a similar solution of 74 parts of

crystalliztid barium chloride. It crystallizes in the monoclinic

system,and separates from itsaqueous solution as Ba(Br08)o>H.,0.

(3n heating, it begins to decompose at 260-265® C- Barium
chlorate, Ba(ClO.{)2, b obtained by a Iding barium chloride to

sodium chlorate solution
;

on concentration of the solution

sodium chloride separates first, and then on further evaporation

barium chlorate crystallizes out and can be purified by recrystal-

lizatiun. It can also be obtained by suspending barium carbonate

in boiling water and passing in chlorine. It crystallizes in mono-
clinic prisms of composition Ba(C10,)2'HoO, and begins to

decompose on being heated to 250® C. Barium iodale, Ba(IO„).„

is obtained by the action of excess of iodic acid on hot caustic

baryta solution or by adding sodium iodate to barium chloride

solution. It crystallizes in monoclinic prisms of composition

Ba(I03)i,-H.,0, and is only very sparingly soluble in cold water.

Barium carbide. BaC^. is prepared by a method similar to that

in use for the preparation of calcium carbide (see Acktylene).
L. Maquenne has also obtained it by distilling a mixture of liarium

amalgam and carbon in a stream of hydrogen. Barium sulpliide,

BaS, is obtained by passing sulphuretted hydrogen over heated

barium monoxide, or better by fusion of the sulphate with a

small coal. It is a white powder which is readily decomposed by
water with the formation of the hydroxide and hydrosulphide.

The pliosphorescence of the sulphide obtained by heating the

thiosulphate is much increased by adding uranium, bismuth, or

thorium before ignition (/. pr. Ghent,, 1Q05, ii. p. 196).

Barium sulphate , BaSO^, is the most abui^nt of the naturally

i

occurring banum compounds (see Barytes) and can be obtained

artificially by the addition of sulphuric acid or any soluble

sulphate to a solution of a soluble barium salt, when it is pre-

cipitated as an amorphous white powder of specific gravity 4-5.

It is practically insoluble in water, and is only very slightiy

soluble in dilute acids ; it is soluble to some extent, when imhly
prepared, in hot concentrated sulphuric add, and on cooling

the solution, crystals of composition BaS04-Ho^4 are deposited.

It is used as a pigment undw the name of “ ^rmanent white
''

or hUmc fixe.

Barium nitride, 'Ba^Na, is obtained «s a brownish mass by
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[)assing nitrogen over heated banuin amalgam. It is decompoied
water with evolution of hydro^> and on heating in a cur-

rent of carbonic oxide forms banum cyanide (L. l£uiuenne).

Barium amide, Ba(NHy)2} is obtained from potassammonium
md barium bromide.

Barium nitrate, Ba(N03X*, “ prepared by dissolving either the

[larbonate or sulphide ii^ dilute nitric acid, or by mixing hot

»turated solutions of barium chloride and sodium nitrate.

It crystallizes in octahedra, having a specific gravity of 3 2,

md melts at 597° C. (T. Carnelley). it is decomposed by heat,

md is largely used in pyrotechny for the preparation of green

fire. Barium carbonate, BaCOg, occurs rather widely distributed

IS witherite(^.i;.), and may be prepared by the addition of barium

chloride to a hot solution of ammonium carbonate, when it is

precipitated as a dense white powder of specific gravity 4 3 ;

almost insoluble in water.

Barium and its salts can be readily detected by the yellowish-

^reen colour they give when moistened with hydrochloric acid

and heated in the Bunsenflame, or by observation of their spectra,

when two characteristic green lines are seen. In solution, barium

salts may be detected by the immediate precipitate they give on

the addition of calcium sulphate (this serves to distinguish l>arium

salts from calcium salts), and by the yellow precipitate of barium

chromate formed on the addition of potassium chromate. Barium

is estimated quantitatively by conversion into the sulphate.

The atomic weight of the element has been determined by C.

Marignac by the conversion of barium chloride into barium

sulphate, and also by a determination of the amount of silver

required to precipitate exactly a known weight of the chloride
;

the mean value obtained l»eing 136 84 ; T. W. Richards (Zeil.

anorg. Cliem., 1893, 6, p, 89), by determining the equivalent of

barium chloride and bromide to silver, obtained the value 137 '44.

For the relation of barium to radium, sec Radioactivity'.

BARKER, EDMUND HENRY (1788-1839), English classical

scholar, was bom at Hollym in Yorkshire. He entered Trinity

College, Cambridge, as a scholar in 1807, but left the university

without JO. degree, being prevented by religious scruples from

taldng the oath then required. He had previously obtained

(in 1809) the Browne medal for Greek and I^tin epigrams. After

acting as amanuensis to the famous Samuel Parr, the vicar of

Hatton in Warwickshire, lie married and settled down at Thetford

in Norfolk, where he lived for about twenty-five years. He was

in the habit of adding the initials O.T.N, (of Thetford, Norfolk)

to the title-page of his published works. In later life he became

involved in a law-suit in connexion with a wDl, and thus ex-

hausted his means. In 1837-1838 he was a prisoner for debt

in the king’s bench and in the Fleet. He died in London on

the 2 1 St of March 1839. Barker was a prolific writer on classical

and other subjects. In addition to contributing to the Classical

Journal, he edited portions of several classical authors for the

use of schools. He was one of the first commentabirs to write

notes in English instead of Latin. In a volume of letters he

disputed the claims of Sir Philip Francis to the authorship of

the Letters of Junius ;
his Parriana (1828) is a vast and ill-

digested compilation of literary anecdotes and criticisms. He
also saw through the press the English edition of Lempri^re’s

Classical Diciionary (revised by Anthon) and of Waster’s

English Diciionary. It is as a lexicographer, however, that

Barker is chiefly known. While at Hatton, he conceived the

design of a new edition of Stephanus’s Thesaurus Graecae Linguae,

The work was undertaken by A. J. Valpy, and, although not

expressly stated, it was understood that Barker was the re-

sponsible editor. When a few parts had appeared, it was severely

criticized in the Quarterly Review (xxii., 1820) by Blomficld ;

the result was the curtailment of the original plan of the work

and the omission of Barker’s name in connexion with it. It

was completed in twelve volumes (1816-1828). The strictures

of the Qmfieiiy were answered by Barker in his Aristarchus Anti-

Blomfieldianus, which, although unconvincing, was in turn

answered by Bishop Monk. He also publish^ notes on the

Btymohgiam Gudiantm,tLa6 ooUaborated with Professor Dunbar

of EiRnburgh in a Greek and English Lexicon (1831). The

editie pemceps (1820) of Hie treatise attributed to Arcadius, Htpl

TWiuv, was published by him from a Paris MS. Conttneatal

scholars entertained a more lavouiable opinioa of him than those

of hisowncoxmtry. He expressed contempt for the minute vwbal

ciiticisin of the PorsonianBchool,inwhich he was himsrifdeficient.

An aooonnt of his life will be found in the 0»HU$man*M Magtuine

for May 1839 : see also Notts and Queries (6tli series, xii. p. 443), where

a full lit of bis works is given.

BARXBR*8 MILL, a mechanical contrivance invented by a
Dr Barker about the end of the 17th century. It consist^ of a

hollow vertical cylinder, provided with a number of horizontal

arms fitted with lateral apertures ; the contrivance is mounted

so as to rotate about the vertical axis. By allowing wat;er to

enter the vertical tube, a rotation, due to the discharge through

the lateral orifices, is set up.

BARKING, a market-town in the Romford parliamentary

division of Essex, England, on the river Roding near its junction

with the Thames, 8 m. E. of Fenchurch Street station and

Liverpool Street station, I/)ndon, by the London, Tilbury &
Southend and (ireat Eastern railways. Pop. of urlmn district

of Barking town (1891) i4 »3oi ; (190*) 3ri»547 * church of

St Margaret is Norman with perpendicular additions, and con-

tains many monuments of interest. Barking was celebrated for

its nunnc^^^ one of the oldest and richest in England, founded

about 670 b}' Erkenwald, bi.shop of London, and restored in 970

by King Edgar, about a hundred years after its destruction by

the Danes. The abbess was a baroness ex officio^ and the revenue

at the dissolution of the monasteries was £1084. There remains

! a perpendicular turreted gateway. There is also an ancient

market-house, used as a town-hall. Victoria Gardens form a

public pleasure-ground, and there are recreation grounds. The

Gaslight and (bke Company’s works at Beckton are in the parish,

and also extensive rubber works. At the mouth of the Roding

(Barking Creek) are great sewage works, receiving the Northern

Outfall sewer from London. There are also chemical works, and

some shipping trade, principally in timber and fish. Barking is

a suffragan bishopric in the diocese of St Albans.

BARKLY EAsT, a town of Cape province, South Africa,

capital of u district of the same name, and 80 m. by rail E.S.E.

of Aliwal North. The town lies north of the Drakensberg on

the Kraai tributary of the Orange river at an elevation of

5831 ft. The district has an area of 1564 sq. m. and a popu-

lation (1904) of 8490, of whom 50 arc whites. The chief

occupation followed is sheep-farming, the pasturage being cx-

t client. Like Barkly West, the town and district are named
after Sir Henry Barkly, governor ot Cape Colony, 1870-1877.

BARKLY WEST, a town of Cape province, South Africa, 21 m.

N.W. of Kimberley, capital of a district and of an electoral

division of the same name in Griqualand West. It is built on

the right bank of the Vaal, here spanned by a bridge. Pop.

(1904) 1037. Originally called Kiipdrift, the town was the first

founded by the diggers alter the discovery in 1867 of diamonds

along the valley of the Vaal, and it had for some years a large

floating population. On the discovery of the “ dry diggings
”

at Kimberley, the majority of the diggers removed thither.

Barkly West remains, however, the centre of the alluvial

diamonds industry. The diamonds of this district are noted

for their purity and lustre, and are generally associated with

other crystals—garnets, agates, ejuartz and chalcedonies.

Barkly West electoral division includes the whole of Gri-

qualand West save the Kimberley division. It is divided into

the fi.scal districts of Barkly West, Hay and Herbert, with a

total pop. (1904) of 48,388, of whom 12,170 arc whites (sec

Griqualand).
BARLAAM AND JOSAPHAT, one of the most popular and

widely disseminated of medieval religious romances, which owes

its importance and interest to the fact that it is a Christianised

version of the story of Gautama Siddharta, the Buddha, with

which it agtees not only in broad outline but tn essential di^tb.

The Christian story first appears in Greek among the works of

}(^ (f41.) of Damascus, who flourished in the early part of the

8tli century, and who, More be adopted the monastic life, and
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held hi^ office et the court of the caliph Abu Jafaral-Maiisur,

M hts hither Serjfpue h said to have done before bint

The outline of the Greek itory is as follows ^-^t ThomM had

OQiiYorted the people of India^and after the eremitic life originated

m figypt, many Indians adopted it. But a powerful pa^ long

ame who hated and persecuted the Christians, especially

ascetics. After this king, Abenncr by naine, had long been child-

less, a Ixjy greatly desired and matchless in beauty, was born to

him and received the name of Josaphat. The king, in his joy,

summons astfdogeni to predict the child^s destiny. They foretell

glory and prosperity l)eyond those of all his predecessors. One

sage, mostTeamed of all, assents, but intimates that the scene of

this glory will be. not the paternal kingdoin, but another in-

finitely more exalted
^
and that the child will adopt the faith

which his father persecutes.

The boy showe a thoughtful and devout turn. King Abenncr,

troubled by this and by the remembrance of the prediction, selects

a secluded city, in which he causes a splendid palace to Ije built,

where his son should abide, attended only by tutors and servants

in the flower of youth and health. No stranger was to have

access, and the boy was to be cognizant of none of the sorrows of

humanity, such as poverty, disease, old age or death, but only

of what was pleasant, so that he should have no inducement

to think of the future life ;
nor was he ever to hear a word of

Christ and His religion.

Prince Josaphat grows up in thi.s seclusion, acquires all kinds of

knowledge and exhibits singular endowments. At length, on his

urgent prayer, the king reluctantly permits him to pass the limits

of the palace, after having taken all precautions to keep painful

objects out of sight Hut through some neglect of orders, the

prince one day encounters a leper and a blind man, and asks of

h» attendants with pain and astonishment what such a .spectacle

should mean, lliese, they tell him, are ills to which man is liable.

Shall all men have such ills ? he asks. And in the end he returns

home in deep depression. Another day he falls in with a decrepit

old man, and stricken with dismay at the sight, renews his

questions and hears for the first time of death. And in how
many years, continues the prince, dotis this fate befiill man ? and

must he expect death as inevitable ? Is there no way of escape ?

No means of eschewing this wretched state of decay ? The
attendants reply as may be imagined

;
and Josaphat goes home

more pensive than ever, dwelling on the certainty of death and

on what shall be thereafter.

At this time Baxiaam, an eremite of great sanctity and know-

ledge, dwelling in the wilderness of Sennaritis, divinely warned,

travels to India in the disguise of a merchant, and gains access to

Prince Josaphat, to whom he imparts the Christian doctrine and

commends the monastic life. Suspicion arises and Barlaam

departs. But all attempts to shake the prince’s convictions fail.

As a last resource the king sends for 'Fheudas, a magician, who
removes the prince’s attendants and substitutes seductive gins

;

but all their blandishments are resisted through prayer. The
king abandons these efforts and associates his son in the govern-

ment. The prince uses his power to promote religion, and every-

thing prospers in his hands. At last Abcnner himsdf yields to

the faith, and after some years of penitence dies. Josaphat

surrenders die kingdom toa friend called Barachias and departs

for the wilderness. After two years of painful search and much
buffeting by demons he finds Bariaam. The latter dies, and

Josaphat survives as a hermit maxx)^ ywrs. King Barachias

afterwards arrives, and transfers the bodies of the two saints to

India, where they are the source of manv miracles.

Now this story is, muUUis mutmdis^w story of Buddha. It

will suhee to recall the Buddha’s education in a sedudod palace,

his enoounter successively vrith a decrepit old txiaxi, witli a man in

mortal disease and poverty, with a dead body, and, lastly, with

a niligious reduse radiant with peace and dignity, and his

con^uent abandonment of his prinoely state for the asce^

life in the jungle. Scane of the cortespondences in the two stories

are most minute, and even the phraseolo^, in whidi some of

the details of Josaphat’s history are described, almost litemlly

renders the Samkrit of the LaUia Visittra. -More than that, thie

very word Joamphor Josaphat (Arabic, y^araf/) is a oornipdofi

of Bodisat due to a confusion between the Axabic letters for Y
and B, and Bodisatva is a common title ter the Buddha in the

many birth-stories that clustered round the life of the sage.

There are good reasons for thinking that the Christian story ffid

not originate with John of Damascus, and a strong case has been

made out by Zotenberg that it reflects the religious struggles and

disputes of the early 7th century in Syria, and that the Greek

text was edited by a monk of Saint Saba named John, his version

being the source of all later texts and translations. How much
older than this the Christian story is, we cannot tell, but it is

interesting to remember that it embodies in the form of a speech

the “ Apology ’’ of the and-century philosopher Aristides. After

its appearance among the writings of John of Damascus, it was
incorporated with Simeon Metaphrastes’ Lives of the Saints

(c, 950), and thence gained great vogue, lieing translated into

almost every European language. A famous Icelandic version

was made for Prince Hakon early in the 13th century. In the

East, too. it Uxjk on new life and Catholic missionaries freely used

it in their propaganda. Thus a Tagala (Philippine) translation

was brought out at Manila in 1712. Besides furnishing the early

playwrights with material for miracle plays, it has .supplied

episodes and apologues to many a writer, including Boccaccio,

John Gower and Shakespeare. Rudolph of £ms about 1220

expanded it into a long poem of 16,000 lines, celebrating the

victcjry of Christian o^H‘r heathen teaching. The heroes of the

romance have even altained saintly rank. Their names were

inserted by Petrus de Natalibus in his Catalogus Sanctorum

(c. 1380), and Cardinal Baronius included them in the official

Martyrolof^um authorized by .Sixtus ¥.{1585-1 590)under the date

of the 27th of November. In the Orthodox Eastern Church “ the

holy Josaph, son of Abener, king of India ” is allotted the

26th of August. Thus unwittingly Gautama the Buddha has

come to official recognition as a saint in two great branches of

the Catholic Church, and no one will say that he does not deserv^e

the honour, A church dedicated Divo Josaphat in Palermo is

probably not the only one of its kind.

The id<Mitity of tht* stones of Buddha and St Josaphat wa®: re-

cognized by the historian of I^ortuguese India. J>iogo do Couto
(1542 i0i6), as may Ixj seen in his history {Dei, v. liv. vi. cap. 2).

In modem tinit'S the honour belong.s to Lalxiulaye (1859), I't lix

Li(*hr(‘ciit in i860 putting it beyond dispute. Subsequent researches

have been carriecl out by Zdtenberp, Max Muller, Rhys Davids.

Braunholtz and Joseph Jacobs, who published his Barlaam and

Josaphat in 1696.

BAR«LE-*DUC, a town of north-eastern France, capital of the

department of Meuse, 50 m. E.S.E. of ChMons-sur-Marne, on

the main line of the Eastern railway Ixjtween that town and

Nancy. Pop. (1906) 14,624. The lower, more modem auid busier

part of the town extends along a narrow valley, shut in by wcKided

or vine-clad hills, and is traversed throughout its length by the

Omain, which is crossed by several bridges. It is limited toward.s

the north-east by the canal from the Marne to the Rhine, on the

south-west by a small arm of the Omain, called the Canal de.«i

Usines, on the left bonk of which the upper town (Ville Haute)

is situated. The Ville Haute, which is reached by staircases and

steep narrow thoroughfares, is intersected by a long, quiet street,

bordered by houses of the 1 5th, i6th and 17th centuries. In this

quarter are the remains (i6th century) of the chateau of the

dukes of Bor, dismantled in 1670, the old clock-towcr and the

college, built in tlie latter half of the i6th century. Its church

of St Pierre (14U1 and 15th centuries) contains a skilfully-carved

!
effigy in white stone of a half-decayed corpse, the work of Ligier

Richier (1500-1572), a pupil of Michelangelo—erected to the

memory of Rene de Chalons (d. 1 544). The lower town contains

the official buildings and two or three churches, but these are of

little interest. Among the statues of (Jistinguished natives of the

town is one to Charles Nicolas Oudinot, whose house serves as the

hotel-de-ville. Bar-le-Duc has tribunals of first instance and of

commerce, a board of trade arbitrators^ a lyc^e, a training-coil^

for girls, a chamber of commerce,a branch of the Bank erf France

and an art museum. The industries of the town include iron-

founding and the manufacture of mgchineiy, oiraets, hosiery,
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flannel goods, jam and wali«paper, and brewing, cotton spinning

and weaving, leather-dressing and dyeing. Wine, timber and
iron are important articles of commerce.

fiax-le-Doc was at one time the seat of the countship, later

duchy, of Bar, the history of which is given below. Though
probably of ancient origin, the town was unimportant till the

loth century when it became the residence of the counts.

CouKTS Airi) Dukes of Bar. In the middle of the xoth

century the territory of Bar (Barrms) formed a dependency of

the Empire. In the nth century its lords were only counts by
title

;
they belonged to the house of Mousson (which also possessed

the countships of Montb^liard and Fcrrette), and usually fought

in the French ranks, while their neighbours,^ dukes of Lorraine,

adhered to the German side. Theobald 1., count of Bar, was an
ally of Philip Augustus, as was also his son Henry 11., who
distinguished himself at the battle of Bouvines in 1214. But
sometimes the counts of Bar bore arms against France. In 1301

Henry III. having made an alliance with Edward L of England,

whose daughter he had married, was vanquished by Philip the

Fair, who forced him to do homage for a part of Barrois, situated

west of the Meuse, which was called Barrois mouvont. In 1354
Robert, count of Bar, who had married the daughter of King
John, was made marquis of Pont-^i-Mousson by the emperor
Charles IV. and took the title of duke of Bar. His successor,

Edward III., was killed at Agincourt in 141 5. In 1419 Louis of

Bar, brother of the last-named, a cardinal and bishop of Chalons,

gave the duchy of Bar to Ren6 of Anjou, the grandson of his

sister Yolande, who married Isabella, duchess of Lorraine.

Yolande of Anjou, who in 1444 had married Ferri of Lorraine,

count of Vaud6mont, became heiress of Nicholas of Anjou, duke
of Calabria and of T^orraine, in 1473, Anjou, duke
of Bar, in 1480 ; thus Lorraine, with Barrois added to it, once

more returned to the family of its ancient dukes. United with

Lorraine to France in 1634, Barrois retfnained, except for short

intervals, part of the royal domain. It was granted in 1738 to

Stanislaus Leszczynski. ex-king of Poland, and on his death in

1766 was once more attached to the crown of France. (M. P.*)

BARLETTA (anc. Bardidi), a seaport town and episcopal see

of Apulia, Italy, on the E.S.E. coast, in the province of Bari,

34^ m. W.N.W. of Bari by rail. Pop. (iqoi) 42,022. Its import-

ance dates from the time of the Hohenstaufen. The Gothic

church of S. Sepolcro was built at the close of the 12th century,

and the Romanesque cathedral was begun at the same period,

but added to later. In front of the former church stands a
bronze statue, 14 ft. in height, of the emperor HeracHus. The
castle behind the cathedral dates fn)m 1537. The harbour is

good. It was cleared by 508 sailing-vessels and 461 steamers, the

latter with a total tonnage of 364,904 *in 1904 ;
the exports were

of the value of {180,699 (principally wine, sulphur, oil, tartar and
tartaric acid), and the imports {92,486 (coal, timber and sundries).

In the neighbourhood (between Andria and Corato), during

the siege cf Barletta by the French in 1503, the town being

defended by the Spanish army, a combat took place between
thirteen picked knights of Italy and France, which resulted in

favour of the former : it has been celebrated by Massimo d’

Azeglio in his Disfida di Barletta, Seven miles to the N.W. are

the salt-works of Barletta, now known under the name of

Margherita di Savoia. (T. As.)

BARLBT (Hordeum satiimm)^ a member of the grass family,

and an impoitwt cereal which belongs peculiarly to temperate

regions. It originated from a wild species, H, spontanetm^ a
native of western Asia and has been cultivated from the earliest

times. Three subspecies or lEoes are recognized.

stibsp. disiuhum (described by Linnaeus as a dartinct species,

M. iisHehmjf two*rowad bar)^. Only the middle spik^ of

each triplet ts fertile ;
the ear has therefore only two longitudinal

rows of gram, and the spikes are stronff^y compressed laterally.

This approaches most nearly to the wild irtock, from which it is

disdngmidied by the non-jointed axis and somewhat shorter

awns. This is the race most commonly grown in the British

Isiea and in central Europe, and includes a large number of

sub-raooi and varieties among which are the finest malting-

barleys. The chief sub-races are («) peaoook» hut or batiMoie
barley, described by Ijimaeos ns a distinot apedoi) H, tmaritmf

with erect short ears about ai in; long, broiul at the base and
narrow at the tip, suggetripg an open fan or paaoxdc’a tnil;

(6) erect-eared b^leys (var. erectmi) with erect broad ears end
closely-packed plump grains; (r) nodding barli^(var. miAasr).

The ripe ears of the last hang so as to becom ahrmst parallel with
the stem ; they are narrower end longer then in (^), owing to the

g^ns being placed farther apart on the rachis ; it inchiKiQB the
Chevalier variety, one of the best for malting purposes* (ii.) H.
sativum, subsp. hexasHchtm, six-rowed barley (the if.^masMum
of Linnaeus). All the flowers of each triplet of spi^lets on both
sides of the rachis are fertile and produce ripe froits ; hence the

car produces six longitudinal rows of grain. The ears are short,

erect, and the grain thin and coarse ; the straw is also short. It

is a hardy race, but owing to the poor quality of the grain is

rarely met with in Great Britain, (iil) H. saHoum^ subsp.

vul^are, here, bigg or four-rowed barley (the H, vulgan of

Linnaeus. All the flowers of each triplet are fertile aa in (iL),

but the rows are not arranged regularly at equal distancea round
the rachis. The central fruits of each triplet fonn two regular

rows, but the lateral spikelets form not four atraight single rows
as in (ii.), but two regular double rows, the whole ear appearing
irreguiariy four-rowi^. This race seems to be of later origm
than the others, llie ears are erect, about a} in. long, the

grains thinner and bnger than in the two-rowed race, and the

awns stifl and firmly airing to the flowering glume. The var.

pallidum is the barley most firequently cultivated in northern

Europe and northern Asia. This race was formeriy used for malt
and beer, but owing to its larger amount of gluten as compared
with stardi it is less adapted for brewing than the two-rowed aorta.

To this belong the varieties naked barley {H, coeUsk and fif.

ttudum) and Himalayan barley {H. trifurcaium and H. aefuertu).

In both the fruits fall out freely from the glume, and in the

latter the awns are three-pronged and shorter than the gpram.

Barley is the most hardy of all cereal grains, its limit of

cuhivarion extending farther north than any o^er ; and, ai

the same time, it can be profitably cultivated in sub-tropioal

countries. The opinion of Pliny, that it is the most ancient

aliment of mankind, appears to ^ well-founded, for no less dun
three varieties have found in the lake dwellings of Switaer-

land, in deposits belonging to the Stone Peric)d. According to

Professor Heer these varieties are the common two-rowed

(H, distichum), the large six-rowed {H» hexasUchum, var. densum%
and the small six-rowed (//. hexastichum, var. sanctum). Tlw
last variety is both the most ancient and the most commonly
found, and is the sacred barley of antiquity, ears of which are

frequently represented plaited in the hair of the goddess Geres;

besides being figured on ancient coins. The cultivation of barley

in ancient I^pt is indicated in Exod. ix. 31. Till within recent

times barley fcjimed an important source of food in northern

countries, and barley cakes are still to some extent eateSL

Owing, however, to its poverty in that form of nitrogenous

compound called gluten, so abundant in wheat, barky-flour

cannot be baked into vesiculated bread ;
still it is a highljr-

nutritious substance, the salts it contains Imving a high prapoi^

tion of phosphoric add. The foilcrering is the compoiitkm td

barley-meal according to Von Bibra, omitting the salts :

—

Water 15 percent.
Nitrogenous coiQpouiid.s . . 1 2*981 „
Gum 6*744
Sugar 3*200

Starch 59*95^ «
Fat 2*170 „

Bariey is now chiefly cultivated for mairing (see Mat/r) to

prepare spirits and betf (see Birwino), but it is alsolaiga^

employed in domestic cookery. For the latter purpose theimvd,
somewhat flinty grains are preferable, and they are prepared by
grinding off the outer cuticle which forms “ pot barley.^^ When
the attrition is carried further, so timt toe^graitt k tedlftid^to

small round pellets, it is termed
**
pearl barky.*’ Patent barky

is either pot or pearl barky reduo^ to flour. Under name
decoeium hardei, a preparation of barley k mcUidad in the
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Bntidi PhmMcopoeia, which U of value as a demulcent and
emoUient drink in fehr^ and inflammato^ disorders.

CuUivaium,--Apeat fitim the growth^habits of the plant itself,

the consideration that chiefly determines the routine of barley

onltivation is the demand on the part of the maltster for uni-

formity of sample. Less care is required in its cultivation when
it is intended for feeding live-stock. It is essential that the grains

on the maltster's floor should germinate simultaneously, hence at

the time of reaping, the whole crop must be as nearly as possible

in the same stage of maturity. On rich soils the crop is hable to

grow too rapidly and yield a coarse^ uneven sample, consequently

the best barley is grown on light, open and preferably calcareous

soils, while if the condition of the soil is too high it is often reduced

by growing wheat licfore the barley.

^liey (see Agriculture, Cr0f>s and Cropping) is a rapidly

-

growing and shallow-rooted plant. The upper layer of the soil

must therefore he free from weeds, finely pulverized and stocked

with a rcadily-availablc supply of nutriment. In most rotations

tiarley is grown after turnips, or some other “ cleaning ” crop,

with or wi^out the interposition of a wheat crop. The roots are

fed off by sheep during autumn and early winter, after which the

ground is ploughed to a depth of 3 or 4 in. only in order

not to put the layer of soil fertilized by the sheep beyond reach

of the plant. The ground is then left unworked and open to the

crumbling influence of frost till towards the end of winter, when
it is stirred with the cultivator followed by the harrows, or in

some cases ploughed with a shallow furrow. The seed, which
should be plump, light in colour, with a thin skin covered by
fine wrinkles, is sown in March and early April ‘ at the rate of

from 8 to IS pecks to the acre and lightly harrowed in. As even
distribution at a uniform depth is necessary, the drill is preferred

to the broadcast-seeder for barley sowing. In early districts
;

seeding may take place as early as February, pn)vided a fine
|

tilth is obtainable, but it rarely extends licyond the end of April.
I

If artificial manures are used, a usual dressing consists of 2 or

3 cwt. of superphosphate to the acre at the time of sowing,
followed, if the ground is in poor condition, by i cwt. of nitrate

of soda when the plant is showing. Nitrogen must, however, be
applied with caution as it makes the barley rich in albumen,
and highly albuminous barley keeps badly and easily loses its

germinating capacity. Farm-yard manure should also be avoided.
After-cultivation may comprise rolling, harrowing (to preserve
the fineness of the tilth) and in some districts hoeing. Barley is

cut, either with scythe or machine, when it is quite ripe with the
ears trending over. The crop is often allowed to lie loose for a day
or two, owing to the belief that sunshine and dews or even showers
mellow it and improve its colour. It may even be stacked without
tying into sheaves, though this course involves greater expendi-
ture of laf^ur in carrying and afterwards in threshing. There
is a prejudice again.st the use of the binder in reaping barley, as

it is impossible to secure uniformity of colour in the grain when
the stalks are tightly tied in the sheaf, and the sun has not free

access to those on the inside. In any case it must not be stacked
while damp, and if cut by machine is therefore sometimes tied

in sheaves and set up in stooks os in the case of wheat. The
above sketch indicates the general principlesof barley-cultivation,

but in practice they are often modified by local custom or fanning
cxiy;enciei.

Barley is liable to smut and the other fungus diseases which
attack wheat (^.y.), and the insect pests which prey on the two
plants are also similar. The larvae of the ribbon-footed com-fly
(Cklorops iaeniopus) caused great injury to the barley crop in

Great Britain in 1893, when the plant was weakened by extreme
drought. A fair crop of barley yields about 36 bushels (56 Ib to
the bushel) per acre, but under the best conditions 40'and 50
bushels may be obtained. The yield of straw is from 15 to 20
cwt. per acre. Bariev-straw is considered inferior both as fodder
and litter,

EARL1Y«BII14K| an old English country game frequently
mendoned by the pOf^ of the 17th and 18th centuries. It was

' Barley is occastanally sown in antumn to provide keep for sheep
in the following spring.

I

played by three pairs composed of one of each sex, who were
I stationed in three bases or plots, contiguous to each other,

j

The couple occupying the middle base, called Astf or prison^

I endeavoured to catch the other two, who, when chased, might
j break to avoid being caught. If one was overtaken, he and his

companion were condemned to hell. From this game was taken
the expression “ the last couple in hell,” often used in old plays.

BARLEY-GORN, a grain of barley, and thus a measure taken
from the length of a grain of barley, three of which (sometimes
four) were considered to make up an inch. The barley-corn has
been personified as representing the malt liquor made from
barley, as in Bums’s song “ John Barleycorn.”

BARLOW, SIR GEORGE HILARO (1762-1847), Auglo-Indian
statesman, was appointed to the Bengal Civil Service in 1778,
and in 1788 carri^ into execution the permanent settlement of

Bengal. When the marquess of Cornwallis died in 1805, Sir

George Barlow was nominated provisional governor-general, and
his passion for economy and retrenchment in that capacity has
caused him to be known as the only governor-general who
diminished the area of British territory

;
but his nomination

was rejected by the home government, and Lord Minto was
appointed. Subsequently Barlow was created governor of

Madras, where his want of tact caused a mutiny of officers in

I
1809, similar to that which had j>reviously occurred under Clive.

In 1812 he was recalled, and lived in retirement until his death
in February 1847. Hr created a baronet in 1803.

BARLOW, JOEL (1754-1812), American poet and politician,

bom in Redding, Fairfield county, Connecticut, on the 24th of

March 1 754. He graduated at Yale in 1778, was a post-graduate
student there for two years, and from September 1780 until tlie

cl(we of the revolutionary war was chaplain in a Massachusetts
brigade. He then, in 1783, removed to Hartford, Connecticut,
established there in July 1784 a weekly paper, the Ameriran
Mercury, with which he was connected for a year, and in 1 786 was
admitted to the bar. At Hartford he was a member of a group
of young writers including Lemuel Hopkins, David Humphreys
and John Tmmbull, known in American literary history as the
** l&rtford Wits.” He contributed to the Anarchiady a series of

satirico-political papers, and in 1787 published a long and
ambitious poem. The Vision of Columbus

y

which gave him a
considerable literary reputation and was once mucli read. In
1788 he went to France us the agent of the Scioto Land Company,
his object being to sell lands and enlist immigrants. He seems
to have l^n ignorant of the fraudulent character of the company,

j

which failed disastrously in 1790. He had previously, however,

I

induced the company of Frenchmen, who ultimately founded

j

Gallipolis, Ohio, to emigrate to America. In Paris he became
a liberal in religion and an advanced republican in politics.

He remained abroad for several years, spending much of his

time in London : was a member of the obnoxious London
Society for Constitutional Information ”

;
published various

radical essays, including a volume entitled Advice to the Privileged
Orders (1792), which was proscribed by the British government

;

and was made a citizen of France in 1792. He was American
consul at Algiers in i 795““* 797 >

securing the release of American
prisoners held for ransom, and negotiating a treaty with Tripoli

( J 796). He returned to America in 1S05, and lived near Washing-
ton, D.C., until 1811, when he became American plenipotentiary
to France, charged with ni^otiating a commercial treaty with
Napoleon, and with securing the restitution of confiscated
American property or indemnity therefor. He was summoned
for an interview with Napoleon at Wilna, but failed to see the
emperor there

; became involved in the retreat of the French
army

;

^d, overcome by exposure, died at the Polish village of

Zamowiec on the 24th of Der:mber 1812. In 1807 he had pub-
lished in a sumptuous volume the Columbiad, an enlarged edition
of his Vision of CUumbuSy more pompous even than the origkial ,*

but, though it added to his reputation in some quarters, on the
whole itwas not well received,and it has subsequently been much
ridiculed. The poem for which he is now best known is his mock
heroic Hasty Pudding (1793). Besides the writhigs mentioned
above, he published Conspiracy of Kings, a Poem addressed to
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Ihe InhttbiUmis af Ewope from a$ia&erQuarter of &e Glebe {l^^)

;

View of the Public D^, Receipts and Expenditure of ihe United

States (1800) ;
and the PaUtieal Writings of Joel Barlow (end ed.,

1 796). He also published an edition^ corrected and enhuged/*

of Isaac Watt's Imitation of the Psalms of Daoid (1786).

See C. B. Todd’s Life and Letters 0/ Joel Barlow (New York and
London, i88o)

j and a chapter; *' The Literary Strivings of Joel
|

Barlow, " in M. C. Tyler"s Three Men of Letters (New York and
London, 1895).

BARLOW, PETER (1776-1862), English writer on pure and
applied mathematics, was born at Norwich in 1776 and died on

the ISt of March 1862. In 1806 he was appointed mathematical

master in the Woolwich Academy, and filled that post for forty-

one years. In 1823 he was made a fellow of the Koyal Society,

and two years later received the Copley medal. Steam loco-

motion received much attention at his hands, and he sat on the

railway commissions of 1836, 1839, 1842, 1845. He received

many distinctions from British and foreign scientific societies.

Barlow’s principal works are

—

Elementary Investigation of the

Theory of Numbers (1811); New Mathematical and Philosophical

Dictionary (1814); Essay on Magnetic Attractions (1820). The
investigations on magnetism led to the important practiciil

discovery of a means of rectifying or compensating compass

errors in ships. Besides compiling numerous useful tables, he

contributed largely to the Encyclopaedia Metropolitana»

BARM (a word common to Teutonic languages), the scum
formed on the top of mult liquor when fermenting

;
yeast used to

leaven bread, or to set up fermentation in liquor.

BARMECIDES, more accurately Barmakids, a noble Persian

family which attained great power under the Abbasid caliphs.

Barmak, the founder of the family, was a Persian fire-worshipper,

and is supposed to have been a native of Khorasan. According

to tradition, his wife was taken for a time into the harem of

Abdallah, brother of Kotaiba the conqueror of Balkh, and be-

came the mother of Khalid b. Barmak the Barmecide. Barmak
subsequently (about a.d. 736) rebuilt and adorned his native

city of Balkh after the rebellion of Harith. The family prospered,

and his grandson Yahya b. Khalid was the vizier of the caliph

Mahdi and tutor of Harun al-Rashid. His sons Fadl and Jafar
(the Giafar of the Arabian Nights) both occupied high offices

under Harun. The story of their disgrace, though romantic,

is not improbable. Harun, it is said, found his chief pleasure

in the society of his sister *Abb&sa and Jafar, and in order that

these two might be with him continuously without breach of

etiquette, persuaded them to contract a purely formal marriage.

The conditions were, however, not observed and Harun, learning

that ’Abbasa had borne a son, caused Jafar suddenly to

be arrested and beheaded, and the* rest of the family except

Mahommed, Yahya’s brother, to be imprisoned and deprived

of their property. It is probable, however, that Harun’s anger

was caused to a large extent by the insinuations of his courtiers

that he was a mere puppet in the hands of a powerful family.

See further Caliphate, section C, §§ 4, 5.

The expression “ Barmecide Feast,” to denote an imaginary

banquet, is drawn from one of the tales (” The Barber's Tale

of his Sixth Brother ”) in the Arabian Nights, in which a series

of empty dishes is served up to a hungry man to test; his sense

of humour by one of the Barmecides (see edition by L. C.

&nithers, Lond., 1894, vol. i. 317).

BARMEN, a town of Germany, in the Prussian Rliine province

and the governmental district of Diisseldorf. Pop. (1816)

19,030; (1890) 116,144; (1^5) 156,148. It is served the

main railway from Berlin to Aix-k-Chapelle, and lies immediately

east of Elberfeld, with which it virtually forms one town. It

stretches lor some 4 m. along the narrow valley of the river

Wupper, which, within the municipal boundaries, is crossed by
twenty bridges. High wooded hills surround it. It is divided

into three main districts, Upper, Middle and Lower Barmen, and

is cormected, throughout its length, with Elberfeld, by railway,

tramway, anda suspended trolley line,hanging over the bed of the

Wupper. It cemtams nine Evangelic^ and two Roman Catholic

churches, a stately modem town hall, a Hall of Fame {Ruhmes^

407
kalU), with statues of the emperors William 1 . and Frederick 111 ^,

a theatre, a picture-gallery, an ethnographical museum^ and an
exdiange. There are many public monuments, one to Bismardc,
another to the poet Emil Rittershaus (1834^1897), a native of the

town, and one commemorative of the Fiancc^German War of

1870-71. There are several high-grade public schools, academies
of technical science, engineering and textile industry, and a
missionary theological seminary. Barmen is one of the most
important manufacturing centres of Germany. T^ rapid

development of its commercial activity only dates from the

beginning of the 19th century. It is chief seat of ribbon
weaving in Germany, and manufactures thread, lace, braids,

cotton and cloth goods, carpets, silks, machinery, steel wares,

plated goods and buttons, the last industry employing about
15,000 hands. There are numerous bleaching-fields, print-fields

and dyeworks famous for their Turkey-red, soap works, chemical

works and potteries. There are also extensive breweries. Its

export trade, particularly to the United States, is very consider-

able. The hills lying S. of the town arc laid out in public grounds.

Here are a health resort, a tower commanding an extensive view,

and numerous villas. Barmen, although mentioned in chronicles

in the 11th century, did not attain civic rights until 1808, when
it was formed into a municipality by the grand-duke of B^.

See A. Shadwell. Industrial Efficiency (1906), for a gootl description

of the industrial aspect.

BARMOTE COURT (also written Berghmote, Barghmotb,
Bargemote, Barmoot), a name applied to courts held in the

lead-mining districts of Derbyshire, England, for the purpose of

determining the customs peculiar to the industry and also for the

settlements of any disputes whirii may arise in connexion there-

with. Barmote courts are of very ancient origin, having been

in existence in the reign of Edward 1 . Their jurisdiction extends

both to the crown lands in the duchy of Lancaster and to those

under individual ownership, comprising seven clearly defined

districts. Owing to the progress made in modem mining, many
of the customs and much of the procedure had become obsolete,

and their powers were regulated by the High Peak Minmg
('ustoms and Mineral Courts Act 1851. An appeal from the

jurisdiction of the courts lies by way of certiorari,

BARMOUTH (Abermaw, mouth of the Maw, or Mawddach, in

(Cardigan Bay, the only haven in Merionethshire, North Wales),

a small seaport on the north of the estuary. Pop. of urban
district (1901), 2214. The ride to Dolgelley (Dolgellau) is fine.

The parish church, Llanaber, m. from Barmouth, is on a cliff

overlooking the sea. Barmouth is a favourite bathing place, on
the Cambrian railway. It is a centre for coaching in summer,
especially to and through the Vale of Llangollen.

BARNABAS, in the New Testament, the surname, according

to Arts iv, 36, given by the apostles (possibly in contrast to

Joseph Barsabbas, Acts i. 23) to Joseph, ” a Levite, a man of

Cyprus by birth,” who, though like Paul not of the Twelve, came
like him to rank as an apostle (Acts xiv. 4, 14, r Cor. ix. 6 ;

see

Apostle). The Greek rendering of this Semitic name (v*5s

TTupatchijtrewv) may be translated ** son of consolation (as in the

A.V.), or ” son of exhortation ” (as in the R.V.). But there is

an initial difficulty .about the Greek rendering itself, as no
satisfactory etymology of Bar-nabas in this sense has as yet been
suggested. The one at present in favour on the ground of philo-

logical analogy (see Z.N.T.W., 1906, p. 91 for a fresh instance),

viz. Bar-Nebo, lacks intrin.sic fitness for a Jew and a Levite, and
of course does not accord with the statement in Acbi itself.

Hence it still seems best to assume some unknown Aramaic form

equivalent to rrapdekrttn^, and then to take the latter in the

sense of comfort or encouragement. This rendering, rather than
“ exhortation ” in the sense of doquence, best suits the usage

of Acts, which suggests such comfort as is given by encouiaj^
rather than rousing words (ix. 31, xi. 23, xiii. 15, xv. 31’ f.; cf.

Luke ii. 25, vi. 24). All we hear of Barnabas points to goodneti
of heart (** a good man,” xi. 24) as his distinctive quiiU^. giving

fineness of perception (ix. 27, xi. 25 f.) and huge ins^t Into

essentials (xi. 23 f.). It was fwobably the practical^ helpful and
encouraging form that his gift as a “ propnet ” to6k (Acts xiii. 1,
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wilh z Cor. xiv. 3). It is perlittpt significant that his fint appear^

met is of tha goiemusly holphil kind described in Acts iv. 36 f.

Vet we most beware of legarding Barnabas as merely a fine

chameter ; he pHi)^ too prominent a part in the New Testament

for any such toitavtian. Thus, he next appears as braving the
j

suspidons wbioht dogged the ex-persecutor Saul (Paul)—possiWy

an old accpimtanoe in Hellenist circles at Jerusalem (cf. vi. q,

ix, 39)-^nd introducing him to the older apostles (ix. 37). More

suggestive still ol high reptite as a man of insight and authority

is his missum from tlie Irnibalem t.hurch to inspect and judge

of the new departure in the Gospel at Antioch, in Acts xi. 22.

i'his means very much, though his modesty led him to call in the

aid of his friend haul U) co^ie with the new and expanding situation

(35 f.). After their brief joint visit to Judaea and Jerusalem

(xi. 50, xii. 35) w«' next get a glimpse of Jiamabas as still chief

among the spiritual leaders of the Antiochene Church, and as

called by the Spirit, along with Saul, to initiate the wider

mitston of the Gospel, outside Syria even, in regions Ixiyond

(xiii. 3, 4). He led the way to his native C)7)rus ;
but in the

crucial stniggle with the magician Bar-Jesus, in the presence

of the governor of the island (xiii. 7 ffi), Saul seems to have come

so decisively to tlie front, that henceforth, fur the author of Acts

he takes the lead, and Barnabas appears as his colleague (see

xiii. 15, Paul and his company,’" and note tlie turning back of

Mark, the kinsman of Barnabas). I’he fact that at Lystra the

natives styled Barnabas, Zeus, and Paul, Hermes, while suggest-

ing that Barnabas was the man of nobler mien, proves that Paul

was the chief speaker (xiv. 13) ; and the notices in the Pauline

epistles fully bear out the view that “ the gospel of the Gentiles
”

which they preached was in conception Paul's (Gal. ii. 1-9).

Indeed, Barnabas's vacillation at Antioch, as recorded in Gai.

ii. IX fi. (whether it preceded or followed their mission in Acts

xiii.*xiv.), shows that, while gifted witli true intuitions, he was
not strong in thinking out his position to all its issues on pritKuple,

and that it was here tliat Paul was so immensely his superior.

But what Barnabas did see with full reasoned conviction, he
was staunch in upholding

;
thus Ixe upheld the general cause of

Gentile freedom from the obligation of circumcision (as distinct

from perfect religious equality witlx Jewish believers) at the

crusalem conference (Acts xv.). With this stand for principle,

uwever, his nxain work, as a great link in the transition of

the Ck>spel from its Jewisli to its universal mission, reached

its climax ; and Acts transfers its attention wholly to Paul,

after explaining how their roads parted under rather painful

circumstances ^v. 37 If.).

.When Barnabas sails away with Mark to resume work in

Cyprus, the mists of history liide him from our sight Only
now aiid again do we catch fugitive and increasingly doubtful

glimpses of him and his work. We learn from i Cor. ix. 6 that

he adhered to Paul's principle of self-support in his mission work,
and from Col. iv. 10 that has name was well known ami rc.spex:ted

at Colussae about a.d. 6a Tradition, which early regards him
as one of tlxe seventy (Clem. Alex.), carries him, plausibly enough,

to Alexandria {CUm, i. 8, ii. 4 ; d. tlie ascription to him
of the Alexandrine EpisUe of Bttmabas), But the evidence for his

lu&vmg visited Rome (later tradition says also Milan) is stronger

because more varied {Clm. R$cog, i 7, cf. llom. i. 7 j the early

Aftms P$fn VgrcBlcmss ; and tlie late Cypriot Enc4muum)f

especially if we might trust the Western ascription to him of the

epistle Ox the Hebrews, which Ix^ins with TertuUian (De Pud. 2o\
wzt this may itself be mere iniertnee from its seif-description

(aui* 33), us a " word of exhor^tion," to the " son of exhorta-

tion
** (^U iv. 36) its author. Tlie legend ol his nisskmaiy

labours in Cyprus, induding martyrdom at Salamis, is quite

late and untrustworthy. The date of lus death is uncertain,

but he was probably no longer living wlien Acts was written

(C, AD. 75-80).

liis was essentially a mediating role. He filled a position

iotesmediate between Jewish and Pauline ChriBtianity-~one

characteristic of Christum Hellenists generally. Hence he is

spoken of with respect in the Ufsaieotmes : while Paul, as a
radical in relation to the Law, ia daraountenanced. If we could

confidently credit him with the authorship of the epistle to the

Hebrews, we could conceive his theological standpoint more
exactly. But, in any case, the Barnabas of history was a greater

man than the Barnabas of modern tradition.

See W. Cunningham, EpisUe of Barnabas, pp. xlvii.-lxii.
; O.

Braunsberger, Dsr Apostsl Barnabas, setn Leben .... (Mainz, 1B7O)

;

articleii s.v. in Ency. aihlica and HfU>tings*s Dictionary of the Bible.

The Kpistle of Barnabas is one of the apocryphal books

of the New Testament. At the end of the Codex Simiticus of

the 4tli century, as a sort of apfiendix to the New Testament,
there stands an Epistle of Barnabas." Here it is followed by
the Shepherd of Hermas, while in an 11th-century MS., wliich

contains also the Didache, it is followed by two writings which
themselves form an appendix to the New Testament in the

Codex Alexaftdrinus. This means that it once enjoyed quasi-

canunical authority, a fact amply borne out by what Eusebius
{H.E. iii. 35) says as to its standing in the ancient Church.
It was at Alexandria that its authority was greatest. Clement
comments on it, as on the canonical scriptures, in his Hypotyposes)

Origen cites it in the same spirit as senpture {C. Celsum, i. 63, De
Print, iii. 2, 4, 7). Clement, too, ascrib^ it to “ the apostle ” or
“ the prophet ” Barnabas (Strom, ii. 6, 31, cf. ii. 30, 116), with
explicit reference to Paul's fellow-apostle. Internal evidence

makes this ascription impossible, nor does the epistle itself lay

any claim to such author^p. Lightfoot, indeed, suggests that its

author was some unknown namesake ” of the famous Barnabas

:

but it is simpler to suppose that it was fathered upon the latter

by the Alexandrian Church, ready to believe that so favourite a
writing was of apostolic origin.

“ That Alexandria, the place of its earliest reception, was also

the place of its birth, is borne out by the internal evidence of

style and interpretation, which is Alexandrian throughout”
(Lightfwt). The picture, too, which it gives of the danger lest

the Christianity of its readers should be unduly Judaic in feeling

and practice, suits well the experiences of a writer living in

Alexandria, where Judaism was immensely strong. Further, he

shows an " astonishing familiarity with the Jewish rites,” in the

opinion of a modern Jew (Kohler in the Jeieish Eneyel.)

;

so

much BO, that the latter agrees witli another Jewish s^olar
in saying that ” the writer seems to have been a converted Jew,
whose fanatic zeal rendered him a bitter opponent of Judaism
within tile Christian Cliurch." These opinions must overrule the

view of some Christian scholars that the writer often blunders

in Jewish matters, the fact being that his knowledge is derived

from the Judaism of Alexandria ^ rather than Palestine. But we
need not therefore regard tlie author as of Jewish birth. It is

enough, and more in keeping with the thought as a whole, to

regard him as having been in close contact with Judaism,
possibly as a [iroselyte. He now uses his knowledge to warn his

readers, with intense passion, agaimt all compromise between
Judaism and tlie Gosp^ In this he goes so far as to deny any
iiistorical connexion l^tween the two, maintaining with all the
devices of an extravagant allegorism, including Uie Rabbinic
GermUria based on the numerical values of letters (ix. 7 f.), that

the Law and Prophecy, as meant by God, had never been given
to Israel as a people. The Divine oracles liad ever painted to

the Christian Covenant, and had been so understood by the men
of God in Israel, whereas the apostate people had turned aside

to keep the ceremonial letter of the Law at the instigation ol an
evil angel (ix. 4). In this way he takes in succession the typical

Jewish institutions—Circumcision, Foods^ Ablutions, Covenant,
^bbath. Temple—showing their spiritual counterpart in the New
People and its ordinances, and that the Cross was prefigured

from the first. Such insight (gnesis) into the reality of the case

he regards as the natural issue ol Christian faith
;
and it is his

mam object to he^> his readers to attain such spirituality—^the

more ao that, by similar insight applied to the signs of the times,

he knows and can show that Uieeiw ol the present age is imndiient

(i- 5* burden ol his epistle, then, is, ” Let us become

/ Hb Inference to the wide prSvaleiice of drcumdsioii be
3^d

Israel (ix. 6) is pediape sinsply an exaggnpaiion. more or lees

OMUClOWi.
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spiritual, a perfect temple unto God " (iv. ii); and that not only

by theoretic insight, but also by practical wisdom of life. In

order to enforce &is moral, he passes to “ another sort of ^sis
and instruction

**
(xviii. i), viz. the precepts of the “ Two Ways,”

cited in a slightly different form from that found in the first

part of the Teaehing of &ie Apostles, The modifications, however,

are ail in a more spiritual direction, in keeping with the genuinely

evangelic spirit which underlies and pervades even the ^legorical

ingenuities of the epistle.

Its opening shows it to have been addressed to a Church, or

rather a group of Churches, recently visited by the writer, who,
while not wishing to write as an authoritative teacher ” so

much as one who has c6me to love them as a friend (i. 8, cf. ix. 9),

yet belongs to the class of teachers ” with a recognized spiritual

gift (charisma)f referred to e.g. in the Didache, He evidently feels

in a position to give his gnosis with some claim to a deferential

hearing. This being so, the epistle was probably written, not

to Alexandria, but rather by a “ teacher ” of the Alexandrine

Church to some body of Christians in Lower Kgypt among whom
he had recently been visiting. This would explain the absence

of specific address, so that it appears as in form a general

epistle,” as Origen styles it. Its date has been much debated.

But Lightfoot’s reading of the apocalyptic passage in ch. iv.

—

with a slight modification suggested by Sir W. M. Ramsay—is

really conclusive for the reign of Vespasian (a.d. 70-79). The
main counter-view, in favour of a date about A.x>. 130, can give

no natural account of this passage, while it misconstrues the

reference in ch. xvi. to the building of the spiritual temple,

the Christian Church. Thus this epistle is the earliest of the

Apostolic Fathers, and as such of special interest. Its central

problem, the relation of Judaism and Christianity—of the Old

and the New forms of a Covenant which, as Divine, must in a

sense abide the same—^was one which gave the early Church

much trouble
;

nor, in absence of a due theory of the education

of the race by gradual development, was it able to solve it

satisfactorily.

LlTF.RATitRE. -Besidi'S collected editions of the A|^toUc Fathers,

sec O, Braunsberger, Uer Apostel Barnabas, . . , u. aer ihm heigelegte

Biief (Mainz, 1876); W. Cunningham, Epistle of Barnabas (1877) ;

ticctions m J. Donaldson, The Apostolic Fathers ; E. Reusb. Tniologie

chritienne, vol. ii., and in M. von Engelhardt, Das Christenthum

Justins des Mdrtyrers
;

and Lightfoot’s fragmentary essay in his

Clement <»/ Home, ii. 503-512. See also Apocryphal Literature,
section " New Testament."

Gospel of Barnabas,—We read in antiquity, €,g. in the

Decretum Gelasii, of an apocryphal Gospel of Barnabas (see

Apocryphal Literature), but we have no knowledge of its

contents. There exists, however, in a single MS. in Italian a

iongish gospel with this title, written from a Mahommedan
standpoint, but probably embodying materials partly Gnostic

in character and ori^n. The Italian MS. was found by the

Deist, John Toland, m a private collection at Amsterdam (see

his Nazarenus, 1718) ;
subsequently it came into the possession

of Prince Eugene of Savoy, and finally was obtained with

Eugene’s library by the imperial library at Vienna, it has been

edited, with an English translation (1907) by (Rev.) Lonsdale and

Laura Ragg, who hold that it was t^ work of a Christian

renegade to Mahommedanism about the i3th-i6th centuiy.

See also preliminary notice in the Journal of Theol, Studies, vi.

424 ff. The old view held by To)and and others that the Italian

was a translation from the Arabic is demonstrably wrong. The

Arabic marginal notes are apparently partly pious ejaculations,

partly notes for the aid of Arabic students. The is highly

imaginative and often grotesque, but it is pervaded by an

unusually high ethical enthusiasm. (J. V. B.)

BARMACLB, a name applied to Crustacea of the division

Cirripedia or Thyroitmea. O^nally, the name was given to

the stalked barnacles {Lepaiidae of C. Darwin), which attack

themselves in great numbers to drift-wood and other objects

floating in the sea and are one of the chief agents in the fouling

of shi^’ bottoms during long voyages. The sessile bamades
(Bahnidae of Darwin) or ” acom-shells ” are found in myriads,

encrusting the rocks between tide-marks on all coasts. One of 1
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the most extraordinary and persistent myths of medieval natural

history, dating back to the rath century at least, was the cause

of transferring to these organisms the name of the bainack

or bemacle goose (Bemida branta). This bird is a winter visitor

to Britain, and its Arctic nesting-places being then unknown, it

was faded to originate within the shell-Uke fruit of a treejn^wiitt

by the sea-shore. In some variants of story this shell is eaid

to grow as a kind of mushroom on rotting timlMr in the spafOnd
is obviously one of the barnacles of the genus Lepas, Even after

1. Scalpellum rosUatum,X>fdX^ii\, sponges. New South Wales;

Philippine Islands. (4'), tergum
;

(4*), scutum.

2. Pollictpes cornucopiae, Leach, 5. Balanus tifitinnabulum, Linn.,

European seas. Atlantic.

Tuhictnella trachealis, Shaw, 5'. Section of Ba/anus, Linn.

attached to whales. 6. Coronula diademat Linn., at*

4\. Acasta sulcata, I^inik., in tached to whales.

the scientific study of zoology had replaced the fabulous teles of

medieval writers, ii was a long time before the true affinities of

the barnacles were appreciated, and they were at first classed

with the Mollusca, some of which they closely resemble in

external appearance. It was not till Vaughan Thompson

demonstrated, in 1830, their doA'clopment from a free-swimming

and typically Crustacean larva that it came to be recognized that,

in Huxley’s graphic phrase, ” a barnacle may be said to be a

Crustacean fixed by its head and kicking the food into its mouth

with its legs.” For a fystematic account of the barnacles and

their allies, see the article Thyrostraca. (W. T. Ca.)

BARNARD, LADY ANNE (1750-1825), author of the ballad

“ Auld Robin Gray,” the eldest daughter of James Lindsay,

5th earl of Balcarrcs, was bom at Balcarres House, Fife, on the

j2th of December 1750. She was married in 1793 to Andrew

Barnard, a son of the bishop of Limerick, for whom she obtained

from Henry Dundas (ist Viscount Melville) an appointment

as colonial secretary at the Cape of Good Hope. Thither the

Barnards went in March 1797, Lady Anne remaining at the Cape

until January 1802. A remarkable series of letters written by

I.ady Anne thence to Dundas, then secretaiy for war and the

colonies, was published in 1901 under the title Souffi Afrtec a

Century Ago. In 1806, on the reconquest of the Cape by the

British, Barnard was reappointed colonial secretary, but Lady

•Anne did not accompany him thither, where he died in 1807.

The rest of her life was passed in London, where she died on the

6th cf May 1825. “ Auld Robin Gray ” was written by her in

1772, to music by the Rev. William Leeves (1748-1828), as

he admitted in 1812. It was published anonymously in 1783,

Lady Anne only acknowledging the authorship of the wor&
two years before her death in a letter to Sir Walter Scott,

who subsequently edited it for the Bannatync Oub with two

continuations.
Sec the xnemoir by W. H. Wilkins, together with the original text

of ** Auld Robin Gray,” prefixed to South Africa a Century Ago.

BARNARD, FRRDIRIOK AUGUnm YORTER (1809-1880),

American scientist and educationalist, was bom jn Sheffield,

Massachusetts, on the 5th of May 1809. In 1828 he graduated,

second on the honour fist, at Yale. He was then in tom a tutor

at Yale, a teacher (x83t- 1832) in the American Asylum lor the
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Deiifftnd Dtnnb at Ffartford, Connecticut, and a teacher (1^*32-

4S318) in the New York Inatitate for the instruetkm of the Deaf

and Dumb. From 1K3R to 1848 he was professor of mathematics

and natural philosophy, send fn»m 1H48 to 1854 was professor

of chemistry and natural history in the Univ(^ty of Alabama,

(01* two years, also, filling the chair of English literature. In

1854 he WHS ordained as deanm in the Protestant Episcopal

(Tiurch. In the same year he l)ecame professor of rnathematics

and natural philosophy in the University of MLs.si8Mppi, of which

institution he was chan( t‘llf>r from 1H56 until the outbreak of

the Civil Wai, when, his sympathies being with the North, he

resignedmdwent to Washington. There for some time he was in

charge of the map and chart department of the United Suites

(^oast Survey. In 1864 he became the tentli president of

(olurohla College Ciow Columbia University) in New York City,

which position he held until the year before his death, his service

thus being longer than that of any of his predecessors. During

this period the growth of the college was ra[)i(l ; new departments

were established
;

the elective system was greatly extended
;

mort; adequate provision was made for graduate study and

original research, and the enrolment was increased from about

T <;o to more than 1000 students. Barnard strove to have educa-

tional privilegei extended by the university to women as well

iiM to men, and Barnard College, for women (see Columbia
[

'

NivEagiTY), established immediately after his death, was named
in his honour. He died in New ^^^rk City on the 27th of April

1889. Barnard was a versatile man, of catholii* training, a

classical and English scholar, a mathematician, a physicist,

and a chemist, a good public speaker, and a vigorou.s Imt .some-

what prolix writer on various subjects, liis annual reports to

the Board of TVustees ot ( olumbia beiiig parti('ularly valuable

as disiMjssions of educational problems. Besides being the

eilitor-iii-cbief, in 1872, of Johnson s Vnivetsai Cyclopaedia^

1m* publwhed a Treatise on ArWimelic (1830) j
an Aftalyltcal

(dammar with SytnboLn: Jllustration (1836) ;
Letters an Collegiate

Government (1855) ; and Uecent Progress in Science (1H69).

Sec Jolui hulton ss Mcmoit s 0/ I’leden, k A. P. llarnatd (.New York,

BARKARD, GEORGE GREY (1863- ),
American sculptor,

was born at Bellefonte, Pennsylvania, on the 24th of May 1863.

He first studied at the Art Institute, Chicj^o, and in itSHj-iSS;

worked in P. T'. (Aivdicr’s atelier at i’aris. He lived in Parks

for twelve years, returning to AmericA\ in j8g0 ; and with his

hrst exluhit at the SaJon of 1894 lie scored a great success.

Ub principal worlds include ‘The Bov” (1885); “ Cain
”

(1886;, later destroyed
;

“ Brotheily l..ovc,” sumetimes culled

“ TVo J'riends ” (1887) ;
the allegorical “ Two Natures ” (1894,

in the MttrojxjUtan Museum, New ^’ork ( ity)
;

“ The Hewer ”

<1902, at Cairo, Illinois) ;
“ Great God Pan ” (in Central Park,

New York City) ;
the “Rose Maidi'n ”

; the simple and graceful

Miiklenhuod " ;
and sculptural decorations for the new

Capitol building for the state of l*cnnsylvania at Harrisburg.

BARNARD* HENRY (1811-1900), American educationalist,

was bom in Hartford, Connecticut, on the 24th of January 1811.

He graduated at Vale in 1830, and in i S35 was admitted to the

Connecticut liar. In 1837-1839 he was a member of the

(ioimecticut legislature, ed'ectiug in 1838 tiie passage of a bill,,

framed and introduced by himself, which provided for
**

tlie

bettor supervision of tlve common schools ” and established a

board of “ commissioners of common schools ” in the state.

Of this Ixiard he was the secretary from 1838 till its abolition in

184a, anti during this time worked indelatigably to reorganize

and reform the annmon school system ol-^e state, thus earning

a national reputation os an educational reformer. In 1843 he

was appointed hy the governor of Rhode Island agent to examine

the public schools of tlie state, and recommended improvements
;

and bis wfirk resulted in the reorganization of the school system

years latar. PMiti 1B45 to 18^ he was the Brst commiisioner

oif public sohodU in the state, and his administration was marked
by a riecided step in edacatirmal progress. Returning to Con-

necticut; he was, from 1851 to 1855,
** superintendent d common

schools,*' and principal of the State Normal School at New

Biitain, Conn. From 185^; to 2860 he was chancellor d the

University of Wisconsin and agent of the board of regents of

the normal school fund ; in 1866 he was president of St John’s

College, Annapolis, Maryland : and from 1867 to 1870 he was
the first United States commissioner of education, and in this

position he laid the foundation f(jr the subsequent useful work

of the Bureau of Education. His chief service to the cause of

education, however, was rendered as the editor, from 1855 to

i88j, of the Amrriran Journal of Education^ the thirty-one

volumes of which arc a veritable encyclopaedia of education,

one of the most valuable compendiums of infornmtion on the

subject ever brought together through the agency of any one man.
He also edited from 1838 to 1842, and again from 1851 to 1854,

the Connecticut Common School Journal, and from 1846 to 1849
the Journal of the Rhode Island Institute, of Instruction^ He died

at Hartford, Conn., on the 5th of July iqoo. Among American
educational reformers, Bainard is entitled to rank next to

Horatie Mann of Massachusetts.

Sec a biographical sketc h l)y A. D. Mayo in Report of the C^owi-

missioned of Hduc^Uion for 1896-1807 (Washington. 1898). and W. S.

Monrtx! .. Ptincatumal Lidxmrs of Hmry Barnard (Syracuse, 1893).

BARNARD, JOHN, English mu‘^ieian, was a minor canon of

St PauFs in the reign of (Tiarle.s 1 . He was the first to publish

a roUertion of English cathedral music. It contains some of

the finest i6th-ccntiiry masterpieces, ranging from the

hourdon ’’ .style ol 'i'alH^’s Preres and Responses to the most
developed type.s of full anthem. The text, however, is not

trustworthy.

BARNARD CASTLE, a market • town in the Barnard Castle

parliamentiiry division of Durham, England, 17 m. W, of

Darlington by a branch of the North ICastern railway. Pop. of

urban district (1901) 4421. It is beautifully situated on the sleep

left bank ol the Tees. A notoworthv boilding in the town is the

octagonal town-hall, dating from 1747. There are a few pictur-

esque old luuises, and a fragment of an Auguslinian convent,

St Mnrv\ church, in a varic iy of stylfs from Norman onward,

contains some curious monuments
;

but the building of chief

interest is the cnstlt
,
which givxs the town its name, and is the

principal scene of Sir Walter Scot t “s Rnkehy. T'he remains extend
over a .space of more than six ucr‘s. A rtmiarkable building known
as the Bowes Mansion and Museum, bequeathed in 1874 to the

town hy a des('endnnt of Sir George Bowc.s, cemtains a valuable

collection of works of art. Jn the vicinity of the town are

Egglestone Abbey. Ixfauti fully situated on the Yorkshire bank
ot the river. Rokeby Park on tlu* same bank, at the confluence

of the Greta, and the massive 3 4th-ceniury aistlc of Raby to

the north-east. The principal manufac'ture is .slioe-thread. The
com-mnrket is important.

As part of the lord.ship of Gainford, Barnard Castle is said to

have been granted by William Rufus to (luy Baliol liernard, son of

Guy ikdiol. who built the castle, and called it alter himself, Castle

Bernard. To the men of the town which grew up outside the

castle walls he gave, al>out the nuddle of the i2th century, a
charter making them burgesses and granting them the same
privileges as the town of Richmond in Yorkshire. This charter

was confirmed^ by Bernard Baliol, son of the above Bernard.

Other confihatttion charters were granted to the town by Hugh,
John, and Alexander Baliol The castle and lordship remained

in the hands of the Balk>ls until John Baliol, king of Scotland,

forfeited them with his other English estates in 1296. Barnard
Castle was tlien seized by Anthony, bishop of iXirhara, as lieing

within his palatinate of Durham. EMward I., however, denied

the bishop's rights and granted the castle and town to Guy
Beauchamp, earl nf Warwic k, whose d«.scendants continued to

hold them until they passed to the crown by the marrtageof Anne
NeviU with Richard III., then duke of Gloucester. In 1630
Barnard Castle was jwld to Sir Henry Vane, and in the same year

the castle is said to have been unrooled and dismantled for the

sake of the materials of which it was built. Tanning leather was
formerly one of tlie chief industries of the town. In 1614 an act

for ** kjMghts and burgesses to have place in parliament for the

county palatine and city of Durham oad bmugh of Barnard
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Castle ” was brought into the House of Commons, but when the

act was finally passed for the county and city of Durham,
Barnard Castle was not included.

BARNARDO, THOMAS JOHN (1845-1005), E^lish phdan-

thropist. and founder and director of homes for destituu* children,

was bom at Dublin, Ireland, in 1^5. His father was of Spanish

origin, his mother being an Englishwoman. With the intention

of qualifying for medical missionary work in Clnnu, he studied

medicine at the London hospital, and later at Paris and £din>

burgh, where he became a fellow of the Royal College of Surgetjns.

His medical work in the east end of London during the epidemic

of cholera in 1K65 first drew his attention to the great numbers

of homeless and destitute children in the cities of England.

Encouraged by the support of the seventh carl of Shaftesbury

and the first Earl Cairns, he gave up his early ambition of fortngn

missionar>^ labour, and began what w'as to prove lus life’s work.

The first of the “ Dr Barnardo^s Homes was opened in 1867 in

Stepney (Causeway, London, where are still the headquarters of

the institution. From that time the work steadily increased until,

at the time of the founder’s death, in 1905, there were established

1 12 district “ Homes,” besides mission branches, throughout the

Dnited Kingdom. The object for which these institutions were

started was to search for and to receive waifs and strays, to feed,

clothe, ediK'ate, and, where possible, to give an industrial training

suitable to each child. The principle adopted has been that of

free and immediate admission
;
there arc no restrictions of age or

sex, religion or nationality ; the physically robust and tlie in-

fjurahly diseased arc alike received, the one necessary qualification

lieing destitution. The system under which the institution is

carried on is broadly as follows:—the infants undyounger girls and

boys are chielly ” boarded out ” in rural districts ;
girls above

fourteen years of age are sent to the industrial training homes, to

be taught useful domestic occupations; boys above seventeen

years of age arc first tested in labour homes and then placed in
|

employment nt home, sent to sea or emigrated
;
boys of betw(‘en

thirteen and seventeen \'ears of age are trained for the various

trades for which they may be mentally or physically fitted.

Besides the various branches necessary for the foregoing work,

thor»‘ arc also, among others, the following institutions .•^a rescue

home for girls in danger, a convalescent seaside home, and a

hospital for sick waifs. In 1872 was f ninded the girls* village

home at Barkingside, near Ilford, with its owm church and

sanatorium, and between sixty and seventy cottage homes,

forming a real “ garden city ”
;
and there Barnardo himself was

buried. In X901, through the generosity of Mr E. H. Watts, a

naval school was stiirted at North Elmham, near Norwich, to

which boys are drafted from the homes to be trained for the navy

and the mercantile marine. Perhaps* the most useful of all the

varied work instituted by Barnardo is the emigration system, by

which means thousands of boys and girls have been sent to

British colonies, chiefly to Ginada, where there are distributing

centres at 'Poronto and Winnipeg, and an industrial farm of some
8000 acres near Russell in Manitoba. The fact that in Canada
less than 2 % of the children sent out proved failures confirmed

Bamardo’s conviction that ” if the children of the slums can be

removed from their surroundings early enough, and can be kept

sufficiently long under training, heredity counts fpr little,

environment for almost everything.” In 1899 the various

institutions and 0!g;anizfitions were legally incorporated under

the title of “ Tlie National Association for the reclamation of

Destitute Waif CInIdren,” but the institution has always been

familiarly known as ‘‘ Dr Bamardo’s Homes.” Barnardo laid

great stress on the reUgknis teaching of the children under his care.

Each child is brought up under the influence and teaching of the

denomination of the parents. The homes are divided into two

sections for religious teiM!hing, Church of England and Non-
ccmforimsts ; children of Jewish and Roman Cathcdic parentage

are, where possible, handt^ over to the care of the Jewish Board

of Guardians m London, and to Roman Catholic insritutiona,

respectively. From the foundation of the homes in 1867 to the

date of Baroardo’s deatb,nearly 60,000 children had 1>^ rescued,

trained and placed out in life. Bernardo died of angina pectoris

in London an the xoth of September 1905. A national memoridl

was instituted to form a fund of £350,000 to relieve the various

institutions of all finaacial liability and to place the entire work

on a permanent basis. Dr Willtatn Baker, formerly the chaixsnan

of the council, was selected to succeed the founder of the homes as

director. Barnardo was the author of many boedts dealing with

the charitable work to which he devoted his iiie.

His biography (1907) was writtoo by hia viu (the daughter* of

Mr Wtliuun KimsUe) uiul J. Marcliani.

BARNAUL, a town of Asiatic Russia^ government of Toixu4c»

standing in a plain bounded by offshoots of tlir Altai Moud*
tains, and on the Bamaulka river, at its confluence a ith the Oh,

in lat. 55° 30' N. and long. 83^ 46' K., 330 m. S. of Tomsk, It is

the capital of the Altai mining disirictSi and besid^ smelting

furnaces jKissesses glassworks, a bell-foundry and a mint. U has

also a meteorologi(al observatory, established in 1841, a mining

school and a museum with a rich collection of mineral and

ziKilagical specimens. Barnaul was founded in 1730. by A.

Demidov, to whose memory a monument ha.s been erected. Pop.

(1900) 29,850.

BARNAVE, ANTOINE PIERRE JOSEPH MARIE
one of the greatest orators of the first French Revolution, was

born at Grenoble in Dauphinc, on tlu‘ 22nd of Octol>er 1761. He
was of a ProtestHJit family, llis father was an. advocate set the

parlcmcnt of Grenoble, and his mother was a woinim of high

birth, superior ability and nolilc character, He was educa^
by his motlier Injcause, being a Protestant, he could not attend

school, and he grew up at once thoughtful and passionate,

studious and social, handsome in fXTSon and graceful in manners.

11c was brought up to the law, and at the age of twenty-two made
himself favourably known by a discourse pronounced befm
the kn al parlement on the division of political powers. Dauphin6

was one of the first ol the provinces to feel tlic excitement of the

coming revolution
;
and Barnave was foremost to give voice to

the general feeling, in a p'lmphlet entitled Esprit des idit^ efh

fegistrh militairemeni le so mai jySS, He was immediately

elected deputy, with his father, to the states of Dauphin^, and

took a prominent part in their debates, A few montlis later he

was transferred to a wider field of action. The statcs-general

were convoked at Versailles for the 5tb of May 1789, and Barnave

was chosen depnt)^ of the tiers itat for his native province. lie

soon made an imjiression on tlie Assembly, became tlie friend of

most of the leaders of the popular party, and formed with

Adrien Duport and Alexandre I^ameth (g v,) the group known
during the Constituent As.sembly as “ the triumvirate.” He
took part in the conference on the claims of the tluree orders,

drew up the first address to the king, and supported the prppoial

of Sieves that the Assembly should declare itself Nation^ until

1791 he was one of the principal members of the dub known later

as the Jacobins, of which he drew up the manifesto and first rules

(see Jacobins). Though a passionate lover of lil^rty, he hoped

to secure the freedom of France and her monarchy at the same

time. But he was almost unawares bornr away by the v^ighty

currents of the time, and he took part in the attacks on the

monarchy, on the clergy, on church property, and on the pro-

vincial parlements. With the one exception of Mirabeau,

Barnave was the most powerful oratrir of Assembly. On
several occasions he stood in opposition to Mirabeau. Alter the

fall <»f the Bastille he wished to save the throne. He advocated

the suspensory veto, and the estaldishment of trial by jury in

civil causes, but voted with the Left against the systeip of two

chambers. His conflict witli Mirabeau on the question of

ass^ning to the king the right to make peace or war j(from the

i6th to the 13rd of May 1791) was one of the most striking scenes

in the Assembly. In August 1790, ofter a vehement debaU^he

fought a duel with J[w A. M. de Caaal6s, in which the latter ilaas

slightly wounded. About the dose of October 1790 Barnave tiras

, called to the presideoqy of the Assembly. On the death of

Mirabeau a few months later, Bognave paid a high tribute to his

worth and public services, desi^tiog him the Sbaltespeare of

oratory. On the aoest of the king and the royal! fanuly at

VarenncB, while attempting to escape from France, Barnave was
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one of the three appointed to conduct them back to Paiie. On

the journey he wa» deeply effected by the mournful fate of

llane»Antoinette, and reicAved to do what he could to alleviate

their lufferings. In one of his most powerful speeches he main-

tained the inviolabUity of the king’s person. His public career

came to an end with the close of the ^nstituent Assembly, and

he returned to Grenoble at the beginning of 1 792. His sympathy

and relations with the royal family, to whom he had submitted

a plan for a counter-revolution, and his desire to check the

downward progress of th<! Revolution, brought on him suspicion

of treason. Denounced (15th of August 1792) in the Legislative

Assembly, he was arrested and imprisoned for ten months at

Grenoble, then transferred to Fort Barraux, and in November

1793 to Paris. The nobility of his character was proof against

the assaults of suffering. “ Better to suffer and to die,'’ he said,

** than lose one shade of my moral and political character.” On

the 28th of November he appeared before the Revolutionary

T^ribun^. He was condemned on the evidence of papers found

at the Tiiileries and executed the next day, with Duport-

Dutertre.

Barnave's (Euvns pr)sthumcs were piiblwheel in 1842 by B^rcnger

(cle la lirAme) in 4 voU. See F. A. Aulard. Les Orateufs de Vassemble

comtituunte (Paris, 1882).

BARNBY, SIR JOSEPH (1838-1896), Engli.sh musical composer

and conductor, son of Thomas Barnby, an organist, was l^orn

at York on the 12th of August 1838. He was a chorister at

York minster from the age of seven, was educated at the Royal

Academy of Music under Cipriani Potter and Charles Lucas, and

was appointed in 1862 organist of St Andrew’s, Wells Street,

London, where he raised the services to a high degree of excellence.

He was conductor of ” Barnby ’s Choir ” from 1864, and in 1871

was appointed, in succession to Gounod, conductor of the Albert

Hall Choral Society, a post he held till his death. In 1875 he was

precentor and director of music at Eton, and in 189a became

principal of the (iuildhall School of Music, receiving the honour

of knighthood in July of that year. His works include an

oratorio Rebekah, Ps. xani., many services and anthems, and

two hundred and forty-six hymn-tunes (publislied in 1897 in one

volume), as well as some part-songs (among them the popular
” Sweet and Low ”), and some pieces for the organ. As a con-

ductor he possessed the (jiuiUties as well as the defects of the

typical north-countryman ;
if he was wanting in the higher kind

of imagination or ideality, he infused into those who sang under

him something of his own rectitude and precision. He wa.s largely

instrumental in stimulating the love for Gounod’s sacred music

among the less educated part of the London public, although he

displayed little practical sympathy with opera. On the other

hand, he organized a remarkable concert performance of Parsifal

at the Albert Hall in London in 1884. He conducted the Cardiff

Festivals of 1892 and 1895. He died in London on the 28th of

January 18^, and after a special serxdce in St Paul’s cathedral

was buried in Norwood Cemetery.

1ARNB8, ALBERT (1798^1870), American theologian, was

bom at Rome, New York, on the ist of December 1798. He
graduated at Hamilton College, Clinton, N.Y., in 1820, and at

the Princeton Theological Seminary in 1823, was ordained as

a Presbyterian minister by the presbytery of Elizabethtown,

New Jersey, in 1825, and was the pastor successively of the

Presbyterian Church in Morristown, New Jersey (1825-1830)

and of the First Presbyterian Church of Philadelphia (1830-1867).

He held a prominent [rface in the New School branch of the

Presl^terians, to which he adhered on the division of the de-

nomination in 1837 ;
he had been tried' (but not convicted) for

heresy in 1836, the chaiige being particularly against the views

expressed by him in Noks on Romans (1835) of the imputation

nf the sin of Adam, original sin and the atonement ;
the l»tter-

ness stirred up by this trial contributed toward Widening the

iWeach between the conservative and the progressive elements

in the churdi. He was an elo()uent prea^r, but his repuUtion

rests chiefly on his expository works, which are said to have had

a larger circulation both in Europe and America than any others

of ^eir class. Of the well-known NoHs on the New Testament

it is said that more than a million volumes had been issued by

1870. The Notes on Job, the Psa^s, Isaiah and Daniel, found

scarcely less acceptance. Displaying no original critical power,

their chief merit lies in the fact that they bring in a popular

(but not always accurate) form the results of the criticism of

others within the reach of general readers. Barnes was the author

of several other works of a practical and devotional kind, and

a collection of his Theological Works was published in Phila-

delphia in 187 5. He died in Philadelphia on the 24th of December

1870.

BARNES, BARNABE (1569?- 1609), English poet, fourth son

of Dr Richard Barnes, bishop of Durham, was born in Yorkshire,

perhaps at Stonegrave, a living of his father’s, in 1568 or 1 569.

In 1586 he was entered at Brasenose College, Oxford, where

Giovanni Florio was his servitor, and in 1591 went to France

with the earl of Essex, who was then serving against the prince

of Parma. On his return he published Parthenophil and Par-

thenophe^ SonnetteSy Madrigals, Elegies and Odes (ent. on

Stationers’ Register 1593), ^dicated to his “dearest friend,”

William Percy, who contributed a sonnet to the eulogies prefixed

to a later work, Offices, Parthenophil was possibly printed for

private circulation, and the copy in the duke of Devonshire’s

library is believed to he unique. Barnes was well acquainted

with the work of contemporary French sonneteers, to whom he is

largely indebted, and he bomows his title, apparently, from a

Neapolitan writer of Latin verse, Hieronymus Angerianus.

Jt is possible to outline a story from this series of love lyrics,

but the incidents are .slight, and in this case, as in other Eliza-

bethan sonnet - cycles, it is difficult to dogmatize as to what

is the expression of a real personal experience, and what is

intellectual exercise in imitation of Petrarch. Parthenophil

abounds in passages of great freshness and beauty, although

its elaborate conceits are sometimes over ingenious and strained.

Barnes took the part of Gabriel Harvey and even experimented

in classical metres. This partisanship is sufficient to account

for the abuse of Thomas Nashe, who accused him, apparently

on no proof at all, of stealing a nobleman’s chain at Windsor,

and of other things. Barnes's second work, A Divine Centurie

of Spiriiuall Sonnetts, appeared in 1595. He also wrote two

plays :

—

The DiviVs Charter (1607), a tragedy dealing with the

life of Pope Alexander VI., which was played before the king ;

and The Battle of Evesham (or Hexham), of which the MS., traced

to the beginning of the i8th century, is lost. In 1 606 he dedicated

to King James Offices enabling privat Persons for the spectall

service of all good Princes and Policies, a prose treatise'eontaining,

among other things, descriptions of Queen Elizalieth and of the

earl of Essex. Barnes was buried at Durham in December 1609.

Ills Parthenophil and Spirituall Somtetts were edited by Dr A. B.

Grosart in a limited is.sue in 1875 ;
Parthenophil was included by

l*rof. E. Arber in vol. v. of .<4 n English Garner

;

see also the new
edition of An English Garner {EliMobethan Sonnets, ed. S. Lee, 1904,

pp. Ixxv. et seq.). Professor E. Dowden contributed a S3mipathetic

criticism of Bames to The Academy of Sept. 2, 1876.

BARNES, SIR EDWARD (1776-1838), British soldier, entered

the 47th regiment in 1792, and quickly rose to field rank. He
was promoted lieutenant-colonel in 1807, and colonel in 1810,

and two years later went to the Peninsula to serve on Wellington’s

staff. His services in this capacity gained him further promotion,

and as a major-general he led a brigade at Vittoria and in the

Pyrenean battles. He had the cross and three clwps for his

Peninsula service. As adjutant‘^eneral he served in the cam-

paign of 1815 and was wounded at Waterloo. Already a K.C.B.,

he now received the Austrian order of Maria Theresa, and the

Russian order of St Anne. In 1819 began his connexion with

Ceylon, of which island he was governor from 1824 to 1831.

He directed the construction of the great military road between

Colombo and Kandy, and of many other lines of communication,

made the first census of the population, and introduced coffee

cultivation on the West Indian system (1824). In 1831 he

received riie G.C.B., and from 1831 to 1853 he was commander-

in-chief in India, with the local rank of general. On his return

home, after two unsuccessful attempts to secure the seat, he

became M.P. for Sudbury in 1837, but he died in the following
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year. Sir Edward Barnes’ portrait was painted, for Ceylon, by

John Wood, and a memorial statue was erected in Colombo.

BARNES, JOSHUA English scholar, was bom
in London on the xoth of January 1654. Educated at Christ’s

Hospital and at Emmanud College, Cambridge, he was in 1695

chosen regius professor of Greek, a language which he wrote

and spoke with the utmost facility. One of his first publications

was entitled Gerania ; a New Discovery of a Ldtde Sort of People,

ancienily discoursed of, coiled Pypnies (iGts), a whimsical sketch

to which Swift’s Voyage to Lilliput possibly owes something.

Among his other works are a History of that Most Victorious

Monarch Edward HI. {1688), in which he introduces long and

elaborate speeches into the narrative ;
editions of Euripides (1694)

and of Homer (17 ii), also one of Anacreon (1705) which contain,*!

titles of Greek verses of his own which he hoped to publish. He
died on the 3rd of August 1712, at Hemingford, near St Ives,

Hunts.

BARNES, ROBERT (1495-1540), English reformer and

martyr, born about 1495, educated at Cambridge, whew
he was a member, and afterwards prior of the convent of Austin

Friars, and graduated D.D. in 1523. He was apparently one of

the Cambridge men who were wont to gather at the White

Horse Tavern for Bible-reading and theological discussion early

in the third decade of the i6th century. In 1526, he was brought

before the vice-clmncellor for preaching a heterodox sermon,

and was subsequently examined by Wolsey and four other

bishops. He was condemned to abjure or be burnt
j

and

preferring the former alternative, was committed to the Fleet

prison and afterwards to the Austin Friars in London. He
escaped thence to Antwerp in 1528, and also visited Wittenberg,

where he made Luther’s acquaintance. He also came across

Stephen Vaughan, an agent of Thomas Cromwell and an advanced

reformer, who recommended him to Oomwell: “ Look well,”

he wrote, “ upon Dr Barnes’ book. It is such a piece of work

as I have not yet seen any like it. I think he shall seal it with

his blood ” {Letters and Papers of Henry VllL v. 593). In

1531 Barnes returned to England, and became one of the chief

intermediaries between the English government and Lutheran

Germany. In 1535 he was sent to Germany, in the hope of

inducing Lutheran di\‘ines to approve of Henry’s divorce from

( atherine of Aragon, and four years later he was eniployed in

negotiations connect with Anne of Cleves’s marriage. The

policy was Cromwells, but Henry VIII. had already in 1538

refused to adopt Lutheran theology, and the statute of Six Articles

(1539), followed by the king’s disgust with Anne of Cleves (154°)^

brought the agents of that policy to ruin. An attack upon

Bishop Gardiner by Barnes in a sermon at St Paul’s Cross was

the signal for a bitter struggle between the Protestant and

reactionary parties in Henry’s council, which raged during

the spring of 1540. Barnes was forced to apologize and recant

;

and Gardiner delivered a series of sermons at St Paul’s Cross

to counteract Barnes’ invective. But a month or so later

Cromwell was made earl of Essex, Gardiner’s friend. Bishop

Sampson, was sent to the Tower, and Barnes reverted to

Lutheranism. It was a delusive victory. In July, Cromwell

was attainted, Anne of Cleves was divorced and Barnes was

burnt (30th July 1 540). He also had an act of attainder passed

against him, a somewhat novel distinction for a heretic, which

tlluslrates the way in which Henry VIII. employed secular

machinery for ecclesiastical purposes, and regard^ heresy as an

offence against the state rather than against the church. Barnes

was one of six executed on the same day ; two, William Jerome

and Thomas Gerrard, were, like himself, burnt for heresy under

the Six Articles; three, Thomas Abel, Richard Fetherstone

and Edward Powell, were hanged for treason in denying the

royal supremacy, ^tb Lutherans and Catholics on the con-

tinent were shocked. Luther published Barnes’ confession with

a prefab of his own as Behennims des Glaubens (x54o)i which

is included in Welch’s editkm of Luther’s Werke xxi. x86.

See Letters and Papers of Henry VTTT. vols. iv.-xv. piusim\

WrlOlibeSley^B Chronicle ; Fbxe’fi Acts and Monuments, ed. G. Town-
MDd; BuniePs Hiet. of ike Ref,, ed. Pooock; Diieoa's Hist, of the

Church; Gairdner's Church in the XVlth CmUury; PdOard's

Henry VJII, and Cranmer; Hersog-Hauefc. RodenoyhhpOdie,

3rd cd. (A, F. P .)

BARNES, THOMAS (1785-XS41), British journalist, was bom
about X785. Educated at Christ’s Hospital and P^broke
College, Cmlnidge, he came to London and soon joined Hie

famous literary cirde of which Hunt, Lamb and Haxlitt

prominent members. Upon the retirement of Dr Stoddart in

1817 he was appointed editor of The Times, a position whidh he

held until his death, when he was buccmcM by Del^e. Lord

I.yndliurst gave expression to a very widely-held opinion when

he described him as “ the most powerful man in the country.”

He died on the 7th of May 1841.

BARNES, WILUAH (i8oo-x886), the Dorsetshire poet, was

born on the asnd of February 1800, at Rushay, near Pentridge

in Dorset, the son of John Barnes and Grace Scott, of the farmer

class. He was a delicate child, in direct contrast to a strong race

of forebears, and inherited from his mother a refined, retiring

disposition and a love for books. He went to school at Sturminst^

Newton, where he was considered the clever boy of the school

;

and when a solicitor named Dashwood applied to the master for

a quick-witted boy to join him as pupil, ]tones wm selected for

the post. He worked with the village parson in his spare hours

at classics and studied music under the organist. In 1818 he left

Sturminster for the office of one Coombs at Dorsetshire, where

he continued his evening education with another kindly clergy-

man. He also made great progress in the art of wood-engraving,

and with the money he received for a series of blocks for a work

called Walks about Dorchester, he printed and published his first

book, Orra, a Lapland Tale, in 1822. In the same year he became

engaged to Julia Miles, the daughter of an excise officer. In 1813

he took a school at Mere in Wiltshire, and four years later married

and settled in Chantry House, a fine old Tudor mansion in that

town. The sdiool ^rew in numbers, and Barnes occupied all his

spare time in assiduous study, reading during these ye^s
authors so diverse in character as Herodotus, Sallust, Ovid,

Petrarch, Buffon and Burns. He also began to write poetry,

and printed many of his verses in the Dorset County Chronicle,

His chief studies, however, were philological
;
and in 1829 he

published An Etymological Glossary of English Words of Foreign

Derivation, In 1832 a strolling company of actors visited Mere,

and Barnes wrote a farce, The Honest Thief, which they produced,

and a comedy which was played at Wincanton. Barnes also

wrote a number of educational books, such eis Elements of

Perspective, Outlines of Geography, and in 1833 first began his

poems in the Dorsetshire dialect, among them the two eclogues

“ The ’Lotments ” and “ A Bit o’ Sly Goorten,” in the pages of the

local paper. In 1835 he left Mere, and returned to Dorchester,

where he started another school, removing in 1837 into larger

quarters. In 1844 he published Poems of Rural Life in the

Dorset Dialect. Three years later Barnes took holy orders, and

was appointed to the cure of Whitooml^e, 3 Dor-

chester. He had been for some years upon the books of St John’s

College, Cambridge, and took the degree of B.D. in 1850. He
resigned Whitcombe in 1852, finding the work too hard in

connexion with his mastership ;
and in June of that year he

sustained a severe bereavement by the death of his wife. Coii-

tinuing his studies in the science of language, he published his

Philological Grammar in 1854, drawing examples from more than

sixty languages. For the copyright of this erudite work he

received £5. The second series of direct poems, Hwomely

Rhymes, appeared in 1859 (2nd ed. 1863). Hwomely Rhymes

contained some of his bMt-known pieces, and ixt the year of its

publication he first began to give readings from his worto. As

their reputation grew he travelled all over the country, delighting

large audiences with his quaint humo»ur and natural patAas.

In 1861 he was awarded a civil list pension of l^o a yeor^ and in

next year publiMied Tiw, the most striking of his philolqgicai

studies, in which the Teutonic roots in the Engli^ lim|uage are

discuss^. Barnes had a horror of Latin forms in English, and

would have substituted English compounds lor many Latin

forms in common use. In 186s he broke up his sdiool, and
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Tmktmd to the rectory o/ Winterbome Came, to which he was
pfeaenied by hk oki friend, Captain Seymour Dawson Darner.

Here he worked continuously at verse and prose, contributing

laiigely to the magazines* A new series of of Uural lidfe

in ike Vm^et JMaleet appeared in 1863, and he was persuaded in

1868 to publisha series 4^ Pmms of Rural Life inCommon English,

which wm kss successful than his dialect poems. These latter

were collected into a single volume in 1879, and on the 7th of

October x886 Barnes died at Winterbornc Came. His poetry

is essentiaHy English in character
;
no other writer has given

quite so tdniple and sincere a picture of the homely life and labour

of rural England. His work is full of humour and the clean,

manly joy of life
;
and its rusticity is singularly allied to a literary

sense to high tecdun'eal finish. He is indeed the Victorian

Thetioritus ;
anil, as English country life is slowly swept away

ixifore tlie advance of the railway and the telegra]>li, he will la;

more and more riuid for liis warm-hearted and fragrant reisird of

rustic love and piety, ilis original and suggestive books on the

Englisli language, wiacli are valuable in spite of tlieir eccen-

tricities, include :—Se Gefylsla ; an Anglo-Saxon Ddectus (1840)

;

A Grammar and Glossary of the Dorset Dialed (1864) ; An Outline

of English Speech-Crafi (1878); and A Glossary of the Dorset

Dialed {Dorchester, i886).

See The Life of William Barnes, Poet and Philologist {iBHj). by
UiH daughter, Eucy E. Iktxter, wlio is kiu»wn as u writer on art by
the pseudonym of Leader ScoLi

; and a notice by 'I'humas Hardy
in the Athenaeum (irtth of Octobo! iSfifi).

BABNBT, a residential district in tlie mid or St Albans parlia-

mentary division of Hertfordshire, England
;
10 m. N. of London,

served by the main line and Ixranches of tlie Great Northern

railway. The tliree chief divisions are as follows :—(
i ) Chipping

or liiutf BakNJA'i, a market town and urlian district (Barnet),
i

pop. ( 11)01 ) 7876. The second epithet designates its position

on a hill, but the first is given it from the market granted to the

abbots of St Altauis to be ke[>t there, by Henry II. Near the

town, round a point marked by an olielisk, was fought in 1471 the

decisive battle Initween Uie houses of York and Lancaster, in

which the earl of Warwick fell and the l^icastrians were totally

defeated. 'Hie town is on tlie (ireat North Koad, on which it was
formerly an important coaciung station. A huge amiual horse

and cattle fair is held. (2) East Barnet, 2 m. S.£. of Chipping

Barnet, has an ancient parish church retaining Norraun portions,

though enlarged in modern times. Pop. of East Barnet Valley

urban distrk t, 10,094. (3) Nicw Barnet lies i m. 1C by S. from

Qiipping Barnet.

Friern Barnkt, in the Enfield parliamentary division of

Middlesex, lies. 3 m. b. of C'Jiipping Barnet. Pop. of urban

district, 11,560. The preibc recalE the former lordship of tlie

manor possessed by the friary of St John of Jerusaletn in CJerken-

wdl, London. Friern Barnet adjoins Finchley on the nenth

and Whetstone on tlie south, tlie whole district being residential.

BARNETT* J0HN(i8oa-'i8c>o), Engli-sh musical composer, son

of a Prussian named Bernhard Beer, who changed his name on
settling in England as a jeweller, was bom at Bedford, and at the

age of eleven sang on the Lyceum stage in London. His good
voice led to hts b^ing given a musical education, and he soon

began writing sixigs and lighter pieces fur Uie stage. In 1834 he
published a colleciioii of Lyrical Ulustraiions of the Modern Poets,

His Mountain Sylph—witli wltich his name is chieily connected

—

received a warm welcome when produced at the Lyceum on
Apguat 2$, 1834, as the first modern English opera ; and it was
foUowed by another opera fair Rosamund in 1837, and by
FmineUi in 1839, He had a large conneNion a aiaging-master

al Cheltciihaini and published Systems and Singir^-masiers (184a)
mdSehoUfarthe Voiee{il^4),, Hediedon the ifith of April s8^

Hiaiiepbew,Join FttANcie Barmbtt (1837- ),$fon of John’s

hiDther, Joae^ Alfred, aW a pinfeasor of music, oanied on the

tnuiitioiis of teiamily as a composer and teacher. Be obtained

a tqueen’s scbalaiship at the Koyal Acadeiny of Music, and
denndaped into an >accomplished pianiat, vaating Gemimiy to

study m 1857 and fhntt'mg at a Gewutidliaus conotit at Leipsig

in igfiow Hs came into notioe as a conqioaer with his symphony

in A minor (1864), and followed this with a nun^ of composi-

tions for orchestra, strings or pianoforte. His cantata The

Ancient Marinet was brought out at Birmingham in i96f, and

another, Paradise and the Peri, in 1870, both with wat success.

In 1873 his most important work, the oratorio The Raising of

Lagarus was written, and in 1876 produced at Hereford. M^y
other cantatas, pianoforte pieces, &c. were composed by hhn,

and successfully brought out
;
and he took an active part as a

professor in the work of tlie Guildhall School of Music and Royal

College of Music.

BARNITT, BAMUEL AUGUSTUS (1844- ), English clergy-

man and social reformer, was horn at Bristol on the 8th of

February 1844, the son of Francis Augustus 'Barnett, an iron

manufacturer. After leaving Wadham College, Oxford, m 1866,

he I'iidted the I nited Stales. Next year he was ordained to the

curacy of St Mary’s, Bryanston Square, and took priest’s orders

in j 868. In 1872 he berame vicar ot St J tide’s, Commercial tStreet,

Whitechapel, and in the next year nruirried Hefrrietta Oc'tuvia

Rowland, who had been a co-worker with Miss Octavia

Hill and was no less ui»dent a philanthropist than her husband.
Mr anri Mrs Barnett worked hard for tlie poor of their pari*?!!,

opening evening schooKs for adults, providing them willi music
and reasonable entertainment, and serving on the board of

guardians and on the managing committees of schools. Mr
Barnett did much to discourage outdoor rehef, as tending to the

^uperization of the nt'ighbaurhood. At the same time the

conditions of indoor relief were improved, and the various

charities were co-ordinated, by co-operation with the Charity

Organization Soc iety and the parish board of guardians. In

1875 Arnold Toynbee paid a visit, the first of many, to White-
cliapel, and Mr Barnett, who kept in constant touch with Oxford,

formed in 1877 a small coinmittiee, over which he presided himself,

to consider thi* organization of university extension in I/mdon,
his chief assistants being Leonard Montefiore, a young Oxford

man, and Frederick Rogers, a member of the vellum binders’

trade union. The committee received influential support, and
in Octulx^r four courses of lec tures, one by Dr S. R. Gardiner on
English historx', were given in Whitechapel. The Barnetts were
also associated with the building of model dwellings, with the

establishment of the children’s country holiday fund and the

annual loan exhibitions of fine art at the Whitechapel gallery.

In 1884 an article by Mr Barnett in the Nineteenth Century
discussed the quesstion of university settlements. This resulted

in July in the formation of the University Settlements Associa-

tion, und when 'roynbcc Hall was built shortly afterwards Mr
Barnett liecanie its warden. He was a select preacher at Oxforrl

in 1 (895-1897, and at (iimbridge in k>oo : hereivived a canonry
in Bristol cathedral in 1893, but retained his wardenship of

Tovnbi!e Hall, w^hile relinquishing the living of St Jude’s. In

June 1906 he was preferred to a canonry at Westminster, and
when in Decemlier lie resigned the wardenship of Toynbee Hall

the position of preiident was created so that he might retain his

connexion with the institution. Among ('anon Barnett’s works
is Practicable Soaalism (1888, 2nd ed. 1894), written in conjimr-

tion with his wife.

BARNFIELD, RICHARD (1574-1627), English poet, was bom
at Norhury, Staffordshire, and iiaptized on the i.tth of June 1574.
His obscure though close relationship with Shakespeare has long

made him interesting tx> students and has attracted of late years

further attention from the circumstance that important dis-

coveries regarding his life have been made. Until recently

nothing w^tever was known about tlie facts of Bamfield’s

career, whose very existence had btsen doubted. It was, however,

dnoovmd by the late Dr A. B. Grosart that the poet was the son

of Richard Bamfieid (or Bamefield) and Maria Skr3misher, hts

wife* who were married in April 1 579. They resided in the pai^
of Nortmiy, in Staffordshire, on the borders of Salop, where the

poet was baptised on the 13th of June 1574. ’fhe mother died

in giving hii^ to a daugbtir early m 1581, and her mimatried
sister, Elizabeth Skrymsber, seems to devoted herself to

the care of the cbildxea. In November 1589 Biumfiehi matriGo-

I

lated at Braaenooe' Cotteget, Oxford, and took hM degree in
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February 159a. He performed the exercise for his master s

gom/’ out seems to have left the univeisity abruptly^ without

proceed!^ to the M*A, It is coui^ured that he came up to

London in 159^ and became acquainted with Watson, Drayton,

and perhaps with Spenser, The death of Sir Philip Sidney had
occurred while Barnheld was still a school-boy, but it seems to

have strongly affected his imagination and to have inspired

same of his earliest verses. In November 1 594, in his twenty-first

year, Bamfield publisiied anonymously his first work, The

Affectionate Shepherd, dedicated with familiar devotion to

Penelope, Lady Rich. This was a sort of florid romance, in two

book.s of six-line stanza, in the manner of Lodge and Shakespeare,

dealing at large with “ the complaint ot Daphnis for the love of

Ganymede.” As the author expressly admitted later, it was an

expansion or paraphrase of Virgil’s second eclogue—
“ Fomio'jum pastor Corydfin ardebat Ab-xtn.**

This poem of Ramfield’s was the most extraordinary' spev imen

hitherto produced in England <if the licence introduced from Italy

at the Renais.sance. Although the poem was successful, it did r\oi

pass without censure from the moral point of view. Into the

conventional outlines of The Affectionate Shepherd the young poet

has poured all his fancy, all his epithets, and all his coloured
1

touches of nature. If we are not repelled by the absurd subjw't,

we have to admit that none of the immediate imitators of Venus

and Adonis has equalled the juvenile Barnfield in the picturesque-

ness of his fine ruff-footed doves,” his ” speckled flower call’d

sop.s-in-winc,” or his desire ” by the bright glimmering of the

starry light, to cutt;h the long-bill’d woodcock.” Two months

later, in January 1595, Bamfield published his second volume,

Cynthiay with certain Sonnets, and this time signed the preface,

which was dedicated, in tc^rms which imply close personal rela-

tions, toWilliam Stanley , the new earl of I)erby . This is a book of

extreme interest ;
it exemplifies the earliest study both of Spemser

and Shakespeare. ” C.vnthia ” itself, a panegyric on Queen

Elizabeth, is written in the Spenserian stanza, of which it is

probably the earliest example extant outside The Faerie Queene.

This is followed by a .sequence of twenty sonnets, which have the

extraordinary interest that, while preceding the publication of

Shakespeare’.s sonnets by fourteen years, they are daser to them

in manner than are any others of the Elizabethan age. They
celebrate, with extravagant ardour, the charms of a young man
whose initials .seem to have been |. L. or J. V., and of whom
nothing else seems known. These sonnets, which preceded even

the Amoreiit of Spenser, are of unusual merit as poetry, and would

rank as high in quality as in dale of publication if their subject-

matter were not so preposterous. They show the influence of

Drayton’s Idea, which had appeared a few months before
;
in that

collection also, it is to be observed, there had ajjpeared amatory

sonnets addressed to a young man. If editors would courageously

alter the gender of the pronouns, several of Bamfield’s glowing

sonnets might take their place at once in our anthologies. Before

the publication of his volume, however, he had repented of his

heresies, and had become enamoured of a '' lass ” named Eliza

(or Elizabeth), whom he celebrates with effusion in an ** Ode,”

Thk is probably the lady whom he presently married, and as we

find him a grandfather in 1 626 it is unlikely that the wedding was

long delayed. In 1598 Bamfield published his third vohifne, The

Encornien of Lady Peennia, a poem in jsstdac of money, followed

fay a sort of continuation, in the same six-line stanza, called The

Complaint of Poetry for the Death of Liberality.” In this vohune

there b already a decline in poetic quality. But an appendix of

” Poems in diverse Huatmurs ” to tiib volume of 15^ presents

some very interesting foatnres. Here appears trimt seems to be

the absolutely easliest praise of Shakespease in a piece entitled

” A Remcmbraiioe of tome Boglish Poets,” in which the still

unreccfabed authorol Vemu and Adamsb c^ebrated by the side

of SfMMer, DazM and Drayton. Here also are the sonnet, If

Husic and sweet Footry agrre,” and the beamtiful ode beginning

” As it foil upen a day,” which were until recently attributed to

Shakmpeare hinMelf. In the next year, S999, The Passwtum

Pdfgrmwm pubibhcdi, with the words ” By W. Shakespeare ” on

the tiOeiiagn it was Inng Buppoaod that thb nthrOmtam was

4tfi

con^t»butBarnfielddaiinedoiieof thetwo pieces justmentiened,

not only in 1598, but again in 1605. itb eertainthntboth Mhb,
and possibly other things in Tka 'Pasoiomhe Psigrtmedso ;

Shake-

speare’s share in the twenty poems of that mtsoellany bdog
doubtless confined to the fire abort pbres which have been

definitely identified as hb. In the opinion of tiw present writer

the sonnet beginning ‘'Sweet CVtberea” has immistakafaly the

stamp of Bamfield, and.b probably a glop on the first laptnrMs

fxTusal of P'enus and Adonis : the same is to be said of Benrce

had the sun,” which is aut Baenfiddy md diabolus, Qm or two
other contributions to The Passionaie Pilftrim may be eoa^ectured,

with less confidence, t» be Bamfield’s. It has lieen stated that

the poet was now studying the law at Gray’s Inn. but fur thb the

writer b unable to discover the authority, except that .several

members of that society are mentioned in the coipsc of the volume

t>f 1598. In all prolmbility Bamfield now married and withdrew

tj> his estate of D(irle»tone(or 1 )arlasian),iii the county of Stafford,

a house romantiailly situated on the river Trent, where he hence-

forth reiii{k‘d as a country gentleman. In 1605 he reprinted his

Lady Ptettnia^ and this was his latest appearance aa a man cl

letters. Hb son Robert Bamfield and hb cousin Elinor Skrymsher

were his executors when his will was proved at Lichfield'*, hb
wife, therefore, doubtless predeceased him. Bamfield died at

Dorlestone Hall, and was buried in the neighbouring parish

church of St Michael s, Stone, on the 6th of March 1627. The
lalnnirs of Dr Grosart and of Professor Arbor have thrown much
light on the circum.stances of Bamfirid’s career. Hb hka taikea of

late years a far more prominent place than ever before in the

history of Ivnglish literature. Ihis is due partly to the remarkahlB

merit of his graceful, melodious and highly-coloured verse, which

was practici^y unknown until it was privately printed in 1876

(cd. Grosort, Roxburghe Club), and at length given to the pnblk

in 1882 (ed. Arber, English Scholars' Library). It b oiao due to

the mysterious personal relation of Bamfield to Shakespeare, a

relation not easy to pri>vti in detail, as it is built up on a great

variety of small indications. It is, however, obvious that

Iktrnfteld warmly admired Shakespeare, whose earliest imitator

he imy be said to have been, and that between 1595 and 1600 the

younger poet was so close to the dder that the compositions of the

former could be (xmfused with those of the latter. Bamfield died,

as a (Hiet, in bis twenty-fifth year. Up to that time he had dis-

played a talent which, if he had pursued it, might have placed

him very high among the English poets. As it is, he will ^waye
interest a certain numlxn* of readers as being, in his languid
” Itaiiannte ’ way, a sort of ineffectual Meleager in the rich

Elizabethan anthology.
Besides the editionii already cited. The Affeettonate Shepherd was

edited by Mr J. O. Halliwell-l’hUlipps tor the Percy Society {Larky

Fnglish r^oetry, vol. xx.) ; The Encemion of Pecunia and .some otliur

poems by J. Boswell (Roxbnrghe Club, i8t6) ; and by J. P. Collier

in Illustrations of Old English Liieralure (voJ. i.. iBfiCS). (E. G.)

BARMIM, the name of a dbtrict between the Spree, the Oder

and the Havel, which was added to the mark of Brandenburg

during the j 3tb century. In the 15th century it was divided into

upper and lower Ikirnim, and these names are now borne by two

circles {Kreise) in the kingdom of Prussia.

BAKNIM, the name of thirteen dukes who ruled over various

divisions of the duchy of Pomerania. The follotring are the most
important:

—

Bahnim 1 . (c. 1209-1278), called the Good, was the son of

Bojpslaws IL, duke of PomeraniarStettin, and succeeded to this

duchy OB his father’s death in 1220. After he became of age fae

was engaged in a long struggle with external enemies, and m 1250

was compelled to recognize the supremacy of the maigrave of

Brandenburg. Havii^ in 1264 united the whole of Pomeranria

under b» rule, Bamhn devoted hb energies to improving its

hitemal condition. He introdneed Gemuin settlers and enstoms

into the duchy, founded many towns, and was extremriy gOnerotis

towards eccleskstkal fmndatUm. fh died on the rjth ift i^tfi

ol November 1278.

Bammsi UL (z. 150^1368)^ catted the Crvai, was the son of

Otto 1., dnkie of Poirn«rBsii»>SMt»i, acid took a prominent pISrt

in the defonce awl govenunent of the duchy Morcf hb father’s
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(totth tn 1344. A long and itttermittent struggle with the repre*

Nntatives of the emperor Louis IV., who had invested his own

son Loub with the mark of Brandenbuxg, enabled him to gmn
militaiy experience and distinction. A victory gained by him

in August 1332 was mainly instrumental in freeing Pomerania

for a time from the vexatious claim of Brandenburg to supremacy

over the duchy, which moreover he extended by conquest.

Bamim assisted the emperor Charles IV. in his struggle with the

family of Wittelsbach. He died on the a4th of August 1368.

Barkim XL (i5oi-i573)» son of Bogislaus X., duke of

Pomerania, became duke on his father’s death in 1 523. He ruled

for a time in common with his elder brother George
;
and after

George’s death in 1531 he shared the duchy with his nephew

Philip L, retaining for himself the duchy of Pomerania-Stettin.

The earlmr years of his rule were troubled by a quarrel with the

margrave of Brandenburg, who wished to annex Pomerania. In

1529, however, a treaty was made which freed Pomerania from

the supremacy of Brandenburg on condition that if the ducal

family became extinct the duchy should revert to Brandenburg.

Bamim adapted the doctrines of Martin Luther, and joined the

league of Schmalkalden, but took no part in the subsequent war.

But as this attitude left him without supporters he was obliged

to submit to the emperor Charles V., to pay a heavy fine, and to

accept the InUrim, issued from Augsbui^ in May 1548. In 1569
Bamim handed over his duchy to his grand-nephew, John
Frederick, and died at Stettin on the 2nd of June 1573.

BARNSLEY (Black, or properly Bleak Barnsley), a market
town and municipal borough in the Barnsley parliamentary

division of the West Riding of Yorkshire, England, 15 m. N. of

Sheffield. Pop. (1891) 35,427 ; (1901) 41,086. It is served by
the Midland, Great Central, Lancashire & Yorkshire, Great

Northern, and Hull & Barnsley railways. It is in the parish

of Silkstone, which gives name to important collieries. It is

situated on rising ground west of the river Dearne, and, though
it loses in attraction owing to its numerous factories, its

neighbourhood has considerable natural beauty. Among the

principal buildings and institutions are several churches, of which

the oldest, the parish church of St Mary, was built in 1821 on an

early site
; court house, public hall, institute and free library.

Among several educational institutions, the free grammar school

dates from 1665 ; and a philosophical society was founded in

1828. A monument was erected in 1905 to prominent members
of the Yorkshire Miners’ Association. The park was presented

in t86a by the widow of Joseph I^rOcke, M.P. The manufacture
of iron and steel, and the weaving of linen and other cloth, are

the two princi[)al industries
;

but there are also bleachfields,

printfields, dyeworks, sawmills, commills and malt-houses
;
and

the manufacture of glass, needles and wire is carried on. There

are large coalfields in the neighbourhood, which, indeed, extend

under the town. Coal and coke are laigely exported to London and
Hull. In the vicinity. Monk Bretton Priory, a Cluniac foundation

of 1157, retains a Perpendicular gatehouse, some Decorated
domestic remains, and fragments of the church. Wentworth
Castle, built in 1730 by Thomas, earl of Strafford, stands in a
singularly beautiful park,and contains a fine collection of portraits

of historical interest. Besides the communications afforded by
railway, Barnsley has the advantage of connexion with the Aire

and raider Navigation sy.stem of canals. The borough is under
a mayor, six aldermen and eighteen councillors. Area, 2385 acres.

At the time of the Domesday survey Ilbert de Lacy held

Barnsley by gift of William the Conqueror as part of the honour of

Pontefract, and^ overlordship remained in Ids family until the

reign of Stephen, when it was granted by Henry de Lacy to the

monks of Pontefract. Henry HI. in 1S49 granted the prior and
convent of Pontefract a market every Wednesday at Barnsley,

and a fair on the vigil and feast of St Michael and two following

days, and Henry VllL in 15XS granted them a new fair on the

day of the Conversion of St Paul and two foUowtng days. The
monastery evidently also held another fair there called^ Ellen’s

fair, for in 1583 Queen Elizabeth granted this fair and St Paul’s

fair and the market lately belonging to the dissolved monastery
of Pontefract ” to one Henry Burdett, and Ralph and Henry his

sons for their lives. Besides these charters and others granting

land in Barnsley to the monks of Pontefract there is very little

history of the town, since it was not until after the introduction

of the linen manufacture in 1744 that it became really important.

Before that time the chief industry had been wire-drawing, but

this trade began to decrease about the end of the x8th century,

just as the linen trade was becoming important. In 18^
Barnsley was incorporated.

See Rowland Jackson, The History of the Town and Township
of Barnsley (1838) ;

Victoria Cotinty History— Yorhshire.

BARN8TAB1JS, a seaport township and the county-seat of

the county of the same name, in Massachusetts, U.S.A. Pop.

(1900) 4364, of whom 391 were foreign-born; 1910 (U.S.

census) 4676. Barnstable i.s served by the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railway. It is situated between Cape Cod
Bay on the N. and Nantucket Sound on the S., extending across

Cape Cod. The soil of the township, unlike that of other parts

of the county, is well adapted to agriculture, and the principal

industry is the growing of vegetables and the supplying of milk
and poultry for its several villages, nearly all of which are summer
resorts. At Hyannis is a state normal school (1897 ;

co-educa-

tional). Cranberries are raised in large quantities, and there are

oyster and other shell fisheries. In the 1 7th century the mackerel

and whale fisheries were the basis of economic life
;

the latter

gave way later to the cod and other fisheries, but the fishing

industiy is now relatively unimportant. Much of the county is

a region of sands, salt-marshes, beach-gross and scattered woods.

From 1865 to 1895 the county diminished 20 1 % in population.

Barnstable was settled and incorporated in 1639 (county created

1685), and includes among its natives James Otis and Lemuel
Shaw.

See F. Freeman, The History of Cape Cod : the Annals of Barnstable
County (2 vols.. Boston, 1858. 1862 ;

and other impressions i860 to

1869).

BARNSTAPLB, a seaport, market town and municipal

borough, in the Barnstaple parliamentary division of Devonshire,

England, on the river Taw, near the north coast. Pop. (1901)

14,137. It is served by the London 6: South-Western, the

Great Western, and the Lynton Barnstaple railways. The
Taw is here crossed by a stone bridge of sixteen arches, said to

have been built in the 12th or 13th century. The town manu-
factures lace, gloves, sail-cloth and fishing-nets, and has extensive

potteries, tanneries, sawmills and foundries, while shipbuilding

is also carried on. The harbour admits only small coasting

vessels. The public buildings and institutions include a guildhall

(1826), a free grammar school and a large market-place. The
poet John Gay was bom in the vicinity, and received his educa-

tion at the grammar school, which at an earlier period had
numbered Bishop Jewel among its pupils. It was founded in the

14th century, in connexion with a chantry. There are also some
curious Jacobean almshouses. The borough is under a mayor,
six aldermen and eighteen councillors. Area, 2236 acres.

Barnstaple (Berdestaplc, Barnstapol, Barstaple, also Barum)
ranks among the most ancient of royal boroughs. As early as

Domesday, where it is several times mentioned, there were forty

burgesses within the town and nine without, who rendered 40s.

Tradition claims that King Athelstan threw up defensive earth-

works here, but the existing castle is attributed to Joel of Totnes,

who held the manor during the reign of William the Conqueror,

and ako founded a Cluniac priory, dedicated to St Mary
Magdalene. From this date the borough and priory grew up
ride by side, but each preserving its independent privileges and
rights of government until the dissolution of the latter in 1535.

In Edwairi 11. ’s reign the burgesses petitioned for the restoration

of rights bestowed by a pretended charter from Athelstan. The
existence of this charter was denied, but the desired privileges

were conceded, including the right to elect a mayor. The earlieet

authenticated charter is that of Henry L, whi^ was confirmed

in a charter of Henry II. The later charter states that the

burgesses should have customsrimilar to those granted to London,
and further charters confirmed the same right. A charter of

Queen Mary in 1556 added some new privileges, and specified

that thecommcmomxnicrishoukl (xmsu^ a mayor,two aldermen
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and twenty-four chief burgesses. James L, by a charter dated

1610, increased the number of chief burgesses to twenty-five and

instituted a recorder, a derk of the market, justices of the peace

and other officers. This charter was confirmed in 161 1 and 1689,

and held force until the Municipal Corporations Act of 1855,

which established six aldermen and eighteen councillors. The

borough sent two members to parliament in 1295, and so con-

tinued to do until the Redistribution of Seats Act of 1885, when

the representation was merged in that of the county . Barnstaple

was once famous for its woollen trade, now entirely declined, and

as early as the reign of Edward III. was an important naval port,

with an extensive shipping trade. That this praspcrit>' was not

altogether uninterrupted is testified by the fact that, at the time

of the Armada, the mayor pleaded inability to contribute three

ships, on account of injuries to trade consequent on the war with

Spain. The Friday market and the annual four days’ fair in

September are held by immemorial prescription.

See J. B. Gribble, Memortals of Barnstaple (Barnstaple, 1830).

BARNUM, PHINEAS TAYLOR (1810-1891), American show-

man, was bom in Bethel, Connecticut, on the 5th of July i8jo,

his father being an inn- and store-keeper. Bamum first started

as a store-keeper, and was also concerned in the lottery mania

then prevailing in the United States. After failing in business,

he started in 1829 a weekly paper, The Herald of Freedom, in

Danbury; after several libel suits and a prosecution which

resulted in imprisonment, he moved to New York in 1834,

and in 1835 began his career as a showman, with his pur-

chase and exploitation of a coloured woman, Joyce Heth,

reputed to have been the nurse of George Washington, and to

be over a hundred and sixty years old. With this woman and

a small company he made well-advertised and successful tours

in America till 1839, though Joyce Heth died in 1836, when her

age was proved to be not more than seventy. After a period of

failure, he purchased Scudder’s American Museum, New York,

in 1841 ;
to this he added considerably, and it Injcame one of the

most popular shows in the United States. He made a special hit

by the exhibition, in 1842, of Charles Stratton, the celebrated

“ General Tom Thumb ” (see Dwarf). In 1844 Barnum toured

with the dwarf in England. A remarkable instance of his

enterprise was the engagement of Jenny Lind to sing in America

at $1000 a night for one hundred and fifty nights, all expenses

being paid bythe entrepreneur. The tour began in 1850. Bamum
retired from the show business in 1855, but had to settle with his

creditors in 1857, and began hi.s old car^r again as showman and

museum proprietor. In 1871 he established the “ Greatest Show

on Earth,” a travelling amalgamation of circus, menagerie and

museum of “ freaks,” &c. This show, incorporated in the name

of ” Bamum, Bailey & Hutchinson,'^ and later as “ Bamum
& Bailey’s,” toured all over the world. In 1907 the business

was sold to Ringling Brothers. Barnum wrote several books,

such as The Humbugs of the World (1865), Struggles and Triumphs

(1869), and his Autobiography (1854, and later editions). He
died on the 7th of April 1891.

BAROOOHIO (or Barozzi), GIACOMO, called Da Vignola

(1507-1573), Italian architect, was bom at Vignola in the

Modene^ territory on the ist of October 1507, His early work

was conducted at Bologna, Piacenza, Assisi and Perugia, until

he was summoned to Rome as papal architect under Pope Julius

HI. In 1564 he succeeded Michelangelo as the architect of

St Peter’s, "and executed various portions of that fabric, besides

a variety of works in Rome. The designs for the Escorial were

also supplied by him. He is the author of an excellent work on

the Five Orders of ArokHeeture (Rome, 1563), and another work

on Practical Perspectm (Rome, 1583). To his extensive acquire-

ments and exquisite taste were superadded an ameni^ of

manners and a noble generosity that won the affection and

admiration of all who knew him. He died in Rome on the 7th of

July 1573. He was an eminent upholder of the classic style at

a period when the Ay\t known as baroque was corrupting the

aithiteeture of Italy. The term baroqt^ owes its origin to the

Spaiiiiii word hamteco ex herrueco^ an imperfectly round peari,

and is not derived from the architect Barocchio, whose name so

much resemUes it. Vet it is curious that it was much used

to describe a debased form of architecture encouniged by the

Jesuits whose church in Rome was built by Barocdiio.

BAROOOI (or Baroccio), FBDBRIGO (1528-1612), Ita^
painter, was bom at Urbino, where the genius of Raphael inspired

him. In his early youth he travelled to Rome, where he painted

in fresco and was warmly commended by Michelangela He
then returned to Urbino, where, with the exception of some

short visits to Rome, he continued to reside till his death. He
acquired great fame by his painting of religious subjects, in the

style of which he to some extent imitated Correggio, His own

followers were very numerous, but according to Lanzi {Hist, of

Painting) carried their master’s peculiarities to excess. Baroed

also etched from his own designs a few prints, which are highly

finished, and executed with great softness and delicacy.

BARODA, a native state of India, within the Gujarat province

of Bombay, but in direct relations with the governor-general.

It consists of four isolated divisions, each of which is interlaced

in the most intricate fashion with British territory or with other

native states. Three of these divisions—Kadi, Baroda and

Nausari— are in Gujarat proper; the fourth, Amreli with

Okhamandal, is in the peninsula of Katliiawar. The total area

covers 8099 sq. m. In 1901 the population was 1,952,692,

showing a decrease of 19% in the decade, compared with an

increase of 1 1 % in the preceding decade. This decrease was due

partly to the famines of 1896-1897 and 1900-1901, partly to

the epidemics of cholera and fever which accompanied them,

and partly to the plague which attacked the state in as great

measure as the surrounding presidency.

The princes of Baroda were one of the chief branches of the

Mahratta confederacy, which in the i8th century spread devasta-

tion and terror over India. About 1721 one Pilaji gaekwar

carved a fertile slice of territory out of Gujarat, and afterwards

received the title of ” Leader of the Royal Troops ” from the

peshwa. During the last thirty-two years of the century the

house fell a prey to one of those bitter and unappeasable family

feuds which are the ruin of great Indian f^ihes. In 1800 the

inheritance descended to a prince feeble in body and almost

idiotic in mind. British troops were sent in defence of the

hereditary ruler against all claimants
;
a treaty was signed in

1802, by which his independence of the peshwa and his de-

pendence on British government were secured. Three years

later these and various other engagements were consolidated

into a systematic plan for the administration of the Baroda

territory, under a prince with a revenue of three-quarters of

a million sterling, perfectly independent in all internal matters,

but practically kept on his throne by subsidiary British troops.

For some time the history of the gaekwars was very much the

same as that of most territorial houses in India : an occasional

able minister, more rarely an able prince
;
but, on the other hand,

a long dreary list of incompetent heads, venal advisers and

taskmasters oppressive to the people. At last a fierce famUy

feud came to a climax. In 1873 an English committee of inquiry

was appointed to investigate various complaints of oppression

against the gaekwar, Malhar Rao, who had recently succeeded

to the throne after being for a long time kept in prison by his

brother, the former gaekwar. No real reform resulted, and

in 1874 an attempt at poisoning the British resident led to the

gaekwar being formally accused of the crime and tried by a

mixed commission. The result of the trial (1875) was a failure

to obtain a unanimous verdict on the charge of poisoning
;
the

viceroy, Lord Northbrook, however, decicM to depose MalhM

Rao on the ground of gross misgovernment, the widow of his

brother and predecessor, Khande Rao, being permitted to ad^
an heir from among the descendants of the founder of the famify.

liiis heir, by name Sayaji Rao, then a boy of twelve yeast in

the humble home of a Decoani cultivator, was ^ucated by

an English tutor, the administration being meanwhile piaoed for

ei^t years under the l^aige of Sir T. Madhava Rao, lonnerly

diwan of Travancore, one of the ablest and most cnkightefied

of Indian statesmen. The result was a conspicum succew.

The gaekwar showed httnedl a model prince^ and his territoHies

rii. 14
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hmmme as well governed and prosperous as a British district

fie Tepeatedi]^ visited Eovope in company with his srife. In

1887 the (|tieen-empns8 conferred upon Um at Windsor the

tmiffaia of GX.SJ., and in sSgs upon his wife the Imperial order

ofm crown of India.

The gross revenue of the state is more than a million sterling.

In 1901 the state correnq^ of Habashai rupees was withdrawn,

and the Britisb rupee was introduced. Ilie regular military

forrrc consists of afield battery, with several regiments of cavalry

and battalions of infantry. In addition, there is an irregular

force of hone and foot. Compulsory education has been carried

on experimentally since 18(^3 in the Amreli division with apparent

succesa, the compulsory age being 7 to 12 for boys and 7 to 10

for girls. Special measures are also adopted for the education

of low castes ami alioriginal tribes. There is a female training

college under a Diri-stuin lady superintendent The Kala IKiavan,

or tochnical school, has departments for drawing, carpentry,

dyeing, weaving and ^iailture. There is also a state museum
under a Kuropean director, and a state library. Portions of

the state are crossed by the Bombay & Baroda and the

Rajf)iitana nulways. In addition, the state has constructed

three railways of its own, on three different gauges. Other
railways arc in contemplation. I’he state possesses a cotton mill.

I’he city of Baroda is situated on the river Vlswamitri, a
station on the Bombay 8; Baroda railway, 245 m. N. of Bomlmy
by rail. Pop. (iqot) 103,790. The whole aspect of the city

has lieen changed by the construction of handsome public

buildings, the laying-out of parks and the widening of the streets.

An excellent water-supply is provided from the Ajwa lake.

The cantonments, garrisoned by a native infantry regiment,

are under British jurisdiction, and have a population of 4000.

The city contains a college and many schools. The chief

hospitals are called alter the countess of Dufferin, Sayaji Kao
and Jamnabat, tlie widow of Khande Kao.

See littfoda GazeUger, 1908.

BAROlUETKR (from Gr. /Supos;, pressure, and /Acrpoe,

measure), an instrument by which the weight or pressure of the

atmosphere is measured. I'he ordinary or mercurial barometer
consists of a tube about 36 in. long, hermetic ally closed at the
upper end and containing mercury. In the “ cistern Ijarometer

the tulie is placed with its open end in a basin of mercury, and the

atnio.spheric pressure is measured by the difference of the heights

of the mercury in the tube and the cistern. In the
**
siphon

barometer the cistern is dis}>enaed with, tlie tube Ixsing bent

round upon itself at its lower end ; the reading is taken of the

difference in the levels of the mercury in the two limbs. The
** aneroid ” barometer (from the Gr. u« privative, and n/pos,

wet) employs no liquid, but depends upon the changes in volume
experienced by an exhausted metallic diamber under varying

pressures. ^’Baroscopes’’ siinply indicate variations in the

atmospheric pressure, without supplying quantitative data.

Barographs are barometers which automatically record any
variations in pressure.

Philosophers prior to Galileo had endeavoured to explain the

action of a suction pump by postulating a principle that Nature

HMoekml,
vacuiun.” When Galileo observed that a

* common suctionpump could not raise water to a greater

height ton about 32 ft he considered that the abhorrence”
was limited to 32 ft, and commended the matter to the attention

of his pupil Evangelista TorricelH. Torricelli perceived a ready
explanatbn of the observed phenomenon if only it could be
proved tot the atmosphere had weighViAd the pressure which
it exertedw equal to that of a 32-ft cdurnn of water. He
proved this to be the correct expfamation by reasoning as

follows .'--‘If the atmosphere supports 52 feet of water, then it

should also support a cohimxi of about si ft. of mercury, lor this

liquid is about 15! times heavier than water. This he proved in

the folknring nuunier. He selected tube about a quarter

ofim inch ill diameterand 4 ft long, and hermetically sealed one
of its ends

; be then filled it witih mercury and, applying his

fmger to the open end, inverted it in a basin oontahung mercury.
The mcieuiy metandy «uik to meariy jd in. above to surface

of the mercury in the basin, leaving in the top of the tube an
apparent vacuum, which is now called the TomcetUan wtcuwn

;

thisexperiment is sometimes knownas the TmicelUmgxperifamt,
Topioelli’s views rapidly gained ground, notwithstanding the
objections of certain pWlosophere. Valuable confirmation was
afforded by the yariatian erf the barometric column at different

elevations. Rene Descartes and Blaise Pascal predicted a fall

in the height when the barometer was carried to the top of a
mountain, since, the pressure of the atmosphere being diminished,
it necessarily followed that the column of mercury sustained
by the atmosphere would be diminished also. This was
experimentally observed by Pascars brother-in-law, Florin

P^rier (1605-1672), who measured the height of the mercury
column at various altitudes on the Puy de Dome. Pa.scal

hhnself tried the experiment at several towers in Paris,—Notre
Dame, St }acque.s de la Boiicherie. &c. The results of his

researches were embodied in his treatises De Vequilibre des

liqueurs and De la pesanteur de la masse which were written
before 1651, but were not published till X663 after his death.

Corroboration wa.s also afforded by Marin Mersenne and Christiaan

Huygens. It was not long before it was discovered that the

height of the column varied at the same place, and tliat a rise

or fall was accompanied by meteorological changes. The
instrument thus came to be used as a means of predicting the

weather, and it was frequently known as the weather-glass. The
relation of the barometric pressure to the weather is mentioned by
Robert Boyle, who expressed the opinion that it is exceedingly

difficult to draw any correct conclusions. Edmund Halley,

Leibnitz, Jean Andr6 Deluc (1727-1817) and many others

investigated this subject, ^ving rules for predicting the weather
and attempting explanations for the phenomena. Since the

height of the barometric column varies with the elevation of the

station at which it is observed, it followi* that observations of the

barometer afford a means for measuring altitudes. The early

experiments of Pascal were developed by E(hnund Halley,

Edme Mariotte, J . Cassini, D. Bernoulli, and more especially by
Deluc in his Recherches sur les modificaiipns de Vatmosphere (1772),
which contains a full account of the early history of the barometer
and its applications. More liighly mathematical investigations

have been given by Laplace, and also by Richard Riihlmann
(Barometrischen Hbhenmessung.^ Leipzig, 1870). The modem
aspects of the relation between atmospheric pressure and the

weatiier and altitudes are treated in the article Metkokology.
Many attempts have been made by which the variation in the

height of the mercury column could be magnified, and so more
exact measurements taken. It is not possible to enumerate
in this article the many devices which have been proposed ; and
the reader is referred to Charles Hutton’s MaikemaHcal and
Philosophical Dictionary (1815), William Ellis’s paper on the

history of the barometer in the Quarterly Joumd of Ike Royal
Meteorological Society

^

vol. xii. (1886), and £. Gwland and
F. Traurniilier’s Gescfuchte dor phystkalischen Experimentierkunst

(1899). Descartes suggested a method which Huygens put into

practice. The barometer tube was expanded into a cyfindrical

vessel at the top, and into this chamber a fine tube partly filled

with water was inserted. A slight motion of the meiuury
occasioned a larger displacement of the water, and hence the

changes in the barometric pressure were more readily detected

and estimated. But the instrument failed as all water-urometers

do, lor the gases dissolved in the water coupled with its high

vapour tension destroy its efficacy. The substitution of methyl

saikylate for the water has been attended with success. Its

low vapour tension (Sir William Ramsay and Sydney Young
give no value below 70*" C.X its low specific gravity (1-18 at 10°

C), its freedoni from viscosity, have eontributed to its successful

use. la to foirm patented by C O. Bartnxm it is claimed that

readings to -ooi (rf an inch of mercury can be taken witliout

the USB of a vernier.

like diagonal barometer, in which the upper part erf the Cube
is inclined to to lower fMurt, was sug^M by Bernardo
Ramanmi (1633-1714), and also by Sir Sanuiel Morland (or

Mordand). This form has many defects, and oven when roe
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tube is bent through 45° the readings are only increased in the

ratio of 7 to 5. The wheel barometer of Dr K. Hooke^ and the

steel-yard barometer, endeavour to magmfy the oscillation of the

mercury column by means of a float resting on the surface of the

mercury in the cistern ; the motion of the float due to any

alteration in the level of the mercury being rendered apparent

by a change in the position of the wheel or steel-yard. The

pendant barometer of G. Auiontons, invented in 1695, con-

sists of a funnel-shaped tube, which is hung vertically with the

wide end downwards and cl(j^ in at the upper end. The tube

contains mercury wluch adjusts itself in the tube so that the

length of the column balances the atmospheric pressure. The

instability of this instrument is obvious, for any jar would cause

the mercury to leave the tube.

The Siphon Baromfter (fig. 1) consists of a tube bent in the

form of a siphon, and is of the same diameter throughout. A
graduated scale passes along the whole length of the tube, and

tlie height of the barometer is ascertained by taking the difierem^

of the readings of the upper and lower limbs respectively. This

instrument may also be read by

bringing the zero-point of the gradu-

ated scale to tlie level of the surface

of the lower limb Iry means of a

screw, and reading off the height at

once from the surface of the upper

limb. This barometer requires no

correction for errors of capillarity or

capacity. Since, however, impurities

are contracted by the mercury in the

lower limb, which is usually in open

contact with the air, the satisfac-

tory working of the instrument comes

soon to be seriously interfered with.

Fig. 2 shows the Cistern Barometer

in its essential and simplest form.

Tiiis barometer is subject to two
|

kinds of error, the one arising from

capillarity, and the other from changes

in the level of the surface of the cis-

Fig. I. Fic. 2, tern as the mercury rises and falls

Siphon Cistern in the tul)C, the latter being tech-
Barometer. Barometer.

nicnHy called the errof of capacity. If

a glass tube of small bore be plunged into a vessel containing

mercury, it will be observed that the level of the mercury in the

tube is not in the line of that of the mercury in the vessel, but

somewhat l>elow it, and that the surface is convex. The capillary

depression is inversely proportional to the diameter of the tube.

In standard barometers, the tube is about an inch in diameter,

and the error due to capillarity is less than *001 of an inch. Since

capillarity depresses the height of the column, cistern barometers

require an addition to be made to the observed height, in order

to give the true pressure, the amount depending, of course, on

the diameter of the tube.

The error of capacity arises in this way. The height of the

barometer is the perpendicular distance between the surface of

the mercury in the cistern and the upper surface of the mercurial

column. Now, when the barometer falls from 30 to 29 inches, on

inch of mercury must flow out of the tube and pass into the

cistern, thus raising the cistern level ;
and, on the other tod,

when the barometer rises, mercury’ must flow out of the ^tem
into the tube, thus lowering the level of the mercury in the

cistern. Since the scales of barometers are usually engraved on

their brass cases, which are fixed (and, consequently, the zero-

point from which the scale is gnwiuated is also fixed), it follows

that, from the incessant in the level of the dstem, the

readings would be sometimes too high and sometimes too low,

ffimprovisioa were made against this source of error.

A simple wi^ of correcting the error of capacity is—to aacerto

<i) the neutcal poiiit of the instrument, or that height at which

the aero of the scale « exactly at the height of the surface of the

fsktem, and (a) the rate of error as the barometer rises or falU

above this point, aad then apj^y a correction proportkmai to

this rate. The instrument in which the error of capacity it

satisfactorily (indeed, entirely) got rid of is Fofha'r BatontHer,

Fig. 3 shows how this is effected. The upper part

of the cistern is formed of a glass cylinder, through

which the level of the mercury may be seen. The

bottom is made like a bag, of flexible leather, against whi^ a

screw works. At the top of the interior of the cistern is a

small piece of ivory, the point of which coincides with the zero

of the scale. By means of the screw, which acts on the flexible

cistern bottom, the level of the mercury can

be raised or depressed so as to bring the ivoty

point exactly to the surface of the mercury in

the cistern. In some barometers the cistern is

fixed, and the ivory point is brought to the

level of the mercury in the cistern by raising

or depressing the scale.

In constructing the best barometers three

materials are employed, viz. :—(1) brass, for

the case, on which the scale is engraved ; (2)

glass, for the lube containing the mcrcur}' ;

and (3) the mercur\’’ itself. It is evident that

if the coefficient ol expansion of mercury and

brass were the same, the height of the mer-

cury as indicated by the brass scale would ht

the true height of the mercurial column. But

this is not the case, the coefficient of expansion

for mercury being considerably greater than

that for brass. I'he result is that if a baro-

meter stand at 30 in. when the temperature of

tlic whole instrument, mercury and br^s, is

32", it will no longer stand at 30 in. if the

tempemture be raised to 69*^
;

in fact, it will

then stand at 30*1 in. '’fhis increase in the

height of the column by the tenth of an inch is not due to any

increase of pressure, but altogether to the greater expansion of

the mercury at the higher temperature, as compared comc>
with the expansion of the brass case with the engraved tiooMoitiio

scale by which the height is measured. In order,

therefore, to compare with each other with exactness^

barometric observations made at different temperatures, it is

necessary to reduce them to the heights at which they would

stand at some uniform temperature. The temperature to which

Budi observations are reduced is 32^ Fahr, or cent.

If English units be used (Fahrenheit degrees and inches), this

Foi’tin'B

Barometer,

correction is given by the formula in the

centigrade-centimetre system the correction is <0001614 HT
(H l>eing the observed height and T the observed temperature).

Devices have been invented which determine these corrections

mechanically, and hence obviate the necessity of applying the

above formula, or of referring to tables in which these corrections

for any height of the column and any temperature are given.

Tlie standard temperature of the English yard heing 62° and

not 32°, it will be found in working out the corrections from the

above formula that the temperature of no correction is not 32®

but 28-5®. If the scale be engraved on the glass tube, or if the

instrument be furnished with a glass scale or with a wooden scale,

different corrections arc required. These may be worked out

from the above formula by substituting for the coefficient of the

expansionof brass that of glass, which is assumed to be 0*00000498,

or that of wood, which is assumed to be o. Wood, however,

should not be used, its expansion with temperature being un-

steady, as weU as uncertain.

if the brass scale be attached to a wooden frame and be free to

move up and down the frame, as is the case with many siphon

barometers, the corrections for brass scales are to be used, since

the zero^point of the scale is brought to the level of the bwer

Hmb ; but if the brass scale be ^oei Id a wooden frame, the

corrections for brass scales are only applicable provided the zero

of the scale be fixed at (or nearly at) the zero line of the oohnnn,

and be free to expand upwanls. In siphim barometers, with

which an observation is made from two readings on the scale,^
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scale must be free to expand in one direction. Again, if onHy

the upper part of the scale, say from 27 to 31 in., be screwed to

a wooden frame, it is evident that not the corrections for brass

scales, but those for wooden scales must be used. No account

need l)e taken of the expansion of the glass tube containing the

mercury, it l3eing evident that no correction for this expansion

is required in the case of any f)aromcter the height of which is

measured from the surface of the mercury in the cistern.

In fixing a barometer for observation, it is indispensable that

it ftc hung in a perf)endi('u]ar (Kisition, seeing that it is the

perpendicular distance between the surface of the

mercury in the cistern and the top of the column which

is the true height of the liarometcr. The surface of the

mercury column is eonvex, and in noting the height of the

barometer, it is not the chord of the curve, but its tangent

which is taken. 'I'hi.i is done by setting the straight lower edge

of the vernier, an appendage with which the barometer is

furnished, as a tangent to the curve. The vernier is made to

slide up and down the scale, and by it the height of the barometer

may be read true to 0*002 or even to u*ooi in.

ft is essential tliat the barometer is at the temperature shown
by the attached thermometer. No observation can be regarded

us good if the thermometer indicates a temperature differing

from that of the whole instrument by more than a degree. For

every degree of temperature the attached thermometer differs

from the barometer, the observation will lie faulty to the extent

of about 0*00^^ in., which in discussions of diurnal range, he.,

is a serious amount.

Before being used, barometers should be thoroughly examined
as to the state of the mercury, the size of cistern (so as to admit
of low readings), and their agreement with some known standard

instrument at different points of the scale. The pressure of the

atmosphere is not expressed by the weight of the mercury
sustained in the tube by it, but by the perpendicular height of

the column. Thus, when the height of the column is 30 in.,

it is not said that the atmospheric pressure is 14*7 tb on the

square inch, or the weight of the mercury filling a tube at that

height whose transverse section equals a square inch, but that

it is 30 in,, meaning that the pressure will sustain a column of

mercury of that height.

It is essential in gasometry to fix upon some standard pressure

to which all measurements can be reduced. The height of the

standard mercury column commonly used is 76 cms. ^29-922 in.)

of pure mercury at o** ; this is near the average height of the

barometer. Since the actual joree exerted by the atmospliere

varies with the intensity of gravity, and therefore with the posi-

tion on the earth's surface, a place must be specified in defining

the standard pressure. This may be avoided by expressing the

force as the pre.ssure in dynes due to a column of mercury, one

square centimetre in section, which is supported by the atmo-

sphere. If H cms. be the height at o®, and g the value of gravity,

the pressure is 13*596 Hg dynes (13*596 being the density of

mercury). At Greenwich, where g «= 98 1 • 1 7 , the standard pressure

at 0® is 1,013,800 dynes. At Paris the pressure is 1,013,600

dynes. The closeness of this unit to u mega-dyne (a million

dynes) has led to the suggestion that a mega-dyne per square

centimetre should be adopted as the standard pressure, and it

has been adopted by some modem writers on account of its

convenience of calculation and independence of locality.

The height of the barometer is expressed in English inches

in England and America, but the metric system is used in all

scientific work excepting in meteorolt^. In France

and most European countries, the height is given in

fiarffnn millimetres, a millimetre being the thousandth part

of a metre, which equals 39*37079 English inches.

Up to 1 86g the barometer was given in half-lines in Russia, which,

equalling the twentieth of an English inch, were readily reduced

to English inches by dividing by ao. The metric barometric

scale is now used in Russia. In a few European countries the

French or Paris line, equalling 0*088814 in., is sometimes used.

The English measure of length being a standard at 62** Fahr.,

the old French measure at 6i*a*’, and the metric scale at 32**,

it is necessary, before comparing observations made with the

three barome^s, to reduce them to the same temperature, so

as to neutralize the inequalities arising from the expansion of

the scales by heat.

The sympiezometerwas invented in 1818 by Adie of Edinburgh.
It is a revived form of Hooke’s marine barometer. It consists

of a glass tube, with a small chamber at the top and
an open cistern below, llie upper part of the tube
is filled with air, and the lower part and cistern with
glycerin. When atmospheric pressure is increased, the air is

compressed by the rising of the fluid
;
but when it is diminished

the fluid falls, and the contained air expands. To correct for the

error arising from the increased pressure of the contained air when
its temperature varies, a thermometer and sliding-scale are added,
so that the instrument may be adjusted to the temperature at
each observation. It is a sensitive instrument, and well suited

for rough purposes at sea and for travelling, but not for exact

observation. It has long been superseded b>' the Aneroid, which
far exceeds it in handiness.

Aneroid Barometer .—Much obscurity surrounds the invention

of barometers in which variations in pressure are rendered
apparent by the alteration in the volume of an elastic chamber.
The credit of the invention is usually given to Lucien Vidie,

who patented his instrument in 1845, but similar instruments

were in u.se much earlier. Thus in 1799 Nicolas Jacques Conte

(1755-1805), director

of the aerostatical

school at Meudon,
and a man of many
parts— a chemist,

mechanician and
painter,—devised an
instrument in which
the lid of the metal

chamber was sup-

ported by internal

springs
;

this instru-

ment was employed
during the Egyptian

campaign for measur-

ing the altitudes of

the war-balloons. Al-

thoughVidie patented

his device in 1845, the

commercial manufacture of aneroids only followed after

E. Bourdon’s patent of the metallic manometer in 1849,

when Bourdon and Richard placed about 10,000 aneroids on
the market. The production was stopped by an action taken

by Vidie against Bourdon for infringing the former’s patent,

and in 1858 Vidie obtained 25,000 francs (£1000) damages.

Fig. 4 represents the internal construction, as seen when the

face is removed, but with the hand still attached, of an aneroid

which differs only slightly from Vidie’s form, a is a flat circular

metallic box, having its upper and under surfaces corrugated

in concentric circles. This box or chamber being partially

exhausted of air, through the short tube b, which is subsequently

made air-tight by soldering, constitutes a spring, which is affected

by every variation of pressure in the external atmosj^ere, the

corrugations on its surface increasing its elasticity. At the centre

of the upper surface of the exhausted chamber there is a solid

cylindrical projection x, to the top of which the principal lever

ede is attached. This lever rests partly on a spiral spring at

d\ it is also supported by two vertical pins, with perfect freedom

of motion. The end e of the lever is attached to a second or small

lever /, from which a chain g extends to A, where it works on a

drum attached to the axis of the hand, connected with a hair

spring at A, changing the motion from vcrtkal to horizontal,

and regulating the h^d, the attachments of which are made to

the metallic ^ate t. The motion originates in the corrugated

elastic box a, the surface of which is depressed or elevated as

the weight of the, atmosphere is inorezMd or diminished, and
this motion is communicated through*tbe levers to the axis of
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the hand at K The spiral spring on whidi the lever rests at d

is intended to compensate for the effects of alterations of tem-

perature. The actual movement at the centre of the exhausted

box, whence the indications emanate, is very slight, but by the

action of the levers is multiplied 657 times at the point of the

hand, so that a movement of the 220th part of an in<^ in the box

carries the point of the hand through three inches on the dial.

The effect of this combination is to multiply the smallest degrees

of atmospheric pressure, so as to render them sensible on the

index. Vidie s instrument has been improved by Vaudet and

Hulot. Eugene Bourdon’s aneroid dependson the same principle.

The aneroid requires, however, to be repeatedly compared mth
a mercurial barometer, being liable to changes from the elasticity

of the metal chamber changing, or from changes in the system

of levers which work the pointer. Though aneroids are con-

structed showing great accuracy in their indications, yet none can

lay any claim to the exactness of mercurial barometers. The

mechanism is liable to get fouled and otherwise go out of order,

so that they may change 0 300 in. in a few weeks, or even indicate

pressure so inaccurately and so irregularly that no confidence

can be placed in them for even a few days, if the means of com-

paring them with a mercurial barometer be not at hand.

The mercurial barometer can be made self-registering by con-

centrating the rays Irom a source of light by a lens, so that

they strike the top of the mercurial column, and having

mpAf. ^ sensitized paper attached to a frame and

placed behind a screen, with a narrow vertical slit in

the line of the rays. The mercury being opaque throws a partof the

paper in the shade, while above tlie mercury the rays from the lamp

pass unobstnicted to the paper. The paper being carried steadily

round on a drum at a given rate per hour, the height of the column

of mercury is photographed continuoiisly on the paper. From

the photograph the height of the barometer at any instant may be

taken. The principle of the aneroid barometer has been applied

to the construction of barographs. The lever attached to the

collapsible chamber terminates in an ink-fed style which records

the pressure of the atmosphere on a moving ribbon. In all

continuously registering barometers, however, it is necessary,

as a check, to make eye-observations with a mercury standard

barometer hanging near the registering barometer from four to

eight times daily.

Sec Marvin, lianmeters and the Measurement of Atmospheric

Pressure (1901) ;
and C. Abbe, Meteorological Apparatus (1888).

Reference may also Ihj made to B. Stewart and W. W, H. Gee,

Practical Physics (vol. i. 1901), for the construction of standard

barometers, their corrections and metho<l of reading.

BAROMETRIC LIGHT, the luminous glow emitted by mercury

in a barometer tube when shaken. It was first observed by Jean

Picard, and formed the subject of many experiments at the hands

of Francis Hawksbee. The latter showed that the Torricellian

vacuum was not essential to the phenomenon, for the same glow

was apparent when mercury was shaken with air only partially

rarefied. The glow is an effect of the electricity generated by

the friction of the mercury and the air in the barometer tube.

BARON, MICHEL (1653-1729), French actor (whose family

name originally was Boyron), was bom in Paris, the son of a

leading actor (d. 1655) and of a talented actress (d. 1662). At
the age of twelve he joined the company of children w
the Petits Comedtens Dauphins^ of which he was the brightest

star. Molt^re was de^ht€^ with Ws talent, and with the king’s

permission secured him for his own company. In cons^uence

of a misunderstanding with Moli^re’s wife, the actor withdrew

from the dramatist’s company, but rejoined it in 1670, reappear-

ing as Domitien in Corneille’s TiU et Birenice, and in his Psyche,

He remained in this company until Moli^re’s death. He then

l>ecame a member of the company at the Hotel de Bourgogne,

and from this time until his retirament in 1691 was undi^t^
master of the French st^, creating many of the leading roles in

Racine’s tragedies, besides those in tw6 of his own comedies,

VHomme d bonms forkmes (1686), and La Coquette (1687). He
also wrote Les EnUoemetUs (1685), Le Dibauchi (1689), and

translated and acted two plays of Terence. In 1720 re-

appeared at the Palais Royal, and his activity on the stage was

renewed in a multitude of parts. He died on the sand of

December 1729.

His son fexiENRE Michel Baron (1676-1711) was also a fine

actor, and left a son and two daughters who all played at the

Commie Fran^aise.

See George Monval, Vn ComSdien amateur d*art (1893) ;
also the

Abb6 d’AUaroial's Leitres d mylord XXX, sar Baron ei la demoiselle

Lecomreur^ in F. G. J. S. Aiidrieux’s Collection des memoires smr I art

dramatique (1822).

BARON. This word, of uncertain origin, was introduceid into

England at the Conquest to denote “ the man ” {i,t, one who had

done him “ homage ”) of a great lord, and more especially of the

king. All who held “ in chief ” {i,e. directly) of the king were alike

barones bound to perform a stipulated service,and members,

in theory at least, of his council. Great nobles, whether earls or

not, also spoke of their tenants as “ barons,” where lesser mag-

nates spoke of their “ men ” (homines). This was especially the

case in earldoms of a palatine character, such as Chester, where

the earl’s barons were a well-recognized body, the Venables

family, barons of Kinderton,” continuing in existence down to

if679. In the palatinate of Durham also, the bishop had his

barons, among whom the Hiltons of Hilton Castle were usually

styled “ Barons of Hilton ” till extinct in 1746. Other families

to whom the title was accorded, independently of peerage dignity

and on somewhat uncertain grounds, were ” the t^rons of

Oreystock,” ” the barons of Stafford,” and the ( ornwalls,

“ barons of Burford.” Fantosme makes Henry II. speak of

” mes baruns dc Lundres ”
;
John’s charter granting permission

to elect a mayor speaks of ” our barons of our city of London,”

and a London document even speaks of ” the greater barons of the

city.” The aldermen seem to have been loosely deemed equiva-

lent to barons and were actually assessed to the poll-tax as such

under Richard II. In Ireland the palatine character of the

gr^t lordships made the title not uncommon (f .g. the barons of

Cialtrim, the barons of Slane, the barons of the Naas).

As all those who held direct of the crown by military service

(for those who held ” by serjeanty ” appear to have been classed

apart), from earls downwards, were alike ” barons,” the great

difference in their position and importance must have led, from

an early date, to their being roughly divided into ” greater ” and
“ lesser ” barons, and indeed, under Henry 11 ., the Dralogus de

Scaccario already distinguishes their holdings as ” greater ” or

“ lesser ” baronies. Within a century of the Conquest, as we

learnfrom Becket’s case (ii^),there arose the practice of sending

to the greater barons a special summons to the council, while the

lesser barons, it is stipulated in Majgna Carta (1215), were to be

summoned only through the sheriffs. Thus was introduced a

definite dstinction, which eventually had the effect of restricting

to the greater barons the rights and privileges of peerage.

Thus far the baron’s position was connected with the tenure

of land
;

in theory the oarons were those who held their lands

of the king
;
in practice, they were those who so held a large

amount of land. The great change in their status was effected

when their presence in that council of the realm which became

the House of Lords was determined by the issue of a writ of

summons, dependent not on the tenure of land, but only on the

king’s will. Camden^s statement that this change was made by

Henry III. after ” the Barons’ War” was long and widely

accepted, but it is now assigned, as by Stubbs, to Edward I., and

the earliest writs accepted as creating hereditary baronies ore

those issued in his reign. It must not, however, be supposed

that those who received such summons were as yet disringuished

from commoners by any style or title. The only possible prefix

at that time was DonUnus (lord), which was r^ularly used by

simple knights, and writs of summons were still issued to the

lowest order of peers as knights (ckeualiers) <^y. The style of

baron was first introduced by Richard II. in 1387, when he

created John dc Beauchamp, by patent, Lord de Beauchamp and

baron of Kidderminster, tomake him ” unum porium et baronum

regni nostri.” But it was not till 1433 that the next ** boron
”

was created. Sir John Cornwall bcin^ then mode baron of

Fanhope. In spite, however, of these innovations, the former
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wa« only lummoned to parliament by the style of **John

Beauchamp of Kidderminster,” and the latter by that of ” John

Cornwall, knight.” Such creations became common under

Henry VI., a transition period in peerage styles, but ” Baron ”

could not evict “Sire,” “Chevalier” and “Dominus.” Patentsof

creation contained the formula “ Lord A. (and) Baron of B.,” but

the grantee still styled himself “ Lord ” only, and it is an histori-

cally interesting fact that to this day a baron is addressed in cor-

respondence, not by tliat style, but as “ the Ix)rd A.,” although

all peers under the rank of l>uke are spoken of as “ lords,” whUe

they are addressed in corresfKmdence by their proper styles. To
speak of Baron A.” or ‘ Baron B.” is an unhistorical and quite

recent practice. When a Iwirony, however, is vested in a lady

it is now the recognized custom to speak of her as baroness, e.g.

Baroness Berkeley.

The solemn investiture of Imrons created by patent was

performed by the king himself, by enrobing the peer in the

scarlet “ robe of estate ” during the reading of the patent, and

this form continued till 13 Jac. I., when the lawyers declared

that the delivery of the letters patent without ceremony was
sufficient. The letters patent express the limits of inheritance

of the barony. The usual limit is to the grantee and heirs male

of his body, occasionally, in default of male issue, to a collateral

male relative (as in the case of Lord Brougham, i860) or (as in the

case of Lord Basset, 1797, and Lord Burton, 1897) to the heirs-

male of a daughter, and occasionally (as in the case of Lord

Nelson, i8ot) to the heirs-male of a sister. Sometimes also

(as in the case of the liarony of Rayleigh, 1821) the dignity is

bestowed upon a lady with remainder to the heirs-male of her

body. Tlic coronation rol)es of a baron are the same as those of

an earl, except that he ha.s only two rows of spots on each

shoulder
;
and, in like manner, his parliamentary robes have but

two guards of white fur, with rows of gold lace
; but in other

respects they arc the same as those of other |)eers. King

Charles 11 . granted to the liarons a coronet, living six large

pearls siM at equal distances on the chaplet. A baron’s cap is the

same a.s a viscount’s. His style Ls “ Right Honourable ”
; and

he is addressed by the king or queen, “ Right Trusty and Well-

beloved.” His children are by courtesy entitled to the prefix

“ Tlie HonouniI)le.”

Barons of the Exchequer were formerly six judges (a chief

baron and fivt; puisne barons) to whom the administration of

justice was committed in causes betwixt the king and his subjects

relative to matters of revenue. Selden,in his Titles of Honour

^

conjectures that they were originally chosen from among the

barons of the kingdom, and hence their name ; but it would

proliably Ik; more exact to say that they were officers of a branch

of the king’s Curia, which was theoretically composed of his

“ barons.” The title has become obsolete since 1875, when the

court of exchequer was merged in the High Court of Judicature.

Barons of the Cinque Ports (originally Hastings, Dover, Hythe,

Romney and Sandwich) were at first the whole body of their

freemen, who were so spoken of in royal charters. But the

style was afterwards restricted to their mayors, jurats, and

(prior to 1831 ) members of the House of Commons elected by the

Cinque Ports, two for each port. Their right to the title is

recognized in many old statutes, but in 1606 the use of the term

in a message from the Lower House drew forth a protest from

the peers, that “ they would never acknowledge any man that

situah in the Lower House to the right or title of a baron of

parliament ” {Lords* Journals). It was the ancient privilege of

these ” barons ” to liear a canopy over' tJie sovereign at his or

her coronation and retain it as their perquisite. They petitioned

as “ barons of the Cinque Ports ” to attend the coronation of

Edward VII., and a deputation was allowed to do so.

Baron and Feme, in English law, is a phrase used for husband

and wife, in relation to each other, who are accounted as one

person. Hence, by the old law of evidence, the one party was
excluded from giving evidence for or against the other in civil

questions, and a relic of this is still preserved in the criminal law.

Baron and Femt, in heraldr>\ is the term used when the coats-

of-anns of a man and his wih* are borne per pale in the same

escutcheon, the man’s being always on the dexter side, and the

woman’s on the sinister. But in this case the woman is supposed

not to be an heiress, for then her coat must be borne by the

huslxtnd on an escutcheon of pretence. (See HsitALDitY.)

The foreign tide of baron is occasionally borne by English

subjects, but confers no precedence in the United Kingdom. It

may be Russian, e.g. Baron Dimsdale (1762) ;
German, «.g.

Boron Stockmar, Baron Hallcett (Hanoverian)
;

Austrian, e.g.

Baron Rothschild (1822), Baron de Worms; Italian, e.g. Baron
Heath

; French, e.g. Boron de Teissier
;
French-Canadian, e.g.

Baron de Longueil (1700) ;
Dutch, e.g. Boron Mackay (Lord

Reay). (J. H. R.)

The Foreign TiUc.-^-On the continent of Europe the title baron,

though the same in its origin, has come, owing to a variety of

causes, to imply a rank and status very different from its con-

notation in the United Kingdom, and again varies considerably

in different countries. Originally baro meant no more than
“ man,” and is so used in the Salic and other ” barbarian

”

laws ; e.g. Si quis mortaudit barum vel feminam, &c. {Lex Aleman,

tit. 76). In this way, too, it was long preserved in the sense of
“ husband,” as in the Assize of Jerusalem (MSS. cap. 98): Si Von
appelle aucune chose femme qui aura baroHy et il la veut deffendre,

il la peut deffendre de son cars, &c. Gradually the word seems

to have come to mean a “ strong or powerful man,” and thus

generally “a magnate.” Finally, in France in the 12th century

the general expression barones was introduced in a restricted

sense, as applied properly to all lords possessing an important fu^f

,

subject U) the nile of primogeniture and thus not liable U'> be

divided up, and held of one overlord alone. Sometimes it in-

cluded ecclesiastical lordships of the first rank. In the x^th

century the Register of King Philip Augustus places the barones

regis Francie next to the dukes and counts holding in chief, the

tide being limited to vassals of the second rank. Towards the

end of the century the title had come to mean that its bearer held

his principal fief direct from the crown, and was therefore more
important than that of count, since many counts were only

mediate vassals. Thus the Icings in granting a duchy or

countship as an apanage to their brothers or sons used the

phrase in comitatum et baroniam. From this period, how-
ever, the title tends to sink in comparative importance.

When, in the 14th century, the feudal lucrarchy was com-
pleted and stereotyped, the barons are ranked not only below

counts, but below viscounts, though in power and possessions

many barons were superior to many a)unts. In any case,

until the 17th centur>% the title of Imron could only be borne

by the holder of a territorial barony ; and it was Louis XIV.
who first cheapened the title in France by creating numerous
liarons by royal letters. This entire dissociation of the title

from the idea of feudal rights and obligations was completed

by Napoleon’s decree of March i, 1808, reviving the ancient

titles. By this instrument the title of baron was to be borne

rx officio by a number of high officials, e.g. ministers, senators,

(’ouncillors of state, archbishops and bishops. It was given

to the 37 mayors who attended the coronation, and could be

claimed by any mayor who had served to the emperor’s satis-

faction for ten years, and by any member of an electoral college

who had attended three sessions. The title wa.s made to descend

in order of primogeniture to legitimate or adopted sons and to

the nephews of bishops, the sole condition being that proof must
be presented of an actual income of 15,000 fr., oif which one-third

should descend with the title. The creation of barons was con-

tinued bv Louis XVIIL, Charles X. and Louis Philippe, and,

suspended at the revolution of 1848, was revived again on a
generous scale by Napoleon III. The tolerant attitude of the

Third Republic towards titles, which it does not officially

recognize, has increased the confusion by facilitating the assump-

tion of the title on very slender grounds of right. The resuH has

been that in France the title of Baron, unless home by the re-

cognized representative of a historic name, not only involves no
political status, but confers also but very slight social distinction.

The same is true, mutoBs mutandis, of most other European
countries, and notably of Italy. In Austria and Germany the
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case » somewhat diffemnt Ihoagh m Latin documents of the

middle ages the term haittmes for litm damm was us«d> it was
^

not ontil the 17th century that the word perhaps under

the influence of ^e court of Veraailles, began to be used as the

equivalent of the old German Fmhm, or free lord of the Empire.

The style Freiherr {liher dominus) implied originally a dynastic

status, and many Freiherren h^ countships wi&out tsdcing

the title of count. When the more important of them styled

themselves counts, the Freiherren sank into an inferior dass of

nobility. The practice of conferring t(ie title Freiherr by imperial

letters was begun in the r6th century by Charles V., was assumed
on the ground of special imperial concessions by many of the

princes of the Empire, and is now exercised by all the German
sovereigns. Though the practice of all the children taking the

title of their father has tended to make that of Baron compara-
tively very common, and has dissociated it from all idea of

territorial possession, it still implies considerable social status

and privilege in countries where a sharp line is drawn between

the caste of “ nobles ” and the common herd, whom no wealth

or intellectual eminence can place on the same social level with

the poorest Adetiger. In Japan the title baron (Dan) is the

lowest of the five titles of nobility introduced in 1885, on the

European model. It was given to the least important eJass of

territorial nobles, but is also bestowed as a title of honour without
reference to territorial possession.

Sec du Cange, Glo^sarium, s. “Bare” (ed. Niort, 1883); John
Selden, Titles 0/ Honor, p. 353 (ed. 1672) ; Achille Lnchairc,
Manuel des institutions fran^ax^s (Paris, iSqz) ;

Maurice Prou.
art. “ Baron ” m La Gvaxide Lncyclopidie. (W. A. J\)

BARONET. Although the origin of this title has been the

subject of learned speculation, it is not known for certain why
it was selected as that of ** a new Dignitic between Barons and
Knights

**
created by James I. The object of its institution was

to raise money for the crown, as was also done by the sale of

peerage dignities under this sovereign. But the money was pro-

fessedly devoted to the support of troops in Ulster, that is, each

grantee was to be liable for the pay of thirty men, at 8d. a day
for three years. This amounted to £1095, which was the sum
paid for the honour. When it was instituted, in May 1611, tlje

king, to keep the baronetage select, covenanted that he would
not create more than two hundred, and that only those who
had £1000 a year in landed estate and whose paternal grand-

fathers had borne arms should receive the honour. But these

qualifications were before long abandoned. As an inducement

to apply for it, it was made to confer the prefix of “ Sir and
“ Lady ” (or “ Dame ^’), and was assigned precedence above
knights, though below the younger sons of barons. Eight years

later (30th of September i6ig), the baronetage of Ireland was
instituted, the king pledging himself not to create more than a
hundred baronets. Meanwhile, questions had arisen as to the

exact precedence of the baronets, and James by royal decree

(28th of May 1612) liad announced that it was his intention to

rank them below the younger sons of barons. As this had the

effect of stopping applications for the honour, James issued a
fresh commission (x8th of November 1614) to encourage them,
and finally, as the Kinges wants might be much relieved out
of the vanities and ambition of the gentric (in Chai^berlain's

words), he granted, in 1616, the further privilege that the heirs

apparent of baronets should be knighted on coming of age.

The baronetage of Nova Scotia was devised in 1624 as a means
of promoting the ** |^ntation ” of that province, and James
announced his intention of creating a hundred baronets, of

whom was to support six cok>niits for two yean (or pay 1000
marks in lieu ther^) and also to pay 1000 marks to Sir William
Alexander (afterwards carl of Stirling), to whom the province

had been gmnted by 'Charter in ifi2i. For this he was to receive

a ** free baronv ” of 16,000 acres in Nova Scotia, and to become
a baronet of ** his Hienes Kingdom of Scotland.’’ James dying
at this poirit, Charies I. carried out the scheme, creating the first

Scottish tMTonet on the 38th of May 1625, covenanting in the

creation charter that the baronets ” of Scotland or of Nova
Scotia ” ahotdd never exceed a hundred and fifty in number, that

4*3
their hein apparent aheuld be knighted on coming of tm, and
that no one should receive the honour who had not fulfilled the

conditions, viz. paid 3000 marks (£166, 13s. 4d.) towards the

plantationof thecolony. Four yeanlater(i7thof November ifiag)

the king wrote to the contractors for baronets,” secognieing

that they had advanced huge sums to Sir William Alexander for

the plantation on the security of the payments to be made
future baronets, and empowering them to offer a further induce^

meot to applicants ; and on the same day he granted to all Nova
Scotia baronets the right to wear about their necks, suspended
by an orange tawny ribbon, a Imdge bearing an azure sakire with

a crowned inescutcheon of the arms of Scotland and’ the motto
'' Fax mentis honestae gloria.” As the required number, how-
ever, could not be completed, Charles announced in 1633 that

English and Irish gentlemen might receive the honour, and in

1634 they began to do so. Yet even so, he was only able to create

a few more than a himdred and twenty in all. In 1638

creation ceased to carry with it the grant of lands in Nova Scotia,

and on the union with England (1707) the Scottish creations

ceased, Bnglish and Scotsmen alike receiving thenceforth

baronetcies of Great Britain.

It is a matter of dispute whether James 1 . had kept faith with

the Imronets of England a.** to limiting their numl)er ; but his son

soon rejected the restriction freely. Creations became one of his

devices for raising money ; blank patents were hawked about,

and in 1641 Nicholas wrote that baronetcies were to be had for

£400 or even for £350 ;
a patent was offered about this time to

Mr Wrottesley of Wrottesley for £300. On the other hand, the

honour api)ears to have been bestowed for nothing on some
ardent royalists when the great struggle began.

Cromwell created a few baronets, but at the Restoration the

honour was bestowed so lavishly that a letter to Sir Richard

Leveson(3rd of June 1660) describes it as ” too common,” and
offers to procure it for any one in return for £300 or £400. Sir

William Wiseman, however, is said to have given £500.

llie history of the baronetage was uneventful till 1783, when in

consequence of the wrongful assumption of baronetcies, an old and
then increasing evil, a royal warrant was issued (6th of December)
directing that no one should be recopized as a baronet in official

documents till he had proved his right to the dignity, and also

that those created in future must register their arms and pedigree

at the Heralds’ College. In consequence of the opposition of the

baronets themselves, the first of these two regulations was
rescinded and the evil remained unabated. Since the union

with Ireland (i8oo) baronets have been created, not as of Great
Britain or of Ireland, but as of the United Kingdom.

In 1834 a movement was initiated by Mr Richard Broun (whose
fatlicr had assumed a Nova Scotia baronetcy some years before),

to obtain certain privileges for the order, but on the advice of the

Heralds’ College, the request was refused. A further petition,

for permission to all baronets to wear a badge, as did those of

Nova Scotia, met with the same fate in 1836. Meanwhile George
IV. had revoked (19th of December 1827), as to all future

creations the right of baronets’ eldest sons to claim knighthood.

Mr Broun cloin^ it mm heir apparent in 1836, and on fiimlly

meeting with refusal, publicly assumed the Imour in 1842, a
foolish and futile act. In 1854 Sir J. Kingston Janies was
knighted as a baronet's son, and Sir Ludlow Cotter simiiarly in

1874, on his coming of age ;
but when Sir Claude de Crespign^’s

son applied for the honour (17th of May 1895), ^ application

was refused, on the ground that the lord ch^oeUor did not

consider tlie clause in the patent (1B05) valid. The reason for

this decision appears to be unknown.
Mr Broun’s subsequent connexion with a scheme for reviving

the territorial claims of the Nova Scotia baronets as poll of a
coloniziiig scheme need not be discussed here* A fresh ^itation

was aroused in 1897 by an order giving the sons of life peers

precedence over baitniets, some o£ whom formed themselves, in

1898, into the Honourable Society of the Baronetage ” for the

maintenance of its privileges. But a royal warrant was issued on
the z5th of August 1898, confirming the precedenoe complained

of as an infringement of their rights. The above body, however.
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bii continued in existence ns the Standing Council of ^the

Bnrofietage/' and succeeded in obtaining invitations for some
representatives of the order to the coronation of King Edward
Vll. It has been sought to obtain badges or other distinctions

for baronets and also to purge the order of wrongful assumptions;

an evil to which the baronetage of Nova Scotia is peculiarly

exp)8ed, owing to the dignity being descendible to collateral

heirs male of the grantee as well as to those of his body. A
departmental committee at the home office was appointed in
fc>oft to consider the question of such assumptions and the best
means of stopping them.

All baronets are entitled to display in their coat of arms, either

on a canton or on an inestnitcheon, the red liand of Ulster, save
those of Nova Scotia, who display, instead of it, the saltire of that
province. The precedency of baronets of Nova Scotia and of
Ireland in relation to those of England was left undetermined by
the Acts of Union, and appears to be still a moot point with
heralds. The premier baronet of England is Sir Hickman Bacon,
whose ancestor was the first to receive the honour in i6ii.

f*ixl0y/s History nf the Baronetage
; Playfair's *' B^Tonetage

(in British h'amily A nhiimiy, voIh. vL-ix.)
; Foster's Baronetaf>e ;

0 . E. Cokuyne's Complete Baronetage; Nichols, “The Dignity ot
Baronet “ (in Herald and (ienealogist, vol. iii.)

(J. H. H.)

BAROIflUS, CAESAR (1538-1607), Italian cardinal and
ecclesiastigal historian, was bom at Sora, and was educated at
Veroli and Naples. At Rome he joined the Oratory in 1 557 under
St Philip Neri (q.v.) and succeeded him as superior in 1593.
Clement VIII., whose confessor he was, made him cardinal in
J596 and librarian of the Vatican. At subsequent conclaves he
was twice nearly elected pope, l)ut on each occasion was opposed
by Spain on account of his work On the Monarchy of Sicily^ in
which he supported the papal claims against tho.se of the Spanish
government. Baronius is best known by his Annales Ecclesias-
iici, undertaken by the order of St Philip as an answer to the
Magdeburg Centuries. After nearly thirty years of lecturing on
the history of the Church at the Vallicella and being trained by
St Philip as a great rmn for a great work, he began to write, and
roduced twelve folios (1588-1607), In the Annales he treats
istory in strict chronological order and keeps theology in the

background. In spite of many errors, especially in Greek history,
in which he had to depend upon secondhand information, the
work of Baronius stands as an honest attempt to write history,
marked with a sincere love of truth. Sarpi, in uiging Casaulion
to write against Baronius, warns him never to charge or suspect
him of bod faith, for no one who knew him could accuse him of
disloyalty to truth. Baronius makes use of the words of St
Augustine ;

“ I shall love with a special love the man who most
rigidly and severely corrects my errors.” He also undertook a
new edition of the Roman martyrology ( 1586), which he purified
of many inaccuracies.

His which end m 1198, were continued by Rinaldi^ vols.,
1670- 1677)* by Lnderchi (3 vola.. 1728-1737); and by Theiner
(3 vols,, 183(5). The moat useful edition ia that of Mansi (38 vols.,
Lucca, 1738-1759), giving X^i's corrections at the foot of each

(E. Tn.)

BARONY, the domain of a baron In Ireland counties
are divided into “ tiaronies,’’ which are equivalent to the
hundreds ** {g>v.) in England, and seem to have been formed

out oi the territories of the Irish chiefs, as each submitted to
English nile (General Report of the Census of England, iv. 181,

1873). In Scotland the term is applied to any huge freehold
estate even when held hy a commoner. Barony also denotes the
rank or dignity of a baron, and the feudal tenure “ by barony.’^
BAROQUE, a technical term, chiefly applicable to architecture,

funiiture and household decoration. Apparently of Spanish
origin-Mi dtmvceo is a large, irregularly-shaped pwrl—the word
was for a time confined to the craft of the jeweller. It indicates
the more extravagant fashions of design that were common in
tShc^ first half of the i8th century, chiefly in Italy and France, in

which everything is fantastic, grotesque, florid or incongruous

—

irregular shapes, meaninglesB forms, an utter lack of restraint
and simplicity. The word suggests much the same order of ideas

as rococo.

BAR088,GABOR (1848-1892), Hungarian statesman, was bom
^at Trencs^n on the 6dii of July 1^8, and educated at £»teigom.
He was for a time oMoithe professors there under Cardinal Kolos
Vaszary. .^ter acquiring considerable local reputation as chief
notary of his countv. he entered parliament in 1875. He at once
atmehed himself to Kdln^ Tisza and remained faithful to his
chief even after the Bosnian occupation had alienated so many
of the supporters of the prime minister. It was he who drew up
the reply to the malcontents on this occasion, for the first time
demonstrating his many-sided ability and his genius for sustained
hard work. But it was in the field of economics that he princi-
pally ^cved his fame. In 1883 he was appointed secretary to
the ministry of ways and communications. Baross, who
prepared himself for quite another career, and had only become
acquainted with the civilized West at the time of the Composition
of 1867, nuLstered, in an incredibly short time, the details of this
difficult department. His zeal, conscientiousness and energy
were so universally recognized, that on the retirement of Gdbor
Kemeny, in 1886, he was appointed minister of ways and com-
munications. He devoted himself tspecMy to the development
of the national railways, and the gigantic network of the Austro-
Hungpian railway system and its unification is mainly his work.
But hiji most original creation in this respect was the zone system,
which immensely facilitated and cheapened the circulation of all
ware.s and produce, and brought the remotest districts into direct
communication with the central point at Budapest. The amal-

I

gamation of the ministry of commerce with the ministry of ways
I

in 1889 further enabled Baross to realize his great idea of making
the trade of Hungary independent of foreign influences, of
incrc^ing the commercial productiveness of the kingdom and
of gaining every pos.sible advantage for her export trade by a
revision of tolls, This patriotic policy provoked loud prote.sts
both from Austria and Germany at the conference of Vienna in

1890, and Baross was obliged somewhat to modify his system.
This was by no means the only instance in which his commercial
policy was attacked and even hampered by foreign courts. But
wherever he was allowed a free hand he introduced epoch-making
reforms in all the branches of his department, including po.-»Ls,

telegraphs, &c. A man of such strength of clmracter was not to
he turned from his course by any amount of opposition, and he
rather enje^yed to be alluded to as “ the iron-handed minister.’*
The crowning point of his railway policy was the regulation of the
Danulpeat the hitherto impassable lron-(iates Rapids by the con-
struction of canals, which opened up the eastern trade to Hungary
and was an event of international importance. It was while
inspecting his work there in March 1892 that he caught a chill,

from which he died on the 8th of May. The day of his burial was
a day of national mourning, and rightly so, for Baross had
dedicated his whole time and genius to the promotion of his
country’s prosperity.

See LA81I6 l>trovic.s, Biography of Gabriel Baross (Hung. Eperies,
(R. N. B.)

BAROTAC NUEVO, a town of the province of Iloilo, Panay,
Philippine Islands, near the Jalaur river, above its mouth on the
S.E. coast, and about 15 m. N.E. of Iloilo, the capital. Pop.

(1903) 9904; in 2903 after the census had been taken the
neighbouring town of Dumangas (pop. 12,428) was annexed to
Barotac Nuevo. The town lies in a fertile plain and deals in rice,

trepang and pina. Here, in what was formerly Dumangas, arc
a fine church and convent, built of iron, pressed brick and marble.
Dumangas was destroyed by fire in June 2900, during a fight with
insurgents, but its rebuilding was b^un in May 1902.

BAROTSl^ BAROTSELAND, a people and county of South
Central Africa. The greater part of the country is a British

protectorate, forming part of Rhodesia. The Barotse are the
paramount tribe in toe region of the Upper 2Uunbezi basin, but
by popular usage toe name is also applied to contiguous subject
tribes, Barotseland being the countiy over which the Barotse
paramount chief exercises authority. The present article treats

(2) of the people, (2) of the country, (3) of the estoblishment of
the British protectorate and of subsequent developments.

I. Tkd Borotoe.-^These people, originally known as Aalui, have
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ooeopied the extensive plain through which the Zambed passes

from 14^ 35' S. to 16^ 35' S. throughout the reigns of tw0nl^-twO|

successive paramount chiefsand therefore approximately since the^

commencement of the 1 7th century. Previously, for an indeftnite

period, they dwelt on the Kaborapo river, 300 m. to the N.E. of

their present country, and here the descendants of a section of the

tribe which did not migrate still remain, under the name Baiok*

wdewa (men of the ambuscade), formerly known as Afilukolui.

That the Barotse at a stfll more remote period emigrated from the

far north-east is indicated by vague tradition as well as by a

certain similarity in type and language to some tribes living in

that direction, though the fact that natives from Mashonaland

can understand those at Lialui (the Barotse capital) has led to the

assumption by some writers tlmt the Barotse are an offshoot of

the Mashona. The variety in type among the Mashona and the

homogeneity of the Barotse would rather point to an opposite

conclusion.

Early in the i^th century a section of the Basuto tribe known
as Makololo trekked from the south of what is now the Orange
River Colony arid fought their way through Bechuanaland and

the Kalahari to the land of the Barotse, whom they ultimately

subdued. Their chief, Sebituane, who as on administrator and
general was far in advance of his compeers, established the rule

of his house for some forty years, until about 1865 an organized

rebellion of the Barotse led to the almost complete extinct win of

this Makololo oligarchy and the reinstatement of the original

dynasty. It was the Makololo who gave die Barotse their present

name (Rotsc, plain —Bwrotse, country of the plain—Mwotse,
man of the plain

—

Maroist, people of the plain, the latter being

inaccurately rendered B<irotse, Ha being the equivalent of Ma
in certain other hingunges).

The Barotse proper are comparatively few in number, but

as is inferred from the fact that for many generations they have

held in sway a country two and a half times the size of Clrcat

Britain, they are the intellectual and physical superiors of the

vast majority of the negro races of Africa. Very black, tall

in stfituro, deep in chest and comparatively speaking refined

in feature, a Barotse is readily distinguishable amidst a mixed
group of natives. Being numerically small they form an oligarchy

in which, with few exceptions, each man holds rank in a chief-

tainship of which there are three grades. Next to the chiefs

rank their descendants who have not themselves acquired chief’s

rank and hold an intermediate position as freeborn
;

all others,

whether members of the subject-tribes or prisoners of war, being,

up to 1906, mere slaves. This class was also graded. Slaves

might own slaves who in their turn might own slaves, the highest

grade always being directly responsible to some Barotse chief.

As a reward of gallantry or ability the'paramount chief occasion-

ally conferred chief’s rank on individuals not of Barotse birth,

and these ipso facto assumed the name and privileges of the

Barotse. It was a counterpart of the feudal system of Europe
in which every grade from king to serf found a plafce. In 19^
the paramount chief, by proclamation, abolished the state of

slaveiy, an act which, however, left untouched the predominant
position of the Barotse and their rights to chieftainship. The
paramount chief shares with a queen {Mokwat} his authority

and prerogatives. The Mokwai is not the wife but the eldest

sister of the ruling chief. With his death her privileges lapse.

Theoretically, these co-rulers arc equal, neiBier may promulgate

a national decree without the assent of the other, but each has

a capital town, coundliors and absolute authority in a province,

the two having joint authority over all other provinoes. In

their code of laws the Barotse show an advance on the standard

of probably any other African negro state. By ri^bt, an aoaised
chief is tried by his peers, each of whom in rotation from junior

to senior gives hk vendict, after which the president roports

the finding of the court to die paramount chief, who passes

sentence. As to their religiotis beliefs the Barotse imagine the

sun to be the embodunent of a great god whose sole care is for

the ameUoration of man. Him they worship, though more pains

are taken to appease evil spirits, in whose existence they also

beGeve^ to whom every evil to which man is hear is attributed.

The spiritt of a!icestaf*--*«pedatty of decamed diwfr^w also

objects of worship. ChristiaAity» of a ProtesUnt evmngehcal

type, was first introduced into the country in by Francois

CoiUird and has made some progress among the peoj^e, among
the converts being Letia, eldest son and heir of l^waiiika> the

paramount duef.

3. Barotsetand, term inchides, in the sense of t^e

country in which the authority of the paramount Barotse duef
is acknowledged, not only the lands of the Barotse proper^ hut
the territory of fifteen contiguous and subject tribes. This

vast territory extends approximately from the Kwfto river in

the west to the Kafue river in the east, and from the Congo-
Zambezi watershed in the north to the linyante or Kiyai^o
river and Zambezi in the south, and may be divided into three

groups :

—

(a) Central provinces directly administered by the paramount
chief from the capital Lialui (a town on 'Bid l^mbesi), by the

Mokwai from Nalolo, and by two chiefs of the blood from

Sesheke

;

(if) Ou%mg provinces over which, in the absence of a ceritml

local system of government, Barotse chiefs administer districts

under the direction of the paramount chief
;
and

(<r) Tribes over whidi the local chiefs are permitted to retain

their position subject to the payment of annual tribute and to

their doing homage in person at Liahii when called up6n to do so.

With tlui publication of the king of Italy’s award in 1905 in

the Anglo-Portuguese Barotse Boundary dispute (see below),

the term Barotseland may be said to hat^ acquired a seexmd
meaning. By this award the western and part of the northern

section of Barotseland a.*? described above were declared to be
outside the dominion ol the paramount chief and therefore not

in the British sphere of influence, while tribal boundaries were

complicated by the introduction of a longitudinal and latitudinal

frontier. Though this award altered the political boundaries,

ethnologically Barotseland remains much as above described.

The area of the country under British protection is about

182,000 sq.m.

Excluding the ridge of high ground running east and west

which, culminating at a height of 5000 ft., forms the Congo-

Zambezi water-parting, the extreme east (Batoka) and the district

in the immediate vicinity of the Victoria Falls (y.o.) throughout

which, with local variations, a red laterite clay prodoroinates,

the main physical features of Barotseland may be described as

a series of heavy white sand undulations covered with sub^

tropical forest vegetation. These arc intersected by alluvium-

chargeda|^||vs through which streams and rivers flow inwards

towardsTB^ntral basin of the Upper Zambezi. There is

evidence one time been the site of a laige lake.

These valle^SJmBpiwards the close of the wet season become

inundated, cattle pasture, the succulence of which

prevents cattlewjjKH; condition towards the end of the dry

season, aa is the dR in many parts of Africa. There seems to

be little or no indication of mineral wealth in the white sand

area, but in the north and east there, is not only every proipect

of a great agricultural and pastoral future but also of consider-

able mining development. Though basalt predominates in the

neighbourhood of the Victoria Falls and large fields of granite

crop up on the Batoka plateau and elsewhne, there is every

indication of the existence of useful minerals in these districts.

Odd, copper, tin, lead, zinc and iron have been discovered.

Mudi of the area of Barotmland is within the healthy zone,

the healthiest districts being the Batoka and Mashikolumbwe
plateaus in the east with extreme fdtitudes of 4400 and 4150 ft.

respectively, and the line of the Congo-Zambezi watershed which
rises to 5000 ft. in many places. The Zambezi valley from the

Victoria Falls (3000 ft) to the Kabompo confluence (3500 it),

though involving little or no risk to health to the traveller,

cannot be considered suitable for white settlement. Taking

into consideration the relative value of altitude to latitude,

the plateaulatid of Barotseland compares very favourably with

existing conditionB elsewhere, bemg sevetal degrees more
temperate than would be expected. Approximately^ the mean

III. 14 a
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ntamim and roinimtim tcni|serature9 stand 8d° and 55^ F.

mpeetively, with an extreme range of 100^ to 55** a^ a
mean annud tempcmtttve of 68° to 70°. The rainfall varies

according to district from 23 to 33 in. a year and has shown
exitaordinary stabilky* Since 1^4, the first year in whidi

a record was taken by Francois ('oillard, Barotseland has known
no droughts, though South Africa has suffered periodically in this

irespect.

The Zambezi, as would Ih* expi^cted, forms a definite boundary

line in the distribution of many species of htuna and flora. In

these respects, as well a:* from an ethnological standpoint,

Barotseland essentially belongs not to South but to Central

Africa* The great river has also served to prevent the spread

from South Africa into Barotseland of such disastrous cattle

diseases a.s tick fevc' and lung sickness.

3. The Estahlhkmeni of British Suzerainty.—By the charter

granted to the British 5iouth Africa Company in October 1889,

the company was allowed to establish its rule in the regions north

of the Middle Zambcizi not included in the Portuguese dominions,

and by a treaty of the iith of June 1891 between Grikt Britain

and Portugal it was declared that the Barotse kingdom was
within the llritish sphere of influence. The dispute between the

contracting powers as to what were the western limits of Barotse-

land was eventually referred to the arbitration of the king of

Italy, whd by his award of the 30th of May 1905, fixed the

frontier at the Kwando river as far north as 22° E., then that

meridian up to the 13° S., which parallel it follows as far east as
24° E., and then that meridian to the Belgian Congo frontier.

In the meantime the British South Africa Company had entered

into friendly relations with Lewanika the paramount chief

of the Barotse, and an administrator was appointed on behalf of

the company to reside in the country. A native police force

under the command of a British officer was raised and magistrates

and district commissioners appointed, in the internal affairs

of the Barotse the company did not interfere, and the relations

between the British and Barotse have hten uniformly friendly.

The pioneers of Western civilization were not, however, the agents

of the Chartered Company, but missionaries. F. S. Arnot, an
Englishman, spent two years in the country (1882-1884) and in

18^ a mission, fruitful of good results, was established by the

Soci6t6 des Missions £vang61iquu$ de Paris. Its first agent was
Francois Coillard (1834-1904), who had previously been engaged

in mission work in Basutoland and who devoted the rest of his

life to the Barotse. Though always an admirer of British

institutions and anxious that the country should ultimately fall

under British jurisdiction, Coillard in the interests^^i mission

was in the first instance anxious to delay the of white
men into the country. It was contrar^goflnpRvice that

Lewanika petitioned the Great assume a
protectorate over his dominions, but fro^M|%omient Great

Britan assumed responsibility and the JKKot of European
civilization became inevitable, all the immence acquired by
CotUard’s exceptional personal magnetism and singleness of

purpose was used to prepare the way for the extension of British

rule. Only those few pioneers who knew the Barotse under the

old conditions can fully realise what civilization and England
owe to the co*operation of this high-minded Frenchman.
Under the Chartered Company’s rule considerable progress has

been made in the development of the resources of the country,

especiallv in opening up the mining districts in the north. The
seat of the administration, Kalomo, is on the Cape to Cairo

railway, about midway between the Zambezi and Kafue rivers.

'Fhe railway reached the Broken Hill copper mines, xio m. N. of

the Kafue, in 190(1, and the Belgian Congo fremtier in 1910. From
LoHto Bay in Portuguese West Africa a railway was being built

in 1909 which would connect with the main line near tlic Congo
frontier. This would not only supply Barotseland with a route to

the sen aitematiwe to the Beira and Cape Town lines, but while

reducing the land mute by many hundred miles would also supply
a seaport outlet 1700 m. nearer England than Cape Town and
thus create a new and more rapid mail route to southern

Bhodesta and the Transvaal. The Zambezi also
, with Kebral>asa

as its one bar to navigation between Barotsdand and the sea,
^wiUsupply a cheap line oi communication. (See Rhodesia.)

See David Livingstone, Miuionary Trovele and Hesearchas in
South Africa (London, 1857) • Major Serpa Pinto, How / crossed
Africa (London. 1881) ; F. Coillard. On the Threshold of Central
Afrtca (London. 1897) ; Major A. St H. Gibbons, Exploration and
Hunting in Central Africa (l^ondon. 1898), Africa South to North
ihroup,k Marntseland (London, 1904) ;

“ journeys in MarotselaiKi,”
Geographical Journal, 1897 ;

“ Travels in tl>e Upper Zambed Basin/*
Geographical Journal, 1901 ; A. Bertrand. Aux pays des Barotse,
haul Zamhise (Paris, 1898) ; Col. Colin Harding. In Remotest Barotse-
land (London. 1905) ; C, W. Mackintosh, Coillard of the Zambesi
(London, 1907), with a bibliography ; L. Decle, Three Years inSavage
Africa (London. 1898). Consultalso the annual reports of the British
South Africa Company, published'iii London. (A, St H. G.)

BAROUCHE (Ger. bartUsche^ Span. barrochOf Ital. baroceio; from
Lat. bi-rotus, double-wheeled), the name of a sort of carriage,
with four wheels and a hood, arranged for two couples to sit

inside facing one another.

BARQUmilBTO, a city of western Venezuela, capital of the
state of I^ra, on the Barquisimeto river, loi m. by rail S.W. of
Tucacas, its port on the (Caribbean coast. Pop. (est. 2899) 40^000.
It is built in a small, fertile valley of the Merida Cordilleras,

19^5 fC above sea-level, has a temperate, healthy climate with
a mean annual temperature of 78° F., and is surrounded by a
higliiy productive country from which are exported coffee, sugar,
cacao and rum. It Ls also an important distributing centre for

neighbouring districts. The city is the scat of a bishopric, is

regularly laid out and well built, and is well provided with
educational and charitable institutions. Barquisimeto was
founded in 1522 by Juan de Villegas, who was exploring the
neighbourhood for gold, and it was first called Nueva Segovia
after his native city. In 1807 its population had risen to 15,000,
principally through its commerci^ importance, but on the 26th
of March 1812 it was totally destroyed by an earthquake, and
with it 1 500 lives, including a part of the revolutionary forces

occupying the town. It was soon rebuilt and is one of the few
cities of Venezuela which have recovered from the ravages of the
war of independence and subsequent disorders.

BARR, a town of (Jermany, in the imperial province of Alsace-
Lorraine, on the Kimeck, 23 m. N. from Schlettstodt by rail. It

has an Evangelical and a Roman Catholic church and consider-

able tanneries. There is an active trade in wine and timber.

Pop. (2900) 5243.

BARRA, or Barray (Scand. Baraey, isle of the ocean), an
island of the outer Hebrides, Inverness-shire, Scotland. Pop.

(1901) 2362. It lies about 5 m. S.W. of South Uist, is 8 m. in

length and from 2 to 4 m. in breadth, save at the sandy isthmus
2 m. below Scurrival Point, where it is only a few hundred yards
broad. The rock formation is gneiss. The highest hill is Heaval
(1260 ft.) and there are several .small lochs. The chief village

is ^tlebay, at which the Glasgow steamer calls once a week.
This place derives its name from the castle of Kishmul standing
on a rock in the bay, which was once the stronghold of the
M‘ Neills of Barra, one of the oldest of Highland clans. There
are remains of ancient chapels, Danish duns and Dniidical

circles on the island. There is communication by ferry with
South Uist. The parish comprises a number of smaller islands

and islets— among them Frida, Gighay, HeUisay, Flodda
to riie N.E., and Vatersay, Pabbay, Mingalay (pop, 135) and
Bcmeray to the S.E.— and contains 4000 acres of arable

land and x8,000 acres of meadow and hill pasture. The cod,

ling and herring fisheries are important, and the coasts abound
with shell-fish, especially cockles, for which it has always been
famous. On Barra Head, the highest point of Bemeray, and also

the most southerly point of the outer Hebrides chain, is a light-

house 680 ft. above high water.

BAHRAOpUR, a town and magisterial subdivision of

British India, in the district of Twenty-four Paiganas, Benf^l
The town is the largest cantonment in Lower Bengal,

accommodation for two batteries of artillery, the wing of a
European regiment and two native battalions. Its name is said

to be derived from the fact of troops having been stationed here

since 2772. It is a station on the Eastern Bengal railway. Job
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Chamdd^ the founder of Calcutta^ erected a bungalow and

established a small bazaar here in The cantonment is

situated on the left bank of the Hugh ; it has also a large bazaar

and several large tanks, and also a parade ground. To the south

of the cantonment is situated the park, created by the taste and

public spirit of Lord Wellesley. Within the park is situated the

Government House, a noble building begun by Lord Minto, and

enlarged into its present state by the marquess of Hastings. The

park is beautifully laid out, and contains a small menagerie. Its

most interesting feature is now Lady Canning’s tomb. Barrack-

pur played an important part in the two Sepoy mutinies of 1824

and 1857. but the details of these belong to the general histoiy

of British rule in India. North Barrackpur had a population in

1901 of 12,600 and south Barrackpur of 19,307.

Barrackpur subdivision was formed in 1904. It contains an

area of 190 sq. m., which, at the census of 1901, had a population of

206,311, a large proportion being workers in the mills on the left

bank of the Hugli.

BARRACKS (derived through the French from the Late Lat.

barra, a bar), the buildings used for the accommodation of

military or naval forces, including the quarters for officers,

warrant officers, non-commissioned officers and men, with their

messes and recreation establishments, regimental offices, shops,

stores, stables, vehicle sheds and other accessory buildings for

military or domestic purposes. The term is usually applied to

permanent structures of brick or stone used for the peace

occupation of troops
;

but many hut barracks of corrugated

iron lined with wood have been built, generally in connexion with

a training ground for troops, and in these the accommodation

given is somewhat less than in permanent barracks, and con-

ditions more nearly approach those of a military encampment.

British System .— accommodation to be given in British

military barracks is scheduled in the Barrack Synopsis, which

contains “ statements of particulars, based upon decisions which

have, from time to time, been laid down by authority, as

regards the military buildings authorized for various units,

and the accommodation and fittings to be provided in connexion

therewith.” Each item of ordinary accommodation is described

in the synopsis, and the areas and cubic contents of rooms

therein laid down form the basis of the designs for any new

barrack buildings. Supplementary to the synopsis is a series of

” Standard Plans,” which illustrate how the accommodation

may be conveniently arranged ;
the object of the issue of these

plans is to put in convenient form the best points of previous

designs, and to avoid the necessity of making an entirely fresh

design for each building that is to be erected, by using the standard

type modified to suit local conditions. External appearance

is considered with regard to the materials to be used, and the

position the buildings arc to occupy ;
convenience of plan and

sound sanitary construction being the principal objects rather

than external effect, designs are usually simple, and depend for

architectural effect more on the grouping and balance of the

parts than on ornamentation such as would add to expense. The

synopsis and standard plans are from time to time revised, and

brought up to date as improvements suggest themselves, and

increases in scale of accommodation are authorized, after due

consideration of the financial effect
;
so that systematic e^volution

of barrack design is carried on.

Modern British Barracks .—A description of a modem barrack

for a battalion of infantry will give an idea of the standard of

accommodation which is now authorized, and to which older

barracks are gradually remodelled as funds permit. The un-

married soldiers are quartered in barrack-rooms usually planned

to contain twelve men in each ; this number forms a convenient

division to suit the organization of the company, and is more

popular with the men than the larger numbers which were

formerly the rule in each barrack-room
;

there is a greater

privacy, wkUst the number is not too small to keep up the feeling

of barrack-room comradeship which plays an important part

in the soldier’s training. The rooms give 600 cub. ft. of air per

man, and have windows on each side: the beds are spaced

betsveen the windows so that only one bed comes in a corner, and

not more than two between any two windows : inlet veniiiators

are fixed high up in the side walls, and an extract shaft wanned
by the chimney flue keeps up a circulation of air through the

room : the door is usually at one end of the room and the fire-

place at the opposite end : over each man’s bed is a locker and

shelf where he keeps his kit, and his rifle stands near the h^d of

his bed . Convenient of access from the door to the barrack-room

is theablution-mom with basins and foot-bath ; also discemneoted

by a lobby is a water-closet and urinal for night use, others fprday

use being provided in separate external blocks. Baths are usually

grouped in a central bath-house adjacent to the cook-house, and

have hot water laid on. For every two or four barrack-rooms,

a small single room is provided for the occupation of the sergieant

in charge, who is responsible for the safety of a small store,

where men may leave their rifle and kit when going on furlough.

Adjacent to the barrack blocks and next to the cook-house are

arranged the dining-rooms where the men assemble for their

meals ;
no food is now served in the barrack-rooms, and the air

in them is thus kept much purer and fresher than under the old

system. The dining-rooms arc lofty and well ventilated, and

are warmed by hbt WAtcr ;
tables and forms are arranged so as

to make the most of the space, and room is provided for all the

men to dine simultaneously.

Next to the dining-room is the cook-house where the meals for

a half battalion are cooked, and served direct to the dining-rooms

cn each side. Wash-up rooms are arranged off the icrving-Iobby

with plate-racks and shelves for the storage of the crockery after

it has been washed. The cooking apparatus is designed for

economical use of coal fuel, and, if carefully used, consumes little

more than | lb of coal per man per day. The cook-house

is well lighted and ventilated by a top lantern
;
tables, dressers,

and pastry slab am provided for prei^ring and serving; the meals,

and a sink for washing kitchen utensils. Under the kitchen block

is a basement containing the boiler for heating the ditiing-roo^

and another for the supply of hot water to baths and sinks, with

in some cases also a hot-air furnace for heating drying-rooms, for

drying the men's clothing when they come in wet from a fxiute-

march or field day. Not far from the barmde blocks is placed the

recreation establishment or soldiers’ club, where the rank and filf

may go for rdaxation and amusement when off duty ;
this

establishment has,on the ground floor,a large and lofty room with

a stage at one end for lectures or entertainments, and at the other
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•ad k a wpper bw, extending acK>« the i^weiafe^

and^oSer light lefreshmentt are mid ,• taWe* a« also

ananged lor suppers. A grocery shop is provided where the^
and JSr familS^may putch^ goods

atiangements at wholesale pnccs, and

than IS necessary to keep the iastitution self-supportti^. (to

fint floor are biUiaKi and games room, reading-room and libr^,

andLting-roMn. The manager’sq^r and kitchm pre^
completely establishment. Near the recr^hon estaUisl^t

is tte canteen, devoted solely to the sale of l^r, P«*

mittcd to vie in attrartivcnesH with the recreation establishment.

A bar is provided for the soldiers, a separate room for corporis,

and a iuR domrtment for the supply of the families
;
this building

also hasB m^age’^ s quarter attached to it, and an office for the

checking of accounts. .

For the senior non-commtssioned officers a sergeants mess is

provided, containing dining-room, reading-room and billiard-

room, with kitchen jiremises and liquor store, which also has a

jug department for the sergeants’ families. The single non-

commissioned officers have all ti.cir meals in this mes^ and

the married members also use it as a club. T he warrant omcers,

and die proportion of non-commissioned officers and men who are

on the married t*stablishment, are provided with accommodation

at some little distance from the men’s barracks. Tn all recent

schemes, on open sites, sclf-(X)ntained cottages have xien built,

and these are more iiofiular than the older pattern of tenement

buildings approarheil by common staircases or verandahs. Ihe

warrant oflicers are allowed a living-room, kitchen, and sculler\',

with three bedrooms and a bathroom. The married soldiers

have a living room, .scullery, and one, two, or three bedrooms

according to the sizii of their families. A laundry is provided

adjacent to the married quarters, equipped with washing-troughs,

wringer, drying -closet, and ironing- room ;
and the worroai are

encouraged to use this in preference to doing washing in their

Quarters.—At a little distance from tlie men’s barmcks,

and usually looking o\’er the parade or cricket ground, is the

officers’ mess. This building has an entrance-hall with band

alcove, where the band plays on guest nighis
;
on one side of the

hall is the mess-room (or dining-room), and on the other the ante-

room (or reading-room), whilst the billiard-room and kitchen arc

kept to the back so that lantern lights can be arranged for. A

mess office is provided, and all the accessories required for the

mess waiters’ department, including pantr>", plate-closet and

cifllarage, and for the kitchen or mess-man’s department, with

also a quarter for the meis-man. The officers’ quartere are usually

arranged in wings extending the frontage of the mess building, and

in a storey over the mess itself. Each officer has a large

part of which is partitioned off for a Utedroom, and the field

officer are allowed two rooms. The soldier rermnt, told off to

each officer, has a small room allotted for clmlihig purposes, and

bathrooms, supplied with hot water from the mess kitchw, are

centrally situated. A detached house, containing three sitting-

rooms, seven bed- and dressing-rooms, bathroom, kitchen, serv-

ants’ hall, and the usual accessories, is provided for the command-

ing officer : also a smaller house, having two sitting-rooms, four

bedrooms, bath, kitchen, &c., for the quartermastcT, Other regi-

mental mamed officers are not provided for, and have to arra^c

to house themselves, a lodging allowance being usually gra^ra.

RfftttMHkU Accessories,—ApKtt from the buildings providing

aooommodation, others are required for administrative and

military purposes, lliese are tlie gugM house and regimental

offices, the small-arm ammunition store, the fire*cng|^ house,

the drill and gymnastic h#ll, and the medical inspeirtion bio« wtn

dispensary, where the sick ate seen by a medical omcer and eimer

prescribed for or sent into hospital, as may be necessary. StaW^

are provided for the officers* and t^nsport horses, and a vciuclc

shed and itorehousa for the mobiliaation equipment atom arc

required for bread, meat, coal, clothing, and for iiiu«etry,

signalling, and general small ftorcs under the quartarMs^ s

chaige-also workshepa for armourers, (^ipcnttrs, plumbere,

painreif and gJaaiere, ehoemakere, and tailors. Mention of the

fives court, recreation pound and parade ground completes the

description of a baittahon barrack.
. * . * i

Caoalty Barr«db.*-*The accommodation provnW tor cav^
is very similar to that already described tor mfantry. The

barrack blocks are arranged to suit the orgammtwn of the

regiment, and are placed so that the men can turn out wdily and

grt to their horees. Detached buUdings are provided for cavalty

troop stables, one block for the hones of^ troop. Formerly

stables were often built for convenience with the barrack-iwms

over them; but this system has been abandoned on ^itarjr

arounds, to ty benefit of both men and horses. Each horse is

oiven i too cub. ft. of air space, the horses’ heads are turned to the

outer walls, and provision is made, by traversed air-ducts Mow
the mangers, for fresh air to supplied to the horses while lying

down. Above the horses’ heads are windows which are arranged

to open inwards, being hinged at the bottom and fitted with

hopper cheeks to avoid direct draught. Ridge ventilation and

skylights are given, so that all parts of the stable are well lighted

and airy.
. , , . .

Cast-iron mangers and hay-racks are provided, and the horses

are separated by bails, with chains to manger brack^ and heel

posts
;
saddle brackets are fixed to the heel posts. Each stable

has a troop store, where spare saddles and gear are kept ,* wsom
expense forage store, in which the day’s ration, after issue in bulk

from the forage bam, is kept until it is given out m feeds. The

stables are paved with blue Staffordshire paving bricks, graded

to a collecting channel carrying the drainage well clear ot the

building, before it is taken into a gully.

The space between the blocks of stables is paved with cement

concrete to form a yard, and horse-troughs, litter-sheds and

dung-pits are provided. Officers’ stables are built in separate

blocks, and usually have only one row of stalls ;
the stalls

divided by partitions, and separate saddle-rooms are provided.

Stalls and loi:>se boxes in infirmaTy stables give 2000 cub. ft. ot

air space per horse and are placed at some distance from the troop

stables in a separate enclosure. A forge and shoeing shed is

provided in a detached block near the troop stables. A forage

barn and granary is usually built to hold a fortnight s supply,

and a chaff-cutter driven by horse power is fixed close by.

Cavalry regiments each have a large covered riding school, ana

a number of open maneges, for exercise and riding instruction.

Artillery, The accommodation provided for horse and field

artillery i.s arranged to suit their organization in batteries and

brigades, and is generally similar to that already desenbed, with

the addition of vehicle sheds for guns and ammunition wagons,

and special shops for wheelers and saddlers. A^ommodation

for other units follows the general lines already laid down,

but has to be arranged to suit the particular organization and

requirements of each unit.

Garrison Accessories.—In every large military itotion m
addition to the regimenul buildings which liave been deacribcd,

a number of buildings and works are required for the of

the garrison generidly. Military hospitals ore establisted at

home and abroad for the treatment of sick officers and soldiers as

well as their wives and families. Military hospitals are classing

as foUows First-grade hospitals are Iwge central hospitals

serving important districts. These hospitals are complete m
themselves and fully equipped for the carrying out of operations

of all kinds
;
they generally contain wards for officers, ^d may

have attached to them separate isolation hospitals to the treat-

ment of infectious cases, and military families’ hos^tate for

women and children. Seconditrade hospitals are smaller m aze

and less fully equipped, but are capable of acti^ independently

and have operation rooms. Third-grade hospitals or reception

stations are required for small stations princip^ly, to act os

feeders to the large hospitals, and todeal with accident and non-

transportable cases. The principles of construction of

hospitals do not differ materially from the best modern civil

pn^oe ;
aU B« now buUt on the pavilion system with

m corrkiora arranged so as to hiterfate as little as possiWe with

thefreedroulationofairbetwewitheWocks. Thesheiscar^y

selected and endosed with ndlhigs. -The adnamstration Mock
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is centrally placed, with ward blocks on each side, and accessary

buildings placed Where most convenient : the tsolatian wards
are in a retired position and divided off from the hospital

enclosure. Ward blocks usually have two storeys, and the

ordinary large wards provide isoo cub. ft. of air space per

patient. A due proportion of special case and other spedal

wards is arranged in which the space per patient is greater or

less, as necessary.

Army 5ch4>dls are built to give slightly more liberalaccommoda-
tion than is laid down as theminimum by the Board of Kducation,

but the principles of planning are much the same as in civil

elementary schools. Schools are usually placed between the

married quarters and the barracks, so as to serve both for the

instruction of the men, when working for educational certificates,

and for the education of the children of the married soldiers.

Garrison churches are built when arrangements for the troops

to attend divine service at neighbouring places of worsmp
cannot well be made. Only two military prisons now remain,

viz. Dover and Curragh, and these are for soldiers discharged

from the service with ignominy . Kor ordinary sentences detention

barracks and branch detention barracks are attached to the mili-

tary commands and districts : these are constructed in accord-

ance with the home office regulations ; but crime in the army
fortunately continues to decrease, and little accommodation has

recently been added. Barrack expense stores for the issue of

bedding, utensils and other stores for which the troops depiend

upon tlie Army Service Corps, are necessary in all barracks
;
and

in large stations a supply depot for the iR.su€ of provisions, with

al^ttoir and bakery attached to it, may be neexsssary. An
engineer office with building yard and workshops to deal with the

ordinary duties in connexion with the upkeep of War Department

property is required at every station, and for large stations such

as Aldershot, it may be necessary to undertake special water

.supply schemes, works for disposal of sewage, and for the supply

of electricity or gas for lighting the barracks. The system of

roads, pipes and mains within the barracks are in all cases

maintained by the Royal Engineers, as well as the buildings

themselves. District and brigade offices are necessary for the

administration of laqge units, and quarters for the general officer

commanding and the headquarters staff may sometimes be

required.

Location of Barracks .
—^The selection of a healthy site for a

barrack building or new military .station is a matter of great

importance. In the earlier days of barrack construction, barracks

were, for political reasons, usually built in large towns, where

troops would be at hand for putting down disturbances, and
cramped and inconvenient buildings of many storeys, were

erected on a small piece of ground often Burrounded by the worst

slums of the city
;

such, for example, were the Ship Street

barracks in Dublin, and the cavalry barracks at Hulme, Man-

chester. Worse still were cases where an existing building,

such as the Linen Hall in Dublin, was purchased, and convert^
into barracks with little regard for the convenience of Hie

occupants, and a total disregaH for the need of a free circulation

of pure air in and about the buildings, which is the first condition

of health. In the present day, except in a few cases where strong

local influence is allowed to prevail to retain troopn in towns,

where t5«ir presence, and perhaps the money they' spend, are

appreciated for patriotic or other motives, every opportunity is

taken to move troops from the vidnity oi crowded towns, and

quarter them in barracks or hutmefOtB built in the open country.

Due regard can then be given to sanitary location, and mikta^
training can more eftectiwdy be carried out. With improvementt
in communication by rtA, road and telegraph, Bupjaort to the

dvil power in cese hf distcRbaiioe can ^wayi be afforded in

good time, without penraraemly stationing troope in the actual

locality where their assistanoe may be needed. It has been

recognbod^eter shice the Crimean War, that the leading principle

of bffrradc pdlicy must, in the future^ be to lacRitate in peace

time thetrainingof the airmy for war, and that this can only be

done by qnoftemigtsnops in large bodies^ indoding all braneiics

fd theieryicei ln|Miiitiims where they have epooe lor tiainiiig,

gun and rifle practice, and xnanotuvdogi The camps at Aide^

shot, Colchester, Shomdifie and Curragh were accordi^ly

star^ between 1856 and x86o. and the same policy has since

been contmued by the acquisition of StrensaU Common, mw
York, Kilworth domain, near Fermoy, the lease of a .^rtioii of

Dartmoor and a large area at Glen Imoal in Co, Wicklow, and

the purchase of the Stobs estate in Scotland and of a latga part

of S^bury Plain.

Barrack Construction.-^Tht history of barrack construction

in Great Britain is an interesting study, but can only Jiie touched

on briefly. As long as operations in the field were earned on by

troops levied especially for the war in hand, no barracks apart

from fortifications were required, except those for the royal

bodyguard ; and even after the standing army exceeded t^se

limits, the necessity for additional barracks was often avoided

by having recourse to the device of billeting, ue. quartering

the soldiers on the populations of the towns where they were

posted. This, however, was a device burdensome to tlie p^ple,

subversive of discipline, and prejudicial to military efficiency

in many ways, while it exposed the scattered soldiers to many
temptations to disloyalty. Hence barracks were gradually pro-

vided, at first in places where such an arrangement was most

necessary owing to the paucity of the population, or where cem-

centration of troops was most important, owing to the dis-

affection of some of the inhabitants. The earliest barracks

of which there is any record as regards England, were those for

the foot guards, erected in 1660. Among the earliest of those

still existing are the Royal Barracks at DuUin, dating from l^oo,

and during the i8th century barradts were built in several parts

of Ireland
;
but in England it was at the end of the rSth and

beginning of the igth century that most of the earlier barrows
were constructed. So long as barracks were mainly in connexion

with fortresses tlieir construction naturally fell to the duty of the

King’s Engineers, afterwards the Corps of Engineers, working

under the master-general of the ordnance. About 1796, however,

a special civil department was formed under the commissioners

for the affairs of barracks, to deal witli barracks apart from

fortifications. In 1816 we find a warrant appointing a civilian

comptroller of the barrack department to deal with the erection

and upkeep of barracks and barrack hospitals not within fortified

places. This warrant gives one of the earliest records of the

nature of accommodation provided, and a few extracts from

it are worth notice. No definite regulations a.s to cubic or floor

space per man are laid down ; but in the infantry, twelve men,

and in the cavalry, eight men are allotted to one room. Bed-

steads or berths ’’ are allowed, ** a single one to each man, or

a double one to two men,” or ” hammocks where necessary.”

The married soldier’s wife is barely recognized, as shown by the

following extract

”

The comptroller of the barrack department

may, if he sees fit, and when it in no shape interferes with or

straitens the acconunodation of the men, permit (as an occasional

indulgence, and as tending to promote cleanliness, and the con-

venience of the soldier) four married women per troop or company

of sixty men, and six per troop or company of a hundred men,

to be resident within the barracks ;
but no one article shall

on this account be furnished by the barrack^masterg, upon any
oonsideratioR whallhver. And if the barrack-masters perceive

that any mischief, or damage, arises from such indulgence, the

commanding officer shall, on their representation, displace such

wcmien. Nor shall any dogs be suffered to be kept in the rooms

of any barrack or hospital.” Another regulation says :
” Where

kitchens are provided lor the soldiers, they shall not be allowed

to dress their provisions in any otlw places.” In about 1818

Hie eivH barrack department was abolished qn acoount of abuses

which had grown up, and the duke of Wellington as master'

general of the ordnanoe and ammander-inrdnief tzanaferred

to the corps of Boyal Engineers the duties of oonstruqtioii and
maintcaance of bamcks, la xSafi a oouise of prac^^ql archi-

tecture was started at the school of militaiy engmeering at

Chatham imdar IdcumnimKkioQdl (afterwards w Charles)

Pasley, the fkot commandant, of the schoob who hipuwlf Wfofe

an outline of the oourae. WcUingtOB inurested himielf
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buMck question, and under his or^ single

5S*Subekuted for the wooden berths, *]»».“«»

.lent in the same bed, then a certain cubical space per

m*.n Was aHotted, and ccx)k-hou»es and ablution-rooms were

Next sergeants’ messes were started, and ball courts

allowed for the recreation of the men. It wm not, howevM,

Si after the Crimean War that public attention was diw^
K , fi.. renort dated i8<7 of the royal commission on the

wnitory sWte of the army, to the high death-rate, and ce^n

sanitar^ defecU in barracks and hospitals,

J^fertive ventilation, bad drainage and msuffiaent m«ns of

S?nranrd^lin«», to which this excessive mortality was

SriSf±i««. to »>. -itoy

condition of barracks and

tion of the barracks in the United Kingdotn, and reported m

1861. This was followed by similar commissions to ex«n«e

the barracks in the Mediterranean stations and m India. lh«»e

commissions, besides making valuable ^

!

improvement of almost every bairack

down the general sanitary principles applicable to the arra g

ment and construction of military barracks and liOTpitals ;
and

in spite of the lapse of time, the reports repay close study by

any one interested in sanitary science as appli^ to the

tion and improvement of such buildings. The names of Sid y

Herbert (afterwards Lord Herbert of

Sir Douglas) Galton.R.E.. and John Sutherland, M.D., stand

out prominently among those who contributed to

The commission lyas constituted a standing body m 1862, and

continues its work to the present day ,
under the name of the Army

Sanitary Committee, which advises the secretary of state for

war on all sites for new barracks or hospitals, also upon type

plans, especially as to sanitary details, and imnciples of sanitary

construction and fitments. A definite standard of ^onunoda-

tiim was laid down, which formed the liasis of first issue of

the Barrack Svrtopsis in 1865. A general order dated 184.S h^
diriK-ted that a space of 45° to 500 cub. ft. per mw should be

provided in all new barracks at home stations ;
but this had

not liccn applied to existing liarracks or buildings appropriated

ns such, and when detailed examination was made, it wm found

that some men had actually less than 250 cub. ft., and out <d

accommodation for nominally soldiers, 2003 only had

600 cub. ft. per man, which was the minimurn scale now laid

down by the royal commission of 1857. To give eveiy soldier

his allotted amount of 600 cub. ft., meant a reduction m accom-

modation of the barracks by nearly one-thirf the number.

Many buildings were condemned as being entirely unsuitable for

use as barracks ;
in other cases improvements were pOMible by

alterations to buildings and opening-up of sites. V«^on of

the rooms wm greatly improved, cook-houses, aWutton-rooms

and sanitary accessories were carefully exammed

scale laid down. Separate quarters for the mamed soldiers did

not exist in many barracks, and in some instances ir^ied men s

beds were found in the men’s barrack-rooms without even a

screen to separate them ;
in other cases, married peopjejwe

accommodated together in a barrack-^, with only a blanto

hung on a cord as a screen between the different families, ihe

recommendatioin of the committee result^ in a single room

being allott^ to idl married soldiers, and th» accommoda-

tion has gradually improved up to the comfortable cottage now

'^i^^'the time of this first thorou^ 'inquiry into barrwk

accommodation, steady and systematic progrw

Although lack of funds has always hampered rapwlpnigrw,

and keeps the accommodation actually exulting bdow the

stondaH^imad at, much has been done to imorove

condition in this respect. Numerowreg^tri^ttaa^thw
barracks were built under the Military

ofi87s. The Barracks Act of 1890 replaced tly wonniut huts

at Aldershot, Cohdiefter, Shotndifle and C^rt^

and saidtary permanent buadings, airf fi«her ai^ti.^^
improva^ts tave been made under the Mihtary Worta Acu

of 1807, 1899 airf 1901. As some evidence of the_pract^ residt

of the care and money that has been expended on this work,

it is interesting to note that while, in 1857, the annual rate

of mortality in the army at home per 1000 men was 17-5 (c^-

nared with 9 2 for the dvil male population of coiropondi^

kge), forty years later, in 1897, the rate of mortality in the

army was only 3*42 per 1000. No doubt, improved barrack

accommodation contributed greatly to this rrault. Barrwk con-

struction work remained in the hands of the Corps of Koyw

Engineers until 1904, when a eivU department wm again formed

under an architect styled “ director of bartaA construction, to

deal with the construction of barracks at home stations, and

the construction and maintenance of military hospitals.

British CafouiVri.—Barracks at cdonial sta^ are govern^

by the genend scale of accommodation in the Barrack Syriepsts,

modified according to the climate of the station, in the

direction of increase in floor area and height of rooms. In the

planning of rooms for occupation in tropi^ or sub-tropicd

countries provision hM to be made for the freest possible

circulation of air through the buildings. The wdls have to be

protected by verandahs from the direct rays of the sun, and the

special local domestic arrangements have to taken into con-

sideration. For example, in hot countries it is usually undesir-

able to have kitchens directly attadied to the dwelling-houses,

sanitary arrangements vary according to the methods adoplexi,

and in some cmcs it is necessary to provide a free circulation

of air below the ground floors of aU inhabited buddings^ raismg

them off the ground some 4 ft. The Mpect of the buildings will

usually be arWed so m to catch the prevailing wind, and the

mode of construction varies greatly according to the custom

and resources of the country. ^

Indian Barracks.—In India, barracks for the Bntish troops are

built by the Royal Engineer officers detailed for mditory work

duties, assisted by military foremen, who ^ss through the avil

engineering colleges, and by a native subordinate stoff. The

scale of accommodation to be provided is Imd down in the Indian

army regulations, and is for the private soldier

is allowed by the home government for any of the colonml

stations. The barrack-rooms are lofty and airy, with verwidahs

all round, and clerestory windows. Roofs are usually of double

tiling. The allowance of space is 90 sq. ft. per man m rooms ^
ft. hLh, with, in addition, a day room adjoiiung for the use d toe

men to their meals or as a sitting-room. Recreation estabUsh-

ments are liberally provided to, and other means of r^^tion,

such as bowUng and skittie alleys, fives courts, plunge baths and

cricket grounds, are given. Separate blocks of mamed quarters

are provided, and schools to toe children. Hospital accomo-

dation on a higher scale than at home is '!®®®«ary ;
but h 11

sanatoria have In recent years done m^. t°

of the troops by giving change of air, during the hot weather, to

a large proportion of the men and families. Piped water

have repkre^d the old wells at many stations, and attention is

being directed to improved cooking and sanitary arrangements.

^(U Barracks.—in recent years, large naval teiracks have

been built, notably at Portsmouth, Chatham and Dem^'^-
These differ from military barracks ptindpidly m that they keep

up the system of board-ship life to whfch the nien«ro
*Ti^:

Large lirrack-rooms are provided with caulked

decks, and have rows of hammocks slung across them ;
these are

stowed in the day-time, when toe rooms are used «
Ablution and sanitary arrangements

basement floors. Fine recreation

have been built. The officera’ messes have sjflewhd public rooms,

but the officers’ quarters are not to laigemm
though no doubt spacious to the naval officer, accusttm*^

is small cabin. M*rtied quarters to tbemenare not provided

except in connexion with coaatguaid sta^itt.

CwmfriM.—A great numlto of

barracks are erected in the form of a targe block of three« four

storeys containing all the acooeamodation accessm^Jor

officers, married and tin(^
olacomptatebattalioBorrigimeitatoowbuading. Soineofthe
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modem barracdcS) howrever, an arrang^ more on the pavilion

system with separate blocks ;
but the single block system is well

liked on account ol its compactness and the fadU^ it gives for

supervision
;

it is also more satisfactory from the architectural

point of view. The system of allotment and arrangement of

accommodation for these two great armies does not differ much,
except in detail, from that adopted by the British army. The
floor and cubic space allotted per man is a little less

; accommoda-
tion for officers is not usually provided, except to a limited extent,

unless the barracks are on a country site. The German army,
however, now provides every regiment with a fine officers’ mew-
house furnished at the public expense. Married quarters for

some of the non-commissioned officers are provided, but not for

privates. American barracks are interesting, as providing for

perliaps a higher class of recruit than usual; they are well

designed and superior finish internally is given. The barracks are

arranged usually on the separate block system, and centre round

a post-exchange or soldiers’ club, which is a combined recreation

establishment, gymnasium and sergeants’ mess, with bath-house

attached. Canteens for the sale of liquor were abolished in 1901.

See The Barrack Synopsis (1905) ; The Handbook of Design and
Construction of Military Buildings (iot>5) : The Army Hegulations,

India, val. xii. (E. N. S.)

BARRANDE, JOACHIM (1799-1883), Austrian geologist and
palaeontologist, was born at Saugues, Haute Loire, on the iith

ofAugust 1799, and educated in the ftcole Polytechnique at Paris.

Although he had received the training of an engineer, his first

appointment was that of tutor to the due de Bordeaux (aherwards

known as the comte de Cliambord), grandson of Charles X., and

when the king abdicated in 1830, Barrande accompanied the

royal exiles to England and Scotland, and afterwards to Prague.

Settling in that city in 1831, he became occupied in engineering

works, and his attention was then attracted to the fossils from the

Lower Palaeozoic rocks of Bohemia. The publication in 1839 of

Murchison’s Silurian System incited Barrande to carry on syste-

matic researches on the equivalent strata in Bohemia. For ten

years (1840-1850) he made a detailed study of these rocks,

engaging workmen specially to collect fossils, and in this way
he obtained upwards of 3500 species of graptolites, brachiopoda,

mollusca, Crustacea (particularly trilobites) and fishes. Tlie

first volume of his great work, Systime silurien du centre de la

Boheme (dealing with trilobites), appeared in 1852 ; and from

that date until 1881, he issued twenty-one quarto volumes of

text and plates. Two other volumes were issued after his death

in 1887 and 1894. Tt is estimated that he spent nearly £10,000

on these works. In addition he published a large number of

separate papers. In recognition of his important researches

the Geological Society of London in 1855 awarded to him the

Wollaston medal.

The term Silurian was employed by Barrande, after Murchison,

in a more comprehensive sense than was justified by subsequent

knowledge. Thus the Silurian rocks of Bohemia were divided

into certain stages (A to H)—the two lowermost, A and B without

fossils (Azoic), succeeded by the third stage, C, which included

the primordial zone, since recognized as pait of the Camlman of

Sedgwick. The fourth stage (litage DJ, the true lower Silurian,

was described by Barrande as including isolated patches of strata

with organic remains like those of the Upper Silurian! These

assembkges of fossils were desigimted Colonies,” and regarded

as evidence of the eaiiy introduction into the area of species from

neighbouring districti,that becamelocally extinct,and reappeaied

in later stages. The interpretation of Barrande was questioned

in 1854 by Edward Forto, who pointed to the disturbanoet,

overturns and cnimpluigs in the older rocks as affording a more
reasonable explanation of the oocmrrenoe of strata With newer

fosdls anfiid those containing older ones. Other geologists sul>-

sequantly qitestioiied the doctrine of Colonies.” In 1880 Dt

J. £. Marr, from a pdnonal tftudy in the field, brought forward

evidence to show that the vepetiitaons of the fossUifmus strata

on wbM the ” Colonies ” were based were due to faults. The
later stages of Barrande, F, G and H, have since been shown by

EoauradikiedriohslIciiM (b. 1843) to be Devionian.

+3^
I>espite these modifioatioas inthe originalgroupuiga of theatraia^

it is recognized that Bamnde made Bohemia dassic ground lor

the study of the oldest fossiliferous fonaations.^^ He died at

Frohsdorf oa the 5th of October 1883.

See “ Sketch of the l.ifo of Joiichim Barrande,** Goof. Mag. (i8fi3>.

p. jao fwith portrait),

BARRANQUIL^a city and port ofColmbia, South Amesica,

capital of a province of the same name in the department of

Atlantko, on the left bank of the Magdalena river about 7 xhv

above its mouth and 18^ m. by rail from its seaport, Fuerto
Colombia. Pop. (est 190a) 31,000. Owing to a dangerous bar

at the mouth of the Magdalena the trade of the extensive territory

tributary to that river, which is about 60% of that of the entire

country, must pass in great part through Barranquilla and its

seaport, making it the principd oommercid centre of the repudic.

Savanilla was used as a seaport until about^iSqo, when shoals

caused by drifting sands compelled a removal to Puerto Colombia,

a short distance westward, where a steel pier, 4000 ft. in length,

has been constructed to facilitate the handling of freight. The
navigation of the Magdalena is carried on by means of light-

draught steamboats which ascend to Yeguas, 14 m. below Honda,
where goods are transhipped by rail to the latter place, and thence

by pack animals to Bogotd, or by smaller boats to points farther

up the river. Barranquilla was originally founded in 1629, but

attracted no attention as a commercial centre until about the

middle of the 19th century, when efforts were initiated to secure

tlie trade passing through Cartagena. The city is built on a low

plain, is regularly laid out, and has many fine warehouses, public

buildings and residences, but its greater part, however, consists

of mud-walled cabins supported by bamboo (guadua) framework
and thatched with rushes. 'I’he water-supply is drawn from the

Magdalena, and the city is provided with telephone, electric light

and tram services. Owing to periodical inundations, the sur-

rounding country is but little cultivated, and the greater part of

the population, which is of the mixed type common to the low-

lands of Colombia, is engaged in no settled productive occupation.

^

BARRAfi, PAUL FRANCOIS NIOOLAB, Comtb be (1755-

1829), member of the French Directory of 1795-1799, was
descended from a noble family of Provence, and was bom at

Fox-Amphoux. At the age of sixteen he entered the regiment

of Languedoc as ” gentleman cadet,” but embarked lor India in

: 1776. After an adventurous voyage he reached Pondicherry and
sliared in the defence of that city, which ended in its capitulation

to the British on the 18th of October 1778. The garrison being

released, Barras returned to France. After taking part in a
second expedition to the East Indies in 1783^1783, he left the

army and occupied the following years with the frivolities con-

gen^ to his class and to his nature. At the outbreak of the

Revolution in 1789, he espoused the democratic cause, and
became one of the administratdp of the department the Var.

In June 1792 he took his seat in the high national court at

Orleans
;
and later in tliat year, on the outbreak of war with the

kingdom of Sardinia, he became commissioner to the French

army of Italy, and entered the Convention (the third of the

national assemblies of France) as a deputy for the department

of the Var. In January 1793 he voted with the majority for the

death of Louis XVL Much of his time, however, was spent in

missions to the districts of the south-east of France
; and in this

way he made the acquaintance of Bonaparte at the siege of

Toulon. As an example of the incorrectness of the Barras

Memoirs we may note that the writer assigned 30,000 men to the

royalist defending force, whereas it was less than 12,000 ; he also

sought to minimize the share taken by Bonaparte in the capture

of city.

In Z794 Barras sided with the men who sought to overthrow

the Rdbmpierre lection, and their success in the soup of

9 Theiinidv(37th of July) broughthim idmost to the front nutk.

In the next year, wkm idm Co^ntion was tlueatened by ihe

moloontent Nationmi Guards of- Paris, it appomted Barras to

comroond the troops engaged ih its defence. Hb nomioatioR of

Bonaparte os one of bis subaltCBQS led to the adoption«ol vigofons

meaeures, whidi mused the /dispersion of the toyalisla and
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ntlooiiteitti in the itreets neur the Tuilenee^ 13 Venttoiahe

ol October 1795X Thereupon Berm became one of the

nee Directors who contrelkd theexecutive of toe French republic.

Owing to his intimate rdations with Jos^phme de Beauhamais,

he heljied to facilitate a marriage between ha and Bonaparte
;

and many have averred, though on defective evidence, that

Banas procured toe appointment of Bonaparte to the coenmand

of the army of Italy early in the year 1796. The achievements

of lk>naparte gave to the Directory a stability which it would not

otherwise have enjoyed
;
and when in the summer of 1797 the

royalist and oonstitutional opposition again gathered strength,

Bonaparte sent General Augereau (9.0.), a headstrong Jacobin,

forcibly to repress tliat movement by what was known as the

coup dUtai of Fructidor (4th September). Barras and the

violent Jacobins now carried matters with so high a hand as to

render the govemrrtenl of the Directory odious ; and Bonaparte

had no difficulty in overthrowing it by the coup d^etat of 18-19

Bnimairc(9th-iothofNovember), Barras sawtheneed ofachange

and was to some extent (how far will perhaps never be known)

on accomplice in Bonaparte’s designs, though he did not suspect

the power and ambition of their contriver. He was left on one

side by the three Consuls who took toe place of tlie five Directors

and found his political career at an end. He had amassed a large

fortune and S])cnt his later years in voluptuous ease. Among
toe men of the Revolution few did more than Barras to degrade

that movement. His immorality in both public and private life

was notorious and contributed in no small degree to toe downfall

of the Directory, and with it of tlie first French Republic.

Despite his profession of royalism in and after 1815, he remained

more or less suspect to toe Bourbons
;
and it was with some

difficulty that the notes for his memoirs were saved from seizure

on his death on the aqth of January 1829.
Barnw left memoirs in a rough state to lie drawn up by his litt*rary

executor, M. Rousselin dv St Albin. The amount of alteration
which they underwent at his hands is not fully known : but M. George
Duruy, who edited them on their publication in 1805, has given
fairly' satisfactory proofs of their gentiineoeis. For other sources
rcspectine Barras see the Mmvivt of Gohior, Larevi*llitoe>IApoaux
and de Lcscure; also Sciout, Le Ditectoire (4 vols., Paris, 1895*
1897). A. Sorel, L'T-uvope et la Rdvnluticm frattfaiac (esp. vols. v. and
vi., Paris, 1903-1904). and A. Vandal, L'Avhiement de Bonaparte
(Paris, I9o»-ioo4).

(J. Hl. K.)

BARRATRY
(0. Fr, hareter, haraiefy to barter or cheat), in

English criminal law, the offence (more usually called common
horratry) of constantly inciting and stirring up quarrels in dis-

turbance of the peace, either in courts or elsewhere. It is an
offence both at common law and by statute, and is punishable
by fine and imprisonment. By a statute of 1726, if toe person
guilty of common barratry bdonged to the profession of the law,

he was disabled from practudng in toe future. It is a cumulative
offence, and it is necessary to move at least three commissions of

toe act Bor nearly two centu4k there had been no record of an
indictmeni having been preferred for this offence, but in 18S9 a
case occurred at the Guildford summer assizes, R, v. BeUgtme
{Tk$ Tinm, 8th July 1889). As, however, the defendant was
convicted of anotlier offence, the charge was not proceeded upon.

(See Pollook and Maitland, Hislory of English Law ; Russell,

CriiNsr and Misdmmtmrs ; St^hen, Crimmal Law,)
In marmo insurance barratry is any kind of fraud committed

upon the owner or insurers of a ship by a master with the inten-

ts of benefiting himself at their expense. Continental jurists

give a wider meaning to hanratry, as meaning any wilful act by
the master or crew, by whatever motive indeed, whereby the

omeis or chaiterere are damnified. Ig Mis ol iatong it is usnai

to enoept it from the shxpowneii’ liability (see AmuoirrinQeT).
In Scotland, barratry u the crime committed by a judge who

it induced by bribeiy to pitmounce judgment.
BARRC ISAAC (179^^1800), British soldier and pdlittcian,

wasbomat Dublmmt7o6, lifaeaQiiofaFrenohrefugsai He was
educated at ' Irinitv College^ Dublin, entered the amy, and in

J759 was with Welle at the takiim ol Quebec,on whibhoccaiioa
hewmswQnndedto tliedieek. Hu entry into nariiametit in 1761
under the au^iieet of Lord ShettnMme^ who had aelectodhkn as

a bravo to ran down Mr Pkt/’ wto chaimcteriaed by a viralent

attack on Pitt, of whom, however, he became ultimately a
devoted adherent A vigorous opponent ol the taxation of
America, his mastery of invective was powerfully dkplayed m his

champiemship of the American cause, and the name Sons of

Liberty,’’ whidi he had applied to the colonists in one of bis

speeches, became a common designation of the American
organizations directed against the Stamp Act. as well as of later

patriotic clubs. His appointment in 1782 to the treasurership of

the navy, which carried with it a pension of £3200 a year, at a
time when the government was ostensibly advocating economy,
caused great discontent

;
subsequently, however, he receivto

from the younger Pitt the clerkship of the pells in place of the

pension, which thus was saved to the public. Becoming blind,

he retired from office in 1790 and died on the aoth of July 1802.

BARRS, a city of Washington county, Vermont, U.S.A., in

the north central part of the state, about 6 m. S.£. of Mantpdier.
Pop. (1890) 4146 ; (1900) of whom 2831 were foreign-born

;

(1910, census) 10,734. It is served by the Central Vermont and
the Montpelier & Wells River railways, and is connected by
electric street railways with Montpelier. Barre is an important

seat of the granite industry, and manufactures monuments and
tombstones, stone-cutting implements and otlier machinery.

In X905 the city’s factory products were valued at $3,373,046, of

which 86*9 % was the value of the monuments and tombstones

manufactured. Among its institutions are the Aldrich public

library and Goddard ^minary (1870 ; Universalist). There is

a beautiful granite statue of Burns (by J. Massey Rhind), erected

in 1899 by the Scotsmen of Barre, The water-works are owned
and operated by the municipality. Settled soon after the close

of the War of Independence, the township of Barre (pop. in 1900,

3346) was organized in 1793 and named in honour of Isaac Barr6

(1726-1802), a defender of American rights in the British parlia-

ment. The present city, chartered in 1894, was originally a part

of the township.

BARREL (a word of uncertain origin common to Romance
languages ;

the Celtic forms, as in the Gaelic baraiUy are derived

from the English), a vessel of cylindrical shape, made of staves

bound together by hoops, a cask
;

also a dry and liquid measure

of capacity, varying with the commodity which it contains

(see Wrights and Measures). The term is applied to many
cylindrical objects, as to the drum round which the chain is

wound in a oanc, a capstan or a watch
;
to the cylinder studded

with pins in a barrel-oTgan or musical-box
;
to toe hollow shaft

in which the piston of a pump works
;

or to the tube of a gun.

The “ barrel ” of a horse is that part of the body lying between

the shoulders and the quarters. For the system of vaulting

in architecture known as “ barrel-vaulting " see Vault.

BARREL-ORGAN (Eng. “grinder-organ,” “ street*prgan,”

“ hand-organ,” “ Dutch organ ”
;

Fr. orgue de Barharie, argue

d'AUemagne, orgue nUcanique, cabinet d'orgue, serinette; Ger.

Drehorgel, Leierkasten ; Ital. organetto a manovetla, organa tedesco),

a small portable oigan mechanically played by turning a handle.

The barrel-organ owes its name to the cylinder on which the tunes

are prideed out with pins and staples of various lengths, set at

definite intervals according to toe scheme required by the music.

The function of these pins and staples is to raise balanced keys

connected by simple mechanism with the valves of the pipes,

which are thus mechanically opened, admittoig the stream of

air from toe wind-chest. The hiuidle attached to the shaft sets

toe cylinder in slow rotatkia by means ol a wenrm working in

a fixio*tootoed gear on toe banel-head ; the same motion works
the bellows by means of cranks and conneotixil^ rods on the shaft.

The wind is thereby forced into a reserroir, whence it passes
into the wind-chest, on the sides of which aore grouped the pipes.

The barrel revolves slowly from back to front, each revolutioii

as a rale pla3nng ofie complete tune. A notoh-pin in the bond-
head, ffinrished with as many notches as there are tunes, enables

the performer to shift the boird and change the tind. The
ordinary street faarrd-oi|^ hod'o oompass varying from 24 to

34 notes,^onnifig a diatonic scale with a few aoddentds, gener^y
Ftyi}9,C$, Thm were ttstmttytorestQpe^ono tor the open pipes

o! metdi the other tor toe dwwd wowta BandHxgans
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have been made with as many as three or Jour eyhiideni set in

a circular revolving fFame, but these more elaborate instruments
were mainly used in churdhes ‘ and chapels, a purpose lor which
they were in great demand for playing hymns, chants and
voluntaries during the i8th and early 19^ centuries. A band*
^an was built for Fulham church by Wright, and a kxge
instrument with four barrels was constructed by Bishop for

Northallerton church in 1820.

The origin of the barrel-organ is now clearly established,

and many will doubtiess be surprised U) find that it must be
sought in the Netherlands as early as the middle of the 15th
century, and that accurate and detailed diagrams of every jirt
of the mechanism for a large stationary IwelKirgan worked
by hydraulic power were published in 1615. There arc letters

patent preserved in the archives of Belgium appointing a certain
organ-builder, Jehan van Steenken, dii Aren, “ Master of organs
which play of themselves ”

;
in the original Flemish Mtester

van orgelen spdmde bif ken selvtn,- This organ was not a portable
one like English street-organs, but a more imposing instrument,
as we learn from other documents giving u detailed account
of the moneys paid to Maistre Jehan for conveying the organs

Fig. I.—I^orge stationary borral-organ worked by hydraulic power,
from Solomon <le Cans, Les Raisons des forces moumntes (Frankiort-

on*Main. 2615).

from Bruges to Brussels.^ Steenken was, by virtue of the same
letters patent, awarded an annual pension of fifty Rhenish

florins in consideration of the services rendered to the duke of

Burgundy, and on condition of his submitting to his liege Philip

the Good all other instruments he might make in the future.

There is nothing singular in the early date of this invention, for

the 1 5th century was distinguished for the extraordmary impulse

which the patronage sikI appreciation of the dukes of Burgundy

} This practice bad evidently not been adopted in Germany, as
the following instance will show. The use of barrel-organs {f)rek-

nrgrhi) in country ditirehes was seriously recommended by an
anonymous writer fii two German papeni at the beginning of the
19th centniy iBeokmkter mn dbr Spru, Berlin, sasd October sSai,

and in AidrWAs BcSmi, Nos, 238 and 219. 1B22). The organist

Wilke of ^pzig puinfished in repw an article in the AJlgem. mustil.

ZeBvmg (fRii. 777 seq.) in wbidi "he very properly repudiated

such a btughable recommendation.''
* Aotskms gdnlrirfM 4n ro^aume de Belgique, Chambn des Comffes,

Np. 2^440 cf. M ; and Edmund van
aux Poyr-Bas, vol7^. pp, 330-23^-

* Vim der Straeten, op. eit. p. 299.

gSEVs to automatic contrivancsi of all IriiHte, cariUons, tiedcs,

speaking animals and other curlositiei due to Memish geidul.*

No contemporary illustration is fbrthcomingi but in 1615
Solonum de Caus, who avowedly owed his tnspiiation to Hero
and Vitruvius, describes a number of hydraulic machines,
amongst which is the baml*organ,<^ illustrating his description

by means of several large drawings and diagrams very taiofuny
canied out De Caus* oigan, entitled ** Maclune par laqudla Poa
fera sonner un jeu d’orgues par le moyen de Veau/* was Mh
up on a ¥»ll a foot thick. In the illustrations the baiyet^fs shown
to be divided into bars, and each bar into eight txkts for the
quavers. The whole drum is pierced with holes at the inter-

secting points, the pins being movable, so that when the performer
grew tired of one tune, he could re-arrange the pins to form
another. The four bellows are set in motion by means of ropes
strained over pulleys and attached to four cranks on the rotating

shaft. Solomon de (aus lays no claim to the invention of this

organ, but only to the adaptation of hydraulic power for re-

volving the drum ; on the contrary, in a dissertation on the

invention of hydraulic machines and organs, he states that
there was evidently some difference between the organs of the
ancients and those of his day, since there is no mention in the

'

classics of any musical wheel by means of which tunes could
be played in several parts—the ancients, indeed, seem to have
used their fingers on the keyboard to sound their organs. The
eighte.en keys drawn in one diagram bear names, beginning at
the left, D, C, B, A, G, K, Fs, f, I), C, B, A, G, F, E, D, C, B

;

De Caus states that only half the keyboard is given for want of

space
;

the compass, therefore, prob- -
ably was as shown, with a few acci- ip-—
dentals. A barrel-organ, also worked
by hydraulic power, is somewhat
fantastically drawn by Robert Fludd in a work® published
two years after that of Solomon de Caus. lliis diagram is cd

no value except as a curiosity, for the author betrays a very

imperfect knowledge of the mechanical principles involved.

The piece of music actually set on de Caus’ barrel-organ, six

bars of which can lie made out,' consists of a madrigal, Chi

fara fed’ al ciel,” by Alcisandro Striggio, written in organ
tablature by Peter Philips, organist of the Chapel Royal,
Brussels, at the end of the i6th century.** A French barrel-

organ*^ in the collection of the Brussels Conservatoire, bearing

the date ” 5 Mors 1797,” has the following compais with fiats,

beginning at the left

-

Otherevidencesof the origin of the barrel-organ arenotwanting.

The inventory of the organs ’and other keyboard%i8truments
belonging to Ibe duke of Modena, drawn up in 1598, amtaiat
two entries of an argano Tedeseo.^^ In England thc^ otgans

were also known as Dutdi organs,” and tbe name dung to

the instrument even in its diminutive form of hand-organ of

the itinerant musician. In Jedediah Morse’s description of the

* Van der Straeten, cit.p. 231.
• Solomon de Caus, Lis Raisons des forces mouvantes (Frankfort,

1615), problems 35. 28, 29. 30.

^ H^oria utriusque eosmi (Oppenhekn. 1627), t. i., oapprimentunD

VHt. p. 483 <

^ op, ciu problem 29 shows the arrangement of the bellows for

the wind-supply. In problem 30 is drawn a large section of the

barrel, showing six bars of music represented by the phi taMiature,

which can be aetnally deciphered by the help of the keyboard he-

eluded in the drawing. Thi^ diagrams are admtrabiy clear apd of

teal technical value. A copy of this work is in the library cn the
British Museum. '

• See also E. van der Straeten, who has translated PhiHpS* lotting

into modern notation, op. cit. t. vl. pp. 306 ahd 310,
* See V. C. llahillofi. CaUthgue deseriptif (Bruaaeis. 1896), ffo. 1237,

p. 371.
Tedesco was applied by Italiaas to both Cermah and Dutch.

Count ValdrifM, Musurgutnn /. SererMd,, PUnksfisrfe, SfUigrio

(Modena, 187^. pp. 27 add tfS : and E. van der Imeiea, ef» dt,
VOl. VL p. 122 .
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Rumen and cuftoms of the NetherlandB,’ we find the following

attuiiQQ The divenionf :ol the Dutch diflfer not much from
those of the English^ who seem to have borrowed from them the

neatness of their drinking booths, skittle and other grounds . . .

which form the amusements of the middle ranks, not to mention
their hand-oigans and other musical inventions.

’

' An illustration

of the hand-organ of that period is given in Knight’s London,^

being one of a collection of street views published by Dayes in

1789. In a description of Bartholomew Fair, as held at the

banning of the i8th century, is a further reference to the Dutch
origin of the barrel-oigan

A

band at the west-end of the

town, well known for playing on winter evenings before Spring

(iarden Coiee House, opposite Wigley’s great exhibition room,
consisted of a double drum, a Dutch organ, the tambourine,

violin, pipes and the Turkish jingle used in the army. This
band was generally hired at one of the booths of the fair.” °

Mr Thomas Brown relates that one Mr Stephens, a Pouliry

author, proposed to parliament for any one that should presume
to keep an organ in a Publiok House to be fined £20 and made
incapable of being an ale>draper for the future.^ In 1 737 Horace
Walpole writes*:

—
“ 1 am now in pursuit of getting the finest

• piece of music that ever was heard
;

it is a thing that will play
eight tunes. Handel and all the great musicians say that it is

beyond anything they can do, and this may l^e performed by
the most ignorant person, and when you are weary of those
eight tunes, you may have them changed for any other that you
like.” The organ was put in a lottery and fetched £1000.
There was a very small barrel-organ in use during the i8th and

lOth centuries, known as the bird-organ (Fr. serinetie, turlutadne,
merltne). One of these now in the collection of the Brussels
Conservatoire is described by V. C. Mahillon.** The instrument

^ is in the form of a hook, on the hack of which
.

j
, ybz: is the title ” Li' chant des oiseaux^ Tame vi.'*

There arc ten pewter stopped pipes giving the
scale of G with the addition of Fb and A two

1

octaves higher. The whole instrument measures approximately
8 X 5 J X in. and plays eight tunes'. Mozart wrote an Andante

"

for a small barrel-organ.

For nn illustration of tlio construction of the barn'l-orjjan during
!

tlw 18th century, consult i\ M, D. J, Engramelle. La Tonotechnie
im I art ae noier les cyitndrej tt tovt ce qui e%t susceptible de nofage
dans les instruments de concerts mMianiques (Paris, 1775), with
engravings (not in the British Museum)

; and for a clear diagram
of the modem instrument the article on ** Automatic Applianci's
conni'ctod with Music.,” by Dr ]C. |. Hopkins, in Grove’s Dictionary
of Music and Musicians, vol. i. (1904). p. i (K. S.)

BARREN ISLAND, a volcanic island in the Bay of Bengal. It
has an irregularly circular form of about 2 m, in diameter,
rompraed of an outer rim rising to a height of from 700 to 1000
ft., with a central cone the altitude of which is 1015 ft. This
cone rises A)m a depth of 800 fathoms lielow the sea. It was
active between 1789 and 1832, but has since been dormant.
•BARRRS, MAURICE (1862— ), French novelist and poli-

tician, was bom at Charmes <Voages) on the 22nd of September
186a

;
he was educated at the fye^r of Nancy, and in 1883

to Paris to continue his legal studies. He was already a con-
tributor to the monthly periodical. Jeune France, and he now
issued a periodical of his own, Les Taches d*encre, which survived
for a few months only. After four years of journalism he went
to Italy, where he wrote Sous Veeil des barkares (1888), the first

volume of a tnh^e du mat, completed by Un Homme libre{t^\
and Le Jardin de BMnice (1891). He divided the world into
mot the barbarians, the latter includir^ all those anti-
pathetic to the writer’s individuality. Jl^ese apologies for

Morse, Amaricau Geoffraphy, part ii, p. 334 (Boston.

• KniSt vol. i. p. 14a.
• HoneS Ftforv Bay Booh, t p. laaA
eduction of alt ike Diedoguos written by Mr Thomas Brown

(lamoon, 1704), p. 297.
• Hon^a Every Boy Book, ii. pp. 1452-1453.

J
itto), Kon. 461 aad 464.

Breiltopf and Hlma CriHaiUy nvi$ed idStioi, 0/H ttrks, teruM x. no. lo.

individtialiam were supplemented by LEimemideshis{i^2), and
an adorable volume of impressions of travel, Du sang, de la
volupie et de la mart (1893). His early books arc written in an
elaborate style and are often very obscure. Barrte carried his
theory of individualism into politics as an ardent partisan of
General Boulanger. He directed a Boulangist paper at Nancy,
and was elected deputy in 1889, retaining his seat in the legis-

lature until 1893. His play, f/#ie Jou^e parlmentaire, was
prodi^ed at the Com^e Fran^mse in 1894. In 1897 he began
his trilogy, Le Roman de Venergie naiionale, with the publication
of Les Diracines, The series is a plea for local patriotism, and for
the preservation of the distinctive qualities of tlie old French
provinces. The first narrates the adventures of seven young
Ix)rrainers, who set out to conquer fortune in Paris. Six of
them survive in the .second novel of the trilogy, L'Appelausoldat
(1900), which gives the history of Boulangism

; the sequel,
Leurs figures (1902), deals with the Panama scandals. Later
works are

:

—Seines et doctrines du nationalisme (1902); Les
Amities franfaises (1903), in which he urges the inculcation of
patriotism by the early study of national history

;
Ce que fat

vu d Rennes (1904); Au service de VAUemagne (1905), the
experiences of an Alsatian conscript in a German regiment

;

le Voyage de Sparte (1906). M. Barr^ was admitted to the
French Academy in 19^.

See also R. I^umtc. Les Jeunes (1896) ; J, Lionnet. VEvoluiion des
tdees (1903) ; Anatolc France, La Vie litUraire (4th series. 1892)4

BARRETT, LAWRENCE (1838-1891), American actor, was
born of Irish parents in Paterson, New Jersey, on the 4th of April
1838. His family name was Brannigan. He made his
stage appearance at Detroit as Murad in The French Spy in 1853.
In December 1856 he made his first New York appearance at the
Chambers Street theatre asSir Thomas Clifford in The Hunchback.
In 1858 he was in the stock company at the Boston Museum.
He served with distinction in the War as captain in the
a8th Massachusetts infantry regiment. From 1867 to 1870,
with John McCullough, he managed the California theatre, San
Francisco. Among his many and varied parts may be mentioned
H«nlet,Lcar, Macbeth, Shylock, Richard III,, Wolsey, Benedick,
l^chelieu, David Garrick, Hemani, Alfred Evelyn, Lanciolto
in George Henry Boker’s (1823-1890) Francesca da Rimini,
and James Harebell in The Man o' Airlie. He played Othello
to Booth’s logo and Cassius to his Brutus. He acted in London
in 1867, 1881, 1883 and 1884, his Richelieu in Bulwer Lytton’s
drama being considered his best port. He wrote a life of Edwin
Forrest in the American Actors Series (Boston 1881), and an
admirable sketch of Edwin Booth in Edwin Booth and his
Contemporaries (Boston, 1886). He died on the aoth of March
1891.

BARRETT, LUC^ (1837-1862), English naturalist and
geologist, was bom in London on the 14th of November 1837,
and educated at University College school and at Ebersdorf.
In 185s he accompanied R. McAndrew on a dredging excursion
from the Shctlands to Norway and beyond the Arctic Circle

; and
subsequently made other cruises to Greenland and to the coast
of Spain. These expeditions laid the foundations of an extensive
knowledge of the distribution of marine life. In 1855 he was

hy Sedgwick to assist in the Woodwardian Museum at
Cambridge, and during the following three years he aided the
professor by delivering lectures. He discovered bones of birds
in the Cambridge Greensand, and he also prepared a geological
map of Cambridge on the one-inch Ordnance map. In 1859,
when twenty-two years of age, he was appointed director of
the Geological Survey of Jamaica. He there determined the
Cretaceous age of wtam rocks which contained Hippurites, the
new genus BorretHa being named after him by S. P, Woodward

;

he also obtained many fossils from the Miocene and newer strata.
He was drowned at the early age of twenty-five, on the 18th of
December 1862, while investigating the sea-bottom off Kingston,
Jamiuca.
Obituary by S. P. Woodward in Gsotogisi (Feb. 1863), p. 60.

BARRETT, WllBON (1846-1904), English actor, manager and
playwright, was bom in Essex on mt x8thpf Febtuafy i£(6, toe
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son of a farmer. Ho made his first appearance on the stage at

Halifax in 1864, and then played in the provinces alone and with
his wife, Caroline Heath, in East Lynne, After managet^
experiences at Leeds and elsewhere, in 1879 took the manage-
ment of the old Court theatre, where he introduced Madame
Modjeska to London, in an adaptation of Schiller’s Maria Stuart,

Adrienne Lecoavreur, La Dame aux camilias and other plays. It

was not tilt r88i, however, when he took the Princess's theatre,

that he became well known to the public in the emotional drama,
The Lights 0’ London, by G. R. Sims. The play whidi made him
an established favourite was The Silver Kin% by Henry Arthur
Jones, perhaps the most successful melodrama ever staged,

produced in 1882 with himself as Wilfred Denver, his brother

(reorge (an excellent comedian) in the cast, and E. S. Willard
(b. 1853) as the Spider,”—this being the part in which Mr
Willard, afterwards a well-known actor both in America and
England, first came to the front. Barrett played this part for

three hundred nights without a break, and repeated his London
success in W. G. Wills’s Claudian which followed. In 1884 he
appeared in Handel, but soon returned to melodrama, and though
he had occasional seasons in London he acted chiefly in the
provinces. In 1886 he made his first visit to America, repeated
in later years, and in 1898 he visited Australia. During these

years the London stage was coming under new influences, and
Wilson Barrett’s vogue in melodrama had waned. But in 1895
he struck a new vein of success with his drama of religious

emotion, The Sign oj the Cross, which crowded his theatre with
audiences largely composed of people outside the ordinary circle

of playgoers. He attempted to repeat the success with other

plays of a religious type, but not with equal effect, and several

of his later plays were failures. He died on the 22nd of July
1904. Wilson Barrett was a .sterling actor of a robust type and
striking physique, not remarkable for intellectual finesse, but
excelling in melodrama, and very successful as the central figure

on his own stage,

BARRHEAD, a police burgh of Renfrewshire, Scotland,

situated on the Levem, 7J m. S.W. of Glasgow by the Glasgow
k South-Western railway. Pop. (1901) 9855. P'oundedin 1773,
it has gradually absorbed the villages of Arthurlie, Dovecothall
and Grahamston, and become a thriving town. The chief

industries include bleaching, calico-printing, cotton-spinning,

weaving, iron and brass founding, engineering and the manu-
facture of sanitary appliances. Neilston (pop. 2668), about 2 m.
S.W., has bleachfields and

•
print-works, and 2 m, K. by E. lie

Hurlet, where are important manufactures of alum and other
chemicals, and Nitshill (pop. 1242), with chemical works, quarries

and collieries.

BARRICADE, or Barricado (from the Span, harricada, from
harrica, a cask, casks filled with earth having been early used to

form barricades), an improvised fortification of earth, paving-
stones, trees or any materials ready to hand, thrown up, especially

across a street, to hinder the advance of an enemy
; in the old

wooden warships a fence or wooden rail, supported by stanchions

and strengthened by various materials, extending across the
quarter-deck as a protection during action.

BARRIE, JAMES MATTHEW (1860- ), British novelist

and dramatist, was born at Kirriemuir, a small village in«Forfar-

shire, on the 9th of May z$6o. He was educated at the Dumfries
academy and Edinburgh Univerrity. He has toM us in his

quasi-autobiographical Margaret Ogilvy that he wrote tales in

the garret before he went to school, and at Edinburgh wrote the
greater part of a three-vohime novel, which a publisher pre-

sumed W|ui the work of a clever lady and offered to publuh for

£100, The offer was not accepted, and it was through journalism
that he found his way to literature. After a short period of

waiting in Edinburgh, he became leader-writer on the Nottingham
Journal m February 1A83. To this paper he contributed also

special aitidesand notes, whidi provided an opening and training

fbr his personal talent. He soon began to submit aitides to

London editon, and on the 17th of November 1884 Mr Frederick

Gmnwood printed in^ Si Jameses Gaaetie his strtide on “ An
Aadd Licht Conmimity.” With the encouragement of this able

editor, more Auld Licht '' Idylls ” followed j and in 1885 Mr
Barrie moved to London. He continued to write lor the St
James's Gaaetke and for Home Chimes (edited by Hr F* W.
Robinson). He was soon enlisted by Mr Alexander Riach for

the Edinburgh Evening Dispatch, which in turn led to his writing

(over the signature '' Gavin Ogilvy ”) for Dr Robertson Niooil’s

British Weekly, Later he became a contributor to the Stats

(afterwards National) Observer, edited by W. £. Henley, and also

to the Speaker, upon its foundation in 1890. In 1887 he pub-
lished his first book, Better Dead, It was a mere jen d'esprii^

a specimen of his humorous journalism, elaborate from the

Si James's Gazette, This was followed in 1888 by Aidd Licht

Idylls, a collection of the Scots village sketches written for the

same paper. They portrayed the life and humours of his native

village, idealized as *' Thrums,” and were the fruits of early

observation and of his mother’s tales. ” She told me everything,^’

Mr Barrie has written, ” and so my memories of our little red

town were coloured by her memories.” Kirriemuir itself was not

wholly satisfied with the portrait, but " Thrums ” took its place

securely on the literary map of the world. In tlie same year

he published An Edinburgh Eleven, sketches from the British

Weekly of eminent Edinburgh students
;
also his first long story,

When a Mans Single, a humorous transcription of his experiences

as journalist, particularly in the Nottingham office. The book
was introduced by what was in fact another Thrums ” Idyll,” on
a higher level than the rest of the book. In 1889 come A Window
in Thrums. This beautiful book, and the Idylls, gave the full

measure of Mr Barrie’s gifts of humanity, humour and pathos,

with abundant evidence of the whimsical turn of his wit, and of

his original and vernacular style. In 1891 he made a collection

of his lighter papers from the St James's Gazette and published

them as My Lady Nicotine. In 1891 appeared his first long novel,

7'he Little Minister, which had been first published serially in

Good Words. It introduced, not with unmixed success, extrane-

ous elements, including the winsome heroine Babbie, into the

familiar life of Thrum.s, but proved the autlior’s possession of a
considerable gift of romance. In 1894 he published Margaret
Ogilvy, based on the life of his mother and hi.s own relations with
her, most tenderly conceived and beautifully written, though too
intimate for the taste of many. The book is full of revelations

of great interest to admirers of Mr Barrie’.s genius. The following

year came Sentimental Tommy, a story tracing curiously the

psychological development of the ” artistic temperament in a
Scots lad of the people. R. L. Stevenson supposed himself to be
portrayed in the hero, but it may be safely assumed that the

author derived his material largely from introspection. The
story was completed by a sequel. Tommy and Orizel, published

in 1900. The effect of this story was somewhat marred by the

comparative failure of the scenes in society remote from llirums.

In 1892 he published The Little White Bird, a pretty fantas^^,

wherein he gave full play to his whimsical invention, and ms
tenderness for child life, which is relieved by the genius of

sincerity from a suspicion of mawkishness. This book contained

the episode of ” Peter Pan,” which afterwards suggested the play

of that name. In the meantime Mr Barrie had b«en developing

his talent as a dramatist. In 1892 Mr Toole had made a
success at his own theatre of Barrie’s Walker, London, a farce

founded on a sketch in When a Man's Single, In 1893 Mr Barrie

married Miss Ansell, who had acted in Walker, London, In this

year he wrote, in collaboration with Sir A. Conan Doyle, a play

called Jane Annie, He found more success, however, in The

Professor's Love-Story in 1895 ;
and in 1897 the pqiularity of hia

dramatized version of The lUtde Minister probably confirmed

him in a predilection for drama, evident alr^y in some of hie

first sketches in the Nottingham Jouorud, In 1900 Mr Bourchicr

produced The Wedding Guest, which wae printed as ajupplemetit
to the Fortnightly Review in December of the same year. Alter

the publication if The Little White Bird, Mr Barrie buret^upon

the town as a popular and prolific playwright. The itnaggnng
journalist of the vtaiy '’mnetaes had now become one of the moet
prosperous litemiy men of the day. In 1903 no lewer thaaOhree
plays from his hand held the ftage-H^fie^ Street, TkoAdmirakte
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OtMm and UfUe Many, T^e year 1904 produced PHer Pm, a

Idnd of poetieat pantomime, in \^tch the author found scope for

some of hm most characteristic and permanentJy delightful gifts.

In 1905 Alte€ Sii^'ike^Fife and in 1908 WhatEoifyW(muMKwws
WBtt added to the list. As dramatist Mr Barrie brought, to a

•pliere rather ridden by convention, a method wholly uncon-

ventional and a singularly fresh fancy, seasoned by a shrewd touch

of satirical humour ;
and in Petit Pan he proved himself a Hans

Andersen of the stage. In literature, the success of “ Hirums

produced a crop of imitotions, christened in derision by W. E.

Henley the “ Kailyard School,” though the imitations were by

no means confined to Scotland. In this school the Atdd Licki

Idylls and A Window in Thrums remained unsurpassed and

unapfiroached. Tlic Scots village talc was no novelty in literature

—witness John Galt, the Chromcles of Carlingford and George

MacDonald. Yet Mr Barrie, in spite of a dialect not easy to the

Southron, contrived to touch a more intimate and more responsive

chord. With the simplest materials he achieved an almost

unendurable pathos, which yet is never forced
;
and the pathos

is salted with humour, while about the moving homeliness of his

humanity play the gleams of a wliimsicat wit. Stevenson, in a

letter to Mr Henry James, in December 1892, said justly of

Barrie that “ there was genius in him, but there was a journalist

on his elbow.” This genius found its most perfect and character-

istic expression in the humanity of “ Thrums ” and the bizarre

and tender fantasy of Peter Pan,

See also 7. M. Haffi§ and fits Hooks, by J. A. Hamorion (Hoi'iu'ie

Marshall, 1002) ; and for biblio^'rajihy up to May l^nulish

JUusiratad AJagatnu, vol. xxix. (N.S.), ]>. 208. (W. P. j.)

BAARIE, the capital of Simcoe county, Ontario, Canada,

56 m. N. of 'loronto, on 1-ake Simcoe, an important centre on the

Grand I’runk railway. It contains .several breweries, carriage

factories, boat-building and railway shops, and manufactures

of woollens, stoves and leather. It is also a summer resort and
the starting-point for the numerous Lake Simcoe steamers.

Pop. (190O 5949.

BARRltR^TH£ODORE( 1823-1877), French dramatist, was
bom in Paris in 1823. He belonged to a family of map engravers

which had long been connected with the war department, and
spent nine years in that service himself. The success of a
vaudeville ho hod performed at the Beaumarchais and which
was immediately snapped up for the repertory of the Palais

Royal, showed him hts real vocation. lAiring the next thirty

years he signed, alone or in collaboration, over a hundred plays

;

among the most successful were : La Vie de boheme (1849),
adapted from Henri Murger’s book with the novelist’s help

;

Motion Lescaut (1851) ;
Les FtUcs de marbre (1853); UHerite^e

de Monsieur Plumet (1858) ; Les Faux Bonshommes (1856) wi5i

Ernest Capendu ; Malheureux vaincus{iSGs)s which was forbidden

by the censor
; Le Gascon (1878). Barrl^re died in Paris on the

16th of OctobOT 1877.
Seu alto Heime dcs dene mondes (March 1850).

lARRIBR TREATY, the name given first to the treaty signed

on a9th of October 1709 between Great Britain and the states-

general of the United Netherlands, by which the latter engaged
to guarantee the Protestant succession in England in favour of

the house of Hanover ; while Great Britain undertook to procure
for the Dutch an adequate barrier on the side of the Netherlands,

consisting oi the towns of Fumes, Nieuport, Ypres, Menin, lilk,

Toumai, Condi, Valenciennes, Maub^e, Charleroi, Namur,
Halle, Damme, Deiidermond and the citadel of Ghmt. The
treaty was baaed on the same prindple of securing Holland
agunst French aggression that had inspirnd that of Ryswidt in

1698, by the terms of which the chief frontier fortresses of the

Nethsriands were to be garrisoned by Dutch troops* A second
Barriear Treaty wet signt d between Qmt Britain Holland on
aqth of January X713, by which the strong places designed for the

tarier weteiedn^ to Fumea, the fort of Knocke, Ypres, Menin,
Toumai, Mans, Charleroi and the citadel of Ghent, and certain

fortsesaesiii the iicighh')iirhnQd of thatcity and of Bruges ; Great
Britain undertaking to obtain the ri^l for the Dutch to garrison

them frian the future aovtitign ol the Spanish Netherhu^. Its

terms were included in the treaty of Raatatt, between the

empffor and France, signed on the 7th of March 1714. A third

Barrier Treaty was sign^ in November 1715.

See Jesaa Dumont. Cotpe untveftel diplomUiquei, &c, (1706-1731),
vol, viii.

BARRIU, ANTOmO GIUUO (1836- ), Italian novelist,

was bom at Savona, and was educated for the legal profession,

which he abandoned for journalism in Genoa. He was a volunteer

in the campaign of 1859 and served with Garibaldi in 28(>6 and
1867 From 1865 (Capitan Dodero) onwards he published a
large number of books of fiction, which had wide jpopularity,

his work being commonly compared with that of Victor Cher-

buliez. Some of the best of the later ones are Santa Cecilia

(1866), Comem Sof^no (1875), and 1 ’ Olmo e V Edera (1877). His

Raggio di Dio appeared in 189^ Barrili also wrote two plays

and various volumes of criticism, including 11 rinnovainenio

letterario itaUano (1890). He was elected to the Italian chamber
of deputies in 1876 ; and in 1889 became professor of Italian

literature at (}enoa,

BARRING«OUT, a custom, formerly common in English

schools, of barring the master out of the school premises. A
typical example of this practice was at Bromfield school,

Cuml)erland, where William Hutchinson says “ it was the

custom, time out of mind, for the sidiolars, at Fasting'.s Even
(the beginning of Lent) to depose and exclude the master from

the school for three days.” During this period the school doors

were barricaded and the boys armed with mock weapons. If

the master’s attempts to re-enter were successful, extra tasks

were inflicted as a |)enalty, and willii^ly performed by the boys.

On the tlurd day terms of capitulation, usually in Latin verse,

w'ere signed, and these always conceded the inunediate right

to indulge in football and a cockfight. The custom was lotvg

retained at Eton and figures in many school stories.

BARRINGTON,DA1NES( 1 727-1800), Englishlawyer,antiquary

and naturalist, was born in 3727, fourth son of the first Viscount

Barrington, He was educated for tlie profession of the law, and
after filling various posts, was appointed a Welsh judge in 1757

and afterwards second justice of Chester. Though an indifferent

judge, hia Observations on the StattUes^ chiefly the more ancient,

from Magna Charta to 2Jst James /., cap, 27, with an appendix,

being a proposal for new-modelling the Statutes (1766), had a high

reputation among historians and constitutional antiquaries. In

1773 he published an edition of Orosius, with Alfred’s Saxon

version, and an English translation with original notes. His

Traits on the Probability of reaching the llartk Pole (1775)

were written in consequence of the northern voyage of discovery

undertaken by Captain C. J. Phipps, afterwards Lord Mulgrave

(1744-1792). Barrington's other writings are chiefly to be found

in the publications of the Royal and Antiquarian Societies, of

both of which he was long a member, and of the latter vice-

president. Many of these were collected by him in a quarto

volume entitled Miscellanies on vearims Subfecis (1781X He
contributed to the Philosophical Transactions for 1780 an account

of Moiart’s visit at eight years of age to London. In his Miscel-

lanies on varied subjects he included tliis with accounts of four

other prodigies, namely, Crotch, Charles and Samuel Weriey, and

GarretJt Wellesley, Lord Mornington. Among the most curious

and ingenious of his papers are his Experiments and Observations

on the Singing of Birds, and hb Essay on Ike Language of Birds,

He died on the 14th of March 1800 and was buried in the

Temple church.

BARRINOTON, GBOBGE(b. 1755), an Irishman witha curious

history, was lx>rQ at Maynooth on the X4th of May 1755, the

son of a working silversmith named Waldron. In 177 x be robbed

his schoolmaster at Dublin and ran away from achool, becoming a

member of a touring theatrical company under ^e assun^
name of Barrington. At Limerick racesbe joined the manager of

the company in pocket-picking. The muager was detected and

sentenci^ to transportation, and Barrington fled to London,

where he assumed derkal dress and oontinued his pocket-

picking. At Covant Garden theatre he robbed the Russian

prince Oiioff of a sanff'^ox, aaid to be Viprtii^,ooo. He was
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detected and arrested, but as Prince Orloff declined to fNosecute,

was discharged, though subsequently he was sentenced to thm
y^rs’ hard labour for pocket-pickir^ at Drury Lane theatre. On
his release he was again caught at his old practices and sentenced
to five years’ hard labour, but influence secured his release on
the condition that he left England. He accordingly went for a
short time to Dublin, and returned to Londm, where he
was once more detected pocket-picking, and, in 1790, sentenced
to seven years’ transportation. On the voyage out to Botany
Bay a conspiracy was hatched by the convicts on board to seise

the ship. Barrington disclosed the plot to the captain, and the
latter, on reaching New South Wales, reported bam favourably

to the authorities, with the result that in tyqs Barrington

obtained a warrant of emancipation {the first issued), becoming
subsequently superintendent of convicts and later high constable

of Paramatta. In 1796 a theatre was opened at Sydnc)% the
principal actors being convicts, and Barrington wrote the

prologue to the first production. This prologue has obtained a
wide publicity. It begins :

—

“ From distant climes, o’er widespread was, come.
Though not with much iclat or beat of drum

;

True patriots we, lor. be it understootl,
We li lt our country for our country’s good."

Barrington died at a ripe old age at Paramatta, l>ut ilie exact
date i.s not on record. He was the author of A l oyaffe U) Botany
hay (London, 1801) ; The History of Neu> South Wales (London,

1802) ; ilislorv of Netv Holland (London, 1808).

BARRINGTON, 'JOHN SHUTE, 1ST Viscount (1678-1734),
English lawyer and theologian, wa.s the son of Benjamin Shute,

merchant, and was born at Theolialds, in Hertfordshire, in 1678.

He received part of his education at the university of Utrecht

;

and, after returning to Er^land in 1698, studied law in the Inner

Temple. In 1701 he published several pamphlets in favour of the

civil rights of Protestant dissenters, to which class he belonged.

On the recommendation of Lord Somers he was employed to

indua- the Presbyterians in Scotland to favour the union of the

two kingdonjH, and in 1708 he was rewarded for this service by
being appointed to the office of commissioner of the customs.

From this, however, lie was removed on the change of administra-

tion in 171 1 ;
but his fortune liad, in the meantime, been improved

by the beejuest of two considerable estates,—one of them left him
by Francis Barrington of Tofts, whose name he assumed by act

of parliament, the other by John Wildman of Becket. Barrington

now stood at the head of the dissenters. On the accession of

Geoige 1 . he was returned to parliament for Berwick-upon-Tweed
j

and in 1 720 the king raised him to the Irish peer^e, with the title

of Viscount Barrington of Ardglass. But having unfortunately

engaged in the Harbuig lottery, one of the bubble speculations of

the time, he was expelled from the House of Commons in 1723,

—

a punishment whi^ was considered much too severe, and was
thought to be due to personal malice of Walpole. In 1725 he
published his principal work, entitled Miscellanea Sacra or a Hew
Method of considering so much of the History of the Apostles as
is contained in Scripture^ 2 vois. 8vo,—afterwards reprinted with
additions and corrections, in 3 vols. 8vo, 1770, by his son Shute.
In the same year he published An Essay on the Several Dispensa-
tions of God to Mankind, He died on the 14th of December 1734.
BARRINGTON, SAMUEL (1729-1800), British admiral, was

the fourth son of the ist Viscount Barrington. He entered the

navy at an early age and in 1747 had worked his way to a post-

captaincy. He was in continuous employment during the peace
of 1 748- 1 756, and on the outbreak of the Seven Years’ War served
with Hawke in the Basepe roads in command of the “ Achilles

”

(60). In 1759 the “ AchillAs ” captured a powerful French priva-

teer, after two houw’ fighting. In the Havre-de-GraCe ex-

pedition of the same year Barrington’s ship carried the flag of

Rear-AdmiOLl Rodneyy and in 1760 sailed with John Byron to

destroy the Louisbing fortifications. At the peace in 1763
Barrington had been almost continuously afloat for twenty-two
years. He was next appointed in 1768 to the frigate “Venus”
^governor to the duke of Oimberland, who remained with him
ill ay ranks from midshipinaa to rear-admirai. In 1778 the
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duke’i ilag-c^tain became nar^dmtml and went to the West
IndicB, while in conjunction with thearmy he took the ialaiid of

Santa Lucia from the French, and repuM the attempt of the

Comte d’Estaing to retake it Superseded after a time by
Byron, he remained os that officer’s second-kt-oofittuuiid and
was present at Grenada and St. Kitts (6th and tend ol July

1779). On his return home, he was offered, but refused* the

command of the Channel fleet His last active service was the

relief of Gibraltar in October 1782. As admiral he flew his flag

for a short time in 1790, but was not employed in the French
revolutionary wars. He died in 1800.

See italfe. Naval Biographies, i. 120: Cbarnook, Bio^apkia
Navalis, vi. 10.

BARRINGTON, SHUTE (1734-1826), youngest son of the ist

Viscount Barrington, was educated at Eton and Oxford, and after

holding some minor dignitie.s was made bishop of Llandaff in

1769. In 17&1 he was translated to Salisbury and in 1791 to

Durham. He was a vigorous Protestant, though wjUing to grant
Roman Catholics ” every degree of toleration short of political

power and establishment.” He published several volumm of

sermons and tracts, and wrote the {lolitical life of his brotheri

Viscount Barrington.

BARRINGTON, WILLIAM WILDMAN SHUTE, SNI) Viscount

(1717-1793), eldest son of the 1st V^iscount Barrington, was bom
on the 15th of January 1717. Succeeding to the title in 1734, lie

spent some time in travel, and in Marcli 1740 was returned to

parliament lis member for Berwick-upon-Tweed. Having taken
his seat in the Irish House of Lords in 1745, he was appointed one
of tlie lords commissioners of the admiralty in 1746, and was one
of the “ managers ” of the impeachment of Simon, Lord Lovat.
In 1754 he became mcmlier of parliament for Plymouth, in 1755
was made a privy councillor and secretary at war, and in 1761
was transferred to the ollice of chancellor of the exchequer. In

1762 he became treasurer of the navy, and in 1765 returned to

his former position of secretary at war. He retained this office

until December 1778, and during four months in 1782 was joint

postmaster-general. He married in 1740 Mary, daughter ci# Mr
Henry Lovell, but left no children. He died at Becket on the ist

of February 1793, wid whs tniried in Shrivenham church*

Seo Shute Bamngtoii, Political Ltfe of Wiiliam WiidmaH, yssamnt
Barrington (Ix>ndo]i, 1814).

BARRISTER, in England and Ireland the term applied to

the highest class of lawyers who have exclusive audience in all

the superior courts, the word licing derived from the “ bar
”

(q,v,) in the law courts. Every barrister in England must be
a member of one of the four ancient societies called Inns of Court,

viz. Lincoln’s Inn, tlie Imicr and Middle Temples, and Gray’s

Inn, and in Ireland, of the Kira’s Inns. The existence of the

English societies as schools can l>e traced back to the 13th

century, and their rise is attributed to the clause in Ma^ui
Carta, by which the Common Pleas were fixed at Westminster
instead of following the king’s court, and the professors of law
were consequently brought together in London. Associations of

lawyers acquired houses of their own in which students were

educated in the common law, and the degrees of barrister (corre-

sponding to apprentice or bachelor) and sergeant (corresponding

to doctor) were conferred. These schools of law are now repre-

sented by the Inas of Court (q.v.).

Students arc admitted as members of the Inns of Court, on
paying certain fees and on passing a general (elementary)

examination or (alternatively) producing evidence of having

passed a public examination at a university
;

tlicir subsequent can
to tlie bar dcfiends on their keepmg twelve terms (of which there

are four in each year), and passing certain further examiimtiQiis

(see English Law od fin.), A term is ” kept ” dining six

times (three for a student whose name is on the books Of a
university) in hall. This is a relic of the older system in Wldch
examinations were not included, the only requisite bemg a
certificate from a barrister that the student had rsad ior twelve

months in his chambers. Dining in hall then a certain

social test, which has now become unmeaning, ^e profession

of barrister is open to almost every one
;
butno person connected
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wMh tiM kw in any inferioi^ capacity or who is a chartered or

prdfesiional accountant, can enter an Inn of Court as a st^ent

tmtil he has entirely and bona fide ceased to act or practise in

inch a capacity. Some of the Inns also make a restnctiori t^t
their members shall not be engaged in trade. A form of admission

has to be filled up, containing a declaration to this effect, and

mentioning inter dia the age, nationality, condition in life and

occupation of the applicant. Previous to the student’s call this

declaration must be repeated, and he must further declare that

he is not in holy orders, 1ms not held any clerical preferment

and has not periormed any clerical functions during the year

preceding. Subject to the above, practising solicitors of not less

than five years’ standing may be called to the bar without keep-

ing any terms, upon passing the necessary examinations, and,

per contra, a Imrrister of the same standing may, without any
period of apprenticeship, become a solicitor upon passing the

final examination for solicitors. Irish barristers of three yeans’

standing may be called to the English bar without passing any
examination upon keeping three terms, and so also may barristers

of those colomes where the professions of barrister and solicitor

are still kept distinct. No one can become a barrister till he is

twenty-one years old.

The benchers of the different Inns of Court have the right of

rejecting any applicant for membership with or without cause

assigned
; and for sufficient reasons, subject to an appeal to

the common law judges as visitors of the Inns, they may refuse

to call a student to the bar, or may expel from their society or

from the profession (“ dis-bar " or “ dis-bench ”) even barristers

or benchers. The benchers appear to take cognizance of any
kind of misconduct, whether professional or not, which they may
deem unworthy of the rank of barrister. The grade of barrister

comprehendstheattorney-general and solicitor-genei'al(appointed

by and holding office solely at the will of the government of the

day), who rank as the heads of the profession, king’s counsel

and ordinary practitioners, sometimes technically known as
“ utter barristers.”

'Fhe peculiar business of barristers is the advocacy of causes

in open court, but in England a great deal of other business falls

into their hands. They are the chief conveyancers, and the

pleadings (i.e. the counter statements of parties previous to join-

ing issue) are in all but the simplest cases drafted by them.
There was formerly, indeed, a separate class of conveyancers and
special pleaders, being persons who kept the necessary number
of terms qualifying for a call but who, instead of being called,

took out licences, granted for one year only, but renewable,

to practise under the bar, but now conveyancing and special

pleadi^ form part of the ordinary work of a junior barrister.

The higher rank among barristers is that of king’s or queen’s
counsel. They lead in court, and give opinions on cases sub-
mitted to them, but they do not accept conveyancing or pleading,

nor do they admit pupils to their chambers. Precedence among
king’s counsel, as well as among outer barristers, is determined
by seniority.^ The old order of serjeants-at-kw {q.v,) who
ranked after king’s counsel, is now extinct. Although every

barrister has a right to practise in any court in England, each

^
A king’s counsel is appointed by letters Mtent to be one of

His Majesty's counsel learned in the law.” The appointment rests
with the lord chancellor, to whom the barrister desiring a silk
gown makes application. There is no definite time required to
elapse between call ” and application for a seat within the bar,
but it is generally understood that a barrister must be ot at least
ton years' standing Ix^fore he m appointed a king's counsel. The first

king’s counsel was Sir Francis Bacon, who ifras appointe<l by Queen
Elizabeth ** queen’s counsel extfaordlna^)^^and received a payrntmt,
by way of jdedge and fee,” of /40 a year, payable half-yearly.
SucceecUng king's counsel received a similar payment, until its

abolition in 1831. There was not another appointment of a king’s
counsel until i66fi, when Lord Chancellor jprancis North was so
honoured. From 1775 kimj’s connael may Ije said to have become a
regular order. Their number was very small so late as the middle
of the loth century (30 in 1780 ; 30 in t8io

; 2% m 1850). but at
the begmoing of the 'UOlh century thert* were over 250. A king's
counsel may not, unless by sptniial licence, take a bwef against the
crown, but such a Itbence is hever refused unless the crown desires
his services in the ease.

special class of business has its own practittonm, so that the

bar may almost be said to be divided into several professions.

The most marked distinction is that between barristers practising

in chancery and barristers practising in the courts of common
law. The fusion of law and equity brought about by the

Judicature Acts 1873 and 1875 was expected in course of time

to break down this ffistinction
;
but to a large extent the separa-

tion between these two great branches of the profession remains.

There are also subordinate distinctions in each branch. Counsel
at common law attach themselves to one or other of the circuits

into which England is divided, and may not practise elsewhere

unless under special conditions. In chancery the king’s counsel

for the most part restrict themselves to one or other of the courts

of the chancery division. Business before the court of probate,

divorce and admiralty, the privy council and parliamentary

committees, exhibits, though in a less degree, the same tendency
to specialization. In some of the larger provincial towns there

are also local bars of considerable strength. The bar of Ireland

exhibits in its general arrangements the same features as the

bar of England. For the Scottish bar, see under Advocates,
Faculty of. There is no connexion whatever between the

Scottish and English bars. A distinctive dress is worn by
barristers when attending the courts, consisting of a stuff gowm,
exchanged for one of silk (whence the expression " to take silk ')

when the wearer has attained the rank of king’s counsel, both
classes also having wigs dating in pattern and material from the

18th century.

Counsel is not answerable for anything spoken by him relative

to the cause in hand and suggested in the client’s instructions,

even though it should reflect on the character of another and
prove absolutely groundless, but if he mention an untruth of

his own invention, or even upon instructions if it be impertinent

to the matter in hand, he is then liable to an action from the

party injured. Counsel may also be punished by the summary
power of the court or judge as for a contempt, and by the benchers

of the inn to which he may belong on cause shown.

The rank of barrister is a necessary qualification for nearly

all offices of a judicial character, and a very usual qualification

for other important appointments. Not only the judgeships

in the superior courts of law and equity in England and in her

colonies, but nearly all the magistracies of minor rank—recorder-

ships, county court judgeships, &c.—are restricted to the bar.

The result is a unique feature in the English system of justice,

viz. the perfect harmony of opinion and interest between the

bar as a professionand all degrees of the judicial bench. Barristers

have the rank of esquires, and are privileged from arrest whilst

in attendance on the superior courts and on circuit, and also

from serving on juries whilst in active practice.

Revising Barristers are counsel of not less than seven years’

standing appointed to revise the lists of parliamentary voters.

Barristers cannot maintain an action for their fees, which are

regarded as gratuities, nor can they,by the usage of the profession,

undertake a case without the intervention of a solicitor, except

in criminal cases, where a barrister may be engaged directly,

by having a fee given him in open court, nor is it competent
for them to enter into any contract for payment by their clients

with respect to litigation.

See J. H. V. Marchant. Barrist0r-at4aw : an Essay on the legal

position of Ccmnsel in England (1905).

BARROIS, CHARLES (1851- ),
French geologist, was bom

at Lille on the 21st of April 1851, and educated at the college in

that town, where he studied geology under Prof. Jules Gosselet

and qualified as D. he Sc. To this master he dedicated his first

compl^hensive work, Recherehes sur le Urtain cretaei superieur

df VAngleterre et de Vlrlande, published in the Metnoires de la

sociit^ giologique du Nord in 1876. In this essay the palaeonto-

logical zones in the Chalk and Upper Greensand of Britain were

for the first time marked out in detail, and the results of Dr
Barrois’s original researches have formed the basis of subsequent
work, and Imve in all leading features been confinned. In 1876
Dr ^rrois was appointed a collaborateur to the French Geo-
logical Survey, and in 1877 professor of geology in the university
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of Lille. In other memoirs, among iRrhich may be mentioiied
those on the Cretaceous rocks of the Ardennes and of the Basin
of Oviedo, Spain

;
on the (Devonian) Calcaire d*£rbray 7 on the

Palaeozoic rocks of Brittany and of northern Spain
; and on the

granitic and metamorphic rocks of Brittany, Dr Banois has
proved himself an accomplished petrologist as well as paiaeonto-

iogist and held-geologist In t88i he was awarded the Bigsby
medal and in 1901 the Wollaston medal by the Geological

Society of London. He was chosen member of the Institute

(Academy of Sciences) in 1904*

BARROS, JOiO DE (140-1570), called the Portuguese Livy,
may be said to have been the first great historian of his country.
Educated in the palace of King Manoel,he early conceived the idea

of writing history, and, to prove his powers, composed, at the age
of twenty, a romance of chivalry, the Chronule of the Emperor
Clarimundo, in which he is said to have had the assistance of

Prince John, afterwards King John III. The latter, on ascending
the throne, gave Barros the captaincy of the fortress of St Geoige
of Elmina, whither he proceeded in 1522, and he obtained in 1525
the post of treasurer of the India House, which he held until 1528.
The pest of 1530 drove him from Lisbon to his country house near
Pombal, and there he finished a moral dialogue, Rhopica Pneuma^
which met with the applause of the learned Juan Luis Vives. On
his return to Lisbon in 1532 the king appointed Barros factor of

the India and Mina House—positions of great responsibility and
importance at a time when Lisbon was the European emporium
for the trade of the East. Barros proved a good administrator,

displaying great industry and a disinterestedness rare in that age,

with the result that he made but little money where his pre-

decessors had amassed fortunes. At this time, John III., wishful

to attract settlers to Brazil, divided it up into captaincies and gave
that of Maranhfto to Barros, who, associating two partners in the

enterprise with himself, prepared an armada of ten vessels, carry-

ing nine hundred men, which set sail in 1539. Owing to the

ignorance of the pilots, the whole fleet suffered shipwreck, which
entailed s«Tious financial loss on Barros, yet not content with
meeting his own obligations, he paid the debts of those who had
perished in the expedition. During all these busy years he had
continued his studies in his leisure hours, and shortly after the

Brazilian disaster he offered to write a history of the Portuguese
in India, which the king accepted. He began work forthwith,

but, before printing the first part, he again proved his pen by
publishing a Portuguese grammar (1540) and some more moral
Dialogues. The first of the Decades of his Asia appeared in

1552, and its reception was such that the king straightway
charged Barros to write a chronicle of King Manocl. Hi.s many
occupations, however, prevented him from undertaking this book,

which was finally composed by Damiflo de Goes The
Second Decade came out in 1553 and the Third in 1563, but the
Fourth and final one was not published until 1615, long after the
author’s death. In January 1568 Barros retired from his re-

munerative appointment at the India House, receiving the rank
of together with a pension and other pecuniary emoluments
from King Sebastian, and died on the 20th of October 1 570. A
man of lofty character, he preferred leaving his children an
example of pood morals and learning to bequeathing them a laige

pecuniary inheritance, and, though he received mdny royal
benefactions, they were volunteered, never asked for. As an
historian and a stylist Barros deserves the high fame he has always
enjoyed. His Decades contain the early history of the Portuguese
in Asia and reveal careful study of Eastern historians and geo-

graphers, as well as of the records of his own country. They are
distinguished by cleamw of exposition and orderly arrangement.
His style has all the ailhpKcttjr and grandeur of the masters of

historical writing, and the pdrity of his diction is incontestable.

Though, on the whole, impartial, Barros is the narrator and
apologist of the great deeds of his countrymen, and lacks the

critical spirit and intellectual acumen of DamiAo de Goes. Diogo
do Couto oontinued the Decades, adding nine more, and a modern
edition of the whole appeared in Lisbon in 14 vols. in

*778-1788. The title of Barros*s work is Da Asia de Jo&o de

Barros, dos ftitos que os Portu^uezes fizeram no deseubrimento e
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ooflquisia dos mans e terras do Ori'mie, and the edition is accom*
panied by a volume containing a life of Baitos by the historiaii

kanoel ^verim de Faria and a copious index of aJi Che Decades.

An Italian version in 2 vob. appeared in Venice in xgfii-tsfia and
a Gennan in 5 vols. in 1821. Clarimundo has gone thro^ the

fdloyring editions : 1522, 1555, i6ox, 1742, 1791 and 1843, all

publish^ in Lisbon. It influenced Francisco de Moiaes (g.v.)

;

cf. Purser, Palmerin of England, Dublin^ 1904, pp* 440 ot seq.

The minor works of Barros arc described by InnocenciO da Silva

:

PicciofMrw Bibliof^aphico Portuguee, vol. tii. pp. 320-325 and vcd. x.

pp. 187- X89. and in Sevorim de Faria's Life, cited above. A com-
piiation of Barros's Varia was published by the viiconde dc Aaevedo
(Porto, i^). (E.^Pr,)

BARROT, CAMILLE HYACINTHE OIMLON (1791-1873),
French politician, was bom at Villefort (Loz^re) on the 19th of

Septemto 1791. He belonged to a legal family, his father, an
advocate of Toulouse, having been a member of the Convention
who had voted against the death of Louis XVI. Odilon Barrot’s

earliest recollections were of the October insurrection of 1795.
He was sent to the military school of Saint-Cyr, but presently

removed to the Lycdc Napoleon to study law and was called to

the Parisian bar in 1811. He was placed in the office of the
conveniionel Jean Mailhe, who was advocate before the council

of state and the court of cassation and was proscribed at the

second restoration. Barrot eventually succeixied him in both
positions. His dissatisfaction with the government of the

restoration was shown in his conduct of some political trials.

For his opposition in 1820 to a law by which any person might
be arrested and detained on a warrant signed by three ministers,

he was summoned before a court of assize, but acquitted.

Although intimate with Lafayette and others, he took no actual

share in their schemes for the overthrow of the government, but
in 1827 he joined the association known as Aide-toi, le del taidera.

He presided over the banquet given by the sexaety to the 22

1

deputies who had signed the address of March 1830 to Charles X.,
and threatened to reply to force by force. AfteV the ordinances

of the 26th of July 1830, he joined the National Guard and took
an active part in the revolution. As secretary of the municipal
commission, which sat at the hfitel de ville and formed itself into

a provisional government, he was charged to convey to the
chaml^er of deputies a protest embodying the terms which the

advanced Liberals wished to impose on the king to be elected.

He supported the idea of a constitutional monarchy against the
extreme Republicans, and he was appointed one of the three

commissioners chosen to escort Charles X. out of France. On his

return he was nominated prefect of the department of the Seine.

His concessions to the Parisian mob and his extreme gentleness

towards those who demanded the prosecution of the ministers of

Charles X. led to an unflattering comparison with Jdrfime P4tion
under similar circumstances. Louis Philippe's government was
far from satisfying his desires for reform, and he persistently

uiged the “ broadening of the bases of the monarchy," while he
protested his loyalty to the dynasty. He was returned to the

chamber of deputies for the department of Eure in 1831. The
day after the demonstration of June 1832 on the occasion of the

funeral of General Lamarque, he made himself indirectly the
mouthpiece of the Democrats in an interview with Louis Philippe,

which is given at length in his Mimoires, Subsequently, in

pleading before the court of cassation on behalf of one of the

rioters, he secured the annulling of the judgments given by the

council of war. The death of the duke of Orieans in 1842 was a
blow to Barrot’s party, which sought to substitute the regency
of the duchess of Orieans for that of the duke of Nemours m the
event of the succession of the count of Paris. In 1846 Barrot
made a tour m the Near East, returning in time to take part A
second time in the preliminaries of revolution. He olganized
banquets of the disaffected in the various cities of Frafiee, and
demanded electoral reform to avoid revolution. He did not
foresee the strength of the outbreak for which his elc^uence had
prepared the way, and clung to the programme of 1830. He
tried to support the regency of the duchess ih the chamber Oh
the 24th Of Februar)^ only' to find that the time was past lor
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laii^iniftiuref. He iicq[uieioed in the republie end gnvt hie

•dimion to Geneml Cavugnac. He became the chief of Louie

Ntpoleon’i tot miniit^ in the hope of extracting Liberal

metsurei,
but wae dumisaed in as soon as he h^ served

the president's purpose of avoiding open conflict. After the

amp d itat of December 1851 he was one of those who sought to

accuse Napoleon of high treason. He was imprisoned for a short

time and retired from active politics for some ten years. He was

drawn once more into affairs by the hopes of reform held out by

Ivmik Ollivier, accepting in 1869 the presidency of an extra-

parliamentary committee on decentralization. After the bdl of

the empire he was nominated by Thiers, whom he had supported

under Louis Philippe, president of the council of state. But his

powers were now fufing, and he had only filled his new office for

about a year when he died at Bougival on the 6th of August 1873.

He had been sufficiently an optimist to bdieve in the triumph oi

the libera] but non-republican institutions dear to him under the

restoration, under Louis Philippe and Louis Napoleon 8ucce.s-

sively. He was unable to foresee and unwilling to accept the

consequences of his political agitation in 1830 and 1848, and in

spite of his talents and acknowledged influence he thus failed to

secure the honours won by more uncompromising politicians.

He was described by Thureau-Dangin as “ le plus solenncl dcs

ind^cis, le plus mdditatif dcs irr6fi6chis, le plus heureux des

ambitieux, k plus austere dcs courtisans de la foule.”

His personal relations with Louis Philippe and Napoleon, with
his views on the events m which he was concerned, are described in

the four volumes of his AUminrus, (fitted by Duvergicr <le Hauranne
in 1875-1876. See also Thureau-Dangin, Hist, de la monufchie de

fuilUt,

BARROW* ISAAC (1630-1677), English mathematician and
divine, was the son of Thomas Barrow, a linen-draper in London,
belonging to an old Suffolk and (Cambridgeshire family. His
uncle was Bishop Isaac Barrow of St Asaph (1614-1680). He was
at first placed for two or three years at the Charterlumse school.

There, however, his conduct gave hut little hopes of his ever

succe^ing as a scholar. But after his removal from this estab-

lishment to Foisted school in Essex, wlicre Martin Holl)each

was master, his disposition took a happier turn ; and having soon
made considerable progress in learning, he was in 1643 entered

at 8t Peter’s (College, and afterwards at Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, where he applied himself lo the study of literature and
science, especially of natural philosophy. He at first intended

to adopt the roedkal profession, and made some progress in

anatomy, botany and chemistry, after which he studied chrono-

logy, geometry and astronomy. He then travelled in France
and Italy, and in a voyage from Leghorn to Smyrna gave proofs

of great personal bravery during an attack made by an Algerine

pirate. At Smyrna he met with a kind reception from the

English consul, Mr Bretton, upon whose death he afterwards

wrote a Latin elegy. From this place he proceeded to Con-
stantinople, where he received similar civilities from Sir Thomas
Bendish, the English ambassador, and Sir Jonathan Dawes, with

whom he afterwards contracted an intimate friendship. While

at (jonstantinople he read and studied the works of St Chry-

sostom, whom he preferred to all the other Fathers. He resided in

Turkey somewhat more than a year, after which he proceeded

to Venice, and thence returned home through Ciennany and
Holland in 1659.

Immediately on his reaching England he received ordination

from Bishop Brownrig, and in i()6o \te was appointed to the

Creek professorship at Cambridge. When he entered upon this

office he intended to have pra^ted upon the tragedies of

Sophocles i but he altered his intention and mode choice of

Aristotle’a rhetoric. His lectures on this subfect* having been lent

to a friend who never returned them, are irrecovemfaly lost In

July 166a he was elected professor of geome^ m Gresham
Colley, on the recommendation of Dr John Wilkins, master of

Tmity College and afterwards bishop of Chester
; and in May

1663 he was chosen a fellow of the Royal Society, at the tot
efection made by the coyoxil after obtaimng their charter. The
same year the executors of Henry Lucas, who, accordii^ to the

terms of his will, had founded a mathematical chair at Cambridge*

fixed upon Barrow as the first professor ; and although hit two
professorships were not inconsistent with each other, he chose

to resign that of Gresham College, which he did on to aoth of

May 1664. In 1669 he resigned his mathematical chair to his

pu^ Isaac Newton, having now determined to renounce to
study of mathematics for tot of divinity. Upon quitting his

professorship Barrow was only a fellow of Trinity College
; but

his uncle gave him. a small sinecure m Wales, and Dr Seth Waid*
bishop of Salisbury, conferred upon him k prebend in that church.

In the year 1670 he was created doctor in divinity by mandate
;

and, upon the promotion of Dr Pearson to the see of Chester, he
was appointed to succeed him as master of Trinity College by the

king’s patent, bearing the date of the 13th of Februa^ 1672.

In 1675 ^ Barrow was chosen vice-chancellor of the university.

He ffied on the 4th of May 1677, and was interred in Westminster

Abbey, where a monument, surmounted by his bust, was soon

after erected by to contributions of his friends.

By his English contemporaries Barrow was considered a
mathematician second only to Newton. Continental writers do
not place him so high, and their judgment is probably the more
correct one. He was undoubtedly a clear-sighted and able

mathematician, who handled admirably the severe geometrical

method, and who in his Method of Tangents approximated to the

course of reasoning by which Newton was afterwards led to

the doctrine of ultimate ratios
; but his substantial contribu-

tions to the science are of no great imp)ortance, and his lectures

upon elementary principles do not Uirow much light on the

difficulties surrounding the border-land between mathematics

and philosophy. (See Infinitesimal Calculus.) His Sermons

have long enjoyed a high reputation ; they are weighty pieces

of reasoning, elaborate in construction and ponderous in style.

HisKCicntific works arc v«5ry numerous. Tiie most important are :

—

Euclid's Elements ; Euclid's Data
;

Optical Lectures^ read in the
public school of Cambridge ;

Thirteen Geometrical Lectures ; The
Works of Archimedes, the Four Books of Apollonius's Conic Sections,

and Theodosius's Spherics, e^rplained in a New Method ; A Lecture,

in which Archimedes’ Theorems of the Sphere and Cylinder are

investigated and briefly demonstrated
;
MaOiematical Lectures, read

in the public schools of the university of Cambridge. The above
were all written in Latin. His Englii^ works have been collected

and published in four volumes folio.

See Ward, Lives of the Gresham Professors, and Whewell’s bio-

graphy prefixed to the 9th volume of Napier’s edition of Barrow’s
Sermons.

BARROW* SIR JOHN (1764-1848), English statesman, was

born in to village of Dragley Beck in the parish of Ulverston

in Lancashire, on to 19th of June 1764. He started in life as

superintending clerk of an iron foundry at Liverpool and after-

wards taught mathematics at a school in Greenwich. Through

to interest of Sir George Staunton, to whose son he taught

mathematics, he was attached on to first British embassy to

China as comptroller of to household to Lord Macartney. He
soon acquired a good knowledge of the Chinese language, on
which he subsequently contributed interesting articles to to
Quarterly Reoiew

;

and to account of the embassy published

by Sir George Staunton records many of Barrow’s valuable

contributions to literature and science connected with Chiim.

Although Barrow ceased to be officially connected with Chinese

aliairs after the return of the embassy in 1794, he always took

much interest in tom, and on critical occasions was frequently

consulted by the Brito government. In 1797 he accompanied

Lord Macartney, as private secretary, in his important and

delicate mission to settle the government of the newly acquired

colony of the Ope of Good Hope. Barrow was entrusted with

the task of reconciling to Boers and Kaffirs and of reporting

on to country in the interior. On his return from his journey,

in tlie course of which he visited all parts of to colony, he uras

appointed auditor-general of public accounts. He now decided

to settle in South Africa, married Anne Maria Triiter, and in

1800 bought a house in Cape Town. But the surrender of to
colony at the peace of Amiens (&802) upset this plan. He
returned to England in 1804, was appoint^ 1^ Lord Melville

second secretary to to admiralty* a post which he held for
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forty years* He enjoyed the ^teem and confidence of all the

eleven chief lords who successively prided at the admiralty

board during that period, and more especially of King William IV.

while lord l^h admiral, who honoured him with tokens of his

personal regard. Barrow was a fellow of the Royal Society,

and in iSsi received the degree of LL.D. from Edinburgh
University. A baronetcy was conferred on him by Sir Robert
Peel in 1835. He retired from public life in 1845 and devoted
himself to writing a history of the modem Arctic voyages of

discovery (1846), of which he was a great promoter, as well as

his autobiography, published in 1847. He died suddenly on
the 23rd of November 1848.

Besides the numerous articles in the Quarterly Review already

mentioned, Barrow published among other works, Trewels in

•China (1804) ;
Travels into the Interior of South Africa (1806)

;

and lives of Lord Macartney (1807), Lord Anson (1839), Lord
Howe (1838). He was also the author of several valuable con-

tributions to the seventh edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
See Memoir of John Harrow, by G. F. Staunton (1832).

BARROW, a river of south-eastern Ireland. It rises in the

Slieve Bloom mountains, and flows at first easterly and then
almost due south, until, on joining the Suir, it forms the estuary

of the south coast known as Waterford Harbour. Including

the 12 m. of the estuary, the length of its valley is rather more
tlrnn 100 m., without counting the lesser windings of the river.

The total area of drainage to Waterford Harbour (including

the basin of the Suir) is 3500 sq. m., and covers the whole of the

county Kilkenny, with parts of Waterford, ('ork and Limerick,

Tipperary, Carlow, King’s and Queen’s counties. The chief

towns on the banks of the Barrow are Athy (where it becomes
navigable and has a junction with the Grand Canal), Carlow,

Bagenalstown and New Ross. The chief affluent is ^e Nore,

which it receives from the north-west a little above New Ross.

The scenery on its banks is in parts very beautiful.

BARROW (from A.S. beorh, a mount or hillock), a word
found occasionally among place-names in England applied to

natural eminences, but generally restricted in its modem applica-

tion to denote an ancient grave-mound. The custom of con-

structing barrows or mounds of stone or earth over the remains
of the dead was a characteristic feature of the sepulchral systems
of primitive times. Originating in the common sentiment of

humanity, which desires by some visible memorial to honour and
perpetuate the memory of the dead, it was practised alike by
peoples of high and of low development, and continued through
all the stages of culture that preceded the introduction of

Christianity. The primary idea of sepulture appears to have
been the provision of a habitation for the dead

;
and thus,

in its perfect form, the barrow include a chamber or chambers
where the tenant was surrounded with the prized possessions

of his previous life. A common feature of the earlier barrows
is the enclosing fence, which marked off the site from the sur-

rounding ground. When the barrow was of earth, this was
effected by an encircling trench or a low vallum. When the
barrow was a stone structure, the enclosure was usually a circle

of standing stones. Sometimes, instead of a chamber formed
above ground, the barrow covered a pit excavated for the
interment under the original surface. In later times the mound
itself was frequently dispensed with, and the interments made
within the enclosure of a trench, a vallum or a circle of standing
stones. Usually the great barrows occupy conspicuous sites

;

but in g^eral the external form is no index to the internal

construction and gives no definite indication of the nature of the
sepulchral usages. 'Dius, while the long barrow is characteristic

of the Stone Age, it is impossible to tell without direct escamina-
tion whether it nmy be chambered or unchambered, or whether
the burials within it may be those of burnt or of unbumt
bodies. «

In England the kmg barrow usually contains a single chamber,
entering by a passage underneath the higher and wider end of the
mound. In Denmark the chambers are at irregular intervals

along the body of the mound, and liave no passages leading into

them. The long barrows of Great Britain are often from 200 to
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400 ft in length by 60 to 80 ft. wide. Their chambers art rudely

but strongly built, with*dome-shaped roofo^ formed by over-

lapping the Bucxessive courses of the upper part of the side walla.

In Sci^inavia, on the other hand, sotk dome-ioofed chamben
are unknown, and the construction of the chambers as a rule is

megalithic, five or six monoliths supporting one or more capstones

of enormoussize. Such chambers,denuded of the covering mound,

or over which no covering mound has been raised, am populariy

known in England as “ cromlechs ” and in France as
** ooknens

**

(see Stone Monuments). The prevailing mode of sepulture in

all the different varieties of these structures is by the deposit of

the body in a contracted position, accompanied by weapons and
implements of stone, occasionally by ornaments of gold, jet or

amber. Vessels of clay, more or less ornate in character, which

occur with these early interments of unbUmt bodies, have been

regarded as food vessels and drinking-cups, differing in character

and purpose from the cinerary urns of huger size in which the

ashes of the dead were deposited after cremation.

The custom of burning the body commenced in the Stone

before the long liarrow or the dolmen had passed out of use. While

cremation is rare in the long barrows of the south of England, it

is the rule in those of Yorkshire and the north of Scotl^d. In

Ireland, where the long barrow form is all but unknown, the round
harrow or chambered cairn prevailed from the earliest Pagan
period till the introduction of Christianity. The Irish barrows

occur in groups in certain localities, some of which seem to have
been the royal cemeteries of the tribal confederacies, whereof

eight are enumerated in on ancient Irish manuscript, the Leabhar

na h-Vidhrif compiled c. a.d. iioo. The best-known of these is

situated on the lianks of the Boyne above Drogheda, and consists

of a group of the laigcst cairns in Ireland. One, at New Grange,

is a huge mound of stones and earth, over 300 ft. in diameter and
70 ft. in height. Around its base are the remains of a circle of

large standing stones. The chamber, which is 20 ft. high in the

centre, is reached by a passage about 70 ft in length. In the

l^ughcrew Hills, Co. Meath, there is a group of about thirty stone

barrows or cairns, mostly chambered, their bases measuring

from 5 or 6 to 60 yds. in diameter. They are unusually inter-

esting from the fact that many of the exposed slabs in the walls

of the chambers are ornamented with spirals and other devices,

rudely incised. As in the case of the long barrows, the traditional

form of the circular, chambered barrow was retained through

various changes in the sepulchral custejpi of the people. It was
the natural result of the practice of donation, however, that it

should induce a modification of the barrow structure. The
chamber, no longer regarded as a habitation to be tenanted

the deceased, became simply a cist for the reception of the um
which held his ashes. The degradation of the chamber naturally

produced a corresponding degnuiation of themoundwhichcovered
It, and the barrows of the Bronze Age, in which cremation was
common, are smaller and less imposing than those of the Stone

Age, but often surprisingly rich in the relics of the life and of the

art workmanship of the time. In addition to the varied and
beautiful forms of implements and weapons—^frequently orna-

mented with a high d^ree of artistic taste—armlks and other

personal ornaments in gold, amber, jet and bronze are not

uncommon. The barrows of the bronze period, like some of

those of the Stone Age, appear to have b^ used as tribal or

family cemeteries. In Denmark as many as seventy deposits of

burnt interments have been observed in a single mound, indicat-

ing its use as a burying-place throughout a long succession of

years.

In the Iron Age there was less uniformity in the burial customs.

In some of the barrows in central France, and in the wolds of

Yorkshire, the interments include the arms and accoutrements

of a charioteer, with his chariot, harness and horses. In
Scandinavia a custom, alluded to in the sa^, of burying the

viking in his ship, drawn up on land, and nusing a barrow over

it, is exemplified by the ship-burials discovered in Norway. The
ship found in the Gokstad mound was 78 ft. long, and had a mast
and sixteen pairs of oars. In a chamber abidt the mast the
viking had been laid,with his weapons, and together with himwere
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bittitd twehne hones, fix dqgi and a peacock. An interestifig

exampks of great timto^chambered bonw if that at

J^hig in Jutland, knows ms the barrow of T^re Danebod,

queen of Kipg Gom the Old, who died about the middle of the

loth century. It is a mound about 200 ft. in diameter, and over

50 ft in height, containing a chamber 23 ft long, 8 ft wide and

5 ft high, formed of massive slabs of oak. Though it had been

entered and plundered in the middle ages, a few relics were found

when it was reopened, among which were a silver cup, ornamented

with the inteii^ng work ebaxacteristic of the time and some
personal ornaments. It is highly illustrative of the tenacity with

which the ancient sepulchral usages were retained even after the

introduction of Chdstianity that King Harold, son and successor

of Gorm the Old, who is said to have christianized all Denmark
and Norway, followed the pagan custom of erecting a chambered
tumulus over the remains of his father, on the summit of which
was placed a rude piUar-stone, bearing on one side the memorial

inscription in runes, and on the other a representation of the

Saviour of mankind distinguished by the crossed nimbus sur-

rounding the head. The so-called Kings’ Hows at Upsala in

Sweden rival those of Jelling in size and height. In the chamber
of one, opened in 182^, there was found an urn full of calcined

bones
;
and along with it were ornaments of gold showing the

characteristic workmanship of the 5th and 6th centuries of the

Christian era. Along with the calcined human bones were bones
of animals, among which those of the horse and the dog were
distinguished.

Comparing the results of the re.scarches in European barrows
with such notices of barrow-burial as may lie gleaned from early

writings, we find them mutually illustrative.

The Homeric account of the building of the barrow of Hector
(II. xxiv.) brings vividly before us the scene so often suggested by
the examination of the tumuli of prehistoric times, luring nine
days wood was collected and brought, in carts drawn by oxen, to

the site of the fimoral pyre. Then the pyre was built and the
body laid upon it. After burning for twenty-four hours the
smouldering embers were extinguished with libations of wine.

The white and calcined lioncs were then packed out of the ashes
by the friends and placed in a metallic urn, which was dcpiosited

in a hollow grave or cist and covered over with large well-fitting

stones. Finally, a barrow of great magnitude was heapied over
the remains and the funeral feast was celebrated. The obsequies
of Achilles, as described Odyssey, were also celebrated with
details which are strikii^p similar to those observed in tumuli
botli of the Bronze and Iron Ages. The body was brought to the
pile in an embroidered robe and jars of unguents and honey were
placed beside it. Sheep and oxen were slaughtered at the pfile.

The incinerated bones were collected from the ashes and pilaced

in a golden um along with those of Patroclus, Achilles's dearest

friend. Over the remains a great and shapdy mound was raised

on the l^h headland, so that it might be seen from afar by future

generations of men.
Herodotus, describing the funeral customs of the Scythians,

states ^t, on the dea& of a chief, the body was placed upion a
coach in a diamber sunk in the earth and covered with timber,

in which were deposited all things needful fur the comfort of the

diseased in die other world. Ow of his wives was strangled and
laid beside him, lus cup-bearer and other attendants, his chario-

teer and his horses were kiUed and placed in the tomb, which was
then filled up with earth and an enormousmound raised high over
all. The barrows which cover the plains of ancient Scythia attest

the truth of this description. A Siberian barrow, described by
Demidov, contained throe contiguous chamj^ds of unhewn stone.

In the central chamber lay the skeleton of the ancient diief , with
his sword, his spear, his bow and a quiver full of arrows. The
skeleton reclined upxm a sheet of pure gold, extending the whole
length of the body, which had been wrapiped in a mantle brotdered

wi& gold and studded with pireoious stones. Over it was extended
another sheet of pure gold. In a smaller chamber at the d^f’B
head lay the skeleton of a female, richly attired, extended upion

a^eet of pure gold and ttmBarly covered with a sheet of the some
metal A golden chain adorned her neck and her anns were

encircled with bracelets of pmre gold. In a third chamber, at the

chief’s feet, lay the skeklon of his favourite horse with saddle,

bridle and sttmips.

So curiously alike in their general features were the sepukhial
usages connected with barrow-burial over the whole of Europe,
that we find the Anglo-Saxon Saga of Beowulf describing the
chambered tumulus with its gigantic masonry ’’ held fast on props

with vaults of stone,” and the passage under the mound haunt^
by a dc^on, the guardian of the treasures of heathen gold which
it contained. Be^ulf'sown burial is minutely described in terms
which have a strong resemblance to the piarallel passages in the

Iliad and Odyssey. There is first the pirepiaration of the pile,

which is hung round with helmets, shields and coats of mail.

Then the corpise is brought and laid in the midst
;
the pik is

kindled and the roaring flame rises, mingled with weeping, till#

all is consumed. Then, for ten long days, the warriors labour at
the rearing of his mighty mound on tlie he^land, high and broad,

to be seen alar by the piassers-by on land and sea.

The pyramids of Egypt, the mausolea of the Lydian kings, the

circular, chambered sepulchres of Mycenae, and the Etruscan
tombs at Caere and Volci, are lineally descended from the

chambered barrows of prehistoric times, modified in construction

according to the advancement of architectural art at the period of

their erection. There is no country in Europie destitute of more
(H* less abundant proofs of the almost universal prevalence of

barrow-burial in early tim€Mi. It can also be traced on both sides

of the basin of the Mediterranean, and from Asia Minor across

the continent to India, China and Japian.

In the new world as well as in the old, similar customs pre-

vailed from a very remote period. In the great plains of North
America the dead were buried in barrows of enormous magnitude,

which occasionally present a remarkable similarity to the barrows

of Great Britain. In these mounds enunation appiears more
frequently than inhumation

;
and both are accompanied by

implements, weapions and ornaments of stone and bone. The
piottery accompanying the remains is often elaborately orna-

mented, and the mound builders were evidently possessed of a
higher development of taste and skill than is evinced by any of

the modem aboriginal races, by whom the mounds and their

contents are regarded as utterly mysterious.

It is not to be wondered at tliat customs so widely spread and
so deeply rooted as those connected with barrow-burial should

have been difficult to eradicate. In fact, compliance with the

Christian practice of inhumation in the cemeteries sanctioned by
the church, was only enforced in Europe by capitularies denounc-

ing tlie punishment of death on those who persisted in burying

their dead after the pagan fashion or in the pagan mounds. Yet
even in the middle ages kings of Christian countries were buried

with their swords and spears, and queens with their spindles and
ornaments

;
the bishop was laid in his grave with his crozier and

comb ; the priest vrith his chalice and vestments
;
and clay

vessels filled with charcoal (answering to the urns of heathen

times) are found in the churdies of France and Denmark.

Authorities.—('.anon W. Greenwcll, lintish Barrows (London,

1877) ; Dr J. Thurnam, “ On Ancient British Barrows.” in Archaeo^
logxa, voU. 42. 43 (i8f>Q)

; J. R. Mortimer. Forty Years' Researches
in Burial Mounds of East Yorkshire (J^xmclon, 1905) ; J. Anderson,
Scofland in Pagan Times (Edinburg. 18R6)

;
fir T. H. Brvee,

“ Records of Explorations amoniji' the Calms of Arran and Bute,*' in

Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, vote. 36, 37. 38
(1901-1903) ; W. C. Boriasc, the Dolmens of Ireland (Lond(m,
1897); Dictionnaire arrhMogique de la Canle (Pans, 1875) ;

A. P.

Madsen, Gtavhoie ogGravfund fra Stenalderen i Danmark (Copenhagen,
1900) ; S. Muller, Nordisch^ Aliertumskunde aus Ddnemarh and
Schleswig (Stra.ssburg, 1897) ; O. Montelius, The Citfilization of
Sweden in Heathen Times (Jxindon, 1888), and Dsr Orient und
Emopa (Stockholm, 1809) ; E. Cartailhac. Les Ages prihistonqws
de VEspagne ei du Portugal (Paris, 1886) : W. Cowland. " The
Dolmens and Burial Mounds in Japan,” in Archaeologia, vol. 55
(1897); C. Thomas, "Report on the Mound Explorations of the
Bureau of Ethnology” {Twelfth Annual Report for jHqo-x8qi,
Washington, 1894.) (*J.

An.)

BARROWB» HENRY (? x55o-<t59.3), English Ihiritan and
Separatist, was bom about 1550, at Shipdam, Norfolk, of a
family related by marriage to the lord keeper Bacon, and
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probably to Aylmer^ bishop of London. He matriculated at

Oare Hall, Cambridge, in November 1566, and graduated B.A.

in 1569-1570. Alterwar^ he “ follow^ the court for some
time, leading a frivolous if not licentious life. He was a member
of Gray’s Inn for a few years from 1576, but was never called

to the bar. About 1580 or 1581 he was deeply impressed by a
sermon, whereupon he retired to the country, and was led by
study and meditation to the strictest form of Puritanism. Sul>
sequently, in what manner is not known, he came into intimate

relations with John Greenwood, the Separatist leader, whose
views (probably due, in part at least, to Browne’s influents)

he adopted without reserve. Though not strictly resident in

liondon at this time, he was associated with “ the brethren of

the Separation ” there, in wltose secret meetings his natural

earnestness and eloquence made him conspicuous. Greenwood
having been imprisoned in the Clink, Borrowe came from the

country to visit him, and on the 19th of November 1586 was
detained by the gaoler and brought before Archbishop Whitgift.

He insisted on tlie illegality of this arrest, refused either to take

the ex officio oath or to give bail for future appearance, and was
committed to the Gatehouse. After nearly six months’ detention

and several irregular examinations before the high commissioners,

he and Greenwood were formally indicted (May 1587) for re-

cusancy under an act originally directed against Papists. They
were ordered to find heavy bail for conformity, and to remain

in the Fleet Prison until it was forthcoming. Barrowe continued

a prisoner for the remainder of his life, nearly six years, sometimes

in clo.se mnfmeraent, sometimes having “ the liberty of the

prison.” He was subjected to several more examinations, once

Ixjfore the privy council at Whitehall on the 18th of March 1588,

as a result of petition to the queen. On these occasions he

vigorously maintained the principle of separatism, denouncing

the prescribed ritual of the Church as ” a false worship,” and
the bishops ns oi)pressors and persecutors. During his imprison-

ments he was engaged in written controversy with Rolwt Browne
(down to 1588), who had yielded a partial submission to the

established order, and whom he therefore accounted a renegade.

He also wrote several vigorous treatises in defence of separatism

and congregational independency, the most important being :

—

A True Description of the Visible Congregation of the Saints, &c.

(1589); A Plain Refutation of Mr GiffiordU Booke, intituled

A Short Treatise Gainst the Donatistes of England (1590-1591),
and A Brief Discovery of the False Church (1591). Others were

written in conjunction with his fellow-prisoner. Greenwood.
These writings were taken chaige of by friends and mostly

printed in Holland, By 1590 the bishops thought it advisable

to try other means of convincing or silencing these indomitable

controversialists, and sent several conforming Puritan ministers

to confer with them, but without effect. At length it was
resolved to proceed on a capital charge of ” devising and circu-

lating seditious books,” for which, as the law then stood, it was
easy to secure a conviction. They were tried and sentenced

to death on the 23rd of March 1593. What followed is, happily,

unique in the history of English misrule. The day after sentence

they were brought out as if for execution and respited. On the

31st of March they were taken to the gallows, and after the

ropes had been placed about their necks were again respited.

Finally they were hanged early on the morning of the 6th
of April. The motive of all this is obscure, but tlMsre is some
evidence that the lord treasurer Buighley endeavoured to

save their lives, and was frustrated by Whitgift and other

bishops.

The opinions of Browne and Barrowe had much in common,
but were not identical. Both maintained the right and duty of

the Church to carry out necessary reforms without awaiting the

permission of the civfl power
; and both advocated conjjrega-

tional kidepenttocy. But the ideal of Browne was a spiritual

democracy, toward which separation was only a means.

Barrowe, oa the other hand, regarded the whole established

church order as polluted by the relics of Roman Catholicism,

and insisted on sepamtion as essential to pure worship and dis-

G^line (see further Conorbgationausm). Barrowe has been

credited by R M. Dexter and others with being the author ol

the ” MarpreUte Tracts ”
; but this is imfOobalMe.

Authorxtxbs.—H. M. Dexter, The Cmgree^neih'sm of tks last
Three Hundred Years ; F. j. Powicke, Henry aarrom amd Me Bsetied

Church, See also B. Brook, Lives of the Puritam ; and Cooper,
Athenae Cantabrigienses (1861). vol. ii.

BASB0W-I1I*FURNBB8» a seaport and muiridpal, county

and parliamentary borough of Lancashire, England, a64| m.
N.W. by N. from London, on the FVirness railway. PppC (iSqx)

51,7x2
; (1901) 57)5^6. It lies on the seaward side of the

hanuner-shaped peninsula forming port of the district of Furness,

between the estuary of the Duddon and Morecambe Bay, where

a narrow channel intervenes between the mainland and thb long

low island of Walney, on which the erection of a strong fort was
undertaken by the War Office in 1904. In 1905 the oonnexkm of

Walney with the mainland by a bridge was undertaken. In

the channel is Barrow Island (among others) which is connected

with the mainland, reclamation having been carried on until

only a narrow channel was left, which was utilized as docks.

Barrow is of modern and remarkably rapid growth. Its rise

was dependent primarily on the existence and working of the

veins of pure haematite iron ore in the district of Furness (^.e.).

At the outset Barrow merely exported the ore to the fumaoet
of South Wales and the midlands. At the beginning of the iqdi

century this export amounted at most to a few thousand tons,

and tliough by the middle of the century it had reached some
50,000 in 1847 the population of Barrow was only 325. In 1846
the first section of the Furness railway was open^, connecting

Barrow with the mines near Dalton
; in the ensuing years a

great increase in trade justified the opening of furtlicr com-
munications, and in 1859 the iron works of Messrs Schneider

& Hannay were instituted. The Barrow Haematite Steel

Company (1866) absorbed this company, and a great output
of steel produced by the Bessemer process was l^gun. Omer
industries followed. Of these the shipbuilding works have sur-

passed the steel works in importance, tlje celebrated firm of

Vickers, Sons & Maxim having a yard where they construct

numerous vessels of war as well as others. There are also a
petroleum stor^e establishment, a paper-pulp factory, jute

works, and engineering and wagon works.

The docks in the strait between Barrow Island and the main-
land were constructed in 1867, and named the Devonshire and
Buccleuch docks. The Ramsden dociraare a subsequent exten-

sion. These are 24 ft. in depth. Th^ are also a graving dock
500 ft. long, a depositing dock accornmodating vessels of x6 ft.

draught, and two electric cranes each able to lift 150 ton.s.

The Furness railway company is the dock authority. Passenger
steamers run on weekdays to Belfast.

Hie town is laid out in rectangular form, and contains several

handsome churches, municipal buildings, exchange and other

public buildings. An electric tramway service connects the out-

skirts and the centre. There are statues of Lord Frederick

Cavendish (assassinated at Dublin, 1882), in front of the town-
hall, and of Sir James Ramsden (d. 1B96), managing director

of the Furness railway and first mayor of Barrow, to whom,
together with the duiew of Devonshire and Buccleuch, the town
owed much of its rise in the middle of the tqth century. The
cottage inhabited by George Romney the painter from 174a
to 1755 has been preserved from demolition and retained as a
memorial. Educational institutions include a school of science

and art, a girls’ high school and a technical school. Barrow is a
suffragan bishopric in the diocese of Carlisle. The parliamentary

borough (1885), falling within the North Lonsdale division of

the county, returns one member. The town was incorporated

in 1867, and became a county borough in 1888. The corpocatioti

consists of a mayor, 8 aldermen and 24 councillon. Area,

11,023 acres.

BARRY, SIR OHARLBS (1795-1860), English architect, was
born in London on the 23rd of \lay 1 795, the son of a stationer.

He was articled to a firm of arciiitects, with whom he remained
till 1817, when he set out on a three years' tour in Greece
and Italy, Egypt and Palestine for the purpose of studying
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urdittoGture. On his return to England in 1820 he settled in

London. One of the first ivorks by which his abilities as an
architect became generally ]uiown was the church of St Peter at

Brighton, completed in 1826. He built many other churches ; but
the marked preference for Italian architecture, which he acquired

during his travels,showed itself in various important undertakings

of his earlier years. In 1831 he completed the Travellers* Club

in Pall Mall, a sf^endid work in the Italian style and the first of

its kind built in London. In the same style and on a grander
scale he built in 1837 the Reform Qub. He was also engaged
on numerous private mansions in London, the finest beir^

Bridgewater H^ouse (1847). Birmingham possesses one of his

best works in King Edward’s grammar school, built in the Tudor
style between 1833 and 1836. For Manchester he designed the

Royal Institution 0^ Fine Arts ( 1824) and the Athenaeum ( 1836)

;

and for Halifax the town-hall. He was engaged fur some years

in reconstructing the Treasury buildings, Whitehall. But his

masterpiece, notwithstanding all unfavourable criticism, is the

Houses of Parliament at Westminster (1840-1860). Barry was
elected A.R.A. in 1840 and R.A. in the following year. His
genius and achievements were recognised by the representative

artistic bodies of the principal European nations
;
and his name

was enrolled as a member of the academies of art at Rome,
Berlin, St Petersburg, Brussels and Stockholm. He was chosen
F.R.S. in 1849 and was knighted by Queen Victoria in 1852.
He died suddenly at Clnpham near London on the 12th of May
i860, and his remains were interred in Westminster Abbey. As
a landscape gardencT he was no less brilliant than as an architect,

and in connexion with the building of the Houses of Parliament
he formed schools of modelling, stone and wood carving, cabinet-
making, metal-working, glass and decorative painting, and of

encaustic tile-making. In 1867 appeared a life of him by his son
Bishop Alfred Barry. A claim was thereupon set up on behalf
of Pugin, the famous architect, who was dead and who had Injen

Barry’s assistant, to a much larger share in the work of designing
the Houses of Parliament than was admitted in Dr Barry’s
narrative. The controversy raged for a time, but without
substantiating Pugin’s claim.

His second son, Alfred Barry (1826- ), was educated at
King’s College, London, and Trinity College, C^imbridge, where
he was 4th wrangler and gained a first-class in the classical tripos
in 1848. He was successively sub-warden of Trinity College,

Glenalmond ( 1849-1854)^ead master of Leeds grammar school

(1854-1862), principal oPCheltenham College (1862-1868), and
principal of King’s College, London (1868-1883). He was canon
of Worcester from 1871 to 1881, and of Westminster from 1881
to 1884. From 1884 to 1889 he served as bishop of Sydney and
primate of Australia, and on his return to England he was
assistant bishop in the diocese of Rociiester from 1889 to 1891,
and rector of St James’s, Piccadilly, from 1895 to 1900. He was
apjHjintcd canon of Windsor in 1891 and assistant bishop in
West London in 1897. Besides the life of his father mentioned
above, he published numerous theological works.
Another son, Edward Middleton Barry (1830-1880), was

also an architect. He acted as assistant to his father during
the latter years of Sir Charles’s life. On the death of his father,

the duty of completing the latter’s unfinished work devolved
upon him. Amongst other buildings thus completed were the
Houses of Parliament at Westminster (sec Architecture, fig.

gi, and Plate X. fig. 118), and Halifax town-hall {Id, fig. 90).
In 1861 he was elected an associate of the Royal Academy

; and
in 1869 a full academician. From 1873 till his death he held the
Academy’s professorship of architecture. Among other buildings
designed by him were Covent Garden theatre. Charing Cross and
Cannon Street hotels, the Birmingham and Midland Institute,

new galleries for the National Gallery and new chambers for the
Inner Temple. He died on the 27th of January 1880.

The youngest son, Sir John Wolfe Wolfe-Barry (1836-

), the eminent engineer, who assumed the additional name of

Wolfo in 1898, was educated at Glenalmond, and was articled as

engin^ring pupil to Sir John Hawkshaw, with whom he vras

associated in the building of the railway bridges across the
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Thames at Charing Cross and Cannon Street. In 1867 began
to practise on his own account, and soon gained an extensive
connexion with railway companies, both in Great Britain and
in other countries. Among the works on which he was engaged
were extensions of the Metropolitan District railway, the St
Paul’s station and bridge of the London, Chatham & Dover
railway, the Barry Docks of the Barry railway company near
Cardiff, and the Tower and new Kew bridges over the Thames.
On the completion of the Tower Bridge in 1894, he was made a
C.B., becon^ K.C.B. three years later. He served on several
royal commissions, including those on Irish Public Works (1886-
1890), Highlands and Islands of Scotland (1889-1890), Accidents
to Railway Servants (1899-1900), Port of London (1900-1902),
and London Traffic (190571905). He was elected president of
the Institution of Civil Engineers in 1896, and published bwks on
Railway Appliances (1874), and, with Sir F. J. Bramwell, on
Railways and Locomotives (1882).

BARRYf ELIZABETH (1658-1713), English actress, of whose
early life the details are meagre. At first she was so unsuccessful
on the stage as to be more than once dismissed

;
but she was

coached by her lover the earl of Rochester, who had laid a wager
that in a short time he would make a first-rate actress of her, and
the results confirmed his judgment. Mrs Barry’s performance
as Isabella, queen of Hungary, in the earl of Orrery’s Musiapha,
was said to have caused Charies II. and the duke and duchess
of York so much delight that the duchess took lessons in English
from her, and when she became queen she gave Mrs Barry her
coronation robes in which to appear as Elizabeth in Banks’s
Earl i>l Essex. Mrs Barry is said to have created over 100 parts,

and she was particularly successful in the plays of Thomas Otway.
Betterton says that her acting gAve “ success to plays that
would disgust the most patient reader.” Dryden pronounced
her ‘‘ always excellent.” Cibber is authority for the statement
that it was on her behalf that benefits, which up to tliat time
were reserved for authors, were first established for actors by
command of James II. Mrs Barry had a child by Lord Rochester
and a second by Sir George Etheredge, both of whom were
provided for by their fathers. In 1709 she retired from the stage

and died on the 7th of November 1713.

BARRY, JAMES (1741-1806), English painter, was horn at

Cork on the 1 1th of October 1 741 . His father had been a builder,

and, at one time of his life, a coasting trader between the two
countries of England and Ireland. To this business of trader

James was destined, and he actually made when a boy several

voyages
; but he manifested such an aversion to the life and

habits of a sailor as to induce his father to suffer him to pursue
his own inclinations, which led strongly towards drawing and
study. At the schools in Cork to which he was sent he was
regarded os a prodigy. About the age of seventeen he first

attempted oil-painting, and between that and the age of twenty-
two, when he first went to Dublin, he produced several large

pictures, which decorated his father’s house, such as “ Aeneas
escaping with his Family from the Flames of Troy,” “ Susanna and
the Elders,” “ Daniel in the Lions’ Den,” &c. At this period he

also produced the painting which first brought him into public

notice,and gained him theacquaintance and patronage of Edmund
Burke. The picture was founded on an old tradition of the land-

ing of St Patrick on the sea-coast of Cashel, and of the conversion

and baptism of the king of that district by the patron saint of

Ireland. It was exhibited in London in 1762 or 1763.

By the liberality of Burke and his other friends, Barry in the

latter part of 1765 was enabled to ^0 abroad. He went first to

Paris, then to Rome, where he remained upwards of three years,

from Rome to Florence and Bologna, and thence home through

Venice. His letters to the Burkes, giving an account of Raphael,

Michelangelo, Titian and Leonardo da Vinci, show remarkable

insight. Barry painted two pictures while abroad, an Adam and
Eve, and a Philoctetes, neither of them of any merit. Soon after

his return to England in 1771 he produced his picture of Venus,

which was compared, though with Uttte justice, to the Galatea
of Raphael, the Venus of Titian and the Venus de Medici. In

1773 he exhibited his' “ Jupiter and Juno- on Mount Ida.” His
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soldiers are represented in very primitive costumes, was con-

sidered as a falling-off from his grwt style of art His fondness

for Greek costume was assigned by his admirers as the cause of

his reluctance to paint portraits. His failure to go on with a
portrait of Burke which he had begun caused a misunderstanding

with his early patron. The difference between them is said to

have been widehed by Burke's growing intimacy with Sir Joshua
Reynolds, and by Barry’s feeling some little jealousy of the fame
and fortune of his rival ** in a humbler walk of the art.” About
the same time he painted a pair of classical subjects, Mercury
inventing the lyre, and Narcissus looking at himself in the water,

the last suggested to him by Burke. He also painted a historical

picture of Chiron and Achilles, and another of the story of

Stratonicc, for which last the duke of Richmond gave him a
hundred guineas. In 1773 it was proposed to decorate the interior

of St Paul's with historical and sacred subjects ; but the plan fell

to the ground, from not meeting with the concurrence of the

bishop of London and the archbishop of Canterbury. Barry was
much mortified at the failure, for he had in anticipation fixed

upon the subject he intended to paint—the rejection of Christ by
the Jews when Pilate proposes his release. In 1773 he published

Ail Inquiry into the real and imaginary Obstructions to the Acquisi-

tion of the Arts in England, vindicating the capacity of the English

for the fine arts and tracing their slow progress hitherto to the

Reformation, to political and civil dissensions, and lastly to the

general direc:tion of the public mind to mechanics, manufactures

and commerce. In 1 774 a proposal was made through Valentine

Green to Reynolds, West, Cipriani, Barry, and other artists to

ornament the great room of the Society for the Encouragement of

Arts, Manufactures and Commerce in the Adclphi with historical

and allegorical paintings. This proposal was at the time rejected

by the artists themselves
;
but in 1777 Barry made an offer to

paint the whole on condition of l>eing allowed the choice of his

subjects, and being paid by the society the expenses of canvas,

paints and models. His offer was accepted, and he finished the

series of pictures at the end of seven years to the entire satisfac-

tion of the members of the society, who granted him two exhibi-

tions, and at different periods voted him 50 guineas, their gold

medal and 200 guineas. Of the six paintings making up the

series, only one, that of the Olympic (^mes, shows any artistic

power.

Soon after his return from the continent Barry had been chosen

a member of the Royal Academy
;
and in 1782 he was appointed

professor of painting in the room of Mr Penny with a salary of

£30 a year. Among other things, he insisted on the necessity of

purchasing a collection of pictures by the best masters as models
for the students, and proposed several of those in the Orleans

collection. This recommendation was not relished, and in 1799
Barry was expelled from the academy, soon after the appearance

of his Letter to the Dilettanti Society, a very amusing but eccentric

publication, full of enthusiasm for his art and at the same time of

contempt for the living professors of it. After the loss of his

salary, a subscription was set on foot by the earl of Buchan to

relieve him from his difficulties, and to settle him in a larger house
to finish his picture of Pandora. The subscription amounted to

£1000, with which an annuity was bought, but on the 6th of

February 1806 he was seized with illness and died on the sand
of the same month. On the 14th of March his remains were
interred in St Paul’s.

As an artist, Barry was more distinguished for the strength of

his conceptions, and for his resolute and persistent determination

to api^y hiixiBelf only to great subjects, than for his skill in

designing; or for beauty in his colouring. His drawing is rarely

flood, hts colouring Ihequently wretched. He was extremely

impu^ve and unequal ; sometimes morose, sometimes sociable

and urfaiiie
;
jealous of hts contemporaries, and yet capable of

pronoundng a tpfendkl eulogy on Reynolds.

MRRY» ilR RRlMiOlfD (1813-1880), British colonial judge,

son of Major-General H. G. ^rry, of Ballyclough, Co. Cork, was
educated at a mtlitHcy school in Kent, and at Trinity College,

Dublin, and was called to the Irish bar in 1838. He emigrated
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to Australia, and after a short stay at Sydney wmt to Melbourne,

with which city he was ever afterwards clo^y identified. After

practising his profession for some years, he became commissioner

of the court of requests, and after the creation in 1851 of the

colony of Victoria, out of the Port Phillip district of New South

Wades, was the first solicitor-general with a seat in the legisla-

tive and executive councils. Subsequently he held the offices of

judge of the Supreme Court,acting chief-justiceand administrator

of the government. He represented Victoria at the . London
International Exhibition of 1862 and at the Philadelphia

Exhibition of 1876. He was knighted in x86o and*was created

K.C.M.G. in 1877. Sir Redmond Barry was the first person

in Victoria to take an interest in higher education, and induced

the local government to exjxjnd large sums of money upon that

object. He was the founder of the university of Melbourne

(1853), of which he was tlie first chancellor, was president of the

Melbourne public library (1854), national gallery and museum,
and was one of the first to foster the volunteer movement in

Australia. To his exertions is due the prosperity of the two

institutions with which his memory is identified.

BARRY, SPRANGER (1719-1777), British actor, was bom in

Dublin on the 23rd of November 1719, the son of a silversmith,

to whose business he was brought up. His first appearance on
the stage was at the Smock Alley theatre on the 5th of February

1744, and his engagement at once increased its prosperity. His

first London appearance was made in 1746 as Othello at Drur\^

l.ane. Here his talents were speedily recognized, and in Hamlet
and Macbeth he alternated with Garrick, arousing the latter’s

jealousy by his success as Romeo. This resulted in bis leaving

Drury Lane for Covent Garden in 1750, accompanied by Mrs
Cibber, liis Juliet. Both houses now at once put on Romeo and
Juliet for a scries of rival performances, and Barry’s impersona-

tion was preferred by the critics to Garrick’s. In 1758 Barry

built the Crow .Street theatre, Dublin, and later a new theatre

in C'ork, but he was not successful as a manager and returned

to London to play at the Haymarkct, then under the manage-
ment of Foote. As his second wife, he married in 1768 the

actress Mrs Dancer (1734 1801), and he and Mrs Barry played

under Garrick's management, Barr>' appearing in 2767, after

ten years’ absence from the stage, in Othello, his greatest part.

In 1774 they both moved to Covent Garden, where Barry re-

mained until his death on the 10th of January 1777. He was
a singularly handsome man, with the advantage of height which
Garrick lacked.

His second wife, Ann Street Barky, was bom in Bath
in 1 734, the daughter of an apothecary . Early in life she married

an actor of the name of Dancer, and it was as Mrs Dancer that

she made her first recorded appearance in 1758 as Cordelia to

Spranger Barry’s Lear at the Crow Street theatre. During the

next nine years she played all the leading tragic parts, but
without any great success, and it was not until she came to Drury
Lane with Barry that her reputation advanced to the high point

at which it afterwards stood. After his death, she remained at

Covent Garden and married a man much younger than herself,

named Crawford, being first billed as Mrs Crawford in 1778.

Her last appearance^s said to have been as Lady Randolph in

Douglas at Covent Garden in 1798. This part, and that of

Desdemona, were among her great impersonations ; in both she

was considered by some critics superior to Mrs Siddons, who
expressed her fear of her. in one of her letters. She died on the

29th of November 1801 and was buried in-Westminster Abbey.
BARRY, an urban district and seaport of Glamoiganshire,

Wales, on the Bristol Channel, 153 m. by rail from London and
8 m. S.W. from Cardiff. Its station is a terminus on tlie Barry
railway, which starts at Hafod in the Rhondda Valley, whore
it joins the Taff Vale railway, having also junctions with the lame
line for Aberdare and Merthyr at Treforest. and for Cardiff and
Penarth at Cogan, and with the Great Western main line at

Peterstone and St Fagans. A branch from the main line at

Tyn-y-caeau connects with the Rhymney railway, the London
& North -Western railway, and the Breoon & Mertl^r
railway. The Vale of Glamoigan railway (which it worked by
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the Beny company and has a junction with the Great Western

railway at Bridgend) affords a direct route to Barry from the

liynvi^ Ogmore and Garw coalfields. The urban district of

Barry, wth a population in 1901 of 27,030, comprises the

ecclesiastical parishes of Barry, Cadoxton, Merthyr-Dovan,

and a portion of Sully in which is included Barry Island (194

acres), now, however, joined to the mainland. The total popu-

lation of this area in 1881 was only about 500, that of Barry

village alone being only 85. A small brook named Barri runs

here into the sea, whence the place was formerly known in Welsh

as Aber-Bani, but the name of both the river and the island is

supposed to be derived from Baruch, a Welsh saint of the 7th

century, who had a cell on the island. His chapel (which still

existed in Lcland’s time) was a place of pilgrimage in the middle

ages. According to (iiraldus, his own family derived its name
de Barri from the island which they once owned. One of the

follower.^ of Fitzhimon settled at Barry c hot it the end of the

nth century, building there a castle of which only a gateway

remains. Besides the small old parish churches of Mcrthyr-

Dovan and Cadoxton, and the rebuilt parish church of Barry,

there are four modem churches (in one of which Welsh services

arc held). There are about thirty nonconformist chapels,

in nearly a third of which the services are Welsh. There arc

also a Roman Catholic church, and one for German and

Scandinavian seamen. Ihe other public buildings arc a county

intermediate school for 250 boys and girls, built in 1896, a free

library (opened in 1892) with four branch reading-rooms, a
seamen’s institute, the Barry market, built in 1890 at a cost

of £3500 (but now u.sed as a concert-hall), and Romilly hall

for public meetings.

Barry owes its seaport to the determination of a number oi

colliery owners to secure an alternative port to (’ardiff, with
an independent railway to it from the coalfields. After failing

in 1883, they obtained parliamentary powers for this purpose
in 1884, and the first sod of the new dock at Barry was cut in

November of that year. The docks are 114 acres in extent,

and have accommodation for the largest vessels afloat. I)oc:k

No. 1, opened on the i8th of July 1889, is 73 acres (with a basin

of 7 acres) and occupies the eastern side of the old channel
between the island and the mainland, having a well-sheltered

deep-sea entrance. There is good anchorage between Barry
and Sully islands. Dock No. 2 (34 acres) was opened on the

10th of October 1898. There are 41 acres of timlxir-ponds

and three large graving-docks. For loading the coal there are

thirty fixed and seven movable coal-hoists. The total tonnage
of the exports in 1906 was 9,757,380 (all of which, except 26,491
tons, was coal), and of the imports 5^,103 tons.

BAR-^AUBI, JACOB or DIONYBIUS,^ the best-known and
most voluminous writer in the Syrian Jacobite church of the

12th century, was, like Bar-Hebraeus, a native of Malaria on the

Upper Euphrates. In 1154 he was created bishop of Mar*ash
by the patriarch Athanasius Vlll. ; a year later the diocese of

Mabbdg was added to his charge. In 1166 Michael I., the

succcsst)r of Athanasius, transferred him to the metropolitan see

of Amid in Mesopotamia, and there he remained till his death
in 1 17 1. A long account of his writings, with copious extracts

from some of them, has been given by Assemani (liibl. Orient, ii.

pp. 1 56-2x1) ;
and W. Wright (5yn'ar LiteveOuret pp. 246-250) has

added further particulars as to the MSS. in which they are

contained. Probably the most important are his exhaustive

commentaries on the text of the Old and New Testaments, in

which he has skilfully interwoven ani summarized the inter-

pretations of previous writers such as Ephrem, Chrysostom,

Cyril, Moses Bi^KephA and John of D&xA, whom he mentions

tether in the preface to his commentary on St Matthew.
Amoi^ his other main works are a treatise against heretics,

containing inter ulm a polemic agmnst the Jews and the Mahom-
nedans ; lituxvioid trearises, epistles and homilieB. His com-
mentaries on m Gospels were to some extent used Dudley
Inoftus in the xyth century. But the systematic editing of his

' Jacob wa» toift baptismal name ; Dionysius he assumed when
conseexaled to the bishopric.

works was only begun in 1903 with H. Labourt’s edition and
translation of his Expmtwn of the Liturgy (Paris). Hb com-
mentaries on the Gospels have been edi^ and translated by

J. Sedla6ek and J. B. Chabot (Fasc. I., Paris, 1906), and the
Syriac text of the treatise against theJews has been edited by

J. de Zwaan (Leiden, 1906). Bar-Salim was undoubtedly an
able theologian

;
his vigour combined with terseness in argument

is well seen, for instance, in the introductory ' sections of his

commentary on St Matthew. Of his originality it is hard to

judge, as he docs not usually indicate in detail the sources of his

aiguments and interpretations. He docs not, however, claim

for himself to be more than a compiler, at least in his com-

mentaries. His Syriac style is good, considering the lateness of

the period at which he wrote. • (N. M.)

BARSI, a town of British India, in the Sholapur district of

Bombay, lying within a tract entirely surrounded by the

Nizam’s dominions. Pop. (1901) 24,242. Barsi is a flourishing

centre of trade, exporting to Bombay large quantities of cotton

and oil-seeds. It has several factories for ginning and pressing

cotton—some on a large scale. It is connected with the main
line of the Great Indian Peninsula railway bv a light railway.

BAR-SUR*AUBE, a town of north-eastern France, capital of

an arrondissement in the department of Aube, 34 m. E. by S. of

Troyes on the main line of the Eastern railway between that

town and Belfi)rt. Pop. (1906) 4276. Bar-sur-Auhe lies at the

foot of hills on the right bank of the Aube at its confluence with

the Bresse. A circle of boulevards occupies the site of the old

ramparts, fragments of which still remain. Of the ecclesiastical

buildings, the most noteworthy are St Pierre and St Maclou,

both dating mainly from the end of the 12th century. St Pierre

has wooden exterior galleries and two fine Gothic porches. The
.sacristy of St Maclou is conjectured to have formed the chapel

of the castle of the counts of Bar, ot which the square tower

flanking the north side of the church formed the entrance. The
town is the seat of a sub-prefect, and the public institutions

include a tribunal of first instance and a communal college.

Flour-milling, tanning, and the manufacture of brandy, hosiery

and agricultural implements are carried on. The wine of the

district is much esteemed.

Traces of a Roman settlement have been found on hills to the

south of the town. Under the domination of the counts of Cham-
pagne, it became the scene of important fairs which did not cease

till 1^8. In 1814 several actions between the French and the

army of the allies took place at Bar-snr-Aube (see Napoleonic
Wars).
BAR-8UR4EINB, a town of eastern France, capital of an

arrondissement in the department of Aube, on the left bank of the

Seine, 20 m. S.E. of Troyes by the Eastern railway. Pop. (1906)

2812. The town lies at the foot of a wooded hill on which stand

the ruins of the castle of the counts of Bar, and is composed
chiefly of one long street, bordered in places by houses of the i6th

century. Its principal building is the church of St Etienne, of

the i6th and 17th centuries, which contains some fine stained

glass. Bar-sur-Seine has a sub-prefecture and a tribunal of

first instance. Tanning, dyeing, flour-milling, brandy-distilling

and the manufacture of glass are among the industries. The
Cana! de la Haute-Seine begins at this point. The town was
devastated in 1359 by the English, when, according to Froissart,

no fewer than 900 mansions were burnt. Afterwards it suffered

greatly in the religious wars of the i6th century.

BART, JEAN (165x^1702) French naval commander, son of

a fisherman, was bom in Dunkirk on the 2xst of Octobw 1651.

He served when young in the Dutch navy, hut when war broke
out between Louis XIV. and Holland in 1672 he entered the
French service. He gained great distmetum in the Mediterranean,

where he held an irr^^ular sort of commission, not being then able
from his low birth to receive a command in the navy. His
success was so great, however, that he was made a lieutenant in

1679. He rose rapidly to the rank of captain and then to that
of admiral The peace of R3nnirick put a close to his active

service. Many ^ecdotes are narrated of the courage and blunt-

nesi 0! the uncultivated sailor, wfaid beeaxne tiie popular hero
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of the French naval service. The town of Dunkiric has honoured
his memory by a statue and by naming a public square after him.

See Richer, Vse de Jean Bae4 (1780), and many editions since

;

Vanderest, Hisioire ds Jean Bari,

BARTAN, more correctly Bahtin, a town in the vilayet of

Kastamuni, Asiatic Turkey, retaining the name of the ancient

village Parthenia and situated near the mouth of the Bartan-su

(anc. Paftkmius), which formed part of the boundary between
Bithynia and Paphlagonia. Various aetiological explanations

of the name Parthenius were given by the ancients, e.g. that the

maiden Artemis hunted on its l>anks, or that the flow of its waters
was gentle and maiden-like. The town, which is the residence

of a kaimakantf is built on two low limestone hills and its streets

are paved with limestone blocks. It is noted for the fine box-
wood grown in the vicinity, is a port of call for Black Sea coasting

steamers and carries on a considerable trade with Constantinople
which might be increased were it not for the obstruction of tlie

harbour l:^ a bar. Pop. 8677, according to Cuinet, La Turqute

d\4si€ (1894).

BARTEIB, HANS VON (1856- ), (ierman painter, was bom
in Hambutg, tlie son of Dr N. F. F. von Bartels, a Russian
government official. He studied first under the marine painter

R. Hardorff in Hamburg, then under C. Schweitzer in Diisseldorf

and C. Ocstcrlpy in Hamburg, and finally at the Berlin School of

Art. After travelling extensively, especially in Italy, he settled

in Munich in 1885 and was appointed professor of painting in

1897. An oil painter of great power, he is one of the leading

German water-colour painters, mainly of marines and scenes of

fishing life, painted with rude vigour and a ^reat display of

technical skill. He excels in storm scenes and in depicting the
strong, healthy fishing-folk of the northern coasts. He became
an honoraiy member of leading English, German, Dutch, Belgian
and Austrian art societies. Among his principal works are

''Sturmflut” (Berlin Gallery); “Lonely Beach” (Hungarian
National Gallery)

;
“ Potato Harvest—^Riigen ” (Prague)

;

“ Storm—Borhholm ” (German emperor’s collection)
; and

“ Moonlight on the Zuyder Zee ” (New Pinakothek, Munich).
BARTENSTEIN, a town of Germany, in the kingdom of

Prussia, on the Alle, 54 m. S. of Kdnigsberg by rail. Pop. (1900)
6805. It has a considerable trade in corn and live stock, and its

industries comprise founding and carriage-building, tanneries,

breweries and potteries. Bartenstein is celebrated for the treaty

concluded here on the 26th of April 1807, between Prussia and
Rus.sia.

BARTER (from Fr. harateTf to truck, to exchange), the ex-

change of commodities for commodities, in contra-distinction

tp the exchange of commodities for money. Barter was the
simplest form of trading among primitive communities, but its

inconveniences led, at an early stage of civilization, to the adoption
of metals as mediums of exchange. Barter, however, is still very
common in dealings with uncivilized peoples, and traders in

many countries find that the most satisfactory method of
effecting exchange is to furnish themselves with such commodities
as weapons, tools and ornaments, which are more readily taken
than money.

For the history of barter and the steps by which a svstem of
currency was gradually evolv<;d, soe Money. Consult olra W. S.
jevons, Money and the Mechanism of Exchange

; A. ManihaU,
Economics

;
W. Riclgeway, Origin of Currency and Weight Standards,

BARTET (Regnaui-x), JEANNE JUUA (1854- ), French
actress, was bom in Paris and trained at the Conservatoire. In
1872 she began a successful career at the Vaudeville, and in 1879
was eiijgaged at the Com^dic Fran9aise, of which she became a
SQcUtaire in z88o. For many years slie played the chief parts
both in tr^edy and oomedy^ her grand style and exqpisite

finesse making her supitme among the younger actresses on the
French stage. She had a season in London in 1908, when her
consummate art was displayed in a number of parts.

BARTH* HEINRICH I[1S21-1865), ^nnan explorer, was bom
at Hambmg on the i6th of February 1821, and educated at
Berfin University, where he graduated in 1844. He had alieady

visited Italy and Sicily and had formed a plan to journey through
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the Mediterranean countries. After studying Ambic in London
he set out on his travels in 1845. From Tangier he made his way
overland throughout the length of North Africa, visiting the

sites of the ancient cities of Barbary and Cyrenaica. He also

travelled through Egypt, ascending the Nile to Wadi Haifa and

crossing the desert to Berenice. While in Egypt he was attacked

and wounded by robbers. Crossing the Sinai peninsula he

traversed l^estine, Syria, Asia Minor, Turkey and Greece,

everywhere examining the remains of antiquity
; and returned

to Berlin in 1847. For a time he was engaged there as PwiwU-

daerntf and in preparing for publication the narrative of his

Wanderungm dutch die KiisUtnldtider des MitUlmeeres, which
appeared in 1849.

At the in.stance of Bunsen and other scientists, Barth and
Adolf Overweg, a Prussian astronomer, were appointed colleagues

of James Richardson, an explorer of the Sahara who had been

selected by the British government to open up commercial

relations with the states of the central and western Sudan. The

fTarty left Inpoli early in 1850, but the deaths of Richardson

(March 1851) and Overweg (September 1852) left Barth to carry

on the mission alone. He returned to Europe in September 1855,
after one of the most fruitful cxfieditions ever undertaken in

inner Africa. In addition to journeys across the Sahara, Barth
traversed the country from Lake Chad and Bogirmi on the east

to Timbuktu on the west and Cameroon on the south, making
prolonged sojourns in the ancient sultanates or emirates of

Bomu, Kano, Nupe, Sokoto and Gando and at Timbuktu. He
studied minutely the topography, histoiy, civilizations and

!

resources of the countries he visited. 'I’he story of his travels

was published simultaneously in English and German, under
the title Travels and Discoveries in North and Central Africa

(1857-1858, 5 vols.). For accuracy, interest, variety and extent

of information Barth’.s Traveb Imve few rivals among works of

the kind. It is a book that will always rank as a standard

authority on the regions in question, of which a great part, under
the name of Nigeria, has since come under British rule. Ifixccpt

a C.B., Barth himself received no recognition of his services from
the British government. He returned to Germany, where he
prepared a collection of Central African vocabularies (Gotha,

1862-1866). In 1858 he undertook another journey in Asia Minor,

and in 1862 visited Turkey in Europe. In the following year he
was appointed professor of geography at Berlin University and
president of the Geographical Society. He died at Berlin on the

25th of November 1865.

Sre Schid^crt’s fJrinrirh Barth, der Bahnbrecher drr deutseken

A frihaforschung (Berlin. 1897). An edition of the Travels in two
vohtnic.s was published in London in 1890 (Minerva Library of

Famous Books).

BARTH, KASPAR VON (1587-1658), German philologist, was
born at Kiistrin in the province of Brandenburg on the aist

of June 1587. He was an extremely precocious child, and
was looked upon as a marvel of learning. After studying at

Gotha, Eisenach, Wittenberg and Jena, he travelled extensively,

visiting most of the countries of Europe. Too independent to

accept any regular post, lie Eved alternately at Haile and on
his property at Selkxhausen near Leipzig. In 1636, his library

and MSS. at SeJlerhausen having been destroyed by fire, he
removed to the Paulinum at Leipzig, where h^' died on the X7th

of September 1658. Barth was a very voluminous writer
;

his

works, which were the fruits of extensive reading and a retentive

memory, are unmethodical and uncritical and marred by want
of taste and of clearness. He appears to have been excessively

vain and of an unamtable disposition. Of his writings the most
important are ;

Adversaria (1624), a storehouse of miscellaneous

ieo^ng, dcafif^ not only with classical but also with medieval
and modem writers

; and commentaries on Claudian (i6za, 1650)
and Statius (1664).

BARTH, a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Prusaia^ on the
Barther Bodden, a lake conneedng with the Baltic, 15 m. N.W.
from Stnlsund by rail. Pop. (1900) 7070. It contains a fine

Gothic Protestant church (St Mary’s) dadnf from the rgth
century and has several edMtionai establishmenti, notably a
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Mshool of seamanship. Its industries comprise iron-foundtngi

ilitp-buildingi brewing, and the manufacture of cigars, leather

and tinned &h. There is an active export trade in grain.

BARTHJtLEMy, ANATOLE JEAN-BAPT18TE ANTOINE DE
(1821-1904), French archaeologist and numismatist, was bom
at Reims on the ist of July 1821, and died at Ville d’Avray on

the 27th of June 1904. In collaboration with J. Geslin de

Bourgogne he published Etudes sur la rholution en Bretagne in

1858, and between 1855 and 1879 an exhaustive work in six

volumes on the Ancmis hkhes de Bretagne ; hisioire ei monu-
ments. In x88o appeared the Chaix de documents inedits sur

Vhistoire de la ligue en Bretagne^ by himself alone. But it was,

above all, his numismatical work which established his reputation.

This included several pr)pular publications, such as the Nouveau
manud eomplet de numismatique ancienne (1851 ; second edition,

revised, 1890), and the Nouveau manuel eomplet de numismatique

du moyen age et muderne (1855 ;
n(!W edition revised by Adrien

Planchet), and a large number of monographs and articles in the

technical reviews. The following may be specially mentioned

:

Numismatique merovingienne (1865); Essai sur la monnaie
parisis(l%^^)] Note sur Vorigine de la monnaie tournoise

;

and in the series of instructions issued by the Comite des travaux

historiques et scientifiques he edited the number on La Numis-
matique de la France (1891). In 1887 he wa.s elected a member
of tlvc Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-lettres.

His younger brother, liooUARD Marie, comte de Barthdlemy,
who was born at Angers in 18,^0, has published a number of

documents upon the ancient French nobility and upon the
history of Champagne.
BARTHtLEMY, AUGUSTE MARSEILLE (i79f>-i867), French

satirical poet, was lK>m at Marseilles in 1796. His name can
hardly be separated from that of his friend and compatriot,

J. P. A. (1798-18^), with whom he carried on so intimate
a collatoration that it is not possible to distinguish their person-
alities in their joint works. After having established some local

reputation as a poet, Barth^lemy went to Paris, where by one of

his first efforts, Ia Sucre de Charles X (1825) he gained the favour
of the court. His energies, however, were soon enlisted in the
service of the opposition party. In 1825 appeared a clever

political satire, Les SidieniteSf followed by La Villeliade ou la

prise du chdteau de Rivoli (1827), La Corbierkde (1827), La
Peyronniide ( 1827 ), the joint productions of Barth^lemy and M6rv.
The success was immediate and pronounced

;
fifteen editions of

the VtUiltade were called for during the year. A rapid succes-

sion of political squibs and satires was now poured forth by
the authors, among the most remarkable being Biographie des
quarante de Vacademie fran^aise (1826) and Napoleon en igypte
(1828), which passed through nearly a dozen editions in a year.

In 1829 Barth^lemy was imprisoned and fined xooo francs for

the publication of their Fils de Vkommcj a poem on the duke of

Keichstadt, Napoleon’s son. The Revolution of 1830 liberated

him
;
and in company with M4ry, he celebrated the triumph of

the people in one of their most brilliant efforts, UInsurrection.

From March 1831 to April 1832 they -produced a series of verse

satires isaued weekly, the Nirndsis^ attacking the government
and ministers of Louis Philippe. The small pension of which
Ikrthilemy was the recipient was stopped. When the publica-
tion ceased there was a strong suspicion that Barth^lemy had been
paid for his silence. In 1832 he published an anonymous poem,
supporting some acts of the government which were peculiarly

obnoxious to the Liberal party. This change of front destroyed
his influence and his later writings passed unnoticed. For the

next few years he enjoyed a hand^me pension from the govern-
ment and refnuned from all satirical writing. He again resumed
his old style in 1844 but without the former success. From
that date he contented hiinseH with merely occasional poems.
Barth6lemy died on the a3rd of August 1867 at Marseilles.

Joseph M6ry was an ardent romanticist and wrote a great number
of stories now foxgeitten* He produced several pieces at the Paris

theatres, and also collaborated with Gerard de Nerval in adapu-
tions from Shakespeare and in other plays. He received a pension
from Napoleon III. and died in Paris on the i6th of June 1866.

The CEuvres of Barth61emy and M6ry were coUected, with a notice
by L. Rcybaud. in 1831 (4 vols.). See also BartkHemy et Mhy
itudih $pic%alement dans leurs rapports avec la Ugende napolionienne
by Jules Garsou in vol. Iviii. of the Mimoires of the Academic
Royale . . . de Belgique, which contains full information on both
authors,

BARTHRLEHY, FRANCOIS, Marquis de (1747 or 1750-
1830), French politician, was educated by his uncle the abb^ Jean
Jacques Barth61emy for a diplomatic career, and after serving as
secretary of legation in Sweden, in Switzerland and in England,
was appointed minister plenipotentiary in Switzerland, in which
capacity he negotiated the treaties of Basel with Prussia and Spain
( 1 795). Elected a member of the I )irectory in May 1 797 , through
royalist influence, he was arrested at the coup d'itat of the 18
Fructidor (17th of September 1797) and deported to French
Guiana, but escaped and made his way to the United States
and then to England. He returned to France after the 18
Bnimaire, entered the senate in February 1800 and contributed
to the establishment of the consulship for life and the empire. In
1814 he abandoned Napoleon, took part in the drawing up of the
constitutional charter and was named peer of France. During
the Hundred Days he lived in concealment, and after the second
Restoration obtained the title marquis, and in 1819 introduced a
motion in the chamber of peers tending to render the electoral law
more aristocratic.

His have- been published by J. Kaulek, 4 vols. (Pans.
i88(>- 1888). See A. Sorel, VEurope et la Rivoluiion /tanfaise, iv.

(Paris, 1892) ;
L. Sciout, Le Direc4oire (Paris. 1895).

BARTHBLEMY, jean JACQUES (1716-1795) French writer

and numismatist, was born on the 20th of January 1716 at Cassis,

in Provence. He was educated first at the college of the Oratory
in Marseiljes, and afterwards at that of the Jesuits in the same
city. While studying for the priesthood, which he intended to
join, he devoted much attention to oriental languages, and was
introduced by his friend M. Cary of Marseilles to the study of

classical antiquities, particularly in the department of numis-
matics. In 1744 he went to Paris with a letter of introduction to

M. Gros de Boze, perpetual secretary of the Academy of Inscrip-

tions and Belles -lettres and keeper of theroyal collection of medals.
He became assistant to cle Boze, on whose death (1753) be became
keeper of the medals. In 1755 he accompanied the French
ambassador, M. de Stainville, afterwards due de Choiseul, to
Italy, where he spent three years in archaeological research.

Choiseul had a great regard for Barth^lemy, and on his return to

France, Barth^lemy became an inmate of his house, and received
valuable preferments from his patron. In 1789, after the
publication of his Voyage du jeune Anacharsis, he was elected
a member of the French Academy. During the Revolution
Barth61emy was arrested as an aristocrat. The Committee of
Public Safety, however, were no sooner informed by the duchess
of Choiseul of the arrest, than they gave orders for his immediate
release, and in 1793 he was nominated librarian of the Biblio-
th^que Nationale. He refused this post but resumed his old
functions as keeper of medals, and enriched the national collection

by many valuable accessions. Barth61emy died on the 30th of
April 1795.

Barth6lemy was the author of a number of learned works on
antiquarian subjects, but the great work on which his fame rests

is Voyage du jeune Anacharsis en Grice, vers le milieu du quatriime
siide avant Vire chritientie (4 vols., 1787). He had begun it in

1757 and had been working on it for thirty years. The hero, a
young Scythian descended from the famous philosopher Ana-
charsis, is supposed to repair to Greece for instruction in his early
youth, and after making the tour of her republics, colonies and
islands, to return to his native country and write this book in his
old ^e, after the Macedonian hero had overturned the Persian
empire. In the manner of modem travellers, he gives an account
of the customs, government and antiquities of the country he is

supposed to have visited
; a copious introduction supplies what-

ever may be wanting in respect to historical details
;

whilst
various dissertations on the music of the Greeks, on the literature

of the Athenians, and on the economy, pursuits, ruling passions,
‘manners and customs of the surrounding states supply ample
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infonnatiQn on the subjects of which they treat Modem
scholarship has superseded most of the details in the but
the autitor himself did not imagine his book to be a register of

accurately ascertained facts
;
he rather intended to afford to his

countrymen, in an interesting form, some knowledge of Grec^
civilization. The Charides of W. A. Becker is an attempt in a
similar direction, but, though superior in scholarship, it wants the

charm of style of the Antuiharsis,

Barth^lemy's correspondence with Paolo Paciaudi. chietly on
antiquarian subjects, was edited with the Currespxmdance incite du
fomte de Caylus in 1877 by Ch. Nisard

;
his letters to the comte de

C^ylus were published by Antoine Serieys as Voyagf en Ualie (i8t>f)

;

and his letters to Mme du Defiand, with whom he was on intimate
terms, in the Ctftrespondance complete dp Mms dn Dpffand avpc la
duebesse de ChoisetU, I'ahbt Barihilemy ei A/. Craufurt (3 vols., 1866).
edited by the marquis de Sainte-Aulairc. See also MSmoi*e& sur la

vie de Vahhi BarthHemy, icriis par lui-mime (1824). with a notice by
Latande. His (Euvres computes (4 vols. 1821). contain a notice by
Villenave.

BARTHfiLEMY SAIIIT-*HILA1RE, JULES ( 1805-1895),Fmnch
philosopher and statesman, was bom at Paris on the 19th of

August 1805. In his early years he was an active political

journalist, arid from 1826 to 1830 opposed the reactionary policy

of the king in Tj: Globe, At the revolution of 1830 he signed the
protestation of the journalists on the 28th of July 1830. After

1830 he contributed to different newspapers—/.r Consiituiionnel,

Le National and the Caurrier fran(:ais—^until 1833, when he gave
up politics in order to devote himself to the histor>’ of ancient

philosophy , undertaking a translation of Aristotle, which occupied
him the greater part of his life (1837-1892). The reputation

which he gained from this work won for him the chair of ancient

philosophy at the Colk^ge de France (1838) and a scat at the

Academy of Moral and Political Science (1839). After the

revolution of 1848 he was elected as a republican deputy
;
but

was obliged to withdraw after the coup d'etat of Louis Napoleon.
In 1855 he went as member of the international commission
to Egypt to report on the possibility of the proposed Suez canal,

and by the articles which he wrote he contributed largely

to making the project popular in France. Elected deputy
again in 1869, he joined the opposition to the Empire, and in 1871
bent all his efforts to the election of Thiers as president of the
republic, acting afterwards as his secretary. Appointed senator
for life in 1875, he took his place among the moderate republicans,

and from September 1B80 to November 1881 was minister of

foreign affairs in the cabinet of J ules Ferry. The most important
event of his administrationwas the annexation of Tunis under the
form of a French protectorate, which he actively promoted. He
died on the 24th of November 1895. His principal works,
besides the translation of Aristotle and a number of studies

connected with the same subject, are Des Vidas (1854), Du
Bouddhisme (1856) and Mahomet et It Coran (1865).
BARTHEZ, or BARTHks, FAUL JOSCRH

' <1734-1806),
French physician, was born on the nth of December 1734 at
Montpellier. He was educated pt Narbonne and Toulouse, and
began the study of medicine at Montpellier in 1750, taking his

doctor's degree in 1753. In 1756 he obtained the appointment
of physician to the military hospital in Normandy attached to
the army of observation commanded by Marshal d'Estp6es,

but a severe attack of hospital fever compelled him’^to leave
this post. In 1757 his services were required in the medical staff

of the army of Westphalia, where he had the rank of consulting
physician, and on his return to Paris he acted as joint editor

of the Journal des sas/anis and the Eneydopedie mdthedique. In

1759 he obtained a medical professorship at Montpellier, and in

1774 he was created joint chanoellair of the university.^ in 1778
be published his most immis^nvork, Noumaux dhnens de la

science de Vkommet in which K8 empbys the expression vita!

principle " m a convement term for the cause of the phenomena
of life, without coonnitting hiinsdf to either a spiritualistic or a
materialistic view of Mi nature. Tiicing the degree of doctor
of otvii law in 1780, he secured the appointment of counsellor

to the Supmme Court ol Aids at Montpellier, but he soon took
up his raidenoe in Parti, having been nominated consulting

plqrsiciait to the king.

On the outbreak of the French Revolution he lost much of his

fortune and retired to Carcassonne, where he devoted himself

to the study of theoretical medicine. It wat from this retreat

that he gave to the worid his Nouvelle micamque des moupemens
df Vhomme ei des animaux, which appeared in 1798. In 1809 he

published his Traitement des maladits gotUteuseSt Und he after-

wards occupied himself in preparing for the pi^ a newrediMon
of his Siemens de la science de Vhomme^ of which he just lived to

see the publication. His health had been declining to some
years before his death, which took pkicse soon after his removal
to Paris, on the 35th of October 1806. He bequeathed his books
and manuscripts to J. Lordat, who puldithed two vedumes of his

Consuliaiiims de midecine in t8io. Uh Traite du beau was also

published posthumously in 1807.

BARTHaUNUS, GA8PARD [Caspar Bbrthblsbn], (1585^

1629), physician, was lx)m in 1585 at Malmd, in Sweden. His
precocity was extraordinary

;
at three years of age he was able

to read, and in his thirteenth year he composed Greek and Latin

orations and delivered them in public. When he was about
eighteen he went to the university of ('openhagen and afterwards

studied at Rostock and Wittenberg. He then travelled thnxigh
Germany, the Netherlands, England, France and Italy, and was
received with marked respect at the different universities he
visited. In 1613 he was chosen profe6.sor of medicine in the

university of Copenliagen, end filled that office for eleven years,

when, falling into a dangerous illness, he made a vow that if he
should recover he would apply himself solely to the study of

divinity. He fulfilled his vow by becoming professor of

divinity at Copenhagen and canon of Roskilde. He died on the
13th of July 1629 at Soro in Zeeland.

Of his sons, Thomas (1616-1680) wa.s born at Copenhagen,
where, after a long course of study in various universities of
Europe, he was appointed successively professor of mathematics

(1647) and anatomy (1648). During his tenure of the latter

chair he distinguished himself by observations on the lymphatics.
In 1661 he retired to Hagestaed. In 1670 his house and library

were burnt, and in consideration of his loss he was appointed
physician to the king, with a handsome salary, and librarian

to the university of Ccipenhogen. He died at Hagestaed in 1680.
Another son, Erasmus (1625-1698), born at Ro.skilde, spent ten
years in visiting England, Hdland, Germany and Italy, and
filled the chairs of mathematics and medicine at Copenhagen.
He discovered double refraction in Iceland spar {Experimenia
crystalli islandici disdiadastiei^ Copenhagen, 1669). He died at
Copenhagen in 1698. In the third generation Caspar Thomeson
(*[655“* 73^)> w)n of Thomas, also taught anatomy at Coperihagen,
hb name being associated with the description of one of the ducts
of the sublingual gland and of the glandulae Bartholmi, while
his younger brother, Thomas (1659-1690), was a student of

northern antiquities who published Andquitaium Danicarum
libri tees in 1689.

BARTHOLOMEW, SAIlfT, one of the twelve apostles^ regard-
ing whose early life we know nothing, unless in accor^ace with
a widely-spread belief he is to be identified with Nathanael (7.v.j.

If so^ Bartholomew is probably a patronymic, the apostle’s full

name being Nathanael Bartolmai, Le. the son of Tolmai. On the
other hand, according to a Syrian tradition, Bartholomew's
original name was Jesus, which he dropped owing to its Mng
the name of the Master Himself. In the s3moptic gospels

Bartholomew is never mentioned except in the lists of the
apostles, where his name always appears after Philip'i, He is

said to have gone, after the ascension of the Lord, on amissionary
tour to India (then a very wide geographical designation) where,
according to a story in Eusebius {H.E. v. io>, he left behind him
a copy of St Matthew's gospel. According to the tra^tional
account he was flayed alive and then crudfled with hk head
downwards, at AUmnopoUs in Armenia, or, according to Kto
phorus, at Urbanopolis in Ciltda . Inworks of art he is gipnensBy
represented with a huge knife, the mstnimentof his mkrtYnloiiL
or, as in Midseiangeio^s ** Last 7th!ljgmeht;^^Wilhlflk.b^
hanihig^’verfaisana. The lcstival of St Borthdlonwiw is ceki*

bniM on the 34th of August.

ni. J5
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Dr NetUfl ha<) drawn attention to the fact that in the Syriac

tiUMlation ol EtiMbiua' history the name Tolmai. t.£. Bartholomew,
takes the place of Matthias, the apostle who was appointed in place

Of Judas (
1 . 12, cf. ii. 1, iil. 25 and 29). If this identiiicatian can be

mad^ out there wotild, in the list of apostles as Anally constituted,

be two men who bore the patronymic Bartholomew. See further

EM^tiUtry Times, ix. pp, 5O6 A. (1898).

MHTHOLOMBW^ JOHN (i85i->i895), Scottish carto^apher,

was bom at £dlnbi]i|;:h on the 25th of December 1831 . His father

bad a cartogviiphioal establishment there and he was educated

in the work. He was subsequently Msistant to the German
geqprapher August Petermann, until in 1856 he took up the

management of his father's Arm. For this establishment, now
known as the Edinburgh Geographical Institute, Bartholomew

built up a reputation unsurpassed in Great Britain for the pro-

duction of the fmedit cartographical work. Among his numerous

publications mention may be specially made of the series of maps
of Great Britain reduced from the Ordnance Survey to scales of

)

in. and i in.to i m.,with relief shown by contours and a systematic

scale of colours. The i in. series, which was extended (and its

principles applied to many other works) by Mr J. G. Bartholomew,

who succeeded his father in the business, is the finest of its kind

ever produced. John Bartholomew died in London on the aqth

of March 1893.

BARTHOLOMEW FAIR, a fair held in We.st Smithfield,

London, on St Bartholomew’s Day (24th of August, O.S.) from

1x33 to 1855. The charter authorizing its holding was gratited

by Henry 1 . to his former minstrel, Kahcre, who had taken orders

and had founded the priory of St Bartholomew close by. For
many centuries the fair lasted a fortnight, but in 1691 it was
shortened to four days only. In 1641 it had become so large

that it involved no less than four parishes: Christ Church,

Great and Little St Bartholomew’s and St Sepulchre’s. It was
customary for the lord mayor of London to open the fair form-

ally on St Bartholomew’s Eve, and on his way to stop at Newgate
where he received from the governor a cup of sai. In 1753,

owing to the change in the calendar, the fair was proclaim^
on the 3rd of September. During its earlier history the fair

grew to be a vast national market and the chief cloth sale in

the kingdom. Down to 1854 it was usual for the representative

of the Merchant Taylors’ Gild to proceed to the cloth fair which

formed port of Bartholomew fair, and test the measures used

for selling cloth there by the company’s silver yard. The fair

was finally closed in 1855.

For a full account see Prof. H. Morloy, Memoirs of Bartholomew
Fair <1859).

BARTIZAN (according to the Now English Dictionary

,

from
hertitene, a Scottish corruption of ” bratticing ” or ** brattish-

mg,” from O. Fr. breicsche, and meaning a battlemenfeed parapet

;

apparently first used by Sir Walter Scott), a small battiemented

turret, corbelled out at the angle of a wall or tower to protect

a warder and enable him to see around him. Bartiaans generally

are furnished with oylets or arrow-ilita v

BARTLfeTT, JOHN (iSeo^tpes), American publisher and
compiler, waa bom in l^mou^) Massachusetts, on the xeth

of June i8ao. He became a bookseller and puhiisher in Cam*
bri^, Mass., and from 1865 to 1889, ^hen he retired, was a
member of the bookselling and publishing firm of Little, Brown
& Co., in Boston. In 1855 he published the first editton of his

Familiar QmotaEons, subsequently greatly expanded and long

the best-known collection of the sort, and in 1694 (although it had

been copyrighted five years before), after many yeaie’ labour> he

publish^ Nm and Complete Qmeoriunce or VerM Index to

Words, Phrasee and Passages in the Dramatic Works of Shake-

speare; milk a Suppiementary Concordance to the Poemg**am^
pusmg any of its pi^ecessors in the number and Inlness of its

citatioM from the poet’s writings. In all of his work ka was
gieariy asiwted by hb wile, a daughter of Sidney WilhUti (1780^

fSsfi), professor of Hebrew at Harvard frenn tSdy to 1831.

Bartiftt died at Cambsidge^ Mass., oa the 3rd of December 1905.

BAMLBTT, JORR IMIBBIiL (i8t>5~xAa6), AMritan histori-

cal and Itngwskicftndenil, Was hovnln Providence, RhodeIsknd,
on the a3Td of October 1805. From bb first to his eighteenth

I

year he lived in Kinpton, Guiada ; be was then in turn, froiii

1824 to 1836, a derk in a dry goo^ store, a book-keeper and
a bank cashier at Providenee, and for more than ten years after

1836 he was a bookseller in New York City, retimiing to Pro-
vidence in 1850. In 1850-1853 he was the comnussioner on the
part of the United States for t£e survey of the boundary between
the United States and Mexico, but owing to the lack of funds
did not finish the work. After being superseded by another
commissioner upon the accession of President Franklin Pierce,

he published A Personal Narrative of Explorations and Incidents

in Texas, New Mexico, California, Sonora and Chihuahua (2 vols.,

1854), which contains much valuable scientific and hbtorical

material concerning the south-west. From 1855 to 1872 he was
secretary of state of Rhode Island, and while serving in this

capacity thoroughly re-arr^ed and classified state records,

and prepared various bibliographies and compilations, relating

chiefly to the history of the state. He is duefly remembered
however, for his Dictumary of Americanisms (1848), a pioneer

work, which, altdiough later dialect changes have, of course,

deprived it of completeness or final authoritativeness, is still

of value to students of language and remains the chief con-

tribution to the subject. He died in Providence on the 28th of

May 1886.

BARTLETT, PAUL WAYLAND (1865- ), American
sculptor, was bom in Now Haven, Gonnecticut, the son of Truman
H. Bartlett, an art critic and sculptor. When fifteen he began to

study at Parb under Frdmiet, modelling from animals in the

Jardin des Plantes. He won a medal at the Paris Salon of 1887.

Among his principal works are :
“ The Bear Tamer,” in the

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York ; the equestrian statue

of Lafayette, in the Place du Carrousel, Paris, presented to the

French Republic by the school children of America
; the power-

ful and virile Columbus and Michelangelo, in the Congressional

Library, Washington, D.C. ; the “ Ghost Dancer,” in the

Pennsylvania Academy, Philadelphia ; the “ Dying Lion ”
;
the

equestrian statue of McClellan in Philadelphia ; and a statue of

Joseph Warren in Boston, Massachusetts. His bronze patinas

of reptiles, insects and fish are also remarkable.

BARTOLI, DANIELLO (1608-1685), Italian Jesuit priest, was
bom at Ferrara and entered the Society of Jesus in 1623.

Debarred from the foreign mission field, he attained high dis-

tinction as a preacher and as a teacher of rhetoric in Genoa,

Florence and Rome. Ho wrote (in Italian) a book called The
Learned Man as a counterblast to the widespread reading of

romances, and also a history of his order in 6 vols. (Rome, 1650-

1673), which is particularly informing with regard to the early

work of the society in Asia. He died at Rome.
A collected edition of bis works, in 12 vols., waspublishcd by Mari-

etti at Turin, 1825-1856: another io 50 vols. at Florenoo in 1826.

BARTOUNI, LQRBNZO (1777-1850), Italian sculptor, was
bom in Vemio in Tuscany. After acquiring great skill and
reputation as a modeller in alalyaster, he went in 1797 to Paris,

where he studied painting under Desmarets, and afterwards

sculpture under F. F. Lemot. The bas-relief
‘
* Cleobis and Biton,”

with which he gained the second prize of the Academy in 1803,

at once established his fasne as a sculptor and gained for him a
number of influential patrons. He executed many minor pieces

for Denon, besides busts of M6hul and Cherubini. His great

patron, however, was Napoleon, for whom he executed a colossal

bust, and who sent him to Carrara to found a school of sculpture.

Here he remained till after the fall of Napoleon, and then took

up his residence in Florence, Where he resided till his death.

His works are varied and indude on immente number of busts.

The best are, perhaps, the group of Charity, the " Hercules and
Liohas ’’ and the ** Faith in God,” whioh exemplify the highest

types of Bartolini’s style. Popular opbixem in kdy associates

his qualities as a sculptor with those of Thorwakben and Conova.

BARTOLOMMEL MARQUIS FHRDiNANDO (1821-^x869),

Italian revdutbnist and statesman, who played an important

part in the political events oITtisoinyfitom i^ to 1860. From
the beginnthg of the sevohitiQnary movement Barmlonrniei waa
always an ai^ent Liberal, and although-bdonging to an old and
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noble Florentine family fail sympathies were with the denmcratic
party rather than with the m^erately liberal aristocracy. In
1R47-1648 his house was a centreof revolutionary committees^ and
during the brief constitutional fkpmt he was much to the fore.

After the r^um of the grand duke Leopold IL in 1849 under
Austrian protection^ Ba^lommei was present at a requiem
service in the church of Santa Croce for those who fell in the late

campaign against Austria
; on that occasion disorders occurred

and he was relegated to his country estate in consequence (1851).
Shortly afterwards he was implicated in the distribution of

seditious literature and exiled from l\iscany for a year. He
settled at Turin for a time and established relations with Cavour
and the Piedmontese liberals. He subsequently visited France
and Finland, and like many Italian patriots became enamoured
of British institutions. He returned to Florence in 1853 ; from
that time onward he devoted himself to the task of promoting
the ideas of Itahan independence and unity among the people,

and although carefully watched by the police, he kept a secret

printing-press in his palace in Florence. Finding that the
nobility .still hesitated at the idea of uncompromising hostility

to the house of Lorraine, he allied himself more firmly with
popular party’, and found an able lieutenant in the baker

(iiuseppe Dolfi (1818-1869), an honest and whole-hearted

enthusiast who had great influence with the common people.

As soon as war Ijetween Piedmont and Austria appeared
imminent, Bartolommei organized the expedition of Tuscan
volunteers to join the Piedmontese army, spending large

sums out of his own |X)cket for the purpose, and was also

president of the I'uscan branch of the Socieia Nasionale (see

under La Farina and Cavour). He worked desperately hard
conspiring for the overthrow of the grand duke, assisted by all

the liberi elements, and on the 27th of April 1859, Florence rose

as one man, the troops refused to fire on the people, and the

grand duke dejjarted, never to return. Sapristif pas an carreau

cassel was the comment of the French minister to Tuscany on
lhi.s bloodless revolution. A provisional government was formed
and Bartolommei elected ^(mfalotime. He had much opposition

to encounter from those who still believed that the retention of

the grand duke ns a constitutional sovereign and member of an
Italian confederation was possible. In the summer elections

were held, and on the meeting of parliament Bartolommei’s

Unitarian views prevailed, the assembly voting the resolution

that the house of Lorraine had forfeited its rights and that

Tuscany must be united to Italy under King Victor Emmanuel.
Bartolommei was made senator of the l^ian kingdom and
received various other honours. His lost years were spent in

educational and philanthropic work. He died on the 15th of

June 1648, leaving a widow and two daughters.

The best biography of Bartolommei is contained in II Rivolf^menlo
Tascano e Vattom popolare, by his daughter Matilde Gioli (Florence.

1903), but the author attributes perhaps an undue projxmdcrancc
to her father in the Tuscan revolution, and is not quite fair towards
Bettino Bicasoli [q.v.) and other leaders of the aristocratic party.
Cf. Lettne e docutnentt di R. Pifiaioli (Florence, 1887-1896), and
D. Zanicholli's L4tter$ poHticke tU B, Ricaaoli, U. Perwxi, N. Corstni,

e C. Ridoifi (Bologna, 1898}.

BARTOLOMMEO D1 PAORaLO, FRA (1475-1517), the Italian

historical and portrait painter*-**lcnown also as BAcrioi(short for

Bartolommeo) dru.a Porta (because he lived near the Porta

Romana), was bom at Soffignano, near Florence, in 1475,

died at Ilorence in 1517. He received the first elements of his

artistic education from Cosimo Rosdli ; and after leaving him,

devoted himself to the study of the great works of Leonardo da
Vinci. Of his eariy productions, which are distinguished for

their grace and beauty^ iriie most impartant is the fresco of the

I.ast Judgment, in wirich fae was aaisted by his friend Mariotto

Albentuidli. While fas was engaged upon some piecM for the

convent ci the Dominican friait, be made the acquaintance of

Savonarola, who quickly acsquired great influence over him, and
Bartolommeo was «o affected by his cruel death, that he soon

after entered the convent, and for some years gave up 'his art.

lie had not long zomped it, in obedience to his. superior, when
Ra|ihacl eatne to Florence and formed a close frienddup with

him. Bartolommeo kamed from the youngs the roles of

perspective, in which he was so skilled, while Rapl^l owes to the

fraie the improvement in his colouring and handling of dmpery,
which was noticeable in. the works he produoea after their

meeting. Some years afterwards he visited Rome, and was
struck with admiration and a feeling of his own inferiority when
he contemplated the masterpieces of Michelangelo and Raphael
With the latter, however, he remained on die most friendly

terms, and when he departed hroro Rome, IMt in his hasids

two unfinished pictures which Raphael completed. F>a Barto-
lommeo’s figures had generally been small and draped. These
qualities were alleged against him as defects, and to prove that

his style was not the result of want of power, be painted the

magnificent figure of St Mark (his masteipece, at Florence), and
the undraped figure of St Sebastian. The latter was so well

designed, so naturally and beautifully coloured, and so strongly

expressive of suffering and agony, that it was found necessary to

remove it from the place where it had been exhibited in the

chapel of a convent The majority of Bartc^ommeo’s composi-
tions are altar-pieces. They are remarkable for skill in the

massing of light and shade, richness and delicary of colouring^

and for the admirable style in which the drapery of the figures is

handled, Bartolommeo having been the first to introduce and
use the lay-figure with joints.

BARTOLOZZl, FRANCESCO (x725’-i^x5). Italian engraver,

was bom at Florence. He was originally destined to follow the

profession of his father, who was a gold- and silver-smith
;
but

he manifested so much skill and taste in designing that he was
placed under the superintendence of two Florentine artists, who
instructed him in painting. After devoting three years to that

art, he went to Venice and studied engraving. He made very
rapid progress, and executed some works of considerable import-
ance at Venice. He then removed for a short time to Rome,
where he completed a set of engravings representing events from
the life of St Nilus, and, after returning to Venice, set out for

London in 1764. For nearly forty years he resided in London,
and produced on enormous number of engravings, the best being

those of Qytie, after Annibale Caracci, and of the Viigin and
C^ild, after Carlo Dolce. A great proportion of them are from
the works of Cipriani and Angelica Kauflmann. Bartolozzi also

contributed a number of plates to Boydell’s Shakespeare Gallery.

In x8o2 he was invited to Lisbon as director of the National

Academy. He remained in Portugal till bis death. His son

Gaetano Stephano (r 757-182 x), also an engraver, was the kther
of Madame Vestris.

BARTOLUS {1314-1357), Italian jurist, professor of the civil

law at the university of Perugia, and the most famous master of

the dialectical school of jurists, was bom in 1314, at Sassoferrato,

in the duchy of Urbino, and hence is generally styled Btrtolus

dc Saxoferrato. His father was F'ranciscus Seven, and his

mother was of the family of the Alfoni. He studied the civil law
first of all under Cinus at Perugia, and afterwards under Oldradus
and Jacobus de Belvisio at Bologna, where he was promoted to

the degree of doctor of civil law in 1334. His great reputation

dates from his appointment to a chair of dvii law in the university

of Perugia, 1343, wJiere he lectured for many years, raising the

character of the law school of Perugia to a level with that of

Bologna. He died in 1357 at Perugia, where a magnificent

monument recorded the interment of his remains in the church

of San Francisco, by the simple inscription of Ossa Bartoli.”

Bartolus left behind him a great reputation, and many writers

have sought to explain the hict by attributing to him the intro-

duction of the dialectical method of tcachu^ law; but this

method had been employed by Odofredus, a pupil of Accunius,

m the previous century, and the snocessori of Odofredus had
abused it to an extent which has rendered their writings in many
instances improfitable to read, the subject matter beii^ overlaid

with diaketiod forms. Itwasthemeritof Bartolus, on theothir

hand, that he maphyed the dialectical method with advantage

as a teacher, and dis&ontenanccd the abuse oi it ; but his great

roputation leaa more probably owing to the ctmimstance thathe
levmd the exqgeticai syatam bf teaching favw (which had been
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neglected since the ascendancy of Accursms) in a spirit wl^
gave it new life, whilst ne imparted to his teaching a practical

interest, from the judicial experience which he had acquired

while acting as assessor to the courts at Todi and at Pisa before

he undertook the duties of a professorial chair. His treatises On

Procedure and On Evidence are amongst his most valuable works,

whilst his Commentarym the Code of Justinian has been in some

countries regarded as of equal authority with the code itself.

BARTON, BENIAMIN SMITH (1766-1S15), American natural-

ist, was bom at Lancaster, Pennsylvania, in 1766, studied for

two years at Edinbui^h, and afterwards graduated at Gottingen.

He settled at Philadelphia, and soon obtained a considerable

practice. In 1780 he was appointed professor of botany and

natural history in tlie College of Philadelphia, now the University

of Pennsylvania ;
he was made professor of materia medxca in 1795,

and on the death Dr Benjamin Rush in 1813 he obtained the

chair of practical medicine. In 1802 he was chosen president of

the American Philosophical Society, of which he was a strong

support!*!*. Barton was the author of various works on natural

history, botany and materia medical his Elements of Botany (1803)

being the best known. He died at Philadelphia on the 19th of

December 1815.

BARTON, BERNARD (1784-1849), English poet, was bom
at Carlisle on the 31 si of January 1784. His parents were

Quakers, and he was commonly known as the Quaker poet.

After some experience of business, he became, in 1809, clerk to

Messrs Alexander’s bank at Woodbridge, Suffolk, and retained

this post till his death. His first volume of verse

—

Metrical

Effusions—was published in 1812. It brought him into corre-

spondence with Southey, and shortly afterwards, through the

medium of a set of complimentary verse.s, he made the acquaint-

ance of Hogg. From this time onwards to 1828 Barton pub-

lished various volumes of verse. After 1828 his work appeared

but rarely in print, but his Household Verses published in 1845
secured him, on the recommendation of Sir Robert Peel, a Qvil

last pension of £100 a year, £1200 having already been raised

for him by some members of the Society of Friends. Barton is

chiefly Remembered for his friendship with Charles Lamb, which

arose, curiously enough, out of a remonstrance addressed by him
to the author of Essays of Elia on the freedom with which the

Quakers had been handled in that volume. When Barton

contemplated resigning his bank clerkship and supporting

himself entirely by literature, Lamb strongly dissuaded him.
“ Keep to your bank,” he wrote, ” and the bank will keep you.”

Barton died at Woodbridge on 19th February 1849, His

daughter Lucy married Edward FitzGerald.

Poems and Letters of Bernard Barton, selected by Lucy Barton,

with a bwgrapkical notice by Edward FitzGerald (1849).

BARTON, CLARA (1821- ), American philanthropist,

was born in Oxford, Massachusetts, in 1821. She was educated

at the Clinton Liberal Institute (then in Qinton, New York).

Ill-health compelled her to give up the profession of teaching,

which she had taken up when she was only sixteen years old,

and from 1854 to 1857 she was a clerk in the Patent Office

at Washington. During the Civil War she distributed large

quantities of supplies for the relief of wounded soldiers
;
and at

its close she organized at Washington a bureau of records to aid in

the search of missing men forwhom inquiries were made. In con-

nexion with this work, which was continued for about four years,

she identified and marked the graves of more thantwelvethousand

soldiers in the National Cemetery at Andersonville, Georgia. In

1869 she went for her health to Switzerland. Upon her arrival

at Geneva she was visited by membess of the International

Committee of the Red Cross, who sought her co-operation in the

work of theirsociety. The United States had declined to become
a party to the treaty of Geneva on the basis of which the Red
Cross Society was founded, but upon the outbreak of the FTanco-

PnissianWar Miss Bartonwentwith members of this society to the

seat of hostilities and assisted them in orgmiixing their military

hospitals. In 1871 she superintended the distributionof relief to

the poor in Strassburg, and in 1872 performed a like aervke in

Paris. For her servicesthe wasdecorated with toe InmCross by

the German emperor. In 1873 returned to the United States,

where she at once began her efforts to effect the oiganization of
the United States branch of toe Red Cross and to bring her

country into the treaty of Geneva, which efforts were successful

in 1881-1882. She was the first president of the American Red
Cross, holding the position until 1904: and represented the United
States at the International conference held at Geneva, 1884;
Karlsruhe, 1887 ; Rome, 1892 ;

Vienna, 1^7 ;
and St Petersburg,

1903. She was the author of the American lunendment to the

constitution of the Red Cross which provides that the society

shall distribute relief not only in war but in times of such other

calamitiesas famines,floods
,
earthquakes, cyclones,and pestilence,

and in accordance with this amended constitution, she conducted

the society’s relief for sufferers from the yellow fever in Florida

(1887), the flood at Johnstown, Pennsylvania (1889), the famine
in Russia (1891), the hurricane along toe coast of South Carolina

(1S93), the massacre in Armenia (1896), the Spanish-American

War in Cuba (1898), the hurricane at Galveston, Texas (1900),

and several other calamities. Upon her retirement from the

Red Cross she incorporated and became president of ” The
National First Aid of America” for ‘‘

first aid to the injured.”

She wrote An Official History of the Red Cross (1882), The Red
Cross in Peace and War (1898), A Story of the Red Cross (1904),

and Story of my Childhood (1907),

BARTON, ELIZABETH {c, t 506-1 534),
” the maid of Kent,”

was, according to her own statement, born in 1 506 at Aldington,

Kent. She appears to have been a neurotic girl, subject to

epilepsy, and an illness in her nineteenth year resulted in hy.sleria

and religious mania. She was at the time a servant in the house

of Thomas t^obb, steward of an estate near Aldington owned by
William Warham, archbishop of Canterbury. During her con-

valescence she passed into trances lasting for days at a time,

and in this state her ravings were of such ” marvellous holiness

in rebuke of sin and vice ” that the country folk believed her to

be inspired. Cobb reported the matter to Kiclmrd Masters,

the parish priest, who in turn acquainted Archbishop Warham.
The girl having recovered, and finding herself the object of local

admiration, was cunning enough, as slie confessed at her trial,

to feign trances, during which she continued her prophecies. Her
fame steadily growing, the archbishop in 1526 instructed the

prior of Christ Church, Canterbury, to send two of hi.s monks
to hold an inquiry into the case. One of these latter, Edward
Booking, obtained her admission as a nun to St Sepulchre’s

convent, Canterbury. Under Booking’s instruction Barton’s

prophecies became still more remarkable, and attracted many
pilgrims, who l:>eUeved her to be, as she asserted, in direct com-
munication with the Virgin Mary. Her utterances were cun-

ningly directed towards political matters, and a profound and

widespread sensation was caused by her declaration that should

Henry persist in his intention of divorcing Catherine he ” should

no lon^r be king of this realm . . . and should die a villain’s

death. Even such men as Fisher, bishop of Rochester, and Sir

Thomas More, corresponded with Barton. On his return from

France in 1532 Henry passed through Canterbury and is said

to have allowed the nun to force herself into his presence,

when she made an attempt to terrify him into abandoning his

marriage. After its solemnization in May 1533, her utterances

becoming still more treasonable, she was examined before

Cranmer (who had in March succeeded to the archbishopric on

Warham^s death) and confessed. On the S5th of SeptembOT

Booking and another monk, Hadley, were arrested, and in

November, Masters and others were implicated. The maid and
her fellow prisoners were examined More the Star Chamber,

and were by its order publicly exposed at St Paul’s Cross, where

I

they each read a confession. In Janua^ 1534 by a bill of

I
attmnder the maid and her chief accomplices were condemn^
to death, and were executed at Tyburn on the soto of April.

It has been hdd that her confession was extracted by force,

and therefore valudess, but the evidence of her imposture seems

conclusive.

See Fronde. History of Engtemd ; Barnet. tHstory of the Reform*-
Hon; Uugnnl. History of Engtand; F. dtrOmqwsi. Honry VUL
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and the English Monasteries (ch. tu.» 2899 ed.y : T. £. Bridgett.

Lift of BUsted John EisMer (1888) : vol& vi. and viL cd LtUers and
Papers of Henry VIJL; James Gairdner, The English Church in

the j6th Century (1899) ;
Memorials, I. i. 271, and Cranmer

;

a detailed account of the case is contained in the published Act of

Attainder 25 Henry VIII. c. 12.

BARTON BtfDB, in geology, the name given to a series of

softish grey and brown clays, with layers of sand, of Upper

Eocene age, which are found in the Hampshire Tertiary basin,

where they are particularly well exposed in the cliffs of Barton,

Hordwell, and in the Isle of Wight. Above the highly fossils

ferous Barton Gay there is a sandy series with few fossils
;
these

are the Hcadon Hill or Barton Sands. Either of these names

is preferable to the term “ Upper Bagshot Beds,” which has been

applied to these sands. The Barton Beds are absent from the

London basin, and the Upper Bagshot Sands of that area arc

probably at a lower horizon than the Barton Sands. The term
” Bartonien ” was introduced by Mayer-Eymar in 1857 for the

continental equivalents of the series.

Hampshire basin and
Isle of Wight.

Barton Sands i4o~2ui> ft.l

Barton Clay 162-255 ft./

Paris basin.

Bartonien

{

Limestone of St Onen.
Sands of Benuchamp

(sables moyen).

Fusus longaerms, Voluitliihes ludatrix^ Ostrea giganteGf Periunculus

{Glycimeris) deleia are characteristic fossils ;
fishe.s (Lamna,

ArtuSfSic.) and a crocodile (Diplocynodan) are also found in the

Barton Clay. The sands are very pure and are used in glass

making.

See •’ Geoloqrv' of the Isle of Wight,” Mem. Geol. Suwr)> {2nd cd..

1889): and "Tin' Geology of the Country around Soitthamfiton,”

Mem. Geol. Survey (1002). (J. A. H.)

BARTON-UPON-HUMBER, a market town in the N. Lindsey

or Brigg parliamentary division of Lincolnshire, England, thie

terminus of a branch of the Great Central railway, 44 m. N.

by E. of Lincoln. Pop. of urban district (1901) 5671. It lies

beneath low hills, on flat ground bordering the Humber, but the

centre of the town is a mile from the river. The church of

St Peter has a remarkable west tower of pre-Conquest workman-

ship, excepting the early Norman top storey. Against the

western face is a low building of the date of the lower tower-

storeys, measuring 15 ft. by 12, with rude, deeply-splayed

windows. The tower itself is arcaded in the two lower storeys,

having round arches in the lower and triangular in the upper,

and fiiere is a round-headed S. doorway and a triangular-

headed N. doorway. The rest of the church is Decorated and

Perpendicular, The church of St Maty is fine Early English

with Perpendicular clerestory. The chief industries are tanning,

malting, and rope-making. Barton appears in Domesday, when

the ferry over the Humber existed. As a port, moreover, it

subsequently rose into some importance, for it was able to supply

eight ships and men to the expedition of Edward IIL to Brittany.

BARUCH, the name (meaning ” Blessed ” in Hebrew) of

a character in the Old Testament (Jer. xx»ri., xxxvii., xliii.),

associated with the prophet Jeremiah, ana described as his

secretary and spokesman.

Book of Baruch. This deutero-canonical book of the Old

Testament is placed by the LXX. between Jeremiah and Lamen-
iaiions, and in the Vulgate after Lamentations, It consists of

several parts, whidi cohere so badly that we are obliged to

assume ^urality of authorship.

Contenis,-^Tht book consists of the foUowi^ parts

-

i. 1*14. The historical preface with a description of the origin

and purpose of the book.

i. 15-ii. 5. A confestion lof sin used by the Palestinian

Remnant, This conlesiion was according to L 14 sent from

Babylon (i.4, 7) to Jerusalem to be read ” on the day of the

feast and on the dayt of the solemn assembly.” The confession

is restricted to the use of the remnant at home (see next para-

gr^). In this confession there is a natmnal ad^wledgment
of sin and a recognition of the Exile as a righteous judgment.

ii. 6~iiL 8. A confession of the c^tives in Babylon and a

player for iiestoration. This confession opens as the former

(ini. 15) with the words found also in Daniel ix. ” To the Lord

our God befongeth righteousness, &c.” The confession is of

the Exiles and not of Sie remnant in Palestine, as Marshi^ hra

pointed out. Thus it is the Exiles dearly who are speakinff in

li. 15,
** We are but a lew left among the heathen where thou

hast scattered us ”
; ii. 14,

” Give us fovour in the sight of them

which have led us away captive” ; iii. 7,
” We will praise thee

in our captivity ”
; iii|jB,

” We arc yet this day in our captivity

where thou hast scattered us.” On the other hand the speakers

in the confession in i. 15- ti. 5 are dearly the remnant in Jerusalem,

i. 15, ”To the Lord oiiir God belongeth righteousness, but unto

us confusion of face . . . to the men of Judah and the inhabitants

of Jerusalem.” The Exiles aie mentioned by way of Contrast

to the speakers
;

ii. 4, 5,
” He hath given them to be in subjection

to all the kingdoms that are round about uj to be a reproach

among all the people round about where the Lord hath scattered

them. Thus were they cast down . . . because we sinned

against the Lord our God.” ^

iii. 9-iv. 4. The glorification of wisdom, that is, of the Law.

Israel is bidden to walk in the light of it ; it is the glory of Israel

and is not to be given to another.

iv. 5-v. 9. Consolation of Israel with the promise of deliver-

ance and luting happiness and blessing to Jerusalem.

Integrity.-“From the foregoing description it seems clear that

the book is derived from a plurality of authors. Most scholars,

such as Fritzsche, Hitzig, Kncucker, Hilgenfeld, Reuss, i^ree

in assuming that i.-iii. 8 and iii. 9~v. 9 are from distinct writers.

But some critics have gone farther. Thus Rothstein (Kautzsch,

Apok. iktd Pseud, i. 213-215) holds that there is no unity in

iii. c^v. 9, but that it is composed of two independent writings

—

iii. 9-iv. 4 and iv. 5-v. 9. Marshall (Hastings' Bible Dictionary

^

I. 251-254) gives a still more complex analysis. He finds in it the

work of four distinct writers: 1. 1-14, i- i5-ui* 8, iii. 9~iv. 4,

iv. 5-v. 9. The evidence for a fourfold authorship is strong

though not convincing. In any case i.-iii. 8 and iii. 9-v. 9 must

be ascribed to different authors.

Original Language,—(1) Some scholars, as Ewald, Kneucker,

Davidson, Rothstein and Konig, believe that the whole book

was originally written in Hebrew
; (2) Fritzsche, Hilgenfeld,

Reuss, Gifford, Schiirer, and Toy advocate a Hebrew original

of i.-iii. 8 and a Greek original of the rest
; (3) Marshall argues

that i.-iii. 8 is translated from a Hebrew original, iii. 9-iv. 4
from an Aramaic, and the rest from the Greek

; (4) and lastly,

Bertholdt, Havernick and Noldeke regard the Greek as the primi-

tive text. The last view must be put aside as unworkable. For

the third no convincing evidence has been adduced, nor does

it seem likely that any can be. We have therefore to decide

between the two remaining theories. In any case we can hardly

err in admitting a Hebrew original of i.-iii. 8. For (i) we have

such Hebraisms as ol . . . tv avri^mv^y ... in (ii, 26);

o5 . . . €W«os» yen (ii. 4, 13, 29; iii. 8); . . . t6

vvtvfm avriev onn , . . yen (ii. 7). (2) We have meaningless

expressions which are really mistranslations of the Hebrew.

It is noteworthy that these mistranslations are for the most

port found in Jeremiah— a fact which has rightly drawn

scholars to the conchisipn that we owe the LXX, of Baruch

i.-iii. 8, and of Jeremiah to the same translator. Thus in i. 9
we have Burfuirrrft, “ prisoner,” where the text had niop and

the Greek should have been rendered “ locksmith.” The same

mistmnslation is found in Jcr. xxiv. i, xxxvi. (xxix.) 2.

Next in ii. 4 we have afiarov, ” wilderness,” where the text bad

n&d and the translation should have iKtrrturtv, The same

misrendering is found several times in Jeremiah. Again

i/tydficr^ai M used in i. 22, ii. 21, 22, 24 as a translation of lay

in the sense of “serving,” where 8ovA<i^tv ought to have

been the rendering. So cdso in Jer. xxxhr. (xxvii.) it, xxxvii.

(xxx.) 8, 8rc. Again in v6kuee Tov8a ned *UpowraX.i^fi

the is a misrendering of nusna as in Jer. xi. 6, xl.

^ Toy (Jewish Ene, ii. 5^6) thinks that the " them ” in ii. 4, 5
may a scribal slip and tnat we have here not the confession cl

the Palestinian remSiaat and that of the Exiles, but simply a jaxta-

position of two forms of confeasioo.
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(xxxitl) 10, &C., where the translator should have given

irWfiwr.i For (ii, *9) jvin we should have rA^.
(3) Finally there are passages where by re-translation we dis-

cover that the translator either misread his text or had a

corrupt text before him. Thus /idyua in i. 10 is a corrupt

translation of nnso as elsewhere in a dozen passages of the LXX.
In iii. 4Tf^Ki/«dr(i»v« 'Q^^-'Which the translator should have read

im m
From the above instances, which could be muldplii^, we have

no hesitation in postulating a Hebrew original of i.-iii. 8.

As regards iii. 9*v. 9 the case is different. This section is free

from such notable Hebraisms as we have just dealt with, and no

convincing grounds have been advanced to prove that it is a

translation from a Semitic original.

DaU,-^The dates of the various constituents of the book are

quite uncertain. Fwald, followed by Gifford and Marshall, assigns

i.-iii. 8 to the period after the conquest of Jerusalem by Ptolemy L
in 320 B.c.

;
Reu'^s to some decades later

;
and Fritzsche,

Schrade, Kcil and Toy to the time of the Maccafjees. Hitzig,

Kneucker and Schiirer assume that it was written after a.d. 70.

Ryle and James (Pss. of Solomon, pp. Ixxii.-ixxvii.) hold that

iv. 31-V. 9 18 dependent on the Greek version of Ps. xi., and that,

accordingly, Baruch was reduced to its present form after a.d . yo.

'fhe most probable of the above dates appears to be that main-

tained by Fritzsche, that is, if we understand by the Maccabean

times the early decades of the 2nd cent. b.c. For during the

palmy days of the Maccabean dynasty the Twelve tribes were

supposed to be in Palestine. The idea that the Jewish Kingdom
embraced once again the entire nation easily arose lAicn the

Maccabees extended their dominion northwards over Samaria

and Galilee and eastwards beyond the Jordan. This belief

displaced the older one that the nine and a half tribes were still

in captivity. With the downfall of the Maccabean dynasty,

however, the older idea revived in the ist cent. a.d. I'o the

beginnings of the and cent. a.d. the view of the dead given in

ii. 17 would point, where it is said that those whose spirits had

been taken from their bodies would not give glory unto the Ixird.

1'he statement as to the desolate condition of the Temple in

ii. a6* is with Kneucker to be rejected a.s an interpolation.

Caiwwirify,—The Book of Baruch was never accepted as

canonical by the Palestinian Jews (Baba fiatra 14^), though the

Apostoltc ConstitnUionSf v. 10, state that it was read in public

worship on the loth day of the month Gorpiaeus, but this state-

ment can hardly be correct, it was in general use in the church

till its canonicity was rejected by the Protestant churches and
accepted liy the Roman church at the council of Trent.

Literature. Versions and Editums.'^The versions are the two
Latin, a Syriac, and an Arabic, 'fhe Latin one in the Vulgate

belongs to a time prior to Jerome, and is tolerably literal.

Another, somewhat later, was nrst published by Jos. Maria Caro

in 1688, and was reprinted by Sabatier, side by side with the

ante-Hieronymian one, in his Bibliorum Sacrorum Latinae

Versiones Antufuae, It is founded upon the preceding one, and
is less literal. The Syriac and Arabic versions, printed in the

London Polyglot, are literal. The Hexaplar-^^riac version

made by Paul, bishop of Telia, in the beginning of the 7th century

has been published by Ceriani.

Tho most coavenient cUitioiit of the Greek text are Xischendorf'B
in the second volume of his Srptuagint. and Swete's in vol. iii.

;

Fritssche's in Lihri Apocryphi Vetetis Testamenti Graece {1871).
The best editions of the book, are KnenckePs Das Buck Baruch

(1870I ;
Gilford's in the Spiuher’s Apoc. U. See also the articles in

the Lneyc. Bibiitm, HastinKs’ BibU Dicimmy ; Sohiinr, History of

Jewish Peopls, ^
Apocalypsk of Baruch. The discovery* of this long lost

apocalypsa was duo to Ceriani. This apmlypM has survived

in the Syriac version of which Ceriani discovered a 6U1

century MS. in the Milan libmry. Of this he published a Latin

teanslation in iS/b^ {Mimumenta Saaa, L li, 73'9^)i which

Fritzsche reproduced in 1871 {Libri Apocryphi V. T.,pp.654-699),

and the text in 187 1 {Mm. Sacra. V. ii. 1 i3'i8o), and subs^ently

> Id ii. 35 we have the word SewreXtl with the extnordsnary
meaning of plague ** as in Jer. xxxix. (xzxIl) 36.

in photo-lithographic facsimile in 1883. Chaps, bcxviii.-'bcxxvi.,

indeed, of ths b^k have long been kimwn. These constitute

Baruch's epistle to nine and a half tribes in captivity, and
have been published in Syriac and Latin in the Lowhn and
Paris Polyglots, and in Syriac alone from one MS. in Legarde's

Ubri V. r. Apocryphi Syr. (1861) ;
and by Charl^ from ten MSS.

{Apocalypse of Baruch, 1896, pp. 124*167). The entire book was

translated into English by the lastinamed writer (op. cit.

pp. 1-167), and into German by Ryssel (Kautzsch’s Apok. und
Pseud., 1900, ii. pp. 413-446).

The Syriac is translated from the Greek
;

for Greek words are

occasionally transliterated, and passages can be explained only

on the hypothesis that the wrong alternative meanings of certain

Greek words were followed by the translator. The Greek in

turn is derived from the Hebrew, for unintelligible expressions

in the Syriac can be explained and the text restored by retransla-

tion into Hebrew, Thus in xxi. 9, 11, 12, xxiv. 2, Ixii. 7 we
have an unintelligible antithesis, those who sin and those who
are justified.” The source of the error can be discovered by
retranslation. The Syriac in these passages is a stock rendering

of ^LKOLvovorOvn, and this in turn of But pijf means not

only SiKatowrdat but also ^tKatos ehai, and this is the very

meaning required by the context in the above passages :
“ those

who sin and those who are righteous.” ^ Again xliv. 12 tlie text

reads :
” the new world which does not turn to corruption those

who depart on its beginning and has no mercy on those who
depart to torment.” Here “on its beginning” is set over

antithetically against to torment,” whereas the context requires
“ to its blessedness.” The words ” on its beginning ”—'Wms,

a corruption of wks—

“

to its blessedness.” Again in Ivi. 6 it

is said that the fall of man brought grief, anguish, pain, trouble

and boasting into the world. The term “ boasting ” in this

connexion cannot be right. The word»xaux»7/wi=* '’‘^w (?),

corrupt for nVno, “ disease.” A further ground for inferr^

a Hebrew original is to be found in the fact that paronomasiae

not infrequently discover themselves in the course of retmnslation

into Hebrew. One instance will suffice. In xlviii. 35,
” Honour

will be turned into shame, strength humiliated into contempt

. . . and beauty will become a scorn ” contains three such

:

’onV rn* na Sa ?y tw* nna (see Charles, Apoc.

Bar. pp. xliv.-liii). The necessity of postulating a Hebrew
original was first shown by the present writer, and has since been

maintained by Wellhausen (Skizzen u. Vorarbeiten, vi. 234), by

Ryssel (Apok. und Pseudepig. A. T., 1900, ii. 41 1), and Ginzberg

(Jewish Encyclopaedia, ii. 555).

Different Elements in the Book and their Dates.—A.s there arc

undoubtedly conflicting elements in the hook, it is possible to

assume either a diversity of authorship or a diversity of sources.

The latter view is advocated by Ryssel and Ginzberg, the former

by Kabisch, de Faye, R. H. Charles and Beer (Herzog's Real-

enc., art. ** Pseudepigraphen des Alten Testaments,” p. 250).

A short summary may here be given of the grounds on which the

present writer ha^^stulated a diversity of authorship. If the

letter to the tribes in captivity (Ixxviii.-lxxxvi.) be disregarded,

the book falls into seven sections separated by fasts, save in one
case (after xxxv.) where the text is probably defective. These
sections, which are of unequal length, are-^i) i.-v. 6: (2) v.

7-viii.; (3) ix.-xii. 4 ; (4) xii. 5-xx.
;
(5)xxi.“xxxv.

;
(6)xxxvi.-

xlvi.
; (7) xlvii.-bcxvai. These treat of the Messiah and the

Messianic kingdom, the woes of Israel in the past and the destme-
tion of Jerusalem in the present, as well as of theological questions

relating to original sin, free will, works, the number of the saved,

the nature of the resurrection body, &c. The views expressed

on several of the above subjects sort often conflicting. In
one class of passages there is everywhere manifest a vigorous

optimism as to Israel’s ultimate well-being on earth, ai^ the

blessedness of the chosen people in the Messianic kingdom is

sketched in glowing and sensuous ci^utb (xxix.. xxxtx.*xl.,

]xui.-lxxiv.). Over against these passi^ stand others of a
hopelessly pessimistic chaiacCer, wherein, alike as to Israel*!

* Ryssel has adopted Charles's restoratton of the text in these
passages aad praotteally alsoIn leliv. 12, bat wlilmt aolMioWledgiDeat.
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present and future destiny on eardii then is mitten nothing save
lamentation, and mourning, and woe.’' The world is a scene

of corruption, its evils are irremediable, its end is nigh, and the
advent of the new and sfnritual world at hand. The first to draw
attention to the complete elements in this book was Kabisch
(Jakrhiuher f.^Uffrotest. Tkeol., *891, pp. 66-107). This critic

regarded xxiv. 3-xxix., Xxxvi.~xl. and liu.-^lxxiv. as independent
sources written before the fall of Jerusalem, a,d. 70, and his

groundwork, which consists of the rest of his book, with the
exception of a few verses, as composed after that date. All

these elements were put together by a Christian contemporary
of Papias. Ma^ of these conclusions were arrived at inde-

pendently by a French scholar, De Fkye (Les ApocaLpyses juives,

1892, pp. 25-28, 76-103, 192-204). The present writer {Apoca-
lypse of Baruchy 1896, pp. liii.-bcvii.), after submitting the liook

to a fresh study, has come to the following conclusions :—The
book Is of Pharisaic authorship and composed of six independent
writings— A‘% A^, B*, B-, The first three were composed
when Jerusalem was still standing and the Messiah and the

Messianic kingdom were expected : A^, a mutilated apocalypse
== xxvii.-xxx. I ; A**, the C'cdar and Vine Vision =« xxxvi.-xl.

;

A”, the Cloud Vision liii.-lxxiv. Tlic last three were written

after 70, and probably before 90. Thus B^'^^lxxxv. was
written by a Jew in exile, who,despairii^ of a national restoration,

looked only for a spiritual recompense in heaven. The rest of the

book is derived from and B-, written in Palestine after a.d. 70.

These writings belong to very different types of thought. In B‘

the earthly Jerusalem is to be rebuilt, but not so in B-
; in the

formoi^thc exiles arc to be restored, but not in the latter
;
in the

former a Messianic kingdom without a Messiah is expected, but
no earthly blessedness of any kind in the latter, &c. B^ i.-ix. i,

xxxii. 2-4, xliii.-xliv. 7, xlv. xlvi., Ixxvii -Ixxxii., Ixxxiv.,

Ixxxvi.-lxxxvii. B- « ix.-xxv., xxx. 2- xxxv., xli.~xiii., xliv.

8-15, xlvii.-lii., IxKv.-lxxvi., Ixxxiii. The final editor of the

work wrote in the name of Baruch the son of Neriah.

The above critical analyses were attacked and rejected by

Clemen {Stud, uttd Krit., 1898, 211 sqq.). He fails, however, in

many oases to recognize the difficulties at issue, and those which

cannot be ignored he sets down to the conflicting apocalyptic

traditions, on which the author was obliged to draw for his

subject-matter. Though Ryssel (Kautzsch, Apok. u. Pseud, des

A. T. ii. 409) has followed Clemen, neither has given any real

explanation of the disorder of the book as it stands at present.

Beer {op. at.) agrees that xxxvi.-xl. and liii.-lxx. are of different

authorship from the rest of the book and belong to the earlier

date.

Relation to 4 Ezra,—The affinities of this book and 4 Ezra are

so numerous (see Charles, op. eit. 170-171) tlmt Ewald and Ryle

assumed identity of authorship. But their points of divergence

are so weighty (see op. cit. pp. Ixix.-lxxi.) that this view cannot

be sustained. Three courses still remain open. If we assume

that both works are composite, we shall perforce admit that some

of the constituents of 4 Ezra are older than thg^latest of Baruch,

and that other constituents of Baruch are decidedly older than

the remaining ones of 4 Ezra. On the other hand, if wc assume

unity of authorship, it seems impossible to arrive at finality

on the chronological relations of these two works. Langen,

Hilgenfcld, Wieseler, Stahelin, Renan, Hausrath, Drummond,
Dillmann, Rosenthal, Gunkel, have maintained on various

grounds the priority of 4 Ezra
;
and Schurer, BissdU, Thomson,

Deane, Kabisch, De Faye, Wellhauicn, and Ryssel the priority

of Baruch on grounds no less convincing.

Rdati&n to RahHnioed IJkraitmo.--^A very close idatian subsists

beWeen our book and labbinkiil literature. Indeed in some

instances the paralkls are so doae that they axe almost word for

word. The d^Kiription of die destruction of Jerusalem by angels

in vi.-viii. isioond also in the Pesikta Rabbati afi^ed. Fricdm^
X5ia). By'meaiis of tlw passagewe are, as Ginzberg has shown,

able to eerrect the corrupt reading “ the holy Ephod ” (vi. 7),

inlo ^the holy Ark,” U. tmpa fm. Whalt iiu|;ht

be taken as poetic in our text are recounted as histoncal

facts in tmbbimcallheiiture. Thus the words (x. z8)

:

** And yepetesta take ye the toys of the Sanotttarjn»

And cast them hsto the height of heaven,
And give them to the Lord and Say

:

‘Guarc Thine own house : for lo wc are found uhfalthffil stewarifs/
*'

are given in various acicounts, of the fall of Jerusalemt. (Spe

Ta’anith, spa ; Peaikt. R., he. c$L ; Ydlq^ Shimoniixifi K xxi

;

Ahth of Rabbi Nathan vii.) Even the statement that, tbe

bodies of Sennacherib’npildiers were bumesd while their garments
and armour remained unconsumed has its parallel in SipHh. 94a.

Iniffrity of the Ixxvii. xp it is said that Bar(^ wrote
two epistles, one to the nine and a half, tribes and the other. the
two and a half at Babylon. The foimer is found in bacvuit<^

Ixxxvi.
; ^ latter is lost, but is probably preserved either Who%

or in part in the Book of Baruch, iii. 9-iv. 29 (see Charles, op. eit*) ;

pp. Ixv.'lxvii), On the other hand, it is not necessary to infer

from Ixxv. that an account of Baruch's assumption was to be
looked for in the book.

AuTHORiTtss.^Thc literature is fully cited in Sohuror. Oasok.
iiL 223-232, and R. H. Charles. Afooaiypse of Baruch, pp. xxx.-xliii.

Gmzberg’s article in the Jewish Encyclopaedia, ii. 551-556. is a frii^h

and x'aluable contribution.

Rbst of tub Words of Baruch. This book was undoobtedly
written originally by a Jew but was subsequently revised by a
Christian, as has been shown by Kohler in the Jmisk Quaotirly

Review (1893), PP- 407-409. It passed under a doable name in

the Abyssinian Church, where it was known both os “ the R«t of

the Words of Baruch ” and “ the Rest of the Words of Jeremiah.”
Its Greek name is the latter—'Tu *Uptfiiov

It has been preserved in Greek, Ethiopk, Armenian
and Slawnic, The Greek was fitxt printed at Venice in 1609,

next by Ceriani in 1868 in his Mon. Sacra, v. 11-18
; by Harris,

The Rest of the Words of Baruch, in 1889 ; and Bassiliev, i4fi#c,

GfaeethByzantina, i. 30S sqq. (1893). book begins like the

Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch with an account of the removal of

the sacred vesselsof the Temple before its capture by theChaldees.

Baruch remains in Jerusalem and Jeremiah accompanies the

Exiles to Babylon. After 66 years’ exile Jeremiah brings back tiie

Jews to Jerusalem, but refuses to admit such as had brought with

them heathen wives. Then follows a vision of Jeremiah which is

Christian.

Harris regards the book in its present form as an eirenicon

addressed to the Jews by a Christian after the rebellion of Bar

Cochba (Barcochebas) and written about 136. Though the

original work was dependent on the Apocalypse of Baruch it can-

not have been written much before the close of the istcent. a.d.

Its terminus ad quefn is at present indeterminable. (R. H. C.)

BARUGO, a town on the north coast of the province of Leyte,

island of l^ytc, Philippine Islands, on Carigara Bay. Pop.

(1903) 12,360. It exports large quantities of hemp and copra,

and imports rice, petroleum, and cotton-goods.

BARWAHI, a native state of India, in the Bhopawar agency

in central India. It lies in the Satpura mountains, south of the

Nerbudda. Area, 1178 sq. m.
;

pop. (i9«>i) 76,1^6. Many of

the inhabitants aidpihils. The chief, whose title is Rana, is a

Rajput of the Sisodhyia clan, connected with the Udaipur family.^

Though the family lostfROSt of its possessions during theMahritta

invoMon in the 14th century, it never became tributaty to any

Malwa chief. The forests are underan English official. The town

of Barwani is situated near the left bank of the Nerbudda. The

population in 1901 was 6277.

BARYATIN8KT, ALEXABPBR IVAKOVICH, PaxNpE (1814-

i879),RusBian soldier andgovernor of the Caucasus, wasprivate^

educated, entered the schi^l of the ensigns of the Guaid ia his

seventeenth year and, on the 8th of November XS33, received

bis commission of cornet in the Life Guards of the cesmvii^

Alexeaader. In 1855 he served with great gallantry in the

Caucasus, and on his return to St Petersburg was rewarded with

a gold sword ” for valour.” On the xst of January hs was

aittadied to the suite of Alexander,and in was again ordered

off to the Caucasus and again most briUiinidy digtinguished

himself, especiaUy in the attack m Sbamyl’s strongh^, for

which be received the older of St George, la 1846 he afsi^lwi
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Fieldmarshal Pwkievioh to tuppress the Cnu^ rfsipg. From
1848 to 1856 he took a leading pert in all the chfef militaiy events

in the Caucaauai his most notable exploits being his victory at

Meaeninsk in 1850 and his operations against Shamyl at Chechen.

His energetic and at the same time systematic tactics inaugurated

a new era of mountain warfare. On the 6th of January 1853

he was appointed adjutant-general and, on July 5th of the same

year, chief of the staff. In 1854 he UA part in the briUiant

Kiiriik Dere campaign. f)n the ist of January 1856 he became

commander-in*chief of the (4iuca.sian army, and, subsequently,

governor of the Caucasus. As an administrator he showed

himself fntly worthy of his high reputation. Within three years

of his appointment, the whole of the eastern Caucasus was

subdued and the long elusive Shamyl was taken captive.

Baryatinsky also conquered many of the tribes of the western

Caucasus dwelling between the rivers Laba and Byelaya. For

these fresh services he was created a fieldmarshal. But his

health was now entirely broken by his strenuous labours, and

on the 6th of Dcceml^er 1862 he was, at his own request, relieved

of his post. He spent the last days of his life abroad and died at

(leneva, after forty-eight years of active service.

See A. L. Ziiuennan, Fieldmavihal Prince A, /. Baryaitnshi (Runs.)

(Moscow, 1888^x891).

BARYB, ANTOIIIE, LOUIS (1796-1875), French sculptor, was

born in Paris on the 24th of September 1 796. Like many of the

sculptors of the Renaissance he began life as a goldsmith. After

studying under Bosio, the sculptor, and Gros, the painter, he was

in 1818 admitted to the £cule des Beaux Arts. But it was not

till 1823, when he was working kxr Fauconnier, the Mdsmith,
that he discovered his real bent from watching the iMd beasts

in the Jardin des Plantes, making vigorous studies of them in

pencil drawings worthy of Delacroix and then modelling them
in sculpture on a huge or small scale. In 1831 he exhibited his

Tiger devouring a Crocodile,** and in 1832 had mastered a style

of his own in the “ Uun and Snake.*' Thenceforward Baryd,

though engaged in a perpetual struggle with want, exhibited

year after year these studies of animals--admirable groups which

reveal him as inspired by a spirit of true romance and a feeling

for the lieauty of the antique, as in “ Theseus and the Minotaur
**

(1847),“ Lupitha and Centaur’* (1848), and numerous minor works
now very highly valued Barye was no less successful in sculpture

on a small scale, and excelled in representing animals in their

most familiar attitudes. As examples of his larger work we may
mention the Lion of the Column of July, of which the plaster

model was cost in 1839, various Hons and tigers in the gardens of

the I'uileries, and the four groups—War, Peace, Strength, and
Order (1854). In 1852 he cast his bronze Jaguar devouring a

Hace." The fame he deserved came too late to the sculptor.

He was made professor at the museum in 1854, and was elected

to the Academy of Fine Arts in 1868, He med on the 25th of

June 1875. The mass of admirable work left to us by Barye
entitles him to be regarded as the greatest artist of animal life of

the French school, and as the creator of a new class of art wlncli

has attracted such men as Fr6miet, Peter, C|in, and Gardet, who
are regarded with justice as his worthiest tffiowers.

AuTHURxms.- Emile L^^, Les Scultteurs d'animaujf; M, Barye
(Paris, 1836) : Gustavo Planche, “ M. Barye/' Bevue des dexot

mandes (July 1831)* Thdophlle Silvestre, fiisioires des artistes

pitfants 1856) ; Anitoe Alexandre. •* A. L. Barye,” Les Artietes
ed. E. Muntz (}*aris, 1889) (witli a bibliog.): Chas. De Kay,

Life and IVor^s of A. L. Barve (x88^. publisneu by tlie Barye
Monument Aaaoc. of New York ; JuSps^uaretie. feintres et scufpteurs

c^mfntrains ' {tB82)

:

Roger dir Basye ;

CiMirle* Sprague Smith* Barhieon Days (1903).
'

' (H. Fa.)

M1ITTB8, a widely distributed mtnfral composed of barium
sulphate (BaSO^). Its most striking feature and the one from
which It derives its name barytes, barite (from theGreek /Sapw,

heavy) ot heavy spar, is its weight. Its specific gravity of 4* 5; is

ebout twice as great as that of salt and of many other colonxte,
transparent and glossy minerals not unlike Imry^tes in general

appearance. The miheral is usually found in a iitate of Cmider-
able Chemical purity^ ^ough small amounts of strontium and
Calcium sulphates Huiy isomorpiliousiy replace the barium
sulphate ; animorniim iiAphate is also sometimes present, whilst

clay, silica, bituminous matter, &c., may .be enclosed as

impurities.

Crystals of barytes are orthorhombic and isomorphous with

the strontium and lead sulphates (celestite and anglesite)
; they

are usually very perfectly develops and present great variety of

form, llie simplest are rhombnshaped tables(% 1 ) Ixounded by
the two faces of the basal pinacoicl (t) and the four faces of the

prism (m) ; the angle between the prism-faces (mm) is 78° 23',

whilst that between c and m is 90®. The mineral lias a very

perfect cleavage parallel to the faces e and m, and the cleavage

surfaces are periectly smooth and bright. The crystals of

prismatic habit represented in figs. 2 and 3 are bounded by the

domes d and / and the basal pinacoid e ;
fig. 4 is a plan of a still

more complex crystal. Twinning is represented only by twin-

lamellae, which arc parallel to the planes m and / and are of

secondary origin, having been produced by pressure.

Crystals of barytes may be transparent and colourless, or

whiteand opaque, or of a yellow, brown, bluish or greenish colour.

Well-developed crystals are extremely common, but the mineral

occurs also in a granular, earthy, or staUctitic condition. It is

kn(jwn as cawk in the Derbyshire lead mines. The “ crested ” or

cock’s coml) ” barytes occurs as rounded aggregations of thin

lamellar crystals.

Barytes is of common occurrence in metalliferous veins,

especially those which yield ores of lead and silver ; some of the

largest and most perfect crystals of colourless barytes were

obtained from the lead mines near Dufton in Westmorland. It

is found also in beds of iron ore, and the haematite mines of the

Cleator Moor district in west Cumberland have yielded many
extremely fine crystals, specimens of which may be seen in all

mineral collections. In the neighbourhood of Nottingham, and
other places in the Midlands, barytes forms a cementing material

in the Triassic sandstones ; aml}er-coloured crystals of the same
mineral are foun^n the fuller’s earth at Nutfield in Surrey ; and
the septorian nooules in London Clay contain crystals of barytes

as well as of oalcite. Crystals are found as a rarity in the

amygdaloidal cavities of igneous rocks.

Artificially prepared crystals of barytes may be obtained by

allowing a solution of a soluble barium salt to Effuse slowly into

a solution of a soluble sulphate. Barium chloride is present in

some natural waters, and when this is the case the interaction of

sulphates xesulte in a deposition of barytes, as has occurred in the

pipesand water-boxes of the Newcastle-on-Tyne coal mines.

Commercially, barytes is used in the preparatioa of barium

compounds, as a body for certain kinds of paper and doth, and
as a white (“ {mmument white ”). The finely powdered

and wariied minei^ is too crystalline and consequently of

insufficient opacity to be used aloiie as a .
paint, and is therefore

mixed with white lead,” of which material it is also used as an

adulterant. ,(L.J.S.)

BARVTOCALOITE, a rare minavil Icmnd only at,Alston M(^r
in Gumberiand, where it. oocuTi aa diveiging groups of white

transparent crystals fining caviries in the'Mouatnini^Limestone.



BARYTONE—BASALT
Tbit cry^b belong to the monodmic system and are tisuahy

prismatic or bladen^ped m habit* The hardness is 4, and the

sp. gr. 3*65. There are perfect cleavages parallel to the prism

faces inclined at an angle of 73** 6', and a less perfect cleavage

parallel to the basal plane, the angle

between which and the prism faces is

77'* 6'
; the angles between these three

cleavages thus approximate to the
angles (74® 55') between the three

cleavages of caldte, and there are

other points of superficial resem-

blance between these two minerals.

Chemically, barytocaldte is a double

salt of barium and caldum car-

bonates, BaCa(CO.,)2, thus differing

from the orthorhombic bromlite (g.v.) which is an isomorphous
mixture of the two carbonates. (L. J. S.)

BARYTONE, or Baritone (Ital. hariiono^ from Gr. Papvrovn^i,

deep sounding), a musical term for the male voice whose range

lies between those of the tenor and of the bass—a high bass rather
j

than a low tenor
;

also the name of an obsolete stringed instru-

ment like the viola da Gamba, and of the small Bb or C saxhorn.

BASALT, in petrology,one of theoldest rock names, supposed to

be derived from an Ethiopian word basal, signifying a stone which
yields iron; according to Pliny, the first basalts were obtained in

Ethiopia. In current usage the term includes a large variety of

types of igneous rock belonging to the basic subdivision, dark in

colour weathering to brown, and comparatively rich in magnesia

andiron. Some basalts arein largemeasure glassy (tachylites),and

many are very fine grained and compact ;
but it is more usual

for them to exhibit porf)hyritic structure, showing larger crystals

of olivine, augite or felspar in a finely crystalline groundmass.

Olivine and augite are the commonest porphyritic minerals in

basalts, the former green or yellowish (and weathering to green

or brown serpentine), the latter pitch-black. Porphyritic

plagioclase felspars, however, are also very common, and may
be one or two inches in length, though usually not exceeding a

quarter of an inch ; when fresh they are dark grey with smooth
lustrous cleavage surfaces; when decomposed they become
turbid, and assume grey or greenish shades. Basaltic lavas arc

frequently spongy or pumiceous, especially near their surfaces ;

and, in course of time, the steam cavities become filled with

secondary minerals such os calcite, chlorite and zeolites. Another
characteristic of this group of rocks is the perfection with which
many of them show prismatic or columnar jointing, a structure

often called basaltic jointing.”

The minerals of basaltic rocks have a fairly uniform character

throughout the whole group, Itv microscopic section the olivine is

pale green or colourless, and is very frequently more or less altered

to serpentine. The secondary mineral begins to form upon the

surfaces and along the cracks of the olivine, gradually producing

a mesh-work in the interstices of which small kernels of olivine

remain
;
and when the process is completed the mesh structure

persists in the resulting pseudomorph, giving a clear indication

as to its history. The augite is mostly brown, often with a

purplish tinge, hardly at all dichroic, but frequently showing

zonal or hour-glass structure, and various types of twinning. It

weathers to chlorite, uralite, caldte, &c. The plagioclase felspar,

if fresh, is transparent and appears simple in ordinary light, but

when polarized breaks up into a series of bars of different colours

owing to its complex twinned structure. Practically all varieties

of tlus mineral from anorthite to albite are known to occur in

basalt, but by far riie commonest species are bytownite and
labradorjte. Weathering destroys the limpid chmacter of the

fresh mineral, prodtKmig turbid pseudomotphs containing

epidote, caldte, mfe micas, Icaolin, &c. ¥^en these minerals

occur as phenocryau their crystalline outlines may be very

perfect e^cially in^ olivine, corrosion and partial

resorptioii may Rivt rise to rounded or irrqgular forms).

In the groundmass, or second generation of crystal, not only axe

the ingrwients smaUer, but their cryttala are less perfect
;

3ret

in many basalta small larii^^haped febpars and minute prums of

457
augite, densely crowded together, form the matrix* With tkwee

there may be a greater or kss amount of brown, isotropic gkss.

Olivine rarely occurs as an ingredient of the ^undmass. In
the vitreous basalts sometimes very few crystaUwed minevab aire

observable; the greater part of the rock is a dark brown* glaasy

material, almost opaqueeven in the thinnest sections,and gener-

ally cl^ed with bl^ grains of magnetite, skeleton cvystab

of augite or felspar, spherulites, perhtic cracks, or steam vesides.

In other basaltic rocks no glwy material appears/ but the
whole mass is thoroughly crystallized

;
rocks of this 'nature are

generally known to British petrologists as dolerites Till

recent years it was widely believed by continental geologists Hhat
the pre-Tertiary basalu differed so fundamentally from their

Tertiary and recent representatives that they were entitled to

be regarded as a distinct class. For the older rocks the names
anamesite, diabase porphyrite, diabas^mamitl-sUiny or melaphyre
were used, and are still favoured by many writers, to indicate

varieties and states of more or less altered basalts and dolerites,

though no longer held to differ in Any essential respects from the

better preserved basalts. Still older is the term trap, which is

derived from a Swedish word meaning “ a stair,” for in many
places superposed sheets of basalt weather with well-marked stop-

like or terraced features. This designation is still used as agenend
term for the whole suite of basaltic rocks by many gemogists
and travellers (f.g. trap-dikes, the “ traps ” of the Dmxan).

In the early years of the 29th century a great controversy
convulsed the geological world as to the oi^n5 the older basalts

or “floetz-traps.” Werner, the Saxon min<^ogist, and hb sdiool

held tem to be of aqueous origin, the chemical precipitates

deposited in primeval seas, but Hutton and a numbi^ of French
geologists maintained that they were really volcanic rocks
emitted by craters now extinct (see Geology ; Historicaiy

Of the less common minerals of basalt, a few may be mentioned.
Black hornblende,dark brown in thin sections,and often corroded,
is not uncommon, especially in intrusiive basalts. Hypenithene
occurs also, usually replacing olivine. Black mica (Norite) is

not infrequently to be seen. Sapphire, garnet and zircon are
rare. Minerals of the felspathoid group occur in a large number
of basaltic rocks ; nepheJinc and leucite arc the most common,
but haiiync is occasionally present. If nepheline entirely replaces

felspar, the rock is knc»wn as ncpheline-basalt
;

if the replacement
Is only partial the term nepheline-bosanite is used. Similarly

there are Icucite-basalts and leucite-basanites. The nepheline
is in small six-sized prisms, and usually cannot be detected with
the unaided eye. Even with the help of the microscope nepheline
basalts are not always cosy to determine, as riie crystals may be
exceedingly small and imperfect, and ^cy readily decompose
into analcite and zeolites. In some cases only the presence of an
anisotropic substance, with weak double refraction and readily

attacked by acids (the so-called ncphelinitoid ”), can be made
out. This substance may be imperfectly crystallized nepheline,

or a peculiar glass which Is rich in soda. Most nepheline basalts

are fine grained, very dork coloured rocks, and bdong to

the Tertiary period. They arc fairly common in some parts of

Germany and occur also in Tripoli, Asia Minor, Montana, Cape
Verde Islands, &c, i^eucite-basalts contain small rounded crystals

of leucite in place of plagioclase felspar. Rocks of this group
are well known in the Eifel, and other volcanic districts in

Germany, also in Bohemia, Italy, Java, Montana, Celebes, &c.

The minerals haiiyne, nosean, sodalite and n^lilite tend to occur

with some frequency in nepheline and leucite-basalts, though
tare in ordinary b^ts. Melilite, a lime-alumina-siKoBte, is

characteristic of certain veiy basic rocks, the melilite^basalts.

It is pale yellow or colourless in thin sections, and yirids peculiar

and characteristic dark blue polarization colours. Thistaregroup
of rocks is known tooccurm Bohemia, Swabia and South Africa.

Perofskite, in small dark brown cubic crystals, is a oonstaiit

accessory in these rocks. The augite is usually violet cetouvrii,

oad shows zonal and hour-glass structural. Gfeen^aiQ|;ite may
occur in the nephdlne^basalts, and aegerihe (soda%dn-augi(9e)
is occasioDally found in them. h

The dritribation of basalts is world^^wide ; aiiddri some plaebs

111. 15 a
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thtjr occur in immense masses, and cover great areas; In
Wi^ngton, Oregon, and Idaho many thousands of square miks
aie occupied by bBsaltic-lava flows. In the Sandwich islands

and Iceland th^ are the prevalent lavas ; and the well-known

columnar jointed basalts of Skye, Stafla, and Antrim (Giant's

Causeway) form a southward extension of the Icelandic volcanic

province, with which they are connected by the similar rocks

of the Faeroe Islands. In the Deccan in India great basaltic

lava fields are known ; and Etna and Vesuvius emit basaltic

rocks. In older geological periods they were not less common ;

for example, in the Carboniferous in Scotlapd. (J. S. F.)

BAflCOBl, JOHN (1827- ), American educationalist and

philosophical writer, was born at Genoa, New York, on the 1st

of May 1827. He graduated at Williams College in 1849 and at

the Andover Theological Seminary in 1855, was professor of

rhetoric at Williams College from 1855 to 1874, and was president

of the university of Wisconsin and professor of mental and moral

philosophy there from 1874 to 1887. In 1887-1891 and in 1901-

1903 he was lecturer in sociology, and in 1891-1901 professor

of economics in Williams College. He retired in 1903. Among
his publications may be mentioned : Aesthetics (1862) ;

Philo-

sophy of Rhetoric (1865) ;
Science

^
Philosophy and Religion

(1871); Philosophy of English Literature (1874); Philosophy

of Regions (1876) ;
Problems in Philosophy (1885) ;

The Netv

Theology (1891) ;
Social Theory (1895) J

Evolution and Religion

(1896) ; Growth of Nationality in the United States (1899) ;
and

God and His Goodnejs (1901).

BASE* (i) (Fr. bas^ Late Lat. bassus, low
; cf. (ir. fiadvi)

an adjective meaning low or deep, and so mean, worthless, or

wicked. This sense of the word has sometimes affected the next,

which is really distinct. (2) (Gr. /ycunv, strictly “ stepping,’'

and so a foundation or pedestal) a term for u foundation or
|

starting point, used in various senses
;

in sports, e.g. hockey I

and base-ball
; in geometry, the line or face on which a figure

or solid stands
;

in crystallography, e.g. ** basal plane "
; in

surveying, in the “ base line,” an accurately measured distance

between the points from which the survey is conducted
;

in

heraldry, in the phrase ” in Imse,” applietl to any figure or em-
blem placed in the lowest part of a shield.

In chemistry the term denotes a substance which combines
with an acid to form a salt. In inorganic chemistry such com-
pounds arc almost invariaUy oxides or hydroxides, and water

is eliminated during the combination
;
but in organic chemistry

many compounds exist, especially ammonia derivatives, which
directly combine with acids. Chemical bases are consequently

antithetical to acids
;
and an acid is neutralized by a base with

the pniduction of a salt. They reverse certain colour reactions

of acids, e.g. turn red litmus blue ; this is termed an ” alkaline

reaction.”

In architecture tlie ” base ” is the lowest member of a column
or shaft. In Egyptian and Greek architecture it is the raised

slab in stone or cement on which the primitive timber column
was placed, to keep it dry. Afterwards it was always reproduced

in Egypt, even although the column, being in stone, no longer

required it; a custom probably retained because, being of a

much larger circumference than the lower part of the column,

it gave increased stability. In Assyrian architecture, where
it served to carry wooden posts or columns, it took the form

of a large torus moulding with enrichments. In Persian archi-

tecture the base wipi much higher than in any other style, and
was elaborately carved. In primitive Greek work the base

consisted of the stone plinth as found in Ccete and Tiryns, and
of thras tmidl steps at Mycenae. In archiic Greek work it has

alreacfy disappeared in the Doric order, but in the Ionic and
Corinthian orders it is more or leas richly moulded, the most

ehdxirate examples being those found in the temple of Apollo

at Branchidae in Milesia. For the contour of the mouldings see

OtDias. The Roman orders all have the favourite design Imown
as the Attic base. Romanesque bases were rude but vigorous

copies of the old cliniic base, and were often decorated with

projections or spurs (Fr. gnffes) at the angles of the square dies,

thus connecting them with the square base. In the Early English

style, these spurs followed the conventional design of the period,

and about the same time the mouldings were deeply sunk and
occasionally cut downwards, so that they would have held water
if used externally. Later, the base becomes less bold in treat-

ment, but much more comjflex in its contours, and in the 15th
century is given an unusufd height with two stages, the lower
one constituting a kind of plintii, which is sometimes known
as the ground table, or the base course.

A Rase Court (Fr. basse cour, i.e. the lower court) is the first

open space within the gates of a castle. 1 1 was used for exercising
rivalry, and keeping live stock during a siege. (See Enceinte.)
The Base of a Wall or Ground Table, in architecture, is

the mouldings round a building just above ground ; they mostly
consist of similar members to those above described and run
round the buttresses. The flat band between the plinth and
upper mouldings is frequently panelled and carved with shields,

as in Henry VII. Chapel at Westminster.

BASE-BALL (so called from the bases and ball used), the
national summer sport of the United States, popularalso through-
out C'anada and in Japan. Its origin is obscure. According to

some authorities it is derived from the old English game of

rounders {q.v.)y several variations of which were played in

America during the colonial period
;
according to other authori-

ties, its resemblance to rounders is merely a coincidence, and
it had its origin in the United States, probably at Cooperstown,
New York, in 1839, when, it is said, Abner Doubleday (later a
general in the U.S. army) devised a scheme for playing it. About
the beginning of the 19th century a game generally known as

One Old Cat ” became popular with schoolboys in the North
Atlantic states

;
this game was played by three boys, each

fielding and batting in turn, a run being scored by the batsman
running to a single base and back without being put out. Two
Old Cat, Three Old (!al, and Four Old Cat were modifications

of this game, having respectively four, six, and eight players.

A development of this game bore the name of town-ball, and
the Olympic Town-Ball Club of Philadelphia was organized

in 1833. Matches l>etween organized base-ball clubs were first

played in the neighbourhood of New York, where the Washington
Baseliall Club was founded in 1843. The first regular code

of rules was drawn up in 1845 by the Knickerbocker Baseball

Club and used in its matches with the Gotham, Eagle and Empire
clubs of New York, and the Excelsior, Putnam, Atlantic and
Eckford clubs of Brooklyn. In 1858 the first National Associa-

tion was organized, and, while its few simple laws were generally

similar to the corresponding rules of the present code, the ball

was larger and ” livelier,” and the pitcher was compelled to

deliver it with a full toss, no approach to a throw being allowed.

The popularity of the game spread rapidly, resulting in the

organization of many famous clubs, such as tlie Beacon and
l.Dwell of Boston, the Red Stockings of Cincinnati, the Forest

City of Cleveland and the Maple Lwf of Guelph, but, owing to

the sharp rivalry between the foremost teams, semi-profes-

sionalism soon crept in, although in those days a man who played

for a financial consideration always had some other means of

livelihood, as the income to he derived from playing bail in the

summer time was not enough to support him throughout the

year. In .spite of its popularity, the game acquir^ certain

undesirable adjuncts. The betting and pool selling evils became
prominent, and before long the game was in thorough disrepute.

It was not only generally believed that the matches were not

played on their merits, but it was known that players themselves

were not above selling contests. At that time many of the

journals of the day foretold the speedy downfall of the sport.

A convention of those interested financially and otherwise in

the game, was held in 1867 in Philadelphia, and an effort was

made to efiect a reformation. That the sport even then was
by no means insignificant can be seen from the fact that in that

convention some 500 organizations were represented. While

the work done at the convention did not accomplish all that

was expected, it did produce certain reforms, and the sport

grew rapidly thereafter both in the eastern and in the middle

western part of the United Sums. In the next Ave years, the
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interest in the game became so great that it was decided to send
a representation of American base-ball players to England;
and two clubs, the Bostons, who were the champions that year,
and the Athletics, former champions, crossed the Atlantic and
played several exhibition games with each other. While success-
ful in exciting wme interest, the trip did not succeed in popularii-

base-ball in Great Britain. Fifteen years later two other
nines of representative American base-ball players made a
general tour of Australia and various other countries, completing
their trip by a contest in England, This too, however, had little

effect, and later attempts to establish base-ball in England have
likewise been unsuccessful. But in America the game continued
to prosper. The first entirely professional club was the (Cincinnati

Red Stockings (1868). Two national associations were formed
in 1871, one having jurisdiction over profe.ssional clubs and the
other over amateurs. In 1876 was formed the National I^eague,
of eight clubs under the presidency of Nicholas E. Young, which
contained the expert ball-players of the country. There were
so many people in the United States who wanted to see profes-
sional base-ball that this organization proved too small to furnish
the desired number of games, and hence in 1882 the American
Association was formed. For a time it seemed that there would
be room for both organizations; but there was considerable
rivalry, and it was not until an agreement was made between
the two organizations that they wore able to work together in

harmony. They practically controlled professional base-ball
for many years, altlaujgh there were occasional attcmjits to

overthrow their authority, the most notable being the formation
in 1890 of a brotherhood of players called the Players’ Lejigue,

organized for the purpose of securing some of the financial

benefits accruing to the managers, as well as for the purpose of

abolishing black-listing and other supposed abuses. The Players’
League proved not sufficiently strong for the task, and fell to
pieces. For some years the National League ctmsisled of twelve
clubs organized as. stock companies, representing cities as far

apart as Boston and St Louis, but in 1900 the number was
reduced to eight, namely, Boston, Brooklyn, Chicago, Cincinnati,

New York, Pittsburg, Philadelphia and St Louis. Certain
aggressive and dissatisfied (‘lements took advantage of this

change to orgaiiize a second great professional association under
the presidency of B. B. Johnson, the “ American League,”
of eight (lubs, six of them in cities where the National League
was already represented. Most of the clubs of both leagues
nourish financially, as also do the many minor associations
which control the clubs of the different sections of the countr>%
among which arc the Eastern League, the American Association,
Western League, Southern Association, New England League,
Pacific League and the different state leagues. Professional

base-ball has not l>een free from certain objectionable elements,
of which the unnecessary and rowdyish fault-finding with the
umpires has been the most evident, but the authorities of the
different leagues have lately succeeded, by strenuous legislation,

in abating these. Of authorities on base-ball, Henry Chadwick
(d. 1908) is the best known.
Amateur base-ball, in its organized phase, is played mostly

by school and university clubs as well as those of athletic associa-

tions. Tlie first college league was formed in 1879 and comprised
Harvard, Princeton, Amherst, Brown and Dartmouth^ Y^e
joining a year later. The Eastern,College League, with Columbiai
Harvard, Princeton and Yale, followed in 1887. This was after-

wards dissolved and at present the most important universities

of the eastern states are members of no league, although such
organizations exist in New England and different parts of the
west and south. Amateur baserball has progressed along the
same lines as professtpnal, although the coU^e playing roles

formerly differed in certain minor points from those of

pFofessbnal leagues.

The following is a general description of the field and of the

nmnner in whidbi the gme is played, but as the game haa become
highly complicated, situations may arise in playing in which
gene^ statements do not strict^ hold. Any smooth, level

field about 150 yds. long and 100 yds. broad will serve for a

base-ball ground. Upon this field is marked out wirii white chalk a
square, commonly called the diamond, smooth, like a cricket pitch,

the sides of whidi measure 50 yds. each, and the nearest comer
of which is distant about 3a yds. from the limit of the field.

This corner is marked with a white plate, called the home-base
or plate, five-sided in shape, two of the sides being i ft, long

and that towards the pitcher 17 in. At the other three corner
and attached to pegs arc white canvas bags 15 in. square filled

with some soft material, and called, beginning at tight as

one looks towards the field, first-bue, second-base and third-

base respectively. The lines from home-base to first, and from
home to third are indefinitely prolonged and called foul-lines.

The game is played by two sides of nine men each, one of these

taking its turn at the l^t while the other is in the field endeavour*

ing, as profvided by certain rules, to put out Hie side at bat.

Each side has nine turns, or innings, at bat, unless -the side last

at bat does not need its ninth innings in order to win
;
a tie at

the end of the ninth innings makes additional innings necessary.

A full game usually takes from li tx) a hrs. to play. Three
batsmen are put out in each innings, and the side scoring the

greatest number of runs (complete encircling of the Imses without,

being put out) wins. A runner who is not put out hut fails to

reach home-base does not score a run. but is “ left on base.”

Implements of the Game .—The ball, which is 9-Qf in. in cir*

cumference and wcigh.s 5-5! oz., is made of yarn wound upon
a small core of vulcanized rubber and covered with white leather,

which may not be intentionally discoloured. The bat must be
round, not over af in. in diameter at the thickest part, nor more
than 42 in. in length. It i.s usually made of ash or some other

hard wood, and the handle may be wound with twine. Three-

cornered spikes are usually worn on the players’ shoes. The
catcher and first-baseman (f». infra) may wear a glove of any
size on one hand

;
the gloves worn by all other players may not

measure more than 14 in. round the palm nor weigh more than
10 oz.

The Players.—T\\ q. fielding side consists of (a) the pitcher

and catcher, called the battery, (h) the first-baseman, second-

baseman, third-baseman and short-stop, called infielders, and
(r) the left-fielder, centre-fielder and right-fielder, called out-

fieldcTs.

The pitcher, who delivers the ball to the batsman, is the most
important member of the .side. In the art of pitching, which b
throwing cither over or underhand,he mustkeep one footin contact
with a white plate, called the pitcher’s plate, 24 in, long and 6 in.

wide, placed 60 5 ft. from the back of the home-base. Before

1875 the pitcher was obliged to deliver the ball with a full toss

only, but alxrnt that time a disguised underhand throw, which
greatly increased the pace, began to be used so generally that it

was soon legalized, and the overhand throw followed as a matter
of course. As long as the arm was held stiff no curve could be
imparted to the flight of the ball in the air, but with the increase

of pace came the possibility of doing this by a movement of the

wrist as the l>aU left the hand, the twist thus given causing the

ball, by the pressure on the air, to swerve to one side or the other,

or downwards, according to the position of the hand and fingers

as the Imll is let go. The.commonest of these swerving deliveries,

and the first one invented, is the out-curve, the Ml coming
straight towards the batsman until almost within reach of his

bat, when it suddenly swerves away from him towards the right,

if he be right-handed. The other important curves are the in-

curve, shooting sharply to the left, and the drop, with their many
variations, nearly every pitcher using some favourite curve.

Change of pace, disguised as well as possible, is alio an important
part of pitching strategy, as well as variarion of the Miveiy
and the play upcm th^ known weaknesses or idiosyncmsioi of

the batsman. Good control over the ball b a necessity, as four
” balls ” called by the umpire,—that b, balls not over ikt base,

or over the base and not between the shoulder and knet df the

batsman,--entitle the batsman to become a base-runnerand take
his first base. If the pitcher disregards the rastrictiokii (placed
upon him by the ndea he may not, while in po9itum»!fnalce a
motion to delhror the ball to the batsman without actually
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ddhrering it| or to first-base, while that base is occupied by a
mtmer, without completing tto throw), he is said to have made a
bailc, which permits a base runner to advance a base. In field^

batted balls the pitcher takes all that come directly to him,

especially slow ones which the other fielders cannot reach in

tim. One of his duties is to back up ’’ the first-baseman in

order to stop balls thrown wide, and to cover first-base in place

of the baseman whenever that player has to leave his base to

field a ground ball. On occasion he also backs up other positions.

The catcher usually stands about i yd. behind the home plate,

and he must never be more than lo ft behind the home plate

when the pitcher delivers the ball to the batsman. He generally

catches the ball from the pitcher before it strikes the ground,
j

and, when a man of the opposing side has succeeded in getting
;

to a base, must be on the alert to head this opponent off should
j

he endeavour to steel the next base, ue. run to it while the pitcher
j

j

direction of third^baseman, who, in order to j^et them to fiitit-base

in time to put the runner out, must run in, pick them up, usually

with one hand, so as to be in position to throw without the loss

of an instant, and snap ” them to the first-baseman, i,e, throw
them underhand without taking time to raise his body to an
erect position. Many of these bunts can be fielded either by
the pitcher or, if they drop dead in front of the home-plate,
by the catcher. The positions of the three outfielders can be
seen on the diagram. Their duties consist of catching all " flies

**

batted over the heads of the infielders (i.e. high batted balls

that have not touched the ground), stopping and returning ground
balls that pass the infield, and Wking up the baseman. The
accompanying diagram indicates the territory roughly allotted

to the different fielders. “ Backing up ” is a very prominent
feature in fielding. Even the pitcher, for example, should run
bohsfld the first-liaseman when the ball is thrown to the latter

$sH»A MtiaA
[
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B deliverii^ the ball tn the batsman, r'or this reason the catcher
|

by another, in order

must be a quick, strong and
accurate thrower. As the V n
catcher alone faces the Hv^
whole field, he is able to

warn the pitcher when to

throw to a base in order to ^
catch a runner napping off

the base, and by secretly y
signalling to the pitcher jt

(usuidly by means of signs yC
with his fingers) he directs

what kind of a ball is to Ixs y/
pitched, so that he may be

"aIXv
tn the proper position to

receive the ball, be it high y
or low, to left or rig&. ^ ^ ^
Some pitchers, however, Y K%h:s•^ Y
prefer to reserve their / ^

Y

choice of balls and there- Y
fore do the signalling them- Na Y
selves. The catcher wears

a mask, a breast-pad, and
a huge glove, without which ^ OSSXt^
the position would be a very

dangerous one.

As every batsman upon
hitting the ball must run
for first -base, the first-

baseman must be a sure

catch of balls thrown to

head runners off, even those

thrown too low, high or 0
wide. A tall man is usually if
chosen for this position. The .

.

•econd-baaenum usually
Duigtam of Base-baU Field.

ftrat tttaamsif

^Ppaifiam of
thfht

0f
Cto¥* fioUor

Diagram of Base^ball Field.

to stop a widely thrown or missed hall,

which, if allowed to pass,

would enable the runner to

gain one or more additional

bases. Bases vacated by
their basemen while field-

ing balls must often, also,

be promptly covered by an-

other player. The general

rule of defence strategy is

similar to that in cricket,

namely, to have as many
men as possible at the

X
probable point of attack.

There is usually an infield

and an outfield captain for

the special purpose of call-

ing the name of the player

who is to take a certain fly

ball, to prevent collisions.

The batsman stands

three-quarters facing the

pitcher within a parallelo-

gram (“ box ”) 6 ft. long

and 4 ft. wide, the lines of

which he may not overstep,

on penalty of being declared

out. His object is to gel to

poo,uof,^ first-base without being pul
Uftf*H0Or

Jj,

several ways, (i) He may
make a “ safe-hit,*' z.c. one

that is “ fair but cannot

be caught, or fielded in time

to put him out. (2) He is

entitled to first-base if the
itancte about 30 ft to the right of second-baw and bock of
the line between the bases, and attends to balls batted to
his side of the diamond. He also backs up any exposed position

and must be ready to cover second-base whenever a runner
tries to steal down from first-base, or whenever there is a runner
on second-base, a duty which he shares with the shortstop,
whose position corresponds to that of the second-baseman on
the left side of the diamond. Shortstop most be a quick and
acoumte thrower and a lively fielder, as he is requited to hack
up second- and third-base. Both he and the second-baseman must
field ground balls cleanly and are oftwcalM upon to catch
fly haUi also. The requirements of third-baseman are very
similar, but he must be an exceptionally good thrower, as he
hae the longest distanos to throw to the first-base

; and as he
plays nearer to the bauman than do the seootid-baeeman and
the Ihort-etopi the halh batted in his diroction ate apt to he
teeier end more difficalt to field. One of the third-beeeman's
dih# duties is to be ready to run in towards the batsknan to

field i.e. baHe Mocked by allowing them to lebound
from a loosely held bat These commonly roll slowly in the

pitcher pitches four bad balls, at none of which he (the batsman)
has struck. (3) He may be unavoidably struck by a pitched ball,

in which case he Is given his base. (4) He may, except in certain

specified cases, after a third strike, if the catcher has failed to

catch the third one, earn his base if he can reach it before the

catcher can throw the ball io the first-baseman, and the first-

baseman, with the ball in his possession, touch first-base. (5)
He may reach his base by an error of some fielder, which may be
either a muffed fly, a failure to stop and field a ground ball, a
muffed thrown ball or a bad throw. Only balls batted within

the foul-lines (see diagram) are fair. All others are “fouls/’

and the batsman cannot run on them. All foul-struck balls are

called strikes until two strikes have been called by the umpire,
after which fouls are not counted.

Batting, as in cricket, is a science by itself, altboup^h compara-
tively more stress is laid on fielding than in cricket. A good
batsman can place the ball in any part of the field he chooses by
meeiting the ball at different angles. He may midee a safe hit

either by hitting the ball on rim ground dtroctiy through the
inlirid out of reach of the fielders, or so hard that it cannot
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Stopped. In the Ust case a failure to stop and field it does not

count as an error (misplay) for the helder, even thoi^li it

came straight at him, the decision as to errors appearing in the

score (v. infra) depending upon the official scorer of the home
club. The batsman may also hit safely by placing the ball over

the heads of theinhelders, but not far enough to be caught by the

outfielders^ or over the h^ds of the outfielders themselves, or he
may bunt successfully. A hit by which two bases can be made
(without errors by opponents) is a “ two-base-hit,” one for three

bases a ” three-base-hit,” and one for four bases a ” home-run.”
The batsman may be put out in various ways. For example, he

is out (t) if he fails to bat in the order named in the published

biitting-Ust
; (2) if he fails to take his position within one minute

after ^e umpire has summoned him
; (3) if he makes a foul hit

wliich is caught before it strikes the ground (a ball barely ticked

by the bat [” foul-tip ”] docs not count)
; (4) if he oversteps the

batting-lin«58 ; (5) if he intentionally obstructs or interferes with

the catcher
; (6) if he unsuccessfully attempts the third strike

and the ball hits his person or is caught by the catcher (under

certain conditions lie is out whether the ball is so caught or not),

or, not being caught, is thrown to first-base and held there by an
opposing player before the batsman can get there

; (7) if a fair

ball be caught before striking the ground
; (8) if any fair ball is

fielded to first-baseman before he reaches the base. The batsman
becomes a base-runner the moment he starts for first-base. He
may, when he first reaches first-base, overrun his base (provided

he turns to his right in returning to it)without risk of beingput out,

but thereafter can be put out by being touched with tlxe ball in

tlie hands of a fielder unless some part of the runner’s person is in

contact with the base. When a fair or foul ball struck by a

batsman on his side is caught on the fly, he must retouch his

base, or be put out if the baseman receives the ball before he can

do so. A runner on first-base is forced to run to second as soon

as a fair ball is batted, or, being on second with another runner

on first, he is forced to run to third. This is called being ” forced

off his base.” In such a situation the forced runner can be put

out if the ball is thrown to the baseman at the next base before

the runner gets there. He does not require to be touched with

the ball. The runner on first is entitled, however, to advance to

second without risk of being put out if the batsman becomes

similarly entitled to first-base (e.g. on being unavoidably struck

by the ball, or on four balls). Frequently, if the ball is batted to

the infield while a runner is on first-base, the fielder tosses it to

SDcond-bascman, putting out the runner, and the second-baseman

has still time to throw the ball to first-base ahead of the batsman,

thus completing a ” double play.” Triple plays are sometimes

made when there are runners on two or on all of the bases.

Base-running is one of the important arts of base-ball play. A
good base-runner takes as long a lead off the base as he dares,

starts to run the moment the pitcher makes the first movement
to deliver the ball, and if necessary throws himself with a slide,

either feet or head first, on to the objective base, the reason for

the slide being to make it more difficult for the baseman to touch

the runner, having to stoop in order to do so, thus losing time.

A ba.se-runner is out if he interferes with an opponent while the

latter is fielding a ball or if he is hit by a batted ball. An example

of modem base-running is offered by the ” double steal;” carried

out, e.g., when there is a runner on first-base and a runner on
third-l^e. The runner on first starts for second leisurely in

order to draw a throw to second by the catcher. If the catcher

throws, the runner on third runs for the home-plate, the second-

baseman returning the ball to the catcher in order to put the

runner out. The play oftisn results in a score, but the runner is

frequently caught if the throws are quick and accurate, or when
the catcher deceives the runner by throwing, not to the p]$,ytr

at seoond-bise, but to a man stationed for the purpose much
nearer the hora^plate, this man intcrcepti^ the ball and return-

ing it to the catdier if the rutmer on third is attempting to score,

or letting it peas to the flayer on second-base, if the runner on
third does not snake the attempt.

Team battbig is the co-operation of batsman and base-runner.

The cQininoiicst example is the ” hit and run ” play, when a

runner is on first-boas. After the ninner has asoertnined by a
false start which inifieldet, whether ssamd^boeemon orshort-stop,
wtU cover secondkbase, the batiman signals to the runner that

he will hit the next ball. As soon ea the pitcher delivers the ball

the runner starts for second and the batsman hits the ball to

that port of the infield vaoated by the fielder who has gone to

receive the ball at second from the oateher. If suoossiiul this

play results in a safe hit, while the runner not infrequently

makes, not only second, but third-base as well Anotl^sr4nstanoe

of team batting is when a runner is on third^boseond toe batsman
aignids that he will hit the next ball This enables the mnner to

get a long start, making his scsoring nearly cortw if the batsman
succeeds in hitting the ball fairly. If the ball is hit withfiut the

signal and consequent long start by the runner, the latter is

frequently put out at the plate, as the infielder who fields the

ball will ignore the batsman and throw the ball to the oatoher

to head off the runner and prevent a run being scored. In close

games the ” seArifice-hit,” a part of team batting, is an important

element. It consists, when a runner is on base, of a hit by the

batsman resulting in his own retirement but the advancement to

the next base of the runner. The sacrifice-hit is most frequently

a bunt, a.s this gives the batsman the best chance of reaching

first-base safely, besides surely advancing the ninner. Another

kind of sacrifice>hit is a long fiy to the outfield. On such a hit a
runner on third-base (as on the other bases) must remain on the

base until after the ball is caught, but the distance from the

outfield to the home-plate is .so great that a fast runner can

generally beat the ball and score his run. When men arc on
bases, coaches are allowed to stand near first and third bases to

direct the runners.

One umpire, who has absolute jurisdiction over all points of

play, usually officiates in base-ball, but, in important games, two
umpires are often employed, one of them standing behind the

catcher and calling the good and bad balls pitched, and the other,

posted in the infield, giving decisions on plays at the bases.

In cases where the game is tied after nine innings, extra ones

are played, the umpire ” celling ” a game when it becomes too

dark to play. In case of rain, play is suspended by the umpire,

who calls the game if the rein continues for one half-hour.

Should play be permanently interrupted the game counts if five

innings have been completed by each side.

The base-ball score shows, in vertical columns,

(i) how many times each player has been at bat (bases taken on

balls and sacrifice-hits not counted)
;

(s) how many runs he

ha.s scored
; (3) how many base-hits he has made

; (4)mm many
sacrifice-hits he has made

; (5) how many opponents he has put
out ; (6) how many ” assists,” i,e, times Iw hu assisted in putting

out (e.g, stopping a ground ball and throwing it to first-base)

;

(7) the number of errors he has made, wild pitches and ” passed

balls,” i,e, not held by the catcher, as well as balks and bases on

balk, not being counted os errors but set down under the re|^r
columns, together with the record of stolen bases, extra long

hits, double and triple plays, batsmen struck out by each pitcher,

the number of men struck by each pitcher with the ball, the time

of the game and the name of the umpire.

Careful record is^cept of the batting, fielding, pitching and
base-running averages of both professional and amateur players^

To find the batting record of a player, divide the number of hits

made by the number of times at bat. To find a fielding record,

divide 4ie number of accepted chances by the total chances. r.g.

A. B. put 1188 men out. and assisted sixty-four times, while

making fifteen errors; his fielding average is therefore ia5J

ffivided by 1367, or 988, looe being perfect fielding.

See Spalding's Bass-ball Guide, in Spalding's Athletic Library,

S
uhliabed aiuiually ; How to Flay Bate^all, by T* H. ICainakie.

ptOding’s Athletic library ; The Book of School and CoUega Sporltf

by It H. Barbour (Npw York, 1904). fEt fr)

BA81DOW, iOHAm BBUHAItl) <s7a^i79<0» Ceraioii

educational termer, wae bom at Hombuig on the nth of

September 1723, the son of a hairdres.ser. He was educated at

the Johonneum in^tboit town, where he ovne under thedofliiifioe

U the mtionaliit H. & Rdiinanie (i694-t7fi8)» aulhor of tilt
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fftnumf WdfmMliler FnmmmUf published by Lessing; In

1744 he went to Leipzig as a student of theology, but gave him-

i^f up entirely to the s^y of philosophy* This at first induced

ac3eptical notions ; a more profound examination of the sacred

writings, and of all that rmtes to them, brought him back to

the Christian faith, but, in his retirement, he formed his belief

alter his own ideas, and it was far from orthodox* He returned

to Hamburg, and between 1749 and 1753 private tutor in

a noblemana family in Holstein. Basedow now began to exhibit

his really remarkable powers as an educator of the young, and

acquired to much distinction that, in 1753, chosen

professor of moral philosophy and belles-lettres in the academy
of Sorb in Denmark. On account of his theological opinions

he was in 1761 removed from this post and transferred to Altona,

where some of his published works brought him into great

disfavour with the orthodox clergy. He was forbidden to give

further instruction, but did not lose his salary ; and, towards

the end of 1767, he abandoned theology to devote himself with

the same ardour to education, of which he conceived the project

of a general reform in Germany. In 1768 appeared his Vorstel*

lung an Mmschenfreunde fitr Schtden, nebst dem Plan tines

Elemeniarbuches der menschlichen Erkenntnisstf which was
strongly influenced by Rousseau’s ^mile. lie proposed the

reform of schools and of the common methods of instruction,

and the establishment of an institute for qualifying teachers,

—

soliciting subscriptions for the printing of his Elmentarwerk,
where his principles were to l)e ex[)lained at length, and illus-

trated by plates. The subscriptions for this object amounted
to 15,000 Talers (£2250), and in 1774 he was able to publish the
work in four volumes. It contains a complete system of primary
education, intended to develop the intelligence of the pupils

and to bring them, so far as possible, into contact with realities,

not with mere words. The work was received with great favour,

and Basedow obtained means to establish an institute for

education at Dessau, and to apply his principles in training

disciples, who might spread them over all Germany. The name
of Philanihfopin which he gave to the institution appeared to

him the most expressive of his views
;
and he engaged in the

new project with all his accustomed ardour. But he had few
scholars, and the success by no means answered his hopes.

Nevertheless, so well had his ideas l>een received that similar

institutions sprang up all over the land, and the most prominent
writers and thinkers openly advocated the plan. Basedow, un-
fortunately, was little calculated by nature or habit to succeed in

an employment which required the greatest regularity, patience
and attention

;
his temper was intractable, and his management

was one long quarrel with his colleagues. He resigned his direc-

torship of the institution in 1778, and it was finally closed in

1793. Basedow died at Magdeburg on the 25th of July 1790.
See H. Rathmann. Beitrdge tt4r Lebensgtschichte Hasedows (Magde-

burg. 1791) i J. C. Meyer, L^ben, Charahter und Schriften Basedows
la vols., Hamburg, 1791-1702) ; G. P. R. HiUm. Basedow und sein
vsfhMnis su Bousseau (Leipzig, 1885) ; A. I’inloche, Basedow et le

phiianthropinisme (T*aris, 1890) ; C. 6d»igen. Rousseau und Basedow
(1891).

BA8E FEE, in law, a freehold estate of inheritance which is

limited or qualified by the existence of certain conditions. In
modern property law the commonest example of a base fee is an
estate created by a teiuuit in tail, not in possession, who bars the
entail without the consent of the protector of the settlement.

Though he bars his own issue, he cannot bar any remainder or

reversion, and the estate («.e. the base fat) thus created is deter-

minable on the failure of his issue in tail. An example of this

kind of estate was introduced by GeorgelEliot into plot of

Fihx Holt. Another example of a base fee is an estate descend-
ible to heirs general, but terminable on an uncertain event ; for

example, a grant of land to A and his heirs, tenants of the manor
of Dale. The estate terminates whenever the prescribed qualifi-

cation ceases. An early tiieaiihig of base fee was on estate held
not free or military aerrice, b^ by base service, i.€. at the will

of the lord.

EABBL {Fr. Bdfe), one of the most northerly of the Swiss
canUms, and the only one (save SchtShausen) that includes any

territory north of the Rhine. It is traversed by the chain of the

Turn, and is watered by the Bits and the Eigolz, both tributaries

(left) of the Rhine. It is traversed by railways from Basel to

Olten (25 m.) and to Laufen (14^ m.), besides local lines from
Basel to Flfihen (8 m.) for the frequented pilgrimage resort of

Mariastein, and from Liestai to Waldenbuig (8f m.). From
1803 to 1814 the cantonwasone of the six Directorial cantons of

the Confederation. Since 1833 it has been divided into two half

cantons, with independent constitutions.

One is that of BtUel Stadt or Bale Ville, including, besides the
city of Basel, the three rural districts (all to the north of the
Rhine) of Riehen, Bettingen and Klein Hiiningen (the latter

now united to the city). The total area of this half canton is

13*7 sq. m. only, of which ii sq. m. are classed as “productive,’’
forests occupying 1-5 sq. m., but its total population in 1900 was
112,327 (of whom 3066 inhabited the rural districts), mainly
German - speaking, and numbering 73,063 Protestants, 37,101
Romanists (including the Old Catholics), and 1897 Jews" The
cantonal constitution dates from 1889. The executive of seven
members and the legislature (Grossrat) of 130 members, as well

as the one member sent to the Federal Stdnderat and the six

sent to the Federal Nationalrai, are all elected by a direct

popular vote for the term of three years. Since 1875, rooo
citizens can claim a popular vote {facultative Referendum) on all

bills, or can exercise the right of initiative whether as to laws or

the revision of the cantonal constitution.

The other half canton is that of Basel Landschaft or Bale
dampagne, which is divided into four administrative districts

and comprises seventy-four communes, its capital being Liestai.

Its total area is 165 sq. m., of which all but 5 sq. m. is reckoned
“ productive ” (including 55*9 sq. m. of forests). In 1900 its

total population was 68,497, nearly all German-speaking, while

there were 52,763 Protestants, 15,564 Romanists, and 130 Jews.
The cantonal constitution dates from 1892. The executive of

5 members and the legislature or Landrat (one member per

800 inhabitants or fraction over 400), as well as the single

member sent to the Federal Stdnderat and the three sent to the

Federal Nationalrat, are all elected by a direct popular vote for

three years. The “ obligatory Referendum “ obtains in the case

of all laws, while 1500 citizens have the right of “ initiative
’’

whether as to laws or the revision of the cantonal constitution.

Silk ribbon weaving, textile industries and the manufacture of

tiles are carried on. (W. A. B. C.)

BASEL (Fr. Bale, but Basle is a wholly erroneous form
;

Ital.

Basilea), the capital of the Swiss half canton of Basel , Stadt or

Bile Ville. It is now the second most populous (109,161 inhabit-

ants) town (ranking after Zurich) in the Swiss Confederation,

while it is reputed to be the richest, the number of resident

millionaires (in francs) exceeding that of any other Swiss town.

Both facts are largely due to the opening (1882) of the St Gotthard
railway, as merchandise collected from every part of north and
central F.urope is stored in Basel previous to being redistributed

by means of that line. Hence the city has an extremely large

and flourishing transit trade, despite the rather dingy appearance

of its older portions. The dty is divided by the Rhine into

Gross Basel (south) and Klein Basel (north), the former being by
far the larger. There are several bridges over the river, the old

wooden bridge having been replaced in 1905 by one built of stone,

llie central or main railway station is in Gross Basel, while the

Baden station is in Klein Basel. The most prominent building

in the city is the cathedral or Munster, built of deep red sand-

stone, on a terrace high above the Rhine. It was consecrated in

1019, but was mainly rebuilt after the disastrous earthquake of

1356 that nearly ruined the dty. The public meetings of the

great oecumeni^ council (1431 -1449) were held in the choir,

while the committees sat in chapter house. Erasmus lived

in Basel 1531-1539, and on his death there (15^) was buried in

the cathedral^ attached to which are cloisters, in which various

celebrated men ore buried, s.g. Oecolampadius (d. 1531), Grynoeus
(d. 1541), Buxtorf (d. 1733). The xddi-oentaTy Rathaus or

town hall has recent^ been restored^ In the museum is a fine

collection of works ol art Holbein (who lived in Basel from
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152S to 1 531 ), while the hietorical museum (in the bid Fiundscan
church) contains many treasures^ and among them the iragments

of the famous Dance of Deaths wrongly attributed to Holbein.

The university (founded by Pius II. in 1460) is the oldest in

Switzerland, and of late years has been extended by the con-

struction of detached buildings for the study of the natural

sciences, e.g. the Vesalianum and the BernoulUanum. The
university library is very rich, and contains the original MSS. of

the acts of the great oecumenical council. There are a number
of modem monuments in the city, the most important being that

set up to the memory of the Swiss who fell m the battle of St

Jakob (1444), won by the French. Basel is the seat of the chief

missionary society in Switzerland, the training school for mis-

sionaries being at St Chrischona, 6 m. out of the city.

The town was founded in a.d. 374 by the emperor Valentinian,

from whose residence there it takes its name. In the 5th century

the bishop of Augusta Rauricorum (now called Kaiser Augst),

7^ m. to the east, moved his see thither. Henceforth the history

of the city is that of the growing power, spiritual and tempond,

of the bishops, whose secular influence was gradually supplanted

in the 14th century by the advance of the rival power of the

burghers. In 1356 the city was nearly destroyed by a great

earthquake. After long swaying between the neighbouring

Rhine cities and the Swiss Confederation, it was admitted into

the latter in 1501. It later becjme one of the chief centres of

the Reformation movement in Switzerland, so that the bishop

retired in 1525 to Porrentruy, where he resided till 1792, finally

settling at Soleure in 1K28, the bishopric haying b^n wholly

reorganized since 1814. As in other Swiss towns the trade

gilds got all political power into their hands, especially by the

18th century. They naturally favoured the city at the expense

of the rural districts, so that in 1832 the latter proclaimed

their independence, and in 1833 were organized into the half

canton of Basel Landschaft, the city forming that of Basel Stadt.

See Easier Eiographten vols., 1 000-1905) ;
Easier Chroniken

(original chronicles), (5 vbls., Leipzig. 1872 1800) ; H. Boos,

Geschichte von Easel, vol. i. (to 1501) alone published (1877) ;
A.

Burckhardt, Eilder aus d. Geschichte von Easel (3 vols., 186^x882)

;

Festschrift z. ^ooten Jalirestafe d. ewig. Eundes zwisch, B, und den
Fidgenossen (igoi)

;
T. Geering. Handel und Industrie d. Stadt Easel

(1885) ;
A. Hciisler, Verfassungsgeschtchted, Stadt Easel im Mittelalter

n86o). and Heihtsquetlen von Easel (2 vols., 1856-1865) ; L. A.

Stocker. Easier Stadtbilder (1890) ; L. Stoufl, Puuvoir tem^^el des

ivSques de Edle {2 vols., Paris. i8gi) ; R. Thommen, Gesch, d,

Universitdt B., tjjj i6j3 (i88g)
;

Urkundenbuch d. Landschaft B.
(pub. from 1881), and ditto for the city (pub. from 1890) ;

W.
Vischcr, Gesch. d, Vniversitdt E., {ihoo) ; R. Wackemaget,
Gesch. d. Stadt Basel {^voh., 1906899.); K, Weber, Revolution
im Kantnn Easel, jSjo-j8j^ (^907) I G Gautherot, La lUf^lique
rauradeune {jgoS). . (W. A. B. C.)

BASEL, CONFESSION OF, one of the many statements of

faith produced by the Reformation, It was put out in 1534
and must he distinguished from the First and Second Helvetic

Confessions, its author being Oswald Myconius, who based it

on a shorter confession promulgated by Oecolampadius, his

predecessor in the church at Basel. Though it was an attempt

to bring into line with the reforming party both those who still

inclined to the old faith and the anabaptist section, its publica-

tion provoked a good deal of controversy, especially on its

statements concerning the Eucharist, and the pec^le of Strass-

burg even reproached those of B^sel with celebrating a Christless

supper. Up to the year 1826 the Confession (sometimes also

known as the Confe.ssion of Mlihlhausen from its adoption by

that town) was publicly read from the pulpits of Basel on the

Wednesday of Passion week in each year. In 1872 a resolution

of the great council of the city practically annulled it.

BA8BL» OOUIICHj OF. A decree of the council of Constance

(9th of October 1417) sanctioned by Martin V. had obliged the

papacy periodically to summon general councils. At the expiry

of the term fixed by this de^, Martin V. did, in fact, coll

together at Pavia a council/ which it was neccssAry to transfer

almost at onoe to Siena, owing to an epidemic, and which had

to bn dissolved owmg to circumstances still imperfectly known,

just as it was heginmng to discuss the subiect of reform (1424).

The next councii was due to assemble at the expiry of seven

years, s.f. in 1431 ; widi his usual punctuality/ Martin V. duly

convened it for this date to the town of Basd, and selected to

preside over it the cardinal Julian Cesarini, a man of the greatest

worth, both mtellectually and morally. Martin himself, h^ever,
died before the opening of the synod.

From Italy, France and Germany the faUiers were slow in

appearing at Basel. Cesarini devoted all hts energies to thewar
against the Hussites, until the disaster of Taus forced him
hastily to evacuate Bohemia. The progress of heresy, the

reported troubles in Germany, the war which had lately broken

out between the dukes of Austria and Burgundy, and finally,

the small number of fathers who had responded to the summons
of Martin V., caused that pontiff's successor, Eugenius IV., to

think tliat the synod of Basel was doomed to certra failure.

This opinion, added to the desire which he had of himself pre-

siding over the council, induced him to recall the fathers from

Germany, whither his health, impaired of late, probably owing

to a cerebral congestion, rendered it all the more difficult for

him to go. He commanded the fathers to disperse, and appointed

Bologna os their meeting-place in eighteen months' time, his

intention being to make tbc session of the council coincide with

some conferences with representatives of the Greek church, which
were to be held there with a view to union (18th December 1431).

This order led to an outcry among the fathers of Basel and
incurred the deep disapproval of the legate Cesarini. The
Hussites, it was said, would think that the Church was afraid to

face them
;
the laity would accuse the clergy of shirking reform ;

in short, this failure of the councils would produce disastrous

effects. In vain did the pope explain his reasons and yield certain

points ; the fathers would listen to nothing, and, relying on the

decrees of the council of Constance, which amid the troubles

of the schism had proclaimed the superiority, in certain cases,

of the council over the pope, they insisted upon their right of

remaining assembled, hastily beat up the laggards, held sessions,

promulgated decrees, interfered in the government of tlie papal

countship of Venaissin, treated with the Hussites, and, as repre-

sentatives of the universal (^urch, presumed to impose laws

upon the sovereign pontiff himself. Eugenius IV. resolved to

resist this supremac)’, though he did not dare openly to repudiate

a \'ery widespread doctrine considered by many to be the actual

foundation of the authority of the popes before the schism.

However, he soon realized the impossibility of treating the

fathers of Basel a.s ordinary rebels, and tried a compromise ; but

as time went on, the fathers l)ccame more and more intractable,

and between him and them gradually arose an impassable barrier.

Abandoned by a number of his cardinals, condemned by most
of the powers, deprived of his dominions by condoUieri who
shamelessly invoked the authority of the council, the pope made
concession after concession, and ended on the X5th of December

1433 by a pitiable surrender of all the points at issue in a bull,

the terms of which were dictated by the fathers of Basel, tl^t

is, by declaring his bull of dissolution null and void, and recognis-

ing that the synod had not ceased to be legitimately assembled.

It would be wrong, however, to believe that Eugenius JV.

ratified all the decrees .coming from Basel, or that he made a

definite submission to the supremacy of the council. No express

pronouncement on this subject could be wrung from him, and
his enforced silence concealed the secret design of safeguarding

the principle of sovereignty.

The fathers, who were filled vrith suspicion, would only allow

the legates of the pope to preside over them on condition of

their recognizing the superiority of the council
;

the legates

ended by submitting to this humiliating formality, but in their

own name only, thus reserving the judgment of the Holy See.

Nay more, the difficulties of all kinds against which Eu^^us
had to contend, the insurrection at Rome, which forced bun to

escape by the Tiber, lyinf; in the bottom of a boat/ left him at
first little chance (rf resisting the enterprises of the council.

Emboldened by their success, the fathers approached tiM subject

of reform, their principal object being to curtail the power and
resources of the poppey. is why, besides the disciplmary
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mtaaum which rej^ukted the elections, the celebmtion of j^vine

semce, the period^ bolding of diocesan synods and provincial

oounosU, are found also decrees aimed at some of the
**
rights

**

by which the popes had extended their power, and helped out

their finances at the expense of the local churchtt. Thus annates

(g,v,) were abolished, the abuse of
**
reservation of the patron-

age of benefices by the pope was much limited, and the right

churned by the pope of
**
next presentation ” to benefices not yet

vacant (known as graiiae expectalwae) was done away with

altogcth^. By other decrees the jurisdiction of the court of

Rome was much limited, and rules were even made for the

election of
. popes and the constitution of the Sacred College.

The fathers continued to devote themselves to the subjugation

of the Hussites
;
they also intervened, in rivalry with the* pope,

in the negotiations between France and England which led otdy

to the treaty of Arras, (X)ncluded by Charles VII. with the duke
of Burgundy ; finally, they investigated and judged numbers of

private cases, lawsuits lietween prelates, members of religious

orders and holders of benefices, thus themselves falling into one

of the serious abuses for which they had most blamed the court

of Rome.
The democratic character of the assembly of Basel was the

result both of its composition and of its organization
;
not only

was the number of prelates in it always small in comparison
with that of the doctors, nmsters, representatives of chapters,

monks or clerks of inferior orders, but the influence of the

superior clergy had all the less weight because, instead of being

serrated into “ nations,” as at Constance, the fathers divided

themselves according to their tastes or aptitudes into four large

committees or ” deputations ” (deputationes), one concerned

with questions of faith another with negotiations for

pwee (pacts), the third with reform (reformaiorii), the fourth

with what they called “ common concerns ” (pro communibus).
Every decision made by three of these ” deputations and in

each of them the lower clergy formed the majority—was ratified

for the sake of form in the general congregation, and if necessary

led to decrees promulgated in session. It was on this account
that the council could sometimes be called, not without exaggera-

tion, ” an assembly of copyists ” or even ” a set of grooms and
scullions.”

Eugenius IV., however much he may have wished to keep on
good terms with the fathers of Basel, was neither able nor willing

to accept or observe all their decrees. The question of the union
with the Greek church, especially, gave rise to a misunder-
standing between them which soon led to a rupture. Tlie

emperor John Palaeologus, pressed hard by the Turks, showed
a great desire to unite himself with the Catholics

;
he consented

to come with the principal representatives of the Greek church
to some place in the west where the union could be concluded in

the presence of the pope and of the Latin council. Hence arose

a double negotiation between him and Eugenius IV. on the one
hand and the lathers of Basel on the other. The chief object of

the latter was to fix the meeting-place at a place remote fmm
the influence of the pope, and they persisted in suggesting Basel

or Avignon or Savoy, which neither Eugenius nor the Greeks

would on any account accept. The result was that Palaeologus

accepted the offers of the pope, who, by a bull dated the i8th of

September 1457, again pronounced the dissolution of the council

of Basel, and summoned the fathers to Ferrara, where on the

8th of January 1438 he opened a new synod which he later

transferred to Florence. In this latter town took place the

momentary union, which was more apparent than real, between
trie Latin and the Greek church (6th Dorin^ this

time the council of Basel, though abn^oned bf Cesarim and
most of its members, peisisted none the less, under the presidency

of Cardinal Aleman, in affirming its oecumenical character. On
the S4th of January 1458 it euspended Eugenius IV., and went
Oft in spite ofthe mterventionof most of the p<^ers to pronoimce
hit deposition (35th Jane 14^), finally giving rise to a new
schima by electing on the 4th of November Amadeus VIIL,
duke of tevoy, as pcfpe, who took the name of Fehx V.

This schism last^fuUy ten years, although trie aatipope found

hardly any adherents outride of his own hereditaa^ states, tho^
of Alphonso of Aragon, of the Swiss confederation and certain

universities. Germany remained neutral ;
Charles VII. of France

confined himself to securing to his kingdom by the Pragmatic
Sanction of Bouxges, which became law on the 13th of July 1438,
the benefit of a great number of the reforms decreed at Basel

;

England and Italy remained faithful to Eugenius IV. Finally,

in 1447 Frederick III., king of the Romans, after negotiations

with Eugenius, commanded the burgomaster of Basel not to
allow the presence of the council any longer in the imperial city.

In June 1448 the rump of the council migrated to Lausanne.
The antipope, at the instance of France, ended by abdicating

(7th April 1449). Eugenius IV. died on the 33rd of February

1447, and the fathers of Lausanne, to save appearances, gave
their support to his successor, Nicholas V., who had already
been governing the Church for two years. Trustworthy evidence,

they said, proved to them that this pontifi accepted the dogma
of the superiority of the council as it had been defined at (kin-

stance and at Basel. In reali^, the struggle which they had
carried on in defence of this pnnciple for seventeen years, with
a good faith which it is impossible to ignore, ended in a defeat.

The papacy, which had been so fundamentilly shaken by the
great schism of the West, came through this trial victorious. The
era of the great councils of the 15th century was closed

;
the

constitution of the Church remained monarchical.

AurHORi TIES. —Mansi, iml. xxix.-xxxi.
; Aeneas Sylvius, De

rebus Uasileae gestis (Fermo, 1803) ; HcfcLe, ConcUiengeschxchte, vol.

yii. (Freiburg-im-Breisgau, 1874) ; O. Richter, Die Organisation und
Geschd/tsoi dnung 3es Baseler Konsils (Leipzig, 1877) ;

Monumenta
Concilwrum generalium seculi vv., Srriptorum, vol. i., ii. and iii.

(Vienna, 1837-1895) ; J. Haller, Concilium Basiliense, vol. i.-v,

(Basol, 1896-1904) ; G. I’erouse, Le Cardinal Louis Aleman, prhident
du concile de Bdle (Paris, 1^4). Much useful material will also be
found in J. C. L. Gie.seler’.s ludesiastical History, vol. iv. p. 312, &c.,
notes (Eng. trans., Edinburgh, 1853). (N. V.)

BASEMENT, the term applied to the lowest storey of any
building placed wholly or partly below the level of the ground.

It is incorrectly applied to the ground storey of any building,

even when, as for instanc'e in the case of Somerset House, London,
the ground floor is of plain or rusticated masonry, and the upper

storey which it supports h divided up and decorated with

columns or pilasters.

BA8HAHR, or Bisahir, a Rajput hill state, within the Punjab,

amid the Himalayan mountains, with an area of 3820 sq. m. and
a population in 1901 of 80,582. In 1898, the raja being of weak
intellect and without heir, the administration was undertaken by
a British official. In 1906 there were some local troubles owing
to the refusal of the people to pay taxes. The revenue is obtained

chiefly from land and forests, the latter being leased to the

British government.

BASHAN, a region lying £. of the Jordan, and towards its

source. Its boundaries are not very well defined, but it may be
said in general to have been north of the territory of Gilead.

The name first appears in Hebrew history in connexion with the

wanderings of the Israelites, According to Numbers xxi. 33,
the tribes after the rout of Sihon, king of the Amorites, turned

to go by the land of Bashan ; and its king, Og, met them at

Edrei, and was there defeated and slain. The value of tliis

narrative is a matter of much dispute. The gigantic stature of

the king, and the curious details al>out his ” bestead ” (Deut.

iiL 11) are regarded as suggestive of legend
;
to say notliing of

the lateness of all the documents relating to the wars of Og, and
the remoteness of Bashan irom the regions of the Israelites’

wandering. The story, however, had so firm a hold on Hebrew
tradition that it can hardly fail to have some basis in fact ; and
an invasion by Israel of Bashan before ooraing to Jordan is by
no means an improbability.

The great stature of Og is explained in the passage of Deuter-

onomy mentioned by the statement that he was of the remnant
of trie aborigihal Rcphmm, This was a race distinguished by
lofty stature ; and in Genesis xiv. 5 we find them established

in Ashterotb-Kamaim (probably the some as Aihtaraikf wiiich^

aswe8haUsee,wasaaimportaiit city of Bashan). Tbetecritory
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was aUotJ^ on the partition of the oonquered kind to the

eastern diviskm of the tribe of Manasaeh (Numbers xxxiii. 33

;

Josh. xiii. 99). One of the cities of refuge^ Golan, was an Bashan
(Deut. iv. 43). By Solomon, Bashan, or rather the region of

Aigob in Bashan,” containing ” threescore great cities with
walls and braeen bars,” was gssi^ed to a^inistrative
district of Ben-Geber, one of his Ueutenants (i Kings iv. 13,

compare ver. 19). In the days of Jehu the countrywas t^en from
Israel by Hazael, king of Syria (2 Kings x. 33). This is the last

historical event related in the Old Testament of Bashan. In the
poetical and prophetic books it is referred to in connexion with

the products for which it was noted. From a passage in the
” Bluing of Moses ” (Deut xxxiii. 2a) it seems to Imve been
inhabited by lions. Elsewhere it is referred to in connexion
with its cattle (Deut. xxxii. 14 ;

£zek. xxxix. 18), which seem to

have been proverbial for ferocity (Ps. xxii. 12) ; Amos (iv. 1)

calls the wealthy women of Samaria, who oppressed the poor,
“ kine of Bashan.” It is also noted for its mountain (Ps. Ixviii.

15), and especially for oaks, which are coupled with the cedars

of Lebanon (Isa. ii. 13; compare xxxiii. 9; Zechariah xi. 2).

Oars were made from ^em (Esek. xxvii. 6).

The boundaries of Bashan may to some extent be deduced
from the indications afforded in the earlier historical books.

Og dwelt at Ashteroth, and did battle with the Israelites at

Edrei (Deut. i. 4). In Deut. iii. 4,
“ the region of Argob ” with

its threescore cities is mentioned
;
Mt. Hermon is referred to as

a northern limit, and Salecah is alluded to in addition to the other

cities already mentioned. Josh. xii. 4 and Jusb. xiii. 29 confirm

this. Josephus (Ani. iv. 5. 3 ; Wars, ii. 6. 3) enumerates four

provinces of Baslian, Gaulanitis, Trachonitis, Auranitis and
Batanaca. (Jaulanitis (which probably derived its name from
the city of refuge, Golan, the site of which has not yet been

discovered) is represented by the modern Jauliin, a province

extending from the Jordan lakes to the Haj Road. Josephus
(tVarjF, iv. 1. 1) speaks of it as divided into two sections, Gamalitis

and S^ana. Trachonitis (mentioned in Luke iii. i as in the

territory of Philip the tetrarch) adjoined the territor)' of

Damascus, Auranitis and Batanaea. This corresponds to the

Trachones of Strabo (xvi. 20), and the modern chstrict of the

Leja ; inscriptions have been found in the Lcjii giving Tracbdn
as its former name. Auranitis is the Hauran of Ezekiel xlvii. 16,

and of the modern Arabs. It is south of the Jaulan and north

of (iilead. According to Porter {Journal Sac. Lii,^ 1854, p. 303),

the name is locally restricted to the plain south of the Leja and
the narrow strip on the west

;
although it is loosely applied by

strangers to the whole country east of the Jaulan. The fourth

province, Batanaea, which still is remembered in the name
Ard el-Baikaniyehy lies east of the L'cja and the Hauran plain,

and includes the Jebel ed-Druz or Hauran mountain.
The identification of Argob, a region of the kingdom of Og, is

a matter of much difficulty. It has been equated on philological

grounds to the L«ja. But these arguments have been shown to

be shaky if not baseless, and the identification is now generally

abandoned. The confidence with which the great cities of 6g
were identified with the extensive remains of ancient sites in the

Lej& and Hauran has also been shown to be without justification.

All the so-called giant cities of Bashan ” without exception

are now known to be Greco-Roman, not earlier than the time

of Herod, and, though in themselves of very high architectural

and historical interest, have no connexion whatever with the

more ancient periods. Nq tangible traces of Og and his

people, or even of their Israelite supplanters, have yet been

found.

This fact somewhat weakens the various identifications that

have been proposed for the cities of Bashan enumerated by name.

Edrei for example is Identified with Ed-Derda* This is perhaps

the most satis&ctory, comparison, for besides the Greco-Roman
remains then is an extensive subterranean city of unknown date,

which nuiy be of great antiquity, though even this is still svA

judia, Ihe other identifications that have commanded most
aocqitance ace as fdkiws Ashteroth Kamaim, also called

Ashtaroth and (Josh. xxi. 27) Be«eshterah, has him identified

with Busfidk (Bostra), where are very important Herodian mtns,
but then is no tangible evidence yet adduced that the history

of this site is of so remote antiquity. From the istmilanty of

the names, it has also been sought at Tdl Askm wad TM
*Askefw The true site can be deteimined, if at all, by excavation
only ; identifications based on mere outwmd similaiity of names
have always been fruitful sources of error, ^ecah is jierhaps

less doubtful ; it is a remarkable name, and a ruin sumktdy
styled, Sulhhat, is to be seen in the Hauran. It is inhabitod by
Druses. Another town in eastern Manasseh, namely Kenati^
has been identified by Porter with Kanaw&t, which may be
correct.

In the later history Bashan liecame remarkable as a refuge for

outlaws and robbers, a character it still retains. The great sub*

terranean ” city ” at Kd^Deraa has been partially destroyed by
the local suli-govemor, in order to prevent it l)ecoming a rehige

of fugitives from justice or from government requirements

(conscription, taxation, 8cc.). Strabo refers to a great cave in

Trachonitis capable of holding 4000 robbers. Arab tradition

regards it as the home of Job ;
and it is famous as being the centre

of the (ihassanid dynasty. The Hauran is one of the principal

habitations of the sect of the Druses (7.V.).

The physical characteristics of Bashan are noteworthy.
Volcanic in origin—tlic Jebel ed-Druz is a group of extinct

volcanoes—the friable volcanic soil is extraordinarily fertile.

It is said to yield wheat eighty-fold and barley a hundred. The
oaks for which the country was once famous still distinguish it in

places.

Bibuograpuv. - In addition to books mentioned under Palvstinx
MiG the followinc :—U. J. SeetEen. Uwsen dutch Syrian, PaldsHuUf
PkOnicien, &c. (4 vols,, i8j‘>4) ; Rev. 1, L. Porter, Fivt Years in
Damascus (2 vols., 1855) ; Yhr Giant Cities of liashan (out of date,
hut Homt' of the descriptions good. 1865) ; J. G. WetEsteln, Reistt-

herithi Uher Jfauran und die Trachonen (Berlin, i860) ; 3ir R. F.
Burton and C. F. T. Drake, Vnexplored Syria (1872) ; G. Scbumacliei:.
The Jaiildn (i88B)

;
Ahila, Pella and Northern AjUtn (1890) ; Across

the Jordan (1886). (Palestine Exploration Fund) ;
W. Ewing,

A Journey in the Hauran (with a large collection of Inscriptions
;

I^e.stine Exploration Fund Quarterly StaUmmU, jHqk; W. H.
Waddiogton’s Inscriptions of Syria may also be coosultecr ; Dussaud
^en^) and Fr6d6ric MaeJer, voyaae archiologique au Safi et dans h
Djahcl ed-Druz (1901

J.
In 1900 an imiTortanl survey of the Hauran

and neighbouring regionswas made uncicr American auSpkes^ directed
by Dr Enno Littmann; the publication of the great harvest of results
was Ijogun in lyoO. (R. A. S. M.)

BASHI^BAZOUK, tlie name given to a species of irregular

mounted troops employed by the Turks. They are armed and
maintained by the government but do not receive pay. They
do not wear uniform or distinctive badges. They fight either

mounted or dismounted, chiefly the latter, but are incapable of

undertaking serious work, because of their lack of disciplme.

Their uncertain temper has sometimes made it necessary for

the Turkish regular troops to disarm them by force, but they arc

often useful in the work of reconnaissance and in outpost duty.

They are accused, and generally with justice, of robbery and
malt^tment of the civil population, resembling in those things,

as in their fighting methods and value, the Croats, Pandours

and Tolpateto of i8th-oentury European armies. The term is

also used of a mountedNforce, existing in peace time in various

provinces of the Turkish empire, which p^orms the duties oi

gendarmerie.

BASHKAUU the chief town of a sanjak of the vilayet of Van
in Asiatic Turkey. It is a militapr station, situated at an elcva-

tbn of 7500 ft above sea-level in the valley of the Great Zab
river. It stands on the east slope of lofty bare mountains,

overiooking a wide valley on the farther side of which fiows the

Zab. On a knoll above is a ruined fortress formerly occupied

by a Kurdish Bey. The population numbers tome ,^o,QOp,

principally Kurds, but including 1500 Armenians and 1000

Jews. The placs Is important as the centre of the KaUdari
sanjak, a very difficult mountain district to the iotith-west

oontaming numerous tribes of Kurds and Nestorian Christians^

and also the many Kurdish tribes along the Perskm frontier.

The houses are welt built of sun-dried bfbk, and the etrsetsme
wide and fairiy dean. ^€ood smiths’ and carpeneers* worir 'it
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done. The baeaar is smell/ although a thriving trade ti done

with the mountain districts. Owing to the great elevation the

winter is extremely severe, and the summw of short duration.

Wheat, barley, millet and sesame are cultivated on the plain,

but fruit and vegetables have mostly to be imported from

Persia. Roods lead to Van, Urmia in Persia and Mosul throuffh

the Nestorian country. The Kurd and Nestorian tribes in the

wilder parts of the Hakkiari Mountains are under slight govern-

ment control, and are permitted to pay tribute and given self-

government in a latgc degree. (F. R. M.)

BAIHXmS, a people inhabiting the Russian governments of

Ufa, Orenburg, Perm and Samara, and parts of Vyatka, especi-

ally on the slopes and confines of the Ural, and in the neighbour-

ing plains. They speak a Tatar language, but some au&orities

tmnk that they ate ethnically a Finnish tribe transformed by

Tatar influence. The name Bashkir or Bash-kfirt appears for

the hrst time in the beginning of the loth century in the writings

of Ibn-Foslan, who, describing his travels among the Volga-

Bulgarians, mentions the Bashkirs as a warlike and idolatrous

race. The name was not used by the people thcm8elve.s in the

loth century, but is a mere nickname.

Of European writers, the first to mention the Bashkirs are

Joannes de Plano Carpini (r. 1200-1260) and William of Rubru-
quis (1220-1293). These travellers, who fell in with them in

the upper parts of the river Ural, call them Pascatir, and assert

that they sixike at that time the same language as the Hun-
garians. Till the arrival of the Mongolians, about the middle of

the 13th century, the Bashkirs were a strong and independent

people and troublesome to their neighbours, the Bulgarians

and Petchenegs. At the time of the downfall of the Kazan
kingdom they were in a weak state. In 1556 they voluntarily

recognized the supremacy of Russia, and, in conse(]uence, the

city of Ufa was founded to defend them from the Kirghiz, and
they were subjected to a fur-tax. In 1676 they rebelled under a
leader named Seit, and were with difficulty reduced ; and again

in 1707, under Aldar and Kusyom, on account of ill-treatment

by the Russian officials. Their third and last insurrection was
in 1735, at the time of the foundation of Orenburg, and it lasted

for six years. In 1786 they were freed from taxes
;
and in 1798

an irregular army was formed from among them. They are now
divided into cantons and give little trouble, though some differ-

ences have arisen between them and the government about land

(|ucstions. By mode of life the Bashkirs are divided into settled

and nomadic. The former are engaged in agriculture, cattle-

rearing and liee-keeping, and live without want. The nomadic
portion is subdivided, according to the districts in which they
wander, into those of the mountains and those of the steppes.

Almost their sole occupation is the rearing of cattle
;
and they

attend to that in a very negligent manner, not collecting a
sufficient store of winter fodder for all their herds, but allowing

part of them to perish. The Bashkirs are usually very poor,

and in winter live partly on a kind of gruel called y«rvw, and
badly prepared cheese named sk(brt. They are hospitable but
suspicious, apt to plunder and to the last degree lazy. They
have large heads, black hair, eyes narrow and fiat, small fore-

heads, ears always sticking out and a swarthy skin. In general,

they are strong and muscular, and able to endure all kinds of

labour and privation. They profess Mahommedanism, but know
little of its doctrines. Their mtellectual development is low.

See J. P. Carpini. Libef Tariarorum, edited under the title Iffiattons

ii0s A/hfioif ou Tartans, by d’Aveiac (Paris ^838) ; Gulielmus de
RubriMiiM. Tk$ Joumsy »f William of Rubruck to tha Eastern Poets
of tka Wtfrld, translated by W. W. RocUhiU (Itondon. 1000) ; Semenofi,
^war Imp*. s.v. Fr&hn, ** De Baskirih," in Mim. 4o I'AcwjL de
St'PHershoufg {iZs,!)

\
Florinsky. in \Ve$lnih Evropi (1874); and

Katarinskif, DirliewHatVf Raskkir-Russe (tooo)

BASHKlMTSlPr, MARU OONSTANTlNOVArilAllllI (i860-

1884)1 Russian artist and writer, was bom at (^vrontsi m the

government of Fultowa in Russia on the 23rd of November
i86ok. Whw Marie was seven years old, as her father (marshal
of the Bobili^ at Ihiltotwa) and her mother were unaUe through
incompatibility to live together, Madame Bashkirtaeff with her

little daughter left Russia to spend the winters at Nice or in

Italy, and the summers at German 'watering-places. Marie
acquired an education superior to that ^ven to most girls of her
rank. She could read Plato and Virgil in the ori^nal, and write

four languages with almost equal facility. A gifted musician,

she at first hoped to be a singer, and studied seriously in Italy

to that end
;

her voice, however, was not strong enough to

stand hard work and failed her. Meanwhile she was also learning

to draw. When she lost her voice she devoted herself to painting,

and in 1877 settled in Paris, where she worked steadily in

Tony Robert-Fleury's studio. In 1880 she exhibited in the

salon a portrait of a woman ;
in 1881 she exhibited the '' Atelier

Julian
j

in 1882 “ Jean et Jacques ”
j

in 1884 the Meeting,”
and a portrait in pastel of a lady—^her cousin—^now in the
Luxembourg gallery, for which she was awarded a mention
honorable. Her health, always delicate, could not endure the
labour she imposed on herself in addition to the life of fashion

in which she became involved as a result of her success as an
artist, and she died of consumption on the 31st of October 1884,
leaving a small series of works of remarkable promise. From her
childhood Marie Bashkirtseff kept an autobiographical journal

;

but the editors of these brilliant confessions {Journal de Marie
Bashkirtseff^ 3890), aiming apparently at captivating the reader’s

interest by the girl’s precocious gifts and by the names of the

various distinguished persons with whom she came in contact, so

treated certain portions as to draw down vehement protest.

This, to some extent, has brought into question the stamp of

truthfulness which constitutes the chief merit of this extra-

ordinarily interesting book. A further instalment of Marie

Bashkirtseff literature was published in the shape of letters

between her and Guy de Maupassant, with whom she started a

correspondence under a feigned name and without revealing her

identity.

See Mathilde Blind. A Study of Marie Bashkirtseff (T. Fisher
Unwin, 1892) ;

The Journal of Marie Bashkirtseff : an Exposure
and a Defence, by " S.” (showing that there is throughout a mistake
of four years in the date of the diary) ; Black and White, 6th Feb.
and nth April 1891, pp. 17, 304 ;

The Journal of Marie Bashkirtseff,

translated, with an Introduction, by Mathllde Blind (2 vols., London,
1890) ; The Letters of Marie Bashkirtseff (i vol.). (B. K.)

BASIL,^ known as Basil the Great {c. 330-379), bishop of

Caesarea, a leading churchman in the 4th century, came of a

famous family, which gave a number of distinguished supporters

to the Church. His eldest sister, Macrina, was celebrated for l^er

saintly life; his second brother was the famous Gregory of

Nyssa
; his youngest was Peter, bishop of Sebaste

;
and his

eldest brother was the famous Christian jurist Naucratius.

There was in the whole family a tendency to ecstatic emotion
and enthusiastic piety, and it is worth noting that Cappadocia
had already given to the Church men like Firmilian and Gregory
Tfiaumaturgus. Basil was bom about 330 at Caesarea in

Cappadocia. While he was still a child, the family removed to

Pontus
;
but he soon returned to Cappadocia to live with his

mother’s relations, and seems to have been -brought up by his

grandmother Macrina. Eager to learn, he went to Constantin-

ople and spent four or five years there and at Athens, where
he had Gregory (q.v.) of Nazianzus for a fellow-student. Both
men were deeply influenced by Origen, and compiled the well-

known anthology of his writings, known as Phtlocalia (edited by

J. A. Robinson, Cambridge, 18^3). It was at Athens that he
seriously began to think of religion, and resolved to seek out the

most famous hermit saints in Syria and Arabia, in order to

learn from them how to attain to that enthusiastic piety in

^ The name Basil also belongs to seveiml other distinguished
churchmen, (ij Basil, bishop of Ancyra from 336 to 360. a somi-
Arian, highly favoured by the emperor Comstantine. and a great
polemical writer ; none of his works arc extant. (2) of Seleucla
(fl. 448^458). a bishop who shifted sides continually in the Eutythhui
controversy, and who wrote extensively ; his works Were pubUshed
in I'aris in 1622. (3) Basil of Ancyra. fl- 787 ; he oppos^ image-
worship at the second counc^ of but afterwards retracts.

(4) Ba.stt Of Achrida. archbishop of Thessalonica about 1155; he
was a stanch upheflder of the claUns of the Eastern ^urch a^nst
the widening sopremacy of rim papacy.
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which he delighted, and how to keep his body under by macera-
tion and other ascetic devices. After this we find him at die

head of a convent near Amesi in Pontus, in which his mother
Emilia, now a widow, his sister Macrina and several other ladies,

gave themselves to a pious life of prayer and charitable works.

He was not ordained presbyter until 365, and his ordination was
probably the result of the entreaties of his ecclesiastical superiors,

who wished to use his talents against the Arians, who were
numerous in that part of the country and were favoured by the

Arian emperor, Valens, who then reined in Gmstantinopie. In

370 Eusebius, bishop of Caesarea, died, and Basil was chosen to

succeed him. It was then that his great powers were called into

action. Caesarea was an important diocese, and its bishop was,

ex officio, exarch of the great diocese of Pontus. Hot-blooded
and somewhat imperious, Basil was also generous and sym-
pathetic. ** His zeal for orthodoxy did not blind him to what
was good in an opponent

; and for the sake of peace and ciiarity

he was content to waive the use of orthodox terminology when
it could be surrendered without a sacrifice of truth." He died

in 379.

The principal theol^ical writings of Basil are his De Sfnritu

SanciOy a lucid and edifying appeal to Scripture and early Chris-

tian tradition, and his three books against Eunomius, the chief

exponent of Anomoian Arianism. He was a famous preacher,

and many of his homilies, including a series of lenten lectures on
the Hexahneron, and an exposition of the psalter, have been
preserved. His ascetic tendencies arc exhibited in the Moralia

and RegulaCy ethical manuals for use in the world and the

cloister respectively. His three hundred letters reveal a rich

and observant nature, which, despite the troubles of ill-health

and ecclesiastical unrest, remained optimistic, tender and
even playful. His principal efforts as a reformer were directed

towards the improvement of the liturgy, and the reformation of

the monastic orders of the East. (See Basiuan Monks.)
Bibliography.— Editions of his works appeared at Basel {1332)

;

Paris, by J. Gamier and P. Maranius (1721-1730), and by L. de
Sinner (1839). Migne’s Patrol,: set, grace. 29-32; De Spiritu Sancto,

ed. C. F. H. Johnston (Oxford, 1892) ; Liturgia, ed. A. Robertson
(London, 1894). See also the patrologies, e.g, that of O. Barden-
hewer, and the histories of dogma, e.g. those of A. Hamack and
F. Loofh.

BASIL I. (d. 886), known as the “Macedonian," Roman
emperor in the East, was born of a family of Armenian (not

Slavonic) descent, settled in Macedonia. lie spent a part of his

Ixiyhood in captivity in Bulgaria, whither his family was carried

by the Bulgarian prince Krum in 813. He succeeded in escaping

and was ultimately lucky enough to enter the service of Theo-
philitzes, a relative of the Caesar Bardas (uncle of Michael III.),

as groom. It seems that while serving in this capacity he visited

Patrac with his master, and gained the favour of Danielis, a very

wealthy lady of that place, who received him into her household,

and endowed him with a fortune. He earned the notice of

Michael III. by winning a victory in a wrestling match, and soon
became the emperor’s lx)on companion and was appointed
chamberlain (parakoemdmenos\ A man of his stamp, advancing
unscrupulously on the road of fortune, had no hesitation in

divorcing his wife and marrying a mistress of Michael, Eudocia
Ingerina, to please his master. It was commonly believed that

Leo VI., Basil’s successor and reputed son, was really the son of

Michael. The next step was to. murder the powerful Caesar

Bardas, who, as the emperor was devoted to amusement, virtu-

ally ruled the empire ; this was done with the emperor’s consent

by Basil’s own hand (<^ril 866), and a few weeks later Basil was
raised to the imperial dignity. Hitherto few perhaps had divined

in the unprincipled adventurer, who shared in the debauches of

the imperial drunkard, the talents of a bom ruler. On the

throne m soon displayed the serious side of his nature and his

exceptional capacities lor administration. In September 867 he

caus^ his wo^less benefactor to be assassinate, and reigned

alone. He inaugurated a new age in the histoiy of the empire,

associated with the dynasty which he found^,
—

“ the Mace-
donian dynasty ” it is tisqaily called ;

it would be more instructive

ro.callit
**
Armenian.*’ It was a period of territorial expansion,

-BASIL II.

during which the empire was the strongest power m Europe.

The great legislative work which Basil undertook and his suc-

cessor completed, and which may be deacribsti os a revival of

Justinianean law, entitles him to the designation of a second

Justinian (^e Basilica, a collection of laws in sixty books ; and
the manu^ known as the Proekiron and Epanagogi, For this

legislation see Basilica and Roman Empire, Later). His

financial administration was prudent His ecolesiasticKi policy

was marked by a wish to keep on good terms with Romie. One
of his first acts was to exile the patriarch Photius and restore his

rival Ignatius, whose claims were supported by the pope. Yet
he had no intention of yielding to Rome's pretensions beyond a
certain point. The decision of the Bulgarian tsar Michael to
submit the new Bulgarian Church to tl^ jurisdiction of Con-
stantinople was a great blow to Rome, who had hoped to secure

it for herself. In 877 Photius became patriarch again, and there

was a virtual though not a formal breach with Rome. Thus the

independence of the Greek Church may be said to date from the

time of Basil. His reign was marked by a troublesome war Mrith

the Pauiician heretics, an inheritance from his predecessor;

the death of their able chief Chrysochir led to the definite sub-
jection uf this little state, of which the chief stronghold was
Tephrice on the upper Euphrates, and which the Sai^ns had
helped to bid a long defiance to the government of Constantinople.

There was the usual frontier warfare with the Saracens in Mia
Minor. Cyprus was recovered, but only retained for seven years.

Syracuse was lost, but Bari was won back and those parts of

Calabria which had been occupied by the Saracens. The last

successes opened a new period of Byzantine domination in

southern Italy. Above all, New Rome was again mistress of the

sea, and especially of the gate.<; of the Adriatic. Basil reigned

nineteen years as sole sovereign. His death (agth of August 886)
was due to a fever contracted in consequence of a serious accident

in hunting. A stag dragged him from his horse by fixing its

antlers in his belt. He was saved by an attendant who cut him
loose with a knife. His last act was to cause his saviour to be
beheaded, suspecting him of the intention to kill and not to

rescue. Basil is one of the most remarkable examples of a man,
without education and exposed to the most demoralizing in-

fluences, manifesting extraordinary talents in the government
of a great state, when he had climbed to the throne by acts of

unscrupulous bloodshed.

Sources.— Vita Basilii, by his grandson Constantine VII. (bk.
V. of the Continuation of Theophanest eel. Bonn) ; Genesius (ecL
Bonn); Vita Euthymii. ed. De Boor (Berlin, 1888). Oi the Arabic
Rourros Tabari is the most important.
Modern Works.*—

F

inlay, History of Greece, vol. ii. (Oxford,
1877) ; Gibbon. Decline and FaU, vols. v, and vi. (ed. Bury, London,
1898) ; Hergenrdthcr, Photius, Patriarch von ConstarUinopel, vol. ii.

(Regensburg, 1867). (J. B. B.)

BASIL II. (r. 958-1025), known as Bvloakoktonos (slayer of

Bulgarians), Roman emperor in the East, son of Romanus II. and
Theophano, great-great-grandson of Basil I., was born about 958
and crowned on the 22nd of April 960. After their father’s death

(963) he and his younger brother Constantine were nominal
emperors during the actud reigns of Nicephorus Phocas, their

stepfather, and JohaTzimisces. On the death of the latter (10th

of January 976) they assumed the sovereignty without a colleague,

but throughout their joint reign Constantine exercised no power
and devoted himself chiefly to pleasure. This was in accordance

vrith the Byzantine principle that in the case of two or more
co-regnant basileis only one governed. Basil was a brave soldier

and a superb horseman ;
he was to approve himself a strong ruler

and an able general. He did not at nrst display the full,extent of

his enemy. The administration remained in the hands of the
eunuch Basileios (an illegitimate son of Romanus I.), president of

the senate, a wily and gifted man, who hoped tlmt the young
emperors woulcl be his puppets. Basil waited and watched
without interfering, and devoted himself to learning the detaib
of administrative business and instructing himself in military

science. Durii^ this time the throne was seriously endangered
by the rebellion of an ambitious general who to play the
part of Nicephorus Phocas or Tzimisces. Isiis was Bar^
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Sdenii^ whom the eunueh depoeed from hit post of general in the

East. He belonged to the powerful landed aiistocmcy of Asia

Minor^ whose pretensions were a perpetual menace to the throne.

He made himself master of the Asiatic provinces and threat«ied

Constantinople. To oppose him, Bar^ Phocas, another general

who had revolted in the previous reign and been interned in a

monastery, was recalled. Defeated in two battles, he was vic-

toriou.H in a third and the revolt was suppressed (979)* Phocas

remained general in the East till 987, when he rebelled and was

proclaimed emperor by his troojjs. It seems that the minister

Bttsileios was privy to this act, and the cause was dissatisfaction

at the energy which was displayed by the emperor, who slu>wed

that he was determined to take the administration into his own

hands and peraonally to control the army. Phocas advanced to

the Hellespont and besi^ed Alydos. Basil obtained timely aid,

in the shape of Varangian mercenaries, from his brother-in-law

Vladimir, the Russian prince of Kiev, and marched to Abydos.

The two armies were facing each other, when Basil galloped

forward, seeking a personal combat with the usurper who was

riding in front of his lines. Phocas,
j
ust as he prepared to face him,

fell from his horse and was found to be dead. ITiis ended the

rebellion.

The fall of Basilcios followed
;
he was punished with exile and

the confiscation of his enormous property. Basil made ruthless

war upon the system of immense estates which had grown up in

Asia Minor and which his predecessor, Romanus I., had en-

deavoured to check. (For this evil and the legislation which was
aimed at it see Roman Empire, Later.) He sought to protect

the lower and middle classes.

Basil gained some successes again.st the Saracens (995) ;
but

his most important work in the East was the annexation of the

principalities of Armenia. He created in those highlands a
strongly fortified frontier, which, if his successors had been

capable, .should have proved an effective barrier against the

invasions of the Seljuk Turks. The greatest achievement of the

reign was the subjugation of Bulgaria. After the death of

Tzimisces (who had reduced only the eastern part of the Bulgarian

kingdom), the power of Bulgaria was restored by the Tsar
Samuel, in whom Basil found a worthy foe. The emperor's first

efforts against him were unsuccessful (981), and the war was not
resumed till gqfi, Samuel in the meantime extending his rule along

the Adriatic coast and imposing his lordship on Servia. Eastern

Bulgaria was finally recovered in 1000
;
hut the war continued

with varying successes till 1014, when the Bulgarian army suffered

an overwhelming defeat. Basil blinded 15,000 prisoners, leaving

a one-eyed man to every hundred to lead them to their tsar, who
fainted at the sight and died two days later. Tlie last sparks of

resistance were extinguished in 1018, and the great Slavonic realm
lay in the dust. The power of Byzantium controlled once ipore

the Illyrian peninsula. Basil died in Dw^ember T025 in the midst
of preparations to send a naval expedition to recover Sicily from
the Saraceris.

Basil's rei^n marks the highest point of the power of the

Eastern empSre since Justinian L Eart of the credit is due to

his predecessors Nicephoros and Tzimisces, but the greater

part belongs to him. He dedicated himself unsparingly to the
laborious duties of ruling, and he had to reckon throughout with
the ill-will of a rich and powerful section of his subjects. He wa.s

hard and cruel, without any refinement or interest in culture. In

a contemporary psalter (preserved in the library of St Mart at

Venice) there is a portrait of him, with a grey beard, crowned and
robed in imperial costume.

Atmtoirmxs. Leo Diaconus (ed. Bonn, iSaft) ; Paellus, History
(ed, Sathaa, london. 18^) ; George Cedrentts {Chronicie, transcribed
from dw work oi John SOylitcet. vol. ii.. ed. Bonn. XS59) ; Zonaras,
bk. xvU. |ed. Bonn, vol. iii., 1^7) ; Cocatuaenaa. 5WaMi|»6<m (ed,
Vasiliovski and Jomstedt, St Petersburg. 1396) ; Vahyk of Antioch
(contemporaiy^ Asiatic chronicle), extracts with Russian translation
by Rosen (St Pstowhurif. 188^) ; Al Mekin (Ehnadnns), ffistoria
Stvtmmuca (ed. with Latin tranalatiMi by Brpmina, Uiden, 1635)

:

'* Laws JNuvi/fae) of Basil " (ed. Zanharia von Linienthal, in jms
Gr4W«Hi?o»»wiiwm. yol.Jii.. 1833) ; Finlay. U%U, of Grmei Gibbon,

.
Derhft# axd Fa// *, G. Bchlniho^er, Vjspopds byimiUins, part i. and
part «. (Paris, 1B98. 190W).

® r
^ ^

BASIL (RUBf. Vasily), the name of four grand* dukes of

Moscow and tsars of Muscovy.
Basil 1 . DmniKvicH (137 1-1425), son of Dmitri (Demetrius)

Donskoi, whom he succei^ed in 1389, married ^phia, the
daughter of Vitovt, grand-duke of Lithuania. In his reign

the grand-tduchy of Muscovy became practically hereditary,

and asserted its supremacy over all the surrounding princi-

palities. Nevertheless Basil received his yarluik, or investiture,

from the Golden Horde and was compelled to pay tribute

to the grand khan, Tokhtamuish. He annexed the princi-

pality oi Suzdal to Moscovy, together with Murom, Kozelsk
Peremyshl, and other places

;
reduced the grand-duchy of Rostov

to a state of vassalage
;
and acquired territory from the republic

of Great Novgorod by treaty. In his reign occurred the invasion
of Timur (1395), who ruined the Volgan regions, but did not
penetrate so far as Moscow. Indeed Timur's raid was of service

to the Russian prince as it all but wiped out the Golden Horde,
which for the next twelve years was in a state of anarchy. During
the whole of. this time no tribute was paid to the khan, though
vast sums of money were collected in the Moscow treasury for

military purposes. In 1408 the Mirza Edigei ravaged Muscovite
territory, but was unable to take* Moscow. In 1412, however,
Basil found it necessary to pay the long-deferred visit of sub-

mission to the Horde. The most important ecclesiastical event

of the reign was the elevation of the Bulgarian, Gregorj* 1 samblak,
to the metropolitan see of Kiev (1435) by Vitovt, grand-duke of

Lithuania
;

the immediate political consequence of which was
the weakening of the hold of Muscovy on the south-western

Russian states. During Basil’s reign a terrible visitation of the
** Black Death " decimated the population.

See T. Schiomann, Russland bis ins ry. Jakrhundert (Gotha,

1885-1887),

Basil IL, called Temny (“the Blind") (1415-1462), son of

the preceding, succeeded his father as grand-duke of Moscow in

1425. He was a man of small ability and unusual timidity,

though not without tenacity of purpose. Nevertheless, during

his reign Moscow steadily increased in. power, as if to show that

the personality of the grand-dukes had become quite a subor-

dinate factor in its development. In 1430 Basil was seized by
his uncle, George of Hulicz, and sent a prisoner to Kostroma

;

but the nation, dissatisfied with George, released Basil and in

X433 be returned in triumph to Moscow. Geoige, however, took

the field against him and Basil fled to Novgorod. On the death

of George, Basil was at constant variance with George's children,

one of whom, Basil, he had blinded
;
but in 1445 the grand-duke

fell into the hands of blind Basil’s brother, Shemyak, and was
himself deprived of his sight and banished to Uglich (1445).
The clergy and people, however, being devoted to the grand-duke,

assisted him not only to recover his throne a second time, but to

put Shemyak to flight, and to seize Halicz, his patrimony.
During the remainder of Basil II. ’s reign he slowly and un-
obtrusively added district after district to the grand-duchy of

Muscovy, so that, in fine, only the republics of Novgorod and
Pskov and the principalities of Tver and Vereya remained
independent of Moscow. Yet all this time the realm was overrun
continually by the Tatars and Lithuanians, and suffered severely

from their depredations. Basil’s reign saw the foundation of

the Solovetsk monastety and the rise of the khanate of the
Crimea. In 1448 the north Russian Church became virtually

independent of the patriarchal see of Constantinople by adopting
the practice of selecting its metropolitan from among native

priests and prelates exclusively.
See S. M. Solovev, History of Russia (Rues.). (Petersburg. 1895).

Basil III., Ivanovich (1479-1533), tsar of Muscovy, son of

Ivan HI. and Sophia Palaedloga, succeeded his father in 1505.
A crafty prince, with aB the tenacity of his race, Basil succeed^
in incorporating with Muscovy the last remnants of the ancient
independent pnncipalities, by accusing the princes of Ryazan
and Syeversk of conspira<y oMinst him, seizing their persons,

and annexing their domains (1517-15S3). Seven years earlier

(a4th of January 1 510) the last free repttl^ of old Russia, Pskov,
was deprived of its' charter and ossembfty-b^, winch were sent
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to Moftoow> and tsarish govemofs were appwtod to role it

Basil also took advantage of the difficult p^ition of Sigismund

of Poland to capture Smolensk, the great eastern fortress of

Poland (1512), chi^ through the aid of the rebel Lithuanian,

Prince Michael Glinsky, who provided him with artillery and
engineers from western Europe The loss of Smolensk was the

fiist serious injupr inflicted by Muscovy on Poland and only the

exigencies of Sigismund compelled him to acquiesce in its

surrender (1522). Equally suooessful, on the whde, was Basil

against the Tatars. Although in 15x9 he was obliged to buy oil

the khan of the Crimea, Mahommed Girai, under the very walls

of Moscow, towards the end of his reign he established the

Russian influence on the Volga, and in 1530 placed the pre-

tender Elanyei on the throne ^ Kaean. ^tl was the first

grand-duke of Moscow who adopted the title of tsar and the

double-headed eagle of the East Roman empire. By his second

wife, Helena Glinska, whom he married in 15B6, Basil had a son

Ivan, who succeeded him as Ivan IV.
See Sigismund Herberstain, Hetum Mosetwiticafum Commentam

(Vienna, 1549) ;
P. A. Byelov, Russian History Previous to the

Reforms of Peter the Great (Ru&s.). fPetersburg, 1895) : K. 1 . Kash-
provsky, The War of Pasil III. with Sigismund 1 . (Russ.), (Nyezhin,

1899).

Basil IV., Shuisky (d. 1612), tsar of Muscovy, was dunng the

reigns of Theodore I. and Boris (}odunov, one of the leading

boyars of Muscovy. It was he who, in ob^ience to the secret

orders of T^ar Boris, went to Uglich to inquire into the cause of

the death of Demetrius, the infant son of Ivan the Terrible, who
had been murdered there by the agents of Boris. Shuisky

obsequiously reported that it was a case of suicide
;

yet, on tht

death of Boris and the accession of his son Theodore IL, the

false boyar, in order to gain favour with the first false Demetrius,

went back upon his own words and recognised the pretender as

the real Demetrius, thus bringing about the assassination of the

young Theod<orc. Shuisky then plotted against the false

Demetrius and procured his death (May 1606) also by publicly

confessing that the real Demetrius had been indeed slain and that

the reigning tsar was an impostor. This was the viler in him as

the pseudo-Demetrius had already forgiven him one conspiracy.

Shuisky ’s adherents thereupon proclaimed him tsar (19th of May
1606). He reigned till the tqth of July 1610, but was never

generally recognized. Even in Moscow itself he had little or no

authority, and was only not deposed by the dominant boyars

becaii.se they had none to put in his place. Only the populsirity

of his heroic cousin, Prince Michaw Skopin-Shutsky, who led

his armies and fought his battles for him, and soldiers from

Sweden, whose assistance he purchased by a disgraceful cession

of Russian tcrritoiy^, kept him for a time on his unstable throne.

In tfiio he was deposed, made a monk, and finally carried of! as

a trophy by the Polish grand hetman, Stanislaus Zolkiewski.

He died at Warsaw in 1611.

See D. I. Ilovaisky, The Troubled Period of the Muscovite Realm
(Russ.), (Moscow, 1894); S. 1 , Platonov, Sketches of the Great Arutrehy

in the Realm of Mosc-ow (Petersburg, 1899) ; D. V. Tsvyeltev, Tsar
Vasily Shuisky (Russ.), (Warsaw, 1901-1903) ; R. Nisbet Bain,

Slavonic Europe, ch. viii. (Cambridge, 1907). (R, N. B.)

BASILIAN MONKS, those who folloiw the rule of Basil the

Great. The chief importaiKe of the monastic rule and institute

of St Basil lies in the fact that to this day his reconstruction of

the monastic life is the basis of the monasticism of the Greek and
Slavonic Churches, though the monks do not call themselves

Basilians. St Basil’s daim to the authon^p of the Rules and
other asoetical writings that go under his name, haa been ques-

tioned ;
but the tendency ivow it to reoogniiie as his at any rate

the two sets of Rules. Bxrbably the truest idea of his monastic

system may be derived from a oorrespondenoe between hma and

St <yregory Naaiantun at the beginning of his monastic life, the

chief poftions whereof aie translated by Newman in the Cfumk
11/ Basiland On leaving Athens

Basil visited the monasteries of Egy^ axid Pakstme ; in the

latter country and in Syria die monastic life landed to become

more and more eremfticitl and to run to great extravagances in

the matter of bodily ansterities '(see MoNAanci8ii>. When
(e. 36a) Basil fonned Ins monastery in the neighbottrliDod

Neocaeotfeain Pontus, he deliberately set himself against these

tendencies. He declared that the oenobitical hie is superior to

the eremitical
;
that fasting and austserities should not interfere

with prayer or work
;
that work should form an integral part of

riw monastic life, not merely as an occupation, but lor its own
take and in order to do good to others ; and therefore that

monasteries should be near towns. All this was a new departure

in monachism. The life St Basil established was strtcBy oeno-

bitical, with common prayer seven times a day, commoh work,

common meals. It was, in spite of the new ideas, an aiistere life,

of the kind called contemplative, given up to prayer, the reading

of the Scriptures and heavy field-work. The so-call^ Rules (the

Longer and the Shorter) are catechisms of the spiritual life rather

than a body of relations for the corporate working of a com-
munity, such as is now understood by a monastic rule. Appar-

ently no vows were taken, but obedience, personal poverty,

chastity, self-denial, and the other monastic virtues were strongly

enforced, and a monk was not free to abandon the monastic life.

A novitiate had to be passed, and young boys were to be educated

in the monastery, but were not expected to become monks.
St Basil’s influence, and the greater suitabilit>^ of his institute

to European ideas, ensured the propagation of Basilian

monachism
;
and Sosomen says that in Cappadocia and the

neighbouring provinces there were no hermits but only cenobitet.

However, the eastern hankering after the eromitical life long

survived, and it was only by dint of legislation, both eoclesiasticai

(council of Chalcedon) and dvil (Justinian Code), that the

Basilian cenobitic form of monasticismcame to prevail throughout

the Greek -speaking lands, though the eremitical forms have
always maintained themselves.

Greek monachism underwent no development or change for

four centuries, except the vicissitudes inevitable in alt things

human, which in monastidsm assume the fotm of alternations ^
relaxarion and revival. The second half of the flth century seems
to Have lieen a time of very general decadence

;
bwt about the

year 800 Theodore, destined to be the only other creative name in

Greek monachism, became abbot of the monastery of the Studium
in Constantinople. He set himself to reform his monastery and
restore St Basil’s spirit in its primitive vigour. But to effect this,

and to give permanence to the reformation, he saw that there was
need of a more practical code of laws to regulate the details of the

daily life, as a supplement to St Basil’s Rules. He therefore draw
up constitutions, afterwards codified (see Migne, PatroL Gretec.

xeix., X704-X 757),which became thenormof thelifeat the Studmm
monastery, and gradually spread thence to the monastefries of the

rest of the Greek empire. Thus to this day the Rules of Basil and
the Constitutions of Theodore the Studite, along with the canons

of the Coundls, constitute the chief part of Greek and Russian

monastic law.

The spirit of Greek monachtsm, as regenerated by Theodora,

may best be gathered from his Lettergy Disemrm and Te$kh

menO Under the abbot were several officials to superintend the

various departments
;
the liturgical services in the church took

up a considerable portion of the day, but Theodore seems to have

made no attempt to revive the early practice of the Studium in

this matter (see Acsoersti)
;

the rest of the time was divided

between reading and work ;
the latter included the chief handi-

crafts, for the monks, only ten in number, when Theodore beoarae

at^t, increased under his rule to over a thousand. One kind of

work practised with great sseal and success by the Studfte monks,

was the copying of nmnuscripts, sothat tothm and to the schools

that went forth from them we owe a graat luimber of existing

Greek MSS. and the preservation of many works of classical and
ecclesiastical antiquity. In addition to this, litexuiry and theo-

logical studies were pursued, and the mysticism of pseiido-

Dmnysios was edtivated. The life, thou^ simple aind self*-

denymg axid hard, was not of extrame austerity. Tbm wia a
division of the monks info two daases, similar to the di^ofi in

vogue in later time in the West intoehoir-reonksand lay^bvothers.

The life of the Choir-monks was pradominanliy oontemphttive,

^ Specimen pantages. and dlao a general picture of the life, will be
leottd in Miss Alice FlMrera of Studnm, eh. v.
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being tftken up with the chiuvh eervices and private prayer and
study ; the lay-brothers carried on the various trades and external

worl». There is little or no evidence of works of charity outside

the monastery Ijeing undertaken by Studite monks. Strict per-

sonal p(>verty was forced, and all were encouraged to approach

confession and communion frequently. Vows had been imposed

on monks by the council of Cbalcedon (451)* The picture of

Studite life is the picture of normal Greek and Slavonicmonachism
to this day.

During the middle ages the centre of Greek monachism shifted

from Constantinople to Mount Athos. The first monastery to t>e

founded here was that of St Athanasius {c, ^o), and in the course

of the next threeor four centuries monasteries in great numbers

—

Greek, Slavonic and one Latin—were established on Mount
Athos, some twenty ui which still survive.

Basilian monachism spread from Greece to Italy and Kussia.

Rufinus had translated St Basil's Rules intcj Latin {c, 400) and
they became the rule of life in certain Italian monasteries. They
were known to St Benedict, who refers his monks to the Rule of

our holy Father Basil,”- -indeed St Benedict owed more of tljc

ground-ideas of his Rule to St Basil than to any other monastic
legislator. In the 6th and 7tb centuries there appear to have
been Greek monasteries in Rome and south Italy and especially

in Sicily . But during the course of the 8th, gth and 1 oth centuries

crowds of fugitives poured into southern Italy from Greece and
Sicily, under stress of the Saracenic, Arab and other invasions

;

and from the middle of the gth century Basilian monasteries,

peopled by Greek-speaking monks, were establislied in great

numbers in Calabria and spread northwards as far as Rome
Some of them existed on into the i8th century, but the only

survivor now is the monastery founded by St Nilus (c, 1000) at

Grottaferrata in the Alban Hills. Professor Kirsopp Lake has

(1903) written four valuable articles {Journal of Theological

•Siudies, iv., v.) on ” The Greek monasteries of South Italy ”
; he

deals in detail with their scriptoria and the dispersal of their

libraries, a matter of much interest, in that some of the chief

collections of Greek MSS. in western Europe—as the Bessarion
at Venice and a great number at the Vatican—come from the
spoils of these Italian Basilian houses.

Of much greater importance was the importation of Basilian

monachism into Russia, for it thereby became the norm of

monadiism for all the Slavonic lands. Greek monks played a
considerable part in the evangelization of the Slavs, and the first

Russian monastery was founded at Kiev (c, 1050) by a monk from
Mount Athos. The monastic institute had a great development
in Kussia. and at the present day there are in the Russian empire
some 400 monasteries of men and loo of women, many of wluch
support hospitals, almshouses and schools. In the other Slavonic
lands there are a considerable number of monasteries, as also in

Greece itself , while in the Turkish dominions there are no fewer
than 100 Greek monasteries. The monasteries are of three kinds

:

cenoina proper, wherein full monastic common life, with personal
poverty, is observed

; others called idiorrhyihnuc, wherein the

monks are allowed the use of their private means and lead a
generally mitigated and free kind of monastic life

;
and the lauras,

wherein the life is aemi-eremitical. Greek and Slavonic monks
wear a black habit. The visits of Western scholars in modem
times to Greek monasteries in search of MSS.—notably to St
Catherine’s on Mount Sinai, and to Mount Athos—has directed

much attention to contemporary Greek monachism, and the

accoimts of these expeditions commonly contain descriptions,

more or less sympathetic and intelligent, of the present-day life

of Greek monks. The first such account was Ro^rt Curzon's in

parts Ui. (1834) and iv. (1837) of the Mmmtmts of tko Lomni ;

the most recent in English is Athelstan RUey’s Athos (1887). The
life is mainly given up to devotional contemplative exeroises ; the

church services are of extreme length ; intellectual study is little

cultivated
; manual labour has almost disappeared

\
there are

many hermits on Athos (f .0.).

The ecclesiastical importance of the monks in the various
branches of the Orthodox Church lip in this, that as bbbops
must be odibote, whereas the parochial deigy must be married,

the bishops are all recruited from the monks. But besides this

they have been a strong spiritual and religious induence, as is

recognized even by those who have scant sympathy with
monastic ideals (see Hamack, What is Christianity 9 Lect xiii.,

end).

Outside the Orthodox Church sure some small congregations
of Uniat Basilians. Besides Grottaferrata, there are (^tholic
Basilian monasteries in Poland, Hunjjary, Galicia, Rumania

;

and among the Melchites or Uniat Syrians.

There have been Basilian nuns from the beginning, St Macrina,
St Bpirs sister, having established a nunnery which was under
his direction. The nuns are devoted to a purely contemplative
life, and in Russia, where there are about a hundred nunneries,
they are not allowed to take final vows until the age of sixty.

They are very numerous throughout the East.

AuTHOKiTiBs.—In addition to the authoritk>H for different portions
of tile subject-matter named in the course ol this article, may lie

montioriud. on St Basil and his Rules. Montalembert, ManJIts of the
West, second part of bk. ii.. and the chapter on St Basil in James O.
Hannay's Spirit and Origin of Christian monasticism (1903). On the
histoiy and spirit of Basilian Monachism. Helyot, Hist, des Ordres
Religieux, i. (1714) I Heimbucher, Orden und Kongregationen (1907),
i.

, § Ji ; Abbe Marin, Les Moines dc Constantinople (1897) I Ku-rl
Holl. Enthusiasmus und Bussgewalt beim gnechtschen Momhtum
(1898) : Otto Zocklcr. Ashese und Mfincktutn, pp. 285-309 (i8()7).

For general infpmation see Wetaer und Welte. Kirchenlexu (ed.
ii. ), art. Basilianer.” and Herzog-Hauck, Realencyhlopddie (cd.
iii. ), in articles " Munchtiim.” “ Orientalische Kirche,” and “ Atlios-
berg," where copious references will be found. (E. C. B.)

BAS^OA, a word of Greek origin (see below), frequently used
in Latin literature and inscriptions to denote a large covered
building that could accommodate a considerable numl^er of

people. Strictly speaking, a basilica was a building of this kind
situated near the business centre of a city and arranged for the

convenience of merchants, litigants and persons engaged on the
public service ; but in a derived sense the word might he used
for any large struepre wherever situated, such as a hall of

audience (Vitruv. vi. 5. 2) or a covered promenade (St Jerome,
Ep. 46) in a private palace

;
a riding-school {basilica equestns

exercitatoria, C.LL, vii. 965); a market or store for flowers

{basilica floscellaria {Noiitia])^ or other kinds of goods {basilica

vesttaria, CJ,L, viii. 20156), or a hall of meeting for a religious

body. In this derived sense the word came naturally to be

applied to the extensive buildings used for Christian worship

in the age of ( onstantine and his successors.

The question whether this word conveyed to the ancients any
special architectural significance is a difficult one, and some
writers hold that the name betokened only the use of the building,

others that it suggested also a certain form. Our knowledge of

the ancient basilica as a civil structure is derived primarily from

Vitruvius, and we learn about it also from existing remains and
from incidental notices in cla.ssical writers and in inscriptions.

If we review all the evidence we are led to the conclusion that

there did exist a normal form of the building, though many
examples deviated therefrom. This normal form we shall under-

stand if we consider the essential character of the building in

the light of what Vitruvius telb us of it.

Vitruvius treats the basilica in close connexion with the forum,

to which in his view it is an adjunct. In the earlier classical

times, both in Greece and Italy, business of every kind, political,

commercial and legal, was transacted in the open forum, and
there also were presented shows and pageants. When business

increased and the numbers of the population were multiplied,

it was found convenient to provide additional accommodation for

these purposes. Tlieatres and amphitheatres took the per-

formances and games. Markets provided lor those that bought
and sold, while for business of more important kinds acoommo^-
tion could be secured by laying out new agorae or fora in the

immediate vicinity of the old. At Rome this was done by means
of the scKmlled imperial fora, the latest and most splendid of

which was that of Trajan. These lora corres^nded to the later

Greek or Hellenistic agora, which, as Vitruvius tells us, was of

regular form and surrounded 1^ colonnades in two stories, and
they had the practical use of relieving the pressure on the
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original forum {Cic,, ad Att, iv. 16). The basilica was a structure

intended for same purposes. It was to all intents and
purposes a covered fonim^ and in its normal form was constituted

by an arrangement of colonnades in two stories round a rect-

angular space, that was not, like the Greek agora, open, but

covered with a roof, Vitruvius writes of it as frequented by
merchants, who would find in it shelter and quiet for the trans-

action of their business. Legal tribunals were also set up in it,

though it is a mistake to suppose the basilica a mere law court.

The magistrates who presid^ over these tribunals had some-

times platforms, curved or rectangular in plan, provided as part

of the permanent fittings of the edifice.

According to Vitruvius (v. i. 4, cf. also vi. 5. 9) the building is

to be in plan a rectangle, not more than three times nor less than

twice as long as it is broad. If the site oblige the length to be

greater, the surplus is to be cut of! to form what he calls

chalcidicay by which must be meant open vestibules. The
interior is divided into a central space and ride aisles one-third

the width of this. The ground plan of the basilica at Pompeii

(fig. i) illustrates this description, though the superstructure did

not correspond to the Vitruvian scheme. The columns between

rm\’e and aisles, Vitruvius proceeds, are the same height as the

width of the latter, and the aisle is covered with a flat roof

forming a terrace {conti^miio) on which people can walk. Sur-

rounding this on the inner side is a breastwork or parapet

{pluteum)y which would conceal these promenaders from the

view of the merchants in the basilica below. On the top of this

parapet stood the upper row of columns, three-quarters as high

as the lower ones. Tlic sjiaces between these columns, above the

Fig. 1.—Basilica at Pompeii. 1, Portico (Chalcidicum)
; 2, hall of

basilica
; 3, aisles

; 4, altar
; 5, tribunal

; 6, offices.

top of the plutewHy would be left free for the admission of light

to the central space, which was covered by a roof called by

Vitruvius (v. i. 6) mediana kstudu. Nothing is said about a
permanent tribunal or about an apse.

How far existing remains agree with the Vitruvian scheme win
Ih; seen as we proceed. We have now to consider the derivation

of the word “ basilica,’^ the history of the form of building, and
its architectural scheme as represented in actual relics.

The word basilica ” is a Latinized form of the Greek aojective

}iuxTikiK%)y " royal,” and some feminine substantive, such as

domusy or stouj must be understood with it. A certrin building

at Athens, wherein the jSacrtAeils transacted business and
the court of the Areopagus sometimes assembled, was called

(rroa, and it is an accredited theory, though it is by
no means proved, that we have here the origin of the later

ha.silka. It is difficult to see why tliis was called ” royal
”

except for some special but acciden^l reason such as can in this

case be divined. There are other instances in which a term that

becomes specific has been derived from some one specimen

accidentally nampd, ** Labyrinth is one eaxe in point, and
basilica ” may be another. It is true that we do not know

what was the shape of the King Archon's portico, but the same
name (Paxriktm orod) was given to the grand structure erected

by Herod the Great along the southern edge of the Temple
platfox^n at Jerusalem, ami this corresponded to the Vitruvian

scheme of a columned fabric, with nave and aisles and clerestory

lighting.

Whether the Roman basilicas, with which we ace chiefly

coacensed, were derived directly from the Athenian example,

or mediately from this through structures ol the same kind

elected in the kt$r Greek cities, is hard to say^ We should

naturally look in that direction for the prototype bf the Roman
basilicas, but as a fact we are not informed of any very early

basilicas in these cities. The earliest we know of is the existing

basilica at Pompeii, that may date back into the and century

B.C., whereas basilicas made their appearance at Rome nearly

at the b^inning of that century. The first was elretted by M.

Porcius &to, tbe censor, in 184 B.C., and wu called after his

name Basilica Porcia. Qito had recently vkited A^ns and

had been struck by the beauty of tiie city# that it is quite

possible that the importation was direct

Rome soon obtained other basilicas, of which the important

Basilica Fulvia-Aemilia came next in point Of time, till by the

age of Augustus there were at least five in. the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the forum, the latest and most extensive being the

Basilica Julia, which ran parallel to its southern ride, and is

shown in plan in fig. 2. The great Basilica Ulpia was built

by Trajan in connexion with his forum about a.o. 112, and a

fragment of the Capitoline plan of .Rome gives the scheme of

it (fig. 3), while an attempted restoration of the interior by

Canina is shown in fig. 4. 'I'hc vaulted basilica of Maxen-
tius or Constantine on tlie Via Sacra dates from the beginning

of the 4th century, and fig. 5 gives the section of it. The
number of public basilicas we read of at Rome alone amounts to

about a score, while many private basilicas, for business or

recreation, must also have existed, that in the palace of Domitian

on the Palatine being the best known. In provincial cities in

Italy, and indeed all over the empire, ]>asilicas were almost

universal, and in the case of Italy we have proof of this as early

as the date of the death of Augustus, for Suetonius (Aug, 100)

tells us that the body of that emperor, when it was brought from

Nola in Campania to Home, rested in basilica cujusque oppidiJ'

As regards existing examples, neither in the peninsula nor the

provinces can it be said that these give any adequate idea r>f

the former abundance and wide distribution of basilicas.

Northern Africa contributes one or two examples, and a plan is

given of that at Timgad (fig. 6). The Gallic basilicas, Mtoh
must have been very >iiumefous, are representad only the
noble structure at Ttter (Tr^), which is now a single vast' haH
180 ft. long, 90 ft* wide and 100 ft. high, commanded at one end
by a spacious apse. These is reason to conjecture that this is

the basilica erected by Constantine, and some authorities believe

that originally it had mSemal (x^onitades. In England horilidur

renuiio in part at SOohaster (fig. 7), Urioonlhm (Wreaeter);
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Fig. 4.—*lnten<nr view of Trajan'a Basilica {Basilica Ulpia), ass restored by Canina.

Chester (?) and Lincoln, while three others are mentioned in i

inscriptions (C.LL. vii. 287, 445, 965).
|

A comparison of the plans of existing basilicas shows con-
|

siderable variety in form. Some basilicas (Julia, Ulpia, Pompeii)
,

have the central space surrounded by galleries supported on '

columns or pirn, according to the normal sclicmc, and the

newly excavated Basilica Aemilia, north of the Roman forum,

agrees with these. In some North African examples, in the
|

palace basilica of Domitian, and at Silchester, there are colon-
|

nades down tlie long sides but not across the ends. Others

(Trier [?], Timgad) have no interior divisions. One (Maxentius)

is entirely a vaulted structure and in form resembles the great

halls of the Roman Thermae, At Pompeii, I'imgad and Sil-
:

Chester, there are fixed tribunals, while vaulted apses that may

Fig, 5.—Section of the Basilica of Maxentius or Constantine
(Temple of Peace).

have contained tribunals occur in the basilica of Maxentius.
In the Basilica Julia there was no tribunal at all, though we
know that the building was regularly used for the centumviral
court (Quint, xii. 5. 6), and the same was the case in the Ulpia,

for the semicircular projection at the end shown on the Capitoline-

plan was not a vaulted apse and was evidently distinct from
the baiiUca,

In view of the above it might be questioned wliether it is safe

to speak of a normal form of the basilica, but when we consider

the vast number of basilicas that have perished compared to the
few that have suivivedt and the fact that the orighw and tradi-

tions of the building show it to have been, as Vitruvius describes

it, essentially a odumned structure, there is ample justiheation

for the view eaqiressed earlier in this artide. There can be little

doubt that the earlier basilicas, and the majority of basilicas

taken as a whole, bad a central space wirii galleries, generally

Forum

in two storeys, round it, and some arrangement for clerestory

lighting. Later basilicas might vary in architectural scheme,

while affording the same sort of accommodation as the older ones.

The relation of the civil basilica of the Romans to the Christian

church has been extensively discussed, and the reader will find the

controversy ubly summarized in Kraus’s Geschichte der chrisUichen

Kunsty bk. 5. There is nothing remarkable in the fact that a large

church was called a basilica, for the tenn was applied, as we have

seen, to structures of many kinds, and we even find “ basilica”

used for the meeting-place of a pagan religious association {Rom,

Mitt. 1891, p. 109). The similarity in some respects of the early

Christian churches to the normal form of the columned basilica is

so striking, that we can understand how the theoty was once held

that Christian churches were the actual civil Imsilicas turned over

from secular to religious uses. There is no evidence for this in the

ca.se of public basilicas, and it stands to reason that the demands

on these for secular purposes would remain the same whether

Christianity were the religion of the empire or not. Moreover,

though there are one or two civil basilicas that resemble churches,

the latter differ in some
most important respects

from the form of the

basilica that we have

recognized as normal.

The early Christian

basiUras, at any rate

in the west, had very

seldom, if ever, galleries

over the side aisles, and

their interior is always

dominated by the semi-

dome of an apse that

terminates the central the Forum of the Roman city

nave, whereas, with the in North Africa,

doubtful exception of <>'«>« Oseirt Mmummts anti^iS de tAtgirit.

Silchester<.4rrta«togw,

Hit. 549), riiere is no instance known of a vaulted apse in a

column^ civil basilica of the normal kind.

When buildings were first expressly erected for Christian

worship, in the 3rd or perhaps idready in the and century A.p.

(Ledercq, Marntd, ch. iii.
“ Lto idifim daikieiid avant la paix

de I’^ise **), theyprobably took the hirm of an oblong interior

Fig. 6.—Plan of Basilica a^^oinina
of Timgad,
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tenninat^ bf wi apse. After the tima of Constantinei when the

numbers of the faithful were enormously increased, side aisles

were added, and in this way the structure came to assume an
appearance similar to that of the civil basilica. A striking

confirmation of this view has reoently come to light at S. Saba on
the Aventine at Rome> where a small and very early church,

without aisles, has been discovered beneath the floor of the

present basilica.

There are, on the other hand, instances in which private

basilicas in palaces and mansions were handed over to the
Christians for sacred uses. We know that to have been the case

with the basilicas of S. Croce in Gerusalemmc and S. Maria
Maggiore at Rome, which originated in the halls of the Sessorian

and Liberian puilaces respectively, granted by Constantine to the

Christians. We may adduce also as evidence of the same practice

a passage in bk. x. ch. 71 of the theol(^ical romance known as The
Recognitions of Clement, probably dating from the early half of the
3rd century, in which we are told that Theophilus of Antioch, on
his conversion by St Peter, made over “ the basilica of his house

''

for a cliurch. But however this may have been, with, perhaps,
the single exception of S. Croce, the existing Christian basilicas

were erected from the ground for their sacred purpose. At
Rome the columns, friezes and other materials of the desecrated

temples and public buildings furnished abundant materials for

their construction. The decadence of art is plainly shown by
the absence of rudimentary architectural knowledge in these

III I r’l I

Fig, 7.—Plan of Basilica adioining the Fonim of the

Roman city at Silchestcr, Hants.

(From Atxkiuohgiat vol. liii.)

reconstructions. Not only are columns of various heights and
diameters made to do duty in the same colonnade, but even

different orders stand side by side (e.g, Ionic, Corinthian and
Composite at S. Maria in Trastevere)

;
while pilasters assume a

horizontal position and .ser\T. as entablatures, as at S. Lorenzo

fuori le Mura. There being no such quarry of ready-worked

materials at Ravenna, the noble basilicas of tlmt city are free from

these defects, and exhibit greater unity of design and harmony of

pruportiim.s.

An early Christian basilica may be thus described in its main
features :—

K

porch supported on pillars (as at S. Clemente) gave

admission into an open court or atrium, surrounded by a colon-

naded cloister (S. Qemente, Old St Peter’s, S. Ambrogio at Milan,

Parenzo). In tlic centre of the court stood a cistern or fountain

(caniharus, phiale), for drinking and ablutions. In dose contiguity

to the atrium, often to the west, wa.s the baptistery, usually

octagonal (Parenzo). The church was entered through a long

narrow porch (narthex\ beyond which penitents, or those under

ecclesiastical censure, were forbidden to pass. Three or more
lofty doorways, according to the number of the aisles, set in

marble cases, gave admission to the church. The doors them-

selves were of rich wood, elaborately carved with scriptural

subjects (S. Sabina on the Aventme), or of bronze similarly

adorned and often gilt. Magnificent curtains, frequently

embroidered with sacred figures or scenes, closed tlie entrance,

keeping out the heacof summer and the cold of winter.

1lie interior consisted of a long and wide nave, sometimes os

muchas Bo ft across> terminating m a semicircular me, with one

or sometimes (St Paul’s, Old St Peter’s, St John Lateran) two

ai.des on each side, separated by colonnades of marble pillars

supporting horizoi^ entablatures (Old .St Peter’s, S. Maria

Maggiore,S. ]U)renao>orarche»(St Paul’s, S. Agnese, S. Clemente,

the tw4i basilicas of S*ApoUinaic at Ravt^ Above the pillars

die derestoiT watt rore to a great height^ ^ upper part

by a range of plain round-headed windows, Thejlfiacie between

the windows and the ooloimade (the later triforium-epaoe) was
usually decorated with a Series of mosaic pictures in panels. The
colonnades sometimes extended quite to the end oi the 'Church

(the Ravenna basilicas), sometimes ceased some little distance

from the end, thus admitting the formation of a transVeine aisle

or transept (St Paul’s, Old St Peter’s, St John Lateran). Where
this transept occurred it was divided from the nave by aWidearch,
the face and soffit of which were richly decorated vdt& mosaics.

Over the crown of the arch we often find a bust of Christ or the

holy lamb lying upon the altar, and, on either side, the e^^mgel-

istic symbols, the seven candlesticks and the twenty-four ciders.

Another arch spanned the semicircular apse, in which the church

always terminated. From Carolingian times this was designated

the arch of triumph, because a cross was suspended from it.

The conch or semi-dome that covered the apse was always

covered with mosaic pictures, usually paintings of our Lord, either

seated or standing, with St Peter and St Paul, and other apostles

and saints, on either hand. The beams of the roof were sometimes
concealed by a fiat ceiling, richly carved and gilt. The altar,

standing in the centre of the chord of the apse on a raised platform

reached by flights of steps, was rendered conspicuous by a lofty

canopy supported by marble pillars (ciborium, haldaechino), from
whicn depended curtains of me richest materials. Beneath the

altar was the confessio, a subterranean chapel, containing the

body *of the patron saint, and relics of other holy persons. Ibis

was approached by descending flights of steps from the nave or

aisles. The confessio in some cases reproduced the original place

of interment of the patron saint, either in a catacomb-chapel or in

an ordinary grave, and thus formed the sacred nucleus round
which the church arose. We have good examples of this arrange-

ment at St Peter’s and St Paul’s at Rome, and S. Apollinare in

Classe, Ravenna. It was copied in the original cathedral of

Canterbury. The bishop or officiating presbyter advanced from
his .scat in the centre of the semicircle of the apse to the altar, and
celebrated the Eucharist with his face to the congregation below.

At the foot of the altar steps a raised platform, occupying the

upper portion of the nave, formed a choir for the singers, readere,

and other inferior clergy. This oblong space was separated from
the aisles and from the western portion of the nave by low marble
walls or railings {canceUt). From these walls projected att^botfes

or pulpits with desks, also of marble, ascended by steps. \

,

'fhe exteri»>r of the basilicas was usually of an extreme plam^
ness. The vast brick walls were unrelieved by omamehti
occasionally by arcading as at S. Apollinare in Qasse, Ravenna,
and had no compensating grace of outline or beauty of proportion.

Anexceptionwasmade fbrtheentrancefront,which was sometimes

covered with plates of marble mosaics or painted stucco (Old St

Peter’s, S. Lorenzo). But in spite of any decorations the external

FVg. 8.—^. Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna.

effect ofa baiilics mustalways havebeen heoxrv pud luiattialitive.

S. Apollinare in Omni at Ravenna (fig. 8);aff6rdi a typical
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Thci^mpAnUeitaUWradditionu Witkmi9ip»i^irm
the biautilulmmic daooiation, a 5ne effect was product l?y the

Afdh ol tnumpb and the apeei which termmted the nave and
dominated the whole vast apa^ of the interior.

To pase from general de^ription to individuid churches, the

ffnt fuace must & given, as the earliest and grandest examples

ol the type, to the world-famous Roman bosUicas ;
those of St

Peter, St Paul and St John l^teran, '' omnium urbis ei orbis

eccUsiarum mfUir $i caput'' It is true that no one of these exists

in its original form, Old St Peter’s having been entirely removed
in the i6th oentury to make room for its magnificent successor

;

and both St Paul’s and St John Lateran living been greatly

injured by fire, and the last named being so completely modem-
iaed as to liave lost all interest. Of two former, however,
we possess drawings and plans and minute descriptions, which
give an accurate conception of the original buildings. To com-
mence with St Peter’s, from the illustrations annexed (figs. 9, lo,

xi) it will be seen that

church was entered through

a vast colonnaded aitium^

212 ft. by, 335 ft., with a
fountain in the centre,—the

atrium being preceded by a
porch mounted by a noble

flight of steps. The church
was 213 ft. wide by 380 ft.

long; the nave, 80 ft. in

width, was six steps lower
than the side aisles, of which
there were two on each side.

The four dividing colon-

nades were each of twenty-
two Corinthian columns.

Those next .Hia mive sup-

ported horizdi^ entabla-

tures. The inner colonnades

bore arches, with a second
clerestory, 'fha main clere-

storywalls were divided into
two rows of square panels

contaiiii%xiioiaics,and had
windows iliOve, The tran-

KoJte>id bqrond the

thioM in apse»4 remgmatdy small

goty of the siisa. . duwsttdeni>wal«ywBied off

7* ^ a double lUw irf twelve
/, TpssboCHonorins. wreathed columns of Parian

marble. The pontifical chair

a, Poroii^
h, AtrliiOh,

IT, CloisMh
d.

#. Nave.

/. /, Aisdes.

g, Bema. m, Churehof St Andrew.

was placed in the centre of the curve of the apse, on a platform
raised seversl steps abovo the presbyte^. To tha rightond left

the seats of the cardinals followed the line of the apee. At the

centre of the chord itood the high altar benoAth a ciborium,

resting on four pillars of porphyry. Beneath the altar was the

subtatranean chapel, the centre of the devotion of ao large a

Fig. it.—Sectional viw of the old Basilica of St Peter, before
its destruction in the 16th century.

portion of tlie Christian world; believed to contain the remains
of St Peter

; a vaulted crypt ran round the foundation wall of
the apse in which many of the popes were buried. The roof
showed its naked beams and rafters.

The basilica uf St Paul without thp walls, dedicated a.d.,
rebuilt 388-423, remained in a
sadly neglected state, but sub-

stantially unaltered, till the disas-

trous fire of 1823, which reduced
the mvc to a calcined ruin. Its

plan and dimensions (figs. 12, 13)
were almost identical with those of

St Peteris.

The only parts of the modernized
five -aisled basilica of St John
Lateran (of which wc have a plan

in its original state, Agincourt, pi.

Ixxiii. No. 22) which retain any
interest, are the double -vaulted
aisle which runs round the apse, a
most unusual arrangement, and
the baptistej^\ The latter is an
octagonal building standing some
little distance from the basilica to

the south. Its roof is supported
by a double range of columns, one
above the other, encircling the bap-
tismal basin sunk below the floor.

Of the three-aisled basilicas the

best example is the Liberian or S.

Maria Maggiore dedicated 365, and
reconstructed 432 A.D. Its internal

length to the chord of the apse is

350 ft. ^ 100 ft. in breadth. The
Ionic pillars of grey granite, uniform in style, twenty on each
side, form a colonnade of great dignity and beauty, unfor-
tunately broken towards the east by intrusive arches opening
into cliApeb. The clerestory, though modem, is excellent in

Fig. 12. — Ground - Plan of
St Paul’s, Rome, before its

destruction by iire.

3. Nartliex. d. Altar.
Nave. e, Bema.

c', c, Side aisles. /. Apse.

stylo and arrangement Corinthitn piasters divide the win-
dows, beneath which are very tvnuurhal^ mosaic pictures of
sul^«cta from Old Testament history,-^generally supposed to
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date from the pontihcate of Sixtue IIL, 439*440. The lace el
the arch of triumph presents also a aeries of moiatca illustrative

of the ixUbtficy of our Lordi of great value in the h^toiy of art
The apse is of later date, reconstructed by Pascal 1. in dig.

Of Uie remaining Roman basilicas that of S* Sabina on the
Aventine is of special interest as its interior, datit^ from about

430, has preserved more of the primitive aspect than any
other. Its carved wooden doors of early Christian date are of

unique value, and in the spandrils of its inner arcades, upborne
by splendid antique Corinthian columns, are some good specimens
of opu9 S€€iiU or mosaic of cut marble. The ancient roof is an
open one. The basilicas of S. Lorenzo fuori le 'Mura and S.

Agnese deserve particular notice, as exhibiting galleries corres-

ponding to those of the civil basilicas and to the later triforium,

carried above the aisles and returned across the entrance end.

It is doubtful, however, whether these galleries are part of the

original schemes. The architectural history of S. Lorenzo’s is

curious. When originally constructed in a.d. 432, it consisted

of a short nave of six bays, with an internal narthex the whole
height of the building. In the 13th century Honorius III. dis-

orientated the church by pulling down the apse and erecting

a nave of twelve bays on its site and beyond it, thus converting

the original nave into a square-ended choir, the level being much
raised, and the magnificent Corinthian columns half buried. As
a consequence of the church being thus shifted completely round,

the face of the arch of triumph, turned away from the present

entrance, but towards the original one, is invested with the usual

mosaics (Agincourt, pi. xxviii. Nos. 29, 30, 31). The basilica of

S. Agnese, of which we give a section (fig. 14), is a small but

Fig. 14. -Section of Batulica of S. Agnese at Rome.

interesting building, much like what S, Lorenzo must have been
before it was altered.

Though inferior in size, and later in date than most of the

basilicas already mentioned, that of S. ('lemente is not surpassed
in interest by any one of them. This is due to its having retained

its original ritual arrangements and church-fittings more per-

fectly than any other. These fittings have been removed from
the earlier church, lying below the exi.sting building, which at

some unknown date and for some unrecorded reason was
abandoned and filled up with earth, while a new building was
erected upon it as a foundation. The most probable account is

that the earlier church was so completely overwhelmed in the

ruin of the city in 1084, when Robert Guiscard burnt all the

public buildings from the Lateran to the Capitol, that it was
found simpler and more convenient to build a new edifice at a
higher level than to repair the old one. The annexed pten

(fig. 15) and view (fig. 16) show the peculiarities of the existing

building. The church is preceded by an atrium, the only perfect

example remaining in Rome, in the centre of which is the can-

tharus or fountain for ablutions. The atrium is entered by a
portico made up of earlier fragments very carelessly put together.

The chorus cantorum, which occupies about one-thira of the nave,

is enclosed by a low marble screen, about 3 ft. high, a work of

the 9th century, presented from the old church but newly

arranged. The white marble Mabs are covered with patterns

in low relief, and are decorated with ribbons of ^lass mosaic of

the 13th centuiy. These screen-walls stand quite free of the

pillars, leaving a passage between. On the ritual north stands

the goBpd<^amTO, of ooe^onal form, with a double flight of steps

wesSvards and eastwaids. To the west of it stands the great

Paschal candlestick^ with a s{^ shaft, deocrwhEdiridi mosaic.
Opposite, to the south, is the epistle-ambo, squam in pUa, with
two marble leading-^desks facing east and iwest, for the leadmg
of the epistle and the gradual respectively. The siuaetuary is

raised two smps above the choir, from which it is divided by
another portion of the same marble screen. The altar stands
beneath a lofty oiborium, supported by marble columns, with a

,
f

'

Fig. 15.—Plan of Basilica of S. Clemente in Borne.

1, Porch. 5, Aisle for women. 9. Epistle-ambo.
2, Atrium. S, Chorus cantorum. lo, Confessio.

3, Nave. 7, Altar. ii, Bishop’s throne.

4, Aisle for men. 8, CfOspel-amho.

canopy on smaller shafts above. It retains the rods and rings

for the curtains to run on. Behind the altar, in the centre of the
curved line of the apse, is a marble episcopal throne, bearing
the monogram of Anastasius who was titular cardinal of diis

church in iioS. The conch of the apse is inlaid with, piosmcs 0!

quite the end of the 13th century. The subterranean church,
disinterred by tlie zeal of Father Mullooly, the prior of the
adjacent Irish Dominican convent, is supported by columns of

very rich marble of various kinds. The aisle walls, as well as
those of the narthex, are covered with fresco-paintings of various

dates from the 7th to the nth century, in a marvellous state of
preservation. (See St Clement, Pope and Martyr

^
and his Basilica

in Rome, by Joseph Mullooly, O.P., Rome, 1873.)

The fullest lists of early Christian basilicas outside Rome gre

given in Kraus's Realencyklopadie der chrisUichen Alterthiimer,

Freiburg i. B., 1882, art. “ Basilica,” and more recently m
Leclercq’s Manuel iarcheologk chreitenne, Paris 1907, yo|. i.

App. i., ” Kssai dc Classement des Principaux Monuments.”
Only a few cliaracteristic specimens in different regions can here
be noticed. In Italy, apart from Rome, the most remarkable
basilican churches are the two dedicated to S. Apollinare at
Ravenna. They arc of smaller dimensions than those of Rom^,
but the design and proportions are better. The cathedral o|
this city, a noble basilica with double aisles, erected by Arch-
bishop Ursus, A.D. 400 (Agincourt, pL xxiii. No. at), wii un-
fortunately destroyed on the erection of the present tasteless

building. Of the two basilicas of S. Apollinare, the ei^ier,

S. Apollinare Nuovo, originally an Arian church erected by
Thcodoric, 493-535^ measuring 315 ft. in length by 115 it in

breadth, has a nave 51 ft. wide, separated from the single, aisles

by colonnades of twenty-two pillars, supporting arches, a small

,
9^ s4^1ateil<w,i<S.

prismatic block bearing a sculptured cross interveniiy with
very happy effect between the capital and the arch. lEkiiow the

windows a continuous band of saintly figures, male on one side

and female on the other, advancing in statelv procession towards
Our Lord and the Virgin Mothet^ respecrivety, affords bhe of the

most beautiful examples of mosaic ornhmefftetion to be found
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chnkth (fig. 17). The design 01 the somewhat later and

a^er church of S. ApolKnare in Classe, a.o. S3fi-549i measur-

ing stfi ft. by 104 ft., is so similar that they must have pro-

ceeded from the same architect (Agincourt, pi. Ixxtii. No. 35).

The cathedral on the island of Torccllo near Venice, originally

built in the 7th century, but largely repaired c. a.d. 1000;

deserves special attention from the

fact that it preserves, in a more

perfect state than can be seen else-

where, the arrangements of the seats

in the apse (fig. 18). The bishop’s

throne occupies the centre of the arc,

approached by a steep flight of steps.

Six rows of stone benches for the

jwesbyters, risii^ one above another

like the seats in a theatre, follow

the curve on either side—the whole

being singularly plain and almost

rude. The altar stands on a plat-

form
;
the sanctuary is divided from

the nave by a screen of six pillars.

Fig. 17.—Arches of S. Apol- The walls of the apse are inlaid with
linan* Nuovo, Ravenna,

pi^ites of marble. The church is

125 ft. by 75 ft, The narrow aisles are only 7 ft. in width.

Another very remarkable basilica, less known than it deserves

to be, is that of Parenzo in Istria, c. a.d. 542. Few basilicas

have sustained so little alteration. From the annexed ground-

plan (fig. ig) it will be seen that it retains its atrium and a

baptister)\ square without, octagonal within, to the west of it.

Nine pillars divide each aisle from the nave, some of them
borrowed from earlier buildings. The capitals arc Byzantine.

The choir occupies the three easternmost bays. The apse, as at

Torccllo, retains the bishop’s throne and the bench for the

presbyters apparently unaltered. The mosaics are sii^ularly

gorgeous, and the apse walls, as at Torcello, are inlaid with rich

marble and mother-of-pearl. The dimensions are small—121 ft.

by 32 ft. (See Kunstdenkmale des bsietreichtschen Katserrrichs,

by Dr G. Heider and others.)

In the Eastern church, though the erection of St Sophia at

Constantinople introduced a new type which almost entirely

superseded the old one, the basilican form, or as it was then

termed dromical, from its shape being that of a race-course

{dramas), was originally as much the rule as in the West. The
earliest church of which we have any clear account, that of

•eats for Che detgy.

. (Pmn a Umwlfv l-ody l*slfrav».)

Paulinus at Tyre^ described by Eusebius {ttisL Eccl,

X. 4 $ 37}, was evidenSy basilican, with g^eries over the aisles,

and had an atrium in front. That erected by Constantine at

Jerusalem, on the side of the Holy Scpuldire, 333, followed the

tame plan (Euseb., Vit: Const, in. c. 29), as £d the original

churches of St Sophia and of the Aposries at Constantinople.

Both these buildings have entirely pas^ away, but we have an
excellent example of an oriental basilica of the same date still

standing in the church of the Nativity at Bethlehem, rebuilt

FtG. 19.—Ground-Plan of Cathedral of Parenzo, Istria.

a, Qoistered atrium, d, Chorus,cantorum. k, Belfry.

+ ,
Narthex. e, Altar. i, Chapel of St Andrew.

h. Nave f, Bishop's throne.

c, c, Aisles. g, Baptistery.

by Justinian in the 6th century (fig. 20). Here we find an oblong

atrium, a vestibule or narthex, double aisles with Corinthian

columns, and a transept, each end of which terminates in an

apse, in addition to that in the usual position. Beneath the

centre of the transept is the subterranean church of the Nativity

(Vogu6, Les £glises de la 7'erre Saints, p. 46).

C^tantinople preserved till recently a basilican church of the

5th century, that of St John Studios, 463, now a ruin. It had a

nave and side aisles divided by columns supporting a horizontal

entablature, with anotlier order supporting arches forming a
gallery above. There was the usual apsidal termination. The
chief difference between the Eastern and Roman basilicas is

in the galleries. This feature is very rare in the West, and only

occurs in some few examples, the antiquity of which is questioned

at Rome but never at Ravenna. It is, on the other hand, a

characteristic feature of Eastern churches, the galleries being

intended for women, for whom privacy was more studied than in

the West (Salzenberg, Altchrist. Baudenkmale von Constantinople),

Other basilican diurches in the East which deserve notice

are those of the monastery of St Catherine on Mt. Sinai built

by Justinian, that of Dana between Antioch and Bir of the same

date, St Philip at Athens, Bosra in Arabia, Xanthus in Lycia,

and the very noble church of St Demetrius at Thessalonica.

Views and descriptions of most of these may be found in Texicr

and Pullan’.s Byzantine Architecture, Couchaud’s Choix d'iglises

byzantincs, and the works of the count de Vogu6. In the Roman
province of North Africa there are

abundant remains of early Christian

churches, and S. Gsell, LesMonuments
antiques de VAlgirie, has noticed more
than 1 30 examples. Basilicas of strictly

early Christian date are not now to be

met with in France, Spain or Germany,
but the interesting though very plam
“ Basse CEuvre ” at Beauvais may
date from Carolingian times, while

Germany can show at Michelstadt in

the Odenwald an unaltered basilica of

the time of Charles the Great. The
fine-columned basilica of St Mauritius,

near Hildesheim, dates from the zith

century, and the basilican form has
been revived in the noble modem
basilica at Munich.

England can show more early

Christian surxivals than France or

Germany. In the course of the ex-
cavation of the Roman city of Sil-

chester, there was brought to light in 2892 the remains of a
small early Christian b^ca dating isms, ^e 4th ooktuxy of

which fig. 21 gives the plan (^rclmeolqpo, vol Itii.). It will be

Fig. 20.— Plan of church
of the Nativity, Bethle-
hem. 1. Narthex; 2. nave;
3. 3. aislesl
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noUd iMt the apse is flanked by two chambers, ol the nature of
sacristies, cut off from the rest of the church, and known in

ecclesiastical tenninology as pro-

ihrsis tLoddiaconiam, Thesefeatures*
mre in Italy, are almost universal

in the churches of North Africa and
Syria. Another existing English

b^ilica of early date is that of

Brixworth in Northamptonshire,
probably erected by Saxulphus,

abbot of Peterborough, c. a.d. 68o.

It consisted of a nave divided from
its aisles by quadrangular piers sup-

porting arches turned in Roman
brick, with clerestory windows
above, and a short chancel ter-

minating in an apse, outside which, as at St Peter’s at Rome,
ran a circumscribing crypt entered by steps from the chancel.

At the west end was a square porch, the walls of which were
carried up later in the form of a tower.

The first church built in England under Roman influence was
the original Saxon cathedral of Canterbury. From the annexed
ground-plan (fig. 22), as conjecturally restored from Eadmer’s
description, we see tliat it was an aisled basilica, with an apse
at either end, containing altars standing on raised platforms

approached by steps. Beneath the eastern platform was a crypt,

or confessio, containing relics, “ fabricated in the likeness of the

confessionary of St Peter at Rome ” (Eadmer). The western
apse, dedicated to the Blessed Virgin, contained the bishop’s

tlironc. From this and other indications Willis thinks that this

Fig. 21. -Plan of early

Christian Basilica of about
the 4th century at Silchester,
Hants.

(From Archatohgia^ liil.)

Fig. 22.—Ground-Plan of the original Cathedral at Canterbury,
as restored by Willis.

A, High altar. G, Our Lady’s altar.
B, Altar of our Lord. H. Bishop’s throne.
C, C. Steps to crypt. K, South porch with altar.
D, Crypt. L, North porch containing

F cantorum.
jj, Odo'a tomb.

was the original altar end, the eastern apse being a subsequent
addition of Archbishop Odo, c. 950, the church having been thus
turned from west to east, as at the already-described basilica of
S. Lorenzo at Rome. The choir, as at S. Clemente’s, occupied
the eastern part of the nave, and like it was probably' enclosed
by breast-high partitions. There were attached porches to the
north and south of the nave. The main entrance of the church
was through tl^t to the south. At this suthiure, according to
Eadmer, “ all disputes from the whole kingdom, which could not
legally be referred to the kifig’s court, or to the hundreds and
counties, received judgmfsnt.” The northern porch contained a
school for the younger cleigy

.

AiTTMORrmts.—Vitriivitts, D$ Architectura, v. i, vi. 3. 9 ; Huelsen,
Th0 Romm Forum (1906) ; Mau. PompoR: its Lifi tmd Aft

\ C.
CKtatm^MdifinidiRomu Arnica-, Ciampini.

Vetera Monimenta ; Setoax d’Agincourt. L’Histoire de Van par lee
monumens

; Biuuen and Plattner, Beechreibung der Stadt Rpm ;

Gutensohn and Knapp, BasiHken dee chrisaicken Roms
; Zestermann.

Die smfikees k. die ekmUMien BaeUUten \ HfibiCh. Die oHchrieHiehen
Kircken

:

Maosmer, ttper den Ursprung, &c., der Basilica ; Leta-
rouniy. Bdipees de Rome moderne ; Von Quast. AUchristlscke Bash

werhe v<m Rsamnai Texier and PuUam Byw^ne AreMHecture

;

Vogu^. Eglises de la Terre Sainie ; Syrie Centrale, Architecture

^

&c.

;

Couchaud. Choix d'iglises byxantines : Dehio und vtm Beimld, Die
kirtkliehe Baukunst dee AbemUandes ; HoRsingar, Die mltehr^icke
ArchtteOur in syetematiseker Dareteliung

; Kmut, iUsebicate 'der

cknstiichen Kumt ; Ledcreq, Manual d'areM^gia ekrUienne
(Paris, 1907). (£. y. ; C. B. B.)

BUUUCAi a code of law^ drawn up in the ,Gre^ langu^e,
with a view to putting an end to the uncertainty which prevailed

throughout the East Roman empire in the 9th century lA to the

authorized sources of law. This uncertainty had htth brought
about by the conflicting opinions of the jurists of tlie 6th century

as to the proper interpretation to be given to the legislarion of

the emperor Justinian, from which had resulted a sys&m of

teaching which had deprived that legislation of all authority,

and the imperial judges at last were at a loss to know by what
rules of law they were to regulate their decisions. An en<Wvour
had been made by the emperor Leo the Isaurian to remedy this

evil, but his attempted reform of the law had bean rather calcu-

lated to increase its uncertainty
; and it was reserved for Basil

the Macedonian to show himself worthy of the throne, which he
had usurped, by purifying the administration of justice and once
more reducing the law into an intelligible code. There has been
considerable controversy as to tlic part which the emperor Basil

took in framing the new code. There is, however, no doubt that

he abrogated in a formal manner the ancient laws, which had
fallen into desuetude, and the more probable opinion would seem
to be, that he caused a revision to be made of the ancient laws
whicli were to continue in force, and divided them into forty

l)ooks, and that this code of laws was subsequently enlarged and
distributed into sixty books by his son Leo the Philosopher. A
further revision of this code is stated to have been made by
Constantine Porphyrogenitus, the son and successor of Leo,
hut this statement rests only on the autliority of Theodorus
Balsamon, a very learned canonist of the 12th century, who, in

his preface to the Nomocanon of Patriarch Photius, cites passages

from the Basilica which differ from the text of the code os revised

by the emperor 1.^0. The weight of authority, however, is

against any further revision of the code having been made after

the formal revision which it underwent in the reign of the

emperor I.^o, who appointed a commission of jurists under the

presidency of Sympathius, the captain of the body-guard, to

revise the work of liis father, to which he makes allusion in the
first of his NoveUae. This latter conclusion is the more probable
from the circumstance, that the text of the code, as revised by
the emperor Leo, agrees with the citations from the Basilica

which occur in the works of Michael Psellus and Michael Atla-
liates, both of them high dignitaries of the court of Constanti-

nople, who lived a century l^fore Balsamon, and who are silent

as to any second revision of the code having taken place in the

reign of Constantine Porphyrogenitus, as well as with other

citations from the Basilica, which are found in the writings of

Mathaeus Blastares and of Constantine Harmenopulus, both of

whom wrote shortly after Balsamon, and the latter of whom
was far too learned a jurist and too accurate a lawyer to cite any
but the official text of the code.

Authors are not agreed as to the origin of the term Basilica,

by which the code of the emperor Leu is now distinguished.

The code itself appears to have been originally entioefl; T'he

Revision of the Ancient Laws (9 dvaKaiiaperiai tuf iraAoAWF

vitiuv) ;
next there came into use the title t;

derived from the division of the work into sixty books; and
finally, before the conclusion of the loth century, the code
came to be designated 0 or rd BaaJiutd, being

elliptical forms of o fSac-tXacbe rd/eot and t4 fiasnhmd, vd/iipm,

namely toe Imperial Law or the Imperial CoMtitutions* 1̂

explanation of the term Basilica is more probable than the
derivation of it from the name of toe father of toe emperor Leo,
inasmuch as the Byzantine jurists of . thenth and tzth centuries

ignored altogether the part which the emperor Basil had taken
in initiating the legal reforms, which were completed by his son j

besides the name of the fatb^ of toe emperor JLeo was writtoa
fiasrlheunp from which, aufaitaativn, according to the genius
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th6 Andtnt Greek language^ the adjective fia/riKiHoi could not

well be derived.

Dio perfect MS. hat been preserved of the text of the BuHka.
and the existence of any portion of the code seenift to have been

Ignored by the jurists of western Europe, until the important bearing

of it upon tlie study of the Roman law was brought to their attention

^ Viglius ZuicJiemus. in his preface to his edition of the Greek
Parapnras0 of Theophilus, published in 1533. A century*, however,

elapsed before an edition of the sixty books of the Basilica, at far

as the MSS. then known to exist supplied materials, was published

ui seveo volumes, ^ Charles Annibal Fabrot, under the patronage
of Louis Xtll. of France, who assigned an annual stipend of two
thousand Uvrts to the editor ctitring its publication, and placed at

his disposal the royal printing^]>reas. This edition, although it was
a great iindsrtakutg and a work of considerable merit, was a very

imperfset representation of the original code. A newly-restored

and far more complete text of the sixty books of the Basilica was
publishied at Leipsig in six volumes (1833-1870). edited by K. W. £.
Heimbach and G. £. Hetmbach. It may seem strange that so

important a body oi law as the Basilica should not have come down
to us in its integrity, but, a letter has been preserved, which was
addressed by Mark tlie patriarch of Alexandria to Theodorus Bal-

samon, from which it appears that copies of the Basilica were in the
12th century very scarce, os the patriarch was unable to procure a
cc^yy of tlie work. The great bulk of the code was an omtade to
the multiplication of copiiTS of it, whilst the necessity for them was in

a groat degree superseded by the publication from time to time of
synopses and cncheiridia of its contents, composed by the most
eminent jurists, of which a very full account will be found in the
HuiuitB a% droit byxaniin, by the advocate Mortreuil, published in

Paris in 1846.

BASILICATA* k territorial division of Italy, now known as

the province of Potenza, which formed a part of the ancient

Lucania It is bounded N. by the province of Foggia,

N.E. by those of Bari and Lecce, E. by the Gulf of Taranto (for a

distance of 24 m.), S. by the province of Cosenza, and W. by the

Mediterranean (for a distance of 10 m. only), and by the provinces

of Salerno and AvelUno. It has an area of 5845 sq. m.
The province is as a whole mountainous, the highest point being

the Monte PolUno (7325 ft.) on the boundary of the province of

Cosenea, while the Monte Vulture, at the N.W. extremity, is an
extinct volcano (4365 ft.). It is traversed by five rivers, the

Bmdano, Basento, Cavone or Salandrella, Agri and Sinni. The
longest, the Bradano, is 104 m. in length

;
all run S.E. or E. into

the Gulf of Taranto. The province is traversed from W. to E. by
the railway from Naples to Taranto and Brindisi, which passes

through Potenza and reaches at Metaponto the line along the £.

coast from Taranto to Reggio di Calabria. A branch line runs N.
from Potensa via Melfi to Rocchetta S. Antonio, a junction for

Foggia, Gioia del ('olle and Avellino (the second of these lines

runs through the province of Potenza as far as Palazzo S. Ger-

vasio)* while a branch S. from the Naples and Taranto line at

Sicignano terminates at Lagonegro, on the W. edge of the

province. Communications are rend^ed difficult by the moun-
tainfous character of the interior. The mountains are still to

some extent clothed with forests
; in places the soil is fertile,

especially along the Gulf of Tamnto, though here malaria is riie

cause of ineffident cultivation. OliveNoil is the most important

producft. The total population of t^e province was 490,705 in

iqox. The chief towns are Potenza (pop. spot, 16,186)* Avig«

liana (18,31 3)* Matera Melfi (14,649), Rionero in Vulture

laiuria (10,090).

BAffi[thI0B8* one of the most conspicuous exponents of

Qnostldsm, was living at Akxaaulria probably as early as the

first decades of the end ciintury. It u true that Eusebius, in

his CAfSffftde, dates his first appeanmte from aj>. 133, but I

according to Eusebius, Hist, Eed, 1% 7 $§ A^ppa
|

Castor, who lived under Hadrian (rrf^38), already #rote a
polemk agaimt Idm, so Ibat his aedtity may peibail^ be imt back
to a date easHer than 1384 BasSlides wrote an eXMttcal work
in twtnty-four booktt on ** his

**
gospel, but which was is not

known. In addition to this there are certain writlhge by his son

Imdofus Il«pl ifpew^niiorv on the prophet

Paveh(W (llapx^P) T 'Hfhxd. surviving fn^ments of these

works are collect and commented on in Hilgenfeld’a Kxizxr-

msvAi^s, TbamomimportintlfagmewtpubfisKedby
Hilgenfeid (p. ao^)^ part of the t3th book of the EwgraVs, in

‘^BASILIDES
the Aou ArckdUtt et Manetis c. 55, only became known in its

romplete form later, and was published by L. Tiaube in the
SittungsberiefU d0r Mimchemr Akad,j phil. histor. ^ ^(1903),

PP- 533
‘
549 - Irenacus {Ado, H<m, U H 9^ 1̂ ^ ^ich

of Basilides’ school of thought, perhaps derived from Jultin’s

Syntagma. Closely related to this is the account tn the
Syntagma of Hippolytus, which is preserved in Epiphaniqi,
haxr. 14, Philaster, Haer. 32, and Pseudcy-Tertullian, Hafr. 4.
These are completed and confirmed by a nUmber of scatiered
notices in the Stromattis of Demens Alexahdrinus. An essenti-

ally different account, with a pronounced thonistic tendency,
is presented by the so-called Philosophumena of Hippolytus
(vii. 10-27 I

5C. 14). Whether this last account, or that given
by Irenaeus and in the Syntagma oi Hippolytus, represents the
original system of Basilides, has been the subject of a long
controversy. (Sec Hilgenfeid p. 205, note 337.) The most
recent opinion tends to decide against the Philosophumma

;

for.

in its composition, Hippolytus appears to have used as his

jirincipal source the compendium of a Gnostic author who has

introduced into mo.st of the systems treated by him, in addition

to the employment of older sources, his own opinions or those

of his sect. The Philosophumena, therefore, cannot be taken
into account in describing the teaching of Basilides (see also

H. Stachelin, “ Die gnostischen Quellen Hippolyts ” in Texte

und VnUrsuchungen, vi. 3 ;
and the article Gnortictsm). A

comparison of the surviving fragments of Basilides, moreover,

with the outline of his system in Itenaeus-Hippolytus (Syn-

tagma) shows that the account given by the Fathers of the

Church is also in the highest degree untrustworthy. The
principal and most characteristic points are not noticed by them.

If we assume, os we must needs do, that the opinions which
Basilides promulgates as the teaching of the “ barbari ” {Acta

Archelai c. 55) were in fact his own, the fragments prove him to

have been a decided dualist, and his teaching an interesting

further development of oriental (Iranian) dualism. Entirely

consistent with this is the information given by the Acta Archelai

that Basilides, before he came to Alexandria, had appeared

publicly among the Persians (fuil praedicaior apud Persas )

;

and the allusion to his having appealed to prophets with oriental

names, Barkabbas and Barkoph (Agrippa in Eusebius Hist.

Eccl, iv. 7 § 7). So too his son Isidorus explained the pro-

phecies of a certain Parchor ( Barkoph) and appealed to the

prophecies of Cham^ (Qemeni Alexandrinus, Stromal, yi. 6

§ 53). Thus Basilides assumed the existence of two principles,

not derivable from each other : Light and Darkness. These

had existed for a long time side by side, without knowing any-

thing of each other, but when they perceived each other, the

Light had only looked and then turned away
;
but the Darkness,

seized with desire for the Light, had made itself master, not

indeed of the Light itself, but only of its reflection (species^

color). Thus they had been in a position to form this world

:

unde ntc perfectum honum est in hoc mundo, ei quod esi, rmlde est

exi^uum. This speculation is clearly
,

a development of that

which the Iranian cosmology has to tell about the battles be-

tween Ahura-Mazda and Angro-Mainyu (Ormuzd and Ahriman).

The Iranian optimism has been replaced here by a strong pessim-

ism. This material world is no longer, as in Zoroastrianism,

essentially a creation of the good God, but the powers of evil

have created it with the aid. of some stolen portions of light.

This is practically the transference of Iranian dualism to the

more Greek antithesis of soul and body, spirit and matter (cf.

Irenaeus i. 34 § 5 : animae auUm forum sclam esse salutem,

corpus cnim natura corrupHbile The fundamental
dualism of Basilides is confirmed also by one or, two other

passages. In the parable of the rich man and Lazarus, Basilides

saw &e proof of naHwam sine radice et sine loco rAus supar-

vemtntm (Ada ArcMai). Accardmg to Clemens, Strom, iv.

If § 83, &c., Basilides taxsfht that even those >vho have not

sinned in act, even Jesus himself, possess a sinful nature. It is

possibly also in connexion with dualiaia ol bis iundameatal

> Nimrod s Zoroaster, tf. Pseudo - Dettieiit HomU, ix. 3.
Reeogn. *v. iy.
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views th&t he taught the tmtisndgntion of souh (Origen in

Ep, ad Rom, Kb. v.
;
0pp. dc la Rue iv. 549 ;

cf, Qemens,
Excerpu ex Theodoio, § iS). Isidorus aet up eelibiicy^ though in

a modified form, ns the ideal of the perfect (Qemeivs, Sitam, iii.

I § 1, kc.). Clemens accuses BaStKdes of a deification of the

Devil rov 6id/3oXop), and regards as his two dognuts

that of the Devil and that of the transmigration of souls (Svam.
iv. 12 §85 : cf. V. II § 75). It is remarkable too that Isidorus

held the existence of two souls in man, a good and a Imd (Qcnnens,

Sirem. ii. 20 113) ;
with which may be compared the teaching

of Mani about the two .souls, which it is impossible to follow

F. Ch. Baur in excluding,^ and also the teaching of the Ptstis

Sophia (translated by C. Schmidt, p. 182, &c.). According to

aemens {Shim, ii. 20 § 112), the followers of Basilides spoke of

TTvci'/tAara rim irptKrifjfmffiivn Xoytt<*Q ^»XD r4ifta\oy

Kul tnry’^^'kia-tv d^xiKyv : that is to Say, here also is assumed an
original confusion and intermingling. Epiphanius too tells us

that the teaching of Basihdes had its beginning in the question

as to the origin of evil (Haer, xxiv. 6).

Now, of this sharply-defined dualism there is scarcely a trace in

the system described by the Fathers of the Church. It is there-

fore only with caution that we can use them to supplement our

knowledge of the true Basilides. The doctrine described by them
that from the supreme God (the innaius pain) had emanated

365 heavens with their spirits, answers originally to the astrono-

mical conception of the heavens with their 365 daily aspects

(Irenaeus i. 24. 7 ;
Trecentorum autem sexaginta quinqut caelorunt

locales posiiiones distribuunl similiter ut maihematici). When,
therefore, the supreme God is called by the name or

AjSpftfrts, which contains the numerical value 365, it is worthy
of remark that the name of the Persian god Mithras (M<t<>f)a«)

also was known in antiquity to contain this numerical value

(Jerome in Amos 3 ;
0pp. Vallarsi VI. i. 257). Speculations about

the Perso-Hcllenistic Mithras appear to have been transferred to

the Gnostic Abraxas . Further, if the Pain innaius be surrounded

by a series of (from five to seven) Hypostases (according to

Irenaeus i. 24. 3 ;
Nouv, Aoyos, ^povrfortK^ 2wf>(a^ Auvoftw

;

according to Clemens, Strom, iv. 25 § 164, AucaMxnVv and
VAfr/fVr) may perhaps be added), we are reminded of the

Ameshas^spentas which surround Ahura-Masda. Finally, in the

system of Basilides, the (seven ?) powers from whom this world

originates are accepted as the lowest emanations of the supreme

God. This conception which is repeated in nearly eveiy Gnostic

system, of (seven) world-creating angels, is a specifically oriental

speculation. The seven powers which create and rule the world

are without doubt the seven planetary deities of the later

Babylonian religion. If, in the Gnostic systems, these become
daemonic or semi-daemonic forces, this points to the fact that a
stronger monotheistic religion (the Iranian) had gained the upper

hand over the Babylonian, and had degrad^ its gods to daemons.

The syncretism of the Babylonian and the Persian religion was
also the nursing-ground of Gnosticism. When, then, Basilides

identified the highest angel of the seven, the creator of the worlds,

with the God of the Jews, this is a development of the idea which

did not occur until late, possibly first in the spedfically Christian

circles of the Gnostics. We may note in this connexion that the

system of Basilides ascribes the many battles and quatr^ in the

world to the privileged position given to his people by the God of

the Jews.*

It is at this point that the idea of salvation is introduced into

the system. The confusion in the world has meanwhile risen to

such a pitdi that the supreme God sends his NouSf who is also

called Qirist, into the world (Irenaeus i. 24. 4). According to

Clemens, the Saviour is termed revtvfui 8tai^ovo^/u«i/vv (Stnm.
K. 8 § 36) or {Exdnpm ex Theodota, § 16). It is

' The materials are in Baur, Das manichdische Peligionssystem

(18311 p. f6±, etc.

* Whftlief Hie myth of the eivation of the first man by the angHs,
which lacvri. in mmf Gnostic systems, found a place also in the
s^^m of l^tlides, cannot be .determined with any certainty.

Imhastrius, nawever. says: kominem aukm ah angitis factum
atsetU, while atcoVding to Bpiphanns xxiv. 2. men are created by
HieGodoC the Jews.

possible certainly to detennuie how Basilides oonceivod the

relation of this ^viour to Jesus of Nasamth. BastKdes hkiiBeif

{Steam, iv. re § 83) knows of an earthly Jesus and denies the

principle of his sinkssness (tee above). According to the aixount

given by Irenaeus, the Saviour is sak to have appeased only as

a phantasm ; according to the Eotcerpta ex Tkiadota, the

Diakonos descended upon Jesus at His baptism in die form of a

dove, for which reason the followers of Bwiilides celebiated the

day of the baptism of Jesus, the day of the hrt4mv§iu iat a high

festival <Qemens, Stem. i. 21 § k8). The various attenlpts at

combination probably point to the fact that the purely myt^cal
fi^re of a god-saviour (Heros) was qonnecttd fint by Basthdes

with Jesus of Naaareth. As to what the conception of fiasilides

was of the completion of the process of redemptibn, the available

sources tell us next to nothing. According to an allufion in

demens, Strom, ii. 8 § 36, with tlie misskm of the Saviour begins

the great separation of the sexes, the fulfilment and the rettora*-

tion of all things. This agrees with the b^inning of the specula-

tion of Basilides. Salvation consists in this, that that Which was
combined for evil is once more separated.

Among the later followers of Basilides, actual magic played a
determining part. They liand down the names of the rulers of

the several heavens as a weighty secret. This was a result of the

belief, that whoever knew the names of these rulers would after

death pass through all the heavens to the supreme God. In

accordana^ with this, Christ also, in the opinion of these followers

of Basilides, was in the possession of a mystic name (Caulocau
ipj IP Jes. xxviii. 10) by the power of which he had descended

throwh all the heavens to earth> and had then again ascended to

the Father. Redemption, accordingly, could be conceived as

simply the revelation of mystic names. In this connexion the

name Abraxas and the Abraxas gems mpst be remembered.
Whether Basilides himself had already given this magic tendency

to Gnosticism cannot be decided.

Basilides, then, represents that form of Gnostidsm that is

closest to Persian dualism in its final form. His doctrine is most
closely related to that of Satomil (Satuminus). From most of

the other Gnostic sects, with the exception perhaps of the Jewish-

Christian Gnosticism, he is distinguished by the fact that with

him the figure of the fallen female god (Sophia Achamoth), and,

in general, the idea of a fall within the godhead is entirely wanting.

So far as we can see, on the other hand, Basilides appears actually

to represent a further development of Iranian dualiimi which
later produced the religious system of Mani.
Accounts of the teachit^ of Basilides are to lie found in all the

more complete workji on Gnosticism (se<« bibUography to the article
Gnosticism). The original, sources arc best repr^uced ir Hilgenfeld,
KetzevgeschichU des tJrchrisUntumsi {1884), pp. 195-230. also

Kfiiger. article
**
Basilides/* in Hereog-Hauck. RMtencyh^ddii,

ed. 3. (W. Bo.)

BASIUSK (the /ScuriXccrxof of the Greeks, and Tsepha

(cockatrice) of the Hebrews), a name given by the andents to a
horrid monster of their own imagination, to which they attributed

the most malignant powers and an equally fiendish appearance.

The term is now applied, owing to a certain fanciful resemblance,

toagenus of liaards belonging to the family/giMmidaf,the8pecieBof

I

which are characterizedby the presence, in the males, ofan erectile

,

crest on the head, and a Istill higher, likewise erectile crest—beset

I

with scales—on the back, and another on the long toil. BatiUseus

americanus reaches the length of one yard
;

its colour Is greet) and

I

brown, with dork crossbars, while the crest is reddi^ This

I

beautiful, strictly herbivorous creature is rather oammoa amidst

the luxuriant vegetation on the banks of rivers and streams of the

Atlantic hot la^ of Mexico and Guatemala. The lizards lie

Kthc branches of trees oveihangtng the water, into which tliey

[e at the slightett alattn. Then they propel themsehrei hy
rapid strokes of Ute hind limbs, beating the waterin a semi«dfect

positfcm and letting the long nidder-Kke tail drag bdrinIL They
are universally known as pasa^^riosi iJ. ferrymem

BA8III, a town of India, in the Akoia district, Bemr, ft m.
SB.E. from Akola station Of the Great Indiaa itatifotafo railway.

Top. 13,823; DhtU 1905 it was ihe faeadqwiflieni of foe
district of Baiim, whiphhiid an area of 2949 sq. nb^ but in that
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ymur the diiitrict woi abc^hed^ iti component taluks synclineofTertiaiyi Cretaceous and Jurassic rooks;

divided between the distiicta of Akoia and Yeotmal. Its western shire basin, of similar formations ; and the numerous cad basins^

portion^ the Basim tduk, consists of a fertile tablelandi about e»g. the S. Wales coalfield, the Forest of Dean, N. Staffordshire

1000 ft above sea-level, sloping down westward and southward coalfield, &c. The Paris basin is made of strata similar to those

totherichvaileyof the Penganga; its eastern portion, the /oli^ in the London and Hampshire basins. Strictly speaking, a

of Mangrul and Pasud, mainly of a succession of low hills covered structux^ basin is formed of rock beds which exhibit a centnh

with poor grass. In the Pasud tduk, however, there are wide dtnd dip ; an elongated narrow syncline or trough is not a
stretches of woo<Uand, while some of the peaks rise to a height of basin. Rock-basins ” ore comparatively small, steep-sided

aooo ft., the scenery (especially durii^ the rains) being very depressions that have been scooped out of the solid rock in

beautiful. The cUmate of the locality is better than that of the mountainous regions, mainly through the agency of glaciers

other districts of Berar ;
the hot wind which blows durfng the day (see Cirque). Lakes sometimes occupy basins that have been

in the summer months being succeeded at night by a cool breeze, caused by the removal in solution of soirie of the more soluble

I'he principal crops are millet, wheat, other food grains, pulse, constituents (rock salt, &c.) in tlie underlying strata
; occasion-

otlseedt and cotton : there is some manufacture of cotton-cloth ally lake basins have b^n formed directly by crustal movements,
and blankets, and there are ginning factories in the town. In BASINET (a diminutive of “ basin *’), a form of helmet or

1901 the population was 3531410, slmwing a decrease of 11 % in headpiece. The original small basinet was a light open cap,

the decade, due to the famine of 1899'- 1900, which was severely with a peaked crown. This was used alternately to, and even
felt in the district. in conjunction with, the large heavy heaume. But in the latter

BASIN, THOMAS (1412-1491), bishop of Lisicux and historian, half of the 13th century the baainet was developed into a com-
was born probably at Caudobec in Normandy, but owing to the plete war head-dress and replaced the heaume. In this form
devastation caused by the Hundred Years’ War, his childhood it was lai^cr and heavier, had a vizor (though not always a
was mainly spent in moving from one place to anotl\er. In 1424 pivoted vizor like that of the later armet), and was connected
he went to the university of Paris, where he became a master with the goiget by a “ camaii *’ or mail hood, the head and neck
of arts in 1429, and afterwards studied law at Louvain and thus being entirely covered, it is always to be recognized by
Pavia. He attended the council of Ferrara, and was soon made its peaked crown. The word is spelt in various forms,

canon of the church at Kouen, professor of canon law in the new “ bassinet,” “ bascinet,” bacinet,” or “ basnet.” The form
university of Caen and vicar-general for the bishop of Bayeux. “ bassinet ” is used for the hooded wicker cradle or perara-

In 1447 he became bishop of Lisicux. He was much involved bulator for babies.

in the wars between the h^nglish and French and was employed BASINGSTOKE, a market-town and munidpai borough of

by Charles VJl. of France, and by his successor Louis XL, at Hampshire, England, 48 m. W.S.W. from London by the London
whose request Basin drew up a memorandum setting forth the & South-Western railway

;
served also by a branch of the

misery of the people and suggesting measures for alleviating Great Western railway. Pop. (1901) 9793. The church of

their condition. In 1464 the bishop joined the league of the St Michael and All Angels is u fine specimen of a late Perpen-
Public Weal, and fcdl into disfavour with the king, who seized dicular building (principally of the time of Henry VIII.). The
the temporalities of his sec. After exile in various places Basin chapel of the Holy Ghost is a picturesque ruin, standing in an
proceeded to Rome and renounced his bi.shopric. At this time ancient cemetery, built for the use of the local gild of the Holy

(1474) Pope Sixtus IV. be.stowed upon him the title of arch- Ghost which was founded in 1525, but flourished for less than
bishop of Caesarea. Occupied with his writings Basin then a century. Close to the neighbouring village of Old Basing
passed some years at Trier, and afterwards transferred his are remains of Basing House, remarkable as the scene of the
residence to Utrecht, where he died on the 3rd of December 1491. stubborn opposition of John, fifth marquess of Winchester, to

He WM buried in the church of St John, Utrecht. Cromwell, by whom it was taken after a protracted siege in 1645.
Basin’s principal work is his Historiae de rebus a Carolo VIL A castle occupied its site from Norman times. Numerous

ei lAdwieo XL Francorum regibus earumque in tempore in prehistoric relics have been discovered in the district, and a large

Gdlia gesiis. This is of considerable historical value, but is circular encampment is seen at Winklebury Hill. Basingstoke
marred to some extent by the author’s dislike for Louts XI. has considerable agricultural trade, and brewing, and the
At one time it was regarded as the work of a priest of Li^, manufacture of agricultural implements, and of clothing, are

named Amelgard, but it is now practically certain that Basin carried on. The Basingstoke canal, which connects the town
was the writer. He also wrote a suggestion for reform in the with the river Wey and so with the Thames, was opened about
administration of justice entitled Libellus de optima ordine 1794, but lost its trade owing to railway competition. It was
farenses lites audiendi et deferendi

;
an Apologia, written to oflered for sale by auction unsuccessfully in 1904, but was

answer the charges brought against him by Louis XL
;
a Brevi^ bought in 1905. The municipai borough is under a mayor,

loquium, or allegorical account of his own misfortunes ; a four aldermen and twelve councillors. Area, 4x95 acres.

Peregrinaiio
; a defence of Joan of Arc entitled Opmio et Basingstoke is a town of great antiquity, and excavations

coHsdium super processu et condemnaiione Jokanne, diets Puelle, have brought to light undoubted traces of Roxnan occupation,
and other miacdlaneous writings. He wrote in French, Adois The first recorded historical event relating to the town is a
de Monseigneur de Lysieux au roi (Paris, 1677). victory won here by iEthelred and Alfred over the Danes in 871.

See the edition of the mstoHae, by J. E. J. Quicherat (Paris. According to the Domesday survey it had always b^ a royal
1855-1859) ; alsoG. du F. de Beauoourt, Charles VJJ et Louis XI manor, and comprised three mills and a market. A charter
dapfh Thomas Basin (Paris, 1858). Henry HI. in 1256 granted to the men of Basingstoke the
BASIN, or Bason (the older form baein is found in many of manor and hundred of that name and certain other privileges,

the Romaniclanguages, from the Late Lat baceinus or bacchimss, which were confirmed by Edward III., Heniy V. and Henry VI,
probably derived frm baeca, a bowl), a round vessel for holding As compensation for loss sustained by a serious fire, Richard II.

liquids. Hence the term has various techitkal uses, as of a dock in 1398 granted to the men of Basingstoke the rights of a coipora-
constructed with flood-gates in a tidal-river, or ol a widening tioix and a common seal. A charter from James L dated i6za
in a canal for unloading baiges

; also, in physical geogiai^y, instituted two bailiffs, fourteen capitid burgesses, iour justices
of the drainage area of a river and its tributaries. of the peac^ a high steward and under steward, two serjeants-

In geok^, ** bsain ” is equivalent to a broad shallow ayadine, at-xnace and a court of record. Charles 1 . in x^i changed the
i.e. it is a structure proper to the bed rock of the district oovered corporation to a mayor, seven aldermen and seven buxgesses.

hy the term ; it must not be confused with the physiegiaphic Basingstoke returned two xnembers to parliament in 1895, 1308
river barin, although it occasionally happens that the two and 1306, hut no writs are extant after this date. In isoz^isoj
coincide to some extent. Some of the better known geological the marlut day was chained from Sundav tq Monday^ but in
basins ia England are, the London basin, a shallow trough or Z814 was transferred to Wednesday, and has not since been
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changed. Henry VI. granted a fair at Whitsun to be bdd near

the chapel of the Holy Ghost. The charter from James 1.

confirmed another fair at the feast of St Michael the Archangel,

and that of Charles 1 .
granted two fairs on Basingstoke Down

at Easter and on the loth and nth of September. The wool

trade flourished in Basingstoke at an early date, but later appears

to have declined, and in 1631 the clothiers of Basingstoke were

complaining of the loss of trade and consequent distress.

See Victofia County History-—Hants ; F. G. Baigont and J. E.
Miliard, History of Basingstoke (Basingstoke. 1889).

BASIN-STAND, a piece of furniture consisting of a small

stand, usually supported on three legs, and most commonly
made of mahogany or rosewood, for holding a wash-hand basin.

The smaller varieties were used for rose-water ablutions, or

for the operation of hair-powdering. The larger ones, which
possessed sockets for soap-dishes, were the predecessors of the

ample modern wash-hand stand. Both varieties, often of very

elegant form, were in extensive use throughout a large part of

the i8th century.

BASKERVILLE, JOHN (1706-^1775), English printer, was bom
at Wolverlcy in Worcestershire on the 28th of January 1706.

About 1726 he became a writing master at Birmingham, and he

seems to have had a great talent for calligraphy and for cutting

inscriptions in stone. While at Birmingham he made some
important improvements in the process of japanning, and gained

a considerable fortune. About the year 1750 he began to make
experiments in type-founding, producing types much superior

in distinctness and elegance to any that had hitherto l)een

employed. He set up a printing-house, and in 1757 published

his first work, a Virgil in royal quarto, followed, in 1758, by his

famous edition of Milton. In that year he was appointed

printer to the university of Cambridge, and undertook editions

of the Bible and the Book of Common Prayer. Tbe Horace

^

published in 1762, is distinguished even among the productions

of the Baskerville press for its correctness and for the beauty of

the paper and type. A second Horace appeared in 1 7 70 in quarto,

and its succe.ss encouraged Baskerville to publish a series of

quarto editions of latin authors, which included Catullus,

Tibullus, Propertius, Lucretius, Terence, Sallust and Floru.s.

This list of books i.ssued by Baskerville from his press lends some
irony to the allegation that he was a person of no education.

Tliese books are admirable specimens of typography
;

and
Baskerville is deservedly funked among the foremost of those
who have advanced the art of printing. His contemporaries
asserted that his books owed more to the quality of the paper
and ink than to the type itself, but the difficulty in obtaining
specimens from the Baskerville press shows the estimation in

which they are now held. His wife, Sarah Ba.skerville, carried

on the business for some time after his death, which took place
on the 8th of January 1775.
BASKET, a vessel made of twigs, cane or rushes, as well a.s of

a variety of other materials, interwoven together, and used for

holding, protecting or carrying any commodity. Tlie process
of interweaving twigs, rushe.s or leaves, is practised among the
rudest nations of the world

;
and as it is one of the most universal

of arts, so also does it rank among the mast ancient industries,

being probably the origin of all the textile arts of tlie world.
Decorative designs in old ceramic >srare are derived from the
marks left by the basket mould used before the invention of the
potter^s wheel, and in the willow pattern on old china, and
the basket capitals or mouldings of Byzantine architecture, the
influence of the basketmaker’s art is clearly traceable. Essenti-
ally a primitive craft, its relative importance is in inverse ratio

to the industrial development of a people.

The word basket has lieen generally identified with the
Latin bascatsda, as in Blartta! (xiy. 99)

:

—

Barbara de pictis veni bascauda Britannia

;

Sed me iam mavult dicere Roma suam."

But iu e^mnolagy is unknown, and the New English Diciitmafy
stat^ that there is no evidence to connect basket with bascauda,
which denotes rather a tub, tray or brazen vessel.

4*1
Among many uncivilized tribes, baskets pf a superior order

are made and applied to various useful purposes. The Nortli

American Indians prepare strong water-tight baskets

from the roots of a species of Mas, and these they
,
frequently

adorn with very pretty patterns m^ from the dyed quills of

their native porcupine, Ereikiwan darsaium. Wealthy Americans
have formed collections of the beautiful ware treasured as heir-

looms in Indian families, and large prices have been pai4
baskets made by the few squaws who have inherited tl^ tradi-

tions and practice of the art, os much as £300 having been given

for one specimen. It has been comput^ that baskets to the

value of £1,000,000 were recently drawn from California gnd
Arizona within two years. The Indians of South America weave
baskets equally useful from the fronds of the Carnahuba and
other palms. The Kaffirs and Hottentots of South Africa are

similarly skilful in Using the llala reed and the roots of plants

;

while the Abyssinians and the tribes of Central Africa display

great adroitness in the art of basket-weaving.

Basket-making, however, has by no means been confined to

thj^ fabrication of those simple and useful utensils from which
its name is derived. Of old, the shields of soldiers were fashioned

of wicker-work, either plain or covered with hides. Xenophon,
in his story of the Thirty Tyrants at Athens, relates tliat the

exiled Greeks who had seized on the Peiraeus made themselves

shields of whitened osiers
;
and similar weapons of defence are

still constructed by modern savages. The huts of the earliest

settlers in Rome and in western Europe generally were made
of osier work plastered with clay. Some interesting remains

of British dwellings of this nature found near l.«ewes in 1877

were described by Major-General H. L. F. Pitt-Rivers in Archaeo-

logia, vol. xlvi. pp. 456-458. Boats of the same material, covered

with the skins of animals, attracted the notice of the Romans
in Britain

;
they seem to have been of the ordinary boat-shape.

The basketwork boats mentioned by Herodotus as being used

on the Tigris and Euphrates were round and covered with

bitumen. Boats of this shape are still used on these rivers, and
boats of analogous construction are employed in crossing the

rivers of India, in which the current is not rapid. Nor have
methods of making much changed. The strokes employed in

the construction of basket-work found in Etruscan tombs
and now exhibited in the Museo Etrusco at Florence, and in

similar articles discovered, in Egyptian tombs, are the same
as those used by the English basket-maker to-day. General

Iritt-Rivers, on comparing the remains excavated near Lewes
with a modern hamper in his possession, found the method to

be identical.

Since about the middle of the 19th century the character of

basket-work in England has been greatly modified. The old

English cradle, reticule, and other small domestic wares, have
been driven out of the market by cheap goods made on the
continent of Europe, and the coarse brown osier packing and
hampers have been largely superseded by rough casks and cases
made from cheap imported timber. This loss has, however, been
more than counterlmlanced by the production of work of a
higher class, such as finely made chairs, tables, lounges and
othT articles of furniture; luncheon and tea-baskets and
similar requisites of travel. In addition to the foregoing the
chief categories of English manufacture are : vegetable and
fruit baskets, transit and travelling hampers, laundry and linen

baskets, partition baskets for wine, and protective wicker cases

for fragile ware such as glass carboys, stone and other bottles.

Wicker shields or cases made from cane pith, for the protec-

tion of shells, have been introduced by the English military

authorities. Some evidence of the above-mentioned ^velop-
ments is afforded by a comparison of tlte wages lists of tto
London Union of Joum^men Basketmakers issued in 1865
and in 1896. The former consists of 87 printed pages;, the
latter of 144 pages, and these more closely set.

No machinery is used in basket-making. A considerable
tFaioing and natural Aptitude go to tom t)ie eiqiert wotl^n,
to the ultimate perfeottoi of shape and beauty of texture de-

pend upon the more or less perlect conception ol form in the

III. x6
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mftftman^s mind and on hb power to impress it on » recal-

dtrant materia!. In England at least, he rarely uses a mould

;

every itroke made has a permanent effect on the symmetry of

the whole work and no subsequent pressure will alter it. Wages

in London vary from 25B. to 50s. per week according to apdtude.

TTic Basketmakers' Company is one of the oldest craft gilds of

the city of London and still exists.

ICmployment is given by the London A.s.sociation for the

Welfare of the Blind to a number of parti^ly or wholly blind

workpeople, who are engaged in the making of some of the

coarser kinds of Imskets
;

but the work, which bears obvious

traces of its origin, is not commercially remunerative, and the

association depends for partial support on the contributions

of the charitable, and cm supplcmentory sales of fine or fancy

work produced under ordinary conditions and largely imported.

Similar associations exist in some Englbh provincial towns, in

Edinburgh, in Dublin and Belfast, and in certain European dries.

The materials which are actually employed in the construction
|

of basket-work are numerous and varied, but it is from certain
|

species of willow that the largest supply of basket-making

materials is produced. Willows for basket-work are extensively

grown on the continent of Europe, whence large quantities are

exported to (ireat Britain and the United States
;
but no rods

surpass those of English growth for their tough and leathery

texture, and the finest of basket-making willows are now culti-

vated in England - in Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire and tlie

valleys of the Thames and the Trent. In the early part of

the igth century, considerable attention was given in Britain

to the cultivation of willows suitable for basket-making, and

the industry was first stimulated by premiums offered by

the Society of Arts. Mr William Scaling of Basford, Notts,

was a most successful grower and publislicd some admirable

pamphlets on the cultivation of willows. The most extensive

English willow plantation or salicetum (Lat. salix^ willow)

of the pre.scnt day is that planted by Mr W. P. Ellmore at

Thurmaston near T.eicester, and consists of about 100 acres of

the finest qualities. Mr Ellmore, a practical basket-maker,

successfully introduced some valuable continental varieties

(stXJ O.STRR),

Willows are roughly classed by the basket-maker into “ osier
”

and “ fine.” The former consists of varieties of the true osier,

Salix viminalis ; the latter of varieties of Sdix triandra, S, pur-

purea aiul some other speoies and hybrids of tougher texture.

For the coarsest work, dried unpeeled osiers, known as “ brown

stuff,” are used ; for finer work, white (peeled) stuff ” and
*• buff ” (willows stained a tuwny liuc by boiling them previous

to peeling). Brown stuff is sorted, before it reaches the work-

man, into lengths varying from 3! ft. to 8 or 10 ft., the smallest

being known in Londtm and the home counties as ” luke,” the

largest as ” great,” and the intermediate sizes as ” long small,”

” threepenny ” and middlcbaro,” White and buff rods pe
more carefully sorted, the smallest, about 2 ft. or less, being

known as “ small tack,” and rising sizes as “ tack,” ” short

small,” “ small ” bng small,” *' threepenny,” ” middlcboro
”

and ” great.” Rods of two to three years’ growth, known as

sticks,” are used to form the rigid framework of the bottoms

and lids of square work. In every case, except the last, the stuff

is soaked in tanks to render it pliable before use—brown from

three to seven days, white and buff from half-an-hour to half

a day. The rods arc used whole for ordinary work, but for

baskets of slight and finer texture each is divided into “ skains
”

of different degrees of size. “ Skains ? «re osiers deft into thr^

Of four parts, by means of an implement called a “cleaver,”

which is a wedge-shaped tool of boxwood inserted at the point

or top end of the rod and run down through its entire length.

They are hext drawn through an implement resembling the

common spokeshavt, keeping the grain of the split next the

iron or slock of the? shave, while the pith is premted to the

steel edge of the instrument, and in order to bnng the sfdit into

a shape still more Nfqhu-, it is passed through another implement

callea an upright, consisting of a flat piece of steel, each end of

which is fashioned into a cutting edge, like that of an ordinary

chisel and adjusted to the required width by means of a thumb-
screw.

The tools required by a basket-maker are few and simple.

They consist, besides the foregoing, of a shop-knife for cutting

out material ; a picking knife for cutting off the protruding

butts and tops of the rods after the work is completed ; two or
three bodkins of varying sizes ; a flat piece of iron somewhat
narrowly triangular in shape for driving the work closely to-

gether
; a stout pair of shears and a “ dog ” or “ commander

for straightening sticks. The employer supplies a screw block

or vice for gripping the bottom and cover sticks of square work,
and a lapboard on which the workman fixes the upsetted bottom
while siding up the basket. This is the full kit. A common
round or oval basket may, however, be made with no other tools

than a shop-knife and a bodkin. On the continent of Europe
shapes or blocks are in use on which the fabric is in some cases

woven.

The technicalities of basket-making may be easily followed

by a glance at the illustration here reproduced by the courtesy

of tlie Society of Arts.^ It will be seen that the “ bye-stakes
”

arc merely inserted

in the ” upsett,”

whereas the stakes

arc driven in at each

side of the. ” bottom-

sticks ” and pricked

up to form the rigid

framework of the side.

When the “ bottom-

stick ” and “ stake
”

arc formed of one and
tlic .same continuous

rcKl, it is termed a
league.” If the

bottom is made on

a hoop the butts

of the stakes are
“ sliped,” t,e. cut

away with a long cut

of the shop-knife, and
turned tightly round

the hoop
;

they are

then said to bc”scal-

lomed”on. The chief

strokes used in con-

structing an ordinary

basket are : — the
” slew ”—two or more
rods woven together;

the ” rand,” rods woven in singly ; the
“

fitch,” two rods

tightly worked alternately one under the other, employed for

skeleton work such as cages and waste-paper baskets ;
the

“ pair,” two rods worked alternately one over the other, used

for filling up bottoms and covers of round and oval baskets

;

and the “ wale,” three or more rods worked alternately, forming

a string or binding course. Various forms of plaiting, roping

and tracking are used for bordering off or finishing.

An ordinary oval basket is made by preparing the requisite

number of bottom sticks, preserving their length greater than

the required width of the lx)ttom. They are ranged in pairs on

the floor parallel to each other at small intervals, in the direction

of the longer diameter of the basket, thus forming what may
lu* called the ” woof,” for basket-work is literally a web. Tliese

parallel rods are then crossed at right angles by two pairs of the

largest osiers, on the butt ends of which the workman places his

feet
;
and they are confined in their places by being each woven

alternately over and under the parallel pieces first laid down
and their own butts whidi form the end bottom sticks. The
whole now forms what is technically called the “ slath,” which

IS the foundation of the basket. Next other rods are taken and

» See the report^t a paper by T. Okey, pnbtished in the Journal oi

the Society of Arts, January iith, 1907.
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woven under^ over the stickf ail round the bottom untS it be
of sufficient size^ and the woof be occupied by them, llvus the
bottom or foundation on which the superstructure is to be
raised is finished. This latter part is accomplished by sharpen-
tng the laige ends of as many long and stout osiers as may be
necessary to form the stakes or skeleton. These are forced

between the bottom sticks from the edge towards the centre,

and are turned up or upset” in the direction of the sides;

then other rods are woven in and out between each of them,
until the basket is raised to the intended height, or, more
correctly speaking, the depth it is to receive. The edge or

border is finished by turning down the ends of the stakes, now
standing up, behind and in front of each other, whereby the

whole IS firmly and compactly united, and it is technically

known as the ” belly.** A lid is constructed on the same plan
that of the lH)ttom, and tied on with hinges formed of twisted

rods
;
simple handles may l)e made by inserting similar rods by

the sides of two opposite stakes and looping them under the

border to form rope-like handles of three strands. Tliis is the
most simple kind of basket, frt^m which others differ only in

being made with finer materials and in lading more nicely

executed ; but in these there is considerable scope for taste and
fancy, and articles are produced of extreme neatness and in-

genuity in construction.

In addition to w’illow's many other materials are employed in

the fabrication of wncker-work. Among the more important of

these is the stern of Calamus viminalts or other allied species- '

the cane or rattan of commerce—which is used whole or maile
into skains. Since 1880 the central pith of this material, known
as “ ciine-pulp ” or “ cane-pith,” has been largely used in Great
Jiritain and on the continent of F.urope in the manufacture of

furniture and other finer classes of work. About the same
period plaited rush and straw, often coloured, came into use
together with enamelled skains of cane. It must be admitted,

however, that basket-work in these developments has encroaclied

somewhat on the domain of cabinet-making ; for wood and
nails are now much used in arnstnicting ba.sket-work chairs,

tables and other furniture.

With split.s of various species of liamboo the Japane.se and
Chinese manufacture ba.skets of unequalled beauty and finish.

The btmiboo wicker-work with whic h the Jupane.se sometimes
enca.se their delicate cgg-shcll porcelain is a marvellous example
of manipulation, and the)’ and the Chinese excel in the applica-

tion of bamboo wicker-work to furniture. In India “Cujan”
baskets are. extensively made from the fronds of the Palmyra
palm, Borassus ilahdlifortnis

,

and this manufacture has been
established in the Black Forest of Germany, where it i.s now an
important and characteristic staple. Among the other materials

may be enumerated the odorous roots of the khus-khus gross,

Anaihmm muricatum, and the leaves of various species of

.screw pine, ii.sed in India and the East generally. The fronds

of the palm of the Seychelk's, Lodoicea sechdlarum, are used for

very delicate Imsket-work in those islands. Strips of the

Zealand fiax plant, Phormium tenax, are made into baskets in

New Zealand. Esparto fibre is used in Spain and Algeria for

rude fruit baskets. Various species of Maranta yield l)aBket

materials in the West Indies and South America; and the

Tirite, a species of Calaihea, a member of the order Zmgiberaceae,

is also emj^oyed similarly in Trinidad. Baskets arc ako fre-

quently made from straw, from various sedges (Cyperus), and
from shavings and splints of many kinds of wood.

The chief centres of English basket manufacture outside

London are Thurmaston near Leicester, Basford near Notting-

ham, and Grantham. Large but decreasing quantities of light

basket-work are made lor the English market in Verdun, in the

department of the Akne, and in other parts of France
; and

great quantities of fancy and otherwork are produced in Belgium,

m the Netherlands and in Germany, notary at Lichtenfek in

Bavaria, at Sonnefeld in Saxony and in the Black Forest

The import and export values of baskets and ba«Acet-ware, and of
wiUowa and rods for basket-making, have been enumerated in the
Board of Trade returns for the United Kingdom since 1900, in which

year basket-ware from foreign countries was imported to* the value
£^59,402. In 1901 the iinpmta increased to ^s64»i83 I then, they

diMdined to £22y.o^o in IQ05. The main sources of supplv are shown
in this comparison of j 900 and 1903 :

-

1 Belgium .

I

Holland .

I France

I

Germany .

1

1900.

•
' mi66 •**£5.735

- 3.^7
33.870 27.010 - *7.960
33.155

1

8,140 1

j

22.892 10.263
'.^5 - 53^'

. 11

1 17.396
5.o6f>

1
1

3.971
1

’ 1.093

The increase from jai)an (lor the value W'as £52,377) and tlie

decrease from France arc remarkable.
The import values of foreign willows incrva.sod from in

1000 to £02.280 in 1905, the most important exporting cmintrles
being:—

{

igiKt.
j[

1905.

1 lierniany . . 1 £22,594 £.34.7531 •* £12.1381
! . .

' r8 ,8oo 11,864 - 6,936 !

1

)llolkuul
‘

i

9.771 12.750 + 2,979 1

Smalt British re-cx)iorts of willows (^,1808 in igoo and £371 in
J905) ^J'd of Ixiskets (£3785 in 1900 and £0033 in 1905) to foreign
parts and British ]ios.sossions are tabulated. No particulars ol
c.Kport.s ol British pro<iuce and manufacture are spcMrihod in the
returns. (T. 0.)

BASKET-BALL, a game adapted to the open air, but usually

played ujxm the floor of a gymnasium and in the cold season.

Its origin is peculiar, in that it was the invention, in 1891, of a
student, James Naismith, of the Young Men's Christian Asso-
ciation training-school at Plainfield, Massachusetts. , Having
attended a lecture by a psychologist on the mental processes of

invention, with the qualifieatioas and limitations of an ideal

game as an example, he went home and worked out the rules

of l>a.sket-ball, which was tried practically the next day by a
gymnasium class with such success that its fame rapidly spread.
J t .soon Ixjcame one of ihn most popular indoor games of America,
for girk as well as for men, and spread to England and elsewhere.

Basket-ball is pilayed on a marked-off space 60 ft. by 40 ft.

in extent, though in the oj>en air the dimensions may l)e greater.

In the middle of each .short side and 10 ft. above tlie floor or
ground, is placed a basket consisting of a net suspended from a
metal ring 18 in. in diameter, backed, at a distance of 6
in., by a stiff siTeen 6 ft. long and 4 ft. high. The object
of the game is to propel an inflated, leather-covered ball, 30
in. in circumference, into tlie opponents’ basket, whicli is the
goal, b)' means of throwing or String it witlt the hands, llie

side wins that score.s most goals during two periods of play
divided by an interval of rest. Although there is practically no
limit to the number of players on each side, all indoor matclies

are played by teams of five, in positions opposing one another
as in lacrosse, centre, right and left forwards and right and left

guards (or backs). A referee has the general supervision of the
game and decides when goals have been properly scored, and an
umpire watches for infringements of the rules, which constitute

fouL. There are also a scorer and timekeeper.

The game is started with the two opposing centres standing
within a 4-f()ot ring in the middle of tlic floor. The referee puts
the Imll in play by tossing it into the air over the heads of the
centres, who jump into the air for its possession or endeavour
to bat it towards the opposing goal. From this moment the ball

is in play until it falls into a Imsket, or passes the boundary4iaes,
or a foul i.s made. After a goal has l)een scored, the jg again
put in j^y by the referee in the centre. Should it be thrown
across ihe boundary, a player of the opposing side, standing on
the fine at the point where the ball went over, puU it in play by
passing or throwing it to one of his own side in any directioni
there being no off-side rule—another point of similarity to
lacrosse. His opponents, of course, try to prevent tho pi^iO or
intercept the throw, thus securing the ball themselves. When
a foul has been called, a player of the op^sing side is aUowed
a **free throw ** for his *opp^nts' basket firnn a mark 15 ft
distant from it and without intorieimoe. A goal scored from a
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free throw counts one point*; one scored while the ball is in play

counts two. Hacking, striking, holding and kicking are foul, but

a player may interfere with an opponent who has the ball so

long as he uses one arm only and does not hold. A player must

throw the ball from where he gets it, no running with it being

allowed excepting when continuously hounding it c)n the floor.

Basket-ball is an extremely fast game and admits of a high

degree of combination or team-play. The princii)al qualifica-

tions of a good player are quickness of movement and of judg-

ment, coolness, endurance, accuracy and self-control. Good
|

rlodging, throwing, passing and team-play are the imjjortant

requisites of the game, which is looked upon as excellent winter

training for outdoor games. Basket-ball, with somewhat
j

modified rules, is extremely popular with young women.

Scf Shaldin!>'^ Uaskct-Ball Guide] and Gc-oru«; T. Mepbron. Now
(o Ptav Uashvt-litiH \ and Spalding's Boske*-Bml Guide for Women.

BASNAGE, 1AGQUE8 (i6sy 1723). French Protestant divine,

was the eldest son of the eminent lawyer Henri Basnage, sieur

dc Franquenay (1615-1695), and was born at Rouen in Nor-

mandy in 1653. Tie studied cla-ssical languages at Saumur and

afterwards theology at Geneva. He was pastor at Rouen (his

native place) from 1676 till 1685, when, on the revocation of the

edict of Nantes, he obtained leave of the king to retire to Holland.

He settled at Rotterdam as a minister pensionary till i6qi,

when he was chosen pastor of the Walloon church. In 1709 the

grand pensionary A. Heinsius (1641-1720) secured his election

as one of the pastors of the Walloon church at the H^ue, intend-

ing to employ him mainly in civil affairs. Accordingly he was

engaged in a secret negotiation with Marshal d’Uxelles, pl(‘ni-

potentiary of France at the congress of Utrecht—a service

which he executed with so much success that he was entrusted

with several important commissions, all of which he discharged

with great ahilily. In 1716 Dubois, who was at the TTaguc at

the instance of the regent Orleans, for the purpose of negotia-

ting the Triple Alliance between France, Great Britain and

Holland, sought the advice of Basnage, who, in spite of the fact

that he had failed to receive permission to return to France on

a short visit the year before, did his best to further the negotia-

tions. The Fnmch government also turned to him for help in

view of the threatened rising in the ('evennes. Basnage had

welcomed the revival of the Protestant church due to the xeal

of Antoine Court
;
hut he assured the regent that no danger of

active resistance was to he feared from it, and, true to the

principilcs of Calvin, he denounced the rebellion of the (amisartls

(i/.f.) in his Imiruciinns pasiaralvs aux Rejormh dc France sur

Voheissmice due aux aouverains (Paris, 1720), which was printed

by order of the court and scattered broadcast in the south of

France. Basnage died on the 22nd of September 1723.

Basnage was a good preacher and a prolific writer. His works

include several dogmatic and polemical treatises, but the most

important arc the historical. Of these may lie mentioned

Histoire de la reli^inn des iffises reformees (Rotterdam, 1690),

the HtsUnre de V^glise depuis Jhus Christ jusqud prhent {ib.

1699)—both of them written from the point of view of Pro-

testant polemics—and, of greater scientific value, the Histoire des

Juifs (Rotterdam, 1706, Eng. trans. 1708) and the Antiques

jnddiqu€S ou temarques critiques sur la republique des Hebreux

(1713). He also wrote short explanatory introductions and

notes to a collection of copper-plate cngraxdngs, much valued

by connoisseurs, called Histoires du Vieux et du Nouveau

Testament, rtprhenUes par des figures grm*Ses en taiUeHlouce par

J?. da Hooge (Amsterdam, 1 704V
BABOOHB, or Bazochf., with the analogous forms BASoguK,

Basogus and Bazoitgks
;
from the l.^t.6a«7iV;d,in thewnsc of

law courts, a French gild of clerks, from among whom legal

representatives (procureurs) were recruited. This gild was very

ancient, even older than the gild of the procureurs, with which

It was often at variance. It dated, no doubt, from the time

when the profession of procureur (procurator, advocate or legal

representative) watutill free in the sense that persons rendering

tlit service to others when so permitted by the law were not

yet public and ministerial officers. For this purpose there was

-BASOCHE
established near each important juridical centre a group of

clerks, that is to say, of men skilled in law (or reputed to be so),

who at first would probably fill indifferently the rdles of repre-

sentative or advocate. Such was the origin of the Basoche of

the parlement of Paris
;

which naturally formed itself into a
gild, like other professions and trades in the middle ages. But
this organization eventually became disintegrated, dividing up
into more specialized bodies : that of the advocates, whose
history then begins

;
and that of legal representatives, whose

profession was regularized in 1344, and speedily became a sale-

able charge. The remnant of the original clerks constituted the

new Basoche, which thenceforward consisted only of those who
worked as clerks for the procureurs, the richer ones among them
aspiring themselves to attain the position of procureur. They all,

however, retained some traces of their original conditions. “They
are admitted,” writes an 18th-century author, “ to plead before

M. Ic lieutenant civil sur les referes ^ and before M. le juge

auditeur
;
so that the procureurs of these days are but the former

clerks of the Basoche, admitted to ofliciate in important cases in

preferenw to other clerics and to their exclusion.” From its

ancient past the Basoche had also preserved certain picturesque

forms and names. It was called the “ kingdom of the Basoche”

and for a long time its chief, elected each year in general assembly,

bore the title of “ king.” This he had to give up towards the end

of the 1 6th century, by order, it is said, of Henry III., and was

thenceforth called the “ chancellor.” The Basoche had besides

its maitrcs des requites, a grand court-crier, a referendary, an

advocate-general, a procureur^general, a chaplain, &c. In early

days, and until the first half of the i6th century, it was organized

in companies in a military manner and held ]»criodical reviews or

parades (montres), sometimes taking up arms in the king’s service

in time of war. Of this there survived later only an annual

cavalcade, when the members of the Basoche went to the royal

lorest of Bondy to cut the maypole, which they afterwards set up

in the court-yard of the Palais. We hear also of satirical and

literary entertainments gi\'en by clerks of the Palais de Justice,

and of the moralities played by them in public, which form an

important element in the history of the national theatre
;
but at

the end of the i6th century these performance.s were restricted to

the great hall of the Palais.

To the lust the Basoche retained two principal prerogatives,

(i) In order to be recognized as a qualified procureur it was

necessary to have gone through one’s “ stage ” in the Basoche, to

have been entered by name for ten years on its register. It

was not sufficient to have been merely clerk to a procureur during

the period and to have Iweii registered at his office. This rule

was the occasion of frequent conflicts during the 17th and i8th

centuries between the members of the Basoche and the procureurs,

and on the whole, despite certain decisions favouring the latter,

the parlement maintained the rights of the Basoche. Opinion

was favourable to it bec’ause the cerlificats dc complaisance issued

by the procureurs were dreaded. These certificats held good,

moreover, in places where there was no Basoche. (2) The

Basoche had judiciary powers recognized by the law. It had

disciplinary jurisdiction over its members and decided personal

actions in civil law brought by one clerk against another or by an
outsider against a clerk. The judgment, at any rate if delivered

by a maitre des requites, was authoritative, and could only be

contested by a civil petition before the ancient council of the

Basoche. The Chatelet of Paris liad its special basoche, which

claimed to be older even than that of the Palais de Justice, and

there was contention between them as to certain rights. The

clerks of the procureurs at the cour des comptes of Paris had their

own Basoche of great antiquity, called the “ empire de Galilee.”

The Basoche of the Palais de Justice had in its ancient days the

right to create provostships in localities within the jurisdicrion of

the parlement of Paris, and thus there sprang up a certain number

of local basoches. Others were independent in origin ; among
such being the “ regency ” 0! Rouen and the Baa^e of the

parlement of Toulouse.

^ A procedure tor obtaining a provisional judgment on urgent

cases.
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See also Rip$rtoit» de jurisprudence des Ouyot

; RecueU des SUduis
du royaume de la basoche (Paris, 1654) ; L. A. Fabre, Rtudes his-

toriques sur les dens de la basoche (Parb. 1856). (J. P. E.)

BASQUE PROVIMCBS (Pravindas Vascongadas), a division of

north-eastern Spain, comprising the three provinces of Alava,

Biscay or Vizcaya and Guipuzcoa. Pop. (1900) 603,596 ;
area

2739 sq. m., the third in density in Spain. The territory occupied

by &ie Basque Provinces forms a triangle bounded on the west

and south by the provinces of Santander, Burgos and Ix)groho,

on the east by Navarre, on the north by France and the Bay of

Biscay. The French Pays Basque forms part of the arrondisse-

ments of Bayonne and Maul6on. For an account of the people,

their origin, customs and language, see Basques. Of the Pro-

vinces, Guipuzcoa is the only one which is wholly Basque,

Alava is the least so. Its capital, Vitoria, is said to have been

founded by the Gothic king Leovigild (581). Older than these

divisions, the date of which is uncertain, the ancient limits of

the dioceses of Pamplona, Bayonne and Calahorra, probably

corresponded more nearly to the boundaries of the ancient

tribes, the Autrigones, the Caristi, the Varduli and the Vascones,

with their still differing dialects, than do these civil provinces.

Leaving aside the legendary and uncertain portion of their

liistory, we find the Provinces in some districts dependent allies

of Navarre, in others of Castile. In Biscay the counts of Haro
were lords of Biscay from 1093

^

35 <^' * There was a short union

with Castile under Pedro the Cruel, but the definitive union did

not take place till 1370. In Alava the ruling power was the con-

federation of Arriaga (so called after its meeting place), which

united the province to the crown of ('astile in 1332. Guipuzcoa,

which had l>een dependent .sometimes on Navarre, sometimes on

Castile, was definitively united to Castile in 1200. From the year

1425 the provinces were desolated by party wars among the lesser

nobles (parienUs tnayores) but these came to an end in i4(>o-

1498, when Henry IV. and Ferdinand the Catholic strengthened

the power of tin* towns and forbade the erection of any

fortified house in the* country. Though the three Basque
Provinces were thus united to the crown of Spain, they still

remained a land apart {tierra apartada). 'fheir juntas acted

to some extent in common
;
and although no written federal

pact is known to have existed, they employed, as the symbol
of their unity, a seal with the word Iruracbat, “ The Three One,”

engraved upon it. They preserved their own laws, customs,

fueros (see Ba.sques), which the Spanish kings swore to observe

and maintain. Unless countersigned by the juntas the decrees

of Cortes and Spanish legislation or royal orders had no force

in the Provinces. In the junta of 1481 Guipuzcoa alone proposed

a treaty of friendship, peace and free ^ade for ten years with

England, and this was signed in Westminster, on the 9th of

Marcli 1482 (.see Rymer, Foedera), The Basques still made
their own treaties with England and France and are mentioned
apart from Spain in the treaty of Utrecht (1713). They stiU

preserved in their municipal institutions the old style of f«-

publicas derived from the civitaies and respublicae of ancient

Rome. This kind of independence and autonomy lasted un-

challenged until the death of Ferdinand VII. in 1833, when, in

default of male heirs, his brother Don CaHos claimed the throne,

confirmed the Basque fueros, and raised the stiindard of'revolt
against his niece, IsaW II. A seven years' war followed, in

which an Englbh It^ion under Sir>Geoige de Lacy Evans and
a naval force under Lord John Hay took part. It was ended by
the Cx)nvenio de Veigara (August 3i.st, 1839) in which the con-

cession and modification of the fueros was demanded. The
troubled period which followed the expulsion of Isabel II. in

1868 gave opportunity for a second Carlist war from 1872 to

1876. 'fhis ended, uxdike the former one, in the utter defeat

of the Oirlbt forces, and left the Provinces at the mercy of the

government, without terms or agreement. In general govern-

ment and logisktign the Provinces were then assimilated to the

rest of the nation. After 1876, the Provincial parliaments

(dipukicumes) were elected like the other provincial councils of

Spiun, deprived pi many privileges and subjected to the ordinary

interference of the dvil governors. But their representattves,

assisted the senators and deputies of the Basque Provinces

in the Cortes, negotiated successive pacts, each lasting several

years, securing for the three Provinces their muniapd and

provincial self-government, and the assessment, distiibudon

and collection of their prindpal taxes and octroi duties, on the

understanding that an agreed sum should be paid annually to

the state, subject to an increase whenever the national taxation

of other provinces was augmented. In Dei:ember 1906^ after

long discussion, the contribution of the Basque Provinces to the

state, according to the law of the 2xst of July 1876,, was fixed

for the next twenty years
;

for the first ten years at 8,500,000

pesetas, for the next ten an additional 500,000 pesetas, irom

3i.st December 1916 to 31st December 1926, the province of

Guipuzcoa paying in addition 700,000 pesetas to the treasury.

These pacts have hitherto lieen scrupulously oliseryed, and as

the local authorities levy the contribution after their own local

customs, landed property and the industrial and commercial

classes arc less heavily taxed in these territories than in the re.sl

of Sp)atn. Enough is raised, however, besides the amount handed

over to the government, to enable the schools, roads, harbours

and public works of every kind to be maintained at a standard

which compares \*cr>' favourably w'ith other parts of Spain.

When the three provinces sent in their first contingent of con-

scripts in 1877, it was found that all but about sixty knew how
to read and write, and succeeding contingents have kept up this

high standard.

In agriculture the Basque Provinces and the Pays Bosque
were great cider countries, but during the lyth century this was
gradually replaced by wine-growing. The chief industries of

the Basque Provinces are the sea fisheries and iron mining.

Some of the mines round Bilbao have been worked from pre-

historic times. In 1905 the Basque Provinces prcKhieed 5,302,344
ton.s of iron, over five millions of which came from Biscay, out

of a total of 9,395,314 tons for the whole of Spain. More than

the half of this total, 5,845,895 tons, was exported to England.

The swords of Mondragon in Guipuzcoa were renowned before

those of Toledo. Eibar in the same province has long been a
small-anns factory. There in the 19th century Senor Zuloajja

succes.sfully revived the artistic inlaying of gold and silver in

steel and iron.

BiHUOGRArHY.—Of older works, lliougli often uncritical, R. P,
Henao’s Averiguaciones de las A ntigitedades de Cantabria (Salamanca,
1688), is still valua1)lc (new edition, 1894). For all that relates to
the manners and customs of the people, Corograpa de Guipuzcoa, by
R. P. M. dc Larramendi, S. I., is indwtHjnsable. Written about 1750,
it was first printed in Barcelona in 1882 (later edition, San Bebiutian,
189O). I'hen* are excellent chapters on the liaiuiue I^ovinces in tlie

Jntroduccion u la Jlistoria Natural, y a la Geografla Fisica de FepaAa,
by D. Guillermo Bowles (Madrid, 1775). Ft Guipuzcoano instruido

(San Sebastian, 1780), in the form of a dictionary, gives full details

of the life, the rights, duties and obligations of a BiuK|ui* citizen of

that date. The Diccionario Geograpco-Historico de Espada, tome i.,

ii. lil Reyno de Navarra Senorio de Vizcaya y Provindas de Alava y
Guipdzcoa (Madrid, 1802), is full of local information, but with a
strong ]>ias in favour of the central government. The best worlcs on
the various cnlitions of the fueros are Nistoria de la Legislacion . . .

civil de F.spaha, by A. Marichalar, Marques de Montesa, and Cayetano
Manrique; Fueros de Navarra Vizcaya, Guipuzcoa y Alava (Madrid,

2nd ed., 1808) ;
and the Ndtcia de las cosas tnemorables de Guipuzcoa,

by D, Pablo de Gorosalx*! (Tolosa, 1899-1901), the last volume of

which by C. de Echegaray, gives the legislative acts down to May
1900. Las Provindas Vascongadas a Fines de la Edad Media, by
D. Corrodo dc Echegaray (San .Sebastian, 1895), is excellent. There
is a Historia de liizcaya, by Dr E. dc Labayrn, and a Compendia of

the same by Fermin Herran (Billiao, 1903). D. Carmelo de Eche-
garav, Cronista de las Provindas Vascongadas. with his colleagues
l>. ^rapio Mugica, F. Soraluce, and other historians, has ex-

amined. catalogued and indexed the municipal archives of all the
towns, without which no true history can be written. Several
discoveries of important missing documents and MSS. were thus
made. The development of the Basque mining industry is fully
described in Las Minas de hierro ae la provinda de Vizcaya,
progressos realizados en esta region derde 1870 hasta ^boo,

BAIQUB81 a people inhabiting the three B^ue Provincei—
Biscay, Alava and Cliipiizcoa--and Navanie in Spain, ktid the

arrondissement of Bayonneand Maul6on in France. The number
of those who con be considered in any oense pure Bosquet is
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probably about 600,000 in Europe, with perhaps too,000

emignuits in the Americas, chiefly in the region of La Plata in

South America. The word Basques is historically derived from

VascaneSt wlxich, written Wascones, has also given the name

Gascans to a very difierent rare. The Basques call themselves

Eskuaidunak, ue, “ those who possess the Eskuara^' and their

country JCskual-Herria.

Language,---Vat original and proper name of the language is

Eskuara (euskara, uskaruX a word the exact meaning of which

has not yet been ascertained, but which probably corresponds

with the idea “clearly sijcaking.” The language is higWy

interesting and stands as yet absolutely isolated from the

other tongues of Europe, though from the purely grammatical

point of view it refills the Magyar and Finnic languages. It is

an agglutinative, incorporating and polysynthetic system of

speech ; in the general series of organized linguistic families it

would take an intermediate place between the American on the

one side and the Ugro-Altaic or Ugrian on the other.

Basque has no graphic system of its own and uses the Roman

character, either Spanish or French
;
u few particular sounds

are indicati-d in modern writings by dotted or accented letters.

The alphabet would vary according to the dialects. Prince L. L.

Bonaparte counts, on the whole, thirteen simple vowels, thirty-

eight simple consonants. Nasal vowels are found in some

d^ects as well as “wet” consonants- /v, dy, ny, The

doubling of consonants is not allowed and in actual current

speech most of the soft consonants arc dropjjed. The letter r cjin-

not liegin a W(rrd, so thatrationem is written in Basque arrazotn.

Declension is replaced by a highly developed postpositional

system
;

first, the definite iirticle itself a (plural ak) is a post-

position—

“

horse,” ta/c/ta, “ the horse,” zaldiak, “ the

horses.” The declensional suffixes or postpositions,, which, just

like our prepositions, may be added to one another, are postponed

to the article, when the noun is definite, 'fhe principtU suffixes

are k, tht: mark of the plural, and of the singular nominative

agent ; n, “ of ” and “ in ” ; f,
“ to” ; *,

“ by ”
;

ik, “ some ”

;

ko, “from,” “of” (Lat. a); tikt “from” (l^t. ex); tea/,

koUai, Uako, “ for ”
;
kin, gaz, “ with ”

;
gatik, “ for the sake of ”

;

gana, “ towards”
;
ra, rat, “ to,” “ into,” “ at,” &c. Of these

suffixes some are joined to the definite, others to the indefinite

noun, or even to both.

The personal pronouns, which to a superficial observer appear

closely related to those of the Semitic or Hamitic languages, are

Hi, “I”; hi, “thou”; gu, “we”; zu, “you”; in modern

times, zu has become a polite form of “ thou,” and a true plural

“ you ” {i.e. more than one) lias been formed by suftixing the

plurolizing sign k^-auek, IBe pronouns of the third person are
!

mere demonstratives. There are three ; hura or kura, “ that ”

;

hau or kau, “tliis”; ori ox kori, “this” or “tliat.” Other

unexplained forms are found in the vcrlial inflections, e,g, d, it,

and i, “ I ” or “ me ”
; d-akus-t, “ it see 1 ” •» I see it

;
d-arraH,

“it follows me.” The demonstratives arc used as articles:

gazt-en-or, “ this younger one ”
;
afidre^'ori, “ this lady at some

distance.” The refieeSve “ self ” is expressed by bum, “ l^d.”

The relative docs not exist, and in its place is used as a kind of

verbal participle wdth the ending n : doa, “ he goes ”
;

doatia,

“ lie who is going ”
; in the modem Basque, however, by imitation

of French or Spanish, the interrogative zein, aom, is used as

a relative. Other interrogatives arc nor, “ who ”
;

zer, “ what ”

;

zembait, *‘how much,” &c. h<a, “one”; batzu, “several”;

bakokh, “ each ”
;

norbaii, “ some one ”
;

hmita or hainitz,

“much”; elkar, “both”; are the most common indefinite

S
ronouns. The numeral system is vicesimal

;
e.g. 34 is hogm ta

amalaur, “ twenty and fourteen,” llie numbers from one to

ton are : hat
; 2, bi ; 3, hiru ; 4, lau : 5, bortz or bozt

;

6, zei ;

7, zaafn ;
zarhi ; q, hidemlai ; 10, hamar ; 20, Jiogoi or hogei ;

40, barrogoi (1.#. twice twenty) ; 100, ekmt. There Is no genuine

word for a thousand.

Thu genders ill Basque grammar are distiiiguaslked imly in

thn verbal forms* ift which the sex of the person suldressed is

indicated by a specftl tufiix ; so that tziakii means, “ I do not

know it but to a woman one says also : eziakinat, “ I do not

know it, oh woman 1
” To a man one says : eztakiai (for «-

takikai), ” I do not know it, oh man 1 moreover, certain dialectic

varieties have a respectful form : ezldkizui, “ I do not know it,

you respectable one,” from which also a childish form is derived,

eztakickut, “ I do not know it, oh child 1
”

The Basque conjugation appears most complicated, since it

incorporates not only tlie subject pronouns, but, at the same

time, the indirect and direct compleinent. Each transitive form

may thus offer twenty-four variations—“ he gives it,” “ he

gives it to you,” “ he gives them to us,” &c., &c. Primitively

there were two tenses only, an imperfect and a present, which

were distinguished in the transitive verb by the place of the

personal subject element : dakigu, “ we are knowing it ” (gu,

i,e. we), and ginaki, “ we were knowing it ”
;

in the intransitive

by a nasalization of the radical ; mz, “ 1 am ”
;
niniz, “ 1 was.”

In modem times a conjectural future has been derived by adding

thi^ suffix he, dakikei, “ 1 will, shall or probably can know it.”

No proper moods are known, but subjunctive or conjunctive

forms arc formed by adding a final «, as dakusat, “lam looking

at it ” ; dakusadan, “ if I see it,” No voices appear to have

been used in the same radical, so that there are separate transitive

and intransitive verbs.

In its present state Basque only employs its regular conjugation

exceptionally
;
but it has developed, probably under the influence

of neo-I^tin, a most extensive conjugation by combining a few

auxiliary verbs and what may be called participles, in fact

declined nouns : ikusten dut, “ 1 have it in seeing,” “ i see it”

;

ikusiko dut, “ 1 have it to be seen
” “ I will see it,” &c. The

principal auxiliaries are : izan, “ to Vie ”
;
and ukan, “ to have” ;

hut edin, “ to can ”
;

eut, “ to be able ”
;
egin, “ to moke ”

;
joan,

“ to go ”
; eroan, “ to draw,” “ to move,” are also much used in

this manner.

The syntax is simple, the phrases are short and generally the

order of words is : subject, complement, verb. The determining

element follows the determined : gizon handia, “ man great the
”

—the great man ; the genitive, however, precedes the nomina-

tive' gizanaten cichva, “ the man’s house.” ( omposition is

common and it has caused several juxtaposed words to be

combint;d and contracted, so tlrnt they are partially fused witli

one another— process called polysynthvlidsnt ;
odri, “ cloud,”

and ois, “ noise,” form odoh, “ thunder ”
;
belar, “ forehead,”

and oin, “ foot,” give belaun, “ knee,” front of the foot. The

vocabulary is poor
;

general and synthetic words arc often

wanting
;

but jjarticular terms abound. There is no proper

term for “ sister,” but arreha, u man’s sister, is distinguished

from ahitpa, a woman’s sister. We find no original words for

abstract ideas, and Ciod is simply “ tVie Lord of the high.”

I'he vocabuUiry, however, varies extremely from place to

place and the dialectic varieties are very numerous. Tlicy have

been summed up by Prince L. L. Bonaparte as eight
;

these

may be reduced to three principal groups : the eastern, com-

prising the Souletine and the two lower Navarrese
;
the central

formed by the two upper Navarrese, the Guipuzcoan and the

Labourdine ;
and the western, formed by the Bisc ayan, spoken

tex^ in Alava. These names are drawn from the territorial

subdivisions, although the dialects do not exactly correspond

with them.
Ethnology and Anthropology,—The earliest notices of the

geography of Spain, from the 5th century B.c., represent Spain

as occupied by a congeries of tribes distinguished mainly as Iberi,

Ccltiberi and Celts. These had no cohesion together, and unlras

temporarily united against some foreign foe, were at war wth
one another and were in constant movement ; the ruder tribes

being driven northwards liy tiie advancing tide of Mediterranean

civilisation. The tribes in the south in Baetira had, according

to Trogus and Strabo, written laws, poems of ancient date and

a Hteiature. Of this nothing ha» reached us. We have only

some inscriptions, legends on coins, marlp on pottery and on

megalithk monuments, in alpimbets slightly differing, and

belonging to six geographical districts. These still await an

interpreter ; but they show that a Hkc general Umguage was one*

spoken through the whole of Spain, add for a short distance on
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the northern sbpe of the Pyrenees. The chancter of the ktters

is deariy of Levant origin, but the particular a^hahets, to

which each may be refei^, and their connexion, li any, with

the Basque, are still xmdetemiined. It was eady remarked by
the classical scholars among the Basques after the Kenaissance

that certain names in the ancient toponymy of Spain, though
transcribed by Greek and I-atin writers, i>. by foreigners,

ignorant of the language, yet bear a strong resemblance to actual

pilaco-names in Basque (e,g, lliberis, Iriberry ) ; and in a few cases

(Mondiculeia, Mendigorry
;

Iluro, Oloron) the site itself shows
the reason of the name. Andres de Poza (1587), Larramcndi

(1760), Juan B. Erro (1806) and others had noted some of these

facts, but it was W. von Humboldt (1821) who first aroused tlic

attention of Europe to them. This greater extension of a people

speaking a language akin to the Basque throughout Spain, and
perhaps in Sicily and Sardinia, lias been accepted the majority

of students, though some competent Basque scholars deny it

;

and the certain connexion of the Basques, either with the

Iberians or Ccltiberians, whether in race or language, cannot be

said to be conclusively proved as long as the so-called Celtiberian

inscriptions remain uninterpreted. (See also Iberians.)

After so many centuries of dose contact and interpenetration

with other peoples, W'c can hardly expect to find a pure physical

type among the present Basques. All that we can expect is to

be able to differentiat(‘ them from their neighbours. The earliest

notice wc have of tlic Basques, by Einhard (778), speaks of their

wonderful agility. The next, the pilgrim of the Codex Caiixtirius

(i2th century), say.s the Basques are fairer in face {facie candi-

diores) than the Navarrese.

Anthropologists no longer rely solely on craniology, and the

measurement of the skull, to distinguish race. The researches

of Arunzadi (1889 and 1905) and of Collignon (1899) show them
as less fair than norllicm Europeans, Imt fairer than any of

the southern races ; not so tall as the Scandinavians, Teutons

or British, but taller than their neighbours of southern races.

There i.s no tendency to prognathism, as in some of the Celts.

The profile Is often very fine
;
the carriage is remarkably upright.

Neither markedly brachycephalous nor dolichocephdous, the

skull has yet certain peculiarities. In the conjunction of the

whole physical qualities, says Collignon, there is a Basque type,

differing from all those he has studied in Europe and northern

Africa. There are differences of type among themselves, yet, when
they emigrate to South America, French and Spanish Basques are

known simply as Basques, distinct from ail other races.

On the origin of the Basques, the chief theories are :—(i)that

they arc descended from die tribes whom the Greeks and Latins

called Iberi
; (3) that they belong to some of the fairer Berber

tribes (“ Eurafrican,” Herv6) and through the ancient Libyans,

from a people depicted on the Egyptian monuments
; (3) the

Atlantic theory, that tliey belong to a lost Atlantic continent,

whose inhabitants were represented by tlic Guanches of the

Canary Islands, and by a fair race on the western coast of Africa

;

(4) that they are an indigenous raoe, who have never bad any
greater extension than their present quarters.

The remains of prehistoric races hitherto discovered in Spain

throw little light on the subject, but some skulls found in south-

eastern Spain in the age of metal resemble the Basque skulls of

Zaraus.

The megalitliic remains, the dohnens, menhirs, cromlechs and
stone circks are said to resembk more closely tliose of northern

Africa than the larger remains of Brittany and of the British

Isles. Aristotle tells us that the Iberi fixed obelisks round the

tomb of each warrior m number equal to the enemies he had
skin (Polii. viL c. 3. 6), hot proof is wanting that these Iberi

were Basques.

Iberian inscriptions have been found on the so-called toros

de guisanda, rude stxme bulk or boars, on other monuments of

noi^em Spain and in ancient sepukhres; some of these

figures, etg, at the Cem de hs Semtos in Murcia, recall the

I»9uicfd type of the modem Basques, but they are associated

with others of very varied types.

Of the lekgion of the Basques anterior to Christianity, titrie

is certainly known. The few notices we have point to a wqish^
of the eksnents, the sun, the moon and the marning star, and
to a bdief in the immortality of the unbumt and unburied body.

The custom of the eauvade, attributed by Strabo to the Cantabn,

is unknown among the modem Ba^ues. As elsewhere, the

Romans assimikted Basque local deities to their Own pantheon,

thus we find Deo BaUanixa (Baigorry) and Hefauseerrtsehe

in Latin inscriptions. But the name which the Basques them-

selves give to the Deity is Jaincoa, Jaungtnhoa, which may mean
lord or master. Lord of the high ; but in the dialect of Roncai,

Gaikaa means **the moon,’' and Jaungaiittkaa would mean
“ Lord, of the moon.” The term Jawt, lord or master, Ekksktf

Jaufut, the lord or master of the house, is applied to evhyy

householder.

There is no aid to be got from folk-tales ; none can be con-

sidered exclusively Basque and tlie literature k altogether too

modem. The first book printed in Basque, tlie Liiigmie Vos-

conum PrimitiaCf the poems of Bernard d’Echeparc, is dated

1 545. The work which is considered the standard of the language

is ti^ Protestant tmnslation of the New Testament nmik by

Jean de Livarmguc, under the auspices of Jeanne d'Albret, and
printed at La Rochtlle in 1571. The pasioraks are open-air

dramas, like the moralities and mystcories of the middk ages.

They are derived from French materials ; but a dancing-chorus,

invariably introduced, and other ports of the mise-en^scinet

point to possibly earlier traditions. No MS. hitherto discovered

is earlier than the i8th century. The greater part of the other

literature is religious and translated. It is only recently that a

real literature h^ been attempted in Basque with any success.

In spite of this modernity in literature there are other matters

which sliow how strong the conservatism of the Basques really

is. Thus, in dealing with the language, the only true measure

of the antiquity of die race, we find that all cutting instruments

are of stone
;
iat the week has only three days. There are also

other survivals now fast disappearing. Inst^ of the plough,

the Basques used the ioya, a two-pronged short-haired steel

digging fork, admiralty adapted to small properties, where

kbour is abundant. They ^one of the peoples of western

Europe have preserved specimens of almost eve^ class of danoe

known to primitive races. These are (1) animal (or possi^y

totem) dances, in which men personate animals, the bear, the

fox, the horse, &c. ; (2) dances to represent agriculture and the

vintage performed with wine-skins
; (3) the simple arts, such as

weaving, where the dancers, each holding a long coloured ribbon,

dance round a pole on which is gradually formed a pattern like a

Scotch tartan
; (4) war-dances, as the sword-dance and others

;

(5) religious dances in procession before tlie Host and before

the altar ; (6) ceremonial dances in which both sexes take part

at the beginning and end of a festival, and to welcome dis-

tinguished people. How krge a part these played in the life of

the peoi^e, and the value attached to them, may be seen in the

vehement defence of the religious dances by Father Larramendi,

S.J., in his Corografia de Guipuzcoa, and by the kige sums paid

for the privilege of dancing the fiist Saut Basque on the stage at

the dose of a PastoraU.

The old Basque housrkihe product of a land where stone and
timber were almost equally abundant. The front-work is of

wood with carved beams ;
the balconies and huge over-hanging

roof readl the Swiss chalet, but the side and walls are of

stone often heavily buttressed. The cattk occupy the ground-

floor, and the first storey is reached often by ,an outside staircaae.

The carves tombstones with thdr ornaments resemble those of

Cdtic countries, and are found also at Bologna in Italy.

In customs, in institutions, in administration, in civil and
poEtical fife there » no one thiiig that we can lay is peculiarly

and exdufivdy Bascpie
;
but dieir whole system taken togetk^

marks them off from other peof^ and espeoiaUy from tMr
neighbours.

CAara4«r.-^The most marked features in the Basque character
are an intense self-respect, a- pride of race and an tobstinats

conservatism. Much has been written in ridieuk of the ekim
of all Basques to be iicildc,.but ttiwaa a fact both in the kwaof
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Spain, in the fu^os and in ptactice. Every Basque fneholder

(veHm) could prove himself noble and thus eligible to any office.

They arc not a town race
;
a Basque village consists of a few

houses
;

the population live>s in scattered habitations. They

do not fear solitudci and this makes them excellent emigrants

and missionaries. They are splendid seamen^ and were early

renowned as whale fishermen in the Bay of Biscay. They were

the first to establish the rod-fishery of! the coast of Newfound-

land. They took their full part in the colonization of America.

Basque names abound tn the older colonial families, and Basque

newspapers have been published in Buenos-Aires and in Los

AngeW, California. As soldiers they are splendid marchers;

they retain the tenacity and power of endurance which the

Romans remarked in the Iberians and Celtiberians. They are

better in defence than in attack. The failure to take Bilbao

was the turning point in both Carlist wars. In civil institutions

and in the tenures of property the legal position of women was

very high. The eldest bom, whether boy or girl, inherited the

ancestral property, and this not only among the higher classes

but among the peasantry also. In the fueros an insult done to

a woman, or in the presence of a woman, is punished more
severely than a similar offence among men. Tliis did not

prevent women from working as hard as, or even harder than,

the men. All authors speak of the robust appearance of the

women-rowers on the Bidassoa, and of those who loaded and
unloaded the ships in Bilbao.

Institutions ,—In their municipal institutions they kept the old

Roman term respubltca for the civitas and the territory belonging

to it. All municipal officers were elective in some form or other,

and there is hardly any mode of election, from universal suffrage

to nomination by a single person chosen by lot, that the Basques
have not tried. Tlie municipalities sent deputies to the juntas or

parliaments of each province. These assemblies took place

originally in the open air, as in other parts of the Pyrenees, under
trees, the most celebrated of which is the oak of Guernica in

Biscay, or under copses, as the Bilzaar in the French Pays Basque.
The Cortes of Navarre met at Pamplona. Delegates from the

juntas met annually to consider the common intere.st6 of the three

provinces. Besides the separate munici{mUties and the juntas,

there were often associ.ations and assemblies of three or five towns,

or of three or four valleys, to preserve the special privilege or for

the special needs of each. Hence was formed a habit of self-

government, the practice of legislative, judicial and administra-

tive functions, which resulted gradually in a code of written or

unwritten laws embodied in the fueros or fors of each province,

and the carias-pueblos of the towns. In form these futros or

charters are often grants from the lord or sovereign
;

in reality

they are only a confirmation or codification of unwritten cus-

tomary laws in practice among the people, the origin of which
is lost in antiquity. The kings of Castile, of Spain and of Navarre
were obliged at their accession, either in person, or by deputy, to

swear to observe these fueros

;

and this oath was really kept.

While the cortes were trampled upon and absolutism reigned both

in Spain and in France, the Basque fueros were respected
;

in

Spain to the middle of the 19th century and in France down to

the Revolution. The fueros thus observed made the Basque
provinces a land apart (una tierra apartada)^ a self-governing

republic {una verdadera autanomia), under an a^olute monarchy,
to which, however, they were always loyal. And this independ-

ence was acknowledged, not only in local, but also in international

and European treaties, as in art, 15 of the treaty of Utrecht 17x5.

So the act of the 3rd of June 1876, which assimilated the Basque
Provinces to the rest of Spain, acknowledged the true self-

government which they had enjoyed lor centuries.

The circumstances and metliods which enabled the Basques to

preserve this independence were, first, the isolatioii caused by
their peculiar language; next, the mountainoiis and easily-

defended nature of the country, its comparative poverty and the

possession of a tet-boird. Then there were the rights and the

safeguards which the fueeos themselves gave against encroach-

ments. The rights were ;<^reedom of electionto all offices and to

the juntas ; exemptton from all forced military service except for

the defence of the country and under their own officers
; and

payment beforehand exacted for all service beyond their own
frontiers (this did not of course exclude voluntary service of

individuals in the Spanish or French armies). Then there was
free tradewith foreign nations,and especially betweenthe Basques
of both nations. The customs frontier of Spain really began on
tlie Ebro. Then no decree or sentence of the royal authorities

could have effect in the provinces except countersigned by the

junta. Otherwise the resisting and even the killing of a royal

officer was no murder. But chiefest of all the safeguards was
the provision that no tax or contribution should be levied or paid
to the crown till all petitions had been heard* and wrongs re-

dressed
;
that such a vote should be the last act of the junta or

cortes, and the money should be paid not as a demand of right or

a tax, but as a free gift and above all a voluntary one. It was
paid in a lump sum, and the repartition and levying were left

entirely in the hands of the junta and the municipalities.

As a further precaution against the inroads of absolutism, no
lawyer allowed to be a deputy to the junta and all clexgy

were likewise excluded. The Basques considered that men of

these professions would be always on the side of tyranny. One
lawyer (letrado) was present at the juntas for consultation on the

points of law, but he was not allowed to vote. So strictly was
this observed that after the batth; of Vitoria in 1813, when it was
difficult to get together a quorum for the reoq^nization of the

country, the letrado

^

though one of the most active and influential

members in consultation, was not allowed to vote.

The relations between Church and Suite among the Basijues

have been very remarkable. They are a highly religious people,

eminently conservative in their religious practices. In religion

alone, through Ignatius de Loyola of Guipuzcoa and Francis

Xavier of Navarre, they have left their mark upon Europe. They
liave kept the earliest form of Christian marriage and of the

primitive order of deaconesses, forgotten elsewhere in the West.

The feast of Corpus Christi instituted by Pope Urban IV. (1262)

still appears in Basque almanacs as Phesta-berria^ the New Feast.

The earliest notice tlrnt we have of them speaks of their liberality

to the clergy
;
yet with all this religious conservatism tliey have

never allowed themselves to be priest-ridden. They constantly

resisted the attempts of the crown to force upon them the

authority of the Spanish bishops. When Ferdinand the Catholic

came to Biscay in 1477 to swear to the fueros, he was compelled

to send back the bishop of Pamplona whom he had brought with

him. No strange priest could enter the town when the junta was
sitting, and in some places if a deputy was seen speaking to a

priest before a session he lost his vote for that day. The bishops

had no share in ecclesiastical patronage in Guipuzcoa ;
all was in

the hands of the king, of the nobles or of the municipalities, or

else the priests were chosen by competitive examination or

elected by the people. They would not allow the priest to inter-

fere with the games or dances, and when the drama was forbidden

in all Spain in 1757 by the authority of the Spanish bishops, the

cortes of Navarre compelled the king to withdraw the order.

Forastranger coming from lands of larger farms and apparently

higher cultivation, the agriculture of the Basques seems poor, but

the old scattered homesteads show a sense of security that has

been lacking in many parts of Spain
;
and the Basques have shown

great adaptability in suiting their agriculture to new conditions,

helped by the presence of the courts at San Sebastian and
Biarritz. When the old self-sufficient village industries declined,

in consequence of the invention of machinery and manufacture

elsewhere, the Basques entered at once upon emigration to the

agricultural parts of the Americas, and the result has been that

the Basque I^orinces and the Pays Basque probably have never

been more prosperous than they are now, and perhaps a new
Eskual-herria and a new Eskuara are bei^ built up in the distant

lands to which they are such valued immigrants.

Bibliography. -For to restricted a literature the Essai d*une
bihliographie ie la langue basque, by Julien Vinton (Paris, xSgi),,

witlk the volume of additions and corrections. 1898. is practically
exhaustive, and is a mine of information on the principal works.
See alto for the l^igutge, A. Oihenart, SoHHa umusqM Vasconiae
(Farit. 1638 add 1656), 4to.. oh. xiv. Ledute, Manuel de la
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langu$ batqu$ (Toulouse. 1826) ; C Ribary. Essai sur U iangue
basqus (1866). translated irom the Hunganan by Julien Vinson
(ParLs, 1877) ; W. J. Van Eys, Grammaire comparit des dialtcUs
basqties (Paris, I^ndon, Amsterdam, 1879) ; Prince L. L. Bonaparte,
Lt Vwbe basque en itdtUauit (London, 1864-X869)

; J. Vmson,
articles in Rmme de linguisHque (Paris, 1867-19^); L'Abb^
Ithurry, Gtammaire basque (Bavpnne, i89^->i9(^) ; Dr H. Schuc-
hardt. Die Entstehung der Dezugsformen des Baskischen (Wien, 1893)

;

W. J. Van Eys, Dictionnaive hasque-f^anQais (Paris, 1^3) ; R. M. de
Askuc, Diccionario vascongado espahol-fran^ais (Tours, iqo6)

;

Monumenta Linguae Ibericae, edidit Aemilius Hubner. foL (Berlin.

1^93) (texts and introduction good ; analysis and interpretation
faulty). Other works of interest on various subjects are :—Went-
wortii Webster. Basque Legends (London, 1877 and 1879) ; Puyol y
Camps, “ La Epigraphia Niimismatica Iberica.“ in tomo xvi. of
BoUtin de la Real Academia de la Htstoria (Madrid, 1890), (for geo-
grapliicai distribution of the alphabets) ; T. de Aranzadi, El Pueblo
Euskatduna. Estudio de Antropologta (San Sebastian, 1889); and
the same author's Existe uva raza Euskara ? Sus caracteres antro-
potogicos (i9C)5)

; La Tradition au pavs basque (Paris, 1899), (a
collection of papers bv local authorities)

;
Julien Vinson, Les

Basques et k pays basque (Paris. 1882), a sufficient .survey for llie

general reader; thi* same auUior's Le Folk- Lute du pays basque
(l*aris, 1883). treats of the Pastorales and embraces the whole
Folk-Lore

;
Le Codex de Saint-Jacques de Compostella, liV». iv. (Paris,

1882), by K. F. Fita and J. Vinson, gives the first Basque vocabu-
lary

;
Les Coutumes geutraks gardes et tUtservies au pais ^

haillage dc Lahourt (Tiordeaux, 1700); (1. C^lphc-Galliard, Le Paysan
basque d ivavers les dges (Paris, 1905) ; Pierre Yturbidt^, Lc Pays de
Lahourd avani lySty (Bayonne. 1905). (for the time of the English
domination) ; Henry O'Shea, La fimhe basque (Pau, 1889), (valu-
able lor ilie comiianson of Basque and Celtic sepulchral ornament).
See also the bibliography to BAsyi’L Provincks. (W. Wk.

; J. Vn.)

BASRA (written also Busra, Bassora and Bussora), the
name of a vilayet of Asiatic 'Turkey ,and of its capital. Thevilayct
has an area of 16,470 sq. m., formed in 1884 by detaching the
southern districts of the Bagdad vilayet. It includes the great
marshy districts of the lower Euphrates and Tigris, and of their

joint stream, the Shatt el-Arab, and a sanjak on the western
shore of the Persian Gulf. A .settled population is found only
along the river banks, lixeept the capital, Basra, there are no
towns of importance. Korna, at the junction of the two great

rivers
; Amara on the Tigris

;
Shatra on the Shatt el-Ha! canal,

connecting the 'Tigris and Euphrates
;

Nasrieh, at the junction
of that canal with the Euphrates and Suk esh-Sheiukh, on the
lower reache.s of the Euphrates, are the principal settlements,

with a population varying from 3000 to 10,000 or somewhat
less. Along the Shatt el-Arab and the lower reaches of the
Tigris and Euphrates there arc vast plantations of date-jmlms,

which produce the finest dates known. Here and there arc found
extensive rice-field.s

; liquorice, wheat, barley and roses are also

(cultivated in places. But in general the ancient canals on
which the fertility of tlie C(;untry depends have been allowed to

go to min. 'The whole land is subject to inundations which
render settled agriculture impracticable, and the population
consists chiefly of nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes whose
wealth consists in herds of buffaloes, horses, sheep and goats.

The principal exports arc wool, dates, cereals, gum, liquorice-

niot and horses. «The climate is humid and unhealthy. 'Hie

population is estimated at about 300,000 almost exclusively

Moslems, of whom three-quarters are Shi*ites. There are about
4000 Jews and perhaps 6000 Christians, among whom are
reckoned the remains of the curious sect of Sababans or
Mandaeans, whose headquarters are in the neighbourhood of

Suk esh-Sheiukh.

The capital of the vilayet, also called Basra, is situated in

47® 34' E. long, and 32® N, lat, near the western bank of the
Shatt el-Arab, about 55 m. from the Persian Gulf. The town
proper lies on the canal cl- Assar about to 2 m. W. of the Shatt
el-Aiub. 'There are no public buildings of importance. Hie
houses are meanly built, partly of sun-dried and partly of burnt
bricks, with flat roofs surrounded by parapets. The bazaars

are miseiable stmeturea, covei^ with mats laid on rafters of

date trees. Hie streets are irregular, narrow and nnpaved.

The greater part of the area of the town is occupied by gardens

and ^antations of palm-trees, intersected by a number cd little

canals, cleansed twice daily with the ebb and flow of the tide,

which rises here about 9 ft. These canals are navigated by small
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boats, called itiUm (plur. resembliiig dug^ttts in form,

but light and graceful. At high-tide, aco^n^y, the town
presents a very attractive appearance, but at low-tide, when the

mud banks are exposed, it seems dirt^ and repulsive, and the

noxious exhalations are extremely trying. The whole region is

subject to inundations. The town itself is unhealthy and

strangers especially are apt to be attacked by fever. Basra is

the port of Bagdad, witli which it has steam communication by
an English line of river steamers weekly and also by a Hirkish

line. 'The Shatt el-Arab is deep and broad, easily na^rigable for

ocean steamers, and there is weekly communication by passenger

steamer with India, while two or more freight lines, which i&o
take passengers, connect Basra directly with the Mediterranean,

and with European and British ports. It is the great date port of

the world, and the dates of Basra are regarded as the flnest in the

market. Besides dates the principal articles of export are wool,

horses, liquorice, gum and attar of roses. The annual value of

the exports i.s ajiproximately ^1,000,000 and of the imports a

little more. 'The foreign trade is almost exclusively in the liands

of the English, but of late the Germans have l^egun to enter the

market, and the Hamburg-American line of steamers has estab-

lished direct communication. Since i8<)8 there has been a
British consul at Ba.sra (liefore that time he was a representative

of the Indian government). Brnnce and Russia also maintain

consular establishments at Basra. The settled population of

Basra i.s probably under 50,000, but how much it is impossible

to estimate. It is a heterogeneous mixture of all the nations

and religions of the East
—

'Turks, Arabs, Persians, Indians,

Armenians, Ghaldueans and Jews. Of tlie latter there are about

1900, engaged in trade and commerce. Fewest in number are

tlie Turl^, comprising only the ofiiciols. Most numerous are the

Arabs, chiefl}' Shi'ites. 'Hie wealthiest and most influential

personage in the capital and the vilayet is the nakib, or mar.shal

of the nobility (i.e. descendants of the family of the prophet,

who are entitled to wear the green turban). Basra is a station

of the Arabian mission of the Dutch Reformed Church of America.
History .—The original city of Basra was founded by the

caliph Omar in a.d. 636 about 8 m. S.W. of its present site, on
the edge of the stony and pebbly Araliian plateau, on an ancient

canal now dry. The modern town of Zobeir, a sort of health

suburb, occupied by the villas of well-to-do inhabitants of

Ba.sra, lies near the ruin mounds which mark the situation of

tlie ancient city. In the days of its prosperity it rivalled Kufa
and Wasit in wealth and size, and its fame is in the tales of the

Arabian Nights, With the decay of the power of the Abbasid
caliphate its impcirtance declined. 'The canals were neglected,

communication with the Persian Gulf was cut off and finally

the place was abandoned altogether. 'I'he present city was
conquered by the Turks in 1668, and since that period has been
the scene of many revolutions. It was taken in 1777 after a
siege of eight months by the Persians under Sadik Khan. In
about a year it fell again into the hands of the Turks, who were
again deprived of it by the sheik of the Montefik (Montafiq)

Arabs. The town was in the October following recovered by
Suleiman Pasha, who encountered the sheik on the banks of

the Euphrates and put him to flight
;

it has since remained in

the hands of the Turks. (j. p. pa.)

BA88, the name of a family of English brewers. The founder
of the firm, William Bass (b. 1720), was originally a carrier,

one of his chief clients being Benjamin Printon, a Buiton-on-
Trent brewer. By 1 7 77 Bass had saved a little money, and seeing

the growing demand for Burton beer he started as a brewer
himself. The principal market for Burton beer at that time was
in St Petersbu^, whither the beer could be sent by water direct
from Burton via the Trent and Hull, and William Bass managed
to secure a tolmble share of the large Russian orders. But in
1822 the Russian government plac^ a prohibitory duty on
Burton ales, and the Burton brewers were forced into cultivating
the home market. William Bass opened up a connexion with
Limdon, and established a fairly profitable home . tzade. A
misunderstanding between the ^t India Company and the
London brewers who were the proprietors of Hodgiim's India

III. i6a
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Pale Ale, at that time the standard drink of Englishmen in the

East, resulted in Bass being asked to supply a beer which would

withstand the Indian climate and be generally suitable to the

Indian market. After a series of experiments he produced

what is still known as Bass’s pale ale. This new and lighter

beer at once l>ecame popular all over India, and Bass’s firm

became the largest in Burton. After William Bass’s death the

business was carried on by his son, M. T. Bass, and then by his

S
andson, Michael Thomas Bass (1799^1884). In 1827 a vessel

den with Bass’s be<*r was wrecked in the Irish Channel. A
large proportion of the cargo was however salved and sold at

Liverpool, where it met with great approval in the local market,

and through this chance circumstance the firm opened up a

regular trade in the north-west of England and Ireland. “ Bass
”

was, however, litje diunk in London till 1851, when it was

supplied on draught at the Exhibition of that year, sin<*e which

time its reputation has l^en world-wide. In 1880 the business

was turned into a limited liability company. Michael Thomas
Bass, Ijesides actively conducting and extending the firms

operations, was a man of great public spirit and philanthropy,

and the towns of Burton and Derby are largely indebted to his

munificence. He took a keen interest in all questions affecting

the welfare of the working classes, and was largely instrumental

in securing the abolition of imprisonment for debt. On his death,

prior to which he had taken into partnership Messrs Ratcliff and

Gretton, two of the leading officials of the brewery, converting

the business into a limited company known as Messrs Bass,

Ratcliff ik (iretton, IAd., tlie control of the firm passed to his

sons, Michael Arthur Bass and Hamar Bass (d. 1898). Michael

Arthur Bass (1837-1909), after twenty-one years in parliament as

member first for Stafford, then for two divisions of Staffordshire,

was in 1886 raised to the peerage as Baron Burton
;
by a special

p)atent of 1897 the peerage descended to his daughter, Nellie,

the wife of Mr J. K. Buillie of Dochfour, the baronetcy descend-

ing to his nephew W. A. Hamar Bass (b. 1879).

BASS (the same word as “ base,’* and so pronounced, hut

influenced in spelling by the Ital. basso), deep, low
; esj)ecially in

music, the lower part in the harmony of n composition, the

lowest male voice, or the lowest-pitched of a class of instruments,

us the iMiss-clurinet.

Bass or bast (a word of doubtful origin, pronounced basym the

fibrous bark of the lime tree, used in gardening for tying up
plants, or to make nmts, soft plaited baskets, 8rc. Basswood is

the American lime-tree, Tilia Americana', white basswood is

T, heternphylla.

The name bass is also given toafish closely resembling the perch.

BASSA, a province of the British protectorate of Northern

Nigeria, occupying the angle made by the meeting of the Benue

river with the Niger. It has an area of 7000 sq. n\, with a

population estimated at about one and a half millions. It is

bounded N. by the Benue, W. by the Niger, S. by the frontier of

Southern Nigeria, and E. by the province of Muri. The province

is heavily forested, and is estimated to be one of the richest of

the protectorate in natural products. It has nc\x'r been pene-

trated by Moslem influence, and is inhabited in the greater part

by warlike and unruly pagans. Early in the ibth Centura* the

Igbira (Okpoto or Tbo) were one of the most powerful pagan

peoples of Nigeria and had their capital at Iddah. At a later

period the Bassas conquered the western poition of the state

and the Munshis the eastern, while the Okpoto still held the

south and a wedge-shaped district partially dividing the Munshis

and Bassas. The Bassas are a very rernarkable papn racij who
permeate the tmtire protectorate of Northern Nigeria, and are to

be found in small colonies in almost every province. They are

clever agriculturists, naturally peaceful and indu.strious. The

Munshis, though also good agriculturists, are a warlike and most

unruly race, as are also the Okpoto.

The districts which now comprise the province of Bassa came

nominally under British control in 1900, but up to the year 1903

administmtivc authority was confined to the western half with

Dekina (in f 3' E., 7* 41’ N.) for its capital. In December of

1903 a disturbimce resulting in the murder of the British resident

led to the despatch of a military expedition, and as a result of

the operations the frontiers of the districts under control were
extended to the borders of the Munshi country in about 8® E.
The western portion of the province, occupied by friendly and
|ieaceful tribes upon tlic Niger, has been organized for administra-

tion on the same system as the rest of the protectorate. Courts

of justice are operative and taxes are peacefully collected. The
Okpoto, however, remain turbulent, as do their neighbours the

Munshis. Spirits, of which the importation is forbidden in

Northern Nigeria, are freely smuggled over the border from
Southern Nigeria. Arms and powder are also imported. The
slave-trade is still alive in this district, and an overland route for

slaves is believed to have been established through eastern Bassa to

the Benue. In consequence of the natural wealth of the province,

there are trading establishments of the Niger Company and of

Messrs Holt on the Niger and Benue, and colonies of native traders

have penetrated the country from the north. Roman (^tholic

and Protestant missions are established at Dekina and Gbebe.
BA8SAN0, JACOPO DA PONTE (1510-1592), Venetian

painlei was born at Bassano. He was educated by his father,

who was himself an artist, and then completed his studies at

Venice. On the death of his father he returned to Bassano and
settled there. His subjects were generally peasants and villagers,

cattle and landscapes, with some portraits and historical designs.

His figures are well designed, and his animals and landscapes

have an agreeable air of simple nature. His compositions, though
they have not much eloquence or grandeur, have abundance of

force and truth
;

the local colouis are well observed, the flesh-

lints are fresh and brilliant, and his chiaroscuro and perspective

are unexceptionable. He is said to have finished a great number
of pictures ; but his genuine works are somewhat rare and
valuable—many of those which are called originals being copies

either by the Hnns of Bassano or b> others. Bassano’s style

varied considerably during his lifetime. He naturally was at

first a copier of his father, but his productions in this st}de are

not of great value. He was then strongly attracted by the

lightness and beautiful colouring of Titian, and finally adopted

the style which is recognized as his own. Although he painted

few great pictures, and preferred humble subjects, yet his altar-

piece of the Nativity at Bassano is estimated highly by the best

judges, and in Lanzi’s opinion is the finest work of its class.

BASSANO* a city of Venetia, Italy, in the province of Vicenza,

24 m. N.E. of Vicenza and 30 m. N. of Padua by rail, at the foot

of the Venetian Alps. Pop. (1901 ) town, 7553 ;
commune, 15,097.

It is well situated upon the Brenla, which is here spanned by a

covered wooden bridge, and commands fine views. The castle,

erected by the Rzzelini in the 13th century, lies in the upper

portion of the town, above the river
; a tower, erected by a

member of the same family, is a conspicuous feature. The
museum and cathedral and some of the other churches contain

pictures by the da Ponte family (i6th and early 17th century),

sumamed Bassano from their birth-place
;
Jacopo is the most

eminent of them. The museum also contains drawings and
letters of the sculptor Antonio Canova. The church of S.

Francesco, begun in the 12th century in the Lombard Roman-
esque style, was continued in the i3tli in the Gothic style.

Some of the houses have traces of paintings on their facades.

In the xith century Eccelin, a German, obtained fiefs in this

district from Conrad 11 . and founded the family of the Ezzelini,

who were prominent in the history of North Italy in the 13th

and 14th centuries. Bassano apparently came into existence

about A.D. jooo. Its possession was disputed between Padua
and Vicenza

;
it passed for a moment under the power of Gian

Galcazzo Visconti of Milan, who fortified it. At the beginning

of the 15th century it went over to Venice ; its industries

flourished under Venetian government, especially its printing-

press and manufacture of majolica, the latter of which still

continues. On the 8th of September 1796 an action was fought

here between the French and the Austrians, in which the French

were victorious, (T. As.)

BASBARAB or Bassaraba, the name of a^imty in Rumania,

which ruled Walachia from the dawn -bf its hittoiy until 1658.
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langu$ batqu$ (Toulouse. 1826) ; C Ribary. Essai sur U iangue
basqus (1866). translated irom the Hunganan by Julien Vinson
(ParLs, 1877) ; W. J. Van Eys, Grammaire comparit des dialtcUs
basqties (Paris, I^ndon, Amsterdam, 1879) ; Prince L. L. Bonaparte,
Lt Vwbe basque en itdtUauit (London, 1864-X869)

; J. Vmson,
articles in Rmme de linguisHque (Paris, 1867-19^); L'Abb^
Ithurry, Gtammaire basque (Bavpnne, i89^->i9(^) ; Dr H. Schuc-
hardt. Die Entstehung der Dezugsformen des Baskischen (Wien, 1893)

;

W. J. Van Eys, Dictionnaive hasque-f^anQais (Paris, 1^3) ; R. M. de
Askuc, Diccionario vascongado espahol-fran^ais (Tours, iqo6)

;

Monumenta Linguae Ibericae, edidit Aemilius Hubner. foL (Berlin.

1^93) (texts and introduction good ; analysis and interpretation
faulty). Other works of interest on various subjects are :—Went-
wortii Webster. Basque Legends (London, 1877 and 1879) ; Puyol y
Camps, “ La Epigraphia Niimismatica Iberica.“ in tomo xvi. of
BoUtin de la Real Academia de la Htstoria (Madrid, 1890), (for geo-
grapliicai distribution of the alphabets) ; T. de Aranzadi, El Pueblo
Euskatduna. Estudio de Antropologta (San Sebastian, 1889); and
the same author's Existe uva raza Euskara ? Sus caracteres antro-
potogicos (i9C)5)

; La Tradition au pavs basque (Paris, 1899), (a
collection of papers bv local authorities)

;
Julien Vinson, Les

Basques et k pays basque (Paris. 1882), a sufficient .survey for llie

general reader; thi* same auUior's Le Folk- Lute du pays basque
(l*aris, 1883). treats of the Pastorales and embraces the whole
Folk-Lore

;
Le Codex de Saint-Jacques de Compostella, liV». iv. (Paris,

1882), by K. F. Fita and J. Vinson, gives the first Basque vocabu-
lary

;
Les Coutumes geutraks gardes et tUtservies au pais ^

haillage dc Lahourt (Tiordeaux, 1700); (1. C^lphc-Galliard, Le Paysan
basque d ivavers les dges (Paris, 1905) ; Pierre Yturbidt^, Lc Pays de
Lahourd avani lySty (Bayonne. 1905). (for the time of the English
domination) ; Henry O'Shea, La fimhe basque (Pau, 1889), (valu-
able lor ilie comiianson of Basque and Celtic sepulchral ornament).
See also the bibliography to BAsyi’L Provincks. (W. Wk.

; J. Vn.)

BASRA (written also Busra, Bassora and Bussora), the
name of a vilayet of Asiatic 'Turkey ,and of its capital. Thevilayct
has an area of 16,470 sq. m., formed in 1884 by detaching the
southern districts of the Bagdad vilayet. It includes the great
marshy districts of the lower Euphrates and Tigris, and of their

joint stream, the Shatt el-Arab, and a sanjak on the western
shore of the Persian Gulf. A .settled population is found only
along the river banks, lixeept the capital, Basra, there are no
towns of importance. Korna, at the junction of the two great

rivers
; Amara on the Tigris

;
Shatra on the Shatt el-Ha! canal,

connecting the 'Tigris and Euphrates
;

Nasrieh, at the junction
of that canal with the Euphrates and Suk esh-Sheiukh, on the
lower reache.s of the Euphrates, are the principal settlements,

with a population varying from 3000 to 10,000 or somewhat
less. Along the Shatt el-Arab and the lower reaches of the
Tigris and Euphrates there arc vast plantations of date-jmlms,

which produce the finest dates known. Here and there arc found
extensive rice-field.s

; liquorice, wheat, barley and roses are also

(cultivated in places. But in general the ancient canals on
which the fertility of tlie C(;untry depends have been allowed to

go to min. 'The whole land is subject to inundations which
render settled agriculture impracticable, and the population
consists chiefly of nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes whose
wealth consists in herds of buffaloes, horses, sheep and goats.

The principal exports arc wool, dates, cereals, gum, liquorice-

niot and horses. «The climate is humid and unhealthy. 'Hie

population is estimated at about 300,000 almost exclusively

Moslems, of whom three-quarters are Shi*ites. There are about
4000 Jews and perhaps 6000 Christians, among whom are
reckoned the remains of the curious sect of Sababans or
Mandaeans, whose headquarters are in the neighbourhood of

Suk esh-Sheiukh.

The capital of the vilayet, also called Basra, is situated in

47® 34' E. long, and 32® N, lat, near the western bank of the
Shatt el-Arab, about 55 m. from the Persian Gulf. The town
proper lies on the canal cl- Assar about to 2 m. W. of the Shatt
el-Aiub. 'There are no public buildings of importance. Hie
houses are meanly built, partly of sun-dried and partly of burnt
bricks, with flat roofs surrounded by parapets. The bazaars

are miseiable stmeturea, covei^ with mats laid on rafters of

date trees. Hie streets are irregular, narrow and nnpaved.

The greater part of the area of the town is occupied by gardens

and ^antations of palm-trees, intersected by a number cd little

canals, cleansed twice daily with the ebb and flow of the tide,

which rises here about 9 ft. These canals are navigated by small
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boats, called itiUm (plur. resembliiig dug^ttts in form,

but light and graceful. At high-tide, aco^n^y, the town
presents a very attractive appearance, but at low-tide, when the

mud banks are exposed, it seems dirt^ and repulsive, and the

noxious exhalations are extremely trying. The whole region is

subject to inundations. The town itself is unhealthy and

strangers especially are apt to be attacked by fever. Basra is

the port of Bagdad, witli which it has steam communication by
an English line of river steamers weekly and also by a Hirkish

line. 'The Shatt el-Arab is deep and broad, easily na^rigable for

ocean steamers, and there is weekly communication by passenger

steamer with India, while two or more freight lines, which i&o
take passengers, connect Basra directly with the Mediterranean,

and with European and British ports. It is the great date port of

the world, and the dates of Basra are regarded as the flnest in the

market. Besides dates the principal articles of export are wool,

horses, liquorice, gum and attar of roses. The annual value of

the exports i.s ajiproximately ^1,000,000 and of the imports a

little more. 'The foreign trade is almost exclusively in the liands

of the English, but of late the Germans have l^egun to enter the

market, and the Hamburg-American line of steamers has estab-

lished direct communication. Since i8<)8 there has been a
British consul at Ba.sra (liefore that time he was a representative

of the Indian government). Brnnce and Russia also maintain

consular establishments at Basra. The settled population of

Basra i.s probably under 50,000, but how much it is impossible

to estimate. It is a heterogeneous mixture of all the nations

and religions of the East
—

'Turks, Arabs, Persians, Indians,

Armenians, Ghaldueans and Jews. Of tlie latter there are about

1900, engaged in trade and commerce. Fewest in number are

tlie Turl^, comprising only the ofiiciols. Most numerous are the

Arabs, chiefl}' Shi'ites. 'Hie wealthiest and most influential

personage in the capital and the vilayet is the nakib, or mar.shal

of the nobility (i.e. descendants of the family of the prophet,

who are entitled to wear the green turban). Basra is a station

of the Arabian mission of the Dutch Reformed Church of America.
History .—The original city of Basra was founded by the

caliph Omar in a.d. 636 about 8 m. S.W. of its present site, on
the edge of the stony and pebbly Araliian plateau, on an ancient

canal now dry. The modern town of Zobeir, a sort of health

suburb, occupied by the villas of well-to-do inhabitants of

Ba.sra, lies near the ruin mounds which mark the situation of

tlie ancient city. In the days of its prosperity it rivalled Kufa
and Wasit in wealth and size, and its fame is in the tales of the

Arabian Nights, With the decay of the power of the Abbasid
caliphate its impcirtance declined. 'The canals were neglected,

communication with the Persian Gulf was cut off and finally

the place was abandoned altogether. 'I'he present city was
conquered by the Turks in 1668, and since that period has been
the scene of many revolutions. It was taken in 1777 after a
siege of eight months by the Persians under Sadik Khan. In
about a year it fell again into the hands of the Turks, who were
again deprived of it by the sheik of the Montefik (Montafiq)

Arabs. The town was in the October following recovered by
Suleiman Pasha, who encountered the sheik on the banks of

the Euphrates and put him to flight
;

it has since remained in

the hands of the Turks. (j. p. pa.)

BA88, the name of a family of English brewers. The founder
of the firm, William Bass (b. 1720), was originally a carrier,

one of his chief clients being Benjamin Printon, a Buiton-on-
Trent brewer. By 1 7 77 Bass had saved a little money, and seeing

the growing demand for Burton beer he started as a brewer
himself. The principal market for Burton beer at that time was
in St Petersbu^, whither the beer could be sent by water direct
from Burton via the Trent and Hull, and William Bass managed
to secure a tolmble share of the large Russian orders. But in
1822 the Russian government plac^ a prohibitory duty on
Burton ales, and the Burton brewers were forced into cultivating
the home market. William Bass opened up a connexion with
Limdon, and established a fairly profitable home . tzade. A
misunderstanding between the ^t India Company and the
London brewers who were the proprietors of Hodgiim's India

III. i6a
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Pale Ale, at that time the standard drink of Englishmen in the

East, resulted in Bass being asked to supply a beer which would

withstand the Indian climate and be generally suitable to the

Indian market. After a series of experiments he produced

what is still known as Bass’s pale ale. This new and lighter

beer at once l>ecame popular all over India, and Bass’s firm

became the largest in Burton. After William Bass’s death the

business was carried on by his son, M. T. Bass, and then by his

S
andson, Michael Thomas Bass (1799^1884). In 1827 a vessel

den with Bass’s be<*r was wrecked in the Irish Channel. A
large proportion of the cargo was however salved and sold at

Liverpool, where it met with great approval in the local market,

and through this chance circumstance the firm opened up a

regular trade in the north-west of England and Ireland. “ Bass
”

was, however, litje diunk in London till 1851, when it was

supplied on draught at the Exhibition of that year, sin<*e which

time its reputation has l^en world-wide. In 1880 the business

was turned into a limited liability company. Michael Thomas
Bass, Ijesides actively conducting and extending the firms

operations, was a man of great public spirit and philanthropy,

and the towns of Burton and Derby are largely indebted to his

munificence. He took a keen interest in all questions affecting

the welfare of the working classes, and was largely instrumental

in securing the abolition of imprisonment for debt. On his death,

prior to which he had taken into partnership Messrs Ratcliff and

Gretton, two of the leading officials of the brewery, converting

the business into a limited company known as Messrs Bass,

Ratcliff ik (iretton, IAd., tlie control of the firm passed to his

sons, Michael Arthur Bass and Hamar Bass (d. 1898). Michael

Arthur Bass (1837-1909), after twenty-one years in parliament as

member first for Stafford, then for two divisions of Staffordshire,

was in 1886 raised to the peerage as Baron Burton
;
by a special

p)atent of 1897 the peerage descended to his daughter, Nellie,

the wife of Mr J. K. Buillie of Dochfour, the baronetcy descend-

ing to his nephew W. A. Hamar Bass (b. 1879).

BASS (the same word as “ base,’* and so pronounced, hut

influenced in spelling by the Ital. basso), deep, low
; esj)ecially in

music, the lower part in the harmony of n composition, the

lowest male voice, or the lowest-pitched of a class of instruments,

us the iMiss-clurinet.

Bass or bast (a word of doubtful origin, pronounced basym the

fibrous bark of the lime tree, used in gardening for tying up
plants, or to make nmts, soft plaited baskets, 8rc. Basswood is

the American lime-tree, Tilia Americana', white basswood is

T, heternphylla.

The name bass is also given toafish closely resembling the perch.

BASSA, a province of the British protectorate of Northern

Nigeria, occupying the angle made by the meeting of the Benue

river with the Niger. It has an area of 7000 sq. n\, with a

population estimated at about one and a half millions. It is

bounded N. by the Benue, W. by the Niger, S. by the frontier of

Southern Nigeria, and E. by the province of Muri. The province

is heavily forested, and is estimated to be one of the richest of

the protectorate in natural products. It has nc\x'r been pene-

trated by Moslem influence, and is inhabited in the greater part

by warlike and unruly pagans. Early in the ibth Centura* the

Igbira (Okpoto or Tbo) were one of the most powerful pagan

peoples of Nigeria and had their capital at Iddah. At a later

period the Bassas conquered the western poition of the state

and the Munshis the eastern, while the Okpoto still held the

south and a wedge-shaped district partially dividing the Munshis

and Bassas. The Bassas are a very rernarkable papn racij who
permeate the tmtire protectorate of Northern Nigeria, and are to

be found in small colonies in almost every province. They are

clever agriculturists, naturally peaceful and indu.strious. The

Munshis, though also good agriculturists, are a warlike and most

unruly race, as are also the Okpoto.

The districts which now comprise the province of Bassa came

nominally under British control in 1900, but up to the year 1903

administmtivc authority was confined to the western half with

Dekina (in f 3' E., 7* 41’ N.) for its capital. In December of

1903 a disturbimce resulting in the murder of the British resident

led to the despatch of a military expedition, and as a result of

the operations the frontiers of the districts under control were
extended to the borders of the Munshi country in about 8® E.
The western portion of the province, occupied by friendly and
|ieaceful tribes upon tlic Niger, has been organized for administra-

tion on the same system as the rest of the protectorate. Courts

of justice are operative and taxes are peacefully collected. The
Okpoto, however, remain turbulent, as do their neighbours the

Munshis. Spirits, of which the importation is forbidden in

Northern Nigeria, are freely smuggled over the border from
Southern Nigeria. Arms and powder are also imported. The
slave-trade is still alive in this district, and an overland route for

slaves is believed to have been established through eastern Bassa to

the Benue. In consequence of the natural wealth of the province,

there are trading establishments of the Niger Company and of

Messrs Holt on the Niger and Benue, and colonies of native traders

have penetrated the country from the north. Roman (^tholic

and Protestant missions are established at Dekina and Gbebe.
BA8SAN0, JACOPO DA PONTE (1510-1592), Venetian

painlei was born at Bassano. He was educated by his father,

who was himself an artist, and then completed his studies at

Venice. On the death of his father he returned to Bassano and
settled there. His subjects were generally peasants and villagers,

cattle and landscapes, with some portraits and historical designs.

His figures are well designed, and his animals and landscapes

have an agreeable air of simple nature. His compositions, though
they have not much eloquence or grandeur, have abundance of

force and truth
;

the local colouis are well observed, the flesh-

lints are fresh and brilliant, and his chiaroscuro and perspective

are unexceptionable. He is said to have finished a great number
of pictures ; but his genuine works are somewhat rare and
valuable—many of those which are called originals being copies

either by the Hnns of Bassano or b> others. Bassano’s style

varied considerably during his lifetime. He naturally was at

first a copier of his father, but his productions in this st}de are

not of great value. He was then strongly attracted by the

lightness and beautiful colouring of Titian, and finally adopted

the style which is recognized as his own. Although he painted

few great pictures, and preferred humble subjects, yet his altar-

piece of the Nativity at Bassano is estimated highly by the best

judges, and in Lanzi’s opinion is the finest work of its class.

BASSANO* a city of Venetia, Italy, in the province of Vicenza,

24 m. N.E. of Vicenza and 30 m. N. of Padua by rail, at the foot

of the Venetian Alps. Pop. (1901 ) town, 7553 ;
commune, 15,097.

It is well situated upon the Brenla, which is here spanned by a

covered wooden bridge, and commands fine views. The castle,

erected by the Rzzelini in the 13th century, lies in the upper

portion of the town, above the river
; a tower, erected by a

member of the same family, is a conspicuous feature. The
museum and cathedral and some of the other churches contain

pictures by the da Ponte family (i6th and early 17th century),

sumamed Bassano from their birth-place
;
Jacopo is the most

eminent of them. The museum also contains drawings and
letters of the sculptor Antonio Canova. The church of S.

Francesco, begun in the 12th century in the Lombard Roman-
esque style, was continued in the i3tli in the Gothic style.

Some of the houses have traces of paintings on their facades.

In the xith century Eccelin, a German, obtained fiefs in this

district from Conrad 11 . and founded the family of the Ezzelini,

who were prominent in the history of North Italy in the 13th

and 14th centuries. Bassano apparently came into existence

about A.D. jooo. Its possession was disputed between Padua
and Vicenza

;
it passed for a moment under the power of Gian

Galcazzo Visconti of Milan, who fortified it. At the beginning

of the 15th century it went over to Venice ; its industries

flourished under Venetian government, especially its printing-

press and manufacture of majolica, the latter of which still

continues. On the 8th of September 1796 an action was fought

here between the French and the Austrians, in which the French

were victorious, (T. As.)

BASBARAB or Bassaraba, the name of a^imty in Rumania,

which ruled Walachia from the dawn -bf its hittoiy until 1658.
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follows the Crestline of the main mnge» Forts guard the upper
valleys of the Nive aad the Aspe, which run important

passes into Spain. The general direction of the rivers of the

department is towards tlie north-west. The streams almost all

meet in the Adour through the Gave de Pau, the Bidouee, and
the Nive. In the north-east the two Luys flow directly to the

Adour, which they join in Landes. In the south-west the

Nivelle and the Bidassoa flow directly into the sea. The lower

course of the Adour forms the boundary between Basses-Pyr^-

n^cs and Landes
; it enters the sea a short distance bdow

Bayonne over a shifting Lmr, which has often altered the position

of its mouth. The Gavp de Pau, a larger stream than the Adour,

passes Pau and Orthez. but its current is so swift that it is only

navigable for u few miles above its junction with the Adour.

On the left it receives the Gave d’Oloron, fomicd by the Gave
trOssau, descending from the l*ic du Midi, and the Gave d'Aspe,

which rises in Spain. An important affluent of the Gave
|

d'Oloron, the Saison’or Gave de Maul^on, descends from the

Pic d’Orhy. From the Pic des Escaliers, which rises alx)ve the

forest of Iraty, the Bidouzc descends northwards
;

wliile the

forest, tliough situated on the soutliern slope of the cluiin,

forms a part of French territory. The Nive, a beautiful river of

the Basque countr}
,
takes its rise in Spain ;

after flowing past

St Jean-Pied-de-Port, ftirmerly capital of French Navarre and
fortified by Vauban to guard the pass of Roncevaux, it joins the

Adour at Bayonne. The Nivelle also belongs only partly to

France and ends its course at St Jean-de-Luz. The Bidassoa,

which is only im|K)rtant as forming part of the frontier, contains

the lie des Faisans, whea* tfie treaty of tlie Pyrenees was con-

cluded (1659), and debouches lietween Hendaye (France) and

Fuenterrabia (Spain).

The climate of the department is mild and it has an abundant

rainfall, partly due to the west wind which drives the clouds

from the gulf of Ga.scony. The Hj>ring is rainy ;
the best seajHins

are summer and autumn, the heat of summer being moderated

by the sea. The winters are mild. The air of Pau agrees with

invaliils and delicate ctmsti tut ions, and St jean-de-Luz and

Biarritz are much frequented by winter visitors.

Despite extensive tracts of uncultivated land, the department

is mainly agricultural. Maize and wheat are the chief cereals ;

potatoes, flax and vegetaldes are also pnnluced. Pasture is

abundant, ami horses, cattle, sheep and pigs are largely reared.

The vine is grown on the lower slopes sheltered from the north

wind, the wines of Juran^on, near Pau, being the most renowned.

Of the fruits grown, chestnuts, cider-apples, and pears ore most
important. About one-thirteenth of the department consists of

woods, a very small firoportion of wliic h belong to the govern-

ment, the rest to the communes and private individuals.

The department furnisiies salt, building-sloac,and otherquarry

products. There are mineral springs at Eaux-Bonnes, Eaux-
Chaudes, Cambo-les-Bains (resorted to by the Basques on St

John's Eve), St Chri.stau, and Salies. At Boucau, 3 m. from
Bayonne, there are laxgc met'dlurgical works, the Fotf^es de

VAdour

^

and chemical works. The manufactures of the depart-

ment include woollen caps and .sashes, cord slippers, chocolate,

and paper, and there are also tanneries, saw- and flour-mills.

“ Bayonne lawns ” and other table delicacies are prepared at

Orthez. There is a considerable fishing population at Bayonne
and St Jean-de-Luz. Bayonne is. the principal port. Exports

consist chiefly of timber, mine-props, minerals, wine, salt and

resinous products. Coal, minerals, phosphates, grain and wool

arc leading imports. The interior commerce of the department

is, however, of greater importance to its inhabitants ; it takes

the form of exchange of prc^ucts between the regions of mountain
and plain. The r^way lines of Basses-Pyren^es, the chief of

which is that from Bayonne to Toulouse via Orthez and Pau,

belong to the Southern C ompany. The Adour, the Nive and

the Bidouze are navi^;able on thw lower courses. The depart-

ment has five arrondissements—'Pau, Bayonne, Oloron, Orthez

and Idaul^n, divided into 41.cantons and 559 communes. It

coasdtutfis the diocese of Bayonne, comes wiUiin the educational

ciixmmscription {^skctdirnii) of B^deaux and belongs to the

district of the XVIII. army corps. Pau, the capital and seat

of a court of appeal, Bayonne, OlorDu, Biarritz, Orthei, Baux-

Bonnes, and ^ Jean-de-Luz are the principal towns. The

following places are also of interest ;—Les^r, which has a chnrch

of the 13th and ibth century, once a cathedral
;
Montansr, with

a stronghedd built in 1380 Gaston Phnebus, count of Foix

and viscount of B^am ; and Saurveterre, a town finely situ^

ated on the Gave d'Oloron, with an old bridge, remains 0/ a

feudal cattle, and a church in the Romanesque ai^ Gothic

stvlcs.

BASSET, or Bassetts, a French game of cards played by five

persons with a pack of fifty-two caids. Once ver>^ popular, it is

now practically obsolete. It is said to be of 'Venetian origin

and to have been introduced into France by Justiniani, the

ambassador of Venice in the second half of the 17th century.

It resembles lansquenet {q.v.) in a general way, in that it is

played between a banker and several punters, the players winning

or losing according as cards turned up match those already

exposed or not.

BASSET HORN (Fr. ear de bassei, or ear de hassette ; Ger.

Ba&sethofn, Basshom
;

Ital. como di basseito), a wood-wind
instrument, not a “ horn,” member of the clarinet family, of

which it is the tenor. The basset horn

consists of a nearly qdindrical tube

of wood (generally cocus or box-wood),

having u cylindrical bore and ter-

minating in a metal bell wider than

that of the clarinet. For convenience

in reaching the keys and holes, the

muJern instrument is usually bent or

curved either near the mouthpiece or

at tlie bell, wliich is turned upwards.

The older models were bent in the

middle at an obtuse angle, and had at

the bottont of the lower joint, near

the bell, a wooden block, inside which

the bore was reflexed, and bent down
U|)on itself.’ The basset horn has

the same fingering as the clarinet,

and corresponds to the tenor of that

imstnimcnt, t)eing pitched a fifth below

tlie clarinet in C. The alto clarinet in

Eh is often substituted for the basset

bom, especially in military bands,

l)ut the instruments difTcr in three

particulars :— (i) The basset horn has

a metal bell insteail of tlie pear-

shaped contracted bell of tlwj alto

clarinet. (2) The bore of the basset

horn is wider than that of the alto

clarinet in Eh, or of the tenor clarinet

in F. (5) The tnlie of the basset

horn is longer than that of the clarinet,

and contains four additional long

keys, worked by the thumb of the

right hand, which in the clarinet

is only used to steady the instru-

ment. These keys give tlie basset horn an extended

compass of two tones downwards to F whereas the

Eh clarinet only extends to GP ^ . and the F clarinet to

A (actual sounds). This brings the compass

of the basset horn to a range of four octaves from

__
I. actual sounds

Fm. I.

(From nliotoffraphn lent by
M. VicMr Mabiltoii.)

> An instrumeDi of tliia tyiic, stamped ** H. Grenser, S. Wfemter,
l>resden.'* is in the ooUsction of the Kev. F. W. Galpitt, of Hatil^
Broad Oak.
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Like the clarinet^ the basset hom is a transposing instrument,

its music being written a fifth higher than the actual sounds.

The treble clef is used in notation for all but the lowest register.

Tlie technical cafmbilities of the basset hom are the same as for

the clarinet, except that the extra low notes from A to F (actual

sounds) can only be intoned slowly and siaceaio ;
the notes of

the upper register being better represented in the clarinet are

seldom used in orchestral music.

'I he tone of the Imsset horn is extremely reedy and rich,

fspcciully in the mcdiuiu and low registers ; the tone colour is

similar to that of the clarinet without its brilliancy ; it is mellow

and sensuous, but slight!) sombre, and therefore well adapted for

music of an eleghic funereal character.

'i’he bas.sct horn flourished mainly in Germany, where at the

end of the i8th cv:ntury it was the favourite solo instrument of

many celebrated instrumentalists, such as (Izerny, David, Lotz,

Springer, ikt:. Among the great masters, Mozart seems to have

been foremost in hi‘; appreciation of this beautiful instrument

In his Ri'ijuiem, the reetl family is represenltid by two basset

horns having independent parts, and two ba.s.soon.s. Mozart has

also used the instrument with great effect in his opera La Clemenza

di Tito, where he has written a fine obbligato for it in the aria
“ Non pill cli Flori”; in Zauberfldte; and in chamber music, viz.

short atlugio for two basset horns and bassoon, and another for

two clarinets and threi' basset horns (Series lo of Breitkopf K'

lliirters complete edition). Beethoven employed it in his

Prometheus overture. Mendelssohn used it in military music,

and in two concerted pieces for clarinet and basset hom with

pianoforte accompaniment, in F and D min., opp. 113 and 114,

dedicated to Heinrich and (arl Biirmann.

'llic archetyfies of the bas.set horn are the .same as those of the

clarinet (7.7*.). The basset horn was the outcome of the desire,

prevailing during the if>th and 17th centuries, to obtain complete
families of instruments to play in concert. The invention of the

liusset horn in 1770 is attributed to a clarinet maker of Passau,

named Horn, whose name was given to the instrument
;
by a

misnomer, the iiasset horn became known in Italy as corno di

hassettOf and in France us cor de basset. In 1 78a, Theodore Lotz of

Pressburg made some modifications in the instrument* which was
further improved by two in.strumentalists of Vienna, Anton and
Johann Stadler, and finally in 1812 by Iwan Mueller, a famous
clarinettist, who invented the alto clarinet in Kb from the basset

horn, by giving the latter a construction and fingering analogous

to those of the clarinet in Bt», which he took as his m^el, instead

of the clarinet in C.

Set* ), G. H. Biukoten, Anweisung zur Klarinette, nebst einer
htozzH Ahhandlong ilhet das Basxet-ltorn, with illustration, p. 37
(Leipzig, Brt'itkopi & Hartel. 1803) ; Iwan Mueller. Atiweisung
zu a$r neuen Clarinette und der Clarmette-alto. nebst cinigen Benner-
hungen fUt htstrumentenmacher (Leipzig, Fa'idrich Hofmeister,
iKzO. with illustrations; Gottfried Welx;r, “ tllx'r ('larinette und
Biissetliorn,” Cat ilia. Bund xi. pp. 33-57 (Mainz. 1834) ;

Wilhelm
Altenluirg. Die Clarinette. ihre Entstehung t4nd Entwickelung bis zur
feUUeit in akustis(her, teehnischer u. musikalh( hee Beziehung {HvW-
broiin, 1904). pp. 1(1-32 ; good heliogravures of early l)a.sset horns in

Desertptive Catalogue of the Musical Instruments at the Royal Military
Exhibition, London, 1890, compiled l)y Capt. C. R. Dav (1891), pi. v.

(K. S.)

BA88L LAURA MARIA CATBRINA (1711-1778). an Italian

lady eminently distinguished for her learning, was l>orn at

Bologna in 1711. On account of her extraordinary attainments

she received a doctor’s degree, and was appointed professor in the

philosophical college, where she delivered public lectures on
experimental philosoph) till the time of her death. She was
elected member of many literary societies and carried on an
extensive correspondence with the most eminent European men of

letters. She was well acquainted with dassical literature, as well

as with that of France and Italy. In 1738 she married Giuseppe

Verrati, a physician, and left several children. She died in

1778.

’ Lectures tm Musical Instruments, their Construction and
Capabilities, by A. J. Hipkins. p. 15: Henri Ijivoix, Hittaire de
liMstrumeutation depuis te seiziime stick jusqu'i nos fours (Pans,
1878), on p. I J3 the date is given as 1777,

BA881, UGO (1800*1849), Italian patriot, was bom at Cento,

and received his early education at Bolo^. An unhappy love

affair induced him to become a novice in the Bamabite order

when eighteen years old. He repaired to Rome, where he led a
life of study and devotion, and entered on his ministry in 1833.

It wa-s as a preacher that he became famous, his sermons attract-

ing large crowds owing to theireloquence and genuineenthusiasm.

He lived chiefly at Bologna, but travelled all over Italy preaching

and tending the poor, so poor himself as to be sometimes almost

starving. On the outbreak of the revolutionary movements in

1848, when Pope Pius IX. still appeared to be a Liberal and an
Italian patriot, Bassi, filled with national enthusiasm, joined

General Durando’s papal force to protect the frontiers as army
chaplain. His eloquence drew fresh recruits to the ranks, and he
exerci.sed great influence over the soldiers and people. When the

pope discarded all connexion with the national movement, it was
only Bassi who could restrain the Bolognese in their indignation.

At Treviso, where he had followed Guidotli’s volunteers against

the Austrians, he received three wounds, delighted to shed his

blood for Italy (12th of May, 1848). He was taken to Venice, and
on his recovery he marched unarmecJ at the head of the volunteers

in the fight at Mestre. After the pope’s flight from Rome and the

proclamation of the Roman republic, Bassi Kxik part with

Garibaldi’s forces against the French troops sent to re-establish

the temporal power. He exposed his life many times while

tending the wounded under tire, and when Garibaldi was forced

lo leave Rome with his volunteers the faithful monk followed him

in his wanderings to San Marino. When the legion broke up

Garibaldi escaped, but Bassi and a fellow-Garibaldian, Count

Livraghi, after endless hardships, were captured near Comacchio.

On being brought before the papal governor, Bassi said :
“ I am

guilty of no crime save that of being an Italian like yourself. I

have risked my life for Italy, and your duty is to do good to those

who have suffered for her.” The governor would have freed the

prisoners; Init he did not dare, and gave them over to an Austrian

officer. They were escorted to Bologna, falsely charged before a

court-martial with having been foun(i with arms in their hands

(Bassi had never borne arms at all), and shot on the 8th of August,

1849. Bassi is one of the most beautiful figures of the Italian

revolution, a gentle unselfish soul, who, although unusually gifted

and accomplished, had an almost childlike nature. His execution

excited a feeling of horror all over Italy.

Countess MartinenRo gives a charming sketch of hi<^ life in hw
Italian Character*; (2nd ed., London, 1901) ; see also Zironi, Vita
del Padre Ugo Bassi (Bologna, 1879) ; F. Venosta, '* Ugo Bassi,
Martire di Bologna," in the Pantheon dei Martiri Italiani (Milan,

1863). (L. V.*)

BASSIANUS, JOANNES, Italian jurist of the rzth centur>’.

Little is known of his origin, but he is said by Corolus de Tocco to

have been a native of Cremona. He was a professor in the law
school of Bologna, the pupil of Bulgarus (q.v.), and the master of

Azo (q.tf.). The most important of his writings which have been
preserved is his Summary on the Authentica, which Savigny
regarded as one of the most precious works of the school of the

Gloss-writers. Joannes, as he is generally termed, was remark-

able for his talent in inventing ingenious forms for explaining his

ideas with greater precision, an(j perhaps his most celebrated

work is his lAw-Xree,” which he entitled Arbor Arborum, and
which has been the subject of numerous commentaries. The
work presents a tree, upon the branches of which the \^rious

kinds of actions are arranged after the manner of fruit. The
civil actions, or actiones stricti juris, being forty-eight in number,
are arranged on one side, whilst the equitable or praetorian

actions, in number one hundred and twenty-one, are arranged on
the other side. A further scientific division of actions was made
by him under twelve heads, and by an ingenious system of

notation the student was enabled to class at once eadi of the

civil or praetorian actions, as the case might be, under its proper

head in the scientific division. By the side of the tree a few
glosses were added by Joannes to explain and justify his classifica-

tion. His Lectures on ike Pandects and die Code, which were col-

lected by his pupil Nicolaus Furiosu$,hai^ unfortunately perished.
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BAaSOUNBlUtl, VSAMQOn DB (157^1646), French

courtier, son of Christophe de Bassompierre (1547-1596), was
born at the castle of Harrouel in Lorraine. He was descended
from an old family which had for generations served the dukes of

Burgundy and Lorraine, and after being educated with his

brothers in Bavaria and Italy, was introduced to the court of

Henry IV. in 1 598. He became a great favourite of the king and
shared to the full in the dissipations of court life. In 1600 he
took part in the brief campaipi in Savoy, and in 1603 fought in

Hungary for the emperor against the Turks. In 1614 he assisted

Marie de’ Medici in her struggle against the nobles, but upon her

failure in 1617 remained loyal to the king Louis XIII. and assisted

the royalists when they routed Marie’.s supporters at Ponts-de-C6

in 1620. His services during the Huguenot rising of 1621-22 won
for him the dignity of marshal of France. He was with the army
of the king during the siege of La Rochelle in 1628, and in 1629

distinguished himself in the campaign against the rebels of

Languedoc. In 1615 Bassompierre had pun hased from Henri,

due de Rohan (1579-1638), the coveted {.wsition of colonel-

general of the Swiss and Grisons
;
on this account he was sent to

raise troops in Switzerland when Louis Xlll. marched against

Savoy in 1629, and after a short campaign in Italy his military

career ended. As a diplomatist his career was a failure. In

1621 he went to Madrid as envoy extraordinary to arrange the

dispute concerning the seizure of the Valteline forts by Spain,

and signed the fruitless treaty of Madrid. In 1625 he was sent

into Switzerland on an equally futile mission, and in 1626 to

T.ondon to secure the retention of the ( atholic ecclesiastics and
attendants of Henrietta Maria, wife of Charles I. The personal

influence of Henry IV. had deterred Bassompierre from a marriage

with C'harlolte de Montmorency, daughter of the constable

Montmorency, afterwards princessc dc Omdd, and between 1614

and 1630 he was secretly married to Louise Marguerite, widow of

Francois, prince de Conti, and through her became implicated in

the plot to (n erthrow Richelieu on the “ Day of Dupes ” 1630.

Ills share was only a slight one, but his wile was an intimate

friend of Marie de’ Medici, and her hostility to the cardinal

aroused his suspicions. By Richelieu’s orders, Bassompierre was
aiTested at Senlis on the 25th of February 1631, and put into the

Bastille, where he remained until Richelieu’s death in 1643. On
his release his oflices were restored to him, and he passed most of

his time at the castle of l illi^res in Normandy, until his death on
the r2th of October 1646. He left a son, Francois de la Tour, by
the princesse de Conti, and an illegitimate .son, Louis de Bassom-
pierre, afterwards bishop of Sainles. His Mimotres, which are an
important source for the history of his time, were first pub-

lished at Cologne in 1665. He also. left an incomplete account

of his embassies to Spain, Switzerland and England (Cblognc,

1668) and a number of discourses upon various subjects.

The best edition of the Mitnoires is that issiied by the Socift6 de
I’llistoire de France (Pans, 1877) : see also G. Tallcmant des Reaux.
Hisioriettes de la princesse de Contt, et du marichal de Bassompierre
(Paris, 1854-1860).

BASSOON (Fr. bauson) Ger. Fagott; Ital. fagollo), a. wood-
wind instrument with double reed mouthpiece, a member of

the oboe (q.v,) family, of which it is the bass. The German and
Italian names of tlie instrument were bestowed from u fancied

re.semblance to a bundle of sticks, the bassoon being the first

instrument of the kind to be doubled back upon itself
;

its direct

ancestor, the bass pommer, 6 ft. in length, was quite straight.

The English and French names refer to the pilch of the instru-

ment as the bass of the wood-wind.

The bassoon is composed of five pieces, which, when fitted

together, form a wooden tube about 8 ft. long (93 in.) with a

conical bore tapering from a diameter of i J in., at the bell, to

in. at the reed. The tube is doubled back upon itself, the

shorter joint extending to about two-thirds of the length of the

longer, whereby the height of the instrument is reduced to about

4 ft. The holes are brought into a convenient position for the

fingers by the device of boring them obliquely through the

thickiieis of the wood. The five pieces are :-^i) the beu
; (3)

the long joint, forming the upper part of the instrument when

played, although its notes are the lowest in pitch
; (3) the wing

overlapping the long joint and having a projecting &p through

which are bored three holes
; (4) the butt or lower end of the

instrument (when played) containing the double bore necessitated

by the abrupt bend of the tube upon itself. Both bores are

pierced in one block of wood, the prolongation of the double tube

iieing usually stopped by a fiat oval pad of cork in the older

models, whereas the modem instruments have instead a

U-shaped tube
; (5) the crook, a narrow curved n\i:tal tube

about 12 in. long, to which is attached the double reed farming

the mouthpiece.

The performer holds the instrument in a diagonal position

;

the lower part of the tube (the butt joint) played by the right

hand resting against his right thigh, and the little bell, turned

upwards, pointing over his left shoulder
; a strap round the neck

affords additional support. The

notes are produced by means of

.seven holes and 16, 17 or iq

keys. The mechanism and finger-

ing are very intricate. Theo-

retit'ully the whole construction

of the bassoon is imperfect and
arbitrary, important acoustic prin-

ciples l>eing disregarded, but these

nuK'hanical defects only enhance

its value as an artistic musical

instrument. The player is obliged

to rely very much on his ear in

order to obtain a correct intona-

tion, and next to the strings no
instrument gives greater scope to

the artist.

The l)assoon has an eight foot

tone, the compass extending from

Bh bassi to Ab treble

, or in modern

instruments by means of addi-

tional mechanism to C or even

These extra

high notes are from their extreme

sweetness called vox humana.
The pitch of the bassoon ap-

parently lies two octaves below

that of the oboe, since the lowest

note of bcjth is B, but in reality

the interval is only a twelfth, as

may he ascertained by comparing

their fundamental scales. On the

bassoon the fundamental scale is Front view. Back view,

that of F maj., obt^ed by open-

ing and closing the holes ; the Savary Model,

notes downwards from F to (RikUU, Cart* & Co.)

Bb are extra notes obtained by means of

interlocking keys on the long joint, worked by the left thumb
;

they have no counterpart on the oboe and do not belong to

the fundamental scale of the bassoon. The fundamental scale of

the oboe is that of C, although the compass has been extended a

tone to Bb Therefore the difference in pitch be-

tween the bassoon and the oboe is a twelfth. In the first

> At Wagner's instigation, the wind-instrument maker, W. Heckd
of Biebrich-am-Rhein, made bassoons with an extra key, extending
the compass downwardM to A.
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mgister of the bassoon^ seven semitones

obtained, as stated above, by means of keys in the long joint and
ben

;
the next eight notes’(holes and keys) each produce two

sounds—the fundamental tone, and, by increased pressure of

the !)reath, its harmonic octave. The remaining notes are

obtained by cross fingering and by overblowing the notes of the

'Iff ^
fundamental scale a twelfth as far as Ab p which

forms the normal compass. From A to £b the vox humana notes

are produced by the help of small harmonic holes opened by
mean.s of keys at th<* top of the wind joint ; exception^ players

obtain, without additional keys, two or more higher harmonic
notes, which, hotvever, are only used by virtuosi. This then
forms the inlricat'‘ scheme of fingering for the l>assoon, and in

order to appreciate the efforts of such instrument makers as

Carl Almennkler in Ciennany, Triebert and Jancourt in France,

*Sax in JJeJgium, (brnelius Ward and Morton in England, to

introduce improvements based upon acoustic principles, it is

necessary to understand what these general principles are, and
why they have been disregarded in the bassoon. In all tul)es

the note given by the viiirating air column is influenced directly

by the length of the tulie, but very little, if at all, by the diameter
of the* liore. The pitch, however, is greatly affected by the

diameter of the ojaming, whether lateral or at the bell, through
which the vilirating column of air is again brought into com-
municution with the outer air. Tlic tul)c only sounds the normal
note in pro])orti()n to its length, when the diameter of the lateral

opening is ecjual to the internal diameter of the tube at the
opening. As in most of our early w(KKl-winil instruments the
holes would in that case have Iwen too large tcj l)c stopjjed by the
fingers, and key -mechanism was still primitive, instrument-
makers resorted to the ex|K!dient of substituting a hole of smaller
diameter neart*r tlic mouthpiece for om; of greater diameter in

the position the hole should theoretically occupy. This import-
ant principle was well understood hy the Romans, and perhaps
even by the ancient Greeks, as is proved hy t'xisting specimens
of the aulos (q.v.) and by certain passages from the classics.^

Another curious acoustic, phenomenon bears upon the con-
struction of wind instruments, and especially upon tlie bassoon.
When the diameter of the lateral oiieriing or Ixjll is smaller than
that of the bore, the portion of the tube below the hole, which
should theureticadly be as though non-existent, asserts itself,

lowering the pitch of the note produced at the hole and damping
the tone

;
this is peculiarly noticeable in the A of the ba.ssoon

whose hole is much too high and too small in

diameter.® To cite an example of the .scopti of Carl Almenrader's
improvements in the bassoon, he reiidjusted the position of the

A hole, .stopped by the third finger of tlie right hand, boring

lower down the tube, not one large hole, but two of medium
diameter, covered by an open key to lx? closed by the same finger

from the a('customed positit)n
;
one of these A holes conununi-

cates with tlie narrower bore in tJie butt joint, and the other

with the wider bore. The effect is a perfectly clear, full and
accurate tone. Almenriider’s other alterations were made on
the same principle, and produced iin instrument more poirfect

mechanically and theorctuuilly than Savary’s, but lacking some
of the characteristics of tiu! bassoon. In Germany Almenraders
imp>rovements •' have lx*en generally adopted and liis model
with 16 keys is followed by most makers, and notably by Heckel
of Biebrich.^

^ Mactobitii} in Scip. lib. u. cap. 4. 5.
* Gottiried Wrlwr. *' Verbesaerungen dc.s Fogotta/’ in C&cilia

(Main*. 1825), vol. ii. p. i
»

^
Sw Traiti sttr k pefffttioHnement du hasson, am 9 tableaux, par

Charkt AtmenrtkUr (Mavenoe. Schott), and also the above mentioned
iirticlo bv Gottfried WcUt in Cdt'ilia, whose explanations arc
alaarei than thase of tlw invutitor.

* For a description of the modem instrument see \''ictor Charles
MOhillon. Catahgm desetiptif et analytiqw du musie tnstrumenlat
du Coneerpatoire Royal iw (BruxcOlet. 1896), vol. ii.

pp. 275*a76. No. 999.

I

The unwieldy boss pommers of the 15th and 16th oenturies

led to many attempts to produce a more practical bass for

orchestra by doubling baok the long tubs of the instrument.
Thus transformed, the pommer became a fagotto. Tlie invention
of the bMsoon or fagotto is ascribed to Afranio, a canon of
Ferrara, in a work by his nephew, Theseus Ambrosius Albonesius,
entitled Introductdo in Chdtdaicain lUnguant , , , et descriptio

ac Sim^acrum Phofspii Afranii (Pavia, 1539). The illustration

of the instrument, showing front and back views (p. 179), taken
in conjunction with the detailed description (pp, 33-38), at once
disposes of the suggestion that the phagotus of Afranio and the
fagotto or bassoon were in any way related

; the author himself
is greatly puzzled as to the etymology of the word, 'fhe phagotus
in fact, resembles nothing so much as the musical curiosity
known as flute-d-bec d colonne/* but double and played by bellows,
assigned by G. Chouquet to the i6th century. This flute con-
sisted of a column, with base and capital, both stopped, the vent

the whistle being concealed within perforated brass boxes,
in the upper and lower parts of the colunur. Afranio’s phagotus
consisted of two similar twin columns with base and capital
containing fixiger-holes and keys

;
between the columns in front

w^ a shorter column for ornament, and at the back of it another
still shorter whose capital could be lifted, and a sort of bellows
or bag-pipe inserted by means of which the instrument was
sounded. The first instrument was made, we are told, by
Ravilius of Ferrara, from Afraoio’s design.^ Mersenne,^ who
does not seem to have any difficulty in understanding the con-
struction of Afranio's phagotus, does not consider him the
inventor of the fagotto or bassoon, but of another kind of fagotto
which he classes with the Neapolitan sourdeline, a compliaited
kind of musette ^ (see Bag-Pipe). Afranio’s instrument consists,

he states, of two bassons as it were interconnected by tubes and
blown by bellows. As in the sourdeline, these only speak when
the springs (keys) are open. He disposes of Theseus Albonesius s

fanciful etymology of the name by showing it to be nothing but
the French word fa^ot, and that it was applied because the
instrument consists of two or more “.flutes,” liound or jaj^otevs

togi*ther. There is no evidence that the phagotus contained a
reed, which would account for Mersenne calling the pipes flutes.

Mersenne’s statements thus seem to uphold the theory that
Afranio’s phagotus was only a double ffiiie d colonne with
bellows. Evidence is at hand tliat in 1555 a contrabass wind
instrument was well known as fagottt). In the catalogue of the
musical instruments belonging to the Flemish band of Marie de
Hongrie in Spain, we find the following :

“ Ala dicha prinvesa

y al dicho matoto dos ynstrumentos de musica contrabaxos, que
llaman fagotes, metidos en dos caos redondas como parc^e por
el dicho entrego.” ^

Sigmund Schnitzer of Nuremberg (d. 1578), a maker of wind
instruments who attained considerable notoriety, has been

« As far as is known only Uin*c of the.se curious instruments are
in existence

;
two in tlu* museum of the C'onservatoire, Paris, and

one in Brussels
; all three Isjar a trefoil as maker's mark

;
the

smallest, in F, is reproduced in the Catahgue of the Mustrol
ments exhibited at the Royal Military Kxhibitiov. London, iSgo, by
Capt. C. R. Day (London. 1891), pi. iv, F. It is also descrilxid (with-
out illustration) in Mahillon’s Catalogue, p. 201, No. 189. The two
flutes iji I'*aris, measuring 73 cm. and 94 cm., are describinl l>y

Piustave Chouquet, Le Musie du Conservatoire National de Mvsique—Catalogue descripHf et raisonni (Paris, 1884), Nos. 409 and 410,
p. 100.

* An Italian transiatioxi of the description is given Iw Count
L. F. Valdriehi in Musttrgiaua, No. 4 (Milano. 1881), “II Phagotus
di Afranio,” p, 40 et seq. (without illustration). An illustration of
the phagotus is given by W. T. von Wasdolewski in Gesch. d. In-
strumantalmusih im XVI, Jahrh. (Berlin. 1878), pi. v. and vi., text

VHarmonic universelle (Paris, 1636), j>art ii. p. 305.
•• Ibid,, illustrated and dcscrilx'd, bk. v. p. 203.
* See Edm. van der Straeten, Hist, de la mtisique aux Pays-Sas,

vol. vii pp. 433. 436. 448.

J* J* Quan^, Frederick tlie Great’s flute - master, gives
France the credit of transfonniog the bombard (ponuncr) into
the bassoon, and the schalmey iiiro oboe, see Versuch einer An-
weisungdie FIdte traverstire sm tpUdm (Berlin, 1752). p. «4 and again
p. 341. 1 6.



BASSO-RELIEVO—BASS ROCK
named as the probable author of the transformation of pommer
into bassoon.

We leurn from an historical work of the iSth century, that
he was renowned “ almost everywhere ” as a maker of fagntie

of extraordinary size, of skilful workmanship and pure intonation,

speaking easily. Schnitzer's instruments were so highly a(>>

preciat^ not only all over Germany, but also in France and
Italy, that he was kept continually at work producing fagaUe

for lovers of music.*

An earlier chronicler of the artistic celebrities and craftsmen

of Nuremberg, Johann Neudorfer, writing in 1540/ names
Sigmund Schnitzer merely as Pfeifenmacher und Stadipieijer,

Had he been also noted as an inventor of a new form of instru-

ment, the feUow-citizen and contemporary chronicler would not
have failed to note tlie fact. If Schnitzer had l)een the first to

reduce the great length of the bass pommer by doubling the

tube back upon itself, he would hardly have Iwen handed down
to posterity as the clever craftsman wha tnadr jagottos of extra-

ofdinary size
;

Doppelmaier, who chronicles in these eulogistic

terms, wrote nearly two centuries after the supposed invention

of the fagotto, the value of which was realized later by retro-

spection.

An explanation may perhaps be found in Eisel’s statement
about the Detilscher Bassofi, wliich he distinguishes from the

Hasson (our bassoon). “ The Deutsche Hassons

^

Fagotte or

llombardi, os our Gorman ancestors termed them, before music
was clothed in Italian and French style, are no longer in use

”

(Ki.sel wrote in 1738) “ and therefore it is unnecessary to waste
paper on them.” ^

'J’his refers, of course, to the bombard or bass

pommer, the extraordinarily long instruments which SchniUer
made so sueeessfvilly. From this it would se.em that our bassoon

was -not of German origin. In the meanwhile we get a clue to

the early history of the pommer in transition, but we find it

under a different name in no way connected with fagotto. In

order to shorten the unwieldy proportions of the tenor pommer
in G, and to increase its portability, it was constructed out of a

block of wood of rather more than double the diameter of the

pommer, in which two bores were cut, communicating at the

bottom <if tlie instrument which was flat. The l)ell and the crook
containing the double reed mouthpie(.*e wea* side by side at the

top. This in.strument, which had six holes in front and one at

the Imck as well as two keys, was known as the dttlceian, dolcian,

dou(aim\ and also in J^Vance as amrtaud and in England as the

curtail
j

eurial* curioll, &c., being mentioned in- 1583
—

“ The
common bleting musick of ye iJrone, Hobius (Hautboy) and
Gurtoll.” Tlie next step in the evolution produced the double
curtail, a converted bass ponmier an octave below the single

curtail and therefore identical in pitch as in construction with
the early fagotto in C. The instrument is .shown in fig, 2, the

reproduction of a drawing in the MS. of llie Academy of Armoury
by Randle Iloline,-’ written somt; time before 1688. At the side

of the drawing is the following description :
“ A double curtaile.'*

’ J. G. Dopp«*lmaior, Ilistorische Nachricht vnn den Niirnhtfgi-
schen Mathematicis und Kiinsthrn (Nitmlierg, 1730), p. 293.

* So<* " Nttchrichten von Kiinstlem und werkJeuten Numbergs
aua ( 1cm jahre i54(i.” in R. Eilelbergcr von Eddlxjrg’s Quelien-
schfiften fiir Kunxtgeschichte und Kunsttechnik des AUtielalters
(V^ienna, 1875), vo)s. viii.-x.

» See J. 3. Eise!. Musicus autodidactus oder der sich selhst informir-
rende Musicus {Eriurt, 1738). pp. 104 and 100. and also j. Matthesem,
Das ncu-erd(fmU Orchester (Hamburg, 1713), " liasaon,” from whom
Eisel borrowed.

* See the New English Dictionary, and Bateman upon Baiiholinu.s,
423. r. margin.

® British Museum, ilarL MS. 2034, fol. 2076, a refen*nce com-
municated bv AugustnaHughes-Hughes from his valuable appendix
to part iii. (Instrumental Music apd Works on Music) ol a (JaiatogM
of MS. Music in the Drift sh Museum (London, iqo8-i9<Kj). Tlie
Appendix contains a Hit of typical nmaical in.struments represf'nt^
m illuminated MSS. ,or deacxibed in otherMSS. in tlw British Museum,
with brief deaewtion and full references.

* Compare Randle Holme’s double curtail with Uic dolcian in C,
pi, vi. H. of Ca^. C. R. Day's catalogue, and with a dolcian or single
curtail by J. C. Dcnner in Paul de Wit's Katalog des Musihhistorischen
idumum vem Paul de Wit (Leipzig, 1903), p. 127, No. 380. and
ittuat. p. xax (Collection now transferred to Cologne). Consult also

m
Is double the bigness of tbe single, mentioned ch. xvi. n. 6’*

(the b^ins at ch. xvii. of bk. 3)
** and is pkyed 8 notes

deeper. It is as it wero 2 pipes fixed in on(e) thick bass pipe,

one much longer than the other, from the top of the lower comes
a crooked pipe of brass in which is fixed a reed, through it the

wind passeth to make the instrument make a sound. It hath
6 holes on the outside and one on that side next the man or back
part and 2 brass keys, the highest called double La sol fv,ancl the

other double B mi.*"

We may therefore conclude that the satirical name fagotto^

presumably bestowed in Italy, sina* the French equivalent fagtH

was never used for the basson, was not
necessarily applied to the new form of

pommer at the outset, but in any rase

before 1555 ; that the very term Phagoto
d'Afranio^ by which the instrument
was known during its short fabulous

existence, with its pretended Greek
et)rmolog>% presupposes the pre-exist-

ence in Italy of another fagotto with
which Afranio was acquainted, perhaps
imperffxily. Afranio’s was the age of

ingenious mci-haniail devices applied

to musical instruments, many of which,
like Afranio’s, being mere freaks, did
not survive the inventor. A document
selected from the valuable archives
published by F.dm. van dcr Straeten ^

suggests a satisfactory clue. In 1426
].ouis Willay, a musical instrument
maker of Bruges, sold to fMiilipjie le

Bon a triple set of wood-wind instru-

ments, i.e. ” 4 bombardes, 4 douyaines
and 4 flutes,” to be sent as a gift to 1688)."

N colas 111 ., martjuis of Ferrara. The (i-w Hxri. MR. W54 h»

new instrument, the dnuyaine, we may
imagine, by its unusual appearance provoked the satirical

wit of some courtier, and was henceforth known as fagotto.

Just a century later J<.aviliuK of Fc'rrarn made Afranio’s first

phagotus from the inventor's design.

The bassoon has been a favourite with all the great masters,
excepting Handel. Beethoven uses the bassoon largely in his

.symphonies, writing everywhere for it independent parts of
great beauty and originality. Bach, in his mass in B min., has
parts for two bassotias. Mozart wrote a concerto in Bl> for

bas.soon, with orchestra (Kochel, No. T.qi). Weber has also
written a concerto for bassiwn in F 75), scored for full

orchestra.

See also Etienne Ozi. NnuveUe AJsthode du Bassinm (l^aris, 1788
wid i8tH))

; J. B. J. W’illent-Bordogny, Gran Meihodo complsto per
tl Fagotto (Milan, 104^), with illu.sttalions of early bassoons (Eiiglisli
edition. London. J. K. Lafl. ur & Son)

; JoHej)h Frdhlich, VoU^
stdndige Musihsrhulv fiir alle bevm Ordirster gehraUchlirhe wichtigere
JnstrumerUe (many practical illuKtrations) (Colopne. Bonn, ifiii);
articli; “ litissoon,” by W. II. Stone and D. J. Bluikloy in Grove's
Dictionary of Musii and MusUians (2nd ed.) ; article “ Fagott

”

in Mendel's Musiknlischcs Conversations-Lexihon
; for the history of

tho in.<»triiment. and of Its prtJtotypes, hoc Ohoe and BoMnARO.
(K. S.)

BASSO-RELIEVO (Ital. for ” low relief the term applied to
sculpture in which the design projects but slightly from the plane
of the background. The relief may not project at all from the
original surface of the material, as in the sunken reliefs of the
Egyplian.s, and may be nearly flat, as in the Panathenaic pro-
cession of the Parthenon. In the early r9th century the term
bassthrelifvo, or “ low relief,” came to be employed loosely for all

forms of relief, tlie term mezao^eUevo having already dropped
out of general use owing to the difiiculty of accurate appliditioii.
BA8S ROCK» THE^ a small island m the Firth of Forth, abo^

2 m. from Canty Bay, Haddingtonshire, Scotland. It is ctfcuhur
in shape, measuring a mile in circumference, and is 350 ft. high.

Fic;. 2. - Old English
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On three sides the diHs are precipitous^ but they shelve towai^s

the S,W., where landinj^ is effected. The Bass Rock is an in-

trusive mass of phonolitic trachyte or orthophyre. No ne^^eline

has been detected in the rock, but analdte is present in small

quantity together with abundant orthoclase and green soda-

augite. It Ixsars a dose resemblance to the eruptive mas.ses of

North Berwick Law and Traprain Law, but Is non-porphyritic.

It is regarded by Sir A. Geikit* as a plug filling an old volcanic

vent, from which lava emanated during the Calciferous Sandstone

period. It used to lx* gnized by sheep, of which the mutton

was thought to l)e unusually good, but its principal denizens are

sea-birds, chiefly solan geese, which haunt the rock in vast

numbers. A lighthouse with a six-flash lantern of 39,000 candle

power was opened iti 1902. For a considerable distance E. and

W. there runs torough the rock a tunnel, about 15 ft. high,

accessible at lov, water, St Baldred, whose name has been

given to .several of the cliffs on the shore of the mainland,

occupied a hermitage on the Bass, where he died in 756. In the

14th century the island became the property of the Lauders,

called afterwards Lauders of the Bass, from whom it was

purchased in 1671 by government, and a castle with dungeons

was erected on it, in which many Covenanters were imprisoned.

Among them wore Alexander Peden (1626-1686), for four years,

and John Blackadder (1615-1686), who died there after five

years’ detention. At the Revolution fcjur young Jacobites

captured the Rock, and having been reinforced by a few others,

held it for King James from June 1691 to April 1694, only

surrendering when threatened by starvation. Tluis the island

was the last place in Great Britain to submit to William 111 .

Dismantled of its fortifications in 1701, the Bass passed into the

ownership of Sir Hew Dalrymple, t<» whose family it belongs. It

is let on annual rental for the feathers, eggs, oil and young of the

sea-birds and for the fees of visitors, who reach it usually from
Canty Bay and North Berwick.

BASSUS, AUFIDIUS, a Roman historian, who lived in the

reign of Tiberius. His work, which probably began with the

civil wars or the death of Caesar, was continued by the elder

Pliny, who, as he himself tells us, carried it down at least as far

as the end of Nero’s reign. The Bellum Germanicum of Bassus)

which is commended, may have been either a separate work or

u section of his general history. The elder Seneca speaks highly

of him as an historian, but the fragments preserved in that

writer’s Suasonae (vi. 23) relating to the death of Cicero, are

characterized by an affected .style.

Phnv. Nat. Hist., prat'hitio, 20; Tacitus, Diahgus de Oratoribus,

23 ;
ijuintilian, lusUt. i. 103.

BASSUS, GAESlUS,’a Roman lyric poet, who lived in the reign

of Nero. lie was the intimate friend of Persius, who dedicated

his sixth satire to him, and whose works he edited (Schol. on
Persius, vi. i). He is said to have lost his life in the eruption of

Vesuvius (79). He had a great reputation a.s a poet ;
Quintilian

(Instit. X. I. 96) goes so far as to say that, with the exception of

Horace, he was the only lyric poet worth reading. He is also

identified with the author of a treatise Dr Meiris, of which con-

siderable fragments, probably of an abbreviated edition, are ex-

tant (ed. Keil, 1885). The work was probably originally in verse,

and afterwards recast or epitomized in prose h>rm to be used as

an instruction book, A worthless and scanty account of some
of the metres of Horace (in Keil, Grammaitd Latini, vi. 305),
bearing the title An Caesti Bassi de Aietn's is not by him, hut
chiefly borrowed b>' its unknown author from the treatise

mentioned above.

BA8BU8, CA8S1A1IU8» called Schola^icus (lawyer), one of the

geapmict or writers on agricultural subjects. He lived at the
end of the 6th or the b^inning of the 7th century A.n. He
compiled from earlier writers a collection of agricultural literature

(Geoponica) which was afterwards revised by an unknown editor

and published about the year 950, in the reign of Constantine

Porphyre^enitus^ to whom the work itself has been ascribed.

It contains a full list of the authorities drawn upon, and the

subjects treated include agriculture, birds, bees, horses, cattle,

sheep, dogs, fishes and the like.

Complete Editions.—

N

eedham (i704)< Niclas (1781). Beckh
(1895) ;

sec also Gcmoll in Derliner Studien, i. (1884) ; Oder in
Jikeinisches Museum, xlv. (1890), xlviii. (1893). and De Raynal in
Annuaire de VAssoc, pour I' Encouragement des J^tudes Grecqim, viii.

(1874).

BA88U8, SALEIU8, Roman epic poet, a contemporary of

Valerius Flaccus, in the reign of Vespasian. Quintilian credits

him with a vigorous and poetical geniu.s (InstiL x. i. 90) and
Julius Secundus, one of the speakers in I'acitus Dialogus de

Oratoribus (5 ;
see also 9) styles him a perfect poet and most

illustrious bard. He was apjiarcntly overtaken by poverty, but
was generously treated by Vespasian, who made him a present

of 500,000 sesterces. Nothing from his works has been pre-

served
;
the Laus Pisonis, which has been attributed to him, is

probably by Titus Calpurnius Siculus
(
j . Held, De Saleto Basso,

BA8SV1LLE (or Basseville), NICOLAS JEAN HUOON DE
(d. 1793), French journalist and diplomatist, was bom at Abbe-
ville on the 7th of February 1753. He was trained for the

priesthood, taught theology in a provincial seminary and then

went to I*aris. II ere in 1784 he published £lemenls de myikologie

and some poems, which brought him into notice. On the recom-

mendation of the pi ince of Cond^^ he became tutor to two young
Americans travelling in Europe. With them he visited Berlin,

made the acquaintance there of Mirabeau, and became a member
of the Berlin Academy Royal. At the outbreak of the Revolution

he turned to journalism, becoming editor of the Mercure inier-

natiofial. Then, through the Girondist minister Lebrun-Tondu,
he entered the diplomatic service , went in May, 1792, as secretary

of legation to Naples and was shortly afterwards sent, without

official status, to Rome. Here his conduct was anything but

diplomatic. He at once announced himself as the protector of

the extreme Jacobins in Rome, demanded the expulsion of the

French emigrh who had taken refuge there, including the
“ demoiselles C^pot,” and ordered the fleur-de-lys on the

escutcheon of the French embassy to be replaced by a picture

of Liberty painted by a French art student. He talked at large

of the " purple geese of the (‘apitol ^’.and met the remonstrances

of Cardinal Zelada, the papal secretary of shite, with insults.

This enraged the Roman populace
;
a riot broke out on the 13th

of January 1793, and Bassville, who was driving with his family

to the Conso, was dragged from his carriage and so roughly

handled that he died. The affair was magnified in the Convention

into a deliberate murder of the “ representative of the Republic
”

by the pope’s orders. In 1797 by an article of the treaty of

Tolentino the papal government agreed to pay compensation
to Bassville s family. Among his writings we may also mention
Memoires historiques, critiques et politiques sur la Revolution de

France (Paris 1790 ;
English trans. London, 1790).

See F. Masson. Lrs Diplomates de la Revolution (Paris, 1882);
SUvagni. La Corte e la Societd vnmana nei secoli XVIII. e XIX.
(Florence, 1881).

BASTAR, a feudatory state of British India, in the Chattis-

garh division of the Central Provinces
; area, 13,662 sq. m. In

1901 the population was 306,501, showing a decrease of i %
compared with an apparent increase of 58 % in the preceding

decade. Estimated revenue £22,000; tribute fuoo. Tlie

eastern part of Bastar is a flat elevated plateau, from 1800 to

2000 ft, above the level of the sea, the centre and N.W, portions

are very mountainous, and the southern parts consist of hills and
plains. On the plateau there are but few hills ; the streams

run slowly and the country is a mixture of plain and undulating

ground covered by dense sdl forests. Principal mountains of the

district: (i) a lofty range which separates it from the Sironcha

district
; (2) a range of equal height called the Bela Dila lying

in, the centre of the district; (3) a range running N. and S.

near, Narayanpur
; (4) Tangri Dongri range, running E. and W.

;

(5) Tulsi Dongri, bordering on the Sabari river and the Jaipur

state. There is also a small rann running from the river Inani-

vati to the Godavari. The Inaravati, the Sabari and the Tal

or Talper, are the chief rivers of district ; all of them affluents

of the Godavari. The soil throughout the greater portion of

Bastar consists oflight day, with an admixture of sand, suited



BASTARD
for raising rice and wet crops. In the jungles the Marias^ who
are among the aboriginal tribes of C^nd origin, raise kosra

(Panicum itahcum) and other inferior grains. Aboriginal races

j0;enerally follow the migratory system of tillage, clearing the

jungle on selected patches, and after taking Crops for two or

three years abandoning them for new ground. They do not use

the plough ; nor do they possess buffaloes, bullocks or cows

;

their only agriailtural implement is a long-handled iron hoe.

They are a timid, quiet, docile race, and although addicted to

drinking not quarrelsome. They inhabit the densest jungles

and are very shy, avoiding contact with strangers, and flying to

the hills on the least alarm
;
but they bear a good character for

honesty and truthfulness. They are very’ scantily dressed,

wear a variety of trinkets, with a knife, hatchet, spear, bow ami
arrows, the only weapons they use. Their hair is generally shaved,

excepting a topknot
;
and when not shaved it gets into a matted,

tangled mass, gathered into u knot behind or on the crown,

'i'hc Marias and the Jhiirias are supposed to be a sulxiivision of

the true (Jond family. All the aboriginal tribes of Bastar worship

the deities of the Hindu pantheon along with their own national

goddess Danteswari.

Bastar is divided into two portions—that held by the Raja
or chief himself, and that possessed by feudatory chiefs under

him. The climate is unhealthy—fever, smulliiox, dysentery

and rheumatism lieing the previiiling diseases. Jagdalpur,

Bijapur, Madder and Bhupalpatnnm are the only places of any
note in the de[)endenry, the first (on the Indravati river) being I

the residence of the raja and the chief pt‘(»ple of the state. The
principal products are rice, oil-seeds, ItK , tussur silk, horns, hides,

wax and a little iron. 'I’cxik timber is floated down the rivers

to the Madras coast. A good road has brought Jagdalpur into

connexion with the railway at Raipur.

BASTARD (O. Fr. bastard, mod. hdtard = fUs de hast, “ pack-

saddle ('htld,^' from bast, saddle), a person bom out of legal

wedlock. Amongst the Romans, bastards were classified as

fwihi, children bom in concubinage, and spurH, those not so

born. Both classes had a right of succession tc» their mother,

and the nnthi were entitled to support from their father, but had
no rights of inheritance from him. Both, however, had in other

respec ts most of the rights of citizenship. The (lermanic law

was based ufxin an entirely different principle. It recognized

as legitimate only those whose parents were of the same social

rank. All others were regarded as bastards, and took the status

of the parent of inferior rank. The aim of all the Germanic codes

was to preserve purity of race, not to improve morals, for in-

cestuous unions are not censured. 'J’he influence of the Germanic
law lasted throughout the early feudal jjeriod, and bastards were

debarred rights of inheritance. In the J3th century the influence

of Roman law tended again to modify tliis severity. An excej)-

tion was probably made in the ca.se of those whose fathers were

of royal bl(M)d, in which case it even seems that no stigma was
attached to the accident of their birth, nor did they suffer from

the usual disabilities as to inheritance which attended those of

illegitimate birth (Gregory of Tours, v. 25). Among the Franks

we find Theodoric I., a natural son of ('lovis, sharing the kingdom
with the legitimate sons

;
Zwentibold, natural son of Amulf, was

created king of Ix)rraine by his father in 895 ;
and everrWilliam

the Conqueror actually assumed the appellation of bastard.

In English law a bastard still retains certain disabilities. His

rights are only such as he can acquire
;

for civilly he can inherit

nothing, being looked upon as the son of nobody, and sometimes

called ^ius nuUws, sometimes filius pnpuli. This, however, does

not hold as to moral purposes, he cannot marry his mother
or bastard sister. Yet he may gain a surname by reputation

though he has none by inheritance, and may even be made
legitimate and capable ot inheriting by the transcendent power

of an act of parliament.

For poor-law purposes, all legitimate children take the settle-

ment of their father, but a bastard takes the settlement of its

mother. The moriier of an illegitimate child is entitled to its

custody in preference to the father, and consequently the re-

sponsibility of its support falls primarily on her. But the
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English law has always recognised the principle to a certain

extent the father must share in that responsibility. This, how-

ever, was imposed not with the idea of furnishing the woman
with a civil remedy, nor to have a penal effect agamst the man,

but solely to prevent the cost of maintenance of the bastard child

from falling upon the parish. Indeed, tlie legislation upon the

subject, which dates back to 1576, was until 1845 an intimate

part of the poor law. The act of 1576, the basis of English

Dastardy law, empowered justice.s to take order for the punish-

ment of the mother and reputed father of every bi»tkid child

left to the care of the parish, and to charge the mother and

reputed father with the payment of a weekly sum or other

needful sustenance. Other acts were passed in 1609 and 1733,

enabling the mother of any child chargeable or Ijkely to become

chargeable to the parish to .st^cure the apprehension, and even

the imprisonment, of the father until he should indemnify the

parish, provisions which were made somewhat more stringent

by acts pas.sed in 1809 and 1810. In 1832 a commission was

appointed to inquire into the operation of the poor laws, and

the commissioners in their report gave great attention to the

subject of bastardy. They reviewed the various acts from 1576

downwards and gave examples of their operation. The con-

clusion to which the commissioners came was that the laws
“ which res|H*ct bastardy appt^ar to be pre-eminently unwise,”

and that they gave rise to many abuses. For example, the

weekly payment recovered by the parish was usually transferred

to the mother
;

even in many cases guaranteed. The com-

mis.si(jners recommended that the mother alone should bet re-

sponsible for the maintenance of the child. “ This,” they said,

” is now the position of a widow, and there can be no reason for

giving to vice privileges which we deny to misfortune.” Acting

on the rec'ommcndation of the commissioners the Poor Law
Amendment Act of 1834 endeavoured to discourage the principle

of making the putative father eonlrihutc by introducing a some-

what cumbmome method of procedure. The trend of public

opinion proved against the discouragement of affiliation, and

an act of 1839 transferred jurisdiction in affiliation cases from

quarter-sessions to petty-sessions. A commission of inquiry on

the working of the l>astardy acts in 1844 recommended ” that

affiliation should be facilitated,” and, accordingly, by the

Bastardy Act of 1845 effect was given to this recommendation

by giving the mother an inde|>endent civil remedy against the

putative father and dissociating the parish altogether from the

proceedings. Subsequently, legislation gave the parish the right

(»f attaching, and in some cases suing for, money due from the

putative father for the maintenance of the child. The existing

law is set out under Affiliation.

The incapacities attaching to a bastard consist principally in

this, that he cannot be heir to any one
;

for being nulltus filius^

he is therefore of kin to nobody, and has no ancestor from whom
an inheritable bkM>cl can be derived. Therefore, if there be no

other claimant upon an inheritance than such illegitimate child,

it escheats to the lord. And as bastards cannot be heirs them-

selves, so neither can they have any heirs but those of their own

bodies ; for as all collateral kindred consists in being derived

from the same common' ancestor, and as a bastard has no legal

ancestor, he can have no (jollateral kindred, and consequently no

legal heirs, except such as claim by a lineal descent from himself.

And hence, if a bastard purchase land, and die seised therefor

without issue and intestate, the land escheats to the lord of the

fee. Originally a Imstard was deemed incapable of holy orders,

and disqualified by the fact of his birth from holdi g any dignity

in the church ;
but this doctrine is now obsolete, and in all other

respect.? there is no distinction betTrecn a bastard and another

man. By the law of Scotland a bastard is not only excluded

from his father’s succession, because the law knows no father

who is not marked out by marriage
;
and from all heritable

succession, whether by the father or mother, because he cannot

be pronounced lawful heir by the inquest in terms of the brief

;

but ai.so from the movable succession of his mother, because he

is not her lawful child, and legitimacy is implied in all succession

deferred by the law. But a l^tard, although he cannot succeed
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jwe sanguinis, may succeed by destination, where he is spedaily

called to tbf; succession by entail or testament. In Scotland, as

m England, a bastard can have no legal heirs except those of his

ewvn lx)d>' ;
and hence, failing his lawful issue, tlic king succeeds

to him as List heir. Formerly bastards in ScoU^d without

issue of their own could not make a will, but this disability was

removed liy a statute of 1H35. If bastards or other p}ersons

without kindred die intestate without wife or cliild, their effects

go to the king a* ultimus banes ; but a grant Ls usually made of

them by letters patent, and the grantee becomes entitled to the

administration.

According to the common law, which is the law of England, a

bastard cannot be divest(;d of his .state of illegitimacy, unless

by the supreme pow»'r of an act of parliament. Jlut in those

countries which have followed the Roman or civil law, a bastard's

status may be provisional, and he can he made legitimate by

the 8ul)se(|uent riurriage of his parents. (S('e Lkgitimacy and
Legitimation ;

and, for statistics, Illegitimacy.)

ArriioaJTiKs. 'BacqiKit, TratU de la bdtardise (i6t>8); Du Canpe,
Clths\. Lat., Ultra " iiautardus "

; L. G. Kocnigswaler, llistouc de

I’otliannalum dv la famillr on J'ranor (1851), and /hsat sur Ics enfant%
fih hors mafia','t' (1842) ; E. D. GUisson, Hhtoirc drs droits et dcs

inslitutiovi dr VAfiftlcttme (6 vols., 1882 -1R83). Uistoire du droit el

des institutions de la h'ratwr (*887) ;
Pollock and Maitland. History

vf lin^lish Law (i8t»8)
;

Stc[jlu‘n's Commentarit's ; Nichoils ajul

Muckay, History of the I'.n^lish PiHir Luto {3 vols., 1898).

BASTARNAE, the easternmost people of the Germanic race,

the first to come into contact with the ancient world and 'the

Slavs. Originally settled in (talicia and the Itukovina, they
appeared on the lower Danube about 200 n.c., and were iLsed by
Philip V. of Macedon against his I’liracian neighbours. Defeated

by tlic.se the Iia.starnae returned north, leaving some of their

numlier (hence called Peucini) settled on Peuce, an island in tlie

iJanulKJ. Tlieir main body occupied the country’’ between the

eastern C'arpathiaiis and the Danube. As allies of Perseus ami
of MithradaU's the (ireat, and lastly on their own account, they
had hostile relations with th(5 Romans who in the time of

AugustiLS defeated tliem, and made a peace, which was disturbed

by a series of incursions, in these the Jiastarnue after a time
i

gave place to the (iotlis, with whom they setmi to liavc amalga-
mated, and we last hear of them as transferred by the emperor
I’robus to the right bank of the Danube. Polybius and the

autliors who copy him regard the Bastarnae as Galatac
;
Strabo,

liaving learned of the Romans to distinguish Celts and Gennans,
first allows a GiTinan element

j
Tacitus expressly declares their

I

German origin but says that the race was degraded by inter-

marriage with Sarmatians. The desc riptions of tludr bodilyappear-
unce, tribal divisions, manner of life and methods of warfare are
such as are applied to either race. No doubt they were an outfiost

of the Germans, and so had absorlxid into themselves strong

Cietic, Celtic and Sarmatian elements. (E. II. M.)

BASTl, a town and district of British India, in Uic Gorakhpur
division of the Dnited Provinces. Tlie town, a collection of

villages, is on tlie river Kuana, 40 m. from Gorakhpur by railway.

The population in 1901 was 14,761. It has no municipality.

The district has an area of 379a sq. m. It stretches out in one
vast marshy plain, draining towards the south-east, and traversed

by the Rapti, Kuana, Banganga, Masdih, Jamwar. Ami and
Katneihia rivers. The tract lying between these streams
consists of a rich alluvial deposit, more or less subject to inunda-
tions, but producing good crops of rice, wheat and barley. In
1901 the population was 1)840,153, showing an increase of 3%
m the decade, A railway from Gorakhpur to C*onda runs through
the district, and the river Gogra is na^igatile. A large transit

trade is oonductod witli Nepal. Tlie export trade of the district

itself is chiefly in rice, sugar and other agricultural produce.

BA8T1A» a town and seaport on the eastern coast of the island

of Corsica, 98 m. N.N.E. <if Ajaccio by rail. Pop. (1906) 34,509.
Bastia, the chief commercial town in CoRsia^ consists of the

densely-populated quarter of the old {ion with its labyrinth of
I

steep and narrow streets, and of a more modem quart^ to tlie
j

north, which has grown up round the new port. La Traverse,

a fine bottlevardyinterseoU the town from north to south. Rising

from the sea-shore like an amphitheatre, Bastia presents an
imposing appearance, which is enhanced by the loftiness of its

houses ; it has, however, little of architectural interest to ofler.

Its churches, of which the largest is San Giovanni Battista, are
florid in decoration, as are the law-court, the theatre and the
hotel-de-ville. The citadel, which dominates the old port, has a
keep of the I4tli century. As capital of an arrondissement,
Bastia is the seat of a tribunal of first instance and a sub-prefect,

while it is also the seat of the military governor of Corsica, of a
court of appeal for the whole island, of a court of assizes, and of
a tribunal and a chamber of commerce, and has a lycee, a branch
of the Bank of France, and a library with between 30,000 and
40,000 volumes. The town has active commerce, especially

witii Italy. TJie new port l\as 1100 ft. of quayage, served by a
railway, and with a deptli alongside of 25 ft. The total number
of vessels entered in 1907 was 721 with a tonnage of 337,551,
of whi(‘h 303,950 were French. The chief exports are chestnut
extract for tanning, cedrates, citrons, oranges, early vegetables,

fish, copper ore and antimony ore. Imports include cod, grain,

flour and wine. Industry consists chiefly in fishing (sardines, &c.,

and coral), the manufacture of tobacco, oil-distilling, tanning,
and the preparation of preserved citrons and of macaroni and
similar provisions.

Bastia dates from the building of the Genoese fortress or
“ bastille by Lionello Lomellino in 1383. Under the Genoese it

was long the principal stronghold in the north of the island, and
the residence of the governor; and in 1553 it was the first

town attacked by the French. On the division of the island in

1797 into the two departments of Golo and Liamone, Bastia
remained the capital of tluj farmer; but when the two were
agiiin united Ajaccio obtained the superiority. The city was
taken by the English in j 745 and again in 1794.

BASTIAN, ADOLF (1826- German ethnologist, was
born at Bremen on the 26th of J une 1826. He was educated as a
physician, but from his early years devoted himself to travel.

J^roceeding to Australia in 1851 as surgeon on a vessel, he had
visited almost every part of the world before his return in 1859.
In 1861 he made an expedition to the Far Etust which lasted five

years. Upon lii.s return he commenced the publication of liis

great work on The Peoples of Eastern Asia, an immense store-

house of farts owing little lo arrangement or style. He settled in

Berlin, where he was made profes.sor of ethnology at the uni-

versity and keeper of the ethnological museum. He su('('reded

R. Virchow at jiresident of the Berlin Antliropological S<»ciety,

and to him was largely due the formation in 1878 of the German
Africa Society of Berlin, which did mui h to encourage German
colonization in Africa. Later he undertook further scientific

travels in Africa, South America and India. The results of

these explorations w(;re made public in a long series of separate

publications comprising several on Buddhism, and on the psycho-
logical problems presented by native superstitions. Bastian also

edited the Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie from 1869, in conjunction
with Virchow ajid Robert von Hartmann. On his seventieth

birthday, 1896 (during which year he started on an expedition
to Malaysia), he was presented with a volume of essays composed
by the most distinguished ethnologists in celebration of the event
and dedicated to him. Among his more important works may
lie mentioned :—Der Mensch in der Geschichte (Leipzig, i860)

;

Die Vdlker des dstlichm Asien 1866-1871); EthndogisAe
Eorschungen (Leipzig, i87i-'x873)

;
Die Ktdiurldnder des alien

Amerika (Tierlin, 1878) ; Der Buddhismus in seiner Psycholagie

(Berlin, 1881); Indonesien (Leipzig, 1884); Der Fetisch an der

Kiisle Guineas (lierliii, 1885) ; Die mikrmesiscken Kohnien
(1899-1900) ; Die wechselnden Phasen im geschickdichen Sehkreis

und Hire Riickivirkung auf die Vidkerkunde (1900).

BASTIAT> FREDERIC (1801-1850), French economist, was
the son of a merchant of Bayonne, and was bom in that townm
the a9th of June x8oi. Educated at the colleges of Soint-Sever

and of Sor^ze, he entered in 1818 the counting-house of his

uncle at Bayonne. The praetkai routine of meroantiie life being
distasteful to him, in 1825 he retired to a property at Mugroa,
of which he becamh the owner on the death of gmndfa^ier.
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Here Bastiat occufaed htmseif with farmings his letsuie being

devoted to study and meditation. He welcomed with enthusiasm

the Revolution of 1830. In 1831 he became a /Mge de pmx of his

canton, and in X83S a meml)er of the conseii f^iniraL of the Landes.

In 1834 he published his first pamphlet,and^tween 1841 and 1844

three others, all on questions of taxation affecting IocaI interests.

During this period an accidental circumstance led him to become

a subscriber to an English newspaper, the Globe and Traoeller^

through which he was made acquainted with the nature and
progress of the crusade of the Anti'('om>Law League against

protection. After studying the movement for two years, he

rest)lved to inaugurate a similar movement in France, To
prepare the way, he contributed in 1844 to the Journal da
t^onomisies an article “ Sur I'influence des tarifs anglais et

fran^ois,’’ which attracted great attention, and was followed by
others, including the first series of his brilliant Sophtsmes

icoftomigues.

In 1845 liastiat came to Paris in order to superintend the

publication of his Cobdm et la Ligue^ ou Voffiiatton an^laise pour

la liherte des echanf>eSf and was very cordially received by the

economists of the capital. From Paris he went to London and
Manchester, and made the personal acquaintance of Cobden,

Bright and other leaders of the league. When he returned to

France he found that his writings had l)een exerting a powerful

influence
;
and in 1 846 he assisted in oiganizing at Bordeaux the

first French f'ree-'rrade Association (Association pour la Liberty

des Echang<‘s ). 'J'he rapid spread of the movement soon required

him to abandon Mugron for J^aris.

During the eighteen months which followed this change his

labours wen* prodigious. He acted as secretary of the central

committee of the association, organized and corresponded with

branch societies, waited on ministers, procured suhsiTiptions,

edited a weekly paper, the Libre-ltchan^e, contributed to the

Journal des tlconomtsies and to three other periodicals, addrtjssed

meetings in Paris and the provinc'es, and delivered a course of

lectures on the principles of political economy to students of the

schools of law and of medicine. The cause to which he thusdevoted

himself at tlui e.xpi*nse of his health and life appeared for a time

as if it would tie successful
;
but the forces in its favour were much

weaker and those opposed to it were much stronger in France than

in England, and this liecame more apparent as the struggle

procetrded, until it was brought to an abrupt end by the Revolu-

tion of J^’ebruary 1848. This event made the socialistic and
communistic principles, which liad been gathering-and spreading

during the previous thirty years, temporarily supreme. (See

National Work.shops.) In this grave crisis B^tiat nobly

perfomied his duty. Although exhausted by the far too heavy

labours in which he had been engaged, although robbed of his

voice by the malady which was preying upon him, so that he

could do but little to defend the truth from the tribune of the

Qmstiluent A.ssembly, he could still suggest wise counsels in the

committee of finance of which he was vice-president, and he could

still use his pen with a vigour and dexterity which made him
capable of combating single-handed many opponents.

He wrote in rapid succession a series of brilliant and effective

pamphlets and essays, showing how socialism was connected with

protection, and exposing the delusions on which it rested. 'Hius

within the space of two years there appeared ProprUte ei IM,
Justice et Fralermle, Propriile et Spoliation, Vital, Baoealaureal

et Socialisme, Proiectionisme et Communisme, Capital et Rente,

Maudit Argent, Spoliation ei Loi, Gratuite du Credit, and Ce gu'on

voii et ce gu'm ne voii pas. While thus occupied he was meditating

the composition of a great oonstmetive work, meant to renovate

economical science by basing it on the principle that ** interests,

• left to themselves, tend to harmonious combinations, and to the

progressive prepo^erance of the general good.’’ The first volume

of this work Les Harmomes eeonamiques was published in tlje

beginning of 1850. In the autumn of that year, when working on

the second voltmie, the increase of his malady compelled him to

go to Italy. After lingering at Pisa and Plarenoe he reached

Rome, but only to die there on the 24th of December 1850 in the

fiftieth year of his age.

50,1

The life-work of Bastiat, in order to be fairlv appiedated,

requires to be considered in time aspects, (x) He was the

advocate of free-trade, the opponent of protection. The general

principles of free-trade had, of course, been clearly stat^ and

solidly established before he was bom, but he did more rium

merely restate them. He showed, as no one before him had done,

how Acy were practically applicable to French agriculture, trade

and commerce
;
and in the Sophismes iconomiqms we have the

completest and most effective, the wisest and the wittiest

exposure of protectionism in its principles, reasorfings and
consequences which exists in an}' language, (a) He was the

opponent of socialism. In this respect he had no equal

among the economists of France. He alone foi^ht socialism band

to hand, body to body, as it were,not caricaturing it, not denounc*

ing it, not criticizing under its name some merely abstract theory,

but taking it as actually presented by its most popular represen-

tatives, considering patiently their proposals and arguments, and

proving conclusively that they proceeded ou false principles,

reasoned badly and sought to realize generous aims by foolish

|md harmful means. Nowhere will reason find a richer armoury

of weapons available aguiu.st socialism tlian in the pamphlete

published by Bastiat between 184K and 1850. (3) lie attempted

to expound in an original and independent manner political

rcononiy as a science. In combating, first, the Protectionists,

and, aftcrwanls, the Socialists, thca'e gradutdly rose on his mind a
concepLitm which seemed to him to shed a flood of light over the

whole of economical doctrine, and, indetjd, over the whole theory

of society, viz. tlie harmony of the essential tendencies of human
nature. I'he radical error, he became always more convinced,

both of protectionism and socialism, was the assumption that

human interests, if left to themselves would inevitably prove

antagonistic and anti-social, capital robbing labour, manufactures

ruining agriculture, the foreignerinjuring thenative, the consumer

the producer, &c.
;
and the chief weakness of the various schools

of political economy, he believed, he liad discovered in their

imperfect apprehension of the truth that human interests, when
left to themselves, when not arbitrarily and forcibly interfered

with, tend to luirmonious comliination, to the general good.

His (Jiuvres computes an* in 7 voIh. Tht* first contains an iotor-

cstuig Memoir by Me PoUlottut.

BA8TIDE, JULES (1800-1879), French publicist, was bom at

Paris on the 22nd of November 1800. He studied .law for a time,

and afterwards engaged in business as a timber merchant. In

1821 he became a memlx:r of the French Carbonari, and took a

prominent part in the Revolution of 1830. After the “ July

Days ” he received an artillery command in the national guard.

For his share in the eineute in Paris (5th of June 1832) on the

occasion of the funeral of General Moximilien Lamarque, Bastide

was sentenced to death but escaped to London. On his return

to Paris in 1834 he was acquitted, and occupied hinuelf with

journalism, contributing to tlie Diational, a republican journal of

which he l)ecamc editor in 1836. In 2847 founded the Revue

nationale with the collaboration of P. J. Buchez (g.v.), with whose

ideas he laid liecome infected. After the Revolution of February

1848, Bastide’s intimate knowledge of foreign affairs gained for

him a secretarial post in the provisional government, and, after

the creation of the executive commission, he was made minister

of foreign affairs. At the close of 1848 he threw up his portfolio,

and, al^r the coup d'etat of Decembw 1851, retired into private

life. He died on the 2nd of March 1870. His writings comprise

De Education publique en France (1847) ;
Histoire de VassmhUe

Ugislatioe (1847); ^ RipMique francaise et VlUdie en

(1858) ;
Histmre des guerres felipeuses en Fremce

BASTIDE (Provencal hastida, building), a word apf^d to the

fortified towns founded in south-western Fmnce in the middle

ages, and corresponding to the viUes neuues of northern France.

were estalxished by the abbeys, the nobles and the crown,

frequently by two of these authorities in co-operation, atid were

intended to serve as defensive posts and centres of population

for sparsely-inhabited districts. In addition, they formed a
source of revenue and power for their foundm, who on their

part conceded liberal diarters to the new towns. TlMy were
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bitSt on a rectangular plan^ with a large central square and
straight thoroughfares running at right angles or parallel to one
Motlier, this uniformity of construction t^ing well exemplified

in the existing hasUde of Mcmpazier (Dordogne) founded by the

English in 1284. Mont-de-Marsan, the oldest of the bastides^

was founded in 1141, and the movement for founding them
lasted during the 12th, 13th and 14th centuries, attaining its

height between 1250 and 1350.
Stfe E. Menauli. Le& Viilt s Neuves, leur ortgine et lent influence

dans l(t tnouvement comnniual (I 'arts, 1868) ;
Curif-Seinibres, E&sui

suf les viltes fondt^es dan^ Ic snd onesi de la t'rame sous le nom de
//osnVitos (Touloui»c. 188(1).

BASTIEN-LEPAGE, JULES (1848-1884), French painter, was
fiom in the village of Damvillcrs, Meu.se, France, on the ist of

Novcmlier 1848 and sprint his rliildhood there. He first studied
at Verdun, and jiroinpted by a love of art went in 1867 to Paris,

where he was adtiiitb^d to the foole des Ileaux-arts, working
under Calmnel. After exhibiting in the Salons of 1870 and 1872
works which attracted no attention, in 1874 ho made his mark
with Ill's

“ Song of Spring/’ a study of rural life, repre.senting a
pca.sant girl sitting on a knoll looking down on a village. His
“ Portrait of my (jrandfather,” exhiliitcd in the same year, was
not less remarkable tor its artless simplicity and rec'eived a
third-class medal. This succe.ss was confirmed in 1875 by the
** First ( ommimion,” a picture of a little girl minutely worked
Up as to colour, and a “ Portrait of M. llayem.” In 1875 he
took the .second IVix de Rome with his ” Angels appearing to the
Shepherds,” exhibited again in 1878. His next endeavour to
win the (irand JMx de Rome in 1876 with “ iViam at the Feet of
Achilles ” was again unsuccessful (it is in the l.illc gallery), and
the painter determined to return to country life, to the Salon
of 1877 he sent a full-length ” Portrait of Lady 1 ..” and “My
Parents ”

;
and in 1878 a “Portrait of M. Theuriet ” and “^Hie

Hayfield.” The last picture, now in the Luxembourg, is regarded
as a typical work from its stamp of realistic truth. Thenceforth
Ba.stien-lx!page was re('(>gnized in Frant'e as the leader of a
schtK)l, and his “Portrait of Mme Sarah Bernhardt” (1879),
painted in a light key, won him the cross of the Legion of Honour,
In 1880 he exhibited a .small portrait of M. Andrieux and “ Joan
of Arc listening to the Voices ”

; and in the same year, at the
Royal Acaderns-, the little portrait of the •Prince of Wales.”
In 1881 he painted ” The Beggar ” and the “ Portrait of Albert
Wolf ”; in 1S82 “ Le P^re Jacques”; in 1883 “Love in a
Village,” in which we find some trac'e of Courbet’s influence.
His last dated work is “ The Forge” (1HH4). 'fhe artist, long
ailing, had tried in vain to re-establish his health in Algiers.
He died in Paris on the loth of December 1884, when planning a
new series of rural subjects. Among his more important works
may also be mentioned the portrait of "Mme

J. Drouet”
(1883); “ Gamlxjtta on his Death-l>ed,” and some landscapes

;

“The Vintage” (1880), and “ The Thames at London ” (1882).
“ The Little (!himney-.Sweep ” was never finished. An exhibition
of his collected works was opened in March and April 1885.

See A. Theuriet, Basiien-Lepage (i885)--F,ngli»h edition, 1892);
L. de Fourcuud, liastien-Lepafie (1885). (H. Fr.)
BASTILLE (from Fr. basUr^ now bdtir, to build), originally

any fortified building forming part of a system of defence or
attack

; the name was especially applied to several of the
princijMl points in the ancient fortifications of Paris. In the
reign ol King John, or even earlier, the gate of Saint Antoine
was flanked by two towers

; and about 1369 Hugues Auhriot,
at the command of Qmrles V., changed it into a regular bastille

or fort by the addiUon of six others of massive structure, the
whole united by thick walls and surrounded by a ditch 25 ft.

wide. Various extensions and alterations were afterwards
effected

; but building remained substantially what it was
made ^ the vigorous provost, a strong and gloomy structure,
with eight stem towers. As the ancient fortiflcatioiis of the city
were superseded, the use of the word l>a.stine as a general designa-
tion gradui^y died out, and it became restricted to the castle of
Saint Antoine, the political imixirtance of which made it practi-
cally, long before it was actually, the only bastille of Paris.
The building had originally a military purpose, and it appean

as a fortress on several occasions in French history. When
Qiarles VII. retook Paris from the English in 1436, his opponents
in the city took refuge in the Bastille, which they were prepared
to defend with vigour, but the want of provisions obliged them
to capitulate. In 1588 the duke of Guise took possession of the
Bastille, gave the command of it to Bussy-Leclerc, and soon
afterwards shut up the whole parlement witliin its walls, for
having refused their adherence to the League. When Henry IV.
became master of Paris he committed the command of the
Bastille to Sully, and there he deposited his treasures, which at
the time of his death amounted to the sum of 15,870,000 livres.

On the nth of January 1649 the Bastille was invested by the
forces of the Fronde, and after a short cannonade capitulated
on the 13th of that month. The garrison consisted of only
twenty-two men. The Frondeurs concluded a peace with the
court on the nth of March ; but it wa.s stipulated by treaty
that they should retain possession of the Bastille, which in fact
was not restored to the king till the 21st of October 1651.
At a very early period, however, the Bastille was employed

for the cu.stody of state prisoners, and it was ultimately much
more of a prison than a fortress. According to the usual account,
which one is tempted to ascribe to the popular love of poetical
justice, the first who was incarcerated within its walls was the
builder himself, Hugues Aubriot. Be this as it may, the duke
of Nemours spent thirteen years there in one of those iron cages
which Louis XI. called his fUUttes

;
and Jacques d’Armagnac,

Poyet and Chabot were successively prisoners. It was not till

llie reiirn of l.(>uis XIII. that it bw^ime recognized as a regular
place of confinement

;
but from that time till its destruction it

was frequently filled to embarrassment with men and women
of every age and condition. Prisoners were detained without
trial on lettres de cachet for different reasons, to avoid a scandal,
either public or private, or to satisfy personal animosities.

But the most frequent and most notorious use of the Bastille

was to imprison those writers who attacked the government or
persons in power. It was tliis which made it so hated as an
emblem of despotism, and caused its capture and demolition in

the Revolution.

Of the treatment of prisoners in the Bastille very various
accounts have been given even by those who speak from personal
experience, for the simple reason that it varied greatly in different

cases. The prisoners were divided into two main classes, those
who were detained on grounds of precaution or by way of
admonitory correction, and those who lay under presumption
or proof of guilt. The former were subject to no investigation
or judgment, and the length of their imprisonment depended
on the will of the king

;
the latter were brought to trial in the

ordinary courts or before special tribunals, such as that of the
Arsenal—though even in their case the interval between their

arrest and their trial was determined solely by the royal decree,
and it was cjuite possible for a man to grow old in the prison
without having the opportunity of having his fate decided.
Until guilt was established, the prisoner was registered in the,

king’s name, and—except in the case of state-prisoners of import-
ance, who were kept with greater strictness and often in absolute
isolation—he enjoyed a certain degree of comfort and freedom.
Visitors were admitted under restrictions

;
games were allowed

;

and, for a long time at least, exercise was permitted in open parts
of the interior. Food was both abundant and good, at least for

the better class of prisoners ; and instances were not unknown
of people living below their allowance and, by arrangement with
the governor, savir^^ the surplus. When the criminality of the
prisoner was established, his name was transferred to the register

of the “ commission,” and he became exposed to numerous
hardships and even barlmrities, which however belonged not so •

much to the special organization of the Bastille as to the general
system of criminal justice then in force.

Among the more distinguished personages who Were confined
in this fortress during the reigns of Louis XIV., XV, and XVI.,
were the famousAfan of the Iron Mask(see Iron MASK),Foucquet,
the marshal Richelieu, Le Maistre de Sacy, De Kenneville,
Voltaire, Latude, Le Pr^vdt de Beaumont, Labourdemnais,
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Lally^ Cardinal de Rohan, Linguet and La Chalotais. While

no detestation is too great fbr that system of royal pantheism
**

which led to the unjust and often protracted imprisonment of

even men of great ability and stainless character, it is unnecessary

to give implicit credence to all the tales of horror which found

currency during the excitement of the Revolution, and which

historical evidence, as well as a priori considerations, tends to

strip of their more dreadful features, and even in many cases to

refute altogether. Much light of an unexpected kind has in

modem times been shed on the history- of the Bastille from the

pages of its own records. These documents had been dung out

into the courts of the building by the revolutionary captors, and

after suffering grievous diminution and damage were finally

stored up and forgotten in the vaults of the library of the (so-

called) Arsenal. Here they were discovered in 1840 by Francois

Ravaisson, who devoted him.self to their anungenient, elucida-

tion and publication.

At the breaking out of the Revolution the Bastille was attacked

by the Parisians ;
and, after a vigorous resistance, it was taken

and razed to the ground on the 14th of July 1789. At the time

of its capture only seven pristmers were found in it. A very

striking account of the siege will be found in Carlyle’s French

Rrtmlution, vol. i. The site of the building is now marked by a

lofty column of bronze, dedicated to the memory of the patriots

of July 1789 and 1830. It is crowned by a gilded figure of the

genius of liberty.

Sec the Memoirs of Linguet (1783). and I^tiidc (ed. by Thierry,

tome iii. i8mo, I7<^i-i7‘^3) ; also Francois Ravaisson, Les Archwes
fie la Uastille (16 vols. 8vo, 1860- i8w); IX'lort, Ilistoirc dc la

dHention des philosophrs A la hasiille (3 vols., 1820) ; F Boiimon,
La Uastille (t»93) :

Fr. Funck-Brentano, Les Lettres de cachet A Paris,

Httde suivie d'une listr des prisonniers de la Uastille : G. Lecoeq.
La Prise de la Uastille (1881).

BASTINADO (Span, hasion, Fr. baton, a stick, cudgel), the

European name for a form of punishment common in the east,

especially in Turkey, Persia and ('hina. It consists in blows

with u light stick or lath of bamboo upon the soles of the feet or

on the buttocks. The terror of the punishment lies not in the

severity of the blows, which are on the contrary scarcely more
than tapping, but in its long continuation. A skilful bastina-

doist can kill lus victim after hours of torture.

BASTION (through the Fr. from late Lat. bastirey to build), a

work forming part of a line of fortifications. The general trace

of a bastion is similar to an irregular pentagon formed by a
triangle and a narrow rectangle, the base of the triangle coincid-

ing with the long side of the rectangle. The two sides of the

triangle form the “ faces ” of the bastion, which join at the
“ .salient ” angle, the short sides of the rectangle form the
‘

‘ flanks.
’
’ Bastions were arranged so that the fire from the flanks

of each protected not only the front of the curtain but also the

faces of the adjacent bastions. A “ tower bastion ” is a case-

mated tower built in bastion form ; a demi-bastion ” is a work
formed by half a bastion (bisected through the salient angle) and
by a parapet along the line of bisection ; a “ flat bastion is a
bastion built on a curtain and having a very obtuse salient angle.

BASTWICK, JOHN ( 1 593-'i654), English physician and
religious zealot, was born at Writtle, in Essex, in 1593, and after

a brief education at Cambridge, wandered on the continent and
graduated in medicine at Padua. On his return he settled in

(iolchester. His celebrity rests on his strong opposition to the

Roman Catholic ceremonial. About 1633 he printed in Holland

two Latin treatises, entitled EUnchus Religionis Papisticae, and
Flagellum PonU’fids et Episcoporum Latidium

;
and as Laud

and other English prelates thought themselves aimed at, he was
fined £1000 in the court of high commission, excommunicated
and prohibited from practising physic, while his books were

ordered to be burnt and the author himself consigned to prison.

Instead of recantiiig, however, he wrote Apologeticus ad Praesules

AngUcancSf and another boo^ called The Utanyy in which he

exclaimed vehemently against the proceedings of the court, and
charged the bishops with being the enemies of God and ** the tail

of tl^ beast/' William Prynne and Henry Burton coming under

the lash of the star-chamber court at the same time, they were all
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censured as turbulent and seditious persons, and condemMd to

pay a fine of £5000 each, to be set in the |uUoTy, to lose their cars,

and to undergo imprisonment for life in remote parts of the

kingdom, Bastwick being sent to Scilly. The parliament in

reversed these proceedings, and ordered Bastwick a reparation

of £5000 out of the estates of the commissioners and lords who
had sentenced him. He joined the parliamentary army, but in

later years showed bitter opposition to the Independmts, He
died in the latter part of 1654.

BASUTOLAND (officially “ The Territory of Basutoland ’*),

an inland state and British crown colony of S.E. Africa, situated

between zS'* 35' and 30“ 30' S. and 27“ and 29° 25' E. It has an

area of 10,293 l>eing somewhat smaller than Belgiui'h, and

is bounded S., S.E., and N.E. by the Drakensbeig, N. and N.W.
by tlie Caledon river, S.W. by a range of low hills extending from

the Caledon above Wepencr to the Orange river, and south of the

Orange by the Telle or Tecs river to its source in the Drakensberg.

Its greatest length S.W. to N.E. is 145 m.
;

its greatest breadth

N. to S. 1 20 m. On every side it is surrounded by British colonies,

north by th(i Orange River Colony, south-west and south by

Ca|H* Colony, and east by Natal.

Basutoland, or Lesuto (l^esotlio) as the natives call it, forms

the south-eastern edge of the interior tableland of South Africa,

and ha.s a rugged and broken surface with a mean elevation of

6000 ft. The Drakensberg (^.i».) fomung the buttress of the

plateau seaward, attain their highc^si elevation on the Basuto-

Natal border. The frontier line follows the crest of the mountains,

three peaks some 10,000 or more ft. high—Giant's C^tle,

('hampagne Castle or Cuthkin Peak and Mont aux Sources

—

towering high above the general level. Mount Hamilton, which

lies north of the waterparting, is over 9000 ft. high. From
Mont aux Sources, table-shaped, and called by the Basutos

Pfltong (Antelope), a second range of mountains, the Maluti,

runs S.VV. through the entire length of Basutoland. The crest of

the Maluti is in few places lower than 7000 ft., whilst Machacha,

the culminating point, is about 10,500 ft. From the tableland

north of the Maluti several isolated hills rise, the most noted being

the almost inaccessible Thaba Bosigo—the rallying place of the

Basuto in many ^ their wars. Shut off from the adjacent

Indian Ocean l)y it^ountain barrier, the drainage of the country

is westward to the distant Atlantic. As its name implies, the

chief rivers rise in Mont aux Sources. From the inner sides of

that mountain descend the Caledon and the Senku, whilst from

its seaward face the Tugela flows through Natal to the Indian

Ocean. The Caledon runs north of the Maluti, the Senku south

of that range. From the slopes of the Maluti descend many
streams, the largest being the Komet Spruit, which joins the

Senku and other torrents from the Drakensberg to form the upper

Orange (q.v.). The Caledon also, sweeping southward, unites

with the Orange beyond the frontiers of Basutoland. Ordiimrily

shallow, the rivers after heavy rain fill with great rapidity,

sweeping away everything in their path. In the richer sod they

cut deep channels ; the denudation thus caused threatens to

diminish seriously the area of arable and pasture land. The

river beds contain dangerous quicksands.

The aspect of the country is everywhere grand, and often

beautiful, fully justifying the title, The Switzerland of South

Africa,” often applied to it. Viewed from a distance the

mountains appear as dark perpendicular barriers, quite impene-

trable
;
but narrow paths lead round the precipitous face of the

hills, and when the inner side is gained a wonderful panorama
opens out. In every direction can be seen luxuriant valleys

through which rivers thread their silvery way, wild chasms,

magnificent waterfalls—that of Maletsunyane has an unbroken
leap of over 600 ft.—^nd, above all, hill crest after hill crest in

seeming endless succession. In winter the effect is heightened

by the snow which caps all the higher peaks.

Geology*—Basutola^ is entirety occupied by the upper divi-

sion (Stormbeig series) of the Karroo formation. The highest

strata (Volcanic group) form the rugged elevated spurs of the

Drakensberg mountains which extend along the eastern terri-

torial boundary. It has been suggested that these spurs represent
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the tttes of vents or fissures of eruption. The upper port of

the Meluti range consists of flows of ineiaph3rres and diabases

belonging to the volcanic beds. Among tliese lavas is the '' pipe
”

amygdaloid of which many blocks have been transported great

distances down the Vaal river. The amygdales are three or four

inches long and about three-eighths of an indi in diameter.

Heulandite, with thomsonite, stilbite, scoledte^ calcite and

chalcedony, occur as infilling minerals.

Cltmate.— T\\ii climate is excellent, invigorating alike for

Europeans and natives. 'Ilie mean annual temperature is about
60” V. The four seasons are distinctly marked, a rarity in South

Africa, where the transition from summer to winter is generally

very rapid. I'he heat of summer (Decernber-March, which is

the rainy season) is fcernpered by cool bree/es : winter (Mav-
September, inclusive) is dry, cold and bracing, and frost prevails

for prolonged periods. The average annual rainfall is about 30 in.

The general health conditions arc good. Malaria is almost

unknown and chest, complaints are rare, Kpidemics of smallpox

and typhoid occur : and leprosy, imported from the Orange

Kiver and Cape Colonies, has taken firm hold on the Uasuto, of

whom aluiut -gi per 1000 are sufferers from this di.sease.

Flora and Fauna.—

k

few kloofs arc wooded, but of forest land

there is none. Along the upper courses of the rivers are willows

and wild olive trees
;
round the chief settlements the eucalyptus

and the pine liave Ijeen planltal. Heaths, generally somewhat
rare in Soutli Africa outside the ( ape [)cnin.sula, are abundant
in Hasutoland. The Alpine flora is \’ery beautiful. There are

few wild animals ; but the eland, hartebeest and smaller antelopes

are ftvund, as well as the leopard and the jackal. Mountain hares,

partridges and quails afford good sport ; bab(.K)ns and great

luiwks live in the mountains. The few fish include the barbel.

Swarms of locusts occasionally visit the country ; the locusts are

eaten by the Busuto.

Fifptdaliott and 7W;u. —Considering the extensive area of

uninhabitable mountain land it contains, tlie Territory supports

a large population. The inhabitants increased from 128,206 in

1875 to 348,848 in 1004. The females outnumber the males by
about 20,000, which is, however, about the number of adult mtdes

away from the country at any given period. The majority live

in tlic district between the Maluti mounta||^ and the (aiedon

river. The great bulk of the people are Basuto, hut there are

some thousands of Barolong and other Kaffirs. The Basuto

proper are a branch of the Bechuana family of Bantu-Negroids.
|

The while inhabitants in 1904 numbered 895, and there were

222 coloured pcrson.s other than natives. The scat of government
is Maseru, on the left bank of the Caledon, with a population of

about 1000 including some 100 Europeans. Mafeteng, in the

N.W. near the Cape frontier, is a thriving agricultural centre, as

is Butha Huthe in the N.E. Morija, some 16 m. S.E. of Maseru,

is the oldest mission station in the Territory, having been founded

by the Paris Society about 1833. Three miles from Morija is

Matsieng, the kraal of the paramount chief Lerothodi (who
died in August 1905). There arc numerous mission stations

throughout Basutoland, to several of which Biblical names have

been given, such as Shiloh, Hermon, Cana, Bethesda, Berea.

Apiculture and Trade.—Basutoland is one of the greatest

grain-growing countries of South Africa. The richest tract of

land IS that between the Maluti mountains and the C^edon
river. In summer the country appears as one waving field of

wheat, millet and mealies
;

whilst on the mountain slopes and
on their flat tops are large flocks of sheep, autle and goats, and
troops of ponies. The Basuto ponies, siid to be descended from

She^nd ponies which, imported to the Cape in 1840, strayed

into the mountains, are short-legged, strong-bodied, sure-footed,

and noted for their hardiness, improvements in the breed have

been effected by the introduction of Arab stallions. Nearly

every Basuto is an agriculturist ; there are no manulactories,

and the minerals, in accordance with tl^ desire of the people,

are not worked. The land b wholly in the pxissessioQ of the

natives, who hold it on the communal system. Whites and

Indians arc allowed to establish trading stations on obtaining

special permits hrom the government, and the Indians absorb

much of the retail trade. The chief exports are wheat, mealies,

Kaffir com, wool, mohair, horses and cattle. The great bulk of

the imports are textiles. The value of the trade depends on
regular rains, so that in seasons of drought the exports seriously

diminish. The average annual value of trade for the five years
ending the 30th of June 1905 was :—^Exports £215,668, imports

£203,026. Trade is almost entirely with Orange River Colony
and Cape C.olony. 'I'he Territory is a member of the South
African Customs Union. Some 60,000 Basuto (annual average)

find employment outside the Territory, more than half of whom
seek farm and domestic service. A small proportion go to the

Johannesburg gold mines, and others obtain employment on the

railways.

Communication over the greater part of the Territor>^ is by
road ,* none of the rivers is navigable. A state-owned railway,

j6| m. long, starting from Maseni crosses the Caledon river and
joins the line connecting Bloemfontein and I^idysmith. I'his

railway follows, N.E. of Maseru, the right bank of the Caledon,

and affords a ready means of transport for the cereals raised on
tlie left or Basuto side of the river. Highroads, maintained by
the government, traverse every part of the country, and bridges

have been built aertiss the (!aledon. The usual mode of convey-

ance is by ox-waggon or light cart. Several passes through the

Drakensberg into Griqualand East and Natal exist, but are little

used. There is a complete postal and telegraphic service and a

telephone line connects all government stations.

Gmiernmeni and Finance.—Basutoland is a crown colony, of

which the high commissioner Jm- South Africa is governor. Tn

him resides the legislative power, exercised by proclamation.

The Territory is administered, under the direction of the

governor, by a resident commissioner, who is also the chief

judicial officer. He is aided by a government secretarj^ and by

assistant commissioners. Under the British officials the country

is governed by hereditary native chiefs, over whom is a para-

mount chief. The chiefs have jurisdiction in cases affecting

natives, but there is a right of appeal to the courts of the com-

missioners, who try all cases in which any of the parties are

European. A national council (pitso), representative of all the

native tribes, meets annually for the free discussion of public

affairs. For administrative purposes the Territory is divided

into the seven districts of Maseru, Leribe, Mohales Hoek, Berea,

Mafeteng, Quthing and Qacha’s Nek, each of which is subdivided

into wards presided over by Basuto chiefs.

Revenue is obtained from a hut tax of £1 per hut
;

the

sale of licences to trade
;

customs and post office receipts.

Seven-eighths of the revenue comes from the hut tax and

customs. The average annual revenue for the five years 1901-

1905 was £96,880 ; the average annual expenditure £69,559.

Basutoland has no public debt
Education and Social Condition .—Education is given in schools

founded by missionary societies, of whi(!h the chief is the Soci^t6

des Missions fevang^liques de Paris. A large proportion of the

people can read and write Sesuto (as the- Basuto language is

called) and English, and speak Dutch, whilst a considerable

number also receive higher education. Many Basuto at the

public examinations take higher honours than competitors of

European descent. There are over 200 schools, with an average

attendance exceeding 10,000. Nine-tenths of the scholars are in

the sch(M)l8 of the French Protestant Mission, which are conducted

by English, or English-speaking, missionaries. A government

grant is made towards the cost of upkeep. A government in-

dustrial school (opened in 1906) is maintained at Maseru, and

the Paris Society has an industrial school at Lebaleng. The
social condition of the people is higher than that of the majority

of South African natives. Many Basuto profess Christianity

and have adopted European clothing. Serious crime is rare

among them and “ deliberate murder is almost unknown.'* ^

They are, like mountaineers generally, of a sturdy, independent

spirit, and arc given to the free expression of their views, gener-

ally stated with good sense and modemtion. These views found

a new medium of publicity in 1904 whenm independent native

i

» Report by resideait-oommitsloner H. C. Sloley, lor 1902-1903.
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newspaper was started, called NMi ea Lesolha (Star of Basuto-

land)! The publication of this paper was followed in 1906 by

tbe adoption of a uniform system of Sesuto orthography. A
book on national customs, the first work in the vernacular by

a South African native, was published in 1S93. The brandy-

drinking habit, which,'when the imperial government assumed

control of the administration in 1884, threatened the existence

of the nation, has been very largely checked. A strong beer,

brewed from l^fhr corn, is a favourite drink.

History.—Until the beginning of the 19th century Basutoland

appears to have been uninhabited save by wandering Bushmen,
whose rude rock pictures are to be found in several parts of the

Drakensberg. About 1800 the country was occupied by various

tribes of Beehuana, such as Batau, Basuto, Baputi, who then

possessed the greater part of what is now Orange River Colony,

^ey appear to have recognized the paramount authority of a
family descended from a chief named Monaheng. By the wars

of the Zulu chiefs Chaka, Matiwana and Mosilikatze, these

tribes were largely broken up and their power destroyed. One
tribe, living in the Maluti mountains, was reduced to cannibalism,

/tffffftfffft
From their chief Machacha mountain takes its name.

toroMtho At this period a young man named Moshesh (bom
BoMuto about 1790), who was of the family of Monaheng and
notion,

already noted as hunter and warrior, gathered round

him the remnants of several broken clans, out of which he
welded the existing Basuto nation. He established himself in

1824 on the rock-fortress of Thaba Bosigo, where, in 1831, he

successfully defended himself against Mosilikatze
;
and there-

after became second only to that chief among the natives north

of the Orange river. In 1833 Moshesh invited the missionaries

of the Soci6t6 des Missions Evang^liques of Paris to settle in his

country, and from tliat day until his death proved their firm

friend. A few years later, in 1836-1837, large parties of emigrant

Boers settled north of the Orange, and before long disputes arose

between them and Moshesh, who claimed a great part of the land

on which the white farmers had settled. The Basuto acquired

an unenviable notoriety as a race of bold cattle lifters and
|

raiders, and the emigrant Boers found them extremely trouble-
i

some neighbours. At the same time, if the Basuto were eager

for cattle, the Boers were eager for land ; and their encroach-

ments on the territories of the Basuto led to a proclamation in

1842 from Sir (ieorge Napier, the then governor of Cape Colony,

forbidding further encroachments on Basutoland. In 1843 a
treaty was signed with Moshesh on the lines of that already

arranged with Waterboer, the Griqua chief (see Griqualand),
creating Basutoland a native state under British protection.

To the quarrels between Basuto and Boers were added inter-

minable disputes betweeq the Basuto and other Beehuana tribes,

which continued unabated after the proclamation of British

sovereignty over the Orange river regions by Sir Harry Smith in

1848. In 1849, however, Moshesh was unwillingly induced by Sir

Harry to surrender his claims to part of the territory recognized

as his by the Napier treaty. The British continued to intervene

in the inter-tribal disputes, and in 1851 Major H. D. Warden led

against the Basuto a commando composed of British soldiers,

farmers and a native contingent This commando was defeated

at Viervoet, near Thaba Nchu, by the Basuto, wha'thereafter

raided and plundered the natives opposed to them and the farmers

who had helped the British. Attempts were made to come to

terms with Moshesh and the justice of many of his complaints was
admitted. The efforts at accommodation failed, and in 1852

General Sir George Cathcart, who had succeeded Sir Harry Smith

as governor of Cape Colony, (tedded to take strong measures with

tiie tribe, and proceeded with three small divisions of troops

against Moshesh. The expedition was by no means a success,

but Moshesh, with that peculiar statecraft for which he was

famous, saw that he could not hope permanently to hold out

against the British troops, and followed up his successful skir-

mishet with General Cathcart by writing Inm a letter, in which

he said :
“ As the object for which you have come is to have a

compwisatioii for Boers, I b^ you w^ be satisfied with what you
hftvt talun. You have shown your power, you have chastised

;
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1 will try all 1 can to keep my people in order in the future.**

General Cathcart accepted the offer of Moshesh and peace was
proclaimed, the Basutopower being unbroken. Fourteen months
later (February 1854) Great. Britain renounced sovereignty

over the farmers settled beyond the Orange, and Moidiesh found

himself face to face with the newly constituted Free State.

Boundary disputes at once arose but were settled (1858) fay the

mediation of Sir George Grey, governor of Cape Colony. In 1865

a fresh feud occurred between the Orange Free State Boers and
the Basuto. The latter applied to Sir Philip ^Wodehouse at the

Cape for protection, but he declined to interfere. The Boers

proved more successful than they had been in the past, and
occupied several of the Basuto strongholds. They also annexed

a certain fertile portion of Basuto territory, and finally terminated

the strife by a treaty at Thaba Bosigo, by which Moshesh gave up
the tract of territory taken by the Boers and professed himself a
subject of the Free State, ^eing that the struggle against the

Boers was hopeless, no fewer than aooo Basuto warriors having

been killed, Moshesh again appealed for protection to the British

authorities, saying :
'' Let me and my people rest and live under

the large folds of the flag.of England before I am no more.*’ In

response to this request, the British authorities decided to take

over Basutoland, and a proclamation of annexation was issued on
the 1 2th of March x868. At the same time the Boer commandoes
were requested to leave the country. The Free State strongly

resented the British annexation of Basutoland, but

after much negotiation the treaty of Aliwal North was tton to

concluded (18^) l>etween the Free State and the high Bmnt

commissioner. This treaty defined the boundary be-
Britnlm,

tween the Free State and Basutoland, whereby the fertile strip of

coimtiy west of the Caledon river, known as the Conquered

Territory, was finally transferred to the Free State, and the

remainder of Basutoland was recognized as a portion of the

British dominions.

Moshesh, who for nearly fifty years had led his people so skil-

fully and well, died in 1870. He was one of the rare instances

among the Kaffirs of a leader endowed with intellectual gifts

which placed him on a level with Europeans, and his life-work has

left a permanent mark on South African history. In diplomacy

he proved fully the equal of all-white or black—with whom he

had to deal, while he ruled with a rare combination of vigour

and moderation over the nation which he had created.

In 1871 Basutoland was annexed to Cape Colony, the area at

that time being given as 10,300 sq. m. 'fhe turbulent Basuto

warriors did not remain quiet for any length of time, and in 1879

Moirosi, a chief residing in the southern portion of Basutoland,

openly repudiated colonial rule. An expedition was despatchecl

from Cape Colony and severe fighting followed. Moirosi's

stronghold was captured and the chief himself was killed.

Immediately after the war, .strife occurred among the Basuto

themselves over the question of the partition of Moirosi’s territory,

which had been decided on as one of the results of the war. In

x8So the Cape government felt sufficiently strong to extend to

Basutoland the Cape Peace Preservation Act of 1878. This act

provided for the disarmament of natives, and had tm§

already been put force successfully among some **gnm**

of the Kaffir tribes on the Cape eastern frontier. Its

execution- in Basutoland, however, proved an extremely diflicult

task, and was never entirely accomi^tshed. Desultory warfare

was carried on between the colonial troops and the Basuto until

i88x, when the intervention of the high commissioner, Sir

Hercules Robinson (afterward Lord Kosmead), was asked for.

Peace in Basutoland was not announced until the end of x88a.

In the following year a form of self-government was established,

but was once more followed by internal strife among the pett)r

chieftains.

The subjection of Basutoland to the control of the CaM gaVCm-
ment had by this time mved unsatisfactory, both to nie Basuto
and to Cape Colony. The Cape gbvemment therefore offered no
opposition lb the Appeal made ^ the Basuto themselves to the

imperial government to take thm over, and, mofeover, Cape
Colony undertook tofiay towards the cost of adimniitmtion en
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animal contribution of £i8,ooo« Ginsequesntly, in 1884, Basuto-

land ceased to be a portion erf the Cape Colony and became a

British crown colony. Native laws and customs were interfered

with as little aa possible and the authority of the chiefs—ail

members of the Moshesh family—was muintskined. Moshesh

be<m succeeded as paramount chief by his son, Letsie, and he in

turn was succeeded in 1891 by Leroth<^i (r. 1837-1905). These

chieftains acted in concert with the British representative m the

country, to whom was given the title of resident commissioner,

'rhe first commissioner was Sir Marshall Clarke, to whose tact and

ability the country owed much. The period of warfare over, the

Basilto turned their attention more and more to agricultural

pursuits and also showed themselves very receptive of missionary

influence. Trade increased, and in 1891 Basutolandwas admitted

to the customs union, which already existed lielween Orange

Free State, Cape Colony and British Bechuanaland. When
Lord (then Sir Alfred) MUner visited Basutoland in 1898, on his

way to Bloemfontein, he was received by 15,000 mounted

Basuto. The chiefs also attended a large meeting at Maseru,

and gave expression to their gratitude for tlie beneficent

character of Queen Victoria's rule and protection. On the out-

break of the BoerWar in 1 89^^these same chiefs,at agreat meeting

held in the presence of the resident commissioner, gave a further

protestation of their loyalty to Her Majesty. They remained

passive throughout the war and the neutrality of the amnlry was

respected by both armies. One chief alone sought to take ad-

vantage of the situation by disloyal action, and his offence was met
by a year’s imprisonment. The conversion of Basuto-

land into a crown colony contributed alike to the pros-

perity of the Basnto, thesecurity of the profierty of neigh-

bouring colonists and a peaceful condition among the natives of

South Africa generally. In pursuance of the policy of encourag-

ing the self-governing powers of the Basuto, a national council

was instituted and held its first sitting in July 1903, In August

1905 the paramount chief Lerothodi died, in early life he had
distinguished himself in the wars with the Boers, and in 1880 he

took an active part in the revolt against the Cape government.

Since 1884 he had been a loyal supporter of the impxirial authori-

ties, being unwavering in his adherence in critical times. Fearless

and masterful he also possessed high diplomatic gifts, and though
on occasion arbitrary and passionate he was neither revengeful nor

(Tuel. On the 19th of September following Lerothodi’s death,

the national council, with the concurrence of the imperial govern-

ment, elected his son Letsie as paramount chief. The completion

in 0('tol)er 1905 of a railway putting Maseru in connexion with

the South African railway system proved a great boon to the

community. During the rebellion of the natives in Natal and
Zululand in 1906 the Basuto remained perfectly quiet.

AuTHokiTiKs .—The hasuio^ (a voU., iJonclon, 1909), a atandaitl
history, and “ Basutoland and the Busutos," in Jnl. Roy. Col. Inst.f
iQoi, lx)th Iw Sir G. Lagden, residcnt'Commissionei

, 1893-1901;
E. lacottct, “ Monurs, co«t«mcs fit miperstitions dc» I3a-Souts,** in
Hull. Soc nmtchiteloise G^og., vol. ix., 1897. G. M. Theal, Basutoland
Rfcords (Cu]if Town, 1883) ; E. Casalii, jUs Bassutos (Paris, 1859), a
descriptionof exploration, mannerb and customs,the result of twenty-
three years’ residence in the country ;

Minnie Martin, Dasutolana :

its l^nds and Customs (I^ondon. 19013) ;
Mrs F. A. Barkly, Antony

B<ms and Basutas (now ecL, London, 1897), a record, chiefly, of
the Gun War ot 1880-1883 ; C. W. Mackmtosb. Coilfard of the

Zambsst (London. 1907). For geology consult E. Cohen. Geoguos*
tisch-potrographische Skixzcn aus Siid-Afrika,” Kews lahrb. f. Min..

1874. and N. Jakfb. BHl.. Bd. v., 1887; D. Draper. Notes on the
Geology of Simth-fMUitom Africa,” Quart. Joum. Urol. Soc.. vol. 1..

1894 ; Haich-CofStorphiAD. The Geology of South Africa (London,
1905). For current information st?e the aimuol re^^rt on Basuto-
hiud (Colonial Oflice, London). Many bdtflts dealing with South
Africa generally have chapters rriatlng to Basutoland, e.g. A. V.

HtlHer, Sauik African SftidtM ^London. 1900); James Bryoe, Impres-
sitms of Souih Afrira (5rd ed*, London. 1899). Consult also Theal's
//ijklorv u/ 5nt4/A i4/rua (1908-9 ed.). (F. R. C.

; A. P, H.)

EAT,^ a name for any member of the zoological onler Chirop-

tera (9.0.). Bata are insectivorous animals modified for flight,

* M, £. bakhe, change to ” hat having apparently heeu
influenced by Lat. hafta, blatta, moth. Tlie word 3s thus oistinct

from the other cotnnKm term ‘*bat,** the implement for striking,

wtdoh la probably conaMad with Tr, hemre, though a Celtic or
Bmfiy oMettbepoetio eflfgfnllas been eeggaetad.

with slight powers of progression on the ground ; the pataguim

or
**
flying-membrane ” of some squirrels and of Galiopitkeeus

(q.v.) probably indicates the way in which the modificatioa was
effected. Tb^ are distributed throughout the worlds but are

most abundant in the tropics and the warmer parts of the

temperate zones
;

within these limits the largest forms occur^

There is great variation in size ;
the Malay “ flying-fox

'*

(Pteropus edulis) measures about a foot in the head and body,

and has a wing-spread of 5 fL ;
while in the smaller forms the

head and body may be only about 2 in., and the wing-spread

no more than a foot. The coloration is generally sombre, but
to this there are exceptions ; the fruit-bats are brownish yellow

or russet on the under surface ; two South American species are

white ; Blainville’s chin-leafed bat is bright orange
; and the

Indian painted bat (Cerivtnda picta) with its deep orange dress,

spotted with black on the wing-membranes, has reminded

observers of a large butterfly. In habits bats are social, noc-

turnal and crepu8t:ular ;
the insect-eating species feed on tine

wing, in winter in the temperate regions they migrate to a
wanner climate, or hibernate, as do tlic British bats. The
sense-organs are ^^hly developed ; the wing-membranes are

exceedingly sensitive ; the nose-leaf is also an organ of percep-

tion, and the external ear is specially modified to receive sound-

waves. Most bats arc insect-eaters, but the tropical “ flying

foxes ” or fox-bats of the Old World live on fruit
;
some are

blood-suckers, and two feed on small fish. Twelve species are

British, among which are the pipistrelle (PipistrelLus pygmoieus,

or P. pipistreUus), the long-eared bat (Plecotus auritus), the

noctule {Pipistrellus \Pterygistes\ noctuLus) the greater and
lesser horseshoe bats (Rktnolophus jerrum-equinum and R.

hipposidertss), Ikc. (See Flyino-Fox and Vampire.)

BATAC, a town of the province of Ilocos Norte, Luzon,

Philippine Islands, 10 m. S. of Laoag, the capital. Pop. (1903)

19,524; subsequently, in October 1903, the town of Bann4
(pop. 4015) was annexed, (^cao, tobacco, cotton, rice and
in^o are grown in the neighbouring country, and the town

has a considerable trade in these and other commodities
;

it

also manufactures sugar, fans and woven fabrics. Batac was

founded in 1587. It is birthplace and home of Archbishop

Gr^orio Aglipay (b. i860), the founder of an importiint sect of

Filipino Independent Catholics.

BATALA» a town of British India, in the Gurdaspur district of

the Punjab, with a station on a branch of the North-Western

railway, 24 m. from Amritsar. Pop. (1901) 27,365. It is an

important centre of trade, with manufactures of cotton and silk

goods, shawls, brass-ware, soap and leather. There are two
mission schools.

BATALHA (t.e. battle), a town of Portugal, in the district of

Leiria, formerly included in the province of Estremadura ;
8 m.

S. of Leiria. Pop. (1900) 3858. Batalha, which occupies the

site of the medieval Canoeira, is chiefly interesting for its great

Dominican monastery of Santa Maria da Victoria (“St Mary of

the V ictory ”), also known as Batalha. Both town and monastery
owe their names to the battle fought on the plain between

Canoeira and Aljubarrota, 9 m. S.W., in which John 1 . of Portugal

defeated John 1, of Castile ih 1385 and secured the independence

of his kingdom. The monastery is built of golden-brown lime^

stone, resembling marble, and richly sculptured. In size and
beauty it excels all the other buildings of Portugal in which

Gothic and Moorish architectuTe are combmed. Its ground-

plan may be roughly described as a parallelogram, measuring

about 500 ft. from north to south, and 445 from east to west

;

with the circular annexe of the royal mausdeum on the east,

and the Founder’s chapel at the south-western corner. In the

centre is the royal cloister, which is flanked by the refectory,

now a museum, on the west ; and by the chapter-house, on the

east. Two smaller cloisters, named respectively after Alphooso

V. and John III., form the northern division of the parallelo-

gram ; its southern division is the Gothic.church. The Founder’s

chapel contains the tomb of John L (d. 1433) Philippa of

Lancaster (d. 1416), his queen, with the tei^ of Prince Htnry
the Navigator (cL i4ho^ the reyni meuaoleum, where
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several later monarchs ace buried, it is remaricable for the a latue admixture ol Malays. The northern iiaU of the province

intriciicy and exquisite finish of its canned stonework. The is flat, and even marshy along the coast, and consists of a tffoad

monastery was probably founded in Plans and masons band of alluvium iorm^ by tlie series cl parallel nvers desoenil-

were procured from England by Queen Philippa, and the work ing from the soutlu The southern half on the other hand is

was entrusted to A. Domingues, a native architect, and Huet or covered by a mountain range whose chief peaks are aitoated

liouguet, an Irishman. O^y the royal cloister, church and along the southern borderi namely Halimun mountoini the

Founder's chapel were included in the origi^l design
;
and all volcanoes Salak, Pangerango and G^e, and the Megamendung.

three show signs of English influence. Various additions were The soil is fertile, and whereas rice is mainly grown on the low-

marie up to x 551, beginning with the royal mausoleum and ending lands tlxe higlUands arc especially suitable for the cuHivgtion

with the cloister of John III. Considerable damage was inflicted of coffee, tea, tobacco, cinchona and vanilla. Extensive cocoanut

by the earthquake of 1755 ; and in 1810 the monastery was plantations are also found in the plains, und market-gardening

sacked by the French. It was secularized in 1834 und declared is practised in the neighbourhood of the towns. Sugar was

a national monument in 1840. Thenceforward it was gradually formerly cultivated. The government of the residency of

restored. llatavia differs from that of the other residencies in hayii^ no

BATANGAS, a town, port of entry, und the capital of tlxe native regencies, the lands being privately owned. The divisions

province of Batangas, Luzon, Philippine Islands, near the of the residency are Batavia, town and surrc^diiigs, Tangerang,

Batangas river, about 1 ra. from its mouth on the E. coast of Mcester Cbrnelis and Buitenzorg, the first Iwing directly governed

the Gulf of Batangas, and about 65 m. S. by EL of Manila. Pop. by a resident and the remainder by assistant residents. As

(1903) 33.131* The United States government lias establish^ early us the second half of the 17th century the Dutch East

a military post here, and the town lias numerous fine public India ('ompany began Uie practice of selling portions of tlie land

buildings and private residences. It is the most important port to private persons, and of granting otlier portions as tlie reward

of a province noted for the fertility of its soil and the mdustiy of of good services. A large stri|> of hill-country, almost oorrespond-

its inhabitants. Us exports, which are large, include rice, coflee ing to the present southern or Buitenzorg division of the

of excellent quality, cacao, sugar, Indian corn, horses and cattle, residency, was appropriated by the govcraor-gencral in 1745

The liorses ol Batangas arc unusually strong and active. Cotton and attadied to tliat office. In 1808, however, Marshal Daendels

is produced, and is woven into fabrics 1 ))' the women. The disposed of this property to various purcliusers, including the

language is Tiigalog. Dutch government, and thus the whole of the residency gradually

BATARNAY, IMBERT DE (? 1438-1523), E'rench statesman, passed into private bands. Hence tlie administration of the

was bom of an old but ol)scure family in Ilauphin^, about the residency is largely confined to police duties. The principal

year 1438. In consequence of a chance circumstance he entered towns are Batavia {q.v.), whidi is the capital of tlie residency,

into relations witli the dauphin Louis, at that time (1455) in as well as the seat of government of tlie whole Dutdi Eoat

arms against the king his father ; he attached himself to the Indies, Meester Cornelis, Taiigeraiig, Bekasi and Buitenzorg

prince, and followed him on his retreat into Burgundy. From (q.v,). Tangerang and Bekasi are important centres of trade,

the beginning of his reign Louis XI. loatled Batarnay with The Buitenzorg hill-country is much visited on account of iu

favours : he married him to a rich heiress. Georgette de Mont- beauty, and cool and healthy cUaiate. Gadok is a healUi resort

chenu, lady of Le Bouchage ; besides making him captain of 6 m. south-east of Buitenzorg.

Mont Saint Michel and giving him valuable estates, with, later, BATAVIA, a dty and seaport on the north coast of the island

the titles of counsellor and chamberlain to the king. In 1469 of Java, and the capital of all the Dutdi settlements in the East.

Batarnay was sent to keep watch uiwn the duke of Guienne's The population in 1880 was 96,957 ; in 1898, 3 15,567 ; iududing

intrigues, which began to appear dangerous. As lieutenant- 9423 Europeans, 26,433 Chinese, 2828 Arabs and 13a o^er

general in Roussillon in 1475 protected the countryside Asiatic foreigners. It is situated on both sides of the river

against the wrath of the king, who wished to repress witli cruel Jacatra or jilivong, in a swampy plain at the head of a capacious

severity a rdieUion of the inhabitants. He was present at tlie liay. Tlie streets are for tlie most part straight and regular,

interview lietween Louis XL and Edward IV. of Er^land at and many of them have a breadth of from 100 to zoo ft. In

Pirquigny, and was afterwards employed on negotiations with several ca!>cs there is a canal in the centre lined with stone, and

the duke of Burgund\-. In accordance with the recommenda- protected by low parapets or banks, while almost every street

tions of his father, Charles VIII. kept the lord of Le Bouchage and square is fringed with trees. The old town has greatly

in his confidential service. During the difference.*; tliat arose in cliangcd from its condition in the i8th century. It was then

1485 t)etween the regent, Anne of Beaujeu, and the dukes of surrounded by strong fortifications, and contained a number of

Orl^ns, Brittany and Alen^on, Imbert de Batarnay kept tlie important buildings, such os the town-house (built in 1652 and

inhabitants of Orleans faithful to the king. He proved his skill restored in 1706), tlie excliange, the infirmary and orplian

in the negotiations concerning the niarquisate of Saluzzo and asylum, and the European churches. But the ramparts were

the town of Genoa. During the Naples expedition he was in long ago demolished
;
only natives, Malays, Arabs and Chinese

charge of the dauphin, Charles Orland, who died in 1495. He live here, and the great European houses have either fallen into

treated with Maximilian of Austria to prevent him from entering decay or been converted into magazines and warehouses. Tlie

Picardy during the war with Naples, and then proceeded to European inhabitants live principally in the new town, which

i^astile to claim promised support, Under Louis Xlf. he took was gradually formed by the integration of Weltevreden {Well*

part in the expedition against the Genoese republic in 1507. conUmt), Molenvliet (MiU-siream)^ Riiswijk {Rice*tmm)^ Noord-

Francis 1 . employed him to negotiate the proposed marriage of wijk {Northrtown), Koningsplem (King's square), and other

Charles of Austria with Ren^e of Fiance, daughter of Louis XII. ,
suburban villages or stations. The situation of this modem part

and appointed him governor to the dauphin Francis in 1518. is higher and healthier. The imitation of Dutch arrangements

He died on the x zth of May 1533. hns been avoided, and the natural advantages of the situation and

See also B. de Mandrot'b Ymbert de Batarnay (Pam, 1886). climate liave been turned to account. The houses, generahy of a
(M. X*.*) single storey or two at most, are frequently separated Irom each

BATAVIA, a residenerv' of the bland of Java, Dutch East other by rows of trees. Batavia contains numerous buildings

Indies, lioiiiuied £., B. and W. the residencies of Krawana, connected with the civil and military oiganizatioxi of the govern-

Preanger and Bantam, and N. by the Java Sea. It also com- ment. The govenuMr-genecal’s palace and the government bui)d-

prbes a number of small islands in Ihe Java Sea, including the ings are the most important of these ; in the district of

Thousand Islands group, with a total aiea of 24 sq. m. The tevreden are also the barracks, and the aitilleiy school»4|s well as

popblation in 1898 was 1,313,383, including 12434 Europeans, the military and dvil hnspitab and not far off b the Frededk-

8»,5io Oiineae, 3406 AraU and other Asiatic foreigners. The Hendrik citadel built in i837» Farther inland* At MeeshW
narivet bdong to a group* but in the north contain Comclb, am barracks end a school for undemifl&osos* Tbe
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Koningsplein it a large open square surrounded by mansions of

the wealthier classes. Noordwijk i.s principally inhabited by

lesser merchants and subordinate officials. There is an orphan

asylum in the district of Parapatna. Batavia has various educa-

tional and scientific institutions of note. In 1851 tlie government

founded a medical school for Javanese, and in i860 the “ Gym-
nasium William IIL’’ in which a comprehensive education is

bestowed. A society of arts and sciences (which possesses an

excellent museum) was established in 1778, a royal physical

society in 1850, and a society for the promotion of industry and
agriculture in 1853. In addition to the Transactions of these

societies—many of which contain valuable contributions to their

respective departments in their relation to the East Indies

—

considerable number of publications are issued in Batavia.

Among miscellaneous buildings of importance may l)e mentioned
the; public hall known us the Harmonie, the theatre, club-house

and several fine hotels.

I'he population of Batavia is varied, the Dutch residents being

a comparatively small class, and greatly intermixed with Portu-

guese and Malays. Here are found members of the different

Indian nations, originally slaves
;

Arabs, who are principally

engaged in navigation, but also trade in gold and precious

stones
;

Javanese, who are cultivators
;

and Malays, chiefly

boatmen and sailors, and adherents of Mahommedanism. The
Chinese are both numerous and industrious. They were long

greatly oppressed by the Dutch government, and in 1740 they

were massacred to the numlxjr of 12,000.

Batavia Bay is rendered secure by a number of islands at its

mouth, but grows very shallow towards tlie shore. The con-

struction of tile new harbour at Tanjong Priok, to the east of the

old one, was therefore of the first importance. The works,
begun in 1877 and completed in 1886, connect the town with
'Janjong (“ cape ”) Priok by a canal, and include an outer port
formed by two breakwaters, 6072 ft. long, with a width at
entrance of 408 ft. and a depth of 27 ft. throughout. The inner
port has 3282 ft. of quayage

;
its length is 3609 ft., breadth 573

ft. and depth 24 ft. There is also a coal dock, and the port has
railway and roadway connexion with Batavia, The river Jilivong

is navigable 2 m. inland for vessels of 30 or 40 tons, but the
entrance is narrow, and requires continual attention to keep it

open.

I’he exports from Batavia to the other islands of the archi-

pelago, and to the ports in the Malay Peninsula, are rice, sago,

coffee, sugar, salt, oil, tobacco, teak timber and planks, Java
cloths, brass wares, &c., and European, Indian and Chinese
goods. The produce of the Eastern Islands is also collected

at its ports for re-exportation to India, China and Europe

—

namely, gold-dust, diamonds, camphor, benzoin and other

drugs ; edible bird-nests, trepang, rattans, beeswax, tortoise-

shell, and dyeing woods from Borneo and Sumatra
;

tin from
Banka

;
spices from the Moluccas

;
fine cloths from Celebes and

Bali
;
and pepper from Sumatra. From Bengal are imported

opium, drugs and cloths
;

from China, teas, raw silk, silk

piece-goods, coarse China wares, paper, and innumerable smaller

articles for the Chinese settlers. The tonnage of vessels clearing

from Batavia to countries beyond the archipelago had increased

from 879,000 tons in 1887 to nearly 1,500,000 tons by the end
of the century. The old and new towns are connected by steam
tramways. The Batavia-Buitenzorg railway passes the new
town, thus connecting it with the mam railway which crosses

the island from west to east.

Almost the only manufactures of any importance are the

distillation of arrack, which is principally' carried on by Chinese,

the burning of lime and bricks, and the making of pottery. The
principal establishment for moneury transat-tions is the Java
Bank, established in 1828 with a capital of £500.000.

Batavia owes its origin to the Dutch governor-general Pieter

Both, who in 1610 established a factory at Jacatra (which had
been built on the ruim of the old Javanese town of Sunda
Cfdappa), and to his successor, Jan Pieters Coen, who in 1619
founded in its stead the present city, which soon acqiured a
flourishing trade and increased in importance. In 1699 Batavia

-BATEMAN
was visited by a terrible earthquake, and the streams were
choked by the mud from the volcano of Gunong Salak ; they
overflowed the surrounding country and made it a swamp, by
which the climate was so affected that the city became notorious
for its unheaithiness, and was in great danger of being altogether
abandoned. In the twenty-two years from 1730 to 1752,
1,100,000 deaths are said to have been recorded. General
Daendels, who was governor from 1808 to 1811, caused the
ramparts of the town to be demolished, and began to form the
nucleus of a new city at Weltevreden. By 1816 nearly all the
Europeans had left the old town. In i8ii a British armament
was sent against the Dutch settlements in Java, which had been
incorporated by France, and to this force* Batavia surrendered
on the 8th of August. It was restored, however, to the Dutch
by the treaty of 1814.

BATAVIA, a village and the county-seat of Genesee county,
New York, U.S.A., about 36 m. N.E. of Buffalo, on the Tona-
wanda Creek. Pop. (1890) 7220 ; (1900) 9180, of whom 1527
were foreign-born

; (1910, census) 11,613. Batavia is served
by thp New York Central & Hudson River, the Erie, and the
Lehigh Valley railways. It is the seat of the New York State
School for the Blind, and of St Joseph’s Academy (Roman
Catholic), and has a historical museum, housed in the Old Holland
Land Office (1804), containing a large collection of relics of the
early days of New York, and a memorial library erected in 1889
in memory of a son by Mary E. Richmond, the widow of Dean
Richmond

;
the building contained in 1908 more than 14,000

volumes. The public schools art‘ excellent
; in them in 1898 was

introduced by Superintendent John Kennedy the method of
individual instruction now known as the “ Batavia scheme,”
under which in rooms of more than fifty pupils there is, liesides

the class teacher, an “ individual ” teacher who helps backward
children in their studies. Among Batavia’s manufactures are

harvesters, ploughs, threshers and other agricultural implements,
firearms, rubber tires, shoes, shell goods, paper-boxes and inside

woodwork. In 1905 the city’s factory products were valued at

53>S894o6, an increase of 39*5 % over their value in 1900.

Batavia was laid out in 1801 by Joseph Ellicott (1760-1826),
the engineer who had been engaged in surveying the land known
as the “ Holland Purchase,” of which Batavia was a part. The
village was incorporated in 1823. Here lived William Morgan,
whose supposed murder (1826) by members of the Masonic order

led to the organization of the Anti-Masonic party. Batavia was
the home during his last years of Dean Richmond (1804-1866), a
capitalist, a successful shipper and wholesaler of farm produce,
vice-president (1853-1864) and president (1864-1866) of the New
York Central railway, and a prominent leader of the Democratic
party in New York state.

See O. Turner, History of the Holland Purchase (Buffalo. 1850).

BATEMAN, HEZEKIAH LINTHICUM (1812-1875), American
actor and manager, was bom in Baltimore, Maryland, on the 6th
of December 1812. He was intended for an engineer, but in 1832
became an actor, playing with Ellen Tree (afterwards Mrs Charles

Kean) in juvenile leads. In 1855 he was manager of the St Louis

theatre for a few years and in 1859 moved to New York. In 1866

he was manager for his daughter Kate, and in 1871 returned to

London, where he took the Lyceum theatre. Here he engage#
Heniy Irving, presenting him first in The Bells

y

with great success.

He died on the 22nd of March 1875.

His wife, Sidney Frances (1823-1881), daughter of Joseph
Cowell, an English actor who had settled in America, was ako an
actress and the author of several popular plays, in one of which.

Self ( 1857 ), she and her husband made a great success. After her

huslmnd’s death Mrs Bateman continued to manage the Lyceum
till 1875. She then took the Sadler’s Wells theatre, which she

managed until her death on the 13th of January 1881. She was
the firat to bring to England an endre American company with an
American play, Joaquin Miller’s The DaniUs,

Mr and Mrs Bateman had eight children, three of the four

daughters being educated for the stage. The two oldest, Kate
Josephine (b. i^a), and Ellen (b. 1845), known as the ” Bateman
children,'* began thm theatrical career at an early age. In 1B63
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Kate played in New York as Juliet and Lady Macbeth, and in

1865 had a great success in London as Leah in Augustin Daly's

adaptation of Mosenthal's Deborak. In 1866 she married Geoege
Crowe, but returned to the stage in 1868, playing later as Lady
Macbeth with Henry Irving, and in 1875 in the title-part of

Tennyson's Queen Maiy, When her mother opened the Sadler's

Wells theatre in 1879 Miss Bateman appeared as Helen Maegregor
in Rob Roy, and in 1881 as Margaret Field in Henry Arthur Jones’

His Wife, Her daughter, Sidney Crowe (b. 1871), also became
an actress. Virginia Bateman (b. 1854), a younger sister of Kate,

born in Cincinnati, Ohio, went on the stage as a child, and first

appeared in London in the title-part of her mother’s play,

Fancheite, in 1871. She created a number of important parts

during several seasons at the Lyceum and elsewhere. She
married Edward Compton the actor. Another sister was Isabel,

well known on the l.ondon stage.

BATEMENT LIGHTS, in architecture the lights in the upper
part of a perpendicular window, abated, or only half the width of

those below.

BATES, HARRY (1850-1899), British sculptor, was Iwrn at

Stevenage, Herts, on the 26th of April 1850. He began his career

as a carver's assistant, and before beginning the regular study of

plastic art he passed through a long apprenticeship in architec-

tural decoration. In 1879 he came to London and entered the

Lambeth School of Art, studying under Jules Dalou and Rodin,

and winning a silver medal in the national competition at South
Kensington.- In 1881 he wa.s admitted to the Royal Academy
schools, where in 1883 he won the gold medal and the travelling

scholarship of £200 with his relief of “ Socratc.s teaching the

People in the Agora,” which sliowed grace of line and harmony of

composition. He then went to Paris and studied under Rodin.

A head and three small bronze panels (the ” Odyssey,’*) executed

by Bates in Paris, were exhibited at the Rojai Academy, and
selected for purchase by the Chantrey trustees

;
but the selec-

tion had to l>e cancelled .because they had not been modelled

in England. His “Aeneas” (1885), “Homer” (1886), three
“ Psyche ” panels and “ Rhodope ” (1887) all showed marked
advance in form and dignity

;
and in 1892, after the exhibition of

his vigorously designed ” Hounds in Leash,*’ Bates was elected

A.R.A. This and his “ Pandora,” in marble and ivory, which
was bought in the same year for the Chantrey Bequest, are now
in the Tate Gallery. 'I'he portrait-busts of Harry Bates are good
pieces of realism—strong, yet delicate in technique, and excellent

in character. His stiitues have a picturesquent^ss in which the

refinement of the .sculptor is always felt. Among the chief of

these arc the fanciful “ Maharaja of Mysore,” somewhat overladen

with ornament, and the colossal ^equestrian statue of Lord

Rol)erts (1896) upon its important pedestal, girdled with a frieze

of figures, now set up in Calcutta, and a statue of Queen Victoria

for Dundee. But perhaps his masterpiece, showing the sculptor's

delicate fancy and skill in composition, was an allegorical pre.scnt-

ment of “ Love and Life ”—a winged male figure in bronze, with

a female figure in ivory being crowned by the male. Bates died

in London on the 30th of Januar>' 1899, his premature death

robbing English plastic art of its most promising representative

at the time. (See Sculpture.)
* BATES, HENRY WALTER (1825-1892), English Naturalist

and explorer, was bom at Leicester on the 8th of February 1825.

His father, a manufacturing hosier, intended him for business,

and for a time the son yielded to his wishes, escaping as often as

he could into the neighbouring country to gratify his love of

botany and entomology. In 1844 niet a congenial spirit in

Alfred Russel Widlace, and the result was discassion and execu-

tion of a plan to explore some then little-known region of the

globe. Hie banks of the Amazons was the district chosen, and in

April 1848 the two friends sailed in a trader for ParA. They had

little or no money, but hoped to meet their expenses by the sale of

duplicate specintens. After two years Bates and Wallace agreed

to collect independently, Wallace taking the Rio Negro and the

upper waters of the Orinoco, while Bates continued his route up
tiie great river for 1400 m. He remained in the country rieven

years, during which time he collected no fewer than 8000 species
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of insects new to science. His long residence in the iroptes, with

the privations which it entailed, undermined his health. Nor had
the exile from home the compensation of freong him from

financial cares, which hung heavy on him till he Imd the good

fortune to be appointed in 1864 assistant-secretary of the Royal

Geographical Society, a post which, to the inestimable gain of the

society, and the advantage of a successi^ of explorers, to whom
he was alike Nestor and Mentor, he retained till his death on the

16th of February 1892. Bates is liest known as the autfior of one

of the most delightful books of travel in the English language,

The Naturalist on the Amasons (1863), the writing of which, as the

correspondence between the two has shown, was due to.,Charies

Darwin’s persistent uigency. “ Bates,” wrote Darwin to Sir

Charles Lyell, “ is second only to Humboldt in describing a

tropical forest.” But his most memorable contribution to

biological science, and more especially to that branch of it which

deals with the ageiudcs of modification of organisms, was his (laper

on the “ Insect Fauna of the Amazon Valley,” read before the

Linnaean Society in 1861. He therein,as Darwin testified, clearly

stated and solved the problem of “ mimicry,” or the superficial

resemblances between totally different species and the likeness

between an animal and its surroundings, whereby it evades its

foes or conceals itself from its prey. Bates’s other contributions

to the literature of science and travel were sparse and fugitive,

but he edited for several years a periodiail of illustrated Travels,

A man of varied tastes, he devoted tlic larger part of liis leisure to

entomology, notably to the classification of coleoptera. Of these

he left an extensive and unique collection, which, fortunately for

stience, was purcliased inttict by Rene Oberthur of Rennes.

BATES, JOHN. A famous case in English constitutional

history, tried before the court of exchequer in November 1606,

arose out of the refusal of a merchant of the Levant Cximpany,

John Bates, to pay an extra duty of 5s. per cwt. on imported
currants levied by the sole authority of the crown in addition to

the 2s. 6d. granted by the Statute of 't onnage and Poundage, on

the ground that such an imposition was illegal without the

sanction of parliament. The unanimous decision of the four

Imrons of the exchequer in favour of the crown threatened to

establish a precedent which, in view of the rapidly increasing

foreign trade, would have made the king independent of parlia-

ment. The judgments of Chief Baron Fleming and Baron Clark

are preserved. The first declares that “ the king’s power is

double, ordinary and absolute, and they have several laws and
ends. That of the ordinary is for the profit of particular sub-

jects, for the execution of civil justice ... in the ordinar>^

courts, and by the civilians is nominated jus privatum, and with

us common law
;
and these laws cannot be changed without

parliament. . . . The absolute power of the king is not that

wliich is converted or executed to private uses to the benefit of

particular persons, but is only that which is applied to the general

benefit of the people and is solus populi
;
and this power is not

guided by the rules which direct only at the common law, and is

most properly named policy or government ; and as the con-

stitution of this body varicth with the time, so varicth this

absolute law, according to the wisdom of the king, for the

common good ;
and fhMe being general rules, and true as they

are, all things done within these rules are lawful. The matter in

question is material matter of state, and ought to be ruled by
the rules of policy, and if it be so, the king hath done well to

execute his extraordinary power. All customs {t.e. duties levied

at the ports), be they old or new, are no other but the effects and
issues of trades and commerce with foreign nations

; but all

commerce and affairs with forei^ers, all wars and pet^e, all

acceptance and admitting for foreign current coin, all parties and
treaties whatsoever are made by the absolute power of the king

;

and he who hath power of causes hath power also of effects.’^

Baron Gark, in his judgment, concurred, declaring that the

seaports were the king’s ports, and that, siiice foreign merchants
were admitted to thM only by leave of the crown, the crown
possessed also the right of fixing the conditions under wMch they
should be admitted, including the imposition of a money p$ky»

ment. Inddentidly, Bazon dark, in reply to the aigument
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tfas long’s right to levy imposdtions was limited by the statute of

1570-1371, advanced a principle still more dangerous to con-

stitutional liberty. “ The statute of the 45 Edwaid III. cap. 4,”

he said, “ which hath been so much urged, that no new imposition

shall be imposed upon wool-fells, wool or leather, but only the

custom and subsidy granted to the kirjg—this extends only to

the king himself and shall not bind his successors, for it is a

principal part of the crown of England, which the king cannot

diminish.”
Set* State Trials (ed. I77<)). xi. pp. 30- .^2 ;

t-xcerpts in G. W.
rrotlicro. Statutes and Constitutumal Documents (Clarendon J‘rcs.s,

1894); G. B. Adams and H. Morse Stephens, Select Dotuments of

Etif;. Const, Hist (New Vork, 1001) ; cf. T. J*. Taswell-Langmead,
F.ng, Const, Hist, (ivomlon. i<»05), p. 393. (W. A. P.)

BATES, JOSHUA (178S-1864), American financier, was bom
in Weymouth, Ma.ssachusetts, on the 10th of October 1788, of an
old Massachusetts family prominent in colonial affairs. After

several winters’ schooling in his native town, he entered the

counting-house of William Gray & Son in Boston. In 1809 he

began business on his own account, but failed during the War
of 1812 and again became associated with the Grays, then the

largest shipowners in America, by whom a few years later he was
sent to London in charge of their European business. There he
came into relations with the Barings, and in 1826 formed a
partnership with Jolin, a son of Sir Thomas Baring. Two years

later both partners were admittt^d to the firm of Baring Brothers

i\r Company, of wluch Ihttes eventually l>ecame senior partner,

occupying in conseciiience an influential position in the British

financial world. Tn 1853-1854 he acted with rare impartiality

and justice as umpire of Uie international commission appointed
to settle claims growing out of the War of 1812. In 1852-1855
he contributed $r 00,000 in books and in cash for a public hbrary
in Boston, the money to he invested and the annual income to V3e

applied to the purchase of books, l^pon his death the ” upper
hail,” or main reference-room (opened in 1861) in the building

erected in 1858 by the order of the library trustees, was named
Bates Hall

;
and upon tlie opening of the new building in 1895

this name was transferred to its principal reading-room, one of

the finest library halls in the world. During the Civil War
Bates’s sympathies were strongly with the Union, and beside.s

aiding the United States government fiscal agents in various

ways, he used his influence to prevent the raising of loans for

tlic Confederacy. He died in TiOndon on the 2.tth of September
1864.

Sec Memorial of Joshua Bates (Boston. 18O5).

BATES, WILLIAM (1625-1699), English nonconformist
divine, was bom in London in November 1625. He was admitted
to Emmanuel College, (Cambridge, and removed thence to King's
C'ollege in 1644. Of Presbyterian belief, he held the rich living

of St Dunstan’s-in-the-West, London. He was one of the com-
missioners at the conference in the Savoy, for reviewing the

public liturgy, and was concerned in drawing up the exceptions

to the Book of Common Prayer. Notwithstanding this he was
appointed cliaplain to ("harles IL, and was offered the deanery

of Lichfield and Coventry, but he came out in 1662 as one of the

2000 ejected ministers. Bates was of an amiable character, and
enjoyed the friendship of the lord-keeper Bridgcman, the lord-

chancellor Finch, the earl of Nottingham and Arclibishop
Tillotson. With other moderate churchmen he made several

efforts towards a comprehensive settlement, but the bishops
were uncompromising. He addressed William and Mary on
their accession in behalf of the dissenters. After some years of

pastoral service at Hockney he died there on the r4th of July
i 6()9. Bates published Sdect Lives of illustrious and Pious
Personsjn Latin ; and after his death all his works, except Hiis,

were printed in 1 vol. fol. : again in 1723 ; and in 4 veds; 8vo
in 1815. They treat of practical theology and include Con-
siderations an the Existence of God and the Immortality of the Sotd

(1676), Four Last Things Spiritual Perfoetson (1699).
BATB80N (Batsok er Bstson), THOMAS, an English writer

of madrigals in the early 17th century. He is said to have been
utganist of Chester cathedral in 1599, and is believed to have
been ri)e first musical graduate of Trinity College, Dublin. He

is known to have written churdi music, but his fame rests on his

madrigals, which give him an important place among Elunbethan
composers. He published a set of madrigals in 1604 and a second
set in 1618, and both collections have been reprinted in recent
years. He died in 1630.

BATH, THOMAS THYNNE, ist Marqiie.ss of (1734-1796),
English politician, was the elder son of Thomas Thynne, 2nd
Viscount Weymouth (1710-1751), and the great-grandnephew
of Thomas Tliynne (c. 1640-1714), the friend of Bishop Ken,
who was created Baron Thynne and Viscount Weymouth in

1682. His mother was Louisa (d. 1736), daughter of John
Carteret, ist Earl Granville, and a descendant of the family of

Granville who held the earldom of Bath from 1661 to 1711, 'Fhe

Thynnes arc descended from Sir John Thynne, the builder of

Longleat, the splendid seat of the family in Wiltshire. Sir John
owed his wealth and position to the favour of his master, the
protector Somerset

;
he was comptroller of the household of

the princess, Elizabeth, and wa.s a person of some importance
after the princess became queen. He died in April 1580.
Another famous member of this family was Thomas Thvnne
(1648-1682), called on account of his wealth “Tom of Ten
Thousand.” He is celebrated by Diydcn as Tssachar in Absalom
and Achitophel, and was murdered in London by some Swedes
in Februar}^ 1682.

Bom on the 13th of September 1734, Thomas 'Diynne succeeded
his father as 3rd Viscount Weymouth in January 1751, and was
lord-lieutenant of Ireland for a short time during 1765, although
he never visited that country,. Having, however, become
prominent in English politics he was appointed secretary of

state for the northern department in January 1768 ; he acted

with great promptitude during the unrest caused by John
Wilkes and the Middlesex election of 1 768 He was then attacked
and libelled by Wilkes, who was conse(|uent1y expelled from the

House of Commons. Before the close of 1768 he was transferred

from the northern to the southern department, but he resigned

in Deceml’rer 1770 in the midst of the dispute with Spain over
the po.SHession of the Falkland Islands. In November 1775
Weymouth returned to his former office of secretary for the
southern department, undertaking in addition the duties

attached to the northern department for a few months in i779,

but he resigned both positions in tlie autumn of this year. Jn

J789 he was created marquess of Bath, and he died on the 19th

of Noveml^r 1796. We^^mouth was a man of considerable

ability especially as a speaker, but according to more modern
standards his habits were very coarse, re.sembling those of his

friend and frequent companion, (Charles James Fox. Horace
Wal[x)le refers frequently to his idlene.ss and his drunkenness,
and in early life at least “ his great fortune he had damaged by
such profuse play, that his house was often full of bailiffs.” He
married Elizabeth (d. 1825), daughter of William Bentinck,
2nd duke of Portland, by whom he had three sons and ten

daughters. His eldest son Thomas (1765-1837) succeeded to

his titles, while the two younger ones, George (1770-1838) and
John (1772-1849), succeeded in turn to the barony of (arteret

of Hawnes, which came to them from their uncle, Henry
Frederick Ihynne (1735-1826). Weymouth’s great-grandson.

John Alexander, 4th marquess of Bath (1831-1896), the author
of Observations on Bulgarian affairs (1880), was succeeded as

5th marquess by his son Thomas Henry (b. 1862).

See B. Botlicld. Stemmata Boteviliiana (1858).

BATH, WILUAM PULTENBY, ist Earl of (1684-1764),
generally known by the surname of Pulteney, English politician,

descended from an ancient family of Leicestershire, was the son

of William Pulteney by his first wife, Mary Floyd, and was lx)m

in April 1684. The boy was sent to Westminster school, and
from it proceed to Christ Church, Oxford, matriculating the

31st of October 1700. At these institutions he acquired his deep
classic^ knowledge. On leaving Oxford he made the usual tour

on the continent. In 1705 he was brought into parliament by
Henry Guy (secretary of the treasury, 1679-1688. and June 1691
to F^mairy 1695) for the Yorkshire borough wi Hedon, and at

his death on the 23rd of February 1710 inhearieed an estate of
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3^500 a year and £40*000 in caah* This seat was held by him

!

widiout a break until 1734. Throughout the reign of Queen Anne
William Pulteney played a prominent part in the struggles of
the Whigs, and on the prosecution of Sachevei^ he exerted
himself with great zeal against that violent divine. When the
victorious Tories sent his friend Robert Walpole to Uie Tower
in 1712, Pulteney championed his cause in the House of

Commons and with the leading Whigs visited him in his prison-

chamber. He held the post of secretary of war from 1714 to

1717 in the first ministry of George I., and when the committee
of secrecy on the Utrecht treaty was formed in April 1715 the
list included the name of William Pulteney. Two years later

(6th of July 1716) he became one of the privy council. When
Townshend was dismissed, in April 1717, from his post of lord-

lieutenant of Ireland, and Walpole resigned his places, they
were followed in their retirement by Pulteney. The crash of the
South Sea Company restored Walpole to the highest position,

but all that he offered to Pulteney was a peerage. The offer

was rejected, but in May 1723 Pulteney stooped to accept the
lucrative but insignificant post of cofferer of the houseliold. In
this obscure position he was content for some time to await the
future

;
but when he found himself neglected he opposed the

proposition of Walpole to discharge the debts of the civil list, and
in April 1725 was dismissed from his sinecure. From the day of

his dismissal to that of his ultimate triumph Pulteney remained
in opposition, and, although Sir Robert Walpole attempted in

1730 to conciliate him by the offer of Townshend’s place and of

a peerage, all his overtures were spurned. PuHcney’s resent-

ment was not confined to his speeches in parliament. With
Bolingbroke he set on foot in December 1726 the well-known
periodical called the Craftsman, and in its pages the minister

was incessantly denounced for many years. Lord Hervey
published an attack on the Craftsman

y

and Pulteney, either

openly or behind the person of Amhurst, its editor, replied to the

attack. Whether the question at issue was the civil list, the

excise, the income of the prince of Wales, or the state of domestic

affairs Pulteney was ready with a pamphlet, and the minister

or one of his friends came out with a reply. For his “ Proper
reply to a late scurrilous libel ” {Craftsman, 1731), an answer to
“ Sedition and defamation displayed,” he was challenged to a
duel by Lord Hervey : for another, “ An answer to one part of

an infamous libel entitled remarks on the Craftsman's indication

of his two honourable patrons,” he was in July 1731 .struck off

the roll of privy councillors and dismissed from the commission
of the peace in several counties. In print Pulteney was inferior

to Bolingbroke alone among the antagonists of Walpole, but in

parliament, from which St John waa excluded, he excelled all his

comrades. When the sinking fund was appropriated in 1733
his voice was the foremost in denunciation; when the exci.se

scheme in the same year was stirring popular feeling to its lowest

depths the passion of the multitude broke out in his oratory.

Through Wdpole’s prudebt withdrawal of the latter measure
the fall of his ministiy was averted. Bolingbroke withdrew to

France on the suggestion, it is said, of Pulteney, and die opposi-

tion was weaken^ by the di.ssensions of the leaders.

From the general election of 1734 until his elevation to the
^eer^e Pulten^ sat for Middlesex. For some years after this

election theminister’s assailants made little progres.s in their

attack, but in 1738 the troubles* with Spain supplied them with
the opportunity which they desired. Walpole long argued for

peace, but he was feebly smarted in his own cabinet, and the
frenzy of the,people for war anew no bounds* In an evil moment
for his own reputatidiLjae omisented to remain in office and to
gratify popular passion with a war against Spain. His downfall
was not tong deferred. War was declared in 1739; a new
parliraent was summoned in the summer of 1741, and over the
divisions on the election petitions the ministry of Walpole fell to
pieces. The task of forming the new administration was after
some delay entrusted to Pulteney, who weakly offered the post
of first lord of the treaeury to that harmless politician the eari

of Wilmington, and oonteated himsdf with a seat in die cabinet

and a .peerage, thinking that by this action he would preserve
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his reputation for oonsistpicy in disdaiiung. office and yet rctam
his supremacy in the ministry* At this act popidar fedipg broke
out into open indignation, and from the moment of his elevation

to the Upper House Fulteney’s influence dwindled to nothma.
Horace Walpole asserts that when Pulteney wished to recall his

d^ire for a peerage it was forced upon him through the ex-

minister’s advice by the king, and another chronicler of the times
records that when victor and vanquished met in the House of
Lords, the one as Lord Orford, the other as the earl of Bath, the
remark was made by the exulting Orford :

” Here 'we are, my
lord, the two most insignificant fellows in England.” On the
14th of July 174a Pulteney was created Bs^n Pultjcney of

Hedon, Co. York, Viscount Pulteney of Wrington, Co. Somerset,
and earl of ^th. On the aolh of February he had been restored
to his rank in the privy aiunciL At Wilmington’s death in 1743
he made application to tlie king for the post of first lord of the
treasury, only to find that it had been conferred on Henry
Pelham. For two days, loth-iath P'cbruary 1746, he was at the
head of a ministry, but in “ 48 hours, three quarters, seven
minutes, and eleven seconds ” it collapsed. An occasional
pamphlet and an infrequent speech were afterwards the sole

fruits of Lord Bath’s talents. His praises whilst in retirement
have been sung by two bishops, Zachary Pearce and Thomas
Newton. He died on the 7th of July 1764, and was buried on
the 17th of July in his own vault in Islip chapel, Westminster
Abbey. Ho married on the 27th of December 1714 Anna Maria,
daughter and co-heiress of John Gumleyof Lsleworth,commissary-
general to the army who was often satirized by the wits of the
day (Notes and Queries, 3rd S. ii. 402-403, iii. 490). She died on
tile 14th of September 1758, and their only son William died
unmarried at Madrid on tlie 12th of February 1763. Pulteney’s
vast fortune c^e. in 1767 to William Johnstone of Dumfries
(third son of Sir James Johnstone), who had married Frances,
daughter and co-heiress of his cousin, Daniel Pulteney, a bitter

ant^onist of Walpole in parliament, and had taken the name of

Pulteney.

Pulteney’s eloquence was keen and incisive, sparkling with
vivacity and with allusions drawn from the literature of his own
countiy^ and of Rome. Of business he was never fond, and the
loss in 1734 of his trusted friend John Merrill, who had supplied
the qualities which he lacked, was feelingly lamented by him in a
letter to Swift. His chief weakness was a passion for money.
Lord Bath has left no trace of the possession of practical

statesmanship.
Bibliography.—Wm. Coxe’s Memoirs of Sir Robert Walpok*

(1816), and of Henry Pelham (1820)
;
John Morley’s Walpole (1889)

;

Walter Sichrl's Bolingbroke (1901-1902) ;
A. Ballantyne's Carteret

(1887); Eng. Hist. Hev. iv. 749-753. and the general political memoirs
of the time. (W. I*. (!.)

BATH, a city, municipal, county and parliamentary borough,
and health resort of Somersetshire, England, on the Great
Western. Midland, and Somerset & Dorset railways, 107J m. W.
by S. of London. Pop. (1901) 49,839. Its terraces and crescents,

built mostly of grey freestone, cover the slopes and heights of

the abrupt hills which rise like an amphitheatre above the

winding valley of the river Avon. The climate is pleasant, and
the city, standing amidst fine scenery, itself possesses a number
of beautiful walks and gardens. Jointly with Wells, it is an
episcopial see of the Church of England. The abbey church
of St Peter and St Paul occupies the site of earlier S^on and
Norman churches, founded in connexion with a 7th-century

convent, which was transferred for a time to a body of secular

canons, and from about 970 until the Diasolution, to Benedictine

monks. The present cruciform building dates from the 15th
century, being a singularly pure and ornate example of Ute
Perpendicular work. From the number of its windows, it has
been called ” The Lantern ol the West,” and especially note-

worthy is the great west window, with seven lights, and Bonking
turrets on which are carved figures of the ang^s asoending and
descending on Jacob’s Ladder. Within are the tombs of James
Quin, the actor, ^th an epitaph by Garrick

; Richard Nash

;

Thomas Malthus the economist ; William Braome the poet, and
many others. ISoroe of^ miomifneiits are the work Bacon,
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Fkmmul and Chantrcy. Slight traces of the previous Norman

building remain. There are many other churches and chapels

in Bath^ the oldest being that of St Thomas of Canterbury, and

one of the most interesting St Swithin’s, which contains the tombs

of Qiristopher Anstey and Madame d'Arblay. • Among educa-

tional institutions may be mentioned the free grammar school,

founded by Edward VL, the Wesleyan College, originally estab-

lished at Bristol by John Wesley, and the Roman Catholic

College. The hospital of St John was founded in the 12th

century. The public buildings include a guild hall, assembly

rooms. Jubilee hall, art gallery and library, museum, literary

and scientific institute, and theatres. In the populous suburb

of Twerton (pop. 11,098), there are lias quarries, and bricks and

woollen cloths are manufactured. The parliamentary borough

returns two members. The city is governed by a mayor, 14

aldermen and 42 councillors. Area, 3382 acres.

The mineral springs supply several distinct establishments.

The temperature vanes in the different springs from 117“ to

120*' F., and the specific gravity of the hot baths is 1*002. The
principal substances in solution are calcium and sodium .sulphates

andsodium and magnesium chlorides. Traces of radium havetn^en

revealed, and the gases contain argon and helium. The waters fire

very beneficial in cases of rheumatism, gout, neuralgia, sciatica,

diseases of the liver, and cutaneous and .scrofulous affections.

The highest archaeologiail interest, moreover, attaches to the

baths in view of the magnificent Roman remains testifying to

the early recognition of the value of Uie waters. It may here l>e

noted that two distinct legends ascribe the foundation of Hath
to a British king Bladud. According to (ieoffrey of Monmouth
this monarch gave its healing power to lh(! water by his spells.

According to a later version, he was banished as a leper, and
made the discovery leading to his cure, and to the origin of llalh,

whilst wandering as a swineherd in 863 b.c. This, at least, is

the date inscribed on a statue of Bladud placed in the i*uinp

Room in 1699. There is, however, no real evidence of a British

settlement. By the Romans Bath was named Aquae Suits, the

name indicating the dedication to a British goddess Sul or Sulis,

whom the Romans considered the counterpart of Minerva.

There were a temple of the goddess and a few houses for priests,

officials and vi.sitors, besides the large baths, and the place was
apparently walled

; but it did not contain a large resident

population. Many relics have l>een disinterred, such as altars,

inscriptions, fragments of stone carvings and figures, Samian
ware, and others. The chief buildings were apparently grouped
near the later abbey churchyard, and included, besides two
temples, a magnificent bath, discovered when the duke of

Kingston pulled down the old priory in 1755 to form the Kingston
Baths. Successive excavations have rendered accessible a
remarkable series of remains, including several baths, a sudarium,

and conduits. The main bath still receives its water (now for

the purpose of cooling) through the original conduit. The
fragmentary colonnade surrounding this magnificent relic still

supports the street and buildings beneath which it lies, the

Roman foundations having lieen left untouched. The remains

of the bath and of the temple are among the most striking Roman
antiquities in western Europe.

Bath (variously known as Achemann, Hat Bathun, Bathonea,
Batha) was a place of note in Saxon times, King Edgar being

crowned there in 973. Itwas a royal borough governed by areeve,

with a burg mote in Q07. Richard I. granted the first charter in

1189, which allowed the same privileges as Winchester to thc

members of the merchant gild. This was confirmed by Henry HI.
in 1236, 1247 and 1256, by charters giving the burgesses of Bath
the right to elect coroners,with freedom from arrest for the debts

of others, and from the interference of sheriffs or kings* bailiffs.

Charters were granted by succeeding kings in 1312, 1322, 1341,

13^3, 13^ 1414, Z432, 1447, 14^ (uid 1545. The existence of a

corporation being assumed in the earliest royal charter, and a
common seal having been used since 1249, there was no formal

incorporation of Hath until the charter of 1590, 1794 and 1835.

Parliamentary representation began in 1297. Various fairs were

granted to Bath, to be hM on the 29th of August, the 9th of

August, the 30th of June to the 8th of July (called Cherry Fair),

the ist of February to the 6th of February, in 1275, 1305, 1325
and 1545 respectively. Fairs are held on the 4th of February
and on the Monday after the 9th of December. These fairs were
flourishing centres of the cloth trade in the middle ages, but
this industry has long departed. Bath “ beaver,” however, was
known throughout England, and Chaucer makes his “ Wife of

Batl ” excel the cloth-weavers “ of Ypres and of Gaunt.” The
golden age of Bath began in the i8th century, and is linked with
the work of the two architects Wood (both named John), of Ralph
Allen, their patron, and of Richard Nash, master of the cere-

monies. Previously the baths had been ill-kept, the lodging poor,
the streets beset by footpads. Ail this was changed by the
architectural scheme, including Queen Square, the Royal Crescent
and the North and South Parades, which was chiefly designed by
the elder W ood, and chiefly executed by his son. Instead of the
booth which did duty as a gaming club and chocolate house, Nash
provided the assembly rooms which figure largely in the pages of

Fielding, Smollett, Burney, Dickens and their contemporaries.
Anstey published his Neti) Bath Guide to ridicule the laws of taste

which “ Beau ” Nash dictated
;
but two royal visits, in 1734 and

1738, established Bath as a centre of English fashion. The
weekly markets granted on Wednesdav and Saturday in 120 e; are
still held.

See R. Warner, Hislofy and Antiquities of Bath (1801} ;
C. E.

Davis. Ancient Landmarks of Bath ; The Mineral Baths of Bath
(1883) ; Excavations of Roman Baths (1895), and The Saxon Cross
(1898) ; Sir G. Jackson, Archives of Bath (2 vols., 187-^); K. E. M.
lV?ach. Rambles about Bath (1875), Bath Old and New (1888), Col-
lections of Books belonging to the tity (1893). &c.

; H. Scarlh, Aquae
Salts, or Notices of Roman Bath (1804) ;

A. Barbeau. Life and Letters
at Bath in the /Sth Century (from the French Vne Vtlle d'eaux anglaisc
au XVllB sihlc) (London, 1904); A. H. King, Charter of Bath
Corporation.

BATH, a city, port of entry, and the county-seat of Sagadahoc
county, Maine, U.S.A., on the W^ bank of the Kennebec river, 12

m. from its mouth and 36 m. N.E. of Portland. J^op. (1890)
^723; (1900) 10,477, of whom 1759 were foreign-born; (1910,
census) 9396. It is served by the Maine Central railway, b}'

steamboat lines to Boston, and by inter-urban electric railway.

The city covers an area of about 9 sq. m., and extends along the

W. bank of the river for about 5 m. ;
the business district is only

a few feet above sca-levcl, but most of the residences arc on higher

ground. The streets arc well shaded, chiefly with elms. At Bath
arc the state military and naval orphan asylum, two homes for

the aged, and a soldiers* monument. Bath has a good harbour
and its principal industry is the building of both of wood
and of iron and steel ; several vessels of the Unit^ States navy
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have been buht here. In three^fourths of the city-s wage*

eanxere were ex^p%ed in tm industiy. Bath also miiindacturM

luxnber/iron and brass goods/and has a oonsiderable trade in ice,

coal, lumber and iron and steel. First settled about i660| Bath
was a part of Georgetown until 1781, when itwas incorporated as

aseparate town ;
in ivSoitwasmadeaportof entry, and in 1847

was chartered as a city.

lATH-CHAIR, a vehicle witha folding hood, which can be used
open or dosed, and a glass front, mounted on three or four wheels

and drawn or pushed by hand. If required to be drawn by a
donkey or small pony it is then mounted on four wheels, with
the usual turning arrangement. James Heath, of Bath, who
flourished rather before the middle of the i8th century, was the

inventor.

BATHGATE, a munidpal and police burgh of Linlithgowshire,

Scotland, 19 m. W. by S. of Edinburgh by the North British

railway . Pop. {1901)7549. The district is rich in limestone, coal

,

ironstone, shale and fireclay, all of which are worked. Silver also

was once mined.. The manufactures include paraffin, paper, glass,

chemicals, flour and whisky .and freestone is quarried. The burgh
is a considerable centre for agricultural produce. Bathgate
became a burgh of barony in 1824 and a police burgh in 1865.

Although it was not until the development of its mineral wealth

that it attained to commercial importance, it is a place of some
antiquity, and formed the dowry of Marjory, Robert Bruce’s

daughter, who married Walter, the hereditary steward of Scot-

land, in 1315.

BATHOliTE (from Gr. /ia6>u«, deep, and a stone), in

geology, a term given to certain intrusive rock masses.

Especially in districts which are composed principally of rocks

belonging to the older geological systems extensive areas of

granite frequently occur. By their relations to the strata

around them, it is clear that these granites have been forced into

their present positions in a liquid state, and under great pressure.

The bedding planes of stratifled rocks are wedged apart and
longues of granite have been injected into them, while cracks

ha\'e been opened up and filled with intrusions in the shape of

igneous veins. Great masses of the strata which the granite has

invaded are often floated off, and are found lying in the heart

of the granite much altered by the heat to which they have been

expo.scd, and traversed by the igneous rock in ramifying threads.

Such granite intrusions are generally known as bosses from their

rounded surfaces, and the frequency with which they form

flattish dome-shaped hills, rising above the older rocks sur-

rounding them. At one time many geologists held that in

certain situations the granite had arisen from the complete

fusion and transformation of the stratified rocks over a liinited

area of intense metamorphism. The chemical no less than the

structural relations of the two sets of rocks, however, preclude

the acceptance of this hypothesis. Obviously the granite is an
intruder which has welled up from below, and has cooled gradu-

ally, and solidified in its present situation.

Regarding the mechanism of this process there are two
theories which hold the field, each having a large number of

supporters. One school considers that they are mostly
**
batho-

lites ” or conical masses rising from great depths and eating up
the strata which lie above and around them. The frequency

of inclusions of the surrounding rocks, their rounded shapes

indicating that they have been partly dissolved by the igneous

magma, the intense alteimition which they have undergone

pointing to a state approaching actual fusion, the extensive

changes induced in tlie i^tocks which adjoin the granite, the

abundance of veins, and^ unusual modifications of the granite

which occur where it comes in contact with the adjacent strata,

are adduced as evidettoe that there has been absorption and
digestion of the country rock ^ the intrusive mass. These

views are in hivour especitlly in France
;
and instances are

dted in which as the margins of the granite are approached

diorites and other rooks make their appearance, whkffi are

ascribed to the effect which admixture with dimlved sedi-

mentary material has had on the composition of the granite

magma
; at rim same rime the schists have been permeated

5*8
wkh frispar itom the jgn^ and are'idM t6 have 4)eisn

felspathised. " j,,

The opponents of this theory hold these gramtao^iMMses to be
“ lacoolites *’ (Gr. Adexor, a cistern), or great cakb*>shaped

injections of molten rook, which have been press^ from hdow
into planes of weakness in the upper portions of the^earth’s

crust, taking the lines of least resistance, and owing their

to the var}dng flexibili^ of the strata they penetrated;^

modifications of the ^nite are ascribed to magmatic sef|reg|atien

(chemical and physical processes whioh occasioned difftmn of

certain components towards the cooHng surfaces). Absorption

of country rock is held to be unimportant in amount, and in-

sufficient to account for the great spaces in the schists whioh

are occupied by the granite. Those who- support rius theory

leave the question of the ultimate source of the granite un-

answered, but consider that it is of deep-seated origin, and the

bosses which now appear at the surface are only comparatively

superficial manifestations.

The bulk of the evidence is in favour of the laccoHtic theory
;

in fact it has been clearly demonstrated in many important
cases. Still it is equally clear that many granites are not merely
passive injections, but have assimilated much foreign rock.

Possibly much depends on the chemical composition of the

respective masses, and on the depths and temperatures at which

the intrusion took place. Increase of pressure and of temperature

,

which we know to take place at preat depths, would stimulate

I
resorption of sedimentary material, and by retarding cooling

would allow time for dissolved fore^n substances to diffuse

widely through the magma. (j. s. F.)

BATHONIAN SBRi^ in gedogy. The t>'pical Bathonian
is the Great Oolite series of England, and the name was derived

from the “ Bath Oolite,” so extensively mined and quarried

in the vicinity of that city, where the principal strata were firrt

studied by W. Smith. The term was first used by ] . dt>malius
d’Halloy in 1843 (Precis Geo/.) as a synonym for ” Dogger ”

; but
it was limited in 1849 A. d’Orbigny (Pd. Franc, Jur, i.

p. 607), In 1864 Mayer-Eymar (Tof^/. Synchron,) used the word
‘‘Bathien”«Bajocian + Bathonian {sen. str.). According to

English practice, the Bathonian includes the following formations
in descending order : Cornbrash, Forest Marble with Bradford
Clay, Great or Bath Oolite, Stonesfield Slate and Fullers* Eafth.

(The Fullers’ Earth is sometimes regarded as constituting a
separate stage, the ” Fullonian.”) The “ Bathonien *’ of some
French geologists differs from the English Bathonian in that
it includes at the base the zone of the ammonite Parkinsonia
Parkinsoni, which in England is placed at the summit of

the Inferior Oolite. The Bathonian is the equivalent of the

upper part of the ” Dogger ” (Middle Jurassic) of Germany,
or to the base of the Upper Brown Jura (substage ” E ” of

Quenstedt).

Rocks of Bathonian age are well developed in Europe : in

the N.W. and S.W. oolite limestones are characteristically

associated with coral-bearing, crmoidal and other varieties,

and with certain beds of clay. In the N. and N.E., Russia,

&c., clays, sandstones and ferruginous oolites prevail, some of

the last being expl<5fted‘ jfor iron. They occur also in the
extreme north of America and in the Arctic regions, Greenland,

Franz Josef Land, &c. ; in Africa, Algeria, German East AMca,
Madagascar and near the Cape (Enon Beds)

;
in India, Raj-

putana and Gulf of Cutch, and in South America.

The well-known Caen stone of Normandy and ** Haupt-
rogenstoin” of Swabia, os well as the **£isenkalk** of N.W.
Germany, and ** Klaus-Schichten *' of the Austrian Alps, arc

of Bathonian age.

For a general account, see A. de Lapparent. TraHi d$ g4alogi$ {%th
cd.. 1906), vol. ii. ; sec also the article Jurassic. (J« A. HJ)

BATH0RY» BIGIBMUIID (Zsxgmond), (1572-1613), priAtie of

Transylvaniay was the son of Christopher, prince of Transylvania,

and Elizabeth Bocskay, and nephew of the great Stephen
Bithoiy . He was Olect^ prince in his father’s lifetime, but being

quite young at his father^s death (1581)) the {fovemment was
entrusted to a regency. In 1588 heattained bn ma^rity, and,

in. 17
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fottowing the advice of his ^Mrourite oouncillor Alfon^ Carillo^

departed from the traditional policy of Transylvania in its best

days (when friendly relations with the Porte were maintain^

as a matter of course, in order to counterpoise the ever hostile

iodtience of the house of Habshurg), and joined the league of

Christian princes against the Turk. The obvious danger of such

a course caused no small anxiety in the principality, and

diet of Torda even went so far as to demand a fresh coronation

oath from Sigtsmund, and, on his refusal to render it, threatened

him with deposition. Ultimately BAthory got the better of his

opponents, and executed all whom he got into his hands (1595).

Neverthclw, if anylxidy could have successfully carried out an

anti-Turkish policy, it was certainly Bdthory. He had inherited

the military genius of his uncle, and his victories astonished

contemporary Europe. In 1595 he subdued Walachia and

annihilated the army of Sinan Pasha at Giurgevo (October 38th).

The turning-point ot his career was his separation from his wife,

the archduchess Christina of Austria, in 1599, an event followed

by bis own abdication the same year, in order that he might take

orders. It was on this occasion that he offered the throne of

Transylvania to the emperor Rudolph 11., in exchange for the

duchy of Oppeln. In 1600, however, at the head of an army of

Poles and Cossacks, he attempted to recover his throne, but was

routed by Michael, voivode of Moldavia, at Suceava. In P ebruary
1601 the diet of Klausenburg reinstated him, but again he was

driven out by Michael, never to return. He died at Prague in

1613* Bathory s indisputable genius must have been warped
by t strain of madness. His incalculablcness, his savage cruelty

(like most of the princes of his house he was a fanatical Catholic

and persecutor) and his perpetual restlessness paint plainly

enough to a disordered mind.

Ignat AesAdy. History <>/ the Hungarian State (Hunf;;.), vol. it.

(Budapest. 1004). (K. N. B.)

BATHOS (Gr. (iaBiri), properly depth, the bottom or lowest

part of anything. Ihe current usage for an anticlimax, a descent
*' from the sublime to the ridiculous,” from the elevated to the

commonplace in literature or speech, is due to Pope^s satire on
Bathos (Miseellanm, 1727'-! 728), “ the art of sinking in poetry.”

The title was a travesty of Longinus’s essay, On ike Sublime^

11</M v\f^v%,

BATHS. In the curdinary acceptation of the word a bath is
i

the immersion of the body in a medium different from the
|

ordinary one of atmospheric air, which medium is usually
|

common water in some fonn. In another sense it includes the

different media that may be used, and the various arrangements

by which they are ap|di^.
Ancient Baths.—Bathing, as serving both for cleanliness and

for pleasure, has been almost instinctively practised by nearly

every people. The most ancient records mention battling in the

rivers Nile and Ganges. From an early period the Jews batlied

in running water, used both hot and cold baths, and employed
oik and ointments. So also did the Greeks ; their earliest and
commonest foi^n of bathing was swimming in jivers, and bathing

in them was practised by both sexes. Warm baths were, accord-

ing to Homer, used alter fatigue or exercise. The Athenians

appear for a long time to have had only private liaths, but after-

wards they had public ones ; tlie latter seem to have originated

among the Lacedaemonians, who invented the hot-air Imth, at

least the form of it called alter them the lacmicum. Although

the baths of the Greeks were not so luxurious as those of some
other nations, yet effeminate people were accused among them
of tiling, warm baths in excess ; and the Iji^i servants appear to

have been rogues and thieves, as in later and larger establish-

ments. The Persians must have had handsomely equipped

baths, for Alexander the admired the luxury of the bath

of Darius.

But the baths of the Greeki, and probably of all Butern
nations, were on a amall scale as conopared with those which
eventually sprang up among tlie Romans. Jn early times the

Romans used after exerr^e to throw themselves into the Tiber.

Next, when ample supplies of water were brought into the city,

large pisemae^ or cold awimming baths, were constructed, thd

earliest of which appear to have been the piscina pMua (3x1

B.C.), near the Circus Maximus, supplied by theAppian aqueduct,

the lavacrum of Agrippina, and a bath at the end of the Clivus

Dipitolimis. Next, inudl public as well as private baths were
bufft ; and with the empire more luxurious forms of ^thing
were introduced^ and warm became far more popular than cold

baths.

Public baths (halncae) were first built in Rome after Clodius

brought in the supply of water from Praeneste.. After that date
baths began to be common both in Rome and in other Italian

cities
; and private baths, which gradually came into use, were

attached to the villas of the wealthy citiasens. Maecenas was one

of the first who built public baths at his own expensci After

his time each emperor, as he wished to ingratiate himself widi

the people, lavished the revenues of the state m the oonstnuiction

of enormous buildings, which not only contained suites of bathing

apartments, but included gymnasia, and^sumetimes even theatres

and libraries. Such enormous establishments went by the name
of thermae,

,

The principal thermae were those of Agrippa 21 b.c.,

of Nero 65 ajd., of Titus 81, of Domitian 95, of Commodus 185,

of Caracalla 217, and still later those of Diocletian 302, and of

Constantine. The technical skill displayed by the Romans in

rendering their walls and the sides of reservoirs impervious to

moisture, in conveying and heating water, and in constructing

flues for the conveyance of hot air through the walls, was of the

highest order.

The Roman baths contained swimming baths, warm baths,

baths of hot air, and vapour baths. The chief rooms (which in

the largest batlis appear Ui have been mostly distinct, whereas

in smaller baths one chamber was made to do duty for more
than a single purpose) were the following :—(i) The apodyterium

or spfdiatvrium, where the bathers undressed
; (2) the alipierium

or unciuariumj where oils and ointments were kept (although

the bathers often brought their own pomades), and where the

aliptae anointed the bathers
; (3) the frigidarium^ or cool r(X>m,

cdta fri^ay in which usually was the cold hath, the piscina or

baplisierium
; (4) the tepidarium, a room moderately heated, in

wWch the bathers rested for a time, but which was not meant
for bathing

; (5) the caltdarium or heating room, over the

hypocaustum or furnace
;

this in its commonest arrangement

had at one end a warm bath, the alveus or calida lavaiio
;
at tlie

other end in a sort of alcove was (6) the sudatorium or laconicum^

wliich usually had a labrum or large vessel containing water,

with which bathers sprinkled themselves to help in rubbing off

the perspiration. In the largest baths the laconicum was prob-
ably a separate chamljer, a circular domical room with recesses

in the sides, and a large opening in the top
; but there is no

well-preserved specimen, unless that at Pisa may be so regarded.

In the drawing of baths from the thermae of Titus (fig. i), the
laconicum is represented as a small cupola rising in a corner of

the calidarium. It is known that the temperature of the laconi-

cum was regulated by drawinp; up or down a metallic plate or
dypeus. Sow think that this clypeus was directly over the

ffames of the hypocaustum, and tiiat when it was withdrawn,
the flames must have sprung into the laconicum. Others, and
appaxently they have Vitruvius on their side, think that the
clypeus was drawn up or down only from the aperture in the
roof, and that it related the temperature simjdy by giving

more or less free exit to the hot air. If the laconicum was only

one end of the calidarium, it is diflicult to see how that end of

the room was kept so much hotter than the rest of it ; on the

other hand, to have had flames actually issuing from the laconi-

cum must have caused amoke and soot, and have been very
unpleasant. The most usual order in which the rooms were
employed seems to have been the following, but there does not

appear to have been any absolute uniformity of practice then,

any more than in modem Egyptian and Turkish l^ths. Celsus

recommends the bather finst to sweat a little in the tepidorium

with his dothes on, to be anointed there, and then to pass into

the calidarium ; after he has sweated freely there he is not to

descend into the solium or cold hath, but to have plenty of water
poured over him from his liead,**-r4rstwarm, thentepid, and then
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cold water—the water being poured longer over bis head than
on the rest of the body ;

next to be scraped with the strigil, and
lastly to be rubbed and anointed.

The warmest of the heated rooms, i.e. the calidarium and
laconicum, were heated directly from the hypocaustum, over
which they were built or suspended (suspttisura)

;

while from the
hypocaustum tubes of brass, or lead, or pottery carried the hot
air as vapour to the walk of the other rooms. The walk were
usually hollow, so that the hot air could readily circulate.

The water was heated ingeniously. Close to the furnace, about

4 in. off, was placed the ctdidariunij the copper (ahenum) for

boiling water, near which, with the same interval between them,
was the copper for warm water, the tepidarium, and at the

distance of 2 ft. from this was the receptacle for cold water, or

the jrifitdarium, often a plastered reservoir. A constant com-
munication was kept up between these vesaek, so that as fast as

hotwater was drawn off from the calidarium a supply was obtained
from the tepidarium, which, being already heated, but slightly

reduced the temperature of the hotter boiler. The tepidarium,

again, was supplied from the frigidarium, and that from an
aqueduct. In tiiis way the heat which was not taken up by the

first boiler passed on to tlie second, and instead of being wasted,

helped to heat the second— principle which has only lately been

introduced into modern furnaces. In the case of the large thermae
the water of an aqueduct was brought to the casiellum or top of

the building and was allowed to descend into chambers over the

hypocaustum, where it was heated and transmitted in pipes to the

central buildings. Remains of this arrangement are to be seen in

the baths of Caracalla. The general plan of such buildings may
be more clearly understood by the accompanying illustrations.

In the well-known drawing (fig. i) found in the baths of Titus, the

name of each part of the building is inscribed on it. The small

dome inscribed laconicum directly over the furnace, and having

Fig. I.

—

Roman Baths.

the clypeus over it, will be observed in the corner of tlie chamber
named concamerata sudatio. The vessels for water are inscribed,

according to their temperature, with the same names as some of

the chambers, frigidarium, tepidarium and calidarium.

The baths of Pompeii (as shown in fig. 2) were a double set, and
were surrounded with tabernae or shops, which are marked by a
lighter shade. There were streets on four sides

;
and the reservoir

supplying water was across the street in the building on the left

hand of the cut. There were three public entrances—^ta, 21b,

2ic—to the men's baths and one to the women's. The furnaces

(9) heated water, which was conveyed on one side to the larger

baths of the men, on the other to the women's. Entering from
the street at 2JC there was a latrina on the left hand (22). From
this entrance it was usual to proceed to a court (20) surrounded by
pillars, where servants wwe in attendance. There is some doubt
as to the purpose to whicb the room (19) was devoted. Leavii^
the hall a passage comj^cted to theapodyterium or dressing-room

(17), at one end of it is the frigidarium, baptisterium or edd
plunge bath ;(;iH}. Enri^ng out of the apodyterium is the

tepidarium or warming-room (15), which most probably was also

used as the aUpterium or anointing*Foom. From it bathers

passed into the hot room or calidarium (la), which bad at one end
the alveus or calida lavatio (13), at the otherend the iabrum (14).

Thk end of the calidarium served as the laconicum. The arrange-

ments of the womenk baths were similar, but on a smalkr scale.

The calidarium (5) had the Iabrum (7) at one end, and the alveus

(6) was in one of the room. The general arrangements of a

caHflarium are well illustrated by the accompanying sectioa

(fig. 3) of a bath discovered at Tusculum. The disposition of the

parts is the same as at Pompeii. We here have the calidarium

supported on the pillan of the fomax, the susiMiiiiira. The alveus

(3) Is at one end, apd the Iabrum (4) at the other, (i) and (2)

are the vessels for water over

the fomux
;
and the possages

in the roof and walls lor tl^e

escape of heated air will be
observed.

A dear idea of the relative

position of the different rooms,

and some slight indication of

their ornamehtatfon, will be
obtained . (toia fig. 4. The
flues under the calidarium ^
and the Iabrum (1 ) may be covered at Tuaculum, showing the
observed, as also the opening Calidarium (hot room.)

in the roof above, (2), (3)
and (4) mark the vessels for water which arc placed between the

men’s baths on the left and the women's on the right.

The arrangements of the thermae were mainly those of the

balneao on a krger scale. Some idea of their size may be gathered

PktlGlPARfUM 'TEPIOARIUM CAUDARIUM
Fio. 4.—Section of Baths of Pompeii.

from such facts as ih^ae, thatm the baths of Diockriaa one room
has been transmuted^into^a church ofmost imposLog ptpportioas,
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and that the outside walU of the baths of Caracalla extend about a

quarter of a mile on each of the four sides. A visit to the remains

of the Imths of Titus, of Diocletian, or of Caracalla impresses the

mind strongly with a sense of the vast scale on which they were

erected,andAmmianus's designation of them as provinces appears

scarcely exaggeiiltted. It is said that the baths of Caracalla

contained 1600;; and those of Diocletian 3000 jOfiarblese^l^or the

use of the bathers. In the largest of the ^rmaje thei;a was a
stadium for the games of the young men, wi^ raised seatl for the
spectators. Tfim were open colonnades and saats for philo-

sophers and literary men to' sit and discourse or rend their

productions aloud or for others to di^MSs the latest news. Near
the porticoes, in the interiog open apace, rows of trees were
planted. There was a sphaefpsterium or place for playing ball,

which,was often over^ apodyterium
;
but it must be'confessed

that the purposes ofhilly portions of these large edihcaa have not
been made out in as satisfactory a way as those pf smaller baths.

Amore definiteidea of the thermae cart be best got byan examina-
tion of the accomfpanylhg plan of the baths 0? Caracalla (fig. 5).
A good deal of the plan is conjectural, the restorations lieing

marked by lighUr shading.

At the bottom of the plan is shown a long colonnade, which faces
the street, behind which was a series ofichdmliers, supposed to have

Fio. 5.~<G round plan of the Baths of Caracalla.

been separate bathing-rooms. Entering by the opening in its centre,
the visitor passes what was probably an inner colonnade round the
mam building. Passing in by either of the gates (2, 2), he reaches
the large diambor (.\). which' has been variously called the natatio
or large swimminig-bath, or the tepidarium. The great central room
{4) in all probability was the calidariutn, with two labra (6, ^ on
opposite sides, and with four alyei. one in each corner, represented
l>y small circular dots. {9) ha.s l>een regarded by some as the laconi
cum, although it appears very large for that puipose. The room.s
(' J5) have been variou^ly described as baptisteria and as laconica.
Most authors are agreed in thinking that the large rooms (13) and
(10) were the sphaeristeria or places for playing ball.

Ketuming to the outside, (1) and (18) and the corresponding
places on the other side are supposed to have been the exedrae for
philosophers, and places corresponding to the Greek xysti. (20) and
(19) have been considered to b<* senants’ rooms. (22) w'as the
stadium, with raised seats for the spectators. The spAce between
this and the large central liall (9) was phinli^ with trees. Mid at (21)
the aqueduct brought water into the castellum Or resei%>ir, which
was on art upper storey. There were upper storeys In niostportions of
tile buiMing. and in these probably were the librftfies and small
tiicatres.

The piscinae were often of immense size-^that of ISocletian
bciny 200 ft. long—and were adorned with beautiful marbles.
The halls were crowded with magnificent columns and were
ornamented with the finest pieces of statuary . The walls, it has
been said, were covered with exquisite mosaics that imitated the
art of the painter in their elegance of de.fign and variety of colour.

The Egyptian syenite was enemsted with the precious green

marbles of Numidia. The rooms contained the works of Pludias

and Praxiteles, A perpetual stream of water was poured into

capacious basins through the wide mouths of lions of bright and
polished silver, water issued from silver, and was received on
silver. “ To such a pitch of luxury have we reached,” says Seneca,
**
that we are dissatisfied if we do not tread on gems in our baths.”

The richer Romans used every variety of oils and pomades
(smegfuaia) ; they scarcely had true soaps. The poorer class had
to be content with the flour of lentils, an article used at this day
for the same purpose by Orientals. The most important bath
utensil was the strigillus, a curved instru-

ment made of metal, with which the skin

was scraped and all sordes removed.
The bath servants assisted in anointing,

in using the strigillus and in various other
menial offices. The poorer classes had to

use their St]

processes of

:ngil!

the

Fig. f).i

—

Ring on
which are suspended
some of the articles

in use in the Alip-
tcrium.

ils themselves. The various

.e aliptae seem to have been
carried on very systematically.

The hot baths appear to have been open
from I p.M. till dark. It was only one of

the later emperors that had them lighted

up at night. When the hot baths were
ready (for, doubtless, the plunge baths

were available at an earlier hour), a bell

1 or aes w^as rung for the information of the

i

people. Among the Greeks and Romans

I

the eighth hour, or i o’clock, l>efore their

i
dinner, was the commonest hour for bathing.

The bath was supposed to promote appetite,

and some voluptuaries had one or more
I baths after dinner, to enable them to begin
eating again

; but such excc.s.ses, as Juvenal tells us, occasionally
proved fatal. Some of the most effeminate of the emperors arc
said to have bathed seven or eight times in the course of the
day. In early times there was delicacy of feeling about the
sexes bathing together—even a father could not bathe with his

sons; but latterly, under most of the emperors, men and women
often used the same baths. There frequently were separate
baths for the women, as we see at Pompeii or at Badenweiler

;

but although respectable matrons would not go to public
baths, promiscuous bathing was common during the Empire.
The public baths and thermae were under the more immediate

superintendence of the aediles. The charge made at a pulilic

bath was only a quadrans or quarter of ah as, about half a
farthir^. Yet cheap though this was, the emperors used to

ingratiate themselves with the populace, by making the baths
at times gratuitous.

Wherever the Romans settled, they built public baths
; and

W’herever they found hot springs or natural stufae, they made
use of them, thus saving the expense of heating, as at the myrieta
of Baiae or the Aquae Stdis of Bath. In the cities there appear
to have been private baths for hire, as well as the public baths

;

and every rich citizen had a set of baths attached to his villa,

the fullest account of which is given in the Letters of Pliny,

or in Ausonius's Account of a Villa on the Moselle

,

or in Statius’s

Dc Balneo Etrusco, Although the Romans never wholly gave
up cold bathing, and that practice was revived under Augustus
by Antonius Musa, and again under Nero by Charmis (at which
later time bathing in the open sea became common), yet they
chiefly practised warm bathing {calida lavatio). This is the
most luxurious kind of bathing, and w'hen indulged in to excess
is enervating. The women were particulariy fond of these baths,

and were accused, at all events in some provincial cities, of

drunkenness in them.

The unbounded licence of the public baths, and their connexion

* The i^ure represents four striffils, in which the hollow far collect-

ing the oil or perspiration from .l^ body may be obi»erved. There
is also a small ampulla or vessel containing oil, meant to keep the
strigils smooth, and a small flat patera or drinking vessel, out of
which it was customary to driiifc after the bathing was finished.
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with modes of amusement that were condemned^ led to ^cir

l>eing to a considerable extent proscribed by the early Christians.

'Die early Fathers wrote that bathing might be practised for the

sake of cleanliness or of health, but not of pleasure ;
and Gregory

the Great saw no objection to baths being used on Sunday.

About the 5th century many of the large thermae in Rome fell

into decay. The cutting off of the aqueducts by the Huns,

and the gradual decrease of the population, contributed to this.

Still it is doubtful whether bathing was ever disused to the extent

that is usually represented. It was certainly kept up in the

East in full vigour at Alexandria and at Brusa. Hot bathing,

and especially hot air and vapour baths, were adopted by the

Mahommedans
;
and the Arabs brought them with them into

Spain. The Turks, at a later time, carried them high up the

Danube, and the Mahommedans spread or, it may Iw more

correct to say, revived their use in Persia and in Hindustan.

The Crusaders also contributed to the spread of baths in Europe,

and hot vapour batlis were specially recommended for the leprosy

so prevalent in those days. After the commencement of the 15th

century there were few large cities in Europe without hot vapour

baths. We have full accounts of their regulations—how the

Jews were only allowed to visit them once a week, and how there

were separate baths for lepers. In England they were called

hothouses. Erasmus, at the date of the Reformation, spoke

of them as common in France, Germany and Belgium ;
he gives

a li\'cly account of the mixture of all classes of people to found

in them, and would imply that they were a common adjunct to

inns. They seem after a time to have become less conimon,

though Montaigne mentions them as being still in Rome in his

day. In England the next revival of baths was at the close of

the 17th century, under the Eastern name of Hummum or the

Italian name of Bagnios. These were avowedly on the principle

of the Turkish baths described below. But there were several

considerable epochs in tlie history of baths, one in the commence-

ment of the 18th century, when Floyer and others recalled

attention to cold bathing, of which the virtues had long been

overlooked. In the middle of the century also, Russ^ and

others revived sea-bathing in England, and were followed by

others on the continent, until the value of sea-bathing l^came

fully appreciated. l.ater in the same century the expjeriments

of James Currie on the action of complete or of partial baths

on the system in disease attracted attention ;
and though for-

gotten for a while, they bore abundant fruit in more recent

times.

Modem Baths.—It is uncertain how far the Turkish and

Egyptian and even the Russian baths are to be regarded merely

as .successors of the Roman baths, because tlie principle of

vapour baths has been known to many nations in a very early

period of civilization. Thus the. Mexicans and Indians were

found using small vapour baths. The ancient inhabitants of

Ireland and of Scotland Imd some notion of their use, and the

large vapour batlis of Japan, now so extensively employed,

are probably of independent origin.

The following accounts of Turkish and Russian baths illustrate

the practices of the ancient Roman and also of modem Tujrkifh

baths. In Lane’s On the Modern Egyptians we read: “The
building consists of several apartments, all of which are paved

with marble, chiefly white. The inner apartments are covered

with domes, which have a numbet of small glazed ^ertures

for the admission of light. The bather, on entering, if he has

a watch or purse, gives them in charge to the keeper of the bath.

The servant of tlw bath, takes off his shoes and supplies him

with a pair of wooden cl^, The first apartment has generally

three or four leewans parts of the floor used as couches)

cased with marble, and a fountain of cold water, which rises

from an octagonal bosenmt in the centre. One of the leewuis,

which is meant for the^higlier classes, is furnished with cushions

or mats. In warm weather bathers luually undress in this

room ;
in winter they undress in an inner room, called the

PeyknowaL or first chamber, between which and the last apart-

ment there is a passage often with two or three latrines dff; it.

This hi the first of the heated diambers. It generally has two

raised seats. The bather receives a n^in in which to put his

clothes and another to put round his waist’-^tbis reaches to the

knees ; a third, if he requires it, is brought him to, wind round

his head, leaving the lop of it bare ; a fourth to put over his

chest
;
and a fifth to cover his back. When the hathex has un-

dressed, the attendant opens to him the door of the mner

principal apartment. This in general has four kewans, whicli

gives it the form of a cross, and in the centre a fountain of hot

water rises from a small shallow basin. The centre room, with

tl\e adjoining ones, forms almost a square. The beytowwal

already mentioned is one of them. Two small chambers which

adjoin each other, one containing a tank of hot water, the other

containing a trough, over which are two taps, one of hot and one

of cold water, occupy the two other angles ; while the fourth

angle of the square is occupied by the chamber which contains

the fire, over which is the boiler. The bather haviqg ptered

this apartment soon perspires profusely from the humid heat,

which is produced Iw the hot water of tanks and fountains, and

by the steam of the wiler. The bather sits on one of the marble

seats, or lies on the leewan or near one of the tanks, and the

operator then commences his work. The operator first cracks

aloud every joint in the body. He makes the vertebrae of the

back and even of riie neck crack. The limbs are twisted with

apparent violence, but so skilfuUy, that no harm is ever done.

The operator next kneads the patient’s flesh. After this he rubs

the soles of the feet with a kind of rasp of baked day. There

are two kinds of rasps, one porous and rough, one of fine smooth

clay. Those used by ladies are usually encased in thin embossed

silver. The next operation is rubbing the bather’s flesh with a

small coarse woollen bag, after whiA the bather dips himself

in one of the tanks. He is next taken to one of the chambers

in the comer, and the operator lathers the bather with fibres of

the palm tree, soap and water. The soap is then washed off with

water, when tlie bather having finished washing, and enveloped

himself in dry towels, returns to the beytowwal and reclines.

Here he generally remains an hour to an hour and a half, sipping

coffee and smoking, while an attendant rubs the soles of the

feet and kneads the body and limbs. The bather then dresses

and goes out.”

The following description of u Russian bath is from Kohl's

Russia (1S42)

:

“ The passage from the door is divided into two

behind the check-taker’s post, one for the male, one for the female

guests. We first enter an open space, in which a set of men are

sitting in a state pf nudity on benches, those who have already

bathed dressing, while those who are going to undergo the pro-

cess take off their clothes. Round this space or apartment gre

the doors leading to the vapour-rooms. The bather is ushered

into them, and finds himself in a room full of vapour, which is

surrounded by a wooden platform rising in steps to near the roof

of the room. The bather is made to lie down on one of the lower

benches, and gradually to ascend to the higher and hotter ones.

The first sensation on entering the room amounts almost to a

of suffocation. After you have been subjected for some

time to a temperature which may rise to 145° the transpiration

reaches, its fii activity, and the sensation is very pleasant.

The bath attendants c6m«L and flog you with birchen twigs,

cover you with the lather of soap, afterwards rub it off, and then

hold you over a jet of ice-cold water. The shock is groat, but is

followed by a pleasant feeling of great comfort and of alleviation

of any rheumatic pains you may have had. In regular establish-

ments you. go after this and lie down on a bed for a time before

issuing forth. But the Russians often dress in the open air, and

instead of using the jet of cold water, go and roll themselves at

once in the snow.”

Turkish baths have^ with vairious modifications, becotoe

populstf in Europe. The Russian baths were introduced into

German towns al^u^ 1895. They had a certain limited amourtt

of popularity, but^ not take firm root Another class pnucti-

cauy owes its origin to Df Barter and David, Urquhart
.
It pro-

fessed to be fouitoed on the Turkish bath, bpt in mUty it was

much more of a liot air bi^, i>e, more devoid o^iVapour than

either Komaii or XuriMsh baths ever werpj is doubtful
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#hether in any case the air of the laconicum waa free from

Vapour. These baths, with their various ihodifications, have

be^me extremely popular in Great Britain, in Germany and in

northern Europe, but have, curiously enough, never been used

extensively in France, notwithstanding the familiarity of the

French with Turkish baths in Algiers.

In England hot air baths are now employed very extensively.

They are often associated with Turkish and electric baths.

Bathing among the ancients was practised in various forms.

It was sometimes a simple bath in cold or in tepid water
;
but

at least, in the case of the higher orders, it usually included a

hot air or vapour bath, and was followed by affusion of cold or

warm water, and generally by a plunge into the piscina. In like

manner the order varies in which the different processes are gone

through in Turkish baths in modem Europe. Thus in the baths

in Vienna, the priKTss begins by immersion in a laige baski of

warm water. Sudation is repeatedly interrupted by c^d douches

at the will of the bathers, and after the they are sati.sfied

with a short stay in the cooling-room, where they have only a
simple sheet rolled round them. In Copehhagen and in Stock-

|

holm the Oriental baths have been considembly modified by
their association with hydropathic practices.

This leads us to notice the introduction of the curiously mis-

named system known as hydropathy (^f.r.). Although coM
baths were in vogue for a time in Rome, warm baths were always

more p(»puiar. Fltjyer, as we have seen, did something to revive

their use in England
;

Init it was nearly a century and a half

afterwards that a Silesian peasant, Priessnitz, introduced, with

wonderful success, a variety of operations with cold wates*, the

most important of which Was the packing the patient in a wot
sheet, a process which after a time is followed by profuse suda-
tion. Latge estaWishmehts for carrjdng out this mode of bathing
and its modifications were erected in many places on the con-
tinent and in Great Britain, and enjoj^ed at one rime a large

share of popularity. The name “ hydropathic ’’
is still retained

for these establimrnents, though hydropathy so <!aBed is no
longer practised within them to any extent.

But the greatest and most important development of ordinary
baths in modern times was in bingland, though it has expended
gradually to some parts of the continent. The English had long

used affusion and Vwtmmmg-baths freely in India. Cold and hot
baths and shower baths have been introduced into private

houses to an extent never known before
;
and, since 1842, public

swimming-f^ths, besides separate baths, have been supplied

to the public at very moderate rates, in some cases associated

with waf/h-houses for the poorer classes. Their number has
increased rapidly in London and in the principaS continental

cities. Eloating-baths in rivers, always known in some Gemmn
towns, have become common Wherever there are flowing streams.

The better supply of most European cities wHh water has aided
in this movement. Ample enclosed swimming-baths have been
erected at many seaside places. When reqifed, the water, if

not heated in a boiler, is raised to a sufficient temfperature by
the aid of hot water pipes or of steam. Separate births used to

be of Wood, painted
;
they are now most frequently of metal,

painted or lined with porcelain enamel. The swimmmg^ths
are lined with cement, tiles or marble and porcelain slabs

;
and

a good ^eal of ornamentation and painting of the w^Hs and
ceiling of the apartments, in imitation of the anciehts, has been
attempted.

We have thus traced in outline the history of baths through
successive ages. The medium Of the jbflrths spoken *of thus far
has been water, vapour or dry hot air. BUt baths of more
complex nature, and of the peatest variety, have been in use
from the 'eatbest ages. The best known m^ia are the various
mineral waters and sea-water. Of baths of yttinerd sifbStanoes,

those of ‘sand are the oldest and best known the praierice of
artHttUoft or Of botying the body in the sand of the aeashore,
e/r in heated sand wear some hbt spring, is very ancient, as dm
that of applying heated sand to vacrious paf^ of the body.
Baths af feat earth are of comparatively recent origin. The
peat earth is carefully prepared and pulvemtd, and then worked

up with water into a pasty consistence, of which the temperature

can Ih! regulated before the patient immerses himsdf in it

There are various terms that may be termed chemud, in which
chlorine or hydrochloric acid is added to the water of the bath,

or where fiimes of sulphur are made to rise and envelop the body.

Of lie^elahle baths itie number is very large. Lees of wine, in a
state of fermentation, have been employed. An immense variety

of aromatic herbs have been used to impregnate water with.

At one time fuci or sca-^weed were added to baths, under the idea

of conveying into the system the iodine which they contain

;

but by far the most popular of all vegetable baths are those

made with an extract got by distilling certain varieties of pine

leaves.

The strangeness of the baths of mimal substances, that have
been at various times in use, is such that their employment
seems scarcely credible. That baths of milk or of whey might
be not unpopular is not surprising, but baths of blood, in some
cases ev’en of human blood, have bmn used ; and baths of hoiae

dung wore for many ages in high fiavnur, and were even succeeded

for a shott time by baths of guano.

EUtirkd baths are now laigely used, a current being passed

through the water : and electrical massage

,

by the d’Arsonval or

other system, is colloquially termed a “ bath.”

Baths also of rofnprrssed air, in which the patient is subjected

to the pressure of tw<» or three atmospheres, were formerly

emplnyed in some places.

A sun bath (insolatio or 'keiiosis), exposing the body to the sun,

the head being covered, wa«5 a favourite practice among the

Greeks and Romans.
Some special devices require a few words of explanation.

Demchrs were used by the ancients, and have always been an
imiWTtant mode df applying water to a circumscribed portion of

the body. They arc, m fact, upouts of water, varying in sire and
temperature, applied hty a hose-pipe with more or less force for

a longer or shorter time against particular parts, A dcnache

exercises «a certain amount of friction, and a continued impulse

on the spot to which it is applied, which stimulate the skin and
the parts beneath it, quickening the capillary circulation. The
effects of the douche are m powerftal that it cannot be applied

for more than a few minutes continuously. The alternation of

hot and cold douches, which for sofne unknown reason has got

the name of J&eossaise, is a potent type of bath from the

strong action and reaction which it produces. The shower bath
may be regarded as a union of an immense number of fine douches
projected on the head and shoulders. It produces a strong effect

on the nervous system. An ingenious contrivance for giving

circtilar s/rray baths, l)y which water is propelled laterally in

fine streams against every portion of the surface of the body, is

now common.
To all these modes of acting on the cutaneous surface and

circulation must be added dry rubbing, as practised by the

patient with the flesh glove, but xnucli more thoroughly by tiic

hath attendants, if properly instruoted'(9ee also Massage).

Action of Batks on ike >HuffumSystm.--The primary operation

of baths is the adtion wf heat and cold on the cutaneous surfaces

through the medium of water.

The first purpose of hafths is simply that of abstersion and
cleorilmess, to removeany feacign impurity from the surface, and
to prevent the pores from being clogged by their own secretions

or by desquamations of cuticle. It<ne^ soaroely be said thatsuch

obf^ts are greatly promoted by the action of the alkali of soaps

and by friction : that the use of warm water, owing to its im-
mediate stimulation of theskfn,pfomotes the separation of sordes,

and that the vapour ^of water is still more efficitnt 'ritacn water
itself.

It has been supposed that water Oicts on the system by being

absorbed through the skin, bot^tinder ordinary circumstances, no
water is absorlKd,*or, if any, so minute a quantity as not to be

worth eonsidering. No dissolved substances, under the ordinary

circumstances of a ‘bath, acre actually «bsoi!bed into the ^stem

;

although when a portion of skin hiuibM tfStiiely cleared of its

tebaceous secretion, it is posiifete tliat a Strang sdiution of lalts
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may be partially absorbed. In the case of medicated bathsm
therefore only look (in addition to the action of heat and cold> or

more properly tp the abstraction or communication and retention

of beat) to any stimulant action on the skin that the ingredients

of the ba^ mi^ possess.

The powerful influence of water on the capillaries of the skin,

and the mode and extent of that operation, depend primarily on

the temperature of the fluid. The human system b^rs changes

of temperature of theairmuchbetter than dimiges of the tempera-

ture of water. While the temperature of the air at 7 5° may be too

warm for the feelings of many people, a continued bath at that

temperature is felt to be cold and depressing. Again, a bath of

98° to 102® acts far more excitingly than air of the same tempera-

ture, both because, being a better conductor, water brings more
heat to the bod>' and be<^use it suppresses the perspiration which

is greatly augmented by air of that temperature. Further, a

temperature a few degrees below blood heat is that of indifferent

batl^, which can be t^rne longed without natural disturbance of

the system.

Cold baths act by refrigeration, and their effects va^ according

to the degree of temperature. The effects of a cM bath, the

temperature not being below 50°, are these ^there is a diminu-

tion of the temperature of the skin and of the subjacent tissues ;

there is a certain feeling of shock diffused over the whole surfac^,

and if the cold is intense it induces a slight feeling of numbness in

the skin. It becomes pale and its capillaries contract. The
further action of a cold bath reaches the central nervous system,

the heart and the lungs, as manifested by the tremor of the limbs

it produces, along with a certain degree of oppression of the chest

and a gasping for air, while the pulse becomes small and sinks.

After a time reaction takes place, and brings redness to tlie skin

and an increase of temperature.

The colder the water is, and the more powerful and depressing

its effects, the quicker and more active is th^eaction. Very cold

baths, anything below 50°, cannot be bor«long. Lowering of

the temperature of the skin may be lx)rne down to 9°, but a further

reduction may prove fatal. The diminution of temperature is

much more rapid when the water is in motion, or when tl>c bather

moves about
;

l)ecause, if the water is still, the layer of

it in immediate contact with the body is warmed to a certain

degree.

A great deal depends on the form of the cold bath ;
thus one

may have—(i) Its depressing operation,—with a loss of heat,

retardation of the circulation, and feeling of weariness, when tlie

same water remains in covtact with the skin, and there is contin-

uous withdrawal of heat without fresh stimulation. This occurs

with full or sitz baths, with partial or complete wrapping up the

body in a wet sheet which remains unchanged, and with frictions

practised without removing the wet sheets. (2) Its exciting

operation,—with quickening of the action of the heart and lungs,

and feeling of glow and of nervous excitement and of increased

muscular power. These sensatioas are produced when the layer

of water next the body and heated by it is removed, and fresh cold

water causes fresh stimulus. These effects are produced by full

baths with the water in motion used only for a short time, by

frictionswhen the wet sheet is removed from the body, b)r douches,

shower baths, both^ in rivers, &c. The depressing operation

comes on much earlier in very cold water than in wanner ; and in

the same way the exciting operation comes on faster with the

colder than with the warmer water. The short duration of the

bath makes bdlh its depressing and its exciting action less ; its

kmger duration increases them ; and if the baths be continued too

long, the protracted abstraction of animal heat may prove very

depressing.

Tepid Mks, 85^ The effects of a bath of this tempera-

ture are conffoed to tte peripheral extremities of the nerves, and

are so sligIskJdiat they do not reach the central system. Th^e is

no teaction, mod the laody temperature remains unchanged.

Baths this ldiidtcan.be beiaiie for houn withimpipity.

WmmMu to io4^.t—In these the action of the heat

on the peripbecal surface is propagated to the central system, and

causes reaction, which molests itself in ittaderately increased

flow of the blood to the surface, andinan incmaied IreqiMfncy of

pulse.

With a hot hath from to ito^ the central nervous and
circulating systems aremore affected. The frei}uency of the pulse

increases rapidly, the respiration becomes quickmd, airi is

interrupted by deep inspirations. The skin is congested, and
there is profuse perspiration.

Very hot bath.—Everything above no® feels very hot
;
any-

thing above xao® almost scalding. Baths of from 179® to xs6®

have caused a rise of 2® to 4I® in the temperature of the blood*

Such a bath can be borne for only a few minutes. It causes great

rapidity of the pulse, extreme lowering of the blood-pressure^

excessive congestion of the skin, and vident perspiration.

In the use ^ hot baths a certain amount of vapour reaches the

parts of the body not covered by the water, and is also inhaled.

Vapour baths produce profuse perspiration and act in cleans-

ing the skin, as powerful hot water baths do. Vapour, owing to

its smaller specifi|||eat, does not act so fast as water on the b^y.
A vapour bath be borne for a much longer time when the

vapour is not infflied. Vapour baths can be borne hotter than

water baths, but cannot be continued too long, as vapour, being a
bad conductor, prevents radiation of heat from the body* A
higher heat tlian 1 22® is not borne comfortably. The vapour bath
though falling considerably short of the temperature of the hot

air bath, raises the temperature much more.

Hoi air baths differ from vapour baths in not impeding the

respiration as the latterdo,by depositing moisture in the bronchial

tulx^s. The lungs, instead of having to heat the inspired air, are

subjected to a temperature above their own. Hot air baths, say

of 1 35®, produce more profuse perspiration than vapour baths. If

very hot, they raise the temperature of the body by several

degrees. Vapour baths, hot air baths, and hot water baths agree

in producing violent perspiration. As perspiration eliminates

water and effete matter from the system, it is obvious that its

regulationmust have an important effect on the economy.
In comparing the general effects of cold and hot baths, it may

be said that while die former tend to chedc perspiration, Ibt

latter favour it.

The warm bath causes swelling and congestion of the capillaries

of the surface in the first instance
;
when the stimulus of heat is

withdrawn their contraction ensues. A cold bath, again, ffrst

causes a contraction of the capillaries the surface, which is

followed by their expansion when reaction sets in. A warm bath

elevates the temperature of the body, both by bringing a supply

of heat to it and by preventing the radiation of heat from it. It

can be borne longer than a cold bath. It draws blood to the

surface, while a cold bath favours internal congestions.

But baths often produce injurious effects when used injudici-

ously . Long continued warm baths are soporific, and have ,
owing

to this action, often caused death by drowning* The effects of

very hot baths are swimming in the head, vomiting, fainting,

congestion of the brain, and, in some instances, apoplexy*

The symptoms seem to point to paralysis of the action of the

heart. It is therefore very evident how cautious those should be,

in the use of hot baths^ who have weak hearts or any obstruction

to the circulation. Tat pien, and those in whom the heart dr

blood-vessels are unsound, should avoid thm. Protracted

indulgence in warm baths is relaxing, and has been esteemed a
sign ^ effeminacy in all ages. Sleepiness, though it wit! not

follow the first immersion in a cold bath, is one of the effects of

protracted cold baths ;
depression of the tempdratbr^ i>f the

surface becomes dangerous. The risk in c(M ba^ is congestioii

of the inteinal ofgans, as often indicated by the getting blue.

Extremely cold &thi are always dangerous.

For tile medical use of bathe see BALNBOTHBRAmnfTtcs.
PtMc Baths .—It was not till 1846 that it was deemed iidVM-

able in England^ for the health, comfort, and welfare

inhabitants of towns and pc^lous districts, to encom^ tile

establishment therem of baths by the local authority acting

through commissidtiers; Aeerfos of sUtutes, ItiKMm^rimectiwshr

as
**
Tlie Baths and Wa4b>lHmses Acte 1846 io iAg6/* followed.

By (she Public Health Act the urban auitiierity WMriedared
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to be the authority having power to adopt and proceed under
the previous acts, and in 1878 pro\ision was for the first time

expressly made fur the estai^shment of swimming baths, which

might be used during the winter as gymnasia, and by an
amending act of 1899, for music or dancing, provided a licence

is obtained. By the Local Government Act 1894, it was provided

that the parish meeting should he the authority having exclusive

power of adopting the Baths and Wash-houses Acts in rural

districts, which should, if adopted, be carried into effect by the

parish council. , Up to 1865 it seems as if only twenty-five

boroughs had cared to provide bathing accommodation for their

inhabitants. There Ls no complete information as to the number
of authorities who fiave adopted the acts since 1865, but a return

of reproductive undertakings presented to the House of Commons
in 1899 shows that no local authorities outside the metropolis

applied for power to raise loans to provide baths, of whom 48
applied before 1875 and 62 after 1875. In the year 1907 the

loans sanctioned for the purpose amounte^|| £53,026. The
revenues of parish councils are so limited t^pit has not been
possible for them to take much advantage oWhe acts. In the

metropolis, by the J/)cal Government Act of 1894, the power
of working the act was given to vestries, and by the act of

1899 this power was transferred to the borough councils. There
are 35 parishes in London in which the acts Imve been adopted,
all of which except ii have taken action since 1875. These
establishments, according to the return made in 1908, provided

3502 private baths and 104 swimming baths. The maximum
charge for a second-class cold bath is id., for a hot bath 2d.
Irr 1904-1905 the number of bathers was 6,342,158, of whom
3,064,998 were bathers in private baths and 3,277,160 bathers

in swimming baths. In 1896-1897 the gross total had liecn

only 2,000,000. In cases where the proportion between the sexes

has been worked out, it is found that only 18% of the users of

private baths, and 10% of the users of swimming baths, are
females. In 1898 the School Board was authorized to pay the
fees for children using the baths if instruction in swimming
were provided, and in 1907-1908 the privilege was used by

L5S^«542 children. The cost of this public provision in l^ondon
—water being supplied by measure—is over £80,000 a year. No
account can be given of the numbers using the ponds and lakes
in the parks and open spaces, but it is computed that on a hot
Sunday 25,000 people bathe in Victoria Park, London, some of

the bathers starting as early as four o'clock in the morning,
'rhese returns show how great is the increase of the habit of

bathing, but they also show how even now the habit is limited
to a comparatively small part of the population. People require
to be tempted to the use of water, at any rate at the beginning.
There are still authorities in London responsible for 800,000
persons who liave provided no baths, and those who have
made provision ^ve not always done so in a sufficiently

liberal and tempting way. The comparison between English
great towns and those of the continent is not in favour of the
former.

For the iiteraturu of baths in earher periods wo may refer to the
Architficiureoi Vitruvius, and to Lycian!sf/i>^mr; see art. " B^er "

in Pauly-Wissowa. lieeUencyclqpddie (1896), by A. Mau
; Balneum

”

in ParembOrg and Saglio, Did. des' attiiquih's

;

J . Marquardt, Das
Privattehen dor jfifffiter (1886), pp. 260-297; Becker’s Galtus, and the
article " Balncae *' by Rich, in Dr Smitli’a Dictionary of Creak
and Roman Anti^nities (rev. ed. 1890) ; also the bibliography to
HvnROPATIlV.

;BATHIIR8T» BAfiL8« Allen Bathurst, xst Earl Bathurst

(1684-177S), was the eldest son of Sir^tj^jamin Bathurst
(d. 17^), by his wife, Frances (d. 1727), daughter of Sir Allen
Apsley of Apsley, Sussex, and belonged to a family which is said
to liave ^ Sussex before tlie Norman Conquest. He was
cdu<^ted at .Trinity Cotteg[^ Oxford, and became member of

pailiament lor Cirencester in Mhy 1705, retaining his seat sintil

December 1711, when he was created Baron Bathurst of BaCtles-

Bedfordshire. M a xealous Tory he defended Atterbury,
bishop of Rochester, andin the Some of Lords was an. opponent
of Sir Robert Walp^. After Walpole left office in 1742 he was
gMde a privy counoiUor, nod in August 17 72 was created Earl

Bathurst, having previously received a pension of £aooo a year
chargeable upon the Irish revenues. He died on the i6th of
September 1775, and was buried in Cirencester church. In July
1704 Bathurst married his cousin, (Catherine (d. 1768)^ daughter
of Sir Peter Apsley, by whom he had four sons and five daughters.
The earl associated with the poets and scholars of the time.
Pope, Swift, Prior, Sterne, and Congreve were among his friends.

He is described in Sterne's Letters to Eliza
\
was the subject of a

graceful reference on the part of Burke speaking in the House of

Commons
; and the letters which passed between him and Pope

are published in Pope’s WorkSy vol. viii. (London, 1872).

Henry, and Earl Bathurst (17x4-1794), was the eldest

surviving son of the ist earl. Educated at Balliol College,

Oxford, he was called to the bar, and became a K.C. in 1745.
In April 1735 elected member of parlkmervt for

Cirencester, and was rewarded ftw his opposition to the govern-
ment by bring made solicitor-general and then attorney-general

to Frederick, prince of Wales. Resigning his seat in parliament
in April 1754 he was made a judge of the court of common picas

in the foiling month, and became lord high chancellor in

January 1^, when he was raised to the peerage as Baron
Apsley. Having become Earl Bathurst by his father's death in

September 1775, he resigned his office somewhat unwillingly in

July 1778 to enable Thurlow to join the cabinet of Lord North.
In November 1779 he was appointed lord president of the

council, and left office with North in March 1782. He died at

Oakley Grove near Cirencester on the 6th of August 1794.
Bathurst was twice married, and left two sons and four daughters.

He was a weak lord chancellor, but appears to have been just

and iair in his distribution of patronage.

Henry, 3rd Earl Bathurst (1762-1834), the eider son of the

second earl, was born on the 22nd of May 1762. In April 1789
he married Georgiana (d. 1841), daughter of Lord George Henry
Lennox, and was memlier of parliament for Cirencester from

1783 until he succriBd to the earldom in August 1794. Owing
mainly to his friendsnip with William Pitt, he was a lord of the

admiralty from 1783 to 1789 ; a lord of the treasurv' from 1789
to 1791 ;

and commissioner of the board of control from 1793
to 1802. Returning to office with Pitt in May 1804 he became
master of the mint, and was president of the Board of Trade and
master of the mint during the ministries of the duke of Portland

and Spencer Perceval, only vacating these posts in June 1812

to become secretary for war and the colonies under the carl of

Liverpool. For two months during the year 1809 he was in

charge of the foreign office. He was secretary for war and the

colonics until Liverpool resigned in April 1827 ; and deserves

some credit for improving the conduct of the Peninsular War,
while it was his duty to defend the government concerning its

treatment of Napoleon Bonaparte. Bathurst’s official position

caused his name to be mentioned frequently during the agitation

for the abolition of slavery, and with regard to this traffic he
seems to have been animated by a humane spirit. He was lord

president of the council in the government of the duke of Wel-
iinp:ton from 1828 to 1830, and favoured the removal of the dis-

abilities of Roman Catholics^ but was a sturdy opponent of the

reform bill of 1832. The earl, who had four sons and two
daughters, died on the 27th of July 1834. Bathurst was made a
kn^ht of the Garter in 1817, and held several lucrative

sinecures.

His eldest son, Henry George, 4th Earl Bathurst (1790-

1866), was member of parliament for Cirencesttf from 1812 to

1834. He died unmarried on the 25th of May r866, and was
succeeded in the title by his brother, Wiluam Lennox, 5th Earl

Bathurst (1791-1878), member of parliament for Weobley from
1812 to 1816, and clerk of the privy council from 1827 to i860,

who died unmarried on the a4th of February 1878. <

Allen Alexander, 6th Earl Bathurst (i832-«x892), was the

son of Thomas Seymour Bathurst, and grandson of the. 3rd earl.

He was member parliament lor Cmenceeter from 1857 until he
became Earl Bathurst in February! 1876, and died on the snd of

August 1892, when eldest soib*‘^VM(KER.Itomv <b. 1864),

bef^e7th:Earl Bathurst. )
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EATHWT^ a dty of Bathurst county, New South Wale^
Australia, 144 m. by rail W.N.W. of fydney on the GreaT
Western railway* Pop. (1901) 9da3. It is situated dn the south
bank of the Macquane river^ at an elevation of 2153 ft., in a
fertile undulating plain on the west side of the Blue Mountains.
Bathurst has br^ streets, crossing one another at right angles,

with a handsome park in the centre of the town, while many of

the public buildings, specially the town hall, government build-

ings, and Anglican and Roman CathoHc cathedrals, are note-
worthy. Bathurst is the centre of the chief wheat-growing
district of New South Wales, while gold, copper and silver are

extensively mined in its vicinity. There are railway works,
coach factories, tanneries, breweries, flour- mills and manu-
factures of boots and shoes and other commodities. The town
was founded in 1815 by Governor Macquarie, taking its name
from the 3rd Earl Bathurst, then secretary of state for the
colonies, and it has l.)een a municipality since 1862.

BATHVILLITE, a naturally occurring organic substance. It

is an amorphous, opaque, and very friable material of fawn-
brown colour, filling cavities in the torbanite or Bog^d coal of

Bathville, Scotland. It has a specific gravity of i^, and is

insoluble in benzene.

BATHYBIUS (^a^cs, deep, and
/
9tos, life), a slimy substance

at one time supposed to exist in great masses in the depths of the
ocean and to consist of undifferentiated protoplasm. Regarding
it as an organism which represented the simplest form of life,

Huxley about t868 named it Bathybim Haeckdii. But in-

vestigations carried out in connexion with the “ Challenger
”

expedition indicated that it was an artificial product, composed
of a flocculcnt precipitate of gypsum thrown down from sea-

water by alcohol, and the hypothesis of its organic character was
abandoned by most biologists, Huxley included.

BATHYGLES, an Ionian sculptor of Magnesia, was commis-
sioned by the Spartans to make a marble thrflae for the statue of

Apollo at Amyclae, about 550 b.c. Pausanifll^iii. x8) gives us a
detailed description of this monument, which is of the greatest

value to us, showing the character of Ionic art at the time. It

was adorned with scenes from mythology in relief and supporting
figures in the round.

For a reconstruction, sec Furtwiingler, Meisterwerke der grifch.
Plastik, p. 706.

BATLEY, a municipal borough in the West Riding of York-
shire, England, within the parliamentary borough of Dewsbury,
8 m. S.S.W. of Leeds, on UjO Great Northern, London & North
Western, and Lancashire|B Yorkshire railways. Pop. ^1900)
30,321. Area, 2039 acres. The church of All Saints is mainly
Perpendicular, and contains some fine woodwork, mostly of the
17th century, and some good memorial txmibs. The market
square contains an excellent group ofmodem buildings, including

the town hall, pdbKc library, post office and others. The town is

a centre of the heavy woollen trade, and has extensive manu-
factures of army cloths, pilot doths, drug|^ts, flushings, &c.
The working up of old material as “ shoddy is largely carried on.

There are also iron foundries, manufactures of machinery, and
stone quarries. The town lies on the igmth-wfist Yorkshire
coalfield, and there are a number of cdlieries in the district.

The borough is governed by a mayor, six aldermen, and eighteen

councillors.

BATbK (Fr. baion^ boston, from Late Lat. hasio, a stick or

staff), the trunchBcm carried by a field marshal as a sign of

authority, by a ^Kcc constaWe, Apc.
;
in music, the stick with

which the condticlsor of beats time ; in heraldry, the

fourth part oi a bend,.frequency broken of! short at the ends
so «s to be shaped like a tod ; in English coats of arms, only as a
mark of iHegitimacy, baton Mnhter.*^

BATOVi^ TOBQpED OttplAliilO (1708-2787), Italian painter,

was bom atXiiocau was reganm in Italy as a great p8i,inter

in the iBtiireentufy^ and amfuestioiiaUy did mudi to rescue the

art from the intenfe oiMiiieriBm into winch It had fallen during

the |ire<?e(Stv^ eentii^. H|s paintings, however, are not of the

hitfmst order ot siient, they are generally graceful, well

deaigiied, aiid iMUSiumtoualy coiouted. His best production is

thought to be hh groupof ** Peace and War/* .Batom.pamte<i an

unusual mnnber of pktum, and was tUso lor his

portraits.' •

BATOV HOIH3S, the capital of Louisiana, and of

East Baton Rouge parish, on the E. bank of the Mississipin river,

about 7o®tt. N.W. of New Orleans. Pop. (i8qo) 10,478 ; (1900)

11,269, of whom 6596 were of negro descent; (1906 estimte),
1 1,743- It is served by the \"azoo and Missi^ippi Valley niilway
and b>' the Louisiana Railway k Navigation Company

; and
the Texas & Pacific enters l^oit Allen, just across ,Uic river.

The city lies on the river bluff, secure against the highest floods.

Old houses in the Spanish style give quointness to its appearance.

The state capitol was buiit in 1880-18S2. replacing another

burned in 1862. At Baton Rouge is the State University and
Agricultural and Mechanical (.'ollege (i860), of which the

Audubon Sugar School, “for the highest sdentific training

in the growing of sugar cane and in the technology of sugar

mEmufacture,” is ,|n important and distinctive featme. The
university grew out of the Louisiana State Seminftry of I^amir^
and Military Academy, founded in 1855 near Alexandria and
of>ened in i860 under the charge of W. T. Sherman. In 1869 the
institution was removed to Baton Rouge, and in 1877 it was
united with the Agricultural and Mechanical Clollege, established

in 1873 and in 1874 opened at New Orleans. The campus of

the university is the former barracks of the Baton Rouge gajrrison,

occupied by the college since 1886 and transferred to it by the
Federal government in 190a. The enrolment of the university
in 1907-1908 was 636, Other important institutions at Baton
Rouge are a State Agricultural Experiment Station, asylums
and schools for the deaf and dumb, for the blind, and for orphans,
and the state penitentiaty. The surroundii^ bluff and alluvial

country is very rich. Sugar and cotton plantations and sub-
tropic fruit orchards occupy the front-lands on U\e river. The
manufactures include lumber and cotton seed products, and
sugar. The value of the city’s factory products increased from
$717,368 in 1900 to $1,383,061 in 1905 or 92-8%. The cRy
is ^vemed under a charter granted by the legislature in 1898.
Tl^ charter is peculiar in tlwt it gives to the city council the
power to elect various administrative boards—of police, finance,

&c.—from which the legislative council of most cities isseparated
Baton Rouge was one of the earliest French setttements in

the state. As a part of West Florida^ it passed into the hands
of the British in 1763, and in 1779 was 4^tured by Bernardo
Galvez, the Spanish governor of Louisiana. The town was
incorporated in 1817. In 1849 it was made the state capital,

remeuning so until 1862, when Shreveport became the Con-
federate state capital. In 1864 the Unionists made New Orleans
the seat of government. The Secession Ordinance of Louisiana
was passed on the 26th of Januaiy 1861 by a convention that
met at Baton Rouge. On the 2nd of May 1862 the dty was
captured by the forces of the United States under Col. Benjaroin

H. Grierson (b. 1826), who had led raiders thither from
Tennessee

;
on the 12th of May it was formally occupied by

troops from New Orleans, and was successfully dnfen^d by
Brig.-Gen. Thomas Williams (r8r5'i862) against an attack

by Confederate forces unde^ Gwen^ John C» Breckinridge
,
on

the 5th of August 1862 ; Gen. Williams, however, was kiUed
during the attack. Baton Rouge was soon abandoned for a
month, was then reoccupied, and was held throughout tin rest

of the war. It became the state capital again in 2882, in aceprd-

ance with the Btate constitution of 1879. For seveml years
after 1S40 Zachary Taylor made his home on a,plantation near
Baton Rouge.

,

BATRACHIA. The a^uments adduced hy T. H. Huxley,
in his article on this subject in the ninth edition of the

poedio Britannica, far applying the name Amphibia to

lufig-breatiung, pentadactyle vertebrates which had been first

severed from the Linnaean Amphibia by Alexandre Brui^art,
under the name of Batrodtm, have not met with u^versal
acceptance. Altimugfi much in toxt-books

wenrks In Great Britainand in Germany, the Usnm mm has
been discarded in favour of the latter by the petnqpiil authors

in. 170
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OH ftyfttematie herpetology^ vuch m vV. Peters, A. Gfinther and

E. D. Cope, and their lead is followed in the present artick.

Bearing in mind that Linnaeus, in his use of the name Amphibia,

was not alluding to the gill-breathing and air-breathing triads

through which most frogs and newts pass in the course of their

existence, but only wished to convey the fact that many of the

constituents of the group resort to both land and water (e,g.

crocodiles), it seems hard tf> admit that the term may be thus

diverted from its original signification, especially when such a

change results in discarding the name expressly proposed by

Brongniart to denote the association which has ever since been

tinivcrsally adopted either as an order, a sub-class or a class.

Many authors who have devoted special attention to questions

of nomenclature therefore think Repiilia and Batrachia the

correct names of the two great classes into which the Linnaean

Amphibia have been divided, and consider that the latter term

should be reserved for the use of those who, like that great

authority, the late Professor Peters, down to time of his death

in 1883, would persist in regarding reptiles and batrachians as

mere sub-classes ( 1 ). However extraordinary it may appear,

especially to those who bring the living forms only into focus,

that opposition should still be made to Huxley’s primary division

of the vertebrates other than mammals into Sauropsida (birds

and reptiles) and hhthyopsida (batrachians and fishes), it is

certain that recent discoveries in palaeontology have r^uced
the gap l)etwcen batrachians and reptiles to such a minimum
as to cause the greatest embarrassment in the attempt to draw
a satisfactory line of separation between the two ; on the other

hand the hiatas between fishes and batrachians remains as wide

as it was at the time Huxley's article Amphibia {Encydopaedia

Bfitannicay qth ed.) was written.

The chief character which distinguishes the Batrachians

from the reptiles, leaving aside the metamorphoses, lies in the

arrangement of the bones of the palate, where a large para-

sphenoid extends forwards as far or nearly as far as the vomers
and widely separates the pterygoids. The bones which hear the

two occipital condyles have given rise to much di.Hcussion, and
the definition given by Huxley in the previous edition

—
“ two

occipital condyles, the basi-occipital region of the skull cither

very incompletely or not at all ossified —requires revision.

Some authors have held that the bone on which the occipital

condyles have been found most developed in some lahyrintho-

donts (2) represents a latge basi-ocdpital bearing two knobs

for the articulation with the first vertebra, whilst the skull

of the batrachians of the present day has lost the basi-occipital,

and the condyles are furnished by the exoccipitals. On the

other hand, some reptiles have the occipital c^ondyle divided into

two and produced cither by the hasi-occipital or by the cx-

occipitals. But the recent find of a weB-presorved skull of a

lah\^rinthodont (Capiiosaurus sianiomnsis) from the Trias of

Staffordshire has enabled A. S. Woodward (S) to show that, in

that form at any rate, the condyles are really cxocdpital, although

they are separated by a narrow basi-occipital. It is therefore

very probable that the authors quoted in (2) were mistaken in

their identification of the elements at the base of the ioramen

magnum. The fact remains, however, that some if not all of

the stegoccphalous batrachians have an ossified basi-occipital.

As a res^t of his researches on the anomodont reptiles and

the Stegocephalia (4), as the extinct orxler that includes the

well known lalwrinthodonts is now called, we have had the

proposal by H. G. Seeley (5) to place the latter with the reptiles

instead of with the batrachians, and H: Gadow, in his most

recent classification (6), places some of them among the reptiles,

others being left with the batrachians ; whiltt H/ CiWneT,

basing Kit views on the discovery by him of various annectmt
forms bet’ll! the Stegocephalia and the Rhynchocepkalian

reptiles, has proposed a class, EMeirepoda, to include thosefonns,

ancestors Of the batrachians proper on the one baoid, of the

reptiles prdper qtt the other. Yet, that the Stegocephalia,

notwithstanimng their great affinity to the reptiles, ought to

be indued in the batrachians as commonly understood, seems
suffidenriy Obvious frrtto the mere fact of their passing through

^ branchiate condition, undergoing metamoipbosiB
> (7).

Ihie outcome of our present knowledge points to the Stegoce-
phalia, probably themselves derived from the^Crossopteiygian
fishes (8), ^ving yielded on the one hand the true batrachians
(retrogressive series), with which they are to a certain extent
connected through the Caudaia and the Apoda, on the other
hand the reptiles (progressive series), through the Rhyncho-
cef^lians and the Anomodonts, the latter being believed, on
very suggestive evidence, to lead to the mammals (9).

The division of the class Amphibia or Batrachia into four

orders, as carried out by Huxley, is maintained, with, however,
a change of names : Stegocephalia^ for the assemblage of minor
groups that cluster round

the Labyrinthodonta of R.
Owen, which name is re-

stricted to the forms for

which it was originally in-

tended
;

Peromelay Urodela,

Anura, are changed to

ApodUy CAudatQy Ecaudatay

for the rSison that (unless

obviousl)' misleading, which
is not the case in the

present instance) the first

proposed name should sup-

ersede all others for higher

groups as well as for genera

and species, and the latter

set have the benefit of the

law of priority. In the

first subdivision of the ba-

trachians into two families by
C. Dumeril in 1806 {ZooL
Anal. pf). 90-94)^hese are

termed “Anou®” and
“ Urodeles ” in French,

Ecaudaii and Caudaii in

Latin. When Oum^il’s
pupil, M. Oppel, in 1811

(Ordn. Kept. p. 72), added
the Caecilians, he named
the three groups Apada,
Ecaudata and Caudata. The
I.Atin form being the only

one entitled to recognition

in zoological nomenclature, i

names should he adopted for

batrachians are divided.

(OutHnei. nfVer Gredner.)

pm, Pracmaxilla. st, Supratem-
n. Nasal. ]^raJ.

m. Maxilla. sq, S<iuamosul.
/, Lachrymal. pto, Posturbital.

pf, Praefrontal. qj, Quadrato-
/, Frontal. jugal-

i, Jugal. 0, Occipital.

pij, Postfrontal, pt, Post-teni-

p, Parietal, poral.

*
q. Quadrate.

5 that the last-mentioned

the three orders into which recent

I, Strgocbphalia (le).—Tailed, lacertiform or serpentiform ba-
tnuihians. with the temporal region of the skull roofed over by
jHJstorbital. squamosal, and sui)ratemporal plates similar to the
same bones in Crossopterygian fishes, and likewise with paired
dermal bones (occipitats and post-temporals) behind the parietals
and Hupratem^rals. A parietal foramen

; scales or lK>ny scutes
fruiutcntly present, especidly on the ventral region, which is further
prolcctfcl by three large bony plates - intcrclaviclc and clavicles,

the latter in addition to cleithta.

Extinct, ranging from the Upper Devonian to the Trias. Our
knowledge of Devonian forms is still extremely meagre, the only
certain proof of the existence of pcntadactyle vertebrates at that
period resting on the footprints discovered in jE^nnsylvapia gild
dcscrib(*d by O. C. Marsh

(11) as Tinopus aniiquus. Sundry remains
from Belgium, as to the identification of which doubts are still

entertained, have been regarded by M. Lnhest (Is) as evidence of
these batrachians in tiie l^vonian. Over 200 species are now dis-

tinguished. from the Carboniferous of Europe and North America,
the Permian of Spitsbergen, Europe, North America and South
Africa, and the Trias of Europe, America. South Africa, India and
Australia. The forms of batrachians wnth which we are acquiditted
show the vertebral column to If^ve ev^ved, in the>^»aof
time from a notochordal condition ^th sq^ented cehtra sfintuar

to that of early bony ganoid fishes {e.g. Cmunis, Evrycofimu), to
bkonoave centra, and finally to the BQcktt«nd-tudl eondltkm ttiot

prevails at the present day. However, owing to the evolution of the
vertebnU column in various dir^tipns, and to, the, inconstant state
of things in certain annectent groups, it is not pos^l^, it shems. to
^ply tne vertcbmlxfhamcters Id taxono!»y Willi trait rigidity which
E. D. <Vypc and some other lieoent authors Mvefwttompted to enforce.
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Thn is particularly evident in the case of tlie Stegocephalians ; and
recent batrachians, tailed and tailless, show the mode of articulatkA)

of the vertebrae, whether amphicoelons, opisthocoelous or procoelous,

to be of but secondary systematic importance in dealing with these

lowly vertebrates. The following division of the Stegooephalians
into five sub-orders is therefore o]icn to serious criticism ; but it

seems on the whole the most natural to adopt in the light of our

present knowledge.

A. Bhaebltoml (figs. i. 2). in which the spinal cord rests on the

notochord, which persists uninterrupted and is surrounded by
three bony elements in addition to the neural arch : a so-called

pleurocentrum on each side, which appears to represent the centrum
proper of reptiles and mammals, and an intercentnim or hypo^
centrum below, which may extend to the neural arch, and probaoly

answers to the h^apophysis, as it is produced into chevrons in the

caudal region. Mostly large forms, of Carboniferous and Permian
age, with a more or less complex infolding of the walls of the teeth.

Families : Archegosauridak, Euvopidab, Trimbrorhachidai:.
Dissorhoi'HIDAE. The last is remarkable for an extraordinary

endo- and cxo-skeletal carapact‘, Dissorhophus being descrilxjd by
C ope

(
18) as a “ batrachian armadillo."

B. Embolomsri, with the centra and intercentra eijually de-

veloped disks, of which there are thus two to each ntniral arch ;

these disks perforated in the middle for the passage of the notochord.

This type may be directly derived from the preceding, witli which
it appears to lx* connected by tin* genus Dtphspondylus. Fatu.

Cricotidae, Permian.
C. Labyrinthodoiita, with simple biconcave vertebral disks, very

slightly pierced by a remnant of the notochord and supporting tlie

loosely articulated neural arch. This condition is derived from
Fig. 3.—A, Dorsal vertebra of Hylono-

mus (side view and front view). B, Dorsal

vertebra of Bt'affcAiosaurus (side view and

front view). », Neural canal ;
c/i, chorda.

(After Creclner.)

Fig. 2.—a, Dorsal vertebrae. B, Caudal vertebra of ArckC’

gosauTUSt fM, Neural aiich ; chorda pi, pleurocentrum

;

tc, intercentrum.
(Outline uftur Jaekel.)

that of the Rhachitomi, as shown by the structure of the vertebral

column in young specimens. Mostly large forms from the Trias

(a few Permian), with true lubyrinthic dentition. Families:

Labyrinthodontidae, Anthracosauridae, Dendrerpetidak,

Nyraniioae.
. . ,

B. Miaxmaiiria, nearest the reptitoa, with persistent notochord

completely surrounded by constricted cylinders on which the neural

arch rests. Teeth hollow, with simple or only slightly folded walls.

Mostly of small sisc and abundant in the Carboniferous and Lower
Permian. Families: Urocordylidae, Limnerpetidae, Hyi.ono-

MiDAE (ftg. 3), Microbrachipae, Dolichosomatidab ; the latter

serpentiform, apodal.

B. BrajushiOMiirla, nearest to the true batrachians ; wth persistent

non-constricted notochord* surrounded by barrel-shaped, bony
cylinders formed by the neural arch, above and a pair of mtercentra
below, both these elements taking an eoual share in the formation
of a transverse process on each side for the support of the rib. This

plan of structure, apparently evolved out of the rhachitomous type
by suppression of me fiilenrocentra and the downward extension
of the neural arch, leads to that characteristic of frogs in vdiich, as
development shows, the vertebra is formed wholly or for the greater

part by the neural arch fli). Small forms from the Upper Cartioni-

ferous and Permian lovmatioiM. A single family: Branchio-
SAURtOAE.

II. Ai>ooa (lt).<-<^NO Hmbs. Tail vestigial or absent. Frontal

bones distinct from partetals; palatines fused with maxillaries.

Male with an intromttteiit copulatoiy Organ. Degraded, w'orm-like

batrachians of stttl obscure afiiRities, inhabiting tropical Africa,

south-eastern Asia and tropical America. Thirty-three species an*

known. No foaidls have yetbeen discovered. It has been attempted^ late to do away with this order altogether and to make the

tDdeeilianii merely a family of the Urodeles. This view has originated

out of the very remarkable superhcial resemblance between the

Ichthyophi -larva and the AmphiunuL, Cope (Xf) regarded the Apt^a
as the extremes of a line of degeneration from the Salamanders, with
Ampkiwma as one of the annectent forms. In the apinim ^ P.

F. Sarasin (17), whoae great work on the development of Jehthyephts

is one of the most im-
portant recent contribu-

tions to our knowledge
of the batrachians. Atth
phiuma is a sort of neo-

tenic Caecilian, a larval

form become sexually

mature while retaining

the branchial respiratioii.

If the absence of limbs

and the reduction of

the tail were the only
characteristic of the

group, there would W,
of course, no objection

to unite the Caecilians

with the Urodeles
;

but.

to say nothing of thi*

scales, present in many
genera of Apcxlals and
absent in all Caudales,
which have been shown
by H. Credner to be
identical m structure with

those of Stegocephalians,

the Caecilian skull pro*

sents lealures which are

not shared by any of

the tailed batrachians.

G. M. Winslow
(18), who

ha.s made a study of the
chondrocranium of Irhthyophis, concludes that its condition could

not have been derived from a Urodele form, but points to some more

primitive ancestor. That this ancestor was nearly related to, if not

one of, the Stegocephalians. future discovery will in all probability

show.
.

III. Ca^data (18). Tailed batrachians, with the frontals distinct

irom the jmrietals and the palatines from the maxillary. Some of

the forms iireathe by gills throughout their existence, and were

formerly regarded as establishing a pa8SHg<’ from the fishes to the

air-breathing batrachians. They are now considered as arrested

larvae descondi.d from the latter. One of the most startling dis-

ooverios of the decade j8<x>-i90o was the fact that a number of forms

are devoid of Ixith gills and lungs, and breathe merely by the skm
and the buccal mucose membrane (90). Three blind cave-forms are

known : one terrestrial— TypAtofriVox, from North America, and

two percnnibranchiate - - Protetts in Europe and Typhlomolge in

North America. ^ ^ -i-

This order contains about 150 species, referred to five families :

Hylaeobatkachidae, Salamandrioae, Amphiumidak, Protkidae.

SlRENIDAE.
, _

Fossil remains are few in the Upper Eocene and Miocene of Europe

and the Upper Cretaceous of North America. The oldest Urodele

known is Hylaeobatrachus Dollo (91 )
from the Lower Wealden of

Belgium. At present this order is confined to the northem hemi-

sphere, with the exct?ption of two Spelerpes from the Andesoi Ecuador

and I\jru, and a Plethadon from Argentina.

IV. Ecaudata (88).—Frogs and toads. Four limhs and no tail.

Radius confluent with ulna, and tilaa with fibula ;
tarsus (aatraf^us

and CHlcaneum) elongate, forming an additional segment in the hind

limb. Caudal vertebrae fused into a urostylc or coccyx. Frontal

bones confluent with parietala.

This order i*mbracc.s about 1300 species, of which some 40 are

fossil, divided into two sub-orders and sixteen families :

—

A. Aglossa. — Eustachian tubes united into a single ostium

pharyngeum ;
no tongue. Dactvlethridae, Pipidae.

B. PbaRsr^ossa. - Eustachian tubes separated ; tongue

present. Discoolossidae. PEi.OBATit>AE. Hbmiphractidar; Amphi-

ONAyKOiXfimDAR, HyLIDAB, BuFONIDAE, DENDROPItRYIflllCIDAE.

CritxGKAVNiDaS, Dvscophidae, Cenyophrynidab, EnavairoMA-

ttpxit, CBHATOBAtkACHIDAE, RaMIDAE. DenPROBATIOAB*
llie Phanerglossa are divided Into two groups; Attif^ra and

Firmisternia, representing two stages of evolution. Tbe fani%
characters are mainly derived from the dilatationor non-dilatation 01

the sacral diapophy^, and the presence of teeth in one ot both jaws,

or their absence. The Discoghssidae are noteworthy for the presence

of short ribs to some of th^ vertebrae, and in some other points also

they approach the tailed batrachians ; they may be safely regarded

as, on the whole, the most generalised of known Ecaudato. ratlndt
ribs are present at an early age in the Aglossa, as discover^ by

W. G. Ridewood
(88). The recent addition of a third genus of

Aglossa; Hymendchirus
(94) fmm tropical Africa, comMhing char-

acters of Pipa And Xenopui, has removed every doubt *aa to the »lil

affinity which connects these genera. la further te-

markable lor the presence of only six distinct pieces in tha v^wtebral
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ookumAi .which is thuB the most abbreviated among all the
vMifhraia.'
From and toads occur wkwcever insect food is procurable, and

their distribotion w a wockl-wklc one. with the exception of many
wlmidf!^ Thus JS'ew CaledDiiia, which has a rich and quite specif
hrard-launa. ha.s no batrachians of its own, altbouKh thr Australian
Hvla autea has been introduced witli success. New 2^ealand possesses
only one species {Liopelma hm hstetteri) . which appears to be rare
and restricted to the North Island. The forest rei^ions of southern
Asia, \fricu and South America an' particularly rich in species.

.XccordiuR to our present knowledge, the Ecaudata can kx* traced
about as lar back in time .is the Caiidata. An tmmislakable
iKitruchian of this order, referred by its de.scriber to Palaeobatrachus,
a determination Nvhich is only provisional, lia.s lieen discovered in
the Kimmehdgtan of the Sierra dal Montseeb, Catalonia (25 ), in
a therefore somewhat older formation than the Wealden Caudata
Hvlaeohatyachns.

Apart from a few imsatisfactory remains from the Eocene of
Wyominf*, fo.ssiI faille'll batrachians are otherwise only known from
the Oligocent . Miocen» and Pliocene of Europe and India. Thi^
forms differ \<*rv little from those that live at the pn*sent day m the
same part of the world, and some of the genera (iHucogUmm, liufo.
Oxyghs^us, Rana) are even identical. Palaeobatrachus

(36). of which
a niimfier of species represented by skeletons of the perfect form
and of the tadpole have been described from Miocene beds in Ger*
mapv, Boliomia and France, seems to be referable to tlie Pdo-
hatidae

; this genus has been considered as possibly one of the Agloasa.,
but the absence of ribs in the larvae speaks against such an
association.

Numerou*' additions have lK*en made to our knowledge of the
development and nursing habits, which are extremely varied, some
forms dtKjM'nsing with or hurrying through the metamorphoses
and hopihng out of the egg in the perfect condition (37).

She/etofj. the earliest forms of this order, the Stegocephalia,
wi‘ meet witli considerable variety in the constitution of the verte*
brae, and these modifications have been used for their cla.sslficatioa.
All agree, howm^er. in having each vertebra formed of at least two
pieces, the suture between which .pepists throughout life. In this
they difier Irotn the throe orders which have living representatives.
Even the inferior arches or chevrons of the tail of salamanders are
continuously ossified with tlu' centra. As a matter of fact, those
viiTtobrae have no centra proper, that part which should correspond
with the centrum faemg formed, as a study of the develc^ment
shown (H. Gadow, 14), by the meeting and suboequent complete
co-oMificatton of the two chief donial and ventral pairs of olementB
(tail-'vortebrae of Caudata). or entirely by the pair of dorsal elements.
In the Ecaudata. the vertebrae of the trunk are formed on two
diAerent plans. In some the notochord remains for a long time
expexsed along the ventral Biufface, and, owing to the absence of
cartilaginous lormation around it, disappears without ever bocom-
Ing invested otherwise than by a thin elastic membrane ; it can be
cia.sily stripped off below the vertebrae in larval specinums on the
point of raetamorfihosing. This has been termed the epichofdal
type, in othurs, which represent the perichordal type, the greater
share ot the tormatkin of the whole vertebra falls to the (paired)
dorsal cartilagt*. but there is in addition a narrow' ventral or hypo-
chonlail cartilage whicti fuses with the dorsal or becomes connected
with it by oalcif^ tissue ; the notochord is thus completely awr-
mundod^Uii' a thick sheath in tadpoles with imperfectly develop^
liratMi. This mode of formation of Iwtli the arch and the greateir
part 'or whole of the 8o*cailoid oentrvtn from the same cartilime
exjilains why there is never a aeuxo'central suture in these ba-
tractiians.

.'During segmentation of the dorsal cartilages mentioned above,
which send out the transverse processes of diapophyses, there.appears
between each two centra an intervcsrtebral cartilage, out of which the
articulating condyle of the centrum is formed, and biMxmies attached

B

C

Fig. 4.—The first two vertebrae of Ksourus ( x |). Ff*, Atlas ; FF,
second vertebrae ; a. intercondyloid process of uie atlas ; 6, the
articular surfaces for the occipital condvlcs. The ribs of second
vertebra are pot represented. A, Dorsal ; B, ventral ; C, lateral view.

eUlMr to the vertebia anterior (procoelous type) or posterior (cpis-
type) to it* if (Uot remaining as an independent, inter-
ossifiad sphere, as we sometimes find in specunens of

JrSfPMliass*

in the Caudata and Apodu, cartilage otten persists between
the vertebrae ; this cartilage may Ixjcome imperfectly separated
into a cupand'ball portion, the cup belonging to the posterior end
of the vertebra. In such coses the distinction between amphicoelouB
and opisthocoelous vertebrae rests merely on a question of ossi-

A

Fig. ^.—Neaurus Posterior (A) Fig. 6.—Vertebral
and ventral (B) view.s of the sacral column of Hymeno-
vertebrae

(5 . 1 '.); S.R.^, sac- cAiVws (ventral view),
ral ribs ; H, ilium ; Is, ischium.

fication, and has occasionally given rise tOsmisunderstandings in tlio

use of these terms.
Amphicoelotts (bi-concave) vertebrae are found in thi- Apoda and

in some of tlie .Caudata ; opisthocoelous (convexo-concave) verte-
brae in the higher Caodata and in the lower Ecaudata ; w'hilst the
great nia^Ofaty of the Ecaudaita have proqoclous (concavo-convex)
vertebrae.

All living batrachians. and some ol the Stegoccphalia, have trans-
verse processes on the vertebrae that succeed the atlas (fig. 4). some
of which, in the Cau-
data, are divided into

a dorsal and a ventral
portion. Ribe are
present in the ‘lower

Ecaudata (Disaoghs-
sfdae and larval
Aglossa), but they are
never connected with a
sternum. It is in fact

'doubtful whether the
BO - called sternum of
liatrachians, in most
cases a mere plate of
cartilage, has been cor-
rectly identified as such.
When limbs are present,
ODf vertebra, rarely two
(fif?- 5) Pr three, arc
distinguished as sacral,

giving attachment to
the ilia. In the Ecau-
data, the form of the
transverse processos of ati.

the sacral vartebra
varies very consider-

rp.

Vr.e''

Fig. 7.—Chondrocranium of Rana ascM-
letUa -ventral aspect.

I'hc rhinal process.
The praenaixil .prooesses.
The alinasal .prooeeses, shown by the
removal of part of the ftoor of the

......T nasal 'Chamber.
aWy. asd W afforded AO., The antorbital process,
important chai^tors to pd, pedicle of the euapensorium

continued into cv, the ventral crus
iof the suspensorium.

Its dorsal crus.

The tegman tympa&L
The sphen-ethmoid.

EO., The exoccipitals.
to im- QujJ., The quadratojugal.
m the //, V. VI. Fonunina by which the optic,

the systematist. In
accordimee with the
saltatorial habits of the ed[
members of this order, 1//
the vertebrae, which SE,
number from 40 to 60
•in the Caudata,
wards of 200

trigomiiMd .and portio dura, and * ab-
dnoftfis nerves leave the dnill.

A^poda, have become
reduced to 40 as ‘the

normal number, via.,

teight mcaecaudal. one sacral and .an. leloogote omyx^ urostyle,
formed by coalescence.of at least two vertebrae. In some genera
this coccyx is fused with the ninth vertebia, and contriteites to the



sacrum, whilst in a fow otiifira the number ol te^enU is still

further reduced by the corosaification of one or two vertebras
preceding that ooivesponding to the normal sacral and by the fusion

of the two first* vertebrae^ the extreme of reduction being found in

J7ig. 8.—The skull of IchthyophU gluHnosus. A. Dorsal; B.

ventral ; C, laterul vu*w. The letters have the same signification as

below.

lh<‘ Hytnenorhifufi, the vertebral column of wliich is figured

here (fig. 6).

As stated al>ove in the definition of the order, the Stegocephalia

have retained most of the cranial bones which are to be. found in the

Crossopterygian fishes, and it Is worthy of note tlial the bones termad

]lust-temporals may give attachment to a further bone so prolonged

Ijackwards as to suggest the probability oi the skull being connected

with the shoulder-girdle, as in most teleostome fishes. This sup-

position is supported bv 0 specimen from the Lower Permian of

Autun, determined as Actinodon frossardi, acquired in 1902 by the

British Museum, which shows a bone, similar to the so-called “ epiotic

cornu *’ of the microsaurians, Ccraierpeton and Scincosaurus, to have

the relations of the supra-cleithrum of fishes, thus confirming a
suggestion made by C. \V. Aiidrow.s (a«). As in fishes also, the

sensory canal system must liave been highly developed on the skulls

of many labyrinthodoiAts, and the impre-ssions left by these canal*

have lieea utihaed by morphologists lor bomologuting the various

elements of the cranial roof with those of Crossoptorygians. Tlw
pineal foramen, in tlie parietal bones, is as constantly present as it

18 absent in Uie other orders. Although not strictly forming part

of the skull, allusion should be made here to the. nng of sclerotic

})lates which has been found in nuiny of the Stegocephalia, and
which is only found elsewhere in a low Crossopterygian fishes wcU
as in many reptiles and Inrds,

In thtf orders which are still representetl at the present day, the

bones of the skull are reduced in number and the “ primordial

skidh " or choudrocraiiium (fig. 7). remains to a greater or less extent

unossified, even in the adiuU. Huxley's figures of the skull of a
caecilian {Jehthyophis fflutrno^us), fig. 8. of a pexennibrancluate

urodele {Necturus maculosussiMmahranrhus fig. 9, and of

a frog [Rana §BcuU»iUi), fig. 10. are here given for comparison.

The skull, in the Apod^ is remarkably solid and compact, and it

possesses a postorbital or postfrontal beme (marked i in the figure)

which doe.s not exist m any of the other living batrachian.s. The
squamosal bone is large and either in contact with the fron^ls ,and

parietids or separated Irom them by a vimuity ; the orbit kf some-

times roofed over by bone. The preaenee, in some genera, of a second

row of mandibular teeth aooina to indicate the former existence of

a splenial element, such as exists in Siren among the Caudata and
ajiparently in the labyrinthodonts.

In the Caudata. the frootals remain likewise distinct from the

parietals, whilst in the Kcaudata the two elements are fused into

one, and. in a few forms (^^hassa, some Pelobatidae). the paired egm-

dition of these bones has diseiyeartd in the adult. Pretcontal bones
are present in the a»d Amphiumidae, but absent (or

fused with the nasals) other Caudata and in the Ecaudata.

In most o^ the former the xphttinoa ittse with the vomers, whilst they

remain di^luct, Unless cotuoly loid,.in the Utter. The vomer i» single,

ur. ab«eBt,iiitk0 4|[kMH«< In the Uwer jaw ot. most of the Ecaudata
the eymphysUlicaftiUfiios mmiy separately, from the dentary

tonaiag. the soHBalUd.meator.mo5keBan bone* ; but these symphysial

boats, eadiatiiictinthe from am lem *0 in the Uylida*

alawot indistiiigiiilhabki in the And DtscondosMAae, whilst

m tio Agloiia they do not exist any more than in the other orders

of bafwhUxa.

No batrachiaa is known to poisoss an ossified ocygous supra*

occmihal.

Although there are four branchial arches in all the larval forms

oi the three orders, and throughout life in the Sirenidae^ the perenni-

Fig. 9.—Lateral, dorsal and ventral view.s of the craniiim of

Necturus mactUnsus. In the dorsal view, the liones arc removed from
the left half of the skull ; in tlie ventral view, the parai^henuid,
palato-pterygoid, and vomers arc given in outline. The letters have,

for the most part, tht' same signimuition as before.

VU, pf Posterior division of the a, Ascending process of lha

seventh nerve. suspen.soriuin.

Vn. Chorda tympani. p, Pterygo-palatine process.

V*,V^,V*, First, second and third q. Quadrate process,

divisions of the trigeminal, o, Otic process.

Stapedio-BuspenKorial llga* No, T^osterior narcs.

noont. Mch, Meckel’s cartilage.

A.*./, Hyo-suspensorial ligament. Gl, (fig, 10), The position of tho

MiWMlibulo-liyoifJ hgament. glottis.

Bh^, Bh*, BasUbranchials.

branchiate Prouidne have only tliree (see fig. ii>. In the adiilt

Apoda these arches ajud the hyoid fiiee into three transverle. curved

or angular bones (see fig. 13). the two posterior diacouacctod from

the h-yoid. In the Ecaudata, as shown by £. Gaupp (M) and by
W. G. Ridewood (M). the whole hyobranchial a^p^tn* forms a
cartilaginous continuum, and ditrisg metamorphotia vfae braochialia

disappear without a trace. The hyoid of the adult frog (fig. laj
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I of a plate of cartilage with two slender cornua, three pro-

cesses on each side, and two long bony rods behind, teitned
the thyro-hyals. which
embrace the larynx.

In the Aglossa, which
are remarkable for the
laige size and com-
plexity of the lar5mx,

the thyro-hyal bones
are incori»orated into

the laryngeal appara-
tus. whilst the recently

discovered Hvmeno-
chiftts is further re-

markable for the large

8iz<‘ and ossification ol

the hyoidean conuia
(ceratohyals), a feature

which, though not un-
common among the
salamanders, is unique
among the Ecaudata

(81 ).

The pectoral girdle

of the Stegocephalia is.

of course, only known
from the ossified ele-

ments, the identifica-

tion ol which has given
rise to some; diversity

of opinion. But C.

Gegenbaur’s
(82) inter-

pretation may be re-

garded as final. He
has shown that, as

in the Crossopterygian
and f'hondrostean
ganoid fishes, (here
are two clavicular ele-

ments on each side;
the low(*r corre.s|x>uds

to the clavicle of rep-

tiles and higher verte-

brates, whilst the up-
per corresjxinds to
the clavicle of teleos-

toan fishes, and has
lieen named by him
**cleithrum.

’

' As stated
above, there is strong
evidence in favour of

the view that some
forms at least pos-

sessed in addition a
•‘supracleithrum,” cor-

responding to tlie

supra-clavicle of Ixiny
fishes. The element
often termed **

cora-

coid ” in these fossils

would Im> the scapula.

The clavicles rest on a

„ ^ ^ - . . , j large discoidal, rhom-
Fio. wn^.hteral*ndp^ „ t-hU»ik<1

tenor views ot the skull of

**"*®“‘^ clearly corresponds to
” the interclavicle of

resiles.
The pectoral girdle

of the living t^es of

„ r ... batrachians is dis-
Foramen of exit tinguishable into a
of the tnge- scapular, a coracoidal,

and a nraecoracoidal

V a.!.
• region, in most of the

X, Of tte pneunu^ Caudate the scapular
gastnc and region alone ossifies,
gto^pharyjv.. In the Ecaudate

rn
nerves. the coracoid is bony

V. Foramm by , clavicle is fre-
wteeb the or- qnently developed over
mto- na.sal or praecoracoid car-

these ba-
tr^ians the pectoral

to the nasal ^rch falls into two dls-
cavity. types—the arci-

in which the
precoracoid

( 4* clavicle) and coracoid are widely separated from
each other distally and connected by an arched cartilage (the epi-
foraoold), the right asuatty overlapping the left ; and the /Srmi-

throu^iout.
Pmx, Premaxilla.
Mx, Maxilla.
Vo, Vomer.
ATa. Nasal.
S.t, ^hen-ethmoid.
Er. Frontal.
Pa. Parietal.

£.0, Exoccipital.

£/>, Idiotic process.
Pr.O, Pro-otic.

/.f, Tegmen tympani.
Sq. Squamosal.
Q./, Quadrato-jugal.
Pf*. Pterygoid, an-

terior process.

Pf, Internal process.

Pf*» Posterior or exter-

nal process.
Crt, Columella auris.

St, Stapes.

Hy, Hyoidean cornu.
P.5 , Parasphenoid.
An, .\ngulare.

/>. Dentale.
V.

minal.
H. Of the optic.

Pig. II.—-Hyoid and bnmchial
apparatus of Necturus maculosus.

Hh, Hypo-hyiil.
Ch, Cerato-hyal.

First basi-

branchial.
/i?(5^03sifiedsecond

basibranchial.

Ep.h\El>.}fi,Hp.h\
First, second
and third epi-

branchials.

CjI, Glottis.

sternal, in which both precoracoid and coracoid nearly abut on the
median line, and are only narrowly separated by the more or less

fused epicoracoids. The former type is exemplified lay the toads
and the lower Ecaudata, whilst the latter Is characteristic of the
true frogs (Panidae), although when quite* young these liatrachians
present a condition similar to that which persists throughout life

m their lower relatives. A cartilage in llie median line in front of
the preM:oracoid8, sometimes
sup;^rtod by a bony style,

is the so-callMOmosteraum

;

a large one behind the cora-
coids. also sometimes pro-
vided witli almny style, has
l^een called the sternum.
But these names will prob-
ably have -to be changed
when the homologies of
thc.se parts are better under-
stood.

riu' pelvic arch of some
ol the Stegocephalia con-
tained a well-ossified puluc
clement, whilst in all other
batrachians only tlie ilium,
or the ilium and the ischium
ur(‘ ossified. In tlie Ecau-
datu the ilium is greatly
elongated and the pubis and
ischium are flattened, dis-

coidal, and closely applied
to their fellows by their mner
surfaces

;
the pelvic girdle

looks like a pair of tongs.
The long bones of the

limbs consist of an axis of
cartilage

; the extremities
of the cartilages frequently
undergo calcification and
are thus converted into epiphyses. In the Ecaudata the radius and
ulna coalesce into one lx>ne. The carpus, which remains cartilagin-
ous in many of the Stegocephalia and Caudata, contains .six to eight
elements when the manus is fully developed, whilst the number is

reduced in those forms which have only two or three digits. Excel')!

in some of the Stegocephalia. there are only four functional digits

in the manus, but the Ecaudata have a more or less distinct rndi-
ment of pollex

;
in the Caudata it seems to be the outer digit which

has been suppressed, as atavistic reappearance of a fifth digit takes
place on the outer side of the manus, as it does on tlie pcs in those
forms in which the toes are reduced to four. 'Fhe usual number of
phalanges is 2. 2. 3, 2 in the Stegocephalia and Caudata, 2, 2, 3, 3 in the
Ecaudata. Inthe foot the digits usually nunrber five, and the phalanges
2, 2. 3, 3, 2 in the Caudata, 2, 2, 3, 4, 3 in the Stegocephalia and
Ecaudata. Tlicre are occasionally intercalary ossifications between
the two distal phalanges (88). There are usually nine tarsal elements
in the Caudata

;
this number is reduced in the Ecaudata, in which

the two lK>nes of the proximal row (sometimes coalesced) are much
elongated and form an additional segment to the greatly lengthened
hind-limb, a sort of crus secundarium. In the Ecaudata also, the
tibia and fibula coalesce into one bone, and two or three small bones
on the inner side of the tarsus form what has been regarded as a
rudimentary digit or prehallux."

Integument .—In all recent batrachians, the skin is naked, or if

small .scales are present, as in many of the
Apoda, they are conccah'd in the skin. The
extinct Stegocephalia. on the other hand,
were mostly protected, on the ventral sur-

face at least, hy an armour of overlapping
round, oval, or rhom1.K>ida1 scales, often
very similar to those of Cro.s80ptcrygian or
ganoid fishes, and likewise disposed in trans-

verse oblique lines converging forwards on
the middle line of the telly. Sometimes
these scales assumed the importance of
scutes and formed a carapace, as in the
*' batrachian armadillo " discovered by E.
D. Cope. A few frogs have the skin of the
back studded with stellate bony deposits
(PArWomedwsa, Nofubvmtf), whilst two genera vifw nf hvoiH nf

snieia, tree from tne verteorae {uerasorpnrys) ^ lateral * c
or ^ posterior processes;
None of the Stegocephalia appears to have J th\'rohyals
teen provided with claws, but some living

' ^ ^ '

batrachians {Onychodactylns, Xenepus, Hymeneekirus) h^vo the tips

of some or all Of the digits protected by a claw-like horny shoath.
The integument of tailed and taillen batrachians is remarkable

for the gi^t abundance of follicular glands, of which there may
te two Irads, each having a special seeretkm. wMeh la always more
or less acrid and irritating, and aEffoitls a means of defence against
the attacks of many carnivorous animals. A great deal has teen

12.— Ventral
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published on the poisonous secretion of batrachkns

(84), which is

utilised by the Inoiansof South America for poisoning their arrows.
Some of the poison-secreting glands attain a greater complication
of structure and are remarkable for their large size, such as the so-

called “ parotoid " glaiuis on the back of the
head in toads and salamanders.

^
iftH In all larval forms, in the Caudata, and in

a few of the Ecaudata (ArHoOur, for instance),
the epidermis becomes moaitied in iX'lation

with the termination of sensory nerves, and
gives rise to organs of - the same nature as
those of the lateral line of hsh^s. In addition
to diffuse pigment (mostly in the epidermis),
the skin contains granular pigment stored up
in cells, the chromatophorea, re.stricted to the
cutis, which are highly mobile and send out
branches which, by contraction and expan-
sion, may rapidly alter the coloration, most
batrachiams Ming in this respect quite com-
parable to the iamous chameleons. Besides
white (guanine) cells, the pigment includes
black, brown, yellow and red. The green
and blue, so fre(]uent in frogs and newts,
are merely subjective colours, due to inter-

ference. On the meclianism of the change of
colour, cf. W. Biedennanu (38).

One of the interesting recent discoveries is

that of the “ hairy” frog {THchdtalifachu&), in

which the sides of the body and limbs are
covered with long villosities, the function of

which is still unknown (86).

The nuptial horny asperities with which
the males of many batnichians are provided,
for the purpose of clinging to the females, will

be noticed below, under tht^ heading Pairing
and Oviposxtion.

Dentition .—In the Microsauria and Branch-
iosauria among the Stegocephalia, as in the
other orders, the hollow, conical or slightly

curved teeth exhibit simple or only slightly

folded walls. But in the 1-abyrinthodonta.
grooves are more or less marked along the
teeth and give rise to folds of the w?ill which,
extending inwards and ramifying, produce the
complicated structure, exhibited by trans-

verse sections, whence these batrachians de-
rive their name ; a somewhat similar com-
plexity of structure is known in some holop-
tychian (dendrodont) Crossopterygian fishes.

In the remarkable salamander Autt)dax, the
teeth in the jaws are comuressecl, sliarp-edged,
lancet shap^. The teeth are not implanted
in sockets, but become ankylosed with the
bones that bear them, and are replaced by
others developed at their bases. Teeth are

Fig. 1 3. - Ventral present in the jaws of all known Stegocephalia
view of the head and Apoda and of nearly all Caudata, Siten
and trunk of /cAfAy- alone presenting plates of horn upon the

' "
' gingival surfaces x)f the premaxillae and of

the dentary elements of the mandible. But
they arc nearly always absent in the lower
jaw of the Ecaudata (exceptions in Hemi-
phractus, Amphignathodon, AmphoduSy Cerato-
hatfackus, the male of Dimorphoena4hus), many
of which (toads, for instance) are entirely

vena edentulous.
There is great variety in the distribution

of the teeth on the palate. They may occur
simultaneously on the vomers, the p^atines,

right the pterygoids and the paraoph^oid in

some of the Stegocephalia {DawsoniH, Sselsya,
Acanthoatoma), on the vomers, palatines and

ar- parasphenoid . in many aalamandrids {PUtho^
a<mtina$ and Desmognathinae), on the vomers,

aortic ptocygoids and parasphenoid (some PelobaUs),
on line vomers and parasphenoid (Triprion,

^ AmpAodus), whilst in the majority of other

aryartery.The batrachians they are confined to the vomers
pericardium palatfnee or to the vomers alone (67).

(Ughtlyshaded) M regards the alimentary organs, it will

extend as lar aulhee to state, in this very brief sketch, that

*s^ Ufuica- 4II batrachians being carnivorous in their

ttoa of the oonditioii, the intestine is never very

tvnangiiitti. ”3^ convolntiaiiB are few and simple.
. , . , But the larvae of the Ecaudata are mainly

liail|iv«mms>and .the digestive tract is accordingly extremely elongate
Md coiled up Ukotheapiiag of a watch. The gullet is short, except
kibe Apoda. IHetoi^ue is mdimentary in perettnibranchhite
Caudata. wkH developed, and often protrusile, in the SalamandnOaf
and moat ef the Ecaudata, totally absent in the Agloisa.

I've!

opJus glutinosus.

Mn, Mandible.
Hy, Hyoid.
Br*. Bf^, Bt^, Bran-

chial arches.

Gl, dottis.
Tr, Trachea.
Ivc, - Inferior

cava.
Vy Ventricle.

An, Auricles.

Rwe, Lsve,

and left suj^-
lior cavae.

7a, Truncus
terioBUB.

ifo. Left
arch.

Pul.flight pulmon^

The orgont of circulation cannot be dealt with here ;
the most

important addition made to our knowle^e in rUCent ^ears being
found in the contributions of F. Hochstetter and at G. B. Howei
(88), dealing with the asy^s (posterior) cardinal veins in sala-

manders and some of the ^^udata. The heart is situated quite

forward, in the gular or |)octoral region, evei^ in those t^ed
batrachians' which have a serpentifbrm body, wl list in the A)>oda
(hg. 13) it is moved back to a distance which is compafable to that it

oocupies in most of the snakes.
The Respiratory Organs.—The larynx, which is rudimentary in

most Of the Caudata and in the Apoda, is highly developed', in the
Ecaudata, and becomes the instrument of the powerful v^ce with
which many of the frogs and toads are provided. The lungs ate long
simple tubes in some of the perennibranchiate Claudata

; they gener-
ally shorten or become cellular in the salamandridH, and attain their

highest development in the Ecaudata, especially in such forms as
the burrowing PeMiates. Altlwuigh the lungs are present in such
forms as preserve the gills throughout life, it is highly remarkable
that quite a number of abranchiate salamanders, t^lbuging mostly
to the subfamilies Desmognathinae and Plethodontinae, are devoid
of lungs and bifathc* entirely by the skin and by the bucco-pharyngeal
imrcoR-^ membrane

(
80). Some of the Saiamandrinae show the inter-

mediate conditions which have led to the suppression of the trachea
and lungs. In the Apoda. as in many serpentiform reptile.s, one of

fhe lunj^, either the right or the left, is much less developed than the
other, often very short.

Urino-gniitat Organs .—The genital glands, ovaries and testes, arc
attached to the dorsal wall of the Ixidy-cavity. in the immediate
vicinity of the kidnevs, with which the male glands are intimately
connected. The oviducts are long, usually more or less convoluted
tubes which open posteriorly into the cloaca, whilt* their anterior
aperture is situated far forward, sometimes dose to the root of the
lung

; their walls secrete a gelatinous substance which invests the
ova as they descend. In most male batrachians the testes are
drained by transverse canals which open into a longitudinal duct,

I

which also receives the canals of the kidneys, so that this common
duct conveys both sperma and urine. In some of the discoglossid
frogs, however, the seminal duct is quite independent of the kidney,
which has its own canal, or true ureter. Many of the Ecaudata have
remnants of oviducts, or Mlillurian ducts, moat developed in Bufo,
which genus is also remarkable as possessing a problematic organ,
Bidder’s organ, situated between the testis and the adipose or
fat-bodies that surmount it. This has been regarded by some
anatomists as a rudimentary ovary. Female salamandrids are
provided with a receptaculum seminis. Copulatory organs are absent,
except in tlic Apxxia, in which a portion of the cloaca can be everted
and acts as a penis. The urinary bladder i.s always large.

1'he spermatozoa have received a great share of attention, on
the part not only of anatomists and physiologists, but even of sys-
tematic workers

(40). This is due to the great amount of difference
in structure and size between these elements in the various genera,
and also to the fact that otherwise closely allied species may differ

very considerably in this respect. The failure to obtain hybrids
between certain species of Rana has been attributed principally to
these differences. I'he spermatozoa of Discuglossus are remarkable
for their great size, measuring three millimetres in length.

Pairing and ^traehians may be divided into four
categories under this bt^ad :— (i) no amplexation

; (2) amplexation
without internal fecundation

; (3) amplexation with internal fecun-
dation

; (4) copulation proper. The first category embraces many
aquatic newts, the second nearly all the Ecaudata, the third the rest

of the Caudata, and the fourth the Apoda.
In the typical newts (Molge) of Europe, the males are adorned

during the breeding season with bright colours and crests or other
ornamental dermal appendages, and, resorting to the water, they
engage in a lengthy courtship accoronanied by lively evolutions

around tlic females, near which they deposit their spermatozoa in

bundles on a gelatinous mass, the spermatophore, probably secreted

by the cloacM gland., . This arrangement facilitates the internal

fecundation of the fem^e without copulation, the female absorbs
the spermatozoa by squeezing them out of the spermatophore
between the cloaca! 11^. Other newts, and xnany salamanders,
whether terrestrial or aquatic, pair, the male embracing the female
about the fore limbs or in the pelvic region, and the males of such
forms are invariably devoid of ornamental secondary sexual char-

acters
; but in spite of this amplexation the same mode of fecun-

dation by mehns of a spermatophore is resorted to. although it may
happen that the contents of the spermatophore are absorbed direct

from the cloaca of the male. The spermatozoa thus reach the eggs
in the oviducts, where they may develop entirely, some of the
salamanders being viviparous.

In all the tailless batrachians (with the exception of a single known
viviparous toad), the male clings to the female round the breast, at the
arm-pits, or round the waist, and awaite, often for hours or days,
the deposition of the ova, which are imme^tely tecundated by
several seminal emissions.
The fourth category is represented by the Apoda or Caeciliam-,

in which, as we haVe stated above, the male is provided with an
intramtttttiit ot|[toL SomaOf these batrachians are viv^rous.

In those species in which the embrace is of long duration the limbs
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iU the male, usually the fore Umbs (plcuroclele newt, Bcaudata),

firaly the hind limbn (a few American and European newte), accord-

ing to the mode of ampiexation. acquire a greater development, and

am often armed with temporary horny excreicenceB which drop o0
after the pairing eeason. These asperities usually form brush-like

patches on tho inner side of one or more of the digits, but may extend

over the inner surface of the limbs aud on the breast and chin

;

tile use of tlwiu on these parts is sufficiently obvious, but they are

somt timcs also present, without apparent function, on various parts

of Uif foot, as in Discoghssus, Bombinator, and Pelodyiss. in some

specks of the South American fiogs of the genus Leptodactylus the

breast and hands are armed with very large spines, which inflict

deep wounds on the female held in embrace.

In most of the Caudala, the eggs are deposited singly in the ajdk

of water plants or on leaves which the fem^e folds over the egg with

lier hind limbs. The eggs are also deposited singly in some of the

lower Ecaudata. In many of the Ecaudata, and in a few of the

Caudata and Apoda, the eggs are laid in strings or bands which are

twined round aquatic plgnts or carried by the parent ; whilst in

other Ecaudata they forgi large masses which either float on the

surface of the water cu ^ink to the bottom.
A few Uitrachians retain tlie ova within the oviducts until the

young have undergone part or the whole of tlie metamorphosis. Vivi-

parou.s parturition is known among the C^audata (Soiamandra,

SpeierpBs fuscus), and the Apoda (Dermophis ihumemis, Typhlonectes

compn'ssiiauda) : also in a little toad [Pscudophryne vivipara) re-

cently discovered in German East Africa (41 ).

Development and Metamorphosis. In a great numb('r of bu-

trachians, induding most of the European sfiecies, the egg is small

aud the food-yolk is in insufficient quantity to lorm an external

appendage ol the embryo. But in a lew European aud No:i:h

American Hpecies, and in a great many inhabitants of the trouics.

the egg is large and a considerable portion of it persists for a long
time as a yolk-sac. Although the segmentation is always complete,

It is very irregular in these types, some of which make a distinct

approach to the meroblastic egg,

Witli the exception of a number of forms iu which the whole
development takes place within the egg or in the body of the mother,
batracnians undergo metamorphoses, the young passing through
a Iret'-Hwiniming, gill-breathing period of considerable duration,

during whicli their appearance, structure, and often their regime,

are essentially different from tliose of tbi* mature form. Even the
fossil Stegocepbalia underwent metamorphosis, as we know from
various larval remains lint described as liranokiosaurus. They are

less marked or more gradual in the Apoda and Caudata than in

Ecaudata, in wliich the stage known as tadpole is very unlike the

frog or toad into which it rather suddenly passes (hoc Tadvolb).
In the Caudata. external gills (three on each side) persist until the

clost! of the metamorphosis, whilst in the Apoda and Ecaudata
tliey exist only during the earlier periods, being afterwards replaced
by internal gills.

Many caiies are known in which the young batrachian enters the
world in the perfect condition, os in tlie black salamander of the
Alps ^Salamaudra atra), the cave salamander {Spelerpes fmeus), the
caecUian Typhlonectes, and a number of frogs, such as Pipa, Rhino-
derma, Hyhdes, some JV’ofoh'smu, Hana opisthodon, &c. A fairly

complete bibliographical index to these cases and tho most remark-
able instances of parental care in tailless batrachiaos will be found
in the mteresting articles by UUan V. Sampson (42), and by G.
Brandes and W. Schoenichen (43). It will suffice to indicate here
m a synoptic form, as was done by the present writer many years
ago, when our knowledge of tlicse ^vonders of batrachian ufe wu
far less advanced than it is now. the principal modes of protection
which ai’e resorted to :

—

2. Protoction by means of nests or nurseries.

A. In enclosures in the water.

—

Hylttfaber.

B. In nests in holes near the water,

—

Rhacophorus, Lepto-
daetylm.

C. tn nests overhanging the water.

—

Rhacophorus, Chiro-
mantis, Phyllomedustt,

D. On trees or in moss away from the water. —Rana opistho-

don, Hyhdes, HyMla plafycephah.
E. In a f^latinous bag In the water,

—

Phrynixafus, Salaman-
drellu.

a. Direct nursing by the parents.

A, Tadpoles transported from one place to another.

—

Dendrobaies, PhyllobtUes, Soogiojifgts.

B, Eggs protected by the parents who coil tbemaeivea ironiid

or " sit " on them,-^MaHiophryne, VesmognMthuM,
Aut(>dax. Pleihodon, Cryptooranchus, Amphimma,
Ickthyopkis, Hypogeophis, Stphonops.

C, Eggs carried by tho parents.

Bound thu logs, bv the inalu.-«i4Iyks.
(If) Oft tho back, by tim female.

(1) ExiHiseiL—//y/a goddii, H* svanstY, CmUo-
kyla.

(2) lu coU-ltke pouches.-—/^spa.

U) to a, common pouch.— Nohtrma, Ampki-
ptedkodon.

(r) On the belly.

(i)' Exposed, by the female,*— ee

Hculatus»
(s) In a pouch (the produced vocal sac), by the

male.*-iEA*«o(Mrm«.
(d) In the mouth, by the female.

—

Hylambates brevi-

.rostris.

Geographical Distribution,—If a division of the world according
to its batrachian faunae were to be attempted, it would differ very
considerably from that which would answer for the principal group.s

of reptiles, the lisards espedaily. We should have four great
realms :>-r-(i) Europe and Northern and Temperate Asia, Africa
north of . the Sahara (palaeaictic region) and North and Central
America (nearctic region)

; (2) Africa and Soath-Eaatem Asia
(Ethiopian and Indian region)

; (3) South America (neotropical

region)
; and (4) Austxnlia (Australian region). The first would be

characterised by the Caudata, which are almost confined to it

(although a few species penetrate into the Indian and neotropical

regions), the Discoglossidae, mostly Enropaeo-Asiatic, but one genus
in California, and the numerous Pelobatidae ;

the second by the
presence of Apoda, the prevalence of firnusternal Ecaudata and the
absence of Hylidae

;
the third by the presence of Apxxla, the pre-

valence of arciferous Ecaudata and tine scarcity of Ranidae ; the
fourth by tho prevalence of arciierotts Ecaudata and the absence of

Ranidae, as well as by the absence of either Caudata or Apoda.
Madagascar might almost stand as a fifth division of the world,
characterized by the total absenou of Caudata, Apoda, and arciferous

Ecaudata. Bui the close relation of its very ricli frog-fauna to that

of the Ethiopian and Indian regions speaks against attaching t(jo

grtiat importance to theso negative features, li may be noted here
that no two parts ol the world differ so considerably in their Ecau
data as do Madagascar and Australia, the former having only
Firmisterma, the latter only Arcifera. Although there is much
similarity bt^tween the Apodia of Africa and oi South America, one
genus being even common to botli parts of the world, the frogs are*

t‘,\lreme*}y different, apart from the numerous reprt‘sentatives of

the wididy distributed genus Bufo. It may bt* said that, on the whole,
the distribution of the batrachians agrees to some extent with tiiat

of fresh-water fishes, except for tl^ much less marked affinity

between South America and Africa, although even among the former
we have the striking example of the distriburion ol the very natural

group of the aglossal batrachians, reprinted by Pipa in South
America and by Xenopus and Hymenochirus m Africa.
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BATIIMiMMlirWinit^ (Gr.

said of Frogs ana
Mtcb/’ A ooniic epic 4zvjMrody on the //M, definitely fttttl-

buted to Homer by the Ronmns, but Aooord iny te Phttareh {Ik

m
Herodoti MaUg^iiatu^ 43) the svork of iP%m of Haliottmassus,

the brotihef (or son) g>f Artemisiay queen of Cana and iatty of

Xerxes. Some modem' sohobit, however, assign it to an
mous poet of the time of Alexander the Great. ‘ ^

'

Edition by A. Luflwich (1096).

BATTA/ an Anglo-ln^n fnflitaiy term, pmbabiy derived

from the Canaiese bhatta {rke m the husk), meaning a spedal

allowance made to officers, soldiers, or other public servants in

the field.

BATTAGLIA, a town of Venetm, Italy, in the province of

Padua, 11 m. S.S.W. by rail from Padua. Pop. (1901) 4456.

It lies at the edge of the volcanic Euganean Hills, and ig, noted

for its warm saline springs and natural vapour grotto. A fine

palace was erected in the Palladian style in the 17th century by
Marchese Benedetto Selvatico-Estense, then owner of the

springs.

BATTAKHIN, African “ Arabs *’ of Semitic stock. They
occupy the banks of the Blue Nile near Khartum, and it was
against them that General Gordon fought most of his battles

near the town. Their sheikh, El Obeid, routed Gordon’s troops

on the 4th of September 2884, a defeat which led to the doK
investment of Khartum. In the i8th century James Bruce
described them as a thieving, pilfering lot.”

BATTAUQM, a unit of military organization consisting of four

or more companies of infantry. The term is used in nearly every

army, and is derived through Fr. from It. haUaglione, M^. Lat.

battalia (see Batti.e). “ Battalion ” in the i6th and ifth centuries

implied a unit of infantry forming part of the line of battle,

but at first meant an unusually large battalia or a single large

b(Kly of men formed of several battalias. In the British regular

service the infantry battalion is commanded by a lieut-colonel,

who is assisted by an adjutant, and consists at war strength of

about 1000 Ijayonets in eight companies. Engineers, train,

certain kinds of artillery, and more rarely cavahy are also

organized in battalions in some countries.

BATTAMBARG, or Battambono (locally Phratabonf;), the

chief town of the north-western division of Cambodia, formerly

capital of Monton Kmer, i.e.
** The Cambodian Division,” one of

the eastern provinces of Siam, now included in the French
protectorate of Cambodia. It is situated in *03® 6' E., 13® 6" N.,

in the midst of a fertile plain and on the river Sang Ke, which

flows eastwards and falls into the Tonle or ^’al^ Sap, the great

lake of Cambodia. The town is a collection of bamboo houses of

no importance, but there is a walled enceinte of some historical

interest. Trade is small and is carried on by Chinese settlers,

chiefly overiand with Bangkok, but to a small extent also by
water with Saigon. The population is about 5000, two-thiros

Cambodian and tihe remainder Chinese and Siamese. The
language is Cambodian.

Battambang was taken by the Siamese when they overran

the kingdom of (Ambodia towards the end of the i8th century,

and was recomiized by the French os belonging to Siam when
the frontier of Cambodia was adjusted by treaty in 2867-1872.

In another treaty in 1893, Siam bound herself to maintain no

armed forces there other than police, but this arrangement was
annulled by the treaty of 1^4, by which Battambang was
definitely admitted to lie within the FVench sphere of influence.

Under a further treaty in March 1907 (see Siabt), the district of

Battambang was finally ceded to the French.

BATTANm, or Bhitant, a small tribe on the Waziii border of

the North-West Frontier Province of India. The Battannis

hold the hills on the borders of Tank and Bannu m the Dera
Ismail Khan district, from- the Gabar mountain on the north tb

the Gomal valley on the south. They are only 3000 fighting

men stim^, and ate generally regarded as the jackals of the

Wasiris. Their chief importance arises from the fact thflti no
raids can be (»rried into British districts by the Mahsud Wairiits

without passing ^through Battanni territory. A small British

expedition agkinst Hie Battannlir was led by Lt.-06t. Rynd
in 1880. Under the exoitemem catised by the( pieaHiing of a
fatiatiea] mnUah' Hie Ifislisiid Waiiris had attacked the tOHn bf

Gomal. The Bateamiis MtiNf to supply hdbrrnfdtro^
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movements^ and gave them a passage thro^h their lands. The
Britiih troops accordingly gtormed the Hinis Tangi defile in face

of composition, and buri^ the village of Jandola.

BATTAS (Dutch BaUtdts), the inhabitants of the formerly

independent Batta country^ in the central highlands of Sumatra,

now for the most part subjugated to the Dutch government.

The still independent area extends from 98°-^° 35' E., and
25' S. North-east of Ibba Lake dwell the Timor Batt^,

and west of it the Pakpak, but on its north (in the mountains

which border on the east coast residency) the Karo Battas form

a special group, which, by its dialects and ethnological character,

appears to be allied to the Qajus and Allas occupying the interior

of Achin. The origin of the ^ttos is doubtful. It is not known
whether they were settled in Sumatra before the Hindu period.

Their language contains words of Sanskrit origin and others

referable to Javanciic, Malay and Tagal influence. Their domain
has been doubtless much curtailed, and their absorption into the

Achin and Malay population seems to have been long going on.

The Battas are undoubtedly of Malayan stock, and by most
authorities are affiliated to that Indonesian pre-Malayan race

which peopled the Indian Archipelago, expelling the abor^inal
negritos, and in turn themselves submitting to the civilized

Malays. In many points the Battas are physically quite different

from the Malay type. The average height of the men is 5 ft.

4 in.
;

of the women 4 ft. 8 in. In general build they are rather

^ickset, with broad shoulders and fairly muscular limbs. The
colour of the skin ranges from dark brown to a yellowish tint,

the ^rkness apparently quite independent of climatic influences

or distinction of race. The skull is rather oval than round. In
marked contrast to the Malay type are the large, black, long-

shaped eyes, beneath heavy, black or dark brown eyebrows. The
cheek-bones are somewhat fvominent, but less so than among the
Malays, Battas are dirty in their dress and dwellings and
eat any kind of food, though they live chiefly on rice, llwy are
remarkable as a people who in many ways are cultured and
possess a written language of tlieir own, and yet are cannibals,

Tlic more civilized of them around Lake Toba are good agri-

culturists and .stock-breeders, and understand iron-smelting.

They weave and dye cotton, make jewellery and krisses which are
often of exquisite workmanship, hake pottery, and build pic-

turesque chalet-like houses of two storeys. They have an oigan-
ixed government, hereditary chiefs, popular assemblies, and a
written civil and penal code. There is even an antiquated postal
system, the letter-boxes being the hollow tree trunks at cross-

roads. Yet in spite of this comparative culture tiie Battas have
long been notonous for the most revolting forms of cannibalism.
(See Memoirs of ihe Life, of Sir T. S. Raffles, 1830.)
The Battas are the only lettered people of the Ind»n Archi-

pelago who are not Mahommedans. Their religion is mainly
conned to a belief in evil spirits

; but they recognize three
gods, a Creator, a Preserver and a Destroyer, a trinity suggestive
of Hindu influence.

Up to the publication of Dr H, N. van der Tuuk’s essay, Over
schrift en uitspraak der Tobasike iaal (1855), our knowledge of the
Batta lai^uage was confined to lists of words more or less com-
plete, chiefly to be found in W. Marsden’s MisedUmeous Works,
in F. Junghuhn’s BaUaUmder, and in the Tijdsckrift van het

Bataviaasck Genootschap, vol. iii. (1855). By his exhaustive
works (Baiaksch Leesboek, in 4 vds., 1861-1862

;
BaUtksch^

nederduiisch Wpordeftkoek, 1861 ; Tobasche Spraakinmet, ;i864~

1867) van to Tuuk made the Batta language ^e most accessible
of the various tongues spoken in Suma^ According to him,
it is nearest akin to the old Javanese and Tagal, but A. Schreiber
{Die Battas in ikrem Verkiiltnis tn den Mdaien von Sumatra,
1874) end^voured to prove its doser affinity with the Malay
proper. Like most languages spoken by less dvilized tribes,

Batta is poor in general twins, bat abounds in terms for special
objects. The number of dialects is three, viz. the Toba, the
Mandailing and the Dairi dialects ; the iicst and aeomid have
again two subdivisions each. The Battas further possess six

peculiar or recondite modes of speech, such as tbekmaiandung,
or language of the wakes, and the kata poia or the soothsayer’s

language. A fair acquaintance with reading and writing is very
general among them. Their alphabet is said, with the Rejang
and Lampong alphabets, to be of Indian origin. The language
is written on bark or bamboo staves from bottom to top, the
lines being arranged from left to right. The literature consists

chiefly in books on witchcraft, in stories, riddles, incantations,

&c., and is mostly in prose, occasionally varied by verse.'

Sec* also Reisen nach dem Toba See.'* Petermanns Mitteil, (1883);
Modigliani^ Fra i Batacchi indipettdenH (Rome, 1892) ;

Neumann,
“ Het Pane- en Bilastr(x>mgebied,** Tydschr. Aardr. Gen., 1885-1887 ;

Van Dijk in the same periodical (18^ 1893) ; Wing ^ston in the
Jaarhoek voot het Mynwezen, 1894 ;

Niemann in the Encyclopaedia
van Nederlandsch-Indie, under the heading Bataks, with very detailed
bibliography

; Baron J. v. Brenner, Besuck bei den Kannibalev
Sumatras (Wurzburg, 1893) ;

H. Breitenstein, or Jahre in Jndien,
Java, Sumatra (Leipzig. i89q->I9oo)

; G. P. Rouffiier, Die Batik
Kunst in Bikterldnaistk-Indian und ihre Gesekichte (Haarlem, 1890^
BATTBL, or Battbls (of uncertain origin, possibly connected

with “battle,” a northern English word meaning to feed, or
“ batten ”), a word used at Oxford University for the food

ordered by members of the college as distinct from the usual
“ commons ”

; and hence college accounts for board and provi-

sions supplied from kitchen and buttery, and, generally, the

whole of a man's college accounts. “ Batteler,” now a resident

in a college, was originally a rank of students between commoners
and servitors who, as the name implies, were not supplied with
“commons,” but only such provisions as they ordered for

themselves.

BATTEN, SIR WILLIAM {fioruti i626--i667), British sailor,

son of Andrew Batten, master in the royal navy, first appears a.s

taking out letters of marque in 1626, and in 1638 he obt^iined the

post of surveyor to the navy, probably by purchase. In March
1642 he was appointed second-in-command under the earl of

Warwick, the parliamentarj^ admiral who took the fleet out of

the king’s hands. It was Vice-Admiral Batten’s squadron which
bombarded Scarborough when Henrietta Maria landed there.

He was accused (it appears unjustly) by the Royalists of directing

his fire particularly on the house occupied by the queen, and up
to the end of the First Civil War showed himself a steady partisan

of the parliament. To the end of the First Civil War, Batten
continued to patrol the English seas, and his action in 1647 in

bringing into Portsmouth a number of Swedish ships of war and
merchantmen, which had refused the customary salute to the

flag, was approved by parliament. When the Second Civil War
began he was distrusted by the Independents and removed from
his command, though he confessed his continued willingness to

serve the state. When part of the fleet revolted against the
parliament, and joined the prince of Wales in Holland, May
1648, Batten went with them. He was knighted by the prince,

but being suspected by the Royalists, was put ashore mutinously
in Holland and returned to England. He lived in retirement
during the Commonwealth period. At the Restoration Sir

William Batten became once more surveyor of the navy. In this

office he was in constant intercourse with Pepys, whose diary
fi^uently mentions him

; but the insinuations of Pepys against
him must not be taken too seriously, as there is no evidence to
show that Batten in making a profit from his office fell below the
standards of the time. In 1661 he became M.P. for Rochester,
and in 1663 he was made master of the Trinity House. He died
in 1667.

There is no separate life of Batten, but many notices of him will
be found in Penn's Life of Sit W. Penn, and in Pepys’ Diary.
BATTEN, (i) A term (a form of " baton ”) used in joinery

{q.v,)ioT a board not more than 4 to 7 in. broad or 3 in. thick, used
for various purposes, such as for strengthening or holding together
laths and other wood-work

; and specially, on board ship, a strip

of wood nailed to a mast to prevent rubbing, or fixing down a
tarpaulin over a hatchway, in rough weather, to keep out water.

(3)A verb(the root isfound inwordsof several Teutonic languages
meaning profit or improvement, and also in the English “ better

”

> MrC. A. van Ophuijaen has pubiis8ed!(iii Tool-
en Volken-Kunde, 1886) an interesting collection of Battak poetry.
He describes a curious leaf language used by Battak lovers, in which
the name of some leaf or plant is sdbstiinted for the word With
which it has giaatest phonetic eitiiilarftty.
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and “ boot ”) meaning to improve in conditbn^ espedallf in the

case of animals by feeing ;
so, to feed gluttonously

; the word is

used figuratively of prospering at the expense of another*

BATTENBEIIG, the name of a family of German counts which
died out about 1314^ whose seat was the castle of Kellerbuig, near
Battcnbeig, a small place now in the Prussian province of Hesse-

Nassau. The title was revived in 1851, when Alexander (1823-

1888)^ a younger son of Louis II., grand-duke of Hesse, contracted

a morganatic marriage with a Polish lady, Countess Julia Theresa

von i&ucke (1825-1895), who was then created countess of

Battenberg. , Raised to the rank of a princess in 1858, the countess

and her children were allowed to style themselves princes and
princesses of Battenbeig, with the addition of Durchlaucht or

Serene Highness. The eldest son of this union, Louis Alexander

(b. 1854), married in 1884 Victoria, daughter of Louis IV., grand-

duke of Hesse, and became an admiral in the Britiidi navy. The
second son, Alexander Joseph (<7.^.), was prince of Bulgaria from

1879 to 1886. The third son, Henry Maurice, was bom in 1858,

and married on the 23rd of July 1885 Beatrice, youngest
daughter of Victoria, queen of Ei^land. He died at sea on the

20th of January 1896 when returning from active service with the

British troops during the Ashanti War, and left three sons and a

daughter, Victoria Eugenie, who was married in 1906 to Alphonso

XHI., king of Spain. The fourth son, Francis Joseph, bom in

1861, married in 1897 Anna, daughter of Nicholas I., prince of

Montenegro, and is the author of Die volkswirtschafdiche

KntwickeluMfi Bulgariens von i8yg bis zur GVgmzwar/ (Leipzig,

1891). The only daughter of the princess of Battenberg, Marie

Caroline, bom in 1852, was married in 1871 to Gustavus Ernest,

prince and count of Erbach-Schonberg.

BATTER, an architectural term of unknown origin, used of

the face of a wall which is slightly inclined to the perpendicular.

It is most commonly employed in retaining walls, the lower

courses of which are laid at right angles to the batter, so as to

resist the thrust of the earth inside. For aesthetic reasons it Is

often adopted in the lowest or basement porticos of a great

building. From a historical point of view it is the most ancient

system employed, as throughout Egypt and Chaldaea all the

temples built in unbumt brick were perforce obliged to be thicker

at the bottom, and this gave rise to the batter or raking side which

was afterwards in Egypt copied in stone. For defensive purposes

the walls of the lower portions of a fortress were built with a batter

as in the case of the tower of David and some of the walls built by

Herod at Jerusalem. The Crusaders also largely adopted the

principle, which was followed in some of the castles of the middle

ages throughout Europe.

BATTERING RAM (Lat. aries, rato), a military engine used

before the invention of cannon, for beating down the walls of

besieged fortresses. It consisted of a long heavy beam of timber,

armed at the extremity with iron fashioned something like the

head of a ram. In its simplest form the beam was carried in the

hands of the soldiers, who assailed the walls with it by main force.

The improved ram was composed of a longer beam, in some<»ses

extending to x2o ft., shod with iron at one end, and suspended,

either by the middle or from two points, from another b^m laid

across two posts. This is the kind described by Josephus as

having been used at the siege of Jerusalem (B./. iii. 7. 19). The
ram was shielded from the missiles pf the besieged by a penthouse

(vinea) or other overhead protection. It was often mounted on
wheels, which greatly facilitated its operations. A hundred

soldiers at a time, and sometimes even a greater number, were

employed to woric it, and the parties were rdieved in constant

succession. No wall could resist the continued application of the

ram, and the greatest eNbrts #tet always made to destroy it by
various means, such as dropptkM heavy stones on the head of the

ram and’oii the roof of the penthouse
;
another method bein^ to

seize ihemm head with and then haul it up to a vertical

posittOQ by suitable windlMses on the wall of the fortress.

Sometimes the beneged ran countermines under the ram pent-

house ; if soooessfu! would cause the whole engine to faU into

the excavation. In medieval warfare the low* penthouse, called

oMf wisfenerally employedwith some form ofmm.

BATTER8BA, a south-western metropolitan borough of

London, England, bounded N^iby the Ihunes, N.E. by Lambeth,

and S.E., S., and W. by Wandswortli. Pop. (rpoi) zfi8|907*

The principal thoroughfares are Wandsworth Road and Battersea

Park and York Roads from east to west, connected north and

south with the Victoria or Chelsea, Albert and Battersea bridges

over the Thames. The two first of these three are handaome
suspension bridges; the third, an iron structure, replaced a

wooden bridge of many arches which was closed in* i88x, after

standing a little over a century. Battersea is a district mainly

consisting of artisans’ houses, and there are several large factories

by the river. The parish church of St Mary, Church Road (1776),

preserves from an earlier building stained glass and monuments,

including one to Henry St John, Viscount Bolingbroke (d. 1751),

and his second wife, who had a mansion close by. Of this a portion

remains on the riverside, containing a room asssociated with Pope,

who is said to have worked here upon the “ Essay on Man.”

Wandsworth Common and Clapham Common (220 acres) lie

partly within the borough, but the principal public recreation

ground is Battersea Park, bordering the Thames between Albert

and Victoria Bridges, beautifully laid out, containing a lake and
subtropical garden, and having an area of nearly 200 acres. It

was constructed with difficulty by embanking the river and
raising the level of the formerly marshy ground, and was opened

in 1858. Among institutions are the Battersea Polytechnic, the

Royal Masonic Institution for girls, founded in 1788, and Church

of England and Wesleyan Tmining Colleges. Battersea is in the

parliamentary borough of Battersea and Clapham, including the

whole of the Battersea division and part of the Clapham division.

The borough council consists of a mayor, 9 aldermen and 54
councillors. Area, 2160-3 acres.

An early form of the name is Patricsey or Peter’s Island ;
tlie

manor at the time of the Domesday survey, and until the sup-

pression of the monasteries, belonging to the abbey of St Peter,

Westminster. It next passed to the crown, and subsequently to

the family of St John and to the carls Spencer. York Road
recalls the existence of a palace of the archbishops of York,

occasionally occupied hy them between the reigns of Edward IV.

and Mary. Battersea Fields, bordering the river, were formerly

a favourite resort, so that the park also perpetuates a memory.
The art of enamelling was introduced, e, 1750, at works in Batter-

sea, examples from which are highly valued.

BATTERY (Fr. batterie, from battre, to beat), the action of

l)eating, especially in law the unlawful wounding of another (see

Assault). The term is applied to the apparatus used in batter-

ing, hence its use in military organization for the unit of mobile

artOlery of all kinds. This consists of from four to eight guns

with their personnel, wagons and train. In the British service

the term is applied to field, horse, field-howitzer, heavy and
mountain artillery units. “ Battery ” is also used to imply a
mass of guns in action, especially in connexion with the military

history of the i8th and early 19th centuries. In siegecraft, a

battery b simply an emplacement for guns, howitzers or mortam,

constructed for the purges of the siege, and protected as a rule

by a parapet. In fortification the term is applied similarly to

permanent or semi-permahent emplacements for the artillery of

the defence. In all these senses the presence of artillery is imj^ed

in the use of the word (see Artillery, and Fortification and
Siegecraft). The word is also used for the ” pitcher” and
” catcher ” in baseball ;

for a collection of utensils, primarily

of hammered copper or brass, especially in the Frendi term

batterie de cuisine ; and for the instruments of percussion in an

orchestra.

Electric BaUery.-^TWvs term was applied by the old electricians

to a collection of Leyden jan, but is now used of a device for

generating electricity b^r chemical action, or more exactly,M a

number of such devices joined up together. There are two main

classes of electric battery. In primary batteries, composed of a

number of galvanic or vxAtaic ” cells,” ” couples ” or " elements,”

on the c(X»pletio& cf the interactions between the eubstanoes on
which the production of i^ectridty depends, the activity of 1dm

cells comes to an end, and can only be sestorbd with the aid of
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a fresh supply of those substances ; in secondary batteri^, also

called storaf[[e batteries or accumulators the substanc^

after the exhaustion of the cells can be broi^ht back to a condi-

tion in which they will again yield an etectric current, by means

d an electric current passed through them in the reverse direct

tion. ITie first prima^ battery was constructed about 1799 by

Alessandn) Volta. In one form, the “ voltaic pilc,’^ he placed a

series of pairs of copper and zinc disks one above the other,

separating each pair from the one above it by a piece of cloth

moistened with a solution of common salt. In another form, the

couronne de ta.sses/' he took a number of vessels or cells con-

taining brine or dilute acid, and placed in each a zinc plate and a

( opper plate ;
these plates were not allowed to touch each other

within die vessels, but each zinc plate was connected to the

copper plate of tlie adjoining vessel. In both these arrangements

an electric current passes through a wire which is connected to

the terminal plates at the two ends of the series. The direction

of this current is from copper to zinc
;
within each cell itself it

is from zinc to copper. The plate to which the current flows

within the cell is the negative plaie^ and that from which it flows

the positive plate
;

liut the point on the negative plate at which
the current enters the external wire is the positive pole, and the

point on the positive plate at which it leaves the external circuit

the negative pole. During the time that the external connexion is

maintained between the two poles and the current passes in

the wire, the zinc or positive plates are gradually dissolved, and
hydrogen gas is liberated at the surface of the copper or negative

plates ; but when the external connexion is broken this action

ceases. If the materials used in the cells were perfectly pure,

probably the cessation would be complete. In practice, however,
only impure commercial zinc is available, and with this corrosion

continues to some extent, even though the external circuit is

not closed, thus entailing waste of material. This “ local action
’*

is explained as due to the fact that the impurities in the zinc

plate form miniature voltaic couples with the zinc itself, thus

causing its corrosion by voltaic action
; and an early improve-

ment in the voltaic cell was the discovery , applied by W. Sturgeon

in 1830, that the evil was greatly reduced if the surface of the zinc

plates was amalgamated, by hieing rubbed with mercury under
ililute sulphuric acid. Another disadvantage of the simple cell

composed of copper and zinc in dilute acid is that the current it

yields rapidly falls off. 'Fhe hydrogen formed by the operation

of the ceil does not all escape, but some adheres as a film to the

negative plate, and the result is the establishment of a counter
or reverse electromotive force which opposes the main current

flowing from the zinc plate and diminishes its force. This pheno-

menon is known as “ polarization,” and various remedies have
been tried for the evils it introduces in the practical use of

primary batteries. Alfred Smee in 1839 modified the simple

copper-zinc couple excited by dilute sulphuric acid by sub-

stituting for the copper thin leaves of platinum or platinized

silver, whereby the elimination of the hydrogen is facilitated

;

and attempts have also been made to keep the plates free from

the gas by mechanical agitation* The plan usually adopted,

however, is either to prevent the formation of the film, or to

introduce into the cell some “ depolarizer ” which will destroy

it as it is formed by oxidizing the hydrogen to water (see also

IClk^trolysis).

1'lu* former method is exemplified in the cell invented by

J. F. Daniell in 1836. Here the zinc stands in dilute sulphuric

acid (or in a solution of zinc sulphate)^ and the copper in a
satumted solution of copper sulphate, tha two liqu^s being

separated by a porous partition. The hydrogen formed by the

action of the cell i^laces copper in the coppCT sulphate, and the
displaced copper, mstead of the hydrogen, ^ing deposit^ on the

copper plate' polarization is avoided. The electromotive force is

abmit one volt. Hiis cell has been constructed in a variety of

forms to suit different purposes. In a portable form, derifpied

by Lend Kelvin in ‘t85S, the copper plate, soldered to a gutta-

percha eovered wire, k placed at the bottom ol a glass vessel

and covered with ciystate of copper sulphate ; over these wet

sawdust is sprinkled; and then more sawdust, moistened with

solution of zinc sulphate, upon which is placed the zme plate.

The Minotto cell is similar, except that sand is substituted for

sawdust. In these batteries the sawdust or sand takes' the place

of the porous diaphragm, in another class tif batteries the
diaphia^ is dispensed with altogether, and the action of gravity

alone is relied upon to retard the interdiffusion of the liquids.

Ilie cell of J. H. Meidinger, invented in 1859, may be taken as

a type of this doss. The zinc is formed into a ring whaoh fits

the upp^ pajtof a glass beaker filled with zinc sulphate solution.

At the bottom of the beaker is placed a smaller beaker, in which
stands a ring of copper with an insulated connecting wire. The
mouth of the beaker is closed by a lid with a hole in the centre,

through which passes the long tapering nedc of a glass balloon

filled with crystals of copper sidphate ; the narrow end of this

neck dips into the smaller beaker, the copper sulphate slowly

runs out, and being specifically heavier than the zinc .sulphate it

collects at the bottom about the copper ring. In Lord Kelvin’s

tray^cell a large wooden tray is lined with lead, and is covered

at the bottom with copper by electrotyping. The zinc plate is

enveloped in a piece of parchment paper bent into a tray shape,

the whole resting on little pieces of wood placed on the bottom
of the leaden tray. Copper sulphate is fed in at the edge of the

tray and zinc sulphate is poured upon the parchment. A
battery is formed by arranging the trays in a stack one above
the other.

Various combinations have been devised in which the hydrogen
is got rid of more or less compiletely by oxidation. Sir W. R.
Orove in 1839 employed nitric acid as the oxidizing agent, his

cell consisting of a zinc positive plate in dilute sulphuric add,
separated by a porous diaphragm of unglazed earthenware from
a platinum negative immersed in concentrated nitric acid. Its

electromotive force is nearly two volts, but it has the objection of

gi'ving off disagreeable nitrous fumes. R. W. von Bunsen modi-
fied Grove’s cell by replacing the platinum with the much cheaper

material, gas carbon. Cliromic add is much used as a de-

polarizer, and cells in which it is employed are about as powerful

as, and more convenient than, either of the preceding. In its

two-fluid form the chromic acid cell consists of a porous pot

containing amalgamated zinc in dilute sulphuric add, and a

carbon plate surrounded with sulphuric add and a solution of

potassium or sodium bichromate or of chromic acid. But it is

commonly used in a one-fluid form, the porous pot l)eing dis-

pensed with, and both zinc and carbon immersed in the chromic

add solution. Since the zinc is dissolved even when the dreuit

is not closed, arrangements are frequently provided by which
either the zinc plate alone or both plates can be lifted out of the

solution when the cell is not in use. In preparing the solution

the sodium salt is preferable to the potassium, and diromic add
to either. In the cell devised l>y Georges Leclanch6 in 1868 a
solid depolarizer is employed, in the shape of manganese dioxide

packed with fragments of carbon into a porous pot round a
carbon plate. A zinc rod constitutes the positive plate, and the
exdting fluid is a solution of sal-ammoniac. Sometimes no
porous pot is employed, and the manganese dioxide and granu-
lated carl)on are agglomerated into a solid block round the

carbon plate. The electromotive force is about one and a half

volt. The cell is widely used for such purposes as ringing electric

bells, where current is required intermittently, and for such
service it will remain effective for months or years, only needing

water to be added to the outer jar occasionally to replace loss

evaporation. On a closed circuit the ciurent rapidly falls off,

because the manganese dioxide is unable to oxidize all the

hydrogen formed, hut the cell quickly recovers after polarization.

The so-called ** dry cells,” which came into considerable use

towards the end of the 19th centuiy, are essential^ Leclanch^

cells in which the solution is present, not as a liquid^ but as

a paste formed with some absorbent material or.geladnizsd.

Black oxide of copper is another solid depoknizsr, eropksyed in

the Lcdande cell, in the Edison-Lalaade form the copper oxide

is suspended in a light copper ftdam* The cxcitkig solution

consists of cue part of caustic tedh dbaedyed in three parts by
weight of water, and to pretreat it fnam Icing aeted on by the
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carbonic add of tbe air it is covered • with a ktyer of petroleum

oil. Sodium zincate, which iis soluble, is fonned by the action

of the coll, and the hydrogen produced is oxidized by oxygen
from the copper oxide. The electromotive force may be about
one volt initi^y, but in practice only abont three-quarteiB of a
volt can be relied on.

Primary cells form a convenient means of obtaining eiectiidty

for laboratoiy experiments, and for such light services as working
telegraphs, l^Us, &c.

; but as a source of the heavy currents

requir^ for electric lighting and traction they are far too

expensive in operation, apart from other considerations, to

compete with dynamoelectric machinery driven by steam or

water power. Certain forms, known as “standard cells,” are

also used in electrical measurements as standards of electromotive

force (see Potxntiomxtxr).
Stc \\\ R. Cooper, Primary BaUtries (London. 1901) ; Bcnjainin

Parlv, The Voltaic Cell (New York, X893) ; W. E. Ayrton, Practical

Electricity (lx)ndon. 1896).

BATTEUX, CHARLES (1713-1780), French philosopher and
writer on aesthetics, was bom near Vouziers (Ardennes), and
studied theology at Reims. In 1739 he came to Paris, ana after

teaching in the colleges of Lisieux and Navarre, was appointed

to the chair of Greek and Roman philosophy in the College de

France. In 1746 he published his treatise Les Beaux-Arts reduits

d un meme principe, an attempt to find a unity among the various

theories of beauty and taste, and his views were widely accepted.

The reputation thus gained, confirmed by his translation of

Horace (1750), led to his becoming a member of the Acaddmie
des Inscriptions (1754) and of the French Academy (1761). His

Cours de belles lettres (1765) was afterwards included with some
minor writings in the large treatise, Prinapes de la littiraiure

(1774). The rules for composition there laid down are, perhaps,

somewhat pedantic. His philosophical writipgs were La Morale

d^ipicure iirh de ses propres icrits (T758), and the Histoire des

causes pteniidres (1769). In consequence of the freedom with

which in this work he attacked the abuse of authority in philo-

sophy, he lost his professorial chair. His last and most extensive

work was a Cours d'kudes d Vusa^e des Slaves de Vkole militaire

(45 vols. ). In the Beaux-Arts, Batteux developed a theory wWch
is derived from Locke through Voltaire’s sceptical sensuaKsm-

He held that Art consists in the faithful imitation of the beautiful

in nature. Applying this principle to the art of poetry, and
analysing, line by line and even word by word, the works of

great poets, he deduced the law that the beauty of poetry con-
j

sists in the accuracy, beauty and harmony of individual expres-

sion. This narrow and pedantic theory had at least the merit of

insisting on propriety of expression. His Histoire des causes

premiires was among the first attemptsat a history of philosophy,

and in his work on Epicurus, following on Gassendi, he defended

Epicureanism against the general attacks made against it.

St‘e Daeier et Dapuy, “ Slopes, ” In M^moires de VAcademic des

inscriptions,

BATTHYANY, LCymS (Lajos), Count (1806-1849), Hungarian
statesman, was bom at Pressbuig in 1806. He supplied the

defects of an indifferent education while serving in garrison in

Italy as a lieutenant of hussars, and thenceforward adopted

all the new ideas, economical and political. According to

Szichenyi, he learnt much from a German tutor of the radical

school, but it was not till after his marriage with the noble-

minded and highly-gifted countess' Antonia Zichy that he b^an
working earnestly iof ttie national cause. Siidienyi

drew nearer to the court in 1839-1840, Batthy&ny became thfc

leader of the opposition in the Upper Hduse, where his socr^

rank and resolute character won for him great influence. Despite

his sardanapdlian hMinatiniis,” he associated himself un-

reservedly with the wrttoiiftt spent large sums for the

dev^pment bf tiiade a!nd inddstiy. In 1847 he fieredy opposed

the government, proeu^d the dectiori of Kossuth as rite repre-

sentative ol Pest, todk pan in the Great Deputation of the 15th

of llarch, and on the jtst of Mardi 1848 became the first

eoftsthutiondjprittie^inb^ of Hungary. Bis position became
entremdly difficult ^iHten }eUachich and *the Croats took up
ahms. CcRtvinced that the rigid maintenance of the consritution
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was the sole panacea, he did his utmost, in his frequent' Jhtihieys

to Innsbruck, to persuade the' court to condemn Jellachich and
establish a strong national government at Pest. Unfortunately,

however, he was persuaded to oofisent to the despatch of Magyar
troops to quell the Italian rising, before the Chmt difficulty had
been adjusted, and thenceforth, despite his perfect loyalty,

and his admirable services as Honv^d minister in organieii^ the

national forces, his authority in Hungary declined before the

rising star of Kossuth. When Jellachich invaded Hungary,
Batriiydny resigned with the intention of forming a new ministry

excluding Kossuth, but this had now hecx>me im^iossible. Then
Batthyiny attempted to mediate between the two extreme
parties, and subsequently mised a regiment from amdng hii^

peasantry and led them against the Ckottts. On the nth Of

October he was incapacitated for active service by a fall from

his horse which broke his arm. On his recoveiy he returned to

Pest, laboured hard to bring about peace, and was a member of

the deputation from the Hungarian diet to Prince Windischgrfttz,

whom the Austrian commander refused to receive. A few days

later (8th of January 1849) he was arrested at Pest. As a

magnate he was only indictable by the grand justidary, as a
minister he was responsible to the diet alone. At Laibach,

whither he was taken, he asked that Deik might be his advocate,

but this being refused he wrote his own defence. Sentence of

hanging was fmally pronounced upon him at Olmiitz for violating

the Pragmatic Sanction, overthrowing the constitution, and

aiding and abetting the rebellion. To escape this fate he

stabled himself with a small concealed dagger, and bled to

death in the night of the 5th of October 1849.
SeeBertalan Szemere, Batthydny, Kossuth. GOraei (Ger.), (Hambufg,

1853). (R.N.B.)
BATTIGALOA, tlie provincial capital of the eastern province

of Ceylon, on the E. coast, 69 m. S.S.E. of Trinoomolee, situated

on an isU^ in lat. 7° 44' N. and 81^ 52^ E. It is of import-

ance fur its haven and tlie adjacent lagoons. The popul^on
of tlie town in 1901 was 9^9; of tlie district (2872 sq. m.)

145,161. The old Dutch fort dates from 1682. Battiemoa is

the seal of a government agent and district judge j
criminal

sessions of the supreme court are also held. Rice and cocoanuts

are the two staples of tlie district, and steamers trading round

the island call regularly at the port. The lagoon is famous for

its singing fish,” supposed to be shellfish which give forth

musical n(>ie.s. The district has a remnant of Veddahsorwildmen
of the wood. The average annual rainfall is 55^ in. ; the average

temperature 80-4° F.

BATTISHILL, JONATHAN (173&-1801), one of the best

18th-century Englisli composers of church music. Until 1764
he wrote chiefly for the theatre (incidental songs^ pantomime
music, and an opera in collaboration with Michael Aine, the son

of Thomas Ame), but his later compositions are chiefly glees,

part-songs and church music. In 1763 he had married a singer

at Covent Garden theatre where be was harpsichordist Ste
retired from her profession when she married ; and her death in

1777 so crushed him that he composed no more.

BA1TLE, a macket-tow;n in the Rye parliamentary division

of Sussex, Ei)glaD^-54i S.E. by S. from London the

South Eastern k (^tham railway. Pop. of urban district

(1901) 2996. It is pleasantly situated in an undulating well-

wooded district, 7 m. from the sea at Hastinga Its name is

derived from the conflict in 1066, which insured to l\^illiam the

Norman the crown of England (see also Battle Ai9EY Roll).

Before the battle, in which King Harold fell, William vowed to

bu9d an abbey on the spot if he should prove victorious, and in

1094 the consecration took place with great pomp. The gate-

house, forming a picturesque termination to the main street of

the town, is Decorated; and there also remfun parts pf ^^he

foundations of the Nomian ^urch, of the Fe^ndicular doisteiSi

and pf ffie Early Ei^^lish refectory. A mansion occupies part of

the site, aiid incotjxmtte^ some of the ancient huifffing. The
chnrch of St Maiy k of various dates, the earliest portions being

transitional Norman.
See Chronichs of Battld Abbey, io66-xi7C>. timadated. Ac., by

M. A. Lower (London, 18^1).
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BATTLB^ a general engagement between the armed forces,

naval or military, of enemies. The word is derived from the

Fr. haiailUy and this, like the ItaL battaglia, and Span.

baiaUa, comes from the popular Lat. battalia for batiualia.

Cassiodorus Senator (480-? 575) says : Batiualia quae vulgo

Batdlia dicuntur . . . exercitationes militum vel gladiatorum

significant (see Du (Jange, Glossarium, s.v. Batalia). Die verb

battuercy cognate with “ beat,” is a rare word, found in Pliny, used

of beating in a mortar or of meat before cooking. Suetonius

(Caligula, 54. 32) uses it of fencing, baituebat pugnaioriis armis, i.e.

not with blunted weapons or foils. Battalia or batalia was used
for the array of troops for battle, and hence was applied to the

body of troops so arranged, or to a division of an army, whence the

use of the word “ battdion ” (q.v,),

A pitched l>attle,’^ loosely used as meaning almost a decisive

engagement, is strictly, as the words imply, one that is fought on
ground previously selected (” pitched ” meaning arranged in a
fixed order) and in afcordance with the intentions of the com-
manders of both sides

; the French equivalent is bataille arrangee,

opposed to bataille ntanasuvree, which is prearranged but may
come off on any ground. With ” battle,” in its usual meaning of

a general engagement of hostile forces, are contrasted “skir-
mish,” ^ a fight lietween small bodies (“ skirmishing ” technically

means fighting by troops in extended or irregular order), and
“ action,” a more or less similar engagement between large

bodies of troops. (Sec also Tactics and Stratecjy.)

BATTLE ABBEY ROLL This is popularly supposed to have
been a list of William the Conqueror’s comptinions preserved at
Battle Abbey, on the site of his great victory over Harold. It is

known to us only from 16th-century versions of it published by
Lcland, Holinshed and Duchesne, all more or less imperfect and
corrupt. Holinshed’s is much the fullest, but of its 629 names
several are duplicates. The versions of Leland and Duchesne,
though much shorter, each contain many names found in neither
of the other lists. Tt was so obvious that several of the names had
no right to figure on the roll, that Camden, as did Dugdalc after

him, held them to have been interpolated at various times by the
monks, “not without their own advantage.” Modern writere

have gone further. Sir Egerton Brydges denouncing the roll as “ a
disgusting forgery,” and E. A. Freeman dismissing it as “a
transparent fiction.” An attempt to vindicate the roll was made
by the last duchess of Cleveland, whose Battle Abbey Roll

(3 vols., i88q) is the best guide to its contents.

It is probable that the character of the roll has been quite
misunderstood. It is not a list of individuals, but only of family
surnames, and it seems to have been intended to show which
families had “ come over with the Conqueror,” and to have been
compiled about the 14th century. The compiler appears to have
been influenced by the French sound of names, and to have
included many families of later settlement, such as that of

Grandson, which did not come to England from Savoy till two
centuries after the Conquest. The roll itself appears to be
unheard-of before and after the 16th century, but other lists were
current at least as early as the i sth century, as the duchess of

Qeveland has shown. In 1866 a ifst of the Conqueror’s followers,

^mpiled from Domesday and other authentic records, was set up
in Dives church by M. Leopold Dclisle, and is printed in the
duchess* work. Its contents are naturally sufficient to show
that the Battle Roll is worthless,

Sfc Loland, Collectanea; Holinshed. Chronicles of England;
Duchesne, Historia Norm, Sertpiores

; Brydges, Censura Literaria
;

Thierry. Conquitede VAngleterrt, vd. ii. (1820) ; Burke, The Roll of
Battle Abbey (annotated, 1848) ; PlaaoH<’. .The Coftqueror and
Compantom (1874) ; duchobs of Cleveland. The UaUle Abbev Roll
(1889) ;

Round, *' The Companions of the Conqueror {Monthly
Rwi§n\ 1901, Hi. pp. (J. h. R.)

BATTLE CREEK, a city of Calhoun county, Michigan, U.S.A.,
at the confluence of the Kalamazoo river with Battle Creek, about
4S m. S, of Grand Rapids. Pop. (1690) 13,197 ; (*900) 18,563,

* This is the same sirord as •' Ncrimmage/* and ie derived from the
Angio-r R‘nch eskrimir, modern escrimer, properly to fight behind
coyer, now to fence. The origin of this is the Old High German
setrman, to fight tiehind a shield, scirm. Modern Gernian Schirtn.

of whom 1844 were foreign-born; (1910, census.) 25^267. It is

served by the Michigan Central and the Grand Trunk railways,

and by interurban electric lines. Here are the hospital and
laboratories of the American Medical Missionary CoUege (of

Chicago) and the Battle Creek Sanitarium, established in 1866,
which was a pioneer in dietetic reform, and did much to make
Battle Creek important in the manufacture of health foods, and
in the publication of diet-reform literature* Among the principal

buildings, besides the hospital and the sanitarium, are several

fine churches, the central high school, the Post tavern and the
Post theatre. The city is a trading centre for the rich agricul-

tural and fruit-growing district by which it is surrounded, has
good water-power, and is an important manufacturing centre, its

chief manufactured products being cereal health foods, for which
it has a wide reputation, and the manufiurture of which grew out
of dietetic experiments made in the laboratories of the

sanitarium
; and threshing machines and other agricultural

implements, paper cartons and boxes, flour, boilers, engines and
pipps. Ex^nsive locomotive and. ,car shops of the Grand Trunk
railway are here. In 1904 the total factory product of Battle
Creek was valued at $12,298,244, an increase of 95 % over
that for 1900 ; and of the total in 1904 $5,191,655 was the value
of food preparations, which was 8*5 % of the value of food
preparations manufactured in the United States, Battle Creek
thus ranking first among American cities in this industry. Die
water-works are owned and operated by the municipality, the
water being obtained from l^e Goguac, a summer pleasure
resort about 2 m. from the city. Battle Creek, said to liave been
named from hostilities here between some surveyors and
Indians, was settled in 1831, incorporated as a village in 1850,
and cliartered as a city in 1859, the charter of that year being
revised in 1900.

BATTUDORE AND SHUTTLECOCK, a game played by two
persons with small rackets, called battledores, made of parchment
or rows of gut stretched across wooden frames, and shuttlecocks,

made of a base of some light material, like cork, with trimmed
feathers fixed round the top. The object of the players is to bat
the shuttlecock from one to the other as many times as possible

without allowing it to fall to the, ground. There are Greek
drawings extant representing a game almost identical with
battledore and shuttlecock, and it has been popular in China.

Japan, India and Siam for at least 2000 years. In Europe it has
been played by children for centuries. A further development is

Badminton.
BATTLEMENT (probably from a lost Fr. form bastillentenl, vS,

mod. Fr. bastille, from Med. Lat. bastilia, towers, which is derived
from Ital. hastire, to build, cf. Fr. bdtir

;

the English word was,
however, early connected with “ battle ”), a term given to a
parapet of a wall, in which portions liave been cut out at intervals
to allow the discharge of arrows or other missiles

;
these cut-out

portions are known as “ crenels ”
;
the solid widths between the

“ crenels ” are called “ merlons.” Die earliest example in the
palace at Medinet-Abu at Thebes in Egypt is of the inverted
form, and is said to have been derived from Syrian fortresses.

Through Assyria they formed the termination of all the walls

surrounding the towns, as ^own on bas reliefs from Nimrud and
elsewhere. Traces of them have been found at Mycenae, and
they are suggested on Greek vases. In the battlements of
Pompeii, additional protection was given by small internal

buttresses or spur walls against which the defender might place
himself so as to be protected completely on one side. In the
battlements of the middle ages the crenel was about one-third
of the width of the merlon, and the latter was in addition pierced
with a small slit. The same is also found in Italian batjtlements,

where the merlon is of much greater height and is capped in a
peculiar fashion. The battlemrats of the Mahommedans had a
more decorative and varied character, and w^re retained from
the 13th centufy onwards not so much for defensive purposes as
for a crowning feature to their walls. They may be reg^ed
therefore ip the same light as the cresting found in the Spanish
renaissance. The same retention pf <the battlement a purely

I decorative feature is found ^t^ughout the I^corated and
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Perpendicular periods, and not only occurs on parapets but
on the transoms of windows and on the tie-beams of roofs and
on screens. A further decorative treatment was given in the

elaborate panelling of the merlons and that portion of the

parapet walls rising above the cornice, by the introduction of

quatrefoils and other conventional forms filled with foliage and
shields.

BATTUE (from Fr. batlre, to beat), the beating of game from
cover under the sportsmen's fire

;
by analogy the word is used

to describe any slaughter of defenceless crowds.

BATTUS, the legendary founder of the Greek colony of Cyrene
in Libya (about 630 b.c.). The Greeks who accompanied him
were, like himself, natives of Thera, and descended partly from
the race of the Minyae. Various accounts are given both of the

founding of Cyrene and of the origin of the founder's name.
According to the Cyrenaeans (Herod, iv. 150-156), Battus,

having an impediment in his speech, consulted the oracle at

Delplu, and was told to found a colony in Libya ; according to

the Theraeans, Battus was entrusted with this miasioi^by their

aged king Grinus. In another version, there was civil war in

Thera
;

Battus, leader of one party, was banished, and, on
applying to the oracle, was recommended to take out a colony to

“the continent” (Schol. Pindar, Pyih, iv. lo). In any case

the foundation is attributed to the direct instructions of

Apollo. The name was connected by some with /l?aTTa/wfu>,

(“stammer”), hut Herodotus (iv. 155) says that it was the

Libyan word for “ king,” that Battus was not called by the name
until after his arrival at Libya, and that the oracle addressed

him as “ Battus ” by anticipation. This, however, would imply

on the part of the oracle a knowledge of Libya, which was not

shared by the rest of Greece (Herod. Lc.\ and it is noteworthy

that the name occurs in Arcadian and Messenian legends.

Herodotus does not know his real name, but Pindar {Pyth. v. 116),

no doubt rightly, calls the founder of the colony Aristoteles,

while Justin (xiii. 7) gives his name as Aristaeus who was
worshipped at Cyrene. Four kings named Battus, alternating

with four named Arcesilaus, ruled in Cyrene (^.v.) till the fall of

the dynasty about 450 b«c.

Sof R. W. Macan’s Hefodotus IV.-VL (1805), vol. i. pp. X04 aeq.

and notes.

BATU, or Rock Islands ^Dutch Baioe), a group of three

greater and forty-eight lesser islands in the Dutch East Indies,

W, of Sumatra, between o® 10' N. to 0° 45' S. and 97® 50'-

98'’ 35' E., belonging lo the Ayerbangi district of the lowlands of

Padang (Sumatra). They are separated by the strait of Sibirut

from the Mentawi group. The three chief islands, from N. to S.,

are Pini or Mintao, Masa, and Bala. . The total land area of the

group is 445 sq. m. The islands are generally low, and covered

with forest, in which the coooanut palm is conspicuous. There

is trade in cocoanutSv oil, and other forest produce. The natives,

about 3000 in numl^r, are of Malayan or pre-Malayan stock,

akin to those of the island of Nias to the north-^west. Only about
twenty of the smaller islands are inhabited.

BATUM* a seaport of Russian Transcaucasia, in the govern-

ment of and 90 m. by rail S.W. of the city of Kutais, on the S.E.

•shore of the Black Sea, in 41° 39' N. and 41'’ E. Pop. (1^75)

2000
; (1900) 28,512, very mixed. The bay is being filled up by

the sand carried into it by several small rivers. The town is

protected b>^ strong forts, and the anchorage has been greatly

improved by artificial works. Batum possesses a cathedral,

finished in 1903, and the Alexander Park, with sub-tropical

vegetatxofL The rikaate is very warm, lemon and orange trees,

magnolias and palms growing in the open air ;
but it is at the

same time extrenikely eret ai^ .chaQgeafade. The annual rainfall

(90 in.) is higher thw anywhene in Caucasia, but it is very un-

equally dietributed {irj in. in August and September, sometimes

16 in. tit a oottpte of days), and the place is still most unhealthy..

Ihe town is /oonneeted 1^ rati wi^ the main Transcaucasian

rafiway to Tiflis; and is the chief port for the export of naphtha
and parafiin oib iqtmed hither in great part through pipes

laid down from Baku> but partly also in tank railway-cars

;

0th<hr nxpofts ace wheat, manganese, wool, silkworm-coooons^

525
liquorice, maize and timber (total value of exports nearly

millkim sterling annually). The imports, chiefly, tin plates and
machinery, amount to less than half that total. Known as
Bathys in antiquity, as Vati in the middle ages, and as Bathumi
since the beginning of the 17th century, Batum belonged to the

Turks, who strongly fortified it, dovm to 1878, when it was
transferred to Russia. In the winter of 1905-1906 Batum was
in the hands of the revolutionists, and a “ reigif of terror

”

lasted for several weeks.

BATWA, a tribe of African pygmies livi^ in the mountainous
country around Wissmann Falls in the KaSki district of the
Belgian Congo. They were discovered in' i88a by Paul Pogge
and Hermann von Wissmann, and hav^yw^identified with Sir

H. M. Stanley's Vouatouas. They atp^MBd of the neprito

family south of the Congo. They ai?'w?W made, with limbs
perfectly proportioned, and arc seldom more than 4 it. high.

Their complexion is a yellow-brown, much lighter than their

Bantu-Negroid neighbours. They have*ahort woolly hair and
no beard. They are feared rather than despised by the Baluba
and Bakuba tribes, among whom they live. They are nomads,
cultivating nothing, and keeping no animals but a small type of

hunting-dog. 'Hieir weapon is a tiny bgw, the arrows for which
are usually poisoned. They build themselves temporary huts
of a bee-hive shape. As hunters they are famous, bounding
through the jungle growth “like grasshoppers” and fearlessly

attacking elephants and buffalo with their tiny weapons. Their
only occupation apart from hunting is the prepararion of palm-
wine which they barter for grain with the Baluba. They are

monogamou.s and display much family affection. See further

Pygmy
;
Akka

;
Wochua

; Bambute.
Seo A. de Quatrefages, The Pygmies (Eng. ed., 1895) I M. H,

i
ohnston, Uganda Protectorate (1902) ; Hermann von Wissmann.
fy Second Journey through Equatorial Africa (liOndon, 1891).

BATYPHONE (Ger, and Fr. Batyphon\ a contrabass clarinet

which was the outcome of F, W. Wieprecht's endeavour to

obtain a contrabass for the reed instruments. The bat^phone
was made to a scale twice the size of the clarinet in C, the divisions

of the chromatic scale being arranged according to acoustic

principles. For convenience in stopping holes too far apart to

be covered by the fingers, crank or swivel keys were used. The
instrument was constructed of maplerwood, had a clarinet

mouthpiece of suitable size connected by means of a cylindrical

brass crook with the upper part of tfie tube, and a brass bell.

Tl» pitch was two octaves below the clarinet in C, the compass
being the same, and thus corresponding to the modern bass tuba.

The tone was {peasant and full, but not powerful enough for tlie

contrabass register in a military band. The batyp^ne had
besides one serious disadvantage ; it could be played with facility

only in its nearly related keys, G and F major. The baty-

phone was invented and patented in 1839 by F. W. Wieprecht,

director-general of all the Prussian military bands, and £. Skorra,

the court instrument manufacturer of Berlin. In practice the

instrument was found to be of little use, and was superseded by
the bass tuba. A similar attempt was made in 1843 Adolphe

Sax, and met with a similar fate.

A batyphone bearing ,the name of its inventors fanned part of

the Snoeck collection which was acquired for Berlin’s collection

of ancient musical instruments at the Technische Hochschufe
fur Musik. The description of the batyphone given above
is mainly derived from a MS. treatise on instrumentation by
Wieprecht, in 1909 in the possession of Herr Otto Lessmann
(Berlin), and reproduced by €apt. C. R. Day, in Dgs^iptive

Caia^ue of the Mtmeol InsirummU of the .Royal MiUiary
Eiehibitiony London, ^(London, 1891), p. 124. (K. S.)

BAUAN (or Bavn), a town of the province of ^tengaa,.Luzon,
Philinpine Islands, at the head of Batangas Bay, abou^ 54 m*
S. of Manila. Pop. (2905) 39,094, A milway to connect the

town with Manila was under construction in 2908. Bauan has

a fine church and kknown as a market for “ sinamay ” or hemp
doth, the hemp and cotton being imported and dyed and woven
by the women in their homes.

,
palm-fibre, mate end hats, fans,

bamboo boskets and cotton fish-nets are woven here. There is
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QD&cdfant filing in the bay. Hogs and horses are raised for the
Manila market. The summaiding country is fertile and grows
t$caUf, mdigo, oranges, sugaMne, corn and rice. The language
ki Tagilog.

BAUBLS (probably a blend of two different words, an old

FVench /foufiel, a child’s plaything, and an old English Ifohyll,

something swinging to and fro), a word applied to a stick with
a weight attiUih^, used in weighing, to a child’s toy, and especi-

ally to the mock symlx)! of oflice carried by a court jester, a baton
terminating in a figure of Folly with cap and bells, and some-
times having a blA^r fastened to tlie other end

; hence a term
for any triviality or childish folly.

BAUCHI^ a the highlands of the British pro-

tectorate of Nortnlbjlm It lies approximately between
ii** 15' and 9® 15' N. 15' and 8® 30' IC. Bauchi is bounded
N. by the provinces of Kano, Katagum and Bornii

; E. by
Bomu, S. by Yola and Muri, and W. by the provinces of Zaria
and Nassarawa. The province has an area of about 21 ,000 sq. m.
The altitude rises from 1000 ft. above the sea in its north-eastern
corner to 4000 ft. and 6000 ft. in the south-west The province
is traverecd diagonally from N.E. to S.W. by a belt of mountain
ranges alternating with iertile plateaus. Towards the south the
country is very rugged and a series of extinct volcanic craters
occur.

Amongst the more important plateaus are the Assab or
Kibyen country, having a general level of upwards of 4000 ft,
and the Sura country, also reaching to elevations of from 3000
to 5000 ft. Both these extensive plateaus are situated in the
south-west portion of the province. Tl^eir soil is fertile, they
possess an abundance of pure water, the air is keen and bracing,
and the climate is described as resembling in many respects that
of the Transvaal. They form the principal watershed not only
of the province of Bauchi, but of the protectorate of Northern
Nigeria. The Gongola, flowing east and south to the l^nue,
rises in the Sura district, and from the Kibyen plateau streams
flow north to Lake Chad, west to the Kadima, and south to the
Benue. The soil is generally fertile between the hills, and in the
volranic districts the slopes are cultivated half-way up the
extinct craters. The climate in the western parts is temperate

I

and healthy. In the winter months of November and December !

the thermometer frequently falls to freezing-point, and in the
j

hottest months the maximum on the Kibyen plateau has been
found to be rarely over 85*.

The population of Bauchi is estimated at about 1,000,000 and
is of a very various description. The upper classes are Pula, and
there are some Hausa and Konuri (Bmuese), but the bulk of
the people are pagan tribes in a very low state of civilization.

Sixty-four trib^ sufficiently differentiated from each other to
speak different languages have been reported upon. Hausa is

the Hfigma franca of the whole. The pagan populatton has been
classified for practical purposes as Htifpagans and Plains pagans,
Mounted pagans and Foot pagans. The Foot pagans of the

|

plains were tirought under the Fula yoke in the beginnii^ of
the 19th century and have never cast it off. The Hfll pagans
were partly conquered, but many remained independent or have
since succeeded in asserting their freedom. The Mounted pagans
are confined to the healthy plateaus of the south-west comer of
the province. They are independent and there is considerable
VBxitty m the characteristics of the different tribes. The better
typ« are hardy, orderly and agriculturally industrious. They
are intelligent and have shown themse^es peaceful and friendly
to Europeans. Others arc, on the oontrasy, disposed to be
turbulent and warlike. Amongst tlie diilelriint trito many are
cannibals. They all go practically naked. Thev are essantiiUy
horsemen, and have a cruM habit of gashing the hackn oftlieir
ponies that they may get a good seat in the blood. Thay ait
aimed with bowe and arrows, but depend almost antirely in

battle on the chatges Of their mounted spearmen.
The native name Bauchi, which is of great antiquity,

signifies the ** Land of Slaves,’* and from the earliest tiraei the
uplands which now form the principal portion of the pmiAntx
hn>*e been the hunting ground of the slave-raider, while the hill

fastnesses have offered defensible refuge to the population. So
entfrely was slavery a habit of the people, that as laoe as 190^,
after the slave-trade had been abolish^ for three years, it was
found that, in consequence of a famine which rendered food
difficult to obtain, a whole tribe (the Tangidi) were selling
themselves as slaves to their neighbours. Children are readily
sold by their parents at a price varying from the equivalent of
one shilling to one and sixpence.

The province of Bauchi was conquered by the Fula at the
l)eginning of the 19th century, and furnished them witli a valu-
able slave preserve. But the more civilized portion had already,
under ^lightened native rulers, attained to a certain degree of
prosperity and order. Mahommedanism was partly adopted by
the upper classes in the 18th century, if not earlier, and the son
of a Mahommed^ native ruler, ed^ated at Sokoto, accepted
the flag of Dan Fodio and conquered the country for the Fula.
Tile name of this remarkable soldier and leader was Yakoba
(Jacob^ His father’s name was Daouad (David), and his grand-
father rfk Abdullah, all names which indicate Arab or Mahom-
medan influence. The town' of Bauchi and capital of the province
was founded by Vakoba in the year 1809, and the emirate
remained under Fula rule untii the year tpoa. In that year,
in consequence of determined alave-rakling and the defiant
misrule of the emir, a British expedition was sent against the
capital, whichsubmittedwithout fitting. The emir was depos^,
and the country was brought under British control A new emir
was appointed, but he died within a few months. The slave-trade
was immi^iately abolished, and the slavq-market which was held
at Bauchi, as in all Fula centres, was closed. The Kano-Sokoto
campaign in 1903 rendered necessary a temporary withdrawal of
the British resident from Bauchi, and cotnparatively little pro-
gress was made until the following yoar. fn 1904 the province
was <Hgafiized for i^inistration on the same system as the rest
of Northern Nigeria, and the reigning emir took the oath of
allegianre to the British crown. The province has been sub-
divided into thirteen administrative districts, which again have
been grouped into their principal divisions, with their respective
British headquarters at Bauchi, Kanan and Bukuru. The Fula
portion of this province, held like the other Hausa states under
a feudal system of large landowners or fief-holders, has been
oiganized and assessed for taxation on the system accepted by
the emirs throughout the protectorate, and the populations are
working harmoniously under British rule. Roads and telegraphs
are in process of construction, and the province is being gradually
opened to trade. Valuable indications of tin have been found to
the north of the Kibyen plateau, and have attracted the attention
of the N^r Company.
^uchi is a province of special importance from the European

point of view because, with free communication from the Benue
assured, it is probable that on the Kibyen and Sura plateaus,
which are the healthiest known in the protectorate, a sanatorium
and station for a large civil population mvht be established under
conditions in which Europeans could five free from the evil
effects of a West African dimate.
The emirate of Gombe, whidi is included in the first division

of toe Bauchi province, is a F\iia emirate independent of the
emhfs of Bauchi. It fomw a rich and important district, and its

chiefs held themselves in a somewhat sullen attitude of hostility
to the British. It was at Burmi in this district that the lart
stand was made by the religious following of the defeated sultan
of Sokoto, and here the sultan was finally overthrown and
killed in July 1903. Gombe has now frankly accepted British

(F. L. L.)
BAUDBLAIRE, CHARLES PlBRRfi (1821-.1867), French poet,

was in Paris on the 9th of April 1821. His father, who was
a civil servant in position and an amateur artist, died in
1827, and in the following year his mother married a Jietrtenant-
oolonel named Allpick, who was afterwardsambassador of France
at various courts. Baudelaire was educated at Lyons and at toe
Col%e Louis-le-Grand in Paris. On talemg hit degree in 1839
he determined to entei* on a literary 'oareer. atid;dcnmig the next
two years pursued a ver>’‘ iiregtiiair way of tile» which led his
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guardians^ in 1841 ,

to send him on a voyage to India. When he
returned to Paris, after less than a years aSisence^ he was of age ;

but in a year or two his extravagance threatened to exhaust his

small patrimony, and his famDy obtained a decree to place his

property in trust. His salons of 1^5 and 1846 attracted

immediate attention by the boldness with which he propounded
many views then novel, but since generally accept!^. took
part with the revolutionaries in 1848, and for some years in-

terested himself in republican politics, but his permanent con-
victions were aristocratic and Catholic. Baudelaire was a slow
and fastidious worker, and it was not until 1857 that he produced
his first and famous volume of poems, Fleurs du maL Some of

these had already appeared in the Revue des deux mondes when
they were published by Baudelaire’s friend Auguste Poulet

Malassis, who had inherited a printing business at Alenin. The
consummate art displayed in these verses was appreciated by a
limited public, but general attention was caught the perverse

selection of morbid subjects, and the hook became a^-word
for unwholesomehess among conventional critics. Vict^Hugo,
writing to the poet, said, “ Vous dotez le i:iel de Tart d’un rayon
macabre, vous criez un frisson nouveau.” Baudelaire, the

publisher, artd the printer were successfully prosecuted for

offending against public morals. The obnoxious pieces were
suppressed, but printed later as Les 6paves (Brussels, 1866).

Another edition of the Fleurs du mal, without these poems, but
with considerable additions, appeared in 1861.

Baudelaire had learnt English in his childhood, and had found
some of his favourite reading in the English **

5ktanic ” romances,

such as Lewis’s Monk, * In 1846-1847 he became acquainted

with the works of Edgar Allan Poe, in which he discovered

romances and poems which had, he said, long existed in his own
brain, but had never taken shape. From this time till 1865 he

was largely occupied with his version of Poe’s works, producing

masterpieces of the art of translation in Histoires exiraardinaires

(1852), Nouvelles Histoires extraordinaires (1857), Adventures

d'Arthur Gordon Pym^ Eureka^ and Hisiotres grotes^es ei serieuses

(1865). Two essays on P(»e are to be found in his (Euvres

completes (vols. v. and vi.). Meanwhile his financial difficulties

grew upon him. He was involved in the failure of Poulet

Malassis in 1861, and in 1864 he left Paris for Belgium, partly in

the vain hope of disjx)sing of his copyrights. He had for many
years a iiaismt with a coloured woman, whom he helped to the

end of his life in spite of her gross conduct. He had recourse to

opium, and in Brussels he began to drink to excess. Paralysis

followed, and the last two years of his life were spent in ntaisons

de sante in Brussels and in Paris, where he died on the 3iBt of

August 1867.

His other works include \—Peiiis Pohnes tn prose ; a series of

art criticisms published in the Pays, Exposition universette J

studies on Gustave Flaubert (in Uartiste, r8th of October 1857V;
on Th^ophile Gautier {Revue contemporaine, September 1858) ;

valuable notices contributed to Eug^e Cr^pet’s Poetes franfais ;

Les Paradis artifiefels opium et haschisch (i860) ; Richard Wagner
ei Tannhduser d Paris ( 186 1 ) ; (7ff Dernier Ckapitre de VhisUHre des

oeuvres de Balsetc (r88o), originally an article entitled ^‘ Comment
on paye ses dettes quand on a du g^nie,” in which his criticism

is turned against his friends H. de Balzac, Th^ophile 6autier,

and G^rdrd de Nerval. <

Bibi-iography.—

A

n edition oi his Lettres (1841-1866) was issued

by the Soc. du McrcUre de France in too6. His (Euvres computes
were edited Ji868tX87^ by hie friend Charles Asedineaiu with a
preface by Thtophile Gfuu^r.. Asselineau aleo naderiook.a vin-

dication of Tits character frohi the. attacks made upon it in his Charles

Baudelaire, ta sOn esuipM (i8i!^). He left some material of trtote

private interest id a MS. eMitied See Charles Baudelaire,

souvenirs, correspondanee, k^liographie bv Charles Cousin
and Sppelberch de JUiypaioul ; wmr/tfs Baudelaire, auvres pps-

thuntesetoorrespomdances containing ajournal entitled

Mon cesur inis 4.
nu, aiid a bioj^pbiCal study% £ug4ne, Wwti

alio Le Tdmbeau de ChaAee Baudelaire (x8q6>. a collection of pie^
unpnblvihad or during the author*8 lifetime, edited by
S. Malianiie and others, wl'tn a study of the text of the Fleurs du

lAvHVInfiCfl CHfBfcwlttgB'TJV aUBilvICMUrfr lUfHSoR
^
A* J8-

FItoeiiite and O. i)ecanx,>CJMf» Etaudelaire (1868) in;the seises of

ICssais de bibHogvaphie contemporaine ; easaya, Iw Haul Bourget*
Essais de psychologie contemporaine and Jvla^^rice Sprqnck,
l,es Artisles liUerattes (1889). Among English tean^larioii^ irote
Baiidctairr an* Pdems in Prose, by A. Syhions (190^), and* a sdection
for the Canterbury Poets (‘1904), nyF. 1^. Sturm.

BAUDIER, MICHEL (c, 1589-1645), French historian, was
born in Languedoc. During the reign of Louis XIII. he was
historiographer to the court of France. He contributed to

French history by writing Histoire de la guerre de Flandff
j 6og (Paris, 1615); Histoire de Vadministration da cardined

d'Amhoise, grand ministre cTetdi en France (Paris, 1634), a
defence of the cardinal

;
and Hittoire de Vadministration de

Vabbi Suger (Paris, 1645). Taking an interest in the

Turks he wrote Inveniaire general de Vkimife'des Turcs (Paris,

1619) ; Histoire ghterale de la religion Ses Turcs avec la vie de

leur prophdte Mahomet (Paris, 1626) ;
and Histoire gMrale du

sSrail et de la cour du grand Turc (Paris, 1626 ;
English trans. by

E. Grimeston, London, 1635). Having }\eard the narrative of

a Jesuit who had returned from China, ^udier wrote Histoire

de la cour du roi de Chine (Paris, 1626 ;
English ttans. in vol. viii.

of the Collection of Voyages and Travels of A. and J. Churchill,

London, 1707-1747). He also wrote Vie du cardinal Ximinh
(Paris, 1635), which was again published with a notice of the

author by E. Baudier (Paris, 1851), and a curious nomance
entitled Histoire de Vincomparable administration de Romieu, grand
ministre d*itat deRaynumd Berenger,comtede Provence(Piim, 1635).

See J. Lclong, Biblioihique histoi^ue do la France (Paris, 17V>8-

1778); L. Moreri, Le Grand Victionnaire historique (AniHleraam,
1740).

BAUDRILLART* HENRI JOSEPH LfiON (1821-1892), Flinch
economist, was born in Paris on the 28th of November 1821.

His father, Jacques Joseph (1774-1832), was a distinguished

writer on forestry, and was for many years in the service of the

French government, eventually becoming the head of that

branch of the department of agriculture which had charge of the

state forests. Henri was educated at the College Bourbon,
where he had a distinguished career, and in 1852 he was appointed

assistant lecturer in political economy to M. Chevalier at the

Collie de France. In 1866, on the creation of a new chair of

economic history/ Baudrillart was appointed to fill it. His first

work was an Eloge de Turgot (1846), which at once won
him notice among the economists. In 1853 he published an
erudite work on Jean Bodin et son temps

;
then in 1857 a Manuel

1

d'economic politique
;

in 1^, Fhs itapports dts la ntotek it de

Viconomie politique
; in 1865, La LiberA du travail

; and from
1878 to x8^, VHisioire du luxe . . . depuis Vantiquiii jusqu'd

nos jours, in four volumes. At the instance of the Academic des

Sciences Morales et Politiques he investigated the condition of

the farming classes of France, and publii^ed the^ results in four

volumes (1885, el seq.). From 1855 to 1864 he directed the

Journal des iconomistes, and contributed many articles to the

Journal des debats and to the Revise des deux mondes. His

writings are di.stinguisl>ed by their style, as well as by their

profound erudition. In 1863 he was elected member of the

Academic des Sciences Morales et Politiques ;
in 1870 he was

appointed inspector-general of public libraries, and in 1881 he

succeeded J. Gamier as ’pirofessor of political economy at the

£cole des Fonts et Chauss^. Baudrillart was made an officer

of the Legion of Honour in .1889. He died in Paris on the a4th of

January 1892.

BAUDRY, or Balpsrick, OF .BOURGUEIL (1046 or 1047-

1130), archbishop of Dol, historian ai^d poet, was born at Meung-
sur-Loire, where he passed his early days. Educated «t Meui^
and at Ang^* he entered the Benedictine abbey of Bourgueil,

and in 1079 became abbot of this place, but his time was devoted
to litesary

.
pursuits rather than to his official duties. Having

failed to secure, the bishopric 4)f Orleans in ,1097, ,he became
archbishci|> of Dol in 1x07, and went to<Rome for his pallium in

xxo8« The bishopric of 1^1 had been raised to the ranh of an
archhisbopric during ,the loth century by Nomened^ siting, of

Brittany, but this ntep^hpd been ob^ted to. by the suohbishops

of Tours* Consequent^ the position of the see wia somewhat
ambiguous, and Baudry is inleried toboth aeanhlnshopais^m
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hktk&p of Dol. He appear! to have striven earnestly to do

tpmething for the education of the ignorant inhabitants of

Brittany, but his efforts were not very successful, and he soon

abandoned the task. In jii6 he attended the Lateran council,

and in 1119 the council of Reims, after which he paid a visit

of two years’ duration to England. Returning to France he

neglected the affairs of his diocese, and passed his time mainly

at St Samson-sur-Risle in Nortnandy. He died on the 5th or

7th of January 1130.

Baudry wrote a numl>cT of Latin poems of ver>' indifferent

quality. The most important of these, from the historical point

of view,have beenpublished in the Htstortae FrancorumScripiores,

tome iv., edited by A. Duchesne (Paris, 1639-1649). Baudry^s

prose works are more important. The b^t known of these is his

Histofiae Hierosolymitanae, a history of the first crusade from

1095 ^ history in four books, the material for

which was mainly drawn from the anonymous Gesta Francorum,

but some valuable information has been added by Baudry.

It was very popular during the middle ages, and was used by

Ordericus Vitalis for bis Historiae ealesiasiicae ;
by William,

archbishop of Tyre, for his BdU sacri historia \ and by Vincent

of Beauvais for his Spituhm hisUmaU. The best edition is that

by C. Thurot, which appears in the Recueil des kistoriens ies

croisades, tome iv, (Paris, 1841-1887). Other works probably by
Baudry are Episiola ad Fiscannemes tnonachos, a description of

the monastery of F6camp
;

Vita Roherti de ArbrisseUo
;

Vita

S, Huf>oniSj arckifpiscopi Rothoma^fnsis ; Translatio capitis

Gemeitcum et miracula S. Valentini martyris ; Relatio de scuio

et gladto, a history of the arms of St. Midiael ; and Vita

5. Samsonis Dolensis episcf>pi. Other writings, which on very

doubtful authority have been attributed to Baudry, are, Acta

S, Valertaniy martyris Trenorehii ; De msitatione infirmorum;

Vita S. Ma^orii, Dalmsis episcopi\ et Vita S. Maclmi, Alec^

tmsis episeapi; De revelatione abbatam Fisearmensium

;

and
Confirmaiio bonorum monasterii S, Floreniii. Many of these are

published by J. P. Migne in the Pairdogia Latina, tomes 160,

163 and 166 (Paris 1844).

Sec Hisioire litUraire de la France, tome xi. (Paris, 1865- 1869)

;

H. von Sybel, Geschichte des ersten Kreusstiges (Leipzig, 1881)

;

A, Thurnt, I'^tudes critiques sttr Ics hintorienB de la prentl^
croisadc ; Baodri de Bourguoil " in the Revue histotique (PartB,

1S7O}.

BAUDRY, PAUL JAOQUBS AlMt (1828-1886), French

painter, was bom at La Roche-sur-Yonne (Vend6e). He studied

under Drolling, a sound but second-rate artist, and carried off

the Prix de Rome in 1850 by his picture of Zenobia found on
the banks of the Araxes.'' His talent from the first revealed

itself as strictly academical, full of elegance and grace, but
somewhat lacking originality. In the course of his residence in

Italy Baudry derived strong inspiration from ItaKan art with

the mannerism of Coreggio, as was very evident in the two works
he exhibited in the Suon of 1857, ^ich were purchased for

the Luxemboufg : The Martyrdom of a Vestal Virgin ” and
The Child.” His Leda,” “ St John the Baptist,” and a

** Portrait of Beul6,” exhibited at the same time, took a ffrst

prtee that year. Iliroughout this early period Baudry com-
monly selected mythological or fanciful subjects, one of the most
noteworthy being “ The Pearl and the Wave.” Once only did

he attempt an historical picture, “ Charlotte Corday after the

murder of Marat ” (1861), And tetumed by preference to the

former class of subjects or to paintinj^ portraits of ilhwtrious men
of his day—Guissot, Charles Gamier, Bdmdnd About. The
works that crowned Baudry’s reputation were his mural decora-

tioRs, which show muck imagination and a higk artistic gtft for

colour, as may be seen in the frescoes in the Paris (bur de
Cassation, at the chkteau of ChantiHy, and some private resld-

ences—the hdtel Fould and hdtel Paiva—but, above att/ in the

decorations of the foyer of the Paris opera house; These, more
than thirty pakrin^ in ah, and amohg them oon^poeitions

figurative of dancing and music, ocOopied the painter for ten

yean. 'Baudry died in Paris in 18B6. He was a member of the

lastiCut de France, succeeding Jean Victor Schnet*. Two

his colleagues, Dubois and Marius Jean Merck, oo-operating

with his brotber, Baudry the architect, erected a monument to

him in Paris (1890). The statue of Baudry at La Rt>che^r-
Yonne (1897) is by Gfromc.

Soe H. Delabordie, Notice sur la vie et Its outrages de Baudry (1886)

;

Ch. Ephrussi. Baudry, sa vie et son ceuvre (1887). (H. Fa.)

BAU£R»BRUNO(1809-1882),German theologianand historian,

was bom on the 6th of Septeml^r 1B09, the son of a painter in a
porcelain factory, at Eisenbeig in Saxe-Altenbuig. He studied

at Berlin, where he attached himself to the “ Right ” of the

Hegelian school under P. Marheineke. In 1834 he b^an to teach

in Berlin as a licentiate of theology, and in 1839 was transferred

to Bonn. In 1838 he published his KriUsche DarsUUung der

Religion des Alien Testaments (2 vols,), which shows that at that

date he was still faithful to the Hegelian Right. Soon afterwards

his opinions underwent a change, and in two works, one on the

Fourth. Gospel, Kritik der evangeLischen Geschichte des, Johannes

(1840), and the other on tlie Synoptics, Kritik der evmgeUschen

GeschiSke der SynapUker (1841), as well as in his Herr Hengsien-

berg, kritische Briefe iiber den Gegensatz des Gesetzes uud des

Evangelitms, he announced his complete rejection of his earlier

ortho^xy. In 1842 the government revoked his license and lie

retired for the rest of his hfe to Rixdorf, near Berlin. Hencefor-

ward he took a deep interest in modern histoxy and politics, as

well as in theology, and published Geschichte der PoLitik, Kultur

und Aufkldrung des iSten Jahrhunderts (4 voh. 1843-1845),

Geschichte der fratmsischen ReoduUan (3 vols. 1847),

Disraelis romanUscher xmd Bismarcks saciaUstischer Imperialismus

(1882). Other critical works are : a criticism of the gospels and a

history of their origin, Kritik der Evangelien und Geschichte ikres

Ursprungs (1850-1852), a book on the Acts of the Apostles,

Aposielgesckichie (1850), and a criticism of the Pauline epistles,

Kritik der paulimschen Briefe (1850-1852). He died at Rixdorf

on the 13th of April 1883. His criticism of the New Testament

was of a highly dastructive type. David Strauss in his Life of

Jesus had accounted for the Gospel narratives as half-conscious

products of the mythic instinct in the early Cliristian com-

munities. Bauer ridiculed Strauss’s notion that a commumty
could produce a connected narrative. His own contention,

embodying a theory of C. G. Wilke (Der Urevangelist, 1838), was

that the original narrative was the Gospel of Mark ;
that this was

composed in the reign of Hadrian
;
and that after this the other

narratives were modelled by other writers. He, however,
” regarded Mark not only as the first narrator, but even as the

creator of the gospel histo^, thus making the latter a fiction

and Christianity the invention of a single original evangelist
”

(Pfleiderer). On the same principle the four principal Pauline

epistles were regarded as forgeries of the 2nd century. He argued

further for the preponderance of the Greco-Roman element, as

opposed to the Jewish, in the Christian writings. The writer of

Mark’s gospel was ” an Italian, at home both in Rome and
Alexan&a ”

; that of Matthew’s gospel '' a Roman, nourished

by the spirit of Seneca ”
; The Pauline epistles were written in

the West in antagonism to the Paul of the Acts, and so on.

Christianity is essentially ” Stoicism triumphant in a Jewish
garb.” This line of criticism has found few supporters, mostly
in the Netherlands. It ceitaioly had its value in emphasizing the

importance of studying the influence of environment in tl\e

formation of the Chmtian Scriptures. Bauer was a man of rest-

less, impetuous activity and independent, if ill^balanced, judg-

ment, one who, as he himself perceived, was more ih pla^ as a

free-lance of criticism than as an official teacher. He came in the

end to be regarded kindly even by opponents, and he was not
afraid of taking a line dispkasix^ to his liberal friends on the

Jewish question {Die Judenfrage, 2843).

His attitude towards the Jews is dealt with in the article in the
Jewish Encyclopedia. See generally Herzog-Hauck, Reaiencykto-

pAdie
;
and cf. Otto Pfleiderer, Development of Theology, p. 226

:

Carl Schwarz. Zur Geschichte der neuesten Theotogie, pp. 142 n. ; and
P. Lichtenbiurger, History of German Theology in the Century

(1889). pp. 374-378.

BAUSRMYBLD, BDQARD VdX(i8oa-i89o)!, Amtrian drama-
tist, was bom at Vienna on tke zgtk orjanuaiy 280a. Having
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Studied jurisprudence at the university of Vienna, he entered the

government service in a kgal capacity, and after hdriing varimts

minor offices was transferred in 1843 to a responsible post on the

Lottery Commission. He had alr^y embarked upon polhios,

and severely critidaed the government in a pamphlet, Pia
Desideria eines bsterfeichiscken Sckrifistdlers (184a) ; and in 1845
he made a journey to England, after which^ pohtical opinions

liecame more pronounced. After the Revolution, in 1&48, he

quitted the government service in order to devote himself entirely

to letters. He lived in Vienna until his death on the 9th of August
i8qo, and was ennobled for his work. As a writer of commies
and farces, Bauemfeld takes high rank among the German
playwrights of the century

;
his plots are clever, the situations

witty and natural and the diction elegant -His earliest essays,

the comedies Leichtsmn am Liebe (1831) ;
Das Liebes-Proiokoll

(1831) and Die ewige Liebe (1834) ;
Bdfgerlich und Romantisek,

(1835) enjoyed great popularity. Later he turned his attention

to so-called Salonstucke (drawing-room pieces), notably Aus der

Gesellschafi (1866) ;
Modeme Jugtnd (1869), and Der Landfrieden

(1869), in which he portrays in fresh, bright and happy sallies the

social conditions of the capital in which he lived.

A complete edition of BHiicrnfeld's works, Oesammelifi Schriften,

appeared in 12 voLs. (Vienna, 1871-1873) ; Dramatischer Nachlass, ed.

by F. von Saar (1893) ;
selected works, ed. by E. Homer (4 voQs.,

1905). Sec A. Stem, Bammfeld, Ein Dickierportydt (1890), R. von
Gottschall, “ E. von Bauemfeld ” (in Unsere Zeit^ 1890), and E.
Jiorncr, Bauemfeld (19^)0).

BAUFFREMONT, a French family which derives its name
from a village in the Vosges, spelt nowadays Beaufremont. In

consequence of an alliance with the house of Vetgy the Bauffre-

monts established themselves in Burgundy and Franche-Comt6.

In 1448 Pierre de Bauffremont, lord of Charny, married Marie, a

legitimatized daughter of Philip the Good, duke of Burgundy,

Nicolas de Bauffremont, his son Claude, and his grandson Henri,

all played important parts in the states-gencri of 1576, 1588

and 1614, and their speeches have been published. Alexandre

Emmanuel Louis de Bauffremont (1773-1833), a prince of the

Holy Roman Empire, was created a peer of France in 1817, and
duke in 1818. After having served in the army of the princes he

rcturn'?d to France under the Empire, and had been made a

count by Napoleon. (M. P.*)

BAUHIN, OASFARD (1560-1624), Swiss botanist and anato-

mist, was the son of a French physician, Jean Bauhin (1511-

1582), who had to leave his native coimtry on becoming a
convert to Protestantism. He was born at Basel on the r7th of

January 1560, and devoting himself to medicine, he pursued his

studies at Padua, Montpellier, and some of the celebrattjd schools

in Germany. Returning to Basel in« 1580, he was admitted to

tlie degree of doctor, and gave private lectures in botany and
anatomy. In 1582 he was appointed to the Greek pxxsfessorship

in that university, and in 1588 to the chair of anatomy and
l)atany. He was afterwards made city physician, professor of

the practice of medicine, rector of the university, and dean of

his faculty. He died at Basel on die 5th of December 1624. He
published sevend works relative to botany, of which the most
valuable was his Ptnax Theutri Boiunici, seu Index in Thso^

phrasH, DioscoridiSf Pliniij ei hottmicorum qui a sendo smpserunt
opera (1596). Another great work which he planned was a
TheoJtrum BaUaucum, meant to be comprised in twelve parts

folio, of which he finisbed three
J

only one, however, was pub-
lished (1658). He also gave a c^ious catalogue of the plants

growing in the environs of Basel, and edited the works of P« A.

Mattioli (1500-1577) with considerable additions. He likewise

wrote on anatoir^, his priaeipal work on this subject betng

Theatrwn Anatomiam infinUis Urns auctnm (1592).

His son, }XAN GftiFAiDb Bauhin (1606-1685), was piofcssor

of botany act Basel for thirty His eldff brother, Jxam
Bauhin (1541^1613), after studying botany at Tiibingcn under

Leonard Fuchs (1501-1566), and traveling with Gonimd Gesner,

to practise medicine at Basel, whm he was ^cted pro-

fessor of rhetoric an 1766. Four years later he was invited to

become pfaysidan td the duke Of Whrttmbexg at MontbHiard,

whm Ho remained till his death in i6i3i He devoted hnnself

chiefly to botany. His |peat work, Historia piantarum ruma it

absobtUssimOy a compilation of all that was then known about

botany, was not complete at his death, but was published at

Yverdon in 1650-1651, the Prodromus having appeared at the

same place in 1619. He also wrote a book De aquis medienlis

(*^SX
BAULK, or Balk (a word common to Teutonic languans,

meaning a ridge, partition, or beam), the ridge kft unplougSm
between furrows or ploughed fields

;
also the uncultivated atrip

of land used as a boundary in the open-field/’ system of

agriculture. From the meaning of something left untoudied
comes that of a hindrance or check, so of a horse stoppiijg short

of an obstacle, of the “ baulk-line ” in billiards, or of the decep-

tive motion of the pitcher in baseball From the other original

meaning, i.e. “ beam,” comes the use of the word for the cross

or tie-beam of a roof, or for a large log of timber sawn to a one
or one and a half foot square section (see Joinery).
BAUMBACH, RUDOLF (1840-1905), German poet, was bom

at Kranichfeld on the Ilm in Thuringia, on the 28th of September

1840, the son of a local medical practitioner, and received his

early schoohng at the gymnasium of Meiningen, to which place

his father had removed. After studying natural scienc^
. in

various universitic.s, he engaged in private tuition, both inde-

pendently and in families, in the Austrian towns of Graz, Briinn,

Gorz and Triest respectively. In Triest he caught the popular

taste with an Alpine legend, Zlaiorog (iStj), and songs of a
journeyman apprentice, Liedier eines fahrenden GeseUett (1878),
both of which have run into many editions. Their success

decided him to embark upon a literary career. In 1885 he
returned to Meiningen, where he received the title of Ilofrai,

and was appointed ducal librarian. His death occurred on the

14th of September 1905.

Baumbach was a poet of the breezy, vagabond school, and
wrote, in imitation of his greater compatriot, Victor Scheffel,

many excellent drinking songs, among which Die LiitdenwirUn

has endeared him to the German student world. But his real

strength lay in narrative verse, especially when he had the

opportunity of descrii^ing the scenery and life of his native

Thuringia. Special mention may be made of Frau Hdlde{i&^i\
SpielmcmnsUeder (1882), Von der Landsirasse (1882), Thiiringer

Lieder and his prose, Sommermdrehen (t88i).

BAUM^ ANTOINE (1728-1804), French chemist, was born at

Senlis on the 26th of February 1728. He was apprenticed to

the chemist Claude Joseph Geoffrey, and in 1752 was admitted
a member of the £cole de Pharmacie, where in the same year he
was appointed professor of chemistry. The money he m^e in a
business he carried on in Paris for dealing in chemical products

enabled him to retire in 1780 in order to devote himself to

applied chemistry, but, ruined in the Revolution, he was obliged

to return to a commercial career. He devised many hnprove-

ments in tedinical processes, r.g. for bleaching silk, dyctng,

gilding, purifying saltpetre, &c., but he is best known as the

mventor of the hydrometer associated with his name (often in

this connexion improperiy spelt Beaum^). Of the numerous
books and papers he wrote the most important is his Siemens de

pharmacie theori^ie ei pratique (9 editions, 1762-1818). Ee
became a member of the Academy of .Sciences in 1772, and an
siodate of the Institute in 1796. He died in Paris on the i5tli

of October 1804.

BAUMGARTBIL ALEXANDER OOTTUBB (1714-2762),

German philosopher, bom at Berlin. He studied ax Halle, and
became professor of philosophy at Halle and at Frankfort on the

Oder, where he died in 1762. He was a disciple of Leibnitz and
Wclfl, and was particularly distinguished as havit^ been the
first to establish Che Theory of ike Beautiful as an independent

science. Baumgmrten did goi^ service in severing MtHetics
(qjf,) from the other phik>sophic disciplines, and in maikhigiMit

a definite object for its reMorches. very name {Aeethetiei),

which Baumgarten was the fiiist to use, imjkcates the'impcifeet

and partial mituro of hfearalytfe^fkfiatifigailtdMtt^

so variable as iedeng ex emetAum as die ultimate groimd of
ju^[ment in queatfens pertaining to beauty. It is uApertMit
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to notice that Baumj^arten's first work preceded those of Burke,

Diderot, and P. Andre, and that Kant had a great admiration

for him. The principal works of Baumgarten are the following

:

DispUtativnes de nottmUUs ad poema pertinentibus (i 735);

Aesikeiica ;
Metaphysica

;
7th ed. 1779); Eihica phila-

sophua (1751, 2nd ed. 1763); Iniiia philosophiae practicae

primae (1760). After his death, his pupils published a PkUo-

Sophia Generalts and a J%t5 Naturae (1765), which he had

left in manuscript.
Si t! Meier, Baumgarten's LeUn (1763) ; Abbt. liaumgarten’s Leben

uud Charahter {1765) ; H. G. Meyer, Leibnitz und Baumgarten (1874)

;

J. Schmidt. Leibnitz und Baumgarten (Halle, 1875) ;
and article

Aksthetics.

His brother, Siegmund jACOfB Baumgarten (1706-1757),
was professor of theology at Halle, and applied the methods of

Wolff to theology. His &icf pupil, Johann Salomo Semler (g.v.),

is sometimes called the father of German rationalism. Baum-
garten, though he did not renounce the Pietistic doctrine, began
the process which Semler completed. His works include Evan-
gelisckr Glaubenslehre (1759); Auszug der Kirchengeschichte

(1743-1762) ;
Primae lineae hreviarii aniiquitatum Christianarum

(1747); Geschickie der Religiansparteien (1760); Nackricht von

merkwiirdigen Buchern (1752-1757); Nachrichten von einer hal-

lischen Biblioihek (1748-1751).
Sw life by Semler (Halle, 1758)

BAUMGARTEN, MICHAEL (1812-1889), German Protestant

theologian, was born at Haseldorf in Schleswig-Holstein on the

25th of March 1812. He studied at Kiel University (1832), and
became professor ordinirius of theology at Rostock (1850). A
lilicral scholar, he became widely known in 1854 through a work.
Die Nachtgesichte Sacharjas. Eine Prophetenstimme aus der

Gegenwarty in which, starting from texts in the Old Testament
and assuming the tone of a prophet, he discussed topics of every

kind. At a pastoral conference in 1856 he boldly defended
evangelical freedom as regards the legal sanctity of Sunday.
This, with other attempts to liberalize religion, brought him into

conflict with the ecclesiastical authorities of Mecklenburg, and in

1858 he was deprived of his professorship. He then travelled

throughout Germany, demanding justice, telling the story of his

life {ChrisUiche SelbstgesprHche, 1861), and lecturing on the life

of Jesus (Die Geschichte Jesu. Fur das Verstdndniss der Cegen-

warty 1859). In 1865 he helped to found the Deutsche Prates-

tantenverein, but withdrew from it in 1877. several occasions

(1874, 1877 and 1878) he sat in the Reichstag as a member of the

progressive party. He died on the 21st of July 1889. Other
works : Apostelgeschichte oder Entwicklungsgang der Kirche von
Jerusalem bis Rom (2 vols. 2nd ed., 1859), and Doktor Martin
Luther, ein Volhsbuch (1883).

IT. H. Studt published his autobiography in 1891 (2 vols.)

;

see
also C. Schwartz, Newste Theologie (z8^>(>) ; Licbtenhergcr, Hist,
derm. Tkeol., i88q.; C'-alwer'Zcller, Kirchen-lAxikon,

BAUMQARTBN-CRUS1U6, LUDWIG FRIEDRICH OTTO
(1788-1842), German Protestant divine, was bom at Merseburg.

In 1805 he entered the university of Leipzig and studied theology

and philology. After acting as Priveddocent at Leipzig, he was,

in 18x a. Appointed professor extraordinarius of theology at Jena,
where lie remained to the end of his life, rising gradually to the

head of the theological faculty. He died on the 31st of May
1842. With the exception of Church history, he lectured on all

branches of so-called theoretical theology, especially on New
Testament exegesis, biblical theology, doi^atlciethks, and the
history of dogma, and his comprehensive knowledge, accurate

scholmbip and wide sympathies gave peculiar '^ue to his

lectures and treatises, esp^lly those on tbe development of

church doctrine. His published works are many, the most
important being:

—

Lehrbmk der christlichen SiUenlekre (1836);
Grundsiige der bibliscken Tkeohgie (1828) j

Lehrbueh der Dogmen^
gmhickU (1832);, Compendium der DogmengeschufUe (1840).

'rhe last, perhaps his best work, laas left unfinished, but was
completed from his notes in 1846 by Karl Hase.

BAViL FBRDINARD GHR18TUR <i79a-x86o), leader of the
Tubingen school 0! theology, was born at Schmiden, near

Canstatt, on the 31st of June 1793. After receiving an early

training in the theological seminary at Blaubeuren, he went in

1809 to the university of Tubingen. Here he studied for a time
under Ernst Bengel, grandson of the eminent New Testament
critic, Johaim Albrecht Bcngd, and at this early stage in his

career he seems to have been under the influence of the dd
Tubingen school. But at the same time the philosophers

Immanuel Fichte and Friedrich Schelling were creating a wide
and deep impression. In 1817 Baur returned to the theological

seminary 'at Blaubeuren as professor. This move marked a
turning-point in his life, for he was now able to set to work upon
those investigations on which his reputation rests. He had
already, in 1817, written a review of G. Kaiser’s Biblische

Theologie for Bengel’s Arckiv fiir Theologie (h. 656); its tone

was moderate and conservative. When, a few years after his

appointment at Blaubeuren, he puli^hed his first important
woric, Symbolik und Myihologie oder die Naturreligion des Alter-

turns (1824-1825), it became evident that he had made a deeper
study of philosophy, and had come under the influence of

Schelling and more particularly of Friedrich Schleiermachcr.

The learning of the work was fully recognized, and in 1826 the
author was called to Tubingen as professor of theology. It is

with Tubingen that his greatest literary achievements are

associated. His earlier publications here treated of mythology
and the history of dogma. Das mamchdische Religionssystem

appeared in 1831, ApoSonius von Tyana in 1832, Die chrisiliche

Gnosis in 1835, and Uber das Chrisiliche im Platonismus oder

Socrates und Christus in 1837. As Otto Pfleidetw {Development

of Theology, p. 285) observes, “ the choice not less than the treat-

ment of these subjects is indicative of the large breadth of vie^v

and the insight of the historian into the comparative history of

religion.” Meantime Baur had exchanged one master in philo-

sophy for another, Schleiermachcr for Hegel. In doing so, he
had adopted completely the Hegelian plulosophy of history.
” Without philosophy,” he has said, ” history is always for me
dead and dumb.” The change of view is illustrated clearly in

the essay, published in the Tiibinger Zeitschrift for r83i, on the

Christ-party in the Corinthian Churchy Die Christuspartei in

der korinthischen Gemeinde, der Gegensatz des pattlinisrhen und .

peirinischen in der dltesten Kirche, der Aposiel Petrus in Rom,
the trend of which is suggested by the title. Baur contends that

St Paul was opposed in (orinth by a Jewish-Christian party

which wished to set up its own form of Christian religion instead

of his universal Christianity. He finds traces of a keen conflict

of parties in the post-apostolic age. The theory is further

developed in a later work (1835, the year in which David Strauss’

Leben Jesu was published), Ober die sogenannien Pastoralbriefe.

In this Baur attempts to prove that the false teachers mentioned
in the Epistles to Timothy and Titus are the Gnostics, particu-

larly the Marcionites, of the second century, and consequently

that the Epistles were produced in the middle of this century

in opposition to Gnosticism. He next proceeded to investigate

the Pauline Epistles and the Acts of the Apostles in the same
manner, publishing his results in 1845 under the title Paulus, der

Apostel Jesu Christi, sein Leben und Wirken, seine Briefe und
seine Lehre. In this he contends that only the Epistles to the

Galatians, Corinthians and Romans are genuinely Pauline, and
that the Paul of Acts is a different person from the Paul of these

genuine Epistles, the author being a Paulinist who, with an eye

to the different parties in the Church, is at pains to represent

Peter as far as possible as a Paulinist and Paul as far as possible

as a Petrinist. Thus it becomes clear that Baur is prepared to

apply his theory to the whole of the New Testament
;

in the

words of H. S. Nash, ” he carried a sweeping h}i>othesis into the

examination of the New Testament.” Those writings alone he
considers genuine in which the conflict between Jcwish-Cbristians

and Gentile^Christaans is clearly marked. In his Kriiiseke

UfUersuckungen uber die kanomschen Eoangdien, ihr VerhdBmss
zu etnoftder, ihren Chargkler wtd Urspfung he turns his

attention to the Gospds, and here again finds that the authors

were conscious of the conflict of parties ; the Gospels reveal

a mediating or conciliatory tendency (rmdiMs) m the part of

the writers or redactors. The Gospels, iiflact, am adaptations
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or redactions of an older Gospd^ such as the Gospel of the

Hebrews, of Peter, of the Egyptians, or of the EWonites. The
Petrine Matthew bears the closest relationship to this original

Gospel (Urevangelium}

;

the Pauline Luke is later and arose

independently
;

Mark represents a still later development
;

the account in John is idealistic : it does not possess historical

truth, and cannot and does not really lay claim to it.'* Baur's

whole theory indeed starts with the supposition that Christianity

was ^dually develop>ed out of Judaism. Before it could become
a universal religion, it had to struggle with Jewish limitations and
to overcome them. The early Christians were Jewish-Christians,

to whom J esus was the Messiah. Paul, on the other hand, repre-

sented a breach with Judaism, the Temple, and the Law. Thus
there was some antagonism between the Jewish apostles, Peter,

James and John and the Gentile apostle Paul, and this struggle

continued down to the middle of the and century. In short,

the conflict between Petrinism and Paulinism is, as Carl Schwarz

puts it, the key to the literature of the ist and 2nd century.

But Baur was a theologian and historian as well as a Biblical

critic. As early as 1834 he published a strictly theological work,

Gegettsatz des Kaihalicismus und Praifstanlismus nach den

Prinzipien und Hauptdogmen der beiden Lehrhegriffe, a strong

defence of Protestantism on the lines of Schleiermacher*s

Glaubenslehre, and a vigorous reply to
J.

Mohler s Symbolik

(1833). This was followed by his larger histories of dogma, Die

christliche Lehre von der Versbhnung in ihrer geschichilichen

KntwickLung bis auf die neueste Zeit (1838), Die chrisUiche

Lehre von der Dreieinigkeit und Menschwerdung Gottes in ihrer

geschichilichen Entwicklung (3 vols., 1841-1843), and the

Lehrbuch der chrisilichen Dogmengeschichte (1847). The value

of these works is impaired somewhat by Baur’s habit of making

the history of dogma conform to the formulae of Hegel’s philo-

sophy, a procedure “ which only served to obscure the truth

and profundity of his conception of history as a true develop-

ment of the human mind ” (Pfleiderer). Baur, however, soon

came to attach more importance to personality, and to distinguish

more carefully between religion and philosophy. The change is

marked in his Epochen der kirchlichen Geschichischreibung (1852),

Das Christenihum und die christliche Kirche der drei ersten

Jahrhunderie (1853), and Die christliche Kirche von Anfang des

vierten bis zum Ende des sechsten Jahrhunderts (1859), works

preparatory to his Kirchengeschickte, in which the change of view is

specially pronounced. The Kirchengeschichte was published in five

volumes during the years 1853-1863, partly by Baur him.self,

partly by his son, Ferdinand Baur, and his son-in-law, Eduard
Zeller, from notes and lectures which the author left behind him.

Pfleiderer describes this work, especially the first volume, as
“ a classic for all time.” " Taken as a whole, it is the first

thorough and satisfactory attempt to explain the rise of Chris-

tianity and the Church on stricUy historical lines, i.e, as a natural

development of the religious spirit of our race under the com-

bined operation of various human causes " {Development of

Theology, p. 288). Baur’s lectures on the history of dogma,

Ausfiihrlichere Vorlesungen uher die christliche Dogmengeschichte,

were published later by his son (1865-1868).

Baur’s views were revolutionary and often extreme; but,

whatever may be thought of them, it is admitted that a critic

he rendered a great service to theological science.
** One thing

is certain : New Testament study, since his time, has had a

different colour ” (H. S. Nash). He has had a number of dis-

ciples or followers, who have in many cases modified his positions.

A lull acconni of F. C. Baur's lalK)urs. and a complete list of his

writings will be found in the article in Herzog-Hanck, Realencykh-
pddie, in which his work Is divided into three periods : (1)

“ Philo-

sophy of Religion/' (a) ** BibUoal criticism/' (3)
" Church History/’

See also H. S. Nash, The History of the Higher Criticism of the New
Testament (New York, 1901) ;

Otto I*flei<ierer, The Development of

Theology in Germany since Kant (trans., 7890) ; Carl Schwarz, Zur
Geschickte der neuesten Theotogie (Leipzig. 1869) ; R. W. Mackay,
The Tubingen School and its Antecedents (1863) ; A. S. Farrar, A
Critical History of Free Thought in reference to the Christian Heligion

^ampton Lectures, i86a) ; and cf. the article on “ The Tubingen
Historical School,” in Bibliotheca Sacra, v6l. xix. No. 73, 1862.

(M.A.C.)
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BAUTA1N» LOUIS EUOtNB MARIE (17^1867), French

philosopher and theologian, was born at Paris. At the £cole

Normale he came under the influence of Cousin. In 1S16 he

adopted the profession of higher teaching, smd was soon after

called to the chair of philosophy in the university of Stiassbuxg.

He held this position for many years, and gave a parallel course

of lectures as professor of the literary faculty in the same dtj\

The reaction against speculative philosophy, which cam^
away De Maistre and Lamennais, influenced him also. In 1828

he took orders, and resigned his chair at the university. For
several years he remained at Strassbuig, lecturing at the Faculty

and at the college of Juilly, but in 1849 he set out for Paris as

vicar of the diocese. At Paris he obtained considerable i^eputa-

tion as an orator, and in 1853 was nu^e professor of moral

theology* at the theological faculty. This post he held till his

death. Like the Scholastics, he distinguished reason and faith,

and held that revelation supplies facts, otherwise unattainable,

which philosophy is alile to group by scientific methods. The-

ology and philosophy thus form one comprehensive science.

Yet Bautain was no rationalist; like Pascal and Newman he

exalted faith above reason. He pointed out, following diiefly

the Kantian criticism, that reason can never yield knowledge

of things in themselves. But there exists in addition to reason

another faculty which may be called intelligence, through which

we are put in connexion with spiritual and invisible truth.

This intelligence does not of itself yield a body of truth
;

it

merely contains the germs of the higher ideas, and these arc made
productive by being brought into contact with revealed facts.

This fundamental conception Bautain worked out in the depart-

ments of psychology and morals. The details of his theology

are highly imaginative. He says, for instance, that there is a

spirit of the world and a spirit of nature
;
the latter gives birth

to a physical and psychical spirit, and the physical spirit to the

animal and vegetable spirits. His theories may well be compared
with the arbitrary mysticism of van Helmont and the Gnostics.

The most important of his works arc :

—

Philosophie du Ckristia-

nisme (1835); Psychologic expirimentale

'

new edition

entitled Es^it kumain ei ses faetdtis (1859); Philosophie

morale (1840) ;
Religion H liberie (1848) ;

La Morale de Vhan-
gile comparee aux divers systemes de morale (Strassburg, 1827

;

Paris, 1855); De Viducation publique en France au XIX*
siecle (Paris, 1876).

BAUTZEN (Wendish Budissin, “ town ”), a town of Germany,
in the kingdom of Saxony and the capital of Saxon Upper
Lusatia. Pop. (1890) 21,515 ; (1905) 29,412. It occupies an
eminence on the right bank of the Spree, 680 ft. above the level

of the sea, 32 m. E.N.E. from Dresden, on the Dresden-Gorlitz-

Bresku main line of railway, and at the junction of lines from

Schandau and Kdnigswartha. The town is surrounded by walls,

and outside these again by ramparts, now in greatmeasure turned

into promenades, and has extensive suburbs partly lying on the

left bank of the river. Among its churches the most remarkable

is the cathedral ofSt Peter, dating from the 15th century, with a

tower 300 ft. in height. It is used by both Protestants and Roman
Catholics, an iron screen separating the parts assigned to each.

'There are five other Churches, a handsome town hail, an orphan-

asylum, several hospitals, a mechanics’ institute, a famous

grammar school (gymnasium), a normal and several other schools,

and two public libraries. The general trade and manufactures are

considerable, including woollen (stockings and doth), linen

and cotton goods, leather, paper, saltpetre, and dyeing. It

has also iron foundries, potteries, distilleries, breweries, cigar

factories, &c.

Bautzen was already in existence when Henry I., the Fbuflef,

conquered Lusatia in 928. It became a town and fortress under

Otto L, his successor, and speedily attained considerable wealth

and importance, for a good share of which it was indebted to the

pilgrimages which were made to the
** arm of St Peter,” preserved

in one of the churches. It suflered greatly during the Hussite

war, and still more during the Thirty Years’ War, in the course of

which it was besieged and captured by the elector of Brandenbuig,

!
John Geoige(i62o), fell into the hands of Wallenstein ^1633), and,
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in the following year was buvned by its commander bofdre being

'Mirrtndered to the elector of Saxony. At the peace of Prague in

1655 ft passed with Lusatia to Saxony as a war indemnity.

The town gh^es its name to a great battle in which, on the 20th

and 2ist of May 1813, Napoleon 1 . defeated an allied army of

Russians and Prussians (see Napoleonic Campaigns).
^r//# of

position chosen by the allies as that in which to

receive the attack of Napoleon ran S.W. to N.E. from

Bautzen on the left to the village of Gleina on the right

Bautzen itself was held as an advanced post of the left wing

(Russians), the main body of which lay 2 m. to the rear (E.) near

jenkwitz. On the heights of Burk, 2| m. N.E. of Bautzen, was

KJcist's Prussian corps, with Vorck’s in support. On Kleist s

right at Pliskowitz (3 m. N.E. of Burk) lay Blucher’s corps, and on
Bliicher's right, formed ‘at an angle to him, and refused towards
(ileina (7 ra. N.E. by E, of Bautzen), were the Russiaas of Barclay

de Tolly. The country on which the Ixittle was fought abounded
in strong defensive positions, some of which were famous as

battlegrounds of the Seven Years’ War. The whole line was
covert by the river Spree, which served as an immediate defence

for the left and centre, and an obstacle to any force moving to

attack the right *, moreover the interval between the river and
the position on this side was covered with a network of ponds and
watercourses. Napoleon’s right and centre approached (on a
broad front owing to the want of cavalry) from Dresden by
Bischofswerda and Kamenz

;
the left under Ney, which was

separated by nearly 40 m. from the left of the main body at

Luckau, was ordered to march via Hoyerswerda, Weissig and
Klix to strike the allies’ right. At noon on the aoth, Napoleon,
after a prolonged reconnaissance, advanced the main army against

Hautzen and Burk, leaving the enemy’s right to be dealt with by
Ney on the morrow. He equally neglected the extreme left of the

allies in the mountains, judging it impo.ssible to move his artillery

and cavalr>^ in the bix)k«n ground there. Oudinot’s (XU.) corps,

thti extreme right wing, was to work round by the hilly country
to jenkwitz in rear of Bautzen, Macdonald’s (XL) corps was to

assault Bautzen, and Marmont, with the VI. corps, to cross the

Spree and attack the Prussians posted about Burk. These three

a)rps were directed by Soult. Farther to the left, Bertrand’s (IV.)

corps was held back to connect with Ney, who had then reached
Weissig with the head of his column. TIic Guard and other

gentTul reserves were in rear of Macdonald and Marmont.
Bautzen was taken without difficulty

; Oudinol and Marmont
easily passed the Spree on either side, and were formed up on the

other Imnk of the river by about 4 p.m. A heavy and iadedsive

combat Uwk place in the evening between Oudinot and the

Russian left, directed by the tsar in person, in which Oudinot’s

men made a little progress towards Jenkwitz. Marmont's battle

was more serious. The Prussians were not experienced troops,

but were full of ardour and hatred of the French. Kleist made a
most stubborn resistance on the Burk ridge, and Bertrand’s corps

was called up by Napoleon to join in the little ; but part of

Blucher's corps fiercely engaged Bertrand, hnd Burk was not

taken till 7 p.m. The French attack was much impeded by the

ground and by want of room tio deploy between the river and the

enemy. But Napoleon's object in thus forcing the fighting in the

centre was achieved. The allies, feeling there the weight of the

French attack, gradually drew upon the reserves of their left and
right to sustain the sho^. At nightfall Bautzen and Burk were
in possession of the French, and allied line now stretched from
Jenkwitz northward to Pliskowitz, Bliicher and Barclay main-
taming their original positions at Pliskowitz and Gleina. The
night of the aoth-2ist was spent by both armies on the battlefield.

Napolaon careil little that the French centre was almost fought
out ; it had fuffilled its mission, and on the 21st the decisive point
was to be Barclay's position. Soon after daybreak fighting was
renewed along the whole line ; but Napoleon lay down to sleep

until the time appointed lor Ney’s attack. To a heavy counter-

stroke against Oudinot, which completely drove that marshal
from the ground won on the 20th, the emperor paid no more heed
than to order Macdonald to support the XXL corps. For in this

second position of tihe alUes, which was fwc more formidable than

the original line, the decisive result could be brought about only
by Ney. That commander had his own (III.) corps, the corps of

Victor and of Lauriston and the Saxons under Rcynicr, a total

force of 60,000 men. Lauri.ston, at the head of the adumn, had
been sharply engaged on the 19th, but had spent the !2oth in

calculated inaction. Early on the 21st the flank attack opened
;

Ney and lAuriston moving direct upon Gleina, while Reynier and
Victor operated by a wide turning movement against Barclay’s

right rear. The advance was carried out with precision
; the

Russians were quickly dislodged, and Ney was now closing upon
the rear of Blucher’s corps at the village of Preititz. Napoleon at
emee ordered Soult’s four corps to renew their attacks in order to

prevent the allies from reinforcing their right. But at the critical

moment Ney halted
;

his orders were to be in Preititz at ii a.m.

and he reached that place an hour earlier. The respite of an hour
enabled the allies to or^^anize a fierce counter-attack ; Ney was
diecked until the Banking columns of Victor and Reynier could
come upon the scene. At i p.m., when Ney resumed his advance,
it was too late to cut oft the retreat of the allies. Napoleon now
made his final stroke. The Imperial Guard and all other troops
in the centre, Bo,000 strong and covered by a great mass of

artillery, moved forward to the attack ,* and shortly the allied

centre, depleted of its reserves, which had been sent to oppose
Ney, was broken through and driven off the field. Bliicher, now
almost surrounded, caBed back the troops opposing Ney to make
head against Soult, and Ney’s four corps then carried all before

them. Preparations had been made by the allies, ever since Ney’s
appearance, to break off the eng^ement.and now the tsar ordered

a general retreat eastwards, -himself with the utmost skill and
bravery directing the rearguard. Thus the allies drew off

unharmed, leaving no trophies in the Imnds of Napoleon, whose
success, tactically unquestionable, was, for a variety of reasons,

and above all owing to the want of cavalry, a coup manque
strategically. The troops engaged were, on the French side

163,000 men, on that of the allies about 100,000 ; and the losses

respectively about 20,000 and 13,500 killed and wounded.
BAUXITE, a substance which has .been considered to be a

miner^ species, having the composition ALCXOH)^ (correspond-

ing with alumina 73-9, water 26 -

j

%), and thus to be distinct

from the crystallized aluminium hydroxides, diaspore(AlO(OH))
and gibbsite ( =« hydrargillite, Al(OH).j). It was first described by
P. Berthier in 1821 as “ alumine hydratie de Beaux,’’ and was
named beauxite by P. A. Dufr6noy in 1847 and bauxite by
E. H. Sainte-Qaire Deville in 1861 ;

this name being derived

from the original locality, the village of Les Baux (or Beaux),
near Arles, dep. Bouches-du-Rhone in the south of France,
where the material has been for many years extensively mined a.s

an ore of aluminium. It is never found in a crystallized staU*,

but always as earthy> day-like or concretionary masses, often

with a pisolitic structure. In colour it varies from white through
yellow and brown to red, depending on the amount and the
degree of hydration of the iron present. The specific gravity

also varies with the amount of iron
;
that of the variety known

as wocheinite (from near Lake Wochein, near Radmannsdorf, in

northern Carniola) is given as 2.55. The numerous chemical
analyses, which have mostly, been made for technical purposes,

show that material known as bauxite varies very widely in

composition, the maximum and minimum percent^es of each
constituent being as follows: alumina ^1.205,) 33»2-76-9;
water (H^) 8-6-31 -4 ; iron oxide (Fep^) 6*1-48.8

;
silica

(SiOj) 0-3-37-8 ; titanic acid (TiO,,) up to 4. The material is

thus usually very impure, being mixed with clay, quartz-sand
and hydroxides of iron in variable amounts, the presence of

which may be seen by a microscopical examination. Analyses
of purer material often approximate to diaspore or gibbsite in

composition, and minute crystalline scales of these minerals

have been detected under the microscope.

Bauxite can therefore scarcely be regarded as a simple mineral,

but rather as a mixture of gibbsite and diaspore with various

impurities ; it is in fact strikingly Iflte kterite, both in chemical

composition and in microscopiqal structure.. Lfi^erite is ad-

i

mittedly a decomposition-product of igneous or other crystalline
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rocks^ and the same b. no doubt also true of bauxite. The

deposits in Co. Antrim occur with pisolitic iron ore inter-

bedded with the Tertiary basalts, and similar deposits are met
with in connexion with the basaltic rocks of the Westerwald in

Germany. On the other hand, the more extensive deposits in

^5 south of France (deportments Bouches-du-Rhdne, Ari^e,

H^rault, Var) and the southern Onited States (Georgia, Aiabar^,

Arkansas) are often associated with limestones ; in this case the

origin of the bauxite has been ascribed to the chemical action of

solutions of aluminium sulphate on the limestones.

Bauxite is of value chi^y as a source of metallic aluminium

(g.v.) ;
the material is first purified by chemical processes, after

which the aluminium hydroxide is reduced in the electric furnace.

Bauxite is also largely used in the manufacture of alum and

other aluminium salts used in dyeing. Its refractory qualities

render it available for the manufacture of fire-bricks and

crucibles. (L. J. S.)

BAVAl, a town of northern France in the department of Nord,

15 m. E.S.E. of Valenciennes by rail. Pop. (1906) i6a2. The

town carries on the manufacture of iron goods and of fertil-

izers. Under the name of Uagacum or Bavacum it was the

capital of the Nervii and, under the Romans, an important centre

of roads, the meeting-place of which was marked by a milestone,

destroy^ in the 17th century and replaced in the 19th century

by a column. Bavai was destroyed during the barbarian

invasions and never recovered its old importance. It suffered

much during the wars of the 15th, i6th and 17th centuries.

BAVARIA (Gcr. Baymt), a kingdom of southern (Germany,

next to Prussia the largest state of the German empire in area

and population. It consists of two distinct and unequal portions,

Bavaria proper, and the Palatinate of the Rhine, which lie from

25 to 40 m. apart and are separated by the grand-duchies of

Baden and Hesse.

Physical Features,—Bavaria proper is bounded on the S. by

the Alps, on the N.E., towards Bohemia, by a long ra^ of

mountains known as the Bohmerwald, on the N, by liie Fichtel-

gebirge and the Frankenwald, which separate it from the kingdom

of Saxony, the principality of Reuss, the duchies of Saxe-Coburg-

Gotha and Meiningen and the Prussian province of Hesse-Cassel.

I'he ranges seldom exceed the height of 3000 or 4000 ft. ;
but

the ridges in the south, towards Tirol, frequently attain an

elevation of 9000 or 10,000 ft. On the W. Bavaria is bounded

by Wiirttemberg, Baden and Hesse-Darmstadt. The country

mainly belongs to the basins of the Danube and the Main
j

l>y

far the greater portion being drained by the former river, which,

entering from Swabia as a navigable stream, traverses the entire

breadth of the kingdom, with a winding course of 200 m., and

receives in its passage the Iller, the Le(^, the Isar and the Inn

from the south, and the Naab, the Altmiihl and the Wdrniti

from the north. The Inn is navigable before it enters Bavarian

territory, and afterwards receives the Salzoch, a large river

flowing from Upper Austria. The Isar does not become navigable

till it has passed Munich ; and the I-,ecb is a stream of a similar

size. The Main traverses the northern regions, or Upper and

Lower Franconia, with a very winding course and greatly

facilitates the trade of the provinces. The district watoed by

the southern tributaries of the Danube consists for 'the most

part of an extensive plateau, with a mean elevation of 2390 ft.

In the mountainous parts of the country there are numerous

lakes and in the lower portions considerable stretches of marshy

ground. The smaller or western portion, the Palatinate, is

bounded on the E. by th^i Rhine, which divides it from the grand-

duchy of Baden, on the S. by Alsace, and on the W. and N. by a

lofty range of hills, the Haardtgebirge, which separate it from

Lorraine and the Prussian Rhine province.

Tlie climate of Bavaria differs greatlyaccording to the character

of the region, being cold in the vicinity of Tirol but warm in the

plains adieimog the Danube and the Main, On the whole, the

temperature is in the winter months considerably colder than

that of Rnglaiid, and a good deal hotter during summer and
autumn.
Auamd FoptdaBm^Bmm. proper, or the eastern portion,

contains an area of 26,99$ ^*1 ^nd the Palatspgto or western^

228S sq^ m., making the whole extent of the kingdom about

29,286 sq, m. The total population, according to .the. census of

1905, was 6,512,824. Almost a quarter of the inhabitants live

in towns, of which Munich and Nuremberg have p(»ulations

exceeding 100,000, Augsburg, Wurzburg, Furth and Ludwigp-

hafen between .50,000 and 100,000, while, twenty-six other towns

number from 10,000 to 50,000 inhabitants.

Eihnographicidly, tlie Bavarians belong to various, ancient

tribes; Germanized Slavs in the north-east, Swabians and

Franks in the centre, Franks towards the west,' and, in the

Palatinate, Walloons. politically, the country is divided into

eight provinces, as folios :

—

Pipovinces. Capital.
Pop. of Province

in 1005-

Area in

sq. m.

Upper Bavarm
Lower Bavaria
Upper Palatinate
Upwr Franconia .

Middle Franconia
Lower Franconia .

Swabia .

Tile Palatinate .

Munich .

LandBhut
Regensburg .

Bayreuth
Ansbach . .

Wurzburg
Augsburg
Spires

i.4 io.7€>i
706,

573 »47fl

8^.072
680,769
7^0.880
885,280

0.456
4.152
3.728
2,70a

*.923
3.243

UU
Total , . 6,512,824 29.286

Feligion.—The majority of the inhabitants (about 70 %) are

Roman Catholics. The Protestant-Evangelical Church claims

about 29 %, while Jews, and a very small number of other sects,

account for the remainder.

The districts of lx>wer Bavaria, Upper Bavaria and t^
Upper Palatinate are almost wholly Roman Catliolic, while in

the Rhine Palatinate, Upper Franconia, and especially Middle

Franconia, the preponderance is on the side of the Protestants.

The exercise of religious worship in Bavaria is altogether free.

The Protestants have the same civil rights as the Roman
Catholics, and the sovereign may be cither Roman Catholic or

Protestant. Of the Roman Catholic Church the heads are the

two archbishops of Munich-Freising and Bamberg, and the six

bishops of Eichstatt, Spires, Wurzbuig, Augsburg, Regensbuig

and Passau, of whom the first three are suffragans of Bambeig.

The “ Old Catholic ” party, under the bishop of Bonn, has

failed, despite its early successes, to lake deep ropt in the country.

Among the Protestants the highest authority is the general

consistory of Munich. The numbers of the different religions in

1900 were as follows :—Roman Catholics, 4;357^i33 i Protestants

1,749,206 ;
Jews, 54,928-

Education,—Bavaria, formerly backward in education, has

recently done much in this connexion. The state lias two

Roman Catholic universities, Munich and Wurzbuig, and a

Lutheran, Erlangen ;
in Munich there are a polytechnic, an

academy of sciences and an academy of art.

A^icuUure.-Ol the total surface of Bavaria about one-half

is under cultivation, one-third forest, and the remaining sixth

mostly pasture. The level country, including both Lower

Bavaria (extending northwards to the Danube) £uul the western

and middle parts ofJ^nconia, is productive of rye, oats, wheat,

barley and millet, and also of hemp, flax, madder and fruit and

vines. The last are grown chiefly m the vicinity of the Lake of

Constance, on the banks of the Main, in the lower part of its

course, and in the Palatinate of the Rhine. Hops are extensively

grown in central Franconia ; tobacco (the best in Germany)

round Nuremborg and in the Palatinate, which al^ largely

produces die sugar-beet. Potatoes are cultivated in all the

provinces, but especially in the Palatinate and in the Spessart

district, which Hes in the north-west within a curve of the Main.

The soutliern divisions of Swabia and Upper Bavaria, where

pasture-land predominates, form a cattle-breeding district and

the dairy produce is extensive. Here also horses are bred in

large numl^rs.

The extent of forest forms nearly a tfaiiri of the total area of

Bavaria. This is owing to various causes : the amount of hilly

and mountainous conntty, the thinness of the pi^iilation and
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ttie niBCessity of keeping a given extent of ground under wood
for the supply of fuel. More than a third of the forests are

public property and furnish a considerable addition to the

revenue. They arc principally situated in the provinces of

Upper Bavaria, Lower Bavaria and the Palatinate of the Rhine.

The forests are well stocked with game, deer, chamois (in the

Alps), wild boars, capercailzie, grouse, plieasants, &c. being

plentiful. The greater proportion of the land throughout the

kingdom is in the hands of peasant proprietors, the extent of

the separate holdings differing very much in different districts.

The largest peasant property may be about 170 acres, and the

smallest, Except in the l^alatinate, aboui^o.

Minerals,— chief mineral deposits in Bavaria are coal,

iron ore, graphite and salt. The coal mines lie principally in

the districts of Amber]^, Kissingen, Steben, Munich and the

Rhine Palatinate. Salt is obtained on a large scale partly from

brine springs and partly from mines, the principal centres being

Halle, Berchtesgaden, Traunstein and Rosenheim. The govern-

ment monopoly which had long existed was abolished m 1867

and free trade was established in salt betw(;en the members of

the customs-union. Of quicksilver there are several mines,

chiefly in the Palatinate of the Rhine
;
and small quantities of

cupper, manganese and cobalt are obtained. There are numerous
quarries of excellent marble, alabaster, gypsum and buildir^

stone
;
and the porcelain-clay is among the finest in Europe.

To these may be added emery, steatite, barytes, felspar and
ochre, in considerable quantities

;
excellent lithographic stone

is obtained at Solenhofen
;
and gold and silver are still worked,

but to an insignificant extent.

Manufactures and Trade .—A great stimulus was given to

manufacturing industry in Bavaria by the law of 186R, which
abolished the last remains of the old restrictions of the gilds,

and gave the whole country the liberty which had been enjoyed
by the Rhine Palatinate alone. The chief centres of industf)^

are Munich, Nuremberg, Augsburg, Fiirth, Erlangen, Aschaffen-

burg, Regensburg, Wiirzburg, Bayreuth, Ansbach, Bamberg and
Hof in Bavaria proper, and in the Palatinate Spires and the

Rhine port of Ludwigshafen. The main centres of the hardware
industry are Munich, Nuremberg, Augsburg and Fiirth ; the two
first especially for locomotives and automobiles, the last for tin-

foil and metal toys. Aschaffenburg manufactures fancy goods,

Augsbuig and Hof produce excellent cloth, and Munich has a
great reputation for scientific instruments. In Franconia are

numerous paper-mills, and the manufacture of wooden toys is

largely carried on in the forest districts of Upper Bavaria. A
considerable quantity of glass is made, particularlyin the Bohmer-
wald. Brewing forms an important industry, the best-known

breweries being those of Munich, Nuremberg, Erlangen and
Kulmbach. Other articles of manufacture are leather, tobacco,

porcelain, cement, spirits, lead pencils (Nuremberg), plate-glass,

sugar, matches, aniline dyes, straw hats and baskets. The
commerce of Bavaria is very considerable. The exports consist

chiefly of corn, potatoes, hops, beer, wine, cloth, cotton goods,

glass, fancy wares, toys, cattle, pigs and vegetables. The seat

of the hop-trade is Nuremberg ;
of wool, Augsburg. The imports

comprise sugar, tobacco, cocoa, coffee, oils, silk and pig iron.

Ctminttmeations,—l^f9Ldfb is served by an excellent railway

system and there are steamboat services on the navigable rivers,

to the east by way of Passau on the Danube, and to the west by
Ludwigshafen. The high roads of Bavaria, many of which are

military roads laid out at the beginning of the 19th century,

extend in all over about 10,000 m. 'nvore were 4577 m.< of

railways in operation in 1904, of which ibout 3S00 were in the

hands of the state, and about 440 m. belonged to the private

system of the Palatinate. The principal car^ is the Ludw^**
kanal, which connects the Rhine with the Danube, extending

trom Bambeig on the Regnitz to Dietfurt on the AltmUhl.
There is an extensive network of telegraph and telephone lines.

All belong to the government post office, which forms an admini-
strative system independent of the imperial German post office.

ConsHMion and AdnUnisiraHm ,—By the treaty of Versailles

(sjrd November 1870) uid the imperial constitution of the 16th

! of April 1871, Bavaria was incorporated with the German
empire, reserving, however, certain sepwrate privil^es {Sartder-

reehte) in respect of the administration of the army, the railways
and the posts, the excise duties on beer, the rights of domicile
and the msinancc of real estate. The ki^ is the supreme chief

of the army, and matters requiring adjudication in the ad}utant-
general’s court are referred to a special Bavarian court attached
to the supreme imperial military tribunal in Berlin. Bavaria
is represented in the Bundesrat by six votes and sends forty-eight

deputies to the imperial diet. The Bavarian constitution is

mainly founded on the constitutional act of the 36th of May
«8i8, modified by subsequent acts—-that of the 9th of Marcli
1838 as affecting the upper house, and those of the 4th of June
1848 and of the sist of March r88i as affecting the lower—and
is a limited monarchy, with a legislative body of two houses.
The crown is hereditary in the house of Wittelsbach, according
to the rights of primogeniture, females being excluded from
succession so long as male agnates of equal birth exist. The
title of the sovereign is king of Bavaria, that of his presumptive
heir is crbwn-prince of Bavaria, and during the minority or
incapacity of the sovereign a regency is declared, which is vested
in the nearest male agnate capable of ascending the throne.

.Such a regency began on the 10th of June 1886, at first for King
Ix)uis II., and after the 14th of the same month for King Otto 1 .,

in the person of the prinee regent Luitpold. The executive

power resides in the king and the responsibility for the govern-
ment of the kingdom in his ministers. The royal family is Roman
Catholic, and the seat of government is Munich, the capital.

The upper house of the Bavarian parliament (Kammer der

Reichsrdte) is composed of (i) the princes of the blood royal

(being of full age), (2) the ministers of the crown, (3) the arch-

bishops of Munich, Freising and Bamberg, (4) the heads of such
noble families as were formerly “ immediate so long as they

retain their ancient possessions in Bavaria, (5) of a Roman
Catholic bishop appointed by the king for life, and of the presi-

dent for the time being of the Protestant consistory, (6) of

hereditary counsellors (Reichsrdte) appointed by the king, and

(7) of other counsellors appointed by the king for life. T’hc

lower house {Kammer der Abgeordneten) or chamber of repre-

sentatives, consists, since 1881, of 159 deputies, in proportion

of one—reckoned on the census of 1875—to every 31,500 inhabit-

ants. A general election takes place every six years, and, under
the electoral law of 1 906, is# direct. Qualifications for the general

body of electors are full age of twenty-five years, Bavarian
citizenship of one year at least, and dischaige of all rates and
taxes. Parliament must be assembled every three years, but as

the budget is taken every two years, it is regularly called together

within that period. No laws affecting the liberty or property of

the subject can be passed without the sanction of parliament.

Revenue.—^T'he following is a fairly typical statement of the

budget estimates (1902-1903), in marks ( « 1 shilling sterling) ;

—

Receipts, Disbursements,

Mks. Mks.
Direct taxes . . 38,199,000 Civil list

. 5,402,475
Customs and indirect ' State debt . . 51,323,200

taxes . , 50,900,990 Ministry of the
State railways . 184,551,000 Hoy^l bouse and
Posts and tele- of Foreign dept. . 688.398

graphs . . 41,665,100 Ministry of justice . 20,615,299
Forests and agri- Ministry of interior

. 30,055,338
cultural dues . 37,395.000 Public worship and

Imperial assign- education . . 34,667,673
ments . . 62,571,6)03 Minister of finance 6,696,780

Contribution to im-
perial exchequer . 72,647,090

415,282.695 222,296,253

*£20.764,135 1x4.813

The public debt amounts to about £95,000,000, 0! which over

75 % was incurred for railways.

Army,—^The Bavarian army forms a separate portion of the

army of the German empire, with a separate administration,

but in time of war is under the supreme conmMwd Uf the Gennan
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emperor. The regulations applicable to other sections of the

whole imperial army are, however, observed. It consists, on a
peace footing, of three army corps, ist, 2nd and 3rd Royal
Bavarian (each of two divisions), the headquarters of which
are in Munich, Nuremberg and Wurzburg respectively. The
Bavarian army comprises sixty-seven battalions of infantry,

two battalions of rifles, ten regiments of cavalry (two. heavy,

two Ulan and six Chevauxlegers), a squadron of mounted
infantry {Jager-zu-pferde), twelve field- and two foot-artillery

regiments, three battalions of engineers, three of army service,

and a balloon section
;

in all 60,000 men with 10,000 horses.

In time of war the total force is trebled. (P. a. A.)

History

The earliest known inhabitants of the district afterwards called

Bavaria were a people, probably of Celtic extraction, who were
subdued by the Romans just before the opening of the Christian

era, when colonies were founded among them and their land was
included in the province of Raetia. During the 5th century it

was ravaged by the troops of Odoacer and, after being almost
denuded of inliabitants, was occupied by tribes who, pushing
along the valley of the Danube, settled there between a.d. 488
and 520. Many conjectures have been formed concerning the

race and origin of these people, who were certainly a new and
composite social aggregate. Most likely they were descendants

of the Marcomanni, Quadi and Narisci, tribes of the Suevic or

Swabian race, with possibly a small intermixture of Gothic or

Celtic elements. They were called Baioarii^ Baiowariiy Bawarii

or Baiuwarii, words derived most proliably from Baja or Baya,
corruptions of Bojer^ and given to them because they came from
Bojnland or Bohemia^ Another but less probable explanation

derives the name from a combination of the old high German
word utidra, meaning league, and baiy a Gothic word for both.

The Bavarians are first mentioned in a Frankish document of

520, and twenty years later Jordanes refers to them as lying east

of the Swabians. Their country bore some traces of Roman
influence, and its main boundaries were the Knns, the Danube,
the Lech and the Alps

;
but its complete settlement was a work

of time.

The Bavarians soon came under the dominion of the Franks,
probably without a serious struggle

; and were ruled from 555
to 788 by dukes of the Agilolfmg family, who were

iJiuMce. possibly of Frankish descent. For a century and a
half a succession of dukes resisted the inroads of

the Slavs on their eastern frontier, and by the time of Duke
Theodo 1., who died in 717, were completely independent of the
feeble Frankish kings. When Charles Jdartel became the virtual

ruler of the Frankish realm he brought the Bavarians into strict

dependence, and deposed two dukes successively for contumacy.
Pippin the Short was equally successful in maintaining his

authority, and several marriages took place between the family

to which he belonged and the Agilolfings, who were united in a
similar manner with the kings of the Lombards. The case with
which various risings were suppressed by the P ranks gives colour

to the supposition that they were rather the outcome of family

quarrels than the revolt of an oppressed people. Between the
years 739 and 748 the Bavarian law was committed td' writing

and supplementary clauses were afterwards added, all of which
bear evident traces of Frankish influence. Thus, while the

dukedom belongs to the Agilolfing family, the duke must be
chosen 1^ the people and his election confirmed by the Frankish
king, to whom he owes fealty. He has a fivefold wergild,

summons the nobles and clei]^ for purposes of deliberation,

calls out the host, adoMi^ters justice and regulates finance.

There are five noble families, possibly representing a former
division of the people, after whom come the freeborn, and then
the freedmn. The country is divided into gaus or counties,

under their counts, who are assisted by judges responsible for

dedaring the law.

Chiistianity had lingeied in Bavaria from Roman times;
but a new era set in when Rupert, bishop of Worms, came to
the county at the invitation of Duke Theodo I. in 696. He

54S
founded several monasteries, and a similar work was also per-

formed by St Emmeran, bishop of Poitiers ; with the result

that before long the bulk of the people professed

Christianity and relations were established between
Bavaria and Rome. The 8th century witnessed in-

deed a heathen reaction ; but it was checked by the arrival in

Bavaria about 734 of St Boniface, who organized the Bavarian

church and founded or restored bishoprics at Salzburg, Freising,

Regensburg and Passau.

Tassilo ill., who became duke of the Bavarians in 749,
recognized the supremacy of the Frankish king Pippin the Short

in 757, but soon after^gards refused to furnish a con- - . . .

tribution to the war in Aquitaine. Moreover, during ceSjttnt
the early years of the reign of Charlemagne, Tassilo

gave decisions in ecclesiastical and civil causes in his own name,
refused to appear in the assemblies of the Franks, and in general

acted as an independent ruler. His position as possessor of the

Alpine passes, as an ally of the Avars, and as son-in-law of the

Lombard king Desiderius, was so serious a menace to the Frank-

ish kingdom that Charlemagne determined to crush him. The
details of this contest are obscure. Tassilo appears to have done
homage in 781, and again in 787, probably owing to the presence

of Frankish armies. But further trouble soon arose, and in 788
the duke was summoned to Ingelheim, where on a charge of

treachery he was sentenced to death. He was, however, par-

doned by the king
;

and he then entered a monastery and
formally renounced his duchy at Frankfort in 794. The country

was ruled by Gerold, a brother-in-law of Charlemagne, till

his death in a battle with the Avars in 799, when its administnir

tion was entrusted to Frankish counts and assimilated with
that of the rest of the C^rolingian empire, while its condition

was improved by the measures taken by Charlemagne for the

intellectual progress and material welfare of his realm. The
Bavarians oficred no resistance to the change which thus abol-

ished their dukedom
; and their incorporation with the Frankish

dominions, due mainly to the unifying influence of the church,

was already so complete that Charlemagne did not find it

necessary to issue more than two capitularies dealing especially

with Bavarian affairs.

The history of Bavaria for the ensuing century is bound up
with that of the Carolingian empire. Given at the partition of

817 to the king of the East Franks, Louis the German,
ifafQtmritt

it formed part of the larger territories which were caro-

confirmed to him in 843 by the treaty of Verdun. Wofiaa

Louis made Regensburg the centre of his government,

and was active in improving the condition of Bavaria, and pro-

viding for its security by numerous campaigns against the Slavs.

When he divided his possessions in 865 it passed to his eldest son,

Carloman, who had already undertaken its government, and
after his death in 880 it formed part of the extensive territories

of the emperor Charles the Fat. Its defence was left by this

incompetent emperor to Arnulf, an illegitimate son of Carloman,

and it was mainly owing to the support of the Bavarians that

Arnulf was able to take the field against Charles in 887, and to

secure his own election as German king in the following year.

Bavaria, which was the centre of the East Frankish kingdom,
passed in 899 to Louis the Child, during whose reign it was
constantly ravaged by the Hungarians. The resistance to these

inroads became gradually feebler, and it is said that on the

5th of July 907 almost the whole of the Bavarian race perished

in battle with these formidable enemies. For the defence of

Bavaria the mark of Carinthia had been erected on the south-

eastern frontier, and during the reign of Louis the Child this was
ruled by Liutpold, count of Scheyem, who possessed large

domains in Bavaria. He was among those who fell in the great
fight of 907 ;

but his son Arnulf, surnamed the Bad, rallied ^the

remnants of the race, drove back the Hungarians, and was
chosen duke of the Bavarians in 911, when Bavaria and Carinthia

were united under his rule. Refusing to acknowledge the
supremacy of the German king Coniad I., he was unauocessfulfy

attacked by the latter, and in 920 was recogniaed as duke by
Conrad's successor, Henty I., the Fowler, wito a^tted hn

III. 18
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right to appoint the bishops, to coin money and to issue laws.

A similar conflict took pla^ between Amulfs son and successor

Kberhard and Otto the Great ; but Kberhard was
MwtaTSlM

jgjg successful than his father, for in 938 he was driven

U^^SUn, fron' Bavaria, which was given by Otto with reduced

privil^es to the late duke’s unde, Bertold ;
and a

count palatine in the person of Kberhard ’s brother Amulf was

appointed to watch the royal interests. When Bertold died in

947 Otto conferred the duchy upon his own brother Henry, who
had married Judith, a daughter of Duke Amulf. Henry was

disliked by the Bavarians and Ills short reign was spent mainly

in disputes with his people. The ravages of the Hungarians

ceased after their defeat on the Lechield in 955, and the area of

the duchy was temporarily increased by the addition of certain

adjacent districts in Italy. In 955 Henry was succeeded by his

young son Henry, surnamed the Quarrelsome, who in 974 was
implicated in a conspiracy against King Otto 11. The reason for

this rising was that the king had granted the duchy of Swabia
to Henry’s enemy, Otto, a grandson of the emperor Otto the

Great, and had given the new Bavarian ICast Mark, afterwards

known as Austria, to Leopold L, count of Balienberg. The
revolt was, however, .soon suppressed

; but Henry, who on his

escape from prison renewed his plots, was formally deposed in

976 when Bavaria was given to Otto, duke of Swabia. At the

same time Carinthia was made into a separate duchy, the office

of count palatine was restored, and the church was made
dependent on the king instead of on the duke. Restored in

^5, Henry proved himself a capable ruler by establishing

iatemal order, issuit^ important laws and taking measure.*; to

reform the monasteries. His son and successor, who was chosen

German king as Henry II. in 1002, gave Bavaria to his brother-

in-law Henry of Luxemburg
;

aker whose death in 1026 it

passed successively to Henry, afterwards the emperor Henry III.,

and to another member of the family of Luxemburg, as Duke
Henry VII. In 1061 the empress Agnes, mother of and regent

for the German king Henry IV., entrusted the duchy to Otto of

Nordheim, who was deposed by the king in 1070,

frgttfty
duchy was granted to Count Welf, a memter

tin influential Bavarian family. In consequence of

his support of Pope Gregory VII. in his quarrel with
Henry, VVelf lost but subsequently regained Bavaria ; and was
followed successively by his sons, Welf II. in iioi, and Henry IX.
in 7120, botli of whom exercised considerable influence among
the German princes. Henry was succeeded in 1126 by his son

Henry X., called the Proud, who obtained the duchy of Saxony
in 1137. Alarmed at this prince's power, King Conrad III.

refused to allow two duchies to remain in the same hands ; and,

having declared Henry deposed, he bestowed Bavaria upon
Leopold IV., maigravc of Austria. When I.eopold died in 1141,

the king retained the dudiy himself ; but it continued to be the

scene of considerable disorder, and in 1143 he entrusted it to

Henry II., sumamed Jasorairgott, margrave of Austria. 'Fhe

struggle for its possession continued until 1156, when King
Frederick 1. in his desire to restore peace to Ckrmany persuaded

Henry to give up Bavaria to Henry the Lion, a son of Duke
Henry the Proud.

A new era of government set in when, in consequence of Henry
being placed under the imperial ban in 1180, the duchy was given

by Frederick J. to Otto, a member of the old Bavarian
of Wiitelsbach (g.v.), and a descendant of the

tare*. counts of Scheyem. During the years following the

destruction of the Caroling^ empire the borders of

Bavaria were continually changing, and for a lengthened period

alter 955 this process was one of expansion. To the west the

Lech still divided Bavaria from Swabia, but on three

other sides the opportunities for extension had been

Uken advent^ of, and the duchy embraced an area

(if Considerable (Bmensions north of the Dimube. During the

later years of the rule of the Welfs, however, a contrary tendency
had Operated, and the extent of Bavaria had been reduced. The
immense energies of Duke Henry the Lion had been devoted to

his northern rather than his southern duchy, and when the

dispute over the Bavarian succession was settled in 1156 the

district between the Enns and the Inn had been transferred to

Austria. The increasii^ importance of the mark of Styria,

erected into a duchy in 1180, and the county of l^rol, had
diminished both the actual and the relative strength of Bavaria,
which was now deprived on almost all sides of o]^rtunities for

expansion. The neighbouring duchy of Carinthia, the great

temporal possessions of the archbishop of Salzburg, as well as a
general tendency to independence on the part of both clerical

and lay nobles, were additional forces of similar influence.

When Otto of Wittelsbach was invested with Bavaria at

Allenburg in September 1180 the duchy was bounded by the

Bohmerwald, the Inn, the Alps and the Lech
;
and

Uie power of the duke was practically confined to his

extensive private domains around Wittelsbach, Kelheim
and .Straubing. Otto only enjoyed his new dignity for

three years, and was succeeded in 1183 by his son Louis L, who
took a leading part in German affairs during the earlier yeans of

the reign of the emperor Frederick II., and was assassinated at

Kelheim in September 1231. His son Otto II., called the

Illustrious, was the next duke, and his loyalty to the Hohen-
staufen caused him to be placed under the papal ban, and
Bavaria to be laid under an interdict. Like his father, Otto
increased the area of his lands by purchases

;
and he had con-

siderably strengthened his hold upon the duchy before he died

in November 1253. The efforts of the dukes to increaise their

power and to give unity to the duchy had met with a fair measure
of success

;
but they were soon vitiated by partitions among

different members of the family which for 250 years made the

history of Bavaria little more than a jejune chronicle

of territorial divisions bringing war and weakness in

their train. The first of these divisions was made in a„chj\

1255 between Louis II. and Henry L, the sons of Duke
Otto II., who for two years after their father’s death had ruled

Bavaria jointly
; and by it Louis obtained the western part of

the duchy, afterwards called Upper Bavaria, and
Henry secured ea.stern or Lower Bavaria. In the

course of a long reign Louis, who was called the Stern,
**

became the most powerful prince in southern Germany. He was
the uncle and guardian of Conradin of Hohenstaufen, and when
this prince was put to death in Italy in 1 268, l.ouis and his brother

Henry inherite<l the domains of the Hohenstaufen in Swabia and
elsewhere. He supported Rudolph, count of Habsburg, in his

efforts to secure the German throne in 1273, married the new
king's daughter Mechtild, and aided him in campaigns in

Bohemia and elsewhere. For some years after Louis’ death in

1294 his sons Rudolph I. and Louis, afterwards the empen)r
Louis IV., ruled their duchy in common

;
but as their relations

were never harmonious a division of Upper Bavaria was made in

1310, by which Rudolph received the land east of the Isar

together with the town of Munich, and Louis the district between
the Isar and the Lech. It was not long, however, before this

arrangement led to war between the brothers, the outcome of

which was that in 1317, three years after he had been chosen
German king, Louis compelled Rudolph to abdicate, and for

twelve years ruled alone over the whole of Upper Bavaria. But
in 1329 a series of events induced him to conclude the treaty of

Pavia with Rudolph’s sons, Rudolph and Rupert, to whom he
transferred the Palatinate Of the Rhine, which had been in the

possession of the Wittelsbach family since 1214, and also a por-

tion of Upper Bavaria north of the Danube, which was afterwards
called the Upper Palatinate. At the same time it was decided
that the electoral vote should be exercised l>y the two lines alter-

nately, and that in the event of either branch of the family be-

coming extinct the surviving branch should inherit its possessions.

Heniy 1. of Lower Bavaria spent most of his time in quarrels

with his brother, with Ottakar II. of Bohemia and .with various

ecderiaetics. When he died in Fcbnmry 1290 Lower
Bavaria was ruled by his three sons, Otto III., Louis
III. and Stephen I. Louis died childless in 1296;
Stephen left two sons at his death in itio, namely, Ktmry TT,

and Otto IV., and Otto, who was king oTHungary from 1305 to
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1308, died in 1312, leaving a son, Heniy HI. Lower Bavaria
was governed by these three princes until 1333, when Henry III.

died, followed in 1334 by his cousin Otto
; and as both died

without sons the whole of Lower Bavaria then passed to Henry II.

Dying in 1339, Henry left an only son, John I., who died childless

in the following year, when the emperor Louis IV., by
securing Lower Bavaria for liimself, united the whole

aueky^ duchy under his sway. The consolidation of

Bavaria under Louis lasted for seven years, during
which the emperor was able to improve the condition of the
country. When he died in 1347 he left six sons to share his

possessions, who agreed upon a division of Bavaria in 1349. Its

history, however,was complicated by its connexion with Branden-
burg, Holland and Tirol, all of which had also been left by
the emperor to liis sons. All the six brothers exercised some
authority in Bavaria

;
but tlirec alone left issue, and of these

the eldest, Louis, margrave of Brandenburg, died in 1 361

;

and two years later was followed to the grave by his only son
Meinhard, who was childless. The two remaining brothers,

Stephen II. and Albert I., ruled over Bavaria-Landshut and
Bavaria-Straubing respectively, and when Stephen died in 1375
his portion of Bavaria was governed jointly by his three sons.

In 1392, when all the lines except those of Stephen and Albert

had died out, an important partition took place, by which the
greater part of the duchy was divided among Stephen’s three

sons, Stephen 111 ., Frederick and John II., who founded respec-

tively the lines of Ingolstadt, Landshut and Munich. Albert’s

duchy of Bavaria-Strauiring passed on his death in 1404 to his

son William II., and in 1417 to his younger son John, who
resigned the bishopric of li^e to take up his new position.

When John died in 1425 this family became extinct, and after

a contest between various claimants Bavaria-Straubing was
divided between the three remaining branches of the family.

I'he main result of tlie threefold division of 1392 was a suc-

cession of civil wars which led to the temporary eclipse of Bavaria
as a force in (lerman politics. Neighbouring states

®*^croachcd u|>on its 1x)rders, and the nobles ignored

tS9i.
* authority of the dukes, who, deprived of the elec-

toral vote, were mainly occupied for fifty years with
intestine strife. This condition of affairs, however, was not
wholly harmful. The government of the country and the control

of the finances passed mainly into the hands of an assembly
called the Landtag or Landschafty which had been organized in

1392. The towns, assuming a certain independence, became
stroi^ and wealthy as trade increased, and the citizens of

Munich and Regensbuig were often formidable antagonists to
the dukes. Thus a period of disorder ,saw the growth of repre-

sentative institutions and the establishment of a strong civic

spirit. Stephen III., duke of Bavaria-lngolstadt, was distin-

guished rather as a .soldier than as a statesman
; and his rule

was marked by struggles with various towns, and with bis

Bavaria-Munich. Dying in 1413 he

trw^, followed by his son, Louis, called the Bearded,
a restless and quarrelsome prince, who before his

accession had played an important part in the affairs of France,

where his sister Isabella was the queen of King Charles VI.
About 1417 he became involved in a violent quarrel vrith his

cousin, Henry of Bavaria-Landshut, fell under both tlie papal
and the imperial ban, and in 1439 was attacked by his son Louis
the Lame. This prince, who lu^ marrieda daughter of Frederick

I. of Hohenzollem, maigcave of Brandenburg, was incensed at

the favour shown his lather to an illegitimate son. Aided by
Albert Achilles, afterwards maigimve of Brandenburg, he took
the elder Louis prisoner and compelled him to abdicate in 1443.
When Louis the Lame died in S445 bis father came into the power
of his implacable enemy, Henry of Bavaria>Land8hut, and died

in prison in 1447. The duchy of Bavaria-Ingdstadt passed to

Heniy^ who 1^ succeeded his father Fredesridc as duke of

Bavana-Landshut in 1393, and whose long reign was almost
entirely oocupied wit3i tonily feuds. He di^ in July 1450, and
was tofibwed by his sou, Louis IX. (called the Rich), and about
this time Bavaria begantnxaoover some of its loraoer importanoe*

Louis IX. expdled the Jews from his duchy, did somethisg for

the security of traders, and improved both the administration of

jastice and the condition of the finances. In 1472 he founded
the university of Ingolstadt, attempted to reform the monasteries,

and was successful in a struggle with Albert Achilles of Branden-
buig. On his death in January 1479 he was succeeded by his son

Oeoxge, also called the Rich ;
and when George, a faithful

adherent of the German king Maximilian 1 ., died without sons in

December 1503, a war broke out for the possession of liis' duchy.
Bavaria-Munich passed on the death of John 11 . in 1397 to his

sons Ernest and William III., but they only obtained possession of

their lands after a .struggle with Stephen of Bavaria-lngolstadt.

Both brothers were then engaged in warfare with the other

l^ranches of the family and with the citizens of Munich. William,

a loyal servant of the emperor Sigismund, died in 1435, leaving an
only son, Adolf, who died five years later

; and Ernest, distin-

guished for his bodily strerigth, died in 1438. In 1440 the whole

of Bavaria-Munich came to Ernest’s son Albert, who had been

estranged from his father owing to his union with the unfortunate

Agnes Bemauer (q.v.). Albert, whose attempts to reform the

monasteries earned for him the surname of Pious, was almost
elected king of Bohemia in 1440. He died in 1460, leaving five

sons, the two elder of whom, John IV. and Sigismund, reigned in

common until the death of John in 1463. The tlnrd brother,

Albert, who had been educated for the church, jcjined his brother

in 1465, and when Sigismund abdicated two years later became
sole ruler in si)ite of the claims of his two younger brothers.

Albert, who was railed the Wise, added the district of Abensbeig
to his possessions, and in 1 504 b^me involved in the war which
broke out for the possession of Bavaria-Landshut on the

death of George the Rich. Albert’s rival was George’s ftom-
son-in-law, Rupert, formerly bishop of Freising, and son mmImf
of Pliilip, count palatine of the Rhine

;
and the emperor

Maximilian I., interested as archduke of Austria and
“ '

count of Tirol, interfered in the dispute. Rupert died in 1504,
and the following year an arrangement was made at the diet of

Colojpe by which the emperor and Philip’s grandson, Otto Henry,
obtained certain outlying districts, while Albert by securing the

bulk of George’s possessions united Bavaria under his rule. In

1506 Albert decreed that the duchy should pass un-

divided according to the rules of primogeniture, and Albert tbt

endeavoured in other ways also to consolidate Bavaria. tmd

He was partially successful in improving the condition

of the country
;
and in 1500 Bavaria formed one of the

'

six circles into which Germany was divided for the maintenance
of peace. He died in March 1508, and was succeeded by his son,

William IV., whose mother, Kimigunde, was a daughter of the

emperor Frederick III. In spite of the decree of 1506 William was
compelled in 1516, after a violent quarrel, to grant a share in the

government to his brother Louis, an arrangement which lasted

until the death of Louis in 1545.

William followed the traditional Wittelsbach policy, opposition

to the Habsburgs, until in 1534 he made a treaty at Lmz with

Ferdinand , king of Hungaryand Bohemia. This was strengthened
in 1546,when the emperor Charles V.obfciined the help of theduke
during the war of the lea^e of Schmalkalden by promising him
in certain eventualities the succession to the Bohemian throne,

and the electoral dignity enjoyed by the count palatine of the

Rhine. William also did much at a critical period to secure

Bavaria for Catholicism. The reformed doctrines had

made considerable progress in the dudiy when the duke CmtMim
obtained from the pope extensive rights over the cimnia

bishoprics and monasteries, and took measures to re-

poress the reformers, many of whom were banished
;

while the

Jesuits, -whom he invited into the duchy in 1541, made the uni-

versity of Ingolstadt their headquarters for Germany. William,

whose death occurred in March 1550, was succeeded by his son

AlbertIV.^whohadtiianried a daughter of Ferdtnandof Habsbuig,
afterwards the emperor Ferdinand I. Early in his reign Albert

made some concessions to tise reformers, who were still strong in

Bavaria ; but about 1563110 changed his attiUidei favcnired the

deeoeee of the oonadl ii Trent, and pressed forward the work of
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the Counter-Reformation. As education passed by degrees into

the hands of the Jesuits the progress of Protestantism was

effectually arrested in Bavaria. Albert IV. was a great patron of

art. His court at Munich was the resort of artists of all kinds, and

the city was enriched with splendid buildings ;
while artistic

works were collected from Italy and elsewhere. The expenses of

a magnificent court led the duke to quarrel with the Landschaft,

to oppress his subjects, and to leave a great burden of debt when

he died in October 1579. The succeeding duke was Albert’s son,

William V. (called the Pious), who was educated by the Jesuitsand

was keenly attached to their tenets. He secured thearchbishopric

of Cologne for his brother Ernest in 1583, and this dignity

remained in the possession of the family for nearly 200 years. In

1597 he abdicated in favour of his son Maximilian I.,

and retired into a monastery, where he died in 1626.

mlllma I.
Maximilian found the duchy encumbered with debt and

mad tb€ filled with disorder, but ten years of his vigorous rule

Thirty effected a remarkable change. The finances and the

judicial system were reorganized, a classof civil servants

anda national militia founded,and several small districts

were brought under the duke’s authority. The result was a unity

and order in the duchy which enabled Maximilian to play an im-

portant part in the Thirty Years’ War
;
during the earlier years

of which he was so successful as to acquire the Upper Palatinate

and the electoral dignity which had been enjoyed since 1356 by the

elder branch of the Wittelsbach family. In spite of subsequent

reverses these gains were retained by Maximilian at the peace of

Westi)halia in 1648. During the later years of this war Bavaria,

especially the northern part, suffered severely. In 1632 it was
invaded by the Swedes, and, when Maximilian violated the treaty

of Ulm in 1647, was ravaged by the French and the Swedes.

After repairing this damage to some extent, the elector died at

Tngolstadt in September 1651, leaving his duchy much stronger

than he had found it. The recovery of the Upper Palatinate made
Bavaria compact

;
the acquisition of the electoral vote made it

influential
; and the duchy was able to play a part in European

politics which intestine strife had rendered impossible for the past

four hundred years. (A. W. H.*)

Whatever lustre the international position won by Maximilian

1 . might add to the ducal house, on Bavaria itself its effect during

the next two centuries was more dubious. Maxi-

s son, Ferdinand Maria (1651-1679), who was a

p0rtod, minor when he succeeded, did much indeed to repair

the wounds caused by the Thirty Years’ War, en-

couraging agriculture and industries, and building or restoring

numerous churches and monasteries. In 1669, moreover, he

again called a meeting of the diet, which had been suspended

since 1612. His good work, however, was largely undone by his

son Maximilian 11 . Emmanuel (1679-1726), whose far-reaching

ambition set him warring against the Turks and, on the side of

France, in the great struggle of the Spanish succession. He
shared in the defeat at Hochstiidt on the 13th of August 1704

;

his dominions were temporarily partitioned between Austria

and the elector palatine, and only restored to him, harried and
exhausted, at the peace of Baden in 1714. Untaught by Maxi-

milian Emmanuel’s experience, his son, (Charles Albert (1726-

1745), devoted all his energies to increasing the European
prestige and power of his house. The death of the emperor
Charles VI. was his opportunity

;
he disputed the validity of the

Pragmatic Sanction which secured the Habsburg succession to

Maria ITiercsa, allied himself with France, conquered Upper
Austria, was crowned king of Bohemia ^ Prague and, in 1742,

emperor at Frankfort. The price he had to pay, however, was
the occupation of Bavaria itself by Austrian troops ; and,

though the invasion of Bohemia in 1744 by Frederick II. of

Prussia enabled him to return to Munich, at his death on the

20th of January 1745 it was left to his successor to make what
terms he could for the recovery of his dominions. Maximilian

IIL Joseph (1745-1777), by the peace of Ffissen signed on the

23nd of April 1745, obtained the restitution of his dominions in

return for a formid acknowledgment of the Pragmatic Sanction.

He was a man of enlightenment, did much to encourage agri-

culture, industries and the exploitation of the mineral wealth of

the country, founded the Academy of Sciences at Munich, and
abolished the Jesuit censorship of the press. At his death,
without issue, on the 30th of December 1777, the Bavarian line

of the Wittelsbachs became extinct, and the succession passed
to Charles Theodore, the elector palatine. After a separation of

four and a half centuries, the Palatinate, to which the

duchies of Jiilich and Berg had been added, was
jTfiTpS/.

reunited with Bavaria. So great an accession oistiMtr.
strength to a neighbouring state, whose ambition she

had so recently had just reason to fear, was intolerable to Austria,

which laid claim to a number of lordships—forming one-third of

the whole Bavarian inheritance—as lapsed fiefs of the Bohemian,
Austrian, and imperial crowns. These were at once occupied by
Austrian troops, with the secret consent of Charles Theodore
himself, who was without legitimate heirs, and wished to obtain

from the emperor the elevation of lus natural children to the

status of princes of the Empire. The protests of the next heir,

Charles, duke of Zweibriiclan (Deux-Ponts), supported by the

king of Prussia, led to the war of Bavarian succession. By the

peace of Tcschen (May 13th, 1779) the Inn quarter was ceded to

Austria, and the succession secured to Charles of Zweibriicken.

For Bavaria itself Charles Theodore did less than nothing. He
felt himself a foreigner among foreigners, and his favourite

scheme, the subject of endless intrigues with the Austrian

cabinet and the immediate cause of Frederick ll.’s League of

Princes (Fursienbund) of 1785, was to exchange Bavaria for the

Austrian Netherlands and the title ot king of Burgundy. For the

rest, the enlightened internal policy of his predecessor was
abandoned. The funds of the suppressed order of Jesus, which

Maximilian Joseph had destined for the reform of the educational

system of the country, were used to endow a province of the

knights of St John of Jerusalem, for the purpose of combating the

enemies of the faith. The government was inspired by the

narrowest clericalism, which culminated in the attempt to

withdraw the Bavarian bishops from the jurisdiction of the great

German metropolitans and place them .directly under that of the

l>ope. On the eve of the Revolution the intellectual and social

condition of Bavaria remained that of the middle ages.

In 1792 the revolutionary armies overran the Palatinate ; in

1795 the French, under Moreau, invaded Bavaria itself, advanced

to Munich—^where they were received with joy by the

long-suppressed Liberals—^and laid siege to Ingolstadt.

Charles Theodore, who had done nothing to prevent

or to resist the invasion, fled to Saxony, leaving a
regency, the members of which signed a convention with Moreau,
by which he granted an armistice in return for a heavy contribu-

tion (September 7th, 1796). Immediately afterwards he was
forced to retire.

Between the French and the Austrians, Bavaria was now in

an evil case. Before the death of Charles Theodore (February

i6th, 1799) the Austrians had again occupied tlic country,

preparatory to renewing the war with France. Maximilian IV.

Joseph (of Zweibriicken), the new elector, succeeded to a difficult

inheritance. Though his own sympathies, and those of his all-

powerful minister, Max Josef von Montgelas (^.v.), were, if

anything, French rather than Austrian, the state of the Bavarian

finances, and the fact that the Bavarian troops were scattered

and disorganized, placed him helpless in the hands of Austria :

on the 2nd of December 1800 the Bavarian arms were involved

in the Austrian defeat at Hohenlinden, and Moreau once more
occupied Munich. By the treaty of Lun^ville (February 9th,

1801) Bavaria lost the Palatinate and the duchies of Zweibriicken

andjulich.

In view of the scarcely disguised ambitions and intrigues of

the Austrian court, Montgelas now believed that the interests of

Bavaria lay in a frank Chance with the French re-

public ; he succeeded in overcoming the reluctance of /jSKiict.
Maximilian Joseph

;
and, on the 24th of August, a

separate treaty of peace and alliance with France was signed at

Paris. By the third article of this the First Consul undertook

to see that the compensation promised under the 7th article
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oi the treaty of Luniville for the territory ceded on the left bank
of the Rhine, should be carried out at the expense of the Empire
in the manner most agreeable to Bavaria (de Martens, Recueilt

vol. vii. p. 365). In 1803, accordingly, in the territorial re-

arrangements consequent on Napoleon’s suppression of the

ecclesiastical states, and of many free cities of the Empire,
Bavaria received the bishoprics of Wurzburg, Bamberg, Augs-
burg and Freisingen, part of that of Passau, the territories of

twelve abbeys, and seventeen cities and villages, the whole
forming a compact territory which more than compensated for

the loss of her outlying provinces on the Rhine.^ Montgelas’

ambition was now to jraise Bavaria to the rank of a first-rate

power, and he pursued tliis object during the Napoleonic epoch
with consummate skill, allowing fully for the preponderance of

France—so long as it lasted—but never permitting Bavaria to

sink, like so many of the states of the confederation of the

Rhine, into a mere French dependency. In the war of 1805, in

accordance with a treaty of alliance signed at Wurzburg on the

23rd of September, Bavarian troops, for the first time since

Charles VII., fought side by side with the French, and by the

treaty of Pressburg, signed on the 26th of December, the princi-

pality of Eichstiidt, the margraviate of Burgau, the lordship of

Vorarlberg, the countships of Hohenems and Konigsegg-Rothen-

fcls, the lordships of Argcn and Tetnong, and the city of Lindau
with its territory were to be added to Bavaria. On the other

hand Wurzburg, obtained in 3803, was to be ceded by Bavaria

to the elector of Salzburg in exchange for Tirol. By the 1st

article of the treaty the emperor acknowledged the assumption
l.)y the elector of the title of king, as Maximilian 1 .- The price

which Maximilian had reluctantly to pay for this accession of

dignity was the marriage of his daughter Augusta with Eugene
Bcauharnais.

For the internal constitution of Bavaria also the French

alliance had noteworthy consequences. Maximilian himself

was an “ enlightened ” prince of the 18th-century ty^^e, whose
tolerant principles had already grievously offended his clerical

subjects ; Montgelas was a firm believer in drastic reform
“ from above,” and, in 1803, had discussed with the rump of

the old estates the question of reforms. But the revolutionary

( hanges introduced by the constitution proclaimed on the ist of

May 1808 were due to the direct influence of Napoleon. A clean

sweep was made of the medieval polity surviving in the somnolent

local diets and corporations. In place of the old system of

privileges and exemptions were set equality before the law,

universal liability to taxation, abolition of serfdom, security of

person and property, liberty of conscience and of the press. A
representative assembly was created on paper, based on a narrow

franchise and with very limited powers, but was never summoned.
In 1809 Bavaria was again engaged in war with Austria on

the side of France, and by the treaty signed at Paris on the

28th of February 1810 ceded southern Tirol to Italy and some
small districts to Wurttemberg, receiving as compensation
parts of Salzburg, the quarters of the Inn and Hausruck and
the principalities of Bayreuth and Regensburg. So far the policy

of Montgelas had been brilliantly successful
;
but the star of

Napoleon had now reached its zenith, and already the astute

opportunist had noted the signs of the coming change. The
events of 1812 followed

; in 1813 Bavaria was summoned to

join the alliance against Napoleon, the demand being passionately

backed by the crown prince Louis and by Marshal Wrede
;
on

the 8th of October was signed the treaty of Ried, by
which Bavaria threw in her lot with the Allies. Mont-
gelas announced to the French ambassador that he

had been compelled tmporarily to bow before the storm, adding
Bavaria has need of France.” (For Bavaria’s share in the

war see Napoleonic Campaigns,)

Immediately after the first peace of Paris (1814), Bavaria
ceded to Austria Tird and Vorarlberg; by the congress of

1 See Rteis dB In diptdation d$ I’tmpirB . , . du fivr. tSoj, Stc.,

$ a. vol. vii. p. 453 of G. F. de Martens, Recueil des Tratiis, &c.
(Oottingne, 1831).

^ Text in de Martens* Rieueil, viii. p. 388.
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Vienna it was decided that she was to add to these the greater

part of Salzbuig and the quarters of the Inn and Hausriick,

receiving as compensation, besides Wiirzbuig and
Aschaffenburg, the Palatinate on the left Imnk of the

Rhine and certain districts of Hesse and of the former aubMm.
abbacy of Fulda. Butwith the collapse of France the old

fear and jealousy of Austria had revived in full force, and Bavaria

only agreed to these cessions (treaty of Munich,* April i6th,

1816) on Austria promising that, in the event of the powers ignor-

ing her claim to the Baden succession in favour of that of the

line of the counts of Hochberg, she should receive also the

Palatinate on the right bank of the Rhine. The question was
thus left open, the tension between the two powers remained
extreme, and war was only averted by the authority of the

Grand Alliance. At the congress of Aix (1818) the question of

the Baden succession was settled in favour of the Hochberg line,

without the compensation stipulated for in the treaty of Munich
;

and by the treaty of Frankfort, signed on behalf of the four great

powers on the 20th of July 1819, tlie territorial questions at

issue between Bavaria and Austria were settled, in spite of the

protests of the former, in the general sense of the arrangement
made at Vienna. A small strip of territory was added, to connect

Bavaria with the Palatinate, and Bavarian troops were to garrison

the federal fortress of Mainz.

Meanwhile, on the ist of February 1817, Montgelas had been

dismissed
;
and Bavaria had entered onanew era of constitutionnl

reform. This implied no breach with the European
policy of the fallen minister. In the new German
confederation Bavaria had assumed the role of de- ig/5,
fender of the smaller states against the ambitions of

Austria and Prussia, and Montgelas had dreamed of a Bavarian

hegemony in South Germany similar to that of Prussia in the

north. It was to obtain popular support for this policy and for

tlie Bavarian claims on Baden that the crown prince pressed

for a liberal constitution, the reluctance of Montgelas to concede

it being the cause of his dismissal. On the 26th of May 1818 the

constitution was proclaimed. I'lit* parliament was to consist

of two houses
;

the first comprising the great hereditary land-

owners, government officials and nominees of the crown
;

the

second, elected on a very narrow franchise, representatives

of the small land-owners, the towns and the peasants. By
additional articles the equality of religions was guaranteed

and the rights of Protestants safeguarded, concessions which
were denounced at Rome as a breach of the Ckmcordat, which
had been signed immediately before. The result of the con-

stitutional experiment hardly justified the royal expectations ;

the parliament was hardly opened (February 5th, 1819) before

the doctrinaire radicalism of some of its members, culminating

in the demand that the army should swear allegiance to the

constitution, so alarmed the king, that he appealed to Austria

j

and Germany, undertaking to carry out any repressive measures

they might recommend, Prussia, however, refused to approve
of any coup d'itat

;
the parliament, chastened by the conscious-

ness that its life depended on the goodwill of the king, moderated

its tone; and Maximilian ruled till his death as a model con-

stitutional monarch. "On the i3tli of October 1825, he was
succeeded by his son, Louis L, an enlightened patron of the arts

and sciences, who transferred the university of Landshut to

Munich, which, by his magnificent taste in building, he trans-

formed into one of the most beautiful cities of the continent.

The earlier years of his reign were marked by a liberal spirit and
the reform, especially, of the financial administration

;
but the

revolutions of 1831 frightened him into reaction, which was
accentuated by the opposition of the parliament to his ex-

penditure on building and works of art. In 1837 the Ultra-

montanes came into power with Karl von Abel (1788-1859)
as prime minister. The Jesuits now gained the upper hand

;

one by one the liberal provisions of the constitution were modified

or annulled ; the Protestants were harried and oppressed ; and
a x^orous censorship forbade any free discussion of internal

politics. The collapse of this regime was due^ not to popular
agitation, but to the resentm^t of Louts at the clerical
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opposition to the inlluence of his mistress, Lola Montez. On the
17th of February 1847, Abel was dismissed, for publishing? his

. ^
memorandum against the proposal to naturalize Lola,

Momin, Irishwoman ; and the Protestant Geoig
Ludwig von Maurer (g.v') took his place. I’he new

ministiy granted the certificate of naturalization
;

but riots,

in which ultramontane professors of tlie university took part,

were the result. The professors were deprived, the parliament
dissolved, and, on the 27th of November, the ministry dismissed.

Lola Montez, created Countess Landsfeld, was supreme in the
state ; and the new minister, Prince Ludwig von Oettingen-
Wallcrstein (1791-1870), in spite of his efforts to enlist Liberal
sympathy by appeals to pan-German patriotism, was powerles.s

to form a stable government. His cabinet was known as the
“ Lolaministerium ”

; in February 1848, stimulated by the
news from Paris, note broke out against the countess ; on the
nth of March the king dismissed Oettingen, and on the 20th,
realizing the force of public opinion against him, abdicated in
favour of his son, Maximilian II.

Before his abdication Louis had issued, on the 6th of Marcl\, a
proclamation promising the zealous co-operation of the Bavarian

Aaih
government in the work of German freedom and

P^nniMa .

To the spirit of this Maximilian was faithful,

policy* accepting the authority of the central government
at Frankfort, and (19th of December) sanctioning the

official promulgation of the laws passed by the German parlia-
ment. But Prussia was henceforth the enemy, not Austria. In
refusing to agree to the offer of the imperial crown to PVcdcrick
Willi^i IV., Maximilian had the support of his parliament.
Tn withholding his assent to the new German constitution,
by which Austria was excluded from the Confederation, he ran
indeed counter to the sentiment of his people

;
but by this time

the back of the revolution was broken, and in the events which
led to the humiliation of Prussia at Olrniitz in 1851, and the
restoration of the old diet of the Confederation, Bavaria was
safe in casting in her lot with Austria (see Germany: History),
1 he guiding spirit in this anti-Prussian policy,which characterized
l^varian statesmanship up to the war of 1866, was Ludwig
Karl Heinrich von der Pfordten (181 i-i88o),who b^ame minister
for foreign affairs on the 19th of April 1849. idea for the
ultimate solution of the question of the balance of power in
Ciermany was the so-called Trias, i.e. a league of the Rhenish
states as a counterpoise to the preponderance of Austria and
Prussia. In internal affairs his ministry was characterized by
a reactionary policy less severe than elsewhere in Germany,
which led none the less from 1854 onward to a struggle wdth the
parliament, which ended in the dismissal of Pfordten's ministry
on the 27th of March 1859. He was succeeded by Karl Freiherr
von Schrenk auf Notzing (1806-1884), an official of Liberal
tendencies who had been Bavarian representative in the diet
of the Confederation. Important reforms were now introduced,
including the separation of the judicial and executive powers
imd the drawing up of a new criminal oode. In foreign affairs

Schrenk, like his predecessor, aimed at safeguarding tlic in-

dependence of Bavaria, and supported the idea of superseding
the actual constitution of the Confederation by a supreme
directory, in which Bavaria,as leader of the purelyGemian states,
would hold the balance between Prussia and Austria. Bavaria

j

accordingly opposed the Prussian proposals for the reorganiza-
!

tion of the Confederation, and one of the last acts of King
M^imilian was to take a conspicuous part in the assembly of

princes summoned to Frankfort in 1863 by the emperor Francis
Joseph (see Germany).
Maximilian was succeeded on tlie loth of March 1864 by his

son l^uis II., a youth of eighteen. 'Hie government was at first

carried on by Schrenk and Pfordten in concert. Schrenk soon
retired, when the Bavarian government found it necessary, in
order to maintain its position in the Prussian ZolUmeifiy to
become a party to the Prussian commercial treaty with France,
signed in 186a. In the complicated Schleswig-Holstein question

Bavaria, under Pfordten’s guidance, consistently opposed
Prussia, and headed the lesser states in their support of Frederick

of Augustenbuig gainst the policy of the two great German
powers. Finally, in the war of 1866, in spite of Bismarck’s
efforts to secure her neutrality, Bavaria sided actively with
Austria.

I he rapid victory of the Prussians and the wise moderation
of Bismarck paved the way for a complete revolution in Bavaria’s
relation to Prussia and the fierman question. The
South German Confederation, contemplated by the with
6th article of the treaty of Prague, never came into Qofmmm
being

; and, though Prussia, in order not prematurely Bmpito,

to excite the alarm of France, opposed the suggestion that the
southern states should join the North German Confederation,
the bonds of Bavaria, as of the other southern states, with the
north, were strengthened by an offensive and defensive alliance

mth Prussia, as the result of Napoleon’s demand for ‘‘ compensa-
tion *’ in the Palatinate. This was signed at Berlin on the 22nd
of August 1866, on the same day as the signature of the formal
treaty of peace between the two countries. The separatist

ambitions of Bavaria were thus fonnally given up
;
she had no

longer “need of France”; and in the war of 1870-71, the
Bavarian army marclied, under the command of the Prussian
crown prince, against tlie common enemy of Germany. It was
on the proposal of King Louis II. that the imperial crown was
offered to King William.

This was preceded, on the 23rd of November 1870, by the

signature of a treaty between Bavaria and the North German
Confederation. By this instrument, though Bavaria became an
integral part of the new German empire, she reserved a larger

measure of sovereign independence than any of the other con-

stituent states. Thus she retained a separate diplomatic service,

military administration, and postal, telegraph and railway

.systems. The treaty was ratified by the Bavarian chambers
on the 2ist of January 1871, though not without cortsiderable

opposition on the part of the so-called “ patriot ” party. Their
hostilityjvas increased by the Kulturkam f>f , due to the promulga-
tion in 1870 of the dogma of papal infallibility. Munich Uni-
versity, where Dollingcr {q,v,) was professor, became the centre

of the opposition to the new dogma, and the “ old Catholics
”

(q.v.) were protected by the king and the government. The
federal law expelling the Jesuits was proclaimed in Bavaria on
the 6th of September 1871 and was extended to the Redemp-
torists in 1873. On the 31st of March 1871 ,

moreover, the bonds
with the rest of the empire had been drawn closer by the
acceptance of a number of laws of the North German Confedera-
tion, of which the most important was the new criminal code,

which was finally put into force in Bavaria in 1879. The
opposition of the “ patriot ” party, however, reinforced by the

strong Catholic sentiment of the country, continued powerful,

and it was only the steady support given by the king to suc-

cessive Liberal ministries that prevented its finding disastrous

expression in the parliament, where it remained in a greater or

less majority till 1887, and has since, as the “ centre,” continued
to form the most compact party in an assembly made up of
“ groups.”

Meanwhile the royal dreamer,whose passion for building palaces

was becoming a serious drain on the treasuiy^ had been declared

insane, and, on the 7th of June 1886, the heir-presumptive,

Prince lAiitpold, was proclaimed regent. Six days later, on the

13th of June, Louis committed suicide. His brother, Otto 1.,

also insane, the regency was confirmed to l^rince Luitpold.

Since 1871 Bavaria Im shared to the full in the marvellous

development of Germany ; but her “ particularism,” founded
on traditional racial and religious antagonism to the Prussians,

was by no means dead, though it exhibited itself in no more
dangerous form than the prohibition, reissued in 1900, to display

any but the Bavarian flag on public buildings on the emperor’s

biithday
; a provision which 1ms been since so far modified as

to allow the Bavarian and imperial flags to be hung side by ^e.

AvTHomriEs.^Monwnenta Bci/a (44 vols., Munich. 1763-1900)

;

G. T. Rodhart. Aeltesle Geschickte Bayerns (Hamburg, 1841) ; A.
Quitzmann. Ahstammung, UtsUz, und dlUste GeschiclUomcr Bairwaren
(Munich, 1837). and 'Du OiUsli GosckickU dor Bakm bit qii
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(Brunswick, 1873); S. Rieeter, GesckitkuBcyems (Gotha, 1878-1501));
Ad. Brecher, DarsisUung det MschichUich0n Bniwickelung dcs bay-
rischen Staatsgebiets, map (Berlin, 1890) ; £. Rosenthal, Geschichte

dcs Gerichtswesens und atf X^erwaltunfisorganisation Bayems (Wdrs-
burg, 1880) ;

A. Bnchner, GesckickU von Baiern (Munich, i8ao-
1853) ; Forschimgen xur GcsvkirMte Bayerns, edited by K. von
Reinhardstottncr (Berlin, 1897 Much valuable detail will be
found in the lives of Bavarian princes and statesmen in the Allgemeine
deiUsche Biograpkie (Leipzig, i875-i9ob in progr.) (W. A. P.)

BAVENO, a town of Pietoont, Italy, in the province of

Novara, on the west shore of Logo Maggiore, 13 m. N.N.W. of

Arena by rail. Pop. (1901) 2502. It is much frequented as a
resort in spring, summer and autumn, and has many beautiful

villas. To the north-west are the famous red granite quarries,

which have supplied the columns for the cathedral of Milan,

the church of S. Paolo fuori le Mura at Rome, the Galleria

Vittorio Emanuele at Milan, and other important buildings.

BAWBEE (of very doubtful origin, the most plausible con-

jecture being that the word is a corruption from the name of

the mint master Sillebawby, by whom they were first issued,

c. 1541), the Scottish name for a halfpenny or other small coin,

and hence used of money generally. A writer in 1573, quoted

in Tytier’s History of Scotland

^

speaks of “a coin called a
bawbee, . . . which is in value English one penny and a
quarter,” The word was sometimes written ” babie,” and ha.s

therefore been identified merely with a baby coin,” but this

etymology is less probable.

BAXTER, ANDREW (1686-1750), Scottish metaphysician,

was born in Aberdeen and educated at King’s College. ITc
j

maintained himself by acting as tutor to noblemen’s sons.

From 1741 to 1747 he lived with Lord Blantyrc and Mr Hay of

Drummelzier at Utrecht, and made excursions in Flanders,

France and Germany. Returning to Scotland, he lived at

Whittingehame. near Edinburgh, till his death in 1750. At Spa

he had met John Wilke.s, then twenty years of age, and formed

a lasting friendship with him. His chief work. An Inquiry into

ilie Nature of the Human Soul (editions 1733, 1737 and 1745

;

with appendix added in 1750 in answer to an attack in Mac-
laurin’s Account of Sir 1. Navion s Philosophical Discoveries

,

and
dedication to John Wilkes), examines the properties of matter.

The one essential proj>erty of matter is its inactivity, vis inertiae

(accepted later by Monboddo). All movement in matter is,

therefore, caused l)y some immaterial force, namely, God. But
the movements of the lK)dy are not analogous to the movements
of matter

;
they are caused by a special immaterial force, the

soul. The soul, as being immaterial, is immortal, and its con-

sciousness does not depend upon its connexion with the body.

The argument is supported by an analysis of the phenomena of

dreams, which are ascribed to direct spiritual influences. Lastly

Baxter attempted to prove that matter is finite. His work is an
attack on Toland’s Letters to Serena (1704), which argued that

motion is essential to matter, and on Locke and Berkeley. His
criticism of Berkeley (in the second volume) is, however, based
on the common misinterpretation of his theory (see Berkeley).
Sir Leslie Stephen speaks of him as a curious example of ** the

effects of an exploded metaphysics on a feeble though ingenious

intellect.”

Beside the Inquiry^ Baxter wrote Matho sive Cosmotheoria

Puerilis (an exposition in I.atin of the elements of astronomy
written for his pupils—editions in English 1740, 1745 and 1765,
with one dialogue re-written)

;
Evidence of Reason in Proof of

the Immortality of the Soul (published posthumously from MSS.
Dr Duncan in 1779).

See life in Bingyaphia Britannica ; McCosh's Scottish Philosophy,
pp. 42 40.

BAXTER, RICHARD (7615-1691), English puritan divine,

called by Dean Stanley “ the chief of English Protestant School-

men,” was bom at Roirton, in Shropslure, at the house of his

maternal grandfather, in November (probably the 12th) 1615.

His ancestors had been gentlefolk, but his father had i^uced
himseH to hard straits by loose living. About the time of

Richaid^s birth, however, he changed decisively for the better.

The boy’s eaiiy odtieatkin was poor, being mainly in the hanck
off the Aliterate and dissolute clerg}' and readers who held the

neighbouring Uviogs at that time. He was better served by
Jolm Owen, master of the free school at Wroxetor, where he

studied from about 1629 ^ made lair progress in

Latin. On Owen’s advice he did not proceed to Oxford (a step

which he afterwards revetted), but went to Ludlow Castle to

read with Richard Wickstead, the councils chaplain there.

Wickstcad neglected his pupil entirely, but Baxter’s eager mind
found abundant nourishment in the great library at the castle.

He was persuaded—^against his will—^to turn his attention to a
court life, and he went to London under the patronage of Sir

Henry Herbert, master of the revels, to follow Aat ©oursc ; but

he very soon returned home with a fixed resolve—oonfirmed by
the death of his mother—to study divinity. After three months'

schoolmastering for Owen at Wroxeter he read theology, and
especially the schoolmen, with Francis Garbel, the local clergy-

man. About this time (1634) he met Joseph Symonds and
Walter Cradock, two famous Nonconformists, whose piety and

fervour influenced him considerably. In 1638 he was nominated

to the mastership of the free grammar school, Dudley, in which

place he commenced his ministry, having been ordained and
licensed by John lliomborough, bishop of Worcester. His

success as a preacher was, at this early period, not very great

;

but he was soon transferred to Bridgnorth (Shropshire), where,

as assistant to a Mr Madstard, he established a reputation for

the vigorous discharge of the duties of his office.

He remained at Bridgnorth nearly two years, during which

time he took a special interest in the controversy relating to

Nonconformity and the Church of England. He soon, on some
points, espficially matters of discipline, became alienated from
the Church ; and after the requirement of what is called ” the

et cetera oatli,” he rejected episcopacy in its English form. He
could not, however, be called more than a moderate Noncon-
formist

;
and such he continued to be throughout his life,

'lliough commonly denominated a Presbyterian, he had no
exclusive attachment to I’resbyterianism, and often manifested

a willingness to accept a modified Episcopalianlsm. All forms

of church government were regarded by him as subservient to

the true purposes of religion.

One of tlie first measures of the Long Parliament was to effect

the reformation of the clergy
;
and, with this view, a committee

was appointed to receive a)mplaints against them. Among the

complainants were the inhabitants of Kidderminster, a town
which had become famous for its ignorance and depravity.

This state of matters was so clearly proved that an arrangement

was agreed to on the part of the vicar (Dance), by which he
allow^ £60 a year, out of his income of £200, to a preacher who
should be chosen by certain trustees. Baxter was invited to

deliver a sermon before the peo[>le, and was unammously elected

as the minister of the place. This happened in April 1641, when
he was twenty-six years of age.

His ministry continued, with v^ considerahle interruptions,

for about nineteen years
; and during that time he accomplished

a work of reformation in Kidderminster and the neighbourhood
which is as notable as anything of the kind upon record. Civilised

behaviour succeeded to brutality of manners
; and, whereas the

professors of region had been but small exceptiems to the mass,

the unreligious people became the exceptions in their turn.

He formed the ministers in the country around him into an
association for the better fulfilment of the duties of theiir calling,

uniting them together irrespec^tive of their difierenoes as Presb)'-

terians, Episcopalians and Independents. The spirit in which
he acted may be judged of from The Reformed Pastor, a book
published in relation to the general ministesrial efforts he pro-

moted. It drives home the sense of clerical responsibility with
extraordinary power. The result of his action is that, to this

day his memory is cherished as that of the true sp^itle of the
district where be laboured.

The intetTuptions to which his Kidderminster life was subjected
arose from the conditiaa of things occasioned by the dvil war.
Baxter blamed both parties, but Woreesteiahire was a cavaiser

county, and a man in his position was, while the wsmt continued,
exposed to annoyance and danger in a place
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He therefore removed to Gloucester^ and afterwards (1643-

1645) settled in Coventry, iidiere he preached regularly both to

the garrison anrl the citizens. After the battle of Naseby he

took the situation of chaplain to Colonel Whalley’s regiment,

and continued to hold it till February 1647. During these

stormy years he wrote his Aphorisms of Justificatum, which on its

appearance in 1649 excited great controversy.

Baxter’s connexion with the Parliamentary army was a very

characteristic one. He joined it that he might, if possible,

counteract the growth of liic sectaries in that field, and maintain

the cause of constitutional government in opposition to the

republican tendencies of the time. He regretted that he had not

previously accepted an offer of Cromwell to become chaplain to

the Ironsides, being confident in his power of persuasion under

the most difficult '.ircumstances. His success in converting the

soldiery to his views does not seem to have been very great, but

he preserved his own consistency and fidelity in a remarkable

degree. By public disputation and private conference, as well

as by preaching, he enforced his doctrines, both ecclesiastical

and political, and shrank no more from uiging what he conceived

to be the truth upon the most powerful offietTs than he did from

instructing the meanest followers <yf the camp. Oomwell dis-

liked his loquacity and shunned his society
;
but Baxter having

to preach before him after he had assumed the Protectorship,

chose for his subject the old topic of the divisions and distractions

of the church, and in sulisequent interviews not only opposed

him about liberty of conscience, but spoke in favour of the

monarchy he had subverted. There is a striking proof of Baxter’s

insight into character in his account of what happened under

these circumstances. Of Cromwell he says, “ 1 saw that what
he learned must be from himself.” It is worthy of notice that

this intercourse with Cromwell occurred when Baxter was
summoned to London to assist in settling the fundamentals of

religion,” and made the memorable declaration, in answer to the

objection that what he had proposed as fundamental ” might be

subscribed by a Papist or Socinian,”— “ So much the better, and
so much the fitter it is to be the matter of concord,” In 1647

he was staying at the home of lady Rou.se of Kouse-Lench, and
there, in much physical weakness, wrote a great part of his

famous work, The Saints' Everlasting Rest (1650), On his

recovery he returned to his charge at Kidderminster, where he

also became a prominent political leader, his sensitive conscience

leading him into conflict with almost every one of the contending

parties in state and church. His conduct now, as at all times,

did ” credit to his conscientiousness rather than to his wisdom.”

After the Restoration in 1660 Baxter, who had helped to bring

about that event, settled in London. He preached there till the

Act of Uniformity took effect in 1662, and was employed in seek-

ing for such terms of comprehension as would have permitted the

moderate dissenters with whom he acted to have remained in the

Giurch of England. In this hope he was sadly disappointed.

There was at that time on the part of the rulers of the church no

wish for such comprehension, and their object in the negotiations

that took place vias to excuse the breach of faith wliich their

rejection of all reasonable methods of concession involved. The

chief good that resulted from the Savoy conference was the

production of Baxter’s Reformed Liturgy
y
a work of remarkable

excellence, though it was cast aside without con.sideration. The
same kind of reputation which Baxter had obtained in thecountry

he secured in the larger and more important circle of the metr<>

polls. The power of his preaching was universally felt, and his

capacity for business placed him at the head of his pe^y. He
had been made a king’s chaplain, and was offered the bish^ric of

Hereford, but he could not accept the offer without virtually

assenting to things as they were. This he could not do, and after

his refua^ he was not allowed, even before the passing of the Act

of Uniformity, to be a curate in Kidderminster, though he was

willing to serve that office gratuitously. Bishop Morley even

prohibited him from preaching in the diocese of Worcester.

Baxter, however, foond much consolation in his marriage on the

34th of September 1661 with Margaret Chariton, a woman like-

minded with himself. She died in x68i

.

RICHARD
From the ejectment of 1662 to the indulgence of 1687, Baxter’s

life was constantly disturbed by persecution of one kind or

another. He retired to Acton in Middlesex, for the purpose of

quiet study, and was dragged thence to prison for keeping a
conventicle. The mittimus was pronounced illegal and irregular,

and Baxter procured a habeas corpus in the court of common
pleas. He was taken up for preaching in London after the

licences granted in 1672 were recalled by the king. The meeting-

house which he Imd built for himself inOxendon Street was closed

against him after he had preached there but once. He was, in

1^0, seized in his house, and conveyed away at the risk of his

life
;
and though he was released that he might die at home, his

books and goods were distrained. He was, in 1684, carried three

times to the sessions house, being scarcely able to stand, and
without any apparent cause was made to enter into a bond for

in security for his good behaviour.

But his worst encounter was with the cliief justice. Sir George

Jeffreys, in May 1685. He had been committed to the king’s

bench prison on the ridiculous charge of libelling the Church in

liis Paraphrase on the Ne7v Testament
y
and was tried before

Jeffreys on this accusation. The trial is well known as among the

most brutal perversioasof justice which haveoccurred in England,

though it must be remembered that no authoritative report of the

trial exists. If the partisan account on which tradition is based

is to be accepted, it would appear tliat Jeffreys himself acted like

an infuriated madman. (See Jeffreys, Sir George.) Baxter

was sentenced to pay 500 marks, to lie in prison till the mon&y was

paid, and to be bound to his good behaviour for seven years. It

was even asserted at the time that Jeffreys proposed he should be

whipped at the cart’s tail through London. The old man, for he

was now seventy, remained in prison for eighteen months, when

the government, vainly hoping to win his influence to their side,

remitted the fine and released him.

During the long time of oppression and injury which followed

the ejectment, Baxter was sadly afflicted in body. His whole life

was indeed one continued illness, but in this part of it his pain and

languor had greatly incrca.sed. Yet this was the period of his

greatest activity as a writer. He was a most voluminous author,

his separate works, it is said, amounting to 168. They are as

learned as they are elaborate, and as varied in their subjects as

they are faithfully composed. Such treatises as the Christian

Directory
y
the Methodus Theologiae Christianae, and the Catholic

Theology
y
might each ha\'e occupied the principal part of the life

of an orinary man. His Breviale of the Life of Mrs Margaret

Baxter records the virtues of his wife, and reveals on the part of

Baxter a tenderness of nature which might otherwise have been

unknown. His editors have contented themselves with re-

publishing his “Practical Works,” and his ethical, philosophical,

historical and political writings still await a competent editor.

The remainder of Baxter’s life, from 1687 onwards, was passed

in peace and honour. He continued to preach and to publish

almost to the end. He was surrounded by attached friends, and
reverenced by the religious world. His saintly behaviour, his

great talents, and his wide influence, added to his extended age,

raised him to a position of unequalled reputation. He helped to

bring about the downfall of James II. and complied with the

Toleration Act under William and Mary. He died in London on

the 8th of December 1691, and his funeral was attended by

churchmen as well as dissenters. A similar tribute of general

esteem was paid to him nearly two centuries later, when a statue

was erected to his memory at Kidderminster in July 1875.

Baxter was possessed by an unconquerable belief in the power

of {)crsuasive argument. He thought every one was amenable to

reason—bishops and levellers included. And yet he was as far as

possible from being a quarrelsome man. He was at once a man of

fixed belief and large appreciation, so that his dogmatism and his

liberality sometimes came into collision. His popularity as a

preacher was deservedly pre-eminent ;
but no more diligent

student ever shut himself up with his books. He was singularly

fitted for intellectual debate, but his devotional tendency was

equally strong with his logical aptitude. Some of his writings,

from their metaphysical subtilty, will always pozzle learned

;
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bttt h& could write to the level of the common heart without loss

of dignity or pointedness. His Reasims for tiie Christian Rsiigim

is stiU, for its evidential purpose, better than most works of its

kind. His Poor Man*s Family Book is a manual that continues

to be worthy of its title. His Saints' Everlasting Rest will always

command 1^ grateful admiration of pious readers, it is also

charged with a robust and manly eloquence and a rare and
unsought felicity of language that make it a masterpiece of style.

Perhaps no thinker h^ exerted so great an influence upon
nonconformity as Baxter has done, and that nut in one direction

only, but in every form of development, doctrinal, ecclesiastical

and practical. He is the type of a distinct class of the Christian

ministry—that class which aspires after scholarly training,

prefers a broad to a sectarian theology, and adheres to ration^

methods of religious investigation and appeal. The rational

element in lum was very strong. He had a settled hatred of

fanaticism. Even Quakerism he could scarcely endure. Religion

was with him ail and in all—that by which all besides was
measured, and to whose interests all else was subordinated. Isaac

Barrow said that “ his practical writings were never minded, and
his controversial onesseldom confuted,” and John Wilkins,bishop

of Chester, asserted that “ if he had lived in the primitive time he

had been one of the fathers of the church.”

Bibliography.—Our most valuable source is Baxter's auto-
biography, called Reliquiae Baxterianae or Mr Richard Baxter's

Narrative of the most memorable Passages of his Life and Times
(published by Matthew Sylvester in 169b). Edmund Calainy
abridged this work (1702). The abridgment forms tlie first volume
of the account of the eiix*ded ministers, but whoever refers to it

should also acquaint himself with the reply to the accusationH which
had been brought against Baxter, and Whicli will l)e found in the

second volume of Cauamy’s Continuation. William Orme’s Life and
Times of Richard appeared in 2 vols. in 1830 ;

it also forms
the first volume of Practical Works” (1830, rq^rinted i8(i8)-

Sir James Stephen’s interesting paper on Baxter, contributed
originally to the Edinburgh Review, i.s nipriuted in the second volume
of his F.ssays. More recent estimates of Baxter arc tliose given by
ohn Tulloch in his English Puritanism and its Leaders, and by
)ean Stanley in his adciress at the inauguration of the statue to

Baxter at Kidderminster (see Macmillan's Magasine, xxxii. ,^5).
There is a good jiortrait of Baxter in tlie Williams library, Goitlon

Square, London.

BAXTER, ROBERT DUDLEY (1827-1875), English economist

and statistician, was bom at Doncaster in 182 7 . ile was educated
privately and at Trinity College, Cambridge. He studied law and
entered his father’s firm of Baxter & Co., solicitors, with which he

was connected till his death. Though studiously attentive to

business, he was enabled, as a member of the StatikicaJ and other

leiimed societies, to accomplish much useful economic work. His

principal economic writings were The Budget and the Income Tax
(i860), Railway Extension and its Results (1866), The National

Income (1868), The Taxation of the United Kingdom (1869),

National Debts of the World (1871), Local Government and

Taxation (1874), and his purely political writings included

The Volunteer Movement (i860). The Redistribution of Seats

and the Counties (1866), History of English Parties and Con-

servatism (1870), and The Political Progress of the Working

Classes (iSyi),

BAXTER, WILLIAM (1650-1723), British antiquarian, critic

and grammarian, nephew of Richard Baxter, the divine, was bom
at Llanllugan, Montgomeryshire. When he went to Harrow
school, at ^e age of eighteen, he was unable to read, and could

speak no language except Welsh. His progress must have been

remarkable, since he pobfished his Latin grammar about ten

years afterwards. During the greater part of his life Baxter was
a schoolmaster, Bind was&ally houimaster of the Mercers’ school,

where he remained till shttrtly before his death on the 3X8t ofMay
1723. He was an aoooiii{di^d linguist, and his learning was
und^tedlyvery great His ptibUs&d works aie : DeAnalogia

^1679), an Mhimnced Latin grammar ; Anatcreontis Teii Carmina^

including two odes of Sappho (1695 ; reprinted in 17x0, ** with

hnprooetnenes,” vdiich he was aocused of having borrow^ from

the edition of Jodnia Barnes); Horace (1701 and subsequent

editions, regarded as remorlmble for its abuse of Bentley)

;

Glossarium Antiquitatum Britannicarum (1719) ;
and Gassarhm

AntiquikUum Rommutmm (1826). The last two works were

published by the Rev. Moses Wilkes, the second {which no

farther than the letter A) under the title of Reiiguiae Baxtsrianoi,

including an autobiographical fragment. Baxter also contributed

to a joint translation of Plutarch’s Moraliay and left notes

Juvenal and Persius.

BAY, a homonymous term of which the principal branches are

as follows. (1) The name of the sweet Uurel (Laurus nobilis) or

bay tree (see Laurel)
;

this word is derived through the 0 . Fr.

hate, from Lat. baca, berry, the bay bearing a heuv>^ crop of dark

purple berries. The leaves of the bay were woven m garlands to

crown poets, and hence the word is often used figuratively in the

sense of fame and reward. (2) A wide opening or indentation in

a coast-line. This may be of tlu‘ same origin as ”bay,“ in the

architectural sense, or from a Latin w<ird which is seen in il>e place

name Baiac. (3) The name of a colour, of a reddish brown,

princiimlly u.sed of the colour in horses
;
there are various shudtis,

light bay, bright bay, &c. This word is derived from the Latin

badius, which is given by Vurro (in Nonnius, pp, 80-82) as one of

the colours of horses. The word is also seen in baize (q.v.), (4)

The deep bark of dogs. This word is also seen in the expression
” at bay,” properly of a hunted animal who at the last turns on

the “ baying ” hounds and defends itself. The origin of the word

is the O.Fr. bayer, abayer, l.al. badare, properly to gape, open wide

the mouth. (5) An architectural term (Fr. travee, Ital. com-

partimento, Ger. Abteilung) for any division or compartment of

an arcade, roof, &c. Each space from pillar to pillar in a

cathedral, church or other building is called a ” bay ” or
” severy.” This word is also to be referred to bayer, to gape.

A “ bay-window ” or ” bow-window ” is a window projecting

outwards and forming a reiress in the apartment. Bay-^windows

may be rectangular, polygonal or semicircular in plan, in the

last case being better known as bow-windows. The bay-window

would seem to have been introduced in the 15th century, but the

earliest examples of importance are those which were built during

the reignof Edward IV. (1461-1483),when it was laigely employed

in the colleges of Oxford and Cambridge and in tire feudal castles

of the period. Examples are found in the palace at Kltham,

( owdray Castle in Sussex, Thombury Castle in Gloucestershire,

and in the George Inn at Glastonbury
;
one of the finest of a later

date is that of the Banqueting Hall at Hampton Court, some 50

ft. high. In the great entrance halls of andenl mansions the fiuor

of the last bay of the hall was generally raised two or three steps,

and this portion was reserved for the lord of the manor and his

guests, and was known as the dais. The usual position for the bay-

window is at one end of this dais, and occasionally but rarely at

both ends. 'Hie sills of the windows are at a lower level than

those in the hall, and, raised on one or two steps, are seats in the

recess. The recess of the bay-window was genera^covered with a

riblied vault of elaliorate design, and the window itself subdivided

mullions and transoms. In some of the larger windows such

as those at Cowdray and Hampton Court tlicre are no fewer than

five transoms, and this ’sul^division gave great scale to the design.

The same featurewhenemployed inanupper storey and supported

by corbels or brackets is known as an oriel window, (See also

Dais and Hall.)

BAYAMO, an old inland dty on the N. slope of tlie Sierra

Maestra in Santiago province, Cuba. Pop. (1907) 410a. It lies

on a plain by the Bayamo river, in a fertile country, but isolated

from sea and from railway. Its older parts are extraordinarily

irr^pJar. The streets arc of all widtlw, and of all dq;rees of

crookedness, and run in all directions. Bayamo was the third of

the seven cities founded by Diego Velazquez, and was estkblished

in 15x3. During much of the i6th century it was one of the mpst

important agricultural and commercial settlement of the iskupd.

Its inland situation gave it relative security against the pirates

who then infested West Indian teas, and the misfortanes of

Santiago were the fortunes of Bayamo. Down the river Cauto,

then open to the sea for vessels of 200 tons, and through Manza-

irillo, Bayamo drove a thriving contraband trade that made it at

the opening of the 17th century the leading town of Cuba. A
tremendous flood, in 1616, ehoking the Cauto with trees and

in. 18a
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wrecked vessels, cut it off from direct access to the sea
; but

through Manzanillo it continued a great clandestine traffic with

Curasao, Jamaica, and other foreign islands all through the xyth

and 18th centuries. Bayamo was then surrounded by fine

plantations. It was a rich and turbulent city. In the war of

1868-78 it was an insurgent stronghold ; near it was fought one

of the most desperate conflicts of the war, and it was nearly

destroyed by the opposing parties, Bayamo was the birthplace

and the home of Carlos Manuel de C^spedes (1819-1874), first

president of the “ first Ciil)an republic, and was also the

birthplace and home of Tomas Estrada Palma (1835-1908), first

president of the present Cuban republic.

BAYARD, PIERRE TERRAIN Seigneur de (1473-3524),
French soldier, the desceudant of a noble family, nearly every

head of which for two centuries past had fallen in battle, was bom
at the chateau Bayard, Dauphin^ (near Pontcharra, Is^re), about

1473. He served as a page to Charles I., duke of Savoy, until

Charles VIII. of P'rance, attracted by his graceful bearing, placed

him among the royal followers under the seigneur (count) de Ligny

( 1487). As a youth he was distinguished for comeliness, affability

of manner, and skill in the tilt-yard. In 1494 he accompanied
Charles VJIl. into Italy, ^and was knighted after the battle of

Fornova (1495), where he had captured a .standard. Shortly

afterwards, entering Milan alone in ardent pursuit of the enemy,
he was taken prisoner, but was set free without a ransom by
Lodovico Sforza. In 1502 he was wounded at the assault of

Canossa. Bayard was the hero of a celebrated combat of thirteen

French knights against an equal number of Germans, and his

restless energy and valour were conspicuous throughout the

Italian wars of this period. On one occasion it is said that, single-

handed, he made good the defence of the bridge of the Garigliano

against about 200 Spaniards, an exploit that brought him such
renown that Pope Julius IT. sought to entice him into the papal
service, but unsuccessfully. In 1508 he distinguished himself

again at the siege of Genoa by Louis XTl., and early in 1509 the

king made him captain of a company of horse and foot. At the

siege of Padua he won further distinction, not only by his valour,

but also by his consummate skill. He continued to serve in the

Italian wars up to the siege of Brescia in 1512. Here his intre-

pidity in first mounting the rampart cost him a severe wound,
which obliged his soldiers to carry him into a neighbouring house,

the residence of a nobleman, whose wife and daughters he pro-

tected from threatened insult. Before his wound was healed, he

hurried to join Gaston de Foix, under whom he served in the

terrible battle of Ravenna (1512). In 1 513, when Henry VIIT. of

England routed the Prench at the battle of the Spurs (Guinegate,

where Bayard’s father had received a lifelong injury in a battle of

1479), Bayard in trying to rally his countrymen found his escape

cut off. Unwilling to surrender, he rode suddenly up to an
English officer who was resting unarmed, and summoned him to

yield ; the knight complying, Bayard in turn gave himself up
to his prisoner. He was taken into the English c.amp, but his

gallantry impressed Henry as it had impressed Lodovico, and the

king released him without ransom, merely exacting his parole not

to serve for six weeks, On the accession of Francis 1 . in 1515

Bayard was made lieutenant-general of Dauphin^
;
and after

the victoiy* of Marignan, to which his valour largely contributed,

he had the honour of conferring knighthood on his youthful

sovereign. When war again broke out between Francis I. and
Charles V., Bayard, with 1000 men, held M6zi^res, which had
been declared untenable, against an army of 35,000, and after

six week^s compelled the imperial generals .t» raise the siege^ This

stubborn resistance saved centnd Franlfe from invasion, as the

king had not then sufficient forces to withstand the itnperiaiists.

All France rang with the achievement, and Francis gamed time

to collect the royal army which drove out the invaders ^i52iX
The parlement thanked Bayard as the saviour of his country :

the king made him a knight of the order of St Michael, and
commander in his own name of 100 gms d^armes, an honour till

then reser\'ed for princes of the blood. After allaying a revolt at

Genoa, and striving with the greatest assiduity to check a

pestilence in I)auphm6, Bayard was sent, in 1523, into Italy with
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Admiral Bonnivet, who, being defeated at Robecco and wounded
in a combat during his retreat, implored Bayard to assume the

command and save the army. He repulsed the foremost pursuers,
but in guarding the rear at the passage of the Sesia was mortally
wounded by an arquebus ball (April 30th, 1 524), He died in the
midst of the enemy, attended by Pescayra, the Spanish com-
mander, and by his old comrade the constable de Bourbon. His
body was restored to his friends and interred at Grenoble.

Chivalry, free of fantastic extravagance, is perfectly mirrored in

the character of Bayard. As a soldier he was one of the most
skilful commanders of the age. He was particularly noted for the
exactitude and completeness of his information of the enemy’s
movements ,* this he obtained both by careful reconnaissance

and by a well-arranged system of espionage. In the midst*of
mercenary armies Bayard remained absolutely disinterested, and
to his contemporaries and his successors he was, with his romantic
heroism, piety and magnanimity, the fearless and faultless knight,

le chevalin sans prur et sans reproche. His gaiety and kindness

won him, even more frequently, another name bestowed by his

contemporaries, le bon chevalier.

Contemporary' live.s of Bayard are the following :

—
" Le loyal

serviteur ” (? Jacques de Maille)
; La ifis joyease, plaisante, et

firtiaitve fnstoire . . . des faiz. gestes, triumphes et prouesses du hon
chevalier sans paom et sans reproche, le gentil seigneur de Bayart
(original edition printed at Paris. 1527 ;

the modem editions are very
numerous, those of M. J. Roman and of L. Larchey ap|X!ared in

1878 and 1882) ; Symphorien Champier, Les Gestes. ensemble la vie

du pteulA chevalier Bavard (Lyons, 1525) ; Aymar du Rivail, Histoire
des Altohrogcs (edition of do Terrebasse, 1844) ;

see Bayard in

Ripertoire des sources historiques, by Ulysse Chevalier, and m
particular A. de Terrebasw*. Hist, de Pierre Terrail, seigneur de
Bayart (1st ed., I’aris, 1828

;
5th ed., Vienna, 1870).

BAYARD, THOMAS FRANCIS (1828-1898), American diplo-

matist, was bom in Wilmington, Delaware, on the 29th of

October 1828. His great-grandfather, Richard Bassett (1745-

1815), governor of Delaware
;

his grandfather, James Asheton
Bayard (1767-1815), a prominent Federalist, and one of the

United States commissioners who negotiated the treaty of Ghent
with Great Britain after the War of .1812

; his uncle, Richard
Henry Bayard (1796-1868); and his father, James Asheton
Bayard (i79()- 1880), a well-known constitutional lawyer, all

represented Delaware in the United States Senate. Intending

to go into business, he did not receive a college education ; but
in 1848 he began the study of law in the office of his father, and
was admitted to the bar in 1851 . Except from 1855 to 1857, when
he was a partner of William Shippen in Philadelphia, he practised

chiefly in Wilihington. He was a United States senator from
Delaware from 1869 to 1885, and in i88i was (October loth to

13th) president pro tempore of the Senate. His abilities made
him a leader of the Democrats in the Senate, and his views on
financial and legal questions gave him a high reputation for

statesmanship. He was member of the electoral commission of

1877. In the l^emocratic national conventions of 1872, 1876,
1880 and 1884 he received votes for nomination as the party
candidate for the presidency. He was secretary of state, 1885-

1889, during the first administration of President Geveland,
and pursued a conservative policy in foreign affairs, the most
important matter with which he was called upon to deal being
the Bering Sea controversy. As ambassador to Great Britain,

1893-1897, his tall dignified person, unfailing courtesy, and
polished, if somewhat deliberate, eloquence made him a man of

mark in all the best circles. He was considered indeed by many
Americans to have become too partial to English ways

;
and, for

the expression of some criticisms regarded as unfavourable to

his own countrymen, the House of Representatives went so far

as to pass, on the 7th of November 1^5, a vote of censure on
him. The value of Mr Bayard’s diplomacy was, however, fully

recognized in the United Kingdom, where he worthily upheld
the traditions of a famous line of American ministers. He was
the first representative of the United States in Britain to

hold the diplomatic rank of an ambassador. He died in Dedhant,

Massachusetts, on the 28th of September 1898.

See Edward Spencer, Public Life and Servicoi of T. F. Bayard
(New York, 1880),



BAYAZID—BAYEUX TAPESTRY
BAYASID^ or Bajazbt, a border fortress of Asiatic Turkey,

chief town of a sanjak of the Eraerum vih^et, situated dose to

the frontiers of Russia and Persia, and looking across a marshy
plain to the great cone of Ararat, at a general altitude of 6000 ft.

It occupies a site of great antiquity, as the cuneiform inscriptions

on the neighbouring rocks testify ;
it stands on the site of the

old Annenian town of Pakovan. It is picturesquely situated in

an amphitheatre of sharp, cocky hills. The great trade route

from Trebizond by Erzerum into N.W. Persia crosses the frontier

at Kizil Dize a few miles to the south and does not enter the

town. A knoll above the town is occupied by the half-ruined

fort or palace of former governors, built for Mahmud Pasha by

a Persian architect and considered one of the most beautiful

buildings in Turkey, It contains two churches and a monaster>’,

the Kasa Kilissa, famous for its antiquity and architectural

grandeur. The cuneiform inscriptions are on the rock pinnacles

above the town, with some rock chambers, indicating a town

or fortress of the Vannic period. The population has lately

decreased and now numbers about 4000. A Russian consul

resides here and the town is a military station. It was captured

during the Russian campaigns of 1828 and 1854, also in 1878,

but was then recaptured by the Turks, who subjected the Russian

garrison to a long siege ; the place was ultimately relieved, but

a massacre of Christians then took place in the streets. Bayozid

was restored to Turkey by the treaty of Berlin.

BAYBAY, a town of the province of Leyte, island of Leyte,

Philippine Islands, on the W. coast. Pop. (1903) 22,990. The

town proper is situated at the mouth of the Pagbanganan river,

45 m. S.S.W. of Tacloban, the provincial capital. A superior

grade of hemp is exported. Other products are rice, com, copra,

cacao, sugar, cattle and horses. The (ebu dialect of the Visayan

language is spoken.

BAY CITY, a city and the county seat of Bay county,

Michigan, U.S.A., on the Saginaw river, about 2 m. from its

entrance into Saginaw Bay and about 108 m. N.N.W. of Detroit.

Pop. (rSqo) 27,839
:
(1900) 27,628, of whom 8485 were foreign-

born, including 2413 English-Canadians, 1743 Germans, 3822

Poles—the city has a Polish weekly newspaper—and 1075 French-

f'nnadians
;
(iQio, census) 45,t66. Bay City is served by the

Michigan Central, the P<^ic Marquette, the Grand Trunk and

the Detroit & Mackinac railways, and by lake steamers. The

city extends for several miles along both sides of the river, and

is in a good farming district, with which it is connected by stone

roads. Among the public buildings are the Federal building,

the city hall and the public library. The city has lumber and

fishing interests (perch, whitefish, sturgeon, pickerel, bass, &c.

being caught in Saginaw Bay), large machine shops and

foundries (value of products in 1905, $i,743>i55» 31 % of

the total of the city’s factory products), and various manu-

factures, including ships (wooden and steel), wooden ware, wood-

pipe, veneer, railrtjad machinery, cement, alkali and chicory.

A salt basin underlies the city, and, next to the lumber industry,

the salt industry was the first to be developed, but its importance

has dwindled, the product value in 1905 being $20,098 out of

$5,620,866 for all factory products. Near the city are valuable

coal mines, and there is one within the city limits. At Essexville

(pop. in 1904, 1469), N.E., at Banks, N.W., and at Salzbury,

S.W. of Bay City, are beet-sugar factories—sugar-beets are

extensively grown in the vicinity. Alcohol is made from the

refuse molasses obtained from these beet-sugar factories. The

municipality owns and operates the water-works and electric-

lighting plant. The settlements of Lower Sa^naw and Ports-

mouth were made in 1:837, and were later united to form Bay
City, which was incoiporated as a village in 1859, Ihd ehartered

as a city in 1865. In *905 West Bay City (pop. 1900, 13,119)

and Bay Qty were consolidated.

BAYBUXy a town of north-western France, capital of an

arroncElssement in the department of Calvados, 18 m, N.W. of

Caen cm the Western nulway. Pop. (1906) 6930. Bayeux is

situated on the Aure, 5 m. from the English Channel. Its

majestic cathedral was built in the T3th century on the site of a

Romanesque church, to which the lateral arcades of the nave
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and the two western towers with their high stone spires belonged.

A third and still loftier tower, the upper part of which, in the

florid Gothic style, is modem, surmounts the crossing. The

chancel, surrounded with radiating chapels, is a fine example

of early Gothic. Underneath it there is a crypt of the iith

century restored in the 15th century. The oak stalls in the

choir are fine examples of late 16th-century carving. The former

bishop's palace, parts of which are of great age though the

main building is of the i8th century, serves as law-court and

hotel de ville. Bayeux possesses many quaint, timbered houses

and stone mansions in its quiet streets. The museum contains

the celebrated Bayeux tapestry (see below). The town is the seat

of a bishop and of a sub-prefect
;

it has tribunals of first iitstance

and of commerce, an ecclesiastical seminary, a communal college

and a chamber of arts and manufactures. Dyeing, leather-

dressing, loce-making and the manufacture of porcelain for

household and laboratory puq^oses are carried on.

Till the 4th century Bayeux bore the name of Augusiodurum,

but afterwards, when it became the capital of the two tribes of

the Baiocasses and Viducasses, took the name of Gvitas Baio-

cassium. Its bishopric dates from the latter half of the 4th

century. Befort; the Norman invasion it was governed by

counts. Taken in 890 by the Scandinavian chief, Rollo, it was

soon after peopled by the Normans and became a residence of

[

the dukes of Normandy, one of whom, Richard I., built about

I 960 a castle which survived till the 18th century. Duri^ the

quarrels between the sons ofWilliam the Conqueror it was pillaged

and sacked by Henry I. in 1106, and in later times it underwent

siege and capture on several occasions during the Hundred Years*

War and the religious wars of the j6th century. Till 1790 it was

the capital of the Bessin, a district of lower Normandy.

BAYEUX TAPESTRY, THE. This venerable relic consists of a

band of linen, 231 ft. long and 20 in. wide, now light brown with

age, on which have been worked with a needle, in worsteds of

eight colours, scenes representing the conquest of England by

the Normans. Of these scenes there are seventy-two, beginning

with Harold’s visit to Bosham on his way to Normandy, and

ending with the flight of the English from the battle of Hastings,

though the actual end of the strip has perished. Along the top

and the bottom run decorative borders with figures of animals,

scenes from fables of Aesop and of Phaedrus, from husbandry

and the chase, and occasionally from the story of the Conquest

itself (see Embroidery, Plate 1 . fig. 7). Formerly known as the

Totle de St Jean, it was used on certain feast days to decorate

the nave of Bayeux cathedral. Narrowly escaping the perils of

the Revolution, it was exhibited in Paris, by Napoleon’s desire,

in 1803-1804, and has since been in civil custody at Bayeux,

where it is now exhibited under glass. In the Franco-German

War (1871) it was hastily taken down and concealed.
“ 'Ae noblest monument in the world relating to our old

English history,” as William Stukeley described it in 1746, it

has been repeatedly described, discussed and reproduced, both

in France and in England since 1730. The best coloured re-

production is that by C. A. Stothard in 1818, published in

the sixth volume of Vetusia Manumenta ;
but in 1871-1872

the “ tapestiy ” was' phQtpgraphed for the English education

authorities by E. Dossetter.

Local tradition assigned the work to the Conqueror’s wife.

F. Pluquet, in his Essai historique sur la ville de Bayeux (Caen,

1829), was the first to reject this belief, and to connect it with the

Conqueror’s half-brother Odo, bishop of Bayeux, and this view^

which is now accepted, is confirmed by the fact that three of the

bishop’s followers mentioned in Domesday Book are among the

very few named figures on the tapestry. That Odo had it

executed for his cathedral seems tolerably certain, but whether

it was worked by English fingers or not has been disced,
though some of the words upon it have been held to favour that

view. Freeman emphatically pronounced it to be “ a con-

temporary work,” and historically “ a primary authority . . .

in fact the highest authority on the Norman side.” As some

of its evidence is unique, the question of its authority is im-

i
portant, and Freeman^ii conclusions have been practidilly
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oonfirmedby recent discussion. In 1902 M. Maiignan questioned,

on archaeological grounds, the date as^ned to the tapestry,

as the Abb^ de Ja Rue had questioned it ninety years before

;

but his arguments were refuted by Gaston Paris and M. Lanore,

and the autliority of the tapestiy^ was vindicated. The famous

relic appears to be the solitary survivor of a class, for Abbot
Baudri described in Latin verse a similar work executed for

Adela, daughter of the Conqueror, and in earlier days the widow
of Jirihtnoth had wrought a similar record of her husband s

exploits and death at the hard-fought battle of Maldon (991).

Sw E. A. Pr€«maii, Nomtau Conqwst, vol. iii. (ed. 1875), with
summary of the discussion to dale

;
AYchavologia^ vols. xv^'xix.

;

Dawhion Turner, Tour %n Nurmatidy (i8io) ; C. A. Stothard’s ilhis-

tnitions in Vetusta Monynmita, vol. vi. ; Gentleman's Magazine,
^837 ; Bolton ('ornry, Hesrarches and Conjectures on the Bayeux

(1856-18^8; ; A. de Cauinont, “ Un mot siir ... la tapis-

nenc dr fiavoux," in Hullitin monumentai dc Vinstitut dcs ptovinces^
vol. viii. (1841); J. Laffetuy. Notice historique ei destripiive sur la

tapisserie . . . (1874) ; J, Comtc', Tapisserie de Bayeia ; I'. R.
J^^owke. The Bayeux ‘iapestry (cd. i8i)8)

; Maripnan, Tapisserie de
Baveux (rooi); Cf. Paris, " TapisHcrie de Bayeux,*’ in Komania,
vol. XXXI. : Lanore, “ Tapisaene de Bayeux," in Bibliothiiqus
de VUok ^s charics^ vol. Ixiv. (ioo.i) : and J. H. Kound, " The
Bayeux Tapestry," in Monthly Reinew, xvii. (11)04). (J* ll- R«)

BAYEZID I. (1347-1403), Ottoman sultan, surnamed Yilt
DEKiM or “ Lightning,*’ from thegreat rapidity of his movements,
succeeded his father Murad i. on the latter’s assassination on the
field of Kossovo, 1389, and signalized his accession by ordering
at once the execution of his brother Yakub, who Imd distinguished

himself in the battle. His arms were successful l^otfi in Europe
and Asia, and he was the first Ottoman sovereign to be styled

"sultan,** which title he induced the titular Abbasid caliph to
< unfer on him. After routing the chivalry of Christendom at tlie

battle of Nicopolis in 1396, he pursued his victorious career in

Greece, and Constantinople would doubtlc,ss have fallen before
hi.s attack, had not the emperor Manuel Palaculogus bought liim

off by timely conceasiuns which reduced him prai'tically to tlie

position of Baycaid’s vassal. But his conquests met with a
sudden and overpowering chock at the hands of I’iniur (Tamer-
lane). Utterly defeated at Angora by tlie Mongol invader,

Uayezid became his prisoner, and died in capti\'ity some months
later, in March 1403.

Bayezid first married Devlet Shah Khatun, daughter of the
prince of Kermian, who brought him in dowry Kutahiu and its

dependencies. Two years before his accession he also married a
daughter of tlie emperor John Paiaeulogus.

BAYEZID IL (1447-1512), sultan of Turkey, was the son of

Mahommed IL, whom he succeeded in 1481, but only after

gaining over the janissaries by a large donative, wliich lience-

fortli became for centuries the invariable prerogative of tliai

undisciplined body on the acccs.sion of a new sultim. Before he
could establish himself on the tlirone a long struggle ensued with
liis brother Prince Jem. Being routed, Jem fled for refuge to

the knights of St John at Rhodes, who, in spite of a safe-conduct

granted to him, accepted a pension from Bayezid as the price

for keeping him a close prisoner. (See AuhUvSson, Piekue d’.)

So long as Jem lived he was a perpetual menace to the sultan’s

lieace, and thei e was considerable rivalry among the sovereigns

of Europe for the possession of so valuable an instrument for

bringing pressure to bear upon the Porte for the purpose of

extracting money or concessions. By common consent the

prince was ultimatcU' entrusted to Pope Innocent VIIL, who
used him not only to extract an annual tribute out of the sultan,

iait to prevent the execution of Bayezid’s^aiabitious designs in

the Mediterranean. His successor, Alexaiv^r VL, used him for
a mom questionable purpose, namely, not only to extract the
|irrea» of the pension due for Jem’s safe-keeping, but, by enlarg-

ing on Chaii^ \ . s intention of setting him up as sultan, to

persuade Bayeeid to aid him against tlie emperor. There
appears, however, to be no truth in the report that Bayezid
succeeded in bribing the pope to have Jem poisoned,^ Tlie

prince, who liad Uv<^ on excellent terms with Alexander, died

at Naples in February 1495, possibly as the result of excesses

in which he had been delil^rately encouraged by the pope.

Whether as a result of his fear of the rivalry of Jtmi or of

his personid character, Bayezid showed little of the aggressive
spirit of his warlike predecessors

; and MachiaveUi said that
another such sultan would cause Turkey to cease being a menace
to Europe. He abandoned the attack on Rhodes at the first

check, made concessions, for the sake of peace, to Venice anti

reduc^ the tribute due from Ragusa. His wars werq|bf the
nature of raids, on the Dalmatian coast and into Croatia,

Hmigary, Moldavia and Poland. The threat of the growing
power in the Aegean of Venice, which had acquired Cyprus in 1489,
at last roused him to a more serious effort ; and in 1499 the war
liruke out with the republic, which ended in 1502 by the annexa-
tion to I’urkey of Lepanto and Modon, Cx)ron and Navarino in

the Morea. Bayezid himself conducted the siege ofModon in 1500.
The comparative inactivity of Bayezid in the direction of

Europe was partly due to preoccupation elsewhere. In the
south he was threatened by the dangerous rivalr>^ of Kait Be)*,

the Mameluke sultan of Egypt, who had extended his power
northwards as far as Tarsus and Adana. In 1488 he gained a
greai victory over the Ottomans, and in 1491 a peace was made
which was not again broken till after Bayezid ’s death. On the
side of Persia too, where the decisive Ivattle of Shurur (1502)
had raised to power Ismail, the first of the modem line of shalts,

danger threatened the sultan, and the latter years of his reign

were troubled by the spread, under the influence of the new
Persian power, of the Shi'itc doctrine in Kurdistan and Asia
Minor. The forces destined to maintain his authority in Asia
had been entrusted by Bayezid to his three sons, Ahmed, Corcud
and Selim

;
and the sultan’s tlecliniiig years were embittered

by their revolts and rivalry. Soon after the great earthquake
of 1509, which laid Constantinople in ruins, Selim, the ungovern-
able pasha of Trebizond, whose vigorous rule in Asia had given
Europe an earnest of his future career as sultan, appeared liefori*

Adrianople, where Bayezid had sought refuge. The sultan had
designated Ahmed as his successor, but Selim, though tem-
porarily defeated, succeeded in winning over the janissaries.

On the 25th of April 1512 Bayezid was forced to abdicate in

liis favour, and died a few days later.

Sec J. B. Bury in the Cambridge Modem Uisioty, vol. i. chap. iii.

and bibliography p. 700.

BAY ISLANDS (Islas be la BauIa), a small archipelago in

the Caribbean Sea, off the roast of Honduras, of w hich country
it forms an administrative district. Pop. (1905) about 3000,
including 500 Indians. Tlie archipelago consists of Roatan or

Ruatan, Guanaja or Bonucca, Utiiia, Barbareta, Helena, Morat,
tlie Puercos or Hog Islands, and many cays or islets. The Ba>'

Islands have a good soil, a fine climate and an advantageous
position. Roatan, the largest, is about 30 m. long by 9 m.
broad, with mountains rising to the height of 900 ft., covered

with valuable woods and abounding with deer and wild hogs.

Its chief towns are C^ixen Hole and Puerto Real. Its trade is

chiefly with New Orleans in plantains, cocoa-nuts, pineapples
and other fruit, Guanaja is 9 m. long by 5 in. broad

; it lies

15 m. E.N.E. of Roatan. Wild hogs abound in its thicUy-
wooded limestone hills. The other islands are comparative!)’

small, and ma\', in some cases, be regarded as detached parts of

Roatan, with which they are connected by reefs. Guanaja wa.s

discovered in 1502 by Columbus, but the islands w'ere not
colonized until the 17th century, when they were occupied by
British logwood cutters from ^lize, and pearlers from the

Mosquito Coast Forts were built on Roatan in 1742, but
abandoned in 1749. In 1852 the islands were annexed by Great
Britain. In 1859 they were ceded to Honduras.
BAYLE, PIEUE (1647-1706), French philosopher and man

of letters, was bora on the i8th of November 1647, Cark-
le-Comte, near Pamiers (Ari^e). Educated by his father, a
Calvinist minister, and at an ac^emy at Puykurens, he after-

wards entered a Jesuit coUqgc at Toulouse, and became a Roman
Catholic a moi^ kter (1669). After seventeen* months he
resumed his former religion, and, to avoid persecution, fled to

Geneva, where he became acquainted with Cgrtesianism. For
some years he acted^ under the name of as tutor in various
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Parisian families, but in 1675 he was appointed to the chair

of philosophy at the Protestant univerai^ of Sedan, in 1681

the university at Sedan was suppressed, but almost immediately
afterwards Bayle was appointed professor of philosophy and
history at Rotterdam. Here in 1683 he published his famous
Pensies diverses sur la comMe de j6So and his critique of Maim-
bourg’s work on the history of Calvinism. I'he great reputation

achieved by this critique stirred the envy of llayle’s colleague,

P. Jurieu, who had written a book on the same subject. In 1684
Bayle began the publication of his NauvdUs de la r^uhlufue
des UtireSy a kind of journal of literary criticism. In 1690
appeared a work entitled Ams important aux refugih, which

Jurieu attributed to Bayle, whom he attacked with animosity.

After a long quarrel Bayle was deprived of his chair in ifk>3.

He was not depressed by this misfortune, especially as he; was
at the time closely engaged in the preparation of the Historiral

and Criiieal Dictionary {DfCiionnaire hisloriqi^e ei critiqne). The
remaining years of Bayle’s life were devoted to miscellaneous

writings, arising in many instances out of criticisms made upon
his Dictionary, Jle died in exile at Rotterdam on the 28th of

Deccmlx^r 1706. In 1906 a statue in his honour was erected at

Pamiers, “la reparation d’un long oiihli.” Baylc's erudition,

despite the low estimate placed upon it by Leclcrc, seems to have
been very considerable. As a constructive thinker, he did little.

!

As a critic he was second to none in his own time, and even yet

one can admire the delicacy and the skill with which lie handles

his subject. The Nouvelles de la reptMiqne des leiires (see Toiiis

P. Betz, P, Bayle und die Nouvelles de la r^pnhlique des leitres,

Zurich, 1896) was the first thorough-going attempt to popularize

literature, and it was eminently successful. The Dictionary,

however, is Bayle's masterpiece.

’Rnniorsa. ^Historiral and Critunl Dicfinnary (1^)95-1697; 1702,
enlarged ;

Ixist that of P. des Maueaux, 4 vdIs., 1 740) * Les (Eutfres

de Uavle (5 \'(>ls., The Hague)
;

set' des Maizeaiix, Vie de Bayle ;

L. A. J'riu.'rbacli, Pierre Bayle Damiron, La Philosophic en
Prauce an XVII* siiVle (1858-1^)4); Sainle -Bouve, “Du genie
critique ct de Bayle ” (h*e7>ue des deux mondes, xst Dec, 1835) ;

A. Dcs-
chanips. La Ghihe du siepticisme hiidit chez Bayle (Li^c, 1878)

;

J. Denis, Bayle et Jurieu (Paris, 1886) ; F. Bnmeti^i'e, La Critique
liiieraire au XV 1 1

1

* sihle (vol. i., i8yo), and La Critiquo de Bayle
(3S93) J

l^Cniile (Ugas, Choix de la correspondance inmite de Pierre
Bayle (I*ari.s, 1890, reviewed in Revue critimie, 22nd Dec. i8yo)

;

de Bude, Lettres inidites adresshs d J, A. Turreiini (Paris, 1887) ;

J. F. Stephen, Horae Sahbaticae (London, 1892, 3rd sor. pp. 174-

192); A. Gazes, P. Bayle, sa vie. ses idies, &c, (1905).

BAYLO (Lai. bajulus or baillivus
;

cf. Ital. bedioy Fr. batUi,

Eng. bailiff), in diplomacy, the title borne by the Venetian

representative at Constantinople. His functions were originally

in the nature of those of a consul-general, but from the i6th
century onwards he had abo the rank and functions of a diplo-

matic agent of the first class. “Under the name of bayle,”

says A. de Wicquefort, “ he performs also the functions of consul

and judge ; not only between members of his own nation, but
also between all the other merchants vdio trade in the Levant
under the flag of St Mark.” (See Diplomacy.)
BAYLY, THOMAS HAYNES (1797^1839), English song-

writer and dramatist, was bom at Bath on the 13th of October

1797. He was educated at Winchester and at St Mary Hall,

Oxford, with a view to entering the church. While en a visit

to Dublin, however, he discovered his ability to write ballads,

and on his return to England in .1824 he quickly gained a wide
reputation with “ Fd be a butterfly,” following this up with
“ We met—^twas in a crowd,” “ She wore a wreath of roses,”
“ Oh, no, we never mention her,” and other light and graceful

sc^s for which his name is still remembered. He set some of

his songs to music himself ; a well-known example is Gaily
the troubadour.” Bayly also wrote two novels, The Aimers
and A Legend of Ki&iamey, and numerous plays. His most
successful dnunatic piece ww PwfecHon, which was produced
by Madame Vestris and received high praise from Lord Chester-

field. Bayiy had married in i8s6 an Irish heiress, hut her estates

were misinfinaged and the anxiety caused by financial diflBculties

undermined hk health. He died on the ssnd of April 1839.

His Collected Works {1844) contain a memoir by his wife.
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BATNB, THOMM SKNCKB (iSas^iW?), «ditor

and man of letteirs, the son of a Baptist minister, was horn at

Wellington, Somerset, on the 24th of March tAaj. He studied

at E^nbuigh University, where he was a pupil of Sir William

Hamilton, whose assistant he became and of whose views on

logic he became the authorized exponent. This teaching was

embodied in his Essay on the New Anedytie of Logical Form,
published in 1850, the .same year in which he took his London

University degree. This was followed in the next year by a

translation of Amauld’s Port Royal Logic, In 1850 he had

become editor of the Edinburgh Guardian, but after four years'

work his health gave way. He spent two years in Somerset and

then went to London, booming, in 1858, assistant editor of the

Daily News. In 1864 he was appointed professor of logic,

metaphysics and English literature at the univereity of St

Andrews, and in 1873 the editorship of the ninth edition of the

Encydopaedia Britamiica was entrusted to him. He conducted

it singly until i88t, when the decline of his health rendered it

necessary to provide him with a coadjutor in the person of

IW. W. Rolxjrtson Smith. Baynes, however, continued to be

engaged upon the work until hi.s death on the 3iBt May 1887,

shortly before its completion. His article on Shakespeare

j

{Encyclopaedia Britannica, 9th ed.) was republished in 1894,

along with other essays on Shakespearian topics and a memoir

by ^of. Lewds Fampbell.

BAYONET, a short thnisting weapon, fixed to the muzzle

or fore-end of a rifle or musket and carried by troops armed with

the latter weapons. The origin of the word is disputed, hut

there is some authority for the supposition that the name is

derived from the town of Bayonne, where the short dagger called

bayonnette was first made towards the end of the 15th century.

The elder Puys^ur, a native of Bayonne, says (in his Memoirs,

published posthumously in J*aris, 1747) that when he was

commanding the troops at Ypres in 1647 his musketeers used

Ixiyonets consisting of a steel dagger fixed in a wooden haft,

which fitted into the muzzle of the musket—in fact plug-bayonets.

Courts-martial were held on some English soldiers at Tangier

in 1663-1664 for using their daggers on their comrades. As

bayonets were at first called daggers, and as there were few or

no pikemen in Tangier until 1675, the probate conclusion is

that the troops in Tangier used plug-bayonets. In 1671 plug-

bayonets were issued to the French regiment of fusiliers then

raised. They were issued to part of an English dragoon regiment

raised in 1672 and disbanded in 1674, and to the Royal Fusiliers

when raised in 1685. The danger incurred by the use of this

bayonet (which put a stop to all fire) was felt so early that the

younger Puysdgur saw a ring-bayonet in 1678 which could be

fixed without stopping the fire. The English defeat at Killie-

crankie in 1689 was due (among other things) to the use of the

plug-bayonet; and shortly afterwards the defeated leader,

General Mackay, introduced a ring-bayonet of his own invention.

A trial with badly-fitting socket or zigzag bayonets was made
after the battle of Fleurus, i6go, in the presence of Louis XIV.,

who refused to adopt them. Shortly after the peace of Ryswick

(1697) the English and Germans abolished the pike and intro-

duced these bayonets^and plates of them are given in Surirey

de St Remy’s MSmoires d^ArtiUerie, published in Paris in that

year
;
but owing to a military cabal they were not issued to

the French infantry until 1703. Henceforward the bayonet

became, with the musket or other firearm, the typical weapon of

infantry. This bayonet remained in the British service until

1805, when Sir John Moore introduced a bayonet fastened to

the musket by a spring clip. The triangular bayonet (so called

from die cnosjhsection of its blade) was used in the British army
until the introduction of the magazine rifle, when it was rqikiXred

hy the sword-bayonet or dagger-bayonet. Sword-bayonets—
weapons which could be used as sword or dagger apart from the

rifle^ad long been in use ^ special troops such as engineers

and rifles, and many ingenious attempts nave been made to

produce a bayonet-fltted for several uses. A long curved sword-

bayonet with a saw-edged bade was formerly used by the Royal
Engineers, but all troops are now supplied with the plain ^oid-
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bayonet The bayonet is usually hung in a scabbard on the belt

o| the soldier and only fixed during the final stages of a battle

;

the reason for this is that the ** jump ** of the rifle due to the

shock of explosion is materially altered by the extra weight at

the muzzle, which thus deranges the sighting. In the short

Lee-Enfield rifle of 1903, the bayonet, not being directly attached

to the barrel, does not influence accuracy, but with the long

rifles, when the bayonet is fixed, the sight must be raised by
two or three graduations to ensure correct elevation. In the

Russian army troops almost invariably carry the bayonet

(triangular) fixed
;

the model (1891) of Italian carbine has an
inseparable bayonet

;
and the United States short rifle of 1905

has a “ rod-bayonet " which rests when not in use in the fore-end

of the rifle, like a ramrod or cleaning rod, and is run out when
required. The Ut ter pattern is not considered very satisfactory,

and nearly all countries retain in their latest rifles the simple
sword or dagger hayonet. The llritish bayonet (pattern 1903)
has a blarle i ft, in length, rhe length of the rifle and
bayonet together, con.sidered as an ann^ blanche^ varies consider-

ably, that of the French Lebel pattern of 1886 being 6 ft., as

against the 4 ft. in. of the British short Lee-Enfield of 1903.
The (fcrman rifles (1898) have a length wdth bayonet of 5 ft. 9I in.;

the Ru.ssian (1894) 5 ft. 9 in.
;
and the Japanese 5 ft. 5^ in.

In 1908 a new British Imyonct was approved, 5 in. longer than
its predecessor of 1903, the shape of the point being modified
to obtain the thi usting effect of a spear or lance head.
BAYONNE, a town of south-western France, capital of an

arrondissement in the department of Basses-Pyr6n6es, 66 m.
VV.N.W. of Pan on the Southern railway. Pop. (1906) 21,779.
Bayonne, a first-class fortified place, is situated at the confluence
of the Adour and its left-hand tributary, the Nive, about 3 m.
from the sea. The two rivers divide tlie town into three nearly
equal parts, communicating with each other by bridges. Grand
Bayonne lies on the left l>ank of the Nive

;
the two squares

which lie close together at the moutli of that river constitute
the most animated quarter of the town. Petit Bayonne lies

between the right bank of the Nive and the Adour; Saint Esprit,

dominated by a citadel which is one of the finest works of Vauban,
(Kcupies the right bank of the Adour. The last is inhabited
partly by a colony of Jews dating at least from the early i6th
century. To the north-west of the town are the Allies Marines,
fine promenades which border the Adour for a mile and a quarter,

and the Allies Paulmy, skirting the fortifications. The cathedral
of Ste Marie in Grand Bayonne is an imposing Gothic structure

of the 13th, 14th and 15th centuries. It consists of a choir with
deambulatory and apsidal chapels (the oldest part of the church^
a transept, nave and aisles. The towers at the west end were
only completed during the general restoration which took place

in the latter half of the 19th century. A fine cloister of the 13th
century adjoins the south side of the church. Ste Marie contains
glass windows of the 15th and i6th centuries and other rich

decoration. The Vieux-Chateau, also in Grand Bayonne, dates
from the 12th and 15th centuries and is built upon a portion of

the old Roman fortifications
; it is used for military purposes.

I'lie riiatcau Ncuf (isth and i6th centuries) serves as barracks

and prison. Bayonne is the seat of a bishopric and of a sub-
prefect

;
it has tribunal.s of first instance and of commerce, a

chamber of commerce, a lyc6e, a school of music, a library, an
art museum with a large collection of the works of the painter

L^on Bonnat, and a branch of the Bank of France. There are

consulates of the chief nations of Europe, of the United States

of America and of several Central and Soijth American republics.

The town also possesses an important 'iniUtary arsenal and
military hospital. The commerce of Bayotme is mudi more
important than its industries, which indude the manu&icture
of leather and of chocolate. The port consists of an outer
harbour, the so-called rade ” (roadstead) and the port proper,
and occupies the course of the Adour from its mouth, which is

obstructed by a shifting bar, to the Pont St Esprit, and the
course of the Nive as far as the Pont Mayou. Above these two
bridge i the rivers are accessible only to river navigation. Vessels

drawing from 16 to 22 ft. can make the port in normal weather,
i

In the five years 1901-1905 the average value of the imports was
£502,000, of the exports £572,000 ; for the five years 1896-1900
the average value of imports was £637,000, of exports £634,000.
Exports include timber, mine -props, turpentine, resinous
^terial from the Pyrenees and Landes and zinc ore

; leading
imports are the coal and Spanish minerals which supply the
large metallurgical works of Le Boucau at the mouth of the river,

the raw material necessary for the chemical works of the same
town, wine, and the cereals destined for the flour mills of Pau,
Peyrehorade and Orthez. During the early years of the 20th
century the shipping of the port increased considerably in
tonnage. In 1900 there entered 741 vessels, tonnage 277,959 i and
cleared 743, tonnage 276,992. In 1907 there entered 66t vessels,

tonnage, 336,773; cleared 650, tonnage 335,849.
In the 3rd century Bayonne (Lapurdum) was a Roman military

post and the principal port of Novempopulana. In the middle
ages it belonged to the dukes of Aquitaine and then to the kings
of England, one of whom, John, granted it full communal rights

in 1216. In 1451 it offered a strenuous opposition to the French,
by whom it was eventually occupied. By tins time its maritime
commerce had suffered disaster owing to the silting up of its

port and the deflection of the Adour. New fortifications were
constructed under Louis XII. and Francis L, and in 1523 the
town was able to hold out against a Spanish army. In 1565 it

was the scene of an interview between Charles IX. and Catherine
de’ Medici on the one hand and Elizabeth, queen ^>f Spain, and
the duke of Alva on the other. It is thought that on this occasion
the plans were formed for the massacres of Si Bartholomew, a
crime in which Bayonne took no part, in 1572. In 1808 Napoleon
met Charles IV., king of Spain, and his son Ferdinand at the
('bateau de Marrac,near the town, and induced them to renounce
their rights to the crown of Spain, which fell to Napoleon’s
brother Joseph. In 1814, after a severe siege, Bayonne was
occupied by the English (see PENiNStfLAR War).

See J. Balasque and E. l>tilaurens, Etudes Instoriquea sttt la ville

de Bayonne (3 vols., Bayonne, 1862-1875) ;
E. Bayonne

historique et pittoresque (Bayonne, 1893), Histoire topographique el

anccdoiique des tuts de Bayonne (Bayonne, J8y4)
; 11 . L6on, Iltstoire

des juifs de Bayonne (Paris, 1893).

BAYONNE, a city of Hudson county, New Jersey, U.S.A.,
occupying the peninsula (about 5i m. long and about | m. wide)
between New York harbour and Newark Bay, and immediately
adjoining the south boundary of Jersey City,from which it is partly

separated by the Morris Canal. It is separated from Staten
Island only by the narrow strip of water known as the Kill von
Kull, and it has a total water frontage of about 10 m. Pop.
(1890) 19,033; (1900) 32,722, of whom 10,786 were foreign-

born (3168 Irish, 3868 Russian, 1656 German); (1910,
census) 55,«;45* Land area about 4 sq. m. Bayonne is

served by the Central of New Jersey and by the I.»ehigh Valley

railways (the latter for freight only), and by electric railway
lines to Newark and Jersey City. The principal public buildings

are the city hall, the public library, the post-office and the city

hospital. Besi(l(!S having a considerable share in the commerce
of the port of New York, Bayonne is an important manufacturing
centre

; among its manufactures are refined petroleum, refined

copper and nickel (not from the ore), refined borax, foundry and
machine-shop products, tubular boilers, electric launches and
electric motors, chemicals (including ammonia and sulphuric

and nitric acids), iron and brass products, wire cables and silk

goods. In 1905 the value of its factory product was $60,633,761,
an increase of 57* i % over that of 1900, Bayonne ranking third

in 1905 among the manufacturing cities of the state. It is the

principal petroletim-distributing centre on the Atlantic seaboard,
the enormous refineries and storehouses of the Standard Gil

Company, among the largest in the world, being located here

;

there ore connecting pipe lines with the Ohio and Pennsylvania
oil fields, and with New York, Baltimore, Philadelphia and
WMhmgtoti. Much coal is shipped from the city. Bayonne,
which comprises several former villages (Bayonne, Bergen Point,

Pamrapo and Centerville), was settled about 1665-1670 by the
Dutch. Originally a part of Bergen, it was set ^ as a town-
ship in 1861. It was chartered as a city in 1869.
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BAYOU (pronounced bai-^yoo^ probaUy a corruptk>n of Fr.

|

boyaUf gut), an ox-bow l^e left behind by a river that has

abandoned its old channel in the lower stages of its course.

Good examples are found in Palmyra Lake« m the Mississippi

valley below Vicksburg, and in Osage river, Missouri. As a river

swings from side to side in a series of curves which widen laterally

where the current is slow and the country more or less level,

there is a tendency in flood times for the water to impinge more
strongly upon the convex bank where the curve leaves the main
channel. This bank will be eaten away, and the process will be

repeated until the base of the “ isthmus is cut through, and the

descending channel meets the returning curve, which is thus

left stranded and filled with dead water, while the stream runs

directly past it in the shorter course cut by the flood waters that

deepen the new channel, and leave an isolated ox-bow lake in

the old curve.

BAYREUTH, or Baireutu, a town of Bavaria, Germany,
district of Upper Franconia, 58 m. by rail N.N.E. from Nurem-
berg. Pop. (1900) 29,384. In Richard-Wagner-strasse is

Wagner’s house, with his grave in the garden. Franz Liszt

(1811-1886) is buried here, as well as Jean Paul Friedrich

Richter, who is commemorated by a monument (1841). His

house was in Friedrichstrasse. Most of the buildings are of

comparatively modem date, the city having suffered severely

from the Hussites in 1430 and from a conflagration in 1621.

There should be mentioned the palace of Duke Alexander of

Wiirttemberg, the administrative offices, the statue of King
Maximilian Tl. (i860) and the collections of the historical society.

Among the ecclesiastical buildings, the Stadi - Pfarrktrche,

dating from 1439, and containing the monuments of the mar-

graves of Bayreuth, is the most important. Bayreuth is a

railway junction and has an active trade, chiefly in groin and
horses. It manufactures woollen, linen and cotton goods,

leather, delft and other earthenware, and tobacco, and has also

several breweries and distilleries. The village of St Georgen is a

suburb to the north-cast noted for its marble works ; and about

2 m. to the east is the Hermitage, a fanciful building, erected in

1715 by the margrave George William (d. 1726), with gardens

containing terraces, statues and fountains. Bayreuth was
formerly the capital of a principality of the same name, which

|

was annexed in 1791 to the kingdom of Pnissia. In 1807 it

was ceded by Prussia to France, which kept possession of it
j

till 1810, when it was transferred to Bavaria.

The Wanner Theatre.—Among the many advantages which
Wagner gained from his intimacy with Ludwig II., king of

Bavaria, not the least was the practical support given to his

plan of erecting a theatre for the ideal performance of his own
music-dramas. The first plan of budding a new theatre for the

purpose in Munich itself was rejected, Ijecaiise Wagner rightly

felt that the appeal of his advanced works, like the Nibelungen
trilogy, would be far stronger if the comparatively small number
of people who wished to hear them were removed from the dis-

tractions of a large capital
; Bayreuth possessed the desired

seclusion, being on a line of railway that could not be approached
from any quarter without changing. The munkipality furthered

Wagner’s scheme in every way, and in May 1872 the founda-
tion stone of the Festspielhaus was laid, the event being com-
memorated by a notable performance of Beethoven’s Choral
Symphony in the old opera-house. The funds for the erection

of the theatre were raised in part by the issue of 1000 certificates

of patronage (Patronaissehetne), but the bulk of the sum was
raised by founding “ Wagner Societies ” from St Petersburg
to Cairo, from London to New York; these societies sprang
up with such success that the theatre was opened in the summer
of 1876 with the first conif^ete performance of Der Ring des

Ntbdungen, The theatre, which stands on a height a little

under a mile from the town, is built from the plans of Gustav
ScmpCT, the idea of the design being Wagner’s own, an experi-

ment indeed, but one which succeeded b^nd all expectation.

The seats are arranged on a kind of sloping wedge, in sudi
a manner that eveiy one has an almost equjuly good view of

the stage, for there are no boxes, and the only galMes are quite
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at the back, one, the Furstinlage, being reserved lor distinguished

quests, the other, above it, for the townspeople. Imm^iately
in front of the foremost row of seats a hood or sloping screen

of wood covers a part of the orchestra, and another hood of

similar shape starts from the front of the stage at a slightly

lower level. Thus there is left a space between the two hoo^
through which the sound of the orchestra ascends with wonder-

fuUy blended effect
; the conductor, sitting at the highest point

of the orchestra, though under the screen, has a complete view

of the stage as well as of his instrumentalists, and the eound of

the orchestra is sent most forcibly in the direction the stage,

so that the voices are always well supported.

As an important addition to tho work of the theatre, a permanent
school has oeeii established at Bayreuth for the sake of training

young musicians to lake part in the festival performances, which
were at first exclusively, and then i>artially, undertaken by artists

from other Gorman and foreign theatres. The special feature inxjn

which most stress has !)e<*n laid, ever since Wagner's death in 1W83.

has been not so much the musical as the dramatic significance oi

the works
; it is contended by the inmost circle of Wagnerian

adherents that none but they can fullv realize the master’s intention ^

or hand down his traditions. What is called the “ Bayreuth Idea
”

is set forth in much detail from this point of view by Houston Stewart
Chamberlain, in bi.s Itagnor (1807 and igoo).

BAZA, a town of southern Spain, in the province of Granada ;

in the Hoya de Baza, a fruitful valley of the Sierra Nevada, not

far from the small river Gallego, and at the tenhinus of a railway

from Lorca. Pop. (1900) 12,770. The dome-shaped mountain

of Javaleon (4715 ft.) overlooks the town from the north-west.

The ancient collegiate church of San Maximo occupies the tradi-

tional site of a cathedral founded by the Visigothic king Reccared

about 600, and afterwards converted into a mosque. There is

a brisk local trade in farm produce, and in the linen, hempen

;

goods and pottery manufactured in Baza. The town nearly

doubled its population in the last quarter of the 19th century.

Sulphurous springs exist in the vicinity.

Baza is the Roman Basti^ the medieval Basta or Basiiana
;

and numerous relicts of antiquity, both Roman and medieval,

have l>ecn found in the neighbourhood. Its bishopric was

founded in 306. Under Moorish rule (f. 713-1489) it was one of

the three most important cities in the kingdom of Granada,

with an extensive trade, and a population estimated at 50,000.

In 1489, after a stubborn defence lasting seven months, it was

captured by the Spaniards under Isal&lla of Castile, whose

cannon still adorn the Alameda or public promenade. On the

10th of August 1810 the French under Marshal Soult defeated a

large Spanish force close to the town.

BAZAAR (Pers. bazar, market), a permanent market or

street of shops, or a group of short narrow streets of stalls under

one roof. The word has spread westward into Arabic, Turkish

and, in special senses, into European languages, and eastward

it has invaded India, where it has been generally adopted. In

southern India and Ceylon bazaar means a single shop or stall.

The word seems to have early reached South Europe (probably

through Turkish), for F. Balducci Pcgolotti in his mercantile

hahdbook {c, 1340) gives “ bazarra ” as a Genoese word for

market-place. The Malayan peoples have adopted the word as

pazar. The meaning-of the word has been much extended in

English, where it is noW equivalent to any sale, for charitable

or mere commercial purposes, of mixed goods and fancy work.

BAZAINE, ACHILLE FRANCIS (1811-1888), marshal of

France, was bom at Versailles on the 13th of February 1811.

He entered the army as a private soldier in 1831, with a view to

service in Algeria, and received a commission as sub-lieutenant

in 1833. By his gallantry in action he won the cross of the

Legion of Honour, and he was promoted lieutenant in 1835.

He served two campaigns with the Foreign Lqgion against the

Cariists in Spain in 1837-38, returning to Africa as caffla^n in

1839. During the succeeding decade he saw continual active

service in Africa, and rose to be a brigadier-general with the

charge of the district of Tlem9en. In the Oimean War he com-
manded a brigade, and maintained his reputation in trenches

before Sevastopol. On the capture of the south side he was
appointed governor of the place, and was promoted general of
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cimskn. He also commanded the French forces in the expedi-

taon to Kinburn« in Lombardy in 1^59 he was wounded when

in comnuuid 0/ a diviston at Melegnono^ and took a conspicuous

part in the battle of Solferino. For his services in the campa^n
he received the grand cross of the Legion of Honour, of Which

|

be was already (1855) a commander. He commanded with

great distinction the first division under (ienerai (afterwards

inarslml) Forey in the Mexican expedition in 1862, succeeded

him in supreme command in 1863, and became marshal and

senator of France in the following year. He at first pursued the

war with great vigour and success, entering Mexico in 1863 and

driving President Juarez to the frontier. The marshal’s African

exp(Ticnce as a soldier and as an administrator stood him in

good stead in dealing with the guerrilleros of the Juarez party,

hut he WHS less successful in his relations with Maximilian, with

whose court the French headquarters was in constant strife.

Here, as later in his own country, Bazaine’s policy seems U) have

been directed, at least in part
, to his own establishment in the

role of a mayor of ihe palace. His own army thought that he
j

aspired to play the part of a Iternadotte. His marriage to a rich

Mexican lady, whost: family were supporters of Juarez, still

further complicated his relations with the unfortunate emperor,

and when at the close of the American Civil War the Unil(jd

States sent a powerful war-trained army to the Mexican frontier,

tiie French forces were withdrawn (see Mexico, History).

liazaine skilfully conducted the retreat and embarkation at Vera

Cruz (1867). On his return to Paris he was Inii coldly received

by his sovereign
;

public opinion was, however, in his favour,

and he was held to have been made a scapegoat for the faults of

others.

At the outbreak of the Franco-Oerman War (q.v.) Marshal

Bazaine was placed in command of the 111 . corps of the Army
of the Rhine. He took no part in the earlier l)attles, but
Napoleon 111 . s(^on handed over the chief command of the army
to him. How far his inac.tion was the cause of the di.saster oi

Spicheren is a matter of dispute. I'he best that can be said of his

conduct is that the evil traditions of warfare on a small scale and
the mania for taking up ** strong positions,” common to the

French generals of 1870, were in Bazaine’s own case emphasized
by his personal dislike for the “ schoolmaster ’’ Frossord, lately

t^ Prince Imperial's tutor and now commander of the army
corps posted at Spicheren. Fros.sard himself, the leader of the

strong positions ” school, could only blame his own theories

for the paralysis of the rest of the army, which left the corps at

Spicheren to fight unsupported. Bazaine, indeed, when called

upon for help, moved part of his corps forward, but only to “ take

up strong positions,” not to strike a blow on the battlefield.

A few days later he took up the chief conunand, and his tenure of

it is the central act in the tragedy of 1870. He found the army
in retreat, ill-equipped and numerically at a great disadvantage,

and the generals and staffs discouraged and distrustful of one

another. There was pructii!ally no chance of success. The
question was one of extricating the army and the government

from a disastrous adventure, and Bazaine's solution of it fvas

to bring back liis army to Metz. For the events which led up
to the batUc.s before Metz and the investment of Bazaine’s

whole army in the fortress, see Franco-Gehman War and Metz,
Hatties.

it seems to be clearly established t]>at the charges of treoaon

to which later events gave .so strong a qobur h^, as yet, no
fojundation in fact. Nor, indeed, can his unwillingness to leave

the Moselle region, while there was yet time to slip past the

advancing enemy, be considered even as pfool of special incom-

petence. The resolution to stay in the neighbourhood of Metz
was based on the knowledge that if the slow-moving French
army ventured far out it would infallibly be headed off and
brought to battle in the open by superior numbers. In strong

positions ” close to his stronghold, however, Bazaine hoped that

lx: could infUct damaging repulses and heavy slaughter on the

arctot Cbrmans, and in the main the result justified the ex-

pectation. The scheme was .creditable, and even heroic, but the

execution throughout all ranks, from the marshal to the battalion

commanders, fell far short of the idea. The minutely cautious

methods of movement, which Algerian experience h^ evolved
suitable enough for small African desert columns, which were
liable to surprise rushes and ambushes, reduced (he mobility

of a large army, which had favourable marching conditions,

to 5 m. a day as gainst the enemy’s rate of 15. When, before

he had finally decided to stay in Metz, Bazaine attempted half-

heartedly to begin a retreat on Verdun, the staff work and
organization of the movement^iver the Moselle was so ineffective

that when the German stafi calculated that Bazaine was nearing

Verdun, the French had in reality barely got their artillery

and l)aggage trains through the town of Metz. Kven on the

battlefield the marshal forbade the general staff to appear, and
conducted the fighting by means of his personal orderly officers.

After the (rumbrous army had passed through Metz it encountered

an isolated corps of ihe enemy, which was commanded by the

brilliant leader Constantin von Alvensleben, and promptly

attacked the French. - At almost every moment of the day
victory was m Bazaine’s hands. Two corps of the Germans
fought all day for bare existence. But Bazaine had no con-

fidence in his generals or his troops, and contented himself

with inflicting severe losses on the most aggressive portions of

the German army. Twt) days later, while the French actually

retreated on Metz—-taking seven hours to cover 5 to 6 m.—the

mas.ses of tlie Germans gathered in front of him, intercepting his

communication with the interior of France. This Bazaine

expected, and feeling certain that the Germans would sooner or

later attack him in his chosen position, he made no attempt to

interfere with their concentration. The great battle was fought,

and ha\'ing inflicted severe punishment on his assailants, Bazaine

fell back within the entrenched camp of Metz. But although he

made no appeals for help, public opinion, alarmed and excited,

condemned the only remaining arm\ of France, Marshal Mac-
Mahon’s “Army of Chalons,” to rescue Bazaine at all costs.

The adventure ended at Sedan, and with Sedan the Third Empire
collapsed.

Up to this point Bazaine hud served hi.s country perhaps as

well as circumstances allowed, and certainly with enough skill

and a sufficient measure of succe.ss to justify bi.s appointment.

His experience, wide sin it was, had not fitted him for the com-
mand of a large army in a dehcate position. Since his Mexican
expedition, moreover, he had himself fallen into a state of moral

and physical lethargy, which, imperceptible on the field of battle,

because his reputation for impassive bearing under fire was
beyond question, was only too obvious in the staff offices, where
the wonk of manceuvring the army and framing plans and orders

was chiefly done. But, in spite of these defects, it cannot be

asserted that any one of Bazaine’s subordinates would have done
l)etter, with the possible exception of Ladmiraull, and Ladmxrault

was one of the junior corps commanders.
Bazaine, therefore, in the main justified his reputation for

ability. He was now to justify his reputation for intriguing and
underhand diplomacy. If in Mexico he aspired to the role of

mayor of the palace, it was far more so in Metz, where, as com-
n^der of tfcle only organized army of Prance, he conceived

himself to l)e the ruler of the country’ ’s destiny. Accordingly

he engaged in a series of diplomatic intrigues, some of which to

this day have never been properly cleared up. Negotiations

passed between the outer world and the besieged commander,
the purport of which remains still to some extent obscure, but
it is beyond question that he proposed with the permission of

tlie Germans to employ his army in “ saving France from herself.”

The scheme, however, collapsed, and the army of the Rhine
became prisoners of war to the number of 140,000. At the

moment of the surrender a week's further resistance would have
enabled the levies of the National Defence government to crush
the weak forces of the Germans on the Loire and to relieve Paris.

But the army of Prince Frederick Charles, set free by the sur-

render, hurried up in time to check and to defeat the great effort

at Orleans (^.v.). The responsibility for this crushing blow was
naturally enou^, and justly enough, placed on Buaine's
shoulders, and although, when he retumd from captivity, the
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marshal enjoyed a brief immunity, he was in 1873 hvouj^t to

trial before a military court. He was found guilty (rf negotiating

with and capitulating to the enemy before doing all that was
prescribed by duty and honour, and sentenced to degradatkm and
death, but very strongly recommended to mercy. His sentence

was commuted to twenty years’ seclusion, and the humiliating

ceremonies attending degradation were dispensed with. He
was incarcerated in the lie Sainte-Margu^rite and treated rather

as an exile than as a convict
; thence he escaped in 1874 to Italy.

He finally took up his abode in Madrid, where he was treated

with marked respect by the government of Alfonso XII. He
died there on the 23rd of September 1888. He published

episodes de la gtaerre de jSyo (Madrid, 1883). He also wrote

VArmee dii Rhin (Paris, 1872).

See the bibliography appended to the article I'KANXo-CiKRMAN
War; also memoir by C. Pelletaii in La Gvafide liticyclop^die

\
for

Bttzaine’s conduct see Bazaine et Vartnee du Rhin (1873) ; J. Valfrey,

Lc Mari^chal et Varnn'-e du Rhin (J873) ; Count A. cle la Ciucrroni6re,

VHomme de Metz (1871) ;
Rossel, Lea Derniers Jmirs de Metz (1871).

See also the article Bouicbaki lor the curious Rcgiiicr episode con-

nected with the surrender ol Metz.

BAZALGETTE, SIR JOSEPH WILLIAM (iKig-iSgi), Englibh

engineer, was born at Enfield on the 28th of March i8iq. At the

age of seventeen he was articled to an engineer, and a few years

later he began to practise successfully on his own account. His

name is best knoA^n for the engineering works he carried out in

Uindon, especially for the construction of the main drainage

system and the Thames embankment. In 1848 the control of

Ixjndtm drainage, winch had hitherto been divided among eight

distituit municipal bodies, was consolidated under twelve com-
missioners, who were in 1849 superseded by a second commis.sion.

Under the latter Bazalgette accepted an appointment which he

continued to hold under the three successive commissions which

in the cour.se of a year or two followed the second one, and when
finally in 1855 these bodies were replaced by the Metropolitan

Board of Works, he was at once appointed its chief engineer.

His plans were ready, but the work was delayed by official

obstruction and formality until 1858. Once begun, however, it

was vigorously pushed on, and in 1865 the system was formally

opened. It con.sisted of 83 m. ol kige intercepting sewers,

draining more than 100 sq. m. of buildings, and calculated to deal

with 420 million gallons a day. The cost was £4,600,000.

Almost simultaneously Bazalgette was engaged on the pkns for

the Thames embankment. The section between Westminster

and Vauxhall on the Surrey side was built between i860 and 1869,

and the length between Westminster and Blackfriars was
declared open by the prince of Wales in 1870. The Qielsea

embankment followed in 1871-1874, and in 1876 Northumberland

Avenue was formed. The total outlay on the scheme exceeded

£2,000,000. Bazalgette was also responsible for various other

engineering works in the metropolitan area, designing, for

example, new bridges at Putney and Battersea, and the steam

ferry between north and south Woolwich. He also prepared

plans for a bridge over the river near the Tower and for a tunnel

under it at Blackwall, but did not live to see either of these

projects carried out. He died on the 15th of March 1891 at

Wimbledon,
BAZARD, AMAND (1791-1832), French socialist, the'founder

of a secret society in France correspondiiig to the Carbonari

of Italy, was born at Paris. He took part in the defence of

Paris in 1815, and afterwards occupied a subordinate situa-

tion in the prefecture of the Seine. About 1820 he united some
patriotic friends into a society, called Amts de la verile. From
this was developed a complete system of Carbonarism, the

peculiar principles of which were introduced from Italy by two
^ Hazard’s friends. Bawd himself was at the head of the

central body« and, while takii^ a general lead, contributed

extensively to the Carbonarist journal, VAnstarque, An
unsuccessful outbreak at Belfort ruined the society, and the

leaders were compelled to conceal themselves. Bazard, after

remaining for some tinie in obscurity in Paris, came to the con-

clusion that the ends of those who wished weU to the pec^le

would be most easily attained, not through political agitation.

but by effecting a radical change in their social condition; Tliis

train of thinl^ naturally drew him towards sodalist

philosophers of the school of Saint-Simoa, whom he joined. He
contributed to their journal, Le Produemr ; and in 1828 began

to give public lectures on the principles of the school (see Saint-

Simon). His opposition to the emancipation of women brought

about a quarrel with Enfantin (y.u.) in 1831, and Hazard found

himself almost deserted by the members of the society. He
attacked Enfantin violently, and in a warm discussion between

them he was struck down by apoplexy. After lingering for a

few months he died on the 29th of July 1832.

BASI^, a town of south-western France, in the department

of Girf>nde, 384 m. S.S.E. of Bordeaux by rail. Pop. *(1906)

town, 2505 ; commune. 4684. The tow’n, which was the seat

of a bi.shop from at least the beginning of the 6th century

till 1790, Yisia a Gothic church (formerly the cathedral) dating

from ^e 13th to the i6th centurie.s. There are remains of

ramparts (15th and i6th centurie.s) and several old houses

of the i6th century. The vineyards of the vicinity produce

white wine. The town is capital of an arrondissement, and

carries on tanning, &c., and trade in the well-known Bozadais

cattle.

Bazas (Cossio) was capital of the ancient tribe of the Vasates,

and under the Romans one of the twelve cities of Novempopu-
lana. In later times it was capital of the district of Bantdais.

It was the scene of much bloodshed during the religious wars

of the i6th century.

BAZIGARS, a nomad gipsy-folk of India, found throughout

the peninsula, and variously known as Bazigars, Panchpiri,

Nats, Bediyas, &c. They live a life apart from the surround-

ing Hindu population, and still preserve a certain ethnied

identity, .scarcely justified by any indications given by their

physique. They make a living as jugglers, dancers, baalmt-

weavers and fortune-tellers
;
and in true European gipsy fashion

each clan has its king.

BAZIN, RENR (1^53- ),
French novelist and man of

letters, was born at Angers on the 26th of December 1853. He
studied law in Paris, and on his return to Angers became pr«>-

lessor of law in the Cktholic university there. He contributed

to Parisian journals a series of sketches of provincial life and

descriptions of travel, but he made his reputation by line Tache

d^encre (1888), which received a prize from the Academy. Other

novels of great charm and delicacy followed : La SarceUe hleue

(1892); Madame Corenhne (1893); Humble Amour (1894);

De toute son dme (1897) ;
La Terre qui meurt (1899) ;

Les OberU

(1901), an Alsatian story which was dramatized and acted in the

following year
;
VAme alsacienne (1903) ;

Donatienne (1903) ;

TJlsolee (1905) ; Le Ble qui Uve (1^7) ;
Mimoires d'une uieille

fiUe (1908). La Terre qui meurt, a picture of the decay of peasant

farming and a story of La Vend6e, is an indirect plea for the

development of provincial France. A volume of QuesHons

litteraires et soeiales appeared in 1906. Ren^ Bazin was admitted

to the Academy on the 28th of April 1904.

BAZIRE, CLAUDE (1764-1794), French rcvohitioniit, was

deputy for the C6te d*Or in the Legisktive Assembly, and mi^
himself prominent by’denouncing the court and the “ Austrian

committee ” of the Tuileries. On tJie 20th of June 1792 he spoke

in favour of the deposition of the king* In the Convention he sat

with the Mountain, opposed adjourning the trial of Louis XVL,
and voted for his death. He joined in the attack upon the

Girondists, but, as member of the committee of general securito,

he condemned the system of the Terror. He was implicated by
Fran9ois Chabot in the falsification ofa decree relative to the East

India Company, and though his share seems to have been simply

that he did not reveal the plot, of which he knew but part, he was
accused before the Revohitionary Tribunal at the same time as

Danton and Camille Desmoulins, and was executed on the 5th

of April X794.

BDELLIUM (/
98eXXtov, used by Pliny and Dioscorides as the

name of a plant which exuded a fragrant gum), a name applied to

several gums or gum-resiiis that aimukte and are sometimes found

as adulterants of true myrrh (f.p.).
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BEACH, a word of unknown origin

;
probably an old dialect

word meaning shingle, hence, by transference, the place covered

by shingle. Beach sometimes denotes the material thrown up by
the waves,sometimes the long resulting ridge, but more frequently

the area between high and low water, or even the area between

land and sea covered with material thrown up by exceptional

storms.

The actual character of beach material depends upon the

nature and structure of the rocks inshore, the strength and
direction of currents, and the force of the waves. The southern

slutre of the Isle of Wight furnishes a good example. The island

ends westward in the well-known “ Needles,” consisting of chalk

with flints. The disintegration of this rock by wave tiction

separates the finer chalk, which is carried seawards in suspension,

from the hard flint, which is piled in rough shingle upon the shore.

The currents sweep constantly eastward up channel, and the

rough flint shingle is rolled along by wave ac^tion toward the

Ventnor rampart, and ground finer and finer until it arrives as a

ver\' fine flinty gravel at Ventnor pier. 'Khc sweep of Sandown
Bay follows, where the cliffs are composed for the most part of

greensand, and here the beach at low water is sandy and smooth.
'J’ht* eastern end of the island is again composed of chalk with
flints, and here the beach material as at the western end consists

j

of very coarse flint shingle. In this, as in similar cases, the material

has been dragged seawards from the land by constant action of

the undertow that accompanies each retreating tide and each
returning wave. The resulting fK'cumulated ridge is battered by
every storm, and thrown ab{»ve ordinary high-water mark in a
ridge such as the Chesil Bank or the long grass-grown mound that

has blocked the old channel of the Yar and diverted its waters

into Yaverland Bay. Sandown furnishes an instructive example
of the power of the eastward currents carrying high-storm waves.
The groins built to preserve the foreshore are piled to the top with
coarse shingle on the western side, while there is a drop of over
8 ft. on to the sands east of the wall, many thousands of tons of

shingle having been moved bodily by the waves and deposited

against each groin. The force of the waves has been measured on
the west coast of Scotland and found to be as much as 3 ton.s per
square foot. Against these forces the preservation of the shore
from the advance of the sea becomes an extremely difficult and
often a hopeless undertaking, since blocks of rock over 100 tons in

weight have been moved by the waves. The beach is therefore

unstable in its position. It advances in front of the encroaching

sea, burying former beaches under the sand and mud of the now
deeper water, or it retreats when the sea is withdrawn from the

land or the land rises locally, leaving the old shingle .stranded in a
“ raised beach,” but its formation is in all cases due to the form
and structure of the shore, the sapping action of tlie waves, the

backward drag of the undertow plastering the shorewith material,

which is in turn bomtxirded by waves and swept by currents that

cover the finer debris of the undertow with a layer of coarse

fragments that are rc-.sorted by the daily action of currents and
tides.

BEACHY HEAD, a promontory on the coa.st of Sussex,

England, S.W. of Eastbourne, about 3 m. from the centre of the

town. It consists of a perpendicular chalk cliff 532 ft. high, and
forms the eastern termination of the hill*range known as the
South Downs. The old Bell Tout lighthouse, 385 ft. above high-

water mark, erected in 1831 on the second cliff to the westward,
in o'^ 10' 18^ E., 50® 43' 30'' N., has been superseded by a new
lighthouse built in the sea at the foot of the head itself.

BaiUe of Beacky Head.—This naval battle, known to the

French as B^visicr (a corruption of Pevcfisey), was fought on the
30th of June 1690. An allied force of 37 British sail of the line,

under command of the earl of Torrington (Arthur Herbert), and
of 22 Dutch under C. Evertsen, was at anchor under the headland,
while a French fleet of over 70 sail, commanded by the comte
de Tourville, was anchored some miles off to the south-west.

The French fleet had orders to co-operate with an expected
Jacobite rising in England. Torrington, to whom the genera!

direction of the allied fleet belonged, was much disturbed by the
enemy’s superiority in number, and on the 26th had written to

-BEACON
the Council of Regency suggesting that he ought to retire to the
Gunfleet at the mouth of the 'Ibames, and observe the enemy
from a distance till he could be reinforced. The council, which
had the support of Admiral Russell, afterwards earl of Orford,
considered that a retreat to the Gunfleet would have fatal

consequences, by which they no doubt meant that it would
leave the French free to land troops for the support of the
Jacobites. They therefore ordered Herbert not to lose sight of
the enemy, but rather to fight if he could secure an advantage
of position. The admiral, who was on very bad terms with the
council, elected to treat this as a peremptory order to fight. At
daybreak on the 30th he got under way and bore down on the
enemy. The wind was at north-east and gave him the weather-
gage. As his fleet was only 57 sail in all he was not able to en-
gage the enemy from end to end, but as the French were arranged
in a line from east to west he could have fallen on the end nearest
him, and could have guarded him.self by telling off a part of hi.s

.ships to watch the remainder. Torrington preferred to bring
his fleet down in such a way that his van, con.si.sting of the Dutch
ships, should be opposite the enemy’s van, his centre opposite
their centre, and his rear should eng^e their rear. The
inferiority of the allies in numbers made it therefore inevitable
that there should be gaps between the different divisions. As
the fleets actually did come to action, the Dutch with a lew
English ships pressed on the French \ an

,
their leading ship being

abreast of the ninth or tenth Frenchman. Torrington took his

station opposite the rear of the French centre, leaving a great
gap between himself and the ships in the van. Being appre-
liensive that the French centre would tack and pass this gap so
as to put him between two fires, he kept a long way off so as to

l>c free to manoeuvre against them if they made the attempt.
The English rear division, consisting of the English blue
squadron under Sir Ralph Delaval, fought a close action with
the French opposite to them. In the meantime the French
ships, ahead of the leading Dutchman, succeeded in turning to
windward and putting part of Evertsen 's squadron l>etweeri

two fires. 1’he Dutch ships suffered heavily, and one of them
which was dismasted drifted among the French and was taken.
More .severe loss would have followed if the better average
seamanship of the English and Dutch had not stood them in

good stead. The tide turned from flood to ebb during the action,

and the surface current which in the Channel sets to the west
with the ebb began to carry the fleets with it. The Dutch and
English dropped anchor. The French, who were not equallv'

alert, did not and were carried westward. When the tide turned
the allies retreated to the 'Jbames, abandoning several of the
most damaged ships in Pevensey Bay. The pursuit of the
French was ineffective, for Tourville persisted in keeping his

ships in line of battle, which forced them to regulate their
speed by the slowest among them. Torrington was tried for his

conduct but acquitted.

A lull account of the battle of Beachy Hoad, written wifli
ample quotation of documents, and for the purpose of vindicating
Hcrliert, will l)e found in Admiral Colomb’s Naval Warfafe (London
^890). (I). H.)

BEACON (from the 0 . Eng. bcaaiy a sign, cf. " beckon,”
another form of the same word), a signal, especia;lly a fire lit on
a high hill, structure or building for the purpose of sending a
message of alarm or of important news over long distances.
Such was the courier-fire (clyyapo? iriip) that brought the news
of the fall of Troy to Argos (Aeschylus, Agamemnan), or the
chain of signals that told of the approach of the Spanish Armada,
or which circled the British Isles in the jubilee years of 1887 and
1897. The word occurs in many names for lofty and conspicuous
hills, such as Dunkery Beacon in Somerset, the highest point on
Exmoor. On many such hills the remains of old beacon towers
and cressets are still found. The word is used generally of a
lighthouse, but technically it means either a small unattended
light, a superstructure on a floating buoy, such as a staff and
cage, or staff and globe, or an unlighted structure, forming a
conspicuous object at sea, used in each case to guide or warn
sailors. (See Lighthouse and Buov.) *
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BBACONBFIBLD, BBHJAMIII DISRABLI, Earl of (iao4<^

1881)} British statesman^ second child and eldest son of Isaac
Disraeli and Maria Basevi, who were married in 1802, was
bom at No. 6 John Street, Bedford Row, on the 21st of December
1804. Of Isaac Disraeli’s other children, Sarah was bom in

1802, Naphtali in 1807, Ralph (Raphael) in 1809, and James
(Jacob) in 1813. None the family was akfai to Benjamin for

genius and character, except Sarah, to whom he was deeply
indebted for a wise, unswerving and sympathetic devotion,
when, in his earlier days, he needed it most. All Isaac Disraeli’s

children were bom into the Jewish communion, in which, how-
ever, they were not to grow up. It is a reasonable inference

from Isaac’s character that he was never at ease in the

ritual of Judaism. His father died in the winter of 1816, and
soon afterwards Isaac formally withdrew with all his household
from the Jewish church. His son Benjamin, who had been
admitted to it with the usual rites eight days after his birth, was
baptized at St Andrew’s church in Holborn on the 31st of July
1817. One of Isaac D’lsraeli’s reasons for quitting the tents of

his people was that rabbinical Judaism, with its unyielding

laws and fettering ceremonies, “ cuts off the Jews from the great

family of mankind.” Little did he know, when therefore he cut
off the Disraeli family from Judaism, what great things he was
doing for one small member of it. The future prime minister

was then short of thirteen years old, and there was yet time to

provide the utmost freedom which his birth allowed for the

faculties and ambitions he was born with. Taking the worldly

view alone, of course, most fortunate for his aspirations in youth
was his withdrawal from Judaism in childhood. That it was
fully sanctioned by his intellect at maturity is evident

;
but the

vindication of unbiased choice would not have been readily

accepted had Disraeli abandoned j udaism of his own will at the

pushing Vivian Grey period or after. And though a mind like

Disraeli’s might work to satisfaction with Christianity as “ com-
pleted Judaism,” it could but dwell on a breach of continuity

which means so much to Jews and which he was never allowed

to forget amongst Christians. With ail, he was proud of his race

as truly, if not as vehemently, as his paternal grandmother

detested it. Family pride contributed to the feeling in his case
;

for in his more speculative moods he could look back upon an

ancestry which was of those, perhaps, who colonized the shores

of the Mediterranean from before the time of the Captivity.

More definite is the history of descent from an ennobled Spanish

family which escaped from the Torquemada persecutions to

Venict', there found a new home, took a new name, and prospered

for six generations. The Benjamin D’lsraeli, Lord Beacons-

field’s grandfather, who came to England in 1748, was a younger

son sent at eighteen to try his fortune in London. “ A man of

ardent character, sanguine, courageous, speculative, fortunate,

with a temper which no disappointment could disturb” (so

Lord Beaconsfield described him), he soon made the begi^nnin^

of a handsome fortune and turned country gentleman. That his

grandson exaggerated his prosperity is highly probable
;

but

that he became a man of wealth and consideration is certain.

He married twice. His second wife was Sarah Siprout de Gabay,
“ a beautiful woman of strong intellect ” and importunate

ambitions, who hated the race she belonged to because it was
despised by others. She felt so keenly the social disabilities it

brought upon her, and her husband’s indifference to them, that
“ she never pardoned him his name.” Her literary son Isaac

suffered equally or even more
;

for though he had ambitions he

had none that she could recomize as such. She could ridicule

him for the aspirations*which he had not and for those which he

had on the other hand, he never heard from her a tender word
“ though she Kved to be eighty.” Nor did any other member of

her foi^, according to her grandson.

Isaac DTsraeli was devoted to the reading and writing of books

in domestic quiet
;
and his son Benjamin suffered appreciably

from his father’s gentle preoccupations. As a child-unruly

and disturbing no doubt—^he was sent to a school of small

account at Bladdieath, and was there ” for years ” before he

wat recalled at the age of twelve on the death of his grandfather.

Isaac lyisraeli was his father’s sole heritor, but change of fortune

seems to have awakened in him no ambitions for the most hopeful

of his sons. At fifteen, not before, Benjamin was sent to a

Unitarian school at Walthamstow well-known school,

populous enough to be a little world of emulation and conflict,

but otherwise unfit. Not there, nor in any similar institution

at that illiberal time, perhaps, was a Jewish boy likeljr to make
a fortunate entry into ” the great family of mankind.” His

name, the foreign look of him, and some pronounced’ incom-

patibilities not all chargeable to young Disraeli (as Afterwards

the name came to be spelt), soon raised a crop of troubles. His

stay at Walthamstow was brief, his departure abrupt, and he

went to school no more. With the run of his father's library,

and the benefits of that born bookman’s guidance, he now set

out to educate himself. This he did with an industry stiffened

by matchless self-confidence and by ambitions fully mature

before he was eighteen. Yet he yielded to an attempt to make a

man of business of him. He was barely seventeen when (in

November 1821) he was taken into the office of Messrs Swain,

Stevens ik Co., solicitors, in Frederick’s Place, Old j[ewTy.

Here he remained for three years—“most assiduous in his

attention to business,” said one of the partners, “ and showing

great ability in the transaction of it.” It was then determined

that he should go to the bar ; and accordingly he was entered

at Lincoln’s Inn in 1824. But Disraeli had found other studies

and an alien use for his pen. Though “ assiduous in his attention

to business ” in Frederick’s Place, he found time to write for

the printer. Dr Smiles, in his Memotrs oj John Murray

y

tells

of certain pamphlets on the brightening prospects of the Spanish

South American colonies, then in the first enjoyment of emancipa-

tion-pamphlets seemingly written for a Mr Powles, head of a

great financial firm, whose acquaintance Disraeli had made. In

the same year, apparently, he wrote a novel—his first, and never

published. Aylmer Pa^llan was the title of it, Dr Smiles

informs us
;
and he prints a letter from Disraeli to the John

Murray of that day, which indicates its character pretty clearly.

The last chapter, its author says, is taken up with “ Mr Papillon’s

banishment under the Alien Act, from a ministerial misconcep-

tion of a metaphysical sonnet.” About the same time he edited

a History' of Paul JoneSy originally published in America, the

preface to the English edition being Disraeli’s first appearance

as an author. Murray could not publish Aylmer PapiUony

but he had great hopes of its boyish writer (Isaac D’lsraeli was

an old friend of his), “ took him into his confidence, and related

to him his experiences of men and affairs.” Disraeli had not

completed his twenty-first year when (in 1825) Murray was
possessed by the idea of bringing out a great daily newspaper

;

and if his young friend did not inspire that idea he

keenly uiged its execution, and was entrusted by

Murray with the negotiation of all manner of pre- nataiiy*, *•

liminaries, including the attempt to bring Lockhart

in as editor. The title of the paper, The Representative

y

was

Disraeli’s suggestion. He chose reporters, looked to the setting-

up of a printing-office, busied himself in all ways to Murray’s

great satisfaction, and^as fully appears from Dr Smiles’s account

of the matter, with extraordinary address. But when these

arrangements were brought to the point of completion, Disraeli

dropped out of the scheme and had nothing more to do with it.

He was to have had a fourth share of the pr^rietorship, bringing

in a corresponding amount of capital. His friend Mr Powles,

whom he had enlisted for the enterprise, was to have had a

similar share on the same conditions. Neither seems to have paid

up, and that, perhaps, had to do with the quarrel which parted

Benjamin Disraeli and John Murray before a sheet of the luckless

Representative was printed. Many years afterwards (1853)

Disraeli took an active interest in The Press, a weekly jounid

of considerable merit but meagre fortunes.

At the death of the <^er Benjamin (1817), bis son Isaac had

moved from the King’s Road^ Gray’s Inn (now Theobald’s Road),

to No. 6 Bloomsbury Square. Here he entertained the many
distinguished friends, ln»rary and political, who had been

drawn to him by his “ Curiosities ” and other ingenious works,
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and here h» son Benjamin also had thdr acquaintance and

conversation. In Bloomsbury Square lived the Austens, and

to their house, a great resort of similar persons, Mrs Aurten

cordially welcomed him. Murray’s friendship and associations

helped him in like manner, no doubt ; and thus was opened

to Disraeli the younger a world in which he was to make a

considerable stir. The very much smaller society of that day

was, of course, more compirehcnsible to sight and hearing, when
once you were within its borders, than the society of this. Re-

verberations of the gossip of St James’s and Mayfair extended

to Bloomsbury in those days. Yet Disraeli’s range of observation

“ VM limited when he

sat down at twenty or twenty-one to write Vivian Grey.

It is therefore a probable conjecture that Mrs Austen,

a clever woman of tlie world, helped him from her knowledge.
His own strongly perceptive imagination (the gift in which
he was to excel every other jwlitician of his time) and the bent
of political reading and aspiration from boyhood completed his

equipment
;
and so the wonder that so young a man in Disraeli’s

social position should write a book like Vivian Grey is accounted
for. It was published in 1826. The success of thi.s insolently

clever novel, the immediate introduction of its author to the

great world, and the daring eccentricities of dress, demeanour,
and opinion by which he fixed attention on himself there, have
always been among the most favourite morsels of Disraeli’s

history. With them it began, and successive generations of

inquirers into a strange career and a character still shrouded
and Imffiing refer to them as settled starting-pK>ints of investiga-

tion. What was the man who, in such a society and with

political aspirations to serve, could thrive by such vagaries as

these, or in spite of them ? If unaffected, what is to be tliought

of them as keys to character ? If affected, what then ? Inquiry
still takes this shape, and when any part of Disraeli’s career is

studied, the laces and essences, the rings over gloves, the jewelled

satin shirt-fronts, the guitareries and chibouqueries of lus early

days are never remote from memory. I’he report of them
can hardly lie doubted ; and as the last relation was made
(to the writer of this article) not with intent to ridicule Mr
Disraeli’s taste but to illustrate his conquering abilities, the
story is repeated here. One of Disraeli’s first friends in the world
of fashion and genius was Sir Kdward Lytton Bulwer. “ And,”
said Sir Henry Bulwer (“ Pelham’s ” brother), “ we heard so

much at the time of Edward’s amazingly brilliant new friend

that we were the less inclined to make his acquaintance.” At
Ic^th, however, Sir Edward got up a little dinner-party to con-

vince the doubters. It was to meet at the early hour of those

da)rs at one of the Piccadilly hotels. “ There was my brother,

Alexander Cockbum, myself and (I think) Mibies ; but for a
considerable time no Mr Disraeli. Waiting for Mr Disraeli did

not enhance the pleasure of meeting him, nor when he did arrive

did his appearance predispose us in his favour. He wore green
velvet trousers, a canary-coloured ^va^stcoat, low shoes, silver

buckles, lace at his wrists, and his hair in ringlets.” The descrip-

tion of the coat is forgotten. “ We sat down. Not one of us
wp more than five-and-twenty years old. We were all—if you
will allow me to include myself—on the road to distinction,

all clever, all ambitious, and all with a perfect conceit of ourselves.

Yet if on leaving the table we had been severally taken aside and
asked which was the cleverest of the party, we should have been
obliged to say ‘ the man in the green velvet trousers.’ ” I'his

story is a little lamp that throws much light Here we see at

theff sharpest the social prejudices that Disraeli had to fight

against, provMtion of them carried to its utmost in every
way open to him, and comfdete conquest in a company of young
men less Hkely to admit superiority in a wit of their own years,

probably, than any other that could have been brought togetl^r
at that time.

Soon after the publication of Vwian Grey, Dbradi, who is laid

by Froude to have been ” overtaken by a singular disorder,”

marked by fits of giddiness once he feU into a trance, did
not recover for a wfeek went with the Austens on a long summer
tour in France, Switzerland and Italy. Returning to a quiet life

at Bradenham —an old manor-house near High Wycombe, which
his father had taken—Disraeli put law in abeyance and resumed
novel-writing. His weakest took, and two or three other pro-

ductions, brief, but in every literary sense the finest of his works,
were written in the next two or three years. But for Ixion in

Heaven, The Internal Maniage, and PopaniUa, Disraeli could not
be plwed among the greater writers of his kind

;
yet none of his

imaginative books have been so little read as these. The
mysterious malady continruefJ, and Disraeli set out with William
Meredith, who was to have married Sarah Disraeli, for _
a tour in southern Europe and the nearer East He

'

saw Cadiz, Seville, Granada, Athens, Constantinople, Jerusalem,

Cairo, Thebes
;
played the corsair with James Gay on a yacht

voyage from Malta to Corfu ; visited the terrible Reschid, then
with a Turkish army in the Allianian capital ; landed in Cyprus,
and left it with an expectation in his singularly prescient mind
that the island would one day be English. These travels must
have profited him greatly, and we have our share of the advan-
tage ; not so much, however, in The Wondrous Tale of Alroy or

Tancred, or the “ Revolutionary Epic ” which he was inspired to

write on “ the windy plains of Troy,” but in the letters he sent

home to his sister. These letters,written w ith the utmost freedom
and fullness to the one whose affection and intellect he trusted

more than any, are of the greatest value for interpreting the

writer. Together with other letters also published some time

after Disraeli’s death, they teB more of him than anything that

can be found in print elsewbere. They show, for example, that

his extraordinary exuberancies were unforced, leaping by natural

impulse from an overcharged source. They also show that his

Oriental fopperies were not so much ” purposed affectation ” as

Froude and others havti sunntsed. That they were so in great

part is confessed again and again in these letters, but confessed in

such a way as to reveal that they were permitted for his own
enjoyment of them as much os planned. The “ purposed
affectation ” sprang from an unaffected delight in gauds of attire,

gauds of fancy and expression. It was not only to startle and
impress the world that he paraded his eccentricities of splendour.

His family also had to be impressed by them. It was to his sober
father that he wrote, at the age of twenty-six !

“ T like a sailor’s

life much, though it spt)ils the toilette.” It is in a letter from
Gibraltar to the same hand that we read of his two canes— “ a
morning and an evening cane ”—changed as the gun fires. And
the same correspondent must be told that “ Ralph’s handkerchief
which he brought me from Paris is the most successful thing I ever
wore.”

When Disraeli returned to England in 1831, all thought of the
law was abandoned. The pen of romance was again t^cn up

—

the poet’s also and the politician’s. In the next five

years he wrote Contarini Fleming, the Revolutionary

Epick, Alroy, Henrietta Temple, What is Hef (a

pamphlet expository of his opinions), the Rurmymede
Letters, a Vindication of the British ConstitiUion, and other matter
of less note. The epic, begun in great hope and confidence, was
ended in less, though its author was to the last unwilling that it

should be forgotten. The novels revived the success he had with
Vivian Grey, and restored him to his place among the brilliancies

and powers of the time. The political writing, too, much of it in

a garish, extravagant style, exercised his deeper ambitions, and
stands as witness to the working of original thought and foresight.

Both qualities are conspicuous in What is He? and the Vindica-
tion, of which it has boen truly said that in these pages he ” struck

the keynote to the explanations he afterwards consistently offered

of all his apparent inconsistencies.” Here an interpretation of

Toiy principles as capable of running with the democratic idea,

and as called upon to do so, is ingeniously attempted. 'Hie

aristocratic principle of government having been destroyed by
the Reform Bill, and the House of Lords being practically
” abrogated ” by that measure, it became necessary that Toryism
should start from the democratic basis, from which it had never
been alien. The filched liberties of the crown and the people
should be restored, and the nation redeemed from the oligarchies

which had stolen from both. When at the beginaing of all this
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writing Disraeli entered the political arena as candidate for High
Wycombe{1832), he was nominated by a Tory and seconded by a
Radical—in vain

;
and vain were two subsequent attempts in the

autumn of 1832 and in 1834. In the first he was recommended to

the dectors by Daniel O’Connell and the Radical Hume. In his

last candidature at Wycombe he stood on more independent

ground, commending himself by a scries of speeches which fully

displayed his quality, though tlie prescience wliich gemmed them
with more thiui one prophetic passage was veded from his

contemporaries. Among Disraeli’s great acquaintances were
many —^Lyndhurst at their head—whose expectations of his

future were confirmed by tlie Wycombe speeclies. He was
“ thought of ” for various boroughs, Marylebone among the

number, but his democratic Toryism seems to have stood in his

way in some places and his inborn dislike of Radicalism in otliers.

It was an impracticable situation—no getting on from it
;
and so,

at Lyndhurst’s persuasion, as he afterwards acknowledged, he

determined to side with the Tories. Accordingly, when in the

spring of 1835 a vacancy occurred at Taunton, Disraeli contested

the seat in the Tory interest with Carlton Club support. Here
again he failed, but with enhanced reputation as a fighting

politician and with other consequences good for notoriety. It
I

was at Taunton that Disraeli fell upon O’Connell, rather ungrate-

fully
;

whereupon the Liberator was roused to retort on his

assailant vehemently as “ a liar,” and humorously as a probable

descendant of the impenitent thief. And then followed the

challenge whicli, when O’Connell declined it, was fastened on his

son Horgan, and tlic interruption of the duel by seizure of Mr
Disraeli in his lied, and his famous appearance in the Marylebone

police court. He declared himself very well satisfied with this

episode, but nothing in it can really have pleased him, not even

Liie noise it made.

Here the first period of Disraeli’s public life came to an end, a

j)eriod of preliminaries and flourishes, and of what he himself

called sowing his political wild oats. It was a more
nmtiu-c Disraeli who in the general election of 1837

* returned for Maidstone as tlie colleague of his provi-

dential friend Mr Wynclham Lewis. Though the

fortunes of the Tory paity were fast reviving under Peel’s

guidance, the victory was denied him on this occasion
;
but, for

once, tlie return of tin; Whigs to power was no great disappoint-

ment for the junior memlair for Maidstone. 'I'o gain a footing in

the House of Commons was all that his confident spirit ever asked,

and Froude vouches for it tliat he succeeded only just in time to

avert financial ruin. His electioneering ventures, the friendly

hacking of bills, and his own expense in keeping up appearances,

had loaded him with debt. Yet (mark his worldly wisdom) ” he

had never entangled his friends in his financial deiings. He had

gone frankly to the professional money-lenders, who made
advances to him in a speculation on his success ”

: they were to

get their money back with large interest or lose it altogether.

Such conditions were themselves incitement enoi^h to a prompt

rcflemption of the promise of parliamentary distinction, even

without the restless spurring of ambition. And Disraeli had

another promise to redeem : that which he uttered when he told

O’Connell that they would meet again at Philippi. Therefore

when, three weeks after tlie session began, a debate^on Irish

election petitions gave him opportunity, Disraeli attempted that

first House of Commons speech which imagination still dwells

upon as something wondrous strange. That he should not have

known better, even by hearsay, than to address the House of

Commons in fantastic phrase from the mouth of a fantastic figure

is indeed remarkabki bat not tliat he retained self-confidence

enough to tell the unwitting crew who lau^d him down that a

time would come when they woald hear bun. It was one ^ the

least memorable of his pre^liecies* The speech was a humiliating

but not an oppressive failure. In about a week afterwards he

spoke again»which shows how little damage he felt, while the good

sense, brevity, and blameless manner of the speech (on a copy-

right bin) announced that he could learn. And for some time

thereafter he affected no importance in the House, though not as

withdrawing from attention.

Meanwhile, consciously and unconsdouidy^ as is the way
with men of genius, his mind was working upon problems of

government, the magnitude, the relations and the natural

developments of which he was more sensible of than any kimwn
politicmn of his time. ” Sensible of,” we say, to mark the differ-

ence between one sort of understandit^ and another which

comes of labour and pains alone. Disraeli studied too, no doubt,

reading and inquiring and applying set thought, but such means
were insufficient to put into his mind all t^t he found there.

It seems that opinions may be formed of inquiry and study ^one,

which are then constructive
;
but where intuitive perception or

the perceptiv^e imagination is a robust possession, the fruits of

research liecome assimilative—the food of a divining faculty

which needs more or less of it according to the power of divina-

tion. The letter judgment in all affairs derives from tliis quality

,

whidi has some very covcUvble advantages for its possessor.

His judgments may be lield with greater confidence, wfiich is

an intellectual advantage
;

and, standing in his mind not so

mucli an edifice as a natural growth, they cannot be

so readily abandoned at the call of ease or self-interest,

They may be denied assertion or even outraged for a

purpose, but tliey cannot be got rid of,—which is a

moral advantage. Disraeli's mind and its judgments were of

this character. Its greatest gift was not tlie romantic imagina-

tion which he possessed abundantly and employed overmuch, but

the perceptive, interpretative, judicial or divining imagination,

without which there can be no great man of a&irs. Breadth

of view, insight, foresight, are more familiar but less adequate

descriptions of a faculty which Disraeli had in such force that

it took command of him from first to last. Altlarngh he knew

and acted on the principle that ” a statesman k a practical

cliaracter,” whose business is to “ serve the countr>^ according

to its present necessities,” he was unable to confine his vkion

to the nearer consequences of whatever policy, or course of

action, or group of condititms it rested on. Witliout effort, and

even without intetiiion probably, it looked beyond first con-

sequences to the farther or the final outcome ;
and to complete

the operation, the faculty which detected the remoter conse-

quences did not allow them to remain in obscurity, but brought

them out as actualities no less than die first and perhaps far

more important tlian the first. Moreover, it did not allow him

to keep silence where the remoter consequences were of that

character, and ought to be provided for betimes. Of course

silence was always possible. These renderings to foresight

might be denied assertion either for thp sake of presejit ease (and

Disraeli's prescience of much of bis country's later trouble® only

made him lauglied at) or in deference to hopes of personal

advancement. But the same divining imagination which

showed him these things also showed him the near time when it

would be too laic to speak of them, and when not to liave spoken

would leave him irredeemably in the common herd of hand-to-

mouth politicians. Therefore he spoke.

Remembrance of these characteristics—remembrance, too,

tliat liis mind, which was neither English nor European, worked

in absolute detachment—should accompany the traveller

through all the turns and incidents of Disraeli’s long career.

They are sometimes puzzKng, often speculative
;
yet nearly aU

that is obscure in tl^m becomes clear, much ^parent contra-

diction disappears, when 'read by these persistent unvarying

lights. The command wliich his idiosyncrasies had upon him

is shown, for example, by reproachfid speeches on the treatment

of liekmd, and by a startling harangue on behalf of the Chartists,

at a time when such irregularities could but damage him, a new
man ^rh|}re he hoped for influence and office. At ab<^t the

same tiine his political genius directed him to open a resolute

critical campaign against the Conservatism of the party he

proposed to thrive in, and he could but obey. This

he did in writing Cmiftgs^, a novelof the day and for »
the day, but commended to us of a later generation

not only by the undiramed truth of its chaxucter-

portraits, but by qualities of insigfit and foresight which we who
have seen the proof of them can measute as ms contemporaries
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could not which was written in the following year (1845), I say rather, looking back, for it was a time of dire distress,

is sdll more remarkable for the faculties celebrated in the pre- es^dally in the manufacturing districts of the north
;

so

ceding paragraph. When SyM was written a long historic day / that in his second session Peel had to provide some
was ending in England, a new era beginning ; and no eyes saw / relief by revising the com Jaws and reducing import

so clearly as Dhraeli^s the death of the old day, the birth of the / dues generally. His measures were supported by

new, or what and how great their differences would be. In / Disraeli, who understood that Protection must bend to the

Contngsby the political conditions of the country were illustrated / mending poverty of the time, though unprepared for total

and discussed from the constitutional point of view, and by light abolition of the com tax and strongly of opinion that it was

of the theory that for generations before the passing of the not for Peel to abolish it. In the next session (1843) he and his

Reform Bill the authority of the crown and the liljerties of the Young England party took up a definitely independent role,

people had been absorbed and extinguished in an oligarchic which became more sharply critical to the end. Disraeli’s first

.system of government, itself become fossilized and soulless. In strong vote of hostility was on a coercion bill for perishing and

SyM were exhibiUid the social relations of rich and poor (the rebellious Ireland. It was repeated with greater emphasis in

“ two nations ”) under this rdgime, and under changes in which, the session of 1844, also in a condition-of-Ireland debate
;
and

while the peasantry were neglected by a shoddy aristocracy from that time forth, as if foreseeing Peel’s course and its effect

ignorant of its duties, factory life and a purblind gospel of on the country party, Disraeli kept up the attack. Meanwhile

political economy imbruted the rest of the population. These bad harvests deepened the country’s distress, Ireland was

views were enforced by a startling yet strictly accurate repre- approfiched by famine, the Anti-Com-Law League became
senUition of the slate of things in the factory districts at that menacingly powerful, and Peel showed signs of yielding to free

time. Taken from the life by Disraeli himself, accompanied by trade. Disraeli’s opportunity was soon to come now : and in

one or two members of the Young England party of which he

was the head, it was the first of its kind ;
and the facts as there

displayed, and Disraeli’s interpretation of them—a marvel of

perceptive and prophetic criticism—opened eyes, roused con-

sciences, and led direct to many reforms.

These two books, the Vindication, published in 1835, and his

speeches up to tliis time and a little beyond, are quite enough
to show what Disraeli’s Tory democracy meant, how truly

national was its aim, and how exclusive of partisanship for the
“ landed interest ”

;
though he did believe the stability and

prosperity of the agricultural class a national interest of the

first order, not on economic grounds alone or even chiefly. And
if Disraeli, possessed by these views, became aggressively

insubordinate some time before Peel’s proclaimed conversion

to Free Trade, we can account for it on reasonable and even
creditable grounds. Spite, resentment at being passed over

when Peel formed the 1841 government, is one explanation of

these outbreaks, and a letter to Peel, lately published, is proof

to many minds that Disraeli’s denial to Peel’s face in 1846 that

he had ever solicited office was daringly mendacious. The
letter certainly reads like solicitation in the customary half-

\ eiled form. All that can be said in doubt is that since the ’41

government came into existence on the 6th of September, and
the letter was written on the 5th, its interpretation as complaint

of being publicly neglected, as a craving for some mark of recogni-

tion, is possible. More than possible it is if Disraeli knew on
the 5th (as he very well might from his friend Lyndhurst, Peel’s

lord chancellor) that the appointments were then complete.

The pecuniary need of office, if that comes into the question,

had been lightened, if not extinguished, two years before by his

marriage with Mrs Wyndham Lewis. Mrs Lewis—a lady

fifteen years his senior—^brought him a considerable fortune,

whifh, however, was but for her life. She lived to a great age,

and would gladly have lived longer, in any of the afflictions that

time brings on, to continue her mere money-worth to her
“ Dizzy.” Her devotion to him, and his devotion to her, is the

whole known story of their private life
;
and we may believe

that nothing ever gratified him more than offering her a coronet

from Mr Disraeli.

Disraeli made Peel’s acquaintance early in his career and
showed that he was proud of it. In his Life of Lord George

Bentinck he writes of reel fairly and even generously. But they

were essentially antipathetic ^rsons
; ahd it is clear that the

great minister and complete Briton took no pains to understand
the dazzling young Jew of whom Lyndhurst thought so much,
and wished to have little to do with him. Such men make such

feelings evident ; and there is no reason for thinking that when,
after 1841, Disraeli charged at Peel in obedience to his principles,

he gave himself pain. It was not long after it had settied in

office that Peel’s government, the creature of an anxious Con-
servative reaction, began to be suspected of drifting toward
Manchester. That it was forced in that direction we should

1845, seeing it on the way, he launched the brilliantly destructive

series of speeches which, though they could not prevent the

abolition of the corn-laws, abolished the minister who ended
them. These speeches appeal more to admiration than lo

.sympathy, even where the limitations of Disraeli’s protectionist

beliefs are understood and where his perception of the later

consequences of free trade is most cordially acknowledged. That
he remained satisfied with them himself is doubtful, unless for

their foresight, their tremendous effect as instruments of punish-

ment, and as they swept him to so much distinction. Within
three years, on the death of Lord George Bentinck, there was
none to dispute with him the leadership of the Conservative

party in the House of (!omnions.

In the parliament of 1841 he was member for Shrewsbury.

In 1847 he was returned for Buckinghamshire, and never again

had occasion to change his constituency. Dp to this time his

old debts still embarrassed him, but now his private and political

fortunes changed together. Froude reports that he “ received

a large sum from a private hand for his Life of Lord George

Bentinck'' (published in 1852), “while a Conservative millionaire

took upon himself the debts to the usurers ; the 3 % with which

he was content being exchanged for the 10% under which
Disraeli had been staggering.” In 1848 his father Isaac DTsraeli

died, leaving to his son Benjamin nearly the whole of his estate,

'fhis went to the purchase of Hughenden Manor—not, of course,

a great property, but with so much of the pleasant and pictur-

esque, of the dignified also, as quite to explain what it was to the

affec tionate fancy of its lord. About this time, too (1851), his

acquaintance was sought by an old Mrs Brydges Willyams

—

bom a Spanish Jewess and then the widow of a long-deceased

Cornish squire—who in her distant home at 'J'orquay had
conceived a restless admiration for Benjamin Disraeli. She
wrote lo him again and again, pressing for. an appointment to

consult on an important matter of business ; would meet him
at the fountain of the Crystal Palace in Hyde Park. Her impor-

tunity succeeded, and the very small, oddly-dressed, strange-

mannered old lady whom Disraeli met at the fountain became
his adoring friend to the end of her life. Gratitude for her

devotion brought him and his wife in constant intimacy

with her. There were many visits to Torquay
;

he mtified
her with gossiping letters about the great people with

whom and the great affairs with which the man who did so

much honour to her race was connected, that being the inspira-

tion of her regard for him. She died in 1863, leaving him all

her fortune, which was considerable
; and, as she wished,

was buried at Hughenden, close to the grave where Disraeli

was to lie.

It is agreed that the first three years of Disraeli’s leadership

in Opposition were skilfully employed in reconstructing the

shattered Tory party. In doing this he made it sufficiently

clear that there could be no sudden return to Protectionist

principles. At the 'same time, however^ he insisted (as he did
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from first to last) on the enormous importance to the country, to

the character of its peof^ no less than to its material welfare,

ai agricultural contentment and f^perity ; and he also obtained

Aa friifrr ® general recognition of the fact that the land
”

im toa had borne fiscal burdens under the old r^tme which
Homaat were unfair and unendurable under the new. So far he
Commaaa,

. ^nd when in 1852 he took office as chancellor

of the exchequer in Lord Derby’s first administration, the

prospect was a smiling one for a man who, striving against

difikulties and prejudices almost too formidable for imagination
|

in these days, had attained to a place where he could fancy i

them all giving way. That, however, they were not. New
difficulties were to arise and old prejudices to revive in full force.

His first budget was a quaint failure, and was thrown out by a

coalition of Liberals and Peelites which he believed was formed

against Mr Disraeli more than against the chancellor of the

exchequer. It was on this occasion that he exclaimed, “ England

does not love coalitions.” After a reign of ten months he was

again in Opposition, and remained so for seven years. Of the

Crimean War he had a better judgment than those whose weak-

ness led them into it, and he could tell them the whole truth of

the affair in twenty words :
“ You are going to war with an

opponent who does not want to fight, and whom you are un-

willing to encounter.” Neither were they prepared ; and the
'

scandals and political disturbances that ensued revealed him as

a party leader who could act on such occasions with a dignity,

moderation and sagacity that served his country well, maintained

the honour of party government and cost his friends nothing.

The mismanagement of the war broke down the Aberdeen

government in 1855, and then Disraeli had the mortification of

seeing a fortunate chance of return to office lost by the timidity

and distrust of his chief, Lord Derby—the distrust too clearly

including the under-valuation of Disraeli himself. Lord Derby

wanted Lord Palmerston’.s help, Mr Gladstone’s, Mr Sidney

Herbert’s. This arrangement could not be made
;
Lord Derby

therefore gave up the attempt to form a ministry, and Lord

Palmerston came in. Tl>e next chance was taken in less favour-

ing times. The government in which Disraeli was again financial

minister lasted for less than eighteen months (1858--1859), and

then ensued another seven years in the cold and yet colder shade

of Opposition. Both of these seven-year outings were bad, but

the second by far the worse. Parliamentary reform had become

a burning question and an embarrassing one for the Tory party.

An enormous increase of business, consequent upon the use of

steam machinery and free-trade openings to commerce, filled

the land with prosperity, and discredited all statesmanship but

that which steered by the star over Manchester. Mr Gladstone’s

budgets, made possible by this prosperity, were so many triumphs

for Liberalism, Foreign questions arose which strongly excited

English feeling—-the arrangements of peace with Russia, Italian

strug’des for freedom, an American quarrel, the Arrow ” affair

and the Chinese war, the affair of the French colonels and the

Conspiracy Bill
;
and as they arose Palmerston gathered into

his own sails (except on the last occasion) every wind of popular

favour. Amid all this the Tory fortunes sank rapidly, becoming

nearly hopeless when Lord Palmerston, without appreciable

loss of confidence on his own side, persuaded many Tories in and
out of parliament that Conservatism would suffer little while

he was in power. Yet there was great despondency, of course,

in the Conservative ranks
;
with despondency discontent

; with

discontent rancour. The prejudice against Disraeli as Jew, the

revolt at his theatricaliims, the distrust of him as ” mystery

man,” which up to this time had never died out even among
men who were his nearest colleagues, were now more openly

indulged. Out of doors he had a ” bajd press,” in parliament

he had some steady, enthusiastic friends, but more that were

cold. Sometimes he was seen on the front Opposition bench for

hours quite alone. Little conspiracies were got up to displace

him, ai^ might have succeeded but for an unconquerable dread

of the weapon that destroyed Peel. In this state of things he

patiently hdd his ground, working for his party more carefully

than it knew, and never seizing upon false or discrediting

advantages. But it was an extremely bad time for Benjamin

Disraeli.

Though Lord Palmerston stumbled over his Foreign Conspiracy

BiU in 1858, his popularity was little danu^ed, and it was in no

hopeful spirit that the Tories took office again in that year. They
were perilously weak in the House of Commons, and affairs

abroad, in which they had small practice and no prestige, wfere

alarming. Yet the new administration did very well till, after

resettling the government of India, and recovering from a blunder

committed by their Indian secretary, Lord Ellenborough, they

must needs launch a Reform Bill to put that dangerous question

out of controversial politics. The well-intended hut fantastic

mea.sure brought in for the purpose was rejected. The country

was appealed to, with good but insufficient results
;
and at the

first meeting of the new parliament the Tories were turned out on

a no-confidence vote moved by Lord Harrington. Foreign affairs

supplied the motive : failure to preserve the peace of Europe at

the time of the Italian war of independence. It is said that the

foreign office had then in print a series of despatches which would

have answered its accusers had they been presented when the

debate began, as for some unexplained reason they were not.

Lord Palmerston now returned to Downing Street, and while he
lived Disraeli and his colleagues bad to satisfy themselves with

what was meant for useful criticism, though with small hope that

it was so for their own .service. A Polish insurrection, the

Schleswig-Holstein question, a commercial treaty with France,

the (!ivil War in America, gave Disraeli occasions for speech that

was always forcible and often wiser than all could see at the time.

I

He never doubted that England should be strictly neutral in the

j

American quarrel when there was a strong feeling in favour of the

I

South. All the while he would have gladly 'welcomed any just

means of taking an animated course, for these were dull, dark

days for the Conservatives as a parliamentary party. Yet,

unpcrceived, (Conservatism was advancing. It was much more
than a joke that Palmerston sheltered Conservative principles

under the Liberal flag. The warmth of his popularity, to which

Radical applause contributed nothing in his later days, created an

atmosphere entirely favourable to the quiet growth of Conser\’at-

ism. He died in 1865. Earl Russell succeeded him as prime

1

minister, Mr Gladstone as leader of the House of Commons. The
party most pleased with the change was the Radical

;
the party

best served was Disraeli’s. Another Reform Bill, memorable for

driving certain good Liberals into a Cave of AduUam, broke up
the new government in a few months

;
Disraeli contributing to

the result by the delivery of opinions not new to him and of

lasting worth, though presently to be subordinated to arguments

of an inferior order and much less characteristic. ” At this rate,”

he said in 1866, ” you will have a parliament that will entirely

lose its command over the executive, and it will meet with less

consideration and possess less influence.” I/Ook for declining

statesmanship, inferior aptitude, genius dying off. ” Instead of

these you will have a horde of selfish and obscure mediocrities,

incapable of anything but mischief, and that mischief devised and

regulated by the raging demagogue of the hour.” The Reform

legislation which promised these results in i86fi was thrown out.

Lord Derby’s third 'adrninistration was then formed in the

summer of the same year, and for the third time there was a Tory
government on sufferance. Its followers were still a minority in

the House of Commons
;
an angry Reform agitation was going

on
;

an ingenious resolution founded on the demand for an

enlarged franchise serviceable to Liberals might extinguish the

new government almost immediately
;
and it is pretty evident

that the Tory leaders took office meaning to seek a cure for this

desperate weakness by wholesale extension of the

suffrage. Their excuses and calculations arc well

known, but when all is said, Lord Derby’s statement of

its character, “ a leap in the dark,” and of its intention,

“ dishing the Whigs,” cannot be bettered. Whether Lord Derby
or Mr Disraeli originated this resolve has been muciil. dii^ussed,

and it remains an unsettled q^uestion. It is knoym th^ Disraeli’s

private secretary, Mr Ralph Earle, quarrelled with him vi(^ntly

at about this time
;
and Sir William Fraser relates that, meeting
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Mr Earle, that gentleman said : 1 know what your feelings must
be about this Reform Bill, and 1 think it right to tell you that it

was not Disraeli’s bill, but Lord Derby’s. 1 know everything

that occurred.” Mr Earle gave the same assurances to the writer

of these lines, and did so with hints and half-confidences (quite

intelligible, however) as to the persuasions that wrought upon his

chief. Mr Earle's listener on these occasions confesses that he
heard with a doubting mind, and that belief in wliat he heard still

keeps company with Mahomet s coffin. One thing, however, is

dear. To suppose Disrat‘li satisfied with the excuses made for his

adoption of the “ dishing ” process is forbidden by the whole tenor
of his teaching and conduct. He could not have become suddenly
blind to the fallacy of the expectations derived from such a
course

; and all his life it had lieen his distinction to look above
the transient and trafficking expedients of the professional

politician. However, the tiling was done. After various
remodellings, and amid much perturbation, secession, violent

reproach, the Household Suffrage Bill passed in August 1867.
Another memorable piece of work, the confederation of Canada,
had already been aa^omplishcd. A few days after parliament met

Prwmitr
Derby’s failing health compelled

i$69.
' resign, and Mr Disraeli became prime minister.

Irish disaffection had long been astir ; the Fenian
menace looked formidable not only in Ireland but in England also.

The reconstructed government announced its intention of dealing
with Irish grievances. Mr Gladstone approved, proposing the
abolition of the Irish Chiii\:h to begin with. A resolution to that
effect was immediately carried against the strong opposition of
the government. Disraeli insisted that the question should hie

settled in the new parliament which the franchise act called for,

and he seems to have had little doubt that the country would
declare against Mr Gladstone’s proposal. He was mistaken. It
was the great qu^tion at the polls

;
and the first elections by the

new constituencies went violently against the authors of their
being.

Tlio history of the next five years Ls Mr (iladstone’s. The Irish
Church abolished, he set to work with passionate good intention
on the Irish land laws. The while he did so sedition took courage
and flourished exceedingly, so tlial to pacify Ireland tile constable
vrent hand in hand with the legislator. The abolition of the Irish
Church was followtxl by a coercion act, and the land act by
suspension of Habeas Corpus, Disraeli, who at first preferred
retirement and the writing of Lothair, came forward from time to
time to point the moral and predict the end of Mr Gladstone’s
inipulsive courses, which soon Iwgan to fret the confidence of his
friends. Some unpleasant errors of ixinduct—tiie case of Sir R.
(oilier (afterwards Lord Monkswcil, the Kwelme rectory
case,‘ the significant Odo Russell (Lord Ainpthill) episode (to help
the government out of a scrape the ambassador was accused of
exceeding his instructions)—told yet more. Above all, many
huiniliating proofs that England was losing her place among the
nations came out in these days, the discovt^ry being then new and
unenduralfle. To be brief, in less than four years the government
had well-nigh worn out its own patience with its own errors,
failures and distractioas, and would gladl}' have gone to pieces
when it was defeated on an Irish university hill. But Disraeli,
having good constitutional reasons for declining office at the
moment, could not allow tliis. Still gathering unpopularity, still

offending, alarming, alienating, the government went on till 1874,
suddenly dissolved parliament, and was signally beaten, the
Liberal party breaking up. Like most of hL political friends,
Disraeli no ^pectation of such a victory—^little hope, indeed,
of any distinct success. Yet when he went to Manchester on a
brief political outing two years before, he was received with such
aedakn as he had never known in his life. He was then sixty-

years old, and this waa his first full banquet of popularity.
The elation and oonftdence drawn from the Manchester meetings

• The crown had in 1871 appointed the Rev. W. W. Huvey (1810-
1883), ^ Cambridge man, to the living of Ewelme. near Oxford, for
which nicmtiers of the Oxford houst* of con^'Ocation were alont*
eUgTble. Gladstone was charged with ex’ading this limitation in
allowing Harvey to qualify for the appointment by being formally
admitted M.A. by incorpontiun.

were confirmed by every circumstance of the 1874 elections. But
he was well aware of how much he owed to his opponents’ errors
seeing at the same time how i^cly he could lay his future course
by them. He had always rejected the political economy of his
time, and it breaking down. He had always refused to accept
the economist's dictum without reference to other considerations
than the turnover of trade

; and even Manchester could pardon
the refusal now. The national spirit, vaporized into a oosmo*
politan mist, was fast condensing again under mortification and
insult from abroad uncompensated by any appreciable percentage
of cash profit. 'This was a changing England, and one that
Disraeli could govern on terms of mutual satisfaction

;
but not if

the reviving “ spirit of the country ” ran to extremes of self-

assertion. At one of the great Manchester meetings he said, “ Do
not suppose, because I counsel firmness and decision at the right
moment, that I am of that school of statesmen who arc favourable
to a turbulent and aggressive diplomacy. I have resisted it

during a large part of my hfe.
’ ’

Bui for the hubbub occasioned by the Public Worship Regula-
tion Act, the first two years of the 1874 administration had no
remartoble excitements till near the end of them. The Public
Worship Act, introduced by the archbishop of Ganterbury, wa.*;

meant to restrain ritualism. Disraeli, who from first to last held
to the Reformed Church as capable of dispensii^ social good
as no other organization might, supported the Bill as “ putting
down ritualism ”

;
spoke very vehemently

;
gave so much

offence that at one time neither the bill nor the government
seemed quite safe. For some time afterwards there was so little

legislation of the kind called “ enterprising ” tliat even some
friends of the government began to think it too tame ; but at
the end of the second year an announcement was made which
put that fear to rest. 'Phe news that the khedive's Suez Canal
shares had been bought by the government was
received with boundless applause. It was a courageous
thing to do : but it was nut a Disraeli conception, nor
did it originate in any government department. It was suggested
from without at a moment when the possibility of ever acquiring
the shares was passing away. On the morning of the 15th of
November 1875, Mr Frederick Greenwood, then editor of the
Pall Mall Gazette

f

went to Lord Derby at the foreign office,

informed him that the khedive’s shares were passing into the
fiands of a French syndicate, and urged arrest of the transaction
by purchase for England. (The shares being pirivate property
their sale could not, of course, be forbidden.) Lord Dcrb>
thought there must be a mistake. He could not believe that
bargaining of that kind could go on in (^iro without coming to
the knowledge of the British consul there. He was answered
that nevertheless it was going on. The difficulties of purchase
by England were then arrayed by Lord Derby. They were
more than one or two, and of course they had a formidable look,

but so also had the alternative and the lost opportunity. One
difficulty had already come into existence, and had to be met
at once. Lord Derby had either to make direct inquiry of the
khedive or to let the matter go. If he inquired, and there was
no such negotiation, his question might be interpreted in a very
troublesome way

;
moreover, we .should put the idea of selling

the shares into the khedive’s head, which would be unfortunate.
” There’s my position, and now what do you say ? ” The
answer given, Lord Derby drafted a telegram to the British

ransul-geneial at Cairo, and read it out. It instructed Cxilonel

Stanton to go unmediately to the khedive and put the question

point faJank. Meanwhile the prime minister would be seen, and
Lord Derby’s visitor might call next day to hear the reply from
Cairo. It ts enough to add here that on receipt of the answer
the purchase for England was taken up and went to a speedy
conclusion.'*

As if upon the impulse of this transaction, Disraeli opened
the next session of parliament with a bill to confer upon the

queen the title of empress of India—a measure which offended

® For a detailed, if somewhat controversial, account of this affair,

see Lucien Wolf's article in The Times ol December *6, 1905, and
Mr Greenwood's letters cm the sttfafect.
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the instincts of many Englishmen^ and, for the time, revived

the prejudices against its author. More important was the
revival of disturbances in European Turkey, which, in their

outcome, were to fill the last chapter of Disraeli’s career. But
for this interruption it is likely that he would have given much
of his attention to Ireland, not because it was an attractive

employment for his few remaining years, but because he saw
with alarm the gathering troubles in that country. And his

mind was strongly drawn in another direction. In a remarkable
speech delivered in 1872, he spoke with great warmth of the

slighting of the colonies, saying that “ no minister in this country
will do his duty who n^lects any opportunity of reconstructing

as much as possible our colonial empire, and of responding to

those distant sympathies which may become the source of

incalculable strength and happiness to this island.” However,
nothing was done in fulfilment of this duty in the first two years

from 1874, and early in the third the famous Andrassy

gwatloa, Berlin memorandum, the Bashi-Bazouk
atrocities, and the accumulative excitement thereby

created in England, reopened the Eastern question with a
vengeance. The policy which Disraeli’s government now took

up may be truly called tlie national policy. Springing from the

natural suggestions of self-defence against the march of a danger-

ous rivalry, it had the sanction of all British statesmanship for

generations, backed by the consenting instinct of the people.

It was quite unsentimental, being pro-Turkish or anti-Russian

only as it became so in being pro-British. The statesmen by
whom it was established and continued saw in Russia a power
which, unless firmly kept within bounds, would dominate Europe

;

more particularly that it would undermine and supersede

British authority in the East. And without nicely considering

the desire of Russia to expand to the Mediterranean, the Pacific

or in any other direction, they thought it one of their first dutie.s

to maintain their own Eastern empire
;

or, to put it another

way, to contrive that Great Britain should be subject to Russian

ascendancy (if ever), at the remotest period allowed by destiny.

Such were the ideas on which England’s Russian policy was

founded. In 1876 this policy revived as a matter of course in

the cabinet, and as spontaneously, though not upxjn a first

provocation, became popular almost to fury. And furiously

popular it remained. But a strong opposing current of feeling,

equally passionate, set in against the Turks ; war began and
lasted long

;
and as the agitation at home and the conflict

abroad went on, certain of Disraeli’s colleagues, who were

staunch enough at the beginning, gradually weakened. It is

certainly true that Disraeli was prepared, in all senses of the

word, to take strong measures against such an end to the war
as the San Stefano treaty threatened. Rather than suffer that,

he would have fought the Russians in alliance with the Turks,

and had gone much farther in maturing a scheme of attack and

defence than was known at the time or is commonly known now.

That there was a master motive for this resolution may be taken

for granted
;
and it is to be found in a belief that not to throw

back the Russian advance then was to lose England’s last chance

of postponing to a far future the predominance of a great rival

power in the East. How much or how little judgment shows

in that calculation, when viewed in the light of later-days, we
do not discuss. What countenance it had from his colleagues

dropped away. At the end their voices were strong enough to

insist upon the diplomatic action which at no point falls back

on the sword
;
Lord Derby (foreign minister) htmg among the

first to make a stand on that resolution, though he was not the

first seceder from the government. Such diplomacy in such

conditions is paralytic. It cannot speak thrice, with whatever

affectation of boldness, without discovering its true character

to trained ears ;
which should be remembered when Disraeli’s

successes at Berlin are measured. It should be remembered

that what with the known timidity of his colleagues, and what

with the strength and violence of the Russian party in England,

his adiievement at Berlin was like the reclamation of butter

from a dog’s motith
;
as Prince Bismarck understood in acknow-

ledging Disraeli’s gifts of statesmanship. It should also be

remembered, when his Eastern policy in 1876-1678 is denounced
as malign and a failure, that it wa.s never carried out Good or

bad, ill or well calculated, effective existence was denied to it

;

and a man cannot be said to have failed in what he was never

permitted to attempt. The nondescript course of action which
began at the Constantinople conference and ended at Berlin

was not of his direction until its few last days. It only marked
at various stages the thwarting and suppression of his policy by
colleagues who were haunted night and day by memoriei^ of the

Crimean War, and not least, probably, by the fate of ^e states-

men who suffered for its blunders and their own. Disraeli also

looked back to those blunders, and he was by no means insensible

to the fate of fallen ministers. But just as he maintainedAt the

time of the conflict, and after, that there would have been no
Crimean War had not the British government convinced the

tsar that it was in the hands of the peace pajty, so now he
believed that a bold policy would prevent or limit war, and at

the worst put off grave consequences which otherwise would
make a rapid advance.

As if aware of much of this, the country was well content with

Disraeli's successes at Berlin, though sore on some points, he
himself sharing the soreness. Yet there were great days for him
after his return. At the Berlin conference he had established a
formidable reputation

;
the popularity he enjoyed at home was

affectionately enthusiastic
; no minister had ever stood in more

cordial relations with his sovereign
;
and his honours in every

kind were hi.s own achievement against unending disadvantage.

But he was soon to suffer irretrievable defeat. A confused and
unsatisfactory war in Afghanistan, troubles yet more unsatis-

factory in South Africa, conspired with two or three years of

commercial distress to invigorate “ the swing of the pendulum ”

i

when he dissolved parliament in 1880. Dissolution the year
before would have been wiser, but a certain pride forbade. The
elections went heavily against him. He took the blow with
composure, and sank easily into a comparative retirement. Yet
he still watched affairs as a great party leader should, and from
time to time figured vigorously in debate. Meanwhile he had
another novel to sit down to--the poor though highly character-

istic Endymion
; which, to his great surprise and equal pleasure,

was replaced on his table by a cheque for ten thousand pounds.
Yet even this satisfaction had its tang of disappointment ; for

though Endymion was not wholly written in his last days, it was
in no respect the success that Lothair was. This also he could

bear. His description of his grandfather recurs to us : “A man
of ardent character, sanguine, courageous and fortunate, with a
temper which no disappointment could disturb.”

As earl of Beaconsfield (failing health had compelled him to

take refuge in the House of Lords in 1876) Benjamin Disraeli died

in his house in Curzon Street on the 19th of April i88t. The
likelihood of his death was publicly known for some days before

the event, and then the greatness of his popularity and its

warmth were declared for the first time. No such demonstration

of grief was expected even by those who grieved the most. He
lies in Hughenden churchyard, in a rail-enclosed grave, with

liberty for 3ie turf to grow between him and the sky. Within the

church is a marble tablet, placed there by his queen, with a
generous inscription to hismemory. The anniversary of his death

has since been honoured in an unprecedented manner, the 19th of

April being celebrated as “ Primrose Day ”—^the primrose, for

reasons impossible accurately to define, being popululy supposed

I

to have been Disraeli’s favourite flower. Even among his friends

in youth (Sir Edward Lytton Bulwer, for example),a^
I

not impr^ably among the city men who wagered their

^ money in irrecoverable loans to him on the chance of

I

his success, there may have been some who compassed the
I thought of Benjamin Disraeli as prime minister and peer ; but at

I

no time could any fancy have imagined him remembered so

enduringly as Lord Beaconsfield has been. It is possible that

Sarah Disraeli (the Myra of Endymion), or that
**
the most severe

of critics but a perfect wife,” may have had such dreams—hardly
that they could have occurred to any mind but a devoted

woman’s. Disraeli’s life was a succession of surprises, but none
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was so great as that he should be remembered after death more

widely, lastingly, respectfully, affectionately, than any other

statesman in the long reign of Queen Victoria. While he lived he

did not seem at all cut out for that distinction even as an Im-

perialist. Significant as was the common grief when he died, no

such consequence could be inferred from it, and certainly not

from the elections of x88o. Tt stands, however, this high distinc-

tion, and with it the thought that it would have been denied to

him altogether had the “ adventurer " and ** mystery man ” of

the ^sixties died at the age of threescore years and ten. We have

.said that never till 1872 did he look upon the full cup of popu-

larity. It might have been said that even at that time intrigue

to get rid of him had yet to cease in his own party
;
and but a few

years before, a man growing old, he was still in the lowest deeps

of his disappointments and humiliations. How, then, could it be

imagined that with sfoc years of ptwer from his seventieth year,

the Jew “adventurer,** mysterious and theatrical to the last,

should fill a greater space in the mind of England twenty years

after death than Peel or Palmerston after five ? Of course it can

bo explained ; Jind when explained, we see that Disraeli’s go(»cl

fortune in thi.s respect is not due entirely to his own merits. His

last years of power might have been followed by as long a period

of more acceptable government than his own, to the effacement

of his own from memory
;
but that did not happen. What did

follow was a time of universal turbulence and suspicion, in which

the pride of the nation was weamded again and again. To say
“ Majiiba ” and ** Gordon *’ recalls its deepest hurts, but not all

of them : unci it may be that a pained ancl angry people, looking

back, saw in the man whom they lately displaced more than they

had ever seen liefore. From that time, at any rate, Di.sracli has

been acknowledged as the regenerator and representative of the

Imperial idea in England. He has also been accused on the same
grounds

;
and if the giver of good wine may be blamed for the

guest who gets drunk on it, there is justice in the accusation. It

is but a statement of fact, however, that Disraeli retains his hold

upon the popular mind on this account mainly. The rekindling

of the Imperial idea is understood as a timely act of revolt and

redemption : of revolt against continuous humiliations deeply

felt, redemption from the fate of nations obviously weak and

suspected of timidity. It has been called rescue-work—deliver-

ance from the daggers of invited aggression and a philosophical

neglect of the means of defence. And its first achievement for

the country (this is again a mere statement of fact) was the

restoration of a much-damaged self-respect and the creation of a

great defensive fleet not a day too soon for safety. So much for

“ the great heart of the people.*’ Meanwhile political students

find to their satisfaction that he never courted popularity, and

never practised the art of working for “ quick returns ** of

sympathy or applause. As “ adventurer ’* he should have done

so
;
yet he neglected the ailtivation of that paying art for the

wisdom that looks to the long future, and bears its fruit, per-

chance, when no one cares to remeTnber who sowed the seed. So

it is that to read some of his books and many of his speeches is to

draw more respect and admiration from their pages than could

have been found there originally. The student of his life under-

stands that Disraeli’s claim to remembrance rests not only on the

breadth of his views, his deep insight, his long foresight, but even

more on the courage w'hich allowed him to declare opinions

supplied from those qualities when there was no visible likelihood

of their justification by experience, and therefore when their

natural fate was to be slighted. His judgments had to wait the

event belore they were absolved from ridicule or delivered from

neghMSt. The event arrives
;
he is in Wii grave ;

but his reputa-

tion loses nothing by that. It gains by regret that death was

lieforehand with him.
“ Adventurer,” as applied to Disraeli, was a mere term of

abuse. “ Mystery-man ** had much of the same intention, but

in a blameless though not in a happy sense it was true him to

the end of his days. Even to his mends, and to many near him,

he remained mystcrioiis to the last. It is impossible to doubt

that some two or three, four or five perchance, were at home in

his mind, being freely admitted there
;
but of partial admissions

to its inner places there seem to have been few or none. Men
who were long assc^iated with him in affairs, and had much of

his stinted companionship, have confessed tliat with every wish
to understand his character they never succeeded. Sometimes
they fancied they had got within the topping walls of the maze,
and might hope to gain the point whence sun'ey could be made
of the whole

;
but as often they found themselves, in a moment,

where they stood at last and at first—outside. His speeches

carry us but a little way beyond the mental range
; his novels

rather baffle than instruct. It is commonly believed that

Disraeli looked in the glass while describing Sidonia in Comngsfy.
We group the following sentences from this description for a
purpose that will be presently seen :—(1)

“ He was admired by
women, idolized by artists, received in all circles with

great distinction, and appreciated for his intellect by
the very few to whom he at all opened himself.” (2)

“ For,

though affable and generous, it Was impossible to penetrate

him : though unreserved in his manners liis frankness was
limited to the surface. He observed everything, thought ever,

but avoided serious discussion. If you pressed him for an opinion

he took refuge in raillery, and threw out some paradox with

which it was not easy to cope. The secret history of the world

was Sidonia’s pastime. His great pleasure was to contrast the

hidden motive with the public pretext of transactions." (3)
“ He might have discovered a spring of happiness in suscepti-

bilities of the heart
;
but this was a sealed fountain for Sidonia.

In his organization there was a peculiar, perhaps a great defici-

ency
;
he was a man without affection. It would be hard to say

that he had no heart, for he wa.s susceptible of deep emotions
;

but not for individuals. Woman was to him a toy, man a

machine.” These sentences are separately grouped here lor the

sake of suggesting that they will more truly illustrate Disraeli’s

character if taken as follows The first as representing his most
cherished social ambitions—^in whatever degree acliieved. The
second group as faithfully and closely descriptive of lumself :

descriptive too of a character purposely cloaked. The third as

much less simple
;

in part a mixture of truth with Byron ic

affectation, and for the rest (and more significantly), a.s intimat-

ing the resolute exercise of extraordinary powers of control over

the promptings and passions by which so many capable ambitions

liave come to grief. So read, Sidonia and Benjamin Disraeli are

brought into close resemblance by Disraeli himself
;

for what in

this description is untrue to the suspected fundamentals of his

character is true to his known foibles. But for a general inter-

pretation of Lord Beaconsfield and his career none serves so well

as that which Froude insists on most. He was thoroughly and
unchangeably a Jew. At but one remove by birth from
southern Europe and the East, he was an Englishman in nothing

but his devotion to England and his solicitude for her honour
and prosperity. It was not wholly by volition and design that

his mind was strange to others and worked in absolute detach-

ment. He had “ none of the hereditary prepossessions of the

native Englishman.” No such prepossessions disturbed his

vision when it was bent upon the rising problems of the lime, or

rested on the machinery of government and the kind of men who
worked it and their ways of working. The advantages of

Sidonta’s intellect and temperament were largely his, in affairs,

but not without their drawbacks. His pride in his knowledge

of the English character was the pride of a student
;
and we may

doubt if it ever occurred to him that there would have been less

pride but more knowledge had he been an Englishman. It is

certain that in shrouding his own character he checked the

communication of others to himself, and so could cotitinut^ to

the end of his career the costly mistake of being theatrical in

England. There was a great deal too (though little to liis blame)

in I/)rd Malmesbury’s observation that he was not only disliked

in the House of Commons for his mysterious manner, but

prejudiced by a pronounced foreign air and aspect* Lord

Maimesbur)' does not put it quite as strongly as that, but he

might have done so with truth. No EogUsliman could approach

Disraeli without some uninediate comdousness that he was in

the presence of a loreigner.
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Lord Beaconsfield has been praised for his integrity in money

matters
;

the praise could have been spared—it does not rise

high enougL It is also said to his honour that he never
stmrk at a little man/’ and that was well

;
but it is explained

as readily by pride and calculation as by magnanimity. A man
of extraordinary coolness and self-control, his faults in every
kind were faults of excess : it is the mark of them all. But
whatever offence they gave, whatever mischief they did, was
soon exhausted, and has long since been pardoned.

AuTHORjriEs.~-The writer’s personal knowledge is largely repre-
sented in the above article. Among the biograj»hkal literature
avaiUilde prior to the authoritative Life the following nvay be
cited . -Lord Beaconsfield's Preface to 1840 edition of Isaac
D’Israeli’s works

; Corvespondmee with his Sister, and Home Letters,

edited by Ralph Disraeli ; Samu('l Smiles, Memoirs and Correspond-
ence of John Murray

; Life of the Karl of Beaconspeld, by F. Hitch*
man

;
Memoir by 'I*. E. Kebl)el

;
Memoir by J. A. Froude

; Memoir
1^' Harold Gorst

; Sir William Fraser’s Disraeli and his Day ; The
Speeches of Lord Beaconsfield, edited by T. E. Kebl)el. In 1004.
however, the large collection of material for lx>rd Beaconsfield’s
life, in the liands of his executors Lord Rowlon and Lord Rotliscliild,

I

was acquired by The Times, and the task of preparing the biogra^iy
|

was assigned to Mr W. F. Monypenny, an assistant editor of The
Times (i 894-1 Hyg), who “waK lx«t known to the public as editor of
the Johannesburg Star during the crisis* of 1809-1903. (F. G.)

BEACONSFIELD, a town of Devon county, Tasmania, on the

river Tamar, 28 m. direct N.W. of Launceston. Pop. (iqoi)

2658. From its port at Beauty Point, 3* m. distant, with which
it is connected by a steam tramway, communication is main-
tained with Cieoigetown and Launceston. It is the centre of

the most important gold-field in the island.

BEACONSFIELD, a town of South Africa in Griqualand West,
about 3 m. S.W. of Kimberley, of which it is practically a suburb,

though possessing a separate municipality. Pop. (1904) 937B. of

whom 2780 were whites. Beaconsfleld was founded in 1870
near the famous Duloitspan diamond mine. The land on which
the town is built l>elong.s to the T)e Beers Company. (See

Kimherlkv.)
BEACONSFIELD, a town in llie Wycombe imrliamentary

division of Buckinghamshire, England, 23 rn. W. Iiy N. of London,

on the main road to Oxford, and on tlie Great C-cntral & Great

Western joint railway. Pop. of urban dLstricl (igoi) 1570. It

lies in a hilly well-wooded district above the valley of the small

river Wye, a tributary of the Thames. The broad Oxford road

forms its picturesque main street, it w^as formerly a posting

station of importance, and had a considerable manufacture of

ribbons. The Perpendicular church of St Mary and All Saints is

the burial place of Edmund Burke (d. 1797), who lived at

Grqgories, or as he named it Butler’s Court, near the town. He
would have taken his title from Beaconsfield had he survived to

enter the peerage. A monument to his memory was erected in

1 8q8 . Edmund WaUer the poet owned the property of Hall Barn

,

and died here in 1687. His tomb is in the churchyard. Benjamin

Disraeli cho.se the title of earl of Beaconsfield in 1876, his wife

having in 1868 received the title of Viscountess Beaconsfield.

The opening of railway communication with London in 1906

result^ in a considerable accretion of re.sidcntial population.

BEAD» a small globule or ball used in necklaces, and made of

different materials, as metal, coral, diamond, amber, ivory, stone,

pwttcry, glass, rock-crystal and seeds. The word is derivicd from

the Mid(Se Eng. bede, from the common Teutonic word ior “ to

pray,’’ cf. German heim and English bedesman, the meaning being

transferred from “ prayer ” to the spherical bodies strung on a

rosary and used in counting prayers. Beads have been made
from remote antiqtiity, and are found in early Egyptian tombs ;

variegated glass ^ids, found in the ground in certain parts of

Africa, as Ashantiland, and highly prized by the nativffl as

beads, are supposed to be of Egyptian or Phoenician origin.

Beads of the mom expensive materials are strux^ in necklaoes

and worn as articles of personal adornment, while the cheaper

kinds are eaifdoyed for decoration of women’s dress. Glass

beads have loqg been used for purposes of barter with sav^
tribes, amd are made in enormous numbers and varieties,

eepec^ly in Venice, where the manufacture has existed from at

least the 14th oedtuiy. Glass, either transparent, or of opaque
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coloured enamel {smaUi), or having complex patterns produced

by the twisting of threads of colour^ glass through a transparent

body, is drawn out into long tubes, from which the beads an
pinched off, and finished by imng rotated with sand and ashes in

heated cylinders.

In architecture, the term “ bead ” is given to a small cylindrical

moulding, in classic work often cut into bead and reel.

BEADLE, also Bedel or Bedell (from A.S. bydel, from beodan,

to bid), originally a subordinate officer of a court or deliberative

assembly, who summoned persons to appear and answer charges

against them (see Du Cange, sstpra HU Beddli), As such, the

beadle goes back to early Teutonic times; he was probably

attached to the moot as its messenger or summoner, beingAinder

the direction of the reeve or constable of the leet. After the

Norman Conquest, the beadle seems to have diminished in

importance, becoming merely the cTier in the manor and forest

courts, and sometimes executing processes. He was also em-

ployed as the messenger of the parish, and thus became, to a cer-

tain extent, an ecclesiastical officer, but in reality acted more as

a constable by keeping order in the church and churchyard during

service. He also attended upon the clergy, the churchwardens

and the vestry. He was appointed by the parishioners in vestry,

and his wages were payable out of the church rate. From the

Poor Law Act of 1601 till the act of 1834 by which poor-law

administration was transferred to guardians, the beadle in

England was an officer of much importance in his capacity of

agent for the overseers. In all medieval universities the bedel

was an officer who exercised various executive and spectacular

functions (H. Rashdall, litsL of Vniversittes tn the Middle Ages,

i. 193). ile still survives in many universities on the con-

tinent of Europe and in those of Oxford and Cambridge, but

he is now shorn of much of his importance. At Oxford there arc

four bedels, representing the faculties of law, medicine, arts and

divinity. Their duties are chiefly processional, the junior or

sub-bedel l>eing the official attendant on the vice-chancellor,

before whom he bears a silver mace. At Cambridge there arc

two, termed esquire-bedels, who both walk before the vice-

chancellor, bearing maces.

BEAK (early forms bebe and berkr, from Fr. bee, late Lat. beceus,

supposed to be a Gaulish word
;
the Celtic bee and beq, however,

are taken from the F.nglish), ilic horny bill of a bird, and so used

of the horny ends of the mandibles of the octopus, the duck-billed

platypus and other animals
;
hence the rostrum or orna-

mented prow of ancient war vessels. The term is also applied, in

classic architecture, to the pendent fillet on the edge of the enrona

of a cornice, which serves as a drip, and prevents the rain from

flowing inwards.

The slang use of “ Ijeak ” for a magistrate or justice of the peace

has not been satisfactorily explamcd. The earlier meaning,

which lasted down to the beginning of the jqth century, was
“ watchman ” or “ constable.” According to Slang and its

Analogues (]. S. Farmer and W. E. Henley, 1890), the first

example of its kiter use is in the name of “ the Blind Beak,*’

which was given to Henry Fielding’s half-brother, Sir John
Fielding (about x 750). Thomas Harman,in his book on vagrants,

Caveat or Warening fotMtmmen cursitars, Vulgardy sailed Vagar
bones, 1573, explains Aflrwei«5 beckoA “ counstable,” harman being

the word for the stocks. Attempts have been made to connect

beak ” in this connexion with the Old English heag, a gold

torque or collar, worn as a symbol of authority, but this could

only be plausible on the assumption that ” magistrate ” was the

earlier significance of the word.

BEAKER (Scottish bicker, Lat. bicarium, Ger. Becker, a

drinking-bowl), a large wide-mouthed drinking-cup or laboratory

vessel. See Drinkii<ig-V£ssbls.

BEALE, DOROTHEA (z83i-'X9o6), English schoolmbtnss,

was bom on the 21st of Mwch 1831 in London, her father bekg
a physician of good family and cultivated tastes. She had
already shown a strong intellectoal bent and oonsidemble force

of character when in 1848 she was one of the first to attend

lectures at the newly openly Queen’s College lor Ladies, London,

and from 1849 to 1856 she herself took classes there* In 1857
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for a few months she became head teacher of the Clergy

Daughters' school at Casterton, Westmoreland, but narrow

religious prejudices on the part of the governors led to her

retirement In 1858 she was appointed principal of the Ladies

College at Cheltenham (opened 1854), then in very low water.

Her tact and strenuousness, backed by able financial manage-

ment, led to its success being thoroughly established by 1864,

and as the collie increased in numbers new buildings were

erected from 1873 onwards. Under Miss locale's headship it

grew into one of the great girls’ schools of the country, and its

development and example played an important part in the

revolution effected in regard to the higher education of women.

Miss Beale retained her post till her death on the 9th of November

1906. Strongly religious by nature, broad-minded and keenly

interested in all branches of culture, she exercised a far-reaching

influence on her pupils.

Her Life was written by Elizabeth Raikes (1908).

BEAM (from the 0. Eng. beam, cf. Ger. Baum, a tree, to which

sense may be referred the use of “ beam ” as meaning the rood

or crucifix, and the survival in certain names of trees, as hom-
lieam), a solid piece of timber, as a beam of a house, of a plough,

a loom, or a balance. In the last case, from meaning simply the

(Toss-bar of the balance, l^eum ” has come to be used of the

whole, as in the expression “ the king’s beam,” or ” common
beam,” which refers to the old English standard balance for

wholesale goods, for several hundred years in the custody of the

Grocers’ Company, London. As a nautical term, “ beam ” was
transferred from the main cross-timbers to the side of the ship

;

thus ” on the weather-beam ” means to windward,” and a

ship is said to be “ wide in the beam ” when she is wide horizon-

tally. The phrase “to be on one’s beam-ends,” denoting a

position of extreme peril or helplessness, is borrowed from the

position of a ship which has heeled over so far as to stand on the

ends of her horizontal beams. The me.aning of “ beam ” for

shafts or rays of light comes apparently from the use of the word
to translate the Latin columna lucis, a pillar of light.

BEAN (a common Teutonic word, cf. Ger. liohne), the seed of

certain leguminous plants cultivated for food all over the world,

and furnished chiefly by the genera Vida, Phaseolus, Dolichos

and others. The common bean, in all its varieties, as cultivated

in BriUiin and on the continents of Europe and America, is the

produce of Vida Faha. The French bean, kidney bean, or

haricot, is the seed of Phaseolus vulgaris ;
but in India several

other species of this genus of plants are raised, and form no small

portion of the diet of the inhabitants. Besides these there arc

numerous other pulses cultivated for the food both of man and
(lome.stic animals, to which the name bean is frequently given.

I'he common bean is even more nutritious than wheat
;
and it

contains a very high proportion of nitrogenous matter under the

form of legumin, which amounts on an average to 24 %. It is,

however, a rather coarse food, and difficult of digestion, and is

chiefly used to feed horses, for which it is admirably adapted.

In England French beans are chiefly, almost exclusively, used

in the green state • the whole pod l>eing eaten as a table vegetable

( r prepared as a pickle. It is wholesome and nutritious
;
and

in Holland and Germany the pods are preserved in salt by almost

every family for winter and spring use. The green pods are cut

across obliquely, most generally by a machine invented for the

purpose, and salted in barrels. When wanted for use they are

steeped in fresh water to remove the salt, and broiled or stewed

they form an agreeable addition to the diet at a time when no

other vegetable may be had.

The broad bean—Vida Faha, or Fa^ vulgaris, as it k known
by those botanists who regard the slight differences which

distinguish it from the great majority of the species of the vetch

genus
(
Vida) as of generic importance—is an annual which has

been cultivated from prehistoric times for its nutritious seeds.

'Fhe lake-dwellers of Switzerland and northern Italy in the

bronze age cultivated a small-fruited variety, and it was grown

in ancient Egypt, though, according to Herodotus, regarded

by the priests as unclean. The ancient Greeks called it

the Latins faba, but there is no suggestion that the plant is a
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native of Europe. Alphonse de Candolle {Origin of Ctdiwaied

Plants, p. 320) concludes that the bean was introduced into

Europe probably by the western Aryans at the time of their

earliest migrations. He suggests that its wild habitat was two-
fold some thousands of years ago, one of the centres being to the

south of the Caspian, the other in the north of Africa, and that

its area has long been in process of diminution and extinction.

The nature of the plant favours this hypothesis, for its seed has

no means of dispersing itself, and rodents or other animals can

easily make prey of it; the struggle for existence which was
going against this plant as against maize would have gradually

isolated it and caused it to disappear, if man had not saved it by
cultivation. It was introduced into China a little before the

Christian era, later into Japan and more recently into Indua,

though it has been suggested that in parts of the higher Hima-
layas its cultivation has survived from very ancient times. It

is a plant which will flourish in all ordinary good garden soil.

The seeds are sown about 4 in. apart, in drills 2J ft. asunder for

the smaller and 3 ft. for the larger sorts. The soil should,

preferably, be a rather heavy loam, deeply worked and well

enriched. For an early crop, seeds may be sown in November,
and protected during winter in the same manner as early peas.

An early crop may iso be obtained by dibbling in the seeds in

November, sheltering by a frame, and in February transplanting

them to a warm border. Successional crops are obtained by
sowing suitable varieties from January to the end of June. All

the culture necessary is that the earth be drawn up about the

stems. The plants are usually topped when the pods have set,

as this not only removes the black aphides which often settle

there, but is also found to promote the filling of the pods.

The following are some of the best sorts:—for early use,

Early Mazagan, Long-pod, Marshall’s Early Prolific and Seville

Long-pod
;

for late use, Carter’s Mammoth Long-pod and Broad
Windsor.

The horse-bean is a variety—var. equina.

Cultivation of Several varieties of Vida Faba
(e.g. the horse bean, the mazagan, the lick bean, the winter

bean) are cultivated in the field for the sake both of the grain,

which is used as food for live-stock, and of the haulm, which
serves for cither fodder or litter. They are best adapted for

heavy soils such as clays or clayey loams. The time for sowing

is from the end of January to the beginning of March, or in the

case of winter beans from the end of September to the middle

of November. The bean-crop is usually interposed between two
crops of wheat or some other cereal. If spring beans are to be

sown, the land after harvest is dressed with farmyard manure,
which is then ploughed in. In January the soil is levelled with

the harrows, and the seed, which should be hard and light brown
in colour, is drilled in rows from 15 to 24 in. apart at the rale

of from 2 to 2j bushels to the acre and then harrowed in. The
alternative is to “ dibble ” the seed in the furrow left by tiu*

autumn ploughing and cover it in with the harrows
;

or the

land may be ridged with the double-breasted plough, manure
deposited in the furrows and the seed sowri broadcast, the ridges

being then split back so as to cover both manure and seed.

After the plant shows, horse-hoeing and hand-hoeing between

the rows is carried on so long as the plant is small enough to

suffer no injury therefrom. The routine of cultivation for

winter beans hardly differs from that described except as regards

tlie time of sowing.

Beans are cut when the leaf is fallen and the haulm is almost

black either with the fagging hook or the reaping machine, though

the stoutness of the stalks causes a severe strain on the latter

implement. They are tied and stocked, and are so left for a

considerable time before stacking. 'Fhere is less fear of injury to

the crop through damp than in the case of other cereals. Their

value for feeding purposes increases in the stack, where they may
remain for a year or more before threshing. . Pea and bean

weevib, both striped (Sitones lineatus) and spotted (Siiones

crinitus), and the bean aphis {Aphis rumids), are noted pests of

the crop. Winter beans come to maturity earlier than the

spring-sown varieties, and are therefore strtmg enough to resist
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the attacks of the aphis by the end of June, when it begins its

ravages. Field-beans yield from 25 to 35 bushels to the acre.

Phaseolus vulgaris

,

the kidney, French or haricot bean, an

qinnual, dwarf and bushy in growth, is widely cultivated in temper-

ate, sub-tropicalandtropicalregions, butisnowhereknownasawild

plant. It was long supposed to be of Indian origin, an idea which

was disproved by Alphonse de Candolle, who sums up the facts

bearing on its origin as follows Phaseolus vulgaris has not been

long cultivated in India, the south-west of Asia and Egypt, and

it is not certain that it was known in Europe before the discoveiy

of America. At the latter epoch the number of varieties in

European gardens suddenly increased, and all authors began to

mention them. The majority of the species of the genus exist in

.South America, and seeds apparently belonging to the species in

question have been found in Peruvian tombs of an uncertain date,

intermixed with many spec'ies, all American. Hence it is probable

that the plant is of South American origin.

It is a tender annual, and should be grown in a rich light loamy

soil and a warm sheltered situation, 'Phe soil should be well

enriched with hot-bed dung. The earliest crop may \ye sown by

the end of March or beginning of April. If, however, the tem-

perature of the soil is below 45*^, the beans make but little pro-

gress. The main crops should be got in early in May
;
and a later

sowing may be made early in July. 'I’he earlier plantings may lie

sown id small pots, and put in frames or houses, until they can lie

safely planted out-of-doors. A light covering of straw or some

other simple shelter su ffices to protect from late frosts. The seeds

should be covered or 2 in. deep, the distance between the rows

being about 2 ft., or for the dwarfest sorts 18 in., and that between

plants from 4 to 6 in. The pods may be used as a green vegetoble,

in which c.ase they should be gathered whilst they are so crisp as

to be readily snapped in two when bent : but when the dry seeds

are U\ be used the pods should be allowed to ripen. As the green

pods are gathered others will continue to be formed in abundance,

but if old seed-forming pods are allowed to remain the formation

of young ones will be greatly checked. There are numerous

varieties
;
among the best are Canadian Wonder, Canterbury

and Black Negro.
^ „

Phaseolus tnultiflorus, scarlet runner, is nearly allied to J .

vulgaris, of which it is sometimes regarded as a variety, but

differs in its climbing habit. It is naturally perennial and has a

thick fleshy root, but is grown in Great Britain as a tender annual.

Its bright, generally scarlet flowers, arranged in long racemes, and

the fact that it will flourish in any ordinary good garden soil,

combine to make it a favourite garden plant. It is also of interest

as being one of the few plants that twine in a direction contrary

to the apparent motion of the sun. The seeds of the runner beans

should be sown in an open plot,—the first sowing in May, another

at the beginning of June, and a third about the middle of June.

In the Txmdon market-gardens they arc sown 8 to 12 in. apart, in

4 ft. rows if the soil is good. The twining tops are pinched or cut

off when the plants are from 2 to 2i ft. high, to save the expense

of staking. It is better, however, in private gardens to have the

rows standing separately, and to support the plants by stakes 6 or

7 ft. high and about a foot apart, the tops of the stakes being

crossed about one-third down. If the weather is dry when the

pods are forming abundantly, |)lenty of tepid water should be

supplied to the plants. In training the shoots to their supports,

they should be twined from right to left, contrary to the course

of the sun, or they will not lay hold. By frequently picking the

pods the plants are encouraged to form fresh blooms from which

pods may be picked until the approach of frost.

The ordinary scarlet runner is most commonly grown, but there

is a white-flowered variety which has also white seeds ;
this is

very prolific and of excellent quality. Another variety called

Painted I^dy, with the flowers red and white, is very ornamental,

but not so productive. Cartels Champion is a laige-podded

productive variety.
^ i -..u

Another species P, Imaius, the Lima bean, a tall biennial with

a scimitar-shaped pod (whence the specific name) 2 to 3 in. long

containing a few laige seeds, is widely cultivated in the warmer

parts of the world.

The young pods of another leguminous climbing herb, Dolichos

Lahlab, as well as the seeds, are widely used in the tropics, as we

use the kidney bean. The plant is probably a native of tropical

Africa, but is now generally cultivated in the tropics. The word

Dolichos is of Greek origin, and was used by Theophrastus for the

scarlet runner.

Another species, D. biflorus, is the horse gram, the seed of

which is eaten by the poorer class of natives in India, and is also,

ELS are the pods, a food for horses and cattie.

The Soy bean, Glycine hispuia, was included bv Linnaeus in

the genus Dolichos, It is extensively cultivated in China and

Japan, chiefly for the pleasant-flavoured seed from which is

prepared a piquant sauce. It is also widely grown in India,

where the bean is eaten, while the plant forms a valuable fodder

;

it is cultivated for the latter purpose in the United States.

Other references to beans will be found under special headings,

such as Calabar Bkan, Locust-Iree. There are also several

non-leguminous seeds to which the popularname bean is attached.

Among these may be mentioned the sacred Egyptian or Pytlrn-

gorean bean (Nelumbium speciosum), and the Ignatius bean

(probably Strychnos multiflora), a source of strychnine.

The ancient Greeks and Romans made use of beans in gathering

the votes of the people, and for the election of magistrates. A
white bean signified absolution, and a black one condemnation.

Beans had a mysterious use in the lemuralia and parentaha,

where the master of the family, after washing his hands three

times, threw black beans over his head nine times, reiterating

the words “ 1 redeem myself and my family by these beans.”

BEAN-FEAST, primarily an annual dinner given by an em-

ployer to his workpeople, and then colloquially any jollification.

The phrase is variously derived. The most probable theory is

that which connects it with the custom in France, and afterwards

in Germany and England, of a feast on Twelfth Night, at which

a cake with a bean buried in it was a great feature. The bean-

king was he who had the good fortune to have the slice of cake in

which was the bean. This choosing of a king or queen by a bean

was formerly a common Christmas diversion at the English and

Scottish courts, and in both English universities. This monarch

was master of the revels like his congener the lord of misrule. A
clue to his original functions is possibly found in the old popular

belief that the weather for the ensuing twelve months was

determined by the weather of the twelve days from Christmas to

Twelfth Night, the weather of each particular month being prog-

nosticated from each day. Thus the king of the bean of Twelfth

Night may have originally reigned for the twelve days, his cluef

duty being the performance of magical ceremonies for ensuring

good weather during the ensuing twelve months. Probably in

him and the lord of misrule it is correct to find the lineal descend-

ant of the old king of the wSatumalia, the real man who personated

Saturn and, when the revels ceased, .suffered a real d^th in his

assumed character. Another but most improbable derivation for

bean-feast connects it with M.E. bene “ prayer,” “ request,” the

allusion being to the soliciting of alms towards the cost of their

Twelfth Night dinner by the workpeople.

See Wav/IOoose; Misrule, Lord of; also J. Boemus, Mores,

leges et ritus omnium- gentium (Lyons, 1541), ^ 222 ;
Laisnd

de la Salle, Croyances et Ugendes du centre de la^ f
l^ccEur, Ksqtiisscs du Bocage \

Sagen des Eifler Volhes, i, 6

;

Britain (Hariitt's edit.. 1905

Fites religieuses, p. 29 sqq.

BEAR, properly the name of the European brown bear (Ursus

arctus), but extended to include all the meml)ers of the Ursidae,

the typic^ family of Arctoid carnivora, distinguished by their

massive bodies, short limbs, and almost rudimentary tails.

With the single exception of the Indian sloth-bear, all the soeaes

have forty-two teeth, of which the incisors and canines closely

resemble those of purely carnivorous mammals; the

molars, and especially the one known as the “ sectorial
**

or

** camassial,” have their surfaces tuberculated so as to adapt

them for grinding, v^etable substances. As might have been

supposed from their dentition, the bears are omnivorous ;
but

most prefer vegetable food, including honey, when a sufficient

inrmana, u. 125 ;
acnnrnz.

Brand, Popular Antiquities of Great
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supply of this can b' had. The grizzly bear, however, is chiefly

carnivorous
;

while the polar bear is almost wholly so.

Bears are five-toed, and provided with formidable claws,

which are not retractile, and thus better fitted for digging and
climbing than for tearing. Most climb trees in a slow, lumbering

fashion, and, in descending, always come hind-quarters first.

The grizzly l>ear is said to lose this power of climbing in the

adult stage. In northern c(»untries bears retire during the

winter into caves and the (ioIIow.s of trees, or allow the falling

snow to cover them, and there remain dormant till the advent
of spring, about which time the female usually produces her

young. These are born nuked and blind, and it is commonly
five weeks before they see, or become covered with hair. Before

hibernating the adults grow very fat, and it is by the gradual

consumption of this fat—known in commerce as bear’s grease

—

that such vital action as is necessary to the continuance of life

is sustained.

The bear family is widely distributed, being found in every

quarter of the globe except Australia, and in all climates, from
the highest northern latitudes yet reached by man t(i the warm
regions of India and Malaya. In the north-west comer of Africa

the single representative of the family found on that continent
occurs.

The polar or wliite bear (Vrsus maritimus), common to the
Arctic regions of both hemispheres, is distinguished from the

other species by having the .soles of the feet covered with close-set

hairs,—in adaptation to the wants of the creature, the bear
la'ing thereby enabled to walk securely on slippery ice. In the
wliiteness of its fur also, it shows such an assimilation in colour

to that of surrounding nature as must be of considerable service

in concealing it from its prey. The food of the white bear
consists chiefly of seals and fish, in pursuit of which it shows
great power of swimming and diving, and a considerable degree
of sagacity

; but its food also includes the carcases of whales,
birds and their eggs, and grass and berries when these can be
had. That it can sustain life on a purely vegetable diet is proved
by instances on reaird of its being fed for years on bread only, in

confinement, rhe.se lienirs are .strong swimmers, Sir Edward
Sabine having found one ** swimming powerfully 40 m. from
the nearest shore, and with no ire in sight to afford it rest.”

'ITipy are often carried on floating ice to great distances, and to

more .southern latitudes than their own, no fewer than twelve
l*olar bears having l^een known to reach Iceland in thi.s way
during one winter. The female always hibernates, but the male
may be seen abroad at all seasons. In bulk the white bear
exceeds most other members of the family, measuring nearly

9 ft. in length, and often weighing 1600 lb.

I^and bears have the soles of the feet destitute of hair, and
their fur more or less shaggy. Of these the brown bear (Ursus
arctus,— iifiKTos of Aristotle) is found in one or other of its

varieties all over the temperate and north temperate regions of
the eastern hemisphere, from Spain to Japan. The fur is usually
brownish, hut there are black, blackish-grey and yellowish
varieties. It is a solitary animal, frequenting the wofxled parts
of the regions it inhabits, and living on a mixed diet of fruits,

vegetable, honey, fi.sh and the smaller animals. In winter it

hibernates, concealing itself in some hollow or cavern. It docs
not seek to attack man ; but when baited, or in defence of its

young, shows great hourage and strength, rising on its hind legs

and endeavouring to grasp its antiigonist in an embrace. Bear-
baiting, till within comparatively recent times, was a favourite
sport throughout Europe, Iwt. along with cock-fighting and
TOdger-^ting, has gradually^disappeared before a more humane
ctvih^tion. It was a favourite pastime among the Romans,
who imported their beam from Bntain, a proof 5iat the animal
was then cxnnparativeSy abundant in that country ; indeed,
fnim reference made to it in early Scottish history, the bear does
not appear to have been extirpated in Britain before the end of

the nth century. It is now found in greatest abundance in

Norway , Russia and Siberia,where hunting the bear is a favourite

sport, and where, When d^d, its remains are highly valued.
Among the Kamchadales ” the skin of the bear,” says a traveller.

“ forms their beds and their coverlets, bonnets for their heads,
gloves for their ^ds and collars for their dogs. The flesh and
fat are their dainties. Of the intestines they make masks or
covers for their faces, to protect them from the glare of the sun
in tlie spring, and use them as a substitute for glass, by extending
them over their wndows. Even the shoulder-blades are said
to be put in requisition for cutting grass.” In confinement the
brown bear is readily tamed

;
and advantage has been taken

of the facility with which it can sustain itself on the hind feet
to teach it to dance to the sound of music. It measures 4 ft in
length, and is about 2i ft. high. Of this species Crowther’s
bear from the Allas Mountains, the Syrian liear (Ursus arUus
pyriacus) and the snow or isabelline besir arctus isahelUnus)
of the H imalaya are local races, or at most subspecies. ^ American
naturalists regard the big brown bears of Alaska as a distinct
group. They range from Sitka to the extremity of the Alaskan
Peninsula, over Kodiak Island, and inland. Their distinc;tivc

external features are their large size, light-brown colour, high
.shoulders, massive head.s of great breadth and shaggy coat.
The grizzly bear (Ursus arctus horribilis, formerly known as IL

ferox) IS regarded by some naturalists as a distinct species and by
others as a variety of the brown bear, to which it is closely allied.

It was said to exceed all other American mammals in ferocity of
disposition and muscular strength. Stories were told ol its

attacking the bison, and it has been reported to carry ‘off the
carcase of a wapiti, weighing nearly 1000 lt>, for a considerable
di.stance to its den, there to devour it at leisure. It also eats fruit
and vegetables. Its fur is usually of a yellowish-brown colour,
coarse and grizzled, and of little value "commercially, while its

flesh, unlike that of other bears, is uneatable even by the Indians.
The grizzly bear is now rare in the United Slates, save in the
Yellowstone Park and the Clearwater Mountains of Idaho,
though more common in British Columbia. Several geographical
races are recognized. The Tibet bear (U. pruinosus) is a light-

coloured small species.

The American black bear (Ursus amertramis
; occurs throughout

the wooded parts of the North American continent, whence it is

being gradually driven to make room for man. It is similar in

.size to the brown bear, )>ut its fur is of a soft even texture, and of
a shining black colour, to which it owes its commercial value. At
the beginning of the iqth century black bears were killed in

enormous numljers for their furs, which at that time were highly
valued. In 1^03 the skins imported into England numbered
25,000, but the imports have since decreased to one-half of that
number. They are chiefly used for military accoutrements. This
is a timid animal, feeding almost solely on fruits, and lying
dormant during winter, at which period it is most frequently
killed. It is an object of superstitious reverence to the Indians,
who never kill it without apologizing and deploring the necessity
which impels them to do so.

The Himalayan black bear (U, iorqucUus) Is found in the forest
regioas ranging from the Persian frontier eastward to Assam.
The average length is about 5 ft.

; there is no under-fur, and the
coat is smooth, black in colour, with the exception of a white
horseshoe-mark on the chest. It feeds chiefly pn fruit and roots,
but kills sheep, goats, deer, ponies and cattle, and sometimes
devours carrion.

The small bruang or Malayan bear (6>.sk5- nialayanus)h of a jet-
black colour, with a white semilunar mark on the chest, and
attains a length of 4i ft. Its food consists almost solely of
vegetables and honey, but the latter is its favourite food,—the
extreme length and pliability of the tongue enabling it to scxajp

out tlie honeyesombs from the hollows of trees. It is found in the
Malay Peninsula and Islands, and is readily tamed.
Not much larger than the Malay bear is the South American

spectacled bear of the Andes (U. ormUus), distinguished from all

the rest by the presence of a perforation in the lower end of the
humerus, and hence sometimes separated as Tremarctus, It is

blade, with tawny rings round the eyes, and white cheeks, throat
and chest. A second race or species exists.

The sloth-bear (Mdursus labials pr is distinguished

' LydekJeer, in Zool. Soc., 1897.. p, 41*.
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by the absence of one pair of upper indoors, the small size of the
cheek-teeth and the very extensile character of the lips. It is

also knovm as the aswail and the honey-bear^ the last name being
idso given to the Malay bear and the kinkajou. It is about the
size of the brown bear, is covered with long, Wack hair, and of
extremely uncouth aspect. It inhabits the mountainous regions
of India, is readily tamed and is the bear usually exhibited by
the Hindu jugglers. The food consists of fruits, honey and
white ants.

Fossil remains of extinct bears first occur in strata of the
Pliocene age. Th<^ of the great cave bear {Ursus 5pelaeus\
found abundantly in certain caverns of central Eurof^e and Asia,

show Uiat it must have exceeded in size the polar bear of the
present day. Its remains are also found in similar situations in

Britain associated with those of on allied species (Ursus priscus).

BEAR-BAITING and BULL-BAITING, .sports formerly very
popular in England but now suppressed on account of their

cruelty. They took place in arenas built in the form of theatres

which were the common resort even of cultivated people. In the
bear-gardens, which are known to have existed since the time of

Henry II., the bear was chained to a stake by one hind leg or by
the neck and worried by dogs. Erasmus, writing (about 1500)
from the house of Sir Thomas More, spoke of “ many herds of

bears maintained in the country for the purpose of baiting.’’

Sunday was the favourite day for these sports. Hentzner,

writing in 1598, describes the bear-garden at Bankside os

another place, built in the form of a theatre, which serves for

the baiting of Bulls and Bears. They ore fastened behind, and
then worried by great English bull-dogs, but not without great

risk to the dogs from the horns of the one and the teeth of the

other, and it sometimes happens they are killed upon the spot

;

fresh ones are immediately supplied in the places of those that

are wounded or tired.” He also describes the whipping of a
blinded bear, a favourite variation of bear-baiting. For a famous
baiting which took place before Queen Elizabeth in 1575 thirteen

bears were provided. Of it Robert Laneham (fl. 1 575) wrote, “ it

was a sport very pleasant to see, to see the bear, with his pink

eyes, tearing after his enemies’ approach ; the nimbleness and
wait of the dog to take his advantage and the force and experience

of the bear again to avoid his assaults : if he were bitten in one
place how he would pinc’h in another to get free ; that if he were
taken once, then by what shift with biting, with clawing, witli

roaring, with tossing and tumbling he would work and wind
himstdf from them

;
and when he was loose to shake his ears

twice or thrice with the blood and the slaver hanging about his

physiognomy," The famous ‘‘ Paris Garden ” in Soutiiwark was
the chief bear-garden in London. A Spanish nobleman of the

time, wh(^ was taken to see a pony baited that had an ape tied to

its back, expressed himself to the effect that ” to see the animal
kicking amongst the dogs, with the screaming of the ape, behold-

ing the curs hanging from the ears and neck of the pony, is very

laughable.” Butler describes a bear-baiting at length in the first

canto of his Hudibras.

The Puritans endeavoured to put an end to animal-baiting,

although Macaulay sarcastically suggested that this was ” not

because it gave pain to the bear, but because it gave pleasure

to the spectators.” The efforts of the Puritans seem, liowever,

to have had little effect, for we find the sport fiourisbing at the

Restoration
;

but the consctenoe.of cultivated people seems td

have been touched, for Evelyn wrote in his Diary, under the date

of June 16th, 1670: ** I went with some friends to the bear-garden,

where was cock-fightk^, dog-fightix^, bear and bull baiting, it

being a famous day for all these butcherly sports, or lat^r
bariNuous cruelties. The bulls did exceedingly well, but the

Irish wolf-dog excfseded, ndneh was a tall greyhound, a statMy

creature indeed, who beat a cruel mastiff. One of the bulb

tossed a dog lull into a lady’s lap, as she sat in one of the boxes

at a considerable height from the arena. Two poor dogs were

killed, and so all ended with the ape on horseback, and I most

heartily weary of the rude and diily pastime, which 1 had not
seen, I think, in twenty years before.” Steele also attacked

these cruel s^rts in the Taftor. Nevertheless, when the tsar
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Nicholas I. visited Eng^d as oesarevich, he was taken to see a
prize-fight and a buli-boitiog. In this latter form of the sport

the bull’s nose was usually blown full of pepper to render him
the more furious. The bull was often auowed a hole in the

ground, into which to thrust his nose and lips, his most vulner-

able parts. Sometimes the bull was tethered, and dogs, trained

for the purpose, set upon him one by one, a successful attack

resulting in the dog fastening his teeth firmly in the bull’s snout
lliis was called pinning the bull.” A sport called buU-running
was popular in several towns of England, particularly at Tutbury
and Stamford. Its establishment at Tutbury was diit to John
of Gaunt, to whose minstrels, on the occasion of their annual

festival on August i6th the prior of Tutbury, for his ttfiture,

delivered a bull, which had hi.s horns sawn off, his t&n and tail

cut off, his nostrils filled with pepper and his whole body smeared

with soap. The minstrels gave chase to the bull, whicE became
the property of any minstrel of the county of Stafford who
succeeded in holding him long enough to cut off a lock of his hair.

Otherwise he was returned to the prior. At the dissolution of

the monasteries this tenure devolved upon the dukes of Devon-
shire, who suppressed it in 1788. At Stamford the running took
place annually on November i3tih, the bull being provided by
the butchers of the town, the townspeople taking part in this

chase, which was carried on until both people and beast were

exhausted, and ended in tlie killing of the bull. Certain rules

were strictly observed, such as the prohibition of carrying

sticks or staves that were shod with iron. The Stamford bull-

running survived well into the 19th century. Bean-baiting and
bull-baiting were prohibited by act of parliament in 1835.

BEARD, WILLIAM HOLBROOK (1825-^1900), American
painter, was bom on the 13th of April 1825 at Paincsville, Ohia
He studied abroad, and in 1861 removed to New York Gty,
where in 1862 he became a member of the National Academy
of Design. He was a prolific worker and a man of much inven-

tiveness and originality, though of modest artistic endowment.
His humorous treatment of cats, dogs, horses and monkeys,

generally with some human occupation and expression, usutdly

satirical, gave him a great vogue at one time, and his pictures

were largely reproduced. His brother, James Henry Beard

(1814-1893), was also a painter.

BEARD (A.S, beard, O. H. and Mod. Ger. Bart, Dan. baard,

Icei. bar, rim, edge, beak of a ship, &c., 0. Slav, burda, Kuss,

barodd, Cf. Welsh barf, l.At. barba, though, according to the

New English Diclimary, the connexion is for phonetic reasons

doubtful). Modem usage applies this word to the hair grown
upon a man’s chin and cheek. When the chin is shaven, what
remains upon tlie cheeks is called whiskers. ” Moustache ” or

moustaches ” describes the hair upon the upper lip. But the

words have in the past had less exact meaning. Beard has

stood alone for all these things, and whisker in its time

signified what we now call moustache, as in the case of Robinson

Crusoe’s great pair of ” Turkish whiskers.”

The bearded race.s of mankind have ever held the beard in

high honour. It is the sign of full manhood
;
the lad or the

eunuch is beardless, and the bearded woman is reckoned a witch,

a loathsome thing to nil ages. Also the beard shrinks from the

profane hand ; a tug at the beard is sudden pain and dbhonour.

The Roman senator sat like a carven thing until the wondering

Goth touched his long beard ; but then he struck, although he

died for the blow. The future Ki^ John gave deadly offence

to the native chieftains, when visiting Ireland in 11 85, by pluck-

ing at their flowing beards.

David’s ambassadors had their l^eards despitefuUy shaven by
a bold heathen. Their own king mercdfidly covered tiieir shame
— Tarry ye at Jericho until your beards be grown ’’---but war
answered the insdt The oath on the beard b as old as hiitoiy,

and we have an echo of it in the flrst English political ,ballad

when Sir Simon de Montfort swears by his chin ” revenge on
Warenne.

Adam, our first father, was by tradition created with a beard

;

Zeus Allfather is horded, and Mie old painters and carvers who
hardily pictured the first penon el the Trinity gave Him the
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loDf beard of his fatherhood* The race-fathers have it and the

ancient heroes. Abraham and Agamemnon, Woden and King

Arthur and Charlemagne, must all be bearded in our pictures.

With the Mahommedan peoples the beard as worn by an un-

shaven prophet has ever been in high renown, the more so that

amongst most of the conquering tribes who first acknowledged

the unity of God and prophethood of Mahomet it grows freely.

But before Mahomet’s day, kings of Persia had plaited their

sacred beards with golden thread, and the lords of Nineveh had

curiously curled and oiled beards such as their winged bull wears.

Bohadin tells us that Saladin’s little son wept for terror when
he saw the crusaders’ envoys “ with their clean shaven chins.”

Selim I. (1512-1520) comes down as a Turkish sultan who broke

into holy custom and cut off his beard, telling a remonstrating

Mufti that his vi/ier should now have nothing to lead him by.

But such tampering with tradition has its dangers, and the

absolute rule of J*eter the Great is made clear when we know
that he taxed Russian beards and shaved his own, and yet died

in his bed. Alexander the Great did as much and more with his

well-drilled Macedonians, and was obeyed when he bade them
shave off the handle by which an enemy could seize them.

With other traditions of their feudal age, the Japanese nation

has broken with its ancient custom of the razor, and their

emperor has beard and moustache
;
a short moustache is common

amongst Japanese officers and statesmen, and generals and

admirals of Nippon follow the imperial example. The Nearer

£a.st also is abandoning the full beard, even in Mahommedan
lands. Earlier slmhs of the Kajar house have glorious beards

below their girdles, but NA^iru’d-Din and his successor have

shaved their chins. In. later years the sultan of Turkey has

added a beard to his moustache
;
the khedive of Egypt, son of

a bearded father, has a soldier’s moustache only. In Europe
the great Russian people is faithful to the beard, Peter’s law

lieing forgotten. The tsar Alexander lll.’s beard might have

satisfied Ivan the Terrible, whose hands played delightedly

with the five-foot beard of Queen Elizabeth’s agent George

Killingworth. Indeed the royal houses of Europe are for the

most part bearded or whiskered. It may be that the race of

Olivier Ic Dain, of the man who can be trusted with a sharp

razor near a crowned king’s throat, is extinct. Leopold 11.,

king of the Belgians, however, was in 1909 the only sovereign

with the full beard undipped. The Austrian emperor, Francis

Joseph, retained the moustache and whiskers of the ’sixties, and

the German emperor, William II., for a short period, com-

memorated by a few very rare photographs, had a beard,

although it was never suffered to reach the length of that beard

which gave his father an air of Charlemagne or Barbarossa. In

France bearded presidents have followed each other, but it may
be noted that the waxed moustache and “ imperial ” beard of

the Second Empire is now all but abandoned to the Frenchman
of English comedy. The modem English fashion of shaving

clean is rare in France save among actors, and during 1907

many Parisian waiters struck against the rule which forbade

them to grow the moustache.

For the most part the clergy of the Roman obedience shave

clean, as have done the popes for two centuries and more. But
missionary bishops cultivate the long beard with some pride, and
the orders have varying customs, the Dominican shaving and the

Franciscan allowing the hair to grow. The Roman Catholic

clergy of Dalmatia, secular and regular, are allowed to wear the

moustache without beard or whiskers, as a concession to national

prejudices.

Amongst English people, always ready, to be swayed by fashion,

the hair of the face has been, age by age, cherished or shaved

away, curled or clipped into a hundnS devices. Before the

immi^tion from Sleswick the Briton knew the use of the razor,

sometimes shaving his chin, but leaving the moustaches long.

The old English also wore moustaches and forked beards, but,

save for aged men, the beard had passed out of fashion before the

Norman Conquest. Thus, in the Bayeux needlework, Edward
the king is venerable with a long beard, but Harold and his

younger fighting men have their chins reaped. ” The English,”

says William of Malmesbury, leave the upper lip unshaven,
suffering the hair continually to increase,” and to Harold’s spies

the Conqueror’s knights, who had “ the whole face with both lips

shaven,’’ were strange and priest-like. Matthew Paris had a
strange idea that the beard was distinctive of Englishmen

; he
asserts that those who remained in England were compelled to

shave their beards, while the native nobles who went into exile

kept their beards and flowing locks “like the Easterns and
especially the Trojans.” He even believed that “ William with
the beard,” who headed a rising in London under Richard I.,

came of a stock which had scorned to shave, out of hatred for the

Normans, a statement which Thierr>^ developed.

The Chanson de Roland shows us “ the pride of France ” as
“ that good bearded folk,” with their beards hanging over coats

of mail, and it makes the great emperor swear to Naimes by his

beard. It was only about the year 1000, according to Rodolf
Giaber, that men began in the north of France to wear short hair

and shave “ like actors ”
;
and even in the Bayeux tapestry the

old Norman shipwrights wear the beard. But so rare was hair on
the face amongst the Norman invaders that William, the fore-

father of the Percys, was known in his lifetime and remembered
after his death as William “ Asgernuns ” or “ Oht les gernuns,”

i.e. “ William with the moustaches,” the epithet revived by one
of his descendants making our modern name of Algernon. Gount
Eustace of Boulogne was similarly distinguished. Fashion swung
about after the Conquest, and, in the day of Henry L, Serle the

bishop could compare bearded men of the Norman-English court

with “ filthy goats and bristly Saracens.” Tlie crusades, perhaps,

were accountable for the beards which were oddly denounced as

effeminate in the young courtiers of William Rufus. Not only

the Greeks but the Latins in the East sometimes adopted the

Saracen fashion, and the siege of Antioch (1098) was as unfavour-

able to the use of the razor as that of Sevastopol. When the

Latins stormed the town by night, bearded knights owed their

death to the assumption that every ('hristian would be a shaven
man. But for more than four centuries diversity is allowed,

beards, moustaches and shaven faces being found side by side,

although now and again one fashion or another comes uppermost
to be followed by those nice in such matters. Henry II. is a close-

shaven king, and Richard IT.’s effigy shows but a little tuft on
each side of the chin, tufts which are two curled locks on the chin

of Henry IV. But Henry HI. is long-bearded, Edward 11 . curls

his beard in three great ringlets, and the third Edward’s long

forked beard flows down his breast in patriarchal style. The
mid-i3th century, as seen in the drawings attributed to Matthew
Paris, is an age of many full and curled beards, although the

region about the lips is sometimes clipped or shaved. The beard

is common in the 14th century, the forked pattern being favoured

and the long drooping moustache. Amongst those who ride with

him to Canterbury, Chaucer, a bearded poet, notes the merchant’s
” forked heard,” the white beard of the franklin and the red beard

of the miller, but the reeve’s beard is “ shave as ny as ever he

can.” Henry of Monmouth and his son are shaven, and there-

after beards are rare save with a few old folk until they come
slowly back with the i6th century. In Ireland the statute

enacted by a parliament at Trim in 1447 recited that no manner
of man who will be taken for an Englishman should have beard

above his mouth—the upper lip must be shaven at least every

fortnight or be of equal growth with the nether lip,—^and this

statute remained unrepealed for nigh upon two hundred years.

Henry VIIL, always a law to himself, brought back the beard to

favour, Stowe’s annals giving 1535 as the year in which he caused

his beard “ to be knotted and no more shaven,” his hair being

polled at the same time. Many portraits give his fashion of

wearing a thin moustache, whose ends met a short and squarely

trimmed beard parted at the chin, a fashion in i^ich he was
followed by his brother-in-law Charles Brandon. But it is

remarkable that those about him rarely imitated their most dread

sovereign. While Cromwell and Howard the Admiral go clean

shaven, the Seymour brothers, Denny and Russell, have the

beard long and flowing. Even the hrty shilling a year man, says

Hooper in 1548, will waste his morning time wh^e he sets his
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beard in order. About this time the clergy began to break with
the long tradition of smooth faces. A priest in 1531 is com-
manded to abstain from wearing a beard, and Cardinal Pole,

coming from the court of a bearded pope, appears bearded like a
Greek patriarch. The law too, the church's kinswoman, begins

to forbid, a sign of the change, and from 1542 the society of

Lincoln’s Inn makes rules for fining and expelling those w^ho

appear bearded at their mess, rules which the example of exalted

lawyers caused to be withdrawn in 1560.

The age of Elizabeth saw lawyers, soldiers, courtiers and
merchants all bearded. Her Cecils, Greshams, Raleighs, Drakes,

Dudleys and Walsinghams have the beard. A shaven chin such
as that seen in the portrait of Philip Howard, earl of Arundel, is

rare, but the beards take a hundred fashions, and .satirists and
Puritan pamphleteers were busy with them and with the men
who wasted hours in perfuming or starching tliem, in dusting

them with orris powder, in curling them with irons and quills.

Stubbs gives them a place amongst his abuses. “ It is a world to

consider how their mowchatowes must be preserved or laid out

from one cheek to another and turned up like two horns towards
the forehead.” Of the English variety of beards Harrison has a

'

good word :
“ beards of which some are shaven from the chin

like those of Turks, not a few cut short like to the beard of

Marquess Otto, .some made round like a rubbing bnish, others

with a pique de vant (0 ! fine fashion) or now and then suffered to

grow long, the barbers being grown to be so cunning in this behalf

as the tailors. And therefore if a man have a lean and straight

face, a Marquess Otto’s cut will make it broad and large
;

if it

be platter-like, a long slender beard will make it seem the

narrower
;

if he be weasel-becked, then much hair left on the

cheeks will make the owner look big like a bowdlcd hen, and as

grim as a goose, if Cornelis of Chelmersford say true.” Neverthe-

less he adds that “ many old men do wear no beards at all.” The
Elizabethan fashions continued under King James, the beard

trimmed to a point being common wear
;

but under King
Charles there is a certain reaction, and the royal style of shaving

the cheeks and leaving the moustache whose points sweep upward

and the chin beard like a downward flame is followed by most
of the gentry. With some the beard disappears altogether or

remains a mere fleck below the lip. Archbishop Laud has a
cavalier-like chin tuft and upturned moustache, but Ablwt his

predecessor wore the spade beard, the “ cathedral beard ” of

Randle Holme, seen in all its dignity on the Chigwell brass of

Samuel Harsnett, archbishop of York (died 1631), a grim figure

with his angry moustache and a long and broad beard, cut square

at the bottom.

From the Restoration year the razor comes more into use.

Young men shave clean. The restored king curls a few dark hairs

of a moustache over each cheek, but his brother James is shaven.

With the reign of Queen Anne the country enters the beardless

age, and beards, moustaches and whiskers are no more seen. In
the 1 8th century the moustache indicated a soldier from beyond
sea. A Jew or a Turk was known by the beard, an appendage
loathsome as comic. MatthewRobinson, thesecond LordRokeby

,

was indeed wearing a tward in 1798, but he was reckoned a mad-
man therefor, and Phillips’s PtMic Character pictures him as
“ the only peer and perhaps the only gentleman of either Great
Britain or Ireland who is thus distinguished.” That Geoige HI.
in his madness should have been left unshaved was a circumstance

of his misery that wrung the hearts of all loyal folk. But in the

very year of 1798, when Lord Rokeby’s image was engraved for

the curious, the Worcestershire militia officers quartered near

Brighton were copying the Austrian moustache of the foreign

troops, and we may note that the hair of the face, which dis-

app^red when wigs come in, began to reappear as wigs went out.

Early in the 19th oentiiry the bucks began to show a patch of

whiacer beside eM*, and the soldier's moustache b^me a
common sight. Before Waterloo, guardsmen were complaining

that officers of humbler regiments imitated their fashion of the

moustache^ and by the Waterloo year most young cavalry

officers were moustaefaedi The Hbrse Artillery were the next
moustached corps, the rest of the army, already whiskered,

following their example in the ’fifties. But for a civilian to grow
a moustache was long redconed a piece of unseemly sw^er.
Give Newcome, it will be remembered, wore one until the

taunting question whether he was ” going in the Guards ” shamed
him into shaving clean. When in 1840 Mr Geoige Frederick

Muntz appeared in parliament with a full beard there were those

who felt that this tall Radical had taken his own strange method
of insulting English parliamentary institutions. James Ward,
R.A. (d. 1859), painter of animals, was another breaker of the

unwritten law, defending his beard in a pamphlet ,of eighteen

arguments as a thing pleasing at once to tlie artist and to. his

Creator. Freedom in these matters only came when the troops

were home from the Crimea, when officers who had grown beards

and acquired the taste for tobacco during the long months in tlie

trenches showed their beards and their cigars in Piccadilly. Then
came the Volunteer movement, and every man Was a soldier,

taking a soldier's licence. The dominant fashion was the

mtmstache, worn with long and drooping whiskers. But the
“ Piccadilly weepers ” of the ’sixties were out of the mode for

the younger men when the ’eighties began, and by the end of the

century whiskers were seen in the army only upon a few veteran
officers. The fashion of clean shaving had made some way, the

popularity of the shaven actor having a part in this. In X909 all

modes of dealing with the hair of the face might be recognized,

but the full beard had become somewhat rare in England and the

full whiskers rarer still. The upper class showed an inclination

to shave clean, although the army grudgingly recogriized a rule

which ordered the moustache to be worn. Naval men, by
regulation, sliaved or wore both beard and moustache, but their

beards were always trimmed. Most barristers shaved the lips,

although the last Judge unable to hear an advocate whose voice a
moustache interrupt^ had left the bench. Gergymcn followed

the lay fashions as they did under the first Stuart kings, although
there was still some prejudice against the moustu^e as an
ornament military and inappropriate. A newspaper of 2857,
describing the appearance of Livingstone the missionary at a
Mansion House meeting, records that he came wearing a
moustache, braving the prejudices of his countrymen and thus

evincing a courage only inferior to that exhibited by him amongst
the savages of Central Africa.” Even as late as 1884 the IMl
Mall Gazette has some surprised comments on the beard of Bishop
Ryle, newly consecrated to the see of Liverpool.

The footman, whose full-dress livery is the court dress of a
hundred years ago, must show no more than the rudimentary
whisker of the early eighteen-hundreds, and butler, coachman
and groom come under the same rule. The jockey and the hunt
whip are shaven likewise, but the courier has the whiskers and
moustache that once marked him as a foreigner in the English

milor's service, and the chauffeur, a servant with no tradition

behind him, is often moustached.

Lastly, we may speak of the practice of the royal house since

England came out of the beardless century. Ihe regent took
the new fashion, and sat in whiskered state,” but his brother

and successor shaved clean and disliked even the hussar’s

moustache. The prince consort wore the moustache as a young
man, adding whi^ero in later years. King Edward Vll. wore
moustache and trimmed beard, and his heir apparent also

followed the fashion of many fellow admirals. (O. Ba.
)

BEARDSLEY, AUBREY VINCENT (1872-1898), English

artist in black and white, was bom at Brighton on the S4th of

August 1872. In 1883 his family settled in London,.and in the

following year he appeared in public as an ” infant musical

phenomenon,” playing at sevend*concerts with hb sister. In
1888 he obtained a post in an ardiitect’s office, and afterwards

one in the Guardian Life and Fire Insurance Company (c8%L
In 1891, under the advice of Sir Edward Burne-Jones and
de Cfaavannes, he took up art as a profession. In .189a

I

attended the classes at the Westminster School of Art, then;under
I
Professor Brown ; and from 1893 until hb death, at Mentone, on
the z6th of Marc^ 1898, hb work came continually ba^ Ihe
public, arousing a storm of criticbm and much h»ttile Iroliiig,

Beardsley had an unswerving tendency towarda ihe iantaatic^cl

m. 19
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the gloomier and unwholesome ” sort His treatment of most
subjects was revolutionary

; he deliberately ignored proportion

and perspective; and the “ freedom from convention ” which he
displayed caused his work to be judged with harshness. In
certain phases of technique he especi^ly excelled ; and his earlier

methods of dealing with the single line in conjunction with masses

of black arc in their way unsurpassed, except in the art of Japan;
the country which pro^bly gave his ideas some assistance. He
was always an omamentisi; rather than an illustrator

;
and his

work must be judged fn>m that point of view. His frontispiece

to Volpone is held by some to be, from this purely technical

standpoint, one of the l:)est pen-drawings of tlie age. His posters

for the Avenue theatre and for Mr Fisher Unwin were among the

first of the modem cult of that art.

Tlie following ar*: the cliicf works wliich are illustrated with
drawings by Beard.sley

;
the Bon Mot Library, The Pall Mall

Budget, and The Studw (189O, Sir Thomas Mcilory's Morte d'Arthur
(1893-1894), Saloml' (1894), The Yellow Book (1894-1895), The Savoy
MagoMim (1896), The Bape of the Loch (1896).

Sec also J. Pennell, The Studio (1893) ; Symons, Aubrey Beardsley
(1898) ; R. Ros.s, Volpone (1,898) ;

11. C. MarilUer, The Early Work
of A ultrev Beardsley (1899) ; Smithers, Reproductions of Drawings by
Aubrey Beardsley

; John Lane, The Later Works of Aubrey Beardsley
(1901); R. Rohs, At^rey Beardsley (1908). (E. F. S.)

BBARD8TOWN, a city of Cass county, Illinois, U.S.A., in the
W. part of the state, on the E. bank of the Illinois river, about
III m. N. of St Louis, Missouri. It is served by the Baltimore
& Ohio South-Western, and the Burlington (Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy) railways, and by steamboats plying between it and
St I/)uis. Pop. (i8cio) 422b; (iQoo) 4827 (444 foreign-bom);
(1910)6107. The industrial establishments of the city include
floiir, planing and saw mills, the machine shops (of the St Louis
division) of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy railway, ice

frctorics, pearl button factories and a shoe factory. The fishing

interests are also important. Beardstown was laid out in 1827
and was incorporated as a city in 1896. It was named in honour
of Thomas Beard, who settled in the vicinity in 1820. During
the Black Hawk War (1832) it was a base of supplies for the
Illinois troops, 'fhe old court house in which Abradiam Lincoln,

in 1854, won his famous Armstrong murder case,’’ is now used
for a city hall. I

BEARER, strictly “ one who carries,” a term used in India
for a palanquin-bearer, and now especially for a body-servant
The term is also used in connexion with military ambulances,
and ” bearer ” companies formed part of the Royal Army
Medical Corps until amalgamated with the field-hospitals to

form field-ambulances (1905). In banking and commerce the
word is applied to the holder or presenter of a cheque or draft

not made payable to a 9p>ecific person
; it has also a technical

use, as in printing, of anythi^ that supports pressure in

machinery, &c.

BEARINGS. In engineering, a “ bearing ” is that particular

kind of support which, besides casing the load imposed upon '

it by the shaft associated with it, aUows the shaft freedom
to revolve. Or, put in another way, a bearing forms with the
shaft a pair of elements having one degree of freedom to turn
rektively to one another about their common axis. The part
of the shaft in the bearing is commonly called the journal. The
component parts of a smidl bearing, pillow block, plummer
block or pedestal, as it is variously styled, are illustrated in

fig. 1, and these parts, pnt together, are further iUustrated in

ig. 2 with the shaft added. Corresponding parts are aimilairiy

lettered in the two illustrations. Hie shaft fs) is encircled by the

krmses (B^ and B^) made of gun-metal, phosphor bronze or other

suitabie material. The lower brass fita into the mm casting

(A) in theiemicircular seat provided tor it. and is prevented from
moviag endways by (he flanges (F, F), and from turning with the

shaft by the projections (P, P), whidi fit into corresponding
retenes in the casting (A),’one of which is shown at p. Alter the
shaft has been placed in positiDO, the upper brass (B^) mid the

cap (C) areput on and botn are hdd in place by the bolts (Q„ Q..).

The htmes are bedded into themam casting (A)and the cap (C)
respectively at the sunfrees D, D, D, D. The complete bearing

is held to (heframeamik of Che machine by bolts (R|,R«) passing

through holes (H, H) which are slotted to allow endwise adjust-
ment of the whole bearing in order to facilitate the alignment of
the shaft. Oil or other lubricant is introduced through the hole
(G), and it passes

through the top
brass to grooves
or oilways cut into

the surfiicc of the

brass for the pur-
pose of distributing

the oil uniformly to

the journal.

Some form of

lubricator is usually

fitted at G in order
to supply oil to the

bearing continu-

ously. A form of

lubricator used for

this purpose is

shown m ^ce, fig.

2, and an enlarged

section is shown in

fig. 3. It will be

seen tlmt the lubri-

cator consists essentially of a cup the base of which is pierced
centrally by a tube whidi reaches to within a small distance of
the lid of the cup inside, and projects into the oilway leading
to the journal outside. The annular space round the tube inside
is filled with oil which is transferred to the central tube and
thence to the bearing by the capillary action of a cotton wick
thrust down on a piece of wire. It is only necessary to with-
draw the wick from the central tube to stop the supply of oil.

The lubricator is fitted through a hole in the lid which is usually
plugged with a piece of cane or dosed by more elaborate means.
A line of shafting would be supported by several bearings of tlie

kind iUustrated, themselves supported by brackets projecting

from or rigidly fixed to the walls of the workshop, or on frames
restii^ on the floor, or on hangers attached to &e roof girders

or principds.

In bearings of modem deai^ for supporting a line shaft the
general arrangement shown in fig. i is modified so that the

alignments of shaft can be made both vertically or horizqnt-
aUy by means of adjusting screws, and the brass is jointed with
the supporting main body so that it is free to follow the small

deflections of shaft which take place when the shaft is work-
ii^. Another modem improvement is the fonna-
tion of an oil reservoir or well in the base of the

bearing itself, and the transference of the oil from
this well to the shaft by means of one ortwo rings

riding loos^y on the shaft The bottom part of

the ring dips into the oil contained in the well of hw
the bearing and, as the shaft rotates, the ring rolls II
on die shaftand thus carries oil up to the shaft con- U
tinuously, from which it finds its way to the surfaces fxq. 3.

of the shadt and bearing in contact. It should be
imderstood that the upper bcass is slotted crossways to allow

the ring to rest on the shaft When>tfaie direction of the load

carried by the bearing is cunstasit it ii Unnecessary to provide
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more than one brass, and the construction is modifiedaccordingly.

|

brush, shaped to fit the underside of the journal, whilst Ihe lower

Figs. 4 and 5 show an axle box used for goods wagons on the
j

part consists of streamers of wick rcs^ in the oil. The oil is
‘

‘
fed to the brush by the liapillory action of the streamers. The
reservoirs are hlled with though the apertures P and 0.

Great Eastern railway, and they also illustrate the method of

W

Fig. 4.

pad lubrication in general use for this kind of bearing. The
main casting, A, is now uppermost, and is designed so that the

upper part supports and constrains the spring buckle through

which the load W is transmitted to the bearing, and the lower

part inside is arranged to support the brass, B. The brass is

jointed freely with the main casting by means of a hemispherical

hump resting in a corresponding recess in the casting. What
may be called the cap, C, forms the lower part of the axle box,

The bottom cap is held in position by the two T-headed bolts

Qi and Qo (%. 5). By slackening the nuts and turning the T'

heads fair with the slots in the cap, the cap comes right away
and the axle may be examined. A leather ring L is fitted as

shown to prevent dust from entering the axle box.

Footsteps .—^A bearing arranged to support the lower end of

a vertical shaft is called a footstep, sometimes a pivot bearing.

lA simple form of footstep is shown in fig. 6. A casting A,

designed so that it can be conveniently bdted to a foundation

block, cross bourn, or bracket is bored out and fitted with a

brass B, whicli is turned inside to carry the end of the shaft S.

The whole vertical load on the shaft is carried by the footstep,

so that it is important to arrange efficient lubricating apparatus.

Results of experiments made on a footstep, reported in Proc.

InsU Mech. Eng., 1891, show that if a diametral groove be cut

in the brass, as indicated at g (fig. 6), and if the oil is led to the

centre of this groove by a cliannel c communicating with the

exterior, the rotation of the shaft draws in a plentiful supply of

oil wliich radiates from the .

centre and makes its way
vertically between the shaft

'

and the brass and finally

overflows at the top of the

brass. The overflowing oil

may be led away and may
be re-introduced into the

footsteps at c. The rota-

tion of the shaft thus causes

a continuous circulation of

oil through the footstep.

One experiment from the

report mentioned above
may be quoted. A 3-in.

shaft, revolving 128 times

per minute and supported

on a manganese bronze

bearing lubricated in the

way explained above sus-

tained increasing loads

until, at a load of 300

pounds per square inch of

the area of the end of the

shaft, it seized. The
mechanical details of a footstep may be varied for purposes of

adjustment in a variety of ways similarly to the variations of a

common bearing already explained.

Thrust Block Bearing .—In cases where a bearing is required to

resist a longitudinal movement of the shaft through it, as for

example in the case of the propeller shaft of a marine engine or a

vertical shaft supporting a heavy load not carried on a footstep,

the shaft is provided with one or more collars whidi are grooved

with corresponding recesses in the brasses of the bearing. A
general sketch of a thrust block for a propeller shaft is shown in

fig. 7. There are seven collars turned on the shaft and into the

but instead of supporting a second brass it is formed into an oil

nasorvoir in which is aiiranged a pad of cotton wick woven on a

tin fraino. the upper part of the pad is focmed into a kind of

Fig. 7.

circumferential grooves between them fit corresponding circum*

ferentud projections on the brasses, these niajections being

formed in the case illustrated by means of hiuf nogs which ara
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fitted into grooves turned in the brasses. This method of

construction allows an individual ring to be replaced or adjusted

if it should get hot. The total area of the rubbing surfaces should

be proportioned so that the averagt* load is not more than from 50
to 70 per sq. in. Arrangements are usually made for cooling a

thrust block with water in case of heating. The spindles of

drilling machines, boring mac hine spindles, turbine shafts may be

cited as examples of vertical shafts supported on one collar.

h]x/)(*riments on the friction of a collar bearing have been made
by the Research Committee of the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers (Proc. Inst. Mnh. Eng.^ 1888).

Roller and Ball Bearings.— If rollers are placed between two
surfaces having relative tangential motion the frictional resistance

to be overcome is the small resistance to rolling. The rollers move
along with a velocity equal to one half the relative velocity of the

surfaces. This way of reducing frictional resistance has been
applied to eJl kinds of mechanical contrivances including bearings

for shafts, railway axle boxes, and axle boxes for tramcars. An
example of a roller Lxjaring for a line shaft is illustrated in figs. 8

and 0. The main casting, A, and cap, (^ bolted together, form a
spherical seating for the part of the bearing E corresponding to

the brasses in a bearing of the usual type. Between the inside of

the casting E and the journal are placed rollers held in posi-

tion relatively to one another by a squirrel cage casting, the

section of the bars of whic’h are clearly shown in the half sectional

elevation, fig. q. 'J'his squirrel c ige ensures that the several axes
of the rollers keep parallel to the axis of the journal during the
rolling motion. The rollers arc made of hard tool steel, and the

surfaces of the journal and bearing between which thev roll are
hardened.

Two rings of balls may be used instead of a single ring of

rollers, and the kind of ball bearing thus obtained is in general

use principally in connexion with bicj^cles and motor cars (see

Btc ycle). In ball Iwarings the load is concentrated at a few
points, the points where the halls touch the race, and in the roller

bearing at a few lines, the lines of contact between the rollers and
the surfaces of the journal and bearing

; consequently tlw load
which bearings of this kind carry must not be great enough to
cause any indentation at the points or lines of contact. Both
rollers and balls, and the paths on which they roll, therefore, are
made of hard material

;
further, balls and rollers must all be

exactly the same size in an individual bearing in order to dis-

tribute the load between the points or lines of contact as uni-

formly as possible. The finest workmanship is required therefore

to make good roller or good ball bearings.

Bearings for High Speeds and Forced L 4̂hricatim.—~W^tn the
shaft turns the metallic surfaces of the brass and the journal are
prevented from actual contact by a film of oil which is formed and
maintained by the motion of the shaft and which sustains the
pressure between the journal and the brass provided the surfaces

are accurately formed and the supply of ou is unlimited. This
film changes what would otherwise. the friction between
metallic surfaces into a viscous resistance within the film itself.

When through a limited supply of oil or imperfect lubrication

this film is imperfect or fails altogether and allows the journal to
make metallic contact with the brass, the friction increases

; and
it may increase so much that the bearing rapidly becomes hot and
may ultimately seize, that is to say the rubbing surfaces may
become stuck tqgether. With the object of reducing the friction

at the points of metidliG contact and of confining the damage of a
hot bearing to the easily renewable brass, the latter is partially,

sometimes wholly, lined with a soft fusible metal, technically

known as white metal, which melts away before actual seizure

takes place, and thus saves the journal which is more expensive
because it is generally formed on a large and expensive shaft.
However perfectly the film fulfils its function, the work required
to overcome the viscous resistance of the film during the con-
tinuous rotation of the shaft appears as heal, and in consequence
the temperature of the bearing gradually rises until the rate at
whi(h heat is produced is equal to the rate at which it is radiated
from the bearing. Hence in order that a journal may revolve
with a minimum resistance and without undue heating two
precautions must be taken

:
(i) means must be taken to ensure

that the film of oil is complete and never fails
;
and (2) arrange-

ments must be made for controlling the temperature shoulfl it rise

too high. The various lubricating devices already explained
.supply sufficient oil to form a partial film, since experiments have
showri that the friction of bearings lubricated in this way is akin
to .solid friction, thus indicating at least partial metallic contact.
In order to supplv enough oil to form and maintain a film with
certainty the journal should be run in an oil bath, or oil should be
supplied to the bearing under pressure sufficient to force it in
between the surfaces against the load. A bearing to which forced
lubrication and water codling are applied is illustrated in fig. 10,
which represents one of the bearings of a Westinghouse turbo-
alternator installed at the power station of the Underground
Electric Railways ('ompanv of London, at Lots Road, Chelsea.
Oil Hows under pressure from a tank
on the top of a tower along a supply
pipe to the oil inlet 0, and after

passing through the bearing and
performing its duty as a film it falls

away from each end of the journal

into the bottom of the main casting,

from which a pipe, E, conveys the

oil back to the base of the tank tower
where it is cooled and finally pumped
back into the tank. 'J'hcre is thus a
contimious circulation of oil through
the bearing. The space C is for cool-

ing water
; in fact the hearing is water

jack(‘ted and the jacket is connected
to a supply pipe and a drain pipe so

that a continuous circulation may he

maintained if desired. This bearing

48 in. long, and it carries a load of about 12*8 tons. The rise in

tempeniture of the bearing under normal conditions of working
witliout water circulating in the jacket i.s approximately 38° E\
The speed of rotation is such that the surface velocity is about
50 ft. per second.

E'orced lubrication in connexion with the bearings of high-
speed engines was introduced in 1890 by Messrs Beiliss & Morcom,
l.td., under patents taken out in the name of A. C Pain. It

should be understood that providing the film of oil in the bearing
of an engine can be properly maintained a double-acting engine
can be driven at a high speed without any knocking, and without
perceptible wear of the rubbing surfaces. Fig. 1 1 shows that the
general arrangement of the bearings of a Beiliss & Morcom
engine arranged for forced lubrication. A small force-pump F,
driven from the eccentric strap X, delivers oil into the pipe P,
along which it passes to A, the centre of the right-hand main
bearing. There is a groove turned on the inside of the brass
from which a slanting hole leads to B. The oil when it arrives
at A thus has two paths open to it, one to the right and left of
the groove through the bearing, the other along the slanting
hole to B. At B it divides again into two streams, one stream
going upwards to the eccentric sheave, and a part continuing
up the pipe Q to the eccentric pin. The second stream from B
follows the slanting hole in the crank shaft to C, where it is led
to the big end journal through the pipe R to the crosshead pin,
and through the slanting hole to D, where it finds its way into the
left main bearing. The oil forced through each bearing falls

away to the right: and to the Mt of the journal and drops into

B'ig. 10.

is 12 in. in diameter and
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the bottom of the en^ne fmmingi whence it is again fed to the

pump through a stramer. The parts of an engine lubricated in

this way must be entirely enclosed.

Load on bearings,— The distribution of pressure over the

film of lubricant

-i—

-

5^— separating the rub-

bing surfaces of a
bearing is variable,

being greatest at a
point near but not
at the crown of the

brass, and falling

away to zero in all

directions towards

the boundaries of

the film. It is usual

in practice to ignore

this variation of

pressure through

the film, and to in-

dicate the severity

with which the

bearing is loaded

by stating the load

per square inch of

the rubbing sur-

faces projected on

to the diametral

plane of the jour-

nal. Thus the pro-

jected area of the

surfacesof a journal

6 in. in diameter

8 in. long is 48
‘

sq. in., and if the

total load carried

by the bearing is

20,000 pounds, the

bearing woul be said to carry a load of 417 pounds per square

inch. When a shaft rotates in a bearing continuously in one

direction the load per square inch wdth which it is safe to load

the bearing in order to avoid undue heating is much less than if

the motion is intermittent. A table of a few values of the bearing

loads used in practice is given in the article Lubricants.
Bearing Friction.—If W is the total load on a bearing, and if /it is

the coefficient of friction between the rubbing surfaces, the tangential

resistance to turning is expressed by the product /uW. If v is the

relative velocity of the rubbing surfaces, the work done per second

against friction is foot pounds. This quantity of work is con-

verted into heat, and the heat produced per second is therefore

MW1//778 British Thermal Units. The coefficient /n is a variable

quantity, and bearing in mind that a properly lubricated journal is

.separated from its supporting brass by a film of lubricant it might
be expected that /u would have values characteristic of the co-

efficient of friction between two metallic surfaces, merging into tne

characteristics properly belonging to fluid friction, according as the

oil film varied from an imi)erfect to a perfect condition, that is,

according as the lubrication is partial or complete, completeness

being attained by the use of an oil bath or by some method of forced

lubrication. This expectation is entirely borne out by experimental

researches. Beauchamp Tower (“ Report on Friction Experiments,’'

Proc. Inst. Mech. Eng., November 1883) found that when oil was
supplied to a bearing by means of a pad the coefficient of friction

was approximately constant with the value 1/100, thus following the

law of solid friction ; but when the journal was lubricated by means
of an oil bath the coefficient of friction varied nearly inversely as

the load on the bearing, thus making /iW " constant. The tangential

resistance in this case Is characteristic of fluid friction since it is

independent of the ptetture. Tower's experiments were carried

out at a nearly constant temperature. The later experiments of

O. La^he {Zeitsch. Verein deutsche Jngenieure, 1902, 4O, pp. i88i et

seq.) show Jiow /u. depends upon the temperature. Lasene’s main

results with regard to the variation of ft are briefly is a con-

stant quanti^, thus confirming Tower’s earlier experiments ; ft is

practically indepcndeiit of the relative velocity of the rubbing

surfaces within the limits of 3 to 50 ft. per second ; and the

product fU ia constant, i being the temperature of the bearing.

Writing p for the load per unit of projected area of the bearing,

Laaehe lound that the result of the experiments could be expressed

Fig. II.

by the simple formula p/idsconstants 2, where pwthe pressure in
kilograms square centimetre, and lathe temperature in degrees
centigrade. If p is changed to pounds per square inch the constant
in the expression is approximately 30. The expraesion it valid
between limits of pressure 14 to 213 pounds per square inch, limits of

temperature 30** to 100° C., and between limits of velocity 5 to 50 ft.

per second.
Theory of Lubrication .—After the publication of Tower's experi-

ments on journal friction Professor Osborne Reynolds showed. {Phil.

Trans., 1886, p. 157) that the facts observed in connexion with a
journal lubricated by means of an oil bath could be explained by a
theory based upon the general principles of the motion of a viscous
fluid. It is first established as an essential part of the theory that
the radius of the brass must be slightly greater than the radius of
the journal as indicated in fig. 1 2, wlierc J is the centre of the journal
and I the centre of the brass.

Given this difference of curva
ture and a sufficient supply of

oil, the rotation of the journal
produces and maintains an oil

film between the rubbing sur-

faces, the circumferential ex-
tent of which depends upon
the rate of the oil supply and
the external load. With an un-
limited supply of oil, that is

wth oil-bath lubrication, the
film extends continuously to

the extremities of the brass,

unless such extension would
lead to negative pressures and
therefore to a discontinuity,
in which case the film ends
where the pressures in the
film become negative. The
minimum distance between the journal and the brass occurs at
the point H (fig. 12), on the off side of the point O where the line

of action of the load cuts the surface of the journal. To the right
and left of H the thiclcness of the film gradually increases, this being
the condition that the oil-flow to and from the film may be auto-
matically maintained. With an unlimited supply of oil the point H
moves farther from O as the load increases until it reaches a maxi-
mum distance, and then it moves back again towards O as the
load is further increased until a limiting load is reached at which
the pressure in the lilm becomes negative at the boundaries ol tlie

film, when the boundaries recede from the edges of the brass as
though the supply of oil were limited.

In the mathematical development of the theory it is first necessary
to define the coefficient of viscosity. This is (f(3ne as follows :—If

two parallel surfaces AB, C:D are stiparated by a viscous film, and if

whilst CD is fixed AB moves in a tangential direction with velocity
IT, the surface of the film in contact with CD clings to it and remains
at rest, whilst the lower surface of the film clings to and moves with
the surface AB. At intermediate points in the film the tangential
motion of the fluid will vary uniformly from zero to U, and the
tangential resistance will be Fs=/slJ/A, where ft is the coefficient of
viscosity and h is the thickness of the film. With this definition of

viscosity and from the general equations representing the stress in

a viscous fluid, the following equation is established, giving the
relations between p, the pressure at any point in the film, h the thick-

ness of the film at a point x measured round the circumference of the
journal in the direction of relative motion, and U the relative tan-

gential velocity of the surfaces,

Fig. 12.

(I)

In this equation all the quantities are independent of the co-ordinate

parallel to the axis of the journal, and U is constant. The thickness

of the film h is some function of x, and for a journal Professor

Reynolds takes the form,

A=o{i-l csin{0-p^)\,

in which the various quantities have the significance indicated in

fig. 12. Reducing and integrating equation (1) with this value of h

it becomes '
1.^)}

d$“ a^{ I + c sin (6 -
(®)

0, being the value of 0 for which the pressure is a maximum, la
order to integrate this the right-hanifside is expanded into a trigono-

metrical series, the values of the coefficients are computed, and the

integration is effected term by term. If. as suggested by Professor

J. Perry, the value of A is taken to be where hp is. tiio

minimum thickness of the film, the equation reduces to the form

and this can be integrated. The process of reduction from the form
(i) to the form (3) with the latter value of h, is shown in full in The
Calculus for Engineers by Professor Perry (p. 331), and also the fltild

solution of equation (3), giving the pressure in terms olx.
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Professor Reynolds, applying the results of his investigatioti to

one of Tower's experiments, plotted the pressures through the film

both circumferentially and longitudiaally. and the agreement with
the observed pressure of the experiment was exceedingly close. The
whole investigation of Professor Reynolds is a remarkable one. and
is in fact the first real explanation of the fact that oil is able to in-

sinuate itself between the journal and the brass of a hearing carrying

a heavy load. (See also Luurication.) (
W. E, £).)

BEAR-LEADER) formerly a man who led bears about the

country. In the middle ages and Tudor times these animals

were chiefly used in the brutal sport of bear-baiting and were
led from village to village. Performing bears were also common,
and are even still sometimes seen perambulating the country

with their keepers, generally Frenchmen or Italiaas. The
phrase “ bear-leader ” has now come colloquially to mean a
tutor or guardian, who cscfjrts any lad of rank or wealth on his

travels.

BfiARN, formerly a small frontier province in the south of

France, now included within the department of Basses-Pyrenees.

It was bounded on the W. by Soule and Lower Navarre, on the

N. ]iy Chalosse, Tursan and Astarac, E. by Bigorre and S. by the

Pyrenees. Its name can be traced back to the town of Bene-
harnum (Le.scar). The civiias Beneharnensium was included in

the Niwempopidania. It was conquered by the Vascones in the
6th century, and in 8x9 became a viscounty dependent on the

dukes of Aquitaine—a feudal link which was broken in the
II th century, when the viscounts ceased to acknowledge any
suzerain. They then reigned over the two dioceses of Lescar
and Oloron

;
but their capital was Morlaas, where they had a

mint which was famous throughout the middle ages. In the
13th century Gaston VII., of the Catalonian house of Moncade,
made Orthez his seat of government. His long reign (1229-1290)
was a perpetual struggle with the kings of France and England,
each anxious to assert his suzerainty over B4arn. As Gaston
left only daughters, the viscounty passed at his death to the
family of Foix, from whom it was transmitted through the
houses of Grailly and Albret to the Bourbons, and they, in the
person of Henry IV., king of Navarre, made it an apanage of

the crown of France. It was not formally incorporated in the
royal domains, however, until 1620. None of these political

changes weakened tlie independent spirit of the B&irnais. From
the nth century onward, they were governed by their own
special customs or fors. These were drawn up in the language
of the country, a Romance dialect (1288 being the date of the

mo.st ancient written code), and are remarkable for the manner
in which they define the rights of the sovereign, determining
the reciprocal obligations of the viscount and his subjects or

vas.saLs. Moreover, from the 12th century B6tirn enjoyed a kind
of representative government, with cours plenihcs composed of

deputies from the three estates. From 1220 onward, the
judiciary powers of these assemblies were exerci.sed by a cour

majnur of twelve barons jurats charged with the duty of main-
taining the integrity of the fors. When Gaston - Phoebus
wished to establish a regular annual hearth-tax {fnuage) in the
viscounty, he convoked the deputies of the tlu-ee estates in

assemblies called Stats, These soon acquired ejttensive political

and financial powers, which continued in operation till 1789.
Although, when B6arn was annexed to the domains of the crown,
it was granted a conseil d'Stat and a parlement, w'hich sat at Pau,
the province also retained its fors until the Revolution.

See also Olhagaray, ftistoire de Foix. Bearn et Navarre (1609) ;

Pierre cle Marca, Hiftfoire de lUarn (1640). This work dws not go
beyond the end of the 13th century ; it contains a large number of
documents. Kaget do Baure. Fssais historiqm's sur U B^arn (1818)

;

Las Fors de Biam, by Maaurc and Hatoujet (1839), completed by
T. Bnssaud and I*. Rogf in TtiHes addittonnels atex anciens Fors de
hiarn (19O5) ; L6on Cadier. Les Btats de Biarn depxtis ieur origtne
jusqu'au tammenDemenS du XVB st^c/e (1888). (C. B.^)

BEAS or Bias, a river of India. The Beas, which was the
Hyphasis of the Greeks, is one of tixe Five Rivers of the Punjab.
It issues in the snowy mountains of Kulu at an altitude of

above sea-level, flows through the Kangra valley and
the plains of the Punjab, and finally joins the Sutlej after a

course of 290 m. It is crossed by a railway bridge near
JuUundur.

BEAT (a woixl oommon in various forms to the Teutonic
languages; it is connected with the similar Romanic words
derived from the Late Lat. battere), a blow or stroke

; from the
many applications of the verb to beat ” come various meanings
of tne substantive, in some of which the primary sense has
l^ecome obscure. It is applied to the throbbing of the pulse or
heart, to the ^ting of a drum, either for retreat, or charge, or
to quarters

; in music to the alternating sound produced by the
striking together of two notes not exactly of the same pitch (see
Sound), and also to the movement of the baton by which a
conductor of an orcliestra or chorus indicates the time, and to
the divisions of a bar. As a nautical term, a “ beat ” is the
zigz^ course taken by a ship in sailing aganist the wind. The
application of the word to a policeman’s or sentry’s round comes
either from beating a con ert for game and hence the term means
an exhaustive search of a district, or from the repeated strokes
of the foot in constantly walking up and down. In this sense
the wwd is used in America, particularly in Alabama and
Mississippi, of a voting precinct.

BBAT1FICAT10II (from the Lat. beatus, happy, blessed, and
facerey to make), the act of making blessed

;
in the Roman

Catholic Church, a stage in the process of canonization (g.v.).

BEATON (or Bethune), DAVID, (c, 1494-1546), Scottish

cardinal and archbishop of St Andrews, was a younger son of

John Beaton of Balfour in the county of Fife, and is said to have
been bom in the year 1494. He was educated at the universities

of St Andrews and Glasgow, and in his sixteenth year was sent to

Paris, where he studied civil and canon law. About this time he
was presented to the rectory of Campsie by his uncle James
Beaton, then archbishop of Glasgow. When James Beaton was
translated to St Andrews in 1522 he resigned the rich abbacy of

Arbroath in his nephew’s favour, under reservation of one half of

the revenues to himself during his lifetime. The great ability of

Beaton and the patronage of his uncle ensured his rapid promo-
tion to high offices in the church and kingdom. lie was sent by
King James V. on various missions to France, and in 1528 was
appointed keeper of the privy seal. He took a leading part in the

negotiations connected with the king’s marriages, first with
Madeleine of I’rancc, and afterwards with Mary of Guise. At the

French court he was held in high e.stimation by King Francis 1 .,

and was consecrated bishop of Mirepoix in Languedoc in

December 1 537. On the 20th of Decern ber 1538 he was appointed
a cardinal priest by Pope Paul III., under the title of St Stephen
in the Coelian Hill. He was the only Scotsman who had been
named to that high office by an undisputed right, Cardinal
Wardlaw', bishop of Glasgow, having received his appointment
from the anti-pope Clement Vll. On the death of Archbishop
James Beaton in 1539, the cardinal was raised to the primatial
see of Scotland.

Beaton Nvas one of King James’s most trusted advisers, and it

was mainly due to his influence that the king drew closer the
Prench alliance and refused Henry VlIL’s overtures to follow

him in his religious policy. On the death of James in December
1542 he attempted to assume office as one of the regents for the
infant sovereign Mary, founding his pretensions on an alleged wUl
of the late king

;
but his claims were disregarded, and the earl of

Arran, head of the great house of Hamilton, and next heir to the
throne, was declared regent by the estates. The cardinal was, by
order of the regent, committed to tlie custody of Lord Seaton

;

but his imprisonment was merely nominal, and he was soon again
at liberty and at the head of the party opposed to the English
alliance. Arran too was soon won over to his views, dismissed
the preachers by whom he had been surrounded, and joined the
cardinal at Stirling, where in September 1543 Beaton crowned
the young queen. In the same year he was raised to the office of

chancellor of Scotland, and was appointed protonotary apostolic

and legate a latere by the pope, Beaton confined himself to

secular poUtics, his strenuous opposition to the plans of Henry
Vin. for the subjugation of Scotland would have earned him the
lasting gratitude of his countrymen. Unfortunately politics were
inextricably interwoven with the religious controversies of the
time, and resistoned to English influence invf^ved resistance to
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the aetivities of the nhtmm in the church, whose ultimate

vict^ has obscured the cardinal’s genuine merits as a atatesnmn.

During the lifetime of his uncle, Braton had shared in the efforts

of the hierarchy to suppress the reformed doctrines, and pursued
tiie same line of conduct still more systematically after his

elevation to the primacy. The popular accounts of persecu-

tion for which he was responsible are no doubt exaggerated, and
it sometimes ceased for considerable periods so far as capital

punishments were concerned. When the sufferers were of humble
rank not much notice was taken of Ibem. It was otherwise when
a more distinguished victim was selected in the person of George
Wishart. Wishart had returned to Scotland, after an absence of

several years, about the end of 1544. His sermons produced

great effect, and he was protected by several barons of the

English faction. These barons, with the knowledge and approba-

tion of King Henry, were engaged in a plot to assassinate the

cardinal, and in this plot Wishart is now proved to have been a
willing agent. Tlie cardinal, though ignorant of the details of the

plot, perhaps suspected Wishart’s knowledge of it, and in any
case was not sorry to have an excuse for seizing one of the most
eloquent supporters of the new opinions. For some time he was
unsuccessful

;
but at last, with the aid of the regent, he arrested

the preacher, and carried him to his castle of St Andrews. On the

28th of February 1546 Wishart was brought to trial in the

cathedral before the cardinal and other judges, the regent

declining to take any active part, and, being found guilty of

heresy, was condemned to death and burnt
The death of Wishart produced a deep Effect on the Scottish

people, and the cardinal became an object of general dislike,

which encouraged his enemies to proceed with the design they

had formed against him. Naturally resolute and fearless, he

seems to have iinder'estimated his danger, the more so since his

power had never seemed more secure. He crossed over to Angus,

and took part in the wedding of his illegitimate daughter with the

heir of the earl of Crawford. On his return to St Andrews he

took up his residence in the castle. The conspirators, the chief

of whom were Norman Leslie, master of Rothes, and William

Kirkaldy of Grange, contrived to obtain admission at daybreak

of the 29th of May 1546, and murdered the cardinal under

circumstances of horrible mockery and atrocity.

The character of Beaton has already been indicated. As a

statesman he was able, resolute, and in his general policy patriotic.

As an ecclesiastic he maintained the privileges of the hierarchy

and the dominant system of belief conscientiously, but always

with harshness and sometimes with cruelty. His immoralities,

like his acts of persecution, were exaggerated by his opponents
;

but his private life was undoubtedly a scandal to religion, and has

only the excuse tliat it was not wor^ than that of most of his

order at the time. The authorship of the writings ascribed to him
in several biographical notices rests on no better authority than

the apocryphal statements of Thomas Dempsten
Beaton’s uncle, James Beaton, or Bethune (d. 1539), arch-

bishop of Glasgow 9^ St Andrews, was lord treasurer of Scotland

before he became archbishop of Glasgow in 1509, was chancellor

from 1513 to 1526, and was appointed archbishop of St Andrews
and primate of Scotland in 1522. He was one of the regents

during the minority of James V., and was chiefly responsible for

this king’s action in allying himself with Fratxxi and not with

England. He burned Patru^ Hamilton and other heretics, and

died at St Andrews in September 1539.

This prelate must not bo confused with another, James Beaton,

or Bethune (15x7-1603), the last Roman Catholic archbishop of

Glasgow. A son of John Bethune of Auchmuty and a nephew of

Cardinal Beaton, james was a trusted adviser of the Scottish

regent, Mary of Lonaine, widow of James V., and a determined

foe of the refortnets. Ui 1552 he was consecrated archbishop of

Glasgow, but irom 1560 imtil his death in 1603 he lived in Paris,

acting as ambassador for Scotland at the French court
See John Kook, Hitt, of the HeformaHon in Scotland,. D.

(^846-18^ ; Spottiswoode, archbishop of St Andrews. Hist,

of the Church of Scotland (Spottfewoode Soc., 1847-1851) ; Art. in

Diet. Of Nat. Siog. and wbnes there quoted ; and A. Lkn$. Hist, of

Soottmni, vdh. i. and ii. (1900-^1902).

BEATRICS^ a city and tht county-seat of Gaga oounty^ ihiSkR^

Nebraska, U.S..A., about 40 m. S. of Lincoln. Bop. (r9O0)'7875

(852 foreign^born)
; (1910) 9356. It is served by tto Quoago,

Burlington 8c i^incy, the Chi^o> Rock island & Pacific, and
the Union Bactiic railways. B^trice is the seat ctf< the itaite

institute for feeble mnuM youth, and has a Carnegie Ubmry.
The city is very prettily situated in the valley of the Big Blw
river, in the mi^t of a fine agricultural region. Axaong its

manufactures are dairy products (there is a large cream^]^
canned goods, flour and grist mill products, gaaoUnS engine^
well-machinery, barbed wire, tiles, ploughs, windmills, com-
buskers, and hiay-balers. Beatrice was foui^edm 1857 ,

becoming
the county-seat in the same year. It was reached by its first

railway and was incorporated as a town in 1871, was chartered a$

a city in 1873, in 1901 became a city of the first dass.

BEATTIJ^ JAMES (1735-1803), Scottish poet and writer on
philosophy, was born at Laurencekirk, Kincandine, Scatbmd,
on the 25th of October 1735. -His father, a small, farzber and
shopkeeper, died when he was very young ; but an elder brother

sent him to Marischal College, Aberdeen, where he gained a
bursary. In 1753 he was appointed schoolmaster of Fordoun
in his native county. Here he had as neighbours the eccentric

Francis Garden (afterwards Lord Gardenstone, judge of the

supreme court of Scotland), and Lord Monboddo. In 1758 he
b«:ame an usher in the grammar school of Aberdeen, and two
years later he was made professor of moral philosophy at

Marischal College. Here he became closely acquainted with

Dr Thomas Reid, Dr Geoige CampbeU, Dr Alexander Gerard
and others, who formed a kind of literary or pliilosophic society

known as the “Wise Club.’* They met once a fortnight to

discuss speculative questions, David Hume's philosophy being

an especial object of criticism. In 1761 Beattie published a
small volume of Original Poems and TransleUions, which opn-
tained little work of any value. Its author in later days destroyed

all the copies he found. In 1770 Beattie published his Essay
on the Nature and Immutability of Truth in opposition to sophist^

and scepticism, the object of which, as explained by its author,

was to “ prove the universality and immutability of moral

sentiment “ (letter to Sir W. Forbes, 17th January 1765). It

was in fact a direct attack on Hume, and part of its great ]Mpu-
lority was due to the fact. Hume is said to have justly com-
plained that Beattie “ had not used him like a gentian,’’ hist

made no answer to the book, which has no philosophical value.

Beattie’s portrait, by Sir Joshua Reynolds, liangs at Marischal

College, Aberdeen. The philosopher is painted with the Essay
on Truth in his hand, while a figure of Truth thrusts down
three figures rcpresentii^, according to Sir W. Forbes, sophistiy,

scepticism and infidelity. Reynolds in a letter to Beattie

(February 1774) intimates that he is well enough pleased that

one of the fibres is identified with Hume, and that he intended

Voltaire to one of the group. Beattie visited Iximdoa in 1773,

and was received with the greatest honour by George IIL, who
conferred on him a i>ension of £200 a year. In 1771 and X774

he published the first and second parts of The Minsird^ a poem
\/riiich met with great and immediate success. IBe Spenserian

stanza in which it is-^ritten is managed with smoothness aftd

skill, and there are many fine descriptions of natural scenery.

It is entirely on his poetry that Beattie’s reputation rests.

best-known of his minor poems are “ The Hermit ’’ and “ Retire-

ment.” ( 1 .

In X773 he was offered the chair of moral philosqphy at Edin-

burgh University, but did not accept it. Beattie mado many
friends, and lost none. “ We all love Beattie,” said Dr Johnson.
“ Mrs Thrale says, if ever she has another husband, she vfill hgve
him.” He was in higli favour too with Mrs Montagu and the

other bos Hens. Beattie was unfortunate in his domentic life,

Mary Dunn, whom he married in 1767, became izisane^^and. his

two sons di^ just.as they were attaining manhood. The
James Hay B^ttie, a young man of great promiM^ who at the

age of nineteen had bm associated with his father in hh pror

feasorshap, died in 1790^ In 1794 the fathce fnihUehod Eassi^
and Fragments.m Prose ami Veru by James Hay whhjA
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tduehing memoir. The younger brother died in 1796. Beattie

never recovered from this second bereavement. His mind was
seriously affected, and| although he continued to lecture occa-

sionally, he neitlier wrote nor studied. In April 1799 he had a
strcAe of paralysis, and died on the i8th of August 1803.

Beattie’s other poetical works include The Judpnent of Paris

(1^65), and “ Verses on the death of [Charles] Churchill,” a
bitter attack which the poet afterwards suppressed. The best

edition is the Poetical Works (1831, new ed. 1866) in the Aldine
Edition of ike British PoetSt with an admirable memoir by
Alexander Dyce.
See also An Account of the Life of Jamas Beattie (1804), by A.

Bowt»r
; and An Account of the Life and Writings of James Beattie

J1807),
by Sir William Forbes

; a quantity of new material is to be
found in Beattie and his y-VjVwrfi (1904), bythe poet’s great-grand-niece,
Margaret Forbes

;
and James Beattie, the Minstrel. Some Unpuh-

Hshed Letters, edited by A. Mackii* (Aberdeen, igo8).

BEATUS, of Liebana and Valcavado, Spanish priest and monk,
theologian and geographer, was born about 730, and died in 798.

About 776 he published his Commmiaria in Apocalypsin, con-

taining one of the oldest Christian world-maps, lie took a
prominent part in the Adoptionist controversy, and wrote
against the views of Felix of Urgel, especially as upheld by
Elipandus of Toledo. As confessor to Queen Adosinda, wife of

King Silo of Oviedo (774-783), and as the master of Alcuin and
Etherius of Osma, Beatus exercised wide influence. His original

map, which was probably intended to illustrate, above all, the

distribution of the Apostolic missions throughout the world-
depicting the head of Peter at Rome, of Andrew in Achaia, of

^omas in India, of James in Spain, and so forth—has survived
in ten more or less modifled copies. One only of these—the
Osma **

of 1203—preserves the Apostolic pictures
;
among

the remaining examples, that of ‘‘St Sever,” now at Paris, anri

dating from about 1030, is the most valuable
;
that of “ Valca-

yado,’’ recently in the Ashburnham Library, executed in 970,
is the earliest; that of “Turin,” dating from about rioo, is

perhaps the most curious. Three others
—

“ Valladolid ” of

about 1035, “ Madrid ” of 2047, and “ London ” of 1109—are
derivatives of the “ Valcavado-Ashburnham ” of 970 ;

the
eighth, “ Paris II,” is connected, though not very intimately,
with “ St Sever,” otherwise “ Paris I ”

;
the ninth and tenth,

“ Gerona ” and “ Paris III,” belong to the Turin group of

Beatus maps. All these works are emphatically of “ dark-age
”

character; very seldom do they suggest the true forms of

countries, seas, rivers or mountains, but they embody some useful

information as to early medieval conditions and history. St
Isidore appears to be their princifml authority

;
they also draw,

directly or indirectly, from Orosius, St Jerome, St Augustine,
wd probably from a lost map of classical antiquity, represented
in a measure by the Peutinger Table of the 13th century.

The chief MSS. of the Commeniaria in Apocalypsin are (1-3)
Paris, National Library, Lat. 8878 ; Lat. nouv. aoq. 1 366 and 2290 ;

(4) Ashburnham MSS. xv.
; (5) London, B. Mus,/ Addit. MSS.

11695; (6) Turin, National Library 1, ii. (i)
; (7) Valladolid, Uni-

versity Library, 229 ; (8) the MS. in the Episcop^ Library at Osma,
in Old Castile.

* ^

There is only one complete edition of the text, that by Florez
(Madrid. 1770), See also Konrad Miller, Die Weltkarte des Beatus,
Heft L of Mappaemundi : die dltesten Weltharten (Stuttgart, 1895);
d’Avezoc in Annales de , , . giographie (June 1870) ;

Beazley,
Dawn of Modern Geography^ i. 387-388 (1897) ; ii. 349-559 ; 591-
^5('W).

‘

‘ (C. R. B.)

BEAUCAIRE» a town of south-eastern France, in the depart-
ment of Gard, 17 m. £. by S. of Ntmes on the Paris-Lyon railway.
Pop. (1906) 7284. Beaucairc is situated on the right bank of the
Rhone, opposite Tarascon, mth which it is connected by two
handsome bridges, a suspension-bridge of four spans and 1476 ft.

in length, and a railway bridge. A triangular keep, a chapel,
and other remains of a chateau (13th and 14th centuries) of the
counts of Toulouse stand on the rocky pine-clad hill which rises

to the north of the town
; the chapel, dedicated to St Louis,

bdion^s to the latest period of Roman^ue architecture, and
contains fine sculptures. The town derives celebrity from the
great July fair, which has been held here annually since the lath
century, but has now lost its former importance (see Fair).

Beaucaire gives its name to the canal which communicates with
the sea {new Aigues-Mortes) and connects it with the Canal du
Midi, forming part of the Line of communication between the
Rhone and Garonne. The town is an important port on the
Rhone, and its commerce, the chief articles of which are wine, and
freestone from quarries in the vicinity, is largely water-borne.
Among its industries are distilling and the manufacture of
furniture, and the preparation of vermicelli, sausages and other
provisions.

Beaucaire occupies the site of the ancient Ugernumf and
several remains of the Roman city have been discovered, as well
as (in 1734) the road that led from Nimes. The present name
is' derived from Bellum Quadrum, a descriptive appellation
applied in the middle ages either to the chateau or to the rock
on wliich it stands. In 1125 Beaucaire came into the possession
of the counts of Toulouse, one of whom, Raymond VL, estab-
lished the importance of its fairs by the grant of privileges. In
the Wars of the League it suffered severely, and in 1632 its

castle was destroyed by Richelieu.

BBAUCE (I^t. Belsia)y a physical region of north-central
France, comprising large portions of the departments of Eure-et-
Loir and Loir-et-Cher, and also extending into those of Loiret
and Seine-et-Oise. It has an area of over 2800 sq. m., its limits

being roughly defined by the course of the Essonne on the E.,

of the Loire on the S., and of the Brenne, the Loir and the Eure
towards the W., though in the latter direction it extends some-
what beyond these boundaries. The Beauce is a treeless, arid
and monotonous plain of limestone formation

; windmills and
church spires are the only prominent features of the landscape.
Apart from the rivers on its borders, it is watered by insigni-

ficant streams, of which the Conie in the west need alone be
mentioned. The inhabitants live in large villages, and are
occupied in agriculture, particularly in the cultivation of wheat,
for which the Beauce is celebrated. Clover and lucerne are

the other leading crops, and large flocks of sheep are kept in the
region. Chartres is its chief commercial centre.

BEAUCHAMP, the name of several important English families.

The baronial house of Beauchamp of Bedford was founded at
the Conquest by Hugh de Beaucliamp, who received a barony
in Bedfordshire. His eldest son Simon left a daughter, whose
husband Hugh (brother of the count of Meulan) was created
carl of Bedford by Stephen. But the heir-male, Miles de Beau-
champ, nephew of Simon, held Bedford Castle against the king
in 1137-1138. Prom his brother Payn descended the barons of

Bedford, of whom William held Bedford Castle against the royal
forces in the struggle for the Great Charter, and was afterwards
made prisoner at the battle of Lincoln, while John, who sided
with the barons under Simon de Montfort, fell at Evesham.
With him the line ended, but a younger branch was seated at

Eaton Socon, Beds, where the earthworks of their castle remain,
and held their barony there into the 14th century.

The Beauchamps of Elmley, Worcestershire, the greatest

house of the name, were founded by the marriage of Walter de
Beauchamp with the daughter of Urise d’Abetot, a Domesday
baron, which brought him the shrievalty of Worcestershire, the

office of a royal steward, and large estates. His descendant
William, of Elmley, married Isabel, sister and eventually heiress

to William Mauduit, earl of Warwick, and their son succeeded
in 1268 to Warwick Castle and that earldom, which remained
with his descendants in the male line till 1445. *^^6 earls of the

Beauchamp line played a great part in English history. Guy,
the 2nd, distinguished himself in the Scottish campaigns of

Edward I., who warned him at his death against Piers Gaveston.

Under Edward 11 . he was one of the foremost foes of Piers, who
had styled him “ the black cur of Arden,” and with whose death
he was closely connected. As one of the “ lords ordainers ” he
was a recognized leader of the opposition to Edward IX. By
the heiress of the Tonis he left at lus death in 1315 a son Earl

Thomas, who distinguished himself at Crifecy and Poitiers, was
marshal of ifhe English host, and, with his brother John, one of

the founders of the order of the Qarter. In 13^9 his son Earl

Thomas succeeded '; from 1376 to X379'he was among the lords
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ftriving for reform, and in tbe iatter year he wm appointed
govemor to the king. Under iRichard IL he joined the lords

appdknt in their oppontion to the king and his ministers, and
was in power with them 138^1589 ; treacherously arrested by
Richard in 1397, he was imprisoned in the Tower of London (the

Beauchamp Tower being called after him), but liberated by
Henry IV. on his triumf^ (i399)- in 1401 he was succeeded
by his son Earl Richard, a brave and chivalrous warrior, who
defeated Owen Glendower, fought the Percys at Shrewsbury,
and, after travelling in state through Europe and the Holy Land,
was employed against the Lollards and afterwards as lay

ambassador from England to the council of Constance (1414).
He held command for a time at Calais, and took an active piart

in the French campaigns of Henry V., who created him earl

and count of Aumale in Normandy. He had charge of the

education of Henry VI., and in 1437 was appointed lieutenant

of Prance and of Normandy. Dying at Rouen in 1439, he left

by Isabel, widow of Richard Beauchamp, earl of Worcester, a
son, Earl Henry, who was created duke of Warwick, 1445, and
is alleged, but without authority, to have been crowned king of

the Isle of Wight by Henry VI. He died, the last of his line, in

June 1445. On the death of Anne, his only child, in his

vast inheritance passed to Anne, his sister of the whole blood,

wife of Richard Neville, earl of Salisbury (“ the Kingmaker ”),

who thereupon became earl of Warwiclc.

Of llie cadet branches of the house, the oldest was that of

Powyke and Alcestcr, which obtained a barony in 1447 and
became extinct in 1496 ;

from it sprang the Beauchamps, Lords

St Amund from 1448, of whom was Richard, bishop of Salisbury,

first cbanrellor of the order of the Garter, and who became
extinct in 1508, being the last known nude heirs of the race,

Another cadet was Sir John Beauchamp of Holt, minister of

Ricliard II.
,
who was created Lord Beauchamp of Kidderminster

(the first baron created by i>atent) 1387, but l^cheaded 13H8

;

the barony became extinct with his son in 1400. Roger, Lord
Beauchamp of Bletsoe, summoned in 1363, is said to have been
descended from the Powyke branch

;
his line ended early in the

15th century. Later cadets were John, brother of the 3rd earl,

who carried the standard at Cricy, became captain of Calais,

and was summoned as a peer in 1350, but died unmarried
; and

William, brother of the 4th earl, who was distinguished in the

P'rench wars, and succeeding to the lands of the Lords Aber-
gavenny was summoned in that barony 1392 ;

his son was created

earl of Worcester in 1420, but died without male issue in 1422 ;

from his daughter, who married Sir Edward Neville, descended
the Lords Abergavenny.

The Lords Beauchamp of *‘Hache” (1299-1361) were so

named from their seat of Hatch Beauchamp, Somerset, and
were of a wholly distinct family. Their title, Beauchamp of

Hache,” was revived for the Seymours in 1536 and 1559. The
title of “ Beauchamp of Powyke ** was revived as a barony in

i8o6forRichardLyTOn(descended through feraalesfrom theBeau-
champs of Powyke^ who was created Earl Beauchamp in 1815.

See Sir W, Dngdale, Baronage (t675-*i676) and Warwickskire

(2nd ed., 1730) ;
G. E, Cfokayne], Complete Peerage (1887-1898)

;

W. Cemrthope, Howe Jfidll .and J. H. Round, Geoffrey de
Maridevitle (1892). R.)

BEAUCHAMP^ ALPHOII8B DE, French historian and roan of

letters, was bom at Monaco in 17:67, and died in 1832. In 1784
he entered a Sardinian regiment of marines, but on the outbreak

of war with the French RepubKc, he refused to fight in what he
considered an unjust cause, and was imprisoned for several

months. After being liberBted he took up his residence in Paris,

where he obtained a pest in bne of the government offices. On
the fall of Robespierre, Beauchamp was transferred tx> the bureau

of the minister of pollee, and chaiiged with the superintendence of

the press. Tl^ situaidoii openedtp to him maters ol which he

made use in hk first and most popular historical woik, Hi^m
de ia 3 vols., tSo6. The book, received with

gmt favour by the people, was displeasing to the authorities.

11m thhd edhiofi was confiscated ;
its writer was deprived of his

pest, and in 1809 was oompeEed to leave Paris and take up his

abode m Reims. Bv iBif he obtained permissibn 'tivmtoiii^ and
again reoeiveda gfvvemment appointment Thin he had to resign

on the Restosationv but was rewarded with' a imaM penriem,

which was oontmued to his widow after bis death.

Beauchamp wrote extensively lor the public joumala and for

the magarines. His biographical and historical works are

numerous, and those dealing with contemporary evenOs are

valuable, owing to the sources at his dkfMsal. They must,
however, be used with great caution. The following are worth
mention 4'f> politique

^ ffHlitain el prwie du gMrd Moeetm
(1814),* Catastrophe de Murat, me KieH da la demUre tivoluHm dk
Naples (1815) ;

Histoire de la guerre d^Espa^i ei du Portugal,

/<yoy-/iS?/ 7(2 vols., J8J9); CoUetUon de mimoires tehitfs am
rholuiions i'Espagm (2 vols., 1824) ;

Histoire de la r^luthn de
IHhnont (2 vols., 1821, 1823) ; Mhmires secrets ei midits pour

servir d Vhistmre eontemporaine (2 vols., 1825). The Mbmoires de

houche have, also l^ocn ascribed to him, but it seems certain that

he only revised and completed a work really composed by Fouchl
himseU.

See an article liy Louis Itladolin in La Rtvolutitm franfaise (1900)*

BEAUFORT, the name of the family descended from tho union
of John of Gaunt, duke of I,i\ncaster, with Catherine, wife of Sir

Hugh Swynford, taken from a castle in Anjou which belonged' to

John of Gaunt There were four children of this union—John,

created earl of Somerset and marquess of Dorset ; Henry, after-

wards bishop of Winchester and cardinal (see Beaitiurt,

Henry); Thomas, made duke of Exeter and chancellor
;
and

Joan, who married Ralph Neville, first earl of Westmorland, and
died in 1440. In 139^), some years after the birth Of these

children, Jolin of Gaunt and ( Athcrine were married, and in 1397
llte Beauforts were declared legitimate by King Richard 11 . In

T407 this action was confirmed by their hdf-brother, King
Henry IV., but on this occasion they were expressly excluded

from the succession to the English throne.

John Beaufort, earl of Somerset (c. 1373-1410), assisted

Richard IL in 1397 when the king attacked the lords appellants,

and made himself an absolute ruier. For these services he was
made marquess of Dorset, but after the deposition of Rkhard in

1399, he was degraded to his former rank as earl. In 1401,

however, he was declared loyal, and appeared later in command
of the English fleet. He married Margaret, daughter of Thomas
Holland, second earl of Kent, and died in March 1410, leaving

three sons, Henry, John, and Edmund, and two daughters, Jane
or Joan, who married James L, king Of Scotland, and Mai^garet,

who married Thomas Conrtent^, carl of Devon.
Thomas Beaufort (d. 1426) hekl various high offices under

I

Henry IV., and took a leading part in suppressing the rising in the

north in 1405. He became chancellor in 1410, but resigned this

office in January 1412 and took part in the expedition to France
in the same year. He was then created earl of Dorset, and when
Henpr V. became king in 1413, he was made lieutenant of

Aquitaine and tookeha^df HarfleuT wbenthis into

the possession of the English. In 1416 he became lieutenant of

Normandy, and was created duke of Exeter* and returning to

England he compelled the Scots to raise the siege of Roxburgh.
Crossing to France 10-1418 with reinforcements for Henry V., he
took an active part in the subsequent campaign, was made
captain of Rouen; and went to the court of Fratnce to treat for

peace. He was then captured by the French at Baugl, but was
soon released and returned to England when he heard ^thedeath
of Henry V. in August 1422. He was one of Henry's executors,

and it is probAhle that the king entrusted his youitg son> King
Henry VL, to his care. Howeverrthis may be, E^cOtcr did not
take a very prominent part in the government, although he wai
a member of the council of regency. Having again shared in the
French war, the duke died at Greenwich iEUk>tit the end of the
year 1426. He Was buried at Bury St Edmunds, where
remains were found in good coi^ition 350 yeani later. He
married Margaret, daughter of SirThomas Ne^le of NOtily, but
l^t no issue. The Beaufort family was : continued by ‘ HlSNnir
Beaufort (1401-1419), the eldest ion of John Bkdulbre, eait ef
Sbmersec, who wee sueoeeded as earl of Someinet fais broitt

HI. 19 a
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John Bsaufort (1403-1444). The latter fought under Heniy V.

in the French wars* and ^ving been taken prisoner remained in

France asa captive until 1437 . Soon after his release he returned

to the war* and after the death of Richard Beauchamp* earl of

Warwick* in 1439, acted as commander of the English forces* and*

with his brother Edmund* was successful in recapturing Haideur.

Although chagrined when Richard* duke of York* was made
regent of France* Beaufort led an expedition to France in 1442*
and in 1443 fnade duke of Somerset. He died, probably by
his own hand, in May 1444. He married Margaret* daughter of

Sir John Beauchamp* and left a daughter* Margaret Beaufort,
afterwards countess of Richmond and Derby, who married, for

her first husband* Edmund Tudor* earl of Richmond* by whom
she became the mother of King Henry VII. In this way the
blood of the Beauforts was mingled with that of the Tudors* and
of all the subsequent occupants of the English throne.

The title of earl of Somerset descended on the death of John
Beaufort in 1444 to his brother Edmund Beaufort* duke of
Somerset (y.v.), who was killed at St Albans in 1455. % his

marrii^^e with Eleanor Beauchamp, daughter of the fifth earl of

Warwick, he left three sons, Henry, Edmund and John, and a
daughter, Maigaret.

Henry Beaufort (1436-1464) became duke of Somerset in

i455 > began to take part in the struggle against Richard,
duke of York* but failed to dislodge RieWd’s ally* Richard
Neville, earl of Warwick* from Calais. He took part in the
victory of the Lancastrians at Wakefield in 1460, escaped from
the carnage at Towton in 1461* and shared the attainder of
Henry VI. in the same year. In May 1464 he was captured at
Hexham and was beheaded immediately after the Imttle. The
title of duke of Somerset was assumed by his brother, Edmund
Beaufort (c. 143S-1471), who fled from the country after the
disasters to the Lancastrian arms, but returned to England in

1471, in which year he fought at Tewkesbury* and in spite of a
promise of pardon was beheaded after the battle on the 6th of
May 1471. His younger brother John Beaufort had been killed

probably at this battle* and so on the execution of Edmund the
family became extinct.

Margaret Beaufort married Humphrey, earl of Stafford* and
was the mother of Henry Stafford* duke of Buckingham. Henry
Beaufort* tliird duke of Somerset (d. 1464), left an illegitimate

son, Charles ^merset, who was created earl of Worcester by
Henry VIIL in 1514. His direct descendant* Henry Somerset,
fifth carl of Worcester, was a loyal partisan of Charles 1 . and in

1642 was created marquess of Worcester. His grandson* Henry,
the third marquess, was made duke of Beaufort in 1682, and the
present duke of Beaufort is his direct descenduit.

See Thomas Walsingham. Histovia AugUcana, edited by H. T.
Riley (London. 1863-1864) ;

W. Stubbs, Constitutional History of
England, vols. ii. and iii. (Oxford. 1895) ; The Paston Letters, edited
by James Gairdner (London, 1904).

BSAUFORT, FRANCOIS DE VENDOME, Due de (1616-
1669), a picturesque figure in French history of the 17th century,
was the second son of C6$ar de Vendome* and grandson of Henry
IV., by Gabrielle d’Estrees. He began his career in the army and
served in the first campaigns of the Thirty Years’ War, but his

ambitions and unscrupulous character soon found a more
congenial field in the intrigues of the cxiurt. In 1642 he joined in
the conspiracy of Cinq Mars against Richelieu* and upon its

failure was obliged to live in exile in England until Richelieu’s
death. Returning to France, he became the centre of a group,
known,as the “ Importants,” in which court ladies predominated*
eapeotally tiie duchess of Chevseuse and theduchess of Montbaaon.
For an instant after the king's death, this group seemed likely to
prevaily and B^ufort to be the head of the new govemmeat
But Mozarmgmned the office* and Beaufort* accused of a plot to
murder Mazarin* was imprisoned in Vincennes* in September
*645- He escaped on the 31st of May 1648, just in time to join

the Fronde* which bjsgaa in August 1648. He wsis then with tlie

parkment and the princes* against Mazarin. His personal
appeamce* hU affectation of popular manners, his quality of
grandson, (fegitkniced)* of, Henry IV.* rendered him a favourite

BEAUFORT, CARDINAL
‘

of the Parisians, who acclaimed him everywhere. He.was known
as the Roi des Halles (“ king of the markets ”), and popular
subscriptions were opened to pay his debts. He had hopes of
becoming prime minister. But among the members of the
parlement and the other leaders of the Fronde* he was regarded
as merely a tool. His intelligence was but mediocre* and he
showed no talent during the swar. Mazarin, on his return to
Paris, exiled him in October 1652 ;

and he was only allowed to
return in 1654, when the cardinal had no longer any reason to
fear him. Henceforth Beaufort no longer intrigued. In 1658 he
wa« named general superintendent of navigation, or chief of the
naval army, and faithfully served the king in naval wars from
that on. In 1664 he directed the expedition against the pirates of
Algiers. In 1669 he led the French troops defending (^dia
against the Turks* and was killed in a night sortie* on the 15th of
June 1669. His body was brought back to France with great
pomp* and ofiiciid honours rendered it.

Sec the memoirs of tlio time, noftably tliosc of La Rochefoucauld,
the Cardinal de Ret*, and Madame de Motteville, Also D'Avenel,
Richelieu et la monarchie absolue (1884) ;

Chcruel, La France sous le
ministSre de Mazarin (1879) I and La France sous la minority de
Louis XIV (1882).

BEAUFORT, HENRY {c, 1377-1447), English cardinal and
bishop of Winchester* was the second son of John of Gaunt* duke
of Lancaster* by Catherine, wife of Sir Hugh Swynford. His
parents were not married luitil 1396, and in 1397 King Richard IL
declared the four children of this union to be legitimate. Henry
spent some of his youth at Aix-la-Chapelle, and having entered
the church received various appointments, and was consecrated
bishop of Lincoln in July 1398. When his half-brother became
king as Henry IV. in 1399, Beaufort began to take a prominent
place in public life

; he was made chancellor in 1403, but he
resigned this office in 1404, when he was translated from Lincoln
to Winchester as the successor of William of Wykeham. He
exercised considerable influence over the prince of Wales, after-

wards King Henry V., and although he steadily supported the
house of Lancaster he opposed the party led by Thomas Arundel,
lurhbishop of Canterbury. A dispute over money left by John
Beaufort, marquess of Dorset, caused or widened a breach in the
royal family which reached a climax in 1411. The details are not
quite clear, but it seems tolerably certain that the prince and the
bishop, anxious to retain their power, sought to induce Henry IV.
to abdicate in favour of his son. Angry at this request, the king
dismissed his son from the council, and Beaufort appears to have
shared his disgi^e. When Henry V. ascended the throne in 1413
the bishop again became chancellor and took a leading part in the
government until 1417, when he resigned his office* and proceeded
to the council which was then sitting at Constance. His arrival
had an important effect on the deliberations of this council, and
the compromise which was subsequently made between the rival

parties was largely his work. Grateful for Beaufort’s services,

the new pope Martin V. offered him a cardinal’s hat which Henry
V. refused to allow him to accept. Returning to England, he
remained loyal to Henry

; and after the king’s death in 1422 be-
c^e a member of the council and was the chief opponent of the
wild and selfish schemes of Humphrey, duke of Gloucester. In
1424 he became chancellor for the third time, and was mainly
responsible for the conduct of affairs during Gloucester’s expedi-
tion to Hainaut. He was disliked by the citizens of London

;

and this ill-feeling was heightened when Gloucester* who was a
favouriteof the Londoners* returned toEngland and wasdoubtless
reproached by Beaufort for the folly of hk undertaking. A riot

took place in London, and at the bishop’s entreaty, the protector*

John, duke of .Bedford, came back to England. As this dispute
was still unsettled when the parliament met at Leicester in

February 1426, Bedford and the lords undertook to arbitrate.

Charged by Gloucester with treason against Henry IV., and his

successors* Beaufort denied the accusations. But although a
reconciliation was effected* tlie bishop evidently regarded thk as
a defeat \

and having resigned the chancellorship his energies

were diverted into another channel.

Anxious to secure his aid for tiie crusade against the Hussites*
Pope Martin again offered hm a tcardiaal’s hat;* which Beaufort
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ocoepted. IHe went to Fmnce in 1427^ and fras then appointed

papu legate for Germany, Hungary and Bohemia
; and pro-

ceeding eaatwavds, he made a bdd but futile effort to rally the

crusaders at Tachau. Returning to England to raise money for a
fresh crusade, he was received with great state in London ; but

his acceptance of the cardinalate had weakened his position and
Gloucester refused to recognize his legatine commission. Beau-

fort gave way on this question, but an unsuccessful attempt was

made in 1429 to deprive him of his see. Having raised some
troops he set out for Bohemia

;
but owing to the disasters which

had just attended the English arms in France, he was induced to

allow these soldiers to serve in the French war
;
and in February

1431 the death of Martin V. ended his commission as legate.

Meanwhile an attempt on the part of Gloucester to exclude the

cardinal from the council had failed, and it was decided that his

attendance was required except during the discussion of questions

between the king and the papacy. He accompanied King

Henry VL to Normandy in April 1430, and in December 1431

crowned him king of France. About this time Gloucester made
another attempt to deprive Beaufort of his see, and it was argued

in the council that as a cardinal he could not hold an English

bishopric. The general council was not inclined to press the case

against him
;

but the privy council, more clerical and more

hostile, sealed writs of praemunire and attachment against him,

and some of his jewels were seized. On his return to England he

attended the parliament in May 1432, and asked to hear the

charges against him. The king declared him loyal, and a statute

was passed freeing him from any penalties which he might have

incurred under 'die Statute of Provisors or in other ways. He
supported Bedford in his attempts to restore order to the finances.

In August 1435 attended the congress at Arras, but was unable

to make peace with France
;

and after Bedford’s death his

renewed efforts to this end were again opposed by Gloucester, who
favoured a continuance of ^he war. On two occasions the council

advised the king to refuse him permission to leave England, but

in 1437 he obtained a full pardon for all his offences. In 1439 and

1440 he went to France on missions of peace, and apparently at

his instigation the English council decided to release Charles,

duke of Orleans. This step further irritated Gloucester, who drew,

up and presented to the king a long and serious list of charges

against Beaufort ;
but the council defended the policy of the

cardinal and ignored the personal accusations gainst him.

Beaufort, however, gradually retired from public life, and after

witnessing the conclusion of the treaty of Troyes died at Wolvesey

palace, Winchester, on the loth of April 1447. The “ black

despair” which Shakespeare has cast round his dying hours

appears to be without historical foundation. He was buried in

Winchester cathedral, the building bf which he finished. He
also refounded and enlarged the hospital of St Cross near

Winchester.

Beaufort was a man of considerable wealth, and on several

occasions he lent large sums of money to the king. He was the

lover of Lady Alice Fitzalan, daughter of Richard, wrl of

Arundel, by whom he had a daughter, Joan, who married Sir

Edward Stradling of St Donat’s in Glamorganshire. His

interests were secular and he was certainly proud 1^ ambitious ;

but Stubbs has pictured the fairer side of his character^whw he

observes that Beaufort ” wM merciful in his political enmities,

enlightened in his foreign policy ;
,that he was devotedly faithful,

and ready to sacrifice his wealth and labour for the king ; that

from the moment of his death everything began to go wrong, and

wont worseand worse until all was lost.’’^

See His$oria0 Croyland^u amiinuaiia, translated by T. Riley

(London, 1854) ;
Proct^dimgs and Ordinancss of ike Privy Coun^l,

edited by nT H, NiwW (tond^, 1834-^837) J Aeneas Sylvim
PiCCotbrnini, Histofidd (Frankfort and Leipzig, 1707);

W. Stubbs, ConotitmUmal History, vol. iii. (Oxford, 1895) I M.

CidightGM, A Miiiory,^. tko Papacy du/ring. the. Period of the Hefor^

nuUiyn.iljfya^ ^^97) ;
L. B. Radford ,, Beaufort (1908)..

Bf DB (d. 1796)? 'Prmih hUtorian, of whose

life little is known*. 1738 he puWished at >Utrecht>a PHsgtf^
premiers sHdes de Vktstpifpmmufy

in wtoicb.he.»heiwi9d ;wbat untrustworthy guides even the his^

tortans of highnst repute, Isuchias Livy and.Dionysius ol Halioarw

nassuB, were for that period,: and pointed out by what methods

and by the aid of whaLdocuments truly .scientific bases might be

given to itsbistory. This wasan ingenious plea, bdid lor its timie,

against tfadkional history such as RoBin was writing at that very

moment A German, Chrutophetr. Saxius, endeavoured td leiste

it in a series of articles published in vols. i.-iii. of the MisceUmua
Liviensia. Beaufort replied by some brief and ironical Remofifues

in the appendix to the second edition of his Disser^m,(j1f^)-

Beaufort also wrote an Hisioire de Cesar Germanims. (Leyden^

1761), and La Republique rotnaine^ m piars ghxiral de Vancien

gouvernement de Rome (The Hague, 17166, 2 volt, quarto). Though

not a scholar of the first rank, Beaufort has at l^t the merit,of

having been a pioneer in raising the question, afterwards elabor-

ated by Niebuhr, as to the credibility of early Roman history. .

BEAUFORT SCALE, a series of numbers from o to 12 arranged

by Admiral Sir Francis Beaufort (1774-1857) in 1805, to indicate

the strength of the wind from a calm, force 0, to a hurricane, force

12, with sailing directions such as ” 5, smacks shorten sails ” for

coast purposes, and ” royals. &c., ‘ full and by
’ ” for the open sea.

An exhaustive report was made in 1906 by the Meteoi^ogocal

Office on .the relation between the estimates of wind>force

according to Beaufort's scale and the velocities recorded by
anemometers belonging to the office, from which the following

table is taken :

—

Beaufort scale. Corresponding wind.
Limits of hourly,

^

velocity.

Numbersi. Miles per horn.

0 Calm Under 2

1-3 Light breeze 2-12

1

4-5 Moderate wind > 3-a3
Strong wind
Gale

'<• 2
J
-37

38-55
1 lo-ii Storm 56*75
1 J2 Hurricane < Above 75

BEAUFORT WEST, in C^ape province, South Africa, the capital

of a division of this name, 339 m. by rail N.E. of Cape Town.

Pop. (1904) 5481. The largest town in the western part of the

Great Karroo, it lies, at an elevation of 2792 ft., at the foot of the

southern slopes of the Nieuwveld mountains. It has several fine

public buildings and the streets are lined with avenues of pear

trees, while an abundant supply of water, luxuriant orchards,

fields and gardens give it the appearance 0! an oasis in the dgsert

It is a favourite resort of invalids. The town was founifed in 1819,

and in its early days was largely resorted to by Griemas and

Bechuana for the sale of ivory, skins and cattle. The Beaufort

West division has an area of 6374 sq. m. and a pop. (^904} of

10,762, 45% being whites. Sheep-farming is the principal,

industry.

BEAUGENCY, a town of central France, in the departrnent qf

Loiret, 16 m. S.W, of Orleans on the Qrleans railway^ |)etween

that city and Blois. Pop. (1906) 2993. It is situated at the foot

of vine-clad hills on the right bank of the Loire, to the left bank oi(

which it is united by a bridge of tyrenty-six arches, many of .them

dating from the 13th .
century. The chief buildings arc fte

di&teau, mainly of the 15th century, of which tlie massive donjon

of the nth century known as the Tour de Cdsar is the oUqit

portion ;
and the abbey-churqh of Notre-Dame, a buflding in the

Romanesque style of architectore, frequently restored. Sopie of

the bpildmgs of the Benedictine abbi^, to which^ c^ch
belonged, remain. The hotel ide ville, the faqade of which is

decorated with armorial beatings o^enaissance carvingi and the

church pf $t Ftienne, an unblemished eimmide pf i(Vomanesq^a

architecture, fSTre of interest
,
Several bid houeea, somp renudnaoi

the inedieyal rampants and the Tout de PHorioge, an^ah^^
gateway., are aiso preserved. The town caiii^s pn trade

and has flour mills.
. .

,i .

The fords pf Beaugenpy attained oonsicfo»We ijmpatlto^.i2n

the iith,.i2th smdiUtb c^turiee the end.ottha

fief, was spMi fsp the crown, and aftenwda ipaj^^fo^

house of Qtleana,;^ea<ji;o those
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(dtbiuiUlf agw to thst of Orleans. Joan of Arc dcfdatad the

EngliBh here in 1429. In ls6^ the town was sacked and Immed
by the Protestants. On Sth^ 9th ‘ancl aoth of Deoemlber

xb7o the German army> commanded by the giand^duke of

Mecklenburg, defeated the French army of the Loire/ under
General Chaney,in the battle of Beaugency (or Villorceau^Josnes),

which was fought on the left bank of the Loire to the N.W. of

Beaugency.

BEAUHARNAIB, the name of a French family, well known
from the 15^ century onward in Orldanais, where its members
occupied honourable positions. One of them, Jean Jacques de
Beauhamais,. seigneur de Miramion^ had for wife Marie Bonneau,
who in 1661 founded a female charitable order, called after her

the Miramiones. Francois de Beauhamais, marquis de la Fert6-

Beauhamais, wa^ a deputy in the states-general of 1 789, and a
devoted defender of the monarchy. He emigrated and served
iw Condij’s army. Later he gave his adherence to Napoleon, and
became ambassador in Etruria and Spain

; he died in 1823. His

brother Alexandre, vicomte de Beauhamais, married Jnsf:phine

Tascher do la Pagerie (afterwards the wife of Napoleon
Bonaparte) and had two children by her—Eugene de
Beauhamais (9.1;.) and Hortonse, who married Louis Bonaparte,
king of-Hollond, and became mother of Napoleon III. Claude de
Beauhnraais, comte des Rochefr-Baritaud, uncle of the marqum
and of the vicomte de Beauhamais, served in the navy and
bec.ame a vice-admiral. He married Marie Anne l^rampoise

(called J^'anny) Moiichard, a woman of letters who had a celebmted
salon. His son, also named Claude (d. 1819), was created a peer
of France in 1814, and was the father of Stephanie de Beau-
harnais, who married the grand-duke of Baden. The house of

Beauhamais is still represented in Russia by the dukes of

Lcuchtcnbcrg, descendants of Prince Eugene. (M. P.*)

BEAUHARJNA13, EUGilNE DE (1781-1824), step-son of
Napoleon I., wtis bom at Paris on the 3rd of September 1781.
He was the son of the general Viscount Alexandre de Beau-
harnais (1760-1794) and Josephine Tascher de la Pagerie. The
father, who was bom in Martinique, and served in the American
War of Independence, took part in the politics of the French
Revdlution, and in June-August 1793 commanded the army
of the Rhine. His failure to fulfil the tasks imposed on him
(especially that of the relief of Mainz) led to his arre.sted,

and he was guillotined (23rd June t794) not long before the fall

of Robespierre, The marriage of his widow Josephine to

Napoleon Bonaparte In March *706 w^as at first resented by
Eugtee and his sister Hortense

;
mit their step-father proved

to be no less kind than watchful over their interests. In the
Italian campaigns of 1796-1797 Eug^e served as aidc-de-camp
to Bonaparte, and accompanied him to Egypt in the same
capacity. There he distinguished himself by his activity and
bravery, and was wounded during the siege of Acre, Bonaparte
brought him back to Ftance in the autumn of 17^^ and it is

kriown that the intervention of Eugilne and Hortense helped
to bring about the reconciliation winch theri took place between
Bonaparte and Josephine. The services rendered by Eugene
at the time of the ceup 4*kat 6f Brumaire (1799) and during the

Consulate (1799-1804) served to establish his fortunes, despite

the efforts of some of the Bonapartes to destroy the influence

of the Beauhamais and bring about the divorce of J osUphine.

After the proclamation 0? the Empire, Eugene received the
title of prince, with a yearly slapend df iioo,qoo francs, and
became genera) of the chesmtrs d of the 'Guahl. A year
hiUr, when the Italian republic became the kingdom of Italy,

with Napoleon as king, Eugene receKIkil* the title of vrcttoy,

with lar^ administrative powers. (See Italy.) Not long after

the battle of Austerlitz (srtid December 1805) Nap^eon dignified

the doctor of Bavaria with the title of king and arran^d a
marriage between Eugdie and the pHneess Augusta AiMia Ol

Bavaria. On the whole the government of Eugtne gave g^ndPid

sAtisiacdon in the ktedom of Italy ; it comprised the thstricts

bettteen the Shhj^n Fass and Rhnuii^ and alA) after the peace
of PtesbuTg (Doecunhe^ «8o5), Istria and Dalmatm. Bi 1808

(on the todier partitkm of the papal stetet) the frontier of the

kingdom wMextoinled southwards to the borders of the kingdom
of Naples, in the part known as the Abfuaii, Bi theoimpaign
of 1809 Eugdne commanded the army of Italy, wkh General
(afterwaxxis Marshal) iMaodonAld as his The battle of
Sacile, where he fought against the Austrian army of the Arch-
duke John, did not yield proofs of military talent 0*1 the part
of Eugt’sne or of Macdonald ; but on the retreat of the enemy
into Austrian territory (owing to the disasters of their main
army on the Danube) Eugeine’s forces pressed them vigorously
and finally won an important victory at Raab in the heart of the
Austri^ empire. Then, joining the main army under Napoleon,
in the island of Lobau in the Danube, near Vienna, Eugene and
Macdonald acquitted themselves most creditably in the great
battle of Wagram (6th July 1809). Kug6n© received
the title of granckluke of Frankfort. Equally meritorious were
his services and those of the large Italian contingent in the
campaign of 1812 in Russia. He and they distinguished them-
selves especially at the battles of Borodino and Malojaroslavitz

;

and on sevcwtl occasions during the disastrous retreat which
ensued, Eugene’s soldierly constancy and devotion to Napoleon
shone out conspicuously in 1813-1814, especially by contrast
with the tergiversations of Murat. On the downfall of the
Napoleonic r<^gime Eugene retired to Munich, where he continued
to reside, with the title duke of I.euohtenberg and prince of
Eichstiidt. He died in 1824, leaving two surviving sons and three
daughters.

For further details concerning EugAor see Mimoites §i cofrupon*
dance pidiiujnc et milUaive da Pvince edited by Barpii A.
Duenssf (10 vols., I‘aris. 185S-1860)

; F. J. A. Schneidpwind,
Prins pAt^en, Herzog von Lencntcnherg hi den FetdzUgen seiner Zeit
(Stcjckholm, 1857): A. Purlitser, Vne IdvUe sous NapoU&n : le

roman du Prince Pugeim (I’^ris, 1895) ; F. Masaon. NapoUon et sa
(Paris, 1897- icjoo).

,

'

(J, Hl. R.)

BEABJEU. The French province of Beaujolais was formed
by the development of the ancient seigniory of Beaujou (depart-
ment of Rh6ne, arrondissement of Villefranche). The lords of

Beaujeu held from the loth century onwards a high rank in

feudal society. In i«io Guichard of Beaujeu was sent by Philip

Augustus on an embassy to Pope Innocent 111 . ; he was present
at the French attack on Dover, where .he died in 1216. His son
Humbert took part in the wars against the Albigenses and
became constable of France. Isabeau, daughter 0# this Humbert,
married Renaud, count of E orez

;
and tlieir second son, Louis,

assumed the name and arms of Beaujeu. His son Guichard,
called the Great, had a very warlike life, figiiting for the king of

France, for the count of .Savoy and for his own hand. He was
taken prisoner by the Dauphtnois in 1325, thereby losing im-
portant estates, Guichard 's son, Edward of Beaujeu, marshal
of France, fought at Crecy, and perished in the battle of Ardres
in 1351. His son died without tissue in 1374, and was succeeded
by his cousin, Edward of Beaujeu, lord of Perreux, who gave
his esbites of Beaujolais and Dombes to Louis !I., duke of
Bourlnm, in 1400. Pierre de Bourlxm was lord of Beaujeu in

1474, wl\en he married Anne of France, daughter of Louis XI.,
and this is why that princess retained the name of lady of
Beaujeu. Louise of Savoy, mother of Francis L, got Beaujolais

assigned to herself despite the rlaims of the constable de Bourbon.
In 1531 the province was reunited to the crown

; bat Francis II.

gave it back to the Mbntpensier branch of the Bourbons in 1560,
from which houik it passed to that of Orleans. The title of
comte de Beaujolais was borne by a son of Philippe “ Egalife,^’

duke of Orleans, born in 1779, died in 1808. (M. P. •)

BEAULIEU, a village in the French department of Alpes-
Maritimes. Pop. (1906) 1460. It is about 4 m. by rail E. of

Nice m. from Villefranche), and on the main foe between
Marseilles and Mentone

f
it is also connected with Nice and

Mentone by on electric tramway* Of lata years it has become
a much frequented whiter resort, and itiajiy handsome vfiJas

(among them that built by the 3rd marquess of Salisbury) have
been constructed in the neighbourhood.* The harbour hw i^n
extended and adapted lor theteeeptionof yachts. fW. A. B. C.)

B8AULY (pronounced Fewisy; a eomi|itien of BMidim), a
town of Inveni0s»-shire,SCQitlaad,on 4iie m. W. of



Inverness bj the Highlaaid nuhmy. Pop. (ipor) ,8551 Z!ts I best works bearing: tm old French IhWi and ims frequent^

chiefviAterest is the beautiful remains of the Prior|r of tSt John^ referred to with high admiration by Uentr^viauk Beatananoir

founded in 1230 by John Bisset of the Aird^ for Cisterotan monks, also obtained fame a poet, tand kft otar fto^ode verses, the' best

At the Reformation: the buildings (except the church, now a knowRiofhis poems being /Mon and iSefiif

ruin;) passed into the possession of Lord Lovat. On the right d’omonr.

bank of the river is the site of Lovat Castle, which once belonged BBAiriIAllOHAlB» PlBRRl AUQXISTIll CAROH DB{(!t73S-

to the Bissets, but was presented by James VI. to Hugh Fraser 1799), French dramatist, was bom in Paris on the 14th of

and afterwards demolished. To the south-east is tlie church of January 1732. His father, a watchmaker named Caron, brought

Kirkhill containing the vault of the Lovats. Three miles south him up to the same trade. He was an unusually precociotiS

of Beauly is Beaufort Castle, the chief seat of the Lovats, a fine lively boy, shrewd, sagacious, passionately fond of music and
modern mansion in the Scottish baronial style. It occupies the imbued with a strong desire for rising in the world. At th6 age of

site of a fortress erected in the time of Alexander II., which was twenty-one he invented a now escapement' for watches, which

besieged in 1303 by Edward I. This was replaced by several was pirated by a rival maker. Yopng Caron at once published

castles in succession, of which one—Castle Dounic—was taken his grievance in the Mercurr, and had the matter referred W the

by Cromwell and burned by the duke of Cumberland in 1746, Academy of Sciences, which decided in his favour. This affair

the conflagration being witnessed from a ncighlxmring hill by brought him into notice at court
;
be was appointed, or at least

Simon, Lord Lovat, before his capture on Loch Morar. The called himself, watchmaker to the king, who ordered from him a

land around Beauly is fertile and the town drives a brisk trade in watch similar tx> one he had made for Mme dc Pompadour. His

coal, timber, lime, grain and fish. handsome figure and cool assurance enabled him to malce*hi8 way
BBAUMANOIR, a seigniory in what is now tlie department of

, at court. Mme Franquet, the wife of an old court official,

Cotes-du-Nord, France, which gave its name to an illustrious persuaded her husband to make over his office to young Caron,

family. Jean de Beaumanoir, marshal of Brittany for Charles of and, on her husband s death, a few months later, married the

Blois, and captain of Josselin, is remembered for his share in the handsome watchmaker. Caron at the same time assumed the

famous battle of the Thirty. This biittle, sung by an unknown name Beaumarchais ; and four years later, by purchasing the

trouv^re and retold with variations by Froissart, was on episode office of secretary to the king obtained a patent of nobility,

in the struggle for the succession to the duchy* of Brittany At court his musical talents brought him under the notice

between Charles of Blois, supported by the king of France, and the king's sisters, who engaged him to teach them the harp. Thw
John of Montfort,^upported by the king of England. John position enabled him to confer a slight favour on the great hanker

Bramborough, tlie ftglish captain of Ploerrael, liaving continued Joseph Duvemey, who testified his gratitude by giving Beau-

his ravages, in spite of a truce, in the district commanded by the marchais a share in his speculations. The lattaer turned the

captain of Josselin, Jean de Beaumanoir sent him a challenge, opportunity to good account, and soon realieed a handso^
which resulted in a fight lietwecn thirty picked champions, fortune, in 1764 he took a journey tq^feain, partly with

knights and squires, on either side, which look place on the 25th commercial objects in view, but principall^on accx)unt of the

of March 1351, near Ploermel. Beaumanoir commanded thirty (lavijo affair. Josd Qavijo y Fajardo had twice promised to

Bretons, Bramborough a mixed force of twenty Englishmwi, six marry the sister of Beaumarchais, and had failed to keep his word.

German mercenaries and four Breton partisans of Montfort. The The adventuSpe had not the tragic ending of Goethe’s Clavigo, for

battle, fought with swords, daggers and axes, was of the most Beaumarchais did not pursue his vengeance beyond words,

desperate character, in its detafis very reminiscent of the last Beaumarchais made his first essay as a writer for the stage with

fight of the Burgundians in tlie J^ihdmgenUedy especrally in the the sentimental drama Eugenif in which he drew largely

celebrated advice of (leoffroy du Bois to his wounded lea^r, who on the Clavijo incident. This was followed after an interval of

was asking for water :
“ l>rink your blood, Beaumanoir ; that two years by Les Deux Amis, but neither pla>’ had more than

will quench your tliirst
! '’ In the end the victory was decided by moderate success. His first wife had died within a year of the

Guillaume de Montauban, who mounted his horse and overthrew marriage and in 1768 Beaumarchais married Mme L6vajue.

seven of the English champions, the rest being forced to surrender.
,
Her death in 1771 was the signal for unfounded rumours of

All the combatants on cither side were either dead ot seriously
|

poisoning. Duvemey died in 1770; but some time before his

wounded, Bramborough being among the slain. The prisoners death a duplicate settlement of the affairs between him and

were well treated and released on payment of a small ransom. Beaumarchais had been drawn up, in which the banker aoknow-

(iicc 1^ P(?eme du cotnbat des TrentCy ia i\\e Panikeon litteraire

;

ledged himself debtor to Beaumarchais for 15,000 francs.

Froissart, Chroniques, ed. S. Luce, c, iv. pp. 45 and 1 10 ff., and pp. Duvemey’s heir, the comte de La Blache, denied the validity of

338 340). the document though without directly stigmatising it as a

Jean de Beaumanoir (1551-1614), seigneur and afterwards foigery. The matter was put to trial. .Beawmarchaia gained his

marquis de Lavardin, count of N^grepelisse by marriage, served cause, but his adversary at once carried the cade before the

first in the Protestant jumy^ but. turned Catholfc after the parlement. In the meantime the due dc Chaulnes ' forced

massacre of St Bartholomew, in which his father had been killed, Beainnarchais into a quarrd over Mdlle Menard, an actress at the

and then fought against Henry of Navarre. When that prince Com^die italienne, which resulted in the imprisontnenil of both

became king of France, Lavardin changed over to his side, and parties. This monwsKt .was chosen by La Blacbc to demand

was made a marshal ^ France. He was governor Maine, judgment from the parlement in the matter of the Duvemey
commanded an army in Butgundy in 1602, was ambassador agreement Beaumarchais was released fr9m prison for three or

extraordinary to England in i6ie, and. died in 1614. One of his four days to see his judges. He was, however, ihnable to obtain

descendants, Henry Djiarkis,;marquis de Lavardin (1643-1701), an interview with Goezman, the member of tht parlement

was sent «is amba^ador to Rome in 1689, on the occasion of a appointed to report on his case. At last, just before the day on

difference between Louis XIVL and Innocent which the report was to be given in, he was infonned privately

BEAUMAMOIiC ^WUPWE .DE R£ML SdIe de (£* 1050- that, by presenting ado louts to 9fmo Goezmon 4nd is .tphitW

1296), French jurist^, was bom in the early part of the * 13th secretary, the desired' ifcYterview might take plane, if the ecyidt

century and died m 1096. The few facts known, regarding his should prove unfavourable the money would be mfundedl

fife oMfx) bd gathered from legal documents in which his ;name mon^ was sent and the interview obtained ; but the dtdsion

odcuTs. FYom theieitt'jpplean that iii 1273 he filled the post of wasadvene; and 200 louts wmtttamed/the 15 goina aftbuimetl

kfefh atSetalii^andmxaSo Mdasimfiaro^eatClennon^ .He eitpenses td the secretary. Beanmaicbfijs, who had iean9ed..t^

fe also OdasrioniMly referred to;as,pi«riduigat theasskts hdd at tMe was nasectetary shve Mme Goesman. bermlf/>tnsi$ted op

various towns. His great work is entitled Coutumes de Beanuoisis restitution of the'^t5 lauU, but the Igdy deniedt all

andfirat appeartd in xfiyo, aiteond edition with inttodlirtkffilby theiaffafr. Herlhnri)aiid,.tHin probably .of tfah

Jk Ai ili(ggiDtbri^.fub^hedtiB 1842. It is regarded as one of details of the transactionat doubtless tfaCNiE^the defeated
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Kt%aill would be easily put down, and at once brought an

accusation against him for an attempt to corrupt justice. The

battle was fought chiefly through the Mit^res, or reports

published by the adverse parties, and in it Beaumarchais’s

success was complete. For vivacity of style, fine satire and

broad humour, h» famous Memoirn have never been surpassed.

Even Voltaire was constrained to envy them. Beaumarchais

was skilful enough to make his particular case of universal

application. He was attacking the parlcment through one of its

members, and the parlement was the universally detested body

formed by the chancellor Maupeou. The Memoites were,

therefore, hailed with general delight
;
and the author, from

being perhaps the most unpopular man in France, became at once

the idol of the people. The decision went against Beaumarchais,

'rhe parlement condemned both him and Mme Goezman au

blamcy i.e. to civk dep-adation, while the husband was obliged

to abandon his position. Beaumarchais was reduced to great

straits, but he obtained restitution of his rights within two years,

and finally triumphed over his adversary I-a Blache.

During the next few years he was engaged in the king’s

secret service. One of his missions was to England to destroy

the Mmoires secrets d'une femme publique in which Charles

Theveneau de Morande made an attack on Mme du Barry.

Beaumarchais secured this pamphlet, and burnt the whole

impression in London, Another expedition to England and

Slland to seize a pamphlet attacking Marie Antoinette

to a series of incidents more amazing than the intrigues

in Beaumarchais's own plays, but his own account must
he received with caution. Beaumarchais pursued the libeller

to Germany and overtook him in a w(»od near Neustadt. After

a struggle he had gairied possession of the document when he

was attacked by Ajgands. Unfortunately the wound alleged

to have been rccei^Tin this fight was proved to be self-inflicted.

The Austrian government regarded Beaumarchais with a

suspicion justified by the circumstances. He was imprisoned

for some time in Vienna, and only released on the receipt of

explanations from Paris.

His various visits to England led him to take a deep interest

in the impending struggle between the American colonies and
the mothcr-countr)'. His sympathies were entirely with the

former
;
and by his unwearied exertions he succeeded in inducing

the French government to give ample, though private, assistance

in money and arms to the Americans. He himself, partly on

his own account, but chiefly as the agent of the French and

Spanish governments, carried on an enormous traffic with

America. Under the name of Rodrigue Hortalez et Cie,

he employed a fleet of forty vessels to provide help for the

insurgents.

During the same period he produced his two famous comedies.

The earlier, Le Barbier de Seville

^

after a prohibition of two years,

was put on the stage in 1775. The first representation was a

complete failure. Beaumarchais had overloaded the last scene

with allusions to the facts of his own case and the whole action

of the piece was laboured and heavy. But he cut down and
remodelled the piece in time for the second representation, when
it achieved a complete success. The intrigues which were

necessary in order to obtain a licence for the second and more
famous comeefy, Le Mariage de Figaro, are highly amusing, and
throw much light on the unsettled state of public sentiment at

the time. The play was completed in 1778, but the opposition

of Louis XVI., who alone saw its dangerous tfmdencies. was not
overcome till 1784. The comedy had an unprecedented success;

The principal character in bhth plays,'' Figaro, is a completdy

origsnaJ ‘Conception
;

in fact Beaumarduds diW a poitrait of

himself in the resourceful adventurer, who, for mingled wit,

shrewdness, gaiety and philosophic reflection, may not ur^ustly

be ranked with Tartufle. To English readers the Figaro pla^M generally known through the adaptations of them in

gmnd opera of Mozart and Rossini ; but in France they 1^
retained popularity as acting pieces. The success of Le Mariage
de Fi^an was helped on' by the methods of sdf-advertisement

ko well understood by B^timarchais. The proceeds of the

fiftieth peiformance were devoted to a eharity, the choice of

which provoked numerous epigrams. Beaumarchais had the

imprudence to retaliate by personalities that were reported by
his enemies to be dedicated against the king and queen. Beau-
marchais was imprisoned for a short time by royal order in the

prison of St La^re. Brilliant pamphleteer as he was, Beau-
marchais was at last to meet more than his match. He undertook
to defend the company of the Eaux de Paris,” in which he had
a large interest, against Mirabeau, and brought down on himself

an invective to which he could offer no reply. His real influence

was gone from that date (1785-1786). Shortly afterwards he

was violently attacked by NicoUs Be^a.sse, whom he sued for

defamation ai character. He gained his case, but his reputation

had suffered in the pamphlet war. Beaumarchais’s later pro-

ductions, the bombastic opera Tarare (1787) and the drama La
Mere cotrpable (1792), which was very popular, are in no way
worthy of his genius.

By his writings Beaumarchais contributed greatly, though

quite unconsciously, to hurry on the events that led to the

Revolutbn. At heart he hardly seems to have been a republican,

and the new state of affairs did not benefit him. The astonishing

thing is that the society travestied in Le Mariage de Figaro was
the most vehement in its applause. The court looked on at a
play justly characterized by Napoleon as the “revolution

already in action ” apparently without a suspicion of its real

character. His popularity Imd been destroyed by the Mirabeau

and Bergasse affairs, and his great wealth exposed him to the

enmity of the envious. A speculation into which he entered,

to supply the Convention with muskets Holland, proved

a ruinous failure. He was accused of concealing arms and com
in his house, but when his house was searched nothing was
discovered but some thousands of copies of the edition (1783-

1790) of the works of Voltaire which he had had printed at his

private press at Kehl, in Baden. He was charged with treason

to the republic and was imprisoned in the Ab’baye on the 20th

of August 1792. A week later he was released at the intercession

of Mme Houret de la Marinbre, who had been his mistress. He
took refuge in Holland and England. His memoirs entitled,

Mes six opaques, detailing his sufferings under the republic, are

not unworthy of the Goezman period. His courage and happy
disposition never deserted him, although he was hunted as on

agent of the Convention in Holland and England, while in Paris

he was proscribed as an emigre He returned to Paris in 1796,

and died there, suddenl>% on the 18th of May 1799.
Giidin de la Brenellerie’s Histoire de Beaumarchais (1809) was

edited by M, Maurice Toumeux in 1888. See also L. de I.x}m6Die,

Beaumarchais et son temps (1855), Ene. trans. by H. S. Edwards,
(4 vols.. 1856) ;

A. Hallay's Beaumarchais (1897) ; M. de Lescure,
Etnge de Beaimanhais (1886) ; and Sainte-Beuve. Causeries du
lundi, vol, vi. Beaumarchais's works have been edited by Gudia
(7 vols., 1809) ;

by Fume (0 vols., 1827) ;
and by F. Fournier (1876).

A variorum edition of his TMdlre complet was published by MM:
d'Heylli and de Marescot (4 vols., 1869^1875) ; and a Bibliograpkie
des oeuvres de Beaumarchais, by H. Cordier in 788^,

BBAUMARIB, a market town and munidpal borough, and the

county town of Anglesey, N. Wales, situated on the Bay of

Beaumaris, not far from Penmon, the northern entrance of the

Menai Strait. Pop. (1901) 2326. It has but one considerable

street. The laige cakle diapel, dedicated to the Vitgin, has

some fine monuments. David Hughes, of Jesus College, Oxford,

founded the free grammar sdiool in 1603. Buildings include

town-hall and county-hall, with St Mary’s church of the 13th

century, with chancel of the x6th. Practically without trade

and with no manufactures, Beaumaris is principally noted as a

Imthing-place. Its earliest diarter dob&i from 1283 and was
revised under Elizabeth. ‘ The town was formerly called Bamover
and, still eaiiier, Rhosfair, and bears its present name of French

oripfin since Edward I. built its castle in 1293*. This extensive

building was erected on kw ground, so that the fosse might

communicate with the sea, and vessels might unload under its

walls. The castle capitulated, after siege, to General Mytton

(1646).

BEAUMONT, Bblisont, or BxnLOMoxTv the name of a
Norman and English family, talceA from Bemnion^le-Roger in
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Normandy. Early in the nth century Roger de Beaumont^ a
kinsman of the dukes of Normandy, married aflaiighter of

Waleran, count of Meulan, and their son, Robert de Beaumont
(d. iii8), became count of Meulan or Mellent about 1080.

Before this date, however, he had fought at Hastings, and Irad

added lai]ge estates in Warwickshire to the Norman fiefs of

Beaumont and Pont Audemer, which he received when his

father entered the abbey of St Peter at Preaux. It was during

the reigns of William II. and Henry I. that the count rose to

emin^ce, and under the latter monarch he became the first

among the counsellors of the king.” A strenuous and sagacious

man,” he rendered valuable service to both kings in their Norman
wars, and Henry I. was largely indebted to him for the

English crown. He obtained lands in Leicestershire, and it has
t'»een said he was created earl of Leicester

;
this statement,

however, is an error, although he exercised some of the privileges

of an earl. His abilities as a counsellor, statesman and diplo-

matist gained him the admiration of his contemporaries, and
Henry of Huntingdon describes him as ” the wisest man between
this and Jerusalem.” He seems to have been a mai\ of inde-

pendent character, for he assisted Anselm against William Rufus,

although he supported Henry I. in his quarrel with Pope Paschal

II. When Robert died on the 5th of June ii 18 his lands appear i

to have been divided between his twin sons, Robert and Waleran,

while a third son, Hugh, became earl of Bedford in 1138.

Robert i>k Beaumont (1104-1168), justiciar of England,

married a granddaughter of Ralph Guader, earl of Norfolk, and
receiving his father’s English fiefs in 1118 became earl of

Leicester, He and his brother, Waleran, were the chief advisers

of Stephen, and helped this king to seize the bishops of Salisbury

and Lincoln in 1 139 ;
later, however, Robert made his peace with

Henry 11 ., and became chief justiciar of England. First among
the lay nobles he signed the Const tutions of Clarendon, he sought

to reconcile Henry and Archbishop Becket, and was twice in

charge of the kingdom during the king’s absences in France.

The earl founded the abbey of St Mary de Pr6 at Leicester and

other religious houses, and by a charter confirmed the burgesses

of Leicester in the possession of their merchant-gild and customs.

His son, Robert, succeeded to the earldom of Leicester, and with

other English barons assisted prince Henry in his revolt against

his father the king in 1173. For this participation, and also

on a later occasion, he was imprisoned
;
but he enjoyed the

favour of Richard L, and died in Greece when returning from a

pilgrimage in 1190, His son and heir, Robert, died childless

m 1204.

Waleran de Beaumont (1104-1166) obtained his father’s

French fiefs and the title of count .of Meulan in 1118. After

being imprisoned for five years by Henry I. he spent some time

in England, and during the civil war between Stephen and the

empress Matilda he fought for the former until about 1150,

when he deserted the king and assisted the empress. His later

histoty appears to have been uneventful. The county of Meulan
remained in possession of the Beaumont family until 1204, when
it was united with the royal domain.

Another member of the Beaumont family, possibly a relative

of the earlier Beaumonts, was Ixiuis de Beaumont (d. 1333),

bishop of Durham from 1317 until his death. This prelate was
related to the English king, Edward IT., and after a life spent

in strife and ostentation, he died on the 24th of September 1333.

John Beaumont, master of the rolls under Edward VI., was
probably a member of the saifie family . A dishonest and corrupt

Judge, he was deprived of his office and imprwoned in 155a.

The barony of Beaumont dates from 1309, when Henry
Beaumont (d. 1340), who was constable of England in 1322, was
summoned to parliaihent under this title. It was retained by
his descendants untB the death of William, the 7th baron and

the 2iid viicoiint,^ in 1507, when it fell into abeyance/ In 1840

the barony was revived in favour of Miles Thomas Stapleton

{1805-1854), a descendant of Joan; Baroness Love!, a daughter

.
< Hiaiather lotm (d. 1460}. the 6th baron, great chajnberlain and

constable of EiiMand. was the first person advanced to the dignity

ht ii vteioiittt iil%igiaild. '
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of the 6th baron, and it has sinoe been retained by hk
descendants.

In 1906 Wentworth Blackett Beaumont (1819-1907), the

head of a family well known in the north of England, was created

Baron Allendale.

BEAUMONT, CHRlSTOraB DB (1703-1781), French eodesi*

astic and archtdshop of Paris, was a cadet of the Les Adre!t» and
Saint-Quentin branch of the illustrious Dauphind kimily of

Beaumont. He became bishop of Bayonne in 1741, then arch-

bishop of Vienne in 1743, and in 1746, at the age of forty-three,

archbishop of Paris. Beaumont is noted for his struggle with the

Jansenists. To force them to accept the bull Unigmitus which
condemned their doctrines, he ordered the priests of his diocese

to refuse absolution to those who would not recognize the bull,

and to deny funeral rites to those who had confessed to a
Jansenist priest. While other bishops sent Beaumont their

adhesion to his crusade, the parlement of Paris threatened to

confiscate his temporalities. The king forbade the parlement

to interfere in these spiritual questions, and upon its proving

obdurate it was exiled (September 18, 1753). The ‘‘royal

chamber,” which was substituted, having faded to carry on the

administration of justice properly, the king was obliged to recall

the parlement, and the archbishop was sent into honourable

exile (August 1754). An effort was made to induce him to

resign the active duties of his see to a coadjutor, but in spite

of the most tempting offers—including a cardinal’s hat—
refused. On the contrary, to his polemic against the Janseni]|H
he added an attack on the pkUos&phes^ and issued a form^
mandatory letter condemning Rousseau’s 6mile^ Rousseau

replied in his masterly Letlu d M. de Beaumont (1762), in which

he insists that freedom of discussion in religious matters is

essentially more religious than the attemp|gp impose belief by
force.

*
De BQuumont’s Mandements, hitfds $t instfuctkms pastorales were

published in two volumes in 1780. the year before his death.

BEAUMONT, SIR JOHN (1583-1627), English poet, second

son of the judge, Sir Francis Beaumont, was bom at Grace-Dieu

in Leicestershire in 1583. The deaths of his father (in 1598)

and of his elder brother, Sir Henry Beaumont (in 1605), made
the poet early the head of this brilliant family ; the dramatist,

Francis Beaumont, being a younger brother., John went to

Oxford in February 1597, and entered as a gentleman commoner

I

in Broadgates Hall, the present Pembroke College. He was
admitted to the Inner Temple in 1600, but on the death of Henry
he no doubt went down to Grace-Dieu to manage the family

estates. He liegan to write verse early, and in 1602, at the age

of nineteen, he published anonymously his Metamatphosis of

7'abaccOj written m very smooth couplets, in which he addressed

Drayton as his ” loving friend.” He lived in Leicestershire for

many years as a bachelor, being one ” who never felt Love's

dreadful arrow.” But in process of time he liecame a tardy

victim, and married a lady of the Fortescue family, who bore

him four stout sons, the eldest of whom, another John, was

accounted one of the most athletic men of his time. ” He could

leap 16 ft. at one leap, and would commonly, at a stand^kap,

jump over a high lopg^able in the hall, light on a setlde beyond

the table, and raise himself straight up.” This munificent
young man was not without literary taste ; he editedihis father’s

posthumous poems, and wrote an enthusiastie elegy on him
;
he

was killed in 1644 at the siege of Gloucester. Another of Sir

John Beaumont’s sons, Gervaise, died in childhood, and the

incidents of hk death are recorded in one of hk father’s most
touching poems. Sir John Beauvumt concentrated hk powers

on a poem in eight books, entitled The Crwm of Thorns

,

which
was greatly admired in MS. by the earl of Southampton ai^
others, but which k lost. After long retirement, Beaumont was
persuaded by the duke of Buckingham to moye in laiig^ wdes

;

I
he attended court and in 1626 was made a baronet. This

;

honour he did not long survive, for he died on the iigftjk of Afnil

1627, and was buried in Westminster Abbejr ihxi' days later.

The new Sir John, thp strong man, publkhed in 1639.11 vhlutoe

entitled BostoortkFM ; wm a axftr^/ ffononiiQr of other Pmm
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lift *y Sir- John Beaumoni, No more “tastes*' were ever

vouchsafed, so that it is by this volume and by the juvenik

Mitamorphosis of Takiscco that Beaumont's reputation has to

stand. Of late years, the peculiarities of John Beaumont’s

prosody have drawn attention to his work. He wrote the heroic

coufdet, which was his favourite measain, wilii almost un-

precedented evenness. Bosworth Field, the scene of the battle

of which Beaumont’s princijjal poem gives a vaguely epical

narrative, lay close to the poet’s house of Grace-Dieu. He
writes on all occasions with a smoothness which was very remark-

able in the first quarter of the 17th century, and which marks
him, with Edmund Waller and George Sandys, as one of the

pioneers of the classic reformation of English verse.

The poems of Sir John Beaumont were included in A. Chalmers’s
Unflish Poets, vol vi. .(1810), ,

An edition, with " memorial intro-

duction ” and not as. ^as included (18O9) in Dr A. B. Grost-irtB

Fuller Worthies’ Library; and the Meiamorphous of Tahacca was
included in J. P. Collar’s Illustrations of Early English Popular
Literahtre, vol. i. {1863). (E. G.)

BEAUMONT and IXETOHER, English dramatists.^ The
names of Francis Beaumont (1584-1616) and John Plktcher
(i 570-16s 5) are inseparably connected in the history of the

English drama. John Fletcher was bom in December 1579 at
Rye in Sussex, and baptized on the 20th of the same month.
Richard Fletcher, his father, afterwards queen’s chaplain, dean
of Peterliorough, and bishop successively of Bristol, Worcester

Hid l-xmdon, was then minister of the parish in which the son was
pnn who was to moke their name immortal. That son was just

turned of seven when the dean distinguished and disgraced

himself as the spiritual tormentor of the last moments on earth

of Mary Stuart. When not quite twelve he was admitted
pensioner of Bene’t (.'ollcge, Cambridge, and two years later was
made one of the college Bishr^ Fletcher had
been president twel^ years earlier, and six months l.x:fore his

son’s admission had received from its authorities a first letter, of

thanks for various benefactions, to be followed next year by a
second. Four years later than this, when John Fletcher wanted
five or six months of his seventeenth year, the bishop died

suddenly of over much tobacco and the displeasure of Queen
Kltxal)etii at his set^ond marriage—this time, it appears, with a
lady of such character as figures something too frequently on the

stage of his illustrious son. He left eight children by his first

marriage in such distress that their uncle. Dr Giles Fletcher,

autiior of a treatise on the Russian cxxnmonwealth which is still

held in some repute, was obliged to draw up a petition to the

queen on their behalf, which was supported by the intercession

of Essex, but with what result is uncertain.

From this date we know nothing of the fortunes of John
Fletcher, till the needy orphan boy of seventeen reappears as the
hrilHanit and triumphant poet whose name is linked for all time
with the yiit more glorious name of Francis Beaumont, third and
youngest son of Sir Francis Beaumont of Grace-Dieu, one of the
justices of the common pleas—-bom, according to general ref)ort,

in 1586, hut, according to more than one apparently irrefragthlc

document, actually boni two years earlier. The first record of

his existence is the entiy <rf hm name, together with those of his

elder brothers Henty and John, as a gcntlemancommoner of

Broadgates Hall, Oxford, now supplanted by Pembroke College.

But most ‘lovers of his fame will care rather to remember the

admirable lines of Wordsworth on the ** eager chiW ” who played
among the rodcs and woodlands of Gracje-Dieu ; though it may be
dolibted whether even the boy’s first verses were of the peaceful

and pastortd character attributed to them by the great Umreate
of the lakes. That passionatesand fiery geniu.<i which was so soon
aiUdYoreoshorta time to** shake the busicmed stage ’’ with heroic

and mipfc notes of passbii and 0! sorrow, of scjorn and rage, and
' Recent research ha« resulted in some variation of opitikmW to

the piectsa authorship of some of the plavs commonly attrihhted to
them

; but this artkit. coatribitted to the ninth the
Eme^fchpw^ei BfUrtmfosh* remaiiie the classical modern criiti^^)
£k«unu>Qt and Fteteher, and its value is substantially ungnected.
As rr|Mresenting to the end the views of Its distinguished adthor. it

is Ihi^tore retainea os iifmtm, the residtisof later resoatch being epi-
aonUjad in.the B^bMograpliioal Appendix at the end. {Ed*)

'

slighted love and jealousy, must surely haveso^ht ventfrom the

first in iarM|ig;s of a more ardent,and ambitious kind ; and it

would bea ^lier oonjecture that when Frank Beaumont (as we
know on more authorities than one tliat he was alwjoys called by
his contemporaries, even, in the full flush of his ^ult fame—
“ never more than Frank,” says Heywood) went to college at Uie

ripe age of twelve, he had already committed a tragedy or two in

emulation of Tamburlatne, Andronicufi or Jervnynuh The date

of his admission was the 4th of February 1597 ; on the 22nd of

April of the iollowic^ year, his father
; and on the 3rd of

November j6oo, having left Oxford without taking his degree, the

boy of fifteen was entered a member of the Inner Temple, Bis t^o
brothers standing sponsors on the.grave occasion. But the son
of Judge Beaumont was no, fitter for success at the bar tluin the

son of Bishop Fletcher fur distinction in the chiuch : it is equally

diflicult to imagine either poet invested with eitlier gown. Two
yeadf. later appeartxl the poem of Salmacts and Uormaphroditus^

generally attributed to Beaumont, a vQluptuou.s and volumiix>us

expansion of the Ovidian legend, not on the whole discreditable

to a lad of eighteen, fresh from the popular lovc-{X)ems of

Marlowe and Shakespeare, which it naturally exceeds in long-

winded and fantastic diffusion of episodes and conceits. At
twenty-three Beaumont prefixed to the magnificent masterpiece

of Ben Jonson some noticeable vepes in honour of his “ dear

friend ” the author
; andio the same year (1607) appeared the

anonymous comedy of The Woman-Hater
y usually assigned to

Fletcher alone
;
but being as it is in the main a crude and puerile

imitation of Jonson’s manner, and certainly more like a man’s
work at twenty-two than at twenty-eight, internal evidence

would seem to justify, or at least to excuse those critics who in

the teeth of high autlmrity and tradition would transfer from
Fletcher to Beaumont die principal responsibility for tins first

play tlmt can be traced to the hand of either. As Fletcher also

prefixed to the first edition of Volpone a copy of commendatory
verses, we may presume tl-iat their common admiration for a
common friend was among the earliest and strongest influences

which drew togetl>er Uni two ^reat poets whose names were

thenceforward to be for ever indivisible. During the dim eleven

years between the death of his father and the dawn of his fame,

we cannot but imagine that the career of Fletcher had been

unprosperous as well as obscure. From seventeen to twenty-

eight his youth may presumably have been spent in such painful

struggles for success, if not for sustenance, as were never known
to his younger colleague, who, as we have seen, was entered at

Oxford a few months after Fletcher must in all likelihood have
left Cambridge to try his luck in London

; a venture mo.st

probably resolved on as soon as the youth had found his family

reduced by the father s death to such ruinous straits that any
smoother course can liardly have been open to him. Entering
college at the same age as Fletcher had entered six years earlier,

Beaumont had before hipi a brighter and briefer line of life tluin

his elder. But wlmtever may liave been Iheir respective situatbns

when, citlier by luippy diance or, as Dyce suggests, by the good
offices of Jonson, they were first brought together, their intimacy

soon became so much closer than that of ordinary brothers that

the household which they shared as bachelors was conducted on
sudi thoroughly communistic principles as might have satisfied

the most trem hant Uicorist who ever proclaimed as the cardinal

point of his doctrine, a complete and absolute community of bed
and board, with all goods thereto appertaining. But in the year

following that in which the two you^ger poets had united in

homage to Jonson, they had entered into a partnership of more
impoFtanoe than this in “ the same clothes and cloak, with

otl^r necessariesofhfe specified by Aubrey.
In 160B, if we may trust the Teckoniii|; which seems trust-

worthiest, the twin stars of our stage rose visibly together for the

first time. The loveliest, though not the loftiest, of tragk pla^rs

that we owe to the comrades or the successors of Shakeipeare,

PkiLasief, \m genera% regarded as the first-bom issue of

their common genius. The noble tragedy of Thierry and Theo-

dbrer baejlKifoerimes (sar^it and assigned to Fletcher

alone
; but we can be sure neither of the eariy dthsw the single
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atithorship* The main body of the play; comprising both the I

great scenes which throw cmt into futl and hnnl reliefthe character
|

of either heroine for perfect good or evil, bears throughoat the

unmistakable image and superscription of Fletcher
;
yet there

are parts which for gravity and steady strength of style, for

reserve and temperance of efiect, would seem to suggest the
|

collaboration of a cahner and more patient hand
;
and these more

equable and less passionate parts of the poem recall rather the
|

touch of Massinger than of Beaumont. In the second act, for

example, the regular structure of the verse,- the even scheme of

the action, the exaggerated braggardistn which makes of the hero

a mere puppet or mouthpiece of his own self-will, are all qualities

which, for better or for worse, remind us of the strength or the

weakness of a poet with whom we know that Fletcher, before or

after his alliance with Beaumont, did now and then work in

common. Even the Arbaces of Beaumont, though somewhat too

highly coloured, does not “ write himself down an ass,” like

Thierry on his first entrance, after the too frequent fashion of

Massinger’s braggarts and tyrants
;
does not proclaim at starting

or display with mere wantonness of exposure his more unlovely

qualities in the naked nature of their deformity. Compare also

the second with the first scene of the fourth act. In style and
metre this second scene is as good an example of Massinger && the

first is of Fletcher at hi.s best. Observe especially in the elaborate

narrative of the pretended self-immolation of Ordella the.se

distinctive notes of the peculiar style of Massinger ; the excess of

parenthetic sentences, no less than five in a space of twenty lines
;

the das!iica.l common-place of allusion to Athens, Rome and
Sparta in one superfluous breath

\
the pure and vigorous but

somewhat level and prosaic order of language, with the use of

certain cheap and easy phrases familiar to Massinger as catch-

words ; the flat and feeble terminations by means of which the

final syllable of one verse runs on into the next Without more pause

or rhythm than in a passage of prose
;

the general dignity and

gravity of sustained and measured expression. These are the

very points in which the style of Massinger differs from that of

Fletcher ; whose lightest and loosest verses do not overlap each

other without sensible distinction between the end of one line and

the beginning of the next
;
who is often too fluent and facile to

be choice or forcible in his diction, but seldom if ever prosaic or

conventional in phrase or allusion, and by no means Imbitualiy

given to weave thoughts within thoughts, knit sentence into

sentence, and hang whole paragraphs together by the help of loops

and brackets. From these indications we might infer that this

poem belongs altogether to a period later than the death of

Beaumont
; though even during his friend’s life it appears that

Fletcher was once at least allied with Massinger and two lesser

dramatists in the composition of a play, probably the Honest

Man's Fortune^ of which the accounts are to be found in Hen-

slowe’s papers.

Hardly eight years of toil and triumph of joyous and glorious

life were spared by destiny to the younger poet between the date

assigned to the tot radiant revelation of his genius in Philaster

and the date which marks the end of all his labours. On the 6th

of March i6x6 Francis Beaumont died^according to Jonsonand
tradition, ” ere he was thirty years of age,” but this we have feeen

to be inconsistent with the registry of his entrance at Oxford. If

we may trust the elegiac evidence of friends, he died of his own
geniusmd fiery overwork of brain

;
yet from the magnificent and

masculine beauty of his portrait one should oertainiy never have

guessed that any strain if spirit or stress of invention could have

worn out so long before its time so fair and royal a temple for so

bright and affluent a soul A student of phyBiagnomy will not

fail to mark the points of likeness and of axffezenoe between the

faces of the two friends ;
both models of noble manhood, hand*

Bomeand significant hileature and expressioiia1ike,'--*-BeBumtmt’s

the stateiior and serener of the two, with clear thot^tfffl eyes,

full arched' brows,,and strong mqudine nose, with a little deh at

the tip I a giwveaxid beautifffl mouthy with full and finely curved

bps ;
theformoffaeeabngpureoval,andtheimperial tod with

its *^fair huge front” and dusteringhaxr set firm and carried high

with anaspectat <mce<d<yto(Command aiffl kingiy observation:

S9S
Fletcher’s a more keen and lervid lace, sharper in outline every

way^ with an air of bright ardour and glad^ fiery imjiatwnce^

sanguine and nervous^ -suiting the complexion land colourof-hair

;

the expression of the eager eyes and lipaimost recalling thatof a

noble hound in act to break the leash it strains at headsns

lordly of featureand as es^resaive of aspect as any gaileiy of gteat

men can show. That spring of x6z6, wemay note in passings was

the darkest that ever dawned upon England or the world for,

just forty-eight days afterwards, it witnessed, on the, of

April, the removal from earth of the migTitiest genius that ever

dwelt among men. Scarcely more tlian a month and a half divided

the death-days of Beaumont and of Shakespeare. Some three

years earlier by Dyoe’s estimate, when about the age of twenty-

nine, Beaumont had married Ursula, daughter and oo-heiress to

Henry Isle>' of Sundridge in Kent, by whom he lefttwo daughters,

one of them posthumous. Fletcher survived his friend just nine

years and five months
;
he died ” in the great plague, 16*5,” and

was buried on the 2Qth of August in St Saviour’s, ^uthwaik'*, not,

as we might have wished, beside his younger fellow in fame, who
but three days after his untimely death had added another

deathless memory to the graves of our great men in Westminster

Abbey, which he had sung in such noble verse. Dying when just

four months short of forty-six, Fletcher had thus, as well as we
can now calculate, altogether some fourteen years and six months
more of life than the poet who divides with him the imperial

inheritance of their common glory.

The perfect union in genius and in friendship which hus made
'

one name of the two names of these great twin brothers in song

is a thing so admirable and so delightful to remember, that

it would seem ungracious and unkindly to daim for either a

precedence which we may be sure he would have been eager to

disclaim. But if a distinction must be made between the

Dioscuri of English poetry, we must admit that Beaumont was

the twin of hcavenlier birth. Only as Pollux wiis on one side a
demigod of diviner blood than Castor can it be said that on any

I

side Beaumont was a poet of higher and purer genius than

Fletcher ; but so much must be allowed by all who have eyes

and ears to discern in the fabric of their common work a

tinction without a difference. Few tilings are stranger than the

avowal of so great and exquisite a critic as Coleridge, that he

could trace no faintest line of demarcation between the plays

which we owe mainly to Beaumont and the plays which we owe
solely to Fletcher. To others this line has always appeared in

almost every case unmistakable. Were it as hard and broad

as the line which marks off, for example, Shakespeare’s part

from Fletcher’s in J’A/ Two Noble Kinsmen^ the harmony -would

of course be lost which now informs every wofrk of their common
genius, and each play of their writing would be such another

piece of magnificent patchwork as that last gigantic heir of

Shakespeare’s invention, the posthumous birth of his parting

Muse which was sudded at the breast of Fletcher’s as m of

godlike blood might be reared on the milk of a mortal mother

—

or in this case, we might sometimes be tempted to say, of a shc-

goat who left in the veins of the heaven-bom suckhng some-

what too much of his nurse Amalthaea. That question however

belongs in any case jiiore properly to tht study of Shideesfieare

than to the present subject in hand. It may jufflee here to

observe that^ contributions of Fletcher to the majestic temple

of trage(fy left incomplete by Shakespeare , isfaow Idas les^
workman almost equally at his best alffl ht his worst, at his

weakest and at his strongest. In the plays whidi we know by

evidence surer than the most trustworthy tradition to be the

common work of Beaumont and«Fietcher, there is indeed no
trace of sii^ incongruous and incompatible adonixture as.kaves

the greatest exam^ of romantic tragedy—for Cymbekm :taid

the Winter's Tala, though not guiltless of blood, are in their

issues no more tragic ihan Per^s or xJoa Tempest---^ imiqtie

instance of glorious imperfection, a hybrid of heavenly and otto
than heavenly breed,, dispeeportiohed and divihei Bixt through-

out these nofailett ofthe works insoribed geiUTa% wx^the namds
of both draknatto we tmoe^ every other touch id

a sorer hand, we hearvat every other turn the note ofiu dedper
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voioe; than we can ever recognize in the work of Fletcher alone.

Although the beloved friend of Jonson, and in the field of comedy
hit loving and studious disciple^ yet in that tragic field where his

freshest bays were gathered Beaumont was the worthiest and
the closest follower of Shakespeare. In the external but essential

nmtter of expression by rhythm and metre he approves himself

always a student of Shakespeare’s second manner, of the style

in which the graver or tragic part of his historical or romantic

plays is mostly written ;
doubtless, the most perfect model that

can be studied by any poet who, like Beaumont, is great enough
to be in no danger of sinking to the rank of a mere copyist, but
while studious of the perfection set before him is yet conscious

of his own personal and proper quality of genius, and enters the

presence of the master not as a servant but as a son. The
general style of his tragic or romantic verse is as simple and
severe in its purity of note and regularity of outline as that of

Fletcher’s is by comparison lax, effusive, exuberant. The
matchless fluency and rapidity with which the elder brother
pours forth the stream of his smooth swift verse gave probably
the first occasion for that foolish rumour which has not yet fallen

duly silent, but still murmurs here and there its suggestion that
the main office of Beaumont was to correct and contain within
bounds the overflowing invention of his colleague. The poet
who while yet a youth had earned by his unaided mastery of
hand such a crown as was bestowed by the noble love and the
loving “ envy ” of Ben Jonson was, according to this tradition,

a mere precocious pedagogue, fit only to revise and restrain the
too liberal effusions of his elder in genius as in years. Now, in
every one of the plays common to both, the real difficulty for a
critic is not to trace the hand of Beaumont, but to detect the
touch of Fletcher. Throughout the better part of every such
play, and above all of their two masterpieces, Philasier and The
Matd^s Ttageiy, it should be clear to the most sluggish or cursory
of readers that he has not to do with the author of Valentinian
and The Double Marriage. In those admirable tragedies the
style is looser, more fluid, more feminine. From the first scene
to the last we are swept as it were along the race of a running
river, always at full flow of light and buoyant melody, with no
dark reaches or perilous eddies, no stagnant pools or sterile

sandbanks
; its bright course only varied by sudden rapids or

a stronger ripple here and there, but in rough places or smooth
still stirred and sparkling with summer wind and sun. But in

those tragic poems of which the dominant note is the note of

Beaumont’s genius a subtler chord of thought is sounded, a
deeper key of emotion is touched, than ever was struck by
Fletcher. The lighter genius is palpably subordinate to the
stronger, and loyally submits itself to the impression of a loftier

spirit. It is true that this distinction is never grave enough to
produce a discord : it is also true that the plays in which the
predominance of Beaumont’s mind and style is generally per-
ceptible make up altogether but a small section of the work that
bears their names conjointly

; but it is no less true that within
this section the moat precious part of that work is comprised.
Outside it we shall find no figures so firmly drawn, no such
clearness of outline, no such cunning of hands as we recognize
in the three great studies of Hcllario, Evadne and Aspatia. In
his male characters, as for instance in the parts of Philaster and
Arbaces, Beaumont also is apt to show something of that
exaggeration or inconsistency for which his colleague Is perhaps
more frequently and more heavily to blame

;
but in these ^cre

is not a jarring note, not a touch mi^laced
;

unless, indeed, a
rigid criticism may condemn as unfeminine and incongruouswith
the gentle beauty of her pathetic patience the device by which
Aspatia procure herself the death desired at the hand of
Amintor. This is noted as a fault by Dyoe ; but may well be
forgiven for the sake of the magnificent scene which follows, and
the higtet tragic effect ever attained on the stage of cither poet.
That this as well as the greater part of those other scenes which
are the glory of the poem is due to Beaumont might readily be
shown at length Byw process of comparison. The noble scene
of regicide, which it was found expedient to oan^ during the

j

earlier years of the Restoration, may indeed be the. work of
j

Fle^er
;
but the part of Evadne must undoubtedly be in the

main assigned to the more potent hand of his hsllow. There is

a fine harmony of character between her naked audacity in the
second act and her fierce repentance in the fourth^ which is

not unworthy a disciple of the tragic school of Shakespeare

;

Fletcher is less observant of the due balance, less heedful of the
nice proportions of good and evil in a faulty and fiery nature,
compounded of perverse instinct and passionate reaction, From
him we might have had a figure as admirable for vigour of
handling, but hardly in such perfect keeping as this of Beau-
mont’s Evadne, the murderess-Magdalen, whose penitence is of
one crimson colour wi^ her sin. Nor even in Fletcher’s Ordella,
worthy as the part is throughout even of the precious and
exquisite praise of Lamb, is there any such cunning touch of
tenderness or delicate perfume of pathos as in the parts of
Beilario and Aspatia. These have in them a bitter sweetness,
a,‘Subtle pungency of mortal sorrow and tears of divine delight,
beyond the reach of Fletcher. His highest studies of female
character have dignity, energy, devotion of the heroic type

;

but they never touch us to the quick, never waken in us any
finer and more profound sense than tlmt of applause and admira-
tion. There is a modest pathos now and then in his pictures of
feminine submission and slighted or outraged love; but this
submission he is apt to make too servile, this love too dog-like
in its abject devotion to retain that tender reverence which so
many generations of ^ders have paid to the sweet memories
of Aspatia and Beilario. To excite compassion was enough for
Fletcher as in the masculine parts of his work it was enough for
him to excite wonder, to sustain curiosity, to goad and stimulate
by any vivid and violent means the interest of readers or spec-
tators. The single instance of noble pathos, the one scene he has
left us which appeals to the higher and purer kind of pity, is the
death of the child Hengo in Bonduca—a scene which of itself

would have sufficed to enrol his name for ever on the list of our
great tragic poets. To him we may probably assign the whole
merit of that fiery and high-toned tragedy, with all its spirit and
splendour of national and martial passion

;
the conscious and

demonstrative exchange of courtesy between Roman and Briton,
which is one of the leadi^ notes of the poem, has in it a touch of
overstrained and artificial chivalry characteristic of Fletcher

;

yet the parts of Caratach and Poenius may be counted among
the loftiest and most equal of his creations. But no surer test

or better example can be taken of the distinctive quality which
denotes the graver genius of either poet than that sup^ied by
a comparison of Beaumont’s Triumph of Love with Fletcher’s
Triumph of Death. Each little play, in the brief course of its

single act, gives proof of the peculiar touch and special trick
of its author’s hand : the deeper and more delicate passion of
Beaumont, the rapid and ardent activity of Fletcher, have
nowhere found a more noticeable vent for the expression respec-
tively of the most tender and profound simplicity of quiet sweet-
ness, the most buoyant and impatient energy of tragic emotion.

In the wider field of their comic or romantic drama it is yet
e^ier to distinguish the respective work of cither hand. The
bias of Fletcher was towards mixed comedy

; his lightest and
wildest humour is usually crossed or tempered by an infusion
of romance

;
like Sh^espeare in this one point at least, he has

left no single play without some touch on it of serious interest,

of poetic eloquence or fancy, however slight and fugitive.

Beaumont, evidently under the imperious influence of Ben
Jonson’s more rigid theories, seems rather to have bent his

genius with the whole force of a resolute will into the form or
mould prescribed for comedy by the elder and greater comic poet.
The admirable study of the worthy citizen and his wife, who
introduce to the stage and escort with their applause The Knight
of the Burning PesUe through his adventurous career to^-its

untimely end, has all the force and fulness of Jonson’a humour
at it» best, with more of freshness and freedom. In pure comedy,
varied with broad farce and mock-heroic parody, Beaumont was
the earliest as well as the ablest difciple of the master whose
mantle was afterwards to be ahamd among the academic poets
of a younger generation, the Randolphs, and Cartwrights who
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sought shelter tinder the shadow of its vohimiiious folds. The
best example of the school of }onson to be found outside the
ample range of his own work is Tke Scomftd Lady, a comedy
whm exceptional success and prolonged popularity must have
been due rather to the broad effect of its fombie situations, its

wealth and variety of ludicrous incidents, and the strong gross

humour of its dialogue, than to any finer quality of style, inven-
tion or character. It is the only work of Beaumont and Fletcher
which a critic who weighs the meaning of his words can admit
to be as coarse as the coarsest work of Ben Jonson. They are
prone, indeed, to indulge elsewhere in a wanton and exuberant
licence of talk

; and Fletcher, at least, is liable to confuse the

shades of right and wrong, to deface or efface the boundary lines

of good and evil, to stain the ermine of virtue and palliate the

nakedness of vice with the same indecorous and incongruous
laxity (if handling. Often in mere haste to despatch the business
of a play, to huddle up a catastrophe or throw out some particular

scene into sharp and immediate relief, he will sacrifice all scemli-

ness and consistency of character to the present aim of stage

effect, and the instant impression of strong incident or audacious
eloquence. His heroines are too apt to utter sentiments worthy
of Diana in language unworthy of Doll Tearsheet. But in this

play both style and sentiment are throughout on a lower level,

the action and emotion are of a baser kind than usual
; the

precept of Aristotle and the practice of Jonson have been so

carefully observed and exaggerated that it might almost be said

to offer us in one or two places an imitation not merely of the

sorrier but of the sorriest qualities of human nature
;
and full

as it is of spontaneous power and humorous invention, the

comedy extolled by the moral Steele (with just so much of

reservation as permits him to depreciate the ridicule cast upon
the clerical character) is certainly more offensive to artistic law

Jtnd (Esthetic judgment by the general and ingrained coarseness

of its tone, than the tragi-comedy denounced by the immoral
Dryden as exceeding in licence his own worst work and that of

his fellow playwrights
;
an imputation, be it said in passing, as

groundless as the protest pleaded on their behalf is impudent

;

for though we may hardly agree with the uncompromising
panegyrist who commends that play in particular to the approval

of “ the austere scarlet ” (remembering, perhaps, that Aristo-

phanes was the chosen bedfellow of Chrysostom), there is at

least no such offence against art or taste in the eccentricity of

its situations or the daring of its dialogue. The buoyant and
facile grace of Fletcher’s style carries him lightly acrass quag-
mires in which a heavier-footed poet, or one of slower tread,

would have stuck fast, and come forth beraired to the knees.

To Beaumont his stars had given as birthright the gifts of tragic

pathos and passion, of tender power and broad strong humour

;

to Fletcher had been allotted a more fiery and fruitful force of

invention, a more aerial ease and swiftness of action, a more
various readiness and fulness of bright exuberant speech. The
genius of Beaumont was deeper, sweeter, nobler than his elder’s ;

the genius of Fletcher more brilliant, more supple, more prodigal,

and more voluble than his friend’s. Without a taint or a shadow
on his fame of such imitative servility as marks and degrades

the mere henchman or satellite of a stronger poet, Beaumont
may fairly be said to hold of Shakespeare in his tn^edy, in his

comedy of Jonson ;
in each case rather as a kinsman than as a

client, as an ally than as a follower: but the more special

province of Flet^er was a laid of his own discovering, where

no later colonist has ever had power to settle or to share his

reign. With the mixed or romantic comedy of Shakesp>eare it

has nothing in cornmon except the admixture or alternation of

graver with lighter ialtereat, of serious with humorous action.

Nothing is here of his magic exaltation or charm of fairy empire.

The lare and rash advcntuies of Fletcher on that forbidden track

are too sure to end m pitiful and shameful failure. ; His crown

of praise is to Imve created a wholly new and.wholly delightful

form of mixed comedy or dramatic romance, dea}tn| merely

with the humottfs uftd sentiments of men, their passions smd
their diances ; to have woven of all these a web of emotion

and event with such^gay dexterity, to have bkaided his colouri

and combined his effects with such exquisite huaiity and swift

lig^t sureness of touch, that we may return once and again from
those heights and depths of poetry to which access wasWbiddan
him, ready as ever to enjoy as of old die fresh mcomparable
charm, the force and ease and grace of life, which fill add animate

the radiant world of his romantic invention. Neither 'before

him nor after do we find, in this his special field of fancy and of

work, more than shadows or echoes of his coming or departix^

genius. Admirable as are his tragedies already mentiop^, ridh

m splendid eloquence and strong in large grasp of cWacteriXi
is the Roman history of The False One, full of interest and vigour
as is the better part of RoUo Duke of Normandy^ and suUime
in the loveliness of passion as is the one scene of perfect>.beauty

and terror which crowns this latter tragedy, Fletdier may claim

a yet higher and more special station among his great dramatic

peers by right of his comic and romantic 5ian by right of his

tragic and historic plays. Even in these he is more a romantic

than a tragic pioct. The quality of his genius, never sombre or

subtle or profound, bears him always towards fresh air and
sunshine. His natural work is in a midday world of fearless

boyish laughter and hardly bitter tears. There is always more
of rairibow than of storm in his skies ; their darkest shadow is

but a tragic twilight. What with him is the noon of night would
seem as sunshine on the stage of Ford or Webster, There is

but one passage in all these noble plays which lifts us beyond a
sense of the stage, which raises our admiration out of speech

into silence, tempers and transfigures our emotion with a touch
of awe. And this we owe to the genius of Beaumont, exalted

for an instant to the very tone and manner of Shakespeare’s

tragedy, when Aminlor stands between the dead and the dying
woman whom he has unwittingly slain with hand and tongue.

The first few lines that drop from his stricken lips are probably
the only verses of Beaumont or Fletcher which might pass for

Shakespeare’s even with a good judge of style

—

*' This earth of mine doth tremble," &c.

But in Fletcher’s tragedy, however we may be thrilled and
kindled with high contagious excitement, we are never awed into

dumb delight or dread, never pierced with any sense of terror or

pity too deep or even deep enough for tears. Even his Brunhalts
and Martias can hardly persuade us to forget for the moment
that “ they do but jest, poison in jest.” A critic bitten with the

love of classification might divide those plays of Fletcher usually

ranked together as comedies into three kinds : the first he would
class under the head of pure comedy, the next of heroic or

romantic drama., the third of mixed comedy and romance
;

in

this, the last and most delightful division of the poet’s work the

special qualities of the two former kinds beii^ equally blended
and delicately harmonized. The most perfect and triumphant
examples of this class are The Spanish Curate, Monsieur Thomas,
The Custom of the Country, and The Elder Brother. Next to these

and not too far below them, we may put The Little French Lawyer
(a play which in its broad conception of a single eccentric humour
suggests the collaboration of Beaumont and the inffuence of

Jonson, but in style and execution throughout is perfect Fletcher),

The Humorous Lieutenant (on which an almost identical verdict

might be passed), W^men Pleased, Beggars' B%idi, and perhapswc
might add The Fair maid of the Inn ; in most if not in all of

which the balance of exultant and living humour with serious

poetic interest of a noble and various kind is held with even hand
and the skill of a natural master. In pure comedy Rule a Wife
and have a Wife is the acknowledged and consummate master-

piece of Fletcher. Next to it we might class, for comic spirit and
force of character, Wit without Money, The Wildgoose Chase, The
Chances, and The Noble Gentleman,-^ broad poetic farce to

whose overflowing fun and inasfcerdom of extravagance no critic

has ever done justice but Leigh Hunt, who has ventured^ not
without reason, to match its joyous and preposterous audacities

of superlative and sovereign foolery with the more shMM^ied
satire and practical merriment oiJCing and No where the
keen prosaic humour of Besnis and his swordsmen lews Qrpical of
the comic style ip which Beaumimt bad been tndnad up iirider

Ben Jonson as the li(|^ interest and graduated action oi the
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Mrkmi jmrt of the play are diamcteristic of his more eamett

l^snius. Amon^ the purely romantic plays of Fletcher, or thhse

m which the comic effect is throughout subordinate to die

mmantic, TJie Kni^hi of Molta seems most worthy of the highest

place for the noble beauty and exaltation of spirit which informs

it with a lofty life, for its chivalrous union of heroic passion and

Catholic devotion. TCs poem is the fairest and the first example

of those sweet fantastic paintings in rose-colour and azure of

visionary chivalry and ideal holiness, by dint of which the

romance oi more recent days has sought to cast the glamour of a

mirage over the darkest and deadliest " ages of faith.” 'Die pure

and fervent eloquence of t!ie style is in perfect keeping with the

high romantic interest of chameter and story. In the same class

we may rank among the best samples of Fletcher’s workmanship
The PUgrim, Thf Loyal Subject, A Wife for a Month, Love's

PUgeimage, and Tke Lowys Progress^—ricli all of them in

exquisite writing, in varied incident, in brilliant effects and
graceful and passionate interludes, in The Coxcomb, and The
Hofirst Man's Fortune—^two plays which, on the whole, can
hardly he counted among the best of their class—there are tones

of homelier emotion, touiches of a simpler and more pathetic

interest than usual
;
and here, as in the two admirable first

scenes between Leucippus and Bacha, which relieve and redeem
from contempt tlw tragic burlesque of Cupid's Revenge

y
the note

of Beaumont’s manner is at onoe discernifde.

Even the most rapid rm'ision of the work done by these great

twin poets must impress every capable student with a sense of

the homage due to this living witness of their large and liberal

genius. The loss of their names from the roll of English poetry
would be only less than the loss of the few greatest inscribed on
it. Nothing could supply the want of their tragic, their comic or

romantic drama
;
no larger or more fiery planet can ever arise to

supplant or to eclipse the twin lights of our zodiac. Whatever
their faults of .shorta)ming or excess, there is in their very names
or the mere thought of their common work a kind of special and
personal attraction for all true lovers of high dramatic poetry.

'Ihcre is the glory am! grace of youth in all they have left us ; if

there be also somewhat too much of its graceless as well as its

gracious qualities, yet there hangs about their mesmory as it were
a music of the morning, a breath and savour of bright early

manhood, a joyous and vigorous air of free life and fruitful

labour, which rnight dmrm asleep for ever all thought oi' blame
of all mortal infirmity or folly, or any stain of earth that may
have soiled in passing the feet of creatures half human and half

divine while yet they dwelt among men. For good or for evil,

they are above all things poets of youth *, we cannot conceive of
them grown grey in the diznity of years, venerable with the
authority of long life^and weighted with the wisdom of experience.

In the Olympian circle of the gods and giants of our race who on
earth were their contemporaries and corrivds, they seem to move
among the graver presences and figures of sedator fame like the
two spoilt boys of heaven, lightest of f<x)t and heart and head of

all the brood of deity. Shakiespeare may have smiled u.s Jonaon
may have nodded approval of their bright swift work, neither of

these great elders grudging his praise to the special charm which
won for it a preference during one generation at least even over
their own loftier and weightier verse

;
and indeed the advance in

natural ease, in truth and grace of dialogue, is alike manifest
whether we turn to such of their comic c&racters as Valentine
and Don John, Rutilio and Monsieur Thomas, from the Tfuewit
of Jon^n or even from the Mercutio of Shakespeare ; tlie one too
stiff with classic starch, the other too fiillof mere verbal catdies
and forced conceits, to persuade us that either con in anv age have
fairly represented the light free talk and iactle humour of its

youth. Inanother field than this Beaumont and iFletcher heddas
high and secure a station of their own as any poet of their race.

In perfect workmanship wf lyrical jewellery, in perfect bloom and
fiower of song-writing, they equal all compeers whom they do not
aaecel ; the fcdossoms ofthrir^owth in this kind may hematehed
fof colour and fragrance ammst Shakespeare’s, and fbr ittoming
freshness and of form exceed the finestfVafts of
jonson, ' Tko alone might ^speak^f^^^

on this score, being as it kslmply a fyric poem in setmHiramatic
shape, to be judged only os sudh, arid os such abnoat- faultless

\

but in nowise to beclcumd^lor praise or blame among the acting
plays of its author, whose one serious error in the matter was the
submission of his Dryad to the critical verdict of an audience too
probabfy in great part composed of downs and satyrs iar tmlike
the lovmg and sweeMongued sylvan of his lovely fancy. Aad
whether we assign to him or to Beaumont the divine song of
nwlancholy (moesHus lacrymis Simmidcie)^ perfect in form as
(Catullus and profound in sentiment as Shelley, which Milton
hhnself could but echo and expand, could not heighten or deepen
its exquisite intensity of thought and word alike, there will

remain witness enough for die younger brother of a lyric power as
pure and rare as his elder's.

The excess -of influence and popularity over that of other poets
usually ascribed to the work of Beaumont and Fletcher for

some half century or so after their own time has perhaps been
somewlmt overstated by tradition. Whatever may have been
for a season the fashion of the stage, it is certain that Shakespeare
can show two editions for one against them in folio

;
four in all

from 1623 to i 6«5, while they have but their two of 1647 and
1679. Nor does one see how It can accurately or even plausibly

be said that they were in any exact sense the founders of a school
either in comedy or in tr^edy. Massinger, for some years their

survivor, and in .some points akin to them as a workman, cannot
properly be counted as their disciple

;
and no leading poet of

the time had so much in common with them as he. At first

sight, indeed, his choice of romantic subject and treatment of
foreign stories, gathered from the fertile tale-tellers of the south,
and ranging in date from Boa'accio to Cervantes, may seem -to

mark him out as a member of the same school
;
but the deepest

and most distinctive qualities of his genius set it far apart from
theirs ; though undoubtedly not so lar that any discrepancy or
discord should impair the excellence or injure the keeping of

works in which he took part with Fletcher. Yet, placed beside
theirs, the tone of his thought and speech seems by comparison
severe as well as sober, and sad as well as severe. Their extra-

vagant and boyish insanity of .prostrate royalism is not more
alien from his half pen.sive and half angry undertone of political

protest than his usually careful and complete structure of story

from their frequently lax and slovenly incoherence of character
or plot, than his well composed and proportioned metre from
their lighter and looser melodies, than the bitter insistence and
riaborate acrimoiTy of his judicial satire on hypocrisy or oppres-
sion from the gaiety or facility of mood which suffers tiiem in

the shifting of a scene to redeem their worst characters by some
juggler’s trick of conversion at the last moment allowed tliem
to wind up a play with universal reconciliation and an act of
oblivion on all hands. They could hardly have drawn with such
steady skill and explicit finish an Overreach or a Luke

;
but the

strenuous and able work of Massinger at its highest point of

succass has no breath iti it of their brighter and more immediate
inspiration. Shirley, on the other hand, may certainly be classed

as a pupil who copied their style in water-colour
;

his best

tragedy and his best comedy, The Traitor and The Lady of

Pleasure, might pass muster undetected among the plays of

Fletcher, and might fairly claim to take rank above the lowest
class of these. In the finest work of Middleton we recognize an
almost exact reproduction of Fletcher’s metrical effects,—

a

reverberation of that flowing music, a reiteration of those
feminine final notes. In his later tragi-comedies, throughont
his masterpiece’ of Women beware Women, end in the noble
scenes which make up the tragic or serious parts of Thse Change*-

ling or The Spanish wherever, in a word, we find the
admirable hut unequal genius of this poet at its best—we find

a likeness wholly wanting ih his earlier and ruder work^ which
undoubtedly suggests the influence of Fletcher. Other instances

of imitatiofi) other examples of disoipleship', might perhaps be
found amm^ leaser men of the next geneiarion

;
but the mass

of succeeding playwrights began in <a veiy short time to lower
fha Btyio and debsoe the seheme of rivamatic poetry

; and
especially to loosen thadast tiet of hantiODy, to deface the very
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tom and feature of tra^ verse^ In. Shirley, the and least

of those in whom the bneal blood of the old masters was yet

discernible, we find sideby sidewith the fine ancestral indications

of legitimate descent exactly sucb marks of decadence rather

than degeneracy as we might have anticipated in the latest heir

of a long line which began with the rise of Maiiowe, sun of the

morning,’’ in the highest heaven of our song, to prepare a path-

way for the sum. After Shakespeare there was yet room for

Beaumont and Fletcher ; but after these and the other oon-

stellations had set, whose lights filled up the measure of that

diviner zodiac through whi^ he moved, there was but room
in heaven for the pallid moonrise of Shirley

;
and before tliis

last refiex from a sunken sun was itself eclipsed, the glory had

pa^ed away from English drama, to alight upon that summit of

epic song, whence Miltun held communion with darkness and

the stars. (A. C. S.)

Bibliographical Appendix

The chief collected editions of the plays of Beaumont and

Fletcher are t ^Comedies and Tragedies written by Francis Beau-

mont and John Fietcher Gentlemen, printed by Humphrey
Moseley in folio in 1647 as containing plays

** never printed

before ”
; Fifty Comedies and Tragedies written, (fol. 1679);

Works . . .
(ii vols. 1843-1846), edited by Alexander Dyce,

which superseded earlier editions by L. Theobald, G. Colman

and H. Weber, and presented a modernized text
;

a second

two-volume edition by Dyce in 1853 ;
The Works of Francis

Beaumont and John Fletcher (15 vols. 1905, &c.) edited by Arnold

Glover and A. R. Waller in the “ Cambridge English Gassics
”

from the text of the and folio, and giving variant readings from

all separate issues of the plays previous to that edition
;
and

Works ... (12 vols. 1904, &c.), under the general editorship

of A. H. Bullen, the text of which is founder! on Dyce but with

many variant readings, the last volume containing memoirs

and excursuses by the editor.

The foundation of all critictil work on Beaumont and Fletcher

is to be found in Dyce. Discrimination between the work of the

two dramatists and their collaborators has been the object of a

series of studies for the establishment of metrical and other tests.

Fletcher’s vHsrse is recognizable by the frequency of an extra

syllable, often an accented one, at the end of a line, the use of

stopped lines, and the frequency of trisyllabic feet. He thus

obtained an adaptable instrument enabling him to dispense

with prose even in comic scenes. The pioneer work in these

matters was done by F. G. Fleay in a paper read before the New
Shakspere Society in 1874 on “Metri^ Tests Us applied to

Fletcher, Beaumont and Massinger.’’ His theories were further

developed in the article Fletcher ” in his Biog. Cheon. of the

Eng. Drama. Further investigations were published hy R, Boyle

in Englische Studien (vote, v^-x., Heilbronn, 1889-1887), and in

the New Shakspere Society Transactions (1880-1886), by Benno

Leonhardt in vols. xix. and by E. H. Olipbant

in Englische Siudien (vols. xiv. seep.). Mr Ofiphanl: restores to

Beaumont much which other critics had been inclined to deny

him. On the sources of the pkt^ see E. Kfippel in Munchener

Beitrage BUT romani u. eng. (Erlangen and Leipzig, 1^5).

Consult further artieJes by A. H. Bullen and R. Boyle respectively

on Fletcher and Massinger in the Did. of Nat. Bieg. ; G. C.

Macatday, Francis Beaumont, a Critical Study (t8H^); and

Dr A. W. Ward’s chapter on “Beaumont and Fletcher” in

vol. ii. of his Ifisi. of Eng. Dram. Lit. (new ed. 1899).

A list of the ptaya attributed to Beaumont and Fletcher, with

some details, is iKlded, with the premisB that beyond the main

lines of criticism laid^ down m Mr Swinbonk’s artide abdvw it is

often difficult to dogtnaliBe on anthonhip Even in cases whm
the play wasiproduceil ioiig after Beaumont had ceased to write

for tite stage these: can be ho certainty that we are not dealing

wHha piece which ishn adaptation of an earlier play by: a later

hand.

nU faint nni FlttcheK-TJu ScornMj^
(acted c. 1609, pr. is a farcical comedy of domestic me, m
Weh OHphant tods tttoes of ttltemtkm by a third and pertiaps h

fourth hand, PkitaaSer or Looe IJos a-Bkedmg is asitasd by
Macaulay to Beuiimont praotioally in its«eatiraty, while Fbay
attributes only three soenea to Fletcher. It was pibbably aotod c,

1609, and was printed 1620 ; it waatevised (1695) By FJIcanah Settle

and (1763) by the younger Colman. probably owing its tong popu-

larity to the touchmg character of Bellario. BeaunsDttt's thMealao
predominated in The Maid's Teage^ (acttsd.c. 1609^ pri tdlOh hi

King and No King (acted at court Deoember 26, i6zr« and ^haps
earlier, pr. 1619K while The Knight of the Burning PestU (e. tosOi^*
1613). burlesquing the heroic and romauitic play of whkrh Heywoew’s
Four Prentiees is an example, might perhaps bo traxuifeived,CfitiOs to

Beaumont’s account. Ln Cupidr Kwenn (acted at court January
r6i2, and perhaj^s at Whitefriars in 201a pr. 1O15), Tounded on
Sidney’s Arcadia, the two dnimatists appear to havh had a third

coUatiorator m Massinger and perhaps a fourth in Nathaniei Field,

The Coxcomb (acted c. 1610. and by the Chddren of the* jQueenta

Revels in ibia, pr. 1647) seems to have undergone later revision by
Massinger. Fletcher's collatioratkm with other dramatists had
begun during his connexion with Beaumont, Who apparently ceased

to write for the stage two or three years before his death.

Works Assigned to Beanmoni's Side AtUhorship,—The Woman Mater

(pr. 1607, as “ lately acted by tlio children of Pant’s '*) was asEngaed

formerly tt) Fletcher. The hi %&que of the In tier Tentpie and Graf's Inn

was presented at Whitehall on the 26th of February i6ta, on tlie

marriage of the Prince and Prinoess Palatine. Of Four Plays, or

Moral Hepresentations, in One (acted x6o8i pr. 1647), Indueteon.

with The Trtumpk of Honour and The Triumph of Love, both founded
ou tales from the Decameron, are by Beaumont.

Works Assigned to F/etf hat's .Sole Authorship, --The Faithful

Shephetdess (pr. c, i6oc)) was ill received on its onginal production,

but was revivud in i6'34. Tliat Fletcher was the sole author is

practically unquestioned, tliough Bon Jouson in Drummond’s
Conversations is made to assert that “ Beaumont Ond Fletdier ten

years since hath written The Faithful Shepherdess." It was trans-

lated into Latin verse by Sir R. F'anahawe in 1658, and Milton’s

Comus owes not a little to it. In Four Flavs in One, the two lost,

The Triumph of Death and Tfu: Triumph of Time, are Fletcher’s. In

the indifferent comedy of The Captain (acted 16x3-1613, revived

J626, pr. 1647) there is no definite evidence of any other liand than
Fletcher’s, tlunigh tlv' collaboration of Beaumont, Massinger and
Rowley has been advanced. Other Fletcher plays are : wiikeut

hionev (acted 1614, pr. 1639) ; the two romantic tragedies o£ Bonduca
(in which Caradach or C^raciacus is the chief figure rather than

Bonduca or Boadicea) and Valontinian, both dating from c. 1616

and printed in the first folio
;
The U>val Subject (acted i6r8, revived

at court 1633, pr. 1647) ; The Mad Lover (acted before March 1619.

pr. 1647), which borrows something from the story of Mundua and
Paulina in Josephus (bk. xviii.),; The Humorous Lieutenant (1619,

pr. 1647) ;
Woman Pleased (c. i6io. pr. 1647) ; The Woman's Prist or

The Tamer Tam'd (produced probably between 1610 and 16*5, acted

1633 at Blackfriars and at court, pr. 1647), ^ sequel iso The
Taming of the Shrew ;

The Chances (uncurtain (late, pri 1647)^taken
from La Sewmna Cornelia of Cervantes, and repeatedly revived after

tlie Restoration and in the iSth century ;
Monsieur Thpmae (acted

perhaps as early a» 1609, pr. 1639) ; The island Primeest {e. i6ai, pr.

1647) :
^be Pilgrim and The Wild GaoeOfChase (pr. 1639), tim second

of which was adapted in iirose by Forqnbar, both acted ai court 1b
1621, and possibly then not new pieces ; A Wife for a Month (acted

1624, pr, 1647) ;
Rule a Wife and Have u Wife (lie. 1624. pr. 1640).

The Pilgrim received additions from Dryden, and wm adapted by
Vattbmgli.

Fletcher in Collaboration with other Dramatists evidence

of Fletcher's connexion with Massing ia given by Sir C^okaine,

who in an epitaph on Fletcher and Massinger wrote : Rlayes tlicy

did write togetSer, were great friends," and efsewhere bhtfmed for

Massinger a share M the plays pzinted in the 1:647 folio. James

Shirley and William Rowley have their psirt in the works that Ufdd

to be included in the Bcapmcmt and Fletcher canon;,* and to,

a

letter from 'Field, Dabome and Massinger, asking to' £5 for their

foint necessities from*IFtoislowe' about me end of r6t3, there is a

postscript suggesting tlie deduction of the sum fMiki the* IHOtty

remaynes for the play of Mr Fletpherond oum." The problem 1$

complicated when the existing versions of the.i^y, are posterior to

Fletcher's lifetime, that is, revisions by Massinger or another of

pieces which were even origitiAUy of double authorship. In this way
Beottmont’s v^rk may be concealed under succeaMve roviifons; and
it wQtdd be rash to assert that nonoOf the latoplracontotoApything
of his. Mr R. Boyle joito the 2iame of Cynl Toumeitf to those of

Fetcher and Malinger in connexioifwith The Bonost Man's Fortune

(acted 1613. pr. 1647), Which Fleaf identifies with “ thepW 6f lift

Flcteher's and ours.' The Knight bf Malta '(acted idttf-foitoi pif.

1647) is in its existing form » reviaton by Flefofaef. Maasifiisn;, mi
possibly Field, of an laarlier play which QUphant thinks waspspbobly
written by Beaumont about 1608. The same mmarks (with the

exclusteii of Field’s hamd) apply to Thierry and' Theodoret "toMd c.

t&iy, pr. 16S1J, pwtopv a satitoctt ooatmpc^ at the

Fionch court, . thotwh Beaumont’a iliare in either wuafcdbo regaidocl

os problematioai iReiteher and Massinger’s g^t of ,S^
John van Olden, Bamdveldi (acted 2619) was first printed in BuUen's
6fif Plays (v6L ii., 2683). They followed it tip With The Custom of
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/Ai CcUfUry (acted 1619. pr. 164^), based on an English translation

(16x9) of Los Trabajos de Persilss y Sigismunda ;
The Double Marriage

[C. 1620. pr. 1647) ;
The Liftle Prench Lawyer {c. 1620, pr. 1647), the

plot of which can be traced indirectly to a novellino by Mi^uccio
wemitano ;

The Laws of Candy {c. t6i8. pr. 1647). of disputed

authorship ; The False One {c, 1620, pr. 1647). dealing with the sub-

ject of Caesar and Cleopatra
;

The Spanish Curaie (acted 1622. pr.

1647), repeatedly revived after the Restoration, was derived from
Leonard Digges's translation (1622) of a Spanish novel, Gerardo, the

Unfortunak Spaniard ; The Prophetess (1622, pr. 1647), afterwards

made into an opera by Betterton to Purcell's music ; The Sea- Voyage

(1622, pr. 1647) ; r^j Llder Brother (perhaps originally written by
Fletcher c, 1614; revised and acted 1635, pr. 1647); Beggar's Bush
facted at' court 1622, jirobably then not new, pr. 1647) ;

and The
Noble Gentleman (1625-1626. pr. 1647). Fletcher only had a small
share in Wit at Several Weafwns-—" if he but writ an act or two,"
says an epilogue on ite revival (1623 or 1626).—and the play is

probably a revision by Rowley and Middleton of an early Beaumont
and Fletcher play. A Very Woman (1634, pr. 1655) is a revision by
Massinger of The Woman's Plot ascribed to Fletcher and acted at
court in 1621. Field worked with Fletcher and Massinger on the
lost play of the Jeweller of Amsterdam (1619), as on tlic Faithful
Friends (1613-1614) and The Queen of Corinth U. 1618, pr. 1647).
The Lover's Progress (acted 1634, pr. 1647) is probably a revision by
Massinger of the Fletcher play licensed in 1623 as The Wandering
Lovers, and is perhaps identical with Oleander, licensed in 1634.
Love's Cure or The Martial Maid {1623 or 1625) is thought by Mr
Flcay to lie a revision by Massinger of a Beaumont and Fletcher
play produced as early as 1607-1608. W. Rowley joined Fletcher
m The Maid in the Mill (1623, pr. 1^47), and had a share with
Massinger in the revision of The Fair Maid of the Inn (licensed 1626,
pr. 1647), liased on La illustre Fregona of Cervantes. Nice Valour
(acted 1625-1626. pr. 1647) seems to have been altered by Middleton
from an earlier play ; The Widow, printed in 1652 as by Jonson,
Fletcher and Middleton, must be ascribed almost exclusively to
Middleton. The Night Walker (1633) is a revision bv Shirley of a
Fletcher play.

Fletcher and Jonson in Collaboration.- The history uf The Bloody
Brother or Polio, Duke of Normandy, printed in 1637 as by " B. J. F.,"
is matter of varied speculation. Mr Oliphant thinks the basis of the
play to Ixi an early work {c. 1604) of Beaumont, on which is super-
im^sed a revision (1616) by Fletcher, Jonson and Middleton, and a
subsequent revision (1636-1637) by Massinger. The general view
is that the main portion of the play is referable to Jonson and
Fletcher, Jonson apparently haa a share in Fletcher’s Love's
Pilgrimage (pr. 1647), which seems*to have been revised by Massiti'^er
in 1635.

Fletcher and Shakespeare,—The Two Noble Kinsmen was printed
in 1634 as by Mr John FletcluT and Mr William Shakespeare. If its
first repn*.sentation was in 1625 it was in the year of Fletcher's death.
It was included in the second folio of Beaumont and Fletcher’s
comedies and tragedies. If Shakespeare and Fletcher worked in
concert it was probably in 16x2-1613, the existing play prol^ahly
represents a revision by Massinger in 1625. Henry vlil. (played
at the Globe in 1613) is usually ascriljcd mainly to Fletcher
Slid Massinger, and the conditions of its production were prob-
ably similar. Fletcher and Shakespeare are together credited at
Stationers' Hall with the lost play of Cardenio, destroyed by
Warburton’s cook, (M. B».)

BEAUMONT, a city and the county-seat of Jefferson county,
Texas, U.S.A,, situated on the Neches river, in the E. part of

the state, about a8 m. from the Gtilf of Mexico and 72 m. N.E.
of Galveston. Pop. (1890^ 3296 ; (1900) 9427, of whom 2953
were negroes

; (1906, estimate) 13,105. It is served by the
Gulf & Interstate, the Gulf, Colorado &: Santa F4

,
the Kansas

City Southern, the Texas & New Orleans, the Colorado Southern,
New Orleans & Padiic, the Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western
(from Beaumont to Sour Lake, Tex.), and the (short) Galveston,
Beaumont & North-Eastern railways. The Neches river from
Beaumont to its mouth has a depth of not less than 19 ft.

;

from its mouth extends a canal (9 ft* deep, 100 ft wide, wid 12 m.
long), which connects with the Port Arthur Canal (180 it wide
and 25 ft. deep) extending to the sea. Situated in the midst of
a region covered with dense jorests of jfnne and cypress, Beau-
mont is one of the largest lumber centres of the,southern states

;

it is also centre of a large rice-growing region. The inanu-
factories include rice mills, saw mills, sash, door and blM
factories, shit^le mills, iron works, oil refineries, broom factories

and a dynamite factory. In 1905 the cleaning and polishing of
rice was the most important industry, its output being valued
at fi,ao3,i23, being nearly twice the value of the product of the
rice mips of the dtjr iii 1900, 25*9% of the total value of the
sute’a product of pushed and cleaned rice, 46' i % of tie value

($2,609,829) of all of Beaumont's factory products, and about
7.4 % of the value of the product of polished and clcaned rice

for the whole United States in 1905. After the sinkbig of oil

wells in 1901, Beaumont became one of the principal oiUproduc-
ing places in the United States

;
its oil refineries are connected

by pipe lines with the surrounding oil fields, and two 6-in. pipe
lines extend from Beaumont to O^ahoma. Beaumont was first

settled in 1828, and was first chartered as a city in 1899.
BEAUNE, a town of eastern France, capital of an arrondisse-

ment in the department of Cote-d’Or, on the Bouzoise, 23 m.
S.S.W. of Dijon on the main line of the Paris-Lyon railway;

Pop. (1906), 11,608. Beaune lies at the foot of the hills of Cote-
d’Or. Portions of its ancient fortifications are still to be seen,

but they have been for the most part replaced by a shady
promenade which separates the town from its suburbs. The
most interesting feature of Beaune is the old hospital of St
Esprit, femnded in 1443 Nicolas Rolin, chancellor of Burgundy.
Though it is built lately of wood, the fabric is in good preserva-

tion. The exterior is simple, but the buildings which surround
the main courtyard have hijgh-pitched roofs surmounted by
numerous dormer windows with decorated gables, recalling the
Flemish style of architecture. In the interior there are .several

interesting apartments
; the chief of these is the ample

council cliamber with its fine tapestries, where an import-
ant wine sale is held annually, '^e hospital possesses many
artistic treasures, among them the mural paintings of the 17th
century in the Salle St Hugues and an altar-piece, the Last
Judgment, attributed to Roger van der Weyden. The principal

church of the town, Notre-Dame, dating mainly from the 12th
and 13th centuries, has a fine central tower and a triple portal

with handsome wooden doors. In the interior there is some
valuable tapestry of the 15th century, and other works of art.

Two round towers (15th centuiy) are a survival of the castle

of Beaune, dismantled by Henry IV. A belfry of 1403 and
several houses of the Renaissance period, some of which are
built over ancient wine-cellars, are architecturally notable.

There is a statue to the mathematician, G. Monge, born in the
town (1746), and a monument to Pierre Joigneaux the politician

(d. 1^2). Beaune has tribunals of first instance and of

commerce, a chamber of commerce, a school of agriculture and
viticulture and colleges for girls and boys. It carries on con-
siderable trade in live-stock and cereals and in the vegetables of

its market-gardens, and manuf^tures of casks, corks, white
metal, oil, vinegar and machinery for the wine-trade are
included among the industries

; it is chiefly important for its

vineyards and as the centre of the wine-trade of Burgundy.
Beaune was a fortified Roman camp and a stronghold during

the middle ages. It was the capital of a separate county which
in 1227 was united to the duchy of Burgundy

;
it then became

the first seat of the Burgundian parlement or jours generaux
and a ducal residence. On the death of Charles the Bold, it

sided with his daughter, Mary of Burgundy, but was besieged
and taken by the forces of Loub XI. in 1478. Its rank as
wmmune, conceded to it in 1203, was confirmed by Francis I.

in 1521. In the Wars of Religion it at first sided with the
League, but afterwards opened its gates to the troops of Henry
ly., from whom it received the confirmation of its communal
privileges and permission to demolish its fortifications. The
revocation of thf edict of Nantes struck a severe blow at the
cloth and tfon industries, which had previously been a source
of prosperity to the towri. .In the i8th century there were no
fewer than seven monastic buildings in Beaune, besides a Ber-
nardine abbey,a Carthusian convent and an eccl^astical college.

BEAUREGARD, MARQUIS DE (r. 1772-?), French adven-
turer, the son of a poor vinegrower named Leuthraud, was bom
about 1772. He received the name Beauregard from a nobleman
in whose service hewas engaged as vsdet On the outbreak of the
revolution, this nobleman converted all his fortune mto gold,
and entrusting the bag containing the cash to his valet, fled to
the frontier. For security’s sake master and man took different

road^, hut Beauregard turned hdek irith the money to Paris.

By 4p«culat;ions/m provisions and mifitary leiq^ under
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the Directeirate he amaMed a tonsidemble fortune, amd styling

himself the marquis de Beauregard, purchwd a sfdendid
mansion and bcj^an givii^ magnificent entertainments. De-
tected at the height o( his success, the impostor was arrested
and condemned to four years in irons and to be branded. He
soon escaped from prison, and had the audacity to reappear in

Paris and start his old life afresh. After a short time, however,
he disappeared again, and is supposed to have committed
suicide. It is probable that most of the information available

about him is a blend of fact and fiction.

BEAUREGARD, PIERRE GUSTAVE TOUTANT (181E-1893),

American soldier, was bom near New Orleans, Louisiana, on the

28th of May 1818. At the United States military academy he
^dilated second in his class in July 1838, and was appointed

lieutenant of engineers. In the Mexican War he distinguished

himself in siege operations at Vera Cruz, and took part in all

the battles around Mexico, being wounded at Clmpultepec, and
receiving the brevets of captain and major. In 1853 he became
captain and was in charge of fortification and other engineer

wotks of various points, on the Gulf coast from 1853 to i860.

He had just been appointed superintendent of West Point when
the secession of his state brought about his resignation (aoth

Feimiary 1861). A.s a brigadicr-geneml of the new Confederate

army he directed the bombardment of Fort Sumter, S.C. As
the commander of the Southern Army of the Potomac ” he
opposed McDowell’s advance to Bull Run, and during the battle

was second in command under Joseph E. Johnston, who had
joined him on the previous evening. He was one of the five full

generals appointed in August 1861, and in 1862 was second in

command under Sidney Johnston on the Tennessee. After

Johnston’s death he directed the battle of Shiloh, subsequent

to which he retired to (!orinth. This place he defended against

the united armies under Halleck, until the end of May 1862,

when he retreated in good order to the southward. His health

now failing, he was employed in less active work. He defended

Charleston against the Union forces from September 1862 to

April 1864. In May 1864 he fought a severe and eventually

successful battle at Drury’s Bluff against General Butler and
the Army of the James. Later in the year he endeavoured to

gather troops wherewith to oppose Sherman’s advance from
Atlanta, and eventually surrendered with Johnston’s forces in

April 1865. After the war he engaged in railway management,
became adjutant-general of his state and managed the Louisiana

lottery. He declined high commands which were offered to him
in the Rumanian and later in the Egyptian armies. General

Beauregard died in New Orleans on the 20th of February 1893.

He was the author of Principles and Maxims of (he Art of War
(Charleston, 1863); Report on the Defence of Charleston (Rich-

mond, 1864).

See Alfred Roman, Military Operations of General Beauregard (New
York, 1883).

BEAUSOBRE, ISAAC DE (1659-1738), French Protestant

divine, was bom at Niort on the 8th of March 1659. After

studying theology at the Protestant academy of Saumur, he was
ordained at the age of twenty-two, becoming pastor at Chatillon-

sur-Indre. After the revocation of the edict of Nantes he fled to

Rotterdam (November 1685), and in 1686 was appointed chaplain

to the princess of Dessau, Henrietta Catherine of Orange. * In

1693, on the death of the prince of Dessau, he went to Berlin and
became chaplain to the court at Oranienbaum, and in 1695 pastor

of the French church at Berlin. He became court preacher,

counsellor of the Consistory, director of the Maison fran^aisef a
hospice for French people, inspector of the French gymnasium
anci superintendent of all the French churches in Brandenbuig.

He died on the 5th of June 1738.* He had strong sense with

profound erudition, was one of the best Writers of his time and

an excellent preacher.

BlEAUVAn» a town of northdm France, capital of the dlspart-

mefit of O^e, 49,m. N. by W. of Paris, on the Northern railway.

Pop. (1906) 17^045. Beauvais lies at the foot of wooded hills on the

left bimk of the Th^tain at its confluence with the Avelon, Its

iliibetit ramparts have been destroyed, and it is now surrounded

by boulevards, outside which run bnncbei qf

addition, there are spacious promenades in the northisast of the

town. Its cathedral of St Pierre, in some resprots the .most

daring achievement of Gothic architecture, consists only of a
transept and choir with apse ai\d seven apserchapels. The
vaulting in the interior exceeds 150 ft. in height. The amah
Romanesque church of the 10th century known as the Basse-

CEuvre occupies the site destined for the nave. Begun in 1247,

the work was interrupted in 1284 by the collapse of the yaulting
of the choir, in 1573 by the fall of a too ambitious central tower,

after which little Edition was made. The transept was built

from 1500 to 1548. Its facades, especially that on the south,

exhibit all tlie richness of the late Gothic style. The carved

wooden doors of both the north and the south portals are master-

pieces respectively of Gothic and Renaissance workmanship.
'Hie church possesses an elaborate astronomical clock (1866) and
tapestries of the 15th and 17th centuries

;
but its chief artistic

treasures are stained glass windows of the X3th, 14th and 16th

centuries, the most beautiful of them from the hand of the

Renaissance artist. Engrand Le Prince, a native of Beauvais. To
him also is due some of the stained glass in St £)tienne, the second
church of the town, and an interesting example of the transition

stage between the Romanesque and Gothic styles.

In the Place de ITlotel de Ville and in the, old streets near the

cathedral there are several houses dating from the 12th to the

16th centuries. Tlie hotel de ville, close to which stands the

statue of Jeanne Hachette (see below), was built in 1752. The
episcopal palace, now used as a court-house, was built in the
i6th century, jmrtly upon the Gallo-Roman fortifications. The
industry of Beauvais comprises, besides the state manufacture of

tapestry, which dates from 1664, the manufacture of various

kinds of cotton and woollen goods, brushes, toys, boots and shoes,

and bricks and tiles. Market-gardening flourishes in the vicinity

and an extensive trade is carried on in groin and wine.

The town is the seat of a bishop, a prefect and a court of

assizes ; it has tribunals of first instance and of commerce,
together with a chamber of commerce, a branch of the Bank of

France, a higher ecclesiastical seminary, a lyc6e and training

colleges.

Beauvais was known to the Romans a.s Caesaromagus, and took

its present name from Gallic tribe of the Bellovaci, whose
capital it was. In the 9th century it became a countship, which
about Z013 passed to the bishops of Beauvais, who ultimately

became peers of France. In 1346 the town had to defend itself

against the English, who again besieged it in 1433.
v^ich it suffered in 1472 at the hands of the duke of Buiguady
was rendered famous by the heroism of the women, under the
leadership of Jeanne Hachette, whose memory is still celebrated

by a procession on the X4th of October (the feast of Ste Anga-
dr^meV in which the women take precedence of the men.

Seo V. Lhuillier, Chases du vieux Beauvais it du Beauvaisis (1896).

BEAUVILUER, the name of a very ancient French family

bdonging to the country around Chartres, members of which are

found filling court offices from the 15th century onward. For
Charles de Beauvillier, gentleman of the chamter to the king,

governorand bailli oiBlois, the estate of Saint Aignan was created

a countship in 1537. Francois de Beauvillier, comte de Saint

Aignan, after having been through the campaigns in Germany
(1634-1635), Franchc-Comt6 (1636), Flanders (1637), was
sent to the Bastille in consequence of his having lost the battle of

Thionville in 1640. In reward for his devotion to the court party

during the Fronde he obtained many signal favours, and Saint

Aignan was raised to a duchy in 4he peerage of France {ducki^

pairie) in 1663. His son Paul, called the due de BeauvilUa, aias

several times ambMsador to England ; he became chilf of the
council of finance in 1685, governor of the dukes of .Burgundy^;
Anjou and Berri from 16^ to 1693; fnimster of state in and
grandee of Spain in 1701. He married a daughter of Colbert.

Paul Hippolyte de Beaqvillier, comte de Montrfsor, afterwards
due de Saint Aignan, was ambassador at Madrid ficodi 1715 ^
1718 and at Rme in 1731, and a member of the eounen of
regency in 17x9.
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AoGtST® Roger de Bmxv (1806-1866), French writer, who
wa» bom on the 8th of November 1806 in Paris. He wm the son

and nephew of public officials who did not approve his literaiy

incKnatkms, and it was at their request that he wrote over the

signature of Roger de Beauvoir. A good-looking youn^ fellow,

of independent means, an indefatigable vivewy he astonished aQ

Paris with his ostentatious luxuiy and his adventures, while his

romantic novels gav^himamore seriotw if not durable reputation.

Among the best of them are L’lScoher de Cluny ou le Sophisme

(1832), whidh is said to have furnished Alexandre Dumas and

Theodore Gaillardet (1808-1882) with the idea of tiie Tmr de

Neslcy and Le Chevalier de Saiui Georges (1840). He had married

in 1847 an actress, El^norc L^ocadie Doze (1822-1859), from

whom he obtained a judicial separation a year or two later after

a long and notorious tritd> following which his mother-in-law got

hhn imprisoned for three months and fined 500 francs for a

satirical poem, Man Pfods (1849). Ruined by extravagance

and tied to his chair ])y gout, he spent the last years of his life

in retirement, and died in Paris on the 27th of August 1866.

BEAUX, CBOILIA (1863- ), American portrait-painter,

was bom in Philadelphia, I^nsylvania, where she became a pupil

of William Sartain. But her real art"training was obtained in

Paris, where she started in the atelier Julian and had tlio coach-

ing of painters like Roliert-Fleirry, Boiigucreau and Dagnan
Bouveret. In 1890 she exhibited at the Paris Exposition.

Returning to Philadelphia, Miss Beaux obtained in 1893 the gold

medal of the Philadelphia Art Club, and also the Dodge prize at

the New York National Academy, and later various other

di.stinctions. She became a member of the National Academy
of Design, New York, in 1902. Among her portraits arc those

of Bishop Coadjutor Cireer (exhibited at the Salon in 1896);
Mrs Roosevelt and her daughter ; and Mrs Larz Anderson.

Her “ Dorothea and Francesca,** and “ Ernesta and her Littis

Brother,*’ are good examples of her skill in painting children.

BEAVER,^ liie largest European ac|uatic representative of the

mammalian order Rodentia {q,v,\ easily recognized by its large

trowd-like, scaly tail, which is expanded in the horizontal

direction. The true heaver (Castor fiber) is a nati%'e of Europe
and northern Asia, but it is represented in North America by a
closely-allied species (C, canadenm\ qhiefly distinguished by
the form of the nasal bones of the skull. Beavers are nearly

allied to the squirrels (Sciuridae)^ agreeing in certain structural

peculiarities of the lower jaw and skull. In the Scitmdae the

two main bones (tibia and hbula) of the lower half of the leg are

quite separate, the tail is round and hairy, and the habits ore

arboreal and terrestrial. In the beavers or Castoridae these

bones are m close contact at their lower ends , the tail is depressed,

expanded and scaly, and ffie habits are aquatic. Beaveirs have

webbed hind-feet, and the claw of the second hind-toe doul^e.

In length beavers—European and American—measure about

1 ft. exdusivc of the tail, which is about 10 in. They iare

covered with a fur to which they owe their chiaf oommcFtial

valhe; this consists of two kinds of hair—the one close-set,

silky and of a greyish colour, the other much coarser and
longer, and of a reddish brown: Beavers are essentially aquatic

in their habits, never travelling by land unless driven by
necessity. Formerly common in England, the European beaver

has not only been exterminated there, but likewise in most of

the countries of the continent, although a few remain on the

Elbe, the Rhone and in parts of Scandinavia. The American

species is also greatly diminished ‘in numbers from incemaxit

pursuit for the sake of its valuable fnr^r Beavers are sociable

animaki; living in streams, where, so as to render the water of

sufficieiil depth, they build dams of mud and of the stems and
bought* ol trees felled by their powerful incisor teeth. In the

neighbourhood they make their lodges/* which are xoom^
chambets, with the entrance beneath the watec. The mud is

* Th<* word is descended from the Aryan name of the animal, cf.

Satnikiit he/bkrusy brown, the great Idmenmotv, IAt, fiber, Ger, Bifrir,

Swed. beueer, Rust. to6r*; the' root bhru^ has givea bcown/' and.

through Romanic, ** bronze ” and burnish."

plastered down fay the foredeet, and not, as often supposed, by
the tail, which is em^yed soldy as a rudder. They are main^
nocturnal, and subsist efaiedy on bark and twigs or the roots ^
water plants. The dam differs in shape according to the nature

of particular localities. Where the water has little motion it

is almost straight ; where the current is considerable it is curved,

with its convexity towards the stream. The materials made use

of are driftwood, green willows, birch and poplars ; also mud
and atones mteemixed in such a manner as contributes to the

strength of the dam
;
but there is no jMtrticuiar method observed,

except ffiat the work is carried on with a regular sweep, and l^at

all the parts aore made of equal strength. “ In places,” writes

Hearne, which have been long frequented by beavers undis^

turbed, their dams, by frequent repairing, become a solid bank,

capafcde of resisting a great force bf)th of ice,and water ; and as

the willow, poplar and l^rch generally take root and shoot up,

they by degrees form a kind of regular planted hedge, which 1

have seen in some places so tall that birds have built their nests

among the branches.” Their houses are farmed of the same
materials as the dams, witl'i little order or regularity of structure,

and seldom contain more than fgur old, and six or eight young
beavers. It not unfrequently ha}>pe!os that some of the larger

houses have one or mure partitions, but these arc only posts of

the main building left l>y the builders to support the roof, for

the apartments hnve usually no cQmmunication with each other

except by water. The beavers carry , the mud and stones with

tlreir fore-paws and the timber between their teeth. They
always work in tlie night and witli great expedition. Tliey

cover their houses late every autumn with fresh mud, whidi,

freezing when the frost sets in, becomes almost as hard as .stone,

so that neither wolves nor wolverines can disturb their repose.

The favourite food of the American beaver is the watci-lily

(Nuphar lutewn)^ which bear.s a resemblance to a cabbagc-.stalk,

and grows at the bottom of lakes and riverii. Beavers also

gnaw the bark of birch, poplar and willow trees ; but during

the summer a more varied herbage, with the addition of berries,

is consumed. WTien the ice breaks up in spring they always

leave their, einl^ankments, and rove about until a. little before

tiK' fall of the loaf, when they return to their old habitations,

and lay in their winter stock of wood. They seldom begin to

repair the houses till the frost sets in, and never finish the outer

coating till the cold becomes severe. When they erect a new
habitation they fell the wood early in summer, but seldom begin

building till towards the end of August.

The flesh of the ,American beaver is eaten by the Indians, and
when roasted in. tl^e. skin is esteemed a delicacy and is said to

taste like pork. Castoreum is a substance contained in two

pear-shaped pouches situated near the organs of reproduction,

of a bitter taste and slightly foetid odour, at one time largely

employed as a medicine, but now used only in perfumery.

Fossil remains of beavers are found in the peat and other

superfleial deposits of England and the continent, of Europe

;

while in the Pleistocene formations of England and Siberia occur

remains of a giant extinct beaver, Trogontherium cuvieri, repre-

senting a genus by itself.

For an account of beavers in Norway see R. Collett, in the Bergens
Iduseum Aarbog for tbgq. See also K. T. Martin. Castovologta., a
Hilary and Tradif^ns of the Canadian Beaver (London. 1B92).

(6. L.*)

BEAVER (from Fr. baviire, a child^s bib, from bavcy saliva^

the lower part of the helmet, fixed to tlie neck-armour to protect

the face and checks
;

properly it moved upwards, as the visor

moved down, but the word is sometimes used to include the visor.

The right fonn of the word, “ haver,” has been altered from a

confusion with ” beaver/* a hat made of beaver-fur or a silk

imitaUqa,;ako, in slang, called a ” castor,” from the zoological

name of the beaver family.

BEAVER DAM, a city of Doclge county, Wisconrini

situated ia the part of the state, 63 m. N.W. of Milwaukee,

on Beaver Lake, which is 9 m. long and 3 m. wide. Pop. (1890)

4222 ; (1900) 5128, of whom 1023 were foreign-born
; (1905,

state census) 56x5. < Most of the pofulation is of German
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descent Beaver Dam is served by the Chicago, Milwaukee k
St Paul railway. The city is a summer resort, has a public

library, and is the seat of Wayland Academy (1855, Baptist),

a co^ucational preparatory school affiliated with the university

of Chicago. Beaver Dam is situated in the midst of a fine farm-

ing country ;
it has a good water-power derived from Beaver

L^e, and among its manufactures are woollen and cotton goods,

malleable iron, ioundcy products, gasolene engines, agricultural

implements, stoves and beer. The city was first settled about

1841, and was incorporated in 1856.

BEAVER FALIB, a borough of Beaver county, Pennsylvania,

U.S.A., on Beaver river, about 3! m. from its confluence with

the Ohio, opposite New Brighton, and about 3a m. N.W. of

Pittsburg. Pop. (1890) 9735 ;. (1900) of whom 1554

were foreign-born
j (1906, estimate) 10,346. The borough is

served by the Pennsylvania and the Pittsbuig & Lake Erie

railways. It is built for the most part on a plateau about 50 ft.

above the river, hemmed in on either side by hills that rise

abruptly, especially on the W., to a height of more than 200 ft.

Bituminous coal, natural gas and oil abound in the vicinity

;

the river provides excellent water-power
;

the borough is a

manufacturing centre of considerable importance, its products

including iron and steel bridges, boilers, steam drills, carriages,

saws, files, axes, shovels, wire netting, stoves, glass-ware, scales,

chemicals, pottery, cork, decorative tile, bricks and typewriters.

In 1905 the city’s factory products were valued at $4>907i536-

Geneva College (Reformed Presbyterian, co - educational),

established in 1849 at Northwood, Logan county, Ohio, was

removed in 1880 to the borough of College Hill (pop. in 1900, 8^),
I m. N. of Beaver Falls

;
it has a preparatory and a collegiate

department, departments of music, oratory and art, and a

physical department, and in 1907-1908 had 13 instructors and 235

students. Beaver Falls was first settled in 1801 ;
was laid out as

a town and named Brighton in 1806 ; received its present name

a few years later
j
and in 1868 was incorporated as a borough.

BEAWAR, or Nayanagar, a town of British India, the

administrative headquarters of Merwara district in Ajmere-

Merwara. It is 33 m. from Ajmere. Pop. (1901) 21,928. It is

an important centre of trade, especially in raw cotton, and has

cotton presses and the Krishna cotton mills. It was founded

by Colonel Dixon in 1835.

BEBEL, FERDINAND AUGUST (1840- ), German socialist,

was lx»rn at Cologne on the 22nd of February 1840 ;
he became

a turner and worked at Leipzig. Here he took a prominent part

in the workmen’s movement and in the association of working

men which had been founded under the influence of Schultz-

Delitzsch
;
at first an opponent of socialism, he came under the

influence of Liebknecht, and after 1865 he was a confirmed

advocate of socialism. With Liebknecht he belonged to the

branch of the socialists which was in close correspondence with

Karl Marx and the International, and refused to accept the

leadership of Schweitzer, who had attempted to carry on the

work after Lassalle’s death. He was one of those who supported

a vote of want of confidence in Schweitzer at the Eisenach

conference in 1867, from which his party was generally known as

“ the Eisenacher.” In this year he was elected a member of the

North German Reichstag for a Saxon constituency, apd, with

an interval from 1881 to 1883, remained a member of the German
parliament. His great organizing talent and oratorical power

quickly made him one of the leaders of the socialists and their

chief spokesman in parliament. In 1870 he and Liebknecht

were the only members who did not vote the extraordinary

subsidy required for the war with France; the followers of

Lassalle, on the other hgnd, voted for the government proposals.

He was the only Socialist who was elected to the Reichstag in

1871, but he used his position to protest against the annexation

of Alsace-Lorraine and express his full sympathy with the

Paris Commune. Bismarck ^terwards said that tl^ speech

of BebePs was a “ ray. of li^ht," showing him that Socialism was

an enemy to be fought against and crushed
;
and in 1872 Bebel

was accused in Brunswick of preparation for high treason, and

condemned to two years’ imprisonment in a fortress, and, for

6qs

insulting the German emperor, to nine months’ oi^inary imprison*

ment; After hb release he helped to oiganixe, at tlw con-

gress of Gotha, the united pwrty of Sodiu Democrats, whidi

had been formed during his imprisonment. After ^e pMsing

of the Socialist Law he continued to show great activity in the

debates of the Reichstag, and was also elected a membtf of t^
Saxon parliament

;
when the state of siege was prodainoed in

Leipzig he was expelled from the dty, and in 1886 condemned

to nine months’ imprisonment for taking p^t in a secret society*

Although the rules of the Social Democratic party do not recog-

nize a leader or president, Bebel subsequently became by far

the most influential member of the party. In the party meetings

of 1890 and 1891 his policy was severely attacked, first tiy the

extremists, the “ young ” Socialists from Berlin, who wished

to al)andon parliamentary action
;

against these Bebel won a

complete victory. On the other side he wm involved in a

quarrel with Volmar and his school, who desired to put aside

from immediate consideration the complete attainment of the

Socialist ideal, and proposed that the party should aim at bring-

ing about, not a complete overthrow of society, but a gradual

amelioration. This conflict of tendencies continued, and ^bel
came to be regarded as the chief exponent of the traditional

views of the orthodox Marxist party. He was exposed to some

natural ridicule on the ground that the “ Kladderaoatsch,” which

he often spoke of as imminent, failed to make its appemance.

On the other hand, though a strong opponent of militarism, he

publicly stated that foreign nations attacking Germany must not

expect the help or the neutrality of the Social Democrats. His

book, Die Frau und der Socialismus (1893), which went through

many editions and contained an attack on the institution of mar-

riage, identified him with the most extreme forms of Socialism.

See also Mehring. Geschxchte der deutschen Social-DemohrtUie

(Stuttgart, i8q8) ;
Feports of the Annual Meetings of the Social

Democratic Party, Berlin Vorwarts Publishing Company (from 1890)

;

B. Russell, German Social-Democracy (London, 1897). (J. W. He.)

BECCAFICO Qtal. for “ fig-pecker ”), a small migratory bird

of the warbler (SylvUdae) family, which frequents fig-trees and

vineyards, and, when fattened, is considered a great delicacy.

BECCAFUMI, DOMENICO DI PACE (i486-i550»

painter, of the school of Siena. In the early days of the Tus^
republics Siena had been in artistic genius, and almost in politiejd

importance, the rival of Florence. But after the great plague in

1348 the city declined
;
and though her population always com-

rised an immense number of skilled artists and artificers, yet

er school did not share in the general progress of Italy in the

15th century. About the year 1500, indeed, Siena had no native

artists of the first importance
;

and her public and private

commissions were often given to natives of other cities. But

after the uncovering of the works of Raphael and Michelangelo

at Rome in 1508, all the schools of Italy were stirred with the

desire of imitating them. Among these accomplished men who

now, without the mind and inspiration of Raphael or Michel-

ungclo, mastered a great deal of their manner, and imtiated the

decadence of Italian art, several of the roost accomplished arose

in the school of Siena. Among these was Domenico, the son of a

peasant, one Giacomo di Pace, who worked on the estate of a

well-to-do citizen named Lprenzo Beccafumi. Seeing some signs

of a talent for drawing in his labourer’s son, Lorenzo Beccafumi

took the boy into his service and presently adopted him, causing

him to learn painting from masters of the ci^. Known after-

wards as Domenico Beccafumi, or earlier as fl Mecarino (from

the name of a poor artist with whom he studied), the Masant’s

son soon gave proof of extraordi^ry industry and talent. In

1509 he went to Rome and steepea himself in the manner of the

great men who had just done their first work in the Vatican.

Returning to his native town, Beccafumi quickly gained employ-

ment and a reputation second only to Sodoma. He paixiieo a

vast number both of religious pieces for churches and of ipyt^
logical decorations for private patrons. But the work by which

he will longest be remembered is that which he did for the

celebrated pavement of the cathedral of Siena* For a hundr^
and fifty years the best artists of the state had been engaged
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laying doim this pavement withvast designs incmmm wofk,->

white mairble^ th^ is, engiaved with the outlines of the subject in

black, aikt having Orders inlaid with rich patterns in many
colours. From the year 15x7 to 1544 Beccafumi was ei^aged in

continuing this pavement. He made very ingemous improve-

ments in the technical processes employed, and laid down
multitudinous scenes from the stories of Ahab and Elijah, of

Melchisedec, of Abtaham and of Moses. These are not so inter-

esting as the simpler work of the earlier schools, but are much
more celebrated and more jealously guarded. Such was their

fame that the agents of ('harles I. of England, at the time when
he was collecting for Whitehall, went to Siena expressly to try

and purchase the original cartoons. But their owner would not

part with them, and they are now in the Siena Academy and
elsewhere. The subjects have been engraved on wood, by the

hand, as it seems of Beccafumi himself, who at one time or

another essayed almost every brunch of fine art. He made a

triumphal arch and an immense mechanical horse for the pro-

cession of the emperor Charles V. on his entry into Siena. In

his later days, being a solitary liver and continually at work, he

is said to have accelerated his death by over-exertion upon the

processes of bronae-casting.

BBOOARIA, QIOVAIINI BATTISTA (1716-T781), ItaKan

physicist, was bom at Mondovi on the 3rd of October 1716, and
entered the religious order of the Pious Schools in 1732. He
became professor of experimental physics, first at Palermo and
then at Rome, and was appointed to a similar situation at Turin
in 1748. He was afterwards made tutor to the young princes de
Chablais and de Carignan, and continued to reside principally at

Turin during the remainder of his life. In May 1755 ke was
elected a fellow of the Royal Society of London, and published

several papers on electrical subjects in the PkiL Trans, He died

at Turin on the 27th of May 1781. Bcccaria did much, in the

way both of experiment and exposition, to spread a knowledge
of the electrical researches of Franklin and others. His principal

work was the treatise Dell* Eletiricismo Naturde ed Artrficide

(1753), which was translated into English in 1776.

BECCARIA-BONBSANA, CESARE, Makchesb dk (1735-

1794), Italian publicist, was born at Milan on the 15th of March

1735. He was educated in the Jesuit college at Parma, and
showed at first a great aptitude for mathematics. The study

of Montesquieu seems to have directed his attention towards

economic questions
;
and his first publication ^1762) was a

tract on the derangement of the currency in the Milanese states,

with a proposal for its remedy. Shortly after, in conjunction

with his friends the Verris, he formed a literary society , and began

to publish a small journal, in imitation of the Spectator, called

11 Caffi. In 1764 he published his brief but justly celebrated

treatise Dei Delitti e delle Pene (“ On Crimes and Pumshments ”).

The weighty reasonings of this work were expounded with all the

additional force of a clear and animated style. It pointed out

distinctlyand temperately the grounds of the right of punishment,

and from these pnnciples deduced certain propositions as to the

nature and amount of punishment which should be inflicted for

any crime. The book had a surprising success. Within eighteen

months it passed through six editions. It was translated into

French by Morellet in 1766, and published with an anonymous
commentary by Voltaire. An English translation appeared in

1768 and it was translated into several other languages. Many
of the refonns in the penal codes of the principal European

nations are trtceable to Beccaria's treatise. In November 1768

he was appointed to the chair of law and economy, which had

been founded expressly for hiin at the Palatine college of Milan.

His lectures on political economy, which are based on strict

utilitarian principles, are in marked accordance with the theories

of the English school of economists. They are published in the

collection of Italian writers on politicsd economy {Scritiori

Classiei tidiani di Economia politica, vols. xi. and xii). In 1771

Beccarta was made a member of the supreme economic coundi

;

and in 1701 he wai appointed one of the board for the reform of

the judicial code. In this post his labours were of very great

value. He died at Milan On the 28th of November 1794.

BBCCUI8» a nuurket-town and munidpai borm^h, in the
Lowestdt parliamentary division of SuffoHc, Ei^nd/; on the
right bank of the river Waveney, 109 m. NJ). from (London by
the Great Eastern railway. Pop. (1901) 6898. It has a pleasant,

weli-woodied site overlooking flat kinds bordexing the
Waveney. The church of St Michael, wholly Perpendicular, is a
fine example of the style, having an ornate south porch of two
storeys and a detached bell tower. There are a grammar school

(1712), and boys’ school and free school on the foundation of Sir

John Leman (1631). Ruse Hall, in the vidnity, is a moated
manor of brick, of the z6th century. Pitting works, malting,

brick and tile, and agricultural implement works are the chief

industries. Beccles was incorporated in x 584. It is governed by
a mayor, 4 aldermen and 12 councillors. Area, 2017 acres.

BlkSBRRA, GAIDAR (1520-^1570^ Spanish painter and
sculptor, was bom at Badsa in Andalusia. He stud^d at Rome,
it is said under Michelangelo, and assisted Vasari in painting

the hall of the Concetteria. He also contributed to the anatomical
plates of Valverdc. After his return to Spain he was extensively

employed by Philip IL, and decorated many of the rooms in

the palace at Madrid with frescoes. He also painted altar-pieces

for sevenil of the churches, most of which have been destroyed.

His fame as a sculptor almost surpassed that as a painter. His
best work was a magnificent figure of the Virgin, which was
destrojred during the French war. He became court painter at

Madrid in 1563, and played a prominent part in the establishment

of the fine arts in Spain.

BfiCHE*DE«MER (sometimes explained as “ sea-spade,” from
the shape of the prepared article, but more probably from the

Port, bicko, a worm or grub), or Trepang (Malay, tripang), an
important food luxury among the Chinese and other Ea.stcm

peoples, connected with the production of which considerable

trade exists in the Eastern Archipelago and the coasts of New
Guinea, and also in California. It consists of several species

of echinoderms, generally referred to the genus Holothuria,

especially H. edtdis. The creatures, which exist on coral reefs,

have bodies from 6 to 1 5 in. long, shaped like a cucum]:)er, hence
their name of “ sea-cucumbers.” The skin is sometimes covered

with spicules or prickles, and sometimes quite smooth, and with
or without ” teats ” or ambulacral feet disposed in rows. Five
varieties are recognized in the commerce of the Pacific Islands,

the finest of which is the ” brown with teats.” The large black

come next in value, followed by the small black, the red-bellied

and the white. They are used in the gelatinous soups which form

an important article of food in China. They are prepared for

use by being boiled for al)Out twenty minutes, and then dried

first in the sun and afterwards over a fire, so that they are

slightly smoked.

BECHER, JOHABN JOACHIM (1635-1682), Cierman chemist,

phjrsician, scholar and adventurer, was bom at ^Spires in 1635.

His father, a Lutheran minister, died while he was yet a child,

leaving a widow and three children. The mother married again
;

the stepfather spent the tiny patrimony of the children
; and

at the age of thirteen Becher found himself responsible not
only for his own support but also for that of his mother and
brothers. He learned and practised several small handicrafts, and
devoting his nights to study of the most miscellaneous description

earned a pittance by teaching. In 1654, at the age of nineteen,

he puWished an edition of Salzthal's Traetatus de laptde iris-

megisio
; his Metdlurgia followed in 1660 ;

and the next year

appeared his Character pro noiitia lingmrum unwersali, in

which he gives 10,000 words for use as a universal language.

In 1663 he published his Oedipum Ckentteum and a book on
animals, plants and minerals (Thier^ Krauter- und Berghuch),

At the same time hewas full of schemes, practical and unpractical.

He negotiated with the elector palatine for the establishment

of factories at Mannheim
;

suggB.stcd to the elector of Baxaria

the creation of German colonies in Guiana and the^West Indies
;

and brought down upon himself the wrath of the Munich
merchants by planning a government monopoly of cloth manu-
facture and of trade. He fled from Munich; but found a ready

welcome tlscwhcre: In x666 he ajipointed teacher of
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medkine at Mainz and body*ph5rsictan to the avchbishop^lector
;

'

and the same year he was made councillor of commerce {Commet-

zimrat) at Vienna, where he had gained the powerful support of

Albrecht, Count Zinzendorf, prime minister and grand chamber-

lain of the emperor Leopold 1. Sent by the emperor on a mission

to Holland, he there wrote in ten days his Meikoius Didactica,

which was followed by the Regeln derChristlichen Bundesgenossen^

schaft and the PoUtischer Discurs vom Auf- und AbbUihen der

Stddle, In 1669 he published his Physica subterranea, and the

same year was engaged with the count of Hanau in a scheme

for settling a large territory between the Orinoco and the Amazon.
Meanwhile he had been appointed physician to the elector of

Bavaria
;
but in 1679 he was again in Vienna advising on the

establishment of a silk factory and propounding schemes for a

great company to trade with the Low Countries and for a canal

to unite the Rhine and Danube. He then returned to Bavaria,

and his absence bringing him into ill odour at Vienna, he

complained of the incompetence of the council of commerce

and dedicated a tract on trade (Conmtercien-Tractat) to the

emperor Leopold. His Psychosopkia followed, and “An in-

vitation to a psychological community” (Etnladung z% einer

psychologischen Societal, for the realization of which Duke

Gustavus Adolphus of Mccklenbuig-Gustrow (d. 1695) offered

him in 1674 a site in his duchy. The plan came to nothing, and

next year Becher was again busy at Vienna, trying to transmute

Danube sand into gold, and writing his Theses chemicae veritatem

transmutaiionis metallorum mneentes. For some reason he

incurred the disfavour of Zinzendorf and fled to Holland, where

with the aid of the government he continued his experi-

ments. Pursued even there by the resentment of his former

patron, he crossed to England, whence he visited the mines of

Scotland at the request of Prince Rupert. He afterwards went

for the same purpose to Cornwall, where he spent a year. At

the beginning of 1680 he presented a paper to the Royal Sodety,

De twva tentports dimetiendi ratione et accurata horologtorum

constrtuiione, in which he attempted to deprive Huygens of

the honour of applying the pendulum to the measurement of

time. The views of Becher on the composition of substances

mark little essential advance on those of the two preceding

centuries, and the three elements or principles of salt, mercury

and sulphur reappear as the vitrifiable, the mercurial and the

combustible earths. When a substance was burnt he supposed

that the last of these, the terra pinguis, was’ liberated, and this

conception is the basis on which G. E. Stahl founded hi doctrine

of “ phlogiston.” His ideas and experiments on the nature

of minerals and other substances are voluminously set forth in

his Physica Suhterranea (Frankfort, 1669) ;
an edition of this,

published at Leipzig in 1703, contains two supplements (Expert-

mentum chymicum rumm and DemonstraUo Pkilosophica)^

proving the truth and possiWlity of transmuting metals, Experi-

mentum novum ac curiosum de minera arenaria perpetua, the

paper on timepieces already mentioned and also Specimen

Beckerianum, a summary of his doctrines by Stahl, who in the

preface acknowledges indebtedness to him in tlie words Beche-

fiana sunt (fuete projefo. At Falmouth he wrote his Labofatortum

portdbile and at Truro the Alpkabetum minerale. In 1682 he

returned to London, where he wrote the Chemischer (Sliickshafen

Oder grosse Concof'danz und Collection von fjoo Proctssen and

died in October of the same year.
.

BBCHUAMA, a South African people, forming a branch of the

great Bantu-Negroid family. They occupy not only Bechuana-

land, to which they have given their name, and Basutoland, but

ate the most numerous native race in the Orange River Colony

and in the western and northern districts of the Transvaal It

seems certain that th^ reached their present home later than

the Zvhi-Xosa fKaffikf peoples who came down the cast coast

of the continent, but it is probable that they started on their

southward jewfiey before the latter. It would appear that the

fereninners of the movement were the Bakakhan and Balala,

who were sdbsequentty reduced to the conditioa of serfs by the

kter aiprioals, and who by intermingling to a certain extent with

the aborigines gave rise to the Kalahari Bushmen ” (see

Kaxasasj Desskt). Th8Bechuanafara%miybe*claiiicdlntwe

great divisions, the western or Bechuana proper, and the eastern

or Basuto. The Bechuana proper consist of a large iimnbcr of

tribes, whose early history is extremdy confused and involved

owing to continual mter-tribal wars and migratiooSy durirjg

which many tribes were practically annihilated, i^irthcr

fusion was produced by subsequent marauding expeditions

by the coast “Kaftirs.” An ingenious attempt to disentangle

the highly complicated tribal movement which took plpoe in

the early xqth century may be found in Stow’s NtUi^ Races

of South Africa, One migration of particular interest calls lor

mention. In the early part of the r9th century a number of

Basuto, led by the chief Sebituone, crossed the Zambezi near the

Victoria Falls, and, under the name Makololo, established a

supremacy over the Barotse and neighbouring tribes on the upper

portion of the river, imposing their language on the conquered

peoples. After the death of Sekcletu, Sebituane^s successor,

tile vassal tribes arose and exterminated their conquciws. Only

a few escaped, whom Sekcletu had sent with David Livingstone

to the coast. These established themselves to the south of Lake

Nyasa, where they are still to be found. Sesuto speech, however,

still prevails in Barotseland. The chief Bechuana tribes were the

Batiapin and Barolong (the last includii^ the Baratlou, Bataung,

j

liarapulana and Baseleka), together with the great Bakuena or

Bakone people (including the Bahurotsi, Batlaru, Bamangwato,

Batauana, Bangwaketse and Bakuena). The clans representing

the southern Bakuena were in comparatively recent times

welded together to form the Basuto nation, of which the founder

was the chief Moshesh (see Basutoland). The Basuto have

been not only influenced in certain cultural details (<?./?. the form

of their huts) by the neighbouring Zulu-Xosa peoples,

but have moreover received an infusion of their blood which

has improved their physique. They are good riders and make

considerable use of their horses in war and the chase.

The Bechuana, though not so tall as Kaffirs, average 5 It* 6 in,

in stature ;
they are of slender build and their musculature is

but moderately develojied except where a Kaffir strain is found.

Their skin is of a reddish-brown or bronze colour, and their

features arc fairly regulEU", though in all cases coarser than those

of Europeans. One of their chief peculiarities lies in the fact

that each tribe respects (usually) a particular animal, which the

members of the tribe may not eat, and the killing of which, if

necessary, must be accompanied by profuse apologies and

followed by subsequent purification. Many of the tribes take

their name from their siboho, as the animal in question is called

;

the Batiapin, “ they of the fish ”
;
Bakuena, “ they of the

crocodile.’^ The siboho of the Barolong, who as a tril)c are

accomplished smiths, is not an animal but the metal iron ;
other

tribes have adopted as their particular emblem respectively

the sun, rain, dew, &c. Certain ceremonies are performed m
honour of the tribal emblem, hence an inquiry as to the tribe

of an individual is put in the form ” What do you dance ?
”

In certain tribes the old and feeble and the sickly children were

killed, and albinos and the deaf and dumb exposed ; those born

blind were strangled, and if a mother died in childbirth ^e
infant was buried aliva in the same grave. With the extmsion

of British authority these practices were prohibited. Circum-

cision is universally practised, though there is no fixed age for

it. It is performed at puberty, when the boys are secluded for

a period in the bush. The operation is accompanied by whipping

and even tortures. Girls at puberty must undergo trials of

endurance, e.g, the holding of a bar of heated iron without ciymg

out. The Bechuana inhabit, for tl»e most part, towns of con^

siderable size, containing from 5000 to 40,000. Politically they

live under a tribal despotism limited by a coimcil of elders, the

chief seldom exercising his individual authority inde|»ndcntliy,

though the extent of lus power naturally depends on his person-

ality. They have their public assemblies, but only when cir-

cumstances, chiefly in reference to war, require. These are

generally characterized by great freedom of speech, and .there

w no interruption of the speaker. The chief generally closes the

meeting with a long speech, referring to the subjects which each
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speaker has either supported or condemned, not foiigetting to

aear his own character of any imputation. These public

assemblies are now, except in Basutoland, of very rare occur-

rence. The clothing of the men consists of a leather bandage

;

the women wear a skin apron, reaching to the knee, under
which is a fringed girdle. Skin cloaks {kaross) are worn by both

sexes, with the difierence that the male garment is distinguished

by a collar. The hair is kept short for the most j>art
;
women

shave the head, leaving a tuft on the crown which is plastered

with fat and earth, and adorned with l^ads. Beads are worn,

and various bracelets of iron, copper and brass.

The Bechuana are mainly an agricultural people, the Bang-
waketse and Bakuena excelling as cultivators. Cattle they

possess, but these are used chiefly for the purpose of purchasing

wives, especially among the Basuto. At the same time they are

excellent craftsmen, and show no little skill in smelting and
working iron and copper and the preparation of hides and
pottery vessels. The most efficient smiths are the Barolong

and Bama^wato (the latter were spared by the Matal^le chief

Umsilikazi on this account)
; the Bangwaketse excel as potters,

the Barolong us wood carvers, and the Bakuena as hut builders.

The huts, with the exception of those of the Basuto who have
adopted the Kaffir model, are cylindrical, with clay-plastered

walls and a conical roof of thatch. In spite of the constant
tribal feuds dating from the beginning of the 19th century, the

Bechuana cannot be classed as a warlike people, especially

when they are compared with the Zulu. Their weapons consist

of the throwing assegai, usually barbed, axes, daggers in carved
sh^ths, and, occasionally, bows and arrows, th6 last sometimes
poisoned. Hide shields of a peculiar shape, resembling a
depressed hour-glass, are found except among the Basuto, who
use a somewhat different pattern. Hunting usually takes the
form of great drives organised in concert, and the game is driven
by means of converging fences to a large pitfall or series of pits.

Their religious beliefs are very vague
;
they appear to recognize

a somewhat indeterminate spirit of, mainly, evil tendencies,

called Morimo. The plural form of this word, Barimo, is used
of the manes of dead ancestors, to whom a varying amount of

reverence is paid. There is universal belief in charms and
witchcraft, and divination by means of dice is common. Witch-
doctors, who are supposed to counteract evil magic, play a not
insignificant part, and the magician who claims the power of

making rain occupies a very important position, as might be
expected among an agricultural people inhabiting a country
where droughts are not infrequent. They have a great dread
of anything connected with death

;
when an old man is on the

point of expiring, a net is thrown over him, and he is drt^^ged

from his hut by a hole in the wall, if possible before life is extinct.

The dead are buried in a sitting position with their faces to

the north, in which direction lies ^eir ancestral home. Under
the influence of missionaries, however, laige numbers of the

Bechuana have become Christianized, and many of the customs
mentioned are no longer practised.

Polygamy is the rule, but, except in the case of chiefs, is not
found to the same extent as among the Zulu-Xosa [Kaffirs].

The woman is purchased from her father, chiefly by means of

cattle, though among the western Bechuana other articles are

included, many of which become the property of the girl herself.

The wives live in separate huts, and the first is given priority

over those purchas^ subsequently. Chastity after marriage

is the rule, and adultery and rape are severely punished, as

offences against property. Cannibalism is found, but is rare

and confined to certain tiib^. i

'

The Bechuana language, which belongs to the Bantu lin-

guistic family, is copious, with but few slight dialectic differences,

and is free from the Hottentot elements found in the Kaffir and
Zulu tongues. The richness of the language may be judged
from the fact that, though only oral until reduced to writing by
the missionaries, it has sufficed for the translation of the whole
Bible.

Btm.lOORAPRY.-~G. W. Stow, The Native Haces of Sot$th Africa
(London, 1903) ; Gustav Fritsch, Die Eingebofenen Sml-Afrikas

(Breslau, 1872) ; Robert Moffat, Missionary Labours and Scenes in
Southern Africa (1842) ; David Livingstone, Missionary Travels and
Researches in South Africa (London, 1857) ; J. C. MacGregor, Basuto
Traditions (Cape Town, 1905). (T. A. J.)

BECHUANALAND (a name given from its inhabitants, the
Bechuana, a country of British South Africa occupying
the central part of the vast tableland which stretches north to the
Zambezi. It is bounded S. by the Orange river, N.E. and E.

by Matabeleland, the Transvaal and Orange River Colony, and
W. and N. by German South-West Africa. Bechuanaland geo-

graphically and ethnically enjoys almost complete unity, but
politically it is divided as follows :

—

I. British Bechuanaland, since 1895 an integral part of Cape
Colony, Area, 51,424 sq. m. Pop. (1904) 84,210, of whom
9276 were whites.

II. The Bechuanaland Protectorate, the northern part of

the country, governed on the lines of a British crown colony.

Area (estimated), 225,000 sq. m. Pop. (1904^ 120,776, of whom
Europeans numbered 1004. The natives, m addition to the
Bechuana tribes, include some thousands of Bushmen (Masarwa).

Administratively attached to the protectorate is the Tati con-

cession, which covers 2500 sq. m. and forms geographically the

south-west comer of Matabeleland.

The Griqualand West province of Cape Colony belongs also

geographically to Bechuanaland, and except in the Kimberley
diamond mines region is still largely inhabited by Bechuana.
(See Griqualand.)

Physical Features,—The average height of tlie tableland of

which Bechuanaland consists is nearly 4000 ft. The surface is

hilly and undulating with a general slope to the west, where the

level falls in considerable areas to littie over 2000 ft. A large

part of the country is covered with grass or shrub, chiefly acacia.

There is very little forest land. The western region, the Kalahari

Desert (^.v.). is mainly arid, with a sandy soil, and is covered in

part by dense bush. In the northern region are large marshy
depressions, in which the water is often salt. The best-known of

these depressions, Ngami (q.v.), lies to the north-west and is

the central point of an inland water system apparently in process

of drying up. To the north-east and connected with Ngami
by the Botletle river, is the great Makari-Kari salt pan, which
also drains a vast extent of territor)'^, receiving in the rainy

season a large volume of water. The marsh then becomes a
great lake, the wSiter surface stretching beyond the horizon,

while in the dry season a mirage is often seen. The permanent
marsh land covers a region 60 m. from south to north and from

30 to 60 m. east to west. In the south the rivers, such as the
Molopo and the Kuruman, drain towards the Orange. Other
streams are tributaries of the Limpopo, which for some distance

is the frontier between Bechuanaland and the Transvaal.

The rivers of Bechuanaland are, with few exceptions, inter-

mittent or lose themselves in the desert. It is evident, however,
from the extent of the beds of these streams and of others now
permanently dry, and from remains of ancient forests, that at

a former period the country must have been abundantly watered.

From the many cattle-folds and walls of defence scattered over

the country, and ruins of ancient settlements, it is also evident

that at that period stone-dykes were very common. The in-

creasing dryness of the land is partly, perhaps largely, attribut-

able to the cutting down of timber trees both by natives and by
whites, and to the custom of annually burning the grass, which
is destructive to young wood.

Climate.—The climate is healthy and bracing, except in the

lower valleys along the river banks and in Sie marsh land,

where malanal fever is prevalent Though in great part within

the tropics, the heat is counteracted by the dryness of the air.

Throughout the year the nights are cool and refreshing
;

in

winter the cold at night is intense. In the western regions the

rainfall does not exceed zo in. in the year
;
in the east the average

rainffiU is 26 in. and in places as muc^ as 30 in. The rainy season

is the summer months, November to April, but the rains are

irregular, and, from the causes already indicated, the rainfall

is steadily dedining. From December to February violent
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thunder and hail storms are experienced. In the winter or dry

season there are occasional heavy dust storms.

Geology,—^The greater part of Bechuanaland is covered with

superhci^ deposits consisting of the sands of the desert regions

of the Kalahari and the alluvium and saliferous marls of the

Okavango basin. The oldest rocks^ granites, gneisses and

schistose sandstones, the. Ngami series, rise to the surface in

the east and south-east and doubtless immediately underlie much
of the sand areas. A sandstone found in the neighbourhood of

Palapye is considered to be the equivalent of the Watcrbcrg

formation of the Transvaal. The Karroo formation and associate

dolerites {Loakmandelstcin) occur in the same region. A deposit

of sinter and a calcareous sandstone, known as the Kalahari

Kalk, considered by Dr Passarge to be of Miocene age, overlies

a sandstone and curious breccia (Botletle Schnichien), These

deposits are held by Passarge to indicate Tertiary desert con-

ditions, to which the basin of the Zambezi is slowly reverting.

Fauna.—Until towards tlie close of the igth century Bechuana-

land abounded in big game, and the Kalahari is still tlie home

of the lion, leopard, hyena, jackal, elephant, hippopotamus,

rhinoceros, buffalo, antelope of many species, ostrich and even

the giraffe. Venomous reptiles, e.g. puff-adders and cobras, are

met with, enormous frojgs are common, and walking and flying

locusts, mosquitoes, white ants, flying beetle.s, scorpions, spiders

and tarantulas are very numerous. The crocodile is found in

some of the rivers. Many of the rivers are well stocked with

fish. In those containing water in the rainy se^on only, the fish

preserve life when the bed is dry by burrowing deeply in the

ooze before it hardens. The principal fish are the baba or cat-fish

(clarias sp.) and the yellow-fish, both of which attain considerable

size. Bustards (the great kori and the koorhaan) are common.

Flora, —In the eastern district are stretches of grass land, both

sweet and sour veld. In the “ bush ” are found tufts of tall

coarse grass with the space l^etween bare or covered with herb-

aceous creepers or water-bearing tubers. A common creeper

is one bearing a small scarlet cucumber, and a species of water-

melon called isoma is also abundant. Of the melon and cucumber

there are both bitter and sweet varieties. Besides the grass and

the creepers the bush is made up of berry-yielding bushes (some

of the bushes being rich in aromatic resinous matter), the wait-a-

hit thorn Vid white thorned mimosa. The indigo and cotton

plants grow wild. Among the rare big trees- -found chiefly

in the north-east—are baobab and palmyra and certain fruit

trees, one bearing a pink plum. There are remains of ancient

forests consisting of wild olive trees and the camel thorn, near

which grows the ngoiuane, a plant with a profusion of fine,

strongly scented yellow flowers.

Chief Towns.’—Tht chief town in southern Bechuanaland, i.e.

the part incorporated in Cape Colony, is Mafeking (q.v.), near

the headwaters of the Molopo river. It is the headquarters of

the Barolong tribe, and although within the Cape border is the

seat of the administration of the protectorate. Vryburg (pop.,

1904, 2985), founded by Boer filibusters in 1882, and Tau^s,

are towns on the railway between Kimberley and Mafekii^.

Taungs has some 22,000 inhabitants, being the chief kraal of

the Batlapin tribe. About 7 m. south of Vryburg, at Tiger Kloof,

is an Industrial Training Institute for natives foundedin 1904

by the London Missionary Society. Upington (2508) on the north

bank of the Orange, an agricultural centre, is the chief town

in Gordonia, the western division of southern Bechuanaland.

Kuruman (q.v.) is a native town near the source of the Kuruman

river, 85 m. south-vrest of Vryburg. It has been the scene of

missionary labours since the early years of the 19th century.

North of Mafeking on llie railway to Bulawayo are the small

towns of Gaberones and Fmneistown. The last named is the

chief township in the TSari concession, the centre of a gold-mining

region, and the most important white settlement in the pro-

tectorate. Besides these places there are five or six latge native

towns, each the headquarters of a distinct tribe. The most

important is Serowe, with over 20,000 inhabitants, the capital of

the Bamangwi^to, founded by the chief Khama in T903. It is

aheut 250 m, nor^ north-east of Mafeking, and took tlM place of

the abandoned capital Palapye, which in its turn l^d succeeded

Shoshong. The chief centre in the western Kalahari is I^hutotu.

AgricuUme and Trade—Vot soil is very fertile, and if properly

irrigated would yield abundant harvests. Unirrigated land laid

under wheat by the natives is said to yield twelve bushds an

acre. Cereals are grown in many of the river valleys. Maize

and millet are tlie chief crops. The wealth of the Bechuana

consists principally in their cattle, which they tend with great

care, showing a shrewd discrimination in the choice of pasture

suited to oxen, sheep and goats. Water can usually beobtained

all the year round by sinking wells from 20 to 30 ft. deep. The
“ sweet veld ” is specially suitable to cattle, and the finer shorter

grass which succeeds it affords pasturage for sheep.

Gold mines are worked in the Tati district, the first discoveries

having been made there in 1864. There are gold bearing quartz

reefs at Madibi, near Mafeking, where mining b^an in 1906.

Diamonds have been found near Vryburg. The existence Of coal

near Palapye about 60 ft. below the surface has been proved.

The coal, however, is not mined, and much of the destruction of

timber in southern Bechuanaland was caused by the demand for

fbel for Kimberley. Copper ore has been found near Francistown.

Formerly there was a trade in ostrich feathers and ivory
;
but

this has ceased, and the chief trade has since consisted in supply-

ing the natives with European goods in exchange for cattle,

hides, the skins and horns of game, firewood and fencing poles,

and in forwarding goods north and south. The protectorate is a

member of the South African Customs Union. The value of the

goods imported into the protectorate in 1906 was £118,322 ;
the

value of the exports was £77,736. The .sale of spirits to riatives is

forbidden.

Communications.—As the great highway from Cape Colony to

the north, Bechuanaland has been described as the “ Suez canal

of South Africa.” The trunk railway from Cape Town to the

Victoria Falls traverses the eastern edge of Bechuanaland

throughout its length. The railway enters the country at

Fourteen Streams, 695 m. from Cape Town, and at Ramaquabane,

584 m. farther north, crosses into Rhodesia. The old trade route

to Bulawayo, which skirts the eastern edge of the Kalahari, is

now rarely used. Wagon tracks lead to Ngami, 320 m. N.W.

from Palapye Road Station, and to all the settlements. From
the .scarcity of water on the main routes through the Kalahari

these roads are known as “the thirsts ”
;

along some of them

wells have been sunk by the administration.

Government.—^The protectorate is administered by a resident

commissioner, responsible to the high commissioner for South

Africa. Legislation is enacted by proclamations in the name of

the high commissioner. Order is maintained by a small force of

semi-military police recruited in Basutoland and officered by

Europeans. Revenue is obtained mostly from customs and a hut

tax, while the chief items of expenditure have been the police

force and a subsidy of £20,000 per annum towards the cost of the

railway, a liability which terminated in the year 1908. The

average annual revenue for the five years ending the 3i5t of March

1906was£3o,074; theavera^e annual expenditure during the same

periodwas £80,114.4 There is no public debt, the annual deficiency

being made good by a grant-in-aid from the imperial exchequer.

The tribal orgam'zation of the Bechuana is maintained, and

native laws and customs, with certain modifications, are upheld.

History.—Bechuanaland was visited by Europeans towards

die close of the i8th century. The generally peaceful disposition

of the tribes rendered the opening up of the country

comparatively easy. The first regular expedition to

penetrate far inland was in 18019x802, when John
(afterwards Sir John) Truter, of the Cape judiaal bench, and
William Somerville—an army physician and afterwards husband

of Mary Somerville—were sent to the Bechuana tribes to buy
cattle. The London Missionary Society established stations in

what is now Griqualand West in 1803, and in 1818 the studon of

Kuruman, in Bechuanaland proper, was founded. In the mdin-
time M. H. K. Lichtenstein ^1804) W. J. Burchell (18x1-1812),

both distinguished naturalists, and other explorers,' had made
faxniHar the general ehmacteristics of the southern part of the
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coufMry. The Rev. John Campbell, one of the fouiulers of the

Bible Society^ also travelled in southern Bechuanaland and the

adjoining districts in 1812^1814 and i8i9>i82i^ adding con-

Ittderably to the knowledge of the river systems. About 1817

Mosilikatze, the founder of tiic Matabele nation, fleeing from the

wiath of Chaka, the Zulu king, began his career of conquest,

during which he ravaged a great part of Bechuanaland and
enrolled large numbers of Bediuana in his armies. Eventually

the Matab^ settled to the north-east in the country whidi

afterwards beWe their name. In 1821 Robert Moffat arrived at

Kuruman as agent of the l^ndon Missionary Society, and made
it his headquarters for fifty years. Largely as the result of the

work of Moffat (who reduced the Bechuana tongue to writing),

and of other missionaries, the Bechuana advanced notably in

civilizatton. TIk arrival of Jiavid Livingstone in 1841 marked
the beginning of the systematic exploration of the northern

regions. His travels, and those of C. J. Andersson (1853-1858)
and others, covered almost every part of the country hitherto un-
known. In 1864 KarJ Mauch discovered gold in the Tati district.

At the time of the first contact of the Bechuana with white men
the Cape government was the only civilized authority in South

Africa
; and from this cause, and the circumstance

the missionaries who lived among and exercised

great influence over them were of British nationality,

the connexion between Bechuanaland and the Cape
became close. As early as 1836 an act was passed extending the

jurisdiction of the Cape courts in certain cases as far north as 2$^

S.—a limit which included the southern part of Bechuanaland
Although under strong British influence the country was never-
theless ruled by its own chiefs, among whom the he-st-known in

the middle of the 19th century were Montsioa, chief of the

Barolong, and Sechele, chief of the Bakwena and the friend of

Livingstone. At this period the Transvaal Boers were in a very
unsettled state, and those living in the western districts showed
a marked inclination to encroach upon the lands of the Bechuana.
In 1852 Great Britain by the Sand river convention acknowledged
the independence of the Transvaal. Save the Vaal river no
frontier was indicated, and “ boasting,” writes Livingstone in his

Missionary Trausls, ” that the English had given up all the
blacks into their power . . . llicy (the Boers) assaulted the

Bakwains ” (Bakwena).

With this event the political history of Bechuanaland may be
said to have begun. Not only was Sechele attacked at his

capital Kolobeng, and tlie European stores and Livingsionc^'s

house there looted, but the Boers stopped a trader named McCabe
from going northward. Again to quote Livingstone, “The
Boers resolved to shut up the interior and I determined to open
the country.” In 1858 the Boers told the missionaries that

th^^ must not go north without their (the Boers’) consent.

Moffat complained to Sir George Grey, the governor of Cape
Colony, through whose intervention the molestation by Transvaal
Boers of British subjects in their passage through Bechuanaland
was stopped. At a later date (1865) the Boers tried to raise

taxes from the Barolong, but without success, a commando sent

against them in s868 being driven off by .Montsioa’s brother

Molema. Tliis led to a protest (in 1870) from Montsioa, which
he lodged with a landdrost at Potchefstroom in the Transvaal,
threatening to submit Uie matter to the British high commis-
sioner if any further attempt at taxation were mode on the part

of the Boers. The Boers then resorted to cajolery, and at a
meeting held in August 1870, at which President Pretorius and
Paul Kruger represented the Transvaal, invited the Barolong
to Join their territories with ]j)iat of the^republic, in order to save

them from becoming British. Montsioa’s reply was short; “No
one ever spanned-in an ass with an ox in one yoke.” In the
following year the claims of the Boers, the Barolojag, and other

tribes were submitted to the arbitration of. K. W. Keate, lieu-

tcni^-governor of Natal, and his award fdaoed Montsioa's
territory outside the limits of the Transvaal. This attempt of

the Boers to gain possession of Bechuanaland having iailed.

T. F, Burgers,thepresident of the Transvaal in i873,en<lMVoured
to replace Montsioa as chief of the Barolong by Moshette, whom

he declared to be the rightful ruler and paramount diief of that
people. The attacks of the Boers at length became so unbearable
that Montsioa in 1874 made a request to the British authorities

to be taken under their protection. In formulating this appeal
he declared that when the Boers were at war with Mosilikatze,
chief of the Matabele, he had aided them on the solemn under-
standing that they were to respect liis boundaries. This promise
they had broken. Khama, chief of the Bamangwato in northern
Bechuanaland, wrote in August 1876 to Sir Henry Barkly
making an appeal similar to that sent by the Barolong. The
letter contained the following significant passages

:

"I write to you, Sir Henry, in order that your queen may
preserve for me my country, it being in her hands. The ]^-»ers are
coming into it. and I do not like them." *' Their actions are cruel
among us black people. We are like nwiicy, they sell ua and our
children." " I ask Her Majesty to defend me, as she defends all her
]icople. There are three things which distre.ss me very much

—

war, Belling people, and drink. All these things I shall find in the
Boers, and it is the.'ie things which destroy people to make an end
of them in the country. Tlie custom of the Boers has always Ixsen
to cau.se people to be sold, and to-day they arc still selling people."

The statements of Khama in this letter do not appear to have
been exaggerated. The testimony of Livingstone confirms them,
and even a Dutch clergyman, writing in 1869, described the
sy.stem of apprenticeship of natives which obtained among the

Boers “ as slavery in the fullest sense of the word.” 'J'hese

representatioris on the part of the Barolong, and the Bamang-
wato under Khama, supported by the representations of Cape
politicians, led in 1878 to the militaiy occupation of southern
Bechuanaland by a British force under C'oloncl (afterwards

General Sir Charles) Warren. A small police force continued
to occupy the district until April 1881, but, ignoring the wishes

of the Bechuana and the recommendations of Sir Bartle Frore

(then high commissioner), the home government refused to take

the country under British protection. On the withdrawal of

the police, southern Bechuanaland fell into a state of anarchy,
nor did the fixing (on paper) of the frontier between it and the

Transvaal by the Pretoria convention of August 1881 have any
beneficial effect. There was fighting between Montsioa and
Moshettc, while Massow, a Batlapin chief, invited the aid of the

Boers against Mankoroane, who claimed to be paramount chief

of the Batlapin. The Transvaal War of that date offered oppor-

tunities to the freebooting Boers of the west which were not to

be lost. At this time the British, wearied of South African

troubles, were disinclined to respond to native appeals for help.

Consequently the Boers proceeded without let or

hindrance with their conquest and annexation of

tcrrittjry. In 1882 they set up the republic of Stella- amitea.
land, with Vryburg as its capital, and forthwith

proceeded to set up the republic of Goshen, farther north, in

spite of the protests of Montsioa, and established a small town
called Rooi Grond as capital. They then summoned Montsioa
to quit the territory. The efforts of the British authorities at
this period (1882-1883) to bring about a satisfactory settlement
were feeble and futile, and fighting continued until peace was
made entirely on Boer lines. The Tran.svaal government was
to have supreme j^wer, and to be the final arbiter in case of

future quarrels arising among the native chiefs. This agreement,
arrived at without any reference to the British government, was
a breach of the Pretoria convention, and led to an intimation on
the part of Great Britain that she could not recognize the new
republics. In South Africa, as well as in England, strong feeling

was aroused by this act of aggression. Unless steps were taken
at once, the whole of Bechuanaland might be permanently lost,

while German territory on the west might readily be extended
to join with that of the Boers. In the London convention of

February 1884, conceded by Lord Derby in response to the

overtures of Boer delegates, the Transvaal boundaries were
again deimed, part of eastern Bechuanaland being induded in

Boer territory. In spite of the conventkm the Boers remained
in SteUoland andtGori)ien«-^hioh were west of the new Transvaal
frontier, and in April 1884 the Rev. John Mackenzie, who bad
succeed^ lividgatone, was sent to.ahe covntiy to arrange
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matters. He found very little difficulty in negotiating witti the
various Bechuana chiefs, but with the Boers he was not so

successful. In Cioshen the Boers defied his authority, while
in Stellaland only a half-hearted acceptance of it was given.

At the instance of the new Cape government, formed in May
and under control of the Afrikander Bond, Mackenzie, who was
accused of being tm pro^Bechuana ” and who had been refused

the help of any armed force, was recalled on the 30th of July by
the high commissioner. Sir Hercules Robinson. In his place
Cecil Rhodes, then leader of the Opposition in the Cape parlia-

ment, was sent to Bechuanaland.

Rhodes's mission was attended with great difficulty. British

prestige after the disastrous Boer War of 1881 was at a very low

Rhod
realized that he could not count on any

mitJmu active help from the imperial or colonial authorities.

He adopted a tone of conciliation, and decided that
the Stellaland republic should remain under a sort of British

suzerainty. But in Goshen the Boers would let him do nothing.

Commandant P. J. Joubert, after meeting him at Rooi Grond,
entered the country and attacked Montsioa. Rhodes then left

under protest, declaring that the Boers were making war against

Great Britain. The Boers now (loth of September) proclaimed
the country under Transvaal protection. This was a breach of

the London convention, and President Kruger explained that

the steps had been taken in the “ interests of humanity.”

Indignant protest in Cape Town and throughout

cxpHatttm. South Africa, as well as England, led to the despatch
*
in October 1884 of the Warren expedition, v^ch was

sent out by the British government to remove the filibSters, to

bring about peace in the country, and to hold it until further

measures were decided upon. Before Sir Charles Warren
reached Africa, Sir Thomas Upington, the (!ape premier, and
Sir Gordon Sprigg, die treasurer-general, went to ^‘chuanaland
and arranged a “ settlement ” which would have left the Boer
filibusters in possession, but the imperial government refused

to take notice of this ” settlement,’’ Public opinion throughout

Great Britain was too strong to be ignored. The limit of con-

cessions to the Boers liad been reached, and Sir Charles Warren’s

force—4|)oo strong—had reached the Vaal river in January 1885.

On the 22nd of January Kruger met Warren at the Modder
river, and endeavoured to stop him from proceeding farther,

saying that he would be responsible for keeping order in the

country. Warren, however, continued his mardx, and witliout

firing a shot broke up the republics of Stellaland and Goshen.

Bechuanaland was formally taken under British protection

(30th of September 1885), and the sphere of British influence

was declared to extend N. to 22° S. and W. to 20'’ E. (whicli last-

mentioned line marks the eastern limit of German South-West

Africa).

The natives cheerfully accepted this new departure in British

}>olicy, and from this time forward Khama’s countay was kiwwn
as the British protectorate of Bechuanaland. That portion

lying to tbfc south of the Molopo river was described as British

Bechuanaland, and was constituted a crown colony. In 1891

the northern frontier of the protectorate was extended

BnUtciot^
to its present boundaries, and the whole of it placed

under the administration of a resident commissioner,

a protest being made at the time by the British South

Africa Company on the ground that the protectorate was

included in sphere of their charter. Under the able adminis-

tration ’(1885-^395) Sir Sidney Shippard {q,v,) peace was

maintained amoz)g the natives^ who have shown great loyalty

to British rule.

The history of the country shows how much has been due to

the efforts of men like livingstcnie, Mackenzie and Rhodes. It

is quite clear that had they ^npt represented the true state of

affairs to l^e authoriUoa tho whole of this territory would have

gradually l^n absorbed by the Boers, until they had effected a

smioii.with Ihe Geranans on Mie west The great road to the

north would ithus have heen effectually shut against trade and

British ^colomzation. With regard to the precise effect of

misiiofuiliy inffuenoe upon the natives, opinion will idways

remain divided. But Livingstone, who was not only a
sionary hut also an enlightened traveller, stated that a (xmsider-

able amount of benefit had been conferred upow the native

races by missionary teaching. Livingstone was a great advocate
of the prohibition of alcohol among the natives, and that policy

was always adhered to by KJhamo.

^ xSo'i the South African Customs Union was extended to

British Bechuanaland, and in 1895 country was annexed to

Cape Colony. At the same time it was provisionally anangod
that the Bechuanaland protectorate should pass under the
administration of the British South Africa Company, (see Rho-
desia). Khama and two other Bechuana chiefs came to
England and protested against this arrangement. The result was
that their territories and those of other petty chiefs lying to the

north of the Molopo were made native resen^es, into which the

importation of akohol w js forbidden. A British resident officer

was to be appointed to each of the reserves. A stipulation,

however, was made with thesj chiefs that a strip of country

sufficient for the purposes of a railway to Matabeleland should be

conceded to the Chartered Compaii)'. In December 1895 the

ocairrence of the Jameson Raid, which started from these

territories, prevented the completion of negotiations, and the

administration of the protectorate remained in the hands of the

imperial government. The administration, besides fostering the

scanty material resources of the country, aids the missionatiea in

their endeavours to raise the Bechuanas in the scale of civilization.

The results are full of encouragement. The natives proved
staunch to the British connexion during the war of 1899-1902,
and Khama and other chiefs gave help by providing transport.

Anxiety was caused on the western frontier during the German
campaigns against the Hottentots and Herero (1903-1908), many
natives seeking refuge in the protectorate. A dispute concerning

the chieftainship of theBatawana in theNgami district threatened

trouble in 1906, hut was brought to a peaceful issue. The
Bechuana were entirely unaffected by the Kaffir rebellion in

Natal.

Biui.iooraphy. • Of early works the most valuable are David
Livingstone, Missiematy Travels in South A frica (London, 1857)

;

Robert Mofiat, Missionary Labours and Scenes in Southern
(l.x>ndQn, 1842) ; j. Campbell, Travels in South Africa (London,
1815), Travels , . . a Second Journey ... (2 volu., London, 1822)

:

and A. A, Anderson, Twenty-five Years in a Wa^^n in the Gold
Regions of Africa, vol. i. (Ltmdon, 1887). See also ^ D. Hepburn,
Twenty Years in Khama's Country (I^ndon, 1895) ! Paasarxe'e
Vie Kalahari (Berlin, 1904) deals chiefly with geological and allied

questions; John Mackenzie's Austral Africa, Losina it or Ruling it

(London, 1887)
;
John Mackenzie, a biography by W. D. Mackenzie

(London, 1902) ;
and the article " Bechuanaland " bySir S. Shippard

in British Africa (London, 1899), give the story of the beginnings of
Biitish rule in the protectorate. Of larger works dealing incidentally
with Bechuanaland consult G. M. Theal's History of South Africa ;

£. A. Pratt's Leading Points in South African History (London,
1900) ; and Cecil Rhodes, His Political Life and Speeches, by Vindex
(London, 1900). See also the Statistical Agister, Cgipe of (rood Hope,
issued yearly at Cape Town, and the Annual Report, Bechumdland
Protectorate, issued by the Colonial Olfice, London.

(F. R. C. ; A. P. H.)

BECK, CHRISIUN DANIEL (1757--1832), German philolqgisti

historian, theologian and antiquarian, one of the most learned

men of his time, was bom at Leipzig on the 22nd of January

1757, He studied at Leipzig University, where he was appoinbsd

(17B5) professor of Greek and Latin literature. This TOst he

resigned in 1819 in order to take up the professorship of history,

but resumed it in 1825. He also had the management of the

university library, was director of the institute for the deaf and
dumb, and filled manv educational and municipal offices. In

1784 he founded a phifolpgici^ socrlt^, which ^ew into a philf^

i^cal seminary, superintended hy him until his death. In

he was made a Hofrath by Idle king of Saxony, and irt a
knight of the dvii order of merit His phSblcttiqal hx^tuies, in

which grammar and criticism were subordinated to hiatob, wcte
largely attended by hearers from all parts of Germariy* Jp(e died

at Leipzig on the of December 1831. ^ edited a dumber
of dassiciri authors^ Sbrnovanm {Findar^and the
Scholia <1792^x79$), ^riatqphai;ies fwiUi cSbers,' 17941 6^c4
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EutipideB (1778-1788), Apdlonms Rhodius (1797), Demosthenes

De Pace
(17JJ9),

Plato (i8i3-i8r9), Cicero (1795-1807), Titus

Calpumius Siculus (1803). He translated Fei^uson’s of ike

Roman Republic and Gddsmith’s History of Greece, and added
two volumes to Bauer’s Thucydides. He also wrote on theo-

logical and historical subjects, and edited philological and
bibliographical journals. He possessed a large and valuable

hbrary of 24,000 volumes.
See Nobbe, Vita C. D. Bet.kii (1837) : and G. Hermann, Opuscula,

V. 312.

BSGK (or Besk), DAVID (1621-1656), Dutch portrait-pointer,

was bom at Amheim in Guelderland, He was trained by Van
Dyck, from vdiom he acquired the fine manner of pencilling and
sweet style of colouring peculiar to that great master. He
possessed likewise that freedom of hand and readiness, or rather

rapidity of execution, for which Van Dyck was so remarkable,

insompeh that wlien King Charles 1 . observed the expeditious

manner of Beck’s punting, he exclaimed, “ Faith ! Beck, I

believe you could paint riding post.” He was appointed portrait-

painter and chamberlain to Queen Christina of Sweden, and he
executed portraits of most of the sovereigns of Europe to adorn
her gallery. His death at the Hague was suspected of being due
to poisoning.

BECK, JAKOB SIOISMUND (1761-1840), German philosopher,

was bom at Danzig in 1761. Iducated at Konigsbcig, he be-

came professor of philosophy first at Halle (1791-1799) and then
at Rostock. He devoted himself to criticism and explanation

of the doctrine of Kant, and in 1 793 published the ErldiUernder

Auszug aus Kants kriiischen Schriften, which has been widely
used 6S a compendium of Kantian doctrine. He endeavoured to

explain away certain of the contradictions which are found in

Kant's system by saying that much of the language is used in

a popular sense for the sake of intelligibility, e.g. where Kant
attributes to things - in - themselves an existence under the
conditions of time, space and causality, and yet holds that they
furnish the material of our apprehensions. Beck maintains that

the real meaning of Kant’s theory is idealism
;
that of objects

outside the domain of consciousness, knowledge is impossible,

and hence that nothing positive remains when we have removed
the subjective clement. Matter is deduced by the ” original

synthesis.” Similarly, the idea of God is a symbolical representa-

tion of the voice of conscience guiding from within. The value of

Beck’s exegesis has been to a great extent overlooked owing to

the greater attention given to the work of Fichte. Beside the

three volumes of the Erlduternder Auszug, he published the

Grundrissder kriL PhUosophie (1796), containing an interpreta-

tion of the Kantian KriHk in the manner of Salomon Maimon.
See Ueberweg, Grundriss det Gesch. der Philos, der Neueeit :

Dilthey in the Archiv fiir GeschichU det Philos., vol. ii. (iSBgh PP-
592-650. For Bock’s letters to Kant, see R, Reicke, .4 ms Kan/s
Btiefumchsel (K6aigsberg, 1885).

BBOKBNHAM, an urban district in the Se^Tnoaks parlia-

mentary division of Kent, England, 10 m. S.S,E. of Ix)ndon
by the South Eastern & Chatham railway. Pop. (1881)

13^045 ; (1901) 26,331. It is a loi^ straggling parish extending

from the western tower of the CrysUil Palace mmost to the south

end of Bromley, and contains the residential suburb of Short-

lands. Its rapid increase in size in the last decade of the 19th
century was owing to the popularity which it attained as a place

of residence for London business men. It retains, however,
some of its rural character, and has wide thoroughfares and
many handsome residences standing in extensive grounds.

Kine William IV. ’s Naval Asylum was endowed by Queen
Adelaide for 12 widows of^aval offiem. 'Die church of St

Georgy was built in 1866 on the site of an ancient Perpendicular
church. Some 16th-century brasses, an altar tomb and t pisdna
were removed hither from the old church. The tower of the

church was competed in 1903, and furnished with two bells in

memory of Cedi Rhodes, in addition to the old bells, one of which
dates from 1624.
BBOKBR, HBnUllOH (1770-1822), German actor, whose

real name was BLimmiTitAL, was bom at Berlin. He obtained,

while quite a young man, an appointmeiit in the court theatre

at Weimar, at that time under Goethe’s auspices. The poet
recognized his talent, appointed him st^e-manager, entrusted
him with several of the leading roles in his dramas and consulted
him in all matters connected with the staging of his plays.
For many years Becker was the favourite of the Weimar stage,
and although he was at his best in comedy, he played, to Goethe’s
great satisfaction, Vansen in Egmont, and was also seen to great
advantage in the leading parts of several of Schiller’s plays

;

notably Burleigh in Maria Stuart, Karl Moor in Die Rduber,
and Antonio in Torquato Tasso. Becker left Weimar in the
spring of 1809, played for a short time at Hamburg (under
SchrWer) and at Breslau, and then began a wandering life,

now joining travelling companies, now playing at provincial

theatres. Broken in health and ruined in fortune he returned
in 1820 to Weimar, where he was again cordially received by
Goethe, who reinstated him at the theatre. After playing
for two short years with indifferent success, he died at Weimar
in 1822.

Becker was twice married. His first wife, Christiane Luise
Amaue 'Becker (1778-1797), was the daughter of a theatrical

manager and dramatic poet, Johann Christian Neumann, and
made her first stage appearance in 1787 at Weimar. Here she
received some training from Goethe and from Corona Schroter,

the singer, and her beauty and charm made her the favourite

both of court and public. 8he married Heinrich Becker in 1793.
She died on the 22nd of September 1797. Her last part was that

of Euphro.syne in the opera Das Petermdnnchen, and it is under
this noA that Goethe immortalized her in a poem which first

appearea in Schiller’s Musen Almanack of 1799.
BECKER, WILHELM ADOLF (1796-1846), German classical

archaeologist, was born at Dresden. At first destined for a com-
mercial life, he was in 1812 sent to the celebrated school at

Pforta. In 1816 he entered the university of Leipzig, where he
studied under Beck and Hermann. After holding subordinate

posts at Zerbst and Meissen, he was in 1842 appointed professor

of archaeology at Leipzig. He died at Meissen on the 30th of

Septemlier 1846. The works by which Becker is most widely

known are the Callus or Romische Seenen aus der Zeit Augusts

(1838, new ed. by G611, 1880-1882), and the Charicles or Bilder

cdtgriechischer Sitte (1840, new ed. by Gdll, 1877-1878). These
two books, which have been translated into English by Frederick

Metcalfe, contain a very interesting description of the everyday
life of the ancient Greeks and Romans, in the form of a romance.
The notes and appendixes are valuable. More important is the

great Handbuch der torn. Alterthiimer (1843-1868), completed
after Becker's death by Marquardt and Mommsen. Becker’s
treatises De Comicis Romanorum Fahulis (1837), De Romae
Veteris Muris atque Portis (1842), Die romische Topographie
in Rom (1844), and Zur rbmischen Topographic (1845) may also

be mentioned.

BBOKET, THOMAS {c. 1118-1170), by his contemporaries
more commonly called Thomas of London, English chancellor
and archbishop of Canterbury under Henry II., was born about
the year 1118 in London. His mother was a native of Caen;
his father, who came of a family of small Norman landowners,
had been a citizen of Rouen, but migrated to London before the
birth of Thomas, and held at one time the dignified office of port-
reeve, although he ended his life in straitened circumstances.
The young Thomas received an excellent education. At the
age of ten he was put to school with the canons of Merton priory
in Surrey. Later he spent some time in the schools of London,
which enjoyed at that time a high reputation, and finally studied
theology at Paris. Returning at the age of twenty-two he was
compelled, through the misfortunes of his parents, to become
a notary in the service of a wealthy kinsman, Osbert Huit Deniers,

who was of some importance in London politics. About 1142
a family friend brought Thomas under the notice of Archbishop
Theobald, of whose housdiold he at once became an imnate.
He accomMnied the primate to Rome in 1143, and also to the
council of Reims (1148), which Theobald attended in defiance of

a prohibition frem the king. It appears to have been at some
time between the* dates of these two

.
jouraey^ that he visited
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Bolojyna and Auxerre, and began those studies in the canon law against the royal courts a cleric named Philip Brois w^ waa

to which he was in no small degree indebted for his subsequent charged with an assault upon a royal ofiioer. Those dk^Ut^

advancement and misfortunes. Although the bent of his mind involved qwrions of principle which had long -occupied

was legal, he never made himself an expert jurist
; but he had Henry’s attention, and Becket a defiant attitude wao answers

the art of turning his knowledge, such as it was, to excellent by the famous Constitutions of Clarendon in which the

account. In 1151 he was sent to Rome by the archbishop with king defined, professedly according to ancient use and custom,

instructions to dissuade the Curia from sanctioning the coronation the relations of Church and State. Becket and the bishops were

of Stephen’s eldest son Eustace. It is said that Thomas distin- required to give these constitutions their approval. Heniy s

guished himself by the ability with which he executed his demands were more defensible in substance than might bo

commission ;
in any case it gave him a claim on the gratitude of supposed from the manner in Which he pressed them on the

the Angevin party which was not forgotten. In 1154 he was bishops. On the most burning question, that df cruninous

promoted to be archdeacon of Canterbury, after first taking clerks, he offered a compromise. He was willing that the accused

deacon’s orders. In the following year Henry II., at the primate’s should be tried in the courts Christian provided that the pfunish-

recommendation, bestowed on him the important office of ment of the guilty were left to the lay power. Becket s opposi-

chancellor. In this capacity Thomas controlled the issue of tion rested upon a casuistic interpretation of the canon law,

royal writs and the distribution of ecclesiastical patronage
; and an extravagant conception of the dignity attaching to tlie

but it was more important for his future that he had ample priesthood ;
he showed, moreover, a disposition to quibble, to

opportunities of exercising his personal fascination upon a prince equivocate, and to make promises which he had no intention

who was comparatively inexperienced, and thirteen or fourteen of fulfilling. His conduct may be excused on the^ ground that

years his junior. He became Henry’s bosom friend and was con- the bishops were subjected to unwarrantable intimidation, put

suited in all affairs of state. It had been the hope of 'Fheobald when he renounced his promise to observe the constitutions his

that Becket’s influence would be exercised to support the ex- conduct was reprobated by the other hLshops, although approved

tensive privileges which the Church had wrested from Stephen, by the pope. It was fortunate for Becket’s reputation that

But the chancellor, although preserving friendly relations with Henry punished him for his change of front ^ a systematic

his old patron, subordinated the interests of the Church to those persecution in the forms of law. The archbishop was thus

of his new master. Under his administration the Church was enabled to invoke the pope’s assistance, and to quit the country

severely taxed for the prosecution of Henry’s forcian wars
;

with some show of dignity.

and the chancellor incurred the reproach “ of plungin^s sword Becket fled to France in Noveml^er 1164. He at once suc-

into the bowels of his mother.” Like WoJsey he identified him- ceeded in obtaining from Alexander 111 . a formal condemnation

self with the military aspirations of his sovereign. It was of the constitutions. But Alexander, a fugitive from Italy and

Tlromas who organized the Toulouse campaign of 1150; even menaced by an alliance of the emperor with an antipope, ww
in the field he made himself conspicuous by commanding a indisposed to take extreme measures against Henry

j
and six

company of knights, directing the work of devastation, pd years elapsed before the king found himself definitely confronted

superintending the conduct of the war after the king had with- with the choice between an interdict and a surrender. For the

drawn his presence from the camp. Wlien there was war with greater part of this time the archbishop resided at the Burgundian

Frandb ui>on the Norman border, the chancellor acted as Henry’s monastery of Pontigny, constantly engaged in n^otiations with

representative
;
and on one occasion engaged in single combat Alexander, whose hand ho desired to force, and with Henry, from

and unhorsed a French knight of reputation. Later it fell to whom he hoped to extract an unconditional sutaission. In

his part to arrange the terms of peace with France. He dis- 1166 Becket received from the pope a commission to publish

charged the duties of an envoy with equal magnificence and what censures he thought fit ; of which he at once availed himself

dexterity
;
the treaty of May 1160, which put an end to the war, to excommunicate the king’s principal counselloUB. In 1169 he

was of his making, took the same step against two of the royalist bishops. In

111 1162 he was transferred to a new sphere of action. Henry more sweeping measures, however, the pope refused to support

bestowed on him the see of Canterbury, left vacant by the him, until in 1170 Henry infringed the rights of Canterbury by

death of Theobald. The appointment caused some murmurs; causing Archbishop Roger of York to crown the young king,

since Becket, at the time when it was made, was still a simple In that year the threats of the pope forced Henry to a recon-

deacon. But it had been desired by .Theobald as the one means ciliation which took place later at Fr^teval on the 42nd of July,

of averting an attack on clerical privileges which had been It was a hollow truce, since the subject of the constitutions was

impending almost since the accession of Henry 11 . ; and the not mentioned ; and Thomas returned to England with the

bishops accepted it in silence. Henry on his side looked to find determination of riding roughshod over the king’s supporters,

in Becket the archbishop a coadjutor as loyal as Becket the If he had not given a definite pledge to forgive the bishops who

archdeacon
;
and anticipated that the Church would once more had taken part in the young king’s coronation, he had at least

be reduced to that state of dependence in which she had stood raised expectations that he would overlook all past offences,

during the latter years of Henry 1 . Becket,however, disappointed But the archbishop prevailed upon the pope to suspend the

all the conflicting expectations excited by his appointment, bishops, and before his return published papal letters which,

He did not allow himself to be made the king’.s tool
;
nor on the in announcing these sentences, spoke of the constitutions as null

other hand did he attempt to protect the Church by hfimouring and void. It was only to be expected that such a step, which

the king in ordinary matters. He devoted himself to ascetic was virtually a declaration of war against the king, should arouse

practices, confined himself to the society of churchmen, and in him the strongest feelings of resentment. The archbishop’s

resigned the chancellorship in spite of a papal dispensation murder, perpetrated within a month of his return to England

(procured by the king) which authorized him to hold that (apth December 1170), was, however, the work of over zealous

office concurrently with the primacy. By nature a violent par- courtiers and regretted by no one more than Henry,

tisan, the archbishop now showed himself the uncompromising Becket was canonized in ly*. V^ithin a short time his shrine

champion of his OTtler and his see. Hence he was on the worst at Canterbury became th# resort of innumerable pilgrims,

of terms with the betore a ycar had elapsed. They came Plenary indulgences were given for a visit to the shrine, and an

into open conflict at tiie council of Woodstock (July 1163), when official register wai kept to record, the miracles wrought by the

Becket successfully opposed the king’s proposjd that a land-tax, relics of the saint The shrine was magnificently adorned with

known as the sheriff’s aid, which formed part of that official’s the gold and silver and jewels offered by the pious; It was

salary, should be henceforth paid into the Exchequer, But floundered by Hemy VIIL, to whom the memory of Beeket wOs

there were more serious differences in the background. Becket specially obnoxious
; but the reformers were poweriess to

had not shrank from excommunicating a tenant in chief who expunge the name of the saint from the Roman calendar, on

had etMSoached upon the lands of Canterbury, and had pioteeted which it still remains. Even to those who ate in sywipathy with
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the principles for which he fought^ the posthumous reputatmn

of Becket must app^r strangely exa^erated. It is evident

that in the course of his long struggle with the state he fell more

and more under the dominion of personal motives. At the last

he fought not so much for an idea as for the humiliation of an

opponent by whom he had been ungenerously treated. Willie

of Newburgh appears to express the verdict of the most inipai^l

contemporaries when he says that the bishop was zelo justitiae

fennduSy uirwtn auiem plena secundum scienttam novit Dem»
“ Inirning with zeal for justice, but whether altogether according

to wisdom God knows.”

AtJTHORmES.--Of'igi«a/ : —The correspondence of Becket and

most of the contemporary biographies are collected by J. C. Robert-

son in Mattfials for the History of Thomas Bechet (7 vola., Rolls

Series, 1875-1885). Sop also the Vie de Saint Thomas, by Gamier
do Pont »aintt.* Maxoiice (ed. Hippeau, Paris, 1859). For the

chronology of the controversy sec Eyton's Itinerary of Henry //.

Morferw Morris, Life and Martyrdom of St Thomas Bechet

(London. 1885) ; LiiUilHer, Saint Thomas de Cantorbiry (2 voIb.,

Paris, ; J. C. Robertson, Bechet (London, 1859) ; F. W.
Maitland, Roman Canon Law in tfte Church of England, c. iv.

; J. A.

Fronde in his Short Studies, vol. iv., and Freeman in his Historical

Essays (1871), give noteworthy but conflicting appreciations.
(H.W. C. D.)

BECKFORD, WILUAM (1760-1844), English author, son of

Alderman William Beckford (1709-1770), was bom on the ist

of October 1760. His father was lord mayor of London in

1762 and again in 1769 ;
he was a famous supporter of John

Wilkes, and on his monument in the Guildhall were afterwards

inscribed the words of his manly and outspoken reproof to

George III. on the occasion of the City of I^ondon address to

the long in 1770. At the of eleven young Beckford inherited

a princely fortune from his father. He married Lady Margaret

Gordon in 1783, and spent his brief married life in Switzerland,

After his wife’s death (1786) he travelled in Spain and Portugal,

and wrote his Portuguese Letters (published 1834, 1835), which

rank with his best work. He afterwards returned to England,

and after selling his old house, Fonthill Abbey, Wiltshire, began

to build a magnificent residence there, on which he expended in

about eighteen years the sum of 73,000. His eccentricities,

together with the strict seclusion m which he lived, gave rise

to scandal, probably unjustified. In 1822 he sold his house,

together with its splendid library and pictures, to John Farquhar,

and soon after one of the towers, 260 ft high, fell, destroying

part of the villa in the ruins. Beckford erected another lofty

structure on Lansdowne Hill, near Bath, where he continued to

reside till his death in 1844. His first work, Biographical Memoirs

of Extraordinary Painters (iiSo) was a slight, sarcastic jeu d'esprit.

In 1782 he wrote in French his orient^ romance. The History

of the Caliph Vatheky which appeared in English, translated by

the Rev. Samuel Henley, in 1786 and has taken its place as

one of the finest productions of luxuriant imagination.

Beckford’s wealth and large expenditure, his position as a

collector and patron of letters (he bought Gibbon’s library at

Lausanne), his literary industry, and his reputation as author

of Vathek, make him an interesting figure in literary history.

He had a seat in parliament from 1784 to 1793, and again from

1806 to 1820. He left two daughters, the eldest of whom was

married to the 10th duke of Hamilton.

CyxuB Reddm^B Memoir (1859) is th« only full biography, but
prolix

; sec Dr R. Garnett’s introduction to his edition of Vathek

Ii893)-

BEOKINGTON {or Bekvnton), THOMAS (c. 13^14^5),
English statesman and prelate, was horn at Beckington in

Somerset, and was educate<f at Windbester and New ^Uegc,
Oxford. Having entered the chuxUi he held many ecdesiastioal

appointments, and became dean of the Arches in 1423 ; then

devoting .his time to seoular affairs he was sen't onan embassy to

Calais in 1439, and to John IV., count of Anasagnac, in 244s.

At this time Beddngton was acting as secretary to Henry Vl„
fund soon after hit in 1443 he was appointed lord privy

#cal and bishop of Bath and Wt^. The bishop erected many
buildings in Wells, and died there on the 1.4th of Januaey X4hs.

.The most important results of .Beckington’s missions to Fhmoe

^BECKWITH
were one Latin journal, written by himself, referring to the

embassy to Cal^
; and another, written by oneof his attendants,

relating to the journey to Armagnac.
Beckington’B own journal is puUiBlied in the Proceedings of the

Privy Council, vol. v., edited by N. H. Nicolas (1835) ;
and the other

journal in the Official Correspondence of Thomas Bekynton, edited by
G. WilliamB for the Rolls Series (1872), which contains many inter-

esting letters. This latter journal has been translated into English
by N. H. Nicolas (1828). See G, G. Perry, “ Bisliop Beckington and
Henry VI.," in the English Historical Review (1S94).

BECKMANN, lOHANN (1739-1811), German scientific author,

was bom on the 4th of June 1739 at Hoya in Hanover, where his

father was postmaster and receiver of taxes. He was educated

at Stade and the university of Gottingen. The death of his

mother in 1762 having deprived him of his means of support,

he went in 1763 on the invitation of the pastor of the Lu^eran
community, Anton Friedrich Biisching, the founder of the

modem historic statistical method of geography, to teach natural

history in the Lutheran academy, St Petersburg. This office he

relinquished in 1765, and traveled in Denmark and Sweden,
where he studied the methods of working the mines, and made
the acquaintance of Linnaeus at Upsala. Jin 1766 he was
appointed extraordinary professor of philosophy at Giittingen.

There he lectured on political and domestic economy with such

success that in 1770 he was appointed ordinary professor. He
was in the habit of taking his students into the workshops,

that they might acquire a practical as well as a theoretical

knowled^ of different processes and handicrafts. While thus

engagedMie determined to trace the history and describe the

existing condition of each of the arts and sciences on which he

was lecturing, being perhaps incited by the Bibliothecae of

Albrecht von Haller. But even Beckmann’s industry and
ardour were unable to overtake the amount of study necessary

for this task. He therefore confined his attention to several

practical arts and trades ; and to these labours we owe his

Beitrdge zur Ceschichie der Erfindungen (1780-1805), translated

into English as the History of Inventions—a work in whicli he

relates the origin, history and recent condition of the various

machines, utensils, &c., employed in trade and for domestic

purposes. This work entitles Beckmann to be regarded us the

founder of scientific technology, a term which he was the first

to use in 1772. In 1772 Beckmann was elected a member of the

Royal Society of Gottingen, and he contributed valuable scientific

dissertations to its proceedings until 1783, when he withdrew

from all further share in its work. He died on the 3rd of February

181 1. Other important works of Beckmann are Entwurf einer

aUgemeinen Technologic (1806); Anleitung zur Handelswissen’

schaft (1789); Vorbereitung zur Warenkunde (1795-1800);

Beitrdge zur Okonomicy Technologic, Polizei- und Kameral^

wisscnschafi (i 777-1 791).
BECKWITH, JAMES CARROLL (1852- ), American por-

trait-painter, was bom at Hannilml, Missouri, on the 23rd .df

September 1852. He studied in the National Academy of

Design, NewYork City, of which he afterwards became a member,
and in Paris (1873-1878) under Carolus Duran. Returning to the

United States in 1878, he gradually became a prominent figure

in American art. He took an active part in the formation of

the Fine Arts Society, and was president of the National Free

Art League, which attempted to secure the repeal of the American

duty on works of art Among his portraits are those of W. M.
Chase (2882), of Miss Jordan (1883), of Mark Twain, T, A.

Janvier, General Schofield and William Walton. He derated
one of the domes of tlie Manufactures Building at the Columbian

;

Exposition, Chicago, 1893,

BBOKWITil, SIB THOMAS SYDNEY (1772-1831), British

I general, was the son of Major-General John Bedewith, who was
colonel of the aoth regiment (Lancashire Fusiliers) in the change

at Mindeit .
In 1791 he entered the 7i8t regiment (then com-

manded by Colonel David Baird), in which he served in India

and elsewhere until 1800, when he obtained a company in Colonel

Goote Masudiigham’s experimental regiment of nffemen, shortly

afterwards numbered as the 9sthRiAm and now called the Rifle

Brigade.
.
In iSoa be was promoted mafor, and in the foUowmg
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year lieutenantsioloneL ^ckwith was one of the favourite

officers of Sir John Moore in the famous camp of Shomclifie^ and
aided that general in the training of the troops which afterwards

became the Light Division. In 1806 he served in the expedition

to Hanover, and in 1807 in that which captured Copenhagen. In

1806 the Rifles were present at Vimeira, and in the campaign of

Sir John Moore they bore the brunt of the rearguard fighting.

Beckwith took part in the great march of Craufurd to the held of

Talavera, in the advanced guard fights on the Coa in x810 and
in the campaign in Portugal. On the formation of the Light

Division he was given a brigade command in it. After the

brilliant action of Sabugal, Beckwith had to retire for a time

from active service, but the Rifles and the brigade he had

trained and commanded added to their fame on every subsequent

battleheld. In 1812 he went to Canada as assistant quarter-

master-general, and he took part in the war against the United

States. In 1814 he became major-general, and in 1815 was

created K.C.B. In 1827 he was made colonel commandant of

the Rifle Brigade. He went to India as commander -in -chief

at Bombay in 1829, and was promoted lieutenant-general in:

the following year. He died on the 15th of January 1831 at

Mahableshwar.

His elder brother, Sir George Beckwith (1753-1823), dis-

tinguished himself as a regimental officer in the Ameri^n War
of Independence, tuid served subsequently in high administrative

posts and in numerous successful military operations in the

West Indies during the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic

wars. He was made a K.B. for his capture of Martinique in

1809, and attained the full rank of general in 1814. Sir George

Beckwith commanded the forces in Ireland, 1816-1820. He
died in London on the 20th of March 1823.

Their nephew, Major-General John Charles Beckwith

(1789-1862), joined the 50th regiment in 1803, exchanging in

1804 into the 95th Rifl^, with which regiment he served in

tha. Peninsular campaigns of 1808-10. He was subsequently

employed on the staff of the Light Division, and he was re-

peatedly mentioned in despatches, becoming in 1814 a brevet-

major, and after the battle of Waterloo (in which he lost a leg)

lieutenant-colonel and C.B. In 1820 lie left active service.

Severn years later an accident drew his attention to the Waldenses,

whose past history and present condition influenced him so

strongly that he settled in the valleys of Piedmont. The rest

of his life was spent in the .self-imposed task of educating

the Waldenses, for whom he established and maintained a large

number of schools, and in reviving the earlier faith of the people.

In 1848 King Charles Albert made him a knight of the order of

St Maurice and St Lazarus. He was promoted colonel in the

British army in 1837 and major-general in 1846. He died on

the 19th of July 1862 at La Torre, Piedmont.

BEOKX, PIERRE JEAN (1795-1887), general of the Society

of Jesus, was born at Sichem in Belgium on the 8th of Februa^

1795, and entered the novitiate of the order at Hildesheim in

1819. His first important post was as procurator for the province

of Austria, 1847; next year he became rector of the Jesuit

college at Louvain, and, after serving as secretary to the pro-

vincials of Belgium and Austria, was elected head of the order

in 1853. His tenure of ofl&ce was marked by an increased zeal

for missions in Protestant lands, and by the removal of the

society’s headquarters from Rome to Fiesole near Florence in

1870. His chief literary work was the often^translated Month of

Mary (Vienna, 1843). He retired in September 1883, being

succeeded by Anthony M. Aadcrledy, a Swiss, who had seen

service in the United States. He died at Rome on the 4th of

March 1887.

BBCQBR» HENRY fRAN^lfi (1837-1^9), French dramatist,

was born ob the 9th of April 1^837 in Paris. He wrote the book

of an opera &9rdaH(tp4de in< imitation of Lord Byron for the

music of M. Victoria
.
Jonci^its in 1867, but his first important

work, AlicAW Fwpor, appeared in 1870. The importance of this

sombie drama was first realized when it was revived at the

Qdhaa in 1B66. Le^Corheaux (1883) established Becque's posi-

tikmas an innovator, and in 1885 he produced hit most successful

p3ay, La Pansienne. produced ktUe during the last

years of his life, but his disciples carried on the tradition he had

created. He died in May 1899.

See his Quefelles littitoifes (1890). and SouvSHiw a'un ewtewr

dramatic (1895). consiSttng chiefiy of reprinted artkles in which be

does not spau-e bis oppaoenta. His JAwrf compM (j vole., .4899)

includes UEnfant proai^ue (Vaudeville Theatre, 6tb of Nov. x868)

;

Michel Pauper (Th6atre de la Porte-Saint-Martin, 17th of June

1870) ;
VEnlivement (Vaudeville. iSfh of Nov. 1871) ; Lei NoitotU

(Gymnase. X5th of Nov. 1878) ;
Lot HonnOss Femmes (Qyfiraam. 1st

of Jan. 1880); Los Corheaux (Conn^die Franvaise, ]4tb of^pt. 18813);

La Parisieune (Theatre de la Renaissance, 7th of Febt 18B5),

BECQUER, GUSTAVO ADOLFO (1836-^1870). Spanish poet

and romance-writer, was bom at Seville on the 17th of Fcbruaiy

1836. Left an orphan at an early age, he was ^ucated by his

godmother, refused to adopt any profession, and drift^ to

Madrid, where he obtained a small post in the dyil service.

He was dismissed for carelessness, became an incorrigible

Bohemian, and earned a precarious living by translating foreign

novels
;

he died in great poverty at Madrid on the aand of

December 1870. His works were published posthumously in

1873. In such prose tales as Kl Rayo de Luna and La Mujer de

piedrUf B^cquer is manifestly influenced by Hoffmann, and as a

poet he has analogies with Heine. He dwells in a fairyland of

his own, crooning a weird elfin music which has no parallel in

Spanish
;

his work is unfinished and unequal, but it is singularly

free from the rhetoric characteristic of his native Andalusia,

and its lyrical ardour is of a beautiful sweetness and sincerity.

BECQUEREL, the name of a French family, several members
of which have been distinguished in chemical and physical

research.

Antoine C^sar Becoiterkt. (1 788-1878), was bom at Ch&tillon

sur Loing on the 8th of March 1788. After passing through the

Eoole Polytechnique he became ingenieur-opcier in 1808, and

saw active service with the imperial troops in Spain from 1810

to 1812, anti again in France in 1814. He then resigned from

the army and devoted the rest of his life to scientific investigation.

His earliest work was mineralogical in character, but he soon

turned his attention to the study of electricity and es|)ecially

of electrochemistry. In 1837 he received the C'opley medal

from the Royal Society “ for his various memoirs on electricity,

and particularly for those on the production of metallic sulphurets

and sulphur by the long-continued action of electricity of very

low tension, which it was hoped would lead to increased know-

ledge of the “recomposition of crystallized bodies, and the

processes which may have been employed by nature in the

production of such bodies in the mineral kingdom." In bio-

logical chemistry he worked at the problems of animal heat and

at the phenomena accompanying the growth of plants, and he

also devoted much time to meteorological questions and obser-

vations. He was a prolific writer, his books including Traiti

d^eleciricite eidu (1834-1840), TraiUde physiqm4ans
SOS rapports avec la chimie (1842), Elements de VilectfO^ekimie

(1843), TraiU complet du magnetisme (1845). ^^irufUs de physique

terrtsire et de miteorologie (1847), and Tks dimats ei de Vinjiumu

qu*exercent les sols boises et ddfoises (i853)» He died on the 18th

of January 1878 in Paris, where from 1837 he had been professor

of physics at the Mus6e d’Histoire Naturelle.

His son, Alexandre Edmond Becquerbl (1820-1891), was

bom in Paris on the 24th of March iSzo, and was in turn his

pupil, assistant and successor at the Mu06e d’Histoire Naturelle

;

! he was also appointed professor at the short-lived Agronomic

Institute at Versailles in 1849, and in 1853 received the chair

of physics at the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers. Edmond
Becquerel was associated with his father in much of his work,

but he himself paid special attention to the study ,of fight,

investigating the photochemical effects and speotroscqpic

characters of solar radiation and the electric lig^, ^aitd the

phenomena of phosphorescence, particularly as displayed by
the sulphides and by compounds of uraniutn. It WAS in con-

nexion with these latter inquiries that he devised his^hosphorbl-

soope, an apparatus which enabled' intervsJ betwem^eixpesin^

to the source of; light and observation of the respiting^eflfects%
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be* vaHed at will and accarately measured. He published in

.1867^1868 a treatise in two volumes on La Lwniht^ ses eauus

et ses effets. He also investigated the diamagnetic and para-

magnetic properties of substances ;
and was keenly interested

in the phenomena of electrochemical decomposition, accuniu-

lating much evidence in favour of Faraday’s law and proposing

a modified statement of it which was intended to cover certain

apparent exceptions. He died in Paris on the nth of May 1891.

Antoine Henri Becouerel (1852-1908), son of the last-

named, who succeeded to his chair at the Mus6e d’Histoire

Naturelle in 1892, was born in Paris on the 15th of December

1852, studied at the Ecole Polytechnique, where he was appointed

a« professor in 1895, and in 1875 entered the department des

pants et chaussees, of which in 1894 he became ingenteur en chef.

He was distinguished as the discoverer of radioactivity, having

found in 1896 that uranium at ordinary temperatures emits an

invisible radiation which in many respects resembles Rontgen

rays, and can affect a photographic plate after passing through

thin plates of metal. For his researches in this department he

was in 1903 awarded a Nobel prize jointly with Pierre Curie.

He also engaged in work on magnetism, the polarization of light,

phosphorescence and the absorption of light in crystals. He
died at Croisic in Brittany on the 25th of August 1908,

BBD (a common Teutonic word, cf. German Betij probably

mnnected with the Indo-ICuropean root bhodhy seen in the

Lat. fodcrc, to dig
;

so “ a dug-out place ” for safe resting, or

in the same sense as a garden “ bed ”), a general terra for a

resting or sleeping place for men imd animals, and in particular

for the article of household furniture for that object, and so used

by analogy in other senses, involving a supporting surface or

layer. The accompaniments of a domestic bed (bedding, cover-

lets, &c.) have naturally varied considerably in different limes,

and its form and decoration and social associations have con-

siderable historical interest. The Egyptians had high bedsteads

which were ascended l)y steps, with bolsters or pillows, and

curtains to hang round. Often there was a head-rest as well,

aemi-cylindrical and made of stone, wood or metal. Assyrians,

Medes and Persians liad beds of a similar kind, and frequently

decorated their furniture with inlays or appliques of metal,

mother-of-pearl and ivory. I'he oldest account of a bedstead

is probably that of Ulysses which Homer describes him as making
in his own house, but he also mentions the inlaying of the wood-

work of beds with gold, silver and ivory. The Greek bed had

a wooden frame, with a board at the head and band.s of hide

laced across, upon which skins were plac'ed. At a later period

the bedstead was often veneered with expensive woods ; some-

times it was of solid ivory veneered with tortoise-shell and with

silver feet
;

often it was of bronze. The pillows and coverings

also became more costly and beautiful
;

the most celebrated

places for their manufacture were Miletus, Corinth and Carthage.

Folding beds, too, appear in the vase paintings. The Roman
mattresses were stuffed with reeds, hay, wool or feathers ; the

last was used towards the end of the Republic, when custom

demanded luxury. Small cushions were placed at the head

and sometimes at the back. The bedsteads were high and could

only be ascended by the help of steps. They were often arranged

for two persons, and had a board or railing at the back as well

as the raised portion at the head. The counterpanes were some-

times very costly, generally purple embroidered with figures

in gold
;
and rich hangings fell to the ground masking the front.

The bedsteads themselves were often of bronae inlaid with silver,

and £l|^;abalus, like some modem Indian princes, had one of

solid silver. In the walls oi some of the houses at iPompeii

bed niches are found which were probably closed by curtains

or sliding partitions. The marriage bed, leeius geniaits, was much
deforat^, and was placed in the atrium opposite the door. A
low pallet*bed used lor sick persons was known as scimpadium.

Other forms of couch were called leetus, but were not. beds in

themodem sense of the word except the lectus funebris, on which

the body of a dead person lay in state , for seven da3rs, ckd in a
toga and rich garments, and surrounded by ffowere and foliage.

Tlds bed rested on ivory legs, over which purple blankets

embroidered with gold were spread, and was pketd in the atrium

with the foot to the door and with a pan of incense by its side,

'fhe ancient Germans lay on the floor on beds of leaves covered

with skins, or in a kind of shallow chest filled with leaves and
moss. In the early middle ages they laid carpets on the floor

or on a bench against the wall, placed upon them mattresses

stuffed with feathers, wool or hair, and used skins as a covering.

They appear to have generally lain naked in bed, wrapping them-

selves in the large linen sheets which wei^ stretchea over the

cushions, In the 13th century luxury increased, and bedsteads

were made of wood much decorated with inlaid, carved and

painted ornament. They also used folding beds, which served

as couches by day and had cushions covered with silk laid upon
leather. At night a linen sheet was spread and pillows placed,

while silk-covered skins served as coverlets. Curtains were hung
from the ceiling or from an iron arm projecting from the wall.

The Carolingian MSS. show metal bedsteads much higher at

the head than at the feet, and this shape continued in use till

the 13th century in France, many cushions being added to raise

the body to a sloping position. In the 12th-century MSS. the

bedsteads appear much richer, with inlays, carving and painting,

and with embroidered coverlets and mattresses in harmony.
Curtains were hung above liie bed, and a small hanging lamp
is often shown. In the 14th century the woodwork became of

less importance, being generally entirely covered by hangings

of rich materials. Silk, velvet and even cloth of gold were much
used. Inventories from the beginning of the 14th centuiy give

details of these hangings lined with fur and richly embroidered.

Then it was that the tester bed made its first appearance, the

tester being slung from the ceiling or fastened to the walls,

a form which developed later into a room within a room, shut

in by double curtains, sometimes even so as to exclude all

draughts. The space between bed and wall was called the

ruelle, and very intimate friends were received there. In the

15th century beds became very large, reaching to 7 or 8 ft.

by 6 or 7 ft. VioUct-le-Duc says that the mattresses were filled

with pea-shucks or straw— neither wool nor horsehair is

mentioned—but feathers also were used. At this time great

personages were in the habit of carrying most of their property

about with them, including beds and bed-hangings, and for this

reason the bedsteads were for the most part mere frameworks

to be covered up
;
but about the beginning of the i6th century

bedsteads WTre made lighter and more decorative, since the

lords remained in the same place for longer periods. In the

museum at Nsincy is a fine bedstead of this period which belonged

to Antoine de Lorraine. It has a carved head and foot as w’ell

as the uprights which support the tester. Another is in the

Mus6e (!luny ascribed to Pierre de Gondi, very architectural in

design, with a bracketed cornice, and turned and carved posts
;

at the head figures of warriors watch the sleep)er. Louis XIV.
had an enormous number of sumptuous beds, as many as 413
being described in the inventories of his palaces. Some of them
had embroideries enriched with pearls, and figures on a silver

or golden ground. The carving was the work of Proux or

Caffieri, and the gilding by La Baronniire. The great bed at

Versailles had crimson velvet curtains on which “ The Triumph
of Venus ” was embroidered. So much gold was used that

the velvet scarcely showed. Under the influence of Madame
de Maintenon “The Sacrifice of Abraham,” which is now on

the tester, replaced “The Triumph of Venus.” In the 17th

century, whic^ has been called “ the century of magnificent

beds,” the style d la duchesse, with tester and curtain.s only at

the head, replaced the more enclosed beds in France, though

they lasted much longer in England. In the i8th century

feather pillows were first used as coverings in Germany^ which

in the fashions of the bed and the curious etiquette connected

with the bedchamber followed France for the most part. The
beds were d la duchesse, but in Franoe itself there was great

variety both of name and shape—the lit d alcove
y

lit d'ange,

which had no columns, but a suspended tester with curtains

drawn back, lit d V'Anglaisey which looked like a high sola by
day, lit en btddaquiny with l^e tester fixed against the wall,
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Hi u toumtm with a tester shaped like a crown, a etyle which
appeared under Louis XVI. , and was fashionable under the

Restoration and Louis Philippe, and lit a Vimperiale, which had
a curved tester, are a few of their varieties. The lit en btddaquin

of Napoleon 1. is still at Fontainebleau, and the Garde Meuble
contains several richly, carved beds of a more modem date.

The custom of the “ bed of justice ” upon which the king of

France reclined when he was present in parliament, the princes

being seated, the great officials standing, and the lesser officials

kneeling, was held to denote the royal power even more than the

throne. Louis XI. is credited with its first use, and the custom
lasted till the end of the monarchy. From the habit of using

this bed to hear petitions, &c., came the usage of the grand lit,

which was provided wherever the king stayed, called also lit de

parement or lit de parade

^

rather later. Upon this bed the dead

king lay in state. The beds of the king and queen were saluted

by the courtiers as if they were altars, and none approached them
>5ven when there was no railing to prevent it. These railings

were apparently placed for other than ceremonial reasons

originally, and in the accounts of several castles in the 15th/

century mention is made of a railing to keep dogs from the bed.

In the ckambre de parade^ where the ceremonial bed was placed,

certain persons, such as ambassadors or great lords, whom it

was desired to honour, were received in a more intimate fashion

than the crowd of courtiers. The petit lever was held in the

bedroom itself, the grand lever in the ckambre de parade. At
Versailles women received their friends in their beds, both l^efore

and after childbirth, during periods of mourning, and even

directly after marriage—in fact in any circumstances which

were thought deserving of congratulation or condolence. During

the 17th century this curious custom became general, perhaps to

avoid the tiresome details of etiquette. Portable beds were used

in high society in France till the end of the ancien regime. The
earliest of which mention has been found belonged to Charles

the Bold (see Memoirs of Philippe de Comines). They had
curtains over a light framework, and were in their way as fine

as the stationary beds. Iron beds appear in the i8th century
;

the advertisements recommend them as free from the insects

which sometimes infested wooden bedsteads, but one is mentioned

in the inventory of the furniture of the castle of Nerac in 1569,
“ un lit de fer et de cuivre, avec quatre petites colonnes de laiton,

ensemble quatre satyres dc laiton, quatre petits vases de laiton

pour mettre sur les colonnes
;
dedans le dit lit il y a la figure

d'Olophernc ensemble de Judith, qui sont d’albatre.” In

Scotland, Brittany and Holland the closed bed with sliding or

folding shutters has persisted till our own day, and in England

—

where beds were commonly quite simple in form—the four-

poster, with tester and curtains all round, was the usual citizen’s

bed till the middle of the 19th century. Many fine examples

exist of 1 7th-century carved oak bedsteads, some of which have

found their way into museums. The later forms, in which

mahoganjr was usually the wood employed, are much less archi-

tectural in design. Some exceedingly elegant mahogany bed-

steads were designed by Chippendale, Hepplewhite and Sheraton,

and there are signs that English taste is returning to the wooden
bedstead in a ^hter and less monumental form. (]. p.-B

)

BED, in geology, a term for certain kinds of rock usually

found to be arranged in more or less distinct layers ; these are

the beds of rock or strata. Normally, the bedding of rocks is

horizontal or very neariy so ; when the upper and l6wer surfaces

of a bed are parallel, the biding is said to be regular
;

if it is

thickest at one point and thins away thence in every direction,

the bedding is lenttcttlar. Beds may be thick (50 ft or more)

or so thin as to be^^e sheets of paper, f.g. paper shales, such

thin b<^s being often termed layers or laminae ; intermediate

regular varieties may be called fiags, flagstones or tilestcnies.

In fine^grai^ rocks the bedding is usually thinner and more

regular tbsn in coarser rocks, such as sandstones and grits.

Bedding is confined to rocks which have been formed under

water or by the agency of wind ,* these are the stratified
**

lodki.

The dqxsttitkm of rock material by moving water is not as

a rule uniform, slight changes m the velodty. produce an imw

mediate change in the sise of the particl«i deposited upon a
given area ; thus a coarse sand layer may be siiccmed by a'finer

sand or a mud, or two sandy lasers may he separated by a thin

layer of muddy shale. Bedding is most often induced bya change
in the nature of the contiguous strata ; thus a siindsitone is

followed by a shale or vice versa—changes which may be duo
to the varying volume or velocity of a current. Or the nature
of the deposit may be influenced by chemical actions^ whereby
we pet beds of rock-salt or gypsum between beds of marl Or
again, organic activities may influence the deposit, beds of coal

may succeed layers of shale, iron-stone may lie ^tween lime-

stones or clays, a layer of large fossils or of flints may determine
a bedding plane in massive limestones. Flaky minerals like

mica frequently assist in the formation of bedding planes

;

and the pressure of superincumbent strata upon earlier formed
deposits has no doubt often produced a tendency in the par-

ticles to arrange themselves normal to the direction of pressure,

thus causing the rock to split more readily along the same
direction.

Where rapidly-moving currents of water (or air) are trans-

porting or depositing sand, &c., the bedding is generally not
horizontal, but inclined more or less steeply

;
this brings about

the formation, of what is variously called “ cross-bedding,”
“ diagonal bedding,” “ current bedding ” or improperly “ false-

bedding.” Igneous materials, when deposited through the

agency of water or air, exhibit bedding, but no true stratifica-

tion is seen in igneous rocks that have solidified after cooling,

although in granites and similar rocks the process of weather-

ing frequently produces an appearance resembling this structure.

Miners not infrequently describe a bed of rock as a ” vein,” if

it is one that has some economic value, e.g. a ” vein of coal

or ironstone.”
(J . A. H .)

BEDARBSI, YEDAIAH (1270-1340), Jewish poet, physician

and philosopher of Provence. His most successful work was

;

an ethical treatise, Heftinaih ^Olam (Examination of the World),

a didactic poem in thirty-seven short .sections. The work is

still very popular. It was translated into English by Tobias

Goodman.
bEdarieux, a town of southern France, in the department

of H^rault, on the Orb, 27 m. N.N.W. of Beziers by rail. Pop.

(1906) 5594. The town has a 16th-century church, a board of

trade arliitration, a chamber of arts and manufactures> a com-
munal college and a school of drawing. B6darieux was at one

time a notable manufacturing centre. Its cloth-weaving industry,

carried on under a special royal privilege from the end of the 17th

century to the Revolution, employed in 1789 as many as 5000

workmen, while some thousand more were occupied in wool

and cotton spinning, &c. In spite of the introduction of modem
machinery from England, the industries of the place declined,

mainly owing to the loss of the trade with the Levant
;
but of

late years they have somewhat revived, owing partly to the

opening up of coal mines in the neighbourhood. Besides clotli

factories and wool-spinning mills, there are now numerous

tanneries and leatlwr-dressing works. There is some trade in

timber, wool and agricultural produce.

BBDDGELERT (^^Gelert’s grave”), a village in Carnarvon-

shire, North Wales, at the foot of Snowdon. Hie tradition of

Gelert, Llewelyn’s hound, being buried there is did in Wales

;

and common to it and India is the legend of a dog (or ichneumon)

saving a child from a beast of prey (or reptile), and foeingldUed

by the child’s father under the delusion that the animal had
slain the infant. The English pSet, W. R. Spencer, has versified

the tale of Llewelyn, king of Wales, leaving Gelert and th^Mby
prince at home, returning to find Gelert stained with th^mod
of a wolf, and killing the hound because he thought his child Was
slain. Sir W. Jones, the Welsh philologist and lingdist, gives

the Indian equivalent (Lord Tetomouth’s Ufa of Jtmals, ed.

Rev. S. C. Wilkes, editor’s supplement). A Brahhiln,’ leaving

home, left his daughter in chai^ Of an ichneumon; Which he had
long cherished'. A Mack snake came u^ and was kBled by the
ichneumon, mistakenly killed, in its tom; by ^e Bmhihin on
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htsfcommg back. Another Ycraion is the medieval ropanoe in

Tki<Sw^ Wiie Masters of Rome. In the edition printed fay

Wynkyn de Wordc it ii«tdd by “ the first master ’’-^a knight

bad one son^ a greyhound and a falcon ; the knight went to

a tourneyya snake attacked the son^ the falcon roused the hounds
|

which Jdlied the seipent, lay down by the cradle, and was killed

by the knight, who discovered his error, like Llewelyn, and

sunilarly repented (Villon Society, British Museum reprint, by

Gomme and Wbeadey).
On the west of Beddgelert is Moel Hebog (Bare-hiU of the

falcon), a hiding-piaoe of Owen Glendower. Here, in 1784, was

found a brass Roman shield. Near is the famous Abeiglaslyn

Pass, dividing Carnarvo!! and Merioneth. In the centre is

Cadair Rh^s Goch o’r Eryri, a rock named as the chair of Rhys
Goch, a bard contemporary with Glendower (died traditionally,

1490). Not far hence passed the Roman road from Uriconium

to Segontium (see Carnakvon).

BEDDOES, THOMAS (1760-1808), English physician and
scientific writer, was born at Shiffnall in Shropshire on the 13th

of April 1760. After being educated at Bridgnorth grammar
school and at Pembroke College, Oxford, he studied medicine in

London under John Sheldon (1752-1808). In 1784 he published

a translation of L. Spallanzani’s Dissertations on Natural History,

and in 1785 produced a translation, with original notes, of

T. O. Bergman’s Essays on Elective Attractions. He took his

degree of doctor of medicine at Oxford in 1786, and, after visiting

Paris, where he became acquainted with Lavoisier, was appointed

reader in chemistry at Oxford University in 1788. His lectures

attracted large and appreciative audiences
;
but his sympathy

with the French Revolution exciting a clamour against him, he

resigned his readership in 171)2. In the following year he pub-

lished Ohservaiions on the Nature of Demonstrative Evidence, and
the History of Isaac Jenkins, a story which powerfully exhibits

the evils of drunkenness, and of which 40,000 copies are reported

to have been sold. About the same time he began to work at

his project for the establishment of a “ Pneumatic Institution

for treating disease by the inhalation of different gases. In this

he was assisted by Richard Lovell Edgeworth, whose daughter,

Anna, became his wife in 1794. In 1798 the institution was
established at Clifton, its first superintendent being Hum^diry
Davy, who investigated the properties of nitrous oxide in its

laboratory. The original aim of the institution was gradually

abandoned ; it became an ordinary sick-hospital, and was
relinquished by its projector in the year before his death, w'hich

occurred on the 24th of December 1808. Boddoes was a man of

great powers and wide acquirements, wliich he directed to noble

and philanthropic purposes. He strove to effect social good by
popularizing medical knowledge, a work for which his vivid

imagination and glowing eloquence eminently fitted him. Be-

sides the writings mentioned above, he was the author of

Political Pamphlets ( t795*-i797), ft popular Essay on Consumption

(1799), which won the admiration of Kant, an Essay on Fever

(1807), and Hygtia, or Essays Moral and Medical (1807). He also

edited John Brown’s EUmetiis of Medicine (1795), and Contribu^

Uons to Physical and Medical Knowledge, piincipaUy from the

West of England (1799).
A tile of Beddoes by Ur John E. Stock was publishod in x8xo.

BEDDOBS, THOMAS LOVBLL(i8oj^i849)> English dramatist

and poet, son of the physician, Thomas Beddoes, was bom at

Clift<m on the 20th of July 1803. His mother was a sister of

MarivEdgeworth, the novelist He .was sent to Bath grammar
school and then to the Charterhouse. At siiAiooI he wrote a good
deal of verse and a novel in ilhitation of Fielding. In zSao he
was ratered at Pembri^ College, Oxford, and in his first year

publmied The Improvisatore, ^terwards carefully suppressed,

and in 1822 The Bride's Tragedy, which showed him as the

disciple of the later Elizabethan and Jacobean dramatists. The
play found a small circle of admirers, and procured for Beddoes
the Iriendshtp of Bryan Waller Procter (Barry Cornwall).

Beddoes retired to Soolhunpton to read for his degree, and
there Procter introduced him to a young lawyer, Thomas Forbes

KelsaUj with whom he became very intimate, and who became

his biographer and editor. At this time he composed the

dramatic fragments of The Second Brother and Torrismond.

Unfortunately he lacked the power of Constructing a plot, and
seemed to suffer from a constitutional inability to finish any-
thing. Beddoes was one of the first outside the limited circle

of Shclley^s own friends to recognize Shelley’s genius, and he
was certainly one of the earliest imitators of his l5rrical method.
In the summer of 1824 he was summoned to Florence by the

illness of his mother, but she died before he arrived. He remained
some time in Italy, and met Mrs Shelley and Walter Savage
Landor before he returned to England. In 1825 he took his

degree at Oxford, and in that year he began what he calls

{Letters, p. 68) “ a very Gothic styled tragedy ” with “ a jewel

of a name.” This work was completed in 1829 as the fantastic

and incoherent drama, Death*s Jest Book or The Fool’s Tragedy
;

but he continued to revise it until his death, and it was only

published posthumously. On leaving Oxford he decided to

study anatomy and physiology, not, however, without some hope*

that his studies might, by Increasing his knowledge of the human
mechanism, further his efforts as a dramatist. In the autumn
of 1825 he entered on his studies at Gottingen, where he remained
for four years. In 1829 he removed to Wurzburg, and in 1832

obtained his doctorate in medicine, but his intimate association

with democratic and republican leaders in Germany and Switzer-

land forced him to leave Bavaria without receiving hu? diploma.

He settled in Zurich, where he practised for some time as a
physician, and was even elected to be professor of comparative

anatomy at the university, but the authorities refused to ratify

his appointment because of his revolutionary views. He fre-

quently contributed political poems and articles to German and
Swiss papers, but none of his German work has been identified.

The years at Ziirich seem to have been the happiest of his life,

but in 1839 the anti-liberal riots in the town rendered it unsafe

for him, and early in the next year he had to escape secretly.

From this time he liad no settled home, though he stored his

books at Baden in Aargau. His long residence in Germany was
only broken by visits to England in 1828 to take his master of

arts degree, in 1835, in 1842 and for some months in 1846. He
had adopted German thought and manners to such an extent

that he hardly felt at home in England
;
and his study of the

German language, which he had begun in 1825, had almost

weaned him from his mother-tongue ; he was, as he says in a
letter, “ a non-conductor of friendship ”

;
and it is not surprising

that his old friends found him much changed and eccentric. In

1847 he returned to Frankfort, where he lived with a baker

called Degen, to whom he became much attached, and whom
he pt^rsuaded to l:)ecome an actor. He took Degen with him to

Zurich, where he chartered the theatre for one night to give his

friend a chance of playing Hotspur. The two separated at

Basel, and in a fit of dejection (May 1848) Beddoes tried to bleed

himself to death. He was taken to the hospital, and wrote to

his friends in England that he had had a fall from horseback.

His leg was amputated, and he was in a fair way to recovery

when, on the first day he was allowed to leave the hospital, he

took curare, from the effects of which he died on the 26th of

January 1849. His MSS. he left in the charge of his friend

KeUalL
In one of his letters to Kelsall Beddoes wrote :

—
” 1 am

convinced the man who is to awaken the drama must be a bold,

trampling fellow—no creeper into worm-holes—no reviser even
—^however good. These reanixnations are vampire cold. Such
ghosts as Marbe, Webster, &c., are better dramatists, better

poets, I dare say, than ftny contemporaries of ours—but they

are ghosts—^the worm is in their pages ” {Letters, p. 50). In

spite of this wise judgment, Beddoes was himself a “ creeper into

worm-*holes,” a close imitator of Marston and of Cyril Tourneur,

especially in their familiar handling df the phenomena of death,

and in the remoteness from ordinary life of the passions por-

trayed. In his blank verse he caught to a certain degree the

manner of his Jacobean models, and tib verse abounds in beauti-

ful imagery, but hk Death’s Jest Book is only finished in the

sense of jiving five acts completed ; it remains a bizarre
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production which appeals to f«w minds, and to them rather for

the ocCastond ex^l^ence of the poetry than at an entire com*
position. His lyrics show the influence of Shelley as well as the
study of 17th-century models, but they are by no means mere
imitations, and some of them, like the “ Ditge for Wolfrnm”
(** If thou wilt case thy heart and **

Dreiun Pedlary ” (“ if

there were dreams to sell ^'), are among the most exquisite of

19th-century lyrics.

Kelsdl published Beddoes’ great work, Dioih's Jest tiooh : or, The
Fool’s Tragedy, ia 1850. The dratua is based on the story Uiat a
certain Duke Boleslaus of Miinstcrbcrg was stabbed by his court-
fool, the “ Isbraud ” of the play (sec C. F. Flocgol, Geschichte der
Hofnarren, Leipzig, 1780, pp. 297 ct seq.)- He followed this in 1851
with Poems of the late Thomas Lovell Heddim, to which a memoir wa.s
prefixed. The two volumes were printed together (1851) with the
title of Poems, Posthumous and toUccied, All these Volumes are
very rare. Kelsall bequeathed the Bi-ddoes MSS. to Robert Brown-
ing, with a note stating the n‘al history of Beddoes' illness and death,
which was kept back out of consideration for his relatives. Browning
is reported to have said that if he were ever I'rofessor of Foetry his
first lecture would be on Beddoes, “ a foigottcu Oxford poet." Mr
Edmund Gosse obtained permission to use the documents from
Browning, and edited a fuller selection of the Poetical Works (2 vols.,

1890) for the “ Temple Library,*’ supplying a full account of his life.

He also edited the Letters of Thomas Lovell Beddoes (1894), containing
a selection from lus correspondence, which is full of gaiety and
contains much amusing literary criticism. Sec also the edition of

Beddoes by Ramsay Colics in the “ Muses’ Library ” (1906).

BEDE, Beda, or Baeda (672 or 673-735), English historian

and theologian. Of Baeda, commonly called ''the Venerable

Bede,” almost all that we know is contained in the short auto-

biographical notice which he has appended to his Ecclesiastical

H/.v/r;ry “ Thus much concerning the ecclesiastical historj^ of

Britain, and especially of the race of the English, I, Bacda, a

servant of Dirist and priest of the monastery of the blessed

apo.stles St Peter and St Paul, which is at Wearmouth and at

Jarrow, have with the Lord’s help composed, so far as 1 could

gather it, either from ancient documents, or from the tradition

of the elders, or from my own knowledge. I was bom in the

territory of the said monastery, and at the age of seven I was,

by the care t>f my relations, given to the reverend Abbot Benedict

(Biscop), and afterwards to Ccolfrid, to be educated. From
that time I have spent the whole of my life within that monastery

devoting all my pains to the study of the scriptures ; and amid
the observance of monastic discipline, and the daily charge of

singing in the church, it has ever been my delight to learn or

teach or write. In my nineteenth year J was admitted to the

diaconate, in my thirtieth to the priesthood, both by the hands

of the most reverend Bishop John (of Hexham), and at the

biddinfj of Abbot Ceolfrid. From the time of my admission to

the priesthood to my (present) fifty-ninth year, I have en-

dea\^oiu-cd, for my own use and that of my brethren, to make
brief notes upon the Holy Scripture, either out of the works of

the venerable fathers, or in conformity with their meaning and
interpretation.” Then follows a list of his works, so far as, at

that date, they had been composed. As the Ecclesiastical

Historyvfo.ii written in 731, we obtain the following dates for

the principal events in Bede’s uneventful life r—birth, 672-673

;

entrance into the monasteiy, 679-680; ordination as deacon,

691-692 ;
as priest, 702-703.

The monastery of Wearmouth was founded b>^ "Benedict

Biscop in 674, and that of Jarrow in 681-682. Though some 5 or 6

m. apart, they were intended to form a single monastery under

a single abbot, and so Bede speaks of them In the pa.ssage given

above. It is with Jarrow that Bede is chiefly associated, though

no doubt from the clo^c connexion of the two localities he would

often be at Wearmouth, The preface to the prose life of Cuthbert

proves that he had stiytri at Lindisfarne prior to 721, while the

^istle to Egbert shows that he had visited him it York in 733.

The tradition that \it went to Rome in obedience to a summons

from Pope Seijius is contradicted by his own words above, and

his total sffence as to any such visit. In the pas^c cited

above, '*monjBM5c disri^c, the daily charge of singing in the

dinrd^ learning, teax^ii^, writing,” in other words devotion

tod iptady, make up thfe even tenor of Bede’s tranquil life. Ancc-

dfbtes have been prtosmd which illustrate his piety both in

aariy tad in later yean ; of his studies the best.moBument ii to

be found in his writbigs. As a Uttle boy he woiadd tedee his place

among the pupils of the monastic school, though he would soon

pass to the ranks of riie teachers, and the fact that he was

ordained deacon at nineteen, belowthe oanonicai.age,>stows that

he was regaixied as remaricable both lor learning and goodness.

For the rest, it is in his works that we must chiefly seek to

know him. They fall into three main classes
:
(i) sdeptifle

;

(2) historical
; (3) theological. The first class comprisetr works

on grammar, one on natural phenomena, and two on chronology

and the calendar. These last were inspired largely by tto
Paschal Question, which was the subject of such bitter contro-

versy between the Roman and Celtic Churches in the 7th century.

Tliey form a natural transition to the second class. In this the

chief place is held by the Ecclesiastical History of the English

NaHtm, By this Bede has justly earned the tide of the Father

of English History. By this almost exclusively he is known to

oUiers than professed students. It is indeed one of the most
valuable and one of the most beautiful of historical works.

Bede has the artist’s instinct of proportion, the artist’s sense

for the picturesque and the pathetic^ His style too, modelled

largely, in the present writer’s opinion, on that of Gr^ory in the

Dialogues^ is limpid and unaffected. And though it would be

wrong to call Bede a critical historian in the modem sense of the

words, he shows a very unusual conscientiousness in collecting

his information from the best available sources, and in dis-

tinguishing between what he believed to be fact, and what he

r^arded only as rumour or tradition. Other historical works

of Bede are the History of the Ahhots (of Wearmouth and Jarrow),

and the lives of Cuthbert in verse and prose. The History of the

Abbots and the prose life of Cuthbert were based on earlier works

which still survive. In the case of the latter it cannot honestly

be said that Bede has improved on his original. In the Histo^

of the Abbots he was much nearer to the facts, and could make
additions out of his own personal knowledge. The Epistle to

Egbert, though not historical in form, may be mentioned here,

because of liie valuable information which it contains as to

the state of the Northumbrian Church, on which the disorders

and revolutions of the Northumbrian kingdom had told with

disastrous effect. It is probably the latest of Bede’s extant

works, as it was written in November 734, only six months
before his death. The third nr theological class of writings

consists mainly of conunentarics, or of works which, if not

commentaries in name, are so in fact. Tliey arc based largely

on the works of the four great Latin Fathers, SS. Augustine,

Jerome, Ambrose and (iregory
;
though Bede’s reading is very

far from being limited to these. His method ia hugely allegorical.

For the text of scripture he uses both the Latin versions, the

Itala and the Vulgate, often comparing them together. But he

certainly knew Greek, and possibly some Hebrew. Indeed it

may be said that his works, scientific, historical and geological,

practically sum up all the learning of western Europe in his time,

which he thus made available for his countrymen. And not for

them only
;

for in the school of York, founded by his pupil

Archbishop Ecgbcrht, was trained Alcuin (Ealhwine) the initmtor

under Diaries the Great of the Frankish schoolfl, which did so

much for learning on the continent And though Bede makes

no pretensions to originality, least of all in his theological wosks,

freely taking what he needed, and (what is very rare in medieval

writers) acknowledging what he took, " out of the works of the

venerable Fathers,” still everything he wrote is informeil and

impressed with his own special character and temper. His

earnest yet sober piety, his hunaJlity, his gentleness, appear ip

almost every line. ” In history and in science, as well as in

theology, he is before all things the Christian thinkcd and

student.” (Plummer’s Bede, i. 2.) Yet it should pot be forgotten

that Bede could hardly have done what he did without the noble

library of books collected by Benedict Bisoop.

Several quaint and beautiful legends have been handed down
as to the oi^in of the epithet of " venertole ” geneaally attached

to his name. Probably it is a mere survival or a ritle commonlQr

given to priests in his day. It baa given rim to a fato idea that
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he lived to a great age
;
some medieval authorities making him

ninety when he died. But he was not bom before 672 (see above);

and though the date of his death has been disputed, the tradi-

tional year, 735, is most probably correct. This would make
him at most sixty-three. Of his death a most touching and

beautiful account has been preserved in a contemporary letter.

His last hours were spent, like the rest of his life, in devotion and

teaching, his latest work being to dictate, amid ever-increasing

bodily weakness, a translation into the vernacular of the Gospel

of St John, a work which unliappily has not survived. It was a

fitting close to such a life as his.

Bibliography.— The above sketch is largely based on the present

writer’sessayon Bede 's Lile andWorks, prefixed to hisedition of Bede’s

Historia Ecclesiastka. Ac. (2 vols.. Clarendon Press, i8y6). Beda det

EhfwUrdige und ieim Zeit, by Dr Karl Werner (Vienna, 1875), is

excellent. Gehlc, JHsMatio . . . de Bedae vita et Scriptis (Leiden,

1838). is still useful. Dr William Bright’s Chapters of Early English

Church History (3rd ed.. Clarendon Press, 1807) is indispensable.

Sec also Ker, Dark Ages, pp. 141 ff. Of the collected works of Bede
the most convenient edition is that by Dr Giles in twelve volumes

(8VO. 1843-1844), which includes translations of the Historical Works»
The Continental folio editions (Basel, 1363 ;

Cologne. 1C12 and 1688)

contain many works which cannot liy any possibility be Bede’s.

The edition of Migne, Patrologia Latina (iSb2 if.) is baaed on a com-
parLson of the Cologne edition with Giles and Smith (see below), and
is open to the .same criticism. On the chronology and genuineness of

the works commonly ascribed to Bede, see Plummer’s ed.. i.. cxlv-clix.

On the MSS. early editions and translations of the Historia

E.cclcsiastica, see Plummer, u.5., i., Ixxx-cxxxii. The edition of

Whelock (Cambridge, fol. 1643-1644) is noteworthy as the first

English edition of the Latin text, and as the editio prtneeps of the
Anglo-Saxon version ascribed to King Alfred (st^o Alfred the
Great). Smith’s edition (Cambridge, fol. 172^ contained not only
these, but also the other liistorical work.s of Bede, with notes and
appendices. It is a monument of learning and scholarship. The
most recent edition is that with notes and introduction by the

present writer, u,s. It includes also the History of the Abbots, and
the Epistle to Egbert. Of books iii. and iv. only, there is a le,amed
edition by l^rofessors Mayor and Lumby of Cambridge ( Ard ed., 1881).

A cheap and bandy edition of the text alone is tlial ny A. Holder
'(Freiburg im Breisgau, 1882, &c.). The best-known modem English
translation is that by the Rev. L. Gidley (1870). Of the minor
historical works a goo<l edition was edited by Rev. J . Stevenson for

the Eng. Hist. Soc. in 1841 ; and a translation by the same hand
was included in Church Historians of England, vol. i.. part ii. (1853).
See also Plummer's edition, pp. cxxxii-cxlii. (C. Pi..)

BEDE, CUTHBERT, the pen-name of Edward Bradley (1827-

i88q), English author, who was bom at Kidderminster on the

25th of March 1827. He entered University College, Durham,
in 1845, and later studied at Oxford, where he made the acquaint-

ance of J. G. Wood, the naturalist. He took holy orders, and
eventually became rector of Stretton in Rutlandshire. Here he

gained a reputation as a humorist and numbered among hLs friends

Cruikshank, Frank Smedley, Mark Lemon and Albert Smith.

He wrote for various magazines and, in the pages of the Illustrated

London News, introduced the double acrostic. He is chiefly

known as the author of The Adventures of Mr Verdant Green, an
Oxford Freshman (1853), which he also illustrated and of which

a third part appeared in 1856. Several well-known Oxford

characters of the time are depicted in its pages, such as Dr
Plumptre the vice-chancellor, Dr Bliss the registrar, and the

waiter at the Mitre. The book abounds in innocent fun. In

1883 he was giv^n the living of Lenton, or Lavington, Lincoln-

shire, where he died on the X2th of December i88q.

BEDELL, WILLIAM (r57i-z642), Anglican divine, was born

at Black Notley in Essex, in 1571. He was educated at Cam-
bridge, became fellow of Emmanuel in 1593, and took orders.

In reo7 he was appointed chaplain to Sir H. Wotton, then

English ambassador at Venice, where he.jemained for four years,

acquiring a great reputation ^is a scholar and thedogian. He
translated the Hook of Common Prayer into Italian, and was on
temls of dosest friendship with the reformer, Sazpi ^ra Paolo).

In 1616 he was appointed to the rectory of Homing^eath(near
to Bury St Edmunds,where he had previously laboured), which he

held for twelve years. In 1627 he became provost of Trinity

College, Dublin, and, in 1629, bishop of Kilmore and Ardagh.

He set himself to refonntheabuses of his diocese, encouraged the

use of the Irish language, and personally undertook the duties

generally dischaiged by the bishop’s lay chancellor. In 1633
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he resigned his see. In 1641, when the Protestants were being

massacred, Bedell’s house was not* only left untouched, but he-

came the place of refuge formany fu^tives. In the end, however,
the rebels insisted upon the dismissal of all who had taken
shelter in his house, and on the bishop’s refusal he was seized

and imprisoned with some others in the ruined castle of Lough-
boughter. Here he was detained for several weeks, and when
released, rapidly sank from the effects of exposure, and died

on the 7th of February 1642.

His life was written by Bishop Gilbert Bumet in 1685. and also by
his elder son (ed. T. W. Jones, for the Camden Society, 1872).

BEDESMAN, or Bkadsman (Med. Eng. bede, prayer, from
0. En^. biddan, to pray

;
literally “ a man of prayer ”), generally

a pensioner or almsman whose duty it was to pray for his bene-

factor. In Scotland there were public almsmen supported by
tiie king and expected in return to pray for his welfare and that

of the state. These men wore long blue gowns with a pewter
badge on the right arm, and were nicknamed Blue Gowns.
Theirnumber corresponded to the king’s years, an extra one being

added each royal birthday. They were privileged to ask alms
throughout Scotland. On the king’s birthday each bedesman
received a new blue gown, a loaf, a bottle of ale, and a leathern

purse containing a penny for every year of the king’s life. On
the pewter badge which they wore was their name and the

words “ pass and repass,” which authorized them to ask alms.

In 1833 the appointment of bedesmen was stopped. In 1863
the last payment was paid to a bedesman. In consequence of

its use in this general sense of pensioner, ” bedesman ” was long

used in English as equivalent to servant.” The word had a
special sense as the name for those almsmen attached to cathedral

and otlier churches, whose duty it was to pray for the souls of

deceased benefactors. A relic of pre-Reforrnation times, these

old men still figure in the accounts of English cathedrals.

^

BEDFORD, EARLS AND DUKES OF. The present English

title of duke of Bedford comes from a line of carls and dukes

in tJie Russell family. In January 1550 John, Baron Russell,

was created earl of Bedford, and in. May 1694 his descendant,

William, tlie 5th earl, became duke of Bedford. The Russell

line is dealt with in the later part of tliis article. The title of

duke of Bedford had, however, been previously held, notably

by the third son of Henry IV.
;
and the earlier creations may first

be considered here.

John Plantagenet, duke of Bedford (i 389-1435), third son

of Henry IV., king of England, was born on the 20th of June
1389. He received various dignities after his father became
king in 1399, and gained his early experiences in warfare when
he undertook the office of warden of the east marches of Scotland

in 1404; he was fairly successful in this command, which he

held until September 1414. In the previous May his brother, the

new king Henry V., had created him duke of Bedford, and after

resigning the wardenship he began to take a leading part in the

royal councils. He acted as lieutenant of the kingdom during

Henry’s expedition to France in 1415, and in August 1416 com-
manded the ships which defeated the French fleet at the mouth
of the Seine, and was instrumental in relieving Harfleur. Again

appointed lieutenant in July 1417, he marched against the

Scots, who abandoned the siege of Berwick at his approach
;
and

on his return to London he brought Sir John Oldcastle to trial

and was present at his execution. He appears to have governed

the country with considerable success until December 1419,

when he resigned his office as lieutenant and joined the king

in France. Returning to England, he undertook the lieutenancy

for the third time in June 1421, and in the following May con-

ducted the queen to join Henry in Normandy. He then took

his brother’s place and led the English troops to the relief of

Cosne, but on hearing of the king’s serious illness he left the army
and hurried to his side. Henry’s last wish was that Bedford

should be guardian of tlie kingdom and of the young king, and
that Philip the Good, duke of Burgundy, should act as regent

in France. But when Philip declined to underti^ke this office,

it too wasassumed by Bedford, who, after the death of the French

king Charles VI. in October 1422, pre^ded at a. session of the
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parlement of P&ris^ and compelled all present to take an oath

of fidelity to King Henry VI. Meanwhile the English parliament

had decided that Bedford should be ^‘protectcM: and defender” of

the kingdom, and that in his absence the ofhoe should devolve

upon lus brother Humphrey, duke of Gloucester. Confining

himself to the conduct of affairs in France the protector took

up Henry V.’s work of conquest, captured Meulan and other

places, and sought to strengthen his position by an alliance

with Philip of Burgundy. This task was rendered more difficult

as Gloucester had just married Jacqueline, countess of Holland

and Hainaut, a union which gave the English duke a claim

on lands which Philip hoped to secure for himself. Bedford,

however, having allayed Philip’s irritation, formed an alliance

with him and with John VI., duke of Brittany, at Amiens in

April 1423, and himself arranged to many Anne, a sister of the

Burgundian duke. This marriage was celebrated at Troyes

in the following J une, and the war against (.‘harles, the dauphin

of France, was prosecuted with vigour and success. Bedford

sought to restore prosperity to the districts under his rule by
reforming the debased coinage, granting privileges to merchants

and manufacturers, and removing various abuses. He then

granted some countie.s to Philip to check the growing hostility I

between him and Gloucester, and on the 17th of August 1424

gained a great victory over a combined ai'my of French and Scots

at Verneuil. But in spite of the efforts of the protector the gotid

understanding bctwetiu England and Burgundy was partially

destroyed when Gloucester invaded Hainaut in October 1424.

The ambition of his brother gave Bedford trouble in another

direction also
;

for on his return from Hainaut Gloucester

quarrelled with the chancellor, Henry Beaufort, bishop of

Winchester, and the council implored Bedford to come to England

to settle this dispute. He reached London in January 1426, and

after concluding a bond of alliance with Gloucester effected

a reconciliation between the duke and the chancellor; and

knighted the young king, Henry VL Bedford then promised

to act in accordance with the will of the council, and in harmony

with the decision of this body raised a body of troops and re-

lumed to France in March 1427. Having ordered Gloucester to

desist from a further attack on Hainaut, he threatened Brittany

and compelled Duke John to return to the Ei^lish alliance

;

and the success of his trtK)ps continued until the siege of Orleans,

to which he consented with reluctance, was undertaken in October

1428. Having assured himself that Philip was prepared to

desert him, Bedford sent orders to his army to raise the siege

in April 1429. He then acted with great energy and judgment in

attempting to stem the tide of disasters which followed this

failure, strengthened his hold upon,Paris, and sent to England

for reinforcements ; but before any engagement took place

he visited Rouen, where he sought to bind the Normans closer

to ICngland, and after his return to Paris resigned the French

regency to Philip of Burgundy in accordance with the wish of

the Parisians. Retaining the government of Normandy Bedford

established himself at Rouen and directed the movements of

the English forces with some success. He did not interfere to

save the life of Joan of Arc. He was joined by Henry VI. in

April 1430, when the regency was temporarily suspended, and
he secured Henry’s coronation at Paris in December* 1431. In

November 1432 his wife Anne died, and in April 1433 he was

married at Therouanne to Jacqueline, daughter of Pierre L,

count of St Pol. But notwithstanding Bedford’s vigour the

English lost ground steadily
;

and the death of Anne and

this marriage destroyed the friendly relations between England

and Buigundy. Negotiations for peace had no result, and when
the duke returned to England in June 1433 he told the parlia-

ment that he had come home to defend himself against the chaige

that tl^ losses in ^nce were caused by his neglect, and

manded that his detractors should make their accusations public.

The chancellor replied that no such charges were known to the

king or the council, and the duke was thanked for his great

services. His next act was to secure an inquiry into the national

finances ; andwhen asked by the parliament to stay m England

lie de^red that his services were at the king's disposal. As
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chief councillor he offered to take a smaller salary tium had beim

previously paid to Gloucester, and undertook this offit^ in

December 1433, when his demands with regard to a continual

council were conceded. Bedford, who was anxious to prosecute

the war in France, left England again in 1434, but early in

1435 was obliged to consent to the attendance of English repre-

sentatives at a congress held to arrange terms of peace at Arras.

Unable to consent to the French terms the English envoys left

Arras in September, and Philip of Burgundy made a.separate

treaty with France. Bedford only lived to see the ruin of the

cause for wliich he struggled so loyally. He died at Rouen
on the 14th of September 1435, buried in the cathedral

of that city. He left a natural son, Richard, but no legitimate

issue. Bedford was a man of considerable administrative ability,

brave and humane in war, wise and unselfish in peace. He was
not responsible for the misfortunes of the English in France,

and his courage in the face of failure was as admirable as his

continued endeavour to make the people under his rule contented

and prosperous.

I'he cliief contemporary authorities for Bedford’s life arc : Vita et

f
esta Henrici Quintt, edited by T. Ikyirne (Oxford, 1727) ; E. dc
lonstrelct. Chmnigtie, edited oy L. D. d’Arcq (ParE, i857'r862) ;

William of Worcester, Annales rerum Anfflicarum, edited by j.
Stevenson (Londfm. 1864). See also I^oceedings and Ordinances of
the Privy Council of England, edited by J. K. Dasent (London, iBgo-
1899) ; W. Stubbs, Constitutional History, vol. lii. (Oxford, 1895)

;

P. A. Baranle, Hisioirc dcs dues dc Bourgogne (Pans, 1824).

In 1470 George Nevill (c. 1457 -1483), son of John, earl of

Northumberland, was cn;atcd duke of Bedford
;

but after hi.s

father’s attainder and death at the battle of Barnet in 1471

he was degraded from the peerage.

The next duke of Bedford was Jasper Tudor {c. 1430-1495),

half-brother of King Henry VI , and uncle of Henry VIl. He
was made earl of 1‘cmbroke in 1453. Having survived the

vicissitudes of the Wars of the Roses he was restored to his

earldom and created duke of Bedford in 1485. The duke, who
was lord-lieutenant of Ireland from i486 to 1494, died without

legitimate issue on the 21st of December 1495.

John Russell, ist earl of Bedford {c, i48fi- 1555), was a son

of Jame.s Ru.ssell (d. 1 509). Having travelled widely
,
he attained

some position at the court of Henry VIL, and was subsequently

in great favour with Henry VIII. In 1513 he took part in the

war with France, and, having been knighted about the same
time, was afterwards employed on several diplomatic errands.

He was with Henry at the Field of the Cloth of Gold in 1520,

and, returning to military service when the French war was
renewed, lost his right eye at the siege of Morlaix in 1523. He
was soon made knight marshal of the royal household, and in

1523 went secretly to France, whe/e he negotiated a treaty

between Henry and Charles, duke of Bourbon, who was anxious

to betray the French king FrancLs I. After a short visit to

I

England Russell was sent with money to Bourbon, joining the

I constable at the siege of Marseilles. In 1524 he visited Pope

I

Clement VII. at Rome, and, having eluded the French, who

}

endeavoured to capture him, was present at the battle of Pavia

i

in February 1525, reluming to England about the close of the

year. In January 25^7 he was sent os ambassador to Clement,

who employed him to treat on his behaU with Charles dc Lannoy,

the general of Charles V. The next few years of RusselFs

were mainly spent in England. He was member of parliament

for Buckingham in the parliament of 1529, and although an

opponent of the party of Anne Boleyn, retained the ^vour of

Henry VIll. He took an active pixt in suppressing the Pil-

grimage of Gmce in 2536, and >fEia one (ff the commissioners

appointed to try the Lincolnshire prisoners. Honours now
crowded upon him. His appointment as comptroller of: the

idng’g household in 1537 was followed by that of a privy coun-

cillor in 1538 ; then he was made lord high admiral, high steward

of the duchy of Cornwall and a knight of the ^art^. In March

1539 he was created Baron Russell of Chenies, and in 15^
bccamt high steward ol the university of Oxford, and keeper iof

the privy seal. In 1539, when Charles V. and Fraifcis I. wate
threatening to invade E^land, he was sent into the west; 'ggpd

111. 20 a
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eroBBed to France when Hei^ attacked Francis in 1544. He
was in command of an army in the west of England in 1545, and

when Henry died in January 1547 was one of the executors of

his will. Under Edward VI. Russell was lord high steward and

keeper of the privy seal, and the defeat which he inflicted on

the rebels at Clyst St Mary near Exeter in Au^st 1549, was

largely instrumental in suppressing the rising in Devonshire.

In January 1550 he was created earl of Bedford, and was one of

the commissioners appointed to make peace with France in

this year. He opposed the proposal to seat Lady Jane Grey on

the throne
;
supportwi Queen Mary, who reappointed him lord

privy seal
; and assisted to prevent Sir 'Fhomas Wyat’s rising

from spreading to Devonshire. In 1554 he went to Spain to

conclude the marriage treaty between Mary and Philip IL, and

soon after his return died in London on the 14th of March 1555.

By extensive acquisitions of land Bedford was the founder of

the wealth and greatness of the house of Russell. Through his

wife, Anne (d. 1559), daughter of Sir Guy Sapeote, whom he

married in 1526, he obtained Chenies, and in 1539 was granted

the forest of Exmoor, and also 1‘avistock, and a number of

manors in Devon, Cornwall and Somerset, which had formerly

fielongcd to the abbey of Tavistock. In 1549 he received

Thorney, the abbey of Woburn, and extensive lands in the

eastern counties
;
and in 1552 Covent Garden and seven acres of

land in London, formerly the property of the protector Somer-

set. He left an only son, Francis, who succeeded him in the title.

See Letters and Papers of Henry VIJI. (London, 1862-1901):
State Papers during the lieign of Henry VllL (l-ondoii, 1831-1852);
Calendar of State J^apers, lidward VI. and Mary (London, 1861);

J. H. Wiffon, Historical Memoirs of the House of Russell (London,

J* A. Fronde, History of England, passim (Dmdon,
i88t fol).

Francis Russell, 2nd earl of Bedford (c, 1527-1585), was
educated at King’s Hall, Cambridge. He accompanied his

father to the French war in 1544, and from 1547 to 1552 was
member of parliament for Buckinghamshire, being probably tlie

first heir to a peerage to sit in the House of Commons. He
assisted to quell the rising in Devonshire in 1549, and after his

father had ^en created earl of Bedford in January 1550, was

known as Lord Russell, taking his seat in the House of Lords

under this title in 1552. Russell was in sympathy with the

reformers, whose opinions he shared, and was in communication

with Sir Thomas Wyat
;
and in consequence of his religious

attitude was imprisoned during the earlier part of Mary’s reign.

Being released he went into exile ;
visited Italy ;

came into

touch with foreign reformers
;
and fought at the battle of St

Quentin in 1557. Afterwards he seems to have enjoyed some
measure of the royal favour, and was made lord-lieutenant of

the counties of Devon, Cornwall and Dorset early in 1558.

When Eliaabeth ascended the throne in November 1558 the earl

of Bedford, as Russell had been since 1555, became an active

figure in public life. He was made a privy councillor, and was
sent on diplomatic errands to Charles IX. of France and Mary
queen of Scots. From February 1564 to October 1567 he was

governor of Berwick and warden of the east marches of Scotland,

in which capacity he conducted various negotiations between

Elizabeth and Maiy. He appears to have l)een an efficient

warden, but was irritated by the vacillating and tortuous

conduct of the English queen. When the northern insurrection

broke out in 1569, Bedford was sent into Wales, and he sat in

judgment upon the duke of Norfolk in 157a. In 1576 he was

president of the council of Wales, and in 1581 was one of the

commissioners deputed to arrange a maniage l^etween Elizabeth

and Francis, duke of Anjou. ^Bedford, who was made a knight

of the garter in 1564, was lord warden of the Stannaries from

1553 to 15S0. He appears to have been a generous and popular

man, and died in I^ndon on the 28th of July 1^85. He was

buried at Chenies. His first wife was Margaret (d. 1562),

daughter of Sir John St John, by whom he had four sons and

three daughters. His three eldest sons predeceased their father.

His second wife was Bridget (d. 1601), dai^hter of John, Lord

Hussey. He was succeeded as 3rd earl by his grandson, Edward
(1572*1697), only son of Francis, Lord Russell (c. 1550-1585).

The 3rd earl left no children when he died on the 3rd of May
1627, and was succeeded by his cousin.

Francis Russell, 4th ^rl of Bedford (159^1641), was the
only son of William, Lord Russell of Thornhaugh, to which
barony he succeeded in August 1613. For a short time previ-

ously he had been member of parliament for the borough of

Lyme Regis
;
in 1623 he was made lord-lieutenant of Devonshire

;

and in May 1627 became earl of Bedford by the death of his

cousin, Edward, the 3rd earl. When the quarrel broke out
between Charles 1. and the parliament, Bedford supported the
demands of the House of Commons as embodied in the Petition

of Right, and in 1629 was arrested for his share in the circulation

of Sir Robert Dudley’s pamphlet, “ Proposition for His Majesty’s

service,” but was quicldy released. The Short parliament meet-
ing in April 1640 found the carl as one of the king’s leading

opponents. He was greatly trusted by John Pym and Oliver

St John, and is mentioned by Garendon as among the ” great

contrivers and designers ” in the House of Lords. In July 1640
he was among the peers who wrote to the Scottish leaders

refusing to invite a Scottish army into England, but promising

to stand by the Scots in all legal and honourable ways
;
and his

signature was afterwards forged by Thomas, Viscount Savile,

in order to encourage the Scots to invade England. In the follow-

ing September he was among those peers who urged Charles to

call a parliament, to make peace with the Scots, and to dismiss

his obnoxious ministers
;
and was one of the English commis-

sioners appointed to conclude the treaty of Ripon. When the

Long parliament met in November 1640, Ficdford was generally

regarded as the leader of the parliamentarians. In February

1641 he was made a privy councillor, and during the course of

some negotiations was promised the office of lord high treasurer,

He was essentially a moderate man, and seemed anxious to

settle the question of the royal revenue in a satisfactory manner.

He did not wish to alter the government of the Church, was on
good terms with Archbishop I-aud, and, although convinced of

Strafford’s guilt, was anxious to save liis life. In the midst of

the parliamentary struggle Bedford- died of smallpox on the

9th of May 1641. Clarendon described him as ” a wise man,
and of too great and plentiful a fortune to wish tlie subversion

of the government,” and again referring to his death said tliat

“ many who knew him well thought his death not unseasonable

as well to his fame as his fortune, and that it rescued liim as well

from some possible guilt as from those visible misfortunes which
men of all conditions have since undergone.” Bedford was the

head of those who undertook to drain the great level of the fens,

called after him the ” Bedford level.” He spent a large sum of

money over this work and received 43,000 acres of land, but
owing to various jealousies and difficulties the king took the

work into his own hands in 1638, making a further grant of land

to the earl. Bedford married Catherine (d. 1657), daughter of

Giles, 3rd Lord Chandos, by whom he had four sons and four

daughters. His eldest son, William (1613-1700), succeeded

him as 5th earl, fought first on the side of the parliament and
then on that of the king during the Civil War, and in 1694 was
created marquess of Tavistock and duke of Bedford.

See Clarendon, History of the Rebellion, passim (Oxford, 1888); J. H.
Wifien, Historical Memoirs of the House of Russell (London, 1833)

; J.
L.

Sanford, Studies and Illustrations of the Great Rebellion (I-ondon, 1858).

The first duke, who married Anne (d. 1684), daughter of

Robert Carr, earl of Somerset, was succeeded in the title by his

grandson Wriothesley (1680-1711), who was a son of Lord
William Russell (^.v.) by his marriage with Rachel, daughter of

Thomas Wriothesley, 4th earl of Southampton, and who became
second duke in 1 700. Eleven years later the second duke was suc-

ceeded byhiseldestsonWriothesley (1708-X 732),who diedwithout

issue in October 1732, when the title passed to his brother John.

John Russell, 4th duke of Bedford (171071771), second

son of Wriothesley Russell, and duke of Bedford, by his wife,

Elizabeth, daughter and heiress of John Howland of Streatham,

Surrey, was bom on the 30th of September 17^0. Known as Lord

j

John Russell, he marriwl in October 1751 Lady Diana Spencer,

!

daughter of Charles, 3td eari of Sunderland ; became duke of
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Bedford on his brother’s death a year later

;
and having lost his

first wife in 1735, married in April 1737 Lady Gertrude Leveson-

Gower (d. 1794)^ daughter of John, TSitl Gower. In the House of

Lords he joined the party hostile to Sir Robert Walpole, took a

fairly prominent part in public business, and earned the dislike

of George II. When Carteret, now Earl Granville, resigned office

in November 1744, Bedford became first lord of the admiralty

in the administration of Henry Pelham, and was made a privy

councillor. He was very successful at the admiralty, but was

not equally fortunate after he became secretary of state for the

southern department in February 1748. Pelham accused him of

idleness
;
he was constantly at variance with the duke of New-

castle, and resigned office in June 1751. Instigated by his friends

he was active in opposition to the government, and after New-

castle’s resignation in November 1756, became lord-lieutenant of

Ireland in the ministry of William Pitt and the duke of Devon-

shire, retaining this office after Newcastle, in alliance with Pitt,

returned to power in June 1757. In Ireland he favoured a

relaxation of the penal laws against Roman Catholics, but did

not keep his promises to observe neutrality between the rival

parties, and to abstain from securing pensions for his friends.

His own courtly manners^ and generosity, and his wife’s good

qualities, however, seem to have gained for him some popularity,

although Horace Walpole says he disgusted everylx)dy. In

March 1761 he resigned this office. Having allied himself with

the earl of Bute and the party anxious to bring the Seven Years’

War to a close, Bedford was noticed as the strongest opponent of

Pitt, and became lord privy seal under Bute after Pitt resigned

in (ictolxjr 1761. The cabinet of Bute was divided over the

policy to be pursued with regard to the war, but pacific counsels

prevailed, and in September 1762 Bedford went to France to

treat for peace. He was considerably annoyed because some of

the peace negotiations were conducted through other cha.nnels,

but he signed the peace of Paris in February 1763. Resigning

his office as lord privy seal soon afterwards, various causes of

estrangement arose Ixjtween Bute and Bedford, and the subse-

quent relations of the two men were somewhat virulent. The

duke refused to take office under George Grenville on Bute’s

resignation in April 1763, and sought to induce Pitt to return to

power. A report, however, that Pitt would only take office on

condition that Bedford was excluded, incensed him and, smarting

under this rebuff, he joined the cabinet of Grenville as lord

president of the council in September 1763. His haughty manner

,

his somewhat insulting language, and his attitude with regard

to the regency bill in 1765 offended George III., who sought

in vain to supplant him, and after this failure was obliged to

make humiliating concessions to the ministry. In July 1765,

however, he was able to dispense with the services of Bedford

and his colleagues, and the duke became the leader of a political

party, distinguished for rapacity, and known as the " Bedford

party,” or the ” Bloomsbury gang.” During his term of office

he had opposed a bill to place nigh import duties on Italian

silks. He was consequently assaulted and his London residence

attacked by a mob. He took some part in subsequent political

intrigues, and although he did not return to office, his frienck,

with his consent, joined the ministry of the duke of Grafton in

December 1767. This proceeding led ” Junius ” to write his

” letter to the duke of Bedford,” one of especial violence. Bed-

ford was hostile to John Wilkes,' and narrowly escaped from a

mob favourable to the agitator at Honiton in July 1769. His

health had been declining for some years, and in 1770 he became

partially paralysed. He died at Woburn ori the 15th of Janu^
t^^l, and was buried in the family burying-place at Chenies.

His three sons all predeceased him, and he was succeeded in

the title by his grandson, Francis. The duke held manjr public

o^^: lord-lieutenant of Bedfordshire and Devonshire, and

chancellor of Dublin University among others, and was a knwht

of the garter. Bedford was a proud and conorited man, but

pbsscssal both ability and common-sense. The important part

wh^i he took in public life, however, was due rather to his

wiaithiand position than to his personal taste or ambition. He

was neither above nor bdow the standard of political morality

614

of the time, and was influenced by his ducheis, who was very

ambitious, and by followers who were singcilarly Yfiiscrupuidiis.

See C0rf$$pond$ne$ of Joh^, 4th Dithe of Bedford, edited by IxJid

John Russell (London, 1842-1846) ; J. H. Wiffon. HUionetd memows
of the House of Russell (London, 1833) ; W. E. H, Lecky, History of

England, vol. iii. (London, 1892) ;
Horace Walpole, Memoirs of ,

the

Reign of George II. (London, 1847). and Memoirs of the Reign of George

III., edited by G. F. R. Barker (London, 1894.)

Franhs Russell, 5th duke of Bedford (i 765-1 8os)^ eldest

son of Francis Russell, marquess of Tavistock (d. 1767V by his

wife, Elizabeth (d. 1768), daughter of William Keppet, 2nd earl

of Albemarle, wits baptized on the a3rd of July 1 765. In January

1771 he succeeded his grandfather a.s duke of Bedford, aqd was

educated at Westminster school and Trinity' College, Cambridge,

afterwards spending nearly two years in foreign travel. Regard-

ing Charles James Fox as his political leader, he joined the

Whigs in the House of Lords, and became a member of the circle

of the prince of Wales, afterwards George IV. Having overcome

some nervousness and educational defects, he began to speak

in the House, and soon became one of the leading debaters in

that assembly. He opposed most of the measures brought for-

ward by the ministry of William Pitt, and objected to the grant

of a pension to Edmund Burke, an action which drew down upon

him a scathing attack from Burke’s pen. Bedford was greatly

interested in agriculture. He established a model farm at

Woburn, and made experiments with regard to the breeding

of sheep. He was a member of the original board of agriculture,

and was the first president of the Smithfield club. He died at

Woburn on the 2nd of March 1802, and was buried in the family

burying-place at Chenies. The duke was never married, and

was succeeded in the title by his brother, John.

See Lord Holland, Memoirs of the Whig Party (l^ndon, 181^)

;

J. H. Wiffen, Historical Memoirs of the House of Russell (Lonaon,

1833) ; R- Burke, Letter to a Noble Lord (Edinburgh, 1837 ;
and Earl

St^hope, Life of Pitt (London, 1861-1862).

John Russell,6th duke of Bedford (1766-1 839),was succeeded

as seventh duke by his eldest son, Francis (1788-1861), who had

an only son, William (1809-1872), who became duke on his

father's death in 1861. When the eighth duke died in 1872, he

was succeeded by his cousin, Francis Charles Hastings (1819-

i8qi), who was member of parliament for Bedfordshire from

1847 until he succeeded to the title. The ninth duke was the

eldest son of Major-General Lord George William Russell (1790-

1846), who was a son of the sixth duke. He married Eliwbeth,

daughter of George John, 5th Earl de la Warr, and both his sons,

George William Francis Sackville (1852-1893), and Herbrond

Arthur (b. 1858), succeeded in turn to the title.

BEDFORD, a municipal and parliamentary borough, and the

county town of Bedfordshire, England, 50 m. north-north-west of

London by the Midland railway
;
served also by a branch of the

London & North-Western. Pop. (1901) 35>^44‘ It in the

fertile valley of the Ouse, on both banks, but mainly on the n(^h,

on which stands the mound which marks the site of the andent

castle. The church of St Paul is Decorated and Perpendicular,

but its central tower and spire are modem ;
it contains the tomb

of Sir William Harper or Harpur (c. i49^iS75)» ”iayor of

London, a notable benefactor of his native town of Bedford.

St Peter’s church has in its central tower masonry probably of

pre-Conquest date ;
that of St Mary’s is in part Norman, and

that of St John’s Decorated ;
but the bodies of these churches

are largely restored. There arc some remains of a Franciscan

friary of the 14th century. The Congregational chapel called

Banyan’s or the '' Old Meeting ” stands on the site of the building

in which John Bunyan preached fi^m 1656 onward. His chair

is preserved here, and a tablet records hts life in the town, whem
he underwent a long but in part nominal imprisonment. He
was bom at Elstow, m. from Bedford, whm, while playing

on the green, he believed himself to have received the divini

summons to renounce sin. In the panels of a fine pair cif bronee

doors in the chapol are scenes illustrative of Bunyan^
Progress, Bedfordrii noted for its grammar school, Imiiided by!

Edpard VI. in 1^52, and endowed by Sir WiBiam Harfvsr. Tfci:

existing buildings date from 1S91, and have been increased since
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that date^ aAd the school is one of the important public schools of

Ef^land. Harper’s endowment includes land in London^ and

b now of groat value, and the Harper Trust supports in additwn

modem and elementary schools for boys and girls, a girls' high

school, and almshouses. The grammar school annually awards

both entrance exhibitions and two exhibitions to a university or

other higher educational institution. The old grammar school

buildings are used as a town liall
;
and among other modem

buildings may be mentioned the shire hall and county hospital.

There are statues of John Bunyan (1874) and John Howard

(1894) the philanthropist (1726-1790), who founded the Con-

gregational chapel which bears hb name, and resided at Card-

ington in the vicinity. There are two parks. Bedford has a

large trade as a market town for agricultural produce, and

extensive engineering works and manufactures of agricultural

implements. The parliamentary borough returns one member.

The municipal borough is under a mayor, 6 aldermen and

x8 councillors. Area, 2223 acres.

Bedford (Bedcanforda, Bedanforda, Bedeford) is first men-

tioned in 571, when Cuthwulf defeated the Britons here. It

subsequently became a Danish borough, which in 914 was cap-

tured by Edward the Elder. In Domesday, as the county town,

it was entered apart from the rest of the shire, and was asse.ssed

at half a hundred for the host and for ship service. The pre-

scriptive borough received its first charter from Henry II., who
gave the town to the burgesses to bold at a fee-farm rent of £40
in lieu of all service. The privileges included a gild-merchant,

all tolls, and liberties and laws in common with the citizens of

Oxford, This charter was confirmed by successive sovereigns

down to Charles IL During the 15th century, owing to the rise

of other market town.s, Bedford became less prosperous, and the

fee-farm rent was finally reduced to £20 by charter of Henry VII.

Henry VIII. granted a November fair to St Leonard’s hospital,

which was still held in the iqth century at St Leonard’s farm,

the site of the hospital. Mary granted two fairs, one in Lent

and one on the Feast of the (Conception, and also a weekly market.

A 17th-century pamphlet on river navigation in Bedfordshire

mentions the trade which Bedford carried on in coal, brought by

the Ouse from Lynn and Yarmouth. The town was also one of

the earliest centres of the lace trade, to the success of which

French refugees in the 17th and 18thcenturies largely contributed.

Bedford was represented in the parliament of 1295, and after

that date two members were returned regularly, until by the

Redistribution of Scats Act in 1885 Bedford lost one of its

members. The unlimited power of creating freemen, an inherent

right of the borough, led to great abuse, noticeably in 1769

when 500 freemen ^ were created to support the iwlitical interest

of Sir Robert Barnard, afterwards recorder of the boroigh.

Bedford castle, of which mention is first heard during Stephen’s

reign (1136), was destroyed by order of Henry HI, in 1224. The

mound marking its site is famous os a bowling-green.

BEDFORD, a city and the county-seat of Lawrence county,

Indiana, U.S.A., in the south-central part of the state, about

60 m. north-west of Louisville, Kentucky. Pop. (1890) 3351 ;

(1900) 61 15. It is served by the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern,

the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, the Southern Indiana,

and (for freight from the Wallncr quarries about 5 m. distant)

the Bedford & Wallncr railways. It is the shipping point of the

Bedford Indiana (oolitic) limestone, which is found in the vicinity

and is one of the most valuable and best known building stones

in the United States—of this stone were built the ca|Mtoh of

Indiana, Geoxgia, Mississippi and Kentildcy ;
the state historical

library at Madison, Wisconsin ; the art building at St Louis,

Missouri ; and many other important public buildi^« The

dty has laxge cement works, foundries and machine shops

(steme-woddng machinery being manufacturedX wad the repair

shops of the Seuthem Indiana railway. Bedford was settled in

x6s6 and reedved a dty charter in 1889.

BEDFORD, a borough and the coun^-seat of Bedford county,

Penhsylvaida^ U.S.A., on the Raystown branch of the Juniata

liver, about 35 in, south by west if Altoona. Pop. (1890) 22^4

;

* Called ** guinea-pigs.**

(1900) 2167. Bedford is served by the Bedford branch of the

Pimnsylvania railway. It lies in a beautiful valley. In the

borough are some interesting old houses, erected in the latter

part of the i8th century, an art gallery and a soldiers’ monument.
There are deposits of hematite and limestone near the borough,

and less than 2 m. south of it are the vwdely-known Bedford

Mineral Springs—a magnesia spring, a limestone spring, a sulphur

spring, and a “sweet-water” spring— which attract many
visitors during the summer season. There are also chalybeate

and other less important springs about the same distance east of

the borough, and a white sulphur spring 10 m. south-west of it.

Bedford has a large wholesale grocery trade, manufactures flour,

dressed lumber, kegs and handles, and is situated in a fine fruit-

growing district, especiaUy known for its apples and plums.

The borough owns and operates the water works. A temporary

settlement was made on or near the site of the present borough

about 1750 by an Indian trader named Ray, and for a few years

the place was known as Raystown
;

the present name was

adopted not later than 1759. In July 1758 Fort Bedford, for

many years an important military post on the frontier, was

constructed, and here, later in the same year, General Forbes

brought together his troops preparatory to advancing against

Fort Duquesne. The town of Bedford was laid out in 1769, and

in 1771 it was made the county-seat of Bedford county, which

was organized in that year. The borough was incorporated in

f795 , and received a new charter in 181 7 . Washington came here

in 1794 to review tlic army sent to quell the Whisky Insurrection*

and the Espy house, which he then occupied, is still standing.

BEDFORDSHIRE [abbreviated Beds), a south midland county

of England, bounded N.E. by Huntingdonshire, E. by Ombridge-

shire, S.E. Ijy Hertfewrdshire, W. by Buckinghamshire and N.W.

by Northamptonshire. It Is the fourth smallest English county,

having an area of 466*4 sq. m. It lies principally in the middle

part of the basin of the river Ouse, which, entt^ring in the north-

west, traverses the rich and beautiful Vale of Bedford with a

serpentine course past the county town of Bedford to the north-

eastern corner near St Neots. North of it the land is undulati^,

but low ;
to the south, a well-wooded spur of the Chiltern Hills

separates the Vale of Bedford from the flat open tributary valley

of the Ivel. A small part of the main line of the Chilterns is

included in the south of the county, the hills rising sharply from

the lowland to bare heights exceeding 600 ft. above Dunstable.

In this neighbourhtwd the county includes the headwaters of the

Lea, and thus a small portion of it falls within the Thames basin.

In the north a few streams are tributary to the Nene.

Geology .—The general trend of the outcrops of the variotis forma-

tions is from south-west to north-east
;

the dii» is south-easterly.

In the northern pOTtion of the county, the Middle Oolites are the

most important, and of these, the Oxford Clay predominates over

most of the low ground upon which Bedford is situated. At Ampt-
hill a development of day, the Ampthill clay, represents the Corallian

limestones of neighbouring counties. The Combrash is represented

by no more than aliout 2 ft. of limestone ; but the Kellaways Rock
is weU exposed near Bedford ; the sandy parts of this rock are

frequently cemented to form hard masses called “ doggers.” The
Great Ouse, from the point where it enters the county on the west,

has carved through the Middle Oolites and exposed the Great Oolite

as fax as Bedford ;
their alternating limestones and clays may be

seen in the quarries not far from the town. From Woburn through
Ampthill to Potton a more elevated tract is formed by the Lower
Greensand. These rocks are sandy throughout. At Leighton

Bussard they are dug on a large scale for various purposes. Beds of

fuflpr’s earth occur in this formation at Woburn, At Potton, phos-

pbatized nodules may be obtained, and here a hard bed, the * Car-

stone, ” lies at the top of the formation. Above the Lower Greensand

comes the Gault Clay, wtiich lies in the broad vale south-east of the

former and north-west of the Chalk hills. The Chalk rises up above

the (^ult and forms the high ground of Dunshill Moors and the

diatom HUls. At the base of the Chalk is the Chalk Marl, above

this is theTottemhoe Stone, which, on account of its great, hardness,

usually stands out as a well-marked feature. The Lower Cludk,

which comes next in the upward succession, is capped in a simUar

manner by the hard Chalk Rock, as at Eoyston and elsewhere. The
upper Chlwk-with-Ftmts occurs near the south-eastern boundaiy.

Patches of glacial boulder clay and gcavel he upon the older rocks

over most of the area. Many hitererttng mammalian fossils, rhino-

eeios. mammoth, Ac., with palheiMitlilc impIsMeiiti, have been found

in the valley giavolsof the river Onae and Ita tributaries.
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Jndusiries.^^Afficnltme is important, nearly nine«>tenths of

totd area being under cultivation. The chief crop is wheat,
for which the soil in the Vale of Bedhsrd is specially suited

;

while on the sandy loam of the Ivel valley, in the neighbourhood
of Biggleswade, market-gardening is extensively carried on,
the produce going principally to London, whither a considerable

quantity of butter and other dairy-produce is also sent. The
manufacture of agricultural machinery and implements employs
a large number of hands at Bedford and Luton. Luton, however,
is specially noted for the manufacture of straw hats. Straw-
plaiting was once extensively carried on in this neighbour-

hood by women and girls in their cottage homes, but has now
almost entirely disappeared owing to the importation of Chinese

and Japanese plait^ straw. Another local industry in the

county is the manufacture of pillow-lace. Many of the lace

designs arc French, as a number of French refugees settled

in and near Cranfield. Mechlin and Maltese patterns are also

copied.

Commumcations are provided in the east by the Great Northern
m^n line, passing Biggleswade, and in the centre by that of the
Midland railway, serving Ampthill and Bedford. The Bletchley

and Cambridge branch of tlie London & North-Western railway

crosses these main lines at Bedford and Sandy respectively.

The main line of the same company serves Leighton Buzzard
in the south-west, and there is a branch thence to Dunstable,

which, with Luton, is also served by a branch of the Great
Northern line. A branch of the Midland railway south from
Bedford connects with the Great Northern line at Hitchin, and
formerly afforded the Midland access to London over Great

Northern metals.

Pofndation and Admintsiraiion ,—The area of the ancient

county is 298,494 acres, with a population in 1891 of 161,704

and in 1901 of 171,240. I he area of the administrative county

is 302,947 acres. The municipal boroughs are Bedford (pop.

35,144), Dunstable (5157) and Luton (36,404). The otlier urban

districts are -Ampthill (2J77), Biggleswade (5120), Kempston,
connected with Bedford to the south-west (4729), and I^ighton

Buzzard (6331). Potton (2033), Shefford (874), and Woburn
(1129) are lesser towns, and local centres of the, agricultural

trade. The county is the midland circuit, and assizes are held at

Bedford. It has one court of quarter-sessions, and is divided

into eight petty ses.sional divisions. The boroughs of Bedford,

Dunstable and Luton have separate commissions of the peace,

and Bedford has a separate court of quarter-sessions. There are

133 civil parishes. Bedfordshire forms an archdeaconry in the

diocese of Ely, with 125 ecclesiastical parishes and parts of 6

others. The county has two parliamentary divisions. Northern

(or Biggleswade), and Southern (or Luton), each returning one

member
;
and Bedford is a parliamentary borough, returning

one member. The principal institution, apart from those in

the towns, is the great Three Counties asylum (for Bedfordshire,

Hertfordshire and Huntingdonshire), in the south-east of the

county near Arlesey.

History

.

— Although the Saxon invaders were naturally

attracted to Bedfordshire by its abundant water supply and
facilities for agriculture, the remains of their settlements are

few and scattered. They occur, with one exception, south of the

Ouse, the most important being a cemetery at Kempston, where

two systems—cremation and earth-burid—are found side by

side. Early reference to Bedfordshire political history is scanty.

In 57 1 Cuthwulf inflicted a severe defeat on the Britons at Bedford

and took four towns. During the Heptarchy what is now the

shire formed part of Merda
; by the treaty of Wedmore, how-

ever, it became Danish territory, but was recovered by King

Edward (919^921 )»> The tot actual mention of the oounty

comes m 1016 when King Canute laid waste to the whole shire.

There was no organized resistance to the conqueror within#

Bedfordabire^ Ithough the Domesday survey reveals an almost

Qomplete sutoka^n of Norman for English holders. In the

civil war of Steph^*^ reign the county suffered severely ; the

great Roll of the Exchequer of Z165 proves the shire receipts

had depredated in value to two-thirite of the assessment for the

Danegdd. Again the county was thrown into the barons’ war
when Bedford Castle, seized from the Beauchamps by Falkes de

Breautd, one of the royal partisans, was the scene of three sieges

before it was demolished by the king’s orders in I884. The
peasants’ revolt (1377-'!381) was marked by less violence here

than in neighbouring counties ; the Annals of Dunstable make
brief mention of a rising in th^ town and the demand for and
granti)^ of a charter. In 1638 ship-money was levied on Bed-
todshire, and in the Civil War that followed, the county^was one
of the foremost in opposing the king. Clarendon obn^es that

h^e Charles had no visible party or fixed quarter. '

Bedfordshire is divided into nine hundreds, Barford, Big^lea*

wade, Qifton, Flitt, Manshead, Redbomestoke, Stodden,vWiiley

and Wiscamtree, and the liberty, half hundred or borough of

Bedford. From the Domesday survey it appears that in the 1 ztb

century there were three additional hundreds, viz. Stanburge,

Buchelai and Weneslai, which had by the X4th centuiy become
parts of the hundreds of Manshead, Willey and Biggleswade

respectively. Until 1574 one sheriff did duty for Bedfordshire

and Buckinghamshire, the shire court of the former being held

at Bedford. The jurisdiction of the hundred courts, excepting

Flitt, remained in the king’s possession. Flitt was parcel of the

manor of Luton, and formed part of the marriage portion of

Eleanor, sister of Henry III. and wife of William Marshall. The
burgesses of Bedford and the prior of Dunstable claimed juris-

dictional freedom in those two boroughs. The Hundred Rolls

and the Placita de quo warranto show that important jurisdiction

had accrued to the great over-lordships, such as those of

Beauchamp, Wahull and Caynho, and to several religious

houses, the prior of St John of Jerusalem claiming rights in

more than fifty places in the county.

With regard to parliamentary representation, the first original

writ which has b^n discovered was issued in 1290 when two
members were returned for the county. In 1295 in ad4ition
to the county members, writs are found for two members
to represent Bedford borough. Subsequently until modem
times two county and two borough members were returned

regularly.

Owing to its favourable situation Bedfordshire has always

been a prominent agricultural rather than manufacturing

county. From the 13th to the isth century sheep farming

flourished, Bedfordshire wool being in request and plentiful.

Surviving records show that in assessments of wool to the king,

Bedfordshire always provided its full quota. Tradition says

that the straw-plait industry owes its introduction to James I.,

who transferred to Luton the colony of Lorraine plaiters whom
Mary queen of Scots had settled in Scotland. Similarly the lace

industry is associated with Catherine of Aragon, who, when
trade was dull, burnt her lace and ordered new to be made.

As late as the 19th century the lace makers kept Cattem’s

Day ” as the heJiday of their craft. The Flemings, expelled

by Alva’s persecutions (1569), brought the manufacture of

Flemish lace to Cranfield,' whence it spread to surrounding

districts. The revocation of the edict of Nantes, and conse-

quent French immigration, gave furtherimpetus to the industry.

Defoe writing in 17^1727 mentions the recent improvetnmts

in the Bedfordshire bone-lace manufacture. In z794 further

French refugees joined the Bedfordshire lace makers.

Wobum Abbey, belonging to the Russells since 1547, is the

seat of the duke of Bedford, the greatest landowner in the

county. The Burgoynes of Sutton, whose baronetcy dates from

164Z, have been in Bedfordshire since the Z5th century, whilst

the Osborn family have owneih Chicksaiids Priory since its

purchase by Peter Osborn in 1576. Sir Phillip Monoux Payne
represents the ancient Monoux family of Wootton. Otor
county families are the Crawleys of Stockwood near LutoU,

the Biandreths of Houghton Regis, and the Oxlehars of

Hinwick.

With the division of the Merctan diocese in 679 Bodfordsfaife

fell natumliy tojfche new see of Dorchester. It foormed part. of

Lmpdn diocese from 1075 until >837, when it was fipul^ tniiis*>

ftrred to Ely. In 1291 Bedfordshire was an arnfadeaemST
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including six rural deaneries, which remained practi^lly un*

altered until 1880, when they were increased to eleven with a new

schedule of parishes.

Anii^fites.—The monastic remains in Bedfordshire include

the fine fragment of the church of the Augustinian priory at

Dunstable, serving as the parish church; the church (also

imperfect) of Elstow near Bedford, which belonged to a

Benedictine nunnery founded by Judith, niece of William the

Conqueror
;
and portions of the Gilbertine Chicksands Priory

and of a Cistercian foundation at Old Warden. In the parish

churches, many of which are of great interest, the predominant

styles are Decorated and Perpendicular. Work of pre-Conquest

date, however, is found in the massive tower of Gapham church,

near Bedford on the north, and in a door of Stevington church.

Fine Norman and liafly English work is seen at Dunstable and

Elstow, and the latef style is illustrated by the large cruciform

churches at Leighton Buzzard and at Felmersham on the Ouse

above Bedford. Among the Perpendicular additions to the

church last named may be noted a very beautiful oaken rood-

screen. To illustrate Decorated and Perpendicular the churches

of Clifton and of Marston Moretaine, with its massive detached

campanile, may be mentioned
;

and Cople church i.s a good

specimen of fine Perpendicular work. The church of Cockayne

Hatley, near Potton, is fitted with rich Flemish carved wood,

mostly from the abbey of Alne near Charleroi, and dating from

i68q, but brought here by a former rector early in the 19th

century. In medieval domestic architecture the county is not

rich. The mansion of Woburn Abbey dates from the middle of

the 18th century.

Authoritiks.— VjctoHa County History (Loudon. 1904. &c.)

;

Fislu*, Collet Hons, Historical, Genealogical and Topographical, for

Bedfordshire (London, 1812-1816, and ^so 1812-1836) ; L D. Party,

Select Illustrations of Bedfordshire (London. 1827) ;
Bedfordshire

Domesdav Book (B<?dford, 1881) ;
Visitation of Bedford, jjtfO, t<S^,

and r6i4, m Harletan Socie(v*s Publications, vol. xiv. (London, 1804)

;

Genealogita Bedfordtensis, 1538, 1800 (London, 1800) ;
emd Illustrated

Bedfordshire (Nottingham, 1803). See also Bedfordshire Notes and
Queries, ed. F. A. Blades, and Transactions of the Bedfordshire Natural
llistorv and Field Club.

BEDLAM, or Bethlehem Hospital, the first English
|

lunatic asylum, originally founded by Simon FitzMary, sheriff !

of London, in 1247, priory for the sisters and brethren of
I

the order of the Star of Bethlehem. It had as one of its special

objects the housing and entertainment of the bishop and canons

of St Mary of Bethlehem, the mother-church, on their visits to

England. Its first site was in Bishopsgate Street. It is not

certain when lunatics were first received in Bedlam, but it is

mentioned as a hospital in 1330 and some were there in 1403.

In 1547 it was handed over by Henry VI II. with all its revenues

to the city of London as a hospital for lunatics. With the

exception of one such asylum in Granada, Spain, the Bethlehem

Hospital was the first in Europe. It became famous and after-

wards infamous for the brutal ill-treatment meted out to the

insane (see Insanity: Hospital Treatment), In 1675 it was

removed to new buildings in Moorfields and finally to its present

site in St Geoige’s Fields, Lambeth, The word “ Bedlam ” has

long been used generically for ail lunatic asylums.

BEDUNOTON, an urban district of Northumberland, England,

within the parliamentary borough of Morpeth, 5 m. S.E. of that

town on a branch of the North Eastern railway. Pop. (1901)

18,766. It lies on hkh ground above the river Blyth, 2) m.

above its mouth. Ine church of Si Cuthbert shows good

transitional Norman details. Its dedication recalls the trans-

portation of the body of the saintly bishop of Lindisfame from

Its shrine at Durham by the monks of that foundation to lindis-

fame, when in fear of attack from William the Conqueror.

They rested here with the coffin. The modern growth of the

town is attributable to the valuable collieries of Hie neighbour-

hood, and to manufactures of nails and chains. It is one of the

most popubus mining centres in the count>\ On the south

bonk of the river is tlM township and urban district of Cowpen
(pop. z7>879^, with collieries and glass works ; coal is shipped

from this point by river.
*

Bedlington (Bethng^un) and the hambts belonging to it were

bought by Cutheard, j3ishop of Durham, between 900 and 9x5,

and although locally situated in the county of Noxthumberland

became part of the county palatine of Durham over which
Bishop Walcher was granted royal rights by William the

Conqueror. When these rights were taken from Cuthbert

Tunstall, bishop of Durham, in 1536, Bedlington among his

other property lost its special privileges, but was confirmed to

him in 1541 with the other property of his predecessors. To-

gether with the other lands of the see of Durham, Bedlington

was made over to the ecclesiastical commissioners in 1866.

Bedlingtonshire was made part of Northumberland for civil

purposes by acts of parliament in 1832 and 1844.

BEDLOE, WILLIAM (1650-1680), English informer, was

bom at Chepstow on the 20th of April 1650. He appears to have

been well educated
;

he was certainly clever, and after coming

to London in 1670 he became acquainted with some Jesuits

and was occasionally employed by them. Calling himself now
Captain Williams, now Lord Gerard or Lord Newport or Lord

Cornwallis, he travelled from one part of Europe to another
;

he underwent imprisonments for crime, and became an expert

in all kinds of duplicity. Then in 1678, following the lead of

Titus Oates, he gave an account of a supposed popish plot to

the English government, and his version of the details of the

murder of Sir E. B. Godfrey was rewarded with £500. En^
boldened by his success he denounced various Roman Catholic?^

married an Irish lady, and having become very popular lived

in luxurious fashion. Afterwards his fortunes waned, and he

died at Bristol on the 20th of August 1680. His dying deposi-

tion.s, which were taken by Sir Francis North, chief justice of

tlie common pleas, revealed nothing of importance. Bedloe

wrote a Narrative and impartial discovery of the horrid Popish

Plot (1679), but all his statements are extremely untrustworthy.

See J. Pollock, The Popish Plot (1903).

BEDMAR, ALPHONSO DELLA CUEVA, Marquis of (1572-^

1655), Spanish diplomatist, became ambassador to the republic

of Venice in 1667. This was a vety important position owing

to the amount of information concerning European affairs

which passed through the hands of the representative of Spain,

When Bedmar look up this appointment, Venice had just con-

cluded an alliance with France, Switzerland and the Netherlands,

to counterbalance the power of Spain, and the ambassador was

instructed to destroy this league. Assisted by the duke of Ossuna,

viceroy of Naples, he formed a plan to bring the city into the power

of Spain, and the scheme was to be carried out on Ascension Day
1618. The plot was, however, discovered

;
and Bedmar, pro-

tected by his position from arrest,leftVenice and went to Flanders

as president of the council. In 1622 he was made a cardinal,

and soon afterwards became bishop of Oviedo, a position which

he retained until his death, which occurred at Oviedo on the

2nd of August 1655. The authorship of an anonymous work,

Squitinio della libertd Veneta, published at Mirandola in 1612,

has been attributed to him.

Some controversy has arisen over the Spanish plot of 1618,

and some historians have suggested that it only existed in the

minds of the Venetian senators, and was a ruse for forcing

Bedmar to leave Venice. From what is known, however, of

the policy of Spain at this time, it is by no means unlikely that

such a scheme was planned.

See C. V. dc Saint-R6al, (Em/res, tome iv. {Paris, 1745) ; P. J.

Grosley. Discussion historique ei critique sur la conjuration de Venise

(^ris, 1756) ; P. A. N. B. Daru, Histoire de la repuhlique de Venise

(Paris, 1853) ; A. Baschot, Histoire de la chanceUerie secrite d Venise

(Paris, 1870).

BED-MOULD, in architecture, the congeries of mouldings

which is under the projecting part of almost cveiy comice, of

' which, indeed, it is a part.

BEDOUUiS (Ahl Bedu, '^dwellers in the open land,’* or

AM el beitf pwple of the tent,’* as they call themselves), the

name given to the most important, as it is the best known,

division of the Arab race. The BedouiiB are the descendants of

the Arabs of North Arabia whose traditions claim Ishmael as
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their ancestor (see Arabb). The deserts of North Arabia seem
to have been their earliest home, but even in ancient times they
had migrated to the lowlands of Egypt and Syria. The Arab
conquest of northern Africa in the 7th century a.d. caused
a wide dispersion, so that to>day the Arab element is strongly

represented in the Nile Valley, Saharan and Nubian peoples.

Among the Hamitic*Negroid races the Bedouins have largely

lost their nomadic character
; but in the deserts of the Nile

lands they remain much what their ancestors were. Thus the
name has suffered much ethnic confusion, and is often incorrectly

reserved to describe such pastoral peoples as the Bisharin, the

Hadendoa and the Ababda. This article treats solely of the

Arabian Bedouin, as affording the purest type of the people.

They are shepherds and herdsmen, reduced to an open-air, roving

life, partly by the nature of their occupations, partly by the

special characteristics of the countries in which they dwell. For,

while land, unsuited to all purposes except pasture, forms an
unusually large proportion of the surface in the Arabian territory,

the prolonged droughts of summer render considerable portions

of it unfit even for that, and thus continually oblige the herdsmen
to migrate from one spot to another in search of sufficient

herbage and water for their beasts. The same causes also involve

the Bedouins in frequent quarrels with each other regarding the

use of some particular well or pasture-ground, besides reducing

them not unfrequently to extreme want, and thus making them
plunderers of others in self-support. Professionally, the Bedouins

are shepherds and herdsmen
;
their raids on each other or their

robbery of travellers and caravans are but occasional exceptions

to the common routine. Their intertribal wars (they very

rarely venture on a conflict with the better armed and better-

organized sedentary population) are rarely bloody
;

cattle-

lifting being the usual object. Private feuds exist, but are

usually limited to two or three individuals at most, one of whom
has perhaps been ridiculed in satirical verse, to which they are

very sensitive, or had a relation killed in some previous fray.

But bloodshed is expensive, a.s it must be paid for either by

more bloodshed or by blood-money—the diya, which varies,

according to the importance of the person killed, from ten to fifty

camels, or even more. Previous to Mahomet’s time it was

optional for the injured tribe either to accept this compensation

or to insist on blood for blood
;
but the Prophet, though by his

own account despairing of ever reducing the nomad portion of

his countrymen to law and order, succeeded in establishing among
them the rule, that a fair diya if offered must be accepted.

Instances are, however, not wanting in Arab history of fiercer

and more general Bedouin conflicts, in which the destruction,

or at least the complete subjugation, of one tribe has been

aimed at by another, and when great slaughter has taken place.

Such were the wars of Pekr and Thagleb in the 6th century,

of Kelb and Howazin in the 8th, of Harb and Ateba in the i8th.

The Bedouins regard the plundering of caravans or travellers

as in lieu of the custom dues exacted elsewhere. The land is

theirs, they argue, and trespassers on it must pay the forfeit.

Hence whoever can show anything equivalent to a permission

of entrance into their territory has, m the regular course of

things, nothing to fear. Thi.s permission is obtained by securing

the protection of the nearest Bedouin sheik, who, for U politely-

worded request and a small sum of money, will readily grant

the pass, in the shape of one or two or more men of his tribe,

who accompany the wayfarers as far as the next encampment on

their road, where they hand their charge over to fresh guides,

equally bound to afford the desired safeguard. In the interior

of Arabia the passpi^ is given in writing by one of thjs town

governors, and is rtipeeted by the Bedouins of the district

;

for, however impudito and unamenable to law these nomads

may be on the frontiers of the impotent Ottoman government in

Syria or the H^az, they are submissive enough in other and

Arab-govemed regions. But the traveller who ventures on the

desert strip without sudi precautions will be robbed and perhaps

kitted.

Igdonmt of writingand unacquainted with books, the Bedouins

trust, to their memory for everything; where memory faOs,

62^
they readily eke it out with imagination/ Henoe their own
assertions regarding the antiquity, numbers, strength, &c., of

their dans are of little worth ,* even their genmlogies, in which

they pretend to be eminently versed, are not to be much depended
on

; the more so that their own family names hardiy ever exceed

the limits of a patronymic, whilst the constantly renewed aiib-

divisions of a tribe, and the temporary increase of one branch
and decrease of another, tend to efface the original name of the

dan. Few tribes now preserve their ancient, or at least their

historical titles
;
and the mass of the Bedouin multitude re-

sembles in this respect a troubled sea, of which the substance is

indeed always the same, hut the surface is continudly shifting

and changing. As, however, no social basis or ties are acknow*-

ledged among them except those of blood and race, certain broad
divisions are tolerably accurately kept up, thfe wider and more
important of which may here be noted. First, the Aneza dan,

who extend from Syria southward to the limits of Tebel Shammar.
It is numerous, and, for a Bedouin tribe, well armed. Two-
thirds of the Arab horse trade, besides a large traffic in sheep,

camels, wool, and similar artides, are in their hands. Their

principal subdivisions are the SebaA on the north, the Walid Ali

on the west, and the RuAla on the south
;
these are generally

on bad terms with each other. If united, they could muster,

it is supposed, about 30,000 lances. They claim descent from

Rabi’a. Second, the Shammar Bedouins, whose pasturages lie

conterminous to those of the Aneza on the east. Their numbers

are about the same. Thirdly, in the northern desert, the Huwetal
and Sherarat, comparatively small and savage tribes. There is

also the SoHbi clan, which, however, is disowned by the Arabs,

and seems to be of gipsy origin. Next follow, in the western

desert, the Beni-Harb, a powerful tribe, supposed to muster

about 20,000 fighting men. They are often troublesome to the

Meccan pilgrims. In the eastern desert are the Muter, the Beni-

Khalid, and the Ajmans, all numerous clans, often at war with

each other. To the south, in Nejd itself or on its frontiers,

are the Hodeil, Ateba, and others. These all belong to the

Mustareb,” or northern Arabs.

The Bedouins of southern or pure Arab ” origin arc com-

paratively few in number, and ore, with few exceptions, even

poorer and more savage than their northern brethren. Al-

Morrah, on the confines of Oman, Al-Yam and Kahtan, near

Yemen, and Beni-Yas, between Harik and the Persian Gulf,

are the best known. The total number of the Bedouin or

pastoral population throughout Arabia^ including men, women,
and children, appears not to exceed a million and a half, or about

one fifth of the total population. The only tribal authority is

the “ elder,” or “ sheik,” a title not necessarily implying ad-

vanced age, but given to any one who, on account of birth,

courage, wealth, lil>erality or some other quality, has been

chosen to the leadership. Descent has something to do with

rank, but not much, as every individual of the tribe consid^

himself equal to the others
;
nor are the distinctions of relative

riches and poverty greatly taken into account. To the
**
sheik

”

all disputes are referred
;
he is consulted, though not neceswily

obeyed, on every question which regards the general affairs of

the tribe, whether in peace or war
;
there is no other magis-

trate, and no law except what he and the other chief men may
consider proper. But in fact, for nibst personal and private

affairs, every man does pretty much what is right in his own

eyes.

All the Bedouins, with the exception of certain tribes in Syi^,

are nominally Mahommedans, but most pay but slight attention

to the ceremonial precepts of thefCoran ; the five daily prayers

and the annual fast of Ramadan are not much in favour among
them

;
and however near a tribe may be to Medea, few of them

visit it as pilgrims. The militant Wahhabi have, however, from

time to time enforced some dqgree of Islamitic obMrvanceamong

the Bedouins of Nejd and the adjoiniiig districts; elsewlwre

Mahommedanism is practically confined to the profteion of

the Divine Unity ; among the remoter and wild^ tribes sun-

wmhip, tree-worship, and no wonhip at all, ate not mioomimin.

Some clans even omit the rite of circumcision altogether ; otfiieii.
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Hke the tribe of Hodeil, south of Mecca^ perform it after a fashion

peculiar to themselves.

Though polygamy is not common among Bedouins^ marriages

are contracted without any legal intervention or guarantee;

the consent of the parties, and the oral testimony of a couple of

witnesses, should such be at hand, are all that are required

;

divorce is equally easy. Nor is mutual constancy much
(Kpec|Kl or observed either by men or women ; and the husband
is rarffly strict in exacting from the wife a fidelity that he himself

has no idea of observing.
|
ealousy may indeed occasionally bring

about tragic results, but this rarely occurs except where publicity,

to which the Bedouins, like all other Arabs, are very sensitive,

is involved. Burckhardt writes :

** The Bedouins are jealous of

their women, but do not prevent them from laughing and talking

with strangers. It si^kkm happens that a Bedouin strikes his

wife
; if he does so the calls loudly on her wasy or protector,

who pacifies the husband and makes him listen to reason. . . .

The wife and daughters perform all domestic business. They
grind the wheat in the handmill or pound it in the mortar

;

they prepare the breakfast and dinner
; knead and bake the

bread
;
make butter, fetch water, work at the Loom, mend the

tent-covering . . . while the husband or brother sits before the

tent smoking his pipe.
’
’ A maiden’s honour is, on the other hand,

severely fpiarded ; and even too openly avowed a courtship,

though with the most honourable intentions, is ill looked on.

But marriage, if indeed so slight and temporary a connexion
as it is among Bedouins deserves the name, is often merely a
passport for mutual licence. In other respects Bedouin morality,
like that of most half-savage races, depends on custom and
public feeling rather than on any fixed code or trained conscience,

and hence admits of the strangest contradictions. Not only arc
lying and exaggeration no reproach in ordinary discourse, but
even deliberate perjury and violation of the most solemn engage-
ments are frequent occurrences. Not less frequent, however,
are instances of prolonged fidelity and observance of promise
carried to the limits of romance. “ The wind,” “ the wood,”
and ” the honour of the Arabs ” are the most ordinary oaths in

serious matters ; but even these do not give absolute security,

while a simple verbal engagement will at other times prove an
inviolable guarantee. Thus, too, the extreme abstemiousness
of a Bedouin alternates with excessive gorgings ; and, while
the name and deeds of ” robber ” arc hardly a reproach, those of
” thief ” are marked by abhorrence and contempt. In patience,

or rather endurance, both physical and moral, few Bedouins
arc deficient

;
wariness is another quality universally developed

by their mode of life. And in spite of an excessive coarseness of
langu^e, and often of action, gross vice, at least of the more
debasing sorts that dishonour the East, is rare.

Most Bedouins, men and women, are rather undersized

;

their complexion, especially in the south, is dark ; their hair
coarse, thick and black

; their eyes dark and oval ; the nose is

generally aquiline, and the features well formed
; the beard and

moustache are usually scanty. The men are active, but not
strong ; the women are generally plain. The dress of the men
consists of a long cotton shirt, open at the breast, often girt with
a leathern girdle

; a blark or striped cloak of hair is sometimes
throvm over the shoulders

; a handkerchief, folded once, black,
or striped yelbw and red,'covers the head, round which it is kept
in its place by a piece of twine or a twisted hairband. To this

costume a pair of open sandals is sometimes added. Under the
•hirt, round She naked waist, a thin strip of leather plait is wound
several times, not for any spwial object, but merely out of
custom. In his hand a Bedilain almost always carries a slight
crooked wand, commonly of almond-wood. Among the Bedouins
of the south a Hght wrapper takes the place of the handkerchief
on the head, and a loin-cloth that of the shirt The women
usually wear wide loose drawers, a long shirt, and over it a wide
piece of dark blue clcvth enveloping the whole figure and head,
and trailing on the ground behind. Very rarely does a Bedouin
woman wear a veil, or even cover her face with her overcloak,
contenting herself with namowing the idds of the latter over her
head on the approaoh of a stranger. Her wrists and ankles am

generally adorned with bracelets and rings of blue glass or
copp^ or iron, very rarely of silver ; her neck with glass beads

;

ear-rings are rare, and nose-rings rarer. Boys, till near puberty,
usudly go stark naked

; girls also wear no clothes up to the age
of six or seven.

On a journey a Bedouin invariably carries with him a light,

shap^pointed lance, the stem of which is made of Persian or
African cane ; the manner in which this is carried or trailed

often indicates the tribe of the owner. The lance is the favourite
and characteristic weapon of the Arab nomad, and the one in the
use of which he shows the greatest skill. An antiquated sword,
an out-of-date musket, an ornamented dagger or knife, a coat of

mail, the manufacture of Yemen or Bagdad, and a helmet, a mere
iron head-piece, without visor or crest, complete his military

outfit

A Bedouin’s tent consists of a few coverings of the coarsest

goat-hair, dyed black, and spread over two or more small poles,

in height from 8 to 9 ft., gipsy fashion. If it be the tent of a
sheik, its total length may be from 30 to 40 ft.

;
if of an ordinary

person, less than 20 ft. Sometimes a partition separates the
quarters of the women and children

; sometimes they are
housed under a lower and narrower covering. A rough carpet
or mat is spread on the ground : while camel-saddles, ropes,

halters, two or three cooking pots, one or two platters, a wooden
drinking bowl, the mastesr’s arms at one side of the tent, and his

spear stuck in the ground at the door, complete the list of house-
hold valuables. On striking camp all these are fastened on the
backs of camels

; the men mount their saddles, the women their

litters
; and in an hour the blackened stones that served for a

cooking hearth are the only sign of the encampment. For food
the Bedouin relies on his herds, but rice, vegetables, honey,
locusts and even lizards are at times eaten.
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BEDSORE, a form of ulceration or sloughing, occasioned in
people who, through sickness or old age, are confined to bed,
resulting from pressure or the irritation of sweat and dirt.

Bedsores usually occur when there is a low condition of nutrition
of the tissues. The more helpless the patient the more liable he
is to bedsores, and es[^cially when he is paralysed, delirious or
insane, or when suffering from one of the acute sp<^cifIc fevers.

They may occur wherever there is a pressure, more especially

when any moisture Is allowed to remain on the bedding ; and
thus lack of cleanliness is an important factor in the production
of condition. In large hospitals a bedsore is now a great
rarity, and this, considering the helplessness of many of the
patients treated, shows what good nursing can do. The bed
must be made with a firm smooUi mattress

; the undersheet and
blanket must be changed whenever they become soiled

; the
drawsheet is spread without creases, and changed the moment it

becomes soiled. Preventive treatment must be followed from
the first day of the illness. This consists in the most minute
attention to cleanliness, and constant variation in the position
of the patient. All parts subjected to pressure or friction must
be frequently washed with soap and hot water, then thoroughly
dried with a warm soft towel. The part should next be bathed
in a solution of corrosive sublimate in spirits of wine, and finally

dusted with an oxide of zinc and starch powder. This routine
should be gone through not less than four times in the twenty-four
hours in any case of prolonged illness. The pressure may be
reliei^ over bony prominences by a water-pillow or by a pteoe
of thick felt cut into a ring. Signs of impending bedsores must
constantly be watched to. Where one threatens, the sldn loses

its proper coiout, becoming eitber a deadly white or a dusky red,
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and the redness does not disappear on pressure. The surrounding
|

tissues become oedematous^ arui pain is often severe^ except in a

case of- paralysis. As the condition progresses further the pain

ceases. The epidermis now becomes raised as in a blister, and

finally becomes detached, forming an excoriation and exposing

the papillae. Even at this late stage an actual ulceration can

still be prevented if proper care is taken ;
but failing this,

skin sloughs and an ulcer forms. In treating this, the position

of the patient must be such that no pressure is evw allowed on the

sloughing tissue. A hot boracic pad under oil-silk should be

applied, the affected part being first dusted with iodoform.

If, however, the slough is very large, it is ^er to avoid wet

applications, and the parts should be dusted with animal charcoal

and iodoform, and protected with a dry dressing. When the

slough has separated and the sore is clean, friar’s balsam will

hasten the healing process. In any serious illness the formation

of a bedsore makes the prognosis far more grave, and may even

bring about a fatal issue, either directly or indirectly.

BEDWORTH, a manufacturing town in the Nuneaton parlia-

mentary division of Warwickshire, England ;
on the Nuneaton-

Coventry branch of the London & North-Western railway,

1 00 m. north-west from London. Pop. ( 1 900) 7169. A tramway

connects with Coventry, and the Coventry canal passes through.

Coal and ironstone are mined
;
there are iron-works, and bric^,

hats, ribbons and tape and silk are made. Similar industries

are pursued in the populous district (including the villages

of Kxhall and Foleshill) which extends southward towards

Coventry.
. , , . . t

BEE (Sanskrit hha, A.S. he6 s
Lat. apts\ a large and natural

family of the zoological order Hymenoptera^ characterized by

the plumose form of many of their hairs, by the large size of

^
the basal segment of

the foot, which is

always elongate and

in the hindmost limb

sometimes as broad

as the shin, and by

the development of a

“tongue” for suck-

ing liquid food j
this

organ has been vari-

ously interpreted as

the true insectan

tongue (hypo-

pharynx) or as a

ligula formed by

fused portions of the

.second maxillae
(probably the latter).

Dees are specialized

in correspondence

with the flowers from

which they draw the

bulk of their food

supply, the flexible

tongue being used

for sucking nectar,

the (burned hairs and

the modified legs (fig.

7) for gathering pol-

len. These floral pro-

ducts which form the

food of bees and of

their larvae, are in

most cases collected

and stored by the

Male (dfoae) ; b, queen ;
c, worker. Twice mdustnoas insects ;

natural size. but some genera of

(After Benton, BuU, i (n. s.) Dh. U.S. Dept. Agr.). inqUllineS

or “ ciKjkoo-pftraaites/’ laying their eggs' in toe nests of other

bees* so that toakr larvae may feed at toe expense of the

rightful >own»8 of the nest. In a few oases* the parasitic bee-

grub devours not only the food-suppiy, but also the larva of

its host.

Solitary and Social Bees.—UBXiy genera of bees are represented,

like most other insects, by ordinary males and females, ^ch

female constructing a nest formed of several chambera (“ cells )

and storing in each chamber a supply of food for the grub to be

hatched from the egg that she lays therein. Such bees, alth^h

a number of individuals often make their nests close together,

are termed “ solitary,” their communities difiering in nature

from those of the ‘‘ social ” bees, among which there ate two

kinds of females—the normal fertile females or “queens,

and those specially modified females with undevelq^d ovaries

(see fig. 6) that are called “ workers ” (fig. i)» Ibe workers

-Honey-bee {Apis mellifica), fl,

Fig, z.—

H

oad and Appendages of Honey-bee {Apis) (magnlfiod

sixteen times).

a, Antenna or feeler. wa*. ist maxilla.

g, Epipharynx. Ip, I-abial pain.

mxpt Maxillary palp. {•
Ligula or tongue.

pg. Opposite to galeae of znd h, Bouton or spoon of the

maxillae (labium). ligula.

(From Frank R. Chonhirc’j^fl/r

are the earliest developed offspring of the queen, and it is their

associated work whioh renders possible the rise of an ins^t

I state—a state which evidently has its origin in the family.

^ It is interesting to trace various stages in toe elaboration of the

bee-society. Among the humble-bees {Bombm) the workers help

the queen, who takes her share in the duties of the nest ; toe

distinction between queen and workers is therefore kss absolute

toan in the hive^bees (Apis), whose queen, relievedof all nyrsi^

and building corcA by too workers, devoteiiier whole aneigies
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to egg-laying. The division of labour among the two castes of

female becomes therefore most complete in the most highly

organized society.

Structure.—Details of the structure of bees are given in the

article Hymenoptera. The feelers (fig. 2, a) are divided into

“scape’’ and “flagellum’’ as in the ants, and the mandibles

vary greatly in size and sharpness in different genera. The

probowiis or “ tongue “ (fig. 2, /) is a hollow organ enclosing

an outgrowth of the body-cavity which is filled with ffuid^

and with its flexible under-surface capable of invagination or

protrusion. Along this surface stretches a groove which is sur-

rounded by thickened cuticle and practically formed into a

tube by numerous fine hairs. Along this channel the nectar is

drawn into the pharynx and passes, mixed with saliva, into the

crop or “ honey-bag ’’
; the action of the saliva changes the

saccharose into deatro4 and levulose, and the nectar becomes

honey, which the bee ragur^tes for storage in the cells or for

the feeding of the grubs, sting (fig. 6, pg, st.) of female

bees is usually highly specialized, but in a few genera it is reduced

and useless.

Many modifications in details of structure may be observed

wi thin the family. The tongue is bifid at the tip in a few genera

;

usually it is pointed and varies greatly in length, being com-

paratively short in Andrena, \Qi\g in the humble-bees (Bombus),

and longest in Euglossa, a tropical American genus of solitary

bees. The legs, wnich are so highly modified as pollen-carriers

in the highernees, are comparative^ simple in certain primitive

genera. The haiiy covering, so notable in the hive-bee and

especially in humble-bees, is greatly reduced among bees that

follow a parasitic mode of life.

Early stages.—As is usual where an abundant food supply

is provided for the young insects, the larvae of bees (fig. 3, SL.)

Fig. 3. —Larva and Pupa of Apis (magnified four times),

SL, Spinning larva. sp. S^raclcs. w, Wing.
N, Pupa. /, "Tongue," ce, Comi>ound Eye.
FL, Feeding larva. m, Mandible. c, Excremt'ut.

CO. Cocoon. an, Antenna. ex, Exuvium.

(From Chmh ire's Beet ami

in each of which an egg is laid and a supply of food stored up.

J. H. Fabre has found that in the nests of some species of Osmia
the young bee developed in the first-formed cell, if (as often

happens) she emerges from her cocoon before the inmates of

the later cells, will try to work her way round these or to bite

a lateral hole through the bramble shoot
;

should she fail to

do this, she will wait for the emergence of her sisters and not

make her escape at the price of injury to them. But when
Fabre substituted dead individuals of her own species or live

larvae of another genus, the Osmia had no scruple in destroying

them, so as to bite her way out to air and liberty.

The leaf-cutter bees {Megachile)—^which differ from Andrena

and Halictus and agree with Osmia, Apis and Bombus in having

elongate tongues—cut neat circular disks from leaves, using

them for lining the cells of their underground nests. The
carpenter-bees {Xylocopa and allied genera), unrepresented

in the British Islands, though widely distributed in warmer
countries, make their nests in dry wood. The habits of X,
violacea, the commonest European species, were minutely

described in the i8th century in one of R. A. F. dc Reaumur’s
memoirs. This bee excavates several parallel galleries to which
access is gained by a cylindrical hole. In the galleries are

situated the cells, separated from one another by transverse

partitions, which are formed of chips of wood, cemented by
the saliva of the bee.

Among the solitary bees none has more remarkable nesting

habits than the mason bee {Chalicodema) represented in the

south of France and de.scribed at length by Fabre. The female

constniots on a stone a series of cells, built of cement, which

she compounds of particles of earth, minute stones and her

I

own saliva. Each cell is provided with a store of honey and

I

pollen beside which an egg is laid
;
and after eight or nine cells

have been successively built and stored, the whole is covered

by a dome-like mass of cement. Fabre found that a Chalicodoma

removed to a distance of 4 kilometres from the nest that she was
building, found her way back without difficulty to the exact

spot. Ilut if the nest were removed but a few yards from its

former position, the bee seemed no longer able to recognize it,

sometimes passing over it, or even into the unfinished cell, and
then leaving it to visit again uselessly the place whence it had
been moved. She would accept willingly, however, another

nest placed in the exact spot where her own had been. If the

unfinished cell in the old nest had been only just begun, while

that in the substituted nest were nearly completed, the bee

would add so much material as to make the cell much larger

than the normal size, her instinct evidently being to do a certain

amount of building work before filling the cell with food. The
food, too, is always placed in the cell after a fixed routine—first

I

honey disgorged from the mouth, then pollen brushed off the

hairs beneath the body (fig. 7, c) after which the two substances

are degraded maggots
;

they have no legs, but possess fairly
|

well-developed heads. The successive cuticles that are cAst

as growth proceeds are delicate in texture and sometimes

separate from the underlying cuticle without being stripped

off. The maggots may pass no excrement from the intestine

until they have eaten all their store of food. When fully grown

the final larval cuticle is shed, and the “ free ’’ pupa (fig. 3, N)

revealed. The larvae of some bees spin cocoons (fig. 3, co)

before pupation.
I

Nests of Solitary Bew.—Bees of different genera vary consider-
|

ably in the site and arrangement of their nests. Many
—

^like
|

the common “ solitary
’’ bees Halictus Andrena—burrow

in the ground
;
the holes of Species of Andrena are commonly

seen in springtime opening on sandy banks, grassy lawns or

gravel paths. Our knowlM^ of such bees is due to the observa-

tions of F. Smith, H. Friese, C. Verhoeff and others, ^e nest

may be simple, or, more frequently, a complex excavation, cells

opening off from the entrance or from a main passage. Some-

times the passage is the conjoint work of many bees whose cells

are grouped along it at convenient distances apart. Other bees,

the species of Osmia for example, choose the hollow stem of a

bramble or other shrub, the female forming a finear series of cells

are mixed into a paste.

Inquilines and Parasites.—The working bees, such as have been

mentioned, are victimized by bees of other genera, which throw

upon the industrious the task of providfc^ for the young of

the idle. The nests of Andrena, for example, are haunted by
the black and yellow species of Nomada, whose females lay their

eggs in the food provided for the larva of the Andrena . According

to H. Friese, the relations between the host and the inquiline

are quite friendly, and the insects if th^ meet in the nest-

galleries courteously get out of each other’s way. D. Sharp,

in commenting on this strange behaviour, points out that the

host can have no idea why the inquiline haunts her nest. “ Why
then should the Andrena feel alarm ? If the species of Nomada
attack the species of Andrena too much; it brings about the

destruction of its own species more certainly than that of the

Andrena.'*

More violent in its methods is the larva of a Stelis, whose

operations in the nest of Osmia leucomelana have been studied

by Verhoeff. The female Stelis lays her eggs, earlier than the

Osmia. and'towarils the bottom of the food^mass ;
the egg of

the Osmia h laid Utter, and on the surfa<^ cf*rthe fodd. Hence
the two eggs are at opposite ends of the febd, and both larvae
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feed for a time without conflict, limt the SuUs, being the older,

is the larger of the two. Finally the parasitic larva attacks

the Osmia, and digging its mandibles into its victim's h^d
kills and eats it, taking from one to two days for the completion

of the repast.

Social Boes.'^The bees hitherto described are “solitary,”

all the individuals being either males or unmodified femdes.

The most highly developed of the long-tongued bees are “ social
”

species, in which

the females are

differentiated

into egg-laying

queens and
(usually) infer-

tile “workers”
(fig. 6). Verhoeff

has discussed

the rise of the
“ social ” from

the “ solitary
”

condition, and
points out that

Fig. 4.—Under Side of Worker, carrying Wax for the forma-
Scalcs (magnified three times). of insect
(From Cheshii c’s atu/ liet-kee/ime,) Community three

conditions are necessary—a nest large enough for a numl^r

of individuals, a close grouping of the cells, and an associa-

tion between mother and daughters in the winged state.

For the fulfilment of this last condition, the older insects of Uie

new generation must emerge from the cells while the mother is

still occupied with the younger eggs or larvae. One species of

Halictus nearly reaches the desired stage
;
but the first young

bees to appear in the perfect state are males, and when the

females emerge the mother dies.

Among the social bees the mother ^d daughter-insects

co-operate, and they differ from the “ solitary ” groups in the

nature of their nest, the cells (fig. 25) of which are formed of

wax secreted by special glands (fig. 5) f^be bee’s abdomen,

the wax being pressed out between the segmental sclerites in

the form of plates (fig. 4), which are worked by the legs (fig. 7)

and jaws into the requisite shape. In our well-known hive-bee

{Apis) and humble-bees {Bonihus) the wax glands are ventral

Fig. 5.—Abdominal .Plate (worker of Apis), under side, third

segment (magnified twenty times). W. wax -yielding surface,

covering true gland ;
s, septem, or carina ;

wh, webbed hairs.

(From Cboshirc^R B$fs and

in position, but in the “ Btingless ” bees of the tropics (Trigona

and Melipona) they are dmaA, A colony of humble-bees is

started in spring hy a female “ queen ” which has survived the

winter. She starts her nest underground or in a surface depres-

sion, forming a number of waxen cells, roughly globular in shape

and arrant irregularly. The young females (“ workers ”)

that develop) from the eggs laid in these early cells assist the

queen building fresh cells and gathering food for storage

ther^. The quean may be altogether relieved of the work

ol the nest as the sufuson advances, so that she can devote all

her eneigies to eggr-laysmg, end the colony grows rapidly. The

distinction between queen and worker is not cl^ iMnong

humble-bees, thefemale insects varying in size andm the devdpp-

ment of their ovaries. If anymishap befall thequedn,the workers

can sometimes keep the community from dying out. In autu^
males are produced, as well as yoi^ queens. The community

is broken up on the approach qi winter, the males and workers

perish, and the young queens after hibernation start fresh nests

in the succeeding year.

The appearance of the heavy-bodied hairy Bomhi ia well

known. They are closely “ mimicked ” by bees of the genus

PsiihyruSf which often share their nests. These Psiihyri have

no pollen -carrying

structures on the

legs and their grubs

are dependent for

their food -supply

on the labours of

the Bombiy though,

according to E.

Hoffer’s observa-

tions, it seems that

the female Psithyrus

builds her own cells.

The colonies of

Bombus illustrate

the rise of the

inquilinc habit.

Many of the species

are very variable

and have l>een

differentiated into

races or varieties.

F. W. L. Sladen

states that a queen

belonging to the

virgindis form of

Bombus terresiris

often invades a nest

belonging to the

lucorum form, kills

the rightful queen,

and takes possess!on

of the nest, getting

the lucorum workers

to rear her young.

In the nests of

Bombi are found

various beetle

larvae that live as

inquilines or para-

sites, and also mfi^-

gots of drone-flies

(
Voli4ceUa)f which

Fig. 6.—Ovaries of Queen and Workers {Apis)

A, Abdomen of
queen, under
Bide (magnified

eight times).

P, Petiole.

0, o, Ovaries.

hs. Position filled

by honey-sack.
(fs,T*osition through

which digestive

system passes.

od, Oviduct.

co.d, Vagina.

E, Egg-passing ovi-

duct.

s, Spermatheca.

1, Intestine.

B

pb. T^oison bag.

pg, Poison gland.

st, Sting.

p, “PalpB” or
" feelers ” oi

sting.

Rudimentary ova-
ries of ordinary
worker.

sp, Rudimentary
spermatheca.

C, Partiallydeveloped
ovaries of fer-

tile worker.
sp, Rudimentary

spermatheca.

act as scavengers^
; (From Cheihir*’* Bats and Btt-kt^§nf,)

the Volucella-fly is
, , .

usually a “mimic-^ 'of the Bombus

j

whose nest she in-

vades.
. , ^

The “ stingless ” bees {Trigona) of the tropics have the parts

of the sting reduced and useless for piercing. As though to

compensate for the loss of this means of defence, the mandibles

are very powerful, and some of the bees construa tubular

entrances to the nest with a series of constrictions easy to hold

against an enemy. The habits of the Brazilian species of these

bees have been described in detail by H. von Jhering, who points

out that their wax glands are dorsal in position, not ventral as

in Bombus and Apis,

With Apis, the genus of the hive-bee, we come to the mpst

highly-specialized members of the family—better known^perhaps,

than any other inseqts, on account of the long domestioation of

many of the species or races. In Apis the workers diflfer structurr

fdly from the queep^ wfei neither builds cellsi nathers food, nor

tends brood, and is therefore without the speciid organs adapted
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for tho*e functions which arc possessed in perfection by the

worfeen. The differentiation of queen and workers is correlated

with the habit of storing food supplies, and the consequent

permanence of the community, which finds relief for its surplus

population by sending off a swarm, consisting of a queen and a

number of workers, so that the new community is already

specialized both for reproduction and for labour.

The workers of Apis may l>e capable (fig. 6, C) of laying eggs

—necessarily unfertilized—which always give rise to males

(‘‘drones”), and, since the researches of J. Dzierzon (i8ii-

igo6) in 1848, it has been believed that the queen bee lays

fertilized eggs in cells appropriate for the rearing of queens or

Fig. 7.—Modifications in the Legs of Bees.

A. a-d, Hive-bee {Apis). notch in tarsal segment for
B. f-g. Stingless l)ee [Mehpona), cleaning feeler.

C. A-i, Humble-l)ee {Bofi^bus). Tip of intermediate shin with
a, f, h, Outer view of hind-leg. spur.

g, i, Inner view. c, Feathered hairs with pollen
d, Fore*leg uf Apis showing grains, magnified.

(Aft«r JMMiCt U.S. Dopu Agt.), vol. 6.

workers, and unfertilized eggs in “ drone-cells,” virgin reproduc-
tion or parthenogenesis being therefore a normal factor in the
life of these insects. F. Dickel and others have lately claimed
that fertilized eggs can give rise to eirfler queens, workers or

males, according to the fmid supplied to the larvae ahd the
influence of supposed ” sex-producing glands” possessed by
the nurse-workers. Dickel states that a German male
mated with a female of the Italian race transmits* distinct

paternal characters to hybrid male offspring. A. Weismann,
however, doubts these conclusions, and having found a sperm-
aster in every one of the eggs that he examined from Woricer-

cells, and in only one out of 27a eggs taken from drone-Cells,

he supports Dejereon’s view, explaming the single exception
mentioned above as a mistake of the queen, she having laid

inadvertently this single fertilized egg in a drone instead of in a
worker cell.

The cells of the honeycomb of Apis are usually hexagonal in

form, and arranged in two series back to back (figs. 3, 25).
Some of these cells are used for storage, othess for the rearing of

brood. The cells in which workers are reared are smaller than
those appropriate for the rearing of drones, while the ” royal
cells,” in which the young queens are developed, are large in
size and of an irregular oval in form (fig. 25). It is believed that
from the nature of the cell in which she is ovipositing, the queen
derives a reflex impulse to lay Uie appropriate egg—fertilized

in the queen or worker cell, unfertiliM m the drone cell, as

previously mentioned. Whether tbe follifoed egg shall develop

into a queen or a worker depends up6n ffbe nature of the food.

AH young grubs are at first fed with m uporfaHy nutritious food,

discharged from the worker’s stomach, to whkh is added a diges-

tive secretion derived from special salivary glands in the worker’s

head. If this ” royal jelly ” continue to be given to the grub
throughont its life, it will grow into a queen; if the ordinary

mixture of honey and digested pollen be substituted, as is

usually the case from the fourth day, the grub will become a
worker. The workers, who control the polity of tlie hive (the

” queen ” being exceedingly ” limited ” in her monarchy),

arrange if possible that young queens shall develop only when
the population of the hive has become so congested that it is

desirable to send off a swarm. When a young queen has emerged,

she stings her royal sisters (still in the pupal stage) to death.

Previous to the emergence of the young queen, the old queen,

prevented by the workers from attacking her daughters, has led

off a swarm to find a new home elsewhere. The young queen,

left in the old home, mounts high into the air for her nuptial

flight, and then returns to the hive and her duties of egg-laying.

The number of workers increases largely during the .summer,

and so hard do the insects work that the* life of an individual

may last only a few weeks. On the approach of winter the

males, having no further function to perform for the community,
are refused food-supplies by the workers, and are cither excluded

or banished from the hive to perish. Such ruthless habits of tl)e

bee-commonwealth, no les.s than the altruistic labours of the

workers, are adapted for the survival and dominance of the

species. The struggle for life may deal hardly with the indi-

vidual, but it results—^to quote Darwin’s well-known title—in

“ the preservation of favoured races.”
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Bee-Kegpinc

Bee-keeping, or the cultivation of the honey-bee as a soWce
of income to those who practise it, is known to have existed

from the most ancient times. Poets, philosophers, historians

and naturalists (among whom may be mentioned Aristotle,

Cicero and Pliny), have eufogiiied thg bee «S unique among
insects, endowed by nature with wondrous gift! beneficial to



mankind in a greater degree than any other creature of the

insecft world. We are told that some of these ancient scientists

passed years of their lives studying the wonders of bee-life^ and
left accurate records of their observations, which on many points

^ree with the investigations of later observers. As a forcible

illustration of the manner in which a colony of bees was recog-

nized as the embodiment of government by a chief or ruler, in the

earliest times of which there is any existing record, it may be

mentioned that on the sarcophagus containing the mummified
remains of Mykerinos (now in the British

Museum and dating back 3633 years B.c.l

w31 be found a hieroglyphic bee (fig. 8)

representing the king of Lower Egypt.

In dealing with the practical side of bee-

keeping as now understood, it may be said

Fig 8 —Sian of
compared with the methods in vogue

the king of Lower during the first decade of the 19th century,

Egypt ;
from the or even within the memory of men still

coffin of Mykerinos living at the beginning of the 20th, it

Musfumf* is as the modern locomotive to the st^e-

1

‘ coach of a previous generation. Almost
everything connected with bee -craft has been revolution-

ized, and apiculture, instead of being classed with such homely
rural occupations as that of the country housewife who carries a
few eggs weekly to the market- town in her basket, is to-day

regarded in many countries as a pursuit of considerable import-

ance. Remarkable progress has also been made in

nmHng. queen-rearing, and in improving the common
or native bee by judicious crossing witli the best

foreign races, selected mainly for hardiness, working qualities

and the prolific capacity of their queens. American bee-breeders

are conspicuous in this resi)ect, extensive apiaries being exclu-

sively devoted to the business of rearing queens by the thousand

for sale and export.

On the European continent queen-rearing apiaries are plentiful,

but less attention is paid there to hybridizing than to keeping the

respective races pure. In England also, some bee-keepers include

qnecn-rearing as part of their business, while one large apiary

on the south coast is exclusively devoted to the rearing of queen

bees on the latest scientific system, and to breeding by selection

from such races as are most suited to the exceptional climatic

conditions of the country.

Extensive apiaries have been established on the American

continent, some containing from aooo to 3500 colonies of bees,

and in these honey is harvested in hundreds of tons yearly.

The magnitude of the bee industry in the United States may be

judged from the fact of a single bee-farmer located in California

having harvested from 150,000 lb of honey in one year from

2000 Stocks of bees, and, as an instance of the enormous weight

of honey obtainable from good hives in that favoured region, the

same farmer secured 60,000 lb of comb-honey in one season from

his best 300 colonies. This is probably the maximum, and the

hives were necessarily located in separate apiaries some few

miles apart in ptder to avoid the evils of overstocking, but all

in the midst of thousands of acres of boncy-yidding flowers.

Results like the above compared with those d the Skeppist bee-

keeper of former days, who was well pleased withlm average

of 20 to 25 lb per hive, may be regarded as wonderful, but

they are matters of fact. The consumption of honey

article of food has also largely increased of late

years
;
a recent computation shows that from 100 to

125 million lb of honey, representing a money value of from

eight to ten million dollars, is consumed annually in the United

States alone. 'i&Kiy of the larger bee-farmers of the United

States of America and Canada harvest from 50,000 to 60,000 lb

of honey iri a single season, and some of them sdl the whde

crop direct to consumers.

It is a nOtaMe laet that in the United States, Canada, Australia,

Now Zealand, and indeed all English-apeakmg countries outside

the United Kingdom, honey is far more extensively used than

it is there at an artide of daily food. The natural result of this

is diat the trade in honey is conducted, in thoae countries on

entirely different lines ^from those followed in the Bri^ Iries,

where honey productioB as nn occupation has, until qmte recent

years, been raided as too insignifiycant for official notice in

form. The value of the bee industry is now recognized,

however, by the British government as worthy of state

aid, in the promotton of technical instruction connected iMfiar
with agriculture. On theAmerican continentapiculture

is oflidally recognized by the respective states’ governments

;

and by the federal government at Washington it is taken into

account as a section of the Agricultural Department/ with fully

equipped experimental apiaries and qualified professors engaged

therein for educational work. In several Canadian provinces

also, the public funds are used in promoting the bee indast^ in

various ways, mainly in combating the h^disease known at
“ foul brood.” In New Zealand the government of the colony

has displayed the most praiseworthy earnestness and vigour in

promoting apiculture. State-aided apiaries have been established

under the supervision of a skilled bee-keeper, who travels over

the colony giving instruction in practical bee-work at the public

schools, and forming classes at various centres where pupils are

taught bee-keeping in all its branches.

In Europe similar progress is observable
;

technical schools,

with well-equipped apiaries attached, are supported by the

state, and in them the science and practice of modem bee-keeping

is taught free by scientists and practical experts. Institutions

of this kind have been established in Germany, Russia,

Switzerland and elsewhere, all tending in the s^e direction,

viz. the cultivation of the honey-bee as an appreciable source of

income to the farmer, the peasant cultivator, and dwellers in

districts where bee-forage is abundant and, if unvisited by the

bee, lies wasting its sweetness on the desc?t air. It may be

safely said that the value of the bee to the fruit-grower and the

market-f^ardener has been proved beyond dispute
;
and the

technical instruction now afforded by county councils in the rural

districts of England has an appreciable effect. In proof

thereof, we may quote the case of an extensive grower
®

in the midland counties—sending fruit to the London

market in tons—^who.se crop of gooseberries increased

nearly fourfold after establisliing a number of stocks of bees in

close proximity to the gooseberry bushes. The fruit orchards

and raspberry fields of Kent are also known to l>e greatly bene-

fited by the numerous colonies of bees owned by more tlian 3000

bee-keepers in the county. The important part played by the

bee in the economy of nature as a fertilizer is shown in fig. 9.

In the United Kingdom the prevailing conditions, climatic

Fig. 9.—a. Raspbeny {Rtibus idatus, order Focoivotf)/being

tertiliced. B, Cross section.

A, Flower, magnified twice. B. Secrion through core, or torus

p, p, PeUls. • (CJ and drupels (P).

a, Anthers. ttd, Unfertllited drupel.

s, ^ma. ws. Withered stigma.

MO, Nectary openings,
nc, Nectar cells.

D, Drupels.

(Prom CheihWs Btet and Bet-kt^ng^ Bcientffie mnd Pt-ugBcidlJ

and otherwise, with regard to apiculture—^ weU u the lack of

sufficient natural bee^forage for large apiaries-^e such ae to

preclude the possihffity of estabUsbing apiaries on a scale com-
parable with those located in leps confined lands. Qn the ojdier
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hand, even in England the value of bee-keeping is worthy of

recognition as a minor pdustry connected with such items of

agncnlture as fruit-growing, market -gardening or poultry-

raising. The fact that British honey is second to none for

quality, and that the British market is eagerly sought by the

bee-keepers of other nationalities, has of late impressed itsdf

on the minds of thinking men. Moreover, their views are con-

firmed by the constant references to bees and the profits obtain-

able from bee-keeping in the leading papers on all sides. This

newly-aroused interest in the subject is no doubt to a large extent

fostered by the grants in aid of technical instruction afforded by

nmm. county councils in rural districts. The British Bee-

-keepers’ Association (instituted in 1874) has been

untiring in its efforts to raise the standard of efficiency
^^®**** among those who are desirous of qualifying as experts

and teachers of bee-keeping on modern methods. This body had
for its first president the distinguished naturalist Sir John
Lubbock (Lord Avebury). Subsequently the baroness Burdett-

Coutts accepted the office in the year 1878, and was re-elected

annually until her death in 1906. During this time she presided

at its meetings and took an active part in its work, until advanc-

ing years prevented her attendance, but her interest in the

welfare of the association was maintained to the last. Branch
societies of bee-keepers were established throughout the English

counties, mainly by the efforts of the parent body in London,

with the object of securing co-operation in promoting the sale

of honey, and showing the most modem methods of

producing it in its most attractive form at exhibitions

Mhoww* held for the purpose. Nearly the whole of these county

societies affiliated with the central association, paying

an affiliation fee yearly, and receiving in return the silver medal,

bronze medal and certificate of the association, to be offered as

prizes for competition at the annual county shows. Other ad-
vantages are given in connexion with the qualifying of experts,

^c., while nearly all the county associations in the United

Kingdom employ qualified men who visit members in spring

and autumn for the purpose of examining hives and giving

advice on bee management to those needing it. Another
advantage of membership is the use of a “ county

liXtrSL
affixing to each section of honey in comb,

or jar of extracted honey, offered for sale by members.
These labels are numbered consecutively, and thus afford a
guarantee of the genuineness and quality of the honey, the label

enabling purchasers to trace the producer if needed. The
British Bee-keepers’ Association is an entirely philanthropic

l)ody, the only object of its members being to promote all that
’
is good in Britisli bee-keeping, and to “ teach humanity to that

industrious little labourer, the honey-bee.” Bee-appliance

manufacturers are not eligible for membership of its council,

nor are those who make l)ee-keeping their main business ; thus

no professional jealousies can possibly arise. In this respect the

association af^ars to stand alone among the bee-keepers’

societies of the world. There are many equally beneficial

societies, framed on different lines, existing in Germany, France,

Russia and Switzerland, but they are mainly co-operative bodies

instituted for the general benefit of members, who are without

exception either bee-keepers on a more or less extensive scale,

or scientists interested in the study of insect life.

The bee-keepers’ associations of the United States, Canada

and most of the British colonies, are—like those last mentioned

above—formed for the sole and laudable purpose of promoting

the business interests of their members,' the latter being either

liee-formers or bee-appliance fhanufacturers. Thus they make
no pretension of any but business discussions at their confer-

ences, and much benefit to all concerned follows as a matter of

course. In fact, we find enthusiastic bee men and women
travelling several hundreds of miles and devoting time, money
and labour in attending conferences of bee-keepers in America,

while the proceedings usually last for several days and are

largely attended. Tbe extent of the industry compared with

that of Great Britain is so great that it fully accounts *for the

difference in procedure Uf the respective associations.

As a natural consequence of this activity, the trade in bee-

appliance making has assumed enormous proporrions ih the
United States, where extensive factories have been
established; one firm—emplo5dng over 500 hands,

and using electric-power machinery of the most modem
type—being devoted entirely to the manufacture of

bee-goods and apiarian requisites. From this establishment

alone the yearly output is al^ut 25,000 bee-hives, and upwards
of TOO millions of the small wooden lx)xes used for holding comb-
honey. The most
generally approved
form of this box is

known as the
“i-lb section,”

made from a strip

of wood i in. thick,

2 in. wide, and of

such length that

when folded by
joining the morticed

and tenoned ends

A B (fig. 10) it

forms the section or

box C, measuring

41
'' X 41" X 2" when

complete, and holds

about 1 tt> of comb-honey when filled by the liees and ready
for table use. The V-shaped groove D (cut across and partly

through the wood) shows the joint when in the flat, and E the

same joint when closed for use. All the section boxes used in

the United Kingdom are made in the U.S.A. or in Canada from

the timber known as basswood, no native wood being suitable

for the purpose.

Development of the Movable-frame H/W.— The dome-shaped
straw skep of our forefathers may be regarded as the typical

bee-hive of all time and of all civilized countries

;

indeed, it may with truth be said that as a healthy

and convenient home for the honey-bee it has no equal.

A swarm of bees hived in a straw skep, the picturesque little

domicile known the world over as the personification of industry,

will furnish their home with waxen combs in form and shape so

admirably adapted to their requirements as to need no improve-

ment by man. Why the circular form was chosen for the skep

need not be inquired into, beyond saying that its shape conforms
to that of a swarm, as Ibe bees usually hang clustered on the

branch of a neighbouring tree or bush after issuing from the

parent hive. Fig. 11 shows a straw skep in section, and explains

Fig. 10.— “ i-lb section ” wooden box for

holding Comb-honey.
(Redrawn from the ABC ofHet-CttltHtt, publinhed by

Uie A. I. Root Co., Meiliuti, Ohio, U.S.A.)

Pro. It.— Straw skep in section, showing arrangement of Combs
(scale ^),

A. Vertical section. p, PoUen, B, Horizontal section,

/fc, Floorboard, h. Honey. ih, Skep-side.

e, Entrance. fh, Feeding hole. c, c, Combs.
Brood. fts. 6s, Bee spaces. sc, sc, Store combs.

6s, 6s, Bee spaces.

(From Cbcuhire’s Sets sued Bet’kte/iHf', Scientific and Practicetl.)

itself as illustrating the admirable way in which the bees furnish

their dwelling. The vertical section (A) shows thejower portion

of the combs devoted to brood-rearing, the higher and thicker

combs being reserved for honey, and midway between the brood

and food is stored the pollen required for mixing with honey in

feeding the larvae.. It will be aeeft how well; the upper part of

the combs are fitted for bearingthe weight ofetoees they contain,
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and how the lower portion allows the bees to cluster around the

tender larvae and thus maintain the warmth necessary during iU

metamorphosis from the egg to the perfect insect. The hori-

zontal section (B) with equal clearness demonstrates the bee's

ingenuity in economizing space, showing how the outer combs

are used exclusively for stores,, and, as such, may be built of

varying thickness as more or less storage room is required. The

straw skep has, however, the irredeemable fault of hxed combs,

and the gradual development of the movable-frame

of to-day may be said to have first appeared in

"**1789 with the leaf-hive of Huber, so called from its

opening like the leaves of a book. Prior to that date

wooden box-hives of various shapes had been adopted by

advanced bee-masters anxious to increase tlieir output of honey,

and by enthusiastic naturalists desirous of studying and in-

vestigating the wonders of bee-life apart from the utilitarian

standpoint. Foremost among the latter was the distinguished

Swiss naturalist and bee-keeper, Fran9ois Huber, who was led

to construct the leaf-hive bearing his name after experimenting

with a single comb observatory hive recommended by Reaumur.

,

Huber found that although he could induce swarms to occupy I

the glass-sided single frame advised by Reaumur, if the frame

was fitted with ready-built pieces of comb patched together

before hiving the swarm, the experiment was successful, while

if left to themselves the bees built small combs across the space

between the sheets of glass, and the desired inspection from the

outside was thus rendered impossible. H c also gathered tliat the

abnormal conditions forced upon the bees by a ready-built single

comb might so turn aside their natural instincts as to render his

investigations less trustworthy than if conducted under perfectly

natural conditions
;

so, in order to remove all doubt, he decided

to have a series of wooden frames made, measuring 12 in. sq.,

each of rather more than the ordinary widtli allowed for brood-

combs. ITiese frames were numbered consecutively 1 to 12,

and hinged together as shown in fig. 12 (/t, A). In this way the

Fw. book or leaf hive (scale |),

A, Book hive. B, Skieview of frame

Entrances. or leaf. C. Part of bin, cross

s, s, Side leaves. fb. Top-bar. section, lettering

A, Hinges. t, Comb. as before.

Pegs.

(From CMim'i mnd Seitntific m»d Practical')

frames of comb tould be .opened for inspection like a book, while

wheh ^osed the bees clustered together as m an ordinary hive.

Ten of these frames had a small piece of oomb fixed to the top^

bar in each, supported (temporarily) by a thin lath wedged up

with pegs at side, the latter being removed when the comb had

been made secure by the bees. When closed, the ten frames,

together with the two outside ones (fitted with squares of glass

for inspection), whicli represent the covers of the b(X>k, were tied

together with a couple of stout strings. In a subsequent form

of the same hive Huber was enabled—with the help of very long

thumb-screws at each side (fig. 13)—to raise up any fiiame

between two slieets of glass which confined the bees
. ^

and allowed him to study the process of comb-building

better than any hive we know of tu-dav« By means

of the leaf-hive and using the entrances (fig. 12, A)

Huber made artificial swarms by dividing and the use of division-

boards, though not in quite the same fashion as is practised at

the present day. On the other band, it mtist be a<umtted that

Fig. 13.—Huber’s bar-hive, showing how comb is built, cb, Comb
bar

; p, g, glass sheets
;

s, s, screws ; e, entrance.

(From Cheslurf's Bees and liee-iee/ing, Scimti/ic and Practical.)

Huber’s hive was defective in many respects
;

the parting of

each frame, thus letting loose the whole colony, caused much
trouble at times, but it remained the only movable-comb hive

till 1838, when Dr Dzierzon—whose theory of parthenogenesis

has made his name famous—devised a box-hive with a loose

top-bar on which the bees built their combs and a movable side

or door, by means of which the frames could be lifted out for

inspection. Tins improvement was at once appreciated, and in

the year 1852 Baron Berlcpsch added side-liars and a bottom-bar,

thus completing the movable frame.

About the same time the Rev. L. L. Langstroth was experi-

menting on the same lines in America, and in 1852 his important

invention was made known, giving to the world of

bee-keepers a movable frame which in its most

portant details will never be excelled. Wc refer to tli|
^

respective distances left between the side-bars and hive walls

on each side, and between the lower edge of the bottom-^bars

and the floor-board. langstroth, in his measuremeitt;s,,lut^upon

the happy mean which keeps bees from propolizing or faitetling

the frames to the hive body, as they assuredly would do if

sufficient space had not been allowed for free passage tound the

side-bars ; it is eqyaUy^ certain that if too much space had been

provided, they would fill it with comb and thus render the frame

immovable. In addition to these benefits, Langstroth*s frame

and hive possessed the enormous advantage over Dzierzon’s of

being manipulated from above, so that any single frame could

be raised for inspection without disturbing the others. Lang-

stro^'s space-measurements have remained practically unaltered

notwithstanding the many imprc#ements m hive-making, and
in the various sizes of movable frames, since introduced and used

in different parts of the world.

In the United States of America Langstroth’s frame and hive

are the ajcknowledged standards ” among the great body of

bee-keepers, although about a dozen different frames,,
.

varying more or size, have their adherents

Among these may , ba named the American, Adair^^iAt

Danzenbaker, Gallup, Heddon, . Langstroth and
Qqinby. Three of these, the Anierican, Adah ami >Gallup> maaf;
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Standard Frame.

be termed square frames, the others being oblong, but the latter

shape appears to possess the most all-round advantc^es to ^e
modem bee-keeper. Amid the different climatic conditions of so

vast a continent as America, variation in size, and in the capacity

of frames used, is in some measure accounted lor.

In the British Isles, though the conditions are variable enough,

they are less extreme, and, fortunately for those engaged in

Brtttah, pursuit, only one size of frame is acknowledged by
the great majority of bee-keepers, viz. the British

Bee-keepers' Association “ Standard ” (fig. 14). This

frame, the outside measurement of which is 14 by 8i
in., was the outcome of deliberations extending over a consider-

able time on the part of a committee of well-known bee-keepers,

special^ appointed in 188s to consider the matter. In this way,

-I7-- -H
whatever type or form of

hive is used, the frames

are interchangeable.
Differences in view may,
and do, exist regarding

the thickness of the wood
used in frame-making, but

the outside measurement
never varies. Notwith-

standing this fact, the ad-

vancement of apiculture

and the continuous development of the modern frame-hive and
methods of working have proceeded with such rapidity, both

in England and in America, that hives and appliances used

prior to 1885 are now obsolete.

It may, therefore, be useful to compare the progress made
in the United States of America and in Great Britain in order to

show that, while the industry is incomparably larger and of

more importance in America and Canada than in Great Britain,

British bee-keepers have Iwen abreast of the times in all things

apicultural. The original Langstroth hive was single-walled,

held ten frames (size 17} by 9 in.), and had a deep roof, made
to cover a case of small honey boxes like the sections now in

use ; but the cumbersome projecting porch and sides, made to

support the roof, are now dispensed with, and the number of

frames reduced to eight. Although various modifications have
sini:e been made in minor details—all tending to improvement

—

its main features are unaltered. The typical hive of America is

the improved Langstroth (fig. 15), which has no other cover-

ing for the frame tops

but a flat roof-board

allowing J in. space

between the roof and
top-bars for bees to

pass from frame to

frame. Consequently,

on theroof being raised

the bees can take wing
if not prevented from
doing so. This feature

finds no favour with

British bee-keepers,

nevertheless the “ im-
proved Langstroth*’ is

a useful and simple

hive,moderatein price,
and no doubt eflScient, but not suitable for bees wintered on their

summer stands, as nearly all hives are in Gseat Britain. American
bec-keepere, therefAe, find it necessary to provide

cellars, into which the bees ore carried

in the fall of each year, remaining there till work
begins in the following spring. Those among them

who cannot, for various Teasons, adopt the cellar-wintering plan
are obliged to provide what are termed ** chaff-covers

**
fdr pro-

tecting their beet in winter. Of late years they have also

introduced, as an improvement, the plan long followed in
England of using doublOAvalled chaff-packed hives. The differ-

ence here is that packing is now dispensed with, it being found

Fig. 15.—Langstroth Hive.

(Redrawn from the ABC^Bat-CuUure. publUbcd by
the A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio, tJ.S.A.)

that bees winter equally well with an outer case giving xj in.

of free space on all tides of the hive proper, but with no packing
in between. Thus no change is needed in winter or summer,
the air-space protecting the bees from cold in winter and heat
in summer. Another point of difference between the English
and American hive is the roof, which being gaWe-shaped in the
former allows warm packing to be placed directly on the frame
tops, so that the bees are covered in when the roof is removed
and may be examined or fed with very little disturbance. Again,
the American hive is, as a general rule, set close down on the
ground, while stands or short legs are invariably used in Great
Britain. One of the best-known hives in England is that known
as the W.B.C. hive, devised in 1890 by W. Broughton Carr.

Figs. 16 and 17 explain its construction and, as will be seen,

it is equally suit-

able when work-
ing for comb or

for extracted
honey.

Various causes

have contributed

to the develop-

ment of the
modern hive, the

most important

of which are the

improvements in

methods of ex-

tracting honey
from combs, and
in the manufac-
ture of comb-
foundation. Re-
garding the first

of these, it can-

not be said that

the honey ex-

tractor, even in

its latest form, differs v^ much from the original machine
(%. 18) invented by Major Hnischka, an officer in the Italian

army, who in later life became an enthusiastic apicul-

turist. Hruschka’s extractor, first brought to public

notice in 1865,may be bave revolutionized the

bec-industry as a business. It enabled riie honey producer to in-

crease his output considerably by extracting honey from the cells

in most cleanly

fashion without
damaging the
combs, and in a
fraction of the time

previously occupied

•in the draining,
heating and squeez-

ing process. At
the same time the

combs were pre-

served for refilling

by the bees, in lieu

of melting them
down for wax. The
principle of the

honey extractor
(throwing the
liquid honey out of

the cells by cen-

trifugal force) was
discovered quite by
accident. Major

Fig. 16.—Exterior, W.B.C. Hive.

Fig. 17.—Interior. W.B.C. hive.

Hruschka’s little son chanced to have in his hand a bit

of unsealed comb-honey in a basket to which was attached
a piece of string, and, as the boy pli^fplly w^rled the basket
round ixl the lur, his father hotioea a few drops of honey,
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thrawn out of the comb by the centrifugal force employed to
keep the basket suspended. The value of the idea at once struck

him ; he set to work on utilizing the principle involved, and
ere long had constructed a machine admirably adapted to serve

its purpose. Since that time changes, of more or less value, have
bron introduced to meet
present - day requirements.

One of the first to take ad>

vantage of Hrusclika’s in>

vention was Mr A. L Root,
who in 1869 perfected a
machine on similar lines to

the Hruschka one but em-
bodying various improve-

ments. This appliance,
known as the “Novice Honey
Extractor,” became very

popular in the United States of
America, but it had the fault

of wasting time in removing

the combs for reversing after

one side had been emptied

Fig. 18.—Hruschka Extractor.

(Keilruwu from th«r A BC 0/ Bee'CuHuft,
pitblithcd by the A. 1. Root Co, Medina,
Ohio, U.S.A.)

of its contents. A simple form of machine for extracting

honey by centrifugal force was brought to notice in Ei^land

in 1875, soon improved upon, as will lieseen in fig.

19, which shows a section of one of the best English machines

at that time. Various plans were tried in America to improve

on the “ Novice ” m4af!hine, and Mr T. W. Cowan, who ww
experimenting in the same direction in England, invented in

the year 1875 a machine called the “ Rapid,” in which the combs
were m'crsed without removal of the cages (fig. 20}. The frame-

cases—wired on both sides—arc

hung at the angles of a revolving

ring of iron, and the reversing

process is so simple and effective

that the “ Cowan ” reversible

frame has been adopted in all

the best machines both in Great

Britain and in America.

The latest form of honey

extractor used in America is that

known as the “Four -frame
Cowan.” Fig. 21 shows the

working part or inside of the

appliance. In this, and indeed

in all extractors used in large

apiaries, the “ Cowan ” or re-

versible frame principle is used.

F^h of the four cages in which

the combs are placed is swung
on a pivot attached to the side,

and when the outer faces of the

combs are emptied the aiges are

reversed without removal from

the machine for emptying the

opposite sides of combs. The
further development' of the

honey extractor has of late

been limited to an increase in

the size of machine used, in

order to save time and manual

Fu;. 19. ] )idgram of Ihe Raynor
Extractor.

A, Section of extractor.

ft, Fixing rail.

///, Frame for cage.

wh, Metal webbing.
wn. Wire netting.

CO, Comb.
fi>, Wire bottom.

, Pivot.

, Stiffening cone.

cbf Coned bottom.

gt, Gutter.

C, ^rpcn&cufar section of side labour, and thus meet the re*

of cage enlarged. quirements of the largest honey

WH. ^i« netting. by the car Imd. Some of ^
(PromeMMi ' Iwfgest machines—propelled by

. motor power--are capable of

taking eight or more frames at one time. It may also be daim^
for the honey ’ ektraotor that it does away with the objection

entertained by many persons to the use of honey, by enabli^

the a^arist “tlo remove hit produce from the honey-combs in its

purest form untaintedby crushed brood and untouched by hand.

Fig. 20. —Cowan’s Rapid Extractor.

Next in importance, to bee-keepers, is the enormous advance

made in late years through the invention of a machine for

manufacturing the impressed wax sheets knoWh As
“ comb founcktion,”—^aptly so named, because upon
it the bees build the cells wherein th^ store their food, tton.

We need not dwell upon the evolution from the crude

idea, which first tookform in the endeavour to compel bws tobuild

straight combs in a give^ directifih by pfiering them
line of wax along the unijbr fdde of each t^bar of tli^ ii

wliich the combs were buflt; but wU fllAy glance atr tKeimdlb

important improvementa
which gradually developed

as time went on. In 1643
a German bee-keeper,
Krechner by name, con-

ceived the idea of first

dipping fine linen into

molten wax, then pressing

the sheets so made be-

tween rollers, and thus

forming a waxen midrib

on which the bees would
build their combs. This

experiment was partially

successful, but the in-

stinctive dislike of bees

to anything of a fibrous

nature caused them com-
pletely to spoil their work
of comb-building in the endeavour to tear or gnaw away
the linen threads whenever they got in touch with them.

In 1857 Mehring (also a German) made a further advance

by the use of wooden moulds for casting sheets of wax im-

pressed with the hexagonal form of the bee-cell. These

sheets were readily accepted by the bees, and afterwards

plates cast from metal were employed, with so good a result as to

give to the bees as perfect a midrib as that of natural comb with

the deep cell walls cut away. Fig. 22 shows a portion of one of

these metal plates with worker-cells of natural size, i,e, five cells

to the int:h. Thus Mehring is justly claimed as the originator

of comb-foundation, though the value of his invention was less

eagerly taken advantage of even in Germany than its merits

deserved. Probably it was ahead of the timei, for not until

nearly twenty years later was any prominence given to it, when
Samuel Wagner, founder and
editor of the American Bee
Journal

y

became impressed

with Mehring^s invention and
warmly advocated it in his

paper. Mr Wagner first con-

ceived the idea of adding

slightly raised side walls to the

hexagonal outlines of the cells,

by means of which the bees are

supplied with the material for

building out one-haJf'fimiore

of the complete cell waifs or

sides. The manifest advan-

tage of this was at on<^

realized by practic^ Ameri-

can apiarists as saving labour

to the Ixies and money to the .

bee-keeper. One of the first ^ qf Bte^Cuiturty

to recognize its value was Mr Swo, u,s.a.)

A. I. Root, of Medina, Ohio,

who suggested the substitution of embossed rollers in lieu of

fiat plates, in order to increase the output of foundatidn

and lessen its cost to the bee-keepet. He lost ho time in

giving practical Miape' to his views, and mdnljr tittouglt

the inventive genius of a sldlled machinist (Mr A. Washbuth)
the A. I. Root Co. constructed a roller preiJS' (fig: '23) for

producing foundation in Sheets. This form Of maddne Catne

Fio, 21.—Cowan*B four-frame
Extractor; interior.
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into extensive use in the United States of America and after-

wards in Great Britain. The first roller preu was made
by the A. I. Root Co. and imported by Mr William Raitt, a

Scottish bee-keeper of repute in Perthshire, N.B. In all roller

machines used at that time the plain sheets of wax were first

made by the “ dipping process, i.e. by repeated dippings of

damped boards in

molten wax (kept

in liquid condition in

tanks immersed in

hot water) until the

sheet was of suitable

thickness for the pur-

pose. The prepared

sheets were then

passed through the

rollers, and after

being cut out and
trimmed were ready

for use.

Owing to the enor-

mous demand for

comb-foundation at

that time various devices were tried \^ith the view of securing (i)

more rapid prcduction, and (2) a foundation thin enough to be

used in surplus chambers when working for comb-honey intended

for table use. Foremost among the able men who experimented

in this latter direction was Mr F. B. Weed, a skilful American
machinist, who, after some years of strenuous effort, succeeded

in devising and perfecting special rollers and dies, by the use of

which foundation was produced with a midrib so thin as to

compare favourably with natural comb built by the bees.

“ Dipping,” however, proved not only a stumbling-block to

speed but to the production of continuous sheets of wax
;
md

in the end Mr Weed, acting in concert with Mr A. 1 . Root (who

Fig* 22.—Portion of a type-metal plate—
i.e. form of Comb Midrib (five cells to the
inch).

(f' rom (QMwhbfv'tBw and Scientific and
PteuiUmL)

Fig. 23.—-Foundation Machine (scale !)•

(From Chmhire'ii fiett tend B^keeflng', ScUSi^e ttnd PraeHettt.)

placed the resources of his enormous factory at his disposal),

devised and perfected machinery—driven motor power—^fw

manufacturing foundation by what is known as the ” Weed ”

process. By this process
,

” dipping ” is abedished, and in ita

latest form sheets pf wax of any length are produced, passed
between engraved rollers 6 in. in efiameter, cut to given lengths,

trimn^i counted and papeivtissued ready for pack^i at a
rate of speed previously undreamt of.

PfocUed MattagetmU cj Brer.-^Among the world of insects

Sex of

beeg

the honey-^bee stands pro-eminent as the most serviceaye to
mankind ;

from the day on which the little labourer leaves its

home for the first time in seardi of food, its mission is un-

doubtedly useful. Launched upon an unknown worid, and
guided by unerring instinct to the very flowers it seeks, the bee

fertilizes fruit and flowers while winging its happy flight among
the blossoms, gathering pdlen for tbs mirsflngs of its own home
and honey for the use of man. Nothing seems to be lost, nor can

any part of the bee’s work be accounted labmir in vain ; the

very wax from which the insect buOds the storc-combs for its

food and the cells in which its young are hatched and reared is

valuable to mankind in many ways, and is regarded to-day no

less than in the past ages as an important commercial product.

The hive-bee is, moreover, the only insect known to be capable

of domestication, so far as labouring under the direct control of

the bee-master is concerned, its habits being admirably adapted

for embodying human methods of wpridhg for profit in our

present-day life.

In dealing with the practical side of apiculture it will not be

necessary to do more than mention the salient points to be

considered by those desirous of acquiring more complete know-
ledge of the subject. Authoritative text-books specially written

for the guidance of bee-keepers are numerous and cheap, and on

no account should any one engage in an attempt to manage bees

on modern lines without a care^l perusal of one or more of these.

Bearing this in mind the reader will understand that so much of

the natural history of the honey-bee as is necessary for eluci-

dating the practical part of our subject may be comprised in

(i) the life of the insect, (2) its mission in life, and (3) utilizing

to the utmost the brief period during which it can labour before

being worn out with toil.

A prosperous bee-colony managed on modern lines will in the

height of sununer consist of three kinds of bees: a queen or

mother-bee, a certain number of drones, and from

80,000 to 100,000 workers. With regard to sex, the

queen is a fully-developed female, the drones are males

and the workers may be termed neuters or partially developed

females. These last possess ovaries like the queen, but shrunken

and aborted so

as to render the

insect normally

incapable of egg-

production. The
relative import-

ance of the three

kinds of bees
differs greatly in

degree and in

somewhat curious

fashion. For in-

stance, the queen (or ” king ” of the hives as it was termed
by our forefathers) is of paramount importance at certain

seasons, her death or disablement during the period

when the male element is absent meaning, extinction

of the whole colony. Fecundation would under such

conditions be impossible, tmd without this the eggs of a resultant

queen will produce nothing but drones. During the summer
season, however (from May to July), when drones are abundant,

the loss of a queen is of comparatively little moment, as the

workers can transform eggs (or young larvae not more than three

days old), which would in the ordinary course produce worker

bees, into fully-developed queens, capable of fulfilling all the

maternal duties of a mother-bee. The value of this wonderful

provision of nature to the bee-keeper of to-day may be estimated

from the fact that bees managed according to modem methods are

necessarily subject to so much manipulating or handling, that

fatal acc^ents are as likely to happen in bee-iife as among
human bei^.

Authorities differ with regard to the age during which the

queen-bee is useful to the bee-keeper wto works for profit.

Under normal conditions the insect wf|l live Ibr .fibree, four or

aometimes five years, but the itinutlatioti given, together with

a h c

Fig. 24. Hive bee {Apis mellifica), natural size.

a, Worker
;

b, queen ; c. drone.

tFrom Cheshire’* Bees tmd Bee-keeping, Scientific and
Practical.)

L9M» of
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the higfa:*pressure ^iBtem loUowed ia tnodent bee*itnaQftgament,

exhausts the period of her greatest fecundity in two years, so
that queens are usually superseded after t^ir second season
has expired and egg-production g^ually decreases. This can
hardly cause wonder if it is borne in mind that for many weeks
during the height of the s<^on a prolific queen wiU deposit eggs

at the rate of from two to three thousand every twenty-four
hours.

Drones (or male bees) are more or less numerous in hives

according to the skill of the bee-keeper in limiting their pro-

duction. It is admitted by those best able to judge

that the proportion of about a hundred drones in each

hive is conducive to the prosperity of the colony, but
beyond that number they are worse than useless, being non-
producers and heavy consumers. TIius in times of scarcity,

which are not infrequent during tl\e early part of the season,

they become a heavy tax upon the food-.supply of the cx)lony

at the critical period when brood-rearing is accelerated by an
abundance of stores, while shortness of food means a falling-

off in egg-production. The modem bee-keeper, therefore,

allows just so much drone comb in the hive as will produce

a sufTicicnt number of drones to ensure queen-mating, while

afiording lao the bees the satisfaction of dwelling in a home
equipped according to natural conditions, and containing all

the elements necessary to bee-bfe. The action of the bees

themselves makes this point clear, for when the season of mating
is past the drone is no longer needed, the providing of winter

stores taking first place in the economy of the hive. So long

as honey is being gathered in plenty drones are tolerated, but

no sooner does the honey harvest show signs of being over than

they are mercilessly killed and cast out of the hive by the workers,

after a brief idle life of about four months’ duration. Thus
the “ lazy yawning drone,” as Shakespeare puts it, has a short

shrift when his usefulness to tl>e community is ended.

Finally we have the aptly named worker-bee, on whom devolves

the entire labour of the colony. The worker-bee is incapable

of egg-production and can therefore take no part in

the jjerpetuation of its species, so that individually its

value to the community is infinitesimal. Yet it forms

an item in a commonwealth, the members of which are

in all resjjects equally well endowed. They arc in turn skilled

scientists, architects, builders, artisans, labourers and even

scavengers
;

but collectively they are the rulers on whom the

colony depends for the wonderful condition of law and order

which has made the bee-community a model of good government

for all mankind. Then so far as regards longevity, the period

of a worker-bee’s existence is not measured by numlier-

ing its days but simply by wear and tear, the marvellous

intricacy and wonderful perfection of its framework

being so delicate in construction that after six or seven weeks of

strenuous toil, such as the bee undergoes in summer time, the

little creature’s labour is ended by a natural death. On the other

hand, worker-bees hatched in the autumn will seven months
later be strong with the vigour of lusty youth

;
aWe to taJte

their full share in the labour of the hive for six weeks or more
in the early spring, which is the most critical period in the colony’s

existence ;
hence the value to the apiarist of bees 'hatched

in tho autumn.

The mission of the wo^keivbee is work ;
not so much for itself

as for the younger members of the community to which it belongs.

We cannot claun for it the virtue of strict honesty with regard

to the stranger, but for its own “ kith and kin ” it is a modd of

socialism in an ideal form, possessing nothi^ of its own yet

toiling unceasingly for the good of all. The increasing warmth

of eadu recurring spring finds the bee awake, and full of eagerness

to be up and doing ; ks sole mission Mng apparently to accom-

plish as much wo)dt as possible while life lasts. The earliest

poUenis soughtoutfrom far and pear, and ha^ its immediate effect

upon the mother bee of the colony. If healthy and young she

begins egg'laying at once, and brood-rearing proce^ at an

ever-inaoash^ rate ga, each week passes, until the hive is

Rimming over with bi» in time for Ihe ftrst honey flow. Then

The
worker-

comes the almost human foresi^ with which the bee prevents

the inevitaUe chaos created an overcrowded home. There

is XM> ceU-room either for storing the abundant supply of food

constantly being brought in, or tor the thousands of egn which

a prolific queen will produce daily as a consequence of general

prosperity
;

therefore unless help comes from without an exodus

is prepared for, and what is known as swarming ’’ takes

place.

It would be difficult to imagine an3^ng more exhilarating

to a beginner in bee-keeping t^n the sight of his first hive in

the act of swarming. The little creatures are seen

rushing in frantic h^te from the hive like a living

stream, filling the air with ever-increasing thousands of

bees on the wing. The incoming workers returning pollen-ladert

from tlie fields, carried away by the prevailing excitement, do
not stop to unload their burdens in old home, but join the

enthusiastic emigrants, tumbling over each other pell-mell

in the outrush ; among them the queen of the colony will in due

course have taken her place, bound like her children for a new
home. It soon becomes apparent to the onlooker when the

queen has joined the flying multitude of bees in the air, for they

are seen to be closing up their ranks, and in a few moments
begin to form a solid cluster, usually on the branch of a small

tree or bush close to the ground. Vihtn this sti^ of swanbing
is reached the bee-keeper has but to take his hiving skep, hold it

under the swarm, and shake the bees into it, preparatory to trans-

ferring them into a frame-hive already prepared lor their re-

ception. The process of hiving a swarm is very simple .

and need not occupy many moments of time under
ordinary conditions, but so many unlooked-for con-

tingencies may arise that the apiarist would do well to prepare

iiimself beforehand by carefully reading the directions in his

text-book.

The illustration given in fig. 25 will serve more readily than

words to enlighten the would-1^ bee-keeper. It shows a portion

of honeycomb (natural sire) not precisely as it appears when
the frame containing it is lifted out of the hive, but as would be

seen on two or more combs in the same, hive, namely, the various

cells built for—and occupied by-—queens, drones and workers

;

also the larvae or grubs in the various stages of transformation

Fig. 25.—Honeycomb (natural size), Metamorphoses of the
Honey Bee,

(Frewt Cbcfthlrt'B Beu eed Seiemtiicend PreeikeJ.)

from egg to perfect insect,, with the latter biting their way out
of seaM cells. It al^ shows sealed hon^ and poUei^in celk^

&c. To familiarize himself with the various objects doptetad,

ail of which are drawn from nature, will not only help reader

to understand the diflereut phases of. bee4ife during the ewann-
ing season, but tend to increase tke interest of beginners in

the pursuit
**
Early drones, early swarms *’ was the ancient

bee-man’s iavounte adage, and skilled apiaiist of to-day
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experiences the same pleasnrable thrill as did the skeppist.of

old at the sight of the first drone of the year, which betokens
an early swarm. As the drones increase in number queen-cells

are formed, unless steps be taken to turn aside the swarming
impulse by affording additional room beforehand in the hive.

The above brief outline of the guiding principles of natural

swarming is merely intended as introductory to the fuller

information given in a good text-book.

Management of an Apiary.—Thenmin consideration in estab-

lishing an apiary is to secure a favourable location, which means
a place where honey of good marketable quality may be gathered
from the bee-forage growing around without any planting on
the part of the l^e-keeper himself. It is impossible to deal

here with the varying conditions under which apiculture is

a carried on in all parts of the world, but, as a rule, the same
prinipiple applies eyellywhere. The bee industry prospers greatly

in America, where amid the vast stretches of mountain
and canyon in California the bee-forage extends for

the u.s.A, miles without a break, and the climatic conditions

are so generally favourable a.s to reduce to a minimum
the chances of the honey crop failing through adverse weather.
The bee-keeper’s object is to utilize to the utmost thr brief

space of a worker-bee’s life in summer, by adopting the best

methods in vogue for building up stocks to full strength before
the honey-gathering time begins, and preparing for it by the
exercise of skill and intelligence in carrying out this work.

In the United Kingdom there is a difference of several weeks
in the honey season between north and south. Swarming
usually begins in May in the south of England, and in mid-July
in the north of Scotland, the issue of swarms coinciding with the
early part of the main honey flow. The weather is naturally
more precarious in autumn than earlier in the year, and chances
of success proportionately smaller for northern bee-men, but
the disadvantage to the latter is more than compensated for

by the heather season, which extends well into September.
With regard to the British bee-keeper located in the south,

VmI « of
concerns him most, and

pollen,
where pollen (the fertilizing dust of flowers) is plentiful

his liees will make steady progress. If pollen is scarce,

a substitute in the form of either pea-meal or wheaten flour

must be supplied to the bees, as brood-rearing cannot make
headway without the nitrogenous element indispensable in the
food on which the young are reared. But the main honey-crop
of both north and south is gathered from the various trifoliums,

among which the white Dutch or common clover

Otb§o!^“ (Tri/o/ittw repens) is acknowledged to be the most
piamtm important hon^-producing plant wherever it grows.

In the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zeaknd
and in many other parts of the world honey of the finest quality
is obtained from this queen of bee-plants,^’ and in lesser degree
from other dbvers suen as sainfoin, alsike (a hybi^ clover),

treM, &c.

Before undertaking the management of a modern apiary, the
bee-keeper should possess a certain amount of aptitude for

thQ|Mirauit, without which it is hardly possible to succeed. He
mu$t also acquire the ability to handle bees jucheiouidy and
well under all imaginable conditions. In doing this it is needful
to femerabar that bees resent outside interference with either
their work or their hives, and resolutely defend themselves
when amused evfen at the cost of life itself,,, Experience has also

proved that, when alarmed, bees instinctively begin to fill their

honey-sacs with food from the nearest store-cells as a safeguard
against contingencies, and Vhen so provided they are more
amenable to interference. The bee-keeper, therefore, by the
judicious application of a little smoke from smouldering fuel,

blown into the hive by means of an appliance known as a bee-
smoker, alarms the bees and is thus able to manipulate the frames
of comb with ease and almost no disturbarwie. The smoker
(%• 26) devised by T.T. Bingham of Farwell, Michigan, TJ.S.A.,
is the one most used in America and in the United Kingdom.
No othCT protection is needed beyond a bee-veil of fine black
net, which slipped over a wide-brimmed straw hat protects the

face from stings when working amohg bees
;
os experience is

gained the veil is not always used. The man who is hasty and
nervous in temperament, who fears an occasional sting, and
resents the same by vicibusly killing the bee that inflicts it
will rarely make a good apiarist. The methods of handling bees
vary in different countries, this being in a great measure
^counted for by the number of hives Irept. Very few apiaries
in the United Kingdom contain more than a hundred hives

;

consequently the British bee-keeper has no need for employing
the forceful or “ hustling ” methods found necessary in America,
where the honey-crop is gathered in car-loads and the
hives numbered by thousands. It naturally follows nne
that bee-life is there regarded very slightly by com- American

parison, and the bee-garden ” in England becomes
the liee-yard ” in America, where the apiarist when at work
must thoroughly protect himself from being stung, and, safe
in his immunity from damage, cares little for bee-life in getting
through hi.s task, the loss of a few
hundred bees being considered of

no account. There are, however,
other reasons,apart from humanity,
to account for the difference in

handling bees as advocated in

the United Kingdom. The great

majority of apiaries owned by
British bee-keepers are located in

close proximity to neighbours

;

consequently a serious upset among
the bees would in many cases in-

volve an amount of trouble which
should if possible be avoided

;

therefore quietness and the exer-

cise of care when manipulating are

always recommended by teachers,

and practised by those who wisely

take their lessons to heart.

Having made himself proficient

in practical bee-work and chosen a suitable location for

his apiary, the bee-keeper should carefully select the par-
ticular type of hive most suited to his means and

Fig. 26.—Bee-Smoker.

(Redrawn from the A BC of Bee-
5 A. I. RmilCuHure, published by the A.

Po,, Medina, Ohin, U.S.A.)

This point settled, uniformity is
CbooMing
a location.

requirements.

secured, and all loose parts of the hives being’
interchangeable time will be saved during the busy season
when time means money. Beginning with not too many
stocks he can test the capabilities of his location before
investing much capital in the undertaking, so that by utilizing

the information already given and adopting the wise adage
make haste slowly ” he will realize in good time whether it

will pay best to work for honey in comb or extracted honey
in bulk

;
not only so, but the knowledge gained will enable

him to select such appliances as are suited to his needs. As a rule,

it may be said that the man content to start with an
apiary of moderate size—say fifty stocks—^may

realize a fair profit from comb-honey only
;

but so

limited a venture would need to be supplemented
by some other means before an adequate income could be secured.
On the other hand, the owner of one or two hundred colonies

would find it more lucrative to work for extracted honey and send
it out to wholesale buyers in that form. By sb doing a far

plater weight of surplus per hive may be secured, and extracted
honey will keep in good condition for years, while comb-honey
must be sold before granulation sets in. At the same time it

is but fair to say that bee^ulture in the United Kingdom, if

limited to honey-production alone, is not .sufficiently safe for

entire reliance to be placed on It for obtaining a livelihood.

The uncertain climate tenders it necessary to include cither

other branches of the craft less dependent on warmth and
sunshine, or to combine it with fruit-growing, poultry-rearing,

&c. Under such conditions the bees will usually occupy a good
position in the balance-sheet. '

Another indispensable leatuit of gooil! bee-nkahagement is

" fomhought,'' coupled with'ordCr and neatness- the rule of
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** a place for everything and everything in its place ’’ prepares

the bee-keeper for any emergency ; constant watchfulness is

also necessary^ not only to guard against disease in

his hives, but to overlook nothing that tends to be of

thought, advanti^e to the bees at all seasons. Among the many
ways of saving time nothing is more useful than a

carefully-kept note-book/wherein arc recorded brief memoranda
regarding such items as condition of each stock when packed
for winter, amount of stores, age and prolific capacity of queen,
strength of colony, healthiness or otherwise, &c., all of which
particulars should be noted and the hives to which they refer

plainly numbered. It also enables the bee-keeper to arrange his

day's work indoors while avoiding disturbance to such colonies

as do not need interference. In the early spring stores must be
seen to and replenished where required

;
breeding stimulated

when pollen begins to be gathered
;
and appliances cleaned and

prepared for use during the busy season.

The main honey-gathering time (lasting about six or seven

weeks) is so brief that in no pursuit is it more important to
“ make hay while the sun shines,” and if the bee-keeper

bo^euMon, a reminder of this truism he surely has it in the

example set by his bees. As the season advances and
the flowers 3neld nectar more freely, visible signs of comlv
building will be observed in the whitened edges of empty
cells in the brood - chambers

;
the thoughtful workers are

lengthening out the cells for honey-storing, and the bee-master

takes the hint by giving room in advance, thus lessening tire

chance of imdesired swarms. In otlier words, order and method,
combined with the habit of taking time by the forelock, are

absolutely necessary to the bee-keeper, seeing that the enormous
army of workers under his control is multiplying daily by
scores of thousands. As spring merges into summer, sunny days

become more frequent
;
the ever-increasing breadth of bee-

foragti yields still more abundantly, and the excitement among
the labourers crowding the hives increases, rendering room in

advance, shade and ventilation, a sine qua non. It requires a

level head to keep cool amongst a couple of hundred strong

stocks of bees on a hot summer’s day in a good honey season.

Moreover, it will be too late to think of giving ventila-

noontide, when the temperature has risen to

ttoa.
"

ill shade ;
the necessary precautions for

swarm prevention must therefore be taken in advance,

for when what is known as the “ swarming fever ” once starts

it is most difficult to overcome.

The well-read and intelligent bee-keeper, content to work on
orthodox lines, will be able to managean apiary—^large or small

—

by guiding and controlling the countless army he commands in a
way that will yield him both pleasure and profit. All he needs

is good bee-weather and an apiary free from disease to make him
appreciate bee-craft as one of the most remunerative of rural

industries; affording a wholesome open-air life conducive to

good health .and yielding an abundance of contentment
Diseases of Bees.—It is quite natural that bees living in

colonies should be subject to diseases, and only since the intro-

duction of movable-comb hives has it been possible to learn

something about these ailments. The most serious disease with

which the bee-keeper has to contend is that commonly known
as “ bee-pest ” or “ foul brood,” so called because of the young
brood dying and rotting in the* cells. This disease has been

known from the earliest ages, and is probably the same as that

designated by Pliny as blapsigonia (Natural History

y

bk. xi.

ch. XX.). Coimng to later times, Della Rocca minutely describes

a disease to which bees were subject in the island of Syra, between

the years 1777 and 1780, and tltfttigh whkh nearly every colony

in island perislied. Froin liie description given it was
undoubtedly foul brood, and the bee-keepers of the island

became coaviheed, alter bitter experience, that it was extremdy

contagious. Schirach also mentiemed and described the disease

in 2769, and was tie first to give it the name of '' foul brood.”

Still toter, in 1874, Dr Gohn, after the mcaft exhaustive expeii-

idents.and bacteriologieal research, realized that the disease was

cknied by a becShis, aad^ine years kter-Mie name Baei&us

dvei was given to it by Cheyne and Cheshire, whose views were

in agreement with those of Dr Cohn.
The illustration (fig. 27) shows a portion of comb affected with

foul brood in its worst form. The sealed cells are darkrcoloured

and sunken, pierced with irregular holes, and the larvae in idl

sta^ from the crescent-shaped healthy condition to that in

which the dead larvae are seen lying at the bottom of the cells,

flaccid and shapeless. The remains then change to buff colour,

afterwards turning brown, when decomposition sets in, and as

the bacilli present in the dead larvae increase and the^. nutrient

matter is consumed, the mass in some cases becomes,sticky and
ropy in character, making its removal impossible by the bees.

In course of time it dries up, leaving nothing but a brown4icale

adhering to the bottom or side of the cell. In the worst cases

the larvae even die after the cells are sealed over ; a strong

characteristic and offensive odour being developed in some
phases of the disease, noticeable at times some distance away
from the hive.

Two forms of foul brood have been long known, one foul

smelling, the other odourless ; and investigations made during

1906 and 1907 showed that the etiology of the disease is not by

Fio. 27. - Foul Brood {Bactllus atveiy

(From Che'hirr’f. Bee^ket^iHg, Scientific tinfi Pmcticai.')

any means simple, but that it is produced bv different microbes,

two others in addition to Bacillus alvei playing an important
part. These are Bacillus brandenburgiensisy Maassen (syn.

B. burriy Burri : B. larvae, white), and Streptococcus apis,

Maassen (syn. B. Guntheri, Burri). The first two are foun(l in

both forms of foul brood, whereas the last is only present with

B. alvei in the strong-smelling form of the disease, in which the

larvae are attacked prior to the cells being sealed over.

The brood of bees, when healthy, lies in the combs in compact
masses, the larvae being plump and of a pearly whiteness, a!nd

when quite young curled up on their sides at the base of the

cells. When attacked by the disease, the larva moves uneasily,

stretches itself out lengthwise in the cell, and finally becomes

loose and flabby, an appearance which plainly indicates death.

When the disease attacks the larvae before they are sealed

over Bacillus alvei is-present, usually associated with Stropkh

coccus apiSy which latter imparts a sour smell to the dead brood.

In cases where the disease is odourless the larvae are attacked

after the cells are sealed over, and just before they change to

pupae, when they become slimy, sputum-like masses, difficult

to remove from the cells. Under these conditions Bacillus

brandenburgiensis is found, although Bacillus alvei may also be
present. two bacilli are antagonistic, each striving for

supremacy, first one then the other predominating. Varioui

other microbes are also present, in large numbers, ^t are net
believed to be pathogenic or diseiase-productiig in character.

It is, therefore, seen that at least three different microibeeji^y

an important part in the same disease. The danger of centagien
lies in the wonderful vitality of the spores, and their great

resistance to heat And cold. Dr Maassen records a case where
he had no difficulty in obtaining cultures from spores removed
from combs after being kept dry lor twenty yean. It should.^
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bome in mind that the disease is much easier to cure in the

earlier stages while the bacilli are still rod'^shaped than when the

rods have turned to spores.

Since the Imcterial orijpn of foul brood has been established,

the efforts of some bacteriologists have been employed in finding

a simple remedy by means of which the disease may be checked

in its earliest st^es, and in this an appreciable amount of success

has been attained. Nor has foul brood in its more advanced

forms been neglected, all directions for treatment being found

in text-books written by distinguished writers on apiculture in

the United Kingdom, America and throughout the European
continent.

The only other disease to which reference need be made here

is dysentery, which sometimes breaks out after the long confine-

ment bees are compelled to undergo during severe winters.

This trouble may be guarded against by feeding the bees in the

early autumn with good food made from cane sugar, and housing

them in well-ventilated hives kept warm and dry by suitable

coverings. When bees are wintered on thin, watery food not

sealed over, and are unable for months to take cleansing flights,

they become weak and involuntarily discharge their excrement
over the combs and hive, a state of things never seen in a healthy

colony under normal coiulitions. The stocks of bee-keepers

who attend to the instructions given in text-books ate rarely

visited by this disease.

The above embraces all that is necessary to be said in relation

to diseases, though bees have been subject to other aQments
such as patalysis, constipation, &c.

In the Isle of Wight a serious epidemic broke out in 1906
which caused great destruction to bee-life in the following year.

The malady was of an obscum character, but its cause been

under investigation by the British Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries, and by Emropean bacteriologists in 1908.

AuimoRiTiaa.—-Though in modem times a great deal has appeared
in the daily newmpers on the subject, it is a notable fact that not a
tithe of the woooerftijl things pubUahed in ench articles about bees
and bee-keepihg is worthy of credence or possesses any real value.

Indeed, a pressman possessing any technical knowledge of the
subject— beyond that obtainable from books—would 1)C a rara avis.

The account given above is the result of forty years' practical

experience with bees in England, the writer having for a great
portion of the time been connected editorially with tlic only two
papers in that country entirely devoted to bees and t>ee-keeping,

The British Bee Journal (weekly, founded 18^3), and Bee-keepers*

Record (monthly, founded 1882), the former being the only weekly
journal in the world. The following books on the subject may tn*

consulted for further details :—Fran9ois Huber, New Observations
ow the Natural History of Bess ; T. W. Cowan, British Bee-keepers'

Guide-Book, The Honey Bee, its Natural History>, Anatomy and
Physiology

;
Langstroth on (he Honey Bee, revised by C. Dadant and

Son ; A. I. Root, ABC and XY Z of Bee-Culture ; F. R. Cheshire,

Bees and Bee-keeping ; Dr Dzierzoo, Rational Bee-heeping ; £.
Bertrand, Conduite du rucher

;
A. J. Cook, Manual of tM Apiary ;

Dr C. C. MillCT, Pony Years among the Bees
\

F. W. L. Sladcn,
Queen-rearing in England

;
S. Simroins, A Modem Bee Farm.

(W. B. Ca.)

BBEOH, a well-known tree, Fagus sylvoHca, a member of the

order Fagaceae to which bel^ the sweet-chestnut (Castanea)

and oak. The name beech is from the Anglo-Saxon boc^ bece or

beoce (Ger. Buche, Swedish, bok), words meaning at once a book
and a beech-tree. The connexion of the beech with the graphic

arts is supposed to have originated in the fact that the ancient

Runic tablets were formed of thin boards of beech-wood. The
origin of the word,” says Prior (Popular Noimes of BriUsk Plants)^
** is identical with that of the Sanslvit bbkd^ letter, hokoSy writings

;

and this correspondence of the Indian attd our own is interesting

as evidence of two things, vif. that the Brahmins had the art of

writing before they detached themselves from the common stock

of the Indo-European race in Upper Asia, and that we and other

Germans have received alphal^tic signs from the East by a

northern route and not by the Mediterranean.’^ Beech-mast,

the fruit of the beech-tree, was formerly known in England as

buck ; and the countyof Buckingham is so named from;its Rime
as a beech-growing coontry. Buckwheat derives

its name from the similmity of its angular seeds to beech-mast

The generic name Fagser* is derived frra to eat ; but the

fprfyoi of Theophrastuswas probably the sweet chestnut (Aesculus)
of the Romans. Beech-mast has been used as food in times of
distress and.famine ; and.in autumn it yields an abundant supply
of food to park-deer and other game, and to pigs, which are
turned into beech-woods in order to utilize the fallen mast In
France it is used for feeding pheasants and domestic poultry.

Well-ripened beech-mast yields from 17 to ao % of a non-drying
oil, suitable for illumination, and said to be used in some parts
of France and other European countries in cooking, and as a
substitute for butter.

The beech is one of the largest British trees, particularly on
chalky or sandy soils, native in England from Yorkshire south-
wards, and planted in Scotland and Ireland. It is one of the
common forest trees of temperate Europe, spreading from
southern Norway and Sweden to the Mediterranean. It is

found on the Swiss Alps to about 5000 ft. above sea-level, and
in southern Europe is usually confined to high mountain slopes

;

it is plentiful in southern Russia, and is widely distributed in

Asia Minor and the northern provinces of Persia.

It is characterized by its sturdy pillar-like stem, often from

15 to 20 ft. in girth, and smooth olive-grey bark. The main
branches rise vertically, while the subsidiary branches spread
outwards and give the whole tree a rounded outline. The
slender brown pointed buds give place in April to clear green
leaves teged with delicate silky hairs. The flowers which
appear in May are inconspicuous and, as usual with our forest

trees, of two kinds
;
the male, in long-stalked globular clusters,

hang from the axils of the lower leaves of a shoot, while the

female, each of two or three flowers in a tinycup (cupule of bracts),

stand erect nearer the top of the shoot. In the ripe fruit or

mast the four-sided cupule, which has become much enlarged,

brown and tough, encloses two or three* three-sided rich chestnut-

brown fruits, each containing a single seed. It is readily propa-

gated by its seeds. It is a handsome tree in every stage of its

growth, but is more injurious to plants under its drip than other

trees, so that shade-bearing trees, as holly, yew and thuja,

suffer. Its leaves, however, enrich the soil. The beech lias a
remarkable power of holding the ground where the soil is con-
genial, and the deep shade prevents the growth of other trees.

It is often and most usefully mixed with oak and Scotch fir.

The timber is not remarkable for either strength or durability.

It was formerly much used in mill-work and turnery
;
but its

principal use at present is in the manufacture of chairs, bedsteads

and a variety of minor articles. It makes excellent fuel and
charcoal. The copper-beech is a variety with copper-colourcd

leaves, due to the presence of a red colouring-matter in the sap.

There is also a weeping or pendulous-branched variety
;
and

several varieties with more or less cut leaves, are known in

cultivation.

The genus Pagus is widely spread in temperate regions, and
contains in addition to our native beech, about 15 other species.

A variety (P. sylvatica var. Sieboldi) is a native of Japan, where
it is one of the finest and most abundant of -the deciduous-leaved

forest trees. Pagus americana is one of the most beautiful and
widely-distributed trees of the forests of eastern North America,

it was confounded by early European travellers with F. sylvatica,

from which it is distinguished by its paler bark and lighter green,

more sharply-toolihed leaves. Several species are found in

Australia and New Zealand, and in the forests of southern Chile

and Patagonia. The densfe forests which cover the shore of the

Straits of Magellan and the mountain-slopes of Tierra del Fuego
consist largely of two beeches—one evergreen, Pagtts betuloides,

and one with deciduous leaves, F. antarctiea.

BEBOHBR* CHARLES EMERSON (1856-1904), American
palaeontologist, was bom at Dunkirk, New York, on the 9th of

October 18^. He graduated at the university of Michif^ in

1878, and then became assistant to Tames H9II in the state

museum at Albany. Ten yeara later he was appointed to the

charge of the invertebrate fossils in the Peabody Museum, New
Haven, under O. €. Matrsh, whom hesDCoeededm i899 as curator.

Meanwhile in 1^ he received the degsee oI BluD. from Ysde
Ufxivetsity for bis mennirnaihe BmcMigspangiim, a remarkable
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group of Silurian sponges ; Jater on he did good work among
the fossil corals, and other gro^s, being ultirnately regarded
as a leading authority on fossil ^Crustacea and brachiopoda

;

his researches on the development of the brachiopoda, and on
the Trilobites Triarthrus and Trinuckm, were especially note-
worthy. In 1893 he was appointed pirofessoi of palaeontology
in Yale University. He died on the 14th of February 1904.
Memoir by C. Schuchert in Atner, Joutn, Scitftct, vol. xvii., June

1904 (with portrait and bibliography).

BEECHER, HENRY WARD (1813-1887), American preacher
and reformer, was born in Litchfield, Connecticut, on the 24th
of June 1813. He was the eighth child of Lyman and Roxana
Foote Beecher, and brother of Harriet Beecher Stowe. Entering
Amherst College in 1830, wd graduating four years later, he
gave more attention to his own courses of reading than to
college studies, and was more popular with his fellows than
with the faculty. With a patience foreign to his impulsive
nature, he submitted to minute drill in elocution, and became
a fluent extemporaneous speaker. Reared in a Puritan atmo-
sphere, he has graphically described the mystical experience
which, coming to him in his early youth, changed his whole
conception of theology aud determined his choice of the.ministry.

I think/’ he says, “ that when 1 stand in Zion and before God,
the highest thing that I shall look back upon will be that blessed
morning of May when it pleased God to reveal to my wondering
soul the idea that it was His nature to love a man in his sins for
the sake of helping him out of them.” In 1837 he graduated from
Lane Theological Seminary in Ohio, of which his father was
president, and entered upon his work as pastor of a missionary
Presbyterian church at Lawrenceburg, Indiana, a village on the
Ohio, about 20 m. below Cincinnati. The membership numbered
nineteen women and one man. Beecher was sexton as well as
pr^chcr. Two years later he accepted a call to Indismapolis.
His unconventional preaching shocked the more staid members
of the flock, but filled the church to overflowing with people
unaccustomed to churchgoing. He studied men rather than
books

;
became acquainted with the vices in what was then a

pioneer town
;
and in his Seven Lectures to Young Men (1844)

treated these with genuine power of realistic description and
with youthful and exuberant rhetoric. Eight years later (1847)
he accepted a call to the pastorate of Plymouth Church (Con-
gregational), then newly organized in Brooklyn, New York.
The situation of the church, within five minutes’ walk of the chief

ferry to New York, the stalwart character of the man who had
organized it, and the peculiar eloquence of Beecher, combined
to make the pillpit a national platform. The audience-room
of the church, capable of seating 2000 or 2500 people, frequently
contained 500 or 1000 more.
Beecher at once became a recognized leader. On the all-absorb-

ing question of slavery he took a middle ground between the
pro-davery or peace party, abolitionists like William Lbyd
Garrison and Wendell Phillips, believing, with such statesmen
as W. H. Seward, Salmon P. Chase, and Abraham Lincoln,
that slavery was to be overthrown under the constitution and
in the Union, by forbidding its growth and trusting to an
awakened conscience, enforced by an enlightened self-interest.

He was dways an anti-slavery man, but never technically an
abolitionist, and he joined the Republican party soon after its

organization. In the.earlier days of the agitation, he c^lenged
the hostility whiph often mobbed the anti-slaveiy gatherings

;

in the later days he consulted.with the political leaders, inspinng
the patriotism of the North,- and sedulously setting himself to

create a public opinion which should confirm and ratify the
emancipation proclamation whenever the president should
issue it. When danger of foreign intervention cast its threatening

shadow across the national p^th, he went to England, and
.
by

his feunous addresses did what probably
,

no ptoer American
coula have done to strengthen the spirit m England ^vourable
to the UmtejjStates, and to jppnvert tWt which idotibliful

and hostile. iii ..^8d;Ti863 he was tbe editor^nKmief the
Indepe^mi, thenh Co^gregatipnal j9umal ; and in his editorials^

copied far and wide/ produced a profound impression fsn the

public mind by darifyingand defining the isstio. Later (in 1870),

he founded and became editor-m-chief of the Ckrislian Union,

afterwards the Outlook, a religious undenominational weekly.

His lectures and addresses had the spirit il lidbithe Idrih <#his

sermons, just as his sermons were singular^ free from the

homilctical tone. Yet his work os a reformer was subaidiary

to his work as a preacher. He was not indeed a parish pastor

;

he inspired church activities which grew to large proportions,

but trusted the organization of them to laymen of o^anizing
abilities in the church

; and for acquaintance with his people

he depended on such social occasions as were furnitiied m the

free atmosphere of this essentially New England church at the

dose of every service. But during his pastorate the church grew
to be probably the largest in membership in the United States.

It was m the pulpit that Beecher was seen at his best His
mastery of the English tongue, his dramatic power, his instinctive

art of impersonation, which had become a second nature, his

vivid imagination, his breadth of intellectual view, the catholicity

of his sympathies, his passionate enthusiasm, which made for

the moment his immediate theme seem to him the one theme of

transcendent importance, his quaint humour alternating with
genuine pathos, and above all his simple and singularly un-
affected devotional nature, made him as a preacher without a
peer in his own time and country. His favourite theme was
love : love to man was to him the fulfilment of all law

;
love of

God was the essence of all Christianity. Retaining to the day
of his death the forms and phrases of the New England theology

in which he had been reared, he poured into them a new meaning
and gave to them a new significance. He probably did more
than any other man in America to lead the Puritan churches

from a faith which regarded God as a moral governor, the Bible

as a book of laws, and religion as obedience to a conscience to

a faith which regards God as a father, the Bible as a book of

counsels, and religion as a life of lilxirty in love. The later years

of his life were darkened by a scandal which Beecher’s personal,

political and theological enemies used for a time effectively to

shadow a reputation previously above reproach, he being

charged by Tlieodore Tilton, whom he had befriended, with

having Imd improper relations with his (Tilton’s) wife. But in

the midst of these accusations (February 1876), the largest and
most representative Congregational council ever held in the

United States gave expression to a vote of confidence in hini>

which time has absolutely justified. Not a student of books nor

a technical scholar in any department, Beecher’s knowlec^e
was as wide as his interests were varied. He was early familiar

with the works of Matthew Arnold, Charles Darwin and Herbert

Spencer
;
he preached his Bible Studies sermons in 1878, when

the higher criticism was wholly unknown to roost evangelical

ministers or known only to be dreaded; and his sermons on
Evolution and Religion in 2885, when many of the ministiy

were denouncing evolution os atheistic. He was stricken with

apoplexy while still active in the ministry, and died at Brooklyn

on the 8th of March 1887, in the seventy-fourth year of his, age*

The principal books b:le principal

are : Seven LecSi

Hymns and Tunes

Its by Beecher, liesides his publiirtied flermond,

to Young Men (1844) ; Plymouth Collection of

^1833); Star Papers, Experiences of Art and
Nature (1855) ; Life Thoughts (18^8) ;

New Star Papers ; or Vieips

and Experiences of Religious S%A)}ecis (1859) ; Plain and Pleasant
Talks about EruUs, Flowers and Farming (1639); American Re-
bellion, Report of Speeches delivered in England di Public Meetings in

Manchester, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Liverpool^, and London j[;i864)

;

Prayers from Plymouth Pulpit fi^7) ; Norwood : A Tale of Village

Life' in New England (1867) ;
The Life of Jesus the Christ (1B71),

completed in « vols., by his iKins {1891); and Yale Lectures on
Preaching (3 voIh,, 1872-1674).
The principal lives are : Noyes h, Thompson, The History pf

Plymotdh Church (1847-1872); Thomas W. Knox, The Liffi dm
Work of Heriry Ward Sdeeher (Hartford, Conn., 1887) ; $,
Child, The Boyhood of Henry Ward Beecher (Painuhtet NeW Onrtdm
Conn.. 1887); Joseph Howard. Jr.. Life of Henry Waffd 'Heeeher
(Philadelplna, 1887). ;

T. W. Hanford. Beepher : Chri^if^ Philo-
sopheff Pulpit Orafgr,. Patriot and Philanthropist (ChicMO. 1^87);
Lyman Abbott and fi. Halliday^^nry Ward Beecke^ A Skekt
ofHis Career (^irYork, 1887) ; William C. Boeeher^ lieir^ SamucA
SeoviHe and Beeohet, 4 Bioaroi^y ef Hbmy Ward
^her (New 1888)

; John RI. Beecf^,;
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A Study (i8gi)

;
John Hennr Bano Htnry Ward B$echer (New

York, 1893) ;
Lyman Abbott, Henry Ward Beecher (Boiton,

1903), (L. A.)

BBEOHER, LYMAN (1775-1863), American clergyman, was

born at New Haven, Connecticut, on the 12th of October 1775.

He was a descendant of one of the founders of the New Haven

colony, worked as a boy in an uncle’s blacksmith shop and on

his farm, and in 1797 graduated from Yale, having studied

theology under Timothy Dwight. He preached in the Presby-

terian church at East Hampton, Long Island (1798-1810, being

ordained in 1799) ;
in the Congregational church at Litchfield,

Connecticut (1810-1826), in the Hanover Street church of

Boston (1826-1832), and in the Second Presbyterian church of

Cincinnati, Ohio (1833-1843); was president of the newly

established Lane Thedogicai ^minary at Walnut Hills, Gncin-

nati, and was professor of didactic and polemic theology there

(1832-1850), being professor emeritus until his death. At
Litchfield and in Boston he was a prominent opponent of the

growing “ heresy ” of Unitarianism, though os early as 1836 he

was accused of being a “ moderate Calvinist ’’ and was tried for

heresy, but was acquitted. Upon his resignation from Lane
Theological Seminaiy he lived in Boston for a short time,

devoting himself to literature ; but he broke down, and the last

ten years of his life were spent at the home of his son, Henry
Ward Beecher, in Brooklyn, New York, where he died on the

loth of January 1863. Magnetic in personality, incisive and
powerful in manner of expression, he was in his prime one of the

most eloquent of American pulpit orators. In 1806 he preached

a widely circulated sermon on duelling, and about 1814 a scries

of six sermons on intemperance, which were reprinted frequently

and grelkly aided temperance reform. Thrice married, he Imd a
large family, his seven sons becoming Congregational clergymen,

and his daughters, Harriet Beecher Stowe (q.v.) and Catherine

ICsther Beecher, attaining literary distinction.

T.yman Beecher's published works include : A Plea for the West
1S35), Views in Theology (1836). and various sermons : his Collected

Vorhs were published at Boston m 1852 in 3 vols. Consult his

Autobiography and Correspondence (2 vols., New York, 1863 1864),
edited by his son Charles

; D. H. Allen, Life and Services of Lyman
Beecher (Cincinnati, 1863) ; and Janies C. White, Personal Reminis-
cences of Lyman Beecher (New York, 1882).

His daughter, Catherine Esther (1800-1878), was bom at

East Hampton, Long Island, on the 6th of September 1800.

She was educated at Litchfield Seminary, and from 1822 to

1832 conducted a school for girls at Hartford, Connecticut, wnth

her sister Harriet’s assistance, and from 1832 to 1834 conducted

a similar school in Cincinnati. She wrote and lectured on
women’s education and in behalf of better primary schools, and
radically opposed woman suffrage and college education for

women, holding woman’s sphere to be domestic. The National

Board of Popular Education, a charitable society which she

founded, sent hundreds of women as teachers into the South and
West. She died on the 12th of May 1878 in Elmira, New York.

She published An Essay on Slavery and Abolition with Reference

to ike Duty of American Females (1837), A Treatise on Domestic

Economy (1842), The True Remedy for the Wrongs of Women
^851), Letters to the People on Health and Happiness (1855), The
Religious Training of Children (1864), and Woman's Profession

as Mother and Educator (1871),

His son, Edward Beecher (1803-1895), was bom at East

Hampton, Long Island, on the 27th of August 1803, mduated
at Yale in 1822, studied theology at Andover, and in 1826

became pastor of the Park Street churuivtn Boston. From 1830
to 1844 he was president of Ilfinoi^ College, Jacksonville, Illinois,

and subsequently filled pastorates at the ^lem Street, church,

BostQn{i8l^-i855), and the Congregational church at Galesburg,

Illinois (1855-1871). He was senior editor of the Congrega-

Bemalist (i&(9-i855), and an associate editor of the ChrisBm
Union from 1870. In 1872 he settled in Brooklyn, Now York,

where in 188J-X889 he was pastor of the Parkville church and
whore he died on, the 28th of July 1895. He wrote Addresses on
the Kingdom of God (1827), History of Uie Alton Riots (1837),
Statement of AnH'^Slaoery I^neiples (1837), Baptism, its Impart

and Modes (1850), The Conflict Of Ages (1853), The Papal Con-
spiracy Exposed (1855), The Concord of (i860), and History

of Opinions on die Scriptural Doctrine of Future Retribution (1878).
Charles Beecher (1815-1900), another of Lyman’s sons, was

born at Litchfield, Connecticut, on the 7th of October 1815. He
graduated at Bowdoin College in 1834, and subsequently held

pastorates at Newark, New Jersey (1851-1857), and Georgetown,

Massachusetts
;
and from 1870 to 1877 lived in Florida, where he

was state superintendent of public instruction in 1871-1873.

He died at Georgetown, Massachusetts, on the 21st of April 1900.

He was an accomplished musician, and assisted in the selection

and arrangement of music in the Plymouth Collection of Hymns
and Tunes, He wrote David and His Throne (1855), Pen Pictures

of the Bible (1855), Redeemer and Redeemed (1864), and Spiritual

Manifestations (1879).

Thomas Kinnicutt Beecher (1824-1900), another son, bom
at IJtchfield, Connecticut, on the loth of Febmary 1824, was
pastor of the Independent Congregational church (now the Park
church), at Elmira, New York, one of the first institutional

churches in the country, from 1854 until his death at Elmira on

the T4th of March 1900. He wrote Our Seven Churches (1870).

BEECHEY, FREDERICK WILLIAM (1796-1856), English

naval officer and geographer, son of Sir William Beechey, R.A.,

was bom in London on the 17th of February 1796. In 1806 he

entered the navy, and saw active service during the wars with

France and America. In 1818 he served under Lieutenant

(afterwards Sir) John Franklin in Buchan’s Arctic expedition,

of which at a later period he published a narrative
;
and in the

following year he accompanied Lieutenant W. E. Parry in the
“ Heck.” In 1821 he took part in the survey of the Mediter-

ranean coast of Africa under the direction of Captain, afterwards

Admiral, William Henry Smyth. He and his brother Henr>'’

William Beechev, made an overland survey of this coast, and
published a full account of their work in 1828 under the title of

Proceedings of the Expedition to Explore the Northern Coast of

Africa from Tripoly Eastward in rS2j-iS32 . In 1825 Bcechey

was appointed to command the “ Blossom,” which was intended

to explore Bering Strait, in concert with Franklin and Parry

operating from the east. He passed the strait and penetrated

as far as 71° 23' 31" N., and 156° 21’ 30'’ W., reaching a point

only 146 m. west of that reached by Franklin’s expedition from

the Mackenzie river. The whole voyage lasted more than three

years
;
and in the course of it Beecliey discovered several islands

in the Pacific, and an excellent harbour near Cape Prince of

Wales. In 1831 there appeared his Narrative of a Voyage to the

Pacific and Bering's Strait to Co-operate with ike Polar Expedi-

tions, i82̂ --i838. In 1835 and the following year Captain

Beechey was employed on the coast survey of South America, and

from 1837 to 1847 carried on the same work along the Irish coasts.

He was appointed in 1850 to preside over the Marine Depart-

ment of the Board of Trade. In 1854 he was made rear-admiral,

and in the following year was elected president of the Royal

Geographical Society. He died on the 29th of November 1856.

BEECHEY, SIR WaLIAM (1753-1839), English portrait-

painter, was bom at Burford. He was originally meant for a
conveyancer, but a strong love for painting induced him to

become a pupil at the Royal Academy in 1772. Some of his

smaller portraits gained him considerable reputation
;
he began

to be employed by the nobility, and in 1793 became associate

of the Academy. In the same year he was made portrait-painter

to Queen Charlotte. He painted the portraits of the members

of the royal family, and of nearly all the most famous or fa.shion-

able persons of the time. What is considered his finest produc-

tion is a review of cavalry, a lai^^e composition, in the for^round

of which he introduced portraits of George III., the prince of

Wales and the duke of York, surroundjed by a brilliant staff on

horseback. It was painted in 1798, arid obtained for the artist

the honour of knighthood, and his election as R.A.

BBBCHlflG, HENRY CHARLES (1859- . ), English clergy-

man and author, was bom on the 15th of May 1859, ai^d educated

at the City of London school knd at BilHol Col^ge, Oxford.

He took holy orders in 18S2, and alter^ree years fh a Liverpool
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curaQr he was for fifteen years rector of Yattendon, Berkshire.

From 1900 to 1903 he lectured on {Mstoral and liturgical Geology
at King's College, London, imd was chaplain of Lincoln’s Inn,

where he became preacher in 1903. He became a canon of

Westminster in 190a, and examining chaplain to the bishop of

Carlisle in 1905. As a poet he is best known by his share in two
volumes— in Idltn^ss (1883) and Love's Looking Glass

(1891)—which contained also poems by J.
W. Mackail and J.

Bowyer Nichols. He was a sympathetic editor and critic of the

works of many i6th and 17th century poets, of Richard Crashaw

(1905), of Herrick (1907), of John Milton (1900), of Henry
Vaughan (1896). Under the pseudonym of “ Urbanus Sylvan

”

he published two successful volumes of essays. Pages from a

Private Diary (1898) and Provincial Letters and oAer Papers

(1906). His works also include numerous volumes of sermons

and essays on theological subjects.

BBBCHWORTH, a town of Bogong county, Victoria, Australia,

T72 m. by rail N.E. of Melbourne. Pop. (1901) 7359. The
town is the centre of the Ovens goldfields, and the district is

mainly devoted to mining with both alluvial and reef working,

but much of the land is under cultivation, yielding grain and
fruit. The water supply is derived from Lake Kerferd in the

vicinity, which is a favourite resort of visitors
;
the scenery near

the town, which lies at an elevation of 1805 ft. among the May
Day Hills, being singularly beautiful. The industries of Beech-

worth include tanning, ironfounding and coach-building.

BEEF ^through 0 . Fr. boefy mod. boeufy from Lat. bosy bovis,

ox, Gr. /joiis, which show the ultimate connexion with the

Sanskrit go, gdusy ox, and thus with “ cow ”), the flesh of the ox,

cow or bull, as used for food. The use of the French word for the

meat, while the Saxon name was retained for the animal, has

been often noticed, and paralleled with the use of veal, mutton

and pork. “ Beef ” is also used, especially in the plural “ beeves,”

for the ox itself, but usually in an archaic way. “ Corned ” or

“ com ” beef is the flesh cured by salting, i.e. sprinlding with
“ corns ” or granulated particles of salt. ” Collared ” beef is so

called from the roll or collar into which the meat is pressed, after

extracting the bones. “ Jerked ” beef, i,e, meat cut into long

thin slices and dried in the sun, like “ biltong ” comes

through the Spanish-American charqucy from ccharquiy the

Peruvian word for this species of preserved meat. For Beef-

eater ” see Yeomen of the Guard.

BEEFSTEAK CLUB, the name of several clubs formed in

London during the 18th and 19th centuries. The first seems to

have been that founded in 170Q with Richard Estcourt, the

actor, as steward. Of this the chief wits and great men of the

nation were members and its badge was a gridiron. Its fame was,

however, entirely eclipsed in 1735 when “ The Sublime Society of

Steaks ” was established by John Rich at Covent Garden theatre,

of which he was then manager. It is said that Lord Peterborough

supping one night with Rich in his private room, was so delighted

with the steak the latter grilled him that he suggested a repetition

of the meal the next week. From this started the Club, the

members of which delighted to call themselves The Steaks.”

Among them were Hogarth, Garrick, Wilkes, Bubb Doddington

and many other cele&ities. The rendezvous was the theatre

till the fire in 1808, when the club moved first to the Bedford

Coffee House, and the next year to the Old Lyceum. In 1785

prince of Wales joined, and later his brothers the dukes of

Qarence and Sussex became members. On the burning of the

Lyceum, ” The Steaks ” met again in the Bedford Coffee House

till 1838, when the New Lyceum was opened, and a large room

there was allotted the club. These meetings were held till the

chib ceased to exist in 1867. Thomas Sheridan founded a

Beefsteak Club in Dublin at tM Theatre Royal in 1749, and of

this Peg Wdffitfgton INUB president The modem Bee&tnk Club

wab foiunded 'by J. Ii' Toole, the a^tor, in 1876.

See J. Timhs, Clubs and Club Life in London (1873) ; Walter

Arnold, Upe and BeaUs <0/ ike Sublime Society of Steaks (1871).

MBLIEBUB; BnmJOBKVty Baalzebvs^ In 2 Kings i we

leaB Ahaskdi beh Ahab, king of lerael,M sid^and sent

U iinqtlire of Baalcehubi the god of the Philistine city Ekron,

64^

whe^er he should recover. There is no other mention of this

god in the Old Testament Baal, ** lord,” is the ordinmy title

or word for a deity, especialiy a local deity, cf. such place names
as Baal Hazor (2 Sam. xiii. 23), Baal Hermon (Ju4gM iii* 3)>

which are probably contractions of fuller forms, like Beth B^
Meon Qosh. xiii. 17), the House or Temple of Uie Baal of Moon.

Accoraing to these analogies we should expect Z(d?ub to be a

place. No place Zebub, however, is known
;
and 4t has been

objected that the Baal of some other place would hardly be the

god of Ekron, These objections are hardly conclusive, ,

Usually Zebub is identified with a Hebrew contmon noun
flies,1 occurring twice in the Old Testament,* so that

Baalzebub “ is the Baal to whom flies belong or are holy. As
children of the summer they are symbols of the warmth of the

sun, to which . . . Baal stands in close, relation. Divination

by means of flies was known at Babylon.” ® There are other

cases of names compounded of Baal and an element equivalent

to a descriptive epithet, e.g. Baalgad, the Baal of Fortune,^

For the
**
Fly-god,” sometimes interpreted as the averter of

insects,” cf. Zcir? aTTOftmos, fivlaypoi, and the Hercules fwlaypos,

Clemens Alexander speaks of a Hercules dir^fivi,o<s as wor-

shipped at Rome. It has been suggested that Baalzebub was
the dung-beetle, Scarabaeus pillularius, worshipped in Egypt
A name of a deity on an Assyrian inscription of the rzth

century b .c. has been read as Baal-zahubiy but this reading has

now bwn abandoned in favour of Baal-sapunu (Baal-Zephon^.'^

Cheyne considers that Baalzebub is a “ contemptuous uneuphonic

Jewish modification of the true name Baalzebul.” ®

In the New Testament we meet with Beelzebul," which some

of the versions, especially the Vulgate and Syriac, followed

by the Authorized Version, have changed to Beelzebub, under

the influence of 2 Kings. In Matt. x. 25, Christ speaks of men
calling the master of the house, i.e. Himself, Beelzebul.* In

Mark iii. 22-27,^ the scribes explain that Jesus is possessed by

Beelzebul and is thus enabled to cast out devils. The passage

speaks of Beelzebul as Satan and as the prince of the demons.

The origin of the name Beelzebul is variously explained,

(a) It is “a phonetic corruption, perhaps a softening of the

original word ”
;

as Balvel-mandel is a corruption of Bab-el*

mandeb. (b) Zebul is from zebely a word found in the Targums
in the sense of “ dung,” so that Beelzebul would mean “ Lord

of Dung,” a term of contempt. The further suggestion has been

made that zebul itself in the sensd of dung ” is a term for a

heathen deity, cf. the Old Testament use of ” abomination ” &c.

for heathen deities, so that Beelzebul would mean “ Chief of

false gods,” and so arch-fiend, (c) Zebul is found in i Kin^s

viii. 13 in the sense of ” height,” betk-zehul—lofty house, and m
Rabbinical writings in the sense of ” house ” or “ temple,”

or “the fourth heaven and Beelzebul may equal “I^rd

of the High House ” or “ Lord of Heaven.” This view is per-

haps favoured by Matt, x, 25,
** if they have called the lord of

the house Beelzebul.” It appears, however, that Rabbinical

vnitings use ydtn (day-of) zebul for the festival of a heathen

deity; and Jastrow connects this us^e with the meaning
“ house ” or “ temple,” so that the meaning “ I-ord of the False

Gods ” might be arrived at in a different way.

The names Zebuluti, ^zejbel (Jezebel), suggest that Zebul may
be an ancient name of a deity

j
cf. the names Vai* Sya

(B‘L 'ZBL), bifir (ShMZBL) in Punic and Phoenician

> So Clarendon Press, Hebrew lexicon, p. 127, with LXX*
3 Ecci. X. 1 ; Isaiah vii. j8.

3 Baethgen, Beitrdge lur semitischen Religionsgeschichtey p. 25, cf.

pp. 65, 261.

« Josh. XU. 7.

* Art. Baalsebub." Black and Chayne's Bneyi Bibl.
<< With various spellings U.g. Belzcbul. and in XB, Boezabul), aB

variants of Beelzebul. C£. Deissmann, Bible Studies, 332.
^ There is a variation of r^ing, which haS been held to support

the view that the passage means that men reproached Jeiiw with
His soppo^d Connexion with Beelzebul ; of. A. B. Btnoe,;MiJore.

* Am in the paraM patsagesi Matt <xii 22-29 ; Luke^
* Cf. John vii. 20, viit. 40, 52. x. 20.
^ Swcte,«fi

A

ko.
u Jastrow, Diet, of the Targumim, 6^., sub voce.
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inscriptions.^ The sobstitutm of Beelzebub for Beelzebt^ by

the Syriac, Vulgate and other versions implies the identifica'-

tkm of the New Testament arch-ficnd with the god of Ekron

;

lAns iulMtitution, however, may be due to the induence of the

Awimaic B'eWeWw, “ adversary,” sometimes held to be the

original of these names.

There is no trace of Beelzcbul or Beelzebub outside of the

Biblical passages mentioned, and the literature dependent

cm them. If tve assume u connexion between the two names,

there is nothing to show how the god became m later times the

devil.

In Paradise Lost^ Book ii., Beelzebub appears as second only

to Satan himself.

BiBLipORAVHY. - Lightfoot, Hofae Hehraicae it Talmudicae, Works,
vol. ii. pp. iS8 f 42g, ed. Strype (16S4) ; Baethgon. B$iif&g6 t»f

temiHseken Heligumsgeschichte, pp. 25, 65, 261. CommentarteR on
the Biblical pasRagoA. espcctaliy Burney and Skinner on Kings,
Meyer and A. B. Bruce on the Synoptic Gospels^ and Swete on
Math. Articles on “Baal,” “Baalzebnb," “Beelzebub,” “Beel-
zebul,” in Hastings' BUile Diet., Black and Cheyne's Encycl. BibL,

and Hauck’s Roalencykhpddie \ an aar Spa in Clarendon Press
Hshf. Lex. ; and on S31 and S>ai in Jastrow's Diet, of the Targumim,
<S*c. (W. H. Be.)

BBBR, a beverage obtained by a process of alcoholic fer-

mentation mainly from cereals (chiefly malted barley), hops and
water. The history of beer extends over several thousand years.

According to Dr Bush, a beer made from malt or red barley is

mentioned in Egyptian writings as early as the fourth dynasty.

It was called ^ or heqa. Papyri of the time of Seti I.

(1300 allude to a person inel^riated from over-indulgence

in beat In the second l)ouk (c. 77) of Herodotus (450 b.c.) we
are tola that the Egyptians, being without vines, made wine
from barley (cf. Aeach. SuppL 954) ; but as the grape ismentioned
so frequently in Scripture and dsewhere as being most abundant
there, and no record exists of the vine being destroyed, we must
conclude that the historian was only partiaUy acquainted with

the productions of that most fertile country. Pliny (^Natural

Histery, xxii. 82) informs us that the Egyptians made wine from

corn, and gives it the name of zyikum^ which, in the Greek,

means drink from barley. The Greeks obtained their knowledge

of the art of preparing beer from the Egyptians. The writings

of Archilochus, the Parian poet and satirist who flourished

alxjut 650 H.C., contain evidence that the Greeks of his day were

acquainted with tlie i)rocess of brewing. There is, in fact, little

doubt that the discovery of beer and its use as an exhilarating

beverage were nearly as early as those of the grape itself, though

both the Greeks and the Romans despised it as a barbarian

drink. Dioacorides mentions two kinds pf beer, namely

and xovpfu, but lie does not describe them suflEciently to enable

us to distinguish them. Sophocles and other Gre^ writers,

again, styled it fifWTov, In the time of Tacitus (ist century

after Christ), according to him, beer was the usual drink of the

Germans, and there can be little doubt that the method of noting
barley was then known to them. Pliny {Nat, Hist, xxii. 82)

mentions the use of beer in Spain under tlie name of eeiia and ceria

and in Gaul under that of eerevisia
;
and elsewhere (xiv. 29)

he says The natives who inhabit the west of Europe have

a liquid with which they intoxicate themselves, made from corn

and water. The manner of making this liquid is somewhat
different in Gaul, Spain and other countries, and it is called by

different notnes, bat its nature and properties are everywhere

the same. The people in Spain in particular brew this liquid

so well that it will keep good a long time. So exquisite is the

cunning of mankind in gralifying their vicious appetites that

they have thus invented a method to make water itself produce

hrtmektion.”

'rhe knowledge of the preparation of a fermented beverage

koai cereals in early times was not confined to Europe. Thus,

according to Dr H. H. Harm, the Kaffir racesof South Africahave
made for ages and still inake--a kind of beer from millet, and

> Lidzbanki. Handbuck der nordsemitiseken Epigee^pkikt i pp. 240,

S77-

sim^rly^ the natives of Nubia, Abysskua and other pajrto of
Africa prepare an intoxicating leverage, generally called

from a variety of cereal grains. The Russian quass, made from
barley and rye, the Chinese safnshu,^ made from rice, and the
Japa^e sake {q.v,) are all of ancient origin. Roman historians

mention the fact that the Britons in the south of England at the
time of the Roman invasion brewed a species of ale from baii^

wheat. The Romans much improved the metliods of brewing
in vogue among the Britons, and the Saxons*—among whom ale

hod long been a common beverage—in their turn profited much
by thh instruction given to the original inhabitants of Great
Britain by the Romans. We are informed by William of Malmes-
bury that in the reign of Henry II. the English were greatly

addicted to drinking, and by that time the monasteries were
already famous, both in En^nd and on the continent, for the

excellence of their ales. The waters of Burton-on-Trent began
to be famous in the 13th century. The secret of their being so

especially adapted for brewii^ was first discovered by some
monks, who held land in the adjacent neighbourhood of Wetmore.
There » a document dated 1295 in which it is staled that Matilda,

daughter of Nicholas de ShoJ^, had re-leased to the abbot and
convent of Burton - on - Trent certain tenements within and
without the town ; for which re-lease they granted her, daily for

life, two white loaves from the monastery, two gallons o£ con-

ventual beer, and one penny, besides seven, gallons of beer for the

men. Ibe abbots of Burton apparently made their own malt,

for it was a common covenant in leases of mills belonging to the

abbey that the malt of the lords of the manor, both spiritual and
temporal, should be ground free of charge. Robert Plot, in his

Natural History of Staffordshire (j686), refers to the peculiar

properties of the Burton waters, from which, he says, “ by an art

well known in this country good ale is made, in the management
of vrbich they have a kna^ of fining it in three days to that

degree that it shall not only be potable, but is clear and palatable

as we could desire any drink of this kind to be.” In 1630 Burton

beer began to be known in London, being sold at “ Ye Peacocke
”

in Gray’s Inn Lane, and according to the Spectator was m great

demand amongst the visitors in Vauxhall. Until tea and coffee

were introduced, beer and ale (see Atjs) were, practically speak-

ing, the only popular beverages accessible to the general body of

Gonsumers. Since the advent of tea, coffee, cw'oa and mineral

waters, the character of British beers has undeigone a gradual

modification, the strongly alcoholic, heavily lu^ed liquids

consumed by the previous generation slowly giving place to the

lighter beverages in vogue at the present time. The old “ stock

bitter ” has given way to the “ light dinner ale,” and ” porter
”

(so called from the fact that it was the popular drink amongst the

market porters of the i8th century) has been largely replaced by
“ mild ale.” A certain quantity of strong beer—such as heavy

stouts and “stock” and “ Scotch ” ales—is still brewed nowadays,

but it is not an increasing one. The demand is almost entirely

for medium beers such as ale, light stout, and the better class

of “ bitter ” beers, and light beers such as the light “ family ales,”

” dinner ales ” and lager.

The general run of beers contain from 3 to 6 % of alcohol and

4 to 7 % of solids, the remainder being water and certain flavour-

ing and preservative matters derived from the malt, hops and
other materials employed in their manufanture. The solid, i,e,

non-volatile, matter contained in solution in beer consists mainly

of roaltose or malt sugar, of several varieties of dextrin (see

Brewing), of substances which stand in an intermediate position

between sugars and the dextrins proper, and of a number of

bodies containing nitrGjgen, such as the non-co^ulable proteids,

peptones, &c. In addition there is an appreciable quantity of

mineml matter, chiefly phosphates and potash. Dieteticalib^

regarded, therefore, beer Assesses, considerable food value, and,

moreover, the nutritious matter in beer is preset in a readily

osskmlabie form.

It is 'probable that the average oduh member of the British

working classes eonsumes not less than two pints ol beer 4aiy.
A reasGBahle calcuterion places the total pmieids and carbo-

hydrates consumed by the average^ wnilter «t <40 and 40Q
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grammes respectively. Taking the pioteid content of the average
beer at 0^4% and the carbohydrate content at 4 %, a simple
calculation shows that about 3 % of the total proteid and ii %
of the total carbohydrate food of the average worker will he
consumed in the shape of beer*

The chemical composition of beers of different types will be
gathered from the following tables.

A. English Beers.

(Analyses by J. L. Baker, Hulton & P, Schidrowitz.)

1. Mild Ales.

Number. Original Gravity. Alcohol Extractives (Solids)%.

1.^ 4-17 b*I
2.’ 1055*64 4-47 5*7
3-* 1071*78 5*57 7*3

11. Light Hitters and Ales.

N umber. Original Gravity. Alcohol %. Extractives (Solids)®;,.

1. 1040*81 4*L5 4-0
3. 1047*69 4*2.i 4*1

3- 1047*79 4*61 3.2

4- 1050*30 4*53 4*2

5- J03«*3i
j

3 -8 i 3-5

III. Pale and Stock Ales.

Number. Original Gravity. Alcohol %. Extractives (Solids) %.

1.3 1059*01 4-77 5-8

'

2.'* 1068.58 5‘48 7*1

1076.80 6*68 5*9

IV. Stoids and Porter.

Numlxir, Original Gravity. Alcohol %. Extractives (SoHds)%.

1.® 1 072*92 6*14 <3*3

2.® 1054*26 4*73 4-

5

3." ] 081*62 6*02 8*8

4.’ 1054*11 3*90 <3*5

The figures in the above tables are very fairly representative

of different classes of British and Irish beers. It will be noticed

that the Mtld Ales are of medium original gravity ® and alcoholic

strength, but contain a relatively large proportion of solid

matter. The Light Bitters and Ales are of a low original gravity,

but compared with the Mild Ales the proportion of alcohol to

solids is higher. The Pale and Stock Ales, which represent tlw

more expensive bottle beers, are analytically of much the same

character as the Light Bitters, except that the figures all round

are much higher. The Stouts, as a rule, are characterized by a

high gravity, and contain relatively more solids (as compared

with alcohol) than do the heavy beers of light colour. With

’ London Ale.s. 2 Strong Burton Mild Ale.
* Fairly representative of " Pale Ales.”
* Heavy Stx>ck: Ales. • Irish Stoat.
® Nos. 2 and 3 are respectively ” single ” and ” double ” London

Stouts from the same brewery. London Porter or Cooper.
® The specific gravity, or gravity ” as it is always termed in the

industry, of the brewer is 1000 times the sj^ific gravity of the

physicist. This is purely a matter of convention and coni^nience.

Thus when a brewer speaks of a wort of a ” gravity " of j 045 (ten-

forty-five) he means a wort having a specific f^ravity of 1-04'^. Each
unit in the brewer's scale of specific gravity is termed a “degree of

gravity.” The wort referred to abwe, therefore, possesses forty*-

five degrees of gravity, llie ” original gravity,” it may here be

mentioned, represents the specific gravity of the wort (sec Brewing)
before fermentation. The solids in the origmal wort may be ascer-

tained by dividing the excess of the gravity over looo by 3*86.

Thus in the case of Mild Ale No. i the excess of the origmal gravity

over 1000 is loss-ia- roo6j»55«iJ. Dividing this by 3-86 we get

14.28. which indicates^ the wort from which the beer was manu^-

factured contained X4*sb8 % of solids. In the trade the gravity of

a beer (or rather of the wort from which it is derived) is generally

expressed in pounds per barrel. This means the excess in weight

of a bartel of the wort over the weight of a bane* of water. The

weigltt of a barml (36 galloite) of vrater is 360 lb : in the above ex-

amak tltewdg^of a.barrel of the beer wort is Sjox i‘05513

The gravity of uie wort in lb is therefore 370*8 -3^=* tg-S. T^
which hi nmde from this wort would also be caBed a i0*8 lb

beer, UteleieMce la all cases being to the origiiial wort

regard to the proportions of the various matters constituti^ the

extractives (solids) in English beers, roughly ao-*-3a%.consists of

maltose and 30^50 % of dextrinous matter.. In mild ales the

proportion of m^tose to dextrin is high (roughly i »i)s thus

accounting for the full sweet taste of these be^. Pale and stock

ales, on the other hand, which are of a '' dry ” cliaractar, con^

tain relatively more dextrin, the general ratk> being about x : li

or 1 : 2. The mineral matter ash *') of beers is generally in the

neighbourhood of o- a to 0-3 %, of which about one^f^th is

phosphoric acid. The proteid (” nitrogenous matters ”) content
of beers varies very widely according to character and Strengthi

the usual limits being 0*3 to o«8 %, with an average of roughly
0*4

' B. Continental Beers.

(Analyses by A. Doemens.)

Description. 1

I Munich Draught Dark

,
Light

I

!
Export .

I

.

]

„ Bwk Beer *

I

Pilsener Buttle .

Draught
' BtTlin Dark
! ,, Light

I
„ WcissVficr

Original Alcohol %. Extractives
|

Gravity. (SoUas)%.
1

1056.4 6.58
I052*(> 3*38 6*45
1048*0 3*i8 5*55
1048*1 4*05 3*92

^054*3 3*68 6*32

1059*5 4*15 ! 7.48
I07f**6 4*53

1

*0*05
j

1047*7 3*47
1044*3 3*25

!
4*58

1055*2 3*82 1 6*17 1

*05(>5 4*36
i

5*46
1

1033*1 2*64
i

3*01 ^ 1

It will he seen that, broadly speaking, the original gravity of

German and Austrian beers is lower than that of English

beers, and this also applies to the alcohol. On the other

hand, the foreign beers are relatively very rich in solids, and the

extractives : alcohol ratio is high. (See Brewing.)

C. American Beers and Ales.

(Analyses by M. Wallerstein.)

Description. Original

Gravity.
Alcohol %. Extractive!!

(Solids) ®/o.

1. 1046*7 3*48 5.08
Bottom Kermcnta- 2.

.
1055.6 3*56 6.50

tion Beers
r3-

iof>3*4 4*12 7*43
(Lager Type). 4.

1

1046*0 2*68 5*96

Top Fcrmenta- 1

’ 5*

1

'•

1 1051.7
1084*2

3*42

5*89

5*86
8.60

tion Ales
r

*•
i

1073.5 6*46 .5*69

(British Type).
)1 3.

1

1068*0
5;50 5*53

It will be noted that the American beers (i.e. bottom fermenta-

tion products of the lager type) are very similar in composition

to the German beers, but that the ales arc very much heavier

than the general run of the corresponding British products.

Production and Consumption.- {For manufacture of beer, see

Brewing.) Germany is the greatest beer-producing nation, if

Ikfuid bulk be taken as a criterion
;
the United States comes

next, and the United K^dom occupie.s the third place in this

regard. The consumption per head, however, is .slightly greater

in the United Kingdom than in Germany, and very much
greater than is the case in the United States. The 1^5 figures

with regard to the tbtai production and consumption of the

three great beer-producing countries, together with those for

1885, are as under

Country.
|

Total Production (GaDons).

Consumption per
Head of Popu-
lation (Gall^).

German Empire

.

United States .

United Kingdom

1905. • 1885. 1905. 1885.

1,538,240,000

1,434.114.180
>.**7.933.488"

932.228.000
494.854.000
993.759.000

26*3

27.90^

19*8
8*8

27*1

A particularly heavy beer, only brewed at certain tim^s in the

year.
The maxima of production and eoiummption were reached

in r8i9o/rooo, when the production amomitad to 1,337.50911
gaDoot jat the standard gravity) and ccmsiifliptien to '52»aa galUnu
perheacL
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The chief point of interest in the precetiinr table is the enormous

increase in the United States. In consickrii^ the figures^ the

character of the beer produced must be taken into consideration.

Thus, although Germany produces roughly 25 % more beer in

liquid measurement than the United Kingdom, the latter actually

uses about 50 % more malt than is the case in the German
breweries. According to a Viennese technical journal, the

quantities of malt employed for the production of one hectolitre

(22 gallons) of beer in the respective countries is 0 40 cwt. in the

German empire, 0 72 cwt. in the United States, and 0‘8i cwt,

in the United Kingdom. In a sense, therefore, England may
still claim pre-eminence us a beer-producing nation. Large as

the per capita consumption in the United Kingdom may seem,

it is considerably le.ss than is the case in Bavaria, which stands

at the head of the list with over 50 gallons, and in lielgium, which

comes second with ^47*7 gallons. In the city of Munich the

consumption is actually over 70 gallons, that is to say, about 1 \

pints a day for every man, woman and child. It is curious to

note that in Germany, which is usually regarded as a beer-

drinking country par excellence

^

the consumption per head of this

article is slightly less than in England, and that inversely the
|

average German coasumes more alcohol in the shape of spirits

than does the inhabitant of the British Islands (consumption of

spirits per head : Germany, 1-76 gallons
;
United Kingdom, o-9()

gallons). 'I'his is accounted for by the fact that the peasantry

of the northern and eastern portions of the German empire

consume spirits almost exclusively. Jn the British colonies

beer is generally one of the staple drinks, but if we except

Western Australia, where about 25 gallons per head of population

are consumed, the demand is much smaller than in the United
Kingdom. In Australia generally, the per capita consumption
anujunts to about 12 gallons, in New Zealand to 10 gallons, and
in Canada to 5 gallons. (!’. S.)

BEERSHEBA, a place midway between Gaza and Hebron
(2S m. from each), frequently referred to in the Bible as the

southern limit of ralestine(“l)an to Beershebu,” Judg.xx. i, Arc.)

Its foundation is variously ascribed to Abraham and Isaac, and
different etymologies for its name are suggested, in the funda-

mental documents of Genesis (xxi. 22, xxvi. 26). ll was an
important holy place where Abraham planted a sacred tree

(Gen. xxi. 23), and where divine manifestations were vouchsafed

to Hagar (Gen. xxi. 17), Isaac (xxvi. 24), Jacob (xlvi. 2) and
Elijah (1 Kings xix. 5), Amos m. ntions it in connexion with

the shrines of Bethel and Gilgal (Amos v. 5) and denounces oaths

by its numen (viii. 14). The most probable meaning of the name
is seven wells/’ despite the non-Semitic construction involved

in this interpretation. Seven ancient wells still exist here,

though two are stopped up. Eusebius and Jerome mention the

place in the 4th century as a large village and the seat of a Roman
garrison. Extensive remains of this village exist, though they

are being rapidly quarried away for building
;
some inscriptions

of great importance have been found here. Later it appears to

ha^’c been the site of a bishopric
;
remains of its churches were

still standing in the 14th century. Some fine mosaics have been

here unearthed and immediately destroyed, in sheer wantonness,

by the natives quarr^dng building-stone. The Biblical Beersheba
probably exists at Bir es-Sebri\ 2 m. distant.

BEESLY, EDWARD SPENDER (1831- ), English historian

and positivist, son of the Rev. James Beesly, was born at Fecken-

ham, Worcestershire, on the 23rd of January 1831. He was
educated at Wadham College, Oxford, which may be regarded

as the original centre of the English positivist movement.
Richard Congreve {q.i',) was V’ltor at Wftiiham from 1849 to 1854,

and three men of that time, Frederic Harrison (^.t^.), Beesly and

John Henry Bridges 1(1832-1906), became the leaders of Coratism

in England. Beesly left Oxford in 1854 to become assistant-

master at Marlborough Collepje. In 1859 he was appointed

professor of history at University College, London, and of I-atin

at Bedford College, Lqudon, in i860. He resigned these appoint-

ments in 1893 and 1^9, and ia 1893 became the editor of the

newly-established Rtmm. He coUabomted in the

translation of Comte’s system of Positive Polity (4 vote., 1875-
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1879), translated his Discourse on the Positive Spirit (1903),
and wrote a biograidiy of Comte for a translation of the first two
chapters of his Coursde phtlosopkie positive

,

entitled Fundamental
Principles of Positive Philosophy {1^0^), Professor Beesly stood
unsuccessfully as Liberal candwte for Westminster in 1885
and for Marylebone in 1886, and is the author of numerous
review articles on social and political topics, treated from the
positivist standpoint, especially on the Irish question. His
works also include a series of lectures on Roman history, entitled

Catiline, Clodius, Tiberius (1878), in which he rehabilitates in

some degree the character of each of his subjects, and Queen
Elisahetk (1892), in the “ Twelve English Statesmen ” series.

BEET, a cultivated form of the plant Beta vulgaris (natural

order Chenopodiaceae), which grows wild on the coasts of

Europe, North Africa and Asia as far as India. It is a biennial,

producing, like the carrot, a thick, fleshy tap-root during the first

year and a branched, leafy, flowering stem in the following season.

The small, green flowers arc borne in clusters. A considerable

number of varieties are cultivated for use on account of their

large fleshy roots, under the names of mangel-wurzel or mangold,
field-beet and garden-beet. The cultivation of beet in relation

to the production of sugar, for which purpose certain varieties of

beet stand next in importance to the sugar cane, is dealt with

under Stioar. The garden-beet has been cultivated from very

remote times as a salad pkint, and for general use as a table

vegetable. The variety most generally grown has long, tapering,

carrot-shaped roots, the ** flesh ” of which is of a uniform deep
red colour throughout, and the leaves brownish red. It is boiled

and cut into slices for being eaten cold ; and it is also prepared

as a pickle, as well as in various other forms. Beet is in much
more common use on the (‘ontinent of JuirojX! as a culinar>"

vegetable than in Great Britain, where it has, however, been

cultivated for upwards of two centuries. The white beet, Beta

cicla, is cultivated for the leaves, which are used as spinach.

The midribs and stalks of the leaves are also stewed and eaten as

sea-kale, under the name of Swiss chard. B. cicla is also laigely

used as a decorative plant for its large, handsome leaves, blood

red or variegated in colour.

The beet prospers in a rich deep soil, well pulverized by the

spade. If manure is required, it should be deposited at the

bottom of the trench in preparing the ground. The seeds should

.

be sown in drills 15 ins. asunder, in April or early in May, and the

plants are afterwards to be thinned to about 8 in. apart in the

lines, but not more, as moderate-sized roots are preferable.

The plants should grow on till the end of Octolier or later, when a
portion should be taken up for use, and the rest laid in in a
sheltered comer, and covered up from frost. The roots must not
be bruised and the leaves must be twisted off—not closely cut,

as they are then liable to bleed. In the north the crop may be
wholly taken up in autumn, and stored in a pit or cellar, beyond
reach of frost. If it is desired to have fresh roots early, the seeds

should be sown at the end of February or beginning of March
;

and if a succession is required) a few more may be sown by the

end of March.

BEETHOVEN, LUDWIG VAN (1770-1827), German musical
composer, was baptized (probably, as was usual, the day after

birth) on the 17th of December 1770 at Bonn. His family is

traceable to a village near Louvain, in Belgium, in the 17th

century. In 1650 a lineal ancestor of the composer settled in

Antwerp. Beethoven’s grandfather, Louis, quarrelled with his

family^ came to Bonn in 1732, and became one of the court

musicians of the archbishop-elector of Cologne. He was a genial

man of estimable character, and though Ludwig van Beethoven
was only four years old when his grandfather died, he never
forgot him, but cherished His portrait to the end of his life.

Beethoven’s father, a tenor singer at the archbishop-elector’s

court, was of a rough and violent temper, not improved by his

passion for drink, nor by the dire poverty under which the

family laboured. He married Magdelina Leim or Li^m, the

widow of a vMet-de-chambre of the elector of Trier and daughter

of the chief cook at Ehvenbreitst^n, Beethoven’s father wished
to profit as early as possible hb eon’s iaileDt, and accordingly
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began to give him a severe musical training, especially on the

violin, when he was ordy five years old, at about which time they

left the house in which he was born (515 Bonngasse, now pre-

served as a Beethoven museum, with a magnificent collection of

manuscripts and relics). By the time Beethoven was nine his

father had no more to teach him, and he entered upon a perhaps

healthier course of clavier lessons under a singer named Pfeiffer.

A little general education was also edged in by a certain Zambqna.

Van den Eeden, the court organist, and an old friend of his

grandfather, taught him the organ and the pianoforte, and so

rapid was Beethoven’s progress that when C. G. Neefe succeeded

to Van den Eeden’s post in 1781, he was soon able to allow the

boy to act as his deputy. With his permission Beethoven pub-

lished in 1783 his earliest extant composition, a set of variations

on a march by Dressier. The title-page states that they were

written in 1780 “ par un jeune amateur Louts van Beethoven

age de dix ans^ Beethoven’s father was very clumsy in his

unnecessary attempts to make an infant prodij^ of his son

;

for the ante-dating of this composition, implying the correct

date of birth, contradicts the post-dating of the date of birth

by which he tried to make out that the three sonatas Beethoven

wrote in the same year were by a boy of eleven. (Beethoven

for a long time believed that he was born in 1772, and the

certificate of his baptism hardly convinced him, because he

knew that he had an elder brother named Ludwig who died in

inlancy.) In the same year, 1783^ Beethoven was given the

post of cembalist in the Bonn theatre, and in 1784 his position

of assistant to Neefe became official. In a catalogue raisonne of

the new archbishop Max Franz’s court musicians we find “ No.

14, Ludwig Beethoven ” described “ as of good opacity, still

voung, of good, quiet behaviour and poor,” while his father

(No. 8)
“ has a completely worn-out voice, has long been in

service, is very poor, of fairly good behaviour, and married.

In the spring of 1787 Beethoven paid a short visit to Vienna,

where he astonished Mozart by his extemporizations and had a

few lessons from him. How he was enabled to afford this visit

is not clear. After three months the illness of his mother, to

whom he was devoted, brought him back. She died in

leaving a baby girl, one year old, who died in November. For

five more years Beethoven remained at Bonn supporting his

family, of which he had been since the age of fifteen practically

the head, as his father’s bad habits steadily increased until m
j 789 Ludwig was officially entrusted with his father s salary.

He had already made several lifelong friends at Bonn, of whom

the chief were Count Waldstein and Stephan Breuning ;
and his

prospects brightened as the archbishop-elector, in imitation of his

brother the emperor Joseph II., enlarged the scale of his artistic

munificence. By 1792 tlie archbishop-elector’s attention was

thoroughly aroused to Beethoven’s power, and he y^ovided for

Beethoven’s second visit to Vienna. The introductions he and

Count Waldstein gave to Beethoven, the prefix ” van ” in

Beethoven’s name (which looked well though it was not really a

title of nobility), and above all the unequalled impressiveness

of his playing and extemporization, quickly wcured his footing

with the exceptionally intelligent and musical aristocracy of

Vienna, who to the end of his life treated him with genuine

affection and respect, bearing with all the roughness of his

manners and temper, not as with the cccentncities of a fashion-

able genius, but as with signs of. the sufferings of a passionate

and noble nature.

Beethoven’s life, though outwardly uneventful, was one of

the most pathetic of tragedies. His character Ym had the same

fascination for his biographers as it had for his friends, and

there is probably hardly any grtat man in history of whom more

is known and of whom so much of what is known is mtcrestin|.

Yet it is all too much a matter of detail and anecdote to ^mit

of chronological summarizing here, and fot the ^“cntengl^ M
its actual mcidents Ise must refer the reat^r to

Grove’s long and gtapWe artide, “ Beethoven,” in the Dtehmasy

of Music and Musicians, and to the monum^tal f ,

Thayer, who devoted his vffiole life to collecting

these two biographical worics, read in the spint in which their |

authors conceived them, will rev^, beneath amw of ^twai*

ing, grotesque and sometimes sordid detail^ anobUsty of character

and umwervii^ devotion to the highest notal ideas throughwt

every distress and temptation to which a passionate aid totaJly

unpractical temper and the growing shadow of a terrible mis-

fortune could expose a man.

The man is surpassed only by his works, for in them he had

that mastery which was denied to him in what Iw lumaelf cells

his attempt to ” grapple with fate.” Such of his difficulties om

lay in his own character already showed themselves in studio

with Haydn. Haydn, who seems to have heard of,him on his

first visit to Vienna in 1787, passed through Bonn in July 1792,

and was so much struck by Beethoven that it was very likely at

his instigation that the archbishop sent Beethoven to Vienna to

study under him. But Beethoven did not get on well with him,

and found him perfunctory in correcting his exercises. Haydn

appreciated neither his manners nor the auc^ty of his free

compositions, and abandoned whatever intentions he may have

had of taking Beethoven with him to England in i 794 * Beet-

hoven could do without sympathy, but a grounding in strict

counterpoint he felt to be a dire necessity, so he continued his

studies with Albrechtsberger, a mere grammarian who had the

poorest opinion of him, but who could, at all events, be depended

on to attend to his work. Almost every comment has been made

upon the relations between Haydn and Beethoven, except the

perfectly obvious one that Mozart died at the age of thirty-six,

just at the time lieethoven came to Vienna, and that Haydn, as is

perfectly well known, wa.s profoundly shocked by the untimely

loss of the greatest musician he had ever known. At such a time

the undeniable clumsiness of Beethoven’s efforts at academic

exercises would combine with his general tactlessness to confirm

Haydn in the belief that the sun had set for ever in the tnws\ca\

world, and would incline him to view with disfavour those bold

features of style and form which the whole of his own artistic

development should naturally Imve predisposed him to wekome.

It is at least significant that those early works of Beethoven in

which Mozart’s influence is most evident, such as the Septet,

aroused Haydn’s open admiration, whereas he hardly approved

of the compositions like the sonatas, op, 2 (dedicated to him), in

which his own influence is stronger. Neither he nor Beethoven

was skilful in expressing himself except in music, and it is

impossible to tell what Haydn meant, or what Beethoven

thought he meant, in advising him not to publish the last and

finest of the three trios, op. 1. But even if he did not mean that

it was too daring for the public, it can hardly be expected that

he never contrasted the meteoric career of Mozart, who after a

miraculous boyhood had produced at the age of twenty-five

some of the greatest music Haydn had ever seen, with the slow

and painful development of his uncouth pupil, who at the same

age had hardly a dozen presentable works to his credit. It ih

not clear that Haydn ever came to understand Beethoven, and

many years passed before Beethoven realized the greatness of

the master whose teaching had so disappointed him.

From the time Beethoven settled permanently m Vienna,

which he was soon induced to do by the kindness of his arist^

cratic friends, the only noteworthy external features of his

career are the productions of his compositions. In spite of the

usual hostile criticism for obscurity, exaggeration and unpopu-

larity, his reputation became world-wide and by degrees actually

popular ;
nor did it ever decline, for as his later works became

notorious for their extravagance and unintelligibility his earlier

works became better understood. He was no man of jsusmess,

but, in a thoroughly unpractical ^y, he was suspicious and

exacting in money matters, which in his later years frequently

turned up in his conversation as a grievance, and at times,

especially during the depreciation of the Austrian currency

between 1808 and 1815, were a real anxiety to him. Nevurtlieless,

with a little more skill bis external prMperity would have been

great. He was always a personage of importance, as is testified

by more than one omusk^ anecdote, like those of his walks with

Goethe and his hkif-inmical comments on the hats which flew

off more for him than lor Goethe ;
and in 1815 it seemed as if the
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stmunit of his fame was readied when his 7th sjmiphony was
performed, together with a hastily^written cantata, Der ^ofreichi

AugiMick ai^ the blazing piece of descriptive fireworks entitled

WAUngtans SUg odir du Sthlacht bei Vitioria, once popular

in England as the BeUHe Symphony. The occasion for this

performance was the congress of Vienna
;
and the government

placed the two halls of the Redouten-Saal at his disposal for

two nights, while he himself was allowed to invite all the

sovereigns of Europe. In the same year he received the freedom

of the city, an honour much valued by him. After that time his

immediate popularity, as far as new works were concerned, be-

came less eminent, us that of his more easy-going contemporaries

began to increase. Yet there was, not only in the emotional

power of his earlier works, but also in the known cause of his

increasing inability to appear in public, something that awakened
the best popular sensiUlities

;
and when his two greatest and

most difheuit works, the 9th symphony and parts of the Missa
SolemniSf were produced at a memorable concert in 1824, the

storm of applause was overwhelming, and the composer, who
was on the platform in order to give the time to the conductor,

had to be turned round by one of the singers in order to see it.

Signs of deafness had given him grave anxiety as early as

1798. For a long time he successfully concealed it from all but
his most intimate friends, while he consulted physicians and
quacks with ea^mess

;
but neither quackery nor the best skill

of his time availed him, and it has been pointed out that the root

of the evil lay deeper than could have been supposed during his

lifetime. Although his .constitution was magnificently strong

and his health was preserved by his passion for outdoor life,

a post-mortem examination revealed a very complicated state of

disorder, evidently dating almost from childhood (if not inherited)

and aggravated by lack of care and good food. The touching

document addressed to his brothers in 1802, and known as

his “ will,” should be read in its entirety, as given by Thayer
(iv. 4). No verbal quotation short of the whole will do justice

to the overpowering outburst which runs almost in one long

unpunctuated sentence through the whole tragedy of Beethovens
life, as he knew it then and foresaw it. He reproaches men for

their injustice in tlxinking and calling him pugnacious, stubborn
and misanthropical when they do not know that for six years

he has suffered from an incurable condition, iiggravated by
incompetent doctors. He dwells upon his delight in human
society, from which ho has had so early to isolate himself, but the

thought of which now fills him with dread as it make.s him
reoitze his loss, ncit only in music but in all finer interchange of

ideas, and terrifies him lest the cause of his distress should appi'.ar.

He declares toat, when those near him had heard a flute or a
singing shepherd while he heard nothing, he was only prevonted

from taking his life by the thought of hi.s art, but it seemed im-
possible for him to leave the world until he had brought out

all that lie felt to be in his power. He requests tliat after his

death his present doctor, if surviving, shall be asked to describe

his illness and to append it to this document in order that at

least then the world may lie as far as possible reconciled with

him. He leaves his brodiers his property, such as it is, and in

tenns not less touching, if more conventional than the rest of

the document, he decides that his experience shows that only
virtue has preserved liis life and his courage through all his

misery.

And, indeed, his art and his courage rose far above any level

attainable by those artists who are slaves to the ** personal

note,” for his chief oexupation at tine tipu^ ^ this document was
his and symphony, the mast briUifliat and triumphant piece

^at Ittd ever been written up to that time. On a smaller scale,

in which mastery was the more easily attainable as experiment
was more readily tested, Beethoven was sooner able to strike

a tragic note, and hence the process of growth in his style is

more readily traceable in the iManoforte works than in the larger

compositions which naturally represent a series of crowning
results. Only in his last period-does the pianoforte cease to hit

Beethoven’s oormal means of expression. Accordingly, if in

the discussion of Beethoven’s works, with which we elm this

article, we dwell rather more on the pianoforte sonatas than on
his greater worics, it is not only because they are more easily

referred to by the general reader, but because they are actually

a key to his intellectual development, such as is afforded neither

by his life nor by the great worl» which are themselves the crown-
ing mystery and wonder of musical art.

Deafness causes inconvenience in conversation long before it

is noticeable in music, and in 1806 Beethoven could still conduct
his opera Fiddio and be much annoyed at the inattention to his

nuances ; and his last appearance as a player was not until 1814,
when he made a great impression with his B flat trio, op, 97.
At the end of November 1822 an attempt to conduct proved
disastrous. The touching incident in 1824 has been described,

but up to the last Beethoven seems to have found or imagined

that ear-trumpets (of which a collection is now preserved atBonn)
were of use to him in playir^ to himself, though his friends

were often pained when the pianoforte was badly out of tune,

and were overcome when Beethoven in soft passages did not make
the notes sound at all. The instrument sent him by Broadwood
in T817-1818 gave him great pleasure and he answered it with
a characteristi^ly cardial and quaint letter in the best of bad
French. His fame in England was often a source of great

comfort to him, especially in his last illness, when the I.ondon

Philharmonic Society, for which the 9th symphony was written

and a loth symphony projected, sent him £100 in advance of

the proceeds of a benefit concert whicli he had begged them to

give, being in very straitened circumstances, as he weald make
no use of the money he had deposited in the bank for his nephew.

This nephew was the cause of most of his anxiety and distress

in the last twelve years of his life. His brother, Kaspar Karl,

had often given him trouble; for example, by obtaining and
publishing some of Beethoven’s early indiscretions, surh as the

trio-variations, op. 44, the sonatas, op. 49, and other trifle.s,

of which the late opus number is thus explained. In 1815, after

Beethoven had quarrelled with his oldest friend, Stephan
Breuning, for warning him against trusting his brother in money
matters, Kaspar died, leaving a .widow of whom Beethoven
strongly disapproved, and a son, nine years old, for the guardian-
ship of whom Beethoven fought the widow through all the law
courts. The boy turned out utterly unworthy of his uncle’s

IKJrsistent devotion, and gave him every cau.se for anxiety.

Jlc failed in all his examinations, including an attempt to learn

some trade in the polytechnic school, whereupon he fell into the

hands of the police for attempting suicide, and, after being

expelled from Vienna, joined the army. Beethoven’s utterly

simple nature could neither educate nor understand a human
being who was not possessed by the wish to do his best. His
nature was passionately affectionate, and be had suffered all

his life from the want of a natural outlet for it. He had often

been dee|^y in love and made no secret of it
; but Robert

Browning had not a more intense dislike of “ tlie artistic tempera-
ment ” in morals, and though Beethoven’s attachments were
almost all hopcles^y above him in rank, there is not one that

was not honourable and respected by society as showing the

truthfulness and self-control of a great man. Beethoven s

orthodoxy in such matters has provoked the smiles of Philistines,

especially when it showed itself in his objections to Mozart’s

Don Giovanni, and his grounds for selecting the subject of

Fidelia for his own opera. The last thing that Philistines will

ever understand is that genius is far too independent of con-

vention to abuse it
; and Beethoven’s life, with all its mistakes,

its grotesqueness and its pathos, is as far l)eyond the shafts of

Philistine wit as his art.

At the beginning of 1827 Beethoven had projects for a 10th

symphony, music to Goethe’s Faust, and (under the stimulus

of Ins newly acquired collection of Handel’s works) aqy amount
of choral music, compared to which all his previous compositions

would have seemed but a prelude. But he was in bad health

;

his brother Johann, with whom he bad been staying, had not
allowed him a fire in his bedroont, and had him back to

Vienna ki an open, chaise in vile ivjeather
; and the chill which

resulted ended hi a fatal illness* Within a. we^ of his death
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Beethoven was still full of his projects. Three days before the

end headded a codicil to his wiU, and saw Schubert, whose musk
had aroused his keen interest, but was not able to speak to him,

though he afterwards spoke of the Philharmonic Society and the

English, almost his last words being “ God bless them.’' On the

26th of March 1S27, during a fierce thunderstonn, be died.

Beethoven's Music.—The division of Beethoven’s work into

three styles has become proverbial, and is based on obvious facts.

The styles, however, are not rigidly separated, either in them-

selves or in chronology. Nor can the popular description of

Beethoven’s first manner as “ Mosartesque ” be accepted as

doing justice to a style which difiers more radically from Mozart’s

than Mozart’s differs from Haydn’s. The style of Beethoven’s

third period is no longer regarded as “ showing an obscurity

traceable to his deafness,” but we have, perhaps, only recently

outgrown the belief that his later trea.tment of form is revolu-

tionary. The peculiar interest and difficulty in tracing B^t-

hoven’s artistic development is that the changes in the materials

and range of his art were as great as those in the form, so that he

appears in the light of a pioneer, while the art with which he

started was nevertheless already a perfectly mature and highly

oiganized thing. And he is perhaps unique among artists in

this, that his power of constructing perfect works of art never

deserted him while he revolutionized his means of expression.

No doubt this is in a measure true of all the greatest artists,

but it is seldom obvious. In mature art vital differences in

works of similar form are generally more likely to be overboked

than to force themselves on the critic’s attention. And when

they beconve so great as to make a new epodi it is generally

at tlie cost of u i^riod of experiment too heterogeneous and

insecure for works of art to attain great permanent value.

But in Beethoven’s case, as we luive said, the pr(x:ess of develop-

ment Is so smooth that it is imix)ssible to separate the periods

clearly, although the ground aivered is, as regards emotional

range, at least as great as tlrnt between Bach and Mozart. No
artist has ever left more autlioritative documentary evidence

as to the steps of his development than Beethoven. In boyhood

he seems to f\ave acquired the habit of noting <k>wn all his

musical ideas exactly as they first struck him. It is e^y to see

why in later years he referred to this as a “ bad habit,’ for it

must often take longer to jot down a crude idea than to reject

it ;
and by the time the habit was farmed Beethoven’s powers of

self-criticism were unparalleled, and he must often have felt

liampered by the habit of writing down what he knew to too

crude to be even an aid to memory. Such first intuitions, if not

written down, would no doubt be forgotten ;
but the poetk

mood, the Stimmunf^, they attempt to indicate, would remain

until a better expression was forthcoming. Beethoven had

acquired the habit of recording them, and thereby he has,

perhaps, misled some critics into over-emphasizing the contrast

between his “ tentative ” self-critical methods and the quasi-

extemporc outpourings of Mozart- This contrast is probably

not vcr\^ radical ,* indeed, we may doubt whether in every

thoughtful mind a^ apparently sudden inspiration is not pre-

ceded by some anticipatory mood in which the idea was sought

and its first faint indications te.sted and rejected so instantane-

ously as to leave no impression on the memory.

The number and triviality of Beetlwven’s preliminuy sketches

should not, then, be taken as evidence of a timid or vacillating

spirit But if we regard his sketches as his diary their significance

becomes inestimable. They cover every period of Beethoven’s

career, and Tepresent every stage of n»rly dl his important

works, as weH as of innumeraWe trifles, including ideas tl^t did

not survive to be worked out. And the type of self-criticism

n the same from boguming to end* There is no tendency in the

middle or last perted, any more than in the ftrst, to “aub-

ordmate iam to etpiwsioit'’. nor do the sketches of the first

period sbow any Ml of attention to elements that seem more

Siamcteiwtic of the thiid. The difference between Beethoven’s

three.styles appaass.fint in its full proportiona wten we realize

this omn^ete eontiiiiiity of bis method and art. W« have vim-

tiired toouft doubts1^ the Moearthsque chaiiaicter of his early

style, because that is chieity a question of perspective. While

he was handling a laoge of ideas not, inaSKidcfm vicnt,glei^

different from Mozart's, be had no reaaon to use . a ftongiy

different language. His oontemposaiies, however, found it more

difficult to see the resemblanoe ; aid, though their cririciam was

often violently hostile, they saw with pr^udice a dating origin-

ality which wc may as well learn to appreciate with stidy.

Beethoven himself in later years partly affected and partly frit

a lack of sympathy with his own early style. But he hgd oth«

things to do Sian to criticize it Modern prejudice ku not his

excuse, and the neglect of Beethoven’s early works is no less

than tlie neglect of the key to the understanding of his later.

It is also the neglect of a mass of mature art that already,places

Beethoven on the same f^ne as Mozart, and contains perhaps

the only traces in ail his work of a real struggle between the

forces of progress and those of construction. We will therefore

give special attention to this subject here.

I

The truth is that there are several styles in Beethoveii’s

first period, in Ihe centre of which, ” proving all things,” is the

true and mature Beellioven, however wider may be the scofM of

his later maturity. And be did not, as is often alleged, fail to

show early promise. The pianoforte quartets he wrote at the age

of fifteen are, no doubt, clumsy and childish in execution to a

degree that contrasts remarkably with the works of Mozart’s,

Mendelssohn’s cir Schubert’s boyhood ;
yet they contain material

actually used in the sonatas, op. 2, No. 1, and op. a, No. j. And

the passage in op. 2, No. 3, is that immediately after the first

subjfx:t, where, as Bwthoven then states it, it embodies ovte of

I his most epoch-making 'discoveries, namely, the art of organizing

I a long series of apparently free modulations by means of a

systematic progression in the bass. In the childish quartet the

principle is only dimly felt, but it is nevertheless there ^ a

subconscious source of inspiration ;
and it afterwards gives

inevitable dramatic truth to such passages as the climax of the

development in the sonata, op. 57 (commonly called Appas-

siotiaia), and througliout the chaos of the mysterious intaroduetkm

to the C major string-quartet, op, 50 >
No. 3, prepares us for tlie

world of loveliness tlmt arises from it.

Although with Beethoven ihe desire to expresw new thoughts

was thus invariably both stimulated and saUsfted by the dis-

covery of the necessary new means of expression, he felt deeply

ihe danger of spoiling great ideas • by inadequate exeesution

,

and his first work in a new form or medium is, ®ven if as late

as the Mass in C, op. 89, almost always unambitious, His

teachers had found him sceptical of authority, and never con-

vinced of the practical convenience of a rule until be had too

successfully courted disaster. But he appreciated the experience,

though he may have found it expensive, and traces of crudei^s

in such early works as he did not disown arc as rare as plagiar*

isms. The first three pianoforte sonatas, op, 2, show the differeiU

elements in Beethoven’s early Style a« clearly as possible. Sir

Hubert Parry has aptly compared the opening of the sonata,

op. 2, No, I, with that of the finale of Mozart’s G minor sym-

phony, to s^w how much closer Beethoven’s texture is. The

slow movement well illustrates the rare coses in which Beethoven

imitates Mozart to Ihe detriment of his own proper richaets

of tone and thought, while the finale in its central episode

brings a misapplied and somewhat diffuse structure in Moss’s
style into direct conflict with themre m " Beethoveniih ” in

their terseness as in their sombre passion. The second soaaata is

flowlew in execution, and entiredy beyond the range of Haydn

and Mozart in harmonic and dramatic thought, except in the

finale. And it is just in the adoption ^ the luxmrious Mozart-

esque rondo form as the crown of this work that Beethoven

shows his true independence. He adopts the forzn, not becaute

it is Moeart’s, but because it is right and because he canonasterfrt

The opening of the second subject in the first movement is a
wonderful ^appheation. of the harmonic ^prindple airdady meor

rioned in oonnescion with the early piano quartets. M all .music

nothing equally diaimtic can be fexmd before the miaar

sonata, .0^ 31, Noi wtoch ri rigfrdy regardedm marki^ the

kteginning of Beethoftn's seeood furiod. The sU>ar meveiacittir
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Uko those of op, 7 and a few other early works^ shows a thrilling

solfimnhy that immediately proves the identity of the pu|^ of

Haydn with the creator of the 9th symphony . The little scherzo

no less clearly foreshadows the new era in music by the fact

that in so small and light a movement a modulation from A to G
sharp minor can occur too naturally to excite surprise. If the

later work of Beethoven were unlmown there would be very

httle evidence that this sonata was by a young man^ except^

perhaps; in the remarkable abruptness of style in the first

movement, an abruptness which is characteristic, not of im-

maturity, but of art in which problems are successfully solved

for the hmt time. This abruptness is, however, in a few of

Beethoven’s early works carried appreciably too far. In the

sonata in C minor, op. 10, No. 1, for example, the more vigorous

parts of the first movement lose in breadth from it, while the

finale is almost stunted.

But Beethoven was not content to express his individuality

only in an abrupt epigrammatic style. From the outset breadth
was also his aim, and while he occasionally attempted to attain

a greater breadth than his resources would properly allow (as

in the first movement of the sonata, op. 2, No. 3, and that of the
violoncello sonata, op. 5, No. i, in both of which cases a kind of

extempore outburst in the coda conceals the collapse of his

peroration), there are many early works in which he shows
neither abruptness of style nor any tendency to confine himself

within the limits of previous art. The C minor trio, op. i, No. 3,
is not more remarkable for the boldness of thought that made
Haydn doubtful as to the advisability of publishing it, than for

the perfect smoothness and spaciousness of its style. These
qualities Beethoven at first naturally found easier to retain with
less dramatic material, as in the other trios in the same opus,

but the C minor trio does not stand alone. It represents, per-

haps, the most numerous, as certainly the noblest, class of

Beethoven’s early works. Certainly the smallest class is that
in which there is unmistakable imitation of Mozart, and it is

si^ificant that almost all example.s of this class are works for

wind instruments, where the technical limitations narrowly
determine the style and discourage the composer from taking
things seriously. Such works are the beautiful and popular
septet, the quintet for pianoforte and wind instruments (modelled
superficially, yet closely and with a kind of modest ambition, on
Mozart’s wonderful work for the same combination) and, on a
.somewhat higher level, the trio for pianoforte, clarinet and
violoncello, op. ix.

It is futile to discuss the point at which Beethoven’s second
manner may be said to begin, but he has himself given us ex-

cellent evidence as to when and how his first manner (as far as

that is a single thing) became impossible to him. Through quite

a large number of works, beginning perhaps with the great

string quintet, op. 29, new typw of harmonic and emotional
expression had been assimilated into a style at least intelligible

from Mozart’s point of view. Indeed, Beethoven’s favourite

way of enlarging his range of expression often seems to consist in

allowing the Titanic force of his new inventions and the formal
beauty of the old art to indicate by their contrast a new world
grander and lovelier than either. Sometimes, as in the C major
quintet, the new elements are too perfectly assimilated for the
contrast to appear. The range of key and depth of thought is

beyond that of Beethoven’s first manner, but the smoothness is

that of Mozart. In the three pianoforte sonatas, op. 31, the

struggle of the transition is as manifest as its accomplishment is

triumphant. The first movement of the first sonata (in G major)
deals with widely separated keys on hew principles. These are

embodied in a style which for abruptness and jocular paradox
is hardly surpassed by Beethoven’s most nervous early works.

The exceptionally ornate and dilatory slow movement reads

almost iilm a protest
; while the finale begins as if to show that

humour should be hmutiful, and ends by making filn of the

beauty. The second sonata (in D minor) is the greatest work
Beethoven had as yet written. Its first movement, already cited

above hi connexion witii the dramatic sequences in op, 9, No, 9,

is, Hke that of the Sonaia Appassimata, a hocus dassieus for such

powerful meaats of expression. And it is wotth noting that the
only sketch knomof this movement is a sketch in which nothing
but its sequential is indicated. In the third sonata Beet-
hoven enjoys on a higher plane an experience he bad often
indulged in before, the attainment of smoothness and breadth
by means of a delicately humorous calm which gives scope to the
finer subtleties of his new thoughts,

Beethoven himself wrote to his publisher that these three
sonatas represented a new phase in his style

;
but when we

realize his artistic conscientiousness it is not surprising that they
should be contemporary with larger works like the 2nd sym-
phony, which are far more characteristic of his first manner.
His whole development is entirely ruled by his determination to
let nothing pass until it has been completely mastered, and long
before this his sketch-books show that he had many ambitious
ideas for a 1st symphony, and that it was a deliberate process
that made his Mnbitions dwindle into something that could be
s^ly realized in the masterly^ little comedy with which he began
his orchestral career. The easy breadth and power of the 2nd
symphony represents an amply sufficient advance, and leaves

his forces free to develop in less expensive forms those vast
energies for which afterwards the orchestra and the string-quartet

were to become the natural field.

In the “ Waldstein ” sonata, op. 53, we see Beethoven’s
second manner literally displacing his first

;
that is to say, we

reach a state of things at which the two ran no longer form an
artistic contrast. The work, as we know it, is not only perfect,

but has all the qualities of art in which the newest elements have
long been familiar. The opening is on the same harmonic train

of thought as that of the sonata, op. 31, No. i, but there is no
longer the slightest need for a paradoxical or jocular manner.
On the contrary, the harmonies are held together by an orderly

sequence in the bass, and the onrush is that of some calm diurnal

ener^ of nature. The short introduction to the finale is har-

monioally and emotionally the most profound thing in the sonata,

while the finale itself uses every new resource in the triumphant
attainment of a leisure more .splendid than any conceivable in

the most spacious of Mozart’s rondos. Yet it is well known
that Beethoven originally intended the beautiful andante in F,
afterwards published separately, to be the slow movement of

this sonata. That andante is, like the finale, a spacious and
gorgeous rondo, which probably Beethoven himself could not
have written ’at an earlier period. The modulation to D flat in

its principal theme, and that to G flat near the end, are its chief

harmonic effects and stand out in beautiful relief within its

limits. After the first movement of the Waldstein sonata they
would be flat and colourless. The sketch-books show that

Beethoven, when he first planned the sonata, was by no means
inattentive to the balance of harmonic colour in the whole scheme,
but that at first he did not realize how far that scheme was
going to carry him. He originally thought of the slow movement
as in £ major, a remote key to which, however, he soon assigned

the more intimate position of complementary key in the first

movement. He then worked at the slow nlovement in F with
such zest that he did not discover until the whole sonata was
finished that he had raised the first and last movements to an
altogether higher plane of thought, though the redundancy of

the two rondos in juxtaposition and the unusual length of the

sonata were so obvious that his friends ventured to point them
out. Beethoven’s revision of his earliest works is now known
to have been extensive and drastic ; but this is the first instance,

and Fidelio and the quartet in B flat, op. 131, are the only other

instances, of any later work needing important alteration after

it was completely executed. From this point up to op, toi we
may study Beethoven’s second manner entirely free from any
survivals of his first, even as a legitimate contrast

;
though it

is as impossible to fix a point before whidi his third manner
cannot be traced as it is to ignore the premonitions of his second

manner in his early works. The ^tinguishing features in

Beethoven’s second style are the result of a condition of art in

which enormous new possibflities have become so well known that

there li no need for stating them %bniptly, patadoxieally or
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emphatically, but also no need for working them out to remote

conclusions. Hence these works have become for most people

the best-known and best-loved type of classical music. In their

perfect fusion of untranslatable dramatic emotion with every

beauty of musical design and tone they have never been equalled,

nor is it probable that any other art can show a wider range of

thought embodied in a more perfect form. In music itself there

is nothing else of so wide a range without grave artistic defects

from which Beethoven is entirely free. Wagnerian opera aims

at an ideal as truly artistic, and in so far of wider range than

Beethoven’s that it passes beyond the bounds of pure music

altogether. Within those bounds Beethoven remained, ai\d

even the apparent exceptions (such as Fidelia and his two great

examples of “ programme music,” the Pastoral Symphony and

the sonata, Lcs Adieax) only show how universal his conception

of pure music is. Extraneous ideas had here struck him as

magnificent material for instrumental music, and he never

troubled to argue whether instrumental music is the better

or worse for expressing extraneous ideas. To describe the works

of Beethoven’s second period here would be to describe a library

of well-known classics, and we must refer the reader for further

details to the articles on Sonata Forms, ('ontrapuntal Forms,

Harmony and Instrumentation. It remains for us to attempt

to indicate the essential features of his third style, and to conclude

with a survey of his influence on the history of music.

Beethoven’s third style arose imperceptibly from his second.

His deafness had very little to do with it, for all his epoch-making

discoveries in orchestral effect dale from the time when he was

already far too much inconvcfiicnccd to test them in a way which

would satisfy any one who depended more upon his ear than upon

his imagination. It is indeed highly probable that thert* are no

important features in Beethoven’s latest style that may not be

paralleled by the tendencies of all great artists who have handled

their material until it contains nothing that has not been long

familiar with them. Such tendencies lead to an extreme simplicity

of form, underlying an elaboration of detail which may at first

seem bewildering until we realize that it is purely the working out

to its logical conclusions of some idea as simple and natural as the

form itself. The form, howTver, will be not merely simple, but

individual. Different works will show such striking external

differences of form that a criticism wliich applies merely a priori

or historic standards will be tempted by the fallacy that there is

less form in a number of such markedly different works than in a

number of works that have one scheme in common. All this is

eminently the case with Beethoven’s last works. The extreme

simplicity of the themes of the first two movements of the

quartet in B flat, op. 131, and the tremendous complexity of the

texture into which they are woven,' at first impress us as some-

thing mysterious and intangible rather tliun astonishing. The

boldness with which the slow introduction is blended in broad

statement and counter-statement with the allegro

j

is directly

impressi^T, as is also the entry of the second subject wdlh its

dark harmony and tone, but the work needs long familiarity

before its vast mass of thought reveals itself to us in its true

lucidity. Such works are ” dark with excessive bright.” \Vhen

we enter into them they are transparent as far as our vision

extends, and their darkness is that of a depth that shines as we
penetrate it. In all probability only a veil of familiarity prevents

our finding the same kind of difficulty in Beethoven’s earlier

works. What is undoubtedly newe.st in the last works is the

enormous development of those polyphonic elements which are

always essential to the life of a composition, but which have

very differeiit functions and degrees of prominence in different

forms and stages of the art. Polyphony inevitobly draws

attention to detail, and thus Beethoven in his middle period

found its more ob^ous manifestations but little conducive to

the breaddi of designs which were not as yet sufficiently familiar

to any but Ae foremost place. Hence, among other

interesting featuias of that second pieriod, his marked preference

for themes founded on rhythmic figures of one note, e.g. the

famous “ four taps ” in the C minor symphony
;
an identical

rhythm in a melc^ous theme of very different character in the

649’

G major concerto ; a similar figure in the Softaki App^siomua ;

the first theme of the schmc of the F major <)uartet, 59, No.

and the drum-beats in the violin concerto. Such rhythms give

thematic life to an inner part without causing it to assume such

melodic interest as might distract the attention front the flow

of the surface. But in proportion as polyphony loses its danger

so does the prominence of such rhythmic figures decrease, until

in Beethoven’s last works they are no more noticeable than other

kinds of simplicity. The impression of crowded detoil is naturally

more prominent the smaller the means with which Beethoven

works and the less outwardly dramatic his thought. Thus

those most gigantic of all musical designs, the qth symphony,

and the Mass in D, are, but for the mechanical difficulties of the

choral writing, almost like works of the second period as far as

direct impressiveness is concerned
;
and in the same way the

enormous pianoforte sonata, op. loO, is in its first three move-

ments easier to follow than the extremely terse and subtle works

on a smaller scale that preceded it (sonata in A major, loi, and

the two sonatas for violoncello, op. 102).

His enormous development of ‘polyphonic interest soon led

Beethoven to employ the fugue, not only, as in previous works,

by way of episodic contrast to passages and designs in which the

form and not the texture is the main object of interest, but as

the culminating expression of a condition or art in which the

unity of form and texture is so perfect that the mind is free to

concentrate itself on the texture alone. This union was not

effected without a struggle, the traces of which present a close

parallel to that abrupt emphasis which we noticed in some of

Beethoven’s early works. In his fugue-writing the notion that

the chief interest lies in the texture is as yet so difficult to hold

together with the perception that these fugues are based on a

modem firmness and range of form, that the texture is forced

upon the listener’s attention by a continual series of ruthlessly

logical bold strokes of Imrmony. From this and from the

notorious violence of Beethoven’s choral writing, and also from

his well-known technical struggles in hi.s years of pupilage, the

easy inference has been drawn that Beethoven never was a great

master of counterpoint, an inference tliat is ab.solutely irreconcil-

able with such plain facts as, to take but one early example, the

brilliant piece of triple counterpoint in the andante of the string

quartet in C minor, op. i8, No. 4, and the complete absence of

anything like crudeness in his handling of harmome.s, basses or

inner parts at any period of his career. Beethoven may have

mastered some things with difficulty, but he mastered nothing

incompletely ;
and where he is not orthodox it is safest to

conclude that orthodoxy is wrong. Had he lived for another

ten yeans he would certainly have produced an immense amount
of c'horal work, and with it many other great instrumental works

in which this last remaining element of conflict between texture

and form would have dwindled away. But while this would

doubtless result in such work being easier to follow and might

even have given us a version of the great fugue, op. 133 (discarded

from the string-quartet, op. 131), tlmt did not surpass the bounds

of practical performance, it would yet be no sound criterion by

which to stigmatize as an immaturity the roughness of the

polyphonic works that we know. That roughness is, like the

abrupt epigrammatic manner of some of his early works, the

necessary condition in which such material realizes mature

expression. Without it that material could receive but the

academic handling of a dead language. And by it was created

that permanent reconciliation of polyphony and form from which

has arisen almost all that is true in ” Romantic ” music, all that

is peculiar to the thematic technU|ue of Wagnerian opera, and
all the perfect smoothness of Brahms’s polyphony.

The incalculable depth of thought and closeness of texture in

Beethoven’s later works are, of course, the embodiment of a no
less incalculable emotional power. If we at times feel that the

last quartets are more introspective than dramatic, that is

only because Beethoven’s dramatic sense is higher than we can
realize. The subject is too large and too subtle for dogmatism
to be profitable

; and we cannot in Beethoven’s case, as we can
in Bach’s, cite a complete series of illustrations of Us musical

ui. 21 a
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idets from his treatment in choral music of words which them>

•elves interpret the intention of the composer. There is so little

but the music itself by which one can express Beethoven’s

thought^ that the utmost we can do here is to refer the reader,

as before, to the articles on Sonata Forms, Harmony, Instru-

MENTA'noN, Opera and Mitric, where he will find further

attempts to indicate in what sense pure music can be described

as dramatic and expressive of emotion.

As our range of investigation widens, and thoroughness of

analysis and study increases, so we shall surely find in ourselves

an ever>deepening conviction that Beethoven, whether in range,

depth and truth of thought, perfect sense of beauty, or absolute

conscientiousness of execution, is the greatest musician, per-

haps the greatest artist, that ever lived. There is no means of

measuring Beethov en’s influence upon subsequent music. Every

composer of every 8<!hool claims it. The immense changes he

brought about in the range of music have their most obvious

effect in the possibilities of emotional expression
;
and so any

outbreak of vulgarity or sentimentality can with impunity claim

descent from Beethoven, though its ancestry may be no higher

than Meyerbeer. Again, we have already referred to that

confusion of thought which regards a series of works markedly
different in form as containing less form than any number of

works cast in one mould. Hence the works of Beethoven’s third

period have been cited in defence of more than one “ revolution,”

attempted in a form which never existed in any true classic, for

the purpose of setting up something the revolutionist has not yet

succeeded in inventing. To measure Beethoven’s influence is

like measuring Shakespeare’s. It is on influence either too

vaguely universal to name or too profoundly artistic to analyse.

Perhaps the truest account of it would be that which ignored its

presence in the works of ill-balanced artists, or even in the works of

thosewho profitedmerely by an increase of technical and harmonic
resource which, though effected by Beethoven, would, after the

French Revolution and the Napoleonic wars, almost certainly

have to some extent arisen from sheer necessity of finding

expression for the new experience of humanity, if Beethoven had

never existed. Setting aside, then, all instances of mere domina-

tion, and of a permanently established new world of musical

thought, and omitting Schubert and Wct)er as contemporaries,

the one attracted and the other partly repelled, we may, perhaps,

take three later composers, Schumann, Wagner and Brahms, as

the leading examples of the way in which Heetho\'en’s influence

is definitely traceable as a creative force. The depth and

solemnity of Beethoven’s melody and later polyphonic richness

is a leading source of Schumann’s inspiration, though Schumann’s

artistic schemes exclude any high degree of formal organization

on a large scale. Beethoven’s late polyphony is carried on by

Brahms to the point at which perfect smoothness of st)'le is once

more possible, and there is no aspect of his form which Brahms
neglects or fails to realize with that complete originality which

has nothing to fear from its ancestry. Wagner does not handle

the .same art-forms
;

his task is different, but Beethoven was the

inspiring source, not only of his purely musicAl sense, but also of

his whole sense of dramatic contrast and fitness. When he had

shaken off the influence of Meyerbeer, which has so often been

confused with that of Beethoven, tliere remained to him, pre-

eminently in his music and more imperfectly realized in his drama,

a power of combining contrasted emotions such as is the privilege

of only the very greatest dramatic artists. Bach and Beethoven

arc the sources of the polyphonic means of expression by which

he attains this. Beethoven alone is the extraneous source of his

knowledge that it was possible. And it is as certain as anything

in the history of art that there will never be a time when Beet-

hoven’s work does not occupy the central place in a sound

musical mind.

Awnotatko I.tst of Bkktmoven’s Works

Up to i6a) we give in most cases the dates of pnblication, the dnte

of composition teing genendly from one to three years earlier.

Beethoven seldom had loss than a dozen projects in hand at once,

and their immediate chronol^y is inextncttt»le ;
whereas publication

generally means finiil revision. This list is purposely incomplete

in order that unimportant works may not distract attention, even
when they are late and on a large scale.

Sonatas Pianoforte sonata.
Violin or violoncello 8onata=:for pianoforte, V. or Vc.
Pianoforte trioarPfte., V., Vc.
Pianoforte quartet =3 Pfte., V., viola and Vc,
String trio=V., Va., Vc.
Steing quartet=VV., Va. and Vc.
Pianoforte or violin concerto= Concerto with orchestra.

^ 7®5* 3 pff®* quartets, of which the third contains important material
for the 5K>natas, op. 2, Nos. 1 and 3.

(Thayer's attribution of the masterly bagatelles, op. 33,
ublished 1803, to thi.s period can only be rationalized

y some siihilar rou^h first idea.)

1790. 24 variations on an air by Righini (published 1801). A very
remarkable work, anticipating Schumann's Papillons in

its humorous closc\ It was Beethoven’s chief early tout’
de-force in pianoforte playing.

1705* 3 pftc. trios, op. I (E(^, G, C minor).

1796. 3 pfte. sonatas, op. 2 (F minor, A and C. dedicated to Haydn).
1797. String trio, op. 3, 2 violoncello sonatas, op, 5, F and G mi.,

sonata, op. 7, £j^.

1798. 3 string trios, ap. 9; G, D, C mi.. 3 sonatas, op. lu (C mi.
F, D). Trio for pfte., clarinet and violoncello in B[», op, ii.

T799 ^ violin sonatas (D, A, Eh), op. 12. Pftc. sonata {PathHique
not Beethoven’s title) C mi., op. 13, 2 pitc. sonatas, op. 14,

£, G (the first arranged by the composer as a stiiiig quartet
in F).

1801. J^ianoforle concertos, op, 15 111 C, op. 19 in (the latter

composed hrst). Quintet for pianoforte and wind instm-
ments, op. 16 (also arranged, with new details, as quartet
for pianoforte and strings), composed 1797. (> string

quartets, op. 18 (F, G, D, C mi., A, Bj;>). i.st symphony (C),

op. 21. 2 v'iolin .sonatas, A mi., op. 23 ;
F ma., op. 24

(made intt) two nptts-mimhvTs by an accident in the format
of the volumes).

1802. Pianoforte score ol the }*rometheus> ballet, op. 24 (ousted by
tile F ma. violin .sonata, and reissued as 0^. 43). Sonata
in Bk up. 22. Sonata in Aj>, op. 26 (with the funeral
march). 2 sonata.'^ (“ quasi fantasia ”), op. 27, Ejj, C#mi.
Sonata in D, op. 28 {Pastorale not Beethoven’.s title). String
quintet in C, op. 29.

1803. 3 violin sonatas, t>p. 30 (A, C mi.. G). 3 sonatas, op. 31, G,
1) mi., E|j (the last appearing in 1804).

Va nations, op. 34. 1 5 variations and fugue on theme from
Prometheus, op. 35.

1804. 2nd symphony (D), op. 36 (1802). 3rcl pfte. concerto (C mi.),

37 (ii^oo).

1805. The " kri'iitzer ” sonata, op, 47. for pfle. and violin (A)
(finale at first intended for op. 30, No. i).

“ Waldslein " sonata for pftk, op. 53 (C). First version'

of opera Leonore in three acts (with overture “ No. 2 ’’).

1806. Spiiata in F, op. 34. Eroica Symphony, No. 3. op. 55 (E|j),

written in 1804 in honour of Napoleon Bonapart(\ It

wa.s }uf?t finished when news arriv(‘d that Napoleon had
made himself emperor, and Beethoven was with difficulty

restrained from do.stroying the score. It is still the longest

extant piTfect design in instrumental music. The finale

glorifies the material (and much of the form) <»f the varia-

tions, op, 33. The scherzo is tin' first full-sized example of

Beethoven’s .special type.

Leonore reproduced in two acts with overture No. 3.

32 variations in C mi. (no opus-numlw.r, but a vt?ry im-
portant work on the lines of a modernized chaconne).

1807. Triple concerto (pfte., V. and Vc.), op. 36. chiefly interesting

as a study for the true concerto-form which had given

Beethoven difficulty. Sonata, op. 37 (F mi,, Appassionata
not Beethoven’s title). New overture, Leonore, " No. i,”

composed for projected performance of the opera at

Prague (posthumou.sly published as op. 138).

1808. 4th pfte. concerto, op. 38 (G). 3 string quartets, op. 39, F,

E mi., C (dedicated to tkmnt Kasoumovskv, in compliment
to whom Russian tunes appear in the finale of No. i and
the scherzo of No. 2). Overture to Coriolanus, op. 62.

i8o<>. 4th symphony, op. 60 (B|j). Violin concerto (D). op. 61 (also

arranged by the composer for pianoforte). 3th symphony,
op. 67 (C mi.) (1806), the first in which trombones appear,

bth symphony {Pastorale)
^

op. 08 ; violoncello sonata,

op. 69 (A). 2 pianoforte trios, op. 70 (1), E|7).

1810. Pianoforte score of Leonore (2nd version) published. String

quartet, op. 74 (Ek called “ Harp ” (because of pizzicato

passages in first movement). Fantasia, op. 77, interestii^

a$ consisting of a long and capricious series of dramatic

beginnings and breakings off of themes, as if in search for

a firm idea, which is at last found and developed a.s a set

of variations. This scheme thus foreshadows the choral

finale of the 9th symphony even more significantly than the

Choral Fantasia.
Sonata, op. 78, Fj (extremely tgfse and subtle, and a great

favourite with Beraoven, who preferred it to the Cjjimi.).
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1814.

1816.

1817.

181 X. 5th pfte. concerto, op* 73. {The Emperor not Beethoven’s

title). Fantasia for pfte., orchestra and chorus, of, 80.

Sonata, op, 8ia [Les Adieux, Vabsence, et U rtiour), first

movement written when the archduke Rudolph had to

leave Vienna (4th May 1809), and the rest on his return on
the 30tb of January 1810. It was an anxious time both

for Beethoven and his excellent royal friend, for whom he

had great affection. (Battle of Wagram, 0th July 1809.)

(We may here note that o/j. 8ib is an unimportant and very

early sextet.) The overture to Egmon/. op, 84 ;
Christus

am Oelberge (the Mount of Olives), op, 85, oratorio (prob-

ably compo.sed between 1800 and its firat performance in

1803).

1812. The rest of the Egmont music, op, 84. ist mass, op, 87 (C)

(first performance, 1807).

Final version of Leonore, performed as Fidelio with great

alterations, skilful revision of the libretto, very important

new material in the music and a new overture.

1815. Sonata, op, go (K mi.).

7th symphony, op, 92 (A)
;

8th sympfiony, of. 93 (F) (Beet-

hoven waf. planning a group of three of winch the last wa.s

to be 111 B nn., which we shall find significant). String

quartet, op, 95 (F mi.). Violin sonata, op, 96 (G). Piano-

forte trio, op. 97 (Bk)
;
Liedefhreis, op. 98.

Sonata, op. loi (the first indisputably in Beethoven’s “ third

manner ’’). 2 violoncello sonatas, op. 102 (C, D, the second

containing Beethoven’s first modern instrumental strict

fugue).

i8iy. Arrangc'ment for string quintet, op. 104, of C mi. trio, op. i,

No. 3 (a wonderful study in translation, comparable only

to Bach’s arrangements and very unlike Beethoven’s former

essays of the kind). Sonata, op. lot) (Bf,), the largest and

most symphonic pianoforte work extant, .surpassed in

length only by Bach’s Onldherg variations and Beethoven’s

33 variations on DiabelH’s waltz.

1821. 25 Scotch songs acconqianied by pfte., V. and Vc., op. 108

(the first set ol a large and much neglected collection,

mostly posthumous, many of great interest and beauty

and very BeetliovenisU. which has shocked persons who
expect sympathetic insight into folk-music to prevail over

Beethoven’s artistic impulse). Sonata, op. log (K).

1822. Sonata, op. no (A^). Overture, Die W'eilw dvs Hauses,

op. 124 (C), a magnificent e.ssay m orchestral free fugue,

published 1825.

1823. Sonata, op. n r (C mi., the last pianoforte sonata). 33 varia-

tions on a waltz by Diabelli, who .sent liis waltz round to

fifty-ono musicians in Austria asking each to contribute

a variation
;

the whole to be published for the benefit of

the widows and orjihans left by the war. Beethoven

answered with the greatest set ever wg'itten, and it was

puVdlshed in a separate volume. Among the other filty

composers were Schubert and an inlant prodigy ot eleven.

Franz Liszt!

The mass in D {Missa Solemnis), op. 123, begun in 1818

for the installation of the archduke Kudolnh as arch-

bishop of Olmiitz. was not finished until 1826. two years

after the installation.

The gth symphony, op. 125 1 ) mi. (see note on 7tli and

8th symphonies) ;
sketches begun 1817 ;

project of setting

Schiller’s Freude already in Beethoven’s mind before he

left Bonn.
6 bagatelles, op. 126, Beethoven’s last pianoforte work, a

very remarkable and unaccountably neglected group of

carefully contnusted lyric pieces.

String (piartet, op. 127 (Ek j)ublished 182A).

String quartet, op. 130 (Bk, with finale, op. 133 (grand fugue)

;

string quartet, op. 132 (A ini., with slow movement in

Lydian mode, a Hetliger Dankgesang on recovery from

illness. Theme of finale first thought of as for instrumental

finale to gth symphony).
String quartet, op. 13T (CJ{mi.). String quartet, o/)'. 135 (F).

New finale to op. 1 30. Beethoven’s last composition,
(D. F. T.)

Authorities. — A, W. 01,' Beethovens Leben (1^6 1^9);
L. Nohl, Life of Beethoven (Eng. tians

,
1884). and Letters (En.;.

trans, 1866): Sir G. Grove, Beethoven and his Symphonies (1896),

and in Grove’s Dictionary of Music.

BEETLE (O. Eng. bttyl

;

connected with “bite”), a name

commonly applied to those insects which possess horny wing-

cases
;

it is used to denote the cockroaches (black beetles),

as as the true beetles or Coleoptera (q.v,), the two belonging

to different orders of

The adjective “beetle-browed,” and similarly “beetling

(of a cliff), are derived from the name of the insect. From

another word (O. Eng. betel, connected with “ beat *
) comes

»• beetle ” in the sense of a mallet, and the “ beetling-machine,”

which si^ects fabrics to a hammering process.

1824.

1825.

1826.

BEETS, HIX0UA8 (i8i4r-i903)» ^^itch poet, was bom at

Haarlem on the 13th of September 1814 ;
conataixt references

in his poems and sketches show how deeply tbe beauty of tl»t

town and its neighbourhood impressed his imagination. He

studied theology in Leiden, but gave himself early to the cultiva-

tion of poetry. In his youth Beets was entirely carried away

on the tide of Byronism which was then sweeping over Europe,

and his early works—Jose (1834), Ku,ser (1835) and Guy de

Vlaming (1837)—ore gloomy romances of the most impassioned

type. But at the very same time he was beginning in. prose the

compiosite work of humour and observation which has made him

famous, and which certainly had nothing that was in the least

Bvronic about it. This was the celebrated Camera Qkscura

(1839), the most successful imaginative work which any Dutch-

man of th ‘ 19th century produced. This work, published under

the pseudonym of “ Hildebrand,” goes back in its earliest

inception to the year 1835, when Beets was only twenty-one.

It consists of complete short stories, descriptive sketches, studies

of pea.sant life-^-all instinct with humour and pathos, and

written in a style of great charm
;

it has been reprinted
^

in

countle.s.s editions. Beets became a professor at the university

of Leiden, and the pastor of a congregation in that city, in

middle life he published further collections of verao-^Cornflowers

(r853)and Neuf (1857)—in which the romantic melancholy

was found to have disappeared, and to have left in its place a

gentle sentiment and a depth of religious feeling. In 1873-1875

Beets collected his works in three volumes. In April 1883 the

honorary degree of I..L.D. Kdin. was conferred upon him. He

died at Utrecht on the 13th of March 1903.

BEFANA (Ital., corrupted from Epijania, Epiphany), the

Italian female counterpart, of Santa Claus, the Christmas bene-

factor (St Nicholas). On Epiphany, or 'I'welfth Night, she plays

the fairy godmother to the children, filling their stockings with

presents. Tradition relates that she was too busy with house

duties to come to the window to see the Three Wise Men of the

East pass on their journey to pay adoration to the Saviour,

excusing herself on the ground that she could see them on their

return. They went back another way, and Befana is alleged

to have been punished by being obliged to look for them for

ever. Her legends seem to l>e rather mixed, for in spite of her

Santa Claus character, her name is used l>y Italian mothers as a

bogey to frighten the babies. It was the custom to carry her

effigy through Italian towns on the eve of the Epiphany.

BEFFBOY DE REIGNY, LOUIS ABEL (1757-18”), 'Prtnch

dramatist and man of letters, was born at Laon on the 6th of

Novemlier 1757. Under the name of “Cousin Jacques” he

founded a periodical called Les Lunes (i 7«5“i 787 )- Courrier

drs planetes ou Correspondance du Cousin Jacques avec le firma-

ment (1788-1792) followed, Nicodeme dans la lune, ou la rholu-

Hon pacifique (1790) a three-oct farce, is said to have had more

than four hundred representations. In spite of his protests

against the evils of the Revolution he escaped interference

through the influence of his brother, Louis E^tienne Beffroy, who

was a member of the Convention. Of La Petite Nanette (1795)

and several other operas he wrote both the words and the music.

His DieWonnafre nSologique (3 vols., 1795-1800) of the chief

actors and events in the Revolution was interdicted by the

police and remained incomplete. Beffroy spent his last years

in retirement, dying in Paris on the 17th of December 1811.

BEGAS, KARL (1794-1854), German historical painter, was

bom at Heinsberg near Aix-la-Chapelle. His father, a retired

judge, destined him for the legal profession, but the boy’s tastes

pointed definitely in another diredtion. Even at school he was

remarked for his wonderful skill in drawing and painting, and in

1812 he was permitted to visit Paris in order to perfect himself

in his art. He studied for eighteen months in the atelier of Gtos

and then began to work independently. In 1814 his jcopy of

the Madonna della Sedia was bought by the king Of Pttrtiria,

who was attracted by the young artist and did much to advance

him. He was engllged to paint several laige I'iblical pictures,

and in 1825, after his return from Italy, donlSnued to prodt^

paintings which were placed In the churches of Benin and
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Potsdam. Some of these were historical pieces, btit the minority

were representations of Scriptural incidents. Begas was also

celebrated as a portrait-painter, and supplied to the royal gallery

a long series of portraits of eminent Prussian men of letters.

At his death he held the post of court painter at Berlin. His

son Oskar (1828-1883) was also a painter and professor of

painting at Berlin. Reinuold, the sculptor, is noticed below.

BEGAS, RBINHOLD (1837- ), German sculptor, younger

son of Karl Begaa, the painter, was born at Berlin on the 15th of

July 1831. He received his early education (1846-1851) in the

ateliers of C. I). Rauch and L. Wichmann. During a period of

study in Italy, from 1856 to 1858, he was influenced by Bocklin

and Lenl)ach in the direction of a naturalistic style in sculpture.

This tendency was marked in the group “ Borussia/* executed

for the facade of the exchange in Berlin, which first brought
him into general notice. In 1861 he was apf)ointed professor

at the art school in Weimar, but retained the appointtnent only

a few months. That he was chosen, after competition, to execute

the statue of Schiller for the Gendarmen Markt in Berlin, was a
liigh tribute to the fame he had already acquired

;
and the result,

one of the finest statues in the German metropolis, entirely

justified his selection. Since the year 1870, Begas has entirely

dominated the plastic art in Prussia, but especially in Berlin.

Among his chief works during this period are the colossal statue

of Borussia for the Hall of Glory
;

the JSeptunc fountain in

bronze on the Schlossplatz
;
the statue of Alexander von Hum-

boldt, all in Berlin ; the sarcophagus of the emperor Frederick

III. in the mausoleum of the Friedenskirche at Potsdam
; and,

lastly, the national monument to the emperor William (sec

Berlin), the statue of Bismarck before the Reichstag building,

and several of the statues in the Siegesallee. He was also entrusted

with the execution of the sarcoph^us of the empress
Set* A. G. Moyer, “ Huinhuld Begas ” in KUnstlef’Mnnographien,

ed. 11. Knackiuss, lJuit xx. (Bielcield, 1897 ;
new ed.. 1901).

BEGGAR, one who begs, particularly one who gains his living

by asking the charitable contributions of others. The word,

with the verbal form “ to beg,^’ in Middle English be^^en, is of

obscure history. 'I'he words appear first in English in the 13th
century, and were early conne<^U?d with “ bag,” with reference

to the receptacle for alms carried by the beggars. The most
probable derivation of the word, and that now generally accepted,

is that it is a corruption of the name of the lay communities
known as Beguines and Beghards, which, shortly after their

establishment, followed the friars in the practice of mendicancy
(see Bkchjines). It has iKicn suggested, however, that the

origin of “ beg ” and ” beggars ” is to be found in a rare Old
£ngli.sh word, hrdecian^ of the same meaning, which is apparently

coimected witli the Gothic bidjan, cf. German bettetn ; but
lietwecn the occurrence of bedecian at the end of the 9th century

and the appearoJicc of ” beggar ” and ‘‘ beg ” in the 13th, there

is a blank, and no explanation can in) given of the great change
in form. P'or the Pmglish law relating to begging and its history,

see Charity, Poor Law and Vagrancy.
BEGGAR-BlY-NfilGHBOUR, a simple card-game. An ordinary

pack is divided equally between two players, and the cards arc

held with the backs upwards. The first player lays down his

top card face up, and the opponent plays his top card on it,

and this goes on alternately as lung as no court-card appears ;

hut if either player turns up a court-card, his opponent has to

play four ordinary cards to an ace, three to a king, two to a
queen, one to a knave, and when he has done so the other player

takes all the cards on the table and places them under his pack

;

if, however, in the course of this playinp; to a court-card, another

court-card turns up, the adversary has in turn to play U> this, and
as long as neither has played a full number of ordinary cards to

any court-card the trick continues. The player who gets all the

cards into his hand is the winner.

BEGONIA (named from M. Begon, a French patron of botany),

a large genus (natural order, Begoniaceae) of succulent herbs or

undershrubs, with about three hundred and fifty species in

tropical moist climates, especially South America and India.

About one hundred and fifty spemes are known in cultivation,

-BEGUINES
and innumerable varieties and hybrid forms. Many are tuberem
The flowers are usually showy and large, white, rose, scarlet

or yellow in colour
; they are unisexu^, the ipale containing

numerous stamens, the female having a large inferior ovary and
two to four branched or twisted stigmas. The fruit is a winged
capsule containing numerous minute seeds.^ The leaves, which arc

often large and variegated, are unequal-sided.

Cuttings from flowering begonias root freely in sandy soil,

if placed in heat at any season when moderately firm
; as soon

as rooted, they should be potted singly Into 3-in. pots, in sandy
loam mixed with icaf-mould and sand. They should be stopped
to keep them bushy, placed in a light situation, and thinly

shaded in the middle of very bright days. In a few weeks they
will require another shift. They should not be overpotted, but
instead assisted by manure water. The pots should be placed

in a light pit near the roof glass. The summer-flowering kinds
will soon begin blooming, but the autumn and winter flowering

sorts should be kept growing on in a temperature of from 55’^’ to

60® by night, with a few degrees more in the day. The tuberous-

rooted sorts require to be kept at rest in winter, in a medium
temperature, almost but not quite dry. In February they should

be potted in a compost of sandy loam and leaf-mould, and placed

in a temperate pit until May or Jnric, when they may be moved
to the greenhouse for flowering. If they afterwards get at all

pot-bound, weak manure should be applied. After blooming,

the supply of water must l>e again slackened
;

in winter the

f)lants should be stored- in a dry place secure from frost
;
they

are increased by late summer and autumn cuttings, after being

partially cut down.
BEGUINES (Fr. be^mncy Med. Lat. beguina, begina, beghina),

at the present time the name of the members of certain lay

sisterhoods established in the Netherlands and Germany, the

enclosed district within which they live being known as a be-

guinage (L«t. heginagium). The equivalent male communities,

called also Beguin(‘s (Fr. bSgnim, Lat. hrgmni), but more usually

Beghards (Lat. bagbardi, beggardi^ begehardi^ O. Fr. hegard-ty

Flem, beggaert), have long ceased to exist. The origin of the

names Begiiine and Beghard has been the subject of much
controversy. In the 15th century a legend arose that both name
and organization were traceable to Si Begga, daugliter of Pippin
of Landen, who consequently in 1630 was chosen by the Beguines
as the patron saint of their as.sociation. In 1630 a professor of

Louvain, ICrycius Puteanus (van Putte), published a treatise,

Dt* Begginarum apud Belgas institiito et nomine suffragiiwi, in

which he produced three documents purporting to date from
the iilh and 12th centuries, which seemed conclusively to prove
that the Beguines existed long before Lambert le B^gue. For
two centuries these were £u:ceptcd as genuine and arc admitted
as such even in the monumental work of Mosheim. In 7843,

however, they were conclusively proved by the German scholar

Hallmann, from internal evidence, to be forgeries of the i4lh iind

15th centuries. It is now universally admitted that both the

institution and the name of the Beguines are derived from
Lambert le B^uc, who died about the year 1187. The confu.sion

caused by the spurious documents of Puteanus, however, led,

even when the legend of St Begga was rejected, to other sugges-

tions for the derivation of the name, e.g. from an imaginary old

Saxon word beggen, “ to beg or “ pray,” an explanation

adopted even by Mosheim, or from higue, “ stammering,” a
French word of unknown origin, which only brings us back to

Lambert again, whose name of Le Bdgue, as the chronicler

Aegidius, a monk of Orval (Aureae Vallis), tells us, simply

means “the stammerer,” quia balbus erat (Gesta pontificum

Leodiensiumy c, A.i>. 1251). Doubtless this coincidence gave
a ready handle to the scoffing wits of the time, and among the

numerous popular names given to the Beghards— garfons,

boni pueriy bant veUeii and the like—we find also that of Lollards

(from Flemish IcUen, “ to stammer ”).

About the year 1170 Lambert le B^ue, a priest of Liege,

who had devoted his fortune to founding tlie hospital and church
of St Christopher for the widows and children of crusaders,

conceived the idea»f jestablishing an asspdatipn of women, who.
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without taking the monastic tows, should devote themselves

to a life of religion. The effect of his preaching was immense, and

large numbers of women, many of them left desolate by the loss

of their husbands on crusade, came under the induenoe of a

movement which was attended with all the manifestations of

what is now called a “ revival.” About the year iiHo Lambert

gathered some of these women, who had been ironically styled

Beguines ” by his opponents, into a semi-conventual com-

munity, which he established in a quarter of the city belonging

to him around his church of St Christopher. The district was

surrcjunded by a wall within which the Beguines lived in separate

small houses, subject to no rule save the obligation of good

works, and of chastity so long as they remained members of the

community. After Lambert’s death {c. 1187 ?) the movement

rapidly spread, first in the Netlierlands and afterwards in France

—where it was encouraged by the saintly Louis IX.—Germany,

Switzerland and the countries beyond. Everywhere the com-

munity was modelled on the type established at Li^e. It

constituted a little city within the city, with separate hou^s,

and usually a church, hospital and guest-house, the whole being

under the government of a mistress (magistra). Women of all

classes were admitted
;
and, though there was no rule of poverty,

many wealthy women devoted their riches to the common cause.

The Beguine.s did not beg
;

and, when the endowments of the

community were not sufficient, the poorer memljers had to support

themselves by manual work, sick-nursing and the like.

The Beguine communities were fruitful soil for the missionary

enterprise of the friars, and in the course of the 13th century the

communities in France, (iermnny and upper Italy had fallen

unflcr the influence of the Dominicans and Franciscans to such an

extent that in the Latin-speaking countries the tertiaries of these

orders were commonly called beguini and beguinae. The very

looseness of tlieir organization, indeed, made it inevitable that

the Beguine associations should follow very diverse develop-

ments. Some of them retained their original character ;
othere

fell completely under the dominion of the friars, and were ulti-

mately converted into houses of Dominiain, Franciscan or

Augustinian tertiaries
;
others agiiin fell under the influence of

the my.Stic movements of the 13th century, turned in increa.sing

numbers from work t(» mendicancy (as being nearer thcC^hrist-lifc),

practised the most cruel self-tortures, and kpsed into extravagant

heresies that called down upon them the condemnation of popes

and councils.’ All this tended to lower the reputation of the

Beguines. During the 14th century, indeed, numerous new

beguinages were established ;
but ladies of rank and wealth

ceased to enter them, and they tended to become more and more

mere almshouses for poor women. By the 15th century in many

cases they had utterly sunk in repu'tation, tlieir obligation to

nurse the sick was quite neglected, and they had, rightly or

wrongly, acquired the reputation of being mere nests of beggars

and women of ill fame. At the Reformation the communities

were suppressed in Protestant cxiuntries, but in some Catholic

countries they still survive. The beguinages found here and

there in Germany are now simply almshouses for poor spinsters,

those in Holland (e.g. at Amsterdam and Breda) and Belgium

preserve more faithfully the characteristics of earlier days.

The beguinage of St Elizabeth at Ghent has some .thousand

sisters, and occupies quite a distinct quarter of the city, being

surrounded by a wall and moat. The Beguines wear the old

Flemish head-dress and a dark costume, and arc conspicuous

for their kindness among the poor and their sick nursing.

It is uncertain whether the parallel communities of men

originated also with Lambert le B6gue. The first records are of

communities at Louvain in 1220 and at Antwerp in 1228. The

history of the male o(gnmunities is to a certain extent parallel

with the female, but they were never so numerous and their

d^enexation was far oiore tapid. The earliest Flemish Beghard

communities were associations mainly of artisans who earned

* In the year ^287 the council of Li^e decreed that * aU Beguinae

dertrmg to enjoy the “Beguine privilege shall enter a

and we order that all who ronwim outside the Beguinage shatl wear

a drew to dirtinguiato them from the Beguinae,"

their living by weaving and the like, and appear to have been in

intimate connexion with the craft-g^ ;
but under the influence

of the mendicant movement of the xjth century these tended

to Ineak up, and, though certain of the male bcguii^es survived

or were incorporated as tertiaries in the orders of Iriars, the nanre

of Beghard became associated with groups of wandering mendi-

cants who made religion a cloak for living on charity ;
Ugui^

becoming in the French language of the time synonymous
“ to b(^,” and beghard with “ beggar,” a word which, aepording

to the latest authorities, was probably imported into England

in the 13th century from this source (sec Beggar). More smous

still, from the point of view of the Church, was the asswiation of

these wandering mendicants with the mystic heresies of the

Fraticelli, the Apostolici and the jmntheistic Brethren of the

Free Spirit. The situation was embittered by the hatred of the

seailar clergy for the friars, with whom the Beguines were

associated. Restrictions were placed upon them by the synod

of Fritzlar (1260), by that of Mainz (1281) and Lichstatt (1281),

and by the synod of B6ziers (1299) they were absolutely for-

bidden. They were again condemned by a synod held at Cologne

in 1306 ;
and at the synod of Trier in 1310 a decree was passed

against those “ who under a pretext of feigned religion call

I

themselves Beghards . . . and, hating manual labour, go about

I
begging, holding conventicles and posing among simple people

!

as interpreters of the Scriptures.” Matters came to a climax at

the council of Vienne in 1311 under Pope Clement V., where the

“ sect of Beguines and Beghards ” were accused of being the

main instruments of the spread of heresy, and decrees were

passed suppressing their organization and demanding their

severe punishment. The decrees were put into execution by

Pope John XXIi., and a persecution raged in which, though the

pope expressly protected the female Beguine communities of the

Netherland.s, there was little discrimination betweeh the orthodox

and unorthf)dox Beguines. This led to the utmost confusion,

tlie laity in many cases taking the part of the Beguine com-

munities, and the Church being thus brought into conflict with

the secukr authorities. In these circumstances the persecution

died down
;

it was, however, again resumed between 1366 and

1378 by Popes Urban V. and Gregory XL, and the Beguines were

not formally reinstated until the pontificate of Eugenius IV.

(1431-1447). The male communities did not survive the 14th

century, even in the Netlierlands, where they had maintained

their original character least impaired.

Set* 1 . L. von Moshvim, De heghardts et heguinabus commentarius

(Leipzig, 1700); E. Hallraann, Die Ge&chtchU des Ursprungs der

l/clgtschen Keghinen (Boiiin, 1843) ; J. C. L. Gicsvler, Ledes. Ihst.

(vol. iii., Eng. trans., Edinburgh, 1853). with useful excerpts Irom

documents
;
Du Cange, Glossarium ;

Hertog-Hawck, Realencyhlo-

fmdie (3rd (Hi., itk^7) s. " Beginen," by Herman Haupt, where

numerous further authorities are cited. (W, A. P.)

BEHAIM (or Behem), MARTIN (1436 a navkator

and geographer of great pretensions, was born at Nuremberg,

according to one tradition, about 1436 ;
according to Ghillany,

as late as 1459. He was drawn to Portugal by participation in

Flanders trade, and acquired a scientific reputation at the court

of John 11 . As a pupil, real or supposed, of the astronomer

“ Regiomontanus ” Johann Muller of Konigsbeig in Fran-

conia) he became {ci 1480) a memlier of a council appointed by

King John for the furtherance of navigation. His alleged intro-

duction of the cross-staff into Portugal (an inventmn described

by the Spanish Jew, Levi ben Gerson, in the 14th century) is

a matter of controversy ;
his improvements in the astrolabe

were perhaps limited to the introduction of handy brass instru-

ments in place of cumbrous woodan ones
;

it seems likely that

he helped to prepare lietter navigation tables than had yet been

known in the Peninsula. In 1484-1 ho claimed to have

accompanied Diogo CAo in his second expedition to West Africa,

really undertaken in 1485-86, reaching Cabo in 15® 40' S.

and Cabo Ledo still farther on. It is now disputed whether

Behaim^s pretensions here deserve any belief ; ana it is suggested

that instead of sharii^ in this great voyage of disoovety, the

Nurembeiger only saiM to the nearer coasts of Guinea, perhaps

as fiur as the Bight of Benin, and possibly with Jos^ Vkinho Ihie
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astronomer and with Jofto Ailbnso d’Aveiro^ in 1484-S6. Martin’s

later history, as traditiona^^^ recorded^ was as follows. On his

return from his West African exploration to Lisbon he was
knighted by King John, who afterwards employed him in various

capacities ; but, frcrni the time of his marriage in i486, he usually

resided at Fayal in the Azores, where his father-in-law, Jobst

van Huerter, was governor of a Flemish colony. On a visit to

his native city in 1492, he constructed his famous terrestrial

globe, still preserved in Nuremberg, and often reproduced, in

which the influence of Ptolemy is strongly apparent, but wherein
some attempt is also made to incorporate the discoveries of the

later middle ages (Marco Polo, &c,). The antiquity of this globe

and the year of its execution, on the eve of the discovery of

America, are noteworthy
; but as a scientific work it is unim-

portant, ranking far below the pofiolani charts of the 14th cen-

tury. Its West Africa is marvellously incorrect
;
the Cape Verde

archipelago lie.s hundreds of miles out of its proper place
;
and

the Atlantic is filled with fabulous islands. Blunders of x6°

are found in the localization of places the author claims to have
visited : contemporary maps, at least in regard to continental

features, seldom went wrong beyond 1°. It is generally agreed
that Behaim had no .share in Transatlantic discovery ; and
though Columbus and he were apparently in Portugal at the

same time, no connexion between the two has been established.

He died at Lisbon in 1507.

See C, G. von Murr, Diplomatisehe Geschichte des heriihmten Fitters
J3ehatni (1778) ;

A. von Humboldt, Kvitische Vntetsuchungefi (1836)

;

F. W. Ghillany, Geschichte des Seefahrers Martin Behaim (1833) ;

O. Peschel, Geschichte der Jirdkunde, 214-215, 22O, 251, and Zettatter
dtr Kntdeckungen, csp. p. 00 ; Breusing, Zur Geschichte der Geograpine
(i86q) ; Eugen Gclcich in the Mittheiluneen of the Vienna (Geo-

graphical Society, vol. xxxvi. pp. 100, &c, ; E. G. :^vcn.stein.
Marttn de Bohemia (Lisbon, igoo), Martin Behaim, His Life and
His Globe (London, 1909), and Voyages of Diogo Cuo and Bartholomeu
Dias, td82 1488, in Geographical Journal, Dec. 1900; see also Geog.
Journal, Aug. 1893, p. 175. Nov. tqoi, p. 509 ;

Jules Mees in Bull,
Soc. Geog., Antwerp, 1902, pp. 182-204 ;

A, Ferreira de Serpa in
Bull. Soc, Geog., Lisrxin, 1904, pp. 297-307. (C. R. B.)

BEHAR, or Bihar, a town of British India, in the Patna
district of Bengal, which gives its name to an old province,

situated on the right bank of the river Panchana. Pop, (1901)

4.?>o63. There are still some manufactures of silk and muslin,

but trade has deserted Behar in favour of Patna and other

places more favourably situated on the river Ganges and the

railway, while the indigo industry has been ruined by the

synthetic products of the German chemist, and the English

colony of indigo planters has been scattered abroad.

The old province, stretching widely across the valley of the

Ganges from the frontier of Nepal to the hills of Chota Nagpur,
corresponds to the two administrative divisions of Patna and
Bhagalpur, with a total area of 44,197 sq. m. and a population
of 24,241,305. It is the most densely populated tract in India,

and therefore always liable to famine
;
but it is now well pro-

tected almost everywhere by railw'ays. It is a country of large

landholders and formerly of indigo planters. The vernacular

language is not Bengali, but a dialect of Hindu ; and the people

likewise resemble those of Upper India. The general aspect

of the country is flat, except in the district of Monghyr, where
detached hills occur, and in the south-east of the province,

where the Rajmahal and Santal ranges abut upon the plains.

Behar abounds in great rivers, such as the Ganges, with its

tributaries, the Ghagra, Gandak, Kusi, Mahananda and Sone.

The Ganges enters the province near the town of Buxar, flows

eastward and, passing the towns of Diaajpur, Patna, Monghyr
and Colgong, leaves the province at Rajmahal. It divides the

province into two almost equal portions
;
north of the river lie

the districts of Saran, Champaran, Tirhoot, Pumea, and part of

Monghyr and Bhagalpur, and south of it are Shahabad, Patna,

Gaya, the Santal par^nas, and the rest of Monghyr and Bhagal-
pur. The Ganges and its northern tributaries ara navigable by
coun^ b^ts of laige burden all the year round. The cultivation

of opium is a government monopoly, and no person is allowed to

grow the poppy except on account of government. The Behar
Opium Agency has its headquarters at the town of Patna.

Annual engagements are entered into by the cultivators, under a
system of pecuniary advances, to sow a certain quantity of land
with poppy, and the whole produce in the form of opium is

delivered to government at a fixed rate.

Saltpetre is largely refined in Tirhoot, Saran and Champaran,
and is exported both by rail and river to Calcutta. The manu-
factures of less importance are tussore-silk, paper, blankets,

brass utensils, firearms, carpets, coarse cutlery and hardware,
leather, ornaments of gold and silver, &c. Of minerals—lead,

silver and copper exist in the Bhagalpur division, but the mines
are not worked. One coal-mine is worked in the parganas.

Before the construction of railways in India, the Ganges and the

Grand Trunk road afforded the sole means of communication
from Calcutta to the North-Western Provinces. But now the

railroad is the great highway which connects Upper India with

Lower Bengal. The East Indian railway runs throughout the

length of the province. The climate of Behar is very hot from
the middle of March to the end of June, when the rains set in,

which continue till the end of September. The cold season, from
Octol)er to the first half of March, is the pleasantest time of the

year.

History ,

—
^The province of Behar corresponds to the ancient

kingdom of Magadha, which comprised the country now included

in the districts of Patna, Gaya and Shahabad, south of the

Ganges. The origin of this kingdom, famous alike in the political

and religious history of India, is lost in the mists of antiquity
;

and though the Brahmanical Puranas give lists of its rulers

extending back to remote ages before the Christian era, the first

authentic dynasty is that of the Saisunaga, founded by Sisunaga

(r. 600 B.r.), whose capital was at Rajagaha (Rajgir) in the hills

near Gaya
;
and the first king of this dynasty of whom anything

is known was Bimbisara (r. 528 B.r.). who by conquests and
matrimonial alliances laid the foundations of the greatness of the

kingdom. It was in the reign of Bimbisara that Vardhamana
Mahavira, the founder of Jainism, and Gautama, the founder of

Buddhism, preached in Magadha, and Buddhist missionaries

issued thence to the conversion of . China, Ceylon, Tibet and
Tatary. Even to this day Behar, where there are extensive

remains of Buddhist buildings, remains a sacred spot in the eyes

of the Chine.se and other Buddhist nations.

Bimbisara was murdered by his son Ajatasatni, who succeeded

him, and whose bloodthirsty policy reduced the whole country

between the Himalayas and the Ganges under the suzerainty of

Magadha. According to tradition, it was his grandson, Udaya,
who founded the city of Pataliputra (Patna) on the Ganges,
which under the Maurya dynasty became the capital not only of

Magadha but of India. The remaining history of the dynasty is

obscure
;
according to Mr Vincent Smith, its last representative

was Mahanandin (417 B.c.), after whose death the throne was
usurped, under obscure circumstances, by Mahapadma Nanda,
a man of low caste {Early Hist, of India, p. 36). It was a son of

this usurper who was reigning at the time of the invasion of

Alexander the Great
;
and the conquerorj when his advance

was arrested at the Hyphasis (326 b.c.), meditating an attack on
Pataliputra (the Palimbolhra of the Greeks), was informed that

the king of Magadha could oppose him with a force of 20,000

cavalry, 200,000 infantry, 2000 chariots, and 3000 or 4000
elephants. Tbe Nanda dynasty seems to have survived only for

two generations, when (321 b.c.) Chandragupta Maurya, the

founder of the great Maurya dynasty, seized the throne. This

dynasty, of which the history belongs to that of India {q*v,),

occupied the throne for 137 years. After the death of the great

Buddhist king, Asoka {c, 231), the Maurya empire began to break

up, and it was finally destroyed about fifty years later when
Pushyamitra Sunga murdered the Maurya king Brihadratha

and founded the Sunga dynasty. Descendants of Asoka con-

tinued, however, to subsist in Magadha as subordinate rajas for

many centuries
;

and as late as the 8th century a.d. petty

Maurya dynasties are mentioned as ruling in Konkan. The
reign of Pushyamitra, who held his own against Menander and
succeeded in establishing his daira to be lord paramount of

northern India, is mainly remarkable as marking the beginning
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of the Brahmanical reaction and the dedtne of Buddhism

;

according to certain Buddhist writers the king, besides reviving
Hindu rites, indulged in a savage persecution of the monks.
The Sunga dynasty, which lasted 112 years, was succeeded by
the Kanva dynasty, which after 45 years was overthrown
(c. 27 B.C.) by the Andhras or Satavahanas. In a.d. 236 the
Andhras were overthrown, and, after a confused and obscure
period of about a century, Chandragupta I. established his power
at Fataliputra (a.d. 320) and founded the famous Gupta empire
(see Gupta), which survived till it was overthrown by the
Ephthalitcs (^.?».), or White Huns, at the close of the 5th century.
In Magadha itself the Guptas continued to rule as tributary

princes for some centuries longer. About the middle of the 8th
century Magadha was conquered by Gopala, who had made
Jiimself master in Bengal, and founded the imperial dynasty
known as the Palas of Bengal. They were zealous Buddhists,
and under their rule Magadha became once more an active centre

of Buddhist influence. Gopala himself built a great monastery
at Udandapura, or Otantapuri, which has been identified by
Sir Alexander Cunningham with the city of Behar, where the

later Pala kings established their capital. Under Mahipak
(c. 1026), the ninth of his line, and his successor Nayapala,
missionaries from Magadlia succeeded in firmly re-establishing

Buddhism in Tibet.

In the nth century the Pala empire, which, according to the

Tibetan historian Taranath, extended in the gth century from
the Bay of Bengal to Delhi and Jalandhar (jullundur) in the

north and the Vindhyan range in the south, was partly dis-

membered by the rise of the “ Sena ” dynasty in Bengal
;
and

at the close of the j 2th century both Palas and Senas were swept
away by the Mahommedan conquerors, the city of Behar itself

being captured by the Turki free-lance Mahommed-i-Bakhtyar
Khilji in 1193, surprise, with a party of 200 horsemen. “ It

was discovered,” says a contemporary Arab historian, “ that the

whole of that fortress and city was a college, and in the Hindi
tongue they call a college Bihar,’’ Most of the monks were

massacred in the first heat of the a.ssault
;

those who survived

fled to Tibet, Nepal and the south. Buddhism in Magadha
never recovered from this blow

;
it lingered in obscurity for a

while and then vanished.

Behar now came under the rule of the Mahommedan governors

of Bengal. About 1330 the southern part was annexed to

Delhi, while north Behar remained for some time longer subject

to Bengal. In 1397 the whole of Behar became part of the

kingdom of Jaunpur ; but a hundred years later it was annexed
by the Delhi emperors, by whom—save for a short period—it

continued to be held. The capital of the province was established

under the Moguls at the city of Behiir, which gave its name to

the province. From the middle of the 14th to the middle of the

16th century a large part of Behar was ruled by a line of Brahman
tributarj' kings

;
and in the 1 5th century another Hindu dynasty

ruled in Champaran and Gorakhpur. Behar came into the

possession of the East India Company with the acquisition of the

Diwani in 1765, when the province was united with Bengal. In

1S57 two zemindars, Umar Singh and Kumar Singh, rebelled

against the British government, ftnd for some months held the

ruinous fort of Rohtas against the British

Sec Imperial Gatetteer of Indta (Oxford, 1908), £.t».
** Bihar and

Bengal "
;

V. A. Smith, Early History of India (2nd ed., Oxford,

1908),

BEHA UD-DIN [AbO-l-Ma^sin YUsuf ibn RafT ibn

ShaddXd Beha ud DIn] (1145-1234), Arabian writer and states-

man,was born in Mo.suland earlybecame famous for his knowledge

of the Koran and of jurisprudence. Before the age of thirty he

became teacher in the great college at Bagdad known as the

Nizamiyya,andsoonafterbecameprofessoratMosul. In 1187, after

maHng the pilgrims^ge to Mecca, he visited Damascus. Saladin,

who was at the time besieging Kaukab (a few miles south of

Tiberias), sent for him and t^me his friend. Behft ud-Din

observed that the whole soul of the monarch was engrossed the

war which he was then engaged in waging agamst the enemies of

the faith, and saw that the only mode of acquiring his favour

was by urging him to its vigorous prosecution. With this view

he compost a treatise on The Laws and J^sdfdine of Saertd HCar,

which he presented to Saladin, who received it with peculiar

favour. From this time he remained constantly attached to the

person of the sultan, and was employed on various embassies

and in departments of the civil government. He was appointed

judge of the army and judge of ]erusalem. After Saladin’s death
Beh&-ud-Dm remained the friend of his son Malik uz-Zihir,

who appointed him judge of Aleppo. Here he employed rome of

his wealth in the foundation of colleges. When Malik uz*^ZAhir

died, his son Malik ul- Aziz was a minor, and Beha .ud-Din had
the chief power in the regency. This power he used largely for the
patronage of learning. After the abdication of Malik uL? Azfz,

he fell from favour and lived in retirement until his death in

1234. Beha ud-Din’s chief work is his Life of So/odin (published

at Leiden with Latin translation by A. Schultens in 1732 and

1755). An English translation was published by the Pidestine

Pilgrims’ Text Society, London, 1897.

For list of otluT extant works see C. Brockclmann. Geschichte der
arahischen Litteratur (Weimar, 1898), vol. i. pp. ^16 f.

(G. W, T.)

beha UD-DlN ZUHAIR (AbG-l Fa^l Zuhair ibn MAgoii-
MED al-MuhallabI) (ii86-X2s8), Arabian pod, was born at or

near Mecca, and became celebrated as the best writer of prose and
verse and the best calligraphist of his time. He entered the

service of Malik u$-Salik Najm ud-Din in Mesopotamia, and
was with him at Damascus until he was betrayed and imprisoned.

Beha ud-DIn then retired to Nablus (Shechem) where he re-

mained until Najm ud-Din escaped and obtained possession

of Egypt, whither he acompanied him in 1240. There he re-

mained as the sultan’s confidential secretary until his deatli,

due to an epidemic, in 1258. His poetry consists mostly of

panegyric and brilliant occasional ver.se distinguished for its

elegance. It has l)een published with English metrical transla-

tion by E. H. Palmer (2 vols., Cambridge, 1877).

His life was written by his contemporary Ibn Kliallik&n (see

M’G. cle Slane’s trans. of his Biographical Dictionary, vol, i.

pp. 542 -
545)* (G. W. T.)

BEHBAHAN, a walled town of Persia in the province of Fars,

pleasantly situated in the midst of a highly cultivated plain,

128 m. W.N.W. of Shiraz and 3 m. from the left bank of the river

Tab, here called Kurdistan river. It is the capital of the Kuhgilu-

Behbahan sub-province of Fars and has a population of about

10,000. The walls are about 3 m. in circumference and a Narinj

Kalah (citadel) stands in the south-east corner. At a short

distance north-west of the city are the ruins of Arrajan, the old

capital of the province.

BEHEADING, a mode of executing capital punishment {g.v.).

It was in use among the Greeks and Romans, and the former, as

Xenophon says at the end of the second book of the Anabasis,

regarded it as a most honourable form of death. So did the

Romans, by whom it was known as decollatio or cafntis ampeUatio,

The head was laid on a block placed in a pit dug for the purpose,

—in the case of a military offender, outside the intrenchments,

in civil cases outside the city walls, near the porta decumana.

Before execution the criminal was tied to a stake and whipped
with rods. In earlier years an axe was used

;
afterwards a sword,

which was considered a more honourable instrument of death,

and was used in the case of citizens (Dig, 48, 19, 28). It was
with a sword that Cicero’s head was struck off by a common
soldier. The beheading of John the Baptist proves that the

tetrarch Herod had adopted from his suzerain the Roman mode
of execution. Suetonius (Calig, states that Caligula kept

a soldier, an artist in beheading, who m his presence decapitatkl

prisoners fetched indiscriminately for that purpose from the

gaols.

Beheading b said to have been introduced into England from
Normandy by William the Conqueror. The first person to suEer
was Wal^eof, earl of Northumberland, in 1076. An andenl
MS. relating to the earls of Chester states that the lerjeants or

bailiffs of the earb had power to behead any malefactor or thief,

and gives an account of the presenting of Mveral heads of feloi^
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-j the castk of Chester by the earl’s serjeant. It appears that

the custom also attached to the barony of Malpas. In a roll of

3 Edward II., beheading is called the “ custom of Cheshire ”

(Lysons’ Cheshire^ p. 099, from Harl. MS. 2009 fol. 34^). The

liberty of Hardwick, in Yorkshire, was granted the privilege

of beheading thieves. (See Guillotine.)

But with the exceptions above stated beheading was usually

reserved as the mode of executing offenders of high rank. From
the 15th century onward the victims of the axe include some of

the highest personages in the kingdom : Archbishop Scrope

(1405); duke of Buckingham (1483); Catherine Howard (1542)

;

earl of Surrey (1547); duke of Somerset (1552); duke of

Northumberland (1553); Lady Jane Grey (1554); Lord Guildford

Dudley (1554); Mary queen of Scots (1587); earl of Essex

(i6ox); Sir Wdter Raleigh (1618); earl of Strafford (1641);

Charles I. (1649) ; ^Lord William Russell (1683) ;
duke of

Monmouth (1685) ;
earl of Derwentwater (1716) ;

carl of

Kenmure (1716); earl of Kilmarnock and Lord Balmerino

(1746) ;
and the list closes with Simon, Lord Lovat, who (9th of

April 1747) was the last person beheaded in England. The
execution of Anne Bolcyn was carried out not with the axe,

but with a sword, and by a French headsman specially brought

over from Calais. In 1644 Archbishop Laud was condemned
to be hanged^ and the only favour granted him, and that re-

luctantly, was that his sentence should be changed to beheading.

In the case of the 4th Earl Ferrers (1760) his petition to be

beheaded was refused and he was hanged.

Executiems by beheading usually took place on Tower Hill,

London, where the scaffold stood permanently during the 15th

and i6th centuries. In the case of certain state prisoners, e.g.

Anne Boleyn and I^idy June Grey, the sentence was carried

out within the Tower on the green by St Peter’s chapel.

Beheading was only a part of the common-law method of

punishing male traitors, which was ferocious in the extreme.

According to Walcot’s case (1696), i Eng. Rep. 8q, the proper

sentence was “quod . . . ibidem super bigam (herdillum)

ponatur et abinde usque ad furcas de [Tyburn] trahatur, el

ibidem per collum suspendatur et. vivus ad terrarn prosternatur

et quod secreta membra eju.s amputentur, et interiora sua intra

ventrem suum capianUir ot in ignern ponantur et ibidem ipso

vivente comburantur, et quod caput cjus amputetur, quodque
corpu.s ejus in quatuor partes dividatur ct illo pt)nantur ubi

dominus rex eas assignarc voluit.” There is a tradition tluU

Harrison the regicide after being disembowelled rose and boxed
the ears of the executioner.

In Townley’s aise (18 Howell, State Trials, 350, 351) there is a
ghastly account of the mode of executing the sentence

;
and in

that case the executioner cut the traitor’s throat. In the case

of the Cato Street conspiracy (1820, 33 Howell, State Trials

^

i5(>t)),

after the traitors had been hanged as directed by the act of 1814,

their heads were cut off by a man in a mask whose dexterity led

to the belief that he was a surgeon.

Female traitors were until 1790 liable to be drawn to execution

and burnt olive. In that year hanging was substituted for

burning.

In 1814 so much of the sentence as related to disemtx)wclling

and burning the bowelswas abolishinl and the king was empowered
by royal warrant to substitute decapitation for hanging, which
was made by that act the ordinary mode of executing traitors.

But it was not till 1870 that the portions of the sentence as to

drawing and quartering were abolished (Forfeiture Act 1870).

The more barbarous features of the execution were remitted

in tlie case of traitors of higUmnk, and the offender was simply

decapitated.

The block usually employed is believed to have been a low
one such as would be used for beheading a corpse. C. H. Firth

and S. K. Gardiner incline to the view that such a block was the

one used at ChaHes l.’s execution. The more general custom,

however, ^seems to have been to have a high block over which
the victim knelt. Such is the form of that preserved in the

armoury of the Tower of London. This is undoubtedly the

block upon whidh Lord Lovat suffered, but, in spite of several
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axe-cuts on it, probably not one in early use. The axe which
stands beside it was used to behead him and the other Jacobite
lords, but no certainty exists as to its having been previously
employed. On the ground floor of the King’s House, at the
Tower, is preserved the processional axe which figured in the
journeys of state prisoners to and from their trials, the edge
turned from them as they went, but almost invariably turned
towards them as they returned to the Tower. The axe’s head
is peculiar in form, i ft. 8 in. high by 10 in. wide, and is fastened

into a wooden handle 5 ft. 4 in. long. The handle is ornamented
by four rows of burnished brass nails.

In Scotland they did not behead with the axe, nor witli the

sword, as under the Roman law, and formerly in Holland and
France, but with the maiden {q.v.).

Capital punishment is executed by beheading in France, and
in Belgium by means of the guillotine.

In Germany the instrument used varies in different states

;

in the old provinces of Prussia the axe, in Saxony and Rhenish
Prussia the guillotine. Until 1851 executions were public.

They now take place within a prison in the presence of certain

specified officials.

Beheading is also the mode of executing capital punisliment

in Denmark and Sweden. The axe is used. In Sweden the

execution takes place on the order of the king within a prison

in the presence of certain specified officials and, if desired, of

twelve representatives uf the commune within which the prison

is situate (Code 1864, s. 2, Royal Ordinance 1877).

In the C'hinesc empire decapitation is the uimal mode of

execution. By an imperial edict (24th of April 1905) certain

attendant barbarities have been suppressed : viz. slicing, cut-

ting up the body, and exhibiting the head to public view

(32 Clunet, 1175).

BEHEMOTH (the intensive plural of the Hebrew b'hetnak, a
beast), the animal mentioned in the hook of Job (ch. xl. 15),

probably the hippopotamus, which in ancient times wa.s found in

Egypt below the cataracts of Syenc. The word may be used in

Job as typical of the primeval king of land animals, as leviathan

of the water animals, 'fhe modern use expresses the idea t)l a
very large and strong animal.

BEHISTUN, or Bisitun, now pronounced bisutun, a little

village at the foot of a precipitou.s rock, 1700 ft. high, in the

centre of the Zagros range in Persia on the right bunk of the

Samas-Ab, the principal tributary of the Kcrkha (Choaspes).

The original form of the name, Bagistana, “ place of the gods
’*

or “ of God “ has been preserved by the Greek authors Steplianus

of Byzantium, and Diodorus (ii. 13), the latter of whom says

that the place was sacred to Zeus, t.e. Ahuramazda (Ormuzd).

At its fi)ot passes the great road which leads from Babylonia

(Bagdad) to the highlands of Media (Kcbatana, Ramadan). On
the steep face of the rock, .some 500 ft. above the plain, Darius 1 .,

king of Persia, had engraved a great cuneiforai inscription

{11 or 12 ft. high), which recounts the way in which, after the

death of Cambyses, he killed the usurper Gaumata (in Justin

Gometes, the pseudo-Sraerdis), defeated the numerous rebels,

and restored the kingdom of the Achaemenidae. Above the

inscription the picture of the Ring himself is graven, with a bow
in his hand, putting his left foot on the body of Gaumata. Nine
rebel chiefs are led before him, their hands bound behind them,

and a rope round their necks
;
the ninth is Skunka, the chief of

I the Scythians (Sacae) whom he defeated. Behind the king stand

his bow-bearer and his lance-bearer; in the air apj^ears the

figure of the great god Ahuramazda, whose protection led him
to victory.^ The inscriptions are composed in the three languages

which are written with cuneiform signs, and were used in all

official inscriptions of the Achaemenian kings : the chief place

' A passage in the inscription runs

“

Thus saith Darius the
king : That which I have done I have done altogether by the grace

I

of AhuratnaKda. Ahuramazda, and tlie other gc^s that be. brought
aid to rae. For this reason did Ahuramazda, and the other gods
that be. bring aid to me, because 1 was not hostile, nor a liar, nor a
wrongdoer, neitlier I nor ray family, but acoordi^ to Rectitude
{drUam) have 1 ruled.** (A. V. Willmmz Jackson, Persia, Past and
Present.)

' ^
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IS of course given to the Persian language (in lour columns)

;

the three Susian (Elomitic) columns lie to the left^ and the
Babylonian text is on a slanting boulder above them ; a port of

the Babylonian has been destroyed by a torrent^ which has made
its way over it. In former times the second language has often

been called Scythian, Turanian or Median
;

but we now know
from numerous inscriptions of Susa that it is the language of

Elam which was spoken in Susa, the capital of the Persian

empire.

In 1835 difficult and almost inaccessible cliff was first

clim^d ^ Sir Henry Rawlinson, who copied and deciphered
the inscriptions (1835-1845), and thus completed the reading

of the old cuneiform text and laid the foundation of the science

of Assyriology. Diodorus ii. 13 (cf. xvii. no), probably following

a later author who wrote the history of Alexander’s campaigns,
mentions the sculptures and inscriptions, but attributes them to

Semiramis. At the foot of the rock arc the remainders of some
other sculptures (quite destroyed), the fragments of a Greek
inscription of the Parthian prince Gotarzes (a.d. 40 ; text in

Dittcnberger, Orientis graeci inscr. seleciae, no. 431), and of an
Arabic inscription.

See Sir Henry Rawlinson in the Journ. R. Geog. Soc. ix.. 1830;
]. R. Asiatic Soc. x., )866, xiv., 1853. xv., 1855 ;

Atckaeologia, xxxiv.,

1852 ;
Sir R. Ker Porter, Travels, ii, 149 ii.

;
Flandm and CosU;,

Voyage en Perse, i. pi. 16 ; and the modem editions of the inscn]>‘

tions. the l)est of which, up to the end of the 19th century, were :

Weissbach and HauR, Die altpersischen Keilinst hriften (1893);
Weissliach, Die Aihaemenidenxnschriften zweiier Art (1890) ; Bezold,
Die {babyhmseken) Ackaitmemdemn\( hriften {1882). A desicription
of the locality, with comments on the ])rcscnt state of the inscrip-

tions and doubtful passages of the Persian text, was given by
Dr A. V. Williams Jackson in the Journal of the American Oriental

Sodetv, xxiv., 1903, and in his i^ersia. Past axid Present (i9o()).

Dr Jackson in 1903 cHml>ed to tlie ledge of the r<x;k and was able to
collate the lower pari of the four large Persian columns ;

he thus
c<mvinced himself that Poy's conjecture of dvU&m (“righteous-
ness “) for Kawlinson’s ahiktdm or ahait&m was correct. A later

investigation was carried out in 1904 on the instructions of the
British Museum 'I rustees by Messrs. L. W. King and R. C. Thompson,
who publuihed their results in 1907 under the title, The Inscription

of Darius the Great at lU'Mstun, including a full illustrated account
of the sculptures and the inscription, and a complete collation of

the text. (Ed. M.)

BEHN, APHRA (otherwise Afra, Aphara or Ayfara) (1640-

T689), British dramatist and novelist, was baptized at Wye,
Kent, in 1640, Her father, John Johnson, was a barber. While

still a child she was taken out to Surinam, then an English

possession, from which she returned to England in 1658, wlien it

vras handed over to the Dutch. In Surinam Aphra learned the

history, and acquired a personal knowledge of the African prince

Oroonoko and his beloved Imoinda, whose adventures she has

related in her novel, Oroonoko. On her return she married Mr
Bchn, a London merchant of Dutch extraction. The wit and
abilities of Mrs Behn brought her into high estimation at court,

and—her husband having died by this time—Charles II. em-
ployed her on secret service in the Netherlands during the Dutch
war. At Antwerf) she successfully accomplished the objects of

her mission
;
and in the latter end of iG66 she wormed out of

one Van der Aall>ert the design formed by Dc Ruyter, in con-

junction with the De Witts, of sailing up the Thames and burning

the English ships in their harbours. This she communicated to

the English court, but although the event proved her intelligence

to have been well founded, it was at the time disregarded.

Disgusted with political service, she returned to England, and

from this period she appears to have supported herself by her

writings. Among her numerous plays are The Forced Marriage,

or the Jealous Bridegroom (1671); The Amorous Prince (1671);

The Town Fop (1677) ; and The Rover
^
or the Banished Cavalier

(in two parts, 1677 and '681); and The Roundheads (1682).

The coarseness that disfigures her plays was the fault of her time

;

ahe possessed great ingenuity, and showed an admirable compre-

hension of stege business, while her wit and vivacity were un-

failing. Of her short tedcs, or novelettes, the best is the story of

Oroonoko, which was made the basis of Thomas Southeme's

poptsbr trageffy. Mrs Bchn died on the i6th of April 1689, and

was buried in Cloisters of Westminster Abbey*

BEIRA 6j7
See Plays writton by Iha LaU Jmsnious Bskn (1702 ; re*

printed. 1871) ;
also “ Aphra Behn s Gedichte und Prosawerke,"

by P. Siegel in Anglia (Halle, vOl. xxv., xgoa, pp. 86-128, 3«9-^5)

;

and A. C. Swinburne's essay on " Social Verse^^in in Prose
and Poetry (1894).

BEHR, WILLIAM JOSEPH (i775‘‘i85i), German publicistand
writer, was bom at Sakheim on 26th of August 1775.

studied law at Wurzburg and Gottingen, became professor of

public law in the university of Wurzburg in 1799, and in 18x9

was sent as a deputy to the Landtag of Bavaria. Having asso-

ciated himself with the party of reform, he was regaixlcd with

suspicion by the Bavarian king Maximilian 1 . and the court

party, although favoured for a time by Maximilian’s sqn, the

future King Louis 1 . In 1S21 he was compelled to give up his

professorship, but he continued to agitate lor reform, and in

1831 the king refused to recognize lus election to the Landtag.

A speech delivered by Bchr in 1S32 was regarded as seditious,

and he was arrested. In spile of his assertion of loyalty to the

principle of monarchy he was detained in custody, and in 1836

was found guilty of seeking to injure the king. He then admitted

his offence
;
but lie was not released from prison until 1839, and

the next nine years of his life were passed under p>olicc super-

vision at Passau and Regensburg. In 1848 he obtained a free

pardon and a sum of money as compensation, and was sent to

the German national assembly which met at Frankfort in May of

that year. He passed his remaining days at Bamberg, where

he died on the 1st of August 1851. Behr’s chief writings are:

Darstellung der Bedurfnisse, Wunsche und Hoffnungen deuischer

Nation (Aschaffenburg, 1816); Die Verjassung und VerwaUung
des Staates (Nurembirg, i8j 1-1812)

;
Von den rechtlichen Grenzen

der Einwifkung des deutschen Bundes auj die Verjassung, Gesetz-

gehung, und Rechtspflege seiner Gliedersiaaten (Stuttgart, 1820).

BE1RA« a seaport of Eortuguese East Africa, at the mouth of

the Pungwe river, in 19'’ 50' S., 34^ 50' E., 488 m. N. of Delagoa

Bay, in communication by railway with Cape Town via Umtali,

Salisbury and Bulawayo. Pop. about 4000, of whom a third

are Europeans, and some 300 Indians. The town is built on a

tongue of sand extending into the river, and is comparatively

healthy. I'he sea front is protected by a masonry wall, and
there are over 13,000 ft. of wliarfoge. Vessels drawing 24 ft.

can enter the port at high tide. Between the customs house and
the railway terminus is the mouth of a small river, the Chivevc,

crossed by a steel bridge, the (xmtre span revolving and giving

two passages each of 40 ft. The town is without any architectural

pretensions, but possesses fine public gardens. It is the liead-

quarters of the Companhai de Mozambique, which administers

the Beira district under charter from tlie Portuguese crown.

The business community is largely British.

Beira oixupies the site of a forgotten Arab settlement. The

present port sprang into being as the result of a clause in the

Anglo-Portuguese agreement of 1891 providing for the construc-

tion of a railway between Rhodesia and the navigable waters of

the Pungwe. The railway at first began at Fontesvilla, about

50 m. by river above Beira, but was subsequently brought down
to Beira. The completion in 1 902 of the line connecting Salisbury

with Cape Town adversely affected the port of Beira, the long

railway route from the <^pe being increasingly employed by
travellers to and from Mashonaland. Moreover, the high freights

on goods by the Beira route enabled Port Elizabeth to compete
successfully for the trade of Rhodesia. In October 1905 a
considemble reduction was made in milway mtes and in port

dues and customs, with the object of re-attmeting to the port

the transit trade of the interior,#and in 1907 a branch of the

Rhodesian customs was opened in the town. In that year goods
valued at £647,000 passed through the port to Rhodesia* Efforts

were also made to develop the agricultural and mineral vesousces

of the Beira district itself. The principal exports are rubber,

sugar, ground-nuts and oil-seeds, beeswax, chromite (from
Rhodesia), and gold (from Manica). The imports are chiefly

rice (from India) and cotton goods' local use. and food stuffk,

machinery, hardware and maxiufactured goods for Rhodesk*
For the tbiee years, 1905-1907, the average anntial vaiiie of Ihie
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imports and exports, excluding the transit trade with Rhodesia,

was, imports £200,000, exports £90,000, Direct steamship cdm-

mui^cation with Europe is maintained by German and British

lines.

See PoRTiTGi’ESE East Africa ;
also the reports issued yearly by

the British Foreign Office on the trade of Beira.

BEIRA, an ancient principality and province of northern and

central Portugal
;
bounded on the N. by Entre Minho e Douro

and by Traz os Montes, E. by the Spanish provinces of Leon

and P^stremadura, S. bv Alemtcjo and Portuguese ICstremadura,

and W. by the Atlantic Ocean. Pop. (1900) 1,515334:. area,

9208 sq. m. Beira is administratively divided into the districts

of Aveiro, Coimbra, Vizeu, Guarda and Castello Branco, while

it is popularly regarded as consisting of the three sections

—

Beira Alta or Upper Beira (Vizeu), north and west of the Serra

da Estrella
;
Beira Baixa or Lower Beira (Guarda and C^tellq

Branco), south and east of that range
;
and Beira Mar or Mari-

time Beim (Aveirn and ('oimbra), coinciding with the former

coastal province of Douro. The coast line, about 72 m. long, is

uniformly flat, with long stretches of sandy pine forest, heath

or marshland bordered hv a wide and fertile plain. Its most

conspicuous features are the lagoon of Aveiro {q.v.) and the bold

headland of ( ape Mondego
;

in the south Aveiro, Murtosa, Ovar
and Figueira da Foz are small seaports. Except along the coast,

the surface is for the most part mountainous,—the highest point

in the Serra da Estrella, which extends from north-east to

south-west througli the centre of the province, being 6532 ft.

The northern and south-eastern frontiers are respectively marked
by the two great rivers Douro and Tagus, which rise in Spain

and flow to the Atlantic. The Agueda and Coa, tributaries

of the Douro, drain the eastern plateaus of Beira ; the Vouga

rises in the Serra da l.apa, and forms the lagoon of Aveiro at its

mouth
;
the Mondego springs from the Serra da Estrella, passes

through (.'oimbra, and enters the sea at Figueira da Foz
;
and

the Zezere, a tributary of the Tagus, rises north-north-east

of Covilha and flows south-west and south,

Beira has a warm and equable climate, except in the mountains,

where the snowfall is often heavy. The soil, except in the valleys,

is dry and rocky, and laiTge stretches are covered with heath.

The principal agricultural products are maize, wheat, garden

vegetables and fruit. The olive is largely cultivated, the oil

forming one of the chief articles of export
;
good wine is also

produced. In the flat country between (.oimbra and Aveiro

the marshy land is laid out in rice-fields or in pastures for herds of

cattle and horses. Sheep farming is an important industry in

the highland.s of Upper Beira*; while near Lamego swine are

reared in considerable numbers, and furnish the well-known

Lisbon hams. Iron, lead, copper, coal and marble are worked

to a small extent, and millstones arc quarried irt some places.

Salt is obtained in considerable quantities from the lagoons along

the roast. 'I'here are few manufactures except the production

of woollen cloth, which occupies a large part of the population

in the district of Castello Branco. Three important lines of

railway, the Salamanca-Oporto, Salamanca-Lisbon and Lisbon-

Oporto, traverse parts of Beira
;

the two last named are also

connected by the Guarda-Figueira da Foz railway, which has a

short branch line going northwards to Vizeu. The chief towns,

Aveiro (pop. 1900, 997-9), Castello Branco (7288), Coimbra

(18,144), Covilha (15,469), Figueira da Foz (6221), Guarda (6124),

Ilhavo (12,617), l^amego (9471), Murtosa (9737), Ovar (10,462)

and Vizeu (8057), with the frontier fortress of Almeida (2330)^

are described in separate articles. There is a striking difference

of character between the inhabitants of the highlands, who are

grave and reserved, hardy and industrious, and those of the

bwiands, who are more sociable and courteous, but less energetic.

'Fhe heir-apparent to the throne of Portugal has the title of prince

of Beira.

BEIRUT or BsYitouT. (1) A vilayet of Syria, constituted

as recently as s888, which stretches along the sea-coast from

Jebel el-Akra, south of the Orontes, to the Nahr Zerka, south of

Mount Carmel, and towards the south extends from the Medi-

terranean to the Jordan. It includes five sanjaks, Latakia,
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Tripoli, Beirut, Acre and Buka'a. (2) The chief town of the

vilayet (anc. Berytt^s), the most important seaport town in

Syria, situated on the south side of St George's Bay, on rising

ground at the foot of Lebanon. Pop. 120,000 (Moslems, 36,000

;

Christians, 77,000 ;
Jews, 2500 ;

Druses, 400 ;
foreigners, 4100).

Berytus, whether it is to be identified with Hebrew Berothai

or not (2 Sam, viii. 8 ;
Ezek. xlvii. 16), was one of the most

ancient settlements on the Phoenician coast ;
but nothing more

than the name is known of it till b.c. 140, when the town

was taken and destroyed by Tryphon in his contest with

Antiochus VIL for the throne of the Seleucids. It duly passed

under Rome, was much favoured by the Herods and became

a colonia. It was famous for its schools, especially that of law,

from the 4th century a.d. onwards. Justinian recognized it

as one of the three official law schools of the empire (a.». 533),

but witliin a few years, as the result of a disastrous earthquake

(551), the students were transferred to Sidon. In the following

century it passed to the Arabs (635), and was not again a Christian

city tUl till, when Baldwin captured it. Saladin retook it

in 1187, and thenceforward, for six centuries and a half, whoever

its nominal lords may have been, Saracen, Crusader, Mameluke

or (from the 16th century) Turk, the Druse emirs of Lebanon

dominated it (see Druses). One of these, Fakr ed-Din Maan IT.,

fortified it early in the 1 7th century
;

but the Turks asserted

themselves in 1763 and occupied the place. Inuring the succeed-

ing epoch of rebellion at Acre under Jezzar and Abdullah pashas,

Beirut declined to a small town of about 10,000 souls, in dispute

between the Druses, the Turks and the pashas,—a state of things

which lasted till Ibrahim Pasha captured Acre in 1832. When
the powers moved against the Egyptians in 1840, Beirut had

recently been occupied in force by Ibrahim as a menace to the

Druses
;
but he was easily driven out after a destructive bombard-

ment by Admiral Sir Robert Stopford (1768-1847). Since the

pacification of the Lebanon after the massacre of the Christians

in i860 (for later history, sec Lebanon), Beirut has greatly

increased in extent, and has become the centre of the transit

trade for all southern Syria. In 1894 a harbour, constructed

by a French company, was opened, but the insecurity of the

outer roadstead militates against its success. Nevertheless

trade is on the increase. In 1895 a French company completed

a railway across the Lebanon to Damascus, and connected it

with Mezerib in the Hauran, whence now starts the line to the

Hejaz. Since 1907 it has also had railway communication with

Aleppo ; and a narrow-gauge line runs up the coast to Tripoli.

The steepness of the Lebanon railway, and the break of gauge at

Rayak, the junction for Aleppo, have prevented the diversion

of much of the trade of North Syria to Beirut. The town has

been supplied with water, since 1875, by an English company,
and with gas, since 1888, by a French company. There are many
American and European institutions in the city : the American
Presbyterian mission, with a girls’ school and a printing office,

which published the Arabic translation of the Bible, and now
issues a weekly paper and standard works in Arabic

j
the Syrian

Protestant coUege with its theological seminary, medical faculty,

training college and astronomical observatory
;

the Scottish

mission, and St George’s institute for Moslem and Druse girls
;

the British Syrian mission schools; the German hospital,

orphanage and boarding school; the French hospital and
schools, and the Jesuit University de St Joseph ” with a

printing office. In summer most of the richer residents reside

on the Lebanon, and in winter the governor of the Lebanon and
many Lebanon notables inhabit houses in Beirut. The town
has many fine houses, but the streets are unpaved and the

bazaars mean. The Moslem inhabitants, being in a minority,

have often shown themselves fanatical and turbulent. There
are several fairly good hotels for tourbts. (C. W. W. ; D. G. H.)

BETTi ALFRED (1853-1906), British South African flnanaer^

was the son of a well-to-do merchant of Hamburg, Germany,
and in 1875, after a commercial education at home, was sent

out to Kunberley, South Africa, to investigate the diamond
prospects. He had relatives, the^perts, out there in business,

and in conjunction with Mr (afterwards Sir) Julius Wemher
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(b. 1850) he rapidly acquired a leading position on the diamond
fields, and became closely allied with the ideals of Cecil Rhodes
{q.v»\ In 1889 Rhodes and Beit effected the amalgamation of

various interests in the De Beers Consolidated Mines Limited. It

was largely owing to the capital and enterprise of Beit that the

deep-level mining in the Witwatersrand district of the Transvaal

was started, and he had a large share in the principal company,

the Rand Mines Limited. The firm of Wernher, Beit k Co.

gradually transferred the centre of their financial operations to

London, where they became the leading bouse in the dealings

in South African mines. The rapid prepress made in developing

the diamond and gold output made Beit a man of enormous

wealth, and he utilized it lavishly in pursuit of Rhodes's South

African policy. He was one of the original directors of the

British South Africa company, and was included with Rhodes
in the censure passed by the House of C’ommons Commission of

Inquiry on the Jameson Raid (1896). He was subsequently one

of Rhodes’s trustees. Personally of a modest, gentle, generous

and retiring disposition, and strongly imbued with Rhodes's

ideas of British imperialism, he was one of the South African

millionaires of German birth against whom the anti-imperialist

section in England were never tired of employing their sarcastic

invective. But though shrinking from ostentation in any form,

his purse was continually opened for public objects, notably his

support of the Imperial Light Horse and Imperial Yeomanry in

the South African War of 1899-1902, and his endowment of the

professorship of colonial history at Oxford (1905). He gave

£100,000 to establish a university in his native city of Hamburg
and £200,000 for a university in Johannesburg. He built a fine

house in I’ark Lane, London, but was never prominent in social

life. He died, unmarried, on the i6th of July 1906.

BEJA (or BIja), the name under whic'h is comprised a wide-

spread family of tribes, usually classed as Humitic. They

may, however, rt^present very early Semitic immigrants (see

Hamitic Races). When first recorded the Beja occupied

the whole region between the Nile and the Red Sea from the

border of Upper Egypt to the foot of the Abyssinian plateau.

They were known to the ancient Egyptians, upon whose monu-

ments they are represented. They are the Blemmyes of Strabo

(xvii. 53), and have also been identified with the Macrobii of

Herodotus, “tallest and finest of men” (Hi. 17). It has been

suggested, though on insufficient grounds, that the Beja, rather

than the Abyssmians, arc the “ Ethiopians ” of Herodotus, the

civilized people who built the city of Meroe and its pyramids.

During the Roman period the Beja were much what they are

to-day, nomadic and aggressive, and were constantly at war.

In 216 A.H. (a.d. 8.p) the Moslem, pvernor of Assuan made a

treaty with the Beja chief, by which the latter undertook to

guard the road to Aidhab and pay an annual tribute of one

hundred camels. This is the earliest record of a government

engagement with the northern section of the Beja, now the

AbShda. Ibn Batuta, early in the 14th century, mentions a

king of Beja, El Hadrabi, who received two-thirds of the revenue

of Aidhab, the other third going to the king of Egypt. The Beja

territory contained gold and emerald mines. The tribesmen

were the usual escort for pilgrims to Mecca from Kus to Aidhab.

According to Leo Africanus, at the close of the 14th or very

early in the 15th century their rich town of Zibid (Aidhab ?)

on the Red Sea was destroyed. This seems to have broken up
the tribal cohesion. Leo Africanus describes the Beja as “ most

base, miserable and living only on milk and camels' flesh.” In

the middle ages the Beja, partially at any rate, were Christians.

The kingdom of Meroe was succeeded by that of “ Aloa,” the

capital of which, Soba, was on the Blue Nile, about 13 m. above

Khartum. The country wns conquered by the Funj (y.v.), a
negroid people who subsequently became Mahommedan and

compelled ^c Beja to adopt that religion. Until the invasion

of the Egyptians, under Ismail, son of Mehemet Ali (1820), the

Funj remained in possession.

All the Beja are now Mahommedans, but generally only so in

name, though some of the tribes enthusiastically fought for

Mahdism (1883-99). As a race the B^a ate Tcmarkable for
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physical beauty, with a colour more red than black, and of a

distinctly Caucasic type of face. The chiefs are, as a rule, of much
fairer complexion than the tribesmen. In spite of their daim to

Arab origin, the tribes have preserved many negro customs in

the matter of costume and scarring the body . Their hair-dressing

is very characteristic. The hair, worn thick as a protection

against the sun, is parted in a circle round the head on a level

with the eyes, above which the hair, saturated with mutton fat

or butter, is trained straight up like a mop, with separate tufts

at sides and back. Most of the tribes arc nomadic shepherds,

driving their cattle from pasture to pasture
; some few arc

occupied in agriculture.

They are polygynous, but, unlike the Arabs, great independ-

ence is granted their women. Among most of the Beja peoples

the wife can return to her mother’s tent whenever she likes, and
after a birth of a child she can repudiate the husband, who must
make a present to 1 )e re-accepted . Cases are said to have occurred

where the woman has thus obtained all her husband’s possessions.

The whole social position of the Beja women points, indeed, to

an earlier matriarchal system. Among some of the tribes tlie

custom of the “ fourth day free ” is observed, by which the

women are only considered married for so many days a week,

forming what liaisons they please on the odd day. The chief

Beja tribes are the Ab&bda, Bisharin, Hadendoa, Beni-Amer,

Amarar, Shukria, Hallenga and Hamran.
BEJA (probably the ancient Pax Julia), the capital of an

administrative district formerly included in the province of

Alemtejo, Portugal
;

situated 95 m. S.S.E. of Lisbon by

the Lisbon-Faro railway, and at the head of a branch line

to Pias e Orada (3855), 26 m. E. Pop. (1900) 8885. Beja is

an episcopal city, built on an isolated hill, and partly enclosed

by walls of Roman origin
;
on the south it has a fine Roman

gateway. Its cathedral is modem, but the citadel, with its

beautiful G(Hhic tower of white marble, was founded by King

Diniz (1279-1325). The city is surrounded by far-reaching

plains, known as the Campo de Beja, and devoted partly to the

cultivation of grain and fruit, partly to the breeding of cattle

and pigs; copper, iron and manganese are also mined to a

small extent, and Beja is the central market for all these products.

Cloth, pottery and olive oil are manufactured in the city.

The administrative district of Beja, the largest and most

thinly-populated district in Portugal, coincides with the southern

part of Alemtejo {q.v.)
;
pop. (1900) 163,612 ;

area, 3958 sq. m.

;

41*3 inhabitants per sq. m.

BEJAN (Fr. hijaune, from bee jaune, “ yellow beak,” in allusion

to unfledged birds ; the equivalent to Ger, Gelbschnabel, Fr.

hlanc-hec, a greenhorn), a term for freshmen, or undergraduates

of the first year, in the Scottish universities. The phrase was

introduced from the French universities, where the levying of

befaunium “ footing-money ” had been prohibited by the statutes

of the university of Orleans in 1365 and by those of Toulouse in

1401. In 1493 the election of an Abbas Bejanorum (Abbot of the

Freshmen) was forbidden in the university of Paris. In the

German and Austrian universities the freshman was called beanus.

In Germany the freshman was anciently called a Pennal (from

Med. Lat. penmUy a box for pens), in allusion to the fact that the

newly-arrived student had to cany such for the older pupils.

Afterwards Fuchs (fox) was substituted for Pennal, and then

Goldfuchs, because he is supposed still to have a few gold coins

from home.

BtJART, the name of several French actors, children of

Marie Herv4 and Joseph B6jart (d. 1643), the holder of a small

government post. The family—iijthere were eleven children—

was very poor and lived in the Marais, then the theatrical

quarter of Paris. One of the sons, Joseph Bijart (^.161 7"'ifi.S9)>

was a strolling player and later a member of Moli^’s first

company (I’lllustre Th^tre), accompanied him in his theatrical

wanderings, and was with him when he returned permanently

to Paris, dying soon after. He created the of L41ie in

UtUmrdie, and Eraste in Lr Dbpit amourem. His brother Louis

BAjart (c. 1630-1678) was ako in Moli8re’s company durii^

^

the last years of its travels. He created many parts in his
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bmth«r-*in-)aw’s plays—Val^e in Le DSpit amoureux, Dubois in

JU Misanthrope, A^cantor in Le Manage jovai, and Don Luis in

Le FesUn de Pierr&^-andi was an actor of varied talents. In

consequence of a wound received when interfering in a street

brawl; he became lame and retired with a pension—the first

ever granted by the company to a comedian—in 1670.

The more famous members of the family were two sisters.

Maoeleink B&jart (1618-1672) was at the head of tlie

travelling company to which her sister Genevieve (1631-1675)

—

who played as Mile Hervi'-—and her brothers belonged, before

they joined Moli^re in forming I’lllustre Th4&tre (1643).

Moliire she remained until her death on the 17th of February

1672. She had had an illegitimate daughter (1638) by an
Italian count, and her ciuiduct on her early travels had not

been exemplary, but whatever her private relations with Moli^rc

may have Ijeen, lu^wever acrimonious and violent her temper,

she and her family remained faithful to his fortunes. She was
a tall, handsome blonde, and an excellent actre.ss, particularly

in soubrette parts, a numlier of which Moli^re wrote for her.

Among her creations were Marotte in Les Precieuses ridicules,

Lisette in VFcole des maris, Dorine in Tariuffc.

Her sister, Akmande GrIsinde Claire Elizabeth 11£jart

(1645-1700), seems first to have joined the company at Lyons in

1653. Moli^re directed her education and she grew up under his

eye. In 1662, he being then forty and she seventeen, they were
married. Neither was happy

;
the wife was a flirt, the husband

jealous. On the .strimgth of a scurrilous anonymous pamphlet.
La Fameuse Comedienne, ou histoire de La Guerin (1688), her
character has been held perhaps unduly low. She was certainly

guilty of indifference and ingratitude, possibly of infidelity
;

they separated after the birth of a daughter in 1665 and met only
at the theatre until 1671. But the charm and grace which
fa.scinatcd others, Moline too could not resist, and they were
reconciled. Her portrait is given in a well-known scene (Act iii.,

»c. 9) in Le Bourgeois gentilhomme^ Mme Moli^re’s first appear-
ance on the stage was in 1663, as ftlise in the Critique de Vecole des

femmes. She was out of the cast for a short time in 1664, when
she bore Moli^re a son—Louis XIV. and Henrietta of England
stonding sponsors. But in the spring, beginning with ilie fetes

given at Versailles by the king to Anne of Austria and Maria
Theresa, she started her long list of important roles. She was at
her best as (.'elim^ne—really her own highly-finished portrait

—

in Le Misanthrope, and hardly less admirable as Ang61ique in

Lv Malade imaginaire. .She was the Elmirc at tiie first performance
of Tariuffe, and the Lucile of Le Bourgeois gentiUwmme. All

these parts were written by her husband to display her talents

to the best advantage and shemade themost of her opportunities.

The death of Moli^re, the secession of Jiaron and several other
actors, the rivalry of the H6tel dc Bourgogne and the develop-

ment of the Palais Royal, by royal patent, into the borne of

French opera, brought matters to a crisis with the comidiens du
roi. Well advised by La Grange (f.'harles Varlet, 1630-1692),
Armande leased the Theatre Gu6n6gaud, and liy royal ordinance
the residue of her company were combined with the players from
the Theatre du Marais, the fortunes of which were at low ebb.

The combination, known as the troupe du roi, at first was un-
fortunate, but in 1679 they secured Mile du (lliampmeslc, later

absorbed the company of the Hdtd de Bourgogne, and in 1680
the Cornedie Fran^aise was born. Mrne MoliSre in 1677 had
married Eustiiche IVanijois Guerin (1636 1728), an actor, and
by him she had one son (1678-1 708). She continued her succeascs
at the theatre until she retired in 1694, wtd she died on the 30th
of November 1700. ^
BSK» ANTONY (d. 1311), Ixshop of Durham, belonged to a

Lincolnshire family, and, having entered the church, received
several benefic^ and soon attracted the attention of Edward I.,

who secured liis election as bishop of Durham in 1283. When,
^tor the death of King Alexander III. in 1285, Fdward interfered

in the affairs of Scotland, he employed Bek on this business, and
in 1294 he sent him on a diplomatic errand to the German king,

Adolph of Nassau. Taking part in Edward’s campaigns in

Scotland, the bishop received the surrender of John de ^iol at
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Brechin in 1296, and led one division of English army at the
battle of Falkirk in 1298. Soon after his return to England he
became involved in a quarrel with Richard de Hoton, prior of

Durham. Deposed and excommunicated by Bek, the prior

secured the king’s support ; but the bishop, against whom other
complaints were preferred, refused to give way, and by his

obstinacy incurred the lasting enmity of Eldward. In 1302, in

obedience to the command of Pope Boniface VIII., he visited

Rome on this matter, and during his absence the king seized and
administered his lands, which, however, he recovered when he
returned and submitted to Edward. He continued, however,
to pursue Richard with unrelenting hostility, and was in his turn

seriously harassed by the king, Having been re.stored to the
royal favour by Edward II. who made him lord of the Isle of Man,
the bishop died at Eltham on the 3r<l of March 1311. A man of

groat coumge and energy, chaste and generous, Bek was remark-
able for his haughtiness and ostentation. Both as a bishop and
as a private individual he was very wealthy, and his household
and retinue were among the most magnificent in the land. He
was a soldier and a hunter rather than a bishop, and built castles

at Eltham and elsewhere.

Bek’s elder brother, Thomas Bek (d. 1293), bishop of St
David’s, was a trusted servant of Edward I. He obtained many
important and wealthy ecclesiastical positions, was made
treasurer of England in 1279, and became bishop of St David’s
in 1280. He was a benefactor to his diocese and died on the

i2th of May 1293.

Another Thomas Bek (1282-1347), who was bishop of Lincoln
from 1341 until his death on the 2nd of February 1347, was a
member of the same family.

Antony Bek must not be confused with his kinsman and name-
sake, Antony Bek (1279-1343), who was chancellor and dean
of Lincoln cathedral, and became bishop of Norwich after a
disputed election in 1337. He was a quarrelsome man, and after

a stormy episcopate, died on the 19th of December 1343.
See Robert of Graystanes, Hxstoria de statu ecclesiae Dunelmensis,

edited by J. Rainc in his Hisioriae Dunelmensis striptores (London,
1839) ;

W. Hutchinson, History of Durham (Newcastle, 1785 1794) ;

J*.
L. Low', Diocesan History of Durham (London. 1881) ;\'ind M.

Creighton in the Dictionary of National Biography, vol. iv. (London,
1885).

BEKE, CHARLES TILSTONE (1800-1874), English traveller,

geographer and Biblical critic, was born in Stepney, Middlesex,
on the joth of October 1800. His father was a merchant in

London, and Beke engaged for a few \'cars in mercantile pursuits,

lie afterwards studied law at Lincoln's Inn, and for a time
practised at tlie bar, but finally devoted himself to the study
of historical, pographical and ethnograpliical subjects. The
first-fruits of his researches appeared in his work entitled Origines

Biblicae, or Researches in Primeval History, published in 1834.
An attempt to reconstruct the early history of the human race
from geological data, it raised a storm of opposition on the part
of defenders of the traditional readings of the book of Genesis

;

but in recognition of the value of tlie work the university of

I'iibingen conferred upon him the degree of Ph.D. For about
two years (1837-1838) Beke held the post of acting British consul
in &xony. From that time till his death his attention was
largely given to geographical studies, chiefly of the Nile valley.

Aided by private friends, he visited Abyssinia in conne.xion with
the mission to Shoa sent by the Indian government under the

leadership of Major (afterwards Sir) William Cornwallis Harris,

and explored Gojam and more southern regions up to that time
unknown to Europeans. Among other achievements, Beke
was the first to determine, with any approach to scientific

accuracy, the course of the Abai (Blue Nile). The valuable

results of this journey, which occupied him from 1840 to 1843,
he gave to the world in a number of papers in scientific publica-

tions, chiefly in the Journal of the Royal Crcographical Society.

On his return to London, Beke re-engaged in commerce, but
devoted all his leisure to geographical and kindred studies. In

1848 he planned an expedition from the mainland opposite

Zanzibar to ckUcHiver the sources of the Nile. A start was madOi
but the expedition aocompUshed little.^ Bakers belief that the
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White Nile was the main stream was, however, shown to be

accurate by subsequent exploration. In 1K56 he endeavoured,

unsuccessfully, to establish commercial relations with Abyssinia

through Massawa. In 1861-1862 he and his wife travelled in

Syria and Palestine, and went to Egypt with the object of pro-

moting trade with Central Africa and the growth of cotton in

the Sudan. In 1865 he again went to Abyssinia, for the purpose

of obtaining from King 'Fheodore the release of the British

captives. On learning that the captives had been released, Beke
turned back, but Theodore afterwards re-arrcsted the party. To
the military expedition sent to effect their release Bekc furnished

much valuable information, and his various services to the

government and to geographical research were acknowledged by

the award of £500 in 1868 by the secretary for India, and by the

grant of a civil list pension of £100 in 1870. In his seventy-

fourth year he undertook a journey to Egypt for tlie purpose of

determining the real position of Mount Sinai. He conceived

that it was on the eastern side of the (iulf of Akaba, and his

journey convinced him that hi.s view was right. It has not,

however, commended itself to general acceptance. Beke died

at Bromley, in Kent, on the 31st of July 1874.

Beke’s writings are very numerous. Among ti\e more im-

portant, besides those already named, are : An Essay on the

Nile and its Tributaries (1847), The Sources of the NiU (i860),

and The British Captives in Abyssinia (1865). He was a fellow^

of the Royal Cicographical Society, and for his contributions to

the knowledge of Abyssinia received its gold medal, and also

that of the Geographical Society of France. As a result of a

controversy over the statements of another Abyssinian explorer,

Antoine Abbadie, Beke returned the medal awarded him by the

French Society.

Set* Summary 0/ the late Dr Beke’s published works and . . . public

services, by his widow ('I'unbndgc Wells, 187b).

BtilKfiSCSABA, a market-town of Hungary, 123 m. S.E.

of Budapest by rail. Pop. (1900) 37,108, mostly Slovaks and

Lutherans, who form the largest Lutheran community in

Hungar>'. The town is situated near the White Koros, with

which it is connected by a canal, and is an important railway-

junction in central Hungary. Bek^sesaba possesses several

large milling establishments, while the weaving of hemp and the

j)rodurti(m of hemp-linen is largely pursued as a home industry.

The town carries on an active trade in cereals, wines and cattle.

BEKKER, AUGUST IMMANUEL (1785-1871), German
philologist and critic, was bom on the 2tst of May 1785. He
completed his classical education at the university of Halle

under F. A. Wolf, w*ho considered him as his most promising

pupil. In 1810 he was appointed professor of philosophy in the

university of Berlin. For several years, between 1810 and 1821,

he travelled in France, Italy, England and parts of Germany,

examining classical manuscripts and gathering materials for his

great editorial labours. He died at Berlin on the 7th of June
1871. Some detached fruits of his researches were given in the

Anecdota Graeca, 1814-1821
;
but the full result of his unwearied

industry and ability is to be found in the enormous array of

classical authors edited by him. Anything like a complete list

of his works would occupy too much space, but it may be seud

that his industry extended to nearly the whole of Greek-literature

with the exception of the tragedians and lyric poets. His best

known editions arc : Plato (1816-1823), Oratores Attici (1823-

1824), Aristotle (1831-1836), Aristophanes (1829), and twenty-

five volumes of the Corpus Scriptorum Historiae Byzantinae.

The only I^tin author* edited by him were Livy (1829-1830)

and Tacitus
(1831J.

Bekkcr confined himself entirely to textual

recension and criticism, in which he relied solely upon the MSS.,

and contributed littde to the extension of general scholarship.

See Sauppe, Zur EHmisrung an Meinehe und Behher (1872) ;

Haupt. Ge^htniarede auf Meineko und Bekker.” in his Opuscula,

iii. ; £. I. Beklmr, Znr Erinnerung an raeinen Vater/' in the

Pre^f^ssisehes Jahrhuch, xxix.

IBKKBR, BALTHASAR (1634-169^), Dutch divine, was bom
in Friesland in 1634, and educated at Groningen, under Jacob

Alting, eaed at Franeken He was pastor at Franeker, and from

1679, at Amsterdam. An enthusiastic disciple of Descartes, he
wrote several works in philosophy and theology, which by their

freedom of thought aroused considerable hostility. His best

known work was Die Bdomterde Wereld (1691), or The World
Beivitckid (1695 ;

one volume of an English translation from a
French copy), in which he examined critically the phenomena
generally ascribed to spiritual agency, and attacked the belief

in sorcery and “ possession by the devil, whose very existence

he questioned. The book is interesting as an early study in

comparative religion, but its publication in 1692 led to ,B<fltker’s

deposition from the ministry. He died at Amsterdam.
BEKKER (or Wolff), ELIZABETH (1738-18^4), Dutch

novelist, wa§ married to Adrian Wolff, a Reformed clergyman,

but is always known under her maiden name. After the cleath

of her husband in 1777, she resided for some time in France,

with her close friend
,
Agatha Deken . She was exposed to some of

the dangers of the French Revolution, and, it is said, escaped

the guillotine only by her great presence of mind. In 1795 she

returned to Holland, and resided at the Hague till her death.

Her novels were written in conjunction with Agatha Deken,

and it is somewhat diflicult to detemune the exact qualities

contributed by each. The Historie van William Levend (1785L
Historie van Sara Bur^erhari (1790), Abraham Blankaart (1787),

Cornelie Wildschut (1793-1796), were extremely popular.

BEL, the name of a chief deity in Babylonian religion, the

counterpart of the Phoenician Baal (q.v,) ideographically written

as En-lil. Since Bel signifies the “ lord ” or “ master ’’ par

excellence^ it is, therefore, a title rather than a genuine name,

and must have been given to a deity who had acquired a position

at the head of a pantheon. The real name is accordingly to be

sought in En-lil, of which the first element again has the force of

lord
** and the second presumably “ might,” ” power,” and

the like, though this' cannot bo regarded as certain. En-lil is

associated with the ancient city of Nippur, and since Kn-lil with

the determinative for ” land ” or “ district ” is a common
method of writing the name of the city, it follows, apart from

other evidence, that Kn-lil was originally the patron deity of

Nippur. At a very early period—prior to 3000 b.c.—Nippur had

become the centre of a political district of considerable extent,

and it is to this early period that the designation of En-lil as

Bel or ” the lord ” reverts. Inscriptions found at Nippur, where

extensive excavations were earned on during 1888-1900 by

Messrs Peters and Haynes, under the auspices of the University

of Pennsylvania, show that Bel of Nippur was in fact regarded

as the head of an extensive pantheon. Among the titles accorded

to him arc king of lands,” ” king of heaven and earth ” and
“ father of the gods.” His chief temple at Nippur was known
as E-Kur, signifying ” mountain house,” and such was the

sanctity acquired by this edifice that Babylonian and Assyrian

rulers, down to the latest days, vied with one another in em-

bellishing and restoring BeFs seat of worship, and the name
itself became the designation of a temple in general. Grouped

around the main sanctuary there arose temples and chapels to

the gods and goddesses who formed his court, so that E-Kiw

became the name for an entire sacred precinct in the city of

Nippur. The name “ mountain house ” suggests a lofty structure

and was perhaps the designation originally of the staged tower at

Nippur, built in imitation of a mountain, with the sacred shrine of

the god on the top. The tower, however, also had its special

designation of ” Im-Khar-sag,” the elements of which, signifying

” storm ” and ” mountain,” confirm the conclusion drawn from

other evidence that En-liJ was originally a storm-god having

his seat on the top of a mountaii^. Since the Euphrates valley

has no mountains, En-lil would appear to be a god whose worship

was carried into Babylonia by a wave of migration from a

mountainous country—in all probability from Elam to the cast

When, with the ^itical rise of Babylon as the centre of a

great empire, Nippur yielded its prerogatives to the city pver

which Maiduk presided, the attributes and the titles of En-lil

were transferred to Marduk, who becomes the ” lord ” or Bel

of later days. The older Bel did not, however, entirely lose his

standing. Nippur continued to be a sacred city after it ceased
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to have any considerable political importance, while in addition

the rise of the doctrine of a triad of gods symbolizing the three

divisions—heavens, earth and water—assured to Bel, to whom
the earth was assigned as his province, his place in the religious

system. The disassociation from his local origin involved in

this doctrine of the triad gave to Bel a rank independent of

political changes, and we, accordingly, find Bel as a factor in the

religion of Babylonia and Assyria to the latest days. It was

no doubt owing to his |X)sition as the second figure of the triad

that ena})led him to survive the political eclipse of Nippur and

made his sanctuary a place of pilgrimage to which Assyrian

Icings down to the days of Assur-bani-pal paid their homage

equally with Babylonian rulers.
,

Sue also Bei.it and Baal. For the apocryphal l)OOk of tlie Bible,

lid and the Dragon, sec Daniel ; Additions to Daniel. {M. Ja.)

BELA III. (d. 1196), Icing of Hungary, was the second son of

King G6za IT. Educated at the Byzantine court, where he had
been compelled to seek refuge, he was fortunate enough to win

the friendship of the brilliant emperor Manuel who, before the

birth of his own son Alexius, intended to make Bela his successor

and betrothed him to his daughter. Subsequently, however,

he married the handsome and promising youth to Agnes of

Chatillon, duchess of Antioch, and in 1173 placed him, by force

of arms, on the Hungarian throne, first expelling Bela’s younger

brother G^^a, whowas supported 1 )y the Catholic party . Initiated

from childhood in all the arts of diplomacy at what was then the

focus of civilization, and as much a warrior by nature as his

imperial kinsman Manuel, Bela showed himself from the first

fully equal to all the diflTiculties of his peculiar position. He began

by adopting Catholicism and boldly seeking the assistance of

Rome, He then made what had hitherto been an elective a
herediUry throne by crowning his infant son Emerich his

successor. In the lK*ginning of his reign he adopted a prudent
policy of amity witli his two most powerful neighbours, the

emperors of the Ea.st and West, but the death of Manuel in 1180

gave Hungary once more a free hand in the affairs of the Balkan
Peninsula, her natural sphere of influence. The attempt to

recover Dalmatia, whicli involved Bela in two bloody wars with

Venice (u 81-88 and uyo-yi), was only partially successful.

Bu^ he assisted the Rascians or Serbs (see IIungary: History)

to throw off the Greek yoke and establish a native dynasty, and
attempted to make Galicia an appanage of hi.s younger son

Andrew. It was in Bela’s reign that the emperor Frederick I.,

in the spring of 1 traversed Hungary with 100,000 crusaders,

on which occasion the country was so well policed that no harm
was done to it and the inhabitants profited largely from their

Cvimmerce with the (Jerman host. In his last years Bela assisted

the Greek emperor Isaac II. Angelus against the Bulgarians.

Ilis first wife bore Bela two sons, Emerich and Andrew. On her

death he married Margaret of France, sister of King Philip

Augustus. Bela was in every sense of the word a great statesman,

and his c(»urt was accounted one of the most brilliant in Europe.

For an account of his internal reforms sec Hungary. Though
the j)(ict Ede Szigligeti has inimorlaUzed his memory in the play
Bela HI., we have no liistorical monograph of him, but in ignaez
AesAdy, llistofy of the Httnf*arian Realm (Hung.), i. 2 (^Budimest,

'903)» there is an excelleiit account of hi» reign. (R. N. B.)

BELA IV. (i2o6<*i37o), king of Hungary, was the son of

Andrew II., whom he succeeded in 1235. During his father’s

lifetime he had greatly distinguished himself by his administra-

tion of Transylvania, then a wilderness, which, w’ith incredible

patience and energy, he colonized and christianized. He repaired

as far as possible the ruinous effects of his lather’s wastefulness,

but on his accession found e^rything in the utmost confusion,
“ the great lords,” to cite the old chronicler Rogerius {c. 1223-

1266), “ having so greatly enriched themselves that the king

was brought to n:iught.” The whole land was full of violence,

the very bishops storming rich monasteries at the head of armed
retainers. Bela resolutely put down all disorder. He increased

the dignity of the crown by introducing a stricter court etiquette,

and its wealth by recovering those of the royal domains which
the magnates had appropriated during the m>ubles of the last

reign. The pope, naturally on the side of older, staunchly
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supported this regenerator of the realm, and in his own brother

Coloman, who administered the district of the Drave, Bela also

found a loyal and intelligent co-operator. He also largely

employed Jews and Ishmaelites,^ the financial specialists of the
day, whom he rewarded with lands and titles. The salient event
of Bela’s reign was the terrible Tatar invasion which reduced
three-quarters of Hungary to ashes. The terror of their name
had long preceded them, and Bela, in 1235 or 1236, sent the

Dominican monk Julian, by way of Constantinople, to Russia, to

collect information about them from the ‘‘ ancient Magyars ”

settled there, possibly the Volgan Bulgarians. He returned to

Hungary with the tidings that the Tatars contemplated the

immediate conquest of Europe. Bela did his utmost to place his

kingdom in a state of defence, and appealed betimes to the

pope, the duke of Austria and the emperor for assistance
; but

in February and March 1241 the Tatars burst through the

Carpathian passes ;
in April Bela himself, after a gallant stand,

was routed on the banks of the Sajo and fled to the islands of

Dalmatia
; and for the next twelve months tlie kingdom of

Hungar\^ was merely a geographical expression. The last twenty-

eight years of Bela’s reign were mainly devoted to the recon-

struction of his realm, which he accomplished with a single-

minded thoroughness which has covered his name with glory.

(See Hungary : History.)

Perhaps the most difficult part of his task was the recovery of

the western portions of the kingdom (which had suffered least)

from the hands of Frederick of Austria, who had seized them as

the price of assistance which had been promised but never given.

First Bela solicited the aid of the pope, but was compelled finally

to re.sort to arms, and crossing the Leitha on the 15th of June
J246, routed Frederick, who was seriously wounded and trampled

to death by his own horsemen. With him was extinguished the

male line of the house of Babenberg. in the south Bela was less

successful. In 1243 he was obliged to cede to Venice, Zara, a

perpetual apple of discord between the two states
;

but he

kept his hold upon Spalato and his other Dalmatian possessions,

and his wise policy of religious tolerance in Bosnia enabled

Hungary to rule that province peaceably for many }'cars. The
new Servian kingdom of the Nemanides, on the other Iiand, gave

him much trouble and was the occasion of many bloody wars.

In 1261 the Tatars under Nogai Khan invaded Hungary for the

second time, but were defeated by Bela and lost 50,000 men.

Bela reached the apogee of his political greatness in 1264 when,

shortly after his crushing defeat of the Servian king, Stephen

Urosh, he entertained at his court, at Kalocsa, the ambassadors

of the newly restored Greek emperor, of the kings of France,

Bulgaria and Bohemia and three latar mirzas. For a time

Bela was equally fortunate in the north-west, where the ambitious

and enterprising Pfemyslidae had erected a new Bohemian

empire which absorbed the territories of the old Babenbergers

and was very menacing to Hungary. With Ottakar IT. in

piirticular, Bela was almost constantly at war for the possession

of Styria, which ultimately fell to the Bohemians. The last years

of Bela’s life were embittered by the ingratitude of his son

Stephen, who rebelled continuously against his father and

ultimately compelled him to divide the kingdom with him, the

younger prince setting up a capital of his own at Sarospatak, and

following a foreign policy directly contrary to that of his father.

Bela died on the 3rd of May 1270 in his sixty-fourth year. With

the people at large he was popular to the last
;

his services to

his country had been inestimable. He married, while still

crown-prince, Maria, daughter of the Nicaean emperor, Theodore

Lascaris, whom his own father brought home with him from his

crusade. She bore him, besides his two sons Stephen and Bela,

seven daughters, of whom St Margaret was the most famous.

No special monograph for the whole reign exists. For the Tatar

invasion see the contemporary Rogerius. Epistolae super destructions

Begni Hungariae per Tartaros facta (Budapest, 1885). ‘ A vivid but

somewhat chauvinistic history of Bela‘8 reign will lie found in

Aciw^y’s History of the Hungarian Realm (Hung.), i- * (l^J*dapest,

1903). (» >?

* Mahommedan itinerant chapmen,^tom the Volga.
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BELA, Las BelA; or Lus Beyla, situated in 2Y 30* N.

lat. and 66° 45' o'" E, long., 350 ft, above sea level, capital of the
small independent state, of Las Bela to the south of Kalat
(Baluchistan), ruled by the Jam (or Cham), who occupies the
position of a protected chief under the British Raj. To the east

lies Sind, and to the west Makran, and from time immemorial
the great trading route between Sind and Persia has passed
through Las Bela. The area of Las Bela is 6357 sq. m., and its

population in 1901 was 56,109, of which 54,040 were Mussulmans.
The low-lying, alluvial, hot and malarial plains of Las Bela,

occupying about 6000 sq. m. on the north-east corner of the
Arabian Sea, are highly irrigated and fertile—-two rivers from
the north, the Purali and the Kud, uniting to provide a plentiful

water supply. The bay of Sonmiani once extended over most
of these plains, where the Purali delta is now growing with
measurable strides. The hill ranges to the east, parting the

plains from Sind (generally known locally as the Mor and the
Kirthar), between which lies the long narrow line of the Huh
valley, strike nearly north and south, diminishing in height as

they approach the sea and allowing of a route skirting the coast

between Karachi and Bela. To the west they are broken into

an infinity of minor ridges massing themselves in parallel forma-
tion with a strike which curves from south to west till they
form the coast barrier of Makran. The Persian route from
India, curving somewhat to the north, traverses this waste of

barren ridges almost at right angles, but on dropping into the

Kolwah viillo)' its difficulty ceases. It then becomes an open
road to Kej and Persia, with an easy gradient. I'his was un-

doubtedly one of the greatest trade routes of the medieval days
of Arab ascendancy in Sind, and it is to this route that Bela

owes a place in history which its modern appearance and dimen-

sions hardly seem to
j
ustify . Bela is itself rather prettily situated

on a rocky site above the banks of the Purali. About four miles

to the south arc the well-kept gardens which surround the tomb
of Sir Robert Sandeman

;
which is proliably destined to become

a “ ziarat,” or place of pilgrimage, of even greater sanctity than

that of General Jacob at Jacobabad. The population of the

town numbers about 5000. The Jam’s retinue consists of about

300 infantry, 50 cavalry, and 4 guns. Liability to assist on active

service is the only acknowledgment of the suzerainty which is

paid by the Jam to the Khan of Kalat. The Jam, Mir Kamal
Khan, succeeded his father, Sir Mir Khan, in 1895, and was
formally invested with powers in 1902.

From very early times this remote comer of Baluchistan has

held a distinct place in history. There are traces of ancient Arab
(possibly Himyaritic) occupation to be found in certain stone

ruins at Gondakeha on the Kud river, to m. to the north-west of

Bela, whilst the Greek name “ Araliis ” for the Purali is itself

indicative of an early prehistoric connexion with races of Asiatic

Ethiopians referred to by Herodotus. On the coast, near the

village of Sonmiani (a station of the Indo-Persian telegraph line)

may be traced the indentation which once formed the bay of

Morontobara, noted in the voyage of Nearchus
;
and it was on the

borders of Makran that the Turanian town of Rhambakia was
situated, which was once the centre of the trade in “ bdellium.”

In the 7th century a.d. Las Bela was governed by a Buddhist
priest, at which time all the province of Gandava was Buddhist,

and Sind was ruled by the Brahman, Chach. Buddhist caves are

to be found exca vated in the congbmerate cliffs near Gondakeha,

at a place called Gondrani, or Shahr-i-Rogan. With the influx of

Arabs into Makran, Bela, under the name of Armel (or Armabel),

rose to importance as a link in the great chain of trading towns
between Persia and Sind ; and then there existed in the delta such
places as Yusli (near the modern Uthal) and Kambalt (which may
possibly be rei^nized in the ruins at Khairokot), and many
smaller towns, each of which possessed its citadel, its caravanserai

and bazaar, which are not only recorded but actually mapped by
one of the medieval Arab geographers, Ibn Haukal. It is prol^

able that Kari& Pir, m. to the east of the modem city, repre-

sents the site of the Armabel which was destroyed by Mahommed
Kasim in his victorious march to Sind in 710. There is another

old site 5 m. to the west of the modem town. The ruins at

Karia Pir, like those of Tijarra Pir and Khairokot, contain Arab
pottery, seals, and other medieval relics. The Lumris, or Lasis,

who originate tlw name Las as a prefix to that of Bela, are the
dominant tribe in the province. They are comparatively recent
arrivals who displaced the earlier Tajik and Brahui occupants.
It is probable that this influx of Rajput population was coincident

with the displacement of the Arab dynasties in Sind by the

Mahommedan Rajputs in the 1 1th century a.d. Some authorities

connect the Lumris with the Sumras.

There arc no published accounts of Bela, excepting those' of the
Indian government reports and gaxotteers. This article is compiled
from unpublished notes by the oulhor and by Mr Wainwtuht,
of the Indian Survey department. (T. H. H.*)

BELA, a town of British India, administrative headquarters

of the Partabgarh district of the United Provinces, with a
railway station 80 ni. from Benares. Pop. (1901) 8041. It

adjoins the village of Partabgarh proper, and the civil station

sometimes known as Andrewganj. Bela, which was founded
in 1802 as a cantonment, became a district headquarters after

the mutiny. It has trade in agricultural produce. There is a

well-known hospital for women here.

BELAY (from the same O. Eng. origin as ” lay ”
;

cf. Dutch
belcggen)y a nautical term for making ropes fast round a pin. In
earlier days the word was synonymous with ” waylay ” or
” surround.”

BELCHER, SIR EDWARD (1799-1877), British naval officer,

entered the navy in 1812. In 1825 he accompanied Frederick

William Beechey’s expedition to the Pacific and Bering Strait,

as a surveyor. He subsequently commanded a surveying sliip

on the north and we.st coasts of Africa and in the British seas,

and in 1836 took up the work which Beechey left unfinished on

the Pacific coast of South America. This was on board the
“ Sulphur,” which was ordered to return to England in 1839 by

the Trans-Pacific route. Belcher made various observations

at a number of islands which he visited, was delayed by being

despatched to take part in the war in China in 1840-1841/and
reached home only in 1842. In 1843 kniglitcd, and was
now engaged in the “ Samarang,” in surveying work in the East

Indies, the Philippines, &c., until 1847. In 1852 he was given

command of the government Arctic expedition in search of Sir

John Franklin. This was unsuccessful
;

Belcher’s inability

to render himself popular with his subordinates was peculiarly

unfortunate in an Arctic voyage, and he was not wholly suited

to command vessels among ice. This was his last active service,

but he became K.C.B. in 1867 and an admiral in 1872. He
published a Treatise on Nautical Surveying (1835), Narrative

of a Voyage round the World performed in UM.S. Sulphur”
Narrative of the Voyage of HM,S. ”Samarang”

during (1848 ;
the Zoology of the Voyage was separately

dealt with by some of his colleagues, 1850), and The Last of the

Arctic Voyages (1855) ;
besides minor works, including a novel,

Horatio Howard Brrnton (1856), a story of the navy. He died

in London on the i8th of March 1877.

BELDAM (like “ belsire,” grandfather, from the Fr. beU good,

expressing relationship
;

cf. the Fr. belle-mere

^

mother-in-law,

and dame^ in Eng. form ” dam,” mother), strictly a grandmother

or remote ancestress, and so an old woman
;

generally used

contemptuously as meaning an old hag.

BELESME, ROBERT OF (il. iioo^ earl of Shrewsbury.

From his mother Mabel Talvas he inherited the fief of Belesme,

and from his father, the Conqueror’s companion, that of Shrews-

bury. Both were march-fiefs, the one guarding Normandy from

Maine, and the other England fmm the Welsh ;
consequently

their lord was peculiarly powerful and independent. Robert is

the typical feudal noble of the time, circumspect and politic,

persuasive and eloquent, impetuous and daring in battle, and
an able military engineer

;
in person, tall and strong

;
greedy

for land, on oppressor of the weak, a systematic rebel and tvaitor,

and savagely cruel He first appears as a supporter of Robert’s

rebellion against tte Conqueror (1077) ;
then as an accomplice

in the Englkh conspiracy of 1088 against Rufus. Later he served

Rufus in Normandy, and was allowed to succeed his brother Hugh
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in liie earldom of Shrewsbury (109B). But at the height of his

power, he revolted against Henry I. (1102). He was banished

and deprived of his English estate ;
for some time after he

remained at large in Normandy, defying the authority of Robert

and Henry alike. He betrayed Robert’s cause at Tinchebrai

;

but in 11x2 was imprisoned for life by Henry 1 .

E. A. Freeman's William liufus and his Norman Conquest,

vol. iv. ; and J. M. Lanpenbcr^'H History of England under the

Norman Kings, trans. B. Thorpe (1857).

BELFAST, a city, county and parliamentary borough, the

capital of the province of Ulster, and county town of county

Antrim, Ireland. Pop. (1901) 349ft8o. It is a seaport of the

first rank, situated at the entrance of the river T.agan into

Belfast Lough, 1 i2,f m. north of Dublin by rail, on the north-east

coast of the island. It is an important railway centre, with

terminal stations of the Great Northern, Northern Counties

(Midlan«l of England;, and Belfast & C’ounty Down railways, and

has regular passenger communication by sea with Liverpool,

Fleetwood, Hey.shiim, Glasgow, and other ports of Cireat Britain.

It is built on alluvial deposit and reclaimed land, mostly not

exceeding (\ ft, above high water mark, and was thus for a long

period subject to inundation and epidemics, and only careful

drainage rendered the .site healthy. The appearance of the city

plainly demonstrates the modem growth of its importance, and
evidence is not wanting that for a considerable period architec-

tural improvement was unable to keep pace with commercial

deveh)prnent. Many squalid districts, however, have been im-

proved away to make room for new thoroughfares and handsome
buildings. One thoroughfare thus constructed at the close of

the 19th century is the finest in Belfast—Royal Avenue. It

contains, among several notable buildings, the post office, and
the free public library, opened in 1888 and comprising a collection

of over 40,000 volumes, as well as an art gallery and a museum
of antiquities especially rich in remains of the Neolithic period.

The architect was Mr W, H. T.ynn. The magnificent city hall,

fronf designs of Mr (afterwards Sir) Brumwell Thomas, was
opened in 1906. The principal streets, such as York Street,

Donegall Street, North Street, High Street, are traversed by
tramways. Four bridges cross the Lagan ; the Queen’s Bridge

(1844, widened in 1886) is the finest, while the Albert Bridge

(j 88()) replaces a former one which collapsed. Other principal

public buildings, nearly all to be included in modem schemes of

development, are the city hall, occupying the site of the old

Linen Hall, in Donegall Square, estimated to cost £300,000 ;

the commercial buildings (1820) in Waring Street, the custom-
house and inland revenue office on Donegall Quay, the architect

ot which, as of the court-house, was Sir Charles T^nyon, and
some of the numerous banks, especially the Ulster Bank, The
Campbell College in the suburb of Belmont was founded in 1892

in acc'ordance with the will of Mr. W. J, Campbell, a Belfast

merchant, who left £200,000 for the building and endowment
of a public school. Other educational establishments are

Quccn’.s University, replacing the old Queen’s College (1849) under

the Irish Universities Act 1908; the Presbyterian and the

Methodist Colleges, occupying neighbouring sites close to the

extensive botanical gardens, the Royal Academical Institution,

and the Municipal Technical Institute. In 1897 the sum of

£100,000 was subscribed by citizens to found a hospital (1903) to

commemorate the Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria, and
named after her. It took the place of an institution which, under
various names, had existed since 1797. Public monuments are

few, but include a statue of Queen Victoria (1903) and a South
African War memorial (1905) front of the dty hall

; the Albert

Memorial (1870), in the form of a clock-tower, in Queen Street

;

a monument to the same prince in High Street ; and a statue in

Wellington Place to Dr Henry Cooke, a prominent Presbyterian

minister who died in 1868. The corporation controls the gas

and electric and similar undertakings. The water supply, under
the control of the City and District Water Commissioners (in-

corporated 1840), has its sources in the Mnume Mountains, Co.

Down, 40 m. dbtant, with a service reservoir at Rnodcbreckan
;

also in the hilly district near Carrickfetgus. There are several

public parks, of which the principal are the Onneau Park (2870),
the Victoria, Alexandra, and Falls Road parks. There is a
Theatre Royal in Arthur Square. There are also several ex-
cellent clubs and societies, social, political, scientific, and sport-
ing ; including among the last the famous Royal Ulster Yacht
Club.

In 1899 was laid the foundation stone of the Protestant
cathedral in Donegall Street, designed by Sir Thomas Drew
and Mr W. H. Lynn to seat 3000 worshippers, occupying the site

of the old St Anne’s parisli church, part of the fabric of which
the new building incorporates. The diocese is that of Down,
Connor, and Dromore. 'Hie first portion (the nave) was conse-

crated on the 2nd of June 1904. The plan is a Latin cross, the

west front rising to a height of 105 ft., while the central tower is

X 75 ft. The pulpit was formerly used in the nave of Westminster
Abbey, being presented to Belfast cathedral by the dean and
chapter of tlmt foundation.

Most of the older churches are classical in design, and the most
notable are St George’s, in High Street, and the Memorial church
of Dr Cooke in May Street. For the more modern churclies the

Gothic style has frequently been used. Amongst these are St

James, Antrim Road ; St Peter’s Roman Cettholic chapel, with
its Florentine spire ; Presbyterian churches in Fitzroy Avenue,
and Elmwood Avenue, and the Methodist chapel, Carlisle Circus.

The Presbyterians and Protestant Episcopalians each outnumber
the Roman Catholics in Belfast, and these three are the chief

religious divisions.

Environs.- - The country surrounding Belfast is agreeable and
picturesque, whether along the shores of the Lough or towards
the girdle of hills to the west

;
and is well wooded and studded

with country seats and villas. In the immediate vicinity of the

city are several points of historic interest and natural beauty.

The C!ave Hill, though exceeded in height by Mount Divis,

Squire’s Hill, and other summits, is of greatest interest for its

caves, in the chalk, from which early weapons and other objects

have been recovered. The battle in 1408, which was fought along

the base of the cliffs here between the Savages of the Ards and
the Irish, is descril>ed in Sir Samuel Ferguson’s “ Hibernian
Nights Entertainment.” Here also are McArt’s Fort and otlier

earthworks, and from here the importance of the physical position

of Belfast may he appreciated to the full. At Newtonbreda,
overlooking the Lagan, was the pahu:e of Con O’Neill, whose sept

was exterminated liy Deputy Mountjoy in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth. Belfast Lough is of great though quiet beauty

;

and the city itself is seen at its best from its seaward approach,
with its girdle of hills in tlie background. On the shores of the

lough several vilhiges have grown into resiflential towns for the

wealthier classes, whose work lies in the city. Of these White-
house and White Abbey are the principal on the western shore,

and on the eastern, Holywood, which ranks practically as a
suburb of Belfast, and, at the entrance to the lough, Bangor.
Harbour and Tratf^.—The harbour and docks of Belfast are

managed by a board of harbour commissioners, elected by the

ratepayers and the shipowners. The outer harbour is one of the

safest in the kingdom. By the Belfast Harbour Acts the com-
mi.ssioners were empowered to borrow more than £2,500,000 in

order to carry out several new works and improvements in the
port. Under the powers of these acts a new channel, called the

Victoria Channel, several miles in length, was cut about 1840
leading in a direct line from the quays to the sea. This channel
affords 20 ft. of water at low tide, and 28 ft. at full tide, the

width of the channel being 300 ft. The Alexandra Dock, which
is 852 ft. long and 31 ft. deep, was opened in 1889, and the

extensive improvements (including the York Dot'k, where vessels

carrying x0,000 tons can discharge in four to six days) have been
effected from time to time, making the harbour one of the most
commodious in the United Kingdom. The provision of a new
graving dock adjoining the Alexandra was delayed in October

1905 by a subsidence of the ground during its construction.

Parliamentaiy powers were obtained,to construct a graving dock
capable of accommodating the claas of warships. The
growth and development of the shqfibuilding industry has been
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immew, ihe firm of Harland & Wolff being amongst the firet

in the trade, and some of the largest vessels in the world come

from their yards. The vast increase of the foreign trade of

Belfast marks its development, like Liverpool, as a great distri-

buting port. The chief exports ate linen, whisky, aerated waters,

iron ore, and cattle.

Belfast is the centre of the Irish linen industry, machinery for

which was introduced by T. & A. Mulholland in 1830, a rapid

extension of the industry at once resulting. It is also the head-

quarters and business centre for the entire flax spinning and

weaving industry of the country. Distilling is extensively earned

on. Several firms are engaged in the manufacture of mineral

wa’ters, for which the water of the Cromac Springs is peculiarly

adapted. Belfast also has some of the largest tobacco works

and rope works in the world.

Adminisiraiion. "--In conformity with the passing of the

Municipal Corporations Act of 1840 the constitution of the cor-

poration was made to consist of ten aldermen and thirty coun-

cillors, under the style and title of “ The Mayor, Aldermen, and

Burgesses of the Borough of Belfast.” In 1888 the rank of a aty

was conferred by royal charter upon Belfast, with the incidental

rank, liberties, privileges, and immunities. In 1892 Queen

Victoria conferred upon the mayor of the city the title of lord

mayor, and upon the corporation the name and description of

“ The Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and Citizens of the city of Belfast.

By the passing of the Belfast Corporation Act of 1896, the

boundary of the city was extended, and the corporation made

to consist of fifteen aldermen and forty-five councillors, and the

number of wards was increased from five to fifteen. By virtue

of the Local Government (Ireland) Act 1898, Belfast b^me a

county borough on the ist of April 1899. By the Local Govern-

ment (Ireland) Act 1898, Belfast became for assize purposes

“ the county of the city of Belfast,” with a high sheriff. It is

divided into four parliamentary divisions north, south, east and

west, each returning one member. The total area is 16,594 acres.

History.—TU etymology of the name (for which several

derivations have been proposed) and the origin of the town are

equally uncertain, and there is not a single monument of anti-

quarian interest upon which to found a conjecture. About 1177

a castle is said to have been built by John de Courcy, to be

destroyed by Edward Bruce in 1316. It may be noted here mat

Belfast Castle was finally burnt in 1708 ;
but a modern mansion,

on Cave Hill, outside the city, bears that name. About the

beginning of the i6th century, Belfast is described as a town

and fortress, but it was in reality a mere fishing village in the

hands of the house of O’Neill. In the course of the wars of

Gerald Fitzgerald, 8th earl of Kildar<i, Belfast was twice attacked

by liim, in 1503 and 1512, The O’Neills, always opposed to the

English, had forfeited every baronial right; but m 1552 Hugh

O'Neill of Clandeboy^e promised allegiance to the reignmg

monarch, and obtained the castle of Carrickfergus, the town

and fortress of Belfast, and all the surrounding lands. Belfast

was then restored from the half ruined state into which it had

fallen, and the castle was garrisoned. The turbulent successow

of O’Neill having been routed by the English, the town and

fortress was obtained by grant dated the i6fli of November 157*

by Sir Thomas Smith, a favourite of Queen Elizabeth; but were

afterwards forfeited by him to the lord deputy Sir A^ur
Chichester, who, in 1612, was created Baron Chichester of Belfast.

At this time the town consisted of about 120 houses, mostly

built of mud and covered with thatch, while the castle, a two-

storeyed building-, was roofed with shingles. A charter wm now

granted to the town by James L (April 27, 1613) consUtutmg

it a corporation with a chief magistrate and 12 burgesses ma
commonalty, with tlie right of sending two members to pariia-

nient. In 1632ThomasWentworth,Earl Strafford,was appoint^

first losd deputy of Ireland, and Belfast soon shared largely m
the beneftte of his enlightened policy, rccciy^, among othw

favours, certain fiscal rights which his lordship had puroha^

from the, corporation of Carrickfergus. Two yea» aftw the

rebellion of a rampart was raised round the town, pterceo

lo^ fcur gales on the land side. In 266a, as appcaii by a map

still extant, there were 150 houses witlrin the wall, forming five

streets and as many lanes ;
and the upland districts ^oimd

were one dense forest of giant oaks and sycamores, yielding

an unfailing supply of timte to the woodmen of Carridtfeigus.

Throughout the succeeding fifty years the progress of Bdfast

surpassed that of most other towns in Ireland. Its merchants

in 1686 owned forty ships, of a total carrying power of 3300 tons,

and the customs collected were dose upon £20,000, The M
charter was annulled by James II. and a new one issued m i6to,

but the old was restored in 1690 by William III. When wic

king arrived at Belfast in that year there were only two places

of worship in the town, the old corporation church in the High

Street, and the Presbyterian meeting-house in Rosemary, I-ane,

the Roman Catholics not being permitted to build their chapels

within the walls of corporate towns.
.

At the beginning of the i8th century Belfast had become

known as a place of considerable trade, and was then thought a

handsome, thriving and well-peopled town, with many new

houses and good shops. During the civil commotions which

so long afflicted the country, it suffered less than most other

places ;
and it soon afterwards attained the rank of the nchmt

commercial town in the north of Ireland. James Blow & Co.

introduced letterpress printing in 1696, and in 1704 issued me '

first copy of the Bible produced in the island. In September

1737, Henry and Robert Joy started the Belfast News Letter.

Twenty years afterwards the town contained 1800 and

8340 inhabitants, 556 of whom were members of the Church

of Rome. It was not, however, till 1789 f*bat Bdfast obtained

the regular communication, which towns of less importance

already enjoyed, with Dublin by stage-coach, a f^t which is

to be explained by the badness of the roads and the steepness

of the hills between Newry and Belfast.
. , , , ^

The increased freedom of trade with which Ireland was

favoured, the introduction of the cotton manufacture by Robert

Joy and Thomas McCabe in 1777, the establishment in 1791 of

shipbuilding on an extensive scale by William Ritchie, an

energetic Scotsman, combined with the rope and canvas

manufacture already^ existing, supplied the inhabit^ts with

employments and increased the demand for shilled labour.

The population now made rapid strides as well by ordinary

extension as by immigration from the rural districts. Owing

to the close proximity of powerful opposed religious sects,

tlie modem history of the city ft not without its record of not

and bloodshed, as in 1880 and 1886, and in August 1907 serious

rioting followed upon a strike of carters ;
but the prosperity of

the city has been happily unaffected.

See George Benn, History of Belfast (Belfast, 1877) ;
Robert * f.

Young, Historical Notices of Old Belfast (Belfast, 1896).

BELFAST, a city, port of entry, and the county-seat of Waldo

county, Maine, U.S.A., on Belfast Bay (an arm of the Penobscot),

and about 32 m. south-south-west of Bangor. Pop. (1890)

5394 ; (1900) 4615. It is served by the Belfast branch of the

Maine Central railway (connecting with the mmn line at Burnham

Tunction, 33 m. distant), and by the coi^mg steamers (from

Boston) of the Eastern Steamship Co. The aty, a summer

resort, lies on an undulating hillside, which rises from the water s

edge to a height of more than 150 ft., and commands extensive

views of the picturesque islands, headlands, and mountain

of the Maine coast. It has a public library. Among the

industries of Belfast are trade with the surrounding country,

the manufacture of shoes, leather boards, axes, and sashes,

doors and blinds, and the building and repairs of boate.

Its exports in 1908 were vakieckat $285,913 and its importe

at $10,313. Belfast was first settled (by Scottish-lnsb) m
1760, and in 1773 was incorporated as a town under its pmnt
name (from Belfast, Ireland). The town was almost completely

destroyed by the British in 27791 but its rebuildingw b^urt m
tiie next year. It was hdd by a British for(» for five 'days «i

Septemter 2814. Belfkst was chartered as a a!ty in 2850.

BELFORT, TsmaiToav of, administrative division of eastern

Fiance, formed from the southern portion of the departm^

of Haut-Rh^ the rest of which was ceded to Geitnany by the
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tmltty ^ Frankfort (1871). It is bounded on the N;E. and E.

bj^’Oerman Alsace, on the S.E. and S, by Switzerland, on the &W.
bf the department of Doubs, on the W. by that of Haute*Sa6ne,

on N. by that of Vosges. Pop. (1906), 95421.

With an area of only 235 sq. m., it is, next to that of Seine,

the smallest department of France. The northern part is

occupied by the southern offshoots of the Vosges, the southern

part by the northern outposts of the Jura. Between these two

highlands stretches the Trouee (depression) de Belfort, i8i m.

broad, joining the basins of the Rhine and the Rhone, traversed

by the canal from the Rhone to the Rhine and by several railways.

A part of the natural highway open from Frankfort to the

Mediterranean, the Troupe has from earliest times provided

the route for the migration from north to south, and is still of

great commercial and strategical value. The northern part,

occupied by the Vosges, rises to 4126 ft. in the Ballon d’Aliiacc,

the northern termination and the culminating point of the

department ;
to 3773 ft. in the Planchc des Belles-Fillcs

;
to

3579 ft. in the Signal des Plaines
;
to 3534 ft. in the Barenkopf

;

and to numerous other lesser heights. South of the Troupe

de Belfort, there rise near Belle limestone hills, in part wooded,

on the frontiers of France, Alsace and Switzerland, attaining

1680 ft. in the Forfjt de Florimont. The territory between

Lachapelle-sous-Rougemont (in the north-east), Belfort and

Belle does not rise above 2300 ft. llic line of lowest altitude

follows the river St Nicoks and the Rhone-Rhine canal. The
chief rivers are the Savoumise, 24 m. long, running straight

«outh from the Ballon d’Alswx*, and emptying into the Allaine
;

the Allaine, from Switzerland, entering the territory a little to

tlie south of Belle, and leaving it a little to the west of Morvillars ;

the St Nicolas, 24 m. long, from the Barenkopf, running south-

wards and then south-west into the Allaine. The climate to

the north of the town of Belfort is marked by long and rigorous

winters, sudden changes of temperature, and an annual rainfall

of 31 in, to 39 in. retained by an impervious subsoil
;

farther
|

south it is milder and more equable with a rainfall of 23 in. to

31 in., quickly absorbed by the soil or evaporated by the sun.

About one-third of the total area is arablMland ;
wheat, oats and

rye are the chief cerejals
;

potatoes come next in importance.

Forest covers another third of the surface
;

the chief trees arc

firs, pines, oak and be(!ch
;

cherries are largely grown for the

distillation of kirsch. Pasture and forage crops cover the re-

maining third of the Territor/; only horned cattle are raised

to any extent. There is an unworked concession of copper,

stiver and lead at Oiromagny
;
and there are idso quarries of

stone. The Territory is an active industrial region. The two
main branches of manufacture are the spinning and weaving
of cotton and wool, and the production of iron and iron-goodte

(wire, railings, naib, files, &c.) and machinery. Belfort has

important lo^motivc and engineering works. Hosiepr is

manufactured at Belle, watches, docks, agricultural machin^,
petrol motors, ironware and electrical apparatus at the flourishing

centre of Beauoourt, and there are numerous saw-miUs, tile and
brick works and breweries. Import consist of raw materials

for the industries, dyestuffs, coal, wine, &c., and the exports of

manufactured goods.

Belfort is the capital of the Tenitory, which comprises one
arrondissement, 0 cantons and 10b communes, and falls within

the circumscriptions of the archbishopric, the court of appeal

and the acad^mie (educational division) of Besanvon. It fonns

the 7th subdivision of the VII. army corps. Both the Eastern

and the Paris-Ly'on-Mdditcrran6e railwayi iraverse the Territory,

and the canal from the Rhotie to the Rhine acoompaiues the

rh'er St Nicolas for about 6 m.
BBLfOBT, a town of eastern France, capital of the Territory

of Belfort, 275 m. E.S.K. of Paris, on the main line of the Bastera

railway. Pop, (1906), town, 27,805 ; commune, 34,649. It is

ntuated among wooded bills on the Savoureuse at the intersec-

tion of the roads and railway lines from Paris to.Basel and from

Lyons to Mfllfaausen and Strassbutg, by which It onakitains

conskteiable trade with Germany and Switzerland. The town is

divided by the Savounuse into a new quarter in uridch is the

railway statioa on the right bank, and the old fortified quarter,

with the castle, the public buildings and monuments, on the

left bonk. The church of St Denis, a building in the Classical

style, erected from 1727 to 1750, and the hotel de vide (1721-

1724) both stand in the Place d’Armes opposite the castle. The
two chief monuments commemorate tlie defence of Belfort in

the war of 1870-1871. “ The Lion of Belfort,” a colossal figure

76 ft. long and 52 ft. high, the work of F. A. Bartholdi, stands

in front of the castle
;
and in the Place d’Armes is the bronze

group “ Quand Mcme ” by Antonin Merci6, in memory of Thiers

and of Colonel Pierre Marie Aristide Denfcrt-Rochereau (1823-

1878), commandant of the place during the siege. Other objects

of interest are the Tour de la Miotte, of unknown origiii and date,

which stands on the hill of La Miotte to the N.E. of Belfort, and
the Porte de Brisach, a gateway built by Vauban in 1687.

Belfort is the seat of a prefect ; its public institutions include

tribunals of first instance and of commerce, a chamber of

commerce, a lyc^e, a training-rc^lege and a branch of the Bank
of Franca. The construction of locomotives and machinery,

carried on by the Socidt^ Alsacienne, wire-dmwing, and the

spinning and weaving of cotton are included among its industries,

which together with the population increased greatly owing to

the Alsadan immigration after 1871. Its trade is in the wines

of Alsace, brandy and cereals. The town derives its chief

importance from its value as a military position.

After the war of 1870-1871, Belfort, which after a dij^oiriatic

struggle remained in French hands, became a frontier fortress

of the greatest value, and the old works which underwent the

siege of 1870-1871 (sec below) were promptly increased and
re-modelled. In front of the Perches redoubts, the Bosmont,
whence the Prussian engineers began their attack, is now heavily

fortified with continuous lines called the Organisation defensive

de Bosmont, The old Bellevue redoubt (now Fort Bcnfcrt-

Rochcreau) is covered by a new work situated likewise on the

ground occupied by the siege trenches in the war. Perousc,

hastily entrenched in 1870, now possesses a permanent fort.

The old entrenched camp cndo.scd by the castle, Fort La Miotte,

and Fort j ustice, is still miiintained, and part even of the enceinte

built by Vauban is used fin* defensive purposes. Outside this

improved inner line, which includes the whole area of the attarJc

and defence of 1870, lies a complete circle of detached forts and
batteries of modern construction. To the north, Forts Sall)ert

and Roppe form the stdients of a long defensive line on high

ground, at the centre of which, where the Savoureuse river

^vides it, a new work was added later. I wo works near

Giromagny, about 8 m. from Belfort itself, connect the fortress

with the right of the defensive line of the Moselle (Fort Ballon

d’Alsace). in the eastern sector of the defences (from Roppe
to the Savoureuse below Belfort) the forts are about 3 m. from
the centre, the works near the Belfort-Miilhausen railway being

somewhat more advanced, and in the western (from Sali'»crt to

Fort Bois d’Oy6 on the lower Savoureuse) they are advanced to

about the same distance. The fort of Mont Vaudois, the western-

most, overlooks H^rkourt and the battlefield of the Lisaine

:

fartlier to the south Montbiliard is also fortified. The perimeter

of the Belfort defences is nearly 25 m.
History,—Golio-Roman remains have been discovered in the

vicinity of Belfort, but the place is first heard of in riie early part

of the 13th century, when it was in the possession of the counts
of Montbeliard. From them it passed by marriage to the counts
of Ferrette and afterwards to the archdukes of Austria. By
the treaty of Westphalia (1648) the town was ceded to Louis XIV.
who gave it to Cardinal Mazarin.

In the Thirty Years' War Belfort was twice besieged, 1633
and 1634, and in 1635 there was a battle here between the dulre

of Lorraiiie and the allied French and Swedes under Marshal
de la Force. The fortifications of Vauban were bqgun in 1686.

Belfort was besieg^ in 1814 by the troops of the allies and in

1815 by the Austrians.

The most famous episode of the town’s history is its gallant

and successful defence in the war Of 1^70*1871.
The events which led up to the siege ose described under
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FkAWCo-GERMAK War. Evch before the investment Belfort

was cut off from the interior of France^ and the German corps of

von Werder was, throughout the siege, between the fortress and
the forces which might attempt its relief. The siege corps was
commanded by General von Trescku and numlSred at first

10,000 men with twenty-four field gumP-^ force which appeared

adequate for the reduction of the anti(|uated works of VaubsuC
Colonel Denfert-Rochereau was, however, a scientific engineer of

advanced ideas as well as a veteran soldier of the Crimea and
Algeria, and he had been stationed at Belfort for six years.

He was therefore eminently fitted for the command of the

fortress. He had ns a nucleus but few regular troops, but the

energy of the military and civil authorities enabled his force to

be augmented by national guards, &c., to 17,600 men. The
artillery^ was very numerous, but skilled gunners were not

available in any great strength and ammunition was scarce.

Perhaps the most favourable circumstance from a technical

point of view was the bomb-proof accommodation of the

enceinte.

The old fortress consisted of the town enceinte, the castle

(situated on high ground and fortified by several concentric

envelopes), and the entrenched camp, a hollow enclosed by

continuous lines, the salients of which were the castle, Fort

justice and Fort La Miottc. These were planned in the days

of short-range guns, and were therefore in 1870 open to an

overwhelming bombardment by the rifled cannon of the attack.

Denfert-Kochereau, however, understood better than other

engineers of the day the pt^wer of modem artillety, and his |:^an

was to utilize the old works as a keep and an artillery position.

The Perches ridge, whence the town and suburbs coukl be

bombarded, he fortified with all possible speed. On the right

bank of the Savoureuse he constricted two new forts, Bellevue

in the south-west and Pcs Barres to the west, and, further,

he prepared the suburb on this side for a hand-to-hand defence.

His general plan was to maintain as advanced a line as possible,

to mana*uvre against the investing troops, and to support his

own by the long range fire of his rifled guns. With this object

he fortified the outlying villages, arid when the Germans (chiefly

Landwehr) began the investment on the 3rd of November T870,

they encountered everywhere a most strenuous resistance.

Throughout the month the garrison made repeated sorties, and

the Germans were on several oc(!asions fon*ed by the long range

fire of the fortress to evacuate villages which they had taken.

Under these circumstances, and also because of their numerical

weakness and the rigour of the weather, the Germans advanced

but slowly. On the 2nd of December, when at last von Tresekow

broke ground for the constructi<m of his batteries, tlie French

still held Danjoutin, Bosmont, P^rouse and the adjacent woods,

and, to the northward (on this side the siege was not pressed)

La Forge. Thus the first attack of the siege artillery was con-

fined to the western side ofthe river between Essert and Bavillers.

From this position the bombardment opened on the 3rd of

December. Some damage was done to the houses of Belfort,

but the garrison was not intimidated, and their artillery replied

with such spirit that after some days the Gennan commander

gave up the bombardment. On this occasion the distant forts

La Miotte and La Justice fired with effect at a range of ^700 yds.,

affording a conimicuous illustration of the changed conditions

of siege-craft. The Gennan batteries, as more guns arrived,

were extended from left to right, and on the 13th of December

the Bosmont was captured, ground being also gained in front of

Bellevue. The difficultieR under which the siege corps laboured

were very great, and it was not until the 7th of January 1871

that the rightmost batWiy opened fire. The formal siege of the

Perch^ redoubts had now been decided upon, and as an essential

prdimShary to further operations, Danjoutin, now isolated, was

stormed by the Landwehr On the night of the 7th-8th January.

In the meanwhile typhus and smallpox had broken out amongst

the French, many of the national guards were impatient of

control, and theGerman trenches, in spite of difficulties of ground

Inid weather, made steady progress towards the Perches. A
week after the fail! of Danjoutin the victory of von Werder ai!id

667
the XIV. army corps at the Lisaine,iiiwhidi a part of the siegt^

corps bore a share, put an end to the attempt to relieve

and the siege corps was promptly increioed to a spren^ of

17,600 infantry, 4700 artillery and tioo engineers, with uisrty-

four field-guns besides the guns and howitzers of the siege trauu

The investment was now more strictly maintained erven wn the

north side. On the night of the soth of January the JPkunch

lines about P6rouse were carried by assault, and, both flanks

being now cleared, the formal siege of the Perches forts was

opened, the first parallel extending from Danjoutin to Haut

Taillis. In the early morning of the a7th a determined but

premature attempt was made to storm the Perches redoubts,

which cost the besiegers nearly 500 men. After this failure

Tresekow once more resorted to the regular method of siege

approacl>es, and on the 2nd of Fcbmaiy the second parallel was

thrown up. La Justi^was now bombarded by two new batteries

near P6rouse,the Pe]|i||k were of course subjected to an “artillery

attack,” ami hencefoBIrd the besiegers fired 1500 shells a day

into the works of the French. But the besiegers were still weak

in numbers and their labours were very exhausting. Bellevue

and Des Barres became very u^ive in hindering tlie advance

of the siege works, and the GernKipbattalions were so far depleted

by losses and sickness that they could often muster but 300 men

for duty. Still, the guns of the attack were now steadily gaining

the upper hand, and at last on the Sth of X ebruary the Germ^s
entered the two Perches redoubts. This success, and the arrival

of German reinforcements, decided the siege. The Perches ridge

was crowned with a parallel and numerous batteries, which in

the end mounted ninety-seven guns. The attack on the castle

now opened, but operations were soon afterwards suspended

by the news that Belfort was now included in the general armis-

tice (February 15th). A little hitcr Denfert-Rochereau received

a direct order from his owngovernment to surrender the fortress,

and the garrison, beiiJg granted free withdrawal, marched out

with its arms and trains. “ The town had suffered terribly . . .

ncarlyall the buildings were damaged . . . the guns in the upper

batteries could only be reached laildcrs. The garrison, of

its original Strength of 17,700 officers and men, had lost 47^0,

besides 336 citizens. The place was no longer tenable ” (Moltke,

Franco-Merman War), Nevertheless, “ the defence by no

means at its last stage ” at the time of the formal“urrender

(British TexhBook of FortifUaiiofj^, 1893). The total lass of the

besiegers was about 2000 men.

See J. Liblin, Belfort et son /emtofre (Mulhauien. 1887).
,

BELFRY (Mid. Eng. horfrey, through Med. Lat bmfudus,

from Teut. her%fYid or fmcmil, which, according to the Now

En%, Diet,, is a combmtttion oi hergin, to protect^ tt!jd

safety or peace ; the word thus moaning a ^Iter \ tftie changn

from r to f,—if. tdmery for wxxmgly oamdam
lite origin of the wwd with “ bell,” and aiddd the restrictioA

in meaning), a word ki medievsd siege-cisft lor a novabie
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.iNliNKte of several stages^ protected with raw hides^

UWd^^ purposes of attack
; idso a watch«tower, particularly

tmoiliith an alarm beU ; hence any detached tower or campanile

conkahung bells, as at Evesham, but more generally the ringing

room or l^t of ^e towier of a church (see Towek).

BBLOAE* a Celtic people first mentioned by Caesar, who
States that they formed the third part of Gaul, and were separated

from the Celtae by the Sequana (Seine) and Matrona (Marne).

On the east and north their boundary was the lower Rhine, on

the west the ocean. Whether Caesar means to inclj^e the Leuci,

Treviri and Mediomatrici among the Belgian tribe? is uncertain.

Accordii^ to the statement of the deputation from the Remi to

Caesar Gall, ii. 4), the Belgae were a people of German
origin, who had crossed the Rhine in early times and driven out

the GaJli. But Caesar’s own statement {B.G. i. i) that the

Belgae differed from the Celtae in language, institutions and

t
ws, is too sweeping (see Strabo iv. p. 176), at least as regards

nguage, for many words and names are common to both.

In any case, only tlie eastern districts would have been affected

by invaders from over the Rhine, the chief seat of the Belgae

proper being in the west, the country occupied by the Bellovaci,

Ambiani and Atrebates, to which it is probable (although the

reading is uncertain) that Caesar gives the distinctive name
Belgium (corresponding to the old provinces of Picardy and

Artois). The question is fully discussed by T. R. Holmes
{Caesar s Conquest of Gatdj 1899), who comes to the conclusion

that when the Reman delegates told Caesar that the Belgae

were descended from the Germans, they probably only meant
that the ancestors of the Belgic conquerors had formerly dwelt

in Germany, and this is equally true of the ancestors of the Gauls

who gave their name to the Celtae
;
but, on the other hand, it is

Quite possible that in the veins of some of the Belgae flowed

tne blood of genuine German forefathers.” W. Ridgeway {Early

Age of Greece

f

1901 ) considers that the Belgic tribes were Cimbri,
” who had moved directly across the Rhine into north-eastern

Gaul.” No definite number of Belgian tribes is given by Caesar
j

according to Strabo (iv. p. 196) they were fifteen in all. 'Fhe

Belgae had also made their way over to^»in in Caesar’s time

{B.G. ii. 4, V. 12), and settled in some oMne southern counties

^ilts, Hants and Somerset). Among their towns were Magnus
Porius (Portsmouth) and Venta Belgarum (Winchester),

In 57 B.C., after the defeat c^Vriovistus, the Belgae formed a

coalition against Caesar, andlp 52 took part in the general

rising un^r Vercingetorix, After their final subjugation,

Caesar combined the territory of the Belgae, Celtae and Aquitani

into a single province (Gallia Comata), Augustus, however,

finding it too unwieldy, again divided it into three provinces,

one of which was Belgica, bounded on the west by the Seine and
the Arar (Saone) ; on the north by the North Sea

;
on the east

by the Rhine from its mouth to the Lacus Brigantinus (Lake

Constance). Its southernmost di.strict embraced the west of

Switzerland. The capital and residence of the governor of the

province was Durocortorum Remorum (Reims). Under Dio-

cletian, Belgica Prima (capital, Augusta Trevirorum, Trier) and
Secunda (capital, Reims) formed part of the ” diocese ” of Gaul.

Sec A. G. B. Schayes, La Hetgique et les Pays-tias avant et pendant
la domination romatne (2nd ed.. Brussels, 1877) ; H. G. Moke, La
Helf^iqne ancienne (Ghent,

;
A. Desjardins, Giographie historique

de la GauU, ii. (1878) ;
T. R. Holmes, Caesar*s Conquest of Gaul

(1899) ; M. Ihm in Pauly-Wissowa's Reakncyclopdaie. iii. pt. 1

(1897)
; J, Jung. “ Geographic von Italien und acm Orbis romanus "

(and ed.j|897). In I. Miiller's Handhuch der MassiseJ^n Aliertums-

wissentekaft.

BBLOARD, a town of Gesnony, ln^|^russian province

of Pomerania, at the junction of Leitznitz and
Persante, m. S.E. of Kolberg by qfUPibp. (1900) 8047.

Its industries cons^ii^ iron founding dlPcloUi weaving, and
there are Gonsidqip|ikQne and 4iattle markets.

BBLGAUM^ari^mnd district of British India, in the southern

division of town is situatefjy^arhy^oo fU above
Bea4evd ; it M/mn station on the SoutR^Pij[|Kpta railway,

045 enPoona. ^It has an anapjp^Bfresi^ dating

apparently from 15x9, covering alniut surrounded
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by a ditch; within it are two interesting Jain temples, Bel^um
contains a cantonment which is the he^quarters of a brigade
in the 6th division of the western army corps. It is also a
considerable centre of trade and of cotton weaving. Tliere are
cotton mills. Pop. (190^6,878.
The district of BelgaiW has an area of 4649 sq. m. To the

ftorth and east the couilky is open and well cultivated, but to

the south it is intersected by spurs of the Sahyadri range, thickly

covered in some places with forest. In 1901 the population was

993>976, showing a decrease of a % compared with an increase of

17 % in the preceding decade. The principal crops are millet,

rice, wheat, other food-grains, pulse, oil-seeds, cotton, sugar-

cane, spices and tobacco. There are considerable manufactures
of cotton-cloth. The town of Gokak is known for its dyes, its

paper and its wooden and earthenware toys. The West Deccan
line of the Southern Mahratta railway runs through the district

from north to south. Two high schools at Belgaum town are

maintained by government and by the London Mission. The
Kurins, a wandering and thieving tribe, the Kamai.s, professional

burglars, and the Baruds, cattle-stealers and highwaymen, are

notorious among the criminal classes.

History .—The ancient name of the town of Belgaum was
Venugrama, which is said to be derived from the bamboos that

are characteristic of its neighbourhood. The most ancient

place in the district is Halsi
; and this, according to inscriptions

on copper plates discovered in its neighbourhood, was once the

capital of a dynasty of nine Kadamba kings. It appears that

from the middle of the 6th century a.d. to about 760 the country
was held by the Chalukyas, who were succeeded by the Rashtra-

kutas. After the break-up of the Rashtrakuta piower a portion

of it survived in the Rattas (875-1250), who from 1210 onward
made Venugrama their capital. Inscriptions give evidence of a
long struggle between the Rattas and the I^dambas of (k>a,

who succeeded in the latter years of the 12th century in acquiring

and holding part of the district. By 1208, however, the

Kadambas had been overthrown by the Rattas, who in their

turn succumbed to the Yadavas of Devagiri in 1250. After the

overthrow of the Yadavas by the Delhi emperor (1320), Belgaum
was for a short time under the rule of the latter

;
but only a few

years later the part south of the Ghatprabha was subject to the

Hindu rajas of Vijayanagar. In 1347 the northern part was
conquered by the Bahmani dynasty, which in 1473 took the town
of Belgaum and conquered the southern part also. When
Aurungzeb overthrew the Bijapur sultan.s in 1686, Belgaum
pas,sed to the Moguls. In 1776 the country was overrun by
Hyder Ali, but was retaken by the Peshwa with British assistance.

In 1818 it was handed over to the East India Company and was
made part of the district of Dharwar. In 1836 this was divided

into two parts, the southern district continuing to be known as

Dharwar, the northern as Belgaum.
See Imp. Gazetteer of India (Oxford, ed. 1908), 5.e.

BELGIAN CONGO, a Belgian colony in Equatorial Africa

occupying the greater part of the basin of the Congo river.

Formerly the Independent State of the Congo, it was annexed
to Belgium in 1908. (See Congo Free State.)

BELGIUM (Fr. Belgique
;

Flem. Belgie), an independent,
constitutional and neutral state occupying an important position

in north-west Europe. It was formerly part of the Low Countries

or Netherlands (^.f»,). Although the name Belgium only came
into general use with the foundation of the modern kingdom in

1830, its derivation from ancient times is clear and incontro-

vertible. Beginning with the Belgae and the Gallia Belgica of

the Romans, the use of the adjective to distinguish the inhabit-

ants of the south Netherlands can be traced through all stages of

subsequent history . During the Crusades, and in the middle ages,

the term BeUgicac principes is o£ frequent occurrence, and whep
in 1790 the Walloons rose against Austria during wl^t was called

the Brabant revolution, their leaders proposed to give the

country the name of Belgique. Again in 1814, on the expulsion

of the French, when there was much talk of founding an inde-

pendent state, the tmt name was suggested ior it. It was not
till sixteen years later, on the coHapsp.of the united kingdom of
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the I^therlands, that the occasion presented itself for giving
effect to this proposal. For the explanation of the English form
of the name it may be mentioned that Belgium was a canton of
what had been the Nervian country in the time of the Roman
occupation.

Topography

f

—Belgium lies between 49® 30' and 51® 30' N.,
and 2® 32' and 6° 7' E., and on the land side is bounded by
Holland on the N. and N.E., by Prussia and the grand duchy of

I

Luxemburg on the E. and S.K,, and by France on the S. Its

land frontiers measure 793 m., divided as follows witfe Holland
269 m., with Prussia 60 m., with the grand duchy 80 m. and
with France 384 m. In addition it has a sea-coast of 42 m.
The western portion of Belgium, consisting of the two Flanders, 1

Antwerp and parts of Brabant and Hainaut, is flat, being little

above the level of the sea
; and indeed at one point near Fumes I

it is 7 ft. below it. The same description applies more or less to

the north-east, but in the south of Hainaut and the greater part
of Brabant the general level of the country is about 300 ft.

above the sea, with altitudes rising to more than 600 ft.
'

South
of the Meuse, and in the district distinguished by the appellation

Between Samhre and Meuse/’ the level is still greater, and the
whole of the province of Luxemburg is above 500 ft., with alti-

tudes up to 1650 ft. In the south-eastern part of the province

of Liege there are several points exceeding 2000 ft. The highest

of these is the Baraque de Michel close to the Prussian frontier,

with an altitude of 2190 ft. The Baraque de Fraiture, north-east

of La Roche, is over 2000 ft. While the greater part of western

and northern Belgium is devoid of the picturesque, the Ardennes
and the Fagnes districts of “ Between Sambre and Meuse ” and
Li6ge contain much pleasant and some romantic scener}\ The
principal charm of this region is derived from its fine and exten-

sive woods, of which that called St Hubert is the best known.
There arc no lakes in Belgium, but otherwise it is exceedingly

well watered, being traversed by the Meuse for the greater part

of its ('ourse, as well as by the Scheldt and the Sambre. The
numerous affluents of these rivers, such as the Tys, Dyle, Dender,

Ourthe, Ambl^.ve, Vesdre, Lesse and Semois, provide a system

of waterways almost unique in Europe. The canals of Belgium

are scarcely less numerous or important than those of Holland,

especially in Flanders, where they give a distinctive character

to the country. But the most striking feature in Belgium,

where so much is modern, utilitarian and ugly, is found in the

older cities with their relics of medieval greatness, and their

record of ancient fame. These, in their order of interest, are

Bruges, Antwerp, Louvain, Brussels, Ghent, Ypres, Courtrai,

Tournai, Fumes, Oudenarde and Liege. It is to them rather

than to the sylvan scenes of the Ardennes that travellers and
tourists flock.

The climate may be described as temperate and approximating

to that of southern England, but it is somewhat hotter in summer
and a little colder in winter. In the Ardennes, owing to the

greater elevation, the winters are more severe.

Geology .—Belgium lies upon the northern side of an ancient

mountain chain which has long been worn down to a low level

and the remnants of which rise to the surface in the Ardennes,

and extend eastward into Germany, forming the Eifel and
Wcsterwald, the Hunsriick and the Taunus. Westward the

chain lies buried beneath the Mesozoic and Tertiary beds of

Belgium and the north of France^ but it reappears in the west Of

England and Ireland. It is the “ Hcrcynian chain of Marcel

Bertrand, and is composed entirely of Palaeozoic rocks. Upon
its northern margin he the nearly undisturbed Cretaceous and
Tertiary beds which cover the greater part of Belgium. The
latest beds which are involved in the folds of this old mountain
range belong to the Mea^res, and the final elevation must
have taken place to^^rds th^ close of the Carboniferous period.

The fact tlmt in Belgium Jurassic beds are found upon the

southern attd not upbn thfe northern margin indicates that in

this region the chain was still a ridge in Jurassic times. In the

Ardennes the rocks which constitute the ancient mountaiil chafti

Mbng bhiefly to' 'Devonian System, hht Cambrian beds rise

through the Devonian strata, fohning the masses of KoOroi,

669
Stav#lot,%c., which appear to have been islands in the Devtmian

f
i. The Ordovician and Silurian are absent here, and the

Kvonian rests uneonformably upon the Cambrian ; but along

e northern margin of -the Palaeozoic area, Ordovician and
Silurian rocks appear, and beds of similar age are also exposed
farther north where the rivers have cut through the overiying

Tertiary deposits. Carboniferous beds occur in the nor^ of

the Palaeozoic area. Near Dinant they are folded amongst the

Devonian beds, but the most important band runs along the

northern border of the Ardennes. In this band lie the coalfields

of libge, and of Mons and Charleroi. It is a long and narrow
trough, which is separated from the older rocks of the Ardennes
by a great reversed fault, the jaiUe du midi. In the southern

half of the trough the folding of the Coal Measures is intense

;

in the northern Irnlf it is much less violent. The structure is

complicated by a thrust-plane which brings a mass of older

beds upon the Coal Measures in the middle of the trough.

Except along the southern border of the Ardennes, and at one or

two points in the middle of the Palaeozoic* massif, Triassic and
Jurassic beds are unknown in Belgium, and the Palaeozoic

rocks are directly and uneonformably overlaid by Cretaceous

and Tertiary deposits. The C'retaceous beds are not exten.sive,

but the Wealden deposits of Bernissart, with their numerous
.remain.^ of Iguanodon, and the chalk of the district about the

Dutch frontier near Maastricht, with its very late Cretaceous

fauna, arc of spedal interest.

Exclusive of the Ardennes the greater part of Belgium is

covered by Tertiary deposits. The Eocene, consisting chiefly

of sands and marls, occupies the whole of the west of the country.

The Oligocene forms a band stretching from Antwerp to Maas-
tricht, and this is followed towards the north by a discontinuous

strip of Miocene and a fairly extensive area of Pliocene. The
Tertiary deposits are similar in general character to those of the

north of France and the south of England. Coal and iton are by
far the most important mineral productions of Belgium. Zinc,

lead and copper are also extensively worked in the Palaeozoic

rocks of the Ardennes.

Area and Population.— area comprises 2,945,503 hectares,

or about 11,373 English sq. m., and the total population in

December 1904 was 7,074,910, giving an average of 600 per sq. m.

Tho Nine
Provinces.

Area in

English sq. m.
Population at

end ol 1904.

Population per
sq. m. 1^4.

Antwerp . 10Q3 888,980 813*3
Brabant . 1268 1,^66,389 1077.59
Flanders E. 1158 1,078,507 931*35
Flanders W. 1249 «45.732 077.8
Hainaut . 1437 I,I92.9<'>7 830*18
Liege 11T7 863.254 772.8
Limburg Q3 * 255 - 3.39 274.28
Luxemburg 1706 225,963 132*45
Namur . 1414 357.759 353

Total 11.37.3 7,074,910 622

The population was made up of 3,514491 males and 3,560,419

females. The rate at which the population has increased is

shown as follows :~-^om 1880 to 1890 the increase was at the

rale annually of 5^,931, from 1890 to 1900 at the rate of

62,421, and for the five years from 1900 to 1904 at the rate of

66,200. In 1831 the population of Belgium was 3,785,814, so

that in 75 years it had not quite doubled. The following table

gives the total births and deaths ih certain years since 1880 :
—

Year.
j

Total births. T^tal deaths. Excess of birthi

1880 .
1

171.864 123.323 48,541
1895 . 1 183,015 125.148 57-867
1900 . 193.789 129,046 64.743
T904 . !

t9i.72 X 119-506 72415'

’ These ftores show that the births were 23,674 more irt 1904
than in two, while the deaths were nearly 4000 fewer, with a
population that had increased from 5) tb 7 mflUona. Of 191,761
oirths in 1904, 12,887 or 6*7% were ine^imate. Statistic(s"6f
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recent yean a slight increase in legitimate anS a flight

decrease in illegitimate births. ^
The emigration of Belgians from their country is sm^ a^

reveals little variation. In 1900, i 3,492 emigratecU and in 1^04

the total rose only to 14)752. Of Belgians living abroad it is

estimated that 400^000 reside in France, 15,000 in Holland,

12,000 in Germany and 4600 in Great Britain. The number of

Belgians in the Congo State in 1904 was 1505. I'he number of

foreigners resident in Belgium in 1900 with their nationalities

were Germans, 42,079 ; English, 5096 ; French, 85,735 ; Dutch,

54,491 ; Luxemburgers, 9762 ;
and all other nationalities,

14411.

With regard to the lai^uages sjwken by the people of Belgium

the following comparative table gives the return for the three

censuses of 1880, rSgo and 1900

' 1880. i8yc). 1900. 1

Freti( h only . J,230,316 2,485.072 2 , 574 ,i.w5
I'lciiiLsh only 2,485.384 2.744.271 2,822,005
GiTiniiii only 30.550 32,200 28,314
t'VcncIi aijfl Flemish 423.752 700.007 801,587

1 Fr<‘ncli and German .35.250 58. 5^)0 ^>6,447 i

1

Flemish and tierman . 1 2 .95<^ 7.028
1 7.238 1

1

The thrtH" languages
•

1

13.331 13.185 42,880 1

ComiUlUion and GmiermnenL—'i’ht* Belgian constitution,

drafted by the national assomhly ixi 1830-1831 after the pro-

visional government had annoum^ed that “ the Belgian provinces

detached by force from Holland shall form an independent stale,”

was published on the 7th of February 1831, and the modifications

introduced into it subsequently, apart from the composition of

the electorate, have been few and unimp^xrtant. The constitu-

tion originally contained one hundred and thirty-nine articles,

and decreed in the first place that the government was to be
“ a constitutional, representative and herediUiry monarchy.”
Having decided in favour of a monarchy, tlie provisional govern-
ment fir.st offered the throne to the due dc Nemours, son of

Louis-Philippe, hut this offi^r was promptly withdrawn on the

discovery that Europe would not endorse it. It was tlieii offered

to Prince J..eopold of Soxe-Coburg, widower of the princess

Charlotte of England, and accept^ by him. The prince was
proclaimctl on the 4th of June 1831 as Leopold L, king of the

Belgians, and on the 21st of July 1831 he was .solemnly in-

augurated in Brussels. The succession is vested in the heirs male
of Leopold L, and should they ever make complete default the
throne will be declared vacant, and a national assembly composed
of the two chambers elected in double strength will make a fresh

nomination. In 1894 a new article numl^red 61 w^as inserted

in the constitution providing that “ in default of male heirs the

king can nominate his successor with the assent of the two
chambers, and if no such nomination has been made the throne

shall be vacant,” when the original prox^dure of th(‘ constitution

would be followed. The Belgian national assembly assumed
that its constitution would extend over the whole of the Belgic or

south Netherlands, but the powers decreed otherwise. The
limits of Belgium are fixed by the London protocol of the i5tb

of October 1831—also called the twenty-four articles—which
cut off what is now termed the grand duchy of Luxemburg,
and also a good portion of the duchy of Limburg. These losses

of territory held by a brother people are still felt os a grievance

by many Belgians. The Belgian constitution stipulates for
“ freedom of conscience, of education, of the press and also of

the right of meeting,” but the sovereign must be a member of

the Church of Rome. The government was to consist of the king,

the senate and the chamber *of representatives. The functions

of the king are those that appertain everywhere to the sovereign

of a constitutional state. He is the of the army and has
the exclusive right of dissolving the chambers as preliminary

to an appeal to the country.

The senate is composed of seventy-six elected members and
twenty-six members nominated by the provindal opuncils.

A senator sits for eight years unless a dissolution is ordered,

and no one is eligible until he is forty years of age. Half the

seventy-six elected senators retire for re-election* every four

years. There is no payment or other privilege, except a pass

on the stale railways,, attached to the rank of senator. The
chamber of representatives contained one hundred and fifty-twp

members until 1899, when the number was increased to one
hundred and sixty-six. Deputies are elected for four years, but
half the house is re-elected every two years. A deputy must
be twenty-five years of age, and tlie members of both houses
must be of Belgian nationdity, bom or naturalized. A deputy
receives an annual honorarium of 4000 francs and a railway

pass. Down to 1893 the electorate was exceedingly small.

Property and other qiuilificatiuns kept tiie voting power in the

hands of a limited class. This may be judged from the fact

that in the year named there were only 137,77a voters out of a

population of 6} millions. In April 1894 the new electoral law
altered the whole system. The prot)erty qualification was
renaoved and every Belgian was given one vote on attaining

twenty -five years of age and after one year’s residence in his

commune. At the same time the principle of multiple vt)tes for

certain qualifications was introduced. The Belgian citizen on
reacliing the age of thirty-five, providing he is married or is a
widower with legitimate offspring and pays five francs of direct

taxes, gets a second vote. Two extra votes are given for quabfica-

tions of property, official status or university diplomas. The
maximum voting power of any individual is three votes. In

19<H there were 1,581,649 voters, possessing 2,467,966 votes.

Tiiis system of plur^ voting has proved a success. It docs not,

however, satisfy the Socuillsts, whose lonnula is one man, one
vote. The final change in the system of jxirliamentary elections

was made in 1899-1900, when proportional representation was
introduced. Propi)rtional representation aims at the protection

of minorities, and its working .out is a little intricate, or at all

events difficult to describe. The following has been accepted

as a clear definition of what proportional representation is :

—

“ Each electoral district has the number of its members appor-

tioned in a(xx)rdance with the total strength of each party or

political programme in that district. As a rule tlxere are only the

three chief parties, viz. Catholic, Liberal and Socialist, but the

presence of Catholic-Democrats or some other new faction may
mcrease the total to four or even five. The number of seats to

be filled is divided by the n\mibcr of parties or candidates, and
then they arc distributed in the pniportion of the total followers

or voters of each. 'J’he smallest minority is thus sure of one
seat.” An illustration may make this dearer. In an electoral

district with 33,000 votes which returns eight deputies, four

parties send up candidates, let us say, eight Catholics, eight

Lilx’rals, eight Socialists and one Catla)lic-l>emocrat. The
result of the voting is, 16,000 Catholic votes, 9000 Liberal, 4500
Sodalist, and 2500 Catholic-Democrat The seats would, there-

fore, be apportioned as follows : four Catholic, two Liberal, one
Socialist and one Catholic-Democrat.

The king has one right whidr other constitutional rulers do
nut possess. He can initiate proposals for new laws (projets do

loi\ He is also diargcd with the executive power
which he delegates to a cabinet composed of ministers

‘

chosen from the parly representing the majority

in the chamber. Down to 1884 the Liberal party had held

power with very few intervals since 1840. The Catholic party

succeeded to office in 1884. The ministers represent depart-

ments for finance, foreign affairs, colonies, justice, tlie interior,

science and arts, war, railways, posts and telegraphs, agri-

culture, public works, and industry and labour. The minister

for war is generally a soldier, the others are civilians.

Ministers may be members of either chamber and enjoy the

privilege of being allowed to speak in both. Sometimes one
minister will hold several portfolios at the same time, but such
cases are rare.

The kingdom is divided into nine provinces which are sub-

divided into 342 cantons and 2633 communes. The provinces

are governed by a governor nominated by the king, the canton
is a judicial division for marking the limit of the jurisdiction of

each jugt de paix^ and the commune is the admimstiative unit,
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possessing sdf-^emment m flil local matters. For each com* At Louvain alone is there a faculty of theology. The number of

muneof 5000 inhabitants or over, a buii^master is appointed by students inscribed for the academical year 1904'^!905 at each

the communal council which is diosen by the electors iniversity was Ghent S99, Li^ i9k3, Bruseels lofta, and

Zcem* ^ commune. As three years’ residence is re- Louvain 2134. or a grand total of 6(398. Ii6ge is specially

muma. quired these electors are fewer in number than those famed for the technic^ schods attached to it. There are also

for the legislature. In 1903 there were 1,146,483 a large number of state-aided schools for special purposes
;
{i)for

voters with 2,007,704 votes, the principles of multiple votes, military instruction, there are the £cole Militaire at Brussels,

with, however, a maximum of four votes and proportional the school of cadets at Namur, and army schools at different

representation, being in force for communal as for legislative stations, e.g. Bouillon, &c. For officers in the army, there are

elections. the da Guerre or spiff college at Brussels with an average

Religion,—The constitution provides for absolute liberty of attendance of twenty, a riding school at Ypres where a course is

conscience and there is no state religion, but the people are obligatory for the cai^alry and horse artillery, and for soldiers

almost to a man Roman Catholics. It is computed that there in the army there are regimental schools and evening classes for

are 10,000 Protestants (half English) and 5000 Jews, and that illiterate soldiers. (2) For education in the arts, there ts the

all the rest are Catholics. The government in 1904 voted nearly Royal Academy of Fine Arts at Antwerp, and besides this

7,000,000 francs in aid of the religious establishments of, and famous school of painting there are eighty-four academies for

the benevolent institutions kept up by, the Roman Church, leaching drawing throughout the kingdom. In music, there

The grant to other cults amounted to 118,000 francs, but small are royal conservatoires at Brussels, Antwerp, Ghent, and

as this sum may appear it is in due proportion to the relative Li^ge. Besides these there are sixty-nine minor conservatoires,

numbers of ^ch creed. The hierarchy of the Church of Rome (3) For commercial and professional education, there arc 181

in Belgium is composed of the archbishop of Malines, and the schools. The Commercial Institute of Antwerp deserves special

bishops of Li6ge, Ghent, Bruges, Tournai and Namur. The notice as an excellent school for clerks. (4) Among special

archbishop receives £800, and the bishops £600 apiece from the schools may be named the three schools of navigation at Antwerp,

state yearly. The pay of the village cure averages £80 a year Ostend and Nieuport. Since the wreck of the training-ship

and a house. Besides the regular clergy there are the members
1

“ Comte de Smet de Naeyer ” in 1906, it has been decided that a

of the numerous monastic and conventual houses established in stationary training-ship shall be placed in the Scheldt like the

Belgium. They are engaged principally in educational and “Worcester” on the Thames. Among. the numerous learned

eleemosynaiy work, and the development in such institutions societies may be mentioned the Belgian Royal Academy founded

is consideraole. in 1769 and revived in t8i8. For the encouragement of research

Education.—Education is compulsory by law, and is free for and literary style the government awards periiaiical prizes which

those who cannot pay for it. bi the primary schools instruction are very keenly contested.

in reading, writing, arithmetic, history and geography is oWiga- Justice. administration of justice is very fully organized,

tory. In 1904 there were 7092 infant scIkkiIs with 859,436 and in the Code Beige, which was carefully compiled between

pupils of both sexes. Of these 807,383 did not pay. Primary 1831 and 1836 from the (iff laws of the nine provinces leavened

education is supposed to continue till the age of fourteen, but in by the Code NapoFson and modern exigencies, the Belgians

practice it stops at twelve for all who do not intend to pass claim that they possess an almost perfect statute-book. The
through the middle schools, which is essential for all persons courts of law in tneir order are Cour de Cassation, Cour d'Appel,

seeking state crapbyment of any kind. The middle schools Cour de Premiere Instance, and the Juge de Paix courts, one

have one privilege. They can give a certificate qualifying for each of the 342 cantons. The Cour de Cassation has a

scholars for a mastership in the primary schools, which are peculiar judicial sphere. It works automatically, examining

under the full control of the communes. Theise appointments every jucigment to see if it is in strict accord with the code,

lire always Ijestowed on local favourites. The pay of a school- and where it Ls not the decision or verdict is simply annulled,

master in a small comminu} is only £48, and in a large town £96, There is only one judge in this court, but he has the assistance of

with a maximum ranging from £80 to £152 after twenty-four a large staff of revisers. The Cour de Cassalion never tries a case

years’ service. It is therefore clear that no very high qiialifica- itself except when a minister of state is the accused. The
lions could be expected from such a staff. The control of the president of this tribunal is the highest legal functionary in

state comes in to the extent of providing district inspectors Belgium. There are three courts of appeal, viz. at Brussels,

who visit tlie schools once a year, and hold a meeting of the Ghent and Liege. At Brussels there are four separate chambers

teachers in their district once a quarter. In each province there or tribunals in the appeal court. Judges of appeal are appointed

is a chief inspector who is bound to visit each school once in two by the king for life from lists of eligible barristers prepared by

years, and reports direct to the minister of public instruction, the senate and the courts. Judges can only be removed by the

With regard to tlie middle schools, tlie government has reserved unanimous vote of their brother judges. There are twenty-six

the right to appoint the teaching staff, and to prescribe the books courts of first instance distributed among the principal towns

that are to be used. The re.sults of the middle schools are fairly of the kingdom, and in Antwerp, Ghent and Li6ge there are

satisfactoiy'. Still better are the Athen6es Royaux, twenty in besides speaal tribunals for the settlement of commercial cases,

number, /hich are quite independent of the commune and Of course there is the right of appeal from the decisions of these

subject to official control under the superior direction of the tribunals as well as^Hhe regular courts. FinUly the 342 Juge
king. Mathematics and classics are taught in them” and the Patx courts resemble British county courts. Criminal cases are

masters are allowed to take boarders. The expenditure of the tried by (i) the Tribunauxde Police, (2) TribufumuCometumneU,

state on education amounts to' about a million sterling. In (3) and the Caurs d'Assises. The last are held as the length of

i860 the grants were only for little over one-eighth of the total the calendar requires. Capital punishment is retained on the

in 1903. In 1900 31-94 % of the total population was illiterate, statute, but is never enforced, the prisoner on whom sentence

Considerable progress in the education of the people is made of death is passed in due form in open court being relegated to

visible by a comparison of the figures of three decennial censuses, imprisonment for life in aolitary* confinement and perpetoal

In x88o the illiterate were 49-25 % and in 1890 37-63, so that silence. The chief prisons are at Louvain, Ghent and St GiUes

there was a further marked improvement by 2900. A^ng the (Bnissels), and the last named serves as a house of deMtiofi*

provinces Walloon Belgium is better instructed than Flemish, At Merx^s, near the Dutch frontier, is the agricultur^ criminal

Luxei^igcondog fintf followed by Namur, la^e and Brabant colony at whiqb an average number of two thousand priKxiers axe

in their orm- kept enqsloyed in oompgiative liberty within the radius* of the

Hi^r instrpetion is given at the universities and in the convichaettlement

acboolaiittached thereto. Those at Ghent and Li^e are state Pauperim^Fox the veKef ol.jpauperism there are a limited

universities ; the two others at Bnissels and Louvain are free, numhex. of houses of mendicity, m which inmates ate reeeiveth
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and homes of refuge for night shelter. At the bSguinages of

Ghent and Bruges women and girls able to contribute a specified

sum towards their support arc given a home.

National Finance.—^The bu^et is submitted to the chambers

by the minister of finance and passed by them. The revenue

and expenditure were in the years stated as follows :

—

Year. Revenue. Exi>enditurc.

1880 394.215,932 francs 382.908,429 francs

1895 . .395730.445 M 410.383.402 M

1903 . 632,416,810 ,, 627,975.568

The revenue is made up from taxes, including customs, tolls,

including returns from railway traffic, &c., and tlie balance comes

from vamus revenues, return of capital ,
loans, &c. The following

are the principal items of expenditure (190.;):
-

Service of ilebr

Sovereign, senate, chamber, &c.
Departments, foreign office

„ agriculture

„ railways .

,, finance

., industry
war .

.,
public instruction

„ justice

Minor items ....

francs

5.289,087

3.751^36 M

12.253.957 ••

105,086,019

34.479.674 ..

19.905.589
63.y7'-2.473

31.799.105 ..

27,168.032

4.179.046

Total . 510,949,970

The difference is made up of “ special expenditure.” The total

debt in English money may lie put at 126 millions sterling, which

requires for interest, sinking fund and service about 5f millions

sterling annually. The rate of interest on all the loans extant

is 3%. except on one loan of 219,959,632 francs, which pays

only*l%.
Army and NaHonal Dejence.—ThAirmy is divided into the

regular army, the gendarmerie, and the garde civique. The
Belgian regular army is thus composed : infantry, one raiment
of carabimers, one of grenadiers, three of chasseurs d pied, and

fourteen of the line, all these regiments having 3 or 4 active

and 3 or 4 reserve Imttalions apiece
;

cavalry, two regi-

ments of guides, two of chasseurs d chei'al, and four of lancers,

all light cavalry
;

artillery, four horse, thirty field, and seventy

siege batteries on active service
;

engineers, 140 officers and
2000 men. The train or commissariat has only 30 officers

and 600 men on the permanent establishment. Belgium

retains the older form of conscription, and has not adopted the

system of “ universal service,” The annual levy is small and
substitution is permitted. In 1904 the numlier inscribed for

service was 64,042. Of these only 12,525 were enrolled in the

army, and of that number 1421 were volunteers, who took an

engagement on receipt of a premium. The effective strength of

the army in 1904 with the colours was 3406 officers and 40,382

men. To this total has to be added the men on the active list,

but either absent on leave or allowed to return to civil life,

numbering 70,043. It is assumed that on mobilization these

men are immediately available. The reserve consists of 181

officers and 58,014 men, so that the total strength of the Belgian

army is 3587 offTcers and 168,439 men. The field force in war is

organiaed in four infantry and two cavalry divisions, the total

strength being about 100,000. The peace effective has not varied

much since 1870, but the total paper strength is 75,000 more
than in that year. In the yeare 19^1904 it increased by 8000

men. The gendarmerie is ,a mounted force composed of men
picked for their physique and divided itito three divisions. It

numbers 67 officers and 3079 men, but has no reserve. It is in

every sense n carps d'Miie, and may be classed as first-rate hea^7

cavalry. The total strength of the garde civique in 1905 weis

35,102, to which have to be added 8532 volunteers belonging to

the corps of older formation, service in which counts on a par

with the gofde tivique. Some of the’ latter regiments, especiidly

the artillery, would rank with British volunteers, bbt the mass
Of the gardedviq^ does not protend to possess military value.

It is a defence against sedition and sociali^. The defence of

Belgium depends on five fortified positions. Ibe fortified position

and camp of Antwerp represents the true base of the national

defence. Its detadied forts shelter the city from bombardment,

and so long as sea communication is oj^n with England, Antwerp

would be practically impregnable. Li4ge with twelve forts and

Namur with nine forts are the fortified ^tes de pont protecting

the two most important passages of the Meuse. The forts are

constructed in concrete with armoured cupola. Termonde on

the Scheldt and Diest on the Dender arc retained as nominally

fortified positions, but neither could resist a regular bombard-

ment for more than a few hours, as their casemates are not

bomb-proof.

The training camp of the Belgian army is at Beverloo in the

province of Limburg, and at Braschact not far from Antwerp

are ranges for artillery as well as rifle practice. The Belgian

officer is technically as well trained and educated as any in

Europe, but he lacks practical experience in military service.

Mines and Industry.^The principal mineral produced in

Belgium is coal. This is found in the Borinage district near

Mons and in the neighbourhood of Li6ge, but the working of an

entirely new coal-field, which promises to attain vast dimensions,

was commenced in 1906 in the Campine district of the province

of Limburg. The coal mines of Belgium give employment to

nearly 150,000 persons, and for some years the average output

has exceeded 22,000,000 tons. Otherminerals are iron,manganese,

lead and zinc. The irm mines produce much less than formerly,

and the want of iron is a grave defect in Belgian prosperity, as

about£5,000,000 sterlingworth of ironhasto be imported annually,

chiefly from French Lorraine. The chief metal industry of the

country is represented by the iron and steel works of Charleroi

and Li6ge. Belgium is particularly rich in quarries of marble,

granite and slate. Ghent is the capital of the textile industr)^

and all the towns of Flanders are actively engaged in producing

woollen and cotton materials and in lace manufacture. The

bulk of the population is, however, engaged in agriculture,

and the extent of land under cultivation of all kinds is alx)ut

6i million acres.

Commerce.— Vhe trade returns for 1904 were as follows

hnpofh—
General Coinmorci* ..... 4,426,400,000 francs

Special Commerce (inchidcd in GencTal
Commerce) 2,782,200,000 „

Exports—
General Commerce ..... 3,849,100,000 „
Special Commerce (included in General

Commerce) 2.183.300.000

The general commerce includes goods in transit across Belgium,

the special commerce takes into account only the produce and

the consumption of Belgium itself. The trade of Belgium has

more than treWfsd as regards both imports and exports since

1870. The following table shows the amount of exports and im-

ports between Belgium and the more important foreign states :

—

-

Imports. Exports.

France
Ciermany .

England
HoUiwd
United States

Russia
Argentina
British India
Rumania .

Australia, .

Congo State
China

465.684.000 francs

351.025.000

335.404.000
240.873.000
222.301.000 ,,

212.119.000

198,91.^000
141.669.000
102.174.000
58.190.000
53.100.000
8,770.000

346.670.000 francs

505.473.^^ ^0

392.324.000 ..

268.781.000
86.324.000 „
26.671.000

41.508.000
25.860.000

3.949.000
12.087.000
14.049.000 „
25.546.000

In the relative magnitude of the annual value of its commerce,

excluding that in transit, Bdgium stands sixthamong the nations

of the wotld, following Great Britain, the United States,Germany,

France and Holland. The principd imports are food supplies

and raw material such as cotton, wpol, silk, flax, hemp and jute.

Among minerals, iron ofe, sulphut, copper, coil, tin, lead and

diamonds are the most imported; The tttpbrts 6f greatest value
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Ktt textiles, lax», coal, coke, briquettes, glass, machinery, railway
material and fire-arms.

ShippingandNmgatim,’~~Bt)i^\m hasno state navy,although
varioiis proposals have been made from time to time to establish

an aamed flotilla in connexion with the defence of Antwerp.
The state, however, possesses a certain number of steamers.

In 1,904 they numbered sixty^ve of 99,893 tons. These steamers
are chiefly employed on the passenger route between Ostend
and Dover. The total number of vessels entering the only two
ports of Belgium which carry on ocean commerce, namely
Antwerp and Ostend, in 1904 was 7650 of a tonnage of 10,330,127.
Among inland ports that of Ghent is the most important, 1127
ships of a tonn^e of 786,362 having entered the port in 1904.

The corresponding figures for ships sailing from the two ports

first named were in die same year 7642 and tonnage 10,298,405.
The figures from Ghent were 1128 and 787,173 tons. Whereas
the lines of steamers from Ostend are chiefly with Dover and
London, those from Antwerp proceed to all parts of the world.

A steam service was established in 1906 from Hull to Bniges by
Zeebrugge and the ship canal.

Internal Communications,—The internal communications of

Belgium of every kind are excellent. The roads outside the

province of Luxemburg and Namur are generally paved. In

the provinces named, or in other words, in the region south

of the Meuse, the roads are macadamized. The total length of

roads is about 600a m. When Belgium became a separate state

in 1830 they were less than one-third of this total. There are

about 2900 m. of railways, of which upwards of 2500 m. are

state railways. It is of interest to note that the state railways

derived a revenue of 249,355 francs (or nearly £10,000) from

the penny tickets for the admission of non-travellers to railway

stations. Besides the main railways there are numerous H^ht

railways {chemins de fer vicinaux\ of a total length approaching

2500 m. There are also electric and steam tramways in all

the principal cities. The total of navigable waterways is ^ven
as 1360 m. Posts, telegraphs and telephones are exclusively

under state management and form a government department.

Bc^nks and Money.—Tht principal banking institution is the

Banque Nationale which issues the bank-notes in current use. In

1904 theaveragevalueofnotesin circulation was 645,989,100 francs.
The rate of discount was 3% throughout the whole of the year.

The mintage of Belgian money is carried out by a directeut

di la fabrication who Is nominated by and responsible to the

government. The gold coins are for 10 and 20 francs, silver

for half francs, francs, 2 francs and 5 francs. Nickel money is

for 5, 10 and 20 centimes, and the copper coinage has been

withdrawn from circulation. ;

At’THORTTiKS.—Annuaire statiatique de la Belgique (1905) ; Belt-

jens'and Godenne. La Canstituiion beige (Brussols, zBfio) ^ iSaBclgioM
illustfSe (Brussels. 1878-1882); Les JitndecUs beiges (Brussels, 1898);
Annates dupaflem^nt beige for each year ; Belgian l.ife in Town am
Country, " Our Neighbours " Series (London, 1904). For geology sCe

C. Dewalque, Prodrome d'une iesmffion gMogi^e de la Belgique

(Brussels. 1880) ; M. Mourkm, GMogie de la Belgique (Bruss^,
1880-1881) ; F. L. Cornet and A. Briart, " Sur lo rdief du sol en
Belgique apr^ les temps pal6ozoiques,*’ Ann. Soc^ Gdol. Delg. vol. iv.,

1877, 7*"” 5* v.-xi. (sec also other papers ^ the same
authors in the same jolimal)

; J, GOsselet, L'Ardenne (F^ris, 1888)

;

M. Bertrand, Btudes sur ie bassin houiller du nord^^et sur ie

Boulonnais," Ann. des mines, ser. ix. vol. vi. pp«! 569:633
1894 ; C. Malaise, £tat actuel de nos connaissances sur Ic siluricn

de la Belgique,'* Ann. Giol. Betg. vol. xxv., 1900-1901, pp. 179-

22T ; H. Forir, BibHographk des stages laek6niofi, 16dien, wem-
milien, asschien, tongricn. rupihen et boldirien et dee dtpdts

tertiaires de la haat^ at moyanne Bdgique/' ibid. pp.

History *

The political sevenmee of the northern and southern Nethen-

land^ may bkconvWiicntly dated from the opening of the year

rS79 ‘ Of the league of Arms (5th of Jatmaiv)

the Walloon “ MideoSltents ” declared their adherence to the

causedfCktholii^ and their loyalty to the Spanish king, and

away defiriitely from the northern provinces, who bound

. } See for earlier history Netherlands, Flanders, Brabant,
LtihSrAc.

themsehres by the union of Utrecht (29th of Taiioaiy) to defend

their rights and liberties, political and veugibus, kgainst all

foreign potenutes. Biabant and FlanderswOreMUl indeed under

the control of the prince of Orange, and through hfe

influence accepted in 1582 the duke of Anjou as their Mipwwit,..

severe^. The French prince was actually maugurated

duke of Brabant at Antwerp (February i582)and count

of Flanders at Bruges (July), but his misconduct sosgiM'’
speedily led to his withdrawal from the Netherlands, Befkerm

and even before the assassination of Orange (^July
'****"

1584) the authority of Philip had been practicidly restored

throughout the two provinces. This had been achieved by the

military skill and statesmanlike abilities of Alexander
^ j,,-

Farnese, prince of Parma, appointed governor- pJSSIe/
general on the death of Don John of Austria, on the .prtmeed.

ist of October 1578. Farnese first won by promises .

and blandishments the confidence of the Walloons,

always jealous of the predominance of the “ Flemish .

provinces, and then pniceeded to make himself master of Biabant

land Flanders by force of arms. In succession Ypres, Meddni,

Ghent, Brussels, and finally Antwerp (17th of August

1585) fell into his hands. Philip had in the southern JfpSnS
Netherlands attained his object, and Belgium was
henceforth Catholic and Spanish, but at the expense of its

progress and prosperity. Thousands of its inhabitants, and

those the most enterprising and intelligent, fled from the Inouisi-

tion, and made their homes in the Dutch republic or in England,

All commerce and industry’ was at a standstill
;

grass grew in

the streets of Bruges and Ghent ; and the trade of Antwerp was

transferred to Amsterdam. On Parma's death (3rd of December

1592) the archduke Ernest of Austria was ap(mmted ' governor-

general, but he died after a short tenure of office (20th of February

1595) and was at the banning of 1596 succeeded by his younger

brother the cardinal archduke Albert. Philip was now nearing

his end, and in 1598 he gave his eldest daughter Isabel ^
in marriage to her cousin the archduke Albert, and

erected the Netherlands into a sovereign state mder aneweeitm

their joint rule. The advent of the new wvereigiw,

officially known as ‘‘ the archdukes,” though greeted

with enthusiasm in the Belgic provinces, was looked „ ,

Upon with suspicion by the Lhitch, who were as firmlywrmywi
as ever to uphold their independence. The chief < tiiiiitaty

event of the early years of their reign was the battle of 'Nieupm
(2nd of July 1600), in which Mauriceof Nassau ‘defeated

the archduke Albert, and the siege of Ostend,

after a three years' heroic defence was surrendered

(20th of September 1604) to the archduke's general,

Spinola. The Dutch, however, being masters of the sea, kept

the coast closely blockaded, and through sheer exhaustion thC

k\ng of Spurn and the aididukes we« compelled to

agree to a truce for twelve years (9th of April

with the United Provinces “in the capacity of free

states over which Albert and Isabel made no pretan* ,u

sions.” During the period of the truce the archdukes, who were

wise and statesmanlike rulers, did their utmost to restore proe-

perity to their country and to improve its internal

condition. Unfortunately they were dnldless/^ai^ StSe
the mstrument of cession of 1598 provided that in goMSbyiw

case they should die without issue, the Ndtheiiands

should revert to the crown of Spain. This wversioo

actually took place. Albert died in 1621, justbcfore the

renewal of the war with the Dutch, and Isabel in 1633*

Hie Bdgk provinces therefore pasild under the ruleof PhiHp’IV;;

and were henceforth known as the Spanish Netherlands. ^

This connexion with the declining fortunes trf' Spola ^wai

disastrous to the well-being of the Brigkn people> for> during

many years a close allian^ bound eogether Frande ahd the

United Provinces, and the Southern NetheHands weit <BXi>ose4
to attack from both sides, and constantly; suffersd

from the ravages of hostile armies. The cardinai arch^

duke Ferdinand, governoi^genetal kom 163^1448(^81188

a capable ruler,m by tpamliltary skiH

in. 22
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dfi CfyniMUgUft the forces of the enemy from overrunning the

country* On the 30th of Tanuary 1648, Spain concluded a

sqMurate peace at Munster with the Dutch, by which Philip IV.

finally renounoed ail his claims and rights over the

United Provinces, and made many concessions to thm.
Among these was the closing of the Scheldt to all ships,

a clause which was ruinous to the commerce of the

Belgic provinces, by cutting them off from their only

aocesi to the ocean. Thus they remained for a long

course of years without a seaport, and in the many wars tliat

broke out between Spain and France were constantly exposed,

as an outlying Spanish dependency, to the first attack, and peace

when it came was usually purchased at the cost of some part of

Belgi^ territory. By the treaty of the Pyrenees (1659) Artois

(except St Omer and Aire) and a numl^er of towns in

panders, Hainaut, and Luxemburg were ceded to

France. Subsequent French conquests, confirmed by
^irntioo S(»the peace of Aix-la-ChapeUe (1668), took away Lille,

Douai, Charleroi, Oudenarde, Coutrai and Toumai.

These were, indeed, partly restored to Belgium by the peace of

Nijmwegen (1679) ;
but on the other hand it lost Valenciennes,

Nieuport, St Omer, Ypres and Charlemont, which were only in

part recovered by Ae peace of Ryswick (1697).

The internal history of the Belgic provinces has little to record

during this long period in which the ambition of Louis XIV. to

possess himself of the Netherlands, in right of his wife tl>e infanta

Mark Theresa (see Spanish Succession), led to a series of

invasions and desolating wars. The French king managed to

incorporate a large slice of territory upon his northern frontier,

but his main object was baffled by the steady resistance and able

statesmanship of William IIL of England and Holland. Mean-
while from 169a onwards brighter prospects were opened out to

the unfortunate Belgians by the nomig^tion by the Spaoish king

of Maximilian Emanuel, elector of Bavaria, to be govemeu-
general with welhnigh sovereign powers. The elector lud himself

a claiip to the inhmtance as the husband of an Austrian arch-

duckssa^ whose mother, the infanta Margaret, was the younger

sister of the French queen. Maximilian Emanuel was an able

man^ did his utmost to improve the condition of the countiy.

BffortM •#
attempted to promote trade and restore prosperity

MvfMerfo impoverished land by the introduction of new
wtaamii* customs laws and other measures, and particularly by

construction of canals to counteract the damage
Belgian commerce by the closing of the Scheldt.

The positioa of the elector was greatly strengthened by the

partition treaty of the 19th of August 1^8. Under this instru-

ment the signatoiy powers—Englandi France and Hoilipid

—

agreed that on the dknise of Charles 11 . the crown prince of

Bavaria under his father’s guardianship should be sovereign of

Spain, Belgium and Spanish America. Charles II. himself

shortly afterwards by will appointed tlie Bavarian

prince heir to all his dominions. The death of the

inhuit heir a lew months later (6th of February 1699)

unfortunat^y destroyed any prospects of a peaceable

settlement of the Spanish Saccession. Charles 11. was persuaded

to name as Jm sole suooesaor, Philip duke of Anjou, the second

son ^ ^e dauphin, and on hk death (on the ist November Z700)

Louis XlV. took immediate steps to support his grandson’s

claims, in spite of his formal renunciation of such claims under

treaty of the Pyrenees. England and Holland

AmSSm. were determined to prevent, however, at^ cofts the

aoquiskion of Belguim by a Frendi prince, and a

CQSlkkst, 'known aa the Grand AlUan0e> was formed beibween

these two. powers and the empire to uphold the claims of the

arohdulte Charles, second son of the emperor.

One of thsifirst steps ol Louis was to teke possession of the

Kttheilanda The hereditMy feud between the houses of

^ Austria;jnd Bavaria induced the elector to take the

side, iol Frame, and he* was nominated by PWip Y*
vicar-g^oend of the Netherlands The unh^py Belgic

provinces wemagain doomed for a numberU years to

he the faaUlaground we oontending forces, and it was on

Is*

VifekL

Marstmla

Bdgic soil that Marlborough won the great victories of Kamillies

(1706) and of Oudenarde (1708), by which he was enabled to drive

the French armies out of the Netherlands and to carry the war
into French territo^. At the general peace concluded at
Utrecht (nth of April 1713) the long connexion betweenB^um
and Spain was severed, and this portion of the Bur-

gundiim inheritance of Charles V. placed under the

sovereignty of the Habsburg ckimant, who had, by
the death of his brother, become the emperor Charles VI. The
Belgic provinces now came for a full century to be known as the

Austrian Netherlands. Yet such was the dread of

France and the enfeebled state of the country that Amsm§a
Holland retained the privilege, which had been con-

ceded to her during the war, of garrisoning the principal

fortresses or Barrier towns, on the French frontier, and her

right to close the navigation on the Scheldt was i^ain ratified by
a European treaty. The b^innings of Austrian sovereignty

were marked by many collisions between the representatives

of the new rulers and the States General, and provincial states/’

Despite their troubled history and long subjection,

the Belgic provinces still retained to an unusual

degree their local liberties and privileges, and more
espccklJy the right of not being taxed, except by the

express consent of the states. The marquis de Pn6> who (as

deputy for Prince Eugemi^was the imperil governor from 1719
to 1726, encountered on the part of local authorities and tovm
gilds vigorous resistance to his attempt to rule the Netherlands

as an Austrian dependency, and he was driven to take strong

measures to assert liis au^ority. He selected as his

victim a powerful popular leader at Brussels, Francis

Anneesens, syndic of tlie gild of St Nicholas, who was^oMMaM.
beheaded on the 19th of September 1719. His name
is remembered in Belgkn annals as a patriot martyr to the

cause of liberty. The administration of de Pri6 was not, however,

without its redeeming features. He endeavoured to create at

Ostend a seaport, capable in some measure to take the place of

Antwerp, and in 1722 a Chartered Company of Ostend

was erected for the purpose of trading in the East and
West Indies (see Ostend). The determined hostility otoSmi,
of the Dutch rendered the promising scheme futile,

and after a precarious struggle for existence, Charles VI., in order

to gain the assent of the United Provinces and Great Britain to

the Pragmatic Sanction (^.v.), suppressed the Company in 1731.

For sixteen years (1725-1741) Uie archduchess Mary Elizabeth,

sister of the emperor, filled the post of governor-general. Her
rule was marked by the restoration of the old form 4^.
of administration under the three councils, and was ifanfriw

a period of general tranquillity. She died (1741) in

the Netherlands, and the empress-queen, Maria BtiaahHh.

Theresa, who had succeeded under the Pragmatic Sanction to

the Burgundian domains of her father about a year before,

appointed her brother-in-law, Charles of Lorraine, to be governor-

general in her aunt’s place, and he retained that post, to the great

advantage of Belgium, for nearly forty years. He
was deservedly known as the “Good Governor.”

The first years of his administration were stormy.

During the Austrian War of Succession the country was conquered
by rile FVendi, and for two years Marshal Saxe bore the title of

governor-general, but it was restored to Austria by the peace of

Aix-la-Ch^Telle (174S). Belgium was undisturbed by the Seven

Years’ War (175^1 763), and during the long peace which followed

enjoyed consi^rable prosperity. Charles of Lorraine thoroughly

identified himself with the best interests of the country, and was
the champion of its liberties, and though he had at times to make
a stand against the imperialistic tendencies of

.
the chancellor

Kaunitz, was able tor% on the steady support of the empress^

who appreciated the wise and liberal policy ;pf her brother-in-law.

Although the Scheldt was still dosed. Chiles endeavoured ^
a large eDcSension of the canal system to facilitate commercid
intercourse, he encouraged agii^ture, and was successful in

restoring the prosperity of the coimtiy. Hje also did much for

the advancement of learning, founding, kmohg otheir institurionsi
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theAcad^ of Seience, and he conaittently restrained the undue
intervention of the church in secular alfairs> and placed re-

strictions upon the accumulation of property in the hands of

religious bodies.

The death of Charles of Lorraine preceded only by a few
months that of Maria Theresa, whose son Joseph IT. not only

appointed his sister, the archduchess Maria Christine,

governor-general, but visited Belgium in person and

jog0pbiL showed a great and active interest in its affairs.

Here as elsewhere in his dominions his intentions

were excellent, hut his reforming zeal outran discretion, and his

hasty and self-opinionated interferences with treaty rights and
traditional privileges ended in provoking opposition and disaster.

Finding the United Provinces hampered by a war with England,

he seized the opportunity to try to get rid of the impediments

placed upon Belgian development by the Barrier and other

treaties with Holland. He was able to compel the Dutch to

withdraw their garrisons from the Barrier towns, but was wholly

unsuccessful in his high-handed attempt to free the navigation

of the Scheldt. These efforts to coerce the Dutch, though

marred by partial failure, were, however, calculated to win for

Joseph II. popularity with his Belgian subjects
;
but it was far

otherwise with his policy of internal reform. He offended the

stat€.s by seeking to sweep away many of their inherited privileges

and to change the time-lionoured, if somewhat obsolete, system

of civil government. He further excited the religious feelings

of the people against him, by his edict of Tolerance (1780), and

his later attempts at the reform of clerical abuses, which were

prorxjunced to be an infraction of the Joyous Entry (see Joveuse
EntrAe). Fierce opposition was aroused. Numbers of mal-

contents left the country and' organized themselves as a military

force in Hdland. As the discontent became more gerieral, the

insurgents returned, took several forts, defeated the

Austrians at Turnhout, and overran the country.

^”On the nth of December 1789, the people of Brussels

rose against the Austrian garrison, and compeUed it to

capitulate, and, on the 27th, the states of Brabant declared

their independence. The other provinces followed and, on rite

nth of January X790, the whole formed themselvw into an

independent state, un^ the name of the “ Belgian United

States.’’ A few weeks later, on the 20th of February, Joseph II.

died, his end hastened by chagrin at the utter failure of his well-

meant efforts, and was succeeded by l.feopold 11.

The new emperor at once took steps to re-assert, if possible,

his authority in Belgium without having recourse to armed

UapaU IL kwce. He offered the states, if the people would return

pmotim to their allegiance, the restoration of their ancient^ constitution and a general amnesty. This, however,

did not sirit the views of the popular party, who, under^ leadership of an advocate named Van der Noot, had possea*

sion of the reins of power, and were uplifted by their success.

The terms offered in an imperial prndamatkm were rejected,

and preparations were made to resist oocnaon by the imee m
masse of a national army. When, however, in November 1790,

a powerful Austrian force entered the country, there was prac-

tically little opposition to its advance. The popular leaders

fled> the form of government, as it eadsted at the end of the

reign of Maria Theresa, and an amnesty for past offences was
prwdahned ; a superficial pacification ^of the reyeffted provinces

was effected, land Austrian rule re-established. It was destined

to be> shtMTt-^ed. in 179a the armies of revolutionary Fra^
assaikd Austria ait her weakest point by an invasion of Belgium.

The battle of Jema|^ <7th of November) made the French

rrttitmt ‘ oLMse southern portion . of the Austrian

Nelherlaiidi } the bmaleiol ]Aeurus(26th of Juile 1794)

ftat an endto the rule Ol tAteHahshnrgsover the Bdgic
<a»Riewifc,p|.j|yjnoss. The muty of Campo Formio (1797)^
the Bubsequnit treaty of Lun^viHe (xdot) confirmed this con^

querors in ^ poseession df the country, and Bel^uro became

MS inUigril part ?of;France, (being governed on the same footing,

rteeiviag <thc Cai^ NopMm, and sharing ia the fortunes of die

ftepublK sknd the Engine. After the M of Mapoleofi aiid the

conclusion of the fimt peace of Paris ;(30th of May 1814)

Belgium was indeed for some months ^ced under the ad-

ministration of an Austrian governoi>genertl, but it

was shortly afterwards united with Holland to form

the kingdom of the Netherlands. The sovereignty aaS

of the newly formed state was given to the prince of ffeHSaai

Orange, who mounted the throne (ajrd of March 1815) k
under the title of Wdlkm I. The congress of Vienna

(31st of May 1815) determined the relations and fi^ed ^
boundaries of the kingdom

; and the new constitution wals pro-

mulgated on the 24th of August following, the king taking the

oath at Brussels on the 27th of September.

From this date until the Belgian revolt of 1830, the history

of Holland and Belgium is that of two portions of one politioid

entity, but in the relations of those two portions were

to be found from the very outset fundamental causes

tending to disagreement and separation. The Dutch
and Bc^ian provinces of the Netherlands had for one hundred

and thirty years passed through totally different experiences,

and had drifted farther and farther apart from one another

in character, in habits, in ideas and above all in religion. In

the south die policy of Alva and Philip II. had been wholly

successful, and the Belgian people, Flemii^s and Walloons alike,

were perhaps more devoted to the Catholic faith than any other

in Europe. On the other hand the incorporation of the country

for two decades in the French republic and empire had left deep

traces on a considerable section of the population, the French

language was commonly spoken and was exclusively used in

the law courts and in all public proceedings, and French political

theories had made many converts. The Fundamental Law
promulgated by William 1 . aroused strong opposition among
both the Catholic and Liberal parties in Bd^um. The large

powers granted to the ki]|^ under the new constitution displeased

the Liberals, who saw in its provision only a disguised form of

personal government. The principle of liberty of warship and of

the press, which it laid down, was so offensive to the Catholics

that the bishops condemned it publidy, and in the Doctrinal

Judgment act^ly forbade their floc^ to take the oath. The
close and complete union,” which was stipulated under Che

treaty of Z814, began under unfavourable auspices. NevertbeleaB

the difficulties might have been smoothed away in the course

of time, bad the Belgians fdt that the Dutch were treating

them in a fair and conciliatory spirit This, despite the un-

doubtedly good intentions of the king, was fiir from being the

case. Belgium was regarded too much in the light of an annexed
territory, handed over to Holland as compensation for

the losses sustained by the Dutch in the revolutionary

and Napoleonic wars. The idea that Holland was the mUS
predominant partner in the kingdom of the Netherlands Htmm
was firmly rooted in the north and naturally provoked *

in the south the feeling that Belgium was being ex-

plotted for the benefit of the Dutch. The grievances of

the Belgians were indeed very substantial. The seat of govena*

ment was in Holland, the king was a Dutchman by birth and

training, and a Calvinistic protestant by religion. Though the

population of Belgiiim was 3,400^000 and that of HoUaud only

a little more than 2,00a,coo the two . countries had equal repre-

sentation in the second chamber of the states^general. Prac-

tically in all important legislative measures affecting the iiiteresjbs

of the two countries the Dutch govemEnent were able to oom^

mand a small but permanent majority. The use of the term

^^the Dutch Government” » strictly accurate, !for the great

nmjority of the public offices w»e filled by northerners. In

of the seven members of the ministiy only one was a
Bt^ian ;

in Hie home department out of 1x7 offiaakvix only

were Belgians ; in the ministry of war 3 were Belgians am «f

102 ; of the officeiSiOf the army 288 out of 1967. All thepublic

eStkbHshments^ ithe Bank, the military wchobis, were

Dutch. That fuohiwns the case inust not be entirety

charged to |MUl»ality> still less to deliberate unfair-

ness on the .part .of .William. L The conduct cf the kiiy;

proves that bad iamcat sincere regacd for the mdfajW^ef^hS
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Belgian eubjects, and in his choice of measures and men his

aim was to secure the prosperity of his new kingdom by a policy

of unification. This was tiu object he had in view in his attempt

to make Dutch, except in the Walloon districts, the official

language for all public and judicial acts, and a knowledge of

Dutch a necessary qualification for every person entering the

public service. That the fierce opposition which this attenipt

aroused in the Flemish-speaking provinces was ill-

considered and unwise, is shown by the fact that in

recent years there has been a patriotic movement

in these same provinces which has been successful in forcing

the Belgian government to adopt Flemish (i.e, Dutch) as well as

French for official usage. This Flemish movement is all in favour

of establishing close relations with the sistCT people of the north.

Moreover it cannot be gainsaid that Belgium during her union

Holland enjoyed a degree of prosperity that

proMperity was quite remarkable. The mineral wealth of the

iMTar ibc country was largely developed, the iron manufactures
uatoa. advance, the woollen manu-

factures of Verviers received a similar impulse, and many large

establishments were formed at Ghent and other places, where

cotton goods were jiiroduced which rivalled those of England and

surpassed those of France. The extensive colonial and foreign

trade of the Dutch furnished them with markets, while the

opening of the navigation of the Scheldt raised Antwerp once

more to a place of high commercial importance. The govern-

ment also did much in the way of improving the internal com-
munications of the country, in repairing the roads and canals,

in forming new ones, in deepening and widening rivers, and the

like. Nor was the; social and intellectual improvement of the

people by any means neglected. A new university was formed at

Li6ge, normal schools for the instruction of teachers were in-

stituted, and numerous elementary scl^ls and schools for higher

instruction were established over the country. These measures

for the furthering of education among the people on the part

of a government mainly composed of Protestants were received

vrith suspicion and distovour by the priests, and still more the

attempts subsequently mgde to regulate the education of the

priests themselves. The establishment under the auspices of the

the king in i&25 of the Philosophical College at Louvain, and
the requirement that evefry priest before ordination should

spend two years in study there, gave great offence to the clerical

party, and some of the bishops were prosecuted for the violence

of their denunciations at this intrusion of the secular arm into

the religious domain. With the view of terminating these

differences the king in 1827 entered into a concardai with the

pope, and an agreement was reached with regard to nominations

to bishoprics, clerical education and othw questions, whidi

should have saitisfied all reasonable men. But in i8s8 the two

extreme parties, the Catholic Ultramontanes and the revolu-

tionary Liberidbi in their common hatred to the Dutch regime,

formed an alhanoe, the union, for the overthrow of the govemr
ment. Petitions were sent in setting forth the Belgian grievances,

demanding a sepivate administration for Belgium and a full

concession of the liberties guaranteed by the constitution.

Matters were in this state when the news of the success of the

July revolution of 1850 at Paris reached Brussels, at this time

a city of refttge for the intriguing and discontented

oatinak
®very country of Europe. The first outbreak

•ifsss. took place on the s^h of August, the anniversary

of the king's accession. An opera called La MueiUj
which abounds in appeals to liberty, was.iteyfd, and the audience

were so excited that they kished out into the street crying,

Imitons les Partsiens T’ A mob speedily gathered tog^er,
who proceeded to destroy or damage a numto of public buildings

and the fmvate reudences of unpopular officicis. The troops

were few in number and offered no oppositioR to the mob, but

a burgher guard was enroUed among the inffuential and middle-

dl^s citizens for the protection of life and property. The in-

telligence of these evanlU in the capital soon sp^ through the

provinces
; and in most of the laige towns similar scenes were

enacted, beginnii^ wHh plunder!^ and outrages, followed

by the institution of burgher guards for the maintenance of peace.

The leading men of Brussels were most anxious not to push
matters to extremities. They demanded the dismissal of the

specially obnoxious minister, Van Maanen, and a separate ad-

ministration for Belgium. The government, however, could not

make up their minds what course to pursue, and by allowing

things to drift ended by converting a popular riot into a national

revolt. The heir apparent, the prince of Orange (see William II.

of diie Netherlands), was sent on a peaceful mission to Brussels,

but furnished witli such limited powers, as under the circum-

stances were utterly inadequate. He did his best to get at the

real facts, and after a number of conferences with the leaders

became so convinced that nothing but a separate administration

of the two countries would restore tranquillity that he promised

to use bis influence with his father to bring about that object-

on receiving assurances that the personal union under the house

of Orange would be maintained. The king summoned an extra-

ordinary session of the states-general, which met at the Hague on

the i3tlL of September and was^ opened by a speech from

throne, which was firm and temperate, but by no means definite.

The proceedings were dilatory, and the attitude of the Dutch

deputies exceedingly exasperating. The result was that the

moderate party in Belgium, quickly lost their influence, and

those in favour of violent measures prevailed. Meanwhile

although the states were rtiil sitting at the Hague, an army

of 14,000 troops under the command of Prince Frederick, second

son of the king, was gradually approaching Brussels, it was

hoped that the inhabitants would welcome the prince and that

a display of armed force would speedily restore order. After

much unnecessary delay, at a time when prompt action was

required, the prince on the 23rd of September entered Brussels

and, widh little opposition, occupied the upper or court portion

of it, but when they attempted to advance into the lower town
the troops found the streets barricaded and defended by citizens

in arms. Desultory fighting between the soldiers and the

insuigents continued for three days until, finding that he was

making no headway, the prince ordered a retreat. The news

spread like wildfire through the country, and the principal

towns declared for separation. A provisional government was

formed at Brussels, which declared Belgium to be an independent

state, and summoned a national congress to establish a system

of government. King William now did his utmost to avoid

a rupture, and sent the prince of Orange to Antwerp to promise

that Belgium should have a separate administration
;

hut it

was too late. Antwerp was the only important place that re-

mained in the hands of the Dutch, and the army on retreating

from Brussels had fallen back on this town. At the end of

October an insurgent army hod arrived before the gates, which

were opened by the populace to receive them, and the troops,

under General Chass^, retired within the citadel. The general

ordered a bombardment of the town for two days, destroying

a number of, bouses and large quantities of merchandise. This

act ser\'ed still further to inflame the minds of the Belgians

against the Dutch.

A convention of the representatives of the five great powers

met in London in the b^inning of November, at the request

of the king of the Netherlands, and both sides were

brought to consent to a cessation of hostilities. On the of tba

10th of November the National Congress, consisting Nattanai

of 200 deputies, met at Brussels and came to three ^•‘w*****

important decisions: (i) the independence of the country

—

carried unanimously
;

(a) a constitutional hereditary monarchy
->—174 votes against' ^3; (3) the perpetual exclusion of the

Orange-Nassau family—^161 votes against 28. On the 20th of

December the conference of London proclaimed Hie dissolution

of the kingdom of the Netberlands, but daimed the

regulating the conditions under whidi it should tak^ fdlace.

On the a8th of January 1831, the congress proceeded to ^
election of a king, and out of a number of candidates the choice

fell on the duke of Nemours, seooiid etm of Louis Philippe, but

he declined the office. The congress then deeted Baron Surlet

de Ckokier to the temporary post of fogent, atid proceeded to
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draw up a constitution on the British parliamentaiy pattern. The
constitution expressly declared that the kina has no powers
except those formally assigned to him. Mimsters were to be

appointed by him, but be responsible to the cham-

Msmlv- The legislature was composed of two chambers--
the senate and the chamber of deputies. Both cham-
bers were elected by the same voters, but senators

required a property qualification,—the payment of at least

aooo fiorins in taxes. Senators and deputies received salaries.

The franchise was for that time a low one—every one who paid
at least ao florins in taxes had a vote. The choice of a king was
more difficult than that of drawing up a constitution. It was
desirable that the new sovereign should be able to count upon
the friendly suj^ort of the great powers, and yet not be actually

a member of their reigning dynasties. It was from fear of

arousing the susceptibilities of neighbouring states, especially
'

Great Britain, that Louis Philippe had refused to sanction the
election of his son. It was for this reason that the name of

Leopold of Saxe-Cobuig, the widower of Princess Oiarlotte of

England, had not been placed among the candidates in January.
Overtures were, however, made to him, as soon as it was under-
stood that, as the result of private negotiations at the London
conference, the selection of this prince would be favourably

received both by Great Britain and France. Leopold

reaffiness to accept the crown after having

ascertained that he would have the support of

the great powers in bringing about a satisfactory

settlement with Holland on those points which he considered

essential to the security and welfare of the new kingdom. The
election took place on the 4th of June, when 152 votes out of 196,

four being absent, determined that Leopold should be proclaimed

king of the Belgians, under the express condition that he would

accept the constitution and swear to maintain the national

independence and territorial integrity.” Leopold made his

public entry into Brussels, on the 21st, and subsequently visited

other parts of the kingdom, and was everywhere received with

demonstrations of loyalty and respect.

At this juncture news suddenly arrived that the Dutch were

preparing to invade the country with a large army. It com-
prised 45,000 infantry and 6000 cavalry with 72 pieces of artillery,

while I^opold could scarcely bring forward 25,000 men to oppose

it. On the 2nd of August the whole of the Dutch army had

crossed the frontier ;
Leopold collected his forces, such as they

were, near Louvain in order to cover his capital. The two armies

met on the 9th of August, The undisciplined Belgians, despite

the personal efforts of their king, were speedily routed, and
Leopold and his staff narrowly escaped capture, He, however,

made good his retreat to the capital, and, on the advance of a

French army, the prince of Orange did not deem it prudent to

push on farther. A convention was concluded between him
and the French general, in consequence of which he returned

to Holland and the French likewise recrossed the frontier.

Leopold now proceeded with vigour to strengthen his position

and to restore order and confidence. French officers were

selected for the training and disciplining of the army, the civil

list was arranged with economy and order, and reforms were

introduced into the public service and systeiq of administration.

He kept on the best of terms, though a Protestant, with the

Roman Catholic clergy and nobility, and his subsequent marriage

with the daughter of the French king (9th of August 1852),

and the contract that the children of the marriage should

brought up in the Roman Catholic faith, did much to inspire

confidence in his good intentions.

Meanwhile the conference in London had drawn up the

project of a treaty for the separation of Holland and Belgium,

which was declared “to be final and irrevocBble>“

The conditions were far less favourable to Bdgium
thin had been hoped, and it was not without much
heait4iiemng and considerahle opposition, that the

senate and diad^ of deputies gave their assent to them.

The treaty, which Oodtained ^4 krtides> was signed on the

i^h of November iSjjr. By these articles the grand-duchy

677
of Luxemburg was divided, but the king of Holland retained

possession of the fortress of Luxemburg, and also received a
portion of Limbu^ to compensate him for the part of Luxemburg
assigned to Belgium. The district of Maestricht was likewise

partitioned, but the fortress remained Dutdi. The Scheldt

was declared open to the commerce of both countries.
^

The
national debt was divided. The powers recognized the inde-

pendence of Belgium, “ as a neutral state.”

This agreement was ratified by the Belgian and Frendi
sovereigns on the 20th and a4th of November, by the British

on the 6th of December, but the Austrian and Prussian and
Russian governments, whose sympatiiics were with the
“ legitimate ” King William rather than with a prince, who
owed his crown to a revolution, did not give their ratification

till some five months later. Even then King William remained
obdurate, refused to sign and continued to keep possession

of Antwerp. After fruitless efforts on the part of the greatpowers
to obtain his acquiescence, France and Great Britain resolved

to have recourse to force. On the 5th of November their com*-

bined fleets sailed for the coast of Holland, and, on the xSth,

a French army of 60,000 men, under the command of

Marshal G6rard, crossed the Belgian frontier to besiege

Antwerp. The Dutch garrison capitulated on the

23rd of December, and on the 31 st the town was handed
over to the Belgians, and the French troops withdrew across

the frontier. Tlie Dutch, however, still held two forts, which
enabled them to command the navigation of the Scheldt, and
these they stubbornly refused to yield. Belgium therefore kept
possession of Limburg and Luxemburg, except the fortress of

Luxemburg, which as a fortress of the German confederation was,

under the terms of the treaty of Vienna, garrisoned by Prussian

troops. These territories were treated in every way as a part

of Belgium, and sent representatives to the chamlkrs. Great

indignation was therefore felt at the idea of giving

them up, when Holland (34th of March 1838) signified

its readiness to accept the conditions of the treaty. quuHon.
The chambers argued that Belgium had been induced

to agree to the twenty-four artides in 1832 in the hope of thereby

at once terminating all harassiitg disputes, but as Holland

refused then to accept them, the conditions were no longer

binding and the circumstances were now quite changed. They
urged that Luxemburg in fact formed an integral part of Belgium

and that the people were totally opposed to a union with Holland.

They offered to pay for the territory in dispute, but the treaty

gave them no right of purchase, and the proposal was not enter-

tained. Addresses were unanimously voted uiging

the king to resist separation, great excitement was ^thm§ai
aroused throughout the country and preparations bttwwma

were made for war. But the firmness of the allied HoiM
powers and their determination to uphold the condi-

tions of the treaty compelled the king most reluctantly

to submit to the inevitable. The treaty was signed in London
on the 19th of April 1839. It saddled Belgium with a portion

of Holland’s debt, and a severe financial crisis followed.

The Belgian revolution owed its success to the union of the

Catholic and Liberal parties ; and the king had been very careful

to maintain the alliance between them. This continued

to be the character of the government till 1840, but by ^255!»
degrees it had been growing more and more conserva-

tive, and was giving rise to dissatisfaction. A ministry CMoUct
was formed on more liberal prindples, but it clashed

with the Catholic aristocracy, who had the majority in

the senate. A neutral ministry under M. Cliarles Nothomb was
then formed. In 1842 it carried a new law of primary instruction;

which arouM the dislike of the anti-derical Liberals. The
Nothomb ministry retired in 1845. In March 1846 the king
formed a purely Catholic ministry, but it was fiercely attad^ by
the Liberals, who bad for several years beim steadily oxpnking.
A congress was stnnmoned to meet at Brussels fi4thd June 1846)
comped of delegates from the different Lib^ assocktionS

throughout the ibuntry. Three hundred and' twenty delegates

met and drew up an Act of Federation and a programme of

BELC^UM
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iHiitm The election of 1847 j^ave a majority to the Liberals

and a purely Liberal ministiy was formed^ and from this date

onwards it has been the constitutional practice in Belgium to

choose a homogeneous ministry from the party which possesses

a working majority m the chamber. In 1848 a new electoral

law was pgssed, which lowered the franchise to ao

horins* worth of proj)€rty and doubled the number of

electors. Hence it came to pass that Belgium passed

safely through thp crisis of the French revolution of 1848. The

extreme democratic and socialistic party made wilh French

aid some spasmodic efforts to stir up a revolutionary movement,

but they met with no popular sympathy ;
the throne of Leopold

stood firmly based upKiO the ^ust and respect of the Belgian
]

nation ior the wisdom and moderation of their king.

Ihe attention oi the government was now largely directed to

tkia stimulating oi private industry and the carrying out of

public works of great practical utility, ^uch as the extension of

railways and the opening up of other internal means of com-

munication. Commercial treaties were also entered into with

various countries with the view of providing additional outlets

for industrial products. The king also sought as much as

possible to remove from the domain of politics every irritating

queirieit, believing that a union of the different parties was most
for the advantage of the state. In 1850 the question of middle-

class education was settled. In 1852 the Liberal cabinet was
overthrown and a ministry of conciliation was formed. A bill

was passed authorizing the army to be raised to 100,000 men
including reserve. The elections of 1854 modified the parlia-

mentary situation by increasing the strength of the Conserva-

tives ; the ministry resigned and a new one was formed, under

Pierre de Decker, of moderate Catholics and Progressives. In

1857 the government of M. de Decker brought in a bill to establish

the liberty of charity,” but in reality to place the administration

of charities in the han^ of the priesthood. This led to a violent

agitation throughout the kingdom and the military had to be

cdled put. Eventually the bill wa.s withdrawn, the ministers

resigned and a Liberal ministry was formed under M. Charles

Rogier. In i860 the communal o^:trois or duties on articles of

food brought into the towns was abolished ; in 1863 the naviga-

tion of tlie Scheldt was made free, and a treaty of commerce
established with Finland. The elections of July 1864 gave a
majority to the Liberals, and M. Rogier continued in office.

On the lotb of l^ember 1865 King Leopold died, after a
reign of thirty-four years. He was greatly beloved by his people,

and to him Belgium owed much, for in difficult circum-

otLtmiiu
critical times he had managed its affairs

II,

^
with great tact and judgment. He was succeeded by

bis eldest son Leopold II., who was immediately

proclaimed king and took the oath to tiic constitution on the

17th of Deceml^r. On the outbreak of war between France and
Germany in 1870, Belgium saw the difficulty and danger of her

position, and lost no time in proN'iding for contingencies. A
hurge war credit was voted, the strength of the army was raised

and strong Ixidies of troops were moved to the frontier. The
feeling of danger to Belgium also caused great excitement in

Eiigland. The British government declared its intention to

maintain the integrity of Belgium in accordance with the treaty

of 183^, andi it induced the two belligerent powers to agree not

to violate tl)e neutrality of Belgian territory. A considerable

portion of the French army routed at Sedan did indeed seek

refuge across the frontier; but they laid down their arms
according to convention, and were duly;tf4nterned.”

XniHvo the Liberal party, which had Men in power for thirteen

years, was overthrown hy- a union of the Catholics vrith a
numt^er of Liberal dissentients to whom the |Mdicy of the

government had given offence, and a Catholic cabinet, at the

head of which was Baron Jules Joseph cfAnethati, took office.

At the election ofAogust 1870, the Catholics obtained a nMjority

in both chambersi They increased tlieir power oonsidersffily

by reiducing the voting qualification lor electors to proviaci^

oauncila Xo ao ix%, and to cmmunal opuncile to 10 fn«,

and also by recognizing the importance of what was alyled ” the

Flemish Movement.” Hitherto French had been the official

language of the states. The use of Flemish in public documents,
in judicial procedure and in official correspondence was hereafter

required in the Remish provinces, and Belgium
became officially bi-lingual. It was, as has been P/ff»|cs

already pointed out, a reversion to the policy of the ^ov#-

Dutch king, which in 1830 had been so strongly

denounced by the leaders of the Belgian revolution, and its

object was the same, i,e. to prevent frenchiftcation of a population

that was Teutonic by race and speech. In 1871 M. Mste had
beoome the head of a cabinet of moderate Catholics, and he
retained office till 1878. This was the period of the struggle

between ;the pope and the Italian government, and the German
Kuliurbampf* The Belgian Ultranumtanes agitated strongly in

favour of the re-establishment of the temparai power and
against the policy of Bismarck. Though discountenanced by
the mimsftry, the vidence of the Ultra^erkals compassed iU
downfall. They passed a law adopting the ballot in 1877, but at

the election of the foBowing^year a Liberal majority was returned;

The new cabinet, under M. Fr^re-Orban, devoted itself solely

to the settlement of the educational system. Hitherto since

1842 in all primary schools instruetbn by the clei^y

in the Catholic faith was obligatory, children belonging

to other persuasions being dispensed from attendance. jg^g.

In 1879 a bill was passed for the secularization of

primary education
;
but an attempt was made to conciliate the

clergy by Art. 4, which enacted
—

“ religious instruction is rele-

gated to the care df families and the clergy of tlie various creeds.

A place in the school may be put at their disposal where the

children may receive rdigious instruction,” at hours other than

those set apart for regular education. The bill likewise provided

for a rigorous inspection of tlie communal schools. The passing

of this law was met by the clergy by uncompromising resistance.

The bishops ordered that absolution be refused to teachers in the

schools
**
sans Dieu,^* and to the parents who sent their children

to tlieni, and urged the establishment of private Cathobc schools.

All over Belgium the tigitation spread, and the clergy, who were

practically independent of state control, gained the victory, In

November 1879 it was calculated that there were but 240,000
scholars, in the secularized schools against 370,000 in the Catholic

scho(ds. In Flanders over 80% of the children attended the

Catholic schools. The government appealed to the popie, but
the Holy See declined to take any action, and so great was the

embitterment that the Belgian minister at the Vatican and the

papal nuncio at Brussels were recalled, and in 1880 the clergy

refused to ansociate themselves with the fetes of the nation^
jubilee. In order to emerge victorious in such a struggle the

Liberal party bad need of all their strength, but a split took

place between the sections known as the doctrinaires and the

progressists, on the question of an extension of the franchise, and
at the election of 18^ the Catholics carried all before them at the

polls. From 1884 up to the present time the clerical party have
maintained their supremacy.

A Catholic administration under M. Malou at once took in

I hand the schools question. A law was passed, despite violent

I

protests from the Liberals, wliich enacted that the communes
might maintain th^ private Catholic schools established since

I

1879 and suppress unseotarian scIkkiIs at their pleasure. They

I
might retainat least one unsectarian or adopt one Catholic school,

where zs heads of families demanded it. The state subsidized

all the communal schools, Catholic and unsectarian alike. Under
this law in all districts under clerical control the unsectarian

schools were abolished. In October 1884, M. Beernaert replaced

M. Malou as prime minister, and retained that post for the

following ten years. He had in 1886 a troublous and dangerous

situation to deal with. Socialism had become a political force

in the land* Socialism of a German type had ts^en

deep root among the working men ol the Flemish

towns, especially at Ghent and Brussels ^ socialism of lase.

a French revolutionary type snansg the. Walloon
miners and factory ^nds. On the ,i8tKnlMarch a886y a socialist

rising suddenly burst out at li^e, en the PQoasion of the
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annivereary of the Paris Commune, and rapidly spread in other

industrial eentnss of the Widloon districts. Thousands of ivotk*

men went on strike, demanding better wages and the suffrage.

The mmistrv acted promptly and with vigour^ the outbreak was
suppressed by the empi^ment of the military and order was
restored. But as soon as this acoomplisiMid the government
opened acomprehensive inquiry into the causes of dissatisfaction,

AgMhm served as the basis of numerous social laws, and
itrarp* 1^ eventually to the establishment of universal

suffrage and the substitution in Belgium of a demo-
cratic for a middle-dass regime. It was not effected

till several years had been spent in long parliamentary

discussions, by demonstrations on the part of the supporters of

franchise revision and by strikes of a political tendency. At
last the senate and chamber declared, May 1^2, that the time

for a revision of certain articles of the constitution had come.

As prescribed by the constitution^ a dissolution took place and
two new chambers were elected. The Catholics had a majority

in both, but not enough to enable them to dispense with the

assistance of the Liberals, the constitution requiring for every

revision a two-thirds majority. The bills proposed for extending

the franchise were all rejected (April nth and 12th). Thereupon
the council of the Lal^ur party proclaimed a general stnke.

Fifty thousand workmen struck, in Brussels there were violent

demonstrations, and the agitation assumed generally a dangerous

aspect. Both the government and the opposition in the chambers

saw that delay was impossible, and that revision must be carried

out. Agreement was reached by the acceptance of a com-
promise proposed by M. Albert Nyssens, Catholic

professor of penal procedure and com-

pgwttiu/ mercial law at the university of Louvain, and on the

18th of April the chamber adopted an electoral system

until then unknown— suffrage umversel plural. The citizen in

order to posse.ss a vote for the election of representatives to the

chambers was to be of a minimum age of twenty-five years, and
of thirty years for the election of senators and provincial and
communal councillors. For the four categories of election.s a

supplementary vote was given to («) citizens who having attained

the age of thirty-five years, and being married or widowers with

children, paid at least 5 f, income tax, and {b) to citizens of

the age of twenty-five years possessing real estate to the value of

2000 f. or Belgian state securities yielding an income of at

least 100 f. Two supplementary votes were bestowed upon

citizens having certain educational certificates, or discharging

Unctions or following professions implying their possession.

This elaborate system was only carried into law after considerable

and violent opposition in the sessions of 1894 and 1895. It was
chiefly the work of the ministry of M. de Buiiet, who succeeded

to the place of M. Beernaert in March 1894.

The composition of the elected bodies for the years 1894-1895

was:—for the chamber of representatives 1,354,891 electors

with 2,085,605 votes, for the senate and provincial

councils 1,148,433 riectors with 1,856,838 votes.

The result of the first election in October 1894 was
to give the Catholic party an overwhelming majority.

The old Liberal party almost disappeared, while the Walloon

rrinces returned a number of SociaKsts, In February 1896

de Burlet, being in bad health, transferred the (Section of

the government to M. Stnet de Naeyer. The election of 1894
had given the Liberals a much smaller number of seats than they

ought to have had aocordtfig to the number of votes they polled,

and a ciy arose for tbe establishment of proportional representa-

tion. ^th sides feh that reform was a^in necessary, but the

Catholic majori^ disagreed among themselves as to tbe form
it should tidee. In M. $met de Naeyer gave place as head

of ndnistiy to k. tan den Beereboom. But the proposals

hitter met with ofi^ked obstruction on the

MMf {krt of the Socialist deputies, and after a few months’
fsVMSMM- tenure of officelie gave way to M. Smet de Naeyer

once more. The new cabinet at once (August 1^)
intrixlneed a bfll giving complete proportkMial i^resentation

an parliamentary ^tioiis to aB tlw arrondissemeats, and it

was passed despite the detection of a number ol Catholic

deputies led 1^ M. Weestev The election in May S909. retailed

in the return of a substantial (thou|^ reduced) Cathmic
majority in both chambers.

firing this period of Catholic ascendancy : social lespilation

was not neglected. Among the enactments tbe ,}oU^iog aie

the most important the institution of mdusti^
and labour councils, composed of , employers and
employes, and of a superior coun^, formed of ofheialsi

workmen and employers (1887); laws assisting the
,

erection of workmen’s dwelii^s and supervising jabm
of women and children (1889) ;

laws for ameliorating the systpfo
of Friendly Societies (1B90) ; laws regulating workshops

conferring corporate rights on trades’ imiona{1898); ^atgn^
ing the security and health of working men during bourse! labour

(1899). In 1900 laws were passed regulating, the contract of

lalx)ur, placing the workman on a footing of iperfect equality

with Ms employer, assuring tbe married woman free control M
her savings, and organizing a system of old.^'Oge |worians.

Primary education was dealt with m 1895 by a law, winch made
religious instruction obligatory, and extended .state suppoi^^ tp

all schools that satisfied certain conditions. In 1899 there were
in Belgium 6674 subsidized schools, having 775,000 scholars

out of a total of 950,000 children of school age. Only 68,eoo

did not receive religious instruction. The Catholic party alto

strove to mitigate the principle of obligatory military ^etvice ly
encouraging the system of volunteering and by a reduction

of the time of active service and of the number with the coloun.

In 1905 the 75th anniversary of Belgian independence wOs
celebrated, and there was a great manifestation of. loyalty

to King Leopold II. for the wisdom and prudence ^
shown by him during his long reign. Owif^ to dis- ffgf
sensions among the Catholic and Conservative party

on the subject of military service and the fortification of Antwerp,

their majority in the chamber in 1904 fell from a6 to 20y that

in the senate from 16 to 12. The partid election in 1906 reduced

the majority in the chamber to 12, while the partjal electipn

in 1908 brought the majority down to 8, The Smet de Naeyer
minis^ which hod held oflice since 1900 was defeated in April

1907 in a debate on the mining law oyer a prc^osal cpacqDxnng

the length of the working day* A new cabinet was formed
on the and of May following under tbe presidency of M. dc Troo?^

who had been minister of the interior under M. §met dc Kaeyar,

and who retained that pwtfolio in au^unction with the

premiership. M. de Trooz died on the 31st 0^ Decmber ,.19671,

and was succeeded by M. Schollaert, president of the, chamber.
The count of Flan^rs, brother of the king, died, op »thc

17th of November 1905, leaving his son Albert heir, .to .the

throne.

The Congo question had meanwhile become an acute oite

I

in Belgium. The personal interest taken by Leopold IL in the

exploration and commercial development of the
,

equatorial regions of Africa had led, in tbe creation pf

the Congo Free State, to results which had originally

not been anticipated. The Comiie des tiudes du Haul
.

Congo

t

formed in 1878 at tlie instance of the. king gpd n^i^y
financed by Mm had^veloped into the International Association

of the Congo, of whicli a Belgian officer, Colonel StrauoM wire

president. Through the efforts in Africa of H* M. StaipWf a
rudimentary state was created, and through thp efloifte.Qi

Leopold in Europe the International Association was

during 1884-1885 by the powers as an independent state.

l>w;larations to this effect were exchanged between thp Bekian

government and the Association^n the 23rd of Fehrui^ x8^
In April of the same year the Belgian chambers authori^ tw
kiz^ to be the cMef of the state fou^d by the Asaacia^km,

wMch had already taken the name of EM
The union between Belgium and the Hew stittq declared

to be purriy per^nal, but its Europren beiuiquiairi^ »
Brussels, its oflkmls, ia the course of time, beoifae..altepst ex-

clusively Belgian, and financisiUy and comiwnoxdiy tHe

nexion between tbe two countnea became
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In 1889 Ring Leo{k)ld announ<ted that he had hy his will be-

tJliMthed the Con^ state to Belgium^ and in 1890 the Belgian

^ernment, in return for financial help, acquired the right of

annexing the country under certain coi^itions. At later dates

definite proposals lor immediate annexation were considered

but not edited, the king showing a strong disinclination to

oede the state, while among the mass of the Belgians the dis-

inclination to ahneix; was equally strong. It was not until

terrible reports as to the misgovemment of the Congo created

a strong agitation for reform in Great Britain, America and other

countries responsible for having aided in the creation of the state,

that public opinion in Belgium seriously concerned itself with

t^ stifajaet. The result was that in November 1907 a new
treaty of ^ssion was presented to the Belgian chambers, while

in March 1908 an additioniU act modified one of the most objec-

tionable features of the treaty—a clause by which the king

retained control of the revenue of a vast territory within the

Congo which he had declared to be his private property. A
colonial law, also submitted to the chambers, secured for Belgium
in case of annexation complete parliamentary control over the

Congo state, atid the bill for annexation was finally passed in

.September 1908.
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Literature

Belgian literature, taken in the widest sense of the term, falls

into 'three groups, Consisting of works written respectively in

Flemish, Walloon and French. The earlier Flemish authors

ate treated under Dutch Literature
;

the revival of Flemish

Literature {q,v,) since the separation of Belgium from the Nether-

lands in 1850, and Walloon Literature {q.v.)^ are each separately

noticed. The earlier French writers born on what is now Belgian

territory—r.g. Aden^s le Rois, Jean Froissart, Jean I.emaire des

Beiges and others—arc incKidea in the general history of French

Literature (y.u.). It remains to consider the literature written

hv Belgians in French during the 19th century, and its rapid

development since the revolution of 1831.

Bel^an writifrs were commonly charged with provincialism,

but the prejudice against them has been destroyed by the

brilliant writers of 1870-1880. It was also asserted that Belgian

French literature lacked' a national basis, and was merely a
reflection of Parisian models. The most important section of it,

however, has a distinctive quality of its own. Many of its most
dktiiiguished exponents are Flemings by birth, and their writings

reflect the characteristic Flemish scenery
;

they have the

sensuousness, the colour and the realism of Flemish art
; and

on the other hand the tendency to mysticism, to abstraction, is

far removed from the lucidity and definiteness asswiated with

French literature properly so called. This profoundly national

character disenga^d itself gradually, and has been more strik-

ingly evident since 1870. The earlier writers of the century

were content to follow French tradition.

The etrents of 1831^-1831 gave a great stimulus to Belgian

letttiw, but the country possessed writenl bf considerable merit

before that date. Adolphe MSthieii (1802-1876) belongs to the

earlier half of the century, although the tenth and last volume
of his (Eubres m vm Was only printed in 1870. Hite later works
show the influence of the Romantic rovivak AuguWe Gavareau

11787-1864); a 'mediocre poet, an imitator of the French and
Dutch, produced iome ttieces^ul comedies, but he ceased to

write plays before rflto. ifedouard Smits (1789-1852) showed
romantic tendencies in his tragedies of Maeie de Baurgegrte(1823),
El/ndfl {1825), and JeanHt de FUtnite (1828). The first of these

had a great success^ partly no doubt because of its patriotic

subject. For years before 1830 Andr^ van Hassdt {q,v,)

had been publishing his verses in the Sentinelle des Puys-^^
and from 1829 onwards he was an ardent romanticist A burst
of literary and artistic activity followed the Revolution

; and
van Hassdfs house became a centre for poets, artists and
musician of the romantic school. The best work of the i^lgian
romanticists is in the rich and picturesque prose of the 16th
century romance of Charles de Coster (see De Coster), and,^in

the melancholy and semi-philosophical writings of the moralist
Octave Pirmez (g.v,). The Poesies (1841) and the Chmsms
(t866) of Antoine Clesse (1816-1889), have been compared With
the work of B^ranger ; and the Catholic piarty found a champiop
against the liberals and revolutionists in the satirical poet, Benoit
Quinet (1819- ). Among the famous dramatic pieces of this

epoch was the Andrd Chinier (1845) &louard Wacken (1819-
1861), who was a lyric rather than a dramatic poet ; also the

comedies of Louis Labarre (1810-1892) and of Henri Delmotte
(1822-1884). Charles Potvin( 1818-1902),a poetand a dramatist,

is best known by a patriotic Histoire des lettres en Belgique,

forming vol. iv. of the Belgian compilation, Cinquante ans de
liherU (1882), and by his essays in literary history, Eug^e van
Bemmel (1824-1880) established an excellent historical tradition

in \i\s Histoire de la Belgique (x88o), reproducing textually the

original authorities, and al»» edited a Belgian Encyclopaedia

(1873-1875), the Patria Belgica, Baron E. C. de Gerlache(i785-

1871) wrote the history of the Netherlands from the ultramontane
standpoint. The romanticists were attacked in an amusing
satire, Les Voyages ei aventures de M. Alfred Nicolas (1835), by
Francois Grandgagnage (1797-1877), who was a nationalist in

the narrowest sense, and regarded the movement as an inde-

fensible invasion of foreign ideas. The best of the novelists of

this period, excluding Charles de Ouster, was perhaps Estelle

Ruelens (nie Cr^vecceur
;

1821-1878)
;

she wrote under the
pseudonym of “ Caroline Gravidre.” Her tales were collected by
the bibliophile ** P. L. Jacob ” (Paris, 1873-1874).
The whole of this literature derived more or less from foreign

sources, and, with the exception of Charles de Coster and Octave
Pirmez, produced no striking figures. De Coster died in 1879,
and Pirmez in 1883, and the new movement in Belgian literature

dates from the banquet given in the latter year to Camille
Lemonnier (q.v.) whose powerful personality did much to turn
“ Young Belgium into a national channel. Lemonnier himself

cannot be exclusively claimed by any of the conflicting schools of

youiy writers. He was by turns naturalist, lyrist and symbolist

;

and it has been claimed that the germs of all the later develop-

ments in Belgian letters may be traced in his work. The quin-
quennial prize of literature had been refused to his Un male, and
the younger generation of artists and men of letters gave him a
banquet which was recognized as a protest against the official

literature, represented by Louis Hymans (1829-1884), Gustave
Fr^d6rix (1834- ), the literary critic of VIndipendance beige,

and others. The centres around which the young writers were
grouped were two reviews, L*Art moderne and La Jeune Belgique,

I "Art moderne was founded in 1882 by Edmond Picard, who had
as his chief supporters Victor Arnould and Octave Maus. The
first editor of La Jeigne Bdgique was M. Warlomont (1860-1889),
known under the pen-name of “ Max Waller.’' This review,

which owed much of its success to Waller’s energy, defended the

intense preoccupation of the new writers with questions of style,

and became the depository of the Parnassian tradition in Belgium.
It had among its early contributors Georges Eekhoud, Albert

Giraud, Iwan Gilkin and Georges Rodenbach. Edmond Picard

(b. 1836) was one of the foremost in the battle. He was well

known as an advocate in Brussels, and made a considerable

contribution to jurisprudence os the chief writer of the Paudectes

beiges (1886-1890). His Pro arte (1886) was a kind of Ijteraiy

code for the young Belgian writers. His novels, of which .La
Forge Roussd (i88t) is a good example, were succeeded in 190a-

1903 by two plays, Jericho and Fatiguo de vittre,

Gem^es Eekhoud, bom at Antwerp on the 27th of May 1854,
was in some ways most passionate^ Flemish of the whole
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p. He described the life of the '^reasants of his native

aers witi\ a bold realism, making Imnself the apologist of

the vagabond and the outcast in a series of tragic stories

Km Lhorik KMhesses (1885), Nouvdks Kemesses (1887),

Le Cycle patibiddire (1892^), Mes CommunienS (X895), Escal Vigor

^18991 and La Faneusn d'atnour (X900), 8cc. Nouvelle

(t888) d^als whh modern Antwerp. In 1892 he produced a

striking book oti English literature entitled Au siicle de Shake-

^(tre, and has written French versions of Beaumont and
Fletcher’s FkUaster (1895) and of Marlow’s Edward 11 .

(iMX
The earlier work of Young Belgium ” in poetry was experi-

mental in character, and was marked by extravagances of style

and a genei^al exuberance which provoked much hostile criticism.

The young writers of 1870 to i8^ had not long to wait, however,

for recognition both at home and in Paris, where many of them
found hospitailtty in the pages of the Mercure de France from

1890 onwards. They divided their all^iance between the

leaders of the French Parnassus and the Symbolists.

Ihe most powerful of the Belgian poets, 6mile Verhaeren (^.».),

is the most daring in his technical methods Of expressing bizarre

sensation, and has been called the “ poet of paroxysm.” His

reputation extends far beyond the limits of his own country.

Many of the Belgian poets adhere to the classical fomi.

Albert Giraud (bom at Louvain in i860) was faithful to the

Parnassian tradition in his Pierrot lunaire Pierrot narcisse

(1891) and rieritf f In the earlier works of Iwan

Glikin (born at Brussels in 1858) the influence of Charles Baude-

laire is predominant. He wrote Damnation de Vartiste (1890),

TMbres (1892), Stances dories (1893), La iVwi/ (1897) and

Promiihie (1899). The poems of Val^e Gille (born at Brussels

in 1867), whose Cithare was crowned by the French Academy in

1898, belong to the same group. Emile van Arenberghe (bom
at Louvain in 1854) is the author of some exquisite sonnets'.

Fernand Severin (b. 1867) in hk Poimes ingenus (1900) aims at

gimjflicity of form, and seems to have learnt the art of his

musical verse direct from Racine. With Severin^ is closely

associated Geoiges Marlow (b. 1872), author of VAme en exil

Georges Rodenbach (1855-^1898) spent most of his life in

Paris and was an intimate of Edmond de Goncourt. He produced

some Parisian and purely imitative work
;
but the best part of

his production is the outcome of a passionate idealism of the

quiet Flemish towns in which he had passed his childhood and

eariy youth. In his best-known work, Bruges la Morte (1892), he

explains that his aim is to evoke the town as a living being,

associated with the moods of the spirit, counselling, dissuading

from and prompting action.

The most famous of all modem Belgian writers, Maurice

Maeterlinck {q.v.), made his d6but in a Parisian journal, the

PUiade, in 1886. He succeeded more nearly than any of his

predecessors in expressing or suggesting ideas and emotions

which might have been supposed to be capable of translation

only in terms of music. ” Tbe unconscious self, or rather the

sub-conscious self,” says Emile Verhaeren, recognized in the

verte and prose of Maeterlinck its language or rather its stammer-
ing attempt at language.” Maeterlinck was a native df Ghent,

and the first poems of two of his fellow-townsmen also appeared

in the PUiade. These were Gx^goire le Roy (b. 1862), author

of La Chanson $nn strif (rSSfl), and Mon Ceeur fdeure dautrefois

(1889); and Charles van lert^he (b. t86i), author of a play,

Les Strews (1800) and a coHection of Poimes (1897).

Max Elskamp (bom at Antwerp in t86a) is*the author of some
volumes Of (x8$2), SadUtaHtms^ ioni

d^angfUques (1893)* mn syiihdle virs Vaposlolat (1895)—fot which
be hiS drased aa^lwi^round an imaginairy city. Eugene
Bemoider (b. tl6«) sisb created a fnytbicid city as a setting for

his pfOde sehisr in the LdgeHde d^Yperitemtme
(1897J.

Bc^an titeraiy' extends alao to historical research.

Baron Kervyn de Lettenhove ( 1817-X89X) wrote a ^istoire de

FtmAht ^ vols., and a number of mono^^hs
on sepmte points inFIemzm and English history. Tho^ an

aocurate historian, he allowed himself to bo piejodtood by

extreme Cathdte views. He was a vehement defender ,bt

Mary Stuart. Lewis Gachard (*800-1885) wrote many T«l^able

works on i^th-^iceiituty histoiy ; Mamkhe (2810-1893)

comjdeted the 29th volume of hb Cours d.histoifo mtiouflU

before hie death; Diaries Piot (b. 1812) edited the CQrrjesi>qpd:

ence of Cardinal dc Graisvetle; Alphonse Waut«rs(i8j8-i898)r

archivist of Brussels, published many archaeological works ; and

Charles Rahleiibeck (1823-1903) wroth enthusiastically of the

history of Protestantism in Belpum. One of the mostmaisterly

writers of French in Belgium was the eoonoimist Emile dfe

Laveleye (q.v,). In aesthetics should be noted the historian

of music, Francois Joseph F6tis (i784~x87i); F. A. Geyaert

(1828-1908), author of Bistoire et VUorie de la musique danitquiU

(2 vols., i875“"i88x); and Victor Mahillon (b. 1841) for his

work in acoustics and his descriptive catal^e (1893^1900)

of the museum of musical instruments betongjing to the Bruss^

conservatoire. In psychology Joseph Delboraf (1831-1898)

enjoyed a great reputation outside Belgium ;
Elis^ Redus

(p. 1830), though a Frenchman by biith, complete his Giographu

: imiverseUe (1875-1894) in exfle at Brussels
;
and Ernest Nyi

I

has written many standard works cm international law. In the

history of literature an important work is oompiled by Ferdinand

van der Haeghen and others in the Bibliotheca Be2g^a(i880,
&c.)^

comprising a description of all the books printed in the Nether*-

lands in the 1 5lh and i6th centuries. The vioomte de Spodberch

de Lovenjoui (1836-1907) was well known in France as the

author of Sainie-Beuve incownu (1901), La Genese dun roman

de Balzac (1901), Une Page perdue de H. de Bolwac (1903), and

of numerous bibliographical wovks.

See F. V. Goethals, Histoire ies (ettfes, des scienees et des arts m
Belgique (4 vols.. 1840-1844) ; Fr. Masom, Histoirt de la HtUrature

franfoise en Belgique de iStj d (1903) ; F. Nautet, Mistoire de$

lettres beiges d’espression fran^ise (3 vols., 1892 et seq.), written from
the point of view of young Belgium, and by no means impartial

;

A. (te Koninck. Bihliogtaphie nationale brought down to r88o

:

Biographie natimole de Belgique (1866. He.) in progress
;

see aliio

articles by Emile Verhaeren in the Revue des revues {15th June 1896),,

by Albert Mockel in the Revue encychpidique {a4thjuly 1897) ; a

collection of criticisms chiefly bn Belgian writers by Eugene Gilbert,

France et Belgique; Budes Hiteraires <1903); FrAwric Faber.

Histnire du thidtre franoais en Belgique {5 vols., 1878-1880). An
excellent aAthology of Belgian poets was published by K. Pol df

Mont with the title of Modernitis (1898). (E. 0 ,)

BELGRADE (Servian, Biograd or Beograd, i.e, White Castle

the capital of Servla. Pop.(i90o)69i097. Belgrade occupiesa tri-

angular ridge or foreland, washed on the north-west by the Save,

arid on the north-east by the Danube
;
these rivers flowing respect-

ively from the south-west and north-west. The sides of the

triangle slope down abruptly towards the west, more gradually

towards the cast
;

at the base stands the cone of Avala Hill,

the last outpost of the Rudnik Mountains, which extend far

away to the south
;
and, at the apex, a difl of Tertiary chalk,

200 ft. high, overlooks the confluence of the two rivers, the laig^,

flat island of Veliki Voyn and several smaller islets. This cufi

is crowned by the walls and towers of the citadel, once white,

but now maroon with age, and, though iwcful u a pris<m and

barracks, no longer ^nny military value. Behind the citadel,

and along its glacis on the southern side, are the gardens of

Kalemeg&n, commanding a famous view across the river;

behind Kalemegdan comes Belgrade itself, a dty of white

bouses, among which a few great public buildingS) like the high

school, national bank, national theatre and the so-called

New Palace, stand forth prominently. The town was formerly

divided into three parts, namely, tile Old town, the Russian town

{Sava-MakMa or Save district), and the Turiushtown (Dordol,Qr

Cross-road). A great change, however, took place in the oeuise of

the 19th century, and the old divisions are only partially appHo
able,whfletoerehastobeadekd the Tirana,animpotttttsiibttrbaii

extension along the line of the aqueduct or ffriw; AJew old

TCrk»h houses, built bf plaster, with red-tiled, iobli, are left

among the fll>^paved and iiunaxtaty districts borde^ upon
the nVers, but tt the royal residence, toe seat>of government,

and the centre of the import trade, Bdgrade was, after x8^,
III. 22 a
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mfiicBy transformed into a modem Europeim town^ with wide

streets^ electric tramways and electric lighting* Only the

multitude of small gardens, planted with limes, acacias and lilacs,

and the bright costunks of the Servian or Hungarian peasants,

remain to distinguish it from a western capital. For a town of

such importance^ Wldch is also the seat of the metropolitan of

Servia, Belgrade' hail very few churches, and these are of a

somewhat modest type. There were, in 1900, four Servian

Orthodox churches, including the cathedral, one Roman Catholic

chapel, one Evangelical chapel (German), two synagogues and

one mosque. This last is kept up entirdy at the expense of the

Servian government.

The mghest educational establishments are to be found in

Belgrade : the Vdiha Shkola (a small university with three

faculties), the military academy, the theological seminary, the

high school for girls, a commercial academy, and several schools

for secondary education Cn German models. A commercial

tribunal, a court of appeal and the court of cassation are also

in Belgrade. There is a fine monument to Prince Michael (i86q~

1868) who succeeded in removing the Turkish garrison from

the Belgrade citadel and obtaining other Turkish fortresses in

Servia by skilful diplomacy. There are also an interestii^

national museum, with Roman antiquities and numismatic

collections, a national library with a wealth of old Servian MSS.
among its 40,000 volumes, and a botanical garden, rich in

specimens of the Balkan flora. To promote commerce there are a
stock and pr<!Kluce exchange (Berza), a national bank, privileged

to issue notes, and several other banking establishments. The
insurance work is done by foreign companies.

The bulk of the foreign trade of Servia passes through Belgrade,

but the industrial output of the city itself is not large, owing to

the scarcity lioth of labour and capital. The principal industries

are brewing, iron-founding and the manufarture of cloth, boots,

leather, cigarettes, matches, pottery, preserved meat and
confectionery. The railway from Budapest to Constantinople

crosses the Save by a fine bridge on the south-west, above the

landing-place for steamers. Farther south is the park of Top-

chider, with an old Turkish kiosk built for Prince Milosh j[i8i8--

1839) in the beautifully laid out grounds. In the adjoining

forest of lime-trees, called Koshutnyak or the deer-park,

Prince Michael was assassinated in 1868. Just opposite the

citadel, in a north-westerly direction, half-an-hour by steamer

across the Danube, lies the Hungarian town of Semlin. For
administrative purposes, Belgrade forms a separate department
of the kingdom^

The first fortification of the rock, at the confluence of the

Save and the Danube, was made by the Celts in the 3rd century

B.c. They gave.it the name of Sin^idmumiby which Belgrade

was known until the 7th century a.d. The Romaas took it

from the Celts, and replaced their fort by a regular Roman
casifumy placing in it a strong garrison. Roman bricks, dug
up in the fortress, bear the inscription., Lrgx'i? IW Flavia Felix,

From the 4th to the beginning of the 6th century a.d. it often

changed its masters (Huns, Sarmatians, Goths, Gepids) ; then

the emperor Justinian brought it once more under Roman rule

and fortified and embellished it. Towards the end of the 8th

century it was taken by the FVanks of Charlemagne. In the 9th

century it was captured by the Bulgarians, and held by them
until the beginning of the ixth century, when the Byeantine

emperor Basil II. reconquered it for the Greek empire. The
Hungarians, under King Stephen^.took it from the Greeks in

1124. From that time it was constajfKly changing handsr*

Greeks, Bulgarians, Huhgarihns, replacing each other in turn.

The was considered to be the key of Huixgar^, and .its

possessimt was believed to secure poasetskm of Servia, besides

giving command of the traffic between the Upper and the Lower
Danube, it haq^ in consequence, seen more battles under. Its

walls than most fortresses m Europe. The Turks used to call

it DmM-Jekady^^' the home of wars for faith.”. During the

T4di century it wsus in the hands of the Servian kings. The
Servian prince George Brankoivtch ceded it to the Hungarians in

1497. The Turkish forces unsuccessfully besieged the city

in X444 end 1456^ on, which last occasion a glorious victory ;^fas

obtained by the Christian garrison, led by the famous jofin
Hunyady and the enthusiastic monk John Capistran. In j

Sultan Suleiman took it from the Hungarians, and from tW
year it remained in Turkish possession until j688, wh^ the
Austrians captured it, only to lose it again in 1690. In, 1717
Prince Eugene of Savoy conquered it ipr Austria, which ki^
it until 1739, improving the fortifications and giving arcat
impulse to the commercial development of the town. From
1739 to 1789 the Turics were again its, masters, when, in tfutt

last year, the Austrians under General Laudon carried it by
assault, only to lose it again in 1792. In 1807 the Servians,

liaving risen for their independence, .forced the Turkish garrison
to (^pitulate, and became masters of Belgrade) whiqh they kept
until the end of September 1813, when tl^y abantjbi^d it to tne
Turks. Upm the year 1862 not only was the fortress of Belgrije
garrisoned by Turkish troops, but the Danubiimsl^ 9I d^e town
was inhabited by. Turks, living under a special Turkish ad-
ministration, whde the modern part of the town (the plateau
of the ridge and the western slope) was inhabited by Servians
living under their own authorities. This dual government was
a constant cause of friction between tlxe Servians and the Turks,
and on the occasion of one conflict between the two, parties

the Turkish commander of the fortress bombarded the Servian

part of the town (June 1862). The indirect consequentje. pf

this incident was that in i866> on the categoric denuwid of Prince

Michael of Servia, and under the diplomatic pressure of the great

powers, the sultan withdrew the Turkish garrison from the

citadel and delivered it to the Servians. (C. Mi.)

BELHAVEN ANDBTENTOM, JOHN HAMILTON, 2ND Baron
(1656-1708), was the eldest son of Robert Hamilton, Lord
Presmennan (d. 1696), and was born on the 5th of July 1656,

Having married Margaret, granddaughter of John Hamilton,
1st Baron Belhaven and Stenton, who had been made a peer by
Charles I. in. 1647, he. succeeded to this title in 1679. In 1682

he Was imprisoned for opposing the government and for speaking

slightingly of James, duke of York, afterwards James IL, in

parliament, and in 1689 he was among those who asked William
of Orange to undertake the government of Scotland. Belhaven
was at the ;buttle of Killiecrankie

; he was a member of the

Scottish pri>’y council, and he was a director of the Scottish

Trading Company, which was formed in 1695 and was respons-

ible for the Darien expedition. He favoured the agitation for

securing greater liberty for his country, an agitation which
culminated in the passing of the Act of ^curity in 1705, and he
greatly disliked the union of the parliaments, a speech which he
delivered against this proposal in November 1706 attracting

much notice and a certain amount of ridicule. Later he was
imprisoned, ostensibly for favouring a projected French invasion,

and he died in London on the aist of June 1708. Belhaven is

chiefly famous as an orator, and two of his speeches, one of them
the famous ope of November 1706, were printed by D. Defoe, in

an appendix to his History of the Union (1786).

Brihaven’s son, John, who fought on the English side at

Sheriffmuir, became the 3rd baron on his father’s death. He
was drowned in November 1721, whilst proceeding to take up
his duties as governor of Barbados, and was succeed by his

son John (d. 1764). After Ijie death of John’s brother James in

1777 the title was for a time dormant
; then in 1799 the House

of Lords declared that William Hamilton .(j[ 765-1814), a de-

scendant of John Hamilton, the paternal greatrgrandfather

of the 2nd baron, was entitled to the dignity. William, who
became the 7th baron, was succeeded by his son Robert (1793*

1868), who was created a peer of the United Kingdom, as Baron
Hamilton of ^ishaw in 1831 . He died without issue inDecember

1868) when the barony of, Hamilton became extinct ; ip 1875
the House of Lords dediwed that his coqeifb James Hsanilton

(1822-1893) was rightfi^. Baron Belhaven and Stentpn, and
the title descended to his kinsman, Alexander Charle.s (b. 1840),

the. 10th baron. 1

BEUAARIUS 505-565), one d the most famous general^ of

the laterRoman.empire, was bom about a.d. 505, in Germania,'.*
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a diitrict on the borders €|f :nirfice and Macedonia. His name is

supposed tp- be Slavonic, As a youth he served in the body-

guard of Justinian, who appointed ^him commander of the

Eastern army. He won a signal victory over the Persians in

55a, and successfully conducted a campaign against them, until

forced, hy the rashness of his soldiers, to join battle and suffer

defeat in the following year. Recalled to Constantinople, he

married Antonina, a clever, intriguing woman, and a favourite of

the empress Theodora. During the sedition of the “ green
”

and “ blue ” parties of the circus (known as the Nika sedition,

532) he did Justinian good service, effectually crushing the rebels

who had proclaimed -Hypatius emperor. In 53.^
command

of the expedition against the Vandal kingdom in Africa, a

perilous office, which the rest of the imperial generals shunned,

was conferred on Belisarius. With 15,000 mercenaries, whom he

had to train into Roman discipline, he took Cartilage, defeated

Gelimer the Vandal king, and carried him captive, in 534, to

grace the first triumph witnessed in Constantinople. In reward

for these services Belisarius was invested with the consular

dignity, and medals were struck in his honour. At this time the

Ostrogothic kingdom, founded in Italy by Theodoric the Grea^

was shaken by internal dissensions, of which justini^ resolved

to avail himself. Accordingly, Belisarius invaded Sicily
j

and,

after storming Naples and defending Rome for a year against

almost the entire strength of the Goths in Italy, he concluded

the war by the capture of Ravenna, and with it of the Ciotmc

king Vitiges. So conspicuous were Belisarius’s heroism and

military skill that the Ostrogoths offered to acknowledge him

emperor of the West. But his loyalty did not waver; he

rejected the proposal and returned to Constantinople in 540.

Next year he was sent to check the Persian king Chosroes (Anu-

shirvan)
;

but, thwarted by the turbulence of his troops, he

achieved no decisive result. On his return to Constantinople he

lived under a cloud for some time, but was pardoned throi^h

the influence of Antonina with the cmpre.ss. The Goths having

meanwhile reconquered Italy, Belisarius was despatched with

utterly inadequate forces to oppose them. Nevertheless, during

five campaigns he held his enemies at bay, until he was removed

from t)ic command, and the conclusion of the war was entrusted

to the eunuch Narses. Belisarius remained at Constantinople

in tranquil retirement until 55^, when an incursion of Bu^arian

savages spread a panic through tlic metropolis, and men s eyes

were once more turned towards the neglected veteran, who

placed himself at the head of a mixed multitude of peasants and

soldiers, and repelled the barbarians with his wonted courage

and adroitness, Bpt this, like his former victories, stimulated

1 ustinian’s envy . The saviour of his cemntry was coldly received

and left unrewarded by his suspicious sovereign. Shortly after-

wards Belisarius was accused of complicity in a conspiracy

against the emperor (562) ;
his fortune was confiscated, and he

was confined as a prisoner in his palace. He was liberated and

restored to favour in 563, and died in 565.

The fiction of Belisarius wandering as a blind beggar through

the streets of Constantinople, which has been adopted by

Marmontcl in bis BHisaire, and by various painters and poete,

is first heard of in the loth century, Gibbon justly calls Bell-

sarius the Africanus of New Rome. He wras mercjful as a

conqueror, stern as a disciplinarian, enterprising and wary as a

general : while his courage, loyalty and forbewance wero to

Live been almost unsullied*. He was the idol of his soldiers, a

good tactician, but not a great strategist. .

^
Authoritijss.—ProoopiuB, 2^^ ifu/hs and Ht^orta

edition bv T Haury, 1903, 1907) ;
see Gibbon, Decline and Fall

vS 4)^^. and her Invaders vol. 4) ; h B.

Later komdn Mmpire, vol. L ; Diehl. Justtnren (Fans. roo^).

Bmr i«igmfyin» lady,” par excellmce),m the Bfiby-

loniwrrtli^ -the deagaation of the consort of Bel (q,v,). Her

«aln«l»^Kin-R«. the'‘ lady ofp^,
m.BlBL fer the second element is correct. She is^
m Nin-Khnpmg,/ Udy of ^

name stands in some " relationship to Irn'Kliar-sag, storm

’!_^he nhuM of the staged tower or sacred edifice to

Bel at Nii^. As the conscfft of lA-iil..thegod^ Nm-W or

bdongs to Nippur and her titks as muer of^vea mo
earth,’’ and “mother of thpifpda” are,all.jt»e to‘^:pMltton

as the wife of Bel. While recognited by a,temple of Imr own m
Nippur and honoured by rulers at various times iby haviM yo«ve

offerings made in her honour Md fortiessiji deditated m her

name, she, as all other goddesses in Babylonia and Asi^ria wift

the -inal.. exception of Ishtar, is overslmdowed by Iw m««
consort. Tbe tiUe Belit was naturally transferred to t^ great

mother-goddesfii Ishtar after the decline Qf tlxe c,ult at Nippur#

and we also find the consort, of Marduk, known as Sarpan^t,

designated as Belit, for the sufficient reason that Mairduk, after

the rise of the city of Babylon as the seat td hi$ cult, becomes the

Bel or ” lord ” of later days. / . . 1 V

BELIZE, or Bauze, the capital and
.

pTmctpal' seaport ot

British Honduras, on the Cariblican ^5ca, in 17

88° ii' W. Pop. (1904) 99^9 - Belize occupies l>oth b^ks of

the river Belize, at its mouth. Its houses are generally built of

wood, with high roofs and wide verandahs shaded by cocoanut

or. cabbage palms. The principal buildings are the court house,

in the centre of tlie town,
,

government house, gt the soutnern

end, Fort George, towards the north, the British ^
Honduras, the hospital, the Roman C^tliolic convent, and the

Wesleyan church, which is the largest and handsomest of oU.

Mangrove swamps surround the town and epidemics of cholera,

yelliw fever and other tropical diseases have been frequent,

but the unhealthiness of the climate is mitigated tp rome extent

by the high tides which cover the marshes# the. invigorating

breezes whicli blow in from the sea. Belize is connected by

telegraph and telephone with the other chief toyfm of British

Honduras, but there is no railway, and communication even by

road is defective. The exports are mahogany, rosewood, cegw,

logwood and other cabinet-woods and dye-woods, with cocoanute,

sugar, sarsaparilla, tortoiseshell, deerskins, turtles and fruit,

Spally bTanas. Breadsiuffs, cotton fabrics and hardware

BelizT probably derives its name from the French

“ a beacon,” as no doubt some signal or light was raised here

for the guidance of the buccaneers who once mtest^

Local tradition connects the name with that of W^Ib or Wallace,

a Scottish buccaneer, who, in 1638, settM, wi* * ^
logwood cutters, on St George’s Cay, a smaU islwd off the towm

In the 18th century the names Walhs and

interchangeably for the town, the river and tbe w^le toun^.

The history of Belize is inextricably bound up with that of the

rest of British Hondures (y.v.).

BBMAMg,
ALBXAHDHB (i84Z-»9o6),l’rench wriWr, was tom

at Villiers-le-Bel, Seine-et-Oise, on the z6A of NovemUt 1842.

He spent part of his childhood in England Md was *

visitor in^ndon. His lectures on

Sorbonne, where a chair was created eqiressly for •>««. <J>d muA

to promote the study of English in Fmnce. In ^
was*^ Clark lecturer on English literature at

Cambridge. He died at Domont

ScDtember 1006. His best known book wai a ma^rly ittuiiy

of the conditions of literary life in England m
illustrated the fives of Diyden, Addi^ and Popt

book Lt Public et les hmmes de hUKs en Anglelfirr <m XVUP
^i*’(i88i), was crowned by the FiMch Acadeiw

Mce ofthe second edition in 1897. He wm agood^kwmw^
sdioiar, and his editions of Macbeth, OtheUo and Julius Caesar

also received an academic prize in *9®**
..

BBLKHAP, JEREMY <i744-V98)y
Arnencan author and

clcigyman, was bom at Boston on the 4th of June vm
Hte^at mrvard College, where he m
In 1767 he became minister of a CongreMtwnal <*urch at

New lUpshire, Temaining them untd 1787. when

to Fedeial Street chui^, Boston. He is recbgniarf as the

^der of the Massachusetts Historicilj^ety,^ in 17W

became an overseer otiHarvard. -ifle died at BortM w*,^
aoth of June 11798. - BeHtoAP’A t*»ef wto^ 4
New Heempihifi An Htstarusd AatmtU of thm
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pmm i»ho hm hem dMnguished in Amrim, genemlly kfio^
itt American Biography (i79a<^i7^); The Foresters &€.

'ftkMHAPy WtitlAM WORra (1829-1890), American
idldier and poHtidani was born at Newburg, N.Y., on the

sand of September 1839. Entering the Union army in x86i,

he took part in the battles of Shiloh, Corinth and Vicksbui^,

as major of the rjth Iowa volunteers. In the Atlanta

campaign under Shaiman he gained considerable distinction,

rising successiv'ely to the rank of brigadier-general in 1864
and major-general in 1865. During the four years that followed

he was collector of mtemal revcmie for Iowa, leaving that post in

1869 to become secretary of war. In 1876, in consequence of

unproved accusations of corruption, he resigned. He died at

Washington, D.C., on tlic 13th of October 1890.

BBIili, ALEXANOIR mAHAM (1847- ), American
inventor and physicist, 8on of Alexander Melville Bell, was born
in Edinburgh, Scotland, on the 3rd of March 1847. He was
educated at the university of Edinburgh and the university of

London, and removed with his father to Canada in 1870. In

1872 he became professor of vocal physiology in Boston Univer-

sity. In 1876 he exhibited an apparatus embodying the results

of his studies in the transmission of sound by electricity, and this

invention, with improvements and modihcations, constitutes

the modem commercial telephone. He was the inventor also of

the photophone, an instrument for transmitting sound, by
variations in a beam of light, and of phonographic apparatus.
Later, he interested himself in the problem of mechanic^ flight.

Ht* published many scientific monographs, including a memoir
on the formation of a deaf variety in the human race.

MIL, ALEXANDER MEtiVILLE (1819-1905), American
educationalist, was bom at Edinburgh, Scotland, on the ist of

March 1819. He studied underand became the principal a.ss!st-

ant of his lather, Alexander Bell, an authority on phonetics
and defective speech. From 1843 to 1865 he lectured on elocution

at the university of Edinburgh, and from 1865 to 1870 at the
university of London. In 1868, and again in 1870 and 1871, he
lectured in the Lowell Institute course in Boston. In 1870 he
became a lecturer on philology at Queen’s College, Kingston,
Ontario

j
and in i88t he removed to Washington, D.C., where

he devoted himself to the education of deaf mutes by the “ visible

speech” method of orthoepy, in which the alphabetical characters

of his own invention were graphic diagrams of positions and
motions of the organs of speech. He held high rank as an
authorit}^ on physiological phonetics {g,v,) and was the author of

numerous works on orthoepy, elocution and education, including
Steno‘Phonography (1852) ; Lftiers and Sounds (1858); The
Standard Elocutionist ( 1860) ; Prindfhs of Speech and BictUmary
of Sounds (1863); Visible Speech: The Science of Universal

Alphabetics (1867) ;
Sounds awd their Relations

\
Lectures

on Phonetics (1885) ;
A Popular Manual of Visible Speech and

Votal Physiology World English : the Universal Language
(1888) ;

The Science of Speech (1897) ;
The Fundament^ of

EloeuHon (1899).
See John Hitz, Alettondor Melville Bell (Wnahington, 1906).

MLIU ANDREW (1753-^1833), British divine and educational^

ist, was born at St Andrews on the 27th of March 1753. He
graduated at the university there, and afterwards spent some
years as a tutor in Virginia, U*S.A. On his return he tookorders,
and in 1787 sailed for India, where bis held eight army chap-
hundes at the same time. In X789 he beiianie superintendent

of the male orphan asylum at Madras, and having been oUigied

from scarcity of teachers to intrtxiuce^ system of mutual
tuition by the pupils, found scbein^f hneiftir.so'wcR>t^
became convinced of its universal applttabilily. In 1797, after

his return to I^ondon, he published a smal pamphlet explabthg
his views on education, little public attentmo was drawn
towards the monitorial ’' plan till Joseph Lanoaster the

Quaker, opened a school in Southwark, conducting it in accord-

once with Bell's piindples, and improving on* his system. The
sudcoss of the method, and the strong support given to Loacaster

by the whole hpdy Of Nonoonfornoiiits gave immense impetus to

the movement Similar schools were established in great

numbers ; and thefnembers of the Church England, becoming
alarmed at the patronage of such schools resting entirely in the
hands of disswtters, resolved to set up simiiav mstitutions in
which their own prmcipleis should be inculcated. In 1807 Bdl
was called from Ws rectory of Swanage in Dorset to oiganiee a
system of schools in accordance with these views, and in i8«i
became superintendent of the newly formed '* National Society
far Promoting the Education of the Poor in the Principles of the
Established Church.” For Ms valuable services he was in some
dc^e recompensed by 'his preferment to a prebend of West-
minster, and to the mastership of Sherbwn hospital, Durham.
He tried, but without success, to plant his syst^ m Scotland
and On the continent. He died on the 37th of January 1832, at
Cheltenham, and was buried in Westminster Abbey. His great
fortunewas bequeathed almost entirely for educational purposes.
Of the £120,000 given in trust ta the provost of St Andrews, two
city ministers and the professor ctf Greek in the university, half

was devoted to the founding of the important school, called the
Madras College, at St Andrews

;
£10,000 was left to each of the

large cities, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leith, Inverness and Aberdeen,
for school purposes : and £to,ooo was also given to the Royal
Naval School.

Southey's Life of Dr Pell (3 vols.) is Very tedious
; J. T). Meikle-

john's An Old Educational Reformer is oonoise and accurate.

BELL, Sill CHARLES (*774-1842), Scottish anatomist, was
born at Edinburgh in Jitovember 1774, the youngest son of the
Rev. William Bell, a clergyman of the Episcopal Church of

Scotland
;
among his brothers were the anatomist, John Bell,

and the jurist, G. J. Bell. After attending the high school and
the university of Edinburgh, he embraced the profession of

medicine, and devoted himself chiefly to the study of anatomy,
under the direction of his brother John. His first work, entitled

A System of Dissections, explaining the anatomy of the human
body, the manner of dismaying the parts, and their varieties in

disease, was published in Edinburgh in 1798, while he was still

a pupil, and for many years was considered to be a valuable
guide to the student of practical anatomy. In 1802 he published

a ’series of engravings of original drawings, showing the anatomy
of the brain and nervous .system. These drawing.s, which are

remarkable for artistic ilkill and finish, were taken from dis-

sections made by Bell for the lectures or demonstrations he gave
on the nervous system as part of the course of anatomical
instruction of his brother. In 1804 he wrote the third volume,
containing the anatomy of the nervous system and of the organs
of special sense, of The Anatomy of the Human Body, by John
and Charles Bell. In November of the same year he migrated
to London, and from that date, for nearly forty years, he kept up
a regular correspondence with his brother George, much of whidi
was published in the Letters of Sir Charles Bell, &c., 1870. The
earlier letters of this correspondence show how rapidly he rose

to distinction in a field where success was difficult, as it was
already occupied by such men as John Abernethy, Sir Astley
Cooper and Heniy Cline. Before leaving Edinburgh, he had
written his work on the Anatomy of Expression, which was
published in London soon after his arrival and at once attracted
att^tion. His practical'knowled^e of anatomy and his skill as an
artist qualified him in an exceptional manner for such a work.
The object of this treatise was to describe the arrangements by
which the infin^ce of the mind is propagated to the muscular
frame, and to give a rational explanation of the muscular move-
mente which usually accompany the Various emotions fend

passions. One special feature was the importance attributed
to the respiratory arrangements as a source nf expression, and it

was shown how the physician and surgeon might derive informa-
tion r^arding the nature and extent of important diseases by
observing the expression of boddy sufiecing. This wolk^ apart
from its value to artists and ps^jrcholc^ts, is of interest hpstDri-

colly, as there is no doubt the ntvestigatiotts of the author into

the nervous supply of die rausdes' of expression induced him to

prosecute inquiTies which led to hia great discoveries in the
physiology of the^nervous system.:

In i8ii BtBpu}d^bndhhNmIdm(ffikeAmaiomyoltkeBrain,
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in which he announced the dwcsovory of the different fu^tiens

of the nierves correeponding with their reUtions to different

parts of the brain
;

hia latiest researches, were described in The

Nervous System of Ike Humon Body (1830)) a collection of papers

read by him before the Royal Society. He discovered that ro the

nervous trunks there are special sensory filaments, the office

of which is to transmit^ impressions from the periphery of the

body to the sensorium, and special motor filaments which convey

motor impressions from the brain or other nerve centre to the

muscles. He also showed that some nerves consist entirely of

sensory filaments and are therefore sensory nerves, that others

are composed of motor filaments and are therefore motor nervas,

whilst a third variety -contains both kinds of filaments and are

therefore to be regarded as sensory-motor. Furthermore, he

indicated that the brain and ^inal cord may be divided into

separate parts, each part having a special function—one part

ministering to motion, tl^e other to sensation, and that the origin

of the nerves from one or other or both of those sources endows

them with the peculiar property of the division whence they

spring. He also demonstrated that no motor nerve ever passes

through a ganglion, Lastly, he showed, both from theoretical

considerations and from the result of actual experiment on the

living animal, that the anterior roots of the spinal nerves are

vtoior, while the posterior ^re sensory. These discoveries as a

whole must be regarded as the greatest in physiology since that

of the circulation of the bkicid by William Harvey. They were

not only a distinct and definite advance in scientific knowledge,

but from tlicm flowed many practical results of much importance

in tluj diagnosis and treatment of disease. It is not surprising

that ikll should have viewed his results with exultation. On

the 26lh of Noveml^cr 1807, he wrote to his brother Cleorge

“ 1 have done a more interesting nova anaiomm cerebri hutnani

tlian it is possible to conc.eive. I lectured it yesterday. 1

prosecuted it last night till one o’clock ;
and I am sure it will

be well received.” On the 31st of the same montli he wrote

“ I really think this new anatomy of the brain will strike more

than the discovery of the lymphatics being absorbents.

In 1807 he produced a System of Comparative Surgery, in which

surgery is regarded almost wholly from an anatomical

operative point of view, and there is little or no, mention of the

use of medicinal substances. It placed him, however, m the

highest rank of English writers on suigery. In 1809 he re-

linquished his professional work in I.ondon, and rendcrerl

meritorious services to the wounded from Coruna, who were

brought to the Haslar hospital at Portsmouth. In 1810 he pub-

lished a series of Letters cottceming the Diseases of the I rethra,

in wliicb he treated of stricture from an anatomical and patho-

logical point of view. In 1812 he wa.s appointed surgeon to the

Middlesex hospital, a post he retained for twenty-four years.

He was also professor of anatomy, physiology and surgery to

the CoUege.of Suigeons of London, and for nmny years teach^

of anatomy in the school winch used to exist in Great Windmill

Street. In 1815 be went to Brussels to treat the wounded of

the battle of Waterloo. In 1816, 1817 and i8i8 he published

In x8ij6*tJie Johair ol auig^ry in the university of EdtebUT|h

was offered *0 him. He was one of the loremott aoienlmc

men ,jn London, and he had' a < large surgical pitactke. tot his

opiaioD was “ London is a place to live in, but not to die m ;

and be* accepted the appointment. In Echnbuigh he did ntA

earn great lo^ professionsi success j
and, it must bo confessed,

he was not appreciated as he deserved. But htmonta canle

thick upon him. On the continent of Europe he was spokota

of as, greater than Harvey. It is narrated t^t one day /P. J.

Roux, a celebrated French physiologist, <toissed hlS ’daw

without a lecture, saying asses, messieurs, vans avee vm

Charles Bell.*' During his professorship he published the instituies

of Surgery, arranged in the order of the Iecit4ref>d9liiitered \ii9^^the
*

. > 1 t r, o\ __ J -O .. L... a

i; ui TV __ ___ ^

a series of Quarterly Reports of Cases in Surgery
;
m jSsi a volume

sd plates with descrip^tive letterpress, entitled
of coloured plates with descriptive letterpress, entitled IHustro-

iims of the great operations of Surgery, Trepan^ Herma, Amputa-

tion and LiihQiomy, and in 1824 Ohservaiions on Injuries of the

spine and of the Thigh Bern. On the formation of Umversi^

College, Gower Street, he was for a short time head oi the

medical department In 183:1 be wrote^a pap?r for the Roy^

Society of London-on the “pwnsof the Human m, which

he gave many illustration* of the physipjogical acticm of t^se

I«rt5,«id in 1833 a B*%swate?:Wse, Hand : UsMec^
im (md VitalEndirntMUs asjmctng Dwgn. Along w>th

Brpud&m J»e annotated and fflli|st»tedj»n edition of Pafey s

vear mvMi bvCnonte iV. fcr .^scoveries in science ; and when

-wrtiri.rk IV. iMewdd tiie throne, dearies .BeU received Ae

Wpw ofkni^^4<teg with a few oteier men distinguished

m^Sence,

university of Edinburgh (1838) ;
and in 1841 he wrote a. volume

of Practical Essays, two of which, On Squinting,” and ^On

the action of purgatives,” are of great value. He died at

Hallow Park near Worcester on the 28th of April 1842.

BEU, OEORGE JOSEPH (i 77o-i843)»
Scottish jurist, was

born at Edinburgh on the 20th of March 1770, He was an elto

brother of Sir Charles Bell. At the age of eight he entered ^c
high school, but he received no university.education further than

attending the lectures of A. F. Tytler, Dugald Stewart and

Hume. He became a member of the Faculty of Advooatp m
1701, and was one of the earliest and most attached friends

of Francis Jeffrey. In 1804 he published a treatise on the'Law

of Bankruptev in Scotland, which he subsequently enlarged

and published in 1826 under the title of Commentaries on the hsw .

of Scotland and on the priruiples of Mercantile Juri^pru^^^

an institutional work of the very highest excellence, which, has

had its value acknowledged by such eminent jurists as Joseph

Story and James Kent. In 1821 Bell was elected professorof

the law of Scotland in the university of Edinburgh ;
and m

1831 he was appointed to one of the principal clerkships in

the supreme court. He was placed at the head of a com-

mission in 1833 to inquire into the Scottish bankruptcy law
;

and in consequence of the reports of the commissioners, chiefly

drawn up by himself, many beneficial alterations were made*

He died on the 23rd of September 1843* Bell's smaller treatise,

Principles of the Law of Scotland, became a standard tpt-book

for law students. The Illustrations of the Principles is also a

work of high value.
^ ,

BELL, HENRY Scottish engineer, wa«? -^rn

at Torphicben, Linlithgowshire, in 1767. toYW
the ordinary education of a parish school, he was apprenticdo

to his uncle, a millwright, and, after
.

qualifying himgeU ^ a

ship-modeller at Bo’ness, went to London, where be found

em^ment under John Rennie, the celebrated engineer. Re-

turning to Scotland in 1790, he first settled as a car|xntcr at

Glasgow and afterwards removed to Helensburgh, on the xntn

uf Oyde, where he punmed his mechanical projects, ^d.aJso

found occasional employment as an engmwr. In Jaquaiy

1812 he placed on the Clyde a steamboat ,

(which he named the

“Comet”) of about 25 tons, propelled by

horse power, at a speed of 7 m. an hour. Although tbp honour

of .priority is admitted to beloi^ to the Anjencan engin^r

Robert Fulton, there-appws to be no doubt that Fulton Ud
received very material assistance in the construction of hi»

vessel from Bell and others in Great Britain. A
was raised lor Bellby subscription amongthe citjz^s of Glasgow ,

and he,also received from the trustees of the wver
f
pension

oilioo a year. He died at Helensburgh on the 14th of Novem^r

1830, A monument to bis memory stands, on the baplq ox the

hiSy 803-1874

and man of letters, was bom at Glasgow ois toStb of Nov^W
1803. He received Ws edwation at the

aj)datBdi»buighij»iversity. HebecametefiM*feW“

Moir, Jaow Hogg, John Wilson (Chriatophec ^JorthVaw otbew

draw by hiswiitical apathies, In.i8s8 he .became editor of

.the EdinbttrdTl^aty :Vidck was ^ventually incc^

^ted in the Wtehfy Chrattidt. ,He was adroitt^



im
to the bar in 1832. !n 1B39 he was appointed sheriff^tubstitute

of Lanarkshire, and In x8^ he succeeded Sir Archibald ^ison
in the post of sheriff-principal of the county, an oflficc which he

filled with distinguilsbed success. In 1831 he published Simmer
and Winter Hourif a volume of poems, of which the best known
is that on Mary queen 6f Scots. He further defended the cause of

the unfortunate queen in a prose Life (2 vols., 1828-1831).

Among his other works may be mentioned a preface which he

vrrote to Bell and Bains’s edition (1865) of the works of Shake-

speare, and Ronmtrtes and Minor Poems (1866). He figures

in the society of the Noctes Ambrosianae as ^‘Tallboys.** He
died on the 7th of January 1874.

BILL, JACOB (i8io-r85<)), British pharmaceutical chemist,

was bom in I^ondon on the 5th of March 1810. On the com-
pletion of his education, he joined his father in business as a
chemist in Oxford Street, and at the same time attended the

chemistry lectures at the Royal Institution, and those on
medicine at King’s ( ollepe. Always keenly alive to the interests

of chemists in general, Bell conceived the idea of a society which
should at once protect the interests of the trade, and improve
its status, and at a public meeting held on the 15th of April 1841,
it was resolved to found the Pharmaceutical Society of Great
Britain. Bell carried his scheme through in the face of many
difficulties, and further advanced the cause of pharmacy by
establishing the Pharmaceutical Journal, and superintending

its publication for eighteen years. The Pharmaceutical Society
was incorporated by royal charter in 1843. One of the first abuses
to engage the attention of the new ^dy was the practice of

pharmacy by unqualified persons, and in 1845 Bell drew up the

draft of a bill to deal with the matter, one of the provisions of

which was the recognition of the Pharmaceutical Society as the
governing body in all questions connected with pharmacy.
For some time after this the question of pharmaceutical legisla-

tion was widely discussed. In 1850 Bell successfully contested

the borough of St Albans in order that he might be able to advo-
cate his proposals for reform more effectually in parliament.

In 1851 he brought forward a bill embodying these proposals.

It passed its second reading, but was considerably whittled

down in committee, and when eventually it became law it only
partially represented its sponsor’s intentions. Bell was the

author of an Historical Sketch of the Progress of Pharmacy in

Great Britain. He died on the 12th of June 1859.

BBLL, JOHN (1691-1780), Scottish traveller, was born at

Antermony in Scotland in i^r, and educated for the medical
profession, in which he took the degree of M.D. In 1714 he set

out for St Petersburg, where, through the introduction of a
countryman, he was nominated medical attendant to Valensky,
recently appointed to the Persian embassy, with whom he
travelled from 1715 to 1718. The next four years he spent in

an embassy to China, passing through Siberia and the great

Tatar deserts. He had scarcely i^sted from this last journey
when he was summoned to attend Peter the Great in his perilous

expedition to Derbend and the Caspian Gates. The narrative

of this journey he enriched with interesting particulars of the

public and private life of that remarkable prtnee. In 1738 he
was sent by the Russian government on a mission to Constanti-

nople, to which, accompanied b\' a single attendant who spoke
Turkish, he proceeded in the midst of winter and all the horrors

of war, returning in May to St Petersburg: It appears that

after this he was for several years established as a merchant
at Constantinople, where he married in 1746. In the following

year he retired to his estate of Antermdhy, where he spent the

remainder of his life. He dted in 1780. His travel^ published
at Glasgow in 1763, were speedily translated into Iren'ch,

widely cirCiflatcd in Europe.

BBLI4 JORB (1763-1816), Scottish anatomist and suigeon,

an elder brother of Sir Charles Bell, was bom at Edinburgh on
the 12th of May 176^. After completing his professional' educa-
tion at Kdinbuigh,' hd carried on from 1790 in Surgeons* Square
an anatomical lecture-^theatre, where, in spite of much opposition,

due partly to the uncohservative character of his teaoiing, he
attracted tatge audiences by his lectum, in which he was for a
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time assisted by his younger brother Charles. !tt i793-f7q5 he
published Discourohs on the Ndture and Cute of Wounds, and in

1800 he became involved in an unfortunate controversy with
James Gregory (1753-1821), the professor of medicine at Edin-
burgh. Gregory in i860 attacked the system whereby the
fellows of the Rc^al College of Suigeons of Edinburgh acted in

rotation as surgeons at the Royal Infirmary, with the result

that the younger felloWs were excluded. Bell, who was among
the number, composed an Answer for the Juniot Members (1800),
and ten years later published a collection of Letters on Professioned

Character and Manners, which he had aiddressed to Gregory.
After his exclusion from the infirmary he ceased to lecture and
devoted himself to study and practice. In i8t6 he was injured

by a fall from his horse and in the following year went to Italy

for the benefit of his health. He 'died At Ronle on the 15th of
April 1820. His works a^so included Ptmetfies of Surgery (rfior),

Andtomv of the Human Body, which went through several

editions and was translated into German, And Observations on
Italy, puMiehed by his widow in 1825.

BBLL, JORH (1797-^869), American political leader, was bom
near Nashville, Tennessee, dn the 15th of February 1797. He
graduated at the university of Nashville in 1814, and in 1817
was elected to the state senate, but retiring after one term, he
devoted himself for ten years to the study and the practice of

the law. From 1827 until 1841 he was a member of the national

House of Representatives, of which from June 1834 to March
*835 he was the speaker, and in which he was conspicuous as a
debater and a conservative leader. Though he entered political

life as a Democrat, he became estranged from his party’s loader,

President Jackson, also a Tennessean, and after 1835 was one of

the leaders of the Whig party in the South. In March 1841 he
became the secretary' of war in President Harrison’s cabinet,

but in September, after the death of Harrison and the rupture
between the Whig leaders and President Tyler, he resigned this

position. From 1847 until 1859 he was a meml>er of the United
Stales Senate, and attracted attention by his ability in debate
and his political independence, being one of two Southern
senators to vote against the Kansas-Nebraska Bill of 1854 and
against the admission of Kansas with the Lecompton or pro-

slavery constitution in 1858. Strongly conservative by tempera-
ment and devoted to the Union, he ardently desired to prevent
the threatened .secession of the Southern states in i860, and
was the candidate, for the presidency, of the Constitutional

Union Party, often called from the names of its candidates for

the presidency and the vice-presidency (Edward Everett) the
“ Bell and Everett Party,” which was made up largely of former
Whigs and Southern “ Know-Nothings,” opposed sectionalism,

and strove to prevent the disruption of the union. The party
adopted no platform, and discarding all other issues, resolved

that “ it is both the part of patriotism and of duty to recognize

no political principle other than the constitution of the countrj',

the union of the states, and the enforcement of the laws.” Bell

was defeated, but received a pqmlar vote of 587,830 (mostly
cast in the Southern states), and obtained the electoral votes of

Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee~39 altogether, out of a total

of 303. Bell tried earnestly to prevent the secession of his own
state, but after the issue of President Lincoln’s proclamation
of the 15th of April 1861 calling on the various states for volun-
teers, his efforts were unavailing, and when Tennessee joined the
Confedemey Bell ” went with his state,” He took no part in

the Civil War, and died on the loth of September 1869.

BELL, BOBERT (1800-1867), man of letters, was bom at
Cork on the i6th of January 1800. He was educated at Trinity
College, Dublin, where he Was one of the founders of the Dublin
Historical Society. In 1828 he settled in Lbndon, where he
edited a weekly paper, the Adas, and until ^841 was
in jouma^sm, and afterwards in nuscellanedus literary worn, lie
died on the 12th of April 1867, important woA is his

annotated edition of the English Poets (24 vols., 1854-1837

;

new ed., 29 vols., 1866), the worju 6f 6ich poet bring prefaced by
a memoir. ForLait!ffier’sCii6ia^Cy«2^i2«if^heymte History

0} Russia (3 vols,, 1836-1838) ; Lives of En^M Pbets (2 vols..
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xS3^)>; a continuation^ with W» Wallace, of Sir James Mackin*

’

toil's History of England (vols. iv.-x., 1830-1846) ;> and the fifth

volume (1840) of the Lms of the BHUsh Admireds^ begun by
R. Southey; He was a director of the Royail Litenuy Fiund,

and well known for his open-hearted generosity to fellow men of

letters.

BBLL, a hollow metallic vessel used for making a mote or less

loud noise (A.S. beUany to bdlow
;

Mid. Eng. “ to bell **
;
cf.

As loud as belleth winde in helle/’ in Chaucer, House of Fame,
iii. 713). Bells are usually cup-like in shape, and are constructed

80 as to give one fundamental note when struck. The term does

not strictly include gongs, cymbals, metal plates, resonant bats

of metal or wood, or tinkling ornaments, such as e,g. the “ bells
”

upon the Jewish high priest’s dress (Exodus xxviii. 32) ;
nor is

it necessary here to deal with the common useful varieties of

sheep or cow bells, or bells on sledges or harness. For house

bcUs see the end of this article. A “ diving-bell ” (see Divers)

is only so called from*the analogy of its shape.

The main interest of bells and beU-ringing has reference to

church or tower bells, their history, construction and uses.

Early Bells.-^Oi bells before the Christian era there is no

trustworthy evidence. The instruments which summoned the

Romans to public baths or processions, or tliat which Lucian

(A.i>. rSo) describes as set in motion by a water-clock {clepsydra)

to measure time, were probably cymbals or resonant plates of

metal, like the timbrels (corybantia aera, Virg. Ae^t. iii. iii)

used in the worship of Cybele, or the Egyptian sistrum, which

seems to have been a sort of rattle. The earliest Latin word

for a bell (campana) is late Latin of the 4th or 5th century

A.D.
;
and the first application of bells to churches lias been

ascribed to PauUnus, bishop of Nola in Campania about a.d. 400.

There is, however, no confirmation of this story, which may l^ve

arisen from the words campana and nola (a small bell)
;
and in a

letter from Paulinus to the emperor Severus, describing very

fully the decoration of his church, the bishop makes no mention

of bells. It has been maintained with somewhat more reason

that Pope Sabinianus (604) first used church bells
;
but it seems

clear that they were introduced into France as early as 550.

In the 7th century Bede mentions a bell brought from Italy

Benedict Biscop for his abbey at Wearmouth, and speaks

of the sound of a bell being well known at Whitby Abbey at the

time of St Hilda’s death (680). St Dunstan hung many in the

loth century •; and in the nth they were not uncommon in

Switzerland and Germany. It is said that the Greek Christians

were unacquainted with bells till the 9th century
;

but it is

known that for political reasons, after the taking of Con.stanti-

nople by the Turks in 1453, forbidden lest they

should provide a popular signal for revolt,

Several old bells are extant in Scotland, Ireland and Wales

;

the oldest are often quadrangular, made of thin iron plates

hammered and riveted together. A well-known specimen is

St Patrick's bell preserved at Belfast, called Clog an eadluschta

Phairaic, the bell of St Patrick’s will.” It is 6 in, high, 5

broad, 4 deep, adorned with gems and gold and silver fihgree-

wbrk
;

it is inscribed 1091 and 1105, but it is probably alluded to

in Ulster annals in 552. (For Scottish bells, see Illustrated Cata-

logue of Arehaeologic^ Museum, Edinbu^h, for 1856.)

The four-sided l)ell of the Irish missionary St Gall (646) is

preserved at the monastery of St Gall, Switzerland. In these

early tiirlcs bells were usually small
;
even in the xith century

a bell i^resentcd to the church at Orleans weighing «6oo lb was

thought large. In the 13th century larger bells were cast. The

bell Jacquelifie of Parted cast in 1400, weighed 15,000 lb ; another

Paris bell of ^472, 25,^60 lb
;
and the famous Amboise bell at

Rotten (1501) 36,364 tb.
, , , „

To ttoe 'scanty tecords of the early history of bells may be

added the aaameiatto of different kinds of bells by Hieronymus

Mmus, inlA work Do Tintimabulis 1. TinHmdbulum, a littie

Hnmolumt forrefectJny ordormitory>accord-

ing to loahnek Belothus, but Guillaume Durand names fOr

im rewetoryj' a. Ftesasius, m: larger ” broad^-brimmed hat ” bell

;

3. Codm, orifice oftmiopet, a Greek hand-bell ; 4. Nala, a very

smaU beU, used in the choir, according toDumxid; 5. n

iaige bell, first used in the Latin churches In the eteeple (Durand),

in the tower (Belethus) ; 6. Sgmlia, a shrill little bill. ' WV read

d cymbahm for the cloister (Durand) or empandUt for the

cloister (Belethtis)
; noMa or duph in the ck>ck ;

sigmm in

the tower (e.g. in the Excerph'ms of St Egbert, 750) ;
the l^rtu-

guese still call a bell sino, :

<

Bell-foundingi-^The earliest bells were probably not

but made of plates riveted together, like the bells of St Gall

or Belfast above mentioned. The bell-founder’s art, originally

practised in the monasteries, passed, gradually into the hahds

of a professional class, by whom, in Englahd and the Low
Countries especially, were gradually workod out the principles

of construction, mixture of metals, lines and proportions," now
generally accepted as necessary for a good bell. In England

some of the early founders were peripatetic artificer, who
travelled about the country, setting up a ten^rary foundry

to cast bells wherever they were wanted. Miles i^ye (<f. 1650),

a celebrated East Anglian founder, carried on his work in this

fashion, and in old churchwardens’ accounts are sometimes

found notices of payment for the /listing of bells at places where

no regular foundry is known to have existed. The chief centres

of the art in medieval times were Ixmdon, York, Gloucester

and Nottingham
;

and bells by e.g. ” John of York ” (14th

century), Samuel Smith, father and son, of York {1680-1730),

Abraham Rudhall and his descendants of Gloucester (1684-

1774), Mot (i6th century’), Lester and Pack (1750), Christopher

Hodson of London (who cast ” Great Tom ” of Oxford, 1681)

and Richard Phelps (1716) are still in high repute. The White-

chapel Bell Foundry (now Mears & Stainbank), established

by Robert Mot in 1570, incorporated the business of the Rudhalls,

Lester and Pack, Phelps, Briant and others, and is now one

of the leading firms of bell-founders
;
others being Warner

& Sons of Spitalfields and Taylor & Co., Loughborough, the

founders of ” Great Paul ” for St Paul’s cathedral (1881). Of

Dutch and Flemish founders the firms of van den Gheyn (1550),

Hemony (1650), Aerschodt & Wagheven at Louvain and others

have a great reputation in the Low Countries, especially for

carillons,” such as those at Antwerp or Bruges, a form of

bell-music which has not taken much root in England, despite

the advocacy of the Rev. H. R. Haweis, who proclaimed its

superiority to English change-ringing.

Bell-metal is a mixture of copper and tin in the proportion

of 4 to I. In Henry III.’s reign it was 2 to 1. In Layard’s

Nineveh bronze bells, it was id to i; Zinc and lead are used in

small bells. The thickness of the bell’s edge is about one-tenth

of its diameter, and its height is twelve times its thickness.

Bells, like viols, have been made of every conceivable shape

within certain limits. The long narrow bell, the quadrangular,

and the mitre-shaped in Europe at least indicate antiquity,

and the graceful curved-inwardly-midway and full trumpet-

mouthed bell indicates an age not earlier than the 16th century.

The bell is first designed on paper according to the scale of

measurement. Then the crook is made, which is a kind of douWc

wooden compass, the legs of which are respectively curved to

the shape of the inner and outer side-s of bell, a space of the

exact form and thickness of the bell l^ing left betwixt them.

The compass is pivoted on a stake driven into the bottom of

the casting-pit. A stuffing of brickwork is built round the stake,

leaving room for a fire to be lighted inside h. The outside Of riiis

Stuffing is then padded with fine soft clay, well mixed and bound

together with calves’ hair, and the inner leg of the obittpass nih

round it, bringing it to the exact shape of the inside of the bell.

Upon this core, Well smeared with grease, is fashioned the fislse

clay bell, the outside of which is defined the outer leg of Ae
compass. Inscriptions are now moulded in wax on the outs^
of the day-bell ; these are carefully smeared With grease, then

l^tly covered with the finest day, and then with cqafiier day,

until a solid mantlt is thickened Over the outside df the day
A fire is now lighted^ and the whole baked lurd ; the gtease and

wax inscriptions steam out through holes mt tfhe top, leaVw
i the sham day bell baked hard ana tolerably Iboee, between the



the cope or monde,. The cope is then li£te(^ the .cky

h^U broken npi the cope kt>dQwn again, enclosing now between

itselfand the core the egact ahape of the bell. The metal is then

boiled and run molten into the mould. A laige bell will take

aeveral weeks to cool. When extricated it ought to be scarcely

touched and should hardly require tuning. This is called its

maiden state, and it used to be so sought after that many bells

were left rough and out of tune in order to daim it

Bell Toneff and Tuniftg. -A good bell, fairly struck, should

give out three distinctnotes—a ‘‘fundamental note or “ tonic

;

the octave abovci or “ nominal ”
; and the octave below, or

“hum-not;e/' (It also gives out the “third” and “fifth”

above the functocntal ; but of these it is less necessary to take

notice.) Very few bells, ikiwever, have any two of th^e notes,

and hardly any ali three, in unison—the “ hum-notes being

generally a little sharper, and the “ fundamentals ” a little

flatter, than their respective “ nomioals.” In tuning a “ ring
”

or series of bells, the practice of founders has hitherto been to

t^e one set of notes (in England usually the nominals, on the

continent the fundamentals) and put these into tune, leaving

ti)e other tones to take care of themselves. But in different

circumstances different tones assert themselves. Thus, when
bells are struck at considerable intervals, the fundamental notes

being fuller and more persistent are more prominent ; but when
struck in rapid succession (as in English change-ringing or

with the higher bells of a Belgian “ carillon,” which t^e the

“air ”) the higher tone of the “ nominal ” is more perceptible.

The inharmonious character of many Belgian carillons, and of

certain Belgian and Erench rings in England, is ascribed by
Canon A. B. Simpson (in his pamphlet, Why BeUs sound mi of

Tune, iflqj) to nei^^ect of tbe “ xwminals,” the fundamentals

only being timed to each other. To tune a series of bells properly,

the fundamental tone of each bell must be brought into true

octave with its nominal, and the whole series of bells, thus
rectified, put into tune with each other. The “hum-note”
of each, which bi the tone of the whole mass of metol, should also

be in tune with the others, If flatter than the nominal, it cannot
be sharpened: but if sharper (as is more usual), it may be flattened

by thinning the metal near the crown of the bell. The great bell

(“ Great Paul ”) cast by Messrs Taylor for St Paul’s cathedral,

London, has all its tones in true harmony, except that the tone
next above the fundamental (El?) is a “ fourth ” (Ah) instead

of a “ third ” (G or Gb). The great bell cast by the sameiounders
for Beverley Minster is in perfect tune ; and with the improved
machinery now in use, there is no reason why thkn should not
bepceforth be the case with all church bells.

The quality of a bell depends not only on the casting and the
fineness and mixture of metals, but upon the due proportion of

metal to the cidibre of the bell. The larger the bell the lower
the tone ; but if we try to make a large E with metal only

enough for a smaller F bell, the E 1^1 will be puny and poor. It

has l^n calculated that for a peal of bells to give the pure chord
of the ground tone or key-note, third, fifth and octave, the

diameters ore required to be as thirty, twenty-four, twenty,
fifteen, and the weights as eighty, forty-one, twenty-four and
teifi.

History and Uses of BrfL;—The history of bells k full of

romantic interest. In civilized times they have been intinmtely

associated, not only with all kinds of religious and social uses,

but with a^ost every important historical event. Their influence

uppn architecture is not less remarkable, for to them incfirectly

we probably owe most of the famous,^towens in the world,
Chukh towers at first, perhws, scarcely rose above the. roof,

being intended as lanterns for ^e admission of light, and
to their height was in all likelihood suggested by more common
use of bells. < ,

Bells early fRimn^med soldiers to arms, as well, as ChrkUans
to church. They soiu^Gd the alarm in fire or tumult

;
and the

of tlm bun^tora in their iboUs were jei^usly guarded.
Thus the chief beU in the cathedral often belonged to the; town,
nut to ,the cathedral ohapter. The curfew, the Careflue and
St Mary's bell in. the Antwerp tower all belong to the town ; the

rest are the property of the chapter. He who commanded , the

bdl commanded the town
;

for by that Sound, at a^mbment’s
notice, he could rally and concentrate his adliweats. Hena a
conqueror commonly acknowledged toe political importance of

bells by ixsdting them down ; and the,cannon of the conquered
was in turn melted up to supply the garrison with hells to beuaed
in the suppression of revolts. Many a bloody chapter in hktory
has beeniTui^ in and out by bells.

vOn the third day of Easter isSi, at the ringing of the Sicilian

vespers (which have given their name to the aflair), 8000 French
were massacred in cold Iflood by John of Prodda, who had thus

planned to free Sicily from Oiarks of Anjou, On the 34th of

August, St Bartholomew's day, 1571, bells ushered in the

massacre of the Huguenots in Ffitnee, to the number, it isisaid, of

soo,Qoo» Belle have rung alike over slaughtered and ransomed
cities ; and far and wi^ throughout Europe in the hour of

victory, or irreparable loss. At the news of Nelson’s triumph
and death at Trafalgar, the> bells: of Chester rang. a merry
alternated with one deep toll, and similar incidents could be

multiplied.

There are many old customs connected with the use of church
bells, some of which have died out, while others remain here and
there. The best known and perhaps oldest of these is the
“ Curfew ” (couvre-feu), first enforced (though not perhaps

introduced) by William theConqueror in England as a signal for

all lights and fires to be extinguished at 8 p.m.—probably to

prevent nocturnal gatherings of disaffected subjects. In many
towns it survived into the 19th century as a signal ior closing

shof>s at 8 or 9 ;
and it is still kept up in various places as an old

custom ; thus at Oxford the familiar boom of “ Tom’s ” 101

strokes is still the signal fot closing college gates at 9. The
largest and heaviest bells were used Ssr the Curfew, to carry the

sound as far as possible, as it did to Milton’s ear, suggesting the

descriptive lines in 11 (74-75)
*• Oft, on a plot of rising ground,

I hear the far-off curlew sound
Over some wide-watered shore.

Swinging slow with sullen roar.**

Gray’s allusion in the Elef^y is well known
;
as also are those of

Shakespeare to the elves “that rejoice to hear the solemn
curfew ”, (Tempest), or the fiend that “ begins at curfew and
walks till the first cock ” (King Lear) ;

or Milton’s in Comus
to the ghost “ that breaks his magic chains at curfew

time.”

Among secular uses connected with church bells are the
“ Mote ” or “ Common ” bell, summoning to municipal or other

meetings, as e,g. the 7th at St Mary’s, Stamford, tolled for

quarter sessions, or the bell at St Mary’s, Oxford, for meetings
of Convocation. In some places one of the bells Is known as the
“ Vestry BeU.” The “ Pancake Bell,” still rung here and there

on Shrove Tuesday, was originally a summons to oonitefioo

Wore Lent; the “ Harvest Bell ” and “ Seeding Bell ” called

labourers to their work
;

while the “ Gleaning Bell ” fixed the

hours for begimiing or leaving off gleaning, so that everyone

might start fair and have an even chance. The “ Oven Bell
”

gave notice when the lord of the manor’s oven was ready for hk
tenants to bake their bread ; the “ Market Bell ” was a signal

for selling to begjn ; and in some country dktricts a church bell

is still rung at dinner time. The general diffusion of clocks and
watches has rendered bells less necessary for marking the events

of daily life ; and most of these old customs have either dis-

app^red or are fast disappearing. At Strassburg a large bdl
of eight tons weight, known as “ Holy Ghost BeU,” k only

rung when two fires are seen in the town at onqe ; a “ storm-

bell ” warns travellers in the plain of storms approaching from
the mountains, and the “Thor Glocke” (gate bdl) gives the

signal for opening or shutting toe city gates. . On toe EurppeMi
continent, especiaUy , in countries wmeh^ like Bdgium and
Holland, vrere distracted by constant war, beUs acquired great

public importance. They were IcHrmaUy baptiaed with reUgious

ceoremonies (as also in England in pr^elomiation days), the

notabilities of a town or church standing as. eponsoTB ; and they
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were generally supfxised to have the power of scaling away

evil spirits^

Otl^r old customs are naturally connected with the ecdiesi’

astical uses of be^ The “ Passing Bell,” rung for the dying,

is nowigenerally rung after death ;
the ancient mode of indicating

the sex of the deceased, viz, two pulls for a woman and three

for a man being still very common, with many varying customs

as regards the interval after death or the bell to be used, e,g,

smaller bells for children and females, and larger ones for aged

men
;
the tenor bell being sometimes reserved for the death of

the incumbent, or of a bishop or member of the royal family.

“ Burial Peals,” once common at or after funerals to scare away

the evil spirits from the soul of the departed, though discouraged

by bishops as early as the 14th century, were kept alive by

popular superstition, and only finally checked in Puritan times

;

but they have been revived, since the spread of change-ringing,

in the “ muffled peals ” now frequently rung as a mark of

respect to deceased persons of public or local importance, or the

short “ touches ” on hand-bells sometimes rung at the grave by

the comrades of a deceased ringer. Tlie “ Sermon-Bell,” rung

in pre-Reformation times to give notice that a sermon was to

be preached (cf. Shakespeare, Henry JV., II. iv. 2. 4-7),

survives in some places in a custom of ringing the tenor bell

before a service with a sermon ; and a similar custom before

a celebration of the Holy Communion preserves the memory of

the “ Sacrament Bell.” The ancient “ Sanctus ” or “ Sance
”

bell, hung on the rood-screen or in a small bell cot on the chancel

gable, and sounded three times when the priest said the Ter-

sanctus (Holy, Holy, Holy) in the office of mass, was specially

obnoxious to Puritan zeal, and few of them survived the Refor-

mation. An early morning bell, rung in many places for no

apparent reason, is probably a relic of the Ave Maria or Angelus

bell. The inscription on some old bells, Lechmi diseuie

sonmum (“ Away from bed, shake off sleep ”), points to this use,

as also does the name “ Gabriel ” applied to the bell used for

ringing the Angelus. In old times bells were generally named

at their baptism, after the Virgin Mary or saints, or their donors ;

thus the bells at Oseney Abbey in the 13th century were called

Hautclere, Doucement, Austyn, Mane, (labriel and John j

sometimes they were known by mere nicknames, such as Great

(or “ Mighty ”) Tom ” at Oxford, or “ Big Ben,” “ Great Paul,”

&c., in recent times.

Bell lnscrifti(ms,’-T\x^ names of bells were often stamped

upon them in the casting
;
whence arose inscriptions upon church

hells, giving in monkish Latin the name of some saint, a prayer

to the Virgin, or for the soul of the donor, or a distich upon

the function of the bell itself
;

<?.g.

—

“ Fuiicra plango, fulgura frango, Sabbata pan^jo.

Excito lentos, diasipo ventos, paco cruentos.**

(I mourn for death ,

1

break tki lightning, I fix the Sabbath, I

rouse the lazy, I scatter the winds. 1 appease the cruel.)

The character of the lettering, and the foundry marks tipon

old hells, are of great assistance in determining their date.

Sometimes a set of bells has each a separate verse, e.g. on a ring

of five in Bedfordshire

-

ist. “ Hoc signum Petri pulsatum nomine Christi.”

(This emblem of Peter is stnick in the name of Christ.)

2nd. Nomen Magdalene campana sonat melode."

(This bell named Magdalen sounds melodiously.)

3rd. Sit nomen pomihi bcncdictum semper in eum.”

(May the name of the Lo8*d always be blessed upon him, i.e. on

the bSl when struck,)

*• Musa RaphaeAis sonat auribus Immanuelis.'*

{The music.of sounds in the ear of Immanuel.)

^h. Sum Rosa pulfiata mundiaue Maria vooata."

(L Maria; am attfi^ and oaUed tjie Rose of the world.)

The name# of these five bMls wert tihus :—Peter, Magdalen,

(?) JcsxiMi RaplMl and Mary.

OthaP iftSWfptidns take the form of afi invocation or prayer

lot the bell itself; its deihar or those who hear it, e.g.—

** Ao^tine tuam campanam proteige sanara.”

(Augustine. pioteW; thy 'hell and keep it s6und.)

" Saacte jotaannos. ora pro animabus Jdbaiattis Pudsey, militis,

ot Mariae,consortaa suae>”
(St John, pray for the souls of John Pudany. knighti aiul Mary

his wife.)

** Protege pura Via quod oonvoco vireo Maria.”

(Guard in the way those whom 1 pure Vrr^n Mary calll)

'

The “ Mittags Glocke^’ (mid-day bell) at StrassBurg,

down at the time of the fijench RevolutiQb, hore the legend:

“Vox ego sum vMe
;
voco vos ;

orate yenife.”

(I am the voice of life : 1 call yoti : come and pray.)

A bell in Rouen cathedral, melted down in 1793, was inscribed

;

“ te Suls George d’Ambofe,
trente cinque mllle pois

;

Mais lui qui me pcsera

Trento six mille mo trouveca**' '!

(1 am George d’Ambois, weighing 35,000 lb ; but he who weighs

me will find me 36,000.)

A similar inscription is said tp have been cast on the largest

r J.I 1 11.. U.. TTT in o “ fir HaII hilt
of the bells placed by Edward III. in a “ clocher ” or bell hut

in the Little Cloisters at Westminster

:

“ King Edward made mee thirty thousand weight and throe.

Take niec down and wey mee and more you shall find mee. , ,

On the “ Thor Glocke ” at Strassburg above mentioned «rc

the words :

—

“ Dieses Thor Glocke das erst mal schallt

Als man 1618 sablt

Dass Mgte jahr regnet map
Nach doctor Luther Tubal jahr

Das Bos hinaiiH das Gut hineln

Zu lauten soil igr arbeit seyn.*'

The reference is to the year 15^ 7 >
when Luther began his

crusade, and the verse may be Englished ns follows :

—

,
When first ringeth this Gate Bell

1618 years we tell.

We reckon this a year to be
Frjm Dr Luther’s jubilee.

To ring out ill, the good rin^ in,

Its daily task shall now begin.

Large There are a few boils of world-wi(le renown,

and several others more or less celebrated. The great bell at

Moscow, “ Tsar Kolokol,” which, according to the inscription,

was cast in 1733, was in the earth 103 years and was raised by

the emperor Nicholas in 1836. The present bell seems never

to have been actually hung or rung, having been cracked in

the furnace
;
and it now stands on a raised platform in the

middle of a square. It is used as a chapel, ft weighs about

180 ions, height 19 ft. 3 in., circumfereijice. 60 ft. 9 in., thickness

2 ft., weight of broken piece 1 x tons. Tlie second Moscow bell,

the largest in the world in actual use, weighs 12S tons. Iry a

pagoda in Upper Burma hangs a Vxell 16 ft. in diameter, we^hipg

about 80 tons. The great bell at Peking weighs 53 tons ;
wan-

king, 22 tons; Olmutz, 17 tons; Vienna (1711)# I7 topsi

Notre Dame (1680), 17 tons
;

Erfurt, 13 tons
;

Great Peter,

York Minster, recast in 1845, izj tons
;
Great Paul, at St Pa^il s

cathedral, i6i tons
;

Great Tom at Oxford, 74 tons ; Great

Tom at Lincoln, 5I tons. Big Ben of the Westminster Ck>ck

Tower weighs 134 tons
;

it was cast by peorge Hears under

the direction of the first 1/ord Grimthorpe (E. Beckett Deni^)

in 1858. Its four quarters were cast by Warner in 1856.

” Kaiserglocke ” of Cologne cathedral, recast in *875>,
with

metal from Frepch cannon captured in 1870-1871, weighs,^74

^^These large bells are either not moved aj; all, or only a%My
swung to enable the clapper to touch their side; in spM
they are struck by a hammer or beam from outside. The 'heaviest

ringing peals in England are th^Ase at Exeter ,and St f

cathedrals, tenors 72 cwt..and 62 cwt. respectively.
^

BelMngiftg.—Tht science and art of beU-ringn^, as pracjtnpl

upon Church and tower bells, falls under two mam heaA
Mechanical ringing, in connexion with,the machinery ojt a empk

or “ canllon ”
; (2) Ringing by hand, by means of rpMi attache

to the fittipgs of the bells, yrhereby the bell itself is ei^ moycfl

as it hangs mouth, downwards sufficiently for the clh^r put
to touch Its fide, (called techracally “ chimingsO ; or is swun|

rbund nearly full cffCle #ith its riiouth uppermost (tcchnicaTIy
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“:fW»ng in ^ch case the impact of the clapper is much
heavier, and the sound produced is consequentif louder and xnore

MechahMl rinffing is more common on the con-

tinent of Europe^ especialljr m Belgium and Flanders ;
ringing

by hand is more coiemon in England, where the development

of change-ringing (see below) has brought it into prominence.

‘ (i) Mechamcw ringing is effected W a system of wires con-

nected with small hammers striking||||he bells, usually on their

outside, and worked either by connexion with the machinery

of a clock, so as to play tunes or artificially arranged chimes

at definite intervals
;

or with a key-board resembling that of

an oigan. The first of these methods is familiar in the chimes

(Cambridge, Westminster, &c.) heard from many towers at the

striking of the h')ur8 and quarters
;

or in hymn tunes played at

intervals (e.g. of three hours) uppn the church bells. The second

method is peculiar to the “ carillon ” (q.v.)f as found everywhere

in Belgium, where with a set of from 20 or 30 to 60 or 70 bells

a much wider scope for tunes and harmonies is provided than

in English belfries, few of which have more than one octave of

bells in one key only and none more than 12 bells. The carillons

at Louvain and Bruges contain 40 bells, and that of Mechlin

44, while in the tower of Antwerp cathedral there are upwards of

90 bells, for the largest of which, cast in 1507, Charles V. stood

sponsor at its consecration.

(2) Ringifif^ by Hand.—Church bells may be “ chimed.” or
“ rung ” (see above). One man can, as a rule, chime three bells,

with a rope in each hand and one foot in the loop of another ;

but by the use of an “Ellacombe” or other chiming apparatus

one man can work six, eight or ten bells. Some prefer the

quieter sound of chiming as an introduction to divine service,

but where a band of ringers is available and change-ringing is

practised the bells as a rule arc rung. The practice of ” clocking
”

a bell, in which the clapper, by means of a cord attached to it

and pulled from Ijelow, is allowed to swing against the bell at

rest, is often employed to save trouble
;

but the jar is very

likely to crack the bell. In ringing, or in true chiming, the bell

is in motion when struck.

For ringing, g bell is pulled up and ” set ” mouth uppermost.

She (to ringers a liell is feminine) is then pulled off, first at
“ handstroke ” (i.e. with the hands on the ” sally ” or tufted

portion of the rope, a few feet from its lower end) and then at
** back-stroke ” in the reverse direction (with the hands nearer

the lower end, the rope having at the previous pull coiled round

three-quarters of the wheel’s circumference), describing at each

pull almost a full circle till she comes back to the upright position.

At each revolution the swing is chiefly done by the weight of the

bell, the ringer giving a pull of just sufficient strength to bring

the bell back into the upright position
;

otherwise its swing

would become gradually shorter till it remained at rest mouth
downwards.

Change-rtnging .—When a given number of bells are rung over

and over again in the same order, from the highest note, or
“ treble,” to the lowest, or ” tenor x, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7—they are

said to be rung in ” rounds.” Changes ” are variations of tliis

order—e.g. 2 i 3 5 4 7 6, 2 3 i 4 5 6 7 ;
and ” change-ringing

”

is the art of ringing bells in ” changes,” so that a different

” change ” or rearrangement of order is produced at each pull

of the bell-ropes, until, without any rep)etition of the same
change, the bells come back into ” rounds.” The general prin-

ciple of all methods of change-ringing is that each bell, after

striking in the first place or ” lead,” works gjradually ” up ” to

the last place or “ behind,” and ” dowp-” again to the first, and
that no bell ever shifts mor^ than ohe pmee in each chanpe.

Thus the ringer of any bell knows that whatever lus position

in one change, his place in the next will be either the same, or the

place before or the place after. He does not have to learn by
heart the different changes or variations of order

; nor ne^d he,

unless he is the ** conductor,” know the exact order of any one

change. He has td' bear in mind, first, which way his bell is

working, vis. whether ** up ” from first to last jf^ace, or down
”

from last to first ;
secondly, in what place h& bell is striking

;

thirdly, what bell or bells are strikir^ immediately before or

after him-—this being ascertained chiefiy by “ rope«*sight,” i.t.

the knack, acquired by practice, of seeing which rope is being

pulled immediately b^re and after his own. He must' sllso

remember and* apply the rules of the partiehlar method"”
which is being rung. The following table representing the first

twenty changes of a plain course ” of Grandsire Triples
”

(for these terms, see below) illustrates the subject-matter of this

section

12345(57** Rounds.”
2135476 change.)

2314367
3241657
3426175
43627x5 (5tb change.)

4 6 3 7 2 5 r

6473521
674531

2

7654132

7561423 (loth change.)

3716243
51 72634
1527364
1253746
2157364 (15th change.)

2513746
523x476
5324167
3542617
3456271 (20th change.)

It will be observed that at tlxe ist change the tliird bell and
at the 15th the fifth bell, according to the rule of this ” method,”
strikes a second blow in the third place makes third’s place ”).

This stops the regular work of the bells which at the previous

change were in the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th places (“ in 4, 5, 6, 7 ”),

causing them to take a step backwards in their course ” up ” or

down,” or as it is technically called, to “ dodge.” Were it not

for this, the bells would come back into “ rounds ” at the 14th

change. It is by the use of “ place-making ” and “ dodging,”

according to the rules of various “ methods,” that the required

number of changes, upon any number of bells, can be produced.

But in order that this may be done, without the bells coming
back into “ rounds ” (as, e.g. in the “ plain course ” of Grandsire

Triples, above given, they will do in seventy changes), further

modifications of the “ coursing order,” called technically “ Bobs ”

and “ Singles,” must be introduced. In ringing, notice of these

alterations as they occur is given by one of the ringers, who acts

as “ conductor,” calling out “ Bob ” or “ Single ” at the right

inoment to warn the ringers of certain bells to iiuike the requisite

alteration in the regular work of their bells. (Hence, in ringing

language, to “ call ” a peal or touch = to conduct it.) Particulars

of these, as of other details of change-ringing, may be gathered

from books dealing with the technique of the art
;
but they are

best mastered in actual practice. The term “ single ” applied

to five-bell ringing meant that, as the first three bells remained
unchanged, only a single pair of bells changed places, e,g.

I 5 4 3 2, I 5 4 2 3. On larger numbers of bells it loses this

meaning
;
but the effect of this “ call ” is that the “ coursing

order ” of a single pair of bells is inverted. The origin of “ Bob ” is

unknown. As a ” call ” it was perhaps adopted as a short, sharp

sound, easily uttered and easily heard by the ringers. As
applied to a “ method ” or system of ringing it may refer to the

evolution of '^dodging,” e.g. in Treble Bob” to the zigzag
“ dodging ” path of the treble bell ; but none of the old writers

attempts to explain it.

The number of possible “ changes ” on any given series of bells

may be ascertained, according to the mathematical formula of

” permutations,” by multiplying the number of the bells together.

Thus on three bells, only 6 changes or variations of order (i x 2 x 3)
can be produced

;
on four bells, iX2X3X4s=24; on five,

24x5*120; on six, 120x6*720; on seven, 720x7*5040.
A “ peal ” on any such number of bells is in ordinary language

the ringing of all the possible changes. But technically, only

the full extent of changes upon seven bells, usually rung with a

“tenor behind,” is caUed a “peal”; a shorter performance

upon seven or more bells, or the full extent upon less than seven,

being, in ringing parlance, a “ touch.” On six bells the full

extent of changes must be repeated continuously seven times

(720 X 7*5040), and on five bells forty-two times (120x42

*5040) to rank as a “peal” On eight or ihore bells 5000

ch^es in round numbers is accepted as the minimum standard

for a peal ; and on such numbm .of bells up, to twelve (the

largest number used in change-ringii^),
.
peals m .so arranged

that the bells come into rounds or at some point beyond,
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.^ofoo changes. As many as 16,000 changes, occupying from nine
-to ten hours, havi bceh. rung upon church bells. But, the great
physical strain upon the ringert—to say nothing of tie effect

upon ^osc who are within hearing—makes such performances
exceptional. The word “ peal ” is often, thoughinccursctly^ Used
(i) for a set of church bells a peal of six,” ” a peal of eight ”),

for which the correct term is ” a ring ” of bells
; (2) for any

shorter performance than a full pcS (e.g. “ wedding-peal,”
” muffled peal,” &c.), called in ringing language a “ touch.”
Its use as equivalent for ” method,” found in old campano-
logical works, is now obsolete.

Change-ringing upon five bells is called “Doubles,” upcm
seven bells “ Triples,” upon nine “ Caters ” (Fr. quatfi\ and
upon eleven “ Cinques,” from the fact that at each change two,

three, four or five pairs of hells change places with each other.
“ Doubles ” can be and are rung when there are only five bells

;

but as a rule these “ odd-bell ” systems are rung with a “ tenor

behind,” ue. struck at the end of each change
;

the number of

bells in a tower being usually an even number—six, eight, ten

or twelve. In “ even-bell ” systems the tenor is “ rung in
”

or “ turned in,” i.e, changes with the other bells, and a different

terminology is employed
;

cliange-ringing on six hells being

called “ Minor ”
;

on eight bells, “ Major ”
; on ten bells,

“ Royal ”
; and on twelve, “ Maximus.” The principal

“ methods ” of change-ringing, each of which has its special

rules, are—(i) “ Grandsire ”
; (2)

“ Plain Bob ”
; (3)

“ Treble

Bob ”
; (4)

“ .Stedman,” from the name of its inventor, Fabian

Stedmon, about 1670. In “ Grandsire ” the treble and one other

bell, in ” Plain Bob ” the treble alone, has a “ plain hunt,” i.^.

works from the first place, or “ lead,” to the last place, or
“ behind,” and back again, witliout any dodging

j
in “ Treble

Bob ” the treble has a uniform but zigzag course, dodging in

each place on its way up and down. This is called a “ Treble

Bob hunt ”
;
and under these two heads, according to the work

of the treble, are classified a variety of ” plain mcthod.s* ” and
“ Treble Bob metliods,” among the latter being the .so-called

“ Surprise ” methods, the must complicated and difficult of all.

“ Stedman 's principle,” which is sui generis, consists in tlie toee
front bells ringing their six possible changes, while the remaining

pair or pairs of bells dodge. It is thus an “ odd-bell ” method

adapted to five, seven, nine or eleven bells
;

as also is “ Grand-

sire,” though occasionally rung on even numbers of bells.

“ Treble Bob ” is always, and “ Plain Bob ” generally, rung

on even numbers—six, eight, ten or twelve. In ringing, whenever

the treble has a uniform course, unaffected by “Bobs” or
“ Singles,” it serves as a guide to the other changing bells,

according to the place in which they.meet and cross its path from
“ behind ” to the “ lead.” The order in wliich the different dodges

occur, and the “ course bell,” i.e. the bell which he follows from

behind to lead, are also useful, and on large numbers of bells

indispensable, guides to the ringer.

Quite distinct from the art of change-ringing is the science

of “ composing,” i.e. arranging and uniting by the proper

“ calls,” subject to certain fixed laws and conditions, a number

of groups of dianges, so that no one change, or series of ch^es
represented in those groups, shall be repeated. A composition,

long or short, is said to be “ true ” if Jt is free from, “ false
”

if it involves, such repetition; and the body of ascertained laws

and conditions governing true composition in any method

constitutes the test pr “ proof ” to be applied to a composition

in that method to deiponstrate its truth or falseness. Many practi-

cal ringers kqow little (pr nothing of the principles of composition,

and are, content .performing compositions received from

composers, or publii^d in ringing books and periodicals. An
elaborate statemci^t ,

of the principles of composition in the

“ Qrandsire ” meth^ may found in an appendix to Snowdon’s

Grandsire (1S88), % jthje Rev. C. D. P. Davies. Those which

apply, to “ TrebJe Bob are explained in Snowckn’s Treatise on

Trem Bqif Batt L But, so far as can be ascertained, there is no

dealing with science of composirion as a whole; nor is

it pQ8j|ible here to> attempt a popular exposition of its prit^iples.

0^ of ,the objects in view by com’'osers is musical

effeet. Certain sequetloes or contrasts of notes strike i;he ear as

more musical than others; and an atrangeriient Which bring.s

up the mote tpusidil in quicker sucqeiiaidh im|»r6ves

the musical ^ect of. the ** peal ” or ‘‘ touch.” On seven bells

all the possible changes must be inserted in a true peal ;
but on

larger numbers of bells, where the choice is from ari ih/ifnetose

number of possible changes, the composer is free to select those

which are most musical.. Unless, however, the Ixslls of any given
“ ring ” are in perfect tune and harmony with each otW, their

musical effect must be impaired, however well they hre rung.

This gives importance to the science and art of Vll-tuniug,

in which great progress has been made (see above).

The art of scientific change-ringing, peculiar to Finland,
does not seem to have been evoh'cd before the middle of the

17th century*. Societies or gilds of ringers, however, existed

much earlier. A patent roll of 39 Heniy III. (1355) confirms

the “ Brethren of the Guild of Westminster, who arc appointed

to ring the great bells there,” in the enjoyment of the “ privileges

and free customs which they have enjoyed from the time of

Edward the Confessor.” In 1602 (as appears from a MS* in the

library* of All Souls* College, Oxlford) was founded a society

called the “ Scholars of Cheapside.” In 1637 began the “ Ancient
Societyof CollegeYniiths,’* socalled from their meeting to practise

on the six bells at St Martin’s, College Hill, a church destroyed

in the Great Fire of London, 1666. At first only “rounds”
and “ call-changes ” were rung, till about 1642, when 120
“ Bob Doubles ” were achieved

;
but slow progress was made

till 1677, when Fabian Stedman of Cambridge published his

Campanologia, dedicating it to this society, his method being

first rung about this time by some of its members. Before the

end of the 17th century was founded the “ Society of London
Scholars,” the name of which was changed in 1746 to “ Cumber-
land Youths ” in compliment to the victor of Culloden. These
two metropolitan societies still exist, and include in their member-
ship most of the leading change-ringers of England : one of the

oldest provincial societies being that of Saffron Walden in

Essex, founded in 1623, and still holding an annual ringing

festival In the latter half of the i8th and first half of the 19th

century change-ringing, which at first seems to have been an
aristocratic pastime, degenerated in social repute. Church
bells and their ringers, neglected by church authorities, became
associated with the lower and least reputable phases of parochial

life; and belfries were too often an adjunct to the pothouse.

In the last half of the 19th century there was a great revival

of change-ringing, leading to improvements in belfries and in

ringers, and to their gradual recognition as church workers.

Diocesan or county associations for the promotion of change-

ringing and of belfry reform spread knowledge of the art and
arous^ church officials to greater interest in and care for their

bells. A Central Council of Church Bell Ringers, consisting

of delegates from these various societies, meets annually in

London or at some provincial centre to discuss ringing matters,

and to collect and formulate useful knowledge upon practical

questions— the proper care of bells and the means of prevent- •

ing annoyance from their use in the neighbourhood of houses,

rules for the conduct of lielfries, &c. It is now less likely than

ever that the Belgian carillons will be preferred in England to

the peculiarly English system of ringing bells in peal
; by which,

whatever its difficulties, the musical sound of bells most fully

brought out, and their scientific construction best stimulated.

Authorities.—The literature of bell-loro (or campanology)
consists chiefly of scattered treatises or pamphlets ujxtn the tech-

nique of different methods of ch^se-ringing, or upon the bells of
particular counties or districts. The earliest that deal with the
science and art of change-ringing artsCampanologia or the Art of

Ringiifg Improved (1677), and a chapter of ” Advice to a Ringer
in me Srkool of Recreations, ot Gentleman*s Tutor (i68i), ehewing
that in its early days bell-ringing was a fashionable pastf)tne. Then
follow Campanoloma, or the Art of Ringing made Easy U766)> Clavis
Campanologia, a Key to Ringing (1788). and Shipway’s jCafnpanologia
(i8t6). The revival pf shange-ringihg in rec«nt ywn has produced
many manuals : e.g.. Snowdon’s Rope-Sight (eimiaiiiiiig fhe Flala
Bob '’ method). Grandsire, Treatiee on ffehle Bob, Double NomUk
Court Bob Motor, and Standard MqShode (with a book of diagraias);;
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Jroyto m Change-Iimgtnf! ; Thf Ihtfield MMhod, by Sir A* -P.

Hcwwood, Bart, its inventoi:. Somewhat prior to these are various

#^rk8 by tlie Rev. H. T. £)l^ombe, inveotor of, a chiming apparatus

^hich 'b^rs his name, and a pioneer in belfry reform. Among these

aire>aocotmts of the church helh of Devon, Smerset and Gloucester,

and pamphlets on lielfmet and Ringers, Chiming, dtc. ; much of their

coateuts being summarised in The Ringer*s 'Guide to the Church Belts

of Devon, by t. Pearson (x888). A Glossary of Technical Terms used

in connexion with church bells and change-ringing was published

(tool) under the auspices Of the Central Council of Church Bell

Kmgers. On the history of church bells aoid customs connected with

them much ourious information is given in North's English Beils

and Bell Lore (1888). By the same author are monographs on the

church bells of Leicestershire. Northamptonshire. Lincolnshire and
Hertfordshire, There are similar iei6frks on the church bdk Of Suffolk

and Cambridgeshire, by Dr Raven ; of Huntingdonshire, by the

Rev. T. M. N. Owen ; and on the church belk of Essex, by the

Rev. C. Deedcs. A compiUMaon and summary of many data of bcll-

lorc will be found in A Book about Bells, by the Rev. G. S. Tyack ;

and in a volume by Dr Riven in the “ Antiquary’s Bf)oks *' aeries

(Mothuon, iQOO), entitled The Bills of England, which deals with the

antiquarian side of bell-lore. .See also Quarterly Review, No, cxc.

(September 1854) ; Windsor Magazine (December 1896) ; Lord
Rayleigh’s paper “ On the Tones of Bells “ in the PhU. Mag. for

January 1890 : and a series of articles from the Guardian, reprinted

as a pamphlet under the title. Church Bells and Hell-ringing.

(T. I. P.)

Htfuse are commonly provided with bells,

conveniently amnged so as to enable attsendants to be summoned
to the different rooms. In the old system, which has been

largely superseded by pneumatic and still more by electric bells,

the bells themselves are of the ordinary^ conical shape and are

provided witli clappers hung loosely inside them. Being sup-

ported on springs they continue to swing, and therefore to give

out sound as the clapper knocks against the sides, for some time

after they have been set in motion by means of the strings or

wires by which each is. connected to a beli-pull in the rooms.

These wires arc genemlly placed out of sight inside the walls,

and bell-cranks are employed to take them round corners and
to change the direction of motion as required. A lightly poised

pendulum is often attached to each bell, to show by its motion

when it has betm rung. In pneumatic IxjIIs the wires are replaced

by pipe.s of narrow bore, and the current of air which is caused

to ffow along these by the pressing of a push-button actuates

a small hammer which impinges rapidly against a bell or gong.

An eJectric bell consists of a small elec'tro-magnet acting on a

soft iron armature which is supported in such a way that normally

it stands away from the magnet. When the latter is energined

by the passage of an electric current, the armature is attracted

towards it, and a small hammer atbiched to it strikes a blow on

the bell or gong. This “ single stroke " type of liell is largely

used in raihmy signalling instruments. For domestic purposes,

however, the bells are arranged so that the hammer strikes a series

of strokes, continuing so long as the push-button which closes

the electric circuit is pressed. A light spring is provided against

which the armature rests when it is not attracted by the electro-

magnet, and the current is arranged to pass through this spring

and the armature on its way to the magnet. When the armature

is attracted by the magnet it breaks contact with this spring,

the current is inteiruiSled, arid the magnet being no longer

energized allows the armature to fall back on the spring and thus

restore the circuit. In this way a rapid to and fro motion is

imparted to the hammer. The electric current is supplied by a

battcr>% usually eitlier of Leclanclif or of dry cells. One bell

will serve for all the rooms of a hoilse, art “indicator ’’ being

provided to show from which it has been rung. Such indicators

are of two main types : the current either sets in motion a
pendulum^ or causes a disk beilring the name or number of the

room concerned to come into view. Each push must have one

wire appropriated to itself leading from the battery through

the indicator to the bell, but the return wire from bidl to

the Imttery may be common to all the pushes. Betls of this kind

cease to ring whenever the elecfrical continuify of ariy of these

wire^ is interrupt^ blit in some case^, as in connexion mth
burglarralanns^ It is de^Us that tha beU, once set in. action,

slndl continue to ring even though the wires are cut.

Ect this purpose, in' continuous ririgittg bells, the cuirent,

started by the push or alarm appamtus, instead of working

the bell, is made to operate a relayniwitch and thus to bring into

circuit a second battery which continues to ring the b<S, no
matter what happens to the first circuit. (H. M. R:)

BBliLABBUUA; the common name (popularized from the

Indian corruption of Milbank) for a tribe of Kwakiutl Indians

at Milbank, British Columbia, inchiding the subtribes Kokaitk,

OetHtk and Oealitk. They were converted to Christianity

by Protestant missionaries, and nutriber about 300.

BBliLAdOOLA or Bilqula, a tribe of North American Indians

of Salishan stock, inhabiting the coast of British Columbia.

They numlber soriie 300.

BELLADONNA (from the Ital. Mia donna, “ beautiful lady,”

the berries having l^en used as a cosmetic), thetorits and leaves of

Atfgrfa bHladomttt, or deadly ni^tshade widely used in

medicine on account of the alkaloids which they contain. Of
these the more important are atropine (or atropia), hyoscyaimine,

hyoscine and beUadonine
;

atropine is the most important,

occurting as the malate to the extentof about o'47% in the leaves,

and from 0*6 to 0*25 % in the roots.

Atropine, CiyHjjjNO,,, was discovered in 1833 by P. L. Geiger

and Hesse and by Mein in the tissues of Atropa bdladonna, from

which it may be extracted by means of chloroform. By crystal-

lization from alcohol it is obtained as Colourless needles, melting

at 115°. Hydrolysis with hydrochloric acid or baryta water

gives tropic acid and tropine ; on the other hitnd, by boiling

equimolecular quantities of these substances with dilute hydro-

chloric add, atropine is reformed. Since both these substances

have been synthesized (see Tropine), the artificial formation

of atropine is accomplished. Atropine is optically inactive

;

hyoscyamine, possibly a physical isomCr, Which yields atropine

when heated to 168*6*’, is laevorotatory.

The official doses of atropine arc from to

grain, and the sulphate, which is in general use in medicine,

has a similar dose. It is highly important to observe that the

official doses of the various pharmacopoeias may with safety

ht greatly exceeded in practice. They are based on the ex-

perimental toxic, as distinguished from lethal dose. A toxic

dose causes unpleasant symptoms, but in certain cases, such as

thisj, it may require verj" many times a toxic do.se to produce

the lethal effect. In other words, whilst one-fiftielh of a grain

may cause unpleasant symptoms, it may need more than a grain

to kill. So valuable are certain of the properties of atropine

that it is oftei desirable to give doses of one-twentieth or one-

tenth of a grain ; but these will never be ventured upon by the

practitioner who is ignorant of the great interval between the

minimum toxic and the minimum lethal dose. It actually needs

twenty to thirty grains of atropine to kill a rabbit : the animal

is, however, somewhat exceptional in this regard. The most
valuable preparations of this potent drug are the liquor atropinae

suJphatiSf which is a i solution, and the lamella—ior insertion

within the conjunctival sac— which contains one five-thousandth

part of a grain of the alkaloid.

Pharmacolo^. -When rubbed into the skin with such sul>

stances as alcohol or glycerine, which are absorbed, atropine is

carried through the epidermis with them, and in this manner—
or when simply applied to a raw surface—it paralyses the

terminals of the pain-conducting sensory nerves./ It acts

similarly, though less markedly, upon the nerves which determine

the secretion of the perspiration, and is therefore a local anaes-

thetic or anodyne and an anhidrot’ic. Being rapidly absorbed

into the blood, it exercises a long and highly important series of

actions on nearly every part and function df the nervous 'system.

Perhaps its most remarkable action is that upon the terminals

of nearly all the secretory nerves in the body. This caluses the

entire skin to become diy—as in the case pf the 'Weal action above
mentioned

;
and it arrests tlie secretion qf :SaKva and mucus in

the mouth and throat, causing these parts to become very dry
and’ to .fed very uncomfortable. This 'latter resUJt is due to

paralysis ofthe chorda iympani nerved wMch is xnairily, res^risible

for the safivary secretion. Certain nritive fnjim the ^m-
pathetic nervous system, which dan also caufe the secretion' of a
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(sp«oi^ viscous) saliva^ are entirely unaffected by ateopinew

A Guricms parallel to this occurs in its action on the eye« There
is much, uncertainty as to the influence of atropine on the secre-

'

li(ms of the stomachy inft^tines^ liver, pancreas and kidneys, and
it is not possible to make any definite statement, save that in all

probability the activities of the nerves innervating the gland-
cells in these organs are*reduced, though they are certainly not
arrested, as in the other cases. secredoil of mucus by the
bronchi and trachea is greatly reduced and their muscular tissue

is paralysed-^a fact of which much use is made in practical

medicine. The secre^on of milk, if occurring in the manmutfy
gland, is much diminished or entirely arrested. Given internally,

atropine does not exert any appreciable sedative action upon the

nerves of pain.

The aic'tion of atropine on the motor nerves is equally important.
Those that go to the voluntary muscles are depressed only by
very large and dangerous doses. The drug appears to have no
influence upon the contractile cells that constitute muscle-fibre,

any more than it has directly upon die secretory cells that

constitute any gland. But moderate doses of atropine markedly
paralyse the terminals of the nerves that go to involuntary

musdes; whether the action of those nerves be motor or inhibitory.

In the intestine, for instance, are layers of muscle-fibre which are

constantly being inhibited or kept under check by the splanchnic

nerves. These are paralysed ^ atropine, and intestinal peri-

stalsis is consequently made more active, the muscles being

released from nervous control The motor nerves of the arteries,

of the bladder and rectal sphincters, and also of the l»onchi, are

paralysed by atropine, but the nervous arrangements of those

organs are highly complex and until they are further unravelled

by physiologists, pharmacology will be unable to give much
information which might be of groat value in the emptoymenl
of atropine. The action upon the vaso-motor system is, however,

fairly clear. Whether effected entirely by action on the nerve

terminds, or by an additional influence upon the vaso-motor

centre in the medulla oblongata, atropine certainly causes

extreme dilatation of the blood-vessels, so much so that the skin

becomes flushed and there may appear, after large doses, an
erythematous rash, which must be carefully distinguished, in

cases of supposed belladonna poisoning, from that.of scarlet fever

:

more especially as the temperature may be elevated and the

pulse is very rapid in both conditions. But whilst the character-

istic action of otropine is to dilate the blood-vessels, its first

action is to stimulate, the vaso-motor centre—thereby causing

temporary contraction of the vessels—and to increase the rapidity

of the heart’s action, so that the blood-pressure rapidly rises.

Though transient, this action is so certain, marked and rapid,

as to make the subcutaneous injection of atropine invaluable

m certain conditions. The respiratory centre is similarly

stimulated, so that atropine must be regarded as a temporary

but efficient respiratory and cardiac stimulant

Toxic doses of atropine—and therefore of belladonna—raise
tbe temperature several degrees. The action is probal^y nervous,

but in tbe present state of our knowledge regarding the control

of the temperature by the nervous system, it cannot be further

defined. In small therapeutic and in small toxic doses atropine

stimulates the motor apparatus of the spinal cord) just as it

stimulates the centres in the medulla oblongata. This is indeed,

as Sh- Thomas Fraser has pointed out, a strychnine action.”

In large toxic and in lethal doses the activity of the spinal cord

is iovwred.

No less important than an^ of the above is the action of

atropme on tl^ cerebnzm. This has long been a debated matter,

but it may now be stated, with considerable certainty, that the

higher centres are ssicoordinotely stimulated, a state cloiely

mending that of delirium tremens being induced. In cases

of poisoning the delirium may last for many hours or ev^n days.

ThaiMter dtStei^sleepy state auperveaieS, boS.it is

oase that atropine ever causes grauine ooma. The staporM
csndftiufi is the result of exhaustion after the long period ol

cenbral exicitenienti It is to be noted that children, who are

piRticuiiriy ibsceptible to the kfluenoe of oertsin of the hther

potent alkaloids, such is morphine and strychnin^ t^ill take
relatively huge doses of atropme without iU«offsct

The actiom of atropine on the eye is of high theoretical and
practical importance. The drug affects only the mvolwstary
musdes of Ihe eye, just as it affects only the involont^ or

non-striated portion of the oesophagus. The result of its in-

stillation into the eye—and the same occurs when the ati’Qp^
has been absorbed elsewhere—

h

rapidly to cause wide dilatation

of the pupil This con be expertmentally 1^ the method
of exclusion—to be caused by a paral3rsi8 of the teemiBiis of the
third craniid nerve in the sphincter pupSlae of the iris. The
action of atropine in dilating the pupil is dso aided by a stimula-

tion of the fibres from the sympathetic nervous system,.which
innervate the remaining muscle of ihe iris—^the dilator puptllae.

As a result of the extreme pupillary dilatation, the tension of the

eyeball is greatly raised. The si^t of many an eye has been
destroyed by the use of atropine—in ignorance of this action on
the intra-ocular tension—in cases of incipient glaucoma. The
use of atropine is absolutely contra-indicated in any case wlwre
the intra-ocular tension already is, or threatens to become,
unduly high. This warning applies notably to those-*usually

women—who are accustomed indiscrimmately to use belladonna
or atropine in order to give greater brilliancy to their eyes. The
fourth ocular result of administering atropine is the production

of a slight but definite degree of local anaesthesia of the eyeball.

It follows from the above that a patient who is definitely under
the influence of atropine will display rapid pulse, dilated pupils,

a dry skin and a sense of discomfort, due to dryness of the mouth
and throat

Therapeutics ,—The external uses of the drug are mainly
analgesic. The liniment or plaster of belladonna will relieve

many forms of local pain. Generally speaking, it may be laid

down that atropine is more likely than iodine to jelieve a pain

of quite superficial origin
;
and conversely. Totally to be

reprobated is the use, in order to relieve pain, ol belladonna or

any other application which affects the skin, in cases where
the surgeon may later be required to operate. In such cases,

it is necessary to use such anodyne measures as will not interfere

witli the subsequent demands that may be made of the skin,

ue, that it be aseptic and in a condition so sound that it is able

to undertake the process of healing itself after the operation

has been performed. Atropine is univecsaliy and constantly

used in ophthalmic practice in order to dilate the pupil for

examination of the retina by the ophthalmoscope, or in cases

where the inflamed iris threatens to form adhesions to neigh-

bouring parts. The drug is often replaced in ophthalmolog)'

by homatropine—^an alk^oid prepared from tropine—^whkh
acts similarly to atropine but has the advantage of allowing

tiie ocular changes to pass away in a much shorter time. The
asihidrotic action of atropine is largely employed in controlling

the night-sweats so characteristic of pulmonary tuberculosis,

small doses of the solution of the sulphate being given at night
The uses of atropine in cardiac affections are still obscure

and dubious. It can only be laid down that the drug is a valuable

though temporary stimulant in emergondes, and &at its use as

a plaster or intemaUy often relieves cardiac pain. Recollection

of the extraordinary complexity of the problems which are

involved in the whole question of pain of cardiac origin wBl
emphasize tiie extreme vagueness of the above assertion; Pro-

fessor Schafer recommended the use of atrq>ine prior to the

admmiitration of a general anaesthetic, in cases where the

action of tbe vagus nerve upon the hean is to be dreaded ; and
there is little doubt of the vaiuegpf this precaution, which has

no attendant disadvant^s, in all such oases. Atropine is

often of value as an ontidot^ as in pmson^ by piiocawpine,

muscarine {mushroom p<wning), prussic acid, 603.

Omitting numerous minor applications of this dhug, We ray
pass to two therapeutic uses whi^ aie^of nnquestionara iiftflity.

In cases of whoopingKsu^ or any other, conditkin >ln whieh
there is spasmodic action of tl^ .numeuiar fibre in thi^ beonehirt^

a dfiflnitmn winch tqdudes neatly ev^ fonn of astfama tind

HUiEjy cases cl brauchitisr-^ atropine' is an almost invabmbie
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dffog. Kot only does it relieve the spasm, but it lessens

amount of secrction-^ften dangerously excessive—which is

often associated with it» The relief of symptoms in whooping-

cough is sharply to be distinguished from any influence on the

course of the disease, since the drug does not abbreviate its

duration by a single day. In treating an actual and present

attack of asthma, it is advisable to give the standardized tincture

of belladonna-^nless expense is no consideration, in which

case atropine may itself be used—^in doses of twenty minims
every quarter of an hour as long as no evil effects appear. Relief

is thereby constantly obtained. Smaller doses of the drug

should be given three times a day between the attacks.

The nocturnal enuresis or urinary incontinence of children

and of adults is frequently relieved by this drug. The excellent

toleration of atropine displayed by children must be remem-
bered, and if its use is “ pushed ’’ a cure may almost always

be expected.

Toxicolof^y.^'Vyoi symptoms of poisoning by belladonna or

atropine are dealt with above. The essential point here to be

added is that death takes place from combined cardiac and
respiratory failure. This fact is, of course, the key to treatment.

I’his consists in the use of emetics or the stomach-pump, with

lime-water, which decomposes the alkaloid. These measures are,

however, usually rendered nugatory by the very rapid absorption

of the alkaloid. Death is to be averted by such measures as will

keep the heart and lungs in action until the drug has been

excreted by the kidneys. Inject stimulants subcutaneously

;

give coffee—hot and strong—by the mouth and rectum, or use

large doses of caffeine citrate
;
and employ artificial respiration.

Do not employ such physiological antagonists as pilocarpine

or morphine, for the lethal actions of all these drugs exhibit

not mutual antagonism but coincidence.

BBLLAOlO, a town of Lombardy, Italy, in the province

of Como, about 15 m, N.N.E. by steamer from the town of

Como, situated on the promontory which divides the two
southern arms of the Lake of Como. Pop. (1901) 3536. It is

chiefly remarkable for the beauty of its scenery, and is a very

favourite resort in the spring and autumn; Some of the gardens

of its villas are remarkably fine. The manufacture of silks and
carving in olive wood are carried on.

BBLLAIRE, a city of Belmont county, Ohio, U.S.A., on
the Ohio river, 5 m. S. of Wheeling, West Virginia. Pop.

(r8qo) Q934 ; (1900) 901 a (1150 foreign-born); (1910) 12,946.

It is served by the Baltimore & Ohio, the Pennsylvania, and the

Ohio River & VVcsterji railways. Bellaire is the shipping centre

of the Belmont county coalfield which in 1907 prodiK»u 19*3%
of the total output of coal for the state. Iron, limestone and fire-

clay arc found in the vicinity
;
among the manufactures ore

iron and steel, glass, galvanized and enamelled ware, agricultural

implements and stoves. The value of the city’s factory products

increased from $8,837,646 in 1900 to $10,712,438 in 1905, or

21*2 %. Bellaire was settled about 1795, was laid out in 1836,

was incorporated as a village in 1858, and was chartered as a
dty in 1874.

BBLLAMT, EDWARD (1850-1898), American author and
social refonner, was born at Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, on
the 25th of March 1850. He studied for a time at Union (lolle^,

Schenectady, New York, and in Germany
;
was admitted to tne

bar in 1871 ;
but soon engaged in newspaper work, first as an

associate editor of the Springiidd Unim. Mass., and then as on
editorial writer for the New York Evening Post, After publishing

three novelettes (Six to One, Dr Hmdenkoffs Process and Miss
Ludingtm's Sister), pleasant^ written and showing some in-

ventiveness in situation, but attracting no special notice, in x888

he caujght the public attention with Looking Backwetrdf ^000^

in which he set forth ideas of co-operative or semi^eodal^

istic life in village or city communities. The book was widely

circulated in America and Europe, and was translated into

several foreign languages. It was at first judged merely as a
roidance, but was sMn aRXxipted al a statement of the dehberate

wishes and methods of its author, who devoted the remainder

of his life as editor, author, lecturer and politician, to the pro-

motion of the conununistic theories of Looking Backward, which
he called “ nationalism

; a Nationalist party (the main points

of whose immediate programme, according to BeUamy,' were
embodied in the platform of the People’s party of fS^a) was
organized, but obtained no politioal hold. In 1897 Mlamy
published Eguedity, a sequel to Looking Backward, He died at
Chicopee Falls on the 22nd of May 1898.

BELLAMY, GEORGE ANNE (1727-1788), English actress,

bom at Fingal, Ireland, by her own account, on the 23rd of

April 1733, but more probably in 1727, was the illegitimate

daughter of Lord T^rawley, British ambassador at Lisbon.

Her mother married there a Captain Bellamy, and the child

received the name George Anne, by mistake for Georgiana.

Lord Tyrawley acknowledged the child, had her educated in a
convent in Boulogne, and through him she came to know a
number of notable people in London. On his appointment is

ambassador to Russia, she went to live with her mother in

London, made the acquamtaneb of Mrs Woffington and Garrick,

and adopted the theatrical profession. Her first engagement
was at Covent Garden as Monimia in the Orphan in 1 744. Owing
to her personal charms and the social patronage extended to her,

licr success was immediate, and till 1770 she acted in London,
Edinburgh and Dublin, in all the principal tragic roles. She
played Juliet to Garrick’s Romeo at Drury Lane at the time that

Spranger Barry (q.v,) was giving the rival performances at Covent
Garden, and was considered the better of the Juliets. Her last

years were unhappy, and passed in poverty and ill-health. She
died on the i6th of February 1788.

Her Apology (6 vols., 1785) gives an account of her long career

and of her private life, the extravagance and licence of which were
notorious.

BELLAMY, JOSEPH (1719-1790), American theologian, was

bom in Cheshire, Connecticut, on the 20th of February 1719.

He graduated from Yale in 1735, studied theology for a time

undCT Jonathan Edwards, was licensed to preach when scarcely

eighteen years old, and from 1740 until his death, on the 6th of

March 1 790,was pastorof theCongregationalchurch at Bethlehem,
Connecticut. The publication of his best-known work, True

Religion Delineaicd (1750), won for him a high reputation us a

theologian, and the book was several times reprinted both in

England and in America. Despite the fact that with the excep-

tion of the period of the “ Great Awakening ” (1740-1742), when
he preached as an itinerant in several neighbouring eolonias, his

active labours were confined to his own parish, his influence

on the religious thought of his time in America was prolmbly

.suqxissed only by that of his old friend and teacher Jonathan
Edwards. This influence was due not only to hk publications,

but also to the “ school ” or classes for the training of cleigymen

which he conducted for many years at his home and from which

went forth scores of preachers to every part of New England and
the middle colonies (states). Bellamy’s “ sy.stem ” of divinity

was in general similar to that of Edwards. During the War of

Independence he was loyal to the American cause. The univer-

sity of Aberdeen conferred upon him the honorary degree of D.D.

in 1768. He was a powerful and dramatic preacher. His

published works, in addition to that above' mentioned, include

The Wisdom of God in the Permission of Sin (1758), his most
characteristic work

;
Theron, Patditws and Aspasio ; or

Letters and Dialogues upon the Nature of Love (o God, Faith in

Christ, and Assurance of a Tide to Eternal Life (1759) ; The Nature

and Glory of the Gospel (1762) ;
A Blmv at the Root of Antinomian-

ism{ij6^) ;
There is but One Covenant (2769) ;

Four Dialogues on

the Half-Way Cwenant ( 1769) ; and A CarefiU and Strict Examinat

lion of the External Coomant (1769).

His collected Works were published in 3 vols. (Now York, 1811-

1812). and Were republished with a Memoir hy Hev. Tryon Edwards
(a vote., Boston. 1850).

BBLLARBUNB (Ital. Bellarmino), ROBOHtTO FRAN(»CO
ROMOLO (2542-1621), Italian cardind and theologian, was

lx>m at Monte Pulciano, in Tuinrany, oxt the 4th of October 15^.
He was destined by his father to political career, but feeitng

a call to the priestimod he enteecd flhotSocibtyi of Jesus in
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After spehding three ye«rt>At Rome, he wiw sent to the Jesuit
settlement at Mondovi in Piedmont, where he studied snd 4t
the same time taught Greek, aind, though not yet m orders,
gained some reputation as a preacher, in 1567" and he
was at Padua, studying theology under a master who belonged
to the school of St Thomas Aquinas. In 1569 he was sent by the
general of his order to Louvain, and in 1570, after being ordained
priest, began to lecture on theology at the university. His
seven years* residence in the Low Countries brought hun into
close relations with modes of thought differing essentially from
his own

; and, though he was neither by temperament nor
training inclined to be affected by the prevailing*Augustinian
doctrines of grace and free-will, the controversy into which he
fell on these questions compelled him to define his theological
principles more clearly. On his return to Rome in 1576 he was
chosen by Gregory XIII. to lecture on controversial theology in
the newly-founded Roman College. The result of these labours
appeared some years afterwards in the far-famed Dispuiaitones
de Contrffversiis Christianae Fidet adversus hujus Imports
Haereticos (3 vols., 1581, 1582, 1593). These volumes, which
called forth a multitude of answers on the Protestant side,

exhaust the controversy as it was carried on in those days,
and contain a lucid and uncompromising statement of Roman
Catholic doctrine. Fdr many years afterwards, Bellarmine
was held by Protestant advocates as the champion of the papacy,
and a vindication of Protestantism generally took the form
of an answer to his works. In 1589 he was selected by Sixtus V.
to accompany, in the capacity of theologian, the papal legation

sent to France soon after the murder of Henry 111. He was
created cardinal in 1599 by Clement VIII., and two years later

was made archbishop of Capua. His efforts on belmlf of the
clergy were untiring, and his ideal of the bishop's office may
be read in his address to his nephew, Angelo della Ciak, who
had been raised to the episcopate {Admonilio ad episcopum
Theaneitsem, nepoietn suum, Rome, 16x2). Being detained
in Rome by the desire of the newly-elected pope, Paul V., he
resigned his archbishopric in 1605. He supported the church
in its conflicts with the civil powers in Venice, France and
England, and sharply criticized James L for the severe legislation

against the Roman Catholics that followed the discov^y of the
Gunpowder Plot. When health failed him, he retired to Monte
Pulciano, where from 1607 to 1611 he acted as bishop. In 1610
he published his DePotesiate sumtni Pontificisin rebus Umporalibus
directed against the posthumous work of William Barclay of

Aberdeen, which denied the temporal power of the pope.
Bellarmine trod here on difficult ground, for, although maifttain-

iug that the pope had the indir^t right to depose unworthy
rulers, he gave offence to Paul V. in not asserting more strongly

the direct papal claim, whilst many French theologians, and
especially Bossuet, condemned him for his defence of ultra*'

montanism. As a eonsultor of the Sacred Office, Bellarmine
took a prominent part in the first examination of Galileo’s

writings. His conduct in this matter has been constantly mis-
rfjprescntcd. He had followed with interest Galileo’s scientific

discoveries and a Tespectful admiration grew up between them.
Bellarmine did not proscribe the Copernican system, as has
been maintained by Reusch (Der Process GaLilePs und die

Jesuiten^ Bonn, 1879, p. 125) ;
cdl he claimed was that it should

be presented as an hypothesis until it should receive scientific

demonstration. When Galileo visited Rome in December 1615
he was warmly received by Bellarmine, and the high regard in

which he was held is dearly testified in Bellarmine’s letters

and in Galileo 'S dedication to l^e cardinal of his discourse on
flying bodies.” Tbe last years of Bdlarmine’s life were mainly

devoted to the compQiitiotni of devotional works and to securing

the papal approbam of the new order of the Visitation, founded
by hifl friend St Francis de Sales, and the beotifieatioa of TSt

Philip Keri. He died in Rome on the 17th of September
Bellaratne, whose life was a model of Christian virtue^ is the

greatett of modem 'Roman Catholic controversialists, but the

value of his thedlogicfll works is seriouriy impaired by a very
defective exegesis and a too frequent use of ” forced ” conclusions.

His devotional treatis^' were very popular among BngHrix
Roman Catholics in the penal days. 1 . . i

,

BiauoGRAVHV.—Of the Older edlttdns of Bcllanhihe's complete
works the best is that in 7 vols. published at Cologne fsOiy-rXW)

;

modem editions appeared m 8 volt, at Naples (i63(>-^x662, reprinted
1872k and in 42 voU. at Paris (1870-1^174). For complete,
grapuy of all works of BelUirmine, of translations and conttovertial
writingsagainst him. sec C. Sommervogel, PihHothtquedetdCompdinte
de Jiaus (Brussels and Paris, 1890 et aeq.), vol. i. cols. 1151-1254 j

id.. Addenda, jm. vol. viii., cote,.i79?“i8o7. Tlws mak Bouree
for.the life of Belhwmine is his Latm, AuSobiagraphy (Rqnte, .x675;
Louvain, 1753). which was reprinted with original text arid German
translation in the work of Ddilinger and Heuach entitled Die Srmri-
biographie dea Cardinals Betlamin (Bonn. *887). The Epistolaa
Familittres, a very incomplete collection of letters, was, published by
T. Fuligaiti (Ronve, 1650}, who is alsp the author of Vi^i deUardinaU
Bellarmino della Compasnia di Giesit (Rome^ Cf. t>. Bartoli,

Della vita di Roberto cardinal Bellarmino (Romei 1678). and M. Cervin,
Imago virtutum Boberti card. SeltarmiHi Politiani (Siena, 1622k
All these are panegyrics of small historical value. Tl>o best modern
studies are J. B. Cojiiderc's he VitU^dble Cardinal Mellarmin (2 yols.,

Park). 1893). and X. le Bachelet’s article in A. Vacant^s de
ihhl. cat. cels. 5^10-599, with exhaustive bibliography.

BELLARY, or Ballaui, a city and district of British India,

in the Madras presidency. The city is 305 m. by rail from Madras.
Pop. (1901) 58,247. The fort rises' from a huge mass of granito

rock, which with a circumference of nearly 2 m., juts up abruptly

to a height of 450 it. above the plain. The length of this rock

from north-east to south-west is about 1150 ft. To the E. and
S. \m an irregular heapof boulders, but to the W. is an unbroken
precipice, and the N. is walled by bare rugged ridges. It is

defended by two distinct lines of works. The upper fort is a
quadrangular building on the summit, with only one approach.,

and was deemed impregnable by the Mysore princes. But as it

has no accommodation ffir a garrison, it is only occupiied by
a small guard of BritiF.h troops in charge of prisoners. The ex-

nawab of Kurnool was confined in it for forty years for the
murder of his wife. It contains several cisterns, excavated in

the rock. Outside the turreted rampart are a ditch and covered

way. The lower fort lies at the eastern base of the rode and
measures about half a mile in diameter. It contains the barracks

and the commissariat stores, the Protestant church, orphan-
age, Masonic lodge, post-office and numerous .private dwellings.

The fort of Bellary was originally built by Hamimapa, in the i6th

century. It was first dependent on the kingdom oi Vijayanagar,

afterwards on B^apur, and subsequently subject to the nizam
and Hyder Ali. The latter erected the present fortifications

aca^rding to tradition with the assistance of a French engineer

in his service, whom he afterwards hanged for not building, the

fort ion a higher rock adjacent to it. Bellary is ap important

cantonment and the headquarters of a military division. There

is a considerable trade in cotton, in connexion with, which there

are large steam presses, and some manufacture of cotton cloth.,

There is a cotton spinning mill. In 1901 Bellary was chosen as

one of the places of detention in India for Boer prisoners of war.

The district of Bellakv has an area of 57x4 sq. m. It

consists chiefly of an extensive plateau between, the Eastern and
Western Ghats, of a height varying from 800 to xooo ft. abpve

the sea. The most-alevated tracts are on the west, where the,

surface rises towards the culminating range of bills, and on the

south, where it rises to the elevated tableland of Mysore.

Towards the centre the almost treeless plain presents a mono-
tonous aspect, broken only by a few ro^y citations rise

abruptly from the black soil. The hill-ranges in Bellary are

those of Sandur and Kampli to tlve west, the Lanka Malla to the

east and the Copper Mountain. 45148 ft.) to the south-west.

The district is watered by five rivers: the Tungabl>adra,

formed by the junction of two streams, Tunga and Bhadra,

the Haggari, Hindri, Chitravati and Pennac, the last considered

sacred by the natives. None of the dyers is navigabk and ali

are ford^e during the dry season. The climate of Bellary is

characterised by extreme dryness, due to ^be passing, .of the air

Over a great ex^nntof heated plains, and it has a sml^ler rainfall

riian any orixer district in south India. The aveigge daily

variation of the thermometer is from . 67^ to 83** F. The
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I^VAiling diMases are choiera, fever, smaitpooc, ophthisdnila,

dysentery and those of the skin among the lower classes. Bellaiy

is subject to disastrous storms and hurricanes, and to famines

aiisiiig from a series of bad seasons.' There were memorable
famines in 1751, 1793, 1877 and 1896*

In 1901 the popufiition was 94h^Hi showing an increase of 8%
in the decade. Ibe principal crops are mfllet, other food-grains,

pulse, oil-seeds and cotton. 'Diere are considerable manu-
factures of cotton and woollen goods, and cotton is largely

exported. The district is traversed by the Madras and Southern

Mahratta railways, meeting on the eastern border at Guntakal
junction, where another line branches od to Bezwada.

Little is known of the ear^^ history of the district It contains

the ruined capital of the ancient Hindu kingdom of Vijayanagar,

and on the overthrow of that state by the Mahommedans, in

1564., the tract now forming the district of Bellary was split up
into a number of military holdings, held by chiefs called poligars.

In 1635 the Carnatic was annexed to the Bijapur dominions,

from which again it was wrested in 1680 by Sivaji, the founder
of the Mahratta power. It was then included in the dominions
of Nizam-ul-mulk, the nominal viceroy of the great Mogul in the
Deccan, from whom again it was subsequently conquered by
Hyder Ali of Mysore. At the close of the war with Tippoo
Sultan in 1792, these territories fell to the share of the nizam of

Hyderabad, by whom they were ceded to the British in 1800,
in return for protection by a force of British troops to be stationed

at his capital. In 1808 the “Ceded Districts,” as they were
called, were split into two districts, Cuddapah and Bellary. In
1882 the district of Anantapur, which had hitherto formed part
of Bellaiy, was formed into a separate collectorate.

See BeUary GaMStiesr
, 1904.

BELL-COT, BELL-GAfiLE, or BKLt-TURKET, the place where
one or more bells are hung in chapels or smdl churches
which have no towers. Bell-cots are sometimes double, as at
Nbrthborough and Coxwell

;
a very common form in France and

Switzerland admits of three bells. In these countries ^so they
are frequently of wood and attached to the ridge. In later

times bell-turrets were much ornamented
;
on the continent of

Europe they run up into a sort of small, slender spire, called

fUcke in France, and guglio in Italy. A bell-cot, gable or turret

often holds the “ Sanctus-bell,” rung at the saying of the
“ Sanctus ” at the beginning of the canon of the Mass, end at
the consecration and elevation of the Elements in the Roman
Church. This differs but little from the common bell-cot,

except that it is generally on the top of the arch dividing the
nave from the chancel. At Cleevc, however, the bell seems to

have been placed in a cot outside wall. Sanctus-bells have
also been placed over the gables of porches.

BELLEAU, REMY (c. 1527-1577), French poet, and member
of the P16iade (see Daurat), was born at Nogent-le-Rotrou
about 1527. He studied with Ronsard and others under Jean
Daurat at the Collie de Coqueret. He was attached to Ren€
de Lorraine, marquis d’Elbneuf, in the expedition against Naples
in 1557, where he did good militaiy service. On his return he
was made tutor to the young Charies, marquis d’Elboeuf, who,
under Belleau*s training becaine a great patron of the muses.
Belleau tms an enthusiast for the new learning and joined the
group of young poets with ardour. In 1556 he published the
first translation of Anacreon which liad appeared in French.

Ih the next year he published his first oollMion of poems, the
Petitifs imanHons, in which he describes stones, insects and
fiowen^. The Amours St notweaux pimss frisimues
.... (1576) contains perhaps <iis most characteristic work. Its

title is qdoted in the lines 6f Ronsard’s epitaph on his lottib

* Lny niems o baiii son ionSbeau
Dedoms set Pim$s PfScSousts.*'

He nrote coffimentaries to Ronsard’s Amours in 15^0, notes
which evinced ddieate taste and prodigious leanting; L^
Ronsard and JoadtiM^ Bellay; he was extremely deat His
days “passed peacefully hi the midst of his books and frieitds, and
he died ^ the 6th of Match 1577. He was buried In the nave
of the G^ds Augustihs at Paris, and was borne ho the tomb on

the pious shoulders of four poets^Ronsard, J. A. de Balf, Philippe
Despostes and Amadis Jan^n. His most coosiderabk worn is

La Bergerie (1565-1 57a), a pastoral in prose and versei written in
imitation of Sannazazo. The lines on April in the ^gerie are
well known to bB readers of French p^tiy. Belleau was the
French Herrick, full of picturesqueness, wannth and colour. His
skies drop Bowers and all his air is perfumed,^ and this volup-
tuous sweetness degenerates sometimes into licence. Extremely
popular in his own age, he shared the fate of his friends, and
was undeservedly forgotten in the next Regniersaid: “Belleau
ne parle pas comme on parleii la ville ”

; ai^ his lyrical beauty
was lost on^^the trim 17th century. His complete works were
odlecAed in 1578, and contain, besides the works already
mentioned, a comedy entitled La Resonnue, in riiort rhymed lines,

which is not without humour and hfe, and a comic masterpieee,
a macaronic poem on the religious wars, Diciamm me&iiicum de
heUo hm^umotico et reistrorum ^ pigfamine ad sodales (Paris, n.d.).
The (Etivres compUUs (3 vols., 1&7} of Romy Belleau were edited

by A. Goovemeur ; and his (Euvres poStiquss (2 vols., 1879} by
M. Ch. Marty-Laveaux in his PlHade ftangaise ; see also C. A.
Sainto-Beuve, Tabteau histtoriqt4e et critiqite de la poisic
au XVBsiSde (ed. 1876). i. pp. 155-160. and ii. pp. 296 seq.

BELLBCOUR (1725-1778), French actor, whose real name was
Jean Claude Gilles Colson, was born on the i6th of January
1725, the son of a portrait-painter. He fhowed decided artistic

talent, but soon deserted the brush for the stage under the name
of Bellecour. After playing in the provinces he was called to
the Com^die Fran^ise, hut his dibui, on the 2ij»t of December
1750, as Achilles in Iphiginie Was not a great success. He soon
turned to more congenial comedy rflles, which for thirty years he
filled with great credit. He was a very natural player, and his

willingness to give others on the stage an opportunity to show
their talents made him extremely popular. He wrote a successful

play, Fausses afparmces (1761), and was very useful to the
C'om^ie Fran9aise in editing and adapting the plays of others.

He died on the 19th <rf November 1778.

His wife, Rose Perrine le Roy de la Corbinaye, was born
at Lomballe on the 20th of December 1730, the daughter of an
artillery officer. Under the stage name of Beaumenard she
made her first Paris appearance in 1743 as (Jogo in Favart’s
Lf Coq du village. After a year at the Op^ra Comique she played
in several companies, including that of Marshal Saxe, who
is said to have been not insensible to her charms. In 1749 she
made her dibut at the Com(5die Fran^aise as Dorine in Tartuffe,
and her success was immediate. She retired in 1756, but after
an absence of five years, during which she married, she reappeared
as Madame Bellecour, and continued her successes in soubrette
parts in the plays of Moli^re and de Regnard. She retired
finally at the age of sixty, but troublous times had put an end to
the pension which she received from Louis XVI. and from the
theatre, and she died in abject poverty on the 5th of August
1799. There is a charming portrait of her owned by the Th6&tre
Fran^ais.

BELLEroilTAIlfE^ a city and tiie county-seat of Logan
county, Ohio, U.S.A., about 45 m, N.W. of Columbus. Pop.
(1890) 4245; (rqoo) 6649 (267 foreigi^bom)

; (1910) 8238.
It is served the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St Louis
(which has large shop>5 here) and the Ohio Central railways

j

dso by the Dayton, Springfield & Urbana electric railway. It
is built on the south-west slope of a hill having an elevation of
abewt X500 ft. above sea-level and at the foot of which are several
springs of clear water which suggested the city's name. Among
the city’s manufactures are iron bribes, carriage-bodies, flourand
cement. Tile municipality owns and operates its water-works
system and its gas and electric-lighting plants. Bellefontaine
was first settled about i8t8, was laid out as a town and made
the county-seat' in 1820 and was incoiporated in 1835.
ULLBOAllDB, the name of an important French family.

Roger de Sabsit-Lary, baron of Bellegarde, skved with distinction

in the warn against the Frendi Protenmntk He showed much
devotion to Henry HI., who loaded liim trith favours and made
him mortal of France. He evcwtttglty lAl into disgrace^

^ Rettres, GermiUk wildMrs of fortune.
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however, and died by poisoning in 1579. His nephew, Roger de

Saint-Lc^ de Termes, a favourite with Henry III., Henry IV.

and Louis XIII., was royal master of the horse and governor of

Burgundy. His estate of Seurre in Burgundy was created a
duchy in the peerage of France {dueh^paitie) in his favour under

the name of Bellegarde, in 1619. In 1645 the title of this duchy
was‘ transferred to the estate of Choisy-aux-Loges in G&tinais,

and was borne later by the family of Pardaillan de Gondrin, heirs

of the house of Saint^Lary-Bellcgarde. When Seurre passed

into the possession of the princes of Cond6 they in the same way
acquired the title of dukes of Bellegarde. (M. P.*)

BELLEGARDE, HBINRIGH JOSEPH JOHANNES, Count
VON (1756-1845), Austrian soldier and statesman, was bom at

Dresden on the 29th of August 1756, and for a short time served

in the Saxon army. Transferring his services to Austria in 1771

he distinguished himself greatly as colonel of dragoons in the

Turkish War of 1788-1789, and served as a major-general in

the Netherlands campaigns of 1793-1794. In the campaign of

1796 in Germany, as a lieutenant field marshal, he serv^ on

the staff of the archduke Charles, whom he accompanied to Italy

in the following year. He was also employed in the congress of

Rastatt. In 1799 he commanded a corps in eastern Switzerland,

connecting the armies of the archduke and Suvarov, and finally
|

joined the latter in north Italy. He conducted the siege of the

citadel of Alessandria, and was present at the deci.sive battle

of Novi. He served again in the latter part of the Marengo

campaign of 1800 in the rank of general of cavalry. In 1805,

when the archduke Charles left to take command in Italy,

Bellegarde became president c^d interim of the council of war.

He was, however, soon employed in the field, and at the sanguin-

ary battle of Caldicro he commanded the Austrian right. In

the war of 1809 he commanded the extreme right wing of the

main army (see Napoleonic Campaigns). Cut off from Chiles

as the result of the battle of Eckmiihl, he retreated into

Bohemia, but managed to rejoin before the great battles

near Vienna (Aspern and Wogram). From 1809 to 1813 Belle-

garde, now field marshal, was governor-general of Galicia, but

was often called to preside over the meetings of the Aulic

fC'ouncil, especially in 1810 in connexion with the reorganization

of the Austrian army. In 1813, 1814 and 1815 he led the

Austrian armies in Italy. His Successes in these campaigns

were diplomatic as well as milita^, and he ended them by

crushing the last attempt of Murat in 1815. From 1816 to 1825

(when he had to retire owing to failing eyesight) he held various

distinguished civil and military posts. He died in 1845.

See Smola, Das Leben des F. M, von Bellegarde (Vienna, 1847).

BELLE-tLE-^EN-MER, an island ojff the W, coast of France,

forming a canton of the department of Morbihan, 8 m. S. by W, of

the peninsula of Quiberon. Pop. (1906) 9703. Area, 33 sq. m.

'Ihe island is divided into the four communes of Le Palais,

Bangor, Sauzon and Locmaria, It forms a treeless plateau with

an average height of 130 ft, above sea-levcl, largely covered

with moors and bordered by a nigged and broken coast. The

climate is mild, the fig-tree and myrtle growing in sheltered spots

and the soil, where cultivated, is productive. The inhabitanU

are principally engaged in agriculture and the fisheries, and in

the preservation of sardines, anchovies, &c. The breed of draught

horses in the island is highly prized. The chief town, Le Palais

(pop, 2637), has an old citadel and fortifications, and possesses a

port which is accessible to vessels drawing 13 ft. of water.

BeUe-lle must have been inhabited from a very early period,

as it possesses several stone monuments of the class usually

called Druidic. „ . j i-

The Roman name 6f the island seems to have been Vsndslis,

which in the middle became corrupted toGuedel, In 157*

the moi^s of the of Ste Croix at Quimpcrle ceded the

iskuid to the Retz fdmily^ in iirhose favour it was raised to a

marquiflijte IB the foHOwii^ year. It subsequently crac into

the- haolds Of the family «f PWjuct, and was ceded by toe tetter

tothe ertemn m It eras held by English troops from 1761

to; 1761 when the BltoBcdi got it m exchange for So^
A few^^.lhe inhaWtaate d ^the Jattot tomtory imgtated to

Belle-tte, which is partly peopled by their 'dese^ndants. In

the state prison of Noovelle Force at Le Palais pbiitical prisoners

have at various times been confined.

BELLB«»LB, CHARLES LOUHl AUGUSTE BOUQUET,
Comte, and later Due; de (1684-1761), French soldier and

statesman, was the grandson of Nicholas Fouqnet, siipc^tewdent

of finances under Louis XIV., and was bom at VillefraBChe

de Rouergue. Although his family was in disrate, he entered

the army at an early age and was made proprietary cokmet of a

dragoon regiment in 1 708. He rose during the War of the Spanish

Succession to the rank of brigadier, and in March 1718 to that

of marichal de eamp. In the Spanish War of 1718-1719 he was

present at the capture of Fonlarabia in 1718 and at that of St

Sebastian in 17x9. When the duke of Bourbon became prime

minister, Belle-Isle was imprisoned in the Bastille, and then

relegated to his estates, but with the advent of Cardinal Fleury

to power he regained some measure of favour arid was made

a lieutenant-general. In the War of the Polish Succession he

commanded a corps under the orders of Marshal Berwick, cop*

itured Trier and Trarbach and took part in the si^e of Philipps-

burg ( 1734). When peace was made in 1736 the kirig, in recMni-

tion ^th of his military services and of the part he had taken

in the negotiations for the cession of Lorraine, gave hkil the

government of the three important fortresses of Metz, Tool

and Verdun—an office which he kept till his death. His

military and political reputation was now at its height, and he

was one of the principal advisers of the government in military

and diplomatic affairs. In 1741 he was sent to Germany as

French plenipotentiary to carry out, in the interests of France,

a grand scheme of political reorganization in the moribund

empire, and especially to obtain the election of Charles, clec^

of Bavaria, as emperor. His diplomacy was thus the mainspring

of the War of the Austrian Succession (y.r.), and his military

command in south Germany was full of incidents and vicissitudes.

He had been named marshal of France in 1741, and received a

large army, with which it is said that he promised to make

peace in three months under the walls of Vienna. The truth of

this story is open to question, for no one knew better than Belle-

Isle the limitations imposed upon commanders by the military

and political circumstances of the times. These circumstances

in fact rendered his efforts, both as a gener^ and as a statesman,

unavailing, and the one redeeming feature in the general failure

was his heroic retreat from Prague. In ten days he led 14,000

men into and across the Bohemian Forest, suffering great priva-

tions and harassed by the enemy, but never allowing himseH

to be cut off, and his subordinate Chevert defended Pri^jue so

well that the Austrians were glad to allow him to rejoin his

chief. The campaign, however, had discredited Belte-Isle;

he was ridiculed at Paris by the wits and the populace, even

Fleury is said to have turned against him, and, to complete his

misfortunes, he was taken prisoner by the English m going

from C^sel to Berlin through Hanover. He remained a year

in England, in spite of the demands of Louis XV, and of the

emperor Charles VII. During the campaign of 1746 he was

in command of the “ Army of Piedmont ” on the Alpine frontier,

and although he began his work with a demoralized and inferior

army, he managed not only to repel the invasion of the Spanish

and Italian forces but also to car^ the war back into the plain

of Lombardy. At the peace, having thus retrieved his mffitarv

reputation, he was created duke and peer of France (174^)-

In 1757 his credit at court was considerable, and the king named

him secretary for war. During his three years’ ministry he undet*-

took many reforms, such os the BJevelopment of the military

school for officers, and the suppression of the proprictat)^

colonelcies of nobles who were too young to command ;
and he

instiituted the Order of Merit. But the Seven Years’ War was

by that time in progress and hiS efforts had no immediaite affect.

He died at VersaBles on the 26th of January 1761. Belle-Itle

interested hiinself ifx\Iiterature ;
was eleoted a member of the

i^nch Academy in 1740, -and founded the Academy of Mete

in .1760. The ^kedom ended With his^deatiu hit'ionly San

having been WBed in 1758 04 Ac battle Of Gwfela.



6a8 BELLE ISLE*—BELLEROPHON
brother^ Louis Chauss Armand Fouquet, knowa as

Ihe Chevalier de Belle-Isle {i693-i74^)> ^ soldier and

a diplomatist. He served as a junior officer in the War of the

Spmsh Succession and as brigadierJn the campaign of. X734

oa the Rhine and Moselle, where he won the grade of marjejud

de camp. He was employed under his brother in political

missions in Bavaria ami in Swabia m 1741-1742^ b^me a

lieutenant-general, fought in Bohemia, Bavaria and the Rhine

countries in 1749^1743, and was arrested and sent to England

with the marshal in 1 744. Qn his release he was given acommand

in the Army of Piedmont. He fell a victim t(» his romantic

bravery at the action of Exilles (Col de I’Assiette) on the 19th

.

of July 1747. »

See Jean de Mniigre. Oeafion funthve du marSchal de Belleislc

(MantmAdy, 1762) ' K. P. de NeuvUlo. Mhnowes du marichal due-

4$ MeU»isU (I'ans, 17O1); D. C. (Chevrier), L« Vic politique et mili-

tuire du mardchal due de Ihllei&k (London, 1760). and Testament

pdliiiqur du marichaf due de BelUisle (Hague, 1762) ; Le Codicille et

Vispfit ou commeniaire des maximes du marichat due de Belleisle

(Amsterdatn, 1761) ; F. M. Ctiavert, Notice sur le maHchal de B^le-

tsie (Metz. 1856) ;
L. L(‘clorc. ^loge du mavichal de Belleisle (Metz,

1862) ; E. Michel, £luge du marichal de Belleisle (Paris, 1862) ; and
JoIk'z, La Ffanee sous Louis jVP (6 vols., 7*aris, 18O8-1874).

BBi^LE ISLE, STRAIT OF, the more northern of the two

channels connecting the Gulf of St Lawrence with the Atlantic

Ocean. It separates northern Newfoundland from Labrador,

and extends N.E. and S.W. for 35 m*, with a breadth

of 10 to 15 m. It derives its name from a precipitous granite

island, 700 ft. in height, at its Atlantic entrance. On this light-

houses are maintained by the government of Canada and constant

communication with the mainland is kept up by wireless tele-

graphy. The strait is in the most direct route from Europe

to the St Lawrence, but is open only from June till the end of

November, and even during this period navigation is often

rendered dangerous by floating ice and fogs. Through it J acques

Cartier sailed in 1534. The southern or Cabot Strait, between

Cape Ray in Newfoundland and Cape North in Cape Breton,

was discovered later, and the expansion below Belle Isle was

long known as la Grande Bate, Cabot Strait is open all the year,

save for occasional inconvenience from drift ice.

BBLLENDEN (Ballanxyne or Bannat\'N£), JOHN (fi.

1533-1587), Scottish writer, was born about the end of the

15th century, in the south-east of Scotland, perhaps in East

Lothian. He appears to have been educated, first at the univer-

sity of St Andrews and then at that of Paris, wliere he took the

degree of doctor. From his own statement, in one of his poems,

we learn that he had been in the service of James V. from the

king’s earliest years, and that the post he held was derk of

accounts. At the request of James he undertook translations of

Boece’s Bistoria Scotorum, which Imd appeared at Paris in 1527,

and the first five books of Livy. As a reward for his versions,

which he finished in 1533, he was appointed archdeacon of

Moray and a canon of Rosa. He was a strenuous opponent of

the Reformation and was compelled to go into exile. He is said

by some authorities to have died at Rome in 1550 ; by others

to have been stiH living in 1587. His translation of Boece,

entitled 2'he History and Chronicles of ScoUemd, is a remarkable

specimen of Scottish prose, distinguished by its freedom and

vigour of expression. It was published in 1536 ; and vms

reprinted in 2 vok, edited by Maitland, in 1821. llie translation

of Livy was not printed till 1822 (also in 2 veds,). Two MSS. of

the latter arc extant, one, the older, in the Advocates’ library,

Edinburgh (which was the basis of the normalized text of 1822),

the other (r. 1550) in the isjssession of Mr Ogilvie Foihos of

Boyndlie. An edition of the work was edited for the Scottish

Text Society by Mr W. A. Craigie (2 vols. 1901, 1903). The
second volume of this edition contains also a complete reprint

of the portionB of the hdograph first draft yrhich were discovered

in the British Museum in 1902; Two poems by Bellenden—The

Prokeme to ike CosmagNiphe and the Prohomo of the History^
iq>pbaared in the 2536 lotion of the History of ScoUamL Others,

bearing his name in, thei weU-known Banna^me MS. coUection,

made by his namemke George Banna^e (q,v,), may or may not

be his. Sir David Lyndsay, in his prologue to the Papyngo^

speaks vaguely of

:

" Ane cunnyng Clark quhilk wrythith craftelie

A ne plant of poetis caltit fialtondyne,

Quhose omat worlds my wit can nocht defyne.”

The chief sources of infomiation regarding Bellenden's life arc tiie

Accounts of the Lord High Treasurer of Scotland, his own worksrand
the ecclesiastical records.

BBLLBNDEN, WILLIAM, Scottish classical scholar. Hardly
anything is known of him. He lived in the reign of James L
(Vl.of l^tland),who appointed h3̂ yin4igisteriiihelh%um suppUewn
or master of reqaests. King Jamevb liso said to have provided

Bellenden with the means of living ind^ndently at Paris,

where he became professor at the university, and advocate in

the parliament. The date of his birth cannot be fixed, and it

can only be wd that he died later than 1625. The first of the

works by which he is known was pul;dished anonymously in 160S,

with the title Ciemnis PrincopSy a laborious compilation of all

Cicero’s remarks on the oridn and principles of regal government,

digested and systematica^ arranged. Tn 1612 there appeared

a similar work, devoted to ^e consideration of consular authority

and the Roman senate, Ciceronis Consuly Senator, Senatusque

Romanus, His third work, De SiatU Prisci Orbts, 1615, a

good outline of general history. All three works were combined

in a single large volume, entitled De Statu Libri Tresy 1615^ which

was first brought into due notice by Dr Samuel Parr, who, in

1787, published an edition with a preface, famous for the elegance

o! its Latinity, in which he eulogized Burke, Fox and Lord

North as the “ three English luminaries.” The greatest of

Bcllenden’s works is the extensive treatise De Tribus Luminibus

Roniamrumy printed and published posthumously at Paris in

1633. The book is unfinirired, and treats only of the first

luminary, Cicero
;

the others intended were apparently Seneca

and Pliny. It contains a most elaborate history of Rome and

its institutions,.drawn from Cicero, and thus forms a storehouse

of all the historical notices contained in that voluminous author.

It is said that nearly all the copies were lost on the passage to

England. One of the few that survived was placed in the univer-

sity library at Cambridge, and freely drawn upon by Conyerrf

Middleton, the librarian, in his HisU/ry of the Life of Cicero.

Both Joseph Warton and Dr Parr accused Middleton of deliberate

plagiarism, which was the more likely to have escaped detection

owing to the small number of existing copies of BeUtinden’s work.

BBLLBROPHON» or Bellerophontes, in Greek legend,

son of Glaucus or Poseidon, grandson of Sisy])hus and local hero

of Corinth. Having slain by accident the Corinthian heTO

BeDcrus (or, according to others, his own brother) he fled to

Tiryns, where his kinm^n Proetus, king of Argos, received him
hospitably and puiged him of his guilt. But, Antcia (or Sthene-

boea), wife of Proetus, became enamoured of Bellcrophon, and,

when he refused her advances, charged him with an attempt
upon her virtue. Proetus thereupon sent him to lobates, his

wife's father,- the king of Lyda, with a letter or scaled tablet, in

which were instructions, apparently given by means of .signs, to

take the life of the bearer. Arriving in Lycia, he was received

as a guest and entertained for nine days. On the tenth, being

asked the object of his visit, he hand^ the letter to the king,

whasc first plan for complying with it was to send him to slay

the Chimaera, a monster ^ich was devastating the country,

Bellerophon,mountedonPegasus (^.e.), kept up in theairout ofthe

way of the Chimaera, but yet near enough to kill it with his spear,

or,as he is at other times represented,wilh hissword orwitha bow.

He was next ordered out against the Solymi, a hostile tribe, and

afterwards against the Amazons, from both of which expeditions

he not only letumed victorious, but also on his way imek slew

an ambush of chosen warriors whom lobates had {daced to

intercept him. His divine oii^ was now proved
; the king

gave him his daughter in marriage
;
and the Lycians presented

him with a large and fertile estate on which he lived (Apoilodorus,

ii. 3 ; Homer, IHadi vi. 15^). Beiieibphon is said to have
returned to Tiryns,and avenged JunuelfonAnteia : he persuaded

her to% with him on his winged horsh, and then flung her into
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the s<ja near the isknd of Melos {Schol Aristpph., Pax, 140).

His ambitious attempt to ascend to the heavens on

brought upon him the wrath of the gods. His son was smitten

by Aies in battle ;
his daughter Laodameia was slain by Artemis j

he himself, flung from his horse, lamed ox blinded, bec«pe a

wanderer over the face of the earth until his deatli (Pindar,

Istkmia, vi. [vii.], 44 ]
Horace, Odes, iv. ii, 26), Bclierophon

was honoured as a hero at Corinth and in Lycia. His story

formed the subject of the lobates of Sophocles, and of the Bfto/-

i^tes and Sihmeboea of Euripides, It has been suggest^ tliat

Perseus, the local hero of Argos, and Bellerophon were originally

one and the same, the . difference in their exploits being the

result of the rivalry of Argos and Corinth. Both are connected

with the sun*god Helios and with the sea-god Poseidon, the

symbol of tlie union being tlie winged horse Pegasus. Bellerophon

has been explained as a hero of the storm, of which his conflict
|

with the Chimaera is symbolical. The most frequent representa-

tions of Bellerophon in ancient art are (i) slaying the Chimaera,

(2) departing from Argos with tlie letter, (3) leading Pegaeus to

drink. Among the first is to be noted a terra-cotta relief from

Melos in the British Museum, where also, on a vase of black ware,

is what seems to be a representation of his escape from

Stheneboea.

See H. A. Fischer, Bellerophon (1851) ; R. Engelmann. Annali

of the Archaeological Institute at Romo (1874) ; O. Treubor. Ge-

schichte der Lykter (1887); articles iu Pauly-Wissowa a

clopddic, W. H. Roschor's Lexihon det Mythohete, Darem^rg

and Saglio’s THcHonnaire des antiqniih ; 1 .. Preller, Griechnche

Mytkologie.

BELLES-LETTRES (Fr. for “ fine literature ”), a term used

to designate the more artistic and imaginative forms of literature,

as poetry or romance, as opposed to more pedestrian and ex^t

studies. The term appears to have been first used in English

by Swift (1710)-
, / ^ j

BELLEVILLE, a city and port of entry of Ontario, Canada,

and capital of Hastings county, 106 m. E.N.E. of Toronto,

on Bay of Quinte and the Grand Trunk railway. Pop. <1901)

9117. Communication Is maintained with Lake Ontario and

St Lawrence ports by several lines of steamers. It is the com-

mercial centre of a fine agricultural district, and has a larjge

export trade in cheese and farm produce. The principal industry

are planing mills and cement works, cheese factories and dis-

tilleries. There are several educational institutions, including a

business college,' a convent, and a government institute for the

deaf and dumb, Albert Collide,under the control of the Methodist

church, was formerly a university, but now confines itself to

secondary education.
. r r. ^1 •

BELLEVILLE, a city and the county-seat of bt Clair county,

Illinois, U.S.A., in the S.W. part of the state, 14 m. S.E.

of St Louis, Missouri. Pop. (189®) *»

of whom 2750 were foreign-born; (igio) 21,122. BelleviUe is

served by the Illinois Central, tlie LcmisviUe & Nashville, and

the Southern railways, also by extensive mtcrurban electric

systems ; and a belt line to OTallon, Illinois, connects Belleville

with the Baltimore & Oliio South Western railway. A large

clement of the population is of German descent or German

birth, and two newspaiHsrs are published in German, besides

three dailies, three weeklies and a semi-wwkly m English,

Among the industrial establishments of the city are stove and

range factories, flour mills, rolling mills, distilleries, breweries,

shoe factories, copper refining works, nail and
^

tack factories,

glass works and agricultural implement factories. The value

of the city’s focitery producU increased from $2,873,334 in 1900

to $4,356^15 in os 51-6 Belleville is in a rich

cukuial region, and in the vicinity there are valuable ooal mine#,

thefirst of which wassimk in, 18(52 ; fxm this dates thp mdus^
of th® tity. Belleville was first settled in 18139

was incorpqrated as a city in 1850, and was re-incorporated

a town of eastern France, capital of an arrondisse-

meat in the dqwrtment of Ain, ,52 m. S.E. of Bourg

the nmwoy. Pop. (19®^) town^ 5709,1 comituine,

5707. It is situated on vine^oveiEsed bills, at the southern

extremity of the Jura, 3 m. from the right bo^ of the Ilhone.

Apart from the cathedm of St Jean, which, with the exc^lon

of the choir of *413, is a modem building, there iavlitw of

architectural interest in the town* - Belley is the seat of a bishopric

and a prefect, and has a tribunal of first instance. The

facture of morocco leather goods and the quarrying of -

W

lithogra^iic stone of the vicinity are carried on, and thftre U

trade in cattle, grain, wine, truffles and dressed pork. ^Belley

is of Roman origin, and in the 5th ccntur>' became an episcopal

.sec. It was the capitoi of the province of Bugey, Which was a

dependency of Savoy till 1601, when it was ceded to I* ranee.

In 1385 the town was almost entirely deStrojfipd By an act of

incendiarism, but was subsequeiitly rebuilt by the dukes w
Savoy, who surrounded it with ramparts of which little is

left.
V , V

BBLLL GIUSEPPE GIOACHIKO (i79i*"?863), Italian poet,

was bom at Rome, and after a period of literary employment

in poor circumstances was enabled by majrit^e with a lady of

means to folbw his own special bent. He is remembered for

his vivid popular poetry in the Homan dialect, a number of

satirical sonnets which in their own way we unique.

Sci* Morundi’b ucUtion, 1 sonetti foman^seki (i886'-i889).

BELLIGERENCY, the state of carryinjf on war (Lat. bdlum,

war, and gerere, to wage) in accordance with the kw of nations,

Insurgents are not as such excluded from reci^nition as belli-

gerents, and, even where not recognised as belligerents by the

government against which they have rebelled, they may be bo

recognised by a neutral state, as in the case of the American

Civil War, when the Southern states were recognized os belh-

gerents by Great Britain, though regarded as rebels by ^
Northern states. The recognition by a neutral state of bell^

gerenc>' does not, however, imply recognition of indep^dent

politick existence. The regulations annexed to tlie Hague

Cimvention, relating to the laws and customs of woi (29th of July

1899), contain a section entitled “Belligerents’’ which is

divided into three chapters, dealing respectively with (^)

Qualifications of Belligerents; (ii.) Prisoners of War
; (m.) The

Sick and Wounded. To entitle troops to the special privileges

attaching to belligerency, chapter i. provides that all regukr,

militia or volunteer forces shall alike be commanded by persons

responsible for tlie acts of their men, t^t all such shall

distinctive emblems, recognizable at a distance, that arms shaU

lie carried openly and operations conducted in accordance

the usages of war observed amortg civilized mankind. It provides,

nevQrthele».s, for the emergency of tlie population ola territory,

which has not already been occupied by the invader, spontane-

ously taking up arms lo resist the ijiviwiiug forges, witout

having had time to comply with the above requirements ; they,

too, are to be treated os belligerents “ if they rtespect the laws

and customs of war.” In naval war, privateering having bMP

finally aMished as among the parties to it by the dwlarataon

of Paris, a privateer is not entitled, as bcitween such parties,

to the rights of belligerency. As between states, one of whoin

is not a party to the Declaration, the right to grant letters of

marque would reroain-intact for both .parties, and the private^^

ew between ^em, would be a belligerent; as regards neutr^,

the situation would be complicated (see Privateer), wn

prisoners of war and sick and wounded, see War. (T. Ba.1

BELLINGHAM, BIR EDWARD (d 1549)> <ieilWty of

Ireland, was a son of Edward Bellingham of Erringham, Sussex,

his mother being a member of the Shelley family. As

he fought in France and elsewheie, then bec^e an English

member of
,

parliament and a member of the pri\^ council, aM
in 1547 took part in some military operations in Ireland. In

May ,1548 he was sent to that coimtry os lord deputy. Ireknd

was then in a very disturbed condition, but the new gove^
crushed a rebellion of the O’Connors in Leister, freed the Pole

from yebds, built lorta, and made the English power reppected

m Munster and Owmanght. Bellingham, however^ was a

headstrong.manaadwas constaotly quarfcUing with ks counen;

but one of his p^pponents admitted that b© wa» the bestman oi
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war that ever he had seen in Ireland." His short but successful

term of office was ended fay hb recall in 1549.

See R, Bagwell, Ireland Under the Tudors, vol. i. (1885).

BBLLlNGHiUi, a city of Whatcom county, Washington,

U.S.A., on the E. side of Bellingham Bay, 96 m. N. of Seattle.

Pop. (1900) 1 1,062; (1905, slate est.) 26,coo; (1910, U.S. census)

24,298. Area about 2.^ sq. m. It is served by the Great

Northern, the Northern Pacific, the Canadian Pacific, and

the Bellingham Bay & British Columbia railways—being a

terminus of the last named, which operates only 62 m. of line

and connects with the Mt. Baker goldfiqlds and the Nooksack

valley farm and orchard region. A suburban electric line was

projected in 1907. About 2i m. south-east of the city is the

main body of Lak( Whatcom, 13 m. long, i J m. wide, and 318 ft.

higher tlian the city and the source of its water-supply, a gravity

system which cost $1 ,000,000, being owned by the city. BelUng-

luun has two Carnegie libraries. Among the principal buildings

are the county court-house, the city hall, the Young Men’s

Christian Association building, and Beck’s theatre, with a
seating capacity of 2200. The largest of the state’s normal

colleges is situated here
;

in 1907 it had a faculty of 25 and

350 students
;
there are two high schools, two business colleges,

and one industrial school also in the city. The excellent harbour,

and the fact that Bellingham is nearer to the great markets of

Alaska than any other city in the states, make the port an im-

portant shipping centre. In the value of manufactured product

the city wa? fourth in the state in 1905 (being passed only by
Tacoma, Seattle and Spokane), with a value of $3,293,988

;

according to a census taken by the local chamber of commerce
the value of the product in 1906 was $7,751,464. The principal

industrial establishments are shingle (especially cedar) and
saw-mills, salmon canneries and factories ^r the manufacture
of tin cans, and machinery used in the canning of salmon. Motive
and electric lighting power is brought 52 m. from the falls

of the north fork of the Nooksack river, where there is a power
plant which furnishes 3500 horsepower. There arc deposits

of clay and limestone in the surrounding country, and cement
is manufactured in the vicinity of the city. The blue-grey

Chuckanut sandstone is quarried on the shore of Chuckanut
Bay, south of Bellingham

;
and a coarse, dark-brown sandstone

is quarried on Sucia Island, west of the city. There are quarries

also on Waldron Island. Bellingham was formed in 1903 by
the consolidation of the cities of New Whatcom (pop. in 1900,

6834) and Fairhaven (pop. in 1900, 4228), and was chartered

as a city of the first class in 1904 ;
it is named from Bellingham

Bay, which Vancouver is supposed to have named, in 1792,

in honour of Sir Henry Bellingham.

BBLLIIII, the name of a family of craftsmen in Venice, three

members of which fill a great place in the history of the Venetian

school of painting in the 15th century and the first years of the

x6th.

I. Jacopo Bkllini {c, X400-Z470-1471) was the son of a tin-

smith or pewterer, Niooletto Bellini, by his wife Franceschina.

When the accomplished Umbrian master Gentile da Fabriano

came to practise at Venice, where art was backward, several

young men of the city took service under him as pupils. Among
these were Giovanni and Antonio of Murano and Jacopo Bellini.

Gentile da Fabriano left Venice for Florence in 1422, and the

two brothers of Murano stayed at home and presently founded

a school of their own (see Vivarikx). But Jacopo Bellini followed

his teacher to Florence, where die vast progress lately made,
alike in truth to natural fact and in sense'of classic grace and style,

by masters like Donatello and Ghiberti, Masaccio and Paolo

Uccello, oilered him better instruction than he could obtain even
from his Umbrian teacher. But his position as assistant to

Gentile brought him into trouble. As a stranger coming to

practise in Florence, Gentile was jealously looked on. One day
tome young Florentines threw stones into his shop, and the

Venetian pupil mn out and drove them off with his fists. Think-
ing this might be turned against him, he went and took sevvice on
hMd the galleys of the l^rentitie state ; but returning' after a
year, found he had in his absence been condemned mid fined for

assault. He was arrested and xmpnsoned, but the matter was
soon compromised, Jacopo submitting to a public act of penance
and his adversary renouncing further proceedings. Whether
Jacopo accompanied his master to Rome in 1426 we cannot
tell; but by 1429 we find him settled at Venice and married
to a wife from Pesaro named Anna (family name uncertain),

who in that year m^e a will in favour of her first child then
expected. She survived, however, and bore her husband two
sons, Gentile and Giovanni (though some evidences have been
thought to point rather toGiovanni having been his son byanother
mother), and a daughter Nicolosia. In 1436 Jacopo was at
Verona, painting a Crucifixion in fresco for the chapel of S.

Nicholas in the cathedral (destroyed by order of the archbishop
in 1750, but the composition, a vast one of many figures, has been
preserved in an old engraving). Documents ranging from 1437
to 1465 show him to have been a member of the Scuohi or mutual
aid society of St John the Evangelist at Venice, for which he
painted at an uncertain date a series of eighteen subjects of the

Life of the Virgin, fully described by Ridolfi but now destroyed

or dispersed. In 1439 we find him buying a panel of tarsia work
at the sale of the effects of the deceased painter Jacobello del

Fiore, and in 1440 entering into a business partnership with

another painter of the city called Donato. Al)out this time he

must have paid a visit to the court of Ferrara, where there

prevailed a spirit of free culture and humanism most congenial

to his tastes. Pisanello, the first great naturalist artist of north

Italy, whose influence on Jacopo at the outset of his career had
been only second to that of Gentile da Fabriano, had been some
time engaged on a portrait of Leonello d’Este, the elder son of

the reigning marqu is Niccolo III. Jacopo (according to an almost

contemporary sonneteer) competed with a rival portrait, which

was declared by the father to be the better of the two. In the

next year, the last of the marquis Niccolo’s life, we find him
making the successful painter a present of two bushels of wheat.

The relations thus begun with the house of Este seem to have been

kept up, and among Jacopo's extant drawings are several that

seem to belong to the scheme of a monument erected to the

memory of the marquis Niccolo ten years later. He was also

esteemed and employed by Sigismondo Malatesta at the court

of Rimini. In 1443 took as an articled pupil a nephew
whom he had brought up from charity

;
in 1452 he painted a

banner for the Scuola of St Mary of CSiarity at Venice, and the

next year received a grant from the confraternity
,

for the marriage

of his daughter Nicolosia with Andrea Mantegna, a marriage

which had the effect of transferring the gifted young Paduan

I

master definitively from the following of Squarcione to that

of Bellini. In 1456 he painted a figure of Lorenzo Giustiniani,

first patriarch of Venice, for his monument in San Pietro de

Gastello, and in 1457, with a son for salaried assistant, three

figures of saints in the great hall of the patriarch. For some
time about these years Jacopo and his family would seem to

have resided at, or at least to have paid frequent visits to Padua,
where he is reported to have carried out works now lost, including

I

an altar-piece painted with the assistance of his sons in 1459-1460
i for the Gattamelata chapel in the Santo, and several portraits

which are described by 16th-century witnesses but have dis-

appeared. At Venice he painted a Calvary for the Scuola of St

Mark (1466). His activity can be traced in documents down
to August 1470, but in November 1471 his wife Anna describes

herself as his relict, so that he must have died some time in the

interval.

The above are all the facts concerning the life of Jacopo
Bellini which can be gathered from printed and documentary
records. The materials which have reached posterity for a

critical jud|[ment on his work consist of four or five pictures only,

together with two important and invaluable books of drawings.

These prdve him to have been a worthy third, following tike

Umbrian Gentile da Fabriano and the Veronese Pisanello, in

that trio of remarkable artists who in the first half of the 15th

century carried towards maturity t^ie art of painting in Venice

and the neighbouring cities. Of hxs pictures, an important

signed exam^e is a lile-size Christ Crucified in the archbishop’s
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palace at Verona. The rest ate almost all Madonnas : two
signed, one in the Tadini gallery at Lovcrc, another in the
Venice academy

; a third, unsigned and long ascribed in error to

Gentile da Fabriano, in iht Louvre, with the portrait of Sigis-

mundo Malatesta as donor
; a fourth, richest of all in colour and

ornamental detail, recently acquired from private hands for the
Uffizi at Florence. Plausibly, though less certainly, ascribed to

him are a fifth Madonna at Bergamo, a warrior-saint on horseback
(San Crisogono) in the church of San Trovaso at Venice, a Cruci-

fixion in the Museo Correr, and an Adoration of the Magi in

private possession at Ferrara. Against this scanty talc of

paintings we have to set an abundance of drawings and studies

preserved in two precious albums in the British Museum and the

Louvre. The former, which is the earlier in date, belonged to

the painter’s elder son Gentile and was by him bequeathed to

his brother Giovanni. It consists of ninety-nine paper pages,

all drawn on both back and front with a lead point, an instrument

unusual at this date. Two or three of the drawings have been

worked over in pen ;
of the remainder many have become dim

from time and rubbing. The album at the Louvre, discovered

in 1883 in the loft of a country-house in Guienne, is equrdly rich

and better preserved, the drawings being all highly finished in

pen, probably over effaced preliminary sketches in chalk or lead.

The range of subjects is much the same in both collections, and
in both extremely varied, proving Jacopo to have l>ecn a crafts-

man of many-sided curiosity and invention. He passe.s indis-

criminately from such usual Scripture scenes as the Adoration

of the Magi, the Agony in the Garden, and the Crucifixion, to

designs from classic fable, copies from ancient bas-reliefs, stories

of the saints, especially St Christopher and St George, the latter

many times repeated (he was the patron saint of the house of

Este), fanciful allegories of which the meaning has now become
obscure, scenes of daily life, studies for monuments, and studies

of animals, especially of eagles (the emblem of the house of Este),

horses and lions. He loves to marshal his figures in vast open

spaces, whether of architecture or mountainous landscape. In

designing such space.s and in peopling them with figures of

relatively small scale, we see him eagerly and continually putting

to the test the principles of the new science of perspective. His

castellated and pinnacled architecture, in a mixed medieval and
classical spirit, is elaborately thought out, and scarcely less so his

groups and ranges of barren hills, broken in clefts or ascending

in spiral terraces. With a predilection for tall and slender

proportions, he draws the human figure with a flowing generalized

grace and no small freedom of movement; but he does not

approach either in mastery of line or in vehemence of action a

Florentine draughtsman such as Aivtonio Pollaiuolo. Jacopo’s

influence on the development of Venetian art was very great,

not only directly through his two sons and his sonrin^law Man-
tegna, but through other and independent contemporary work-

shops of the city, in none of which did it remain unfelt.

II. Gentile Bellini (1429-1430-1507), the elder son of

Jacopo, first appears independently as the painter of a Madonna,
much in his father’s manner, dated 1460, and now in the Berlin

museum. We have seen how in the previous year he and his

brother assisted their father in the execution Of an altar-piece

for the Santo at Padua. In July 2466 we find him contracting

with the officers of the Scuola of St Mark as ait independent

artist to decorate the doors of their organ. These paintings still

exist in a blackened condition. They represent four saints,

colossal in size, and designed with much of the harsh and searclung

austerity whi^ chasacteiized the Paduan school under Squar-

cione. In December of the same year Gentile bound hims^ to

execute for the greatr hall of the same company -two subjects of

the Exodus, to be doiie better than, or at least as wril as; his

father’s woric in the same place. These paintings have -perished.

For the next eight years the history of Gentile’s life and work

remains objure. But he must have risen steadily in the esteem

of his leBaw-dtiaens, rince in z474 find him commissioned

by the sedate to testore, renew, and when necessary replace, the

series of paintings; the work irf an earlier generation of artists,

IvhiGAi were peri&ng from damp on the waUs of the Hah of the

Great Council in the ducal palace. This was evidently intended

to l^ a permanent emplo)nncnt, and in paymemt tiic ^nter was

to receive the reversion of a broker’s stall in the Fondaco dei

Tedeschi
;

a lucrative form of sinecure frequently allots to

artists engaged for tasks of long duration. In continuation of

this work Gentile undertook a series of independent paintings

on subjects of Venetian histor}' for the same hall, but hid
apparently only finished one, representing the dcHvciy of the

consecrated candle by the pope to the doge, when his labours

were interrupted by a mission to the East. The sulto
Mahommed 11. had despatched a friendly embassy -to Venice,

inviting the doge to visit him nt Constantinople and at the same
time requesting the despatch of an excellent painter to wegk at

hk court. The former part of the sultan’s proposal the senate

declined, with the latter they complied
;
and Gentile Bellini with

two assistants was selected for the mission, his brother Giovanni

being at the same time appointed to fill his place on the works

for the Hall of the Great Council. Gentile gave great satisfaction

to the sultan, and returned after about a year with a knighthood,

some fine clothes, a gold chain and a pension. The surviving

fniils of his labours at Constantinople consist of a lari^ paintii^

representing the reception of an ambassador in that city, now in

the Louvre
; a highly finished portrait of the sultan himself, now

one of the treasures, despite its damaged condition, of the

collection of the late Sir Henry Layard ;
an exquisitely wrought

small portrait in water-colour of a scribe, found in 1905 by a

private collector in the bazaar at Constantinople and now in the

collection of Mrs Gardner at Boston ; and two pen-and-ink
drawings of Turkish types, now in the British Museum. Early

copies of two or three other similar drawings are preserved in

the Stiidel Institute at I'rankfurt ; such copies may have been

made for the use of Gentile’s Umbrian contemporary, Fin-

turicchio, who introduced figures borrowed from them into

some of his decorative frescoes in the Appartamento Jloargia

at Rome.
A place had been left open for Gentile to continue working

beside his brother Giovanni (with whom he lived always on terms

of the closest amity) in the ducal palace
;
and soon after 1480

he began to carry out his share in the great series of frescoes,

unfortunately destroyed by fire in 1577, illustrating the part

played by Venice in the struggles between the papacy and the

emperor Barbarossa. These works were executed not on the

wall itself but on canvas (the climate of Venice havi^ so

many times proved fatal to wall paintings), and probably in oil,

a method which all the artists of Venice, following the example

set by Antonello da Messina, had by this time learnt or were

learning to practise. The subjects allotted to Gentile, in addition

to the above-mentioned presentation of the consecrated candle,

were as follows : the departure of the Venetian ambassadors

to the court of Barbarossa, Barbarossa receiving the aml>assadors,

the pope inciting tlie doge and senate to war, the pope bestowii^

a sword and his blessing on the doge and hi.s army (a drawing in

the British Museum purports to be the artist’s ordinal sketch

for thk composition), and according to some authorities also the

gift of the symbolic ring by the pope to the victorious doge on
his return. These worlds received the highest praise both from

contemporary and from later Venetian critics, but no fragment

of them survived the fire of 1577. Their character can to some
extent be judged by a certain number of kindred historical and

processional works by the same hand which have been preserved.

Of such the Academy at Venice has three which were pain^
between 1490 and 1 500 for the Souola of St John the,Evangelist,

and represent certain events coienected with a famous relic

belonging to the Scuola, namely, a supposed fragment of the

true cross. Ail have been much injured and re^pointed ; never*

theless one at least, showing the procession of the r^atbroogh
St Mark’s Place aiid the tlmksgivii^ of a father who owed to

it the miraculous cure of his son, still gives a gopd idea of the

painter’s powers and j^le. Greait accuracy and firxhness of

individual portraiture, a strong gift, derived no doubt from hit

father’s example, for grouping and marshalling a crowd; of

peraonages in spaoei of fine architectural perspective, the
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aaverity and dryness of the Paduan manner mudi mitigated by

"dull dawning splendour of true Venetian colour—these are the

qualities that no injury has been able to deface, /^cy arc again

manifest in an interesting Adoration of the Mi^i in the Layard

collection
;
and reappear still more forcibly in the last work

undertaken by the artist, the great picture now at the Brcra in

lifilan of St Mark preaching at Alexandria ; this was commissioned

by the Scuola of St Mark in March 1505, and left by the artist

in his will, dated 18th of February 1507, to be finished by his

brother Giovanni. Of single portraits by t^s artist, who was

almost as famous for them as for processional groups, there

survive one of a doge at the Museo Correr in Venice, one of

(^tarina Comaro at Budapest, one of a mathematician at the

National Gallery, another of a monk in the same gallery, signed

wrongly to all appearance with the name of Giovanni BelHni,

.

besides one or two others in private hands. The features of

Gentile himself arc known from a portrait medallion by Camelio,

and cun be recognized in two extant drawings, one at Berlin

supposed to be by the painter^s own hand, and another, much
larger and more finished, at Christ Church, Oxford, which is

variously attributed to Bonsignori and A. Vivarini.

III. Giovanni Bellini (1430-1431-1516) is generally

assumed to have been the second son of Jacopo by his wife Anna
;

though the fact that she does not mention him in her wfil with

her other sons has thrown some slight doubt upon the matter.

At any rate he was brought up in his father^s house, and always

lived and worked in the closest fraternal relation with G^tile.

Up till the age of nearly thirty we find documentary evidence

of the two sons having served os their father’s assistants in

works both at Venice and Padua. In Giovanni’s earliest inde*

pendent works we find him more strongly influenced by the

harsh and searching manner of the Paduan school, and especially

of his own brother-in-law Mantegna, than by the more graceful

and facile style of Jacopo. This influence seems to have lasted

at full strength until after the departure of his brother-in-law

Mantegna for the court of Mantua in 1460. The earliest of

Giovanni's independent works no doubt date from before this

period. Three of these exist at the Correr museum in Venice

:

a Crucifixion, a Transfiguration, and a Dead Christ supported by

Angels. Two Madonnas of the same or even earlier date are in

private collections in America, a third in that of Signor Frizzoni

at Milan ; while two beautiful works in the National Galleiy

of London seem to bring the period to a close. One of these is

of a rare subject, the Blood of the Redeemer
;
the other is the

fine picture of Christ’s Agony in the Garden, formerly in the

Northbrook collection. The last-named piece was evi^ntly

executed in friendly rivalry with Mantegna, whose version of

the subject hangs near by
;

the main idea of the composition

in both cases being taken from a drawing by Jacopo Mlini in

the British Museum sketch-book. In all these pictures Giovanni

combines with the Paduan severity of drawing and complex

rigidity of drapery a depth of religious feeling and human pathos

which is his own. They are all executed in the oM tempera

method ; and in the last named the tragedy of the scene is

softened by a new and beautiful effect of romantic sunrise

colour. In a somewhat changed and more personal manner,

with less harshness of contour and a broader treatment of forms

and draperies, but not less force of religious feeling, are the two

pictures of the Dead Christ supported by Angels, in thtst days

one of the master's most frequent themes, at Rimhfi and at

Berlin. Chronologically to be placed with these are two

Madonnas, one at the church of the Modbnna delOrto at Venice

and one in the Ijoohis Collecth>n at Bergamo j devout iiten«ty

of feeling and rich solemnity of colour being in the case of all

these early ^adonnas combined with a smgulariy direct rendering

0! the natural movements and attitudes of ^ildren.

The above-named Works, all still executed in tempera, aTe

no doubt earlier than the date of Giovanni’s first apfJsintwient

to work along with fi/k brother and other artists tn the Scuola

di San Marco, where amohg other subjects he was commiipsianed

in 1470 to paint a Deluge with Noah's Aik. None of tlie master’s

works of this kind, whether painted for the various sdvools or

confraternities or for the ducal palace, have survived. To the

decade following 1470 must probably be assigned a Transfigura-

tion now in the Na^es museum, rearing with greatly ripened

powers and in a much serener spirit the subject of his early

effort at Venice
;
and also the great altar-piece of the Coronation

of the Virgin at Pesaro, whi^ would seem to be his eariiest

effort in a form of art previously almost monopolized in Venice

by the rival school of the Vivarini. Probably not much later

was the still more famous altar-piece painted in tempera for a
chapel in the church of S. Giovanni e Paolo, where it perished

along with Titian’s Peter Martyr and Tintoretto’s Crucifixion

in lie disastrous fire of 1867. After 1479-1480 very much of

Giovanni’s time and energy must have been taken up by his

duties as conservator of the paintings in the great hali of the ducal

palace, in payment for which he was awarded, fost the reversion

of a broker’s place in the Fondaco dei Tedeschi, and afterwards,

as a substitute, a fixed annual pension of eight>^ ducats. Besides

repairing and renewing the works of his predecessors he was
commissioned to point a; number of new subjects, six or seven

in all, in further illustration of the part played by Venice in the

wars of Barbarossa and the pope. These works, executed with

much interruption and delay, were the object ofuniversal admira-

tion while they lasted, but not a' trace of them survived the fire

1577 ;
neither have imy other examples of his historical and

processional compositions come down, enabling us to compare

his manner in such subjects with that of his brother Gentile,

Of the other, the religious class of has work, including both

altar-pieces with many figures and simple Madonnas, a consider-

able number have fortunately been preserved. They show him

gradually throwing off the last restraints of the 15th-century

manner
;
gradually aoquirii^ a complete mastery of the new oil

medium introduced in Venice by AntoncUo da Messina about

1473, mastering with its help all, or nearly all, the secrets

of the perfect fusion of colours and atmospheric gradation of

tones. I’he old intensity of pathetic and devout feeling gradually

fades away and gives place to a noble, if more worldly, serenity

and charm. The enthroned Virgin and Child become tranquil and

commanding in their sweetness
;
the j^rsonages of the attendant

saints gain in power, presence and individuality
;

enchanting

groups of singing and viol-playing angels symbolize and complete

the harmotay of the scene. The full splendour of Venetian colour

invests alike the figures, their architectural framework, the

landscape and the sky. The altar-piece rtf the Frari at Venice,

the altar-piece of San Giobbe, now at the academy, the Virgin

between SS. Paul and George, also at the academy, and the altar-

piece with the kneeling doge Barbarigo at Murano, are among
the most conspicuous examples. Simple Madonnas of the same

period (about 1485-1496) are in the Venice academy, in the

National Gallery , at Turin and at Bergamo. An interval of some

years, no doubt chiefly occupiedwith Work inthe Hall of the Great

Council, seems to separate the last-named altar-pieces from that

of the church of San Zaccaria at Venice, which is perhaps the

most beautiful and imposing of and is dated 1505, the year

following that of Giorgione’s Madonna at Castelfrancja. Another

great altar-piece with saints, that of the church of San Francesco

de la Vigna at Venice, belongs to 1507 ;
that of La Corona at

Vicenza, a Baptism of Christ in a landscape, to 1510; to 1513

that of San Giovanni Crisostomo at Vraice, where the aged saint

Jerome, seated on a hill, is raised high against a rcsplend^t

sunset background, with SS. Christopher and Augustine staining

facing each other below him, in front Of Giovaimi’s activity

in the intefrvd between the altar-pieces of San Giobbe and of

Murano and that of San Zaocaria, there arc a fw minor evidences

left, though the great mass of its results perished with the

of ducal palace in 1577. The examples t^t remain consist

of one very mteresting and beautiful aBcgorioal picture in rise

tlffki at Florence, the subject of whddi had remained a .fiddle

until it was recently idenrified as an illustration of a fkench

medieval allegory, the PSlmmge de fame by GuaHatime de

Guiltevitte
;
with a set of other attegories or moral emblems,

on a smaller scale 'and very romaiities% tr<tot6d» in the academy

1
at Vemce. To these shouW pndiibly be added, painted
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towards the year *505, the portrait of the doge Loredaw» tte

National Gallery, the only portrait by the master which to

been pfesefved, and in its own manlier one of die most mastcny

in the whole range of painting.

The last ten or twelve years of the master’s life saw him

besieged with more commissions than he could well complete.

Already in the years 1501-^1504 the marchioness Isabella Goneaga

of Mantua had had ^eat difficulty in obtaining delivery from

him of a picture of the “ Madonna and Saints” (now lort) for

which part payment had beenmade in advance. In 1 505 she »-

deavoured through Cardinal Bembo to obtain from him another

picture, this time of a secular or mythological char^ter. What

the subject of this piece was, or whether it was actually delivered,

we do not know. Albrecht Diirer, visiting Venice for a serond

time in 1 506, reports of Giovanni Bellini as still the best painter

in the city, and as full of all courtesy and generoMty towards

foreign brethren of the brush. In 1507 Gentde Mim died,

and Giovanni completed the picture of the I^chii^ of S

Mark ’’ which he had left unfinished ;
a task on the fulfilment of

which the bequest bj’ the elder brother to the younger of their

father’s sketch-book had been made conditional. In 1513

Giovanni’s position as sole master (.since the death of his broker

and of Alvise Vivarini) in charge of the paintings m the 1^1

of the Great Council was threatened by an application on the

part of his own former pupil, Titian, for a jomt-share m Ae

Lme undertaking, to be paid for on the same teras- Titians

application was first granted, then after a resmn^, and

then after another year or two granted again ,
and the ag

^
master must no doubt have undergone some annoyanM fi^

his sometime pupil’s proceedings. In 1514 Giovanni

to paint a Bacchanal for the duke Alfonso of herrara,

in 1516, leaving it to be finished by his pupils; this picture is

Both in the artistic and in the worldly sense, the career of

Giovanni Bellini was upon the whole the most wrenely and

unbrokenly prosperous, from youth to

fell to the lot of any artist of the “'''y

to see his own school far outshine that of his

of Murano; he embodied, with ever growing and matuni^

oower all the devotional gravity and much also of the worldly

mlendour of the Venice of his time ;
and he sa.w his influence

propagated by a host of pupils, two of whom at l^t, ^Migione

and Titian, surpassed their master. Gic^ione he ouA ^
five years ;

Titian, as we have seen,

heside his teacher. Among the best known of his other ^pils

were in his earlier time, Andrea Previtali, Cima da ^^too,
Manii Basaiti, Niccolo Rondinelli,

da Udine, Girolamo Mooetto; m lat«

Bissolo, Vincenzo Catena, Lorenzo Lotto and Sebastian del

^mauTCawHY.—Vasari, ad. Milanesl. vol. iiL :
Bidott, la

if

voL i Hubert Janitschek, " GiQvatmi BeUuu m

So/M.&ub^^
the Paris and the London skatdt-booka). ^ ?

..MT.w wjMgKtO (i643-J70ilX hajisjr; pbysi^ :^<1

<»^ 3rd Of Sepwber *^3.

d^thaugiof tw^.’whwjw **r®^^ nf Iba kidfioya a»d bad desenbed w© oucts

kHDwm.by B8B»!{awwW‘» ifrwrfws sf wu

70$

remtm i66sL he wsa chose* professor of thoorrtjeri moAcino

at Ria, bnt^ after was transferred to the of «nftwny-

Afte^tpending thirty years at Pisa, he

and appointed physician to the duke.C^o Il^L, md^
also^e senmr consulting phys^ to Pope Pwent^
He died at Florence on the 8th of jMusry 1704. H*»

were published in a collected fonn at Vemce in i 7<*-

BKUIML VWCBHSH) (1801-183S). operatic compowr of^t^

yt.iiM' school, was bom at Catania w Sicily on the irt

November 1801. He was descended from a family of

boA his father and grandfatoer teving been compos^

reputation. After having received his prepwatofy mu^
elation at home, he entered the conservato^

t
where he studied singing and composition under TntW ^
Zingarelli. He soon began to write pieces for various msttume^

as well as a canUta and several massw and other

positions. His first opera. Add^n e Savtm, P^®d »
?R25 at a small theatre in Naples; his

Bianca e Fernando, was produced nwt year

Aeatre of the same city, and made lus name

^ next work, Jl Pirata (1827), was written
f

1 Milan, to words by Felice Romano, wiA

a union of friendship to be severed only by his death. The

splendid rendering of the music by Tamburim, Rubuu and ot^S IS sinlers contributed greatly to the suwss of t^

^rk, which at once established the European reputo^n of itt

composer. In almost every year of the short remainckr of

life he produced a new operatic work, which was received wiA

rapture'by the audiences^France, lody, Crtirmany

Tl^ names and dates of four of ® “P®^"

lovers of Italian music are : 2 MonUcek e Co^rli (1830^

which Ae part of Romeo became a favourite wA ^ Ae gn»t

Sltos iLa SonnanMa (1831); Bern’s best a^

most popular creation (1831); and 2 ParHani to

Ae ItSn opera in Fans, and to some exteiU under the influei^

fS mSsic. In 1833 Bellini had left h« couny to^
ny to England the singer Pasta, who h^ created Ae p^^Aiy vu vs

„ ^
. . J tn WTltB OH

^rT^Ae iiationallranr^a in Pwis. While to im

c^efully studying Ae French language and the

verse for the purpose, he was seized wrth a sudto umw^
died at bis villa i^uteaux near Paris on Ae a4th.«rf SeptemberS H^to^atic creation, are Aroughout «Pl«te,w.A a

spmt of genlie melancholy, frequently monotonoiu^ato

sLays undramaA, but at the s^ tune

To ttos spirit, combmed wiA a rich flow of cantdena,

operas owe their popularity, “ 1 shaU ^yer

W^er, “ Ae impression made upon me by an opw

at a period when 1 was completely extousted wiA fBe evor-

lastin^y abstract complication used^in our prA^as, when a

simple and noble melody was revealed anew to me.

See also G. Labat, (Bordeaux, 1863) ; A. Pougm, ifsttmi,

vt6 et ofuvres (Paris, iSOS).
• t x

BBLUNZONA (Gcr. Bdlens), the political ^ ^
Swiss canton of T«sin or Ticino. It “ "5 to®

Ae St Gotthard railway, 19 ®- Lugano >4 m. IW
Locarno at Ae head of Ae lego *‘**8“’”'K been till 188* capitals of the canton

*ona. The old town is built on som hiUa, on Ae left

Tesmn or Ticino river, and a little bdow Ae pnctiM^f Ae mau

TiS valley (the Val Leventina) with J
Ans Mocked Ae road from Cotmaay to Italy, v^bjl* • grto

was' .buUt from Ae town to Aft rim toL
three picturesque castles (ee^ed m modem tm^

grating in their present form from the 15^ century*

'

belcnltri to several centuiica to Ae three^
weremastersofttotown. The mjwt wste#,

or of San Mktole, bekmged to Unj tto ^ ®

MoBtebeUo, was the luoperty of Schwyzr.wWe. Ae

easterly caarie, Aatof Saiso *?*

walto- The igAKStpury Aipth dl ^n Ito ^

tematkabli r4A-cenAry frestib, vfhto the (SM^ate chur^.c
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S^« Stefano dates from the i6th ceatury . In 1900 the population

of Mlituona was 4949, practically all Romanists and Italian-

Speaking.

Possibly Bellinzona is of Roman origin, but it is first mentioned

in 590. It played a considerable part in the early history of

Lombardy, being a key to several Alpine pMses. In the 8th

century it belonged to the bishop of Como, while in the 13th and

14th centuries it was tossed to and fro between the cities of Milan
|

and Como. In 1402 it was taken from Milan by Albert von Sax,
|

lord of the Val Mesocco, who in 1419 sold it to Uri and Obwalden,
|

which, however, lost it to Milan in 1422 after the battle of Arbedo.
|

In 1499 Milanese) it was occupied by the
j

French, but in 1500 it was taken by Uri. In 1 503 the French king

ceded it to Uri, Schwyz and Unterwalden, which henceforth

ruled it very harshly through their bailiffs till 1798. At that

date it became the capital of the canton Bellinzona of the

Helvetic republic, but in 1803 it was united to the newly-formed

canton of Tessin. (W. A. B. C.)

BELLMAN, KARL MIKAEL (1740-1795), Swedish poet, son

of a civil servant, was born at Stockholm on the 4th of February

T740. When quite a child he develop^ an extraordinary gift

of improvising verse, during the delirium of a severe illness,

weaving wild thoughts together lyrically and singing airs of his

own composition. When he was nineteen he became clerk in

a bank and afterwards in the customs, but his habits were

irregular and he was frequently in great distress, particularly

after the death of his patron, Gustavus III. As early as 1757
he published Evangeliska Dodstankar, meditations on tne

Passion from the German of David von Schweidnitz, and during

the next few years wrote, besides other translations, a great

quantity of poems, imitative for the most part of Dalin. In

1760 appeared his first characteristic work, Mdnan (The Moon),
a satirical poem, whidh was revised and edited by Dalin. But
the great work of his life occupied him from 1765 to 1780, and
consists of the collections of dithyrambic odes known as Fred-

mans EpisUar (1790) and Fredmans Sdnger (1791). Fredman
and his friends were wel^known characters in the Stockholm

pot-houses, where BeHman had studied them from the life.

No poetry can possibly smell less of the lamp than Bellman’s.

He was accustomed, when in the presence of none but con-

fidential friends, to announce that the god was about to visit

him. He would shut his eyes, take his zither, and begin appar-

ently to improvise the music and the words of a long Bacchic

ode in praise of love or wine. Most of his melodies are taken

direct, or with slight adaptations, from old Swedish ballads, and
still retain their popularity. Fredman's EpisUes bear the clear

impress of individual gehius
;

his torrents of rhymes are not

without their method ;
wild as they seem, they all conform to

the rules of style, and among those that have been preserved

there are few that are not perfect in form. A great Swedish

critic has remarked that the voluptuous joviality and the humour
of Bellman is, after all, only “ sorrow clad in rose-colour,” and
this underlying pathos gives his poems their undying charm.

His later works, Baahi Tempel (The Temple of Bat^s) (1783),

eight numbers of a journal called Ilvad behagas f (What you
Will) (1781), in 1780 a religious anthology entitled in a later

edition (1787) Hdgtid {Zion's Holiday), and a translation

of Gellert’s FableSf arc comparatively ummportant He died

on the nth of February 1795. Mudi of Bellman’s work was
only printed after his deaths Bihang till Fredmans EpisUar

^ykdping, 1809), Fredmans Handskrifter (Upsala, 1813),

Skald^cken (” Poems,’' Stockholm, |iM) being among the

most important of these posthumous works. A cobssal l^onze

bust of the poet by BystrAm (erected by the Swedish Academy
in 1829) adorns the public gardens of Stockholm, and a statue

by Alfr^ NystrAm is in the Hasaelbacken, Stockholm. B^man
had a grand manner, a line voice and mat gifts of mimkry,
and was a favoiurite companion of King GustaVus IIL
The best edition of tus works was published at StodkMm.

edited by J. C. Caiidn. with biographical notes, Ulnstratione and
music (5 volt., i8i|6-tiB6i| ; see mao monographs on Bellman
by Nils Erdmann (Stockholm, 1893) and by P. Niedner (Berlin.

1905).

BBUX)t ANDRtS <1781-1865), South American poet and
scholar,w^ bora atCoracas (Venezuela)on the 29^ of November
1781, and ki early youth held a minor post in the civil administra-

tion. He joined the colonial revolutionary party> and in 1810
was sent on a political mission to London, where he resided for

nineteen years, acting as secretary to the legations of Chile,

Colombia, and Venezuela, studying in the British Museum,
supplementing his small salary by giving private lessons in

Spanish, by journalistic work and by copying Jeremy Benthani’s

almost indecipherable manuscripts. In 1829 accepted a
post in the Chilean treasury, settled at Santiago and took a

prominent part in founding the national university (1843),

which he became rector. He was nominated senator, and died

at Santiago de Chile on the 15th of October 1865. Bello was
mainly responsible for the civfi code promulgated on the X4tli

of December 1855. His prose works deal with such various

subjects as law, philosophy, literary criticism and philology

;

of these the most important is his Gramdiica casteUana (1847),

the leading authority on tlie subject But his position in litera-

ture proper is secur^ by his Silvas AmmeanaSf a poem written

during his residence in England, which conveys with extra-

ordinary force the majestic impression of the South American
landscape.

Bello's complete works wwe issued in fifteen volumes by the

Chilean government (Santiago dc Chile. 1881-1893); lie is the sub-

ject of an excellent biography (Santiago dc Chile, 1882) by Miguel

Luis Amundtegui. (J. F.-K.)

BELLO-HORIZONTE, or Minas, a city of Brazil, capital of

the state of Minas Geraes since 1898, about 50 m. N,W. of

Ouro Preto, connected with the Central of Brazil railway by a

branch line 9 m. in length. Ppp. (estimated) in 1906, 25,000 to

30,000. The city was built by the state on an open plateau, and

provided with all necessary public buildings, gas, water and

tramway services before the seat of government was transferred

from Ouro Preto. The cost of transfer was about £1,000,000.

The city has grown rapidly, and is considered one of the most

attractive state capitals of Brazil.

BEUiONA (originally DuEtLONA), in Roman mythology,

tlie goddess of war (bellumy i.e. duellum), corresponding to the

Greek Enyo. By later mytholpgists she is called sometimes

the sister, daughter or wife of Mars, sometimes his cliarioteer

or nurse. Her worship appears to have been promoted in Rome
chiefly by the family of the Claudii, whose Sabine origin, togetljer

with their use of the name of Nero,” has suggested an identifi-

cation of Bellona with the Sabine war goddess Nerio, herself

identified, like Bellona, with Virtus. Her temple at Rome,
dedicated by Appius Claudius Caecus (296 b.c.) during a battle

with the Samnites and Etruscans (Ovid, Fasti vi. 201), stood in

the Campus Martins, near the Flaminian Circus, and outside

the gates of the city. It was there that the senate met t(j, discuss

a general’s claim to a triumph, and to receive ambassadors

from foreign states. In front of it was the columna hellicaf

where the ceremony of declaring war by the fetialis was performed.

From this; native Italian goddess is to be distinguished the

Asiatic Bellona, whose worship was introduced into Rome from

Comana, in Cappadocia, apparently by Sulla, to whom she had
appeared, urging him to march to Rome and bathe in the blood

of his enemies .^lutarch, Sulla, 9). For her a new, temple was

built, and a college of prmts (BellarutHt) instituted to conduct

her fanatical rites, the prominent feature of which was to lacerate

themseh^es and sprinkle the blood on , the spectators (Tibiillns

i* 45”59)* make the segne more grim they wore black

dresses (Tertullian, De Pallio) from head to foot The. festival

of Bellona, which originally took place on the 3rd of June, was

altered to the 24th of March, after the confusion of the Roman
Bellona with her Asiatic namesalto* n

See Tiesler. De Bellonae CuUu (1842).

BELUn't JOSEPH RENt (1826-18^(3), French Arctic

was born at Rochefort on the i8tii w March 1826, the son of a

farrier. With the aid of the authorities of his native town he

wai enabled at the ^ of fifteen the naval school, in

which he studied tvet years 'SBid eilwed a high tepntittion. He
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then took part in the Anglo-Fxench expedition of 1845 to Mada-
gascar^ and received the cross of the Legion of Honour for

distinguished conduct He afterwards took part in another
Anglo-French expedition, that of Parana, which opened the
river La Plata to commerce. In 1851 he joined the Arctic

expedition under the command of (Aptain Kennedy in search

of Sir John Franklin, and discovered the strait between Boothia
Felix and Somerset Land which bears his name. Early in 1852
he was promoted lieutenant, and in the same year accompanied
the Franklin search expedition under (Aptain Inglefield. As on
the previous occasion, his intelligence, devotion to duty and
courage won him the esteem and admiration of all with whom he

was associated. While making a perilous journey with two
comrades for the purpose of communicating with Sir Edward
Belcher, he suddenly disappeared in an opening Ixjtween the

broken masses of ice (August 1853). A pension was granted to

his family by the emperor Napoleon IIL, and an obelisk was
erected to his memory in front of Greenwich hospital.

BELLOWS, ALBERT F. (1829-1883), American landscape-

painter, was bom at Milford, Massachusetts, on the 20th of

November 1829. He first studied architecture, then turned to

painting, and worked in Paris and in the Royal Academy at

Antwerp. He painted much in England
;
was a member of the

National Academy of Design, and of the American Water Color

Society, New York ;
and an honorary member of the Royal

Belgian Society of Water-Colourists. His earlier work was genre,

in oils
;

after 1865 he used water-colours more and more ex-

clusively and painted landscapes. Among his water-colours

are “ Afternoon in Surrey ” (1868) ;
“ Sunday in Devonshire

”

(1876), exhibited at the Philadelphia Exposition; *‘New Eng-

land Village School ” (1878) ;
and The Parsonage ” (1879).

died inAuburndale, Massachusetts, on the 24tli of November 1883.

BELLOWS, HENRY WHITNEY (1814-1882), American

clerg>TOai>, was l>orn in Boston, Massachusetts, on the nth of

June 1814. He graduated at Harvard College in 1832, and at

the Harvard Divinity School in 1837, held a brief pastorate

(1837-1838) at Mobile, Alabama, and in 1839 became pastor of

the First Congregational (Unitarian) church in New York City

(afterwards All Souls church), in charge of which he remained

until his death. Here Bellows acquired a high reputation as a

pulpit orator and lyceum lecturer, and was a recognized leader

in the Unitarian Church in America. For many years after 1846

he edited The Christian Inquirer, a Unitarian weekly paper, and
he was also for some time an editor of The Christian Examiner.

In 1857 he delivered a series of lectures in the Lowell Institute

course, on “ The Treatment of Social Diseases.” At the outbreak

of the Civil War he planned the United States Sanitary Commis-
sion, of which he was the first and only president (1861 to 1878).

He was the first president of the first Civil Service Reform

Association organized in the United States (1877), was an
organizer of the Union Teague Qub and of the Century Associa-

tion in New York City, and planned with his parishioner and
friend, Peter Cooper, the establishment of Cooper Union. In

1865 he proposed and organized the national conference of

Unitarian and other Christian churches, and from 1865 to 1880

was chairman of its council. He died in New York City on the

30th of January 1882. A bronze memorial tablet by Augustus

Saint Gaudens was unveiled in All Souls church in 1886. His

published writings include Restatements of Christian Doctrine in

Twenty-Five Sermons (i860); Unconditioned Loyalty (1863),

a strong pro-Union sermon, which was widely circulated during

the Civil War; The Old World in its New Face: Impressions of

Europe in 1867-1868(2 vols., 1868-1869); Historical Sketch of the

Union League Club ( 1879) >
Twenty-Four Sermons in All Souls

Church, New York, 1865-1881 (1886).

See Russell N. Belkiws. Henry Whitney Bellows (Keeitc, K.H.,

1897). a biomphical sketch repiinted from T. B. rock's Bellows

Family Genealogy
;

John White Chadwick. Henry W., Bellows

:

His Life and Character (New York, 1882), a memorial address ; and
Charles J. History of ike United States Sanitary Commission

(PhUadefphk 1866).

•RLLDWS and RtOWIRG MACHINES, appliances used for

produemg currents air, or for moving volumes of air from one

place to another. Formerly nil such artificially -produced

currents of air were used to assist the combustion of fires and

furnaces, but now this purpose only forms a part of the uses to

which they arc put. Blowing appliances, among which arc

included bellows, rotary fans, blowing engines, rotary blowem

and steam-jet blowers, are now also employed for forcing pure

air into buildings and mines for purposes of ventilation, for

withdrawing vitiated air for the same reason, and for supplying

the air or ofiier gas which is required in some chemical processes.

Appliances of this kind differ from air compressors in that they

are primarily intended for the transfer of quantities qf air at low

pressures, very little above that of the atmosphere, whereas the

latter are used for supplying air which has previously been

raised to a pressure which may be many times that of the atmo-

sphere (see Power Transmission : Pneumatic).

Among the earliest contrivances empUiyed for producing the

movement of air under a small pressure were those used in Fgypt

during the Greek occupation. These depended upon the heating

of the air, which, being raised in pressure and bulk, was made to

force water out of closed vessels, the water being afterwards

employed for moving some kind of mechanism. In the process

of iron smelting there is still used in some parts of India an

artificial blast, produced by a simple form of bellows made from

the skins of goats
;
bellows of this kind probably represent one

of the earliest contrivances used for producing currents of air.

The bellows ^ now in use consists, in its simplest form, of two

flat boards, of rectangular, circular or pear shape, connected

round their edges by a wide band of leather so as to include an

air chamber, which can lie increased or diminished in volume by

separating the boards or bringing them nearer together. The
leather is kept from collapsing, on the separation of the boards,

by several rings of wire which act like the ribs of animals. The

lower hoard has a hole in the centre, covered inside by a leather

flap or valve which can only open inwards
;
there is also an open

outlet, generally in the form of a pipe or nozzle, whose aperture

is much smaller than that of the valve. When the upper board

is raised air rushes into the cavity through the valve to fill up
the partial vacuum produced

;
on again depressing the upper

! board the valve is dosed by the air attempting to rush out again,

I

and this air is discharged through the open nozzle with a velocity

I

depending on the pressure exerted.

The current of air produced is evidently not continuous but

intermittent or in puffs, because an interval is needed to refill

the cavity after each discharge. In order to remedy this draw-

I

back the double bellows are used. To understand their action

it is only nec;e.s.sary to conceive an additional board witli valve,

like the lower board of the single bellows, attached in the same

way by leather below this lower board. Thus there are three

boards, forming two cavities, the two lower boards fitted

with air-valves. The lowest board is held down by a weight and

another weight rests on the top board. In working these double

bellows the lowest board is raised, and drives the air from the

lower cavity into the upper. On lowering the bottom' board

again a fresh supply of air is drawn in through bottom valve,

to be again discharged when the board is raised. As the air

passes from the lower .to the upper cavity it is prevented frem

returning by the valve in the middle board, and in this way a

quantity of air is sent into the upper cavity each time the lowest

board is raised. The weight on the top board provides the

necessary pressure for the blast, and at the same ttme causes

the current of air delivered to be fairly continuous. When
air is being forced into the upper cavity the wright is being

' The Old English word for this sappliance was bldstbaelig, i.e.

*' blow-bag,” cf. German Blasehalg. By the itth cefttuiy the first

part of the word apparently drop{^ out of use. wtrdbatUe.byligy bag.

found in early glossaries as the equivalent of the Latin folks.

Baelig became in Middle English bety^ i.«. ” belly,” a sadc of bfkg,

and so the genera! word for the lower part of the trunk in man and
animals, the stomach, and another form, probably norlhm' in

origin, belu, helw, beoatue the regular vmA lor thb appUanoe, Htw

pineal ^bellies” being stiU used till the s6th century, when **twUqws”
appears, and the word in the singular, ceases to be used. Tbs verb
"
to beUow ” of the root of a buU/or the low of a cow, is from <Md

English bellan, Ho bell, roar. 1

m. 23
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Figs, i and 2.—Common Smiths* Bellows.

misdd, and, during the interval when the lowest board is descend-

kig, the weight is slowly forcing the top board down and thus

keeping up the flow of air.

Hand -bellows for domestic use are generally shaped like a

pear, with the hinge at the narrow end. The same shape was

adopted for the dder forms of smiths’ l^ellows, with the difference

that two bellows were used superposed, in a naanner similar to

that just described, so as to provide for a continuous blast. In

the later form of smiths’ bellows the same principle is employed,

but the boards ore made circular in shape and are always main-

tained roughly parallel to one another. These are shown on figs.

I and *, Here A is the blast pipe, B the movable lowest board,

C the fixed

middle board,
close to winch

the pipe A is

inserted, and D
is the movable
uppermost board

pressed upon by

the weight
shown. The
board B is raised

by means of a

hand lever L,

through either a

chain or a con-

necting rod, and
lowered by a

weight. Thesis*
of the weight on I) depends on the air pressure required.

For instance, if a blast pressure of half a pound por

square inch is wanted and the boards are 18 in. in diameter,

therefore have an area of 254 sq. in., on each of the

254 sq. in., there is to be a pressure of half a pound, so that

the weight to bidanoe this must be half multi|^d by 254, or

127 lb. The diameter -of the air -pipe can be varied to

suit the required conditions. Instead of bellows with ffexible

sides, a sliding arrangement is sometimes used ;
this consists

of what are reidly two boxes fitling into one another with the

open sides both facing inwards, as if one were acting as a lid

to the other. By having a valve assd outlet pipe fitted as in

the bellows and sliding them alternately apart and together, an

intermittent blast is produced. The chief defect of this arrange-

ment is the le^age of air caused by the difficulty in making the

}amt a sufficiently good fit to be air-tight.

Blowing Engines.—Where larger quantities of air at higher

pressures than can conveniently be supplied by bellows are re-

quired, as for blast furnaces and the Bessemer process of steel-

making, what are termed blowing ei^ines ’’ are used. The
mode of action of a blowing engine is simple. When a piston,

accurately fitting a cylinder which has one end closed, is fmibly
moved towards the other end, a partial vacuum is ioimed

between the piston and the ^blank end, and if this spw ^
allowed to comxnumcate with the outer atmosphere air will

flow in to fill the vacuum. When the piston has completed its

movement or stroke,” the cylinder will have been ^ed witli

air. On the return of the piston, if the valve through whkh
the air enifaered is now closed and a second one communicating

with a chamber or pipe is opened, the air in the ic}duider is

expelled through this seoond valve. The action is smifiar to

that of the bellows, but is carried out ina machinewhich is much
better able to resist higher prj^sures and which is more convenient

for dealing with large quantities of air. The valves through

which the atznosfdiere or free ” air m admitted are called

*' admission or suction ” vallves, and those through iddch

the air is driven from the cylinder are the ** discharee ** or

** delivery ’* vatves* Formerly one side only of die blowing

pHiton was uKd, theengine wcukHig single^cting **

;

hut now
skies of the fdston are utilbed, so that when k is moving

in either direction suction will bt taking place on one side and

delivery on the other. All processes in connexion with which

blowing engines are used require the air to be above the pressure

of the outer atmosphere, l^is means that the discharge valves

do not open quite at the beginning of the delivery stroke, but
remain c^sed until the air in the cylinder has been reduced
in volume and so increased in pressure to that of the air in die
discharge chamber.

The power used to actuate these blowing-engines is in most
cs^s steam, the steam cylinder being placed in line or “ tandem *’

with the air cylinder, so that the steam piston rod is continuous
with or directly joined to the piston rod of the air cylinder.

This plan is always adopted where the cylinders arc placed

horizontally, and often in the case of vertical engines. The
engines are generally built in pairs, with two blowing cylinders

and one high-pressure and one low-pressure steam cylinder, the

piston rods terminating in connecting rods which are attached

to the pins of the two cranks on the shaft. In the centre of this

shaft, midway between the two engines, there is usually placed

a heavy flywheel which helps to maintain a uniform speed of

turning. Some of the largest blowing engines built in Great

Britain are arranged as be^ engines
;
that is to say, there is

a heavy rocking beam of cast iron which in its middle position

is horizontal. One end of tJiis beam is linked by a short con-

necting rod to the end of the piston rod of the blowing cylinder,

while the other end is similariy linked to the top of the steam

piston rod, so that as the steam piston comes up the air piston

goes down and vice versa. At the steam end of the beam a third

connecting rod works the crank of a flywheel shaft.

About the end of the 19th century an important development

took place whkh consisted in using the waste gas from blast

furnaces to form with air an exf^ive mixture, and employing

this mixture to drive the piston of the actuating cylinder in

precisely the same manner as the explosive mixture of coal gas

and air is used in a gas engine. Since the majority of blowing

engines arc used for providing the air required in iron blast

furnaces, considerable saving should be effected in this way,

because the gas which escapes from the top of the furnace is

a waste pro^ct and costs nothing to produce.

’Hie general action of a blowing engine may be illustrated

by the sectional view shown on %. 3, which represents the

Fig. 3,--Secti<m o£ Cyliudcc of Early Blowing Engine <1851).

internal view of one of the blowing cylinders of the engines

erected at the Dowlais Ironworks as far back as 1851. Many of

the Stalls are now obsolete, but tlxe general scheme is the sme
as in all blowing engines. Here A is air cylinder

;
in this is a

piston whose rod is marked R
;

this pkton is usually made
air-t^ght by some form 0# packi^ fitted into the groove whidi

runs round its edge. In this particular case the cylinder is

vertically and ite piston.rodk actualpdkom^ end of a rariting

beam. Tbe topand bottomends are f^osedoycaovers and in these
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Bie a number ctf openings controlled by valves opening inwards

so diBt air can flow ineely in but cannot returm The piston is

shown moving downwards. Air is now being drawn int» Idle

space above the piston throng the valves wat the top, and the

air in the space A below the piston, drawn in during the previous

up-stroke, is being expelled though the valves' into the discharge

chamber B, thence passing to the outlet pipe CX The action

is reversed on the up-stroke. Thus it will be seen tliat air is being

delivered both during the up-iitrokc and the down-stroke, and
therefore flows almost continuously to the furnaces. There must,
however, be momentary pauses at the ends of iht strokes when
tlie direction of movement is changed, tmd as the piston, though

worked from an evtsnly rotating crank shaft, moves mesre quiddy

at the middle and slows down to no speed at the ends of its

travel, there must be a considerable variation in the speed of

Fig. 4.—Vertical Section of Lackenby Blowing Engines (1871),

delivery of the air. The air is therefore led from 0 into a large

storage chamber or reservoir, whence it is again taken to the

furnace
;

if this reservoir is made 'sufficiently large the elasticity

of the air in it will -serve to compensate for the irr^ularities, and

a nearly uniform stream of air will flow from it. The valves

used in this case and in most of the older blowing engines consist

of rectangular metal plates hinged at one of the longer edges ]

these plates are faced with leadiler or indiarubber so as to allow

them to come to rest quietly and without clatter and at the same

to make them air-tigl^. It will be seen that some of these

valves hang veiticaUy and others he flat on the bottom of the

cover. The Dowiass c^dinder is very l^e, having a diameter

of IS ft andapislaon st^e ofm ft., giving a discharge of 44^000

cub. ft, of air permiinste^at a pressure of 4^ lb to the square inch.

A htertem<crfUawtfigef^ne,buikm 1871 for the Lackenby

hmi^orks, l&flcflesbrough, is shown in sec^n in fig* 4, and

is of a type which it trill the most common, especially in the

north of England. Here A, the high-pressure steam cyfinder,

and C, the low-pressure me, are placed in tandem with the air

cylinders B, B, whose pistons they actuate* In these blovdng

cylinders the inlet valves in the hektom are circular disk valves

of leather, eighteen in number ;
the inlet valves T on the top of

the cylinder are arranged in ten rectangular boxes, having

opemngs in their vertical sides, inside which are hung leather

flap valves. The outlet valves 0 are ten in number at each end

of the cyhaders, and are hung against flat gratings which are

arranged round the circumference. The blast is i£iivered into

a wrought iron casing M which surrounds the cjdincW^ The
comlxned area of the inkt valves is 860 sq. in.^ or otw-sixth the

area of the piston. The speed is twenty-four revolutions per

minute and the air delivered at this speed is 15,072 cubic {t. per

minute, the horse-power in the air cylinders being 258. The
circulating pump K, air pump F, and feed pumps G, G, are

worked off the cross-head on the low-pressure side.

A more modern form of blowing engine erected at the Dnwkis
works about the end of the 19th century, may be taken as

typical oi the present design of vertical blowing engine in use

in Great Britain. I'he two air cylinders are placed below and in

tandem with the steam cylinders as in the last case. The piston

rods also terminate in connecting rods working on to the crank

shaft. The air cylinders arc each 88 in. in diameter, and the

high and low pressure cylinders of the compound stseam engine

are 30 in. and 64 in. rcsjiectiv'cly, while the common stroke of all

four is 60 in. The pressure of the air delivered varies from 4i
to 10 lb per sq. in. and the quantity per minute is 25,000 cub. ft.

Each engine develops about 1200 horse-power. It is to he

noted that flap valves such as those used in the 1851 r>owlai!B

engine have in most cases given place to a larger number of

circular steel disk valves, held to their seats by springs.

In a large blowing engine built in 1905 by Messrs Davy Bros,

of Sheffield for the North-Eastern Steel Company at Middles-

brough (see Engineering, January 6, 1905) the same arrangement

was adopted as in that just descril^ed. The two air cylinders are

each 90 in. diameter and have a stroke of 72 in. The capacity of

this engine is 52,000 cub. ft. of air per minute, delivered at a

pressure of from 124 to 1 5 lb per sq. in. when running at a speed

of thirty-three revolutions per minute. The air vdves consist

of a large number of steel disks resting on circular seatings and
held down by springs, which for the delivery valves are so

adjusted in strength that they lift and release the arr when the

desired working pressure has been reached. It is worthy of note

that in this engine no attempt is made to make the air pistons

air-tight in the usual way by having packing rings set in grooves

round the edge, but the piston is made deeper tftian usual and
turned so as to a very good

fit in the cylinder and one or

two small grooves arc cut

round the edge to hold the

lubricant.

To fllustrate a blowing

engine driven by a gas ct^ine

supplied with blast furnace

gas, fig. 5 gives a diagnun-

roatic view of the blowing

cylinder of an engine bttilt

by Messrs Richardsons,

Westgarth Co. of Mid-

dlesbrough about 1905.

The gas cylinder is not

shown. It will be seen

that the air cylinder is

horizontal, and it is arranged

to work in tandem with the gas motor cylinder. The chief

point of interest is to be found in the arrangement of the

details of the air cylinder. Its diameter is 884 in. and the

length of piston stroke 55 in. As to the areanpement of the

valves, if the piston be movii^ in the direction ihdwn, on

the left side of the piston at A air is being discharged, and

foffows the course indicated by the*4trrows, so as firsd: to pM
into the annular chamber which forms a continuation of the
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spftce A, and thence, through the spring-controlled steel disk

valves V* f
into the discharge chamber C, which ultimately leads

to the blast pipe. It will be seen that the valves v on the other

side of the annular chamber are closed. At the same time a

partial vacuum is being formed in the space B, to be filled by

the inllow of air through the valves v which are now open, the

corresponding discharge valves v' being closed. These valves

on the inside and outside ot the annular spaces referred to are

arranged so as to form a circle round the ends of the barrel of the

cylinder. The free air, instead of being drawn into the valves v

direct from the air of the engine house, is taken froni an enclosed

annular chamber K, which may be in communication with the

clean, cool air outside,. It will be seen that the piston is made

deep so as to allow for a long bearing surface in the cylinder.

Two metal packing rings are provided to render the piston air-

tight. The liorst-power of this engine, which is designed on the

Cockerell system, is 750.
^

Air valves of other types than those which have been mentioned

have l)cen tried, such as sliding grid valves, rotatory slide valves

and piston valves, but it has been found that either flap or disk

lift valves are more satisfactory foi* air on account of the grit

which is liable to gel between slide valves and their sealings.

In some of the blowing engines made by Messrs Eraser 6:

Chalmers (see Engineer

^

June 15, 1906), sheets of flexible bronze

act as flap valves both for admission and delivery, the part

which actually closes the opening being thickened for strength.

The pressure of the air supplied by blowing engines depends

upon the purposes for which it is to be used. In char^al

furnaces the pressure is very loV, being less than 1 lb per sq. in.

;

for blast furnaces using coal an average value of 4 lb is common ;

for American blast furnaces using coke or anthracite coal the

pressure is as high as 10 lb
;

while for the air required in the

Bessemer process of steel-making pressures up to 25 or 30 lb

per sq, in. are not uncommon. According to British practice

one large blowing engine is used to supply several blast furnaces,

while in America a number of smaller ones are used, one for each

furnace.

Rotary blowers occupy a position midway between blowing

engines and fan blowers, being used for purposes requiring the

delivery of large volumes of air at pressures lower than those of

blowing engines, but higher than those of fan blowers. The

blowing engine draws in, compresses and delivers its air by the

direct action of air-tight pistons ; the same effect is aimed at in a

rotary blower with

the difference that

the piston revolves

instead of moving up
and down a cylinder.

Two of the best-

known machines of

this kind are Roots'

and Baker's, both

American devices.

The mode of action

of Roots' blower,

as made by Messrs

Thwoites Bros, of

Bradford, will be

clear from the sec-

tion shown on fig, 6.

The moving parts

work in a closed

casing B, which con-

sists of half-cylin-

Fig. 6.—Thwaitos’ Improved Roots* Blower.
* placed a little more

than their own radius apart, the ends being enclosed by two

pktes. Within the casing, and barely touching the curved

part of the casing, and each other, revolve two parts C> D,

called “ revolvers," the speed of rotation of which is the

same, but the direction opposite. They are compelled to keep

their proper relative positions by a pair of equal spur wheels

fixed on the ends of the shafts on which they run. The free air

enters the casing through a wire screen at A and passes into the

space £.

As the space £ increases in volume owing to the movement
of the revolvers, air is drawn in

;
it is then imprisoned between

D and the casing, as shown at G, and is carried round until it is

free to enter F, from which it is in turn expelled by the lessening

of this space as the lower ends of the revolvers come together.

In this way a series of volumes of air is drawn in through A, to be

afterwards expelled from H in an almost perfectly continuous

stream, this result being brought about by the relative variation

in volume of the spaces E, F and G. In their most improved

form the revolvers are made hollow, of cast iron, and accurately

machined to a form such that they always keep close to one

another and to the end casing without actually touching, there

being never more space for the escape of air than .,^^nd of an

inch. Machines after this design are made from the smallest size,

delivering 35 cub. ft., to the largest, with a capacity of 25,000

cub. ft. per minute woiidng up to a pressure of
j

It) per sq. in.

It is not found economical to attempt to work at higher pressures,

as the leakage between the revolvers and the casing becomes too

great
;
where a higher pressure is desired two or more blowers

can be worked in series, the air being raised in pressure by steps.

A blower using i H.P. will deliver 350 cub. ft. of air per minute

and one using 2} H.P. will deliver 800 cub. ft., at a pressure

suitable for smiths’ fires. At the higher pressure required for

cupola work—somewhere about i lb per sq. in.—6J H.P. will

deliver 1300, and 133 H.P. 35.000 cub. ft. per minute. In the

Baker blower three revolvers are used—a large one which acts

as the rotating piston and two smaller ones forming air locks or

valves.

Rotary Fans .—Now that power for driving them is so generally

available, rotary blowing tans have for many purposes taken

the place of bellows. They are used for blowing smiths' fires, for

supplying the blast for iron-melting cupolas and furnaces and the

forced draught for boiler fires, and for any other purpose requiring

a strong blast of air. 'I’heir construction will be clear from the

two views (figs. 7 and 8) of the form made by Messrs Gunther of

Oldham, Lancashire. The fan consists of a circular casing A
having the general appearance of a snail shell. Within tb.is

casing, revolves a series of vanes B—in this case five- ('urved as

shown, and attoched together so as to form a wheel whose centre

is a boss or hub. This b(>ss is fixed to a shaft or spindle which

revolves in bearings supported on brackets outside the casing.

As the shaft is rotated, tlie vanes B are compelled to revolve in

the direction indicated by the arrow on fig. 7, and their rotation

causes the air within the casing to rotate also. Thus a centri-

fugal action is set tip by which there is a diminution of pressure

at the centre of the fan and an increase against the outer casing.

In consequence air is sucked in, as shown by the arrows on fig. 8,

through the openings C, C, at the centre of the casing around the

spindle. At the same time the air which has been forced towards

the outside of the casing and given a rotary motion is expelled

from the opening at D (fig. 8). All blowing fans work on the

same principle, though differences in detail are adopted by

different makers to meet the variety of conditions under which

they are to be used. Where the fan is to be employed for pro-

ducing a delivery or blast of air tlie opening D is connected to an

air pipe which serves to transmit the current of air, and C is left

open to the atmosphere
;

when, however, the main object is

suction, as in the case where the fan is used for ventilation, the

aperture C is connected through a suction piipe with the space to

be exhausted, D being usually left open. Gunther fans range

in size from those which have a diameter o! fan disk of 8 in. and

make 5500 revolutions per minute, to those which have a dia-

meter of 50 in. and run at from 950 to z3oo revolutions per

minute. For exhausting the fans are run less quickly than for

blowing, the speed for a fan of 10 in. diameter being 4800

revolutions for blowing and 3300-4000 for exhausting, while

the 50-in, fan only runs at 550-700wheft exhausting. These two

exhausting fans remove 400-500 mad 11,000-15,000 cub. ft. of

air per minute respectively*



BELLOWS AND BLOWING MACHINES
The useful effect of rotary fans, that is to say the proportion

of the total power used to drive the fan which is actually utilized

in producing the current of air, is very low for the snidler sizes,

but may rise to 30-70% in sizes above 5 ft. in diameter. It has
its maximum value for any given fan at a certain definite speed.
Fans are most suitable in cases wliere it ia required to move or

deliver comparatively large volumes of air at pressures which are

little above that of the atmosphere. Where the pressure of the

current produced exceeds a quarter of a pound on the square inch

the waste of work becomes so great as to preclude their use. The
fan is not the most economical form of blower, but it is simple

and inexpensive, both in first cost and in maintenance. The
largest fans are used for ventilating purposes, chiefly in mines,

their diameters rising to 40 or even 50 ft, The useful effect of

some of these larger fans, as obtained from experiments, is as

high as 75 the case of the Capell fan, which differs from
other forms in that it has two series of blades, inner and outer,

separated by a curved blank piece between the inner wings,

dipping into the fan inlet, and the outer wings, very high efficien-

cies have been obtained, being as great as 90 % in some cases.

Oipen fans are used for ventilating mines, buildings, and ships,

and for providing induced currents for use in boiler furnaces.

In the larger fans the casing, instead of having a curved section,

is more often built of sheet steel and is given a rectangular

section at right angles to the periphery. The Sirocco blowing

fan, of Messrs Davidson of Belfast, has a larger number of blades,

709
wWch are relatively narrow as measured radially, but wide
axially. It can be made much smaller in diameter than fans of

the older designs for the same output of air^ |reat advantage
for use in ships or in buildings where space is unQited--^d its

useful effect is also said to be superior. (See abo Hydraulics,

§

Helical or screw blowers^ often called “ air propellers/’ arc used
where relatively large volumes of air have to moved against
hardly any perceptible difference in pressure, chiefly for purposes
of ventilation and drying. Most often the propeller is used to
move air 'from one room or chamber to another adjoining, and
is placed in a light circular iron frame which is fixed in a hole in
the wail through which tlie air is to be passed, llic propeller

itself consists of a series of vanes or wings arranged helically on a
revolvi!^ shaft which is fixed in the centre of the opening. The
centre line of the shaft is perpendicular to the plane of the opening
so tlmt when the vanes revolve the air is drawn towards and
through the opening and is propelled away from it as it passes

through. The action is similar to that of a steamship screw
propeller, air taking the place of water. Such blowers are often
driven by small electric motors working directly on the end of
the shaft. For moving large volumes of air against little pressure
and suction they are very .suitable, l)eing simpler than fans,
cheaper both in first cost and maintenance for the same volume
of air delivered, and less likely to fail or get out of order. To
obtain the best effect for the power used a certain maximum
speed of rotation must not be exceeded

;
at higher speeds a great

deal of the power is wasted. For example, a propeller with a
vane diameter of zj ft. was found to deliver a volume of air

approximately proportional to the speed up to about 700 revolu-
tions per minute, when 8000 cub. ft. per minute were passed
through the machine

;
but doubling this speed to 1400 revolutions

per minute only increased delivery by 1000 cub. ft. to 9000,
At the lower of these speeds the horse-power absorbed was o*6
and at the higher one i«6.

OtherAppliances for producing Currents of In its primitive
form the " trompe ” or water-blowing engine adopted m Savoy,
Carniola, and some parts of America, consists of a long vertical

wooden pipe terminating at its lower end in an air chest. Water
is allowed to enter the top of the pipe through a conical plug and,
falling down in streamlets, carries with it air which is drawn in
through sloping holes near the top of the pipe. In this way a
quantity of air is delivered into the chamber, its pressure depend-
ing on the height through which the water falls. This simple
arrangement has been developed for use in compressing laige

volumes of air at high pressures to be used for driving compressed
air machinery. It is chiefly used in America, and provides a
simple and cheap means of obtaining compressed air where there is

an abundant natural supply of water falling through a consider-

able height. The pressure obtained in the air vessel is somewhat
less than half a pound per square inch for every foot of fall.

Natural sources of water are also used for compressing and
di-scharging air by letting the water under its natural pressure
enter and leave closed vessels, so alternately discharging and
drawing in new supplies of air. Here the action is the same as in

a blowing engine, the water taking the place of the piston.

This method was first thoroughly developed in connexion with
the Mt. Cenis tunnel works, and its use has since been extended.

In the jet blower (fig. 9) a jet of steam is used to induce a

current of air. Into one end of a trumpet-shaped pipe B projects

a steam pipe A. This steam pipe terminates in a small opening,
say, (xie-eighth of an inch, through which the steam is allowed pa
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Mow fseely. The effect is to cause a moveiuent of the air in the

fupe, with the result that a fresh supply is drawn m through the

annular opening at C, Q and a continuous stream of air passes

along the pipe. This is the form of blower made by Messrs

Meldrum Bros, of Manchester, and is largely used for dehrering

air under the fire bars of boiler and other furnaces. In scxnc

cases the jets of steam are allowed to enter a boiler furnace above

the fire, thus inducing a current of air which helps the chimney
draught and is often used to do away with the production

smoke
;

they are also used for producing currents of air for

purposes other than those of bailer hres, and are very convenient

where considerable quantities of air arc wanted at very low
pressures and where the presence of the moisture of the steam
does not matter.

Sometimes jets of high-pressure air flowing at great velocities

are used to induce more slowly moving currents of larger volumes
of air at low presauret.. (W. C. P.)

BELLOY, DORMONT BE, the name assumed by Piejcrb

Laurent Buikette (j 727-^177 5), French dramatist, was born
at Saint-Flour, in Auvergne, on the 17th of November 1727.
He was educated by his uncle, a distinguished advocate in Paris,

for the bar. To escape from a profession he disliked he joined a
troupe of comedians playing in the courts of the northern

sovereigns. In 1758 the performance of his Tibrisy which had
already been produced in St Petersburg, was postponed through

his uncle’s exertions
;
and when it did appear, a hostile cal^

procured its failure, and it was not until after his guardian’s

death that de Belloy returned to Paris with ZeUmre (1762),
a fantastic drama which met with great success. This was
followed in 1765 by the patriotic play, Le Siege de Calais, The
moment was opportune. The humiliations undergone by France
in the Seven Years’ War assured a good reception for a play in

which the devotion of Frenchmen redeemed disaster. The
popular enthusiasm was unaiflectcd by the judgment of calmer
critics such as Diderot and Voltaire, who pointed out that the

glorification of Fmnce was not best effected by a picture of

defeat. De Belloy was admitted to the Academy in 1772. HLs
attempt to introduce national subjects into French drama
deserves honour, hut it must bo confessed that his resources

proved unequal to the task. The Siege de Calais was followed by
Gaskm ct liaymd (1771), Pedro le cruel (1772) and Gabrtdle de
Vergy (1777). None of these attained the success of the earlier

play, and de Belloy 's death, which took place on the 5tli of March

1775, is said to have been hastened bv disa|>pointment.

BELL or IMCHGAPE BOCIC, a sandstone reef in the North Sea,

IT m. S.E. of Arbroath, belonging to Forfarshire, Scotland. It

measures 2000 ft. in length, is under water at high tide, but at

low tide is exposed for a few feet, the sea for a distance of 100 yds.

around being then only tliree fathoms deep. Lying in the fair-

way of vessels making or leaving the Tay and Forth, besides

ports farther north, it was a constant menace to navigation.

In the great gale of 1700 seventy .sail, including the “ York,”

74 guns, were wrecked off the reef, and this disaster compelled tlie

authorities to talce steps to protect shipping. Next year Robert
Stevenson modelled a tower «nd reported that its erection was
feasible, but it was only in 1806 that parliamentary powers were
obtained, and operations began in August 1807. Tliough John
Rennie hod meanwhile been associated with Stevenson os

consulting engineer, the structure in desi^ and details is whcdly

Stevenson’s work. The tower is 100 ft. high
;

its diameter at the

base is 42 ft., decreasing to 15 ft. at the top. It is solid for 30 ft.,

at which height the doorway is placed. The interior is divided

into six storeys. After five years the building was finished at a

cost of £01,300. Since the ligluing no wrecks have occurred on

the reef. A bust of Stevenson by Samuel Joseph (d. 1850) was

placed in the tower.

According to tradition an abbot of Aberbrothock (Arbroath)

had ordered a bell—whence the name of tlie rock—to be fastened

to the reef in such a way that it should respond to the movements
of the waves, and thUs always ring out a warning to mariners.

This signal was wantonly destroyed by a pirate, whose ship was
afterwards wrecked at this very spot, the rover and his men

-BELOIT
being drowned. SoiiLthey made the incident the subject of his
baUad of “ The Inchcape Rock.”
BELLUMO (anc. Beilunum), a city and episcopal see of Venetk,

Italy,, the capital of the province of Belluno, N. of Treviso,

54 m. by rail and 28 m. direct. Pop, (1901) town, 6898 ; com-
mune, 19/350. It is situated in the valley of the Piave, at its

confluence with the Ardo, 1285 ft. above sea-level, among the
lower Venetian Alps. It was a Roman municipium. In the

I

middle ages it went through various vicissitudes
;

it fell under

I

the dominion of Venice in 1511, and remained Venetian until

1797. Its buildings present Venetian characteristics
; it has

some good palaces, notably the fine early Lombard Renaissance
Palazzo dei Rettori, now the seat of the prefecture. The cathe-
dral, erected after 1517 by Tullio Lombardo, was much damaged
by the earthquake of 1873, which destroyed a considerable

portion of the town, though the campanile, 217 ft. high, erected
in 1732-1743, stood firm. The fa9ade was never finished.

Important remains of prehistoric settlements have been found
in the vicinity ; cf. G. Ghirardini in Noitzie degli Scavi, 1883, 27,
on the necropolis of Caverzano. (T. As.)

BELMONT, AUGUST (1816-1890), American banker and
financier, was born at Alzci, Rhenish Prussia, on the 8th of

December 1816. He entered the banking house of the Roth-
schilds at Frankfort at the age of fourteen, acted as their agent
for a time at Naples, and in 1837 settled in Now York as their

American representative. He became an American citizen,

and married a daughter of Commodore Matthew C. Perry. lie

was the consul-general of Austria at New York from 1844 to

1850, when he resigned in protest against Austria’s treatment of

Himgary. In 1853-1855 he was charge d’affaires for the United
States at the Hague, and from 1855 to 1858 was the American
minister resident there. In i860 he was a delegate to iht
Democratic Natioml Convention at Charleston, South Carolina,

actively supporting Stephen A. Douglas for the presidential

nomination, and afterwards joining those who withdrew to the
convention at Baltimore, Maryland, where he was chosen chair-

man of the National Democratic Committee. lie energetically

supported the Union cause during tlic Civil War, and exerted a
strong influence in favour of the North upon the merchants and
financiers of England and France. He remained at the head of

the Democratic organization until 1872. He died in New York
on the 24th of No\ ember 1890.

His son, Perry Belmont (1851- ), was bom in New \'ork

on the 28th of Deceml)ea: 1851, graduated at Harvard in 1872
and at the Columbia Law School in 1876, and practised law in

New York for five years. He was a Democratic member of
•Congress from 1881 to 18^, serving in 1885-1887 as chairman
of the committee on foreign affairs. In 1889 he was United
States minister to Spain.

Another son, AuGr.^! Belmont (1853- ), was born in

New York on the 18th of February 1853 and graduated at
Harvard in 1875. He succeeded his father as head of the banking
house and was prominent in railway finance, and in financing

and building the New York subway. In 1904 he was one of the

principal supporters of Alton B. l^aikcr for the Democratic
presidential nomination, and ser\Td as chairman of the finance

committee of the Democratic National Committee.
.V vt)lume entitled iMtevSy Speeches and Addresses of August

lielmmt (the elder) was publiidunat New York in 1890.

BELOIT, a city of Rock county, Wisconsin, U.S.A., situated

on the S. boundary of the state, on Rock river, about 91 m. N.W,
of Chicago and about 85 m. S.W. of Milwaukee. Pop, (1890)

of whom 1468 were foreign-liorn
;
(191c),

It is served by the Chicogp & North-Western,

and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul railways, and by an
inter>urban dectric railway to Janesville, Wisconsin and Rqck-
ford, Illinou. Beloit b attractively situated on high bluffs on

both sides oi the rivet. The city is the seat of Beloit College^ a
co-educational, non-sectarian institution, founded under the

aus|noes of the Congregational and Presbyterian churches in

1847, having, in 1907-1908^ 36 instructors and 430 students.

It im classical, phik>sophical( 1874)and scientific (1^2) courses

;
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women were first admitted in 1S95. The Greek department of

the colkge has supervised since 1895 the pubfic presentation

nearly ev^ yxear of an English version of a Greek play. The
river fumii^s good water-power^ and among the msundactures
are wood-working machinery, ploughs^ steam pumps, win^ilb,
gas engines, paper-mill machinery, cutlery, flour, ladies' shoes,

cyclometers and paper
;
the toted value of the factory product

in 1905 was $4,485,224, being 60-2 % more than in 1900. Beloit

was first settled about 1824, and was chartered as a city in 1856.

BBLOMANGY (from Gr. a dart, and /maiwa, prophecy
or divination), a form of divination by means of arrows,

practised by the Babylonians, Scythians and other andent
peoples. Nebuchadrezzar (Ezek. xxL 21) resorted to this

practice '' when, he stood in the parting of the way ... to use

divination : he made his arrows bright."

BELON, PIERRE (1517-1564), French naturalist, was bom
about 1517 near Le Mans (Sarthc). He studied medicine at

Paris, where he took the degree of doctor, and then became a

pupil of the botanist Valerius Cordus (1515-1544) at Wittenberg,

with whom he travelled in Germany. On his return to France

he was taken under the patronage of Cardinal de Toumon, who
furnished him with means for undertaking an extensive scientific

journey. Starting in 1546, he travelled through Greece, Asia

Minor, Egypt, Arabia and Palestine, and returned in 1549. A
full account of his travels, with illustrations, was published in

1553. Belon, who was highly favoured both by Henry II. and

by Charles IX., was assassinated at Paris one evening in April

1564, when coming through the Bois de Boulogne. Besides the

narrative of his travels he wrote several scientific works of

considerable value, particularly the Uistoire naiurdle des estranges

poissons (1551), De aqualilihus (1553), and VHistoire de la nature

des oyseaux (1555), which entitle him to \ye regarded as one of

the first woikers in the science of comparative anatomy.

BELPER, a market-town in the mid-parliamentary division

of Derbyshire, England, on the river Derwent, 7 m. N. of Derby
on the Midland railway. Pop. of urban district (1901), 10,934.

The chapel of St John is said to have been founded by Edmund
Crouchback, second son of Henry III., about the middle of the

13th century. There is an Anglican convent of the Sisters of

St Lawrence, with orphanage and school. For a considerable

period one of the most flourishing towns in the county, Helper

owed its prosperity to the establishment of cotton works in 1776

by Messrs Strutt, the title of Baron Helper (cr. 1856), in the

Strutt family, being taken from the town. ^Ipcr also manu-
factures linen, hosiery, silk and earthenware

;
and after the

decline of nail-making, once an important industry, engineerag

wc)rks and iron foundries were opened. The Derwent provides

water-power for tlie cotton-mills. John of Gaunt is said to have

been a great benefactor to Helper, and the; foundations of a

massive building have been believed to mark the site of his

residence. A chapel w'hich he founded is incorporated with a
modern schoolhouse. The sceneiy in the neighbourhood of

Belper, especially to the west, is beautiful ; but there are

collieries, lead-mines and quarries in the vicinity of the town.

Helper (Beaurepaire) until 1846 formed part of the parish of

Duflleld, granted by William I. to Henry de Ferrers, earl of

Derby. There is no distinct mention of Helper till 1296, when
the manor was held by Edmund Crouchback, earl of 'Lancaster,

who is said to have enclosed a park and built a hunting seat,

to which, from its situation, he gave the name Beaurepaire.

The manor thus became parcel of the duchy of Lancaster and is

said to have been the residence of John of Gaunt. It afterwards

passed with Duffield to the JodreU family. In a great storm in

1545, 40 houses were destroyed, and the place was scourged by

the plague in 1609.
See C. Willott, Histmcal Records of Belper.

RKliWAM, TH0IU8 ( Unitarian minister^

was bornat Bedford on the 26th of April 1750. He was educated

at the dissentii^ academy at Daventry, where for seven years

he acted as assistant tutor. After three years spent in a charge

at Worcester, he returned as head of the Daventry academy, a
post which he continued to hold till 1789, when, having adopted

Unitarian principles, he resigiked. With Jose^ Priestly for

colleague, he superintended during ha bnef cadstenoe a new

college at Hacki^, and was, on Priestiy's deportnrf in 1794,

also called to the charge of the Gravel Pit congrogntian. ^
1805 he accepted a call to the Essex Street chapel, where in

gradually failing health he remained till fans death in 1829.

Belshun's first work of importance, Rnitm af Mr Wilberfar^s

TreaHse entOM Practieal Vimtr (1798), was written after his

conversion to Undtarianism. His mist popular work was the

Evidences of Christiemty ; the most ixnpmtant was fads tiaulli-

tbn and exposition of the Epistles of St Paul (iSai), He was
also the author of awork on philosophy,EZemmfro/ the BhUosopky

of ike Human Mind (i8ox), which is entirely bmed on Hartley's

psychology. Belsham is one of the most vigorous and able

writers of his dmrch, and the Quarterly Reviem and Genileman*s

Magazine of the early years of the 19th century abound in

evidences that his abilities were recognieed fay his opponentB.

BBlBHilZZAR (6tb century b.c.), Babykiman general. Until

the decipherment of the cuxi^orm inscriptions, he was known
only from the book of Daniel (v. 2, 1 1, 13, 18) and its reproduction

in Josephus, where he is represented as the sm of falebucbad-

rezaar and the last king of B^yLoa. As his name did not appear

in the list of the successors of Nebuchadrezzar handed down
the Greek writers, various suggestions were put forward aa to

his identity . Niebuhr identifi^ him with Evil-Uerodach, Ewild
with Nabonidos, others again with Neriglisaoc. The idmtifica-

tion with Nabonidos, the last Babylonian, king accordang to the

native historian Berossus, goes, back to Josephus. The decipher-

ment of the cuneiform texts put an end to all such speculations.

In 1854 Sir H. C. Rawlinson discovered the name of Bel-sarra-

uzur—“ O Bel, defend the king "—in an inscription belonging

to the first year of Nabonidos which had been discovered in the

ruins of the temple of the Moon-god at Moqayyar or Ur. Here

Nalxmidos calls him his “ first-born son," and prays that " he

may not give way to sm," but that " the fear of the great

divinity " of the Moon-god may " dwell in his heart." In the

contracts and similar documents there are frequent rcffsrences

to Belshazzar, who is sometimes entitled simply “ the son of the

king."

He was never king himself, nor was he son of Nebuchadrezzar.

Indeed his father Nabonidos (Nabunaid), the son of Nabu-

baladsu-iqbi, was not related to the family of Nebuchadrezzar,

and owed his accession to the throne to a palace revolution.

Belshazzar, however, seems to have had more political amd

military energy than his father, whose tastes were ^tiquarian

and religious
;
he took command of the army, living with it in the

aunp near Sippara, and whatever measures of defence were

organized against the invasion of Cyrus appear to have been

due to him. Hence Jewish tradition substituted him for bis

kss-known father, and rightly concluded that his death marked

the fall of the Babylonian monarchy. We learn from the

Babylonian (Chronicle that from the 7th year of Nahonidm

(548 B.C.) onwards " the son of the king " was with the army in

Akkad, that is in the close neighbourhood of Sippara. This,

as Dr Th. G. Pinches lias pointed out, doubtless accounts for the

numerous gifts bestowed by him on the temple of the Sun-Tgod

at Sippara. So late4Hrtbe 5th of Ab in the r7th year of Nabonidos

—that is to say, about three weeks after the forces of Cyrus

had entered Babylonia and only diree months before his death*—

we find him paying 47 shekels of silver to the temple on behalf

of his sister, this ben^ the amount of “ tkhe " due from her at

the time. At an earlier period there is frequent mention of his

trading transactions, which were carried out through his hoilise-

steward or agent. Thus in 545. b.6. he lent so xnanehs of silver

to a private in^idual, a Persian by race, csi the secority of

the property of the latter, and a year later his bouse-steward

negotiated a loan of 16 shekels, taking as security the pcodace

of a field of corn. 1

The legends of BeUfaazzaris feast and of the siege and ta^kure

of Babylon by Cyrus which havecome down to us from die book

of Daniel and the Cyro^aedia of Xenophon have beeafSfaown by
the contemporaneous inscriptions to have been a projectioii
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backwards of the re-conquest of the city by Darius H)^staspis.

The actual facts were very different. Cyrus had invaded

Babylonia from two directions, he himself marching towards the

confluence of the Tigris and Diyalch, while Gobryas, the satrap

ol Kurdistan, led another body of troops along the course of the

Adhem. The portioik of the Babylonian army to which the

protection of the eastern frontier had been entrusted was de-

feated at Opis on the banks of the Nizallat, and the invaders

poured across the Tigris into Babylonia. On the 14th of Tammuz

(June), 538 B.C., Nabonidos fled from Sippara, where he had

taken his son^s place in the camp, and the city surrendered at

once to the enemy. Meanwhile Gobryas had been despatched

to Babylon, which opened its gates to the invader on the i6th

of the month “ without combat or battle,” and a few days later

Nabonidoswas dtagged from his hiding-place and made a prisoner.

According to Berossus he was subsequently appointed governor

of Karmania by his conqueror. Belshazzar, however, still held

out, and it was probably on this account that Cyrus himself did

not arrive at Babylon until nearly four months later, on the

3rd of Marchesvan. On the iith of that month Gobryas ww
despatched to put an end to the last semblance of resistance in

the country “ and the son (?) of the king died.” In accordance

with the conciliatory policy of Cyrus, a general mourning was

prodaimed on account of his death, and this lasted for six days,

from the 27th of Adar to the 3rd of Nisan. Unfortunately the

character representing the word “ son ” is indistinct on the tablet

which contains the annals of Nabonidos, so that the reading is

not absolutely certain. The only other reading possible, however,

is ” and the king died,” and thus reading is excluded partly by

the fact that Nabonidus afterwards became a Persian satrap,

partly by the silence which would otherwise be maintained by

the “ Annals ” in regard to the fate of Belshazzar. Considering

how important Belshazzar was politically, and what a prominent

place he occupied in the history of the period, such a silence

would be hard to explain. His death subsequently to the

surrender of Babylon and the capture of Nabonidos, and with it

the last native effort to resist the invader, would account for the

position he assumed in later tradition and the substitution of his

name for that of the actual king.

See Th. G. Pinches, P.S,B.A., May 1884; H. Wincklcr, Zeit- I

schrift fUt Assytiologie, ii. 2, 3 (1887) ;
Records of the Fast, new scrieB,

i. pp. 22-31 (1888); A. H. Sayce, The Higher Criticism, pp. 497-537
(1893). ka. H. S.)

belt* THOMAS (1832-1878), English geologist and naturalist,

was bom at Newcastlc-on-Tyne in 1832, and educated in that

city. As a youth he became actively interested in natural

history through the Tyneside Naturalists* Field Club. In 1852

he went to Australia and for about eight years worked at the

gold-diggings, where he acquired a practical knowledge of ore-

deposits. In x86o he proceeded to Nova Scotia to take charge

of some gold-mines, and there met with a serious injury, which

led to his return to England. In 1861 he issued a separate work
entitled Mineral Veins : an Enquiry into their Origin^ founded on

a Study of theAuriferous Quartt Veins ofAustralia, I^teronhe wa.*;

engaged for about three years at Dolgelly, another though small

gold-mining region^ and here he carefully investigated the rock.s

and fossils of the Lingula Flags, his observations being published

in an important and now classic memoir in the Geological Maga-
zine for 1867. In the folbwing year he was appointed to take

charge of some mines in Nicaragua, where he passed four active

and adventurous years—the results being given in his Naturalist

in Nicaragua (1874), a work of high inherit. In this volume the

author expressed his views on the former presence of glaciers in

that country. In subsequent papers he dealt boldly and sug-

gestively with the phenomena of the Glacial period in Britain

and in various parts of the world. After many further expedi-

tions to Russia, Siberia and Colorado, he died at Denver on the

2xst of September 1878.

BELT (a word common to Teutonic languages, the Old Ger.

form being balz^ from which the Lat. balfeus probably derived),

a flat strap of leather or other material used as a girdle {qsf.)t

especially the einciura giadit or sword-belt, the chief “ ornament

of investiture ” of an earl or knight
;

in machinery, a flexible

strap passing round from one drum, pulley or wheel to another,

for the purpose of power-transmission (g.v.). The word is applied

to any broad strip)e, to the belts of the planet Jupiter, to the

armour-belt at the water-line of a warship, or to a tract of

country, narrow in |)roportion to its length, with special dis-

tinguishing characteristics, such as the earthquake-belt across

a continent.

BELTANE* Beltene, Beltine, or Beal-Tene (Scottish

Gaelic, beaUtain), the Celtic name for May-day, on which also was

held a festival called by the same name, originally common to

all the Celtic peoples, of whicii traces still linger in Ireland, the

Highlands of Scotland and Brittany. This festival, the most
important ceremony of which in later centuries was the lighting

of the bonfires known as “ beltane fires,” is believed to represent

the Druidical worship of the sun-god. The fuel was piled on a

hilbtop, and at the Are the beltane cake was cooked. This was
divided into pieces corresponding to the number of those present,

and one piece was blackened with charcoal. For these pieces

lots were drawn, and he who had the misfortune to get the black

bit became cailleack healtine (the beltane carline^a term of

great reproach. He was pelted with egg-shells, and afterward.s

for some weeks was spoken of as dead. In the north-east of

Scotland beltane fires were still kindled in the latter half of the

i8th century. There wer« many superstitions connecting them
with the belief in witchcraft. According to Cormac, archbishop

of Cashel about the year 908, who furnishes in his glossary the

earliest notice of beltane, it was customary to light two fires

close together, and between these both men and cattle were

driven, under the belief that health was thereby promoted and

disease warded off. (See Transactions of the Irish Academy

,

xiv. pp. 100, 122, 123.) The Highlanders have a proverb, “he is

between two beltane fires.” The Strathspey Highlanders used

to make a hoop of rowan wood through which on beltane day

they drove the slieep and lambs both at dawn and sunset.

As to the derivation of the word beltane there is considerable

obscurity. Following Cormac, it has been usual to regard it as

representing a combination of the name of the god Bel or Baal

or Bil with the Celtic teine^ fire. And on this etymology theories

have been erected of the connexion of the Semitic Baal with

Celtic mythology, and the identification of the beltane fires with

the worship of this deity. This etymology is now repudiated

by scientific philologists, and the Neiv English Dictionary accepts

Dr Whitley Stokes’s view that beltane in its Gaelic form can have

no connexion with teine, fire. Beltane, as the ist of May, was

in ancient Scotland one of the four quarter days, the others being

Hallowmas, Candlemas, and Lammas.
For a full description of the beltane celebration in the Highland.*}

of Scotland during the 18th century, see John Ramsay, Scotland

and Scotsmen in the iSth Century, from MSS. edited by A. Allardyce

(1888) ;
and see further J. Robertson in Sinclair's Statistical Account

of Scotland, xi. 620 ;
Thomas Pennant, Tour in Scotland (1769-1770) ;

W. Gregor, “ Notes on Beltane Cakes," Folklore, vi. (1895), p. 2 ;

and “ Note's on the Folklore of the North-East of Scotland," p. 167
(Folklore Soc. vii. 1881): A. Bertrand, La Religion des Ganlois (1897);

Jamieson, Scottish Dictionary (1808). Cormac's Glossary has lx!cn

edited by O'Donovan and Stokes (iw2).

BELUGA (Delphinapterus leucas), also called the ” white

whale,” a cetacean of the family Delphintdae, characterized by

its rounded head and uniformly light colour. A native of the

Arctic seas, it extends in the western Atlantic as far south as

the river St Lawrence, which it ascends for a considerable

distance. In colour it is almost pure white
;

the maximum
length is about twelve feet

;
and the back-fin is replaced by a

low ridge. Examples have been taken on the British c(»st!j

;

and individuals have been kept for some time in captivity in

America and in London. See Cetacea.

BELVEDERE, or Belvidere (Ital. for ” fair-view ”), an

architectural stmeture built in the upper part of a buikfing or

in any elevated position so as to command a‘ fine view. The
belvedere assumes various forms,such as an angle turret, a cupola,

a loggia or open gallery. The name is also applied to the whole

building, as the Belve^re gallery in the Vatican at Rome. For

Apollo Belvidere' sec Greek Art, Plate 1

1

. fig. 55.
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BELVIDSRB, a city and the county«aeat of Boone county,

iniiiois, U.S.A., in the N. part of the state, on the Kishwaukee

river, about 78 m. N.W. of Chicago. Pop. (1890) 3867 ; (1900)

6937 (lot8 foreign-bom); (iqio) 7253. It is served by the

Chicago & North-Western railway, and by an extensive inter-

urban electric system. Among its manufactures are swing

machinea, boilers, automobiles, bicycles, roller-skates, pianos,

gloves and mittens, corsets, flour and dairy products, Borden’s

condensed milk factory being located there. Bdvidere was

settled in 1836, was incorporated in 1852 and was re-incorporated

in 1881.

BELZONI, GIOVANNI BATTISTA (1778-* 1823), Italian

explorer of Egyptian antiquities, was bom at Padua in 1778.

His iamily was from Rome, and in that city he spient his youth.

He intended taking monastic orders, but in 1798 the occupation

of the city by the French troops drove him from Rome and

changed his proposed career. He went back to Padua, where

he studied hydraulics, removed in 1800 to Holland, and in 1803

went to England, where he married an Englishwoman. He was

6 ft. 7 in. in height, broad in proportion, and hw wife was of

equally generous build. They were for some time compelled

to find subsistence by exhibitions of feats of strength and agility

at fairs and on the streets of London. Through the kindness

of Henry Salt, the traveller and antiquarian,^ who was ever

afterwards his patron, he was engaged at Astley’s amphitheatre,

and his circumstances soon began to improve. In 1812 he left

England, and after travelling in Spain and Portugal reached

Egypt in 1815, where Salt was then British consul-general.

Belzoni was desirous of laying before Mehemet Ali a hydraulic

machine of liis own invention for raising the waters of the Nile.

Though the experiment with this engine was successful, the

design was abandoned by the pasha, and Belzoni resolved to

continue his travels. On the recommendation of the orientalist,

J. L. Burckhardt, be was sent at Salt’s charges to Thebes, whence

he removed with great skill the colossal bust of Rameses 11 .,

commonly called Young Memnon, which he shipped for England,

where it is in the British Museum. He also pushed his investiga-

tions into the great temple of Edfu, visited Elephantine and

Philae, cleared the great temple at Abu Simbel of sand (1817),

made excavations at Karnak, and opened up the sepulchre of

Seti I. (“ Belzoni’s Tomb ’"). He was the first to penetrate into

the second pyramid of Giza, and the first European in modem

times to visit the oasis of Buharia, which he su]>posed to be that

of Siwa. He also identified the ruins of Berenice on the Red Sea.

In 1819 he returned to England, and published in the following

year an account of his travels and discoveries mtitlcd I^arrttdve

of the Operations and Recent Discoveries within the Pyramids,

Temples, Tombs and Excavations in 'Egypt and Piubia, He

also exhibited during 1820-1821 facsimiles of tomb of Seti I.

The exhibition was held at tlie Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, London.

In 1822 Belzoni showed his modd in Paris. In 1823 he set out

for West Africa, intending to penetrate to Timbuktu. Having

been refused permission to pass throuj^i Morocco, he chose Ae

Guinea Coast route. He reached Benin, but was seized with

dysentery at a village called Gwato, and died there on the 3rd

of December 1823. In 1829 his widow published his drawings

of the royd tombs at Thebes. ••

BBM, KI6BF (1795-1850), Polish soldier, was bora at Tarnow

in Galicia, and was educated at the military school at Warsaw,

where he especiaUy distinguished himself in mathematia.

Toininii a Polish artillery regiment in the French sereice, he took

Dart in the Russian campaign of i8ia, and .subsequent w
brilliantly (fistinguished himeelf in tiie defence of Danag

(Tabuary-NoveBaher 1813) that he won the cross of t
irf Honour. On teeasning to Poland he wee for a time in the

Mrvioe, butloet his post, and his liberty as weU for some

time, for htooutspohennesi. In 1825 he migral^ to Lem^,
when he taught the physical s«nc«.

treatise on the steam'engme, when the ftliiiiWm of Independ-

ent smnmimedliim back to Warsaw It was

Ma titil as a. artillety officer

gkrynedd tbs hatdfe of Iga»y (March 8, 1831), and he diitm-

guished htmself at the indecisive battle of Ostrdkblkt (May 26).

He took part in the despente defence of Warsaw against PriiiM

Paskievich (September 6-7, 1831). T^eo Bern esmed to Paris,

where he supported himsdf by teaching matheiiMracs; ^ 1833

he went to Portugal to assist the liberal Bom Pedro agaimt the

reactkmaiy Dom Miguel, but abandoned the idea when it was

found that a Polish legion could not be formed. A wider field for

his activity presented itself in 1848. First he attempted to hold

Vienna against the imperial troops, and, after the capitulation,

hastened to Pressburg to offer his services to Kossuth, first

defending himself, in a long memorial, from the .accusations

of treachery to the Polish cause and of aristocratic tendencies

which the more fanatical section of the Polish emigrant Radicals

repeatedly brought against him. He was entrusted with the

defence of Transylvania at the end of 1848, and in 1849, as the

general of the Szeklers (17.v.), he performed miracles with his little

army, notably at the biidge of Piski (February 9), where, after

fighting all day, he drove back an immense force of pursu^.

After recovering Tmnsylvania he was sent to drive the Austrian

general Puchner out of the Banat of TemesvAr, Bern defeated

him at Orsova (May 16), but the Russian invasion recalled 1^
to Transylvania. From the 12th to 22nd of July he was fighting

continually, but finally, on the 31st of July, his army Was

annihilated by overwhelming numbers near SegesvAr (Schass-

burg), Bern only escaping by feigning death. Yet he fought a

fresh action at Gross-Scheucren on the 6th of August, and

contrived to bring off the fragments of his host to TemesvAr, to

aid the hardly'-pressed Dembinski. Bern was in command and

was seriously wounded in the last pitched battle of the war,

fought there on the 9th of August. On the collapse of the

rebellion he fled to Turkey, adopted Mahommedanism, and

under the name of Murad Pasha served as governor of Aleppo,

at which place, at the risk of his life, he saved the Christie

p<^ulation from being massacred by the Moslems. Here he

died on the i6th of September 1850. The tiny, withered, sickly

body of Bern was animated by an heroic temper. Few men

been so courageous, and hb influence^ was magnetic. Even the

rough Szeklers, though they did not understand the language

of their “ little father,” regarded him with superstitious reverence.

A statue to his honour has been erected at Marofi-VAiArhely,

but he lives still more cnduringly in the immortal verses of the

patriot poet Sandor Petofi, who fell in the fatal action of the

of July at SegesvAr. As a soldier Bern was remarkable for h»

excellent handl^ of artillery and the rapidity of his marches.

See Johann Czetz, Afzmww* UberBems Feidrug (Hamburg. 1850)

;

KAlmAn Dcresdnyi. General Bem\t Winter Campaign in Tranejdvanw,

iS4&-i8^ (Hung.), (Budapest. i8g<>). (R* N. B.)

BEMA {Gr» in ecclesiastical architecture, the semi-

circular recess or exedra, in the basilica, where the judges aai,

and where in after times the altar was placed. It gmrally is

roofed with a half dome. The seats, Bpovoi, of the pr^ts

against the wall, looking into the body of the church, that of the

bishop })emg in the centre. The bema is generally ascended by

steps, and railed off. In Gtoecc the betna waa'the generat amne

of any raised platform. Thus the word was applied to the

tribunal from which orators addressed assemWios of the citizens

at Athens. That ih the Pnyx, where the Ecclesia often met,

was a stone platform from 10 to 11 ft. in height. Again inthe

Athenian law court counsel addressed the court from n

T^tform : it is not known whether each had a sejwrate tema

or whether there was only one to which each counsel (r ^d tae

witnesses) in turn ascended (cf. W. Wyse in his edi^nof Isaeus,

p, 440). Another bema was the jiiatform on which stood the

uras for the reception of the brome disks by means of

which at the end of the 4th century the judges rcccrrttod them

decisions.
^ ^ ^

BEMBBRG, HERMAN (1861- ), Frenrfh iimsicM«h»iposer,

was bom of French parents at Buenos Aires, and etudM at the

Paris Conservatoire, under Massenet, whose influence, that

of Gounod, is strongly marked in hts music. As a composer he is

known by mimerous songs and pieces for the piano, os os by

his cantatala iMori dajwmw d’i4nr(i886), omic opmle IMm
in. 23 a
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di SuzdH (iS8S) and grand opera Elaine (produced at Covent

Garden in 1892). Among his songs the dramatic recitative

Ballade du Desesfere is well known.

BEMBOf PIJETRO (1470*-! 547), Italian cardinal and scholar,

waa born at Venice on the 20th of May 1470. While still a boy he

accompanied his father to Florence, and there acquired a love for

rtiat Tuscan form of speech which he afterwards cultivated in

preference to the dialect of his native city. Having completed

his studies, which included two years* devotion to Greek under

Lascaris at Messina, he chose the ecclesiastical profession. After

a considerable time spent in various cities and courts of Italy,

where his learning already made him welcome, he accompanied

Giulio de’ Medici to Rom^, where he was soon after appointed

secretary to Leo X. On the pontiff's death he retired, with

impaired health, 10 Padua, and there lived for a number of years

engaged in literary labours and amusements. In 1 529 he accepted

the office of historiographer to his native city, and shortly

afterwards was appointed librarian of St Mark’s. The offer of a

cardinal’s hat by Pope Paul III. took him in 1 539 again to Rome,

where he renounced the study of classical literature and devoted

himself to theology and classical history, receiving before long

the reward of his conversion in the shape of the bishoprics of

Gubbio and Bergamo. He died on the i8th of January 1547.

Bembo, as a writer, is the heau ideal of a purist. The exact

imitation of the style of the genuine classics was the highest

perfection at which he aimed. This at once prevented the graces

of spontaneity and secured the beauties of artistic elaboration.

One cannot fail to be struck with the Ciceronian cadence that

guides the movement even of his Italian writings.

His works (collected edition. Venice, 1720) include a History of

Venice (155?) from- 1487 to 1513, dialogues, poems, and what we
would now call essays. Perhaps the most famous are a little treatise

on Italian prose, and a dialogue entitled Git Asolani, in which
Platonic affection is explained and recommended in a rather long-

winded fashion, to the amusement of the reader who remembers the
relations of the beautiful Morosina with the author. The edition of

Petrarch’s Italian Poems, published by Aldus in 150^, and the

Terterimc, which issued from the same press in 1502, were edited

by Bembo, w'ho was on intimate terms with the •gre.at typographer,

Sm Opere de P. Demho (Venice, 1729) ; Casa, Vita di Bembo, in

and vol. of his works.

BEMBRIDGE BEDS, in geology, strata forming part of the
|

fluvio-marinc series of deposits of Oligocene age, in the Isle of

Wight and Hampshire, England. They lie between the Ham-
stead beds above and the Osborne beds below. The Bembridge

marls, freshwater, estuarine and marine clays and marls (70-120

ft.) rest upon the Bembridge limestone, a freshwater pool deposit

15-25 ft.), with large land snails {Amphidromus and Helices),

reshwater snails (Planorhis, Limnaea), and the fruits of Chora.

The marls contain, besides the freshwater Limnaea and Vnio,

such forms as Meretrix, Ostrea and Melanopsis. A thin calcareous

sandy layer in this division has yielded the remains of many
insects and fossil leaves.

See " Otology of tho Isle of Wight,” Mem. Geol. Survey, 2nd cd.

1889.

BBlilS, EDWARD WEBSTER (i860- ), American econo-

mist, was born at Springfield, Massachusetts, on the 7th of

April i860. He was educated at Amherst and Johns Hopkins

University. He held the professorship of history and political

economy in Vanderbilt University from 1889 to 1892, was

assistant professor of political economy in the university of

Chicago from 1892 to 1895, and assistant statistician to the

Illinois bureau of labour statistics, 1896. He subsequently be-

came superintendent of the Cleveland iwater works. He wrote

much , on municipal provemmpnt and kindred topics, his more
important works being History of Co^peraHion tn the United

States (18188)1 Municipal Ownership of Gas in the U. S. (1891)

;

Municipal Monopolies (1899).

BBHOVT, CHARLES (1848- ). French sdiolar, was bom
at Paris on the t’6th of November 1848. In 1884 he graduated

with two theses, Simen de Monifort and La CondamnaHon de
Jean^Sansttrre (Revue historique, s886^ His Les Chmtes des

liberiie. an^laists (189a) has an introduction upon the history of

Magna .Carta, &c,, ami his History of Europe from S9S*a f^7o, in

collaboration with £. Monod, was translated into .He

was also responsible for the continuation of the Gascon Ralls,

the publication of which had been begun by Francisque Michel

in 1885 (supplement to vol. i., 1896 ;
vol. ii., for the years

1273-1290, 1900 ;
vol. iii., for the years 1290-1307, 1906). He

received the honorary degree of Litt. Doc. at Oxford in 1909.

BEN (from Old Eng. hennan, within), in the Scottish phrase “a
but and a ben,” the inner room of a house in which there is only

one outer door, so that the entrance to the inner room is through

the outer, the but (Old Eng. butan, without). Hence “ a but and
a ben ” meant originally a living room and sleeping room, and so

a dwelling or a cottage.

BENARES, the Holy City of the Hindus, which gives its name
to a district and division in the United Provinces of India. It

is one of the most ancient cities in the world. The derivation of

its ancient name Varanasi is not known, nor » that of its alter-

native name Kasi, which is still in common use among Hindus,

and is popularly explained to mean **
bright.” The original site

of the city is supposed to have been at Samath, 3i m. north of

the present city, where ruins of brick and stone buildings, with

three lofty stupas still standing, cover an area about half a mile

long by a quarter broad. Sakya Muni, the Buddha, came here

from Gaya in the 6th century b.c. (from which time some of the

remains may dale), in order to establish his religion, which shows

that the place was even then a great centre. Hsiian Tsang, the

celebrated Chinese pilgrim, visited Benares in the 7th century a.d.

and described it as containing 30 Buddhist monasteries, with

about 3000 monks, and about 100 temples of Hindu gods.

Hinduism has now supplanted Buddhism, and the Brahman fills

the place of the monk. The modem temples number upwards

of 1500. Even after the lapse of so great a time the city is still

in its glory, and as seen from the river it presents a scene of great

picturesqueness and grandeur. The Ganges here forms a fine

sweep of about 4 m. in length, tlie city being situated on the

: outside of the curve, on the northern bank of the river, which is

I

higher than the other. Being thus elevated, and extending

[

along the river for some 4 ra., the city forms a magnificent

panorama of buildings in many varieties of oriental architecture.

The minarets of the mosque of Aurangzeb rise above all. The
bank of the river is entirely lined with stone, and there are many
very fine ghats or landing-places built by pious devotees, and

highly ornamented. These are generally crowded with bathers

and worshippers, who come to wash away their sins in the .saefed

river Ganges. Near the Manikamika ghat is the well held to

have been dug by Vishnu and filled with his sweat
;

great

numbers of pilgrims bathe in its venerated water. Shrines and
temples line the bank of the river. But in spite of its fine

appearance from the river, the architecture of Benares is not

distinguished, nor are its buildings of high antiquity. Among
the most conspicuous of these are the mosque of Aurangzeb,

built os an intentional insult in the middle of the Hindu quarter
;

the Bisheshwar or Golden Temple, important less through

architectural beauty than through its rank as the holiest spot

in the holy city ; and the Durga temple, which, like most of the

other principal temples, is a Mahratta building of the 17th

century. The temples are mostly small and are placed in the

angles of the streets, under the shadow of the lofty houses.

Their forms are not ungraceful, and many of them are covered

over with beautiful and elaborate carvings of flowers, animals

and palm branches. The observatoiy^ of Raja Jai Singh is a

notable bmlding of the year 1693. The internal streets of the

town arc so winding and narrow that there is not room for a
carriage to pass, and it is difficult to penetrate them even on
horse^ck. The level of the roadway is considerably lower than

the ground-floors of the houses, which have generally arched

rooms in front, with little shops behind them ;
and above these

they are richly embellished with verandahs, gall^ies, projecting

oriel windows, and veiy broad overhanging eaves supported by
carved brackets. The houses are built of chanar stone, and are

lofty, none being less than two storeys high, most of them three,

and several of five orsix stoneysr Hindus are fond ol paint-

ing the outside of their homes adeqs rhd colour, and of covering
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the most conspicuous parts with pictures of flowers, men, women,
bulls, elephants and gods and goddesses in all the many fomus
known in Hindu mythology.

Benares is bounded by a road which, though 50 m. in circuit,

is never distant from the city more than five kos (7 1 m.)
;
hence

its name, Panch-kos road. All who die within this boundary,
be they Brahman or low caste, Moslem or Christian, are sure of

admittance into Siva’s heaven. To tread the Ponch-kos road is

one of the great ambitions of a Hindu's life. Even if he be an
inhabitant of the sacred city he must traverse it once in the
y^r to free himself from the impurities and sins contracted
within the holy precincts. Thousands from all parts of India
make the pilgrimage every year. Benares, having from time
immemorial been a holy city, contains a vast number of Brah-
mans, who either subsist by charitable contributions, or are
supported by endowments in the numerous religious institutions

of the city. Hindu religious mendicants, with every conceivable

bodily deformity, line the principal streets on both sides. Some
have their legs or arms distorted by long continuance in one
position

j
others have kept their hands clenched until the finger

nails have pierced entirely through their hands. But besides an
immense resort to Benares of poor pilgrims from every part of

India, as well as from Tibet and Burma, numbers of rich Hindus
in the decline of life go there for religious salvation. These
devotees lavish large sums in indiscriminate charity, and it is

the hope of sharing in such pious distributions that brings

together the concourse of religious mendicants from all quarters

of the country.

The city of Benares had a population in 1901 of 209,331.

'rhe European quarter lies to the west of the native town, on ^th
sides of the river Bama. Hero is the cantonment of Sikraul, no
longer of much military importance, and the suburb of Sigra,

the seat of the chief missionary institutions. The principal

modern buildings are the Mint, the Prince of Wales’ hospital

(commemorating the visit of King Edward VII. to the ci^ in

1876) and the town hall. The Benares college, including a first-

grade and a Sanskrit college, was opened in 1791, but its fine

buildings date from 1852. The Central Hindu College was opened

in 1898. Benares conducts a flourishing trade by rail and river

with the surrounding country. It is the junction between the

Oudh & Rohilkhand and East I^ian railways, the Ganges being

crossed by a steel girder bridge 01 seven spans, each 350 ft. long.

The chief manufactures are silk brocades, gold and silver thread,

gold filigree work, German-silver work, embossed brass vessels

and lacquered toys
;
but the brasswork for which Benares used

to be famous has greatly degenerated.

The Hindu kingdom of Benares is said to have been founded

by one Kas Raja about 1200 b.c. Subsequently it became part

of the kingdom of Kanauj, which in a.d. 1193 was conquered by
Mahomm^ of Ghor. On the downfall of the Pathan dynasty

of Delhi, about a.d. 1599, it was incorporated with the Mogul
empire. On the dismemberment of the Delhi empire, it was
seized by Safdar Jang, the nawab wazir of Oudh, by whose

grandson it was ceded to the East India Company by the treaty

of 1775. The subsequent history of Beiiares contains two

important events, the rebellion of Chait Singh in 1781, occa-

sioned by the demands of Warren Hastings for moneyjind troops

to carry on the Mahratta War, and the Mutiny, of 1837, when the

energy and coolness of riie European officials, chiefly of General

Neill, carried the district successfully through the storm.

The District of Benares extends over both sides of the

Ganges and has an area of xoo8 sq. m. The surface of the

country is remarkably level, with numerous deep ravines in the

calcareous conglomerate. The soil is a clayey or a sandy loam,

and very fertile except in the Usar tracts, where there is a saline

efiiorescenoe. The principal rivers are the Ganges, Karamnasa,

Gumti;aml Bama. ^ The principal crops are barley, rice, wh^t,

other foofi-ggftim, p«ilsc, sugar-cane and opium. The main line

of the East Indian iSulway runs through southern portion

She district, with a branch to Benares city ;
the Oudh &

R fthiUrhauiH .milw^y . through the northem portion, starting from

the dty ;
and a brimch of Bengal & North-Western x^way
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also terminates at Benares. The climate of Benares is cod in

winter but very warm in the hot season. The population in

1901 was 88a,o^, showing a decrease of 4% in the decade due
to the effects of famine.

The Division OF Benares has an area of 10,431 sq. m., and
comprises the districts of Benares, Mirzapur, Jaunpur, Ghazipur
and Ballia. In 1901 the population was 5,069,020, showing a

decrease of 6 % in the decade.

See £. B. Havell, Benares (1906) ; M. A. Sherring. Sacred
City of the Hindus (1868).

BENBOW, JOHN (i653>i702), English admiral, the son of a
tanner in Shrewsbury, was born in 1653. He went to sea when
very young, and served in the navy as master’s mate and master,

from 1678 to 1681 . When trading to the Mediterranean in"1686 in

a ship of his own he beat off a Salli pirate. On tbe accession of

William 111 . he re-entered the navy as a lieutenant and was
rapidly promoted. It is probable that he enjoyed the protection

of Arthur Herbert, earl of Torrington, under whom he had
already served in the Mediterranean. After taking part in the

bombardment of St Male (1693), and superintending the blockade
of Dunkirk (1696), he sailed in 1698 for the West Indies, where he
compelled the Spaniards to restore two vessels belonging to the
Scottish colonists at Darien fsee Paterson, William) which they
had seized. On his return he was appointed vice-admiral, and
was frequently consulted by the king. In 170X he was sent again

to the West Indies as commander -in -chief. On the 19th of

August 1702, when cruising with a squadron of seven ships, he
sighted, and chased, four French vessels commanded by M. du
Casse near Santa Marta. The engagement is the most disgraceful

episode in English naval history. Benbow’s captains were
mutinous, and he was left unsupported in his flagship the
“ Breda.” His right leg was shattered by a chain-shot, topite
which he remained on the quarter-deck till morning, vrhen the

flagrant disobedience of the captains under him, and the disabled

condition of his ship, forced him reluctantly to abandon the chase.

After his fetum to Jamaica, where his subordinates were tried by
court-martial, he died of his wounds on the 4th of November
1702. A great deal of legendary matter has collected round his

name, and his life is really obscure.

See Yonge’s Hist, of the British Navy, vol. i. ; Campbell's British
Admirals, vol. iii. ; also Owua and Blakeway *8 History of Shrewsbury,

BENCE-JONES, HENRY (1814-1873), English physician and
chemist, was born at Thorington Hall, Suffolk, in 1814, the

son of an officer in the dragoon guards. He was educated at

Harrow and Trinity College,Cambridge. Subsequently he studied

medicine at St George’s hospital, and chemistry at University

College, London. In 184 x he went to Giessen in Germany to work
at chemistry with Liebig, Besides becoming a fellow, and after-

wards senior censor, of the Royal College of Physicians, and a

fellow of the Royal Society, he held the post of secretary to the

Royal Institution for many years. In 1846 he was elected

physician to St George’s hospital. He died in London on the

20th of April 1873. Dr Bence-Jones was a recognized authority

on diseases of the stomach and kidneys. He wrote, in addition

to several scientific books and a number of papers in Scientific

periodicals, The Life and Letters of Faraday {lS^o).

BENCH (anO.E. ahdNEng. form of a word common to Teutonic

languages, cf. Ger. Bank, Dan. baenk and the Eng. donblet
“ bank ”), a long narrow wooden seat for several persons, with or

without a back. While the chair was yet a seat of state or dignity

the bench was ordinarily used by the commonalty. It is sttU

extensively employed for other than domestic purposes, as in

schools, churches and places of amusement. £ei^ ra Banc, in

law, originally was the seat occupied by judges in court
; hence

the term is used of a tribunal of justice itself, as the King’s Bendi,
the Common Bench, and is now applied to judges or magistrates

collectively as the “ judicial bench,” “ b^h of magistrates.”

The word b also applied to any seat where a number ol peDjjfle sit

in an official capacity, or as equivalent to the dignity, kself, as

the “ civic bench,” tlM “ bench of aldermen,” the ^iiptec^al
bench,” the “ front bench,” i,e, that reserved for the le^rs of

either party in the Britbh House of Commons. King’s Bench
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(q.v») was one of the three superior courts of common law at

Westminster, the others being the common pleas and the ex-

chequer. Under the Judicature Act 1873, the court of king’s

bench became the king’s bench division of the High Court of

Justice. The court of common pleas was sometimes called the

common bench.

Sittings in banc were formerly the sittings of one of the superior

courts of Westminster for the hearing of motions, special cases,

&c., as opposed to the nisi prius sittings for trial of facts, where

usually only a single judge presided. By the Judicature Act

1873 the business of courts sitting in banc was transferred to

divisional courts.

BSNCH«MARK, a .surveyor’s mark cut in stone or some durable

material,to indicate a point in a line of levels for the determination

of altitudes over a given district. The name is taken from the

“ angle-iron ” whicli is inserted in the horizontal incision as a

“ bench ”
or support for the levelling staff. The mark of the

broad-arrow ” is generally incised with the bench-mark so that

the horizontal bar passes through its apex.

BENCH TABLE (Fr. imne

;

Ital. sgdile

;

Ger. Bank), the

stone seat which runs round the walls of large churches, and

sometimes round the piers
;

it very generally is placed in the

porches.

BEN0. (i) (From Old Eng. bendan), a bending or curvature,

as in “ the bend of a river,” or technically the rilys or “ wales
”

of a ship. (2) (From Old Eng. bindan, to bind), a nautical term

for a knot, the “ cable bend,” the “ fisherman’s bend.” (3)

(From the Old Fr. bende, a ribbon), a term of heraldry, signifying

a diagonal band or stripe across a shield from the dexter chief

to the sinister base
;

also in tanning, the half of a hide from

which the thinner parts have l)een trimmed away, “ bend-

leather ” being the thickest and best sole-leather.

BENDA, the name of a family of German musicians, of whom
the most important is Georg (d. 1795), who was a pupil of his

elder brother Franz (1709-1786), Concertmister in Berlin.

Georg Benda was a famous clavier player and oboi$\, but his

chief interest for modem musical history lies in his melodramas.

Being a far more solid musician than Rousseau he earns the

title of the musical pioneer of that art-form (/./’. the accompani-

ment of spoken words by illustrative music) in a sense which

cannot be claimed for Rousseau's earlier Pygmalion. Benda’s

first melodrama, Ariadne auf Naxos, was writtw in 1774 after

his return from a visit to Italy. He was a voluminous composer,

whose works (instrumental and dramatic) were enthusiastically
|

taken up by the aristocracy in the time of Mozart. Mozart’s

imagination was much fired by Benda’s new vehicle for dramatic

expression, and in 1778 he wrote to his father with the greatest

enthusiasm about a project for composing a duodrama on the

model of Benda’s Ariadne auf Naxos and Medea, both of which

he considered excellent and always carried about with him. He
concluded at the time that that was the way the problems of

operatic recitative should be solved, or rather shelved, hut the

only specimen be has himself produced is the wonderful melo-

drama in his unfinished operetta, Zaide, written in 1780.

BINDER (more correctly Bendery), a town of Russia, in the

government of Bessaratm, on the right bank of the DnievSter,

37 m. by rail S.E. of Kishinev. It possesses a tobacco factory,

candle-works and brick-kilns, and is an important river port,

vessels dischaiging here their caigoes of com, wine, wool, cattle,

fiour and tallow, to be conveyed land to Odessa and to Yassy

in Romania. Timber also is floated down the Dniester. The
citadel was dismantled in 1897, The town had in 1867 a popu-

lation of 04443, and in iqoo^of 33,741, the greater proportion

being Jews. As eariy as the tath century jie Genoese had a

settkment on the site of Bender. In 1709 Charles XIl., after

the defeat of Poltava, cdlected his foroes here in a camp which

they called New Stockholm, and continued there till 1713.

Bender was taken by the Russians in 1770, in 1789 and in 1806,

but it was not held pennanently by Russia till i8iz.

BUDIGO (formerly Sandhurst), a dty of Bendigo county,

Victoria, Australia, foi m. by rail N.N.W. of Melbourne. Pop.

(1901) 3if02Q. It u the centre of a large gold-field consisting

of quartz ranges, with some alluvial deposits^ and many of the

mines are deep-level workings. The discovery of aRuvial gold

in 1851 brought many immigrants to the district; but the

opening up of the quartz reefs in 1872 was the principal factor

in the importance of Bendigo. It became a muniapality in

1855 and a city in 1871. It is the seat of Anglican and Roman
Catholic bishops. Besides mining, the local industries am the

manufacture of Epsom pottery, bricks and tiles, iron-founding,

stone-cutting, brewing, tanning and coach-building. The sur-

rounding district produces quantities of wheat and fruits for

export, and much excellent wine is made.

BENDL, KAREL or Karl (1838-1897), Bohemian composer,

was bom on the 16th of April 1838 at Prague. He studied at

the organ school, and in 1858 had already composed a number
of small choral works. In z86i his Poletufe holubue won a prize

and at once became a favourite with the local choral soderies.

In 1864 Bendl went to Brussels, where for a short time he held

the post of second conductor of the opera. After visiting

Amsterdam and Paris he returned to Prague. Here in 1865

he was appointed conductor of the choral society known as

Hlahoe, and he held the post until 1879, ^hen Baron Dervies

engaged his services for his private band. Bcndl’s first opera

Lejla was successfully produced in 1868. It was followed by

Breiislav a Jitka (1870), Siofy Zenick, a comic opera (1883),

Karel Skreta (1883), Dite Tibora, a prize opera (1892), and

MaXki Mila (1891). Other operas by Bendl are Indicka frtn-

cezna, Cernohorci, a prize opera, and the two operas Caromy
Kvet and Gina. His ballad Smnda dudak acquired much
popularity ; he published a mass in D minor for male voices and

another mass for a mixed choir
;
two songs to Ave Maria

;
a

violin sonata and a string quartet in F ;
and a quantity of songs

and choruses, many of which have come to be regarded as

national possessions of Bohemia. Bendl died on the 20th of

September 1897 at Prague.

BENEDEK, LUDWIG, Ritter von (1804-1881), Austrian

general, was bom at Odenburg in Hungary on the 14th of July

1804, his father being a doctor. He received his commission in

the Austrian army as ensign in 1822, becoming lieutenant in 1825,

first lieutenant in 1831 and captain in 1835. He was employed

for a considerable time in the general staff, and had risen to the

rank of colonel, when he won ^s first laurels in the suppression

of the rising ot 1846 in Galicia ^sce Austria : tiistory). In this

campaign his bold leadership in the field and his capacity for

organization were so far conspicuous that he was made a Ritter

(knight) of the Leopold order by his sovereign, and a freeman

(Ehrenburger) by the city of Lemberg. In 1847 he commanded
a regiment in Italy, and on the outbreak of war with Sardinia he

was placed in command of a mixed brigade, at the head of which

he displayed against regular troops the same qualities of un-

hesitating bravery and resolution which had given him the

victory in many actions with the Galician rebels. His conduct at

Curtatone won for him the commandership of the Leopold order,

and shortly afterwards the knighthood of the Maria Theresa

order. At the action of Mortara his tactical skill and bravery

were again conspicuous, and Kadetzky particularly distinguished

him in despatches. The archduke Albert, with whom he served,

is said to have given him the sword of his father, the great

archduke Charles. He was promoted major-general soon afteri-

wards over the heads of several colonels senior to him, and was

sent as a brigade commander to Hungary. Again he

distinguished as a fighting general at Raab, Komom, Szegedin

and many other actions, and was three times wounded. Benedek

then received the cross for military merit, and soon afterwards

was posted to the staff of thearmy in Italy. In 1852 he made
lieutenant field marshal, and in 1857 commander successively of

the 11 ., the IV. and the VIII. corps, and also a Geheimrath. In the

political crisis of 1854 he bad command of a corps in the army of

observation under Hess on the IXirkish frontier. In the war of

1859 in Italy, Benedek commanded the VIll. corps, and at the

battle of Solferino was in command of the right of the Austrian

position. That portion of the strugike which was fought out

between Benedek and the Piedmontoee^nny is sometimes called
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the of San Martino. Benedek, with magnificent gallaiitry,
heid his own all day, and in the end covered the retreat of the rest
of the Austrian army to the Mindo. His reward was the com*
inandership of the order of Maria Theresa, and Vienna and many
other dries followed the example of Lemberg in 1846. His
reputation was now at its highest, and his great popularity was
enhanced, in the prevailing discontent with the reactionary and
clerical government of previous years, by the fact that he was a
Protestant not of noble birth. He was promoted Feldseug-
meister and in i860 appointed quartermaster-general to the army,
and soon afterwards governor-general and commander-in-chiif
in Hungary, in succession to the archduke Albert. In 1861 he
was made commander-in-chief in Venetia and the adjoining
provinces of the empire, and in the following year he received
the grand cross of the I..copold order. In 1864 he resigned the
quartermaster -generalship and devoted himself exclusively to
the command of the army in Italy. In 1861 he had been made a
life-member of the house of peers. In 1S66 war with Prussia and
with Italy became imminent. Bcncdek was appointed to com-
mand the Army of the North against the Prussians, the control
of affairs in Italy being taken over by the archduke Albert. For
the story of the campaign of Koniggratz, in which the Austnans
under Benedek’s command were decisively defeated, see §kven
Weeks’ War. Benedek took over his new command as a
stranger to the country and to the troops. Only the personal

command of the emperor and the requests oi the archduke
Albert prevailed upon him to “ sacrifice his honour,” as he
himself said, in a task for which he felt himself ill prepared.
When he took the field his despondency was increased by the
passive obstruction which he met with amongst his own officers,

many of whom resented being placed under a man of the middle
class instead of the archduke Alliert, and by the general state of

unpreparedness which he found existing at the front. Further,

his own staff was self-willed to the verge of disloyalty, and his

assistants, Lieutenant Field Marshal von Henikstein, and Major-
General Krismanid in particular, endeavoured tocontrol Benedek’s
operations in the spirit of the 1 8th century strategists. Under
these circumstances, and against the superior numbers, moral
and armament of the Prussians, the Austrians were foredoomed
to defeat, A series of partial actions con\dnced Benedek that

success was unattainable, and he telegraphed to the emperor
advising him to make peace

;
the emperor refused on the ground

that no decisive battle had been fought
; Benedek, thereupon,

instead of retreating across the Elbe, determined to bring on a
decisive engagement, and took up a position with the whole of

his forces near Koniggriitzwith the Elbe in his rear. Here he was
completely defeated by the Prussians on the 3rd of July, but they

could not prevent him from making good his retreat over the

river in magnificent order on the evening of the battle. He con-

ducted the operations of his army in retreat up to the great

concentration at Vienna under the archduke Albert, and was
then suspended from his command and a court-martial ordered

;

the emperor, however, in December determined that the inquiry

should be stopped. Benedek from this rime lived in absolute

retirement, and having given his word of honour to the archduke
Albert that he would not attempt to rehabilitate himself before

the world, he published no defence of his conduct,.and even
destroyed his papers relating to the campaign of 1866. This

attitude of self-sacrificing loyalty he maintained even when on

the 8th of November 1866 the official Wtmer Zeitung published

an article in which he was made responsible for all the disasters

of the war. The history of the campaign from the Austrian point

of view as at present known leaves much unexplained, and the

published material is primarily of a controversial character. The
official Ostmneks K^mpfe speaks of the unfortunate general in

the following terms : A career full of achievements, distinction

and fame deserved a less tragic close. A dispassionate judgment

will not forget the ever fortunate and successful deeds which he

accompii^wS earlier in the servfee of the emperor, and will ensure

for hilt, ill spite of hifl last heavy misfortune (Last), an honourable

memoiy.*^ Praise of h!s eariier career could not well be denied,

imd tile offieied histoiy is careful not to extend its eulogy to cover

the events of 1866 ;
the recognition in these words cannot

therefore be set against the general opinion of subsequent critics

that Benedek was the victim of political necessities, perhaps of

court intrigues. For the rest of his life Benedek at urae,

where he died on the 37th of April 1881.

Sec H. Friedjung, Denedeks nachgetassene Papiare (Loipslgi 1901.
3rd and enlarged ed.. 1904), and Der Kampf um die Verkerrsekaft

in DeuUchltMd, r^tS9^t866 (Stuttgart. 1B97. 6th ed, 1904) i v.

Schlichthng. Moltke und Benedek (Berlin. 1900). also thej:ewitli

A. Krauss. Moltke, Benedek und Napoleon (Vienna, X90O ;
and

a nman d cU by Griffin Salburg, entitled K&nigsglaube (Iwsdcn,
1906). The brief memoir in Allf>eineine d&uische Bjiagraphie re-

presents the court view of Benedek h case.

BBNEDETTI, VINCENT, Coimr (1817-1900), French , diplo-

matist, was born at Bastia, in the island of Corsica, on the 39th

of April 1817. In the year 1840 he entered the service of the

French foreign office, and was appointed to a post under the

marquis de la Valette, who was consul-general at Cairo. He
spent eight years in Egypt, being appointed consul in 1845

1848 he was made consul at Palermo, and in 1851 he accompanied
the marquis, who had been appointed ambassador at Constantin-

ople, as first secretary. For fifteen months during the progress

of the Crimean War he acted as charge d’affaires. In the second

volume of his essays he gives some recollections of his experiences

in the East, including an account of Mehemet Ali, and a (not very

friendly) sketch of Lord Stratford de Kedcliffe. In 1855, after

refusing the post of mini.ster at Teheran, he was employ^ in the

foreign office at Paris, and acted as secretary to the congress at

Paris (1855-1856). During the next few years he was chiefly

occupied with Italian affairs, in which he was much interested,

and Cavour said of him he was an Italian at heart. He was chosen

in 1861 to be the first envoy of France to the king of Italy, but he

resigned his post next year on the retirement of E. A. Thouvenel,

who had been his patron, when the anti-Italian party began to

gain the ascendancy at Paris. In 1864 he was appointed

ambassador at the. court of Prussia.

Benedetti remained in Berlin till the outbreak of war in 1870,

and during these years he played an important part in the

diplomatic history of Europe. His po.sition was a difficult one,

for Napoleon did not keep him fully informed as to the course of

French policy. In 1 866, during the critical weeks which followed

the attempt of Napolet>n to intervene between Prussia and
Austria,he accompanied the Prussian headquarters in the advance

on Vienna, and during a visit to Vienna he helped to arrange the

preliminaries of the armistice signed at Nikolsburg. It was after

this that he was instructed to present to Bismarck French

demands for ” compensation,” and in August, after his return to

Berlin, as a result of his discussions with Bismarck a draft treaty

was drawn up, in which Prussia promised France her support in

the annexation of Belgium. This treaty was never concluded,

but the draft, which was in Benedetti’s handwriting, was kept by

Bismarck and, in 1870, a few days after the outbreak of the war,

was published by him in The Times. During 1867 Benedetti was

much ocnipied with the affair of Luxembum. In July 1870,

when the candidature of the prince of Hohenzollern for the throne

of Spain became known, Benedetti was instructed by the due de

Gramont to present^to the king of Prussia, who was then at Ems,
the French demands, ihat the king should order the prince

to withdraw, and afterwards that the king should promise that

the candidature would never be renewed. This fast demand
Benedetti submitted to the kir^ in an informal meeting on the

promenade at Ems, and the misleading reports of the conversa-

tion which were circulated were the immediate cause of the war
which followed, for the Germans wire led to believe that Benedetti

had insulted the king, and the French that the king had insulted

the ambassador. Benedetti was severely attacked in his own
country for his conduct as ambassador, and the duc de Gramont
attempted to throat upon him the blame for the failures of Frendi
diplomacy. He answered the charges brought gainst Mm hfi a
book, Ma Mission m Prusse (Par», 1871), whi^ atilf remains
one of the most valuable authorities for the study of Bismatek^s
diplomacy. In this Benedetti successfully defends Itself, afid

shows that he had kept his government well informed
;
he Imd
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even warned them a year before as to the proposed Hohenzollem

candidature. Even if he had been outwitted by Bismarck in the

matter of the treaty of 1866, the policy of the treaty was not his,

but was that of E. Drouyn de l.luys. The idea of the annexation

of part of Belj^iiim to France had been suggested to him first by

Bismarck ;
and the use to which Bismarck put the draft was not

one which he could be expected to anticipate, for he had earned

on the negotiations in good faith. After the fall of the Empire he

retired to Corsica. He lived to see his defence confirmed by later

publications, which threw more light on the secret history of the

times. He published in volume of Elssuts dtplotnatigues,

containing a full account of his mission to Ems, written in 1873 »

and in 1897 a second series dealing with the Eastern question. He

died on the 28th of March 1900, while on a visit to Paris. He

received the title ot count from Napoleon.

See Rothan, La Politique Franpaise en tS66 (Paris, 1870) ; and

JJAffaire de Luxemhurf; (Pans, i8«i) ; Sorel, Histoire diplomatique

(Paris 1H75) :
Sybel, Die Degriindung des deutschen Reiches (Munich,

1889),' &L.
'

(J. W.He.)

BENEDICT (Benedictus), the name taken by fourteen of

the popes.

Benedict 1 . was pope from 573 to 578. He succeeded

John III., and occupied the papal chair during the incursions of

the I/)mbards, and during the series of plagues and famines which

followed these invasions.

Benedict II. was pope from 684 to 685. He succeeded Leo

II., but although chosen in 683 he was not ordained till 684,

because the leave of the emperor Constantine was not obtained

until some months after the election.

Benedict III. was pope from 855 to 858. He was chosen by

the clergy and people of Rome, but the election was not confirmed

by the emperor, Louis IL,who appointed an anti-pope,Anastasius

(the librarian). But the candidature of this person, who had

been deposed from the presbyterate under Leo IV., was in-

defensihle. The imperial government at length recognized

Benedict and discontinued its opposition, with the result that he

was at last successful. The mythical pope Joan is usually placed

between Benedict and his predecessor, Leo IV.

Benedict IV. was pope from 900 to 903.

Benedict V. was pope from 964 to 965. He was elected by

the Romans on the death of John XII. The emperor Otto 1 . did

not approve of the choice, and carried off the pope to Hamburg,

where he died.

Benedict VI. was pope from 972 to 974. He was chosen with

great ceremony and installed pope under the protection of the

emperor, Otto the Great. On the death of tiie emi>eror the

turbulent citizens of Rome renewed their outrages, and the pope

himself was strangled by order of Crescentius, the son of the

notorioMS Theodora, who replaced him by a deacon called Franco.

This Franco took the name of Boniface VII.

Benedict VI 1 . was pope from 974 to 983. He was elected

through the intervention of a representative of the emperor.Count

Sicco, who drove out the intruded Franco (afterwards Pope

Boniface VII.). Benedict governed Rome quietly for nearly nine

years, a somewhat rare thing in those days.

Benedict VIII., pope from 1012 to 1024, wa.> called originally

Thcophylactus. He was a member of the family of the count

of Tusculum, and was opposed by an anti-pope, Gregor\', but

defeated him with the aid of King Henry 11 . of Saxony, whom he

crowned emperor in X014. In his pontificate the Saracens began

to attack the southern coasts of Europe, and effected a settlement

in Sardinia. The Nonnans also then began to settle in Italy, fn

Italy Benedict supported the^licy of the emperor, Henry IL,

and at the council of Pavia (1022) exerted himself in favour of

ecclesiastical discipline, then in a state of great decadence.

Benedict IX., pope from 1033 to 1056, son of Alheric, count

of TusculutUi and nephew of Benedict VIII., was also called

Theophylactus. He was installed pope at the age of twelve

through the influence of his father. The disorders of his conduct,

thou^ tolerated by the emperors, Conrad II. and Henry III.,

who were then morally responsible for the pontificate, at length

disgusted the Romans, who drove him out in 1044 and appointed

Silvester HI. his successor. Silvester remained in the papal chair

but a few weeks, as the people of Tusculum quickly recovered

their influence and reinstated their pope. Benedict, however,

was obliged to bow before the execration of the Romans. He sold

his rights to his godfather, the priest Johannes Gratianus, who
was installed under the name of Gregory VI. (1045). The
fdlowing year Henry III. obtained at the council of Sutri the

deposition of the three competing popes, and replaced them by

Suidger, bishop of Bamberg, who took the name of Clement II.

But before the close of 1047 Clement II. died, probably from

poison administered by Benedict, who was reinstalled for the

third time. At last, on the 17th of July 1048, the marquis of

Tuscany drove him from Rome, where he was never seen again.

He lived several years after his expulsion and appears to have

died impenitent.

Benedict X. (Johannes “ Mincius,” i.r. the lout or dolt,

bishop of Velletri) was pope from 1058 to 1059. He was elected

on the death of Stephen IX. through the influence of the Roinaii

barons, who, however, had pledged themselves to take no action

without Hildebrand, who was then absent from Rome. Hilde-

brand did not recognize him, and put forward an opposition

pope in the person of Gerard, bishop of Florence (pope as

Nicholas II.), whom he supported apinst the Roman aristocracy.

With’ the help of the Normans, Hildebrand seized the castle of

Galeria, where Benedict had taken refuge, and degraded him

to the rank of a simple priest. (L. 1).*)

Benedict XI. (Niccolo Boccasini), pope from 1303 to 1304,

the son of a notary, was lx)rn in 1240 at Treviso. Entering the

Dominican order in 1254, he became lector, prior of the convent,

provincial of his order in Lombardy, and in 1296 its general.

In 1298 he was created cardinal priest of Santa Sabina, and in

1300 cardinal bishop of Ostia and Velletri. In 1302 he was

papal legate in Hungary. On the 22nd of October 1303 he was

unanimously elected pope. He did much to conciliate the

enemies made by hi.s predecessor Boniface Vlll., notably

France, the Colonnas and King Frederick 11 , of Sicily
;
never-

theless on the 7th of June 1304 he .excommunicated William

of Nogaret and all the Italians who had captured Boniface in

Anagni. Benedict died at Perugia on the 7th of July 1304;

if he was really poisoned, as report had it, suspicion would fall

primarily on Nogaret. His successor Clement V. transferred

the pupal residence to Avignon. Among Benedict's works

are commentaries on part of the Psalms and on the Gospel of

Matthew. His beatification took place in 1733.

Soc C. Grandjran, “ RcRistros du Benott XI. " (Paris, 1883 fl.),

Pibliothigue dcs Scales frangaises d'Athdnes et de Rome.

Benedict XII. (Jacques Fournier), pope from 1334 to 1342,

the son of a miller, was born at Saverdun on the Arri^ge. Enter-

ing the Cistercian cloister Bolbonne, and graduating doctor

of theology at Paris, he became in 1311 abbot of Fontfroide,

in 1317 bishop of Pamiers and in 1326 of Mirepoix. Created

cardinal priest of Santa Prisca in 1327 by his uncle John XXII.

he was elected his successor on the 20th of December 1334,

Benedict made appointments carefully, reformed monastic

orders and consistently opposed nepotism. Unable to remove

his capital to Rome or to Bologna, he began to erect a great

palace at Avignon. In 1336 he decided against a pet notion of

John XXII. by saying that souls of saints may attain the fulness

of the beatific vision he/ore the last judgment. In 1339 he entered

upon fruitless negotiations looking toward the reunion of the

Greek and Roman churches. French influence made futile his

attempt to come to an understanding with the emperor Louis

the Bavarian. He died on the 25th of April 1342,

Sec the source publications of G. Daumet {Lettres closes, patenies

et curiales, . . . Paris, iSoQfi,), and J.-M. Vidal . . .

Paris, 1903 ff.). (W. W, R.*)

Benedict XIII. (Pedro de Luna), (c. 1328-1422 or 1423),

anti-pope, belonged to one of the most noble families in Aragon.

His high birth, his legal learning—he was for a long time pro-

fessor of canon law at Montpellier—an4 the irreproachable purity

of his life, recommended him. to Pope Gregory XL, who created

him cardinal in 1375. He wasalmost the only one whoeuoceeded
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He published valuable works^ notably Di senonm ^»^fica-

in making a £nn stand in the tumidtuous eondave of 137S

;

but the deliberation with which he made up his mind as to the
validity of the election of Urban VI. was equalled, when he took
the side of Oement VII., by the ardour and resourcefulness which
he displayed in defending the cause of the pope of Avignon

;

it was mainly to him that the latter owed his recognition by
Castile, Aragon and Navarre. When elected pope, or rather

anti pope, by the cardinals of Avignon, on the 28th of September

1394, it was he who by his astuteness, his resolution, and, it

may be added, by his unswerving faith in the justice of liis cause,

was to succeed in prolonging the lamentable schism of the West
lor thirty years. The hopes he had aroused that, by a voluntary

abdication, he would restore unity to the church, were vain ;

though called upon by the princes of France to carry out his

plan, abandoned by his cardinals, besieged and finally kept
under close observation in the palace of the popes (1398-1403),
he stood firm, and tired out the fury of his opponents. E.scaping

from Avignon, he again won obedience in France, and his one
thought was how to triumph over his Italian rival, if neces-

sary, by force. He yielded, however, to the instances of the

government of Charles VI., and pretending that he wished

to have an interview with Gregory XII., with a view to their

simulttincous abdication, he advanced to Savona, and then to

Porto Venere. The failure of these negotiations, for which he

was only in part responsible, led to the universal movement of

indignation and impatience, which ended, in France, in the

declaration of neutrality (1408), and at Pisa, in the decree of

deposition against the two pontiffs (1409). Benedict XIII.,
j

who had on his part tried to call together a council at Perpignan,

was by this time recognized hardly anywhere but in his native

land, in Scotland, and in the estates of the countship of Armagnac.

He remained none the less full of energy and of illusions, repulsed

the overtures of Sigismund, king of the Romans, who had come to

Perpignan to persuade him to abdicate, and, abandoned by

nearly all his adherents, he took refuge in the impregnable

castle of Peniscola, on a rock dominating tlie Mediterranean

(1415). The council of Constance then deposed him, as a per-

jurer, an incurable schismatic and a heretic (26th July 14x7).

After struggling with the popes of Rome, Urban VI., Boniface

IX., Innocent VII. and Gregory XII., and against the popes of

Pisa, Alexander V. and John XXIII., Pedro de Luna, clinging

more than ever to that apostolic seat which he still professed

not to desire, again took up the struggle against Martin V.,

although the latter was recognized throughout almost all Chris-

tendom, and, before his death (29th November 1422, or 23rd

May 1433), he nominated four new cardinals in order to carry

the schism on even after him.

See Fr. EUtic, Archtv (Ur Lit. uud Kirchengesch. vols. v„ vi., vii.

;

N, Valois, La France ei le grand sekisme d'occideni (4 vols., Paris,

189^1902); Fr. Ehrle. “Marlin dc Alpartils chronica actitatorum

temporibus domini Benedicti XITl.'’ {Quellen t*nd Forsekuneen aus

dem Geh. der Gesek., GOrres-Geaellschaft, I’aderborn, 190^)). (N. V.)

Benedict XIII. (Piero Francesco Orsini), pope from 1724 to

1730, at first styled Benedict XIV., was bom on the 2nd of

February 1649, of the ducal family of Orsini-Gravina. In

1667 he became a Dominican (as Vincentius Maria), studied

theology and philosophy, was made a cardinal in 1672 and arch-

bishop of Benevento in 1686. Elected pope on the 29th of May

1724, he attempted to reform clerical morals
;
but neither the

decrees of the Latin council (17 25J
nor his personal precepts had

much effect He confirmed the duU Unigeniius ; but, despite

the Jesuits, allowed the Dominicans to preach the Augustinian

doctrine of grace. State affairs he left entirely to the unpopular

Cardinal Nicolo Cosoia. He died on the aist of February 1730.

His works were published in 3 vols. at Ravenna in 1738.

Bbneoict XfV. (Prosporo Lorenzo Lambertini), pope from

X740 to 1758, wa» bom at Bologna on the 3i8t of March 1675*

At the age of thirteen he ente^ the Collegium Qementinum

at Rome. He served the Curia inmany and important capacities,

yet devoted his lebuee time to theolcgical and canonistk study.

I^edkt XIII. made him archbishop of Theodosia in parHbus,

then of Ancona (1727), and the next year, created him cardinal

priet^ in 1731 dement XIL translated him to hb native city

Hone et canonizatione^ De sacrifieio mijrar, as well as a treatise

on the feasts of Chrbt and the Viigin and of some saints honoured
in Bologna. In a conclave whi^ had lasted for months he was
elected on the 17th of August 1740 the successor iff Oement XIL
Benedict XIV. was not merely earnest and conscientious, but

of incisive intellect, and unfailingly clieerful and witty. In

several respects he bettered the economic conditions of the papal

states, but was disinclined to undertake the needed diorough-

gotng reform of its administration. In foreign politics he m^e
important concessions to Portugal, Naples, Sardinia; Spain^ and
was the first pope expressly to recognize the king of Prussia as

such. In 1741 he issued the bull Itnmensa pasimum principis,

demanding more humane treatment for the Indians of Brazil

and Paraguay, and in the bulls Ex quo singulari (1742) and
Omnium 5oUicitudinum{iTJ^) he rebuked the missiona^ methods

of the Jesuits in accommodating their message to the heathen

usages of the Chinese and of the natives of Malabar. In accord

with the spirit of the age he reduced the number of holy days

in several Catholic countries. To the end of hb life he kept up
his studies and his intercourse with other scholars, and founded

several learned societies. His masterpiece, Libri ocio de synodo

diocesana, l>cgun in Bologna, appeared during his pontificate.

He died on the 3rd of May 1758.

His works, published in twelve quarto volumes at Rome (1747-

1751), appeared iu more nearly complete editions at Venice in 1767
and at rrato, 1839- 184G; also Briefe Benedicts XJV„ ed. F. A.
Kraus (2nd cd., Freiburg, 1888) ;

Benedicti XIV. Papae opera

inedila, ed. F. Heincr (Freiburg, 1904). See Herzog-Hauck, neat'

encykhpddie, ii. 572 ff. ; Wetter and Welter, Kirchenlexihon, ii.

317 fi. (W. W. R.*)

BENEDICT OF AUGNAN ('d. 1268), Benedictine abbot of

Notre Dame de la Grasse (1224) and bishop of Marseilles (1229),

twice visited the Holy Land (1239 and 1260), where he helped

the Templars build the great castle of Safet He founded a
short-lived order, the Brothers of the Virgin, suppressed by the

council of Lyons (1274), and died a Franciscan. His writings

include a letter to Innocent IV. and De construeiione Casiri

Saphet (Baluze, Miscellanea, ii.).

BENEDICT OF NURSlA, SAINT (c. 480-f
. 544). the patriarch of

Western monks. Our only authority for the facts of St Benedict’s

life is bk. ii. of St Gregory’s Dialogues. St Gregory declares that

he obtained his information from four of St Benedict’s dbciples,

whom he names
;
and there can be no serious reason for doubting

that it is possible to reconstruct the outlines of St Benedict’s

career (see Hodgkin, Italy and her Invaders, iv. 41a). A preebe

chronology and a pedigree have been supplied for Benedict,

according to which he was bom in 480, of the great family of

the Anicii ;
but all we know is what St Gregory tells us, that he

was bom of good family in Nursia, near Spoleto in Umbria. His

birth must have occurred within a few years of the date assign!^

;

the only fixed chronological point is a visit of the Gothic king

Totila to him in 543, when Benedict was already established at

Monte Cassino and advanced in years (Dial. ii. 14, 15). He was

sent by hb parents to frequent the Roman schools, but shocked

by the prevailing licentiousness he fled away. It has been usual

to represent him as' a mere boy at this time, but of late years

various considerations have bwn pointed cut which make it

more likely that he was a young man. He went to the

mountainous districts of the Abruzzi, and at last came to the

ruins of Nero’s palace and the artificial lake at Subiacd, 40 m.

from Rome. Among the rocks on the side of the valley apposite

the palace he found a cave in which he took up hb abode, un*

known to all except one friend, Rffmanus, a monk of a neiglff^our*

ing monastery, who clothed him in the monastic habit and
secretly suppH^ him with food. No one who has seen the fp^
will doubt that the Sacro Speco b indeed the cave wherein

Benedict spent the three years of opening manhoi^ m solitary

prayer, contemplation and austentv. After thb rperiod of

formation his fame began to spread anroad, and the monks of a
neighbouring monastery induced him to becoinie their abbot

;

but their Hvis were imgular and dbaoltite, and on hb
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put idom aibiites th^ attempted to poison him. He retstned

to hb cave, but disciples flocked to him, and in time he formed

twelve monasteries in the neighbourhood, placing twelve monks

in each, and himself retaining a general control over all In time

patricians and senator! iron Rome entrusted their young sons

to his care, to be brought op its monks ;
in this manner came to

him his two best*known disciples, Maurus and Placidus. Driven

from Subiaco by the jealousy and molestations of a neighbouring

priest, but leavini^' behind him communities in his twelve monas-

teries, he hima^, aoc^ompanied by a small band of disciples,

journeyed south until he came to Cassino, a town halfway between

Rome and Naples. Climbing the high mountain that oyerhax^s

the town, he established on the summit the monastery with which

his name has ever since been associated, and which for centuries

was a chief centre of religious life for western Europe. He
destroyed the remnants of paganism that lingered on here, and by

his preaching gained the rustic population to Christianity. Few
otlier facts of lus career are known : there is record of his founding

a monastery at Terracina
;

his death must have occurred soon

after Totila’s visit in 543.

Rule of St Benedict—In order to imderstand St Benedict’s

character and spirit, and to discover the secret of the success of

his institute, it is necessary, as St Gregory says, to turn to his

Rule. St Gregory’s characterization of tie Rule os “ conspicuous

for its discretion ” touches the most essential quality. The re-

lation of St Benedict’s Rule to earlier monastic rules, and of his

institute to the prevailing monachism of his day, is explained in

the article Monasttcism. Here it is enough to say that nowadays
it is commonly recognized by students that the manner of life

instituted by St Benedict was not intended to be, and as a matter

of fact was not, one of any great austerity, when judged by the

standard of his own day (sec E. C. Butler, Lausiae History of

Palladiius, part i. pp. 85 1-2 56). His monks were allowed proper

clothes, sufficient food, ample sleep. The only bodily austerities

were the abstinence flesh meat and the unbroken fast till

mid-day or even 3 but neither would appear so onerous in

Italy even now, as to us in northern climes. Midnight office was

no part of St ^nedict’s Rule : the time for rising for the night

office varied from 1.30 to 3.0, according to the season, and the

monks had had unbroken sleep for 7^ or even 8 hours, except in

the hot weather, when in compensation they were allowed the

traditional Italian summer siesta after the mid-day meal. The
canonical office was chanted throughout, but the directly religious

duties of the day can hardly have taken more than 4.01 5 hours—
perhaps 8 on Sundays. The remaining hours of the day were

divid^ between work and reading, in the proportion (on the

average of the whole year) of about 6 and 4 hours respectively.

The “ reading ” in St Benedict’s time was probably confined to

the BLl)le and the Fathers. The " woric ” contemplated by St

Benedict was ordinarily field work, as was natursJ in view of

the conditions of the time and best suited to the majority of the

monks ; but the principle laid down is that the monks should do

whatever work is most useful There were from the beginning

young boys in the monastery, who were educated by the monks
aocoi^g to tlte ideas of the time. We have seen St Benedict

evangdizing the pagan population round Monte Cassino

;

and a oonsideralde time eadi day is assmed to the read-

ing the Fathers. Thus the germs of all the diief works

carried on by his monks in later ages were to be found in his

own monastery*

The Rule consists of a prologue and i^chapters. Though ithas

resisted all attempts to reduce it to ani, ordered schem, and
prohob^ was not written on any set’plan, sttO it is possible

loogliy to utoicate its oontenfs : after Hie prologue and intro-

ductary chapter setting forth St Benedia’s intenrion, follow

awtructiosisto the abbot on the manner ha which he should govern
his monastery (s, 3) ; nextcomes the ascctical portion of thoRule,

on the chief monaadc virtues (4-7) ; then the regulations foe the

celebratian of the canonical office, which St Bei^ict calls ** the

Work of Qod ** or ** the divine work,” his monks’ first doty, “ of

which •nothing is to taks preoedence ” (8-90) ; faults and ponish-

meats ^a3»3o); the edausr and property of the maoastery

(31,32); community ofgoods (33, 34) ; various officials and dafiy

life (21, 22, 35-57) ; recepition of monks (58^61) ;- miscellaneous

(62-73).

The most remarkable chapters, in which St Benedict’s wisdom
stands out most conspicuously, are those on the abbot(2,5,27,64).
The abbot is to govern the monastery with full and unquestioned
patriarchal authority ; on important matters he must consult

the whefie comsTAtnity and hear what each one, even the youngest,
thinks

;
on matters of less weight he should consult a few of the

elder monks
;
but in either case the decision rests -entirely with

him, and all are to acquiesce. He must, however, bear in mind
that he will have to render an account of all his decisions and to

answer for the souls of all his monks before the judgment seat of

God. Moreover, he has to govern in accordance with the Rule,

and must endeavour, while enforcing discipline and implanting

virtues, not to saddm or ” overdrive ” his monks, or give them
cause for “ just murmuring.” In these chapters pre-eminently

appears that element of ” discretion,” as St Gregory calls it, or

humanism as it would now be teemed, which without doubt has

been a chief cause of the success of the Rule. There is as yet no
satisfactcxry text of the Rule, either critical or manual ; the best

manual text is Schmidt’s e^tio minor (Regensburg, 1892). Of
the many commentaries the most valuable are those of Paulus

Diaconus (the earliest, c. 800), of Calmet and of Mart^ne (Migne,

PatroL Lat. IxvL).

Authorities. An old English translation of St Gregory's
DlcUoguss is reprinted in the Quarterly Series (Bums & Oates).
On St Benedict's life and Rule see Montaleuxbert, Monks oj the West,

bk. iv.
;

Abbate L. Tosti, S. Benedetto (translated 389^) ;
also

Indexes to standard general histories of the period
;
Thomas Hodg-

kin’s Italy and Her Invaders and Gregorovius' History of the City

of Rome may be specially mentioned. But by far Uic best sum-
maries in English arc those contained in the relevant portions of

F. 11 . Dudden's Gregory the Great (ux>5). i. 107-115, ii. ;
on

the recent criticism of the text and contents of the Rule, see Otto
Zockler, Ashese und Mdnehtum (1897), 355-371' ; and E. C. Butler,

articles in Downside Review, December 1899, and Jostrnal of Theo-
logical Studies, April ii)Oi. (IC. B.)

BBNBDICT, SIR JULIUS (1804-1885), musical composer, was
born in Stuttgart on the 27th of November 1804. He was the

son of a Jewish banker, and learnt composition from Hummel
at Weimar and Weber at Dresden

;
with the latter he enjoyed

for three years an intimacy like that of a son, and it was Weber
who introduced him in Vienna to Beethoven on the 5tli of October

1823. In the same year he was appointed Kapellmeister of the

Kamthnerthor theatre at Vienna, and two years later (in 1825)
he became Kapellmeister of the San Carlo theatre at Naples.

Here his first opera, Giaeinta ed Ernesto

^

was brought out in 1829,

and another, written for his native city, 1 Portoghesi in Goa^ was
given there in 1830 ;

neither of these was a great success, and in

1834 he went to Paris, leaving it in 1835 at the suggestion of

Malibran for London, where he spent tlie remainder of his life.

In 1836 he was given the conductorship of an operatic enterprise

at the Lyceum Theatre, and brought out a short opera, Un anno
ed un giomoj previously given in Naples. In 1838 be became
conductor of the English opera at Drury Lane during the period

of Balfe s great popularity
; bis own operas produced there were

The Gips)^s Warning (1838), The Bride of Venice (1843), and
The Crusaders (1846). In 1848 be cxinducted Mendelssohn’s

Elijah at Exeter Hall, for the first appearance of Jenny Lind in

oratorio, and in 1850 he went to America as the accompanist on
that singer’s tour. On his return in 1852 he became musical

conductor under Mapleson’s management at Her Majesty's

theatre (and afterwards at Drury Lme), and in the same year

conductor of the Harmomc Uirion. Benedict wrote recitatives

for the production of an Italian version of Weber’s Oberan in

i860, in the same year woe produced his beautiful cantata

Undine at the Korwieffi festival, m which Qara Nevellp appea3:ed

in public for the last time. His best-known opera, The Lify df

Kiilamey, written on the subject of Ifion BoucicauH’s play

CaUeeu Beam to a libretto by Qxenford, was produced at Go^t
Garden in 1862. His operetta, Use Bnde of Sang, was tatmight

out there in St Ceeilia, am osaftolip, was pei^rmed at

the Norwich festi^ in 1886; 51 Potr the Bkmingham
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festival of 1S70; ^rmdta, a cantata^ was given at the

Birmingham festi^ of and in August 18^3 was produced
in operatic form at the Crystal Palace. Here also a symphony
by him was given in 1873. Benedict conducted every Norwicn
festival from 1845 to 1878 inclusive^ and the Liverpool Phil*'

harmonic Society's concerts from 1876 to 1880. He was
regular accompanist at the Monday Popular Concerts in London
from their starts and with few exceptions acted as conductor
of these concerts. He contributed an interesting life of Weber
to the series of biographies of ** Great Musicians." In 1871 he
was knighted, and m 1874 was made knight commander of the

orders of P'ranz Joseph (Austria) and Frederick (Wiirttemberg).

He died in London on the 5th of June 1885.

BENEDICT BISCOP (628 ? - 690), also known as Bibcop
Baducing, English churchman, was born of a good Northumbrian
family and was for a time a thegn of King Oswiu. He then went
abroad and after a second journey to Rome (he made five

altogether) lived as a monk at Lerins (665-667). It was under
his conduct that Theodore of Tarsus came from Rome to Canter-

bury in 669, and in the same year Benedict was appointed abbot
of St Peter’s, Canterbury. Five years later he built the

monastery of St Peter at Weamiouth, on land granted him by
Ecgfrith of Northumbria, and endowed it with an excellent

library. A papal letter in 678 exempted the monastery from

externa] control, and in 682 Benedict erected a sister foundation

(St Paul) at J arrow. He died on the i2th of January 690,

leaving a high reputation for piety and culture. Saxon archi-

tecture owes nearly everything to his initiative, and Bede was
one his pupils.

BENEDICTINE, a liqueur manufactured at Fecamp, France.

The composition is a trade secret, but, aci.u)rding to Konig, the

following are among the substances used in the manufacture of

imitations of the genuine article : fresh lemon peel, cardamoms,

hyssop tops, angelica, peppermint, thyme, cinnamon, nutmegs,

cloves and amiai flowers. (See Ffk;AMP.)

BENEDICTINES, or Black Monks, monks living according

to the Rule of St Benedict (q.v.) of Nursia. Subiaco in the

Abruzzi was the cradle of the Benedictincs^ and in that neigh-

bourhood St Benedict established twelve monasteries. After-

wards giving up the direction of these, he migrated to Monte
Cassino and there established the monastery which became the

centre whence his Rule and institute spread. From Monte

Cassino he founded a monastery at lerracina. These fourteen

are the only monasteries of which wc have any knowle<^e as

being founded before St Benedict’s death
;

for the mission of

St Placidus to Sicily must certainly he regarded as mere n)mance,

nor does there seem to be any solid reason for viewing more
favourably the mission of St Maurus to Gaul, There is some

ground for believing that it was the third abbot of Monte Cassino

who began to spread a knowledge of the Rule beyond the cirde

of St Benedict’s own foundations. About 58o-S9<|
Monte

Cassino was sacked by the Lombards, and the community came
to Rome and was established in a monastery attached to the

Lateran Basilica, in the centre of the ecclesiastical world. It

is now commonly recognized by scholars that when Gregory tlw

Great became a monk and turned his palace on the Caelian Hill

into a monastery, the mcmastic life there carried out was funda-

mentally based on the Benedictine Rule (see F. H'. Dudden,

Gregory the Greui, i. 108). Frqm this monastery went forth

St Augustine and his comjmnions on their misskm to England in

596, earring their mona^sm with them
;

thus England was

the first country out of Italy in which Benedictine life was

firmly planted. In the course of the 7th century Benedictine

life was gradually introduced in Gaul, and in thd 8th it was carried

into the Germanic lands frons England. It is doubtful whether

in Spain there were Benedictiae tnemasteries, prop^ly so called,

uhtil later period, in many parts the Benedictine Rule met

the mach itrioter Ivieh Rule of Columbanus, introduced by the

Irish missionaries on the continrat, and after brief periods, fiarst

of conflict and tlwn of fmkm, it gradually absorbixi and sup-

plantad it
;
thus doling the 8th century it became, out of Irslaad

and ocher poidty Gel^ the only rule and form of monaede
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life throu^^emt western Europe,-^so completely that Charia^

magne once asked if there ever had been any other monastic

rule.

What may be called the inner side of Benedictiiae life wd
history is treated in the article Monasticisu ; here it h:posstble

to deal only with the broad facta of the extennd hiatoxy. The
chief external works achieved for western Europe by the Bene-

dictines during the early middle ages may be summed up under

the following heads.

1. The Cotwirsion ef the Teutmu: The tendency of

modem historical scholarship justifies the mamtenant:» of tlie

tradition that St Augustine and hts forty companions were the

first great Benedictine apostles and missioners. Through their

efforts Christianity was firmly planted in various parts of

England
; and after the conversion of the country it was English

Benedictines— Wilfrid, Willibrord, Swithbert, Willehud—who
evangelized Friesland and Holland

; and another, Winfrid or

Boniface, who, with his fellow-monks Willibald and others,

evangelized the greater part of central Germany and founded and
organized the German church. It was Anschar, a monk of Corbie,

who first preached to the Scandinavians, and other Benedictines

were apostles to Poles, Prussians and other Slavonic peoples.

The conversion of the Teutonic races may properly be called the

work of the Benedictines.

2. The Civilisation of rwrth-wesiefn Europe»^A& the rtfflult of

their missionary enterprises the Benedictines penetrated into all

these lands and established monasteries, so that by the 10th or

nth century Benedictine houses existed in great numbers
throughout the whole of Latin Christendom except Ireland.

These monasteries became centres of civilizing influences by the

method of presenting object-lessons in organized work, in

agriculture, in farming, in the arts and trades, and also in

well-ordered life. The unconscious method by which such great

results were brought about has been well described by
J

. S. Brewer

{Preface to WorlS of Giraldus Cambrensis, Rolls Scries, iv*) and

F. A. Gasquet.

3. Education .—Boys were educated in Benedictine houses from

the beginning, but at first they were destined to be monks. The
monasteries, however, played a great part in the educational side

of the Carolingian revival
;
and ccrtamly from that date schools

for boys destined to live and work in the world were commonly
attached to Benedictine monasteries. From that day to this

education has been among the recognized and principal works of

Benedictines.

4. Letters and This side of Benedictine life is most

typically represented by the Venerable Bede, the gentle and

learned scholar of the early middle ages. In those times the

monasteries were the only places of security and rest in western

Europe, the only places where letters could in any measure ^
cultivated. It was in the monasteries that tlie writings of Latin

antiquity, both classical and ecclesiastical, were transcribed and

preserved.

In a gigantic system embracing hundreds of monasteries aaad

thousands of monks, and spread over all the counties of western

Europe, without any organic bond between the different houses,

and exposed to all the vicissitudes of the wars and conquests of

those wild times, tasay that the monks often fell short of the ideal

of their state, and sometimes short of the Christian, and even the

moral standard, is but to say that monks are men. Failures there

have been many, and scandals not a few in Benedictine hietory ;

but it may be said with truth that there does not appear to have

been ever a period of widespread or universal corruption, however

imidi at times and in places priinstive love may have waxed cold.

Andwhen such dedensions occurr4l, they soon called forth eiiorti

at reform and revival ; indeed tliese constantly recurring reform-

movements are one of the most striking features of Benedictine

history, and the great proof of the vitality of the institute thtoughf

outtheages.

The first of these movements arose during the CardKngian

revival (r. 800), and is associated ivitk the name of Benedkt of
Antaoe. Under the atupioes of Chariemagim and Lbiiii the Piiiiis

he initiated a schedxe for federating into, one great order, with
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himMlf as abbot general^ all the monasteries of Ct^rles’s empire,

and for enforcing throughout a rigid uniformity in observance.

For this purpose a synod of abbots was assembled at Aix-la-

Chapdle in 817, and a series of 80 Capitula passed, regulating the

life of the monasteries. The scheme as a whole was shortlived

and did not survive its originator ;
but the Capitula were com-

monly recognized as supplying a useful and much-needed supple-

ment to St Benedict’s Rule on points not sufficiently provided

for therein. Accordingly these Capitula exercised a wide influence

among Benedictines even outside the empire. And Benedict of

Aniane’s ideas of organization found embodiment a century later

in the order of Cluny (910), which for a time overshadowed the

great body of mere Benedictines (see Cluny). Here it will suffice

to say that the most distinctive features of the Cluny system were

(i) a notable increase and prolongation of the church services,

which came to take up the greater part of the working day
; (2)

a strongly centralized government, whereby the houses of the

order in their hundreds were strictly subject to the abbot of Cluny.

Though forming a distinct and separate organism Cluny claimed

to be, and was recognized as, a body of Benedictine houses ; but

from that time onwards arose a number of independent bodies, or

“orders,” which took the Benedictine Rule as the basis of their

life. The more important of these* were : in the 1 1 th and 12th cen-

turies, the orders of Camaldulians, Vallomhrosians, Fontevraull

and the Cistercians, and in the 13th and 14th the Silvestrines,

Celestines and Olivetans (see separate articles). The general

tendency of these Benedictine offshoots was in the direction of

greater austerity of life than was practised by the Black Monks
or contemplated by St Benedict’s Rule—some of them were
semi-eremitical

;
the most important by far were the Cistercians,

whose ground-idea was to reproduce exactly the life of St
Benedict’s own monastery. These various orders were also

organized and governed according to the system of centralized

authority devised by St Pachomius (see Monasticism) and
brought into vogue by Cluny in the West, What has here to be
traced is the history of the great body of Benedictine monasteries

that held aloof from these separatist movements.
For the first four or five centuries of Benedictine history there

was no organic bond between any of the monasteries
;
each house

formed an independent autonomous family, managing its own
affairs and subject to no external authority or control except that

of the bishop of the diocese. But the influence of Cluny, even on
monasteries that did not enter into its organism, was enormous

;

many adopted Cluny customs and practices and moulded their

life and spirit after the model it set
] and many such monasteries

became in turn centres of revival and reform in many lands, so

that during the loth and iith centuries arose free unions of

monasteries based on a common observance derived from a
central abbey. Fleury and Hirsau are well-known examples.

Basing themselves on St Gregory’s counsel to St Augustine,

Dunstan, ^Ethelwold and Oswald adopted from the observance

of foreign monasteries, and notably Fleury and Ghent, what was
suitable for the restoration of English monachism,and so produced

the Concordia RegulariSf interesting as the first serious attempt to

bring about uniformity of observance among the monasteries of

an entire nation. In the course of the 12th century sporadic and
limited unions of Black Monk monasteries arose in different parts.

But notwithstanding all these movements, the majority of the

l^reat Black Monk abbeys continued to the end of the 12th century

in their primeval isolation. But in the year 1215, at the fourth

Lateran council, were made regulations destined profoundly to

modify Benedictine polity and history. - .It was decreed that the

Benedictine houses of each ecclesiastical province should hence-

forth be federated for the purposes of mutual help and the

maintenance of discipline, and that for these ends the abbots
should every third year meet in a provincial chapter (or synod),

in order to pass laws binding on all and to appoint visitors who,
in addition to the bishops, should canonically visit the monasteries
and report on their oendition in spirituals and temporals to the

ensuhig chapter. The English monks took the lead in canying
out this legislation, and in i tt8 the first chapter of the province of

Canterbury was held «t Oxford, and up >to the dissolution under

Henry VUl. the triennial chapters, took, place with wonderful
regularity. Fitful attempts were made elsewhere to oarry out the
decrees, and in 1336 Benedict XII. by the bull Benediciina tried

to give further development to the system and to secure its

general observance. The organization of the Benedictine houses
into provinces or chapters under this legislation interfered in the
least possible degree with the Benedictine tradition of mutual
independence of the houses

;
the provinces were loose federations

of autonomous houses, the legislative power of the chapter and
the canonical visitations being the only forms of external interfer-

ence. The English Benedictines never advanced farther along
the path of centralization

;
up to their destruction this polity

remained in operation among them, and proved itself by its

results to be well adapted to the conditions of the Benedictine

Rule and life.

In other lands things did not on the whole go so well, and
many causes at work during the later middle ages tended
to bring about relaxation in the Benedictine houses

; above all

the vicious system of commendatory abbots, rife everywhere
except in England. And so in the period of the reforming

councils of Constance and Basel the state of the religious orders

was seriously taken in hand, and in response to the public demand
for reforming the Church “ in head and members,” reform

movements were set on foot, as among others, so among the

Benedictines of various parts of Europe. These movements
issued in the congregational system which is the present polity

among Benedictines. In the German lands, where the most
typical congregation was the Bursfeld Union (1446), which
finally embraced over 100 monasteries throughout Germany,
the system was kept on the lines of the Lateran decree and
the bull Benediciina, and received only some further develop-

ments in the direction of greater organization; but in Italy

the congregation of S. Justina at Padua (14Z1), afterwards

called the Cassinese, departed altogether from the old lines,

setting up a highly centralized government, after the model
of the Italian republics, whereby the autonomy of the monas-
teries was destroyed, and they were subjected to the authority

of a central governing board. Wi^ various modifications or

restrictions this latter system was imported into all the Latin

lands, into Spain and Portugal, and thence into Brazil, and
into Lorraine and France, where the celebrated congregation

of St Maur (see Maurists) was formed early in the 17th century.

During this century the Benedictine houses in many parts of

Catholic Europe united themselves into congregations, usually

characterized by an austerity that was due to the Tridentine

reform movement.
In England the Benedictines had, from every point of view,

flourished exceedingly. At the time of the Dissolution there

were nearly 300 Black Benedictine houses, great and small,

men and women, including most of the chief religious houses
of the land (for lists see tables and maps in Gasquet’s English
Monastic Life, and Catholic Dictionary, art. “ Benedictines ”).

It is now hardly necessary to say that the grave charges brought
against the monks are no longer credited by serious historians

(Gasquet, Henry VIII. and the Monasteries] J. Gairdner,

Prefaces to the relevant volumes of Calendars of State Papers

of Henry VIIL). In Mary’s reign some of the surviving monks
were brought together, and Westminster Abbey was restored.

Of the monks professed there during this momentary revival,

one, Sigebert Buckley, lived on into ^e reign of James I. ; and
being the only survivor of the Benedictines of England, he
in 1607 invested with the English habit and affiliated to West-
minster Abbey and to the English congregation two English

priests, already Benedictines in the Italian congregation. By
this act the old English Benedictine line was perpetuated

;

and in 1619 a number of English monks professed in Spain were

aggr^ated by pontifical act to these re^sentatives of the old

Engli^ Benedictines, and thus was constituted the present

English Benedictine congregation. Three or four monasteries

of the revived English Benedictines were established on the

continent at the banning of the.XTth century, and remained
there tm driven hock to England by^e French Revolution.
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The Reformation and the religious wars spread havoc among

the Benedictines in many parts of northern Europe ; and as

a consequence, in part of the rule of Joseph II. of Austria,

in part of the French Revolution, nearly every Benedictine
monastery in Europe was suppressed—it is said that in the
early years of the 19th century scarcely thirty in all survived.

But the latter half of the century witnessed a series of remark-
able revivals, and first in Bavaria, under the influence of Louis L
The French congregation (which does not enjoy continuity with
the Maurists) was inaugurated by l>om Gu^rangcr in 1833, and
the German congregation of Beuron in 1863. Two vigorous

congregations have arisen in the United States. These are

all new creations since 1830. In Italy, Spain, Portugal and
Brazil only a few monasteries survive the various revolutions,

and in a crippled state ; but signs arc not wanting of renewed
life : St Benedict's own monasteries of Subiaco and Monte
Cassino are relatively flourishing. In Austria, Hungary and
Switzerland there arc some thirty great abbeys, most of which
have had a continued existence since the middle ages. The
English congregation is composed of throe large abbeys (Down-
side, Ampleforth and Woolhampton), a cathedral priory (Here-

ford) and a nunnery (Stanbrook Abbey, Worcester): there

are besides in England three or four abbeys belonging to foreign

congregations, and several nunneries subject to the bishops.

Each congregation has its president, who is merely a president,

with limited powers, and not a general superior like the

Provincials of other orders
;

so that the primitive Benedictine

principle of each monastery being self-contained and autono-

mous is preserved. Similarly each congregation is independent

and self-governing, there being no superior-general or central

authority, as in other orders. Leo Xlll. established an inter-

national Benedictine College in Rome for theological studies,

and conferred on its abbot the title of “ Abbot Primate,” with

precedence among Black Monk abbots. He is only primus

inter pares, and exercises no kind of superiority over the

other abbots or congregations. Thus the Benedictine polity

may be described as a number of autonomous federations

of autonomous monasteries. The individual monks, too, belong

not to the order or the congregation, but each to the monastery,

in which he became a monk. The chief external work of the

Benedictines at the present day is secondary education
;

there

are 114 secondary schools or gymnasia attached to the abbeys,

wherein the monks teach over 12,000 boys
;

and many of

the nunneries have girls’ schools. In certain countries (among

them England) where there is a dearth of secular priests, Bene-

dictines undertake parochial work.

The statistics of the order (1905) show that of Black Bene-

dictines there are over 4000 choir-monks and nearly 2000

lay brothers—figures that have more than doubled since i88o.

If the Cistercians and lesser offshoots of the order be added,

the sum total of choir-monks and lay brothers exceeds 11,000.

In conclusion a word must be said on the Benedictine nuns,

trom the beginning the number of women living the Benedictine

life has not fallen far short of that ol the men. St Gregory

describes St Benedict s sister Scholastica as a nun (sancitmonialts),

and she is looked upon as the foundress of Benedictine nuns.

As the institute spread to other lands nunneries arose on all

sides, and nowhere were the Benedictine nuns more Numerous
or more remarkable than in England, from Saxon times to the

Reformation. A strong type of womanhood is revealed in the

correspondence of St Boniface with various Saxon Benedictine

nuns, some in England and some who accompanied him to the

continent and there established great convents. In the early

times the Benedictine mins were not strictly enclosed, and
could, when occasioof called for.it, freely go out of their convent

walls to perform any special work : on the other hand, they did

not resemble the modern active congregations of women,

whose ordlnaiy work lies outside the convent. It has to

be said that in the course of the middle ages, especially the

later middle ages, grave disorders arose in many convents

;

and. this doubtkass in the reform movements initiated by

the councils of Cemstance and Basel, and later of Trent, to tlm

introduction of strict enclosure in Benedictine convents, which
now is the almost universal practice. At the .

present <ky
there are of Black Benedictine nuns 26a convents with 7000
nuns, the large majority being directly subject to the diocesan

bishops
;

if the Cistercians and others be included, there are

387 convents with nearly 11,000 nuns. In England there are

a dozen Benedictine nunneries.

Authorities.— The chief general authority for Benadictine
history up to the middle of the 12th century is MubiUons Atmalts,
in 6 vols. folio

; for the later ]>eriod no sucli general work exists, but
the various countries, congregations or even abbeys have to be taken
separately. Montalemhert’s Monks of the West givei^ the early
history very fully

;
the later history, to the beginning of the i8th

century, may be' found in Helyot, Hist, des ordrts religieux. v. and
vi. (1792). A useful sketch, with reiereiices to the best literature,

is in Max Hcimbucher, Orden und Kongregationeu (1896), i. §§ 17-

28; see also the article “ Benedictinerorden " in Wet*er u- Welter,
Kirchenhxicon {2nd ed.), and “ Bencdikt von Nursia und dor
Benediktinerorden,” in Hcraog-Hauck, Healencyhlopddie (3rd ed.).

For England .see Ethclred Taunton, English lilach Monks (1B97)

;

and for the modem history (inth century) the series entitled
“ Siiccisa Yirescit ” in the hownstde Rnnew. 1880 onwards, by
L G. Dolan. On the inner spirit and working of the in.stituto see

F. A. Gasquet, Sketch of Monastic Consttiutianal History (being the
preface to the and ed., 1895, the trans. of Montalembcrt) and
English Mofiastic Life {1904) ; and Newman’s twt) essays on the
Benedictines, among the Historical Sketches On Benedictine
nuns much will be found in the al)Ove-mentioned authorities, and
also in Linn Eckenstcin, Woman in Monasticism (i8g6). On Bene-
dictines and the Arts sec F. H. Kraus, Geschichte der chrisUichen

Kunsi (Freiburg-i-B., 1896-1897). (E. C. B.)

BENEDICTION (Lat. benedictio, from benedicerc, to bless),

generally, the utterance of a blessing or of a devout wish for the

prosperity and liappiness of a person or enterprise. In the usage

of the Catholic Church, both East and West, though the bene-

diction as defined above has its place as between one Christian

and another, it has also a special place in the sacramental system

in virtue of the special powers of blessing vested in the priesthoodl.

Sacerdotal benedictions are not indeed sacraments—means of

grace ordained by Christ himself,—but sacramentak (sacra-

menta minora) ordained by the authority of the Church and
exercised by the priests, as the plenipotentiaries of God, in virtue

of the powers conferred on them at their ordination
;

“ that

whatever they bless may be blessed, and whatever they con-

secrate may be consecrated.” The power to bless in this

ecclesiastical sense is reserved to priests alone
;

the blessing of

the paschal candle on Holy Saturday by the deacon being the

one exception that proves the rule, for he uses for the purpose

grains of incense previously blessed by the priest at the altar.

But though by some the benediction has thus been brought into

connexion with the supreme means of grace, the sacrifice of the

Mass, the blessing does not in itself confer grace and does hot act

on its recipients ex opere operato. It must not be supposed,

however, that the Catholic idea of a sacerdotal blessing hiw any-

thing of the vague character associated with a benediction by

Protestants. Both by Catholics and by Protestants blessings may
be applied to things inanimate as well as animate ; but while

in the reformed Churches this involves no more than an appeal

to God for a special blessing, or a solemn “ setting apan ” of

persons or objects for sacred purposes, in the Catholic idea it

implies a special power, conferred by God, of the priests ovet

the invisible forces of evil. It thus stands in the closest relation

to the rite of exorcism, of which it k the complement.

According to Catholic doctrine, the Fall involved the subjec-

tion, not only of man, but of all things animate and inanimate,

to the influence of evil spirits
;

in support of which St Paul's

epistles to the Romans (viiL) and to Timothy (i Tim. iv. 4-5)

are quoted. This belief is, of couAe, not specifically Christian

;

it has been held at all times and everywhere by men of the mosi
various races and creeds ; and, if there be any validity in the

contention that that is true which has been held semper.
^ ubique^

et ab omnibus, no fact is better established. In general it may
be said, then, that whereas exorciun is practised in order to

cast out devils already in possession, bene&ction k the formula,

by which they are prevented' from entering in< Ptotestantt

iMve condemned these formulae as so much xn«giC| and in thk.,
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modern science tends to agree with them

;
but to orthodox

Protestants at least Catholics hnvt^a perfect right to reply that,

in taking this line, they are but reputing the accusation brought

by the Pharisees against Christ, viz. that he cast out devils

“ by Beelzebub, prince of the devils.”

Though, however, the discomfiture of malignant spirits still

plays an important part in the Catholic doctrine of benedictions,

this has on the whole tended to become subordinated to other

benefits. This is but natural
;

for, though the progrws of

knowledge has not disproved the existence of devils, it has

greatly limited the supposed range of their activities. According

to Father Patrick Morrisroe, dean and professor of liturgy at

Maynooth, the efficiicy of benedictions is fourfold
:

(i) the

excitation of pious emotions and affections of the heart, and by

theirmeans tljc remission of venial sins and of the temporal punish-

ments due for these
; (2) freedom from the power of evil spirits ;

(3) preservation and restoration of bodily health
; (4) various

other benefits, temporal and spiritual. Benedictions, moreover,

are twofold
:

(a) invocative, i.c. those invoking the divine

benignity for persons and things without changing tlieir con-

dition, e.g. children or food
;

(b) constitutive, i.e. those which

give to persons or things an indelible religious character, i.e.

monks and nuns, or the furniture of the altar. The second of

these brings the act of benediction into contact with the principle

of consecration (q.v.)
;

for by tlie formal blessing by the duly

constituted authority persons, places and things are consecrated,

i.c. reserved to sacred uses and preserved from the contaminating

influence of evil spirits. Thus graveyards aro consecrated, i.e.

solemnly blessed in order that the powers of evil may not disturb

the bodies of the faithful departed ; thus, too, the hlesssing of

bells gives them a special power against evil demons.

Though the giving of blessings as a sacerdotal function is

proper to the whole order of priests, particular benedictions

have, by ecclesiastical authority, been reserved for the bishops,

who may, hfwever, delegate some of them
;

i.e. the lienediction

of abbots, of priests at their ordination, of virgins taking the veil,

of churches, cemeteries, oratories, and of all articles for use in

connexion with the altar (chalices, patens, vestments, &c.), of

military colours, of soldiers and of their arms. The holy oil is

also blessed by bishops in the Roman Catholic Church ; in the

(»reek Church, on the other hand, the oil for tlie chrism at baptism

is blessed by the priest. To the pope alone is reserved the blessing

of the pallium, the golden rose, the “Agnus-Dei ” and royal swords

;

he alone, too, can issue blessings that involve some days’ indul-

gence. The ceremonies prescribed for the various I'lenedictions

are set forth in the Rituale Homanum (tit. viii.). In general it

is laid down (cap. i.) that the priest, in benedictions outside the

Mass, shall be vested in surplice and stole, and shall give the

blessing standing and bare-headed. Certain prayers are said

before each benediction, after which he sprinkles the person or

thing to be blessed with holy water and, where prescribed, censes

them. He is attended by a minister with a vase of holy water,

an asper4^Uum and a copy of the Riiuale or missal. In all bene-

dictions the sign of the cross is made. In the blessing of the holy

water (cap. ii.), the essential instrument of all benedictions, the

object is clearly to establish its potency against evil spirits.

First the “ creature of salt ” is exorcized, that . . . thou
mayest be to all who take thee health of body and soul ;

that

wherever thou art sprinkled every phantasy and wickedness and
wile of diabolic deceit may flee and leave that place, and every

unclean spirit ” ; a prayer to God for the blessing of the salt

follows
; then the “ creature of water ” is exorcized, “ that thou

mayest become exorcized water for the purpose of putting to

flif^t every power of the enen^, that thou mayest avail to uproot
and expel this enemy with all his apostate angels, by the virtue

of the same our liord Jesus Christ, &c.*’
;
and again a prayer

to God follows that the water may ** become a creature in the

service of His mysteries, for the driving out of demons,

A

ec.”

In the formulae of blessings that follow, the speciid efficacy

against devils is implied by the aspersion with holy water ; the

Imedictions themselves are usually merely mvocative of the

divine protection or assistance, though, e.g., in the form for

blessing sick animals the priest prays that all diabolic power in

them may be destroyed, and that they may be ill no longerJ” It

is to be remarked that the “ laying on of hands,” which in Old
and theNew Testament ahke is tiie usual “form ” of blessing, is not
used in liturgical benedictions, the priest being directed merely
to extend his right hand towards the person to be blessed. The
appendix di Benedictionibus to the RituaU Romantm contains
formulae, often of much simple beauty, for blessing all manner of
persons and things, from the con^egation as a whole and sick

men and women, to railways, ships, blast-furnaces, Ume-kilns,
articles of food, medicine and medied bandages and all manner
of domestic animals.

The Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament, commonly called

simply “ Benediction ” (Fr. sdut, Gcr. Segen), is one of the

most popular of the services of the Roman Catholic Church. It

is usually held in the afternoon or evening, sometimes at the
conclusion of Vespers, Compline or the Stations of tlie Cross,

and consists in the singing of certain hymns and canticles, more
particularly the 0 salutaris hovtia and the Tantum ergo, before

the host, which is exposed on the altar in a monstrance and
surrounded by not less than ten lighted candles. Often litanies

and hymns to the Virgin are added. At the conclusion the priest,

his shoulders wrapped in the humoral veil, takes the monstrance
and with it makes the sign of the cross over the kneeling con-

gregation, whence the narwe Benediction. The service, the details

of which vary in different countries, is of comparatively modem
origin. Father Thurston traces it to a combination in the i6th

and 17th centuries of customs that had their origin in the 13th,

i>. certain gild services in honour of the Blessed Virgin, and
the growing habit, resulting naturally from the doctrine of

transubstantiation, of ascribing a supreme virtue to the act of

looking on the Holy Sacrament.

In the reformed Churches the word “ benediction ” is techni-

cally confined to the blessing with wliich the priest or minister

dismisses the congregation at the close of the service.

Spf* Ihc* article “ Bcnediktioncn/' by E. C. Achelis in Herzog-
Hauck, Realencyhhpddie (Leipzig, 1897) ;

The Catholic Encyclo-
paedia (Ltmdon and New York, jyo8) s. “ Blessing,” by P. Morrisroe,
and ” Benediction oi tlie Blessed Sacrament,” by Herbert Tiiurstoii,

S.J. ;
in all of which further autUoritics are cited.

BENEDICTUS, the hymn of Zacharias (Luke i. 68 sqq.), so

called from the opening word of the Latin version. The hymn
has been used in Christian worship since at least the 9th century,

and was adopted into the Anglican Order of Morning Prayer from
the Roman service of matin-lauds. In the Prayer-Book of 1549
there was no alternative to the Benedietzts

; it was to be used
“ throughout the whole year.” In 1552 the Jubilate was* inserted

without any restriction as to how often it should take the place of

the Benedictus. Such restriction is clearly implied in the words
“ except when that (Benedictus) shall happen to be read in the

chapter for the da,y, or for the Gospel on Saint John Baptist’s

day ,” which were inserted in 1662. The rubric of 1532 bad this

curious wording :
“ And after the Second Lesson shall be used

and said, Benedictus in English, as followeth.”

The name is also given to a part of the Roman Catholic mass
service beginning Benedictus qui venit.

BENEDICTUS ABBAS (d. 1194), abbot of Peterborough, whose
name is accidentally connected with the Gesta Henrict Regis

Secundi, one of the most valuable of English 12th-century
chronicles. He first makes his appearance in 1174, as the

chancellor of Archbishop Richard, the successor of Becket in

the primacy. In 1175 Benedictus became prior of Holy Trinity,

Canterbury ; in 1177 he received from Henry II. the abbacy of

Peterborough, which he held until his death. As abbot he
distinguished himself by his activity in building, in administering

the finances of his house and in collecting a library. He is

described in the Chronictm Petroburgense as “blessed both in name
and deed.” He belonged to the circle of Beckefs admirers, knd
wrote two works dealing with the martyrdom and the miracles of

his hero. Fragments of the former wotk have come down to us
in the compilation known as the QuiadtSoguS, which is printed in

the fourth volume of J. C, RefeembtfS MaMtils for the History
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ef Thomas Btihit (Rdk series); tiie miiades are extant in thdr

entirety, and are printed in the second volume of the sacM

collection. Benedictus has been credited with the authorship

of the Gesta Henrici on the ground that his name appears in ^e
title of the oldest manuscript. We have, however, conclusive

evidence that Benedictus merely caused this work to be tran*

scribed for the Peterborough library. It is only through the force

of custom that the work is still occasionally cited under the name

of Benedictus. The question of authorship has been discussed

by Sir T. D. Hardy, Bishop Stubbs and Professor Liebcrmann

;

but the results of the discussion are negative. Stubbs conjectur-

ally identified the first part of the Gtsta (1170-1177) with the

Liber Tricolumnis, a register of contemporary events kept by

Richard Fitz Neal (^.v.), the treasurer of Henry II. and author of

the Dialog dc Scacaxrio ;
the latter part (1177-1192) was by

the same authority ascribed to Roger of Hoveden, who makes

large use of the Gesta in his own chronicle, copying them with

few alterations beyond the addition of some documents. This

theory, so far as concerns the Liber Tricolumnis^ is rejected by

Liebermann and the most recent editors of the Didogus (A.

Hughes, C. G. Crump and C. Johnson, Oxford, 190a). We can

only say that the Gesta arc the work of a weU-informed con-

temporary who appears to have been closely connected with the

court and is inclined on all occasions to take the side of Henry IL

The author confines himself to the external history of events, and

his tone is strictly impersonal. He incorporates some official

documents, and in many places obviously derives his information

from others which he does not quote. There i.s a break in his work

at the year 1177, where the earliest manuscript ends ;
but the

reasons which have been given to prove that the authorship

clianges at this point are inconclusive. The work begins at

Christmas 1169, and concludes in 1192 ;
it is thus in form a

fragment, covering portions of the reign of Henry II. and

X

Svo VV.’ Stubbs’ regis iUnrici 5ecundi Benedicti dilmtis

Iz vals.. Rolls series, my), and particularly the prclace to the fiwl

volume; F, Liebcrmann in Einleitung tti den Jhahgus de Scactano

(Gdttingcii, 1875) ;
in OsienglUche Geschichts^uellen (Hanover, 1892) ,

and in Perth’s Monumenta Gertnaniae Histonca, Sertptores, vol. xxvit.

pp. 82, 83; also the mtrfxluction to the lhalogus de S^ccarto m
the Oxford edition of iyo2. (W- ^ i

BEKBDIX, JULIUS RODERICK (18x1-1873), German

dramatist and librettist, was bom at Leipzig on the 21st of

January 1811, and was educated at the Thomasschule at Leipzig.

He joined the stage in 1831, his first engagement being witli the

travelling company of H. E, Bethmann in Dessau, Cothen,

Bernburg and Meiningen. Subsequently he was tenor in several

theatres in Westphalia and on the Rhine, and became manlier

of the theatre at Wesel, where he produced a comedy, Das

bemoosU Hempt (1841), which met with great success. After an

engagement in Cologne, he managed the new theatre at Elbeneld

and in 1849 was appointed teacher on the staff of

the Rhenish school of music in Cologne. In 1855 he was

appointed intendant of the municipal theatre in Frankfort^n-

Main, but retired in i86i, and died in Leipzig on the a6th of

September 1873. -Benedix’s comedies, the scenes of which are

mostly laid in upper middle-dass life, still enj^ some popularity

;

the best-known are ; Dr Wespe ;
Die Hochaeitsreise ;

D^
’

pas Gefdttgnis ;
Das Liigen ;

£in Lustspiel ;
Der Stbrenfrtea ;

Die Dienstboten ;
Asckenbrbdel ;

Die zdrUichen Verwa^t^

The chief characteristics of bis farces are a dear plot and bright,

easy and natural dialogue. Among his more serious works are

:

Bilder aus dem Sehauspiekrleben (Leipzig, 1847) ;

Fortrag (Leipzig, 1859-1860):; DasWesendesdeutsehen Bkyih^

(Leipzig. 1862) and, posthumopsly, Die Shakespear^ame (1873),

in whidi he attacksiSie axtreipe, adoration of the Bntish poet.

BMtAdiic's GesaMWO^ droMatifche Werke appeared in 27 verfs.

(LSpdg,”i846-i87di ^ selection under the title Volksthea^ m
io and a collection of smaller comediw bm

ed Uipaig. 1891); see Benedix'a

awtobiography in the Gmtedavbe for 1871.

BBlIxmB (UsL henofitium, benefit), a^ first

under the Roman ampure to portiom of land, the uautrurt of

‘ ‘

* was granted by riie emperors to their soldiers or others

for life, as a reward or henefUium for past services, and at a

retainer for future services. A list of all sudi benefism mu
recorded in the Book of Bettofices {Liber Beneficiofum)^ whidh was

kqxt by the principal registrar of benefices (PrimfsmwW Bene-

tUiorum). In imitation of the practire observed under theRoman

empire, the term came to be applied under the Ibudal systOT

to portions of land granted by a lord to his vassal for the

tenance of the latter on condition of his rendering rmlltaiy

service ; and such grants were originally for life only, and the

land reverted to the lord on the death of the vassal. In a

similar manner grants of land, or of the profits ot land, appe^

to have been made by the bishops to their clergy for life, on the

ground of some extraordinary merit on the part of the grant^

The validity of such grants was first formally recognized l>y the

council of Orleans, a.i). 511, which forliadc, however, under any

circumstances, the alienation from the bishoprics of any lai^s so

granted. The next following council of Orleans, 533, broke m
upon this principle, by declaring that a bishop could

from his clergy any grants made to t^em by his predecessor,

excepting in cases of misconduct. This innovation on the ancient

practice was confirmed by the subsequent council of Lyoiw, 5^j

and from this period these grants ceased to be ri^rded as

personal, and their substance became annexed to the churches,—

in other words, they were henceforth enjoyed jure tUult, and no

longer jure persondi. How and when the term beHeficia came

to be applied to these episcopal grants is uncertain, but are

designated by that term in a canon of the council of Biamz,

The term benefice, according to the canon law, implies always

an ecclesiastical office, propter quad beneficiutn datUTf but it dt^

not always imply a cure of souls. It has been defined to be the

right which a clerk has to enjoy certain eoclesiasti^ revenu^

on condition of discharging certain services prescril^ by the

canons, or by usage, or by the conditions under whicli his oiilce

has been founded. These services might be those of a secular

priest with cure of souls, or they might ^ those of a regular

priest, a member of a religious order, without cure of >

but in every case a benefice implied three things : (1) An

obligation to discharge the duties of on office, whidi is altogether

spiritual; (2) The right to enjoy the fruits attach^ to that

office, which is the benefice itself
; (3) The fruits thcniselves,

which are the temporalities. By keying these distinction in

view, the right of patronage in the case of secular benehew

becomes intelligible, being in fact the right, which was originally

vested in the donor of the temporalities, to present to the b>8h<^

a clerk to be admitted, if found fit by the bishop, to the office to

which those temporalities are annexed. Nomination or presenta-

tion on the part of the patron of the benefice is thus the ^^st

requisite in order that a clerk should become l^^y entitted

to a benefice. The next requisite is that he should be admitted

by the bishop as a fit person for the spintual office to w^h the

benefice is annexed, and the bishop is the judge of the sufficie^

of the clerk to be so adffiitted. By the^
Church of England a bishop was allowed a space of two /months

to inquire and inform himself of the suffici^cy of every pre-

sentee, but by the ninety-fifth of the canoiw^ 16^ “Jte^a

has been abridged to twenty-eight days, witlta whidi the biAop

must admit or reject the clerk. If tht bishop rejects the clerk

within that time he is liaWc to a duplex querela m the eocte-

siastical courts, or to a quare impedit m the common law owrts,

and the bishop must then certify the reasons of hts refu^.

In cases where the patron is himself a clerk in orders, and wtfhas

to beadmitted to the benefice, he njpst proceed by way of peUtion

instead of by deed of presentation, witing tlmt the benefice is

in his own patronage, and petitioning the bishop
?*j*l?’*****^

him and admit him. Upon the bishop having satisfied hunadf

of the sufficiency ot the clerk,he proceeds to institute ban ww
spiritual office to which the benefice is annexed, but before such

institution can take place, the derk is required to makoa deciam-

tion of assent to the Thirty-nine Articles of Religion and to the

Book of CcOTiman Prayer according to a form prescnlMd m the

Clerical Subao^on Act 1865, to make a dcckiatwh agatnat
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•imony in accordance with that act, and to take and subscribe

the oath of allegiance according to the form in the Promissory

<kths Act 1868. The bishop, by the act of institution, commits

to the clerk the cure of souls attached to the office to which the

benefice is annexed. In cases where the bishop himself is patron

of the benefice, no presentation or petition is required to be

tendered by the clerk, but the bishop having satisfied himself

of the sufficiency of the clerk, collates him to the benefice and

office. It is not necessary that the bishop himself should person-

ally institute or collate a clerk
;
he may issue a fiat to his vicar-

gcneral, or to a special commissary for that purpose. After the

bishop or his commissary has instituted the presentee, he issues

a mandate under seal, addressed to the archdeacon or some

other neighbouring clergyman, authorizing him to induct the

clerk into his benefice,—in other words, to put him into legal

possession of the tciriporalities, which is done by some outward

form, and for the most part by delivery of the bell-rope to

the clerk, who thereupon tolls the bell. This form of induction

is required to give the clerk a legal title to his beneficium,

although his admission to the office by institution is sufficient

to vacate any other benefice which he may already possess.

By a decree of the Lateran council of 1215, which was en-

forced in England, no clerk can hold two benefices with cure of

souls, and if a beneficed clerk shall take a second benefice with

cure of souls, he vacates tpsn facto his first benefice. Dispensa-

tions, however, could be easily obtained from Rome, before the

reformation of the Church of England, to enable a clerk to hold

several ecclesiastical dignities or benefices at the same time, and
by the Peterfience, Dispensations, &c. Act 1534, the power to

grant such dispensations, which had been exercised previously

by the court of Home, was transferred to the archbishop of

Canterbury, certain ecclesiastical persons having been declared

by a previous statute (1529) to be entitled to such dispensations.

The system of pluralities carried with it, as a necessary con-

sequence, systematic non-residence on the part of many incum-

bents, and delegation of their spiritual duties in respect of their

cures of souls to assistant curates. The evils attendant on this

system were found to be so great that the Pluralities Act 1838

was passed to abridge the holding of benefices in plurality,

and it was enacted that no person should hold under any
circumstances more than two benefices, and this privilege

was made sul^ject to the restriction that his benefices were

within ten statute miles of each other. By the Pluralities Act

1850, the restriction was further narrowed, so that no spiritual

person could hold two benefices except the churches of such

benefices were within three miles of each other by the nearest

road, and the annual value of one of such benefices did not

exceed £100. By this statute the term benefice is defined to

mean benefice with cure of souls and no other, and therein to

comprehend all parishes, perpetual curacies., donatives, endowed
public chapels, parochial chapelries and dhapelries or districts

belonging or reputed to belong, or annexed or reputed to be

annexed, to any church or chapel. The' Pluralities Acts Amend-
ment Act 1885, however, enacted that, by dispensation from the

archbishop, two benefices could be held together, the churches

of which are within four miles of each other, and the annual value

of one of which docs not exceed £200.

All benefices except those under tbe clear annual value of £50
pay their first fruits (one year’s profits) and tenths (of yearly

profits) to Queen Anne's Bounty for the augmentation of the

maintenance of the poorer clcigy. Their profits during vacation

belong to the next incumbent. Tithe Kent charge att^ed to a

benefice is relieved from payment of ohe-half of the agricultural

rates assessed thereon. Benefices may be exchanged by agree-

ment between incumbents with the consent of the ordinary, and
they may, with the consent of the patron and ordinary., be united

or dissolved after being united. They may also be changed with

the repayment of money laid out for their permanent advantage,

and be augmented wholly by the medium of Queen Anne's

BOUfiiy.

A benefice is avoided or vacated—(i) by death
; (2) by resigna-

tion,'if the bishop is willing to accept the resignation : by: the In-

cumbents^ResignationAct 1871,AmendmentAct t887^anyoIergy-
man who has been an incumbent of one benefice continuously for

seven years, and is incapacitated by permanent mental or bodily
infirmities from fulfilling his duties, may, if the bishop thinks fit,

have a commission appointed to consider the fitness of his

resigning
;
and if the commission report in favour of his resign-

ing, he may, with the consent of the patron (or, if that is refused,

with the consent of the archbishop) resign the cure of souls into

the bishop’s hands, and have assigned to him, out of the benefice,

a retiring-pension not exceeding one-third of its annual value,

which is recoverable as a debt from his successor
; (3) by cession,

upon the clerk being instituted to another benefice or some other

preferment incompatible with it
; (4) by deprivation and sentence

of an ecclesiastical court ; under the Clergy Discipline Act 1892,
an incumbent who has been convicted of ofiences against the law
of bastardy, or against whom judgment has been given in a
divorce or matrimonial cause, is deprived, and on being found

guilty in the consistory court of immorality or ecclesiastical

offences (not in respect of doctrine or ritual), he may be deprived

or suspended or declared incapable of preferment
; (5) by act of

law in consequence of simony
; (6) by default of the clerk in

neglecting to read publicly in the church the Book of Common
Prayer, and to declare his assent thereto within two months after

his induction, pursuant to an act of 1662.

See also Advowson; Gimbe; Incumbent; Vicar; also Pliilli-

niorc, jRu'ks, Law
; Cripps, Law of Church and Clergy.

BENEFICIARY (from Lat. henefictum, a l^enefit), in law, one

who holds a benefice
;

one who is beneficially entitled to, or

interested in, property, i.e. entitled to it for his own benefit, and
not merely holding it for others, as does an executor or trustee.

In this latter sense it is nearly equivalent to cestui que trusty a

term which it is gradually superseding in modern law.

BENEKE, FRIEDRICH EDUARD (1798-2854), (ierman

psychologist, was born at Berlin on the 17th of February 1798,

studied at the universities of Halle and Berlin, and served as a

volunteer in the war of 1815, After studying theology under

Schleiermacher and De Wette, he turned to pure philosophy,

studying particularly English writers and the German modifiers

of Kantianism, such os Jacobi, Fries and Schopenhauer. In 1820

he published his Erkenntnisslekrf, his Erfakrungsseelenlekre als

Grundlage dies Wissens, and his inaugural dissertation De Verts

Philosophiae IniHis. His marked opposition to the philosophy

of Hegel, then dominant in Berlin, was shown more clearly in the

short tract, Neue Grundlegung zur Metapkysik (1822), intended

to be the programme for his lectures as privat-docent, and in the

able treatise, Grundlegung zur Physik derSitten (1822), written, in

direct antagonism to Kant’s Metaphysic of Ethics^ to deduce
ethical principles from a basis of empirical feeling. In 1822 his

lectures were prohibited at Berlin, according to his own belief

through the influence of Hegel with the Prussian authorities, who
also prevented him from obtaining a chair from the ^xon
government. He retired to Gottingen, lectured there for some
years, and was then allowed to return to Berlin. In 1832 he

received an appointment as professor extraordinarius in the

university, which he continued to hold till his death. On the ist

of March 1854 he disappeared, and more than two years later his

remains were found in the canal near Charlottenburg. There was
some suspicion that he had committed suicide in a fit of mental

depression.

The distinctive peculiarity of Beneke’s system consists, first,

in the firmness with which he maintained that in empirical

psychology is to be found the basis of all philosophy; and
secondly, in his rigid treatment of mental phenomena by the

genetic method. According to him, the perfected mind is a

development from simple elements, and the first problem of

philosophy is the determination of these elements and of the

processes by which the development takes place. In his JSeue

Psychotogie (essays iii., viii. and ix.), he defined his position with

regard to his predecessors and contemporaries, and both there

and in the introduction to his LeAr^tfriitsigiialized as the two ^at
stages in the progress of psychology*Jthe negation of innate ideas

by Locke, and of faculties, in tto oiriinary acceptation of the
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term^ by Herbart. The next stepwas his own

; he insisted that
psychology must be treated as one of the natur^ sciences. As is

the case with them, its content is given by experience alone, and
differs from theirs only in being the object of the internal as
opposed to the external sense. But by this Beneke in no wise
meant a psychology found^ oh physiology. These two sciences,

in his opinion, had ouite distinct provinces.and gave no mutual
assistance. Just as little help is to be expected from the science

of the body as from mathematics and metaphysics, both of which
had been pressed by Herbart into the service of psychology. The
true method of study is that applied with so much success in the
physical sciences—critical exammation of the given experience,

and reference of it to ultimate causes, which maynot be themselves

perceived, but are nevertheless hypotheses necessary to account
for the facts. (See on method, I^eue Psych., essay i.)

StartinK from tlic two assumptions that tliere is notlung, or at
least no formed product, innate in the mind, and that dchnite
faculties do not originally exist, and from the fact that our minds
ncvorthelerts actually have a definite content and definite modes of
action, Beneke proewds to state somewhat dogmatically his scien-
tifically verifiable hypothest^s as to the primitive condition of the
soul and the laws according to which it develops. Originally the
s<jul is jjossessed of or is an immense variety of powers, faculties or
forces (concejitions which Beneke, in opposition to Herbart, holds to
lx* metaph3r8ioally justifiable), differing from one another only in

tenacity, vivacity, receptivity and grouping. These primitive im-
material forces, so closely united as to form but one being (essence),

acquire definiteness or form through tlui action upon them of stimuli
or excitants from the outer world. Thii^i action of external impres-
sions which are appropriated by the internal powers is the first

fundamental process in the genesis of the completed mind. If the
union of impression and faculty be sufficiently strong, consciousness
(not se//-consciousncss) arises, and definite sensation.s and perceptions
begin to be formed. These primitive sensations, however, are not
to be identified with the sensations of the special senses, for each of

these senses is a system of many powers which have grown into a
definite unity, have Ixicn ediicatca by experience. From ordinary
experience it must be concluded that a second fundamental process
is incessantly going on, viz. the formation of new powers, which
takes place principally during sleep. The third and most important
process results from the fact that the combination between stimulus
and power may be weak or strong

;
if weak, then the two elements

are said to be movable, and they may flow over from one to another
of the already formed psychical products. Any formed faculty
does not cease to exist on the removal of its stimulus ; in virtue of

its fundamental property, Unacity, it sinks back as a trace (Spur)
into unconsciousne&s, whence it may lx; recalled by the appliration
to it of another stimulus, or by the attraction toward.s it of some
of the movable elements or newly-formed original powers. These
traces and the flowing over of the movable elements are the most
important conceptions in Beneke’s psychology

;
by means of them

he gives a rationale of reproduction and ewsociation, and strives to
show that all the formed faculties are simply developments from
traces of earlier processes. Lastly, similar forms, according to the
degree of their similarity, attract one another or tend to form closer
combinations.

All psychical phenomena are explicable by the relation of impres-
sion and power, and by the flow of movable elements ;

the whole
process of mental development is nothing but the result of the action
and interaction of the above simple laws. In general this growth
may be said to take the direction of rendering more and more definite
Ijy repetition and attraction of like to like the originally indefinite
activities of the prinury Acuities. Thus the sensations of the
special senses are gradually formed from the primary sensuous feel-

ings {sinnliche Empfiudungen ) ; concepts are formed from intuitions
of individuals by the attraction of the common eilements, and
the consequent flow towards them of movable forms, judgment is

the springing into consciousness of a concept alongside of an in-

tuition. or of a higher concept alongside of a lower. Reasoning is

merely a more complex judgment.. Nor are there special faculties

of judging or reasoning. The understanding is simply the mass of

conc^ts lying in the background of unconsciousness, ready to be
called up and to flow with force towards anything closely connected
with them. Even memory is not a special faculty ; it is sir^tly the
fundamental property df tenacity possessed by the original faculties.

The very distinction between the 'great classes. Knowledge, Feeling

and Win, may be referred to e^mentary differences in the original

relations of faculty and impre^ion.
,

ThftI is thti groundwork of Bencke's philosophy. It should be
carefully compared' irith the aisociation ixjychology of modem
British most of whose results and pi^e&ses will be found

theca .worked into a comprehensive system (see Association of
logA!?). In logio, metaphysics and ethics BeneUe's speculations

arejiaturally dependent on his psychology.
ThC ipeml value of Beneke^s work.*!, as has been already said,

Qonsialt in the many > spsciixiens of. acute psychological' analysis
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mattered throughout them* As a complete explanation of psychii^
facts, the tlieory seems defective. The original l\ypotheses, peculiar

to Beneke. on which the whole depends, are hastily* assumed had
rest on a clumsy mechanical metaphor. As is the case with all

empiri^ theories of mental development, the highier categories

or notions, wlxich are apparently shown to result from the simple
elements, are really presupposed at every step. Particularly un-
satisfactory is the account of consciouafness, which is said to arise

from the union of itnptcssion and faculty. The necessity ol con-
sciousness for any mental action whatsoever is apparently in^ted*
but the conditions involved in it are never discussed or mentioned.
The same delect appears in the account of etliicid judgment ; no
amount of empirical fact can ever yield the notion of absolute duty.
His results have found acceptance mainly with practical teachers.

Undoubtedly his minute analysis of temperament and . careful

exposition of the means whereby the young, unformed mind may be
trained are of infinite value ; but the truth of many of his doctrines

on tliesQ points lends no support to the fundamental hypotheses,

from which, indeed, they might be almost entirely severed.

Beneke was a most prolific writer, and besides tlie works mentioned
above, published large treatises in the several departments of

philo.sopny, both pure and us applied to education and ordinary

life. A complete list of his writings will be found in the appendix
to Dressler’s edition of the I.ehrbuch der Psycholo^ie als NaturwissBn^

schtift (iHfii). The chief are :

—

Psyckologische SktzMen (1835, 1837) •

Lehrbuck der Psychologic
(1832 ) ; Metaphysih und Reliaionsphilo*

Sophie
{1840) ;

Die neue Psychologic
(1845) ; Pragmatische Psy^

chologie Oder Seelenlehre in der Anwendung auf das l.eben
(1832 ).

.\mong German writers, who, though not professed foHowers of

Beneke, have been largely influenced by him. may be mentioned
Ueberweg and Karl Fortlage (1806-1881). In Engluad, perhaps,

the only writer who shows traces of acquaintance with his wprks
is J. D. Morell {Inirod. to Mental Philosophy). The most eminent
members of the school are

J.
G. Dressier (whose Beneke oder SeeleiU

lehre als Natufivissenschaft is an admirable exposition). Fried. Dittes

and G. Raue. The compendium by the last-named author pasted
through four editions in Germany, and has been translated into

French, Flemish and English. Tne English translation, Elements

of Psychology (1871), gives a lucid and succinct view of the whole
system.
Among more recent works on Beneke are O. E. Hummel, Die

Unterrichtslehre Bemhes (Leipzig, 1885) ;
on his ethical theory, C. H.

Th. Kiihn, Die Sitienlehrc F. E. Benches (1892) ; Joh. Friedrich,

F. E. Beneke (Wiesbaden, i8q8, with biography and list of works)

;

Otto Gramzow, F. E. Benekes Lehen und Philos. (Bern, 1899, with
full talhliography)

; on his theory of knowledge, H. Renner, Benches
Erkenntnistheorie (Halle, 1902) ;

on his metaphysics, Die Mstaphysih
Benekes, by A. Waiulschneider (Berlin, 1903) ; Brandt, Beneke,

the Man and His Philosophy (New York, 1895) ; Falckenberg, Hist,

of Phil. (Eng. trans., 1895) ;
and H. Hoffding, of Mod. Phil,

vol. ii. (Eng. trans., 1900). (R. Ap.)

BBNBTT, BTHBLDRBD (1776-1845), one of the earliest of

English women geologists, the second daughter of Thomai
Benett, of Pyt House near Tisbury, was bom in 1776. Later

she resided at Norton House, near Warminster, in Wiltshire,

and for more than a quarter of a century devoted herself to

collecting and studying the fossils of her native county. She

contributed ** A Catalogue of the Organic Remains of the County

of Wilts ” to Sir R. C. Hoare’s County History, and a limited

number of copies of this work were pnnted as a separate volume

(1851) and privately distributed. She died on the itth of

January 1845.

BENBVBNTO, a town and archiepiscopal see of Campania,

Italy, capital of the province of Benevento, 60 m. by rail, and

32 m. direct N.E. of Naples, situated on a hill 400 ft. above

sea-level at the confluence of the Calorc and Sabbato. Pop.

(1901) town, 17,337 ;
commune, 34,137. It occupies the site of

the ancient Beneventum, originally Maleventum or Maluentum,

supposed in the imperial period to have been femnded by Dto-

medes. It was the chief town of the Samnites, who took refuge

here after their defeat by the Romans in 314 b.c. It appears not

to have fallen into the hands of the latter until Pyrrhus^s absence

in Sicily, but served them as a of operations in the last

campaign against him in 275 B.c. A Latin colony was planted

there ifi 268 b.c., and it was then that the name was diapged for

the sake of the omen, and probably then that the Via Appia was
extended from Capua to Beneventum. It remained in the hands

of the Romans during both the Punic and the Social Wars, and
was a fortress of importance to them. The positkm is .strong,

being protected by t^e two rivers mentioned, and the medieval

fpitihcetions, wfudh dre nearly a m. in length, probf^:^ follow

the ancient Hne, which was rased to the grom^i by fotila ip
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iUD. 54a, After the Social War it became a mtmcipium and

undcBT Augustus a colony, Being a meeting point of six main

roads/ it was much visited by travellers. Its importance is

vouched for by the many remains of antiquity which it possesses,

of which the most famous is the triumphal ardi erected in honour

of Trajan by the senate and people of Rome in a.d. 114, with

important reliefs relating to its history (E. Petersen in

Rbmiscke MfUezltmgen, 1892, 241 ; A. von Domaszewzki in

Jakreskefte desOsterreich. archdologischm ii., 1899, 173).

Tliere are also considerable remains of the ancient theatre, a

large crypioporiicus 197 ft. long known as the ruins of Santi

Quaranta, and probably an emporium (according to Meomartini,

the portion preserved is only a fraction of the whole, which once

measured 1791 ft in lengtii) and an ancient brick arch (called

the Arco del Sacramfnto), while below the town is the Ponte

liCbroso, a bridge of the Via Appia over the Sabbato, and along

the road to Avellino are remains of thermae. Many inscriptions

and ancient fragments may be seen built into the houses
; in

front of the Madonna delle Grazie is a bull in red Egyptian

granite, and in the Piazza Papiniano the fragments of two

Egyptian obelisks erected in A.t). 88 in front of the temple of

Isis in honour of Domitian. In 1903 the foundations of this

temple were discovered close to the Arch of Trajan, and many
fragments of fine sculptures in both the Egyptian and the

Greco-Roman style belonging to it were found. They had

apparently been used as the foundation of a portion of the city

wall, reconstructed in a.d. 663 under the fear of an attack by

Constans, the Byzantine emperor, the temple having been

destroyed under the influence of the bishop, St Barbatus, to

provide the necessary material (A. Meomartini, O. Marucchi

and L. Savignoni in NoUsUe degli Scavi, 1904, 107 sqq.). Not
long after it had been sacked by Totila Benevento became tlie

scat of a powerful Lombard duchy and continued to be inde-

pendent until 1053, when the emperor Henry III. ceded it to

Leo IX. in exchange for the bishopric of Bambeig ; and it

continued to be a papal possession until 1806, when Napoleon

granted it to Talleyrand with the title of prince. In 1815 it

returned to the papacy, but was united to Italy in i860. Manfred

lost his life in 1266 in battle with Charles of Anjou not far from

the town. Much damage has been done by earthquakes from
time to time. Tlie church of S. Sofia, a circular edifice of about

760, now modernized, the roof of which is supported by six

ancient columns, is a relic of the Lombard period ; it has a fine

cloister of the 12th century constructed in part of fragments of

earlier buildings
;

while the cathedral with its fine arcaded

facade and incomplete square campanile (begun in 1279) dates

from the qth oentury and was rebuilt in 1 1 14. The bronze doors,

adorned with bas-rdiefs, are good; they may belong to the

beginning of the 13th century. The interior is in the form of a
basilica, the double aisles being borne by ancient columns, and
contains ambones and a candelabrum of 1311, the former resting

on columns supported by lions, and decorated witli reliefs and
coloured marble mosaic. The castle at the highest point of the

town was erected in the 14th oesiti^,

Benevento is a ttatioa on the railway from Naples to Foggia,

and has branch lines to Campobasso and to Avellino.

SecA. HeavoBJtisiiMonumentieoftretd'AriediBenevento (Bentwento,

1&99) ! T. Ashby. Milauges de VieoU ftan^ue, 1903, (T. As.)

BENBVOUBIlOE (Lat, hne, well, and wUhs^ wishing), a term

for an act of kindness, or a gift of money, or goods, but used in a.

special sense to indicate sums of money, disguised as gifts, which

wm extorted by various English kh|gs from theu subjects,

without consent of parliamei^. Akk^ the numerous methods
which have been adopted by sovereigns everywhere to obtain

support from their people, that of demanding gifts has frequently

bunda fdaoe, and consecjuently it is the word andnot the method
which is peculiar to English history. Edward 11. and Richard II.

* These were (i) the prolongation of the Via Appia inwn Capua.

(2) its cantinnatkitt to Tanmtuxn and Bnmdistum. of whieh there
were., two different lines between Beneventum and AquUonia at

dilierent dates (see Appia. Via), (3) the Via Traiana to Brundisium
by Herdoniac, (4) the road to Teiesia and Aesemia, (5) the road
to Aesemia by Bovlanvm, (6) the road to AbelliiMm and Soleftttim.

had obtained funds by resorting to forced loans, a practice which
was probably not unusual in ea&er times. Edward IV., however,
discarded even the pretence of repayment, and in 1473^ wmrd
bmeoolence was first used with reference to a royal demand fora
gift. Edward was successful in these efforts, and as they
only concerned a limited number of persons he did not incur
serious unpopularity. But when Richard 111 . sought to emulate
his brother’s example, protests were made which led to the
passing of an act of parliainent in 1484 abolishing benevcdences
as

** new and unlawful inventions.” About the same time the
Garonicle of Croyland referred to a benevolence as a nova et

inaudita impositio muneris ut per benevolentiam quilibet daret
id quod vcllet, immo verius quod noUet.” In spite of this act

Richard demanded a further benevolence; but it was Henry VII.
who made the most extensive use of this system. In 1491 he sent

out commissioners to obtain gifts of money, and in 1496 an act

of parliament enforced payment of the sums promised on this

occasion under penalty of imprisonment. Henry’s chancellor,

Cardinal Morton, archbishop of Canterbury, was the traditional

author of a method of raising money by benevolences known as
“ Morton’s Fork.” If a man lived economically, it was reasoned

he was saving money and could afford a present for the king. M,
on the contrary, he lived sumptuously, he was evidently wealthy

and could likewise afford a gift. Henry VII. obtained consider-

able sums of money in thfs manner
;
and in 1545 Henry VIII.

demanded a “ loving contribution ” from all who, possessed lands

worth not less than forty shillings a year, or chattels to the value

of £15 ;
and those who refused to make payment were summoned

before the privy council and punished. Elizabeth took loans

which were often repaid ;
and in 1614 James I. ordered the

sheriffs and magistrates in each county and borough to collect a

general benevolence from all persom of abflity, and with some
difficulty about £40,000 was collected. Four courities had, how-

ever, distinguished themselves by protests against this demand,
and the act o£ Ridiard III. had been cited by various objectors.

Representatives from the four counties were accordingly called

before the privy council, where Sir .Edward Coke defended the

action of the king, quoted the Tudor precedents and urged that

the act of 1484 was to prevent exactions, not voluntary gifts such

as James had requested. Subsequently Oliver St John was fined

and imprisoned for making a violent protest against the bene-

volence,and on theoccasion of his trial Sir Francis Bacon defended

the request for money as voluntary. In 1615 an attempt to exact

a benevolence in Irdand failed, and in 1620 it was decided to

demand one for the defence of the Palatinate. Circular letters

were sent out, punishments were inflicted, but many excuses were
made and only about £34,000 was contributed. In 1621 a further

attempt was made, judges of assize and others were ordered to

press for contributions, and wealthy men were called before the

privy council and asked to name a sum at which to be rated.

About £88,000 was thus raised, and in 1622 William Fiennes, ist

Viscount Sayc and Sele, was imprisoned for six months for

protesting. This was the last time bencvdences were actually

collected, although in 1622 and 1625 it proposed to raise

money in this manper. In 1633 Charles I. consented to collect

a benevolence for the recovery of the Palatinate for Charles

Louis, the son of his sister Elizabeth, but no further steps were
taken to carry out the project.

See W. Stubbs, Constitutional History of "England, vol. iii. (Oxford.

1895) ; H. Hallam, Constitutional History of England, vol. i. (London,
1855) ; T. P. Taswell-Langmead, English Cmstituiional History
(London, 1896) ;

S. R. Gardiner, History of England, passim (London,
1893).

BBNFEYt THEODOR (1809*1881), German philologist, son of

a Jewish trader at Ndrten, near Gottingen, Was bom on the 28th

of January 1809. Although originally designed for the medical

profession, his taste for philology was awakened by a careful

instruction in Hebrew which he received from his father. Aft^
brilliant studies at Gottingen he spent a year at Munich, where
hewas greatly impressed bythe lectures of Schellmg andThiersch,
and afterwards settled as a teacher in Frankfort. His pursuits

were at first chieifiy classical, and hie attention was diverted to

Sanskrit by an accidental wager that he would leam enough ai
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the language in a few weeks to be able to review a new book upon
it. This feat he accomplished, and rivalled in later years when
he learned Russian in order to translate V. P. Vasilev’s work on
Buddhism. For the time, however, his labours were diiefly in

classical and Semitic philology. At Gottingen, whither he had
returned as privat-docent, he wrote a little work on the names of

the Hebrew months, proving that they were derived from the

Persian, prepared the great article on India in Ersch and Griibet’s

Encyclopaedia, and published from i83() to 1842 the Lexicon of

Greek Roots which gained him the Volncy prize of the Institute

of France. From this time his attention was principally given

to Sanskrit, He published in 1848 his edition of the Sdtna-^eda ;

in 1852-1854 his Manual of Sanskriij comprising a grammar and

chrestomathy
;

in 1858 his practical Sanskrit grammar, after-

wards translated into English
;
and in 1859 his edition of the

Panischa Tantra, with an extensive dissertation on the fables

and mythologies of primitive nations. All these works had been

produced under the pressure of poverty, the government,

whether from parsimony or from prejudice against a Jew,

refusing to make any substantial addition to his small salary

as extra-professor at the university. At length, in 1862, the

growing appreciation of foreign scholars shamed it into making

him an ordinary professor, and in 1866 Benfey published the

laborious work by which he is on the whole best known, his

great Sanskrit-English Dictionary. In 1869 he wrote a history

of German philological research, especially Oriental, during the

19th century. In 1878 his jubilee as doctor was celebrated by

the publication of a volume of philological essays dedicated to

him and written by the first scholars in Germany. He had

designed to close his literary labours by a grammar of Vedic

Sanskrit, and was actively preparing it when he was interrupted

by illness, which terminated in his death at Gottingen on the

26th of June 1881.

A collection of his various writings was published in i8c)o, prefaced

by a memoir by his son.

BENGAL, a province of British India, bounded on the E. by

the province of Eastern Bengal and Assam, the boundary line

being the Madhumati river and the Ganges
j
on the S. by the

Bay of Bengal and Madras
;
on the W. by the Central Provinces

and United Provinces
;
and on the N. by Nepal and Sikkim.

It has an area of 141,580 sq. m. and a population of 54,096,806.

It consists of the provinces of Behar, Orissa and Chota Nagpur,

and the western portion of the Ganges valley, but without the

provinces of Northern and Eastern Bengal
;
and is divided into

the six British divisions of the presidency, Bhagalpur, Patna,

Burdwan, Chota Nagpur and Orissa, and various native states.

The province was reconstituted in 1905, when the Chittagong,

Dacca and Rajshahi divisions, the district of Malda and the state

of Hill Tippera were transferred from Bei^al to a new province,

Eastern Bengal and Assam
;

the five Hindi-speakirg states of

Chota Nagpur, namely Chang Bhakar, Korea, Sirguja, Udaipur

and Jashpur, were transferred from Bengd to the Central

Provinces
;
and Sambalpur and the five Oriya states of Bamra,

Rairakhol, Sonpur, Patna and Kalahandi were transferred from

the Central Provinces to Bengal. The province of Bengal,

therefore, now consists of the thirty-three British districts of

Burdwan, Birbhum, Bankura, Midnapore, Hugli^, Howrah,

Twenty-four Parganas, Calcutta, Nadia, Murshidabad, Jessore,

Khulna, Patna, Gaya, Shahabad, Saran, Champaran, Muzaf-

farpur, Darbhanga, Monghyr, Bhagalpur, Pumea, Santal

Parganas, Cuttack, Balasore, Angul and Khondmals, Puri,

Hazaribagh, Ranchi, Palamau, Manbhum, Singhbum and

Sambalpur, and the native states of Sikkim and the tributary

states of Orissa and Chota Nagpur.

The name Bengal is derived from Sanskrit geography, and

applies strictly po the country stretching southwards from

Bhagalpur to the sea* 'Fhe ancient Banga formed one of the five

outlying kingdoms of Aryan India, and was practically conter-

minous with the delta of Bengal. It derived its name, according

to the etymology of the Pundits, from a prince of the Maha-

bharata,to whose portion it fell on the primitive partition of the

country among the Lunar race of Delhi. But a city called

Bangala, near Chittagongy whidi, although now washed away,
is supposed to have exist^ in the Mahommedan period, appears
to have given the name to the European world. The word
Bangala was first used by the Mussulmans

; and under their rule,

like the Bs^a of old Sanskrit times, it apjdied specifically to

the Gangetic delta, although the later conquests to the east of

the Brahmaputra were eventually included within it In their

distribution of the country for fiscal purposes, it formed the
central province of a governorship, with Bdiar on the north-west^

and Orissa on the south-west, jointly ruled by one deputy of the
Delhi emperor. Under the English the name has at different

periods borne very different significations. Francis Fernandez
applies it to the countr>^ from the extreme east of Chittagong

to Point Palmyras in Orissa, with a coast line which Purchas
estimates at 600 m., running inland for the same distance and
watered by the Ganges. This territory would include the

Mahommedan province of Bengal, with parts of Behar and
Orissa. 'Lhe loose idea thus derived from old voyagers became
stereotyped in the archives of the East India Company. AU its

north-eastern factories, from Balasore, on the Orissa coast, to

Patna, in the heart of Behar, belonged to the “ Bengal Estab-
lishment,” and as British conquests crept higher up the rivers,

the term came to be applied to the whole of northern India.

The presidency of Bengal, in contradistinction to those of Madras
and Bombay, eventually included all the British territories

north of the Central Provinces, from the mouths of the Ganges
and Brahmaputra to the Him^yas and the Punjab. In 1831
the North-Western Provinces were created, which are now
inclided with Oudh in the United Provinces

;
and Ifie whole

of northern India is now divided into the four lieutenant-

governorships of the Punjab, the United Provinces, Bengsd, and
Eastcfln Bengal and Assam, and the North-West Frontier Pro-
vince tnder a commissioner.

Phweal Geography.— Three sub - provinces of the present

lieuteiMt-governorship of Bengal—-namely, Bengal proper,

Behar and Orissa—consist of great river valleys; the fourth,

Chota Kagpur, is a mountainous region which separates them
from tip central India plateau. Orissa embraces the rich deltas

of the liahanadi and the neighbouring rivers, bounded by the

Bay of lengal on the S.E., and walled in on the N.W. by tributary

hill stats. Proceeding west, the sub-province of Bengal proper
stretche: to the banks of the Ganges and inland from the sea-

board tuthe Himalayas. Its southern portion is formed by the

delta of he Ganges
;

its northern consists of the Ganges valley.

Behar lie on the north-west of Bengal proper, and comprises

the hight valley of the Ganges from the spot where it issues

from the United Provinces. Between Behar and Orissa lies the

province f Chota Nagpur, of which a portion was given in 1905
to the Cetral Provinces. The valley of the Ganges, which is

now dividd between Bengal and Eastern Bengal and Assam,
is one of tk most fertile and densely-populated tracts of country

in the woki. It teems with every product of nature. Tea,

indigo, turleric, lac, wavii^ white fields of the opium-poppy,

wheat and Enumerable grains and pulses, pepper, ginger, betel-

nut, quinin^nd many cosily spices and drugs, oil-seeds of sorts,

cotton, the Ilk mulberry, inexhaustible crops of jute aild other

fibres ; timbr, from the feathery bamboo and coroneted palm
to the iron-barted sdl tree—in short, every vegetable pr(^uct
which feeds nd clothes a people, and enables it to trade with
foreign natioi, abounds. Nor is the counpy destitute of mineral

wealth. Thedistricts near the sea consist entirely of alluvial

formations ; nd, indeed, it is stated that no substance so coarse ^
as gravel ocers throughout the <]plta, or in the heart of the

provinces with 400 m. of the river mouths.

The climatoraries from the snowy regions of the Himalayas
to the tropicavapour-bath of the delta and the burning winds
of Behar. Th ordinary range of the thermometer
on the plainsis from about 52° F. in the coldest

^

month to xo3'’n the shade in summer. A temperatufe below
60® is consideri very cold, while with care the temperature erf

well-built hous^ rarely exceeds 95" in the hot weather. T^
rainfall varies fkn 37 in. in Behar to about 65 in. in the deltas

:
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Lower exhibits the two ^cal st^s in the life of a

|
boidiole at Calcutta which was carried to a depth of abooit

gnat liver. In the northem districts the rivers nm along ^ 460 ft. below the presfat level of the sea without entering any
valleys, receive the drain^e from the country on marine deposit* Over the surface of the gneissic rocks are^ either side, absorb broad tributaries and rush forward scattered numerous basins of Gondwana beds. Some of these

with on ever-increasing volume. But near the centre of the are undoubtedly faulted into their present poeitums^ and to this
provinces the rivers enter upon a new stage of their career, they owe their preservation. In the Rajfgnbftl Hills basaltic
Their main channels bifarcate, and each new stream so created

|

lava flows are interbedded with the Gondwana deposits, and in
throws ofi its own set of distributaries to right and left The the Karharbaxi coalfield the Gondwana. beds are traversed by
country which they thus enclose and intersect forms the ddta dikes of mica^peridotite and basaltt, which are supposed to be oE
of Bengal Originally conquered by the fluvial deposits from the the same age as the Rajmahal lavas. The Gondwana series is
sea, it now stretches out as a vast dead level, in which the rivers economically of great importance. It includes numerous seams
find thehr velocity checked, and their current no longer able to of coal, many of which are worked on an extensive scale (at
cany along the silt which they have brought down from northem Giridilv Ramganj, &c.). The quality of the coal is good but
India. The streams, accordingly, deposit tlieir alluvial burden unfortunately it contains a large amount of ash, the average
in their channels and upon their banla, so that by degrees then:

|
being as high as

beds nse above the level of the surrounding country. In this Ptople.--4n the sub-provinces under the lieutenant-govCTiior
way the rivers in the delta slowly build themselves up into ‘ of Bengal dwell a great congeries of peoples, of widely diverse
canals, which every autumn break through or overflow their

;

origm, speaicing different languages and representing far
margins, and leave their silt upon the adjacent flats. Thousands separated eias d civilization. Ihe province, in fact, became so
of square miles in Lower Bengal anamially receive a top-dressing unwieldy that, this was the diief reason for its partition in 10054
of virgin soil from the Himalayas,—a system of natural manuring The people exhibit every stage of human progress, and every
which renders elaborate tillage a waste of labour, and defies the type of human enlightenment and superstition from the educated
ubnost power of over-cropping to exhaust ks fertility. As the classes, to primitive hill tribes. On the same bench of a Calcutta
rivers creep farther down the delta, they become more and

;
college sit youtlis trained up in the strictest theism, others

sluggish, and their bifurcations and interlacings mcm com- indoctrinated in the mysteries of the Hindu trinity and p^theon
plicated. The last scene of all is a vast amphibious wildemcj^ of with representatives of every link in the chain of supeStion—^
swamp and forest, amid v^se solitudes their ncrtworkl of from the harmless offering of fltowers before the family god to
channels insensibly merges into the sea. The rivers^ fin^y the cruel rites of Kali, whose altars in the most civilized districts
checked by the sea, deposit their remaining silt, which cm^fes of Bengal, as lately as the famine of i866, were sUined with
as banks or blunted promontories, or, after a year’s batding human blood. Indeed, the very word Hindu is one of absolutely
with the tide, adds a few feet or it may be a few inches, ttf the indeterminate meaning. The census officers employ it as a
foreshore.

/ convenient generic to include 42 millions of the population of
The Ganges gives to the country its peculiar character and Bengal, comprising elements of transparently distinct ethnical

aspect. About 200 m. from its mouth it spreads out into origin, and sep^ated from each other by their knguage, customs
numerous branches, forming a large delta, composed, wlfere it and religious rites. But Hinduism, understood even in this wide
borders on the sea, of a labyrinth of creeks and rivers, rtoing sense, represents only one of many creeds and races found within
through the dense forests of the Suradarbans, and existing Bengal. The other great historical coitus, which during the
during the imsimlmundatioB the appeamnee of ainimmcAe sea. last twelve centuries did for the Sesmitic peoples what Chris-
At this time the rice fiekta to the extent of many huntfeds of tianity accomplished among the European Aryans, has won to
square miles are submerged. The scene presents to a E^i>ean itself one-fifth of the popidation of Bengal The Mahommedans
eye a panorama of singukr novelty and interest—rid fields number some 9,000,000 in Bengal, but the great bulk of their
covered with water to a great depth

;
the ears of grain^ting numbers was transferred to Eastern Bengal and Assam. They

on the surface
;
the stupendous embankments, whichtestrain consist largely of the original mhabkants of the country who

without altogetiwr preventing the excesses of the mui^tions
; were proselytized by the successive Pathan and Mogul invasions

and peasants going out to their daily work with their^ttle in In the face of great natural catastrophes, such as river inunda-
<^oes or on rafts. The navigable strums which faUinto the tions, famines, tidal waves and cyclones of the lower provinces
Ganges intersect the country in every disection and aflkd great of Bengal, the religious instinct works with a vitality unknown
facilities for internal commimication. In many partsioats can in European countries. Until the British government stepped
approach by means of lakes, rivulets and water-cau^s to the in with its police and canals and railroads, between the people
door of almost every cottage. The lower region of 4e Ganges and what they were accustomed to consider the dealings of
is the richest and most productive portion of Bengal,Abounding Providence, scarcely a year passed wklwut some terrible mani-
in valuable produce. The ot^r principal rivers inicngal are festation of the power and the wrath of God. Mahratta invasions
thcSone,Gogra,GaiKiak,Ku8i,Tista; the Hugli, foAcd by the from central India, piratical devastations on the sea-board
junction of the Bhagirathi and Jalangi, and farther b the west, banditti who marched about the interior in bodies of so,000 men
the Damodar and Rupnarayan; and in the soui-west, the floods which drowned the harvests of whole districts, and
Mahanadi or great river of Orissa, In a level iuntry like droughts in which a third of the population starved to death,
Bengal, where the soil is composed of yielding and lof materials, kept alive a sense of human powerlessness in the presence of an
the courses of the rivers are continually shifting froiAhe wearing omnipotent fate. Under the Mahommedans a pestilence turned
away of their different banks, or from the water feing turned the capital into a silent wilderness, never again to be re-peopled,
off by obstaclea in its course into a different oh^. As this Under British rule it is estimated that 10 miJlbns perished
channel is graduafly widened the old bed of the is left dry. within the Lower Provinces alone in the famine of 1769-1770 ;

The new channel into which the river flows is of cirse so much and the first surveyor-general of Bengal entered on his maps a
hmd lost, while the old bfd oomrtitutes an acision to the tract of many hundreds of square miles os bare of villages and
adjacent estates. Thus, one man’s property

j

diminished, “ depopulated by the Maghs.” But since the advent of British
while that of another » enlarged or improved ;

hd a distmet administration the history of Benj^ has substantially been a
branch of jurisprudence has grown up, the partvlar province record of prosperky

; the teeming populaittion qf its river valleys
of which is the defmkion and regulation of theMluvial rights Is one of the demest ia the world, and the purely agricultural
alike of private property and of the state. 1 districts of Saian and Muzaffarpur ia the Patna division support

The greater part of Bengal is oeppied hy the over 900 pessons to the square mite, a number hardly surpassed
alluvial deposits of the Ganges, but in the soiztfwest rises the elsewhere except in urban areas.
plateatt of Chota Nagpur composed chiefly of^eissm rooks. Ldagunge.—-Excluding immigrants spoken bv
The great thickness of the Gangetic alluviumfj shown by a the people of Bengal belong to one oe other of lour linguistic
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families—Aryan, Dravidian, Munda and Tibeto-Bomait Of
these the languages of the Aryan family ace by far the most
importwt, being spoken by no less than 95 % of the population

according to the census of 1901 . The Aryan languages are spoken
in the plains by almost the whole population

; the Munda and
Dravidian in the Qaota Nagpur plateau and adjoining tracts

;

and the Tibeto-Burman .in Darjeeling, Sikkim and Jalpaiguri

The most important Aryan languages are Bengali (^.v.), Bihari,

Eastern Hindi and Oriya. On the average in province,

before partition, out of every 1000 persons 528 spoke Bengali,

341 Hindi and Bihari, and 79 Oriya. As a rule Bengali is the

language of Bengal proper, Hindi of Behar and Chota Nagpur,
and Oriya of Orissa. *

AgrieidUtre,—The stajde crop of the province is rice, to which
about 66 % of the cropped area is devoted. There are three

harvests in the year—the bor0, or sprung rice ;
dus, or autumn

rice
;
and dman, or winter rice. Of these the last or winter rice

is by far the most extensively cultivated, and forms the great

harvest of the year. The dman crop is grown on low land. In

May, after tlie first fall of rain, a nursery ground is ploughed

three times, and the seed scattered broadcast. When tlie seed-

lings make their appearance another field is prepared for trans-

planting. By this time the rainy season has thoroughly set in,

and the field is dammed up so as to retain the water. It is then

repeatedly ploughed until the water becomes worked into the

soil, and the whole reduced to thick mud. The young rice is then

taken from the nursery, and transplanted in rows about 9 in.

a^rt, Aman rice is much more extensively cultivated than dus,

and in favourable years is the most valuable crop, but being

sown in low lands is. liable to be dcstroj^ed by excessive rain-

fall. Harvest takes place in. December or Januar>\ Aus rice is

generally sown on high ground. The field is ploughed when the

early rains set in, ten or twelve times over, till the soil is reduced

nearly to dust, the .seed being sown broadcast in April or May.
As soon as the young plants reach 6 in. in height, the land is

harrowed for the purpose of thinning the crop and to clear it of

weeds. The crop is harvested m August or September. or

spring rice, is cultivated on low marshy land, being sown in a
nursery in October, transplanted a month later, and harvested

in March and April An indigenous description of rice, called uri

or jaradluin, grows in certain marshy tracts. The grain is very

small, and is gathered for consumption only by the poorest.

Wheat forms an important food staple in Behar, whence there is

a considerable export to Calcutta. Oil-seeds are very largely

grown, particularly in Behar. The principal oil-seeds are sarisha

(mustardX (sesamum) and tisi or masina (linseed). Jute {pai

or kosla) forms a very important commercial staple of Bengal.

The cultivation of tins crop has rapidly increased of late years.

Its principal scat of cultivation, however, is Eastern Bengal,

where the superior varieties are grown. The crop grows on

cither liigh or low lands, is sown in April and cut in Augu.Ht,

Apart from the quantity exported and the quantity made up by

hand, it supports a prosperous mill industry, chiefly in the neigh-

bourhood of Calcuttaand Howrah. In 1905 there were thirty-six

jute mills in the province and 2i millKWi acres were cropped.

The value of jute and of the goods montifactured from it re-

presents more than a third of the a^regate value of the trade

of Calcutta. Indigo used to be an important crop ^ried 00

with European capital in Behar, but of late years the mdustry

has almost been destroyed by the invention of artificial indigo.

Tea cultivation is the other great industry carried on by European

capital, but that is chieBy confined to Assam, the industry in

Darjeeling and the Dwars being on a smaH scale. Opium is

grown in Behar with its head station at Patna. The cultivation

of the cinchona plant in Bengal was introduced as an experiment

about tS6a|and is gpmwnoag^mment plantations in Darjeeling.

Mineral chief mineral product in Bengal is coal,

which dis|^tes with tht gold of. Mysore for the place of premier

importance in the mining industries of India, Ihe most impevt-

ant mine in point of area, accessibility and output is Rjcmganj,

withan area of.500 sq. m. Another of risi^ importance is that of

Jherria, wi^ an area of 200 sq. m., which is situated only 16 m. to

the west of Raniganj
;
while Daltonganj also has an area of 200

sq. m. The small coalfietd of Rarhavbiri wsth aft area of orfy
zi sq. m. yields the best coal in Bengal. Betides tliese four
coalfields there are twenty-five others of various sizes, which are

only in the initial stages of development.

Camr/urce.’i^Tbe sea-borne trade of Bengal is almost enthely
concentratedi at Calcutta ff.v.), which also serves as the chief port
for EasteciL Bengal and Assam, and for the United P^mcos.
The principal imports are cotton piece gfoods, railway materials,

metak and machinery, oili,sugar, cotton, twist and salt; And the
principal exports are jute, tea, hides, opium, rice, oil-^ds, indigo
and lac. The inter-provincial trade is mostly carried on with
Eastern Bengal and Assam., the United Provinces and the ^ntml
Provinces. From the United Provinces come opfum, hides, raw
cotton, wheat, sheBac and Ofil-seeds; and firom Assam, tea,

oiirseeds and jute. The frontier trade of Bengal is registered

with Nepal, Sikkim, Tibet ami Bhutam, but except with Nepal
the amount is insignificant

/?ai7f£>flys.—Bengal is well supplied with railways, which natu-

rally have the seaport of Calcutta as the centre of the system.
South of the Ganges, the Hast Indian follows the river from the

North-Western Provinces, with its terminus at Howmh on the

Hugh, opposite Calcutta. A chord line passes by the coalfield of

Raniganj, which enables this great railway to be worked more
economically than any other in India. The Bengal^Nagpur,
from the Central Provinces, also has its terminus at Howrah,
and the section of this railway through Midnapur carries the East
Coast line from Madras. North of the Ganges the Eastern
Bengal runs north to Darjedsng, and maintains a service of river

steamers on the Brahanaputra. The Bengal Central serves the

lower Gangetic delta. Both of these have their termini at Sealdah,

an eastern suburb of Calcutta. Northern Behar is traversed by
the Bengal & North-Western, with an extension eastwards

through Tirhoot to join the Eastern Bengal In addition riiere

are a few light lines and steam tramways.
Canals and Rivers.—Rivers and other waterways stiil carry a

large part of the traffic of Bengal, especially m the delta. The
government maintains two ch^nels through the Sundarbans,
known as the Calcutta and Eastern canals, e^' likewise does its

hpt ts keep open the Nadiya rivers, which form the c<miiiiUT!ica-

tion between the main stream of the Ganges and the Hugli.

Thereh furthera route by water betweenCalcuttaand Midnaipore.

The m»st important can^s, those in Orissa (see Mahanadi) and
on the Sone river in southern Behar, have been constructed

primariy for irrigation, though they are also used for navigation.

Exceptts a protection against famine, expenditure on irrigation

is not remunerative in Bengal, on account of the abundance of

rivers, atd the general dampness of the climate.

Admimstratian,—The administration of Bengal is conducted

by a lieuttnant-govcrnor, with- a chief secretoT)’, two secretaries

and threeunder-secretaries. Tliere is no executive council, as in

Madras anfi Bombay ;
but there is a board of revenue, consist-

ing of tworoembers. For legislative purposes the lieutenant-

governor his a council of twenty members, of whom not more
than ten xxHyr be officials. Of the remaining members seven are

nominated m the recommendation of the Oilicutta corporation,

groups of mmicipalities,’groups of district boards, selected public

associationsand the .senate of Calcutta university. The number
of divisions or commissionerships is 6, of which Cliota Nagpur
ranks as nm-reguJiation.” The number of districts is 33.

Army .—H Lord Kitchener’s recomtitution of the Indian

army in 1901 the old Bengal command was abolished and its

place taken ly the Eastern army corps, which includes all the

troops from Meerut to Assam. The boundaries of the 8th
division inclide those of the former Oudh, Allahabad, Assam
and President districts

;
and the troops now quartered m

Bengal only onsist of the Presidency brigade with its head-
quarters at F<rt Williaia.

Hfriory.—Tie history of so lai^e a province as Bengal forms
an integral pat of the i^neral history of India. The northern
part, Behar constituted the ancient kingdom of Magadha,
the nucleus of Oe imperial power ofthe successive great^nasties
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ol the Mauryas, Andhras and Guptas ;

and its chief town, Patna,

n the ancient Pataliputra (the Palimbothra of the Greeks), once

the capital of India. The Delta or southern part of Bengal lay

beyond the ancient Sanskrit polity, and was governed by a

number of local kings belonging to a pre-Aryan stock. The

Chine.se travellers. Fa Hien in the 5th century^ and Hsiian

Tsang in the 7th century, found the Buddhist religion prevailing

throughout Bengal, but already in a fierce struggle with

Hinduism—a struggle which ended about the 9th or loth century

in the general establishment of the latter faith. Until the end

of the i2th century Hindu princes governed in a number of petty

principalities, till, in 1199, Mahommed Bakhtiyar Khilji was

appointed to lead the first Mussulman invasion into Bengal.

The Mahommedan conejuest of Behar dates from 1197 a.d., and

the new power speedily spread southwards into the delta. From
a^ut this date until 1340 Bengal was ruled by governors

appointed by the Mahommedan emperors in the north. From

1340 to 1539 its governors asserted a precarious independence,

and arrogated the position of sovereigns on their own account.

From 1540 to 1576 Ben^l passed under the rule of the Pathan

or Afghan dynasty, which commonly bears the name of Sher

Shah. On the overthrow of this house by the powerful arms of

Akbar, Bengal was incorporated into the Mogul empire, and

administered by governors appointed by the Delhi emperor,

until the treaties of 1765, which placed Bengal, Behar and

Orissa under the administration of the East India Company.

The Company formed its earliest settlements in Bengal in the

first half of the 1 7th century . These settlements were of a purely

commercial character. In 1620 one of the Company’s factors

dates from Patna
;

in 1624-1636 the Company established itself,

by the favour of tlie emperor, on the ruins of the ancient Portu-

guese settlement of Pippli, in the north of Orissa
;

in 1640-1642

an English surgeon,' Gabriel Boughton, obtained establiahments

at Balasore, also in Orissa, and at Hugh, some miles above

Calcutta. The vexations and extortions to which the Company’s

early agents were subjected more than once almost induced

them to abandon the trade, and in 1677-1678 they threatened

to withdraw from Bengal altogether. In 1685, the ^ngal
factors, driven to extremity by the oppression of the ^ogul

governors, threw down the gauntlet
;
and after various suojbesses

and hairbreadth escapes, purchased from the grand^n of

Aurangzeb, in 1696, the villages which have since grown ijp into

Cfidcutta, the metropolis of India. During the next fiftj years

the British had a long and hazardous struggle alike with the

Mogul governors of the province and the Mahratta armiel which

invaded it. In 1756 this struggle culminated in the greatoutrage

known as the Black Hole of Calcutta, followed by Clive/s battle

of Plassey and capture of Calcutta, which avenged ii That

battle, and the subsequent years of confused fighting, eaablished

British military supremacy in Bengal, and procured the treaties

of 1765, by which the provinces of Bengal, Behar and Orissa

passed under British administration. To Warren Hastings

(1772-1785) belongs the glory of consolidating the Brtfish power,

and converting a military occupation into a stable ^il govern-

ment. To another member of the civil service, jthn Shore,

afterwards Lord Teignmouth (1786-1793), is due tW formation

of a regular system of Anglo-Indian legislation. Ac«ng through

Lord Cornwallis, then governor-general, he ascejtaincd and

defined the rights of the landholders in the soil, these land-

holders under the native system had started, for tlf most part,

as collectors of the revenues, and gradually acqitred certain

prescriptive rights as quasi-proprietors, lOf the estaps entrusted

to them by the government. In 1793 Lord CornvAllis declared

their rights perpetual, and n?ade over the land of fcengal to the

previous quasi-proprietors or zamnddrs, on corpition of the

payment of a fixed land tax. This piece of legislision is known
os the Permanent Settlement of the Land Revaue. But the

Cornwallis code, while defining the rights of tip proprietors,

failed to give adequate recognition to the rightaof the under-

tenants and the cultivators. His Regulations fo^ally reserved

the latter class of rights, but did not legally (pne them, or

enable tht husbandmen to enforce them in the courts. After

half a cMitury of rural disquiet, the rights of the cultivators

were at length casafully formulated by Act X, of 1859. This
measure, now known as the land law of Bengal, eflFected for the
rights of the under-holders and cultivators what the Cornwallis
code in 1793 effected for those of the superior landholders.

The status of each class of persons interested in the soil, from
the government as suzerain, through the zatninddrs or superior

landholders, the intermediate tenure-holders and the under-
tenants, down to the actual cultivator, is now clearly defined.

The act dates from the first year after the transfer of India from
the company to the crown

;
for the mutiny burst out in 1857.

The transactions of that revolt chiefly took place in northern

India, and are narrated in the article Indian Mutiny. In

Bengal the rising began at Barrackpore, was communicated
to Dacca in Eastern Bengal, and for a time raged in Behar,
producing the memorable defence of the billiard-room at Arrah
by a handful of civilians and Sikhs—one of the most splendid

pieces of gallantry in the history of the British arms. Since

1858, when the country passed to the crown, the history of Bengal

has been one of steady progress. Five great lines of railway

have been constructed. Trade has enormously expanded
;
new

centres of commerce have sprung up in spots which formerly

were silent jungles
;
new staples of trade, such as tea and jute,

have rapidly attained importance
;
and the coalflelds and iron

ores have opened up prospects of a new and splendid era in the

internal development of the country.

During the decade 1891-1901 Bengal was fortunate in escaping

to a great extent the two calamities of famine and plague which
afflicted central and western India. The drought of 1896-1897

did indeed extend to Bengal, but not to such an extent as to

cause actual famine. The distress was most acute in the densely

populated districts of northern Behar, and in the remote hills

of Chota Nagpur. Plague first appeared at Calcutta in a sporadic

form in April 1898, but down to April of the following year the

total number of deaths ascribed to plague throughout the

province was less than 1000, compared with 191,000 for Bombay.
At the beginning of 1900, however,. there was a serious recrud-

escence of plague at Calcutta, and a malignant outbreak in the

district of Patna, which caused 1000 deaths a week. In the

early months of 1901, plague again appeared in the same regions.

The number of deaths in 1904 was 75,436, the highest recorded

up to that date.

The earthquake of the 12th of June 1897, which had its centre

of disturbance in Assam, was felt throughout eastern and
northern Bengal. In all the large towns the masonry buildings

were severely damaged or totally wrecked. The permanent way
of the railways also suffered. The total number of deaths

returned was only 135. Far more destructive to life was the

cyclone and storm-wave that broke over Chittagong district on

the night of the 24th of October 1897. Apart from damage to

shipping and buildings, the low-lying lands along the coast were

completely submerged, and in many villages half the inhabitants

were drowned. The loss of human lives was reported to l)e about

14,000, and the number of cattle drowned about 15,000. As
usual in sudi cases, a severe outbreak of cholera followed in the

track of the storm-wave. Another natural calamity on a large

scale occurred at Darjeeling in October 1899. Torrential rains

caused a series of landslips, carrying away houses and breaking

up the hill railway.

The most notable event, however, of recent times was the

partition of the province, which was decided upon by Lord

Curzon, and carried into execution in October 1905, Serious

popular agitation followed this step, on the ground (inter alia)

that the Bengali population, the centre of whose interests and
prosperity was Calcutta, would now be divided under two
governments, instead of being concentrated and numerically

dominant under the one ; while the bulk would be in the new
division. In 1906-1909 the unrest developed to a considerable

extent, requiring special attention from the Indian and home
governments ; but as part of the general history of India the

movement may be best discussed ui^er that heading (see India :

History), '
.

-
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See Parliamentary Papers relating to the reconstituilfcn of the

provinces of Bengal and Assam (Cd. 2658 and Cd. 2746. 1^5):
Colonel E. T. Dalton, TAtf Ethnology of Bengal (1872) ;

Sir W. W.
Hunter, Annals of Rural Bengal (i8e^), and Orissa (1872) ;

Sir H. H.

Risley, Tribes and Castes of Bengal tiSgi) ; C. E. Buckland, B^gal
wider the Lieutenant-Governors (1901) ; and Sir James Bourdillon,

The Partition of Bengal (Society of Arts, 1905).

BENGAL, BAY OF, a portion of the Indian Ocean, resembling

a triangle in shape, lying between India Burma. A zone

50 m. wide extending from the island of Ceylon and the Coro-

mandel coast to the head of the bay, and thence southwards

through a strip embracing the Andaman and Nicobar islands, is

bounded by the loo-fathom line of sea bottom ;
some 50 m.

beyond this lies the 500-fathom limit. Opposite the mouth of the

Ganges, however, the intervals between the.se depths are very

much extended by deltaic influence. The bay receives many

large rivers, of which the most important are the (lunges and

Brahmaputra on the north, the Irrawaddy on the east, and the

Mahanadi, Godavari, Kistna and Cauvery on the west. On the

west coast it has no harbours, Madras having a mere open

roadstead, but on the east there are many good ports, such ^
Akyab, Moulmein, Rangoon and Tavoy river. The islands in

the bay arc very numerous, including the Andaman, Nicobar

and Mergui groups. The group of islands, Cheduba and others,

in the north-east, off the Burmese coast, are remarkable for a

chain of mud volcanoes, which are occasionally active. Thus m
December 1906 a new island of mud was thrown up, and measured

’’ ^07 by 217 yds.
" BENGALI, with Oriya and Assamese, three of the four forms

of speech which compose the Eastern Group of the Indo-Aryan

Languages [q.v.). This group includes all the Aryan languages

spoken in India east of the longitude of Benares, and its members

are the following
Number of speakers m
British India, 1901.

Bengali
Oriya .

Assamese
Bihari .

Total .

, 44,624.048
9,687.429
1,350*^4^’

. 34.579.844

. 00,242,167

Of these Bihari is treated separately. In the present article we

shall devote ourselves to the examination of Bengali together

with the two other closely connected languages. The reader is

throughout assumed to be in possession of the facts described

under the heads Indo-Aryan Languages and Prakrit.

Bengali is spoken in the province of Bengal proper, i.<j. m, and

on Ixith sides of, the delta of the Ganges, and also in ^e Eastern

Bengal portion of the province of Eastern Bengal and
Language. Bengali ” is an English word,

derived from the English word “ Bengal,” Natives ^11 the

language Bavga-Bhd^d, or the language of Bai]ga, ?.<?. Be^al.

“ Oriya ” is the native name for the language of 0(Jra or Orissa.

Assamese, again an English word, is spoken in the Apam VaHey.

Its native name is Asamiyd, pronounced Ohdmtya. All these

languages have alphabets derived from early forms of the

well-known Nagari character of northern India. That 01

Bengali dates from about the nth century a.d. It
\f

a cur«ve

script which admits of considerable speed m wntmg. Ihe

Assamese alphabet is the same, as that of Bengali, but has one

additional character to represent the .sound of tP, which to ^
expressed in the former language in a very awkward fashion In

Orissa, till lately, writing was done on a talipot palm-leat, on

which the letters were scratched with an iron stylus. In such

circumstances Straight lines would tend to split the leaf, and

accordinclv the aliAabet received a peculiar curved appliance

typical^ It and Sme or two other South Indian methods of

three languages arc all the immediate descendants of

Migadh! Pral^ee Prakrit), the headquarters

in south Behar, near the modern city of

spread in three lines—southwards, where it

Oriya; south-eastwards into Bengal proper, where it became

Bengali ;
and eastwards, through Northern Bengal, mto Assam,

where it became Assamese. It thus appears that we langu^e 0

Northern Bengal, though usually and conveniently treated « a

dialect of Bengali, is not so in reality, but is a connecting link

between Assamese and Bihari, the language of Behar. it is

noteworthy that Northern Bengal and Assamese often agree m
their grammar with Oriya, as against standard Bengali.

Omitting border forms of speech, Bengali, as a vcmwular,

has two main dialects, a western and an eastern, the lorincr

being the standard. The boundaiy-line between the. tiko may

\ye roughly put at the 89th degree of east longitude. The eastern

dialect has many marked peculiarities, amongst which wo may

mention a tendency to disa.spiration, the pronunciation of p as

ts, of ch as r, and of
;
as s. In the northern part of the tract a

medial r is often elided, and in the extreme east there is a broader

pronunciation of the vowel a, like that in the English word

“ ball,” k is sounded like the ch in “ loch, and both p and ch

are pronounced like r. The letter p is o’ ten sounded like w, and

r like k, which again, when initial, is dropped. The distinction

between cerebral and dental letters is lost, so that the words

I

dih and sat are both pronounced 'at. In the soiith-ewt, near

Chittagong, corruption has gone even further, and the lo^l

dialect, which is practically a new language, is unintelligible

to a man from Western Bengal. Throughout the extern

districts there is a strong tendency to epenthesis, e.g. halt is

pronounced Mil. A more important dialectic difference m
Bengali is that between the literary speech and the vernacular.

The literary vocabulary is higlily Sanskritized, so much so

that it is not understood by any native of Bengal who has

not received special instruction in it. Its grammar preserve

numerous archaic or pseudo-archaic forms, which arc invariably

contracted in the colloquial speech of even the most h^hly

educated. For instance, “I do ” is expressed in the literary

dialect by karitechi, but in the vernacular by kdrea or Mca.

Oriya and Assamese may be said to have no dialects. Tlicre

are a few local variations, but the standard form of speech, as a

whole, is used everywhere in the respective tracts where the

languages are spoken.
^

The three languages, l)eing all children of a common parent,

present many similar features. Oriya on the whole preserves

the usual accentuation of the Indo-Aryan ^nguages (q.v.)t

seldom having the stress syllable farther ba^ than the

pcnultimate. Bengali, on the other hand, throws **

as far back as possible, and this produces the contracted forms

which we observe in the colloquial language, the firet pliable

of a word being strongly accented, and the rest teing burned

over. Literarv Bengali preserves the full form of the word, and

in reading aloud this full form is adhered to. Assamese follows

Bengali in its accentuation, but the language has never been the

toy of euphuism. In its literature colloquial words are employed,
toy 01 eupnuism. m • — 7-

and are written as they are pronounced ':oh°'l“'"'y •

In theKnowing account ol the three languages.

and colloquial, wSl be primarily dealt then the

differenceVtween it and the other two w 11 be d^nbed A^vm
tions used: A, = Assamese, Bg.=Bengali, 0.=0nya, Pr.-Praknt.

Mr Pr =Mafl:adhI Prakrit, Skr.^ Sanskrit. j-

As already said,
J'firim SaMkriflsee

tatsamas, or words tiorrowed tn modem times trOm Sanaimt 11^

these leanfed words obtained the mastery that, in ^ tarn

Is written iiT its place, although the tarffttoa is mad. it «

as thouRh a French writer wrote stcca when he

s^che to to pronounced. Similarly, fie Bengali word for

of Fortune w Lahhhi, but in books this is always written m the Skr.

form Lahfml although no Bengali would dream of sayiw

but Lahhk even when reciUng a purple paa^e ore

and ladMavas, as in Bengali. A^ew, on the other hand, is

markably free from them parasite, its

nnfbjtaee. In Eastwn BeMi^ where Mnmi*)^ l***!^^-
there is a free us© of words borrowed from Arabic and PenMUt
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Oudiig to seoeraphical and historical circnmstanocB, Oriya m to

•omo extent infected by TeUigu and Marathi idioms, while the Tibeto-

Burinan dialects and Ahoro have left their marks upon Assamese.

Phonetics. The three forms of speech agree in sounding ttic vowd
0 tike file 6 in '' hot." Wbon writing pWietically, this sound «
represented in the present articJi- by d. The pronunciation ol this*

frequently recurring vowel give.s a tone to the general sound of the

languages which at once strike-s a foreigner. In Bg. and A. a nn^
vowel pri’ceded by a single consonant is generally not pronounced.

!n Bg. thi.s is only true for nouns, a final a being freely sounded

in adjectives and verbs. In O., on the other hand, a final a is always

pronounced. The sound ol such a final a is in aU three languages

the scune as that of the .se cond o in " promoUi ’’
;

thus, the Bg. hara

is pronounced hard. In Bg. a medial a sometimes has the sound oi

the first 0 in " promote," as, for instancx;, in the word ban (bon), a

forest. In A. and Eastern Bg. a medial a is often sounded like the

a in " ball," and is then tninsliteraled d. A has preserved as a rule

its projx’r sound o«' « in " father." T hci distinctitm betwoen t and i

antf between u and m is everywhere lost in pronunciation, although

in tatsama words t!ic SanArit spelling is followed in literatiiTc. Thus,

In the .Skr. vyatUa is pronounced bMtd, with the accent on the

first syllable. In A. the distinction betwec'n these long and short

vowels IS obliterated more than elsewhere, the rc^ason being, as in

Bg,. the changes of pronunciation due to the shifting back of the

accriil. In O., the* Skr. vowel f is pronounced ru. Elsewhere it is

ri. lu O. the vowel r i.s always long, but in Bg. it may be long or

short, and in A. ti i-S always short. The syllabUi ya preceded by a

cotLsonanl ha.s in Bg. the sound of a short c, so that vyahti is jiro-

iiounced bekti. Moreover, in the same language the letter i is often

pronounced like the a in the German Mann, a sound here phonc'tici-

ally represented by d ;
thus, dekka is sometimes pronounced dekko,

and aometimes ddhhd or even ddko, 'Ihe syllable yd, when lollowinp

a consonant, also has this ci-sound, so that the English word " bank
is written hydtjb in Bengali cliaraclers. (5 in O. is always long.

In Bg., wh(,*n it ha.s not got the accent it is shortenc^d to the sound of

the first o in " promote," a sound which, as we have seen, is also

sometimes taken by a medial a. In A. 6 approaches the sound of u,

and it actually becomes u when followed by i in the next syllable.

'J'he diphthongs tfl (in tatsumas, i,e. the Skr. di) and ai (in tadbhavas)

are Hounded like oi in " oil " in Bg. and O., while in A. they have the

fiomid of <n’ in " going." Similarly, in Bg. and O. the diphthoop
dfi and au are aounded like the ai* in the G<*rman Haus, but in A.

like au in the French jaune^ or the second o in " prcanotc." In

colloquial Bg, the two syllables di often have the sound of e, as in

khdUe {hhiti), to cat.

In Eastern Bengal k hai often I he sound of cA in " loch." In A.

the consonants c and ch arc both pronounced like s, and / and jh

iMjcome ek {t.e. tlie. s m " pleasure ") or (when final) z. The same
|

tendency is observable in Bg., though it is usually con.sidered vulgar.
,|

In part.s of Eastern Bengal c is pronounced like f.-5. O. as a rule has
|

tlie proper sound of those letters, but towards the south c and ch

become is and ish when not followed by a palatal letter. The letters

4 and 4k, wlien medial, arc pronounced as a atrongly burred f, and
are then transliterated r and fh resjxectively. In A. and Eastern Bg.

there is a strong tendency to pronounce both dentals and cerebrals

as semi-cerebrals, as is done by the ncighlxmring Tibelo-Butmans.

In A. r and rh bwme r and rk respectively. In Bg. and A. ip has

universally l>ecome n, but is properly pronounced in Q. F is usimlly

{

ironounced as /, unless it i.s a merely euphonic bridge to avoid a

liatus between two vowels, as in harivd for kari-d. In A. the re-

sultant / has the usual r-eound. I^Tion y is the final element of a
conjunct cofisonant, in Bg. (except m the south-eaai) it is very

faintly pronounced. In compensation the preceding member of the

conjunct is doubled and tlie preceding vowd is 8liortenod(l|l possible,

Uius vdkya liecomes bdkhffd. In A., while the y is usually preserved,

an i is inserted before the conjunct, so tliat wc have bdikyo. M and
V when similarly situated are altogether elided in Bg., and this is also

the case with v in A., in wliich language m under these circumstances

becomes w ; thus, smarava become.s Bg. J^d/dn, A. ewdrdn, and dvdrd

becomes 3g. and A. dddtd. J? is generally pronounced correctly,

except that when a member of a compound it i.s often not pronounced
in colloquial Bg. ; thus, karma {hdmmd}. In North-eastern Bei^li
and in A. a medial r is commonly dropped ; thus, Bg. harildm

{kaUdm), A. kan The vulgar commonly confound m and /.

O, has retained the old cerebral $ of Pr., which has disappeared in

Bg. and A. The semi-vowel v {w) becomes b m Bg. and O., but retains

its proper sound when medial in A. Wh^ Bg, wishes to represent

a w. it lias to write : tlius, for ahdwd It writes chddyd. Similarly

hdro. twelve, + ydri, friendsliip.^when compounded together to mean
" a collecthm of twelve friends." is pronounced hdrwdri. Bg. pro-

nounces all nneumpounded sibilants as if they were i, like the

English ik in "ahin." This was already the case in Mg. Pr. (see

Z^xakkit). O.. cm the contrary, pronounces all three like the dental

s in " si^," while A. sounds them like a rough h, almost like the ch

in " loch." In Eastern Bg. s becomes franidy k, and is then often

* I« Mg. Pr. every r becomes U For an explanation of the apparent
noa-obacrvance of this rule in languages ol the Eastern Gxwxp^ see

BlKAtl.

dropped.#The compound kf is everywhere treated as ^f it were. AAv.
In colloquiai Bg. there is a tendency to disaspiration

; thus dekka
is proncMUXced dakd and the Pr. hattha-, a hand, becomes hdl, not
hdth. In Eastern Bg. thurc is a cockney tendons to drop h, so that
we liave ‘of, a hand, and kaUdm for hahUdm, I said.

The alxive remarks show tliat O. has, on the whole, preserved
the original sounds of the v^ious letters Ixjttcr than Bg. or A.

Declension .—The distinction of gender has disappeared from all

three languages. Sex is distinguished either by tlk use ol ^uaiify-
terms, such as " male " or " female," pj by the employment of

different words, as in the case of our "bull*’ and "cow.” The
plural number is almo.st always denoted by t3ie addition of some
word meaning " many " or " collection " to the singular, although
we sometimes find a true plural used in the case of nouns denoting
huipan beings. Case was originally indicated by postpositions (see

Indo-Aryan Languages), but in many instances these have been
joinedto thenoun ,

so that they form oneword with it. The following

is the full declen.sirm of the singular of the word ihord, a horse, in

the three languages :

—

Oriya. Bengali. Assamese.

Notn. . ghbtd ghdrd ghord

Acc.-I>a(. ghifdku gkordki ghordk

Instr. . gkdrdn gltoydle ghordre

Abl. . . ghdrdru ghdrd-hai'te ghdtdve

Gen. . ghtWdra ghdrdr ghdrdr

Loc. . . ghdr&fi ghordte or ghdrdy ghdrdt

In Bft. and A. a noun often takes e («?) in tlie nominative singnlar,

when it is the subject of a transitive verb
;
thus Bg. bede {trom bed)

bale, the Veda says. In Bg. tlie nominative plural may, in the Ciise

of human beings, be formed by adding d to the genitive singular

;

thus, santdn, a son
;

gen. sing., santdner
;

nom. plur., sanidnerd.

The same is the case with the prOnoun.s ;
thus dmdr, of me

;
dntard,

we : tdhdr, his
;

tdhard, they. In Biliari {q.v.) the pronouns follow

the same rule, and, as is explained under that head, the nominative
plural is really an oblique form of the genitive. With this exccjition,

the plural in all our three languages is either the same as the singular,

or (when the idea of plurality has to be cniphasixed) is formed by the

addition of nouns of multitude, such as gan in Bg., rnHaa in O,, or

bildk in A.
We shall see that pronominal suffixes are freely used in all three

languages in the conjugation of verbs. In the Outer languages of

the north-west of India (for the list of these, see Indo-Aryan
Languages) pronominal suffixes are also commonly added to nouns
to .signify possession. In most of the languages of the Eastern
Group such pronominal suffixes added to nouns have fallen into

disuse, but in A. they are .still commonly employed with nouns of

relationship ; thus, bap, a father ; bopdi, my lather ; bdper, your
fatlicr

;
hipek, his father. Their R’tcntion in A. is no doubt due

to the example of the neigW»ourmg 7 ilwto-Burman languages, in

which sueb pronominal prefixes are a common feature.

in all three langua^^es the adjective does not change for gender,

for number or for case.

The personal pronouns have at the present day lost their old

nominatives, and have new nominatives formed from the oblique

ba.se. In the first and second jxjrsons the singulars have fallen into

disuse in polite conversation, and the plurals are used honorificallv

for the singular, as in the case of the English " you " for " thou.
’

For tlie jilural, new plurals are formed from the now singular (old

plural) bases. In A., however, Uie old singular of tlie first person is

retained, and the old plural plays its proper function. The Bg.
pronouns are, fnni (old), 1; dmi (modern), 1 ;

tui (old), thou ; /wwi
(modem), thou ;

se, tini, he ;
e, ini, thui ; d, uni, that

;
je, jini,

who; he, who?; hi, what?; kdn, wliat (adjective)?; anyone;
kichu, anything ; kona, any. Most of the forms in the other lan-

guages closely follow these. The words in O. for " I " and " thou
"

are tml)he and iumbhe respectively. All iliese jMononns have plurals

and oblique forms to winch the ca.se suffixes are added. These must
be Icamt from tlie grammar.s.

Conjugation.—It is in the conjugation of the verb that colloquial

Bg. differs most from the literary dialect. There is no distinction

in any of the three languages between ftingiilar and plural. Most
of the old singular form.s liavc survived in a non-honorific sense, but
they are rarely employed in polite language excent in the third

person. The old plural forms arc generally employee! for the singular

also. The usual base for the verb substantive, when eumloyed as an
auxiliary, is ach, be. derived from the Skr. fcchaii. O., however,

forms its past from the base tha (Skr. stkiia-), and in South-western
Bengal the Ixise fha, derived from the same ori^nal, is used for both
present and past time. Only two of the old »kr.-Pr, lenses have
survived in tne finite verb, tlie simple present and the imperative.

Thus, Bg. kart, I do ; Mar, do thou. The pMt » formed by adding
prononu^ suffixes to the old' past particijffe in il (Skr. -dfa-. a
pleonastic suffix, see Prakrit), and tne future by adding them to

the old future participle in 6 (Skr. -fatlytt-, Pr. -avva-). Thus, Bg.
haril-dm, <ione 4 tjy-ihe, t did; kat&M*, lt-i»4o-be-done+by-me, I

shall do. In Bg. there are two modem ^rticiplet,a poiesent
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and a past {haf-iy&), and from these there arc formed periphrastic

tenses by suthxiag auxiliary vcrb& Thus, kariU-<€hi (cfiJloouial,

hard or kocci), I am doing :
kariie-childm (cull., korcilum or kocdlum),

1 was doing
;
hariyd-chi (coll., I have done; kanyd-childm (coll..

horsUum), I had done. A past conditional is formed by adding prr>>

nominal suhixes to the present participle ; thus, htuntdm (colL, kotium
or kiiUum), (if) 1 had done. Similar tonsos are formed in O. and A.,

but the periphrastic tenses are formed with verbal nouns and not

with participles. Thus, O. haru~acM, A. kari-chd, I am a-doing,

I am doing. O. and A. have each a very complete series of gerunds

or verbal noans which are fully declined In Bg. only one gerund,

tliat of the genitive, is in common use.

In order to illustrate the conjugation of the verb, we here give

that of the root kar, do, in its present, past and future tenses.

Oriya.
Literary
Bengali.

Colloquial
|

Bc*ngali. .

Assam-
ese.

I do karn kari kori
1

karb

Thou doest hara kara kord 1 kenrd

He (non-honor-
ific) does hare hare kore hare

lie (honorific)

does karanti karen koren hare

1 did i karilfi harildm hollum, korlum hdrUtt

'I'hoii didst ' karila kariU
]

UOlle, horle kdfild

Ue (non-hon.)
did

1

karild

1

kanla hdlld, korld kdrih

He (hon.) did .
1

harile karilen kotten, korlen kdrite

I shall do
j

karibU kariba horho kdrim

Thou wilt do . hariba karibe horbe kdribd

lie (uon-hon.)
will do . ! kariha karibi' korhe kariba

He (hon.) will do ^Jkarihe kariben korhen
j

kariba

All the three languages have negative ioi'ms ol the verb substan-

tive, and A. has a complete negative conjugation for all verki.

made by prefixing the negative syllable na under certain euphonic

rules.

Bengali Lit^raturf.^Tht oldest recognized writer in Bengali

is the Vaishnava poet Cand! 13aB, who flourished alwut the

end of the 14th or the beginning of the 15th cen-
UurMtun*

His language does not differ much from the

Bengali of to-day, He founded a school of poets who wrote

hymns in honour of Krishna, many of whom, in later times,

became connected with the religious revival instituted by

Caitanya in the early part of the 16th century. In the 15th

century Kasi Ram translated the Mak&bhdraia and Krttibas

Ojhfi the Rdm&yam into the vernacular. The principal %ure

of the 17th century was Mukunda RAm who lias left us two

really admirable poems entitled Candi and Srimania Saudagar.

Parts of the former have been translated by Professor Cowell

into English verse, and both well deserve putting into an Englirii

dress. With Bharat Candra, whose much admired but artificial

Bidya Sandar appeared in the 18th century, the list of M
Bengali authors may be considered as closed. They wrote in

genuine nervous Bengali, and the conspicuous success of many

of them shows how baseless is the contention of some native

writers of the present day that modem literary Bengali needs

the help of its huge imported Sanskrit vocabulary to express

anything but the simplest ideas. This modern literary Bengali

arose early in the 19th century, as a child of the revival of

Sanskrit learning in Calcutta, under the influence of the college

founded by the English in Fort William. Each decade it has

become more and more the slave of Sanskrit. It iias,,had some

excellent writers, notably the late Bankim Candra, whose novels

have received the honour of being translated into eever^

languages, including English. Even he, however, sometimes

laboured under the fetters imposed upon him by a strange

vocabulary, and all competent European scholars are agreed

that no work of first-class originality has much chance of arising

in Bengal till some great genius purges the language of its

pseudo^classical element.

Oriya Literaturt does not go back beyond ^ i6th century,

though examples d the language are found in inscriptionsd the

13th centuiy. Nearly all the works are connected with the

history of Krishna, and the translation of the Bhdgavata Purapa

into Oxiya in the first half of the i6th century still exercises

gMat mfiuttKse on the masses. Dina Kfsna Dfis <i7th century)

was the autiior of another popular work entitled Rosa K^lola,

or The Waves of Sentiment,” which deals with the early life

of Krishna. Every* verse in it begins with the letter k. It is not

always decent, but is immensely popular. Upendra Bh^ja>iUi(l

of Gumsur, a petty hill state, is the most fainous of Oriya poets,

and was the most prolific. His work is insipid to a Europ^n
taste, and when not unintelligible is often obscene.^ Onya
pt»etry, from first to last, has been an artificial prodiictMiii> tl«

work of parditSy who clung to the rules of Sanskrit rhetoric,

and loaded their verses with so many ideas and words bortowud

from that language that it is rarely understood, except by the

learned. The whole literature is, in fact, overshadowed by tlw

great temple of Jaganofith (a name of Krishna) at Puri in

Orissa.

A$samesf LiietaUite,—I'hc Assamese are justly proud of their

national literature. It has an independent growth, and its

strength lies in history, a branch of letters in which other Indian

languages are almost entirely wanting. They have chronicles

going imek for the past 600 years, and a knowledge of their

contents is a necessary' part of the education of the upper

cliisses of the* country. In poetry^, the Vaishnava reformer,

&inkar IXb, who flourished some 450 years ago, was a volu-

minous writer. His best-known work is a translation of the

BhdgM>ata Purdna. Al»out the same time Ananta Kandali

translated tin? MaJtdhkdrata and the Rdmayana into his native

tongue. Medicine was a science much studied, and there are

translations of all the principal Sanskrit works on the subject.

Forty or fifty dramatic works in the vernacular are known and arc

still acted. Some of them date Imek to the time of Sankar Deb.

AoTiioRiTiEs.—Thcrt! is no work dealinR with the three* lani

as a group. Hoth the Comparative Grammars of Bcames and Hocrnle

(see iNno-AxYA-N Languaces) are silent about Assamese. The

tullost details concerninR tliem all will be found in vol. v. of the

LinguisUc Survey of India, parts i. and ii. (Calcutta, 1905). In this

each dialect and subdialect is treated with great minuteness and witU

copious examples.
I'he first Bengali grammar and dictionary in a European languact*

•was the Vocabulario em Idionta Bangalla 0 PortuguoM of Manocl da
Assump^am (Xisbos, 1743). N. B. Ilalhed wrote the first Bengjalj

grammar in the English language (Hooghly, 1778), but the real

father of Bt*ngali philology was the great missionary, Wmiam Carey

{Grammar, Scrampore, 1801 ;
Dictionary, ib., iSasJ- W. Yates s

Grammar, as edited and improved by T. Wenger (Calcntta, 1847)

and others, is still on sale. It is entirely confined to the literary

Bengali of the pandits. Its great rival has been SylraA Carap

Sarkar’s Grammar (Calcutta, i8w), of which there have been

numerous reprints. In 1894 J. Beames published his Grammar
(Oxford), now the standard work on the subject. It is largely

on SyamS. Carap's work, but with much new material, especially

that desding with the cedloquial skh*- of the language. G. F. NichoH’s

Grammar (London. 1885) is an independent study of the language,

in which the vernacular works of the best native grammarians have

lieen freely utilized. There is no good Bengali dtettonary. G. C.

Haughtor/s Dictionary (London, 1833) is perhaps still the heat, bat

j . Mendics' (Calcutta, about 1870) is also wolf known, and is tlie

parent of countless others which have issued from the Calcutta

presses, d Small Dictionary of Colloquial Bengali W ords, by J. M. C.

and G. A. C. (Calcutta, 1904), may also be studied with adv^t^e.
Cf. also Syfimfi-caran Gaqguli, Bengali Spoken and WrtUen (Calcutta.

looO). For Bengali literature, see R. C, Dutt, The DiUrature of

Bengal (Calcutta and London. 1895), and Hara ^asftd S^tri, The

Vernacular Literature of Bernal before the Introduction of English

Education (Calcutta, n.d.). The most complete work u BangtAmdsd

o Sdhitya by Din8i tundra SSn (2nd ed., Calcutta, 1901) in the

Bengali languagt*.

For Oriya tlieie are E. Hallam's (Calcutta, 187^), T. Malta’s
(Calcutta. 1874) and J.

Browne's (London, 1882) Grammars. The

last two are in the Roman character. They are all mere ^^hes 6f

the language. Sutton's (Cuttack. 1841) is stUI the only DicH^ry
which the present writer has found of any practical use. For Onyn
literature, see App. IX. of Hunter’s Orisea (London, 1872), and

Monmohan Chakravarti's *' Notes <m the Language and Literature

of Orissa '* in the Journal of the A siatic Society of Bengal, vol. IxVi.

(189^, part i. pp. 3«7 ^ vol. Ixvii. (1898), parti, pp. 33* ®* _ _

The first Assamese Grammar was Nathan Brown’s (Sibsagar. 1848,

3rd ed. 1893), and it is still the one usnaUy .studied. G. Nicholl

gives an Assamese grammar as a supplement to his Bengali Grammar
already quoted. Like that work, it 18 quite independent, and is not

a revised edttioii of Brown. M. Bronson’s DtcHonary (Sibsagar.

1867) was ior long the tmly vocabulary available, and a very useful

and practical wo& dt waus. It is now superseded by Hem Candra
Barufi’s Hsma-kofa (Shillong, 1900). For Assamese literature, 'l^e

Ananda Rftm Dhekiftl Phukan’s A Few Remarks on the Assaetuie
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Language (Sibsagar, iS55)> partly reprinted in the Indian AtUiquafy,

vol. 3txv. (1896), pp. 57 n, (G. A. GR.)

BBNGAZI (anc. Hesperides-Berenke), a seaport on the north

coast of Africa, capital of the sanjak of ^ngazi or Barca,

formerly in the vilayet of Tripoli, but, since 1875, dependent

directly on the ministry of the interior at Constantinople. It

is situated on a narrow strip of land between the Gulf of Sidra

and a salt marsh, in 30® 7' N. lat. and 20° 3' E. long. Though
for the most part poorly built, it has one or two buildings of

some pretension—an ancient castle, a mosque, a Franciscan

monastery, government buildings and barracks. Senussi

influence is strong and there is a large zawia (convent). The
harbour is half silted up with sand and the ruins of fortifications,

and is accessible only t(j vessels of light draught. A lighthouse

has been erected at the entrance, but reefs render approach

difficult, and the outer anchorage is fully exposed to west and
north and not good holding. The export trade is largely in

barley, shipped to British and other maltsters. The Sudan
produce (ivory, ostrich feathers, &c.) formerly brought to

Bengasi by caravan, has now been almost whdlly diverted to

Tripoli, the eastern tracks from Wadai and Borku by way of

Kufra to Aujila having become so unsafe that their natural

difficulties are no longer worth braving. Consular vigilance has

also killed the once considerable slave trade. Trade in other

commodities, however, is on the increase, exports now amounting
to nearly half a million sterling and imports to half that figure.

The neighbouring coast is frequented by Greek and Italian

sponge-fishers, the industry being a valuable one. The province
of Bengazi, being still without telegraphs or roads, is one of

the most backward in the Ottoman empire.

Founded by the Greeks of Cyrenaica under the name Hes-
perides, the town received from Ptolemy III. the name of

Berenice in compliment to his wife. The ruins of the ancient
town, which superseded Cyrene and Barca as chief place in the
province after the 3rd century a.d., are now nearly buried in

the sand. The modern town lies south-west of the original

site. Certain large natural pits which are found in the plain

behind, and have luxuriant gardens at the bottom, are supposed
to have originated the myth of the Gardens of the Hesperides.

Ancient tombs are found, which in 1882 yielded fine Greek
vases to G. Dennis, then British vice-consul. The present name
is derived from that of a Moslem saint whose tomb, near the

sea-coast, is an object of veneration. The population, amounting
to about 25,000, is greatly mbted. Levantines, Maltese, Greeks
and Jews form the trading community, but since 1895, when a
branch of the Agenzia Italiana Commerciale was established

at Bengazi, Italians have exercised an increasing influence on
Cyrenaic commerce. Turks, Arabs and Berbers are the ruling

castes, and negroes act as labourers and domestics. Many of

the.se found their way to Crete, and becoming porters, &^c. in

Canea and Candia, were notorious for turbulence and fanaticism.

In 1897 and 1898 the European admirals forcibly deported
consignments of the worst characters hack to Bengazi. In 1858
and again in 1874 the town was devastated by plague (see also

Tripoli and Cyrenaica). "
(D. G. H.)

BBNGBU JOHANN AI3RECHT (1687-1752), Lutheran
divine and scholar, was born at Winnenden in Wurttemberg,
on the 24th of June 1687. His father died in 1693, and Bengel
was educated by a friend, who became a master in the gymnasium
at Stuttgart. In 1703 Bengel left Stuttgart and entered the

university of Tubingen, where, in his spare time, he devoted
himself specially to the works of Aristotle and Spinoza, and in

theology to those of Philipp Spener, Johann Arndt and August
Frankc. His knowledge of the metaphysics of Spinoza was such
that he was selected by one of the professors to prepare materials

for a treatise De Spinosismo, which was afterwards published.

After takinjj his degree, Bet^l devoted himself to theology.

Even at this time he had religious doubts ; it is interesting in

view of his later work that one cause of his perplexities was the
difficulty of ascertaining the true reading of certain passages
in ^6 Greek New Testament. In 1707 Bengel entered the
ministry and was appointed to the parochial charge of Metzingen-
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unter-Urach. In the following year he was recalled to Tubingen
to undertake the office of Repeteni or theological tutor. Here he
remained till 1713, when he was appointed head of a seminary
recently establish^ at Benkendorf as a preparatory school of
theology. Before entering on his new duties he travelled

through the greater part of Germany, studying the systems of

education which were in use, and visiting the seminaries of the
Jesuits as well as those of the Lutheran and Reformed churches.
Among other places he went to Heidelberg and Halle, and had
his attention directed at Heidelberg to the canons of scripture

criticism published by Gerhard von Mastricht, and at Halle
to C. Vitringa^s Anacrisis ad Apocalypsin, The influence exerted
by these upon his theological studies is manifest in some of his

works. For twenty-eight years—^from 1713 to 1741—he was
master (Klosterpraceptor) of the Klosterschuie at Benkendorf,
a seminary for candidates for the ministry established in a former
monastery of the canons of the Holy Sepulchre. To these years,

the period of his greatest intellectual activity, belong many of

his chief works. In 1741 he was appointed prelate {i,e. General

Superintendent) at Herbrechtingen, where he remained till 1749,
when he was raised to the dignity of consistorial counsellor and
prelate of Alpirspach, with a residence in Stuttgart. He now
devoted himself to the discharge of his duties as a member of

the consistory. A question of considerable difficulty was at that

time occupying the attention of the church courts, viz. the

manner in which those who separated themselves from the church

were to be dealt with, and the amount of toleration which
should lx; accorded to meetings held in private houses for the

purpose of religious edification. The civil power (the duke of

Wurttemberg was a Roman Catholic) was disposed to have
recourse to measures of repression, while the members of the

consistory, recognizing the good effects of such meetings, were

inclined to concede considerable liberty. Bengel exerted himself

on the side of the members of the consistory. In 1751 the uni-

versity of Tubingen conferred upon him the degree of doctor of

divinity. He died after a short illness, in 1752,

Tho works on which Bengers'rhpitlation rests as a Biblical scholar
aiid critic are his edition of the Greek New- Testament, and his

Gnomon or Exegetical Commentary on the same.
(A.) His edition of the Greek Testament was ))ublishcd at Tubinjfcn

in j 734, and at Stuttgart in the same year, but without the critical

apparatus. So early as 1725, in an addition to his edition of Chry-
sostom’s De Sacerdotio, he had given an -account in his Prodromus
Novi Te&iamenU Gfoeci recte cauteque adornandi of the principles on
which his intended edition was to be based. In preparation for his
work Bengel was able to avail himself of the collations of upwards of

twenty MSS., none of them, however, of great importance, twelve
of which had been collated by himself. In constituting the text, he
imposed upon himself the singular restriction of not inserting any
various reding which had not already bwn printed in some preced-
ing edition of the Greek text. From this rule, however, he deviated
in the case of the Apocalypse, where, owing to the corrupt .state of

the text, he felt himself at liberty to introduce certain readings on
manuscript authority. In the lower margin of the page he inserted
a selection of various readings, the relative importance of which ho
denoted by the first five letters of the Greek alphabet in the following
manner :—

a

was employed to denote the reading which in his judg-
ment was the true one, although he did not venture to place it in the
text

;
/i, a reading better than that in the text

; y, one equal to the
tex^al reading ; d and €, readings inferior to ttiosc in the text.

R. Etienne’s division into verses was retained in the inner margin,
but the text was divided into paragraphs. The text was followed
by a critical apparatus, the first part of which consisted of an intro-

duction to the criticism of the New Testament, m the thirty-fourth

section of which he laid down and explained his celebrated canon.
'* Pfoclivi scriptioni praestat ardua " The difficult reading is to be
preferred to that which is easy "), the soundness of winch, as a
general principle, has been recognized by succeeding critics. The
second part of the critical apparatus was devoted to a consideration
of the various readings, and here Bengel adopted the plan of stating

the evidence both against and in favour of a particular reading, thus
placing before the reader the materials for forming a judgment.
Bengel was the first definitely to propound the theory of families or

recensions of MSS. His investigations had led him to see that a
certain affinity or resemblance existed amongst many of the authori-

ties for the Greek text—MSS., versions, and ecclesiastical writers

;

that if a peculiar reading, was found in one of these, it was gener-
ally found also in the other members of the same class ; and this

general relationship seemed to point ultinuitely to a common origin

for all the authorities which presented such peculiarities. Although
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disposed at first to divide the various documents into three classes,

he finally adopted a classification into two^the African or older
family of documents, and the Asiatic, or more recent class, to which
he attached only a subordinate value. ‘The theory was afterwards
adopted by J. S. Semler and J. J. Griesbach* and worked up into an
elaborate system by the latter critic. Bengel's labours on the text
of the Greek Testament wore received with ^at disi^vour in many
quarters. Like Brian Walton and John Mill before him, he had to
encounter the ^position of those who believed that the certainty
of the word of God was endangered by the importance attached to
the various readings. J. J. Wetstein, on the other hand, accused
him of excessive caution in not medcing freer use of his critical

materials. In answer to these strictures, Ben^el published a Defence
of the Greek Text of His New Testament, which he prefixed to his
Harmony of the Four Gospels, published in i73f>, and which contained
a sufficient answer to the complaints, especially of Wetstein, which
had been made against him from so many different quarters.

The text of Bengel long enjoyed a high reputation among scholars,

and was frequently reprinted. An enlarged edition of the critical

apparatus was published by Philip David Burk in 1763.
(B.) The other great work of Bengel, and that on which his re-

putation as an exegete is mainly based, is his Gnomon Novi Testa-

menti, or Exegetical Annotations on the New Testament, published in

1742. It was the fruit of twenty years’ labour, and exhibits with a
!

brevity of expression, which, it has been said, “ condenses more
[

matter into a line than can be extracted from pages of other writers,"

the results of his study, lie modestly entitled his work a Gnomon
or index, his object being rather to guide the reader to ascertain

the meaning for himself, than to save him from the trouble of personal
investigation. The principles of interpretation on which he pro-

ceeded were, to import nothing into Scripture, but to draw out of it

everything that it really contained, in conformity with grammatico-
historical rules

;
not to be hampered by dogmatical considerations ;

and not to be influenced by the symbolical books. Bengel's hope
that the Gnomon would help to rekindle a fresh interest in the study
of. the New Testament was fully realised. It has passed through
many editions, has been translated into German and into English,

and IS still one of the books most valued by expositors of the New
Testament. John Wesley made great use of it in compiling his

Expository Notes upon the New Testament (175^.
Besides the two works already de.scribed,* ^ngcl was the editor

or author of many others, classical, patristic, ecclesiastical and
expository. The more important are ; Ordo Temporum, a treatise

on the chronology of Scripture, in whicli he enters uiion speculations

regarding the end of the world, and an Exposition of the Apocalypse
which enjoyed for a time great popularity in Germany, and was
translated into several languages.

Authorities.—For full details regarding Bengel the reader is

relerred to Oskar W^achter’s J. A. Dengels Lehensabriss and to tlie

Memoir of His Life and IVritings (/. A, Bengels Leben und Wirhen),
by J. C. F. Burk, translated into English by Rev. R. F. Walker
(London, 1837) I

see also Hersog-Hauck, liealencyklopddie. and
E. Nestle, Bengel als Gelehrier (1803).

BENGUELLA (Sao Felipe de Benguella), a town of Portuguese

West Africa, capital of Benguella district, on a bay of the same
name, in 12® 33^8., 13® 25' E, Benguella was founded in 1617 by
the Portuguese under Manoel Cerveira Pereira. It was long the

centre of an important trade, especially in slaves to Brazil and
Cuba, but has now greatly declined. The anchorage, about a mile

from the town, in 4 to 6 fathoms, is nothing but an open road-

stead. Besides the churches of S. Felipe and S. Antonio, the

hospital, and the fortress, there are only a few stone-built houses.

The white population numbers about 1500. A short way beyond
Benguella is Bahia Tarta, where salt is manufactured and sulphur

excavated.

About 20 m. north of Benguella is Lobito Bay, a natural

harbour chosen (1903) as the starting -pfoint of a railway to

Katanga. At Lobito steamers can come close inshore and
dischai^e cargo direct. Lobito is connected with Benguella by

a railway which passes about midway through Katumbella, a

town at the mouth of the river of the same name, and the sea

terminus of an ancient route from the heart of Central Africa

through Bihe. Old Bengueiia is a small town about 120 m. north

of Lobito Bay.

BBMI, a river of Bolivia, a tributary of the Madeira, rising in

the el^ated CordUlevee near the city of La Faz and at first known
as Rio de Paz; and flowing east, and north-east, to a

junction with the Mamor(i at jo® 20' S. lat. to form the M^ira.
Fully one-half of its length is through the mountainous districts

of central Bolivia, where it is fed by a large number of rivers and
streams from the snawclad pe^, and may be described as a
raging torrent Below Reyes its course is through the forest-
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covered hills and open plains of northern Bolivia^ where some of

the old Indian missions were located. The lower river is navig-

able for 217 m. from Reyes to the Esperanza rapids, m. above
its confluence with the Mamor^, whm a fall of 20 ft in a distance

of 330 yds. obstructs free navigation. Its principal afihient is

the Madre de Dios, or Mayu-tata, which rises in the eastern

Cordilleras about 35 m. east of Cuzco, and flows in an east and
north-east direction through northern Bolivia to a junction with

the Beni 120 m. above its mouth. The principal tributaries of

the Madre de Dios are the Inambari and Paucartambo, both laxge

rivers, and the Chandless, Marcapata, and Tambopata. In

length and size of its tributaries the Madre de Dios is a more
important river than the Beni itself, and is navigable during the

wet season to the foot of the Andes, 180 m. from Cuzco.

BEnI (£l BENf), a department of north-eastern Bolivia,

bounded N. and £. by Brazil, S. by the departments of

Santa Cruz and Cochabamba, and W. by La Poz and the

national territory contiguous to Peru and Brazil. Pop. (est.,

1900) 32,180, induding 6000 wild Indians
;
area (est., prolMbly

too high) 102,111 sq. m. The ‘‘Danos de Mojos," famous for

their flourishing Jesuit mission settlements of the 17th and i8th

centuries, occupy the eastern part of tliis department and are still

inhabited by an industrious peaceful native population, devoted

to cattle raising and primitive methods of agriculture. Cattle

and forest products, including rubber and coca, are exported to a

limited extent. The capital, Trinidad (pop. 2556), is situated on
the Mamor6 river in an open fertile country, and was once a

flourishing Jesuit mission.

BBNI-AMER (Amir), a tribe of African “ Arabs ” of Hamitic

stock, ethnologically intermediate between Abyssinians and
Nubians. They are of the Beja family, and occupy the coast of

the Red Sea south of Suakin and portions of the adjacent

I coast-country of Eritrea, north of Abyssinia. They arc of ytry

mixed Beja and Abyssinian blood, and speak a dialect half Beja

and half Tigr6, locally known as Hassa. They marry the women
of the Bogos and other mountain tribes

;
but are too proud to let

their daughters marry Abyssinians.

Sec Angh-Egyptian Sudan, ed. Count Gleichcn (London, 1905)

;

A. H. Keane, Ethnology of Egyptian Sudan (1884) ; G. Sergi, Africa :

Antropologia della Stirpe Camitica (Turin, 1897).

BENl-ISRAEL (“ Sons of Israel ”), a colony of Jews settled on

the Malabar coast in Kolaba district, Bombay presidency,

chiefly centring in the native stale of Janjira. With the Jews
of Cochin, they represent a very ancient Judaic invasion of India,

and are to be entirely distinguished from those Jews who have
come to India in modem days for purposes of trade. Some
authorities believe that the Beni-Israel settled in Kolaba in the

15th century, but they themselves have traditions which indicate

a far longer connexion with India (see Jews ; § 3).

BENIN, the name of a country, city and river of British West

Africa, west of the main channel of the Niger, forming part of the

protectorate of Southern Nigeria. The name was formerly applied

to the coast from the Volta, in o® 40' E., to the Rio del Rey, in 8®

40' E., and included the Slave Coast, the whole delta of the Niger

and a small portion of the country to the eastward. Some trace

of this earlier application remains in the name “ Bight of Benin/'

still given to that part of <the sea which washes the Slave Coast,

whilst up to 1894 Benin " was used to designate the French

possessions on the coast now included in Dahomey.

In its restricted sense Benin is the country formerly ruled by
the king of Benin city. This area, at one time very extensive,

gradually contracted as subject tribes and towns acquired

mdependence. It may be described as bounded W. 1^ Lagos,

S. by the territory of the Jakri and other tribes of N^er
delta, E. by the Niger river, and N. by Yorubaland. The
coast-line held by Benin had passed out of its sovereignty by the
middle of the 19th century. In physical characteristics^ dimatc,
flora and fauna, Benin in no way differs from the rest of the
southern portion of Nigeria The coast is low, inteiaected

creeks, and forms one huge mangrove swamp
; on the rising

ground inlandaredme forests in which the cotton and mahogany
trees are conspicuous^

iiLa4
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Language (Sibsagar, iS55)> partly reprinted in the Indian AtUiquafy,

vol. 3txv. (1896), pp. 57 n, (G. A. GR.)

BBNGAZI (anc. Hesperides-Berenke), a seaport on the north

coast of Africa, capital of the sanjak of ^ngazi or Barca,

formerly in the vilayet of Tripoli, but, since 1875, dependent

directly on the ministry of the interior at Constantinople. It

is situated on a narrow strip of land between the Gulf of Sidra

and a salt marsh, in 30® 7' N. lat. and 20° 3' E. long. Though
for the most part poorly built, it has one or two buildings of

some pretension—an ancient castle, a mosque, a Franciscan

monastery, government buildings and barracks. Senussi

influence is strong and there is a large zawia (convent). The
harbour is half silted up with sand and the ruins of fortifications,

and is accessible only t(j vessels of light draught. A lighthouse

has been erected at the entrance, but reefs render approach

difficult, and the outer anchorage is fully exposed to west and
north and not good holding. The export trade is largely in

barley, shipped to British and other maltsters. The Sudan
produce (ivory, ostrich feathers, &c.) formerly brought to

Bengasi by caravan, has now been almost whdlly diverted to

Tripoli, the eastern tracks from Wadai and Borku by way of

Kufra to Aujila having become so unsafe that their natural

difficulties are no longer worth braving. Consular vigilance has

also killed the once considerable slave trade. Trade in other

commodities, however, is on the increase, exports now amounting
to nearly half a million sterling and imports to half that figure.

The neighbouring coast is frequented by Greek and Italian

sponge-fishers, the industry being a valuable one. The province
of Bengazi, being still without telegraphs or roads, is one of

the most backward in the Ottoman empire.

Founded by the Greeks of Cyrenaica under the name Hes-
perides, the town received from Ptolemy III. the name of

Berenice in compliment to his wife. The ruins of the ancient
town, which superseded Cyrene and Barca as chief place in the
province after the 3rd century a.d., are now nearly buried in

the sand. The modern town lies south-west of the original

site. Certain large natural pits which are found in the plain

behind, and have luxuriant gardens at the bottom, are supposed
to have originated the myth of the Gardens of the Hesperides.

Ancient tombs are found, which in 1882 yielded fine Greek
vases to G. Dennis, then British vice-consul. The present name
is derived from that of a Moslem saint whose tomb, near the

sea-coast, is an object of veneration. The population, amounting
to about 25,000, is greatly mbted. Levantines, Maltese, Greeks
and Jews form the trading community, but since 1895, when a
branch of the Agenzia Italiana Commerciale was established

at Bengazi, Italians have exercised an increasing influence on
Cyrenaic commerce. Turks, Arabs and Berbers are the ruling

castes, and negroes act as labourers and domestics. Many of

the.se found their way to Crete, and becoming porters, &^c. in

Canea and Candia, were notorious for turbulence and fanaticism.

In 1897 and 1898 the European admirals forcibly deported
consignments of the worst characters hack to Bengazi. In 1858
and again in 1874 the town was devastated by plague (see also

Tripoli and Cyrenaica). "
(D. G. H.)

BBNGBU JOHANN AI3RECHT (1687-1752), Lutheran
divine and scholar, was born at Winnenden in Wurttemberg,
on the 24th of June 1687. His father died in 1693, and Bengel
was educated by a friend, who became a master in the gymnasium
at Stuttgart. In 1703 Bengel left Stuttgart and entered the

university of Tubingen, where, in his spare time, he devoted
himself specially to the works of Aristotle and Spinoza, and in

theology to those of Philipp Spener, Johann Arndt and August
Frankc. His knowledge of the metaphysics of Spinoza was such
that he was selected by one of the professors to prepare materials

for a treatise De Spinosismo, which was afterwards published.

After takinjj his degree, Bet^l devoted himself to theology.

Even at this time he had religious doubts ; it is interesting in

view of his later work that one cause of his perplexities was the
difficulty of ascertaining the true reading of certain passages
in ^6 Greek New Testament. In 1707 Bengel entered the
ministry and was appointed to the parochial charge of Metzingen-

-BENGEL
unter-Urach. In the following year he was recalled to Tubingen
to undertake the office of Repeteni or theological tutor. Here he
remained till 1713, when he was appointed head of a seminary
recently establish^ at Benkendorf as a preparatory school of
theology. Before entering on his new duties he travelled

through the greater part of Germany, studying the systems of

education which were in use, and visiting the seminaries of the
Jesuits as well as those of the Lutheran and Reformed churches.
Among other places he went to Heidelberg and Halle, and had
his attention directed at Heidelberg to the canons of scripture

criticism published by Gerhard von Mastricht, and at Halle
to C. Vitringa^s Anacrisis ad Apocalypsin, The influence exerted
by these upon his theological studies is manifest in some of his

works. For twenty-eight years—^from 1713 to 1741—he was
master (Klosterpraceptor) of the Klosterschuie at Benkendorf,
a seminary for candidates for the ministry established in a former
monastery of the canons of the Holy Sepulchre. To these years,

the period of his greatest intellectual activity, belong many of

his chief works. In 1741 he was appointed prelate {i,e. General

Superintendent) at Herbrechtingen, where he remained till 1749,
when he was raised to the dignity of consistorial counsellor and
prelate of Alpirspach, with a residence in Stuttgart. He now
devoted himself to the discharge of his duties as a member of

the consistory. A question of considerable difficulty was at that

time occupying the attention of the church courts, viz. the

manner in which those who separated themselves from the church

were to be dealt with, and the amount of toleration which
should lx; accorded to meetings held in private houses for the

purpose of religious edification. The civil power (the duke of

Wurttemberg was a Roman Catholic) was disposed to have
recourse to measures of repression, while the members of the

consistory, recognizing the good effects of such meetings, were

inclined to concede considerable liberty. Bengel exerted himself

on the side of the members of the consistory. In 1751 the uni-

versity of Tubingen conferred upon him the degree of doctor of

divinity. He died after a short illness, in 1752,

Tho works on which Bengers'rhpitlation rests as a Biblical scholar
aiid critic are his edition of the Greek New- Testament, and his

Gnomon or Exegetical Commentary on the same.
(A.) His edition of the Greek Testament was ))ublishcd at Tubinjfcn

in j 734, and at Stuttgart in the same year, but without the critical

apparatus. So early as 1725, in an addition to his edition of Chry-
sostom’s De Sacerdotio, he had given an -account in his Prodromus
Novi Te&iamenU Gfoeci recte cauteque adornandi of the principles on
which his intended edition was to be based. In preparation for his
work Bengel was able to avail himself of the collations of upwards of

twenty MSS., none of them, however, of great importance, twelve
of which had been collated by himself. In constituting the text, he
imposed upon himself the singular restriction of not inserting any
various reding which had not already bwn printed in some preced-
ing edition of the Greek text. From this rule, however, he deviated
in the case of the Apocalypse, where, owing to the corrupt .state of

the text, he felt himself at liberty to introduce certain readings on
manuscript authority. In the lower margin of the page he inserted
a selection of various readings, the relative importance of which ho
denoted by the first five letters of the Greek alphabet in the following
manner :—

a

was employed to denote the reading which in his judg-
ment was the true one, although he did not venture to place it in the
text

;
/i, a reading better than that in the text

; y, one equal to the
tex^al reading ; d and €, readings inferior to ttiosc in the text.

R. Etienne’s division into verses was retained in the inner margin,
but the text was divided into paragraphs. The text was followed
by a critical apparatus, the first part of which consisted of an intro-

duction to the criticism of the New Testament, m the thirty-fourth

section of which he laid down and explained his celebrated canon.
'* Pfoclivi scriptioni praestat ardua " The difficult reading is to be
preferred to that which is easy "), the soundness of winch, as a
general principle, has been recognized by succeeding critics. The
second part of the critical apparatus was devoted to a consideration
of the various readings, and here Bengel adopted the plan of stating

the evidence both against and in favour of a particular reading, thus
placing before the reader the materials for forming a judgment.
Bengel was the first definitely to propound the theory of families or

recensions of MSS. His investigations had led him to see that a
certain affinity or resemblance existed amongst many of the authori-

ties for the Greek text—MSS., versions, and ecclesiastical writers

;

that if a peculiar reading, was found in one of these, it was gener-
ally found also in the other members of the same class ; and this

general relationship seemed to point ultinuitely to a common origin

for all the authorities which presented such peculiarities. Although
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Authorities.—H. L. Eoth, Great Benin, i(s Customs, Art and

Horrors (Haltiax. 1903), a comprehensive and pioiuaely illustrated

work, witb an annotated bibliojipraphy; C. H. Read and O. M. Dalton,
Antiquities from Benin in the British Museum (1S99) ; Pitt

Riven?, Works of Art from Benin (1900) ;
R. B. Dennett, AtiheBach

of ike Black Man’s Mind (London. ioof>) ; Sir R. Burton, Wanderings
in West Africa (London, 1803) ; H. L, Gallwey, *' Journeys in the

Benin Country,” Geof^ Jnl„ vol. i, London, 1893 ;
A. Bioisragon,

The Benin Massacre (London, 1897) ; R, H. Bacon. Benin, ike City

of Blood (London, 1898), by a member ai the punitive expedition

of 1:897 ; the annual Reports on SottButm Nigeria, issued by the

Colonial Oflice, London,

BENirOlTE, a mineral discovered in 1907 near the head-

waters of the San Benito river, San Benito Co., California, and

described by Prof. G. D. Louderback. It is a titano-silicate of

barium (BaTiSij,Oj,), crystallizing in the hexagonal system,

with a hardness of 6*5, and specific gravity 3*65. It may be

colourless or blue, the colour varying sometiines in different

parts, and passing to a deep sapphire blue. The blue variety is

cut as a gem stone, and often resembles blue spinel, though its

softness distinguishes it from spinel and sapphire. It is a

brilliant stone, with high refractive index, and Ls strongly

(iichroic, being pale when viewed parallel to the princif)al axis

and dark when viewed transversely.

BENJAMIN, a trilx^ of Israel, named after the youngest son of

Jacob and Rachel. As distinct from the others Benjamin was

lx)rn not beyond the Jordan but in Palestine, l)ctween Betliel and

Ephrath. His mother, dying in childljed, gave him the name

Ben-onI, “ Son of my sorrow,” which was changed by his father

to Ben-jamin, meaning probably “ Son of tlie right liaiul ” {ue.

“ of prosperity,” or, pcrliaps, "son of the south"’; Gen. xxxv.

16-18). Of his personal history little is recorded, lie was Uie

favourite of his father and brothers (with whicli contrast the

spirit of the stories in Judg. xix.-xxi.), and the reputation of

fierceness ascribed to him in the blessing of Jacob (” Iknjamin

is a wolf that teareth,” Gen. xlix. 27) agrees with what is told of

the tribe’s warriors (sec IChud, Saul, Jonathan). It is a curious

feature that its noted slingcrs were said to be left-handed

XX. 16, cf. iii. 15) and even ambidextrous (i Chron. xii. 2). The

late references to this tribe in the Isnielitc wanderings in the

wilderness are of little value. On entering Palestine it is allotted

a portion encompassed by the districts of Ephraim, Dan and

Judtih. In the time of the “ judges ” the tribe of Benjamin was

almost exterminated (see Judges, Book or), 600 men alone

escaping (Judges xix. sqq.). The tribe was built up again by the

rape of the maidens of Shiloh at one of tlieir annual festivals (for

which cf. Judges ix. 27), but a later narrative gives currency to

a tradition lliat 400 virgins were also brought to Sliiloh, the

survivors of a massacre of the inhabitants of Jaljesh-Ciilcad. At

all events, Benjamin claimed tlie honour of providing the great

king of Israel whose heroic deliverance of Jabesh-Gilead is

referred to elsewhere (see Saui.), and it is noteworthy that the

tribe only now atuin historical importance. If the genealogies

associated it with Joseph the father of Ephraim and Manasseb,

its fortunes were for a time b(.)und up with tlte northern kingdom

(see David). Although its territory lies open on tlie west and

east, its physical features unite it to Judah, and what is known of

its mixed population ^ makes it d^ftcult to determine how far the

youngest of tlie tribes of Israel enjoyed any independent, position

previous to the monarchy, its neutral position between Judah

and Ephraim gave it an importance which was religious as well as

political. Anathoth the home of Abiathar and Jeremiah, Gibeon

the old Canaanite sanctuajry, the royal sanctuary at Bethel, its

associations with Samuel and the prophetic gilds of the times

of Elijah and Elisha, and finally Jerusalem itself, the centre of

worship, give " the least of alUhe tribes ” a unique value in the

history of Old Testament religion.
/c a r ^

See H. W. Hogg, Ency. Bib., col 534 sqq. A. L.)

BfekjAllBI OF TltiMLA (in Navarre), a Jewish rabbi of the

12th century. He visited Constantinople, Egypt, Assyria and

‘ ierusalemaod its district was jetMsItc until its captufe tiy David

a Sum. V.) : for Becroth aod GibeoiL soc 2 Sam. w. z seq.^

S. 2
, and note the Benjamite and J«dahite aame^lwh find

inalofl^ in the BdomiU- genealogies. Sw, cm these points, b. a.

Cook, Jew. Quarterly Review {igoGj, pp. 5*8 »qq-

Persia, and penetrated to frontteis of China. Hie joumeys

occupied him for about thirteen years. He was cred^us, but

his iHnmry, or Massdoih, cositainB some curious notices otf the

countries he visited and of the condition of the Jews. Thus his

work k of much value for the Jewish history erf the rath OMtury.

It is from Benjamin that we know that the Jews of Paless^e and

other parts of the East were noted lor tht am of dyeing and

glasE-^mokirig.

His Itinera/ry was translated from the Hebrew into Latin by Arias

Montanns in 1575. and appeared in a French version by BaraSier

in ITH* There have been various English translations. One was
published by Asher in 1840 ; another (with critical Hebrew text) by
M. N. Adlci- (Jewish Quarterly Review, vols, xvi.-xviii. ; also im-

printed as a separate volume, 1907).

BENJAMIN, JUDAH PHIUP (1811-1884)*. Anglo-American

lawyer,of Jewish descent, was born a British subject at St Thomas

in the We.st Indies eoa the nth of August i8n, and succesr

sivcly an American lawyer, a leading Loxifederate politioian and

a distinguished English barrister. He eventcu^ died in Paris a

domiciled Frenchman. After 1818 hisparents lived in Charleston,

South Carolina, and he went to Yale in 1S25 for his education, but

leit without taking a degree, and entered an attorney s office in

New Orleans. He was admitted to the New Orleans bar m 183^

•

He compiled with his fritind John Shdell a valuable dig^ of

decisions of the superior courts of New Orleans and Louisiana;

and as a partner in the firm of Shdell, Benjamin & Conrad, he

enjoyed a good practice. In 1848 he was admitted a councillor

of the supreme court, and in 1852 he was elected a senator for

Louisiana, and thereafter he took an active part in politics,

declining to accept a judgeship of the supreme court. In j86i he

withdrew from the Senate, left Washington and actively espoused

the Confederate cause. He joined Jefferson Davis’s provisional

government as attorney - general, becoming afterwards his

secretary for war (i 861-3862), aiid chief secretary of state

(1862-1865). Akhmigb at times subject to fierce criticism with

regard to matters of administration and finance, he was recog-

nized as one of the ablest men on the Confederate side, and he

remained with Jefferson Davis to the last, sharing his flight after

the surrender at Appomattox, and only leaving him shortly before

his capture, because he found himself unable to go farther on

horseback. He escaped from the coast of Florida in an open boat,

and after many vicissitudes rciiched England, an exile. In 1866

his remaining properly was lost in the linking failure of Overend

& Gurney.

In London Benjamin was able to earn a little money by

journalism, and on the 13th of January 1866 he entered Lincoln's

Inn. He received a hospitable welcome from the legal profession.

Tlie influence of English judges who knew his abilities and his

circumstances enabled him to be called to the bar on the 6th of

June 1866, dispcTLsing with the usual three years as a student,

and he acquired his first knowledge of the practice and methods

of English courts as the pupil of Mr C E. (afterwards Baron)

Pollock. Pollock fully recognized his abilities and they became

and remained firm friends. Benjamin was naturally an apt and

useful pupil ; for instance, an opinion of Mr Pollock, which for

long guided the London police in the exercise of their right to

search prisoners, is mentioned by him as having been really

composed by Benjamin while he was still his pupil. Benjamin

joined the nortliem circuit, and a large proportion of his early

practice came from solicitors at Liverpoolwho had correspondente

in New Orleans. His business gradually increased, and having

received a patent of precedence, he was on the 2nd of November

1872 called within tlw bar as a queen’s counsel. In addition to

his knowledge of law and of commeacial matters he bad consider-

able eloquence, and a power of marshalling facts and orgmnenU

that rendered him extremely effective, particularly beforo judges.

He was less successful in addressing juries, and towards the aose

of his career did not take Nisi prius work, but in the court of

appeal and House of Lords and before the judicia) cammfttee of

the privy council he enjoyed a very large practice, tnokii^ for

some time fully £13/900 a year. The question of raorag him to

the bench was semoosfy considered by Lord Cairns, wh^ however,

seems to have daought that the ungrudging hos{»tality and
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goodwill with which Benjamin had been received by the English

;

legal profession had gone far enough. Towards the close of his

career he was in ill health, and he suffered from the results of a fall

from a tramcar. He retired in 1882 to a house in Paris which he

had built and where he had been in the habit of passing his vaca-

tions with his wife, who was a Frenchwoman. He never returned

to practice, hut came back to London to be entertained by the

bench and bar of"England at a banquet in the Inner Temple Hall

on the 30th of June 1883. He died at Paris on the 6th of May
1884.

Benjamin was thick-set and stout, with an expression of great

shrewdness. An early portrait of him is to be found in Jefferson

Davis ’s Rise and Roll of the Confederate Government. His political

history may be traced in that work, and in John W. Draper’s

American Civil fkar and v()n Holst’s Constitutional Histo^ of

the United States. Many allusions to his English career will be

found in works describing English lawyers of his period, and there

are some interesting reminiscences of him by Haron Pollock in the

Fortnightly Revieiv for March 1898. His Treatise on the Law of \

Sale of Personal Property with References to the American Decisions

and to the French Code and Civil Law—a bulky volume known to

practitioners as Beniamin on Sales—is the principal text book
on its subject, and a fitting monument of the author’s career at

the English bar, of his industry and learning. Many of his

American speeches have been published.

Judah P. Benjamin, by 1 ‘iorce Butler (Philadelphia, 1007, with
a good bibliography).

BEN LEDI {Gaelic, the hill of God ”), a mountain of

Perthshire, Scotland, 2875 high, 5 m. by road N.W. of

Callander. It is situated close to some of the most romantic
scenery in the Highlands, and is particularly well known through
Scott’s Lady of the Lake. 1 Is name is supposed to point to the

time when Beltane rites were observed on its summit. A cairn

was built on the top in 1887 to commemorate Queen Victoria’s

jubilee. On one of the sides of the mountain is a tarn which
bears the name of Lochan nan Corp, “ the little loch of the dead,’’

from an accident to a funeral party by which 200 lives were lost.

BENLLIURE Y GIL, JOSE (1858- ), Spanish painter, was
born at Valencia, studied painting under Domingo, and showed
from the first such marked talent that he was sent to the Spanish
school in Rome. He was one of the select circle pensioned by
the Spanish government for residence in Italy and executed

several state orders for the decoration of public buildings
; but

he owes his chief fame to his large historical paintings, notably

the ‘‘ Vision in the Coliseum.” He became the leader of the

Spanish art colony in Rome, where he practised as painter and
sculptor.

BEN 1X)M0ND, a mountain in the north-west of Stirlingshire,

Scotland. It is situated near the eastern bank of Loch Lomond,
about 9 m, from the head and about 15 from the foot. It is

3192 ft. high, and the prevailing rocks are granite, mica schist,

diorite, porphyry and quartzite, the last, where it crops out on
the surface, gleaming in the distance like snow. Duchray Water,

a liead-stream of the Forth, rises in the north-east shoulder. The
hill, which is covered with gross to the top, is a favourite climb,

being ascentled from Rowardennan (the easiest) or Inversnaid

on the lake, or Abcrfoylc xo m. inland due ea.st. The view from
the summit extends northward as far as the Grampians, with

occasional glimpses of Ben Nevis
;

westward to Jura in the

Atlantic
;

south-westward to Arran in the Firth of Clyde

;

southward to Tinto Hill, the Lowthers and Caimsmore; and
eastward to Edinburgh (.'.astle and Arthur’s Seat
BSNLOWES, EDWARD (*603 ?<^i676), English poet, son of

Andrew Benlowes of Brent Hall, Essex, was bom about 1603.

He matriculated at St John’s College, Cambridge, in 1620, and
on leaving the university he made a prolonged tour on the

continent of Europe. He was a Roman Catholic in middle life,

but became a convert to Protestantism in his later yean. He
dissipated his fortune by openhanded generosity to his friends

and relations, and possibly by serving in the Gvil War ; so that

he was in great poverty at the time of his death, which occurred

on the 18& of December 1676. The last eight years of his life

were passed at Oxford. Many of his writings are in Latin. His
most important work is Theophila, or Lovers Sacrifice, a Divine
Poem (1652). The poem deals with mystical religion, t^ing
how the soul, represented by Theophila, ascends by humilit^
zeal and contemplation, and triumphs over the sins of the senses.

It is written in a curious stanza of three lines of unequal length
rhyming together. Until recent times justice has hardly been
done to Benlowes’ poetical merits and indisputable piety. Samuel
Butler who satirized him in his “ Character of a Sm^l Poet,”
found abundant matter for ridicule in his eccentricities

; and
Pope and Warburton noted him as a patron of bad poets.

His Theophila was reprinted by S. W. Singer ; and in Minor Poets
of the Caroline Period, vol. i. (1905), Mr Saintsbury reprints Theophila
and two other poems by Benlowes, “ The Summary of Wisedome,”
and “ A Pcjctic Descant upon a Private Music-Meeting.”

BEN MACDHUl, more correctly Ben Muichdhui (Gaelic for

the mountain of the black pig,” in allusion to its shape), the

second highest mountain (4296 It.) in Great Britain, one of the

Cairngorm group, on the confines of south-western Aberdeenshire

and south-western Banffshire, not far from the eastern boundary
of Inverness-shire. It is about ii m. from Castleton of Braemar
and about 10 from Aviemore. The ascent is usually made from
Castleton of Braemar, by way of the Linn of Dee, Glen Lui and
Glen Derry. From the head of Glen Derry, with its blasted

trees, the picture of desolation, it becomes more toilsome, but is

partly repaid by the view of the remarkable columnar cliffs of

Corrie Etchachan. The summit is flat and quite bare of vegeta-

tion, but the panorama in every direction is extremely grand.

At the foot of a vast gully, 2500 ft. above the sea, lies Loch Avon
(or A’an), a narrow lake about ij m. long, with water of the

deepest blue and a margin of bright yellow sand. At the western

end of the lake is the Shelter Stone, an enormous block of granite

resting upon two other blocks, which can accommodate a dozen

persons. Beautiful rock crystals occur in veins in the corries.

The summit of Cairngorm, 3J m. north of that of Ben Maedhui,

may be reached from the latter with scarcely any descent, by

following the rugged ridge flanking the western side of Loch Avon.
The other great peaks of the group are Braeriach (4248 ft.) and
Cairntoul (4241 ft.), and 6 m. to the east are the twin masses of

Ben a Bourd, the northern top of whch is 3924 ft. and the southern

3860 ft. high. Ben A’an, an adjoining hill, is 3843 ft. high,

BENNETT, CHARLES EDWIN (1858- ), American
classical scholar, was bom on the 6th of April 1858, in

Providence, Rhode Island. He graduated from Brown Uni-

versity in 1878 and also studied at Harvard (1881-1882) and in

Germany (1882-1884). He taught in secondary schools in

Florida (1878-1879), New York (1879-1881), and Nebraska

(1885-1889^, and became professor of Latin in the University

of Wisconsin in 1889, of classical philology at Brown University

in 1891, and of Latin at Cornell University in 1892. His syn-

tactical studies, notably various papers on the subjunctive, are

based on a statistical examination of Latin texts and are marked
by a fresh system of nomenclature

;
he ranks as one of the leaders

of the ” New American School ” of syntacticians, who insist

on a preliminary re-examination of all available data. Of great

importance is his advocacy of ” quantitative ” reading of Latin

verse and his Critique of Some Recent Subjunctive Theories in

vol. ix. (1898) of Cornell Studies in Classical Philology, of which

he was an editor. Bennett’s Latin Grammar (1895) is the first

successful attempt in America to adopt the method of the brief,

scholarly SchulgrammaHk. Besides the Latin classics commonly
read in secondary courses and other text-books in ” Bennett’s

Latin Series,” he edited Tacitus’s Dialogus de Oratoribtis (1894),

and Qcero’s De Senectute (1897) and De Amicitia (1897J
wrote, with George P. Bristol, The Teaching of Greek and Latin

in Secondary Schools (1900), and The Latin Language (1907),

and with William Alexander Hammond translated The Char-

acters of Theophrastus (1902).

BENNETT, JAMBS GORDON (i794’-*i872), American journa-

list, founder and editor of the New York Herald, was bom at

NewmiUs in Banffshire, Scotland, in X794 (not in 1800, as has been

stated). He was educated for the Roman Catb<^ic priesthood
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in a seminary at Aberdeen, but in the spring of 1819, giving up
the career which had been chosen for him, he emigrated to
America. Landing at Halifax, Nova Scotia, he earned a poor
living there for a short time by giving lessons in French, Spanish
and bookkeeping ; he passed next to Boston, where starvation
threatened him until he got employment in a printing-office

;

and in 1822 he went to New York. An engagement as translator

of Spanish for the Courier of Charleston, South Carolina, took
him there for a few months in 1823. On his return to New York
he projected a school, gave lectures on political economy and did
subordinate work for the journals. During the next ten years
he was employed on various papers, was the Washington corre-

spondent first of the New York Enquirer

y

and later of the Courier

and Enquirer in 1827-1832, his letters attracting much attention

;

he founded the short-lived Globe in New York in 1832 ; and in

1833-1834 was the chief editor and one of the proprietors of the

Pennsylvanian at Philadelphia. On the 6th of May 1835 he
published the first number of a small one-cent paper, bearing

the title of Netv York Herald

y

and issuing from a cellar, in which
the proprietor and editor played also the part of salesman.

He started with a disclaimer of all principle, as it is called, all

party, all politics
;
and to this he consistently adhered. By

his industry, sagacity and unscnipulousness, and by the variety

of his news, the “ spicy ” correspondence, and the supply of

personal gossip and scandal,he made the papera great commercial

success. He devoted his attention particularly to the gathering

of news, and was the first to introduce many of the methods
of the modem American reporter. He published on the 13th

of June 1835, the first Wall Street financial article to appear in

any American newspaper
;
printed a vivid and detailed account

of the great fire of December 1835, in New York
;
was the first,

in 1846, to obtain the report in full by telegraph of a long political

speech
;
and during the Civil War maintained a staff of sixty-

three war correspondents, Bennett continued to edit the

Herald almost till his death, at New York, on the 1st of

June 1872.

His son, James Gordon Bennett (1841- ), took over the

management of the paper during the last year of its founder’s

life, and succeeded him in its control. It was he who sent

Henry M. Stanley on his mission to find Livingstone in Central

Africa, and he fitted out the Jeannette Polar Expedition, and

in 1883 established (with John W. Maclcay) the Commercial

Cable Company.
BENNETT, JOHN, one of the finest English madrigalists,

whose first set of madrigals appeared in 1599. In 1614 Ravens-
(Toft, in a collection including five of his madrigals, writes a

eulogy which reads like an obituary notice. The first set of

madrigals was reprinted in 1845 by the Musical Antiquarian

Society. Bennett’s works consist of this set and several con-

tributions to such collections as the Triumphs of Orianoy and to

various collections of church music.

BENNETT, JOHN HUGHES (1812-1875), English physician

and pathologist, was bom in London on the 31st of August i8ia.

He was educated at Exeter, and being destined for the medical

profession was articled to a surgeon in Maidstone. In 1833 he

began his studies at Edinburgh, and in 1837 graduated with the

highest honours. During the next four years he studied in Paris

and Germany, and on his return to Edinburgh in 1841 published

a Treatise on Cod-liver Oil as a Therapeutic Agent, In the same

year he began to lecture as an extra-acadenrical teacher on

histology, drawing attention to the importance of the microscope

in the investigation of disease
;
and as physician to the Royal

Dispensary he instituted courses of “ polyclinical medicine.”

In 1843 appointed professor of the institute.^ of medicine

at Edinburgh, and jidrformed the duties of that chair with great

energy tall incapacitated by failing health. He resigned in 1874.

In August 1S75 he was able to be present at the meeting of the

British Medical Association in Edinburgh, on which occasion he

received the of LL.D., but the fatigue he then underwent

brought on a rmpic, and he was compelled to have the operation

of Iraiotomy performed. He sank rapidly and died on the 25th

of September at Norwich. His publications were very numerous

including Lectures on Clinical Medicine (1850-1856), which in

second and subsequent editions were called Clinical Lectures

an the Principles and Practice of Medicine^ and were translated

into various languages, including Russian and Hindu ;
Leuco-

cythamia (1852), the first recorded cure of which was published

by him in 1845 ; Outlines of Physiology (1858), reprinted from
the 8th edition of the Encyclopaedia Britamica

) Pathology and
Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis (1853); Textbook of

Physiology (1871-1872).

BENNETT, SIR WILUAM STERNDALE (1816-1875), English

musical composer, the son of Robert Bennett, an olganrst, was
born at Sheffield on the i3tfi of April 1816. Having lost his

father at an early age, he was brought up at Cambridge by his

grandfather, from whom he received his first musical education.

He entered the choir of King’s College chapel in 1824. In 1826

he entered the Royal Academy of Music, and remained a pupil of

that institution for the next: ten years, studying pianoforte under
W. H. Holmes and Cipriani Potter, and composition under Lucas

and Dr Crotch. It was during this lime that he wrote several of

his most appreciated works, in which may be traced influences

of the contemporary movement of music in Germany, which
country he frequently visited during the years 1836-1842. At
one of the Rhenish musical festivals in Diisseldorf he made the

personal acquaintance of Mendelssohn, and soon afterwards

renewed it at Leipzig, where the talented young Englishman was
welcomed by the leading musicians of the rising generation. At
one of the celebrated Gewandhuus concerts he played his third

pianoforte concerto, which was received enthusiastically. An en-

tliusiastic account of the evenlwas written by Robert Schumann,
who pronounced Bennett to be the most ‘‘ musikalisch

"
of all

Englishmen, and an angel of a musician ” (copying Gregory’s

pun on Angli and Angeli). But it was Mendelssohn’s influence

that dominated Bennett’s mode of utterance. A good example
of this may lie studied in Bennett’s Capriccio in D minor. His

great succe.ss on the. continent established his position on his

return to England. In 1834 he was elected organist of St Anne’s

chapel (now church), Wandsworth. Jn this year he composed

his Overture to Parisina, and his Concerto in C minor, modelled

on Mozart. An unpublished concerto in F minor, and the

overture to the Naiads, impressed the firm of Broadwood so

favourably in 1836 that they offered the composer a year in

Leipzig, where the Naiads overture was performed at a Gewand-
baus concert on the 13th of February 1837. Bennett visited

Leipzig a second time in 1840-1841, when he composed his

Caprice in E for pianoforte and orchestra and his overture 7be
Wood Nymphs. He settled in London, devoting himself chiefly

to practical teaching. In 1844 he married Mary Anne, daughter

of Captain James Wood, R.N. He was made musical professor

at Cambridge in 1856, the year in which he was eng^ed as

permanent conductor of the Philharmonic Society. This latter

post he held until 1866, when he became principal of the Royal

Academy of Music. Owing to his professional duties his latter

years were not fertile, and what he then wrote was scarcely equal
^

to the productions of his youth . The principal charm of Bennett’s

compositions (not to mention his absolute mastery of the musical

form) consists in the tenderness of their conception, rising

occasionally to sweetest lyrical intensity. Except the opera,

Bennett tried his hand at ^mosl all the different forms of vocal

and instrumental writing. As his best works in various branche.s

of art, we may mention, for pianoforte solo, and with accompani-

ment of the orchestra, his three sketches, The LakCy The Mill-

stream and The Fountainy and his 3rd pianoforte concerto
;

for

the orchestra, his Symphony in (f minor

y

and his overture The
Naiads ; and for voices, his C4intata The May Queen, written for

the Leeds Festival in 1858. For the jubilee of the Philharmonic

Society he wrote the overture Paradise and the Peri in 1862. He
also wrote a sacred cantata, The Woman of Samaria, first per-

formed at the Birmingham Musical Festhrd in 1867. In 1870
the university of Oxfoi^ conferred upon him the honorary degree

of D.C.L. A year later he was knighted, and in 187a he recei^
a public testimonial before a larM audience at St ]amei’s HaJl, the
money subscribed being devoted to the foundation of a scholanbip
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at the Royal Academy of Music. Shortly before his death he

produced a sonata called the Maid of OrUanSf an elaborate pie<%

of programme-music based on Schiller’s tragedy. He died at his

house in St John’s Wood, London, on the 15th of February 1875.

See tlK* Life, by hia son (1008).

BEN NEVIS, the highest mountain in the British Isles, in

Inverness-shire, Scotland. It is 4406 ft. above the level of the sea,

and is situated 4( m. E.S.E. 0/ Fort William, the meridian of 5®W.
passing through it. As \'ifwed from Banavie on the Caledonian

Canal, it has the appearance of two great masses, one l^hcr

than die other, and though its bulk Is impressive, its outline is

much less striking than that of many other Highland hills. Its

summit consists of a plateau joo acres in area, with a slight slope

to the south, temiinating on its north-eastern side in a sheer fall

of more than 150c ft. Snow lies in some of the gorges all the year

round. 'J'he rocks of its lower half are mainly granite and gneiss ;

its upper half is composed of porphyritic greenstone, and a variety

of minerals occur. Its circumference at the base is about 30 m.

It may be described as flanked on the west and south by the Glen

and Water of Nevis, on the east by the river and Glen of Trcig,

and on the north by the river and Glen of Spean. From 1 881 till

1004 meteorological observations were taken from the summit of

Ben Nevis, the observers nt first making the ascent daily for the

purpose. In 1883, however, an observatory, equipped at a cost

of £4000 (raised by public subscription), was opened by Mrs

Cameron Campbell of Monzie, who provided the site. The
observatory, which was connected by wire with the post office at

Fort William, was provisioned by the Scottish Meteorological

Society, to whom it belonged. The burden of maintaining it,

however, proving too great for the society’s iiuians, appeal was

made in vain to government for national support, and the station

was closed in 1904. The bridle road up the mounbiin leaves Glen

Nevis at Achintee
;

it has a gradient nowhere exceeding 1 in 5,

and the ascent is conunonly effected in two to tliree hours.

There is a small hotel on the summit for the convenience of

tourists, especially of those anxious to witness sunrise. From
the summit cverv' considerable pealc in Scotland is visible.

Observations conducted during several months faive shown tlmt,

whilst the mean temperature at Fort William was 57° F., at the

summit of Ben Nevis it was 41“ F., and tliat though the rainfall

at the fort amounted to 24 in., it was as much as 43 in. on the top

of the Beil.

BENNIGSEM, LEVIN AUGUST. Count von (1745-1826),

Russian general, of Hanoverian family, was born on the loth of

February 1745 in Brunswidc, and served successively as a page

at the Hanoverian court and as an officer of foot-guards. He
retired from the Hanoverian army in 1764, and in 1773 entered

the Russian service as a field officer. He fought against the

Turks in 1774 and in 1778, becoming lieutenant-colonel in the

latter year. In 1 787 his conduct at the storming of Oczakov won
him promotion to the rank of brigadier, and he distinguished

himself repeatedly in the Polish War of 1793-1794 and in the

Persian War of 1796. The part played by Bennigsen in the actual

assassination of the tsar Paul 1. is not fully known, but he took a

most active share in the formation and conduct of the wnspiracy.

Alexander I. made him governor-general of Lithuania in 1801,

and in 1802 a general of cavalry. In 1806 he was in command of

one of the Russian armies operating against Napoleon, when hs

fought the battle of Pultusk and met the emperor in person in

the sanguinary battle of Eylau (8th of February 1807). Here he

could claim to have inflicted the first reverse suffered by Napoleon,

l)Ut six months later Bennigsen met with the crushing defeat of

Friedland (14th of June iSo^*) the direct consequence of which

M'as the trea^ of Tilsit. Bennigsen now retired for some years,

but in the campaign of iSxs he reappeared in the army in various

responsible positiona. He was present at Borodino, and defeated

Murat in the engagement of Tanitino, but on account of a quarrel

with Marshsd Kututov, the Russian commander^n-chief, he

was compelled to retole Irom active military employment. After

the death of Kistusov hte was recalled and placed at the bead^ an

army. Bemiigseii led one of the columns which made the decisive

aita^ on the last day of the battle of Leipe^ (ifith-ipth of

October 1813). On the same evening he was made a count by
the emperor Alexander L, and he afterwards commanded the

forces which operated against Marshal Davout in North Germany.
After the general peace he held a command from 1815 to 2818,

when he retired from active service and settled on his Hanoverian
estate of Banteln near Hildesheim. Count Bennigsen died on the

3rd of December 1826. His son, Alexander Levin, count von
Bennigsen(i8o9-i893),wasadistinguishedHanoverianstatesman.

BENNIGSEN. RUDOLF VON (] 824'<29oaX Gennan politician,

was bom at Lunebuig on the 10th of July 1824. He was
descended from an old Hanoverian family, his father, Karl von

Bennigsen, being an officer in the Hanoverian army, who rose

to the rank of general and also held dipbmatic appointments.

Bennigsen, having studied at the university of Gottingen,

entered the Hanoverian civil service. In 1855 he was elected a

member of the second chamber ; and as the government refused

to allow him leave of absence from his official duties he resigned

his post in the public service. He at once became tlie recognized

leader of the Liberal opposition to the reactionary government,

but must be distinguished from Count Bennigsen, a member of

the same family, and son of the distinguished Russian general,

who was also one of the parliamentary leaders at the time.

What gave Bennigsen his importance not only in Hanover, but

throughout the whole of Qemany, was the foundation of the

National Verein, which was due to him, and of whidi he was

president. This society, which arose out of the jHiblic excite-

ment created by the war between France and Austria, had for

its object the formation of a national party which should strive

for the unity and the constitutional liberty of the whole Father-

land. It united the moderate Liberals throughout Germany, and

at once became a great political power, notwitlistanding all the

efforts of the governments, and especially of the king of Hanover

to suppress it. In 1866 Bennigsen used all his influenct* to keep

Hanover neutral in the conflict between Prussia and Austria, but

in vain. He took no part in the war, but his brother, who was

an officer in the Prussian army, was killed in Bohemia. In May
of this year he had an important interview with Bismarck, who

wished to secure his support for the reform of the confederation,

and after tlie war was over at once accepted the position of «

Prussian subject, and took his seat in the diet of the North

German Confederation and in the Prussian parliament. He
used his influence to procure as much autonomy as possible (or

the province of Hanover, hut was a strong opponent of the

Guelph party. He was one of the tliree Hanoverians, Wind-

thoret and Miquel being the other two, who at once won for the

representatives of the conquered province the lead in botli the

Prussian and German parlkments. The National Vcrcin, its

work being done, was now dissolved ;
but Bennigsen was chiefly

instrumental in founding a new political party—the National

Liberals,—who, while they supported Bismarck’s national policy,

hoped to .secure the constitutional development of the country.

For the next thirty years he was president of the party,and was

the most influential of the parliamentary leaders. It was chiefly

owing to him that the building up of the internal institutions of

the empire was carried on without the open breach between

Bismarck and the parliament, which was often imminent. Many
amendments suggested by him were introduced in the debatas

on the constitution ; in 1870 he undertook a mission to South

Germany to strengthen the national party there, and was con-

sulted by Bismarck while at Versailles. It was he who brought

about the compromise on the military bill in 1874. In 1877 he

was offered the post of vice-chancellor with a seat in the Prussian

ministry, but refused it because Bismarck or the king wo^d not

agree to his conditions. From this time his relations with the

government were less friendly, and in 1878 he brought about

the rejection of tbe first Socialist Bill. In 1883 he resigaed his

seat in psudiament owing U> the reactiooaqr measures of tl«

government, which made it impossible for him io continue his

former co-operation with Bismarck^ returned in 1887 to

support the coalition of national parties* One of the first acts

of the mperor William IL was to oixpoint him president of the

province of Hanover. In • 1897 he resigned this post and
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retired from public life. He died on the 7th of August

1902.

See biographical notices by A. Kiepert (2nd cd., Hanover. 1002),
and £. Schreck (Hanover, 1894).

BENNINGTON, a village and one of the county-seats of

Bennington county, Vermont, U.S.A., situated in the S.W.
part of the state, about 30 m. E.N.E. of Troy, New York. Pop.

(1890) 3971 ; (1900) 5656, of whom 965 were foreign-bom.
The township of the same name, in which it is situated, had in

1900 a population of 8033, living chiefly in the villages of

Bennington, North Bennington and Bennington Centre, the

last a summer resort. The village of Bennington is served by
the Rutland railway, and is connected by electric railway with

North Adams and Pittsfield, Mass., and Hoosick Falls, N.Y.

It is picturesquely situated at the foot of the Ctreen Mountains,

and the summit of the neighbouring Mt. Anthony (2345 ft.)

commands a magnificent view. The village has woollen mills,

knitting mills, stereoscope, box, and collar and cuff factories

and machine shops. There are white clay and yellow ochre

works in different parts of the township. Bennington is the seat

of the Vermont state soldiers’ home. The Bennington Battle

Monument, a shaft 301 ft. high, is said to be the highest battle

monument in the world. It commemorates the success gained

on the i6th of August 1777 by a force of nearly 2000 “ Green

Mountain Boys ” and New Hampshire and Massachusetts

militia under General John Stark over two detachments of

General Burgoyne’s army, totalling about 1200 men, under

Col. Friedrich Baum and Col. Breyman. These came up one

after the other in search of provisions and were practically

annihilated, Col. Baum being mortally wounded and 700 men
taken prisoners. The scene of the battle is about 5 m. from the

village. The victory had an imporbint influence on Burgoyne's

ciimpaign (see American War of Independence), weakening

Burgoyne and encouraging the American militia to take the

field against him. Bennington was settled in 1761 and was

named in lionour of Governor Benning Wentworth of New
Hampshire. The township was organized in 1762. It was one

of the “ New Hampshire Grant ” towns, both New York and

New Hampshire claiming jurisdiction over it, and, being the

home of Ethan Allen and Seth Warner, it Ixicame the centre

of activities of the Green Mountain Boys,” ot whom they were

leaders. During the fifteen years in which Vennont was an

independent commonwealth, Bennington was the headquarters

of the council of safety. In 1828-1829 W, L. Garrison edited

here a paper called The Journal of the Times, The village of

Bennington was incorporated in 1849.

Sec Merrill and Merrill. Sketches of Historic Bennington (C.am-

bridge, Mass., 1898).

BBNNO (ioio-iio6), bishop of Meissen, was the sori of Werner,

count of Woldenburg, was educated at Gosslar, and in to66 was

nominated by the emperor Henry TV. to the see of Meissen. In

the troubles between empire and papacy that followed Benno

took part against the emperor. In 1085 he was deposed by the

synod of Mainz, but after the death of Pope Gregopr VII. he

submitted, and on the recommendation of the imperialist Pope

Qcment III. was restored to his see, which he held till his death.

He did much for his diocese, both by ecclesiastical ‘hsforms on

the Hildehrandine model and by material developments. He
was long reverenced in his own diocese as a saint before, in 1523,

he was canonized by Pope Adrian VI. His canonization drew

from Luther a violent brochure “ against the new false god and

old devil, who is to be lifted up at Meissen.”

For bibliography, see Hlysse Chevalier, Bfpertoire des sources hist,

:

Bio-hihliographie, s.w. *'Bennon.^'

BBNOrr, PETER LEONARD LEOPOU) (X834--1901), Flemish

composer, was bom on the 17th of August 1834 at Harlebeke

in Randters. His father and a local village organist were his

first teachers. In 1851 Benoit entered the Brussels Conserva-

toire, where he remained till 1855, studying chiefly under F. ].

F^tis. During this period he composed music to many mclo-

dranias, and to an opera Le Village dans les moniagnes for the

Tsak theatre, of which in 1856 he became conductor. He won

743
a government prize and a money grant in <857 by his cantata

Le Meurire d'Abely and this enabled him to travel BiToti|^

Germany. In course of his journcyings he found time to write

a considerable amount of music, as well as an essay V&cei» dx

musiciue flamande ei son avonir. F^tis loudly praised hu
Messe solenndle, which Benoit produced at Brussels on his

return from Germany. In 1861 he visited Paris for the produc-

tion of his opera le Hoi des Aulnes (*‘ Erlkonig ”), wbicli, though

accepted by the Theatre Lyrique, was never mounted ^ while

there he conducted at the Bouffes-Parisiens. Again, returning

home, he astonished a section of the musical world by the pro-

duction at Antwerp of a sacred tetralogy, consisting ol his

Cantate de Noelj the above-mentioned Mass, a Te Deum^od a

Requiem, in which were emliodied to a large extent his theories

of Flemish music. It was in consequence of his passion for the

founding of an entirely separate Flemish school that Benoit

changed his name from Pierre to Peter. By prodigious efforts

he succeeded in gathering round him a small l>and of enthusiasts,

who affected to see with him possibilities in the foundation of

a school whose music should differ completely from that of the

French and German schools. In its main features this school

failed, for its faith was pinned tu Benoit’s music, which is liardly

more Flemish tlian French or Carman. Benoit's more important

compositions include the Flemish oratorios De Schelde and

Lucifer, the latter of which met with complete failure on its

production in London in 1888
;
the operas Het Dorp ini Oebifgtc

and ha, the Drama Chrisii ; an enormous mass of songs,choruses,

small cantatas and motets. Benoit also wrote a great number

of essays on musical matters. lie died at Antwerp on the 8th

of March 1901.

BENOfT DE SAINTE-MORE, or Sainte Maure, i2th-centur>'

French trouvere.^ is supposed to have been a native of Sainte*

Maure in Touraine. Very little Is known of his personal history.

The maitre prefixed to his name implies that he had graduated

at the university, but there is nothing to show whether he was

a simple trouvere by profession or belonged to the clergy. He
was a loyal subject of Henry II. of England, to whose court he

was attached, and when he speak.s of the French, it is as “ they.”

Wace had begun a history of the dukes of Normandy in his

Roman du Ron. This he brought down to the reign of Henry L,

but here Henry 11 . seems to have withdrawn his patronage, and

at the end of his poem Wace refers to a matsire Beneeit who had

received a similar commission. There is no other contemporary

poem extant dealing with tlie subject except the Ckronique des

dues de Normandie, and it would seem reasonable to assume the

identity of Wace's rival with Benoit de Sainte-More, whose

authorship of the chronicle has, nevertheless, been often disputed.

But a comparison of the Roman de Troie, which is certainly

Benoit’s work, with the Ckronique, confirms the supposition tliat

they are by the some author. The poem contains over forty

thousand lines, and relates the history of the Norman dukes

from Rollo to Henry 1., with a preliminary sketch of the Dimish

invasions and the adventures of Hastings and his wmpanions.

It has no claims to be considered an original authority. Benoit

drew his information from the De morilms et a£ti$ primorum

Normanniae ducum oi Dudon de Saint Quentin as far as 1002,

following his model very closely. From that time he avails

himself of the chronicle of William of Jumi^es, also of Ordericus

Vitalis and others. The Ckronique probably dates from about

T 1 72 to 1176. In the Roman de Troie, written about ii6o,

Benoit expressly asserts his authorship. He mentions “ Omers ”

with great respect as U clers merveiUos, but his authority for the

story is naturally not Homer, of%hom he could, have no first-

hand knowledge. He follows the apocryphal Historia de excidio

Trojae of Dar^s the Phrygian and tlie Epkemerides belli Trojmi

of Dktys of Crete. The poem runs to about 30,000 lme84 The
personages of the dassical story are cemverted into heroes of

romance. They have their castles and their abbeys, and act

in accordance with feudal custom. The supernatural machinery

of Homer is missing both in Benoit’s original and his own
narrative. The story begins fHUi the ctfAttre of .the GoMen
Fleece and comes down to the return of the Goraek princes alter
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the fall of Troy. Benoit diverges very widely from the classical

tradition, and M. Leopold Constans sees reason to suppose that

the trouvere founded his poem on an amplified version of the

Dar^s narrative that has not come down to us. In the Roman

de Troie first appeared the episode of Troilus and Brisei'da, tlmt

was to be developed later in the Filostrato of Boccaccio, which

in its turn formed the basis of Chaucer’s Troilus and Creseide,

The Shakespearian play of Troilus and Cressida is also indirectly

derived from Benoit’s story.

On the strength of a certain similarity of treatment Benoit has

sometimes been credited with the authorship of the anonymous

Roman d'&nias and of the Roman de Thebes, a romance derived

indirectly from the Thebdis of Statius. M. Constans is inclined

to negative both these attributions. It is not even certain that

the Benoit who chrwided the deeds of the Norman dukes for

Henry 11 . between 1172 and r 176 was the Benoit de Sainte-More

of the Roman de Troie,

The Chronique des dues de Normandie was edited by Francisque

Michel in 1836-1844 ; the Roman de Troiehy A. Joly in 1870-1871

;

the ^Heas, by J. J. Sialverda de Grave in H. Sucliier’s Bihliottwca

Normannica m i8qi ;
the Roman de Thdhes for the SacUU des andens

textes franpais, by M. L. Constans in 1890. See E. D. Grand in

La Grande Encyclop6die \
L. Constans in Petit de JuUevilles Hist,

de la langue et de la lilt, fran^aise (vol. i. pp. 171-225), where the three

romances are analysed at length. The prefaces to the editions just

mentioned discuss the authorship of the romances.

BENSERADE, ISAAC DE (1613-1691), French poet, was born

in Paris, and baptized on the 5th of November 1613. His family

appears to have been connected with Richelieu, who bestowed on

him a pension of 600 livres. He began his literary career with the

tragedy of Cleopdtre which was followed by four other in-

different pieces. On Richelieu’s death Benserade lost his pension,

but became more and more a favourite at court, especially

with Anne of Austria. He provided the words for the court

ballets, and was, in 1674, admitted to the Academy, where he

wielded an influence quite out of proportion to the merit of his

work. In 1676 the failure of his Metamorphoses d'Ovide in the

form of rondeaux gave a blow to his reputation, but by no means

destroyed his vogue with his contemporaries. Benserade would

probably be forgotten but for his sonnet on Job (1651). This

sonnet, which he sent to a young lady with his paraphrase on Job,

having been placed in competition with the Urania of Voiture, a

dispute on their relative merits long divided the whole court and

the wits into two parties, styled respectively the jobelins and the

Vranists. The partisans of Benserade were headed by the prince

de Conti and Mile de Scud6ry, while Mme de Montausier and
|

J. G. de Balzac took the side of Voiture.

Some years before his death, on the 19th of October 1691,

Benserade retired to Chantilly, and devoted himself to a transla-

tion of the Psalms, which he nearly completed.

BEN8LEY, ROBERT, an 18th-century English actor, of whom
Charles Lamb in the Essays of Elia speaks with special praise.

His early life is obscure, and he is said to have served in America

as a lieutenant of marines
;
but he appeared at Drury Lane in

1765, and at that house and at Covent Garden, and later at the

Haymarket, he played important parts up to 1796, when he

retired from the stage. He appears then to have been given

a small post under the government, a paymastership, which hd

resigned in 1798. He is stated in various <juarters to have died

in 1817, but Mr Joseph Knight shows in his article in the Diet,

Nat. Biog. that this is due to a confusion with another man
named William Bensley, who possibly belonged to the family

of printers of whom Thomas Bensley' (d. 1833) was the chief

representative. On the stagt he was simply “ Mr Bensley,*’

but though he is named William and even Richard in some

accounts, Mr Knight shows that his name was certainly Robert.

The actual date of his death is unknown, though it was probably

later than 1809, when he is said to have inherited a fortune* His

great character was Malvolio, but Charles Lamb’s fervent

admiration of his acting seems to have outrun the general

opinion.

BERMN, EDWARD WHITE (1829-1896), archbishop of

Canterbury, was bom on the 14th of July 1829, at Birmingham.

He came of a family of Yorkshire dalesmen, his father, whose
name was also Edward White Benson, being a manufacturing

chemist of some note. He was educated at King Edward VI.’s

school, Birmingham, under James Prince Lee, afterwards bishop

of Manchester,and amongst his school-fellowswere B.F, Westcott

and J. B. Lightfoot, both of whom preceded him to Trinity

College, Cambridge, where he was elected a sub-sizar in 1848,

becoming subsequently sizar and scholar. The death of his

widowed mother in 1850 left him almost without resources, with

a family of younger brothers and sisters dependent upon him.

Relations came to his aid, and presently his anxieties were

relieved by Francis Martin, bursar of Trinity, who gave him
liberal help. Benson took his degree in 1852 as a senior optime,

eighth classic and senior chancellor’s medallist, and was elected

fellow of Trinity in the following year. He became a master at

Rugby, first under E. M. Goulburn, and tlaen (1857) under

Frederick Temple, who became his lifelong friend
;
he was also

ordained deacon in 1854 and priest in 1856. From Rugby he

went to be first headmaster of Wellington College, which was

opened in January 1859 ;
and in the course of the same year he

married his cousin, Mary Sidgwick. The school flourished under

his management and also developed his administrative abilities,

but gradually his thoughts began to turn towards other work.

In 1868 he beaime prebendary of Lincoln and examining chaplain

to Bishop Christopher Wordsworth, an office which he also held

for a short time in 1870 for Dr Temple, just appointed to the see

of Exeter. In 1872 his acceptance of the chancellorship of

Lincoln opened a new period of his life. As chancellor, the

statutes directed him to study theology, to train others in that

study and to oversee the educational work of the diocese. To

such work Benson at once devoted himself
;

and did more

perhaps than any other man to reinvigorate cathedral life in

England. He started a theological college (the Scholae Cancel-

larii), founded night schools, delivered counses of lectures on

church history', held Bible classes, and was instrumental in

founding a society of mission preachers for the diocese, the
“ Novate Novale.” Early in 1877 he was consecrated first

bishop of Truro, and threw himself with characteristic vigour into

tlie work of organizing the new diocese. His knowledge, his

sympathy, his enthusiasm soon made themselves felt everywhere

;

the ruridecanal conferences of clergy became a real force, and the

church in Cornwall was inspired with a vitality that had never

been possible when it was part of tfie unwieldy diocese of Exeter.

A chapter was constituted, the bishop being dean
;
amongst its

meml)ers was a canon missioner (the first to be appointed in

England), and the Scholae Cancellarii were founded after the

Lincoln pattern. Moreover, the bishop at once set to work to

build a cathedral. The foundation-stone was laid on the 20th of

May 1880, and on the 3rd of November 1887 the building, so

far as then completed, was consecrated. On the death of Dr
Tail, Benson was nominated to the see of Canterbury and was

enthroned on the 29th of March 1883. His primacy was one of

almost unprecedented activity

,

Frequent communications passed between him and the heads

of the Eastern Churches. With their approval a bishop was again

consecrated, after six years’ interval (1881-1887), for the Anglian

congregations in Jerusalem and the East
;
and the features which

had made the plan objectionable to many English churchmen

were now abolished. In 1886, after much careful investiga-

tion, he founded the " Archbishop’s Mission to the Assyrian Chris-

tians,” having for its object the instruction and the strengthening

from within of the “ Nestorion ” churches of the East (see

Nestorians). An interchange of courtesies with the Metropolis
of Kiev on theoccasion of the 900th anniversary of the conversion

of Russia (1888), led to further intercourse, which has tended to a

friendlier feeling between the English and Russian churches. On
the other hand, with the efforts towards a rapprochement with

the Church of Rome, to which the visit of the French Abb6
Portal in 1894 gave some stimulus, the archbishop would have

nothing to do.

With the other churches of Communion the

archbishop’s relations were cordial in tiie extreme and grew
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closer a£ time went on. Particular questions of importanoe, the
Jmsalem bishopnc, the heahi^ of the Colenso schism in the
(^ocese of Nataly the or^ization of native ministries and the
like, occupied much of his time

; and he did all in his power to
foster the growth of local churches. But itwas the work at home
which occupied most of his energies. That he in no way slighted

diocesan work had been shown at Truro. He complained now
that the bishops were “ bishq}s of their dioceses but not bishops
of England/^ and did all he could to make the Church a greater

religious force in English life. He sat on the ecclesiastical courts

commission (1881-1883) and the sweating commission (1888-

1890). He brought bills into parliament to reform Church
patronage and Church discipline, and worked unremittingly for

years in their behalf. The latter became law in 1892, and the

former was merged in the Benehces Bill, which passed in 1898,
after his death. He wrote and spoke vigorously against Welsh
disestablishment (1893) i ^d in the following year, under his

guidance, the existing agencies for Church defence were consoli-

dated. He was largely instrumental in the inauguration of the

House of Laymen in the province of Canterbury (1886) ;
he made

diligent inquiries as to the internal order of the sisterhoods of

which he was visitor ; from 1884 onwards he gave regular Bible

readings for ladies in I.ambeth Palace chapel. But the most
important ecclesiastical event of his primacy was the judgment
in the case of the bishop of Lincoln (see Lincoln Judoment), in

which the law of the prayer-book is investigated, as it had never

been before, from the standpoint of the whole history of the

English Church . In 1896 the archbishopwent to Ireland to seethe

working of the sister Church. He was received with enthusiasm,

but the work which his tour entailed over-fatigued him. On
Sunday morning the nth of October, just after his return, whilst

on a visit to Mr Gladstone, he died in Hawarden parish church of

heart failure.

Archbishop Benson left numerous writings, including a
valuable essay on The Cai/iedral (Ixmdon, 1878), and various

charges and volumes of sermons and addresses. But his two
chief works, posthumously published, arc his Cyprian (London,

1897), a work of great learning, which had occupied him at

intervals since early manhood
; and The Apocalypse, an Intro-

ductory Study (London, 1900), interesting and beautiful, but

limited by the fact that the method of study is that of a Greek

play, not of a Hebrew apocalypse. The archbishop’s knowledge

of the past was both wide and minute, but it was that of an
antiquary rather than of a historian. “ I think,” writes his

son, “ he was more interested in modem movements for their

resemblance to ancient than vice versa.” His sermons are very

noble though written in a style which is over-compressed and
often obscure. He wrote some good hymns, including “O
Throned, 0 downed ” and a beautiful version of Urbs Beata.

His grandWr in social function ” was unequalled and his

interests were very wide. But above all else he was a great

ecclesiastic. He paid less attention to secular politics than

Archbishop Tait ;
but if a man is to be judged by the effect of

his work, it is Benson and not Tait who should be described as a
great statesman. His biography, by his son, reveals him as a

man of devout and holy life, impulsive ind^ and masterful,

but one who learned self-restraint by strenuous endeavour.

His eldest son, Arthur Christopher Benson (b. 1862), was

educated at Eton and King’s College, Cambridge. He becaime

fellow of Magdalene College, Cambridge, wd was a muter at

Eton College from 1885 to 1903. His literary capacity was

early shown in the remarkable fiction of his Memoirs of Arthur

Hamilim (1886) under the pseudonym of '' Christ^her Carr,”

and his Pfli««ff(i893)s«dL>Wtf (1895) established his

as a writer of verse. Among his works arc (1899);

his father’s Zi/r(1899)4 Tlu Sehoolnmter (iqoz), ootmimtBiTy

on the aims and methods of an assistant schoolmaster in a

public school ; a study' of Archbishop Laud (S887) ; mono-

8^phB on; D. G. Roosetti (1904X Edward FitzGerald (1905)^
Wifiter Pater (1906), in the ” English Men of Letters ” aeries

;

JjjM Vyet and oikm Boms (1897), Peace and other Poms

(W$)^ Zfis Upton Letters (1905), Frm a College Window
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(1906), Baiie Stitt WtOn (iqoj). He dm tdUboMtd «Wh
Lood Esher in editing the Cormponience of ffueen Vidtirrk

(*907).

The third son, Edward Frederick Benson (b. ^867),
was

educated at Marlborough College and King’s Gellege, O/cmbmgc,
He worked at Athens for the British Archaeologicid Sbeie'ty

from 1892 to 1895, and subsequently in Egypt for the! Heflenk

Society. In 1893 his society novel. Dodo, brought him to the

front anuing the writers of clever fiction
;
and ^is waS'loltowed

by other novels, notably The Vintage (tSqS) and 7%f Capsino

(1899).

The fourth son, Robert Hugh Benson (b. 1871), was educated

at Eton and Trinity College, Cambridge. After reading with

Dean Vaughan at Llandaif he took orders, and in 1898 became
a member of the Community of the Resurrection at Mirfield.

In 1903 he became a Roman Catholic, was ordained priest at

Rome in the following year, and returned to Cambridge as

assistant priest of the Roman Catholic church there. Among
his numerous publications are The Light Imnsiblt, By What
Authority t, The Kings Achievement, Richard Raynal, ^litory,

The Queen's Tragedy, The Smtimentedists, Lord of the World.
a. C. Benson, Life of Archbishop Benson (2 vols., I^ndou.

i8o<j); j. H. Bcn-nard, Archbishop Benson in Ireland U897V;
Sir L. T. i>tbdin in The Quarterly Review, October

BBNSOll, FRAN0I8 ROBBRT (1858- ), English actor, son

of William Benson of Alresford, Hants, was bom at Tunbridge
Wells on the 4th of November 1858. He came of a talent^
family, his elder brother, W. A. S. Benson (b. 1854), becoming
well known in the world of art as one of the pioneers in the
revival of English industrial craftsmanship, especially in the

field of the metallic arts
; and his younger brother, Godfre^’^

Benson, being an active Liberal politician. He was educated
at Winchester and New College, Oxford, and at the university

was distinguished both as on athlete(winning the Inter-university

three miles) and as an amateur actor. In the latter respect he
was notable for producing at Oxford the first performance of a
Greek play, the Agamemnon, in which many Oxford men who
afterwards became famous in other fields took part. Mr Benson,
on leaving Oxford, took to tlie professional stage, and made
his first appearance at the Lyceum, under Irving, in Romeo and
Juliet, as Paris, in 1882. In the next year he went into manager-
ship with a company of his own, taken over from Walter BenBey,
andfrom this time he became graduallymore and moreprominent,
both as an actor of leading parts himself and as the organizer

of practically the only modern “ stock #comj>any ' touring

through the provinces. In 1886 he married Gertrude Constance

( ockbum (Featherstonhaugh), who acted in company and
continued to play leading parts with him. Mr Benson's chief

successes were gained out of London for some yeats, but in 1890

he had a season in London at the Globe arid in 1900 at the

Lyceum, and in later years he was seen with his repertoire at the

Coronet. His company included from time to time many actors

and actresses who, having been trained under him, became

prominent on their own account, and both by his organization

of this regular company and by his foundation of a dramatic

school of acting in ^901, Mr Benson exercised a most important

influence on the contemporary stage. From the first he devoted

himself largely to the production of Shakespeare’s plays, reviving

many whi^ had not been acted for generations, and his services

to the cause of Shakespeare can hardly be overestimated. From
z888 onwards be managed the Stratford-on-Avon Shakespearian

Festival. His romantic and intellectual powers os an actor,

combined with his athletic and fMcture^ue bearing and fine

elocution, were conspicuously shown in his own impenonatioiiB,

most remarkalde among which were liia Hamlet (in 1900 lie

produced this play without cuts in London), his Corioktiius, his

Richard 12., his Lear and his Petruchio. . v

BBM80N, FRANK WB8TON (1862- ), American painter,

was bom m Salem, Massachusetts, on the 24th of March 11862.

He was a pupil of Boiilaxi^ and of Lefebvre in Bhxk

;

won
many distinetkinB in American exhibitioos, and a aiivbr miNlal

at ^ Paris Exhibition of 2900; and becasns a Memberitof

m. 24 a
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tibc '' Ten Americans/' and of the National Academy of Dea^,

New York. Besides portraits, he painted landscape and still life

;

and he was one of the decorators of the Congressional library,

Washington, D.C.
. .

BENSON, GEORGE (1699-1762), English dissenting minister,

was bom at Great Salkeld, in Cum^rland, on the ist of Sep-

tember 1699, of a family which had distinguished itself in church

and state. He studied at a school at Whitehaven and later at the

university of Glasgow. In 1722, on Calamy’s recommendation,

he was chosen pastor of a congregation of dissenters at Abing-

don, in Berkshire, where he continued till 1729, when, having em-

braced Arminian views, he became the choice of a congregation

in Southwark
;
and in 1740 he was appointed by the congregation

of Crutched Friars colleague to the learned Dr Nathaniel Lardner,

whom he succeeded in 1749* His Defence of the Reasonableness of

Prayer appeared in 1731, and he afterwards published para-

phrases and notes on the epistles to the Thessalonians, Timothy,

Titus and Philemon, adding dissertations on several important

subjects, particularly (as an appendix to 1 Timothy) on inspira-

tion. In 1738 he published his History of the First Planting of the

Christian Religion, in 3 vols. 4to, a work of great learning and

ability. He also wrote the Reasonableness of the Christian

Religion (1743), the History of the Life of Jesus Christ, post-

humously published in 1764, a paraphrase and notes on the

seven Catholic epistles, and several other works, which gained him

great reputation as a scholar and theologian even outside his

own communion and his own country. Owing to his undoubted

Socinianism his works suffered neglect after his death, which

occurred on the 6th of April 1762.

BENT, JAMES THEODORE ^1852-1897), English traveller,

was the son of James Bent of Baildon House, near Leeds, York-

shire, where he was born on the 30th of March 1852. He was

educated at Repton school and Wadham College, Oxford, where

he graduated in 1875. In 1877 he married Mabel, daughter of

R. W. Hall-Dare of Newtownbarry, Co. Wexford, and she became

his companion in all his travels. He went abroad every year and

became thoroughly acquainted with Italy and Greece. In 1879

he published a book on the republic of San Marino, entitled A

Freak of Freedom, and was made a citizen of San Marino ;
in the

following year appeared Genoa : How the Republic Rose and

Fell, and in 1881 a Life of Giuseppe Garibaldi. He spent con-

siderable time in the Aegean archipelago, of which he wrote in

The Cyclades : or Life among the Insular Greeks (1885). From

this period Bent devoted himself particularly to archaeological

research. The years 1885-1888 were given up to investigations

in Asia Minor, his discoveries and conclusions being commum-

cated to the Journal of Hellenic Studies and other magazines

and reviews. In 1889 he undertook excavations in the Bahrein

Islands of the Persian Gulf, and found evidence that they had

been a primitive home of the Phoenician race. After an expedition

in 1890 to Cilicia Trachea, where he obtained a valuable collection

of inscriptions, Bent spent a year in South Africa, with the obj<^t,

by investigation of some of the ruins in Mashonaland, of throwing

light on the vexed question of their origin and on the early history

of East Africa. He made the first detailed examination of the

Great Zimbabwe. Bent described his work in The Ruined Cities

of Mashonaland (1892). In 1893 he investigated the rums of

Axum and other places in the north of Abyssinia, partially made

known before by the researches of Henry Salt and others, and The

Sacred City of the Ethiopians (1893) gave an account of this

expedition. Bent now visited at considerable risk the almost

unknown Hadiamut country (1895*1894), and during this and

later journeys in southern Arabia he studied the ancient history

of the country, its physical features and actual condign. On

the Dhafar coast in 1894-1895 he visited ruins which he identified

with the Abyssapolis of the frankincense merchants. In 1895-

1896 he examined part of the African coast of the Red Sea,

finding there the ruins of a very ancient goM-mine and tmees of

what he considered Sabean influence. While on another journey

in South Arabia (1896-1897), Bent was seized with malarial fever,

and di9d in London on the 5th of May 1897, a few days after his

return. Mrs Bent, who had contributed by her skill as a photo-

grapher and in other ways to the success of her husband’s

journeys, published in 1900 Southern Arabia, Soudan and Sakotra,

in which were given the results of their last expedition into that

region. The conclusions at which Bent arrived as to the Semitic

origin of the ruins in Mashonaland have not been accepted by

archaeologists, but the value of his pioneer work is undeniable

(see Zimbabwe).

BENT. I
.
(From

‘

‘ to bend ”), primarily the result of bending

;

hence any inclination from the straight, as in curved objects like

a hook or a bow ; this survives in the modem phrase “ to follow

one’s own bent,” i.e. to pursue a certain course in a direction

deviating from the normal, as also in such phrases as Chaucer’s

“ Downward on a hill under a bent,” indicating a hallow or

declivity in the general configuration of the land. From the

bending of a bow comes the idea of tension, as in Hamlet, “ they

fool me to the top of my bent,” i.e. to the utmost of my capacity.

2. (From the O. Eng. beonei, a coarse, rushy grass growing in wet

places; cf. the Ger. Binse, a reed), the i^e (“bent” or

“ bennet ”) popularly applied to several kinds of grass and

surviving in the form “ bent-grass.”

BENTHAM. GEORGE (1800-1884), English botanist, was

bom at Stoke near Portsmouth on the 22nd of September 1800.

His father, Sir Samuel Bcntham (1757-1831), was the only

brother of Jeremy Bentham, tlie publicist, and cif scarcely

inferior ability though in a different direction. Devoting himself

in early life to the study of naval architecture. Sir Samuel went

to Russia to visit the naval establishments in the Baltic and

Black Seas. He was induced to enter the service of the empress

Catherine II. , built a flotilla of gunboats and defeated the Turkish

fleet. For this he was made, in addition to other honours,

colonel of a cavalry regiment. On the death of the empress he

returned to England to be employed by the admiralty, and was

sent (1805-1807) again to Russia to superintend the building

of some ships for the British navy. He attained the rank, under

the admirfiilty, of inspector-general of naval works. He intro-

duced a multitude of improvements in naval organization, and

it was largely through his recommendation that M. I. Brunei's

block-making machinery was installed at Portsmouth.

George Bentham had neither a school nor a college education,

but early acquired the power of giving sustained and concentrated

attention to any subject that occupied him—one essential

condition of the success he attained as perhaps the greatest

systematic botanist of the 19th century. Another was his

remarkable linguistic aptitude. At the age of six to seven he

could converse in French, German and Russian, and he learnt

Swedish during a short residence in Sweden when little older.

At the close of the war with France, the Benthams made a long

tour through that country, staying two years at Montauban,

where Bentham studied Hebrew and matheiMtics in the

ProtesUnt Theological School. They eventuallylfettled in the

neighbourhood of Montpellier where Sir Samuel purchased a

large estate.

The mode in which George Bentham was attracted to the

botanical studies which became the wcupatipn of his life is

noteworthy ;
it was through the applicability to them of the

logical methods which he had imbibed from his uncle's writings,

and not from any special attraction to natural history pursuits.

While studying at Angouleme a copy of A. P. de Candolle’s

Flore franfaise fell into his hands and he was struck with the

analytical tables for identifying plants. He immediately pro-

ceeded to test their use on the first that presented itself. The

result was successful and he continued to apply it to every plant

he come across. A visit to London in 1823 brought him into con-

tact with the brilliant circle of English botanists. In 1826, at the

pressing invitation of his uncle, he agreed to act as his secretary,

at the same time entering at Lincoln’s Inn and reading for the

bar. He was called in due time and in 1852 held his first and

last brief. The same year Jeremy Bentham died, leaving his

property to his nephew. His father’s inheritance had fallen to

him the pirevious year. He was now in a position of modest

independence, and able to porroe tmdistractedly his favounte

studies. For a time these were divided between botany.
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jurisprudence and logic, in addition to editing his father*s profes-
sional papers. Bentham’s first publication was his Catalogue des
plantes indigenes des Pyrjnies et du Bos Languedoc (Paris, 1826),
the result of a careful exploration of the Pyrenees in company
with G. A. Walto Amott (1799-*! 868), afterwards professor of
botany in the university of Glasgow. It is interesting to notice

that in it Bentham adopted the principle from which he never
deviated, of citing nothing at second hand. This was followed
by articles on various legal subjects : on codification, in which
he disagreed with his uncle, on the laws affecting larceny and
on the law of real property . But the most remarkable production
of this period was the Outline of a New System of Logic, with a
Critical Examination of Dr Whately's Elements of Logic (1827).
In this the principle of the quantification of the predicate was
first explicitly stated. This Stanley Jevons declared to be

I

“ undoubtedly the most fruitful discovery made in abstract

logical science since the time of Aristotle,” Before sixty copies

had been sold the publisher l^ecame bankrupt and the stock

went for wastepaper. The book passed into oblivion, and it was
not till 1873 that Bentham’s claims to priority were finally

vindicated against those of Sir William Hamilton by Herbert
Spencer. In 1836 he published his Labiatarum genera et species.

In preparing this work he visited, between 1830-1834, every

European herbarium, several more than once. The following

winter w'us passed in Vienna, where he produced his Commenta-
Hones de Leguminosarum generibtts, published in the annals of

the Vienna Museum. In 1842 he removed to Pontrilas in Here-

fordshire. His chief occupation for some succeeding years was
his contributions to the Prodromus Sysiematis Naturalis Regni

Vegetabilis, which wa.s lacing carried on by his friend, A. P.

de Candolle. In all the.se dealt with some 4730 species.

In 1854 he found the maintenance of a herbarium and library

too great a tax on his means. He therefore offered them to the

government on the understanding that they should form the

foundation of such necessary aids to researcli in the Royal
Botanic Gardens at Kew. At the same time he contemplated

the abandonment of botanical work. Fortunately, he yielded

to the persuasion of Sir William Hooker, John Bindley and other

scientific friends. In 1855 he took up his residence in London,
and worked at Kew for five days a week, with a brief summer
holiday, from this time onwards till the end of his life. As his

friend Asa Gray wrote : “With such methodical habits, with

freedom from professional or administrative functions, which

consume the time of most botanists, with steady devotion to his

chosen work, and with nearly all authentic material and needful

appliances at hand or within reach, it is not so surprising that

he should have undertaken and have so well accomplished such

a vast amount of work, and he has the crowning merit and happy

fortune of having completed all that he undertook.” The

government, in 1857, sanctioned a scheme for the preparation

of a series of Floras or descriptions in the English language

of the indigenous plants of British colonies and possessions.

Bentham b^an with the Flora Hongkongensis in 1861, which

was the first comprehensive work on any part of the little-known

flora of China. This was followed by the Flora Australiensis,

in seven volumes (1863-1878), the first flora of any large con-

tinental area that had ever been finished. His greiitest work

was the Genera Plantarum, begun in 1862, and concluded in

1883 in collaboration with Sir Joseph Hooker, “ the greater

portion being,” as Sir Joseph Hooker tells us, “ the product of

Bentham’s indefatigable industry.” As age gradually impaired

hi.s bodily powers, be seemed at last only to live for the completion

of this monumental work.

When the last revise of the last sheet was returned to the

printer, the stimidus was withdrawn, and his powers seemed

suddenly to fail him. He began a brief autobiography, but the

pen with which he bad written his two greatest works broke in

his hand in the middle of a page. He accepted the omen, laid

aside the unfinished manuscript and patiently awaited the not

distant end. He died on the loth of September 1884, within a

fortnight of his 84th birthday.

The scientific world received the Genera Plantarum with as
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unanimous an assent as was accorded to the Species Plantarum
of Linnaeus. Bentham possessed, as Professor Daniel Oliver

remarked, “ an insight of so special a character as to deserve the

name of genius, into the relative value of characters for practical

systemauc work, and as a consequence of this, a sure sifting of

essentials from non-essentials in each re.spective grade.” His
preparation for his crowning work had been practically lifelong.

There are few ports of the world upon the botany of which he
did not touch. In the sequence and arrangen^nl of the great

families of flowering plants, different view* from those of

Bentham may be adopted. But Bentham paved the way by an
intimate and exact statement of the structural facts and their

accurate relationship, which is not likely to be improved.

In method and style, in descriptive work, Bentham was a

supreme master. This, to quote Professor Oliver again, i>.

“ manifest not only in its terseness, aptness and precision, but
especially in the judicious selection of diagnostic marks, and
in the instinctive estimate of probable range in variation,

which long experience and innate genius for such work could

alone inspire.” (W. T. T.*D.)

BENTHAM, JEREMY (1748-1832), English philosopher and
jurist, was bom on the 15th of February 1748 in Red Lion Street,

Houndsditch, London, in which neighbourhood his grandfather

and father successively carried on business as attorneys. Hi.s

father, who was a wealthy roan and possessed at any rate a

smattering of Greek, Latin and French, was thought to have
demeaned himself by marrying the daughter of an Andover
tradesman, who afterwards retired to a country house near

Reading, where young Jeremy spent many happy days. The
boy\s talents justified the ambitious hopes which his parents

entertained of his future. When three years old he read eagerly

such works as Rapin’s History and began the study of Latin.

A year or two later he learnt to play the violin and to speak

French. At Westminster school he obtained a reputation for

Greek and Latin verse writing
; and he was only thirteen when

he was matriculated at Queen’s College, Oxford, where his most
important acquisition seems to have l>een a thorough acquaint-

ance with Sanderson’s logic. He became a B.A. in 1763, and in

the same year entered at Lincoln’s Inn. and took his scat as a

student in the queen’s bench, where he listened with rapture to

the judgments of Lord Mansfield. He managed also to hear

Blackstone’s lecture.? at Oxford, but says that he immediately

detected the fallacies which underlay the rounded periods, of the

future judge.

Bentham’s family connexions would naturally have given him
a fair start at the bar, but this was not the career for which he

was preparing himself. He spent his time in making chemical

experiments and in speculating upon legal abuses, rather than in

residing Coke upon Littleton and the Reports. On being called

to the bar he “ found a cau.se or two at nurse for him, which he

did his best to put to death,” to the bitter disappointment of his

father, who had confidently looked forward to seeing him upon

the woolsack. The first fruits of Bentham ’.s studies, the Fragment

on Government, appeared in 1776. This masterly attack upon

Blackstonc’s praises of the English constitution was variously

attributed to Lord Mansfield, Lord Camden and Lord Ashburton.

One important result of its publication was that, m 1781, Lord
Shelburne (afterwards first marquess of Lansdowne) called upon
its author in his chambers at Lincoln’s Inn. Henceforth

Bentham was a frequent guest at Bowood, where he saw the best

society and where he met Miss Caroline Fox (daughter of the

second Lord Holland), to whom he afterwards made a proposal

of marriage. In 1785 Bentham ftarted, by way of Italy and
Constantinople, on a visit to his brother, Samuel Bentham, a
naval engineer, holding the rank of colonel in the Russian
service ; and it was in Russia that he wrote his Defence of Usury.

Disappointed after his return to England in 1788 in the hope
which he had entertained, through a misapprehension of some-
thing said by Lord Lansdowne, of taking a personal part in the
legislation of his .country

,
he settled down to the yet lugher task

of discovering and teaching the principles upon which all soutkd

legislation must proceed. The great work, upon which he h^
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been eripfaged for many years, the Principles of Morals and

LogislaUan, ytas published in 1789. His fame spread widely and

rapidly. He was made a French citizen in 1792 ;
and his advice

was respectfully received in most of the states of Europe and

America, with many of the leading men of which he maintained an

active correspondence. In 181 7 he became a bencher of Lincoln’s

Inn. His ambition was to be allowed to prepare a code of laws

for liis own or some foreign country. During nearly a quarter

of tt centuiy^ h| was engiiged in negotiations with the govern-

ment for the erection of a “ Panopticon/’ for the centrid inspection

of convicts
;
a plan suggested to him by a building designed by

his brother Samuel, for the l)etter supervision of his Russian

shipwrights. This scheme, which it was alleged would render

transportation unnecessary, wa.s eventually abandoned, and

Bcntham received in 1813, in pursuance of an act of parliament,

^£23,000 by way ot compensation. It was at a later period of his

life that he propounded schemes for cutting canals through the

isthmus of Suez and the isthmus of Panama. In 1823 he estab-

lished the Westminster Rernew. Kmboldened perhaps by the

windfall of 1813, Bentham in the billowing year took a lease of

Ford Abbey, a fine mansion with a deer-park, in Dorsetshire ;

but in 1818 returned to the house in Queen’s Square Place which

he had occupied since the death of his father in 1792. It was
there that he died on the 6th of June 1832 in his eighty-fifth year.

In accordance with his directions, his body was dissected in the

presence of his friends, and the skeleton is still preserved in

University College, London.

Bentham ’.s life was a happy one of its kind. His constitution,

weakly in childhood, strengthened with advancing years so as

to allow him to get through an incredible amount of sedentary

labour, while he retained to the last the fresh and cheerful

temperament of a boy. An ample inherited fortune permitted

him to pursue his studies undistracted by the necessity for

earning a livelihood, and to maximize the results of his time and
labour by the employment of amanuenses and secretaries. He
was able to gather around him a group of congenial friends and

pupils, such as the Mills, the Austins and Bowring, with whom
he could discuss the problems upon which he was engaged, and
bv whom several of his books were practically rewritten from

the mass of rough though orderly memoranda which the master

had himself prepared. Thus, for instance, was the Rationale of

Judicial Evidence written out by J. S. Mill and the Book of

Fallacies by Bingham. The services which Dumont rendered in

recasting as well us translating tlu' works of Bentham were still

more important.

The popular notion that Bentham was a morose visionary b
far removed from fact. It is true that he looked upon general

society as a waste of time and that he dbliked poetry as mb-
representation ”

; but he intensely enjoyed conversation, gave

good dinners and delighted in music, in country sights and in

making others happy. These features of Bentham’s character

are illustrated in the graphic account given by the American

minister, Richard Rush, of an evening spent at Ins London house

in the summer of the year 181H. “ If Mr Bentham 's character

is peculiar," he says, '^so is his place of re.stdenre. It was a

kind of blind-alley, the end of which widened into a small,

neat oourtyard. There by itself stamls Mr Bentham's house,

blirubbery graced its area and flowers its window-sills. It was

like an oasis in the desert Its name is the Hermitage. Mr
Bentham received me with the simplicity of a philosopher. 1

shoulcl have taken him for seventy m upwards. Everything

inside the house was orderW. The Turniture seemed to have

been unmoved since the day^of hb fathers, for I learned that it

was a patrimony. A paiiour, library and dining-room made up
the suite of apartments. In each was a piano, the eccentric

master of whede being fond of music as the recreation of bb
Uteraiy hours. It b a unique, lomantic-like homettead. Walk-

ing with him into the garden, 1 found it dork with the shade of

ancient trees. They formed a barrier against all intrusion.

The oompany was small but choice. Mr Brougham ; Sir

Samoefl'Komihy ; Mr Mill, author of the well-known work on

India
;
M. Dusnont, the learned Genevan, once the associate of

Mirabeau, were all who sat down to table. Mr Bendiam did not
talk much. He had a benevolence of manner suited to the
philanthropy of hb mind. He seemed to be riiink^ only of
the convenience and pleasure of hb ^ests, not as a rule of
artificial breeding as from Chesterfield or Madame Genlis, but
from innate feeling. Bold as are his opinions in hb works, here

I

he was wholly unobtrusive of theories that might not have
commended the assent of all present. When he did converse

I

it was in simple language, a contrast to hb later writings, where
an inyoh^ed style and the use of new or universal words are
drawbacks upon the speculations of a genius original and pro-

found, but with the faults of solitude. Yet some of his earlier

productions are dbtinguished by classical ietsoness.''^(Residence
at the Court of London, p. 286.) Bentham’s love of flowers and
music, of green foliage and shaded walks, comes clearly out in

this pleasant picture of bb home life and social surroundings.

Whether or no he can be said to have founded a school, his

doctrines have become so far part of the common thought of the

time, that there b hardly an educated mat\ who does not accept
as too clear for argument truths which were invisible till Bentham
pointed them out. His sensitively honourable nature, which
in early life had caused him to shrink from asserting his belief

in Thirty-nine articles of faith which he had not examined, was
shocked by the enormous abuses which confronted him on
commencing the study of the law. He rebelled at hearing the

system under which Ihey flourished described as the perfection

of human reason. But he was no merely destructive critic. He
was determined to find a solid foundation for both morality and
law, and to raise upon it an edifice, no stone of which should be
laid except in accordance with the deductions of the severest

logic. This foundation is “ the greatest happiness of the greatest

number," a formula adopted from Priestly or perhaps first from

Bcccaria. The phrase may, however, be found in writers of an
earlier date than these, c.g. in Hutcheson’s Enquiry, published

in 1725. The pursuit of such happiness is taught by the " utili-

tarian’’ philosophy, an expression used by Bentham himself

in 1802, and therefore not invented by J. S. Mill, as he supposed,

in 1823. In order to ascertain what modes of action are most
conduci\T to the end in view, and what moti\Ts are best fitted

to produce them, Bentham was led to construct marvellously

cxhau.stivc, though somewhat mechanical, tables of motives.

With all their elaboration, these tables are, however, defective,

as omitting some of the highest and most influential springs of

action. But most of Bentham's conclusions may be accepted

without any formal profession of the utilitarian theory of morals.

They are, indeed, merely the application of a rigorous common
sense to the facts of society. That the proximate ends at which
Bentham aimed are desirable hardly any one would deny,

though the feasibility of the means by w^hich he proposes to

attain them may often be questioned, and much of the new
nomenclature in which he tliought fit to clothe his doctrines

may be rejected as unnecessar>’. To be judged fairly, Bentham
must be judged as a teacher of the principles of legislation. With
the principles of private morals he really deals only so far as Is

necessary to enable the reader to appreciate the impulses which
have to be controlled by law.

As a teacher of legislation he inquires of all institutions whether

their utility justifies their existence. If not, he is prepared to

suggest a new form of institution by which the needful service

may be rendered. While thus engaged no topic is too laige for

his mental grasp, none too small for his notice ; and, what is still

rarer, every topic is seen in its due relation to the rest. English

institutions had never before been thus comprehensively and
dispassionately surveyed. Such improvements as had been

necessitated weremm makeshifts, often made by stealth. The
rude symmetry of the feudal system had been long ago (kstitiyed

by partial and unskilful adaptations to modern Commerdid Kfe,

effected at various dates and in accordance with various theories.

The time had come for ddiberate reconstruction, for inquiring

whether the existence of many admitted evils was, as it was said

to be, unavoidable ;
for proving thatdhe needs of society may be

daasifiied and provided for by contrivances which shall not clash
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with one another because all shall be parts of a consistent whole.

Tl^ task Bentham undertook, and he brought to it a mind abso-

lutely free from professkHial or class feeling, or any other species

of prejudice. He mapped out the whole subject, dividing and
suMividing it in acx^or^ce with the principle of dichotomy.*’

Having reached his ultimate subdivisions he subjects each to the

most thorough and ingenious discussion. His earlier writings

exhibit a lively and easy style, which gives place in his later

treatises to sentences which are awkward from their effort after

unattainable accuracy, and from the newly-invented technical

nomenclature in which they are expressed. Many of Bentham’s

phrases, such as “ international,” utilitarian,” “ codification,”

are valuable additions to our language
;
but the majority of them,

especially those of Greek derivation, have taken no root in it.

His neology is one among many instances of his contempt for the

past and his wish to he clear of all association with it. His was,

indeed, a typically logical, as opposed to a historical, mind.

For the history of institutions which, thanks largely to the

writings of Sir Henry Maine, has become a new and interesting

branch of science, Bentham cared nothing. Had he possessed

such a knowledge of Roman law as is now not uncommon in

England, he must doubtless have taken a different view of many
subjects. The logical and historical methods can, however,

seldom be combined without confusion
;

and it is perhaps

fortunate that Bentham devoted his long life to showing how

much may l)e done l^y pursuing the former method exclusively.

His writings have been and remain a storehouse of instruction

for statesmen, an armoury for legal reformers. “ Pille par tout

le monde,” as Talleyrand said of him, il est toujours riche.”

To trace the results of his teaching in England alone would be to

write a history of the legislation of half a century. Upon the

whole administrative machinery of government, upon criminal

law and ui^on procedure, both criminal and civil, his influence

has been most salutary ;
and the great legal revolution which in

1873 purported to accomplish the fusion of law and equity is not

obscurely traceable to the same source. Those of Bentham*s

suggestions which have hitherto been carried out have affected

the matter or contents of the law. I'he hopes which have been

from time to time entertained, that his suggestions for the

imi)rovcment of its form and expression were about to receive

the attention which they deserved, have hitherto been dis-

appointed. The services rendered by Bentham to the world

would not, liowcvcr, be exhausted even by the practical adoption

of every one of Ivis recommendations. There arc no limits to the

good results of his introduction of a true method of reasoning into

the moral and political sciences.

Bentham’s Works, together with an Introduction by J. Hill

Burton, selections from hLs corrcb^ondcnce and a biography, were

published by Dr Bowring, in eleven closely printed vofuincs (1838-

1843). This edition does not include the Deontology, which, much
rowntten, had been published by Bowring in 1834. Translations

of the Works or of separate treatises have apiHjared in most Euro-

pean languages. Large nnisscs of Bentham s MSS., mostly un-

published, are preserved at TTniversity College, I.ondon (see T.

Whittaker's Report, 1892. on these MSS., as newly catalogued and

reclassified by him in 155 parcels); also in the British Museum
(see E. l^ys, Etudes de droit intemaiional st de droit politique, igoi,

pp. 291-333). See farther on the life and writings of Bentham

:

j; H. Burton, Benthamiana (1843) ;
R. von Mohl, Gesrhichte und

Literatur der Staatswissenschaften, bk. Hi. (1858), pp-
’'

505*^35 :

R. K. Wilson, History of Modern English Law (1875), bp. 133-170:

1 . S. MHl, Dissertations (1839), v6l..i. pp. 330*39* :
E. Stephen. The

English Utilitarians {1900), voL i. ; A Fragment an OoverfifMnt,

eclitea by F. C. Montague (1891) ;
The Law Quarterly Review {1893).

two articles on Bentham 's mflucnce in Spain ;
A. V. Dicey, Law

and Opinion in England <1905). pp. 1*5-209; C. M. Atkinson,

Jeremy Bentham (1903). (*• «•)

BENTINCK^ lORD WILLIAM (i 774-'i^39)>
governor-general

of India, was the second son of the 3rd duke of Portland and was

bom on Ifiie 14th of September 1774- He entered the army, rose

to the rank of lieutenant-colonel and was present at Marengo.

In 1803 he was nominated governor of Madras, where he

quarrelled with the chief justice, Sir Henry Gwillim, and sever^

metnben of his oowndi. The sepoy nratiny at Vrilore m 1807 1^
to his recall. His name was considered at this time

^

for the

post of govemor-genersd, but Lord Minto was selected instead

;
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and it was not until twenty years later that he succeeded Lord

Amherst in that offioe. His govemoT'geiietulship

was notable for many reforms, chief among which were the

suppression of die Thugs {q.v.\ the abolition of suttee, and the

making of the English language the basis of education in Imha.

It was on thia last subjei t that Lord Macaulay’s famous minute

was written. Lord William’s administration was essentially

peaceful, but progressive and successful. He died at Paris on

the 17th of June 1839.
Sue DemetriuB C i^ulgcr, Lord William Bentinok, in tlie “ Rulers

of India ” series (1892).

BENTINCK, LORD WILUAM CEOBOE iBEDERICK
CAVENDISH, better known as Lord George Bentinck (1802-

184S), British politician, was the second sur\dvmg son of the

fourth duke of Portland, by Henrietta,, sister of Viscountess

Canning, and was born on tlie 27th of February 1802. He was

educated at home until he obtained his commission as cornet in

the loth hussars at the age of seventeen. He practically retired

from the army in 1822 and acted for some time as private

secretary to his uncle George Canning. In 1828 he succeeded

his uncle Lord William Bentinck as member for Lynn-Regis, and

continued to represent that constituency during the rernaining

twenty years of his life. His failures as a speaker in imrliamenl

i

seem to have discouraged him from the attempt to acquire

reputation as a politician, and till within three years of his death

he was little known out of the sporting world. As one of the

leaders on “ the turf,” however, he was distinguished by that

integrity, judgment and indomitable determination which,

when brought to l^car upon weightier matters, quickly gave him

a position of first rate imporlant^c in the political world. On his

first entrance into parliament he belonged to the moderate Whig

party, and voted in favour of Catholic emancipation, as also for

the Reform Bill, though he opposed some of its principal details.

Soon after, however, he joined the ranks of the opposition, with

whom he sided up to the important era of 1846. When, in that

year, Sir Robert Peel openly declared in favour of free trade, the

advocates of the corn-laws, then without a leader, after several

ineffectual attempts at organization, discovered that Lord George

Bentinck was the only man of position and family (for Disraeli’s

time was not yet come) around whom the several sections of the

opposition could be brought to rally. His sudden elevation took

the public by surprise
;
but he soon gave convincing evidence of

powers so formidable that the Protectionist party under his

leadership was at once stiffened into real importance. Tow^cl-:

Peel, in particular, his hostility wa,s uncompromising. Believing,

as he himself expressed it, that that statesmaA and his colleagues

had ** hounded to the death his illustrious relative ” Canning, he

combined with his political opposition a degree of personal

animosity that gave addition^ force to his invective. On

entering on his new position, he at once abandoned his connexion

with the turf, disposed of his magnificent stud and devoted his

whole energies to the laborious duties of a parliamentaiy leadp.

Apart from the question of the corn-laws, however, his politics

were decidedly independent. In opposition to the r^t of his

party, he supported the bill for removing the Jewish disabilities,

and was favourable to the scheme for the payment of the Roman
Catholic clergy in Mand by the landowners. The result was

that on December 23rd, 1847, he wrote a letter resijgnine the

Protectionist leadership, though he still remainedactive in politics.

But his positive abilities as a constructive statesman were not to

be tested, for he died suddenly at Welbeck on the 21st of Sep-

tember 1848. It was to be left to Disraeli to bring the Conserva-

tive party into power, with Protec^n outside its programme.
See Lord George Bentinck: a PliliUcal Biography (1851), by

B. DisracH (Lord Bcaconafield).

BENTIVOGLIO, GIOVANNI (i443-'i5o8), tyrant of Bologna,

descended from a powerful family which exercised great influence

in Bologna during the 15th century, was bom after the murder

of his father, thm chief magistrate of the commune,’ in 14^2

Giovanni contrived to make himself master of the city, 'al1hough

it was nominally a fief of the church under a papal l^te. He
ruled with a stem tvmy for nearly half a century, but the

brilliance of his court, his encouragement of the fine arts and his
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decoration of the city with sumptuous edifices, to some extent

compensated the Bolognese for loss of their liberty. Cesare

. Borgia {q.v.) contemplated the subjugation of Bologna in 1500,

when he was crushing the various despots of Romagna, but

Bentivoglio was saved for the moment by French intervention.

In 1502 he took part in the conspiracy against Cesare, but, when

tlic latter obtained French assistance, he abandoned his feUow-

conspirators and helped Borgia to overcome them. During

the brief pontificate of Pius ITL, who succeeded Alexander VI.

in 1503^ Bentivoglio enjoyed a respite, but the new pope,

Julius II., was determined to reduce all the former papal states

to obedience. Having won Louis XII. of France to his side,

he led an army against Bologna, excommunicated Bentivoglio

and forced him to abandon the city (November 1506). The

deposed tyrant took refuge with the French, whom he trusted

more than the pope, and died at Milan in 1508.

BiBi.ifKiRAi'HY. -P, T.itta, Le J'amiglie cekhfi Italiane, vol. hi.

(Milan, 1834) ; P. Villari, Machiavetli (Eng. trans., London, i8q2) ;

M. Creighton, Histofv of the Papacy (I/jndon. 1897) ;
A. von Reu-

mont, Geschichte der Stadi Horn, vol. hi. (Berlin, 1868). (L. V.*)

BENTIVOGLIO, GUIDO (1579-1644), Italian cardinal, states-

man and historian, was born at Ferrara in 1579. After studying

at Padua, he went to reside at Rome, and was received with

great favour by Pope Clement VIII., who made him his private

chamberlain. The next pope, Paul V., created him archbishop

of Rhodes in 1607, and appointed him as nuncio to Flanders and

afterward.': to France; on his return to Rome in 1621 he was

created cardinal and entrusted by Louis XIIL with the manage-

ment of French affairs at the papal court. He became the

intimate friend of Pope Urban VIIL, who appointed him to the

.suburban see of Palestrina in 1691. An able writer and skilful

diplomatist, Bentivoglio was marked out as Urban’s successor,

but he died suddenly on the 7th of September 1644 at the opening

of the conclave. Bcntivoglio’s principal works are ‘.—Delia

Guerra di Fiandria (best edition, Cologne, 1633-1639), translated

into English by Hcnr)^ curl of Monmouth (London, 1654)
; j

Relazioni di G. Bentivoglio in tempo delle sue Nunziature di

Fiandria e di Francia (Cologne, 1630) ;
Lettere diplomatiche di

Guido Bentivoglio (Brussels, 1631, frequently reprinted, best
j

edition by L. Scarahelli, 2 vols., Turin, 1852). The complete

edition f)f his works was published at Venice in 1668 in 4to. A
selection of his letters has been adopted as a classic in the Italian

schools.

BENTLEY, RICHARD (16O2-1742), English scholar and

critic, was bom at Oulton near Wakefield, Yorkshire, on the

27th of January 1662. His grandfather had suffered in person

and estate in the royalist cause, and the family were in con-

sequence in reduced circumstances. Bentley’s mother, the

daughter of a stonemason in Oulton, was a woman of excellent

understanding and some education, as she was able to give her

son his first lessons in J^tin. P>om the grammar school of

Wakefield Richard Bentley passed to St John’s College, Cam-

bridge, being admitted subsizar in 1676. He afterwards obtained

a scholarship and took the degree of B.A. in 1680 (M.A. 1683).

He never succeeded to a fellowship, being appointed by his

college, before he was twenty-one. headmaster of Spalding

grammar school. In this post he did not remain long, being

selected by Dr Edward Stillingfleet, dean of St Paul’s, to be

domestic tutor to his son. This appointment introduced Bentley

at once to the society of the most eminent men of the day,

threw open to him the best private library in England, and

brought him into familiar intercourse with Dean Stillin^eet,

a man of sound understanding, who had not shrunk from explor-

ing some of the more solid ana abstruse parts of ancient learning.

The six years wliich he passed in Stillingfleet’s family were

employed, with the restless energy characteristic of the man, in

exhausting the remains of the Greek and Latin writers, and

bying up those stores of knowledge upon which he afterwards

drew as circumstances required.

In 1689 Stillingfleet became bishop of Worcester, and Bentley’s

pupil went to reside at Oxford in Wadham College, accompanied

by his tutor. Bentley's introductions and nis own merits

placed him at once on a footing of intimacy with the most
distinguished scholars in the university, Dr John Mill, Humphrey
Hody, Edward Bernard. Here he revelled in the MS. treasures

of the Bodleian, Corpus and other coUegje libraries. He pro-

jected and occupied himself with collections for vast literary

schemes. Among these are specially mentioned a corpus of the

fra|;ments of the Greek poets and an edition of the Greek

lexicographers. But his first publication was in connexion with

a writer of much inferior note. The Oxford (Sheldonian) press

was about to bring out an edition (the editio pinceps) from the

unique MS, in the Bodleian of the Greek Chronicle (a universal

history down to a.d. 560) of John of Antioch (date uncertain,

between 600 and 1000), called John Malalas or “ John the

Rhetor ” ;
and the editor, Dr John Mill, principal of St Edmund

Hall, had requested Bentley to look through the sheets and

make any remarks on the text. This originated Bentley’s

Epistola ad Minium^ which occupies less than one hundred pages

at the end of the Oxford Malalas (1691). This short tractate at

once placed Bentley at the head of all living English scholars.

The ease with which, by a stroke of the pen, he restores passages

which had been left in hopeless corruption by the editors of the

Chronicle, the certainty of the emendation and the command
over the relevant material, are in a style totally different from

the careful and laborious learning of Hody, Mill or E. Chilmead.

To the small circle of classical students (lacking the great critical

dictionaries of modem times) it was at once apparent that there

had arisen in England a critic whose attainments were not to be

measured by the ordinary academical standard, but whom these

few pages had sufficed to place by the side of the great Grecians

of a former age. Unfortunately this mastery over critical

science was accompanied by a tone of self-assertion and pre-

sumptuous confidence which not only checked admiration, but

was calculated to rouse enmity. Dr Monk, indeed, Bentley’s

biographer, charged him (in his first edition, 1830) with an

indecomm of which he was not guilty. “ In one place,” writes

Dr Monk, ” he accosts Dr Mill as 3) Ta>a*'M».8toi' (Johnny), an

indecorum which neither the familiarity of friendship, nor the

licence of a dead language, can justify towards the dignified head

of a liouse.” But the object of Bentley’s apostrophe was not his

correspondent Dr Mill, but his author John Malalas, whom in

another place he playfully appeals to as ” Syrisce.” From this

publication, however, dates the origin of those mixed feelings

of admiration and repugnance which Bentley throughout his

career continued to excite among his contemporaries.

In 1690 Bentley had taken deacon’s orders in the Church. In

1692 he was nominated first Boyle lecturer, a nomination which

was repeated in 1694. lie was offered the appointment a third

time in 1695 but declined it, being by that time involved in too

many other undertakings. In the first series of lectures (” A
Confutation of Atheism ”) he endeavours to present the New-
tonian physics in a popular form, and to frame them (especially

in opposition to Hobbes) into a proof of the existence of an

intelligent Creator. He had some correspondence with Newton,

then living in Trinity College, on the subject. The second series,

preached in 1694, has not been published and is believed to be

lost. Andrew Kippis, the editor of the Biographia Britannica,

mentions MS. copies of them as in existence. Scarcely was

Bentley in priest’s orders before he was preferred to a prebendal

stall in Worcester cathedral. In 1693 the keepership of the

royal library becoming vacant, great efforts were made by his

friends to obtain the place for Bentley, but through court

interest the post was given to Mr Thynne. An arrangement,

however, was made, by which the new librarian resigned in favour

of Bentley, on condition that he received an annuity of £130

for life out of the salary, which only amounted to £200. To
these preferments were added in 1695 a royal chapliuncy and

the living of Hartlebury. In the same year Bentley was elected

a fellow of the Royal Society, and in proceeded to the

degree of D.D. The recognition of continental scholars came

in the shape of a dedication, by Giaeviiis, prefixed to a disserta-

tion of Albert, Rubens, De Vita FUtvii MatUi Theodori, pub-

lished at Utrecht in 16^.
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While these distinctions were being accumulated upon Bentley,

his energy was making itself felt in many and various directions.
He had official apartments in St James’s Palace, and his first care
was the royal library. He made great efforts to retrieve this
collection from the dilapidated condition into which it had been
allowed to fall. He employed the mediation of the carl of
Marlborough to beg the grant of some additional rooms in the
palace for the books. The rooms were granted, but Marlborough
characteristically kept them for himself. Bentley enforced the
law against the publishers, and thus added to the library nearly
1000 volumes which they had neglected to deliver. He was
commissioned by the university of Cambridge to obtain Greek
and Latin founte for their classical books, and accordingly he
had cast in Holland those beautiful types which appear in the
Cambridge books of that date. He assisted Evelyn in his

Numismata. All Bentley’s literary appearances at this time were
of this accidental character. We do not find him settling down
to the steady execution of any of the great projects with which
hr had started. He designed, indeed, in 1694 an edition of

Philostratus, but readily abandoned it to G. Olearius,

(Ohlschlager), “ to the joy,” says F. A. Wolf, “ of Olearius and of

no one else.” He supplied Graevius with collations of Cicero,

and Joshua Barnes with a warning as to the spuriousness of the

Epistlesof whichwas thrown away upon that blunderer,

who printed the epistles and declared that no one tould doubt
their genuineness but a man perfriciae froniis aui judicii imminuti.

Bentley supplied to Graevius’s Callimachus a masterly collection

of the fragments with notes, published at Utrecht in 1697.

The Dissertation on the Epistles of Phalaris, the work on which
Bentley’s fame in great part rests, originated in the same casual

way. William Wotton, lieing about to bring out in 1697 a second

edition of his book on Ancient and Modern Learning, claimed of

Bentley the fulfilment of an old promise to write a paper exposing

the spuriousness of the Epistles of Phalaris. This paper was
resented as an insult by the Christ Church editor of Phalaris,

CJiarles Boyle, afterwards earl of Orrery, who in getting the MS. in

the royal library collated for his edition (1695) had had a little

quarrel with Bentley. Assisted by his college friends, particularly

Atterbury, Boyle wrote a reply, a tissue,” says Dr Alexander

Dyce (in his edition of Bentley’s Works, 1836-1838), “ of super-

ficial learning, ingenious sophistry, dexterous malice and happy
raillery.” The reply was hailed by the public as crushing and
went immediately into a second edition. It was incumbent on
Bentley to rejoin. This he did (1699) in what Porson styles “ that

immortal dissertation,” to which no answer was or could be

given, although the truth of its conclusions was not immediately

recognized. (Sec Phalaris.)

In the year 1700 Bentley received that main preferment which,

says De Quincey, “ was at once his reward and his scouige for the

rest of his life. ” The six commissioners of ecclesiastical patronage

unanimously recommended Bentley to the crown for the master-

ship of Trinity College, Cambridge. This college, the most
splendid foundation in the university of Cambridge, and in the

scientific and literary reputation of its fellows the most eminent

society in either university, had in 1700 greatly fallen from its

high estate. It was not that it was more degraded than the other

colleges, but its former lustre made the abuse of endowments in

its case more conspicuous. The eclipse had taken place during

the reaction which followed 1660, and was owing to causes which

were not peculiar to Trinity, but which influenced the nation at

large. The names of John Pearson and Isaac Barrow, and,

greater than either, that of Newton, adorn the college annals of

this period. But these were quite exceptional men. They had

not inspired the rank and file of fellows of Trinity with any of their

own love for learning or science. Indolent and easy-going clerics,

wi^out duties, wiroout a pursuit or any consciousness of the

obligation of endowments, they haunted the college for the

pleasant life and the good things they found there, creating

sinecure offices in each other’s favour, jobbing the scholarships

and makii^ the audits mutually pleasant Any excuse served

for a banquet at the cost of ” the house,” and the celibacy

imposed by the statutes was made as tolerable as the decorum

of a respectable position permitted. To such a society Bentley

came, obnoxious as a St John’s man and an intruder, unwelcome
as a man of learning whose interests lay outside the walls oi the

coll^. Bentley replied to their concealed dislike with open

contempt, and proceeded to ride roughshod over tiieir litUe

arrangements. He inaugurated many beneficial reforms in

college usages and disciple, executed extensive improvements
in the buildings, and generally used his eminent station for the

promotion of the interests of learning both in the coU^ and in

the university. But this energy was accompanied by Adomineer-
ing temper, an overweening contempt for the feelings and even
for tlie rights of others, and an unscrupulous use of means when
a good end could be obtained. Bentley, at the summit of classical

learning, disdained to associate with men whom he r^arded as

illiterate priests. He treated them with contumely, while he was
diverting their income to public purpases. The continued drain

upon their purses—on one occasion the whole dividend of the year

was absorbed by the rebuilding of the chapel—was the grievance

which at last roused the fellows to make a resolute stand. After

ten years of stubborn but ineffectual resistance within the college,

they had recourse in 1710 to the last remedy—an appeal to the

visitor, the bishop of Ely (Dr Moore). Their petition is an
ill-drawn invective, full of general complaints and not alleging

any special delinquency. Bentley’s reply (The Present State of

Trinity College, fife., 1710) is in his most crushing style, 'l^c

fellows amended their petition and put in a fresh charge, in which

they articled fifty-four separate breaches of the statutes as having

been committed by the master. Bentle>\ called upon to answer,

demurred to the bishop of Ely’s jurisdiction, alleging that the

crown was visitor. He backed his application by a dedication of

his Horace to the lord treasurer (Harley). The crown lawyers

decided the point against him
;
the case was heard (1714) and a

sentence of ejection from the mastership ordered to be drawn up,

but before it was executed the bishop of Ely died and the process

lapsed. The feud, however, still went on in various forms. In

1718 Bentley was deprived by the university of his degrees, as a

punishment for failing to appear in the vice-chancellor’s court in

a civil suit ; and it was not till 1734 that the law compelled the

university to restore them. In 1 733 he was again brought to trial

before the bishop of Ely (Dr Greene) by the fellows of Trinity

and was sentenced to deprivation, but the college statutes

required the sentence to be exercised by the vice-master (Dr

Walker), who was Bentley’s friend and refused to act. In vain

were attempts made to compel the execution of the sentence,

and though the feud was kept up till 1738 of 1740 (about thirty

years in all) Bentley remained undisturbed.

During the period of his mastership, with the exception of the

first two years, Bentley pursued his studies uninterruptedly,

although the results in the shape of published works seem

incommensurable. In 1709 he contributed a critical appendix

to John Davies’s edition of Cicero’s Tusculan Disputations. In

the following year he published his emendations on the Plutus

and Nubes of Aristophanes, and on the fragments of Menander

and Philemon. The last came out under the name of “ Phil-

eleutherus Lipsiensis,” which he made use of two years later in his

Remarks on a late IHseourse of Freethinking, a reply to Anthony

Collins the deist. For this he received the thanks of the univer-

sity, in recognition of the service thereby rendered to the church

and clei^. His Horace, long contemplated and in the end

written in very great haste and brought out to propitiate public

opinion at a critical period of the Trinity quarrel, appeared in

.1711. In the preface he declared his intention of confining his

attention to criticism and correctiAn of the text, and ignoring

exegesis. Some of his 700 or 800 emendations have been accepted,

but the majority of them are now rejected as unnecessary and
prosaic, although the learning and ingenuity shown in their

support are remarkable. In 1716, in a letter to Dr Wake,
archbishop of Canterbury, he announced his design of preparing

a critical edition of the New Testament. During the next lour

years, assisted by J. J. Wetstein, an eminent bibUcal critic,

who daimed to have been the first to suggest the idea to Bentley,

he collected materials for the woriK, and in 1720 published
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Pf0po$4ils far a New Ediiim ef ihe Greek Testameni, with

ipecHncns of the maimer in which he intended to cany it out

He proposed^ by comparing the text of the Vulgate with that of

the oltot Greek MSS., to restore the Greek text as received by

the churdi at the time of the council of Nice. A large number

of subscribers to the work was obtained, but it was nwer com-

pleted. Hiu Terence (1726) is more important than his Horace

,

and it is upon this, next to the Fkalaris, that his reputation

mainly rests. Its diief value consists
^
in the novel treatment

of the metrical questions and their bearing on the cmendatbn

of the text To the same year belong the Fables of Phaedrus

and tht SenUntiae of Publius Syrus. The Paradise Lost {17$2),

undertaken at the suggestion of Queen Caroline, is generally

regarded as the most unsatisfactory of all his writings. It is

marred by the same rashness in emendation and lack of poetical

feeling as his Horace
;

but there is less excuse for him in this

case, since the Knglish text could not offer the same field for

conjecture. He pul forward the idea that Milton employed both

an amanuensis and an editor, who were to be held responsible

for the clerical errors, alterations and interpolations which

Bentley professed to detect. It is uncertain whether this was

a device on tlic part of Bentley to excuse his own numerous

corrections, or whether he really believed in the existence of this

editor. Of the contemplated edition of Homer nothing was

published *, all that remains of it consists of some manuscript and

maiTginal notes in the possession of Trinity College. Their chief

importance lies in the attempt to restore the metre by the inser-

tion of the lost digamma. Among his minor works may be

mentioned : the Asironomica of Manilius (1739), for which he had

been collecting materials since i6qi
;
a letter on the Sigean

inscription on a marble slab found in the Troad, now in the

British Museum
;
noteson the Theriaca of Nicander and on Lucan,

published after his death b^^ Cumberland
;

emendations of

Plautus (in his copies of the editions by Pareus, Caraerarius and

Gronovius, edited by Schrhdcr, 1880, and Sonnenschein, 1883).

Benileii Critica Sacra (1862), edited by A. A. Ellis, contains the

epistle to the Galatians (and excerpts), printed from an inter-

leaved folio copy of the Greek and Latin Vulgate in Trinity

College. A collection of his Opuscula Pkilolo%ica was published

at Leipzig in 1781, The edition of his works by Dyce ( 1 836-1838)

is incomplete.

He had married in 1701 Joanna, daughter of Sir John
Bernard of Brampton in Huntingdonshire. I'heir union lasted

forty years. Mrs Bentley died in 1740, leaving a son, Richard,

and two daughters, one of whom married in 1728 Mr Denison

Cumberland, grandson of Richard Cumberland, bishop of Peter-

borough. Their son was Richard Cumberland, the dramatist.

Surrounded by his grandchildren, Dr Bentley experienced the

joint pressure of age and infirmity as lightly as is consistent with

the lot of humanity. He continued to amuse himself with read-

ing
;
and though nearly confined to his arm-chair, was able to

enjoy the society of his friends and several rising scholars,

J. Markland, John Taylor, his nephews Richard and Thomas
Bentley, with whom he discussed classical subjects. He was

aGcustomed to say that he should live to be eighty, adding that a

life of that duration was long enough to read everything worth

reading. He fulfiUed his own prediction, dying of pleurisy on

the 14th of July 1742. lliough accused by his enemies of being

gfasping, he left not more than Isooo behind him. A few Greek

MSS., brought from Mount Athos, he left to the college library
;

bis h^s and papers to his nephew, Richard Bentley. Richard,

who was a fellow of Trinity, at his d^th in 1786 left the papers

to the college library. ThP books, containi^ in many <^es

valuable manuscript notes, were purchased by the British

Museum,
Of his personal habits some anecdotes are related by his

grandson, Rkhard Cumberland, in vol. i. of his Memoirs (1807).

The hat of fonnklable dimensions, which he always wore during

reading to shade his eyes, and his preference of port to daret

(whkih he said “ would be port if it could are traits embodied

in ^pe*8 caricature (Dsmriad, b. 4}, which bears in other respects

little resemblance to the original. He did not take op the habit

of smoking till he waa seventy. He held the airdideacoxiiy of
Ely with two Uvinga, but never obtained higher preference in
the church. He was offered the (then poor) btshoprie of Bristol

but refustti it, and being asked what preferment he would con-
sider worth his acceptance, replied, "That which woidd leave
him no reason to wish for a removal.”

Bentley was the first, perhaps the (mly, Englishman who can
be ranked with the great heroes of classical learning, although
perhaps not a great classical sdiolax. Before him there were only

John Selden, and, in a more restricted field, Thomas Gatakcr and
Pearson. But Solden, a man of stupendous learning, wanted the

freshness of original genius and consent masteiy over the whole
region of his knowled^. " Bentley inaugurated a new era of the

art of criticism. He opened a new path. With him criticism

attained its majority. Where scholars had hitherto offered

suggestions and conjectures, Bentley, with unlimited control over
the whole material of learning, gave decisions ” (Mahly). The
modern German school of ^ilology does ungrudging homage to

his genius. Bentley, says Bunsen, “ was the founder of historical

philology.” And Jakob Bemays says of his corrections of the

Tristia, “ corruptions which had hitherto defied every attempt
even of the mightiest, were removed by a touch of the fingers of

this British Samson .

’
’ The English school of Hellenists, by which

the 18th century was distinguished, and which contains the names
of R. Dawes, J. Markland, J. Taylor, J. Toup, T. Tjrrwhitt,

Richard Porson, P. P. Dobree, Thomas Kidd and J. H. Monk,
was the creation of Bentley. And even the Dutch school of the

same period, though the outcome of a native tradition, was in no

small degree stimulated and directed by the example of Bentley,

whose letters to the young Hemsterhuis on his edition of Julius

Pollux produced so powerful an effect on him, that he became one

of Bentley’s most devoted admirers.

Bentley was a source of iiuspiration to a following generation of

scholars. Himself, he sprang from the earth without forerunners,

without antecedents. Self-taught, he created his own science.

It was his misfortune that there was no contemporary gild of

learning in England by which his power could be measured, and
his eccentricities checked. In the Pkalaris controversy his

academical adversaries had not sufficient knowledge to know how
absolute their defeat was. Garth’s couplet—

“ So diamonds take a lustre trom their foil,

And to a Bentley 'tis wo owe a Boyle ’’

—

expressed the belief of the wits or literary world of the time.

ITie attacks upon him by Pope, John Arbuthnol and others arc

evidence of their inability to appreciate his work. To them,
textual criticism seemed mere pedantry and useless labour. It

was not only that he had to live with inferiors, and to waste his

energy in a struggle forced upon him by the necessities of his

official position, but the wholesome stimulus of competition and
the encouragement of a sympathetic circle were wanting. In a
university where the instruction of youth or the religious

controversy of the day were the only known occupations,

Bentley was an isolated phenomenon, and we can hardly wonder
that he should have flagged in his literary exertions after his

appointment to the mastership of Trinity. All his vast acquisi-

tions and all his original views seem to have been obtained before

1700. After this period he acquired little and made only spas-

modic efforts—the Horace, the Terence and the Milton, The
prolonged mental concentration and mature meditation, which

alone can produce a great work, were wanting to him.

F. A. Wolf, Literarische Anatehien, i. (1816) ; Monk, Life of

lientley (1830) ; J. M^ly, Richard Bentley, eine Biographie (t868)

;

R, C. Jetob, Bentley (“ English Men of Letters ” series. 1882), where
a list of authoritiub bearing on Bentley's life and work is given. For
his letters see Bentlci et doc.torum virorum ad eum Epistolae (1807)

;

The Correspondence of Richard Bentley, edited by C. Wordsworth
(1842). Se© also J. E. Sandys, Histnry of Classical Scholarship, ii.

401-4x0 (1908) : and the Bibliography of Bentley, by A. T. Bartholo-
mew and J. W. Clark (Cambridge, 1908).

BENTLEY, RICHARD (1794-1871), British publisher, was bom
in London in 1794. His father own^ the General Evening Post

in conjunction with John Nichols,40 whom Rudiard Bentley, on
leaving St Paul’s school, was.apprenticed to team the printing
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trade. With his brother Samuel (1785-1868), an antiqnaiian of

some repute, he set up a prin^ estabUshment, but in 1839 he
^an business as a publisher in partnership with Henry Colburn

in New Buriin^n Street Colburn retired in 183s and Bentley

continued business on his own account In 1837 he began

Bentley'i Miscellany

y

edited for the first three years of its exist-

ence by Charles Dickens, whose OUver Twisty with Cruikiduuik’s

illustrations, appeared in its pages. Bentley and his son Gsobos
(1828-1895), as Richard Bentley & Son, published works by R. H.
Barham, Theodore Hook, Isaac DTsracli, Judge Haliburton

and others; also t.'o “Libraiy of Standard Novels” and the
“ Favourite Novel Library.” In the latter series Mrs Henry

Wood’s East Lynne appeared. In 1866 the firm took over the

publication of Temple Bar^ with which Bentley's Miscellany was

afterwards incorporated. Richard Bentley died on the loth of

September 1871. His son, George Bentley, and his grandson,

Richard Bentley, junior, continued the business until it was

absorbed (1898) by Macmillan & Co.

See also It. Henlley & Son (ICdiabiirgh, 1886), a history of the

firm reprinted Irom Le Livve (October, *885).

BENTON, THOMAS HART (1782-1858), American statesman,

was born at Hillsborough, Orange county, North Carolina, on the

14th of March 1782. His father, an Englishman of refinement

and scholarship, died in 1790, leaving the boy under the influence

of a very superior mother, from whom he received lessons in hook

learning, piety and temperance quite unusual in the frontier

country. His home studies, facilitated by his father’s fine

library, were supplemented by a brief stay at the university of

North Carolina (Chapel Hill) in 1799. The family removed,

probably in this year, to a large tract of land which had been

acquired by the father on the outskirts of the Indian country (at

Benton Town, now Leif)ers Fork) near Franklin, Tennessee.

Tlie following years, during which Benton was at various times

school teacher, farmer, lawyer and politician, were the distinct-

ively formative peri(»d of his life. His intense democracy and

many features of his boldly cast personality were ptirfectly

representative of the border people among whom he lived ; al-

though his education, social standing and force of character

placed him above his fellows. In 1809 he served a term as state

senator. Between 1815 and 1817 he transferred his interests to

St Louis, Missouri, and in 1820 was elected United States senator

from the new state. His senatorial career of thirty years (1821-

1851) was one of extreme prominence. A friendship early formed

in Tennessee for Andrew Jackson was broken in 1813 by an armed

fracas between the principals and their friends, but after the

presidential election of 1824 Benton became a Jacksonian

Dem(icrat and Jackson’s close frietid, and as such was long the

Democratic leader in the Senate, his power being greatest during

Jackson’s second term. He continued to be the administration’s

right-hand man under Van Buren, but gradually lost influence

under Polk, with whom he finally broke both personally and

politically.

'Fhe events of Benton’s political life are associated primarily

with three things : the second United States Bank, westward

expansion and slavery. In the long struggles over the ba^,

the deposits and the ” expunging resolution ”(i.«. the resolution

to expunge from the records of the Senate the vote of censure

of President Jackson for his removal of the government deposit

from the bank), Benton led the Jackson Democrats. His opposi-

tion to a national bank and insistence on the peculiar virtues of

“ hard money,” whence his sobriquet of ” Old Bullion,” went

back to his Tennessee days. In all that concerned the expansion

of the country and the fortunes of the West no public man was

more consistent or more influential than Benton, and none so clear

of vision. Reared on tlie border, and representing a state long

the fhrthonnost outpost across the Mississippi in the Indian

country, he held the ultra-American views of to sectiim as

regarded foreign relations generally, and the ” manifest destiny
”

of expansion westward especially. It was quite natu^ that he

should advocate the removal westward oi
^

the Indian tnbei,

shoidd ui^e the encouragement of trade with Santa F6 (New

Mexico), and should oppose the ahandoauximt in the Spanish

treaty of 1819 of American claims to Texas. Ha once thought

the Roc^ Mountains the proper western limit of .the Uohsd

Stetes (1824), but this view h» soon outgrew* i£e was the

originator of the policy of homestead laws by which the public

lands were .used to promote the* settlement of the west by home*

seekers. No other man was so early and so long tetkm for

transcontinental railways. But Benton was not a land’giafaher^

whether in the interest of slavery or of mere jingoum. In the

case of Oregon, for instance, he was firmly against jouit occupa-

tion with Great Britain, but he was always for the ^undary of

49® and never joined in the campaign-jingo cry qf * Fifty-four

Forty or Fight.” It was he who chiefly aided Pplk in with-

drawing from that untenable position. He despised jiretexts

and intrigues. Both in the case of Oregon and in that of Texas,

though one of the earliest and most insistent of those who

favoured their acquisition, yet in the face of southern and

western sentiment he denounced the sordid and devious intrigues

and politics connected with their acquisition, and kept dear of

these. For the same reason he opposed the Mexican War, though

not its prosecution once begun. In the Texas question slavery

was prominent. Toward slavery Benton held a peculiarly

creditable attitude. A southerner, he was a slavcliolder
;
but

he seems to have gradually learned that slavery was a curse to

the South, for in 1844 he declared that he would not introduce

I

it into Texas lands ” where it was never known,” and in 1849

proclaimed that liis personal sentiments were ” against the

institution of slavery.” In the long struggle over slavery in the

territories, following 1845, he was for the extreme demands of

neither section
;
not beaiuse he was timorous or a compromiBer,

—^no man was less of either, but because he stood unwaveringly

for justice to both sections, never adopting exaggerated views

that must or even could l)e compromised. The truth is that he

was always a westerner before he was a southerner and a union

man before all things else ;
he was no whit less national than

Webster. Hence his distrust and finally hatred of Calhoun,

dating from the nullification episode of 1832-1833. As the South

under Calhoun’s lead became increasingly sectional and

aggressive, Benton increa.singly lost sympathy with her. Though

he despised political inaction Abolitionists, and hated their

propaganda as inimical to the Union, he would not therefore

close the national mails to Abolition literature, nor abridge the

right of i[>etition. No statesman was more prescient of the

disunion tendencies of Calhoun’s policies, and os early as 1844

he prophetically denounced the treason to the Union toward

which the South was drifting. He would^not drift with her for

the sake of slavery, and this was his political undoii^. In 1851

Missouri rejected him in his sixth candidacy for the Senate, after

he had been an autocrat in her politics for thirty years. In 1852

he was elected to the House of Representatives, but his opposi-

tion to the repeal of the Missouri Compromise caused his d^eat

in 1854. An unsuccessful campaij^ for the governorship of

Missouri in 1856 ended his political career. He died at

Washington on the 10th of April 1858.

Benton’s entire career was eminently creditable, and he is,

besides, one of the most picturesque figures in American politiail

history. His political principles—whether as regarded levying,

congressional jobbing, dvil service or great issues of legislation

and foreign af^rs—were of the highest. He was so independent

that he had great dislike for caucuses, and despised party plat-

forms—although he never voted any but the Democratic ticket,

even when his son-in-law, J. C. Fremont, was the RcpirWican

presidential candidate in 1856 ; nor would he acceptinstrutti^

from the Missouri legislature. Mis career shows no truckling

to self-interest, and on iaige issues he outgrew partisanship.

Although palpably inferior to each of his great senatorial ed-

leagues, Webster,Clay and Calhoun, in some gifts, yet if character,

qualities and career be taken in the whole his were possibly the

most creditable of all, Benton was austere, aggressive arid vain,

besides, lie had a fatal defidency of humour. Nevertheless he

had great influence, which was a deserved tribute to his ability

and higl^ chasiteter. An indefatigable student, he treated afl

subjects capably^ and especially in questions of his country’s
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hiilQiy and the exploration of the West had few equals-—in the

latter none. He acted always with uncalculating boldness^ and

defended his acts with extraordinary courage and persistence.

Benton wrote a Thirty Years' View , , . of the American

Government (2 vols., 1854-1856), characteristic of the author’s

personality ;
it is of great value for the history of his time. He

also compiled an Abridgment of the Debates of Congiress^ 1789-1850

(16 vols., 1857-1861), likewise of great usefulness ; and published

a bitter review of the Dred Scott decision full of extremely

valuable historical details

—

Historical and Legal Examination

of the Dred Scott Case (1857). All were written in the last

eight years of his life and mostly in the last three.

The best biography is that by W. M. Meigs, Life of Thomas Haft
Benton (Philadelphia and lx)adoa, 1904). See also Theodore
Roosevelt's Thomas Hart Benton (Boston, 1887), in the “ American
Statesmen " series, which admirably brings out Benton's significance

as a western man; and Joseph M. Rogers's Thomas Hart Benton
(Philadelphia, 1905) in the “ American Crisis " series.

BENTON HARBOR, a city of Berrien county, Michigan,

U.S.A., on the Saint Joseph river, about i m. from Lake Michigan

(with which it is connected by a ship canal), near the S.W. comer
of the state, and i m. N.E. of St Joseph. Pop. (1890) 3692 ;

(1900) 6562, of whom 795 were foreign-bom; (1904, state

census) 6702. It is served by the P6re Marquette, the Michigan

Central, and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St Louis

railways, by electric railways to St Joseph and Niles, Mich.,

and South Bend, Indiana, and for a part of the year by steamboat

lines to Chicago and Milwaukee. One mile south-east of the dty,

in a park of 40 acres, are a sanitarium and the Eastman mineral

springs, the saline sulphur waters of which arc prized for their

medicinal properties, and arc bottled and exported in small

quantities
;

within the city limits also there are springs and
mineral water bath-houses, and the city is a health resort.

Benton Harbor has a large trade in fruit (peaches, grapes, pears,

cherries, strawberries, raspberries and apples) and other market
garden produce raised in the vicinity. The city’s manufactures

include fruit baskets, preserved fruits, cider, vinegar, pickles,

furniture, lumber and stationers’ pupplies, particularly material

for the “loose-leaf ledger” system of accounting. Benton
Harbor, which was known os Bronson Harbor until 1865, was
incorporated as a village in 1869, was chartered as a city in 1891,

and in 1903 received a new charter.

BENUE, a river of West Africa, the largest and most important

affluent of the Niger which it joins after a course of over

800 m. in a general east to west direction from its source in the

mountains of Adamawa. Through the Tuburi marshes there is a
water connexion between the Benue(Niger)and Shari(Lake Chad)
systems.

BEN VENUE, a mountain in south-west Perthshire, Scotland,

10 m. W. of Callander. Its principal peaks are 2393 and 2386 ft.

high, and, owing to its position near the south-eastern shore of

Loch Ka^ne, its imposing contour is one of the most familiar

features in the scenery of the Trossachs, the mountain itself

figuring prominently in The Lady of the Lake, On its northern

l^e, close to the lake, Sir Walter Scott placed the Coir-nan-

Urisidn, or “ Goblin’s Cave.” Immediately to the south of the

cave is the dell called Beal(ach)-nam-Bo, or “Cattle Pass,”

through which were driven to the refuge of the Trossachs the

herds lifted by the Highland marauders in their excursions to the

lands south of Loch Lomond. The pass, though comparativ^y
unvisited, oilers the grandest scenery in the district.

BENZALDEHYDE (oil of bitter almonds), CeH^CHO, the

simplest representative of the aromatic aldehydes. It was first

isolated in 1803 and was the subject of an important investigation

by J. v. Liebig in 1837 {Anncden, 1837, 22, p. i ), It occurs naturally

in the form of the glucoside amygdalin (C2oHs7b[0|]), which is

present in bitter almonds, cherries, peaches and the leaves of the

clMrry laurel
;
and is obtained from this substance by hydrolysis

with dilute acids:

C^H^NOii4 aH,0 =SHCN + aC«HiaO,4C^HgCHO.
It occurs free in bitter almonds, being formed by an enzyme
decompMition of amygdalin (^.v.). It may also be prepared
by oxidizing benzyl alcohol with concentrated nitric acid ; by

distilling a mixture of calcium benzoate and calcium formate
; by

the condensation of chtoivoxaiic ester with benzene in the pres-

ence of duminium chloride, the ester of the ketonic acid formed
being then hydrolysed and the resulting acid distilled

:

CA4Cl.CO.CCX)C5jH.==C,H5CX).(XXX:aH^
CaHaCO-COOH«C,HaCHO4 CO,

;

by the action of anhydrous hydrocyanic acid and hydrochloric

add on benzene, an aldime being formed as an intermediate

product

:

CeHe 4HCN 4 HCl= C«H«CH : NH-HCl.
Benzaldine u v. rochloride

Call^CH : NH.HCl4Ha0=NH4Cl4LflH*CH0 ;

and by the action of chromium oxychloride on toluene dissolved

in carbon bisulphide (A. Etard, Berichte, 1884, 17, pp. 1462, 1700).

Technically it is prepared from toluene, by converting it into

benzyl chloride, which is then heated with lead nitrate

:

C,HftCHsCl 4 Pb(NOj,)j= 2NOa4 PbCl-OH 4 C^HjCHO.

or, by conversion into benzal chloride, which is heated with milk

of lime qnder pressure

:

CgHgCHCla4CaO= CaCl^4 CflH„CHO.
E. Jacobsen has also obtained bcnzaldehyde by heating benzal

chloride with glacial acetic acid

:

CeHoCHCL^4 CHj,COOH = CHjCOCl 4 HCl 4 C«HbCHO.

Benzaldehyde is a colourless liquid smelling of bitter almonds.

Its specific gravity is 1*0636 (S“C.), and it boils at 179*1® C,

(751 •jmm). It is only slightly soluble in water, but is readily

volatile in steam. It possesses all the characteristic properties of

an aldehyde
;
being readily oxidized to benzoic acid

;
reducing

solutions of silver salts
;

forming addition products with

hydrogen, hydrocyanic acid and sodium bisulphite
;
and giving

an oxime and a hydrazone. On the other hand, it differs from

the aliphatic aldehydes in many respects
;

it does not form an

addition productwith ammonia but condenses to hydrobenzamidc

(CflHjCH^jjN., ;
on shaking with alcoholic pota.sli it undergoes

simultaneous oxidation and reduction, giving benzoic acid and

benzyl alcohol (S. Cannizzaro) ; and on warming with alcoholic

potassium cyanide it condenses to benzoin (q,v.).

The oxidation of benzaldehyde to benzoic acid when exposed

to air is not one of ordinary oxidation, for it has been observed in

the case of many compounds that during such oxidation, as much
oxygen is rendered “ active ” as is used up by the substance

undergoing oxidation
;
thus if benzaldehyde is left for some time

in contact with air, water and indigosulphonic acid, just as much
oxygen is used up in oxidizing the indigo compound as in oxidiz-

ing the aldehyde. A. v. Baeyer and V. Villiger (Berichte^ 1900,

33, pp. 858, 2480) have shown that benzoyl hydrogen peroxide

C0Hg*CO*O*OH is formed as an intermediate product and that

this oxidizes the indigo compound, being itself reduced to benzoic

acid ; they have also shown that this peroxide is soluble in

benzaldehyde with production of benzoic acid, and it must be

assumed that the oxidation of benzaldehyde proceeds as shown
in the equations

:

CaH„CHO 4 Oa=C-H5C0 .0*0H
,

CeHaCO*O.OH + C^H,CnO== ‘iCgHaCOOH.

Further see G. Bodlandcr. Ahren's Sammlung, 1899, iii. 470;
W. P. Jorissen, Zeit. far phvs. Chem., 1897, 22, p. 56 ;

C. Engler and
W. Wild, Benchte, 1897, 30, p. 1669.

The oxime of benzaldehyde (CgHr,CH : N*OH), formed by the

addition of hydroxylamine to the aldehyde, exhibits a character-

istic behaviour when hydrochloric acid gas is passed into its

ethereal solution, a second modification being produced. The
former (known as the a or benz-anti-aldoxime) melts at 34-35® C.

;

the latter (jff or benz-syn-aldoxime) melts at 130® C. and is slowly

transformed into the a form. The difference between the two
forms has been explained by A. Hantzsch and A. Werner
{Berichte, 1890, 23, p. 1 1) by the assumption of the different spatial

arrangement of the atoms (sec Stereo-Isomertsm). On account
of the readiness with which it condenses with various compounds,
benzaldehyde is an important synthetic reagent. With aniline

it forms benzylidine aniline CflHgCH : and with acetone,

benzal acetone CaH^jCH : CH*CO*CH|. Imted with anhydrous
sodium acetate and acetic anhydride ft gives dnnkmic add (^.v.)

;

with ethyl bromide and sodium it forms triphenyl - carbinol
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(C0H()sC*OH ; with dimethylaniline and anhydrous zinc diloride

it forms leuco-malachite green CeHfiCH[QH4N(aig)|}, ; and
with dimethylaniline and concentrated hydrochloric acid it gives

dimethylaminobenzhydrol, C6HpCH(OH)CeH4N(CHj)j. Heated
with sulphur it forms benzoic acid and stilbene

:

Its addition compound with hydrocyanic acid gives mandelic
acid CeH5CH(OH)'COOH on hydrolysis; when heated wi^
sodium succinate and acetic anhydride^ phenyl-iso^rotonic acid

CgH,.CH : CH-CHgCOOH is produced, which on boiling is

converted into a-naphthol Cj^HiOH. It can also be used for the

synthesis of pyridine derivatives, since A. Hantzsch has shown
that aldehydes condense with aceto-acetic ester and ammonia to

produce the homologues of pyridine, thus

:

ROOC-CHa CHO CHyCOOR ROOC-C - CH -OCOOR
1 + + 1 II II -fariaO.

H3GCO NHa CO-CH, H,GC - NH - OCH,

On nitration it yields chiefly meta-nitro-benzaldehyde, crystalliz-

ing in needles which melt at 58® C. The ortho-compound may be

obtained by oxidizing ortho-nitrocinnamic acid with alkaline

potassium permanganate in the presence of benzene
;

or from

ortho -nitrobenzyl chloride by condensing it . 'with aniline,

oxidizing the product so obtained to ortho -nitrobenzylidine

aniline, and then hydrolysing this compound with an acid

(Farben jabrik d. Meisier, Lucius und Briining). It crystallizes

in yellowish needles, which are volatile in steam and melt at 46® C.

It is used in the artificial production of indigo (see German
Patent 19768).

Para - nitrobenzaldchyde crystallizes in prisms melting at

107° C. and is prepared by the action of chromium oxychloride on
para-nitrotolucne, or by oxidizing para-nitrocinnamic acid. By
the reduction of ortho-nitrobenzaldehyde with ferrous sulphate

and ammonia, ortho-aminobenzaldehyde is obtained. Tliis

compound condenses in alkaline solution with compounds
containing the grouping - CHg - CO - to form quinoline {q,v,)

or its derivatives
;

thus, with" acetaldehyde it forms quinoline,

and with acetone, a-methyl quinoline. With urea it gives

quinazolone I

J 1, and with mandelic nitrile and its

homologues it forms oxazole derivatives (S. S. Minovici, Berichte,

1896, 39, p. 2097).

BENZENE, QHo, a hydrocarbon discovered in 1825

Faraday in the liquid produced in the compression of the

illuminating gas obtained by distilling certain oils and fats.

£. Mitscherlich prepared it in 1834 by distilling benzoic acid

with lime ; and in 1845 Hofmann discovered it in coal-tar. It

was named “ benzin ” or “ benzine ” by Mitscherlich in 1833,

but in the following year Liebig proposed benzol ” (the ter-

mination ol being suggested by the Lat. oleum, oil)
; the form

“ benzene ” was due to A. W, Hofmann. The word “ benzine
”

is sometimes used in commerce for the coal-tar product, but also

for the light petroleum better known as petroleum-benzine

;

a similar ambiguity is presented by the word “ benzoline,'’

which is applied to the same substances as the word benzine."

“ Benzene " is the term used by English chemists, “ benzol

"

is used in Germany, and " benzole " in France.

Benzene is manufactured from the low-boiling fractions of

the coal-tar distillate (see Coal-Tar). The first successful

fractionation of 4Doal-tar naphtha was devised by C. B. Mansfield

(1819-1855), who separated a benzol distilling below 100® from

a less vdatile naphtha by usip^ a simple dephlegmator. At first,

the oil was manufactured pdndpdly for combustion in the

Read-Holliday lamp and for dissolving rubber, but the develop-

ment of the coal-tar colour industry occasioned a demand for

benzols of definite purity. In the earlier stages 30 %, 50% and

90% benzols were required, the 30 % being mainly used for the

manufacture of “ aniline for red," and the 90% for ** aniline for

blue." (The term" 30 %beiizor’ means that 30% by volume
distils bttow zoo®,) A purer benzol was subsequently required

for the manufacture of aniline black and other dye-stuBs. The
process originally suggested by Mansfield is general^ ioUowed,
the success of the operation being principally conditioned, by the

efficiency of the dephlegmator, in which various improvements
have been made. The light oil fraction of the coal-tar (Nstillate,

which comes over below 140® and consists principally of tozene,
toluene and the xylenes, yields on fractionation (x) various

volatile impurities such as carbon disulphide, (a) ,the benzene
fraction boding at about 80® C., (3) the toluene fraction lading

at 100®, (4) the xylene fraction boiling at 140®. The fractipns are

agitated with strong sulphuric, acid, and then washed with a
caustic soda solution. The washed products are then refrac-

tionated. The toluene fraction requires a more thorough

washing with sulphuric acid in order to eliminate the thiotolene,

which is sulphonated much less readily than thiophene.

Benzene is a colourless, limpid, highly refracting liquid, having

a pleasing and characteristic odour. It may be solidified to

rhombic crystals which melt at 5*4® C. (Mansfield obtained

perfectly pure benzene by freezing a carefudy fractionated

sample.) It boils at 80*4®, and the vapour is highly inflammable,

the flame being extremely smoky. Its specific gravity is 0*899

at o® C. It is very slightly soluble in water, more soluble in

alcohol, and completely miscible with ether, acetic acid and

carbon disulphide. It is an excellent solvent for gums, resins,

fats, &c. ;
sulphur, phosphorus and iodine also dissolve in it.

It sometimes separates with crystals of a solute as " benzene

of crystallization," as for example with triphenylmethane,

thio-p-tolyl urea, tropine, &c.

Benzene is of exceptional importance commercially on account

of the many compounds derivable from it, which are exceedingly

valuable in the arts. Chemically it is one of the most interesting

substances known, since it is the parent of the enormous number
of compounds styled the “ aromatic " or " benzenoid " com-
pounds. The constitution of the benzene ring, the isomerism

of its derivatives, and their syntheses from aliphatic or open-

chain compounds, are treated in the article Chemistry. A
summary of its chemical transformations may be given here,

and reference should be made to the articles on the separate

compounds for further details.

Passed through a red-hot tube, benzene vapour yields hydrogen,

diphenyl, diphenylbenzenes and acetylene
;

the formation of

the last compound is an instance of a reversible reaction, since

Berthelot found that acetylene passed thrbugh a red-hot tube

gave some benzene. Benzene is very stable to oxidants, in fact

resistance to oxidation is a strung characteristic of the benzene

ring. Manganese dioxide and sulphuric acid oxidize it to benzoic

and o-phthalic acid; potassium chlorate and sulphuric acid

breaks the ring
;
and ozone oxidizes it to the highly explosive

white solid named ozo-benzene, C,yH^O^. Hydriodic acid reduces

it to hexamethylene (cyclo-hexane or hexa-hydro-benzene)

;

chlorine and bromine form substitution and addition products,

but the action is slow unless some carrier such as iodine, molyb-

denum chloride or ferric chloride for chlorine, and aluminium

bromide for bromine, be present. It is readily nitrated to nitro-

benzene, two, and even three nitro groups being introduced if

some dehydrator such as concentrated sulphuric acid be present.

Sulphuric acid gives a benzene sulphonic acid.

BENZlDINE(DlFARA-PIAMlNO-DI?BBNYL),NH3*CfiH4-CeH4*NH2)

a chemical base which may be prepared by the r^uction of the

corresponding dinitro-diphenyl,^r by ^e reduction of azo-

benzene with tin and hydrochloric acid. In this latter case

hydrazo-benzene CflHgNH-NH'CflHj is first formed and then
undergoes a peculuir re-arrangement into benzidine (see H.
Schmidt and G. Schultz, AnnaUn, 1881, 207, p. 320 ;

0. N. Witt
and Hons v. Hclmont, Berichte, 18^, 27, p. 2352 ; P. Jacobson,
Berichte, 1892, 25, p. 994). Benzidine crystallizes in plates (from

water) which melt at 122® C., and boil above 360® C., and isduirao-

terized by the gieat insolubility of its sulphate. It is a dt-acid

base and forms salts with the minerfd adds. It is xeau^
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bminwted and nitrated ; when the nitration is carried out in

the presence of sulphuric acid, the nitro-groups take up the

meta position with regard to the amino-groups. Benridine finds

cottimercial application since its tetrazo compound couples

seedily with amino-sulphonic acids, phenol carboxylic acids,

and phenol and naphthol-sulphonic acids to produce substantive

cotton dyes (see Dyeing). Among such dyestuffs are chrysa-

mine or flavophenine, obtained ^om sali^lic acid and dia^

zotized benzidine, and congo red obtained from sodium
naphthionate and diazulized benzidine. On the constitution

of benzidine see G. Schultz (AnnaUn, 1874, 174, p. 227),

The Benzidine and Seniidine Change,—Aromatic hydiuzo

compounds which contain free para positions are readily con*

verted by the action of adds, acid chlorides and anhydrides into

diphenyl derivatives; thus, as mentioned above, hydrazo-

bcmzene is converted into benzidine, a small quantity of

diphenylin being formed at the same time. The two products

are separated by the difierent solubilities of their sulphates.

This reaction is known as the benzidine transformation. If,

however, one of the para positions in the hydrazo compound
is substituted, then cither diphenyl derivatives or azo compounds
are formed, or what is known as the semidine change takes place

( 1 *. Jacobson, Berichte, 1892, 25, p. 992 ; 1893, 26, p. 681 ; 1896,

39, p, 2680; Amulen, 1895, 287, p. 97 ;
‘1898, 303, p. 290).

para mono substituted hydrazo compound in the presence

of a hydrochloric acid solution of stannous chloride gives either

a para diphenyl derivative (the substituent group being elimi-

nated), an ortho-scraidinc, a para-semidine, or a diphenyl base,

whilst a decomposition with the formation of amines may also

take place. The nature of the substituent exerts a specific

influence on the reaction
; thus with chlorine or bromine,

ortho-semidines and the diphenyl bases are the chief products

;

the dimethylamino, - N(CHg)2, and acetamino, - NHCOCH.,,
groups give the diphenyl base and the para-semidine respectively.

With a methyl group, the chief product is an ortho-semidine,

whilst with a carboxyl group, the diphenyl derivative is the

chief product The ortho- and para- semidines can be readily

distinguished by their behaviour with different reagents; thus
with nitrous acid the ortho-semidines give azimido compounds,
whilst the para-semidines give complex diazo derivatives

;

with formic or acetic acids the ortho-semidines give anhydro
compounds of a basic character, the para-semidines give acyl

products possessing no basic character, llie carbon disulphide

ajid salicylic aldehyde products have also been used as mesms
of distinction, as has also the formation of the stilbazonium bases
obtained by condensing ortho-semidines with benzil (0. N. Witt,
Beriekte, 1892, 25, p. 1017).

Structurally we have

^ ^
NH,

Hydnutoboittne. Bcniidim:. IHphan^^Un.

OrthcKwnudinc. Pura-semtUttie.

NHfl

or

k

BBNZOIG AC1D» or CgiigCOOH, the simplest repre-

sentati\T of the aromatic acids. It occurs naturally in some
resiiiB, especially in gum benzoin (from Amsam), in

dragon’s blood, and as a l)enzyl ester and Tolu balsams.
It can be prepared by tlie oxi^tion of toluene, benzyl akx)liol,

benzaldehyde and cinnamic acid ; by the oxidation of benzene
with manganese dioxide and concentrated sulphuric acid in the
qM (L. Gsri^, Ann. 1^8, 148, p. 51) ; by hydrolysis of benzont-
trile or of hippuric acid

; by the action of carbon dioxide on
benzene in the pecscKe of aluminium chloride (C. Friedel and

J. M, Crafts, ehim^ phys, 1888 {6], 14, p, 441) ; by the action
of carbon dioxide on inonobrombenzene in the presence of

sodium; by condensing benzene and carbonyl chloride in

presence of aluminium ddoride, the benzoyl ckoride formed

being subsequently hydrolysed ; and similairly from benzene
and chlorformamide

CrtHe+ChCONHa^HCl+CeH^ONHa.

the ben^mide being then hydrolysed. It may also be prepared
by boiling benzyl chloride with dilute nitric acid (G. Lunge,
Berichte, 1877, 10, p. 1275) ;

f^^sing sodium benzene sulphonate
with sodium formate: CoHj-SOgNa + HCOgNa == CfiH^COONa +
NaHSOg ; by heating calcium phthalate with calcium hydroxide
to 33o°~35o® C. ;

by heating benzotrichloride with water in a
se^ed tube, and from the hippuric acid which is found in the
urine of the herbivorae. For this purpose the urine is concen-
trated and the hippuric add precipitated by the addition of
h^rochloric add ; it is then filtered and boiled for some time
with concentrated hydrochloric acid, when it is hydrdysed into
lienzoic and amido-acetic acid. It is made commercially by
boiling benzotrichloride (obtained from toluene) with milk of

lime, the calcium benzoate so obtained being then decomposed
by hydrochloric add

•iCuHoCClg + 4Ca(OH)2r: (CelljjCOOjaCa + SCaCl., + 4H2O.

Benzoic acid crystallizes in glistening leaflets (from water)
which melt at 121-4® C. and boil at 249-2® C. (H. Kopp). Its

specific heat is 0-1946. It sublimes readily and is volatile in

steam. It is readily soluble in hot water and the ordinary organic
solvents, but is only slightly soluble in cold water. When heated
with lime, it is ‘decomposed, benzene being formed

;
if its vapours

are passed over heated zinc dust, it is converted into benzaldc-
hyde (A. Baeyer, Ann. 1866, 140, p. 296). Distillation of its

calcium salt gives benzophenone {q.v.) with small quantities of

other substances, but if the calcium salt be mixed with calcium
formate and the mixture distilled, benzaldehyde Ls produced.

By the action of sodium amalgam on an aqueous solution of the

acid, benzyl alcohol, tetrahydrobenzoic acid and hexahydro-
benzoic acid are formed. The salts of benzoic acid are known
as the benzoates and are mostly soluble in water. They are

readily decomposed by mineral acids with the production of

benzoic acid, and on addition of ferric chloride to their neutral

solutions give a reddish-brown precipitate of ferric benzoate.

Benzoic anhydride, (QllfyCO).^, is prepared by the action of

benzoyl chloride on sodium benzoate, or by heating benzoyl

chloride with anhydrous oxalic acid (R. Anschutz, Atw. 1884,

226, p. 15). Tt crystallizes in needles, melting at 42® C!.,and boiling

at 360® C. It is insoluble in water but readily soluble in alcohol

and ether.

Benzoyl chloride, C’,jTTr,COCl, is formed by distilling a mixture
of phosphorus pentachloride and benzoic acid ; by the action of

chlorine on benzaldehyde, or by passing a stream of hydrochloric

acid gas over a mixture of benzoic acid and phosphorus pentoxide
heateri to 200° C. (C. Friedel, Ber, 1 869, 2, p. 80). It is a colourless

liquid of very unpleasant smell, which boils at 198® C., and
solidifies in a freezing mixture, the crystals obtained melting at
- T® C. It shows all the characteristic properties of an acid

chloride.

Ethyl benzoate, CflHsCOOCjHri, is best prepared by boiling

benzoic acid and alcohol with a small quantity of sulphuric

add for some hours (E. Fischer and A. Speier, Berichte, 1896,

28, p. 3252). It is a colourless liquid of boiling point 213® C.

Benzamide, CgHgCONH,,, is prepared by the action of benzoyl

chloride on ammonia or ammonium carbonate, or from ethyl

benzoate and ammonia. It crystallizes (from water) in glistening

leaflets which melt at T30® C. ami boil at 288® C. Its silver salt

behaves as if it were the salt of an imido benzoic acid, since it

yields benzimido ethyl ether CeHr,-C(;NH)‘0C3Hf. with ethyl

iodide (J. Tafel and C!. Enoch, Beriekte^ 1890, 23", p. 1550).

Chlor-, brom-, iodo- and fluor-benzoic acids are known and can
be obtained by oxidizing the corresponding halogen toluenes,

or from the amido adds, or by substitution. Nitration of benzoic

add gives chiefly meta-nitro-benzoic add. The ortho- and
para-nitro-benzoic adds can be obtained by oxidizing ortho-

and pan^nitro-cinnamic acids. Ortho-amino-benzoic acid,

C0U4*NUg-CXK)H .(anthranilic acid); is dosely related to indigo
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Gum benzoin, which contains from 12 to 20 % of benzoic add,

is used in medicine as the essential constituent of benzoated lard,

Adeps bennoatuSy which owes its antiseptic protperties to benzoic

Md ; and in friar’s balsam, Tinctura bemoim campasitay which
is an ancient and valuable medicament, still largely used for

inhalation in cases of laryngitis, bronchitis and other inflamma-

tory or actually septic conditions of the respiratory tract. It

owes its value to the benzoic acid which it contains. A fluid

drachm of friar’s balsam may be added to a pint of water at a

temperature of about 140° F,, and the resultant vapour may be

inhaled from the spout of a kettle or from a special inhaler.

Benzoic acid itself, ammonium benzoate and sodium benzoate

arc all administered internally in doses of from five to thirty

grains. The ammonium salt is most often employed, owing to

the stimulant character of the ammonium ba.se. The acid itself

is a powerful antiseptic. When administered internally* it

causes the appearance of hippuric acid in the urine. This is due

to its combination in the b^y with glycocoll. 'Fhe combination

probably occurs in the kidney. The hippuric acid in the urine

acts as a stimulant and disinfectant to the urinary mucous
membrane. Benzoic acid is also excreted by the bronchi and
tends to disinfect and stimulate the bronchial mucous membrane.
Hence the value of friar’s balsam. The acid and its salts arc

antipyretic and were used in Germany instead of salicylates in

rheumatic fever. But the most important fact is that ammonium
benzoate is largely used—often in combination with urinary

anodynes such as tincture of hyoscyamus—as a urinary antiseptic

in cases of cystitis (inflammation of the bladder) and pyelitis

(inflammation of the pelvis of the kidney).

BENZOIN, C^HgCHOH-CO.CflHfi, a ketone-alcohol, which may
be prepared by boiling an alcoholic solution of benzaldehyde

with potassium cyanide
j
by reducing benzil (CflHfiCO-CO'CgHft)

with zinc and acetic acid
;
or by the oxidation of hydmbenzoin

(CgH./CHOH-CHOHCrtHa). It is a colourless, crystalline solid,

readily soluble in alcohol and ether, melting at 137" C, and boiling

at 343-*344® C. On passing the vapour of benzoin over heated lead

oxide, it is converted into benzil and Ijenzophenone. Owing to

the readiness with which it is oxidized, it acts os a reducing

agent, giving a red precipitate of cuprous oxide wi^ Fehling’s

solution in the cold. Chlorine and nitric acid oxidize it to benzil

;

chromic acid mixture and potassium permanganate, to benzoic

acid and benzaldehyde. On heating with zinc dust, desoxy-

benzoin (C(jH^,(X)-CH«-CflH5) is obtained ;
sodium amalgam

converts it into hydrobenzoin
;
and fuming hydriodic acid at

130° C. gives dibenzyl (C^HiiCHj'CHj-CrtH^. By fusion with

alkali it is converted into benzil ; and wit^ an alcoholic solution

of benzaldehyde in presence of anyimnia it form.s amarine (tri*

phenyl dihydro-glyoxaline). In the presence of sulphuric acid

it condenses with nitriles to oxazoles (^.v.).

BENZOIN, or Gum Benjamin (suppo.sed to be from Arab.

lubm, frankincense, the first syllabic being dropped in Romanic

as if it were thfbu^icle), a balsamic resin obtained from Styrax

benzoin, a tree of considerable size, native to Sumatra and Java,

and from other species of Styrax. It is obtained by making

incisions in the bark of the trees, and appears to be formed as

the result of the wound, not to be secreted normally. There lu-e

several varieties of benzoin in commerce: (i) Siam benzoin,

which apparently does not come from Styrax benzoin, is the

finest and most aromatic, and occurs in the form of small “ tears,”

rarely exceeding 2 in. in length by i in. in thickness, and of

blocks ” made up of these tears agglomerated by a clear

reddish-brown resin. The odour of Siam benzoin is partly due

to the presence of vaniliin, and the substance contains as much

as 38% of benzoic acid but no cinnamic acid. (2) Sumatra

benzoin occurs only in masstt formed of dull red resin endosing

white teats. It contains abemt 20% of dnnamic acid in addition

to 18 orevenmoroof benzoic. (3) Palembang benzoin, an inferior

variety, sArid to be obtained from Styrax benzoin in Sumatra,

consists of greyish translucent resinous masses, contmning sm^l

white opaque tears. It does not appear to contain cinnamk

Largo (juantijlies of benzoin are used aa mceme, its

mediciiua uses depend on the contained benzoic acid (q.v.).

BBNZOFHENONE <Difhinyl Kjeionb), the

sknplest representative of the true aromatic ketones. It .may be

preyed by distilling caldumhoneoate ; by condensing betMone

with benzoyl chloride in the presen^ of anhydrous fuuimqiiiiii

chloride ; by the action of mercuiy diphenyl m benzoyl chloride,

or by oxidizing diphenylmethane with chromic add. U is a

dimorphous substance existing in two enantiotropic fonns, one

meltii^ at 26° C. and the other at 48‘’C. (Th. Zincke, BeridtiOt 1871,

4, p. 576). It boils at 306* 1
^ C.,*under a pressure of 760*33 mtUk It

is reduc^ by sodium amalgam to benzhydrol or diphen^ carhinol

C^Hf.*CHOH*CA '> ^ stroller redudng agent, such as hydriodic

acid in the presence of amorphous phosj^orus converts it into

diphenylmethane (C,jHft).j*CEij. Potash fusion converts it into

benzene and benzoic acid. With phenylliydrazine it forms a

hydrazone, and with hydroxylamine an oxime, which exists in

one form only ; if, however, one of the phenyl groups in the oxime

be substituted in any way then two stcreo-isomerk oximes are

produced (c£. Stereo-Isomerism) ; Urns parachlorbenzophenone

oxime exists in two different forms (V. Meyer and K. F. Auwers,

Berichle, i8yo, 23, p. 2403). Many derivatives are known, Aus
orthu-amino-bcnzoplienone, melting at 106? C., can be%btained

by reduction of the corresponding nitro compound ; it oondenses

under the influence of heated lead nwnoxide to an acridine

derivative and with acetone in presence of caustic soda it gives

a quinoline. Tetramethyl-diafMo^emophenone or MichUr's

ketone, C01CA^*(C^8)2]2> nielting at 173*^, is of technical

importance, as by condensation with various substances it can be

made to yield dyc-stufls. It is prepared by the action of carbonyl

chloride on dimethyl aniline in the presence of aluminium

chloride : COa + 2C;H6N(CH3)..- 2HC1 + CO[CffiMCB^)^\r
BENZYL ALCOHOL (Phenyl Carbinol), CoH^CHsOH, occurs

as a benzoic ester in Peru balsam,as cinnamic ester inTolu balsam,

as acetic ester in essential oil of jasmine, and also in storax. It

may be synthetically prepared by the reduction of benzoyl

chloride
;
by the action of nitrous acid 00 benzyiomine ; by

boiling benzyl chloride with an aqueous .soSttion id potassium

carbomte, or by the so-called ” Cannizzaro ” reaction, in which

benzaldehyde is shaken up with caustic potash, one half of the

aldehyde being oxidized to benzoic acid, and the other half

reduced to tlie alcohol. (Berickte, t88i, 14, p. 2304).
aC,H,CHO t KOHaC^HijCOOK-fC^CH^OH.

It b a colourless liquid, with a faint aromatic smell, and boils at

206^ C. On oxidation with nitric acid it b converted into

benzaldehyde, whibt chromic acid oxidizes it to benzoic acid.

Reduction by means of hydriodic acid and phosphorus at 140^ C.

i gives toluene, whilst on dbtillation with alcoholic potash, toluene

and benzoic acid are formed.

BBOTHUK, a tribe of North American Indians formerly

dwelling in the interior of Newfoundland. A certain mystery

attaches to them, since investigation of the few words of their

language which have survived suggests that they were of dbrinct

stock. The name (of Mianac origin) is said to mean simply red

men.” They were bitterly hostile to the French acttlecs, and

were bunted down and killed off until 1820, when a few survivors

made their escape into Labrador. The last of them b believed

to have died in 1829.

BE5thY, (iDttN (1796-1854), Hungarian deputy and orator,

was bom at Grosswardcin, hb father ^ing a retired officer and
deputy lord-lieutenant of the county of Bihar. At the age of

sixteen he served in the war against Napokon, and was present

at the great battle of Leipzig. Like so many others of hts com-

patriots, be picked up Lib^ ideas abroad. He was sent to

parliament by hb county in again in 1830, but did not

become generally known till the session of i83»-^i^6, when along

with De& he, as a liberal Catholic, defended the Pmteftint point

of view in the mixed marriages queatkm.” He fms iUm an
energetic advocate erf freedom of spmh. After parliament lose

he carried hb principles to their logical condosion fay. maifymg
a Protestant la^ and, being denied a hieasing on tfae occaaion

an indignant bi^p, publii^ dockted that he could very well

dbpem with riich blessings. In 1841 he wea elected depiit>^

lord-lieatenant of hb county to counteract the kifluence of thsi
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lord4ieutenant; Lajos Tisza, and powerfully promoted the

popular cause by his el^oenoe and i^tation. After 1^3 the

conservatives succeeded in excluding him both from parliament

and from his official position in the county
;

but during the

famous “ March Days ” (1848) he regained all his authority,

becoming at the same time a commander of militia, a deputy

and lord-lieutenant. At the first session of the Upper House

(5th of July 1848), he moved that^t should be radically reformed,

and during the war of Independence he energetically served the

Hungarian government as a civil commissioner and lord justice.

Towards the end of the war he reappeared as a deputy at the

Szeged diet, and on the flight of the government took refuge first

with Richard Cobden in London and subsequently in Jersey,

where he made the acquaintance of Victor Hugo. Thence he

went to Hamburg, to meet his wife, and died there on the 7th of

December 1854. Bedthy was a man of extraordinary ability

and character, and an excellent debater. He also exercised as

much influence socially over his contemporaries as politically,

owing to his unfailing tact and pleasant wit.

See Antal Cscngcry, Hungarian Orator$ and Staiesmen {HimR.,
BiidapoA, 1851). (R. N. B.)

BMWULF. The epic of Beowulf, the most precious relic of

Old English, and, indeed, of all early Germanic literature, has

come down to us in a single MS., written about a .d . 1000, which

contains also the Old English poem of Judith, and is bound up
with other MSS. in a volume in the Cottonian collection now at

the British Museum. The subject of the poem is the exploits

of Beowulf, son of Eegtheow and nephew of Hygelac, king of the
“ Geatas,” i.e. the^ople, called in Scandinavian records Gautar,

from whom a part of southern Sweden has received its present

name Gotland.

Tht Story.—^The following is a brief outline of the story, which

naturally divides itself into five parts.

I. Beowulf, with fourteen companions, sails to Denmark, to

offer his help to |||othgar, king of the Danes, whose hall (called

“ Heorot '*) has flr twelve years been rendered uninhabitable

by the ravages of a devouring monster (apparently in gigantic

human shape) called Grendcl, a dweller in the waste, who used

nightly to force an entrance and slaughter some of the inmates.

Beowulf and his friends are feasted in the long-deserted Heorot.

At night the Danes withdraw, leaving the strangers alone.

When all but Beowulf are asleep, Grendel enters, the iron-barred

doors having yielded in a moment to his hand. One of Beowulf’s

friends is killed ; but Beowulf, unarmed, wrestles with the

monster, and tears his arm from the shoulder. Grendel, though

mortally wounded, breaks from the conqueror’s grasp, anck

escapes from the hall. On the morrow, his bloodstained track'

is followed until it ends in a distant mere.

a. All fear being now removed, the Danish king and his

followers pass the night in Heorot, Beowulf and his comrades

being lodged elsewhere. The hall is invaded by Grendel’s

mother, who kills and carries off one of the Danish nobles.

Beowulf proceeds to the mere, and, armed with sword and

corslet, plunges into the water: In a vaulted chamber under the

waves, he fights with Grendel’s mother, and kills her. In the

vault he finds the corpse of Grendel
;
he cuts off the head, and

brings it back in triumph.

3. Richly rewarded by Hrothgar, Beowulf returns to his

native land. He is welcomed by Hygelac, and relates to him
the story of his adventures, with senne details not contained in

the former narrative. The king bestows on him lands and
honours, and during the reigns of Hygeta and his son Heardred

he is the greatest man in the liingdom. When Heardred is kUled

in battle with the Swedes, Beowulf becomes king in his stead.

4. After Beowulf has reigned prosperously for fifty years,

his country is ravaged by a fiery dragon, which inhabits an

ancient buriabmound, full of costly treasure. The royal hall

itself is burned to the ground. The aged king resolves to fight,

unaided, witii the liimgon. Accompanied by eleven chosen

warriors, he joumeyi to the barrow. Bidding his companions
retire to a distance, he takes up hk position near the entrance

to the mound*-<an arched opening whence issues a boiling stream.

The dragon hears Beowulf’s shout of defiance, and rushes forth,

breathing flames. The fight begins ; Beowulf is all but over-
powered, and the sight is so terrible that his men, all but one,

seek safety in flight. The young Wiglaf, son of Weohstan[
though yet untried in battle, cannot, even in obedience to his

lord's prohibition, refrain from going to his help. With Wiglaf’s

aid, ^owulf slays the dragon, but not before he has received

his own death-wound. Wiglaf enters the barrow, and returns

to show the dying king the treasures that he has found there.

With his last breath Beowulf names Wiglaf his successor, and
ordains that his ashes shall Ixt enshrined in a great mound,
placed on a lofty cliff, so that it may be a mark for sailors far

out at sea.

5.

The news of Beowulf’s dear-bought victory is carried to

the army. Amid great lamentation, the hero’s body is laid on
the funeral pile and consumed. The treasures of the dragon’s

hoard are buried with his ashes
\
and when the great mound is

finished, twelve of Beowulf’s most famous warriors ride around

it, celebrating the praise.s of the bravest, gentlest and most
generous of kings.

The Hero
. portions of the poem that are .summarized

above—that is to say, those which relate the career of the hero

in progressive order—contain a lucid and well-constructed story,

told with a vividness of imagination and a degree of narrative

skill that may with little exaggeration be called Homeric. And
yet it is probable that there are few readers of Beowulf who have

not felt—and there are many who after repeated perusal continue

to feel—that the general impression produced by it is that of

a bewildering chaos. This effect is due to the multitude and the

character of the episodes. In the first place, a very great part

of what the poem tells about Beowulf himself is not presented

in regular sequence, but by way of retrospective mention or

narration. The extent of the material thus introduced out of

course may be seen from the following abstract.

When seven years old the orphaned Beowulf was adopted by

his grandfather king Hrethel, the father of Hygelac, and was
regarded by him with as much affection as any of his own sons.

In youth, although famed for his wonderful strength of grip,

he was generally despised as sluggish and unwarlike. Yet even

liefore his encounter with Grendel, he had won renown by his

swimming contest with another youth named Breca, when after

battling for .seven days and nights with the waves, and slaying

many sea-monsters, he came to land in the country of the Finns.

In the disastrous invasion of the land of the Hetware, in which
Hygelac was killed, Beowulf killed many of the enemy, amongst
|them a chieftain of the Hugas, named Dseghrefn, apparently

"the slayer of Hygelac. In the retreat he once more displayed

his powers as a swinuner, carrying to his ship the armour of

thirty slain enemies. When he reached his native land, the

widowed queen offered him the kingdom, her son Heardred being

too young to rule. Beowulf, out of loyalty, refused to be made
king, and acted as the guardian of Heardred dt4^g his minority,

and as his counsellor aher he came to man’s estate. By giving

shelter to the fugitive Eadgils, a rebel against his uncle the king

of the “ Sweon ” (the Swedes, dwelling to the north of the

Gautar), Heardred brought on himself an invasion, in which he

lost his life. When Beowulf became king, he supported the cause

of Eadgils by force of arms ; the king of the Swedes was killed,

and his nephew placed on the throne.

Historical Vtdue.—^Now, with one brilliant exception—the

story of the swimming-match, which is felicitously introduced

and finely told—these retrospective passages are brought in

more or less awkwardly, interrupt inconveniently the course of

the narrative, and are too condensed and allusive in style to

make any strong poetic impression. Still, they do serve to

complete the portraiture of the hero’s character. There are,

however, many other episodes'that have nothing to do with

Beowulf himself, but seem to have been inserted with a deliberate

intention of making the poem into a sort of cyclopaedia of

Germanic tradition. They indude many puticulars of what
purports to be the history of the royal houses, not xmly of the

Gautar and the Danes, but also of ^e Swedes, the continental
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Angles, the Ostrogoths, the Frisians and the Heathobeards,
besides references to matters of unlocalized heroic story such
as the exploits of Sigismund. The Saxons are not nam^, and
the Franks appear only as a dreaded hostile power. Of Britain

there is no mention
3

and though there are some distinctly

Christian passages, they are so . incongruous in tone with the

rest of the poem that they must be regarded as interpolations.

In general the extraneous episodes have no great appropriateness

to their context, and have the appearance of l^ing abridged

versions of stories that had been related at length in poetry.

Their confusing effect, for modern readers, is increased by a

curiously irrelevant prologue. It begins by celebrating tlie

ancient glories of the Danes, tells in allusive style the story of

Scyld, the founder of thp “ Scylding ” dynasty of Denmark, and
praises the virtues of his son Beowulf. If tl^ Danish Beowulf
had been the hero of the poem, the opening would have
been appropriate

;
but it seems strangely out of place as an

introduction to the story of his namesake.

However detrimental these redundancies may be to the poetic

beauty of the epic, they add enormously to its interest for

students of Germanic history or legend. If the mass of traditions

which it purports to contain be genuine, the poem is of unique

importance as a source of knowledge respecting the early history

of the peoples of northern Germany and Scandinavia. But the

value to be assigned to Beowulf in this respect can he determined

only by ascertaining its probable date, origin and manner of

composition. The criticism of the Old English epic has therefore

for nearly a century been justly regarded as indispensable to the

investigation of Germanic antiquities.

The starting-point of all Beowulf criticism is the fact (dis-

covered by M. F. S. Grundtvig in 1815) episodes

of the poem belongs to authentic history. Gregory of Tours,

who died in 594, relates that in the reign of Theodoric of Metz

(51 1-534) the Danes invaded the kingdom, and carried off many
captives and much plunder to their ships. Their king, whJft

name appears in the best MSS. as Chlochilaicus (other copS
read Chrochilaicus, Hrodolaicus, &c.), remained on shore intend-

ing to follow afterwards, but was attacked by the Franks under

Theodobert, son of Theodoric, and killed. The Franks then

defeated the Danes in a naval battle, and recovered the booty.

The date of the.se events is ascertained to have been between

512 and 520. An anonymous history written early in the eighth

century (Liher Hist. Francorum, cap. 19) gives the name of the

Danish king as Chochilaicus, and says that he was killed in the

land of the Attoarii. Now it is related in Beowulf ^hat Hygelac

met his death in fighting against the Franks and the Hetwara
(the Old English form of Attoarii)., The forms of the Danism

king’s name given by the Frankish historians are corruptions of

the name of which the primitive Germanic form was Hugilaikp,

and which by regular phonetic change became in Old English

Hygeldc, and in Old Norse Hugleikr. It is true that the invading

king is said in flie histories to have been a Dane, whereas the

Hygelac of Beowulf belonged to the “ Geatas ” or Gautar. But

a work called Liber Monstrorum,^ preserved in two MSS. of the

loth century, cites as an example of extraordinary stature a

certain “ Huiglaucus, king of the Getae,” who was killed by the

Franks, and whose bones were preserved on an island at the

mouth of the Rhine, and exhibited as a marvel. It is therefore

evident that the personality of Hygelac, and the expedition in

which, according to Beowulf^
he died, belong not to the region of

legend or poetic invention, but to that of historic fact.

This noteworthy result suggests the possibility that what the

poem tells of Hygelac’s near relatives, and of the events of his

reign and that erf h» successor, is based on historic fact. There

is really nothing tP forbid the supposition ;
nor is there any

unlikeiiho<^ in the view that the persons mentioned os belonging

to the royal bouses of the Danes and Swedes had a real existence.

It can be proved, at any rate, that several of the names are

' Printed in Berger de Xivrey. Traditions Thatoloeiqms (183^.
from a MS. in private hands. Another MS., now at WoHenbfittel,

reads **Hung)aca8 ’* lor Huiglaucus, and (ungrammatically) "gentes"

for Getis,

d^ved from the native traditions of these two peoples. The
Danish king Hrotl^ar and his brother Halga, the sons of Healf*

dene, appear in the Historia Dmiea of Saxo as Roe (the foun^r
of Roskilde) and Helgo, the sons of Haldanus. The Swedish

princes Ead^ls, son of Ohthere, and Onela, who are mentioned

in Beowulff
are in the Icelandic Heimkringla called Adilsm of

Ottarr, and Ali ; the correspondence of the names, accordii^ to

the phonetic laws of Old Etutteh and Old Norse, being strictly

normal. There are other poiK of contact between Beawvif on

the one hand and the Scandinavian records on the other., confirm-

ing the conclusion that the Old English poem contains much of

the historical tradition of the Gautar, the Danes and the Swedes,

in its purest accessible form.

Of the hero of the poem no mention has been found elsewhere.

But the name (the Icelandic form of which is BjOlfr) is genuinely

Scandinavian. It was borne by one of the early settlers in

Iceland, and a monk named Biuulf is commemorated in the

Uher Vitae of the church of Durham. As the historical character

of Hygelac has l>een proved, it is nc^nreasonable to accept the

authority of the poem for the stateiflit that his nephend^eowulf

succeeded Heardred on the throne of the Qjj^tar, and flkrfered

in the dynastic quarrels of the Swedes. flE swimming exploit

among the Hetware, allowance being made for poetic exaggera-

lion, fits remarkably well into the circumstances of the story told

by Gregory of Tours ;
and perhaps his contest with Breca may

have been an exaggeration of a real incident in his career ; and

even if it was originally related of some other hero, its attribu-

tion to the historical Beowulf may have been occasioned by his

renown as a swimmer. *

On the other hand, it would be absurd to imagine that the

combats with Grendel and his mother and with the fiery dragon

can be exaggerated representations of actual occurrences. These

exploits belong to the domain of pure mythology. That they

have been attributed to Beowulf in particulMmight seem to be

adequately accounted for by the general tiHency to connect

mythical achievements with the name ortmy famous hero.

There are, however, some facts that seem to point to a more

definite ej^ilglfcion. The Danish king Scyld Scefing,” whose

story is opening lines of the poem, and his son Beowulf,

are plaimpdentical with Sceldwea,son of Sceaf,and his son Beaw,

who appear among the ancestors of WodeA^ the genealogy of

the kings of Wessex given in the Old English^ronicU, The story

of Scyld is related, with some details not found in Beowulf, by

William of Malmesbury, and, less fully, by the 10th-century

English historian Ethelwerd, though it is, told not of Scyld

^imself, but of his father Sceaf. According to William’s version,

^ceaf was found, as an infant, alone in a boat without oars, which

had drifted to the island of “ Scandza.” The child was asleep

with his head on a sheaf, and from this circumstance he obtained

his name. When he grew up he reigned over the Angles at
** Slaswic.” In Beowulf the same story is told of Scyld, with the

addition that when he died his body was placed in a ship, laden

with rich treasure, which was sent out to wa unguided, it is

clear that in the original form of the tradition the name of the

foundling was Scyld or Sceldwea, and that his cognomen Scefing

(derived from sciaf^e^s^deaS) was misinterpreted ^ a patronymic.

Sceaf, therefore, is no genuine personage of tradition, but merely

an etymological figment.

The position of Sceldwea and Beaw (in Malmesbury’s Latin

called ^eldius and Beowius) in the genealogy as anterior to

Woden would not of itself prove that they belonjg; to divine

mythology and not to heroic legend. But there ore independent

reasons for believing that they wele originally gods or demi-gods.

It is a reasonable conjecture that tlie tales of victories over

Grendel and the fiery dragon belong properly to the myth of

Beaw. If Beowulf, the cl^pion of the Gautar, hod already

become a theme of epic song, the resemblance of name might

easily suggest the idea of enriching his stoiy by add^ to it the

achievements of Beaw. At the same time, the tradition that the

hero of these adventures was a son of Scyld, who was identified

(whether rightly or wrongly) with the eponymus of the Danish

dynasty of the Scyldings, may well have prompted 4be
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st^pontion that they took place in Denmark. There ia, as wt
slu^l see afterwards, some ground for believing that there were

Circulated in England two rival poetic versions of the story of the

encotmters with supernatural beings : the one referring them to

Beowulf the Dane, while the other (represented by the existing

poem) attached them to the legend of the son of Kegtheow, but

ingeniously contrived to do some justice to the alternative

tradition la)dng the scene of tj|^ Grendel incident at the court

of a Scyldmg king.

As the name of Beaw appears in the genealogies of English

kings, it seems likely that the traditions of his exploits may have

L>een brought over by the Angles from their continental home.

This supposition is (onfirmed by evidence that seems to show

that the Grendel legend was popularly current in this countiy.

In the schedules of boundaries appended to two Old English

charters there occurs mention of pools called “ Grendcl’s mere,’*

one in Wiltshire and the other in Staffordshire. The charter that

mentions the Wiltshire “ GrendeFs mere *’ speaks also of a place

called Bimvan Mm (“ Be||p\s home *’), and another Wiltshire

charte^ms a ** Scyld’s tr€^^ among the landmarks enumerated.

The nol^ that an^pit burial mounds were liable to be inhabited

by dragons was common in the Germanic world : there is

perhaps a trace of it in the Derliyshire place-name Drakelow,

which means
‘

* dragon’s barrow.
’

’

While, however, it thus appears that the mythic part of the

Beowulf story is a portion of primeval Angle tradition, there is

no proof that it was originally ^culiar to the Angles
;
and even if

it was so, it may easily have passed from them into the poetic

cycles of the related peoples. There arc, indeed, some reasons

for suspecting that the blending of the stories of the mythic Beaw
and the historical Beowulf may have been the work of Scandi-

navian and not of English poets. Prof. G. Sarrazin has pointed

out the striking resemblance between the Scandinavian legend of

Bddvarr Biarld fu^that of the Beowulf of the poem. In each, a

hero from Gautl^jBslays a destructive monster at the court of a

Danish king, anJKifterwards is found fighting on the ride of

Eadgils (Amis) in Sweden. This coincidence cannot well be due

to mere chance
;
but its exact significance is On the

one hand, it is possible that the English epic, i^KiflBiuestion-

ably derived its historical elements from Scandinaviansong, may
be indebted to thsAme source for its general plan, including the

blending of histoi^nd myth. On the other hand, considering

the late date of the authority for the Scandinavian traditions, we

cannot be sure that the latter may not owe some of their material

to English minstrels. There are similar alternative possilrilities

with regard to the explanation of the striking resemblance^

which certain incidents of the adventures with Grendel and th^

dragon bear to incidents in the narratives of Saxo and the

Icelandic sagas.

Date and Origin.—It is now time to speak of the probable date

nnd origin of the poem. The conjecture that most naturally pre-

sents itself to those who have made no special study of the ques-

tion, is that an English epic treating of the deeds of a Scandinavian

hero on Scandinavian ground must have been composed in the

days of Norse or Dani.sh dominion in England. This, however, is

impossible. The forms under which Scandinavian names appear

in the poem show clearly that these names must have entered Ei^-

lish tradition not later than the beginning of the 7th century. It

does not indeed follow that the extant poem is of so early a date ;

but its syntax is remarkably archaic in comparison with ^at of

the Old V'lngUsh poetiy^ of the 8th century. The hypotheris t^t
BeeWUlf is in whole or in part a transli^don from a &andinavian

original, although still maintfined by some scholars, introduces

more difficulties than it sblves, and must be dismissed as unten-

able, The Emits of this article do not permit us to state and

criticize the many elaborate theories that have been proposed

respecting the origin of the poem. All that can be done is to set

forth the view thit appears to us to be most free from objection.

It rmy be premised that although the existing MS. is written in

the West-Saxon dialect, the phenomena of the language indicate

transcr^tion from an Anglian (t'.c. a Northumbrian or MhrciaTi)

original ;
and this conclusion is supported by the fact that while

the poem contains one important episode relating to the Angles,

the name of the Saxons dOM not occur in it at all.

In its original form, Baaitulf was a product of the time when
poetry was composed not to be read, but to be recited in the halls

of kings and nobles. Of course an entire epic could not be recited

on a single occasion : norcan we suppose that it would be thought

out from beginning to end before any part of it was presented to

an audience. A ringer who had pleased his hearers with a tale of

adventure would be called on to tell them of earlier or later events

in the career of the hero
; and so the story would grow, until it

included all that the poet knew from tradition, or could invent in

harmony with it. That Bemvtdf is concerned with the deeds of a

foreign hero is less surprising than it seems at first sight, line

minstrel of early Germanic times was required to be learned not

only in the traditions of his own people, but also in those of the

other peoples with whom they felt their kinship. He had a

double task to perform. It was not enough that his songs should

give pleasure ; his patrons demanded that he should recount

faithfully the history and genealogy both of their own line and of

those other royal houses who shared with them the same divine

ancestry, and who might be connected with them by ties of

marriage or warlike alliance. Probably the singer was always

himself an original poet
;
he might often be content to reproduce

the songs that he had learned, but he was doubtless free to

improve or expand them as he chose, provided that his inventions

did not conflict with what was supposed to be historic trutli. For

all we know, the intercourse of the Angles with Scandinavia,

which enabled their poets to obtain new knowledge of the legends

of Danes, Gautar and Swedes, may not have ceased until tlieir

conversion to Christianity in the 7 th ccntuiy. And even after

this event, whatever may have l^cen the attitude of churchmen

towards the old heathen pwtry, the kings and warriors would be

slow to lose their interest in the heroic talcs that had delighted

t
eir ancestors. It is probable that down to the end of the 7th

|h1,ury, if not still later, the court poets of Northumbria and

erria continued to celebrate the deeds of Beowulf and of many
another hero of ancient days.

Although the heathen Angles had their own runic alphabet,

it is unlikely that any poetry was written down until a generation

had grown up trained in the use of the I^atin letters learned from

Christian missionaries. We cannot determine the date at which

some book-learned man, interested in poetry, took down from

the lips of a minstrel one of the stories that he had Ixjen acais-

tomed to sing. It may have been before 700 ; much later it

can hardly have been, for the old heathen poetry, though its

lexistence might be threatened by the influence of the church,

"was still in vigorous life. The epic of Beowulf was not the only

one that was reduced to writing : a fragment of the song about

Finn, king of the Frisians, still *sui^dves, and possibly several

other heroic poems were written down about the same time.

As originally dictated, Beotmtlf probably contained the story^

outlined at the beginning of this article, with tm addition of one

or two of the episodes relating to the hero himself-^^mong them

the legend of the swimming-match. This story had doubtless

been told at greater length in verse, but its insertion in its

present place is the work of a poet, not of a mere redactor. The

other episodes were introduced by some later writer, who had

heard recited, or perhaps had read, a multitude of the old heathen

songs, the substance of which he piously sought to preserve

from oblivion by weaving it m an abndged form, into the texture

of the one great poem which he was transcribing. The Christian

passages, which arc poetically of no value, are evidentiy of

literary origin, and may be of any date down to that of the

extant MS. Tlic curious passage which says that the subjects

of Hrothgar sought deliverance from Grcn^l in prayer at the

temple of the Devil, “because they knew not the true God,”

must Surely have been substituted for a passage referring sym-

pathetically to the worship of the ancient gods.

An interesting light on the history of the written text seems

to be afforded by the phenomena of existing MS. The poem
is divided into numbered sectioBa,4the length of which was

probably determined by the size of the pieces of parchment of
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which an earlier exemplar consisted. Now the first fifty-two

lines, which are concerned with Scyld and his son Beowulf,
stand outside this numbering. It may reasonably be inferred

that there once existed a written text of the poem that did not
include these lines. Their substance, however, is clearly ancient.

Many difficulties will be obviated if we may suppose that this

passage is the beginning of a different poem, the hero of which
was not Beowulf the son of Eegtheow, but his Danish namesake.
It is true that Beowulf the Scylding is mentioned at the beginning
of the first numbered section

; but probably the opening lines

of this section have undergone alteration in order to bring them
into connexion with the prefixed matter.

Bibliography.—Tlic volume containing the Beowulf MS. (then,
as now, belonging to the Cottonian collection, and numbered
“ Vitellius A. xv.”) was first described by Humphrey Wanley in

1705, in his catalogue of MSS., published as vol. lii. of G. Hickes's
Thesaurus Veterum Linguarum Septentrionalium, In 1786 G. J.
Thorkeline, an Icelander, made or procured two transcripts of the
poem, which ai'e still preserved in the Koyal Library at Copenhagen,
and are valuable for tlu‘ criticism of the text, the MS. having subse-
quently become in places less legible. Thorkelin's edition (1815) is

of merely historic interest. The first edition showing competent
knowledge of the language was produced in 1833 by J. M. Kemble.
Since then editions have been very numerous. The text of the poem
was edited by C. W. M. Grcin in his Hihliothek der angelsdchstschen
Poesie (1857), and again separately in 1867. Autotypes of the MS.
with transliteration by Julius Zupitza, were issued by the Early
Endish Text Society in 1882. The new edition of Grein’^s Dibliothek,

by R. P. Wulker, vol. i. (1883), contains a revised text with critical

notes. The most serviceable sejmrate editions are those of M. Heyne
(7th ed., revised by A. Sticin, 1903), A. J. Wyatt (with English notes
and glossanr, 1898). and F. Holthiausen (vol. i., 1905).

Eleven English translations of the poem have been published
(see C, B. Tinker, The Translations of Beowulf, 1903). Among these
may be mentioned those of J. M. Garnett (6ih ed., 1900), a literal

rendering in a metre imitating that of the original
; J. Earle (1892)

in prose
;
W. Morris (1895) in imitative metre, and almost unin-

telligibly archaistic in diction
;
and C. B. Tinker (1902) in prose.

For the bibliography of the earlier literature on Beowulf, and a
detailed exposition of tlie theories therein advocated, sue R. P.
Wiilkiir, Grundriss der angelsdchsisehen Litieratur (1882). The views
of Karl MiilU’nhoff, which, though no longer tenable as a whole,
have formed the basis of most ol the subsequent criticism, may be
best studied in liis posthumous work, Beovulf, Untersuchungen iiber

das ayigelsdihsischc Epos (1889). Much valuable matter may
found in B. ten Brink, Beowulf, Untersuchungen (1888). The work
of G. Sarrazin, Beowulf-studien (1888), which advocates the strange
theory that Beowulf is a translation by Cynewulf of a poem by the
Danish singer Starkadr, contains, amid much that is fanciful, not
a little that deserves careful consideration. Tlie many articles by
E. Sievers and S. Bugge, in Beitvdge gur Geschichte der deutschen

Sprache und Litteratur and other periodicals, are of the utmost
importance for the textual criticism and interpretation of the
poem. (H. Br.)

BEQUEST (from 0 . Eng. beewethan^ to declare or express in

words
;

cf, quoth ”), the disposition of property by will.

Strictly,
**
bequest ” is used of personal, and “ devise ” of real

property. (See Legacy ;
Will or Testament.)

BfiRAlN, JEAN (1G38-1711), known as “ the Elder,” Belgian

draughtsman and designer, painter and engraver of ornament,

was born in 1638 or 1639 at Saint Mihiel (Meuse) and died in

Paris on the 24th of January 1711. In 1674 he was appointed

dessimteur de la chambre et du cabinet de Roi^ in succession to

Gissey, whose pupil he is believed to have been. From 1677

onward he had apartments, near to those of Andr4 > Charles

Boulle for whom he xnade many designs, in the Louvre,

where he died. After the death of Le Brun he was commissioned

to compose and supervise the whole of the exterior decoration

of the king’s ships. Without possessing great originality he was

inventive and industrious, and knew .so well how to assimilate

the work of those who had preceded him (especially Raffaelle^s

arabesques) and to adapt it to the taste of the time that his

designs became the rage, He furnished designs for the decora-

tions and costumes used m the opera performances, for court

festivals, and for public solemnities such as funeral processions,

and inspired the ornamentations of rooms and of furniture to

such an extent that a French writer says that nothing was done

during hk lat^ years which he had not designed, or at least which

was not in bis manner. He was, in fact, the oracle of taste and

the supreme pontiff whose fiat was law in all matters of decora-

tion. His numerous designs were for the most part engraved

under his own superintendence, and a collection of them was
published in Paris in 1711 by his son-in-law, I’huret; clockmaker
to the king. There are three books, CEuvre de J. l^ain, Ome-
ments invenies par J, Berain and (Euvres de /, Bhain emUnani
des amemenis d'arckiieclure. His earliest known works show him
as engraver—twelve plates in the collection of Ditterses piiees

de serrurerie itweniees par Hugfies BrisviUe et gravees par Jean
Berain (Paris, 1663), and in 1^7 ten plates of designs for the use

of gunsmiths. M. Guilmard in Les Meutres ornemaniMss gives

a complete list of his published works.

His son Jean Berain, “ the Younger ” (1678-1726), was bom
in Paris, where he also died. He was his father’s pupil/ and
exercised the same official functions after his death. Thus he
planned the funeral ceremonies at St Denis on the death of the

dauphin, and afterwards made the designs for the obsequies

of Louis XIV, He is perhaps best known as an engraver. He
engraved eleven plates of the collection Ornements de peinture et

de sctdpiwe qui sont dans la galerie, d^Apollon au ckasteau du

touvrCf et dans le grand appartement du roy au palais des Tuileries

(Paris, 1710), which have been wrongly attributed to hm* father,

the Mausolei du due de Bourgogne, and that of Marie~Louise

GabrieUe de Savoie, reine d^Espagne (1714), fire. His work is

exceedingly difficult to distinguish from his father’s, the similarity

of style being remarkable.

Claude Berain, brother of the elder jean, was still living

in 172G. He was engraver to the king, and executed a good
number of plates of ornament and arabesque of various kinds,

some of which are included in his more distinguished brother’s

works.
(J. P.-B.)

BiRANGER, PIERRE JEAN DE (1780-1857), French song-

writer, was born in Paris on the 19th of August 1780. The
aristocratic de was a piece of groundless vanity on the part

of his father, who had assumed the name of Bdranger de Mersix.

He was descended in truth from a country innkeeper on the one

side, and, on the other, from a tailor in the rue Montorgueil.

Of education, in the narrower sense, he had but little. From
the roof of histot school he beheld the capture of the Bastille,

and this srirrih| memory was all that he acquired. Later on

he passed some time in a school at P6ronne, founded by one

Bellenglise on the principles of Rousseau, wbwe the boys were

formed into clubs and regiments, and taught to play solemnly

at politics and war. B6rangcr was president of the club, made
speeches before such meml>ers of Convention as passed through

P6ronne, and drew up addresses to Tallien pr Robespierre at

Paris. In the meanwhile he learned neither Greek nor Latin

—not even French, it would appear
;

for it was after he left

school, from the printer Laisney, that he acquired the elements

of grammar. His true education was of another sort. In his

childhood, shy, sickly and skilful with his hands, as he sat at

home alone to carve cherry stones, he was already fonning for

himself those habits of retirement and patient elaboration which

influenced the whole tenor of bis life and the character of all that

he wrote. At P6ronne he learned of his good aunt to be a stout

republican
;
and from the doorstep of her inn, on quiet evenings,

he would listen to the thundcr of the guns before Valenciennes,

and fortify himself in his passionate love of France and distaste

for all things foreign. Although he could never read Horace
save in a translation, he had been educated on TiUmague, Racine

and the dramas of Voltaire, and taught, from a child, in the

tradition of all that is highest and most correct in French.

After serving his aunt for some time in the capacity of waiter,

and passing some time also in the printing-office of one Laisney,

he was taken to Paris by his father. Here he saw much low
speculation, and many low royalist intrigues. In 1802, in

consequence of a distressing quarrel, he left hk father and be^
life for himself in the garret of his ever memorable song. For
two years he did literary hackwork, when he could get it, and
wrote pastorals, epics and all manner of ambitious failures.

At the end of that period (1804) he wrote to Luden I^naparte,
enclosing some of wiese attempts. He was then in had
and in the last state of misery. Hk watdi was pledged. His
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WRidnibe ooasisted of one pair of boots^ one greatcoat^ one pair

of trousers with a hole in t&e knee^ and three bad shirts which

a friendly hand wearied itself in endeavouring to mend/' The
friendly hand was that of Judith Frdre, with whom he had been

already more or less acquainted since 1796, and who continued

to be his faithful companion until her death, three months before

his own, in 1857. She must not be confounded with the Lisette

of the songs
; the pieces addressed to her {La Bonne VieUkf

Maudit printempSi &c.) arc in a very different vein. Lucien

Bonaparte interested himself in the young poet, transferred to

him his own pension of xooo francs from the Institute, and set

him to work on a Death of Nero, Five years later, through the

same patronage, although indirectly, B6ranger became a clerk

in the university at a salary of another thousand.

Meanwhile he had written many songs for convivial occasions,

and **
to console himself under all misfortunes ”

;
some, according

to M. Boiteau, had been already published by his father, but

he set no great store on them himself ; and it was only in xSi2,

while watching by the sick-bed of a friend, that it occurred to

him to write down the best he could remember. Next year he
was elected to the Caveau Moderne, and his reputation as a
song-writer began to spread. Manuscript copies of Les Gueux, Le
Senaieur, above all, of Le Rot d'Yvetot, a satire against Napoleon,

whom he was to magnify so much in the sequel, passed from
hand to hand with acclamation. It was thus that all his best

works went abroad
; one man sang them to another over all the

land of France. He was the only poet of modem times who
could altogether have dispensed with printing.

His first collection escaped censure. “We must pardon
many things to the author of Le Rot d'Yvetoty' said Louis XVllI.
The second (1821) was more daring. The apathy of the Liberal

camp, he says, had convinced him of the need for some bugle
call of awakening. This publication lost him his situation in the

university, and subjected him to a trial, a fine of 500 francs and
an imprisonment of three months. Imprisonment was a small

affair for B^ranger. At Sainte Pdlagic he occupied a room (it

had just been quitted by Paul Louis Courier), warm, well

furnished, and preferable in every way to his 01^ poor lodging,

where the water froze on winter nights. He adds^ on the occasion

of his second imprisonment, that he found a certain charm in

this quiet, claustral existence, with its regular hours and long

evenings done over the fire. This second imprisonment of nine

montlis, together with a fine and expenses amounting to 1100

francs, followed on the appearance of his fourth collection.

The government proposed through Laffitte that, if he would sub-

mit to judgment without appearing or making defences, he should
only be condemned in the smallest penalty. But his public

spirit made him refuse the proposal
;
and he would not even ask

permission to pass his term of imprisonment in a Matson de sante,

although his health was more than usually feeble at the time.
“ When you have taken your stand in a contest with govern-

ment, it seems to me,” he wrote, “ ridiculous to complain of the

blows it inflicts on you, and impolitic to furnish it with any
occasion of generosity.” His first thought in La Force was to

alleviate the condition of the other prisoners.

In the revolution of July he took no inconsiderable part.

Copies of his song, Le Vieux Drapeau, were served out to the

insurgent crowd. He had been for long the intimate friend and
adviser of the leading men ; and daring the decisive week his

counsels went a good way towards shaping the ultimate result.

“ As for the republic, that dream of m^ whole life,” he wrote in

r83£, “ 1 did not wish it should be given to us a second time

unripe.” Louis Philif^, blaring how much tlxe song-writer

had done towards his elevation, expressed a wish to see and speak
with him ;

but B^canger refused to present himself at court,

and used his favour only to ask a place for a friend, and a p^ion
for Kouget de ITsle, author of the famous Marseillaise, who was
now old and poor, and whom he had been already succouring

for five years.

In 1848, in spite of every possible expression of his reluctance,

bewas elected to the Constituent Assembly, and that by so laige

a number of votes (104,471) that he felt himself obliged to

accept the seat Not loi^ afterwards, and with great difficulty,

he obtained leave to resign, lliis was the last puUiic event of
B^rangeFs life. He continued to polish his songs in retirenient

visited by nearly ail the famous men of France. He numbeied
among fads friends Chateaubriand, Thiers, Jacques Laffitte,

Michelet, Lamennais, Mignet Nothing could exceed the
amiability of his private character

;
so poor a man has rarely

been so rich in good actions
;
he was always ready to reoeiYe

help from his friends when he was in need, and always forward
to help others. His correspondence is full of wisdom and kind-
ness, with' a smack of Montaigne, and now and then a vein of

pleasantry that will remind the English reader of Charles Lamb.
He occupied some of his leisure in preparing his own memoirs,
and a certain treatise on Social and Politiccd Morality, intended
for the people, a work he had much at heart, but judged at last

to be beyond his strength. He died on the i6th July 1857.
It was feared that liis funeral would be the signal for some
political disturbance; but the government took immediate
measures, and aU went quietly. The streets of Paris were lined

with soldiers and full of townsfolk, silent and uncovered. From
time to time cries arose :

—
“ Honneur, honneurd Beranger /

**

The songs of Berai'jger would scarcely be called songs in

England. They are elsboratc, written in a clear and sparkling

style, full of wit and incision. It is not so much for any lyriciU

flow as for the happy turn of the phrase that they claim superi-

ority. Whether the subject be gay or serious, light or passionate,

the medium remains untroubled. The special merits of the

songs are merits to be looked for rather in English prose than

in English verse. He worked deliberately, never wrote more
than fifteen songs a year and often less, and was so fastidious

that he has not preserved a quarter of what he finished. I

am a good little bit of a poet,” he says himself, “ clever in the

craft, and a conscientious worker to whom old airs and a modest

choice of subjects {le coin oil je me suis confi,ne)haLVt brought some

success.” Nevertheless, lie makes a figure of importance in

literary history. When he first began to cultivate the chanson,

this minor form lay under some contempt, and was restricted

to slight subjects and a humorous guise of treatment. Gradually

he filled these little chiselled toys of verbal perfection with ever

more and more of sentiment. From a date comparatively early

he had determined to sing for the people. It was for this reason

that he fled, as far as possible, the houses of his influential friends

and came back gladly to the garret and the street corner. Thus
it was, also, that he came to acknowledge obligations to Emile
Debraux, who had often stood between him and the masses as

interpreter, and given liim the key-note of tlic popular humour.
Now, he had observed in the songs of sailors, and all who labour,

a prevailing tone of sadness
;
and so, as he grew more masterful

in this sort of expression, he sought more and more after what
is deep, serious and constant in the thoughts of common men.
The evolution was slow

;
and we can see in his own works ex-

amples of every stage, from that of witty indifference in fifty

pieces of the first collection, to that of grave and even tragic

feeling in Ists Souvenirs du peupie or Le Vieux Vagahofid, And
this innovation involved another, which was as a sort of prelude

to the great romantic movement. For the chanson, as he says

himself, opened up to him a path in which his genius could

develop itself at ease ; he escaped, by this literaty postern,

from strict academical requirements, and had at his disposal

the whole dictionary, four-fifths of which, according to La Harpe,

were forbidden to the use of more regular and pretentious poetry.

If he still kept some of the old vocabulary, some of the old

imagery, he was yet accustoming people to hear moving subjects

treated in a manner more free and simple than heretofore

;

so that his was a sort of conservative reform, preceding the

violent revolution of Victor Hugo and his army of uncompromis-

ing romantics. He seems himself to have had glimmerings of

some such idea; but he withheld his full approval from the

new movement on two grounds :—^first, because the romantic

school misused somewhat brutally tfti^ delicate organism of the

French language
;

and second, m he im)to to Sainte-Beuve

m 1838, bemuse they adopted ike motto of
** Art for art,” and
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set no object of public usefulness before them as they wrote.

For himself (and this is the third point of importance) he had a
strong sense of political responsibility. Public interest took
a far higher place in his estimation than any private passion
or favour. He had little toleration for those erotic poets who
sing their own loves and not the common sorrows of mankind,
“ who forget,” to quote his own words, “ foiget beside their

mistress those who labour before the Lord.” Hence it is that

so many of his pieces are political, and so many, in the later

times at least, inspired with a socialistic spirit of indignation

and revolt. It is by this socialism that he becomes truly modem
and touches hands with Bums.

AnTHORiTtES.~~ilfa biofiraphie (his own memoirs) (1858) ; Vie
de arranger

,

by Paul Boiteau (1861) ; Correspondance de
edited by Paul Boiteau (4 vols., 18O0) ; Bhanger et Lamennais, by
Napoleon Peyrat (1857); Quaranie-cinq letlres de Bhanger publUes
par Madante Lentisr Colet (almost worthless) (1857) • Beranger, see

amts, stis ennemis et ses critiques, by A. Aruould (2 vols., 1864) : J.
Jania, BSrauger et son temps (2 vols., i8^>()) ; alw SaintoBeuve’s
Portraits contempofains, vol. i.

; J. Garson, Bh'unger et la Ugende
uapolnmienne (i8y^. A bibliography of Btranger's works was
pmiUshed by ]uk>s Brivois in 1870. (R. L. S.)

BERAR, known also a^- the Hyderabad Assigned Districts,

formerly a province administered on behalf of the nizam of

H}^dprabad by the British government, but since the ist of

October 190^? under the administration of the commissioner-

general for the Central Provinces The origin of the name
Herar is not known, but may perhaps be a corruption of Vidarbha,

the name of a kingdom in the Deccan of which, in the period of

the Mahabhurata, Berar probably formed part. I'he history

of Berar belongs generally to that of the Deccan, the country'

falling in turn under the sway of the various dynasties which

successively ruled in southern India, the first authentic records

showing it to have been part of the Andhra or Satavahana

empire. On the final fall of the Chaliikyas in the 12th century,

Berar came under the sway of the Vadavas of Deogiri, and

remained in their possession till the Mussulman invasions at the

end of the 13th ccntu^)^ On the establishment of the Bahmani

dynasty in the Deccan (1348) Berar was constituted one of the

four provinces into which their kingdom was divided, being

governed by gn;at nobles, with a separate army. The perils

of this system becoming apparent, the provinc'c was divided

(1478 or 1479) into two separate go\’^ernments. name.d after

their capitals Gawil and Muhur. The Bahmani dynasty

was, however, already tottering to its fall
;

and in 1490

Imad-ul-Mulk, governor of Oawil, who had formerly held all

Berar, proclaimed his independence and proceeded to annex

Mahur to his new' kingdom. Imad-ul-Mulk was by birth a

Kanarese Hindu, but had been captured as a boy in one of

the expeditions against Vijayanagar and reared as a Mussulman.

He died in 1504 and his direct descendants held the sultanate

of Berar until 1561, when Burhan Imad Shah was deposed l^

his minister Tiifal Khan, who assumed the kingship. This

gave a pretext for the intervention of Murtaza Nizam Shah of

Ahmednagar, who in 1572 invaded Berar, imprisoned and put

to death Tufal Khan, his son Shams-ul-Mulk, and the ex-king

Burhan, and annexed Berar to his own dominions. In 1595

Sultan Murad, son of the emperor Akbar, besieged Ahmednagar,

and was Ixiught off by the formal cession of Berar.

Murad, founding the city of Shahpur, fixed his seat at Berar,

and after his death in 1598, and the conquest of the Deccan by

Akbar, the province was united with Ahmednagar and Khandesh

under the emperor's fifth son, Daniyal (d. 1605), as governor.

After Akbar’s death (1605) Berar once more became independent

under the Abyssinian Malik Ambar (d. 1626), but in the first

year of Shah Jahan’s reign it was again brought under the sway

of the Mogul empire. Towards the dose of the 17th ^tuiy

the province began to be overrun by the Mahrattas, and in 1718

the Delhi government formally recognized their right to levy

Waokmail {diaM) on the unhappy population. In 1724 the

Kixam-u!-Mulk Asaf Jah established the independent line of

the nizams of Hyderabad, and thenceforth the latter claimi^

to be df jure sovereigns of Berar, with exception of certain

districts (Mehkar, Umarkhed, &c.) ceded to the peshwa in 1760
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and 1795. The daim was contested by the Bhonda n}jBM,'and

for more than half a century the miserable countiy was gwtitid

between the upper and the nether millstone.

This condition of things was ended by Wellesley's victories

at Assaye and Argaon (1803), which forc^ the Bhonsla raja to

cede his territories west of the Wardha, Gawilgarh and Namala.
By the partition treaty of Hyderabad (i8o4)these reded territories

in Berar were transferred to the nizam, together with Bome
tracts about Sindkhed and Jalna which had been held by Sndhia.
By a treaty of 1822, which extinguished the Mah^tta right

to levy diauthf the Wardha river was fixed as the eastern

boundary of Berar, the Melghat and adjoining districts in the

plains being assigned to the nizam in exchange for die districts

east of the Wardha held by the peshwa.

Though Berar was no longer oppressed' by its Mahratta task-

masters nor harried by Pindari and Bhil raiders, it remained

long a prey to the turbulent dements let loose by the sudden

cessation of the wars. From time to time hands of soldiery,

whom the government was powerless to control, scoured the

country, and rebellion succeecied rebellion till 1859, when the last

fight against open rebels took place at Chichamba near Risod.

Meanwhile the misery of the country was increased by the

reckless raising of loans by the ntzam's government and the

pledging of the revenues to a succession of great farmers-general.

At last the British government had to intervene cffecthrdy,

and in 1853 a new treaty was signed with the nizam, under

which the Hyderabad contingent wiut to be maiiitamad by the

British government, while for the pay of this force and in satis-

faction of other claims, certain districts were “ assigned ” to

the East India Company. It was these “ Hyderabad Assigned

Districts ” which were popularly supposed to form the province

of Berar, though thn* coincided in extent neither with the

Berar of the nizams nor with the old Mogul province. In i860,

by a new treaty which modified in the nizam's favour that of

1853, it was agreed that Berar should be Bold in trust by the

British government for the purposes specified in the treaty of

Under British control Berar rapidly recovered its prosperity.

Thousands of cultivators who had emigrated across the Wardha
to the peshwa 's dominions, in order to escape the ruinous fiscal

system of the nizam's government, now returned
;
the American

Civil War gave an immense stimulus to the cotton trade ; the

laying of a line of railway across the province provided yet

further employment, and the people rapidly became ptosperoos

and contented.
,

See Imperial Gazetteer of India (Oxford, 1908), and autborities

there quoted.

BRRARD, JOSEPH FR£d£RIC (1789-1828), French

physician and philosopher, was born at Montpellier. Educated

at the medical school of that town, he afterwards went to Paris,

where he was employed in connexion witli the DicUonnaiu ies

sciences midicales. He returned in 1816, and published a work.

Doctrine medicale de Vicole de MontpeUder (1819), which is indis-

pensable to a proper understanding of the principles of the

Vitaii.slic school. In 1823 he wa.s called to a chair of nu^icine

at Paris, which he held for three years ; he was then nominated

professor of hygiene at Montpellier. His health gave way under

bis labours, and be died in 1828. His most important book is his

Doctrines des rapports du physique el du moral (Paris, 1823). He
held that consciousness or internal perception reveals to us the

existence of an immaterial, thinking, feeing and willing subject,

the self or soul Alongside of this there is the vital force, the

nutritive power, which uses the^ihysical frame as its or^n.
The soul and the principle of life are in constant reciprocal action,

and the first owes to the second, not the formation of its faoilties,

but the conditions under which they are evolved. He showed
himself unable to understand the points of view of those whom
he criticized, and yet his own theories, midway between vkahsm
and animism, are entirely destitute originality^

To the Esprit des doctrines nUddeake ds Monfpstlisr,: publtshod
postliumonsly (Paris« 1830). the edttyr, H. prti^xed an account
of liis life and works ; sec also Damiron, Phil, en Prance au XIX*
siicle (Paris, 1834) ; C J. Tissot, Anthropotogis gindrate (1843).
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BBEAT (Slav. Byelgorod; Turk. Arnaui-Beligradt), Ae

of a sanjak in the vilayet of lannina^ southern Albania,

Turkey ;
on the river Eigene, Etgeni or Osum, a left-hand

tributary of the Semeni. Pop. (1900) about 15,0^. Berat is

a fortified town, situated in a fertile valley, which produces

wine, olive-oil, fruit and grain. It is the see of an Orthodox

metropolitan, and the inhabitants, of whom two-thirds are

Albanian and the remainder principally Greek, are equally

divided in religion between Christianity and Islam.

BERAUN (Czech Ber(mn\ a town of Bohemia, Austria,

27 m. S.W. of Prague by rail. Pop. (1900) 9693, mostly Czech.

It is situated at the confluence of the Beraun with the Litawa

river, and is the seat of important textile industry, sugar-refining,

corn-milling and brewing. Lime-kilns and the manufacture of

cement, and smelting and iron works are carried on in the

environs. Beraun is a place of immemorial antiquity. It was

originally called na BrodS (by the ford), and received the name
of Bern, Berun or Verona in the 13th century, when it obtained

the privileges of a city from the emperor Charles IV., who was

specially attached to the place, calling it Verona mea.** Under

his patronage the town rapidly prospered. In 1421 ZOka.

stormed the town, which later on was retaken and devastated

by the troops of Duke Leopold, bishop of Passau. During the

Thirty Years’ War it was sacked by the Imperialists, the

Saxons and the Swedes in turn ;
and in the first Silesian war the

same fate befell it at the hands of the French and Bavarians.

BERBER, a town and mudiria (province) of the Anglo-

Egyptian Sudan. The town is on the right bank of the Nile,

1140 ft. above sea-level, in 18'' P N., 33° 59' E., and 214 m. by

rail N.W. of Khartum. Pop. about 6000. Berber derived its

importance from being the starting-point of the caravan route,

242 m. long, across tlie Nubian desert to the Red Sea at Suakin,

a distance covered in seven to twelve days. It was also one of

the principal stopping-places between Cairo and Khartum. The

caravan route to the Red Sea was superseded in 1906 by a railway,

which leaves the Wadi Halfa-Kliartum line at the mouth of the

Atbora. Berber thus lost the Red .Sea trade. It remains the

centre and market-place for the produce of the NUe valley for a

considerable distance. East of the town is an immense plain,

which, if irrigated, would yield abundant crops.

Berber, or El Mekerif, is a town of considerable antiquity.

Before its conquest by the Egyptians in 1820 its ruler owed

allegiance to the kings of Sennar. It was captured by the

Mahdists yn the 26th of May 1884, and was re-occupied by the

Anglo-Egyptian army on the 6th of September 1897. was

the capital of the mudiria until 1905, in which year the head-

quarters of the province were transferred to Ed Darner, a town

near the confluence of the Nile and Atbara. At the northern

end of the mudiria is Abu Hamed (q,v,), important as a railway

junction for Dongola mudiria. The best-known of the tribes

inhabiting the province are the Hassania, Jaalin, Bisharin and

Kimilab. Dunng the Mahdia most of these tribes suffered

severely at the hands of the dervishes. In 1904 the total popula-

tion of the province was estimated at 83,000. It has since

considerably increased. The riverain population is largely

engaged in agriculture, the chief crops cultivated being durra,

barley, wheat and cotton.

BERBERA, chief town and principal port of the British

Somaliland protectorate, North-East Africa, 155 m. S. of Aden,

in 10*" 2(y N., 45° 4' E. Berbera stands at the head of a deep

inlet which forms the only completely sheltered haven on the

south side of the Gulf of Aden. It is iihe residence of the com-

missioner of the protectoraie and the headquarters of the

Somaliland battalion of the King’s African Rifles. The harbour

is eleven to thirteen fathoms deep at the entrance (indicated by

a lighthouse), decreasing to five fathoms near the shore. Ocean-

going steamers find ample accommodation. There are two piers

and numerous warehouses. The town is built in two divisions—

the native town to the east, the new town, laid out by the

Egyptians (1875-^1877), to the west. The majority of the

better-dass houses are of rubble, onc-storcyed and flat-roofed.

The public buildings indude the fort, hospital and barracks.

Th«re are a Roman Catholic mission-house and convent and a
government school. The affairs of the town are administered by
a municipality. The water-supply is brought to the town by an
aqueduct from the hills some 8 m. distant. The bulk of the

inhabitants are Somali, who have abandoned a nomadic life and
adopted largely the ways of the Arab and Indian traders. The
permanent population is under 10,000; but from October to

April the population rises to 30,000 or more by the arrival of

caravans from Ogaden and Dolbahanta. The traders bring

with them tents on the backs of camels and these are pitched near

the native town. Their merchandise consists of sheep and goats,

gum and resin, skins and ostrich feathers. The trade is almost

entirely with Aden, of which Berbera may be considered a com-
mercial dependency. The value of the goods brought in yearly

by caravan exceeds on the average £100,000. The total trade

of the port for the five years 1901-1902 to 1905-1906 averaged

over £200,000 a year. The chief articles of import are cotton

goods (European white longcloth and American grey shirting),

rice and jbwari, flour, dates, sugar and tobacco (the last from

Rotterdam). Berbera is said to have been founded by the

Ptolemies among the Barbari of the adjacent coast lands. It

fell subsequently into the possession of Arabs and was included

in the Mahommedan state of Adel. At the time of the visit to

the town of R. F. Burton and J. H. Speke (1854) it was governed

by its own sheiks. In 1870 it was claimed by the khedive

Ismail, but was not permanently occupied by Egypt until 1875.

In 1884 it passed into the possession of Great Britain (see

Somaliland, § 2, Historv)*

BERBERINE, CgoHi^NO^, an alkaloid occurring together with

the alkaloids oxyacanthinc C^gH^^^NOj,, berbamine CjgHiyNOg,

hydrastine CgiHoiNO^, and canadine C20H21NO4, in Berberis

vulgaris
;

it also occurs in other plants, Berberis aristata, B.

aquifolium, Hydrastis canadensis, &c. It is a yellow, crystalline

solid, insoluble in ether and chloroform, soluble in 4J parts of

water at 21°, and moderately soluble in alcohol. It is a monacid

base; the hydrochloride, C2oHj7N04*HCl, is insoluble in cold

alcohol, ether and chloroform, and soluble in 500 parts of water;

the acid sulphate, C2qHi7N04*H2S04, dissolves in about 100 parts

of water. Canadine is a tetrabydrobcrbcrinc.

Its constitution was worked out by W. H. Perkin {J,CS,,

1889, 55, p. 63; 1890, 57, p. 991). This followed from

a study of the decomposition products, there being obtained

hemipinic acid (CH30)2CgH2(C00H)jj, and a substance which

proved to be w - amino - ethyl - piperonyl carboxylic acid,

CII2O.2 : C,.H2»C00H*CH2-CH2NH2. His formula was modified

by Gadamer {Ahs. J,C.S,, 1902, i, p. 555), who made the free

base an aldehyde, but the salts of an «<j-quinolinium type.

This formula, which necessitates the presence of two asymmetric

carbon atoms in an alkyl tetrahydroberberine, has been accepted

by M. Freund and F. Majrer {Abs. 1907, i, p. 632), who
showed that two racemic propyl tetrahydroberberines are

produced when propyl dihydroberberine is reduced.

BERBERS^ the name under which are included the various

brandies of the indigenous Libyan ” race of North Africa.

Since the dawn of history the Berbers have occu- . .

pied the tract between the Mediterranean and the®*
nongy,

Sahara from Egypt to the Atlantic. The origin of the name
is doubtful. Some believe it to be derived from the word

Pdpfiapoi (barbarians), employed first by the Greeks and later by
the Romans. Others attribute the first use of the term to the

Arab conquerors. However this may be, tribal titles, Barabara

and Beraberaia, appear in Egyptian inscriptions of 1700 and 1300

B.C., and the Berbers were i^obably intimately related with the

Egyptians in very early times. Thus the true ethnical name may
have become confused with Barbari, the designation naturally

used by classical conquerors. To the Egyptians they were

known as **Lebu,” ** Mashuasha,” ‘‘Tamahu,” “Tehennu”
and “ Kahaka ”

;
a long list of names is found in Herodotus, and

the Romans called them Ntunidae, Qaetuli and Mauri, terms

which have been derived respectively from the Greek vo/ia&s

(nomads), the name Gued’ouU, of a Rieat Berber tribe, and the

Hebrew mdkur (western). To speak of more modem times
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there can be enumerated the Zouaoua and Jebalia (Tripoli and
Tunisia)

; the Chauwia, Kabyles and Beni-Mzab (Algeria)
j the

Shldh (Chlouah), Amazigh and Berbers (Morocco)
j the Tuareg,

Amdshagh, Sorgu, &c. (Sahara). These tribes have many sub-
tribes, each with a distinctive name. Among the Aa^ar, an
important division of the Tuareg, one of the noble or free tribes,
styled Aouraghen, is said to descend from a tribe named Avrigha.
The Avrigha, or Afrigha, in ancient times occupied the coast
lands new Carthage, and some scholars derive the word Africa
from their name (see Africa, Roman). In regard to the ethnic
relations of the Berbers there has been much dispute. The
antiquity of their type is -evidenced by the monuments of Egypt,
where their ancestors are pictured with the same comparatively
blond features which many of them still display. The aborigines
of the Canary Islands, the Guanches, would seem almost certainly,
from the remains of their language, to have been Berbers. But
the problem of the actual origin of the Berber race has not yet
been solved. Perhaps the most satisfactory theory is that of
Sergi, who includes the Berbers in the “ Mediterranean Race.”
General L. L. C. Faidherbe regards them as indigenous Libyans
mingled with a fair-skinned people of European origin. Dr Franz
Pruner-Bey, Henri Duveyrier and Prof. Flinders Petrie maintain
that they are closely related to the ancient Egyptians. Con-
nexion has been traced between the early Libyan race and the
Cro-Magnon and other early European races and, later, the
Basque peoples, Iberians, Piets, Celts and Gauls. The mega-
lithic monuments of Iberia and Celtic Europe have their counter-
parts in northern Africa, and it is suggested that these were all

erected by the same race, by whatever name they be known,
Berbers arid Libyans in Africa, Iberians in Spain, Celts, Gauls
and Piets in France and Britain.

In spite of a history of foreign conquest—Phoenician, Greek,
Roman, Vandal, Arab and French—the Berber physical type

CbMnctwr-^^
the Berber temperament and nationality have

laticM,
persisted since the stone age. The numerous invasions

have naturally introduced a certain amount of foreign

blood among the tribes fringing the Mediterranean, but those

farther inland have preserved their racial purity to a surprising

degree. Though considerable individual differences of type
may be found in every village, the Berbers are distinctively a
“ white ” race, and the majority would, if clad in European
costume, pass unchallenged as Europeans, Dark hair and-

brown or hazel eyes are the rule ; blue-eyed blonds are found,

but their frequency has been considerably overstated. The in-

vaders who have most affected the Berber race are the Arabs,
but the two races, with a common religion, often a common
government, with the same tribal groupings, have failed to

amalgamate to any great extent. This fact has been emphasized
by Dr R. G. Latham, who writes ;

“ All that is not Arabic in the

kingdom of Morocco, all that is not Arabic in the French pro-

vinces of Algeria, and all that is not Arabic in Tunis, Tripoli

and Fezzan, is Berber.” The explanation lies in a profound
distinction of character. The Arab is a herdsman and a nomad

;

the Berber is an agriculturist and a townsman. The Arab has

built his social structure on the Koran, which inculcates absolut-

ism, aristocracy, theocracy
;

the Berber, despite his nominal
Mahommedanlsm, is a democrat, with his Jmda oc> Witan-
gemot ” and his Kanum or unwritten code, the Magna Carta

of the individual’s liberty as opposed to the community’s good.

The Kanum forbids no sort of exercise of individual will, so long

as it is not inimical to the right or rights of other individuals.

The Arabizing of the Berbers is indeed limited to little beyond

the conversion of the latter to Islam. The Arab, transported

to a soil which does not always suit him, so far from thriving,

tends to disappear, whereas the Berber becomes more and more

aggressive, and yearly increases in numbers. At present he

forms at least three-fiifths of the population in Algeria, and in

Morocco the proportion is greater. The difference between the

Berber and the Arab of the Barbary States is summed up by

Dr RandaU-MacIver in the following words:—"The Berber gives

rim impression of being, as he is, the descendant of men who have

lived in sturdy independence, self-governing and self-reliant.

ijriab is the degenerate offspring of a race which only from
its history and past records can claim any title to respect.
Cringing, venal, avaricious, dishonest, the Arab combines all

the faulu of a vicious nature with those which a degraded
religion inculcates or encourages. The Berber, on the other
hand, b straightforward, honest, no means averse to

money-making, but not unscrupulous in the methods which
he employs to this end, intcllij^t in a degree to which the
ordinary Arab never approaches, and trustworthy as no, Arab
can be.”

The Berber’s village is his state, and the government is vested
in an assembly, the Jmda, formed of all males old enough to
observe the fast of Ramadan. By them are deter-

mine all matters of peace or war, legislation, taxation
and justice. The executive officer is the Amin, a kind
of mayor, elected from some influential family in which the
dignity is often in practice hereditary. He owes his position

to the good-will of his fellows, receives no remuneration, and
resigns as soon as he loses the confidence of the people. By
him are appointed certain Temman (sing. Tamm) who act as over-
seers, though without executive powers, in the various quarters
of the village. The poorest Berber has as great a voice in affairs

as the richest. The undue power of the Jemda is checked by
vendetta and a sort of lynch law, and by the formation of parties

(sofs), within or without the assembly, for trade, political and
other purposes. The Berbers are a warlike people who have
never been completely subjugated. Every boy as soon as he
reaches sixteen is brought into the Jemda and given weapons
which he carries till he is sixty. Though each village is ateol-

utely independent as far as its internal affairs are concerned,
two or more are often connected by administrative ties to form
an Arsh or tribe. A number of these tribes form a TkakebUt
or confederation, which is an extremely loose organization. An
exception to this form of government is constituted by the
Tuareg, whose organization, owing to their peculiar circum-
stances of life, is monarchical. Wars are declared by special

messengers
; the exchange of sticks or guns renders an armistice

inviolable. In some tribes a tablet, on which is inscribed the
name of every man fit to bear arms, is placed in the mosque.
The Berbers, though Mahommedans, do not often observe the

prescribed ablutions
;
they break their fast at Ramadan

;
and

cat wild boar’s flesh and drink fig brandy. On the other hand,
saints, both male and female, are paid more reverence by Berbers
than by Arabs. Around their tombs their descendants settle,

and thus sacred villages, often of considerable size, spring up.
Almost every vill^e, too, has its saint or prophet, and disputes

as to their relative sanctity and powers cause fierce feuds.

The hereditary caste known as Marabouts are frequently in open
opposition to the absolute authority of the Jemda, They are

possessed of certain privileges, such as exemption from the
chief taxes and the duty of faring arms. They, however, often

take a foremost part in tribal administration, and are frequently

called upon to perform the office of arbitrators in questions of

disputed policy, &c. In the Jemda, too, the Marabout at times

takes the place of honour and keeps order. The Berbers, if

irreligious, are very super8titiou.s, never leaving their homes
without exorcizing evil spirits, and have a good and evil inter-

pretation for every day of the week. Many Berbers still retain

certain Christian and Jewish us^es, relics of the pre-lslainitic

days in North Africa, but of their primitive religion there is no
trace. They are seldom good scholars, but those under French
rule take all the advantage they can of the schools instituted

by the government. Their soci§l tendencies are distinctly

communistic
;
property is often owned by the family in common,

and a man can call upon the services of his fellow villagers for
certain purposes, as the building of a house. Provision for the
poor is often made by the community.
The dress of the Berbers was formerly made of home-woven

cloth, and the manufacture of woollen stuffs has always been
one of the chief occupations of their women. The men
wear a tunic leachingto the knees, the women a longer

^“*^*“*

garment. For work the men use a leather apron, and in the cold
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setaon tad in travelling a burnous^ usually a family heirloom^ old

and ragged ;
the women, in winter, throw a coloured doth over

their shoulders. The men’s hair is cut short but their beards

are allowed to grow. In some districts there are peculiar cua-

toms, such as the wearing of small silver nose>rings, seen in

El-Jolra. The Berbers’ weapons are those of the Arab : the

long straight sword, the slightly curved and higWy ornamented

dagger, and the long gun. Berbers are not great town-builders,

'llieir villages, however, are often of substantial appearance :

with houses of untrimmed stones, occasionally with two storeys,

built on hills, and invariably defended by a bank, a stone wall

or a hedge. Sometimes their homes are mere huts of turf, or of

clay tiles, with mortar made from lime and clay or cow-dung.

The sloping roof is covered with reeds, straw or stones. The
living room is on thf right, the cattle-stall on the left. The
dwelling is surrounded by a garden or small field of grain. The
second storey is not added till a son marries. In the villages of

the western Atlas the greater part of tlie upper storey consists

of a sort of rough verandah. In this mountain district the natives

spend the winter in vaults beneath the honses, and, for the sake

of warmth, the tenements are built very close. Agriculture,

which is carried on even in the mountain districts by means of

laboriously constructed terraces, is antiquated in its methods.

The plough, often replaced on the steeper slopes by the hoe,

is similar to that depicted in ancient Egyptian drawings, and
hand irrigation is usual. A sickle, toothed like a saw, is used

for reaping. Corn is trodden by oxen, and kept in osier baskets

narrowing to the top, or clay granaries. The staple crop is

barley, hut wlx;at, icntils, vetches, flax and gourds are also

cultivated. Tobacco, maize and potatoes have been introduced :

and the aloe and prickly pear, called in Morocco tlie Christian

fig, are also found. The Ka))y}es understand grafting, have
fine orchards and grow vines. The Beni-Abbas tribe in the

Algerian Atlas is famed for its walnuts, and many tribes keep
Ixjes, chiefly for the commercial value of tlie wax. The Berber

diet largely consists of cucimibers, gourds, water-melons and
onions, and a small artichoke (Cynara humtlis) wliich grows

wild. At the beginning and end of their meal they drink a
strongly sweetened liquid made from green tea and mint. Tea-

drinking probably be^me a habit in Morocco about the begin-

ning of the 19th century ;
coffee came by way of Algiers. At

feasts the food is served on large earthenware dishes with high

basket-work covers, like hee*skeps but twice as high.

The Berbers have many industries. They mine and work
iron, lead and copper. They have olive presses and flour mills,

and their own millstone quarries, even travelling into

Arab districts to build mills for the Arabs. They
make lime, tiles, woodwork for the houses, domestic

utensils and agricultural implements. They weave and dye
several kinds of cloth, tan and dress leather and manufacture
oil and soap. Without the assistance of the wheel the women
produce a variety of pottery utensils, often of very graceful

design, and decorated with patterns in red and black. Whole
tribes, such as the Beni-SUman, are occupied in the iron trade

;

the Beni-Abbas made firearms before the French conquest, and
even ctuinon are said to have been made by boring. Before it

was proscribed by the French, the manufacture of gunpowder
was general. The native jewellers make excellent ornaments
in silver, oural and enamel. In some places wood-carving has

been l)rought to considerable perfection
;

and native artists

know how to en^ve on metal both by etching and the burin,

in its colkctive industry the Berber twee is far soperior to the

Arab. Thi* Berbers are keen|^ders too, and, after the harvest,

hawk small goods, travelling great distances.

A Berber woman has tn many ways a better position than her
Arab flsAer. True, her birth is regarded as an event of no

Womwa
^ ct^bratcd by great

rejoidnifa^ and his mother ac^ires the right to wear
on her forehead la^stitr, a mark wha^ only the women who
have borne an heir can assume. Her husband buys and can
dismiss her at Will. She has most of the hard work to do, and
is little better than a servant. When she is old and past woric.

eapeckfly if she has not been the mother of a male child,

she is often abandoned. But she has a voice in public affairs

;

she has laws to protect her, manages the housdbold and goes
unveiled ; she has a right to the money she earns.; she can
inherit under wills, and bequeath property, though to avoid
the alienation of real prop)erty, succession to it is denied her.

But most characteristic of her social position is the Berb^
woman’s right to enter into a sacred bond or agreement, repre-

sented by the giving of the anaya. This is some symbolic object,

stick or what not, which passes between the parties to a contract,

the obligations under which, if not fulfilled by the contracting

parties during their lives, become hereditary. Female saints,

too, are held in high honour
;
and the Berber pays his wife the

compliment of monogamy. The Kabyle women have stood side

by Bide with their husbands in battle. Among many Berber
tribes the law of inheritance is such that the eldest daughter’s

son succeeds. South of Morocco proper, Gerhard Rohlfs, who
travelled extensively in the region {c. 1861-1867), states that

a Berber rdigious corporation, the Savia Kartasy was ruled over

by a woman, the chief’s wife. The Berbers coasult tlieir women
in many matters, and only one woman is really held in low

esteem. She, curiously, is the kuata or go-between,” even
though her services are only employed in the respectable task

of arranging marriages. Berber women arc intelligent and
hard-working, and, when young, very pretty and graceful.

The Berbers, unlike the Arabs, do not admire fat women.
Among the Kabyles the adulteress is put to death, as are those

women who have illegitimate children, the latter suffering with

their mothers.

Though Arabic has to a considerable extent displaced the

Berber language, the latter is still spoken by millions of people

from Egypt to the Atlantic and from the Mediterranean
^

to the Sudan. It is spoken nowhere else, though, as
^*"^“*^*

has been said, place-ntunes in the Canary Islands and other

remains of the aboriginal language tliere prove it to have been

the native tongue. Although the Berber tongue shows a certain

affinity with Semitic in the construction both of its words and

sentences Berber is quite distinct from the Semitic languages

;

and a remarkable fact is that in spite of the enormous .space

over which the dialects are spread and the thousands of years

that some of the Berber peoples have been isolated from the rest

,

these dialects show but slight differences from the long-extinct

Haraitic speech from which all are derived. Whatever these

dialects be called, the Kabyle, the Shilha, the Zenatia, the Tuareg

or Tamashek, the Berber language is still essentially one, and
the similarity between the forms current in Morocco, Algeria,

the Sahara and the far-distant oasis of Siwa is much more marked
than between the Norse and English in the sub-Aryan Teutonic

group. The Berbers have, moreover, a writing of their own,
peculiar and little used or known, the antiquity of which is

proved by monuments and inscriptions ranging over the whole

of North Africa.

The various spoken dialects, though apparently very unlike

each other, are not more dissimilar than are Portuguese, Spanish,

French and Italian, and their differences are doubtless attribut-

able to the lack of a literary standard. Even where different

words are used, there is evidence of a common stem from which
the various branches have sprung. The great difficulty of

satirfactory comparison arises from the fact that few of the

Berber dialects possess any writings. The Tawahkid (The Unity

of God), said to have been written in Moroccan Berl^r and be-

lieved to be the oldest African work in existence, ex^t Egyptian

and Ethiopic, was the wort: of the Mirwahhadi leader, Ibn
Turoart the Mahdi, at a time when the officials of the Kairawan

mo.sque were dismissed because they could not speak Berber.

Most of the writings found, however, have been in the form of

inscriptions, chiefly on ornaments. A collection of the various

signs of the alphabet has shown thirty-two letters, four more
tlun Arabic. De Slane, in his notes on the Berber historian

Ibn Khaldun, shows the folkwring points of similarity to the

I

Semitic doss ^its tri-lkerol roots, inflections of the verb,

I

the fennalbn of derived verbs, the genders of the second and
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third persons, the pronominal affixes, the aoristic style of tense,

the whole and broken plurals and the construction of, the phrase.

Among the peculiar grammatical features of Berber may be

mentioned two numbers (no dual), two genders and six ca^,
and verbs with one, two, three and four radicals, and imperative

and aorist tense only. As might be expected the Berber toi^e

is most common in Morocco and the western Sahara—the regions

where x\rab dominion was least exercised. When Arabic is

mentioned as the language of Morocco it is seldom realized how

small a proportion of its inhabitants use it as their mother tongue.

Berber Ls lie reiil language of Morocco, Arabic that of its creed

and government.
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BERCEUSE (Fr. for a “ luUalty,’’ from berceau, a mdle). a

cradle-song, the German Wtegenlied, a musical composition with

a quiet rocking accompaniment.

BBRCHEM (or Berghem), NIGOLAAS (1620-1683), Dutch

painter, was bom at Haarlem. He received instruction from

his father (Pieter Claasz van Haarlem) and from the painters

Van Goyen, Jan Wils and Weenix. It i.s not known why he

called himself Berchem (or Berighem, and other variants).

His pictures, of which he produced an immease number,

were in great demand, as were also his etchings and drawings.

His landscapes arc highly esteemed; and many of them

have been finely engraved by Jolm Visscher. His finest
|

pictures arc at the Amsterdam Museum and at the Hermitage,

St Petersburg.

BERCHTA (English Bertha), a fairy in South German mytho-

logy. She was at first a benevolent spirit, the counterpart

of Hulda in North German myth. T-atcr her character chafed

and she came to be regarded as a witch. In Pagan times Berchta

had the rank of a minor deity. j
BERCHTESGADEN, a town of Germany, beautifully situated

on the south-eastern confines of the kingdom of Bavaria, 1700 ft.

above the sea on the southern declivity of the Untersberg, 6 m.

SS.E. from Rcichenhall by rail. Pop. (1900) 10,046. It is

celebrated for its extensive mines of rock-salt, which were

worked as early as 1174. The town contains three old churches,

of which the early Gothic abbey church with its Roinanesque

cloister is most notable, and some good houses. Apart from the

salt-mines, its industries include Wys and other sm^l arUcles

of wood, horn and ivory, for wluch the place has long b«n

famous. The district of Bcrchtcsgaden was formerly an inde-

pendent spiritual principality, founded in 1100 and sewlaraed

m rSox. The abbey is now a royal c^Uc, and m the neighl^uiv

h£K)d a hunting-loc^e was built by King Maximilian II. m i8st.
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BBR0K» a backing resort of northern Franoe/ln

ment of Pas-de-Calais, 25 m. S. of Boulogne by rail. Pop* (1 906')

7638. It comprises two parts—Berck-Ville, iff m. from the

shore, Berck-Plage, the latter with a fine amdy b^ch.

There are two children’s hospitals, the climate proving peoilmrly

beneficial in the treatment of scrofulous affects. About

150 boats are employed in the fisheries, and herrings f(^ the

staple of an active trade. Boat-building and fisli^ring are

carried cm.

BERBICHEV, a town of W. Russia, in the government of

Kiev, 116 m. S.W. of Kiev bv rail and not far from the borders

of Volhynia. The cathedral of the Assumption, finished in

1832, is the principal place of worship. The fortified Carmelite

monastery, founded in 1627, was captured and plundered by

Chmielnicki, chief of the Zaporogian Cossacks, in 1647, and

disestabli.shed in 1864. An extensive trade is carried on in

peltry, silk goods, iron and wooden wares, salt fish, grmn, cattle

and horses. Four fairs are held yearly, the most important

being on the 1 2tl\ of ]une and the 1 5th of August The numerous

minor industries include tlic manufacture erf tobacco, soap,

candles, oil, bricks and leather. Pop. (1867) * (^®97 )

53,728, Jews forming about 80 %. In the treaty of demarcation

iietween the Lithuanians and the Poles in 1546 Berdichev was

assigned to the former. In 1768 Pulaski, leader of the con-

federacy of Bar, fled, after the capture of that city, to Berdichev,

and there maintained himself during a siege of twenty-five days.

The town belongs to tl^c Radziwill family.

BERDYANSK, a seaport town of Russia, in the government

of Taurida, on the north coast of the Sea of Azov, in 46* 45
^

N. laL and 36° 40' E. long. The prmcipal industries are m
bricks and tiles, tallow and macaroni. The roads are protected

from every wind except the south, which occasions a hea^

surf; but against this a mole was constmctcxl in 1863. l^e

chief articles of export are cereals, fiour, wool, hemp, skins

and fish ;
and the imports include hardwares, fruits, oil and

petroleum. In the immediate neighbourhood are salt-lagoons.

Pop. (1867) 12,223 ; (1000) 29,168.

BEREA, a town of Madison county, Kentucky, U.S.A., 131 m.

by rail S. of Cincinnati. Pop. (1900) 762. Bwea is served by

the Louisville & Nashville railway. It is pleasantly situated

on the border between the Blue Grass and the Mountain regions.

The town is widely known os the seat of Berea College, which

has done on important work among the mountaineers of

Kentucky and of Tennessee. The college has about 70 acres

of ground (and about 4000 acres of mounpiin land for forestry

study), with a large recitation hall, a lil^rary, a chapel (seating

1400 persons), a science hall, an industrial Imll, a brick-making

plant, a woodwork buildir^, a printing building, a tabernacle

for commencement exercises and other buildings. In 1908

Berea had 65 instructors and 1150 students ; and it paid the

tuition of 141 negro students in Fisk University (Nashville,

Tennessee) and in other institutions. The school out of which

Berea College has developed was founded in the anti-slavery

interests in 1855. An attempt was made to procure for it a

college charter in 1859, but the slavery interests caused it to be

closed before the endxif that year and it was not reopened until

1865, the charter having then been obtained, as Berea College.

Nef^oes as well as whites were admitted until 1904, when educa-

tion of the two races at the same institution was prohibited by

an act of the state legislature (upheld by the U.S. Supreme

Court in 1908). This act did not, however, prohibit an in-

stitution from maintaining separate schools for the two races,

provided these schools were at leaM: 25 m. apart, and a separate

school for the negroes was at once projected by Berea.

BEREKHIAH NAQDAN, Jewish fabulist, author of a collection

of Fox Fables, written in Hebrew. As his title implies (Naqdan

« punctuator of the Biblical text), Berekhiah was also a gram-

marian. He further wrote an ctl^ treatise and was the

author of various translations. His date is disputed. Most

authorities place him in the 13th century, but J. Tecobs has

identified hmn with Besncdictus le Puncteur, an English Jew of

the 12th century.
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inBlIGARIUB [Bbrekgar] (d. 1088), medieval theobgkn,

me bcnrn at Tours early in the century ; he was educated in

the famous school of Fulbert of Chartres, but even in early life

seems to have exhibited great independence of judgment.

Appointed superintendent of the cathedral school of his native

city, he taught with such success as to attract pupils from all
!

parts of France, and powerfully contributed to diffuse an interest
|

in the study of logic and metaphysics, and to introduce that

dialectic development of theology which is designated the
|

scholastic. The earliest of his writings of which we have any
record is an Exhorlatory Discourse to the hermits of his district,

written at their own request and for their spiritual edification.

It shows a clear discernment of the dangers of the ascetic life,

and a deep insight into the significance of the Augustinian

doctrine of grace. Sometime before 1040 Berengar was made
archdeacon of Angers. It was shortly after this that rumours

began to spread of his holding heretical views regarding the

sacrament of the eucliarist. He hud submitted the doctrine of

transubstantiation (already generally received both by priests

and people, although in the west it had been first unequivocally

taught and reduced to a regular theory by Paschasius Radbert
in 831) to an independent examination, and had come co the

conclusion that it was contrary to reason, unwarranted by
Scripture, and inconsistent with the teaching of men like

Ambrose, Jerome and Augustine. He did not conceal this

conviction from his scholars and friends, and through them the

report spread widely that he denied the common doctrine

respecting the eucharist. His early friend and school companion,

Adelmann, archdeacon of Liege, wrote to him letters of expostu-

lation on the subject of this report in 1046 and 1048 ;
and a

bishop, Hugo of Langres, wrote (about J049) a refutation of the

views which he had himself heard Berengar express in conversa-

tion. Berengar’s belief was not shaken by their arguments and
exhortations, and hearing that Lanfranc, the most celebrated

theologian of that age, strongly approved the doctrine of

Paschasius and condemned that of “ Scotus (really Ratrammis),

he wrote to him a letter expressing his surprise and urging him
to reconsider the question. I’hc letter, arriving at Bee when
lanfranc was absent at Rome (1050), was sent after him, but w'as

opened before it reached him, and Lanfranc, fearing the scandal,

brought it under the notice of Pope Leo IX. Because of it

Berengar was condemned as a heretic without being heard, by

a synod at Rome and another at Vcrcelli, both held in 1050.

His. enemies in BYance cast him into prison ; but the bishop of

Angers and other powerful friends, of whom he had a considerable

number, had sufficient influence to procure his release. At the

council of Tours (1054) he found a protector in the papal legate,

the famous Hildebrand, who, satisfied himself with the fact that

Berengardidnotdeny the real presence of Christ in thesacramental

elements, succeeded in persuading the assembly to be content

with a general confession from lum that the bread and wine,

after consecration, were the body and blood of the Lord, without

requiring him to define how. lYusting in Hildebrand’s support,

and in the justice of his own' cause, he presented himself at the

synod of Rome in 1059, but found himself surrounded by zealots,

who forced him by the fear of death to signify his acceptance of

the doctrine “ that the bread and wine, after consecration, are

not merely a sacrament, but the true body and the true Wood
of Christ, and that this body is touched and broken by the hands

of the priests, and ground by the teeth of the faithful, not merely

in a sacramental but in a real manner."’ He had no sooner done

so than he bitterly repented his wealttiess ;
and acti^, as he

himself says, on the principle^hat to take an oath which never

ought to have been taken is to estrange one's self from God, but

to retract wbat one has wrongfully sworn to, is to return ba^ to

God,” when he got safe again into France he attacked the

transubstantiation theory more vehemently than ever* He
continued for about sixteen years to disseminate his vie^ by
writmg and teaching, without being directly interfered with by

either his civil or eixJesiastical superiors, greatly to the scandW
of the multitude and of the zealots, in whose eyes Berengar was
” Ule apostolus Satanae,” and the academy ofTours the **Babylon

nostri temporis.” An attempt was made at the council of

Poitiers in 1076 to allay the agitation caused by the controversy,

but it failed, and Berengar narrowly escaped ^ath in a tumult.
Hildebrand, now pope as Gregory VIL, next summoned him to
Rome, and, in a synod held there in 1078, tried once more to
obtain a declaration of his orthodoxy by means of a confession

of faith drawn up in general terms
;
but even this strong-minded

and strong-willed pontiff was at length forced to yield to the
demands of the multitude and its leaders

;
and in another synod

at Rome (1079), finding that he was only endangering his own
position and reputation, he turned unexpectedly upon Berengar
and commanded him to confess that he had erred in not teaching
a change as to substantial reality of the sacramental bread and
wine into the body and blood of Christ. ” Then,” says Berengar,
“ confounded by the sudden madness of the pope, and because
CJod in punishment for my sm.s did not give me a steadfast

heart, I threw myself on the ground, and confessed with impious
voice that I had erred, fearing the pope would instantly pro-

nounce against me the sentence of condemnation, and, as a
necessary consequence, that the populace would hurry me to

the worst of deaths.” He was kindly dismissed by the pope not
long after, with a letter recommending him to the protection of

the bishops of Tours and Angers, and another pronouncing

anathema on all who should do him any injury or call him a

heretic. He returned home overwhelmed with shame and bowed
down with sorrow for having a second time been guilty of a
great impiety. He immediately recalled his forced confession,

and besought all Christian men “ to pray for him, so that his

tears might secure the pity of the Almighty.” He now saw,

however, that the spirit of the age was against him, and hope-

lessly given over to the belief of what he had combated as a

delusion. He withdrew, therefore, into .solitude, and passed the

rest of his life in retirement and prayer on the island of St Come
near Tours. He died there in 1088.

Berengar left behind him a considerable number of followers.

All those who in tlic middle ages denied the substantial presence

of the body and blood of Christ in the eucharist were commonly
designated Berengarians. They differed, of course, in many
respects, even in regard to the nature of the supper. Berengar’s

own views on the subject may be thus summed up :—i. That
bread and wine should Ixjcome flesh and blood pd yet not lose

the properties of bread and wine was, he held, contradictory to

reason, and therefore irreconcilable with the truthfulness of God,

2. He admitted a change (conversio) of the bread and wine into

the body of Christ, in the sense that to those who receive them
they are transformed by grace into higher powers and influences

—into the true, the intellectual or spiritual body of Christ. The
unbelieving receive the external sign or sacramentum

;
but the

believing receive in addition, although invisibly, the reality re-

presented by the sign, the res sacramenii, 3. He rejected the

notion that the sacrament of the altar was a constantly renewed
sacrifice, and held it to be merely a commemoration of the one
sacrifice of Christ. 4. He dwelt strongly on the importance of

men looking away from the externals of the .sacrament to the

spirit of love and piety. The transubstantiation doctrine seemed
to him full of evil, from its tendency to lead men to overvalue

what was sensuous and transitory. 5. He rejected with in-

dignation the miraculous stories told to confirm the doctrine of

transubstantiation. 6. Reason and Scripture seemed to him
the only grounds on which a true doctrine of the Lord’s supper

could be rested. He attached little importance to mere ecclesi-

astical tradition or authority, and none to the voice of majorities,

even when sanctioned by the decree of a pope. In this, as in

other respects, he was a precursor of Protestantism.

The opinions of Berengar are to be ascertained from the works
written m refutation of them by Adelmann, lanfranc, Guitmund,
ftc. ; from the fragments of the De sacr. coena adv, Lanfr, liber, edited

by St&udUn (1820-1829) ; and from the Liber fosierior, edited by
A. F. and F. T. Vischer (1834). See the collection of texts by
SudendoH (1850) ; the Church Histones of Gieseler, ii. 396-411
(Eng. trans.), and Neander, vi. 221-260 (Eng. trans.) ; A. Hamack's
nislory of Dogmo') Haurtau's HisMte 4e la phiiosophie scotastique, i.

223-238 ; Hermann Reuter. Gesekkhte Her religidson AufhlOrung des
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MiUetalUrs, vol. i. (Berlin, 1875) ; L. Schwabe, Studisn tuf GesckickU

dis Zweiten Abendmahlstreits (1887) ; and W, Broecking, " Bruno
von Angers und Berengar yon Tours,” in Deutsche Zeitschrift fUr

Geschichtswissenschaft (vol. xii., 1895).

BtRENGBRp ALPHONSE MARIE MARGELLIN THOMAS
(1785-1866), known as B^renger de la Drome, French lawyer

and politician, son of a. deputy of the third estate of Dauplun6

to the Constituent Assembly, was bom at Valence on the 31st of

May 1785. He entered the magistracy and became procurer

general at Grenoble, but resigned this office on the restoration

of the Bourbons. He now devoted himself mainly to the study

of criminal law, and in 1818 published La Justice crimineUe en

Franccy in which with great courage he attacked the special

tribunals, provosts* courts or military commis.sions which were

the main instruments of the Reaction, and advocated a return

to the old common law and trial by jury. The book had a

considerable effect in discrediting the reactionary policy of the

government; but it was not until 1828, when B6renger was

elected to the chamber, that he had an opportunity of exercising
j

a personal influence on affairs as a member of the group known

as tliat of constitutional opposition. His courage, as well as his

moderation, was again displayed during the revolution of 1830,

when, as president of the parliamentary commission for the trial

of the ministers of Charles X., he braved the fury of the mob and

secured a sentence of imprisonment in place of the death penalty

for which they clamoured.

His position in the chamber was now one of much influence,

and he had a large share in the modelling of the new constitution,

though his effort to secure a hereditary peerage failed. Above

all he was instrumental in framing the new criminal code, based

on more humanitarian principles, which was issued in 1835.

It was due to him that, in 1832, the right, so important in actual

French practice, was given to juries to find “ extenuating

circumstances ” in cases when guilt involved the death penalty.

In 1831 he liad been made a member of the court of appeal (cour

de cassation)
j
and the same year was nominated a meinber of the

academy of moral and political sciences. He was raised to the

peerage in 1839. This dignity he lost owing to the revolution of

1848 ;
and as a politician his career now ended. As a judge,

however, his activity continued. He was president of the high

courts of Bourges and Versailles in 1849. Having been appointed

president of one of the chambers of the court of cassation, he

devoted himself entirely to judicial work until his retirement,

under the age limit, on the 31st of May i860. He now withdrew

to his native town, and occupied himself with his favourite work

of reform of criminal law. In 1833 he had slxared in the founda-

tion of a society for the reclamation of young criminals, in which

he continued to be actively interested to the end. In 1851 and

1852, on the commission of the academy of moral .sciences, he

had travelled in France and England for the purpose of cjounining

and comparing the penal systems in the two countries.
^

The

result was published in 1855 under the title La Repression penale,

comparaison du sysieme peniteniiairc en France et en Angleterre,

He died on the 15th of May 1866.

His son, Ren^i B^renger (1830- ),
continued the work of

his father, and at the outbreak of the revolution of 1870 was

aiuocat general of Lyons. He served as a volunteer in the Franco-

German War, being wounded at Nuits on the 28th of Decemiber.

Returned to the National Assembly by the department of Drome,

he was for a few days in 1873 minister of public works under

Thiers. He then entered the senate, of which he was vice-

president from 1894 to 1897. He founded in 1871 a society for

the reclamation of discharged prisoners, and presided over

various bodies formed to secure improvement of the public

morals. He succeeded Charles Lucas in 1890 at the Academy

of Moral and Political Science.
, . ^ ,

BEl^CS, or Bernice, the Macedonian forms of the Gr^k

Pherenice, the name of (A) five Egyptian and (B) two Jewish

princesses.
. r t.

(A) I. Berenice, daughter of lagus, wife of an obscure

Macedonian soldier and subsequently of Ptolemy Soter, .with

whose bride Eurydice she came to Egypt a lady-in-waitmg.

Her son, Ptolemy Phfiadelphus, was recognized as heir over the

heads of Eurydice’s children. So great was her ability and her

influence that i^hus of Epirus gave the nanae Beremew to a

new city. Her son Philadelphus decreed divine honours to her

on her death. (See Theocritus, IdyUs xv. at^ xvii.)

a. Berenice, daughter of Ptolemy Philadelphus, wife of

Antiochus Theos of Syria, who, according to element with

Ptolemy (249), had divorced his wife Laodice and transferred

the succession to Berenice's children. On Ptolemy’s death,

Antiochus repudiated Berenice and took back Laodiee^ urho,

however, at once poisoned him and murdered Belnsnice and

her son. The prophecy in Daniel xi. 6 seq. refers to these

events.

3. Berenice, the daughter of Magas, king of Cyrene, and

the wife of Ptolemy III. Euergetes. During her husband’s

absence on an expedition to Syria, she dedicated her hair to

Venus for his safe return, and placed it in the temple of the

goddess at Zephyrium. The hair having by some unknown

means disappeared, Conon of Samos, the mathematician and

astronomer, explained the phenomenon in courtly phrase, by

saying that it had been carried to the heavens and placed among

the stars. The name Coma Berenices, applied to a constellation,

commemorates this incident. Callimachus celebrated the

transformation in a poem, of which only a few lines remain,

but there is a fine translation of it by Catullus. Soon after her

husband’s death (221 b.c.) she was murdered at the instigation

of her son Ptolemy IV., with whom she was probably associated

in the government.

4. Berenice, also called Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy X.,

married as her second hiusliand Alexander 11 ., grandson of

Ptolemy VII. He murdered her three weeks afterwards.

5. Berenice, daughter of Ptolemy Auletes, eldest sister of

the great ('leopatra. The Alexandrines placed her on the throne

in succession to her father (58 b.c.). She rnarried Seleu^s

Cybiosactes, but soon caused him to be slain, and married

Archelaus, who had been made king of Comana in Pontus (or in

Cappadocia) by Pompey. Auletes was restored and put both

Berenice and Archelaus to death in 55 B.c.

(B) I. Berenice, daughter of Salome, sister of Herod L, and

wife of her cousin Aristobulus, who was assassinated in 6 b.c.

Their relations had been unhappy and she was accused of com-

plicity in his murder. By Aristobulus she was the mother of

Herod Agrippa I. Her second husband, Theudion, unde on the

mother’s side of Antipaicr, son of Herod I., having been put to

death for conspiring against Herod, she married Archelaus.

Subsequently she went to Rome and enjoyed the favour of the

imperial household.

2. Berenice, daughter of Agrippa 1 ., king of Judaea, and

bom probably about a.d. 28. She was first married to Marcus,

son of the alaharch ^ Alexander of Alexandria. On his early

death she was married to her father’s brother, Herod of Chalcii,

after whose death (a.d. 48) she lived for some years with her

brother, Agrippa II. Her third husband was Polemon, king of

Cilicia, but she soon deserted him, and returned to Agrippa,

with whom she was living in 60 when Paul appeared before him

at Caesarea (Acts xxvi.). During the devastation of Judaea by

the Romans, she fascinated Titus, whom along with Agrippa she

followed to Rome as his promised wife (a.d. 75). When he

became emperor (a.d. 79) he dismissed her finally, though

reluctantly, to her own country. Her influence had been cm*
cised vainly on behalf of the Jews in a.d. 66, but the burning

of her palace alienated her sympathies. For her influence see

Juvenal, Satires, vi., and Tacitus, Hist. ii. 2.

BERENICE, an ancient seaport #f Egypt, on the west coast of

the Red Sea, in 23“ 56' N., 35° 34' E. Built at the head of a gulf,

the Immufidus, or Foul Bay, of Strabo, it was sheltered on

the north by Ras Benas {Lepte Extrema). The port is now
nearly filled up,has a sand-bar at its entrance and can be fcached

only by small craft. Most important of the mins is a temple

;

the remnants of its sculptures and inscriptions preserve the name

of Tiberius and the figmes of many deities, including a goddess

1 Alabarch or Arabasch (Gr. dXatoxW' ^ the name of

the bead magistnite of the Jews in Alexandria under the Ptolena^
and Roman rules.
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of tibe emerald mines. Berenice was founded by Ptolemy 11.

(985-^47 Bxi.) in order to shorten the dangerous Red Sea

voyages, and was named in honour of his mother. For four or

five centuries it became the entrcp5t of trade between India,

Arabia and Upper Egypt. From it a road, provided with

watering stations, leads north-west across the desert to the Nik
at Coptos. In the ne^bourhood of Berenice are the emerald

mines of 2^bara and Saket.

BERB8F0RD, LOHD CHARLB8 WILUAM DE LA POER
(1846- ), Britwh admiral, second son of the 4th marquess

of Waterford, was bom in Ireland, and entered the “ Britannia

as a naval cadet in 1859. He became lieutenant in 1868, and
commander in 1875. In 1874 he was returned to parliament as

Conservative M.P for Waterford, retaining his seat till 1880, and
he was already known in this period as a gallant officer, with a

special interest in naval administration. In 1 875-1876 he accom-

panied the then prince of Wales on his visit to India as naval

A.D.C.; from 1878 to 1881 he was commander of the royal yacht
“ Osborne.” He was in command of the gunboat “ Condor ”

in the Mediterranean when the Egyptian crisis of 1889 occurred ;

and he became a popular hero in England in connexion with

the bombardment of Alexandria (July ji), when he took his

ship close in to the forts and engaged them with such conspicuous

gallantry that the admiral ordered a special signal “ Well done,

Condor !
” He was promoted captain for his services, and, after

taking an active part in the re-establishment of order in Akx-
andria, he served again in Egypt on Lord Wolseley’s staff in

the expedition of 1884-85, commanding the naval brigade at

Abu Klea, Abu Kru and Metemmeh, and, with the river steamer
“ Safieh,” rescuing Sir C. Wilson and his party, who had been

wrecked on returning from Khartum (Feb. 4, 1885). In

November 1885 he was again returned to parliament as member
for East Marylebone (re-elected 1886), and in Lord Salisbury’s

ministry of 18B6 he was appointed a lord of the admiralty,

press agitation in favour of a stronger navy was now in full swing,

and it was well known that in Lord Charles Beresford it had an
active supporter

;
but very little impression was made on the

government, and in 1888 he resigned his office on this question,

a dramatic step which had considerable effect. In the House of

Commons he advocated an expenditure of twenty millions sterling

on the fleet, and the passing of the Naval Defence Act in 1889
was largely due to his action. At the end of 1889 he became
captain of the cruiser “ Undaunted ” in the Mediterranean, and
when this ship was paid off in 1S93 he was appointed in command
of the steam reserve at Chatham, a post he held for three years.

In 1897 he became rear-admiral, and again entered parliament,

winning a by-election at York
;
he retained his seat till 1900,

but was mainly occupied during these years by a mission to

China on behalf of the Associated Chambers of Commerce ; he
published his book Th^ Break-up of China in i8qq. In 1902 he

was returned to parliament for Woolwich, but resigned on his

appointment to command the Channel squadron (1903-1905)

;

in 1905 he was given the command of the Mediterranean fleet,

and from 1906 to 1909 was commander-in-chief of the Channel

fleet ; in 1906 he became a full admiral. At sea he had always

shown himself a remarkable disciplinarian, possessed of great

itifluenoe over his men, and his reputation as one who would,
if necessary, prove a great fighting commander was second to

none
;
and, even when serving afloat and therefore unabk to

speak direct to die public,he was in the forefront of the campaign
for increased naval efficiency. During the administration (1903-

1910) of Sir John Fisher (see Fis]nER.3iiiitON)as first sea lord of

the admiralty it was notorioua that considerable friction existed

between them, and both in the navy and in public a great deal

of par^-spirit was engendered in the discussion of their

opposing views. When Lord Charles Beresford’s term expired

aicommandei>m«chief in March 1909 he was finally ^^unmuzrfed,’’

and the attack which for some years his supporters had made
against Sir J . Fisher’s administration came to a head at a moment
coinciding wi^ the new shipbuilding crisis occasioned by the

revelationB as to the increase of the German fleet. He h^self
came forward with proposals for a large increase in the navy

and a reoiganization of the administrative system, his first step

being a demand for an inquiry, to which the government
promptly assented (May) in the shape of a small Committee
under the prime minister. Its report (August), however, gave
him no satisfaction, and he proceeded with his public campaign,
bitterly attacking the ministerial policy. In Januar>^ 1910, at
the general election, he was returned as Conservative M.P. for

Portsmouth
;
but meanwhile Sir John Fisher’s term of office

came to an end, and in his successor, Admiral Sir Arthur Knyvet
Wilson (b. 1842), the navy obtained a first sea lord who com-
manded universal confidence.

BERESFORD, JOHN (1738-1805), Irish statesman, was a
younger son of Sir Marcus Beresford, who, having married
Catherine, sole heiress of James Power, 3rd earl of Tyrone, was
created eari of Tyrone in 1746. After the death of the earl in

1763, Beresford’s mother successfully asserted her claim suo jure

to the barony of La Poer. John Beresford, born on the 14th of

March 1738, thus inherited powerful family connexions. He
was educated at Trinity College, Dublin, was called to the Irish

bar, and entered the Irish parliament as member for Waterford
in 1760. His industry, added to the influence of his family,

procured his admission to the privy council in 1768, and hLs

appointment as one of the commissioners of revenue two- years

later. In 1780 he became first commissioner of revenue, a
position which gave Kim powerful influence in the Irish adminis-

tration. He introduced some useful reforms in the machinery
of taxation

;
and he was the author of many improvemcnt.s in the

architecture of the public buildings and streets of Dublin. He
was first brought into conflict with Grattan and the popular

party, in 1784, by his support of the proposal that the Irish

parliament in return for the removal of restrictions on Irish

trade should be bound to adopt the English navigation laws.

In 1786 he was sworn a member of the English privy council,

and the power which he wielded in Ireland through his numerous
dependants and connexions grew to be so extensive that a few

years later he was spoken of as the “ king of Ireland.” He was a

vehement opponent of the increasing demand for relief of the

Roman Catholics
; and when it became known that Lord Fitz-

william was to succeed Lord Westmorland as lord lieutenant

in 1795 ^Ke purpose of carrying out a conciliatory policy,

Beresford expressed strong hostility to the appointment. One
of Fitzwilliam’s first acts was to dismiss Beresford from his

employment but with permission to retain his entire official

salary for life, and with the assurance that no other member of

his family would be removed. Beresford immediately exerted

all his influence with his friends in England, to whom he described

himself as an injured and persecuted man
;
he appealed to Pitt,

and went in person to London to lay his complaint before the

English ministers. There is little doubt that the recall of Lord
Fitzwilliam (y.p.), which was followed by such momentous
consequences in the history of Ireland, was, as the viceroy himself

believed, mainly due to Beresford’s dismissal. There had been
a misunderstanding on the point between Pitt and Fitzwilliara.

The latter, whose veracity was unimpeachable, asserted that

previous to his coming to Ireland he had informed the prime
minister of his intention to dismiss Beresford, and that Pitt had
raised no objection. Pitt denied all recollection of any such

communication, and on the contrary described the dismissal as

an open breach of the most solemn promise.” ^ In a letter to

I^rd Carlisle, justifying his action, Fitzwilliam mentioned that

malversation had been imputed to Beresford. Beresford sent a
challenge to Fitzwilliam, but the combatants were interrupted

on the field and Fitzwilliam then made an apology.

When Lord Camden replaced Fitzwilliam in the viceroyalty

in March 1795, Beresford resumed his former position. On the

eve of the rebellion in 1798 his letters to Lord Auckland gave an
alarming description of the condition of Ireland,£md he Cdunsc^ed
strong measures of repression. When first consulted by Pitt on
the question of the union Beresford appears to have disliked the

idea ; but he soon became reconciled to the policy and warmly
supported it. After the union Ber^ord continued to represent

I
1 Stanhope. Life of Pin, ti. 301.
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Waterford in the impe^ pailiament, and he remained in office

till 1802^ taking an active part in settling the financial relations

between Ireland and Great Britain. He died near Londonderry
on the 5th of November 180*5. John Beresford was twice
married : in 1760 to a foreign lady, Constantia Ligondes, who
died in 1772; and, secondly, in 1774 to Barbara Montgomery, a
celebrated beauty who figures in Sir Joshua Reynolds’s picture

of “The Graces.^’ He had large families by both marriages.

His son, John Claudius, kept a riding school in Dublin, which
acquired an evil reputation as the chief scene of the Hoggings
by which evidence was extorted of the conspiracy which came
to a head in 1798. He took a prominent part in the Irish House
of Commons, where he unsuccessfully moved the reduction of

the proposed Irish contribution to the imperial exchequer in

the debates on the Act of Union, of which, unlike his father, he
was to the last an ardent opponent.

See Correspondence of the Hight Han. John Beresford, edited by
W. Beresford (2 volb., l.ondon. 1854) ; Edward Wakefield, An
Account of Ireland {2 vols., London, 1812) ;

Earl Stanhope, Life of

William Pitt (4 vols., T.ondon. 1861) ;
W. E. H. Lecky, History of

Ireland in the Eighteenth Century, vols. iii., iv., v. (5 vols., London,
i8q2). * (R. J. M.)

BERESFORD, WILLIAM CARR BERESFORD, Viscount
(1768-1854), British general and Portuguese marshal, illegitimate

son of the first marquess of Waterford, was lK>rn on the 2nd of

October 1768. He entered the British army in 1785, and while

in Nova Scotia with his regiment in the following year lost the

sight of one eye by a shooting accident. He first distinguished

himself at loulon in 1793, receiving two years later the command
of the 88th regiment (Connaught Rangers). In 1799 his regiment

was ordered to India, and a few months later Beresford left with

Sir David Baird’s expedition for Egypt, and was placed in

command of the first brigade which led the march from Kosseir

across the desert. When, on the evacuation of Egypt in 1803,

he returned home, his reputation was established. In 1805 he

accompanied Sir David Baird to South Africa, and was present

at the capture of Cape Town and the surrender of the colony.

From South Africa he was despatched to South America. He
had little difficulty in capturing Buenos Aires with only a couple

of regiments. But this force was wholly insufficient to hold the

colony. Under the leadership of a French gmigre, the chevalier

de Tiniers, the colonists attacked Beresford, and at the end of

three days’ hard fighting he was compelled to capitulate. After

six months’ imprisonment he escaped, and reached England in

1807, and at the end of that year he was sent to Madeira, occupy-

ing the Island in the name of the king of Portugal. After six

months in Madeira as governor and commander-in-chief, during

which he learnt Portuguese and obtained an insight into the

Portuguese character, he was ordered to join Sir Arthur

Wellesley’s army in Portugal. He was first employed as com-
mandant in Lisbon, but accompanied Sir John Moore on the

advance into Spain, and took a conspicuous part in the battle of

Corunna (see Peninsular War). In February 1809 Beresford

was given the task of reorganizing the Portuguese army. In

this task, by systematic weeding-out of inefficient officers and

men, he succeeded beyond expectation. By the summer of 1810

he had so far improved the moral and discipline of the force

that Wellington brigaded some of the Portuguese .regiments

with English ones, and at Busaco Portuguese and English fought

side by side. Beresford’s services in this battle were rewarded

by the British government with a knighthood of the Bath and

by the Portuguese with a peer^e.

In the spring of 1811 Wellington was compelled to detach

Beresford from the Portuguese service. The latter was next

in seniority to General (Lord) Hill who had gone home on sick

leave, and on him, therefore, the command of Hill’s corps now
devolved. Unfortunately Beresford never really gained the

confidence of his new troops. At Campo Mayor his light cavalry

brigade got out of hand, and a regiment of d^oons was practic-

ally annihBated. He invested Badajoz with insufficient forces,

and on the advance of Soult he was compelled to raise the siege

and offer battle at Albucra. His personal courage was even

more than usually conspicuous, but to the initiative of a junior

77 ?

Staff officer, Colonel (afterwards Viscount) Hardinge^ than

to Beresford’s own generalship, was the hardly-won victoiy to

be attributed. Beresford then went bock to his work of

reorganizing the Portuguese army. He was present at the

siege of Badajoz and at the battle of Salamanca, where he was
severely wounded (18x2). In 18x3 he was present at the battle

of Vittoria, and at the battles of the Pyrenees, while at the battle

of the Nivelle, the Nive and Orthez he commanded theiBcitish

centre, and later he led a corps at the battle of Toulouse. At
the dose of the Peninsular war he was created Baron. Beresford

of Albuera and Cappoquin, with a pension of £2000 a year, to be
continued to his two successors.

In X819 the revolution in Portugal led to the dismissaLof the

British officers in the Portuguese service. Beresford therefore

left Portugal and placed the question of the arrears of pay of hjs

army before the king at Rio Janeiro. On his retitrn the new
Portuguese government refused to allow him to land, and he

accordingly left for home. On arriving in England he turned

his attention to politics, and strongly supported the duke pf

Wellington in the House of Lords. In 1823 his barony was made
a viscounty, and when the duke of Wellington formed his first

cabinet in 1828 he gave Beresford the office of master-general

of the ordnance. In 1830 Beresford retired from politics, and
for some time subsequently he was occupied in a heated con-

troversy with William Napier, the hi.storian of the Peninsular

War, who had severely criticised his tactics at Albuera. On this

subject Wellington’s opinion of Beresford is to the point. The
duke had no illusions as to his being a great general, but he

thought very highly of his powers of organization, and he went
so far as to declare, during the Peninsular War, that, in the event

of his own death, he would on tins ground recommend Beresford

to succeed him. The last years of Beresford’s life were spent at

Bedgebury, Kent, where he had purchased a country estate.

He died on the 8th of January 1854.

BEREZINA, a river of Russia, in the government of Minsk,

forming a tributary of the Dnieper. It rises in the marshes of

Borizov and flows south, inclining to east, for 350 m. (250 m.

navigable), for the most part through low-lying but well-wooded

country. As a navigable river, and forming a portion of the

canal system which unites the Black Sea with the Baltic, it is of

importance for commerce, but is subject to severe floods. It was

just above Borizov that Napoleon’s army forced the passage

of the Berezina, with enormous losses, on the 26th-38th of

November 1812, during the retreat from Moscow.

BEREZOV, a town of Asiatic Russia,^ the government of

Tobolsk, 700 m. N. of the city of that name, situated on three

hills on the left bank of the Sosva, 26 m. above its mouth in the

Ob, in 63® 55' N. lat. and 65“ 7' E. long. It has more than once

suffered from conflagrations—for example, in 1719 and 1808.

Prince Menshikov, the favourite of Peter the Great and Catherine

I., died here an exile, in 1729. In 1730 his enemy and rivd,

Prince Dolgoniki, was interned here with his toily ; and in

1742 General Ostermann was sent to Berezov with his wife and

died there in 1747. The yearly mean temperature is 25® Fahr.,

the maximum cold being 4*7®. It has a cathedral, near which

lie buried Mary Menshikov, once betrothed to the t&sa Peter IL,

and some of the Dolgorukis. There is some trade in furs,

mammoth bones, dried and salted fish. Pop. (1897) 1073.

BBREZOV8K, a village of east Russia, in the government of

;

Perm, on the eastern slope of the Urals, 8 ro. N.E. of Ekaterin-

burg. It is the centre of an important gold-mining region

(5 m. by 2i) of the same name. The mines have been known

I

since 1747. The inhabitants als<%manufacture boots, cut stone

I

and carry on cabinet-making.

BERG (Ducatus MonUnsis), a former duchy of Germany, on
the right bank of the Rhine, bounded N. by the duchy of Ueves,

K. by the countihip of La Marck and the duchy of Westphalia,

and S. and W. by the bishopric of Cologne. Its area was about

1120 sq. rn. The district was raised in 1108 to the rank of a

countship, but did not become a duchy till 1380, after it had
passed into the possession of the Jfilich family. In 1423 the

I
duchy of Jiilich fdi to Adolf of Berg, and in 1437 the oouatship
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of Ravensberg was united to the duchies. The male line of the

dukes of Julich-Berg-Ravensberg became extinct in 1511, and

the duchy passed by marriage to John III. (d. 1539X duke of

Cleves and count of La Marck, whose male line became extinct

with the death of John William, bishop of Miinster, in 1609,

Of the latter’.s four sisters, the eldest (Marie Eleonore) was

married to Albert Frederick, duke of Prussia, the second (AnnaJ

to Philip Louis, count palatine of Neuburg, the third (Magdalena)

to John, count palatine of Zweibriickert, and the fourth (Sybille)

to Charles of Habsburg, margrave of Burgau. The question of

the succession led to a prolonged contest, which was one of the

causes of the Thirty \'ears’ War. It was settled in 1614 by a

partition, under which Berg, with Jiilich, was assigned to the

count palatine of Neuburg, in whose line it remained till 1742,

when it passed to the Bultzbach branch of the house of Wittels-

bach. On the death of Charles Theodore, the last of this line, in

1799, Jiilich and Berg fell to Maximilian Joseph of Zweibriicken

(Maximilian 1 . of Bavaria), who ceded the duchies in 1806 to

Napoleon. Berg was bestowed by Napoleon, along with the

duchy of Cleves and other posses.sions, on Joachim Murat, who
bore the title of grand-duke of Berg

;
and after Murat’s elevation

to the throne of Naples, it was transferred to Louis, the son of

the king of Holland. By the congress of Vienna in 1815 it was
made over to Prussia.

See B. SchiVnnoshftfer. Gesrhirhte des Rer(;ischen Landes (Ell>erfeld,

1895); Stokvis, Manuel d'hisioife, &>c. vol. iii. (Leiden, 1890-1893);
and R. Gocke, Das Gwssherzo^ium Berg untef Joachim Mural,
Nafioleon und Louis NafJoUori, 1S06-1S1J (Cologne, 1877).

BERGAHASK, or Bergomask (from the town of Bergamo in

North Italy), a clumsy rustic dance (cf. Shakespeare, Midsummer
Nighfs Dream, v. 360) copied from the natives of Bergamo,
reputed to be very awkward in their manners.

BERGAMO (anc. Bergomum), u city and episcopal see of

Lombardy, Italy, capital of the province of Bergamo, situated

at the foot of the Alps, at the junction of the Brembo and Serio,

33 J m. N.E. of Milan by rail, and 26 m. direct. Pop. (1901)

town, 25,425 ;
commune, 46,861. The town consists of two

distinct parts, the older Cittd Alta, upon a hill 1200 ft. above
sea-level, strongly fortified by the Venetians, and the new town
(Cittk Bassa) below, the two being connected by a funicular

railway. The most interesting building of the former is the fine

Romanesque church of S. Maria Maggiore, founded in 1137 and
completed in 1355, with a Imroque interior and some interesting

works of art. Adjoining it to the north is the Cappella Colleoni,

with a richly sculptured polychrome favade, and a modernized

interior, containing the fine tombs of Bartolommeo Colleoni

(c. 1400-1475), a native of Bergamo, and his daughter Medea.

The work was executed in 1470-1476 by Giovanni Antonio

Amadeo, who was also employed at the Certosa di Pavia. The
market-place (now Piazza Garibaldi) contains the Gothic Palazzo

Vecchio or Broietto ; close by are the cathedral (1614) and a

small baptister>’ of 1340, rebuilt in 1898. The lower town
contains an important picture-gallery, consisting of three collec-

tions of works of north Italian masters, one of which was
bequeathed in 1891 by the art critic Giovanni Morelii. Bei^amo
has fine modern buildings and numerous silk and cotton factories.

It also has a considerable cattle market, though its yearly Fiera

di S. Alessandro (the patron saint) has lost some of its importance.

Railways radiate from it to Lecco, Ponte della Selva, Usmate
(for Monza or Seregno), Treviglio (on the main line from Milan

to Verona and Venice) and (via Rovato) to Brescia, and steam
tramways to Treviglio, Sarnico and Sotteino.

The ancient Bergomum the centre of the tribe of tiie

Orobii ; it became, after their subjection to Rome, a Roman
munidiMdity with a considerable territory, and after its destruc-

tion by Attila, became the capital of a Lombard duchy. From
1264 to 1428 it was under Milan, but then became Venetian, and
reiwned so until 1797. Remains of the Roman city are not

visible above gre^d, but various discoveries made are recorded

by G. Mantovani in Not. Scav., 1890, 2s. (T. As.)

BERGAMOT, OIL OF* an essential oil obtained from the rind

of the fruit of the Citrus bergamia. Hie bergamot is a small

tree with leaves and flowers like the bitter orange, and a round
fruit nearly 3 in. in diameter, having a thin lemon-yellow smooth
rind. The tree is cultivated in southern Calabria, whence the
entire supply of bergamot oil Is drawn. Machinery is mostly
used to express the oil from the fruit, which is gathered in

November and December. The oil, which on standing deposits
a stearoptene, bergamot camphor or bergaptene, is a limpid
peenish-yellow fluid of a specific gravity of 0-882 to o-886, and
its powerful but pleasant odour is mainly due to the presence of
linalyl acetate, or hergamiol, which can be artificially prepared
by heating linalol with acetic anhydride. The chief use of

bergamot oil is in perfumery. The word apparently is derived
from the Italian town Bergamo. The name Bergamot, for a
variety of pear, is an entirely different word, supposed to be a
corruption of the Turkish beg-armudi (* prince’s pear; cf.

Oer. Furstenbirn).

BERGEDORF,a town of Germany, in the territory of Hamburg,
on the river Billc, 10 m. by rail E. by S. from the city. Pop.

(1900) 23,728. It produces vegetables and fruit/or the Hamburg
markets, and carries on tanning, glas.s manufacture, brewing
and brick-making. It received civic rights in 1275. belonged to

Liibeck and Hamburg coi\jointly from 1420 to 1868, and in the

latter year was purchased by Hamburg. The surrounding dis-

trict, exceptionally fertile marshland, is known as Die Vierlande,

being divided into four parishes, whence the name is derived.

BERGEN, a city and seaport of Norway, forming a separate

county {amt\ on the west coast, in lat. 60'' 23' N (about that of

the Shetland Islands). Pop. (1900) 72,179. It lies at the head
of the broad Byfjord, and partly on a rocky promontory (Nord-
naes) between the fine harbour (Vnagen) and the Puddefjord.

Its situation is very beautiful, the moist climate (mean annual

rainfall, 74 in.) fostering on the steep surrounding hills a vegeta-

tion unusually luxuriant for the latitude. Behind the town lie

the greater and lesser Lungegaard Lakes, so that the site is in

effect a peninsula. The harbour is crowded with picturesque

timber-ships and fishing-smacks, and is bordered by quays.
The principal street is .Strandgaden,- on the Nordnaes* parallel

with the harbour, communicating inland with the iorif or market-
place, which fronts the harbour and contains the fish and fruit

market. The portiqp of the city on the mainland rises in an
amphitheatre. The houses, of wood or stucco, are painted in

warm reds and yellows. On the banks of the lesser Lungegaard
Lake is the small town park, and above the greater lake the
pleasant Nygaards park, with an aquarium adjoining. Among
the principal buildings are the cathedral (rebuilt in the i6th
century), and several other churches, among which the Mariae
Kirke with its Romanesque nave is the earliest; a hospital,

diocesan college, naval academy, school of design and a theatre.

An observatory and biological station arc maintained. The
museums are of great interest. The Vestlandske fishery and
industrial museum also contains a picture gallery, and exhibition

of the Bergen Art Union {Kunstforening). The Bergen museum
contains antiquities and a natural history collection. The
Hanseatic museum is housed in a carefully-preserved gaard^ or
store-house and offices of the Hanseatic League of German
merchants, who inhabited the German quarter (Tydskenbryggen)
and were established here in great strength from 1445 to 1558
(when the Norwegians began to find their presence irksome),

and brought much prosperity to the city in that period. The
Bergenhus and Fredriksberg forts defend the north and south
entries of the harbour respectively. The first was originally

built in the 13th century by King Haakon Haakonsson, and
subsequently enlarged

; and still bears marks of an English
attack when a Dutch fleet was driven to shelter here in 1665.
Near it are remains of another old fort, the Sverresborg. Electric

trams ply in the principal streets.

Bergen is the birthplace of the poets Ludvig Holbeig (1684-

1754) and Johan Welhaven (1807-1873), of Johan Dahl the
painter <1788-1857), of Ole Bull (1810-1880) and Edvard Grieg
the musi^ns. There are statues to Holberg and Bull, and also

to Christie, president of the Storthing (pariiament) in 1815 and
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Bergen ranks first of the Norwegian ship-owning centres,

having risen to this position from fifth in 1879. The trade,

however, is exceeded by that of Christiania. The staple export
trade is in fish and their products

;
other exports are

butter, copper ore and hides. The principal imports are coal,

machinery, salt, grain and provisions. The manufactures are

not extensive, but the preparation of fish products, shipbuilding,

weaving and distillery, with manufactures of paper, pottery,

tobacco and ropes are carried on. Bergen is an important centre

of the extensive tourist traffic of Norway. Regular steamers
serve the port from Hull and Newcastle (about 40 hours), from
Hamburg, and from all the Norwegian coast towns. Many
local steamers penetrate the fjords, touching at every village and
gaard. Bergen is the nearest port to the famous Hardnngcr
Fjord, and is the starting-point of a remarkable railway which
runs through many tunnels and fine scenery towards Vosse-

vangen or Voss. In 1896 a beginning was made with the con-

tinuation of this line through the mountains to connect with

Christiania. In the first 50 m. from Voss the line ascends 4080 ft.,

passing through a tunnel 5796 yds. long.

Bergen (formerly Bjorgvin) was founded by King Olaf

Kyrre in 1070“- 1075, rapidly grew to importance, the

Byfjord becoming the scene of several important engage-

ments in the civil wars of subsequent centuries. The famous

Hansa merchants maintained a failing position here till 1764.

The town suffered frequently from fire, as in 1702 and 1855,

and the broad open spaces {Almtnninge) which interrupt
I

the streets are intended as a safeguard against the spread of
'

flames.

See Y. Nielsen, Bergen fra die dldste tidcr indtil nutiden (Christiania,

1877) ; H. Jager, Bergen og Bergenserne (Bergen, 1889).

BERGEN-OP-ZOOM» a town in the province of North Brabant,

Holland, situated on both sides of the small river Zoom, near

its confluence with the East Scheldt, 38 J m. by rail E. by N. of

Flushing. It is connected by steam tramway with Antwerp

(20 m. S.) and with the islands of Tholen and Duiveland to the

north-west. Pop. (1900) 13,663. The houses arc well built, the

market-places and squares handsome and spacious. It possesses

a port and an arsenal, and contains a fine town hall, with portraits

of the ancient margraves of Bergen-op-Zoom, a Latin school,

and an academy of design and architecture. The remains of

the old castle of the margraves have been converted into barracks.

The tower is still standing and is remarkable for its increase in

size as it rises, which causes it to rock in a strong wind. The
church contains a monument to Lord Edward Bruce, killed in a

duel with Sir Edward Sackville, afterwards earl of Dorset, in

1613. There are numerous tile-works and potteries of fine ware ;

and a considerable trade is carried ofn in anchovies and oysters

caught in the Scheldt. A large sugar-beet industry has also

sprung up here in modern times.

Bergen-op-Zoom is a very old town, but little is known of its

early history beyond the fact that it was taken by the Normans
in 880. In the 13th century it became the seat of Count Gerhard

of Wesemael, who surrounded it with walls and built a castle.

By the end of the 15th century it hod become one of the most

prosperous towns of Holland, on account of its fisheries and its

cloth-trade. In 1576 the town joined the United Netherlands,

and was shortly afterwards fortified. In 1588 it was succe.ssfully

defended against the duke of Parma by an English and Dutch

garrison commanded by Cx)lonel Morgan, and in 1605 it was

suddenly attacked by Du Terail. In 1622 the Spaniards, under

Spinola, made another attempt to take the town, but were

forced to abandon the enterprise after a siege of ten weeks and

the loss of 1200 men. Towards the end of the 17th century the

fortifications were greatly strengthened by Coehoorn, and in

1725 they were further extended. In 1747, however, the town

was taken by the French, under Marshal Lowendahl, who

surprised it by means of a subterranean passage. Restored at

the end of the war, it was again taken by the French under

Pichegru in 1795. Th^ English, under Sir Thomas Graham,

afterwards Lord Lynedoch, in March 18x4 made an attempt to

take it by a emp de main, but were driven back with great loss

773
by the French, who surrendered the place, however, by the
treaty of peace in the following May.
The lordship of Bergen-op-2^m appears, after the definite

union of the Low Countries with the Empire in 924, as an
hereditary fief of the Empire, and the succession of its lords may
be traced from Henry (1098-1125), who also held Breda. In

1533 it was raised to a margraviate by the emperor Charles V.,

and was held by various families until in 1799 it passed, through
the Sultzbach branch of the Wittclsbachs, to the royal house of

Bavaria, by whom it was renounced in favour of the. Batavian
republic in 1801.

BERGERAC, a town of south-western France, capital of an
arrondissement in the department of Dordogne, on the right bank
of the Dordogne, 60 m. E. of Bordeaux on the railway to Cahors.
Pop. (1906) town, 10,545 ;

commune, 15,623. The river is

rendered navigable by a large dam and crossed by fine bridge
which leads to the suburb of La Madeleine. Apart from a few
old houses in the older quarter by the river, the town contains

no monuments of antiquarian interest. There is a handsome
modern church built in the middle of the 19th century. Bergerac
is the seat of a sub-prefect and has tribunals of first instance

and of commerce and a communal college. Wine of fine quality

is grown in the district and is the chief source of the commerce
of the town, which is mainly carried on with Liboume and
Bordeaux. There is trade in grain, truffles, chestnuts, brandy
and in the salmon of the Dordogne. The town has flour-mills,

iron-works, tanneries, distilleries and nursery-gardens, and it

has manufactures of casks and of vinegar. There are quarries

of millstone in the vicinity. In the i6th century Bergerac was a
very flourishing and populous place, but most of its inhabitants

having embraced Calvinism it .suffered greatly during the

religious wars and by the revocation of the edict of Nantes (1685).

It was in 1577 the scene of the signing of the sixth peace between
the Catholics and Protestants. Its fortifications and citadel

were demolished by Louis XIll. in 1621.

BERGHAUS, HEINRICH (1797-1884), German geographer,

was born at Kleve on the 3rd of May 1797, He was trained as a
surveyor, and after volunteering for active service under General

Tauenzicn in 1813, joined the staff of the Prussian trigono-

metrical survey in 1816. He carried on a geographical school at

Potsdam in company with Heinrich Lange, August Petermann,
and others, and long held the professorship of applied mathe-
matics at the Bauakademie. But he is most famous in connexion

with his cartographical work. His greatest achievement was the

Physihaliscker Atlas (Gotha, 1838-1848), which work, as in

others, his nephew Hermann Berghaus (1828-1890) was
associated with him. He had also a share in the re-issuc of the

great Stieler Handattas (originally produced by Adolf Stieler in

1817-1823), and in the production of other atlases. His written

works were numerous and important, including Allgemeine

Lander- und Vblkerkunde (Stuttgart, 1837-1840), Grundriss der

Geographic in funf Buchern (Berlin, 1842), Die Pbiker des ErdbaUs
(Leipzig, 1845-1847), Was man von der Erde weiss (Berlin, 1856-

1860), and various large works on Germany. In 1863
lished Briepoechsel mit Alexander von Humboldt (Leipzig). He
died at Stettin on the. 17th of February 1884.

BERGK, THEODOR (1812-1881), German philolojgist, was
born at Leipzig on the 22nd of May 1812. After studying at the

university of his native town, where he profited by the instruc-

tion of G. Hermann, he was appointed in 1835 to the lectureship

in Latin at the orphan school at Halle. After holding posts

at Neustrelitz, Berlin and Cassel, he succeeded (1842) K. F,

Hermann as professor of classical literature at Marburg. In
1852 he went to Freiburg, and in 1857 returned to Halle. In
i86« he resigned his professorship, and settled down to study and
literary work in Bonn. He died on the 20th of July 1881, at
Ragatz in Switzerland, where he had gone for the benefit of his

health. Bergk's literary activity was very great, but his reputa-
tion mainly rests upon his work in connexion with Greek literature

and the Greek lyric poets. His Poetae Lyrici Graeci (1843, 5th
ed. X900, &c.), and Griechiseke LitUraturgcschidUe (1S72-1887,
completed by G. Hinrichs and R. PeppmQller) are standard
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works. He also edited Anacreon (i834)» the fragments of

Aristophanes (1840), Aristophanes (3rd ed., 1872), Sophocles (and

ed., x868), a lyric anthology (4th ed., 1890). Among his other

works may be mentioned : Augusti Rerum a se gestarum Index

(1873) ;
Inschriften romiscker Schleudergeschosse (1876) j

Zut

Geschichte und Topografdiie der Rheinlande in romiscker Zeit

(1882) ;
Beitrdge eur rdmischen Ckronologie (1884).

His Kleins philolagische Sehnften have been edited by Peppmuller
(1884-1886), and contain, in addition to a complete list of his writincs,

a sketch of hln life. See Sandys, Hint of Cla\s. Schol, iii. 146 (iyo8).

BERGLER, STEPHAN, German classical scholar, was bom
about 1680 at Kronstadt in Transylvania. The date of his death

is uncertain. After studying at Leipzig, he went to Amsterdam,

where he edited Homer and the Onomasticon of Julius Pollux

for Wetzstein the publisher. Subsequently, at Hamburg, he

assisted the great biblibgrapher J. A. Fabricius in the production

of his Bibliotheca Graeca and his edition of Sextus Empiricus.

He finally found a permanent post in Bucharest as secretary to

the prince of Walachia, Alexander Mavrocordato, whose work
n€/>i riav KaOrfKovrm (De Officiis) he had previously translated

for Fritzsch, the Leipzig bookseller, by whom he had been

employed as proof-reader and literary hack. In the prince’s

library Bcrgler discovered the introduction and the first three

chapters of Eusebius’s Demonsiraiio Evangelica. He died in

Bucharest, and was buried at his patron’s expense. According

to another account, Bergler, finding himself without means,

drifted to Constantinople,- where he came to an untoward end
(f. 1740). He is said to have become a convert to Islam

;
thi.s

report was probably a mistake for the undisputed fact that he

embraced Roman Catholicism. Bergler led a wild and irregular

life, and offended his friends and made many enemies by his

dissipated habits and cynical disposition. In addition to writing

numerous articles for the Leipzig Acta Eruditorum, Bergler

edited the editio princeps of the Byzantine historiogra{mer

Genesius (1733), and the letters of Alciphron (r7i5), in which

seventy-five hitherto unpublished letters were for the first time

included.

BERGMAN, TORBERN OLOF (1735-1784), Swedish chemist

and naturalist, was born at Katrineberg, Vestergotland, Sweden,

on the 20th of March 1735. At the age of seventeen he entered

the university of Upsala. His father wished him to read either

law or divinity, while he himself was anxious to study mathe-

matics and natural science
;

in the effort to please both himself

and his father he overworked himself and injured his health.

During a period of enforced abstinence from study, he amused
himself with field botany and entomology, to such good purpose

that he was able to send Linnaeus specimens of several new kinds

of insects, and in 1756 he succeeded in proving that, contrary to

the opinion of that naturalist, Coccus aquaticus was really the

ovum of a kind of leech. In 1758, having returned to Upsala,

he graduated there, and soon afterwards began to teach mathe-

matics and physics at the university, publishing papers on the

rainbow, the aurora, the pyroelectric phenomena of tourmaline,

&c. In 1767 Tohann Gottschalck Wallerius (1709-1785) having

resigned the chair of chemistry and mineralogy, Bergman deter-

mined to become a candidate, though he had paid no particular

attention to chemistry. As evidence of his attainments he
produced a memoir on the manufacture of alum, but his pre-

tensions were strongly opposed, and it was only through the

influence of Gustavus III., then crown prince and chancellor

of the university, that he gained the appointment, which he

held till the end of his life. He died at Medevi on l^ke Vetter

on the 8th of July 1784. Bergman’s ihost important chemical

paper is his Essay on Elrctlbe Attractions (1775), ^ study of

chemical affinity. In methods of chemical analysis, both by the

blowpipe and in the wet way, he effected many improvements,

and he made considerable contributions to mineralogical and
geological chemistry, and to crystallography. He also made
observations of the transit of Venus in 1761, and published a
Physical Description of the Earth in 1766.

His works were collected and printed in 6 vols. as Opuscvla
Physica et Chmica in 1779-1790, and were translated into French,
German and English.

BERGSGHRUND (Ger. Berg, mountain
; Sekrund, cleft or

crevice), a gaping crack in the upper part of a snowfield or
glacier, near the rock wall, caused by the glacier moving bodily
away from the mountain-side as the mass settles downwards.
The crack is roughly parallel to the rock-face of the upper edge
of the glacier Imin, and extends downwards to the solid rock
beneath the glacier where at the bottom of this huge crevasse

there are blocks of ice, and large pieces of rock tom off

by the lower portion of the glacier, from the rock wall and
floor.

BERGUES, a town of northern France, in the department of

Nord, at the junction of the canal of the Colme with canals to

Dunkirk and Fumes (in Belgium), 5 m. S.S.E. of Dunkirk by
rail. Pop. (1906) 4499. The town has a belfry, the finest in

French Flanders, dating from the middle of the i6th century
and restored in the 19th century. The church of St Martin is

a brick building of the 17th century in the Gothic style with a
modern facade. The town hall, dating from the latter half of

the 19th century, contains a municipal library and an interesting

collection of pictures. The industries of the town include

brewing and malting, and the manufacture of brushes and
oil.

BERHAMPUR, a town of British India, the headquarters

of Murshidahad district, in Bengal, situated on the left bank of

the river Bhagirathi, 5 m. below Murshidahad city. Pop. (1901)

24,397. Berhampur was fixed upon after the battle of Plassey

as the site of the chief military station for Bengal ; and a huge
square of brick barrackswas erected in 1767, at a cost of £300,000,

Here was committed the first overt act of the mutiny, on the

25th of February 1857. No troops are now stationed here, and
the barracks have been utilized for a jail, a lunatic a.sylum and
other civic buildings. A college, founded by government in

1853, was made over in 1888 to a local committee, being mainly
supported Ijy the munificence of the rani Svarnamayi. In
the municipality of Berhampur is included the remnant of

the once importiint, but now utterly decayed city of Cossim-
bazar (^.f^).

BERHAMPUR, a town of British India, in the presidency of

Madras. Pop. (1901) 25,729. It is the headquarters of Ganjam
district, and is situated about 9 m. from the sea. It is a station

on the East Coast railway, which connects Calcutta with

Madras. Berhampur had a military cantonment, sometimes
distinguished as Baupur, containing a wing of a native regiment

;

but the troops have been transferred elsewhere. There is some
weaving of silk cloth, and export trade in sugar. The college,

originally founded by government, is now maintained by the

raja of Kallikota. Silk-weaving and sugar-manufacture are

carried on.

BERI-BERI, a tropical disease of the greatest antiquity, and
known to the Chinese from an extremely remote period. It

gradually dropped out of sight of European practice, until an
epidemic in Brazil in 1863, and the opening up of Japan, where
it prevailed extensively, and the investigations into the disease

in Borneo, brought it again into notice. The researches of

Scheube and Balz in Japan, and of Pekelharing and Winkler
in the Dutch Indies, led to its description as a form of peripheral

neuritis (see also Neuropathology). The geographical dis-

tribution of beri-beri is between 45® N. and 35® S. It occurs in

Japan, Korea and on the Chinese coast south of Shanghai
;

in

Manila, Tongking, (!ochin China, Burma, Singapore, Malacca,

Java and the neighbouring islands
; also in Ceylon, Mauritius,

Madagascar and the cast coast of Africa. In the Western
hemisphere it is found in Cuba, Panama, Venezuela and South
America. It has been carried in ships to Australia and to

England. Sir P. Manson has known it originate in the port of

Ix)ndon in the crews of ships which had been in harbour for

several months,” and he suggests that when peripheral neuritis

occurs in epidemic form it is probably beri-berici

The cause is believed by many authorities to be an infective

agent of a parasitic nature, but attempts to identify it have not
been entirely successful. It is obviously communicable
from person to person” (Manson), but may be carried from
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place to place. It dings to particular localities, buiidings and
ships, in whidx it has a great tendency to occur ; for instance,

it is apt to break out again and again on certain vessels trading

to the East. It haunts low-lying districts along the coast, and
the banks of rivers. Moisture and high temperature are required

to develop its activity, which is fuAier favoured by bad ven-

tilation, overcrowding -and underfeeding. Another strongly

supported hypothesis is that it is caused ^ unwholesome diet.

The experience of the Japanese navy points strongly in this

direction. Beri-beri was constantly prevalent among the sailors

until 1884, when the dietary was changed. A striking and pro-

gressive diminution at once set in, and continued until the disease

wholly disappeared. Major Ronald Ross suggested that beri-

beri was really arsenical poisoning. A natural surmise is that

it is due to some fungoid growth affecting grain, such as rice,

maize or some other food stuff commonly used in the localities

where beri-beri is prevalent, and among sailors. The conditions

under which their food is kept on board certain ships might

explain the tendency of the disease to haunt particular vessels.

Dr Charles Hose is the principal advocate of this theory. Having

had much experience of beri-beri in Sarawak, he associates it

with the eating of mouldy rice, a germ in the fungus constitut-

ing the poison. But Dr Hose’s views as to rice have been strongly

opposed by Dr Hamilton Wright and others.

The most susceptible age is from 15 to 40. Children under

15 and persons over 50 or 60 are rarely attacked. Men are more

liable than women. Race has no influence. Previous attacks

powerfully predispose.

The symptoms are mainly those of peripheral neuritis with

special implication of the phrenic and the pneumoga-stric

nerves. There is usually a premonitory stage, in which the

patient is languid, easily tired, depressed, and complains of

numbness, stiffness and cramps in the legs ;
the ankles are

oedematous and the face is puffy. After this, pronounced

symptoms set in rapidly, the patient suddenly loses power

in the legs and is hardly able to walk or stand
;

this paresis is

accompanied by partial anaesthesia, and by burning or tingling

sensations in the feet, legs and arms
;
the finger-tips are numb,

the calf muscles tender. These symptoms increase
;
the oedema

becomes general, the paralysis more marked; breathlessness

and palpitation come on in paroxysms ;
the urine is greatly

diminished. There is no fever, unless it is of an incidental char-

acter, and no brain symptoms arise. The patient may remain

in this condition for several days or weeks, when the symptoms

begin to subside. On the disappearance of the oedema the

muscles of the leg are found to be atrophied. Recovery is very

slow, but appears to be certain when once begun. When death

occurs it is usually from syncope through over-distension of the

heart. The mortality varies greatly, from z to 50% of the cases.

The disease is said to be extremely fatal among the Malays.

After death there is found to be serious infiltration into all the

tissues, and often haemorrhages into the muscles and nerves, but

the most important lesion is degeneration of the peripheral

nerves. The cerebrospinal centres are not affected, and the

degeneration of the nerve-fibres is more marked the farther they

are from the point of origin. The implication of the phrenic

and pncumogastric nerves, and of the cardiac plexus^, accounts

for the breathlessness, palpitation and heart failure; that of

the vaso-motor system for the oedema and diminution of urine,

and that of the spinal nerves for the loss of power, the impair-

ment and perversion of sensation. According as these nerves

are variously affected the symptoms wUl be modified, some

being more prominent in one case and some in another.

Authoritibs.—See Sir Patrick Manson, Tropical Diseases (new

ed. 1007) • for a critical diicusaiem of the eubject, ace The Tsmes of

October 1905 ;
a full bibUoaraphy is given by Manson m

Allbutt Rollcston’s System of Medtcine (1907).

BERIMa (Behring), VITUS (1680-1741), Danish navigator,

was bom in 1680 at Horsens. In 1703 he entered the Rus^
navy, and served in the Swedish war. A series of explorations

of tiie north coast of Asia, the outcome of a far-reaching plan

devised by Peter the Great, led up to Bering’s first voyage to

Kamchatka. In 1725, under the auspices of Russian ffovm-

ment, he went overlt^ to Okhotsk, crossed to Kamchat^ and

built the ship ** Gabriel.” In her he pushed northward in 1728,

until he could no longer observe any extension of the land to

north, or its appearance to the east. In the following year he

made an abortive search for land eastward, and in 1730 returned

to St Petersbuig. He was subsequently commissioned to a

further expedition, and in 1740 established the settlement d.

Petropavlosk in Kamchatka; and built two vessels, the St

Peter ” and “ St Paul,” in which in 1741 he led an expedition

towards America. A storm separated the ships, but Bering

sighted the southern coast of AliUka, and a landing was made at

Kayak Island or in the vicinity. Bering was forced by adverse

conditions to return quickly, and discovered some of the AlWtian

Islands on his way back. He was afflicted with scurvy, and

became too ill to command his ships, which were at last driven,

to refuge on an uninhabited island in the south-west of Bering

Sea, wfiire Bering himself and many of his company died. This

island bears his name. Bering died on the 19th of December

1741. It was long before the value of his work was recognized
;

'but Captain Cook was able to prove his accuracy os an observer.

Sec G. F. Mailer, Samtnlung russischer Geschichten, vol. iii. (St

Petersburg, 1758) ; P. Lauridsen, Bering og de Russishe Opdagel-

sesrefstr (Copenhagen, 1885).

BERING ISLAND^ SEA and STRAIT. These take their

name from the explorer Vitus Bering. The island (also called

Avatcha), which was the scene of his death, lies in the south-

western part of the sea, off the coast of Kamchatka, being one

of the (Commander or Komandor group, belonging to Russia.

It is 69 m. long and 28 m. in extreme breadth ;
the area is 615

sq. m. The extreme elevation is about 300 ft. The smaller

Copper Island lies near. The islands are treeless, and the climate

is severe, but there is a population of about 650. Bering Sea is

the northward continuation of the Pacific Ocean, from which

it is demarcated by the long chain of the Aleutian Islands. It

is bounded on the east by Alaska, and on the west by the Siberian

and himehatkan coast. Its area is estimated at 870,000 sq. m.

In the north and east it has numerous islands (St Lawrence,

St Matthew, Nunivak and the Pribiloff group) and is shallow
;

in the south-west it reaches depths over 2000 fathoms. The

seal-fisheries are important (see Bering Sea Arbitration).

The sea is connected with the Arctic Ocean northward by Berii^

Strait, at the narrowest part of which East Cape (Deshnev) in

Asia approaches within about 56^1. of Cape Prince of Wales on

the Americcui shore. North and south of these poinqi the coasts

on ^th sides rapidly diverge. They are steep and rocky, and
considerably indented, llie extreme depth of the strait

approaches 50 fathoms, and it contains two small islands known
as the:Diomede Islands. These granite domes, lacking a harbour,
lie a^ut a mUe apart, and Sie boundary line l^tween tike

possessions of Russiaand the United States passes between them

^y are occupied by a small tribe of about So Eskimo, who have
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from early times plied the trade of middlemen between Asia and
America. TIuy call the western island Nunarbook and the

eastern Igniilook. Haze and fogs greatly prevail in the strait,

which is never free of ice.

The earliest names associated with the exploration of Bering

Strait are those of Russians s(ieking to extend tlicir trading

facilities. Isai Ignatiev made a voyage eastward from the

Kolyma river in 1646, and Simon Dezhnev in 1648 followed

his route and prolonged it, rounding the ICast or Dezhnev Cape,

and entering the strait. The post of Anadyrsk was founded on
the river Anadyr, and overland communications were gradually

opened up. A Russian named Po])ov first learnt a rumour of the

existence of islands east tif (!ape i)ezhnev,and of the proximity

of America, and pp scntly there followed the explorations of

Vitus Jhiring. In 1731 the navigator Afichael Cvosdcv was
driven by storm from a point north of Cape Dezhnev to within

sight of ihe Alaskan coast, which he followed for two days.

Under Bering on his last voyage (1741) was Commander Chirikov

of the “ St Paul," and after being separated from his leader

during foggy weather this officer reached the Alaskan coast and
explored a considerable stretch of it. Lieutenant Waxcl and
William Steller, a naturalist, left at the head of Bering’s pi+rly

after his death, by their researches laid the foundation of the

important fur trade of tlu'se waters. The Aleutian Islands

gradually became known in the pursuit of this trade, through

Michael Novidiskov (1745) and his successors, and it was not

until ('aptain James Cook, working from the south, explored

the sea and strait in 1778 that the tide of discovery .set farther

northward.

BERING SEA ARBITRATION. The important fishery

dispute between Great Britain and the United States, which
was closed by this arbitration, arose in the following circum-

stances.

In the year 1867 the Vitited States government had purchased

from Russia all her territorial rights in Alaska and the adja(*ei\t

islands. The boundary between the two powers, as laid down
by the treaty for purchase, was a line drawn from the middle of

Bering Strait south-west to a point midway between the

Aleutian and Komandorski Islands dividing Bering Sea into two
parts, of which the larger was on the American side of thi.s line.

This portion included the J*ribiloff Islands, which are the prin-

cipal breeding-grounds of the seals frequenting those seas. By
certain acts of congress, passed between 1868 and 3873, the

killing of seals was prohibited upon the islands of the PrilalofT

group and in “ the waters adjacent thereto ” except upon certain

spet'ified conditions. No definition of the meaning of the words
“ adjacent waters ” was given in the act. In 1870 the exclusive

rights of killing seals upon these islands was leased by the United

States to the Alaska Commercial Company, upon conditions

limiting the numbers to be taken annually, and otherwise pro-

viding for their protection. As early as 1873 the operations of

foreign sealers attracted the attention of the United .States

government
,
but any precautions then taken seem to liave been

directed against the capture of seals on their way through the

passages between the Aleutian Islands, and no claim to juris-

diction beyond the three-mile limit ap[)cars to have been put

forward. On the 12th of March 3881, however, the acting

secretary of the United States treasury, in answer to a letter

asking for an interpretation of the words “ waters adjacent

thereto " in the acts of 18O8 and 1873, stated that all the waters

ea.st of the boundary line were considered to be within the waters

of Alaska t('rritory. In March 1886 this letter was communi-
cated to the San Francisco ^customs by Mr Daniel Manning,
secretary of the treasury, for publication. In the same summer
three British sealers, the ‘‘ Carolena,” “ Onward ” and
“
'riiornton,” were captured by an American revenue cutter

60 m. from land. 'I’hey were condemned by the district

judge on the express ground that they had been sealing within

the limits of Alaska territory. I)if)lomatic representations

followed, and an order for release was issued, but in 1887 further

captures were made and were judicially su[)ported upon the same
grounds. The respective positions taken up by the two govern-

ARBITRATION
ments in the controversy which ensued may be thus indicated.

'I’he United States claimed as a matter of right an exclusive

jurisdiction over the scaling industry in Bering Sea ; they also

contended that the protection of the fur seal was, upon grounds
both of morality and interest, an international duty, and should
be secured by international arrangement. The British govern-

ment repudiated the claim of right, but were willing to negotiate

upon the question of international regulation. Between 1887

and 3 8()o negotiations w'ere carrieil on between Russia, Cireat

Britain and the I nited States with a view to a joint corn ention.

Ibifortunatcly the j)artics were unable to agree as to the prin-

ciples upon which regulation should be basetl. 'l!he negotiations

W'erc wrecked upon the question of pelagic sealing. 'Die only

seal nurstric.s were upon the Bribiloff Islands, which belonged

to the United States, and the Komandorski group, wbicli be-

longed to Russia, (’on.sequently to prohibit pelagic scaling

would have lu^en to exclude Canada from the industry. The
United States, nevertheless, indsted that such prohibition w^as

indispensable on the grounds— (i) that pelagic sealing involved

the destuiction of breeding stock, because it was practically im-

possible to distinguish between the male and female seal when
in the wattT

; (2) that it was unnecessarily wasteful, inasmuch
as a large proportion of the seals so killed were lost. On the other

band, it was contended by Great Britain that in all knowm cases

the extermination of seals had licen the result of operations upon
land, and had never been caused by sealing exclusi\ Ay pelagic.

The negotiations came to nothing, and the llnited States fell

back upon their claim of right. In June i8()o it was reported

that certain American revenue cutters had been ordered to

proceed to Bering Sea. Sir Julian Pauncefote, the British

ambassador at Washington, having failed to obtain an assurance

that British vessels would noi be interfered with, laid a formal

protest before the United States government.

Thereupon followed a diplomatic controversy, in the course

of which the United States developed the contentions which
were afliTwards laid before the tribunal of arbitration. The
claim that Bering Sea was mare clausum was abandoned, hut it

was asserted that Russia had formerly exercised therein rights

of exclusive jurisdiction which had passed to the United States,

and they relied inter aha upon the ukase of 1821, by which foreign

ves.sels had been forbidden to approach within 100 Italian niili‘s

of the coasts of Russian Americ'a. It was pointed out by Great

Britain that this ukase had been the subject of protest both hy

Great Britain and the United Slates, and that hy treaties similar

in their terms, made between Russia and each of the protesting

powers, Russia had agreed that their subjects should not he

troubled or molested in navigating or fishing in any part of the

J^iC'ific Ocean. The American answer was that the I Pacific Ocean
did not include Bering Sea. They also claimed an interest iii

the fur seals, involving the right to protect them outside the

three-mile limit. In August iSqo Lord Salisbury proposed that

the question at issue should he submitted to arbitration. This

was ultimately assented to by the secretary of state, James
Gillespie Blaine, on the understanding that certain specific

points, which ho indicated, should be laid before the arbitrators.

On the 29th of February 1892 a definitive treaty was signed at

Washington. Each power was to name two arbitrators, and
the president of the French Republic, the king of Italy, the king

of Norway and Sweden were each to name one. 'I'he points

submitted were as follows:—(1) What exclusive jurisdiction

in the sea now known as Bering Sea, and what exclusive rights

in the seal fisheries therein, did Russia assert and exercise prior to

and up to the time of the eessionof Alaska to the United Slates ?

(2) Ilow far were her claims of jurisdiction as to the seal fisheries

recognized and conceded by Cireat Britain ? (3) Was the body
of water now known as Bering Sea included in the phrase

Pacific Orean,” as used in the treaty of 1825 between (ireat

Britain and Russia, and what rights, if any, in Bering Sea were

held exclusively exercised hy Russia after the said treaty ?

(4) Did not all the rights of Russia as to jurisdiction and as to

the seal fisheries in Bering Sea east of the water boundary, in the

treaty between the United States and Russia of the 30th of
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March 1867, pass unimpaired to the United States under that

treaty ? (5) Had the United States any and what right of pro-

tection over^ or properly in, the fur seals frequenting the islands

of Bering Sea when such seals are found outside the three-mile

limit ? In the event of a determination in favour of Great
Britain the arbitrators were to determine what concurrent

regulations were necessary for the preservation of the seals,

and a joint commission was to be appointed by the two powers
to assist them in the investigation of the facts of seal life. The
question of damages was reserved for further discussion, but
cither party was to be at liberty to submit any question of fact

to the arbitrators, and to ask for a finding thereon. The tribunal

was to sit at Baris. 'J'hc treaty was approved by the Senate

on the 2yth of March 1892, and ratified by the president on the

22nd of April.

The United Stales appointed as arbitrator Mr John H. Harlan,

a justice of the Supreme (burt, and Mr John
'

1 '. Morgan, a
member of the Senate. The British arbitrators were Lord
Hannen and Sir Jolin Thompson. The neutral arliitrators were
the baron de Courcel, the marquis Visconti Venosta, and Mr
Gregers Gram, appointed respectively by the president of the

Frenc'h Republic, the king of Italy, and the king of Norway and
Sweden. The sittings of the tribunal began in February and
ended in August 189;^. 'I'he main interest of the proceedings

lies in the second of the two claims put forward on behalf of the

United States, 'fhis claim cannot easily be stated in language

of precision
;

it is indicated rather than formulated in the last

of the five points specially submitted by the treaty. But its

general character may be gathered from the arguments addressed

to the tribunal. It was suggested that the seals had some of the

characteristics of the domestic animals, and could therefore be

the subject of something in the nature of a right of property.

They were so far amenable to human control that it was possible

to take their increase without destroying the stock. Sealing

upon land was legitimate sealing ; the United States being the

owners of the land, the industry was a trust vested in them for

the benefit of mankind. On the other hand, pelagic sealing,

being a method of promiscuous slaughter, was illegitimate
; it

was rontra boms mores and analogous to piracy. Consequently

the United States claimed a right to restrain such practices,

both as proprietors of the seals and as proprietors and trustees

of the legitimate industry. It is obvious that such a right was
a novelty hithcTlo unrecogniztjd by any system of law. Mr J.

('.

Carter, therefore, as counsel for the United States, submitted

a theory of international jurisprudence which was equally novel.

He argued that the determination of the tribunal must be
grounded upon “ the principles of right,” that ” by the rule or

principle of right was meant a moral rule dictated by the general

standard of justice upon which civilized nations arc agreed, that

this international standard of justice is but another name for

international law, that the particular recognized rules were but
cases of the application of a more general rule, and that where
the particular rules were silent the general rule applied.” The
practical result of giving effect to this contention would be that

an international tribunal could make new law and apply it

retrospectively. Mr Carter’s contention was successfully com-
bated by Sir C!harles Russell, the leading coun.sel for Great

Britain.

The award, which was signed and published on the 15th of

August 1893, was in favour of Great Britain on all points. The
question of damages, which had been reserved, was ultimately

settled by a mixed commission appointed by tlie two powers in

February 1896, the total amount awarded to the British sealers

being $473,151.26. (M. H. C.)

BERIOT, CHARLES AUGUSTE DE (1802-1870), Belgian

violinist and composer. vMthough not definitely a pupil of

Viotti or Baillot he was much influenced by both. He was very

successful in his concert tours, and held appointments at the

courts of Belgium and France. From 1843 to 1852 he was violin

professor at the Rnissels conservatoire. Then his eyesight began

to fail, and in 1858 he became blind. His compositions are still

often played, and are good, clean displays of technique.
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BERJA, a town of southern Spain, in the province of Almeria

;

on the south-eastern slope of the Sierra de Gador, 10 m. N.E. of

Adra by road. Bop. (1900) 13,224. l)es])ite the lack of a rail-

way Berja has a considerable trade. Lead is obtained among
the mountains, and the more sheltered valleys produca: grain,

wine, oil, fruit and esparto grass. These, with the paper, linen

and cotton goods manufactured locally in small quantities, are

exported from Adra.

BERKA» a town and watering-place of Germany, in the grand-

duchy of Baxe-Weimar on the 11m and the Weimar-Kranichfcld

railway, 8 m. S. of Weimar. Bop. 2300. It has sulphur baths,

which are largely frequented in the summer. Berka was once

celebrated for its Cistercian nunnery, founded in 1251. Two
m. down the Ilm is the curious castle of Burgfarth, partly

hewn out of the solid rock.

BERKELEY, the name of an ancient English family remark-

able for its long tenure of the feudal castle built by the water

of Severn upon the lands from which the family takes its name.

It traces an undoubted descent from Robert (d. 1170) .son of

Harding. Old pedigree-makers from the 14th century onward
have made of J larding a younger son of a king of Denmark and
a companion of the Conqueror, while modern historians assert

his identity with one Harding who, although an English thane,

is recorded by Domesday Book in 1086 as a great landowner in

Somerset. I'his Harding the thane was son of Elnod or Alnod,

wlio is recognized as Eadnoth the Staller, slain in beating off

the sons of Harold when they attacked his county. But if Hard-
ing the Berkeley ancestor be the Harding who, as the queen’s

butler, witnes.ses King Edward's Waltham charter of 1062, his

dates seem strangely apart from those of Robert his son, dead
a hundred and eight years later.. Of Robert fit/. Harding we
know that he was a Bristol man whose wealth and importance
were prolmbly increased by the trade of the port. A partisan

of Henry, son of the empress, that prince before his accession

to the throne granted him, by his charter at Bristol in the earlier

half of 1153, the Gloucestershire manor of Bitton, and a hundred
librates of land in the manor of Berkeley, Henry agreeing to

strengthen the castle of Berkeley, which was evidently already

in Robert’s hands. In his rhymed chronicle Robert of Glou-

cester tells how —
“ A bourgeis at Bristowc—Robert Harding
Vor gift tresour and nehesse— so wel was mid the king
That he gat him and is eirs—the noble baronic
That so riche is of Berkele mid al the seignorie."

Ltiicr in the same year the duke of Normandy granted to Robert
fitz Harding Berkeley manor and the appurtenant district called
” Berkclaihernes.se,” to hold in fee by the service of one knight

or at a rent of joo s. Being at Berkeley, the duke confirmed

to Robert a grant of Bedminster made by Robert, carl of

Gloucester, and in the first year of his reign as king of England

he confirmed his own earlier grant of the Berkeley manor. About
this time Robert, who had founded St Augustine’s l*riory in

Bristol, gave to the Black Canons there the five churches in

Berkeley and Berkeley Herness. In their priory church he was
buried in 1170, Berkeley descending to his son and heir Maurice.

Berkeley had already given a surname to an earlier family

.sprung from Roger, its llorncsday tenant, whose descendants

seem to have been ousted by the partisan of the Angevin. But
if there had been a feud between the families it was ended by a

double alliance, a covenant having been made at Bristol about

November 1153 in the presence of Henry, duke of Normandy,
whereby Maurice, son of Robert fitz Harding, was to marry the

daughter of Roger of Berkeley, Reger’s own son Roger marrying

the daughter of Robert, in his certificate of 1166 Robert tells

the king that, although he owes the service of five knights for

Berkeley, Roger of Berkeley still holds certain lands of the

honour for which he does no service to Robert. I’lns elder line

of Berkeley survived for more than two centuries on their lands

of Dursley and Cubbcrley, but after his father’s death Maurice,

son of Robert, is styled M aurice of Berkeley . Robert of Berkeley,

the eldest son of Maurice, paid in 1190 the vast sum of £1000

for livery of his great inheritance, but, rising with the rebellious

III. 25 a
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barons aj^ainst Kin^ John, his castle was taken into the king's

hands. Seizin, however, was granted in 1220 to Thomas his

brother and licir, but the estate was again forfeit in the next

generation for a n(‘w defeetion, although the wind of the royal

displeasure was tempered bv the fact that Isabel fie Creoim,

wife of Maurice, lord of llerkelev, was tin* king’s near kins-

woman. 'Phomas, son of Maurice, was allowed to succeed his

father in the lands, and, having a writ of summons to parlia-

ment in i2()5, he is reckoned the first hereditary baron of the

line.

Even in the age of chivalry the lords of Berkeley were notable

warriors, 'rhombs, who as a lad hafl ridden on the barons’

side at Evesham, followed ihe king’s wars for half a century of

his long life, flying uis banner at h'alkirk and at Bannockburn,

in whielj figiU he v\ is taken by the Scots. His seal of arms is

among those attached to the famous letter of remonstrance

addressed by the bnmns of ICngland to Pope* Boniface VIII.

Maurice, his son, joined the confederation against the two
Despf'nsers, and lay in prison at Wallingford until his death in

1,^26, the queen’s party gaining the upper hand too late to release

him. But as the queen passed by Berkeley on her way to seize

Bristol, she gave back the castle, which had been kept by the

younger Despenser, to Thomas, the prisoner’s heir, who. with

Sir John Mautravers, soon received in his hold the deposed king

brought thither secretly, d'he chroniclers agree that 'I’homas

of Berkeley had no part in the murder of the king, whom he

treated kindly. It was when d’homas w'as away from the castle that

Mautravers and (iournav made an end of their charge. Through
the providence of this d’homas the Berkelc^v estates were saved

to the male line of his house, a fine levied in the twenty-third

year of Edward III. so settling them. Thomas of Berkeley

fought at (’rc(;‘y and (^ilais, bringing six knights and thirty-two

squires to the siege in his train, with thirty mounted aichers

and two hundred men on foot. His son and heir-apparent,

Maurice of Berkeley, was the hero of a misadventure recorded

by E>oi.ssart, who tells how a young English knight, disjilaying

his banner for the first time on the day of Poitiers, rode after

a flying Picard squire, by whom he was grievously wounded
and held to ransom. Froissart errs in describing this knight

as Thomas, lord of Berkeley, for the covenant made in 1360

for the release of Maurice is still am(»ng the Berkeley muniments,

the ransom being stated at £1080.

Being by his mother a nephew of Roger Mortimer, earl of

March, the paramour of Queen Isabel, Maurice Berkeley married

Eilizabeth, daughter of Hugh Despenser, the younger of

Iiidward 11. 's favourites and the intruder in Berkeley Ca.stle.

With his son and heir 'I’homas of Berkeley, one of the com-
missioners of parliament for the deposing of Richard II. and

a warden of the Welsh marches who harried Owen of Olendower,

the direct male line of Robert fitz Harding failed, and but for

the settlement of the estates Berk(‘ley would have passed from

the family. On this 'Phomas’s death m 1417 Elizabeth, his

daughter and heir, and her husband, Richard Beauchamp,
earl of Warwick, the famous traveller, statesman and jouster,

seized Berkeley Castle. Flarl and countess only withdrew after

James Berkeley, the nephew and heir male, had livery of his

lands by the purchased aid of Humphrey of Gloucester. But
the Beauchamps returned more than once to vain attacks on

the stout walls of Berkeley, and a quarrel of two generations

ended with the pitched battle of Nibley Green. Fought between

the retainers of William, Lord Berkeley, son of James, and
those who followed Thomas 'I’albot, Viscount Lisle, grandson

of the illustrious Talbot and great-grandson of the countess of

Warwick, this was the last private battle on English ground

between two feudal lords. Young Lisle was shot under the

beaver by an arrow, and the lend ended with his death, all

claims of his widow being settled with an annuity of £100. Bitter

as was the long quarrel, it kept the Berkeleys from casting their

interest into the Wars of the Roses, in which most of their

fellows of the ancient baronage sank and disappeared.

The victorious Lord Berkeley, whose children died young, was
on ill terms with his next brother, and made havoc of the great

Berkeley estates by grants to the Crown and the royal house,

for which he was rewarded with certain empty titles. E^dward
IV. gave him a viscount’s patent in 1481, and Richard HI.
created him earl of Nottingham in 1483. His complacence
extending to the new dynasty, Henry VII. tnadc him earl marshal
in 1485 and marquess of Berkeley in 1487. iH)r this last patent

he, by a settlement following a recovery suffered, gave the king

and his heirs male Berkeley Castle and all that remained to him
of hi ancestors’ lands, enjoying for his two remaining years a
bare life interest. At his death in J4()i ihe king took possession,

bringing his queen with him on a visit to Berkeley.

Here follows a curious chapter of the history of the Berkeley

peerage. When 'I’homas, Lord Berkeley, died in 1417, it might
have been presumed that his dignity would descend to his heir,

the roiiulcss of Warwick. Nevertheless, his nephew and heir

male was summoned as a baron from 1421, apparently by reason

of his tenure of the castle and its lands. When the marquess of

Berkeley was dead without surviving issue, the eastle having

pas.sed to the crown, Mauriee, the brother and heir, had no
summons. Vet this Maurice’s son, another Maurice, had a

summons as a baron, although not “ with the room in the

parliament chamber that the lords of Berkeley had of old time.”

'^rhe old precedence was restored when Thomas, brother and heir

of this baron, was summoned. This 'I'liomas, who had a com-
mand at E'lodden, lie.ld his ancestors’ castle as constable for

the king. A final remainder under the marquess's settlement

brought bai'k castle and lands on the failure in 1553 of the heirs

male of tbe body of Henry Vil., and Henry, Lord Berkeley, had
special livery of them in his minority. \ et although seized of

the castle he took a lower seat in the parliament house than did

his grandfatlier who was not so seized, being given place after

Abergavenny, Audley and Strange.

By these things we may see that peerage law in old time

rested upon the pleasure of the sovereign and uiion no ascertained

and unvarying custom. Of the power lH*hind that pleasure this

Henry, Lord Berkcky, had one sharp reminder. He was, like

most of his line, a keen sport.snian, and, returning to Berkeley

h> find that a royal visit had made great slaughter among his

deer, he showed his n'sentment by tiisparking Berkeley l^irk.

Thereat Queen Elizabeth .sent him a warning in round 'I’udor

fashion. Let him bi*ware, she wrote, for the earl of I.eic(*ster

coveted the castle by the Severn.

At the Restoration, George, Lord Berkeley, who had been one

of the commissioners 1(» invite ('harles 11. ‘s return Irom the

Hague, petitioned for a higher place in parliament, claiming a

barony by right of tenure betore 1295, hut his claim was silenced

by his advancement on September ii, 1679, to be viscount of

I)iir.sley and earl of Berkeley. James, the 3rd earl, an active

sea captain who was all but lost in cfimpany with Sir Cloudesley

Shovel, became knight of the Garter and lord high admiral and
commandcr-in-ehief in the C.'hannel, he and his house being loyal

supporters of the Hanoverian dynasty.

'I'he last and most curious chapter of the history of the Berkeley

honours was opened by Frederick Augustus, the 5lh earl of

Berkeley (1745-1810). This peer married at Lambeth, on the

i6th of May 17^6, one Mary ('ole, the daughter of a small

tradesman at Wotton-under-Eklge, with whom he had already

lived for several years, several children having be^en lx)rn to them.

In order to legitimatize the issue born before the marriage, the

earl in 1801 made declaration of an earlier marriage contracted

privately, at Berkeley in 1785. Gn his death in 181 1 the validity

of this alleged marriage was tested by the committee of privileges

of the House of Lords, and it was shown without doubt that, the

evidence for it, a parish register entry, was a forgery.

Under the will of his father, C'olonel William Berkeley, the

eldest illegitimate son, had the castle and estates, and on the

failure of his claim to the earldom he demanded a wTit of summons
as a baron by reason of his tenure of the castle. No judgment
was given in the matter, the king in council having declared in

1669 that baronies by tenure were “ not in lieing and so not fit

to be revived.” But Colonel Berkeley’s political influence

afterwards procured him (1831) a peerage as Lord Segrave of
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Horkeley, and ten years later an earldom with the title of Fitz-

hardinge. lie died without issue in 1857. His brother, Sir

Maurice Fitzhardinge Jlerkelcy, who succeeded to Berkeley

under the terms of the 5th earl's will, revived the claims, and

was likewise given a new barony (i86r) as Lord Fitzhardinge,

a title in which he was succeeded by two of his sons, the 3rd

baron (b. 1830) being in 1909 owner of the Berkeley and Cranford

estates. The earldom of Berkeley was never assumed by the

(•ld{\<<t legitimate son of the 5th earl, and was in 1909 enjoyed by

Bandal Thomas Morcton Berkeley, 8th earl, grandson of admiral

Sir George Cranfield Berkeley, second son of the 4th earl. In

1893 Mrs Milman (d. iSog), daughter and heir of Thomas Moreton

Fitzhardinge Berkeley, 6th earl de jurr, was rleclared by letters

patent under the great seal to have succeeded to the ancient

liarony of Berkeley created by the writ of J421
;
and she was

succeeded by her daughter. t

Many branciies have beem thrown out by this family during !

its many centuries of existence. Of these the most important
I

descended from Maurice of Berkeley, the baron who died in '

^^'allingford hold in 1326. His second son Maiiric’c was ancestor

of the Berkeleys of Stoke GifTard, whose descendant, Norborne

Berkeley, claimed the barony of Botetourt and had a summons
in 1764, dying without issue in 1770. Sir Maurice Berkeley of

liruton. a cadet of Stoke GifTard, was forefather of the Viscounts

I'itzhardinge, the Lords Berkeley of Stratton (1658-1773) and

the earls of h'alinoiith, all extinct, the Berkeleys of Stratton

beciucathing their great London estate, including Berkeley

Square and Stratton Street, to the main line. Edward Berkeley ;

ot J\vlle in Someiset, head of a cadet line of the Bruton family,

married Philippa Speke, who.se inotluT was Joan, daughter of

Sir John Ikirtmiin (jf Orchard Portman, baronet. Ilis grandson

William, on succeeding to the Orchard Portman and Bryanston

estates, took the additional nanu^ of Portman, and from him
come the Visniiints Portman of Bryanston (1873). From James,

j

Lord Berkeley, who died in 1463, descended Rowland Berkeley,
j

a clothier of Worcester, who bought the estates of Spetchley.
|

Rowland's .second son, Sir Robert Berkeley, the king's licnch
|

justice who supported the imposition of ship-money, was ancestor
j

of the Berkeleys of Spetchley, now the only branch of the house

among untitled .squires.

See JoliTi Smytli’s Liirs of the Herkrlev'i, compiled c. i()i8, edited
by Sir John Macli-an (1883-1885); |. M. Round's introduction
10 the Somerset Domesday, senes; G. E. C(okavne)’s
Complete Peerage, jeayes’s Descriptive Catalogue of the Chavteis

aud Mnnimeuts at Perkelev Castle (1892) ; DUtUmaw of National
Hu^f^iaphv ;

Transactions of Bristol and GUnuestcrahirc Archaeological
Society, 3 vols., viii., xlv., et passim

;
The Bed Book of the Exchequer,

( lironu les of Roger of Wendover, Matthew f^aris, Adam of Mnri-
inulh, Robert of Gloucester, Henry of Huntingdon, &c. (Rolls

Series)
;

British Museum Charters, iVc. (O. Ba.)

BERKELEY, GEORGE (1685 1753), Irish bishop and philo-

sopher, the eldest son of William Berkeley (an officer of customs
who had, it seems, come to Ireland in the suite of J^ord Berkeley

of Stratton, lord lieutenant, 1670-1672, to whom In; was related),

was born on the 12 th of March 1685, in a cottage near Dysert
t'astle, Thomastown, Ireland. He passed from the school at

Kilkenny to 'I’rinity College, Dublin (1700), where, owing to the

peculiar subtlety of his mind and his determination to accept no
doctrine on the evidence of authority or convention, he left the

beaten track of study and was regarded by some os a dunce, by
others as a genius. During his career at Dublin the works of

Descartes and Newton were superseding the older text-books,

and the doctrines of Locke’s Essay were eagerly discussed. Thus
be “ entered on an atmosphere which was beginning to be

charged with the elements of reaction against traditional

scholasticism in physics and in metaphysics ” (A. C. Fraser).

He became a fellow in 1707. His interest in philosophy hx\ him

to lake a prominent share in the foundation of a society for

discussing the new doctrines, and is further shown by his Common
Place Hook, one of the mo.st valuable autobiographical records

in existence, which throws much light on the growth of his ideas,

and enables us to understand the significance of his early writings.

We find here the consciousness of creative thought focused in a

new principle which is to revolutionize speculative .science.

I’here is no sign of any intimate knowledge of ancient or scholastic

thought
;

to the doctrines of Spinoza, Leibnitz, Malebranche,

Norris, the attitude is one of indifference or lack of appreciation,

but the influence of Descartes and specially of Locke is evident

throughout. The new principle (nowhere in the Common Place

Book explicitly .stated) may be expressed in the proposition that

no existence is conceivable—and therefore possible—which is

not either conscious spirit or the ideas (;.e. objects) of which such

spirit is conscious. In the language of a later period this principle

may be expressed as the absolute synthesis of subject and object

;

no object exists apart from Mind. Mind is, therefore, prior both

in thought and in existence, if for the moment we assumi the

popular distinction. Jlerkelcy thus diverted philosophy from its

beaten track of discussion as to the meaning of matter, substance,

cause, and preferred to ask first whether these have any signifi-

cance apart from the conscious spirit. In the pursuit of this

inquiry he rashly invaded other departments of science, and

much of the Common Place Book is occupied with a polemic, as

vigorous as it is ignorant, against the fundamental conceptions

of the infinitesimal calculus.

In 1707 Berkeley published two short mathematical tracts ;

in 1709, in his Neiv Theory of Vision, he applied his new prin-

ciple for the first time, and in the following year stated it fully

in the Principles of Human Knowledge. In these works he

attacked the existing theories of externality which to the un-

phllosophical mind is proved by visual evidence. He maintained

that visual con.sciousncss is merely a system of arbitrary signs

which .symbolize for us certain actual or possible tactual experi-

ence—in other words a purely conventional language.

The contents of the visual arid the tactual consciousness

have no element in common. The visible and visual signs are

definitely connected with tactual experiences, and the associa-

, lion between them, which has grown up in our minds through

custom or habit, rests upon, or is guaranteed by, the constant

1

<-onj unction of the two by the will of the Universal Mind. But

I

this synthesis is not brought forward prominently by Bcrkelev.

I It was evident that a similar analysis might have been applied
' to tactual consciousne.ss which docs not give externality in its

d(H*pcst significance any more than the visual
;

but with de-

liberate purpose Berkeley at first drew out only one side of his

argument. In the Principles of Human Knowledge, externality

in its ultimate sense as independence of all mind is eon.sidered.

Matter, as an ab.stract, unperceived substance or cause, is shown

to be impossible, an unreal conception
; 'true substance is

affirmed to be conscious spirit, tnie causality the free activity of

siK'h a spirit, while physical substiintiality and causalih’ are

held to be merely arbitrary, though constant, relations among
phenomena connected subjectively by suggestion or association,

objectively in the Universal Mind. In ultimate analysis, then,

nature is conscious experience, and forms the sign or symbol

of a divine, universal intelligence and will.

In 1711 Berkeley delivered his Discourse on Passive Obedience,

in which he deduces moral rules from the intention of God to

promote the general happiness, thus working out a theological

utilitarianism, which may be compared with the later exposi-

tions of Austin and J. S. Mill. From 1707 he had been engaged

as college tutor
;

in 1712 he paid a short visit to England, and

in April 1713 he was presented by Swift at court. Ilis abilities,

his courtesy and his upright character made him a universal

favourite. While in London he published his Dialogues (1713),

a more popular exposition of his new theory
;

for exquisite

facility of style these are among thoifinest philosophical writings

in the English language. In November he became chaplain to

Lord J*etcrborough, whom be accompanied on the continent,

returning in August 1714. He travelled again in 1715-1720 as

tutor to the only son of Dr St George Ashe (? 1658-1 7 18, bishop

successively of Cloyne, Clogher and Derry). In 1721, during the

disturbed state of social relations consequent on the bursting of

the South Sea bubble, he published an Essay towards premmting
the Ruin of Great Britain, which shows the intense interest he

took in practical affairs. In the same year he returned to
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Ireland as chaplain to tiic duke of (Jrafton, and was made
divinity lecturer and university preacher. In 1722 he was

appointed to the deanery of Dromorc, a post which seems to

ha\'e entailed no duties, as we find him holding the offices of

Hebrew lecturer and senior proctor at tlic university. 'Phe

following year Miss Vanlionirigh, Swift's Vanessa, Iclt him half

her property. It would appear that he had only met her once

at dinner. In 1724 he was nominated to the rich deanery of

Derr)', but had hardly lieen appointed before he was using e\'cry

effort to resign it in order to devote himself to his scheme of

founding a college in the Bermudas, and extending its benefits

to the Americans. With infinite exertion he succeeded in obtain-

ing from government a proniise of £20,000j
and after four years

spent in preparation, sailed in September 1728, accompanied
by some^friends and ov his wife, daughter of Judge Forster, whom
he had married in the preceding month. I'hree years of quiet

retirement and study were spent in Rhode Island, but it gradu-

ally became apparent that government would never hand over

the promised grant, and Berkeley was compelled to give up his

cherished plan. Soon after his return he published the fruits of

his studies in AldphroUyOr the Mimite (1733), a finely

WTitlen work in the form of dialogue, critically examining the

various forms of free-thinking in the age, and bringing forward

in antithesis to them his own theory, which shows all nature to

be the language of Clod. In 1734 he was raised to the bishopric

of Cloync. The same year, in his Analyst, he attacked the higher

mathematics as leading to freethinking ; this involved him in

a hot controversy. 'I’he Querist

,

a p)raclical work in the form
of. questions on w'hat would now be called social or economical

j)hiU)sophy, appeared in three parts, J735, i73<^, 1737. In 1744
was published the Sins, partly occasioned by the controversy

as to the efficacy of tar-water in cases of .small-pox, but rising

far above the circumstance from which it look its rise, and
revealing hidden depths in the Berkelcian metaphysics. In

1751 his eldest son died, and in 1752 he removed with his family

to Oxford for the sake of lus son Cleorge, who was studying

there. He died suddenly in the midst of his family on the

14th of January 1753, and was buried in (Christ ('hurch, Oxford.

Ill the p)hiloRophies of Descartes and Locke a large share of atten-
tion had been directed to the idea of matter, wliich was held to be
the abstract, unpcrcenved background ol real experience, and was
supposed to give rise to our ideas of external things through its

action on the sentient mind. Knowledge being limited to llie ideas
produced rould never extend to the unpierceived matter, or substance,
or cause which piroduced them, and it became a problem for specu-
lative science to determine the grounds for the very bcliel in its

existence. Philosophy seemed about to end m scepticism or in

niatenaUsm. Now' Berkeley put this whole jiroblem in a new light

by pjoiiiting out a preliminary question. Before we deduce results

from such abstract ideas as cause, substance, matter, we must ask
what in reality do these mean—what is the actual content of con-
sciousness which corresponds to these words ? Do ii<»t all these
ideas, when held to represent scinu'thing which exists absolutely

ai>arl trom all knowledge of it. involve a contradiction ? In jjutting

this rjMestion, not less than in answering it. consists Berkeley's

originality as a philosopher. Tlie essence of the answer is that the

universe is inconceivable apart from mind— that existence, as such,

denotes conscious spirits and the objects of con.sciousness. Matter
and external things, in so far as they are thought to have an exist-

ence beyond the circle of consciousness, are impossible, inconceiv-
able. External things are things known to ns in immediate per-

ception. To this conclusion Berkeley seems, in the first place, to

have been led by the train of reflection that naturally conducts to

subjective or egoistic idealism. It is impo.ssible to overstep the
limits of solf-consciousness

;
whatever words 1 use, whatever

notions I have, must reler b) and find their meaning in lacts of con-
sciousness. But this is by no means the wliole or even the principal

part of Berkeley’s philosophy • it is essentially a theory ot causality,

and this is brought out gradually under the jiressure oi difficulties

in the first solution of the early prolilem. To merely subjective

idealism, sense percepts differ from ideas of imagination in degree,

not m kind ; both belong to the individual mind. To Berkdey,
howevtT, the difference is fundamental

;
sen.se ideas are not due to

our ow’ii activity ; they must then'fore be jjruduced by some other
will —by the divine mtelligence. Sense experience is thus the con-
stant action upon our minds of supreme active intellect, and is not
the consequence of dead inert matter. It might appear, therefore,

that sensible things had an objective existence in the mind of God ;

that an idea so soon as it passes out of our consciousnes.s jiasses into

that of God. This is an interpiretation, frequently and not without

some justice, put upon Berkeley’s own expression. But it is not a

satislactory account ol his theory. Berkeley is compelled to see that

an immediate percejition is not a thing, and that what we consider

permanent or sul)stantial is not a sensation but a group of qualities,

which in ultimate analysis means sensations either inrimediately felt

or such a.s our experience has taught us would be felt in conjunction
with these. C)ur belief in the reality of a thing may therefore be saiii

to mean a.ssurance iliat this association in our minds between actual

and possible sensations is somehow guaranteed. Further, Berkeley’s

own theory would never permit him to speak of possible sensations,

meaning by that the ideas ol sensations called up to our minds by
present experience. He could never have held that these afforded

airy explanation of the j)ermant‘nl exisU*nce of real olijects. lli.s

theory js quite distinct from this, which really amounts to nothing

more than subjective idealism. External things are produced by
the will ol the divine intelligence ; they are caused, and caused m a

regular ordi t
;

there exists 111 the thviiie mind archetypes, of which
.sense experience may be said to be the realization in our finite minds.

Our belief in the permanence of something which corresjjonds to the

association in our imnds oi actual and jiossible sensations means
beliel in the ortlerliness ol natuie ; and that is merely, assurance that

the umxerse is pervaded and ret^.ulated by mind. Physical science

is occupied m endeavouring to decipher tin* divine ideas W'hich linil

realizath n in our hmiled exjierienee, in trying to iiiterpnT the divine

language of which natural things are the words and letters, and in

striving to bring human concejitioiis into harmony wuth th(‘ divine

thoughts. Instead, tlierefore. of fate or nece.ssity, or matter, or the

unknown, a liMiig, active mmd is looked ui)on as tlu* centre and
spring of the nnivcise, and this is the essenci* ol the Beikeleian

metajdiysies.

The deejior aspects of Berkeley's neW' thought have been almost

universally neglected or misunderstood. t-)l hi.s .spiritual eiiiiJin-

cisin one side only has been accejited by later thinkers, and looked

ujjon as the whole. '1 he subjective mechanism ol association w'hich

with Berkeley is but jKirt of the true explanation, and is dejK'iident

on the objective reahZiition m the divine mind, has l)een ree<‘ived

a.s in itsell a satislactory theory. ,Sniff Cogitutione^ has been regatded

by thinkers who proless themst'lves Berkeleians as the otu*

proposition warranted by coTV'iiousness ;
the empiricism of his jilulo-

soptiy has been f'agerly welcomed, wlnle the spiritual intuition,

without which the whole is to Berkt'ley meaningless, has been cast

aside. Fur this he is liimsell in no small measure to blame. The
de(‘per spiritual intuition, present Iroiii the fust, was only bioiighl

into clear rehei in order to meet dilliculties in tin* earlier stati’ineiits,

and tlie extension of the intuition itself beyond the hmils of tuir

own consciousness, which completely rtmioves his position troni

mere subjectivism, rests on founddtibn.s uncritically assumed, and
at first sight irreconcilable with certain positions ol his system.
The necessity and universality of the judgments of causality and
substantiality are tak<*n lor gfanled

;
and then* is no investigation

ol the place held by these notions in the mental constitution. The
relatkm betw'ccii the divine mind and hiiile intelligence, at first

thought as that of agent and recijiient, is cuinphcated and obscure

when the necessity lor explaining tlie permanence ol real things

comes fijrward. The divine archetypes, according to w'hich sensible

experience is regulated and in which it finds its real olqi'ctivity, are

different in kind from mere aens«' ideas, and the question then arises

whether in these we have not again the *' things as they aie,” which
Berkeley at first so coiitemptuiaisly dismissed. He Icaxes it uii-

dt'termined whether or not our knowledge ol sense things, which is

never tmtirelv preseiitative, involves some reference to this ob]eeti\'0

course ol nature or thought of the divine mind. And if so, what
is the nature of the notions necessarily implied in the aiinj>lest know-
ledge ol a thing, as distinct from mere sense feeling ? That in know-
ing objects certain thoughts are implied which are not jiiesentatioiis

or their copies is at times dimly seen by Berkeley himsell
;
but he

was content to propound a question with regard to those notions, and
to look upon them as merely Locke’s ideas of relation. Such ideas

of relation are iu truth the stumbling-block in Tx^cke's philosophy,
and Berkidey’s empiricism is etiually lar from accounting for them.
With all these defects, however, Berkeley’s new conception marks

a distinct stage ot progress in human thought. His true place in

the history ol sjieculation may be seen from the simple observation
that the dilficultie.s or obscurities in his scheme arc really the points
on which later philosophy has turned. He once for all lifted the
problem of metaphysies to a higher level, and, in conjunction with
his successor, Hume, determined the form into which later meta-
physical questions have been thrown.

Bibliography. The standard edition of Berkeley’s works is that
of A. Campbell Fraser in 4 vols. (i.-iii. ; iv. Life, LeMers and
Dissertation) published by the Clarendon l^ress (1871) ;

this edition,

revised throughout and largely re-written, was re-published by the
same author ( iqo i ) . Another c(implete edition edited by G. Sampson

,

with a biographical sketch by A. J. Balfour, and a useful biblio-

graphical summary, appeared in 1807-1898. Prof. Fraser also pub-
lished an excellent volume of selections (5th ed., 1899), and a
short general account in a volume on Berkeley in the Blackwood
Philos, Class, For Berkeley's theory of vision sec manuals of

psychology (e,g. G. F. Stout, Wm. James) ;
for his ethical views

H. Sidgwick, Hist, of Ethics (5th ed., 1902) ;
A. Bain, Mental and
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Moral Science (1872). Sec also Sir L. Stephen, English Thought
in the /Ath Century (3rcl ed.,^ iyo2)

; J. S. Mill’s Dissertations,

vols. ii. and iv.
;

T. Iliixloy, Critimus and Addresses, pp. 320 scq.
;

G. S. Fullerton, System of Metaphysics (New York, 1004) ;
John

Watson, Outline of Philos. (New York, 1808) ; J. McCosh, Locke’s
Theory of Knowledge (1884) ;

T. Loren/., Etn Beiirag zur Lebens-
geschichte G. Berkeleys (lyoo) and Weitere lieitrUge z. Leb. G, li.'s

(1901) ;
histones of modern pliikisophy generally.

(R. Ad.
; J. M. M.)

BERKELEY, MILES JOSEPH (i8o3“i889), English botanist,

was horn on the 1st of April 1803, at Biggin Hall, Northampton-
shire, and educated at Rugby and Christ’s College, Cambridge,

of which he became an honorary fellow. 'I'aking holy orders, he

became incumbent of Apethorfie in 1837, and vicar of Sibber-

toft, near Market Harliorough, in i8h8. He acquired an

enthusiastic love of cryptogamic botany in his early years, and

soon was recognized as the leading British authority on fungi

and plant pathology. Tie was especially famous as a syslematist

in mycology, some 6000 species of fungi being credited to him,

but his Introduction to Cryptogamic Botany, published in 1857,

and his papers on “ Vegetable Pathology ” in the Gardener's

Chronicle in J854 and onwards, show that he had a very broad

grasp of the wliole domain of physiology and morphology as

understood in those days. Moreo\’er, it should be pointed out

that Berkeley began his work as a field naturalist and collector,

his earliest objects of study having been the mollusca and other

branches of zoology, as testified by his papers in the Zoological

Journal and the Magazine of Piatural History, between 1828

and 1836. As a microscopist he was an assiduous and accurate

worker, as is sliown by his numerous drawings of the smaller

algae and fungi, and his admirable dissections of mosses and

hepaticac. llis investigations on the potato murrain, caused by

Phylophthora infestans. on the grape mildew', to which he gave

the name Oidiinn Turkeri, and on the pathogenic fungi of wheat

rust, hop mildew, and various diseases of cabliage, pears, coffee,

onions, tomatoes. &'e., w'ere important in results bearing on the

life-history of these pests, at a time when very little w'as knowm
of such matters, and must always be considered in any his-

torical account of the remarkable advances in the biology of

these organisms w hich w'ere made between 1850 and 1880

;

and when it is remembered that this work was done without

any of the modern appliances or training of a properly equipped

laboratory, the real significance of Bcrkele\'’s pioneer work

becomes apparent. It is as the founder of British mycology,

however, that his name will live in the history of botany, and

his most important work is contained in the account of native

Briti.sh fungi in Sir W. Hooker’s British Flora (1836), in his

Introduction to Cryptogamic Botany (1857), and in his Outlines

of British Fungology (i860). His magnificent herbarium at

Kew, w'hich contains over yooo specimens, and is enriched by

numerous notes and sketches, forms one of the most important

type series in the world. Berkeley died at Sibbertoft on the

30th of July ]88q. He was a man of refined and courteous

bearing, *an accomplished classical student, with the simple

and modest habits that befit a man of true learning.

A list ol his piihhcations will be found in the Catalogue of Scien-

tipc Papers of tlie Royal Society, and sketches of his life m Proc.

Roy. Soc., i8<)0, 47, y, bv Sir Joseph Hooker, and Annals of Botany,

1807, 1 1 ,
by Sir W. T. Thiselton-Dyer. (H. M. W.)

BERKELEY, SIR WILLIAM (c. 1608-1677), British colonial

governor in America, was born in or near London, England,

about 1608, the youngest son of Sir Maurice Berkeley, an original

member of the London Company of 1606, and brother of John,

first Lord Berkeley of Stratton, one of the proprietors of the

Carolinas. He graduated at Oxford in 1629, and in 1632 was

appointed one of the royal commissioners for Canada, in which

office he won the personal favour of Charles 1 ., who appointed

him a gentleman of the privy chamber. During this period he

tried his hand at literary work, producing among other things

a tragi-comedy entitled The Lost Lady (1638). In August 1641

he was appointed governor of Virginia, but did not take up his

duties until the following year. His first term as governor,

during which he seems to have been extremely popular with

the majority of the colonists, was notable principally for his
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religious intolerance and his expulsion of the Puritans, who
were in a great minority. During the Civil War in England
he remained loyal to the king, and offered an asylum in Virginia

to Charles II. and the loyalists. On the arrival of a parliamen-

tary fleet in 1652, however, he retired from office and spent the

following years quietly on his plantation. On the death, in

1660, of Samuel Matthews, the last parliamentary governor,

he W'as chosen governor by the Virginia assembly, and was
soon recommissioned by Charles II. His natural arrogance

and tyranny seems to have increased with years, and the second
period of his governorship was a stormy one. Serious frontier

warfare with the Indians was followed (1676) by Bacon's Re-
bellion (sec Virginia), brought on by Berkeley’s misrule, and
during its course all his worst traits became evident. His cruelty

and barbarity in punishing the rebels did not meet with the

approval of (’harles 11., who is said to have remarked that “ the

old fool has put to death more people in that naked country

than I did here for the murder of my father.” Berkeley was
called to England in 1677 ostensibly to report on the condition

of aflairs in the colony, and a lieutenant-governor (Herbert

Jeffreys) was pul in his place. Berkeley sailed in May, but

died soon after his arrival, at Twickenham, and was buried

there on the 13th of July 1677. In addition to the play men-
tioned he wrote A Discourse and Viejv of Virginia (London^

1663).

BERKELEY, a city of Alameda county, California, U.S.A.,

on the E. shore of San hrancisco Bay, named after Bishop

Berkeley on account of his line “ Westward the course of empire

takes its way.” Pop. (1890) 5101 ; (1900) 13,214, of whom
3216 were foreign-born; (1910) 40,434. It is served by the

Southern Pacific and the Santa Fe railway systems, both

transcontinental ; and is connected by electric lines (and ferry)

with San Francisco, and by five electric lines with Oakland. Its

attractive situation and pleasant outlooks have made it a

favourite residential suburb of San Francisco, which lies at a

distance of 7 m. across the bay. Berkeley is the scat of the

('alifornia state university (see California, University or),

opened in 1873 ;
the inter-related Berkeley Bible Seminary

(1896, Disciples of Christ) ; Pacific Theological Seminary

(established in 1866 at Oakland, in 1901 at Berkeley, Con-

gregational)
;

Seminary of the Pacific Coast Baptist Theo-

logical Union, and Unitarian Theological School—all associated

with the University of California ;
and the state institution for

the deaf, dumb and blind. The site of Berkeley was a farming

region until its selection for the home of tfie university. Berke-

ley wtus incorporated as a town in 1878.

BERKELEY, a market town of Gloucestershire, England, near

the river Severn, in that portion of its valley known as the Vale

of Berkeley, on a branch from the Midland railway. Pop. (i9pi)

774. It is pleasantly situated on a gentle eminence, in a rich

pastoral vale to which it gives name, celebrated for its dairies,

producing the famous cheese known as “ double Gloucester.”

The town has a handsome church (Early English and Decorated),

a grammar school, and some trade in coal, timber, malt and

cheese. Berkeley was the birthplace of Dr Edward Jenner (1749)#

who is buried in the church. Berkeley Castle, on an eminence

south-east of the town, is one of the noblest baronial castles

existing in England, and one of the few* inhabited. The Berkeley

Ship Canal connects Gloucester with docks at Sharpness, avoiding

the difficult navigation of the upper part of the Severn estuary.

The manor of Berkeley gives its name to the noble family of

Berkeley {q.v.). According to tradition, a nunnery to which the

manor belonged existed here l^fore the Conquest, and Earl

(rodwin, Iiy bringing about its dissolution, obtained the manor.

All that is certainly known, however, is that in Domesday the

manor is assigned to one Roger, who took his surname from it.

His descendants seem to have been ousted from their possessions

during the 12th century by Roliert fitz Harding, an Angevin

partisan, who already held the castle when, in 1153, Henry, duke

of Normandy (who bwame King Henry II. in the following year),

granted him the manor. Tender an agreement made in the same

year, Maurice, son of Robert fitz Harding, married a daughter
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of Roger of Berkeley Their descendants styled themselves of

Berkeley, and in 1200 the town was confirmed to Robert of

Jierkeley with toll, soc, sac, tVc., and a market on whatever

day of the week he chose to hold it. This charter was con-

firmed to Thomas, Lord Berkelev, in 1330, and in 1305 1306

Lord Berkeley received a grant of another fair on the vigil and

day of Holyrood. The descendants of the Berkeley family still

hoid the manor and town, l^erkeley ('astle was the scene of tlic

death of ICdward 11. 'I’he king was at first entrusted to the care

of Lord Berkeley, who, being considered too lenient, was obliged

to give up his prisoner and castle to Sir John Mautravers and

Thomas Gournay. 'Fhe town has no charter, but is mentioned

as a borough in 1284-1285 Jt was governed by a mayor and

twelve aldermen, but by 1864 their privileges had become merely

nominal, and the corporation was dissolved in 1885 under the

Municipal ( brporations Act. Berkeley was formerly noted for

the manufacture of dothing, but the trade had decreased by

the i6th century, for Leland, writing about 1520, says “ the

town of Berkeley is no great thing. . . . Jt hath very much
occupied and yet somewhat doth clothing.”

Sue John Fisher, History of livtkdcy (1864).

BERKHAMPSTEAD (Great Berkkampstead), a market

town in the Watford parliamentary division of Hertfordshire,

England, 28 m. N.W. from London by the London North-

Western railway. Pop. of urban distric t (1901) 5140. It lies

plea.santly in the narrow well-wooded valley of the Bulbourne,

and is close to the Grand Junction canal. The church of St

Peter, a large cruciform .structure, exhibits all the Gothic styles,

and earlier fragments are traceable. There arc several brasses

of interest. I'he poet William (bwper was born in the rectory

in 1731. The large grammar scIkioI is a foundation of 1541.

Straw-plaiting and the manufacture of small wooden wares are

the principal industries,and there are large chemical works. Of the

castle earthworks and fragments of walls remain. The name of

the town is Great Berkhampstcad (or Berkhamsted), in distinction

from Little Berkhampstcad near Hatfield in this county.

Berkhampstead (Beorhhamstede, Berchchamstede) was un-

doubtedly of some importance in Saxon times since there were

fifty-two burgesses there at the lime of the Conquest. In 1156

Henry 11
,
granted the men and merchants of the town the same

laws and customs as they had in the time of h^dward the Con-

fessor, and that they should be quit of toll throughout England,

Normandy, Aquitaine and Anjou. Berkhampstead rose to

importance with its castle, which is said to have been built by
Robert, count of Mortain, and when the castle fell into ruin after

1496 the town also began to decay. In i6i8, however, the

burgesses received an incorporation charter
; but after the civil

wars the corporate body began to fail through poverty, and in the

18th century had ceased to exist. The burgesses returned two
members to parliament in 1320 and again in 1338 and 1341, but

were never represented again. Before the 13th century the

burgesses held a weekly market on Sunday and a yearly fair on

St James's day, but in 1218 Henr}^ HI. altered the market day

to Monday. Roofing tiles were manufactured in Berkhampstead

as early as the 13th century, and in Elizabeth's reign the making
of malt was the chief industry.

BERKSHIRE, THOMAS HOWARD, iST Earl of (i587-~i669),

2nd son of Thomas Howard, ist earl of Suffolk and of Catherine,

daughter of Sir Henry Knevet, Kt., widow of Richard Rich,

was baptized on the 8th of October 1587. He succeeded to his

mother's estate of Charlton in Wiltshire, was created K.B. in

1605, became master of the horse to Prince Charles, and was

created Lord Howard of Charljon and Viscount Andover in 1622,

K.G. in 1625, and earl of Berkshire in 1626. In 1634 he was
chosen high steward of the university of Oxford. He was a
commissioner for negotiating the treaty of Ripon in 1640, and
accompanied the king to York in 1642. While attempting to

execute the king’s commission of array in Oxfordshire in August
he was taken prisoner by Hampden at Watlington and imprisoned

in the Tower, but after being censured by the Lords was liberated

in September. In 1643 he was made governor of the prince of

Wales, a post for which he was in no way fitted, and in which

he showed himself factious and obstructive. He accompanied

the prince to Scilly and to Jersey, but on the latter's departure

for France went to Holland. At the Restoration he was made a

privy councillor and received rewards. He died on the i6th of

July 1669, and was buried in Westminster Abbey. According

to Clarendon ” his affection for the crown was good
;
his interest

and reputation less than anything but his understanding.” He
married Elizabeth, daughter and co-heir of William, earl of

Exete r, by whom he had nine sons and four daughters. Of these

Charles succeeded iiim as 2nd carl of Berkshire ; Thomas suc-

ceeded the latter; and Philip was ancestor of John, 15th carl

of Suffolk and 8th earl of Berkshire, and so of the later earls of

Suffolk and Berkshire.

BERKSHIRE [abbreviated Berks, pronounced Barkshire], a

southern county of England, bounded N. by Oxfordshire and
Buckinghamshire, E. by Surrey, S. by Hampshire, W. by Wilt-

shire, and N.W. for a short distance by Gloucestershire. Its area

is 721*9 sq. m. Its entire northern boundary is formed by the

river Thames, in the basin of which practically the whole county

is included. In the north-west a narrow and broken line of hills,

pierced in the west by the (!ole stream, which here forms the

county boundary, extends past Faringdon and culminates in a

height over 500 ft. at Cumnor Hurst, which, with Wytham Hill,

fills a deep northward bend of the Thames, and overlooks the

city of Oxford from the west. The range separates the Thames
valley from the Vale of While Hor.se whii'h is traversed b) the

small river Ock, and bounded on the south by a line of hills

known as the White Horse Hills or Bi.’rkshirc Downs, richl>

wooded along th(‘ir base, and rising sharply to bare rounded

summits. In White Horse Hill on the western confines of the

county a height of 856 ft. is reached. The line of these hills is

continued north-eastward by the rhiltern Hills in Oxfordshire,

but a division between the two is made by the Thames in a

narrow valley or gap at Goring. Southw'ard the Downs arc

scored with deep narrow valleys, the chief of which are those of

the Lambourn and the Pang. The last stream runs eastward

directly to the Thames : but the 1 .ambourn and others join the

Kennet, which drains a beautiful sylvan valley to the Thames at

Reading, Another line of downs clo.sely (‘onfincs the \'ale of

Kennet on the .south from Newbury upwards, and although the

greater part of these does not fall within the county, their highest

point, Inkpen Beacon (101 1 ft.), does so. The Enbornc stream,

rising here, and flowing parallel to the Kennet until turning

north to join it, is for a considerable distani'e the county

boundar>*. Between Reading and Windsor the Thames makes
a northward bend, past Henley and Marlow, in the form of three

sides of a .square. Within the bend slight hills border the river,

but south of these, and in the ].oddon valley south of Reading,

the country is low and flat. In the south-east of the county,

however, there is a high sandy plateau, forming part of Bagshot

Heath, over 400 ft. in elevation, and extending into Surrey.

Fir-woods are characteristic of this district, and northward

towards the Thames extends the royal park of Windsor, which

is magnificently timbered. The proportion to the total area of

the county which is under woods is, however, by no means .so

great as in the adjacent counties of Surrey and Hampshire.

There is fine trout-fishing in the Kennet and some of its feeders.

Geology .—The dominant feature of the county, the Chiltern

and White Horse Hills, owes its form to the Chalk, which spreads

from Ashbury and Hungerford on the west to Henley and

Maidenhead on the east. In the northern face of the escarpment

we find the Lower Chalk with a hard bed, the Tottemhoe Stone ;

on the southern slope lies the Chalk-with-Flints. At Kintbuiy

it is quarried for the manufacture of whiting. At the foot of the

Chalk escarpment is the Upper Greensand with a narrow crop

towards the west which is broken up into patches eastwards.

Looking northward from the Chalk hills, the low-lying ground

is occupied succe.ssively by the Gault Clay, the Kimmeridge Clay,

and finally by the c3xford Clay, which extends beyond the

Thames into Oxfordshire. This low-lying tract is relieved by an

elevated ridge of Corallian beds, between the Kimmeridge Clay

and the Gault. It extends from near Faringdon past Abingdon
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to Cumnor and Wytham Hill. At Faringdon there are some
interesting gravels of Lower Greensand age, full of the fossil

remains of sponges. South of the Chalk, the county is occupied

by Kocenc rocks, mottled clays, well exposed in the brickfields

about Reading, and hence called the Reading beds. At Finch-

ampstead, Sunninghill and Ascot, these deposits are overlaid

by the more sandy beds of the Bagshot series. Between the tw(»

last-named formations is a broad outcrop of London Clay.

Numerous outliers of ICoeene rest on the Chalk beyond the main
line of boundary. The Chalk of Inkpen Beacon is brought up
to the south side of the Tertiary rocks by a synclinal fold

;

similarly, an anticline has brought up the small patch of Chalk

in Windsor Park. Clay-with-Flints lies in patches and holes on

the chalk, and flint gravels occur high up on either side of the

Thames. Fairly thick beds of peat are found in the alluvium of

the Kennet at Newbury.
Industries.—About seven-ninths of the total area is under

cultivation ; a large proportion of this being in permanent

pasture, as much attention is paid to dairy-farming. Butter and
cheese are largely produced, and the making of condensed milk

is a branch of the industry. Many sheep are pastured on the

Downs, important sheep-markets being held at the small town
of East or Market Ilsley

;
and an excellent breed of pigs is

named after the county. The parts about Faringdon are specially

noted for them. Oats are the principal grain crop
;
although a

considerable acreage is under wheat, lurnips and swedes are

largely cultivated, and apples and cherries are grown. Besides

the royal castle of Windsor, fine county seats are especially

numerous.

'I'he only manufacturing centre of first importance is Reading,

which is principally famous for its biscuit factories. 'J'he manu-
facture of clothing and carpets is carried on at Abingdon ; but

a woollen industry introduced into the county as early as the

Tudor period is long extinct. Engineering works and paper mills

are established at various places ; and boat-building is carried

on at Reading and other riverside stations. There are extensive

seed warehouses and testing grounds near Reading
;
and the

Kennet and Windsor ales are in high repute. Whiting is manu-
lactured from chalk at Kintbury on the Kennet.

Commvnicaitons .—Communications are provided principally

by the Great Western railway, the main line of which cro.s.ses the

county from east to west by Maidenhead, Reading and Didcot.

A branch line serves the Kennet valley from Reading
;
and

the northern line of the company leaves the main line at Didcot,

a branch from it serving Abingdon. The Basingstoke branch

runs south from Reading, and lines serve Wallingford from
Cholscy, and Faringdon from Uffington. Communication with

the south of England is maintained by a joint line of the South
Western and South Eastern (Chatham companies terminating

at Reading, and there arc branches of the Great Western and
South Western systems to Windsor. The Lambourn valley

light railway runs north-west to Lambourn from Newbury.
Wide water-communications are afforded by the Thames, and
the Kennet is in part canalized, to form the eastern portion of

the Kennet and Avon canal system, connecting with the Bristol

Avon above Bath.

Population and Administration .—The area of the ancient

county is 462,208 acres
;
with a population in 1891 of 239,138,

and in 1901 of 256,509. The area of the administrative county

is 462,367 acres. The county contains twenty hundreds. The
municipal boroughs are Abingdon (pop. 6480), Maidenhead

(12,980), Newbury (m,o6i), Reading, the county town and a

county borough (72,217), Wallingford (2808), Windsor or New
Windsor (14,130), Wokingham (3551). Wantage (3766) is an

urban district. Among lesser towns may be mentioned Faring-

don in the north-west (2900), Hungerford on the Kennet (2906),

and I.ambourn in the valley of that name (2071), the villages

of Bray (2978), Cookham (3874) and Tilehurst (2545), which,

like others on the banks of the Thames, have grown into resi-

dential towns
;
and Sandhurst (2386). The county is in the

Oxford circuit, and assizes are held at Reading. It has one

court of quarter sessions, and is divided into twelve petty

se.ssional divisions. The boroughs of Abingdon, Newbury,
Maidenhead, Reading, Wallingford and Windsor have separate

commission.s of the peace, and Abingdon, Newbu^, Reading

and Windsor have separate courts of quarter sessions. There

are 198 civil parishes. Berkshire forms an archdeaconry in

the diocese of Oxford
;
a small portion, however, falls within

the diocese of Salisbury. 'I’here are 202 ecclesiastical parishes

or districts, wholly or in part within the county. There are

three parliamentary divisions, Northern or Abingdon, Southern

or Newbury, and Eastern or Wokingham, each returning one

member
;
while the parliamentary borough of Reading returns

one member, and parts of the borough of Oxford and Windsor
are included in the county, 'rhere are several important edu-

aitional establishments in the county. Radley College near

Abingdon, Wellington College near Sandhurst, and Bradfield

College, at the village of that name, 8 m. west of Reading, are

among the more important modem public schools for boys.

Bradfield College was founded in 1850, and is well known for

the realistic performances of classical Greek pla^s presented

by the scholars in an open theatre designed for the purpose.

Abingdon and Reading schools rank amon^ the lesser public

schools. At Reading is a university extension college, and in

the south-east of the county is the Sandhurst Royal Military

College.

History .—During the Heptarchy Berkshire formed part of

the kingdom of Wessex, and interesting relics of Saxon occupa-

tion have been discovered in various parts of the county. Of

these the most remarkable are the burial grounds at Long

Wittenham and Frilford, and there is evidence that the Lam-
Imiirn valley was oa*upicd in early Saxon times. The cinerary

urns found in Berkshire undoubtedly contain the ashes of the

Anglians who came south under Penda in the 7th century.

The fortification called (’herbury Castle, not far from Dench-

worth, is said to have been first made up by Canute.

At the time of the Norman invasion Berkshire formed part

of the earldom of Harold, and supported him stanchly at the

battle of Hastings. This loyalty was punished by very sweep-

ing confiscations, and at the time of the Domesday .survey no

estates of any importance were in the hands of Englishmen.

When Alfred divided the country into shires, this county re-

ceived the name of Berrocseir, as Asser says, “ from the wood
of Bcrroc, where the box-tree grows most plentifully.” ’ At
the time of the survey it comprised twents -two hundreds

;
at

the present day there are only twenty, of which eleven retain

their ancient names. Many parishes hive been transferred

from one hundred to another, but the actual boundary of the

county is practically unchanged. Part of the parishes of Shilton

and Langford formed detached portions of the shire, until

included in Oxfordshire in the reign of William IV. Portions

of Combe and Shalbournc parishes have also been restored

to Hampshire and Wiltshire respectively, while the Wiltshire

portion of Hungerford has l^een transferred to Berkshire. The

county was originally included in the see of Winchester, but in

A.D. 909 it was removed to the newly-formed see of “ Wiltshire,”

afterwards united with Sherborne. In 1075 the seat of the

bishopric was removed to Salisbury, and in 1836 by a.n order

in t:ouncil Berkshire was transferred to the diocese of Oxford.

The archdeaconry is of very early origin and is co-extensive with

the county. Formerly it comprised four rural deaneries, but

the number has lately been increased to nine. Much of the early

history of the county is recorded in the Chronicles of the abbey

of Abingdon, which at the time of the survey was second only

to the crown in the extent and number of its possessions. The
abbot also exercised consideraWe judicial and administrative

powers, and his court was endowed with the privileges of the

hundred court and was freed from liability to interference by
the sheriff. Berkshire and Oxfordshire had a common sheriff

until the reign of Elizabeth, and the shire court was held at

Grauntpont. The assizes were formerly held at Reading,

' The derivation from Bibroci, a British tribe in the time of Caesar,
which probably inhabited Surrey or Middlesex, seems philologically

impossible.
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Abingdon and Newbury, but are now held entirely at

Reading.

At the time of the Domesday survey the chief lay-proprietor

was Henry de l^errers, ancestor of the earls of Derby, but it is re-

markable that none of the great Berkshire estates has remained

with the same family long. 'Fhomas Fuller quaintly observes

that “ the lands of Berkshire are very skittish and apt to cast

their owners.” The Dc la Poles succeeded to large estates by

a marriage with the heiress of Thomas Chaucer, son of the poet,

but the family became extinct in the male line, and the estates

were alienated. Tin? same fate befell the estates of the Achards,

the Fitzwarrens and later the families of Norris and Befils.

The natural advantages of this county have always encouniged

agricultural rather tlian commercial pursuits. The soil is

especially adapted fo* shcep-farming, and numerous documents

testify to the importance and prosperity of the wool-trade in

the 1 2th century. At first this trade was confined to the export

of the raw material, but the reign of Edwarrl 111. saw the intro-

duction of the clothing industry, for which the county afterwards

became famous. This trade began to decline in the j 7th century,

and in 1641 the Berkshire clothiers complained of the deadness

of their trade and the difficulty of getting ready money, attri-

buting the same to delay in the execution of justice. The malt-

ing industry and the timber trade also flourished in the county

until the igth century. Agriculturally considered, the Vale of

the White Horse is especially productive, and Camden speaks

of the great crops of barley grown in the district.

Owing to its proximity to London, Berkshire has from early

times been the scene of frequent militiiry operations. The
earliest recorded historical fact relating to the county is the

occupation of the district between Wallingford and Ashbury

by Offa in 758. In the gth and 10th centuries the county was

greatly impoverished by the ravages of the Danes, and in 871

the invaders were defeated by .^Ahelwulf at Knglefield and again

at Reading. During the disorders of Stephen's reign Walling-

ford was garrisoned for Matilda and was the scene of the final

treaty in 1153. Meetings took place between John and his

barons in 1213 at Wallingford and at Reading, and in 1216

Windsor was besieged by the barons. At the opening of the

civil war of the 17th century, the sheriff, on behalf of the in-

habitants of Berkshire, petitioned that the county might be put

in a posture of defence, and here the royalists had some of their

strongest garrisons. Reading endured a ten days’ siege by the

parliamentary forces in 1643, and Wallingford did not surrender

until 1646. Newbury was the site of two battles in 1643 and

1644.

In 1295, Berkshire returned two members to parliament for

the county and two for the borough of Reading. Later the

boroughs of Newbury, Wallingford, Windsor and Abingdon

secured representation, and from 3557 until the Reform Act of

1832 the county was represented by a total of ten members. By
this act Abingdon and Wallingford were each deprived of a

member, but the county returned three members instead of

two. Since the Redistribution of Seats Act 1885 the county

has returned three members for three divisions, and Windsor

and Reading return one member each, the remaining boroughs

having lost representation.

Antiquities,—The remains of two great Benedictine monas-

teries at Abingdon and Reading are scanty. The ecclesiastical

architecture of the county is not remarkable, excepting a few

individual churches. Thus for Norman work the churches of

Shellingford and Choisey may be noted, together with the very

small chapel, of early date, at^Upton near Didcot. The church

of Blewbury in the same locality is in the main transitional

Norman, and retains some of its original vaulting. Of Early

English churches there are several good examples, notably at

Dfiington, with its unushal angular-headed windows, Buckland
near Faringdon, and Wantage. The tower of St Helen’s,

Abingdon, well illustrates this period. The cruciform church

of Shottesbrooke, with its central spire, is a beautiful and almost

unaltered Decorated building ;
and St George’s chapel in

Windsor Castle is a superb specimen of Perpendicular work.

Apart from Windsor, Berkshire retains no remarkable medieval

castles or mansions.
Authoritiks.—Chief of the older works arc : Elias Ashmolc,

Antiquities of Berkshire (3 voE., 1719, 2nd ed., London, 1723 ;
3rd

ed., Reading, 373d) ; D. and S. Lysoiis. Magna Britannia, vol. i.

Other works arc : Marshall, Topographical and Statistical Details

of the Countv of Berkshire (London, 1830) ;
Earl of Carnarvon,

Archaeology of Berkshire (I.«ndon, 1859) ;
C. King, History of Berk-

shire (London, 1887) ;
Lowslcy, Glossary of Berkshire Words (London,

1888), md Index to Wills in the Court of the Archdeacon of Berkshire^

Ij;o8~t0s^ (Oxford, 1893) ;
Victoria County History, Berkshire.

Jico also The Berks Archaeological Society's Quarterly Journal, and
Berkshire Notes and Queries.

bSrLAD, the capital of the department of Tutova, Rumania,

on the river Bcrlad, which waters the high plains of Eastern

Moldavia. Pop. (1900) 24,484, about one-fourth of whom are

Jews. At Berlad the railway from Jassy diverges, one branch

skirting the river Sereth, the other skirting the Pruth
;

both

reunite at Galatz. Among a maze of narrow and winding streets

Berlad possesses a few good modem buildings, including a fine

hospital, administered by the St Spiridion Foundation of Jassy.

Berlad has manufactures of soap and candles, and some trade

in timber and farm-produce, while the annual horse-fairs are

visited by dealers from all parts of the country. In the vicinity

are traces of a Roman camp.
BERLICHINGEN, GOETZ or Gotifried VON (1480-1562),

German knight, was born at the casllc of jagsthausen now in

Wiirttemberg. In 1497 he entered the service of Frederick IV.,

margrave of Brandenburg-Ansbach, and in 1498 fought for the

emperor Maximilian I. in Burgundy, Lorraine and Brabant, and

next year in Switz(‘rland. About 1500 he raised a company of

freelances, and at their head took part in various private wars.

In 1505, whilst assisting Albert IV., duke of Bavaria, at the siege

of Landshut, his right hand was shut away, and an iron one was

substituted which is still shown at Jagsthausen. In spite of this

‘‘ Goetz with the iron hand ” continued his feuds, their motive

being mainly booty and ransom. In 1512 an attack near

Forchheim on some merchants returning from the great fair at

Ltnpzig, caused him to be put under the ban of the empire by

Maximilian, and he was only released from this in 1514 upon a

promise to pay 14,000 gulden. In 1516 he made a raid into

Hesse and captured Philip IV., count of Waldeck, whom he

compelled to pay a ransom of 8400 gold gulden, and in 1518 was

again placed under the ban. He fought for Ulrich I., duke of

Wiirttemberg, when he was attacked by the Swabian League in

1519, and after a spirited resistance was compelled, through

want of ammunition and provisions, to surrender the town of

Mdckmiihl. In violation of the terms of the capitulation he was

held prisoner, and handed over to the citizens of Heilbronn, but

owing to the efforts of Sickingen and Georg von Frundsberg was

released in 1522, upon paying 2000 gulden, and swearing not to

take vengeance on the League. When the Peasants’ War broke

out in 1525 Goetz was compelled by the rebels of the Odenwald

district to act as their leader. He accepted the position, accord-

ing to his own account, partly because he had no choice, partly

in the hope of curbing the excesses of the insurgents
;

but,

finding himself in this respect powerless, after a month of nominal

leadership, he took the first opportunity of escaping to his castle.

For his part in the rebellion he was called to account before the

diet of Speier,and on the 17th of October 1526 was acquitted by

the imperial chamber. In spite of this the Swabian Lea^e
seized the opportunity of paying off old scores against him.

Lured to Augsburg, under promise of safe conduct, to clear

himself of the charges made against him on behalf of the League,

he was there treacherously seized on the 28th of November 1528,

and kept a close prisoner for two years. In 1 530 he was liberated

on repeating his oath of 1522, and undertaking not to leave the

neighbourhood of his castle of Homberg on the Neckar. He
appears to have remained there quietly until 1540 when the

emperor Charles V. released him from his oath. In 1542 he

fought against the Turks in Hungary, and in 1544 accompanied

Charles when he invaded France. He returned to Homberg,

where he passed his time until his death on the 23rd of July

1562. He ?7as twice married and left three daughters and seven
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sons. The counts von Berlichingcn-Rossach, of Helmstadi

near Heidelberg, one of the two surviving branches of the family,

are his descendants. The other branch
,
that of the Freiherrn von

Berliehingen-Jagsthausen, is descended from Goetz’s brother

Hans. “ Goetz von Berlichingen ” is the title of Goethe’s play,

which, published in 1773, marked an epoch in the history of

German drama (see Goethe).
Sue R. Pallnjann, Der historische Goetz von hevluhingen (Berlin,

1804) ;
J'\ W. G. Graf von Bcrlichingen-'Robbach, Oeschichte des

Tiitiers CkwIz von BevliUUngen und scinn Familie (Leipzig, 18O1).

Goetz’s Atitohiographv, valuable as a record of his times, was first

published by Pistorius at Nuremberg (1731), and again at Halle
(i8«b).

BERLIN, ISAIAH (1725-1799), an eminent rabbi of Breslau

;

he was the author of acute notes on the Talmud which had their

influence in advancing the critical study of that work.

BERLIN, the largest city of the German empire, the capital

of the kingdom of Prussia. It is the principal residence of the

German emperor and king of Prussia, the seal of the imperial

parliivmcnt (Reichstag) and the Prussian diet (Landtag) and of

the state ofTices of the empire, except of the supreme court of

justice (Reichsgerichi), which is fixed at Leipzig. It lies in a flat,

sandy plain, no ft. above sea-level, on both banks of the navig-

able Spree, which intersects it from S.K. to N.W. The highest

elevation in the immediate neighbourhood is the Kreuzberg

(200 ft.), a hill in the southern suburb of Schoneberg, which

commands a fine view of the city. The situation of Berlin,

midway between the Elbe and the Oder, with which rivers it

is connected by a web of waterways, at the crossing of the main
roads from Silesia and Poland to the North Sea ports and from

Saxony, Bohemia and 'Huiringia to the Baltic, made it in

medieval days a place of considerable commercial importance.

In modern times the great network of railways, of which it is

the centre and which mainly follow the lines of the old roads,

further established its position. Almost equidistant from the

remotest frontiers of Prussia, from north to south, and from

east to west, 180 m. from Hamburg and from Stettin, its

situation, so far from being prejudicial to its growth and pros-

perity, as was formerly often as.scrtcd, has been, in fact, the

principal determining factor in its rapid rise to the position

of the greatest industrial and commercial city on the continent

of Europe. In point of wealth and population it ranks im-

mediately after Lotidon and Paris.

The boundaries of the city have not been essentially extended

since i860, and though large and imp6rtiuit suburbs have crept

up and practically merged with it, its administrative area

remains unchanged. It occupies about 29 sq. m., and has a

length from E. to W. of 6 and a breadth from N. to S. of 5J m.,

contains nearly 1000 streets, has 87 squares and open spaces,

73 bridges and a population (i<)05) of 2,033,900 (including a

garrison of about 22,000). If, however, the outer police district,

known as “ Greater Berlin,” embracing an area of about 10 ni.

radius from the centre, be included, the population amounts to

about 3i millions.

Berlin is essentially a modern city, the quaint two-storied

houses, which formerly characterized it, having given place to

palatial business blocks, which somewhat dwarf the streets

and squares, which once had an air of stately spaciousness.

The bustle of the modern commercial city has superseded the

austere dignity of the old Prussian capital. Thus the stranger

entering it for the first time will find little to remind him of its

past history. The oldest part of Berlin, the city and Alt-Kolln,

built along the arms of the Spree, is, together with that portion

of the town lying immediately west, the centre of business

activity. The west end and the south-west are the residential

quarters, the north-west is largely occupied by academic,

scientific and military institutions, the north is the seat of

machinery works, the north-east of the woollen manufactures,

the east and south-east of the dyeing, furniture and metal in-

dustries,while in the south are great barracks and railway works.

In 1870 Berlin was practically bounded on the south by the

Landwehr Canal, but it has since extended far beyond, and

the Tempelhofer Feld, where military reviews are held, then

practically in the country, is now surrounded by a dense

belt of houses. Tlie Landwehr Canal, leaving the Spree

near tlic Schlesische Tor (gate), and rejoining it at Charlotten-

burg, after a course of 6 m., adds not a little to the charm of

the southern and western districts, being flanked by fine boule-

vards and crossed by many handsome bridges. The object of

this canal was to relieve the congestion of the water traffic in

the heart of Berlin. It was superseded, however, in its turn by

a new broad and deep canal opened in 1906, lying from 3 to 4 m.
farther south. I’his, the Teltow Canal, leaves the Spree above
Berlin at Kopenick, and running south of Rixdorf, Siidende

and Gross-Lichterfelde, enters the Havel at Teltow. This

important engineering work was planned not only to afford a

more convenient waterway between the upper Spree and the

Havel (and thus to the Elbe), but was to remove from the city

to its banks and vicinity those factories of which the noxious

gases and other poisonous emanations were regarded as dan-

gerous to the health of the community. A dislocation of the

manufacturing factors has therefore been in progress, which

with the creation of a “ trans Tiberim ” (as in ancient Rome)
is, in many respects, altering the chanicter and aspect of the

metropolis.

'J’hc effect upon Berlin of the successful issue of the Franco-

Prussian War of 1870-71 was electrical. The old Prussian

capital girded itself at once to fulfil its new role. The concen-

tration upon the city of a large garrison flushed with victory,

and eager to emulate the vanquished foe in works of peace,

and vie with them in luxury, was an incentive to Berliners to

put forth all their energy. Besides the military, a tremendous
immigration of civilian officials took ]>lace as the result of the

new conditions, and, as accomnjodation was not readily avail-

able, rents rose to an enormous figure. Doubts were often

expressed whether the capital would be able to bear the burden
of empire, so enormous was the influx of new citizens. It is due
to the magnificent services of the municipal council that the city

was enabled to assimilate the hosts of newcomers, and it is to

its indefatigable exertions that Berlin has in point of organiza-

j

tion become the model city of Europe. In no other has public

money been expended with such enlightened discretion, and
in no other has the municipal system kept pace with such rapid

growth and displayed greater resource in emergencies. In

1870 the sanitaiy^ conditions of Berlin were the worst of any
city of Europe. It needed a Virchow to open the eyes of the

municipality to the terrible waste of life ^uch a state of things

entailed. But open sewers, public pumps, cobble-paved roads,

open market-places and overcrowded subterranean dwellings

are now abolished. The city is excellently drained, well-paved,

well-lighted and furnished with an abundant supply of filtered

water, while the cellar dwellings have given place to light and
aiiy^ tenements, and Berlin justly claims to rank among the

cleanest and healthiest capitals in Europe. The year 1878

marks a fresh starting-point in the development of the city.

In that year Berlin was the meeting-place of the congress which

bears its name. The recognition of Germany as a leading factor

in the world’s counsels had been given, and the people of Berlin

I

could indulge in the task of emlxillishing the capital in a manner
befitting its position. From this time forward, state, municipal

and private enterprise have worked hand in hand to make the

capital cosmopolitan. The position it has at length attained

is due not alone to the enterprise of its citizens and the munici-

pality. The brilliancy of the court and the triumph of the

sense of unity in the German nation over the particularism of

the smaller German states hav% conduced more than all else

to bring about this result. It has become the chief pleasure town
of (rtrraany ;

and though the standard of morality, owing
to the enormous influx of people bent on amusement, has become
lower, yet there is so much healthy, strenuous activity in in-

I

tellectual life and commercial rivalry as to entitle it, despite

many moral deficiencies, to be regarded as the centre of life

I

and learning in Germany. Dr A. Shadwell (Industrial Efficiency,

London, 1906) describes it as representing “ the most complete
application of science, order and method of public life,” adding
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“ it is a marvel of civic administration, the most modem and
most perfectly organized city that tliore is/’

Streets .—The social and official life of the capital centres

round Untor den Linden, which runs from the royal palace to

the Brandenburger Tor. This street, one of the finest and
most spacious in Kurope, nearly a mile in length, its double

avenue divided by a favourite promenade, planted with lime

trees, presents Berlin life in all its varying aspects. Many
historical events have taken place in this famous boulevard,

notably the entry of tlic troops in 1871, and the funeral pageant

of the emperor ^^'illium 1 . South of Lnter den Linden lies the

Friedrichstadt, with its parallel lines of straight streets, includ-

ing the Behren-strassc-(the seat of finance)—the Wilhelm-

strasse, with the palace of the imperial chancellor, the British

embassy, and many government offices—the official quarter of

the capital and the busy Leipziger-strasse, running from the

Potsdamer-platz to the Ddnhoff-platz. This great artery and
Unter den Linden are crossed at right angles by the Friedrich-

strassc, 2 m. long, flanked by attractive shops and restaur-

ants, among them the beer palaces of the great breweries. In

the city proper, the Konig-strasse and the Kaiser-Wilhelm-

strasse, the latter a continuation of Unter den I.inden, are the

chief streets
;

while in the fashionable south-west quart<T

Viktoria -strasse, Bellevue - slrasse, Poisdamer-strassc and
Kurfursten-strasse and the Kurfiirstcndamm are the most
imposing. Among the most important public squares are the

Opern-platz, around (»r near which stand the opera house, the

royal library, the university and the armoury ; the Gendarmen-
markt, with the royal theatre in its centre, the Schloss-platz ;

the Lustgarten, between the north .side of the royal palace, the

cathedral and the old and ni!w museums ; the Pariser-platz

with the French embas.sy, at the Brandenburg Gate : the

Konigs-platz, with the column of Victory, the Reichstagsgebaude
and the Bismarck and Moltke monuments ;

the Wilhelms-platz
;

the circular Belle-Alliance-platz, with a column commemorating
the battle of Waterloo : and, in the western district, the spacious

Lutzow-platz.

Bridges. —Of the numerous bridges, the most remarkable arc

the Schloss-brucke, built after designs by Schinkel in 1822' 1824,

with eight colossal figures of white marble, representing ideal

stages in a warrior’s life, the work of Drake, Albert Wolff and
other eminent sculptors

;
the Kurfursten- or Lange-briicke,

built 1692-1695, and restored in 1895, w'ith an equestrian statue

of the great elector, and the Kaiser-Wilhelm-briickc (1886-1889)
connecting the Lustgarten with the Kaiser-Wilhelm-strasse in

the inner town. In the modem residential quarter are the

Potsdamer-Viktoria-hrucke, which carries the trafiic from two
converging streets into the outer Potsdamer-strasse, and the

Herkules-briicke connecting the Liitzow-platz with the Tier-

garten. I’h'e first three cross the Spree and the last two the

Landwehr Canal.

Churches.—Berlin, until the last half of the 19th century, was
in respect of its churches probably the poorest of the capitals

of Christendom, and the number of worshippers on an average

Sunday w'as then less than 2 % of the population. The city now
contains over a hundred places of worship, of which ten are

Roman Catholic, and nine Jewish synagogues. Of the older

Evangelical churches but four date from medieval days, and of

them only the Marien-kirche, with a tomb of Field marshal
0 . C. von Sparr (1605 1665), and the Nikolai-kirche are particu-

larly noteworthy. Of a later date, though of no great pretensions

to architectural merit, are the I’ctri-kirche with a lofty spire,

the Franzosischc-kirche and tjie Neue-kirche with dome-capped
towers, on the Gendarmen-markt, and the round, Roman Catholic

St Hedwigs- kirche behind the Opera-house. The Garrison
church in the centre of the city, which was erected in 1722 and
contained numerous historical trophies, was destroyed by fire

in 1908. Of modern erections the new cathedral (Dorn), on the
Spree, which replaces the old building pulled down in 1893,
stands first. It is a clumsy, though somewhat imposing edifice

of sandstone in Italian Renaissance style, and has a dome rising,

with the lantern, to a height of 380 ft. The Kaiser-Wilhelm-

Gedachtnis-kirche (in the suburb Charlottenburg) with a lofty

spire, the Dankes-kirche (in commemoration of the emperor
William I.’s escape from the hand of the assassin, Nobiling. in

1878) in Wedding, and the Kaiser-Friedrich-Gediichtnis-kirche

on a gras.sy knoll in the north of the Tiergartcn are also worthy
of notice. In the Monbijou Park, on the north bank of the Spree,

is the pretty English church of St George. The main Jewish
.synagogue, a fine building in oriental style, erected in 1866.

stands in a commanding position in the Oranienburger-strasse

and is remarkable for its stained glass. Berlin was a walled city

until 1867-1868. Of the former nineteen city gates only one
remains, the Brandenburg Gate (1789 1793), ^-n imitation of the

Propylaca at Athens. It is 201 ft. broad and nearly 65 ft. high,

and is supported by twelve Doric columns, each 44 ft. in height,

and surmounted by a car of victory (Auriga), which, taken by
Napoleon to Paris in 1807, was brought back by the Prussians

in 1814. The gate has been enlarged by two lateral colonnades,

each supported by sixtiren columns.

Public Buildings.— \n secular buildings Berlin is very rich.

Entering the city at the Potsdam Gate, traversing a few hundred
yards of the Leipziger-strasse, turning into Wilhelm-strasse, and
following it to Unter den Linden, then Ixjginning at the Branden-
burg Gate and proceeding down Unter den Linden to its end, one

passes, among other buildings, the following, many of them of

great architectural merit—the admiralty, the ministry of

commerce, the ministry* of war, the ministry of public works,

the palace of Prince Frederick Leopold, the palace of the imperial

chancellor, the foreign office, the ministry of justice, the

residences of the ministers of the interior and of public worship,

the French and the Russian embassies, the arcade, the palace

of the emperor William I.-, the university, the royal library, the

opera, the armoury, the palace of the emperor Frederick 111 .,

the Schloss-briicke, the royal palace, the old and new museums
and the national gallery. At a short distance from this line arc the

new town-hall, the mint, the imperial bank and the royal theatre.

Berlin differs from 'all other great capitals in this respect that

with the exception of the royal palace, which dates from the

i6th century, all its public buildings are modern. This palace,

standing in the very heart of the city, is a huge quadrangular

building, with four courts, and is surmounted by a dome 220 It,

high. It containsVmorc than 600 rooms and halls
; among the

latter the Weisse-saal used for great court pageants, the halls

of the chapters of H;he Black and the Red Eagle orders, a picture

gallery and a chapel. 'Fhe first floor overlooking the Schloss-

platz is the Berlin residence of the emperor, and that square is

embellished by a huge fountain (Neptuns-brunnen) by R. Begas.

Facing the west portal is the monument to the emperor William L,

and before the north gate, opening upon the Lustgarten, are

the famous bronze groups, the “ horse-tamers ’’ by Clodt, the

gift of the emperor Nicholas 1 . of Russia. 'I'he establishment

of the imperial government in Berlin naturally brought with it

the erection of a large number of public buildings, and
the great prosperity of the country, as well as the enhanced
national feeling, has enabled them to be built on a scale of

splendour befitting the capital of an empire. First in importance
is the Reichstagsgebaude (see Architkctuke, plate ix. fig, 47),
in which the federal council (Bundesrat) and the imperial

parliament {Reichstag) hold their sittings. A special feature

is the library, which is exceedingly rich in works on con-

stitutional law. A new house has also been built for the

Prussian parliament {Landtag) in the Albrecht-strassc. Other
new official buildings are the patent office on the site of

the old ministry of the interior
;
the new ministry of posts

(with post museum) at the corner of the Maucr-strasse and
Leipziger-strasse

;
the central criminal court in Moabit ; the

courts of first instance on the Alexander-platz
;

the ministry

of police, and the Reichsversicherungsamt, the centre for the

great system of state insurance. In addition to these, many
buildings have been restored and enlarged, chief among them
being the armoury {Zeughaus), the war office and the ministry

of public works, while the royal mews {Marstall) has been

entirely rebuilt with an imposing fa9ade.
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Among the public monuments comes first, in excellence,

Rauch’s celebrated statue of Frederick the Great, which stands

in Unter den Linden opposite the palace of the emperor

William I.
;
and in size the monument to the emperor William

1. (by R. Begas), erected opposite the west portal of the royal

palace. The space for the site was gained by pulling down the

old houses composing the Schlossfreiheit and damming the

Spree. The monument, which cost £200,000, is surmounted by

an equestrian statue of the emperor in a martial cloak, his right

hand resting on a field-marshal’s baton, reining in his charger,

winch is led by a female genius of peace. The high pedestal on

whic h these figures stand is surrounded by an Ionic colonnade.

The equestrian statue of the great elector on the Lange-briicke

has been already mentioned. In the Lustgarten is a statue of

Frederick William 111 ., by Wolff; in the Tiergarten, Drake’s

marble monument to the same ruler
;
and in the mausoleum

in the park in Charlottenburg he and his queen, Louisa, are

*sculptun*d in marble by Rauch. Here also lie the emperor

William 1 . and the empress Augusta under marble effigies by

Encke. A second group of monuments on the Wilhelms-platz

commemorates the generals of the Seven Years’ War
;
and a

third in the neighbourhood of the opera-house the generals who

fought against Napoleon L On the Kreuzberg a Gothic monu-

ment in bronze was erected by Frederick William III. to com-

memorate the victories of 1813 1815 ;
and in the centre of the

Kdnigs-platz stands a lofty column in honour of the triumphs

of i 80q, 1866 and 1870-1871, surmounted by a gilded figmre of

Victory. Literature, science and art are represented in different

parts of the city by statue's and busts of Rauch, Schinkcl, Thaer,

Beuth, .Schadow, Winckelmann, Schiller, Hegel and Jahn.

On the Kdnigs-platz between the column of Victory and the

Reichstagsgebiiude, and immediately facing the western facade

ol the latter, is the l^ronze statue of Bismarck, unveiled in 1901,

a figure 20 ft. in height standing on a granite base. From the

south side of the Kdnigs-platz crossing the Tiergarten and

intersecting the avenue from the Brandenburg Gate to Charlot-

tenburg runs the broad Sieges-allee adorned by thirty-two

groups of marble statuary representing famous rulers of the

house of Hohenzollern, the gift of the emperor William 11 . to

the city. The Tiergarten, the beautiful west-end park with its

thickets of dense undergrowth and winding lanes and lakes, has

lost somewhat of its sylvan character owing to building encroach-

ments on the north side and the laying out of new rides and

drives. It has, in addition to those above enumerated, statues

of Quc;en Louisa, Goethe and Lessing.

Commumcations. -Vi\tr\\x\ is the centre of the North German

network of railways. No fewer than twelve main lines concen-

trate upon it. Internal communication is provided for by the

Ringbahn, or outer circle, which was opened in 1871, and by a

well-devised system connects the termini of the various main

lines. The through traffic coming from east and west is carried

by the Stadtbahn, or city railway, which also connects with and

forms an integral part of the outer circle. This line runs through

the heart of the city, and was originally a private enterprise.

Owing, however, to the failure of the company, the work was

taken in hand by the state, and the line opened in 1878. It has

four tracks--two for the main-line through traffic, and two for

local and suburban service, and is carried at a height of about

20 ft. above the streets. Its length is 12 m., the total cost

millions sterling. The chief stations are Zoologischer Garten,

Vriedrich-strasse, Alexander-platz and Schlesischcr Bahnhof.

Lying apart from the .system are the Lehrter Bahnhof for

Hamburg and Bremen, the Stettiner for Baltic ports, and the

Gorlitzer, Anhalter and Potsdamer termini for traffic to the

south, of which the last two are fine specimens of railway archi-

tecture. Internal communication is also provided for by an

excellent system of electric tram-lines, by an overhead electric

railway running from the Zoologischer Garten to the Schlesische

lor with a branch to the Potsdam railway station, and by an

underground railway laid at a shallow depth under the Leipziger-

strasse. Most of the cabs (victorias and brougham.s) have fare-

indicators. Steamboats ply above and below the city.

htdiistry^ Trade and Commerce ,—It is in respect of its manu-

facture and trade that Berlin has attained its present high pitch

of economic prosperity. More than 50 % of its working popu

lation arc engaged in industry, which embraces almost all

branches, of which new ones have lately sprung into existence,

whilst most of the older have taken a new lease of life. The old

wool industry, for example, has become much extended, and

now embraces products such as shawls, carpets, hosiery, &c.

Its silk manufactures, formerly so important, have, however,

gradually gone back. It is particularly in the working of iron,

steel and cloth, and in the by-products of these, that Berlin

excels. The manufacture of machinery and steam-engines

shows an enormous development. No fewer than too large

firms, many of them of world-wide reputation, are engaged in

this branch alone*. Among the chief articles of manufacture

and production are railway plant, sewing machines, bicycles,

steel pens, chronometers, electric and electric-telegraph plant,

bronze, chemicuils, soap, lamps, linoleum, china, pianofortes,

furniture, gloves, buttons, artificial flowers and ladies’ mantles,

the last of an annual value exceeding £5,000,000. It has exten-

sive breweries and vies in the amount of the output of this pro-

duction with Munich. Berlin is also the great centre and the

chief market for speculation in corn and other cereals which reach

it by water from Poland, Austria and South Russia, while in com-

merce in spirits it rivals Hamburg. It is also a large publishing

centre, and has become a .serious rival to Leipzig in this regard.

The Borse, where 4000 persons daily do business, is the chief

market in Germany for stocks and shares, and its dealings are

of great influence upon the gold market of the world. Numerous

banks of world-wide reputation, doing an extensive international

business, have their seats in Berlin, chief among them, in addition

to the Reichs-bank, beingthe Berliner Ka.ssen-Verein,the Diskonto-

Gcsellschaft, the Deutsche Bank, and the Boden-Kredit Bank.

Learning and Art. - Berlin is becoming the centre of the in-

tellectual life of the nation. The Friedrich Wilhelm University,

although young in point of foundation, has long outstripped its

great rival I^^eipzig in numbers, and can point with pride to the

fact that its teaching staff has yielded to none in the number

of illustrious names. It was founded in 1810, when Prussia had

lost her celebrated university of Halle, which Napoleon had

included in his newly created kingdom of Westphalia. It was

as a weapon of war, as well as a nursery of learning, that

Frederick William III. and the great men who are associated

with its origin, called it into existence. Wilhelm von Humboldt

was at that time at the head of the educational department

of the kingdom, and men like Fichte and Schleiermacher worked

on the popular mind. Within the first ten years of its existence

it counted among its professors such names as Neander, Savigny,

Eichhorn, Bdckh, Bekker, Hegel, Raumer, Niebuhr and Butt-

mann. Later followed men like Hengstenberg, Homeyer,

Bethrnann-Hollweg, Puchta, Stahl and Heffter ; Schelling,

Trendelenburg, Bopp, the brothers Grimm, Zumpt, Carl Richter
;

later still, Twesten and Domer, Gneist and Hinschius
;
Langen-

beck, Bardeleben, Virchow, Du-Bois Reymond ; von Ranke,

Curtius, Lipsius, Hofmann the chemist, Kiepert the geographer ;

Helmholtz, van't Hoff. Koch, E. Fischer, Waldeyer and von

Bergmann among scientists and surgeons ;
Mommsen, Treitschke

and Sybel among historians, Hamack among theologians,

Brunner among jurists. Taking ordinary, honorary, extra-

ordinarv professors and licensed lecturers {Privai-docenien)

together, its profes.sorial strength consisted, in 1904-1005, of

23 teachers in the faculty f)f theolog\s 32 in that of law, 175 in

that of medicine and 227 in that^f philosophy—altogether 457.

The number of matriculated students during the same period

was 7154, as against 5488 in the preceding summer term. The

number of matriculated students is usually greater in winter

than in summer : the reason of the disproportion being that in

the summer university towns having pleasant surroundings,

.such as Bonn, Heidelberg, Kiel and Jena, arc more frequented.

Berlin is essentially a Prussian university—of students from

non-German states," Russia sends most, then the United Sutes

of America, while Great Britain is credited with comparatively
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few. It is, however, in the ugly palace of Vrince Henry of

Prussia, which was given for the purpose in the days of l^russian

poverty and distress, tliat the university is still housed, and
although some internal rearrangement has been effected, no
substantial alterations have been made to meet the ever-increas-

ing demand for lecture- room accommodation. The garden

towards Unter den Linden is adorned by a bronze statue of

Helmholtz
;

the marble statues of Wilhelm and Alexander von

Humboldt, which were formerly placed on either .side of the gate,

have been removed to the adjacent garden. Technical education

is provided in the magnificent buildings erected at a cost of

£100,000 in Chariot tenburg. which are equipped with all the

apparatus for the teaching of liciencc. Among other institutions

of university rank and affiliated to it are the school of mines,

the agricultural college, the veterinary college, the new seminary

for oriental languages, and the high school for music. The
geodetic institute has tieen removed to Potsdam. The univer-

sity is, moreover, rich in institutions for the promotion of

medical and chemical science, for the most part housed in build-

ings belonging to the governing body. 'Fhere should also be

mentioned the Royal Academy of Sciences, feamded in 170:).

The name of Leibnitz is associated with its foundation, and it

was raised to the rank of a royal academy by Frederick the

Great in 1743. The Royal Academy of Arts is under the imme-
diate protection of the king, and is governed by a director and

senate. There is also an academy of vocal music.

Schools.—Berlin possesses fifteen Gymnasia (classical schools,

for the highest branches of the learned professions'), of which
lour are under the direct supervisitui of the provincial authori-

ties and have the prefix kbni^lich (roval), while the remain-

ing eleven are municipal and. under the control of the civic

authorities. They arc attended by about 7000 scholars of

whom a fourth are Jews, 'rhere are also eight Real-gymnasia

(or “ modern ” schools), numerous Real-srhulen (commercial

.schools), public high schools for girls, and commodious and
excellently organized elementary schools.

Museums.—^'Fhe buildings of the royal museum are divided into

the old and new museums. The former is an imposing edifice

situated on the north-east side of the Lustgarten, facing the

royal palace. It was built in the reign of Frederick William IJL
from designs by Schinkel. Its portico supported by eighteen

colossal Ionic columns is reached by a wide flight of steps.

The back and side walls of the portico are covered with frescoes,

from designs by Schinkel, representing the world’s progress from

chaos to organic and developed life. The sides of the flight of

steps support equestrian bronze groups of the Amazon by Kiss,

and the Lion-slayer by Albert Wolff. Under the portico are

monuments oT the sculptors Rauch and Schadow, the architect

Schinkel, and the art critic Winckelmann. The interior consists

of a sou terrain, and of a first floor, entered from the portico

through bronze doors, after designs by Stiller, weighing 7^ tons,

and executed at a cost of £3600. This floor consists of a rotunda,

and of halls and cabinets of sculpture. The second floor, which

formerly contained the national gallery of paintings, is occupied

by a collection of northern antiquities and by the Schliemann

treasures.

The new museum, connected with the old museum by a

covered corridor, is, in its internal arrangements and decorations,

one of the finest structures in the capital. The lowest of its

three floors contains the Egyptian museum ; on the first floor

plaster casts of ancient, medieval and modern sculpture are

found, while the second contains a (iabinet of engravings. On
the walls of the grand marble^ staircase, which rises to the full

height of the building, Kaulbach’s cyclus of stereochromic

pictures is painted, representing the six great epochs of human
progress, from the confusion of tongues at the Tower of Babel
and the dispersion of the nations to the Reformation.

The national gallery, a fine building surrounded by a Cor-

inthian colonnade and lying between the royal museums and
the Spree, contains a number of modern German paintings.

Behind the.se buildings, again, is the Pergamum museum, which
houses a unique collection, the result of the excavations at

Pergamum. Still farther away, on a triangular plot of land

enclosed by the two arms of the Spree and the metropolitan

railway, stands the Kaiser Friedrich museum (1904). This

edifice, in the Italian baroque style, surmounted by a dome,
possesses but little architectural merit, and its position is so

confined that great ingenuity had to be employed in its internal

arrangements to meet the demands of space, but its collection

of pictures is one of the finest in Europe. Hither were removed,

from the old and new museums, the national gallery of pictures,

the statuary of the Christian epoch and the numismatic collec-

tion. The gallciy of paintings, on the first floor, is distributed

into the separate schools of Germany, Italy, Flanders and
Holland, while another of the central rooms embraces those of

Spain, France and England. The collection, which in 1874
contained 1300 paintings, was then enriched by the purchase

by the Prussian government for £51,000 of the Suermonnt col-

lection which, rich in pictures of ihe Dutch and Flemish schools,

contained also a few by Spanish, Italian and French masters.*

The gallery as a whole has been happily arranged, and there are

few great painters of whom it docs not contain one or more
examples. The Kunst-gewer be museum, at the corner of the

Koniggriilzcr-strasse and Albrecht -strasse, contains valuable

specimens of applied art.

Theatres.- In nothing has the importance of Berlin become
more conspicuous than in theatrical affairs. In addition to the

old-established Opernhaus and Schaiispielliaus, which are sup-

ported by the state, numerous private playhouses have been

erected, notably the Lessing and the Deutsches theatres, and it

is in these that the modern works by Wildenbrucb, Sudermann,
and Hauptmann ha\'e been produced, and it may be said that

it is in Berlin that the modern school of German drama has its

home. In music Berlin is not able to \ ie with Leipzig, Dresden

or Munich, yet it is well represented by the (onservatorium,

with which the name of Joachim is connected, while the more
modern school is represented by Xaver Scharwenka.

Government
f
Administration and Politics,—On the 1st of April

1881 Berlin was divided off from the province of Brandenburg

and since forms a separate administrative district. But the chief

presidency {Oherprdsidium), the Consistory, the provincial school-

board, and the board of health of the province of Brandenburg
remain tribunals of last instance to which appeals lie from Berlin.

*rhe government is partly semi-military (police) and partly

municipal. The ministry of police (a branch of the home office)

consists of six departments
:
(i) general

; (2) trade
; (3) building

;

(4) criminal
; (5) passports

; (6) markets. It controls the fire

brigade, has the general inspection over all strangers, and is

resfwnsible for public order. I’he civil authority (Magistrat)

consists of a chief mayor {Oberbiirgermeister), a mayor {Burger-

meister), and a city council {Stadtrai), The Oberhurgermeister,

who is ex officio a member of the Prussian Upper House, and
the BUrgermeisier are elected by the common council {Siadtver-

ordnetenversammlung) of 144 members, i,e. three delegates

chosen by manhood suffrage for each ward of the city
;
but

the election is subject to the veto of the king without reason

given. The Stadtrai consists of 32 members, of whom 15 are

paid officials (including 2 syndics, 2 councillors far building,

and 2 for education), while 17 serve gratuitously. For general

work the Magistral and the Stadtverordnetenversammlung

coalesce, and committees are appointed for various purposes

out of the whole body, these being usually presided over by

members of the Magistral. Their jurisdiction extends to water-

supply, the drainage, lighting and cleaning of the streets, the

care of the poor, hospitals and schools. Politically the city is

divided into six Reichstag and four Landtag constituencies,

returning six and nine members respectively, and it must be

noted t^t in the case of the Landtag the allocation of seats

dated from i860, so that the city, in proportion to its population,

was in 1908 much under-represented. It should have had

twenty-five members instead of nine.

Population,—The stupendous growth of the population of

Berlin during the last century is best illustrated by the following

figures. In 1816 it contained 197,717 inhabitants
;

in 1849,
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431,566; in lifI, 826,341 ; in 1880, 1,122,330; 1890,1,578,794,

and in i()05, 2,033,900. The birth-rate is about 30, and the

death-rate 20 per 1000 inhabitants a year. Illegitimate births

amount to about 1 5 % of the whole. According to religion,

about 84 % are Protestants, 10 % Roman Cathfdics and 5 %
Jews, but^wing to the great number of Jews who for social and

other reasons ostensibly embrace the Christian faith, these last

figures do not actually represent the number of Jews by descent

living in the city.

Environs .—Marvellous as has been the transformation in the

city itself, no less surprising results have been effected since

1875 in the surroundings of Berlin. On the east, north and west,

the city is surrounded at a distance of some 5 m. from its centre

by a thick belt of pine woods, the Jungfernheide, the Spandauer

Forsl, and the Grunewald, the last named stretching away in

a south-westerly direction as iar as Potsdam, and fringing the

beautiful chain of Havel lakes. These forests enjoyed until

quite recent times an unenviable notoriety as the camping-

ground and lurking-place of footpads and other disorderly

characters. After the opening of the circular railway in 1871,

private enterprise set to work to develop these districts, and a
“ villa colony ” was built at the edge of the Grunewald between

the station West-end and the Spandauer Bock. From these

beginnings, owing mainly to the expansion of the important

suburb of Charlottenburg, has resulted a complete transformation

of the eastern part of the Grunewald into a picturesque and

delightful villa suburb, which is connected by railway, steam-

tramway and a magnificent boulevard - - the Kurfiirstendamm

—

with the city. Nowadays the little fishing villages on the .shores

of the lakes, notabl)' the Wannsec, cater for the recreation of the

Berliners, while palatial summer residences of wealthy merchants

occupy the most prominent sites. Sulairban Berlin may be said

to extend practically to Potsdam.

Traffic. The public streets have a total length of about 350 m.,

and a large staff of workmen is regularly employed in maintaining

and cleaning the public roads and parks. Tlic force is well

controlled, and the work of cleaning and removing snow after u

hea\'y fall is thoroughly and efficiently carried out. The less

important thoroughfares arc mostly paved with the so-called

Vienna paving, granite bricks of medium size, while the principal

streets, and especially those upon which the traffic is heavy,

have either asphalt or wood paving.

Waier-Supply and Drainage.—The water-supply is mainly

derived from works on the Miiggcl and Tegeler lakes, the river

water being carefully filtered through sand. I'he drainage

system is elaborate, and has stood the test of time. The city is

divided into twelve radial systems, each with a pumping station,

and the drainage is forced through five mains to eighteen sewage

farms, each of which is under careful sanitary supervision, in

respect both of the persons employed thereon, and the products,

mainly milk, passing thence to the city for human consumption.

Only in a few isolated cases has any contamination been traced

to fever or other zymotic germs. In this connexion it is worth

noting that the infectiou.s di.seases hospital has a separate system

of drainage which is carefully disinfected, and not allowed to be

employed for the purposes of manure.

Hospitals .—In no other city of the wonRs the hospital

organization so well appointed as in Berlin, or are the sick poor

tended with greater solicitude. State, municipal and private

charity here again join hands in the prompt relief of sickness

and cases of urgency. The municipal hospitals are six in number,

the largest of which is the Virchow hospital, situate in Moabit

and opened in 1906. It is arranged on the pavilion system,

contains 2000 beds, and is one of the most splendidly equipped

hospitals in the world. The cost amounted to £900,000. Next

comes that of Friedrfehshain, also built on the pavilion system,

while the state controls .six (not including the prison infirmaries)

of which the world-renowned Charity in the Luisen-strasse is

the principal. The hospitals of the nursing sisters (Diakonissen

Anstalten) number 8, while there are 60 registered private

hospitals under the sup('rintendence of responsible doctors and

under the inspection of government.

> Charities.—Berlin is also very richly endowed with charitable

institutions for the relief of pauperism and distress. In addition

to the municipal support of the poor-houses there are large funds

derived from bequests for the relief of the necessitous and deserv-

ing poor
;
while night shelters and people’s kitchens have been

organized on an extensive scale for the temporary relief of the

indigent unemployed. For the former several of the arches of

the city railway have been utilized, and correspond in internal

arrangement to like shelters instituted by the Salvation Army
in London and various other cities.

Markets .—Open market-places in Berlin are things of the past,

and their place has been taken by airy and commodious market
halls. Of these, 14 in number, the central market, close to

the Alexander-platz station of the city railway with which it is

connected by an admirable service of lifts for the rapid unloading

of goods, is the finest. It has a ground area of about 17,000

sq. yds., and is fitted with more than 2000 stalls. The other

markets are conveniently situated at various accessible places

within the city, and the careful police supervision to which they

are subjected, both in the matter of general cleanliness, and in

the careful examination of all articles of food exposed for sale,

has tended to the general health and comfort of the population.

The central cattle market and slaughter-houses for the inspec-

tion and supply of the fresh meat consumed in the metropolis

occupies an extensive area in the north-east of the city on the

Ringbahn, upon which a station has been erected for the accom-
modation of meat trains and passengers attending the market.

The inspection is rigorously carried out, and only carcases which
have l>een stamped as having been certified good arc permitted

to be taken away for huraati consumption.

History.- -T\\t etymology of the word “ Berlin is doubtful.

Some derive it from ('eltic root?

—

ber^ small, short, and Zyn, a
lake

;
others regard it as a Wend word, meaning a free, open

place
;

others, again, refer it to the word werl, a river island.

Another authority derives it from the German word Bruhly a

marshy district, and the Slavonic termination in
;
thus Briihl,

by the regular transmutation Biihrl (compare Ger. bren-ntn

and Eng. burn), Biirhlin. More recent research, however, seems

to have established the derivation from Wehy dam.
Similar obscurity rests on the origin of the city. The hypo-

theses which carried it back to the early years of the Christian

era have been wholly abandoned. Even the margrave Albert

the Bear (d. 1170) is no longer unquestionably regarded as its

founder, and the tendency of opinion now is to date its origin

from the time of his great-grandsons, Otto 111. and John I.

When first alluded to, what is now Berlin was spoken of as two

towns, Kdlln and Berlin. The first authentic document con-

cerning the former is from the year 1237, concerning the latter

from the year 1244, and it is with these dates that the trustworthy

history of the city begins. In 1307 the first attempt was made
to combine the councils of Kolln and Berlin, but the experiment

wa.s abandoned four years later, and the two towns continued

their separate existence till 1432, when the establishment of a

common council for both led to disturbances of which the out-

come was that Frederick II. the Iron in 1442 abolished this

arrangement, seriously curtailed the privileges of both towns,

and began the building of a castle at Kolln. A feud between the

elector and the Berliners ended in the defeat of the latter, who
in 1448 were forced to accept the constitution of 1442. From
this time Berlin bec.ame and continued to be the residence of the

Hohenzollerns, the elector John Cicero (1486-^1499) being the

first to establish a permanent court inside the walls. It was not,

however, until the time of King Frederick William I. that the

sovereigns ceased to date their eJneial acts from Kdlln. In 1539,
under the elector Joachim II., Berlin embraced the Lutheran
religion. Henceforth the history of Berlin was intimately bound
up with the house of Hohenzollcm. The conversion of the

elector John Sigismund in 1613 to the Reformed (Calvinist) faith

was hotly resented by the Berliners and led to bloody riots in

tlie city. The Thirty Years’ War all but ruined the city, the

population of which sank from some 14,000 in 1600 to less than
8000 in 1650. It was restored and the foundations of its modem
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splendour were laid by the Great Klector, by the time of whose
death (1688) the population had risen to some 20,000. During

this period several suburbs had bepuri to grow up, Friedrichs-

werd(T in i()67 and the Dorotheenstadt, so named in 1676 after

the ele('tn*ss Dorothea its founder. In 1688 Frederick III.

(afterwards King P'rederirk I.) began the Friedrit'hstadt, com-
pleted by Frederick William I llnder Frederick 1 ., who did

much to embellish the city as the royal Residenzstadi, the

separate administrations of the quarters of Berlin, Kcilln,

i^'riedrichstudt, hViedric'hswerder and Dorothecnsttidt were com-
bined, and the separate names were absorbed in that of Berlin.

The fortifications begun in ]()58 were finally demolished under

Frederick the Great in 1745, and the Neue h’riedrichstrasse, the

Alcxander-strasse aiui the Wall-strasse were laid out on their

site.

Twice during the Seven Years' War Berlin was attacked by
the enemy : in 1757 In the Austrians, who penetrated into the

suburbs and levied a heavy contribution, and in 1700 by the

Russians, who bombarded the city, penetrated into it, and only

retired on payment of a ransom of 1,500,000 thalers (£225,000).

After the disastrous campaign of Jena, Berlin suffered much
during the l^renrh occupation (24th October 180O to 1st December
1808). In spite of these misfortunes, however, the progress of

the city was steady. In iSog the present municipal government
was instituted. In 1810 the university was founded. After

the alliance of Prussia and Russia in 1812 Berlin was again

occupied by the French, but in March 1813 they wore finally

driven out. The period lollovving the close of the war saw great

activity in building, especially in the erection of many noble

monuments and public buildings, those by the architect

Karl Friedrich Schinkel. '1‘he most notable event in the history

of Berlin during the iqth centfirv, prior to the h'ranco-German

War, was the March revolution of 1848 (see Germany : History
,

and Frederick Wii.i.iam IV., king of Prussia). The effect of

the war of 1870 71 on the growth of Berlin has been sufficiently

indicated alrcud)'.

AiTTiiouiTihs. F(jr the liistorv of Berlin see the publications of

the " Vorein liir du* Orschichte Berlins
'

’ ; the Unlinisctie Chronik nebst

Vrkiiudeuhuch, unci the periodicals Dcf liar (1875. <&C.) and Mit-
teiluu^en (1MH4, iVc.). C)i histones may he mentioned A. Streckfiiss,

jioo Jahri' licrlina Gcmhichtc (new ed. liy Fernbuch, 1000);
Berlin im /Qtcn Jaiirhuiidcrt (4 vols., 1867- iSOg). and Statisfisches

Jahfhurh der Stadt Bn tin (1904 -i<)05) ; Fidicin, HUtonsch-diplo^
matisihe Bvitru^e zur Geschithie dev Stadt Berlin (5 vols.. 1837 1842) ;

Brockhaus, Konversaliona- Lcxtkvn (IQ04) ;
.Meyer, Konvcrsation<i-

Txvikitn (1904) ;
Buedc‘k»T, Fuhrer ditrih Berlin

;
Woerl. Fithrcr

dunk Bn tin
; J, Pollard, The Corporation of Berlin (Kdinbiirgh,

1893) '• Shadwell, Industria! Efficiency (London. i<jc>0)
*, Berliner

fahrbuch fur Handel und Industrie (1905) ;
and O. Schweliel, Ge-

schichtc der Stadt Beilin (Berlin, j888). (P. A. A.)

Berlin, Congress and Treaty of. The events that led

np to the assembling of the congress of Berlin, the outcome of

which was the treaty of the 13th of July 1878, are de.scribcd else-

where (see Europe: History

\

Turkey: History] Russo-Turki.sh
War). Here it must suffice to say that the terms of the treaty

of San wStefano(3rd March 1878), by which the Ru.s.so-Tiirkish War
had been brought to a conclusion, seemed to those of the other

powers who were most interested scarcely less fatal to the Ottoman
dominion than that Russian occupation of Constantinople which
Great Britain had risked a war to prevent. By this instrument

Bulgaria was to become a practically independent state, under
the nominal suzerainty of the sultan, bounded by the Danube,
the Black Sea, the Aegean anil Albania, and cutting off the latter

from the ri’innant of Rumelia which, with CVinstantinople, was
to be left to the Turks. At the same time the other Christian

principalities, Servia and Morfeenegro, were largely increased

in size and their independence definitively recognized
;
and the

proposals of the powers with regard to Bosnia and Herzegovina,

communicated to the Ottoman plenipotentiaries at the first

sitting of the conference of (onstantinople (23rd December 1876),
were to be immediately executed. 'Fhese provisions seemed to
make Russia permanently arbiter of the fate of the Balkan
peninsula, the more so since the vast war indemnity of

1,400,000,000 roubles exacted in the treaty promised to cripple

the resources of the Ottoman government <ibr years to

come.

The two powers whose interests were most immediately
threatened by the terms of the peace were Austria and Great
Britain. 'I'hc former especially, refusing to be bribed by the
Russian offer of Bosnia and Herzegovina, saw herself cut off

from all chance of expansion in the Balkan peninsula and
threatened with the establishment there of the paramount power
of Rus'.ia, a peril it had been her traditional policy to averl.

On the 5th of h'cbruary, accordingly, ('ount Andrassy issued a
circular note, addressed to the signatory powers of the treal>’ ol

Paris of 1856 and the Condon protocol of 1871, suggesting u
congress for the purpose of establishing “ the agreement of

Europe on the modifications which it may become necessary to

introduce into the above-mentioned treaties” in \'iew of the

preliniinarie.s of peace signed by Russia and Turkey. 'I'his

appeal to the sanctity of international engagements, traditional

in the diplomatic armoury of Austria, and strengthened by .so

recent a precedent as that of 1871, met with an immediate
response. On the 1st of A}>ril I^ord Salisliury had already

addressed a circular note to the Briti.sli emba.ssies refusing on
behalf of tlie British government to recognize anv arrangements
made in the peace preliminaries, cakulaLed to moilify European
treatit;s, ‘‘ unless they were made the subject of a formal agree-

ment among the parties to the treaty of Paris,” and quoting the
“ essential principle of the law ol nations ” promulgated in the

London protocol. By Great Br.tiin therefore the Austrian

proposal was at on(‘e aeei ptul. Genuanv was vit)’ willing to

fall in with the views ol her Austrian ally and sliare in a council

ill which, having no immediate iuti'resls of her own, Bismarck

could win new laurels in his role of “ honest liroker.” In these

circumstances Russia could not bui accept the principle ol a

congress. She tried, however, to limit the scope of its powers
by suggesting the exclusion ol certain clauses of the treat) from
its refetrence, and point(‘d out (( ircular of Prince Gorchakov,

April Qth) that Russia had not been the first nor the only Power
to violate the treaties in question. The answer of Lord Beacons-

field was to mobilize the militia and bring Indian troops to the

Mediterranean
;
and finally Russia, finding that the diplomatic

support which she had (‘xpecled from Bismarck lailed her,

ron.sented to submit the whole treaty without r(‘serve to the

congress.

On the 3rd of June ('ount Munster, in the name of the German
government, issued the formal invitation to the congress.

The congress met. under the presidency of iVince Bismarck, at

Berlin on the 13th of June. Great Britain was represented by
J^ord Beaconsfaid, Lord Salisbury and Lord Odo Russell, am-
ba.ssador at Berlin ; Germany by Prince Bismarck, Baron JVnst

von Billow and Prince ('hlodwig von llohenlohe-Schillingsfiirst,

ambas.sador at Paris ; Austria by C’ount Andrassy, C'ount Louis

Karolyi and Baron Heinrich Karl von Haymerle, ambas.sador

at Rome
;

France by William H. Waddington, the C'omte do

Saint-Vallicr, ambassador at Berlin, ami Felix Hippohle
Desprez, director of political affairs in the department fur foreign

affairs ; Russia by the chancellor, Prince Gorchakov, Count
Peter ShuvaloYtij|inbassador to the court of St James’s, and
Paul d’Oubril, llBbassador at Berlin

;
Turkey by Alexander

Catheodory Pasha, minister of public works, Ali Pasha, mushtr

of the Ottoman armies, and Sadullah Bey, ambassador at Berlin.

The bases of the conferences had, of course, been .settled before-

hand, and the final act of the congress was signed by the pleni-

potentiaries mentioned above exactly a month after the opening

of the congress, on the 13th of July.

The treaty of Berlin consists in all of sixty-four articles, of

which it will be sufficient to note those which have had a special

bearing on .subseejuent international developments. So far as

they affect the territorial boundaries fixed by the treaties of

Paris and San Slefano it will bo sufficient to refer to the sketch

map in the article ICurope : History. By Art. 1 . Bulgaria was
“ constituted an autonomous and tributary principality under

the suzerainty of H.I.M. the Sultan ”
;

it was to have “ a

(’hristian government and a national militia.” Art. II. fixed
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the Ixjundaries of the new state and provided for their delimita-

tion by a European commission, which was “ to take into con-

sideration the necessity for H.I.M. the Sultan to be able to defend

the Balkan frontiers of Eastern Rumelia.” Arts. 111. to Xll.

provide for the election of a prince for Bulgaria, the machincr}''

for settling the new constitution, the adjustment of the relations

of the new Bulgarian government to the Ottoman empire and
its subjects (including the question of tribute, the amount of

which was, according to Art. XII., to be settled by agreement

of the signatory powers “ at the close of the first year of the

working of the new organization ”). By Art. X. Bulgaria, so

far as it was concerned, was to take the place of the Sublime
Borte in the engagements which the latter had contracted, as

well towards Austria-Hungary as towards the Rustchuck-

Varna Railway Company, for working the railway of ICuropean

Turkey in respect to the completion and connexion, as well as

the working of the railways situated in its territory.

By Art. XIII. a province was fornicd south of the Balkans

which was to take the name of “ Eastern Rumelia," and was
to remain “ under the direct military and political control of

1 l.LM. the Sultan, under conditions of administrative autonomy.”
It was to have a ('hristian governor-general. Arts. XIV. to

XXIII. define the frontiers and organization of the new pro-

vince, questions arising out of the Russian occupation, and the

rights of the sultan. Of the latter it is to he noted that the sultan

retained the right of fortifying and occupying the Balkan passes

(Art. XV.) and all his rights and obligations over the railwavs

(Art. XXI.).

Art. XXV., which the events of i()o8 afterwards brought into

special prominence, runs as follows :
“ The provinces of Bosnia

and Herzegovina shall be occupied and administered by Austria-

Hungary. The government of Austria-Hungary, not desiring

to undertake the administration of the sanjak of Novi-Bazar,

. . . the Ottoman administration will continue to exercise its

fuiulions there. Nevertheless, in order to assure the mainten-

ance of the new political stale of affairs, as well as freedom and

security of communications, Aiistria-Ilungar\^ reserves the

right of keeping garrisons and having military and commercial

roads in the whole of this part of the ancient vilayet of Bosnia.”

By Art. XXVL the independence of Montenegro was defiui-

tiveiy recognized, and by Art. X\TII. she received certain

accessions of territory, including a strip of coast on the Adriatic,

but under conditions which tended to place her under the tute-

lage of Austria-Hungary. Thus, by Art. XXIX. she was to have

neither ships of war nor a war flag, the port of Antivari and all

Montenegrin waters were to be dosed to the war-ships of all

nations ; the fortifications between the lake and the coast were

to be razed ; the administration of the maritime and sanitar>'

police at Antivari and along the Montenegrin littoral was to be

carried on by Austria-Hungary “ by means of light coast-guard

boats ”
;
Montenegro was to adopt the maritime code in force

in 1 )almatia, while the Montenegrin merchant flag was to be under

Austro-Hungarian consular protection. Finally, Montenegro

was to “ come to an understanding with Austria-Hungary on

the right to construct and keep up across the new Montenegrin

territory a road and a railway.”

By Art. XXXIV. the independence of Servia was recognized,

subject to conditions (as to religious liberty. &c.) set forth in

Art. XXXV. Art. XXXVl. defined the new boundaries.

By Art. XLIII. the independence of Rumania, already pro-

claimed by the prince
( 1877), was recognized. Subse-

quent articles define the conditions and the boundaries.

Arts. LIl. to LVTI. deal with the question of the free navi-

gation of the Danube. All tortifications between the mouths

and the Iron Gates were to be razed, and no vessels of war, save

those of light tonnage in the service of the river police and the

customs, were to navigate the river below the Iron Gates (Art.

Lll.). The Danube commission, on which Rumania was to be

represented, was maintained in its functions (Art. LIII.) and

provision made for the further prolongation of its powers

(Art. LIV.).

Art. LVIIl. cedes to Russia the territories of Ardahan, Kars

and Batoum, in Asiatic Turkey. By Art. LIX. “ H.M. the

emperor of Russia declares that it is his intention to constitute

Batoum a free port, essentially commercial.”

By Art. J.XI. “ the Sublime Porte undertakes to carry out,

without further delay, the improvements and reforms de-

manded by local requirements in the provinces inhabited by the

Armenians, and to guarantee their security against the Cir-

cassians and Kurds.” Jt was to keep the powers informed

periodically of “ the steps taken to this effect.”

Art. LXII. made provision for the securing religious liberty

in the Ottoman dominions.

Finally, Art. EXIII. declares that “the treaty of Paris of

30th March 1856, as well as the treaty of London of 13th March
J871, are maintained in all such of their provisions as are nut

abrogated or modified by the preceding stipulations.”

l*or II le full text (if the tn*aty in tlu‘ English translation see

E. lli‘rlsli‘1, Map of llnwpe hy Treaty, vol. iv. p. 2759 (No. 530) ;
lor

tb(‘ I'lcnch orii inal sec State Papers, vol. Ixix. p. 749. (W. A. 1 ’.)

BERLIN, a city of Coos county, New Hampshire, U.S.A,,

on the Androscoggin river, in the N. part of the state, about

g8 m. N.W. of Portland, Maine. Pop. (1890) 3729; (1900)

8886, of whom 4643 were foreign-born; (1010, ('unsus) 11,780.

'fhe area of the city in 1906 was 57*81 sq. m. Berlin is served

by the Grand Trunk and Boston & Maine railways. It is situated

in the heart of the White Mountains and 16 m. from the base of

Mt. Washington. Berlin Falls, on the picturesque Androscoggin

river, furnishes an immense water-power, the development of

which for manufacturing purposes accounts for the rapid growth

of the city. The forests of northern New Imgland and of the

province of Quebec supply the raw material for the extensive

saw-mills and planing-mills, the ]^ulp- and paper-mills, and the

sulphite fibre mills, said to be the largest in existence. In 1905
the city’s factory products were valued at $5,989,119, of which

78*5 was the value of the paper and wood pulp manufacture d.

Berlin was first settled in 1821, was incorporated as a township

in 1829, and was chartered as a city in 1897.

BERLIN, a city and port of entry, Ontario, (Canada, and capital

of Waterloo county, 58 m. W. of Toronto, on the Grand Trunk
railway. It is the centre of a prosperous farming and manu-
facturing district, inhabited chiefly by German immigrants and
their descendants. An electric railway connects it with the

town of Waterloo (pop. 4100) 2 m. to the north, which has

important flour and woollen mills and distilleries. Berlin is

a flourishing manufacturing town, and ctmtains a beet sugar

refinery, automobile, leather, furniture, shirt and collar, felt,

glove, button and rubber factories. Pop. (1881) 4054; ()9o])

9747-

BERLIN, a four-wheeled carriage with a separate hooded seat

behind, detached from the body of the vehicle
;

so called from

having been first used in Berlin. It was designed about 1670,

by a Piedmontese architect in the service of the elector of

Bnmdcnburg. It was used as a travelling carriage, and Swift

refers to it in his advice to authors “ who scribble in a berlin.”

As an adjective, the word is used to indicate a special kind of

goods, originally made in Berlin, of which the best known is

Berlin wool. A Berlin warehouse is a shop for the sale of wools

and fancy goods (cf. Itiilian warehouse). The spelling “ berlin
”

is also used by Sir ^\alter Scott for the “ birlinn,” a large Gaelic

rowing-boat.

BERLIOZ, HECTOR (1803-1869), French musical composer,

was born on the nth of December 1803 at Cote-Saint-Andre,

a small town near Grenoble, in the department of Isere. His

father, Louis Berlioz, was a physician of repute, and by his desire

Hector for some time devoted himself to the study of medicine.

At the same time he had music lessons, and, in secret, perused

numerous theoretical works on counterpoint and harmony, with

little profit it seems, till the hearing and subsequent careful

analysis of one of Haydn’s quartets opened a new vista to his

unguided aspirations. A similar work written by Berlioz in

imitation of Haydn’s masterpiece was favourably received by his

I

friends. From Paris, where he had been sent to complete his
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medical studies, he at last made known to his father the unalter-

able decision of devotinj; himself entirely to art, the answer to

which confession was the withdrawal of all further pecuniary

assistance. In order to support life Ilerlioz had to accept the

humble engagement of a singer in the chorus of the Gymnase
theatre. Soon, however, he became reconciled to his father and
entered the Conservatoire, where he studied composition under
Reicha and Lesueur, His first important composition was an
opera called Les Frams-Jn^esy of which, however, only the

overture remains extant. In 1825 he left the Conservatoire,

and began a course of self-education, founded chiefly on the

works of Beethoven, Gluck. Weber and other German masters.

About this period Berlioz saw for the first time the talented Irish

actress Henrietta Smithson, who was then charming Paris by
her impersonations 01 Ophelia, Juliet and other Shakespearean

characters. The enthusiastic young composer became deeply

enamoured of her at first sight, and tried, for a long time in vain,

to gain the love or even the attention of his idol. To an incident

of this wild and persevering courtship Berlioz’s first symphonic
work, Episode de la vie d'un artiste^ owes its origin. By the

advice of his friends Berlioz once more entered the C’onservatoire,

where, after several unsuccessful attempts, his cantata Sardana-

palus gained him the first prize for foreign travel (1830), in spite

of the strong personal antagonism of one of the umpires. During

a stay in Italy Berlioz composed an overture to A/w/j Lear, and
Le Reioxir a la vie—a sort of symphony, with intervening

poetical declamation between the single movements, called by
the composer a melologue, and written in continuation of the

episode de la rne d un artiste, along with which work it was
performed at the Paris ( onservatoirc in 1832. Paganini on that

occasion spoke to Berlioz the niemorable words :
“ Vous com-

meneez par ou les aui res ont fini,” Mi.ss Smithson, who also w'as

present on the occasion, consented to become the wife of her

ardent lover in 1833. 'I'he marriage was a tempestuous mistake.

In 1840 he separated from his wife, who died in 1854. Six

months later Berlioz married Mademoiselle Recio. His second

wife did not live very long, nor was there much that was edifying

in this marriage. Between the date of his first marriage and
1840 came out his dramatic symphonies Harold en lialie, Funebre

et triomphale, and Romo et Juliette ; his opera Benvenuto Cellini \

(1837) ;
his Requiem, and other works. In the course of time

j

Berlioz won his due share of the distinctions generally awarded
to artistic merit, such as the ribbon of the I.egion of Honour
and the membership of the Institute. But these di.stinctions

he owed, perhaps, less to a genuine admiration of his compositions

than to his successes abroad and his influential position as the

musical critic of the Journal dcs Dehais (a position which he held

from 1838 to 1864, and which he never u.sed or abused to push his

own works). In 1842 Berlioz went for the first time to Germany,
where he was hailed with welcome by the leading musicians of

the younger generation, Robert Schumann foremost amongst
them. 'I'he latter paved the way for the French composer’s

success by a comprehensive analysis of the Apisode in his

musical journal, the Neue Zeitschrijt fur Musik. In 1846 he

produced his magnificent cantata La Damnation de Faust.

Berlioz gave successful concerts at Leipzig and other German
cities, and repeated his visit on various later occasions—in 1852
by invitation of Liszt, to conduct his opera, Benvenuto Cellini

(hissed off the stage in Paris), at Weimar; and in 1855 to

produce his oratorio-tri'ogy, VEnfance du Christ, in the same
city. 'I'his latter work had been previously performed at Paris,

where Berlioz mystified the critics by pretending to have found
the last chorus amongst the nj^inuscript scores of a composer of

the 17th century, Pierre Ducre by name. In 1855
was written for the opening of the Paris exhibition. Berlioz also

made journeys to Vienna (1866) and St Petersburg (1867),
where his works were received with great enthusiasm. In 1861

he produced his work Beatrice et Benedict, and in 1863 Les
Troyens. He died in Paris on the 8th of March 1869.

It is not only as a composer that the life of Berlioz is full of

interest, although in this respect his achievement is singularly

significant for the comprehension of the modem spirit in music.

But it is as the symbol of French romanticism in the whole
domain of aesthetic perception that his pre-eminence has come
to be recognized. His Mhnoircs (begun in London in 1848 and
finished in 1865) illustrate this romantic spirit at its highest

elevation as well as at its lowest depths. Victor Hugo was a
romantic, Musset was a romantic, but Berlioz was romanticism
itself. As a boy he is in despair over the despair of Dido, and
his breath is taken away at Virgil’s “ Quaesivit coelo lucem
ingemuitque reperta.” At the age of twelve he is in love with
“ Estelle,” whom he meets fifty years afterwards. The scene

is described by himself (1865) with minute fidelity—a scene

which Flaubert must have known by heart when he wrote its

parallel in the novel Htiducaiion senltmeniale. The romance of

this meeting between the man—old, isolated, unspeakably sad,

with the halo of public fame burning round him—and the

woman— old also, a mother, a wicioiv, whose beauty he had
worshipped when she was eighteen—i.s striking. In a frame ot

chastened melancholy and joy at the sight of Estelle, Berlioz

goes to dine with Patti and her family. Patti, on the threshold

of her career, pets Berlioz with such uncontrollable affection,

that as the composer wrote a description of his feelings he was
overwhelmed at the bitterness of fate. What would he not

have given for Estelle to show him such affection ! Patti seemed

I

to him like a marvellous bird with diamond wings flitting round
his head, resting on his shoulder, plucking his hair and singing

her most joyous songs to the accompaniment of beating wings.
“

1 was enchanted but not moved. The fact is that the young,

beautiful, dazzling, famous virtuoso who at the age of twenty-two
has already seen musical Europe and America at her feet, does

not win the power of love in me
;
and the aged woman, sad,

oixscure, ignorant of art, possesses my soul as she did in the days

gone by, as she will do until my last day.” If this episode

touches the sublime, it may he urged with almost equal truth

that his description of the exhumation of his two wives and their

rebursal in a single tomb touches the ridiculous. And yet the

scene is described with a perception of all the detail which would
call for the highest praise in a novelist. Perhaps some parallel

between the splendid and the ridiculous in this singular figure

may be seen in the comparison of Nadar’s caricature with

Charpentier’s portrait of the composer.

The profound admiration of Berlioz for Shakespeare, which ro.se

at moments to such a pitch of folly that he set SliEfkespeare in the

place of God and worshipped him, cannot be explained simply

on the ground that Henrietta Smithson was a great Shakespearean
actress. Unquestionably the great figures in Fmglish literature

had a profound attrai'tion for him, and while the romantic spirit

is obvious in his selections from Byron and Scott, it can also be

traced in the quality of his enthusiasm for Shakespeare. It is in

his music more than in his literary attitude, however, that is

disclosed something in addition to the pure romance of Schumann
- something that places him nearer in kind to Wagner, who
recognized in him a composer from whose works he might learn

something useful for the cultivation of his own ideals. As a

youth the power of Beethoven’s symphonies made a deep

impression on Berlioz, and what has been described as the

“ poetical idea ” in Beethoven’s creations ran riot in the young
medical student’s mind. He thus became one of the most
ardent and enlightened originators of what is now known as

“ programme music.” Technically he was a brilliant musical

colourist, often extravagant, but with the extravagant emotional-

ism of genius. He was a ma.ster of the orchestra
;
indeed, his

treatment of the orchestra and his invention of unprecedented

effects of timbre give him a solitary position in musical history
;

he had an extraordinary gift for the use of the various instru-

ments, and himself propounded a new ideal for the force to be

employed, on an enormous scale.

His literary works include the 7'rait^ d*instrumentation

(1844); Voyage musical en Allemagne et en Italie {1^4^) ;
Les

Soirees d'orchestre (1853) ; Les Grotesques de la musique (1859)

;

A travers chant (1^62) ;
Memoires (iti’jo)

;
Letires intimes

For a full list of his musical works, Grove’s Dictionary should be

consulted.
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The new critical edition of the complete mubical works (published

by Breitkonf and H artel) is in ten series. I. Symphonies : Fantas-

tique, Op. T4 ;
Fundbre et iriomphale. Op. 15, for military band and

chorus :
Harold en Itahe, Op. 16, with viola solo

;
Fomh et Juliette,

with chorus and .soli. 11. Overtures (ten, including the five Ixilong-

ing to larger- works). 111. Smaller instrumental works, ol which

only the FuiuTal March for Hamlet is imiiortant. IV. Sacred

music • the Grande Messe des morts, Op. 5 ;
the Te Deum, Op. 22 ;

L'Enfance du Christ, Op. 25. and lour smaller pieces. V. Secular

cantatas, including Huit sanes de Faust, Op. 1 ;
Lelw, ott le retour

d la vie Oi). 14O (sequel to iSymphonie faniastique), and La Damnation

dc Faiist, Op. 24. VI. Songs and lyric choruses with orchestra, two

vols. VII. Songs and lyric choruses witli pianoforte. 2 vols. in-

cluding arrangements o‘t the orchestral songs. VI 11. Operas;

Benvenuto Cellini ;
Les Trovens (five acts in two parts. La Pnse dc

Troie and Les Troyens d Cartha(;e)
;

Recitatives for the dialogue in

Weber's FreUchutz. IX. Arrangements, including the well-known

orchestral versitin of Weber's I nvitatiou d la danse. X. Fragments

and new' discoveries.
^ ,

Adolphe Julien's biography of Berlioz (1888) first ga\e a careful
]

account of the details ol his life. See also the books by R. Pohl

(1884), r*. Galibert (i8go). E. Hippeau (i8go). G. NouHlard (1885).

L. Mesnard (1888), Louise I’ohl (igoo), and D. Bernard (tran.s. by

H. M. Dunstan, 1882). An illuminating es.say on Berlioz is in

I'llson Young’s Mastersingers (1902). See also the essay in W. II.

Hadow’s Studies in Modern Musii (1st senes, 1908). Berlioz’s

TraiF- d'inKti nnientalion has been translated into German and brought

u]) to date by Richard Strauss (Peters’ edition (loob]).

BERM (probably a variant of “ brim ’’)» narrow ledge of

ground, generally the level bank.s of a river. In parts of ICgypt

the whole area reached by the Nile is included in the berm.

Thus of the lands near Berber, Mr C. Dupui.s writes (in Sir

William Garstin's Report on the I’pper Nile, 1904),
“ In most

places there is a well-defined alluvial berm of recent formation

and varying width, up to perhaps a couple of kilometres.” In

mihtarv' phraseology the berm is the space of ground between

the base of a rampart and the ditch.

BERMONDSEY, a south-eastern metropolitan borough of

London, h'ngland, bounded N. and E. by the 'lhames, S.h.. by

Deptford, S.W. by (ambcrwell, and W. by Southwark. Pop.

(190J) 130,760. it is a di.strict of poor streets, inhabited by a

labouring population employed in leather and other factories,

and in the Surrey Gommercial Docks and the wharves bordering

the river. The parish of Kotherhithe or Redriff has long been

associated with a seafaring population. A tunnel connecting

it with the opposite shore of the river was opened in June iqo8.

'I'he neighliouring Thames 'lunnel was opened in 1843, but, as

the tolls were insufficient to maintain it, was sold to the East

London Railway Company in 1865, The Herold In.stitute, a

branch of the Borough Polytechnic, Southwark, is devoted to

instruction in connexion svith the leather trade. Southwark

Park in the centre of the borough is 63 acres in extent. Ber-

mondsey is in the parliamentary borough of Southwark, including

the whole of Rotherhithe and* part of the Bermondsey division.

The borough council consists of a mayor, 9 aldermen, and 54

councillors. Area 1490*6 acres.

The name appears in Domesday, the suffix designating the

former insular, marshy character of the district ;
while the

prefix is generally taken to indicate the name of a Saxon over-

lord, Beormund. Bermondsey was in favour with the Norman

kings as a place of residence, and there was a palace here, perhaps

from pre-Norman limes. A Cluniac monastery was founded in

1082, and Bermondsey Cross became a favoured place of pilgrim-

age. The foundation was erected into an abbey in 1399, and

Abbey Road recalls its site. Similarly, Spa Road points to the

existence of a popular spring and pleasure grounds, maintained

for some years at the close of the i8th century, Jacob Street

marks lacob’s Island, the .scene of the death of Bill Sikes in

Dickens’s Oliver Twist, 'looley Street, leading east from South-

wark by London Bridge railway .station, is well known in con-

nexion with the storv of three tailors of Tooley Street, who

addressed a petition lo parliament opening with the compre-

hen.sive expression “We, the people of England. The name

is a corruption of St Olavc, or Olaf, the Christian king of Norway

,

who in 994 attacked London by way of the river, and broke down

London Bridge.

See E. T. Clarke. Bermondsey, its Historic Memories (1901).

BERMUDAS, a group of islands in the Atlantic Ocean, forming

a British colony, in 32'' 15' N. and 64^ 50' W., about 580 m.

E. by S. from Cape Hatteras on the American coast. The group,

consisting of small islands and reefs (which mark the extreme

northern range of the coral-building polyps), is of oval form,

measuring 22 m. from N.E. to S.W., the area being 20 sq. m.

The largest of the islands is Great Bermuda, or the Main Island,

14 m. long and about a mile in average width, enclosing on the

east Harrington or Little Sound, and on the west the Great

Sound, which is thickly studded with islets, and pn^tected on

the north by the islands of Watford, Boaz, Ireland and Somerset.

The remaining members of the group, St George, Paget, Smith,

St David, Cooper, Nonsuch, &c., lie N.E. of the Main Island, and

form a semicircle round Castle Harbour. The fringing islands

which encircle the islands, especially on the north and west, leave

a few deep passages wide enough to admit the largest vessels.

Geology.—The Bermudas consist of acolian limestones (cf.

Bahamas) which in some of the larger islands form irregular

hills attaining a height of some 200-250 ft. These limestones

;

arc composed chiefly of comminuted shells drifted and deposited

1 by the wind, and they are very irregularly stratified, as is usually

1 the case with wind-blown deposits. Whore fresh the rock is

I

soft, but where it has been exposed to the action of the sea it is

i covered by a hard crust and often loses all trace of stratification,

i

The surface is frequently irregularly honeycombed. Even the reefs

i are not wholly formed of coral. They are ridges of aeolian lime-

]

stone plastered over by a thin layer of corals and other calcareous

i organisms. The very remarkable “ serpuline atolls ’ are covered

i

by a solid crust made of the convoluted tubes of serpulac and

j

Vermeiiis, together with barnacles, mussels, nullipores, corallines

and some true incrusting corals. 'I’hcy probably rest upon a

foundation of aeolian rock. The Bermudas were formerly mucli

more extensive than at present, and they may possibly stand

upon the summit of a hidden volcano. There are evidences of

.small oscillations of levels, but no proofs of great elevation or

depression.

Soil, Climate, The surface soil is a curious kind of red

earth, which is also found in ochre-like strata throughout the

limestone. It is generally mixed with vegetable matter and

coral sand. There is a total want of streams and wells of fresh

water, and the inhabitants are dependent on the rain, which

they collect and preserve in tanks. The climate is mild and

healthy, although serious epidemics of yellow fever and typhus

have occurred. The maximum reading of the thermometer is

about 87° E. and its minimum 49^, the meafi annual temperature

being 70". The islands attract a large numlxir of visitors annually

from America. Vegetation is ver>' rapid, and the soil is clad in a

mantle of almost perpetual green. The principal kind of tree is

the so-ailled “ Bermudas cedar,” really a species of juniper,

which furnishes timber for small vessels. The shores arc fringed

with the mangro\'e
;

the prickly pear grows luxuriantly in the

most barren districts ; and wherever the ground is left to itself

the sage bush springs up profusely. The citron, sour orange,

lemon and lime grow wild ;
but the apple and peach do not

come to perfection. The loquat, an introduction from ( hina,

thrives admirably. The mild climate assists the growth of

esculent plants and roots ; and a considerable trade is carried on

with New York, principally in onions, early potatoes, tomatoes,

and beetroot, together w'ith lily bulbs, cut flowers and some

arrowroot. Medicinal plants, as the castor-oil plant and aloe,

come to perfection without culture
;
and coffee, indigo, cotton

and tobacco are also of spontaneous growth. Few oxen or .sheep

arc reared in the colony, meat, as well as bread and most vege-

tables, being imported from Amer^. The indigenous mammals

arc very few, and the only reptiles are a small lizard and the green

turtle. Birds, however, especially aquatic species, are very

numerous. Insects are comparatively few, but ants swarm

destructively in the heat of the year. Fish are plentiful round

the coasts, and the whale-fishery was once an important industry,

but the fisheries as a whole have not been developed.

Towns, and Administration,—There are two towns in the

Bermudas : St George, on the island of that name, founded in
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1794 and incorporated in 1797 ;

and Hamilton,on the Main Island,

founded in 1790 and incorporated in 1793. St George was the

capital till the senate and courts of justice were removed by

Sir James Cockburn to Hamilton, which being centrally situated,

is more conv(;nient. Hamilton, which is situated on the inner

part of the Great Sound, had a pu])ulation in 1901 of 2246, that

of St George being 985. In Ireland Island is situated the royal

dockyard and naval establishment. The harbour of St George’s

has space enough to accommodate a vast fleet
;
yet, till deepened

by blasting, the entrance was so narrow as to render it almost

useless, rhe Bermudas became an important naval and coaling

station in 1869, when a large iron dry dock was towed across the

Atlantic and placed in a secure position in St (ieorge, while,

owing to their inipoi tant strategic position in mid-Atlantic, the

British government t .maintains a strong garrison. 'I'he Bermudas
are a British crown colony, with a governor resident at Hamilton,

who is assisted by an executive council of 6 niombers appointed

by the crown, a legislative council of 9 similarly appointed,

and a representative assembly of 36 members, of whom four

are returned by each of nine parishes. The currency of the

colony, which had formerly tweh e shillings to the pound sterling,

was assimilated to that of England in 1842. I’he English

language is universal. The colony is ecclesiastically attached

to the bishopric of Newfoundland. In 1847 an educational

board was established, and there are numerous schools
;
attend-

ance is compulsory, but none of the .schools is free. Government
scholarships enable youths to be educated for competition in the

Rhodes scholarships to Oxford University. The revenue of the

islands shows a fairly regular increase during the last years of the

19th century and the first of the 20th, as from £37,830 in 1895
to £63,457 in 1904 : expenditure is normally rather less than

revenue. In the year last-named imports were valued at

£589,979 and exports at £130,305, the annual averages since

1895 being about £426,300 and £112,500 respectively. The
population shows a steady increase, as from 13,948 in 1881 to

17,535 in 1901 ; 6383 were whites and 11,152 coloured in the

latter year.

The discovery of the Bermudas resulted from the

shipwreck of Juan Bermudez, a Spaniard (whose name they now
bear), when on a voyage from Spain to Cuba with a cargo of hogs,

early in the i6th century. Henry May, an Englishman, suffered

the same fate in 1593 ;
and lastly. Sir George Somers .shared the

destiny of the two preceding navigators in 1609. Sir George,

from whom the islands took the alternative name of Somers,

was the first who established a settlement upon them, but he

died before he had fully accomplished his design. In 1612 the

Bermudas were granted to an offshoot of the Virginia Company,
which consisted of 120 persons, 60 of whom, under the command
of Henry More, proceeded to the islands. The first source of

colonial wealth was the growing of tobacco, but the curing

industry ceased early in the 18U1 century. In 1^26 Bishop

George Berkeley chose the Bermudas as the seat of his projected

missionary establishment. The first newspaper, the Bermuda
Gazette, was published in 1784.

Sec Godet, Bermuda, its HUtnry, Geology, Climate, &>c. (I^ondon,

i860) ,* Lclroy, Discovery and Settlement of the Bermudas (London.

1877-1879); A. Heilpnii, Bermuda Islands (Philadelphia, 1889);
Stark, Bermuda Guide (London, 1898) ;

Cole. Bermuda . . . Biblio-

graphy (Boston. 1907) ;
and for geology see also A. Agassiz, “ Visit

to the Bermudas in March 1894,’' Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. Harvard,
vol. XXVI, No. 2, 1895 ; A. E. Verrili, “ Notes on the Geology of the
Bermudas," Amer. Journ. Sci. ser. 4, vol. ix. (1900), pp. 313-340;
“ The Bermuda Islands ; Their Scent^ry, dec.," Trans. Conn. Acad.
Arts and Sci. vol. xi. pt. 2 (1901-1902)

BERMUDEZ, a N.E. state of Venezuela, between the Carib-

bean Sea and the Orinoco riv#r, bounded E. by the gulf of Paria

and the Delta-Amacuro territory, and W. by the states of

Guarico and Miranda. Pop. (est. 1905)364,158. It was created

in r88i by the union of the states of Barcelona, Cumana and
Maturin, dissolved in 1901 into its three original states, and
reorganized in 1904 with a slight modification of territory. The
state includes the oldest settlements in Venezuela, and was once
very prosperous, producing cattle and exporting hides, but wars

and political disorders have partly destroyed its industries and

impeded their development. Its principal productions are

coffee, sugar, and cacdo, and—less important—cotton, tobacco,

cocoanuts, timber, indigo and dyewoods. Its more important

towns are the capital, Barcelona, Maturin (pop. 14,473), capital

of a district of the same name, and Cumana (i 0,000), on the gulf

of Cariaro, founded in 1520 and one of the oldest towns of the

continent.

BERN (Fr. Berne), after the Grisons, the largest of the Swiss

cantons, but by far the most populous, though politically Bern
ranks after that of Ziirich. It extends right across Switzerland

from beyond the Jura to the snow-dad ranges that separate

Bern from the Valais. Its total area is 2641*9 sq. m., of which
2081 sq. m. are classed as “ productive ” (including 59T sq. m.
of forests, and 2-i m. of vineyards), while of the remainder

111*3 sq. m. arc occupied by glaciers (the Valais and the Grisons

alone surpass it in this respect). IL is mainly watered by the

river Aar (r/.7^.),'with its affluents, the Kander (left), the Saane
or Sarine (left) and the Emmc (right)

;
the Aar forms the two

lakes of Brienz and I’hun {q.v.). The great extent of this canton

accounts for the different character of the regions therein com-
prised. Three are usually distinguished :—(i) 'I'he Oberland or

Highlands, which is that best known to travellers, for it includes

the snowy Alps of the Bernese (M^crland (culminating in the;

Finsteraarhorn, 14,026 ft., and the Jungfrau, 13,669 ft.), as well

as the famous summer n^orts of Grindelwald, Miirren, Lautcr-

brunnen, Interlaken, Meiringcn, Kandersteg, Adclboden, I'hun

and the fine pastoral valley of the Simme. (2) 'I'he MtUdland
or Midland.s, comprising the valley of the Aar below 'I'hun, and
that of the Emmc, thus taking in the outliers of the high Alps

and the open country on every side of the town of Bern. (3)
'I'he Seeland (Lakeland) and the Jura, extending from Bienne

and its lake across the Jura to Porrentruy in the plains and to

the upper course of the Birs. The Oberland and Mittellancl form

the “ old ” canton, the Jura having only been acquired in 1815,

and differing from the rest of the canton by reason of its French-

speaking and Romanist inhabitants.

In 1900 the total population of the canton was 589,433, of

whom 483,388 were German-speaking, 97,789 French-speaking,

and 7167 Italian-speaking
;
while there were 506,699 Protestants,

80,489 Romanists (including the Old Catholics), and 1543 Jews.

The capital is Bern (y.7^), while the other important towns are

Bienne {q-v,), Burgdorf (^/. 7^.), Del^mont or Delsberg (5053
inhabitants), Porrentruy or Prunlrut (6959 inhabiUnts), Thun
{q.v.\ and I^ngenthal (4799 inhabitants). 'I'here is a university

(founded in 1834) in the town of Bern, as well as institutions

for higher education in the principal towns. The canton is

divided into 30 administrative districts, and contains 507

communes (the highest number in Switzerland). From 1803 to

1814 the canton was one of the six “ Directorial ” cantons of the

Confederation. The existing cantonal constitution dates from

3893, but in 1906 the direct popular election of the executive

of 9 members (hitherto named by the legislature) was introduced.

The legislature or Grossrath is elected for four years (like the

executive), in the proportion of i member to every 2500 (or

fraction over 1250) of the resident population. The obligatory

Referendum obtains in the case of all laws, and of decrees relating

to an expenditure of over half a million francs, while 12,000

citizens have the right of initiative in the case of legislative

projects, and 15,000 may demand the revision of the cantonal

constitution. 'The 2 members sent by the canton to the federal

Sidnderath are elected by the Grossrath^ while the 29 members
sent to the federal Nationalrath are chosen by a popular vote.

In the Alpine portions of the canton the breeding of cattle (those

of the Simme valley are particularly famous) is the chief industry

;

next come the elaborate arrangements for summer travellers

(the Fremdenindusirie). It is reckoned that there arc 2430
“ Alps ” or mountain pastures in the canton, of which 1474 are

in the Oberland, 627 in the Jura, and 280 in the Emmc valley;

they can maintain 95,478 cows and are of the estimated value

of 46J million francs. The cheese of the Emme valley is locally

much esteemed. Other industries in the Alpine region are

wood-carving (at Brienz) and wine manufacture (on the shores
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of the lakes of Bienne and of Thun). The Mittelland is the

agricultural portion of the canton. Watchmaking is the principal

industry of the Jura, Bienne and St Imier being the chief centres

of this industry. Iron mines are also worked in the Jura, while

the Heimberg potteries, near Thun, produce a locally famous
ware, and there are both quarries of building stone and tile

factories. I'he canton is well supplied with railway lines, the

broad gauge lines being 228 m. in length, and the narrow gauge

lines 157J m.—in all 385i m. Among these arc many funicular

cog-whecl lines, climbing up to considerable heights, so up to

Miirren (5368 ft.), over the Wengern Alp (6772 ft.), up to the

Schynige Platte (6463 ft.), and many others still in the state of

projects. All these are in the Oberland where, too, is the

so-called Jungfrau railway, which in 1906 attained a point (the

Kismeer station) in the south wall of the Eiger (13,042 ft.)

that was 10,371 ft. in height, the loftiest railway station in

Switzerland.

'I'hc canton of Bern is composed of the various districts which

the town of Bern acquired by conquest or by purchase in the

course of time. The more important, with dates of acquisition,

are the following:—Laupen (1324), Hash and Meiringen (1334),

Thun and Burgdorf (1384), Untersecn and the Upper Simme
valley (1386), Frutigen, &c. (1400), Lower Simme valley (1439-

1449), Interlaken, with Grindclwald, Lauterbrunnen and Brienz

(1528, on the suppression of the Austin Canons of Interlaken),

Saanen or Gessenay (1555), Kdniz (1729), and the Bernese Jura

with Bienne (1815, from the bishopric of Basel). But certain

regions ])reviously won were lost in 1798—Aargau (1415), Aigle

and Grandson (1473), Vaud (1536), and the Pays d’En-Haut

or Chateau d'Oex (1555). From 1798 to 1802 the Oberland

formed a separate canton (capital, Thun) of the Helvetic

Republic. (W. A. B. ('.)

BERM (Fr. Bernr), the capitid of the Swiss canton of the same

name, and, by a Federal law of 1848, the ])()litical capital of the

Swiss coTifcderation. It is most picturesquely situated on a high

blulT or peninsula, round the base of which flows the river Aar,

thus completely cutting off the old town, save to the west. Five

lofty bridges have been thrown over the Aar, the two most

modern being the Kirchfeld and Kornhaus bridges which have

greatly contributed to create new residential quarters near the

old town. Within the town the arcades (or Lauhen) on either

side of the main street, and the numerous elaborately ornamented

fountains attract the eye, as well as the two remaining towers

that formerly stood on the old walls but are now in the centre of

the town
;

the Zeiif^lorkenthurm (famous for its singular j6th-

century clock, with its mechanical contrivances, set in motion

when the liour strikes) and the Kdfichthurm. 'I'he principal

medieval building in Bern is the (now Protestant) Miinstcr, begun

in 1421 though not completed till 1573. The tower, rising

conspicuously above the town, has recently been well restored,

but the church was never a cathedral church (as is often stated),

for there has never yet been a bishop of Bern. The federal

Houses of Parliament (Bundeshaus) were much enlarged in

1888-1892, the older portions dating from 1852-1857, and also

contain the offices of the federal executive and administration.

The town-hall dates from 1406, while some of the houses belonging

to the old gilds contain much of interest. The town library

(with which that of the university was incorporated in 1905)

contains a vast store of MSS. and rare printed books, but should

be carefully distinguished from the national Swiss library,

which, with the building for the federal archives, is built in the

new Kirchfeld quartet. There are a number of museums ; the

historical (archaeological and medieval), the natural history (in

which the skin of Barry, the famous St Bernard dog, is preserved),

the art (mainly modern Swiss pictures), and the Alpine (in which

are collections of all kinds relatii^ to the Swiss Alps). Bern

possesses a university (founded in 1834) and two admirably

organized hospitals. The old fortifications {Schanzen) have been

converted into promenades, which command wonderful views

of the snowy Alps of the Bernese Oberland, Just across the

Nydeck bridge is the famous bear pit in which live bears are kept,

as they are supposed to have given the name to the town;

certainly a bear is shown on the earliest known town seal (1224),

while live bears have been maintained at the charges of the

town since 1513. There is comparatively little industrial activity

in the town, the importance of which is mainly political, though
of late years it has been selected as the seat of various inter-

national associations (postal, telegraph, railway, copyright, &c.).

'J’he climate is severe, as the town is much exjx)sed to cold winds

blowing from the snowy Alps. In point of population it is

exceeded in Switzerland by Zurich, Basel and Geneva, though
the number of inlmbitants has risen from 27,558 m 1850 and

43,197 in i88o to 64,227 in 1900. In 1900, 59,698 inhabitants

were German-speaking
;

while 57,144 were Protestants, 6087
Romanists (including Old Catholics) and 655 Jews. The height

of the town above the sea-level is 1788 ft.

The ancient castle of Nydeck, at the eastern end of the penin-

sula, guarded the passage over the Aar, and it was probably

its existence that induced Berchtold V., duke of Zaringen, to

found Bern in 1191 us a military post on the frontier between

the Alamannians (German-speaking) and the Burgundians

(French-speaking). Thrice the walls which protected the town
were moved westwards, about 1250, in 1346 and in 1622, though

even at the last-named date the town only stretched a little way
to the west of (or beyond) the present railway station. After

the extinction of the Zaringen dynasty (1218) Bern became a
free imperial city, but it had to fight hard for its independence,

which was finally secured by the victories of Dornbiihl (1298)

over Fribourg and the Habsburgs, and of Laupen (1339) over

the neighbouring Burgundian nobles. In tlie second battle Bern
received lielp from the three forest cantons with which it had
become allied in 1323, while in 1353 it entered the Swiss confedera-

tion as its eighth member. J t soon took the lead in the confedera-

tion, though always aiming at enlarging its own borders, even at

great risks (see the article on the canton). In 1 528 Bern accepted

the religious reformation, and henceforth became one of its

chief champions in Switzerland. In the 17th century the number
of families by which high offices of state could be held was
diminished, so that in 1605 there were 152 thus qualified, but in

1691 only 104, while towards the end of the i8tli century there

were only 69 such families. Meanwhile the rule of the town was
extending over more and more territory, so that finally it

governed 52 bailiwicks (acquired between 1324 and 1729), the

Bernese patricians being thus extremely powerful and forming

an oligarchy that administered affairs like a benevolent and

well-ordered despotism. In 1723 Major Davel, at Lausanne, and

in 1 749 Henzi, in Bern itself, tried to break'down this monopoly,

but in each case paid the penalty of failure on the scaffold.

I'he whole system was swept away by the French in 1798, and

though partially revived in 1815, came to an end in 1831, since

which time Bern has been in the van of political progress. From
1815 to 1848 it shared with Zurich and Lucerne the supreme

rule (which shifted from one to the other every two years) in

the Swiss confederation, while in 1848 a federal law made Bern

the sole political capital, where the federal government is

permanently fixed and where the ministers of foreign powers

reside.

Aothurities.

—

Die Alp- und Weidewnthscha/t im Kant, Bern
(Bern, 1903) ; Atchiv d. hist. Vereins d. Kant. Bern, from 1848,
and Bldtter fiir bvrnische Oeschichte, from 1905 ; Bernische Biographien
(Bern, 1898-1906) ; E. Friedh, Bdrndiitsch ah Spiegel bernischen
Volkstums. vol, i. (Liitzclfluh, Bern, 1905), and vol. li. (Grindclwald,
Bern, 1908) ;

Festschrift xur yten Sdktdarfeier d. Grundung Berns,
iiyl (Bern, i8qi); Fontes Rerum Bernensium (to 1378), (9 voLs.,

Bern, 1883-1908) ; K. Geiser. Gesohichte d. bernischen Verjassung,
1191-^1471 (Bern, 1888) : B. Haller, ffm? in seinen Rathsmannalen,
1465-1565 (3 vols., Bern, igoo* 19027 ; E. F. and W. F. von Miilinen,
Beitrdge xur Heimathskundc d. Kanfons Bern, deutschen Theih
(3 vols., Bern, 1879' 1894) ;

W. F. von Miilinen, Berjis Oeschichte.
1191-1891 (Bern, 1891); E. von Rodt, Bernische Stadtgeschichte
(Bern, 1888), and 6 finely illustrated vols. on Bern in the 13th to
19th centuries (Bern, 1898-1907) ; L. S. von Tscharner, RechU-
^schichte des Obersimmenthales bis zum Jahre (Bern, 1908)

;

E. von Wattenwyl, GeschicMe d. Stadt u. Landschaft Bern (to 140c)’,

(2 vols.): Schaffhausen and Bern (1867-1872); F. E. Welti, Dte Rechts-
qnellen d. Kant. Bern, vol. i. (Aarau, 1902) ; Gertrud Ziiricher, Kinder-
spiel u. Kinderlied im Kant, Bern (Zurich, 1902). (W. A, B, C.)
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BERNARD, SAINT (1090-1 1 53), abbot of Clairvaux, one of the

most illustrious preachers and monks of the middle ages, was
born at Fontaines, near Dijon, in France. His father, a knight

named Tccelin, perished on crusade
;
and Jus mother Aleth, a

daughter of the noble house of Mon-Bar. and a woman distin-

guislied for her piety, died while Bernard wjis yet a boy. The
lad was constitutionally unfitted for the career of arms, and his

own disposition, as well as his mother’s early influence, directed

him to the church. His d(‘sire to enter a monastery was opposed

by his relations, who sent him to study at ("halons in order to

qualify for high ecclesiastical preferment. Bernard’s resolution

to become a monk was not, however, shaken, and when he at

la.st definitely decided to join the community which Robert of

Molesmes had founued at Citeaux in iig8, he carried with him
his brothers and many of his relations and friends. The little

community of reformed Benedictines, which was to produce so

jirofound an influence- on Western monachism (see Ostkrcian.s

and Monasticism) and had seemed on the point of extinction

for lack of novices, gained a sudden new life through this accession

of some thirty young men of the best families of the neighbour-

hood. Others followed their example
; and the community grew

so rapidly that it was soon able to send off offshoots. One of

these daughter monasteries, Clairvaux, was founded in 1115,

in a wild valley branching from that of the Aube, on land given by
Count Hugh of Troyes, and of this Bernard was appointed abbot.

By the new constitution of the ('istercians Clairvaux became
the chief monastery of the five branches into which the order

was divided under the supreme directitm of the abbot of Citeaux.

Though nominally subject to Citeaux, however, Clairvaux soon

became the most important (fistercian house, owing to the fame
and influence of Bernard.* His saintly character, his self-

mortification—of so severe a character that his friend, William

of Champeaux, bishop of Chalons, thought it right to remonstrate

with him—and above all, his marvellous power as a preacher,

soon made him famous, and drew crowds of pilgrims to ('lairvaux.

His miracles were noised abroad, and sick folk were brought

from near and far to be healed by his touch. Before long the

abbot, who had intended to devote his life to the work of his

monastery, was drawn into the affairs of the great world. When
in IT 24 Pope Honorius TI. mounted the chair of St Peter, Bernard

was already reckoned among the greatest of kVench churchmen ;

he now shared in the most important ecclesiastical discussions,

and papal legates sought his counsel. Thus in ttcS he was
invited by Cardinal Matthew of Albano to the .synod of Troyes,

where he was instrumental in obtaining the recognition of the

new order of Knights Templars, the rules of which he is said to

have drawn up
;
and in the following year, at the synod of Chaloas-

sur-Marne, he ended the crisis arising out of rerlain charges

brought against Henry, bishop of Verdun, by persuading the

bishop to resign. The European importance of Bernard
,
however,

began with the death of l^ope Honorius II. (1130) and the

disputed election that followed. In the synod convoked by
Louis the Fat at fttampes in April 1130 Bernard successfully

asserted the claims of Innocent 1 1, against those of Anucletus 1 1.,

and from this moment became the most influential supporter

of his cause. He threw himself into the contest with character-

istic ardour. While Rome itself was held by Anacletus, France,

England, Spain and Ciermany declared for Innocent, who,
though banished from Rome, was— in Bernard’s phrase

—

accepted by the world.” The pope travelled from plax^c to

place, with the powerful abbot of Clairvaux at his side ;
he

stayed at Clairvaux itself, humble still, so far as its buildings

were concerned ; and he wt‘n^ with Bernard to parley with the

emperor Lot hair 111. at Liege.

In 1133, the year of the emperor’s first expedition to Rome,
Bernard was in Italy persuading the Genoese to make peace with
the men of Pisa, since the pope had need of both. He accom-
panied Innocent to Rome, successfully resisting the proposal to

reopen negotiations with Anacletus, who held the castle of SanC
Angelo and, with the support of Roger of Sicily, was too strong

1 The Cistercians of this branch of the order were coininonly known
as Bernardinos.

to be subdued by force. Lothair, though crowned by Innocent

in St Peter’s, could do nothing to establish him in the Holy See

so long as his own power was sapped by his quarrel with the

house of Hohenstaufen. Again Bernard came t.o the rescue
;

in the .spring of 1135 he was at Bamberg successfully persuading

Frederick of Hohenstaufen to submit to the emperor. In June
he was back in Italy, taking a leading part in the council of Pisa,

by which Anacletus was excommunicated. In northern Italy the

effect of his periunality and of his preaching was immense
;

Milan itself, of all the Lombard cities most jealous of the imperial

claims, surrendered to his eloquence, submitted to Lothair and
to Innocent, and tried to force Bernard against his will into the

vacant see of St Ambrose. In J137, the year (>f Lothair’s last

joumey to Rome, Bernard was bark in Italy again
;
at Monte

Cussinn, setting tbe affairs of the monastery in order, at Salerno,

trving in vain to induce Roger of Sicily to declare against

Anacletus, in Rome itself, agitating with success against the

antipopf Anacletus died on tlie 25th of January 1138 ; on the

13th of March the cardinal (Gregory was elected his successor,

assuming the n^ime of Victor. Bernard’s crowning triumph in

the long contest was the abdication of tbe new antipope, the

result of his nersonal influence. The schism of the church was
healed, and the abbot f)f Clairvaux was free to return to the

peace of his monastery,

Clairvaux itself had meanwhile (1135-1 13^) been transformed

outwardly—in spite of the reluctanc e of Bernard, who preferred

the rough simplicitv of the original buildings into a more
suitable scat for an influence that overshadovwd that of Rome
itself. How great this influence w'as is shown by the outcome
of Bernard’s contest with Abelard (^/.7^). In intellectual and
dialectie*al power the abbot was no match for the great schoolman;

yet at Sens in 1141 Abelard feared to face him, and when lie

appealed to Rome Bernard’s word was enough to secure hi.s

condemnation.

One result of Bernard’s fame was the marvellous growth of the

Cistercian order. Between 1130 and 1145 no less than ninety'

three monasteries in connexion with Clairvaux were either

founded or affiliated from other rules, three lieing e.‘.tablislu*fl in

England and one in Ireland. In 1145 a ('istercian monk, once

a mc'mber of the community of C'lairN'aux-- another IkTnard,

abbot of Aquae Silviae near Rome, was elect c'd pope as k'.ugenius

III. This was a triumph for the ordeT : to the world it was a

triumph for Bernard, who complained that all who had suits to

press at Rome applied to him, as though he himself had mounted
the chair of St iVtcr {Ep. 239).

Having healed the schism within the church, Bernard was
next ciilled upon to attae:k the* enemy without. Languedoc
e.specially had become a hotbed of heresy, and at this time the

preaching of Henry of Lausanne (q.v.) was drawing theiusands

from the orthodox faith. In June T145, the invitation of

C'ardinal Alberic of Ostia, Ilcrnard travelled in the south, and by
his preaching did something to stem the flood of heresy for a

while. Far more important, however, was his activity in the

following year, when, in obedience to the pope’s command, he

preached a crusade. The effect of his eloquence was extra-

ordinary. At the great meeting at Vezelay, on the 21 st of March,
as the result of his sermon, King l.ouis Vll. of France and his

queen, Eleanor of Guienne, look the cross, together with a host

of all classes, so numerous that the stock of crosses was soon

exhausted
;
Bernard next travelled through northern l^Yance,

Flanders and the Rhine provinces, everywhere rousing the

wildest enthusiasm
;
and at Spires (m Christmas day he succeeded

in persuading Cbnrad, king of the Romans, to join the crusade.

The lamentable outcome of the movement (see Crusades)
was a hard blow to Bernard, who found it difficult to understand

this manifestation of the hidden counsels of God, but a.scnbed

it to the sins of the crusaders (Ttp. 288 ;
de Consid, ii. i). The

news of the disasters to the crusading host first reached Bernard

at (lairvaux, where Pope Migenius, driven from Rome by the

revolution associated with the name of Arnold of Brescia, was
his guest. Bernard had in March and April 1148 accompanied

the pope to the council of Reims, where he led the attack on
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certain propositions of the scholastic theologian Gilbert de la

Porree {q.v.). From whatever cause—whether the growing

jealousy of the cardinals, or the loss of prestige owing to the

rumoured failure of the crusade, the success of which he had so

confidently predicted—llernard’s influence, hitherto so ruinous

to those suspected of heterodoxy, on this occasion failed of its

full effect. On the news of the full extent of the disaster that

had overtaken the crusaders, an effort was made to retrieve it

by organizing another expedition. At the invitation of Sugcr,

abbot of St Denis, now the virtual ruler of France, Bernard
attended the meeting of Chartres convened for this purpose,

where he himself was elected to conduct the new crusade, the

choice being confirmed by the pope. He was saved from this

task, for which he was physically and constitutionally unfit, by
the intcr\^ention of the ('istercian abbots, who forbade him to

undertake it.

Bernard was now ageing, broken by his austerities and by
ceaseless work, and saddened by the loss of several of his early

friends. But his intellectual energy remained undimmed.
He continued to take an active interest in ecclesiastical affairs,

and his last work, the De Consideratiofie, shows no sign of failing

j)owcr. He died on the 2olh of August 115.^

The greatness of St Bernard lay not in the qualities of his

inlcllect, but of his character. Intellectually he was the child

of his iige, inferior to those subtle minds whom the world, fired

by his contagious zeal, conspired to crush. Morally he was their

superior ; and in this moral superiority lay the secret of his

power. The age rec.ognized in him the embodiment of its ideal

:

that of medieval monasticism at its highest development. The
world had no meaning for him save as a place of banishment and

trial, in which men arc but “ strangers and pilgrims ” (Serm.

i., Epiph. n. i ;
Serm. vii., Lent. n. 1) ; the way of grace, back

to the lost inheritance, had been marked out once for all, and the

tunction of theology was but to maintain the landmarks inherited

from the past. With the subtleties ol the schools he had no

sympathy, and the dialectics of the schoolmen quavered into

silence before his terrible inxectivc. Yet, w'ithin the limits of

his mental horizon, Bernard’s vision was clear enough. His very

life proves with what men'iless logic he followed out the principles

of the ('hristian faith as he eoneeived it ; and it is impossible to

say that he conct‘ived it amiss, h'or all his ovemiaslering zeal

he was by nature neither a bigot nor a persecutor. Even when
he was preaching the crusade he interfered at Mainz to stop the

persecution of the Jews, stirred up by the monk Radulf. As for

lierctics, “ the little ioxes that spoil the vines,” these “ should be

taken, not by force of arms, but by force of argument,” though,

if any heretic refused to be thus taken, he considered “ that he

should be driven away, or even a restraint put upon his lilwrty,

rather than that he should be allowed to spoil the vines ” (Serm.

Ixiv.). He was evidently troubled by the mob violence which

made the heretics “ martyrs to their unbelief.” He approved

the zeal of the people, but could not advise the imitation of their

action, “ because faith is to be produced by persuasion, not

imposed by force "
;
adding, however, in the true spirit of his

age and of his church, “ it would without doubt be better that

they should be coerced by the sword than that they should be

allowed to draw away many other persons into their error.”

Finally, oblivious of the precedent of the Pharisees, he a.scribes

the steadfastness of these “ dogs ” in facing death to the power

of the devil (Serm. Ixvi. on Canticles ii. 15).

This is Bernard at his worst. At his best—and, fortunately,

this is what is mainly characteristic of the man and his writings—

he displays a nobility of nature, a wise charity and tenderne.ss

in his dealings with others, and a genuine humility, with no

touch of servility, that make him one of the most complete

exponents of the Christian life. His broadly Christian character

is, indeed, witnessed to by the enduring quality of his influence.

The author of the Imitatio drew inspiration from his writings ;

the reformers saw in him a medieval champion of their favourite

doctrine of the supremacy of the divine grace
;

his works, down

to the present day, have been reprinted in countless editions.

This is perhaps due to the fact that the chief fountain of his own
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inspiration was the Bible. He was saturated in its language

and in its spirit
; and though he read it, as might be expected,

uncritically, and interpreted its plain meanings allegorically-

as the fashion of the day was— it saved him from the grosser

aberrations of medieval Catholicism. He accepted the leaching

of the church as to the reverence due to our Lady and the saint.s,

atid on feast-days and festivals these receive their due* meed in

his sermons
;
but in his letters and sermons their names are at

other times seldom invoked. 'J'hey were overshadowed com-
pletely in his mind by his idea of the grace of God and the moral
splendour of Christ

;
“ from Him do the Saints derive the

odour of sanctity
;
from Him also do they shine as lights

”

{Ep. 464).

The cause of Bernard’s extraordinary popular success as a

preacher can only imperfectly be judged by the sermons that

survive. These were all delivered in Latin, evidently to congrega-

tions more or less on his own intellectual level. Like his letters,

they are full of quotations from and reference to the Bible, and

tbt‘y have all the qualities likely to appeal to men of culture at

all times. “ Bernard,” wrote Erasmus in his Art oj Preachings

“is an eloquent preacher, much more by nature than by art

;

he is full of charm and vivacity and knows how to reach and
move the affections.” The same is true of the letters and to an
even more striking degree. They are written on a large variety

of subjects, great and small, to people of the most diverse stations

and types
;
and they help us to understand the adaptable nature

of the man, which enabled him to appeal as successfully to the

,

unlearned as to the learned.

Bernard’s works fall into three categories:—(i) Letters

^

of

which over five hundred have been preserved, of great interest

and value for the histor)^ of the period. (2) Treatises
:

(a)

dogmatic and polemical, De gratia*el Liber0 arbitrio, written about

1127, and following closely the lines laid down by St Augustine
;

De haptismo alihque quaestinnibus ad mag. Hugonem deS. Victore
;

Contra quaedam capitaLa errorum Abaelardi ad Imwcentem 11 ,

(in justification of the action of the synod of Sens)
;

{b) ascetic

and mystical, De gradibus humiliiatis et superbiac, his first work,

written perhaps about 1121 ;
De diltgendo Deo (about 11 2());

De conversione ad dencoSs an address to candidates for the priest-

.hood; De Cousideratione, Bernard's last work, written about

1148 at the pope’s request for the edification and guidance of

Eugenius III.
;

(r) about monasticism. Apologia ad Guilelmum,

written about 1127 to William, abbot of St Thierry
;
De laude

novae militiae ad milites templi {c. 1132-1136); De preceplo et

dispensatione, an answer lo various questions on monastic

conduct and discipline addressed to him by the monks of St

Peter at Chartres (some time before 1143)
;

(d) on ecclesiastical

government, De moribus et officio episcoporum, written about

1126 for Henry, bishop of Sens
;
the De Consideration

e

mentioned

above
;

(f) a biography , De vita et rebus geslis S. Malachiae,

Hiberniae eptscopi, written at the request of the Irish abbot

Congan and with the aid of materials supplied by him
;

it is of

importance for the ecclesiastical histor)- of Ireland in the 12th

centur)^
; (/) sermons—divided into Sermones de tempore

;
de

sanctis
;

de diversis
;
and eighty-six sermons, in Cantica Canti-

corunif an allegorical and mystical exposition of the Song of

Solomon
; (g) hymns. Many hymns ascribed to Bernard

survive, e.g. Jesn duleis memoriae Jestts rex admirahiliSf Jesu

decus angelicumj Salve caput cruentatum. Of these the three first

are included in the Roman breviary. Many have been translated

and are used in Protestant churches.

St Bernard’s works were first published in anything like a
complete edition at Paris in 1508, under the title Seraphica

fuelliflui devotique doctoris S. Bernardi seripta, edited by Andre
Bocard

; the first really critical and complete edition is that of

Dom J. Mabillon Sancii Bernardi opp. &c. (Paris, 1667, improved
and enlarged in 1690, and again, by Massuet and Texier, in 1719),
reprinted by J. P. Migne, Patrolog. lat, (Paris, 1859). There is

an English translation of Mabillon ’s edition, including, how-
ever, only the letters and the sermons on the Song of Songs,

with the biographical and t)ther prefaces, by Samuel J. Eales

(4 vols., London, 1889-1895). See further Leopold Janauschek,
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Bibliographia Bernardina (Vienna, 1891), which includes 2761

entries, including 120 works wrongly ascribed to Bernard.

authorities.—The principal source for the life of St Bernard is

the Vita Prima. ctmipiled, in six books, by various contemporary
writers : book 1. by Williiim, abbot of St Thierry near Reims

;

book ii. by Krnald, or Arnald, abbot of Bonnevalle
;
books iii., iv. and

V. by Cleoflrey (Gaufrid), monk of Clairvaux and Bernard's secretary ;

book vi., on Bernard’s miracles, by Geoffrey and Philip, another
monk of Clairvaux, &c. A MS. is preserved, int. al,, m the library
of Lambeth I’alace {§ xiv. No. 163). The Vita was lirst published
in Bernardi op. omn. by Mabillon (Pans, lOyo). ii. pp. 1061 £f.

;
it

was included in Migne, Patrolng. lat. clxxxv. j^p. 225-.|i6, which also
contains the abridgments or amplifications, by later hands, of the
Vita Prima, known as tlie Vita Secunda, Tertia and Quaria. E'or

a critical study oj these sojrccs see G. Hufter, Der heilige Bernhard
von Clairvaux {2 vol ,.. Mtinster, and E. Vacandard, Vie de
Saint Bernard (2 vols . Paris, 1895).
Among the inimerons modern 'works on St Bernard may be men-

tioned, besides the above, J. C. Morison, The Life and limes of
St Bernard (London. 1 863) ; G. Chevallier, Histoire de Saint Bernatd
(2 vols., Lille, 1888); S. J. Eales, St Bet Hard, abbot of Clairvaux
(London, i8<)0. " E'athcrs for English Readers ” series)

; ib. Life
and Wofk^ of St Bernard (J.ondon, 1889) ; R. S. Storrs. Bernard of
Clairvaux : the Times, the Man and Hts Work (New York. 1893) ;

Comte d’Haussonville, Saint Bernard (J’aris, 190O). See also the
article by Viicandart in A. \'acanl’s DictionnaUe de ihtologie (with
full bibliograiihy), and that by S. M. Deutsch m Hcrzog-llauck,
Realencyhlopadie (3rd ed.), vol. li. (bibliography). Further works,
monographs, arc given " \'ita S. Bernardi ” in Potthast.
Bibliotheia Historica Medii Aevi (Berlin, iSyf)). (VV. P.)

BERNARD OF CHARTRES (1080 ?-i 167), surnamed
Sylvestris, scholastic philosopher, described by John of

Salisbury us perfedtsstmus inter IHalonicos nostri saccult. He
and his brother Theodore were among the chief members of the

school of Chartres (France), founded in the early part of the

nth century by h'ulbcrt, the great disciple of Cjerlx?rt. This

school flourished at a time wlien medieval thought was directed

to the ancient philosophy of Plato and Ari.stotle, and had per-

versely come to regard Aristotle as merely the founder of abstract

logic and formal intellectualism, as opposed to Plato whose
doctrine of Ideas seemed to tend in a naturalistic direction.

Thus Bernard is a Platon ist and yet the representative of a
“ return to Nature *’ which curiously anticipates the humanism
of the early Renaissance. John of Salisbury {Metalogicus, iv. 35)
attributes to him two treatises, of which one contrasts the eternity

of ideas with the finite nature of things, and the other is an
attempt to reconcile Plato and Aristotle. The only extant

fragments of Bernard’s writings are from a treatise Megacosmus
and Microcosmus (edited by C. S. Barach at Innsbruck, 1876).

The source of Bernard’s inspiration was Plato’s Ttmaeus. He
maintained that ideas arc really existent and are laid up lor ever

in the mind of God. He further attempted to build up a sym-
bolism of numbers with the view of elaborating the doctrine of

the Trinity, and explaining the meaning of unity, plurality and
likeness.

Si*c Scholasticism
;

also V. Cousin, CEuores inMitcs of Abelard
(Paris, 1836) ; Haureau, Philosophie scolastique, i. 390 toll,

BERNARD, CHARLES DE, whose full name was Pierre
Marie Charles de Bernard du Grail de la Villeute (1804-

1850), French writer, was born at Besanyon on the 25th of

February 1804. After studying for the law, and then taking

to journalism, he was encouraged by Balzac (whose Peau de

chagrin he had reviewed) to settle in Paris and devote himself

to authorship
;
and the result was a series of volumes of fiction,

remarkable for their picture of provincial society and the Parisian

bourgeoisie. The best of these are Le Naeud gordien (1858),
containing among other short stories Une Aventure de magislrat,

from which Sardou drew his comedy of the Pommes du voisin
;

Gerfaut (1838), considered h4s masterpiece
;

Les Ailrs d'Icare

(1840), La Peau du lion (1841) and Le Gentilhomme campagnard
{i«47 ).

His CEuvres oompldcs (12 vols.), which appeared after his death
on the 6th of March 1850, include also his poetry and two comedies
written in collaboration with “ Leonce " (C. H. L. l^ureny,ot, 1805-
1862). A flattering appreciation by Armand de Pontmartin is

P
refixed to Un Beau-p^re in this collection, in W. M. Thackeray's
'arts Sketch-book (" On some tashionable French novels ") there

is an admirable criticism of Bernard. See also an essay by Henry
James in French Poets and Novelists (1884).

BERNARD, CLAUDE (i8i3-‘i878), French physiologist, was
born on the 12th of July 1813 in the village of Saint-Julien near

VUlefranche. He received his early education in the Jesuit

school of that town, and then proceeded to the college at Lyons,
which, however, he soon left to become assistant in a druggist’s

shop. His leisure hours were devoted to the composition of a
vaudeville comedy, La Rose du Rhone, and the success it achieved

moved him to attempt a prose drama in five acts, Arthur de

Bretagne. At the age of twenty-one he went to Paris, armed
with this play and an introduction to Saint-Marc Girardin, but
the critic dissuaded him from adopting literature as a profession,

and urged him rather to take up the study of medicine. This

advice he followed, and in due course became interne at the

Hotel Dicu. In this way he was brought into contact with the

great physiologist, F. Magendie, who was physician to the

hospital, and whoso official preparaieur at the College de France
he became in 1841. Six years afterwards he was appointed his

deputy-professor at the college, and in 1855 he succeeded him
as full jirofessor. Some time previously he had been chosen the

first occupant of the newly-instituted chair of physiology at the

Sorbonne. 'J’here no laboratory was provided for his use, but
Louis Napoleon, after an interview with him in 1864, supplied

the deficiency, at the same time building a laboratory at tlie

natural history museum in the Jardin des Plantes^ and estab-'

lishing a professorship, winch Bernard left the Sorbonne to accept

in 1868—the year in which he was admitted a member of the

Institute. He died in Paris on the loth of P'ebruary 1878 and
was accorded a public iuaeral • nn honour which had never

before been bestowed by France on a man of science.

Claude Bernard ’.s first important work was on the functions of

the pancreas gland, the juice of which he proved to he of great

significance in the process of digestion ; this achie\Tment won
him the prize for experimental pliysiology from the Academy of

Sciences. A second investigation fierhaps his most famous

—

was on the glycogenic function of the liver
; in the course of this

he was led to the conclusion, which throws light on the causation

of diabetes, that the liver, in addition to secreting bile, is the

seat of an “ internal secretion,” by which it prepares sugar at

the expense of the elements of the blood passing through it. A
third research resulted in the discovery of the vaso-motor system.

While engitgcd, about 1851, in examining the efleets produced
in the temperature of various parts of the body by section of

the nerve or nerves belonging to tliem, he noticed that division

of the cervical sympathetic gave rise to more active circulation

and more forcible pulsation of the arteries in certain parts of

the head, and a few months afterwards he observed that electrical

excitation of the upper portion of the divided nerve had the

contrary effect. In this way he established the existence of

vaso-motor nerves—both vaso-dilatator and vaso-cunstrictor.

The study of the physiological action of poisons was also a
favourite one with him, his attention being devoted in particular

to curare and carbon monoxide gas. The earlie.st announcements
of his results, the most striking of which were obtained in the

ten years from about 1850 to i860, were generally made in the

recognized scientific publications
;
but the full exposition of his

views, and even the statement of some of the original facts,

can only be found in his published lectures. The various series

of these Lemons fill seventeen octavo volumes. He also published

Introduction d La medecine experimentale (1865), and Physiologic

generale (1872).

An English Life of Bernard, by Sir Michael Foster, was published
in London in 1899.

BERNARD, JACQUES (1658-1718), French theologian and
publicist, was born at Nions in Dauphin^ on the 1st of September
1658. Having studied at Geneva, he returned to France in 1679,

and was chosen minister of Vcnterol in Dauphine, whence he
afterwards removed to the church of Vinsobres. As he continued
to preach the reformed doctrines in opposition to the royal

ordinance, he was obliged to leave the country and retired to

Holland, where he was well received and appointed one of the

pensionary ministers of Gouda. In July 1686 he commenced
his Histoire abregee de VEurope, which he continued monthly till
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December 1688. In 1692 he began his Lettres hisioriqucs, con-

taining an account of the most important transactions in Europe

;

he carried on this work till the end of 1698, after which it was
continued by others. When Le Clerc discontinued his Btblio-

theque universelle in 1691, Bernard wrote the greater part of the

twentieth volume and the five following volumes. In 1698 he

collected and published Actes et nSgociatiom de la paix de Rysmr^
in four volumes i2mo. In 1699 he began a continuation of

Bayle’s Nouvelles de la rept^bliquc des lettreSj which continued till

December 1710. In 1705 he was unanimously elected one of the

ministers of the Walloon church at Leiden
;
and about the same

time he succeeded M. dc Valder in the chair of philosophy and
mathematics at Leiden. In 1716 he published a supplement

to Moreri’s dictionary, in two volumes folio. The same year he

resumed his Nouvelles de la republique des lettres, and continued

it till his death, on the 27th of April 1718. Besides the works

above mentioned, he was the author of two practical treatises,

one on late repentance (1712), the other on the excellence of

religion (1714).

BERNARD, MOUNTAGUE (1820-1882), J^mglish international

lawyer, the third son of ('harles Bernard of Jamaica, the de-

scendant of a Huguenot family, was born at Tibberton Court,

Ciloucestershirc, on the 28th of January 1820. He was educated

at Sherborne school, and Trinity College, Oxford. Graduating

B.A. in 1842, he took his H.(’.L., was elected Vinerian scholar

and fellow, and having read in chambers with Roundell Palmer

(afterwards Lord Selborne), was called to the bar at Lincoln’s Inn

in 1846. He was specially interested in legal history and in

chun’h questions, and was one of the founders of the Guardian.

In 1852 ho was elected to the new professorship of international

law and di])lomacy at Oxford, attached to All Souls’ College,

of which he afterwards was made a fellow. But besides his

duties at Oxford he undertook a good deal of non-collegiate

work
;
he was a member of several royal commissions

;
in 1871

he went as one ot the high commissioners to the United States,

and signed the treaty of Washington, and in 1872 he assisted

v^ir Roundell J'almcr before the tribunal of arbitration at Geneva.

In 1874 he resigned his professorship at Oxford, but as member
of the university of Oxford commission of 1876 he was mainly

responsible for bringing about the compromise ultimately

adopted V)ctweeTi the universitv and the colleges. Bernard’s

reputation as an international lawyer was widespread, and he

was an original member of the Institut dc Droit International

(1873). His published w'orks include An Historical Account of

the Neutrality of Great Britain during the American Civil War
(London, 1870), and many lectures on internal i(mal law and
diplomiicy.

BERNARD, SIMON (1779-1839), French general of engineers,

w\as bom at D61 \ educated at the hxole Polytechnique, and

entered the am\y in the corps of engineers. He rose rapidly,

and served (1805-1812) as aide-de-camp to Napoleon. He was
wmunded in the retreat after Leipzig, and distinguished himself

the same year ^1813) in the gallant defence of Torgau against

the allies. After the emperor’s fall he emigrated to the United

States, w'here, being made a brigadier-general of engineers,

he executed a numlier of extensive militar>^ works for the govern-

ment, notably at Fortress Monroe, Va., and around New York,

and did a large amount of the civil engineering connected with

the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal and the Delaware Breakwater.

He returned to France after the revolution of 1830, was made

a lieutenant-general by Umis Philippe, and in 1836 served as

minister of war.

BERNARD, SIR THOMAS, Bart. (1750-1818), English social

reformer, was born at Lincoln on the 27th of April 1750, the

younger son of Sir Francis Bernard, ist hart, (i 71 1-1779)?

as governor of Massachusetts Bay (1760-1770) played a re-

sponsible part in directing the British policy which led to the

revolt of the American colonies. On the death of his elder

brotlier in 1810, Bernard succeeded to the baronetcy conferred

on his father in 1769. His early education was obtained in

America, partly at Harvard, in which college his father took

a great interest. He then acted as confidential secretary to his
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father during the troubles which led (1769) to the governor’s

recall, and accompanied Sir Francis to England, where he was

called to the bar, and practised as a conveyancer. He married

a rich wife, and acquired a considerable fortune, and then

devoted most of his time to social work for the benefit of the

poor. He was treasurer of the P'oundling Hospital, in the con-

cerns of which he took an important part. He helped to establish

in 1796 the “ Society for Bettering the Condition and Increasing

the Comforts of the Poor,” in 1800 a school for indigent blind,

and in 1801 a fever institution. He was active in promoting
vaccination, improving the conditions of child labour, advocating

rural allotments, and agitating against the salt duties. He took

great interest in education, and with Count Rumford he was an
originator of the Royal Institution in London. He died without

issue on the i.st of July 1818.

BERNARDIN OF SIENA» ST (1380-1444), Franciscan friar

and preacher, was born of a noble family in 1380. His parents

died in his childhood, and on the completion of his education

he .spent some years in the service of the sick in the hospitals,

and thus caught the plague, of which he nearly died. In 1402

he entered the Franciscan order in the strict branch called

Observant, of which he became one of the chief promoters (see

Franciscans). Shortly after his profession the work of preaching

was laid upon him, and for more than thirty years he preached

with wonderful effect all over Italy, and played a great part

in the religious revival of the beginning of the 15th ccntur>\

In 1437 he t>ecamc vicar-general of the Observant branch of the

Franciscans. He refused three bishoprics. He died in 1444
at Aquila in the Abruzzi, and was canonized in 1450.
The lirst edition of his work.s, for the most part elaborate sermons,

was printed at Lyons in 1501 ; later ones in 1636, 1650 and 1745.
His Life will be found m Bie Bollandists and in Lives of the Saints
on the 20th of May

; a good modern biography has been writttm
by Paul Thureaii-Dangiii (i89f>), and translated into English by
Gertrude von Hiigel (1006). (E. C. B.)

BERNAUER, AGNES (d. 1435), dcttighter of an Augsburg
baker, was secretly married about 1432 to Albert (1401-1460),

son of Ernest, duke of Bavaria-Munich. Ignorant of the fact

that this union was a lawful one, Ernest urged his son to marr\',

and reproached him with his connexion with Agnes. Albert

then declared she was his lawful wife
;
and subsequently, during

his absence, she was seized by order of Duke Ernest and con-

demned to death for witchcraft. On the 12th of October 1435

she was drowned in the Danube near Straubing, in which town

her remains were afterwards buried by All>ert. This story lived

long in the memor}^ of the people, and its chief interest lies in

its literary associations. It has afforded material for several

dramas, and Adolf Bottger, Friedrich Hcbbel and Otto Ludwig
have each written one entitled Agnes Bernauer.

BERNAY, a town of north-western France, capital of an

arrondissement in the department of Eure, on the left bank of

the Charentonne, 31 m. W.N.W. of Evreux, on the Western

railway I'letween that town and Lisieux. Pop. (1906) 5973.

It is beautifully situated in the midst of green wooded hills, and

still justifies Madame de Stael’s description of it as “ a basket

of flowers.” Of great antiquity, it possc.sses numerous quaint

wof)den houses and ancient ecclesiastical buildings of considerable

interest. The abbey church is now used as a market, and the

abbey, which was founded by Judith of Brittany early in the

jith century, and underwent a restoration in the 17th century,

serves for municipal and legal purposes. The church of Ste

Croix, which has a remarkable marble figure of the infant Jesus,

dates from the 14th and 15th centuries, that of Notre-Dame de
la Couture, which preserves some^ood stained glass, from the

14th, 15th and i6th centuries. Bernay has a sub-prefecture,

a communal college, tribunals of commerce and of first instance,

and a board of trade-arbitrators. Among the industrial estab-

lishments of the place are manufactories of cotton and woollen

goods, bleacheries and dye-works. Large numbers of Norman
horses are sold in Lent, at the fair known as the Foire fleurie,

and there is also a trade in grain. Bernay grew up round
the Benedictine abbey mentioned above, and early in the 13th

century was the seat of a viscount. The town, formerly fortified,
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was besieged by Bertrand du Guosdin, constable of France, in

1378 ;
it was taken several times by the English during the first

half of the 15th centur>', and Uy Admiral de Coligny in 1563.

The fortress was razed in 1580.

BERNAYS, JAKOB (1824-1881), German philologist and
philosophical writer, was born at Hamburg of Jewish parents

on the nth of September 1824. fatl^r, Isaac Bernays

(1792-1849), a man of wide culture, was the first orthodox

German rabbi to preach in the vernacular. Jakob studied from

1844 to 1848 at the university of Bonn, the philological school

of which, under Wclcker and Ritschl (whose favourite pupil

Bernays became), was the best in Germany. In 1853 he accepted

the chair of classict^l philology at the newly founded Jewish

theological college (the Frankel seminary) at Breslau, where he

formed a close friendship with Mommsen. In 1866, when
Ritschl loft Bonn for Leipzig, Bernays returned to his old uni-

versity as extraordinary professor and chief librarian. He
remained at Bonn until his death on the 26th of May j88i. His

chief works, which deal mainly with the Greek philosophers,

are:

—

Die Lebensheschreihung des /. f. Sealigcr (1855): Vber

das Phokylidische Gedicht (1856); Die Chronih dcs Sulpiiius

Sruerus (1861) ;
Die Dialogc des Aristnteles im Verhdltniss zu

seinen Ubrigen Werken (1863); Theophrastos' Sehrift fiber

Frlmmigkeil (1866) ;
Die lieralditischen Brieje (1869) ; Lucian

und die Cyniker (1879); Zwei Abhandlungen fiber die Aristoie-

lische Theorie dcs Dramas (1880). The last of these was a

republication of his Grundziige der vcrlorenen Abhandlungen dcs

Aristolelvs fiber die Wirkung dvr Tragbdie (1857), which aroused

considerable controversy.

See notices in Piogmphisrhes Jahhmh fw’ Alierthiimskunde (1881),

and Allgemeine deutsche Bingvqphiv, xlvi. (1002) ;
art. in Jewish

Encyclopaedia \ also Sandys, Hist, of Class. Sdwl in. 176 (1Q08).

His brother, Michakl Bernays (J834 1897),

Hamburg on the 27th of November 1834. He studied first law

and then literature at Bonn and Heidelberg, and obtained a

considerable reputation by his lectures on Shakespeare at

Leipzig and an explanatory text to Beethoven’s music to

Egmont. Having refused an invitation to take part in the editor-

ship of the Prcussiche Jahrhurher, in the same year (1866) he

published his celebrated Zur Kriiik und Geschichle des Goethe-

schen-Texies. He confirmed his reputation by his lectures at the

university of Leipzig, and in 1873 accepted the post of extra-

ordinary professorof German literature at Munich specially created

for him by Louis 11 . of Bavaria. In 1874 he became an ordinary

professor, a position which he only resigned in 1889 when he

settled at Carlsruhe. He died at Carlsruhe on the 25th of

February 1897. At an early age he had embraced Chri.stianity,

whereas his brother Jakob remained a Jew. Among his other

publications were: Briefe Goethes an F. A. Wolf (1868); Zur
Knstehungsgeschichte des Schlegelschen Shakespeare (1872); an

introduction to Hirzel’s collection entitled Der junge Goethe

(1875); edited a revised edition of Voss’s trans-

lation of the Odyssey. From his literary remains were

published Schrijten zur Kriiik und LUteraturgeschichte (1895-

1899).

BERNBURG, a town in the duchy of Anhalt, Germany, on

the Saale, 29 m. N. by W. from Halle by rail, formerly the

capital of the now incorporated duchy of Anhalt-Bernburg.

Pop. (1900) 34,427 ; (1905) 34,929. It consists of four parts,

the Altstadt or old town, the Bergstadt or hill town, the Neustadt

or new town, and the suburb of- Waldau—the Bergstadt on the

right and the other three on the left of the river Saale, which is

crossed by a massive stone kridge. It is a well-built city, the

principal public buildings being the government house, the church

of St Mary, the gymnasium and the house of correction. The
castle, formerly the ducal residence, is in the Bergstadt, defended

by moats, and surrounded by beautiful gardens. Bemburg is

the seat of considerable industry, manufacturing machinery

and boilers, sugar, pottery and chemicals, and has lead and
zinc smelting. Market-gardening is also extensively carried

on, and there is a large river traffic in grain and agricultural

produce.

-BERNERS
Bernburg is of great antiquity. The Bergstadt was fortified

by Otto IIL in the loth century, and the new town was founded

in the 13th. For a long period the different parts were under

separate municipalities, the new town uniting with the old in

1560, and the Bergstadt with both in 1824. Prince Frederick

removed the duc.al residence to Ballenstcdt in 1705.

BERNERS, JOHN BOURCHIER, 2ND Baron (1469*^1533),

English translator, was born probably at Tharfield, Hertford-

shire, about 1469. His father was killed at Barnet in 1471,

and he inherited his title in 1474 from his grandfather, John
Bourchier, who wa.s a descendant of Edward III. 1 1 is supposed

that he was educated at Oxford, perhaps at Balliol. His political

life began early, for in 1484 he was implicated in a premature

attempt to place Henry, duke of Richmond (afterwards

Henry VIL), on the throne, and fled in consequence to Brittany.

In 1497 be helped to put down an insurrection in Cornwall

and i)evonshire, raised by Michael Jo.seph, a blacksmith, and

frf)m this time was in high favour at court. He accompanied

Henry \TIJ. to Calais in 1513, and was a captain of pioneers

at the siege of Therouanne. In the next year he was again sent

to France as chamberlain to the king’s sister Mary on her marriage

with Louis XIL, but he soon returned to England. He had

been given the reversion of the office of lord chancellor,

and in 1516 he received the actual appointment. In 1518 he

was sent to Madrid to negotiate an alliance with C'harles of

Spain. He sent letters to Henry chronicling the bull- fights and

other doings of the Spanish court, and to Wolsey complaining

of the expense to which he was put in his position as ambas.sador.

Jn the next year he returned to England, and with his wife

Oitherine Howard, daughter of the duke of Norlolk, was present

in 1520 at the Field of the ('loth of Gold. But his affairs were

greatly embarrassed. He was haras.sed by lawsuits about his

Hertfordshire property and owed the king sums he was unable

to repay. Perhaps in the hope of repairing his fortune, he

accepted the office of deputy oi Calais, wIktc he spent the rest

of his life in comparative leisure, though still harassed by hi.s

debts, and died on the j 6th of March 1533-

HLs translation of Syr Johan Froyssarl of the Cronycles of
England, France, Spayne, Portyngede, Scotland, Brctayne^

Flaundcrs : and other places adjoynynge, y/ns undertaken at the

request of Henry VIIL, and was printed by Richard Pynson in

two volumes dated 1523 and 1525. It was the most considerable

historical work that had yet appeart‘d in English, and exercised

great influence on j6th-century chroniclers. Berners tells us in

his prefaces of his own love of histories of all kinds, and in the

introduction to his story of Arthur of Little Britain he excuses

its “ fayned mater ” and “ many unpossybylytccs ’’ on the

ground that other well reputed histories are equally incredible.

He goes on to excuse his deficiencies by saying that, he knew

himself to be unskilled in the “ facundyous arte of retoryke,”

and that he was but a “ lerner of the language of Frensshe.”

The want of rhetoric is not to be deplored. The style of hi.s

translation is clear and simple, and he rarely introduces P'rench

words or idioms. Two romances from the French followed

:

The Bake of Duke Huon of Burdeux (printed 1534 ? by Vt'ynkyn

de Worde), and The Hystory of the Moost noble and valyaunt

knight Arthur of lytell brytayne. His other two tran.slations,

The Castell of Love (printed 1540), from the Carcel de Amor of

Diego de San Pedro, and The Golden Hoke of Marcus Aurelius

(completed .six days before his death, printed i534)» from a

French version of Antonio Guevara’s book, are in a different

manner. The Golden Boke gives Berners a claim to be a pioneer

of Euphuism, although Lyly was probably acquainted with

Guevara not through his version, but through Sir Thomas

North’s Dial of Princes. Berners is also credited with a book

on the duties of the inhabitants of Calais, which Mr Sidney Lee

thinks may l^e identical with the ordinance for watch and ward

of Calais preserved in the C'otton MSS. and with a lost comedy,

Ite in inneam meant, which used to be acted at Calais after

vespers.

A bioRnmhical account of Berners is to be found in Mr Sidney

Lee’s introduction to Huon of Bourdeaux (Early English Text Society,
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1882-1883). Among the many editions of his translation of Froissart

may be mentioned that in the “ Tudor Translations " (igoi), with
an introductory critical note by Professor W. P. Ker.

BERNERS, Barnes or Bernes, JULIANA (b. 1388?),
English writer on hawking and hunting, is said to have been
prioress of Sopwell nunnery near St Albans, and daughter of

Sir
J ames Berners, who was beheaded in 1388. She was prolmbly

brought up at court, and when she adopted the religious life,

she still retained her love of hawking, hunting and fishing, and
her passion for field sports. The only documentary evidence

regarding her, however, is the statement at the end of her

treatise on hunting in the Boke of St Albans
y

“ Explicit Dam
Julyans Barnes in her boke of huntyng ” (edition of 1480), and
the name is changed by Wynkyn de Worde to “ dame Julyans

Bernes.” There is no such person to be found in the pedigree

of the Berners family, and there is a gap in the records of the

priory of Sopwell between 1430 and 1480. Juliana Berners is

the supposed author oi the work generally known as the Boke

of St Albans, 'fhe first and rarest edition was printed in i486 by
an unknown schoolmaster at St Albans. It has no title-page.

Wynkyn de Worde's edition (iol. 1496), also without a title-page,

begins :
—

“ This present boke shewyth the manerc of hawkynge
and huntyngc : and also of diuysynge of Cote armours. 1

1

shewyth also a good matere belongynge to horses : wyth other

comendable treatyses. And ferdermore of the blasyngc of

armys : as hereafter it maye apperc.” This edition was adorned

by thi'i'c woodcuts, and included a “ Treatyse of fysshynge wyth
an Angle,' * not contiiined in the St A1 bans edition. J. Ha.slewood,

who publislied a facsimile of that of Wynkyn dc Worde (London,

1811, folio), with a biographical and bibliographical notice,

examined with the greatest care the author's claims to figure

as the earliest woman author in the English language. He
iissigned to lier little else in the Boke except part of the treatise

on liawking and tlic section on hunting. It is expres.sly statcil

at the end of the Blasyngc of Armys ” that the section was
“ translatyd and compylyt,” and it is likely that the other

treatises are translations, probably from the French. An older

form of the treatise on fishing was edited in 1883 by Mr T.

Salchcll from a iMS. in possession of Mr A. Denison. This treatise'

probably dates from about 1450, and formed the foundation of

that section in the book of 1496. Only three perfect ( opies of

the first edition are known to exist. A facsimile, entitled The
Book of St Albans, with an introduction by William Blades,

appeared in 1881. During the 16th century the work was very

popular, and was many limes reprinted. It was edited by
Gervase Markham in i as The Gentleman s Academie.

BERNHARD OF SAXE-WEIMAR, Duke (1604 1639), a
celed:)rated general in the Thirty Years’ War, was the eleventh

son of John, duke of Saxc-Weimar. He received an unusually

good education, and studied at Jena, but soon went to the court

of the Saxon elector to engage in knightly exercises. At the

outbreak of the Thirty Ycar.s’ War he took the field on tla^

Protestant side, and served under Mansfeld at Wiesloch (1622),

under the margrave of Baden at Wimpfen (1622), and with his

brother Willia u at Stadtlohn (1623). Undismayed by these

defeats, he took part in the campaigns of the king of Denmark ;

and when Christian withdrew from the struggle Bernhard went

to Holland and was present at the famous siege of Hertogenlx)sch

(Bois-le-Duc) in 1629. When Gustavus Adolphus landed in

Germany Bernhard quickly joined him, and for a short time he

was colonel of the Swedish life guards. After the battle of

Breitenfeld he accompanied Gustavus in his march to the Rhine

and, between this event and the battle of the Altc Veste, Bern-

hard commanded numerous expeditions in almost every district

from the Moselle to Tirol. At the Alte Veste he displayed the

greatest courage, and at Liitzen, when Gustavus was killed,

Bernhard immediately assumed the command, killed a colonel

who refused to lead his men to the charge, and finally by his

furious energy won the victory at sundown. At first as a sub-

ordinate to his brother William, who as a Swedish lieutenant-

general succeeded to the command, but later as an independent

commander, Bernhard continued to push his forays over southern

Germany ; and with the Swedish General Horn he made in 1633

a successful invasion into Bavaria, wliich was defended by the

imperialist general Arldinger. In this year he acquired tlie duch)^

of Wurzburg, installing one of his brothers as Siadthalter, and

returning to tine wms. A stem Protestant, he exacted heavy

contributions from the Catholic cities which he took, and his

re|xjated victories caused him to be regarded by German Pro-

testants as the saviour of their religion. But in 1634 Bernhard

suffered the great defeat of Nordlingen, in which the flower of

the Swedish army perished. In 1635 he entered the service of

France, which had now intervened in the war. He was now at

the same time general-in-chief of the forces maintained by the

Heilbronn union of l*rotestant princes, and a general officer in

i
the pay of France. This double position was very difficult

;
in

the following campaigns, ably and resolutely conduc4.ed as they

were, Bernliard sometimes pursued a purely French policy,

whilst at other times he used the French mercenaries to forward

the cause of the princes. From a military point of view his most

notable acihievements were on the common ground of the upper

Rhine, in the Breisgau. In his great campaign of 1638 he won
the battles of Rheinfelden, Wittenweiher and Thann, and

captured successivtly Rheinfelden, Freiburg and Brcisach, the

last reputed one of the strongest fortresses in Europe. Bernhard

had in the first instance received definite assurances from France

tliat he should be given Alsace and Hagenau, Wurzburg having

j

been lost in the debacle of 1634 ;
he now hoped to make Brcisach

the capital of his new duch>’. But his health was now broken.

He died on the 8, i8th of July 1639 at the beginning of the cam-

paign, and the governcr of Breisach was bribed to transfer the

fortress to France. The duke w'as buried at Breisach, his remains

being subsequently removed to Wjjimar.

See J. A. Q. Hellfcld, Geschichte Bernhards des Grossen, Herzogs

V. Saxe-Weimar (Jena, 1747) ;
R. Rose, Herzog Bernhard d, Grosse

wn .S«w' ll’ctwar (Weimar, 1828-1829); Droysen, Bernhard v.

Weimar (T.eipzig, 1885).

BERNHARDT, SARAH (Rosink Bernard) (1845- )>

French actress, was born in Paris on the 22nd of October 1845,

of mixed French and Dutch parentage, and of Jewish descent.

She was, however, baptized at the age of twelve and brought up
in a convent. At tliirteen she entered the Conservatoire, where

she gained the second prize for tragedy in 1861 and for comedy
in 1862. Her debut was made at the Comddie Fran9aise on the

nth of August 1862, in a minor part in Racine’s Iphtgenie en

Aulide, without any marked success, nor did^she do much better

in burlesque at the Porte Si-Martin and Gymnase. in 1867 she

became a member of the company at the Odeon, where she made
her first definite successes as Cordelia in a French translation

of King Lear, as the queen in Victor Hugo’s Ruy Bins, and,

above all, as Zanetto in I’Yan^ois Coppec’s Le Passant (1869).

When peace was restored after the Franco-German War she left

Iho Odeon for the Comedie Fran^aise, thereby incurring a con-

siderable monetary forfeit. From that time she steadily

increased her reputation, two of the most definite steps in her

pro'rress being her performances of Ph^dre in Racine’s plaj'

(1874) and of Dona Sol in Victor Hugo’s Hernani (1877). In 1879
she had a famous season at the Gaiety in London. By this time

her position as the greatest actress of her day was securely

established. Her amazing power of emotional acting, the

extraordinary realism and pathos of her death-scenes, the

magnetism of her personality, and the beauty of her “ voix d'or,^'

made the public tolerant of her occasional caprices. She had
developed some skill as a sculptor, and exhibited at the S>alon at

various times between 1876 (honourable mention) and 1881.

She also exhibited a painting there in 1880. In 1878 she pub-
lished a prose sketch, Dans les images; les impressions d'une
chaise. Her comedy LAveuvfAS produced in 1888 at the Od^on
without much success. Her relations with the other sodetaires

of the Comedie Frangaise having become somewhat strained, a
crisis arrived in 1880, when, enraged by an unfavourable criticism

of her acting, she threw up her position on the day following
the first performance of fimile’s Augwris UAvetiiuriiri, .This
obliged her to pay a forfeit of £4000 for breach of contract.

in, 26
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Immediately after the rupture she gave a series of performances

in hondon, relying chiefly upon Scribe and Legouv^’s Adrietw^

Lecomtmir and Meilhac and Halevy’s Ffou Frou, These were
followed by tours in Denmark, Americii and Russia, during 1880

and 1881, with La Dame ai*x camelias as the principal attraction.

In 1882 she married Jacques Damala, a Greek, in London, hut

separated from him at the end of the following year. After a

fresh triumph in Paris with Sardou^s Fedora at the Vaudeville

she lx!came propriel res;^ of the I\)rte St-Martin. Jean Richepin’s

Napia Sahib (188.O, Sardou’s Theodora (1884) and La Tosea

(1887), Jules Tkirhier's Jearme d'Arc (1890) and Sardoii and

Moreau’s Cleopdtrc (t8oo) were among her most conspicuous

successes here, where she rmnaintid till she became proprietress

of the Renaissance theatre it\ 1893. During those ten years she

made several extended tours, including visits to America in

1886-1887 and 1888-1889. Between 1891 and 1893 she again

visited America (North and South), Australia, and the chief

European cajiitals. In November 1893 she opened the Renais-

sance with l.es Rois by Jules Lemaitre, which was followed by

Sylveatrr and Morand’s /r..cv/ (1894), Sardou’s Gismonda (1894)
and Edmond Rostand’s La Prhicesse loiniaine (1895). In 189:;

she also appeared with consiMCuous success as Magda in a h'rcnch

tninsktion of Sudennann’s Heimai. For the next few years

she visited London almost annually, and America in 1896. In

that year she made a success with an adaptation of Alfred de

Musset’s Lorenzarcio. In FCaster week of i8<)7 she played in a

religious drama
,
7.a Samartiaine, by Rostand. In December 1896

an elaborate fete was organized in Paris in her honour
; and the

value of this public recognition of her position at the head of her

profession was enhanced by cordial greetings from all parts of

the world. By this time she,had played one hundred and twelve

parts, thirty-eight of which she had created. ICarJy in 1899 she

removed from the Renaissance to the 'rheatre des Nations, a

larger house, which she opened with a re\dval of La Tosca. In the

same year she made the bold experiment of a French production

of Hamlet, in which she played the title part. She re^^eated

the impersonation in London not long afterwards, where she

also ap|ieared (1901) as the fate-ridden son of Napoleon I., in

Rostand’s L'Aighni, which had lieen produced in Paris the year

before. Of the successful productions of her later years perhaps

none was more remarkable than her impersonation of La Tislx;

fn Victor Hugo’s romantic drama Angelo (1905).

See Jules Hiiret, Sarah Bernhardt (1889) ;
and her own vokiiiK^ of

autobiography (1907).

EERNHARDY, GOTTFRIED (1800-1875), German j>hilologist

and literary historian, was born on the 20th of March 1800, at

Landsberg on the Wartia, in Brandenburg. He was the son of

Jewish parents in reduced circumstances. 'I'wo well-to-do

uncles provided the means for his education, and in 1811 he

entered the joachimsthal gymnasium at Berlin. In 1817 he

went to Berlin University to study philology ,
where he had the

advantage of hearing F. A. \^’olf (then advanced in years),

August Bockh and P. Buttmann. In 1822 he took the degree

of doctor of philosophy at Berlin, and in 1825 became extra-

ordinary professor. In 1829 he succeeded C. Reisig as ordinary

professor and director of the philological seminary at Halle, and

in 1844 was appointed chief librarian of the university. He died

suddenly on the 14th of May 1875. The most important of

Bernhardy’s worlcs were his histories (or sketches) of Greek and

Roman literature ;
Qrundriss der romischen Uiteratur (5th ed.,

11872); Grundriss der griechischen Litperatur {pi, i., Introduction

asnd General View, 1836 ;
pt. ii., Greek Poetry, 1845 ;

pi. iii.,

Greek Prose Literature, wa^ never published). A fifth edition of

pis. L and ii., by K. Volkmann, began in 11892. Other works

by Berrihardy are: Eratosihenica (1822); WissensohajMche

Syntax der griethischm Sprache (1829, suppts. 1854, i86a)

;

Gfundlinim mer EncycUpddie der Philologu (183a)
; the monu-

mental edition of the Lexicon of Suidas (i834-i;853); and an

edfttirm of F. A, Wolf’s Klane Sckrijlen (1869).

See Velkmsiira, ‘G. Beimhemiy (i88l7>.

BERm, FRIiVCaSSCIB <r497-»555>j Italian poet, bom
about 1497 at LajQporeo^ao, in a district lying along

the Upper Arno. His family was (yf good descent, but excessively

poor. At an early be was sent to Florence, where he remained

till his J9th year. He then set out for Rome, tru.sting to obtain

some assistance from his uncle, the Cardinal Bibbiena. Tluy

cardinal, however, did nothing for him, and he was obliged to

accept a situation as clerk or secretary to Ghiberti, datary to

Clement VII. 1*he duties of his office, for which Bemi was in

every way unfit, were exceedingly irksome to the poet, who,

liowever, made himself celebrated at Rome as the most witty and

inventive of a certain club of literary men, who devoted them-

selves to light and sparkling effusions. So strong was the

admiration for Berni’s verses, that mocking or burlesque poems
have since Ix'en called poesie hernesca. About the year 1530 he

was relieved from his servitude by obtaining a canonry in the

eathedral of Florence. In timt city he died in 1536, according

to tradition ]ioisnned by Duke Alessandro de’ Medici, for having

refused to poison the duke^s cousin, Ippolito de’ Medici
;

but

considerable obscurity rests over this story. Berni stands at the

head id Italian comic or burlesque poets. For lightness, sparkling

wil, variety of form and fluent diction, his verses are unsur-

passed. Perhaps, however, he owes his greatest fame to the

recasting {Rifarimento) of Boiardn’s Orlando Jnnamorato, The

enormous success of Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso had directed fresh

attention to the older poem, from which it took its cnaracters,

and of which it is the continuation. But Boiardo’s work
,
though

goixi in plan, could nevti* have achieved wide popularity on

account of the extreme ruggedness of its style. Berni undertook

the revision of the whole poem, avowetlly altering no sentiment

,

removing or adding no incident, but simply giving to each line

and stanza due gracefulness and polish. His task lie completed

with marvellous success
;

scarcely a line remiiins as it was, and

the general opinion has pronounced decisively in fas^our of the

revision (n^er the original. To each canto he prefixed a few

stanzas of reflective verse in the manner of Ariosto, and in one

of these introductions he gives us the only certain infinmation we

have concerning his own life. Berni appears to have been favour-

ably disposed towards the Reformation principles at that time

introduced into Italy, and this may explain the bitterness of some

remarks of his upon the chiirdi. The first edition of the Rifaci-

mento was printed posthumously in 1 541 ,
and it has been supposed

that a few passages either did not receive tlie author’s fimd

revision, or have been retouched by another hand.

A partial translation of Bemi’s Orlando was jmblished by W. S.

Rose (1823).

BERNIGIA, the northern of the two ICnglish kingdoms whicli

were eventually united in the kingdom of Northumbria, lls

territory is said to have stretched from the 'lyne northwards,

ultimately reaching the Forth, while its western frontier was

gradually extended at the expense of the Welsh. The chief

royal residence was Bamburgh, and near it was the island of

Lindisianie, afterwards the see of a bishop. The first king of

whom we have any record is Ida, who is said to have olitained

the tlirone about' 5^7. .^lithcl frith, king of Bernicia, united

Deira to his own kingdom, probably about 605, and the iinioTi

continued under his successor ICdwin, son of k'.lla or MWt, king

of Deira. IkTnicijiwas again separate from Deira under ICanfrith

,

son of A5thel frith (633-634), after which date the kings of

Bernicia were suj^reme in Northumbria, though for a short time

under Oswio Deira had a king of its own.

See Bede, Hist. Errles. ii. 14. iii. i, 14 ;
Nennius, § ;

Simeon
of Durham, i. 339. (F. G. M. B.)

BERNICIAN SERIES, in geology, a term proposed by S. ?.

Woodward in 1856 {Manual of Molluscety p. 409) for the lower

portion of the CarbcmiferousSystem,belowtheMillstoneGrit. The

name was suggested by that of the ancient province of Tkrnicia

on the Anglo-Scottish borderland. It is practically equivalent

to the “ Dinantien ” of A. de l.apparent and Munier-Chalmas

(1893), In 187s G. Tate’s “ Calcareous and Carbonaceous ”

groups of the Carboniferous limestone serries of Northumberland

were united by Professor Lebour inito a single series, to which he

appteed the rwime “ Bcrnician ”
;

but later he speaks of the

whole of the CiiFboniferous rocks of Northumberland and its
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borders as of the “ Bemician type,” which is the most satisfactory

way in which the term may now be used {Report of the Brit.

Sub-commitiee on Classification and Nomenclature, 2nd ed.,

CarabridRc, i88vS). “ Demctian ” was the corresponding designa-
tion proposed by Woodward for the Upper Carboniferous
rocks.

BERNINI, GIOVANNI LORENZO (1598-1680), Italian artist,

was bom at Naples. He was more celebrated as an architect and
a sculptor than as a painter. At a very early age his great skill

in modelling introduced him to court favour at Rome, and he
was specially patronized by Maffeo Jiarberini, afterwards Pope
Urban VIII., whose palace he designed. None of his sculptured

groups at all come up to the promised excellence of his first effort,

the Apollo and Daphne, nor are any of his paintings of particular

merit. His busts were in so much request that Charles I. of

England, being unable to have a personal interview with Bernini,

sent him three portraits by Vandyck, from which the artist was
enabled to comyilete his model. His architectural designs,

including the great colonnade of St Peter’s, brought him perhaps
his greatest celebrity. Louis XIV., when he contemplated the

restoration of the Louvre, sent for Bernini, but did not adopt his

designs. The artist’s progress through France was a triumphal
procession, and he was most liberally rewarded by the great

monarch. Ho left a fortune of over £100,000.

BERNIS, FRANCOIS JOACHIM DE PIERRE DE (1715-1794),
French cardinal and statesman, was bom at St Marcel-d’ArdMie
on the 22nd of May 1715. He was of a noble but impoverished
family, and, being a younger son, was intended for the church.

He was edncati'd at the Louis-le-Grand college and the seminary
of Saint- Sulpice, Paris, but did not take orders till 1755. He
became known as one of the most expert epigrammatists in the

gay society of Louis XV. ’s court, and by his verses won the

friendsluj) of Madame do Pompadour, the royal mistress, who
obtained for him an a])artment, furnished at her expense, in the
TuiU'ries, and a yearly pension of 1500 livres (about £60). In

1751 ho was appointed to the French emliassy at Venice where
he acted, to the satisfaction of both i;)arties, as mediator between
the republic and Pope Benedict XI During his slay in Venice
he received sul)deacon's orders, and on his return to France in

1735 was made a pajial ('ouncillor of state. He took an important
pari in the delicate negotiations between h'rance and Austria

which preceded the Seven Years’ War. He regarded the alliance

purely as a temporary' expedient, and did not propose to employ
the whole forces of France in a general war. But he was over-

ruled by his colleagues. He became secretary for foreign affairs

on the 27th of June 1757, but owing to his attempts to counteract

the spendthrift policy of the marquise de Pompadour and her

creatures, he fell into disgrace and was in December 1758 banished

to Soissons by Louis XV., where he remained in retirement for

six years. In the previous November be had been created

cardinal by Clement XII I . On the death of the royal mistress

in 1764, Bernis was recalled and once more offered the seals of

office, but declined them, and was appointed archbishop of Albi.

His occupancy of the see was not of long duration. In 1769 ho

went to Rome to assist at the conclave which resulted in the

election of Clement XIV., and the talent which he displayed on

that occasion procured him the appointment of ambassador in

Rome, where he spent the remainder of his life. He was partly

instrumental in bringing abmit the suppression of the Jesuits,

and acted with greater moderation than is generally allowed.

He lost his influence under Pius VI., who was friendly to the

Jesuits, and the French Revolution, to which he was hostile,

reduced him almost to penury ;
the court of Spain, however,

mindful of the support he had given to their ambassador in

obtaining the condenmation of the Jesuits, came to his relief

with a handsome pension. He died at Rome on the 3rd of

November 1794, and was buried in the church of S. Luigi de’

Francesi. In 1803 his remains were transferred to the cathedral

at Nimes. His poems, the longest of which is La Reli^on venf^ie

(Parma, 1794). have no merit
;
they were collected and published

after his death (Paris, 1797, &c.) ; his Mhnoires et leiires

(2 vols., Paris, 1878) are still interesting to the historian.

See Frederic Masson’s prefaces to the MSmoires et lettres, and
Le Cardinal de Bernis, depuis sun ministhe (Pans. 1884) ;

E. et J. dc
Goncourt, Mme de Pompadour (Paris, 1888), and Sainte-Beuve,
Causeries du lundi, t. vih.

BERNKASTEL, a town of Germany, in the Prussian Rhine
province, on the Mosel, in a deep and romantic valley, connected

by a branch to Wengerohr with the main Trier-(’oblenz railway.

Pop. 2300. It has some unimportant manufactures
; the chief

industry is in wine, of which Berncastler Doctor enjoys great

repute. Al>ove the town lie the ruins of the castle Landshut.

Bernkastel originally belonged to the chapter of Trier, and
received its name from one of the provosts of the cathedral,

Adalbero of Luxemburg (hence Adalberoms castfHum).

BERNOULLI, or Bf.rnouilli, the name of an illustrious

family in the annals of science, who came originally from

Antwerp. Driven from their country during the oppressive

government of Spain for their attachment to the Reformed
religion, the Bernoullis sought first an asylum at Frankfort

(1583), and afterwards at Basel, where they ultimately obtained

the highest distinctions. In the course of a century eight of its

members successfully cultivated various branches of mathe-

maties, and contrilaited powerfully to the advance of science.

The most celebrated were Jacques (James), Jean (John) and
Daniel, the first, second und fourth »s dealt with below

; but,

for the sake of perspicuity they may be considered as nearly as

possible in the order of family succession. A complete summary
of the great developments of mathematical learning, which the

members of this family effected, lies outside the scope of this

notice. More detailed a<'('ounts arc to be found in the variwis

mathematicuil articles.

I. Jacques Bernoulli (1654^1705), mathematician, was born

at Basel on the 27th of December# 1654. lie was educated at

the public school of Basel, and also received private instruction

from the learned Hoffmann, then professor of Greek. At the

conclusion of his philosophical studios at the university, some
geometrical figures, which fell in his way, excited in him a passion

for mathematical pursuits, and in spite of the opposition of his

father, who wished him to be a clergyman, he applied himself

in secret to his favourite science. In 1676 he visited Geneva on

his way to France, ami subsequently travelled to England and
Holland. While at Geneva he taught a blind girl several branches

of science, and also how to write
;
and this led him to publish

A Method of Teaching Mathematics to the Blind. At Bordeaux

his Universal Tables on Dialling were constructed
;

and in

London he was admitted to the meetings %of Robert Boyle,

Robert Hooke and other learned and scientific men. On his

final return to Basel in 1682, he devoted himself to physical and

mathematical investigations, and opened a public seminary for

experimental physics. In the same year he published his essay

on comets, Conamen Navi Systematis Cometarum, which was

occasioned by the appearanc'e of the comet of t68o. This essay,

and his next publication, entitled De Gravitate Aetheris, were

deeply tinged with the philosophy of Rem^ Descartes, but they

contain truths not unworthy of the philosophy of Sir Isaac

Newton's Principia.

Jacques Bernoulli cannot be strictly called an independent

discoverer
;

but, from his extensive and successful application

of the calculus and other mathematical methods, he is deserving

of a place by the side of Newton and Leibnitz. As an additional

claim to remembrance, he was the first to solve Leibnitz's

problem of the isochronous curve {Acta Eruditorum, 1690). He
proposed the problem of the catenary ((^.r.) or curve formed by
a chain suspended by its two extremities, accepted Leibnitz’s

con.struction of the curve and solved^nore complicated problems

relating to it. He determined the “ elastic curve,” which is

formed by an elastic plate or rod fixed at one end and bent by a
weight applied to the other, and which he showed to be the same
as the curvature of an impervious sail filled with a liquid (Zm-

tearia). In his investigations respecting cycloidal lines and
various spiral curves, his attention was directed to the loxo-

dromic and logarithmic spirals, in the lest of which he took

particular interest from its remarkable property of reproducing

itself under a variety of conditions.
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In 1696 he proposed the famous problem of isoperimetrical

figures, and offered a reward for its solution. This problem
engaged the attention of British as well as continental mathe-
maticians

; and its proposal gave rise to a painful quarrel

with his brother Jean. Jean offered a solution ot the problem
;

his brother pronounced it to be wrong. Jean then amended his

solution, and again offered it, and claimed the reward. Jacques

still declared it to he no solution, and soon after published his

own. In 1701 he published also the demonstration of his solu-

tion, which was accepted by the marcjuis de rilopital and
Leibnitz. Jean, however, held his peace for several years, and
then dishonestly published, after the death of Jactjues, another

incorrect solution • and not until 1718 did he admit that he had
been in error. ICven then h(‘ set forth as his owm his brother’s

solution purposely disguised.

In 1687 the mathematical chair of the university of Basel was
conferred upon Jacques. lie was once made rector of his

university, and had other distinctions bestowed on him. He
and his brother Jean were the first two foreign associates of the

Academy of Si'iences of Paris ; and, at the request of Leibnitz,

they were both received as members of the academy of Berlin.

In 1684 he had lieen offered a professorship at Heidelberg
;
but

his marriage with a lady of his native city led him to decline the

invitation. Intense application brought on infirmities and a

slow fever, of which he died on the i6th of August 1705. Like

another Archimedes, he requested that the logarithmic spiral

should be engraven on bis tombstone, with tliese words, Eadem
mutata resur^o.

hicques Bernoulli wrote el(*j;ant verses 111 Latin, German and
French

;
but althoin^h these were held in hit'll estimation in his own

lime, it is on his rruitliematical works that his fame now rests. These
’iXW '.—Jnrohi Beynoulli Ba^iiiensh Ofyera (Genevae, T744), 2 tom.
4to

;
.'irs Covjeitandi, ofym posthumum : aciedunt tractatHs dr berir-

hits hifinitis, ct fpistola {(ialUce s(ripta) de Ludo Piiae RetinUans
(Basiliae, 171.O. 1 tom. 4I0.

II. Je\n Beunoui.m (1667-1748), brother of the preceding,

was born at Basel on the 27th of July 1667. After finishing his

literary studies he was sent to Ncuchalel to learn commerce and
acquire the French language. But at the end of a year he

renounced the pursuits of commerce, returned to the university

of Baseband wasadmitted to the ilcgree ol bachelorin philosophy,

and a year later, at the age of 18, to that of master of arts. In

his studies he was aided by his cider brother J acqnes. Chemistry

,

as well as mathematics, seems to have been the object of his early

attention
;
and in the year 1690 he published a dissertation on

effervescence and fermentation, 'fhe same year he went to

Ceneva, where he gave instruction m the differential c alculus to

Nicolas Fatio de Duillicr, and afterwards proceeded to Paris,

where he enjoyed the society of N. Malchranche, J. D. Cassini,

Philip de Lahire and Pierre Varignon. With the marquis de

rilopital he spent four months studying higher geometry and
the resources of the new calculus. His independent discoveries

in mathematics are numerous and important. Among these

were the exponential calculus, and the curve called by him the

linen hrachistochrona, or line of swiftest descent, which he was

the first to determine, pointing out at the same time the relation

which this curve bears to the path descrilied by a ray of light

passing through strata of variable densit)*. On his return to his

native city he studied medicine, and in 1694 took the degree of

M.D. Althougli he had declined a professorship in Germany, he

now accepted an invitation to the chair of mathematics at

Groningen {Commerctum Philosophicum, epist. xi. and xii.).

There, in addition to the learned lectures by which he endeavoured

to revive mathematical science in the university, he gave a public

course of experimental physics. During a residence of ten years

in Groningen, his controversies were almost as numerous as his

discoveries. His dissertation on the “ barometric light,” first

observed by Jean Picard, and discussed by Jean Bernoulli under
the name of mercurial phosphorus, or mercury shining in vacuo
(Dfss. physica de mercurio lucente tn vacuo), procured him the-

notice of royalty, and engaged him in controversy. Through the

influence of Leibnitz he received from the king of Prussia a gold

medal for his supposed discoveries
;

but Nicolaus Hartsoeker

and some of the French academicians disputed the fact. The
family quarrel about the problem of isoperimetrical figures above

mentioned began about this time. In his dispute with his

brother, in his controversies with the English and Scottish mathe-

maticians, and in his harsh and jealous bearing to his son Daniel,

he show'ed a mean, unfair and violent temper. He liad declined,

during his residence at Groningen, an invitation to Utreclit, but

accepted in 1705 the mathematical chair in the university of his

native city, vacant by the death of his brother Jacques ; and
here he remained till his death. His inaugural discourse was
on the “ new analysis,” which he so .successfully applied in

investigating various problems both in pure and applied

mathematics.

He was several times a successful competitor for the prizes

given by the Academy of Sciences of Paris ; the subjects of

his essays h nng :—the laws of motion (Discours sur les lois dc la

communication du mouvement, 1727), the elliptical orbits of the

planets, and the inclinations ot the planetary orbits (Essai d'une

nouvdle physique celeste, 1735). In the last case his son Daniel

divided the prize with him. Some years after his return to Basel

he published an essay, entitled Nouvellr 'I heone dc la manoeuvre

des vatsseoux. It is, however, his works in pure mathematics that

are the permanent monuments of his fame. Jean le Rond
d'Alemlu'rt acknowledges with gratitude, that “ whatever he

knew of mathematics he owed to the works of Jean Bernoulli.”

He was a member ol almost c^very learned society in Europe, and

one of the first mathematicians of a mathematical age. lie was

as keen in his resentmeiiis as he was ardent in his Inendships
;

fondly attaehed to his family, he yet disliked a deserving son
;

he gave full praise to Leibnitz and Leonhard Euler, yet was blind

to the excellence of Sir Isaac' Newton. Such was the vigour of his

constitution that he continued to pursue his usual mathematical

studies till the age of eighty. Jlc was then attacked by a com-

plaint at first apparently t.rifling
;

but his strength daily and

rapidly declined till tlic isl of January 17418, when he died

peacefully in his s)ei‘p.

His writings were collected iindor liis own eye by Gabriel Cramei,
jirofessor ol mathematics at (ienevd, and published under the title

of Johannis Ucrnoulli Open Omnia (Lausan. et Genev.), 4 tom.
4to

;
his interesting correspondence with Leibnitz appeared undi'r

the title ol Out. Leibnilii et Johannis Bernoulli Commnoiufn Phfloso^

pktoum et Mathematu um (Lausan. el (icnev. 1745), 2 tom. 4I0.

III. Niroi.AR Bernoulli (1605-1726), tho eldest of the three

sons of Jean Jicrnoulli, was born on the 27th of January 1605.

.At the age of eight he could speak German, Dutch, French and
Latin. When his father returned to Basel he went to the univer-

sity of that city, where, at the age of sixteen, he look the tlcgree

of doctor in philosophy, and four years later the highest degree

in law. Meanwhile the study of mathematics was not neglected,

as appears not only from his giving instruction in geom(‘tr\^ to

his younger brother Daniel, hut from his writings on lh(‘ differ-

ential, integral, and exponential calculus, and from his father

considering him, at the age of twenty-one, worthy of receiving

the torch of science from his own hands. (“ T.ampada nunc
tradam filio nieo natu maxirno, juveni xxi. annorum, ingenio

mathemalico aliisque dotibus satis instruct o,” Com, Phil. ep.

223.) With his father’s permission he visited Italy and France,

and during his travels formed friendship with Pierre Varignon

and Count Kiccati. 'J'hc invitation of a Venetian nobleman
induced him again to visit Italv, where he resided two years, till

his return to be a candidate for the chair of jurisprudence at

Basel. He was unsuccessful, hut was soon afterwards appointed

to a similar office in the universitv of Bern. Here he resided

three years, his happiness only marred bv regret on account of

his separation from his brother Daniel. Both were appointed at

the same time professors of mathematics in the academy of

St Petersburg
;
but this office Nicolas enjoyed for little more

than eight months. He died on the 26th of July 1726 of a
lingering fever. Sensible of the loss which the nation had
sustained by his death, the empress Catherine ordered him a
funeral at the public expense.

Some of his papers are published in his father's works, and others
in the Acta Eruditorum and the Comment. Acad. Petropol.
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IV. Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782), the second son of Jean I

Bernoulli, was born on the 29th of January 1700, at Groningen.

He studied medicine and became a physician, but his attention

was early directed also to geometrical studies. Ihe severity of

his father’s manner was ill -calculated to encourage the first

efforts of one so sensitive ;
but fortunately, at the age of eleven,

he became the pupil of his brother Nicolas. He afterwards

studied in Italy under Francesco Domenico Michclotti and

GiambattistaMorgagni. Afterhis return, thoughonly twenty-four

years of age, he was invited to become president of an academy

then projected at Genoa
;

but, declining this honour, he was, in

the following year, appointed professor of mathematics at St

Petersburg. In consequence of the state of his health, however,

he returned to Basel in 1733, where he was appointed professor

of anatomy and botany, and afterwards of experimental and

speculative philosophy. In the labours of this office he spent

the remaining years of his life. He had previously published

some medical and botanical dissertations, besides his Exeicita

Hones quaedam Mathematicae, containing a solution of the differ-
|

ential equation proposed by Riccati and now known by his name.

In 1738 appeared his Ilydrodynamka, in which the equilibrium,

the pressure, the reaction and varied velocities of fluids are

considered both theoretically and practically. One of these

problems, illustrated by experiment, deals with an ingenious

mode of propelling vessels by the reaction of water ejected from

the stern. Some of his experiments on this subject were per-

formed before Pierre Louis M. de Maupertuis and Alexis Claude

Clairaut, whom the fame of the Bernoullis had attracted to

Basel. With a success equalled only by Leonhard Euler, Daniel

Bernoulli gained or shared no less than len prizes of the Academy

of Sciences of Paris. The first, for a memoir on the construction

of a clepsydra for measuring time exactly at sea, he gained at

the age of twenty-four ;
the second, for one on the physical

cause of the inclination of the planetary orbits, he divided with

his father
;
and the third, for u communication on the tides, he

shared with Euler, ('olin Maclaurin and another competitor.

The problem of vibrating cords, which had been some time before

resolved by Brook Taylor (1685-1731) and d’Alembert, became

the subject of a long discussion conducted in a generous spirit

between Bernoulli and his friend Euler. In one of his early

investigations he gave an ingenious though indirect demonstra-

tion of the problem of the parallelogram of forces. His labours

in the decline of life were chiefly directed to the doctrine of

probabilities in reference to practical purposes, and in particular

to economical subjects, as, for example, to inoculation, and to

the duration of married life in the two sexes, as well as to the

relative proportion of male and female births. He retained his

usual vigour of understanding till near the age of eighty, when

his nephew Jacques relieved him of his public duties. He was

afflicted with asthma, and his retirement was relieved only by

the .society of a few chosen friends. He died on the 1 7th of March

1782 at Ba.sel. Excluded by his professional character from the

councils of the republic, he nevertheless received all the deference

and honour due to a first m^istrate. He was wont to mention

the following as the two incidents in his life which had afforded

him the greatest pleasvire,—that a stranger, whom he had met as

a travelling companion in his youth, made to his declaration

“ I am Daniel Bernoulli ” the incredulous and mocking reply,

“ And 1 am Isaac Newton ”
;
and that, while entertaining

‘ Konig and other guests, he solved without rising from table a

problem which that mathematician had submitted as difficult

and lengthy. Like his father, he was a member of almost every

learned society of Europe, and he succeeded him as foreign

associate of the Academy of Paris,

Several of his investigations are contained in the earlier volumes

of the Comment. Acad. PHtopoL ;
and his separately published works

are Dnseriaiio Inaugur. Phys. Med. de Resptrattone (BasiL 1721).

4to: Pasitiones Anatomico-Botanicae (Basil. 1721), 410 ;
Exefcxta-

Hones quaedam Mathematicae (Venetiis, 1724). 4to
;
Hydrodynamtea

(Argentorati, 1738), 4to.

V. Jean Bernoulli (1710-1790), the youngest of the three

sons of Jean Bernoulli, was Ixirn at Basel on the i8th of May

1710. He studied law and mathematics, and, after travelling in

France, was for five years professor of eloquence in the university

of his native city. On the death of his father he succeeded him

as professor of mathematics. He was thrice a successful com-

petitor for the prizes of the Academy of Sciences of Paris. His

prize subjects were, the capstan, the propagation of light, and the

magnet. He enjoyed the friendship of P. L. M. de Maupertuis,

who died under his roof while on his way to Berlin. He himself

died in 1790. His two sons, Jean and Jacques, are the last

noted mathematicians of the family.

VI. NiaiLAS Bernoulli (1687-1759), cousin of the three

preceding, and son of Nicolas Bernoulli, one of the senators of

Basel, was bom in that city on the loth of October 1687, He

visited England, where he was kindly received by Sir Isaac

Newton and Edmund Halley (Com. Phil ep. 199), held for a

time the mathematical chair at Padua, and was successively

professor of logic and of law at Basel, where he died on the 29th

of November 1759. He was editor of the Ars Conjeciandi

of his uncle Jacques. His own works are contained in the Acta

Erudiiorum, the Giornale de lelteraH d' Italia, and the Com-

mercium Pkilosopkicum.

VII. Jean Bernoulli (1744-1807), grandson of the first

Jean Bernoulli, and son of the second of that name, was born

lit Basel on the 4th of November 1744* He studied at Basel

and at Neuchatel, and when thirteen years of age took the

degree of doctor in philosophy. At nineteen he was appointed

astronomer royal of Berlin. Some years after, he visited

Germany, France and England, and subsequently Italy,

Russia and Poland. On his return to Berlin he was appointed

director of the mathematical department of the academy.

Here he died on the 13th of July 1807. His writings consist of

travels and astronomical, geographical and mathematical

works. In 1774 he published a French translation of Leonhard

Euler’s Elements of Algebra, He contributed several papers to

the Academv of Berlin.

VIll. Jacques Bernoulli (i 759“J 7 l^9)>
younger brother of

the preceding, and the second of this name, was bora at Basel

on the 17th of October 1759. Having finished his literary

studies, he was, according to custom, sent to Neuchatel to learn

French. On his return he graduated in law. This study,

however, did not check his hereditary taste for geometry. 1 he

early lessons which he had received from his father were con-

tinued by his uncle Daniel, and such was his progress that at

the age of twenty-one he was called to undertake the duties

of the chair of experimental physics, which hiji uncle’s advanced

years rendered him unable to discharge. He afterwards accepted

the situation of secretary to count de Brenner, which afforded

him an opportunity of ^seeing Germany and Italy. In Italy

he formed a friendship with Lorgna, professor of mathematics

at Verona, and one of the founders of the Societa Italtana for the

encouragement of the sciences. He was also made cofrespond-

ing member of the royal society of Turin ;
and, while residing

at Venice, he was, through the friendly representation of Nicolaus

von Fuss, admitted into the academy of St Petersburg. In

1788 he was named one of its mathematical professors.

He was tragically drowned while bathing in the Neva in

|uly 1789, a few months after his marriage with a daughter

of Albert Euler, son of Leonhard Euler.

Several of his papers are contained in the first six volumes of

Nova Acta Acad. Scien. Imper. PetropoL, in the Acta Helvetica, in the

Memoirs of the Academies of Berlin and Turin, and m his brother

John’s publications. He also published separately some jundical

and physical thc.ses, and a German translation of Mimotres du

philosophe de Metian. See generally M, Cantor, Ge.schichie der

Mathematik ; J. C. Poggendorff, Bi^raphisch-literarisches Hand-

wdrterbuch (1863-1904).

BERNSTEIN, AARON (1812-1884), Jewish scientist, author

and reformer. In the middle of the 19th century Bernstein took

an active share in the movement for synagogue reform in Ger-

many. He was the author of two delightful Ghetto stories,

Vdgele der Maggid and Mendel Gibbor, being one of the originator

of this genre of modem fiction. He was also a publicist, and his

History of Revolution and Reaction in Germany (3 vols., 1885-

1884) was a collection of important political essays.
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BEKNSTORFF, ANDREAS PETER, Count von (1 735-1 7g7),
|

Danish statesman, was born at Hanover on the 28th of August
i

1735. His career was determined by his uncle, Johann Hartwig
|

Krnst llernstorff, who early discerned the talents of his nephew
j

and induced him to study in the German an(J Swiss universities

and travel for some years in Italy, France, England and Holland,

to prepare himself for a statesman’s career. During these

Wanderjahre he made the acquaintance of the poets Gellert and

Jacobi, the learned Jean-Jacques Barth61emy, the due de

Choiscul, and Gottfried Achenwall, the statistician. At his

uncle’s desire be rejected the Hanoverian for the Danish service,

and in 1759 took his seat in the German chanccr>' at Copenhagen.

In 1767, at the same time as his uncle, he was created a count,

and in 1769 was made a privy-roimcillor. He is described at

this period as intellectual, upright and absolutely t^u^)tworthy,

but obstinate and self-opinionated to the highest degree, arguing

with antiquaries about coins, with equerries about horses, and

with foreigners about their own countries, always certain that

he was right and they wrong, whatever the discussion might

be. He shared the disgrace of his uncle when Struensee came
into power, but re-entered the Danish service after Struen-

sce’s fall at the end of 1772, working at first in the financial and

economical departments, and taking an especial interest in

agriculture. The improvements he introduced in the tenures

of his peasantry anticipated in .some respects the agricultural

reforms of the next generation.

In April 1773 Bernstorff was transferred to the position for

which he was especially fitted, the ministry of foreign affairs,

with which he combined the presidency of the (ierman clmncerv

(for Schleswig-Holstein). His predecessor, Adolf Siegfried Osteri,

had been dismissed becau^ he was not persona f»raia at St

Petersburg, and Bernstorff’s first oflficial act was to conclude the

negotiations which had long been pending with the grand-duke

Paul as duk<' of Tlolstcin-Goltorp. 'Flu* result was the exchange-

treaty of the ist of June (May 21 O.S.) 1773, confirming tlie

previous treaty of 1767 (see Beknstorff, J. H. K.). This was

followed by the treaty of alliance between Denmark and Russia

of the 1 2th of August 1773, which was partly a mutually defensive

league, and partly an engagement between the two slates to

upset llie new constitution recently established in Sweden by

Gustavus 111 ., when the right moment for doing so should arrive.

For this mischievous and immoral alliance, which bound

Denmark to the wheels ol the Russian empress's chariot and

sought to intorfore in the internal affairs of a neighbouring state,

Bernstorff was scarcely responsible, for the preliminaries had

been definitely settled in his uncle’s lime and he merely concluded

them. Rut there can be no doubt that he regarded this anti-

Swedish policy as the conect one for Denmark, -especially with

a monarch like Gustavus 111 . on the Swedish throne. It is

also pretty certain that the anti-Swedish alliance was Russia’^

price for compounding the (lottorp difficulty.

Starting from the hypothesis that Sweden was “Denmark-
Norway’s most active and irreconcilable enemy,” Bernstorff

logically included France, the secular ally of Sweden, among the

hostile powers with whom an alliance was to be avoided, and

drew near to Great Britain as the natural foe of France, especially

(luring the American War of Independence, and this too despite

the irritation o(ca.sioned in Denmark-Ncjrway liy Great Britain’s

masterful interpretation of the expression “ contraband.”

Bernstorff’s sympathy with England grew stronger still when in

1779 Spain joined her enemies
;
and he was mudi inclined, the

same winter, to join a triple alliance lictwecn Great Britain,

Russia and Denmark-Nvir^y, proposed by England for the

purpose of compelling the Bourbon powers to accept reasonable

terms of peace. But he was overruled by the orown prince

Frederick, who thought such a pdlicy too hazardous, when
Russia declint)d to have anything to do with it. Instead of this

the Russian chancellor Nikita Panin proposed an armed league

to embrace all the neutral powers, for the purpose of protecting

neutral shipping in tiiAe of war.
.
This league was very similar

to jooe proposed by Bernstorff himsell in September 1778 for

enforcing the principle “a free ship makes the cargo free”;

I

but as now presented by Russia, he rightly regarded it as directed

i
exclusively against England. He acceded to it indeed (9th of

July 1780) because he could not help doing so
; but he had

I previously, by a separate treaty with England, on the 4th of July,

com(‘ to an understanding with that power as to the meaning of

the expression “ contraband of war.” I’his independence

caused great wrath at St Petersburg, where Bernstorff was
accused of disloyalty, and ultimately sacrificed to the resentment

of the Russian government (13th of November 1780), tlie more
readily as he already disagreed on many important points of

domestic administiration with the prime minister Hoegh Guldbcrg.

He retired to his Mecklenburg estates, but on the fall of Guldberg

four years later, was recalled to office (April 1784). The ensuing

thirteen years were perhaps the best clays of the old Danish

absolutism. I’he government, under the direction of such

enlightened ministers as Bernstorff, Reventlow and others, held

the mean between Struensee’s extravagant cosmopolitanism and
Guldbcrg ‘s stiff conservatism. In such noble projects of reform

as the emajKapatiem of the serfs (see Reventlow) Bernstorff

look a leading part, and so closcJy did he associate himself with

everything Danish, so popular id he hocome in the Danish

capital, that a Swedish diplomatist expressec^l the opinion that

henceforth Bernstorff coulfl not be removed without danger.

Liberal-minded as he wits, he held that “ the will of the nation

should be a law to the king,” and he Mdly upheld the freedom

of the press as the surest of safety-valves.

Meanw'hile foreign complications were again endangering the

positiim of Denmark-Norway. As Bernstorff had predicted,

Panin’s neutrality project had resulted in a breach between

Great Britain and Russia. 'I’hcn came Gustavus Ill.'s sudden

war with Russia in 1788. Bernstorff was bound by treaty to

assist Russia in such a contingency, but he took care that the

assistance so rendered should be as trifling as possible, to avoid

offending Great Britain and Prussia. wStill more menacing

became the political situation on the outbreak of the French

Revolution. Ill-disposed as Bernstorff was towards the J acobins,

he now condemned on principle any interference in the domestic

affairs of France, and he was persuaded that Denmark’s safest

policy was to keep (dear of eveiy anti-French coalilion. From
this unassailable standpoint he never swer\^ed, despiite the

promises and even the menaces both of the eastern and the

western powers. He was rewarded with coinplele success and

the respect of all the diplornatisls in lOiiropc. His neutrality

treaty with Sweden (17th of March 1794), for proiecting their

merchantmen by combined squadrons, was also extremely

Iwneficial to the Scandinavian powers, both commercially and

politically, d'aught by the lesson of Poland, he had, in fact,

long since abandoned his fonuer policy of weakening Sweden.

Bernstorff’s great faculties appeared, indeed, to mature and

incrcjasc with age, and his death, on the 21st of June 1797, was

regarded in Denmark as a national calamity.

Count Bernstorff was twice married, his wives being the two

sisters of the writers Counts Christian and Friedrich Leopold

zu Stolbcrg. He left seven sons and three daughters. Of his

sons the best known is Christian Gunther, count von Bernstorff.

Anotlicr, Count Joachim, was attached to his brother’s fortunes

so long as he remained in the Danish service, was associated

with him in representing Denmark at the congress of Vienna,

and in 1815 was appointed ambassador at that court.

See Kasmus Nyerop. hevnstofffs Eftermacle (Kjobenhavn, 17()9) ;

Peter E<.lward Holm, Danmank-JSJvy^eb ndenrif^bhe JJiaiorie (Ccypen-

hagen, 1875) ;
Danmafks Riges Hinione V. (Copenhagen. 1897-

i(?o5)
;

Christian Ulricli Dctlev von Egg('rs, Denkwuvdigsheitm axis

dem Lehen des Grafen A. P. Peixifttnrff (Copenhagen, 1800) ;
Aagc*

Eriis, A. P. Bernstorff og O. H oegh'-Guldberg (Copenhagen, 1809) ;

ami Bei nsimffenie og Danmath (Copenliagcu, 1903). (K. N. B.)

BERNSTORFF, CHRISTIAN OUNTHBR, Count von (1769-

1835), Danish and Prussian Statesman and diplomatist, son eff

Count Andreas Peter von Bernstorff, was born at Copenlmgen

on the 3rd of April 1769. Educated for the diplomatic service

under his father’s direction, he began his career in 17S7, as

attache to the arepresentative of Denmark lat the opening oSf the

Swedish diet. In j 789 he went as secretary of legation to Berlin,
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where his maternal uncle, Count Leopold Friedrich zu Stolberg,

was Danish ambassador. His uncle’s .inflnesiice, as well as lius

own social qualities, obtained him rapid promotion
;

he was
soon charg6 d’affaires, and in 1791 minister pletiipotcmtiary.

In 1794 he exchanged this post for the important one of ambas-
sador at Stockholm, where he remained until May 1797, when
he was summoned to Copenhagen to act as substitute for his

father during his illness. On the death of the latter (21st June),

he succeeded him as secretary of state for foreign affairs and
privy councillor. Jn 1800 he became head of the ministry.

He remained responsible for the foreign policy of Denmark
until May i8to, a fateful period which saw the battle of Copen-
hagen (2nd of April 1801), the bombardment of Copenlvagen

and capture of the Danish fleet in 1807. After his retirement

he remained without office until his appointment in 1811 as

Danish ambassador at Vienna. He remained here, in spite of

the fact that for a whiU' Denmark wtis nominally at war with
Austria, until, in January 1814, on the accession of Denmark
to the coalition against Napoleon, he publicly resumed his

functions as ambassador. He accompanied the emperor hVancis

to Paris, and was present at the signature of the first peace of

Paris. With his brother Joachim, he represented Denmark at

tl»e congress of Vienna and, as a moml^er for the commission
for the regulation of the affairs of Germany, was responsible

for some ol that confusion of Danish and (German interests winch
was to bear bitter fruit later in the Schleswig-Holstein question

(^/.7',). He again accompanied the allied sovereigns to l^aris in

1815, returning to Gojwaihagcn the same year. In 1817 he
was appointed Danish ambassador at Berlin, his brother Joachim
g(jing at the same time to Vienna. Iti the following year Prince

Hardcnbcrg made him the lormal proposition that he should

transfer his services to Prussia, which, with the consent of his

sovereign, he did.

It was, therefore, as a Prussian diplomat that Bernstorff

attended the ('ougress of Aix-la-Chapelle (October i8j8), at

the close of which he returned to JJ(‘rlin as minister of state and
head of the department for foreign affairs. Jlernstorff’s manage-
ment of Prussian policy during the many years that he remained
in oflicc has been variousl}’ judged. He was by training and
temperament opposed to the Revolution, and he was initiated

into his new duties its a Prussian minister by the reactionaiy

Ancillon. He is accused of having subordinated the particular

intercjsts of Prussia to the European policy of Metternich and
the “ Holy Alliance.” Whether any other policy would in the

long run have served Prussia belter is a matter for speculation.

It is true that Bernstorff supported the Carlsbad decreeii, and
the ^^ienna Final Act

; he was also the faithful henchman of

Metternich at the congresses of Laibach, Troppau and Verona.
On the other hand, he look a considerable share in laying the

foundations of the customs union (ZoUvernn), which was destined

to 1)6 the f(*undation ol the J^riissian hegemony in Germany.
In his support of Russia’s action against Turkey in 1828 also

he showed that he was no blind follower of Mcttcrnich’s views.

In the crisis of 1830 his moderation in face of the warlike clamour
of the miliUiry party at Berlin did much to prevent the troubles

in Belgium and Poland from ending in a universal European
conflagration.

From J824 onward Bernstorff had been a constant sufferer

from hereditary gout, intensified and complicated by the results

of overwork. In the spring of 3S32 the state of his health

compelled him to resign the ministry of foreign affairs to Ancillon,

who had already acted as his deputy for a year. He died on the

i8th of March 1835.

See J. Caro in Allgem. Denisch. Biog. s. v.
;
also H. von TreiUchke,

Deutsche Gaschtchte (Leipzig, 1874 1894). (U. M. B.)

BERNSTORFF, JOHANN HARTWIG ERNST, Count von
(i7i3-'i772), Danish statesman, who came of a very ancient

Mecklenburg family, was the son of Joachim Engelke, Freiherr

von Bernstorff, ohamberlain to the elector of Hanover, and
was born on the 13th of May 1712. His niiaternal grandfather,

Andreas Gottlieb Bernstorff (1640-1726), had been one of the

ablest ministers of Geoo^e 1 ., and under his guidance Jodiaan

was very carefully educated, acquiring mmotigsit pther things

that intimate knowledge of the leading European languages,

especially French, which ever afterwards distinguished him.

He was introduced into the Danish service by his Tcliwtimis, the

brothers Plessen, who were ministers of state under Christian

VI. In 1732 he was sent on a diplomatic mission to the court

of Dresden
;
and from 1738 he represented Holstein at the diet

of Regensburg, from 1744 to 1750 he represented Denmark at

Paris, whence he returned in 1754 to Denmark as minister of

foreign affairs. Supported by the powerful favourite A, G*

Moltke, and highly respected by Frederick he occupied for

twenty-oneyears the highest position in the government, airiinthe

council of state his opinion was decisive. But his chief concern

was with foreign affairs. Ever since the conclusion of the

Great Northern War, Danish statesmen had been occupied

in harvasting its fruits, namely, the Gottorp portions of Schleswig

definitely annexed to Denmark in 1721 by the treaty of Nystad,

and endeavouring to bring about a definitive general under-

standing with the house ol Gottorp as to their remaining pos-

sessions in Holstein. With the head of the Swedish branch of

the Gottorps, the crown prince Adolphus Frederick, things had
been arranged by the exchange of 1750 ;

but an attempt ito

make a similar arrangement with the chief of the elder Gottorp

line, the cesarevitch Peter Feodorovich, had failed. In intimate

connexion with the Gottorp affair stood the question of the poli-

tical equilibrium of the north. Ever since Russia had become

the dominant Baltic power, as well as the .state to which the

Gottorj>ers looked primarily for h(‘lp, the necessity for a better

understanding between the two .Scandinavian kingdoms had
cleiirly been recognized by tlie best statesmen of botli, especially

in Denmark from Christian VI. 's time; but unfortimately

this sound and sensible policy was seriously impeded by the

survival of the old national Itatred on both sides of the Sound,

still further complicated by Gottorp’s hatred of Denmark.
Moreover, it was a diplomatic axiom in Denmark, founded on

experience, that an absolute monarch\' in Sweden was incom-

parablymore dangerous to herneighbourthan a limited monarchy,

and after the collapse of Swedish absolutism with Charles Xil.,

the upholding of the comparatively feeble, and ultimately

anarchical, parliamentax^" government of Sweden became
a question of principle with Dianish statesmen throughout

the 18th century. A friendly alliance with a relatively weak
Sweden was the cardinal point of BcrnstorlT’s policy. But his

plans were traversed again and again by unforeseen complica-

tions, the failure of the most promising presumptions, tl^e per-

petud shifting of apparently stable alliances; and a^in and
again he had to modify his mean.s to attain his ends. Amidst
all these perplexities Bernstorff approved himself a consummate
statesman. It seemed almost as if his wits were sharpened

into a keener edge by bis very difficulties ; but since he con-

demned on principle every war which was not strictly defensive,

and it had fallen to his lot to guide a comparatively small power,

he always preferred the way of negotiation, even sometimes
where the diplomatic tangle would perhaps best have been

severed boldly by tlie sword. 'J'he first difficult probjem he,had to

face was the Seven Years' War. He was determined to preserve

the neutrality of Denmark at any cost, and this -he .succeeded

in doing, despite the existence of a subsidy-treaty widi the

king of Prussia, and the su.spicions of England and Sweden.
It was tlurough his initiative, too, that the convention of Kloster-

Seven was signed (loth of September 1757), and on the 4th of

May 1758 he concluded a still more promising treaty with France
j

whereby, in consideration of Denn^rk's holding an army-corps
of 24,000 men in Holstein till the end of the war, to secure
Hamburg, Liibeck and the Gottorp part of Holstein from
invasion, France, and ultimately Austria also, engaged to bring

about an exchange between the king of Denmark and the

cesarevitch as regards Holstein. But the course of the war
made this compact inoperative. Austria hastened to repudiate

her guarantee to Denmark in order not to offend the new emperor
of Russia, Peter HI., and one of Peter’s first .acts on .ascending

the throne was to declare war against Denmark. The ooolness
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and firmness of Bernstorfi saved the situation. He protested

that the king of Denmark was bound to defend Schleswig
“ so long as there was a sword in Denmark and a drop of blood

in the veins of the Danish people.” He rejected the insulting

ultimatum of the Russian emperor. He placed the best French
general of the day at the head of the well-equipped Danish
army. But just as the Russian and Danish armies had come
within striking distance, the tidings reached Copenhagen that

Peter HI. had been overthrown by his consort. Bernstorf!

was one of the first to recognize the impotence of the French
monarchy after the Seven Years' War, and in 1763 he considered

it expedient to exchange the French for the Russian alliance,

which was cemented by the treaty of the 28th of April (March
ii) 1765. This compact engaged Denmark to join with

Russia in upholding the existing Swedish constitution, in return

for which Catherine II. undertook to adjust the Gottorp diffi-

culty by the cession of the Gottorp portion of Holstein in ex-

change for the counties of Oldenburg and Dclmenhorst. For
his part in this treaty Bernstorf! was created count. On the

accession of Christian VII.
,

in 1766, BernstorfF’s position

became very precarious, and he was exposed to all manned’ of

attacks, being accused, without a shadow of truth, of exploiting

Denmark, and of unduly promoting foreigners. It is remarkable,

however, that though Bernstorff ruled Denmark for twenty years

he never learnt Danish. His last political achievement was to

draw still closer to Russia by the treaty of the 1 3th of December
1769, the most important paragraph of which stipulated that
any change in the Swedish constitution should be regarded
by Denmark and Russia as a casus belli against Sweden, and
that in the event of such a war Denmark should retain all

the territory conquered from Sweden. This treaty proved to

be a great mistake on Denmark’s part, hut circumstances

seemed at the time to warrant it Nine months later, on the

13th of September 1770, Bernstorff was dismissed as the result

of Struensee’s intrigues, and, rejecting the brilliant offers of

('atherine II. if he would enter the Russian service, retired to his

German estates, where he died on the 18th of February 1772.

Bernstorff was not only one of the ablest but one of the noblest

and most conscientious statesmen of his day. The motto he
chose on receiving the order of the Daneborg was “ Integritas

et rectum custodiunt me,” and throughout a long life he was
never false to it.

See Poul Vedel, Deti aeldre Grev Bernstorffs ministerium (Copen-
hagen. 1882) ;

Correspondance minisUrielle du Comte J. H. E.
Bernstorff, ed. Vedel (Copenhagen, 1882) ; Aagc Friis, Bernstorfferne og
Danmark (Copenhagen, 1899). (R. N. B.)

BEROSSUS, a priest of Bel at Babylon, who translated into

Greek the standard Babylonian work on astrology and astronomy,

and compiled (in three books) the history of his country from
native documents, which he published in Greek in the reign of

Antiochus II. (250 b.c.). His works have perished, but extracts

from the history have been preserved by Josephus and Euse-
bius, the latter of whom probably derived them not directly

from Berossus, but through the medium of Alexander Polyhistor

and Apollodorus. The extracts containing the Babylonian

cosmology, the list of the antediluvian kings of Babylonia,

and the Chaldaean story of the Deluge, have been shown by
the decipherment of the cuneiform texts to have faithfully

reproduced the native legends; we may, therefore, conclude

that the rest of the History was equally trustworthy. On the

other hand, a list of post-diluvian dynasties, which is quoted

by Eusebius and Georgius Syncellus as having been given by
Berossus, cannot, in its present form, be reconciled with the

monumental facts, though substratum of historical truth

is discoverable in it. As it stands, it is as follows :— I

1. 86 Chaldaean kings 34.080 or 33.091 years
2. 8 Median .. 224
3. II other kings nonumber.
4. 49 Chaldaean ,, 458
5. 9 Arabian ,, 245
6 . 45 Assyrian ,, 526 „

After these, according to Eusebius, came the reign of Pul,

By means of an ingenious chronological combination, the several i

items of which, however, are very questionable, J. A. Brandis
I

assigned 258 years to the 3rd dynasty ; other summations
have been proposed with equally little assurance of certainty.

If Eusebius can be trusted, the 6th dynasty ended in 729 h.c.,

the year in which Pul or Tiglath-pileser III. was crowned king of

Babylonia. But all attempts to harmonize the scheme of

dynasties thus ascribed to Berossus with the list given us in

the so-called dynastic Tablets discovered by Dr Pinches have
been failures. The numbers, whether of kings or of years,

cannot have been handed down to us correctly by the Greek
writers. All that seems certain is that Berossus arranged his

history so that it .should fill the astronomical period of 36,000

years, beginning with the first man and ending with the con-

quest of Babylon by Alexander the Great.
See j. 1*. Cory, Ancient Eragments (1826, cd. by E. R, Hodges.

iSyf))
;

E'r. Leiiormant, Essai de commentaire dcs fragments cosmo-
goHiques de licrose (1872) ; A. von Gutschmid in the Ftheinisekes

Museum (185^) : George Smith in 7“..S‘.R..4. iii., 1874, pp. 361-379 ;

Th. G. l^mches 111 1880-1881. (A. H. S.)

BERRY, CHARLES ALBERT (1852-1899), English non-

conformist divine, was born on the 14th of December 1852 at

Bradshawgate, Leigh, Lancashire. At the age of seventeen

he entered Airedale College, Bradford, to train for the Congrega-

tional ministry, and in 1875 became pastor of St George’s Road
Congregational church, Bolton. He became widely known
as a man of administrative ability, a vigorous platform speaker

and an eloquent preacher. In July 1883 he undertook the

pastorate of the church at Queen Street, Wolverhampton,

with the supervision of nine dependent churches in the neigh-

bourhood. Here again he exercised a wide influence, due in

part to his evangelical conviction, eloquence, broad views and
powers of organization, but also to the magnetic force of his

personality. In 1887 he went to America in fulfilment of a

promise to Henry Ward Beecher of Brooklyn, and received

a unanimous invitation to succeed Beecher in what was then

the best-known pulpit in the United States. Berry, however,

felt that his work lay in England and declined the invitation.

In 1892 he took part in a conference at Grindelwald on the

question of Christian Reunion, and subsequently, with Hugh
l*rice Hughes and Alexander Mackennal of Bowdon, conducted

a campaign throughout England, introducing the ideas and
principles of Free Church federation. He was the first president

of the Free Church congress. He played an effective part in

expressing the popular desire for peace between England and
America in reply to President Cleveland's message on the

Venezuelan boundary dispute, and was invited to Washington
to preach in connexion with the endeavour to establish an
international arbitration treaty. In 1896 he was elected chair-

man of the Congregational Union of England and Wales. In

1898 his health began to fail, and he died suddenly on the

3Tst of January 1899. His published works consist chiefly of

addresses, and two volumes of sermons, Vision and Duty, and
Mischinmus Goodness. (I). Mn.)

BERRY, CHARLES FERDINAND, Duke of (1778-1820),

younger son of Charles X. of France, was born at Versailles.

At the Revolution he left France with his father, then comte
d’Artois, and served in the army of Cond^ from 1792 to 1797.

He afterwards joined the Rus.sian army, and in 1801 took up his

residence in England, where he remained for thirteen years.

During that time he married an Englishwoman, Anna Brown,
by whom he had two daughters, afterwards the baronne de

Ctharette and the comtesse de Lucinge-Faucigny. The marriage

was cancelled for political reasons in 1814, when the duke set

out for France. His frank, open manners gained him some
favour with his countrymen, and Louis XVIII. named him rom-
mander-in-chief of the army at Paris on the return of Napoleon
from Elba. He was, however, unable to retain the loyalty of

his troops, and retired to Ghent during the Hundred Days. In

1816 he married the princess Caroline Ferdinande Louise (1798-

1870), eldest daughter of King Francis 1 . of Naples. On the

13th of February 1820 he was mortally wounded, when leaving

the opera-house at Paris with his wife, by a saddler named
Louis Pierre Louvel. Seven months after his death the duchess

gave birth to a son, who received the title of duke of Bordeaux,
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but who is known in history as the comte de Chambord.

A dauf^hter, afterwards duchess of Parma, was born in 1819.

'I'he duchess of Berry was compelled to follow Charles X.

to Holyrood after July 1830, but it was with the resolution of

returning speedily and making an attempt to secure the throne

for her son. From England she went to Italy, and in April 1832

she landed near Marseilles, bul, receiving no support, was com-

pelled to make her way towards the loyal districts of Vendee

and Brittany. Her followers, however, were defeated, and,

after remaining concealed for five months in a house in Nantes,

she was betrayed to the government and imprisoned in the

castle of Blaye. Here she gave birth to a daughter, the fruit of

a secret marriage contracted with an Italian nobleman, Count

Ettore Lucchesi-Palli (1805-1864). 'Fhe announcement of this

marriage at once deprived the duchess of the sympathies of her

supporters. She was no longer an object of fear to the French

government, who released her in June 1833. She set sail for

Sicily, and, joining her husband, lived in retirement from that

time till her death, at Brunnensce in Switzerland, in April 1870.

BERRY, JOHN, Duke of (i340-‘14i6), third sun of John 11 .,

king of France and Bonne of Luxemburg, was born on the 30th

of November 1340 at Vincennes. He was created count of

Poitiers in 1356, and was made the king's lieutenant in southern

France, though the real power rested chiefly with John of

Armagnac, whose daughter Jeanne he married in 1360. The
I0.S.S of liis southern possessions by the treaty of Bretigny was

compensated by the fiefs of Auvergne and Berry, with the rank

of peer of France. The duke went to England in 1360 as a

hostage for the fulfilment of the treaty of Bretigny, returning

to France in 1367 on the pretext of collecting hi.s ransom. He
took leading part in the w^ar against the English, his energies

being largely occupied with the satisfaction of his artistic and

luxurious tiistes. h'or this reason perhaps his brother Charles V.

assigned him no share in the government during the minority of

Charles \ J. He received, however, the province of Languedoc.

The peasant revolt of the Tuchins and Coquins

^

as the insurgents

were called, was suppressed with great harshness, and the duke

exacted from the states of Languedoc assembled at Lyons a fine

of 5,000. I le fought at Ro.scbeke in 1382 against the Flemings

and helped to suppress the Parisian revolts. By a series of

delays he caused tlie failure of the naval expedition prepared at

Sluys again.st England in 1386, Jind a second accu-sation of

military negligence led to disgrace of the royal princes and the

temporary triumph of the marmousets, as the advisers of the late

king were nicknamed. Charles VL visited Languedoc in 1389-

1390, and en(|uired into his uncle’s government. The duke was
deprived of the government of Languedoc, and his agent, B6tizac,

was burnt, wiien in 1401 he was restored, he delegated his

authority in the province, where he was still hated, to Bernard

d’Armagnac. In 1396 he negotiated a truce with Richard 11 .

of England, and his marriage with the princess Isabella of France.

He tried to mediate between his brother Philip the Bold of

Burgundy and his nephew Louis, duke of Orleans, and later

between John “sans Peur” of Burgundy and Orleans. He
broke with John after the murder of Orleans, though he tried

to prevent civil war, and only finally joined the Armagnac party

in 1410. In 1413 he resumed his role of mediator, and was for

a short time tutor to the dauphin. He died in Paris on the J5th

of June 1416, leaving vast treasures of jewelry, objects of art,

and especially of illuminated MSS., many of which have been

preserved. He decorated the Sainte Chapelle at Bourges ;
he

built the Hotel dc Nesle in Paris, and palaces at Poitiers, Bouiges,

Mchun-sur-Y^vre and elsewhere.

See also L. Raynal, Hisioire du Hetty (Bourge.s, 1845) ;
“ Jean,

due de Berry,” in S. Luce, La l-rance pendant la euette de Cent A ns

(1890), vol. 1. ;
Toulgoet-Tn'^anna, in M^m. de la Soc. des antiquaites

du centre, vol. xvii. (1800). His beautiful illuminated Livte d*heutes

was reproduced {Paris, fol. 1904) by P. Durricu.

BERRY, or Berri, a former province of France, absorbed

in 1790 in the departments of Cher, corresponding roughly with

Haut-Berry, and Indre, representing Bas-Berry. George Sand,

the most famous of “ Ijerrichon writers, has described Qie quiet

scenery and rural life of the province in the rustic novels of her
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later life. Berry is the civitas or pagus Bituricensis of Gregory

of Tours. The Bituriges were said by Livy (v. 34) to have bem
the dominating tribe in Gaul in the 7th century, one of their

kings, Ambigat, having ruled over all Gaul. In Caesar’s time

they were dependent on the Aedui. Tlie tril^es inhabiting

the districts of Berry and Bourbonnais were distinguished

as Bituriges Cubi. The numerous menhirs and dolmens to be

found in the district, to which local superstitions still cling, are

probably monuments of still earlier inhabitants. In 52 b.c.

the Bituriges, at the order of Vcrcingetorix, set fire to their

towns, but spared Bourges (Avaricum) their capital, which was

taken and sacked by the Romans. The province was amalga-

mated under Augustus with Aquitaine, and Bourges became

the capital of Aquitania Prima. In 475 Berry came into the

possession of the west Goths, from whom it was taken (r. 507)

by Clovis. The first count of Berry, Chunibert (d. 763), was

created by Waifer, duke of Aquitaine, from whom the county

was wrested by Pippin the short, who made it his residence and

left it to his son Carloman, on whose deatli it fell to his brother

Charlemagne. The countship of Berry was suppressed (926) by

Rudolph, king of the Franks (fl. 923-936). Berry was for some

time a group of lordships dependent directly on the crown, but

the chief authority eventually passed to the viscounts of Bourges,

who, while owning the royal suzerainty, preserved a certain

independence until 1101, when the \nscount Odo Arpin de Dun

sold his fief to the crown. Berrywas part of the dowry of Eleanor,

wife of Louis VI L, and on her divorce and remarriage with

Henry II. of England it passed to the English king. Its posses-

sion remained, however, a matter of dispute until 1200, when

Berry reverted by treaty with John of England to Philip Augustus,

and the various fiefs of Berry were given as a dowry to John’s

niece, Blanche of (Astile, on her marriage with Philip’s son

Louis (afterwards Louis VI JL). Philip Augustus established

an effective control over the administration of the province by

the appointment of a royal bailli. Berry suffered during the

Hundred Years’ War, and more severely^ during the wars of

religion in the i6th century. It had been made a duchy in 1360,

and its first duke, John [Jean] (1340-1416), son of the French

king John II., encouraged the arts and beautified the province

with money wrung from his government of Languedoc. Thence-

forward it was held as an apanage of the French crown, usually

by a member of the royal family closely related to the king.

Charles of France (1447-1472), brother of Louis XL, was duke

of Berry, but was deprived of this province, subsequently of

the duchies of Normandy and Guienne, for intrigues against

his brother. The duchy was also governed by Jeanne de Valois

(d, 1505), the repudiated wife of Louis XIL^ ; by Marguerite

d’Angouleme, afterwards queen of Navarre
;
by Marguerite de

Valois, afterwards duchess of Savoy
;
and by Louise of Lorraine,

widow of Henry III., after who.se death (1601) the province was

finally real>sorbed in the royal domain. The title of duke of

Berry, divested of territorial significance, was held by princes

of the royal house. Charles ( 1 686-1 7 14), duke of Berry, grandson

of Louis XIV., and third son of the dauphin Louis (d. 1711),

married Marie Louise Elisabeth (1686-1714), eldest daughter

of the duke of Orleans, whose intrigues made her notorious.

'Fhe last to bear the title of duke of Berry was the ill-fated

Charles Ferdinand, grandson and heir of Charles X.

BERRYER, ANTOINE PIERRE (1790-1868), French advocate

and parliamentary orator, was the son of an eminent advocate

and counsellor to the parlement. He was educated at the College

de Juilly, on leaving which he adopted the profession of the law ;

he was admitted advocate in 181:^ and in the same year he

married. In the great conflict of the period between Napoleon I.

and the Bourbons, Berryer, like his father, was an ardent

Legitimist; and in the spring of 1815, at the opening of the

campaign of the Hundred Days, he followed Louis XVIII. to

Ghent as a volunteer. After the second restoration he dis-

tinguished himself as a courageous advocate of moderation in

the treatment of the military adherents of the emperor. He

^ Sec R. le Maulde, Jeanne de France, duchesse d’OrlMns et de

Betty (Paris, 1883).
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assisted his father and Dupin in the unsuccessful defence of

Marshal Ney before the chamber of peers ;
and he undertook

alone the defence of General Cambronne and General DebeUe,

proc'uring the acquittal of the former and the pardon of the latter.

By this time he had a very larj^e business as advocate, and was
engaged on behalf of journalists in many press prosecutions.

He stood forward with a noble resolution to maintain the freedom

of the press, and severely censured the rigorous measures of

the police department. In 1830, not long before the fall of

Charles X., Berryer was elected a member of tha chamber of

deputies. He appeared there as the champion of the king and
encouraged him in his reactionary policy. After the revolution

of July, when the Legitimists withdrew in a body, Berryer alone

retained his seat as deputy. He resisted, but unsuccessfully,

the abolition of tlu hereditary peerage. He advocated trial

by jury in press prosecutions, the extension of municipal fran-

chises and other liberal measures. In May 1832 he hastened

from J^iiris to see the duchess of Berry on lirr landing in the south

of France for the purpose of organizing an insurrection in

favour of her son, the duke of Bordeaux, since known as the

Comte do Chambord. Berryer attempted to turn her from her

purpo.se
; Jind failing in this he .set out for Switzerland. He was,

however, arrested, imprisoned and brought t() trial as one of

the insurgents. He was immediately acquitted. In the following

year he pleaded for the liberation of llie duchess, made a

memorable speech in defence of Chateaubriand, who was pro-

secuted for his violent attacks on the goN'ernment of Louis

Philippe, and undertook the defence of several Legitimist

journalists. Among the more noteworthy events of his subse-

quent career were his defence of Louis Napoleon alter the

ridiculous affair of Boulogne, in 1840, and a visit to England
in December 1843, the purpose of formally acknowledging

the pretender, the duke of Bordeaux, then living in London,
as Henry V. and lawful king of France. Berryer was an active

member of the National Assembly convoked after the revolution

of February 1848, again visited the pretender, then at Wiesbaden,

and still fought in the old cause. Fhis long parliamentary

career was closed by a courageous protest against the coup d'etat

of December 2, 1851. After a lapse of twelve years, however,

he appeared once more in his forsaken field as a deputy to the

Corps L4gislatif. Berryer was elected member of the French

Academy in 1854, A visit paid by this famous orator to Lord

Brougham in 1865 was made the occasion of a banquet given in

his honour by the benchers of the Temple and of Lincoln’s Inn.

In November 1868 he was removed liy his own desire from
Paris to his country seat at Augerville, and there he died on the

29th of the same month.
BERSERKER (from the “ sark ” or shirt of the “ bear,” or

other animal-skins worn by them), in Scandinavian mythology,

the name of the twelve sons of the hero Berserk, grandson ol

the eight-handed Starkadder and Alfhilde. Berserk was famed
for the reckless fury with which he fought, always going into

battle without armour. By the daughter of King Swafurlam,

whom he had killed, he had the twelve sons who were his equals

in bravery. In Old Norse the term berserker thus became
synonymous with reckless counige, and was later applied to

the bodyguards of several of the Scandinavian heroes.

BERT, PAUL (1833-1886), French physiologist and politician,

was born at Auxerre (Yonne) on the 17th of October 1833.

He entered the jficole Polytechnique at Paris with the intention

of becoming an engineer : then changing his mind, he studied

law ;
and finally, under the influence of the zoologist, L. P.

Gratiolet (1815-1865), he took up physiology, becoming one of

Claude Bernard’s most brilliant pupils. After graduating at

Paris as doctor of medicine in 1863, and doctor of science in

j866, he was appointed professor of physiology successively

at Bordeaux (1866) and the Sorbonne (1869). After the revolu-

tion of 1870 he began to take part in politics as a supporter of

Gambetta. In 1874 he was elected to the Assembly, where

he sat on the extreme left, and in 1876 to the chamber of deputies,

lie was one of the most determined enemies of clericalism, and
an ardent advocate of “ liberating national education from

religious sects, while rendering it accessible to every citizen.”

In 1881 he was minister of education and worship in Gambetta’s
short-lived cabinet, and in the same year he created a great

sensation by a lecture on modern Catholicism, delivered in a
Paris theatre, in which he poured ridicule on the fables and
follies of the chief religious tracts and handbooks that circulated

especially in the south of France. Early in 1886 he was appointed

resident -general in Anriam and Tonkin, and died of dysentery

at Hanoi on the iitJi of November of that year. But he was
more distinguished as a man of science than as a politician or

administrator. His classical work, Im Presswn harometrit/ue

(1878), embodies researches that gkined him the biennial prize

of 20,000 francs from the Academy of Sciences in 1875, and is

a comprehensive investigation on the physiological effects

of air-pressure, both above and below the normal. His earliest

researches, which provided liim with material for his two doctoral

theses, were devoted to animal grafting and the vitality of

animal tissues, and they were followed by studies on the pii)'siolo-

gical artion of various poisons, on anaesthetics, on respiration

and asphyxia, on the causes of the change of colour in the

chameleon, &c. He was also interested in vegetable physiology,

and in particular investigated the movements of the sensitive

plant, and the influence of light of different colours on the life

of vegetation. After about 18S0 he produced several elementary

text-hooks of scientific instruction, and also various publications

on educational and allied subjects.

BERTANI, AGOSTINO (1812-1886), Italiati revolutionist,

was born at Milan on the igth of October 1812. He took part

in the insurrection of 1848, th(ujgh oppo.sed to the fusion of

Lombardy with Piedmont. During the Roman republic of

1840, he, as medical officer, organized the amhulaiK'e service,

and, after the fall of Roiru*, withdraw to Genoa, where he worked
with Sir James Hudson for the liberation of the political prisoners

of Naples, hut held aloof from the Maz/inian conspiracies, in

1859 he founded a revolutionary journal at Genoa, hut, sht)rtly

afterwards, joined as surgeon the (iarihaldian corps in the

war of 1850. After Villafranca he became the organizer-in-

chief of tlie expeditions to Sicily, remaining at Genoa after

Garibaldi’s departure for Marsala, and organizing four separate

volunteer corps, two of which were intended for Sicily and two
for the papal states, favour, however, obliged all to sail for

Sicily. ITpon the arrival of Garibaldi at Naples, Jhtrtani was
appointed secretary-general of the dictator, in which capacity

he reorganized the police, abolished the secret service fund,

founded twelve infant asylums, suppressed the duties upon
Sicilian products, prepared for the suppression of the religious

orders, and planned the sanitary reconstruction of tlie city.

Entering parliament in 1861, he opposed the Garihaldian

expedition, which ended at Aspromonte, hut nevertheless

tended Garibaldi’s wound with affectionate devotion. In 1866

he organized the medical service for the 40,000 Garihaldians,

and in 1867 fought at Montana. His parliamentary career,

though marked by zeal, was less brilliant than his revolutionary

activity. Up to 1870 he remained an agitator, but, after the

liberation of Rome, seceded from the historic left, and
became leader of the extreme left, a position held until his

death on the 30th of April i886. His chief work as deputy
was an infjuiry into the sanitary conditions of the peasant r)',

and the preparation of the sanitary code adopted by t he Oispi

administration. (H. W. S.)

BERTAT (Arab. Jehalain), negroes of the Shangalla group

of tribes, mainly agriculturists. They occupy the valleys of the

Yabus and Tiimat, tributaries of the Blue Nile. They are shortish

and very black, with projecting jaws, broad noses and thick

lips. By both sexes the hair is worn short or the head shaved

;

on cheeks and temple are tribal marks in the form of scars.

The huts of the Bertat are circular, the flooi* raised on short poles.

Their weapons are the spear, throwing-club, sword and dagger,

and also the ktdbcda or throwing-knife. Blocks of salt are the

favourite form of currency. Gold washing is practised. Nature

worship still struggles against the spread of Mahommedanism.
The Bertat, estimated to number some 80,000, c, 1880, were
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nearly exterminated during the period of Dervish ascendancy

(1884-1898) in the eastern Sudan. Settled among them are

Arab communities governed by their own sheiks, while the

meks or rulers of the Hertat speak Arabic, and show traces of

foreign blood. (See Fazooli.)
See Koeltlitz, " The Bertat,” Journal of the A nthropological Institute,

xxxiii. 51 ;
A nglo-Egyptian Sudan, edited by Count Gleichcn (London,

1905).

BERTAUT, JEAN (1552-1611), French poet, was born at

Caen in 1552. He figures with Desportes in the disdainful

couplet of Boileau on Ronsard :

—

" Ce polite orgueilleux, ttebuche de si haut,

Reiidit plus rcienus Desportes et Bertaut.”

He wrote light verse to celebrate the incidents of court life

in the manner of Desportes, but his verse is more fantastic and

fuller of conceits than his master’s. He early entered the church,

and had a share in the conversion of Henry IV., a circumstance

which assured his career. He was successively councillor of

the parlement of Grenoble, secretary to the king, almoner to

Marie de’ Medici, abbot of Aulnay and finally, in 1606, bishop of

S^es. After his elevation to the bishopric he ceased to produce

the light verse in which he excelled, though his scruples did not

prevent him from preparing a new edition of his Recucil de

quelques vers amoureux (1602) in 1606. The serious poems in

which he celebrated the public events of his later years arc dull

and lifeless. Hertaut died at Ste on the 8th of June 1611. His

works were edited by M. Ad. Chenevi^res in 1891.

BERTH, originally a nautical term, probably connected

with the verb “ to bear,” first found in literature at the end of

the 16th century, with the alternative .spelling “birth.” Its

primary meaning is
“ sea-room,” whether on the high seas or at

anchor. Hence the phrase “to give a wide berth to,’’ meaning
“ to keep at a sate distance from,” both in its literal and its

metaphorical use. From meaning sea-room for a ship at anchor,

“ berth ” conies to mean also the position of a ship at her moor-

ings (“ to berth a ship ”). The word further means any place

on a ship allotted for a special purpose, where the men mess or

sleep, or an office or appointment on board, whence the word

has passed into colloquial use with the meaning of a situation

or employment. From the Icelandic byrdt, a board, is also

derived the ship-building term “ berth,” meaning to board,

put up bulk-heads, etc.

BERTHELOT, MARCELLIN PIERRE EUGENE (1827-1907), :

French chemist and politician, was bom at Paris on the 29th

of October 1827, being the son of a doctor. After distinguishing

himself at school in history and philosophy, he turned to the

study of s('ienc<*. In 1851 he became a member of the staff

of the Colhige de France as assistant to A. J. Balard, his former

master, and about the same time he began his life-long friendship

with Ernest Renan. In 1854 he made his reputation by his

doctoral thesis, Sur les comhinaisons de la glycerine avec les acidesy

which described a series of beautiful researches in continuation

and amplification of M. E. Chevreul’s classical work. In 1859

he was appointed professor of organic chemistry at the I'xole

Sup6rieure de Pharmacie, and in 1865 he accepted the new
chair of organic chemistry, which was specially created for his

benefit at the College de France. He became a member of the

Academy of Medicine in 1863, and ten years afterwards entered

the Academy of Sciences, of which he became perpetual secretary

in i88q in succession to Louis Pasteur. He was appointed

inspector-general of higher education in 1876, and after his

election as life senator in 1881 he continued to take an active

interest in educational questions, especially as affected by
compulsory military service. In the Goblet ministry of

i886 'i887 he was minister of public instruction, and in the

Bourgeois cabinet of 1895-1896 he held the portfolio for foreign

affairs. His scientific jubilee was celebrated in Paris in 190 t. He
died suddenly, immediately after the death of his wife, on the i8th

of March 1907, at Paris, and with her was buried in the Panth6on.

The fundamental conception that underlay all Berthelot’s

chemical work was that all chemical phenomena depend on the

action of physical forces which can be determined and measured.

When he began his active career it was generally believed

that, although some instances 01 the synthetical production of

organic substances had been observed, on the whole organic

chemistry must remain an analytical sciance and could not

become a constructive one, because the formation of the sub-

stances with which it deals required the intervention of vital

activity in some shape. To this attitude he offered uncompro-

mising opposition, and by the synthetical production of numerous
hydrocarbons, natural fats, sugars and other bodies he proved

that organic compounds can be formed by ordinary methods

of chemical manipulation and obey the same laws as inoi^anic

substances, thus exhibiting the “ creative character in virtue

of which chemistry actually realizes the abstract conceptions of

its theories and classifications— a prerogative so far possessed

neither by the natural nor by the historical sciences.” His

investigations on the synthesis of organic compounds were

published in numerous papers and books, including Chtmie

organique fondee sur la synthese (i860) and Les Carbtires d'hydro-

gene (1901). Again he held that chemical phenomena are not

governed by an\ peculiar laws special to themselves, but are

explicable in terms of the general laws of mechanics that are in

operation throughout the universe
;
and this view' he developed,

with the aid of thousands of experiments, in his Mecanique

chimique (1878) and his Thermochimie (1897). This branch

of study naturally conducted him to the investigation of explo-

sives, and on the theoretical side led to the results published in

his work Sur la force de la poudre et des maiteres explosives (1872),

while on the practical side it enabled him to render important

services to his country as president of the scientific defence

committee during the siege of Paris in 1870- 71 and subse-

quently as chief of the French explosives committee. In the

later years of his life he turned to t^e study of the earlier phases

of the science which he did so much to advance, and students

of chemical history are greatly indebted to him for his book on

Les Origines de Valchirnie (1885) and his httroduciian d VHude
de la chmie des anciens el du moyen age (1889), as well as for

publishing translations of various old Greek, Syriac and Arabic

treatises on alchemy and chemistry {Collection des anctens

alchimisies grecs, 1887-1888, and La Chimie au moyen age,

1893). He was also the author of Science et philosophic (1886),

which contains a well-known letter to Renan on “ La Science

id6alc et la science positive,” of La RholuUon chimique, Lavoisier

(1890), of Science et morale (1897), and of numerous articles

in La Grande hncyclopedie, which he helped to establish.

BERTHIER, LOUIS ALEXANDRE, prince of Ncuchatel

(1753- 1815), marshal of France and chief of the staff under

Napoleon 1 ., was born at Versailles on the 20th of February

*753- ^ was instructed in the military art by his

father, an officer of the Corps de genie, and at the age of seventeen

he entered the army, serving successively in the staff, the

engineers and the prince de Lambesq’s dragoons. In 1780 he

went to North America with Rochambeau, and on his return,

having attained the rank of colonel, he was employed in various

staff posts and in a military mission to Prussia. During the

Revolution, as chief of staff of the Versailles national guard, he

protected the aunts of Louis XVI. from popular violence, and

aided their escape (1791). In the W'ar of 1792 he was at once

made chief of staff to Marshal Liickner, and he bore a

distinguished part in the Argonne campaign of Dumouriez and

Kcllermann. He served with great credit in the Vendean War of

1793-95, and was in the next year made a general of division

and chief of staff {Major-GMral) to the army of Italy, which

Bonaparte had recently been appointed to command. His pow'cr

of work, accuracy and quick compr^iension, combined with his

long and varied experience and his complete mastery of detail,

made him the ideal chief of staff to a great soldier
;
and in this

capacity he was Napoleon’s most valued assistant for the re.st

of his career. He accompanied Napoleon throughout the

brilliant campaign of 1796, and was left in charge of the army
after the peace of Campo Formio. In this post he organized the

Roman republic (1798), after which he joined his chief in Egypt,

serving there until Napoleon’s return. He assisted in the coup

d'etat of i8th Brumaire, afterwards becoming minister of war for
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a time. In the campaign of Marengo he was the nominal head

of the Army of Keservi-, but the first consul accompanied the

army and llcrthier acted in reality, as always, as chief of staff to

Napoleon. At the close of the campaign he was employed in

civil and diplomatic business. When Napoleon became emperor,

Berthier was at once ma<le a marshal of the empire. He took

part in the campaigns of Austerlitz, Jena and Fricdland, and was
created duke of Valengin in j8o6, sovereign prince of Neuchatel

in the same year and \dce-c(mstable (jf the empire in 1807. In

1808 he served in the Peninsula, aivl in 1800 in the Austrian War,
after whic h he was given the title of prince t)f Wagrani. iierthier

married a niece of the king of Bavaria. He was with Napoleon

in Russia in 1812, Ge»-many in i8i 3, and Franco in 1814, fulfilling,

till the fall of the empire, the functions of “ major-general of

the Grande Armec. lie abandoned Napoleon to make his peace

with Louis X.V1IL in 1814, and accompanied the king in his

solemn entry into Paris. During Napoleon's captivity in Ellwi,

Iierthier, whom he informed of his projects, was much perplexed

as to his future course, and, being unwilling to commit himself,

fell under the suspicion both of his old leader and of Louis XVIll.
On Napoleon’s niturn he withdrew to Bamberg, where he died on
the jst of June 1815. The manner of his death is uncertain;

according to some accounts he was assassinated hy members of a
secret society, others say that, maddened by the sight of Russian

troops marching to invade France, he threw himself from his

window and was killed. Berlhier was not a great commander.
When he was in temporary command in i8og the French army
in Bavaria underwent a series of reverses. Whalt‘\'er merit as a

general he may have possessed was completely overshadowed

hy the genius of his miister. But his title to lame is that he

understood and carried ou^ that master's directions to the

minutest detail.

BERTHOLLET, CLAUDE LOUIS (1748-1S22), French chemist,

was born at lalloire, near Annecy in Savoy, on the oth of

December 184S. He studied first at Chambery and afterwards

at Turin, where he graduated in medicine. Settling in J^aris in

1772, he became the private physician of Philip, duke of Orleans,

and by his chemical work soon gained so high a reputation that

in 1780 he was admitted into the Academy of Scicnc(‘s. In 1785

he declared himself an adherent of the Lavoisierian school,

though he did not accept Lavoisier’s view of oxygen a.s the only

and universal acidifying principle, and he took part in the

rclorm in chemical nomenclature carried out by Lavoisier and
his associates in 1787. Among the substances of which ho

investigated the composition were ammonia, sulphuretted

hydrogen and prus.sic acid, and his experiments on chlorine,

which lie regarded, not as an element, but as oxygenated muriatic

(oxymuriatic) acid, led him to propose it as a bleaching agent

in 1785. He also prepared potassium chlorate and attempted

to use it in the manuiactuie of gimjiowder as a substitute for

saltpetre. When, at the beginning of the P'rench Revolution,

the deficiency in the supply of saltpetre became a serious matter,

he was placed at the head of the commission entrusted with the

development ot its production in P'rench territory, and another

commission on which he served had for its object the improve-

ment of the methods of iron manufacture. He was also a
member in 1704 of the committee on agriculture and the arts,

and technical science was further indebted to him for a sy.stematic

exposition of the principles of dyeing

—

^Siemens de Vari de la

Uiniure, 1791, of which he published a second edition in 1809, in

association with his sou, A. B. BerthoUet (j 783-1811), After

1794 he was teacher of chemistry in the polytechnic and normal
schools of Baris, and in i795jie took an active part in remodelling

the Academy as the Institut National. In the following year he

and Gaspard Monge were chosen chiefs of a commission chai^ged

with the task of .selecting in Italy the choicest specimens of

ancient and modern art for the national galleries of Paris
;
and

in 1798 he was one of the band of scientific men who accompanied
Napoleon to Egypt, there forming themselves into the In-stitute

of Egypt on the plan of the Institut National. On the fall of the

Directory he was made a senator and grand officer of the Legion

of Honour
; under the empire he became a count ; and after the
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restoration of the B()url)ons he took his seat as a peer. In the

later years of his life he had at Arcueil, where he died on the 6th

of November 1822, a well-equipped laboratory, which became a
centre frequented by some of the most distinguished scientific

men of the time, their proceedings being published in three

volumes, between 1807 and 1817, as the Memoircs de la societe

d'ArcnriL Berthollet’s most remarkable contribution to

chemistry was bis Kssaj de siaiique chimique (1803), the first

systematic attemj)l to grapple with the problems of chemical

physics. His doctrines did not meet with general approval
arn()t)g his contemporaries, partly perhaps because lie pushed
them 1(K) far, as for instance in holding that twt> elements might
coml)ine in constantly varying proportions, a view which gave
rise Lo a long dispute with L. ). Proust ; but his speculations,

in particular liis insistence on the influence of the relative masses

of the acting .substances in chemiail reactions, have exercised

a dominating influence on the modem developments of the

theory of chemical affinity, of winch, far more tlian T. 0 . Bergman,
whom lie coulroverted, he must be regarded as the founder.

BERTHON, EDWARD LYON (1813-1899), English inventor,

was horn in Lotidon, on the 20th of February 1813, the son of an
army contractor and descendant of an old Huguenot family,

lie studied lor the medic al profession in l.iverpool and at Dublin,

but after his marriage in 1834 he ga\'e up his intention of

becoming a doctor, and travelled for about six years on the con-

tinent. Keenly interested from boyhood in mechanical science,

he made experiments in the application of the screw propeller

for boats. But his modi*l, with a two-bladed propeller, was only
ridiculed when it was placed before the British admiralty.

Berthon therefore did not comjilcte the patent and the idea was
left for }^'raneis Smith to bring out mure successfully in 1838.

In 1841 he entered Magdalene College, Cambridge, in order lo

study for th(‘ Church. Thc*re he produced what is usually known
as “ Berthon’s log," in which the suction produced by tlu; water
streaming past the end of a pipe projected below a ship is registered

on a mercury column above. In 1S45 he was ordained, and after

holding a curacy at Lymington was gi\'cii a living at J’areham.

Here he was able to carry on experiments with his log, which was
tested on the Southampton to Jersey steamboats

;
but the British

admiralty gave him no encouragement, and it remained uncom-
pleted. He next designed some instnunenls to indicate the trim
and rolling of boats at sea

;
but the idea for wliieh he is chiefly

rememlMircd was that of the “ Berthon Folding Boat" in 1849.

This invention was again adversely reported on by the admiralty.

Berthon resigned his living at Fareham, and subsequently
accepted the living of Romsey. In 1873, encouraged by Samuel
Plimsoll, he again applied himself to perfecting his collapsible

boat. Success was at last achieved, and in li*ss than a \’ear he
had reroived orders from the admiralty for boats to the amount
of £15,000. Some were taken by Sir (ieorge Narcs to the Arctic,

others were sent to General (iordon at Khartum, and others

again were taken to the Zambezi by F. C. Selous. Berthon died

on the 27th of October 1899.

BERTHOUD, FERDINAND (1727-1807), Swiss chronometer-
maker, was lx)rn at Blanremont, Neuchatel, in 1727, and settling

in Paris in 1745 gained a great reputation for the excellence

and accuracy of his chronometers. He was a member of the

Institute and a fellow of the Royal Society of l^)ndon, and
among other works wrote Essais sur Vhorloj^erie (1763). He
died in 1807 at Montmorency, Seine et Oise. He was succeeded
in business by his nephew, Louis Berthoud (17^9-1813).
BERTILLON, LOUIS ADOLPHE (1821-1883), French statis-

tician, was born in Baris on tlic ist of April 1821. Entering
the medical profession, he practi.sed as a doctor for a number
of years. After the revolution of 1870, he was appointed in-

spector-general of benevolent institutions. He was one of the

founders of the school of anthropology of I^aris,and was appointed
a professor there in 1876. His Demographie figuree de la France

(1874) is an able statistical study of the population of France.
He died at Neuilly on the 28th of February 1883,

His son Alphonse Bertillon, the anthropometrist, was
boro in Paris in 1853. He published in 1883 a work Ethnographie
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moderns des faces sauvaffcs, but his chief claim to distinction

lies in the system invented by him for the identification of

criminals, which is described by him in his Photo^aphie judiciaire,

Paris, 1890 (see Anthropometry), lie was officially appointed

in 1894 to report on the handwriting of the bordereau in the

Dreyfus case, and was a witness for the prosecution before the

cour de cassation on the i8th of January 1899.

BERTIN, a family of distinction in the history of French

journalism. The most important member of the family, generally

regarded as the father of modern French journalism, Louis

Fran(j;ois Bertin (1766-1841), known as Bertin atne, wa.s born

in Paris on the 14th of December 1766. He began his jourrudistic

career by writing for the Journal Franfais and other papers

(luring the French Revolution. After the i8th Brumaire he

founded the paper, with which the name of his family has chiefly

been connected, the Journal des Dehals, He was suspected of

royalist tendencies by the consulate and was exiled in 1801.

He returned to Paris in 1804 and resumed the management of

the paper, the title of which had been changed by order of

Napoleon to that of Journal de VEmpire, Bertin had to submit

to a rigorous censorship, and in 1811 the conduct, together with

the profits, was taken over entirely by the government. In 1814

he regained possession and restored the old title and continued

his support of the royalist cause— during the Hundred Days;

he directed the Moniteur dr Gaud—till 1823, when the Journal

des Debuts became the recognized organ of the constitutional

opposition. Bertin \s support was, however, given to the July

monarchy alter 1830. He died on the I3lh ol September 1841.

Louis Francois Hkrttn de Vaiix (1771-1842), the younger

brother of Bertin ahie, took a leading part in the condii(;t of the

Journal des Dchals, to the success of whic h his powers of writing

greatly contributed. He entered the chamber of deputies in

1815, was made councillor of state in 1827, and a peer of France

in 1830. Tlie two sons of Bertin awe, ICdouard Francois

( 1797-1871) and Louis Marie Francois (1801-1854), were ’

directors in succu-ssion ot the Journal des Debats. Edouard
Bertin was also a painter of some distinction.

BERTINORO, OBADIAH, Jewish commentator of the Mishnah,

died in Jerusalem about 1500. Jkrtinoro much improved the

status of the Jews in the Holy I.and
;

before his migration

thither the Jews of Palestine were in a miserable condition

ol poverty and per.seciilion. His commentary on llic Mishnah

is the most useful of all helps to the understanding of that

work. Jt is printed in most Hebrew editions of the Mishnah.

Surenhusius, in his Latin edition of the last-named c(jde (Am-
sterdam 1698-170^), translated Bertinoro's commentary.
BERTINORO, a town and episcopal see of Emilia, Italy, in

the province of Forli, 8 m. S.I^. direct of Forli and 5J m. N. of

the station of P'orlimpopoli, and 800 ft. above sca-levcl. Pop.

(ii)oi) town, 3753 ;
commune, 7786. The town commands a

fine view to the north over the plain of Emilia and the lower

course of the Po, itself lying on the foothills of the Apennines.

It appears to have been first fortified by Frederick Barbarossa,

and its castle stood frequent sieges in the middle ages. Polenta,

2i m. to the south of it, was the birthplace of France.sca da
Rimini. The castle is almost entirely ruined, but the church of

S. Donato, of the Lombard period, with Byzantine capitals,

is interesting
;
Giosue ( ardiicci has written a fine ode on the

subject (La Chiesa di Polenta^ Bologna, 1897).

S(‘<J C. Ricci, Della Chiesa e castello di Polenta ” in AUi e Memorie
della Lkpiitazione di Storia patria per le prooniac di Romagna, ser, iii.

vol. ix, (Bologna, 1891), i Keq. (T. As.)

BERTOLD (1442-1504), elector and archbishop of Mainz,

son of George, count of Henncberg, entered the ecclesiastical

profession, and after passing through its lower stages, was made
archbishop of Mainz in 1484. He appears to have been a firm

supporter of law and order, an enemy of clerical abuses and a

careful administrator of his diocese. Immediately after his elec-

tion as archbishop he began to take a leading part in the business

of the Empire, and in i486 was very active in securing the election

of Maximilian as Roman king. His chief work, however, was
done as an advocate of administrative reform in Germany.

813

During the reign of the emperor Frederick H 1 . he had brought

this question before the diet, and after Frederick's death, when
he had become imperial chancellor, he was the leader of the party

which pressed the necessity for reform upon Maximilian at the

diet of Worms in 1495. His proposals came to nothing, but he

continued the struggle at a series of diets, and urged the Germans
to emulate the courage and union of the Swiss cantons. He
gained a temporary victory when the diet of Augsburg in 1500

established a council of regency (Reichsreminent), and in 1502

persuaded the electors to fi^rm a union to uphold the reforms

of 1495 ^500* elector died on the 21st of December

1504. Bertold was a man of great ability and resourcefulness,

and as a statesman who strove for an ordered and united Germany
was far in advance of his age.

See J. W(ns.s, Rerthold von lienneberg, Erxbischof von Maine
(Freiburg, 1889).

BERTOLD VON REGENSBURG (c, 1220-1272), the greatest

German preacher of the later middle ag(‘s, was a native of

Regensburg, and entered the P'ranciscan monastery there. FYom
about 1250 onwards his fame as a preacher spreucl over all the

Gennan-speaking parts of the con linen t of Europe. He wandered

from village to village and town to town, preaching U) enormous
audiences, alwa}'s in the open air

;
the earnestness and straight-

forward eloquence with which he insisted that true repentance

came from the heart, that pious pilgrimages and the absolution

of the t'hurch were mere outward symbols, appealed to all

cla.sses. He died in Regensburg on the 13th of Decernl>er 1272.

His (imiian sermons, of which seventy-one have been preserved,

are among the most powerful in the language, and form the chief

monuments of Middle High German prose. His style is clear,

direct and remarkably free from ciyiibrous Latin constructions
;

he employed, whenever he could, the pithy and homely sayings

of the peasants, and is not reluctant to point his moral with a

rough hum(3ur. As a thinker, he shows little sympathy with

that strain of medieval mysticism which is to be observed in

all the poetry of his contemporaries.

The best edition of Bcrlold’s German sermons is that^by F. Pfeiffer

and J. Strobl (2 voLs., i8()2 1880
;
reprinted, 190O)

;
there is also a

modem (Jerman version by F. Gobed (4th ed., 1006). Tht' Latin ser-

mons were edited by G. Jakob (t88o). See C. W. StromlxTger, Bertold

von Regensburg, der grvssie Volksredner des detUsihev MitUlulters

(1877), K. Hnkel, Bertold von Regensburg (1882), and E. Bernhardt,
Biudei Bertold von Regensburg (1905); A. E. Sclionbach, Studieu zur

G”srhirhte drr {dtdcutschni Predigt {Pithln atious of the: Vienna
Academv, i9o^>),

BERTRAM, CHARLES (1723-1765), English literaiy^ impostor,

was horn in London, the son of a silk dyer. In 1747, being then

teacher of ICnglish at the school for Danish naval cadets at (open-

hagen, he wrote to Dr William Stukeley, the English antiquarian,

that he had discovered a manuscript written by a monk named
Richard of Westminster, which corrected and supplemented

the Itinerary of Antoninus in Britain. ’ He subsequently sent

to Stukeley a copy of various parts of the work and a facsimile

of a few lines of the manuscript. These were so cleverly executed

that they quite deceived the English palaeographers of the period.

Stukeley, finding that a chronicler of the fourteenth century,

Richard of Girencester, had also been an inmate of Westminster

Abbey, identified him with Bertram’s Richard of Westminster,

and, in 1756, read an analysis of the “ discovery ” before the

Society of Antiquaries, which was published with a copy of

Richard’s map. In 1757 Bertram published at ('openhagen

a volume entitled Briiannicarum Gentium Historiae Aniigtiae

Scriptores Tres. This contained the works of Gildas and Nennius

and the full text of Bertram’s forgery, and though Bertram’s

map did not correspond with that o# Richard, Stukeley discarded

the latter and adopted Bertram’s concoction in bis liinerarium

Curiosum published in 1776. Although Thomas Reynolds

in his Iter Britanniarum (1799), an edition of the British portion

of Antoninus’ Itinerary, was distinctly sceptical as to the value

of Bertram’s manuscript, its authenticity was generally accepted

until the middle of the 19th century. No original of the manu-
script could then be found at Copenhagen, and B. B. Woodward,
librarian of Windsor Castle, proved conclusively, by a series

of articles in the GentUman's Magazine in 1866 and 1867, that
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the supposed facsimile of calii^Taphy produced by Bertram

was a blend of the style of various periods, while the greater

portion of the idiomatic Latin in the book was a mere translation

of rSth century English phraseology. Nevertheless, as late as

1872, a translation of Bertram’s forgery was included in Bohn's

Antiquarian Library as one of the Six English Chronicles,

and there is no doubt that the work had a wide and mislead-

ing influence upon many antiquarian writers. Bertram died

in 1765;.

BERTRAND, HENRI GRATIEN, Comte (1773-1844), French

general, was born at Chiiteauroux. At the outbreak of the

Revolution, he laid just finished his studies, and he entered the

army as a volunteer During the expedition to Egypt, Napoleon

named him colonel (179^). then lirigadier-gencral, and after

Austcrlitz his aidc-dc-camp. His life was henceforth closely

bound up with that ol Napoleon, who had the fullest confidence

in him, honouring him in 1813 with. the title of grand marshal

of the court. It was Bertrand who in 1809 directed the building

of the bridges by which the French army crossed the Danube

at Wagram. In 1813, after the battle of Leipzig, it was due to

his initiative that the French army was not totally destroyed.

He accompanied Napoleon to Elba in 1814, returned with him

in 1815, h Id a command in the Waterloo campaign, and then,

after the defeat, accompanied Napoleon to St Helena. He

did not return to FrtTnce until after Napoleon’s death, and then

Louis XVIII. allowed him to retain his rank, and he was elected

deputy in 1830. In 1840 he was chosen to go to bring Napoleon’s

remains to France. He died at Chateauroux on the 31st of

January 1844. His touching fidelity has made his name very

popular in France.

BERTRICH, a village and.watering place of Germany, in the

Prussian Rhine province, in a narrow valley running down to the

Mosel near Cochem. Its waters are efficacious in cases of gout,

rheumati.sm and biliary affections. Pop. 500.

B£RULLE, PIERRE DE (1575-1629), French cardinal and

statesman, was born at ScTilly
,
near Troyes, on the 4th of February

1575. He was educated by the Jesuits and at the university

of Paris. Soon after his ordination in 15991 be assisted Cardinal

Duperron in hi.s controversy with the Protestant Philippe de

Mornay, and made numerous converts. He founded the

Congregation of the French Oratory in 1611 and introduced the

Carmelite nuns into France, notwithstanding the opposition

of the friars of that order, who were jealous of his ascendancy.

Berulle also played an important part as a statesman. He
obtained the necessary dispensations from Rome for Henrietta

Maria’s marriage to Charles L, and acted as her chaplain during

the first year of her stay in ICngland. In 1626, as French

ambassador to Spain, he concluded the treaty of Monzon. After

the reconciliation of Louis XIII. with his mother, Marie de*

Medici, through his agency, he was appointed a councillor

of state, but had to resign this office, owing to his Austrian

policy, which was opposed by Richelieu. Berulle encouraged

Descartes’ philosophical studies, and it was through him that

the Samaritan Pentateuch, recently brought over from ( on-

stantinople, was inserted in Lejay’s Polyglot Bible, His treati.se,

Des Grandeurs de Jesus, was af avourite book with the Jansenists.

He died on the 2nd of Octolier 1629. His works, edited by P.

Bourgoing (2 vols., 1644) were reprinted by Migne in 1857.

See M. de Berulle et les Carmelites ;
Le P^re dc Berulle et Voratoire

de Jesus’, Le Cardinal de Bhulle et IHchelieu (3 vols., 1872-1876),

by the Abb6 M. Houssayc
;
and H. Sidney Lear’s Priestly Life in

Prance in the Seventeenth Century (London. 1873).

BERVIE, or Inveruerviii, a royal and police burgh of Kin-

cardineshire, Scotland. Pop. (1901) 1207. It is situated at

the mouth of Bervde Water and is the terminus of the North

British railway’s branch line from Montrose, which lies 14 m.

S.VW The leading industries include manufactures of woollens,

flax and chemicals, and there is also a brisk trade in live-stock.

Bervie unites with Arbroath, Brechin, Forfar and Montrose

in returning one member (for the Montrose burghs **) to pn.rlia-

ment. David II., driven by stress of weather, landed here with

his queen Joanna in 1341, and, out of gratitude for the hospitality

-BERWICK
of the townsfolk, granted them a charter, which James VI. con-

firmed. Hallgreen Castle, a stronghold of the 14th century, is

maintained in repair. About one m. south is the fishing village

of Gourdon (pop. 1197), where boat-building is carried on.

There is a small but steady export business from the harbour,

which has a pier and breakwater. St I'ernan’s, the Romanesque

parish church of Arbuthnott, 2i m. north-west, stands on the

banks of the Bervie. In the chapel dedicated to St Mary, which

wa^s afterwards added to it, is the burial-place of the Arbuthnotts,

who took their title from the estate in 1644. John Arbuthnot,

Queen Anne’s physician and the friend of Swift and Pope, was a

native of the parish. Kinneff, 2 m. north, on the coast, is of

interi'st as the place where the Scottish regalia were concealed

during the siege of Dimottar Castle.

BERWICK, JAMES FITZJAMES, Duke of (1670-1734),

marshal of France, was the natural .son of James, duke of York,

afterwards James IL of England, by Arabella Churchill (1648-

1730), sister of the great duke of Marlborough. He was born

at Moulins (Bourbonnais) on the 2jst of August 1670. He

received his education in France at the hands of the Jesuits,

and at the age of fifteen, his father having succeeded to the throne,

lie was sent to learn the business of a soldier under the famous

general of the empire, Charles of Lorraine. He served his first

campaign in Hungary, and was present at the siege of Buda.

He then returned to England, was made a colonel of the 8lh

Loot, and in 1687 created duke of Berwick, earl of 'Leignmouth

and Baron Bosworth. He then went out afresh to Hungary

and was present at the battle of Mohaez. On his return to

England he was made K.G., colonel of the 3rd troop of horse

guards (Royal Horse Guards Blue) and governor of Portsmouth,

but soon afterwards the re^TJlution forced him to flee to France.

He served under James JL in the campaign in Ireland, and

was present at the battle of the Boyne. For a short time he

was left in Ireland as commander-in-chief, but his youth and

inexperience unfitted him for the post, and he was a mere puppet

in stronger hands. He then took service in the French army,

fought under Marshal Luxembourg in Flanders, and took part in

the battles of Steinkirk and Neerwinden, at the latter of which

he was taken prisoner. He was, however, immediately exchanged

for the duke of Ormond, and afterwards he served under Villeroi.

In 1695 he married the widow of Patrick Sarsfield, who died in

1698. His second marriage, with Anne Bulkeley, took place

in 1700. As a lieutenant-general he served in the campaign

of 1702, after which he became naturalized as a P'rench subject

in order to be eligible for the marshalate. In 1704, he first took

command of the French army in Spain. So highly was he

now esteemed for his courage, abilities and integrity, that

all parties were anxious to have him on their side (jEloge , by

Montesquieu). His tenure of the command was, however,

very short, and after one campaign he was replaced bv the

Marshal dc Tesse. In 1 705 he commanded against the (’amisards

in Languedoc, and when on this expedition he is .said to have

carried out his orders with remorseless rigour. His successful

expedition against Nice in 1706 caused him to be made marshal

of France, and in the same year he returned to Spain as com-

mander-in-chief of the Franco-Spanish armies. On the 25th

of April 1707, the duke won the great and decisive victory of

Almanza, where an Englishman at the head of a French army

defeated Riivigny, earl of Galway, a Frenchman at the head

of an English army. The victory established Philip V. on the

throne of Spain. Berwick was made a peer of France by Louis

XIV., and duke of Liria and of Xcreca and lieutenant of Aragon

by Philip. Thenceforward Berwick was recognized as one of the

greatest generals of his time, and successively commanded in

nearly all the theatres of war. From 1709 to 17x2 he defended

the south-east frontier of France in a series of campaigns which,

unmarked by any decisive battle, were yet models of the art

of war as practised at the time. The last great event of the

War of the Spanish Succession was the storming of Barcelona

by Berwick, after a long siege, on the nth of September 1714.

Three years later he was appointed military governor of the

province of Guienne, in which post he became intimate with
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Montesquieu. In 1718 he found himself under the necessity

of once more entering Spain with an army
;

and this time

he had to fight against J^hilip V., the king who owed chiefly

to Berwick's courage and skill the safety of his throne. One

of the marshal's sons, known as the duke of Liria, was settled

in Spain, and was counselled by his father not to shrink from

doing his duty and fighting for his sovereign. Many years

of peace followed this campaign, and Marshal Berwick was not

again called to serve in the field till 1733. He advised and con-

ducted the siege of Philipsburg, and while the siege was going on

was killed by a cannon-shot on the 12th of June 1734. Cool,

self-possessed and cautious as a general, Marshal Berwick was at

the same time not wanting in audacity and swiftness of action.

He was a true general of the i8th centuty, not less in his care for

the lives of his men than in his punctiliousness and rigidity in

matters of discipline.

The M^moires of Marshal Berwick, revised, annotated and con>

linued hy the Abbe H(Kjke, were published by tlie marshal’s fjrand'

son in 1778. Montesquieu made many contributions to this.

BERWICKSHIRE^ a county of Scotland, forming its south-

eastern extremity, bounded N. by Haddingtonshire and the

North Sea ; E. by the North Sea ;
S.K. by the county of the

borough and town of Berwick
;

S. by tlie 'I'weed and Roxburgh-

shire, and W. by Mid-Lothian. Its area is 292,577 acres or 457

sq. m., and it has a coast-line of 21 m. The county is naturally

divided into three districts : Lauderdale, or the valley of the

Leader, in the W.
;
Lammermuir, the upland district occupied

by the hills of that name in the N.
;
and the Merse (the March

or Borderland, giving a title to the carls of Wemyss), the largest

district, occupying the S.K. The Lammermuirs are a range of

round-backed hills, whose average height is about 1000 ft.,

while the highest summit, Says Law, reaches 1749 ft. From

these hills the Merse stretches to the S. and E., and is a com-

paratively level tract of country. The coast is lofty, rocky and

precipitous, broken by ravines and not accessible, except at

Eyemouth Harbour, for small vessels, and at Coldingham and

Burnmouth for fishing boats. St Abb's Head, a promontory

with a lighthou.se upon it, rises to 310 ft. The Eye is the only

river of any size which falls directly into the sea. 'J’hc others

the I.eadcr, the Eden, the Leet and the Whiteadder with its

tributaries, Ibe lllackaddor and the Dye—all flow into the Tweed.

Of these the largest and most important is the ‘Whiteadder, which

has its source in the parish of Whittingehame on the East Lothian

side of the Lammermuirs, and, following a sinuous course of

35 m., joins the Tweed within the bounds or liberties of Berwick.

There are small lochs at Coldingham, Legerwood, Spottiswoode,

the Hirsel, near Coldstream, llule Moss on Greenlaw Moor, and

tiny sheets of water near Duns and Mersington.

Geology .—The north portion of the county embraces that part

of the Silurian tableland of the south of Scotland which stretches

from the Lammermuir Hills east to St Abb’s Head. The strata

consist mainly of grits, greywackes, flags and shales, rcp)eated

by innumerable folds, trending north-cast and south-west, which

are laid bare in the great cliff section between Fast Castle and

St Abb’s Head. This section of the tableland includes sediments,

chiefly of Tarannon age, which form a belt 10 m. across from the

crest of the Lammermuir Hills to a point near Westruther and

Longformacus. In the Earnscleuch Bum north-east of Lauder

representatives of Llandovery, Caradoc and Llandeilo rocks,

together with the Arenig cherts, appear along an anticlinal fold

in the midst of the youpger strata. Again in the extreme north-

west of the county near Channelkirk and to the north of

the Tarannon belt radiolarian cherts and black shales with

graptolites of Upper Llandeilo and Caradoc age are met with.

The liower Old Red Sandstone rocks, which rest unconformably

on the folded and denuded Silurian strata, appear at Eyemouth

and Reston Junction, and at St Abb’s Head are associated with

contemp)oraneous volcanic rocks which are evidently on the same

horizon as the interbedded lavas of Lower Old Red age in the

Cheviots. The intrusive igneous materials of this period are

represented by the granitic mass of Cockburn I-aw and the

porphyrites of the Dirrington Laws, The Upper Old Red Sand-

stone, consisting of conglomerates and sandstones, rest uncon-

formably alike on the Silurian platform as at Siccar Point and

on the lower division of that system. The age of these beds has

been determined by the occurrence of remain.s of Holoptychius

nobtUssimus in the sandstones at Earlston and in the Whiteadder

north of Duns. On the Black Hill of Earlston these strata are

traversed by a sheet of trachyte resembling the type of rock

capping the Kildon Hills (see Roxburghshire : Geology).

Overlying the strata just described there is a succession ot

volcanic rocks extending from Greenlaw southwards by Stichil

and Kelso to Carbarn, which, at several localities, are followed

by a band of cornstone resembling that near the top of the Upper

Old Red Sandstone in the midland valley of Scotland. Next in

order comes a great development of the Cementstone group of

the Carboniferous system which spreads over nearly the whole of

the low ground of the Merse and attains a great thickness. At
Marshall Meadows north of Berwiek-on-Tweed, thin bands of

marine limestone occur, which probably represent some of

the calcareous beds above the Fell sandstones south of

Spittal.

Climate and Agriculiure .—Owing to the maritime position,

the winter is seldom severe in the lowland districts, but spring is

a trying season on account of the east winds, which often last

into summer. The mean annual rainfall is 304 in. and the

average temperature for the year is 47“ F., for January 37° F.,

and for July 58*5° F. The climate is excellent as regards both

the health of the inhabitants and the growth of vegetation. The

soils vary, sometimes even on the same farm. Along the rivers

is a deep rich loam, resting on gravel or clay, chiefly the former.

'I 'he less valuable clay soil of the Merse has been much improved

by drainage. The more sandy and gravelly soils are suitable for

turnips, of which great quantities are grown. Oats and barley are

the principal grain crops, but w^heat also is raised. The flocks of

sheep are heavy, and cattle arc pastured in considerable numbers.

Large holdings predominate indeed, the average size is the

highest in Scotland—and scientific farming is the rule. The

labourers, who are physically well developed, arc as a whole

frugal, industrious and intelligent, but somewhat migratory in

their habits. This feature in their character, which they may
have by inheritance as Borderers, has admirably fitted them for

colonial life, to which the scarcity of industrial occupation has

largely driven the surplus population.

Other Industries .—Next to agriculture the fisheries are the

most important industry. The Tweed sfiflmon fisheries are

famous, and the lesser rivers of the Merse are held in high esteem

by anglers. Eyemouth, Burnmouth, Coldingham and Cove are

engaged in the sea fisheries. Cod, haddock, herring, ling, lobsters

and crabs are principally taken. The season for herring is from

May to the middle of September and for white fish from October

to the end of May. Coal, copper ore and ironstone exist in too

small quantities to work, and the limestone is so far from a coal

district as to be of little economic value. Earlston sends out

ginghams and woollen cloths. At Cumledge on the Whiteadder,

blankets and plaids are manufactured, and paper is made at

Chirnside. The other manufactures are all connected with agri-

culture, such as distilleries, breweries, tanneries, &c. The trade

is also mainly agricultural. Fairs are held at Duns, Lauder,

Coldstream and Greenlaw
;

but the sales of cattle and sheep

mostly take place at the auction marts at Reston, Duns and

Earlston. There are grain markets at Duns and Earlston.

Berwick, from which the county derives its name, is still its chief

market. There is, however, no legal or fiscal connexion between

the county and the borough. •
The North British railway monopolizes the communications

of the county. The system serves the coast districts from

Berwick to Cockbumspath, and there is a branch from Reston

to St Boswells.

Population and Government.—The population of Berwickshire

was 32,290 in 1891 and 30,824 in 1901, in which year the number
of persons speaking Gaelic and English was 74, and one person

spoke Gaelic only. The only considerable towns are Eyemouth
(pop. in 1901, 2436) and Duns (2206). The county returns one
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member to parliament. Lauder is the only royal burgh, and
Duns the county town, a status, however, which was held by
Greenlaw from 1696 to 1853, after which date it was shared by
both towns until conferred on Duns alone. Berwickshire forms

a sheriffdom with Roxburgh and Selkirk shires, and there is a

resident slieriff-substitutiJ at Duns, who sits also at Greenlaw,

Coldstream, Ayton and Iwauder. In addition to board and
voluntary schools throughout the county, there is a high school,

which is also a technical school, at Duns, and Coldstream and
Lauder public schtxds have secondary departments. Duns
school is subsidized by the county council, which pays the

expenses of students attending it from a distance.

History ,—Traces of Roman occupation and of ancient British

settlement exist in various parts of the Morse. Edin’s or Etin's

Hall, on Cockburn Law, 4 m. north of Duns, is still called the

Pech's or Piet’s House, and is one of the very few brochs found in

the Lowlands. Alter the Romans withdrew (409) the coimtry

formed part of the Saxon kingdom of Northumbria, and the

inhabitants were converted to Christianity through the missionary

efforts of Modan in the 6th, and Oswald, Aidan and (Tithbert

(traditionally believed to have been born in the vale of the

Leader) in the 7th centuries. The Northmen invaded the sea-

board, but the rugged coast proved an effectual barrier. The
Danes, however, landed in 886, and destroyed the nunnery at

Coldingham, founded about 650 by Ebba, daughter of ^Ethel-

frith, king of Northumbria, after whom the adjoining promontory
of St Abb'S Head was named. After the battle of Carham (1018)
the district, which then constituted part of the division of

Lothian, was annexed to Scotland. Birgharn (pron. Birjam),

3i m. west of Coldstream, was the scene of the conference in 1188

between William the Lion tmd the bishop of Durham, which
discussed the attempt of the English church to assert supremacy
over the Scott ish. Here also met in 1 389 a convention of the Scots

estates to consider the projected marriage of Prince Edward of

England to the Maid of Norway
;
and here was signed in 1290

the treaty of Jlirgham, assuring the independence of Scotland.

During the long period of international strife the shire was
repeatedly overrun by armies of the lOnglish and Scots kings,

who were constantly fighting for the ancient frontier town of

Berwick. It was finally ceded to England in 1482, and the

people afterwards gradually settled down to peaceful pursuits.

The ford at the confluence of the Leet and Tweed near Coldstream

gave access to south-eastern Scotland, i^'.dward 1 . crossed it

with his army in 1 296, encamping at Hutton the day before the

siege of Berwick, and it was similarly employed as late as 1640,

when the marquess of Montrose l(^d the Covenanters on their

march to Newcastle, although James Vi. had already caused a

bridge to be constructed from Berwick to Tweedmouth. There

are several places of historic interest in the county. Upon the

site of the nunnery at Coldingham King Edgar in 1098 founded

a Benedictine priory, which was one of the oldest monastic

institutions in Scotland and grew so wealthy that James III.

annexed its revenues to defray his extravagance, a step that

precipitated the revolt of the nobles (1488), The priory was

seriously damaged in the earl of Hertford's inroad in 1545, and
Cromwell blew up part of the church in 1650, The chancel

(without aisles) was repaired and used as the parish church.

The remains contain some fine architectural features, such as,

on the outside, the Romanesque arcades surmounted by lancet

windows at the east end, and, in the interior, the Early Pointed

triforium. On the coast, about 4 m. north-west of Coldingham,

are the ruins of Past Castle—the “ Wolf’s Crag ” of Scott’s Bride

of Lammermoor—situated oi> a precipitous headland. From Sir

Patrick Hume it passed to Sir Robert Logan of Restalrig, who
is alleged to have been one of the Cowrie conspirators, and to

have intended to imprison James VI. within its walls (1600).

P'our miles west is the Pease or Peaths bridge, built by Thomas
Telford in 1786 across the deep pass which was of old one of the

strongest natural defences of Scotland. The bridge is 123 ft.

high, 300 ft. long and 16 ft. wide. Near it are the ruins of

Cwkburnspath Tower, once a strong fortress auud supposed to

be the “ Ravenswood ” of the Bride of Lammermoor. In the

south-west of the shire besides Dryburgh Abbey {q.v.) there are,

at Earlston, the remains of the castle that was traditionally the

residence of Thomas the Rhymer. Hume Castle, the ancient seat

of the Home family, a picturesque ruin about 3 m. south of Green-

law, is so conspicuously situated as to be visible from nearly every

part of the county. Coldstream and Lamberton, being close to

the Border, were both resorted to (like Gretna Green in the west)

by eloping couples for clandestine marriage. In Lamberton
church was signed in 1502 the contract for the marriage of

James IV. and Margaret Tudor, which led, a century later, to the

union of the crowns of Scotland and England.

See W. S. Crockett, Min&trdsy of the Merse (Paisley, 1893) ;
In

Praise of I weed (Selkirk, 1889) ;
The Scott Country (London, igo2)

;

J. Hobson, The Churches and Chunhyards of Berwickshire (Kelso,
P* Groome. A Short Bolder Historv (Kelso, 1887); J.

Tail, Two Centimes of Border Church Life (Kelso, i88y)
;
Margaret

\Varrend<‘r, Marihniont and the Humes of Polwarth (Edinburgh,

1804) ;
W. K. Hunter, History nf the Priory of Coldingham (Edin-

burgh, 4858),

BERWICK-UPON-TWEED, a market town, seaport, municipal

borough and county in itself, of Jmgland, at the mouth of the

Tweed on the north bank, 339 m. N. by W. from London. Pop.

(1901) 13,437. For parliamcntar\' purposes it is in the Berwick-

upon-Tweed division of Northumberland. It is the junction on
the East (!oast route from London to Scotkind between the North
Eastern and North British railways, a branch of the company
first named running up the Tweed valley by Coldstream and
Kelso, 'i’he town lies in a hare district on the slope and flat

summit of an abrupt elevation, higher ground rising to the north

and south across the river. It has the rare feature of a complete

series of ramparts surrounding it. Those to the north and cast

are formed of earth faced with stone, wit h bastions at intervals

and a ditch now dry. They are of Elizabethan date, but there

arc also lines of much earlier date, the forlifirations of Edward I.

Mu(’h of these last has been destroyed, and threatened encroach-

ment upon the remaining relics so far aroused public feeling that

in 1905 it was decided that the Board of Works should take over

these ruins, including the Bell I'ower, from the town council, and
enclose them as national relics, 'i'hc Bell Tower, from which
alarms were; given when border raiders were observed, is in fair

preservation. 'J'here are slight remains of the castle, which fell

into disrepair .after the union of the crowns of ICngland and
Scotland. I'here are no traces of the churches, monasteries or

other principal buildings of the ancient towm. The church of

Holy Trinity is a plain buihling without steeple, of the time of

Cromwell. Of modern places of worshi}>, the most noteworthy is

Wallace Green United Presbyterian church (1859). 'J’he chief

public building is the town hall (1760), a stately classic building

surmounted by a lofty spire. Educational institutions include an

Elizabethan grammar school and a blue-coat school ; and tluTc

is a local museum. Two bridges connect the town wdth the south

side of the Tweed, The older, which is very substantial, was
finished in 1634, having taken twenty-four years in building.

It has fifteen arches, and is 924 ft. long, but only 17 ft. wide.

A unique provision for its upkeep out of Imperial funds dates

from the reign of Charles II. The other, the Royal Border Bridge,

situated a quarter of a mile up the river, is a magnificent

railway viaduct, 126 ft. high, with twenty-eight arches, which
extends from the railway station, a castellated building on part of

the site of the old castle, to a considerable distance beyond the

river. This bridge was designed by Robert Stephenson and
opened by Queen Victoria in 1850.

The reach of the river from the old bridge to the mouth forms

the harbour. The entrance to the harbour is protected by a
stone pier, which stretches half a mile south-east from the north

bank of the river mouth. The depth of water at the bar is 17 ft.

at ordinary tides, 22 ft. at .spring tides, but the channel is narrow,

a large rocky portion of the liarbour on the north side being dry at

low water. There is a wet dock of 3I acres. Principal exports

are grain, coal and fish
;

imports are bones and bone-ash,

manure stuffs, linseed, salt, timber and iron. The herring and
other sea fisheries are of some value, and the salmon fishery, in

the hands of a company, has long been famous. A fair is held
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annually at the end of May. There are iron-works and boat-

building yards.

The custom of specially mentioning Berwick-upon-Tweed after

Wales, though abandoned in acts of parliament, is retained in

certain proclamations. The title of “ county in itself also helps

to recall its ancient history.. The liberties of the borough,

commonly called Berwick Bounds, include the towns of Spittal,

at the mouth, and 'Iweedmouth immediately above it, on the

south bank of the river. The first is a watering-place (pop.

2074), with pleasant sands and a chalybeate spa
;

the second

(pop. 3086) has iron foundries, engineering works and fish-curing

establishments. Berwick-upon-Tweed is governed by a mayor,

6 aldermen and 18 councillors. Area, 6396 acres.

Very little is known of the history of Berwick before the Conejucst.

It was not until the Tweed becanui the boundary between England
and Scotland in the 12th century that Berwick as the chief town
on that L)oundary became really important. Until the beginning of

the 14th century Berwick was one of the four royal boroughs of

Scotland, and although it possesses no charter granted belore that
time, an imiuisition taken in Edward III.'s reign shows that it was
governed by a mayor and bailiffs in the reign of Alexander III.,

who granted the town to the said mayor and the commonalty lor

an annual rt‘nt. After Edward 1. had conquered Berwick in 1302
he gave the burgesses another charter, no longer exi^^ting but quott‘(I

111 several eonlirmations, by which the town was made a free borough
with a gild merchant. 'l‘he burgesses were given the right to elect

annually their mayor, w'ho with the commonalty should elect four

bailiffs. They were also to have Ireedom from toll, pontage. &c.,

two markets every week on Monday and Friday, and a fair lasting

from the feast of llolyrood to that of the Nativity of St John the
Baptist. Five years laler, in 1307, the mayor and burgessi's received

another charier, granling them Iheir town with all things that
belonged to it in the tune of Alexander 111., lor a fee farm rent of

5o<.) marks, whicli was granted back to tliem in 1314 to lielp towards
enclosing tludr town with a Hiill. While the war with Scotland
dragged on through the early years of the reign of Edward 11., the

fortitication oi Berwick was a matter of importance, and in 1317 the
mayor and baihlls undertook to defend it lor the yearly sum of ^kioo

marks; but m Ihe following year, “owing to their delaiilt.” the
Scots entered and occupied it hi spile of a truce between the two
kingdoms. After Edward III. had riToviTed Berwick the inhabitants
petitioned for the recovery of their prison called ihe Beffroi or

Bell-lower, the symbol ot their independeiKe, which their prede-
i.es.sors had built before Uie time ol Akixander 111., and which had
been granted to William de Koythorpe when Edward I. took the

town. Edward 111. in 132b and 135O confirmed the charter of

Edward I,, and in T357, evidently to encourage the growth ol the
borough, granted that all who were willing to reside there and
desirous ot becoming burgesses should be admitted as such on
payment of a fine. These early charters were confirmed by most of

the succeeding kings, until James 1. granted the incorporation charter
in if>o4

;
but on his accession to the English throne, Berwick of

course lost its importance as a irontier town. Berwick was at first

repre.sented in Ihe court of ihe lour boroughs and in 132O in Robert
Bruce’s parliament. After lieiiig taken by the English it remained
unrepresented until it was re taken by the Scots, when it sent two
members to the parliament at Edinburgh from 147b to 1479. In 1482
the burgesses were allowed to send two ineini>ers to the English
])arliament, and were represented there until j 88«5, wdien tlie town
w'as included in the Berwick-upon-Tweed division of the county of

Northumberland. No manufactures are mentioned as having been
can-ied on in Berwick, but its trade, chiefly in the produce of the
surrounding country, was important in the 12th century. It has
been noted for salmon fishery m the Tweed from vtTv early times.

There was a bridge ov er the Tweed at Berwick in the time of Alex-
ander and John, kings of Scotland, but it was broken down in the
time of the latter and not rebuilt until the end of the 14th century.

See Virtnria County History, Norfhttmherland
] John Fuller.

History of Berwick-u/ion-Tweed, &c. (1700) ; John Scott. Berwuk-
upon-Tweed : History of the Totvn and Guild (1888).

BERYL, a mineral containing beryllium and aluminium in the

form of a silicate ; its formula is Bc.j Alo Si,. O,^. The species in-

cludes the emerald (q.v.), the aquamarine (q.v.) and other trans-

parent varieties known as precious beryl/* with certain coarse

varieties unfit for use as gem-stones. The name comes from the

Gr. a word of uncertain etymology applied to the

beryl and probably several other gems. It is notable that the

relation of the emerald to the beryl, though proved only by
chemical analysis, was conjectured at least as far back as the

time of Pliny.

Beryl crystallizes in the hexagonal system, usually taking the

form of long six-sided prisms, striated vertically and terminated
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with the basal plane, sometimes associated with various pyra-

midal faces (see fig.). It cleaves rather imperfectly parallel to

the base. The colour of beryl may be blue, green, yellow, brown

or rarely pink; while in some cases the mineral is colourless.

The specific gravity is about 2*7, and the hardness 7*5 to 8, so

that for a gem-stone beryl is comparatively soft. Whilst the gem-

varieties are transparent, the coarse beryl

may be opaque. The transparent crystals

are pleochroic—a character well marked in

emerald.

Beryl was much prized as a gem-stone
by the ancients, and Greek intaglios of

very fine workmanship are extant. The
Roman jewellers, taking advantage of the

columnar form of the natural crystal, worked

it into long cylinders for car -pendants.

It was a favourite stone with the artists

of the Renaissance, but in modern times Crystal of beryl,

has lost popularity, except in the form of

emerald, which remains one of the most valued gem-stimes.

It is notable tliat English lapidaries of the j8th century often

included the sard under the tenn beryl—^a practice which has led

to some confusion in the nomenclature of engraved gems.

Beryl occurs as an accessory constituent of many granitic

rocks, especially in veins of pegmatite, whilst it is found also in

gncLss and in mica-schist. Rolled pebbles of beryl occur, with

topaz, in Brazil, especially in the province of Minas Geraes.

Crystals arc found in drusy cavities in granite in the Urals, not-

ably near Mursinka
;
in the Altai Mountains, which have yielded

very long prismatic crystals ; and in the mining district of

I

Nerchinsk in Siberia, principally in the Adun-(‘halon range,

where beryl occurs in veins of topaz-rock piercing granite.

Among ICuropean localities may be mentioned Elba, good

crystals being occasionally found in the tourmaline-granite of

San Piero. In Ireland excellent crystals of beryl occur in druses

of the granite of the Mournc Mountains in Co. Down, and others

less fine are found in the highland? of Donegal, whilst the mineral

is also know'n from the Leinster granite. It occurs likewise in

the granite of the Grampians in Scotland, and is not unknown
in Cornwall, specimens having been found, with topaz, apatite,

At.., in joints of the granite of St Micbacl’s Mount.

Many locoilitics in the United States yield beryl, sometimes

sufficiently fine to be cut as a gem. It is found, for example, at

Stony l^oint and elsewhere in Alexander county, N.C.
;

at

Tladdam and Monroe, Conn.
;

at Stoncham, Oxford county,

and at Albany in Maine; at Royalston, Mass.; and at Mt.

Antero, Colorado, where it occurs with phcnacite. Beryl of

beautiful pink colour occurs in San Diego county, California.

Coarse beiyd, much rifted, is found in ciy^stals of very large size

at Grafton and Ackworth, N.H.
;
a crystal from Grafton weigh-

ing more than 24 tons. A colourless beryl from Goshen, Mass.,

has been called Goshenite
;

whilst crystals of coarse yellow

beryl from Riibi.slaw quarry in Aberdeenshire, Scotland, have

been termed Davidsonite.

Beryl suffers alteration by weiithering, and may thus pa.s.s into

kaolin and mica.
^

(fi . W. R.*)

BERYLLIUM, or Glucinttm (symbol Be, atomic weight 9-1),

one of the metallic chemical elements, included in the same
sub-group of the periodic classification as magnesium. It was

prepared in the form of its oxide in 1798 by L. N. Vauquelin

{Aftn. de chmie, 1798, xxvi. p. 155) from the mineral beryl, and

though somewhat rare, is found in many minerals. It was first

obtained, in an impure conditiqji, in 1828 by A. A. B. Bus.sy

(1794-1882) and F. Wohler by the reduction of the chloride with

potassium, and in 1855 H. J. Debray prepared it, in a compact
state, by reducing the volatilized chloride with melted sodium,

in an atmosphere of hydrogen. L. F. Nilson and 0 . Pettersson

(Wied, Ann. 1878, iv. p. 554) have also prepared the metal by
heating beryllium potassium fluoride with sodium

;
P. M.

Lebeau {Comptes rendus, 1895-1898, vols. 120-127) has obtained

it in lustrous hexagonal crystals by electrolysing the double

fluoride of beryllium and sodium or potassium with an excess of
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beryllium fluoride. It is a malleable metal, of specific gravity

I *64 (Nilson and Pettcrsson) and a specific heat of 0-4079. Its

melting-point is below that of silver. In a fine state of ^vision

it takes fire on heating in air, but is permanent at ordinary

temperatures in oxygen or air
;

it is readily attacked by hydro-

chloric and sulphuric acids, but scarcely acted on by nitric acid.

It is also soluble in solutions of tlie cmistic alkalis, with evolution

of hydrogen, a behaviour similar to that shown by aluminium.

It combines readily with fluorine, chlorine and bromine, and also

with sulphur, seleniurn, phosphorus, &c.

Considerable disc ussion has taken place at different times as

to the position which beryllium should occupy in the periodic

classification of the elements, and as to whether its atomic weight

should be 9-1 or 13*6^, but the weight of evidence undoubtedly
favours its position in Group II., with an atomic weight 9-1

(O*- 16) (see Nilson and Pettersson, Herichte^ 1880, 13, p. 1451;
1884, 17, p. 987 ;

11. hrauner, Benchic, 1881, 14, p. 53 ; T. Car-

nelley, Journ, of Chem. Soc., 1879, xxxv. p. 5O3
;
j88o, xxxvii., p.

125, and W. N. Hartley, Journ, of Chem. Soc,, 1883, xliii. p. 316).

The specific heat of beryllium has been calculated by L. Meyer
{Berichte, 1880, 13, p. J780) from the data of L. F. Nilson and
(). l*ettersson, and appears to increase rapidly with increasing

temperature, the values obtained being 0-3973 at 20-2° (!., 0-4481

at 73*2® C. and 0-5819 at 256-8® ('.

Beryllium compounds are almost wholly prepared from beryl.

The mineral is fused willi potassium carbonate, and, on cooling,

the i)roduct is treated with sulphuric acid, the excess of which is

removed by evaporation
;

water is then added and tlie silica is

filtered off. On concentration ol the solution, the major portion
of the aluminium present seimrates as alum, and the mother li<(uor

remaining contains beryllium and iron sulphates together with a
little alum. This is now treated for some days with a hot con-
centrated 8t>lution of ammonium carbonate, winch precipitate*^ the
iron and aluminium but keeps the beryllium in solution. Tlie iron

and aluminium precipitates are filtered off, and the filtrate boiled,

when a basic beryllium hydroxide cemtaining a little ferric oxide
is precipitated. To remove the iron, the precipitate is again dis-

solved in ammonium carbonate and steam is blown through the
liquid, when beryllium oxide is precipitated. This process is re-

jieated several times, and the final precipitate is dissolved in hydro-
chloric acid and precipitated by ammonia, washed and dried. It

has also been obtained by J. Gibson [Journ. of Chem. Sot., 1893,
Ixiii. p.tjog) from beryl by conversion of the beryllium into its fluoride.

Beryllium oxide, beryilia or gluciua, BeO. is a very hard white
powder which can be melted and distilled in the electric furnace,
when it condcn.ses in the form of minute hexagonal crystals. After
ignition it dissolves with difficulty in acids. The hydroxide Be(OH).,
separates as a white bulky precipitate on adding a solution of an
alkaline hydroxide to a soluble beryllium salt : and like those of

aluminium and zinc, this hydroxide is soluble in excess of the
alkaline hydroxide, but is reprecipitaled on prolonged brfiling.

Beryllium chloride BcCl.^, like aluminium chloride, may be prepared
by heating a mixture of the oxide and sugar charcoal in a current
of dry chlorine. It is delujuescent, and readily soluble in water,
from which it separates on concentration in crystals of composition
BeCl2»4H,0. Its vapour density has l>een determined by Nilson
and Pettersson, and corresponds to the molecular iormula BeCl.^,

The sulphate is obtained by di.s.solving the oxide in sulphuric acid ;

it the solution be not acid, it separates in pyramidal crystals of

composition BeS04-4H,20, while from an acici solution of this salt,

crystals of composition BeSO^-THgO are obtained. Double sulphates
of beryllium and the alkali metals are known, f.g. BeS04-KnS04-8H.p
as are also many basic sulphates. The nitrate Be(N03)2-8H20 is

prepared by adding barium nitrate I0 beryllium sulphate solution ;

It crystallizes with difficulty and is very deliquescent. It readily
yields basic salts.

The carbide BeC^ is formed when beryilia and sugar charcoal arc
heated together in the electric furnace. Like aluminium carbide
it is slowly decomposed by water with the production of methane.
Several basic carbonates are known, being formed by the addition
of beryllium salts to solutions of the alkaline carbonates : the
normal carbonate is prepared b)^passing a current of carbon dioxide
through water containing the basic carbonate in suspension, the
solution being filtered and concentrated over sulphuric acid in an
atmosphere of carbon dioxide. The crystals so obtained are very
unstable and decompose rapidly with evolution of carbon dioxide.

Beryllium salts are easily soluble and mostly have a sweetish
taste (hence the name Glucinum (t/.v.), from y\vK^fs, sweet) ; they are
readily precipitated by alkaline sulphides with formation of the white
hydroxide, and may be distinguished from salts of all other metals
by the solubility of the oxide in ammonium carbonate. Beryllium
is estimated quantitatively by precipitation with ammonia, and
ignition to oxide. Its atomic weight has been determined by L. F.

Nilson and O. Pettersson [Berichte, 1880, 13, p. 1451) by analy^s
of the sulphate, from which they found the value 9-08, and by
G. Kriiss and H. Moraht [Berichte, 1890. 23, p. 2556) from the con-
version of the sulphate BeS04-4H20 into the oxide, from which they
obtained the value 9-05. C. L. Parsons [Journ. Amer. Chem. Soc.,

1904. xxvi. p.721) obtained the values 9-113 from analyses of beryl-
lium acelonyb acetate and beryllium basic acetate.

For the discussion of the valency of beryllium see S. Tanatar,
Journ. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc., 1904, xxxvi. p. 82.

BERYLLONITE, a mineral pho.sphate of beryllium and
sodium, NaBePO^, found as highly complex orthorhombic

crystals and as broken fragments in the disintegrated material

of a granitic vein at Stoneham, Maine, where it is associated

with felspar, .smoky quartz, bcr}d and culumbilc. It was dis-

covered* by Prof. IC. S. Dana in 1888, and named beryllonite

because it contains beryllium in large amount. The crystals

var>’ from colourles.s to white or pale yellowish, and are trans-

parent with a vitreous lustre ; there is a perfect cleaviige in one

direction. Hardness 54-6 ;
specific gravity 2-845. A few crystals

have been cut and faceted, but, as the refractive index is no higher

than that of quartz, they do not make very brilliant gem-stones.

BERZELIUS, J6NS JAKOB (1779-1848), Swedish chemist,

was horn at Vafversunda Sorgarcl, near Linkoping, Sweden, on

the 20th (or 29th) of August 1779. After attending the gym-
nasium school at Linkoping he went to Upsala University, where

he studied chemistry and medicine, and graduated as M.I). in

1802. Appointed assistant professor of botany and pharmacy
at Stockholm in the same year, he became full professor in 1807,

and from 1815 to 1832 was professor of chemistry in the Caroline

medico-chirurgical institution of that city. 'I’he Stockholm

Academy of Sciences elected him a member in 1808, and in 1818

he became its perpetual secretary. The same year he was

ennobled by Charles XIV., who in 1835 further made him a baron.

His death occurred at Stockholm on the 71I1 of August 1848.

During the first few years of his scientific career Berzelius was

mainly engaged on questions of physiological chemistry, but

about 1807 he began to devote himself to what he made the chief

object of his life—the elucidation of the composition of chemical

compounds tlirough stud>' of the law of multiple proportions

and the atomic theory. Perceiving the exact determination of

atomic and molecular weights to be of fundamental importance,

he spent ten years in ascertaining that constant for some two

thousand simple and compound bodies, and the results he

published in 1818 attained a remarkable standard of accuracy,

which was still further improved in a second table that appeared

in 1826. He used oxygen—in his view the pivot round which

the whole of chemistry revolves—a.s the basis of reference for

the atomic weights of other substances, and the data on which

he chiefly relied were the proportions of oxygen in oxygen

compounds, the doctrines of isomorphism, and Gay Lussac’s law

of volumes. When Volta's discovery of the electric cell became

known, Berzelius, with W. Hisinger (1766 1852), began experi-

ments on the electrolysis of salt solutions, ammonia, sulphuric

acid, &c., and later this work led him to his electrochemical

theory, a full exposition of which he gave in his memoir on the

Theory of Chemical Proportions and the Chemical Action of

Electricity (1814). This theory was founded on the supposition

that the atoms of the elements are electrically polarized, the

positive charge predominating in some and the negative in others,

and from it followed his duahstic hypothesis, according to which

compounds are made up of two electrically different components.

At first this hypothesis was confined to inorganic chemistry,

but subsequently he extended it to organic compounds,

which he saw might similarly be regarded as containing a

group or groups of atoms—^a compound radicle—in place of

simple elements. Although his conception of the nature of

compound radicles did not long retain general favour—indeed

he himself changed it more than once—he is entitled to rank as

one of the chief founders of the radicle theory. Another service

of the utmost importance which he rendered to the study of

chemistry was in continuing and extending the efforts of Lavoisier

and his associates to establish a convenient system of chemical

nomenclature. By using the initial letters of the Latin
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(occasionally Greek) names of the elements as symbols for them,

and adding a smallnumeralsubscript, to show the number of atoms
of each present in a compound, he introduced the present system

of chemical formulation (see Chemistry). Mention should

also be made of the numerous improvements he effected in

analytical methods and the technique of the blowpipe (Vber

die Anwendung des LothrohrSy 1820), of his classification of

minerals on a chemical basis, and of many individual researches

such as those on tellurium, selenium, silicon, thorium, titanium,

zirconium and molybdenum, most of which he isolated for the first

time. Apart from his original memoirs, of wliich he published

over 250, mostly in Swedish in the Transactions of the Stock-

holm Academy, his remarkable literary activity is attested by his

Lehrbuch der Chemie, which went through five editions (first

1803- 1818, fifth 1843-1848) and by his Jahresberichi or annual
report on the progress of physics and chemistry, prepared at

the instance of the Stockholm Academy, of which he published

27 vols. (1821-1848).

BES, or B£sas (Kgyp. Bes or Besa), the Egyptian god of re-

creation, represented as a dwarf with large head, goggle eyes,

protruding tongue, shaggy beard, a bushy tail seen between his

bow legs hanging down behind (sometimes cleiirly as part of a
skin girdle) and usually a large crown of feathers on his head.

A Bes-like mask was found by Petrie amongst remains of the

twelfth dynasty, but the earliest occurrence of the god is in the

temple of the queen Hatshepsut at Dcir el Bahri (r. 1500 B.c.),

where he is figured along with the hippopotamus goddess as

present at the queen’s birth. His figure is that of a grotesque

mountebank, intended to inspire joy or drive away pain and
sorrow, his hideousness being perhaps supposed actually to scare

away the e\'il spirits. In his joyous aspect Bes plays the harp

or flute, dances, &c. He is figured on mirrors, ointment vases

and other articles of the toilet. Amulets and ornaments in the

form of the figure or mask of Bes are common after the New
Kingdom

;
he is often associated with children and with child-

birth and is figured in the “ birth-houses ” devoted to the cult

of the child-god. Perhaps the earliest known instance of his

prominent appearance of large size in the sculptures of the

temples is under 1’ahraka, at Jebel Barkal, Nubia, at the begin-

ning of the 7th century b.c. As the protector of children and
others he is the enemy of noxious beasts, such as lions, crocodiles,

serpents and scorpions. Large wooden figures of Bes are gener-

ally found to contain the remains of a human foetus. In the

first centuries of our era an oracle of Besas was consulted at

Abydos, where A. H. Sayce has found graffiti concerning him,

and prescriptions exist for consulting Be.sas in dreams. It

has been held that Bes was of non-Egyptian origin, African, as

Wiedemann, or Arabian or even Babylonian, as W. Max Muller

contends
;
he is sometimes entitled “ coming from the Divine

Land ” (i.e, the East or Arabia), or “ Lord of Puoni ” (Punt), i,e,

the African coast of the Red Sea
;

his effigy occurs also on Greek
coins of Arabia. It is remarkable also that, contrary to the usual

rule, he is commonly represented in Egyptian sculptures and
paintings full faced instead of in profile. But the connexion

of the god with Puoni may have grown out of the fact that

dwarf dancers were especially brought to Egypt from ICthiopia

and Puoni.

See K. Sethe in Pauly-Wis.sowa, Bealencyclopddie, s.v. ,* A.
Wiedemann, Religum of the Ancient Egyptians (London, 1897),

15Q ; E. A. W. Budge. Gods of the Egyptians, ii. p. 284 (IX)ndon)

;

. Max Muller, Asien u. Europa (Leipzig, 189^), p. 310.

(F. Lu. G.)

BBSANCONf a city of eastern France, capital of the depart-

ment of Doubs, 76 m. E. of Dijon by the Paris-Lyon railway.

Pop. (1906) town, 41,760 ;
commune, 56,168. It is situated

on the left bank of the river Doubs, 820 ft. above sea-level at

the foot of the western Jura, and is enclosed by hills in every

direction. The Doubs almost surrounds the city proper forming

a peninsula, the neck of which is occupied by a height crowned

by the citadel
;
on the right bank lie populous industrial suburbs.

The river is bordered by fine quays, and in places by the shady

promenades which are a feature of Besan9on. On the right
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bank there is a fine bathing establishment in the Mouillte quarter,

supplied by the saline springs of Miserey. The cathedral of

St Jean, the chief of the numerous churches of the town, was
founded in the 4th century but has often undergone reconstruc-

tion and restoration
;

it resembles the Rhenish churches of

Germany in the possession of apses at each of its extremities.

Several styles are represented in its architecture which for the

mo.st part is the work of the nth, 12th and J3th centuries;

the eastern apse and the tower date from the reign of Louis XV.
In the interior there are a “ Madonna and Child ” of Fra Bartol-

ommeo and a number of other paintings and works of art. The
archiepiscopal palace adjoining the cathedral is a building of

the 18th century. The church of Ste. Madeleine belongs to the

18th and lyth centuries. The Palais de Granvelle, in the heart

of the town, was built from 1534 to 1540 by Nicolas Perrenot

de Granvella, chancellor of Charles V., and is the most interesting

of the secular buildings. It is built round a square interior court

surrounded by arcades, and is occupied by learned societies.

The hotel de ville dates from the 16th century, to which period

many of the old mansions of Besanyon also belong. The law-

court, rebuilt in recent times, preserves a Renaissance facade

and a fine audience-hall of the i8th century. Some relics of old

military architecture survive*, among them a cylindrical tower
of the 15th century near the Porte Notre-Dame, the southern

gate of the city, and the l*orte Rh ottc, a gate of the i6th century,

(lanked by two round towers. The Roman remains at Besanvon
are of great archaeological value. Close to the cathedral there

is a triumphal arch decorated with bas-reliefs known as the

Porte Noire, which is generally considered to have been built

in commemoration of the victories of Marcus Aurelius over the

Germans in 167. It is in poor preservation and was partly re-

built in 1820. Remains of a Romim theatre, of an amphitheatre,

of an aqueduct which entered the town by the Porte Taillce, a
gate cut in the rock below the citadel, and an arch of a former

Roman bridge, forming part of the modern bridge, are also to

be .seen. Besan^on has statues of Victor Hugo and of the

Marquis de Jouffroy d’Abbans (b. 1751), inventor of steam-

navigation.

Besanyon is important as the seat of an archbishopric, a court

of appeal and a court of assizes, as centre of an acadmie (edu

cational division), as seat of a prefect and as headquarters of the

VHth army corps. It also has tribunals of first instance and of

commerce, a chamber of commerce, a board of trade-arbitrators,

an exchange and a branch of the Bank of France. Its educa-

tional establishments include the university with its faculties

of science and letters and a preparatory school of medicine and
pharmacy, an artillery scliool, the lycde Victor Hugo for boys,

a lyc6e for girls, an ecclesiastical seminary, training colleges for

teachers, and schools of watch-making, art, music and dairy-

work. 'J’he library contains over 130,000 volumes, and the city

has good collections of pictures, antiquities and natural histor)^

The chief industr)" of Besanyon is w'atch- and clock-making,

introduced from the district of Neuchtel at the end of the 18th

century. It employs about 12,000 workpeople, and produces

about three-fourths of the watches sold in France. Subsidiary

industries, such as enamelling, are also important. The metal-

lurgical works of the Societe de la Franche-ComU are established

in the city and there are saw -mills, printing-works, paper-

factories, distilleries, and manufactories of boots and shoes,

machinery, hosier}^, leather, clastic fabric, confectionery and arti-

ficial silk. There is trade in agricultural produce, wine, metals,

&c. The canal from the Rhone to the Rhine passes under the

citadel by way of a tunnel, andjthe port of Besanyon has con-

siderable trade in coal, sand, &c.

As a fortress Besanyon forms one of a group which includes

Dijon, Langres and Belfort
;
these are designed to secure Franche

Comte and to cover a field army operating on the left flank of a
German army of invasion. The citadel occupies the neck of the

peninsula upon which the town stands
;

along the river bank
m a semicircle is the town enceinte, and the suburb of Battant

on the right bank of the Doubs is also “ regularly ’’ fortified as

a bridge-head. These works, and Forts Chaudanne and Br4gille
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overlooking the Doubs at the bend, were constructed prior to

1870. The newer works enclose an area more suited to the needs

of modem warfare : the chain of detached forts along the ridges

of the left bank has a total' length of 74 m., and the centre of this

chain is sujiported by numerous forts and batteries lying

between it and the citadel. On the other bank Kort Chaudanne

is now the innermost of several iorts facing towards the south-

west, and the foremost of these works connects the fortihcation.s

of the left bank with another chain of detached forts on the right

bank. 'Fhc latter completely enclosi's a large area of ground in

a semicircle of which iiesan9on itself is the centre, and the whole

of the newer works taken together form an irregular ellip.se of

which the major axis, lying north-east by south-west, is formed

by the Doubs.

Besangon is a place of great antiquity. Under the name of

Vesontio it was, in the time of Julius Caesar, the chief town
of the Seciuani, and in 58 u.c. was occupied by that general. It

was a rich and prosperous place under the Roman emperors,

and Marcus Aurelius promoted it to the rank of a colonia iis

Colonia Vicirix Sequanorum. During the succeeding centuries

it was several times destroyed and rebuilt. 'Khc archbishopric

dates from the close of the end century, and the archbishops

gradually acquired considerable temporal power. As the capiul

of the free county of Burgundy, or J^Vanchc-Comtc, it was united

with the German kingdom when Frederick 1 . married Beatrix,

daughter of Renaud 111., count of Upper Burgundy. In 11S4

Frederick made it a free imperial city, and about the same time

the archbishop obtained the dignity of a prince of the Empire.

Jt afterwards became detached from the German kingdom, and

during the 14th century came into the possession of the dukes

of Burgundy, from whom it passed to the emperor Maximilian 1 .,

and his grandson (Charles V. Cardinal Granvella, who was a

native of the city, became archbishop in 1584, and founded a

university which existed until the French Revolution. After

the abdication of Cliarles V. it came into the possession of Spain,

although it remained formally a portion of the ICmpire until its

cession at the peace of Westphalia in 1648. During the 17th

century it was attacked several times by the French, to whom
it was definitely ceded hy the peace of Nijmwegen in 1678. It

was then fortified by the eiiglnecr Vauban. Until 1789 it was

the seat of a parlemcnU In 1814 it was invested and bom-

barded by the Austrians, and was an important position during

the Franco-German War of 1870-71.

See A. Castan, BcsavQon ct srs environs (Bt'sanyon, 1887) ;
A.

Guenard, Besangon, description histonquc (Bcsan9()n, iSfio).

BESANT, SIR WALTER (1836-1901), English author, was
born at Portsmoutli, on the 14th of August 1836, third son of

William Besant of that town. He was educated at King s

College, London, and Christ’s College, Cambridge, of which he

was a scholar. He graduated in 1859 as i8tli wrangler,

and from 1861 to 1867 was senior professor of the Royal College,

Mauritius. From 1868 to 1 885 he acted as secretary to the Pales-

tine Exploration Fund. In 1884 he was mainly instrumental in

establishing the Society of Authors, a trade-union of writers

designed for the protection of literary property, which has ren-

dered great assistance to inexperienced authors by explaitiing

the principles of literary profit. Of this society he was chairman

from its foundatioovin 1884 till 1892. He married Mary, daughter

of Mr Eustace Foster-Barham of Bridgwater, and was knighted

in 1895. He died at Hampstead, on the 9th of June igoi.

Sir W^ter Besant practised many branches of literary art with

success, but he is most widely known for his long succession of

novels, many of which have jenjoyed remarkable popularity.

His first stories wore written in collaboration with James Rice

(q^v.). Two at least of these. The Golden Butterfly (1876) and
Ready -Money Mortiboy (1872), arc among the most vigorous

and most characteristic of his works. Though not without

exaggeration and eccentricity, attributable to the influence

of Dickens, they are full of rich humour, shrewd observation

and sound common-sense, and contain characters which have
taken their place in the long gallery of British fiction. After

Rice’s death, Sir Walter Besant wrote alone, and in AU Sorts

-BESKOW
aftd Conditions of Men (1882) produced a stirring story of East

End life in London, which set on foot the movement that cul-

minated in the establishment of the People's Palace in the Mile

End Road. Though not himself a pioneer in the effort made
by Canon Barnett and others to alleviatt* the social evils of the

East End by the personal contact of educated men and women
of a superior social class, his books rendered immense service to

the movement by popularizing it. His sympathy with the poor

was shown in another attempt to stir public opinion, this time

against the evils of the sweating system, in The Children of

Gibeon (1886).

Other popular novels by him were Dorothy Forster (1884),

Armorel of Lyonesse (iSgo), and Beyond the Dreams of Avarice

(1895). He also wrote critical and biographical works, including

The French Humorists (1873), Rahdais (1879), and lives of

Coligny, Whittington, Captain Cook and Richard Jefferies.

Besant undertook a scries of important historical and archaeo-

logical \'olumf‘s, dealing with the associations and development

of the various districts of London—of which the most important

was A Survey of London^ untortunately left unfinished, which

was intended to do for modem London what Stow did for

the Elizabethan city. Other hooks on London (1892), West-

minster (]8c)5) and South London (1899) showed that his mind
was full of his subject. No man of his time evinced a keener

interest in lh(i professional side of literary work, and the impro^ ed

conditions of the literar}^ car(‘er in England were largely due

to his cmTgctic and capable exposition of the commercial

value of authorship and to the unselfish efforts which Sir

Walter constfintly made on behalf of his fellow-workers in the

field of letters.

See also A utohinpnphy of Sir \\ altrr lirsaiil (1002), with a pre-

fatory note l)v S. S. Sj)rii»gi‘ :
llws ]>rcfacc’ to the hhi'tov edition

(J887) ol Read\ -Money Morlihoy contains a history ol the literary

partnership oi Jbesant and Rico.

BESENVAL DE BRONSTATT, PIERRE VICTOR, Baron be

(1722-1794), French soldier, was born at Soleure. He was the

son of Jean Victor Besenval, colonel of the regiment of Swiss

guards in the pay of France, who was charged in 1707 by Louis

XIV. with a mission to Sweden, to reconcile Charles XII. with

the tsar Peter the Great, and to unite them in alliance with

France against England. Pierre Victor served at first as aide-

de-camp to Marshal Broglie during the campaign of 1748 in

Bohemia, then as aide-de-camp to the duke of Orleans during

the Seven Years’ War. He then became commander of the

Swiss Guards. When the RcN olution began Besenval remained

firmly attached to the court, and he was given command of the

troops which the king had concentrated on Paris in July 1789
—^a movement which led to the taking of the Bastille on the

14th of July. Besenval showed incompetence in the crisis, and

attempted to flee. He was arrested, tried l>y the tribunal

of the ('hatelet, but acquitted. He then fell into obscurity

and died in Paris in 1794. Besenval de Bronstatt is princifially

known as the author of Memoires, which were published in

1805-1807 by the vicomte T. A. de Segur, in which arc reported

many scandalous tales, true or false, of the court of Louis XVI.
and Marie Antoinette. The authenticity of these memoirs is

not absolutely established.

BESKOW, BERNHARD VON, Baron (1796-1868), Swedish
dramatist and historian, son of a Stockholm merchant, was
bom on the 19th of April 1796. His vocation for literature was
assisted hy his tutor, the poet Johan Magnus Stjcrnslnlpc

(1777-1831), whose works he edited. He entered the civil

service in 1814, was ennobled in 1826 and received the title of

baron in 1843. He held high appointments at court, and was,

from 1834 onwards, perpetual .secretary of the Swedish academy,

using his great influence with tact and generosity. His poetry

is over-decorated, and his plays are grandiose historical poems
in dramatic form. Among them are “ Erik XIV.” (2 parts,

1826); and four pieces collected (1836-1838) as Dramatiska
Studier, the most famous of which is the tr^edy of

** Thorkel

Knutsson.” His works include many academical memoirs,

volumes of poems, philosophy and a valuable historical study,
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1

Om Gustav den Tredje sdsom konung och menniska (5 vols.

1860-1869, “ Gustavus 111 . as king and man ”), printed in the

transactions oi the Swedish Academy (vols. 32, 34, 37, 42, 44).

He died on the 17th of October 1868.

Sec also a notice by C. D. af Wirsen in hia Lefnadstechningaf
(Stockliolm,

BESNARD, PAUL ALBERT (1849- ), French painter,

was born in Paris and studied at tlie ficole des Beaux-Arts,

winning the Pnx de Rome in 1874. Until about 1880 he followed

the academic tradition, but then broke away completely, and
devoted himself to the study of colour and light as conceived

by the impressionists. The realism of this group never appealed

to his bold imagination, but he applied tiieir technic.al method
to ideological and decorative works on a large scale, such as

his frescoes at the Sorbonne, the Kcole de Pharmacic, the Salle

des Sciences at the hotel de villc, the mairie of the first arrondissc-

ment, and the chapel of Berck hospital, for which he painted

twelve “ Stations of the (toss ” in an entirely modern spirit.

A great virtuoso, he achieved brilliant successes alike in water-

colour, pastel, oil and etching, both in portraiture, in landscape

and in decoration. A good example of his daring unconvention-

ality is his portrait of Madame Rcjane
;
and his close analysis

of light can be studied in his picture “ Femme qui se chauffe”

at lh.‘ Luxeml^)urg in Pjiris.

BESOM (Old ICng. hesrma, a rod), originally a bundle of rods

or twigs, used for sweeping, &c.
;
a stiff broom.

BESSARABIA, a government ot south-west Russia, separated

on the W. and S. from Moldavia and Walachia by the J’ruth, and

on the E. and N. from the Russian governments of Podolia

and Kherson by the Dniester; on the S.k'. it is washed by

the Black Sea. Area, 17,(>14 S(i. m. Thv northern districts are

invaded by offshoots of the Carpathians, which reach altitudes

of 800 to 1150 ft., and are cut up by numerous ravines and river

valleys. 1 lore, however, agriculture is the prevailing occupation,

the soil being the fertile black earth. The crops principally

raised are wheal and maize, though here, us well as in other parts

of the government, barley, flax, toUicco, water-melons, gourds,

fruit, wine, saffron and madder arc grown. The middle of the

government is also hilly (850- j 000 ft.), and is heavily timbered,

chiefly with beech, oak and mountain- ash, and, though to a

smaller extent, with birch. The distrids south of the old Roman
earthworks which link the Dniester with the TVulh along the

line of the Jfotna, just south of Bender, consist of level pasture-

land known as the Bndjak steppes. Here stock-breeding is the

predominant calling, the ])eople owning large numbers of sheep,

cattle and horses, also goats, pigs and buffaloes. Lagoons
fringe the. lower course of the Priilh and the coast of the Black

Sea, and marshy ground exists beside the Reuth and other

tributaries of the Dniester. The climate is rather subject to

extretnes, the mean temperature for the year, at Kishinev,

being 50® Fahr., of January 27*^, and of July 72“. The rainfall

amounts to over 25 in. annually. Salt, saltpetre and marble are

the principal mineral products. Manufacturing industr>^ is only

just beginning, wine-making (17,000,000 gallons annually),

cloth-mills, iron-works, soap-works and tanneries being the

principal branches. Both the Dniester and the Pnith are

important waterways commercially, the former being navigable

up to Mogilev and the latter to Leovo (46*^ 30' N. lat.). Down the

Dniester come timber and wooden wares from Galicia, and grain

and wool from Bessarabia itself. Three branches of the railway

from Odessa to Poland -penetrate the government and proceed

towards the Carpathians. The population numbered 988,431

in i860 and 1,938,326 in 1897, of whom only 302,852 were urban,

while 942,i79were women. In 1906 it was estimated at 2,262,400.

It consists of various races, nearly one-half (920,919 in 1897)

being Moldavians, the others Little Russians, Jews (37 % in the

towns and 12% in the rural districts), Bulgarians (103,225),

Germans (60,206),with some Gypsies (Zigani), Greeks, Armenians,

Tatars and Albanians. The Germans, who form some thirty

prosperous colonies in the Budjak steppes west from Akkerman,

have been settled there since about 1814. The government is

divided into eight districts, the chief towns of which are Akker-

man (pop. 32,470 in 1900), Bender (33,741 in 1900), Byelui

(18,526 in 1897), Izmail (33,607 in 1900), Khotin (18,126),

Kishinev (125,787 in 1900), Orgeyev (13,356), and Soroki (25,523

in 1900). The capital is Kishinev. Kagul, on the Pruth, and

Reni on the Danube (the place to which Alexander of Bulgaria

was carried when kidnapped by the Russians in 1886), are small,

but lively, river-ports.

The original inhabitants were Cimmerians, and after them

came Scythians. During the early centuries of the Christian era

Bessarabia, being the key to one of the approaches t^iwards the

Byzantine empire, was invaded by many successive races. In

the 2nd century it was occupied by the Gctac, a Thracian

tribe, whom the Roman emperor Trajan conquered in io6 ;
he

then incorporated the region in the province of Dacia. In the

following century the Goths poured into this quarter of the

empire, and in the 5th century it was overrun one after the other

by the Iluns, the Avar.s and the Bulgarians. Then followed in

the 7th centur)^ the Bessi, a Thracian tribe, who gave their name
to the region, and in the 9th the Ugrians, that is to say the

ancestors of the present Magyars of Hungary, the country being

then known as Atcl-kuzu. 'I'he Ugrians were forced farther west

by the 'lurkish tribe of the Petrhenegs in the roth century, and

these were succeeded in the iith centuryby the Kumans (Comani)

or Polovtsians, a kindred 'lurkish stock or federation. In the

13th century Bessarabia was overrun by the irresistible Mongols

under the leadership of Batu, grand.son of jenghiz Khan. In this

century also the Genoese founded trading factories on the banks

of the Dniester. In 1367 B(!ssarabia was subdued and annexed
by the ruling prince of Moldavia. During the i6th century it

was in the possession alternately of the 'I urks and tlu* Nogais or

Crimean H'atars. From early in the i8th century it was a bone

of contention between the Ottonflan Turks and the Russians, the

latter capturing it five times between 1711 and 1812. In the

latter year it was definitely annexed to Russia, and in 1829 its

frontier was pushed southwards so as to include the delta of the

Danube. After the Crimean War, however, Russia ceded to

Moldavia not only this later addition, but also certain districts

in the south of the existing government, amounting altogether

to an area of 4250 sq. m. and a population of 180,000. By the

treaty of Berlin (1878) Russia recovered of this 3580 sq. m., with

a population of 127,000.

See Nakkt), liiatorv of Jiesaarahia, in Russian (1873).
{P. A. K.; J.T. Be.)

BESSARION, JOHANNES^ or Basiluts {c. 1395-1472), titular

patriarch of Constantinople, and one of'the illustrious Greek

scholars who contributed to the great re\ ival of letters in the

15th century, was bom at 'I rebizond, the year of his birth being

variously given as 1389, 1395 or 1403, He was educated at

Constantinople, and in 1423 went to the Pcloponnese to hear

Gemistus Pletho expound the philosophy of Plato. On entering

the order of St Basil, he adopted the name of an old Fgyptian

anchorite Bessarion, whose story he has related. In 1437 lie was

made archbishop of Nicaea by John VH. Palaeologus, whom
he accompanied to Italy in order to bring about a union between

the Greek and Latin churches with the object of obtaining help

from the West against the Turks. 'I'he Greeks had bitterly

resented his attachment to the party which saw no difficulty in

a reconciliation of the two churches. At the councils held in

Ferrara and Florence Bessarion supported the Roman church,

and gained the favour of Pope Kugenius IV., who invested him
with the rank of cardinal. From that time he resided permanently

in Italy, doing much, by his patronage of learned men, by his

collection of books and manuscripts, and by his own writings,

to spread abroad the new Icamfhg. He held in succession the

archbishopric of Siponto and the bishoprics of Sabina and
Frascati. In 1463 he received the title of I.atin patriarch of

Constantinople ; and it was only on account of his Greek birth

that he was not elevated to the papal chair. For five years

(1450*1455) he was legate at Bolo^a, and he was engaged on
embassies to many foreign prmces, among others to I^uis XL
of France in 1471. Vexation at an insult offered hun by Louis

is said to have hastened his death, which took place on the 19th
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of November 1472, at Ravenna. Bessarion was one of the most
learned scholars of his time. Besides his translations of Aristotle^s

Metaphysics and Xenophon’s Memorabilia, his most important

work is a treatise directed against George of Trebizond, a violent

Aristotelian, entitled In Calumniatorem Platonis. Ilessarion,

though a Platonist, is not so thorougligoing in his admiration as

Gemistus Plelho, and rather strives after a reconciliation of the

two philosophies. His work, by opening up the relations of

Platonism to the main ([ucstions of religion, contributed greatly

to the extension of speculative thought in the department of

theology. His library, which contained a very extensive col-

lection of Greek MSS., was presented by him to the senate

of Venice, and formed the nucleus of the famous library of

St Mark.
See A. M. BanJini, Vita et Jiehus GesHs liessarionis (1777) ;

Jl. Vast, Ll‘ 1 utdiual Lcssurum (1878) ;
li. Lc^ijrand, hihliographie

HvlUniqur (1885) ;
G. Voi^t, Die \V iedeibelehvuf> des klassischen

Altertunis, 11. (1803) ;
on Bessarion at the coum ils ol Ferrara and

Florenc'c, A. Sadov, Dessarion de Kicee (1883) ;
on his philosophy,

iTionoiir<ij)h hy A. Kaudelos (in Greek; Athens, j 888); most of his

works arc in Migne, Patrologia Graeoa, cl si.

BESSBOROUGH, EARLS OF. The Ponsonby family, who
have contributed many conspicuous men to Irish and English

public life, trace their descent to Sir John Jkmsonby (d. 1678),

of Cumberland, a Commonwealth soldier who obtained land

grants in Ireland. His son William (165 7-1724) was created

Baron Bessliorough (1721) and \'iscount Diincannon (1723),

and the latter’s son Brabazon was raised to the earldom of

Bessborough in 1739. He was the father not only of the 2nd earl

(1704-1793), but of John Ponsonby {q.v,), .speaker of the Irish

House of Commons, 'fhe 2nd earl was a well-known Whig
politician, who held various offices of state

;
and his son the 3rd

carl (1758-1844) was father of the 4th earl (1781-1847), first

commissioner of works in 1831 1834, lord privy .seal from 1835 to

1839 and lord-lieutenant of Ireland in 1846. He was .succeeded

by his three sons, the 5th earl (d. 1880), 6th earl (1815-1895),

a famous cricketer and chairman of the Bessborough commission

(j88i) to inquire into the Irish land system, and 7lh carl (d. 1906),

and the last named by his son the 8th earl.

BESSflGES, a town of .south-eastern France, in the depart-

ment of Gard, on the C^ze, 20 m. north of Alais by rail. Pop.

(1906) 7662. 'fhe town is important for its coal-mines, blast-

furnaces and iron-works.

BESSEL, FRIEDRICH WILHELM (1784-1846), German
astronomer, was born at Minden on the 22nd of July 1784.

Placed at the age of fifteen in a counting-house at Bremen, he

was impelled by his desire to obtain a situation as supercargo

on a foreign voyage to study navigation, mathematics and

finally astronomy. In 1804 he calculated the orbit of Halley’s

comet from observations made in 1607 by Thomas Harriot,

and communicated his results to H. W. M. Gibers, who procured

their publication (MonalLichf Correspondenz, x. 425), and re-

commended the young aspirant in 1805 for the post of assistant

in J. 11 . Schroter’s observatory at Lilienthal. A masterly

investigation of the comet of 1807 (Konigsberg, 1810) enhanced

his reputation, and the king of Prussia summoned him, in i8io,

to superintend the erection of a new observatory at Konigsberg,

of which he acted as director from its completion in 1813 until

his death. In this capacity he inaugurated the modern era

of practical astronomy. For the purpose of improving knowledge

of star-places he reduced James Bradley’s Greenwich observa-

tions, and derived from them an invaluable catalogue of 3222

stars, published in the volume rightly named Fundamenta

Asironomiae (1818), In Tabulae Regiomontanae (1830), he

definitively established the uiflform system of reduction still

in use. During the years 1821-1833, observed all stars to

the ninth magnitude in zones extending from - 15® to + 45® dec.,

and thus raised the number of those accurately determined to

about 50,000. lie corrected the length of the seconds’ pendulum

in 1826, in a discussion re-published by H. Bruns in 1889 ;

measured an arc of the meridian in East Prussia in 1831-1832 ;

and deduced for the earth in 1841 an ellipticity of His

ascertainment in 1838 (Astr, Nach., Nos. 365-366) of a parallax

of o"-3i for 61 Cygni was the first authentic result of the kind

published. He announced in 1844 the binary character of Sirius

and Procyon from their disturbed proper motions
;

and was
preparing to attack the problem solved later by the discovery

of Neptune, when fatal illness intervened. H c died at Konigsberg

on the 17th of March 1846. Modern astronomy of precision is

es.sentially Bessel’s creation. Apart from the large scope of his

activity, he introduced such important novelties as the effective

use of the heliometer, the correction for personal equation

(in 1823), and the systematic investigation of instrumental

errors. He issued 21 volumes of Astronomische Beobachtungen

auf der Siermvarte tu Konigsberg (1815-1844), and a list of liis

writings drawn up by A. L. Busch appeared in vol. 24 of the

same series, lispei'ial attention should be directed to his

Astronomische Vntersuchimgen (2 vols. 1841-1842), Popularc

Vorlesmigen (1848), edited by H. C. Schumacher, and to the

important collection entitled Abhandlungen (4 vols. 1875- 1882),

issued b}- K. J^ngelmann at Leipzig. His minor treatises num-
bered ovi‘r 330. In pure mathematics he enlarged the resources

of analysis by the invention of Bessel’s Functions. He made
some preliminary use of these expressions in 1817, in a paper

on Kepler’s Problem Berlin Academy, 1816-1817,

p. 49), and fully developed them seven years later, foi the

purposes of a research into planetary perturbations {Ibia, 1824,

pp. 1-52).

S(.r also H. Diir^f^e. Bessels Lcben und IVtrken (Ziirieli, i80i)
;

J. F. Enckc Ged(U ktnissredc auf Bessel (Berlin, 1840) ;
C. T. AiiKt i,

Erinnerung au Bessels l.ehen und M'lrhen (Danzig, 1845): Astrona-

niische Naihru kirn, x\iv. 4«>, 331 (1840) ;
Monthly !\'oti(es Bov.

Astr. Society, vii. 199 (18.^7) ;
AUgemeine deutsihe Biographic, ii.

558-567*

BESSEL FUNCTION, a certain mathematic A relation between

two variables. The Bessel junction of order m satisfies the differ-

ential erjuation
^^2

' and may be expres.sed

as the series
, ! : the

' ap^ p ap \ p- /

as the series ^ 1
: the

function of zero order is deduced by making m ^ o, and is

equivalent to the series ‘‘^t-’hldmilch

defines tlic.se functions as the ('oefficients of the power of / in

the expansion of exp t ') symbol generally

adopted to represent these functions is J (/>) where m denotes

the order of the function. These functions are named after

Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel, who in 1817 introduced them in an

investigation on Kepler’s IhobLm. He discussed their pro-

perties and constructed tables for their evaluation. Although

Bc.sscl was the first to systematically treat of these funbtions, it

is to be noted that in 1732 Daniel Bernoulli obtained the function

of zero order as a solution to the problem of the osi'iilations of

a chain suspended at one end. This problem has been more
fully discussed by Sir A. G. Greenhill. In 1764 Leonhard ICiiler

employed the functions of both zero and integral orders in an

analysis into the vibrations of a stretched membrane
;

an
investigation which has been considerably developed by Lord

Rayleigh, who has also shown (1878) that Bessel’s functions art*

particular cases of Laplace’s funrtions. There is hardly a branch

of mathematical phy.sics which is independent of these functions.

Of the many applications we may notice:— J oseph Fourier’s (1824)

investigation of the motion of heat in a solid cylinder, a problem

which, with the related one of the flow of electricity, has been

developed by W. E. Weber, G. F. Riemann and S. D. Poisson

;

the flow of electromagnetic waves along wires (Sir J. J. Thom-
son, H. Hertz, O. Heaviside)

;
the diffraction of light (E. Lommel,

Lord Rayleigh, Georg Wilhelm Struve)
;
the theory of elasticity

(A. E. Love, H. Lamb, C. Chree, Lord Rayleigh)
;

and to

hydrodynamics (Lord Kelvin, Sir G. Stokes).

The remarkable connexion between Bessel’s functions and
spherical harmonics was established in 1868 by F. G. Mehler,

who proved that a simple relation existed between the function

of zero order and the zonal harmonic of order «. Heinrich

Eduard Heine has shown that the functions of higher orders

may be considered as limiting values of the associated functions

;
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this relation was discussed independently, in 1878, by Lord
Rayleigh.

For the mathematical investigation see Spherical Harmonics
and for tables see Table, Mathematical.

See A. Gray and G. B. Maitht^ws, Treatise oh Bessel*s Functions
(t8q5)

;
Encyclopddie der math. Wissenschaftcn

;
F. W. Bessel, Vnter-

suchung dcs Teils der planetarischen Storungen (1824).

BESSEMER) SIR HENRY (1813-1898), English engineer,

was born on the 19th of January 1813, at Charlton, in Hert-

fordshire. Throughout his life he was a prolific inventor, but

his name is chiefly known in connexion with the Bessemer

process for the manufacture of steel, by which it has been rendered

famous throughout the civilized world. Though this process

is now largely supplemented, and even displaced, by various

rivals, at the time it was brought out it was of enormous industrial

importance, since it effected a great cheapening in the price of

steel, and led to that material being widely substituted for others

which were inferior in almost ever>' respect but that of cost.

Bessemer’s attention was drawn to the problem of steel manu-
facture in the course of an attempt to improve the construction

of guns, ('oming to the conclusion that if any advance was

to be made in artillery better metal must be available, he estab-

lished a small ironworks in St Pancras, and began a series of

experiments. 'Ehese he carried on for two years before he

evolved the essential idea of his process, whi<'.h is the decarbon-

ization of cast iron by forcing a blast of air through the mass

of metal when in the molten condition. The first public annoimce-

m('nt of the process was made at the Cheltenham meeting of

the British Association in 1856, and immediately attracted

considerable notice. Many metallurgists were .sceptical on

theoretical grounds about his results, and only became convinced

when they saw that his process was really able to convert

melted cast iron into malleable iron in a perfectly fluid state.

But though five firms applied without delay for licences to work

under his patents, success did not at once attend bis efforts
;

indeed, after several ironmasters had put the proc ess to practical

trial and failed to get good results, it was in danger of being

thrust aside and entirely forgotten. Its author, however, instead

of being discouraged by this lack of success, continued his experi-

ments, and in two years was able to turn out a product, the

quality of which was not inferior to that yielded i)y the older

methods. But when he now tried to induce makers to take

up his improved system, he met with general rebuffs, and finally

was driven to undertake the exploitation of the process himself.

To this end he erected steelworks in Sheffield, on ground pur-

chased with the help of friends, and began to manufacture steel.

At first the output was insignificant, but gradually the mag-

nitude of the operations was enlarged until the competition

became effective, and steel traders generally became aware

that the firm of Henry Bessemer & Co. was underselling them
to the extent of £20 a ton. This argument to the pocket quickly

had its effect, and licences were applied for in such numbers

that, in royalties for the use of his process, Bessemer received

a sum in all considerably exceeding a million sterling.

Of course, patents of such obvious value did not escape

criticism, and invalidity was freely urged against them on

various grounds. But Bessemer was fortunate enough to

maintain them intact without litigation, though he found

it advisable to buy up the rights of one patentee, while in another

case he was freed from anxiety by the patent being allowed to

lapse in 1859 through non-payment of fees. At the outset he

had found great difficulty in making steel by his process—in his

first licences to the trade iron alone was mentioned. Experi-

ments he made with South Wales iron were failures because the

product was devoid of malleability
;
Mr Goransson, a Swedish

ironmaster, using the purer charcoal pig iron of that country,

was the first to make good steel by the process, and even he was

successful only after many attempts. His results prompted

Bessemer to try the purer iron obtained from Cumberland

haematite, but even with this he did not meet with much success,

until Robert Mushet showed that the addition of a certain

quantity of spiegeleisen had the effect of removing the difficulties.
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Whether or not Mushet’s patents could have been sustained,

the value of his procedure was shown by its general adoption

in conjunction with the Bessemer method of conversion. At the

.same time it is only fair to say that whatever may have been the

conveniences of Mushet’s plan, it was not absolutely essential

;

this Bessemer proved in 1865, by exhibiting a series of samples

of steel made by his own process alcJne. The pecuniary rewards

of Bessemer’s great invention came to him with comparative

quickness
;

but it was not till 1879 that the Royal Society

admitted him as a fellow and the government honoured him
with a knighthood. Bessemer died at Denmark Hill, ].ondon,

on the 15th of March 1898.

Among Bessemer’s numerous other inventions, not one of

which attained a tithe of the success or importance of the steel

process, were movable dies for embossed stamps, a gold paint,

sugar machinery, and a ship which was to save her passengers

frfim the miseries of mal de met. This last had her saloon

mounted in such a way as t(j be free to swing relatively to the

boat herself, and the idea was that this saloon should always be

maintained steady and level, no matter how rough the sea.

For this purpose hydraulic mechanism of Bessemer’s desig^ was
arranged under the control of an attendant, whose duty it was
to keep watch on a spirit-level, and counteract by proper manipu-
lation of the apparatus any deviation from the horizontal that

might manifest itself on the floor of the saloon owing to the

rolling of the vessel. A boat, called the “ Bessemer,” was built

on this plan in 1875 and put on the cross-('hannel service to

( alais, but the mechanism of the swinging saloon was not found

effective in practice and was ultimately removed.
An Autobiography was published in 1005.

BESSEMER) a town of Jefferson county, Alabama, U.S.A.,

about 12 m. S.W, of Birmingham, a little N. of the centre of

the stiUc. Pop. (1890) 4544 ; (1900) 6538, of whom 3695 were

of negro descent. The town is served by the Alabama Great

Southern (Queen A’ Crescent route), the Louisville & Nash-

ville, the Kansas City, Memphis & Birmingham (St Louis

& San Francisco system), the Birmingham Southern, and the

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic railways. Bessemer is

situated in the midst of the iron ore and limestone district of

Alabama, in the south part of Jones’ Valley (about 3 m. wide)

:

to the east is the Red Ore mountain range, rich in red hematite
;

to the north-west are the Warrior coalfields
;
to the south-west,

south and south-east are immense fossiliferous iron ore seams

and the Cahaba coalfields ; in the immediate vicinity of the city

are limestone quarries, and about 18 m. north-east arc the lime-

stone kilns of (late City. Mining, iron smelting and the manu-
facture of iron and coke are the chief industries of Bessemer

;

truck farming is also an important industr>\ In 1900 Bessemer

was the eighth city of the sUite in population, second in amount
of capital invested in manufacturing, and fourth in the value

of its manufactured product for the year. Bessemer was laid

out in 1887, and was incorporated in 1880.

BESSIRRES) jean BAPTISTE, duke of Istria (1768--1813),

French marshal, was bom near Cahors in 1768. He served for

a short time in the “ Constitutional Guard ” of Louis XVL
and as a non-commis.sioned officer took part in the war against

Spain. In the Army of the l^astern Pyrenees and in the Army
of the Moselle he repeatedly distinguished himself for valour,

and in 1796, as captain, he served in Bonaparte’s Italian cam-

paign. At Roveredo his conduct brought him to his chief’s

notice, and after Rivoli he was sent to France to deliver the

captured colours to the Directory. Hastening back to the front,

he accompanied Napoleon in the invasion of Styria in command
of the “ Guides,” who formed thP nucleus of the later Consular

and Imperial Guard. As chef de brigade he next served in the

Egyptian expedition, and won further distinction at Acre and
Aboukir. Returning to Europe with Napoleon, he was present

at Marengo (1800) as second-in-command of the Consular Guard,
and led a brilliant and successful cavalry charge at the close of

the day, though its effect on the battle was not as decisive as

Napoleon pretended. Promoted general of division in 1802

and marshal of France in 1804, he made the most famous
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campaigns of the Grande Armee as colonel-general of the Guard

Cavalry (1805, 1806, 1807). In 1805 he had received tlie Grand

Eagle of the Legion of Honour, and in t8oq was created duke of

Istria. With the outbreak of the Peninsular War, Marshal

Bessidres had his first opportunity of an independent command,

and his crushing victory over the Spaniards at Medina del Rio

Seco (1808) justified Napoleon's choice. When disaster in other

parts of the theatre of war called Napoleon himself to the Penin-

sula, Bessi^res continued to give the emperor the very greatest

assistance in his campaign. In i8oq he was again with the

Grande Armee in the Danube valley. At Essling his repeated

and desperate charges checked the Austrians in the full tide^ of

their success. At Wagram lie had a horse killed under him.

Replacing Bernadottr in the command of the Army of the North,

a little later in the same year, the newly -created duke oi Istria

successfully opposed the British Walchercn expedition, and in

1 81 1 he was back again, in a still more important command,

in Spain. As Massena’s second-in-command he was present

at the battle of J^'uentes d'Onoro, but Napoleon never detached

him for very long, and in 1812 he commanded the Guard Cavalry

at Borodino and in the retreat from Moscow. Wherever engaged

he won further distinction, and at the beginning of the 181,^

campaign he was appointed to the command of the whole of

Napoleon's cavalry. Three days after the opening of the cam-

paign, while reconnoitring the defile of Poserna-Kippach,

Bessieres was killed by a musket-ball. Napoleon, who deeply

felt the loss of one of his truest friends and abl(‘st commanders,

protected his children, and his eldest son was made a member
of the Chamber of Peers by Louis XVIII. As a commander,

esj)cciallv of cavalry, Bessieres left a reputation excelled by

very few of Napoleon’s marshals, and his dauntless courage

anti cool judgment made him a sate leader in independent com-

mand. He was personally beloved to an extraordinary extent

amongst his soldiers, and (unlike most of the French generals

of the time) amongst his opponents. It is said that rnasses v/ere

performed for his soul by the priests of insurgent Spain, and the

king of Saxony raised a monument to his memory.

Ills younger brother, Bertranfj, Bakon Bessi^rfs (i 773
"

1855), was a distinguished tlivisional leader under Napoleon.

After serving with a good record in Italy, in Egypt and at

Hohcnlinden, he had a command in the Grande Armee, and in

1808 was sent to Spain. He commanded a division in (!atalonia

and played a notable part at the action of Molins dc Rey near

Barcelona. Disagreements with his superior, General Duhesme,

led to liis resignation, bui he subsequently served with Napoleon

in all the later campaigns of the empire. Placed on the

retired list by the Bourbons, his last public act was his defence

of the unfortunate Ney. The rest of his long life was .spent in

retirement.

BESSUS, satrap of Bactria and Sogdiana under Darius JIL

In the battle of Gaugaraela (ist ol October 331) he commanded

the troops of his satrapy. When Alexander pursued the Persian

king on his flight to the East (summer 330), Bessus with some

of the other conspirators deposed Darius and shortly afterwards

killed him. He then tried to organize a national resistance

against the Macedonian conqueror in the eastern provinces,

proclaimed himself king and adopted the name Artaxerxes.

But he was taken prisoner by treachery in the .summer of 329.

Alexander sent him to Ecbatana, where he was condemned to

death. Before his execution his nose and ears were cut off,

according to the Persian custom ;
we learn from the Behistun

inscription that Darius 1 . punished the usurpers in the same way.

BEST, WILLIAM THOMAS (1826 1897), English organist, the

son of a solicitor, was born af Carlisle on the 13th of August

1826. Having decided upon a musical aireer, he received his

first instruction from the cathedral organist. He applied himself

especially to Bach’s music, and became a player of great skill.

His successive appointments were to Pembroke chapel, Liver-

pool, 1840 ; to a church for the blind, 1847, and the Liverpool

Philharmonic Society, 1848. For a short time (1854-1855) he

was in London at the Panopticon in Leicester Square, the church

of St Martin-in-the-Fields, and Lincoln’s Inn chapel. In 1855

he returned to Liverpool as organist of St George’s Hall, where

his performances rapidly became famous throughout England.

Ill-health compelled him at last to retire in 1894. He was

engaged as solo organist at all the Handel festivals at the Crystal

Palace, and also as organist at the Albert Hall, where he in-

augurated the great organ in 1871. He had been in the receipt

of a civil list pension of £100 a year since 1880, and in 1890 went

to Australia to give organ recitals in tlie town hall of Sydney.

Best died at Liverpool on the 10th of May 1897.

His command over all the resources of his own instrument

was masterly
;
his series of Saturday recitals at St George's Hall,

carried on for many years, included the whole field of organ

music, and of music that could be arranged for the organ,

ancient and modern; and his performances of Bach's organ

works were particularly fine. His own compositions fur the

organ, chiefly comprised in the publication entitled Organ

Pieces for Church Use, have a strong and marked individuality.

Best, unlike many soloists, was an all-round musician, and fully

acquainted with every branch of the art. His bust, by Conrad

l)rc.ssler, has been placed on the platform in front of the Liver-

pool organ, as a memorial of his long scries of performances there.

BESTIA, the name of a family in ancient Rome, of which the

following were the most distinguisluM.l.

1. Lucius Cai.purnius Hkstia, Roman tribune of the

people in 121 B.c., consul in 111. Having been appointed

to the command of the operations against Jugurtha, he at

first carried on the campaign energetically, but soon, having

been heavily bribefl, concluded a disgraceful peace. On his

return to Rome he was brought to trial for his conduct and con-

demned, in spite of the efforts of Marcus Sc'aurus who, though

formerly his legate and cquallv guilty, was one of the judges.

He is probably identical with the Bi'stia who encouraged the

Italians in their revolt, and went into exile (90) to a.yo\(] punish-

ment under the law of Q. Varius, whereby those who had secretly

or opetily aided the Italian allies against Rome were to l>e brought

to trial (Appian, Pell. Civ. i. 37 ;
Val. Max. viii. b- 4)- Both

Cicero and Sallust express a high opinion of Bestia’s abilities, hut

his love of money demoralized him. He is mentioned in a

('arthaginian inscription a.s one of a board ol three, perhaps an

agricultural commission.

See Sallust, Juf>nrtha :
Cicero. Brutus, xxxiv. 128 ;

for the general

history. A. ll. 'j. Greenidge. Htsi. of Borne, vol. i. (IU04). ])p. 34O foil.

2. Luciu.s Calpuknius Bestia, one of the C'atilinarian con-

.spirators, possibly a grandson of the above. He was tribune

elect in 63, and it had been arranged that, after entering upon his

office, he should publicly accuse Cicero of responsibility for the

impending war. This was to be the signal for the outbreak of

revolution. The conspiracy, however, was put down and Bestia

had to c(mtent himself with delivering a violent attack upon the

comsul on the expiration of his otfice. This Bestia is probably not

the Lucius Calpurnius Bestia, aedilc, and a candidate for the

praetorship in 57. He was accused of bribery during his candi-

dature, anrl, in spite of Cicero’s defence, was condemned. In 43

he attached himself to the party of Antony, apparently in the

hope of obtaining the consulship.

Sallusi, Catiline, xvii. 43: Appian, Bell. Civ. ii. 3; Cicero,

Ad Q. Pr, ii. 3, (>.

BESTUZHEV -RYUM1N» ALEXIUS PETROVICH. Count

(1693-1768), grand chancellor of Russia, the second son of Count

Peter Bestuzhev, the early favourite of the empress Anne, was

born at Moscow on the ist of June 1693. Educated abroad, with

his elder brother Mikhail, at Copenhagen and Berlin, he especially

distinguished himself in languages and the applied sciences.

Peter the Great, in 1712, attached him to Prince Rurakin at the

Utrecht Congress that he might learn diplomacy, and for the

same reason permitted him in 1713 to enter the service of the

elector of Hanover. George 1 . took him to London in 1714, and

sent him to St Petersburg as his accredited minister with a

notification of his accession. Bestuzhev then returned to

England, where he remained four years. It was the necessary

apprenticeship to his brilliant diplomatic career. His passion for

intrigue is curiously illustrated by his letter to the tsarevich
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Alexius at Vienna, assuring his “ future sovereign of his

devotion, and representing his sojourn in England as a deliberate

seclusion of a zealous but powerless well-wisher. This extra-

ordinary indiscretion might well have cost him his life, but the

tsarevich fortunately destroyed the letter.^ On his return to

Russia he served for two years without any salary as chief

gentleman of the Bedchamber at the court of Anne of Courland,

and in 1721 succeeded Vasily Dolgorufci as Russian minister at

Copenhagen. Copenhagen was then a whirlpool of diplomatic

intrigue, for George I. was endeavouring to arm the northern

powers against Peter the Great, and this it was Bestuzhev’s

mission to counteract. On the occasion of the peace of Nystad,

which terminated the 21 years’ war between Russia and Sweden,

Bestuzhev designed and struck a commemorative medal with a

panegyrical Latin inscription, which so delighted Peter (then at

Derbent) that he sent a letter of thanks written with his own

hand and his portrait set in brilliants. It was at this time too

that the many-sided Alexius invented his famous “ drops,” or

tinctura ionicanervina Besiuscheffi, the recipe of which was stolen

by the P^rcnch brigadier Lamotte, who made his fortune by

introducing it at the French court, where it was known as

iClixir d'Or.

The sudden death of Peter the Great seriously injured Bestu-

zhev’s prospects. For more than ten years he remained at Copen^

hagen, looking vainly towards Russia as a sort of promised land

from which he was excluded by enemies or rivals. He rendered

some important services, hf)wcver, to the empress Anne, for

which he was decorated and made a privy councillor. He also

won the favfjur of Bircn, and on the tragic fall of Artemy Volu-

insky in 173^ was summoned home to take his place in the

council. He assisted Biren to obtain the regency in the last days

of the empress Anne, but when his patron fell three weeks later,

his own position becanie extremely precarious. His chance

came when the empress Elizabeth, immediately after her acces-

sion, summoned him back to court, and appointed him vice-

chancellor. For the next twenty years, during a period of
j

exceptional difficulty, he practically controlled the foreign
j

policy of Russia. Bestuzhev rightly recognized that, at this
!

time, France was the natural enemy of Russia. The interests of

the two states in Turkey, Poland and Sweden were diametrically

opposed, and Russia could never hope to be safe from the

intrigues of France in these three borderlands. All the enemies of

France were thus necessarily the friends of Russia, and her 1

friends Russia’s enemies. Consequently Great Britain, and still

more Austria, were Russia’s natural allies, while the aggressive

and energetic king of Prussia was a danger to be guarded against.

Jt was, therefore, the policy of Bestuzhev to bring about a quad-

ruple alliance between Russia, Austria, Great Britain and Saxony,

to counterpoise the Franco-Prussian league. But he was on

dangerous ground. The empress herself was averse from an

alliance with Great Britain and Austria, whose representatives

had striven to prevent her accession
;
and many of her personal

friends, in the pay of France and Prussia, took part in innumer-

able conspiracies to overthrow Bestuzhev. Nevertheless, step by

step, Bestuzhev, aided by his elder brother Mikhail, carried out

his policy. On the nth of December 1742, a defensive alliance

was concluded between Great Britain and Russia. Bestuzhev

had previously rejected with scorn the proposals of the French

government to mediate between Russia and Sweden on the basis

of a territorial surrender on the part of the former
;
and he

conducted the war so vigorously that by the end of 1742 Sweden

lay at the mercy of the empress. At the peace congress of Abo

(January-August 1743) he insisted that the whole of Finland

should be ceded to Russia, by way of completing the testament of

Peter the Great. But the French party contrived to get better

terms for Sweden, by artfully appealing to the empress’s fondness

for the house of Holstein. The Swedes, at the desire of Elizabeth,

accepted Adolphus Frederick, duke of Holstein, as their future

king, and, in return, received back Finland, with the exception of

a small strip of land up to the river Kymmene. Nor could

i A copy of the letter was taken by way of precaution, beforehand,

by the Austrian ministers, and this copy is still in the Vienna archives.

Bestuzhev prevent the signing of a Russo-Prussian defensive

alliance (March 1743) ;
but he deprived it of all political signifi-

cance by excluding from it the proposed guarantee of Frederick’s

Silesian conquests. Moreover, through Bestuzhev’s efforts, the

credit of the Prussian king (whom he rightly regarded ^ more

dangerous than France) at the Russian court fell steadily, and

the vice-chancellor prepared the way for an alliance with Austria

by acceding to the treaty of Breslau (ist of November 1743)*

A bogus conspiracy, however, got up by the Holstein faction,

aided by France and Prussia, who persuaded Elizabeth that the

Austrian ambassador was intriguing to replace Ivan VI. on the

throne, alienated the empress from Austria for a time
;
and

Bestuzhev’s ruin was regarded as certain when, in 1743, the

French agent, the marquis de La Chetardie, arrived to reinforce

his other enemies. But he found a friend in need in M. L.

Vorontsov, the empress’s confidant, who shared his political

views. Still his position was most delicate, especiidly when the

betrothal between the grand-duke Peter and Sophia of Anhalt-

Zerbst (afterwards Catharine 11 .) was carried through against his

will, and Elizabeth of Holstein, the mother of the bride, arrived

in the Prussian interests to spy upon him. Frederick II.,

conscious of the instability of his French ally, was now eager to

contract an offensive alliance with Russia
;
and the first step to

its realization was the overthrow of Bestuzhev, “ upon whom,”

he wrote to his minister Axel von Mardefeld, “ the fate of Prussia

and my own house depends.” But Bestuzhev succeeded, at last,

in convincing the empress that Chetardie was an impudent

intriguer, and on the 6th of June 1744, that diplomatist was

ordered to quit Russia within twenty-four hours. Five weeks

later Bestuzhev was made grand chancellor (July 15th). Before

the end of the year Elizabeth of IJolstein was also expelled from

Russia, and Bestuzhev was supreme.

Tlie attention of European diplomacy at this time was con-

centrated upon the king of Prussia, whose insatiable acquisitive
' ness disturbed all his neighbours. Bestuzhev’s offer, communi-

cated to the British government at the end of 1745, to attack

Prussia if Great Britain would guarantee subsidies to the amount

of some £6,000,000, was rejected as useless now that Austria and

Prussia were coming to terms. Then he turned to Austria, and

on the 22nd of May 1746, an offensive and defensive alliance

was concluded between the two powers manifestly directed against

Prussia. In 1747, alliances were also concluded with Denmark

and the Porte. At the same time Bestuzhev resisted any

rapprochement with France, and severely rebuked the court of

Saxony for its intrigues with that of Versailles. About this

time he was hampered by the persistent opposition of the vice-

chancellor Mikhail Vorontsov, formerly his friend, now his

jealous rival, who was secretly supported by Frederick the Great.

In 1748, however, he got rid of him by proving to the empress

that Vorontsov was in the pay of Prussia. The hour of

Bestuzhev’s triumph coincided with the peace congress of Aix-

la-Chapelle, which altered the whole situation of European

politics and introduced fresh combinations, the breaking away

of Prussia from France and a rapprochement between England

and Prussia, with the inevitable corollary of an alliance between

France and the enemies of Prussia. Bestuzhev’s violent political

prejudices at first prevented him from properly recognizing this

change. Passion had always been too large an ingredient

in his diplomacy. His Anglomania also misled hun. His

enemies, headed by his elder brother Mikhail and the vice-

chancellor Vorontsov, powerless while his diplomacywas faultless,

quickly took advantage of his mistakes. When, on the i6th of

January 1756, the Anglo-Prussian* and on the 2nd of May the

Franco-Austrian alliances were concluded, Vorontsov advocated

the accession of Russia to the latter league, whereas Bestuzhev

insisted on a subsidy treaty with Great Britain. But his in-

fluence was now on the wane. The totally unexpected Anglo-

Prussian alliance had justified the arguments of his enemies that

England was impossible, while his ^tred of Fr^ce prevented

him from adopting the only alternative of an alliance with her.

To prevent underground intrigues, Bestuzhev now proposed

the erection of a council of ministers, to settle all important
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affaiTB, and at its first session (14th- 30th of March) an alliance

with Austria, France and Poland aj^ainst Frederick IL was
proposed, though Bestuzhev opposed any composition with

France. He endeavoured to su[)port his failing credit by a
secTet alliance with the grand - duchess Catherine, whom he

proposed to raise to the throne instead of lic^r Holstein hus-

band, Peter, from whom Bestuzhev expected nothing good either

for himself or for Russia. I'he negotiations were conducted

through the Pole Stanislaus Poniatowski. The accession of

Russia to the anti-Prussian coalition (1756) was made over kis

head, and the cowardice and incapacity of Bestuzhev’s friend,

the Russian coniinander-in-chicjf, Stephen Apraksin, alter the

battle of Gross jagersdorf (1757), was made the pretext for

overthrowing the chancellor. His unwillingness to agree to

the coalititm was magnified into a determination to defeat it,

though it is quite obv ious that he could only gain by the humilia-

tion of Frederick, and nothing was ever proved against him.

Nevertheless he was deprived of the chancellorship and banished

to his estate at Goretovo (April 1759), where lie remained till

the accession of Catharine Jl., who recalled him to court and
created him a field marshal. But he took no leading part in

affairs, and died on the 21st of April 1768, the last of his rare.

See Shornik of the Russian Historical SiU'iety, vols. 1, 3, 5, 7,

12. 22, 2O, 06
, 70, 80, 81. S5-86. yi-02, 9(^1, 09, luo, T03 (St i Vtersbiirj;,

1870, &c.)
;

Politische Corresfxmden.'r Priednehs des Grossru vols.

1-21 (Berlin, 1870 i<i04) ; R. Nishet Bain. The Daughter of Peter the

Great (London. 1899). (K. N. B.)

BESTUZHEV-RYUMIN, MIKHAIL PETROVICH, Coitnt

(T688-T760), Russian diplomatist, elder brother of the foregoing,

was educated at Berlin, and was sent by Peter the Great to

represent Russia at Copenhagen in 1705. In 1720 he was
appointed resident at London al a time when the Knglish court

was greatly inflamed against Peter, who was regarded as a
dangerous rival in the Baltic

;
and Bestuzhev was summarily

dismissed for protesting against the lately-formed Anglo-Swedish

alliance. On the conclusion of the peace of Nystad in 1721 he

was sent as ambassador to the court of Stockholm. His first

offieial act was the signing of a defensive alliance between

Russia and Sweden for twelve years, in 1724. He was success-

ively transferred to Warsaw (1726) and to Berlin (1730), but

returned to Stockholm in 1732. How far Bestuzhev was con-

cerned in the murder (June 28th, 1739) of the Swedish diplomatic

agent Sinclairm Silesia on his journey home from Constantinople,

it is difficult to say. It is certain that Bestuzhev sent informa*

tion to his court of Sinclair’s mission, which was supposed lo

be hostile to Russia, and even supplied the portrait of the envoy

for recognition. The Swedish authorities are unanimous in

describing Bestuzhev as the arch-plotter in this miserable affair
;

yet, while the active iigents were banished to Sil-ieria, Bestuzhev

was not even censured. The Sinclair murder led ultimately

to the Swedish-Russian War of 1741, when Bestuzhev was
transferred first to Hamburg and subsequently to Hanover,

where he endeavoured to conclude an alliance between (ircat

Britain and Russia. On his return to Russia in 1743, he was

made grand marshal, and married Anna, the widow of Paul

Yaguzhinshy, Peter the Great’s famous pupil. A few months
later his wife was implicated in a bogus conspiracy got up by the

French ambassador, the marquis dc La Chetardie, to ruin the

Bestuzhevs (see Bestuzhev- Kyumttv, Alexius), and after

a public whipping, had her tongue cut out and was banished to

Siberia. Thither Bestuzhev had not the manhood to follow her,

but went abroad, and subsequently resumed his diplomatic

career. His last and most brilliant mission wa.s to Versailles,

shortly after the conclusion cf the coalition against Frederick

the Great, Where he cut a great figure. He died at Paris on the

26th of February 1760.

See Rolicrt Nisbet Bain, The Datt^hter of Peter the Great (London.

1899) ; Mikbail Sergyievich, History of Russia (Rus.), vote, xv.-xxii.

(2ad ed.. St Petersburg, 1897), (R. N. B.)

BET and BETUNG (probably from O. Fr. aheter^ to instigate,

ling, “ abet,” i.e. with <raoney). To “ bet ” is to stake money
or sonoething vaiuable on some future contingency. Betting

in some form or other has been in vogue from the earliest days,

commencing in the East with royal and noble gamblers, and
gradually extending itself westwards and throughout all classes.

In all countries where the English tongue is spoken betting is

now largely indulged in ; and in the United Kingdom it spread
to such an extent amongst all grades of society, during the i^tli

century, tliat the interference of the legislature was necessary

(sec Gaminu aK'D Wagering). Bets can, of course, be made on
any subject, and are a common method of backing one’s opinion

or skill, whethor at games of cards or in any other connexion
;

but the commonest form of betting is ussooiated with the turf.

In the early days of horse-racing persons whi) wished lo bet

often failed to gratify their inclination because of the difficulty

of finding any one ready to wager. To obviate this difficulty

the professional boolonaker arose. It was |)erceived that if a
man laid money against a numl^er of horses, conducting his

business on discreet principles, he would in all probability receive

enough to pay the bettor who was successful and to leave a sur-

plus for himself
;

for the “ bookmaker,” iis the professional

lietting man came to be called, liad enormous advantages in his

favour. He was presumably shrewd and wary, whereas many
of those with whom he dealt were precisely the oppt»site, and
benefit arose to him from the mistakes and miscalculations of

owners and trainers of horses, and from the innumerable acci-

dents which occur to prevf nt anlicitmted success
;

moreover,

if he airried out the theory of his calling b(“ would so arrange his

book, by wkit is called “ betting to figures,” that the moiKy he

received would be more than he could possibly be called upon to

pay. In pnictice, of course, this often does not happen, because
“ backers *’

will .sometimes support two or throe horses in a race

onl}", and the success of one may result in loss to the bookmaker
;

but in the long run it has been almost invariably found that the

bookmaker grows rich and that die backer of horses loses immey.

It is the bookmaker who regulates the odds, and this he docs,

sometimes by anticipating, sometimes l>y noting, tlie desire of

backers to support certain animals. Such things as stable secrets

cun scun',ely be said to exist at the present timi; ; the bookmaker

is usually as well able as any one else to estimate the charwes of

the xarious horses engaged in races. Notwithstanding that the

reports of a trial gallop are of comparatively little value to an>

except the few |)ersons who know what weights the animals

carried wht;n tried, the bookmaker is extraordinarily keen, and

frequently successful, in his search for information
;
and on tins

the odds depend.

Betting in connexion with horse-racing is of two kinds

:

“ post,” when wagering does not begin until the numbers of the

runners are hoisted on the board
;

and ” ante-post,” when
wagering opens weeks or months before the event

;
though of

this latter there is far less than was forFnerly itwj case., doubtless

for the reason that before the introduction of so many new and

valuable stakes attention wiis generally concentraled on a

comparatively small number of races. Bets on the Derby, the

Oaks and tin* St Leger were formerly common nearly a year

before the running of the races, and a few handicaps, such as

the Chaster Cup, used to occupy attention months beforehand

;

the weights, of course, being published al a much longer interval

prior to tljc contest than is at present the rule. As regards ante-

post Ixstting, bookmakers have their own ideas as to the relative

prospects of the iiorses entered. A person who wishes to back a

horse asks the price, and accepts or declines, as the case may be.

If the bet is laid it will probably be quoted in the newspapers,

and other persons who propose to wager on llic race are so likely

to follow suit that it is shrewdl)' su.specttid that in not a few cases

bets are quoted which never have been laid, in order to induce

the backers to speculate. According to the public demand for

a horse tlie .price shortens. If there is little or mo demand the

odds increase, the market being almost entirely regulated by the

money ;
so that if a great many people liet on a certain animal

the oils become shorter and shorter, till in many cases instead

of laying odds against a horse, the bookmaker <z)mes to take

cmMs, that is, toagree to pay a smaller sum than he would treccivc

from the backer if the animal lost. Post betting conducted

on very much the same principles. When the nusUbers are
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hoisted bookmakors proclaim their readiness to lay or take

certain odds, which vary according to the demand for the differ-

ent animals. Backers are influenced by many considerations

:

by gossip, by the opinions of writers on raring, and in many
cases, unfortunately, by the advice of “ tipsters,’’ who by
advertisements and circulars profess their ability to indicate

winners, a pretence which is obviously absurd, as if these men
possessed the knowledge they claim, they would assuredly keep
it to themselves and utilize it for their own private purposes.

'rhe specious promises of such men do infinite mischief, as

they so often appeal with success to the folly and gullibility

of the ignorant, and in recent years the extent to which betting

Itas grown has resulted in attempts to check it by organized

means. A society for the purpose was formed in England called

the Anti-Gambling League. A bookmaker named Dunn was
summoned in 1897 for betting in Tattersall’s enclosure, which it

was contended contravened the Betting House Act of 1853.

^’his act had been aimed against what were known as “ list

houses,” establishments then kept by bookmakers for betting pur-

poses, and associated with many disgraceful scandals. In the

preamble to his bill Lord CocJcburn began by remarking that
“ Whereas a new form of betting has of late sprung up,” and the

Anti-Garni)ling League sought to argue tlmt this included a form

of betting which had not sprurig up of late but had on tihe con-

trary been carried on without interference for many generations.

The divisional court of the (jueeMi's bench {Hawke v. Dunn^ 13
T.L.R. 281) held that such betting was an infringement of the

act, and that the enclosure was a ” place ” within the meaning
of the u(l, and had been used by the respondent for the

purpose of betting with persons resorting thereto, and that

he was liable to lie convicted. The C4iRe was remitted to

the justices, who convicted the defendant. A somewhat similar

case was decided on the same day {M^lnany v. Hildreth, 1897,

13 'r.L.R. 285), in which it was held that a professional book-

maker who went to a place known as the ” pit heap ” at Jarrow,
to which the public had access at all times, uticl made bets with

persons assembled there, was properly convicted, and that the
” pit heap ” itself and the place where he stood were “ places

”

within the meaning of the act. It was afterwards held by the

court of appeal (Powell v. Knnpton Hark Harecourse Co,, Ltd,,

1897, 2 Q.B. 242), in an action brought to restrain a racecourse

company from opening or keeping an enclosure on a racecourse

by allowing it to be used by bookmakers, that the words “ other

place ” must be construed iis meaning a defined place, that the

user of sucli a place implied some exclusive right in the

user against others, and tliat the racecourse, owners Imd not
been guilty of permitting the enclosure to he used in the manner
fjrohibitcd by the act of 1853. The decision in Hawke v. Dunn
was disapproved of

;
and the House of Lords aftei*wards aflirmed

the decision of the court of appeal.

The Street Betting Act iqo6 enacted that any person frequent-

ing or loitering in streets or public places for the purpose of book-
making, or betting, or wagering, should be liable on summary
conviction, in the case of a first offence, to a fine not exceeding

ten pounds, in the case of a second offence, to a fine not exceeding

twenty pounds, and in tlic case of a third or subsequent offence,

or in any case where he is proved to have committed the offence

of having a betting transaction with a person under the age of

sixteen years, to a fine, on conviction on indictment, not ex-

ceeding fifty pounds or to imprisonment with or without hard

labour for a term not excef;ding six months. On summary
conviction the fine is a sum not exceeding thirty pounds or

imprisonment with or without hard labour for a term not ex-

ceeding three months. A wide definition is given to the words
“ street

’’ and “ public place,” and racecourses are expressly

exempted from the operation of the act.

On all French racecourses (since 1866), as on others nearly

cver5rwhere else on the oantinent, and likewise in the British

colonies, a system of betting known as the Pnri-Mutuel or

Totalizator, is carried on. Rows of offices are establisftied

behind or near the stands, on each of which lists are exihibited

containing the numbers of the horses that are to run in the

coming race. At some of these the minimum wager is five

francs, at others ten, twenty, fift}*, one hundred, five hundred and

in some cases a thousand. The person who proposc.s to bet

goes to the clerk at one of these offices, mentions the number,
as indicated on the card, of the liorsc he wish(‘s to back, and states

whether he desires to bet on it to win or for a pkirc, only. He
receives a voucher for his money. After the race the whole

amount collected at the various offices is put together and divided

after a percentage has been deducted for the administration

and for the poor. As soon as this has been done, the money
is divided and the prices to be paid to winners are exhibited

on boards. These prices are calculated on a unit, of ten francs.

Thus, for instance, if the winner is notified as bringing in twenty-

five francs, the meaning is that the backer receives his original

stake of ten and fifteen in addition, the money being paid

imm(x1iately by an(Jthcr clerk attached to the office at which

the bet was made. The great French municipalities derive

considerable revenue in relief of rates from the Paris-Mutueh.

In Japan this system was made illegal in 1908,

BETAINE (Oxyneurinf., Lycine), a substance

discovered in the sugar beet vulgaris) in 1869 by C. Scheibler

(Ber, , 1 869, 2, p. 292). It is also found in cotton seed, in the vetch

and in wheat sprouts (K. Schulz and S. Frankfurt, Ber,, 1893,

26, p. 2151). It may be synthetically prepared by oxidizing

choline with chromic arid (O. Liebreich, Ber,, 1869, 2, 13),

(CH3),N(0H) . CH.> . CH.OH QHj.NOs + H^O
;

by heating

trimethylaminc with monochloracetic acid (Liebreich),

(CH,),N + CHXLCOOH - (CH,),N(a)*CH,-COOH (betaine

liydrochloride)
;

and b\^ heating amino-acetic acid (glycocoll)

with methyl iodide in the presence of an alkali (P. Griess, Bet,,

1875, 8, p. 1406). It crystallizes frem alcohol in large deliquescent

crystals
;
and is readily soluble in water, but insoluble in ether.

It is a weak base. As is shown by the various syntheses of the

base, it is the methyl hydroxide of dimethyl glycocoll. This

free base readily loses wntcr on heating and gives an internal

anhydride of constitution (Cllal-Nc^ which is the

t3rpe of the so-called “ betaines.” These organic betaines

are internal anhydrides of carboxylic acids, which contain an

ammonium hydroxide group in the a-position. A. llantzsch

(Her., 1886, 19, p. 31) prepared the betaines of nicotinic, picolinic

and collidine carboxylic acids from the potassium salts of the

acids, by treatment with methyl iodide, followed by moist silver

oxide. The reaction may be shown as follchvs :

—

0
CO*K

^
jCOtCB.

The methyl betaine of nicotinic aoid is identical with Ibe

alkaloid trigonelline, which was discovered in 1885 by E. Jahns

in the seeds of Trigonella jaervum-graecum ( Her., 1885, 18, p. 251 8).

It has also been obtained from nicotine by A. Pictet by oxidizing

the methyl hydroxide of nicotine with potassium permanganate

(Bcr., 1897, 30, p. 2117).

Substances closely related to betaine are choline, neuniic

and muscarine. Choline (bilineurinc, sincaline), (Gr. fifle),

CftHisNOa or HOCH.yCI VN(CH3)3-OH. first isolated by A,

Streckcr in 1862 [Ann. 123, p. 353 ; ^48. p. 76), is found in the
bile, in brain substance, and in yolk ol egg in the form of lecithin,

a complex ester of glycerin with phosphoric acid and the fat^
acids. It is also found in combination with sinapic acid in sinapin,

the glucosnde obtained from white* mustard, and can be obtainod tfom
this ghico»,ide by hydrolysis with baryta water,

C,«H23N0,+ 211,0 = €.11,^NO., + Ci,lLA.
Smapin. Oboline. Sinapic acid.

It can be synthetically prepared by the action of trimethylamine
on an aqueous solution of ethylene oxide (A. Wurtz, AnrL Suppl,,
1 868. 6, p. 201.) It forms deliquescent crystals of strongly alkaline
reaction, and absorbs carbon <lioxid<^ fr^^m the air. It is not poison-
ous. By continued boiling of its aqueous solution, it is resolved
into glycol and trimethylamine.

Neurine, trimethyi vinyl anunoRnim hydivoxicle (Gr. vtvpw,

nerve), CH.:CH*N(CH9)g*OH, is a product of the putrefaction of
albumen, ft may be prepared by the action of menst silver oxide on
ethylene dibromide and trimethylamine,

CH2B^OH«Br--^CHaBr.CR,-N(CH3)3Br-»CH.>!CH.N(CH.,):j*OH.
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It is a crystalline solid, very soluble in water, and is strongly basic

and very poisonous. Muscarine, is an exceedingly poison-
ous substance found in many fungi. It may be obtained synthetic-

ally by oxidizing choline with dilute nitric acid (O. Schmiedeberg,
jahresh., i87(), p. 804). The ex.«ct constitution has not yet been
definitely determined.

BETEL NUT. The name betel is applied to two different

plants, which in the Ea.st are very closely associated in the

purposes to which they are applied. The betel nut is the fruit

of the Areca or betel palm, Areca Catechu, and the betel leaf is

tlie produce of the betel vine or pan, Chavica Betel, a plant allied

to that which yields lilack pepper, 'fhe Areca palm is a native

of the Malay Peninsula and Islands and is extensively cultivated

over a wide area in the East, including southern India, Ceylon,

Siam, the Malay Archipelago and the Philippine Islands. It

is a graceful t ree with a straight, slender, unbranched stem reach-

ing 40 or 50 ft. in height and about ft. in circumference, and
bearing a crown of 6^ very large spreading pinnate fronds.

The fruit is about the size of a small hen’s egg, and within its

fibrous rind is the seed or .so-called nut, the albumen of which is

very hard and has a prettily mottled grey and brown appearance.

The chief purpose for which betel nuts are cultivated and col-

lected is for use as a masticatory,—their use in this form being so

widespread among Oriental nations that it is estimated that one-

tenth of the whole human family indulge in betel chewing.

For this use the fruits are annually gathered between the months
of August and November, before they are quite ripe, and deprived

of their husks. They are prepared by boiling in water, cutting

up into slices, and drying in the sun, by which treatment the

slices assume a dark brown or black colour. When chewed a
small piece is wrapped up in a leaf of the betel vine or pan, with

a pellet of shell lime or chunan^; and in some cases a little card-

amom, turmeric or other aromatic is added, 'rhe mastication

causes a copious flow of saliva of a brick-red colour, which dyes
the mouth, lips and gums. The habit blackcn.s the teeth, but
it is asserted by those addicted to it that it strengthens the gums,
sweetens the breath and stimulates the digestive organs. Among
the Orientals betel is offered on ceremonial visits in the same
manner as wine is produced on similar occasions by Europeans.
Betel nuts are further used as a source of catechu, which is

procured by boiling the nuts in water. The water of the first

boiling becomes red and thick, and when this is inspissated

after the removal of the nuts it forms a catechu of high astringency

and dark colour called in Bombay “ Kossa.” The nuts are

again boiled, and the inspissated juice of the second decoction

yields a weaker catechu of a brown or reddish colour. Betel

nuts have been used by turners for ornainc'ntal purposes, and
for coat buttons on account of the beauty of their structure. At
one time they were supposed to be useful as a vermifuge. The
nuts of other species of Areca are used by the poorer classes

in the East as substitutes for the genuine betel nut.
The alkaloid arecaidinc, CyH^NOa, occurs in areca or betel nuts,

together with three other alkaloids : arccoline, C^HjaNOg, guvacine,
C„H«NO.^, and arccaine, Arecaidinc forms white crystals

easily soluble in water, and difficultly soluble in alcohol. Chemically
it is methyl-letrahydro-nicotmic acid. Dehydration results in the
formation of a " betaine,” which is a tetraliydro-trigonelliuc (see

BktaIne). Arccoline is an oil, and the physiological action of the
betel nut is alone due to this substance. Chemically it is the methyl
ester of arecaidinc. Guvacine, named from ” guvaca,” an Indian
designation of the betel palm, forms white cry.stals. It is a secondary
base, but its constitution is uncertain. Arecaine is w-methyl-
guvacine.

BETHANY (mod. eVAzariyeh), a village nearly 2 m. E.S.E.
from Jerusalem, on the eastern slope of the Mount of Olives,

2208 ft. above the sea. It interesting as the residence of

Lazarus and his sisters, and a favourite retreat of Jesus (see

especially John xi., which describes the miracle of the resurrection

of Lazarus at this place). From the 4th century down to the
time of the Mahommedan invasion several ecclesiastical buildings
were erected on the spot, but of these no distinct traces remain.
ICl- Azariyeh is a poor village of about thirty families, with few
marks of antiquity

;
there is no reason to believe that the houses

of Mary and Martha and of Simon the Leper, or the sepulchre
of Lazarus, still shown by the monks, have any claim to the

—BETHESDA
names they bear. Another Bethany (with the alternative

reading Bethabara) is mentioned in John i. 28, as “ beyond
Jordan ”

;
it has not been identified.

BETHEL (Heb. “ House of God ”), originally called Liiz,

an ancient city of I’alestine, on the N.W, border of the tribe of

Benjamin, 11 m. N. of Jerusalem and nearly 2900 ft. above
sea-level. From very early times it was a holy place, a circum-

stance probably due primarily to a very extraordinary group of

bouldeis and rock-outcrops north of the town. Abraham
recognized its sanctity (Gen. xii. 8) ;

Jacob, in ignorance, slept

in the sacred enclosure and was granted a vision (“ Jacob’s

ladder,” Gen. xxviii). For a while the ark seems to have been

deposited here (Judg. xx. 27), and il was a place for consulting

the oracle (Judg. xx. 18). At the secession of the northern

kingdom under Jeroboam, Bethel became a royal residence

and a national shrine (i Kings xii. 29 31, Amos vii. 13), for

which its position at the junction of main roads from N. to S.

and E. to W. well fitted it. It was taken from Jeroboam by
Abijah, king of Judah (2 Chr. xiii. 19). It seems to have con-

tinued to flourish down into the Christian era
;
remains of its

ecclesiastical buildings still exist. The pre.sent village, which
bears the name of Beitin, occupies about three or four acres,

and has a population of 2000.

B£THENC0URT, jean DE {c. 1360-1422), French explorer,

belonged to a noble family of Normandy, and held important

ofiiccs at the court of Charles VL, king of France. His spirit

was fired by hearing of the deeds of explorers and adventurers,

and having formed a plan to concpier the Canary Islands he

raised some money by pledging his Norman estates, and sailed

from La Rochelle on the ist of May 1402 with two ships, com-
manded by himself and Gadifcr de la Salic. He was delayed

by a mutiny off the coast of Spain, but reached the island

of Lanzarote in July. Unable to carry out his project of con-

(|uest, he left his men at tl\e Canaries and went to seek help at

the court of Castile. He obtained men and provisions from
Henry III. king of Castile, through the good offices of his uncle,

Robert dc Braquemont, who had considerable influence with

Henry
; he also received the title of king, and did homage to

Henry for his future conquests. Returning to the Canaries in

1404 he found that Gadifer de la Salle had contjuered Lanzarote
and Fuerteventura, and explored otlicr islands. La Salle, un-
willing to accept a position of inferiority, left the Canaries and
appealed unsuccessfully for redress at the court of (astile.

B4thcncourt was unable to complete his work of conquest and
exploration. In 1405 he visited Normandy, and returned with
fresh colonists who occupied Hierro. In December 1406 he left

the islands to the government of his nephew, Maciot de Bcthen-
court, reserving for himself the royal title and a share in any
profits obtained. He returned to Normandy, where he appears

to have spent the remainder of his days. He died in 1422, and
was buried in the church of Grainville-la-Teinturi^re. B6then-
court wrote a very untrustworthy account of his conquest of

the Canary Islands,*’ Le Canarien, livre de la conquete et conversion

des Canaries, This has been published with introduction and
notes by G. Gravier (Rouen, 1874), and an English translation

was edited by R. H. Major for the Hakluyt Society (London,
1872).

See also Canary Islands, for the controversy as to the relations
between Bcthencourt and I.a Salle.

BETHESDA (t.r.
** House of Mercy,” John v. 2), better perhaps

Bethzatha or Bethsaida, a pool or public bath in Jerusalem,
where miraculous cures were believed to be performed. The
following identifications have been suggested : Birket Isrd il,

near St Stephen’s gate ;
a large cistern, near St Anne’s church

;

the “ Twin Pools,” north of the Haram (the ancient Temple
area)

; the Hammam esh-Skifd, or pool of healing, west of the

Haram
; the Virgin’s fountain, south of the Haram

; and the
** Pool of Siloam.” Which, if any, of these identifications is

correct, it is impossible to say.

BETHESDA, an urban district of Carnarvonshire, N. Wales,

5 m. from Bangor, by a branch of the London & North-Western
railway. Pop. (1901) 5281. It lies near the lower end of the
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fine Nant Ffrancon (valley of the Ogwen stream). The
scriptural name is due, as often in Wales, to the village or
hamlet taking its title from the Nonconformist church. Here
are extensive slate quarries belonging to Lord Penrhyn. A
narrow-gauge railway connects these with Port Penrhyn, at the
mouth of the stream Cegid (hemlock, “ cUuta ’'), which admits
the entry of vessels of 300 tons to the quay at low water.

BETH-HORON (“ the place of the hollow way ’*), the name
of two neighbouring villages, upper and lower Beth-horon, on
the ascent from the coast plain of Palestine to the high tableland
of Benjamin, which was until the i6th century the high road
from Jerusalem to the sea. The two towns thus played a con-
spicuous part in Israclitish military history (see Josh. x. 10;
I Sam. xiii. 18; i Kings ix. 17; i Macc. iii. 13-24, vii. 39 ff.,

ix. 50). Josephus {Bell. Jud. ii. 19) tells of the rout of a Roman
army under Cestius Gallus in a.d. 66. 'I’lie 'ralmud states that
many rabbis were born in the place. It is now represented by
Beit 'U r-el-foka and Bei t ' U r-et-lahta,

BETHLEHEM (Heb. “ House of Bread,” or, according to a
more questionable etymology, “ of [the god] Lakhmu ”), a small

town in Pale.stine, situated on a limestone ridge (2550 ft. above
sea-level), s m. S. of Jerusalem. The neighbourhood produces
wheat, barley, olives and vines in abundance. It was occupied

in very early times, though the references in Judges xvii., xix.,

and Ruth ' are of doubtful date. It was the early home of David
and of Joab (2 Sam. ii. 32). It was fortified by Kehoboam, and
in the neigh l:»ouring inn of Chimham the murderers of Gedaliah

took refuge (Jer. xli. 17). Micai> (v. 2) and other writers speak

of it as Bcthlehem-Kphrathah
:

jx'rhaps Ephrathah was the

name of the district. Almost complete obscurity, however, was
gathering nmnd it when it became (according to Matt. ii. and
Luke ii.) the birthplace of Jesus. The traditional scene of the

Nativity, a grotto on the eastern part of the ridge, is alleged to

have been desecrated during the reign of Hadrian by a temple
of Adonis. In 330 it was enclosed by a ha.silica built by the orders

of the emperor ('onstantiTU', 'J'his basilica (S. Maria a Praesepio),

which is still standing, was restored and added to by Justinian,

and was later surrounded by the three convents successively

erected by the Greek, Latin and Armenian Churches (see de
Vogiie, l.(\s Ellises dc la Terre Saiiiie). CapUired by the

Crusaders in the nth century, Bethlehem was made an episcopal

see ; but the bishopric soon sank to a titular dignity. Be.side

the grotto of the Nativity other traditional sites are shown within

the church, such as the Altar of the Magi, the Tomb of Eusebius,

the cave wherein Jerome made his translation of the Bible, 6rc.

There are several monasteries and convents, and British,

French and Cierman schools, 'bhe village is well built and
comparatively clean. The population (8000) has contained few
Moslems since the Moslem ((uarter was destroyed by Ibrahim
Pasha, in revenge for the murder of one of his favourites, after

the insurrection of 1834. The carving of crucifixes and other
sacred mementoes gives employment to a large proportion
of the population. In 1850 a dispute arose between France and
Russia, in the name of the Latin and Greek ('hurches rcspectivelv,

concerning the possession of the key of the chief door of the
basilica, and concerning the right to place a silver star, with the

arms of France, in the grotto of the Nativity. The Porte,

after much futile temporizing, yielded to France. The dis-

appointment thus inflicted on Russia was a determining cause

of the outbreak of the Crimean War (see Kinglake, Invasion

of the Crimea, chap, iii.), [There is a tiny village of the same
name in Zebulun, 7 m. N.W. of Nazareth (Josh. xv. 19).]

See bibliography under T^ai.estine. For the modern town sec
Palmer, “ Das jetzige Bethlehem,” in the Zeitschrift of the Deutsche
Paliihliiia-Vcrcin, xvii. p. 89. (R. A. S. M.)

’ BETHLEHEM, a borough of Northampton and Lehigh
counties, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., on the N. bank of the I^high
river, opposite South Bethlehem and 55 m. N. by W. of Phila-

delphia. Pop. (1890) 6762 ; (1900) 7293, of whom 350 were
foreign-born. It is served by the Central of New Jersey, the

Lehigh & New England, the Lehigh Valley and the Phila-

1 The country of Moab is clearly visible from around Bethlehem.

delphia & Reading railways, is connected by two long

bridges with South Bethlehem. The borough lies on a ridge

of ground commanding delightful landscape scenery extending

north up the course of the river to the Blue Mountains 20 m.away

.

In Church Street and its vicinity still stand several specimens

of the 17th century style of architecture of eastern Germany.
The same sect that erected these buildings, the Moravians, or

United Brethren, maintain here the Moravian College and
Theological Seminary, and a well-known school for girls (the

Moravian Seminary), founded as a church boarding school in

1749 and reorganized in 1785, for girls of all denominations.

During the War of Independence, from December 1776 to

April 1777, and from September 1777 to April 1778, the old

Colonial Ilall in this seminary (Vmilt 1748) was used as a general

hospital of the continental army. Frc»m its roof the famous
Moravian trombones were long played on festal or funeral

occasions, and later siimmoned the pwple to musical festivals.

The Moravians have given Bethlehem a national reputation as

a musical centre. Only a few years after the city was founded,

Benjamin Franklin was strongly impressed with the fine music

in its church, and towards the close of the J9th century a choir

under Ihc direction of the organist
, J. Frederick Wolle, beeame

widely known by rendering for the first time in America Bach’s

St John Passiojt (in 1888), followed after short inter\^als by the

St Mattheio Passion, the Christmas Oratorio, the Mass in B
Minor, and finally by an annual Bach festival continuing for

three days, which was discontinued after Wolle’s removal to

the university of ( alifornia in 1905. Bethlehem has often been

called the American Bayreuth. Among the borough’s industrial

establishments, the manufactories of iron and steel are the most
important, but it also manufactures brass, zinc, and silk and
knit goods. The municipality owns and operates its water-

works. Bethlehem was founded by the Moravians, led by
Count Nikolaus Ludwig Zinzendorf, shortly before Christmas

in 1741, and the season of the year suggested its name
;

for th('

first century of its existence it was almost exclusively a settle-

ment of that sect, and it is still their American headquarters.

Bethlehem was incorporated as a borough in 1845. In 1904

the borough of West Bethlehem (pop. in 1900, 3465) was
consolidated with Bethlehem.

Sec 3. M. Levering, A History of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania (Bet hie

hem, 1903).

BETHLEHEMITES, a name borne at different times by three

orders in the Roman Catholic Church, ^(i) A community of

friars at Cambridge, in 1257, whose habit was distinguished

from thpl of the ordinary Dominicans by a five-rayed red stiir

(in reference to Matt. ii. 9 f). (2) An order of knighthood similar

to the Knights of St John, established by Pius II. in 1459 to resist

the inroads of the Turks. (3) The Bethlehemitc Order of Guate-

mala, a nursing community founded in i6qo by P(*dro Betan

court (d. 1667), extended by the brothers Rodrigo and Antonio

of the Cross, and raised to an order by Innocent XI. in 1687.

They wore a dress like that of the Capuchins, and Clement XL
in 1707 gave them the privileges of the mendicant orders. They
spread throughout Central America and Mexico and as far south

as Lima, and with the erder of sisters, founded in 1668 by

Anna Maria del Galdo, were conspicuous for their devotion

during times of plague and other contagious diseases. This

order l>ecame extinct about 1850. The name Bethlehemites has

also sometimes been given to the Hussites of Bohemia because

their leader preached in the Bethlehem church at Prague.

BETHLEN, GABRIEL (Gaboe) (1580-1629), prince of Transyl-

vania. the most famous representative of the IktAri branch of a
very ancient Hungarian family, was bom at Illy and educated
at Szarhegy, at the castle of his uncle Andrds Lazar. Thence
he was sent to the court of Prince Zsigmond Bathory, whom
he accompanied on his famous Wallachian campaign in t6oo.

Subsequently he assisted Stephen Bocskay to mount the throne
of Transylvania (1605), and remained his chief counsellor.

Bethlen also supported Bocskay’s succe.ssor Gabriel Bithory
(1608 -1613), but the prince became jealous of Bethlen’s superior

abilities, and he was obliged to take refuge with the Turks.
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In I6:^3 he led a large army against his persecutor, on whose
murder by two of his officers tlial year Bethlen was placed on
the tlirone by the Porte, in opi)osition to tlie wishes of the
emperor, who preferred a prince who would incline more towards
Vienna tlmn towjxrds Constantinople. (_)n the 13th of October

1613, the diet of Klausenburg confirmed the choice of the sultan.

In 1615 GAbor wa.s also officially recognized by the emperor
Matthias. Bethlen no sooner felt firmly seated on his throne
than he seized the opportunity presented to him by the outbreak
of the Thirty Years' War to take up arm.s in defence of the

liberties and the constitution of the extra-'l’ransylvanian Hun-
garian provinces, with the view of more effectually assuring his

own position. VV hilc I'Vn linaud was occupied with the ilohemiari

rebels, Bethlcn led his armies into Hungary (1619), and soon won
over the whole of the riorthcrn counties, even scicuring Pressburg
and the Holy Ocjwn. Nevertheless he was not averse to a

peace, nor to a preliminary suspension of hostilities, and negotia-

tions were opened at Pressburg, Kassa and Beszterezebanya
successively, but came to noLlnng because Bethlen insisted on
including the Bohemians in the peace, whereupon (20th of August
1620) the estates (jf North Hungary elected him king. Bethhm
accepted the title hut refused to be crowned, and war was re-

sumed, till the defeat of the Czechs at the battle of the White
Hill gave a new turn to affairs. In Bohemia, Ferdinand 11 .

took a fearful revenge upon the vanquished
; and Bethlen,

regarding a continuation of the war a.s unprofitable, concluded
the peace of Nikolsburg (31st of December 1621), renouncing
the royal title on condition that Ferdinand confirmed the peace
of V’ienna (which had granted full liberty of worship to the

Protestants) and engaged to summon a general diet within six

months. For him.self Bethlen secured the title of prince of

the Empire, the seven counties of the Upper Theiss, and the

fortresses of l\)kaj, Munkacs and Kesed. Subsequently Bethlen
twice (1623 and 1626) took up arms against h'erdinand as the
ally of the anti-Habshurg Protestant powers. The first war
was concluded by the peace of Vienna, the second by the peace

of Pressburg, both confirmatory of the peace of Nikolsburg.

After the second of these insurrections, Bethlen attempted
a rapprochement with the court of Vienna on the l.>a.sis

of an alliance against the Turks and his own marriage with

one of the Austrian archduchesses
;

but Ferdinand had no con-

fidence in him and rejected his overtures. Bethlcn was obliged

to renounce his anti-Turkish projects, which he had hitherto

cherished as the great aim and object of his life, and continue

in the old beaten paths. Accordingly, on his return from Vienrui

he wedded Catherine, the daughter of the elector of Brandenburg,
and still more closely allied himself with the Protestant powers,

especially with Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden, who, he hoped,

would assist him to obtain the Polish crown. He died before he

could accomplish any of his gn!at designs (15th of November
1629), having previously secured the election of his wife Catherine

as princess. His first wife, Susannah Earolyi, died in 1622.

Gabriel Bethlen was certainly one of the most striking and

original personages of his century. A zealous Calvinist, whose
boast it was that he had read the Bible twenty-five times, he

was nevertheless no persecutor, and even helped the Jesuit

Kaldy to translate and print his version of the Scriptures. Ho
was in communication all his life with the leading contemporary
statesmen, so that his correspondence is one of the most interest-

ing and important of historical documents. He also composed
hymns.
The best editions of his corresp<jiidence are those by SAndor

Szil4gyi. both publwlied at Buda (1866 and 1879). Tlw best hfe of

liim is that by the Bohemian his torian Anton (ondcly, Acta rt docu-
menta historiam Gabrielis Bethleni ilUistrantia {Budapest, 1890). This
work has been largely utilized by Ignie-AcsAdy in his excellent Gabriel
Bethlen and his Court (Hung., Buda])est. 1890), (K. N. B.)

BETHNAL GEEEN, an eastern metropolitan borough of

London, England, bounded N. by Hackney, E. by Poplar,

S. by Stepney and W. by Shoreditch. Pop. (1901) 129,680.

It is a district of poor houses, forming part of the area commonly
known as the “ East End.’^ The working population is employed
in the makmg of match-boxes, boot-making, cabinct-nialung

and other industries
;
but was formerly largely devoted to silk-

weaving, which spread over the district from its centre in

Spitalfields (see Stepney). This industry is still maintained.
The Bethnal Green museum was opened in 1S72. It contains ex-

lidbits of lood and animal products, formerly at South Kensington,
entomological collections, &c.

; and various loan exhibitions

arc hold from time to time. The M useum also housed the Wallace
collection until the opening of Hertford House, and the pictures

now in the Nationtil Portrait Gallery. It stands in public gar-

dens
; tiiere are seviTal other small open spact‘.s

;
and some 70

out of the 217 acres of Victoria Park arc within the borough.
Close by the park there stood, until the i9tlj centur\’, a house
believed to have belonged to the notorious Bishop Bonner, the

persecutor oi Protestants in the reign of Mary
; his name is

still atUiched to a street here. Among institutions are the

Tiiissionary settlement of the Oxford House, founded in 1884,
with its women's branch, St Margaret's House ; the North-
Eastern hospital for children, the Craft school and tlie Leather
Trade school. 'I'lie parliamentary borough of Bethnal Green
has two divisions, each returning one member. The borough
council consists of a mayoi, 5 aldermen and 30 councillors.

Area, 759*3 acres.

BBTHUNE (I'amily). The sapicurs of Bethune, avotm
{advocaii) of the great abbey i)f Suinl-Vaast at Arras fiom the

iith century, were the ancestors of a great French house whence
sprang the dukes of Sully, Charost, Orval and Ancenis

;
the

marquis(‘S of Rosny, Courville and C.habris
;
the counts of St Ues

and the princes of Boisbelle and 1 Icnricheinont. Conon di:

Bethunti (q.v,)y the crusader and poet, was an early forebear.

The most illustrious member of the Bethune family wa.s Maxi-

milien, baron of Rosny, and afterwards duke of Sully (y.w.),

mini.ster of Henry IV. His brothei Philip, count of Sellos and
of ('harost, was ambassador to Scotland, Rome, Savoy and
Germany, and died in 1O49. tIippol)'te de Bethune, count of

Selles and marquis of ('hahris, who died in 1665, bequeathed to

tlie king a magnificent collection ol historical documents and
works of art. 'I'he Charost branch of the family gave PVance

a number of generals during the 17th and 18th centuries.

The la.st duke of Cliarost, Arniand Joseph de Bethune (1738-
1800), French economist and philaTithroj)iKt, servi‘(l in the

anny during the Seven Years’ War. afti r which he retired to bis

estates in Berry, where, and also in Brittany and Picardy, he

sought to ameliorate the lot of his peasants by abolishing feudal

dues, and introducing reforms in agriculture. l)\iring the

Terror he was arrested, but was liberated after 1 he qth Thermidor.

He was mayor of the xoth arrondissement of Paris under the

Co!isulate, and died at Paris on the 27th of October iSoo, of

small-pox, contracted during a visit to a workshop for the

blind which he had founded. He published essays on the way
to destroy mendicancy and to improve the condition of the

labourers, and also on the establishment of a fund for rural

relief and the organization of rural education. His life throws

light on some phases of the uncien regime which arc often over-

looked by historians. Louis XV. said of Charost, “ Look at

this man, his appearance is insignificant, but he has put new
life into three of my provinces.” His only son, Armand Louis

de Bethune, marquis de Charost, was beheaded on the 28th of

April 1794.

B^THUNEt CONON or Quesnes DE {c, 1150-1224), French

irouvere of Arras, was born about the middle of the x2th century.

He came about 1180 to the court of France, where he met Marie

de France, countess of Champagne. To this princess bis love

poems are dedicated, and much of his time was passed at her

court where the Irouvires were held in high honour. At the

French court he met with some criticisms from Queen Alix,

the widow of Louis VIT., on the roughness of his verse andm his

Picard dialect. To these criticisms, interesting as proof of the

already preponderant influence of the dialect of the lie de France,

the poet replied by some verses in the satiriail vein that best

suited his temperament. Some of his best songs were inspired

by anger at the delays before the crusade of 1188-1192. His

plain-speaking made him many enemies^ and when he returned
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wiith the rest after the fruitless capture of Acre, theae were not
slow to take advantage of the opportunity for retaliation.

Conon took part with Baldwin of Flanders in the crusade which
resulted in 1204 in the capture of Constantinople, and he is said

to have been tlie first to plant the crusaders’ standard on the
walls of the city. He held high office in the new empire and died

about 1224. His verses, of which the crusading song Ah I

amors com dure departie is well known, are marked by a vigour

and martial spirit which distinguish them from the work of

other trouveres.

'Dip completost edition of his works is in the 'J'nntvires beiges of
Aug. Sclieler (1876).

BSTHUNE, a town of northern France, capital of an arron-

dissement in the department of f*as-de-('alais, 24 m. N.N.W.
of Arras, on the Northern railway between thkt town and St

Omer. Pop. (tpof)) 12,601. Fi^lhune is situated on a low
hill at the confluence of the l,.awe with the canal from Aire

to Bauvin. Once strongly fortified, il is now surrounded by
wide boulevards, and new quarters have grown up on its out-

skirts. The old town is composed of winding .streets and
culs-dc-sar bordered by old liouscs in the Flemish style. In
the central Hqunre stands one of the finest belfries of northern
France, a square structure surmounted by a wooden campanile,

dating from the 14th century. St Vaast, the principal church

of Belhune, belongs to the lOth c^ntu^\^ The town is the scat

of a .sub-prefect
,
and has a tribunal of first instance, a chamber

of commerce and a communal college among its public in.stitu-

tions. Bethune lies in the midst of the richest coal mines in

France. Its industries ificludc the distillation of oil, tanning,

salt-refining, brewing, and the manufacture of earthenware

and casks. Trade is carried on in flax, cloth, cereals, oil-

seeds, &c.

'rhe town, which dates from the nth century, was governed
by its own lords till 1248, after which date it passed through the

ownership of the counts of Flanders, the dukes of Burgundy,
and the sovereigns of Austria and Spain, C.eded to France by
the peace of Nijmwegen (1678), it was taken by the allied forces

in 1710, and restored to France by the treaty of Utrecht.

BETROTHAL (A.S. treou'th, “ truth ”), tlie giving “ one’s

truth,” or pledging one's faith to marry. Although left optional

by the church and not necessary in law, betrothal was anciently

a formal ceremony which in most cases preceded the actual

marriage service, usually by a period of some weeks, but the

marriage might for various reasons be delayed for years. The
canon law distinguished two types of betrothal {i) Span-
solia de praesenti, (2) Sponsalia de fuiuro. The first was a true

though irregular marriage, and wtis abolished by the council

of Trent as leading to clandestine unions and therefore being

inimical to morality. The second, or betrothal properly so

called, was a promise to marry at a future date, which promise

without further ceremony became a valid marriage upon con-

summation. The church never precisely determined the form
of the ceremony, but demanded for its validity that it should

have been entered into freely and at a legal age, i.e. after the

seventh birthday. The church further declared tliat females

between the age.s of seven and twelve, and males between
seven and fourteen, could be betrothed, but not married, and that

all such betrothals were to be public. The ill-defined laws as

to betrothals tended to encourage abuses
;

and the people,

especially in the rural districts, inclined to hold betrothal sufficient

justification for cohabitation. Such pre-contract is known to

have existed in the case of Shakespeare (g.v.). Francis Douce
(Illustrations of Shakespeare and af AnlietU Manners

^

1807)

says that l)etrothal consisted of the “ interchange of rings—-the

kiss—the joining of hands, to which is to be added the testimony

of witnesses.” In France the presence of a priest seems to have

been considered essential, and though this was not so elsewhere

it was customary for the couple to get their parish priest to wit-

ness their promise. In England solemn betrothal was almost

universally practised. Among the peasantry the place of lings

was taken by a coin which was broken between the pair> each

taking a part. But almost any gift sufficed. A case in 1582

is recorded where the lover gave the girl a pair of gloves, two
oranges, two handkerchiefs and *a red silk girdle. Sometimes

the biide-elect received a bent or crooked sixpencje. At the

conclusion of the ceremony, wliich by no means always took

place in a church, it seems to have l^en usual for the couple to

pledge each other in a cup of wine, as do the Jews and Russians

to-day. 'I’his drinking together was ever the universal custom
of parties in ratification of a bargain. Joseph Strutt (1749“

1802) slates that by the civil law gifts given at betrothal could

be recovered by the parties, if the marriage did not take place.

But only conditionally, for if the man ” had had a kiss for his

money, he should lose one half of that which he gave. Yet witli

the woman it is otherwise, for, kissing or not kissing, whatever

she gave, she may ask and have it again. However, this extends

only to gloves, rings, bracelets and such-like small wares.”

'I'hough the church abstained from prescribing the form of

the ceremony, it jealously watched over the fulfilment of such

contracts and punished their violation. Betrothal, validly

contracted, could be dissolved either by mutual consent, or

by the superN^ening of some radical physical or social change

in the parties, or by the omission to fulfil one of the conditions

of the contract. But here the church stepped in. and endeavoured

to override such law as existed in the matter by decreeing that

whoever, after betrothal, refused to marry tn facie ecclesiaej

was liable to excommunication till relieved by pubh’c penance.

In iCngland the law was settled by an act of 1753, which enacted

that an aggrieved party could obtain redress only by an action at

common law for breach of promise of marriage (see Marriage).
Formal betrothal is no longer customary in England, but on

the European continent it retains much of its former importance.

There it is either solemn (publicly in church) or private (simply

before w^itnesses). Such betrotbTils are legal contracts. They
are only valid between persons of legal age, botlj of whom consent

;

and they are rendered void by fraud, intimidation and duress.

In Germany if the parties are under age the consent of the parents

is needed
; but if this be unreasonably withheld the couple may

appeal to a miigistrate, who cun sanction the betrothal. If the

parents disagree, the father’s wish prevails. Public betrothal

carries with it an obligation to marry, and in case of refusal

an act ion lies ” for the in]ured party . 1n Germany the betrothal

is generally celebrated before the relatives, and the couple are

called bride and bridegroom from that day until marriage.

In Russia, where it was once as binding as marriage, it is now a

mere formal part of the marriage ceremonj^.

Among the ancient Jews betrothal was formal and as

binding as marriage. After the ceremony, which consisted of

the handing of a ring or some object of value to the bride and
formal words of contract, and the mutual pledging of the couple

in consecrated wine, a period of twelve months elapsed before the

marriage was completed by the formal home-taking
;

unless

the bride was a widow or the groom a widower, when this interval

was reduced to thirt>^ days. Latterly the ceremony of betrothal

has become a part of the marriage ceremony, and the engagement

has become the informal affair it is in England.

For betrothal customs in China, the East and elsewhere, consult

L. J. Miln, Wotiings and H^eddings in Many Climes (London, icjoo),

and H. N. Hutchinson, Marriage Customs in Many Lands (London,

1807). On early English law as to betrothals see Sir F. Pollock and
Maitland, History of English Law before the time of Edward I, (2Tifl ed.,

1898). See also J. O. lialliwell-Plullipps, Outlines of the Life of

Shakespeare (London, 1848, 1883).

BETTERMENT {i.e. making better,” as opposed to worse-

ment ”), a general term, used particularly in connexion with the

increased value given to real property by causes for which a
tenant or the public, but not the owner, is responsible

;
it is thus

of the nature of unearned increment.” When, for instance,

some public improvement results in raising the value of a piece

of private land, arid the owner is thercAa^r
**
bettered ” tbtough

no merit of his own, he gains by the betterment, and many econo-

mists and politicians have sought to arrange, by taxation or

otherwise, that the increased value shall come into the pocket of

the public rather than into his. A bettmnent tax would be so

assessed as to divert from the owner of the property the profit
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thus accruing “ unearned ” to him. (See also Compensation.)

The whole problem is one of the incidence of tiixation and the

question of land values, and various applications of the principle

of betterment have been tried in America and in England,

raising considerable controversy from time to time.

Sec A. A. Baumann, Pettrtmeni, iVorsement and Recoupment
(l8y4).

BETTERTON, THOMAS {c, 1635-1710), English actor, son of

an under-cook to King C'harles I., was born in London. He was

apprenticed to John Holden, Sir William Davenant’s publisher,

and possibly later to a bookseller named Rhodes, who had been

wardrobe - keeper to the theatre in Blackfriars. The latter

obtained in 1650 a Hr once to set up a company of players at the

Cockpit in Drury Lane
;
and on the reopening of this theatre in

1660, Betterton mad': his first appearance on the stage. His

talents at once brought him into prominence, and he was given

leading parts. On tlie opening of the new theatre in Lincoln’s

Inn Fields in 1661, Sir William Davenant, the patentee, engaged

Betterton and all Rhodes’s company to play in his Siege oj

Rhodes, Betterton, besides being a public favourite, was held

in high esteem by Charles II., who sent him to Paris to examine

stage improvements there. According to Cibber it was after his

return that shifting scenes instead of tapestry were first used in

an English theatre. In 1692, in an unfortunate speculation,

Betterton and his friend Sir Francis Watson were ruined ;
but

Betterton’s affection for Sir Francis was so strong that he adopted

the latter’s daughter and educated her for the stage. In 1693,

with the aid of friends, he erected the New Playlvouse in the

tennis court in Lincoln’s Inn Fields. It was opened in 1695

with Congreve’s Love for Love, But in a few years the profits

fell off
;
and Betterton, labouring under the infirmities of age

and gout, determined to quit the stage. At his benefit perform-

ance, when the profits are said to have been over £500, he played

Valentine in Ijwe for Love. In 1710 he made his last appearance

as Melantius in The Maid's Tragedy
;

he died on the 28th of

April, and was buried in Westminster Abbey.

In appearance he was athletic, slightly above middle height,

with a tendency to stoutness
;

his voice was strong rather than

melodious, but in recitation it was used with the greatest dex-

terity. Pepys, Poi)e, Steele and Cibber all bestow lavish praise

on his acting. His repertory included a large number of Shake-

spearian roles, and although many of these were presented in the

tasteless versions of Davenant, Drydcn, Shudwell and Nahum
Tate, yet they could not hide the great histrionic gifts which

Betterton j)ossessed, nor does his reputation rest on these

performances alone. The blamelessness of his life was con-

spicuous in an age and a profession notorious for dissolute

habits. Betterton was author of several adaptations which

were popular in their day. In 1662 he had married Mary Saun-

derson (d. 1712), an admirable actress, whose Ophelia shared

the honours with his Hamlet.

See Howe, Thomas FteMertnn (iSyi) ; The Life and Times of Thomas
Betterton (1886).

BETTIA, a town of British India, in the Champarari district

of Bengal
;

situated on a former branch of the Harlia river,

with a station on the 'I'irhoot section of the Bengal & North-

Western railway. Bettia is the residence of one of the leading

noblemen of northern Behar, who enjoys a rent-roll of £66,000.

In 1901, owing to a disputed succession, the estate was under

the jnanagement of the court of wards. It comprises land

in no fewer than ten districts, much of which is let on permanent
leases to indigo-planters. Besides the palace of the maharaja,

the town contains a middle English school and a female dis-

pensary, entirely supported ofit of the estate. There is a Roman
Catholic mission, with about 1000 converts, which was founded

by an Italian priest in 1746.

BETTINELU, 5AVERIO (1718-1808), Italian Jesuit and man
of letters, was bom at Mantua on the 18th of July 1718. After

studying under the Jesuits in his native city and at Bologna
he entered the society in 1736. He taught the belles-lettres

from 1739 to 1744 at Brescia, where Cardinal Quirini, Count
Mazzuchelli, Count Durand and other scholars, formed an illus-

trious academy. He next went to Bologna, to pursue the study

of divinity, and there he enjoyed the society of many learned

and literary men. At the age of thirty he went to Venice,

where he became professor of rhetoric, and was on friendly terms

with the most illu.strious persons of that city and state. The
superintendence of the college of nobles at Parma was entrusted

to him in 1751 ;
and he had principal charge of the studies of

poetry and history, and the entertainments of the theatre. He
remained there eight years, visiting, at intervals, other cities of

Italy, cither on the affairs of his order, for pleasure or for

health. In 1755 he traversed part of Germany, proceeded

as far as Strassburg and Nancy, and returned by way of

Germany into Italy, taking with him two young sons or

nephews of the prince of Jlohcnlohe, who had requested him
to take charge bf their education. He made, the year following,

another journey into France, along with the eldest of his pupils ;

and during this excursion he wrote his famous Leiterc died dt

Virgilio agli Arcadi, which were published at Venice with his

sciolii verses, and those of Frugoni and Algarotti. The opinions

maintained in these letters against the two great Italian poets

and particularly againht Dante, created him many enemies,

and embroiled him with Algarotti. In 1758 he went into

Lorraine, to the court of King Suinisluus, who sent him on a

matter of business to visit Voltaire. Voltaire presented him with

a copy of his works, with a flattering inscription in allusion to

Bettinelli’s Letters of Virgil. From Geneva he returned to

Parma, where he arrived in 1759. He afterwards lived for some
years at Verona and Modena, and he had just been appointed

professor of rhetoric there, when, in 1773, order of Jesuits

was abolished in Italy. Bettinelli then returned into his own
country, and resumed his literary labours with new ardour.

’J’he siege of Mantua by the I'Ycni h compelltd him to leave the

city, and he retired to Verona, where he formed an intimate

friendship with the chevalier Hippolito Pindemonti. In 1797

he returned to Mantua. I’hough nearly eighty years old, lu*

resumed his labours and Ir's customary manner of life. He
undertook in 1799 a complete edition of his works, which was
pul'^lished at Venice in 24 vols. i2mo. Arrived at the age of

ninety years, he still retained his gaiety and vivacity of mind,
and died on the 13th of Septemlier 1808. The works of Bettinelli

are now of lit lie value. The only one still deservingremembrance,

perhaps, is the Risorgimento negli studj, nelle ArU e ne' Cosltimi

dopo il Mille (1775-1786), a sketch of the progress of literature,

science, the fine arts, industrv, &c., in Italv.

BETTWS Y COED, an urban district of Carnarvonshire, North

Wales, 4 m. from Llanrwst and 16 m. from Llandudno, on a branch

of the London & North-Western railway. Pop. (1901) 1070.

The name means “ warm place of the wood,” according to Llyn’s

definition of betiws. The other derivation of the word from

Abhatis {domus) agrees with its vicinity to Yspytty ^ Ifan (leuan),

Uospiiium loannis, near Pentre’r Koelas. The words “ y coed
"

are added to distinguish this Bettws from several others in Wales,

especially that near Llandeilo h'awr, Carmarthenshire, not far

from the Bettws hills. Bettws y coed is a favourite village for

artists and tourists. It is a centre for excursions towards Clapel

Curig and Snowdon, or towards Blaenau Festiniog, via Roman
Bridge. There is excellent fishing for salmon and trout, and in

summer coaches leave their daily loads of tourists here. The
best-known streams and waterfalls are Llugwy, Lledr, with

Rhaiadr y wenol (Swallow falls), Conwy and Machno falls. In the

neighbourhood are Dolwyddelan castle and the hill of Moel
Siabod.

BETTY, WILLIAM HENRY WEST (1791-1874), English

actor, known as “ the young Roscius,” was bom on the T3th of

September 1791 at Shrewsbury. He first appeared on the stage

at Belfast before he was twelve years old, as Osman in Aaron
Hill’s Zara, an English version of Voltaire’s Zaire. His success

was immediate, and he shortly afterwards appeared in Dublin,

where it is said that in three hours of study he committed the

^ Other places named “ Yspytty ” are Y. Cynfyn and Y. Ystwyth.
For the name Yspytty, cf. Bale's King John, 2125: So many
masendeens {maisons Dieu), hasp>ytals and spyttle bowses.

"
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part of Hamlet to memory. His precocious talents aroused great

enthusiasm in Glasgow and Edinburgh, and he was^ favourably

compared with some of the greatest tragedians. In 1804 he first

appeared at Covent Garden, when the troops had to-be called out

to preserve order, so great was the crush to obtain admittance.

At t)rury Lane the house was similarly packed, and he played
for the then unprecedented salary of over 75 guineas a night.

He was a great success socially, George III. himself presenting

him to the queen, and Pitt upon one occasion adjourning the

House of Commons that members might be in time for his

performance. But this enthusiasm gradually subsided, and in

1808 he made his final appearance as a hoy actor, and entered

Christ’s College, fcambridge. He re-appeared four years later,

but the public would have none of him, and he retired to the

enjoymentof the large fortunewhich he had amassed as a prodigy.

He died on the 24th of August 1874. His son Henry Betty

(1819-1897) was also an actor.

BETUL, a town and district of British India, in the Nerbudda
division of the Central Provinces. In 1901 the population of the

town was 4739. The administrative headquarters of the district

have been transferred to the town of Badnur 3 m. north.

The district of BKTiri. has an area of 3826 sq. m. In iqoi the

population was 285,363, showing a decrease of 1 2 % in the decade,

due to the results of famine, 'rhe mean elevation above the

sea is about 2000 ft. The country is essentially a highland tract

,

divided naturally into three distinct portions, differing in their

superficial aspects, the character of their soil and1;heir geological

formation, i'he northern part of the district forms an irregular

plain of the sandstone forin^ition. It is a well-wooded tract, in

many places stretching out in charming glades like an ICnglish

park, but it has a very sparse population and little cultivated

land. In the extreme north a line of hills rises abruptly out of

the great plain of the Nerbudda valley. The central tract alone

possesses a rich soil, well watered by the Machna and Sampna
rivers, almost entirely cultivated and studded with villages. To
the south lies a rolling plateau of basaltic formation (with the

sacred town of Multai, and the .springs of the river Tapti at its

highest point), extending over the whole of the southern face of

the district, and finally merging into the wild and broken line of

the Ghats, which lead down to the plains. This tract consists of a

succession of stony ridges of trap rock, enclosing valleys or basins

of fertile soil, to which cultivation is for the most part confined,

except where the shallow soil on the tops of the hills has been

turned to account. The principal crops are wheat, millet, other

food-grains, pulse, oil-seeds, and a little sugar-cane and cotton.

A large part of the area is covered with forests, which yield teak

and other timber. The only manufacture is cotton cloth. A
railway is projected from Itarsi through the district to Berar.

Good roads are few
; and none of the rivers is navigable. This

district suffered very severely from the famine of 1896-1897,
in 1897 the death-rate being as high as 73 per 1000. It suffered

agaiti in 1900, when in May the number of persons relieved rose

to one-third of the total population.

Little is known of the early history of the district except that

it must have been the centre of the first of the four ancient Gond
kingdoms of Kherla, Deogarh, Mandla and Chanda. According
to Ferishta, the Persian historian, these kingdoms engrossed

in 1398 all the hills of Gondwana and adjacent countries, and
v"€re of great wealth and power. About the year 1418 .Saltan

Husain Shah of Malwa invaded Kherla, and reduced it to a

dependency. Nine years later the taja rebelled, but although

with the help of the Bahmani kings of the Deccan he managed
for a time to assert his independence, he was finally subdued and
deprived of his territories. In 1467 Kherla was seized by the

Bahmani king, biit was afterwards restored to Malwa. A century

later the kingdom of Malwa became incorporated into the

dominions of the emperor of Delhi. In 1703 a Mussulman
convert of the Gond tribe held the country, and in 1743 Raghoji

Bhonsla,the Mahratta ruler of Berar,annexed it to his dominions.

The Mahrattas in the year 1818 ceded this district to the East

India Company as payment for a contingent, and by the treaty

of iBa6 it was formally incorpotated with the British possessions.

Detachments^ of Britiiih troops were stationed at Multai, Betul

and Shahpur to cut off the retreat of Apa Sahib, the Mahratta

general, and a military force was quartered at Betul until June

1862. The ruined city of Kherla formed the seat of government

under the Gonds and preceding rulers, and hence the district was,

until the time of its annexation to the British dominions, known
as the “ Kherla Sarkar.*’ The town of Multai contains an

artificial tank, from the centre of which the Tapti is said to take

its rise; hence the reputed sanctity of the spot, and the accumula-

tion of temples in its honour.

The climate of Betul is fairly healthy. Its height above the

plains and the neighbourhood of extensive forests moderate the

heat, and render the temperature pleasant throughout the greater

part of the year. During the cold season the thermometer at

night falls below the freezing point ; little or no hot wind is felt

before the end of April, and even then it ceases after sunset. The

nights in the hot season arc comparatively cool and pleasant.

During the monsoon the climate is very damp, and at times even

cold and raw, thick cloutls and mist enveloping the sl^ for many
days together. The average annual rainfall is 40 in. In the

denser jungles malaria prevails for months after the cessation

the rains, but the Gonds do not appear to suffer much from its

effects. 'Fravellers and strangers who venture into these jungles

run the risk of fever of a severe type at almost all seasons of the

\ "-ar.

BETWA, a river of India, which rise.s in the native state of

Bhopal in Malwa, and after a course of 360 m., for the most part

in a north-easterly direction, fulls into the Jumna at Hamirpur.

A weir is thrown across the Betwa about 15 m. from Jhansi

town, whence a canal 168 m.long takes off, irrigating 106,000 acres

of the Jalaun district; similar works have been carried out

elsewhere on the river.
*

BEUDANT, FRANCOIS SULPICE (1787-1850), French minera-

logist and geologist, was bom at Paris on the yth of September

1 787. He was educated at the fecole Polytechnique and fecole

Normale, and in 1811 was appointed professor of mathematics

at the IvT^e of Avignon. Thence he was called, in 1813, to

the lyc6e of Marseilles to fill the i)Ost of professor of physics.

In the following year the royal rnineralOgical cabinet was com-
mitted to his charge to be conveyed into England, and from

that time his attention was directed principally towards geology

and cognate sciences. In 1817 he published a paper on the

plienomena of crystallization, treating especially of the variety

of forms assumed by the same mineral substance. In 1818

he undertook, at the expense of the French government, a

geological journey through Hungary, and the results of his

researches, i'oyage fnmeralogtque ft ghlogique en Hongriej

3 vols. 4to, with atlas, published in 1822, established for him

a European reputation. In 1820 he was appointed to the

professorship of mineralogy in the Paris faculty of sciences,

and afterwards became inspector -general of the university.

He subsequently published treatises on physics and on

mineralogy and geology, and died on the loth of December

1850.

BEU6N0T, JACQUES CLAUDE^ Count (17.61-1835), French

politician, was born at Bar-sur-Aube. A magistrate under the

old regime, he was elected deputy to the Legislative Assembly

(1791), then to the Convention. He was involved in the

proscription of the Girondists and imprisoned until the 9th

Thermidor. He next entered into relations with the family

of Bonaparte, and in 1799, after the 18th Brumaire, again

entered politics, becoming successively prefect of the lower

Seine, councillor of state, and finai^jpe minister to Jerome Bona-
parte, king of Westphalia. In i8o8 Beugnot, who had mean-
while been appointed administrator of the duchy of Berg-Cleves,

received the cross of officer of the Legion of Honour with the
title of count. He returned to France in 1813, after the battle

of Leipzig, and was made prefect of the department of Nord.
In 1814 he was a member of the provisional government as
minister of the interior

;
and by Louis XVIII. he was named

director-general of police and afterwards minister of marine. He
followed Louis to Ghent during the Hundred Days, and became

III. 27
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one of his confidants. He contributed to draw up Louis’s

charter, and in his memoirs boasted of having furnished the

text of the proclamation addressed by the king to the French
people before his return to France

;
but it is known now that

it was another text that was adopted. Lacking the support

of the ultra-royalists, he vas given the title of minister of state

without portfolio, which was equivalent to a retirement. Elected

deputy, he attached himself to the moderate party, and defended

the liberty of the press. In 1831 Louis Philippe made him a peer

of France and director-general of manufactures and commerce.
He died on the 24th of June 1835.

His son, Auguste Ajithttr Beugnot (1797-1865), was an
historian and scholar, who published an Essai sur les institutions

de Smnt Louis (1821), Histeire de la destruction du pa^anisme

en Occident (2 vols., 1885), and edited the Olim of the parlcment

of Parisj the Assizes of Jerusalem

^

and the Coutumes de Beau-

voisis of Philippe de Beaumanoir. He was a member of the

chamber of peers under Louis Philippe, and opposed Villemain's

plan for freedom of education. After 1848 he maintained the

same role, acting as reporter of the lot FaUoux. He retired from
public life after tlie coup d'etat of Napoleon III., and died on the

15th of March 1865.

The M^moires of J. C. Beugnot were published by his grandson,
Count Albert Beugnot (2nd ed., Pans, i8f>8)

; see H. Wallon, plages

acaddmiques (1882) ;
and E. Dejean, Vn Pitict du Considat

: J. C.

Beugnot (Paris, 1907).

BEULfi, CHARLES ERNEST (1826-1874), French archaeo-

logist and politician, was bom at Saumur on the 29th of June
1826. He was educated at tlie I^xole Normalc, and after having

held the professorship of rhetoric at Moulins for a year, was sent

to Athens in 1851 as one of the professors in the 6cole Fran9aise

there. He had the good fortune to discover the propylaea of

the Acropolis, and his work, UAcropole d'Atkmes{2t)A 1863),

was published by order of the minister of public instruction.

On his return to France, promotion and distinctions followed

rapidly upon his first successes. He was made doctor of letters,

chevalier of the Legion of Honour, professor of archaeology

at the Biblioth^que Imp6riale, member of the Academic des

Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres and perpetual secretary of the

Acadimie des Beaux-Arts. He took great interest in poiiticai

affairs, with which the last few years of his life were entirely

occupied. Elected a member of the National Assembly in 1871,

he zealously supported the Orleanist party. In May-November

1873 he was minister of the interior in the Broglie ininistry.

He died by his own hand on the 4th of April 1874. His other

important works are : Etudes sur le PHopmnese (2nd ed., 1875)

;

Les Monnaies d'Athines (1858); UArchitecture au siede de

Pisistraie (i860)
;

Fouilles d Carthage (1861). Beul6 was also

the author of high-class popular works on artistic and historical

subjects : Histoire de Van grer avant PericUs (2nd ed., 1870)

;

Le Proces des Cesar

s

(1867-1870, in four parts ;
Auguste, sa

famiUe et ses amis; Tibere et Vheritage d'Auguste; Le Sang de

GemafUcus
;
Titus et sa dynastie).

See Ideville, Monsieur BetU^, Souvenirs personnels (1874).

BEURNONVILLE, PIERRE DB RUEL, Marquis d8 (1752-

1821), French general. After service in the colonies, he married

a wealthy Creole, and returning to France purchased the post

of lieutenant of the Swiss guard of the count of Provence.

During the Revolution he was named lieutenant-general, and

took an active part in the battles of Valmy and Jemmapes.

Minister of war in February 1793, he denounced hUr old com-

mander, C. F. Dumouriez, to the Convention, and was one of

the four deputies sent to him. Given over by him to the

Austrians on the 3rd of April 1793, Beumonville wm not «-
changed until November 1795. He entered the service again,

commanded the armies of the Sambre-et-Meuse and of tiie

North, and was appointed inspector of infantry of the anny
of England in 17^. In t8oo he was sent as ambassador to

BerVin, in 1802 to Madrid. Napdeon made him a senator and

count of the empire. In 1814 he was a member of the pro-

visional government organized after the abdication of Napoleon,

and was created a peer of France. During the Hundred Days

-BEUST
he followed Louis XVIII. to Ghent, and after the second restoxa-

tkxi was made marquis and marshal of France.
See A. Chaquet, Les Guerves de la B^votulion (Paris, 1886).

BEUST, FRIEDRICH FERDINAND VON (1809-1886), Austrian

statesman, was descended from a noble family which had
originally sprung from the Mark of Brandenburg, and of which
one branch had been for over 300 years settled in Saxony. He
was born on the 13th of January 1809 in Dresden, where his

father held office at the Saxon court. After studying at Leipzig

and Gottingen ht entered the Saxon public service ;
in 1836

he was made secretary of legation at Berlin, and afterwards

held appointments at Paris, Munich and London. In March
1848 he was summoned to Dresden to take tSe office of foreign

minister, but in consequence of tlie outbreak of the revolution

was not appointed. In May he was appointed Saxon envoy at

Berlin, and in February 1849 was again summoned to Dresden,

and this time appointed minister of foreign affairs, an office

which he continued to hold till 1866. In addition to thb he

held the ministry of education and public worship from 1849

to 1853 ; that of internal affairs in 1853, and in the same yeai

was appointed minister-president. I^'rom the time that he

entered the ministry he was, however, the leading member of

it, and he was chiefly responsible for the events of 1849. By
his advice the king refused to accept the constitution proclaimed

by the Frankfort parliament, a policy which led to the outbreak

of revolution in Dresden, which was suppressed after four days’

fighting by Russian troops, for whose assistance Beust hiwl

asked. On Beust fell also the chief responsibility for governing

the country after order was restor^, and he was the author of

the so-called coup d'etat of June 1850 by which the new constitu-

tion was overthrown. The vigour he showed in repressing all

resistance to the government, especially that of the university,and

in reorganizing the police, made him one of the most unpopular

men among the Liberals, and his name became synonymous with

the worst form of reaction, but it is not clear that the attacks on

him were
j
usti tied. A fter this he was chiefly occupied with foreign

affairs, and he soon became one of the most conspicuous figures

in German politics. He was the leader of that party which

hoped to maintain the independence of the smaller states, and
was the oppoxient of all attempts on the port of Prussia to

attract them into a separate union ;
in 1849-1850 he had

been obliged to join tte ** three kings’ union” of Prussia,

Hanover and Saxony, but he was careful to keep open a loop-

hole for withdrawal, of which he speedily availed himself. In

the crisis of 1851 Saxony was on tlie side of Austria, and he

supported the restoration of the diet of the confederation.

In 1854 he took part in the Btunberg conferences, in which

the smaller German states claimed the right to direct their

own policy independent of that of Austria or of Prussia, and he

was the leading supporter of the idea of the Trias, ix, that the

smaller states should form a closer union among themselves

against the preponderance of the great monarchies. In 1863

he came forward as a warm supporter of the claims of the

prince of Augustenburg to Schleswig-Holstein (see Schleswig-

Holstein Question) ;
he was the leader of tiie party in the

German diet which refused to recognize the settlement of the

Danish question effected in 1852 by the treaty of London, and

in 1864 he was appointed representative of the diet at the con-

gress of London. He was thus thrown into opposition to the

policy of Bismarck, and he was exposed to violent attacks in

the Prussian press as a “ particularist,” ue, a supporter of the

independence of the smaller states. The expulsion of the Sax^
troops from Rendsburg nearly led to a conflict with Prussia.

Beust was accused of having brought about the war of 1866,

but the responsibility for this must rest with Bismarck. On
the outbreak of war Beust accompanied the king to Prague, and

thence to Vienna, where they weie received by the emperor

with the news of Koniggratz. Beust undertook a mission to

Paris to procure the help of Napoleon. When the terms of

peace were discussed he resigned, for Bismarck refused to

negotiate with him.

After the victory of Prussia there was no place for Beust in
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Germany, and his public career seemed to closed, but he

quite unexpectedly received an invitation ftom the emperor

of Austria to become his foreign minister. It was a bold decision,

for Beust was not only a stranger to Austria, but also a Pro-

testant
;
but the choice of the emperor justified itself. Beust

threw himself into his new position with great energy
;

it was

owing to him that the negotiations with Hungary were brought

to a successful issue. When difficulties came he went himself to

Budapest, and acted directly with the Hungarian leaders. In

1867 he also held the position of Austrian minister- president,

and he carried through the measures by which parliamentary

government was restored. He also carried on the negotiations

with the pope corw^erning the repeal of the concordat, and in this

matter also did much by a liberal policy to relieve Austria fhim

the pressure of institutions which liad checked the development

of the country. In 1868, after giving up his post as minister-

president, he was appointed chancellor of the empire, and

received the title of count. His conduct of foreign affairs, especi-

ally in the matter of the Balkan States and ('rete, successfully

maintained the position of the empire. In i86y he accompanied
j

the emperor on his expedition to the East, He was still to some

extent influenced by the anti-Prussian feeling he had brought

from Saxony. He maintained a close understanding with France,

a!id there can be little doubt that he would hav'e welcomed

an opportunity in his new position of another struggle with his

old rival Bismarck. In 1867, however, he helped to bring the

affair of Luxemburg to a peaceful termination, in 1870 he did

not disguise his sympathy for France, and the failure of all

attempts to bring about an intervention of the powers, joined

to the action of Russia in denouncing the treaty of Paris, was

the occasion of his celebrated saying that he was nowhere able

to find Europe. Aftetr the war was over be completely accepted

the new organization of Germany.

As early as Decen^ber 1870 he had opened a correspondence

with Bismarck with a view to establishing a good understanding

with Germany. Bismarck accepted his advances with alacrity,

and the new ew/ew/e, which Beust announced to the Austro-

Hungarian delegations in July 1871, was sealed in August

by a fricridly meeting of the two old rivals and enemies at

Gastein.

In 1871 Beust interfered at the last moment, together with

Andrassy, to prevent the emperor accepting the federalist plans

of Hohenwart. He was sucotfssful, but at the same time he

was dismissed from office. The precise cause for this is not

known, and no reason was given him. At his own request

he was appointed Austrian ambassador at London
;

in 1878

he was transferred to Paris
;

in 1882 he retired from public life.

He died at his villa at Altenl)erg, near Vienna, on the 24th of

October 1886, leaving two sons, both of whom entered the

Austrian diplomatic service. His wife, a Bavarian lady, sur-

vived him only a few weeks. His elder brother Friedrich
’ Konstantin (1806-1891), who was at the head of the Saxon

department for mines, was the author of sevenal works on

mining and geology, a subject in which other metnbers of the

family had distinguished themselves.

Beust was in many ways a diplomatist of the old school. He
had great social gifts and personal graces

;
he was proud of

his proficiency in the lighter arts of composing waltzes and

vers de societe. His chief fault was vanity, but it was an amiable

weakness. It was more vanity than rancour Which’ made him

glad to appear even in later years as the great opponent of

Bismarck ;
and if he oared too much for popularity, ai>id was

very sensitive to neglect, the saying attributed to Bitemarck,

that if his vanity were taken away there would be nothing left,

is very unjust. He was apt to look more to the form than the

substance, and attached too much importance to the verbal

victory of a well-written despatch
;
but when the opportunity

was given him he showed higher qualities. In the crisis of 1849

he displayed considerable courage, and never lost his judgment

even in personal danger. If he was defeated in his Geraian

policy, it ihust be remembered that Bismarck held all the good

cards, and in t866 Saxony was the only one of the smaller states

which entered on the war with aij army properly equipped and

ready at the moment. That he was no mere reactionary the

whole course of his government in Saxony, and stih more in

Austria, shows. His Austrian policy has been much criticizod,

on the ground that in establishing the system of dualism be

gave too much to Hungary, and did not really understimd

Austrian affairs
; and the Austro-Hungarian crisis during the

early years of the present century has given point to this view.

Yet it remains llic fact that in a crisis of extraordinary difficulty

he carried to a successful conclusion a policy whid\, even if it

v/as not the best imaginable, was probably the best attainable

in the circumstances.
Beust was the author ol retniniscencijs : Aus drei Vieriel'-Jahr-

hunderten (2 vols., Stuttgart, 1887 ;
English trails* edited by Baron

H. do Wornib)
; and he ako wrote a shorter work, KHnnerungen zu

Erinnerungen (Leipzig, 188I), in answer to attacks made on hiitn

by his former colleagiu\ Herr v. Frif^seri, in his reminiscences.

See also Eholing, E. Graft. Beust (JLx^ipzig, 187b), a fttU and care-

lul account of his political career, e.spcdally up to 18O6 ;
Diplomattc

Sketches : No. i
,
Count Beust, by Outsider (Baron Carl v. Malortie)

;

Flathe, Geschirhte von Sachsen, vol. iii, (Ciotha, 1877); Friesen,

Erinnerungen aus meinem i.ehen (Dresden, 1880). (J. W. Hr.)

BBUTHEIN, or Niederbeuthbn, a town of Germany, in the

north of Prussian Silesia, on the Oder, the capitiil of the media-

tized principality of C.arolath-Beiithen. Pop. (1900) 3164,

'I'he chief industries of the place are straw-plaiting, boat-

j

building, and the manufacture of pottery; and a considerable

traffic is carried on by means of the river.

BEUTHfiN, or Oberbeitthkn, a town of Germany, in the

extreme south-east of Prussian Silesia, on the railway between

Breslau and Cracow, X2i m. S.E. of the former. Pop. (1905)

60,078. It is the centre of the mining district of Upper Silesia*,

and its population is mainly engaged in such operations and in

iron and zinc smelting. Beuthen is an old town, and was

formerly the capital of the Bohemian duchy of Beuthen, which

in 1620 was ultimately granted, as a free lordship of the Empire,

to Lazarus, Baron Henckel von Donnersmarck, by the emperor

Ferdinand IL, and parts of which, now mediatized, are held by

two branches of the counts Henckel von Donnersmarck*

BEVEL (from an 0 . Fr. word, cf. mod. hiveau, a joiner’s

instrument), the inclination of one surface of a solid body to

another
;

also, any angle other than a right angle, and parti-

cularly, in joinery, the angle to which a piece of timber has to

he cut. The mechanic’s instrument known as a bevel consists of

a rule with two arms so jointed as to be adjustable to any angle.

In heraldry, a bevel is an angular break in a line. Bevelment,

as a term of crystallography, means the replacement of an edgb

of a crystal by two planes equally inclined to the adjacent

planes. As an architectural term bevel ” is a sloped or canted

edge given to a sill or horizontal course of stone, but is more

frequently applied to the canted edges worked round the pro*

jeering bands of masonry which for decorative purposes aire

employed on the quoins of walls or windows and in some casts,

with vertical joints, cover the whole wall. When the outer face

of the stone band is left rough so that it forms what is known

as rusticated masonry, the description would be Bevelled

and rusticated. The term is sometimes applied to the splay-

ing of the edges of a window on the outside, but the wide

expansion made inside in order to admit more light is known

as a splay,

BEVERLEY, WILUAM ROXttY (1814 Engjiish

artist and scene-painter, was bom at Richmond, Surrey, about

1814, the son of William Koxby, an actor-manager who had’

assumed the name of Beverley. His four brothers and his sister

all entered the theatrical profession and Beverley soon became
both actor and scene-painter. In 1831 his father and his brothers

took over the old Durham circuit, and he joined them to pky
heavy comedy for several seasons, besides painting scenery. His

work was first seen in 1831 in London, for the pantomime
Baron Munchausen at the Victoria theatre, which was being

managed by his brother Henry . He was appointed scenic director

for the Covent Garden' operas in 1853. In 1854 bn entered'

the service of tlie Drury Lane theatre under the management,
of £. T. Smith, and for thirty years continued to produoe
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wonderful scenes for the panto^mes, besides working for Covent

Garden and a number of other theatres. In 1851 he executed

part of a great diorama of Jerusalem and the Holy I^nd, and

produced dioramic views of the ascent of Mont Blanc, exhibited

at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, and in 1884 a panorama of

the Lakes of Killamey. He was a irequent exhibitor of sea

pictures at the Royal Aaidemy from 3865 to 1880. In 1884

failing eyesight put an end to his painting. He died in com-

parative poverty at Hampstead on the 17th of Ma>' i88q. He
was the last of the old school of one surface painters, and famed

for the wonderful atmospheric effects he was able to produce.

Although he was skilled in all the mechanical devices of the

stage, and painted in 1881 scenery for Michael Stro^of at the

Adelphi, in which for the first time in England the still life of

the stage was placed, in harmony with the background, he

was strongly opposed to the new sdiool of scene-builders.

BEVERLEY, a market town and municipal borough in the

Holderness parliamentary division of the East Riding of York-

shire, England, 8 m. N.N.W. of Hull by a branch of the North-

Eastern railway. Pop. (lyoi) 13,183. It lies in a level countrj^

east of the line of slight elevations known as the Wolds, near

the river Hull, and has communication by canal with Hull.

I’he church of St John the Bvangelisl, commonly called Beverley

Minster, is a magnificent building, exceeding in size and splen-

dour some of the English cathedrals. A monastery was founded

here by John of Beverley (c. 040-721), a native of the East

Hiding, who was bishop successively of Hexham and of York,

and was canonized in 1037. A college of secular canons iollowed

in the loth century, the provostship of which subsequently

became an office of high dignity, and was held by Thon^as

Becket, afterwards archbishop of Canterbury. Of the existing

liuilding, the easternmost bay of the nave, the transepts with

east and west aisles, the choir with aisles and short transepts,

and the l^dy chapel, are Early English, a superb example of

the finest development of that style. The remainder of the

nave is Decorated, excepting the westernmost bay which is

Perpendicular, as is the ornate west front with its graceful

flanking towers. The north porch is also a beautiful example

of this style. The most noteworthy details within the church

are the exquisite Early English staircase which led to tlie chapter

house (no longer remaining), and the Percy tomb, a remarkable

example of Decorated work, commemorating Eleanor, wife of

Henry Percy (d. 1328). The church of St Mary is a cruciform

building with central tower, almost entirely of Decorated and

Perpendicular work. Though overshadowed by the presence

of the minster, it is yet a v'er}’ fine example of its styles, its most

noteworthy features being the tower and the west front. Bever-

ley was walled, and one gate of the 15th centurj' remains ;
there

are also some picturesque old houses. The industries are tanning,

iron-founding, brewing and the manufacture of chemicals

;

and there is a large agricultural trade. Beverley is the seal

of a suffragan bishop in Hie diocese of York. The municipal

borough is under a mayor, 6 aldermen and 18 councillors, and

has an area of 2404 acres, including a large extent of common
pasture land.

Beverley (Beverlac) is said to be on tlie site of a British settlement.

Evidently' a church had existed there iKjfore 704, since in that year

it was restored by St John of Beverh'y, who also founded a monastery'

thtre and was himself buried m the church. In the devastation of

the north of England which fertimved lh<‘ Conquest, Beverley is said

to have escaped by a miracle attributed to St John ; the Norman
while about to outer and pillage tlw church, full from his

horse dead, and the long, thinking this a sign that the town was
under the jiroioction of heaven, oxemjitod it from pillage. From the

time Of St John of Beverley uijdil the dissolution of the monastmes.
the manor and town of Beveiley belonged to the archbishopric of

York, and is said to have been held under a charter of liberti^

supposed to have been granted by King .Ethclstan in 925. This

charter, besides other pnvileges, is said to have granted sanctuary

m Beverley, and the “leuga ” over which this privilege extended
was afterwards shown to include the whole town. Confirmations, of

iEthelsian's cliarter were granted by Edward the Confessor and
other succeeding kings. In the reign of Henry I., Thurstan, arch-

bishop of York, gave the burgesses their first charter, which is one
of the earliest granted to any town in England. In it he granted

them the same privileges aa the citizens of York, among these being

a gild merchant and freedom from toll throughout the whole of

Yorkshire, w'ith right to take it at all the markets and fairs in their

town except at the three princmal fairs, the toll of which belonged
to the archbishop. In 1200 King John granted the town a new
charter, for which the burgesses had to pay 500 marks. Other
charters generally confirming the first were granted to the town by
most oi the early kings. The incorporation charter granted by
Queen IClizabeth in 1573 was confirmed by Charles I. in 1^29 and
Charles II. in 1663, and renewed by James IT. on his accession.

ParUamentary representation by two members began in the reign

of Edward 1 .. but lapsed, until the coriH>ration charter of 1573,
from which date it continued until the Reform Act of 1867.' In

1554-1555 Queen Mary granted the three fairs on the feasts of St

John the Confessor, fhe Translation of St John and the Nativity of

St John the Baptist, together with the weekly markets on Wednesday
and Saturday, which had been held by the archbishops of York by
traditional grant of Edward the Confessor to the burgesses of the

town Cloth-weaving was one of the chief industries of Beverley
;

it is mentioned and appears to have 1y*en important as early as

1315 -

See Vichma County Ifistory— Ynrkshire
]

G. Ponlson, Beverlac :

Antiquities and Hisioiy of Beverley and of the Provostry, &>c., of

St John''^ (2 vols., 1829) ;
G. Oliver, D.D., History and Antiquities

of ficveiley, {1829).

BEVERLY, a seaboard city of Essex county, Massachusetts,

lbS.A., situated on the N. shore of Mas.sachusett.s Bay, opposite

Salem. It is 18 m. from Boston on the Boston & Maine railway.

Pop. (1890) 10,821 ; (1900) 13,884,0! whom 2814 were foreign-

bom; (iQTo, census) 18,650. The land area of llie ritv is

about 15 sq. m. The surface is the typical glacial topography,

with a few low, rocky hills, less than 100 ft. in height. There are

beautiful drives through well-wooded districts, studded with

handsome siunmer houses. In the dty arc a public library, the

Beverly hospital, the New JEngland industrial school for deaf

mutes (organized, 1876; incorporated, 1879), and the Beverly

historical society (1891), which owns a large colonial house, in

which there is a valuable historical collection. The city has an

excellent public school system. There are a number of manu-

facturing establishments
;

in 1905 the total factoiy' product of

the city was xalued at $4,101,168, hoots and shoes accounting

for more tlian one-half of the total. Leather and shoe machinery

also are impiortant manufactures
;
and the main plant of the

United Shoe Machinery Corporation is located here. Market

gardening is a considerable industry, and large quantities of

vegetables are raised under glass for the Boston markets. Fishing

is an industry no longer of much importance. Beverly is con-

nected by a regular line of oil-steamers with Port Arthur, Texas,

and is the main distributing point for the 'Icxas oil fields. 'I'he

first settlement within the limits of Beverly was made b\' Roger

Conant in 1626. The town was a part of Salem until 1668, when

it was incorporated as a separate township
;

in 1894 it was

chartered as a city. In 1788 there was established here the first

cotton mill to be successfully operated in the United Slates. The

manufacture of Britannia ware was l)egun in 1812. George

Cabot lived for many years in Beverly, which he represented in

the provincial congress (1779); Nathan Dane (i752-'i835) was

also a resident; and it was the birthplace of Wilson Flagg

(1805-1884), the author of Studies in the Field and Forest (1857),

The Woods and By-Ways of Ne%v England (1872), The Birds and

Seasons of New England (1875), and A Year with the Birds (1881).

It was also tlie birthplac.e and early home of Lucy Larcom (1826^

1893), and the scene of much of her Story of a New England

Girlhood (Boston, 1889).

BEVIS OF HAMPTON, the name of an English metrical

romance, Bevis is the son of Guy, count of Hampton
(Southampton) and his young wife, a claughter of the king of

Scotland. The countess asks a former suitor, Doon or Devoun,

emperor of Almaine (Germany), to send an army to murder Guy
in the forest. The plot is successful, and she marries Doon.

When threatened with future vengeance by her ten-year-old son,

she determines to make away with him also, but he is saved from

death by a faithful tutor, is sold to heathen pirates, and reaches

the court of King Hermin, whose realm is variously plaeed in

ligypt and Armenia (Armorica). The exploits of Bevis, his love

for the king*s daughter Josiane, his miwion to King Bradmond

of Damascus with a sealed letter demanding his own death, his
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imprisonment, his final vengeance on his stepfather are related

in detail. After succeeding to his inheritance he is, however,

driven into exile and separated from Josiane, to whom he is

reunited only after each of them has contracted, in form only,

a second union. The story also relates the hero's death and the

fortunes of his two sons.

The oldest extant version appears to be Boeve de Haumio^ie,

an Anglo-Norman text which dates from the first half of the 13th

century. The English metrical romance, Sir Beues of Hamtoun,

is founded on some French original varying slightly from those

which have been preserved. The oldest MS. dates from the

beginning of the 14th century. The French chanson de ^estCy

Bfuve d'Hanstoney was followed by numerous prose versions.

The printed editions of the story were most numerous in Italy,

where Bovo d' Antona was the subject of more than one poem,

and the tale was interpolated in the Reali di FrandOy the Italian

compilation of Carolingian legend. Although the English

version that we possess is based on a French original, it seems

probable that the legend took shape on hmglish soil in the loth

century, and that it originated with the Danish invaders. Doon

may be identified with the emperor Otto the Great, who was

the contemporary ot the English king Edgar of the story.

K. {Boeve-AmlethuSy Berlin and Leipzig, 1904) establishes

a close parallel between Bevis and the Hamlet legend as related

by Saxo Grammaticus in the Historia Danica. Among the

more obvious coincidences which point to a common source are

the vengeance taken on a stepfather for a father's death, the

letter bearing his own death-warrant which is entrusted to the

hero, and his double marriiige.^ 'i’hc motive of the feigned

madness is, however, lacking in Bevis. The princess who is

Josiane’s rival is less ferocious than the Hennuthruda of the

ilamlet legend, but she threatens Bevis with death if he refuses

her. Both seem to Ije modelled on the type of Thyrdo of the

Beowulf legend. A fanciful etymology connecting Bevis (Boeve)

with Beowa (Beowulf), on the ground that both were dragon

slayers, is inadmissible.

Bibliography.— Romance of of H/mi/cioi, edited from

six MSS. and the edition (without dalt) oi Richard Pynaon, by

E. Kolbing (Early Eng. Text Sue., 1885-1886 1804) ;
A. Slimming.

“ Der anglonormannische Boeve de Haumtone." in II. Suchier’s

Bihl. Xorm. vol. vii. (Halle. 1899) ;
tlu‘ Welsh version, with a trans-

lation, is given by R. Williams, Stlccttons of the Henewrt MSS, (vol. ii..

London, 1892) ;
the old Norse version by G. Cederschiold, Forn-

60^10 Sitdhtlanda (Lund, 1884) ;
A. Wesselofsky,“ Zum russischen

Bovo d' \nlona'’ (in Archiv fiir slav, Phil. vol. viii., 1885) ;
for the

early printed editions of the romance in English, French and Italian

see G. Brunet, Manuel dti libraire, s.vv. Bevis, Beufues and Buovo.

BEWDLEY, a market town and municipal borough in the

Bewdley parliamentary' division of Worcestershire, England

;

137 m. N.W. by W. from London and 17 j N. by W. from

Worcester by rail. Pop. (1901) 2866. The Worcester- Shrews-

bury line of the Great Western is here joined by lines cast from

Birmingham and west from Tenbury. Bewdley is pleasantly

situated on the sloping right bank of the Severn, on the eastern

border of the forest of Wyre. A bridge by Telford (1797) crosses

the river. A free grammar school, founded in 1591, was re-

founded by James I. in 1606, and possesses a large library

bequeathed in 1812. The town manufactures combs and horn

goods, brass and iron wares, leather, malt, bricks and ropes.

The town is governed by a mayor, 4 aldermen and 12 councillors.

Area, 2105 acres.

Bewdley {i.e, Beaulieu) is probably referred to in the Domesday
survey as “ another Ribbesford," and was licld by the king. The

manor, then called Bellas Locus or Beaulieu on account of its beautiful

situation, was afterwards granted to the Mortimers, in whose family

it continued until it was merged in the crown on the accession of

Edward IV. It is from this time that Bewdley dates its importance.

Through its situation on the Severn it was connected with the sea.

and in 1250 a bridge, tlie only one between it and Worcester, was

liuilt across the river and added greatly to the commerce of the town.

From Edward IV. Bewdley received its charter in 1472, and there

* On double marriage in early romance see G. Paris, “ La Legendc

du man aux deux femmes/’ in La Poisie du moyen dge (2nd series.

Paris, 1895); and A. Nutt, “ The Lai of Eliduc," &c., in Folk-Lore,

vol. hi. (1892).
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appears to be no evidence that it "a as a borough before this time.

Other charters were granted in 1605, 1685 and 1708. By James l.V-

charter the burgesses sent one memLrr to parliament, and continued

to do so until 1885. A fair and u market on Wednesday were granted

by Edward IIT. in 1373 to his grand-daughtcir Philippa, wife of

Eidmund Mortimer, ^d confirmed to Richard, duke of York, by
Henry VI. Edward TV. also granted the burgesses a ntarket oh
Saturdays, and throe fairs, which were connrmod to them by
Henry ^hl. Coal-mines w6re worked in Bewdley as early as i6C*9,

and the town wa.s formerly noted for making caps.

BEWICK» THOMAS (1753-1828), English wood-engraver,

was born at Cherrybum, near Newcastle-on-Tync, in August

1753. His father rented a small colliery at Mickleybank, and

sent his son to school at Mickley. He proved a poor scholar,

but showed, at a very early age, a remarkable talent for drawing.

He had no tuition in the art, and no models save natural objects.

At the age of fourteen he was apprenticed to Mr Beilby, an

engraver in Newcastle. In his office Bewick engraved on

wood for Dr Hutton a series of diagrams illustrating a treatise

on mensuration. He seems thereafter to have devoted himself

entirely to engraving on wood, and in 1 775 he received a premium

from the Society for the Encouragement of Arts and Manufactures

for a woodcut of the “ Huntsman and the Old Hound.” In

1784 appeared his Select Fables

y

the engravings in which, though

far surpassed by his later productions, were incomparably

superior to anything that had yet been done in that line. The

Quadrupeds appeared in 1790, and his great achievement, that

with which his name is inseparably associated, the British Birds,

was published from 1797-1804. Bewick, from his intimate

knowledge of the habits of animals acquired during his constant

excursions into the country, was thoroughly qualified to do

justice to his great task. Of his other productions the engravings

for Goldsmith’s Traveller and Deserted Villagey for Parnell’s

JJermity for Somerville’s Chase, and for the collection of Fables

of Aesop and Others, may be specially mentioned. Bewick

w'as for many years in partnership with his former master, and

in later life had numerous pupils, several of whom gained

distinction as engravers. He died on the 8th of November

1828.

His autobiography, Memoirs of Thomas Bewuk, by Himself,

appeared in 1862.

BEXHILL, a municipal borough and wateTing-place in the

Rye parliamentarj^ division of Sussex, England, 62 m. S.K,

by S. from London, on the London, Brighton & South

Coast, and the South-Eastern & Chatham railways. Pop.

(1891) 5206 ; (1901) 12,213. The anciedt village, with the

Norman and Early English church of St Peter, lies inland on

the slope of the low hills fringing the coast, but the watering-

place on the shore has developed very rapidly since about

1884, owing to the exertions of Earl De la Warr, who owns

most of the property. It has a marine parade, pier, golf links,

and the usual appointments of a sca.side resort, while the climate

is bracing and the neighbouring country pleasant, Bcxhill

was incorporated in 1902, the corporation consisting of a mayor,

6 aldermen and 18 councillors. Area, 8013 acres.

BEXLEY, NICHOLAS VANSITTART,. Baron (1766-1851).

English politician, w^as the fifth son of Henry Vansittart (d. 1770),

governor of Bengal, and was born in London on the 29th of April

1 766. Educated at Clirist Church, Oxford, he took his degree in

1787, and was called to the bar at Lincoln’s Inn in 1791. He
b^an his public career by writing pamphlets in defence of

the administration of William Pitt, especially on its financial

side, and in May 1796 became member of parliament for Hastings,

retaining his seat until July 1802, when he was returned for Old

Sarum. In February 1801 he wili sent on a diplomatic errand

to Copenhagen, and shortly after his return was appointed joint

secretary to the treasury, a position whicli he retained until ,the

resignation of Addington’s ministry in April 1804. Owing Ito tlie

influence of his friend, Ernest, duke of Cumberland, he became
secretary for Ireland under Pitt in Jantwry 1B05, resigning

his office in the following September. With Addington, now
Viscount Sidmouth, he joined the government of Fox and ftpen-

ville as secretary to the treasury in February 1806, leaving

office with Sidmouth just before the fall of the ministry in March
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1807. During these and the ifext few years Vansittart’s reputa-

tion as a financier was gradually rising. In 1809 he proposed

and carried without opposition in the House of Commons
thirty-eight resolutions on* financial questions, and only his loyalty

to Sidmouth prevented him from joining the cabinet of Spencer

Perceval as chancellor of the exchequer in October 1809. He
opposed an early resumption of r^sh payments in 181 i,and became
chancellor of the exchequer when the earl of Liverpool succeeded

Perceval in May 1812. Having forsaken pld Sarum, he had
represented Helston from November 1.806 to June 18x2 ;

and
after being member for East Grinstead for a few weeks, was
returned for Harwich in October 1812.

When Vaiisitturt bepime chancellor of the exchequer the

country was burdened with heav}' taxation and an enormous
debt. Nevertheless, the continuance of the war compelled him
to increase the custom duties and other taxes, and in 1813 he
introdu('cd a complicated scheme for dealing with the sinking

fund. In 1816, after the conclusion of peace, a large decrease in

taxation was generally desired, and there was a Loud outcry
when the chancellor proposed only to reduce, not to abolish,

the property or income tax. The abolition of this tax, however,
was carried in parliament, and Vansittart was also ob%cd to

remit the extra tax on malt, meeting a large deficiency principally

by borrowing. He devoted considerable attention to effecting

real or supposed economies with regard to the national debt.

He carried an elaborate scheme for handing over the payment of

niival and military pensions to contractors, who w^ould be paid

a fixed annual sum for forty-five years
;

hut no one was found
j

willing to undertake this contract, although a modified plan on
the same lines was afterwards adopted. Vansittart became
very unpopular in the counl!r>', and he resigned his office in

December 1822. His system of finance was severely criticised

by Huskisson, Tierney, Brougham, Hume and Ricardo. On
his resignation Liverpool offered Vansittart the post of chancellor

of the duchy of Lancaster. Accepting this offer in February

1823, he was created Baron Bexley in March, and granted a
pension of £3000 a year. He resigned in January 1828. In

tlie House of Lords Bexley took ver>’ little part in public business,

although he introduced the Spitalfields weavtTrs bill in 1823,

and voted for the removal of Roman Catholic disabilities in

1824. He took a good deal of interest in the British and Foreign

Bible Mission, the Church Missionary vSociely and kindred

bodies, and assisted to found King’s College, London, He died

at Foot’s Cray, Kent, on the Sth of Ftd^ruary 1851. Jlis wife,

whom he married in July 1806, was Isabella (d. 1810), daughter

of ‘William Eden, i>st Baron Auckland, and as he had no issue

the title became extinct on his death. There arc nine volumes
of Vansittart’s papers in the British Museum.

Sec Spenocr Walpole, Historv of England (London. 1800) ; S. C. .

Buxton. Finance and Politics (London, 1888).

BEXLEY, an urban district in the Dartford parliamentary

division of Kent, England, 12 m. S.E. by E. of London by
the South-Eastern & Chatham railway. Pop. (1901) 12,918.

Bexley, which is mentioned in Domesflay Book, has had a church

since the 9th century. The present church of St Mary is Early

English and later. With the rental of the manor of Bexley,

William Camden, the antiquary, founded the ancient history

professorship at Oxford. Hall Place, which contains a fine

Jacobean staircase and oak-panelled hall, is said to occupy the

site of the dwelling-place of the Black Prince. The course of

Watling Street may be traced over Bexley Heath, where, too,

there exist deep pits, widening into vaults below, and probably

of British origin. •

BEY (a modern Turk, word, the older form being beg, cf.

Pers. haig), the administrator of a district, now generally m
honorific title throughout the Turkish empire; the granting;

of this in Egypt is made by the sultan of Turkey through the
khedive. In Tunis **

bey ” has become the hereditary title

of the reigning sovereigns (see Tunisia).

BBYBAZAR, the chief town of a ketsa of the Angora vilayet

in Asiatic Turkey, situated on an affluent of the Sakaria (anc.

Sangarius), about 52 m. W. of Angora. It corresponds to the

^BEYLE
anc. Lagania, renamed Anaslasiepolis under the emperor
Anastasius (491-518), a bishopric by the 5 th century. Its well-

built wooden houses cover the slopes of three hills at the mouth
of a gorge filled with fruit gardens and vineyards. The chief

products are rice, cotton and fruits. From Beybazar come the

fine pears sold in Constantinople as “ Angora pears ”
;

its musk-
melons are equally esteemed

;
its grapes are used only for a

sweetmeat called jevizli-sujnk (“ nutty fruit sausage ”). There
are few remains of antiquity aptfrt from numerous rock-cut

cl^ombers lining the banks of the stream. Pop. about 4000 U)

5D00.

BEYLE, MABLE HENRI (1783-1842), better known by his

nom de plume of Stendhal, French author, was born at Grenoble

on the 23rd of Januarv^ ^7^.3- With his father, who was an
mfocat in the parlement of (irenoblc, he was never on good terms,

but his intractable disposition sufficiently explains his unhappy
childliood and youth. Until he was twelve years old he was
educatjerl by a priest, who succeeded in inspiring him with a

lasting hatred of clericalism. He was then .sent to the newly

established If.cole Centrale at Grenoble, and in 1799 to Paris

with a letter of introduction to the Daru family, with which the

Bevies were connected. Pierre Dam offered Ikim a place in the

ministry for war, and with the brothers Daru he followed

Napoleon to Italw Most t)f his time in Italy was spent at Milan,

a city for which he conceived a lasting attachment. Much of his

Chartreuse de Panne seems to be antohiographir.al of Ibis part of

his life.

He w'as a spectator of the battle of Marengo, and afterwards

enlisted in a dragoon regiment. With rapid promotion he

became adjutant to General Michaud
;

but alter the peace of

Amiens in 1802 he returned 10 study in Paris. There he met an

actress, Melanie Guilliert, whom he followed to Marseilles. Jlis

father cut off his supplies on hearing of this escapade, and Beyh*

was reduced to serving as clerk to a grocer. Melanie Guilhert,

however, soon abandoned him to marry a Russian, and Beyle

returned to Paris. Through the influence of Daru he obtained

a phice in the commissariat, which he filled with some distinction

from 1806 to 1814. Charged with raising a levy in Brunswick

of five million francs, he extracted seven
;
and during the retreat

from Moscow he discharged his duties with efiicitmcy. On the

fall of Napoleon he refused to accept a place untler the rtew

regime,and retired to Milan, where he met Silvio Pellic(),Manzoni,

Lord Byron and other men of note. At Milan he contracted a

liaism with a certain Angelina J\, whom he had admired fruit-

lessly during his earlier residence in that city. In 1814 he

published, under the pseudonym of Alexandre (^esar Bombcl,

his Lcltres eerfies de Vienne eu Autriche sur le celebre compositeur,

Joseph Haydn, suivies d'une vie de Mozart, el de constderations sur

Melastase et Vetat prhent de la musique en Italic. His letters on

Haydn were borrowed from the Ilaydini (1812) of Joseph

Carpani, and the section on Mozart had no greater claim to

originality. The book was reprinted (1817) as ]'tes de Haydn,
Mozart etMetastase, His Histoire de la peinture en Italie (2 vols,,

1817) was originally dedicated to Napoleon.

His friendship with some Italian patriots brought liim in 1821

under the notice of the Austrian authorities, and he was exiled

from Milan. In Paris he felt himself a stranger, as he had never

recognized French contemporary art in literature, music or

painting. He frequented, however, many literary salons in

Paris, and found some friends in the “ ideologues ” who gathered

round Destutt de Tracy. IIc was the most closely allied with

Prosper M6rim4e, a dileitante and an ironist like himself. He
published at this time his Essai sur Vamour (1822), of which only

seventeen copies were sold in eleven years, though it afterwards

became famous, Racine et Shakespeare (1823-1825), Vic de

Rossini (1824), D'un nouveau complot contre les indusiriels (1825),

Promenades dans Rome (1829), and his first novel, Armance, ou

quelques scenes de Paris en 1827 (1827). After the Revolution

of 1830 he was appointed consul at Trieste, hut the Austrian

government refused to accept him, and he was sent to Civita

Vecchia instead. Le Rouge le mvr, chrmique du KJX^ siecle

(2 vols., 1830) appeared in Paris after his departure,but attracted
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small notice. He had published in 1838 Mhnoires d^un iourisU,

and in 1839 La Chartreuse de Parfne (t vols.), which was the last

of his publications, and the first to secure any popular success,

though his earlier writings had been regarded os significant by a
limited public. It was enthusiastically reviewed by Balzac in his

Revue Parisienne (1840). Beyle remained at Civita Vecchia,

discharging his duties as consul perfunctorily and with frequent

intervals of absence until his death, which took place in Paris on
the 23rd of March 1842. He wrote his own epitaph,^ describing

himself as a Milanese.

His posthumous works include a fragmentary Vie de Napoleon

(1875); Melanges d’art ei de litUrature (1867); Chrontques

itaUennes (1885), including “ VAbhesse de Castro
j" “ Les Cenci^'

'' Viitofia Accoramboni,'' Vanina Vanini” La Duckesse de

PaUiano/^ some of which has appeared separately
; Romans et

nouvelles and Nouvelles inedites (1855); Correspondance (2 vols.,

185s); Lamiel{td. C. Stryienski, i88q)j his Journal TS01-T824
(ed. Stryienski and F. de Nion, 1888), of which the section dealing

with the Russian and German campaigns is unfortunately lost

;

Vie de Henri Brulard (1890), a disguised autobiography, chiefly

the history of his numerous love afiairs ;
Jjeiires intimes (1892)

;

Lucien Lemven (ed. J. de Mi tty, 1894); Souvenirs d'egotisme

(ed. C. Stryienski, 1892), autobiography and unpublished letters.

Stendhal’s reputiition practically rests on the two novels Lc
Rouge et le noir and La Chartreuse de Partne. In the former of

these he borrowed his plot from events which had actually

happened some years previously. Julien Sorel in the novel is

tutor in a noble family and seduces his pupil’s mother. He
eventually kills her to avenge a letter accusing him to the family

of his betrothed, Mile de la Mole, Julien is a picture of Beyle as

he imagined himself to be. The Chartreuse de Perm has less

unity of purpose than Le Rouge ei le noir. For its setting the

author drew largely on his own experiences. Fabrice’s ex-

periences at Waterloo are his own in the Italian campaign, and
the countess Pietranera is his Milanese Angelina. But of two
novels it is more picturesque and has been more popular. Stend-

hal’s real vogue dates from the early sixties, but his importance

is essentially literary. In spite of his egotism and the limitations

of his ideas, his acute analysis of the motives of his personages

has appealed to successive generations of writers, and a great

part of the development of the French novel must be traced to

lum. Bruneti^re has pointed out {Manual of French LiUy Eng.
trans., 1898) that .Stendhal suppli^ the Romanticists with the

notion of the interchange of the methods and effects of poetry,

painting and musi(^ and that in his worship of Napoleon he
agreed with tl^eir glorification of individual energy. Stendhal,

however, thoroughly disliked the Romanticists, though Sainte-

Beuve acknowledged {Causeries du lundi, vol. ix.) that his

books gave ideas. Taine (Essais de critique ei d'kisloire, 1857)
found in him a great psychologist

;
Zola. {Romanciers naturalistes,

1881) actually claimed him as the father of the naturalist school

;

and Paul Bourget {Essais de psychologie coniemporaine

,

1883)
cited Le Rouge ei le noir as one of the classic novels of analysis.

Tlie 1846 edition of I.a Chartreuse de Partne contains a prefatory
notice by R. Colomb, and a reprint of Balzac’s article. In addition

to the authorities already mentioned see the essay on Beyle (1850)
by Prosper M^rimfe *, A. A. Baton, Henry Beyle, a Critical and
Biographical Study (1874) ;

Adolphe Paupc, Histoire des oeuvres de

Stendhal (1903); A. Chucpiet, Stendhal-neyle (1902) ;
a review by

R. Doiimic des deux mondes, February 1902), deprecating the

excessive attention paid to Beyle’s writings: and Edouard Rod,
Stendhal (1892) in the '* Grands ^•crivains fran9ais " series. See also

Correspondance de Stendhal, 1800-1849, with preface by M. Barr6s

(Paris, 1908).

BEYRICH, HEINRICH ERNST VON (18x5-1896), German
geologist, was bom at Berlin on the 31st of August 1815, and

educated at the university in that city, and afterwards at Bonn,

where he studied under Goldfuss and Noggerath. He obtained

his degree of Ph.D. in 1837 at Berlin, and was subsequently

employ^ in the mineralogical museum of the university,

becoming director of the ^aeontological collection in 1857,

and director of the museum in 1875. founders

Qul giace Arrigo Beyle Milanese : visse, scrisse, am6.

of the German Geological Society jn 1848, He early lecognized

the value of palaeontology in stratigraphical work
;

and he

made important researches in the Rhenish mountains, in the

Harz and Alpine districts. In later years he gave special

attention to the Tertiary strata, including the Brown Coal of

North Germany. In 1854 he proposed the term Oligocene for

certain Tertiary strata intermediate between the Eocene and
Miocene

;
and the term is now generally adopted. In 1865

he was appointed professor of geology and palaeontology in the
Berlin University, where he was eminently successful as a
teacher

;
and when the Prussian Geological Survey was instituted

in 1873 he was appointed co-director with Wilhelm Haucherome
(1828-1900). He published Beitrdge zur Kennlniss der Versteine-

rungen des rheinischen Vhergangs-gehirges (1837); Vber einige

bbhmische Trilobiicn (1845) ;
Die Conchylien des norddeutschen

Tertidrgebirges (1853-1857). He died on the 9th of July
1896.

BEYSCHLAG, WILLIBALD (1823-1900), Crerman Protestant

divine, was born at Frankfort-on-Main on the 5th of September
1823. He studied theology at Bonn and Berlin (1840-1844),
and in 1856 was appointed court-preacher at Karlsruhe. In
j86o, he moved to Halle as professor ordinarius of practical

theology. A theologian of the mediating school, he became leader

of the Mittelpartei, and with Albrecht Wolters founded as its

organ the Deutschevangelische blatter. As a representative of this

party, he took a prominent part in the general synods of 1875
and 1879. His championship of the rights of the laity and his

belief in the autonomy of the church led him to advocate the

separation of church and state. He died at Halle on the 25th of

November 1900. Among his numerous works are Die Ckrisiologie

des Neuen Testaments {iSC)(y), Der Altkaiholicismus (three editions,

1882-1883), Lehen Jesu (2 vols., 1^85 ;
3rd ed., 1893), Neuiesta-

meniliche Theologie (2 vols., 1891-1892
;
2nd ed., 1896), Christen-

lehre auf Grund des kleinen luih. Kaiechismus (1900), and an
autobiography Aus meinem Leben (2 parts, 189^1898),

See P. Schaff. Living Divines (1887) ; Lichtenberger, Hist. Germ.
TheoL (1889) ; Calwer-Zeller. KirchenUxikon.

BEZA (de BfcszE), THEODORE (1519-1605), French theo-

l(^ian, son of haiUiVierr^ de B^sze,was born atVezelai, Burgundy,
on the 24th of June 1519. Of good descent, his parents were
known for generous piety. He owed his education to an uncle,

Nicolas de H^sze, counsellor of the Paris parlement, who placed

him (1529) under Melchior Wolmar at Orleans, and later at

Bourges. Wolmar, who had taught Greek to Calvin, grounded
Heza in Scripture from a Protestant standpoint ; after his

return to (Jermany (1534) Beza studied law at Orleans (May 1535
to August 1539), beginning practice in Paris (1539) as law licen-

tiate. 'Id this period belong his exercises in Latin verse, in the

loose taste of liie day, foolishly published by him as Juvenilia

in 1 548. Though not in orders, he held two benefices. A severe

illness wrought a change
;

he married his mistress, Claude

Dc.snoz, and joined the church of Cab in at Geneva (October

1548). In November 1549 he was appointed Greek professor

at Lausanne, where he acted as Calvin’s adjutant in various

publications, including his defence of the burning of Servetus,

De Haeretifis a civili magistratu puniendis (1554). In 1558 he
became professor in the Geneva academy, where his career was
brilliant. His conspicuous ability was shown in the abortive

Colloquy of Poissy (1561). On Calvin’s death (1564) he became
his biographer and administrative successor. As a historian,

Beza, by his chronological inexactitude, has been the source

of serious mistakes
;
as an administrator, he softened the rigour

of Calvin. His editions and Latin versions of the New Testament
had a marked influence on the Ei^lish versions of Geneva (1557
and 1560) and London (i6ii). The famous codex D. was pre-
sented by him (1581) to Cambridge University, with a character-
istically dubious account of the history of the manuscript.
His works are very numerous, but of little moment, eiocept those
already mentioned. He resigned his offices in 1600, and died
on the 13th of (ktober 1605. He had taken a second wife (1588),
Catherine del Piano, a widow, but left no issue. He was not the
author of the Histoire ecclesiastique (1580), sometimes ascribed
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to him ; nor, probably, of tl\e vulgar skit published under the

name of Benedict Panavantins (1551)*

See LainKacus, De Viia et Monhus (1585. calumnious); Antoine

la Favc, J)e Vita et Obitu (K>o6 .
euloRistic) ;

Schlosser, Leben

(i8o6)‘; Baum. Th. lUxa, portrait (1843-1851); Hoppe, Leben

U86i), (A. Go.*)

BEZANT or Byzant (from Byzantium, the modern Constanti-

nople), originally a Byzantine gold coin which had a wide circula-

tion throughout Europe up to about J250. Its average value

was about nine shillings. Bezants were also issued in Flanders

and Spain. Silver bezants, in value from one to two shillings,

were in circulation in England in the 13th and 14th centuries.

In Wycliffe’s translation of the Bible he uses the word for a

“ talent ” (e.fi. in Luke xv. 8), In heraldry, bezants are repre-

sented by goid circles on the shield, and were introduced by the

crusaders.

BEZANT£E, in architecture, a name given to an ornamented

moulding much used in the Norman period, resembling the coins

(bezants) struck in Byzantium.

BEZBORODKO, ALEKSANDER ANDREEVICH, Prince

(1747-17^9), grand chancellor of Russia, was born at Gluchova

on the J4th of March 1747, and educated at home and in the
j

clerical academy at Kiev, He entered the public service as a
|

clerk in the office of (bunt P. A. Rumyantsev, then governor- 1

general of Little Russia, whom he accompanied to the Turkish
j

War in 1768. He was present at the engagements of I^rga and 1

Kaluga, and at the storming of Silistria. On the conclusion of the
|

peace of Kuchuk-Kainarji (1774) the field marshal recommended

him to Catherine 11 ., and she appointed him in 1775 her

petition-secretary. He thus had the opportunity of impressing

the empress with his brilliant gifts, the mo.sl remarkable of

which were exquisite manners, a marvellous memory and a

clear and pregnant style. At the .same time he set to work to

acquire the principal European languages, especially French,

of which he became a master. It was at this time that he wrote

his historical .sketches of the Tatar wars and of Little Russia.

His activity was prodigious, and Catharine called him her

factotum. In 1780 he accompanied her on her journey through

White Russia, meeting the emperor Joseph, who urged him to
,

study diplomacy. On his return from a delicate mission to Copen-
|

hagen, he presented to the empress “ a memorial on political

affairs ” which comprised the first plan of a partition of Turkey

between Russia and Austria. This document was transmitted

almost word for word to Vienna us the Russian proposals.
|

He followed this up by Epitomised Historical Information con- 1

cerning Moldavia. For' these two state papers he was rewarded

with the posts of “ plenipotentiary for all negotiations in the

foreign office and postmaster-general. From this time he was

inseparably associated with Catharine in all important dip-

lomatic affairs, though officially he was the subordinate of the

vice-chancellor, Count Alexander Osterman. He wrote all

the most important de.spatches to the Russian ministers abroad,

concluded and subscribed all treaties, and performed all the

functions of a secretary of stote. He identified himself

entirely with (btharine^s political ideas, even with that of

re-establishing the Greek empire under her grandson Constantine.

Tlic empress, as usual, richly rewarded her comes with pensions

and principalities. In 1786 he was promoted to the senate,

and it was through him that the empress communicated her

will to that augu.st state-decoration. In 1787 he accompanied

Catharine on her triumphal progress through South Russia

in the capacity of minister of foreign affairs. At Kaniev he

conducted the negotiations with the Polish king, Stanislaus 11 .

.

and at Novuiya Kaidaniya ne was in the empress’s carriage

when she received joseph 11.

The second Turkish War (1787-92) and the war with Gustavus

III. (1788-90) heaped fresh burdens on his already heavily

laden shoulders, and he suffered from the intrigues of his

nitmerptis jealous rivals, including the empre.ss’s latest favourite,

A. M. Mamonov. All his efforts were directed towards the

conclusion of the two oppressive wars by an honourable peace.

The pause of Verel& with Gustavus III. (14th of August 1790)

was on the terms dictated by him. On the sudden death of

Potemkin he was despatched to Jassy to prevent the peace con-

gress there from breaking up, and succeeded, in the face of all

but insuperable difficulties, in concluding a treaty exceedingly

advantageous to Russia (9th of January 1792). For this service

he received the thanks of the empress, the ribbon of St Andrew

and 50,000 roubles. On his return from Ja.ssy, however, he found

his confidential post of secretary of petitions occupied by the

empress's last favourite, P. A. Zubov, He coraplmned of this

diminution of his dignity ” to the empress in a private

memorial in the course of 1793. The empress reassured him

by fresh honours and distinctions on the occasion of the solemn

celebration of the peace of Jassy (2nd of September 1793),

when she publicly presented him with a golden olive-branch

encrusted with brilliants. Subsequently Catharine reconciled

him with Zubov, and he resumed the conduct of foreign affairs.

He contributed more than anv other man to bring about the

downfall and the third partition of Poland, for which he was

magnificently recompensed. But diplomacy by no means ex-

hausted Bezborodko’s capacity for work. He had a large share

in the internal administration also. He reformed the post-office,

improved the banking system of Russia, regulated the finances,

constructed roads, and united the Uniate and Orthodox churches.

On the death of Catharine, the emperor Paul entrusted Bez-

borodko with the examination of the late empress's private

papers, and shortly afterwards made him a prince 01 the Russian

empire, with a correspondingly splendid apanage. On the

retirement of Ostermann he received the highest dignity in the

Russian empire—that of imperial chancellor. Bezborodko

was the only Russian minister who retained the favour of Paul

to the last. During the last two years of his life the control of

Russia’s diplomacy was entirely in his hands. His programme

at this period was peace with all the hairopoan powers, revolu-

tionary France included. But the emperor's growing aversion

from this pacific policy induced the astute old minister to

attempt to “ seek safety in moral and physical repose. ’ Paul,

however, refused to accept his resignation and would have sent

him abroad for the I'lencfit of his health, had not a sudden stroke

of paralysis prevented Bezborodko from taking advantage of

his ma.ster’s kindness. He died at St Petersburg on the

6th of April 1799. In private life Bezborodko was a typical

Cathariniun, corrupt, licentious, conscienceless and self-seeking.

But he was infinitely generous and affectionate, and spent his

enormous fortune liberally. His banquets were magnificent,

his collections of pictures and .statues unique in Europe. He
was the best friend of his innumerable poor relatives, and the

Maecenas of all the struggling authors of his day. Sycophantic

he might have been, but he was neither ungrateful nor vindictive.

His patriotism is as indisputable as his genius.

See Sbornik (Collections) of the Imperial Russian Historical

Society (Fr. and Russ.), vols. 60-100 (St Petersburg, 1870-1904) ;

Nikolai Ivanovich Grigorovich, The Chancellor A. A. Bezborodko

in Connexion with the Events of His Time (Rus., St Petersburg,

1879-1881). (H. N. B.)

BEZEL (from an 0 . Fr. word, cf. Mod. Fr. hiseau, hasilcy

possibly connected with Lat. bis, twice), a sloping edge, as of

a cutting tool, also known as basil. In jewelry, the term is used

for the oblique sides or faces of a gem
;
the rim which secures

the crystal of a watch in position or a jewel in its setting, and

particularly the enlarged part of a ring on which the device

is ei^raved (see Ring).

BEZIERS, a town of southern France, capital of an arron-

dissement in the department of H6rault, 47 m. S.W. of Mont-

pellier by rail. Pop. (1906) 46,262. Bdziers is situated in a

wine-growing district on a hill on the left bank of the river

Orb, which is joined at this point by the Canal du Midi. The

A116es Paul Riquet, named after the creator of the canal, occupy

the centre of B6ziers and divide the old town with its

maze of narrow and irregular streets from the new quarter to

the east. They form a long and shady promenade, terminating

at one end in the Place de la R^publique and the theatre, the

front of which is decorated with bas-reliefs by David d ’Angers,
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and at tlie other in a beautiful park^ the Plateau des Pontes.

The most interesting portion of the town is the extreme west
where the old ramparts overlook the Orb. Above them towers
St Nazaire, the finest of the churches of B6zicrs

;
it dates from

the i2th to the 14th centuries and is a good specimen of the
ecclesiastical fortification common in southern France. Its

chief artistic features are the rose window in the western fa9ade,

and the stained glass and curious iron grilles of the choir-windows,
which belong to the 14th century. Adjoining the south transept
there are Gothic cloisters of the 14th century. I'he Orb is

crossed by four bridges, the railway bridge, an ancient bridge
of the 13th or 14th century, a modern bridge and the fine aqueduct
by which the Canal du Midi is carried over the river. About half

a mile to the south-west of the town are the locks of Fonserannes,
in which in 330 yds. the water of the canal descends 80 ft.

to reach the level of the Orb. There are remains of a Roman
arena which have been built into the houses of the rue St Jacques.
Beziers is seat of a sub-prefect and has tribunals of first instance
and of commerce, communal colleges and several learned societies.

It is an agricultural market and carries on an active trade in

wine, brandy, fruit, leather and sulphur. Its industries are
chiefly connected with the wine trade (cask and cork making,
&C.) and there arc important distilleries. It also has iron-work.s

and tanneries.

The Romans established a colony at Beziers, and it was the
headquarters of the seventh legion, under the title of Baeterrae

Septimanorum. The present name occurs in the form Besara
as early as Festus Avienus (later 4th century). The town was
completely destroyed in 1209 by the forces of Simon de Montfort
in the crusade against the Albigcnscs, on which occasion 20,000
persons were massacred. 'J'lie walls were rebuilt in 1289 ; but
the town again suffered severely in the civil and religious wars of

the 16th century, and all its fortifications were destroyed in 1632.
B£Z1QUE (probably from Span, besico, little kiss, in allusion to

the meeting of the queen and knave, an important feature in

the game), a game at cards played with two similar packs
from which the twos, threes, fours, fives and sixes have been
rejected, shuffled together and used as one. It is modelled on
a group of card games which possess many features in common ;

the oldest of these is manage^ then follow brusqtiembilley Vhomme
de hrouy briscan or brisquCy and cinq-cents. B^zique (also called
besi and besigue) is, in fact, btisqm played with a double pack,
and with certain modifications rendered necessary by the intro-

duction of additional cards. The cards rank as follows -Ace,
ten, king, queen, kmivc, nine, eight, seven.

Tlie usual game is for two players. The players cut for deal,
and the higher b^zique card deals. The objects of the play arc :

(i) to promote in the hand various combinations of cards, which,
when declared, entitle the holder to certain scores

; (2) to win
aces and tens, known as “ brisques ”

; (3) to win the so-called last

trick. The dealer deals eight cards to each, first three, then two,
again three. The top card of those remaining (called the

“ stock '’) is turned up for trumps. As sometimes played, the
first marriage, or the first sequence, decides the trump suit

;

there is then no score for the seven of trumps (see below). The
slock is placed face downwards between the players and slightly
spr^d. The non-dealer leads any card, and the dealer plays
to it, but need not follow suit, nor win the trick. If he wins the
trick by playing a higher cord of the same suit led, or a trump,
the lead falls to him. In case of ties the leader wins. Whoever
wins the trick leads to the next

; but before playing again each
player takes a card froni the stock and adds it to his hand, the
winner of the trick taking the top card. This alternate playing
and drawing a card continues until the stock (including the trump
card or card exchanged for it, which is taken up last) is exhausted.
The tricks remain face upwards on the table, but must not be
searched during the play of the hand.

The scores are shown as follows :

—

Table of Biaique Scores,

Seven of trumps, turned up, dealer marks .... to
Seven of trumps, dficlared (see below) or exchanged, player
marks
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Marriage (king and queen of any sujt) declared . . .20
Royal marriage (king and queen of trumps) declared . 40
Bizique (queen of spades and knave of diamonds) declared 4(»

Double hHique (all the four bezique cards) declared . .

Four aces (any four, whether duplicates or not), declared ’ >

Four kings (any four) declared . . . .
‘

(any four) declared ...... o

Four knaves (any four) declared , . . . . . rt

Sequence (ace. ten, king, queen, knave of trumps) declared . 250
Aces and tens, in tricks, the winner for each one marks . . 10
Last trick of all (as sometimes played, the last trick before the

stuck is exhausted) the winner marks . . .10
A “ declaration ” can only be made by the winner of a trich

immediately after he ha.s won it, and before he draws from the
stock. It is effected by placing the declared cards (one of which
at least must not have been declared before) face upwarcli*

on the table, where they are left, unless they are played, as they
may be. A player is not bound to declare. A card led or plaj ed
cannot be declared. More than one declaration may be made
at a time, provided no card of one combination forms part of

another tliat is declared with it. Thus four knaves and a mar-
riage may be declared at the same time

;
but a player cannot

declare king and queen of spades and knave of diamonds to-

gether to score marrii^e and bezique. He must first declare one
combination, say bezique ; and when he wins another trick he
can score marriage by declaring the king. A declaration cannot
be made of cards that have already all been declared. Thus,
if four knaves (one being a bezique knave) and four queens
(one being a b^^zique queen) have been declared, the knave
and queen already declared cannot be declared again as bezique.
To score all the combinations with these cards, after the knaves
are declared and another trick won, b(izique must next be made,
after which, on winning another Irick, the three queens can be
added and four queens scored. Lastly, a card once declared
can only be used again in declaring in combinations of a different
class. For example : the bezique queen can be declared in
bezique, nmrriagc and four queens

; but having once been de-
clared in single b6zique, she cannot form part of another single

bezique. Two declarations, may, in a sense, be made to a trick,

but only one can be scored at the time. Thus with four kings
declared, including the king of spades, bezique can be declared
and scored, but the spade marriage cannot be scored till the
holder wins another trick. The correct formula is “ Forty, and
20 to score.” The seven of trumps may be either declared or
exchanged for the tum-up after winning trick, and before
drawing. When exchanged, the turn-up is taken into the
player’s hand, and the seven put in its place. The second
seven can, of course, be declared. A seven when declared
is not left on the table, but is simply shown.
The winner of the last trick can declare anything hitherto

undeclared in his hand. After this all declarations cease. The
winner of the last trick takes the last card of the stock, and the
loser the turn-up card (or seven exchanged for it). All cards on
the table, that hfive been declared and not played, are taken up
by their owners. The last eight tricks are then played, but the
second player must follow suit if able, and must win the trick if

able. Finally, each player counts his tricks for the aces and tens
they may contain, unle.ss (as is often done) they are scored at the
time. If a player revokes in the last eight tricks, or does not
win the card led, if able, the last eight tricks belong to his
adversary. The deal then passes on alternately until the
game (1000) is won. If the loser does not make 500, his oppo-
nent counts a double game, or double points, according as they
Imve agreed. The score is best kept by means of a special
bezique-marker. u

Three~ and Four-Handed Bizique,—When three play, tluree
are used t(^cthcr. All play against each other. The player (m the
left of dealer is first dealt to and has the first lead. The rotation
of dealing goes to the left. If double bezique has been scored, and
one pur has been played, a second double bezique may he made with
the third pair and the pair on the table. Triple bezique scores 1500.
All the cards of the tnple bezique must be on the table at the same
time and unplayed to a trick. All may be declared together, or a
double bfizique may be added to a single one, or a third bezique may
be added to a double bezique already declared. The game is 2000

III. 27 a

10
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up. Sometimes the three playe^ cut. (he one who cuts the highest

card jjlays against the other two in consultation, and continues to

do so till the allies win a game, when the two cut as before to sec who
shall be the single player. Only two packs are then used.

When four play four packs an- used. The players may then score

inilepeiiflently or may play as partners. A second double luezique

or triple b^zique may be scored as before
;
to iorm them the lu'-zitpies

mav be declared trom the hand of either partner. A player may
declare when he or his partner takes a trick. In playing the last

eight tricks, the winner of the last trick and the ad\'ersary to his

left play their cards against each other, and then the other tw'o

similarly play theirs. J-our people may also play in pairs by con-

sultation, only two jiacks being then rcouired.

Polish Begiqtte (also called “ Open l36zique ’’ and “ Fildniski ”)

differs from ordinary bezique in the following jiarticulars. The game
is not less than 2000 up. Whenever a scoring card is played, the
winner of the trick places it face upwards in Iront of him (the same
with both cards if two scoring cards are played to a trick), forming
rows of aces, kings, queens, knaves and trump tens (called open
cards). Cards ol the same denomination are placed overlapping
one another lengthwise from the player tow'ards his adversary to

economise space. When a scoring card is placed among the open
cards, all the sevens, eights, nines, and plain suit tens in the tricks

are turned down and put on one side. ()])en cards cannot be played
a second time, and can only be u.sed in declaring. Whether so used
or not they remain face upwards on tlie table until the end of the

hand, including the last eight* tricks. A player can dtsdare after

winning a trick and before drawing again, when the trick won con-

tains a card or cards, w'hich added to his open cards complete any
combination that .scores. Every declaration must include a card
])l:iyed to the trick last won. Aces and tens must be scored as soon
as won, and not at the end of the hand. The seven of trumps can be
exchanged by the winner of tlie trick containing it ; and if the turn-

up card IS one that can be used in d<‘claring. it becomes an 0|M.‘n card
when exchanged. The seven ol trumps when not exchanged is scored

for by the player winning the trick containing it.

Compound declarations are allowed, i.e, cards added to the open
cards can at once be u.sed, without w'aiting to win another trick, in

as many combinations of dififer«it classes as they will form with the

winner’s open cards. For example ; A has three open kings, and
he wins a trick containing a king. Before drawing again he places

the fourth king with the other three, and scores 80 for kings. This
is a simple declaration. But suppose the card led was the queen
of trumps, and A wins it with the king, and he has the following

open cards three kings, three queens, and ace, ten, knave of trumps,

lie at once declares royal marriage (40) ;
four king.s (80) ; four

queen.s (60) ;
and sequence (250) ;

and scores in all, 430. Again :

ace of spades is turned un. and ace of hearts is led. The second player

has two ojien aces, ana wins the ace of hearts with the .seven of

trumps and exchanges. He scores for the exchange. 10; for the

ace of hearts, 10 ;
lor the ace of spades, 10 ; and adds the aces to

his open cards, and scores too for aces
;

in all, 130. If a declaration

or part of a compound declaration is omitted, and the winner of tin-

trick draws again, he cannot amend his score.

The ordinary rule holds that a second declaration cannot lx‘ made
of a card already declared in the same class. Thus : a queen once
married cannot be married again : a fifth king add€*d to ft)ur already

declared does not entitle to another score lor kings. The funda-

mental point to be borne in mind is, that no declaration can be
effected by means of cards held in the hand. I'hus : A having

three open queens and a queen in hand cannot add it to hi.s

open card.s. lie must win another trick containing a cpieen, when
he can declare queens. Declarations continue during the play of

the last eight tricks just the same as during the play of the other

cards.

Puhienn Bezique. -Four packs are u.sed. Niue cards are dealt by
tliree to each player. The rules of PoH-ih bezique bold good in regard

to dealing, leading, playing to lead, drawing and declaring ;
but a

player who receives a hand containing no picture-card (king, queen,

or knave) scores 50 for carte blanche, which he shows. If he does

not draw a pictuiv-card, he can again score for carte blanche. The
trump suit is derided by the first sequence or marriage declared.

As lour packs are used, triple and quadru]dc bfizique may be made.
Triple bezi(]ue counts 1500, quadruple 4300. Tricks are left face

upwards till a hrisque (ace or ten) is played, when the winner takes

afi the played cards and puts them in a heap
;

their only value is the

value of the hrisques, which are only counted W'hen the scores are very

( lose ;
then they are used to decide the game. They may be counted

during the play, provided thft-e are not more than twelve cards in

the stock. Declarations can only be made alter winning a trick and
hefore drawing. In addition to the ordinary bezique declarations,

.sequence, counting 150. can be made in plain suits. Declared cards,

except carte blanche] remain on the table. If the holder of carte

blanche hold four aces and wins the first trick, he can declare his

aces. With the exceptions already made, the scort*s for declarations

arc the same as at ordinary W-zique. Declaration is not compulsory.

Cards led or plavt*d cattnot be declared. There are three classes of

declarations, their order being (i) marriage and sequence, (2) bezique,

(3) fours. A card once declared can be used for a second declaration,

but only in an ecjual or superior class. If a card of a declared com-

bination be played to a trick, another card •of the same rank may
be used to form a second similar comliination ; e.g. if aces be dt»clared

and one of them be played by the jilaying of a litth acc, aces can be
declared again. If a player has a chance of a double declaration he
can declare both, but can only score one at the time. As in other
variations oi bf*zique he announces, say, “ forty, and twenty to

score.” He should repeat, ” Twenty to score,” alter every trick,

until he can legally score it. but if he plays a card of the combination
he cannot score the ])oints. To the last nine tricks, after the stock

is exhausted, the second player must follow suit and win the trick

by trumiiing or over-playing, if he can. The winner of the odd trick

scores 50. The ganu- consists of one deal. In reckoning the score all

fractions of 100 are neglected
;

the winner .scores 300 for game in

addition to the difference between his own points and his opj^onent’.s.

The loser is “ rubiconed ” if he does not score 1000 points, m which
case the wuiiner adds the loser’s points to his own, takes 300 for

brisques and icxio for game, but the loser may claim his hrisques to

.save a rubicon, though they are not reckoned among his points.

If a rubiconed player has scored less than 100 the opptmenl counts
the score as uxi.

BEZWADA, a town of British India, in the Kistna dLslrict of

Madras, on the left bank of the river Kistna, at the head of its

delta. Pop. (iqoi) 24,224. Here arc the headquarters of the

Kistna canal system, which irrigates more than 500,000 acres,

and also provides navigation throughout the delta. The anicut

or dam at Bezwada, begun in 1852, consists of a mass of rubble,

fronted with masonry, 1240 yds. long. Here also is the central

junction of the East Coast railway from Madras to Calcutta,

267 m. from Madras, where one branch line comes down from

the Warangal coalfield in the Nizam’s Dominions and another

from Beilary on the Southern Mahratta line. Ancient cuttings

on the hills west of Bezwada have been held by some to mark
the .site of a Buddhist monastery ; by others they are considered

to have been quarries. At Undavalle to the south arc some

noted cave-shrines.

BHAGALPUR, a city of British India, in the Behar pnn ince

of Bengal, which gives its name to a district and to a division ;

situated on the right bank of the Ganges, 265 m. from C alcutta.

It is a station on the East Indian railway. Pop. (1901) 75 *7^^'

showing an increase of q the decade. I'hc chief educational

institution is the Tejnarayan Jubilee college (1887), supported

almost entirely by fees. Adjacent to the town arc the two

Augustus Cleveland monuments, one erected by govemmcnl,
and the other by the Hindus, to the memory of the civilian, who,

as collector of Bhagalpur at the end of the 18th centur)’, ** by

conciliation, confidence and benevolence, attempted and

accomplished the entire subjection of the lawless and savage

inhabitants of the Jungleterry of Hajmahal.’’

The Di.strkt of Bhagalpur stretches across both batiks of

the Ganges. It has an area of 4226 sq. m. In 1901 the

population was 2,088,953, showing an increase of 3 % in the

decade. Bhagalpur is a long and narrow district, divided into

two unequal parts by the river (langes. In the southern portion

of the district the scenery in parts of the hill-ranges and the

highlands which connect them is very beautiful. The hills are

of primary formation, with fine masses of contorted gneiss. The

ground is broken up into picturesque gorges and deep ravines,

and the whole is covered with fine forest trees and a rich under-

growth. Within this portion also lie the lowlands of Bhagalpur,

fertile, well planted, well watered, and highly cultivated. The
country north of the Ganges is level, but beautifully diversified

with trees and verdure. Three fine rivers flow through the

district—the Ganges, Kusi and Ghagri. The Ganges runs a

course of 60 m. through Bhagalpur, is navigable all the year

round, and has an average width of 3 m. The Kusi rises

in the Himalayas and falls into the Ganges near Colgong within

Bhagalpur. It is a fine stream, navigable up to the foot of the

hills, and receives the Ghagri 8 m. above its debouchure.

In the early days of British administration the hill people,

the Nats and Santals, gave much trouble. They were the

original inhabitants of the country whom the Aryan conquerors

had driven back into the barren hills and unhealthy forests.

This they avenged from generation to generation by plundering

and ravaging the plains. The efforts to subdue or restrain these

marauders proved fruitless, till Augustus Cleveland won them by

mild measures, and successfully made over the protection of the
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district to the very hill people who a few years before had been

its scourge. Rice, wheat, barley, oats, Indian corn, various kinds

of millet, pulses, oil-seeds, tobacco, cotton, indigo, opium, flax

and hemp and sugar-cane, are the principal agricultural products

of Bhagalpur district. The jungles afford good pasturage in the

hot weather, and abound in lac, silk cocoons, cate('hu, resin and
the mahud fruit, which is both used as fruit and for the manu-
facture of spirits. Lead ores (chiefly argentiferous galena) and
building stone are found, and iron ore is distributed over the

hilly country. Attempts made to work the galena in 1878-1879

and 1900 were abandoned, and the iron ore is little worked.

CJold is washed from the river sand in small particles.

The climate of Bhagalpur partakes of the character both of the

deltaic districts of Bengd and of the districts of Behar, between

which it is situated. The hot season sets in about the end of

March and continues till the beginning of June, the temperature

at this time rising as high as 1 1 o'* Fahr. The rains usually begin at

the end of June and last till the middle of September ; average

annual rainfall, 55 in. The cold season commences at the begin-

ning of November and lasts till March. During December and

January the temperature falls as low as 41° Pahr. The average

annual temperature is 78“. Bhagalpurformed a part (^f theancient

Sanskrit kingdom of Anga. In later times it was included in the

powerful Hindu kingdom of Magadha or Behar, and in the 7th

century a.d. it was an independent state, with the city of (.’hampa

for its capital. It afterwards formed a part of the Mahommedun
kingdom of Claur, and was subsequently subjugated by Akbar,

who declared it to be a part of the Delhi empire. Bhagalpur

passed to the East India Company by the grant of the emperor

Shah Alam in 1765.

There are indigo factories, and other industries include the

weaving of tu.ssur silk and the making of coarse glass. A large

trade is carried on by rail and river with Lower Bengal. The
tract south of the Ganges is traversed by the loop-line of the

East Indian railway, and there is also a railway across the

northern tract.

'Fhe Division of BHAOALPrR stretches across the Ganges

from the Nopal frontier to the hills of Chota Nagpur. It com-
prises the five districts of Monghyr, Bhagalpur, Purnea, Dar-

jeeling, and the Santal Parganas. The total area is 19,776

sq. m.
;
and in 1901 the population was 8,01)1,40!;.

BHAMO, a town and district of Burma. The town was in

ancient times the capital of the Shan state of Manmaw, later the

seat of a Burmese governor. It is now the headqtiarters of a

district in the Mandalay division of Upper Burma (Chinese

frontier). It is situated about 300 m. up the river from Mandalay.

It is the highest station on the Irrawaildy held by British troops,

and the nearest point on the river to the Chinese frontier. In

1901 it contained 10,734 inhabitants, of whom a considerable

number were Chinamen, natives of India and Shan-Chinese.

It stretches for a distance of nearly 4 m. along the Irrawaddy

bank in a series of small villages, transformed into (juarters of the

town, but the town proper is confined mainly to the one high

ridge of land running at right angles to the river. The surface

of the ground is much cut up by ravines which fill and dry up
according to the rise and fall of the river. When the Irrawaddy
is at its height the lower portion of the town is flooded, and the

country all round is a sheet of water, but usually for no very

long time. Here or hereabouts has long been the terminus of

a great deal of the land commerce from China. For years

after its annexation by Great Britain in 1885 the trade routes

were unsafe owing to attacks from Kachins. These have now
ceased, and the roads, which were mere bridle-tracks, have

been greatly improved. The two chief are the so-called Santa

and Ponlaing route, through Manyiin (Manwaing) and Nantien

to Momein, and the southern or Sawadi route by way of Namh-
kam. Cart roads are now being constructed on both routes, and

that south of the Taiping river could easily be continued through

Manyim to Momein if the C'hinese should beinduced toco-operate.

There is a fairly large military garrison in Bhamo distributed

between two forts to the north and east of the town. There are

in general stationed here a native regiment, two sections of
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a battery and the wing of a Eurppean regiment. Besides the

barracks there are a circuit house, dak bungalow, courthouse,

and post and telegraph offices. There is a branch railway from

Myitkyina to Katha, whence there is daily communication by
river to Bhamo.
The District of Bhamo lies wholly in the basin of the Irra-

waddy, which, as well as its tribiimries, runs through the heart of

it. On the east of the river is the Shan plateau, running almost

due north and south. West of the Irrawaddy there is a regular

series of ranges, enclosing the l^sins of the Kaukkwe, Mosit,

Indaw and other streams, down whi('h much timber is floated.

Beyond the Kaukkwe there is a ridge of hills, which starts at

Leka, near Mogaung, and diverges to the south, the eastern

ridge dividing the Kaukkwe from the Mosit, and the western

forming the eastern watershed of the Nam Vin and running

.south into Katha. It is an offshoot from the latter of these

ridges that forms the third defile of the Irrawaddy between

Bhamo and Sinbo. 'J'he district covers an area ol 4146 sq. ra., and

the population in 1901 was 79,515. It is mainly composed of

Shan-Burmese and Kachins. The Shan-Burmesc inhabit the

valleys and alluvial plains on each side of the river. The Kachins,

who probably came from the sub-regions of the Himalayas,
occupy the hills throughout the district. There are also settle-

ments of Shans, Shan-('hinese, Chinese and Assamese. There are

extensive fisheries in the Shwegu and Mo-hnyin circles, and in the

Indaw, a chain of lakes just behind the Mosit, opjjosite .Shwegu.

The district abounds in rich teak forests, and there are reserves

representing 60,000 acres of leak plantation. The whole of the

country along the banks of the Irrawaddy, the Mole, Taiping

and Kaukkwe, is generally in a water-logged condition during

the rains. The climate in the district is therefore decidedly

malarious, especially at the beginning and end of the rains. From
November to March there is \’ery bracing cold weather. The
highest temperatures range a few degrees over ioo“ F. up to 106“*,

and the lowest a few degrees under 40“. The average maximum
for the year is about 87^*, the average minimum about 62'’. The
rainfall averages 72 in. a year. (j. G. .Sc.)

BHANDARA, a town and district of British India, in Uic

Nagpur division of the Central l*rovinces. The town (pop. in

1901, 14,023) is situated on the left bank of the river Wainganga,

7 m. from a station on the Bengal-Nagpur railway. It has
considerable manufactures of cotton cloth and brass-ware, and
a first-grade middle school, with a library.

The District of Bhanpaka has an areanjf 3965 sq. m. In

1901 the population was 663,062, showing a decrease of 11 %
since 1891 compared with an increase of 8 % in the preceding

decade. The district is bounded on the N., N.E. and E. by
lofty hills, inhabited by Gonds and other aboriginal tribes,

while the W. and N.W. are comparatively open. Small branches

of the Satpura range make their way into the interior of the

district. The Ambagarh or Sendurjhari hills, which skirt the

south of the Chandpur pargana, have an average height of

between 300 and 400 ft. al.M)ve the level of the plain. The
other elevated tracts arc the Balahi hills, the Kanheri hills and
the Nawegaon hills. The M^ainganga is the principal river in

the district, and the only stream that does not dry up in the hot
weather,—its affluents within the district being the Bawanthari,

Bagh, Kanhan and Chulban. lliere are 3648 small lakes and
tanks in Bhandara district, whence it is called the “ lake region

of Nagpur ”
;

they afford ample means of irrigation. More
than one-third of the district lies under jungle, which yields

gum, medicinal fruit and nuts, edible fruits, lac, honey and the

blossoms of the mahud tree {Bas^a latifolia), which are eaten
by the poorer cla.sses, and used for the manufacture of a kind
of spirit. Tigers, panthers, deer, wild hogs and other wild
animals abound in the forests, and during the rainy season
many deaths occur from snake-bites. Iron is the chief mineral
product. Gold is also found in the bed of the Sone river.

Laterite, shale and sandstone occur all over the district. Native
cloth, brass wares, pot-stone wares, cartwheels, straw and reed
baskets, and a small quantity of silk, form the only manufactures.
The principal crops are rice, wheat, millet, other food-grains,
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pulso, linseed, and a little sugar-cane. The district is traversed

by the main road from Nagpur to the east, and also by the

Bengal-Nagpur railway. It suffered in the famine of 1896' 1897,
and yet more severely in 1900.

Bhandara district contains 25 semi-independent chiefships.

These little states are exempted from the revenue system,

and only pay a light tribute. Their territory, however, is

included within the returns of area and population above given.

The climate of Bhandara is unhealthy, *^the prevailing diseases

being fever, small-pox and cholera. Nothing is known of the

early history of the district. Tradition says that at a remote
period a tribe of men. called the (iaulis or (iaulars, overran and
conquered it. At the end of the 17 th century it belonged to

the Gond raja of Deogarh. In 1743 it was conquered by the

Mahrattas, who governed it till 1853, when it lapsed to the

British government, the raja of Nagpur having died without
an heir.

BHANGf an Hast Indian name for the hemp plant, Cannabis
saliva (see Hemp), but applied .specially to the leaves dried and
prepared for use as a narcotic drug. In India the products of

the plant for use as a narcotic and intoxicant are recognized

under the three names and forms of Bhang, Gunja or Ganja,
and Chumis or Charas. Bhang consists of the larger leaves

and capsules of the plant on which an efflorescence of resinous

matter has occurred. The lea\'es are in broken and partly

agglutinated pieces, having a dark-green colour and a heavy
but not unpleasant smell. Bhang is used in India for smoking,
with or without tobacco

;
it is prepared in the form of a cake

or manjan, and it is made into an intoxicating beverage by
infusing in cold water and straining. Gunja is the flowering

or fruit-bearing tops of the female plants. It is gathered in

stalks of several inches in length, the tops of which form a matted
mass, from the agglutination of flowers, seeds and leaflets by
the abundant resinous exudation which coats them. Churrus
is the crude resinous substance separated from the plant. The
use of preparations of hemp among the Mussulman and Hindu
population of India is very general ; and the habit also obtains

among the population of central Asia, the Arabs and Egyptians,

extending even to the negroes of the valley of the Zambezi and
the Hottentots of South Africa. The habit appears to date from
ver>’ remote times, for Herodotus says of the Scythians, that

they creep inside huts and throw hemp seeds on hoi stones.

BHARARAT, or Barhut, a village in the small state of

Nagod in India, lying about 24° 15' N. by 80*^ 45' E., about
120 m. S.W. of Allahabad. General A. Cunningham discovered

there in 1873 the remains of a stu/nt (i.e. a burial mound over

the ashes of some distinguished person) which were excavated,

in 1874, by his assistant, J. D. Beglar, The results showed
that it must have been one of the most imposing and handsome
in India

;
and it is especially important now from the large

number of inscriptions found upon it. 'rhe ancient name of

the place has not been yet traced, but it must have been a

considerable city and its site lay on the high road between the

ancient capitals of UjjenT and KosfimbT. The stupa was circular,

70 ft. in diameter and 42 ft. high. It was surrounded by a
stone railing 100 ft. in diameter, so that between railing and
stupa there was an open circle round which visitors could walk ;

and the whole stood towards the east side of a paved quadrangle

about 300 ft. by 320 ft., surrounded by a stone wall. On the

top of the stupa was an ornament shaped like the letter T, and
as the base of the stiipa was above the quadrangle, the total

height of the monument was between 50 and 60 ft. But its

main interest, to us, lies in tl^ railing. This consisted of eighty

square pillars, 7 ft. i in. in height, connected by cross-bars about
I ft. broad. Both pillars and cross-bars were elaborately

carved in bas-relief, and most of them bore inscriptions giving

either the name of the donor, or the subject of the bas-relief,

or both. There were four entrances through the railing, facing

the cardinal points, and each one protected by the railing coming
out at right angles, and then turning back across it in the shape
of the letter L . This gave thewhole ground plan of the monument,
and no doubt designedly so, the shape of a gigantic swastika

\

(i.e, a symbol of good fortune). By the forms of the letters of the
inscriptions, and by the architectural details, the age of the
monument has been approximately fixed in the 3rd century b.c.

The bas-reliefs give us invaluable evidence of the literature, and
also of the clothing, buildings and other details of the social

conditions of the peoples of Buddhist India at that period.

The subjects are taken from the Buddhist sacred books, more
especially from the accounts given in them of the life of the

Buddha in his last or in his previous births. Unfortunately,

only about half the pillars, and about one-third of the cross-

bars have been recovered. When the stupa was discovered

the villagers had already airried off the greater part of the

monument to build their cottages with the stones and bricks of

it. The process has gone on till now nothing is left except
what General Cunningham found and re.scued and carried off to

Calcutta. Even the mere money valuta of the lost pieces must
be immense, and among them is the central relic box, which
would have told us in whose honour the monument was
put up.

Sec A. Cunninf^ham, The Stupa of Rharhui (London, 1870) ; T. W.
Rhys Davids, Ruddhist India (London. 190;^). (T. W. R. D.)

BHARAL, the Tatar name for the “ blue sheep ” Ovis (Pseu-

dois) nahura, of Ladak and Tibet. The general colour is blue-

grey with black points ” and white markings and belly ; and
the horns of the rams are olive-brown and nearly smooth, with

a characteristic backward curvature. In the absence of face-

glands, as well as in certain other teatures, the bharal serves to

connect more typical sheep {q.v.) with goats,

BHARATPUR, or Bhitrtpore, a native state of India,

in the Rajputiina agency. Its area covers 1982 sq. m. The
country is generally level, about 700 ft. above the sea. Small

detached hills, rising to 200 ft. in height, occur, especially in the

northern part. These hills contain good liuilding stone for orna-

mental architecture, and in some of them iron ore is abundant.
The Banganga is the only river which flows through the state.

It takes its rise at Manoharpur in the territor>^ of Jaipur, and
flowing eastward passes through the heart of the Bharatpur state,

and joins the Jamna below Agra.

BWatpur ro.se into importance under Suraj Mall, who bore a
conspicuous part in the destruction of the Delhi empire. Having
built the. forts of Dig and Kumbher in 1730, he received in 1756
the title of raja, and subsequently joined the great Mahratta
army with 30,000 troops. But the misconduct of the Mahratta
leader induced him to abandon the confederacy, just in time to

escape the murderous defeat at Panipat. Suraj Mall rai.scd the

Jat power to its highest point; and Colonel Dow, in 1770, esti-

mated the raja’s revenue (perhaps extravagantly) at £2,000,000

and his military force at 60,000 or 70,000 men. In 1803 the

East India Company concluded a treaty, offensive and defensive,

with Bharatpur. In 1804, however, the raja assisted the

Mahrattas against the British. I'he English under l/^rd Lake
captured the fort of Dig and besieged Bharatpur, but were
compelled to raise the siege after four attempts at storming.

A treaty, concluded on the 17th of April 1805, guaranteed the

raja’s territory
; but he t)ecame bound to pay £200,000 as

indemnity to the East India Company. A dispute as to the right

of the succession again led to a war in 1825, and Lord Combermere
captured Bharatpur with a besieging force of 20,000 men, after

a desperate resistance, on the i8th of January 1826. The
fortifications were dismantled, the hostile chief hieing deported

to Benares, and an infant son of the former raja installed under
a treaty favourable to the company. In 1853 the Bharatpur
ruler died, leaving a minor heir. The state came under British

management, and the administration was improved, the revenue
increased, a system of irrigation developed, new tanks and wells

constructed and an excellent system of roads and public buildings

oiganized. Owing to the hot winds blowing from Rajputana,
the climate of Bharatpur is extremely sultry till the setting in of

the periodical rains.

In 1901 the population was 626,665, a decrease of 2 %. The
estimated revenue is £180,000. The maharaja Ram Singh, who
succeeded his father in 1893, was deprived of power of government
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in 1895 on the grourfd of intemperate conduct

;
and in 1900

was finally deposed for the murder of one of his personal attend-

ants. He was succeeded by his infant son Kishen Singh.

During his minority the administration was undertaken by a
native minister, together with a state council, under the general

superintendence of the political agent. Imperial service cavalry

are maintained. Tlie state is traversed for about 40 m, by
the Rajputana railway.

The City of Bharatpur is 34 m. W. of Agra by rail. The
population in 1901 was 43,601, showing a decrease of over 23,000

in the decade. The immense mud ramparts still stand. It has

a handsome palace, a new hospital and a high school. There

are special manufactures of chauris, or flappers, with handles

of sandalwood, ivory or silver, and tails also made of strips of

ivory or sandalwood as fine as horse-hair.

BHATtlAON, a town of Nepal, 8 m. from Khatmandu. It

is a celebrated place of Hindu superstition, tlie favourite residence

of the Brahmans of Nepal, and contains more families of that

order than either Khatmandu or Patan. It has a population

of about 30,000, and its palace and buildings generally are of

a more striking appearance tlian in other Nepalese towns. The
town is said to possess many Sanskrit libraries.

BHATTIANA, a tract of country in the Punjab province of

India, covering the Ghaggar valley from Fatehabad in the

district of Hissar to Bliatnair in Bikanir. It derives its name
from the Bhattis, a wild Rajput clan, who held the country

lying between Hariana, Bikanir and Bahawalpur. It skirts

the borders of the great sandy desert, and only contains a small

and scattered population. This tract was ravaged by Timur
in his invasion of India

; and in 1795 paid a nominal allegiance

to George Thomas, the adventurer of Hariana. After tlic

victories of Lord Lake in 1803 it passed with the rest of the

Delhi territory under British rule, but was not settled until 1810.

A district of Bhattiana was formed in 1837, but in 1858 it was
merged in the Sirsa district, which was divided up in 1884.

The Bhattis number some 350,000, and are a fine tall race,

making capital soldiers.

BHAU DAJl (Ramkkisiina Vithal) (1822-1874), Hindu
physician of Bomliay, Sanskrit scholar and antiquary, was born

in 1822 at the village of Manjare, in the native state of Sawant-
wari, of humble parents dealing in clay dolls. Dr Bhau’s career

is a striking instance of great results arising from small accidents.

An Englishman noticing his cleverness at chess induced his

father to give the boy an JEnglish education. Accordingly Bhau
was brought to Bombay and was educated at the Elphinstone

Institution. He relieved his father of the cost of his education

by winning many prizes and scholarships, and on his father's

death two years later he cheerfully undertook the burden of

supporting his mother and a brother (Narayen), who also in

after-life became a distinguished physician and surgeon. About
this time he gained a prize for an essay on infanticide, and was
appointed a teacher in the Elpliinstone Institution. He began
to devote his time to the study of Indian antiquities, deciphering

inscriptions and ascertaining the dates and history of ancient

Sanskrit authors. He then studied at the Grant Medical College,

and was one of the first batch who graduated there in 1850.

In 1851 he set up as a medical practitioner in Bombay, where
his success was so great that he soon made a fortune. He studied

the Sanskrit literature of medicine, and also tested the value

of drugs to which the ancient Hindus ascribed marvellous

powers, among other pathological subjects of historical interest

investigating that of leprosy. Being an ardent promoter of

education, he was appointed a member of the board of education,

and was one of the original fellows of the university of Bombay.
As the first native present of the students’ literary and scientific

society, and the champion of the cause of female education,

a girls’ school was founded in his name, for which an endowment

was provided by his friends and admirers. In the political

progress of India he took a great and active interest, and the

Bombay Association and the Bombay branch of the East Indian

Association owe their existence to his ability and exertions.

Hie was twice chosen sheriff of Bombay, in 1869 and 1871,
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Various scientific societies in En|;land, France, Germany and
America conferred on him their membership. He contributed

numerous papers to the journal of the Bombay branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society. He found time to make a large collec-

tion of rare ancient Sanskrit manuscripts at great cost and
trouble. He died in May 1874. His brother. Dr Narayen
Daji (who helped him to set up the charitable dispensary in

Bombay), did not long survive him. Dr Bhau was a man
of the most simple and amiable character and manners

;
his

kindness and sympathy towards the poor and distressed

were unbounded, and endeared his memory among the Hindus
of Bombay. (N. B. w.)

BHAUNAGAR, or Bhavnagar, a native state of India in the

Kathiawar agency, Bombay. Its area covers 2860 sq. m. In

1901 the population was 412,664, showing a decrease of 12 %
in the decade

;
the estimated revenue is £255,800, and the tribute

£10,300. The chief, whose title is thakur sahib, is head of the

famous clan of the Gohel Rajputs of Kathiawar. The enlightened

system of administration formed during the rule of the thakor

sahib maharaja Sir 'I'akhtsinghji Jaswatsinghji, G.C.S.L, was
continued with admirable results under the personal supervision

of his son, the maharaja Bliausinghji, K.C.S.I. (b. 1875),

forms a model for other native states. The Gohel Rajputs are

said to have settled in the district about 1260. Bhaunagar

suffered terribly from the famine of 1899-1900. About 60 m. of

the Bhaunagar-Gondal railway run through the state, with its

terminus at the town of Bhaunagar, which is the principal port.

The town of Bhaunagar is situated on the west coast of the gulf

of Cambay. The population in 1901 was 56,442. It is tlie chief

port in Katluawar, though only admitting vessels of small burden.

It was founded in 1723 by the thakor sahib Bhausinghji, after

whom it is named, in place of hft former capital, Sihor, which

was considered too exposed to the Mahratta power.

BHEBSTY (from the Persian bihisti, paradise), the Hindustani

name for a water carrier, the native who supplies water from a

pigskin or goat-skin bag.

BHERA, a town of British India, in the Shahpur district of the

Punjab, situated on the river Jhelum. Pop. (1901) 18,680. It is

the terminus of a branch of the North-Western railway. Jt is an

important centre of trade, with manufactures of cotton goods,

mqtal-work, carving, &c. Bhera was founded about 1540 on its

present site, but it took the place of a city on the opposite bank of

the river, of far greater antiquity, wliich was destroyed at this

period. »

BHUS, or Bheels (“ bowmen,” from Dravidian bil, a bow), a

Dravidian people of central India, probably aborigines of Marwar.

They live scattered over a great part of India. They are found

as far north as the Aravalli Hills, in Sind and Rajputana, as well

as Kliandesh and Ahmedabad. They are mentioned in Sanskrit

works, and it is thought that Ptolemy (vii. 1. 66) refers to them
as (“ leaf wearers ”), though this word might equally

apply to the Gonds. Expelled by the Aryans from tlie richer

lowlands, they are found to-day in greatest numbers on the hills

of central India. In many Rajput states the princes on succes-

sion have their foreheads marked with blood from the thumb or

toe of a Bhil. The Rajputs declare this a mark of Bhil allegiance,

but it is more probably a relic of days when the Bhils were a
power in India. The Bhils eagerly keep the practice alive, and
the right of giving tlie blood is hereditary in certain families.

The popular legend of the Bhil origin assigns them a semi-divine

birth, Mahadeva (Siva) having wedded an earth maiden who
bore him children, the ugliest of whom killed his father’s bull and
was banished to the mountains. The Bhils of to-day claim to be
his descendants. Under the MogJls the Bhils were submissive,

but they rebelled against the Mahrattas, who, being unable to

subdue them, treated them with the utmost cruelty. The race

became outlaws, and they have lived their present wild life ever

since. Their nomad habits and skill with their bows helped
them to maintain successfully the fight with their oppressors.

An unsuccessful attempt was made in 1818 by riie British to

conquer them. Milder measures were then tri^, and the Bhil

Agency was formed in 1825. The Bhil corps was then organized
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with a view to utilizing the^ excellent fighting qualities of the

tribesmen. This corps has done good service in gradually

reducing tlieir more lawless countrymen to habits of order, and
many Bhils are now settled in regular industries.

The pure Bhil is to-day much what he has always been, a

savage forest dweller. The J ihils are a stunted race, but well built,

active and strong, of a black colour, with high cheek-bones, wide
nostrils, broad noses and coarse features. Like all Dravidians
the hair is long and wavy. The lowland Bhils are not now
easily distinguisfied from the low-caste Hindus. Surgeon-major
T. H. Hendley writes :

—
“ The Bhil is an excellent woodman,

knows the shortest cuts over the hills : ('an walk the roughest

paths and climb the stee|>est crags without slipping or feeling

distressed. Though robl^ers, and timorous owing to ages of ill-

treatment, the men are brave when trusted, and very faithful.

History proves them always to have been faithful to their

nominal Rajput sovereigns, cspe('ially in their adversity. 'J'he

Bhil is a merry .soul, loving a jest.” The hill Bhils wear nothing

but a loin-cloth, their women a coarse robe ; lowland Bhils wear
turban, coat and waist-cloth. The Bhils have oaths none of

them will break. The most sacred is that sworn by a dog, the

Bhil praying tliat the curse of a dog mav fall on him if he breaks
his woreJ. Their cliief divinity is Hanuman, the monkey-god.
Offerings are made to the much-feared goddess of smallpox.

Stone worship is found among them, an(i some lowland Bhils

are Mo.slcms, while many have adopted Hinduism.
The Bhils ot pure blood number upwards of a nullion, and

there are some 200,000 Bhils of mixed descent.

Sec (lustiiv Oppurt, The Original Inhabitants of India (1893);
'J'. H. Hendley, “ Account of Manvar Bhils. ’’ in Bengal AsiatU
Journal, vol. 44 ; W. I. Sinclair in Indian A ntiquary, vol. iv. pp. 336-
338; Col. \V. Kincaid, “On *1110 Bliecl Trines "of the Vmdhvan
Range." Joxtr, Anthrop. Institute, vol. ix.

BHIMA (San.skrit, “ The Terrible ”), in Hindu mythology, a
hero, one of the Pandava prince.s w ho figure in the Mahabharata.
He was distinguished by his huge liody, strength and voracity.

BHIWANI, a town of British India, in the Hissar district of the
Punjal), 38 m. S.K. of Hissar towm by rail. Pop. (i<)oi) 35,917.
It is an impcirtant centre of trade with Rajputana, and has
factories for ginning and pressing cotton,and metal manufactures.
Its rise dates from 1817, when it was made a free market.
BHOPAL, a nati\'e state of India, in the central India agency.

Its area is 6902 .sq. m., and its population in igoi was 665,961,
showing a decrease of 30 in the decade. This seems to be in

part due to a difference in numeration, but the state suffered

heavily from famine in 1896- 1897 and 1899-igoo. Bhopal is

the principal Mussulman state in central India, ranking next
to Hyderabad among the Mahommedan states of India. The
surface of the country is uneven, being traversed by the Vindhya
ranges, a peak of which near Raysen is upwards of 2500 ft. above
sea-level. The general inclination of the country is towards the

north, in which direction most of the streams of the state flow,

while others, passing through the Vindhya ranges, flow to the

Nerbudda.

Bhopal state was founded in 1723 by Dost Mahommed Khan,
an Afghan adventurer. In 1778, when General Thomas Goddard
made his bold march across Inclia, the state of Bhopal was the

only Indian power that showed itself friendly
;
and in 1809 when

another British expedition under General Close appeared in the

same parts, the nawab of Bhopal petitioned earnestly but in vain
to be received under British protection. But in 1817, at the
outbreak of the Pindari War, a treaty of dependence was con-
cluded between the chief and the British government. Since
then Bhopal has been steadily loyal to the British government,
and during the Mutiny it rendered good services. The throne
has descended in the female line since 1844, when Sikandar
Begum became ruler. Succeeding begums have taken a great
interest in the work ot governing the state, which they carried on
with marked success. The sultan Jahan Begum, succeeded on
the death of her mother, Shah Jahan Begum, in June 1901,
being the only female ruler in India.

The estimated revenue of the state is £350,000, and the state

BHUTAN
pays a subsidy of £13,000 for the Bhopal *battalion. Besides the

Bhopal battalion, a regiment of imperial service cavalr)' is

maintained, under the name of the Victoria Lancers. There is a
branch railway from Itarsi to Bhopal city, continued to Jhansi.

The British currency has been introduced, and in iSqf-iSqS,
Ks. 71,00,000 of Bhopali coins were converted. The residence of

the political agent and the headquarters of the Bhopal battalion

are at Sehore, 20 m. west of Bhopal city. The city of Bhopal,

a railway station, had a population in 1901 of 76,561. The
palace, with its rock fortress, is called Fatehgarh. An excellent

watei-supply has been provided from two large artificial lakes.

I'here are two hospitals. There is an export trade in opium.
Bhopal Agency, an administrative section of central India,

takes its name from the state of Bhopal, which is included in it.

The Bhopal agency is administered by the agent to the governor’

general in central India. Its area is 11,653
population in 1901 was 1,157,(>97. It was created in 1818. In
1900 this district suffered severely from famine owing to the com-
plete failure of the monsoon, and the cultivated area decreased

by 50 or 60 % ;
but, on the whole, trade has improved of late

years owing to the new railwa\'s, which have stimulated
commerce and created fresh centres of industry.

BHOPAWAR, an agency in central India. It consists of the

Dhar and Barwani states, three minor states, Ali Raj pur, Jliabua

and Jobat, and a number of di.stricts and estates. lt« total area

is 7684 sq. m., and its population on this area in 1901 was
547,546. But in 1901 and 1904 certain districts were transferred

from this agency to the Indore residency, created in 1899, and
the area of Bhopawar w'as thus reduced by 3283 sq. m. The
chief towns are Dhar (pop. 17.792), Barwani (6277) and Kukshi
(.Woi)-

BHOR, a native state of India, in the Poona j)olitical agency,

Bombay, forming one of the Satara Jagirs ; situated among the

higher peaks of the Western Ghats. Its area covers 925 sq. m.
The population in 1901 was 137,268, showing a decrease of 12 %
in the decade

;
the estimate(i gro.ss revenue is £21,437 5

tribute, £310. The chief, whose title is pant sachiv, is a Brahman
by caste. The town of Bhor is 25 m. south of Poona. In 1901
the population was 4178. The Bhor Ghat, on the northern
border of the state, has always l>een the main pass over the

Western Ghats, or means of communication between the sea-

coast and the Deccan. Since i86t it has been traversed by the

main line of the Great Indian Peninsula railway.

BHUJ, a town of India, the capital of the native state of Kach,
in the Gujarat division of Bombay, situated at the base of a
fortified hill. Pop. (1901) 26,362. It contains some interesting

examples of architecture of the middle of the i6th century and
later

;
it was a place sacred to the snake-god Bhujanga.

BHUTAN^ an independent kingdom in the Eastern Himalayas,
lying between the Brahmaputra and the southern face of the

mountains. It is under various commercial and other arrange-

ments with the government of India, from whom it receives

an annual subsidy of £3333. It is Ixiunded on the N. by Tibet

;

on the E. by a tract inhabited by various uncivilized inde-

pendent mountain tribes
; on the S. by the British province of

Assam, and the district of Jalpaiguri ; and on the W. by the

independent native state of Sikkim. The whole of Bhutan
presents a succession of lofty and rugged mountains abounding
in picturesque and sublime scenery. This alpine region sends

out numerous rivers in a southerly direction, which, forcing their

passage through narrow defiles, and precipitated in cataracts

over the precipices, eventually pour themselves into the Brah-
maputra. Of the rivers traversing Bhutan, the most considerable

is the Manas, flowing in its progress to the Brahmaputra under
the walls of Tasgaon, below which it is unfordable. At the foot

of Tasgacm Hill it is crossed by a suspension bridge. The other

principal rivers are the Machu, Tchinchu, Torsha, Manchi and
Dharla. Information respecting the country accumulates but
slowly. In 1863 Captain Godwin Austen accompanied Sir

Ashley Eden’s mission to the court of the Deb raja, and made
a survey of the route to Punakha. There has also l^en a certain

amount of geographical sketching combined with trigonometrical
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observations

;
and tliere are the route surveys of native

explorers. In 1887-1888 two native Indian explorers “ R. N.*’

and P. A. ” traversed a part of Western lihutan, but were

forced to retire owing to the disturbed state of the districts.

They re-entered the country on the east from Dewangiri. Here
they explored the Kuru, or Lhobrak Chu, which proves to be

the largest river in Bhutan. It drains the tract between the

Yamdok Tso and Tigu lakes, and is fed by the glaciers of the

Kulha Kangri and other great ranges. The Lhobrak was finally

identified with the Manas river, a geographical discovery of

some importance. A previously unknown tribe, the Chingmis,

were discovered in Eastern Bhutan, who are socially on a higher

level than the Bhutias, and differ from them cliiefly in the

matter of wearing pigtails. Some excellent survey work was
done in Bhutan by a native surveyor during the progress of

the Tibetan Expedition in 1904. The Monla Kachung pass

(17,500 ft.), by which “ R. N.” crossed into Tibet, is nearly on
the meridian of Gualpara, and is one of the most important

passes between Bhutan and Tibet. East of Bhutan, amongst
the semi-independent hill states which sometimes own allegiance

to 'fibet and sometimes assert complete freedom from all

authority, the geographical puzzle of the course of the Tsanpo, the

great river of Tibet, has been solved by the researches of Captiun

ilarman, and the explorations of the native surveyor “ K. P.”

The Tsanpo has been definitely ascertained to be the same
river as the Brahmaputra. The tracts inhabited by the

alwriginal tribes entitled Lo Nakpo, Lo Karpo and Lo Tawa
(“ Lo signifies “ barbarous ” in Tibetan), are described as a
pleasant country; the lands on either sidcof the Tsanpo being well

cultivated and planted with mangoes, plantains and oranges.

Nothing is known certainly about the area and population

of Bhutan, the former being estimated at 16,800 sq. m. At
the head of the Bhutan government there are nominally two
supreme authorities, the Dhann raja, the spiritual head, and the

Deb raja, the temporal ruler. Recently official correspondence

has been written in the name of the Dharm raja, but it is not

known whether this change really signifies an)lhing. To aid

these rajas in administering the country, there is a council of

permanent ministers, called the Lenehen. Practically, how-
e\'cr, there is no government at all. Subordinate oOicers and
rapacious governors of forts wield all the power of the state,

and tyranny, oppression and anarchy reign over the whole
country. 'I'he Dliarm raja succeeds as an incarnation of the

deity. On the death of a Dharm raja a year or two elapses, and
the new incarnation then reappears in the shape of a child who
generally happens to be born in the family of a principal officer.

The child establishes his identity by recognizing the cooking

utensils, &c., of the late l^harm raja
;

he is then trained in a

monastery, and on attaining his majority is recognized as raja,

though he exercises no more real authority in his majority than

he did in his infancy. The Deb raja is in theory elected by the

council. In practice he is merely the nominee of whichever of

the two governors of East and West Bhutan happens for the time

to lie the more powerful. The people are industrious, and devote

themselves to agriculture, but from the geological structure of

the country, and from the insecurity of property, regular hus-

bandry is limited to comparatively few spots. The people are

oppressed and poor. “ Nothing that a Bhutia possesses is his

own,” wrote the British envoy in 1864 ;
“ he is at all times

liable to lose it if it attracts the cupidity of any one more power-

ful than himself. The lower classes, whether villagers or public

servants, are little better than the slaves of higher officials.

In regard to them no rights of property are observed, and they

have at once to surrender anything that is demanded of them.

There never was, I fancy, a country in which the doctrine of

* might is right ’ formed more completely the whole and sole

law and custom of the land than it does in Bhutan. No official

receives a salary
;

he has certain districts made over to him,

and he may |jet what he can out of them
;
a certain portion of

his gains he is compelled to send to the durbar
;
and the more

he extorts and the more he sends to his superior, the longer his

tenure of office is Hkcly to be.”

Physically the Bhutias are a fii^e race, although dirty in their

habits and persons. Their food consists of meat, chiefly pork,

turnips, rice, barley-meal and tea made from the brick-tea of

China. Their favourite drink is chmxg, distilled from rice or

barley and millet, and Marwd, beer made from fermented

millet. A loose woollen coat reaching to the knees, and bound
round the waist by a thick fold of cotton cloth, forms the dress

of the men
;
the women's dress is a long cloak with loose .sleeves.

The houses of the Bhutias are of three and four store} s
;
all the

floors are neatly boarded with deal
;
and on two sides of the

house is a verandah ornamented with carved work generally

painted. I'he Bhutias are neat joiners, and their doors, windows
and panelling are perfect in their way. No iron-work is used ;

the doors open on ingenious wooden hinges. The appearance of

the houses is precisely that of Swiss chalets, picturesque and com-
fortable—the only drawback being a want of chimneys, which

the Bhutias do not know how to construct. The people nomin-

ally profess the Buddhist religion, but in reality their religious

exercises are confined to the propitiation of evil spirits, and the

mechanical recital of a few sacred sentences. Around the

cottages in the mountains the land is cleared for cultivation,

and produces thriving crops of barley, wheat, buckwheat, millet,

mustard, chillies, etc. Turnips of excellent quality are exten-

sively grown
;
they are free from fibre and remarkably sweet.

The wheat and barley have a full round grain, and the climate

is well adapted to the production of both European and Asiatic

vegetables. Potatoes have been introduced. Hie Bhutias

lay out their fields in a series of terraces cut out of the sides of

the hills : each terrace is riveted and supported by stone

embankments, sometimes 20 ft. high. Everv’ field is care-

fully fenced with pine branches, or protected by a stone wall.

A complete system of irrigation permeates the whole culti-

vated part of a village, the water being often brought from
a long distance by stone aqueducts. Bhutias do not care to

extend their cultivation, as an increased revenue is exacted in

proportion to the land cultivated, but devote their whole energies

to make the land yield twice what it is estimated to produce.

The forests of Bhutan alxiund in many varieties of stately trees.

Among them are the beech, ash, birch, maple, cypress and yew,

Kirs and pines cover the mountain heights
;
and below these,

but still at an elevation of eight or nine thousand feet, is a

zone of vegetation, consisting principally of oaks and rhodo-

dendrons. Hie cinnamon tree is also found. Some of the roots

and branches were examined by Captain Samuel Turner during

I

his journey to Tibet
;
but the plant being neither in blossom

nor bearing fruit, it was impossible to decide whether it was the

true cinnamon or an inferior kind of cassia. The leaf, how-
ever, correspondt*(l with the description given of the true

cinnamon by Linnaeus. Hie lower ranges of the hills

abound in animal life. Elephants are so numerous as to be

dangerous to travellers ; but tigers are not common, except

near the river I'ista, and in the dense reed jungle and forests

of the Dwars. Leopards abound in the Hah valley
; deer every-

where, some of them of a ver}^ large species. Hie musk deer

is found in the snows, and the barking deer on every

hill side. Wild hogs are met with even at great eleva-

tions. Large squirrels are common. Bears and rhinoceros are

also found. Pheasants, jungle fowls, pigeons and other small

game abound. The Bhutias are no sportsmen. They have a
superstitious objection to firing a gun, thinking that it offends

the deities of the woods and valleys, and brings down rain.

A species of horse, which seems indigenous to Bhutan, and is

used as a domestic animal, is c^led tdn^an, from Tangastan,
the general appellation of that assemblage of mountains which
constitutes the territory of Bhutan. It is peculiar to this tract,

not being found in any of the neighbouring countries of Assam,
Nepal, Tibet or Bengal, and unites in an eminent degree the

two qualities of strength and beauty. The tdngan horse usually

stands about thirteen hands high, is short-bodied, clean-limbed,

deep in the chest and extremely active, his colour usually

inclining to piebald. In so barren and rude a country the

manufacturing industr>’ of its people is, as might be expected,
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in a low stage, the few articles produced being all destined for

home consumption. These consist of coarse blankets and
cotton cloths made by the villagers inhabiting the southern

tract Leather, from the hide of the buffalo, imperfectly

tanned, furnishes tlie soles of snow boots. Circular bowls are

neatly turned from various woods. A small quantity of paper

is made from a plant described as the Daphne papyrijeta. Swords,

iron spears and arrow-heads, and a few copper caldrons,

fabricated from the metal obtained in the country, complete
the list of manufactures.

Trade connections are rather with Tibet than with India.

In 1901-1902 the value of the im|>ort and export trade with
British India amounted only 10 £57,000, The military resource.s

of the country are on an insignificant scale. Beyond the guards
for the defence of the various aistles, there is nothing like a
standing army. The total military force was estimated by the

British envoy in 1864 at 6000. The climate of Bhutan varies

according to the difference of elevation. At the time when the

inliabitants of Punakha (the winter residence of the rajas) are

afraid of exposing themselves to the blazing sun, those of Ghasa
experience all the rigour of winter, and are chilled by perpetual

snows. Yet these places are within sight of each otlier. The
rains descend in floods upon the heights ; but in the vicinity of

'I’asisudon, the capital, they are moderate
;

there are frequent

showers, but notliing tliat can be compared to the tropical rains

of Bengal. Owing to the great elevation and steepness of the

mountains, dreadful storms arise among the hollows, often

attended with fatal results.

History.—Bhutan formerly belonged to a tribe called by the
Bhutias Tephu, generally believed to have been the people of

Kuch Behar. About a.d. 1670 some Tibetan .soldiers subjugated
the Tephus, took possession of the country and settled down
in it. The relations of the British with Bhutan commenced in

J772, when the Bhutias invaded the principality of Kuch Behar,
a dependency of Bengal. 'J’he Kuch Behar Raja applied for aid,

and a force under Captain Jameswas despatched to Itis assistance;

the invaders were expelled and pursued into their own territories.

Upon the intercession of Teshu Lama, then regent of Tibet, a
treaty of peace was concluded in 1774 between the East Ini’a

Company and the ruler of Bhutan. In 1783 Captain S. lurncr
was deputed to Bhutan, with a view of promoting commercial
intercourse, but his mission proved unsuccessful. From this

period little intercourse took place with Bhutan, until the

occupation of Assam by the British in 1826. Jt was then
discovered that the Bhutias had usurped several tracts of low
land lying at the foot of the mountains, called the Dwar.s or

passes, and for the.se they agreed to pay a small tribute. They
failed to pay, however, and availed themselves of the command
of the passes to commit depredations within the British territory.

Captain R. B. Pemberton was accordingly deputed to Bhutan to

adjust the points of difference. But bis negotiations yielded no
deffnite result

;
and every other means of obtaining redress and

security proving unsuccessful, the Assam Dwars were wrested

from the Bhutias, and the British government consented to pay
to Bhutan a sum of £1000 per annum as compensation for the

resumption of their tenure, during the good behaviour of the

Bhutias. Continued outrages and aggressions were, however,
committed by the Bhutias on British subjects in Dwars.
Notwithstanding repeated remonstrances and threats, scarcely

a year passed without the occurrence of several raids in British

territory headed by Bhutia officials, in which they plundered the

inhabitants, massacred them, or carried them away as slaves.

In 2863 Sir Ashley Eden was sent as an envoy to Bhutan to

demand reparation for these otitrages. He did not succeed in his

mission
;

he was subjected to the grossest insults
;
and under

compulsion signed a treaty giving over the disputed territory to

BhuUn, and making other concessions which the Bhutan
government demanded. On Sir A. Eden’s return tiie viceroy
at once disavowed his treaty, sternly stopped the former allowance
for the i^sam Dwars, and demanded the immediate restoration
of all British subjects kidnapped during the last five years. The
Bhutias not complying with this demand, the governor-general

issued a proclamation, dated the 12th ofNovember 1864, which
the eleven Western or Bengal Dwars were forthwith incorporated

with the queen's Indian dominions. No resistance was at first

offered to the annexation
; but, suddenly, in January 1865,

Bhutias surprised the English garrison at Dewangiri, and the

post was abandoned with the loss of two mountain guns. Thi.s

disaster was soon retrieved by (icneral Sir Henry I’ombs, and the

Bhutias were compelled to sue for peace, which was concluded on
the mb of November 1865. The Bhutan government formally

ceded all the eighteen Dwars of Bengal and Assam, with the rest

of tlie territory taken from them, and agreed to liberate all

kidnapped British subjects. As the revenues of Bhutan mainly

depended on these Dwais, the British government, in return for

these concessions, undert^ to pay the Deb and Dharm rajas

annually, subject to the condition of their continued good
behaviour, an allowance beginning at £2500 and rising gradually

to the present figure. Since tliiit time the annexed territories

have settled down into peaceful and prosperous British districts.

The recent relations between the Indian government and Hliutan

have been satisfactory
;
and during the troubles with Tibet in 1904

the attitude of the Bhutias was perfectly correct and friendly.

See Report on Explorations in Sthkim, Bhutan and Tibet (iJeva
Dun. 1889) ;

Tanner, “ Our present Kn{)wledge of the Himalayas. '

R.G,S. Proceedings, vol. xiii. (T. H H.*)

BIANCHINl, FRANCESCO (1662-1729), Italian astronomer
and antiquary, was born of a noble family at Verona on the

13th of December 1662. In 1684 he went to Rome, and became
librarian to Girdinal Ottoboni, who, as Pope Alexander VII 1 ,

(1689), raised him to the offices of papal chamberlain and canon
of Santa Maria Maggiore. Clement XL sent him on a mission to

Paris in 1712, and employed him to form a museum of Christian

antiquities. He died at Rome on the 2nd of March 1729. A
paper by him on G. D. Cassini’s new method of parallaxes was
inserted in the Acta Ernditorum of Leipzig in 1685. He pub-
lished separately :

—

Jsioria Universale (Roma, 1697), only one
volume of which appeared; De Calendario et Cyclo Caesaris

(1703) ;
Hesperi el Phosphori nova Phaenomena (1729), in which

he asserted Venus to rotate in 24 j days
;
and (posthumously)

Asironomicae el Geo^raphirae Observaiiones Seleclae (1737) and
Opuscula Varia (1754).

Sec Foul fiU'lle'h " filoge ” {Minnoirc'^ dc I' lcad. de VHistoire, p. 102.
l^ris, 1720) ; Mazzolcni. vita di Francesco BiancMni (Verona,

1755) ; Tipaldo, Bxograpa degli Italiani Illustri, vii. 288 (Venezia,

1840) ; Mazzuchelli, Scrittori d' Italia ; Mallei, Verona Illustrata

p. 254, &c.

BIARRITZ, a watering-place of south-western France, in the
department of Basses-Pyr6n6es, on the sea-coast about 5 m.
W.S.W. of Bayonne. Pop. (1906) 13,629. From a mere fisliing

village, with a few hundred inhabitants in the beginning of the
19th century, Biarritz rose rapidly into a place of importance
under the patronage of the emperor Napoleon III. and the
empress Eugenie, with whom it was a favourite resort. The
town is situated on a promontory jutting north-west into the
Bay of Biscay and on the coast which extends on each side of it.

The beach to the north-east is known as the Grande Plage, that
to the south-west as the Cote des Basques. The Grande Plage is

more than half a mile long and stretches to the Cap St Martin, on
which stands a lighthouse. It is divided into two parts by a
small headland once the site of the villa of the empress ]i)ug^nie,

between which and the main promontory are the two casinos, the
principal baths and many luxurious villas and fine hoteb.
Towards the north-east the promontory of Biarritz ends in a pro-
jection known as the Atalaye, crowned by the ruins of a castle

and surrounded by rocky islets. Some of these are united to the
mainland and to each other by jetties which curve round so as to
form the Port de Refuge, a haven available only in fair weather.
South-west of the Atalaye lies the Port-Vieux, a sheltered cove
now used only as a bathing-place. The Port des Pecheurs, the
principal of the three harbours, is on the south-east side of the
Atalaye and is that most used by the fishermen of the town.
Apart from unimportant manufacture^ of pottery, chocolate, ike.,

fishing is the only industry
;
Biaxritz depends for its prosperity

on the visitors who are attracted by its mild climate and the
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bathing. The season *is almost continuous

;
in the winter the

English, in the summer Russians, Spaniards and French fill the

hotels of the town. Among its attractions is a golf club, estab-

lished in 1888, with a course of 18 holes.

BIAS of Friene in Ionia, one of the so-called Seven Sages of

Greece, son of Teutamus, flourished about 570 b.c. He was
famous for his patriotism, the nobility of his character and his

eloquence. A number of gnomes or aphorisms are attributed to

him, which may be found collected in F. W. A. Mullach, Ftasr
menta Philosophorum Graecorum (i860). He is said to have
written a poem on the best means of making Ionia prosperous.

His advice to its inhabitants, at the lime of the Persian invasion,

to migrate to Sardinia and there found a single pan-ionic city

(Herodotus i. 170), has generally been regarded as historical.

One much-quoted saying of his may be mentioned. When his

native town was besieged by the enemy, the inhabitants resolved

to escape with their most valuable belongings. One of them
seeing Bias without anything, advised him to follow the example

of the rest. “lam doing so,” stud he, “ for 1 carry all my belong-

ings with me ” {omnia mea mecum porio). He was honoured with

a splendid funeral, and a sanctuary called 'I'eutamium was
dedicated to him.

See Bcihren, lie Septem Sapientibus {18(0).

BIAS (from the Fr. hiais^ of unknown origin ; the derivation

from Lat. hifaxj two-faced, is wrong), something oblique or

slanting. The term is used especially of a piece of cloth cut

obliquely across the texture, or of a seam of two such pieces

brought together
;
and in the game of bowls {q.v.) it is applied

alike to the one-sided construction of the bowl, flattened on one

side and protruding on the other, and to the slanting line the

bowl takes when thrown. 'Ihe figurative sen.se of the word,

prejudice or undue leaning to one side of a subject, is derived

from this bowling term.

BIBACULUS, MARCUS FURIUS, Roman poet, flourished

during the last century of the republic. According to Jerome,

he was born at Cremona in 103 b.c., and probably lived to a great

age. lie wrote satirical poems after the manner of Catullus,

whose bitterness he rivalled, according to Quintilian (Inslii, x.

1 . iq6), in his iambics. He evenattacked Augustus (and perhaps

Caesar), who treated the matter with indifference. He was also

author of prose Lucubrationes and perhaps of an epic poem on
(!ae.sar's Gallic wars {Pragmaita Belli Gallict), Otto Ribbeck
attributes to him one of the shorter poems usually assigned to

Virgil, It is doubtful whether he is the person ridiculed by
Horace {Satires, ii. 5. 40) and whether he is identical with the

turgidus Alpinus {Satires, i. 10. 36), the author of an Aethiopis

dealing with the life and death of Memnon and of a poem on the

Rhine. Some critics, on the ground that Horace would not have

ventured to attack so dangerous an adversary, assume the

existence of a poet whose real name was Furius (or Cornelius)

Alpinus. Bibaculus was ridiculed for his high-flown and exagger-

ated style and manner of expression.

See Weichert. “ De M. Furio Bibaculo." in his Poetarum Latinorum
Rtlimnae (1830) ; fragments in L. Muller’s edition of Catullus in

the Teubner Series (1870).

BIBER, HEINRICH JOHANN FRANZ VON (1644-1704),
German violinist and composer, was for some time musici
conductor at Salzburg, and was ennobled by the emperor Leo-

pold in 1681. He is regarded as the earliest important German
composer for the violin, his works including sonatas and church

music.

BIBERACH, a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Wiirttero-

l^rg, on the Riss, a small affluent of the Danube, 22 m. S.S.W.

from Ulm. Pop. (1900) 8390. It is still surrounded by medieval

walls and towers, and is strikingly picturesque. Its principal

church dates from the 12th century, and it possesses a hospital

with rich endovrnients. Its main industries are cloth, bell-

casting, toys and zinc wares, and its fruit markets are famous.

Biberach appears as a village in the 8th century, and in 1312 it

became a free imperial city. During the Thirty Years’ War it

underwent various vicissitudes, and was £or a while held by the

Swedes. In 1707 it was captured and put to ransom by the

French, who afterwards, in 1796 aiyl 1800, defeated the Austrians

in the neighbourhood. In 1803 the city was deprived of its

imperial freedom and assigned to Baden, and in 1806 was trans-

ferred to Wiirttemberg. Biberach is the birthplace of the

sculptor Johann Lorenz Natter (1705-1763) and the painter

Bernhard Nehor (1806-1886) ;
Christoph Martin Wieland, born

in 1733 at the neighbouring village of Oberholzlieim, spent

several years in the town.

BIBIRINE, or Bebeerine, Cj.^HgiNOj,, an alkaloid obtained

from the bark and fruit of the greenheart {q.v,) tree, Nectandra

rodiaei, called bibiru or sipiri in Guiana, where the tree grows.

The substance was discovered about the year 1835 by Hugh
Rodic, a surgeon in Demerara, who used it as a febrifuge in

substitution for quinine.

BIBLE. The word “ Bible,” which in English, as in medieval

Latin, is treated as a singular noun, is in its original Greek form

a plural, ra (dildki-u, the (sacred) books—correctly expressing the

fact that the sacred writings of Christendom (collectively de-

scribed by this title) are made up of a number of independent

records, which set before us the successive stages in the history

of revelation. The origin of each of these records forms a
distinct critical problem, and for the discussion of these questions

of detail the reader is referred to the separate articles on the

Biblical books. An account of the Bible as a whole involves so

many aspects of interest, that, apart from the separate articles

on its component books, the general questions of importance

arising out of its present shap)e require to lie discussed in separate

sections of this article. They are here divided accordingly,

into two main divisions :—(A) Old Testament, and (B) New
Testament

;
and under each of these are treated (i) the Canon,

(2) the texts and \'ersions, (3) tex^tual criticism, (4) the “ higher

criticism,” i,e, a general historical account (more particularly

considered for separate books in the articles on them) of the

criticism and views based on the substance and matter, as apart

from criticism devoted to the correction and elucidation of the

text, and (5) chronology. For the literary history of the trans-

lated English Bible, see the separate article under Bible,

English. /a\ r. -r
(A) Old Testament

1. Canon,

We shall begin by giving a general account of the historical

and literary conditions under which the unique literature of the

Old Testament sprang up, of the stages by which it gradually

reached its present form, and (so far as thk is possible) of the

way in which the Biblical books were brought together in a

canonical collection. I’here exists no formal historical account

of the formation of the Old Testament canon. The popular

idea that this canon was dosed by Ezra has no foundation in

antiquity, ('ertainly in the apocryphal book of 2 Esdras,

written towards the end of the ist century we read (xiv.

20-26, 38-48), that, the law being burnt, Ezra, at his own request,

was miraculously inspired to rewrite it ; he procured accord-

ingly five skilled scribes, and dictated to them for forty days,

during which time they wrote 94 books, i,e, not only (according

to the Jewish reckoning) the 24 books of the Old Testament,

but 70 apocryphal books as well, which, being filled, it is said,

with a superior, or esoteric wisdom, are placed upon even a higher

level (vv. 46, 47) than the Old Testament itself. No argument

is needed to show that this legend is unworthy of credit
; even

if it did deserve to be taken seriously, it still contains nothing

respecting either a completion of the canon, or even a collection,

cr redaction, of sacred books by Ezra. Yet it is frequently

referred to by patristic writers
;

|nd Ezra, on the strength of

it, is regarded by them as the genuine restorer of the lost books

of the Old Testament (see Ezra).

In 2 Mace. ii. 13 it is said that Nehemiah, “ founding a library,

gathered together the things concerning the kings and prophets,

and the (writings) of David, and letters of kings about sacred

gifts.” These statements are found in a part of 2 Macc. which
is admitted to be both late and full of untrustworthy matter;
stin, the passage may preserve an indistinct xeminiscence of an
early stage in the formation of the canon, the writings referred
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to Ixjing possibly some of the

Prophets, a part of the Psalter, and documents such as those

excerpted in the book of Ezra, respecting edicts issued by
Persian kings in favour of the 'fcmplc. Hut obviously nothing

definite can be built upon a passage of this character.

The first traces of the idea current in modern times that the

canon of the Old Testament was closed by Ezra are found in the

13th century a.d. Frf>m this time, as is clearly shown by the

series of quotations in Ryle\s Canon oj the Old Testament, p. 257 ff.

(2nd ed., p. 269 ff.), the legend Tor it is nothing better—grew,

until finally, in the hands of Elias Lcvita (1538), and especially

of Johannes Buxtorf (1665), it assumed the form that the “ men
of the Great Synagogue,”—a body the real existence of which
is itself very doubtful, but which is affirmed in the Talmud to

have “ written ” (!) the books of Ezekiel, the Minor Prophets,

Daniel and J^^sther—with Ezra as president, first collected the

books of the Old Tesianient into a single volume, restored the

text, where necessary’, from the best MSS., and divided the

collection into three parts, the Law, the Prophets and the
“ Writings ” (the Hagiographa). 'J'he reputation of Elias

Levita and Buxtorf led to this view of Ezra’s activity being

adopted by other scholars, and so it acquired general currency.

But it rests upon no authority in antiquity whatever.

The statement just quoted, however, that in the Jewi.sh canon
the books of the Old Testament are divided into three parts,

though the arrangement is wrongly referred to Ezra, is in itself

both correct and important. “ The Law, the Prophets and the

Writings {i.e. the Hagiographa) ” is the standing Jewish ex-

pression for the Old Testament ; and in every ordinary Hebrew
Bible the books arc arranged accordingly in the following three

divisions :

—

1. The T6rah (or ‘‘ Law ’^), corresponding to our “Penta-
teuch ”

(5 books).

2. I'he “ Prophets,” consisting of eight books, divided into

two groups :

—

(a) The “Former Prophets”; Joshua, Judges, Samuel; Kings.'

(h) The “ Latter Prophets ”
;

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, the

Minor Prophets (called by the Jews “ the Tweh c,” and counted
by them as one book),

3. The “ Writings,” also sometimes the “ Sacred Writings,”

i.e., as we call them, the “ Hagiographa,” consisting of three

groups, containing in all eleven books ;

—

((7) The poetical books, Psalms, Proverbs, Job.
(A) The five Me^illoth (or “ Rolls ”)—^grouped thus together

in later times, on account of the custom which arose of reading

them in the synagogues at five sacred .seasons—Song of Songs,

Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, Esther.

(c) The remaining books, Daniel, Ezra and Nehemiah (forming

one book), Chronicles.'

There are thus, according to the Jewish computation, twenty-
four “ books ” in the Hebrew canon. 'J'he threefold divi.sion

of the canon just given is recognized in the Talmud, and followed

in all Hebrew MSS., the only difference being that the books
included in the Latter Prophets and in the Hagiographa are not
always arranged in the same order. No book, however, belong-

ing to one of these three divisions is ever, by the Jews, trans-

ferred to another. The expansion of the Talmudic twenty-four

to the thirty-nine Old 'Festament books of the English Bible is

effected by reckoning the Minor Prophets one by one, by separ-

ating Ezra from Nehemiah, and by subdividing the long books
of ^muel. Kings and Chronicles. The different order of the

books in the English Bible is due to the fact that when the

Hebrew Bible was translate^ into Greek between the 3rd and
I St centuries B.r., the Hebrew tripartite division was disregarded,

and the books (including those now known as the “ Apocrypha
were grouped mostly by subjects, the historical books being
placed first (Genesis—Esther), the poetical books next (Job-
Song of Songs), and the prophetical books last (Isaiah—Malachi).

* The books of Samuel, Kings, Ezra and Nehemiah, and Chronicles,
were by the Jews each treated (and written) as one book, and were
not divided by them into two till the i6th centurv. through Christian
influence.

[O.T. CANON

I

Substantially the same order was followed in the Vulgate.

I The Reformers separated the books which had no Hebrew

j

original (i.e. the Apocrypha) from the rest, and placed them at

the end ; the remaining books, as they stood in the Vulgate, were
then in the order which they still retain in the English Bible.

The tripartite division of the Hebrew ainon thus recognized

by Jewish tradition can, however, be traced back far beyond
the T.ilmud. The Proverbs of Jesus, the son of Sirach (c. 200

B.C.), which form now the apocryphal book Eccle.siasticus,

were translated into Greek by the grandson of the author at

about 130 B.r.
;

and in the preface prefixed by him to his

translation he speaks of “ the law, and the prophets, and the

other books of our fathers,” and again of “ the law, and the

prophets, and the re.st of the books,” expressions which point

naturally to the same threefold division which was afterwards

universally recognized by the Jews. The term.s used, however,

do not .show that the Hagiographa was already completed,

as we now have it ; it would be entirely consistent with them,

if, for in.Htance, particular books, as Esther, or Daniel, or Ecclesi-

astes, were only added to the collection subsequently. Another
allusion to the tripartite division is also no doubt to be found
in the expression “ the law, the prophets, and the psalms,” in

Luke xxiv. 44. A collection of sacred books, including in parti-

cular the prophets, is also referred to in Dan. ix. 2 (R.V.),

written about 166 b.c.

This threefold divi.sion of the Old Testament, it cannot reason-

ably be doubted, rests upon an liistoricul basis. It represents

three successive stages in the history of the collection. The I-aw

was the first part to be definitely recognized as authoritative,

or canonized
;

the “ Prophets ” (as defined above) were next

accepted as canonical ; the more miscellaneous collection oi

books compri.scd in the Hagiographa was recognized last. In

the absence of all external evidence respecting the formation

of the canon, we are driven to internal evidence in our endeavour

to fix the dates at which these three collections were thus canon-

ized. And internal evidence points to the conclusion that the

1-aw could scarcely have been completed, and accepted formally,

as a whole, as canonical before 444 b.c. (cf. Neh. viii.-x.)
;
that

the “ I^ophets ” were completed and so recognized aboiii

250 B.C., and the Hagiographa between about 150 and 100 B.c.

(See further Ryle’s Canon of the Old Testament.)

Hanng thus fixed approximately the terminus ad quern at

which the Old Testament was completed, we must now begin at

the other end, and endeavour to sketch in outline the process

by which it gradually reached its completed form. And here

it will be found to be characteristic of nearly all the longer

books of the Old Testament, and in some cases even of the

shorter ones as well, that they were not completed by a single

hand, but that they were gradually expanded, and reached their

present form by a succession of stages.

Among the Hebrews, as among many other nations, the earliest

beginnings of literature were in all probability poetical. At
least the opening phrases of the song of Moses in Exodus xv.

;

the song of Deborah in Judges v.; the fragment from the“ Book
of the Wars of Yahweh,” in Numbers xxi. 14, 1 5 ; the war-ballad,

celebrating an Israelitish victory, in Numbers xxi. 27-30; the

extracts from the “ Book of Jashar ” (or “ of the Upright,”
no doubt a title of Israel) quoted in Joshua x. 12, 13 (“ Sun,
stand thou still upon Gibeon,” &c.); in 2 Sam. i. (David’s elegy

over Saul and Jonathan); and, very prolmbly, in the Septuagint
of I Kings viii. 1 3 [Sept. 53], as the source of the poetical frag-

ment in vv. 12, 13, describing Solomon’s building of the Temple,
show how great national occurrences and the deeds of ancient

Israelitish heroes stimulated the national genius for poetry,

and evoked lyric songs, suffused with religious feeling, by which
their memory was perpetuated. The poetical descriptions of

the character, or geographical position, of the various tribes,

now grouped together as the Blessings of Jacob (Gen. xlix.)

and Moses (Deut. xxxiii.), may be mentioned at the same time.

These poems, which are older, and in most cases considerably

older, than the narratives in which they are now embedded, if

they were collected into books, must have been fairly numerous,
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and we could wish 'that more examples of them liad been

preserved.

The historical books of the Old Testament form two series

;

one, consisting of the books from Genesis to 2 Kings (exclusive of

Ruth, which, as we have seen, forms in the Hebrew canon part

of the Hagiographa), embracing the period from the Creation

to the destruction of Jerusalem by the Chaldaeans in 586 b.c.
;

the other, comprising the books of Chronicles, Kzra and Nehe-

miah, beginning with Adam and ending with the second visit of

Nehcmiah to Jerusalem in 432 B.c. These two series differ

from one another materially in scope and point of view, but in

(me respect they are both constructed upon a similar plan

;

no entire book in either series consists of a single, original work
;

but older writings, or sources, have been combined by a com-

piler—or sometimes, in stages, by a succession of compilers

—

in such a manner that the points of juncture are often clearly

discernible, and the sources are in consequence capable of being

separated from one another. The authors of the Hebrew
historical books, as we now have them, do not, as a rule, as a

modern authorwould do,r«m<cthc matter in their own language;

they excerpt from pre-existing documents such passages as are

suitable to their purpose, and incorporate them in their work,

sometimes adding at the same time matter of their own. Hebrew
writers, however, exhibit usually such strongly marked individu-

alities of style that the documents or sources, thus combined, can

generally be distingui.shed from each other, and from the com-

ments or other additions of the compiler, without difficulty.

The literary differences are, moreover, often accompanied by

differences of treatment, or representation of the history, which,

where they exist, confirm independently the conclusions of th**

literary analysis. Although, however, the historical books

generally are constructed upon similar principles, the method
on which these principles have been applied is not quite the

same in all cases. Sometimes, for instance, the excerpts from

the older documents form long and complete narratives
;

in

other cases (as in the account of the Flood) they consist of a

number of short passages, taken alternately from two older

narratives, and dovetailed together to make a continuous story
;

in the books of Judges and Kings the compiler has fitted together

a series of older narratives in a framework supplied by himself

;

the Pentateuch and book of Jo.shua (which form a literary whole,

and are now often spoken of together as the Hexateuch) have

passed through more stages than the books just mentioned,

and their literary structure is more complex.

The Hexateuch (Gen.-Josh.).—The traditions current among
the Israelites respecting the origins and early history of their

nation—the patriarchal period, and the times of Moses and

Joshua—were probably first cast into a written form in the

loth or 9th century b.c. by a prophet living in Judah, who,

from the almost exclusive use in his narrative of the sacred name
“ jahveh ” (“ Jehovah ”),—or, as we now commonly write it,

Yahweh,— is referred to among scholars by the abbreviation

“
J.” This writer, who is characterized by a singularly bright

and picturesque style, and also by deep religious feeling and

insight, begins his narrative with the account of the creation

of man from the dust,and tellsof the first sin and its consequences

(Gen. ii. 4Mii. 24) ;
then he gives an account of the early growth

of civilization (Gen. iv.), of the Flood (parts of Gen. vi.-viii.),

and the origin of different languages (xi. 1-9) ;
afterwards in a

series of vivid pictures he gives the story, as tradition told it,

of the patriarchs, of Moses and the Exodus, of thejourneythrough

the wilderness, and the conquest of Canaafi. It would ocaipy

too much space to give here a complete list of the passages

belonging to “ J
”

;
but examples of his narrative (with the

exception here and there of a verse or two belonging to one of

the other sources described below) are to be found, for instance,

in Gen. xii., xiii., xviii.-xix. (the visit of the three angels to

Abraham, and the judgment on Sodom and Gomorrah), xxiv.

(Abraham's servant sent to find a wife for Isaac), xxvii. 1-45

(Jacob obtaining his father's blessing), xxxii., xliii., xliv.

(parts of the history of Joseph); Ex. iv.-v. (mostly), viii. 20-

ix. 7, X. i-ii, xxxiii. 12-xxxiv. 26 (including, in xxxiv. 17-26,

a group of regulations, of a simple, undeveloped character, on

various religious observances)
;
Num. x. 29-36, and most of

Num. xi.

Somewhat later than “
J,” another writer, commonly referred

to as “ E," from his preference for the name Ehhim (“ God ”)

rather than “ Jehovah," living apparently in the northern king-

dom, wrote down the traditions of the past as they were current

in northern Israel, in a style resembling generally that of “ J but

not quite as bright and vivid, and marked by small differences

of expression and representation. The first traces of “ E " are

found in the life of Abraham, in parts of (ien. xv.
;
examples

of other passages belonging to this source are :—Gen. xx 1-17,

xxi. 8-32, xxii. 1-14, xl. -xlii. and xlv. (except a few isolated

pti.ssages); Ex. xviii., xx.-xxiii. (including the decalogue—in its

original, terser form, without the explanatory additions now
attached to several of the commandments—and the collection

of laws, known as the “ Book of the Covenant," in xxi.-xxiii.),

xxxii., xxxiii. 7-11
;
Num. xii., most of Num. xxii.^xxiv. (the

history of Balaam)
;
Josh. xxiv. “ E thus covers substantially

the same ground as “
J,’’

and gives often a parallel, though

somewhat divergent, version of the same events. The laws

contained in Ex. xx. 23-xxiii. 19 were no doubt taken by E "

from a pre-existing source
;

with the regulations referred to

above as incorporated in “
J
" (Ex. xxxiv. 17-26), they form

the oldest legislation of the Hebrews tliat we possess
;

they

consist principally of civil ordinances, suited to regulate the life

of a community living under simple conditions of society, and

chiefly occupied in agriculture, but partly also of elementary

regulations respecting religious observances (altars, sacriflees,

festivals, &c.).

Not long, probably, after the, fall of the northern kingdom

in 722 B.C., a prophet of Judah conceived the plan of compiling

a comprehensive history of the traditions of his people. For this

purpose he selected extracts from the two narratives, “ J
'*

and “ E," and combined them together into a single narrative,

introducing in some places additions of his own. This combined

narrative is commonly known as JE." As distinguished from

the Priestly Narrative (to be mentioned presently), it has a

distinctly prophetical character ; it treats the history from the

standpoint of the prophets, and the religious ideas characteristic

of the prophets often find expression in it. Most of the best-

known narratives of the patriarchal and Mosaic ages belong

to “ JK." His style, especially in the parts belonging to “ J,"

is graphic and picturesque, the descriptions are vivid and abound

in detail and colloquy, and both emotion and religious feeling

are warmly and sympathetically expressed in it.

Deuteronomy.—In the 7th century B.c., during the reign of

either Manasseh or Josiah, the narrative of “ JE " was enlarg^

j

by the addition of the discourses of Deuteronomy. These dis-

courses purport to be addresses delivered by Moses to the

assembled people, shortly before his death, in the land of Moab,

opposite to Jericho. There was probably some tradition of a

farewell address delivered by Moses, and the writer of Deutero-

nomy gave this tradition form and substance. In impressive

and persuasive oratory he sets before Israel, in a form adapted

to the needs of the age in which he lived, the fundamental

principles which Moses had taught. Yahweh was Israel’s only

god, who tolerated no other god beside Himself, and who claimed

to be the sole object of the Israelite's reverence. This is the

fundamental thought which is insisted on and developed in

Deuteronomy with great eloquence and power. The truths on
'which the writer loves to dwell are the sole godhead of Yahweh,
His spirituality (ch. iv.). His chojpe of Israel, and the love and
faithfulness which He had shown towards it, by redeeming it

from slavery in Egypt, and planting it in a free and fertile land

;

from which arc deduced the great practical duties of loyal and
loving devotion to Him, an uncompromising repudiation of all

false gods, the rejection of all heathen practices, a cheerful and
ready obedience to His will, and a warm-hearted and generous

attitude towards man. Love of God is the primary spring of

human duty (vi. 5). In the course of his argument (especially

in chs. xii.-xxvi.), the writer takes up most of the laws,b^ civil
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and ceremonial, which (see abi've) had been incorporated before

in J
” and “ E,” together with many besides which were

current in Israel ;
these, as a rule, he expands, applies or

enforces with motives
;

for ol>edience to them is not to be

rendered merely in deference to external authority, it is to be

prompted by right moral and religious motives. The ideal of

Deuteronomy is a community of which every member is full of

love and reverence towards his God, and of sympathy and

regard for his fellow-men. The “ Song ” (Deut. xxxii.) and

Blessing ” (Deut. xxxiii.) of Moses are not by the author of the

discourses
;
and the latter, though not Mosaic, is of considerably

earlier date.

The influence of Deuteronomy upon subsequent books of the

Old Testament is very perceptible. Upon its promulgation it

speedily became the book which both gave the religious ideals

of the age, and moulded the phraseology in which these ideals

were expressed. The style of Deuteronomy, when once it had

been formed, lent itself readily to imitation
;
and thus a school

of writers, imbued with its spirit, and using its expressions,

quickly arose, who have left their mark upon many parts of the

Old 1’estament. In particular, the part.s of the combined

narrative “ JE,” which are now included in the hook of Joshua,

passed through the hands of a Deutcronomic editor, who made
considerable additions to them—chiefly in the form of speeches

placed, for instance, in the mouth of Joshua, or expansions of

the histor\^ all emphasizing principles inculcated in Deuteronomy
and expressed in its characteristic phraseology (e.^. most of

Josh, i., ii. lo-ii, iii. 2-4, 6-q, x. 28-43, xi. 10-23, x”*? 2-6,

8-12, xxiii.). From an historical point of view it is characteristic

of these additions that they generalize Joshua’s successes, and

represent the conquest of Canjian, effected under his leadership,

as far more complete than the earlier narratives allow us to

suppose was the case. The compilers of Judges and Kings arc

also (see below) strongly influenced by Deuteronomy.

The Priestly .sections of the Hexateuch (known as “ P ”)

remain still to be considered. That these are later than “ JE,’'

and even than Deut., is apparent — to mention but one feature

—

from the more complex ritual and hierarchic.al organization

which they exhibit. They are to all appearance the work of a

school of priests, who, after the destruction of the Temple in

586 B.r., began to write down and rodifv the ceremonial regula-

tions of the pre-exilic times, combining them with an historical

narrative extending from the Oeation to the establishment of

Israel in Canaan
;
and who completed their work during the

century following the restoration in 537 B.c:. The chief object of

these sections is to describe in detail the leading institutions of

the theocracy (Tabernacle, sacrifices, purifications, &c.), and to

refer them to their traditional origin in the Mosaic age. The

history as such is subordinate
;
and except at important epochs

is given only in brief .summaries (c.g. Gen, xix. 29, xli. 46).

Statistical data (lists of names, genealogies, and precise chrono-

logical notes) are a conspicuous feature in it. The legislation

of “ P,” though wriitm down in or after the exile, must not,

however, lx? supposed to be the creation of that period
;
many

elements in it can he shown from the older literature to have

been of great antiquity in Israel
;

it is, in fact, based upon pre-

exilic Temple usage^ though in some respects it is a development

of it, and exhibits the formwhich the older and simpler ceremonial

institutions of Israel ultimately assumed. In “ P’s ’’ picture

of the Mosaic age there are many ideal elements
;

it represents

the priestly ideal of the past rather than the past as it actually

was. The following examples of pass^es from “ P will

illustrate what has been said**—Gen. i. i-ii. 4*, xvii. (institution

of circumcision), xxiii. (purchase of the cave of Maclpelah),

XXV. 7-17, xlvi. 6-27
;
Ex. vi. 2-vii. 13, xxv.-xxxi. (directions for

making the Tabernacle, its vessels, dress of the priests, &c.),

xxxv.-xL (execution of these directions) ;
Lev. (the whole)

;

Num. i. i-x. 28 (census of people, arrangement of camp, and
duties of Invites, law of the Nazirite, &c.), xv., xviii., xix,, xxvi.-

xxxi., xxxiii.-xxxvi.; Jo.sh. v. 10-12, the greater part of xy,-xix.

(distribution of the land among the different tribes), xxL 1-42.

The style of P ” is strongly marked—as strongly marked, in
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fact, as (in a different way) that of Deuteronomy is ;
numerous

expressions not found elsewhere in the Hexateuch occur in it

repeatedly. The section Lev. xvii.-xxvi. has a character of its

own ;
for it consists of a substratum of older laws, partly moral

(chs. xviii.-xx. mostly), partly ceremonial, with a hortatory

conclusion (ch. xxvi.), with certain very marked characteristics

(from one of which it has received the name of the “ Law of

Holiness ”), which have been combined with elements belonging

to, or conceived in the spirit of, the main body of “ P.”

Not long after “ P” was completed, probably in the 5th century

B.C., the whole, consisting of “ JE ” and Deuteronomy, was com-

bined with it ; and the existing Hexateuch was thus produced.

Judges, Samuel and Kinf's.—The structure of these Iwoks is

simpler than that of the Hexateuch. The book of judges

consists substantially of a series of older narratives, arranged

together by a compiler, and provided by him, where he deemed

it necessary, with introductory and concluding comments
(e,g, ii. ii-iii. 6, iii. 12-15®, 30, iv. 1-3, 23, 24, v. 31''). The
compiler is strongly imbued with the spirit of Deuteronomy

;

and the object of his comments is partly to exhibit the chronology

of the period as he conceived it, partly to state his theory of the

religious history of the time. The compiler will not have wiitten

before r. 600 b.c:.
;

ihe narratives incorporated by him will in

most cases have been considerably earlier. The Ixniks of Samuel

centre round the names of Samuel, Saul and David. They

consist of a series of narratives, or groups of narratives, dealing

with the lives of these three men, arranged by a compiler, who,

however, unlike the compilers of Judges and Kings, rarely

allows his own hand to appear. Some of these narratives are

to all appearance nearly contemporary with the events that they

describe (r.g, i Sam. ix. i-x. j 6, xi. 1-11,15, xiii.-xiv., xxv.-

xxxi.; 2 Sam. ix.-xx.); others ore later. In 1 Sam. the double

(and discrepant) accounts of the appointment of Saul as king

(ix. i-x. 16, xi. i-ii, 15, and viii., x. 17-27, xii.), and of the

introduction of David to the history (xvi. 14-23 and xvii. 1-

xviii. 5) are noticeable
;

in ix. i-x. 16, .xi. 1-11, 15, the monarchy

is viewed as God's gracious gift to His people
;

in viii., x. 17-27,

xii,, which reflect the feeling of a much later date, the monarchy
is viewed unfavourably, and represented as granted by God
unwillingly. The structure of the book of Kings resembles that

of Judges. A number of narratives, evidently written by

prophets, and in many of which also (as tliose relating to Elijah,

Elisha and Lsaiah) prophets play a prominent part, and a series

of short statistical notices, relating to political events, and

derived probably from the official annals of the two kingdoms

(which are usually cited at the end of a king’.s reign), have been

arranged together, and sometimes expanded at the same time,

in a framework supplied by the compiler, 'i'hc framework is

generally recognizable without difficulty. It comprises the

chronological details, references to authorities, and judgments

on the character of the various kitigs, especially as regards their

attitude to the worship at the high places, all cast in the same

literary mould, and marked l »y the same characteristic phrase-

ology. Both in point of view and in phraseology the compiler

shows himself to Ikj strongly influenced by Deuteronomy. The

two books appear to have been substantially completed before

the exile; but short passages were probably introduced into

them afterwards. Examples of passages due to the compiler

:

1 Kings ii. 3-4, viii. 14-61 (the prayer of dedication put into

Solomon’s mouth), ix, 1-9, xi. 32*'-39, xiv. 7-n, 19-20, 21-24,

29-31, XV. 1-15, xxi. 2o^'-26
;
2 Kings ix. 7-10®, xvii. 7-23.

the Latter Prophets,—Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, the Twelve.

The writings of the canonical prophets form another important

element in the Old Testament, also, like the historical books, of

gradual growth. Beginning with Amos and Hosea, they form

a series which was not completed till more than three centuries

had passed away. The activity of the prophets was largely

called forth by crises in the national history. They were partly

moral reformers, partly religious teachers, partly political

advisers. They held up before a backsliding people the ideals

of human duty, of religious truth and of natiorud policy. They

expanded and developed, and applied to new situations and
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circumstances of the^lational life, the truths which in a more i

germinal form they had inherited from their ancestors. The
|

nature and attributes of God
;

His gracious purposes towards
man

; the relation of man to God, with the practical conse-

quences that follow from it
;
the true nature of religious service ;

the call to repentance as the condition of God’s favour
;

the

ideal of character and action which each man should set

before himself
;
human duty under its various aspects

;
the

responsibilities of office and position
;
the claims of mercy and

philanthropy, justice and integrity
;

indignation against the

oppression of the weak and the unprotected
;

ideals of a blissful

future, when the troubles of the present will be over, and men
will bask in the enjoyment of righteousness and felicity,—these,

and such as these, are the themes which are ever in the prophets’

mouths, and on which they enlarge with unwearying eloquence

and power.

For the more special characteristics of the individual prophets,

reference must be made to the separate articles devoted to each

;

it is impossible to do more here than summarize briefly the

literary structure of their various books.

Isaiah.—The book of Isaiah falls into two clearly distinguished

parts, viz. chs. i.-xxxix., and xl.-lxvi. Chs. xl.-lxvi., how-
ever, are not by Isaiah, but are the work of a prophet who
wrote about 540 b.c., shortly before the conquest of llabylon

by Cyrus, and whose aim was to encourage the Israelites in

exile, and assure them of the certainty of their approaching

restoration to Canaan. (According to many recent critics, this

prophet wrote only chs. xl.-lv., chs. Ivi.-lxvi. being added
subsequently, some time after the return.) The genuine

prophecies of Isaiah are contained in chs. i.-xii., xiv. 24-xxiii.,

xxviii.-xxxiii., xxxvii. 22-32,—all written between 740 and
700 B.('. (or a little later), and all (except ch. vi.) having reference

to the condition of Judah and Israel, and the movements of the

Assyrians during the reigns of Ahaz and Ilezckiah. The opinion

has, however, latterly gained ground that parts even of these

chapters are of later origin than Istiiah’s own time. Of the rest

of chs. i.-xxxix. this is generally admitted. Thus chs. xiii. 1-

xiv. 23, xxi. T-io, xxxiv.-xxxv. belong to the same age as

chs. xl.-lxvi., xiii. i-xiv. 23, and xxi. i-io, looking forward
similarly to the approaching fall of Baliylon

;
chs. xxiv.-xxvii.

have a character of their own, and form an apocalypse written

not earlier than the 5th century B.c.
;

chs. xxxvi.-xxxix.,

describing incidents in which Isaiah took a part, consist of

narratives excerpted from 2 Kings xviii. 13-xx. with the addition

of Hezekiah’s song (xxxviii. 9-20). It is evident from the.se

facts that the book of Lsaiah did not assume its present form
till considerably after the return of the Jews from exile in 537,
when a compiler, or series of compilers, arranged the genuine
prophecies of Lsaiah which had come to his hands, together with

others which at the time were attributed to Isaiah, and gave
the book its present form.

Jeremiah.—Jeremiah’s first public appearance as a prophet
was in the 13th year of Josiah (Jer, i. 2, xxv. 3), i.e. 626 b.c.,

and his latest prophecy (ch. xliv.) was delivered by him in

Egypt, whither he was carried, against his will, by some of the

Jews who had been left in Judah, shortly after the fall of Jeru-

salem in 586. Jeremiah was keenly conscious of his people’s

sin
]
and the aim of most of his earlier prophecies is to bring

his countrymen, if possible, to a better mind, in the hojje that

thereby the doom which he sees impending may be averted

—

an end which eventually he saw clearly to be unattainable.

Jeremiah’s was a sensitive, tender nature
; and he laments, with

great pathos and emotion, his people’s sins, the ruin to which

he saw his country hastening, and the trials and persecutions

which his predictions of disaster frequently brought upon him.

A large part of his book is biographical, describing various in-

cidents of his ministry. Prophecies of restoration are contained

in chs. xxx.-xxxiii. The prophecies of the first twenty-three

jrears of his ministry, as we are expressly told in ch. xxxvi.,

were first written down in 604 B.c. by his friend and amanuensis

Baruch, and the roll thus formed must have formed the nucleus

of the present boc^ Some of the reports of Jeremiah’s pro-
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phecies, and especially the biographical narratives, also probably

have Baruch for their author. But the chronological disorder of

the book, and other indications, show that Baruch could not

have been the compiler of the book, but that the prophecies

and narratives contained in it were collected together gradually,

and that it reached its present form by a succession of stages,

which were not finally completed till long after Israel’s return

from Babylon. The long prophecy ( 1 . i-li. 58), announcing the

approaching fall of Babylon, is not by Jeremiah, and cannot

have been written till shortly before 538 b.c.

Ezekiel.—Ezekiel was one of the captives who were carried

with Jehoiachin in 597 b.c. to Babylonia, and was settled with

many other exiles at a place called Tel-abib (iii. 15). His pro-

phecies (which are regularly dated) are assigned to various

years from 592 to 570 B.c. The theme of the first twenty-four

chapters of his book is the impending fall of Jerusalem, which

took place actually in 586, and which Ezekiel foretells in a series

of prophecies, distinguished by great variety of symbolism

and imagery. Chs. xxv.-xxxii. are on various foreign

nations, Edom, Tyre, Egypt, &c. Prophecies of Israel’s future

restoration follow in chs. xxxiii.-xlviii., chs. xl.-xlviii. being

remarkable for the minuteness with which Ezekiel describes

the organization of the restored community, as he would fairt

see it realized, including even such details as the measurements
and other arrangements of the Temple, the sacrifices to be offered

in it, the duties and re\’eniie8 of the priests, and the redistribu-

tion of the country among the twelve tribes. The book of

Ezekiel bears throughout the stamp of a single mind ;
the pro-

phecies contained in it are arranged methodically
;
and to all

appearance—^in striking contrast to the books of Isaiah and
Jeremiah—it received the form in which we still have it from
the prophet himself.

*

The Twelve Minor Prophets.—These, as was stated above,

were reckoned by the Jews as forming a single “ book.” The
two earliest of the Minor Prophets, Amos and Hosea, prophesied

in the northern kingdom, at about 760 and 740 b.c. respectively
;

both foresaw the approaching ruin of northern Israel at the

hands of the As.syrians, which took place in fact when Sargon

took Samaria in 722 b.c.
;
and both did their best to stir their

people to better things. The dates of the other Minor Prophets

(in some cases approximate) are : Micah, c. 725-c. 680 bx.
(some passages perhaps later); Zephaniah, c. 625; Nahum,
shortly before the destruction of Nineveh by the Manda in 607 ;

Habaickuk (on the rise and destiny of the» Chaldaean empire)

605-600 ;
Obadiah, after the destruction of Jerusalem by the

Chaldaeans in 586 ;
Haggai, 520 ;

Zechari^, i.-viii. (as in

Haggai, promises and encouragements connect^ with the re-

building of the Temple) 520 and 518 ;
Malachi, c. 460-450

;

Joel, 5th century b.c.
; Jonah, 4th century b.c. The latest

prophecies in the book are, prol^bly, those contained in Zech.

ix.-xiv., which reflect entirely different historical conditions

from Zech. i.-viii. (520 and 518 B.C.), and may be plausibly

assigned to the period beginning with the conquests of Alexander

I

the Great, between 332 and c. 300 b.c. Why these prophecies

were attached to Zech. i.-viii. must remain matter of conjecture

;

but there are reasons for supposing that, together with the

prophecy of Malachi, they came to the compiler of the “ book ”

of the Twelve Prophets anonymously, and he simply attached

them at the point which his collection had reached (i.e. at the

end of Zech. viii.)«

The Psalms.—The Psalter is that part of the Old Testament
in which the devotional aspect of the religious character finds

its completest expression
;
and in^lyrics of exquisite tenderness

and beauty the most varied emotions are poured forth by the
psalmists to their God—despondency and distress, penitence
and resignation, hope and confidence, jubilation and thankful-
ness, adoration and praise. The Psalter, it is dear from many
indications, is not the work of a single compiler, but was formed
gradually. A single compiler is not likely to have introduced
double recensions of one and the tame psalm (as Ps. liii.n

Ps. xiv., Ps. lxx.*Ps. xl. 13-17, Ps. cviiu«Ps, Ivii. 7-11 +
lx. 5-12) ; in the Hebrew canon the Psalter is composed of five
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books (i.-xU., xlii.-lxxii., Ixxiii.-lxxxix., xc.-cvi., cvii.-cl.);

and in many parts it is manifestly based upon independent^

smaller collections; for it contiiins groups of psalms headed
“ David/’ the “ sons of Korah,

’ “ Asaph/^ “ Songs of Ascents.’^

Each of the five books of which it is composed contains psalms

which show that its compilation cannot have been completed

till after the return from the Captivity
;
and indeed, when the

individual psalms are studied carefully it becomes apparent

that in the great majority of cases they presuppose the historical

conditions, or the religious experiences, of the ages that followed

Jeremiah. Thus, though it is going too far to say that there arc

no pre-exilic psalms, the Psalter, as a whole, is the expression

of the deeper spiritual feeling which marked the later stages of

Israel’s history. It has been not inaptly termed the Hymn-book
of the second Temple Its compilation can Imrdly have been
finally completed before the 3rd century B.c. ;

if it is true, as

many scholars think, that there are psalms dating from the time

of the Maccabee struggle (Ps. xliv., Ixxiv., Ixxix., Ixxxiii., and
perhaps others), it cannot have been completed till after 165 b.c.

The Book oj Proverbs.—This is the first of the three books
belonging to the “ Wisdom - literature ” of the Hebrews, the

other two books being Job and Ecclesiastes. The Wisdom-
literature of the Hebrews concerned itself with what we should

call the philosophy of human nature, and sometimes also of

physical nature as well
;

its writers observed human character,

studied action in its consequences, laid down maxims for edu-

cation and conduct, and reflected on the moral problems which
human society presents. The book of Proverbs consists essen-

tially of generalizations on human character and conduct, with

(especially in chs. i.~ix.) moral exhortations addressed to an
imagined “ son ” or pupil. The book consists of eight distinct

portions, chs. i.-ix. being introductory, the proverbs, properly

so called, beginning at x. i (with the title “ The Proverbs of

Solomon ”), and other, shorter collections, beginning at xxii. 17,

xxiv. 23, XXV. I, XXX. I, xxxi. 1, xxxi. 10 respectively. The
book, it is evident, was formed gradually. A small nucleus

of the proverbs may be Solomon’s
;

but the great majority

represent no doubt the generalizations of a long succession of

“wise men.” The introduction, or “Praise of Wisdom,” as

it has been called (chs. i.-ix.), commending the maxims of

Wisdom as a guide to the young, will have been added after

most of the rest of the book was already complete. The book
will not have finally reached its present form before the 4th

century b.c. Some scholars believe that it dates entirely from
the Greek period (which began 332 b.c.)

;
but it may be doubted

whether there are sufficient grounds for this conclusion.

Job.—The book of Job deals with a problem of human life

;

in modern phraseology it is a work of religious philosophy* Job
is a righteous man, overwhelmed with undeserved misfortune

;

and thus the question is raised, Why do the righteous suffer ?

Is their suffering consistent with the justice of God ? The
dominant theory at the time when Job was written was that all

suffering was a punishment of sin ; and the aim of the book is

to controvert this theory. Job’s friends argue that he must have

\yeen guilty of some grave sin
; Job himself passionately main-

tains his innocence ; and on the issue thus raised the dialogue

of the book turns. The outline of Job’s story was no doubt
supplied by tradition

;
and a later poet has developed this out-

line, and made it a vehicle for expressing his new thoughts

respecting a great moral problem which perplexed his contem-
poraries. A variety of indications (see Job) combine to show
that the book of Job was not written till after the time of Jere-

miah—probably, indeed, not^ till after the return from exile.

The speeches of Elihu (chs. xxxii. xxxvii.) are not part of the

original poem, but were inserted in it afterwards.

There follow (in the Hebrew Bible) the five short books, which,

as explained above, are now known by the Jews as the MegiUoth,

or “ Rolls,” viz. Song of Songs, Ruth, lamentations, Ecclesiastes

and Esther. Of these, the Song of Songs

^

in exquisite poetry^

extols the power and sweetness of pure and faithful human love.

The date at which it was written is uncertain ; there are features

in it which point to its having been the work of a poet living

in north Israel, and writing at an early date
;
but most recent

scholars, on account chiefly of certain late expressions occurring

in it, think tltat it cannot have been written earlier than the

4th or 3rd century b.c. In the graceful and tender idyll of Ruth^

it is told how Ruth, the Moabitess, and a native consequently

of a country hostile theocratically to Israel, adopted Israel’s

faith (i. 16), and was counted worthy to become an ancestress

of David. The date of Ruth is disputed : Driver has defended

a pre-exilic date for it, but the general opinion of modern scholars

is that it belongs to the 5th century B.c. The Lamentations

consist of five elegies on the fall of Jerusalem, and the sufferings

which its people experienced in consequence
;

they must all

have been composed not long after 586 B.c. Ecclesiastes^ the

third book belonging (see above) to the Wisdom-literature,

consists of moralizings, prompted by the dark times in which
the author’s lot in life was cast, on the disappointments which
seemed to him to be the reward of all human endeavour, and
the inability of man to remedy the injustices and anomalies of

society. If only upon linguistic grounds—for the Hebrew of the

book resembles often that of the Mlshnah more than the ordinary

Hebrew of the Old Testament—Ecclesiastes must be one of the

latest IxKiks in the Hebrew canon. It was most probably

written during the Greek jjeriod towards the end of the 3rd

century b.c. The book of Esther

^

which describes, with many
legendary traits, how the beautiful Jewess succeeded in rescuing

her people from the destruction which Haman had prfjparcd for

them, will not be earlier than the closing years of the 4th century

B.c., and is thought by many scholars to be even later.

The Book of Daniel.
—

'I’he aim of this hook is to strengthen

and encourage the pious Jews in their sufferings under the

persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes, 168-165 b.c. Clis. i.-vi.

consist of narratives, constructed no doubt upon a tradi-

tional basis, of the experiences of Daniel at the Babylonian

court, between 605 and 538 b.(\, with the dtjsign of illustrating

how God, in times of trouble, defends and succours His faithful

servants. Chs. vii.-xii. contain a series of visions, purport-

ing to have been seen by Daniel, and describing, sometimes

(especially in ch. xi.) with considerable minuteness, the course

of events from Alexander the Great, through the two royal lines

of the Ptolemies and the Seleucidae, to Antiochus Epiphanes,

dwelling in particular on the persecuting measures adopted by
Antiochus against tlie Jews, and promising the tyrant’s speedy

fall (see e.g. viii. 9-14, 23-25, xi. 21-45). Internal evidence

shows clearly that the book cannot have l>een written by Daniel

himself ; and that it must in fact be a product of the period in

which its interest culminates, and the circumstances of which
it so accurately reflects, i.e. of 168-165 b.c.

Chronicles
f

Ezra and Nehemiah.—^’I’hese books form the

second series of historical books referred to above, Ezra and
Nehemiah carrying on the narrative of Chronicles, and forming

its direct sequel. 1 Chr. i.-ix. consists mostly of tribal gene-

alogies, partly based upon data contained in the older books

(Gen.-Kings), partly including materials found by the compiler

elsewhere, i Chr. x.-2 Chr. xxxvi. consists of a series of excerpts

from the books of Samuel and Kings—sometimes transcribed

without substantial change, at other times materially altered

in the process—combined with matter, in some cases limited

to a verse or two, in others extending to several chapters, con-

tributed by the compiler himself, and differing markedly from
the excerpts from the older books both in phraseology and in

point of view. The books of Ezra and Nehemiah are of similar

structure ; here the sources excerpted are the Memoirs of Ezra
and Nehemiah, written by themselves in the first person

;

viz. Ezra vii. i2‘-ix. (including the decree of Artaxerxes, vii.

12-26)
;

Neh. i. i-vii. 73®, xii. 31-41, xiii.
;
and a narrative

written in Aramaic (Ezra iv. 8-vi. 18) ; Ezra x. and Neh. viii.-x.

also are in all probability based pretty directly upon the Memoirs
of Ezra ; the remaining parts of the books are the composition

of the compiler. The additions of the compiler, especially in

the Chronicles, place the old history in a new light
; he invests

it with the associations of his own day ; and pictures pre-exilic

Judah as already possessing the fully developed ceremonial
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system, under which He lived himself, and as ruled by the ideas

and principles current among his contemporaries. There is much
in his representation of the past which cannot be historical.

For examples of narratives which are his composition .see

I Chr. XV, 1-24, xvi. 4-42, xxii. 2"xxix.
;

2 Chr. xiii. 3-22, xiv.

6~xv. 15, xvi. 7-11, xvii., xix. ,i-xx. 30, xxvi. 16-20, xxix. 3-

xxxi. 21. On account of the interest shown by the confjpiler

in the ecclesiastical aspects of the history, his work has been not

inaptly called the “ Ecclesiastical Chronicle of Jerusalem.^’

From historical allusions in the book of Nehemiah, it may be

inferred that the compiler wrote at about 300 b.c. (S. R. D.)

2. Texts and Versions.

Text.— The form in which the Hebrew text of the Old Testa-

ment is presented to us in all MSS, and printed editions is that

of the Massoretic text, the date of which is usually placed

somewhere between the 6th and 8th centuries of the Christian

era. It is probable that the present text became fixed as early

as the 2nd century A.D., but even this earlier date leaves a

long interval between the original autographs of the Old 're.sta-

ment writers and our present text. Since the fixing of the

Massoretic text the task of preserving and transmitting the

sacred books has been carried out with the greatest care and

fidelity, with the result that llie text has undergone practically

no change of any real importance
;
but before that date, owing

to various causes, it is beyond dispute that a large number of

corruptions were introduced into the Hebrew text. In dealing,

therefore, with the textual criticism of the Old 'Festament it is

necessary to determine the period at which the text assumed its

present fixed form before considering the means at our disposal for

controlling the text when it was, so to speak, in a less settled

condition.

.\n examination of the extant MSS. of the Hebrew Old Testa-

ment reveals two facts which at first sight are somewhat remark-

able. The first is that the oldest dated MS., the Codex
® Bahylonicus Petropoliianus^ only goes back to the year

A.D. 916, though it is probable that one or two MSS.
belong to the 9th century. The second fact is that all our

Hebrew MSS. represent one and the same text, viz. the Massoretic.

rhis text was the work of a special gild of trained scholars

called Massoretes (nneon 'Sra) or “ masters of tradition
”

(•vv>oi^, or less correctly nT®?),’ whose aim was not only to

preserve and transmit the consonantal text which had been

handed down to them, but also to ensure its proper pronunciation.

'I'o this end they provided the text with a complete system of

vowel points and accents.^ I’heir labours further included the

compilation of a number of notes, to which the term Massorah

is now usually applied. These notes for the most part constitute

a sort of index of the peculiarities of the text, and possess but
little general interest. More important are those passages in

which the Massoretes have definitely adopted a variation from
the consonantal text. In these cases the vowel points attached
to the written word (Kithihh) belong to the word which is to be
substituted for it, the latter being placed in the margin with the

initial letter of QSre ( - to be read) prefixed to it. Many even of

these readings merely relate to variations of spelling, pronuncia-

tion or grammatical forms
;

others substitute a more decent

expression for the coarser phrase of the text, but in some
instances the suggested reading really affects the sense of the

passage. These last are to be regarded either as old textual

• For a discussion of this word see W. Bacher {J.Q.R. vol. iii.

pp. 785 f.), who raaintain.s that the original pronunciation of tiiese

words was nn'io^ and n^p^a.

2 The actual date of the introduction of vowel points is not known,
but it must in any case have been later than the time of Jerome, and
is pro^bly to be assigned to the 7th century. Of the systems of

punctuation which are known to us, the more familiar is the Tiberian,

or sublinear, which is found in all printed editions of the Hebrew
BibJe. The other system, the Babylonian or superlinear, is chiefly

found in certain Yemen MSS. For yet a third system of vocalisation

see M. Friedlander, 181)5, pp. 564 f., and P. KahlemZ..4 .r.lF.

xxi. (1901), pp. 273 f. Probably the idea of providing vowel points
was Iwrrowed from the Syrians.
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variants, or, more probably, as emendations corresponding to

the errata or corrigenda of a modern printed book. They do not

point to any critical editing of the text
;

for the aim of the

Massoretes was essentially conservative. 'Fheir object was not

to create a new text, but rather to ensure the accurate trans-

mission of the traditional text which they themselves had
received. Their work may be said to culminate in the vocalized

text which resulted from the labours of Rabbi Aaron ben Asher
in the 10th century.'^ But the writings of Jerome in the 4th, and
of Origen in the 3rd century both testify to a Hebrew text

practically identical with tliat of the Massoretes. Similar

evidence is furnished bythe Mishna and the Gemara, the Targums,
and lastly by the Greek version of Aquila,* which dates from the

first half of the 2nd century a.d. Hence it is hardly doubtful

that the form in which we now possess the Hebrew text was
already fixed by the beginning of the 2nd century. On the

other hand, evidence such as that of the Book of Jubilees shows

that the form of the text still fluctuated considerably as late as

the ist century a.d., so that we are forced to place the fixing of

the text some time between the fall of Jeru.salem and the produc-

tion of Aquila’s version. Nor is the occasion far to seek. After

the fall of Jerusalem the new system of biblical exegesis founded

by Rabbi Hillel reached its climax at Jamnia under the famous
Rabbi Aqiba (d. c. 132). The latter’s system of interpretation

was based upon an extremely literal treatment of the text,

according to which the smallest words or particles, and some-

times even the letters of scripture, were invested with divine

authority. The inevitable result of such a system must have
been the fixing of an officially recognized text, which could

scarcely have differed materially from that which was finally

adopted by the Massoretes. That the standard edition was
not the result of the critical investigation of existing materials

may be assumed with some certainty.^' Indeed, it is probable,

as has been suggested,^ that the manuscript winch was
adopted as the standard text was an old and well-written copy,

possibly one of those which were presented in the Court of the

Temple.

But if the evidence available points to the time of Hadrian as

the period at which the Hebrew text assumed its present form,

it is even more certain that prior to that date the various MSS.
of the Old Testament differed very materially from one another.

Sufficient proof of this statement is furnished by the Samaritan
Pentateuch and the versions, more especially the Septiiagint.

Indications also are not wanting in the Hebrew text itself to

show that in earlier times the text was treated with considerable

freedom . Thus, according to Jewi.sh tradition, there are eighteen ‘

passages in which the older scribes deliberately altered the text

on the ground that the language employed was either irreverent

or liable to misconception. Of a similar nature are the changes

introduced into proper names, e.g. the substitution of bosheth

( — shame) for baal in Ishbosheth (2 Sam. ii. 8) and Mephibosheth

(2 Sam. ix. (> ;
cf. the older forms Eshbaal and Meribaal, i Chron.

viii‘ 34, 35) ; the use of the verb “ to bless ” (t;i2) in the sense

of cursing (i Kings xxi. 10, 13 ; Job i. 5, ii, ii. 5, 9 ;
Ps. x. 3)

;

and the insertion of “ the enemies of ” in 1 Sam, xxv. 22, 2 Sam.
xii. 14. These intentional alterations, however, only affect a
very limited portion of the text, and, though it is possible that

other changes were introduced at Afferent times, it is very

This represents the Western tradition as opposed to the Eastern
text of hen Naphtali. For the standard copies such as the Codex
Hillelis referred to by later writers see H, I., Strack, Prolee. Critka,
pp. 14 f.

Cf. F. C. Burkitt, Fragments of the Books of Kings according to

the Translation of Aquila.
» The Talmudic story of the three MSS. preserved in the court of

the temple {Sopherim, vi. 4) sufficiently illustrates the tentative
efforts of the rabbis in this direction.

« W. Roberteon Smith, Old Testament and the Jewish Chnrch,
pp, O9 f.

’ For these Tiqqunc Sopheeim or “ corrections of the scribes ” see
Geiger. Urschrift, pp. 308 f,

;
Strack, Prolegomena Critka. p. 87 :

Buhl, Canon and Text of the Old Testament, pp. 103 f. In the Mekilta
(Exod. XV. 7) only eleven piwsages are mentioned. Less important
arc the IHurt Sopherim, or five passages in which the scribes have
omitted a waw from the text.
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unlikely that they were either more extensive in range or more

important in character. At tlie same time it is clear both from

internal and external evidence that the archetype from which our

MSS. are descended was far from being a perfect representative of

the original text. For a comparison of the different parallel

passages which occur in the Old Testament (e,g. i and 2 Samuel,

I and 2 Kings, and i and 2 Chronicles ; 2 Kings xviii. 13-xx. 19

and Isaiah xxxvi.-xxxix.; 2 Sam. xxii. and Ps. xviii.
;

Ps. xiv.

and liii., &c.) reveals many variations which are obviously due to

textual corruption, while there are many passages which in their

present form are either ungrammatical, or inconsistent with the

context or with other passages. Externally also the ancient

versions, especially the Septuagint, frequently exhibit variations

from the Hebrew which are not only intrinsically more probable,

but often explain the difficulties presented by the Massorctic

text. Our estimate of the value of tliese variant readings,

moreover, is considerably heightened when we consider that the

MSS. on which the versions are based arc older by several

centuries than those from which the Massoretic text was derived
;

hence the text which they presuppose has no slight claim to be

regarded as an important witness for the original Hebrew.
“ But the use of the ancient versions ” (to quote Prof. Driver ')
“ is not always such a simple matter as might be inferred. . . .

In the use of the ancient versions for the purposes of textual

criticism there are three precautions which must always be

observ^ed ;
we must reasonably assure ourselves that we possess

the version itself in its original integrity ;
we must eliminate

such variants as have the appearance of originating merely with

the translator
;

the remainder, which will be those that are due

to a difference of text in the MS. (or MSS.) used by the translator,

we must then compare carefully, in the light of the considerations

just stated, with the existing Hebrew text, in order to determine

on which side the superiority lies.”

Versions.—In point of age the Samaritan Pentateuch furnishes

the earliest external witness to the Hebrew text. It is not a version,

^
but merely that text ot the Pentateuch which has been

smmsn^ preserved by the Samaritan community since the time
of Nchcmiah (Nch, xiii. 2^-31), t.e. about 432 n.c.®

It is written in the Samaritan script, which is closely allied to the old

Hebrew as opposed to the later “ square " character. We further
possess a Samaritan Targum of the I^cntateuch written in the
Samaritan dialect, a variety of western Aramaic, and also an Arabic
translation of the five books of the law

;
the latter dating perhaps

from the nth century a.d, or earlier. The Samaritan Pentateuch
agrees with the Septuagint version in many passages, but its chief

importance lies in the proof which it affords as to the substantial

agreement of our present text of the Pentateuch, apart from certain

intentional changes,® with that which was promulgated by Ezra.

Its value for critical purposes is considerably discounted by the
late date of the MSS., upon which the printed text is based.

The Targums, or Aramaic paraphrases of the books of the Old
Testament (see Targum), date from the time when Hclircw had

. become superseded by Aramaic as the language spoken
AtwoMK.

Jews, i.e. during the period immediately preceding
the Christian era. In their written form, however, the earlier

Targums, viz. thosc^ on the Pentateuch and the prophetical books,
cannot be earlier than the 4lh or 5th century a.d. Since they were
designed to meet the needs of the people and had a directly edifica-

tory aim, they are naturally characterized by expansion and para-
phrase. and thus afford invaluable illustrations of the methods of

Jewish iniorpretation and of the development of Jewish thought.
The text which they exhibit is virtually identical with the Masso-
retic text.

The earliest among the versions as well as the most important
for the textual criticism of the Old Testament is the Septuagint.

* This version probably arose out of the needs of the Greek-
speaking Jews of Alexandria in the 3rd century B.c.

According to tradition the law was translated into Greek
during tlie reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus (284-247 b.c.), and,
though the form {viz. the Letter of Aristeas) in which this tradition

' Text of the Books of Samtsel, pp. xxxix. f.

® According to Josephus {Ant, xi. 7. 8) the temple on Mt. Geriz^
was s(^t up by Manasseh in the reign of Darius Codomannus, i.e.

about 332 B,c. It is possible that he is correct in placing the
building of the tempie at the later date, but probably he errs in
connecting it with the secession of Manassoh, which, according
to Nebemiah, occurred a century earlier ; it has been suggested
that ho has confujed Darius Codomannus with his predecessor,
Darius Nothus,

® e.g. Ex. XX. 17, 19 ff
;
Num. xx. 1 . ; Deut. xxvii. 4.

has come down to us cannot lie regarded asf liistorical, yet it seems
to have prejierved correctly both the date and tlie locality of the

version. The name Septuagint, strictly speaking, only applies to

the translation of the Pentateuch, but it was afterwards extended
to include the other books of the Old Testament as they were trans-

lated. That the interval which elapsed before the Prophets and tlic

Hagiographa were also translated was no great one is shown by the

proTqi'iie to Siracli which speaks of *‘ the Law, the Pro])hets and
the rest of the books," as already current in a translation by 132 n.c.

The dete at which the various books were combined into a single

work is not known, but the existence of the Septuagint as a whole
may be assumed for the 1st century a.d., at which period the Greek
version was universally accepted by the Jews of the Dispersion
as Scripture, and from them passed on to the Christian Church.
The position of the Septuagint, however, as the official Greek

representative of the Old Testament did not long remain un-
challenged. The op})osition, as might be expected, came

,

from the side of the Jews, and was due partly to the
controversial use which was made of the version by the *

Christians, but chiefly to the fact that it was not suffi-

ciently in agreement with the standard Hebrew text estab-
'

lislied by Kabbi Aqiha and his school. Hence arose in

the 2nd century a.d. the three new versions of Aquila,

Symmaclms and Theodotion. Aquila was a Jewish proselyte of

Pontus, and since he was a disciple oi Rabbi Aqiba (d. a.d. 135). and
(according to another Talmudic account) also of Rabbi Eliezer and
Rabbi Joshua, the immediate iiredecessors of Aqiba. his version may
lie assigned to the first half of the 2nd century. It is characterized

by extreme literalness, and clearlv reflects the jieculiar sy'^tem of

exegesis which was then in vogue among the Jewish rabbis. Its

slavish adherence to the original caused the new translation to be

received with favour by the Hellenistic Jews, among whom it quickly

superseded the older Septuagint. For what remains of this version,

which owing to its character is of the greatest value to the textual

cntic, we have until recently been indebted to Urigen's Hexapla
(see below)

;
for, though Jerome mentions a secunda editio, no MS.

of Aqiiila's translation has survived. Fragments,'* however, of two
codices were discovered (1897) in the genizah at Cairo, whicii

illustrate more fully the peculiar features of this version.

The accounts given of Theodotion are somewhat conflicting.

Both Trenaeus and EpmUanius de.scribe him as a Jewish proselyte,

but while the former calls him an Ephesian and mentions liis trans

lation before that of Aquila, the latter states that he was a nati\'e

of Pontus and a follower of Marcion, and further a.ssigns his work
to the reign of Commodus (a.d. 180-192) ;

others, according to

Jerome, describe him as an Ebionite. On tlie whole it is proliable

that Irenaeus has preserved the most trustworthy account.® 'I'lieo-

dotion’s version differs from those of Aquila and Symmachus in that

it was not an independent translation, but rather a revision of the

Septuagint on the ba.sis of the current Hebrew text. He retained,

however, those passages of which there was no Hebrew equivalent,

and added translations of the Hebrew where the latter was not

represented in the Septuagint. A ])eculiar fcahire of his translation

Is his excessive use of transliteration, but, apart from this, his work
has many points of contact with the Septuagint, which it closely

re.semble.s in style
;
hence it is not surprising to find that later MSS.

of the Septuagint have been largely influenced by Theodotion ’s

translation. In the case of the book of Daniel, as we learn from
Jerome {praefatio in Dan,), the translation of Theodotion was
definitely adopted by the Church, and is accordingly found in the

place of the originai Septuagint in all MSS. and editions.® It is

intere.sting to note in this connexion that renderings which agree in

the most remarkable manner with Theodotion 's version of Daniel

are found not onK' in writers of the 2nd century but also in the

New Testament. The roost probable explanation of this phenomenon
is that these renderings are derived from an early Greek translation,

differii^ from the Septuagint proper, but closely allied to that

which Theodotion used as the basis of his revision.

Symmachus. according to Eusebius and Jerome, was an Ebionite
;

Epiphanius represents him (very improbably) as a Saniaritan who
became a Jewish proselyte. He is not mentioned by Irenaeus and
his date is uncertain, but probably his work is to be assigned to the

® I Kings XX. 7-T7 ;
2 Kings xxiii. 12-17, cd. by Mr (now Professor)

F. C. Burkitt in Fragments of the Boohs of Kings according to the

Translation of Aquila (Cambridge, 1897), and Ps. xc. 6-13 ;
xci.

4-10, and parts of Ps. xxiii. by Dr C. Taylor in Sayings of the Jewish
Fathers (2nd ed., 1897).

® On the question of Theodotion 's date. SchOrer {Geschichie des

jUdischen Volkes, Bd, iii. p. 324) argues very plausibly for his priority

to Aquila on the grounds, (i) that Irenaeus mentions him before

Aquila, and (2) that, after Aquila's version had been adopted by the

Greek Jews, a work such as that of Tlieodotion would have been
somewhat superfluous. Theodotion 's work, he suggests, formed
the first stage towards the establishment of a Greek version which
should correspond more closely with the Hebrew. Moreover, this

theory affords tiic simplest explanation of its disappearance from

Jewish tradition.
« Only one MS. of the Septuagint version of Daniel has survived,

the Codex Chisianus.
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end of tlie 2nd century. His version ^vas commended by Jerome as

giving the sense of the original, and in that respect it forms a direct

contrast with that of Aquila. Indeed Dr Swete ^ thinks it probable

that ^ he wrote with Aquila's version before him, (and that) in his

e^orts to recast it he made free use both of the Septuagint and of

rheodotion.”
As in the case of Aquila, our knowledge of the works of Thcodotion

and Symmachus Is practically limited to the fragments that have

,
been preserved through the labours of Origen. This writer

Origen) conceived the idea of collecting all the
*n€xmpla. Greek versions of the Old Testament with a view

to recovering the original text of the Septuagint, partly by their aid

and partly by means of the current Het)row text. He accordingly

arranged the texts to be compared in six® parallel columns in the

following order >^(i
)
the Hebrew text

; (2) the Hebrew transliterated

into Greek letters
; (3) Aquila ; (4) Symmachus ; (5) the Septuagint

;

and (6) Theodotion. In the Septuagint column he drew attention

to those passages for which there was no Hebrew equivalent by
prefixing an obelus; but where the Septuagint had nothing corre-

sponding to the Hebrew text he supplied the omissions, chiefly but

not entirely from the translation of Theodotion, placing an asterisk

at the beginning of tlie interpolation ;
the close of the passage to

which the obelus or the asterisk was prefixed was denoted by the

mctobclu.s. That Origen did not succeed in his object of recovering

the original Septuagint is due to the fact that he started with the

false conception that the original text of the Septuagint must be

that which coincided most nearly with the current Hebrew text.

Indeed, the result of his monumental labours has been to impede

rather than to promote the restoration of the genuine Septuagint.

Tor the Hexaplar text which he thus produced not only effaced

many of the most characteristic features of the old version, but also

exercised a prejudicial influence on the MSS. of that version.

The Hexapla as a whole was far t<K) large to he copied, but the

revised Septuagint text was published separately by Eusebius and
Pamphilus, and was extensively used in I’alestine during

HeByebluit,
4th century. During the same period two other

Lucima.
recensions made their appearance, that of Hesychius

\N liich was current in Egypt, and that of Lucian which became the

accepted text of the Antiochene Church. Of Hesychius little is

known. Traces of his revision are to be found in the Egyptian

.MSS., especially the Codex Marchalianus, and in the quotations of

Cyril of Alexandria. Lucian was a priest of Antioch who was
martyred at Nicomedia in a.u. 31 i or 312. His revision (to quote

Dr Swete) “ was doubtless an attempt to revise the Koivif (or

‘common text' of the Septuagint) in accordance with the prin-

ciples of criticism which were accepted at Antioch.” To Ceriani

is due the discovery that the text preserved by codices iq, 82, 93.

108, really represents Lucian's recension ; the same conclusion was
reached independently by Lagarde, who combined codex it 8 with

the four mentioned above.*’ As Field {Hexapla, p. 87) has shown,

this discovery is confirmed by the marginal readings of the Syvo-

Hexapla. The recension (see Driver, Notes on the Hebrew Text of

the Boohs of Samuel, p. 32) is characterized by the substitution of

synonyms for the words originally used by the Septuagint, and by

the frequent occurrence of double renderings, but its chief claim

to critical importance rests on the fact that ” it embodies renderings

not found in other MSS. of the Septuagint which presuppose a

Hebrew original self-evidently superior in the passages concerned

to the existing Massorctic text.”

J.atin Fcrsions. Of even greater importance in this respect is

the Old Latin version, which undoubtedly represents a Greek

original prior to the Hexapla. ” The earliest form of the version
"

(to quote Dr Kennedy *) “to which we can assign a definite date,

namely, that u.sed by Cyprian, plainly circulated in Africa.” In

the view of many authorities this version was first produced at

Carthage, but recent writers are inclined to regard Antioch as its

birthplace, a view which is supported by the remarkable agreement

of its readings with the T-ucianic recension and with the early Syriac

MSS. Unfortunately the version is only extant in a fragmentary

form, licing preserved partly in MSS., partly in quotations of the

. Fathers. The non-canonical cxmks of the Vulgate, how-
i uigata, which do not appear to have been revised by Jerome,
still represent the older version. It was not until after the 6th

century that the Old I^tin was finally superseded by the Vulgate

or I^tin translation of the Old Testament made by Jerome during

the last quarter of the 4th century. This new version was translated

’ Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek, p. 31.
^ Hence the name Hexapla. In some books, especially the poetical,

the oolumns were increased to eight by the addition of the Quinta and

Sexta, but the Octapla, as the enlarged work was called, was not

apparently a distinct work. The Tetrapla, on the other hand, was

a separate edition which did not contain the first two columns of

the Hexapla.
. ^ .

* Lagarde's projected edition of the Lucianic recension was un-

fortunately never completed ;
the existing volume contains Genesis

-2 Esdms, Esther. It may be noted here that the Complutensian

I'olyglott represents a Lucianic text.

Hastings’s Diet, of the Bible, iii. pp- 54

from the Hebrew, but Jerome also made ui^e of the Greek versions,

more especially of Symmachus. His original intention was to revise

the Old Latin, and his two revisions of the Psalter, the Roman and

the Gallican, the latter modelled on the Hexapla, still survive. Of

the other books which he revised according to the Hexaplar text,

that of Job has alone come down to us. For textual purposes the

Vulgate possesses but little value, since it presupposes a Hebrew
original practically identical w*ith the text stereotyped by the

Massoretes.
‘

Svriac Versions.—The Peshito (P’shitta) or “ simple ” revision of

the Old Testament is a translation from the Hebrew, though certain

books appear to have been influenced by the Septuagint. Its date

is unknown, but it is usually a.ssigned to the 2nd century a.d. Its

value for textual purposes is not great, partly because the under-

lying text is the same as the Mossoretic. partly btcause the Syriac

text has at different times been harmonized with that of the

Septuagint.
, , . x 1

The Syro-Hexaplar version, on the other hand, is extremely

valuable for critical purposes. This Syriac translation of the Septua-

gint column of the Hexapla was made by Paul, bishop of

Telia, at Alexandria in a.d. 616-617. Its value consists

in the extreme literalness of the translation, which renders

it possible to recover the Greek original with considerable certainty.

It has further preserved the critical signs employed by Origen as

well as many readings from the other Greek versions ;
hence it forms

our chief authority for reconstructing the Hexapla. The greater

>art of this work is still extant ; the poetical and prophetical books

lave been preserved in the Codex Aftthrosianus at Milan (published

in photolithography by Ceriani, Mon. Sacr. et Prof.), and the remain-

ing portions of the other books have been collected by Lagarde in

his Bibliothecae Syriacae, &c.

Of the remaining version.^ of the Old Testament the most im-

portant are the Egyptian. Elhiopic, Arabic, Gothic and Armenian,

all of which, except a part of the Arabic, appear to have been made
through the medium of the Sept uagint.

Authorities.—Wellhausen-Bleek. Einleitun^ in das alte Testa-

ment (4th ed., Berlin, 1878, pp. 571 ff.. or 5tli ed., Berlin, 1886, pp. 523
ft.) ; S. R. Driver, Notes on Samuel jpxiord, i8tjo), Introd. §§ 3 f. ;

W. Robertson Smitli, Old Testament in the Jewish Church (2nd ed ,

1895) I
G. Kenyon, Our Bible and the Ancient MSS. (London,

1896)

;
T, H. Weir. A Short History of the Hebrew Text (London,

1896); H. B. Swete, Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek

(Cambridge, 1900) ; F. Buhl, Kanon u. Text des A.T. (English trans.,

Edinburgh, 1892) ; E. Schiirer, Geschichte des jUdischen Volkes

(3rd ed., 1902), vol. iii, § 33 ;
C. H. rornill, Einleitun^ in das alte

Testament (4th ed., i8<j6), and Prolegomena to Ezechtel (Leipzig),

1886) ; H. L. Strack, Einleitung in das alte Testarnent, Prolegomena

Critica in Vet. Test. (Leipzig, J873) ;
A. Loisy, Histoire critique du

tcxle et des versions delavible (Amiens, 1892) ;
E. Nestle, Urtext und

Vbersetziingen der Dibel (l.eipzig, 1897) ;
Ed. Konig, Einleitung in

das alte Testament (Bonn. 1893) ;
F. Field. Origenis Hexaplorum

quae supersunt, &c. ;
A. Dillmann and F. Buhl, article on Bibel-

toxt des A.T.” in P.R.E.^ vol. ii.
;
Ch. D. Ginsburg, Introduction

to the Massoretico-critical edition of the Bible (Eondon, 1897), and

The Massorah (London. 1880-1885). (J. F. St.)

3 . Textual Criticism,

The aim of scientific Old Testament criticism is to obtain,

through discrimination between truth and error, a full apprecia-

tion of the literature which constitutes the Old Testa- «
. ^ ^

ment, of the life out of which it grew, and the secret of

the influence which these have exerted and still exert, batwaaa

For such an appreciation many things arc needed ;
and TaxtmaS

the branches of Old Testament criticism are corre-

spondingly numerous. It is necessary in the first

instance to detect the errors which have crept into the

text in the course of its tramsmission, and to recover, sc far as

possible, the text in its original form ; this is the task of Textual,

or as it is sometimes called in contradistinction to another branch,

Lower Criticism. It then becomes the task of critical exegesis

to interpret the text thus recovered so as to bring out the meaning

intended by the original authors. This Higher Criticism partakes

of two characters, literary and historical. One branch seeks to

determine the scope, purpose and clw.racter of the various books

of the Old Testament, the times in and conditions under which

they were written, whether they are severally the work of a

single author or of several, whether they embody earlier sources

and, if so, the character of these, and the conditions under which

they have reached us, whether altered and, if altered, how
;

this

is Literary Criticism, A further task is to estimate the value of

this literature as evidence for the history of Israel, to determine,

as far as possible, whether such parts of the literature as are

contemporary with the time described present correct, or whether
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in any respect one-sided or biased or otherwise incorrect,

descriptions
;
and again, how far the literature that relates the

story of long past periods has drawn upon trustworthy records,

and how far it is possible to extract historical truth from tradi-

tions (such as those of the Pentateuch) that present, owing to the

gradual accretions and modifications of intervening generations,

a composite picture of the period described, or from a work such

as Chronicles, which narrates the past under the influence of the

conception that the institutions and ideas of the present must
have been established and current in the past

; all tliis falls under
Historical CriUcisniy which, on its constructive side, must avail

itself of all available and wll-sifted evidence, whether derived

from the Old Testament or elsewhere, for its presentation of the

liistory of Israel—it^. ultimate purpose. Finally, by comparing
the results of this criticism as a whole, we have to determine, by
observing its growth and comparing it with others, the essential

character of the religion of Israel.

In brief, then, the criticism of the Old Testament seeks to

discover what the words written actually meant to the writers,

what the events in Hebrew history actually were, what the

religion actually was
;
and hence its aim differs from the dog-

matic or homiletic treatments of the Old Testament, which have
sought to discover in Scripture a given body of dogma or incen-

tives to a particular type of life qr the like.

Biblical criticism, and in some respects more especially Old
Testament criticism, is, in all its branches, very largely of modern
growth. This has been due in part to the removal of conditions

unfavourable to the critical study of the evidence that exi.stcd,

in part to the discovery in recent times of fresh evidence. The
unfavourable conditions and the critical efforts which wore made
in spite of them can only be briefly indicated.

For a long time Biblical study lacked the first essential of sound
critical method, viz. a critical text of the literature. Jewish

exclusively based on the official Hebrew

erttieiMtn,
w'liicli was fixed, probably in the 2nd century a.d.,

and thereafter scrupulously preserved. This text,

however, had suffered certain now obvious corruptions, and,

probably enough, more corruption than can now, or perhaps ever

will be, detected with certainty. The position of Christian (and

Jewish Alexandrian) scholars was considerably worse
;

for,

with rare exceptions, down to the 5th century, and practically

without exception between the 5th and 15th centuries, their

study was exclusively based on translations. Beneath the

ancient Greek version, the Septuagint, there certainly underlay an
earlier form of the Hebrew text than that perpetuated by Jewish
tradition, and if Christian scholars could have worked through

the version to the underlying Hebrew text, they would often

have come nearer to the original meaning than their Jewish
contemporaries. But this they could not do ; and since the

version, owing to the limitations of the translators, departs widely

from tlie sense of the original, Christian scholars were on the

whole kept much farther from the original meaning than their

Jewish contemporaries, who used the Hebrew text ; and later,

after Jewish grammatical and philological study had been

stimulated by intercourse with the Arabs, the relative disad-

vantages under which Christian scholarship laboured increased.

Still there are lyjt lacking in the early centuries a.d. important, if

limited and imperfect, efforts in textual criticism. Origen, in his

Hexapla, placed side by side the Hebrew text, the Septuagint, and
certain later Greek versions, and drew attention to the variations

:

he thus brought together for comparison, an indispensable

preliminary to criticism, the chief existing evidence to the text of

the Old Testament. Unfortunately this great work proved too

voluminous to be preserved entire
;
and in the form in which it

was fragmentarily preserved, it even largely enhanced the critical

task of later centuries. Jerome, perceiving the unsatisfactory

position of Latin-speaking Christian scholars who studied the Old
Testament at a daubie remove from the original--4a Latin versions

of the Greek—^made a fresh Latin translation direct from the

Hebrew text then received among the Jews. It is only in aoecxrd-

ance witfi what constantly recurs m the histoiyof Biblical

criticism that this effort to approximate to the truth met at first

with considerable opposition,and was for a time regarded even by
Augustine as dangerous. Subsequently, however, this version of

Jerome (the Vulgate) became the basis of Western Biblical

scholarsliip. Henceforward the Western Church suffered both
from the corruptions in the official Hebrew text and also from the

fact that it worked from a version and not from the original, for a

knowledge of Hebrew was rare indeed among Christian scholars

between the time of Jerome and the 16th century.

But if the use of versions, or of an uncritical text of the

original, was one condition unfavourable to criticism, another

that was not less serious was the dominance over both Jews and
Christians of unsound methods of interpretation—legal or

dogmatic or allegorical. The influence of these can be traced as

earl}^ as the Greek version (3rd century B.c. and later)
; alle-

gorical interpretation is conspicuous in tlie Alexandrian Jewish
scholar Philo (q.v.) ; it may be seen in many New Testanaent

interpretations of the Old Testament {e.g. Gal. iii. t6, iv. 21-31),

found a classical exponent in Origen, and, in spite of the opposi-

tion of the scliool of Antioch, pre-eminently of Theodore (d.

A.D. 428), maintained its power virtually iml^roken down to the

Reformation. It is true that even by the most thorough-going

allegorists the literal sense of Scripture was not openly and
entirely disregarded

;
but the very fact that the study of Hebrew

was never more Uian exi cptional, and so early ceased to be

cultivated at all, is eloquent of indifference to the original literal

sense, and the very principle of the many meanings inherent in

the sacred writings was hostile to sound interpretation
;
greater

importance was attadied to the “ deeper or “ hidden ” senses,

i.e, to the various unreal interpretations, and when the literal

sense conflicted with the dogmas or tradition of the Church its

validity was wholly denied. The extraordinary ambiguity and
uncertainty which allegorical interpretation tacitly iiscribed to

Scripture, and the ease with which heretical as well as orthodox

teaching could be represented as “ hidden under the literal

sense, was early p)ercoived, but instead of this leading to any real

check on even wild subjectivity in interpretation and insistence

on reaching the literal sense, it created an ominous principle that

maintained much of its influence long after the supremacy of

allegorism was overthrown. This is the principle that all

interpretation of Scripttirc must be according to the Regula

fidei—that all interpretation which makes Scripture contradict or

offend the traditions of the ('hurch is wrong.

"rhe spirit and the age of humanism and the Reformation

effected and witnessed important developments in the study of

the Old Testament. It was still long before any considerable

results were achieved ; but in various ways the dogmatic iind

traditional treatment of Scripture was undermined
;

the way
was opened for a more real and historical method. It must

suffice to refer briefly to two points.

1. Ignoraucp gave place to knowledge of the languages in which
the Old Testament was written. In 1 506 the distinguished humanist,

Johann Rcuchlin, who had begun tne study of Hebrew under a

Jewish teacher about 1402, published a work entitled De Rudimeniis
Hebraicis containing a Hebrew lexicon and a Hebrew grammar.
In 1504 Konrad Peilikan (Pellicanus), whose study of Hebrew had
profited from intercourse with Rcuchlin, had published a brief

introduction to the language. In 1514 the Complutcnsian Polyglott

l>c^an to be printed and in 1522 'was published. Various Jewish
editions of the Hebrew Bible had already been printed—in part

since 1477, entire since 1488 ; but this work contained the first

Christian edition of the text. Certainly the editors did not intend
hereby to exalt the original above the versions ;

for they placed the
Vulgate in the centre of the page with the Hebrew on one side,

the Greek on the other, i.e. as they themselves explained it, the
Roman Churcli between the synagogue and the Greek Church, as

Christ crucified between two tliieves. Yet even so the publication

of the Hebrew text by Christian scholars marks an important .stage :

henceforth the study of the original enters increasingly into Christian

Biblical scholarship ;
it already underlay the translations which

form so striking a feature of the i6lh century. Luther's German
version (I^ntatcuch, 1523) and Tyndalc’s English version (Pentar

teuch, 1530) were both made from the Hebrew. At first, and indeed
down to the middle of the 17th century, Jewish tmditions and
methods in the study of Hebrew dominated Christian scholars

;

but in the 17^ and i8th centaries the study of other Semitic lan-

guages opened up that comparative linguLstic study which was
systematized and brought nearer to perfection in the 19th century
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(which also witaeBned the openinf? up of the new study of Assyrian)
by scholars such as Gesenius, Ewald, Olshauscn, Renan, Noldeke,
Stado and Driver. This has done much to render po.ssible a more
critical interpretation of the Old Testament.

2. An increasing stress was laid on the liUtal sen.se of Scripture.

The lending Reformers—Luther, ZwingU, Melancthon—frequently
expres.sod themselves against the prevailing view of the manifold
sense of Scripture, and in particular questioned the legitimacy of

allegorical interpretation—except for purposes of popular and
practical exposition. The effort to get at and abide 1^ the literal

sense is characteristic of Calvin's extensive exegetical works. True,
ractice did not always keep pace with theory, and the literal sense
ad to yield if it came into conflict with the “ Faith "

; the alle-

gorical methcKl for long obscured the meaning of the Song of Songs,

and any departure from it was severely condemned
; just as Theodore

of Mopsuestia drew down on liim.self for maintaining the literal

sen.se of the Song the condemnation of the Second Council of Con-
stantinople (a.d. 55.^). so Sebastian Castellio owed (in part) to the
.same indiscrel ion 'his expulsion from Geneva in Even in the
ifith and 17th centuries .scholars like Grotius and Michaelis met with
\ iolent opposition for the same cau.se.

But, however slowly and irregularly, tlie new conditions and the
new' sjiirit affected the study of the Old I'estameiit. 1 1 became subject
to the same critical methods which since the Renaissance have been
applied tti other ancient literatures. Biblical criticism Ls part of a
wider critical movement, but it is noticeable how, from stage to
stage, Biblical scholars adopted the various critical methods which
as aj^plit'd to other literatures have been proved valid, rather than
themselves initiated them. The textual criticism of the classical

literatures made way before tlie textual criticism of the Old Testa-

ment : Bentley's PhaUms (1609) prtx:eded an)' thorough or

f^'stematic application of Higher Criticism to any part of the Old
Testameut

;
Niebulir’s History of Rome (iSn) preceded Ewald’s

History of Israel (1843-1850).

'I'he fufidamental principles of the Textual Criticism of the

Old Testament arc the same as those wliich apply to any other

text and need not he described here (see the

of Textual article 'Pextual Critk'ism). There are also, however,
Critlcinm certain Conditions peculiar to the text of the 01(1

mile
Testament. The significance of tl>ese and the extent

towhich theymust govern the application of the general

principles have even yet scarcely obtained full and general

recognition. These, then, must be briefly clescribecl

The earliest Hebrew MSS. of the Old Te.stamen,t date from
not earlier than the yth centur>' a,d., or nearly one thoustind

years after the latest parts of the Old Testament were written.

These MSS., and the Hebrew ifildes as usually printed, contain

in reality two perfectly distinct texts—the work of two different

ages separated from one another by centuries ; the one is a
text of the Old Te.stament itself, the other a text of a later Jewish
interpretation of Uie Old Testament. The text of the Old
Testament consists of consonants only, for the alphabet of the

ancient Hebrews, like that of their Moabite, Aramaean and
Phoenician neighbours, contained no vowels

j
the text of the

interpretation consists of vowels and accents onJ)'—for vowel

signs and accents liad been invented by Jewish scholars lietween

the 5th and yth centuries a,1). ;
the text of the Old Testament

is complete in itself and inteUigible, though ambiguous ; but
the text of the interpretation read by itself is unintelligible, and
only becomes inteUigible when read with the consonants (under,

over, or in which they are inserted) of the text of the Old Testa-

ment. But the fact that the later text makes use of the earlier

to make itself intelligible in no way destroys the fact that it is

as entirely distinct a work from the earlier as is any commentary
distinct from the work on which it conuaents. The first task

of Old Testament textual criticism after the Reformation was
to prove the independence of these two texts, to gain general

recognition of the fact that vowels and accents formed no part

of the original Hebrew text of the Old Testament. The conflict

that arose over tliis quiestion in the Christian Church was pro-

longed and bitter—'-in part because it unfortunately became
inflamed by the coentending interests of Roman Catholic and
Protestant. The coeval origin of consonants and vowels had
indeed been questioned or denied by the earliest reformers

(Luther, Zwin^i, Calvin), but later, m the period of Protestant

sdiohuBticism and under , the influwice of one school of Jewish

Rabbis, Protestant scholars in particular, and especially .^ose

of the Swiss school, notably the Buxtorfs, had committed

themselves to the view that the vsiwels formed an inte^al and
original part of the text of the Old Testament ;

and this they

maintained with all the more fervency because the ambiguity

of the consonants without the vowels was a troublesome fact

in the way of the extreme Protestant doctrine of the inspiration,

verbal infallibility and sufficiency of Scripture, while it was

by no means unwelcome to Catholic theolc^ians with their

doctrine of the need for an authoritative interpretation. StiU

in the end it was due in large measure to the learning and argu-

mentative power devoted to this subject by the French Protestant

scholar, Louis Capell, and, amongst others, by the English

Protestant scholar, Brian Walton, that by the end of tlie ryth

century tins particular controversy was practically at an end

;

criticism had triumphed, and the later origin of the ^eowels was

admitted. Yet, as often happens, the influence of tradition

lingered long after it had been proved to be false ;
thus the

R.V., instead of l>cing an indeperi(ient translation of the Hebrew
text, is intended (with rare exceptions, as e.g. in Is. lix. 19, where

R.V. translates the Hebrew text and R.V. margin the Jewish

interpretation) to be merely a translation of the Jewish inter-

pretation ; and to the present day it is usual, though obviously

uncritical and wrong, to descrilx; perfectly legitimate translations

of the received consonantal text, if they happen to presuppose

other vowels than those provided by Jewish tradition, as

based on emendation
;
even in the English edition of Haupt’s

Sacred Books of the Old Testament (see below) the possi-

bility of this unfortunate misunderstanding is not altogether

removed.

But the original text of the Old Testament long before it was
combined with the text of the Jewish or Massoretic interpretation

had already undergone a soinewliat similar change, the extent

of which was indeed far less, but also less clearly discoverable.

This change consisted in the insertion into the original text

of certain consonants which had come to be also used to express

vowel sounds ; tlie Hebrew consonant corresponding to

w also expressed the vowel 0 or w, the consonant h the vowel

fl, and so forth. For reasons suggested partly by the study of

Semitic inscriptions, partly by comparison of passages occuning

twice within the Old lestament, and partly by a comparison
of the Hebrew textwi til the Septuagiiil,it is clear that the authors

of the Old Testament (or at least most of them) themselves made
some use of these vowel consonants, but that in a great number
of cases the vowel consonants that stand in our present taext

were inserted by transcribers and editors of tJbe texts. Again,

and for similar reasons, it is probable that in many cases, if not

in all, the original texts were written without any clear division

of the consonants into words. In view of all this, the first

requisite for a critical treatment of the text of the Old Testament

is to consider the consonants by themselves, to treat every"

vowel-consonant as possibly not original, and the cxistimg

divisions of the text into words as original only in those cases

where they yield a sense better than any other possible division

(or, at least, as good). Certainly all this brings us face to face

with much ambiguity and demands increased skill in interpreta-

tion, but anything short of it falls short also of strict critical

method. A perception of this has only been gradually reached,

and is -even now none too general.

Apart from these changes in the history of the text, it has,

like all ancient texts, suffered from accidents of transmission,

from the unintentional mistakes of copyists. This fact was,

naturdly enough and under the same dogmatic stress, denied

by those scholars who maintained that the vowels were an
integral part of the text. Here again we may single out Capellus

as a pioneer in criticism, in his Critica sacra sivt de variis quae
in sacris VS. libris occurruni UcUonilm^ written in 1634, much
studied in MS. by scholars before its publication in 1650, and
unavailingly criticized by Buxtorf the younger in his Aniicritica

seu vindiciae veritatis kebraicae (1653). Capellus drew conclusions

from such important facts as the occunence of variations in

the two Hebrew texts of passages found twice in the Old Testa-

ment itself, and the variations brought to light by a comparison
of the Jewish and Samaritan texts of the Pentateuch, the Hebrew
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text and the Septuagint, th«i Hebrew text and New Testament

quotations from the Old Testament.

In order that the principles already perceived by Capellus

might be satisfactorily applied in establishing a critical text,

many things were needed
;

for example, a complete collation

of existing MSS. of the Jewish text and of the ^maritan text

of the Pentateuch, the establishing of a critical text of the Septua-

gint, a careful study of the severe versions directed to determin-

ing when real variants are implied and what they are. Some of

this work has been accomplished : much of it remains to be done.

The Hebrew MSS. were collated by Kennicott and dc Rossi

at the close of the i8th century, with sufficient thoroughness

to justify the important conclusion that all existing MSS.

reproducora single recension. The Samaritan MSS. arc still

very imperfectly collated ; the same is true of the Syriac and

other versions except the Septuagint. In regard to the Septua-

gint, though the work is by no means complete, much has been

done. For collection of material the edition of Holmes and

Parsons (Oxford, 1798-1827), with its magnificent critical

apparatus, is pre-eminent
;
the preparation of a similar edition,

on a rather smaller scale but embodying the results of fresh and

more careful collation, was subsequently undertaken by Cam-
bridge scholars.^ These editions furnish the material, but neither

attempts the actual construction of a critical text of the version.

Some important contributions towards a right critical method

of using the material collected have been made—in particular

by hagarde, who has also opened up a valuable line of critical

work, along which much remains to be done, by his restoration

of the Lucianic recension, one of the three great recensions of

the Greek text of the Old Testament which obtained currency

at the close of the 3rd and beginning of the 4th centuries a.i*.

More especially since the time of Capellus the value of the

Septuagint for correcting the Hebrew text has been recognized
;

but it has often been used uncritically, and the correctness of the

Hebrew text underlying it in comparison with the text of the

Hebrew MSS,, though still perhaps most generally under-

estimated, has certainly at times been exaggerated.

It has only been possible here to indicate in the briefest way
what is involved in the collection and critical sifting of the

extant evidence for the text of the Old Testament,

Crtacism,
much of the work has been done and how much

remains; and with equal brevity it must suffice to

indicate the position which faces the textual critic when all

that can be done in this way has been done. In so far as it

is possible to recover the Hebrew text from which the Greek

version was made, it is possible to recover a form of the Hebrew
text current about 280 b.c. in the case of the Pentateuch, some

time before 100 b.c. in the case of most of the rest of the Old

Testament. By compari.son of the Hebrew MSS. it is not

difficult to recover the recension which with few and unimportant

variants they have perpetuated, and which may safely be

regarded as differing but slightly from the text current and offici-

ally established before the end of the 2nd century a.t>. By
a comparison of these two lines of evidence we can approximate

to a text current about 300 b.c. or later
;
but for any errors

which had entered into the common source of these two forms

of the text we possess no documentary means of detection

whatsoever. The case then stands thus. Except by the obviously

•absurd assumption of the infallibility of copyists for the centuries

before c, 300 b.c., we cannot escape the conclusion that errors

lurk even where no variants nmv exist, and that such errors can

be corrected, if at all, only hy conjectural emendation. The dangers

of conjectural emendation aA well known and apparent
;

large

numl^ers of such emendations have been ill-advised
;
but in the

case of many passages the only alternative for the textual critic

who is at once competent and honest is to offer such emendations

or to indicate that such passages are corrupt and the means of

restoring them lacking.

Conjectural emendations were offered by Capellus in the

17th, and by scholars such as C. F. Houbigant, Archbishop

' The Old Testament in Creek, by A. E. Brooke and N. McLean,
vol. i. pt. t (1906).

Seeker, Bishop Lowth and J. I). Michaelis in the 18th century.

Some of these have approved themselves to successive genera-

tions of scholars, who have also added largely to the store of such

suggestions ;
conjectural emendation has been carried furthest

by upholders of particular metrical theories (such as Bickcll

and Duhm) which do not accommodate themselves well to the

existing text, and by T. K. Cheyne (in Critica Biblica, 1903),

whose restorations resting on a dubious theory of Hebrew history

have met with little approval, though his negative criticism

of the text is often keen and suggestive.

A model of the application of the various resources of Old

Testament textual criticism to the restoration of the text is

C. H. Cornill’s Das Buck des Propheten Ezechiel (1886) : outstand-

ing examples of important systematic critical notes are
J.

Well-

hausen’s Der Text der Bucher Samuelis (1871) and S. K. Driver's

Notes on the Hebreiv Text of the Books of Samuel (1890). Haupt’s

Sacred Books of the Old Testament, edited by various scholars,

was designed to present, when complete, a critical text of the

entire Old Testament with critical notes. The results of textual

criticism, including a considerable number of conjectural emend-

ations, are succinctly presented in Kittel’s Bihlta Hebraica

(1906); but the text here printed is the ordinary Massoretic

(vocalized) text. The valuable editions of the Old Testament

by Baer and Delitzsch, and by Ginsburg, contain crtltcal texts

of the Jewish interpretation of Scripture, and therefore neces-

sarily uncritical texts of the Hebrew Old Testament itself : it

lies entirely outside their .scope to give or even to consider the

evidence which exists for correcting the obvious errors in the

text of the Old Testament as received and perpetuated by the

Jewish interpreters. See also the authorities mentioned in the

following section. (G. JJ. C.*)

4. Higher Criticism.

We now pass on to consider the growth of literary and his-

toric criticism, which constitute the Higher Criticism as already

explained. Down to the Reformation conditions were un-

favourable to such criticism; the prevailing dogmatic use of

Scripture gave no occasion for inquiry into the human origins

or into the real purport and character of the several books.

Nevertheless we find some sporadic and tentative critical efforts

or questions. The most remarkable of these was made outside

the Church—a significant indication of the adverse effect of

the conditions within
;
the Nco-platonist philosopher Porphyry -

in the 3rd century a.t>., untrammelled by church tradition and

methods, anticipated one of the clearest and most important

conclusions of modern criticism : he detected the incorrectnps

of the traditional ascription of Daniel to the Jewish captivity

in Babylon and discerned that the real period of its composition

was that of Antiochus Kpiphanes, four centuries later. In the

mind even of Augustine {Locutio in Jos. vi. .z^f) questions were

raised by the occurrence of the formula “ until this day ’’ in

Jos. iv. 9, but were stilled by a rather clever though wTong use

of Jos. vi. 25 ;
Abelard (Heloissae Problema, xli.) considers the

problem whether the narrative of Moses’s death in Deut. contains

a prophecy by Moses or is the work of another and Jater writer,

while the Jewdsh scholar Ibn Ezra (Abenezra), in a cryptic note

on Deut. i. i, which has been often quoted of late years, gathers

together several indications that point, as he app^rs to perceive,

to the post-Mosaic origin of the Pentateuch. Even rarer than

these rare perceptions of the evidence of the quasi-historical

books to their origin are such half-perceptions of the literary

origin of the prophetical books as is betrayed by Ibn Ezra, who

appears to question the Isaianic authorship of Is. xl.-lxvi., and

by Photius, patriarch of Constantinople in the 9th century,

who, according to Diestel (Gesch. des A. T., 169), raises the ques-

tion why the sixth chapter of Isaiah, containing the inaugural

vision, does not stand at the beginning of the book.

Even after the Renaissance and the Reformation tradition

continued influential. For though the Reformers were critical

of the authority of ecclesiastical tradition in the matter of

* His arguments are stated briefly (and in order to be refuted) by

Jerome in his commentary on Darnel.
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the interpretation anfl use of Scripture, they were not im-

mediately interested in literary and historical criticism, nor con-

cerned to challenge the whole body of traditional lore

RefonuM. matters. At the same time we can see from
Luther’s attitude how the doctrine of the Reformers

(unlike that of the Protestant scholastics who came later)

admitted considerable freedom, in particular with reference

to the extent of the canon, but also to several questions of

higher criticism. Thus it is to Luther a matter of indifference

whether or not Moses wrote the Pentateuch; the books of

Chronicles he definitely pronounces less credible than those of

Kinf'Sf and he considers that the books of Isaiah
y
Jeremiah and

Hosea probably owe their present form to later hands. Carlstadt

again definitely denied the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch

on the ground that Moses could not have written the account of

his own death and yet that Deut. xxxiv. cannot be separated

from the rest of the Pentateuch. The later scholastic I’rotestant

doctrine of verbal infallibility necessarily encouraged critical

reaction and proved a widely extended retarding force far down
into the iqth century. Nevertheless criticism advanced by
slow degrees among individuals, now in the Roman Church,

now in the number of those who sat loosely to the restrictions

of either Roman or Protestant authority, and now among
Protestant scholars and theologians.

It would be impossible to refer here even briefly to all these,

and it may be more useful to select for somewhat full description,

as showing what could be achieved by, and what
® limitations beset, even a critical spirit in the 17th

c.mtury, the survey of the origin of the Old Testament given

by one such individual—Thomas Hobbes in his Lmathan '

(published 1651) c. xxxiii. As far as possible this survey shall

l)e cited verbatim :

—

" Who were the original writers of the several books of Holy
Scripture has not been made evident by any sufficient testimony
of other history, which is the only proof of matter of fact ; nor can
ho, by any argument of natural reason ; for reason serves only to

convince the truth, not of fact, but of consequence. The light

therefore that must guide us in this question, must he that which
is held out unto us from the books themselves : and this light,

though it sliew us not the author of c\'ory book, yet it is not unuseful
to give us knowledge of the time wherein they were written.”

” And first, for the Pentateuch. . . . We read (Dcul. xxxiv. 6)

concerning tlie sepulchre ol Moses ' that no man knowoth of his

sejiulchre to this day ’
; that is, to the day wherein those words were

written. Tt is therefore manifest that these words were written
after his interment. For it were a strange interpretation to say
Moses spake of his own sepulchre, thougli by prophecy, that it was
not found to that day wherein he was yet living. ' The suggestion
that the last chapter only, not the whole Pentateuch, was written
later, is met by Hobbes by reference to Gen. xii. 6 (" the Canaanite
was then in the land ”) and Num. xxi. 14 (citation from a lx>ok

relating the acts of Moses at the Red Sea and in Moab) and the con-
clu.sion reached that " the five books of MosCvS were written after

his time, though how long after is not so manifest.”
” But thougli Moses did not compile those books entirely, and

in the form we have them, yet he wrote all that which he L there
said to have written : as, for example, the volume of the Law ”

contained ” as it seemeth ” In Deut. xi.-xxvii, and this is that Law
which . . . having beeii lost, was long time after found again by
Hilkiah and sent to King Josigs (2 Kings xxii. 8).”

The books of Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Samuel a,Te proved much
later than the times recorded in them by the numerous passages
which speak of customs, conditions, &c., remaining’^' unto this day,”
and Juiges in particular by xviii. 30. “ where it said that ‘ Jonathan
and his sons were priests to the tribe of Dan, until the day of tlv?

captivity of the land.’
”

As for Kings and Chronicles, besides the places which mention
such monuments as, the .writer saith, remained till his own days

”

(Hobbes here cites thirteen from Kings, two from Chron.), ” it is

argument sufficient that they were written after the captivity in

Babylpn, that the history of them is continued till that time. For
the facts registered are always more ancient than the register

; and
much more ancient than such books as make mention of and quote

the register, as these books do in divers places.”

Ezra and N^emiah were written after. Esther during, or after,

the captivity
: Job, which is not a history but a philosophical poem,

at an uncertain date. The Psalms were written mostly by David,

but “some of them after the return from the captivity, as the X37th

^ In what follows the actual quotations are from his English work

;

some of the summaries take account of the brief expansions in his

later Latin Version.

and 126th, whorol>y it Is manifest that the psalter was compiled
and put into the form it now hath, after the return of the Jews from
Babylon.” The compilation of Proverbs is later than any of those
whose proverbs are therein contained ; but Ecclesiastes and Canticles
are wholly Solomon’s except the titles. There is little noticeable in

Hoblios' dating of the prophets, though he considers it not appar-
ent ” whether Amos wrote, as well as composed, his prophecy, or
whether Jeremiah and the other prophets of the time of Josiah
and Ezekiel, Daniel, Haggai and Zechariah, who lived in the cap-
tivity, edited the prophecies a.scril)ed to them. He concludes :

” But
considering the inscriptions, or titles of their books, it is manifest
enough that the whole Scripture of the Old Testament wgs set forth
in the form we have it after the return of the Jews from their cap-
tivity in Babylon and before the time of Ptolcinaeus Philadelphus,”

Except in strangely making Zephaniah contemporary with

Isaiah, Hobbes’ conclusions, in .so far as they diffei;^from the

traditional views, have been confirmed by the more thorough

criticism of subsequent scholars. But apart from the .special

conclusions, the opening and closing considerations contain clear

and important statements which still hold good. No fresh

discoveries since the time of Hobbes have furnished any testi-

mony of other history ” to the origin of the books of the Old
Testament : this must still he determined by the statements
and internal evidence of the Old Testament itself, and a deeper

criticism has given to the final consideration that the Old
Testament received its present form after the Exile a far greater

.significance than Hobbes perhaps guessed.

But the limitations of Hobbes’ literary criticism judged from
our present standpoint are great. The considerations from
which he acutely and accurately draws far-reaching and im-

portant conclusions might be suggested by a very superficial

examination of the literature ; they involve, for example, no
special philological knowledge. The effect of a deeper criticism

has been (c) to give a more powerful support to some of Hobbes'

conclusions
;

(h) to show' that works (t.g. P'cclesiastes) whose
traditional antiquity is left unquestioned by him are in reality

of far more recent origin
;

(r) to eliminate the earlier sources

or elements in the writings which Hobbes was content to date

mainly or as a whole by their latest elements {e,g, Pentateuch,

Judges, Kings), and thus to give to these earlier sources an
historical value higher than that which would be safely attri-

buted to them as indistinguishable parts of a late compilation.

Hobbes argues in the case of the Pentateuch that two authors

are distinguishable—Moses and a much later compiler and
editor. Spinoza, whose conclusions in his Tractatus iheologico-

poliiicus (1671), c. viii. ix., had in general much in common with

Hobbes, drew attention in particular to the confused mixture

of law and narrative in the Pentateuch, the occurrence of

duplicate narratives and chronological incongruities. Father

Simon in his Histoire critique du Vieux Testament (1682) also

argues that the Pentateuch is the work of more than one author,

and makes an important advance towards a systematic analysis

of the separate elements by observing that the style varies,

being sometimes very curt and sometimes ver}’ copious “ al-

though the variety of the matter does not require it.” But
none of these makes any attempt to carry through a continuous

analysis.

The first attempt of this kind is that of a French Catholic

physician, Jean Astruc. In a work published anonymously in

1753 under the title of Conjectures sur les mSmoires

ortginaux dvnt il paroit que Moyse s^est send pour *

composer le livre de la Genese, he argued that in Genesis and
Ex. i. ii. Moses had used different documents, and that of these

the two chief were distinguished by their use of different divine

names—Elohim and Yahweh
; byjhe use of this clue he gave

a detailed analysis of the passages belonging to the several

documents. Astruc’s criteria were too slight to give to all the

details of his analysis anything approaching a final analysis

;

but later criticism has shown that his criteria, so far as they
went, were valid, and his results, broadly speaking, sound
though incomplete : and, moreover, they have abundantly
justified his really important fundamental theory that tJie

documents used by the compiler of the Pentateuch have been
incorporated so much as they lay before him that we can get
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behind the compiler to the earlier sources and thus push back
the evidence of much of the Pentateuch beyond the date of its

compilation to the earlier date of the sources. In identifying

the compiler with Moses, Astruc failed to profit from some of

his predecessors : and tl^ fact that he held to the traditional

(Mosaic) origin of the Pentateuch may have prevented him from
seeing the similar facts which would have led him to continue

his analysis into the remaining books of the Pentateuch.

For subsequent developments, and the fruitful results of

documentary analysis as applied to the Pentateuch and other

composite books, which cannot be dealt with in any detail here,

reference must be made to the special articles on the books of

the Old Testament.

The year of the publication of Astruc’s book saw also the

publication of Bishop Lowth’s Dc sacra poesi Hehraeorum : later

Lowth
bowth published a new translation of Isaiah with

notes (1778). Lowth’s contribution to a more critical

appreciation of the Old 'lestament lies in his perception of the

nature and significance of parallelism in Hebrew poetry, in his

discernment of the extent to which the prophetical books are

poetical in form, and in his treatment of the Old Testament as the

expression of the thought and emotions of a people—in a word,
as Literature, Both Lowth’s works were translated and became
influential in Germany.

In spite of these earlier achievements, it is J. G. Eicbhom who
has, not without reason, been termed the “ founder of modern

Biohton
Testament criticism.” Certainly the publication

of his Kinleiiung {Introduction to the Old Testament),

in 1780-1783, is a landmark in the history of Old Testament
criticism. An intimate friend of I lerder, himself keenly interested

in literature, he naturally enough treats the Old lestament as

literature- like Lowth, but •more thoroughly: and, as an
Oriental scholar, he treats it as an Oriental literature. In both
respects he was to be widely followed. His Introduction, con-

sisting of tliree closely packed volumes dealing with textual

as well as literary criticism, is the first comprehensive treatment
of the entire Old Testament as literature. Much of thevduminous
detailed work in this and other works is naturally enough
provisional, but in the Introduction there emerge most of the

broad conclusions of Elerary criticism (sometimes incomplete)

whicl^, after more than a century of keen examination by .scholars

unwilling to admit them, have passed by more or less general

consent into the number of liistorical certainties or high proba-

bilities. With his wide linguistic knowledge Kichhom perceived

tliat the language alone (though he also adduces other considera-

tions) betrays the late origin of Ecclesiastes, which he places in

the Persian Period (538-332 n.c.): Canticles, too, preserves

linguistic features which are not of the Solomonic age. He
analyses significant stylistic peculiarities such as occur, e.g,, in

Isaiah xxiv.-xxvii. For various reasons (here following Kopipe,

who just previously in additions to his translation of Lowth ^s

Isaiah had shown himself the pioneer of the higher criticism of

the book of Isaiah) he aigues that “ in our Isaiah are many
oracles not the work of this prophet.” In other directions the

still powerful influence of tradition affects Eichhom. He
maintains the exilic origin of parts of Dcmiel, though he is

convinced (here again in part by language) of the later origin of

other parts.^ His Pentateuchal criticism is limited by the
tradition of Mosaic authorship : but even within these limits

he achieves much. He carries through, as Astruc had done, the

analysis of Genesis into (primarily) two documents
;
he draws

the distinction between the J^ricsts' Code, of the middle books of

the Pentateuch, and Deuteronomy, the people’s law book ; and
admits that even the books tlfkt follow Genesis consist of difierent

documents, many incomplete and fragmentary (whence the

theory became known as the Fragment-hypothesis ”), but all

the wt)rk of Moses and some of his contemporaries.
Other literary criti^ of the same period or a little later are

Alex. Geddes, a Scottish Catholic priest, who projected, and in

part carried out (1792-1800), a critically annotated new rianala-

tion of the Old Testament,and argued therein thatthe Pentateuch
ultunately rests on a variety of sources partly written, .partly

oral, but was compiled in Canaan probably in the reign of

Sobmon; K. D. Ilgen, the discoverer (1798) that there were

two distinct documents in Genesis using the divine name Elohim,

and consequently that there were three main sources in the books,

not two, as Astruc and Eichhorn had conjectured
;
and J. S.

Vater, the elaborator of the “ Fragment-hypothesis.”

But the next distinct stage is reached when we come to De
Wettc, whose contributions to Ifiblical leiirning were many and
varied, iDbt who was pre-eminent in historical criticism,

He carried criticism beyond literary analysis and
literary appreciation to the task of determining the worth of the

documents as records, the validity of the evidence. His peculiar

qualities were conspicuous in his early and exceedingly influential

work—the Beitrage zur Einleiiung in das Alie Testament (iSob-

1807). In the introduction to vol. ii. he carefully analyses the

principles of sound historical method and the essentials of a

trustworthy historical record. Th«se principles he applied to

the Old Testament, firstly to the Boohs of Chronicles, and then

to the Pentateuch. The untrustworthiness of Chronicles—
briefly admitted by Luther—he proved in detail, and so cleared

the way for that truer view of the history and religion of Israel

which the treatment of Chronicles as a trustworthy record of the

past hopelessly obscured. In the criticism of the Pentateuch

his most influential and enduring contributions to criticism are

his proof that Deuteronomy k a work of the 7th century b.c., and

his insistence that the theory of the Mosaic origin of all the

institutions described in the Pentateuch is incompatible W'ith the

liistory of Israel as described in Uie historical books, Judges,

Samicel and Ktngs.

Strong in historical criticism, De Wette was wetik in historical

construction. But what he failed to give, Ewald supplied, and

if more of De Wette's than of Ewald's w’ork still stands

to-day, that is but an illustration of the melancholy

fact that in history negative criticism is surer than positi^*e

construction. But Ewald’s History of the People of Israel (1843-

1859) was the first great attempt to synthesize the results of

criticism and to present the history of Israel as a great reality of

the past. By the force of his wide learning and even more of his

personality, Ewald exercised for long an all-pervading and
almost irresistible influence. He closes one epoch of Old Testa-

ment criticism
;
by his influence he retards the development of

the next. Before passing to the new epoch it must suffice lo

make a simple refervnee to the philological work of Clesenius

and Ewald, which assisted a sounder exegesis and so secured for

later criticism a more stable basis.

The next stage brings us to the critical theories or conclusions

which at first gradually and then rapidly, in spite of the keenest

criticisms directed against them both by those who
clung more or less completely to tradition and by the

representatives of the earlier critical school, gained

increasing acceptance, until to-day they dominate Old Testament

study. The historico-critical starting-point of the movement
was really furnished by De Wefte : but it was Vatke who, in

his Biblische Theologie ufissmschafUich dargestellt (1835), first

brought out its essential character. The fundamental peculiarity

of the movement lies in the fact that it is a criticism of what is

supreme in Israel—its religion, and that it has rendered po.ssible

a true appreciation of this by showing that, like all living and
life-giving systems of thought, belief and practice, the religion of

Israel was subject to development. It seized on the prophetic

element, and not the ceremonial, as containing what is essential

and unique in the religion of Israel. In literary criticism its

fundamental thesis, stated independently of Vatke and' in the

same year by George in Die alteren judischen Feite, and in a

measure anticipated by Reuss, who in 1832 was maintaining in

his academical lectures that the prophets were older than the

Law and the Psalms more recent than both, is that the chrono-

logical order of the three main sources of the Hexatcuch is (i) the

prophetic narratives (JE), (2) Deuteronomy, (3) the Priestly

Code (P), the last being post-exilic. This entirely reversed the

prevailing view that P with its exact details and developed

ceremonial and sacerdotal system was at once the earliest portion
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of the Pentateuch ani the Grundsehrijt or foundation of the

whole—a view that was maintained by EwaJd and, though with

very important modifications, to the last by A. Dilln^O (d.

1894). Inherent in this view of religious development and the

new critical position were far-reaching changes in the literary,

historioal and religious criticism of the Old Testament : these

have been gradually rendered clear as the fundamental positions

on which they rest have been secured by the manifold work of !

two generations of scholars.

Nearly a generation passed before Vatke’s point of view gained

any considerable number of adherents. This is significant. In

Oni* ^ attributed to the retarding

Kwatm; influence of the school of Kwald, but in large part also

w#//- to the fact that Vatke, a pupil of Hegel, had developed

Mm* ^ theory on a priori grounds in accordance with the
oeflfo.

pj-inQjpigg Qf Hegel’s philosophy of history. It was
only after a fresh and keener observation of jacis tliat the new
theory made rapid progress. For that, when it came, much was
due to the work of Graf (a pupil of Keuss, whose GeschicMicke

Bucher des Alien Testaments appeared in 1866) ;
to the Dutch

scholar Kuenen, who, starting from the earlier criticism, came
over to the new, made it the basis of his Religion of Israel (1869-

1870), a masterly work and a model of sound method, and

continued to support it by a long series of critical essays in the

Theologisch Tijdschrift ;
and to Wellhausen, who displayed an

unrivalled combination of grasp of details and power of historical

construction : his Prolegomena zur Geschichie Israels was
published in 1878 and translated into English in 1885 ;

the

iiistory itself, Israelitische u. judische Geschichte.y followed twenty

years later, after much further critical work had been done in

the meantime. Not a little also was due to Colenso {The Penla-

ieuch . . . critically examined, pt. i., 1862), who, though he

never entirely accepted the new position, contributed by his

searching analysis of tl\e unreality of P’s narrative to the forma-

tion (for example, in the mind of Kuenen) or ratification of the

judgment on that work wliich Is fundamental to the general

theory.

This sketch of the critical movement has now been brought

down to the pomt at which the comprehensive conclusions

which still dominate Old 'lestaraent study gained clear ex-

pression and were shown to be drawn from the observation

of a large body of facts. It does not fall within the scope of

this article to examine the validity of these conclusions, nor

even to notice the various rubsidiary or consequential con-

clusions. Nor again is it possible to survey the more special

developments of literary criticism which have later emerged,

amongst which one of tlie most important has been the radical

examination of the prophetic writings introduced and developed

by (amongst others) Stade, Wellhausen, Duhm, Cheyne, Marti.^

The starting-point of this newer criticism of the prophets is

the clearer practical recognition of the fact that all pre-exilic

prophecy has come down to us in tlie works of post-exilic editors,

and tliat for the old statement of the problem of tlte prophetic

books—What prophecies or elements in Isaiah, Jeremiah and

the rest are later than these prophets ?—is to be substituted

the new critical question—^From these post-exilic collections

how are the pre-exilic elements to be extracted ? Bound up
with this question of literary criticism is the very important

question of the origin and development of the Messianic

idea.

But two things, the extent of the influence of criticism and

the relation of archaeology and criticism, yet remain for con-

sideration, in the course of which it will ^ possible just to in-

dicate some other problems awaiting solution.

it is one thing for scholars to reach conclusions : it is another

for these oondusions to exercise a wide influence in the Churches

and over general culture. In the 16th century we find oMier

' See particularly B. Stade, Ge&chichte des Volhes Israel (1887-

1888) ;
f. Wellhausen, Die Kleinen Propheten (1892) ;

B. I. Duhm,
Jesaio (1892) ;

T. K. Cheyne, Introduction to the Booh of Isaiah

(1895) ;
K. Marti, Jesafa (rgoo), and Das Dodekapropheton

(1904)-
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dicta of the Reformers challenging traditional opinions on the

origin and character of the Old Testament
;
in the 17th century,

among certain isolated scholars, elementary critical

surveys of the whole field, which wercised, however, no
extensive influence. Nor was it till late in the 18th cen-

tury that criticism seriously challenged the dominance
of the Protestant scholastic treatment of the Old Testament on

the one hand, and the rough and ready, uncritical expknations

or depreciations of the Rationalists on the other. But Eichhorn’s

Introduction appealed to more than technical scholars : its in-

fluence was great, and from that time forward criticism gradually

or even rapidly extended its sway in Germany. Very differentwas

the case in England
;
after Geddes and Lowth, at the close of the

18th, till far down into the 19th century, the attitude even of

schulars(with rare exceptions)was hostile to critical developments,

and no independent critical work was done. Pusey indeed studied

under Eichhom, and in his Historical Enquiry into the probable

causes of the Rationalist Character lately predominant in Gernum
Theology (1828-1830) speaks sympathetically of the attitude

of the Reformers on the question of Scripture and in condemna-

tion of the later Protestant scholastic doctrine ;
but even in this

he shows no receptivity for any of the actual critical con-

clusions of Eichhom and his successors, and subsequently threw

the weight of his learning against critical cx)nclusians—notably

in his Commentary on Daniel (1864). Dean Stanley owed some-

thing to Ewald and spoke warmly of him, but the Preface to

the History of the Jewish Church in which he does so bears

eloquent te.stimony to the general attitude towards Old Testa-

ment criticism in 1862, of which we have further proof in the

almost unanimous disapprobation and far-spread horror with

which Colenso’s Pentateuch

,

pt. i., was met on its publication m
the same year. •

From 1869 T. K. Cheyne worked indefatigably as a resource-

ful pioneer, but for many years, in view of the prevailing temper,

with extreme self-suppression ” and “ willingness to concede

to tradition all that could with any plausibility be conceded
”

(Cheyne, Origin of the Psalter, p. 15); more especially is his

influence observable after 1890, when he published his Bamptoa
Lectures, the Origin of the Psalter, a work of vast learning and

keen penetration, without restraint on the freedom of his judg-

ment—always stimulating to students and fellow-workers,

though by no means always carrying large numbers with him.

From about 1880 the prevailing temper had changed ; within

a decade of this date the change had become^ great ; since then

the influence of Old Testament criticLsm has grown with increased

acceleration. The change in the former period with regard to

a single point, which is however typical of many, is briefly

summed up by Dr Cheyne ;
“ In 1880 it was still a heresy to

accept with all its consequences the plurality of authorship of

the Book of Isaiah ; in 1890 to a growing school of churchr

students this has become an indubitable fact (Origin of the

PsaUer, xv.). By 1906 this plurality of authorship hfiui become

almost a commonplace of the market. Many, pvticularly of

late, have contributed to the wide distribution, if not of the

critical spirit itself, yet at least of a knowledge of its conclusions.

To two only of the most influential is it possible to make more
definite reference—to W. Robertson Smith and S. R. Driver.

From 1875 onwards Smith contributed to the 9th edition of the

En(yclopaedia Britannica a long series of important articles,

which, together with the articles of Cheyne, Wellhausen and

others, made that work an important factor in the change

which was to pass over English thought in regard to the Bible

;

in 1878, by his pleadings in the trial hv heresy brought against

him on the ground of these article^ he turned a personal defeat

in the imme^te issue into a notable victory for the cause ^diich

led to his condemnation; and subsequently (in 1880), in two
series of lectures, afterwards publish^ ° and widely read, he
gave a brilliant, and, as it prov^, to a rapidly increasing number
a convincing exposition of the criticism of the literature, history

and religion of Israel, which was already represented in Germany

The Old Testament in the Jewish Church (t88i) ; The Prophets

of Israel (1882).
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by Wellhausen and in Holland by Kuenen. In 1891 Dr Driver

published his Introduction t& the Literature of the Old Testament

(6th ed., 1897); less popular in form than Smith’s lectures, it

was a more systematic and comprehensive survey of the whole
field of the literary criticism of the Old Testament. The position

of the author as regiiis professor of Hebrew at Oxford and
canon of Christ Church in succession to Pusey, and his well-

established reputation as a profound Hebrew scholar, com-
manded wide attention

;
the qualities of the book itself—its

marked sobriety, its careful discrimination between the differing

degrees of probability attaching to various conclusions and
suggestions, and in general its soundness of method—rapidly

extended the iinder'^tanding of what Old 'lestament criticism is

and commanded acceptance of the well-established conclusions.

No less rapid has been the change in America during the same
period, nor less numerous the scholars well equipped to pursue
the detailed investigation involved in critical study or those who
have shown ability in popular presentations of the critical

standpoint.^ Pre-eminent amongst these is C. A. Briggs, whose
influence has been due in part to a large and varied body of

work {Biblical Study, 1883, and many articles and volumes
since) and in part to his organization of united critical, inter-

national and interconfessional labour, the chief fruits of which
have been the Hebrew Lexicon (based on Gesenius, and edited

by F. Brown, one of the most eminent of American scholars,

S. K.. Driver and himself), and the International Critical Com-
mentary, Other important works in which English and American
scholars have co-operated are the Encyclopaedia BfWzVa( 1899-

1903) and Hastings’ Bible (1898-1904)—the latter less

radical, but yet on the whole based on acceptance of the funda-

mental positions of Vatke, Graf, Wellhausen. Between either

of the.se and Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible (1863) yawns a great

gulf. Space forbids any attempt to sketch here the special

growth of criticism in other countries, such as France, where
the brilliant genius of Renan was in part devoted to the Old
Testament, or within the Roman Catholic Church, which pos-

sesses in Hre Lagrange, for example, a deservedly influential

critical scholar, and in the Retme Biblique an organ which devotes

much attention to the critical study of the Old Testament.

Rapid and extensive as has been the spread of critical methods,

there have not been lacking anticritica. Many of these have
been not only apologetic, but unscholarly ; that is, however, not

the case with all. In Dr James Orr’s learned work, The Problem

of the Old Testament considered with reference to Recent Criticism

(1906), the author’s chief aim is to prove insecure the fundamental
positions of the now dominant school of criticism.

In view of extensive misconception occasioned by many of these

anticritica, it needs to be pointed out that terms like criticism,”
** higher criticism,” ” critics ” are often loosely used : criticism

is a method, its results are many. Again, many of the results

or conclusions of criticism are mutually independent, while

others are interrelated and depend for their Validity on the

va’idity of others. For example, among the generally or largely

accepted critical conclusions are these
:

(i) Moses is not the

author of the whole Pentateuch
; (2) Isaiah is not the author

of Is. xl.-lxvi.
; (3) the book of Daniel was written in the 2nd

century b.c.
; (4) the Priestly Code is post-exilic

; (5) most
of the Psalms are post-exilic. Now i, 2, 3 are absolutely

independent—if i were proved false, 2 and 3 would still stand ;

and so with 2 and 3 ; so also 2 and 3 <^auld be proved false

without in any way affecting the validity of 4. On the other

hand, if 1 were disproved, 4 would immediately fall through,

and the strength of 5 would be weakened (as it would also by the

disproof of 2), because the a^ument for the. date of many Psalms
is derived from religious ideas and the significance of these

varies greatly according as the Priestly Code is held to be early

or late. In view of the number of critical conclusions and
the mutual independence of many of them, ” higher criticism

”

1 For details see an article in the Zeitscht
. fUr d. alttest. Wissen-

schaft for 1889, 246-302. on Altlestamcntliche Studien in
Amerika.” bv G. F. Moore, who has himself since done much dis-

tinguished and influential critical work.

can only be overthrown by proving the application of criticism

to the Old Testament to be m itself unlawful, or else by proving

the falseness or inconclusiveness of all its mutually independent
judgments one by one. On examination, the authors of anti-

critica are generally found to disown, tacitly or openly, the first

of these alternatives
;
for example, Prof. Sayce, who frequently

takes the field against the “higher criticism,” and denies,withoui,

however, disproving, the validity of the literary analysis of the

Hexateuch, nevertheless himself asserts that “ no one can study
the Pentateuch . . . without perceiving that it is a com-
pilation, and that its author, or authors, has made use of a
large variety of older materials,” and that “it has probably

received its final shape at the hands of Ezra ” {Early History

of the Hebreivs, 129 and 134). '1‘his is significant enough
;

Prof.

Sayce, the most brilliant and distinguished ol the “ anti-critics,”

doe.s not really reoccupy the position of the “able and pious

men” of the mid-i9th centtiry, to whom “even to speak of any
portion of the Bible as a history ” was “an outrage upon religion

”

(Stanley, Jewish Church, Preface)
;
these may still have pious,

but they have no longer scholarly successors. Prof. Sayce
travels farther back, it is true, but on critical lines : he abandons
the Pentateuchal criticism of the 20th century, to reoccupy the

critical position of Hobbes, Spinoza and Simon in the 17 th (.enturv

—whether reasonably or not must here be left an open question.

Briefly, in conclusion, it remains to consider the relation of

Archaeology to Criticism, partly l^ecause it is frequently

asserted in the loose language just discussed that

Archaeology has overthnwn Oiticism, or in par- crtticism,

ticular the “ higher criticism,” and partly because

Archaeology has stimulated and forced to the front certain

,

important critical questions

More especially since the middle of the 19th century the de-

cipherment of Egyptian and Assyrian inscription.s and systematic

excavation in Palestine and other parts of the East have supplied

a multitude of new facts bearing more or less directly on the

Old Testament. What has been the general effect of these new
facts on traditional theories or critical conclusions ?

(1) Literary Criticism.—No discovery has yielded any direct

testimony as to the authorship of any book of the Bible, or

a.s to the mode or date of its composition. Any documentary
analysis of the Pentateuch may be right or wrong

;
but archae-

ology, contributes nothing cither one way or another as to the

answer. On the other hand, archaeology has in some case.s

greatly strengthened the critical judgment that certain writings

Daniel, the story of Joseph in Genesis) are not contem-

porary with the events described.

(2) Historical Criticism.—Here the gain has been more direct

;

e.g. the Assyrian inscriptions have furnished independent

evidence of the relations of certain Hebrew kings (Ahab, Jehu,

Ahaz)with the Assyrians, and thus supported more or less com-
pletely the evidence of the Old Testament on these points:

they have also served to clear up in part the confused chronology

of the Hebrews as given in the books of Kins's. But above all

archaeology has immensely increased our knowledge of the

nations among which Israel was placed, and of the political

powers which from time to time held Palestine in subjection.

In this way archaeology has greatly helped to bring the history

of Israel into relation with the history of the ancient East,

and in so doing has raised important questions as to the origin

of Hebrew culture. For example, the recent discovery of

the Code of Khammurabi, which contains some remarkable re-

semblances to the Pentateuchal codes, raises the question of

the relation of Hebrew to Babylonian law. On the other

hand, there are certain great historical questions which have
been greatly affected by criticism, but on which archaeology

has hitherto shed no light. For example, much as archaeology

has increased our knowledge of the conditions obtaining in

Palestine before the Hebrew invasion, it has so far contributed

nothing to our knowledge of the Hebrew nation before that time

beyond the statement in the now famous stele of Mcrenptah
(Mineptah)(c. 1270 b.c.), discovered in 1896, “ Ysiracl is desolated,

its seed is not,” and a few possible but vague and uncertain
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allusions to particular tribes. It has contributed nothing

whatsoever to our knowledge of any Hebrew individual of this

period/ and consequently what elements of history underlie

the stories in Genesis, in so far as they relate to the Hebrew
patriarchs, must still be determined, if at all, by a critical study of

the Old Testament. The story in Gen. xiv. is no exception to this

statement : archaeology has made probable the historic reality

of Chedorlaomer, which some critics had previously divined
;

it

has not proved the historical reality of the patriarch Abraham
or the part played by him in the story, which some critic.s,

whether rightly or wrongly, had questioned. The Dutch scholar

Kosters called in question the return of the Jews in the days

of Cyrus
;

his view, adopted by many, has hardly obtained, as

yet at all events, the weight of critical judgment: here again,

unfortunately, archaeology at present is silent.

(3) Criticism of 7?c//gzV>w.-“Herc, perhaps, archaeology has

contributed most newmaterial, withthercsultthat religious terms,

ideas, institutions, once supposed to be peculiar to Israel, are

now seen to be common to them and other nations
;

in some
cases, moreover, priority clearly docs not lie witli the Hebrews,

as, for example, in the case of the materials (as distinct from the

spirit in wliich they are worked up) of the stories of Creation

and the Flood. Of late, too, it has been much argued, and often

somewhat confidently maintained, that Hebrew monotheism

is derivative from Babylonian monotheism.

This and similar questions, leading up to the ultimate and

supreme question—Wherein does lie the uniqueness of Israel’s

religion ?—are among those which will require in the future

renewed examination in the light of a critical study alike of the

Old Testament and of all the relevant material furnished by

archaeology. Archaeology has not yet found the key to every

unopened door
;
but it has already done enough to justify the

surmise that if criticism had not already disintegrated the

traditional theories of the Old Testament, archaeology in the

latter half of tlie i()th century would itself have initiated the

process.

LiricuATURF..- Much of the details and results oi criticism and
the special literature will be found in the articles in the present work
on the several books of the Old Testament, lo tin* works already

mentioned we mav add L. Diestel. Oeschichte dcs Alien Testaments

in do Chri^llirhen'KtK'he {i860) :
C. A. Briggs. General Introduction

ii* the Study of Holy Scripture (1890) ;
G. A, Smith. Modern Criticism

and the Preachinff of the Old Testament (1901)- these for the history

of Criticism (or more generally of Old Testament study) ;
T. K.

Cheyne, y-ewnt/tVA" of Old Testament Crituism (pp. 1-247. biographical

sketches of critical schol.ars since the middle of the iRth century:

pp. 24R-372, criticism of Driver's Introduction). As already indicated,

the exjiosition ol Literary Criticism in English is Driver’s Intro-

duction to the Literature of the Old Testament. For the general prin-

ciples of Historical Criticism see Ch. V. I^nglois and Ch. Soignobos,

Tntiodiictinn to the Study of History (Eng. trans., 1898), with which
it IS interesting to compare Do Wette's brief discussion referred

to in the article. (G. B. G.*)

5. Old Testament Chronology.

A sense of the importance of a fixed standard of chronology

was only acquired gradually in the history of the world. Nations

in a primitive state of civilization were not, and are not, conscious

of the need. When the need began to be felt events were proli-

ably at first dated by the regnal years of kings
;

the reigns of

successive kings were then arranged in order, and grouped, if

necessary, in dynasties, and thus a fixed standard was gradually

constructed. Particular states also nol unfrequently introduced

fixed eras, which obtained a more or less extensive currency, as

the era of the first Olympiad (776 B.C.), of the foundation

of Rome (753 b.c.), and of the Seleucidae at Antioch (312 b.c.),

which is followed by the Jewish author of the first book of

Maccabees. Some of the earliest documents which we possess

are dated by the year in which some noticeable eveql?
'
fook

place, as in contract-tablets of the age of Sargon
‘ To avoid any possibility of overstati^ the case, it is necessary

to refer here to the fact that Tethmosis (Thothmos) III. in the 16th

century B.c. mentions two Palestinian places named respectively

Jacobel and Josephel. and Sheshonk in the 10th century b.c. men-

tions another called “ The field of Abram." From these names alone

it is impossible to determine whether the places derived their names

from individuals or tribes.

(Akkad) {3800 b.c., or, according t^ other authorities, 2800 b.c.),

“ In the year in which Sargon conquered the land of Amurru

[the Amorites] ”
;

or, “ In the year in which Samsu-ditana

\c. 1950 B.C.] made the statue of Marduk ”
: Is. vi. i (“ In the year

of King Uzziah’s death ”), xiv. 28, xx. 1, are examples of this

method of dating found even in the Old Testament. In process

of time, however, the custom of dating by the regnal year of the

king became general. 'I'he Babylonians and As.syrians were

probably the first to construct and employ a fixed chroTiolo^cal

standard
;
and the numerous contract-tablets, and lists of kings

and yearly officials, discovered within recent years, afford striking

evidence of the precision with which they noted chronological

details. Biblical chronology is, unfortunately, in many respects

uncertain. Prior to the establishment of the monarchy the

conditions for securing an exact and consecutive chronology did

not exist ; the dates in the earlier period of the history, though

apparently in many cases precise, being in fact added long after

the events described, and often (as will appear below) resting

upon an artificial basis, so that the precision is in reality illusory.

And after the establishment of the monarchy, though the con-

ditions for an accurate chronology now existed, errors by some
means or other found their way into the figures

;
so that the

dates, as we now have them, are in many cases at fault by as

much as two to three decades of years. The exact dates of events

in Hebrew history can be determined only when the figure.^

given in the Old Testament can be checked and, if necessatv',

corrected by the contemporary monuments of Assyria and
Babylonia, or (as in the post-exilic period) by the knowledge

which we independently possess of the chronology of the Persian

kings. In the following parts of this article the chronological

character of each successive perioc^of the Old Testament history

will be considered and explained as far as the limits of space at

the writer's disposal permit.

I . From the Creation oj Man to the Exodus.—In the whole of

this period the chronology, in so far as it consists of definite

figures, depends upon that part of the Pentateuch which is culled

by critics the “ Priestly Narrative.
”

'I'he figures are in most,

if not in all cases artificial, though the means now fail us of

determining upon what principles they were calculated. It is also

to be noted that in the Samaritan text of the Pentateuch, and in

the LXX., the figures, especially in the period from the Creation

to the birth of Abraham, differ considerably from those given in

the Hebrew, yielding in Sam. a lower, but in the LXX. a much
higher total. The following tables will make the details clear :

—

(i) From the Creation of Man to the h'lood (Gon. v, hm I vii. 1 )).

1
Age of each at birth of next.

Heb.
j

Sam. LXX.

Adam (vj3o) . . .1 130
1

130 230

Seth (912) . . 105 105 205

Enosh (90'}) . . . 1
90 90 190

Kenan (910) . . •
i 70 70 170

Mahalalel (895) . . .
,

f’5 b5 165

Jared (962) . . .
|

1C2 62 162

Enoch (365)
Methuselah (969) • •

'

65
187

65
^7

165
187*

I.umech (777) . . .
' 182 53 188

Noah (950) ; age at Flood
.

|

600 600 iiOO

Total from the Creation of
j

1656 1307 2262

Man to thf Flood

The figures in parentheses indicate the entire ages assigned to

the several patriarchs
;
these are g^crally the same in the three

texts. The Sam., however, it will be noticed, makes in three

cases the father’s age at the birth of his eldest son less than it is in

the Heb. text, while the LXX. makes it in several cases as much
as ICO years higher, the general result of these differences being

that the total in the Sam. is 349 years less than in the Heb.,

while in the LXX. it is 606 years more. The names, it need

hardly be remarked, belong to the prehistoric period, and
equally with the figures are destitute of historical value.

^ Or, according to some MSS., 167.

111. 28
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(2) From the Flood to th% Call of Abraham (Gen. xi.).

Age of each at birth of next.

Heb. Sam. T.XX

Arphaxad (438) ^
. 1.3.S 135

Ciiuiaii (4<^)o) [cf. Luke lii. 27 1 130
Shclah (433) 30 130 130
Elx?r (464)....

!
34 1.34 L34

Peleg (239)
1

30 130 130
Reu (239) .

1

132 132
Serug (230)
Nahor (148)

30

1

130

79

130

79
Terah (205)
Abraharu (175) ; ag< at Call

1
70 7^ 70

(Gen. xii. 4) . 75 75 75

Total from the Flood to
i y i

1 .3^5 1015 1145
the Call of Abr .ham

u,

Hie variations arc analogous to those under (i), except that

here the birth-years of the patriarchs in both Sam. and LXX.
differ more consistently in one direction, being, viz., almost
uniformly higher by 100 years. It has l^cen much debated, in

both cases, which of the three texts preserves the original figures.

In (2) it is generally agreed that the Heb. does this, tlie figures in

Sam. and LXX. having been arbitrarily increased for the purpose

of lengthening the entire period. The majority of scholars hold

the same view in regard also to (1) ;
but Dillmann gives here the

preference to the figures of the Sam. The figures, of course, in no
case pos.sess historical value : accepting even Ussher’s date of the

Exodus, 1401 B.C., which is earlier than is probable, we should

obtain from them for the creation of man 4157 n.c., or (LXX.)
5328,^ and for the confusiot^ of tongues, which, according to

Gen. xi. i-o, immediately followed the Flood, 2501 n.c., or

(LXX.) 3066 B.c’. But the monuments of r^gypt and Bal>ylonia

make it certain that man must have appeared upon the earth

long before either 4157 b.c. or 5328 b,(\
;
and numerous in-

scriptions, written in three distinct languages—Egyptian,

Sumerian and Babylonian—^are preserved dating from an age

considerably earlier than cither 2501 b.c, or 30O6 b.c.^ 'I'he

figures of Gen. v. and xi. thus merely indicate the manner in

which the author of the Priestly Narrative—and probably to

some extent tradition before him—pictured the course of these

early ages of the world’s history. The ages assigned to the several

patriarchs (except Enoch) in Gen. v. are much greater than those

assigned to the patriarchs mentioned in Gen. xi., and similarly

the ages in Gen. xi. 10-18 are higher than those in Gen. xi.

19-26
;

it is thus a collateral aim of the author to exemplify the

supposed gradual diminution in the normal years of human life.

The Babylonians, according to Bcro.s.sus. supposed that there
were ten antediluvian kings, who they declared had reigned for

the portentous period of 432,000 years : 432,000 years, however,
it has been ingeniously jiointed out by Uppert {Ghtt. Gel, Nachrichten,

1877, p. 205 ff.)r=86,40o lustra, while 1656 years (the Heb. date of
the Flood) -86,400 weeks (1^50=- 72 >s 23 ; and 23 years being ==8305
days-f 5 intercalary days = 8400 clays=.i2oo weeks)

; and hence the
inference has been drawn that the two periods have in some way
been developed from a common basis, the Hebrews taking as their
unit a week, wlicre the Babylonians took a lustrum of 5 years.

(3) From the Call of Abraham to the Exodus.

From the Call of Abraham to the birth of Isaac
(Abraham l>eing then aged 100, Gen. xxi. 5) . 25 years

Age of Isaac at the birth of Esau and Jacob
(Gen. XXV. 26) . . . . . . 60 ,,

Age of Jacob when he went down into Egypt
((icu. xlvii. 9) . . . . . . 130

The period of the Patriair.hs' nojourn in Canaan
was thus ....... 215

But the txTiod of tlie Israelites’ sojourn in Egypt,
accorciing to Ex. xii. 40, 41, was . . . 430

^ Shorn, the father of Arphaxad, is aged 100 at the time of the
Flood, and lives for 600 years.

2 Disregarding the “ two years " of Gen. xi. jo ; see v. 32, vii. 11.
Taking account of the reading of LXX, in Ex. xii, 40.

^ See further Driver’s eR.say in Hogarth’s A uthority and A rchaevlogy
(1809), M. 32-34 ; or his Book of Genesis (1904, 7th ed., 1909),
p. xxxi. ft.

We thus get

—

From the Call of Abraham to the Exodus (Heb.
text) ..... 2154 430= 645 years

From the Flood to the Call of Abraham (Heb.
text) 3f>5 w

Fiom the Creation of Man to the Flood (Heb.
text) ....... 1656 „

F’om the Creation of Man to the Exodus (Heb.
text) ....... 2666

On these figures the following remarks may be made :

—

(i.) In Genesis the chronology of the Priestly Narrative (“ P ”)

is not consistent with the chronology of the other parts of

the book (“ J E ”)• Three or four illustrations will suffice

:

(fl) The author of Gen. xii. 10-20 evidently pictures Sarai as

a romparati\'cly young woman, yot according to I’ (xii. 4, xvii.

17) she was 65 years old. (h) In Gen. xxi. 15 it is clearly implied

that Lshmael has been carried by his mother, yet according to

xvi. 16, xxi. 5, 8, he must liavc been at least 15 years old. (c)

In Gen. xxvii. Isaac is to all appearance on his deathbed (cf.

vcr. 2), yet according to P (xxv. 26, xxvi. 34, xxxv. 28) he sur-

vived for eig/i/y years, dying at the age of 1 80. llssher and others,

arguing back from the dates in xlvii. 9, xlv. 6, xii. 4f), xxxi. 41,

infer that Jacob’s flight to Haran took place in his 77th year.

This reduces the 80 3’oarr- to 43 years, though that is scarcely

less incredible. It involve.s, moreover, the inrongruiU of suppos-

ing that thiriy-stoen years elapsed between Esau’s nianyung

his Hittite wives (xxvi. 34) and ReUikah’s expressing her

apprehensions (xxvii. 46) lest Jacob, then aged sciwnty-seven

^

should follow his brother's example, {d) In Gen. xliv. 20 Ben-
jamin is described as a “ little one ”

;
in J’, almost immediately

afterwards (xlvi. 23), he appears as the father of ten sons
;

for

a similar anomaly in xlvi. 12, sec the Oxjord IJexalench, i. p. 25 ;/.

(ii.) The ages to wliich the various patriarchs lived (Abraham,

175 ;
Isaac, 180

;
Jacol"), 147), though not so extravagant as

those of the antediluvian patriarchs, or (with one exception) as

those of the patriarchs between Noah and Abraham, are much
greater tlian is at all probable in view of the structure and
constitution of the human body, (iii.) The plain intention of

Ex. xii. 40, 41 is to de.scribe the Israelites as having dwelt in

Egypt for 430 years, which is also in substantial agreement with
the earlier pas.sage, Gen. xv. 13 (“ shall .sojourn in a land that is

not theirs, . . . and they sliall afflict them 400 years ”). It does

not, however, accord with other passages, which assign only four

generations from Jacob’s children to Moses (Ex. vi. 16-20
;
Num.

xxvi. 5-9 ;
cf. Gen. xv. 16), or five to Joshua (Josh. viL i)

;
and

for this reason, no doubt, the Sam. and LXX. read in I^x. xii.

40, “ The sojourning of the children of Israel in the land of

Eg>'pt, and in the land of Canaan, was 430 years,” reducing the

period of the sojourn in Egypt to half of that stated in the

Hebrew text, viz. 215 years. This compulation attained cur-

rency among the later Jews (Josephus and others
;

cf. the

400 years ” of Gal. iii. 17). The forced and unnatural render-

ing of Ex. xii. 40 in the A.V. (contrast R.V.), which was followed

by Ussher, is intended for the purpose of making it possible.

From the facts that have been here briefly noted it must be
evident how precarious and, in parts, how impossible the Biblical

chronology of this period is. (iv.) It has been observed as re-

markable that 2666, the number of }Tars (in the Hebrew text)

from the Creation of Man to the Exodus, is, in round numbers,
just two-thirds of 4000; and the fact luis suggested the infer-

ence that the figure was reached by artificial computation.

The Date of the Exodus .—Is it possible to determine this,

even approximately, upon the basis of external data ? (i.) The
correspondence between the Egyptian governors established

in different parts of Palestine and the Egyptian kings Amen-
hotep (Amenophis) III. and IV. of the i8th dynasty, which
was discovered in 1887 at Tel el-Amarna, makes it evident

that Palestine could not yet have been in the occupation of the

Israelites. It was still an Egyptian province, and the Baby-
lonian language, in which the correspondence is written, shows
that the country must have been for a considerable time past,

before it came into the possession of Egypt, under Babylonian
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influence. Now one rff the kings, who corresponds with Amen-
hotep IV., is Bumaburiash (Burna-buryas), king of Babylon,

and Egyptologists and Assyriologists are agreed that the date

of these monarchs was c. 1400 B.c. The conquest of Canaan,

consequently, could not have taken place till after 1400 b.c.

(ii.) It is stated in Ex. i. ii that the Israelites built in Egypt

for the Pharaoh two store-cities, Pithom and Rameses. The

excavations of M. Naville have, however, shown that Ramses 11 .

of the iQth dynasty was the builder of Pithom
;
and though

the other city has not at present been certainly identified, its

name is sufficient to show that he was its builder likewise. Hence

the Pharaoh of the Exodus is commonly supposed to have been

Ramses (Rameses) 11 .
’s successor, Mcrenptah (Mineptah).

Egyptian chronology is unfortunately imperfect
;
but Professor

Petrie, who has paid particular attention to the subject, and who
assigns the reign of Amen-hotep IV. to 1383-1365 B.c., assigns

Ramses 11 . to 1 300-1234 u.c.’ In Merenptah's fifth year the Delta

was invaded by a formidable body of Libyans and other foes and

it has boon conjectured that the Israelites took the opportunity

of escaping during the unsettlement that was thus occasioned.

Allcrihitivc dates for Ram-ses 11. : Maspt'io, The Struggle of

the Xations p. 440, r. 1320-1255; Hreastod (lyoO). i2y2-

1225; Mi‘y<‘r (lyoo), 1310 1244. Attcui])ts have been made to

identify the Kliabiri, wlio arc* montionod oltcn in tlu* Tcl cl-Aniarna

lctt(*rs as throatcninn to invade Palestine* and bring the* Egyptian

siiptvinacy over it to an end, with the Hebrews. The Exodus, it

has b(*c*n ])ointed <mt, might thou lie placed under Aiiicil-hotcp II.

(1448-1420 n.c., Ihvaslcd ; 144(1 1423. IVtrio). the successor oi

'1 hotliines, and more time W'ould be allowed lor the events between

tlie Exodus and tlie time ol David (i. 1000), w'hicli, it Iht* date given

above l)e (.orrect, have lieeii thought to be unduly compressed (see

()rr in the l^xpoi^Uov, Marcli i 8o 7 > P- R’* tf.)
;
but there are dilticulties

attaching to this view, and it has not been adopted generally by

scholars. There may be some ultiiiiale connexion betw’een the

Kliabin and the Hebrews ;
but the Kliabiri ot the Tel el-Amarna

letters cannot be the Hebrew's wIkj invaded C'anaiiii under Joshua.

The mention of Israel on the stele of Mcrenptah, discovered

by Petrie in 1896 (“ Israel [A'siraelJ is desolated; its seed [or

fruit] is not ”), is too vague and indefinite in its terms to throw

any light on the question of the Exodus. The context speaks

of places in or near Canaan
;
and it is possible that the reference

is to Israelite clans who either had not gone down into Egypt at

all, or had already found their way back to Palestine. See

Hogarth's Authority and Archaeology, pp. 62-65.

2. From the Exodus to the Foundation of the Temple (in the

fourth year of Solomon, i Kings vi. i).—ln the chronological note,

] Kings vi. i, this period is stated to have consisted of 480

(LXX. 440) years. Is this figure correct ? If the years of the

several periods of oppression and independence mentioned

in the Book of Judges (Judges iii. n, 14, 3^, iv, 3, y. 31,

vi. 1, viii. 28, ix. 22, x. 2, 3, 8, xii. 7, 9, 11, 14, xiii. i,

XV. 20, xvi. 31) be added up, they will be found to amount to

4T0 years ;
to these must be added further, in order to gain the

entire period from the Exodus to the foundation of the Temple,

the 40 years in the wildernc.ss, a; years under Joshua and the

elders (Judges ii. 7), the 40 (LXX. 20) years’ judgeship of Eli

(i Sam. iv. 18), the 20 or more years of Samuel (i Sam. vii. 2,

15), the y years of Saul (the two years of i Sam. xiii. i fR.V.]

seem too few), the 40 years of David (i Kings ii. ii), and the

first four year.s of Solomon, i,e. 144 + a; + y years, in all 554 years,

+ two unknown periods denoted by ic and y—in any case con-

siderably more than the 480 years of i Kings vi. i. This period

might no doubt be reduced to 480 years by the supposition, in

itself not improbable, tl^at some of the judges were local and

contemp)orancous ;
the suggestion has also been made that,

as is usual in Oriental chronologies, the years of foreign domina-

tion were not counted, the beginning of each judge’s rule being

reckoned, not from the victory^ which brought him into power, but

from the dcatli of his predecessor
;
we should in this case

obtain for the period from the Exodus to the foundation of the

Temple 440 + -r y years,® which if 30 years be assigned con-

1 Petrie. HisL of Egypt, i. (txi. 5, 1903). p. 251 : hi- P-

® See Merenptah’s account of the defeat of these invaders m
Maspero. op. cL pp. 432-437; or ^ Breasted's Ancient Records of

Egypt (Chicago, 1906), hi* 240-252.
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jecturaJly to Joshua and the elderg, and 10 years to Saul, would

amount exactly to 480 years. The terms used, however (“ and

the land had rest forty years,” iii. 11, similarly,, iii. 30, v. 31,

viii. 28), seem hardly to admit of the latter supposition ;
and

even if they did, it would still be scarcely possible to maint^n

tlie correctness of the 480 years : it is difficult to harmonize with

what, as we have seen, appears to be the most probable date of

the Exodus
;

it is, moreover, open itself to the suspicion of having

been formed artificially, upon the assumption that the period

in question consisted of twelve generations ^ of 40 years each.

In the years assigned to the different judges, also, the frequency

of the number 40 (which certainly appears to have been rega’*dcd

by the Hebrew's as a round number) is suspicious. On the whole

no certain chronology of this period is at present attainable,^

3. From the Fourth Year of Solomon to the Captivity of Judah.

—During this period the dates are both more abundant, and also,

approximately, far more nearly correct, than in any of the earlier

periods
;

nevertheless in details there is still much uncertainty

and difficulty. The books of Kings arc a compilation made

at about the beginning of the Exile, and one object of the

compiler was to give a consecutive and complete chronology

of the period embraced in his work. With this purpose in view,

he not only notes carefully the length of the reign of each king

in both kingdoms, but also (as long as the northern kingdom

existed) brings the history of the two kingdoms into relation

with one another by equating the commencement of each reign

in either kingdom with the year of the reign of the contemporary

king in the other kingdom.

The following arc <‘xamph»s of the htaiuling formulae used by the

compiler for the purpose: “In the twentieth year of Jeroboam
king of Israel began Asa to riMgn over Judah. And forty and one

years reigned he in Jerusalem ’’
(l Hings xv. t). 10). “ In the third

year of Asa king of fndah began Baaslia the son of Ahijah to reign

over all Israel in Tirzah (and reigned) twenty and lour years
’’

{ihid. vcr. 33).

In these chronological notices the lengths of the reigns were

derived, there is every reason to suppose, either from tradition or

from the state annals—the “ book of the chronicles of Israel
”

(or Judah "), so constantly referred to by the compiler as his

authority (e.g. i Kings xv. 23, 31, xvi. 5) ;
but the “ syn-

chronisms ”

—

i.e. the corresponding dates in the contemporary

reigns in the other kingdom were derived, it is practically

certain, by computation from the lengths of the successive

reigns. Now in some cases, perhaps, in the lengths of the reigns

themselves, in other cases in the computations' based upon them,

errors have crept in, which have vitiated more or less the entire

chronology of the period. The existence of these errors can be

demonstrated in two ways
:

(i) The chronology of the two

kingdoms Is not consistent with itself
; (2) the dates of various

events in the history, which are mentioned also in the Assyrian

inscriptions, are in serious disagreement witla the dates as fixed

by the contemporary Ass>Tian chronolopr.

(i) That the chronology of the two kingdoms i.s inconsistent

with itself is readily shown. After the division of the kingdom

tlie first year of Jeroboam in Israel coincides, of course, with the

first year of Rehoboam in Judah ;
and after the death of Jehoram

of Israel and Ahaziah of Judah in battle with Jehu (2 Kings

ix. 24, 27), the first year of Jehu in Israel coincides similarly with

the first year of Athaliah in Judah : tliere arc thus in the history

of the two kingdoms two fixed and certain synchronisms. Now,

^ Namely, 40 years in the wilderness
;

Joshua and the elders

(Judges ii. 7), x years; Othniel (iii. 11). 40 years; Ehud (iii. 30).

80 years ;
Barak (v. 31), 40 years

;
Gideon (viii. 28), 40 years

;

Jephthah and five minor judges (x. 2,3, xii. 7, 9» n. 14). 7^ years ;

Samson (xvi. 31), 20 years ; Eli (i Sam. iv. 18), 40 years
;
Samuel

(vii. a). 20 years ; Saul, r years
;
David, 40 years

;
and Solomon's

first four years—in all 440 ^x + v years.
* Namely, Moses (in the wilderness), Joshua, Othniel, Ehud,

Deborah, Gideon, Jcphtliah, Samson, Eli, Samuel, Saul and David.
® The “ 300 years" of Judges xi. 2O agrees very nearly with the

sum of the years (namely, 319) given in the preceding chapters for

the successive periods of oppression and independence, lae verse

occurs in a long insertion (xi. 12-28) in the original narrative ; and
the figure was most probably arrived at by computation upon the

basis the present chronology oi the book.

BIBLE
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Chronological Table.

The dates printed in heavy type are certain, at least within a unit.

Chronology

I

of Ussher.

4004
[4157']

Probable Real
Dates.

I

Incleterni inable,
I but much before

' 7000 u.c.

Biblical Events.

Events in Contemporary History.

Babylonia. Awssyria. Egypt.a

Creation of Man

I

ltJ<)Cl-l 82 I

i [2211-2036
c. 2100 (if, as is

probable, the
Amraphel of

Gen. xiv, t is

Khammurabi)

The Deluge

Abraham

7-6000.2 Temple of Bel

at Nippur founded

c. 4000.2 Lugal-zaggisi,

king 01 Uruk (Erech,

Gen. X. to)

3800.^ Sargon of Agadf,
who carries his arms
as far as the Mediter-

ranean Sea
f. 2800.*^ Ur-bau and

Diingi, kings of TTru

(Ur, Gen. xi. 28, 3O

II. c. 2130-2088.'^

Khammurabi unities

Babylonia and con-

structs in it many
great works (see art.

Babylonia)

4777. Menes, the first

king of the First

Egyptian Dynasty

3998-3721. Fourth Dyn-

asty

^969-3908 Cheops. The
Great Pyramid built

r. 2300. U.ihpia, priest

ol Ashur, build'-r of

temple in the city ol

Ashur
f. 2225. llu-shuma.

first king of Assyria

at present ( 1 909)
known *

1491 c. 1230

. 1400. Bumaburiash.
Tel cl-Amama cor-

respondence

io9()-io58 : £.1025 1010’*

1038-1017 c. 1010-970

1017-977
I

The Exodus

Saul {2)

David {40)
Solomon (40)

977
9,59
95''>

954

Judah.

93 V Rchoboam (17)

916. Abijah (3)

913, Asa (41)

Israel.

933. Jeroboam 1.

912. Nadab (2)

91 T. Baaslui (24)

r. 1300, Shalmaneser!,
(builder of Calah,

Gen. X. Ti)

2098-1587. Rule of the
I j 1 vksos

1587-1328. Eighteenth
* Dynasty

1 503-1449. Thothmes
' (Tethmosis) 111. (leads

victorious (‘xpeditions

into Asia)

1414 13H3. Amen-hotep
(Amenophis) 111.

1383-1365. Aiiien-hotep

iV.
*

1328-1202. Nineteenth

Dynasty

1300-1234. Ramses IT.

3234-1214. Merenptah
II.

952-749 {al. 945 745)-
|

Twenty-second Dynasty i

952 930 9 (Breasted, '

945-924). Sheshonq
(Shishak). Shishak in-

|

vades Judah in the
j

fifth year ofRehoboam 1

(i Ki. xiv. 25 f.)
'

1 The real Biblical date. TTssher in (kn. xi. 26 inten)olating Tk, y. ars. because it is .said in Acts vii. 4 that Abraham loft Haran

his father Torah's death (Gen. xi. 32). and la : Pt- >'• PP- 43’ 44)-
{The Bab. Exped%tton of the Vnwerstty f '• ’

‘

^ jji (1905), pp. 2, 235,281-7,296-360. Other

Petrie s dates. Uisi. oj Egypt, vrf. i. (od. 5' '9°3).
”ioMo' the i8th. Thus Breasted {/As(. of Egypt. 1906. pp. 22 ff..

authorities, however, assign considerably lower V’® bc^iere explained, for the beginning of the ist dynasty c. b.c. 3400.

221. 597) agrees with Ed. Meyer in giving and in his Researches in Sinai, 1906. p. 175.

for the 4th dynasty c. B.c. 2900-2750, and for th^*/”*^ the
^ {Chronology).

Petrie proposes for Menes B.c. 5510, and for 4t
\ Y Y

^ others date rests upon a statement of Nabu-na’id’s, that Sargon s

‘ So Sayce. Rogers Htst. of Bab. and Ass, ii)00 . 1. *0 and .

^ believing that the engraver, by error, put

son, Naranlsin, reigned 3200 years before ^ The leal Biblical date,

a stroke too many, and that 2200 should
J’®

L ijjer kings in Babylonia, between 4000 and 2000 b.c., arc also known.
« Rogers, i. 373’375. Many monuments and mscnption^^^^

available (see the discussion
7 The lists Of the Babylonwn and Assyrian kings an n t c

.

, ^ ^ Babylonian dynasty, was commonly referred to such datesi as

in Rogers, op. cit. i. 312-348). by showing that the second dynasty was partly

2376-2333 B.c. (Sayce) or 2285-2242 b.c (Johns). But msenptaons recen^^^^^ aisc^^ , y ^ ^ Chronicles Concerning Early

contemporaneous with the first and the ^ ^
Chronoloev The date B.c. 2130-2088 is that adopted by Thureau-Dangin, after a

(1907). i. 93-110
; in the On>«L litt.^eeitung 1908. p. 13, and m

discussion of the subject, tn the Journal des P* y ^
^ ^

Gressmann's Altorientalisrhe Texte und Ihlder zum A ( 9 9),^ Kautzsch in the table in his Outline of the Hist, of the Literature of the

O.T .

» »» cU .. .i.™ by

other recent authorities seldom differ by more than *‘**’^ “ i ^ vjg „iBn in the O.T. For Saul, sec T Sam. xiii. i. R.V.
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Chronologic

A

i- Table

—

Continued.

Chronology
of Ussher.

95^
929
920
giS
014
898
8y6

892
885
884

878
856
H41

839
823

810

773

772
772
758

761

759
742

730

726

721

698

Probable Real
Dates.

Judah.

873.]choshaphat(25)

849. jehoram (8)

842. Ahaziah (1)

842. Athaliah (^0

83(3. Jelioasli (40)

797. Amaziah (29)

779. Uzziah (52)

c. 750. Jotham (16).

a^ regent (2 Ki.

5)

740. Jotham, sole

uler

73^).! Ahaz (if))

728.’ Hezekiah (29)

698. Manasseh (55)

Biblical Events.

Israel.

888. Elah (2)

887. Zimri (7 days)

887. Omri (12)

876. Ahab (22)

854. Ahaziah (2)

853. Jehoram (12)

H42. Jehu (28)

814. lehoahaz (17)

798. Johoash (16)

78 p Jeroboam IT.

Uo

743. Zechariah (6

mo.)

743. Shall urn (i mc».)

743. Meiialiem (10)

738. Pekahiah (2)

737. Pekah (20)

733 (or 732). Hoshca

(9 )

Babylonia.

Events in Contemporary History,

j

Assyria.

747-783 . Nabonassar

729-724. Tiglath - pile-

ser, under the nam(‘
of PuIh (ci. 2 Ki. x\.

19), king of Baliylon

722 . Fall of Samaria
and end of the
northern king-
dom

1

721-710. The Chaldaean
prince, Merodach-bal-
adan, king of Babylon
(cf. 2 Kings XX. 12 -
Is. xxxix. 1)

888-860 . Asshur-nazir-

abal

860- 826 . Shalmaneser
11 .

864. A hah mentioned at

the battle ol Karkar

842. Jehu ])ay9 tribute

to Shalmaneser II.

826 -812 . Shamshi-Adad
(Hadad)

f:l2-788 . Adad-Nir&ri
IV.

I

746-727 . Tiglath -pi le-

ser IV.

738. Menahem pays
tribute to Tiglath

-

pilescr IV. (cf. 2 Ki.

XV. 19)

733 (or 732). A.ssassina-

tion of Pekah, and
succession of Hoshea,
mentioned by Tig-

lath-pilcser III.

782 . Capture of Dam
ascus by Tiglath-

pileser IV. (2 Ki. xvi.

9 ;
cf. Is, viii. 4,

xvii. 1)

727-722. Shalmaneser
IV.

722-706 . Sargon
722 . Capture of Sam-

aria in Sargon’s ac-

cession-year

! 711 . Siege and capture
of Ashdod (cf. Is. XX.

I)

706-681. Sennacherib

701 . Campaign against

Phoenicia, Philistia

and Judah (2 Kings
xviii. 13-xix. 35)

681-668 . Esarhaddon

Egypt.

715-063
Twenty-fifth (Ethio-
pian) Dynasty

7i5.‘-‘ Sabako (Shabaka)

707.® Shabataka

693.** Taharqa (Tirha-

icah, Is. xxxvii. 9)

J II these date.s are correct, llierc must be some error in the ages a.ssigned to Ahaz and Hezekiah at their accession, viz. 20 and 25

respectively, for it would otherwise follow from them that Ahaz, dying at the age of [2048 = ] 28, left a son aged 25! The date

728 for Hezekiah's accession rests upon the assumption that of the two inconsistent dates in 2 Kings xviii, 10, 13, the one in ver. 10

(which places the fall of Samaria in Hezekiah's 6th year) is correct ;
but some scholars (as Wellhausen, Kamphausen, and Stade) suppose

that the date in ver. lo (which places Sennacherib's invasion in Hezekiah's 14th year) is correct, and assign accordingly Hezekiah’s

accession to 715. This removes, or at lea.st mitigates, the difficulty referred to, and leaves more room for the reigns of Jotham and

Ahaz ; but it requires, of course, a corresponding reduction in the reigns of the kings succeeding Ahaz.
® Breasted 's dates for these three kings {Hist, of Egypt^ 1906, p. 601) are: Shabaka 712-700; Shabataka 700-O88; Taharqa 688-6O3.
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Chronology
of Ussher. Biblical Events.

^>4.T 641. Anion (2)

O41
1
o.p}. Jo:dah (31)

629 ! f)2b. Ct'il of the prophet Jeremiah in Josiah's

13111 v»‘ar (Jer. i. 2, xxv. 3)

O24
1

b2i. Disiovery i>f the Book <»/ the Law^
(Deuteronomy) m Jtisiah’s 18th year (2

'

Kings XX 111.
3
’ft.)

‘

1

610 608. Jehoahaz (3 mo.)

610 608. Jelioiakim (n
)

1

1

!

697. J^'hoiachin mo.) Pirst deportation
|

of cdTitives (including Jehoiachin) to i

Babylonia, in the 81 h year of Ncbuchad
nezzar (2 Kings xxiv. 12-16) i

599 697. Zedekiah (11) 1

1

1

58H ' 686. Destruction of Jerusalem by the Chal-
daeans in the igth year of Nebuchad-
nezzar (2 Kings xxv. 8). dejioi’ta-

tion ot captives to Babylonia (2 Kings
xxv. ^-2l)

562 661. Jehoiachin released from prison by
j

Evil merodach in tlie 37th year ol hi-,

cap! ivity (2 Kings xxv. 27-30)
;

j

j

Judah a province of the Persian Empire
536 638. Edict of Cyrus, permitting the Jews to

j

return to Paiestine, Many return under
;

the leadershij) of Zerubbabel (Ezra i.-ii.)

j

515 616. Completiomof the second Temple in

the 6th year of Darius (Ezra vi. 1 3)

457 468. Return of exiles with Ezra, in the 7th
year of Artaxerxes (Ezra vii. 7)

i

445 445. Nehemiah's first visit to Jenisalem
i

(Neh. i. 1, ii. i)
|

Babvlonici.

Events in Contemporary History.

' Assyria.

Chaldaean Dvuasty
625. Xabopola-»sar

670. ICbarhacldon con-
quers Egypt

668-626. Asshur-banipal
(Assur-bani-pal)

663. Asshur-banipal in-

vades Egypt, and
sacks Thebes (Nah.
iii. 8-10)

600. Defeat of Egyp-
tians by Nebuchad-
rezzar (as his fallier’s

general) at Carcliein-

ish (Jer. xlvi. 2)

606. Nebuchadrezzar

607, Destruction of Nine-
veh by the Medes,
and end of the empire
of Assyria

004-525. Twenty-six th

Dynasty
064. Psa ictichus I.

610. Nccho
606. Battle of Megiddn,

and death of Josiah
(2 Kings xxiii. zy)

068. Nebucliadrezzar in-

vades Egypt (Cl. Jer.

xlm 8-13)

601, Ainel - mardul.
(Evil-mertxlach, 2 Ki.

XXV. 27)
509. Nergal - sharuzu 1

(Neriglissar)

550. (g months) Labasl 11

marduk (Laboriso-

archod)
665, Nabu-na’id (Nabon

nediis, Nabonidus)
639. Capture ol Babylon

by ('yrns

' Persian Kings
538. Cyrus

529. Cambysps

022. (7 mo.) (iaumata
(Pscudo-Smerdis)

022. Darius Hystaspis

490. Battle of Marathon
485. Xerxes
480. Battles of Thermo-

pylae and Salamis
465. Artaxerxes

594. Psammetichus IT.

(Psammis)
689. .'\pnes (Hophra,

Jer. xliv. 30)

570. Amasis TI. (jointly

with Apries)

564. Amasis alone

526. Psammetichus TIL
020 . Conquest of Egypt
by Cambyses

J
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• Chronological Table—Continued.

Chronology
of Ussher.

Biblical Events.

Events in Contemporary History.
|

Babylonia. Assyria. Egypt.

434

•

482 . Nehemiah’s second visit to JeriLsalem

(Nch. xiii. 6)

('. 350. Many Jews carried away captive to

Hyrcania and Babylonia, probably on
account of a revolt against the Persians

423. Darius IT. (Nothus)

404. Artaxerxes II.

(Mnemon)
360 . Artaxerxes III.

(Ochus)

1 338. Arses

336 . Darius III. (Codo-

mannus)

j

888 . Persian Empire
1 overthrown by Alex-

I

andcj llie Great 1

Palestine now becomes a province, first of the empire of Alexander,

and afterwards of that of one or other of Alexander's sut lessors.

332 . The Jews submit to Alexander the Great.

323 . Death of Alexander in Dabylon.

822 . Alexander’s general, Ptolemy Lagi, becomes Satrap of Egypt.

320. Ptolemy T^agi gams possession of Palestine, which, with short

interruptions, continues m the hands of the Ptolemies till

198. i

312 . Beginning of the era of the Seleucidae (reckoned from the time
j

when Seleuciis Nicator, Alexander’s former heavy cavalry

otiicer, finally established himselt m the satrapy of Baby-

lonia. lie founded Antioch us his capital. 300 u.c.).

306 . Ptolemy Lagi assumes the title of king.

108 . Antiochus the Great, king of Syria (223-187). defeats Ptolemy

Epiphanes at Panias (Baniyas, near the sources of the

Jordan), and obtains possession of Palestine.

176-164. Antiochu.s Ejnphanes. king of Syrui (Dan. xi. 21-45).

168 . Aniiochus's atti'iiipt to suppre.ss tiie religion of Uie Jews (1

IMacc. 1. 4i-f)3
:

cf. Dtin. vii. 8, 21, 24 2f). viii. Q-14, xii.

10-12). Public worship suspended in the Temple for three

years.

167 . Rise ol the Maccabees (1 Macc. ii.).

166-166 . \’ictoi‘ics of judas Maccabacus over the generals of Anti-

och us (i Mact. ill.- iv.).

166. Re-dedication of the Temple on 25111 Chisleu (nccomber). 1

Marc. IV. 52-fii.

160. Death ol Jiuias Maccabacus (i Macc. ix. 1-22).

160-142. Jonathan, younger hrotlier ot Judas, leader of the loyal

Jews (i Macc. ix. 23 xii. 53).

142 136 . Simon, elder brother of judas (i Macc. xiii.-xvi.).

136-106 . John Hyreanus, son ol Simon,

106-104 . Aristobuhes I, (son of Hyreanus), king.

104- 78 . Alexander Jannacus (brother of -Aristobulus), king.

78 69 . Salome (Alexandra), widow of Alexander Jannaeus.

69 . Anstobulus II. (son of .-Mexandra).

66 . Capture of Jerusalem liy l^ompey. Palestine becomes a part

of the Roman jirovince of Syria.

666 B.c.‘ The accuracy of the.se canons can in many ca$es be

checked by the full annals which we now pos.sess of the reigns

of many of the kings—as of As.shur-nazir-abal or Assur-nasir-pal

(885-860 B.C.), Shalmaneser 11 . (860-825), Tiglath-jpilcser IV.

(745-727), Sargon (722-705), Sennacherib (704-781), Esarhaddon

(681-668), and Asshurbanipal or Assur-bani-pi (668-626).

Thus from 893 b.c. the Assyrian chronology is certain and precise.

Reducing now both the Assyrian and Biblical dates to a common
standard,’-’ and adopting for the latter the computations of Ussher,

we obtain the following singular series of discrepancies :

—

Dates accord- Dates accord-

ing to Ussher’s ing to Assyrian
• Chronology. Inscription.

n.c. ii.L.

Reign of Ahab ....
Ahab mentioned at the battle of

(118-897

8.54Karkar ....
Reign of Jehu ....

Jehu pay.s tribute to Shal-

884-856

842maneser II. ...
Reign of Menahem
Menahem mentioned by Tiglath-

772-761

738pileser IV. .

.

1

Reign of I’ekah 759 730
Reign of Iloshea

1

Assassination of Pekali and suc-

cession of Hoshen, mentioned

730-72

T

733 (or 732)

"

,

by Tiglath-pileser IV.

j

Ca|ilure of Samaria ]»y Sargon
1 in Hezekiah's sixth year (2

1

Kings xviii. to) .

Inva.sion of Judah by Sennacherib

in Hezekiah's fourteenth year

721 722

1

{ibid. ver. 13) 7*3 701

if the regnal years of the kings of Israel from Jeroboam to Jehoram

be added together, they will be found to amount to 98, while if

those of the kings of Judah for the same period (viz. from

Rehoboam to Ahaziah) be added together, they amount only

to 95. This discrepancy, if it stood alone, would not, however,

be serious. But when we proceed to add up .similarly the

regnal years in the two kingdoms from the division after Solomon’s

death to the fall of Samaria in the sixth year of Hezekiab (2 Kings

xviii. 10), wc find in the southern kingdom 260 years, and in ,

tlie nortlicrn kingdom only 241 year.s 7 months. I’his is a for-
|

midable discrepancy. Ussher, in order to remove it, lias rc- i

course to the doubtfur expedient of artificially lengthening the

northern scries of years, by assuming (without any authority in

the text) an “interregnum of ii years” after tlie death of

I
eroboam II., and an “anarchy for some years” between

iPekah and Iloshea (see the margin of A.V. at 2 Kings xiv. 29 ;

XV. 8, 29).

(2) As we now know, the methods of chronological computa-

tion adopted by tlic Assyrians were particularly exact. Every

year a special officer was appointed, who held office for that

year, and gave his name to the year
;
and “ canons,” or lists,

of these officers have been discovered, extending from 893 to

Manifestly all the Biblical dates earlier than 733-732 B.c.

arc too high, and must be considerably reduced : the two events,

also, in Hezekiah's reign—the fall of Samaria and the invasion

of Sennacherib—which the compiler of the book of Kings treats

as separated by an interval of eight years, were separated in

reality by an interval of twenty-one years.^

1 Sev George Smith, The Assyrian Kponyni Canon (1875), pp. 29 If.,

57 ff.: Schrader, Keilinschiiftliche Bibhothek (transcriptions and trans-

lations of As.syrian and Babylonian inscriptions), i. (1889), pp. 204 ff.

- It may be explained here that the dates of the Assyrian and
Babylonian kings can be reduced to years h.c, by means of the so-

called “ Canon of Ptok'my," which is a list of the Baliylonian and
Persian kings, with the lengths of their reigns, extending from
Nabonassar. 747 B.c., to Alexander the Great, drawn up in the

and century a.d. by the celebrated Egyptian mathematician and
geographer Ptolemy : as the dates ii.<?. of the Persian kings are known
independently, from Greek sources, the dates b.c. of the preceding

Babylonian kings can, of course, be at once calculated by means of

the Canon. The recently-discovered contemporary monuments have
fully establislied the accuracy of the Canon.

3 Or, in any case, between 734 and 732 ;
see Rost, Die KeUschrift^

texte Ti^lat-pilesers III., 1893. pp. xii, 39, 81, with tlie discussion,

pp. xxxii.-xxxiv., XXXV.-XXXvi.
* This interval does not depend upon a mere list of Eponym years

;

we have in the annals of Sargon and Sennacherib full particulars of

the events in all the intervening years.
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Much has been written on the chronology of the kings and

many endeavours have been maile to readjust the Biblical

figures so as to bring them into consistency with themselves and

at the same lime into conformity with the Assyrian dates. But,

though the fact of there being errors in the Biblical figures is

patent, it is not equally clear at what points the error lies, or how
the available years ought to be redistributed between the various

reigns. It is in any case evident that the accession of Jehu and

Athaliah must be brought down from 884 to 842 b.c.
;
and this

will involve, naturally, a corresponding reduction of the dates of

the previous kings of both kingdoms, and of course, at the same
time, of those of Solomon, David and Saul. The difficulty is,

however, greatest in the 8th centurx . Here, in Judah, from the

accession of Athaliah to the accession of .\haz, tradition gives

143 yeiirs, whereas, in iact, there were but 106 years (842-736);
and in Israel, from the death of Mcnahem to the fall of Samaria,

it gives 31 years, whereas from 738 (assuming that Menahem
died in that year) to 722 there are actually only 16 years. The
years assigned by tradition to the reigns in both kingdoms in the

middle part of the 8th century B.t\ have thus to be materially

reduced. But in the following period, from the fall of Samaria in

722 to the capture of Jerusalem by the Chaldaeans in 586. the

Biblical dates, so far as we can judge, are substantially correct.

(See further the table above.)

4, From the Destruction oj Jerusalem in to the close of the

Old Testament History.—Here, though it is true that there are

events in the Biblical history which are not fully or unambigu-
ously dated, there is otherwise no difficulty. The lengths of the

reigns of Nebuchadrezzar and his successors on the throne of

Babylon, and also, after the conquest of Babylon, of Cyrus and
the following Persian kings, are known from the “ Canon of

Ptolemy,” referred to above, *the particulars in which, for the

earlier part of this period, are also confirmed by the testimony of

the monuments.
Sec. tor furl her inf(»rmation on the sul)ji‘Cl .the article C ukonoi.ck-.y,

and tlic same lu'ading in the Fucyrlofyaedia JHhlica, cols. 773‘70<). with
tlic literature referred to on col. Sig (especially the writings of

Noldeke, Wcllhausen, and Kamjjhausen there mentioned).
(S. R. D.)

(B) New Testament

I. Canon.

The New Testament is the collection of the Sacred Books of

Christians. It forms in the Bible the distinctive possession of

Christians, just as the Old Testament is the collection of Sacred
Books which Christians share with Jews. Every term in the

definition is significant and has a history. There arc, first, the

Books
;
then, the Collection

;
then, the Sacred Volume, complete

as such in idea, though not as yet complete in its actual con-
tents

;
and, lastly, the Sacred Volume in it.s full dimensions, as

it has come down to us.

There is a double development, of quality and of quantity
; of

quality, as to the estimate formed of the books, their increasing

recognition as sacred
;
and of quantity, by which the books so

recognized were gradually brought up to their present number.
Our duty will be to describe this double proce.s.s, and we shall do
so under the four heads

:
(a) The Growth of a specifically

Christian Literature
; (/3) 'I'he Collection of the Books into a

single volume, made up of ordered groups
; (7) The investing of

this volume with the character of a Sacred Book
;
and (^) The

gradual settlement by which the volume assumed its present

dimensions, neither less nor more.

The model throughout was the Old Testament. The re.sult

was attained when there was a definite volume called the New
Testament by the side of {he earlier volume called the Old
'Jestament, complete like it, and like it endowed with the
attributes of a Sacred Book. This is the consummation towards
which events had been steadily moving—«not at first consciously,

for it was some time before the tendencies at work were con-
sciously Hialized—but ending at last in the complete equation of

Old Testament and New, and in the bracketing together of both
as the first and second volumes of a single Bible. This is the
process that we shall have to describe. And because the process

[N.T. CANON

before us is the gradual assimilation of Testament and Old
Testament, we shall have to include at each step all that

bears upon this. For instance, at starting, it will not be

enough for us simply to tell the story how the Books of the

New Testament came to be written, but we shall have to point

out what there was about them which fitted them to be what
they afterwards became, what inherent qualities they possessed

which suggested the estimate ultimately put upon them
;

in

other words, how they came to be not only a collection of

Christian books, but a collection of Christian sacred books, or

part of a Bible.

(a) The Growth of a Christian Literature, j. The Pauline

Kpisties .—The Bible of Jesus and His disciples was the Old
Testament. And both Jesus and His disciples were to all

lappearance content with this. Jt was probably two full decades

after the death of Christ before there were any specifically

Christian writings at all. 'fhe first generation of Christians was
not given to writing. There was not only no obvious reason >iihy

it should write, but there was a positive reason why it should not

write. This reason lay in the dominant attitude of Christians,

which wa.s what we call “eschatological.” The first genera-

tion of Christians lived in the daily expectation that Christ would
return from heaven. The truth is, tliat not only were Christians

expecting (as we say) the Second Coming of the Messiah, but

what they expected was the Coming. I'ho Messiah, a^. all Jews
conceived of Him, was a superlniman being; and llis First

Coming as a man among men did not count as really Messianic.

The whole first generation of Christians looked intently for His

(oming in power and great glory, which they believed to be near

at hand. In such a slate of mind as this there was no motive for

seeking permanence by writing. Men who imagined that they

might at any moment be caught up to meet the Lord in the air

were not likely to take steps for the instruction of the generations

that might come after them.

Hence the first Christian writings were no deliberate product

of theologians who supposed themselves to be laying the founda-

tion of a sacred volume. They were not an outcome of the

dominant tendencies of the time, but they arose rather in spite of

them, in the .simplest way, just from the practical needs of the

moment.
It was thus that St Paul came to write his two epistles to the

Thes.salonians, the oldest Christian documents that we posscs.s.

By this time he was launched on his missionary labours
;

he

had founded a number of churches, and he was going on to found

others. And these earliest epistles are just the substitute for his

personal presence, advice which he took occasion to send to his

converts after he hud left them. There are a few indications that

he had sent similar communications to other churches before, but

these have not been preserved. Indeed the wonder is—and it i.s a

testimony to the strength of the impression which St Paul left

upon all with whom he came into contact—that these missionary

letters of his should have begun to be preserved so soon.

Both Epistles to the Thessalonians have for their object to

calm somewhat the excited expectations of which we have

spoken.

The first Epistle hits exactly the prominent features in the

situation, when it reminds the Thessalonians how they had
“ turned unto God from idols, to serve a living and true God,
and to wait for his Son from heaven,” who would deliver them
from the wrath to come (1 Thess. i. 9, 10). The turning from

idols was of course peculiar to the Gentile communitie.s, but the

waiting for the Messiah from heaven was common to all

Christians, whatever their origin. In this we may take the

epistle as typical of the state of the whole Church at the time.

And there is another important passage which shows why. in

spite of its natural and occasional character, the epistle exhibits

the germs of that essential quality which caused all the books

of the New Testament to be so highly estimated. The apostle

again reminds his readers how they had received his preaching
“ not as the word of men, but as it is in truth, the word of

God,” which showed its power by the way in which it took hold

of those who believed in it(i Thess. ii. 13). The reference is of
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course primarily to tJic spoken word, but the written word had
the same qualities as the spoken. It was the deep impression

made by these which prepared Christians generally to accept

the apostolic writings as inspired, and therefore sacred. There
is no greater mistake than to suppose that the estimate formed
by the early Church of its Bible was a merely arbitrary verdict

imposed by an external authority
;

it was the expression, and
the natural expression (though following certain prescribed

lines), of its real sense of the value and fundamentily divine

origin of the writings which it tr(5asurcd.

Nearest in character to Idie Thessalonian Epistles are the

two to Corinth, which have perhaps an interval of a year and
a half between them. When 1 Corinthians was written, the

attitude of the Church was still strongly eschatological (i Cor.

i. 7, 8, iii. 13-15, vii. 26, 29-31, xv. 25, 26, 51-54, xvi. 23). The
thoughts of men were still set upon the near approach of the end,

the troublous times that would issue in the break-up of the

existing order and the return of Christ to introduce a new era.

1'here was no idea of constructing a systematic theology

;

Christ was still the Jewish Messiah, and His Coming was con-

ceived of as the Jews conceived of the coming of the Messiah,

as a great supernatural event transforming the face of things

and inaugurating the reign of God. In view of this approaching

revolution, both the Church and the world were regarded as

living from hand to mouth. It was useless to attempt to found

permanent institutions
;

everything was provisional and for

the moment. And yet, even under these conditions, some
practical arrangements had to be made. The epistle is taken

up with matters this kind
;

either the apostle is reproving

disorders and abuses actually existing in the Church, and
almost sure to exist in a young community that had just adopted

a novel method of life and had as yet no settled understanding

of tl>e principles involved in it
;
or else he is replying to definite

questions put to him by lus converts. In all this,the epistle is

still a genuine letter, and not 9 treatise. It only rises from

time to time above the level of a letter, though the extraordinary

penetration, force, enthu.siasm and elevation of feeling tliat the

apostle throws into his treatment of more or less ordinary topics.

He Ciin never rest until he has carried up the question of the

moment to some higher ground of faith or conduct. It is in

this incidental and digressive way that we get the description

of the Gospel in i. j8~ii. 16 ;
of the Christian ministry in chs.

iii., iv.
;
of the principle of consideration for others in ch, ix.

;
of the

Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper in chs. x., xi.
;
of Christian love

in ch. xiii.
;
of the Kc.surrection and its consequences in ch. xv.

2 Corinthians is even more a product of the situation : it is

even more taken up with personal relations. No epistle sheds

more light on St Paul’s character as a niiin—so mobile, so tactful,

so tender and affectionate, and yet so statesmanlike and .so

commanding. H doctrinal utterances occur from time to time,

they are in every case incidental and unpremeditated.

The development of doctrine in St Paul’s epistles is due in part

to the gradual subsiding of the eschatological temper, but even
more to the growth of controversy. A crisis had arisen in

Galatia owing to the invasion of the churches, which St Paul
had founded there, by reactionary Jews. This called forth

a letter ^ from St I^ul, who felt himself compelled to grapple

at close quarters with teaching which he saw cut at the very

root of his own. He was thus led both to clear up for himself and
to state for the sake of others his whole conception of soteriology

—his answer to the question how was man to be set right before

God. That was a large part, and at the moment the most
crucial part, of the whole problem of re%ion.

Two or three year.s later (r. a.d. 55-56) St Paul was bent on

paying a visit to Rome. He was not going there straight, but

to Jerusalem first. He knew that he could only do this at the

1 Thn date of this epistle is rather uncertain. Something depends
upon the vexed question as to the identity of the Galatian churches.

The epistle may be placed coiijecturally early in the stay at Ephesus
{c, A.D. 52-53). It is to be noted that the chronological grouping
of the epistles by minute comparison of style is apt to be deceptive

;

resemblances of tliis kind are due more to similarity of subject than
to proximity in date.

imminent peril of his life. It seamed very doubtful whether he
would accomplish his desire. And therefore he took the oppor-

tunity to send to the Romans what is really a summing up,

not of the whole of Christianity, but of that side of Qiri.stianity

which the preceding controversy had brought into special relief.

He states his case as part of a larger question still—a question

that inevitably became pressing at that particular time—as to

the entire religious relation of Jew and Gentile.

I’hese years of shock and conflict could not fail to have marked
effect upon the shaping of definite Christian doctrine. The}’’

drew attention away from the future to the present, and to the

past as leading up to the present. They compelled a man like

St Paul to theorize : thought was driven inward
;

it was made
to search for foundations, to organize itself and knit together

part with part. And the impulse thus given continued. It

showed itself strongly in the epistles of the next group, especially

Ephesians and Cx^ossiuns. These epistles took their form at

once from a natural progression of thought and from a new
phase of controversy, a sort of Gnostidzing theory, or theories,

which perverted Christian practice and impaired the supremacy
of Christ by pladng other beings or entities by His side. The
apostle meets lliis by renewed emphasis on the central position

of Christ
; and he at the same time carries a step farther his

conception of the unity of the ('hurch, as embracing both Jew
and Gentile. The predominance of this somewhat recondite

teaching gave to these epistles even more the character of

treatises, which in the case of Ephesians is further enhanced
by the fact that it is probably a circular letter addressed not to

a single church but to a group of churches. Philemon is of course

a pure letter, and PhUippians mainly so
j
the Pastorals, as tlieir

name implies, contain advice and instructions to the apostle’s

lieutenants, I’imothy and Titus, *in the temporary charge com-
mitted to them of churches that the apostle could not visit

himself.

The Epistle to the Hebrews is an epistolary treatise of uncertain

date, on the Pauline model, and by a disciple of St Paul or at

least a writer strongly influenced by him, though influenced

also in no small degree by the Jewish school of Alexandria re-

presented by Philo. Of tlie many theories as to the address, the

most plausible are perhaps those which would apply to a single

congregation of Hebrew Christians in Rome, or to a local church
or group of local churches in Palestine, perhaps like that of

which the centre would be at Caesarea. It is not probable

that the epistle was addressed to the mother ohtuch at J erusalem.

The above sketch of the growth and general character of the
Pauline Epistles is based upon the hypothesis that all thirteen are

genuine. But some discrimination should be made in detail.

The scepticism which cliallenges the wliole collection may be set

aside as radically perverse and unreasonable. Apart from this, the

keen criticism of modern times has fastened especially upon two
groups :

—

2 Thessaloniaiis
;
Colossians with Philemon, Ephesians and

the I^storals. The present writer would accept without any real

hesitation the first of these classes
;
and tlie second he would also

himself accept, though in regard to this class be would think it right

to speak with rather more reserve. This may be said to be the
position generally taken up by the leading English scholars ; it

differs slightly in a conservative direction, bu/t not widely, from
that of Haniack, a httle moi'e from that of Julicher. and again a
little more from that of von Soden.

2 Thessalonians is still questioned by scholars of some note ; but
when Julicher can say that no question could lie raised if it were not
for the existence of i Thessalonians (assumed to be genuine), this

is practically giving up the whole case, because tine objections drawn
from I Thessalonians are, at lea.st to the present writer, only an
example of faulty criticism. Still less is there any valid argument
against Philemon. 1 1 is a mark of the improved methods now current
in Germany that, whereas in x886^this epistle was rejected by a
scholar as able and sober as Welzs^ker, Julicher now pronounces
it “ among the most assured po.sse.s.sions of the apostle ” {Etnl,
5th ed., p. 1 1 2).

But there is an arguable case of some real weight against Colos-
sians. Ephesians, Pastorads—least against Colossians and perhaps
most against the Pastorals. Colossians is strongly vouched for by
its connexion with Philemon. And the objections to Ephesians
are considerably reduced when it is taken as a circular letter. But
it should be admitted that, especially in regard to Ephesians and
Pastorals, there is a pcrceptiWe difiisrence, (<2) in style, and (6) m
characteristic subject matter, from the standard epistks. If these

III. 28 a
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later epistles are really the work of St I^aul, the difference must be
accounted for (a) by a soraewhal?unusual range of variation in style

and thought on his part, and {h) by difierent environment and
different purpose. The cjuestion is whether these explanations arc
adequate. The writer ot this is inclined to think that they are.

St Paul was in any case an unusual writer, by no means facile or
with ready command ol expression

;
still, he could by an effort express

what he wanted, and new situations called up new words and new
minor ideas. He was also a writer in whom the physical wear and
tear must have been enormous. It might well be believed that the
change in the so-called Epistles of the Imprisonment from the
earlier epistles was due in part to the physical effects of prolonged
confinement, as compared with the free, varied and open life and
exciting controversies of earlier years. There i.s also the uncertain

element that may possibly l»e due to the use of different amanuenses.
An argument in lavoin of the genuineness of the epistles may be

derived from the fact tliat each of the doubtful epistles is connected
with others that are luu doubtful by subtle links both of style and
thought. If the reasons suggested above are not adequate, then
we must set down the qiu»stioned epistles to some disciple of St Paul,

who has carried the ideas and principles f>f his master a step farther

or has applied them to a different set of problems and conditions.

2. The Gospels and Acts .—The Gospels and Acts aro.se in a

way very similar to the Pauline Epistles. Here too there was no
deliberate intention of writing a series of books that should be

at once accepted as sacred and authoritative. Here too the

expectation of the near return of ('hrist doubtless delayed for

a number of years the desire and need for written compositions.

Here too the first steps were taken as the exigencies of the

moment dictated. We are again driven to fill up the gaps in

our knowledge by conjectures
;
but some such outline as the

following has much to command it.

When the enterprise of Christian missionaries had gone on for

some little time, especially in the regions outside Palestine

where there was little or no previous knowledge of ('hrist and of

Christian ideals, the wandering prophets and apostles by whom
the missions were mainly conducted must have soon begun to

feel the need for some sort of written tnanual to supplement

their own personal teaching. It was one of the characteristics

of the early Christian teachers that they rarely stayed for any
length of lime in a place

;
they moved on, and the little con-

gregation was left to wait for another visitor, who might be

some time in coming. How was this interval to be filled ^

There would be every degree of preparation, or want of prepara-

tion, for the reception of Christian teaching. Some Jews,

like those who are descril>ed in the Gospel as “ waiting for the

kingdom of God,” would be pious men and women carefully

trained in Old Testament, who would be almost fit for the

kingdom even before they had heard of Christ. Other Gentile

converts would require instruction in the very rudiments of

ethical and monotheistic religion. Between these extremes

there would be many shades and degrees of ignorance and
Imowledge. How could these various cases be met at once

most simply and most effectually ? We remember that the

Christian preachers were preaching before all things a Person, but

a Person whose interest for these new converts lay chiefly in the

fact that lie was about to come and establish a supernatural

kingdom for which they had to fit themselves. The best way
therefore of helping them to do this was to provide them with

an outline of the characteristic teaching of Christ, which should

\yc at the same time a clear statement of His moral demands.
It is probable that these requirements suggested the form of

the firsi Christian Go.spel, which the writer believes to be rightly

identified with the so-called Logic of St Matthew, now often

designated by the symbol Q. It did not aim at being a history,

and still less a complete history, but it was mainly a collection

of sayings or discourses suitec^to supply a rule of life.

It would be somewhat later than this, and not until the

eschatological outlook became weaker, and men began to turn

their regard to the past rather than to the future, that there

would gradually arise a more strictly historical interest. There
is reason to think that in the Christian Church this interest did

not begin to be active much before the decade a.d, 60-70.

Its first conspicuous product was our present Gospel of St Mark,
which was probably composed at Rome within the years 64-70.

We say advisedly “ our present Go.spel of St Mark,” because

there does not seem to us to be any sufficient reason for pre-

supposing an Ur-Marcus, or older form of this Gospel.

These two works, the Logia (or, as some prefer to call it, the

Non-Marcan document common to Matthew and Luke) and
the Mark-Gospel, were the prime factors in all the subsequent

composition of Gospels. Our Matthew and our Luke are just

combinations, differently constructed, of these two documents,

with a certain amount of additional matter which the editors

had collected for themselves. And it is probable that other

Gospels of which only fmgments have come down to us, like the

Gospel according to the Hebrews and the Gospel of Peter, have
been built up out of the same materials.

St Luke was the first to write, as we may see from his preface,

definitely in the .spirit of a historian. He addresses his work
to Ti^eophilus, apparently an official person, who had already

been taught the main outlines of Christianity. He had planned
his work on a large scale

; and in Acts we have its second

volume. It is an event of no small importance for criticism

that so eminent a scholar as Prof. Harnack should have come
round to the view, almost universally prevalent in England,

that St Luke himself was the final editor and author of both

the Third Gospel and the Acts. It is a very secondary question

what is their exact date.

The reasons which converge upon the conclusion just ex-

pressed as to the origin and nature of the fundamental documents
worked up in our present Synoptic Gospels are as follows:

—

(i.) The literary analysis of the Synoptic Gospels brings out a

number of sections common to Matthew and l.uke which probably

at one time existed as an independent document, (ii.) This

document consisted, in the main though not entirely, of a

collection of Sayings of thj Lord, which set in strong relief

at once His characlcr and the moral and religious ideal that He
desired to commend, (iii.) W e have an express statement, which

must have been originally made before the end of the first

century, that the apostle Matthew composed in Hebrew a work

described as Logic. 'I’his word need not mean, but may quite

well and pointedly mean, a collection specially of Sayings,

and would still more aptly denote a collection of divine or

authoritative .sayings (koym ~ prop. “ oracles ”). (iv.) W’e know
further that the conditions of early Christian nns.sionary teaching

were such as have been described. Wc learn this especially

from the Didache
;
and the first part of that work, the

so-called Two -Ways,” is commonly thought to have been

in the first in.stance a Jewish manual put into the hands of

proselytes. On our hypothe.sis the Logic would have been a

sort of Christian manual used with a similar object, (v.) We
are confirmed in this opinion by the fact that the epistles of

St I’anl furnish many indications that Christians in general,

including those who had not been much in contact with the

original Iwelve, were well acquainted with the leading features

in the character of Christ and in the Christian ideal, although

there is little corresponding evidence for their knowledge of

details in the life of Christ.

There is a similar statement to the one mentioned above,

that like it must have been originally made before the end
of the first century, as to a Gospel composed by Si Mark on the

basis mainly of the preaching of St Peter, though this need not

exclude personal experience (as, e.g., perhaps in Mark xiv. 51-52)

or information derived from other sources. Only raw materials

came from St Peter, and those probably not checked or revised

by him
;

the arrangement is due to Mark himself, and is more
successful than might have been expected in the circumstances

—

indeed so successful as to suggest advice from some good quarter.

According to Irenaeus {c. a.d. 185), who is more preci.se than

Clement of Alexandria, the (iospel was not published until

after the death of Peter, which would place its composition

between the limits a.d. 65 and 70. The phenomena which are

sometimes supposed to require the hypothesis of an Lh -Marcus

are more simply and satisfactorily explained as incidents in the

transmission of the Marcan text.

The matter peculiar to Matthew and Luke raises a number
of interesting questions which are still too much suh judice to
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be answered decidedly or dogmatically, though approximate two of St Paul’s letters. In the* Epistle of James we have a

and provisional answers may before long be forthcoming. All really distinct type
;
and it seems to us that the degree to which

parts of the problem have been greatly forwarded by the recent the epistle misses its mark as a polemic may be easily and

publication of important works by Wellhausen and Harnack naturally accounted for in more ways than one.

(see below). The date of the completed Luke depends (a) on

whether or not we believe Luke himself or a later disciple to be 4. The Johannine Writings ,—The Gospel and Epistles that

the author, and (h) whether or not we believe that the author hear the name of John, and the Apocalypse, form a group of

of Acts had seen Josephus’ Antiquities, published in a.d. 93 or writings that stand very much by themselves and are still the

94. Professor Burkitt takes an original line in maintaining that subject of active discussion. The points in regard to them that

Luke was the author of both works, and yet that he had seen would unite the greatest number of suffrages would seem to be

Antiq, The present writer is inclined to think the latter hypo- these: -(i.) That, except 2 Peter, they are probably the latest of

thesis not proven. The date of Matthew cannot be fixed more the New Testament writings, and that they form a group closely

nearly than 70-100. connected among themselves, though it is not clear how many
hands have been at work in them, (ii.) That they arose not far

3. The Catholic £/)7jrto.—The Catholic Epistles were so

called in the first instance from their wider and more indefinite

address
;

they were intended for Christians generally, or over

some wide area, rather than for a particular church or individual.

2 and 3 John are exceptions, but probably came in under

the wing of the larger epistle, which is strictly “ catholic.” As

applied to a class of epistles, the title dates from Eusebius, early

in the 4th century
;

the epithet is given to single epistles by

Origen, and is found as far back as the end of the 2nd century.

In later Latin usage “ catholic ” came to mean much the same as

” canonical,” another name that was also given.

This group of epistles practically continues and supplements

the work of the epistles of St Paul, i Peter, if genuine, must date

from the end of the apostle’s career (for the early composition

claimed for it by B. Weiss is a paradox that may be disregarded).

It was written to instruct and encour^e the Christians of Asia

Minor at a time of persecution, which on the hypothesis of

genuineness, would be the Neronian, i.e. a secondary outbreak

perhaps loosely connected with the onslaught in Rome. The

Fvpistle of James (also, if genuine) must be placed late in the life-

time of the brother of the J-ord. In that case it was probably not

written with any direct polemic against writings of St Paul, but

against hearsay versions of his teaching that had reached

Jerusalem. Controversy of this kind is not always conducted

with complete understanding of that which is being opposed.

The Itlpistle of Jude cannot be either dated or localized with any

certainty. It seems on the w'hole most probable that 2 Peter is

not a genuine work, but that it came from the same factory of

pseudonymous Petrine writings as the Apocalypse which bears

the same name, though the one has, and the other has not,

obtained a place within the Canon. 'I'his epistle was questioned

from the first, and only gained its place with much hesitation,

and rather through slackness of opposition than any conclusive-

ness of proof. The three Johannine epistles may be more

conveniently treated under the next head.

Iwen in the case of the two more important epistles, i Peter

and James, we have to add the qualification “ if genuine,” but

rather perhaps l'>ecause of the persistence with which they are

challenged than because of inherent defect of attestation. The

evidence for 1 Peter is both early in date and wide in range, and

the book was one of those that passed as ” acknowledged ” in

antiquity. The evidence for James is not so widely diffused but

is found in early writings. Perhaps the position of these two

epistles might be described as not unlike that of Colossians and

Ephesians. Instead of casting doubt upon them, we should

prefer to say that they are both probably genuine, but that there

are features about them that are not as yet fully explained.

The chief of these features is their relation to the writings of St

Paul. There is indeed so much that is Pauline in i Peter as to

give distinct attractiveness to the hypothesis, which is most

elaborately maintained by Zahn, that a larger share than usual

in the composition of the letter was left to Silvanus (i Peter

v. 12). Nor does it appear to us that the objections to this theo^

brought by Dr Chase in his excellent article on the epistle in

Hastings’ Dictionary are really so fatal as he supposes. The

epistle is more the work of a companion of St Paul of long

standing than of one who, with quite different and independent

antecedents, had only been influenced by the perusal of one or

from each other towards the end of the ist century. The
Apocalypse is plausibly dated by Keinach and Harnack near to

the precise year 93, and the other writings may be referred to

the reign of Domitian (81-96), though many critics would extend

the limit to some two decades later, (iii.) The writings are to be

connected, either more or less closely, with John of Ephesus, who
was a prominent figure towards the end of the ist century. On
the other hand, the greatest differences would be :—(i.) As to the

personal identity of this John—is he himself ” the beloved

disciple ” ? Is he the apostle, the son of Zebedee or another ?

Can the writer of the Apocalypse be the same as the writer of the

Gospel and Epistles ? (ii.) What is the exact relation of John

of Ephesus to the Gospel ? Is he its author or only the authority

behind it ? (iii.) How far is the Gospel intended to be, and how
far is it, in the strict sense historical ? Tliis last question is

beginning to overshadow all the rest.

Whatever may be the ultimate decision on these intricate

questions, the Fourth Gospel in any case played a ver>^ important

part in the history of the Church and of Christian theology. It

drew together and gathered up into itself the forces at work in the

apostolic age ; and, by reaching out a hand as it were (through

the preface) towards Greek philosophy, it succeeded in so

formulating the leading doctrines of Christianity as to make it

more acceptable than it had as yet been to the Gentile world,

and in securing for the Gospel a place in the main stream of

European thought. It is probably true to say that no other

primitive Christian writing has had so marked an effect on all

later attempts to systematize the Christian creed.

The situation as to the Fourth Gospel has been altered in recent

years by the statement attributed to Papias ftiat the two sons of

Zebedee (and not only one) were slain by the Jews-—a statement

which becomes more difficult to put aside as the evidence for ii

increases (full details in Burkitt, Gasp, Hist. pp. 252-:^5 ;
E.

Schwartz, Vbrr d. Tod d. Sohne Zehedaei, Berlin, 1904). But this

statement does not affect the historical character of John of Ephesus,

who is also expressly described by Papias as "a disciple of the

Lord ” (Eus. H.E. iii, 39. 4). On the other hand, the theory that

the Gospel is a thorough-going allegory mu.st be hard to maintain

in view of the frequent appeals to ” witness " w’hich is several times

defined as eye-witness (John i. 15, 52, iii. ii, xix. 35. xxi. 24 ;
i John

i. 1-3 ;
cf. John v. 36, x. 25). This is borne out by Ignatius with

his strong emphasis on the reality of the Gospel history {Uph. xx.

2 ;
Trail, x.

;
Smyrn. i. 1, 2, ii., lii. 1-3, v. 2). If the writer of the

Gospel were simply inventing his facts, they would be no proof of his

thesis (John xx. 31). It is a paradox that he should be invoked

“to prove the reality of Jesus Christ “ (as against Docetism), and
yet that it should be contended at the same time that for him

ideas, and not events, were the true realities.”

5. Other Literature not included in the Neiv Testament.—It

must not be thought that the primitive Christian literature

came abruptly to an end with the writings that are included in

our present New Testament. On |he contrary, all round these

there was a broad fringe of writings more or less approximating

to them in character. Most nearly on the lines of the New
Testament are the so-called Apostolic (really Sub-Apostolic)

Fathers (Clement of Rome to the Corinthians, Didache, Barnabas,

the letters of Ignatius and the single letter of Polycarp, the

Shepherd of Hermas, the homily commonly known as the Second

Epistle of Clement). These are in most cases the writings of

I leading persons in the Church who took up and continued the

I

tradition of the apostles. Barnabas and 2 Clement are more
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eccentric, but the writers must have been persons of some note.

Outside this group would come what are called the Apocryphal

Gospels and Acts (Gospel according to Hebrews, according to

Egyptians, of Peter, of Truth, of the Twelve for Ebionite Gospel],

the recently recovered so-called Logia
;
the Gospel of Nicodemus,

the Protevangolium of James, the Gospel of Thomas, the Acts

of I^ilate, Acts of Paul, Peter, John, Andrew, Thomas ;
the

Preaching of Peter, the Af)Ocalypseof Peter). As the 2nd century

wears on, we come to controversial or philosophical works by
Agrippa, Castor, Quadratus, Aristides. With the middle of the

century we reach a consideraWe writer in Justin Martyr. With
him the twilight period which succeeds to the apostolic age is

over, and we enter upon the main course of ecclesiastical history.

At this point, therefo'-e, our survey may end.

{P) The Process of Discrimhtation and Collection. 1. Dis-

mwma/z(9«.-~Throughout the apostolic age Christians were

conscious of being carried forward in a great movement, the

origin and motive-power of which they regarded as supernatural.

It began on the Day of Pentecost, but continued in full tide

almost to the end of the ist century, and, even when it b^an
to subside, it did so quite gradually. The moment of transition

is clearly marked in the Didarhe, where the charismatic ministry

of “ apostles and prophets is beginning to give place to per-

manent local officials of the Church, bishops, presbyters and

deacons. The literature that we now call the New Testament

held its place because it was regarded as a product of the palmy
flays of that great movement. It was considered to be the work
of inspired men, of men whom the Holy Spirit, at that time

specially active in the ('hurch, had chosen as its organs. We
have seen how St Paul, for instance, fully believed that his own
preaching had a force behind ij which vindicated for it the claim

to be “ the word of God ” (i Thess. ii. 13) ;
and it wa.s inevitable

that the other preachers and teachers should have had in different

degrees something of the same consciousness. 'I'his conscious-

ness receives perhaps its strongest expression in the Apocalypse.

I'here is really no contradiction between this sense of a high

calling and mission, with a special endowment corresponding

to it, and the other fact that the writings from this age that

have come down to us are all (except perhaps the Apocalypse,

and even the Apocalypse, in some degree, as we see by the letters

to the Seven Churches) strictly occasional and natural in their

origin. The lives and actions of apostles and prophets were in

their general tenor like those of other men ;
it was only that,

for the particular purpose of their mission, they found them-

selves carried beyond and above themselves. St Paul himself

knew when he was speaking by the Spirit, and when he was

not
;

and wc too can recognize to some extent when the

afflatus comes upon him. It is fortunate that this should be so

clearly marked in his epistles, because it enables us to argue

by analogy to the other writers. When we come to historical

books like the third Gospel and the Acts, we find the writer

just pursuing the ordinary methods of history, and not claiming

to do anything more (Luke i. 1-4). With the methods of history,

these writers were naturally exposed to the risks and chances

of error attendant upon those methods. There was not at first

among the writers any idea that they were composing an infallible

narrative. The freedom with which they used each other's

work, and with which the early texts were transmitted, excludes

this. But there was the idea that the whole movement of the

Church to which they gave expression was in a special sense

divine. And this belief was the fundamental principle that

determined the marking off of the writings of the first, or apos-

tolic, age from the rest. «

At the same time it must not be supposed that a hard and fast

line can be drawn beyond which the spiritual stimulus of this

first age ceased. The writings of Clement of Rome (a.d. 97) and
of Ignatius (c, AJ). 1x0) mark the transition. Ignatius, for in-

stance, clearly distinguishes between his own position and that

of the apostles :
“ 1 do not enjoin you, as Peter and Paul did.

They were Apostles, I am a convict
;
they were free, but I am a

slave to this very hour ” (Rom. iv. 3). And yet, none the less,

Ignatius is conscious of acting and speaking at times from a
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kind of inspiration, Even though ceShain persons desired

to deceive me after the flesh, yet the spirit is not deceived, being

from God
;
for it knoweth whence it cometh arid where it goeth,

and it searcheth out the hidden things. 1 cried out, when I was
among you ; I spake with a loud voice, with God’s own voice,

give ye heed to the bishops, and the presbyters and deacons
”

(Philadelph. vii. 1). In like manner Clement, in two places

(lix. I, Ixiii. 2), writes as though God were speaking through him.

2. Collection .—Concurrently with the tendency to discriminate

between the higher authority of certain writings and the lower

authority of others, tl’jcre was also a tendency to collect and
group together writings of the first class. The earliest example

of tliis tendency is in the case of the Pauline Epistles, Marcion,

we know (c. a.d. 140), had a collection of ten out of thirteen,

in the order, Gal., i and 2 Cor., Rom., i and 2 Thess., Laodic.

(•«Eph.), Col., Phil., Philem. We observe tlmt the Pastorals

are omitted. But it is highly probable that the collection went
back a full generation before Marcion. The short Epistle' of

Polycarp contains references or allusions to no less than nine

out of the thirteen epistles, including 2 I'hess., JCph,, i and
2 'rim. Ignatius, writing just before, gives clear indications

of six, including i Tim. and Titus. The inference lies near

at hand that both writers liad access to the full collection of

tliirteen, not omitting tlie Pastorals. Polycarp {ad Phil. xiii. 2)

shows how strong was the interest in collecting the writings of

eminent men.
It of course did not follow that, because the letters of St Paul

were collected, they were therefore regarded as sacred. The
feeling towards them at first would be simply an instinct of

respect and deference ; but we have seen above that the essential

conditions of the higher e.stimate were present all aloni?, and

were only waiting to be recognized as soon as reflective thought

was turned upon them. This process appears to have been

going on tliroughout the middle years of the 2nd century.

The famous passage of irenaeus Haer. iii. 15. 8) assumes

the possession by the Church of four authoritative Gospels

and no more. This is the general view of the Church of his time,

except the little clique known as the Alogi who rejected the

Fourth Gospel, and Marcion who only recognized St lAiko.

But here again, we may go back some way farther. Irenaeus

writes (r. a.d. 185) as though the Four Gospels had held the

field as far back as he can remember. About a.d. 170 Tatian,

the disciple of Justin, composed out of these Gospels his Diates-

saron. If Justin used any other Gospel, his use of it was very

subordinate. Practically we may say that the estimate of the

Four to which Tatian and Irenaeus testify must have been well

established by the middle of the century, tliough sporadic

instances may be found of the use of other Gospels that did not

become canonical. The sifting out of these was proceeding

steadily and gradually, and by the end of the century it may be

regarded as comy)lcte.

We must make allowance for the existence of this margin,

and for the blurring of the boundary-line that goes along with

it. We cannot claim for the Church alwoliite sureness of judg-

ment as to what falls on one side of the line and what on the other.

It is possible, f.g., that a mistake has been made in the case of

2 Peter, which, however, is edifying enough. It is not less

possible that writings like i Clem, and Epp. Ignat, are not

inferior in real religious value to the Epistle of Jude. But^

broadly speaking, the judgment of the early Church hrfrtleen

endorsed by that of after ages.

llarnack raises an interesting question {Reden u. A ufsdtze. ii.

239 ff.), how it came about that Four Gospels were recognized, and
not only one. There are many indications early in the 2nd century

of a tundency towards the recognition of a single Gospel ; ior in-

stance, there are the local Gospels according to Hebrews, according

to Egyptians ;
Marcion had but one Go^el, St Luke, the Valen-

tinians preferred St John and so on ;
Tatian reduced the Four

Gospels to one by mcaiLs of a Harmony, and it is possible that

something of the kind may have existed before he did this. There

is probaUy some truth in the view that the Church clung to its

Four Gospels as a weapon against Gnosticism ;
it could not afford

to reduce the number of its documents. But, over and above this,

there was probably something in the circumstances in which the
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canonical Crospels were comp^ed, and in their early history, which
gave them a special prestige in the eyes of the faithful. The story
which Eusebius quotes from Clement of Alexandria {H.E. vi. 14)
seems to point to something of the kind.

3. Influences at work.—The whole process of the formation

of the New Testament was steady and gradual. The critical

period, during which the conception grew up of the New Covenant
with its sacred book by the side of the Old Covenant, which in

its written embodiment we call the Old Testament, extends

roughly over the 2nd century. By the last decades of that

century a preliminary list of these new Sacred Books had been

formed and placed by the side of the Old with substantially the

same attributes. We must briefly sketch the process by which
this came about, tracing the cause.s which led to the result and
indicating the manner in which they operated.

We have seen that Uic ultimate cause was the consciousne.ss

on the part of the Church that the first age of its own hi.stury

was characterized by spiritual workings more intense than other

limes. Tills feeling had been instinctive, and it found expression

in several ways, each one of them partial, when taken alone,

but obtaining their full effect in combination. It should be

understood that the goal towards which events were moving
all the time was the equalizing of the New Testament wnlh the

Old 7 cstameiit,

[a) Huhho Jfendinf!. - hrom the first the way in which the Epistles

ol Taiil were brought to the knowledge of the churches to which
they were addressed was by reading in the jniblic assemblies for

worshiy). 'Phis was done by the direction of the apostle himself
(i Thess. V. 27 ;

Col. iv. i()). At first any writing that was ielt to

b<* useful for (‘dification was read in this way, especially if it had
local associations (cf. Dionysius of Cornitli. op. Eus. H.E. iv. 23.

11). Hul, as worship became more thoroughly organized, it w'as

invested with increasing solemnity: the freedom of choice

grail ually restricted
;
and inasmuch as lections were regularly taken

from llie Old 'I'estament. it was only natural that otlier lections

read alongside ol them should gradually be placed upon tlie same
footing.

A uthofitv of Christ and the A posilefi,—As the words of prophets
and lawgivers had from the first carried tlieir own aulhonty with
them under the Old Covenant, so from the first the words of Christ

needed no commendation from without under the New. And what
aj'jilii'd to words of Christ soon came also to apjdy in their degree
to words of the cijjostles. The only diliereiice was that an authority
at (irsl instinctively assumed came to be consciously recognized
and lormally defined. Tliere was also a natural tendency towards
levelling up the diffrremt parts ot books and gioup.s of bc>okb. la
olher words, the somewhat vague sense of sjiiritual power and im-
pressiveness hardened into the conception of sacred books united
in a sacred volmne.

(r) Controversv. ITie process was aocelenited by the demand for

a .standard or rule of faith and practice.. At an early date in the
2iid century tliis demand was met by the composition of the oldest

form ol wliat we call the Apostles’ Creed. But the Creed w’as but
the condensed essence of the New To.stament scrijitures, and befiind

it there lay an ajijjcal to these senptures, which was especially

ncci'.ssary where (as in the Ciise of the \’aluiitiman Gnostics) tlje

dissident bodies professed to accept the common l)clief of Christians.

In its conflict with Gnostics, Marciouites and MontanisCs the Church
was led to insist more and more u]H)n its Bible, its own Bible, just

as in its older controversy with the Jews it had to insist on the BiiAa
which it inherited from them. This was a yet further cause of tlie

equating of the two parts of the saa’i‘d volume, which went on w’lth

an impercejitible crescendo tlirough the first three quarters of the

2nd century, and by the last quarter was fairly completi*.

(y) Provisional Canon oj New Testament (tndoi 2ncl century),

—By the last quarter of the 2nd century the concepticun of a
Christian Bible in two parts, Old Testament and New Testament,

may be said to be definitely established. Already at the Ixsginning

of this period Melito had drawn up a list of the twenty-two

Books of the Old Covenant, i.e. of the documents to which the

Old Covenant made its appeal. It was a very short step to the

compiling of a similar list for the New Covenant, which by another

very short step becomes the New Testament, by the side of the

Old Testament. It is therefore not surprising, though a piece of

great good fortune, that there should be still extant a list of the

New Testament books that may be roughly dated from the end

of the century. This list published by Muratori in 1 740,and called

after him “ the Muratorian Fr^ment on the Canon,” is commonly

believed to be of Roman origin and to be a translation from
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the Greek, though there are a jew dissentients on both heads.

The list recognized four Gospels, Acts, thirteen epistles of Paul,

two epistles of John, Jude, Apocalypse of John and (as the text

stands) of Peter ; there is no mention of Hebrews or (apparently)

of 3 John or Epistles of Peter, where it is possible

—

y/t cannot say

more—that the silence as to i Peter is accidental
; the Shepherd

of Hermas on account of its date is admitted to private, but

not public, reading
;

various writings associated with Marcion,

Valentinus, Basilides and Montanus are condemned.

There arc many interesting points about this list, which still shows
considerable fresiiuess oj judgment, (i.) There are traces of earlier

dibcu6.sions about the Go&j.»els, both in disparagement of the Synoptics
as compared with St John, and in critici.sra of the latter as differing

from the formei-. (ii.) There is a healthy tendency to lay stress on
the historical value ot narratives which proceed from eye-witnesiHes.

(iii.) An over-ruling and uniting influence is ascribed to the Holy
S])irit. (iv.) The wTiter is concerned to point out that letters ad-
dressed to a single church and even to an individual may yet have
a wider use for the Church as a w^hole. (v.) The sense is not yet lost

that the appeal of the Old Te.stament is as coming from men of pro-

phetic gilts, and that of the New Testament as coming from apostles,

(vi.) It Ls m accordance with this that a time limit is placed upon
the books included in the New^ Testament, (vii.) Christians are to

l->e on their guard against wvitings put forth in the interest of heretical

sects.

When the data of P>agm. Mural, are compared with those

supplied l.»y the writers of the last quarter of the 2nd and first

of the 3rd centuries (Tatian, Theoph. Ant., Iren., Clem. Alex.,

Tert., Hippol.), it is seen that there is a fixed nucleus of writings

that is acknowledged, with one exception, over all parts of the

Christian world. The exception is the Syriac-speaking Church
of Kdcssa and Mesopotamia. 'ITiis (!hurch at first acknowledged

only the Gospel (in the form of Tatian’s Diatessaron), Acts and
the Kpistles of Paul. These segn to have been the only books

translated immediately upon the foundation of the Edessan

Church, though an edition of the separate Gospels must have

followed either before or veiy" soon afterwards. In all other

churches the four Gospels, Acts and ICpi.stles of Paul are fixed,

w'ith the addition in nearly all of j l*cter, i J ohn. The Apocalypse

was generally accepted in the West. Hebrews and James were

largety accepted in the East.

In the 3rd centuT}’ the conspicuous figure is Origin {ob. 253),

whose principal service was, through the vast range of his know-
ledge, his travels and his respect for tradition wherever he found

it, to keep open the wuder limits of the Canon. There is not one

of OUT present books that he does not show himself inclined to

accept, though he notes the doubts in rd^ard to 2 Peter and

2 and 3 John. Later in the century Dionysius of Alexandria

applies some acute criticism to justify the Alexandrian dislike

of tlie Apocalypse.

(6) The Final Canon (4th centurj’).— Early in the 4th

century Eusebius, as a historian, reviews the situation (H.E. iii.

25. 1). He makes three classes
;
the first, including the Gospels,

Acts, Ejiistlffi of Paul, 1 Peter, 1 John, is acknowledged; to

these, if one likes, one may add the Apocalypse. The seoond

class is questioned, but accepted by the majority ; viz. James,

Jude, 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John. The third class, of works

to be decidedly rejected, contains the Acts of Paul, Hennas,

Apocal}q)se of Peter, Barnabas, Didache
;
to these some would

odd Apoc, of John, and others Ev. sec. Hebr. About the same
time aiiother line of tradition is represented by Lucian and the

school of Antioch. The vernacular Church of Syria represented

yet a third. In Egypt the uncertainty and laxity of usage was
still greater. This state of things the great Athanasius set

himself to correct, and he did so^y laying down a list identical

with our New Testament as we have it now. It was very largely

the influence of Athanasius that finally turned the scale. He
was peculiarly qualified for exercising this influence, as his long

exile in the West made him familiar with Western usa^ while

he was also able to bring to the West the usage that he was
tr)dng to establish in the East. His efforts would be helped by
Westerns, like Hilary and Lucifer, who were exiled to the East.

The triumph of the Athanasian Canon, indeed, went along with
the triumph of Nicene Christianity. And while the movement
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received its impulse from Atljanasius, the power by which it

was carried through and est^lished was largely that of his

powerful ally, the Church of Rome.
The final victory was no doubt a little delayed. Asia Minor

and Syria were for most of the 4th century divided between
the following of Eusebius (Cyril of Jerusalem in a.d. 348, Gregory

of Nazianzus, the list of A post. Can, 85, that attached to Can. 59
of the Council of Laodicea, c. a.d. 363) and the school of Antioch.

The leading members of that school adopted 3 Epp. Cath.

(James, i Peter, i Jolm), Theod. Mops, omitting this group
altogether, and the whole school omitting Apoc. Amphilochius

|

of Iconium (c. 380) gives the two lists, Eusebian and Antiochene,

as alternatives. The Eusebian list only wanted the complete

admission of the Apocalypse to be identical with the Athanasian
;

and Athanasius had one stalwart supporter in Epiphanius
{ob, 403).

Tlie original Syriac list, as we have seen, had neither Epp.
Cath. nor Apoc. The Peshito version, in regard to which Professor

Burkitt s view is now pretty generally accepted, that it was the

work of Rabbula, bishop of Edessa, 41 1-433, ^tdded the 3 Epp.
Cath. The remaining 4 Epp. Cath. and Apoc. were sup-

plied in the Philoxenian version of 508, and retained in the

llarklean revision of 616. But both these were Monophysite
and of limited use, and the Nestorians still went on using the

Peshito.

Meantime, in the West, an important Synod was held by
Damasus at Rome in 382 which, under the dominant influence

of Jerome and the Athanasian tradition, drew up a list correspond-
ing to the present Canon. 'I’his was ratified by Pope Gelasius

(492- 496), and independently confirmed for the province of

Africa by a series of Synods held at Hippo Regius in 393, and at

Carthage in 397 and 419, under the lead of Augustine. The
formal completion of the whole process in East and West was
reserved for the Quinisextine Council (Council in Trullo) of 692.
But even after that date irregularities occur from time to time,

especially in the East.

In the fixing of the Canon, as in the fixing of doctrine, the
decisive influence proceeded from the bishops and the theologians

of the period 325-450. But behind these was the practice of the

greater churches
;
and behind that again was not only the lead

of a few distinguished individuals, but the instinctive judgment
of the main body of the faithful. It was really this instinct that
told in the end more than any process of quasi-scientific criticism.

And it was well that it should be so, bccau.se the methods of

criticism are apt to be, and certainly would have been when the
Canon was formed, both faulty and inadequate, whereas instinct

brings into play the religious sense as a whole
;

with spirit

speaking to spirit rests the last word. Iwcn this is not infallible
;

and it cannot be claimed that the Canon of the Christian Sacred
Books is infallible. But experience has shown that the mis-
takes, so far as there have been mistakes, are unimportant

;

and in practice even these arc rectified by the natural gravita-
tion of the mind of man to that which it finds most nourishing
and most elevating.

Bibliography. -- The separate article.s on the various books of
the New Testament may be consulted for detailed bibliographies.
The object of the above sketch has been to embrace in construe! ive
outline the ground usually covered analytically and on a far larger
scale by Introductions to the New Testament, and by HistoKes of
the New Testament Canon. In EnglLsli there is a standard work
of the hitter cla.ss in Westcott's General Survey of the History of the
Canon of the New Testament (first published in 1855, important revision
and additions in 4th ed. 1874, yth ed. iSof)), with valuable ap-
pendix of documents at the end. There was also a useful collection
of texts by I*rol. Charteris ot Edinburgh. Canoniritv (1880). based
on Kirchhofer, Quellensamni- *

lung (1844), but with im-
provements. The leading
documents are to be had in

the handyand reliable /V/etnci

Texte (ed. Lietzmann, from
iy02). On Introduction the
ablest olderEng l ish workwas
Salmon, Historical Introduc-
tion to the Studv of N.T. (ist

ed. 1885, 5th ed. 1891) ;
but.
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although still posse.s.sing value as argument, tMs has been more dis-

tinctly left behind by the progress of recent years. England has
made many weighty contributions both to Introduction and Canon,
e.specially Liglitfoot, Essays -on Supernatural Religion (collected in

1889) ;
editions of Books of the New Testament and Apostolic

J^'atiicrs : Westcott, editions
;

Hort, especially Romans and
Ephesians (posthumous, 1895) ;

Swete, editions
;

Knowling and
others. The Oxford Society of llistorical Theology put out a useful
New Testament in the Apostolic Fathers in 1905, and Prof. Stanton of
Cambridge, The Gospels as Historical Documents (part i. in 1003).
Prof. Burkitt's Gospel History and its Transmission appeared m
1906. For introductory matter the student will do well to consult
the Dictionary of the hible (ed. Hastings, 5 vols., 1898-1904) and
Encyclopaedia Bihlica (ed. Cheyne and Black, 4 vols., 1899-1903).
Dr Hastings and his contrilnitors belong more to the nght wing of
criticism, and Dr Cheyne and his to the left. The sy.stematic Intro-
duction is a characteristic production of Germany and has done
excellent service in its day, though there are signs that the analytic
method hitherto mainly practised is beginning to give place to
something more synthetic or constructive. The pioneer work in

this latter direction is Weizsacker's skilful and artistic Apostolisihes
Zeitalter (ist ed. 1886, 3rd ed. 1901; Eng. trans. 1894-1895) ;

somewhat similar on a smaller scale is von Soden, History of Early
Christian Literature (trans., 1906). Special mention should be made
of Wellhaiisen on the Synoptic Gospels (1903 -1905), and Harnack,
Beitrdge z. Einleitnng in U. N.T. (part i. 190b, part ii. 1907). The
most important recent works on Introduction and Canon have been
lho.sft of H. J. Boltzmann (ist ed. 1885, 3rd ed. 1902) ; B. Weiss
(isl ed. 1886, 3rd ed. 1897) ; a series of works by Th. Zahn.
almost colossal in scale and exhaustive in detail, embracing Gesch.

d. neut. Kanons (2 vols., 1888-1892, third to follow), I'oischungen
z. Gesih. d. neut. Kan. (7 parts, 1881-1907), Einleitung (2 vols,, 1807-
1899), GrMnrfriAS d. Gesch. d. neut. Kan. ^ist ed. 1901, 2nd ed. 1904)

;

A. Julicher, Einleitnng (1st and 2nd ed. 1894, 5th and bth ed.

J90f) ; Eng. trans. by Miss Janet Ward, 1904). Zahn ami Julicher
may be said to supplement and correct each other, as they write
from very different points of view, and on Juliclier’s side tliere is

no lack of criticism of his great opponent. Zahn's series is monu-
mental in its way, and his Grundriss is very handy and full of closely

paoke<l and (in katements of facts) trustworthy matter. Jiihcliei ’s

work is also highly practical, very complete and well proportioned
in scale, and up to a certain point its matter is al.so excellent. 'Phe

History of the Canon, by the Egyptologist Joh. l.eipoldt (Leipzig,

1907), may also be warmly recommended
;

it is clear and methodical,
and does not make the common mistake of assigning too much to
secondary causes

; the author doc.s not forget that he is dealing
with a sacred book, and that he has to show why it was held
sacred. (W. Sa.)

2. Texts and Versions.

The apparatus criticus of the New Testament consists, from
one point of view, entirely of MSS. ; but these MSS. may be divided

into three groups : (A) Greek MSS., which in practice arc known
as “ The MSS,” (B) MSS. of versions in other languages repre-

senting translations from the Greek, (C) MSS. of other writings

whether in Greek or other languages which contain quotations

from the New Testament.

(A) Greek MSS.—These may be divided into classes accord-

ing to style of writing, material, or contents. 'J'he first method
distinguishes between uncial or majuscule, and cursive or

minuscule
; the second between papyrus, vellum or parchment,

and paper (for further details sec Manuscript and Palaeo-
graphy)

; and the third distinguishes mainly between Gospels,

Acts, and Epistles (with or without the Apocalypse), New
Testaments (the word in this connexion being somewhat
broadly interpreted), lectionaries and commentaries.

Quite accurate statistics on this subject are scarcely attainable.

Von Soden’s analysis of numbers, contents and date may be
tabulated as follows, but it must be remembered that it reckons
many small fragments as separate MSS., especially in the earlier

centuries. It is also necessary to add that there is one small

.scrap of papyrus of the 3rd century containing a few verses of

the 4th Gospel.

Century IV. V. VI. VII. vni. IX. X. XI. XII. XTIT. XIV. XV. XVIf. Totfil.

New Testaments 2 2 1 I 2 2 16 24 44 47 19 7 Ib7
Gospels . 3 10 26 10 19 26 82 188 282 2(>0 218 107 1277
Acts and Epistles I I 1 I 4 19 .55

..
!

49 52 .5
<'> 31 8 278

Acts and t'.allio-

lic Epp. I 4 2 3 2 !

1 1

1
5

1

1251
Pauline Epp. 7 5 4 1 4 ' 3 ‘

3 i

.ilJ
Apocalvpsi*

3 5 5 21
,

6
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{British Museum.)

p'jc, —Pentateuch iii Hcbri'W, f)th century.

{British Museum.)
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0 —Vulgate. (From MS. wnUen for the monastery of Ste Marie de Parco,
IG. o. vulgar

mfi. British Museum.)
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—
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Fig. 11.—First printed English Bible, 15.^5. {Briti!>h Museum.)
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Fig, 12.—First Edition of the Authorized Version, Kjii,
{British Museum.)
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This table says nothing about style of writing or material, but

it may be taken as a general rule that MSS. earlier than the 13th

century are on vellum and later than the 14th century are on

paper, and that MSS. earlier than the 9th century are uncial and
later than the loth are minuscule. There are said to be 129

uncial MSS. of the New Testament (Kenyon, Textual Criticism

oj the New Testament, p. 45), but it is not easy to be quite

accurate on the point.

Besides the MSS. mentioned in the table above, there arc

281 MSS. containing commentaries on the Gospels, 169 on Acts

and Epistles, 66 on the Apocalypse, 1072 lectionaries of the

Gospels and 287 of Acts and Epistles, making a grand total of

3698 MSS. It must be remembered that the dating of the MSS.,

especially of minuscules, is by no means certain : Greek Palaeo-

graphy is a difficult subject, and not all the MSS. have been

investigated by competent palaeographers.

The notation of this mass of MSS. is very complicated. There

are at present two main systems
: (1) Since the time of Wetstein

it has been customary to employ capital letters, at first of the

I.»atin and latterly also of the Greek and Hebrew alphabets, to

designate the uncials, and Arabic figures to designate the minus-

cules. Of this .system there ar.‘ two chief representatives,

Gregory and Scrivener. These agree in the main, but differ for

the more recently discovered minuscules. Gregory’s notation

is more generally used, and Scrivener’s, though still followed by

a few English scholars, is likely to become obsolete. This

method of notation has various disadvantages. There are not

enough letters to cover the uncials, the same letter has to serve

for various fragments which are quite unconnected except by

the accident of simultaneous discovery, and no information is

given about tlie MS. referred to. (2) To remedy these drawbacks

an entirely new system was introduced in 1902 by von Soden in

his Die Schriften des ncuen Testaments
y
Hd. i, Abt. i, pp. 33-40.

He abandons the practice of making a distinction between uncial

and minuscule, on the ground that for textual criticism the style

(jf writing is less important than the date and contents of a MS.

To indicate these he divided MSS. into three classes, (i) New
Testaments (the Apocalypse being not regarded as a neces.sary

part), (2) Gospels, and (3) Acts, Epistles and Apocalypse (the

latter again lacing loosely regarded). These three cla.sses he dis-

tinguished as 8 (
— 8ia^/jK>;), c( = €nayycA.toi') and « (

“ a7r»trT«Aos).

To these letters he attaches numbers arranged on a principle

.showing the century to which the MS. belongs and defining its

contents more precisely. 'J'he number is determined thus:

—

MSS. of the 8 and o classes from the earliest period to the 9th

century inclusive are numbered 1 to 49 ;
those of the loth

century 50 to 99 ; for the later centuries numbers of three figures

are used, and the choice is made so that the figure in the hundreds’

place indicates the century, 1 meaning nth century, 2 meaning
1 2th century, and .so on

;
to all these numbers the appropriate

letter, if it be 8 or a, mu.st be always prefixed, but if it be c, only

when there is any chance of ambiguity. In 8 MSS. a distinction

is made for those of the nth and subsequent centuries by
reserving i to 49 in each hundred for MSS. containing the

Apocalypse, 50 to 99 for those which omit it. Similarly, in a

MSS. a distinction is made according to their contents; the

three-figure numbers arc reserved for MSS. which contain Acts,

Catholic Epistles and Pauline Epistjes with or without the

Apocalypse, the presence or absence of which is indicated as in

the 8 MSS. ;
but when a MS. consi.sts of only one part a “ i

”

is prefixed, thus making a four-figure number, and the precise

part is indicated by the two last of the four figures
;
00-19 means

Acts and Catholic Epistles, 20-69 means Pauline Epistles and

70-99 means Apocalypse. In the case of c MSS. 1-99 is used for

the earliest MSS. up to the 9th century, and as this is insufficient,

the available numbers are increased by prefixing a o, and

reckoning a second hundred from 01 to 099 ;
1000 to 1099 are

MSS. of the 10th century ;
100 to 199 are MSS. of the iith

century, 200-299 ^^th century, and so on
; as this is

insufficient, the range of numbers is increased by prefixing a i,

and so obtaining another hundred, e,g, 1100 to 1199, and in the

X2th and subsequent centuries, where even this is not enough,
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by passing on to the thousands and using 2000-2999 for the

1 2th century, 3000-3999 for the 13th and so on. In each cast

€ is prefixed whenever there is any chance of ambiguity. It is

claimed that this system gives the maximum of information

about a MS., and that it leaves room for the addition of any

number of MSS. which are likely to be discovered. At present

it has not seriously threatened the hold of Gregory’s notation on

the critical world, but it will probably have to be adopted, at

least to a large extent, when von Soden’s text is published.

[The full details of this subject can be found in E. Miller’s edition
of Scrivener’s Introduction to the Criticism of the New Testament
(George Bell. 1894) ;

C. R. Gregory’s Prolegomena to I'ischcndorf’s

Novum Testamentum Graece, Ed. VJJJ. critica major (Leipzig, 1894)

;

C. R. Gregory’s Textkritih (Leipzig, 1900) ;
H. von Soden’s Die

Schriften des neuen Testaments (Berlin, Band 1902-1907) ;
F. G.

Kenyon’s Handbook to the Textual Criticism of the New Testament
(London. 1901), especially valuable for a clear account of the Papyri
fragments.]

It is neither possible nor desirable to give any description of

most of these MSS., but the following are, critically, the most

important.

Uncials.— Codex Vaticanus (Vat. Gr. 1200). Greg. B, v. Soden
5 1 : an uncial MS. of the 4th century. It is written in three columns
and has forty-two lines to the column. It originally « . .

contained the whole Bible, but in the New Testament
Heb. ix. 14, xiii. 25, i and 2 Tim., Tit., Philemon, Apex:.,

are now missing. It was written by iliree scribes of whom the writer

of the New Testament was identified by Tischendorf as the scribe

1) of K [cod. StnatHi Us). The text has been corrected by two scribes,

one (the Hiopfftimjt) contemporary with the original writer, the other
belonging to the loth or nth century. The latter proliably also

re-inked the whole oi the MS. and introduced a few changes in the *

text, though some critics think that this was done by a monk of

the 15th century who supplied the text of the lacuna in Heb. and
of the Apocalypse from a MS. belonging to Bessarion. The text is

the t>est example of the .so-called Neutral Text, except in the Pauline
epistles, where it has a strong “ Western ” clement. How thus

MS. came to be in the Vatican is not known. It first appears in the

catalogue of 1481 (Bibl. Vat. MS. Lat. 3952 f. 50), and is not in the

catalogue of 1475, as is often erroneously stated on the authority
of Vcrcellone. It was, therefore, probably acquired between the

years 1475 and 1481. The problem of its earlier history is so en-

tangled with the similar question.s^ raised by k that the two cannot
well be diBcu.ssed separately. [Phototypic editions have been
issued in Rome in 1889-1890 and in 1905.]

Codex Sinaiticus (St Petersburg, Imperial library), Greg. N,

von Soden 5 2 ;
an uncial MS. of the 4tn century. It was found

in 1844 by C. Tischendorf {q.v.) in the monastery of cimmuu
St Catherine on Mt. Sinai, and finally acquired by the

tsar in 1869. 1 1 is written on thin vellum in four columns
of forty-eight lines each to a page. It contained originally the

whole Bible, and the New Testament is still complete. At the end
it also contains the Ep. of Barnabas and the Shepherd of Hennas,
unfortunately incomplete, and there was proliably originally some
other document lietween these two. The text was written, accord-

ing to Tischendorf, by four scribes, of whom he identified one as also

the scribe of cod. Vaticanus, It was corrected many times, especi-

ally in the 6th century, by a scribe known as and in the 7th

by Nc. It has, in the main, a Neutral text, less mixed in the

Epistles than that of B, but not so pure in the Gospels. The cor-

rections of are important, as they are based (according to a note

by that scribe, at the end of Esther) on an early copy which had
been corrected by Pamphilus, the disciple of Origen, friend of

Eusebius and founder of a library at Caesarea.

fl'he text of K was published in Tischendorf‘s Bibliorum codex

Sinaiticus Petropolitanus (vol. iv., 1862), and separately in his Novum
Testamentum Sinaiticum (1863) ;

in 1909 it was publi.shed in collo-

type by the Clarendon Press, Oxford. The relations of fct® to

Pamphilus are studied by Bousset in “ Textkritische Studien ziim

N.T. ” (in Texte u. Untersuchungen, xi. 4).]

If Tischendorf was right in identifying the scribe of B with that

of part of K, it is obvious that these MSS. probably come from the
same place. He was probably wrong, but there are some indications

of relationship to justify the same view. The two most probable
places seem to be Caesarea and AlV^xandria. The case for t^sarea
is that the colophon written by N* at the end of Esther, and also
of Ezra, shows that K was then in the library of Caesarea, and that
a chapter division in Acts found both in and B can also be traced
to the same library. This is a fairly strong ca.se, but it falls short
of demonstration because it cannot be shown that the MS. corrected
by Pamphilus was still at Caesarea when it was used by K, and
liecause it is not certain either that the chapter divisions in Acts
were added by the original scribes, or that K and B were at that
time in their original home, or that the chapter divisions were
necessarily only to be found at Caesarea. The case for Alexandria
depends partly on the orthography of B, which resembles
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Graeco-Coptic papyri, partly on Uie order of the Pauline epistles. At
present, both in K and B, Hebrews is placed after 2 Thess., but in

B tliere is also a continuous numeration of sections throughout
the epistles, according to which i to 58 cover Romans to Galatians,

but Ephesians, the next epistle, begins with 70 instead of 59, and
the omitted section numbers are found in Hebrews. Obviously,
the archetype placed Hebrews between Galatians and Ephesians,
but the scribe altered the order and put it between 2 Thess. and
I Tim., though without changing the section numbers. This older

order of the epistles is only found eilsew'herc in the SaliMic version

of the New Tebtainent, and it was probably therefore tlie old Egyp-
tian or Alexandrian order. Moreover, we know from the Festal

letter of a.d, 367 (according to the Greek and Syriac texts, but not

the Sahidic), that Atliana.sius then introduced the order of the

epistles which is now given in N B. This is .strong evidence for

the view that the arcuetype of B came from Alexandria or the

neighbourhood, and was c^der tlian the time of Athanasius, but it

scarcely proves that B itself is Alexandrian, lor the order of epistles

which it gives is also that adopted by the council ol Laodicea in

A.r>. 3O3, and may have b(‘en introduced elsewhere, perhaps in

Caesarea, A furtlier argument, sometimes based u}M)n and some-
times in turn used to support the foregoing, is that the text of N B
represents that of Hesychius

;
but this ls extremely doubtful (.see

the section Textual Criticism below).
[The qiie.stion of the provenance of x and B may be.st be studkd

in J. Kendel Harris, Stichontetry (Cainbndge. 1893), pp. 71*89

;

|. Armitage Robinson, " Euthaliana," Texts and iii. 3
(Cambridge, 1895), esp. pp. 34-43 (these more especially for ihe
connexion with ' Caesarea)

;
A. Kahfls, "‘Alter und Heimat der

vatikani.scher Bihelhandsdhrilt." in the Nachfichten der Gcscll. der

U’lss. £U (jottinffim (1899). vol. i. ]>p. 72'79 ;
and O. von Ciebhardt in

a review of the last named in the Theolof^tsche iMeralureeitung (1809),
coJ. 55b.

j

C^x Htzae (Cambridge Univ. Nu. 2, 41). Greg. D, voii Soden S 5

;

an uncial Graeco-Latin MS. not later than the Oth century and prolv
itbly considerably earlier. The text is writteai in one
column to a page, the Greek on the left hand page and

tile Latin on the right. It was given to the university of Cambridge
in 1581, t>ut its early history is doubtful. Beea stat^ that it came
from Lyons and had lieen always preservml in the moniistery of
St Irenaeus there. There is no reason to questii*n Beza's hotta

ftdes, or that the MS, was O'btained by liim after the sack of Lyons
in 1 562 by des Adret.s, but there is room for doubt as to tJie accuracy
of his belief that it had lieen for a long time in the same monastery.
His information on this point would necessarily bo derived from
J-*rotestant sources, which would not be of tlio highest value, and
there are two pieces ot evidence which show tliat. just previously
the MS. was in Italy. In the first place it is certainly identical with
the MS. called tj which is quoted in the margin ol the 1550 edition

ot Robert Stephauus’ Greek Testament
;

this MS. according to
,

Stephanus' prelace was collattid for him by friends in Italy. In the
,

second place it was probably used at the council of 'J'rent in 1546
'

Iry Gul. a Prato, bishop ot Clermont in Auve^r^e, and in the last

edition of tht Amwtattnnes Beza quotes his MS. as Claromontanus, .

and not as Lufidunensis. These points suggest that the MS. had
only been a slKirt time at Lyons when Beza obtained it. Tbt* still

earlier history ol the MS. is equally doubtful. H, Quentin has pro-
d\ic«d some interesting but not convincing evidence to show that ,

the MS. was used in Lyons in the 12th century, and Rendol Harris
at one time thought that there weie traces of Gallicism iii the Latin,

but the latter’s more recent researches go to show that the correc-

tions and annotations varying in date iTotwtx-n the yth and 12th
centuries point to a district winch was at first predominantly Greek
and afterwards became ].atin. Thes would suit Soutli Italy, but
not Lyons. Tlie text of this MS. is important as the oldest and
best witness in a Greek MS. to the so-called “ Western ” text- (See

the section Textual CrUicism below.)

[The following books and articles are imiportant for the history,

as apart from the text of the MS, Cudex Bezant . . . phutotypice

repraesentatm (Cambridge, 18^) ;
Scrivener. Codex Bezae (Ciun-

lindge, 1864) ; J. Rendel Harris, “A Study of Cod. Besae," Texts

and Studies, i. i (Cambridge, 1891) ; j. Rendel Harris, The Anno-
tators of Cod. Bezae (London, 1901) ; F. E. Brightraan and K. Lake,
“ The Italian Origin of Codex Bezae,” in Journal of Theol. Studies,

Apiil, 1900 pp. 441 ff.
; F. C. Burkitl, '* The Date of Codex Bezae,”

in the Journal of Theol. Studies, July 1902, pp. 501 ff. ; D. H.
Quentin, “ Le Codex Bceae a Lyon, .&c.,” Revue BirUdictine, xxxiii.

1, 1906.]

Codex Alexandrinus (G. M. ieg. LD v.-viii.), Greg. A, von Soden
84 ; an uncial MS. of the 5th century. It was given by Cyril Lucar,

Alexma-
patiiarcli of Constantinople, to Charles I. in 1621. It

driau
* ttplpoars probable that Cyril Lucar had brought it with

** him from Alexandria, of which he had formerly been
patriarcli. A note by Cyril Lneax states that it was written by
Theda, a noble lady of Egypt, but this is probalily merdy his inter-

pretation of an Arabic note of the 14th century which states that
the MS. was written by Theda, the martyr, an obviously absurd
legend

;
.another Arabic note by Athanasius (probably Athanasius

III., patriarch 0. 1308) states that it was givon to the patriarchate
of Alexandria, and a Latin note of a later period dates the presenta- '

lion in 1098. So far back as it can be trated it is. therefore, an
Alexandrian MS., and palaeographical arguments point in ttie same
direction. Originally, the MS. contained the whole of the Old and
New Testaments, including the Psalms of Solomon in the former
and I and 2 Qemeiit in the latter. It has, however, suffered mutila-
tion in a few places. Its text in the Old Testament is thought by
some scholars to show signs of representing the Hesyehian recension,

but this view seems latterly to have lost favour with students of

the Sepluagint. If it be true, it falls in with the palaeographic
indications and suggests an Alexandrian provenance. In the New
Testamtait it has in the gospels a late text of Wcatcott and Hort's
“ Svnaii ’’ type, but in Ihe epistles there is a strongly marked “Alex-
andrian “ elemenf. [Cod, A w’as published in photograxihic fac-

simile m 1879-1880.]
Codez Ephruenn Syri Rescriptus (Pans Nat. Gr. 9), Greg. C, von

Soden 53: an uncial palimpsest (the top writing bt'ing that ot

Ephraem) of the 5th century. It was formerly the pro-

jierty ol Catherine de’ Medici, and was probably brought
froni tlie east to Italy in the i6th century. Hort {Intro-

*

dw twn, p. 208) has shown from a consideration of displacements in the
text of the Apocalypse that it was copiied Irom a very small MS.,
but this, oj course, only holds good of the A})f)calypse‘. It is usually
said that this MS., like A, cami' originally from Egypit, but this is

nH*rely a palaeographical guess, for whicli tliere is no rml evidence.
Originally, it contained the whole BiUe, but only sixty-four leaves
oi the Old Testament remain, and 145 (giving about Iwo-thirds
of the whole) of the New Testament. 'The character of tlu* text is

mixed with a strong ‘ Alexandrian’’ element. [I^iblished in fac-

simile by Tischendorf (1843) Discussed by Lagaide m his Ges.

Abhandhingen, p. 94.]
Codex Claromontanus (J'aius Nat. Gr. T07), Greg. von

SfK-len a 1026; an uncial Graeco-Latin of the olh century. Tins
MS. also belonged tf> Be/.a, who “ acquired ’’

it from the ...

numastery of ('lermont, near Beauvais. After his death T'

it passed through various pnv'ate hands and w'as linally

bought for the French royal library before jC> 5(>. It contains the
whole of the Pauline epistles with a few lac unae, and has a famous
stichometric list of books prefixed, in another luiiul to Hel>rew.s. It

is probably the bc*f>t extant witnc'ss to tlw? type of Crreek text which
wits m use in Italy at nn early time. It is closely connected with
u>d, Saugermanemsis (a direct copy) at St Petersburg, Greg.
von Soden a 1027 ;

cod. Auf^icnsi'c (('anibridge, 'I tin. Coll. H xvii. i),

Greg. Frftwi, von Soden 01029; •'incl rod. Ikwrneriunits (Dresden
K Bibl.), Gn^g. V(.»n Soden a 1028. [The text is publisheil

in Trschendorfs Codex Claromontanus (1852). Its nlations to

EFG arc best discu.ssed in We.stcott and I fort’s Introduction,

§§ 335 337-J
There are no other uncials equal in importance to the aliove. The

next most valuable a it* probably cod. Regius of the 8th century
at J*aris, Greg. L, von Soden e 56, contaming the Gospels; cod.

Laiulianus of the 7th century at Oxford. Greg. E. von Soden a 1001,
a Latmo-Greek MS. containing the Acts; cod. Coisliuianits of llic

6th ccntur>' in Paris, Turin, Kiev, Moscow and Mt. Athos, Greg.
von Soden a 1022, containing fragments of the Pauline

epistles; and cad. Augiensis of tiie qtli century in 'J'rinily College^
Cambridge, Greg. Fi*^**^, von Soden a 1029, a Gnieco-Latin MS.
closely related to cod. Claromontanus. [Further details as to these
MSS. with bibliograj^hies can be found in Gregor^^’s Prolegomena
to Tischendorfs N.T. ed. maj. viii.]

MiNusctTivKs,-- Very few of these are of real importauoe. The
must valuable are the following :

—

1. The Ferrar Group
;
a group of eight MSS. known in Gregory's

notation as 13, 69, 124, 346, 543, 788, 826, 828, or in von Sodtui’s
as « 368, 5 505, F 1211, F 226, €257, e 1033, f 218, e 2T9, all whicli,

except 69, in spite of tlie dating' iraphed by von Soden ’s notation
were probably written in the 12U1 century in CaJabna. 'J'hey liave

a most peculiar text of a mainly “ Western ’’
typie, witli some special

affinities to the Old Syriac and perhaps to the Diatessaron. They
are known as the Ferrar group in memory of the yicholar who first

published their text, and are sometimes quoted as ^ (which, however*,
properly is the symbol for Codex Beratmus of the <lo8pels), and
sometimes as /aw.'*'*.

2. Cod. J and its Allies ; a group of four MSS. known in Gregory ’.s

notation as i, 118, 131, 209, and m von Soden 's as 5 50, r 346, 8467
and d 457. The dating implied by the latter iKotaction is wrong, as
I certainly belongs to the 12th, not to the loth “century, and it8
Is jirobably later than 209. It is .sometimes quoted as /aw.* Faw.*
and /aw.** probably have a common archetyjK* in Mark which is also
repH'sentea bycodd. 28 (t 168), 565 (<93, quoted by Ti.schendorf and
others as 2i»«) and 700 (ei33, quoted by Scrivener and others as
fio4). it seems to have had many points of aigreemcnt with the
Old Syriac, but it is impossible to identify the locality to which it

belonged. Other minuscules of importance are cod. 33 (8 48) at
Paris, which often agrees with BL and is the best minnscnle repre-
sentativo of ttic “ Neutral ’’ and “ Alexandrian “ typos of text
in the gospels; ood. 137 (a 364) at Milan, a valuaWe “Western ’’

text of the Acts
;
a 78 (not in Gregory) in tbe Laura on ML Athos, a

MS. of the Acts and epistles, with an early (mixed) type of text and
tcKtnal comments and notes from Origen.

[The text of the Ferrar group was published after Ferra><*a death
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by T. K. Abbott, A CaUation of Fow Important MSS, of the Gospels
(Dublin, 1877). It is best discuased by Rendel HarriB's books.
The Origin of the Leicester Codex (1887), The Origin of the Ferrar
Group (1893). and The Ferrerr Group (iqoo), all published at Cam-
bridge

;
the text of fam.^ with a discussion ol its textual relations

is given in K. Lake’s “ Codex i and its Allies " {7'exFt and Studies,
vii. 3, 1Q02) ; 565 was ecliUd by J. Belsheim in Das Evang. des
Martus nach d. grtech. Cud. Theod.(yrue, Ac. (Christiania, 1885), many
corrections to which are published in the a])pendix to 11. S. Cronin’s
“ Codex Purpureus,” Texts and Studies, v. 4 ; 700 was published
by H. C. Hoskier in his collation of co<l. Evan. 604, Ixindon, i8<jo

;

a 78 IS cidited by E, von dor Goltz in Texte und U litersuchungen., N.E.
11. 4.]

(B) The Versions.—These are generally divided into (a)

primaryf and (/i) secondary
;

the former being those which
represent translation made at an early period directly from
Greek originals, and the latter being tho.se which were made
either from other versions or from late and unimportant Ctreek

texts.

(a) Thu primary versions arc three—IAt in, Syriac and Egyptmn.
Latin Verswns.— i. The Old Latin. According to Jerome’s

letter to l*ope Damasus in a.u. 384, there was in the 4th century

OM Latin
^ K*'*"®*^ variety of text in the Latin version, “ Tot emm
exemplaria pene quot codices." This verdict is confirmed

by examination of the MSS. which have pre-Hieronymian texts.

11 IS customary to Gjuote these by small letters of the Latin
alphabet, but there is a regrettable absence of unanimity in

the dc'tails of the notation. We can distinguish two main types,

African and European. The African version is best represented

lu the go.speLs by cod. Huhiensis (k) of the 5U1 (some say 6lh) century
at 'rurin, and cod. Palatinus (e) of the 5th century at Vienna, both
of winch are imperfect, is^js'Cially k, which, however, is far the’

superujr in quality
;
m the Ads and Catliolic epistles by cod.

FlonaLcnsis (f, h. or reg.) of the Otli century, a jxilimpsest which once
belonged to the monks of Fleury, and by the so-called speculum (m)
or (.cjlleotion of quotations formerly attrilmted to Augustine but
probably connected with S|>ain. 'J'Ins scanty evidence is dated and
iocali2o<l as Alrican by the quotations of Cyprian, of Augustine
(not from the gosj)els), and of lYiinasius, bishop of Hadrumetum
(d. ( . ‘jtKi), from the Ajiocalypse. It is still a disputed point whether
Tertuilian’s quotation.s may lx* regarded as evidence lor a Latin
version or as independent translalions from the Cireek, nor is it

certain that lliis version is African in an exclusive sense ; it was
umloubtedly used iu Africa and there is no evkUmce that it was
known elsewhere originally, but on tlie other hand there Is no proof

that It was not. The Eurojiean version is best rejiresented in the
gospi'ls by cud. Vacellensis (a) of the 5th century .'uicl cod. Vera-

mnsis (b) of the same date (the latter lK.*ing the better), and by others

of less imiKirtance. It is possible that a later variety of it is found
in cod. Monaieiisis (q) of the 7th century, and cod. lirixianus (f)

of the bth century, and this used to W called the Italic version,

owing (as F. C. Burkitt has shown) to a misunderstanding of a
remark of Augustine about the “ Itala ” which really refers to the
Vulgate. In the Acts the Euro{>ea)i text is found in cod. Gigas

(g or gig) of the 13th century at Stockholm, in a Perpignan MS.
of the 12th century (p), published by S. Berger, and probably in

cod. Laudianus (e) of the 7th century at Oxford. In the Catholic

epistles it is found in cod. Corheiensis (f or ft) of the loth century
at St Petersburg. In the Pauline epistles it is doubtful whether
it Is extant at all, though some have found it in the cod, Clara-

montanus (d) and its allies. In the Apocalyjwe it is found in cod.

Gi^as,

The main problem in connexion with the history of the African

and European versions Ls whether they were originally one or two.

As they stand at present they are undoubtedly two, and can be
dLstinguished both by the readings which they imply in the under-

lying Greek, and by the renderings which they have adopted. But
there is also a greater degree of similarity between them tlian

be explained by accidental coincidence, and there is thus an a priori

case tor the theory that one of the two is a revision of the otlier,

or that there was an older version, now k»st. which was the original

of both. If one of the two is the original it is probably the African,

for which there is older •evidence, and of which the style both in

reading and rendering seems purer. The chief argument against

this is tliat it sceme paradoxical to think of Africa rather than

Rome as the home of the firsit Latin version
;

but it must be

remembered that Roman Christianity was originally Greek, ai^
that the beginnings of a Latin church in Rome seem to be surpris-

ingly late.

[Editions of Old Latin MSS. are to be found in Old Latin Biblical

Texts, i.“iv. (Oxford) ; in Migne’s Patrologia Latina, tom. xii. ;
and

tlieir history is treated especially in F. C. Burkitt’s “ Old lAtin

and the Itala ’* {Texts and Studies, iv. 3), as well as in all books

dealing with Textual Criticism generally ; other important books

are Rousch’s Itala und Vulg^a (1875) : Corssen’s Der cyprianische

Text der AUa Apostolorum (Berlin, 1892) ;
Wordsworth and Sanday

on the “ Corbey S. James " in Studia Bihlica, i. (1885) ; the article

oil the
** Old Latin Version,” in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible.

For the textual character and importance of these versions see the

section Textual Criticism below.]

2. The Vulgate or Hiercwiy[mian veraion. To remedy the con-

fusion product by the variations of the Latin text J'ope Damasus
asked Jerome to undertake a revision, and the latter

vulaate.
published a new text of the New Testament in a.d. 384

^

acbd tlie rest of the Bibh^ probably within two years. This version

gradually became accepted as the standard text, and after a time
was called the ” Viilgata,” the first to use this name as a title being,

it is said, Roger Bacon. In the Old Testament Jerome made a
new translation directly from the Hebrew, as the Old lAtin was
based on the LXX.. but in the New Testament he revised the existing

version. He did this fully and carefully in the gospels, but s<Jine-

what superficially in the epistles. He seems to havr taken as the

basis of his work the Eurojiean version as it existed in his time,

perlia])S best represented by cod. Monacensis (q) of the 7th century,

apd by the quotations in Amhrosiastcr, to which cod. Brixtanus (f)

of the 6th century would Ixj added if it were not probable that it is

merdy a Vulgate MS. with intrusive elements. This type of text

he revised with the help of Griick MSS. of a type which does not
soetn to correspond exactly to any now extant, but to resemble

B more closely than any others.

Of Jerome’s revision we possess at ka&i 8000 MSS., of which the

earliest may be divided (in the gospels at all events) into groups
connected with various countries

;
the most important are the

NorUiumbrian, Irish, Anglo-Irish and Spanish, but the first named
might also be called the Italian, as it I'epresents the text of good
MSS- brought frtun Italy in the 7th century and copied in the great

I

schools of Wearmouth and J arrow. One of the most important,

cod. Amiaiinus, was copied in thes way in the time of CeoHrid,

Benedict Biscop’s successor, as a present lor l*ope Gregory in 716.

From these MSS. the original Ilieronymian text may he recon-

structed with considerable certainty. The later history ot tlie version

is complicated, but fairly well Imown. The text soon began to

deteriorate by admixture with the Old Latin, as well from the prtxiess

ol transcription, and several attftm}its at a revision were made before

the invention of printing. Of tliesr* the earbest of note were under-

taken in France in the 9th century,by Alcuin in 801, and almost at

the same time by Theodull, bishop of Orleans (787-821). In the

11th century a similar task was undertaken by Laniranc, arch-

bishop of Canterbury (io()9 -1089) ; in the 12th century by SUqiheu
Harding (1109), third abbot of Citeaux, and by Cardinal Nicolaus

Mamacorta (1150), whose corrected Bible is preserved in the public

library at Dijon. But these were not successful, and in the 13th

ceutury, instead of revisions, attempts were made to fix the text by
providing correctona, or lists ol corn'ct readii^s, which were the

equivalent of critical editions ;
of these the chief are the Parisian,

the Dominican (prci>ared under Hugo de S. Caro about 1240), and
the Vatican. In the i5lh century tlie history of the printed V’nlgatis

begins. The earliest i.s the Menlz edition ol 1452-1456 (the Mazann
or “ 42-line ’’ Bible), but the earliest of a critical nature were those

of Robert litienne in 1528 and 1538-1540. In 1546 the council

of Trent decided that the Vulgate ^ould be held as autkentica, and
in 1590 I'opc Sixtus V. published a new and aiJthoritative edition,

w'hich was, probably at the instigation of the Jesuits, recalled by
Pope Clement VUI. in 1592. In the same year, however, the same
pope published another edition under tlie name of Sixtus. This is,

according to the Bull of 1592, the auUioritative edition, and has

since then been accepted as such in the Latin Church. The critical

edition by J. Wordsworth (bishop of Salisbury) ^d H. J. White
jirobably restores the text almost to the state in wliich Jerome

[The text of the Vulgate may be studied in Wordsworth and
White, Novum Testamentum Latine ;

Corssen, Epistuia ad Galatax.

Its history Ls best given in S. Berger’s Histoirc de la Vulgate (Paris,

1893), in which a good bibliography is giv^ on pp. xioai-xxxiv.

The section in Kenyon’s handbook to the Textual Criticisin of the

New Testament is particularly clear and full,]

Syriac Versions.— i. The Old Syriac. This is only known to us

at present through two MSS. of the gospels, containing the Evan-
gehon da ~ Mepharreshe, or sejiarated gospel, probably q..
so called in distinction to Tatian’s Diatessaron. These

syrtme
MSS. are known as the Curetonian and Sinaitic. The ^

Curetoiiian is a MS. of the 5th century. The fragments of it which
we possess are MS. Brit. Mus. addit. 14,451. which was brought in

1842 from the monastery of St Mary in the Nitrian desert, and
was edited by Cureton in 1858 ; and three leaves in Berlin (MS.

Orient. Quart. 528) which were bought in Egypt by H. Brugsch
and published by A. Roediger in 1872. It was given to the monas-
tery of St Mary in the 10th century, but its earlier history is

unknown. It contained originally the four gospels in tlic order Mt.,

Mk., Jo., Lc. It is generally quoted as Syr*w or Syr C. The Sinaitic

was <lincovered in 1892 by Mrs l^wis and Mrs Gibson in the library

of St Catherine’s monastery on Mt. Sinai, where it still remains, and
was published in 1894 by R. L. Bunsly, J. Rondel Harris and F. C.

Burkitt, with an introduction by Mrs Lewis. It is a palimpsest

MS., and thci upper writing (lives of saints), dated a.d. 776, is the

work of ” John, the anchorite of Beth Mari Qanon, a monastery of

Ma’arrath Mesrfen city in the district of Antioch.” Tliis town is
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between Antioch and Aleppo
; thouRh the monastery is otherwise

unknown, it seems probable thA it was the source of many of the
MSS. now at Sinai. The under writing seems to be a little earlier

than that of the Curetonian
; it contains the gospels in tiie order

Mt., Me., Lc., Jo. with a few lacunae. There is no evidence that this

version was ever used in the Church services ; the Diatessaron was
always the normal Syriac text of the gospels until the introduction
ol the Peshito. But the (juotations and references in A])hraates,

Ephraem and the Acts of J udas Thomas show that it was known,
even if not often used. It seems certain that the Old Syriac version
also contained the Acts and Pauline epistles, as Aphraates and
Ephraem agree in quoting a text which differs from the Peshito,

but no MSS. containing this text are at present known to exist.

[The text of this version is best given, with a literal English
translation, in F. C, Burkitt's Evangelion da Mepharreshe (Cambridge,

1904).]
2. The Peshito (Simple) Version. This is reprc.sented by many

MSS. dating from the 5th century. It has been proved almo.st

PsMbito
demonstration by F. C. Burkitt that the portion contain-

* ing the gospels was made by Rabbula. bishop of Edcssa
(411), to take the place of the Diatessaron, and was based on the
Greek text which was at that time in current use at Antioch. The
Old Testament Peshito is a much older and quite separate version.

The exact limits of Rabbula’s work are ditlicult to define. It seems
probable that the Old Syriac version did not contain the Catholic
epistles, and as these are lound in the Peshito they were presumably
added by Rabbula. But he never added 2 Peter, J ude, 2 and 3 John,
or the Apocalypse, and the text of these books, which is sometimes
bound up with the Peshito, really is that of the Philoxenian or of

the Harklcan version. A comparison of the Peshito with quotations
in Aphraates and Ephraem shows that Rabbula revised the text
of the Acts and Pauline epistles, but in the absence of MSS.
of the Old Syriac for the.se botiks, it is difficult to define the extent
or character of his work. The Peshito is quoted as Syr P, I^esh.,

and Syrsch (because Tischendorf followed the edition of Schaaf).
[The best text of the Peshito is by G. H. Gwilliam, I'etraevan-

gelium Sanctum (Oxford, 1901) ;
its relations to Rabbula’s revision

are .shown by F. C. Burkitt, “ S. Ephraim’s quotations from the
Gospel " {Texts and Studies, vii.,2, Cambridge, 1901), which renders
out of date F. H. Woods's article on the same subject in Studia
Biblica, iii. pp. 103-138.]

3. The Philoxeiiian Version. This is known, from a note extant
in MSS. of the Harklean version, to have been made in a.d. 508

PhU jr-
Philoxenus, bishop of llicrapolis, by Polycarpus,

.

® ' chorepiscopus. No MSS. of it have survived except in
* 2 Peter, Jude, 2 and 3 John and the Apocalypse. The

four former are found in some MSS. ol the Peshito, as the
Philoxenian was used to supply these epistles which were not in

the older version, and the Apocalypse was published in 1892 by Dr
Gwynn from a MS. belonging to Lord Crawford.

[This version may be studied in Lsaac II. Hall’s Williatns MS.
(Baltimore, 1886) ; in the European editions of the Syriac Bible so
far as the minor Catholic epistles are concerned

; in Hermathena,
vol, vii. (1890), pp. 281-314 (article by Gwynn)

;
in Zeiischrift fur

Assyriologie, xii. and xiii. (scries of articles by Merx) ; in Gwynn’s
The Apocalypse of St John %n a Syriac Version (Dublin, 1897).]

4. The Harklcan Version. This is a revision of the Philoxenian
made in 616 by Thomas of Harkel (Heraclea), bishop of Hierapolis.

Hmrklemn
apparently an attempt to replace the literary free-

dom of the Philoxenian by an extreme literalness. It

represents in the main the text of the later Greek MSS., but it has
important textual notes, and has adopted a system of asterisks
and obeli from the Hexaplar LXX. The source of these notes seems
to have been old MSS. from the library of the Enaton near Alex-
andria. The marginal readings are therefore valuable evidence for
the Old Alexandrian text. This version is quoted as Syr H (and
when necessary Syr He*” or Syr Hn‘8) and by Tischendorf as SyrP
(=Syra posterior). It should be noted that when Tischendorf
speaks of Syr^tr he means the Peshito and the Harklean.

[There is no satisfactory critical edition of this version, nor have
the Philoxenian and the Harklean been disentangled from each other.
The printed text is that published in 1778-1803 by J. White at
Oxford under the title Versio Philoxema

;
for the marginal notes

see esp. Westcott and Hort, Introduction, and for Acts, Pott’s
Abendldndische Text der Apostelgesch, (Leipzig, 1900).]

5. The Palestinian or Jerusalem Version. This is a lectionary
which was once thought to have come from the neighbourhood of

p - Jerusalem, but has lieen shown by Burkitt to come from

tMma .

Antioch. It ^as probably made in the 6th century
in connexion with the attempts of Justinian to abolish

Judai.sm. Usually quoted as SyrPa and by Tischendorf as Syr^itor.

[The text may be found in Lewis and Gibson's The Palestinian
Syriac Lectionary (London, 1899), (Gospels), and in Studia Sinaitica,

e
irt vi. (Acts and Epistles)

; its origin is discussed best by F, C.
urkitt in the Journal of Theological Studies, vol. ii. (1901), pp.

174-183.]

6.

The Karkaphensian. This is not a version, but a Syriac
Massorah ” of the New Testament, i.e. a collection of notes on the

texts. Probably emanates from the monastery of the Skull. Little
is known of it and it is unimportant.

[See Gwilliam’s “ Materials for the Criticislh of the Peshito N.T."
in Studia Biblica, iii. esp. pp. 60-63.]

7.

Tatian’s Diatessaron. This is something more than a version.
It was originally a harmony ol the four gospels made by Tatian, the
pupil of Justin Martyr, towards the end of the 2nd cen- « ,

tury. In its original form it is no longer extant, but it
*

exists in Arabic (published by Ciasca) and Latin {cod. m*
Fuldensts) translations, in both of which the text has un-
fortunately been almost entirely conformed to the ordinary type.
These authorities are, therefore, only available for the reconstruction
of the order of the selections from the go.spels, not for textual criticism
properly so called. For the latter purpose, however, we can use an
Armenian translation of a commentary on the Diatessaron by
Ephraem, and the quotations in Aphraates. The Diatessaron
appears to have been the usual fonii in which tlie gospels were read
until the beginning of the 5th century, when the Peshito was put
in its place, and a systematic destruction of copies of the Diatessaron
was undertaken.

[The Diatessaron may be studied in Zahn, " Evangelien-
harmonie," article in the Protestanttsche Realencyhlopddie (1898) ;

J. H. Hill, The Earliest Life of Chust (Edinburgh, 1893) ; J. Rendel
Harris, Fragments of the Commentary of Ephraim the Syrian (London,
1895) ; r. C. Burkitt, Evangelion aa Mepharreshe (Cambridge, 1904.
vol. ii.).]

Inter-relation of Syriac Ve>$i(ms,—The relations which subsist
lietweeu the various Syriac versions remain to be discussed. There
is little room for doubt tliat the Harklean was based on tlie T’hil

oxenian, and the Philoxenian was based on the Peshito, the revision
being made in each case by the help of the Greek MSS. of the day,
but the relations which subsist between the Old Synac, the Diates-
saron and the Peshito arc a more difficult question. There are now
but few, if any. scholars who think that the Peshito is an entirely
separate version, and the majority have been convinced by Burkitt
and recognize (1) that the l^shito is based on a knowledge of the
Old Syriac and the Diatessaron

; (2) that it was made by Rabbula
with the help of the contemporary Greek text of the Antiochene
Church. But there is not yet the same degree of consensus as to
the relations between the OM Syriac and the Diatessaron. Here
it is necessary to distinguish between the original text of the Oltl

Syriac and the exi.sting MSS. of it—Cur, and Sin. There is no
question that many passages in these show .signs ol Diatessaron
influence, but this is only to be expected if we consider that from
the end of the 2nd to the beginning of the 5th century the Dia-
tessaron was the popular form ol the gospels. A large discount
has therefore to be made from the agreements between Diatessaron
and Syr. S and C. Still, it is improbable that this will explain
everything, and it is generally conceded that the original Dia-
tessaron and the original Old Syriac were in some way connected.
The connexion is variously explained, and efforts have been made
to show on which side the dependence is to be found. The most
pn>bable theory is that of Burkitt, He thinks that the first Synac
translation was that of Tatian (c. a.d, 175), who brought the Dia-
tessaron from Rome and translated it into Syriac. There, in the
last days of the 2nd century, when Serapion was liishop of Antioch
(a.d. 190-203), a new start was made, and a translation of the
" senarated Gospels ” {Evangelion da Mepharreshe) was made from
the MSS. which was in use at Antioch. Probably the maker of this
version was partly guided, especially in his chfiice of renderings,
by his knowledge of the Diatessaron. Nevertheless, the Diatessaron
reinained the more popular and was only driven out by Theodoret
and Rabbula in the 5th century, when it was replaced by the
I’eshito. If this theory be correct the Syriac versions represent
three distinct Greek texts:—(i) the 2nd-century Greek text from
Rome, used by Tatian

; (2) the 2nd-century Greek text from Antioch,
used for the Old Syriac

; (3) the 2nd - century Greek text from
Antioch, used by Rabbula for the Peshito.
[The best discussion of this point is in vol. ii. of Burkitt’s Evan-

gelion da Mepharreshe.]
Egyptian F(sr.?»ons. -Much less is known at present about the

history of the Egyptian versions. They are found in various
dialects of Coptic, the mutual relations of which are not -
yet certain, but the only ones which are preserved with

Coptic,

any completeness are the Bohairic. or Lower Egyptian, and Sahidic,
or Upper Egyptian, though it is certain that fragments of inter-
mediate dialects such as Middle Egyptian, Fayumic, Akhmimic
and Memphitic also exist. The Bohairic has been edited by G.
Horner. It is well represented, as it became the official version of
the Coptic Church

; its history is unknown, but from internal evid-
ence it seems to have been made from good Greek MSS. of the type
of frtBL, but the date to which this points depends largely on the
general view taken of the history of the text of the New Testament.
It need not, but may, be earlier than the 4th century. The Sahidic
is not so well preserved. G. Homer’s researches tend to show that
the Greek text on which it was based was different from that repre-
Jicnted by the Bohairic. and probably was akin to the " Western "

text, perhaps of the type used by Clement of Alexandria. Un-
fortunately none of the MSS. seems to be good, and at present it is

impossible to make very definite use of the version. It is possible
that this is the oldest Coptic version, and this view is supported
by the general probabilities of the spread of Christianity in Egypt,
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which suggest that the native church and native literature had their

strength at first chiefly in the southern parts of the country. It

must be noted that Westcott and Hort called the Bohairic Mem-
phitic, and the Sahidic Thebaic, and Tischendorf called the Bt)hairic

Coptic.

[See G. Horner’s The Coptic Vey&ion of the New Testament in the

Northern Dialect (Oxford)
;

Scrivener’s Introduction (ed. Miller),

vol. ii. pp. 91-144 ;
and especially an article on Egyptian Ver-

sions " in Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible, vol. i. by Forbes
Robinson.]

[fi) Among the secondary versions the only one of real importance
is the Armenian.
The Armenian Version.—The early history of this version is

obscure, but it seems probable that there were two translations

in the 4th century: (i) by Mesrop witli the help of
* Hrofanos (Rufinus ?) based on a Greek text

; (2) by
Sahak, based on Syriac. After the council of Ephesus (a.d. 430)
Mesrop and Sahak compared and revised their work with the help
of MSS. from Constantinople. The general character of the version
is late, but there are many places in which the Old Syriac basis can
be recognized, and in the Acts and Epistles, where the Old Syriac
is no longer extant, this is sometimes very valuable evidence.

[See Scrivener (ed. Miller) vol. ii. pp. 148-154 ;
Hastings' Dictionary

of the Bible, article on “ The Armenian Versions of the New Testa-
ment,” by F. C. Conybcarc

; J. A. Robinson, “ Euthaliana ” {Texts

and Studies, iii. 3), cap. 5; on the supposed connexion of Mark xvi.

8 ff. with Aristion mentioned in this version, see esp. Swete's The
Gospel according to St Mark (London, 1902). p. cxi.]

Other secondary versions which are sometimes quoted are the
Gothic, Etliiopic, Georgian, Arabic, Anglo-Saxon, Frankish and
Persic. None has any real critical importance

;
details are given

in Gregory’s Prolegomena and in Scrivener's Introduition,

(C) Quotations in Patristic Writings.—The value of this source

of evidence lies in the power which it gives us to date and localize

texts. Its limitations are found in the inaccuracy of quotation

of the writers, and often in the corrupt condition of their text.

This latter point especially affects quotations which later scribes

frequently forced into accord with the text they preferred.

All writers earlier than the 5ih century are valuable, but particu-
larly important arc the following groups ;— (i) Greek writers in the
Wt'st, especially Justin Martyr, Tatian, Marcion, Irenaeus and
Hippolytus

; (2) Latin writers in Italy, especially Novatian, the
author of the iu Rehaptismate and Ambrosiaster

; (3) Latin writers

in .Africa, especially Tertullian and Cy])rian
; (4) Greek writers in

Alexandria, especially Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Athana.sius

and Cyril; (5) Greek writers in the East, especially Methodius of

Lycia and Eusebius of Caesarea
; (6) Syriac writers, especially

Aphraates and Ephraem
;

it is doubtful whether the Diatessaron
of Tatian ought to be reckoned in this group or in (1). None of these
groups bears witness to quite the same text, nor can all of them be
identified with the texts found in existing MSS. or versions, but it

may be said with some truth that group 2 used the European Latin
version, group 3 the African Latin, and group 6 the Diatessaron in

the gospels and the Old Syriac elsewhere, while group i has much
in common with cod. Beeae, though the difference is here somewhat
greater. In group 4 the situation is more complex

;
Clement used

a text which has most in common with cod. Bezae, but is clearly

far from identical
;
Origen in the main has the text of B

;
Athan-

asius a somewhat later variety of the sfime type, while Cyril has the
so-called Alexandrian text found especially in L. Group 4 has a
peculiar text which cannot be identified with any definite group of

MSS. For further treatment of the importance of this evidence see

the section Textual Criticism below.
[There is as yet but little satisfactory literature on this subject.

Outstanding work is P. M. Barnard’s ” Clement of Alexandria’s
Biblical Text ” {Texts and Studies, v. 5), 7899 ; Harnack's ” Eine
Schrift Novatians,” in Texte und IJntersuchungen, xiii. 4 ;

Soutcr’s
” Ambrosiaster ” in Texts and Studies, vii. 4 ; the Society of His-
torical Theology’s New Testament in the Apostolic Fathers

;
an

article by Kostschau, “ Bibelcitate bei Origenes,” in the Zeitschrift

f.
wissenschaftliche Theologie (1900), pp. 321-378 ; and on the general

subject especially Nestle’s Einfwirung in das griechische Nette

Testament (Gotting en, 1909). PP- 159-167-] (K. L.)

3. Textual Criticism.

I’he problem which faces the textual critic of the New Tc.sta-

ment is to reconstruct the original text from the materials

supplied by the MSS., versions, and quotations in early writers,

which have been described in the preceding section on the

apparatus criiicus. His object, therefore, is to discover and

remove the various corruptions which have crept into the text,

by the usual methods of the textual critic—the collection of

material, the grouping of MSS. and other authorities, the re-

construction of archetypes, and the consideration of tran-

scriptional and intrinsic probability. No book, however, presents

such a complicated problem or sucj{ a wealth of material for the

textual critic.

In a certain wide sense the textual criticism of the New Testa-

ment began as soon as men consciously made recensions and

versions, and in this sense Origen, Jerome, Augustine and rnany

other ecclesiastical writers might be regarded as textual critics.

But in practice it is general, and certainly convenient, to regard

their work rather as material for criticism, and to begin the

history of textual criticism with the earliest printed editions

w^hich sought to establish a standard Greek Text. It is, of course,

impossible here to give an account of all these, but the following

may fairly be regarded as the epoch-making books from the

beginning to the present time.

The Complutensian.—The first printed text of the Greek Testa-

ment is known as the Complutensian, because it was made under
the direction of Cardinal Ximenes of Alcaic (Lat. Complutum).
It was printed in 1514, and is thus the first printed text, but is not

the first published, as it was not issued until 1522. It is not known
what MSS. Ximenes used, but it is plain from the character of the

text that they wore not of great value. His text was reprinted in

1569 by Chr. Plant in at Antwerp.
Erasmus.- The first published text was that of Erasmus. It was

undertaken at the request of Joannes Froben (Frobenius), the
printer of Basel, who had heard of Cardinal Ximenes’ project and
wished to forestall it. In this ho was successful, as it was issued in

1516. It was based chiefly on MSS. at Basel, of which the only

really good one {cod. Evan. 1) was seldom followed. Era.smus issued

new editions in 1579, 1522, and 7535, and the Aldine Greek
Testament, printed at Venice In 7518, is a reproduction of the first

I

edition.

Stephanas.—Perhaps the most important of all early editions

were those of Robert litienne, or Stephanus, of Paris and afterwards

of Geneva. His two first editions (7546, 1549) were based on Eras-

mus, the Complutensian, and collations of fifteen Greek MSS.
These are i6mo volumes, but the third and most important edition

(1550) was a folio with a revised text. It is this edition which is

usually referred to as the text of Stephanus, A fourth edition (in

i6mo) published at Geneva in 1551 is remarkable for giving the divi-

sion of the text into verses which has since been generally adopted.

Deza.—Stephanus’ work was continued by Theodore Beza, who
published ten editions between 1565 and 1671. They did not

greatly difler from the 1550 edition of Stephanus. but historically

are important for the great part they played in spreading a know-
ledge of the Creek text, and as supplying the text which the Elzevirs

made the standard on the continent.

Elzevir. —The two brothers, Bonaventura and Abraham Elzevir,

published two editions at Leiden in 1624 and 1633, based chiefly

on Beza’s text. In the preface to the second edition the first is

referred to as ” textum . . . nunc ab omnibus rec^itum,” and this

is the origin of the name “Textus Receptus” ^or T.R.) often given

to the ordinary Greek Text. The Elzevir text has formed the basis

of all non-critical editions on the continent, but in England the

1550 edition of Stephanus has been more generally followed. The
importance of both the Stephanus and Elzevir editions is that they

formed a definite text for the purposes of comparison, and so pre-

pared the way for the next stage, in which scholars busied them-

selves with the investigation and collation of other MSS.
Hfl/fow’s Polyglot. —The first to begin this work was Brian M’alton,

bishop of Chester, who published in 1657 in the 5th and 6th volumes
of his ” polyglot ” Bible the text of Stephanus (1550) with the

readings of fifteen new MSS. besides those employed by Stephanus

himself. The collations were made for him by Archbishop Usshcr.

John Fell.— In 1675 John Fell, dean of Christ Church, published

the Elzevir text with an enlarged apparatus, but even more im-

portant was the help and advice which he gave to the next important

editor—Mill.

John Mill, of Queen’s College, Oxford, influenced by the advice,

and supported by the purse of John Ftdl until the latter’s death,

published in 1707 a critical edition of the New Testament which
has still a considerable value for the scholar. It gives the text of

Stephanus (7550) with collations of 78 MSS., besides those of Ste-

phanus, the readings of the Old Latin, so far as was then known, the

Vulgate and Peshito, together with full and valuable prolegomena.
Bentley.—A little later Richard Bentley conceived the idea that

it would be possible to reconstruct ^he original text of the New
Testament by a comparison of the earliest Greek and Latin sources

;

he began to collect material for this purjiose, and is.sucd a scheme
entitled ” Proposals for Printing ” in 1720, but though he amassed
many notes nothing was ever printed.

IV. Macc. —Fairness forbids us to omit the name of William (or

Daniel?) Mace, a Pres^terian minister who published The New
Testament in Greek and English, in 2 vols. in 1729. and really antici-

pated many of the verdicts of later critics. He was, however, not in

a position to obtain recognition, and his work has been generally
overlooked.
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J. J. Wgtsiein, one of Bentley's assistants, wben living in Basel in

1730, published " rrologomcnil” to tlie Text, and in 1751-1752 (at

Amsterdam) the t(ixt of Stephanus with enlarged Prcdegomeiia and
apparatus criticus. His textual views were peculiar

;
he preferred

to follow late MSS. on the ground that all the earlier copies had
been contaminated by the Latin - almost reversing the teaching
ol Bentley. IJis edition is historically very important as it intro-

duced the system of notation winch, in the amplified form given to
it by Gregory, is still in general use.

J, A. Bengfl, abbot of Alpirspach (a Lutheran community), pub-
hsiied in 1734, at Tubingen, an edition of the New Testament which
marks the bt'.ginnmg ol a new era. I’or the first time an attempt
was made to group the MSS., which were divided into African and
Asiatic. The fornuT group contained the few old MSS., the latter

the many late MSS., and prelerence w'as given to the AfricAn. This
innovation has been followed by almost all critics since Bengel’s
time, and it w.is developed by (ineshach.

J. J. CruwhaiJi, a pupil at Halle of J. S Semler (who in 1704
reprinted ^^Vtstein's Prolegomena, and m comments ol his own
took over and expounded BengeVs views), collated many MSS.,
and distinguished iliree main groims —the Alexamlrian or Origenian
(which roughly correspond(‘d to Bcngel’s African), found in ABCL,
the Egyptian version and Origen

;
the Western, found in D and

Latin authorities; and the Constant mopolitan (Bengel’s Asiatic),

found in the later MSS. and in Byzantine writers. His view was
that the last group was the h-ast valuable ; but. exeejit when in-

ternal evidence forbade (and he thought that it frecpiently did .so),

he follow ed Uie text found in any two groujis against the third. His
first edition was published in 1774-3775, his .second and improved
edition in 1796 (vol. i.) and iSob. I'or tht* second edition he had
the advantage not men ly of his own collection of material (pub-
lished chiefly in his Symhuluc Critnac, 1785 1793), Imt also of many
colkiliuns by Birch, Matthaei and Adler, ami an edition with new
collations by F. K. Alter.

J. L. Hug, Roman Catholic professor of theology at Freiburg,
published (Stuttgart and Tubingen) his flinUitung tn die Sthrificn
des N.T. (1808) ;

he is chiefly remarkable for the curious way in

wliich he introduced many critical ideas which were not apj^reciated

at the time but have since been revived. He accepted tinosbach’s
views as a w'hole. but starting from the known recensions ol the
LXX. lie identified Griesbacli’s Alexandrian text with the work of

Hosychius, and the ('on.stantinopolilan with that o1 Lucian, while
he described Gne.sbaeh's Western text as the koU't; hdocni.

J. M. A. Schoh. a pupil of Hug, inspected and partially collated
nearly a thousand MSS. and assigned numbers to them which hav(*

since been generally adopted. His w'ork is tor this rcicson important,
but is unfortunately inaccurate.

K, Lachmanu, the famous classical scliokir, opened a new era in
textual criticism in 1842 1850, in hi.s N.T. Cratue et Latine. In this

great U)ok a break was made lor the finst time with the traditional

text and the evidence of the kite MSS., and an attempt w'as made
to reconstruct the text according to the oldest authorities. This
was a great step forward, but unfortunately it was accompanied
by a retrogression to tlie pre (rriesbacliian (or rather prc-Bengelian)
days

;
for Lachmann rejected the idea of grouping MSS., and

having selected a small number of the oldest autboritjcs undertook
always to follow the reading of the majority.

C, Tischendorj

,

the most famous follower of Lachmaim, besides
editions of many MSS, and the collation of many more, published
between 1841 and 1869-1872 eight editions of the New Tc.stament
with full critical notes. The eighth edition, which for the first time
contained the readings of has not yet be(.*n equalled, and together
with the Prolegomena, supplied by C. R. Gregory after Tischendorf’s
death, is the standard critical edition which is used by scholars

all over the world. At the same time it must be admitti'd that
it gradually became antiquated. Fresh collations of MSS., and
c.specially fresh discoveries and investigations into the text of the
versions and Fathers, have given much new information which
entirely clianged the character of the evidence for many readings,

and rendered a new edition neces.sary (see Soden, H, von). As a
collector and publisher ot evidence 'I’ischcndorf wa.s marvellous, but
as an editor of the text he added little to the priucjples of Lach-
inann, and like l.achmann docs not seem have appreciated the
value of the Griesbachian system of grouping MSS.

S. P. Tregelles, an English scholar, like Tischendorf, spent almost
his whole life in the collection ot material, and published a critical

edition, based on the earliest authorities, at intervals between

2857 and 1872. His work was eclipsed by Tischendorf’s, and his

critical principles were almo^ the same as the German scholar's,

so that his work has obtained less recognition than would otherwise
have been the case. Tischendorf and Tregelles finished the work
which Lachmann began. They finally exploded the pretensions of

the Textus Recepttis to be the original text
;

but neitlicr of them
gave any explanation of the relations of the later text to the earlier,

nor developed Griesbach's system of dealing with groups of MSS.
rather than with siitgle copies.

B. F. Westcott and F, J. A. IJort (commonly quoted as WH), the
Cambridge scholars, supplied the deficiencies of Lachmann, and
without giving up the aavantages of his system, and its develop-
ment by Tischendorf, brought back the study of the text of the

New Testament to the methods of Griesbajok. Their great work was
published in 1881 under the title oiThe New Testament in the Original
Greek. Their I'icw of the history of the text is that a comparison
of the evidence shows that, while we can distinguish more than one
type of text, the most clearly discernible of all the varieties is first

recognizable in the quotations of Chrysostom, and is preserved 111

almost all tJie later MSS. Though found m so great a number ol

witnesses, this type of text is shown not to be the earliest or best
by the evidence oj all the oldest MS. versions and Fathers, as well
as b> iiiternal evidence. Moreox-er, a comparison wdth the ea.rlier

.soura*s of evidence shows that it was built iij) tmt of previously
existing texts. This is j)roved by the ” conflatioiLS ” which are
found in it. For instance in Mark ix. 38 the later MSS, read
6s ouK CLKoXovOti ijfjuv, Kai ihiaKvaafifi' avrdr 6tl ovk dhoXoi/Oti ij/xly, a
clumsy sentence which is clearly made, up out of two earlii'r

readings, Kai £Kii>Xi^oju,cu aihor Sn oOk ifKoXoi>$€i ijiJue, found in N BCL
boh., and 6s oik dKoXovOu jjxB' teal iKU}Xvofjt.€v avr6v, foiiml

in HX /aw.k fam.^^ 28 latt. Tt is impossible, in lace of the
fact that the evidence ol the oldest witnesses of all sorts is con
.staiitly ujipused to the longer readings, to doubt that AVll were
right m aiguing that these j^hentunena jnove that tht* later text was
inatle up by a proc(*ss of revision and conllatioii of the earlier 1‘onns.

Inlliiemed by the use of the later text by Chryso.sloiu, Wll called

it the Syrian or Antiochene text, and nder to .the re\ ision which
prt>duceci it as the Syrian revision. They suggested that it might
jierhaps be attributed to Lucian, who is known to have made a

revision ol the text ol the LXX. "Tlie earlier texts which were used
for tht‘ Syrian revision may, according to WTl, be divided into

three, -(j) the Western text, used especially by Latin w'riters.

and found also ni md. Be^ae and in Syr C
; (2) the Alexandrine

text used hy t'yril of Alexandria and found esjiecially inCLS 33;
and (3) a te.xt which differs from Ijfilh the above mentioned and
IS therelore called by Wll the Neutral text, found especially in NB
and Uie quotations of Ongeu. Of these threx* types WH thought
that tlu‘ Neutral was decidiHily the be.st. The Alexandrian was
clearly a literary recension oi it, and WH strove to show tluil the

Western W’as merely duo to the non-htcrary efforts of scribes in other

]>arts to improve the nanutive. The only exception which they
allowed to this general rule was m the case ol certain passages,

esjvcially in th(‘ Iasi chapters ol Luke, where the " Western
”

authorities oiiiit w^ords which are found 111 the NeutTuI and Ah'x-

andnan texts. Their reason was that omission seems to he contrary
to the genius of the Western text, and that it is therefore probable
that these pa.ssages represent inter]lolations inade in the li'Xt on
the Neutral side alter the division between it and the Western.

They might be called Neutral interpolations, but Wll ])ref('rre(I the

rather clumsy ex]iression “ Western non interpolations." Having
thus decided that the Neutral text was almost always right, it only

remained for WH to choose between the various autliorities which
pieserv'^ed this type, 'fhey decided that the two best authorities

w'ere K and B. and that when these differed the reading of B, except

w’hen obviously ail accident-al blunder, w^as probably right. 'Hk*

great imjiortance of this work of Wll lies in the facts that it not

merely condemns hut explains the late Antiochene text, and that

it attempts to consider in an obiective manner all the existing

evidence and to exj>Uiin it historically and genealogically. Ojimions

differ as to Ihe correctn(‘ss of the results reached by WlJ, but there

is .scarcely room for doubt that as an example of method their w'ork

is cpiite unrivalled at present and is the necessary starting-point for

all modern iuvestigalion.s.

Since Westcott and llort no work of the same importance appeared

up till 1909. Various useful texts have been issued, among w'hich

those of Nestle {Novum Testamentum Graexe, Stuttgart, 1904). based

on a comparison of the texts of Tischendorf, WH and Weiss, and
of Baljon {Novum Testamentum Graece, Groningen, 1898), are the

best. The only serioms attemjit as yet published to print a complete

text independently of other editors is that of B. Weiss {Das Neue
TesUiment, Leijwdg, 1894-1900), but Uie method followed in this

is so subjective and pays so little attention to the evidence of the

versions that it is not likely to be permanently important. The
text reached is not widely difierent from that of WH. The new
work ill course of jireparation by von Soden at Berlin, which pro-

mises to take the place of Tischendorf’s edition, must certainly do

this .so far as Greek MSS, are concerned, for the whole field has been

reinvestigated by a band of assistants who have grouped and collated

specimens of all known MSS.
Besides these works the chief efforts of textual critics since WH

liave been directed towards the elucidation of minor problems, and
the promulgation of certain hypotheses to explain the character-

i.stics either of individual MSS. or of groups of MSS. Among these

the works of Sanday, Conssen, Wordsworth, White, Burkitt and
Harris on the history of the Old Latin and Vulgate, and especially

the work of Burkitt on the Old Syriac, have given most light on the

subject. These lines of research have been described in the preceding

section on the apparatus eriticus. Other noteworthy and inter-

esting, though in U>o t»nd probably less important, work has been

done hy IWass, Bfmssct, 'Schmidtke, Rendel Harris and Chaae,

The outline oi the chid works is as foWows :
—

F. Biass.—ln his various books on the Acts and third gospel Blass

has propounded a new theory as to the “Western" text. He was
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struck by the fact that neither the Western can be shown to be true that some readings found m both texts seotn to have little prob-

derivofl from the Neutral, nor the Neutral Irom the "WeBtenL He abihty. Sunday, followed by Chlse and a few other English

therefore conceived the idea that perhaps both texts were Lucan, scholars, has suggested that the Old Latin may havt* been made
and represented two recensions by the original writer, and he re- originally in Antioch, but tliis paradoxical view has met with little

constructed the history as follows. Luke wrote the first edition support A more probable suggestion is Burkitt’s, who thinks that

of the Gospel lor TheopbUus from Caesarea ;
this is tlie Neutral many readings in our present Old Syriac MSS. are due to the Dia^

text of tl»e Gosi)oL Afterwards lie went to Rome and tlicre revised tessaron, which was a geograpliically Western text It may be

the text of the Gospel and reissued it for the Church in that city ; that this suggestion will solve the aifhculty, but at pre.sent it is

this is the Western (or, as Blass calls it, Roman) text of the Gospel, impossible to say.

At the same time he continned his narrative* for the lienefit of the ihe Neutral and Alexandfiati Ta-vis.—WH made it plain that’ the

Roman Church, and published the Western text of tiie Acts. Finally Alexandrian text was a literary development of the Neutral, but

he revised tlu* Acts and sent a copy to Theophdus
; this is tlie they always maintained that the latter text was not confined to,

Neutral text of tlie Acts. This ingenious theory met with consider- though chiefly used in Alexandria. More recent investigations

able approval when it was first advanced, but it has gradually been have confirmed their view as to tlie relation of the Alexandrian

seen that the “Western” text does not possess the unitywhich Blass's to the Neutral text, but have thrown doubt on the age and wide-

theory requires it to have. Still, Blass’s textual notes are very spread use of the latl er. Whatever view be taken of the provenance

important, and there IS a mass of material in his books. of Ci/dax VatUanus it is plain that its archetype liad the i*aulme

housset and Schmidtke.—These two scholars liave done much epistles in a peculiar order which is only found in Egypt, and so

work in trying to identify smaller groups of MSS. with local texts, far no one has been able to discover any non-Alexandrian writer

Bousset has argued that the readings in the T*auline epistles found who used the Neutral text. Moreover, Barnard’s researches into

m N® H and a few minuscules represent the text used by I'amphilus, the Biblical text of Clement of Alexandria sliow that there is reason

and on the whole this view seems to be higlily pmbable. Another to doubt wlicther even in Alexandria the Neutral text was used

group wliich 13(msset has tried to identify is Uiat headed by B, iu the earliest times. We have no evidence earlier than Clement,

whicli he connects with the recension of llesychius, but this theory, and the text of the New Tt‘stament which he quotes has more in

though widely accepted in Gennanv, does not seem to rest on a very common with the Old Latin or "geographically Western” text

solid basis. To some extent influenced by and using Bousset's than with the Neutral, though it definitely agrees with no known
results, Schmidtke has tried to show that certain small lines in tlic type preserved in MSS. or versions. This discovery has put the

margin ol B p)iat to a connexion l)cl ween tliat MS. and a Go.spel Neutral text in a difiere.nt light. It would seem as though we could

harmony, w’hicli, by a.ssuming that the text of B is Hesycliian, he roughly divide the histoi*y of the text in Alexandria into three

identifies with that of Ainmonius. If true, this is exce(*dingly im- |>oriods. The earliest is that which is represented by the quotations

portant. Nestle, however, and other scliolars tliink that the lines in Clement, and must have been in use m Alexandria at the end of

m B arc merely indications of a division t)f the text into sense- the 2nd and beginning of the century. It is unfortunately

paragraphs and have nothmg to do with any harmony. not lotind m any extant MS. The second stage is that lound iu the

Rvndel Harris and Two invMSligations, which attracted quotations of Ongen which is fairly well represented inNB, tho^h
much notice when they were published, tried to explain the pheno- Ongen seems at limes to have used MSS. of the earlier type. Tne
mena of the Western text as due to retraiislation from early versions third stage is WH’s Alexandrian, found in the quotations of Cyril

into Grc'ck. Rendel Harris argued for the influence ot Latin, and of Alexandria and a ft-w MSS. (csp. CLSA^'). It is clearly a re-

Clia.se for that ot Syriac. While both threw valuable light on obneure vision oJ the second stage, as WH saw, but we can now add that it

points, It seems pnibable that they exagg(‘rated the extent to which was not merely a literary revision bi^t was influenced by the tendency

retranslation can be traced ;
that they ranked Codex Bezae some- to revive readings which are found in the first stage but rejected in

what too highly as the best witness to tne “Western” text
;
and that the second.

some of their work was rendered detective by their failure to recog- It thus seems probable that WH’s theory must be modified, both

nisse quite clearly that the “ Western ” text is not a unity. At the as regards the “ Western ” text, which is seen not to In* a single text

sarno time, however little of Kendel Harris’s results may ultimately at all, and as regards the "Neutral” text, which seems to be

be accepted by the textual critics of the future, his work will always nothing more than the second stage of the development of the

remain histoncally of the first importance as having done more text in Alexandria. But the importance ol these modifications is

than anything else to stimulate thought and open new lines of somcthiing more than tlK? doubt which they have thrown on WH’s
re.searcli m tex'tual criticism in the last decade of the 19th century. theorK's ; they have really sliifted the centre of gravity of the textual

Tlie time has not yet come when any final attempt can be made problem,
to bring all these separate studies together and estimate exactly Formerly the Greek uncials, which go back to the 4th century,

how lar they necessitate serious modification ol the views of West- were regarded as the most important source of evidence, and were

cott and Hort
;

but a tentative and provisional judgment would supposed to have the decisive vote
;
but now' it is becoming plain

probably have to be on somewlial the following linens. The work that still more important, though unfortunately much le.s8 complete,

of Wll may be summ^.^l uji into two theorems : -(i) The text pre- is the evidence ol the versions and of quotations by early writers,

served in the later MSS. is not primitive, but built up out of earlier Botli of these point to the existence in the 3rd\ind even 2nd century

texts
; (2) these earlier texts may be classified as Westeni, Alex- of types of text which differ in very many jinints from anything

andrian and Neutral, of which the Neutral is the primitive form, preserved in Greek MSS. Yet there is no doubt that both of them
The former of these theorems has been generally accepted and may ultimately represent Greek MSS. which are no longer extant. The

be taken as provetl, but the second has been clo.9ely criticized and question, therefore, is whether we ought not to base our text on the

probably must be modified. It lias been approached from two sides, versions and ecclesiastical quotations rather than on the extant

according as critics have considered the western or the Neutral and Greek MSS. Two positions arc possible: (i) We may defend a

Alexandrian texts. text based on the best existing Greek MSS. by the argument that

The Western r<?ArL--This was regarded by WH as a definite text, these represent the text which was approved by competent judges

found in 1 ), the Old T.4itin and the Old Syriac ; and it is an essential m the 4th century, and would be found to exist in earlier MSS. it

part of their theory that in the main these three witnesses represent we possessed them. The weak point of this argument is the lack

one text. On the evidence which they had WH were undoubtedly of evidence in support of the second part. The mily possible sources

justified, but discoverie.s and investigation have gone far to make it of evidence, a|>art from the di.scovery of fresh MSS., are the versions,

impossible to hold this view any longer. We now know more about and they do not point to existence in the 2nd or 3rd century of

the Old Latin, and, thanks to Mrs Lewis' discovery, much more about texts agreeing with the great uncials. It is al.so possible to argue,

the Old Syriac. The result is that the authorities on which WH as WH did, on the same side, that the purest form of text was pro-

relied for their Western text are seen to bear witness to two texts, served in Alexandria, from which the oldest uncials are directly or

not to one. The Old Latin, if we take the African form as the indirectly derived, but this argument has been weakened if not

oldest, as compared with the Neutral text has a series of inter- finally disposed of by the evidence of Clement of Alexandria. It

polations and a series of omiasions. The Old Syriac, if we take is, of course, conceivable that Clement merely used bad MSS., and

the Sinaitic MS. as the purest form, compared in the same way, that there were other MSS. which he might have used, agreeing

has a similar double series of interpolations and omissions, but with the great uncials, but there is no evidence for this view. (2)

neither the omissions nor the interpolations are the same in the If we reject this position we must accept the evidence as giving

Old Latin as in the Old Syriac. Such a line of research suggests the great uncials much the same aocondary importance as Westcott

that instead of being able, as WH thought, to set the Western and Hort gave to the later MSS., an<bmake an attempt to reconstruct

against the Neutral text (the Alexandrian being merely a develop- a text on the basis of versions and Fathers. The adoption of this

ment of tlie latter), we must consider the problem as the comparison view sets textual critics a peculiarly difficult task. The first stage

of at least three texts, a Western (geographically), an Eastern and in their work must be the establishment of the earliest form of each

the Neutral, This makes the matter much more difficult ; and an version, and the collection and examination of tlxe quotations in

answer is demanded to the problem afforded by the agreement of all the early writers. This has not yet been done, but enough has

two of these texts against the third. The obvious solution would lieen accomplished to point to the probability that the result will

be to say that where two agree their reading is probably correct, be the establisliment ol at least three main types of texts, repre-

but the followers ofWH maintain that the agreement of the Western sented by the Old Syriac, the Old Latin and Clement’s quotations,

and intern is often an agreement in error. It is difficult to see while it is doubtful how far Tatian's Diatessaron, the quotations in

how texts, geographically so wide apart as the Old Latin and Old Justin and a few other sources may be used to reconstruct the type

Syriac would seem to be, arc likely to agree in error, but it is certainly ' of Greek text used in Rome in the 2nd century when Rome was still
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primarily a Greek church. The second stage must be the com-
parison of these results and thd* attempt to reconstruct from them
a Greek text from which they all arose.

Bibliocjrai’hy. —The literature of textual criticism of the New
Testament is so great that only a few of the more important modem
books can be mentioned here: H. von Soden, Die Schriften des

Neuen 7'estaments 1902-1907); E. Nestle, Ein/uhrung in das
griechische Neue Tesiament (G6ttin'?en, 1909); F. G. Kenyon,
Jlandhnok to the Textual Criticism of the New Testament (London,
190I); C. R. Gregory, Tcxtkritik des Neuen Testament (Leipzig,

1900-1902), and Die griech. Handschr. des N,T. (Leipzig 190^^);
Westcott and Hort, Introduction (vol. ii. of their New Testament
in Greek, Cambridge, 1882). The historv of criticism is dealt with
in all the above-mentioned books, and also in F. li Scrivener,

Introduction to the ( rittcism of the New Testament (London,
1894). For other points especially important (besides books men-
tioned in the ])recediag section) see F. Blass, Acta Apostolorum
(Gottingen, 1895 ; and an editio minor, with a valuable preface.

I-eipzig, 1896) ; Rondel Harris. Four Lectures on the Western Text
(Cambridge, 1894) ; F. Chase, The Svro-Latin Text (Ixmdon, 1895)

;

W. Bousset, Texthritische Studien (Leipzig, 1894) ; B. Weiss, Der
Codex D in der Apostelgeschichte (Leipzig, 1897) ; A. Pott, Der
abendldndische Text d. Apostelgeschichte (Leiozig, 1900); G. Salmon,
Some Thoughts on Textual Criticism of the New Testament (T-ondon,
T8f)7)

;
Schmidtke, Die Evangelien eines alien IJnzialcodex (Leipzig,

1903). (K. L.)

4. Higher Criticism.

The New Testament is a series of early Christian writings

which the Church came to regard as canonical, i.e. they were
placed in the same category as the Old Testament, the writings

which the Christian had inherited from the Jewish Church.

Just as the ancient Scriptures were considered to be the Word
of God, so that what they contained was necessarily the true

and inspired doctrine, so also the New Testament was available

for proving the Church’s dogma. The assured canonicity of the

whole New Testament resulted in its use by the medieval theo-

logians, the Schoolmen, as a storehouse of proof-texts. Thus
the New Testament seemed to exist in order to prove the Church’s

conclusion.s, not to tell its own tale.

The Notiim Instrumenium published by Erasmus in 1516

(see above. Textual Criticism) contained more than the mere

Brmemue
Princcps of the Greek text : Erasmus accom-

raemae.
^ Latin rendering of his own, in which

he aimed at giving the meaning of the Greek without blindly

following the conventional phraseology of the Latin Vulgate,

which was the only form in which the New Testament had been
current in western Europe for centuries. This rendering of

Erasmus, together with his annotations and prefaces to the

several books, make his editions the first great monument of

modem Biblical study. Medieval Bibles contain .short pirefaces

by St Jerome and others. The stereotyped information supplied

in these prefaces was drawn from various sources ; Erasmus
distinguishes, e.g., between the direct statements in the Acts and
the inferences which may be drawn from incidental allusions in

the Pauline Epistles, or from the statements of ancient non-

canonical writers,' This discrimination of sources is the starting-

point of scientific criticism.

The early champions of Church reform in the beginning of

the i6th century found in the Bible their most tmstworthy
weapon. The picture of Apostolical Christianity

Reiormen. New Testament offered indeed a glaring
’ contrast to the papal system of the later middle ages.

Moreover, some of the “ authorities ” used by the Schoolmen
had lieen discovered by the New Learning of the Renaissance

to be no authorities at all, such as the writings falsely attributed

to Dionysius the Areopagite. When, therefore, the breach came,
and the struggle between reformers and conservatives within

the undivided Church was trtoisformcd into a struggle between
Protestants and Romanists, it was inevitable that the authority

which in the previous centuries had been a.scribed t*o the Church
' from the preface to the Acts ;

“ Dionysius, bishop of the
Corinthians, a very ancient writer, quoted by Eusebius, writes
that }*eter and Paul obtained the crown of martyrdom by the com-
mand of Nero on the same day." And again • ** Some industrious
critics have added (to the narrative of Acts) that Paul was acquitted
at his first trial by Nero. . . . This conjecture they make from the
2nd h'p. to Timothy. . .

should be transferred by the Reformed Churches to the Bible.
“ The Bible, the Bible alone, is the religion of Protestants

**
^ did

really express the watchword of the anti-Romanist parties,

especially towards the close of the acuter struggle. At the

beginning of the movement the New Testament itself had been
freely criticized. Luther, like his countrymen of to-day, judged

the contents of the New Testament by the light of his leading

convictions
;

and in his German translation, which occupies

the same place in Germany as the Authorized Version of 1611

does in English-speaking lands, he even placed four of the

books (Hebrews, James, J ude, Apocalypse) in an appendix at the

end, with prefaces explanatory of this drastic act of criticism.

But though we may trace a real affiliation between the principles

of Luther and modern German critical study—notably in the

doctrines of the Gospel within the Gospel and of the residual

Essence of Christianity—Luther’s discriminations were in the

17th century ignored in practice.

From cover to cover the whole New Testament was regarded

at the beginning of the i8th century by almost all Protestants

as the infallible revelation of the true religion. The
doctrines of Christianity, and in many communities
the customs of the Church, were held to be inferences critMem.
from the inspired text of the Scriptures, The first

.serious blow to this view came from the study of textual criticism.

The editions of Mill (1707) and of Wetstein (1751) proved once

for all that variations in the text, many of them serious, had
existed from the earliest times. It was evident, therefore, that

the true authority of the New Testament could not be that of a

legal code which is definite in all its parts. More important still

was the growing perception of the general uniformity of nature,

which had forced itself with increasing insistence upon men’s

minds as the study of the natural sciences progressed in the

17th and i8th centuries. The miracles of the New Testament,
which had formerly been received as bulwarks of C!hristianity,

now appeared as difficulties needing explanation. Furthermore*,

the prevailing philosophies of the i8th century tended to demand
that a real divine revelation should be one which expressed

itself in a form convincing to the reason of the average plain

man, whatever his jircdispositions might be
;

it was obvious
that the New Testament did not wholly conform to this

standard.

But if the New Testament be not itself the direct divine

revelation in the sense of the i8th century, the question still

remains, how we are to picture the true history of the

ri.se of Christianity, and what its true meaning is. /|,^j.****

"

This is the question which has occupied the theologians

of the 19th and 20th centuries. Perhaps the most significant

event from which to date the modern period is the publication

by Lessing in 1774-1777 of the “ Wolfenbiittel Fragments,” i.c.

11 . S. Reimarus’ posthumous attack on Christianity, a work
which showed that the mere study of the New Testament is not
enough to compel belief in an unwilling reader. Lessing’s

publication also helped to demonstrate the weakness of the
older rationalist position, a position which really belongs to the
i8th century, though its best-remembered exponent, Dr H. E. G.
Paulus, only died in 1851. The characteristic of the rationalists

was the attempt to explain away the New Testament miracles
as coincidences or naturally occurring events, while at the same
time they held as tenaciously as possible to the accuracy of the
letter of the New Testament narratives. The opposite swing
of the pendulum appears in D. F. Strauss : in his

Lehen Jesu (1833) abandons the shifts and ex-

pedients by which the rationalists eliminated the miraculous

from the Gospel stories, but he abandons also their historical

character. According to Strauss the fulfilments of prophecy
in the New Testament arise from the Christians’ belief that the

Christian Messiah must have fulfilled the predictions of the

prophets, and the miracles of Jesus in the New Testament either

originate in the same way or arc purely mythical embodiments
of Christian doctrines.

- The phrase is Chillingworth's (1637), who may be described as
a Broad High-churchman.
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The main objection* to this presentation, as also to that of

the rationalists, is that it is very largely based not upon the

historical data, but upon a pre-determined theory.

Behoof!*^ Granted the philosophical basis, the criticism practised

upon the New Testament by Paulus and Strauss

follows almost automatically. Herein lies the permanent im-

portance of the work of Ferdinand Christian Baur, professor

of theology at I'iibingen from 1826 to i860. The corner-stone

of his reconstruction of early Christian history is derived not

so much from philosophical principles as from a fresh study

of the documents. Starting from Galatians and i Corinthians,

which are obviously the genuine letters of a Christian leader

called Paul to his converts, Baur accepted 2 Corinthians and
Romans as the work of the same hand. From the study of these

contemporary and genuine documents, he elaborated the theory

that the earliest Christianity, the Christianity of Jesus and the

original apostles, was wholly Judaistic in tone and practice.

Paul, converted to belief in Jesus as Messiah after the Crucifixion,

was the first to perceive that for Christians Judaism had cea.scd

to be binding. Between him and the older apostles arose a long

and fierce controversy, which was healed only when at last his

disciples and the Judaizing disciples of the apostles coalesced

into the Catholic Church, 'rhis only occurred, according to

Baur, early in the 2nd century, when the strife was finally

allayed and forgotten. The various documents which make
up the New Testament were to be dated mainly by their relation

to the great dispute. The Apocalypse was a genuine work of

John the son of Zebedee, one of the leaders of the Judaistic

party, but most of the books were late, at least in their present

form. The Acts, Baur thought, were written about a.d. 140,

after the memory of the great controversy had almost passed

away. All four Gospels also were to be placed in the 2nd century

,

though that according to Matthew retained many features

unaltered from the Judaistic original upon which it was based.

The Tiihingen school founded by Baur dominated the theo-

logical criticism of the New Testament during a great part of

the 19th century and it still finds some support. 'J'he

vtewB.
niain position was not so much erroneous as one-sided.

The quarrel between St Paul and his opponents did

not last so long as Baur su])p()sed, and the great catastrophe

of the fall of Jerusalem eflfectually reduced thorough-going

Judaistic Christianity into insignificance from a.d. 70 onwards.

Moreover, St Paul's converts do not seem to have adopted

consistent ** Paulinism as a religious philo.sophy. St Paul

was an emancipated Jew, but his converts were mostly Greeks,

and the permanent significance of St Paul’s theories of law Jind

faith only began to be perceived after his letters had been

collected together and had been received into the ('hurch’s

canon. All these considerations tend to make the late dates

proposed by Baur for the greater part of the New Testament

liooks unnecessary
;
the latest investigators, notably Professor A.

Harnack of Berlin, accept dates that are not far removed from

the ancient Christian literary tradition.

Literary criticism of the (iospels points to a similar conclusion.

A hundred years’ study of the synoptic problem, t.e. the causes

which make the Gospels according to Matthew, Mark and Luke
at once so much alike and so different, has resulted in the demon-
stration of the priority of Mark, which “ was known to Matthew

and Luke in the same state and with the same contents as we
have it now.”^ This Gospel may be dated a very few years

after a.d. 70. Luke and Matthew appear to have been published

between 80 and loo.*-* Besides the Gospel of Mark these Evange-

lists made use of another document, now lost, which contained

many sayings of Jesus and some narratives not found in Mark.

This document is by many scholars identified with the “ Logia,”

mentioned by Papias (Eusebius, Ch. Hist. iii. 39) as being the

work of Matthew the Apostle, but the identification is not certain.

‘ J,
Wollliausen, Einl. in du drei ersten Evangelien (1905), p. 57.

If Luke used Josephus, as F. C. Burkitt and others believe, the

later date must be taken ;
otherwi.se the earlier date is more prob-

able. as in any case it must fall within the lifetime of a companion

of St l^aul.

The Johannine writings, i,e, the Fourth Gospel and the three

Epistles of John, represent the viiw of Christ and Christianity

taken by a Christian teacher, who seems to have lived and

written in Asia Minor at the close of the 1st century a.d. The
value of the Fourth Gospel as a narrative of events is a matter

of dispute, but the view of the personality of Jesus Christ set

forth in it is unquestionably that which the Church has accepted.

The discoveries of papyri in Upper Egypt during recent years,

containing original letters written by persons of various classes

and in some cases contemporary with the Epistles qI the New
Testament, have immensely increased our knowledge of the

Greek of the period, and have cleared up not a few difficulties

of language and expression. More important still is the applica-

tion of Semitic study to elucidate the Gospels. It is idle indeed

to rewrite the Gospel narratives in the Aramaic dialect spoken by
Christ and the apostles, but the main watchwords of the Gospel

theology—phrases like “ the Kingdom of God,” “ the World to

come,” the “ Father in Heaven,” “ the Son of Man,”—can be

more or less surely reconstructed from Jewish writings, and their

meaning gauged apart from the special significance which they

received in Christian hands. This line of investigation has been

specially followed by Professor G. Dalman in his Worie Jesu.

The study of the Semitic elements in early Christianity is less

advanced than the study of the Greek elements, so that it is

doubtless from the Semitic side that further progress in the

criticism of the New Testament may be expected.

Bini.ioGRAPVTY.—See the separate bibliographies to the separate
articles on the books of the New Testament. The selection here
given of the vast literature of the subject has been drawn up with the
idea of setting the student on his way. 1. General and Ihstorical .

—

Jerome’s Prefaces (to be found in any R.C. edition of the Vulgate)
;

Luther's Prefaces (to be found in German-printed editions of Luther's

Bible); F. Seebohm, The 0.xford Reformers (3rd ed., London, 1887)

—

for Erasmus; M. (‘reighton, " Chillingworth ” in the Diet, of Kat.
liiop'.

; Clir. Schrempf, Lessing als Philosoph (Stuttgart, 1906) ;

J. Estiin Carpenter, The Pihle /w the rgth Ctntitrv (London, 1903)

;

A. Schweitzer, Von h'eimarus zu Wrede (Tiibingen, 190O). 2. For the

Synoptic Gospels.- W. G. Kushbrooke, Synopticon (London, 1880),

(trans. in The Common Tradition of the Synoptic Gospels by E. A.

.\bbott and \V. G. R\ishl>rooke, London, 1884) ;
Sir J. C. Hawkins,

Horae .Synopticae (Oxford. 1899) ;
Prof. Julius Wellhausen, Et»-

leitimg in die drei ersten Evangelien (Berlin, 1905), Das Evangelium
A'Jarci (1903), Das Ev, Matthaei (1904), Das l.v. Lncae (1904)

—

these four books make one work
;

Prof. A. l-lamack, jAtkas der

Arzt (Berlin, 1905). 3. For the Fourth Gospel. K. G. Bretschneid(*r,

Probahilia (Leipzig. 1820) ;
Matthew Arnold’s God and the Bible,

chaps, v., vi. (still the lx‘st defence in English of a Johannine kernel,

new ed., 1884) ;
W. Sanday, Criticism of the Fourth Gospel (Oxford,

1905)

;
A. Loisy, Le Quatri^me j^vangile (Paris, 1903) ;

Prol. P. W,
Schmiedel, Das' vierte Evangelium gegenuher den drei ersten (Halle,

1906)

. 4. For the Semitic Elements in the N.T.- Prof. G. Dalman,
Die Worte Jesu (Leipzig, 1898), (Eng. trans.. The Words of Jesus,

1905) ;
Prof. Johannes Weiss, Die Predigt Jesu vom Reichc Gottes

(ist ed. i8q 2, 2nd ed. 1900). The Protestant view of the New
Testament in Prof. A. Harnack, Das Wesen des Christentums (Berlin,

iQoo), (Eng. trans., What is Christianity London, 1901) may be
compared with the I.ilx'ral Catholic view in A. Loisy, L'^vangile et

I'BgUse (2nd ed., 1903). (F. C. B.)

New Testament Chronology.

The subject of the chronology of the New 'lestament falls

naturally into two di.stinct section.^—the chronology of the

Gospels, that is, of the life of Christ
;
and the chronology of

the Acts, that is, of the apostolic age.

The Chronology of the Gospels.

The data group themselves round three definite points and
the intervals between them: the definite points are the Nativity,

the Baptism and the Crucifixion
;
•the age of Christ at the time

of the Baptism connects the first two points, and the duration
of l.is public ministry connects the second and third. The
results obtained under the different heads serve mutually to

test, and thereby to correct or confirm, one another.

1. The date of the Nativity as fixed according to our common
computation of Anni Domini (first put forward by Dionysius
Exiguus at Rome early in the 6th centurjO has long been recog-

nized to be too late. The fathers of the primitive church had been
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nearer the truth with the yeps 3 or 2 B.c. (see Ircnaeus, Haer,

III. xxi. 3 [xxiv. 2] ; Clement of Alexandria, Strom, i. 2i,p. 147 ;

Hippolytus, in Danielem, iv. ed. Tlonwetsch, p. 242 ;
[Tertullian],

adv. Judaeos, 8). What may be culled the received chronology

during the lust two centuries has pushed the date fartlicr back

to 4 B.r. Hut the considerations now to be adduced make it

probable that the true date is earlier still.

(a) Evidence of St Matthew's Qupel (i. i8-ii. 22).—The birth of

Christ took place before the death of Herod, and the evidence

of Josephus fixes the death of Herod, with some approacli to

certainty, in the early spring of 4 b.c. Jo.scphus, indeed, while

he tells us that 1 lemd died not long before Passover, nowhere

names the exact year ; but he gives four calculations which serve

to connect Herod's death with more or less known points, namely,

the length of Herod’s own reign, both from his de jure and from

his de facto accession, and the length of the reigns of two of his

successors, Archclaus and Herod Philip, to the date of their

deposition and death respectively. The various calculations

are not quite easy to harmonize, but the extent of choice for the

year of Herod’s death is limited to the years 4 and 3 B.c., with a

very great preponderance of probability in favour of the fonner.

How long before this the Nativity should be placed the Gospel

does not enable us to .say precisely, but as Herod’s decree of

extermination included all infants up to two years of age, and as

a sojourn of the Holy Family in Egypt of unknown length

intervened between the massacre and Herod’s death, it is clear

that it is at least possible, so far as the evidence of this Gospel

goes, that the birth of Christ preceded Herod’s death by as much
as two or three )’ijars. What is thus shown to he possible would,

of course, be necessary if we went on, with the astronomer

Kepler, to identify the star of the Magi with the conjunction of

the planets Jirpiter and Saturfl which occurred, in the constella-

tion Pisces, in May, October and December of 7 B.r.^

{b) Evidence of St Luke's Gospel (ii. i-8).—The birth of Chrijit

took place at the time of a general census of the empire ordered

by Augustus :
“ it was the first census, and was made at the

time when Quirinius was governor of Syria.” Against this account

it has been urged tliat we know that the govcjrnorship of Syria

from 10 or g B.c. down to and after Herod’s death was held

successively by M.TitiuSjC. Sentius Satuminus, and P. Quintilius

Varus; and further, that when Judaea became a Roman
province on the deposition of Archelaus in a.d. 6, Quirinius was

governor of Syria, and did carry out an elaborate census. The

notice in the Gospel, it is suggested, grew out of a confused

recollection of the later (and only historical) census, and is

devoid of any value whatever. At the other extreme Sir W.
M. Ramsay {Was Christ Born at Bethlehem 1898, pp. 149 ff.)

defends the exact accuracy of St Luke’s “ first census ” as wit-

nessing to the (otherwise of course unknown) introduction

into Syria of the periodic fourteen years’ census which the

evidence of papyri has lately established for Egypt, at ka.st

from A.D. 20 onwards. Reckoning back from a.d. 20, the periodic

census should fall in 9 b.c., but Ramsay alleges various causes

for delay, which would have postponed the actual execution

of the census till 7 b.c., and supposes that Quirinius was an

imperial commissioner specially appointed to carry it out. The

truth seems to re.st midway between these extremes. St Luke’s

statement of a general census is in all probability erroneous,

and the introduction of the name Quirinius appears to be due

to confusion with the census of a.d. 6. Hut the confusion in

question would only be possible, or at any rate likely, if there

really was a census at the time of the Nativity
;
and it is no more

improbable that Herod should have held, or permitted to be

held, a local census than that Archelaus of Cappadocia in the

reign of Tiberius (Tacitus, Ann. vi. 41) should have taken a

census of his own native state “ after the Roman manner.’*

^ It is a curious coincidence that a medieval Jew. R. Abarbanel

(Abrabanel), records that the conjunction of these particular plaints

in this particular constellation was to be a sifjn of Messiah's coming.

It is just conceivable that his statement may ultimate^ depend
on some such ancient tradition as may have been known to Clialdaean

magi.
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But St Luke’s account, when the name of ‘Quirinius is subtracted

from it, ceases to contain any chronological evidence.

(c) Evidence of Tertullian,— Strangely enough, however,

the missing name of the governor under whom the census

of the Nativity was carried out appears to be supplied by an

author who wrote more than a century after S-t Luke, and has

by no means a good reputation for historical trustworthiness.

Tertullian, in fact {adv, Marcionem, iv. 19), employs against

Marcion’s denial of the true humanity of Christ the argument

that it was well known that Sentius Satuminus carried out a

census under Augustus in Judaea, by consulting whkdi the

family and relationships of Christ could have been discovered.

This Satuminus was the middle one of the three governors of

Syria named above, and as his successor Varus must have

arrived by the middle of 6 B.c. at latest (for coins of Varus are

extant of the twenty-fifth year of the era of Actium), his own
tenure must have fallen about 8 and 7 b.c., and Ids census

cannot be placed later than 7 or 7-6 b.c. The independence

of TerLulliati’s information about this census is guaranteed by

the mere fact of his knowledge of the governor’s name ;
and if

there was a census about that date, it would be unreasonable

not to identify it with St Luke’s census of tlie Nativity.

The traditional Western day lor the Christmas fcsti\^al, 25th

December, goes back as far as HippoJytus, Loc. ciL
;
the traui-

tional Eastern day, 6th January, as far as the JiasiliJian

Gnostics (but in their case only as a celebration of the Baptism),

mentioned by Clement of Alexandria, loc. rii,

2. The interval between the Nativity and tlie Baptism.

Evidotce of St Luke's Gospel (iii. 23).—At the time of his

baptism Jesus was a/)\o/x€i/os uWel tpuIkovtu., of which

words two opposite misinterpretations must be avoided :
(i.)

dpxofievo^ docs not mean (us Valentinian interpreters thought,

Iren. 11. xxii. 5 fxxxiii. 3] ;
so also ICpiphanius, IJaer. li. 16)

‘‘ beginning to be thirty years ” in the sense of “ not yet quite

thirty,” but “ at the beginning of His ministry,” as in Luke

xxiii. 5 ;
Acts i. 22, x. 37 ;

(ii.) ditnl hiZy rpi/iKovTu does not

mean “ on attiiining the full age of thirty, before wliich he could

not have publicly taught,” for if there was by Jewish custom or

tradition any minimum age for a teacher, it was not thirty, but

forty {Bab, Talm. ecL 1715, fol. 19 ^ ; Iren, loc ciL). St Lukc'.s

phrase is a general one, ” about thirty years old,” and cannot

be so pre.ssed as to exclude some latitude in either direction.

3. The date of the Baptism.

(a) Evidence of St Luke's Gospel (iii. i).—A terminus a quo

for the Baptism Is the synchronism of the commencement

of the Baptist’s public ministry with the fifteenth year

of the rule {i^yep-ovla) of Tiberius. Augustus died on 19th

August A.D. 14, and, reckoned from that point, I'iberius's

fifteenth year might be, according to different methods of

calculation, either a.d. 28, or 28-29, or 29. But any such

resiilt would be difficult to reconcile with the results yielded

by other lines of investigation in this article
;
among alter-

native views the choice seems to lie between the foHowing :

—

(i.) The years of Tiberius are here reckoned from .some

earlier starting-point than the death of his predecessor—

probably from tlie grant to him of co-ordinate authority with

Augustus over the pn-ovinccs made in a.d. ii (sec, for the parallel

with the case of Vespasian and Titus, Ramsay, St Paul the

Roman TraveUer, p. 387), so that the fifteenth year would be

roughly a.d. 25 ;
or (ii.) St Luke has made here a second error in

chronology, caused perhaps in this case by reckoning back from

the Crucifixion, and only allowing one year to the ministry of

Christ.

{h) Evidence of St John's Gospel (ii. 13, 20).—A terminus ad

quern for the Baptism is the synchronism of the first Passover

mentioned after it with the forty-sixth year of the building of

Herod’s Temple. Herod began the Temple in the eighteenth

year of his reign, probably 20-19 B.c., and the Passover of the

forty-sixth year is probably that of a.d. 27. While too much
stress must not be laid on a chain of reasoning open to some

uncertainly at several points, it is difficult to suppose with Loisy,

Quatrieme ^vangile, 1903, p. 293, that the number was intended
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by the evangelist as purely figurative, and is therefore destitute

of all historical meaning.

On the whole, the Baptism of Christ should probably be placed

in A.D. 26-27
;
and as the Nativity was placed in 7-6 B.c. (at

latest), this would make the age of Christ at his Baptism to be

about thirty-two, which tallies well enough with St Luke's

general estimate.

4. The interval between the Baptism and the Crucifixion, or,

in other words, the duration of the public ministry of Christ.

(fl) Evidence of the Synoptic Tradition and of St Mark's Gospel

(ii. 23, vi. 39, xiv. i).—The order of events in the primitive

synoptic tradition appears to be faithfully reproduced in St

Mark
;
and if this order is chronological, ('hrist’s ministry lasted

at least two years, since the plucking of the ears of corn (April-

June) marks a first spring
;

the feeding of the five thousand

when the grass was fresh green (xAoipcis : about March), a second
;

and the Passover of the Crucifixion a third : and these three

points are so far removed from one another in the narrative that

the conclusion would hold, even if the general arrangement in

St Mark were only roughly, and not minutely, chronological.

On the other hand, it may be true that an impression of a briefer

period of ministry naturally results, and in early generations did

actually result, from the synoptic account considered as a whole.

{b) Evidence of St Luke's Gospel (ix. 51-xix. 2tS compared with

iv. 14-ix. 50 ;
iv. 19).—Still stronger is the impression of brevity

suggested by St Luke. The second and larger half of the narrative

of the ministry is intryduced at ix. 51 with the words, “ It came
to pass as the days of His assumption were coming to the full, He
set His face firmly to go to Jerusalem,” under which phrase the

evangelist cannot have meant to include more than a few months,

perhaps not more than a few weeks
;

so that even if the earlier

and shorter half of the account, which descril^es a purely Galilean

ministry (“ Judaea ” in iv. 44, if it is the true reading, means
Judaea in the sense of Palestine), is to be spread over a longer

period of time, the combined narrative can hardly have bwn
planned on the scale of more than a single year. St Luke himself

may have understood literally, like so many of his readers in

ancient times, the reference which he records to the “ acceptable

year of the Lord ” (iv. 19 = Isaiah Ixi. 2) ; see, too, above, 3 (a)

ad fin,

(r) Evidence of St John s Gospel (ii. 13, ” the Passover of the

Jews was near,” and 23,
” He was in Jerusalem at the Passover at

the feast ”
;

v. i
,

“ after these things was a feast [or ‘ the feast
']

of the Jews ”
;

vi. “ and the Passover, the feast of the Jew's,

was near ”
;

vii. 2,
” and the feast of the Jews, the Tiibernacles,

was near ”
; x. 22, ” at that time the feast of dedication took

place at Jerusalem ”
; xi. 55,

” and the Passover of the Jews was
near ”

: l)csides iv. 35,
“ say yc not that there is yet a period of

four months and harvest cometh ? behold, I tell you, lift up
your eyes and see the fields that they are white to harvest ").

'I'his catena of time-references is of course unique in the Gospels

as a basis for a chronology of the ministry
;
and it is not reason-

able to doubt (with Loisy, loc, cit, who suggests that the aim was
to produce an artificial correspondence of a three and a half years’

ministry with the half-week of Daniel
;
but many and diverse as

arc the early interpretations of Daniel’s seventy weeks, no one

before Eusebius thought of connecting the half-week with the

ministry), that the evangelist intended these notices as definite

historical data, possibly for the correction of the looser synoptic

narratives and of the erroneous impressions to which they had

given rise. Unfortuna1;ely, difficulties, either (i.) of reading, or

(ii.) of interpretation, or (Hi.) of arrangement, have been raised

with regard to nearly all of them
;
and these difficulties must be

briefly noticed here.

(i.) Readin^is (a) v. i, iofn-ii A B D, Origen, Epiphanius, Chrysostom,

Paschal Chronicle ; ^ fctCLA 1-118, 33, the Egyptian versions,

Eusebius, Cyril-Alcx. (Irenaeus ?). The balance of internal evidence

copyists being more likely to accentuate than to diminish the

precision of a note of time —inclines, like the balance of external

evidence, against the article. {/8) vi. 4, rb ird<rxo is read by all known
MSS. and versions ; but it has been argued by Hort (in Westcott’s

and Hort's New Testament in Greek, appendix, pp. 77-81) that four

ancient authorities omitted the words, and that their omission
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simplifies the whole chronology, ^ce “ the f^st which waa
“ near " in vi. 4 would then be identical with the feast of Tabernacles
mentioned in vii. 2, and all the time-notices of the Gospel could be
arranged to fall within the space of a single year, between the Pass-
over of ii. 13 and the Passover of xi. 55. But of the four authorities

alleged. Irenaeus (ii. xxii. 3 Ixxxiii. 1]) and the Alogi {ap. Epiphanius,
Haer. li. 22) were giving catalogues of Passovers “ observed " by
Christ (at Jerusalem), and therefore naturally omitted a mere
chronological reference like vi. 4 : Cyril of Alexandria, in so far as

his evidence is adverse to the words, appears to be incorporating
a passage from the Commentary of Origen, not extant in loc. ;

and
the only writer who perhaps really did omit the words— with the
view, no doubt, of reconciling the witness of the fourth Gospel with
the then widely spread tradition of the single-year ministry—is

Origen himself.

(li.) Interpretation (a) iv. 35 : which is to be taken literally, the
“ four months to harvest (about January), or the “ fields white to

harvest " (about May) ? It does not seem possible to rule out either

interpretation
; the choice between them will follow from the view

taken of the general chronological arrangement of the Gosj)el.

{P) V. i. : if “ the feast " is read, a choice remains between Passover
and Tabernacles (the definite article would not be very definite after

all)
; if the more probable “ a feast.” the greater feasts are presum-

ably excluded, but a choice remains between, at any rate, Pentecost
(May), Trumpets (September). Dedication (December) and Purim
(February). Here again the decision will follow on the general
chronological arrangement which may be adopted.

(iii.) Arrangement.—So far the amount of possible latitude left

IS not so great as to obscure the main outline of the chronology.
I‘V>r a first (ii. 13, 20), second (vi. 4), and third (xi. 55) Passover
an' established, with two indeterminate notices (iv. 3^5, v. 1) between
the first and second, and two determinate notices (vii. 2 Tabemaxiles
in October, x. 22 Dedication in December) Ix'tween the second and
third. But of late years an increasing desire has been manifested,
espt'cially in Germany and America, to manipulate the fourth Gospel
on grounds of internal evidence, at first only in the way of particular

transpositions of more or less attractiveness, but latterly also by
schemes of thorough-going rearrangement. The former class of

prtiposals will as a rule hardly affect the chronology of the Gospel

;

the latter will affect it vitally. The distinction here drawn may be
illustrated from the earliest instance of tlie fonner and one of the
latest of the latter. In 1871 Archdeacon J. P. Norris {Journal of

Philology) wished to transpose chapters v. and vi.— ch. vi. was, like

ch. xxi., a Galilean appendix, and was inserted by mistake at some-
what too late a jioint in the body of the Gospel—and to read ” the

feast ” in V. i, identifying it with the Passover which was near in

vi. 4 : in any case, whether *' the feast ”~F*assover, or '* a feast
”

:i. Pentecost, were read in v. 1, the transposition would not affect

the tw'o years' ministry. In 1900 Professor B. W. Bacon {Amerii.an

Journal of Theology, p. 770) proposed a rearrangement of the whole
Gospel, according to which the time-notices would occur in the
following order : vi. 4, Passover is near

;
iv. 35, the fields white

to harvests*May
;

v. i, ” a feast Pentecost ; vii. 2, Tabernacles ;

X. 22, Dedication
;

xi. 55, Passover is near
;
xii.%1, Jesus at Bethany

six days before Passover
;

ii. 13, Passover is near and Jesus goes up
to Jerusalem (ii. 23, an interpolation) for the Passover of the Cruci-

fixion
;
and the ministry would thus be reduced to a single year.

Such a scheme does not lend itself to discussion here
; but os far as

evidence is at present obtainable, the conclusion that the fourth

evangelist drew up his narrative on the basis of a two years’ rather

than a one year’s ministry appears to be irrefragable.

Not only do the fourth and second Gospels thus agree in

indications of a two years’ ministry, hut the notes of the middle

spring of the three (John vi. 4 ;
Mark vi. 39) both belong to the

feeding of the 5000, one of the few points of actual contact

between the two Gospels.

The question, however, may still be raised, whether these

time-indications of the two Gospels are exhaustive, whether

(that is) two years, and two years only, are to be allotted to the

ministry. Irenaeus (n. xxii. 3-6 fxxxiii. 1-4]^, in favour of a
ministry of not less than ten years, appeals (i.) to the tradition

of Asia Minor
;

(ii.) to the record in St John that Christ, who was
thirt}’^ years old at the time of his baptism, was addressed by
the Jews as “ not yet \i.e. nearly] Wty years old ”

: but both his

arguments are probably derived mom a single source, Papias’s

interpretation of John viii. 57. With this exception, however,
all ancient writers, whether they enumerated two or three or

four Passovers in the Gospel history, believed that the enumera-
tion was exhaustive

;
and their belief appears correctly to repre-

sent the mind of the author of the Fourth Gospel, seeing that his

various notes of time were probably in intentional contrast to the
looser synoptic accounts. Moreover, the wide currency in early

times of the tradition of the single-year ministry (Ptolemaeus,

BIBLE
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ap. Iren, loc. cit,
; Clemenfine Homilies, xvii. 19 ; Clem.

Alex. Strom, i. 145, vi. 279 ;
Julius Africanus, ap, Routh, RelL

Sacr, ii. 240, 306 ;
Hippolytus, Paschal Cycle and Chronicle

;

Origen, in Levit, Horn. ix. 5, d.e Principiis, iv. 5) becomes
more difficult to account for the farther it is removed from the

actual facts.

5. The date of the Crucifixion.

(a) The Roman Governor.— Pontius Pilate was on his way back
to Rome, after ten years of office, when Tiberius died on tlie i6th

March a .d . 37 (Josephus, Ant. xviii. ii. 2, iv. 2). Luke xiii. i,

xxiii. 12, show that he was not a newcomer at the time of the

Crucifixion. For the Crucifixion “ under Pontius Pilate ** the

Passover of a.d. 28 is tlierefore the earliest possible and the

Passover of a .d . 36 the latest.

{b) The Jntish High-Priest.—Caiaphas was appointed before

Pilate’s arrival, and was deposed at a Passover apparently not

later than that of the year of Herod Philip’s death, a.d. 34
(Josephus, Ant. xviii. ii. 2, iv. 3-v. 3. The Crucifixion at some
previous Passover would then fall not later than a.d. 33.

(c) The Day 0] the Week.—The Resurrection on “ the first

day of the week ” (Sunday) was “ on the third day ” after the

Oucifixion
;
and that “ the third day ” implies an interval of

only two days hardly needed to be shown, but has been shown
to demonstration in Field’s Notes on the Translation of the New
Testament (on Matt. xvi. 21). The Crucifixion was therefore

on a Friday in some year between a.d. 28 and 33 inclusive.

{d) The Day of the Jnmsh Month Nisan.—The Passover was
kept at the full moon of the lunar month Nisan, the first of the

Jewish ecclc.siastical year
;

the Pasclial lambs were slain on the

afternoon of the 14th Nisan, and the Passover was eaten after

sunset the same day - which, however, as the Jewish day began
at sunset, was by their reckdbing the early hours of the 15th

Nisan
; the first fruits (of the barley harvest) were solemnly

ofTcred on the i6th. The synoptic Gospels appear to place the

Crucifixion on the 15th, since they speak of the Last Supper as

a Passover
;

^ St John’s Gospel, on the other hand (xiii, i, 29,

xviii. 28), distinctly implies that the feast had not yet taken

place, and thus makes the Crucifixion fall on the 14th. Karly

Christian tradition is unanimous on this side ; either the 14th

is mentioned, or the Crucifixion is made the antit)’pe of the

slaughter of the Pasclial Lamb (and the Resurrection of the first

fruits), in the following authorities anterior to a.d. 235 : St Paul,

1 Cor. v. 7, XV. 20 ;
Quartodecimans of Asia Minor, who observed

the Christian Pascha on the “ 14th,” no matter on w'hat day of

the week it fell
;
Claudius ApoUinaris, Clement of Alexandria,

Hippolytus, all three quoted in the Paschal Chronicle
;
Irenaeus

(apparently) iv. x. i [xx. t]
;

[Tertullian] adv. Judaeos, 8;
Africanus, in Routh, Rell. Sacr. ii. 297. The Crucifixion, then,

should be placed rather on the 14th than on the T5th of Nisan.

These four lines of inquiry have shown that the Crucifixion

fell on Friday, Nisan 14 (rather than 15), in one of the six years

28-33 a.d.
;
and therefore, if it is possible to discover (i.) exactly

which moon or month was reckoned each year as the moon or

month of Nisan, and (ii.) exactly on what day that particular

moon or month was reckoned as beginning, it will, of course, be
possible to tell in which of these years Nisan 14 fell on a Friday.

To neither question can an answer be given in terms so precise

as to exclude some latitude, but to both with sufficient exactness

to rule out at once tlirec of the six years, (i.) The difficulty with

regard to the month is to know how the ooramcncement of the

Jewish year was fixed—in what years an extra month was inter-

calated before Nisan. If the Paschal full moon was, as in later

Christian times, the first after tlic spring equinox, the difficulty

would be reduced to the question on what day the equinox was

.

reckoned. If, on the other hand, it was, as in ancient Jewish
times, the first after the earliest ears of the barley harvest would
be ripe, it would have varied with the forwardness or backward-

^ If tho Pas.st)ver celebration could be anticipated by one day in
a private Jewish family (and we know perhaps too little of Jewish
rules in the time of Christ to be able to exclude this possibility), the
evidence of the synoptic Gospels would no longer conflict with
that of St John.

ness of the season from year to year. (K.) The difficulty with
regard to the day is, quite similarly, to know what precise relation

the first day of the Jewish month bore to the astronomical mw
moon. In later Christian times the Paschal month was calculated

from the astronomical new moon
; in earlier Jewish times all

montliB were reckoned to begin at the first sunset when the new
moon was visible, which in the most favourable circumstances

would be some hours, and in the most unfavourable three days,

later than the astronomical new moon.
Direct material for answering the question when and how far

astronomical calculations replaced simple observations as the

basis of the Jewish calendar is not forthcoming. Jewish tradi-

tions represented the Sanhedrin as retaining to the end its

plenary power over the calendar, and as still fixing the first day
of every month and the first month of every year. Rut as it is

quite inconceivable that the Jews of the Dispersion should not
have known beforehand at what full moon they were to

present themselves at Jerusalem for the Passover, it must be
assumed as true in fact, whether or no it was true in theory,

that the old empirical methods must have been qualified, at

least partially, by permanent, that is in effect by astronomical

rules. Exactly what modifications were first made in the system
under which each month began by simple observation of the

new moon we do not know, and opinions are not agreed as to

the historical value of the rabbinical traditions
;
but probably

the first step in the direction of astronomical precision would
be the nilc that no month could consist of less than twenty-nine

or more than thirty days—to wliich appears to have been added,

but at what date is uncertain, the further rule that Adar, the

month preceding Nisan, was always to be limited to twenty-

nine. In the same way the beginning of tlie Jewish year accord-

ing to the state of the harvest was supplanted by some more fixed

relation to the solar year. But this relation was not, it would
seem, regulated by the date, real or supposed, of the equinox.

Christian controversialists from Anatolius of Laodicea (a.d. 277)
onwards accused the Jews of disregarding the (CHiristian) equi-

noctial limit, and of sometimes placing the Paschal full moon
before it

;
and it is possible that in the time of Christ the 14th

of Nisan might have fallen as far back as the 17th of Marc h,

In the following table the first column gives the termimts

paschalis, or 14 th of the Paschal moon, according to the Christian

calendar
; the second gives the 14th, reckoned from the time

of the astronomical now moon of Nisan
;

the third the 14th,

reckoned from the probable first appearance of the new moon
at sunset. Alternative moons are given for a.d. 29, according

as the full moon falling about the i8lh of March is or is not

reckoned the proper Paschal moon.
A.D. 28 Sat. Mar. 27 Mar. 28 Mar. 30

.. 29 Th. Mar. 17 Mar. 17 Mar. K)

F. Ap. 15 Ap. 16 Ap. i8
Tu. Ap. 4 Ap. 5 Ap. 7

.. 31 Sat. Mar. 24 Mar. 25 Mar. 27

.. 32 Sat. An. 12 Ap. 12' Ap. 14

.. 3.^ W. Ap. I Ap. 1-2 Ap. 3 or 4

It will be seen at once that Friday cannot have fallen on Nisan
14th in any of the tliree years a.d. 28, 31 and 32. The choice is

narrowed down to a.d. 29, Friday, 18th March (Friday, 15th

April, would no doubt be too early even for the 14th of Nisan);

A.D. 30, Friday 7th April
;
and a.d. 33, P'riday, 3rd April.

(^) The Civil Year (consuls, or regnal years of 'J’iberius) in early

Christian tradition. It is not a priori improbable that the year

of the central event from which the Christian Church dated her

own existence should have been noted in the apostolic age

and handed down to the memory of succeeding generations
;

and the evidence does go some way to suggest that we have in

favour of a.d. 29, the consulate of the two Gemini (15th or i6th

year of Tiberius), a body of tradition independent of the Gospels

and ancient, if not primitive, in origin.

The earliest witness, indeed, who can be cited for a definite

date for the crucifixion gave not 29, but 33 a.d. I'he pagan
chronicler, Phlegon, writing in the rei^n of Hadrian, noted

under Olympiad 2024 (
j= a-d. 32-33), besides a great earthquake

in Bithynia, an eclipse so remarkable that it became night
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** at the sixth hour of the day.” The echpsc meant is, presum-
ably, that of the Crucifixion (so Origen, contra Celsum, ii. 33
[but see in Matt, 134, Delanie iii. 922], Eusebius’s Chronicle

Tib. 19 [
^ A.D. 33], Anon, in Cramer’s Catena in Malt, p. 237),

but as the notice of it was clearly derived by Phlegon, pagan as

he was, directly or indirectly from the Gospel narrative, there is

no reason at sdl to ascribe any independent value to ^e date.

Phlegon may have had grounds for dating the Bithynian earth-

quake in that year, and have brought the dateless portent into

connexion with the dated one. Eusebius adopted and popular-

ized this date, which fell in with his own system of Gospel

chronology, but of the year 33 as the date of the Passion there is

no vestige in Christian tradition before the 4th century.

The only date, in fact, which has any real claim to represent

Christian tradition independent of the Gospels, is the year 29.

Tiberius 15 is given by Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 147 ; Origen,

Horn, in Jerem. xiv. 13 ;
cf. c. Cels, iv. 22. Tiberius 16 by

Julius Africanus (Routh, Rcll. Sacr, ii. 301-304), and pseudo-

Cyprian de pascha computus (a.d. 243), § 20. The consulship

of the two Gemini by Lactantius, Div, Insi, iv. x. 18, and
(Lactantilis }) de mnrte pers, § 2 ; the consulship of the two
Gemini Tiberius 18 by Hippolytus, Comm, in Danielemy iv.

(ed. Bonwetsch, p. 242); the consulship of the two Gemini =
Tiberius 15 by [Tertullian] adv, JudaeoSj § 8 ;

the consulship of

the two Gemini ^ Tiberius 15 (al. t8 or iy)=^ 01 . 202.4 [this

last is a later interpolation from ICusebius] in the Arts of Pilate,

Other methods of expressing the year 29 appear in Hippolytus’s

Paschal Cycle and Chronicle, and in the Abgar legend {ap,

Eusebius, ILK. i. 13). No doubt it would be possible to explain

Tiberius t6 as a combination of Luke iii. i with a one-year

ministry, and even to treat Tiberius 15 as an unintell^ent

repetition from St Luke—though the omission to allow a single

year for the ministry would be so strange as to be almost un-

intelligible but the date by the consuls has an independent

look about it, and of its extreme antiquity the evidence gives

two indications
;

(i.) Hippolytus’s Commentary on Daniel (now
generally dated c. a.T). 200) combines it with an apparently

inconsistent date, Tilierius t8
;

the latter is clearly his ovm
combination of the length of the ministry (he says in the same
passage that Christ suffered in his 33rd year) with Luke iii.

I—the consulship must have been taken from tradition without

regard to consistency
;

(ii.) the names of the Gemini are diverg-

ently given in our oldest authorities
;

in [Terl.] adv. Jiidaeos

correctly as RulDcllius Geminus and Fufius (or Rufius) Geminus,

but in Hippolytus and the Arts of Pilate as Rufus and Rubellio.

But if the tradition of the consulship was thus, it would seem,

already an old one about the year 200, there is at least some reason

to conclude that trustworthy information in early Christian

circles pointed, independently of the Gospels, to the year 29

as that of the Crucifixion.

(/) The Civil Month and Day.—The earUest known calculations,

by Basilidian Gnostics, quoted in Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 147,

gave alternative dates, Phamenoth 25, Pharmuthi 25, Pharmuthi

19 ;
that is, according to the fixed Alexandrine calendar of

B.c. 26, 2ist March, 20th April, 14th April : in the older,

not wholly superseded, Egyptian calendar the equivalents

with Roman days varied from year to year. But in all

probability these dates were only one development of those

speculations in the region of numbers to wliich Gnosticism was

so prone
;
and in any case to look for genuine traditions among

Egyptian Gnostics, or even in the church of Alexandria, would

be to misread the histmy of Christianity in the 2nd century.

Such traditions must be found, if anywhere, in Palestine and

Syria, in Asia Minor, in Rome, not in Egypt ; within the Church,

not among the Gnostics. The date which makes the most*

obvious claim to satisfy these conditions would be the 25th of

March, as given by Hippolytus, [Tert.] adv. Judaeos, and the

Acts of Pilate (according to all extant MSS. and versions, but

see below), lacc* ^the same three authorities who bear the

earliest witness for the consuls of the year of the Cracifixion—

and by many later writers. It cannot be correct, since no full

moon occurs near it in any of the possible years
;
yet it must be

very early, too early to be explained with Dr Salmon {Dictionary

of Christian Biography, iii. 921ft), as originated by Hippolytus’s

Paschal cycle (rf a.d, 221. Now Epiphanius {Haer.U i) had
seen copies of the Acts of Pilate in which the day given was
not 25th March, but a,d. xv. kal, Apr, (>7 18th March); and
if this was the primitive form of the tradition, it is easy to

see how 25th March could have grown out of it, since the

18th would from comparatively early times, in the East at any
rate, have been thought impossible as falling before the equinox,

and no substitution would be so natural as that of the day
week, Friday, 25th March. But Friday, i8th March, a,d. 29,

was one of the three alternative dates for the Crucifixion which on
astronomical and calendar grounds were found (see above, 5^)

to be possible.

Thus A.D. 29 is the year, the i8th of March is the day, to which

Christian tradition (whatever value, whether much or little,

be ascribed to it) appears to point. Further, the Baptism was
tentatively placed in a.d. 2^27 ; the length of the ministry

was fixed, with some approach to certainty, at between two and
three years, and here too the resultant date for the Crucifixion

would be the Passover of a.d. 29.

To sum up : the various dates and intervals, to tlic approxi-

mate determination of which this article has been devoted, do
not claim separately more than a tentative and probable value.

But it is submitted that their harmony and convergence give

them some additional claim to acceptance, and at any rate

do something to secure each one of them singly—the Nativity

in 7-6 B.C., the Baptism in a.d. 26-27, the Crucifixion in a.d. 29
—from being to any wide extent in error.

The Chronology of the Apostolic Age,

The chronology of the New Testament outside the Gospels may
be defined for the purposes of this article as that of the period

between the Crucifixion in a.d. 29 (30) on the one hand, and on
the other the persecution of Nero in a.d. 64 and the fall of }erusa-

lem in a.d. 70. Of the events in Christian history which fall

between these limits it must be admitted that there are many
wliich with our present information we Ciinnot date with exact-

ness. But the book of Acts, our only continuous authority for

the period, contains two synchronisms with secular history

which can Ixj dated wdth some pretence to exactness and con-

stitute fixed points by help of which a more or less complete

chronology can be constructed for at least the latter half of the

apostolic age. These are the death of HerodkAgrippa I. (xii. 23)

and the replacement of Felix by Festus (xxiv. 27).

I. The death of Ilerod Agrippa 1 . This prince, son of Aris-

tobulus and grandson of Herod the Great, was made (i.) king

over the tetrarchy which had been Ilerod Philip’s, “ not many
days ” after the accession of Gaius, i6th of March a.d. 37 ;

(ii.)

ruler of the tetrarchy of Antipas, in a.d. 39-40 ;
(iii.) ruler of the

whole of Palestine (with Abilene), on the accession of Claudius

at the beginning of a,I). 41. Josephus’s Jewish Wars and Anti-

quities differ by one in the number of years they allot to his reign

over the tetrarchies (the former work says three years, the latter

four), but agree in the more important datum that he reigned

three years more after the grant from Claudius, which would

make the latest limit of his death the spring of A.D. 44. The
Antiquities also place his death in the seventh year of his reign,

which would be a.d. 43-44. On the other hand, coins whose
genuineness there is no apparent reason to doubt ore extant

of Agrippa ’s ninth year ; and this can only be reconciled even

with A.D. 44 by supposing that he commenced reckoning a second

year of his reign on Nisan i, a.d. 37, so that his ninth would
run from Nisan i, a.d. 44. On th(?balance of evidence the only

year which can possibly reconcile all the data appears to be
A.D. 44 after Nisan, so that it will have been at the Passover

of that year that St Peter’s arrest and deliverance took
place.

After Agrippa’s death Judaea was once more governed by
procurators, of whom Cuspius Fadus and Tiberius Alexander

ruled from a.d. 44 to 48 ;
the third. Cumanus^ was appointed in

A.D. 48 ; and the fourth, Felix, in a,d. 52. Under Tiberius
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Alexander, ?>. in a.d. 46 or 42, occurred the great famine which

Agabus had foretold, and in which the Antbchene church sent

help to that of Jerusalem by the ministry of Barnabas and Saul

(Acts xi. 30, xii. 25). Thus the earliest date at which the com-
mencement of the first missionary journey (Acts xiii. 4) can be

placed is the spring of a.d. 47. The journey extended from
Salamis “ throughout the whole island ” of Cyprus as far as

Paphos, and on the mainland from Pamphylia to Pisidian

Antioch, Iconium, Lystra and Derbe, at each of which places

indications are given of a prolonged visit (xiii. 49, xiv. 3, 6, 7, 21).

The same places were visited in reverse order on the return

journey, as far as Perga on tlie Pamphylian coast
;
but instead

of revisiting Cyprus the voyage to Syria was this time made
direct. In estimating the length of time occupied by this first

missionary journey, it must be remembered that a sea voyage
could never liave been undertaken, and land travel only rarely,

during the winter months, say November to March ; and as the

amount of the work accomplished is obviously more than could

fall within the travelling season of a single year, the winter of

47-'48 must have been spent in the interior, and return to the

coast and to Syria made only some time before the end of

autumn a.d. 48. The succeeding winter, at least, was spent

again at Antioch of Syria (xiv. 28). The council at Jerusalem
of Acts XV. will fall at earliest in the spring of a.d. 49, and as

only “ certain days ” were spent at Antioch after it (xv. 36) the

start on the second missionary journey might have been made
in the (late) summer of the same year. The confirmation

of the existing churches of Syria and Cilicia, and of those of the

first journey beginning with Derbe (xv. 41, xvi. 5), cannot have
been completed under several months, nor would the Apostle

have commenced the strictly missionary part of the journe> in

districts not previously visited*, before the opening of the travel-

ling season of a.d. 50. No delay was then made on the Asiatic

side : it may still have been in spring when St Paul crossed to

Europe and began the course of preaching at Philippi, Thessa-

lonica, Beroea and Athens which finally brought him to Corinth.

The stay of eighteen months at the last-named place (xviii. ii)

will naturally begin at the end of one travelling season and end
at the beginning of another, from the autumn of a.d. 50
to the spring of a.d. 52. From Corinth the Apostle went to

Jerusalem to “ salute the church,” and then again to Antioch
in Syria, where he stayed only for ” a time ’’

(xviii. 22), and soon
left—on the third missionary journey, as conventionally reckoned
—proceeding “ in order ” through the churches of the interior

of Asia Minor. These journeys and the intervening halts must
have occupied seven or eight months, and it must have been

about the end of the year when St Paul established his new
headquarters at Ephesus. The stay there lasted between two
and three years (xix. 8, 10, xx. 31), and cannot have terminated

before the spring of a.d. 55. From Ephesus he went into Europe,
and after “ much teaching ” given to the churches of Macedonia
(xx. 2), spent the three winter months at C!orinth, returning

to Philippi in time for the Passover (xx. 3, 6) of a.d. 56. Pente-

cost of the same year was spent at Jerusalem, and there St Paul
was arrested, and kept in prison at Caesarea for two full years,

until Festus succeeded Felix as governor (xx. 16, xxiv, 27), an
event which, on this arrangement of the chronology of the

missionary journeys, would therefore fall in a.d. 58.

Care, however, must be taken to remember exactly what this

line of argument amounts to—what it can fairly be said to have
proved, and what it still leaves open. It has been shown, firstly,

that the missionary journeys cannot have commenced before

the spring of a.d. 47, and, secondly, that between their com-
mencement and the end of the two years’ imprisonment at

Caesarea not less tlian eleven full years must have elapsed.

( onsequently a.d. 58 appears to be the earliest date possible for

the arrival of Festus. On the other hand, a later date for Festus
is not absolutely excluded. It is possible that the first missionary
journey should be placed in a.d. 48 instead of a.d. 47 ;

and
it is possible, though not probable, that the missionary journeys
should be spread over one year more than has been suggested
above. At any rate, then, the alternative is open that every

date given above, from a.d. 47 to a.d. 58, should be moved on
one year, with the result of placing Festus’s arrival in a.d. 59.

It is now time to turn to the direct evidence for the date of

Festus’s arrival as procurator, in order to test by it the result

already tentatively obtained.

2. 'llie replacement of Felix by Festus. This is the pivot date
of St Paul’s later life, but unfortunately two schools of critics

date it as differently as a.d. 55 and a.d. 60 (or 61). The former
are represented by Harnack, the latter by Wieseler, whom
Lightfoot follows. It can be said confidently that the truth is

between these two extremes (though in what exact year it is not
easy to say), as will be evident from a consideration of the argu-

ments urged, which in each case appear less to prove one extreme
than to disprove its opposite.

Arguments for the Later Date, a.d. 60 or 6r.— (a) St Paul, at the
time of his arrest, two years before Felix’s recall, addresses him as
“ for many years past a judge foi this nation ” (Acts xxiv. 10, 27).
It is certain that Felix succeeded Cumanus in a.d. 52, for Tacitus
inentiono Cumanus’s recall under that year, Josephus immediately
before the notice of the completion of Claudius's twelfth year
[January, a.d. 53], Eusebius probably under Claudius 11, that is,

between September 51 and St^ptember 52 (lor the meaning of the
regnal years in the Chronule of Eusebius see the present writer’s
article in Journal of Theological Studies, January lyoo, pp. 188-192).
It is argued that “ many years " cannot mean less than siv 01 seven,
so that St Paul must have been speaking at earliest in 58 or 59, and
Felix will have lelt J ndaea at earliest in Oo or 61. But thi^ argument
overlooks the fact that Felix had been in some position which might
properly be described as tliat of “ judge for this nation " before he
became governor of all Palestine in a.d. 52. In the words of 'l acitus,
Felix was at the time of that appomtrnent iampridem ludaeae ini-

positus {Annals, xii. 54) ;
he certainly supposes b'clix to have been

already governor of Samaria, and apparently of Judaea too, and
only recognizes Cumanus a.s governor of Galilee

; and Jose])hus.
though he says nothing ol this, and treats Cumanus as the sole

procurator down to a.d. 52, implies that Felix had been in some

I

iosition wliere the Jewish authorities could judge of his fitness when
le tells us that the high ])riesl Jonathan used to pre.ss on P'elix, as
a reason for urging him to govern well, the fact tliat he had asked
for his appointment to the procuratorship {Ant. xx. viii. 5). H
Felix had acted in some position of resjionsibility in Palestine before

52 (perhaps for some time before), St l^aul could well have .spoken
of “ many years " at least as early as 56 or 57.

{fi) Josephus enumerates after the accijssion of Nero (October 34)
a long catalogue of events which all took place under the procurator-
ship of Felix, including the revolt of “the Egyptian " which was
already “ before tliese days ” at the time of St Paul’s arrest, two
years from the end ot Felix’s tenure. This suggests, no doubt, that
the Egyjitian rebtdled at earliest in 54 55, and makes it jirobable
that St Paul’s arrest did not take place before (the Pentecost of)

A.D. 56 ;
and it implies certainly that the main or most imjiortant

part of Felix’s governorship fell, in Josepluis’s view, under Kero.
But as two years only of Felix’s rule (52-54) fell under Claudius,
this procedure would be quite natural on Josephus's pari if his recall

were dated in 58 or 59, so that four or five years fell und(T Nero.
And there is no need at all to suppose that all the incidents which
the historian masses under his account of Felix were successive :

events in Emesa, Chalcis, Caesarea and Jerusalem may ea.sily have
been synchronous.
The arguments, then, brought forward in favour of a.d. 60 or 61

do not do more than bring the rule of Felix down to 58 or 59.
Arguments for an Early Date, a.d. or j6.~{(x) Eu.sebius's

Chronicle places the arrival of Festus in Nero 2,"October 55-5O, and
Eusebius's chronology of the procurators goes back probably through
Julius Africanus (himself a Palestinian) to contemporary authorities
like the Jeunsh kings of Justus of Tiberias. But (1.) Nero 2 is really
September 56-September 57 ;

(ii.) it is doubtful whether Eusebius
had any authority to depend on here other than J osephus, who gives
no precise year for Festus—Julius Africanus is hardly probable, since
wc Know that his chronicle was very jejune for the Christian period
—and if .so, Eusebius had to find a year as best he could.^

(/S) Felix, on his return to Rome, was prosecuted by the Jews for
misgovernment, but was acquitted through the influence of Ids
brother Pallas. Pallas had been minister and favourite of Claudius,

' DrC. Erbes {Texte und Untersuchungen, new series, iv. 1) attempts
to interpret the evidence of Eusebius in favour of the later dati* for
Fc.stus as follows : Eusebius’s date for Festus is to be found in Nero
I, by striking a mean between the Armenian, Claudius 12, and the
Latin, Nero 2 ; it is really to be understood as reckoned, not by
years of Nero, but by years of Agrippa

; and as Eusebius erroneously
antedated Agrippa’s reign by five years, commencing it with a.d. 45
instead of a.d, 50, his date for Festus is five years too early also, and
should be moved to Nero 6, a.d. 59-60. Tne whole of this theory
^pears to the present writer to be a gigantic mare’s nest : see
journal of Theological Studies (October igoi), pp. 120-123.
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but was removed from 6flficc in the winter followinai Nero's accession,

54-55- Felix must therefore have been tried at the very beginning
of Nero’s reign. But this argument would make Felix's recall if

Festus came in summer, as Acts xxv. i, xxvii. 1, 9, seem to prove

—

fall actually under Claudius. And, in fact, it would be a mistake
to look upon Pallas's retirement as a disgrace. He stipulated that
no inquiry should be made into his conduct in office, and was left

for another seven years unmolested in the enjoyment of the fortune
he had amassed. There is, tlierefore, every likelihood that he retained
for some years enough influence to shield his brother.

Of these arguments, then, the first, so far as it is valid, is an
argument for the summer, not of a.d. 55 or 5(), but of a.d. 57 as that
of the recall, while the second will apply to any of the earlier years of
Nero’s reign.

In the result, then, the arguments brought forward in favour

of each extreme fail to prove their case, but at the same time

prove something against the opposite view. Thus the point that

Josephus catalogues the events of Felix’s procuratorship under
Nero cannot be pressed to bring down Felix’s tenure as far as

60 or 61, but it does seem to exclude as early a termination as

56, or even 57. Conversely, the influence of Pallas at court need

not be terminated by his ceasing to be minister early in 55 ;
but

it would have been overshadowed not later than the year 60

by the influence of Poppaea, who in the summer of that year ^

enabled the Jews to win their cause in the matter of the Temple
wall, and would certainly have supported them against Felix.

Thus the choice again appears to lie between the years 58 and

59 for the recall of Felix and arrival of Festus.

If St Paul was arrested in 56 or 57, and appealed to Caesar on

the arrival of Festus in 58 or 59, then, as he reached Rome in the

early part of the year following, and remained there a prisoner

for two full years, we arc brought down to the early spring of

either 61 or 62 for the close of the period recorded in the Acts,

'rhat after the.se two years he was released and visited Spain in

the west, and in the cast Ephesus, Macedonia, Crete, Troas,

Miletus, and perhaps Acha'‘a and Epirus, is probable, in the one

case, from the evidence of Romans xv. 28, Clem, ad Cor. v, and

the Muraiorian canon, and, in the other, from the Pa.storal

Epistles. These journeys certainly cannot have occupied less

than two years, and it is more natural to allow three for them,

which takes us down to 64-65,

Early evidence is unanimous in pointing to St Peter and St

Paul as victims of the persecution of Nero (Clem, ad Cor. v. vi.,

Dionysius of Corinth ap. Eus. H.E. ii. 25, 8rc., combined with

what we know from Tacitus of the course of the persecution, and
from Gaius of Rome, ap. Eus. ii. 25. of the burial-places of the

two apostles)
;

and tradition clearly distinguished the fierce

outbreak at Rome that followed on the fire of the city in July 64
from any permanent disabilities of the Christians in the eye of

the law which the persecution may have initiated. There is,

therefore, no reason at all to doubt that both apostles were

martyred in 64-65, and the date serves as a confirmation of the

chronology adopted above of the imprisonment, release and
subsequent journeys of St Paul.

Investigation, then, of that part of the book of Acts which

follows the death of Agrippa, recorded in chap. xii.

—

t.e. of that

part of the apostolic age which follows the year 44—has shown

that apparent difficulties can be to a large extent .set aside, and
that there is nowhere room between a.d. 44 and 64 for doubt

extending to more than a single year. The first missionary

journey may have begun in 47 or 48 ;
the arrival of Festus may

liave taken place in the summer of 58 or of 59 ;
the two years of

the Roman imprisonment recorded in the last chapter of Acts

may have ended in the spring of 61 or 62 ;
and the dates which

fall in between these extremes arc liable to the same variation.

The present writer leans to the earlier alternative in each case,

47, 58, 61 ;
but he willingly concedes that the evidence, as he

understands it, is not inconsistent with the later alternative.

But if the events of a.d. 44-64 can thus be fixed with a fair

approximation to certainty, it is unfortunately otherwise with

the events of a.d. 29-44. Here we are dependent (i.) on general

1 This date appears to be satisfactorily established by Ramsay,
“ A Second Fixed Point in the Pauline Chronology,” Exposiior.

August 1900.

indications given in the Acts
;

(ii.) on the evidence of the Epistle

to the Galatians, which, though in appearance more precise, can

be and is interpreted in very different ways.

(i.) The hook of Acts is divided, by general summaries from

time to time inserted in the narrative, into six periods : i. i-vi.

7,vi.8-ix. 31, ix. 32 -xii. 24, xii. 25-xvi. 5, xvi. 6-xix. 20, xix. 21-

xxviii. 31. Of these the three last extend respectively from the

death of Herod to the start for Europe in the second missionary

journey (a.d. 44 to the spring of 50 [51]), from the start for

Europe to the end of the long stay at Ephesus (a.d. 50 [51] to the

spring of a.d. 55 I56]), and from the departure from Ephesus
to the end of the two years’ captivity at Rome (a.d. 55 [56] to

the beginning of a.d. 61 [62]). It will be seen that these periods

are of more or less tlie same length, namely, six (or seven) years,

five years, six years. There is, therefore . some sUght presumption

that the three earlier periods, which together cover about fifteen

years, were intended by so artistic a writer as St Luke to mark
each some similar lap.se of time. If that were so, the preaching

of the apostles at Jerusalem and organization of the Church at the

capital—the preaching of the seven and the extension of the

Church all over Palestine—the extension of the Church to

Antioch, and the commencement of St Paul’s work—^might each
occupy (ive years more or less, that is to say, roughly, a.d. 29-34,

34”39> 39“44. The conversion of St Paul, which falls within

the second period, would on this arrangement fall somewhere
between five and ten years after the Crucifixion. Such con-

clusions are, however, of course general in the extreme.

(ii.) A nearer attempt to date at least the chronology of St

Paul’s earlier years as a Christian could be made by the help of

the Galatian Epistle if we could be sure from what point and to

what point its reckonings are made. The apostle tells us that on

his conversion he retired from Damascus into Arabia, and thence

returned to Damascus
;

then after three years (from his con-

version) he went up to Jerusalem, but stayed only a fortnight,

and went to the regions of Syria and Cilicia. Then after fourteen

years (from his conversion ? or from his last visit ?) he went up to

Jerusalem again to confer with the elder apostles. Now, if

either of these visits to Jerusalem could be identified with any
of the visits whose dates have been approximately settled in the

chronology of a.d. 44-64, we should have a fixed point from

which to argue back. Unfortunately, eyen less agreement

exists on this head than on the question whether the fourteen

years of the last-mentioned visit are to be reckoned from the

conversion or from the previous visit. Most critics, indeed, are

now agreed that the fourteen years are to be calculated from the

conversion ; and most of them still hold that the visit of

Galatians ii. is the same as the council of Acts xv., partly, no

doubt, on the ground that the latter visit was too important and

decisive for St Paul to have omitted in giving even the most

summar}^ description of his relations with the twelve. This

ground would, however, be cut away from their feet if it were

possible to hold (with J. V. llartlet, Apostolic Age, 1900, and
V. Weber, Die Abjassung des Galaterbriefs vor dent Apostelkonzil,

Ravensburg, 1900) that the epistle was actually written just

before the council, i.e. in the winter of 48-49 [49~5o]. In that

case, of course, the two visits of Galatians i. and ii. would be
those of Acts ix. 26 and xi. 30. The fourteen years reckoned

back from the latter {c. a.d. 46) would bring us to a.d. 32-33 as

the latest possible date for the conversion. With the older view,

on the other hand, the fourteen years reckoned from the council

in A.D. 49 [50] would allow us to bring down the conversion to

A.D. 36. The new view clears away some manifest difficulties

in the reconciliation of the Epistle and the Acts, and the early

date for Galatians in relation to tfte other Pauline epistles is not
so improbable as it may seem

; but the chronology still appears
more satisfactory on the older view, which enables the conversion

to be placed at least three years later than on the alternative

theory. But it is clear that the last word has not been said, and
that definite results for this period cannot yet be looked for.

To sum up : an attempt has been made, it is hoped with some
success, to provide a framework of history equipped with dates
from the time of St Peter’s arrest by Herod Agrippa 1. at the
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Passover of a.d. 44 down to Jhc martyrdom of St Peter and St

Paul in the persecution of Nero, a.d. 64-65. For the previous

period, on the other hand, from a.d. 29 to a.d. 44, it appeared

impossible in our present state of knowledge to state conclusions

other than in the most general form.

Authorities.—The views statvd in this article arc in general

(though with some modiftcations) the same as those which the

present writer worked out with more fulness of detail in Hastings'

Dictionary of the Bible, i. (l8y8) 403-424. Of older books should

be mentioned : Tdeler, Hatidbuch der muthetnatischen und tech'

nischen Chronologie (2 vols., 1825) ;
Wieseler, Chronologie des

apQStolisrhen Zeitalters (1848) ;
Lewm’s Fasti Sarrt (1805). Im-

purtunl modern contributions are to be found in I’rof. (Sir) W. M.

Ramsay’s various works, and in Harnack’s Chronologic der altchrist-

lichcn Litteratur his I'usehtus, i. 233-244. "Mention should also hr

made of an article, e mtaining much useful astronomical and Tal-

mudical information, by Mr J. K. l^'otheringhain. “ The Date of the

Crucifixion." in the Journal of J*hilology, xxix. 100-1 18 {1904).

Mr Fothcntigham is ol opinitni that the evidence from Chnstian

sources rs loo uncertain, and that the statements of the Mishnah

must be the starting-point of the inquiry : taking then tlie phasis

of the new moon as the true beginning of Ni.saii. he concludes that

Friday cannot have coincided with Nisan 14 in any year, within the

period A.D. 28-35. other than a.d. 33 (
\pril 3rd). But in one of the

two empirical tests of the value of these calculations that he was
able to obtain {lo( . cit. p. rob, n. 2). the new moon was seen a day

earlier than his rules allowed. This being so, it would be premature

to disregard the convergent lines of historical evidence which tell

against a.d. 33. .Viiioug the latest Gennaii work.s be cited

the chapter oii'New Testament chronology in the Xcutrstamcntlichc

Zcitgcschichte of Dr Oscar Holtzmann (2nd ed., mob), pp. 117-147 :

regarded as a collection of historical material this deserves every

prai.se, but the mass is undigested and the treatment of the evidence

arbitrary. As might be expected, Dr Holt/.mann’s conclusions are

clear-cut, and alternatives are rigidly excluded : the Crucifixion is

dated on the 7th of Ajiril a.d. 30, and St Paul’s arrest (with the older

writers) at Pentcco.st a.d. 58. (C. H. T.)

BIBLE, ENGLISH. The history of the vernacular Bible of

the English race resolves itself into two distinctly marked

periods—the one being that of Manuscript Bibles, which were

direct translations from the Latin Vulgate, the other that of

Printed Bibles, which were, more or less completely, transla-

tions from the original Hebrew and Greek of the Old and New
Testaments.

1 . The Manuscript Bible.
—

'I'he first essays in Biblical trans-

lation, or rather paraphrasing, assumed in English, as in many
other languages, a poetical form. Even in the 7th

Cmdmon.
according to the testimony of Bede (Hist

Eccl. iv. 24), ('tedmon sang “ de creatione mundi et origine

humani generis, ct tota Genesis historia, de egressu Israel ex

Aegypto et ingressu in terram repromis.sionis, de aliis plunmis

sacrae Scripturae historiis, de inc^rnatione Dominica, passione,

resurrectione et ascensione in coelurn, de Spiritus Sancti adventu,

et aposlolornm doctrina.” It is, however, doubtful whether

any of the poetry which has been ascribed to him can claim to

be regarded as his genuine work.

The first prose rendering of any part of the Bible—and
with these we are mainly concerned in the present inquiry-

originated in all probability in the 8th century, when

Bede, the eminent scholar and churchman, translated

the first portion (chs. i.-vi. 9) of the Gospel of St John into the

vernacular, but no part of this rendering is extant. His pupil

Cuthberht recorded this fact in a letter to a fellow-student,

Cuthwine :
“ a capite sancti evangelii Johannis usque ad cum

locum in quo dicitur, * sed haec quid sunt inter tantos ? ’ in

nostrani linguam ad utilitatem ecclesiae Dei convertit (Mayor

and Lumby, Bedae Hist Eccl, p. 178).

The 9th century is characterized by interlinear glosses on the

Book of Psalms, and towards its close by a few attempts at

9tb and independent translation. Of these “ glossed Psalters

lOiheaa- twelve MSS. are known to exist, and they may be

tnry ranged into two groups according to t^he Latin text
gioMBea, represent. The Roman Psalter is glossed in the

following MSS.: (i) Cotton Vesp. A. i {Vespasian Psalter)]

(2) Bodl. Junius 27 ; (3) Univ. libr. Camb. Ff. i. 23 ; (4) Brit.

Mus. Reg. 2. B. 5 ; (5) Trin. Coll. Camb. R. 17. i {Eadwine^s

Psalter)
; (6) Brit. Mus. Add. 375 ^ 7 * The Gallican Psalter in the

following: (i) Brit. Mus. Stowe 2 (Spehnan’s text); (2) Cotton

Bade*

Vitell. E. 18
; (3) Cotton Tib. C. 16

; (4) Lambeth 48 ; (5)

Arundel 60 ; (6) Salisbury Cath. 150.^

The oldest and most imprirtant of these MSS. is the so-called

Vespasian Psalter, which was written in Mercia in the first half

of the Qth century. It was in all probability the original from

which all the above-mentioned Old English glosses were derived,

though in several instances changes and modifications were

introduced by successive scribes. The first verse of Psalm c.

(Vulg. xeix. 2) may serve as a specimen of these glosses.

Roman Text,

MS. Vespa.sian. A. i.

Wynsiimiaff gocle, all ctirflic

fi'iowiad Dryhtne in bhsse
;

ingaff in gesihffe hi.s in

w>iisumms3e.

Jubilate Deo, omnis ttirra :

servile Domino in laetitia ;

inirale in conspectu eius in

exultatione.

To the late 9th or early loth century a work may be assigned

which is in so far an advance upon preceding elTorts as to be a

real translation, not a mere gloss corresponding word for w'cird

with tlie Latin original. This is the famous Paris Psalter,- a

rendering of the first fifty Psalms (Vulg. i.-l. 10), contained in

the unique MS. lat, 8S24 in the Bibliotht^que Nationale, Paris.

The authorship of tliis version is doubtful, being by some scholars

attributed to King Alfred (d. 901), of whom William of Malmes-

bury writes {Gesta Reguni Anglorimi, ii. 123),
“ Psallc'rium

transferre aggressus vix prima parte explicata vivendi fincm

fecit.” This view is, however, denied by others.

In the cour.se of the 10th century the Gospels were glossed

and translated. The earliest in date is a Northumbrian Gloss

on the Gospeh, contained in a beautiful and liighly

Gallican Text.

MS. Stowe. 2.

Drymaff (Irihtiic, eall eorft'e ;

ffcowiaff drihtne on blisse ;

mfaraff on gesyhffe hys
on bliffnyssc.

Jubilate Domino, omnis terra ;

servile Domino in lactitia :

mtroite in nmspedii eius

in exultatione.

the Durham Uadta^
imrae
OoMpelM,

interesting MS. variously known us

Book, the Lindisfarne Gospels, or the Book of St

Cuthberi (MS. Colton, Nero. I). 4). The Latin text

dates from the close of the 7th century, and is the work of

Eadfrith, bishop of Lindisfarne (698 72 j
). The English gloss was

added about a century and a half later (r. 950) by one Aldred,

whom Dr Charles O’Conor {BibL Stowensis, 1818-1819, ii. i8o)

supposes to have been the bishop of Durham of that name

The Lord’s Prayer is glossed in the following way :

—

Lindisfarne Gospels.

Matthew vi. 9. Suuc ffonne iuih gie bidde fader urcr ffu arft'

sic efgo UQS orabUi^-{ Patei nostei qui is

ffu blst in heofniun 1 in heofnas ;
sie gehalgad noma ffin

;

in caelis ; sanctipectur nomen iimm :

(10) to-cymeff ric ffin. .sie willo ffin suae is in heol'iic

adueniat regnnni tuum pat voluntas tua sicut in caelo

1 in eorffo.

et in terra.

(11)

hlaf useme oferwislUc Red fis to dapg.

panem nostrum super-substantiale[m] dd nobis hoUie.

(12) 3 forgef US scylda usra suae uoe forgelon scyldgum

et demitte nobis debita nostra sicut nos dimittimus debitoribus

usura.
nostris.

(13) 3 lie inlapd usih in costunge ah gefrig nsich from yflo

et ne inducas nos in temtationem sed libera nos a mah.^

^ See A. S. Cook, Biblical Quotations in Old English Prose Writers,

with an introduction on Old English Biblical Versions (London, 1808-

1003). vol. i. pp. xxvi. ff, ;
H. Sweet. The Vespasian Psalter in " Olde.sl

English Texts *' (E.E.T.S.. No. 83, London. 1885) ; F. Harsley.

Eadwine's Canterbury Psalter (E.E.T.S., No. y2. Ixktidon, 1802) ;

John Spelraan, Psalterium Davidis Latino'Saxonicum Vetus (London,

1640) ; Fr. Roeder, Der altengl. Regius Psalter (Reg. II. B. 5), Halle,

1904)' , .

Benjamin Thorpe, Libri Psalmorum versio Anttqua Latina sum
paraphrasi Auglo'Saxonica (Oxford, 1835) ;

cf. J. D. Bruce, The

Anglo-Saxon Version of the Book of Psalms . . . known as the Paris

Psalter (Baltimore. 1894).
, ^ ,

» K. W. Bouterwek, Die vier Evangelitn in alt-nordh. Sprache

(Gutersloh, 1857), id. Screadunga (Elberfeld, 1858. prefaces to the

Gospels)
; J. Stevenson and E. Waring. The Lindisfarne and Rush-

worth Gospels (Surtees Soc., 1854-1865) ;
W. W. Skeat, The Holy

Gospels in Anglo-Saxon, Northumbrian cmd Old Mercian Versions

(Cambridge, 1871-1887).
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Of a somewhat later date is the celebrated Ruskworth Version

of the Gospels (MS. Bodl. Auct. D. ii. 9), which contains an

p independent translation of the Gospel of St Matthew,
ft gloss on those of St Mark, St Luke and St John,

founded upon the linidisfanie glosses. From a note
in the manuscript we learn that two men, Faerman and Owun,
made the version. Faerman was a priest at Harewood, or

Harwood, in the West Riding of Yorkshire,, and to him
the best part of the work is due. He translated the whole of

St Matthew, and wrote the gloss of St Mark L-ii. 15, and
St John xviii. 1-3. The remaining part, a mere transcript, is

Owun’s work. The dialect of the translation of St Matthew is

Mercian.^

A further testimony to the activity which prevailed in the
field of Biblical lore is the fact that at the close of the century

—

probably about the year 1000—the Gospels were

Saxoa rendered anew for the first time in the south of Kng-

Ooxpeh, land. Of this version— the so-called West-Saxon
Gospels—not less than seven manuscripts have come

down to us. A note in one of these, MS. Corpus Christi College,

Cambridge, 140, slates, ego Mljricus scripsi hunc librum in

Monasierto Bd^Yonio et dedi Brihtwoldo preposito, but of this

iElfric and his superior nothing further is known.^
The Lord’s Prayer is rendered in the following way in these

gospels :

—

U f Gospels,—MS. Corpus 140.

Mattiifiw vi. 0. Kornustlice gebiddaW eow Cus
;

Faeder urc f>u
pc cart on heoloiiuin

;
si Jnn nama gehalgod (10) to-bccunic pin

rice
;
gewnrhe 6in willa on eorftaii swa swa on heofoiuim. (ii) lirne

gt*da!ghwaniiican lilaf syle us to d.rg, (12) forgyf us tire gyltas
swa swa w^ forgyfafS urum gyltendum. (13) 3 ne gdaed pu us on
costnungc ac alys us of yfelc soplico.

Towards the close of the century the Old Testament found
a translator in vElfric {q.v.\ the most eminent scholar in the close

jCIMc. ^ Opening decades of the nth centur)\

According to his own statement in Dc vetere iesiamenio^

written about 1010, he had at that period translated the Penta-

teuch, Joshua, Judges, Kings, Job, Esther, Judith and the

Maccabees.^ 1

1

is rendering is clear and idiomatic, and though
he frequently abridges, the omissions never obscure the meaning
or hitider the easy flow of the narrative.

Dietrich, d^lfric’s most competent biographer (Niedner’s,

Zi'ilsfhriji fur historische Theologic, 1855-1856), looks upon the

I’cntateuch, Joshua and Judges as a continuation of his Lives

oj SaintSf including as they do in a scries of narratives the Old
Testament saints. Genesis is but slightly abridged, but Job,
Kings, Judges, Esther and Judith as well as the Maccabees are

mere homilies epitomized from corresponding Old Testa-

ment hooks. Judith is metrical in form.

The iilh century, with its politJcal convulsions, resulting

in the establishment of an alien rule and tlie partial suppression

of the language of the conquered race, was unfavourable to

literary efforts of any kind in the vernacular. With the excej>

tion of iEIfric’s late works at the very dawm of the century^ we
can only record two transcripts of the West-Saxon Gospels as

coming at all within the scope of our inquiry.

Jn the 1 2th century the same gospels were again copied by

pious hands into the Kentish dialect of the period.

^'he 13th century, from the point of view of Biblical renderings

into the vernacular, is an absolute blank. French—or rather

the Anglo-Norman dialect of the period—reigned

Nomim amongst the upper classes, in schools, in

fortotL parliament, in the courts of law and in the palace of

the king. English lurked in farms and hovels, amongst

villeins ajid serfs, in the outlying country-districts, in the distant

* See Stevenson, Waring and Skeat, op. cit.

2 W. W. Skeat, The Holy Gospels in Anglo-Saxon, &c. (Cambridge,

1871-1887) ; J. W. Bright, The Gospel of Saint Luke in Anglo-Saxon

(Oxford, 1893) ; for earlier editions see Cook, op. cit, p. lx.

» C. W. M. Grein, Ailfrik de vetero et novo Testamento, &c.—Bibl,

d. Angels. Prosa (Caasel and Gottingen, 1872), p. 6; K. Thwnites,

Heptateuohus, Liber Job, et Evangelism Nicodemi ; Anglo-Saxonice

(Oxon., 1698).
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monasteries, amongst the lower clergy, amongst the humble and
lowly and ignorant There wei€ certainly renderings of the

Bible daring the lath, 13th and early 14th centuries, but they

were all in French. Some of these translations were made in

England, some were brought over to England and copied and
recopied. Amongst the latter was the magnificently illumin-

ated Norman Commentary on the Apocalypse, some of the

earliest copies of which were written in an Er^lish hand. In

fact before the middle of the 14th century the entire Old Testa-

ment and the greater part of the New Testament had been
translated into the Anglo-Norman dialect of the period. (MSS.
Bibl. Nat. fr. 1, 9562, Brit. Miis. Reg. I.C. iii. Cf. S. Berger,

La Bible francaise au tnoyen age, Paris, 1884, pp. 78 ff.)

When English finally emerged victorious, towards the middle

and latter lialf of the 14th century, it was for all practical pur-

poses a new language, largely intermixed with French, differing

from the language of the older period in sound, flexion and
structure. It is evident that any Old English versions which
mv*ht have survived the ravages of time would now be unin-

telligible, it was equally natural that as soon as French came to

be looked upon as an alien tonguc^ the French versions hitherto

in use would fail to fulfil their purpose, and that attempts should

again be made to render the Bible into the only language
intelligible to the greater part of the nation—into
Englisli. It was also natural that these attempts

should be made where the need was most pressing,

where French had gained least footing, where parlia-

ment and court were remote, where intercourse with France was
difficult. In fact in the Northern Midlands, and in the North
even before the middle of the 14th century, the book of Psalms
had been twice rendered into English, and before the end of

the same century, probably bcfofe the great Wycliffite versions

had spread over the country, the wliole of the New Testament
had been translated by different hands into one or other of the

dialects of this part of the country.

At the same time we can record only a single rendering during

the whole century which originated in the south of England,

namely the text of James, Peter, i John and the Pauline Epistles

(edited by A. C. Paues, Cambridge, 1904).

Of these pre-Wycliffitc versions possibly the earliest is the

West Midland Psalter, once erroneously ascribed to William of

Shoreham.'* It occurs in three MSS., the earliest of which,

Brit. Mus. Add. 17376, was probably written between 1340 and
1350. It contains a complete version of the hook of Psalms,

followed by the usual eleven ainticles and the Athanasian Creed.

The Latin original is a glossed version of the Vulgate, and in the

English translation the words of the gloss are often substituted

for the strong and picturesque expressions of the Biblical text

;

in other respects the rendering is faithful and idiomatic. The
following two verses of the first psalm may exemplify this ;

—

MS. British Mus. Add.

(i. I.) Beatus uir, qui non ahijt in consilio impiorum, in uia
pecedtorum non stetit, et in cathedra iudicio pvstilencie ‘i* ialsitatis

non sedit. Blcsced be man }»at 5ede nou jt in |)e coiinseil ot wicked,
ne stode nou3t in h® waic of sin3eres. ne wit nouH in ials iugement.

(2) Set in lege domini uoluntas eius, in lege eius meditahitur die ac
node, Ac hijs wyllc was in

j
e wylle of oure Lord, and he schal

J)enche in hijs lawe bojic daye and ny 3 t.

Before the middle of the century Richard Rolle (q.v,), the

hermit of Hampole ( + 1349), turned into English, with certain

additions and omissions, the famous Commentary on
the Psalms by Peter Lombard. The work was under-
taken, as the metrical prologue of one of the copies tells

us (MS. Laud. misc. 286), “ At # worthy recluse prayer, cald
dame Merget Kyrkby.” The Commentary gained immediate
and lasting popularity, and spread in numerous copies throughout
the country, the peculiarities of the hermit's vigorous northern
dialect being either modified or wholly removed in the more

* K. D. Bulbring, The Earliest Complete English Prose Psalter
(E.E.I'.S., No. 97), part i. (London, 1891) ; cf. A.C. Paues, A Four
teenih-Century EngL Bibl. Version (Upi^ Diss.) (Cambridge, 1902),
p. Ivi.
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southerly transcripts. The translation, however, is stiff and
literal to a fault, violating idiAnatic usage and the proper order

of words in its strict adherence to the Latin. 'I'he following

brief extracts may exemplify the hermit’s rendering and the

change the text underwent in later copies.*

MS. Uftiv. Coll. 64. MS. Reg. 18 B. 21.

(i. 1.) Blisfiil man Jw whilk Blossed is ])at man l>at haji

oway 3«cl noght in fie coimsaile not gone in counsoll of wicked
of wicked, and in J)e way of men, and in weye of sintull

aynful stodc noght, tS: in he men ha}> not stonde. and in Jtc

chaiere of pestilens lie nognt chain' of pestilence sat not.

sate. (2) Bot in laglie of lord he 2. Hut in Jie lawe of our lorde

will of him ; and in his lagfio is Jie wille of him ; and [inj his

he sail thynke day & ryght. lawc* we shall fnnkc day and
nyght.

Approximately to the same period as these early renderings

of the Psalter belongs a version of the Apocalypse with a Com-
mentary, the earliest MS. of which (Harleian 874) is written in

the dialect of the North Midlands. This Commentary, for a long

time attributed to Wycliffe, is really nothing but a verbal

rendering of the popular and widely-spread Norman C ommentary
on the Apocalypse (Paul Meyer and L. Delisle, L'Apocalyp.^c en

Francais au XJIF siecle, Paris, 1901), which dates back as far

as the first half of the 13th century, and in its general tenor

represents the height of orthodoxy. The Iingli.sh apocalypse, to

judge from the number of MSS. remaining, must have enjoyed

great and lasting popularity. Several revisions of the text exist,

the later of which present such striking agreement with the later

Wycliffite version that we shall not be "far wrong if we assume

that they were made use of to a considerable extent by the

revisers of this version.

To the North Midlands or the North belongs further a complete

version of the Pauline Epislks found in the unique MS. 32,

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, of the J5th century.

Commentaries on the Gospels of St Matthew, St Mark and St

Luke, we are told by the heading in one of the MSS. (Univ. Libr.

Camb. li. 2. 12), were also translated into English by “ a man of

]’C north cuntre.” The translation of these Gospels as well as of

the Epistles referred to above is stiff and awkward, the translator

being evidently afraid of any departure from the Latin text of

his original. The accompanying commentary is based on the

Fathers of the Church and entirely devoid of any original matter.

The opening lines of the third chapter of Matthew are rendered

in the following way :

—

MS. Camb. Untv. Libr. li. 2. 12.

(iii. 1.) In |)0 dayes come Ihune baptist prechand in desert of |ie

Icwry, & scyand, (2) I>o 3c penauncu; forwhy jic kyngdome of

heuync sal come negh. (3) pis is he of whome it was seidc be Isay he
prophctc, sayand, jie voice of he cryand in ^)C desert, redye 30 {le

way of God, right make 5e fie lityl wayes of him." (4) & Ihone his

kleping of hocrys of camels, & a gyrdyl of a skyn about his lendys

;

& his metf was fie locust & hony of fie wode.

A version of the Acts and the Catholic Epistles completes the

number of the New Testament books translated in the northern

parts of England. It is found in several MSS. either separately

or in conjunction with a fragmentary Southern Version of the

Pauline Epistles, Peter, James and / John in a curiously compiled

volume, evidently made, as the prologue tells us, by a brother

superior for the use and edification of an ignorant “ sister,” or

woman vowed to religion.^ 'Vhe translation of this, our only

southern text, surpasses all previous efforts from the point of

view of clearness of expression and idiomatic use of English, and,

though less exact, it may be even said ifi these respects to rank

equal with the later or revised Wycliffite version.

Apart from these more or less complete versions of separate

books of the Bible, there existed also numerous renderings of the

Lord’s Prayer, the Ten Commandments, accounts of the Life,

Passion and Resurrection of our Lord, translations of the

* H. R. Bramlcy, The Rsalier and Certain Canticles ... by Richard
Rotle of Hampole (Oxford, 1884) ;

cf. H. Middendorff, Studien iiber

Richard Rolle von Hampole unter hesonderer TierUcksicktigung seiner

Psalmen-Commentare (Magdeburg, iSSS).
* A. C. Paues, A Fourteenth- Century English Biblical Version

(Cambridge. 1904), pp. xxiv. il.

epistles and gospels used in divine service, and other means of

familiarizing the people with Holy Scripture. It was the custom

of the medieval preachers and writers to give their own English

version of any text which they quoted, not resorting as in later

times to a commonly received translation. This explains the

fact that in collections of medieval homilies that have come down
to us, no two renderings of the Biblical text used are ever alike,

not even Wycliffe himself making use of the text of the commonly
accepted versions that went under his name.

It is noteworthy that these early versions from Anglo-Saxon

times onwards were perfectly orthodox, executed by and for good

and faithful sons of the church, and, generally speaking, with

the object of assisting those whose knowledge of I-atin proved too

scanty for a proper interpretation and understanding of the holy

text. Thus Richard Rolle’s version of the Psalms was executed

for a nun ;
so was in all likelihood the southern version of the

epistles referred to above. Again the earliest MS. (Harl. 874)
of the Commentary on the Apocalypse gives the owner’s name in a

coeval hand as Richard Schepard, preshiter,"' and the Catholic

Epistles of MS. Douce 250** were probably glossed for the

benefit of men in religious orders, if one may judge from a short

Commentary to James ii. 2,
“ & berfore if eny man come into

5ourc si3t, ]mt is, into ^oure cumpenye b^/ he\> Codes religwuse

men m what degre so he.*' Nor do any of the remaining works

contain anything but what is strictly orthodox.

It is first with the appearance of Wycliffe {q.v.) and his followers

on the arena of religious controversy that the Bible in ICnglish

came to l^e looked upon with suspicion by the orthodox

party within the Church. For it is a well-known fact

that Wycliffe proclaimed the Bible, not the Church vmioit*.

or Catholic tradition, as a man’s supreme spiritual

authority, and that he sought in consequence by every means in

his power to spread the knowledge of it among the people. It

is, therefore, in all likelihood to the zeal of Wycliffe and his

followers that we owe the two noble i4lh-century translations of

the Bible which tradition has always associated with his name,

and which arc the earliest complete renderings that we possess of

tlie Holy Scriptures into English."*

The first of these, the so-called Early Version, was probably

completed about 1382, at all events before 1384, the year of

Wycliffe’s death. 'I’he second, or Later Version, being a thorough

revision of the first, is ascribed to the year 1388 by Sir Frederic

Madden and the Rev. Joshua Forshall in their edition of these

two versions.'*

It is a matter of uncertainty what pari, if any, Wycliffe himself

took in the work. The editors of the Wycliffite versions say in

the Preface, pp. xv. ff.—“ The New Testament was naturally the

first object. The text of the Gospels was extracted from the

( ommentary upon them by Wycliffe, and to these were added the

Epistles, the Acts and the Apocalypse, all now translated anew.

This translation might probably be the work of Wycliffe himself

;

at least the similarity of style between the Gospels and the other

parts favours the supposition.” Tlie Wycliffite authorship of

the Commentaries on the Gospels, on which the learned editors

base their argument, is, however, unsupported by any evidence

beyond the fact that the writer of the Prologue to Matthew
urges in strong language “ the propriety of translating Scripture

for the use of the laity.” The Biblical text found in these

Commentaries is in fact so far removed from the original type

of the Early Version as to be transitional to the Late, and, what

is still more convincing, passages from the Early Version, from

both the Old Testament and the New Testament, are actually

quoted in the Commentary. Under such circumstances it

would be folly to look upon them as anything but late productions,

at all events later than the Early Version, and equal folly to

assign these bulky volumes to the last two years of Wycliffe’s

* See Paucs, op. cit. p. 210.
* For a different view as to the authorstup of the Wycliffite

versions, see B'. A. Gasquet, The Old English Bible and Other Essays

(London, 1897), pp. 102 ff. •

* Sir F. Madden and Rev. J. ForshalU^TA^ Holy Bible . . . made
from the Latin Vulgate by John Wycliffe 4ind His Followers (4 vols.,

Oxford, 1850), pp. xix., xxiv.
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life merely because the text used in them happens to be that of

the Early Version. It is therefore at present impossible to say

what part of the Early Version of the New Testament was
translated by Wycliffe.^

The Old Testament of the Early Version was, according to the

editors (Preface, p. xvii.), taken in hand by one of Wyclitfe’s

coadjutors, Nicholas dc Herford. The translator's original copy
and a coeval transcript of it are still extant in the Bodleian

library (Bodl. 959, Douce 369). Both break off abruptly at

Baruch iii. 19, the latter having at this place a note inserted

to the following effect : Explicit translacionem Nicholay tie
j

herford. There is consequently hut little doubt that Nicholas '

de Herford took part in the translation of the Old Testament,

though it is uncertain to what extent. The translator’s copy is

written in not less than five hands, differing in orthography and
dialect. The note may therefore be taken to refer either to the

portion translated by the last or fifth hand, or to the whole of the

Old Testament up to Baruch iii. 19. Judging from uniformity

of style and mode of translation the editors of the Bible arc

inclined to take the latter view
;

they add that the remaining

part of the Old Testament was completed by a different hand,

the one which also translated the New Testament. This state-

ment is, however, not supported by sufficient evidence. In' view

of the magnitude of the undertaking it is on the contrary highly

probable that other translators besides Wycliffe and Nicholas de

Herford took part in the work, and that already existing versions,

with ('hanges when necessary, were incorporated or made u.se of

by the translators.

The Early Version, apart from its completeness, shows but

lit lie advance upon preceding efforts. It is true that the transla-

tion is more careful and correct than some of the renderings

noticed above, but on the other hand it shares all their faults.

'J’he translation of the Old 'I’esUiment as far as Baruch iii. 19 is

stiff and awkward, sometimes unintelligible, even nonsensical,

from a too close adherence to the Latin text (c.g. Judges xx. 25).

in the remaining parts the translation is somewhat easier and
more skilful, though even here Latinisms and un-English render-

ings abound.

it is small wonder, therefore, if a revision was soon found
necessary and actually taken in hand within a few years of the

completion of the ICarlier Version. The principles of work
adopted by the revisers are laid down in the general prologue to

their edition, the so-called “ Later Version.’’

For llu'sc resons and olhm* ... a sym])lc creature hath trans-
latid the biblo out of Liitvn into English. First, this symple creature
hadde mycho tramiilc, with diuerse felawis and helpcris. to gedere
uianie elde biblis. and otherc doctoiiris. and comune glosis, and to
make 00 Lalyn biblc suindcl trcwc ; and thanne to stuche it of the
iiLWc, the text with the glose, and otherc doctouris, as he mijtc
getc. and speciali J.irc on the eldc testament, that helpide ful

mycho in this work
; the thriddo tymo to counseile with cldc

grarnarions, and cldc dyuynis, of hardc wordis, and harde sen-

toncis, liou tho mijten best bc' vndurstonden and translatid

;

the iiij tymo to translate as clocrli as ho coude to the sentence,
and to luiue manie gode felawi-s and kunnynge at the correcting of
the translacioun.

It is uncertain who the revisers were
;

John Purvey, the

leader of the Lollard party after Wycliffe’s death, is generally

assumed to have taken a prominent part in the work, but the

evidence of this Is extremely slight (cf. Wycl. Bible, Preface,

pp. XXV. f.). The exact date of the revision is also doubtful : the

editors of the Wycliffe Bible, judging from the ihternal evidence

of the Prologue, assufnc it to have been finished about 1388.

This Revised or Later Version is in every way a readable,

correct rendering of the Scriptures, it is far more idiomatic than

the Earlier, having been freed from the greater number of its

Latinisms
;

its vocabular\^ is less archaic. Its popularity admits

of no doubt, for even now in spite of neglect and persecution, in

spite of the ravages of fire and time, over 150 copies remain to

testify to this fact. The following specimens of the Early

and Late Versions will afford a comparison with • preceding

renderings :

—

1 Cf. A. C. Paues, The English Bible in the Fourteenth Century.

Early Version.

(Psalm i. I.) Blisful the man,
that went not awei in the coun-
sel of vnpitousc, and in the wei
off sinful stod not ; and in the
chajer of pestilence sat not.

(2) But in the lawe of the Lord his

w'll ; and in the lawe of hym he
shalsweteli thenko dai and nyjt.

(Matthew iii. 1.) In thilke

days came loon Baptist, pre-
chynge m the desert of lude,
sayinge, (2) Do 3c penaunce,
for the kyngdom of heuens shal
nei3, or cume niye. (3) Forsothe
this is he of w'home it is said by
Ysaye the prophet, A voice of
acryingein desert, Make 3c redy
the wayes of the Lord

; make 3e

n3fful the pathes of hym. (4)
Eorsot he that ilk loon hadde cloth
of the hecris of cameylis. and a

girdil ot skyn aboute ins lecndis
;

sothely his mete weren locustis,

and hony of the wode.

Late Versiem.

(i. 1.) Blessid is the man. that

3ede not in the councel of wickid
men

; and stood not in the
weie of synneris, and sat not in

the chaier ol pestilence. (2)

But his willr is in the lawe ol

the Lotd : and he schal bithenke
in the kiwe of hym dai and ny3t.

(iii. 1.) In tho daies loon
Baptist cam, and prechide in

the desert of ludee, and scide,

(2) Do 3i‘ penaunce, for the
kyngdom of neuenes .shal nei3c,

(3) For this is he, of whom it is

scicl bi Ysaie, the prophete,

scyinge, A vois of a crier in

desert, Make 3c redi the weics
of the Lord

;
make 3c ri 3 t the

pathis of hym. (4) And tliis

loon hadde clothing of camels
heeris, and a girdil of skyime
aboute his letenriis ; and his mete
was honysoukis and hony of the

w’0(k‘.

The 15th century may well be described as the via doUnosa

of the English Bible as well as of its chief advocates and sup-

porters, the Lollards. After the death of Wycliffe

violence and anarchy set in, and the Lollards came toUurts,
gradually to be looked upon as enemies of order and
disturbers of society. Stern measures of suppression were

directed not only against them but against “ Goddis Lawe,” the

book for which they pleaded with such passionate earnestness.

The bishops’ registers Ixiar sufficient testimony to this fact.-

It would appear, however, as if at first at all events the persecu-

tion was directed not so much against the Biblical text itself as

against the Lollard interpretations which accompanied it. In a

convocation held at Oxford under Archbishop Arundel in 1408

it was enacted “ that no man hereafter by his own authority

translate any text of the Scripture into English or any other

tongue, by way of a book, booklet, or tract
;
and that no man

read any such book, booklet, or tract, now lately composed in

the time of John Wycliffe or since, or hereafter to be set forth in

part or in whole, publicly or privately, upon pain of greater

excommunication, until the said translation be approved by the

ordinary of the place, or, if the case so require, by the council

provincial. He that shall do contrar)^ to this shall likewise be

punished as a favourer of heresy and error.

It must be allowed that an enactment of this kind w^as not

without justification. The Lollards, for instance, did not

hesitate to introduce into certain copies of the pious and orthodox

Commentar}^ on the Psalms by the hermit of Hampole interpola-

tions of their owti of the most virulently controversial kind

(MSS. Trin. Coll. Camb, B.V. 25, Brit. Mus. Reg. 38. C. 26, &c.),

and although the text of their Biblical versions was faithful and

true, the General Prologue of the Later Version was interlarded

with controversial matter. It is small wonder if the prelates and

priests sought to repress such trenchant criticism of their lives

and doctrines as appeared more especially in the former work,

and probably in many others which since have perished in
“ f^iggtJts and burning.”

For all this, manuscripts of Purvey 's Revision were copied

and re-copied during this century, the text itself being evidently

approved by the ecclesiastical authorities, when in the hands of

the right people and if unaccompanied by controversial matter.

Of the Lollard movement in Scotland but little is known, but
a curious relic has come down to our times in the shape of a New
Testament of Purvey’s Revision in the Scottish dialect of the

early i6th century. The transcriber was in all probability a
certain Murdoch Nisbet, who also showed his reforming tend-
encies by adding to it a rendering of Luther’s Prologue to the
New Testament.**

® Sec Foxe, Acts and Monuments, iv. 135 ff. (ed. Townsend. 1846I.
* Wilkin’s Concilia, iii, 317.
* T. G. Law, The New Testament in Scots, being Purvey’s Revision

of Wycliffe’s version turned into Scots by Murdoch Nisbet, c. 1520
(Scot. T.S., Edinburgh, 1901-1905).
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2. The Printed Bible.— It is singular that while France,

Spain, Italy, Bohemia and Holland possessed the Bible in the

vernacular before the accession of Henry Vlll., and in Germany
the Scriptures were printed in 1466 and seventeen times re-

printed before Luther began his great work, yet no English

printer attempted to put the familiar English Bible into type.

No part of the English Bible was printed before 1525, no com-
plete Bible before 1535, and none in England before 1538.

Versions of the Scriptures so far noticed were all secondary

renderings of the Vulgate, translations of a translation. It was
only with the advent of the “ new learning ” in England that

a direct rendering from the originals became possible. Erasmus
in 1516 published the New Testament in Greek, with a new
Latin version of his ow n

;
the Hebrew text of the Old Testament

had been published as early as 1488.

The first to take advantage of these altered conditions w^as

William Tyndalc {q.v.), “to whom,” as Dr Westcott says,^ “ it

has been allowed more than to any other man to give

Tyadaie.
characteristic shape to the English Bible.” Of

Tyndalc’s early life but little is known. Be it enough
for our purpose to say that he thoroughly saturated his mind
with the “ new learning,” first at Oxford, where in 1515 he was
admitted to the degree of M.A., and then in Cambridge, where
the fame of Erasmus .still lingered. Before the beginning of

1522 we find "lyndalc as chaplain and tutor in the family of

Sir John Walsh of Old Sodbury in Gloucestershire. He was
there constiiutly involved in theological controversies with the

surrounding clergy, and it was owing to their hostility that he
had to leave Gloucestershire. He then resolved to open their

eyes to the serious corruptions and decline of the church by
translating the New Testament into the vernacular. In order

to carry out this purpose he repaired in July or August 1523 to

London, and to the famous protector of scholars and scholarship,

Bishop (\ithbert I'un stall. His reception was, however, cold,

the bishop advising him to .seek a livelihood in the towm. During
a year of anxious waiting, it became clear to him “ not only

that there was no rowme in my lorde of lontlons palace to

translate the new lestaniont, but also that there was no place

to do it in all englonde.”- In May 1524 he consequently

betook himself to Hamburg, bis resolution to carry out his great

work never for a moment flagging, and it w'as probably during

his stay in this free city and in Wittenberg, where he may have
])ecn stimulated by Luther, that his translation of the New
Testiment was aetuully made. At all events there is no doubt
that in 1525 he was in Cologne, engaged in printing at the press

of Peter Qucntel a quarto edition of the New Testament. This

edition was provided with prefaces and marginal glosses. He
had advanced as far as the tenth sheet, bearing the signature

K, when his work was discovered by Johann Cochlaeus {q.v.),

a famous controversialist and implacable enemy of the Refor-

mation, who not only caused the Senate of Cologne to prohibit

the continuation of the printing, but also communicated with

Henry VIII. and Wolscv', warning them to stop the importation

of the work at the English seaports. Tyndale and his assistant,

William Roye, managed, however, to escape higher up the Rhine
to Worms, and they succecfled in carrying with them some or

all of the sheets which had been printed. Instead of completijig

QuentePs work, Peter SchoefTer, the Worms printer, was em-
ployed to print another impression of 3000 in a small octavo

size, without prefaces to the books or annotations in the margin,

and only having an address “ To the Reder ” at the end in

addition to the New Testament itself. Two impressions, the

quarto having possibly been completed by SchoefTer, arrived

in England early in the summer of 1526, and were eagerly

welcomed and bought. Such strong measures of suppression

were, however, at once adopted against these perilous volumes,

that of the quarto only a single fragment remains (Matt. i.-xxiL

12), now preserved in the British Museum (Grenville, 12179),”

’ B. F. Westcott. History of the Enf>lish Bible (3rd cd.), revised by
W. AldU Wnght (London. p. 25. !

* Ptef. to Genesis, p. 396 (Parker Soc.L
^ Photo-lithographed by Edvv. Arbor (London, 1871). I

of the octavo only one perfect copy (thettitle-pa^e missing) in

the Baptist ('ollege at Bristol/ and one imperfect in the library

of St Paul’s cathedral.

Hut Tyndale continued his labours undaunted. In 1529 the

manuscript translation of Deuteronomy is mentioned as having
perished with his other books and papers in a shipwreeje which
he suffered on the coast of Holland, on his way to Hamburg.
In 1530, however, the whole of the Pentateuch was printed in

Marburg by Hans 1 uft ; it is provided with prefaces and mar-
ginal annotations of a strongly controversial character. The
only perfect copy is preserved in the Grenville library of the

British Museum.^ It was reissued in 1534 with a new preface

and certain corrections and emendations in Genesis, and again
in London in 1551.

In 1531 the Book of Jonah appeared with an important and
highly interesting prologue, the only copy known of which is in

the British Museum.*’

Meanwhile the demand for New Testaments, for reading or

for the fiamc.s, steadily increased, and the printers found it to

their advantage to issue the Worms edition of the New Testa-

ment in not less than three surreptitious reprints before 1534.
This is testified by George Joye in his Apology, who himself

brought out a fourth edition of Tyndale’s New Testament in

August 1534, freed from many of the errors which, through
the carelessness of the Flemish printers, had crept into the text,

but with such alterations and new renderings as to arouse the

indignation of 'lyndalc. The only remaining copy, a i6mo, is

in the Grenville library. To counteract and supersede all these

unauthorized editions, Tyndale himself brought out his own
revision of the New Testament with translations added of all

the Epistles of the Old Teslament after the use of SalisburN'.

It was published in November 1534 at Antwerp by MartJii

Emperowr. Prologues were added to all books except the Acis

and the Apociilyp.se, and new marginal glo.sses were introduced
Three copies of this edition are in the British Museum, and it

was reprinted in 1841 in Bagster’s Hcxapla. In the following

year Tyndale once more set forth a revised edition, “ fynesshed

in the yere of oiire Lorde God A.M.D. and XXXV..” and printed

at Antwerp by Godfried van der Hagbcn."^ In this headings
were added to the chapters in the Gospels and the Acts, and
the marginal notes of the edition of 1534 were omitted. It

is chiefly noted for the peculiarities of its orthography. Of this

edition one copy is in the University library, Cambridge, a

second in Exeter College, Oxford, and a fragment in the British

Museum. It is suppo.scd to have been revised by Tyndale while

in prison in the castle of Vilvorde, being the last of his labours

in connexion with the English Bible. His execution took place

on the 6th of October 1536, and about the .same time a small

folio reprint of his revised edition of 1534 was brought out in

England, the first volume of Scripture printed in this country,

probably by T. Berthelet.** A perfect copy is found in the

Bodleian library. In later years, between 1536 and 1550,
numerous editions of Tyndale's New Testament were printed,

twenty-one of which have been enumerated and fully described

by Francis Fr}\^
“ The history of our English Bible begins with the work of

1 yndalc and not with that of Wycliffe,” says Dr Westcott in his

History oj the English Bible, p. 316, and it is true that one of the

most striking features of the work of Tyndale is its independence.

Attempts have •been made to show that especially in the Old
Testament he based a great deal of his work on the Wycliflite

translations, but in face of this we have his own explicit

•* Reprinted by G. Offor (London, 1836) ; reproduced in facsimile
by Francis Fry (Bristol, 1862).

® Reprinted with an introduction by J. T. Mombert (New York,
1884).

® Reproduced in facsimile by Francis Fry (1863).
Cf. H. Bradshaw, Bibliographer (1882-1881), i. 3 ff. (reprinted

1886).
* See F.'Jenkinson, Early English Printed Books in the Univ, Libr,

Cambridge, iii. (1730).
^ See Biographical Description of the Editions of the New Testament,

Tyndale's Version, in English (1878).
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statement, “ I had no man to counterfet, nether was holpe with

]

englysshe of eny that had interpreted the same {i.e. the New
Testament), or sochc lyke thige i the scripture beforetyme.** ‘

He translated straight from the Hebrew and Greek originals,

although the Vulgate and more especially Erasmus’s Latin

version were on occ-asion consulted. For his prefaces and
marginal notes he used Luther’s Bible freely, even to para-

phrasing or verbally translating long passages from it.

Apart from certain blemishes and awkward and even incorrect

renderings, Tyndale’s translation may be described as a truly

noble work, faithful and scholarly, though couched in simple

and popular language. Surely no higher praise can lx* accorded

to it than that it should have been taken as a basis by the

translators of the Authorized Version, and thus have lived on

through the centuries \ip to the present day.

The following specimens may prove of interest :

—

The thryde Chapter.

(Matthew iii. 1*4.) In those dayrs Ihon the baptyser cam and
jircachod in the wylderiies of lury, sayiiRo. Repent, the kyngedom
of heven ys at bond, iliys ys he of wliom it ys spoken lie tiie

prophet Isay, whycli sfiyth . the voice of a ci yer in wyldcrncs, pre-

»air(* ye tlie lordes wnye. and make hys jiaUu-s strayght. Tliys

hon had liys garment of camelles heen-, and a gyrdyll of a sUynne
about hys loynos. Hys meat(* was locustes • and wyldhe ony.

* “ Locustes are more then oware groshoppers, souchc men vse

to eatc in divres parlies of the est ” (iiiaiginal uoLc).

(Matthew vi. 0-14 )
t) oure lather which art 111 hc\en, Iialewcd

be thy name. Let t]i>' kiujjdom come. Thy wyH be Inlfilled, wll
in erth, as hit ys in heven. Geve \'S this daye oure dayly breade.

And forgeve vs oure treaspases, <‘ven as we forgeve them whycli
treaspas vs. Lede vs nott in to teinpiacion, but delyiro vs from
yvell. Amen. (Clrenville

Meanwhile a complete English biblc was lieing prepared by
Miles Coverdale an Augustinian friar who was afterwards

lor a few years (1551-1553) bishop of ENetcr. As the

Co^niMh, ptif'ting was finished on the 4th of October 1535 it

*

is evident that Covcrdalc must have been engaged

on tlie preparation of the work for the press at almost as

early a date as Tyndale. Foxc states (op. cit, v. 120) that

Coverdale was with Tyndale at Hamburg in i52(), and it is

probable that most of his time before 1535 was spent abroad,

and that his translation, like that of Tyndale, was done out of

England.

In 1877 Henry Stevens, in his catalogue of the Caxton Exhibi-

tion, pointed out a statement by a certain Simeon Kuytinck in

his life ul Emanuel van Melcren, appended to the latter’s Neder-

landisrhe Historic (iCn^), that Jacob van Meteren, the father of

Emanuel, had manifested great zeal in producing at Antwerp
a translation of the Bible into English, and had employed for

that purpose a certain learned scholar named Miles Conerdale

(sic). In 18S4 furtlier evidence was adduced by W. J. G. Moens,
who reprinted an affidavit signed by Emanuel van Meteren,

28 May i6oy, to the effect that “ he was brought to England
anno J550 ... by his father, a furtherer of reformed

religion, and he that caused the first Bible at his costes to be

Knglisshcd by Mr Myles Coverdal in Andwarp, the w’h his

latlicr, with Mr Edward Whytchurch, printed both in Paris

and London ” (Registers of the Dutch Reformed Churchy Austin

Friars, 1884, p. xiv.). Apart from the reference to Whytchurch
and the place of printing, this statement agrees with that of

Simeon Kuytinck, and it is possible that van Meteren showed
his zeal in the matter by undertaking the cost of printing the

work as well as that .of remunerating the translator. Mr W.
Aldis Wright, however; judging from the facts that the name of

Whytchurch was introduced, that the places of printing were

given as London and Paris, not Antwerp, and lastly that Emanuel

van Meteren being born in 1535 could only have derived his

knowledge from hearsay, is inclined to think that the Bible in

which J. van Meteren was interested “ was Matthew’s of 1537

or the Great Bible of 1539, and not Covcrdale’s of 1535.’’ -

It is highly probable that the printer of Coverdale ’s Bible was

^ Epistle to the Reader in the New Testament of 15*0, reprinted

by G. Offor ;
cf. Parker Sue. (1848), p, 390.

“ Westcott, op^ cit, p. 57 note.

899
Christopher Froschouer of Zurich,* who printed the edition of

1550, and that the sheets were selit for binding and distribution

to James Nicolson, the Southwark printer.”^ This first of all

printed English Bibles is a small folio in German black letter,

bearing the title :
“ Biblia, The Bible

; that is, the Holy Scrip-

ture of the Olde and New Testament, faithfully and truly

translated out of Douche (German) and Latyn into Englishe,

M.D.XXXV.” 'rhe volume is provided with woodcuts and
initials, the title-page and preliminary matter in the only two
remaining copies (British Museum and Holkam Hall) .being in the

same type as the body of the b(.x)k. A second issue of the same
date, 3535, has the title-page and the preliminary matter in

Engli.sh type, and omits the words out of Douche and Latyn ”
;

a third issue bears the date 1536. A second edition in folio,

“ newly oversene and corrected,” was printed by Nicolson^ with

English type, in 1537 ;
and also in the same year, a third

edition in quarto. On the title-page of the latter were added

the significant words, set forth with the Kynge’s moost gracious

licence.” *

Coverdale, however, was no independent translator. Indeed,

he disavows any such claim by stating expressly, in his dedication

to the king, “ I have with a cleare conscience purely & fayth-

fully translated this out of fyue sundry interpreters, hauyng
onely the manyfest trueth of the scripture before myne eyes,”

and in the I^rologue he refers to his indebtedness to ” The Douche
(German) interpreters : whom (because of theyr synguler gyftes

and speciall diligence in The Bible) I haue ben the more glad

to folowe for the most parte, accordynge as 1 was requyred.” ^

’I'hese **fyue interpreters” Dr Westcott (ibid. p. 163) identifies

as Luther, the Zurich Bible, the Latin ver.sion of Pagninus, the

Vulgate, and, in all likelihood, the English translation of Tyndale.

Though not endowed with the strength and originality of mind
that characterized Tyndale's work, Coverdale showed great

discrimination in the handling and use of his authorities, and
moreover a certain delicacy and happy case in his rendering of

the Biblical text, to which we owe not a few of the beautiful

expressions of our present Bible.

The following extracts from the edition of 1 535 may serve as

examples of his rendering :

—

The first psalme.

(i. 1-2.) Blessed is man, fic gocth not in the connccll of I)e un-
godly

: Jk' abyclirth not in the waye off synnens &; sytteth not in Jie

seaU* of the sconiefull. But dclyteth in the lawe of l>c Lorde, &
exercysotli himself ui his lawe both daye and night.

The f^^ospell of S. Mathew.

(iii. 1-4.) In those dayes Thon the Baptyst came and preached in

the wildernes ol J ury, sayn^* ; Amende youre sclucss, the kyng-
dome of heueii is at liondc. This is he, of whom it is spoken by the

prophet Esay, which sayeth : The voyce of a cryer in i^ddernes,

prepare the hordes waye, and make his pathes .straight. This Ihon
had his garment of camels heer, and a lethr(‘n gerdclJ aboute his

loyncs. Hys meate was locustes and wylde hony.

It should be added that Coverdale’s Bible was the first in

which the non-auionical books were left out of the body of the

Old Testament and placed by themselves at the end of it under

the title Apocripha.

The large sale of the New Testaments of Tyndale, and the

success of Coverdale's Bible, showed the London booksellers

that a new and profitable branch of business was
opened out to them, and they soon began to avail

themselves of its advantages. Richard Grafton and
Edward Whitchurch were the first in the field, bringing out

a fine and full-sized folio in 1537, ” tniely and purely trans-

lated into English by Thomas Matthew.” Thomas Matthew,
is, however, in all probability, tn alias for John Rogers, a
friend and fellow-worker of Tyndale, and the volume is in

reality no new translation at ail, but a compilation from the
renderings of Tyndale and Coverdale. Thus the Pentateuch
and the New Testament were reprinted from Tyndale’s transla-

tions of 1530 and 1535 respectively, with very slight variations
;

* See Dr Ginsburg's information to Mr Tedder, D.N.B. xii. 365.
* Cf. H. Stevens, Catalogue of ike Caxton Exhibition (1877), p. 88.
® Remains, Parker Soc., pp. 11 f.
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the books from Joshua to the*end of Chronicles are traditionaUy,

and lately also by external evidence/ assigned to Tyndalc and

were probably left by him in the hands of Rogers. Froni Ezra

to Malachi the translation is taken from Coverdale, as is also

that of the Apocryphal books. John Rogers’s own work appears

in a marginal commentary distributed through the

New Testaments and chiefly taken from Olivetan’s French Bible

cf 1535. The volume was printed in black letter in double

(X)lumns, and three copies are preserved in the British Museum.

In 1 538 a second edition in folio appeared ;
it was reprinted twice

in 1 and again in 155 ^* significant that this Bible,

like Coverdale’s second edition, was “ set forth with the kinges

most gracyous lycence,’’ probably with the concurrence of

C'ranmer, since lie, in a letter to Cromwell, begged him to

‘‘ exhibit the book unto the king’s highness, and to obtain

of his grace ... a licence that the same may l)e sold and

read of every person, without danger of any act, j)roclamation

or ordinance, heretofore granted to the cont^ar3^ “ And

it came to pass, irs Dr Westcolt strikingly puts it, that by

Cranmer’s petition, by CrumweH's influence, and by Henry s

authority, without any formal ecclesiastical decision, the book

was given to the English people, which is the foundation of the

text of our present Bible. From Matthew’s Bible—itself a

combination of the labours of Tyndale and Coverdale all later

revisions have been successively formed” {op. cii. p. 71).

Meanwhile the successful sale of Matthew’s Bible, the private

venture of the two printers Ctrafton and Whitchurch, w'as threat-

ened bv a rival edition published in 1539 in folio and
TMvemer. Byddell for Thomas Barthlct

”

with Richard I'averner^ as editor. This was, in fact, what

would now be called “ piracy,” being Clrafton’s Matthew Bthle

revised by Taverner, a learned•mem her of the Inner Temple and

famous Cireek scholar. He made many alterations in the Matthew

Bible, characterized by critical acumen and a happy choice of

strong and idiomatic expressions. He is, perhaps, the first

purist among the Biblical translators, endeavouring, whenever

possible, to substitute a word of native origin for the foreign

expression of his predecessors.^ His revision seems, however,

to have had little or no influence on subsequent translators,

and was onlv once, in 1549, reprinted in its entirely. Quarto

and octavo editions of the New Testament alone were published

in the same year, 1539, as the original edition, and in the following

year, 1540, the New 'Pestament in duodecimo. The Old Testa-

ment was reprinted as part of a Bible of i 55 ^> other

editions arc known than those named.

It will have been observed that the translations of Holy

Scripture which had been printed during these years (1525 -i 539)

were all made by private men and printed without any
ThcOrtMt IT c c
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public authority. Some of them had indeed been set

forth by the king's licence, hut the object of this is

shown by the above -quoted letter of Archbishop

Cranmer to Cromwell, touching Matthew’s Bible. It is “ that the

same may be sold and read of every person . . . until such time

that we, the bishops, shall set forth a better translation, which I

think will not be till a day after doomsday.” This letter was

written on the 4th of August i 537 »
impatient words at

the end refer to an authorized version which had been projected

several years before, and which was, in fact, at that very time

in preparation, though not proceeding quickly enough to satisfy

Cranmer. In the year 1530? Henry VIII. had issued a commis-

sion of inquiry respecting the expediency and necessity of having

“ in the English tongue both the New Testament and the Old

(Wilkins’ Coudlta, iii. 737). This commission reported against

the expediency of setting fc^th a vernacular translation until

there was a more settled state of religious opinion, but states

that the king ” intended to provide that the Holy Scripture shall

be, by great, learned and Catholic persons, translated into the

English tongue if it shall then seem to His Grace convenient to

be ” {ib, 740), The Convocation of Canterbury refreshed the

‘ Westcott, op. cit. p. 172 note.
* Cranmer’s works, letter 194 (Parker Soc.).

* See examples in Westcott, op. cit. pp. 208 f.

royal memory on the subject by petitioaing the king on the

19th of December 1534 “ that His Majesty would vouchsafe

to decree, that the Scriptures should be translated into the

vulgar tongue . . . and . . . delivered to the people according

to their learning ” {ibid. 770). The subject was again before

Convocation in 1536/ but the detailed history is lost to us—all

that is known being that Cromwell had placed C’ovcrdale at the

head 0^ the enterprise, and that the result was an entirely new

revision, based on Matthew’s Bible.^’ Coverdale consulted in his

revision the Latin version of the Old Testament with the Hebrew

text by Sebastian Munster, the Vulgate and Erasmus’s editions

of the Greek text for the New Testament.

Concerning the printing of this authorized Bible more detrvils

are known. Cromwell had planned the work on a large scale,

too large evidently for the resources of the English presses, for

it was determined that the printing should be entrusted to

Francis Regnault, a famous Paris printer. At the request of

Henry VIIL, a licence was granted to Regnault for this purpose

by Francis I., while Coverdale and Grafton were sent over in

TS38 to superintend the work as it passed through the press.

The work was pressed forward with all speed, for, as Coverdale

writes to Cromwell, they were “ dayly threatened ” and ever

feared “to be spoken withal).”*^ Indeed, when the printing

was far adv'^anced, on the 17th of December iS 3^j further

progress w'as interdicted by the Inquisitor-general for France,

and orders were given to seize the whole of tlu- impression.

Coverdale and Grafton left Paris quickly, but soon returned,

rescued a great number of the finished sheets, “ lour great dry-

vats ” full of them having been sold to a haberdasher instead

of being burnt -and conveyed types, printing-presses and

workmen to England. Thus the volume which had been begun

in Paris in 1538 was completed in London, the colophcm ^stating

that it was “ Fynisshed in Apryll, Amw M.CCCCC.XXXTX.

It is a splendid folio Bible of the largest volume, and was dis-

tinguished from its predecessors by the name of The Great Bihlr.

The title-page represents Henry Vll 1 .
giving the “ Word of God

”

to Cromwell and Cranmer, who, in their order, distribute it to

laymen and clerics, and des(Til)cs the volume as “ truly translated

after the veryte of the llebreue and Greke texts by }>c dylygent

studye of dyverse excellent learned men, expert in the for-

sayde tongues. J*rvnted by Rychard Cirafton and Edward

Whitchurch.” “ CerUain godly annotations,” which Coverdale

promised in the Prologue, did not, however, appear in the first

issue, nor in any of the following. This was the first of seven

editions of this noble Bible wdiich issued from the press during

the years 1539-1541,—the second of them, that of i54o» called

Crannieds Bible from the fact that it contained a long

by Archbishop Cranmer, having the important addition “ This

is the Byble apoynted to the vse of the churches ” on the title-

page. Seventy years afterwards it assumed the form ever since

known as the Authorized Versiofi, but its P.salter is still embedded,

without any alteration, in the Book of Common Prayer.

For the sake of comparison the following extracts from St

Matthew are given, according to the edition of 1539.

(Matthew iii. 1-4.) In those dayos came lohn the Baptyst, preach

inp in the wyldernes of Tewry, saying, Repent of the lite that is past,

for the kyiigdome of heanen is at hande, For thys is he, of whom tlie

prophet lisay spake, whicli sayeth, The voyce of a cryer in the wylder-

nes, prepare ye the wave of the lorde ; make hys pathos strayght.

Thys lonn had hys garment of camels hecr And a gyrdell of a skynne

aboiite hys loyncs. His meate was lociistes and wylde hony.

(Matthew vi. 9-13.) Oure father which art in heaiicn, halowed

be thy name. Let thy kingdome come. Thy will be fulfilled, as well

in erth, as it is in heuen. Gene vs this daye oure dayly bred. And

jorgeue vs oure dettes, as we forgeue oure detters. And leade vs

not into temptation : but delyuer vs from ciiyll. For thync is the

kyngdom and the power, and the gloryc for eiier. Amen.

Meanwhile the closing years of Henry VIII.’s reign were

characterized by restrictive measures as to the reading and use

of the Bible. Tyndale’s Version was prohibited by an act of

Burnet's Ref,, ed. Pococke, 1865.
« Westcott, «V.pp. 180 f.

. , T . •

« Remains (Parker Soc.), p. 493 :
cf. J. A. Kingdon, Incidents in

the Lives oj Thomas PoynU and Richard Grafton (1895).
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parliament, 1543 ;

atnhe same time it was enacted that all notes

and marginal commentaries in other copies should be obliterated,

and that “ no woman (unless she be a noble or gentle woman),
no artificers, apprentices, journeymen, servingmen, under the

degree of yeomen . . . husbandmen or labourers
**
should read or

use any part of the Bible under pain of fines and imprisonment.^

In 1546 Coverdalc’s Bible was included in the proscription,

the Great Bible being the only translation not interdicted.

During Edward VI. 's reign there was a brief respite,

but with the accession of Mary the persecutions of the

A«m.
*

ICnglish Bible and its friends were renewed. Cranmer
suffered martyrdom at the stake, as John Rogers had

done before him. Other prominent reformers, amongst them
Coverdalc, sought refuge in Geneva, the town of Calvin and Jkza,

where they employed their enforced leisure in planning and
carry it^g out a new revision of the Bible. The first fruits of these

labours was a New Testament issued in June 1557, with an
introduction by Calvin, probably the work of William Wliitling-

liam.“ The volume, in a convenient quarto size, printed in clear

!<oman type, and provided with marginal annotations, gained im-

mediate popularity in England, where a Bible suited for household

demands had long been needed. It was the first Bible which
had the text divided into “ verses and sections according to the

best editions in other languages.”

Whittingham's enterprise was, however, soon superseded by

an issue of the whole Bii)le, which appeared in 1560, the so-called

Genevan Bible, popularly also known as the Breeches

oeaevan
rendering of Gen. iii. 7,

“ They sewed

Ribh. leaves together and made themselves breeches.”

This edition w'as mainly due to the combined efforts

of William W'hittingham, Anthony Gilby and Thomas Sampson,
and the expenses towards printing and publication were borne

})v members of the congregation at Geneva. It represented in

the Old 'lestamcnt a thorough and independent revision of the

text of the Great Bible with the help of the Hebrew^ original,

the Latin versions of Leo Judti (1543), Pagninus (1528), Sebastian

Munster (1534-1535), and the French versions of Olivetan.

The New Testament consisted of "lyndale's latest text revised

to a great extent in accordance with Beza's translation and
commentary, 'rhe changes introduced by the Genevan trans-

lators were, as a rule, a great improvement, and the version

received a ready welcome and immediate popularity, nt>t only

on account of its intrinsic merits, but because of its handy size,

usually that of a small quarto, and of its being printed, like

Whittingham’s New Testament, in a readable Roman type
instead of black letter, Like this earlier publication, it had the

division of the chapters into verses, and a marginal commentary
which proved a great attraction to the J'uritans. The popularity

of the Genevan Bible was so great that between 1560 and 1644
at least 140 editions of it w^ere published,^ and this in spite of its

not being allowed for use in the churches.

In 1 576 the New Testament of the Genevan Bible was again

revised by Lawrence Tomson and provided with a new com-
mentary mainly translated from Beza. It soon became popular

and even replaced the Genevan New Testament in later editions

of this Bible.

Some time after the accession of Queen Elizabeth an attempt

was made to improve the authorized Great Bible, and in this

way to challenge the ever-growing popularity of the

,
Calvinistic Genevan Bible. The initiative was taken

by Archbishop Parker, about 1563-1565, who, accord-

ing to Strype (Parker i. 414)
“ took upon him the

labour to contrive and set the whole work a going ... by sorting

out the whole Bible into parcels . . . and distributing these

' Cf. Burnet's Ref. i. 584.

Printed in Bagater’s Hexapla, 1841, reprinted separately in 1842.
« See “ Address to the Reader.” The division into verses of the

New Testament was first found in R. Stephanus' Greek-Latin

New Testament (4th ed., 1551), whereas these divisions already

existed in the Hebrew Old Testament.
* See T. H. Darlow and H. F. Moule, Historical Catal. of the

Printed Editions of Holy Scripture in the Libr. of the Brit, and Foreign

Bible Soc. (Ixjndon, 1903).

parcels to able bishops and other learned men, to peruse and
collate each the book or books dlllotted them . . . and they to

add some short marginal notes for the illustration or correction

of the text.”

The rules upon which they proceeded were these ;—

,

1. “To follow the common English translation used in the
churches, and not to recede from it, but where it varieth manifestly
from the Ht'brcw' or Greek original. 2. To use sections and divisions
in the text as Pagnine in his translation useth, and for the verity
of the Hebrew to follow the said I’agnine and Miinstei speciall)',

and generally others learned in the tongues. 3. To make no bitter
notes upon any text, or yet to set clown any determination in places
of controversy. 4. To note such chapters and places as contain
matters of genealogies, or other such places not edifying, with some
strike or note, that the reader may eschew them in his public read
ing. 5. That all such words as sound in the old translation to anv
ollence of lightness or obscenity bo expressed with more convfTiient

terms and phrases.”

The work was pushed forward with energy, and on the 5tli

of October 1568 the volume was ready for publication. It

was a magnificent folio, generally known as* the Bishops' Bible

^

since not less than eight of these dignitaries took part in the

revision. But the detached and piecemeal way in which the

revision had been carried out naturally caused certain in-

equalities in the execution of the work. The different parts of

the Bible vary considerably in merit, the alterations in the New
Testament, for instance, showing freshness and vigour, whereas

most of the changes introduced in the Old Testament have been

condemned as ” arliitrary and at variance with the exact sent-e

of the Hebrew text ” (Westcott, op cit. p. 237). Several editions

of the Bishops’ Bible were afterwards published, but it is doubt-

ful whether the ecclesiastical authorities in spite of repeatcu

enactments (Cardwell, Srnodolia, pp. 115, 123, 210, 292) ever

succeeded in entirely enforcing its public use in the churches.

After I5f)9 the Great Bible ceased, however, to be reprinted.

But in the homes the Genevan version still maintained its

sujjremacy. One thing is certain, that tlic book of Psalms ot

the new revision had fairly .soon to give way before the well-

known and smooth rendering of the Great Bible. Jn the second

edition of the Bishops’ Bible, 1572, the two texts were actually

printed side by side
;
in all later editions except one (1585) tlu*

older Psalter alone remained.

From the tin^e of Tyndale onwards the translation of the

Scriptures into English had been more or less an outcome oi

the great reformatory movements within the church.

It was not until Queen Elizabeth’s reign that members
of the Romanist party found it expedient to translate the y^ntoa.
Bible into the vernacular “for the more .speedy abolish-

ing of a number of false and impious translations put forth by

sundry sectes, and for the better preseruation or reclaimc of many
good soules endangered thereby ” (Preface to the Rhemish
Version).

According to the title-page the New Testament was “ trans-

lated faithfvlly into English ovt of the authentical Latin, accord-

ing to the best corrected copies of the same, diligently conferred

with the Greeke and other editions in diners languages. ... In

the English College of Rhemes, 1582.” The Old Testament
had been “ long since ” completed, but ” for lacke of good

meanes ” (Preface to the New Testament), its appearance was
delayed till 1609-1610, when it was published at Douai. The
complete work, known as the Rhemes and Douay Version, was
reprinted in Rouen in 1635, and after a considerable time revised

by Dr Challoner (1749-1750). The translation is really anony-
mous, but there seems to be little doubt that it was carried out
by some of the Romanist refugees connected with the Seminary
at Douai and the English collegt at Reims, the chief amongst
them being Gregory Martin, William Allen, Richard Bristow
and J. Reynolds. Like the Wycliffite Versions it is merely a
secondary rendering from the Latin Vulgate, and it suffered from
many of the defects which characterized these versions, extreme
literalness, often stilted, ambiguous renderings, at times un-
intelligible except by a reference to the Latin original, as in
Luke xxji. 18, ” I will not drink of the generation of the vine,”
or Phil. ii. 7,

“ But he exinanited himself.”
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As further examples of this rendering we print the same

passages from St Matthew :
—

*

(Matthew in. 1-4.) And in those dayes cometh lolin the Baptist

preaching in the desert of levvne, saying?, Doe }>enunce : for the

Kingdom of heauen is at hand. For this is he that vva.s spoken ol

by Esay tlie f’rophet. saying, A voyce ol one crying in the desert,

prepare ye the way of our Lord, make straight Ins pathes. And the

sayd lolin had his garment of camels hcare, cS: a girdle of a skiniie

alxmt his loynes . and his ineate was locustes & vvilde honie.

(Matthew vi. 0“i3.) Ovr Father which art in heauen. sanctified

Ik* thy name. Let thy Kingdom come. Thy wil be done, as in

heauen, in earth also. Giiie vs to day our supersubstantial bread.

And forgiiie vs our deties, as we also lorgine our detters. And leade

vs not into tentation. But dehucr vs from evil. Amen.

The strongly Latinized vocabulary of this version was not

without its influence on the next great venture in English

translations of the Bible, the Authorized Versio?!.^

The English Bible, which is now recognized as the Authorized

Version wherever the Engli.sh language is spoken, is a revision

The Bishops’ Bible, begun in 1604, and pulilished

Authorhed in 1611. It arose incidentally out oi a Conference

Vtnion, between the High Church and the Low' Church parties

convened by James I. at Hampton Court Palace in

January 1604, for the purpose of determining “ things pretended

to he amiss in the church,” and was originally proposed by

T>r Reynolds, president of Corpus Christi C'ollegc, Oxford, the

leader and spokesman of the Low CTiurch party, and subse-

quently on the committee which revised the translation of

the Prophets.

No real opposition was offered to the proposal, and the king

cleverly sketched out on the moment a plan to lie adopted.

He “ wished that some special pains should be taken in that

behalf for one uniform translation—professing that he could

never yet sec a Bible well translated in English—and this to be

done by the best learned in both the Universities
;

after them
to be reviewed by the bishops and the chief learned of the

Church ;
from them to l)e presented to the privy council ; anrl

lastly to be ratified by his royal authority
;
and so this w'hole

church to be bound unto it and none other.” - He also

particularly desired that tio notes should be added by way of

comment in the margin, since some of those in the Genevan
Bible appeared to him “ ver>^ partial, untrue,, seditious and
sa^'ouring too much of dangerous and traiterous conceits.”

The appointment of the revisers was a work of much responsi-

l>ility and labour, and five months elapsed before they were

.selected and their respective portions assigned to them ; but

the list of those who began the work, and who, with some few

changes in consequence of deaths, brought it to a happy con-

clusion, shows how large an amount of scholarship was enlisted.

It includes Dr Andrewes, afterwards bishop of Winchester,

who was familiar with Hebrew, Chaldee, Syriac, Greek, Latin

and at least ten other languages, while his knowledge of patristic

literature was unrivalled ;
Dr Overall, regius professor of theology

and afterwards bishop of Norwich ; Beclwell, the greatest Arabic

scholar of Europe
;
Sir Henry Savile, the most learned layman

of his time ; and, to say nothing of others well knowm to later

generations, nine who were then or afterwards professors of

Hebrew or of Greek at Oxford or Cambridge. It is observable

also that they were chosen without reference to party, at least

as many of the Puritan clergy as of the opposite party being

placed on the committees.

The iollowing list’’ is drawn up in such a way as to show the
academical or other position which each ol them occupied, and the
jjarticular part of the work on which they were engaged.

’ See J . G. Carleton, The Pari of Rheims in the Making of the ISnqlish

Bible (Oxford, 1902).
^ Barlow. Sum and Substance of the Conference ... in Cardwell’s

History of Conferences, pp. 187 f.

Compiled chiefly from the list found in Cardwell's Svnodalia
(ed. 1844V ii. 145-146, a reprint from Burnet's Doc. Annals, iL 106 ff,,

“ who himself took his list from a copy belonging originally to
Bishop Ravis." The list is correct for the year 1604 ; cf. Westcott.
op. cit. pp. 112 f.
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I)r Lancelot Andrewes, dean of Westminster.
Dr John Ov^erall, dean of St Paul's,

I>r Hadrian de Saravia, canon of Canterbury.
Dr Richard Clark, fellow of Christ's Coll., Camb.
Dr John Laytield, fellow of Triii. Coll.. Camb.
Dr Robert Teigh, archdeacon ol Middlesex.

Mr I'rancis Burleigli, Pemb. Hall. Camb., D.D., 1607.

Mr Geoffrey Kin^. fellow of King’s Coll., Camb.
Mr Thompson, Clare Hall, Camb.
Mr William Bcdwell, St John'.s CoU., Camb.

Mr Edward Lively, fellow of Tiin. Coll.

Mr John Richardson, afterwards master of Trin. Coll.

Mr l.,aurcncc Chaltertoii, master of Emm, Coll.

Mr Francis Dillingham, fellow of Christ's Coll.

Mr Thomas Harrison, vice master of Tnii. Coll.

Mr Roger Andrewes, afterwards master of Jesus Coll.

Mr Robert Spalding, fellow of St John’s.

Mr Andrew Byng, tellow of St l^iti r’s Coll.

Dr Jolm Harding, pres, of Magd. Coll.

Dr John Reynolds, pres, ol Cofpiis Christi Coll.

Dr Thomas Holland, afterwards rector of Ex. Coll.

'Ir Richard Kilbye, rector o( T.incoln Coll.

Dr Miles Smith. Bnisenose ( oil.

Dr Richard Brett, fellow of Idncohi Coll.

^Mr Richard Fairelough, fellou ol New Coll.

T)r John Duport, master of Jesu-. C.oll.

Dr \\ illiam Biantliwail, mastei oi Cains Coll.

Dr Jereniiali Radcliflu. fellow of Trin. ('oil.

Dr Samnel Ward, aiierwards master of Sid. ('oil.

Mr Andrew 1 )ownes. tellow of St John’s Coll.

Mr John Bois, lellow ol St John’s Coll.

Ml Robert Wald, lellow oi Pin^-.V Ctill.

'Dr 'j'homas Ravis. dean of Child ('liurch.

Dr (jeorge Abbot, dean of Winchesler.
Dr Rieharrl Eedes. dean of Worce.stei.

Dr Giles Thompson, clean of Windsor.
Mr (Sir Henry) Saville, provost of Fdon.
Dr John Perm, tellow ot St John’s ( oil.

Dr Raxens
j
k’llow of St John’s Coll.)

J)r John HarnuM*, frlh-w ol New Coll.

(

1

u
I >

J

s ;

o »

'Dr William Barlou, dean of Clu’Ster.

Dr William Hutchinson, archdeacon of St .\lbaiis.

Dr John Spc*ncf*r. ]u*es. of Corp. Chr. Coll., Ox.
Dr Roger FVnton, lellow of Pemb. Hall, Camb.
.Mr Michael Rabbet I, Tnn. Coll., Camb.
Mr Thomas Sanderson, Balliol Coll., Oxford, T> D., irx)5.

^Mr William Dakins, fellow of Tnfl. ('oil., Caml>

When this large body of scholars were .set down to their task,

an clalx)ratc set of rules was drawn up for their guidance,

which contained a scheme of revision as well us general direc-

tions for the execution of their work. This is one of the very

few records that remain of their undertaking.*

“ (1) The ordinary Bible read in the Church, commonly called
' the Bishops’ Bible,' to be followed, and as little altered as the truth
of tlie original will permit. (2) The names of the prophets and the
holy writers. wiUi the other names ot the text to be retained a.s nigh
as may be, accordingly as they were vulgarly used. (3) The old
ecclesiastical words to be kept. viz. the word Chmch not to be trans-
lated Congregation, <Vc. (4) Wlieii a word hath divers significations,

that to be kept which iiath l>een most commonly used by the most of

the ancient fathers, bciug agreeable to the propriety of the jilace and
the analogy of the faith. (5) The division of the chapters to b<-

altered either not at all or as little as may be. if necessity so require.

(()) No marginal notes at all to be affixed, but only for the explanation
of the Hebrew or Greek words which cannot, without some circum-
locution, so briefly and Idly h(‘ expressed in the text. (7) Such
quotations of places to be marginally s(’t down as shall serve for the
fit reference of one Scripture to another. (8) Every particular man
of each company to take the same chapter or chapters

;
and liaving

translated or amended them severally by himself where he thinketh
good, all to meet together, confer what they have done, and agree
for their parts what .shall stand. (9) As any one company hath
dispatched any one book in this manner, they shall send it to the
rest to be considered of seriously and judiciously, for his majesty
is very careful in this point. (10) If any company, upon the revdew
of the lxx)k so sent, doubt or differ upon any ]>iace, to send them
word thereof, note* the place, and withal send the rea.sons ; to which
if they consent not, the difference to be compounded at the general
meeting, which is to be of the chief persons of each company at th<*

end of the work. (11) When any place of .special obscurity is doubted
of, letters to be directed by authority to send to any learned man in

the land for his judgment of .such a place. (12) Letters to be sent
from every bishop to the rest of his clergy,jadmoni.shing them of hi.s

4 Quoted from G, Burnet's Hist, of Reformation, ii. p. 368 (t86x).
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translation in hand, and to move and charge as many as lieing akilful

in the tongues and having taken pains in that kind, to send his

particular observations to the company either at Westminster,
Cambridge or Oxford. (13) The directors in each compan)'” to the

deans of Westminster and Chester for that place
;
and the king’s

proh ssors in the Hebrew or Greek in either university. (14) These
translations to be used when they agree bettt*r witli tlic text than
the Bishojis’ Bible

;
viz. Tyndale's, Matthew’s, Coverdale's, Whit-

church’s, Geneva. (15) Besides the said directors before mentioned,
three or four of the most ancient and grave divines in either of the

universities, not employed in translating, to be assigned by the vice-

chancellor upon conference with [thej rest of the heads to be over-

seers of the translations, as well Hebrew as Greek, for the better

ol)servation of the fourth rule above specified."

It is not possible to determine in how far all these rules were

adhered to. All we know of the way this noble work was carried

out is contained in the Preface, where Dr Miles Smith, in 1612

bishop of Gloucester, in the name of his fellow-workers gives an

account of the manner and spirit in which it was done :

—

" Neither did we run ouer the wurke with that jiosting haste

that the Septuapint did, it that be true which is rejiortcd of them,
tlint they finished it in 72 days. . . . The worke hath . . . cost the

workemeii, as light as it seemeth, the paines of twise seuen times
seueiitie two dayes and moie . . . Truly (good Christian Reader),
we iieiier thought Iroiii the beginning, that we should neede to make
a new Translalion, nor yet to make of a had one a good one . . .

but to make a good one bettor, or out of many good ones, one pnnei-

j)all good OIK*, not iustlv to be excepted against. ... To that purpose
there were many chosen, that wore greater in other mens eyes than
in their owne, and that .sought the truth ratlier than their own
])iaise. . . . Neither did wee thinke much to consult the Translators

or Commentators. Chaldee. Hehrewe. Synan, Cfceke, or Latinr, no
mor the Spanish. Cnnch. Italian or Ditteh [German

j ; neither did W’e

disdaim? to reuise that which we had done, and to bring back to the

anuill that which we liad haiiinK‘r(.‘d : but hauing and x'Miig as great

hel[)eft as were iu‘edfuU, and fearing no re])ioch for slownesse, nor
coueting jiraisi* for expedition, wee haue at the length, through the

go(Kl hand ol tiu* Lord vpoii vs, brought the worke to that passe

that you see."

From the above it appears that the actual work of revision

occupied about two years and nine months, an additional nine

months l»eing required lor the final preparation for press. The
edition appeared at lengtli in 1611 ,

the full title being as follows :

The Holy Bible, conlcyning the Old Testament, and the New

:

Newly Translated out of the Originall tongues. with the former

Translations diligently compared and reuised, by his Maiesties

speciall eSmandement. Appointed to be read in Churches.

Imprinted at London by Robert Barker, Printer to the Kings

most Excellent Maiestie. Anno Dorn. 16 ri.^ Since that time

many millions of this revised translation have been printed,

atid the general acceptance of it by all kmglish-speaking people

of whatever denomination is a testimony to its excellence.

Still the work of improving and correcting went on through the

centuries, and a modern copy of the Authorized Version shows
no inconsiderable departures from the standard edition of 161 1

.

Dr Scrivener imputes some of those differences “ to oversight

and negligence . . . but much the greater part of them ”

he holds to be “ deliberate changes, introduced silently and
without authority by men whose very names are often

unknown.” (A. C. P.)

More ambitious attempts at amending the new version were

not lacking, but they all proved fruitless, until in February 1870
the Convocation of Canterbury appointed a committtfe

consider the subject of revision. The report of

Venioa. this committer, presented in May, was adopted, to

the effect “ that Convocation should nominate a body

of its own members to undertake the work of revision, who shall

lie at liberty to invite the co-operation of any eminent for scholar-

sliip, to whatever nation or religious body they may belong ”
;

and shortly afterwards two companies were formed for the re-

vision of the Authorized Version of the Old and New Testaments.

These cora})anie.s consisted of the following : — i. For the Old Testa

'

meat :— (a) Appointed by Convocation.—Connop Thirlwall, bishop

of St David’s (d. 1875); Alfred Ollivant (1708-1882), bishop of

LlandafI ; E. Harold Browne (i8ix-i8qi), bishop of Ely
; Christopher

Wordsworth, bishop of Lincoln; and I-ord Arthur Hervey (1808-

^ A reprint of this edition has been published by the Clarendon
Press (Oxford, 1833).
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i8(^). bishop of Bath auu T » , rft* vitucKiCOn H. J. Rose (d. 1873)

;

William Selwyn (180O-1875), carton of Ely and lady Margaret
])rofe.s.sar at Cambridge; Dr John Jebb (1805-1886), canon of Hero-
ford; and Dr William Kay (1820-1886). (p) Invited.—Dr William
Lindsay Alexander (1808-1884), congregational minister; Thomas
Chenery (1826-1884), profes.sor of Arabic at Oxford, and afterwards

(1877) editor of The Times
;

BYederick Charles Cook (i8io-i88y).
canon of Exeter ; Professor A. B. Davidson

; Dr Benjamin Davies
(1814- 1875), professor of oriental and classical languages at Stcpne\’
Baptist College

; the Rev. A. M. FairL)airn, congregationalist
;

the
Rev. Frederick Field (i8oi- 1885). fellow ol Trinity, ('ainbridge :

Dr C. D. Ginsburg
;

the Rev. Dr Gotch ot Bristol ; Archdeacon
Benjamin Harrison (1808-1887), Hebraist ; the Rev. Stanley
Leathes (i 830-1 ^oo), professor of Hebrew at King’s College, London ;

Professor M Gill ; (hinon Robert Payne Smith (1819-1805). regius
profes.sorof divinity at Oxford, dean of Canterbury (1870) ; I*rofes8or

]. J. S. I’erowne, afterwards bishop of Worce.stcr ;
the Rev. Edward

ilayes Pluintre (1821 1891), professor of exegesis at King’s College,

London, afterwards dean of Wells
;

Canon E. Bouvene Puscy ;

William Wright (1830-1880), the orientalist; W. Aldis Wright,
Cambridge. Of thcHi* Canons Cook and Pusey declined to serve,

and ten members died during the progress of ihe work. The secre-

tary of the company was Mr W. Aldis ftdlow of Trinity,

Cambridge.
2. For the Testament (a) Appointed by Convocation .

—

Samuel Wilberlorce, bishop of Winchester; Charles J. Ellicott,

bLsho}) of Gloucester and Bristol; and George Moberly, btshop of

Salisbury
;
Dr ICdvvard Bickerstoth (1814-1892). prolocutor of the

lower house of convocation
;
H(‘nry Alford, dean ol (’anterbury, and

Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, dean of Westminster
;

Joseph Williams
Blakesley (1808-1885), canon ot Canterbury, and (1872) dean of

Lincoln, (p) Invited. The Rev. Dr Joseph Angus, president of tlu‘

Stepney Baptist College
;
Dr David Brown ; Richard CheneviN

Trench, archbishop of Dublin ; the Rev. Dr Jolm Eadie (iSio-

1876). Presbyterian : the Rev. I'. J. A. Hort ; the Rev. W. G.
I Humphry (1815-188/1), vicar ot St Martin-in-thc-Fields. London;

[

the Re\'. ^njainin liall Kennedy, canon ol Ely
;

William I-ee

(1815-1883), archdeacon of Dublui, and jirole.ssor of cccle.siastical

history in the university; J. B. Light foot, afterwards bishop of

Durham
;

T*rofessor William Milligan ; the Rev. William Fieldian
Moulton (1835- 1898). Wesleyan biblical scholar ; Dr J. H. Newman ;

the Rev. Samuel Newth (1821-1898), congregationalist. professor of

eccle.siastical history at. and afterwards president of. New College,

London ; Dr A. Rblx'rts
;

the Rev. G. Vance Smith ; Dr Robert
Scott ; the Rev. F. H. A. Scrivener (1813-1891), rector of St Gerrans,

Cornwall ; Charles Wordsworth, biahoi) of St Andrews ; Dr W. H.
TliomjMjon

; Dr S. P. Tregellcs
;
Dr C. J. Vaughan ;

Canon Westcott.
Of these, Dr Thompson and Dr Newman declined to serve. Dean
Alford, Dr Tregelles, Bishop Will>crfoice and Dr Eadie were removed
by death Only the firsl vacancy was filled up. Dean Merivale was
co-opted, and bn his resignation Professor, alierwards Archdeacon.
Edwin Palmer. The Rev. J. Troutbeck, minor canon of West-
minster, acted as secretary.

Negotiations were opened with the leading scholars of the

Protestant denominations in America, with the result that

similar companies were formed in the United Stalc.s. Tlic work
of the English revisers was regularly submitted to their con-

sideration ; their comments were carefully considered and largely

adopted, and their divergences from the version ultimately agreed

upon were printed in an appendix to the published work. Thus
the Revised Version was the achievement of English-speaking

Christendom as a whole
;
only the Roman Catholic Church, of

the great English-speaking denominations, refused to take part

in the undertaking. The Church of England, which had put forth

the version of 1611, fitly initiated the work, but for its performance

most w isely invited the help of the sister churches. The delegates

of the Clarendon Press in Oxford, and the syndics of the Pitt

Press in Cambridge, entered into a liberal arrangement with the

revisers, by which the necessary funds were provided for all their

expenses. On the completion of its work the New Testament
company divided itself into three committees, working at London,
Westminster and Cambridge, for the purpose of revising the

Apocrypha.

I'he work of the Old Testanftnt company was different in

some important respects from that which engaged the attention
of the New Testament company. The received Hebrew text
has undergone but little emendation, and the revisers had before
them substantially the same Massoretic text which was in the
hands of the translators of 1611. It was felt that there was no
sufficient justification to make any attempt at an entire re-

construction of the text on the authority of the versions. The
Old Testament revisers were therefore spared much of* the
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labour of deciding between different readings, which formed one

of the most important duties *of the New Testament company.

But the advance in the study of Hebrew since the early part of

the 17th century enabled them lo give a more faithful translation

of the received text. The value of their work is evident,

especially in Job, Ecclesiastes and the prophetical books.

It is the work of the New Testament committee which has

attracted most attention, whether for blame or praise. The
critical resources at the disposal of scholars in i6ti were very

meagre, and the few carh* manuscripts with which they were

acquainted failed to recci\ c the attention they deserved. The
results of modern ( ritical methods could not fail to make the

incompleteness of the * Received Text,'’ and of the “ Authorized

Version,” which was bas^d on it, obvious. It had long been the

opinion of all competent scholars that a thorough revision was
necessary. A proposal in favour of this course was made in

C'onvocation in 1856, but it was not until fourteen years later

that the committee was appointed to undertake the work. The
revisers’ first task ‘was to reconstruct the Greek text, as the

necessary foundation of their work. In this difficult duty they

were no doubt influenced by Westcott and Hurt’s edition of the

New 'I'estament. 'Phese two scholars were members of the

committee which prepared the Revised Version, and on the

question of various readings they appear to have exercised a

predominating influence. The revisers were privately supplied

with instalments of Westcott and llort's text as their work

required them. But it is scarcely necessary to say that the

Revised Version is not the work of one or two scholars. Different

schools of criticism were represented on the ccanmittee, and the

most careful discussion took place before any decision was formed.

Ever)" precaution was taken to ensure that the version should

represent the result of the best* scholarship of the time, applied

to the work before it with constant devotion and with the

highest sense i)f responsibility. The changes in the Greek text of

the Authorized Version when compared with the iextus recepius

are numerous, but the contrast between the English versions of

1611 and 1881 are all the more striking beaiuse of the difference

in the method of translation which was adopted. The revisers

aimed at the most scrupulous faithfulness. They adopted the

plan—deliberately rejected by the translators of i6ii —of always

using the same English word for the same Greek word. “ They

endeavoured lo enable the English reader to follow the corre-

spondences of the original with the closest exactness, lo catch the

solemn repetition of words and phrases, to mark the subtleties of

expression, to feel even the strangeness of unusual forms of

speech.”

I'he revision of the New Testament was completed in 407

meetings, distributed over more than ten years. It was formally

presented to Convocation on May 17,1881. The revision of the Old

Testament occupied 792 days, and was finished on June 20, 1884.

The revised Apocrypha did not make its appearance until 1895.

The text of the Revised Version is printed in paragraphs, the

old division of books into chapters and verses being retained for

convenience of reference. By this arrangement the capricious

divisions of some books is avoided. Various editions of the

New Version have been published, the most complete being the

edition of the whole Bible with marginal references. These

references had their origin in the work of two small sub-

committees of the revisers, but they received their present form

at the hands of a specially appointed committee. The marginal

references given in the original edition of the Authorized Version

of 1611 have been retained as far as possible.

The work of the revisers was received without enthusiasm.

It was too thorough for tlte majority of religious people.

Partisans found that havoc had been played with their proof

texts. Ecclesiastical conservatives were scandalized by the

freedom with which the traditional text was treated. The

advocates of change were discontented with the hesitating

acceptance which their principles had obtained. I’he most

vulnerable side of the revision was tliat on which the mass of

English readers thought itself capable of forming a judgment.

The general effect of so many small alterations was to spoil the

familiar sonorous style of the Authorized Version. The changes

were freely denounced as equally petty and vexatious
;

they

were, moreover, loo often inconsistent with the avowed principles

of the revisers. The method of determining readings and
renderings by vote was not favourable to the consistency and
literary character of the Version. A whole literature of criticism

and apology made its appearance, and the achievement of so

many y<mrs of patient labour seemed destined to perish in a storm

of resentments. On the whole, the Revised Version weathered

the storm more successfully than might have been expected. Its

considerable excellences were better realized by students than

stated by apologists. The hue and cry of the critics largely died

away, and was replaced by a calmer and juster appreciation.

The work of the revisers has been sharply criticized frcjrn the

standpoint of specialists in New Testament Greek. Dr Ruther-

ford stated the case briefly and pointedly in the preface to his

translation of the Epistle to tht Romans (London, 1900). lie

maintains that ” the Greek of the New Testament may never be

understood as classical Greek is understood,” and accuses the

revisers of distorting the meaning ” by translating m accordance

with Attic idiom phrases that convey in later Greek a wholly

different sense, the sense which the earlier translators in happy

ignorance had recognized that the context demanded.”

'n)c use of the new Version has l)ecomo general. Familiarity

has mitigated the harshness of the revisers’ renderings
;
scholar-

ship, on the whole, has confirmed their readings. The Version

has been publicly read in parish churches both in London and in

the country. In Canterbury cathedral and Westminster Abbey
it has definitely displaced the older Version. Bishojis have

acquiesced and congregations approv(‘(l. It is no longer possililc

to maintain the play^iblc and damaging contention that the

Revised Bible is ill suited for public use. The Upper House of

the Convocation of Canterbury in May 1 898 appointed a commit-

tee to consider the expediency of ” permitting or encouraging
"

the use of the Revised Version in the public services of tlie

Church. (H. IL 11.*)

BiiiLiooRAPiiY.—The principal works (l(.‘aling with the sepiu-alc

versions have been referred to in the text ol the article. 'I'hc lollow-

ing authorities may also be cited :

For the version as a whole
: J. R. Dore, Old liihlea (2nd ed., iH88)

;

J. Eadie, The JCn^lish Bible : an ICxternal and CrUiiat History of the

inn ions KngUsh luinslations of Siviptuu' (2 vols., 187b; the most
complete accoiinl) ; A, F.dgar, The Bibles of J-'nglaud {i88g) ;

H. \V.

Hoare, T/if Evolution of the h.nfilish Bible [ind ed.,1902: gives historical

setting of the Versions)
;

F. G. Kenyon, Our Bible and the Annent
Manusiripts (1895) I .1 * Lnplon, article on “ English Versious,”

in Hastings’ l>ict. of the Bible (extra vol.)
;

R. Lovetii The Punted
English Bible, 1525-1885 (1894) ;

G. Milligan, The English Bible,

a Sketch of its History (1895) ; J. 1 . Mombert. English Kcr.sjoHS of

the Bible (1883) ;
F. Moulton, The History of the English Bible

(2nd ed., 1884) ;
T. H. I’attison, History of the English Bible (1894)

;

J. Stoughton, Our English Bible, its Translations and Translator

s

[1878].
For the earlier history ; J. Lewis, History of English Translations

of the Bible (t8t8) ; the historical accounts prefixc<l to Bagsler’s

issue of The English Hexapla and of Forshall and Madden’s edition

of tlic Wycliffite Versions (Oxford. 1850). These are all to a great

extent antiquated, their errors being repeated in almost all subse-

quent accounts of the subject. The only trustworthy authority

on the Anglo-Saxon Bible is A. S. Cook's " Introductlpn on Old

English Translations of the Bible,” in Biblical Quotations %n Old

English Prose-writers.

For the i^th and 15111 centuries: See A. C. Panes, The Bible in

the Fourteenth Century.

For the early printed Bibles : H. Colton, List of Editions of the

Bible (1852), Rhemes and Doway (1855) ;
F. Fry, The Bible by Cover-

dale (1867); Description of the Great Bible, jjjg (1865); Biblio-

graphical Descriptions of the Editions of the New Testament (1878) ;

N. Pocock. ^‘On the Bishops’ and Genevan Bible,” {Bibliographer,

vols. i.-iv.)
;
Prime Wendell, Fifteenth-Century Bibles (1888); John

Wright, Early Bibles of America (1893).

For the Authorized Version : F. H. A. Scrivener. The Authorized

Edition of the English Bible (1884). See also R. Gell, Essay toward

the Amendment of the Authorized Version (1659); W. Kilburne,

EJangerotts Errors in . . . Bibles (1650) ;
R. C. Trench, On the Author-

ized Version of the Neu> Testament in connexion with some recent

proposals for its revision (2nd od., 1850).

For the Revised Version
: J. R. T.ightfoqt. On a Fresh Revision

of the English New Testament (London, 1871 ;
3rd ed., 1B91) ; West-

cott. .Some Lessons of the Revised Version (London, 1897) I Kennedy,
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Ely Lectures on the Rtvised Version (London, iSSa). The Revisers
fully explained their principles and methods in the Preface. The
American Committee of Revision issued an historical account of

their work (New York, 1885). The case aq;ainst the Revisers is

ably stated in The Revision Revised, by Dean Burgon (London, 1883).
The literary defects of the Version arc elalxjratcly exhibited by
G. Washington Moon in two works ; The Revisers' English (London,
J882), and Ecclesiastical English (London, 1886). See also Some
Thoughts on the Textual Critinsm of the New Testament, by G. Salmon,
D.D. (London, 1807) ;

Bishop Ellicott’s Charge (iqoi). The Greek
Text of the New Testament adopted by tlic Revisers wjus edited
foi the CLircndon Press by Arclidcacon Palmer (Oxford, 1881).
P.irallfl editions of the Bible, showing both the Aulhori/ed and
Revised Versions, a large-type edition for public use, a reference

edition, and (iy<>o) a *' Two Version edition, have been issued by
one or both the University Presses. (A. C. P. ;

H. H. 11 .*)

BIBLE CHRISTIANS, one of the denominations now merged
in the United Methodist Church (see United Methodists), so

called because its early preachers appealed solely to the Bible

in confirmation of their doctrines. 'J’he denomination arose in

the agricultural districts and fishing villages of north C'omwall

and Devon
;
a district only sligliLly influenced by John Wesley

and the original Methodist movement. The founder was
William O’Bryan (afterwards Bryant), a Methodist lay preacher

of Luxillian, Cornwall. Finding that the peojfle had no evan-

gelical preaching he began an itinerary to supply the need. T’he

coastmen were expert smugglers and wreckers, the agriculturists

were ignorant and drunken, the yiarisli clergy were slothful, in

many cases intemperate, and largely given to fox-hunting. Only
in a parish or t wo was there any approach to religious ministry.

O’Bryan commenced his labours in north Devon, and in 1H15 a
small society was formed at Lake 'Farm, Shebbear. 'Fhc move-
nu:nt had the seeds of great vitality in it. In 1819 the first

conference was held at l^unceston. There were present besides

O’Bryan one accepted minister—James T'horne—fourteen minis-

ters on trial and fifteen women preachers, a class that was always

conspicuous in the denomination. At that conference the work
had spread from King’s Ash in Devon to Morrah, a lonely and
desolate parish in west Cornwall. In 1820-1821 Kent, North-

umberland, the Scilly and Norman (/.c. (Tianncl) Islands appeared

on the list of stations. Then came u serious break. In 1829
there was a severance between the larger part of the new body
and O’Bryan, who had claimed to be perpetual president, and to

have all property vested in him personall}’. He tried to establish

a separate conference, but failed, and in 1836 there was a re-union.

O’Bryan left England for America, wdiere he remained for the

rest of his life, and his contingent (numbering 565 members
and 4 ministers) returned to the original conference. The
growth continued. In 1831 agents were sent to Canada and
Prince Edward’s Island, in 1850 to South Australia, in 1855 to

Victoria, in 1866 to Queensland, in 1877 to New Zealand and in

1885 to China, .so that the original O’Bryan tradition of fervid

evangelism was amply maintained.

On O’Bryan’s departure, James Thorne, the first fully recog-

nized minister, at whose father’s farm the connexion started,

Iwcame its leader. Although reared as an ordinary farm lad, he
proved to be a man of singular devotion and spiritual genius.

He laid the foundations broadly in evangeli.sm, finance, temper-
ance and education, founding in the latter connexion a middle-
class school at Shebbear, at which generations of ministers* sons

and numerous students for the ministry have been educated.

James Thorne was five times president of the conference and
feteen times secretary. He died in 1872. In this period there

was much persecution. Landowners refused sites, and in the

Isle of Wight the people worshipped for many months in a
quarry. The preachers were sometimes imprisoned and many
times assaulted. The old Methodist body even excuimnunicated

persons for attending “ Bryanitc ” meetings. Partly co-operative

with James Thome and at his death independently, the Church

was favoured with the influence of Frederick William Bourne,

lie was a minister for fifty-five years, and served the Bible

Christians as editor, missionary treasurer, book steward and
three times president of conference. With him will always be

associated the name df Billy Bray^ an illiterate but inimitable

Cornish evai^eltst) a memoir of whom, written by Bourne,

exerted a great influence in the religious life of the de-

nomination.
*

In doctrine the Bible Christians did not differ from the other
Methodists. In constilulion they differed only slightly. There was
an annual conference with full legislative pow-er, and ability to hold
and dispose of property, composed of an equal number of lay and
ministerial representatives meeting together. The lociil churches
were grouped into circuits governed representatively by a quarterly
meeting. The <|uarterly ot circuit meetings were in turn organized
into twelve distiicts. eleven in England and one in China. In 1906
the statistics showed 218 ministers, 32,540 members and f‘52 chapels,

wdth 47,301 scholars in Sunday-schools. These figures include
nt^arlv 1400 full and i)rol)ationary memlxirs in the China mission,

the first-fruits of two years’ labour among.st the Miao tribe. In the

various colonial Methodist unions the Bible Christians have con-

tributed a total of 15Q ministers, 1.4,925 members and b()0 chiq)els.

The eommunity supported a regular ministry from the beginning.

Its members have been keen evangelists, trusting largely to “ re-

vivals " for their success, staunch Radicals m politics and total

abstainers to a man. Both ministers and people erileied with
interest and sympathy into the schcm(‘ for union between them-
selves, th(‘ Methodist New ('onnexion and the United Methodist

Free Church, which was successfully accom|?lished in lOoO. See
Methodism. #

BIBLE SOCIETIES, associations for translating and circulating

the Holy Scriptures. This object has engaged the attention of

the leaders of (.'hristendom from early times. In an extant

letter, dated a.d. 331, the emperor Constantine requested

Eusebius, bishop of Caesarea, to provide him with fifty copies of

the Old and New Testaments for u.se in the principal churches in

Constantinople. In 797 ('harlemagne commissioned Alcuin fo

prepare an emended text of the ^' ulgate
; copies of this text

were multiplied, not always accurately, in the famous writing-

school at T'ours. The first book printed in Europe was the Latin
Bible, and Copinger estimates that 124 editions of the Vulgate
had been issued by the end of •the r5th century. The Italian

Bible was printed a dozen times before a.d. 1500, and eighteen

editions of the German Bible had already been published before

Luther’s version appeared.

The Reformation quickened men’s interest in the Scriptures

to an extraordinai^' degree, so that, notwithstanding the adverse

attitude adopted by the Roman Church at and after the council

of Trent, the translation and circulation of the Bible were taken
in hand with fresh zeal, and continued in more systematic

fashion.

Thus the Rp\fisecl French Geneva Bible of 1588, w'hich was issued

in folio, quarto and octavo, and liecame a standard text, bears the
lollowing note on the verso ol the title :

“ Lbs frais de*cei ouurage,

imprime en (rots diuetses formes en mesme temps, pour la commodiU
vt rontentemeut de toutes sotles de personnes, out esU^ liberalemSt fournis
par quelques gens de Men. qui n’oni cherrhi^ gagner pour lettr particuher,

mats seulement de servir 4 Dieu et d son £glise.” The Corporation
for the 1Promoting and Propagating of the Gospel of Jesus Christ in

New England (founded in 1649) bore the expense of printing both
the New’ Testament and the Bible as a wiiole (Cambridge, Mass.,

1663—1110 earliest Bible printed in America), which John Eliot, one
of the Pilgrim Fathers, translated into " the language of the Massa-
chusetts Indians,” whom he evangelized. In Amauld’s Defence
(ibfiq) of the famous l‘ort Royal version ol the New Testament in

French (issued, 1667), he states that it had been printed in many
form.s and sizes, including very cheap editions for the poor, and
goes on to describe how itk circulation was promoted by ^ Us sacri-

fices quo s’imposaient Ics pieux solitaires pour faire participer les plus

indigenls au bienfait de Uttr entreprise. Dis que leur traduction ftU

prite, ils envovHent de Pans un grand nomhre de colporteurs chargis

de la vendre au prix de rrvient et mSmr, dans certaines circonstances,

d des prix rfdutts ; et ils cmtvrirent la dipense par des dons volon-

iaires ” (E. P6tavel, ha Bible en Prance, p. 152).

To meet the cost of publisliing the Finn Bible in 1685, the editor.

J. Ciczelius, bishop oi Abo, obtained an order Irom the Swedish
government for the appropriation of certain corn-tithes, still known
as Bibel Tryck-Tunnan. When the Finnish Bible Society began
to publish editions of the Scriptures, the tsar Alexander 1 . contri-
buted 5000 roubles from his privy piir.se, and ordered that these corn-
tithes should again be ^propnated to this purpose for five years
from 1812. In 1701 at Frankfort-on-Main there appeared a quarto
edition of the Ethiopic Psalter, whose editor, H. LudoVf, writes in
his preface ;

** Quamabrem nullum gratius offidunt ChrisHanae huic
nationi a me praestari posse putavi, quam si Psalierium AeihiopicuMt
quod apud illos non altUr quam in membrana manuscripium habetur,

et caro satis venditur, fypis mandari, ejusque plutima exemplaria
nomine Societatis Indicae in ffabessinia gratis distribui curaremP

In 1719 appeared the first of numerous editions of the French

III. .29 a
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New Testament, connected with the name of the Abbe de Barne^
yille, a pricbt ot the Oratory at* Paris. Impressed l^y the popular
ignorance of the Scriptures, he himself translated, or caused others
to translate, the New' Testament into French from the Vulgate, and
fonned an association to distribute copies systematically at low
prices. The prefaces to his various editions conbiin details as to the
methods of tins association, and rt'peatedly insist on the importance
ot reading the Scriptures. (On this Socift^ hiblique laiholique fran-
faise see O. Douen, Histoire de la aocivU hiblique prntestaute de Paris,
Paris, 1868, pp. 46-51.)

Christian missionarie.s to non-Christian lands have naturally

been among the most skilful translators and the most assiduous

distributors of the I^ible. The earliest complete Arabic Bible

was produced at Rome in 1671, by the Congregatio de Propaganda
Fide. Protestant missionar) societies have engjtgcd energetically

in the task not only of translating, but of printing, publishing

and distributing the Scriptures, 'riius the Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge (founded i6()8), liesides it.s other activities,

has done much to cheapen and multiply copies of the Scriptures,

not only in English and Welsh, but in many foreign languages.

Early in the i8th ‘century it printed editions in Arabic, and
promoted the first versions of the Bible in Tamil and Telugu,

made by the Danish Lutheran missionaries whom it then .sup-

ported in south India. 'J'hc earliest New 'restament (1767) and
Old Testament (1783-1801) in Gaelic were published by the

Society in Scotland for Propagating Christian Knowledge
(founded 1709). The S.P.C^K. now publishe.s versions of tlie

Scriptures (either complete, or in part) in 38 difTcrent languages

(without reckoning versions of the Prayer Book in 45 other

language.s); and during 1905-1906 the S.P.C.K. issued in England
116,126 Bibles and 17,783 New Testaments.

The earliest noteworthy organization, formed for the specific

purpose of circulating the Scriptures, was the ('anstein Bible

Institute (Bibelansialt), founded in 1710 at Halle in Saxon} , by
Karl Hildebrand, baron von (!anstein (1667 1719), who was
associated with P. J. vSpener and other leaders of Pietism in

Germany. He invented a method of printing, perhaps somewhat
akin to stereotyping—though the details are not clearly known, -

whereby the Institute could produce Bibles and Testaments in

Luther’s version at a very low cost, and sell them, in small size,

at prices equivalent to rod. and 3d. per copy, respectively. In

1722 editions of the Scriptures were also issued in Bohemian and
Polish. At von Canstcin's death he left the Institute to the

care of his friend August Hermann Franckc, founder in 1698 of

the famous Waisenhaus (orphanage) at Halle. The ('anstein

Institute has issued some 6,000,000 copies of the Scriptures.

In England various Christian organizations, which arose out

of the Evangelical movement in the i8th century, took part in

the work. Among such may be mentioned the Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge among the Poor (1750); and

the Society for the Support and Encouragement of Sunday
Schools (1785). An institution was founded in 1780 under the

name of the Bible Society, but as its sphere was restricted to

soldiers and seamen the title was afterwards changed to the

Naval and Military Bible Society. The first ship among whose

crew it distributed the Scriptures was the “ Royal George,”

which had 400 of this society’s Bibles on board when it foundered

at Spithead on the 29th of August 1782. The French Bible

Society, instituted in 1792, came to an end in 1803, owing to the

Revolution.

The British and Foreign Bible Society.—In 1804 was founded

in London the British and Foreign Bible Society, the most
important association of its kind. It originated in a proposal

made to the committee of the Religious Tract Society, by the

Rev. Thomas Charles of Bala, who found that his evangelistic

and philanthropic labours in* Wales were sorely hindered by
the dearth of Welsh Bibles. His colleagues in the Religious

Tract Society united with other earnest evangelical leaders to

establish a new society, which should have for its sole object
“ to encourage a wider circulation of the Holy Scriptures, without

note or comment.” This simplicity of aim is combined with a
catholicity of constitution which admits the co-operation of all

persons interested in the society’s object. The committee of

management consists of thirty-six laymen, six of them being

foreigners resident in or near London, while of the remaining

thirty, half are members of the Church of England, and half

are members of other Christian denominations.

Supported by representative Christian leaders, such as Gran-
ville Sharp, Zachary Macaulay, William Wilberforce, Charles

Grant and Henry Thornton, with Lord Tcignmouth, ex-governor-

general of India, as its first president, and Dr Porteus, bishop of

London, as its friendly counsellor, the new society made rapid

progress. It spread thronghout Great BriUiin, mainly by means
of auxiliarie.s, i.e. local societies, affiliated but self-controlled,

with subsidiary branches and associations (thc.se last being often

managed by women). Up to i8i6-‘i8i7 the parent society

had received from its auxiliaries altogether £420,000. This

system continues to flourish. In 1905-1906 the .society had
about 5800 auxiliaries, branches and associations in England
and Wales, and more than 2000 auxiliaries abroad, mainly
in the British Colonies, many of which undertake vigorous

local work, besides remitting contributions to London.
The society s advance was chequered hy several controversies.

[a) Its tundameiital law to ciiculate the Bible alone, without note
or comment, was vehement 1) attached by Bishop Marsh and other
divines of the ('linrch of England, who insisted that llie Prayer
Booh ouplil lo aceompany the Bible, (6) .Another more serious

controversy related to the circulaUon—chiefly throuj^h alfdiated

societies on the continent ot Bibles containing the Dcutero-canoiii-
cal books of the Old Testament. In 1826 the society finally resolved

that its iuiidaiiieiital law be fully and distinctly recognized as exclud-
ing the circulation “ of those Books, or parts of Books, which are
usually termed A])ocryphal.’' This step, how'ever, failed to satisfy

most 01 the society's supportiTs in Scotiantl, who proceeded to form
themselves into indepentUmf organizations, groujied lor the most
part round centres at Edinbnrgli and Glasgow. Tliese wcTe finally

amalgamated m into the National Bible Society of Scotland,

(r) A third dispute turned upon the admissibility oi non-Triiulanans
to the privilege of co-operation. The refusal of the society to alter

its constitution so as lormaDy to exclude such persons led to tiie

formation {1831) of the Trinitarian Bible Society, which is still in

existence, id) A fourth contro\'(‘rsv arose out of the restrictive

renderings of the term “ baptize ” and its cognate term.s, adopted
by William Carey and his colleagues 111 their lamous " Serainpore
Nersions," towards publishing wliich the society had contnbuteil
up to 1830 nearly /[3o,ooo. Protest.s from other Indian mis.sionaries

led the sociedy to determine that it could circulate only such versions
as gave neutral nMiderings for the terms in question. As a sequel, the
Billie Translation Society was founded in 1839 to issue versions
cmliodying distinctively Baptist renderings.

By one of its original laws the British and Foreign Bible Society

could circulate no copies of the Scriptures in English other than
King James's Version of 1611. In 1901 this law was widened to

include the Revised English Version of 1881-1885.
From its foundation the society has successfully laboured to pro-

mote new and improved versions of the Scriptures. In 1804 the
Bible, or some part of it, had been printed in about fifty-five different

tongues. By the year 1906 versions, more or less complete, had
been published in more than 530 distinct languages and dialects,

and in 400 of these the work of translation, printing or distribution

had been promoted by the society. Translations or revisions in

scores oi languages are still being carried on by companies of scholars

and representative missionaries in different jiarts of the world,
organized under the .society's auspices and largely at its expense.
New versions are made, wherever practicable, from the original

Hebrew or Greek text, and the results thus obtained have a high
pliilological value and interest. The society's interdenominational
character has commonly secured - what could hardly otherwise
have been attained - the acceptance of the same version^by missions
of different churches working side by side. The society supplies
the Scriptures to missions of every Reformed Communion on such
terms that, as a rule, the books distributed by the missions involve
no charge on their funds. Except under special circumstances, the
society docs not encourage wholesale free distribution, but provides
cheap editions at prices which the poorest can pay. On the whole
it receives from sales about 40 % of what it expends in preparing,
printing and circulating the hooks.

During the year 1905-1906 the society's circulation reached the
unprecedented total of 5.977453 copies, including 968.683 Bibles

and 1,326,475 Testaments. Of the whole 1,921,000 volumes were
issued from the Bible House, London, and 4,331,000 were in English
or Welsli, circulating chiefly in Enfjland and the British colonies.

The other main fields of distribution were as follows :—^France,

203,000 copies; Central Europe, 679,000; Italy, 117,000; Spain
and Portugal, 120,000 ; the Russian empire, 595,000 ;

India,

Burma and Ceylon, 768,000
; Japan, 286,000,; and China, 1,075,000

(most of these last btnng separate gospels).

The society spends /lo.ooo a year in grants to religious and
philanthropic agencies at home. Outside the United Kingdom
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it has its own agencfcs or secretaries in twenty-seven of the chief

cities of the world, and maintains depots in 200 other centres. It

employs 030 Christian colporteurs abroad, who sold in 1905-1006
'over 2,250,000 volumes. It supports 670 native Christian Bible-

women in the East, in connexion w'ilh forty different missionary
organizations. The centenary festival in 1004 was celebrated with

enthusiasm by the Reformea f‘hnrches and their foreign missions

throughout the world. Message^, of congratulation came from the

rulers of every Protestant nation in Christendom, and a centenary
thanksgiving fund of 250,000 guineas was raised for extending the

society’s work. During the year 1905-1906 the society expended
238,632, while its income was’;/. 23 1.964 (of which ^^98,204 represented

receipts from sales). Up to the 31st of March 1906 the society had
expended altogether ;^i4,686,o72, and had issued 198,515,199 copies

of the Scriptures—of which more than 78.000,000 were in F.nglish.

In Scotland tho h',dinl)urgh Bible Society (1809), the Gla.sgow

Bible Society (1812), and other Scottish auxiliaries, many
of which had dissociated themselves from the British and

Foreign Bible Soeitdy after 1826, were finally incorporated (icSbi)

with the Natioiml Bible Society of Scotland, which has carried

on vigorous work all over the world, especially in China. During

1905, with an income of £27,108, it i.ssued 1,590,881 copies,

007.000 of which were circulated in China. Its total issues from

1S61 to 1906 were 26,106,265 volumes.

Jn Ireland the Hibernian Bible Society (originally known as

the Dublin Bible Society) was founded in 1S06, and with it were

federated kindred Irish associations formed at ('ork, Belfast,

Derry, &r. The Hibernian Bible Society, whose centenary was

celebrated in 1906, bad then issued a total of 5,713,837 copies.

It sends an annual subsidy to aid the foreign work of the British

and Foreign Bible Society.

Olhe.’ European Societieŝ .—Tlie impulse which founded the

British and Foreign Bible Society in 1804 soon spread over

Europe, and, notwithstanding the turmoils of the Napoleonic

wars, kindred organizations on similar lines quickly sprang up,

promoted and sulisidizcd by the British and Foreign Bible

Society. Many of the.se secured royal and aristocratic patronage

and encouragement— the tsar of Russia, the kings of Prussia,

Bav%aria, Sweden, Denmark and Wiirttemberg all lending their

influence to the enterprise.

Within fourteen years the following Bible societies were in

active operation ; the Basel Bible Society (founded at Nuremberg,

1804), the Prussian Bible Society (founded as the Berlin Bible

Society, 1805), the Revel Bible Society (1807), the Swedish

Evangelical Society (1808), the Dorpat Bible Society (i8n),

the Riga Bible Society (1812), the Finnish Bible Society (1812),

the Hungarian Bible Institution (Pressburg, 1812), the Wiirt-

Icmberg Bible Society (Stuttgart, 1812), the Swedish Bible

Society (1814), the Danish Bible Society (1814), the Saxon Bible

Society (Dresden, 1814), the Thuringian Bible .Society (Erfurt,

1814), the Berg Bible Society (Eberfeld, 1814), the Hanover

Bible Society (1814), the Hamburg-Altona Bible Society (1814),

the Liibeck Bible Society (1814), the Netherlands Bible Society

(Amsterdam, 1814). These were increased in 1815 by the

Brunswick, Bremen, Schleswig-Holstein, Strassburg and Eichs-

feld (Saxony) Bible Societies, and the Icelandic Bible Society.

In 1816-1817 came the Norwegian Bible Society, the Polish

Bible Society and ten minor German Bible Societies. Twelve

cantonal societies had also been formed in Switzerland.

Up to i8i6“i8i7 these societies had printed altogether

436.000 copies of the Scriptures, and had received from the

British and Foreign Bible Society gifts amounting to over

£62,000. The decision of the British and Foreign Bible Society

in 1826 with regard to circulating the Apocrypha (see above)

modified its relationswith the most influential of these continental

societies. Some of them were ultimately dissolved or suppressed

through political or ecclesiastical opposition, the Rornan Church

proving especially hostile. But many of them still flourish,

and are actively engaged in their original ta.sk.

The circulation of the Scriptures by Gennan Bible Societies

during 1905 was estimated as follows The Prussian Bible Society

(Berlin), 182.000 copies ;
the Wurttemberg Bible Institute (Stutt-

gart), 247,000 ;
the Berg Bible Society (Eberfeld), 142,000 ; the

Saxon Bible Society (Dresden), 44,000 ;
the Central Bible Associa-

tion (Nuremberg), 14,000 ;
the Canatein Bible Institute (Halle), the
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Schleswig-Holstein Bible Society, the llamburg-Altona Bible Society

and others, together 56,000.

During 1905, nine cantonal BibU- societie.s in Switzerland circu-

lated altogether 71,000 copies; the Netherlands Bible Society

reported a circulation of 54,544 voUmies. 48,137 ol which were in

Dutch ; the Danish Bible Society circulated 45,289 copies ;
the

Norwegian Bible Society circulated 67,058 copies ; and in Sweden
the Evangelical National Society distributed about 110,000 copies.

In Italy, by a departure from the traditional policy of the Roman
Church, the newly formed “ I’ious Society of St Jerome for the

Dissemination of the Holy Gospels " issued in 1901 from the Vatican
press a new Italian version of the Four Gospels and Acts. By tin*

end of 1905 the society announced that over 400,000 copies of thi<^

volume had been sold at 2d. a copy.

In France, the Sociitc InbUque protestaute dc Paris, founded in

1818, with generous aid from the British and Foreign Bible Society,

had a somewhat restricted liasis and scope. In 1833 the Societe

hitdique jtan{'aise ct ctiangcrc was formed on wkler lines
; after it.s

dissolution in 1863, many of its suj)poi‘lers joined the Sociitr hihlique

(if J'rance. which dates from 1S64, and refiresents cliiefly members
of the librc, and kindred French Evangelicals. During 1905
its issues weie 34,475 copies, while the Svcieie biblique protestanie dc

Paris issued 8061 copies. *

Of these non-British societies the must noteworthy was established

in Russia. Tn December 1812, while “ the last shattered remnants
of Napoleon's Grand Army stniggleil across the ice of the Niemen,"
the tsar .'Mexauder 1. sanctioned plans for a Bible society, which
was promptly inaugurated at St Petersburg under the presidency

of Prince Galitzin. Through the personal favour ol the tsar, it madt*

rapid and remarkable progress. Nobles and ministers of state, with
the chief ecclesiastics not only of the Russian Church but of the

Roman, the Uniat, the Ariiieman, tlie (ireek, the Georgian and the

Lutheran Churches, found themselves ’constrained to serve on its

committees. By the close of 1823 the Russian Bible Society had
formed 289 auxiliaries, extending eastwards to Yakutsk and
Okhotsk

;
and had received aUugel)ier/i45,640. In 1 824, however.

Prince CWilitzin ceased to be jirocurator of the Holy Synod, and
Seraphim, metropolitan of St Petersburg, became president of the

Russian Bible Society. And in ^82/), soon after his accession, the
tsar Nicholas f. issued a ukase suspending the society's oi>crations

after it had printed the Scriptures in thirty different languages, seven-

teen of which were new tongues, and had circulated 600,000 volumes
from the Caucasus to Kamchatka. In 1828 Nicholas I. sanctioned

the establishment of a Protestant Bible Society, wliich still exists,

to supply the Scriptures only to Protestant subjects of Bic tsar (cf.

Th. Schiemann, GeschiefUr Russlands unter Nikolaus vol. i. chap,

ix.). In 1 839 St Petersburg became the headquarters ot an ageiKy oi

the British and Foreign Bible Society, which enjoys special uuiilities

in Russia, and now annually circulates about 600 000 copies of the

Scriptures, in fifty different languages, within the Russian empire.

In America the earliest BiWe society was founded at Philadd-

phia in 1808. Six more societies—-including those of New York

and of Massachus^itts -were formed during 1809, and other

societies, auxiliaries and associations quickly folbwed. In 1816 a

convention of delegates representing 31 of these institutions met

at New York and established the American Bible Society, with

Elias Boudinot as president. AM kindred organizations in the

states gradually b^me amalgamated with this national body,

and the federation was completed in 1839 by the adhesion of the

Piiiladelphia Society (which now changed its name to the Penmyl-

vania Bible Society). Not a few noteworthy versions of the Bible,

such as those in Arabic, 15 dialects of Chinese, Armenian and

Zulu, and many American Indian, Philippine and African lan-

guages, have appeared under the auspices of the American Bible

S^ty. Turkish, classical Chinese, and Korean versions have

been made by the American and British societies jointly. The

society’s foreign agencies extend to China, Japan, Korea, the

Turkish empire, Bulgaria, Egypt, Micronesia, Siam, Mexico,

Central America, the South American republics, Cuba and the

Philippines. In the year ending March 31st, the income of

the American Bible Society was $502,345, and it issued 2,153,028

copies of the Scriptures, nearly half of winch went to readers out-

side the United Stales. The t%tal distribution effected by the

American Bible Society and its federated societies had in 1909 ex-

ceeded 84,000,000 volumes, in over a hundred different langua^e.^.

Authorities.—Besides tne published reports of the societies in

question, the following works may be mentioned : J. Owen, History

of the First Ten Years of the British and Foreign Bible Society (London,

1816-1820) ;
G. Browne, History of the Bible Society (London, 1859)

;

Bertram, Geschichte der Cansteinschen Bibelanstalt (Halle, 18O3)

;

E. P6tavel, La Bible en France (Paris, 1864) ; O. Douen. His^ire

de la sociifi biblique protestante de Paris (Paris, 1868) ; G.

The Bible in Spain (London, 1849) I
W. Canton. The Hi0orymftM
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British and Foreign Bible Society IQ04 foil. ); J. Ballinger,
The Bible in Wales (London, iyo6)

;
'J . H. Darlow and H. F. Monle,

Histio teal Catalof>ite of the Printed Editions of Holy Scripture (l.ondon,
vol. 1. iyo.5, vol. ii. 1908). (T. H. D.)

BIBUOGRAPHY AND BIBLIOLOGY. The word ftifdktoypaipU

was used in posl-classical Greek for the writing of hooks, and as

late as 1761, in Fenning's Dictionary, a bibliographer

is defined as “ one who writes or. copies books.” Tlie transition

from the meaning “ a writing of books
'

’ to that of “ a writing
about books,” was accomplished in France in the i8lh century
—witness the publication in 1763 of the Bibliographie insiruciwv

of de Bure. In England the new meaning .seems to have been
popularized by the Kev. Thomas J^rognall Dibdin early in the
rqth century, while Southey preferred the nval form bibliology,

which is now hardly used. Fre.scnt custom inclines to restrict

the province of bibliography to printed books as opposed lo

manuscripts, and on the other hand recognizes as coming within
its scope almost everything in which a book-loving antiquary
can be interested,' including the histor\^ of printing (see

Typography), book-binding {(j.v.), book-illustration (see Illus-
tration) and book-collecting {q>v.\ '^I’hc present article is only
concerned with bibliography as the art of the examination,
collation and description of books, their enumeration and
arrangement in lists for purposes of information, and further
with the literature of this subject, i.e. witli the bibliography
of bibliography.

^

Examination and Collation.—Books are submitted to examina-
tion in order to discover their origin, or to test statements con-
cernii>g it which there is reason to doubt, or lo ascertain if they
are perfect, and if perfect whether they are in their original

condition or have been made up ” from other copies. The
discovery of where, when and whom a Ixiok, or fragment
of a book, was printed, is the most difficult of these tasks, though
a.s regards books printed in the 15th century it has been much
facilitated by the numerous facsimiles enumerated under
Inchjnarula {q.v.). In the article Book {q*v,) a sketch is given
of the chief external characteristics of books in each century
.since the invention of printing. Familiarity with books of
different ages and countries .soon creates a series of general
ideas as to the dates and places with which any combination of

these characteristics may be connected, and an experienced
bibliograplier, more especially if he knows sometliing of the
histo^^ of paper, will quickly narrow down the field of inquiry
sufficiently to make special search possible.

As regards the correction of mis-statements in early books
as to their place and origin, glaring piracies such as the Lyonnesc
counterfeits of the octavo editions of the classics printed by
Aldus at Venice, and the numerous unauthorized editions of
works by Luther, professing to bo printed at WittcnlxTg, have
long ago been exposed. A different variety of the same kind
of puzzle arises from the existence of numerous original
editions with fictitious imprints. As early as 1499 a Brescia
printer, in order to evade the privilege granted to Aldus, gave
to an edition of Politian the spurious imprint Florentiae,”
and in the i6th century many controversial books printed in
England purported to have Ijeen issued in German towns, or
with pleasant humour, “ at Rome before the castle of S. Angel
at the sign of S. Peter/’ Only a knowledge of the general
characteristics which a book printed at such a place and such
a time should possess will secure avoidance of these traps, but
when suspicion has been aroused the whole story will often be
found in such books as Weller’s Die maskirte Literaiur der alieten
imd neueren Sprachen (1856-1867), and Die jalschen und fingir^
ten Druckorte (1864), Brunet’s itnprimeurs imaginaires etlibraires

supposes (1866), de Brouillant’s LaLiberte de la Presseen France
;

Hisioire de Pierre du Marteau, imprimeur d Cologne, Ssre. (1888)

;

in the various bibliographies of Erotica and in Brunet’s Manuel
de I'Amateur and other handbooks for the use of collectors.

A special case of this problem of piracies and spurious imprints
is that of the modem photographic or type-facsimile forgery
of Nttiall books possessing a high commercial value, such os the
aarlyedilions of the letter of Columbus announcing his discovery

of the New World. Bad forgeries of this kind can be detected
by the tendency of all photographic processes of reproduction
to thicken letters and exaggerate every kind of defect, but the
best of these imitations when printed on old paper require
a specific knowledge of the originals and often cause great
trouble. The type*facsimile forgeries are mostly of short pieces
by Tennyson, George Eliot and A. C. Swinburne, printed (or

suppo.scd to have been printed—for it is doubtful if some of

these ” forgeries ” ever had any originals) for circulation among
friends. These trifles should never be purchased without a
written guaranUx.'.

When the edition to whic'h a book belongs is known, further

examination is needed lo ascertain if it is perfect and in its

original state. V’hcre no standard collation is available, this

can cnily be ascertained by a detailed examination of the quires
or gatherings of which it is made up (see below^. In the earliest

books llie.se are often very irregular. A large book was usually

printed sirriultaneousl)' in four or six sections on as many different

presses, and the several compositors, if unable to end their

sc(’tions at the end of a complete quire, would insert a single

leaf to give more spare, or sometimes leave a blank page, or
half page, for lark of matter, occasionally adding the note ” Ilic

nullus est dcjecius,'* A careful examination of the text, a task
from wliich bibliographers often shrink, and a comparison with
other editions, are the onl)* remedies in these aises.

If a copv (.T)ntains the right number of leaves, the further
question arises as to whtTher any of these have been supplied
from other copies, or are ir> facsimile. Few collectors even now
are educated enough to prefer copies in the condition in which
the ravages of time ha\c left them to those which have been
“ completed ” by dealers

;
hcncc many old books have been

** made up ” with leaves from other copies, or not infrequentl)
from other editions. These meddlings often defy detection,
but proof of tliem may be found in differences in the height and
colour of the paper, in the two corresponding leaves at either

end of a folio c)uire l)oth possessing a watermark, or in their
wiremarks not corresf)onding, or (in very early books) by the
ornamentation added by hand being in a different style,

Wlu'n it has been ascertained that a copy contains the right
number of leaves and that all these leaves are original, the last

point to be settled is as to whether it differs in any respect from
the standard collation. Owing to the extreme slowness of the
presswork for the first two centuries after the invention of
printing, there were more opportunities for making small correc-
tions while an t)ld book was passing through the press tlian

there are in the case of modern ones, and on the other hand the
balls used for inking the type sometimes caught up words or
individual letters and these were replaced by the compositors
as best they could. The small variations in the text noticed
in different copies of the First Folio edition of Shakespeare, and
agelin of Milton's Paradise Lost, arc probably, to be explained
by a mixture of these two causes. Where a serious error was
discovered after a sheet had been printed off, the leaf on which
it occurred was sometimes cut out and a new leaf (called a
“cancel”) printed to replace it and pasted on to the rest of
the sheet. Variations between different copies of the first edition
of Herrick’s Hesperides which have puzzled all his editors arc
due to the presence of several of such cancels. Lastly, a printer
when he had printed part of a book might wish to increase the
size of the edition, and the leaves already printed off would have
to be reprinted, thus causing a combination of identical and
different leaves in different copies. The famous 42-line Bible
of c. 1455, variously attributed to Gutenberg and to Fust and
Srhoeffer, and the Valerius Maximus printed by Schoeffer in

1471, are instances of editions being thus enlarged while passing
through the press. As each book was set up simultaneously on
several different presses, the reprinted leaves occur at the
beginning of each of the sections.

It should be mentioned that there are books of which it is

difficult to find two copies in exact agreement. Either to
quicken presswork or to comply with trade-regulations made
in the interest of compositors, in some books of which large
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numbers were required, <f.g. the Paraphrases of Erasmus, the

First Prayer-book of Edward VI., and the “ Songs and Sonnets

known as TottelVs Miscellany, each forme was set up two or

more different times. The formes were then used at haphazard

for printing, and l)Oth at this stage and when the printed sheets

came to be stitched almost ajiy number of different combinations

might be made. The books named were all printed in the

middle of the i6th century, but probably later instances could

be produced.

Description.— The ideal towards which all bibliographical

work should be directed is the provision in an accessible form of

a standard description of a perfect copy of every book of literary,

historical or typographical interest ns it first issued from the

press, and of all the variant issues and editions of it. When such

standard descriptions shall have been made, adequately checked

and printed, it will be possible to describe every individual copy

by a simple reference to them, with a statement of its differences,

if any, and an insistence on the points lx;aring on the special

object with which it is being re-described. Only in a few cases

has any approach been made to a collection of such standard

descriptions. One instance which may be cited is that of the

entries of the i qlli-century books in the Reperiorium Biblio-

graphicum of Ludwig Hain (1826-1838), which the addition of

an asterisk marks as having been examined by Main himself in

the copies in the Royal librarj' at Munich. The high standard

of accuracy of these asterisked entries (save for tlie omission to

note blank leaves at the beginning or end) has been so well

(•stablished, and the Repertorium is so widely known, that in

many catalogues incunabula the short title of the book
together with the number of Main's entry has been usefully

substituted for a long description. Books printed at Oxford up
to 1640 can be equally well described by their short titles and a

reference to Mr l^alconcr Madan's Early Oxford Press published

in 1895. At present the number of works which can thus be

taken as a standard is only small, owing partly to the greater

and more iiccuratc detail now demanded, partly to the alwcnce

of any system of co-operation among libraries, each of which is

only willing to pay for catalogues relating exclusively to its own
collections. It may be hoped that through the foundation of

bibliographical institutes more work of this kind may be done.

A standard description of any Ixjok must, as a rule, consist of

the following sections, though in the case of works which have no
typographical interest, some of the deUtils may be advantage-

ously omitted :—(a) A literal transcript of the title-page, also of

the colophon, if any, and of any headings or other portions of the

lx)ok serving to distinguish it from other issues
;

(b) Statements

as to the size or form of the book, the gatherings or quires of

which it is made up, with the total number of leaves, the measure-

ment of an uncut copy or of the type-page, a note of the types in

which different parts of the book are printed, and a reference

to any trustworthy information already in print
;

(c) A state-

ment of the literaiy contents of the book and of the points at

which they respectively begin ; (d) A note giving any additional

information which may be needed.

(a) In transcribing the title-page and other parts of the hook
it IS desirable not to omit intermediate words : if an omission is

made it should be indicated by three dots placed close together.
The end of a line sliould be indicated by an upright stroke.^ It is

a considerable gain to indicate to the eye in what typos the words
transcribed are printed, i.e. whether in roman, gotiiic letter, or
italic, and in each case whether in rnajuscules or minuscules (“ upper
or lower case "). To do this, however, adds greatly not only to the
cost of printing, but also to tlie liability of error. If roman minus-
cules are used throughout, or roman ior the text and italic for the
imprint of colophon, the method of transliteration which the printer

himself would have used should be adopted. Many of the best

modem catalogues and bibliographies are disfigured by the occur-

rence in them of such forms as “ qvinqve.” “ qveen,” “ Evrope,"

due to an unintelligent transliteration of the forms QVINQVE,
QVEEN, EVROPE. as they occur on title-pages at a date when
‘^V was the inajuacnle form of lioth “ v ” and “ u.” If it is de-

J Some bibliographers prefer to use double strokes to avoid con-

fusion with the old-fashioned long commas. Others use a single

stroke to indicate the space between two lines and increase 3ie

number of strokes where the space left is wider than this.
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sired to retain the V forms the words should be printed in majus-
cules. If minuscules are used, ^le words should be transliterated

as quinque, queen. Europe, according to the jiractice of the old
printers themselves.
A troublesome question often arises as to what notice should be

taken in reproducing the misprints which frequently occur in the

original titles. Bibliographers who have satislicd themsadves (and

their readers) of their own accuracy may reproduce them in silence,

though it will need constant watchfulness to prevent the printer

frewn “ setting them right." Transcribers of only average accuracy
will consult their happiness by indicating tlie misprmt in .some way,
and the frequent use of (sir), more es7)ecially when printed in italics,

or of the German (1), being ugly, probably the simplest plan is to add
a note at the end staring tiiat the misprints in question occur in the*

original.

(b) 'J’he " size " of a hooU is a technical exjiression for the relation

of the individual leaves to tlu? sheet of jiaper of wliich they form a
part. A l)OOk In-folio means one in which the paper has been folded

once, so that each sheet has made tw'O leaves. In a book in quarto,

each sheet has been folded twnce .so as to make lour leaves. In an
octavo another fold has produced eight loaves, and so on for books in

i(>mo, 32nio and 64mo. For books in twelves, twenty-fours, A:c., the

paper has at some stage to be folded in tliree instead of in two, and
there will he some difierence in form according to the way in which
this is doni‘. '[‘he .size of a book printed on handmade paper y is very
simply recognized by holding up a page to tlie light. Certain while
hues, called wure-lincs, will be noticed, occurring as a rule about an
incli apart, and running at right angles to tlie fine lines. These
wire-lines are ])eT]iendicular in a folio, octavo, 321110, and liorizontal

in a quarto and lOmo. In a izmo. as the name implies, the slicet is

folded m twt‘lve
; and in the earlier ]>art at least of the ibth century

this wa.s (lone m such a way that the wire-lines are perpendicular,
the luMght oi the sheet forming two fiages, as is the case in an octavo,

w'hile the width is divided into six instead of into four as in an
octavo. 'I'he later habit has lieen to fcld the sheet ditterently, the

height of the sheet forming the width of four pages, and the width
of the sheet the height of three pages, consequently the wdre-liiics

are horizontal " (E. G. Duff, Early Printed Rooks, pp. 2oL> zo'j).

Tlu^ recognition of what is meant by the size of a lK>ok has been
obscured by tlie erroneous idea that the quires or gatherings of which
books are made up necessarily consist of single sheets.'-^ It this were
.so all folios would be in gatherings oi two leaves each ; all quartos
in gatherings of four Icave.s

;
all octavos in gathering.s of eights.

In the cast* of book.s printed on handmade pajicr, tlii-s is generally

true of octavos, but to reduce the amount of sewing the earliest

folios were usually arranged in tens. i.r. in gathenngs of five shoets
or ten leaves, wdiilc in Shakespeare's time English folios were mostly
in sixes. In the same way quartos are often found made up in

eights, and on the other hand the use of a half-sheet jiroduces a
gathering ol only two leaves.

When a manuscript or early printed book was being prepared for

binding, it waa usual for the order in which the quires or gatherings
W'cre to lie arranged to be indicated by signing them with the letters

of the alphaliet in their ordcT, the alphabet generally used ‘ being
the 1-atin, in which I stands for both 1 and j ;

V for both V and V,

and liierc is no W. if more than twenty-three letters were needed
the contractions for et, con, turn and (less often) that for us, w'ere

used as addiltomd signs, and for large books minuscules were used
as well as majuscules, and the letters were doubled. In 1472 printed
signatures came into use. If the* quires or gatherings in the ixiok

to he dcecribod ace signed in print, the signatures used should be
quoted without brackets. If they are not sigiKd, tlie order of the
gatherings sliould be noted by the letters of the alphabet in square
brackets. In each case the numlxT of leaves in each gatliering

should Ih* shown by index-figures. Thus, six gatherings of eight

leaves follow'ed by one of four sliould be represented by the synilwis

A-F“ G*. The " make-up " of an old book in original binding is

usually sufficiently shown by tlie strings in the middle of each quire.

In books which have been rebound help may sometimes be obtained
from the fact that between (roughly) 1750 and 1850, a period during
which there was much rebinding of ^rly books, the gatherings
before being put into their new quires were mostly Reparatoiy
pressed, with tlie result that the outer pages of each gathering are
much .smoother than tlu* rest. But the only safe guide to the make-up
oi an old book without printed signatures is a collation by means
ol tlie watemiarks, i.e. tlic devices wdth which the paperanaker as
a rule marked each sheet (see PAPKa). In a folio Ixxik one of every
pair of leaves should have a watermark in the middle of the pai>ef.
In a quarto some pairs of leaves irill Ixavc no watermark ; in otters
it will be found divided by the%ld of the paper. As the great
majority of IBooks without printed signatures are in folio or cjuarto,

^ It may be noted that some confusion is caused in descnptioiia*
of books by the word “sheet," which should be restricted to the
original sheet of paper which by folding becomes folio, quarto, &c..
being applied also to tlie doublo-leaf of four pages. A word 8p(*ciaUy
appropriated to this is greatly needed, and as gatherings of two,
three, four, of such douUe-leaves are known technically as
ducrnlons, temions, quaternions, &c., the double-leaf itself might
well be called a “ unit." •
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the sequence of watermarked and un-watermarked leaves, if care-

fully worked out. will mostly reveti^ the " make-up " of the successive

gatherings.

After the size and sequence of the gatherings has been stated, the

total number of leaves should be noted, with a mention, of any
numeration of them given in the book. Any discrepancy between
the total of the leaves assigned to the successive gatherings and the

total as separately counted of course points to an error, and the

reckonings must be repeated till they tally. Errors in the printed

enumeration of the leaves of old books are common, and it is seldom

necessary to point them out in detail. When reference has to be
made to a particular page of an old book, the printed signatures

offer the readiest means, an index number placed l>elow the letter

indicating the number ol the leaf in the gathering and the addition

of “ recto " or “ verso ” marking the upper or under jiage of the

leaf. Thus “ X4 recto ” (some bibliographers prefer the rather

clumsier form “X 4 re^^to ’’) stands for the first page of the fourth

leaf of the gathering signed X. Where there are 110 printed signa-

tures the leaf-number may lie given, the letters “ a " and “ b
”

above the iiiiineral taking the place ot “ recto ” and “ verso
"

(leaf 09*^). \\’herc some leaves of a book are numbered and others

not, if the reference is to the printed numeration this should l>e stated.

Printed leaf numeration is found as early as 1470, and became
common about ten yelirs later. Printed pagination did not become
common till nearly the middle of the i6th century.

The loregoing details are all directed to showing whicli leaves of

a book would be printed by the same pull of the press, how it was
made up for bmiling, and how imperlecfions in any copy may be

detected. They give little or no indication oi the dimensions of the

book. In the case of modern editions this may be done by adding
one of the trade epithets, pott, foolscap, crown, Ac., to the name of

the size, which w’hen thus qualitied denotes paper ol a particular

measunment (sec 1’aper). As, how'ever, these measurements are

not easily remembered, it is better to give the actual measurements
in inches or millimetres of a page ot an uncut copy. In old book.s

uncut copies are not easily found, and it is ustiful instead of this to

give the measurement m millimetres of the printed portion ot the

page (technically called the “ type-page ”). although this is subject

to a variation of aliout 3 "0 in dirferent copies, according to the

degree to which they were damp«l lor printing. To this is adtlcd

a statement of the number of lines in the page measured. The
character of the type (roman, gothic or italic) is next mentioned,
and in the case of 15th-century books, its number in the sequence
of founts used by the jirinter (see Incitnabula). Finally a relerence

to any authoritative description already printed conqilctes this

portion of the entry. Thus the description of the collation of the

first-dated book printed at Augsburg, the Mediiationes of S. Bona-
ventura, printed by Giinther Zainer in 1468, .should read : Folio

(a^®, b-d®, e-g^®, h^’) 72 leaves. Type* page (*) 202 x 120 mm.
; 35 lines.

Type T (gothic letter). Ham 3557.
(c) While many books, anci this is especially true of early ones,

contain little or nothing beyond the bare text of a well-known work,
others are well provided, not only w'ith commentaries which are

almost sure to be mentioned on the title-page, or in the colophon
(which the editor himself often wrote), but also with dedicatory
letters, prefaces, complimentary verses, indexes and other accessories,

the presence of which it is desirable to indicate. In the.se cases it is

often convenient to show the entire contents of the book in the order

m winch they occur, noting the leaves or pages on which each begins.

Thus in the lirst edition (1590) ol the lirst throe books of Spenser’s

Faerie Queene, the literary contents, their order, and the space

they occupy can be concisely noted by taking the successive gather-

ings according to their signatures and showing what comes on each
page. Thus: A,, recto, title; verso, dedication, “To the Most
Might ie and Magnificent Empresse Elizabeth ”

; A.,-OOf,, text of

books i.-iii.
: Ppj, letter dated the 23rd of January 1*589 [1590] to

Sir W' alter Raleigh expounding the intention of the work
;

l*p., verso,

commendatory verses signed W. R[aleighJ. Hobynoll (Gabriel

Harvey), R.S., H.B., W.L. and Ignoto ;
complimentary

sonnets severally inscribed to Sir C. Hatton, the earls of Es,sox,

Oxlorcl, Northumberland and Ormond, I.ord Ch. Howard, Lord
Grey of Wilton and Sir W. Raleigh, and to Lady Carew and to the
Ladies in the Court; and “ Faults escaped in the print”; Qqi.4»
fifteen other sonnets.
Some bibliographers prefer to reverse the order of notation,

(title, Aj, recto ;
dedication, Aj, venso, &c,), and no principle is

sacrified in doing so, though the order suggested usually works out
the more neatly.

Enumeration and Arrangemeitt—In the i8tli and early 19th

centuries there was a tendency, especially among French writers,

to exaggerate the scope of bibliography, on the ground that it

*was the duty of the bibliographer to appraise the value of all the

books he recorded, and to indicate the exact place which each

work should occupy in a logical classification of all literature

based on a previous classification of all knowledge. Biblio-

graphers are now more modest. They recognize that the

,
^ Here specify the page measured.

classification of human knowledge is a ques^rin for philosophers

and men of science, that the knowledge of chemistry and of its

history needed to make a good bibliography of chemistry is alto-

gether extrinsic to bibliography itself
;
that all, in fact, to which

bibliography can pretend is to suggest certain general principles

of arrangement and to point out to some extent how they may
be applied. The principles are neither numerous nor recondite.

To illustrate the history of printing, books may be arranged

according to the places and printing-houses where they were

produced. For the glorification of a province or county, they

are sometimes grouped under the places where their authors

were born or resided. For special purposes, they may he arranged

according to the language or dialect in which they are written.

But, speaking generally, the choice for a basis of arrangement

rests between the alphaljctical order of authors and titles, a

chronological order according to date of publication, a “ logical
’’

or alphabetical order according to subjects, and some combina-

tion of these methods. In exercising the choice the essential

requisite ’s a reiilly clear idea of the use to which the bibliography,

when made, is to be put. If its chief object be to give detailed

information about individual books, a strictly alphabetical

arrangement “by authors and titles” (/.r. by the names of

authors in their alphabetical order, and the titles of their books

in alphabetical sequence under the names) will be the most

useful, because it enables the student to obtain the information

he seeks with the greatest ease. But while such an alphabetical

arrangement offers the speediest access to individual entries, it

has no other merit, unless the main object of the bibliography

be to show what each author has written. If it is desired to

illustrate the history and development of a subject, or the

literary biography of an author, the books should be entered

chronologically. If direction in reading is to be given, this can

best be offered by a subject-index, in which the subjects aie

arranged alphabetically for speedy refenmeo, and the books

chronologically under the subject, so that the newest are always

at the end. Lastly if the object is to show how far the whole

field has been covered and what gaps remain to be filled, a class

catalogue arranged according to what are considered the logical

subdivisions of the subject has its advantages. It is important,

however, to remember that, if the bulk of the bibliography is

very large, a principle of arrangement which would be clear and

useful on a small scale may be lost in the quantity of pages ovi r

which it extends. An arrangement which cannot be quickly

grasped, whatever satisfaction it may give it.s author, is useless

to readers, the measure of its inutility being the worn condition

of the alphabetical index to which those who cannot carry a

complicated “ logical ” arrangement in their heads are obliged

to turn, in the first instance, to find what they want. It should

be obvious that any .system wliich necessitates a preliminary

reference to a key or index rests under grave suspicion, and needs

some clear counterbalancing gain to justify the loss of time

which it entails. The main classification should always be that

which will be most immediately useful to readers of the hooks.

To throw light on the history of a subject and to indicate how

far the field is covered are honourable objects for compilers, but

should mostly be held subordinate to practical use. It is note-

worthy also that they may often be better forwarded by means

of an index or table than by the main arrangement. I’he history

of Hain’s Repertorium Bibliographicum, which enumerates in an

alphabetical arrangement of authors and titles some 16,000 books

printed in the 15th century, is a good example of this. For

sixty-five years it was of the utmost use for its accurate descrip-

tions of individual books, but threw practically no light on the

history of printing. In 1891 Dr Konrad Burger published an

appendix to it containing an Index of Printers, since greatly

enlarged in his index to Dr Copinger’s Supplement to Haw (1902).

The form of the index enables each printer’s work to be .seen at a

glance, and the impetus given to the study of the history of

printing was very great. But if the book had originally been

arranged under Printers instead of Authors, it would have been

far more difficult to use ;
its literary value would have been

halved, and the record of the output of each press, now instantly
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visible, would have bfeen obscured by the fuller entries causing

it to extend over many pages.

The Bibliography oj Bibliography.—The zeal of students of

early printing has provided the material for an almost exhaustive

list (see Incunabula) of the books printed in the 15th century

still extant. Of those printed in the years 1501-1536 there is a

tentative enumeration in the continuation of Panzer’s Annales

Typographici (1803), and materials are gradually being collected

for improving and extending this. But the projects once formed

for a universal bibliography have dwindled in proportion as the

output of the press has increased, and the nearest approaches

to such a work are the printed catalogue of the library of the

British Museum, and that of the Biblioth^que Nationale at Paris,

now in progress. Of books of great rarity unrepresented in these

catalogues a fairly sufficient record exists in Brunet's Manuel
du libraire, the bibliographical collections of Mr W. C. Hazlitt,

the Bibliographer s Manual by Lowndes, and the other biblio-

graphical works enumerated in the article on book-collecting

(q.v,). When a universal bibliography was recognized as an

impossibility, patriotism suggested the compilation of national

bibliographies, and the Bibliolheca Britannica of Robert Watt
(Edinburgh, 1824) remains an extraordinary example of what
the zeal of a single man could accomplish in this direction.

Querard’s 1m France litleraire (Paris, 1827-1839), while it gives

fuller titles, is much less comprehensive, embracing mainly

books of the 18th and early 19th centuries, and only such of

these as appeared to the compiler to be written by “ savants,

historiens, ct gens de lettres.” In the works of Heinsius (All-

genif'ines Biichcrlexilmi, Leipzig, 1812-1817) and

Kayser (BUcherlexikon^ /;5o, ., Leipzig, 1834, &c.) Germany
possesses a fine record of her output of books during the last

two centuries, and since the organization of the book-trade,

contemporar}’ lists of books, with rhumh and indexes issued

at intervals, exist for most European countries. For the period

before these became of importance in England much biblio-

graphical material has been collected in the Catalogues of

English Books printed up to the end of the year 1640, issued

by the British Museum in 1884, by the John Hylands library,

Manchester, in 1895, and by the University library, Cambridge,

in 1900-1906. A similar record of the rich English collections

in the Bodleian library, Oxford, remains a great desideralum.

While these substitutes for a universal author catalogue have

gradually been provided, similar contributions to a universal

subject catalogue have been made in the form of innumerable

si)ecial bibliographies compiled by students or bookmen inter-

ested in special subjects or departments of literature. The
most important of these are enumerated in the bibliographical

notes appended to articles in this Encyclopaedia, but many
attempts have been made to compile separate catalogues of

them.
The most recent of these bibliographies of bibliographies naturally

take over all that is of any value in their predecessors, and it may
suffice therefore to make special mention of the following :

—

Biblio-

theca bihliographica. Krittsches VerzeUhniss det das Gesammtgebiet

der Bibliographic hetreffenden Litteratur des In- und Auslandes, in

systematisches Ordnung hearbeitet von Dr Julius Petzholdt. Mit
alphahetischen Namen und Sachregistcr (Leipzig, 1866), 8vo, pp. xii,,

940 :
Manuel de bibliographic givirale, par Henri Stein (Pari.s, i8g8),

8vo, pp. XX. 8y6 ;
Manuel de bihliographie historique, par Ch. V.

Laiiglois (Paris, 1901), izmo, pp. xi. O23 ;
A Register />/ National

Bibliography. With a selection of the chief bibliographical works

and articles printed in other Countries, by W. V. Courtney (London,

1905), 8vo, pp. viii. 63 j.

It should also be noted that the List of Books of Reference in the

Reading-Room of the British Museum, first published in 1889, and

the Subject-index of the Modern Works added to the Library of the

British Museum in the years iHSi-igoo, edited by G. K. Fortescue

(supplements published ev('ry five years), include entries of a vast

number of bibliographical works, and that an eclectic list, with

a valuable introduction, will be found in Professor Ferguson’s

Some Aspects of Bibliograpkv (Edinburgh, 1900). (A. W. Po.)

BIBLIOMANCY (from the Gr. ^ij8A.tor, a book, and pavreta,

prophecy), a form of divination (q.v.) by means of the Bible or

other boolw. The method employed is to open the Bible hap-

hazard and be guided by the first verse which catches the eye.

Among the Greeks and Romans the practice was known under

the name of sortes Homericae or sortes Virgilianae, the books
consulted being those of Homer ^r Virgil.

BIBRACTE, an ancient Gaulish town, the modem Mont
Beuvray, near Autun in France. Here, on a hilltop 2^00 ft.

above sea-level, excavation has revealed a vast area of 330
acres, girt with a stone and wood rampart 3 m. long, and con-

taining the remains of dwelling-houses, a temple of Bibractis,

and the workshops of iron and bronze workers and enamellers.

It was the capital of the Aedui in the time of Julius Caesar.

Later on Augustus removed the inhabitants to his new town
Augustodunum (Autun), to destroy the free native traditions.

Another far more obscure town in Gaul, near Reims, also bore

the name.

See Bulliot, Fouilles de Beuvray
;

Df^chelcttr, Oppidum de Bibractc
\

also references s.v. Aedui.

BIBULUS, a surname of the Roman gens Calpurnia. The best-

knowTi of those who bore it was Marcus Calpurnius Bibulus,

consul with Julius Caesar, 59 R.c. He was the candidate put

forward by the aristocratical party in opposition to L. Lucceius,

who was of the party of Caesar
;
and bribery was freely used,

with the approval of even the rigid Cato (Suetonius, Caesar, 9),

to secure his election. But he proved no match for his able

colleague. He made an attempt to oppose the agrarian law
introduced by Caesar for distributing the lands of Campania,

but was overpowered and even personally ill-treated by the

mob. After making vain complaints in the senate, he shut

himself up in his own house during the remaining eight month.?

of his consulship, taking no part in public business beyond
fulminating edicts against Ciiesar’s proceedings, which only

provoked an attack upon his house by a mob of Caesar’s

partisans. Mis conduct gave rise to the jest^ that Julius and
Caesar were consuls during tha^ year. When the relations of

Caesar and Pompey became strained, Bibulus supported Pompey
(Plutarch, Cato Minor, 41) and joined in proposing his election as

sole consul (52 B.c.). Next year he went to Syria as proconsul

and claimed credit for a victory gained by one of his officers

over the Parthians, before his own arrival in the province.

After the expiration of his term of office, Pompr\’ gave him com-
mand of his fleet in the Ionian Sea. He proved himself utterly

incapable
;

his chief exploit was the burning of thirty transports

on their return from Epirus whither they had succeeded in

conveying ('aesar and some troops from Brundusium. He died

soon afterwards (48) of fatigue and mortification (C.aesar, Bell.

Civ. iii. 5-18 ;
Dio Cassius xli. 48). AlthouJ^h not a man of great

importance, Bibulus showed great persistency as the enemy of

Caesar. Cicero says of him that he was no onitor, but a careful

writer. By his wife Porcia, daughter of Cato, afterwards married

to Brutus, he had three sons. The two eldest were murdered

in Egypt by some of the soldiery of Gabinius
;
the youngest,

Lucius Calpurnius Bibulus, fought on the side of the republic

at the battle of Philippi, but surrendered to Antony soon after-

wards, and was by him appointed to the command of his fleet.

He died (about 32) while governor of Syria under Augustus.

He wrote a short memoir of his step-father Brutus, which was

used by Plutarch (Appian, B.C. iv. 136 ;
Plutarch, Brutus,

13-23).'

BICE (from Fr. bis, a word of doubtful origin, meaning dark-

coloured), a term erroneously applied in English to particular

shades of green or blue pigments from the French terms vert bis

and azur bis, dark green or blue. These colours are generally

prepared from basic copper carbonates, but sometimes from

ultramarine and other pigments.

BICESTER, a market town in the Woodstock parliamentary

division of Oxfordshire, England^, 12 m. N.N.E. of Oxford by
a branch of the London & North-Western railway. Pop.
of urban district (1901) 3023. It lies near the northern edge
of the flat open plain of Ot Moor, in a pastoral country. The
church of St Eadburg, the virgin of Aylesbury, is cruciform,

with a western tower, and contains examples of Norman and
each succeeding style. There is, moreover, in the nave a single

rude angular arch considered to be Saxon. Incorporated with

a farm-house, scanty Perpendicular remains nre seen ot an
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Augustinian priory founded at the close of the )2th century.

Bicester has considerable aglicultural trade and a brewing

industry. It is a favourite hunting centre.

The iermination cesier, commonly indicating Roman origin,

does not do so here, and is perhaps copied from Alchester and
Chesterton, 2 m, west of Bicester, where there is a small Roman
site, probably a wayside village, at the meeting of roads from

the south (l)orcliester), west, north-east and east.

Bicester (Bemcestre, Burenccstrc, Bissitcr), according to the

Domesday survey, was held by Robert d’Oily. In 1182 Gilbert

Basset founded here an Augustinian priory, which from that

date until its dissolution in 1538 became the centre of the

industrial life and development of the town. In 1253 William

Longs|:)cy obtained a grant of a fair at the feast of St Edburg,
and a Friday market is mentioned in the 14th century. Richard

11 . granted a Monday market and a fair at the feast of St James
the Apostle, and in 1440 an additional market was granted to b<i

held in that part of the town called Bury-End, from this diite

known as Market-End. Bicester never possessed any manu-
factures of importance, but the fairs and markets were much
frequented, and in the i6th century the cattle market was
especially famous.

See J. Blomlield, History of the Deanery of BU ester (T-ondon,
i8Sj 1804) ;

John Dimkin, History of Bicestci (Lon<lon. i8j0).

BICHAT, MARIE FRANCOIS XAVIER (1771 1802), French
anatomist and physiologist, was born at 'rhoirette (jura) on the

14th of November 1771. His father, a physician, was his first

instructor. He entered the college t>f Nantua, and afterwards

studied at Lyons. In mathematics and the phy.sical sciences

he made rapid progress, but ultimately devoted himself to the

study of anatomy and surgery, under the guidance of M. A.

Petit. (1766-181] ), chief surgewn to the Hotel Dieu at Lyons.
The revolutionary disturbances compelled liim to fly from
Lyons and take refuge in Paris in 1793. He there became a
pupil of P. J. Desault, who was so strongly impressed with his

genius that he took him into his house and treated him as liis

adopted son. For two years he actively participated in all the

labours of Desault, prosecuting at the same time liis own re-

searches in anatomy and physiology. The sudden death of

Desault in 1795 was a severe blow to Bichat. Ilis first care was
to acquit himself of the obligations he owed his benefactor, by
contributing to the support of his widow and her son, and by
conducting to a close the fourth volume of Desault’s Journal de

Chirurgicy to which he added a biographical memoir of its author.

His next object was to reunite and digest in one body the surgical

doctrines which Desault had published in various periodical

works. Of these he composed CEuores chirutgicales de Desault,

ou taMeau de sa doctrine, el de sa praiique dans le Iraitemeni des

maladies externes (1798-1799), a work in which, although he
professes only to set fortli the ideas of another, he develops

them with the clearness of one who is a master of the subject.

In 1797 he began a course of anatomical demonstrations, and
his success encouraged him to extend the plan of his lectures,

and boldly to announce a course of operative surgery. In

the following year, 1798, he gave in addition a separate course

of physiology. A dangerous attack of haemoptysis interrupted

liis labours for a time
; but the danger was no sooner past than

he plunged into new engagements with the same ardour as

before. He had now scope in his physiological lectures for a
fuller exposition of his original views on the animal economy,
which excited much attention in the medical schools at Paris.

Sketches of these doctrines were given by him in tJiree papers
contained in the Memoirs of the Societe Medicale d’femuiation,

which he founded in 1796, and they wore afterwards more fully

developed in his Tratle sur les membranes (1800). His next
publication was tlie Recherches physiologiques sur la vie et sur

la ntnri (1800), and it was quickly followed by his AnatomU
gSnerale (1801), tlw work which contains tlie fruits of his most
profound and original researclies. He began another work,
under the title AnaUmie descriptive (1801-1803), in which the
organs weK arranged according to his peculiar dassification of
thejjr functions, but lived to publish only the first two volumes.

It was completed on the same plan by^iis pupils, M. F. R.
Buisson (1776-1805) and P. J. Roux (1780-1854).

Before Bichat had attained the age of eight-and-twenty he
was appointed physician to the Hotel Dieu, a situation which
opened an immense field to his ardent spirit of inquiry. In the
investigation of diseases he pursued the same method of observa-
tion and experiment which had characterized his researches

in physiology. He learned their history by studying them at
the bedside of liis patients, and by accurate dissection of their

bodies after death. He engaged in a series of examinations,
with a view to ascertain the changes induced in the various
organs by disease, and in less than six months he had opened
alwvc six hundred bodies. He was anxious also to determine
with more precision tlian had been attempted before, the
efieets of remedial agents, and instil iited with this view a scries

of direct experiments wliich yielded a vast store of valuable
material. Towards the end of his life he was also engaged on
a new classification of diseases. A fall from a staircase at the
Hotel Dieu resulted in a fever, and, exhausted by his excessive

laljours and by constantly breathing the tainted air of the

dissecting-room, he died on the 22nd of July 1802. His bust,

together with that of Desault, was placed in the Hotel Dieu by
order of Napoleon.

BICHROMATES AND CHROMATES. Chromium trioxide

dis.solves readily in water, and the solution is supposed to contain

chromic acid, H^CrO^
;

the salts of this acid are known as the

cJhromatcs. In addition to these normal salts, others exist,

name ly bichromates, trichromates, Ike,, which may be regarded
as combinations of one molecular proportion of the normal salt

with one or more molecular proportions of chromium trioxide.

The series will thus possess tht following general formulae

M2Cr04 MoCr^O? MXT.5O,,, &c. (M- one atom of a
normal chrom.ilo bichromaU* tnchrdmat<‘ monovalent metal.)

Chromates.—1'ho alkaline chromates are usually obtained by
fusion ot a chromium compound with an alkaline carbonate and an
oxidizing agent, sucli lor example as potassium nitrate or cliloratc.

The native chrome-ironstont' (CrL^FeO) may be used in this way
as a source of such compounds, being fused in a reverberatory
lurnace, along with soda-ash and lime, the oxidizing agent in this

case being atmospheric oxygen. They may also be jirepared by
oxidizing chromium salts (in alkaline solution) with hydrogen
peroxide, chlorine, bleaching powder, potassium permanganate
and manganese dioxide. The majority of the chromates are yellow
in colour, and many of them are isoinorphous with the corresjJondinR
bulphates. The alkaline chromates are soluble in water, those of
most other metals being insoluble. By the addition of mineral
acids, they are converted rapidly into bichromates. They are easily

reduced in acid solution by sulphuretted hydrogen, and also by
sulphur dioxide to chromium .salts. The chromates are stable
towards heat ; they are poisonous, and may be recognized by the
yellow precipitates they give with soluble barium and lead .salts.

J’otassium chromate, K2Cr04, may be prepared by neutralizing

a solution of potassium bichromate with potassium carbonate or
-with caustic potash. It crystallizes in yellow rhombic prisms, and
is readily soluble in water, the solution having a bitter taste and an
alkaline reaction. When heated in a current of Bulphiiretled hydro-
gen, or carbon bisulphide, it yields a mixture of chromium se^ui-
oxide and sulphide. When heated with sulphur it yields chromium
sesquioxide. Sodium chromate, Na9CK)4*10H.O, forms pale yellow
crystals isomoriOious with hydrated sodium sulphate, NajSO4-10HjO.
It is deliquescent, and melts at 23^ C. (M. Berthelot). By'evaporation
of its j^iieous solution at temperatures alxive 30'’ C. it may be ob-
tained in the anhydrous condition. Lead chromate, PbCr04, occurs
native as the mineral crocoisilc, and may be obtained as an amor-
phous pale yellow solid by precipitating a soluble lead salt by an
alkaline chromate. It is used as a pigment under the name chrome
yellow.” When digested for some time with a cau.stic alkali it is

converted into a basic salt, PbCr04*Pb0, a pigment known as
” chrome red.” It melts readily, and on cooling resolidifies to a
brown mass, which at moderately high temperatures gives off oxygen
and leaves a residue of a basic lead salt ; lor this reason fused lead
chromate is sometimes made use of in the analysis of organic com-
pounds. Silver chromate, AgjCr04, i.s a dark red amorphous powder
obtained when silver nitrate is precipitated by an alkaline chronvate.
It is decomposed by the addition of caustic alkalis, forming silver

oxide and an alkaline chromate.
Bichromates,—The bichromates are usually of a red or reddish-

brown colour, those of the alkali metals being readily soluble in
water. They arc readily decomposed by heat, leaving a residue
of the normal chromate and chromium sesquioxide, and liberating

oxygen ; ammonium bichromate, however, is completely decomposed
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into chrominni sesqnioxide, -water and nitrogen. Sulphuretted

hydrogen and sulphur dioxide reduce them in acid solution to the

condition of chromium salts.

3*otassium bichromate, is obtained by fusing chrome
ironstone with soda ash and lime (see above), the calcium chromate
formed in the proci*ss being decomposed by a hot solution of

potassium sulphate. After the calcium sulphate has settled, the

potassium chromate solution is converted into bichromate by the

action of sulphuric acid, and the salt is allowed to crystallize. It

forms large triclinic prisms of specific gravity 2-(>~2*7, which are

moderately aolnble in cold water and readily soluble in hot water.

The solution is strongly acid in reaction and is very poisonous.

Potassium bichromate finds extensive application in organic chemistry

as an oxidizing agent, being used lor this ]>urpose in dilute sulphuric

acid solution, K.^Cr207 4-4H.jSC)4— K,,S04 4 t'r„(S(),).,H-4H20 f 5J(3. On
the addition of concentrated sulphiiric acid to a cold saturated

solution of the salt, red crystals of chromium trioxide, CrOj,.

separate (see Chromiitm), whilst when warmed with concentrated

hydrochloric acid and a little water, potassium chlarochromatc is

produced. When heated with phosphorus trichloride m a sealed

tube to 160'’ C.. iwtassiuin chlorochromate, phosphorus oxychloride,

potassium chloride, and a complex chromium oxide (possibly (T.,Ufl)

are produced (A. l^icliaelis, Jnur, pvuk. Chew., 1871, li. 4. p. 452 )*

Potassium bichromate finds a]q5lication in ]>hotographv, in calico-

printing. and in the preparation ol bichromate cells. Sodium

bichromate. NaoCr„OH.*2H./). may l»e obtain(‘d by the addition of the

requisite (puinlily ol chromium trioxide to a solution of sodium

chromate. 11 crystallizes in hyacinth-red prisms, winch are very

hygroscopic and hi<‘lt at 320" C.

I'l It hromntes. The ti'ichromates ai'<‘ obtained by the addition of

nitric acid (of sj)ecitic gravity about 1*2) to solutions of the bi-

chromates. Th('y form rhombic crystals of a red or brown red

colour and are readily deconij^osed by warm water, with formation

of the bichromate.
Perchromk J rid.—By tin- addition of liydrogcn pcioxide to a

solution ol chromic acid, a tine blue coloration due to a percliromic

acid is produced \Nliich is readily absorbed by shaking out with

ether. The following formulae* have Ijoen assigned to the com-

pound :
~ ll.,().,-C'rO,. (H. iMoissan, Cowptes rendua, 1883. 07. p. ob) ;

H..()..-2HCr04 ‘(M. Berthelot. C<mif>tr<: undid,, 1889, 108, p, 25);

Cn,Ol*xH..O (L. A. Harreswil, thim. et phy^., 1847 [3], 20.

p. 304), and ('r(.V;5ll..() (T. Fairley. Chrm, 7<cws, 1876. 33,4). 237).

The more recent in\ estigations of Jl. < 1 . Byers and K. E. Reed

(Amei. Chrm. Join., 1904, p. 503) show that it metallic potassiuni

be added to an etliereal solution of the blue compound at - 20“ (*.,

hydrog<*n is liberated and a j)uri»lc‘ IJack precipitate of the per-

chroniate. of compositiou KCrOj or K,,Cr./\, is produced ;
this com-

pound is very unstable, and readily decomposes into oxygen and

potassium bichromate. Similar sodium, arnnioniiim, lithium,

magnesium, calcium, barium aud zinc salts have been obtained.

It is shown that the bliu* solution most jirobably contains the acid

of composition, IloCr.On, whilst in the jin'senceof an excess ol hydro-

gen peroxide more highly oxidized jiroducts probably exist.

BICKER (connected l)>- Skoal with bike, to thrust or strike),

an Old English word (traced from the 13th century) implying

conflict or disputation. A poetical use, from the noise, is seen

in Tennyson’s Brook, “ to Uckcr down the valley .”

BICKERSTAFFE, ISAAC (c. 1735-c. 1812), £:nglish dramatist,

was born in Ireland about 1735. At the age of eleven he was

appointed a page to Lord Chesterfield, then lord lieutenant of

Ireland, and subsequently held a commission in the Marines,

but was dismissed the service under dist reditable circumstances.

He was the author of a large number of plays and burlesque

farces interspersed with songs, produced between 1760 and 1771.

The best-known arc Maid of tfie Mill (founded on Richardson^s

Pamela)) The Padlock, He Would if he Could) Ltwe in a Village,

The Hypocrite and The Captive. In 1 772 Bickerstaffe, susj^cted

of a capital offence, fltid to the continent. The exact date of

his death is unknown, but lie is stated to have been still living

in abject misery in 1812.

A full account of his dramatic productions is given in Biographia

Dramatica, edited by Stephen Jones (1812).

BICKSBSTETH. EDWARD (1786-1850), English evaugelieal

divine, brother of Henry, Baron Langdale, master of the rolls

(1836-1851), and uncle of Robert Bickersteth, bishop of Ripon

(1857-1884), was born at Kirkby Lonsdale, and practised as a

solicitor at Norwich from 1812 to 1815. In 1816 he took orders,

and was made one of the secretaries of the Church Missiona^

Society. On receiving the living of Watton, Hertfordshire, in

1830, he resigned his secretaryship, but continued to lecture and

preach, both for the Church Missionary Society and the Society

for the Convereiem of the Jews, His works indude A Scripture
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Hdp (l.ondon, 1816), which has* been translated into many

European languages, and Christian Psalmody (I^ndon, 1833),

a cxiljection of over 700 hymns, which forms the basis of the

Hymnal Compauion (London, 1870), compiled by his son, E. ^
Bickersteth, bishop of Exeter (1885-1890). He was active in

promoting the Evangelical Alliance of 1R45, strongly opposed

the Tractarian Movement, and was one of the founders of the

Irish Church Missions, and Parker, Societies.

Edward Bickersteth (1814-1892), dean of Liohfield, was

his nephew, and Edward Bickersteth (7850-1897), bishop of

South Tokyo, his grandson.

BICYCLE (from prefix twice, and Gr. kvkXos, a circle,

wheel). 'J'hc modern bicycle, as developed from the old \-eloci-

pede (see ('ycling), consists essentially of two wheels placed

one behind the other and mounted on a frame whicli carries a

saddle for the rider. Between the wheels is a crank-axle whi^ h

the rider drives by means of the cranks and pedals, and its

motion is transmitted to the rear or driving w^heel cither by a

chain which passes over two (diain wheels, one fixed on the

crank-axle and the other on the hub of the rear wheel, or, in the

chainless bicycle, by a tubular shaft and two pairs of bevel-

wheels. The rear wheel is usually so arranged that it can

turn, when the bicycle is running by its own momentum, inde-

pendently of the chain and pedals (“ free-wheel ’’), and a variable

.speed gear is often provided so tliat the rider may at w'ill alter

the ratio between the rate of revolution of the crank-axle and the

driving wheel. The front, or steering wliecl, is mounted in a fork

having its two upper ends brazed into the “ crown,’’ to which

also the lower end of the steering tulae is brazed. The steering

tube is mounted by liall l>earings in the socket tube, which forms

the forward portion of the rear-frame.

'Fhc highest quality of materii^s and the most accurate work-

manship are required to produce a first-class Kirycle. Steel of

75 to 100 tons per scj. in. tensile strength is used in chains, spokes,

8:c. In balls and Ml-raees, hardness without brittleness, and

homogeneity are of primary importance. Broken balls, or even

traces of wear in bearings, are now' seldom heard of in a first-class

bicycle. The process of case-hardening, wliereby an extremely

hard outer skin is combined with a tough interiOT, has been

brought to a high degree of perfection, and is applied to many

parts of the bicycle, particularly chains, free-wheels and toolhed-

wheel variable spieed gears. Interchangtability of parts is

secured by working to the smallest possible limits of error of

workmanship. '

Frames .

—

Fig. i represents a roacl-raccr. A full roadster would

have tlie haiKlles a little higher relatively to the saddle, and would

be provided with mud-guards, free-wheel and sometimes a gear-case

\*

and variable speed gear. Fig. 2 shows a lady’s bicycle with gear-

case and dress-guard. The rear frame of the '* diamond " type (tig. 1)

is subjected to very small stresses clue to vertical load. The front

fork and steering post are subject^to bending moment due to the

reaction from the ground in the direction deb. A slight amount of

elasticity in the front fork adds considerably to the comfort in riding

over rough roads. When the brake is applied lightly to the front

wheel, the reaction from the ground falls more closely along the axis

of the front fork, and the bending moxnent at the crown ia diminished.

If tiif front brake is applied harder the reaction from the ground
at d may pass tbroni^ the crown, in which case the bending moment
at the crown is zero. Still harder application of the brake causes

a bending moment in the opposite direction, in hg. 1 the axes of

the top and bottom tubes of the rear frame are piodu^ to meet at a.
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If the reaction from the ground is in tlie direction da, the top
and bottom tubes are subject^l to pure compressive and tensile

stresses resjiectively. When no brake pressure is applied a bonding
moment due to the overhang ah is superimposed on these tubes.
Thus a short socket head with toj) lube sloping downwards towards
the head gives a stronger frame than a horizontal top tube. The
steering axis ef is arranged so as to cut the ground at /, a little in
front of the point of cont:u't d of llie W'heel with the ground,
giv ing a slight castor action, atid making steering possible without
use ol the handle-bar. The lake of the steering head (that is the
angle between ef and hd) and the set of the fork (that is the displace-
ment of the wheel centre c from the axis ef) may be varied within
tolerably large limits without much affecting the easy steering
properties of the bicycle. The transverse stresses on the rear frame
due to the action of p^'dalUng are more severe than those due to the

vertical load. The pedal pressure is applied at a considerable dis-
tance from the central plane of the bicycle, and the pedal ]nu.
cranks and crank-axle are .subjected to a bending moment which
is transmitted by the ball bearings to the frame. The dowm-
tiilu' from the seat lug to the crank-bracket and the bottom
tube irom the foot of the .steering socket tube to the crank-
bracki‘1 are made fairly stout to resist this bending moment.
Further, the pull of the chain cfLuses a transver.se bending moment
in the plane of the chain-stays, which must be still enough under
he ivy pedal pressure.
The tubular portions of the frame are made of weldless cold-

drawn steel tube. 'I'he juuclions or lugs are usually ol malleable
cast iron, bored to fit the outside of the tube, the f'nial union being
effected by brazing. In very light bicj'cles the tubes are kept thin.
22 or 24 W.G. (*028 in. or -022 in. thickness) at the middle, and are
strengthened at the ends by internal liners. Or but! -ended tubes
are employed, the tubes being drawn thicker at the ends than in
the middle. The steering post and fork sides o.specially should be
thus strengthened at their junction with the crown. Some of the lx‘st

makers use sheet steel stampings instead of cast lugs, greater lightness
and strength being secured, and in some cases the sheet steel lugs
are inside the tubes, .so that the joints are all flush on the outside,
'f'he Iront fork blades are best made of sheet steel stamped to sha]>e
and with the edges brazed together to form a hollow tube. The
sheet steel that can be thus employed has a much higher elastic
limit than a weldless steel tulie.

Benrivffs. Ball bearings are universally used. Each row of balls
runs lietween two ball-races of hardened steel, one on the stationary
member, the other on the rotating member. The outiT is called the
" cup,” and the inner the “ cone." One of the four ball-races is

• I

Fig. 3.

adju.stable axially bo that the bearing may run without any shake.
The liall-races are often made of separate pieces of steel, but the
crank-axle usually has the cones formed integral with it, the neces-
sary hardness being obtained by case-hardening. According as the
two cups face outwards or inwards the bearing is said to have out-
ward or inward cups, and according as the adjustable ball race is
the cone or cup. the bearing is said to be cone-adjusting or cup-

adjusting. Fig. 3 shows a ball-bearing hgj^ with outward cups.
The hub-shell H is turned out of mild steel, and the cups C are
forced into the ends of the hub-shell and soldered thereto. A thin
washerW is then spun into the end, for the purpose of retaining oil,

and a thin internal tube T unites the two cups, and guides the oil

fed in at the middle of the hub to the balls. The projecting flange.s

S are for the attachment of the tangent spokes used to build the
hub into the wheel. The spindle A has the two cones screwed on
it. one Cj again.st a shoulder, the other adjustable. The spindle
ends are passed through the back-fork ends and are there adjusted
in por.it ion by the chain-tension adjusters. After adjustment the
nuts N clamj) the spindle securely between the fork-ends. The
chain-wheel or free-wheel clutch is screwed on the end of the hub-
shell, with a right-hand thread. 'J'he chain being at the right-hand
side of the bicycle (as the rider is seated) the driving pull of the chain
tends to scri*w the chain-wheel tight against the shoulder. A
locking-ring R with a left-hand thread, .screwed tight against the
chain-wheel. ])revonts the latter from being unscrewed by back-
pedalling. With a tree-whei'l clutch .screw(*d on llie hub, the locking-
ring may be omitted.

Fig. 4 shows one end of the cup-adjusting hub, with inward bear-
ings. The cones are lormed of one piece with the spindles, and the
adjusting cup C is screwed in the end of the hub shell, and locked
in position by the screwed locking-ring R. The figure also illustrates

a divided spindle for facilitating the removal of the tire for repair
when required without disturbing the wheel, bearings, chain or gear-

case. The chain side of the hub-spindle, not shown in the figure, is

secured to the frame in the usual way
;
on the left .sidi* the spindle

S projects very little bt^yond the adjusting cup. A distance washer
W IS placed between the end ol the spindle S and the fork -end F,
A detachable screw-pin, or the footstep, P, passis through the
chain-ad) listing draw-bolt B, the fork-end I', and the distance
washer W, and is screwed into the end of the spindle S, the hexagon
head of the detachable pin drawing all the parts securely together.
On unscrewing the detachable j)in, the distance washer \V drops
out ol place, leaving a clear .space for removing the tire without
disturbing any other part.

The inward-cups hearing retains more oil than the other form.
The pressure on a ball being normal to the surface of contact with
the ball race, and each ball touching two ball races, tin* two points
of contact must be in line with the centre of the ball. AH the lines

of pressure on the balls of a row meet at a point / 011 the axis of the
spindle. The distance between the two points / (fig. 5) may be
called the virtual length of the bearing. Other things being equal,
the outward-cui)S bearing has a greater virtual length than the
inward-cups bearing. In hubs and pedals where the actual distance
between the two rows of balls is sufficient, this point is of little im-
portance. At the crank-axle bearing, however, where the pedal
pressure which produces pressure on the axle bearings is applied
at a considerable overhang beyond the ball-races, the greater virtual
length of the outward-cups is an advantage.

Fig. 5 shows diagrammatically the usual form of crank-axle
bearing which has in-

ward-cups and is cup-
adjusting. The end of
the bracket i.s split and
the cup after adjust-
ment is clamped in

position by the clamp-
mg screw S. The usual
mode of fastening the
cranks to the axle is

by round cotters C with
a flat surface at a slight

angle to the axis, thus
forming a wedge, which
is driven in tight. The
small end of the cotter
projects through the
crank, and is screwed
and held in place by a nut. The chain-wheel at the crank-axle is

usually detachably fastened to the right-hand crank.

Fig. 5.
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The Rudgo-Whitwortti crank-bracket has outward cups and Is

cup-adjusting. The cranks are cottcrlcss. Fig. 6 is a sectional view.

The left crank and axle are forged in one piece. The fastening of

the right crank and chain-

wlieel IS by multiple grooves
and teeth, this fastening being
better mechanically than the

cotter type.

Pedals .—The pedal consists

of a pedal body, on which
the foot of the rider rest^,

mounted by ball-bearings on
a pedal-pin, which is secured
to the end of the crank and
turns with it. The pedal body
is made in many forms, but
usually the bearing-cups are

contained in a tube from the cnflsof which project plates, carrying

rubber blocks, or serrated plates (rat-trap pedals), on which the
foot of the rider rests. Cone adjustment is ino.st used. The fasten-

ing of the pedal pin to the crank is best effected by screwing it up
against a shoulder, the right and lelt t rank eyes being tapped with
right and left hand screws respectively. With this arrangement, if

the ])e(lal pin screw is a slack lit in the crank eye, tile pressurt* on
the pedal tends to screw’ it up against the shoulder.

Whirls. - Bicycle and tricycle w'heels are made on the “ sus-

pension ' principle, the spokes being of high -tenacity steel wnre.

screwed up to a certain initial tension, thus putting a circumferential

compression on the rim. In the “ artillery ” wheel, the wooden
spok(‘s are in compression, and the' rim is under tension. The rims,

which are made to a section suitable for pneumatic tires (sec Tiric),

may be of sheet steel or aluminium alloy rolled to the requmed
section, either without joint or jointed by brazing or riveting.

Wood rims are used on racing bicycles, but in England are not
po])ular lor roadster bicycles. Holes are drilled at or near the

central ])lHiie oi the rim for the spoke nipples, which have shoulders

resting on the outer surface o( the rim and shanks projecting through
the rim tow'ards the hub. The spoke ends are screwed to fit the

nipples. The shank of the nipple has a square cut on its outside

vSurtaee by w’liich it can be screwed up. The spoke flanges on the hub
are placed far apart and the .spread oi the .spokes gives the wheel
lateral stability, 'i’angeiitiul rigidity under driving and braking is

obtained by fastening the spokes to the hub tangentially (figs, i

and 2). The hub fastening of the spoke is simiily olitained by form-

ing a liook and head on the spoke end. and passing it through a hole

in the hub flange. 1‘he best spok<*s are butted at the ends, i.e. made
of larger diameter than at the middle, to allow’ for screwing at one
end and the liook bend at the other.

Chains. - I'liere are two widely u.sed types of chains. The
“ block ' ch mi (tig. 7) consists of a senes of central blocks connected

Fici, 7

by side plates. The " roller ” chain (fig. 8) consists of a scries

of outside and inside links. The outside link A is made up of
two steel side plates P united by two .shouldered rivets R. The
inside link B consists of tw’o side plates P united by two tubular

pieces T, which form bushes for the
rivets R and pivots for the rollers L. The
rivets, bushes and rollers are case-hardened.

Roller chains for evdes are made in

two pitches, I in. and J in., and in widths
from I in. to j in. between tlie side plates
of the inside links. The weight of 4 ft.

length (g6 links) of a I in. pitch | in. wide
roller chain is about 12! oz., and its break-
ing load is about 2(»oo lb. In a block chain
the ends of the blocks engage with the
teeth of the chain-wheels, and the same
surfaces continually coming into contact,
the W’car may become excessive, especially
when exposed to mud and grit. In the
roller chain the outer surfaces of the rollers

engage w'itli the teedh of the chain-wheels,
and during the engagement and disengage-
ment may roll slightly on the tubular
rivets. The surface of contact of the roller

and tubular rivet is not directly exposed
to the dust and grit from the road. The
rollers therefore serve the double purpose
of (i) transferring the relative motion of

the parts to a pair of surfaces under better

conditions as regards lubrication, and (2)

presenting a new part of the outside surface of the roller for the

next engagement with the chain-wheel. The durability of roller

Fig. 8 .

chains is thus much greater than ihat of block chains, under
the usual conditions of cycling. ^

Chain-wheels .—The pitch line of the ciiain-wheel is polygonal

(fig. 9), a, b, c, d being centres of adjacent joints of the chain when
lying in contact witli

the wheel. The path
of the joint a of llu’

chain, relative to the

chain-wheel as it enters

on to and leaves the

chain - wheel, is evi-

dently the curve
a.. Oi a a\ a',^, made

uj> of a series of circular

arcs having centres d,

c, b, b', c\ respectively.

Similarly for the path
of the adjacent joint b.

The fullest possible

form of the tooth is

that between the two
parallel curves, of radii

less byan amount equa’ Fig. 9.

to the radius of the
*

roller, as indicated in fig. 9. But since it is neither necessary nor
desirable that the roller should roll along the whole length of the

tooth, the radii of curvature of tin- tooth outline may be less than
show'n in fig. o. A good arrangement of tooth form is show’n in fig. 10,

Owing to the jiolygonal pitch surfaces of the chain-wheels a chain

does not transmit motion with con-
stant speed-ratio of the shafts. The
varuition of spiked -ratio in a chain
with links of equal pitch is ap-
proximately inversely proportional
to the stjuare of the number of Fig. 10.
teeth in the smaller chain -wheel, as
shown in the table annexed, in which the percentage variation is -

maximum speed-ratio-minimum speed-ratio
X. — 1— — X loo.
average speed -ratio

Number of teeth on hul)

chain-w'heel . .
|

10 12
j

14
1

K.) 18 I 20 24 28

Percentage variation
1

^•7..
2*1 1-6 0.9 0.7

The rollers as they come in contact w’ith the chain-wheel strike

it w'ith a speed proportional to the angular speed of the chain-wheel

ami to the jiilch of the chain, causing a certain amount of noise.

Chain Adjustment. -To keep the chain running at correct tension,

it is iieces.sar>’ to have some adjustment of the distance between
the crank-axle and hub. This is obtained cithei by an eccentric ad-

jiistmont at the crank-bracket, an eccentric adjuslmeiit at the

hub-spindle or by draw-bolts at the fork-ends, the last method being

most common.
Geat-casc-- The modem roller chain by makers of repute is so

durable that the necessity for a gear-case is not so great a.s when
chains w'ere of inferior quality. But if the bicycle is to require the

minimum amount of care and attention a gear-case should be fitted.

The Sunbeam gear-case is built into the frame and is oil-retaining,

and the chain, chain-wheels, free-wheel and two-speed gear are

continually lubricated by an oil-bath. A detachable gear-case is not

usually oil-retaining, but serves to exclude grit and mud from the

chain.
Gear and Crank-length .—The “ gear " of a bicycle is given by the

formula L^nj/n.j where D is the diameter of the driving wheel in

inclie.s, Uj and the numbers of teeth on the crank-axle and hub
chain-wheels respectively. At each revolution of the crank -axle,

the bicycle is moved forward a distance equal to the circumference

of the circle of diameter equal to the gear. Thus with a 28 in.

diameter driving-wheel, 18 teeth on the hub chain-wheel, 45 teeth

on the crank-axle eliain-w’heel, the bicycle is geared to 70 in. The
usual crank-length is 0 ^ to 7 in. Cranks of 7L 8 and 9 in. length can
be had, but require a bicycle frame of special cfesign. The gear should

be roughly proportional to the crank-length. The gear 10 times the

crank-length Ls a good proportion for an average rider.

Free-wheels .—A free-wheel clutch transmits the drive in one
direction only, allowing the pedals to remain at rest at the wall of

the rider, while the bicycle runs gn. With a free-wheel, chain
breakages arc reduced or nearly eliminated, as should the chain get

accidentally caught the free-wheel comes into play. There are three

principal types of free-w’heel clutches -roller, ratchet and friction

cone. The roller type was the earliest in use, but has fallen into

disfavour. A sectional view of a ball-bearing ratchet free-wheel,

with outer cover removed, Is shown in fig. 11. The ring on which
the three pawls and springs are carried is screwed on the end of

the hub ; the chain-wheel is combined with an inner ratchet wheel
and is mounted by two rows of ball bearings on the pawl ring. The
friction cone type of free-wheel clutch is usuallycombinedwith a brake
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inside the hub, the whole co&bination Ix'ing termed a coaster hub. pedals being continued sets up the require^ movement of the lever

Fig. 12 shows a sectional view of the Kadie two-speed coaster, in K, and applies the brake.

w£ich the iree-whecl clutch and brake are combined with a two- Variabh Speed iSeafs .—The effort required to propel a bicycle

spo('d gear. The Iree-wheel clutcli varies greatly, according to the conditions ol road surface, gradient

action is as follows : A forward pres- up or down hill, wind against or behind. 'J o meet these variable

sure of the pedals turns the externally conditions, a variable speed-geai’ is an advantage. The action ol

ill readied driving cone 11 in the in- the human motor is, however, .so entirely different from tliat oi a
tcrnally tlireaded cone F, the latter mecliaiiical motor that it is easy, without practical experience, to

being lliiis loiced to the right into over-estimate the value ol a variable speed gear. Probably from
engagement with the cup J which is .50 in. to 80 in. lepresents the greatest ui»eful range of gear for an
screwed to the hiib-sliell, thus forming average rider. With a gear lower than 50 in., the speed of climbing

a friction driving rlulch. The pedals a steep gradient is so slow that balancing difficulties begin, and it

tx-'ing held stationary ttie driving cone is tx^tter to w'alk up. With 80 iii. gear and 7 in. cranks, the spieed

H IS stationary, and tJie hub running of pedalling, even at 25 miles an lioiir, is not irk.some, provided the

on the l>all bearings G, the cone b' conditions are fav'ourable. For those who have not cultivated the

travels towards the left until released art ol ijuick pedalling the useful range ol gear undei lavourabff

fnnii the cup J, wlien it also remains comhtions may be extended to say 90 in. or 100 m. The gear-ratio

at rest. In this tvpe oi iree-wlieel ol a two-speed gear is the ratio of the high to the low gear. The most
(.bitch it is essential that there be suitable gear-ratio lor any rider will depend upon his personal

little or 110 triction between tlu* ‘icrewed surlaces of 11 and F. physique and the natun‘ ot the country m which he rides. I'or

else on beginning tu pedal, the cone F may remain stationar^^ a middle-aged nder of

relative (o the driving con«' JI, and no engagement between Panel average physique a gcar-

J mnv take place. If F be jirevenled from turning faster than the ratio ot 125 : 100 is suit-

iiiib-shell, as is sometimes done by a light spring between the two. able, lor those* of weaker
the engagement of the friction clutch must take place as soon as physique the gear -ratio

may with ad\'antagt' be
greater, say 1^7*5 : 100 ;

^ - J while lor road racing it

may be smaller, sav 117 :

/ / 100. With a three - speed

gears should be chosen

L., .?•
“V'*'* '’y respectively below and

aliove the single gear
which suits the rider, the
middle gear being about
the same as the rider’s

usual single gear.

All the variable speed
gears at present made
consist of toothed wheel FiCf. 1.^.-- Sunbeam Two-Speed Gear,

mechanism either at the
hub or crank-bracket, and nearly all are based on *thn same
<*pjcvilic train ol toothed wheels. At one sj>eed there is no
relative motion of the toothed wheels, the whole mechanism
revolving as one .solid piece ; this is called the “ normal

"

.spwd. At the other .speed one part of the mechanism is held

.stationary and the drixen part revolves faster or .slow’er than tlie

driver, according iis the gearing is up or down. In some two-speed
gears the normal is the high spec^d, in others the low. In expressing

Fic. 12.- Eadic Two-speed Coaster Hub. the gearratio, the normal speed will be denoted by 100. At the
normal gear there is of course no additional friction. The tyj^e of

the pedals tend to mo\e fa.slcr than the speed corresponding to two-speed gear used practically settles whether the normal gear is

that of the hub-sliell. a-t high or low speed
; but it .seems be.sl, other things Ixung equal,

Brakes of many t>pes are u.sed, differing in tlie place and mode to have the low speed the normal g(*ar, as then the conditions

of application. The tire brake has fallen into di.suse, rim brakes arc worst. If the high speed is at normal gear, then at low sjiet d

and internal hub brakes being usual. 'The retarding force that can the chain gears u]> and the two-speed g(’ar gears down ;
wlncli is,

be applied by a brake is liniitc^d by the pos.sibility of skidding the to .say the least, a roundabout transmission,

wheel. In riding at uniforra speed, without acceleration, the greater Fig. 23 Is a sectional view oJ the Sunbeam two-speed gear wluch

part of the load is on the rear wheel ;
but as soon as tlie brake is is arranged at tJie crank-a\le. and clearly show'.s the relative dis-

applied to cause retardation the wheid load distribution is altered, position of the toothed wlieel mechanism common to nearly all

luore load being thrown on the front wheel. Thus the most power- cycle speed gears. The chain-wheel is fixed to the annular wheel

ful brake is one applied to the front wheel. On the other hand, A ; the planet carrier C is fixed to the crank ; and when the sim-

a front-wheel brake often sets up an unplea.sant vibration of the wheel D is held stationary, the chain-wheel is driven faster than

front fork. On a greasy road loo jiowerful pressure on the front- the cranks. When the

wheel brake mav cause a side-.slip w’ith no chance of recovery ; suii-whecl D is released,

while wuth the back-wheel brake recovery is nos.sible. The Bowden the planet carrier C drives

system of transmission, which is largely used for cycle brake work, the annular wheel A by

consists of a steel stranded cable inside a flexible tube formed by a the ratchet free - wheel

closely wound spiral of steel wire, the cable being practically in- clutch ;
tlie })art thus

extensible and the .spiral tube practically incompres.sible ;
if the ends revolves as a solid piece,

of the latter be fastened it forms a guide tube for the cable, any and gives the normal or

movement given to one end of llu' cable being transmitted to the low speed. The gear-

other end. The spiral tube may be led round any comers, but the ratio is 133*3 : 100.

frictional resistance of the cable inside the spiral tube increases with Fig. 14 Is a sectional

the total angle of curvature of the guide tube ;
the laws of friction view of the “ Hub ” two-

of a rope parsing over a dnini apply. In fitting the Bowden system speed gear, the chain-

tbe total curvature should therefore be kept as small as possible, wheel or free - wheel P'lO. 14.

With a back-pedalling rim brake tlie cycle cannot be wheeled back- clutch being omitted. In

wards unless a special device used to throw the operating clutch this the annular wheel is the driver, and the planet carrier is part

out of action. A back-pedalling brake is most conveniently applied of tlie hub-.sheJl. When the central pinion is hold stationary the

inside the hub, as in the coaster hub. In the Eadie two-speed hub is driven at a less siieed than the chain-wheel ;
the gear-ratio

coaster (fig. 12) the braking action is obtained by the expansion of is loo
: 76.2.

the steel band I against a phosphor bronze ring L earned by the In Uie Fagan two-speed gear, shown combined with the Eadio
notating hub-.shell. The steel band I is mounted on a disk with a coaster hub m tig. 12, the sun-wheel B can be moved laterally by
projecting arm, the end of which is clipped to tlie frame tube. The the striking gear, so as to engage with the chain-wheel centre C,

expansion of the steel band is effected by the movement of the kver giving normal gear, or with an internaffy toothed wheel A fixed

K fixed to the cone E. On moving the pedals backwaid the screw to the spindle. The chain-wlieul centre C carries the annular wheel,

drive-ring H forces the cone nut F with which it engages to the left and the four planet pinions D are mounted on ttie driving cone H.
hffio contact with the cone E. Tlie backward movement of the Thus the gear gives a reduction of speed, the gear-ratio being 100

: 75.
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The Sturmcy-Archer three-speed Jiub (fig. 15) has gear-ratios

125 : 100 : 80. In the high ^ear position the epicydic toothed wheels
are to the extreme left position. The chain-wheel is mounted by a
freo-wlieel on a dnve-rmg, with whicli the ends of the spindles of

the planet wheels engage at high gear. The sun-wheel, not sho>\"n

in the figure, is held stationary, and the annular wheel engages
with a ring screwed to the hul>shell, by means of keys engaging in

notclies. The hub is thus driven at a higher sjieed than the chain-

whe«'l. For normal gear, the striking gear draws the internal

mechanism of the hub towards a central position, compressing a
spring, disengaging the sun-wheel and locking the drive-ring hub
and annular wliccl together. At low gear, the internal meclianism

Fig. 15.
I

is drawn to the right-hand side, whore the planet carrier engages

With the end plate o£ the hub by means of claw -clutches. Ihc
annulai wheel is still engagi'd with the drive-ring, and the sun-wheel

is again locked to the spindle. Tht* hub is thus driven at a low’or

S])eed.

Tandem Liic\des.—T\\v weight of a roadster tandem is alx)iit the

same as, or a trifle less than, that of two single roadster bicycles,

but the frictional resistanci* of the inechamsni, the rolling resistance

of the tires, and the air resistance at a given speed are much less

than twice the values for a single bicycle. Consequently, much
higher speeds are attained on the level, and Irce-wheelmg down
lull is much faster. On t he other hand lor riding up hill on a moderate

gradient, the eliurl required is about the same as on a single, while

on very stee]) gradients the tandem is at a slight disadvantage.

For the full enjoyment of tandem riding, tliereforc, a two-speed gear

IS a lU'cessity, while a three-speed gear is better. In the ICaleigh

tandem (iig, 10) the frame design is such that it can be ridden by

two ladies,' and tlie strength ami rigiditv is sufficient lor two lieavy-

weiglit riders. The steering and control of the Ipkes is done by

the front rider. Connected steering is employed in some tandems,

allowing tlie rear rider to steer if necessary. For two expert tandem
riders, connected steering is .slightly more pleasurable ihan^ fixed

handle grips lor the rear rider, but on the other liand, divided

control may lead to disaster at a critical moment. Most passengers

on a tandem w itli connected steering unconsciously give the steering

Fig. i6.

a bias in one direction or the other, putting a ncrvoii.s strain on the

steersman which becomes almost intolerable towards the end of a

long ride.

Motor Bicycles,—Fig. 17 shows a touring motor bicycle, fitted

w ith luggage carrier and stand, the latter for suuportiiig the bicycle

while at rest. The average speed of a motor bicycle being much

greater than that of a pedal bicycle the stres.ses on the frame due

to moving over rough roads are greater. This necessitates greater

strength and weight in all parts—frame, wheels and tires. To take

thus increased weight up steep gradients requires increased engine

power The weight of a touring motor bicycle mav be from 150 to

200 lb The drive is usually by a V belt of leather, or of canvas

and rubber, the angle of tlie V being 28®. The engine speed at maxi-

mum power is from 1 500 to 2000 revolutions a minute, and the belt

gears down in a ratio varying between } and 1 according to the

cvlindor capacity of the engine. The possibility of the belt slipping

sfiehtlv is conducive to smoothness of drive ;
chain-driving, excejit

in combination with a slipping clutch, is too harsh. The prmcipal

defwt of the belt drive is that the belt stretches, and on coming

to a steep hill may have to be tightened before the bicycle can be

driven up. The control of the speed and power of the engine is

effected by the throttle, extra air valve and spark advance, the

levers for which arc all placed within convenient reach of thfc driver.

As the engine is almost invariably aircooled, the skilful manipulation

of these three levers is essential for satisfactory results. On a good

level road wheji the engine may be working at a small fraction of

its maximum power, the proportion of air mixed with the petrol

vapour from the carburettor may be great, giving a weak ” mixture,

yel one rich enough to be ignited in the cylinder. The throttle

valve may be fully open and the spark advanced for high speed ;

the throttle partially closed and spark retarded lor slow speed,

tinder these conditions the engine will run for an indefinite period

without overheating. Up a steep gradient, the mixture may have

to l»e made “ richer " by partial closing of the extra air opening,

and as more heat is evolved, the cylinder walls may become over-

heated, unless the engine power is sufiicient to keep the liicycle

moving through the ajr at a good speed. As the engine cannot run

steadily at low speed, pedalling is resorted to for starting and for

riding slowly through traffic, kor this purpose, an “ exhaust valve

lifter " is usually fitted, by means of which the exhaust can be kept

permanently open, in order to reliev'e the resistance to pedalling

which the compression stroke would others ise offer.

The nominal rating of the horse-power of a motor cycle engine

is rather vague and indefinite. A 3-H.r. engine may have a cylinder

of 70-80 mm. diameter and 7f>-8o mm. stroke. Twin-cylinder

engines, with one crank, are largely used, and some excellent

4 -cylinder motor bicycles are made with lievel gear transmission.

The chief advantage of the multicylinder engine is the smoother

drive obtained,
A “ trailer vith two wheels for carrying a passenger can be

attached to a motor bicycle, but the element of risk is increased.

A side-car, wdth one additional wheel, forms a safer passenger

carrier. (A. Sp.)

BIDA, a town and administrative district in the British

protectorate of Northern Nigeria. Bida town, situated in

9“ 5' N., E., 25 m. N. by E. of Muraji on the Niger, is the

capital of the province of Nupr. It was founded in 1859 when

Fula rule was established in Nnpe, is walled and of considerable

size. In 1909 it was connected by railway with Baro, 40 m.

S.S.E., the river terminus of the Northern Nigeria railway. The

inhabitants, mostly Hausa, carry on an extensive trade and are

especially noted for their embossed brass and copj^r work. ITie

Bida goblets, in which brass and copper are beautifully blended,

are of extremely elegant design. The town also boasts a glass

factory. The preparation of indigo and the dyeing of cloths are

other flourishing industries. The streets are planted with huge

shade-trees, so that as Bida is approached it looks like a forest.

In 1807 there was a two-days* fight outside the walls of Bida

between the forces of the emir of Nupe and those of the Royal

Niger Company, ending in the defeat of the Fula army (mostly

cavalr}^). The victory was not followed at the time by a British

occupation, and the defeated king returned after the withdrawal

of the company's troops and re-established himself upon the

throne. In 1900 he allied himself with other hostile chiefs and

adopted an openly antagonistic attitude to the British govern-

ment. In jQoi it became necessarv for British troops to march

on Bida. The emir fled, without fighting, to Kano. Another

emir was appointed in his place, and the province of Nupe was

placed under British administrative control. Since that date

the town has been peaceful and very prosperous. A mission

school has been established, and is attended by the sons of the

emir and of the principal chiefs, who are desirous of learning to

read and write English. The administrative district of Bida

includes the town and is the western division of ^the province of

Nupe {q.v,), (See also Nioewa : History,)
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BIDDEFORD-
BIDDEFORD, a city of county, Maine, U.S.A., on the

’Saco river, opposite the city of Saco, and 15 m. S.W. of Portland.

Pop. (1890) 14,443 ; (1900) 16,145, of whom 7149 were foreign-

born (mostly French Canadians), 4711 of the native-born being

of foreign parentage: (census, 1910) 17,079. Biddeford is

served by the Boston & Maine railway, and is connected by
electric lines with Portland and with Old Orchard Beach, a

popular summer resort about 5 m. away, 'rhere are several other

summer resorts (Biddeford Pool, Fortune Rocks and Goose

Rocks) in the vicinity, and both the climate and the scenery in

and about Biddeford itself attract summer visitors
;

but the

city is chiefly a manufacturing centre (third in rank among the

cities of the state in 1905)—good water-power being furnished

by the river— and cotton goods, foundry and machine shop

products and lumber are the principal products, the first being

by far the most important. 'Fhe value of the factory products

increased from $53472,254 in 1900 to $6,948,722 in 1905, or 27

There are large quarries of granite of excellent quality. A
permanent settleflient was established on both sides of the river

about 1630 under the leadership of Richard Vines (1585-1651)

and was named Saco. In 1718 the present name was adojited.

In 1762 that portion of Biddeford which lay east of the river was

incorporated as the town of Pepperellborough, for which name
Saco was substituted in 1805. Biddeford was incorporated as a

city in 1855.

BIDDER, GEORGE PARKER (1806-1878), English engineer,

was born at Moreton Hampstead, in Devonshire, on the 14th of

June 1806. From a very early age he manifested an extraordi-

nary natural aptitude for calculation, which induced his father,

who was a stone-mason, to exhibit him as a calculating boy.”

In this way his talent w'as turned to profitable account, but his

general education was in danger of being completely neglected.

Interest, however, was taken in him by some of those who hap-

pened to witness his performances, among them being Sir John
Herschel, and it was arranged that he should be sent to a .school

in Camberwell. There he did not remain long, being removed

by his father, who wished to exhibit him again, but he was saved

from this misfortune and enabled to attend ( lasses at Edinburgh

University, largely through the kindness of Sir Henry Jardine,

to whom he subsequently showed his gratitude by founding a

“ Jardine Bursary at the university. On leaving college in 1824

he received a post in the ordnance survey, but gradually drifted

into engineering work. In 1834 Robert Stephenson, whose

acquaintance he had made at Edinburgh, offered him an appoint-

ment on the London & Birmingham railway, and in the succeeding

year or two he began to assist George Stephenson in his parlia-

mentary work, which at that time included schemes for railways

between London and Brighton and between Manchester and

Rugby via the Potteries. In this way he was introduced

to engineering and parliamentary practice at a period of great

activity which saw the establishment of the main features and
principles that have since governed English railway construction.

He is said to have been the best witness that ever entered a

committee-room. He was quick to discover and take advantage

of the weak points in an opponent’s case, and his powers of men-
tal calculation frequently stood him in good stead, as when,

for example, an apparently casual glance at the plans of a railway

enabled him to point out errors in the engineering data that were

sufiicient to secure rejection of the scheme to which he was

opposed. In consequence there was scarcely an engineering

proposal of any importance brought before parliament in con-

nexion with which his services were not .secured by one party or

the other.

On th^ constructive sifle of his profession he was also

busily occupied. In 1837 he was engaged with R. Stephenson

in building the Blackwall railway, and it was he who designed

the peculiar method of disconnecting a carriage at each

station while the rest of the train went on without stopping,

which was employed in the early days of that line when it was
worked by means of a cable. Another series of railways with

which he had much to do were those in the eastern counties

which afterwards became the Great Eastern system. He also
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advised on the construction of the Belgian railways
;
with R.

Stephenson he made the first railway in Norway, from Christiania

to Eidsvold
j
he was engineer-in-chief of the Danish railways

;

and he was largely concerned with railways in India, where

he strongly and successfully opposed break of gauge on through-

routes. But though he sometimes spoke of himself as a mere
“ railway-engineer,” he was in reality very much more

;
there

was indeed no branch of engineering in which he did not take

an interest, as was shown by the assiduity with which for half

a century he attended the weekly meetings of the Institution of

Civil Engineers, of which he was elected president in i860. He
was one of the first to recognize the value of the electric telegraph.

That invention was in its infancy when, in 1837, jointly with R
Stephenson he recommended its introduction on a portion of the

London & Birmingham and on the Blackwall lines, while three

years later he advised that it should be adopted to facilitate the

"working of the single line In'tween Norwich and Yarmouth.

He was also one of the founders of the Electric Telegrapli Com-

pany, which enabled the public generally to enjoy the benefits

of telegraphic commiiniration. In hydraulic engineering, he

was the designer of th(‘ Victoria Docks (London), being

responsible not onlv for their construction, hut also for what was

regarded by some people at the time as the foolish idea of utilizing

the Essex 'marshes for dock accommodation on a large scale.

His advice was frequently sought by the government on points

both of naval and militiirv cngiTicering. He died at Dartmouth

on the 28th of September 1878.

His son, Gkor(;k I^arkek Bidder, Junr. (1836 3896), who
inherited much of his father's calculating power, was a success-

ful parliamentarv’ counsel and an authority on cryptography.

BIDDERY^ or Bidri (an Indian word, from Bedar or Bidar,

a tovn in the Nizam’s Dominions), an alloy of copper, lead,

tin and zinc used in making various articles and ornaments

which are inlaid with gold and silver.

BIDDING -PRAYER (
0 . Eng. biddaii, to pray, cf. Ger.

beien), the formula of prayer or exhortation to pra)’cr said in

England before the sermon in cathedrals, at university sermons,

in the Inns of Court and elsewhere on .special occasions. Such

formulae are found in the ancient Greek liturgies, that of St

Chrysostom, in the Gallican liturgy, and in the pre-Reformation

liturgies of England. The form varies, but in all the charactcr-

I

istic feature is that the minister tells the people wdmt to pray

for. Thus in England in the i6th century it took the form of a

direction to the people what to remember in ” bidding their

beads.” In course of time the word ” bid ” in the sense of ” pray
”

became obsolete and was confused with ” bid ” in the sense of

‘‘ command ” (from 0 . Eng. hcodan, to offer, present, and hence

to announce, or command ;
cf. Ger. hieiefiy to offer, gehtcien, to

command), and the bidding-prayer has come practically to

mean the exhortation itself. A form of exhortation which

“ preachers and ministers shall move the people to join with

them in prayer ” is given in tlie 55th canon of the Church of

England (1603).

BIDDLE, JOHN (1615-1662), frequently called the father of

English Unitarianism, was born on the 14th of January 1615,

at Wotton-under-Edge, in Gloucestershire. He was educated

at the grammar school of his native town and at Magdalen Hall,

Oxford. He graduated B.A. in 1638 and proceeded M.A. in

1641, and was then appointed to the mastership of the free

school in the city of Glouceslcr, where “ he was much esteemed

for his diligence in his profession, serenity of manners and sanctity

of life.” He also diligently prosecuted theological studies, and

the results he arrived at were of such a nature as to draw down
upon him the reprobation of the civic authorities. A treacherous

friend obtained the manuscript of his Twelve Arguments drawn

out of Scripture, wherein the commonly received opinion touching

the deity of the Holy Spirit is clearly and fuUy refuted
;
and in

December 1645 he was summoned before the parliamentary

committee then sitting at Gloucester. By them he was com-

mitted to prison, though he was at the time labouring under a

dangerous fever. He was released on bail after a short imprison-

ment, but was in July 1647 called before parliament, which.
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desired to inquire into his views. After tedious proceedings,

during which Sir Henry Vane befriended him, Biddle was com-
mitted to custody and his Twelve Arguments

^

which he had now
published, was ordered by parliament to be seized and burned

by the hangman. Notwithstanding this and the ordinance of

the 2nd of May 1648, visiting denial of the doctrine of the

Trinity with death, Biddle issued two tracts, one a Conjession

of Faith touching the Holy Trinity, and the other The Testimonies

of Irenaeus, 6rc., concerning the one God and the Persons of the

Trinity ( 1 648). These were suppressed by government, and the

Westminster assembly of divines eagerly pressed for the passing

of an act by which heretics like Biddle could be put to death.

This, however, was resisted by the arm}’, and by many of the

Independent parliamentarians
;

and after the death of the

king, Biddle was allowed to reside in Staffordshire under sur-

veillance. He engaged in preaching and in literary work,

particularly an edition of the Septuagint, published by Roger

Daniel. In February 1652 the general act of oblivion gave

him complete freedom, and his adherents soon began to meet
regularly for worship on Sundays. They were called Biddellians,

or Socinians, or Unitarians, the name which has now become
associated with their opinions. Biddle was not left long in

peace. He translated some Socinian books, among others the

Life of Sodn us, and published two catechisms which excited

a fury of indignation. He was summoned before the parliament

in December 1 654 and imprisoned. The dissolution of that body

again set him at liberty for a short time, I ait he was presently

brought up for some expressions used by him in a discussion

with John Griffin, an illiterate Baptist pastor, who invoked the

law against his superior opponent. He was put upon trial,

and was only rescued by Cromwell, who sent him (October 1655)

out of the way to one of the Scilly Islands, allowed him 100

crowns a year, and in 1658, on the solicitation of many friends,

released him. For a few years he lived and taught quietly

in the country, but returning to London he was in June 1662

again arrested, and fined £100. As he was unable to pay this

sum, he was at once committed to prison, where fever, caused

by the pestilential atmosphere, carried him off on the 22nd of

September 1662.

BIDDLE, NICHOLAS (1786-1844), American financier, was
born in Philadelphia on the 8th of January 1786. He was
the nephew of a naval officer. Captain Nicholas Biddle (1750-

1778), who lost his life while fighting on the American .side,

during theWar of American Independence. After almost finishing

the prescril^ed course at the university of Pennsylvania, the boy
went to Princeton, where he graduated with high honours

in 1801. During 1804-1807 he was the secretary, first of John
Armstrong, minister to J^Vance, and then of James Monroe,

minister to Great Britain. After his return to America he prac-

tised law for several years in Philadelphia, was an associate

editor of Dennic’s Portfolio, to which he contributed both prose

and verse, and, with much literary skill, prepared for the press

from the explorers’ own journals a History of the Expedition

under the Command of Captains Lewis and Clarh (1814). He was

a prominent member of the Pennsylvania House of Representa-

tives in 1810-1811 and of the Senate in 1814-1817, and in

1819 became, by President Monroe’s appointment, one of the

five government directors of the Bank of the United States.

In 1823 he replaced Langdon Cheves as its president. In

general he followed a conservative policy and showed marked

ability in the managerpent of the bank, but during President

Andrew Jackson’s warfare upon that institution, his character

and his policy were violently assailed by the president and his

followers. The bank’s national charter lapsed in 1836, but it

was immediately chartered by Pennsylvania as the “ Bank of

the United States, of Pennsylvania ”
;

and Biddle remained

president until 1S39, two years before the bank failed. As

president of the board of trustees appointed for the purpose,

he took a prominent part in the establishment of Girard College,

in accordance with the will of Stephen Girard {q^v.). He died

in Phikdelphia on the 27th of February 1844.

His son, Charles John Biddle (1819-1873), served in the

Mexican War as a captain of infan^, earning the brevet of major

at Chapultepec
;

practised law m Philadelphia ;
was a repre-

sentative in Congress in 1861-1863
;

was long editor-in-cluef

of the Philadelphia Age] and published “The Case of Major

Andre, with a Review of the Statement of it in Lord Mahon’s

History of England,” in the Memoirs of the Historical Society

of Pennsylvania (1858).
The best account of Nicholas Biddle's administration of the bank

may lx? found in an excellent work, by Ralph C. H. Catterall, The
Second Bank of iJte United States (Chicago, 1003).

BIDEFORD, a seaport, market town and municipal borough

in the Barnstaple parliamentary division of Devonshire, England,

8j m. S.W. of Barnstaple. Pop. (1901) 8754. It is served by the

London & South-Western and the Bideford, Westward Ho &
Appledore railways. It is picturesquely situated on two hills

rising from the banks of the river Torridge, 3 m. above its junction

with the estuary of the Taw. Many of the houses are built with

timber framewr)rk in Elizabethan style, and the two parts of

the town are united by a bridge of 24 arche^ originally erected

in the 14th century, when the revenue of certain lands was set

apart for its upkeep. The church of St Mary, with the exception

of the tower, is a modern reconstruction. A stone chancel

screen and a Norman font are also preserved. Industries

include the manufacture of earthenware, leather goods, sails,

ropes and linen, and ironfounding. The small harbour has

about 17 ft. of water at high tide, but is dry at low tide. An-

thracite and a coarse potter’s clay are found near the town.

The borough is under a mayor, 4 aldermen and 12 councillors.

Area, 3398 acres.

Bideford (Bi*deford, Bydyford, Budeford, Bytheford) not

mentioned in i>re-Conqucst records, but according to Domesday it

rendered geld for three hides to the king. From the time of the

Conquest down to the i8th cenftiry, Bideford remained in the

possession of tlie Cvrenville family, and it tirst appears as a borough
in an undated cljart(M’ (probably of the reign of Edward 1 .) from
Richard de Grenville, confirming a charter from his grandfather,

Richard de Grenville, fixing the rent and services due from the

burgesses and granting them liberties similar to those in use at

Breteuil and a market every Monday. Another charter, dated 1271,

confirms to Richard de Grenville and his heirs a market every Monday
and five days’ fair yearly at the feast of St Margaret (20th of July).

In 1573 Elizalx’th granted a charter creating Bideford a free borough
corporate, with a common council consisting of a mayor, 5 aldermen

and 7 chief burgesses, together with a recorder, town-clerk and 2

serjeants-at-niace. This charter also granted llic Tuesday market,

which is still held, and three annual fairs in February, July and
November, now discontinued. A later charter from James I. in

1610 added the right to have a town seal, 7 aldermen instead of 5,

and 10 chief burgesses instead of 7, and continued m force until

the AIunicipHl Corporations Act of 1873, which established 4 aider-

men and 12 common councillors. In the 16th century Sir Richard

Grenville, the famous Virginian settler, did much to stimulate the

commercial development of Bideford. which long maintained a very

considerable trade with America, Spain and the Mediterranean ports,

the import of tobacco from Maryland and Virginia being especially

noteworthy. From the beginning of the i8th century this gradually

declined and gave place to a coasting trade in timber and coal,

chiefly with Wales and Ireland. The silk industry which flourished

in the 17th century is extinct.

See John Watkins, History of Bideford (Exeter, 1792).

BIDPAI (or PiLPAY), FABLES OF, the name given in tlie

middle ages (from wSanskrit Vidya-pati, chief scholar) to a famous

collection of Hindu stories. The origin of them is undoubtedly

to be found in the Pancha Tantra, or Five Sections, an extensive

body of early fables or apologues. A second collection, called the

Hitopadesa, has become more widely known in Europe than the

first, on which it is apparently founded. In the 6th century

A.D., a translation into Pahlavi of a number of these old fables

was made by a physician at the court of Chosroes I. Anushirv'an,

king of Persia. No traces of this Persian translation Can now be

found, but nearly two centuries later, Abdallah - ibn - Mokaffa

translated the Persian into Arabic
;
and his version, which is

known as the “ Book of Kalilah and Dimna,” from the two

jackals in the first story, became the channel through which 0

knowledge of the fables was transmitted to Europe. It was
translated into Greek by Simeon Sethus towards the dose of the

nth century ;
his version, however, does not appear to have

been retranslated into any other European language. But the
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Hebrew version of Rabbi Joel^ made somewhat later, was transi-

lated in the 13th century into Latin by John of Capwa, a con-

verted Jew, in his Direetorium vitae humanae (first published in

1480), and in that form became widely known. Since then the

fables have been translated into nearly every European tongue.

There are also versions of them in the modern Persian, Malay,

Mongol and Afghan languages.
See Wilson's analysis ol the Pancha Tatilra, in the Mem. of the

Rnviil Asiat. Sot. i. ;
Silvcstre do Sacy’s introduction to his edition of

the Kalilah and Dimna {
1 « 1 6) : art icles by the same in Notices et Lxt*.

des MSS. de la Bib. du /ic/, \ols. ix. and x. ; (ierman translation by
Idiihpp Wolff, Bidftai s t’otmln (2 vols., 2nd i-d., Stuttgart, iSjyj.

the Anudr-i Suheili. Periiiim version of the Fables, translated by
E. 13. Eastwick (Hertford, 1854) I

Benfey, Fantscha Tantra. German
translation with important introduction (2 vols.. I.eipzig. 1859) ;

other editions, by L Fntze {%b. 1884) and H. vSclunidt ;

Max Muller, l.ssdys (Leipzig, 1872), vol. 111. pp. yoy,
, J. Jacob.-.’

edition of Sir T. North’s Morall Philosophic of Doni, the earlu-r.t

English veision of the fables (London, 1888); J. G. N. Keith- Falconer,

Katilah and Dimnah, ov the Fables of Bidpai (Cambridge. 1895),

their history, witlua translation of the later Syriac v<‘rsion and
nolas; ] .eopold Hervieux, Les Fabulistes Latnt\, &c. v. Jean dc Capoue.

ct ses derives (i8t^d ;
F. (i. Browne, Pei sum Liteiat. (iy<>f>), ii. 350.

BIEBRICH, a towm of Germany, in the Prussian province of

Hesse-Nassuu, on the right hank of the Rhine, 3 m. S. from

Wiesbaden, of which it is the ri\’cr port, and on the main line

of railway from Cologne to Frankfort-on^Mairi. Pop. (1900)

15,048; (1905) 20,137. The palace of the former dukes of

Nassau occupies a fine position on the ris er bank, and the shady

gardens and groves attract large numbers of visitors during the

summer. It is an important steamboat station for both

passenger and cargo traffic, and besides manufactures of cement,

dyes and soap, has a considerable trade in the wines of the

district.

BIEDERMANN, FRIEDRICH KARL (1812-1901), Gcnnan
publicist and historian, was born at Leipzig on the 25th of

September 1812, and after slud>dng at Leipzig and Heidelberg

became professor in the university of his native town in 1H3H,

His early writings show him as an ardent advocate of German
unity, and he was a member of the national parliament which

met at Frankfort in 1848. Becoming a memlicr of the Upper
House of the parliament of Saxony, he advocated union under

the leadership of Prussia ; and, sub.sequently losing his pro-

fessorship, he retired to \Veimar, where he edited the Weima-

rische Zeitung, Returning to Leipzig in 1H63 he edited the

Deutsche Allgemetne Zeitung, and regained his professorship in

1865. He was again a member of the Saxon Upper Hou.se, and
from 1871 to 1874 a member of the German Reichstag. He died

at Leipzig on the 5th of March 1901. Biedermann’s chief works

are : Erinnerungen ausder (Leipzig, 1849) ;
Dmtsch-

land im jS. Jahrhundert (Leipzig, 1854-1880); Friedrich der

gro.sse und sein VerhdUnis zur Entxvickelung des deutschen Geistes-

lebens (Brunswick, 1859) ;
Geschichtc Deutschlands 181^-iSyi

(Berlin, 1891) ; Deutsche Voiks- und Kidturgeschichtc

1 90T ). He also wrote the dramas, Kaiser Heinrich 1\\(Weimar,

1861) ;
Kaiser Otto III. (Leipzig, 1862) ;

and Der leizte Biirger-

meisier von Strasshurg (I^ipzig, 1870).

BIEL, GABRIEL (r. 1425-1495), scholastic philosopher, was
bom at Spires (Speier). He was the first professor of theology

at the newly founded (1477) university of Tubingen, of which

he was twice rector. Some years before his death he entered

a religious fraternity. His work con.sists in the systematic

development of the views of his master, William of Occam.

His Epitome et Collectnrium ex Occamo super libros quatuor

Sententiarum (1508, 1512, and various dates) is a clear and

consistent account of the nominalist doctrine, and presents the

complete system of scholastic thought from that point of view.

The empirical individualism of the work, tending necessarily to

limit the province of reason and extend that of faith, together

with scattered utterances on special points, which gained for

Biel the title of Papista Antipaprsta, had considerable influence in

giving form to the doctrines of Luther and Melanchthon. It is

the best specimen of the final aspect of scholasticism. His other

works also have been frequently reprinted. The title UlHmus
S^iolasticorum is often wrongly bestowed on Biel

;
scholasticism

-BIENNE.
did not ‘cease with him, cveh in Ciermafiy, and continued to

fkRirish long after his time in the universities of Spain.

Set* Linsenmaiin, in Theolo^ischen (Jnartalsckrift (Tubingen, 1805)

;

Stockl, Phil, d, Mittclalt. 11. § zOy ; H. i'htt, Gabriel Biel als Prediger

(Erlangen, 1879); art. s.v, by P. Tscluickert in Herzog - 1 lauck,
Realemykiopdeiic, vol. iii. (1897); W. Roscher, Ges. d. National-

okoiiomik (Mimich, 1874), pp. 21-28
; nnd works quoted under

SCHOL-\STICISM.

BIELEFELD, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province of

Westphalia, (>8 m. S.W. from Hanover on the main line to

Cologne. Pop. (1885) 34,931 ; (1905) 71,797. It is situated at

the foot of the Teutohiirger Wald, and consists of two portions,

separated by the river Luttcr, which were first united into one

town in 1520. Among its public buildings and institutions are

the old town church, w'ith a curious carved altar-piece, the town
hall, the gymnasium and the pro\'incial industrial school. On
the height above the town is the old castle of Sparenburg, built

in the 12th century by Bcmluird, count of Lippe. It was for a

long time employed as a prison, but w'as restored after its

de.stniciion by tire in 1877 and now contains a historical museum.
Bielefeld is the centre of the \A estphalian linen industry'. It has

also important plush, silk and hosiery' manufactures, as well as

extensive bleaching works, and dries a very' large export trade

to all parts of the world in the.He hranclu‘s. Engines, automobiles,

biscuits, glass, pianos, furniture and paper are also manufactured.

Bielefeld is mentioned as early as the ()lh century, as Belan-

velde. but its first recorded mention as a town i.s in 1233. it

l>elongod at this time to tlie counts of Ravensherg, who often

resided in the Sfiari nburg. It joined the Han.seatic league in

1270, and alK)ut the same time began to engage in the linen

manufacture, which was greatly extended during tlie 16th and

17th centuries by a number of refugees From the N etherlands. In

1347 the towm passed with the coimtship of Ravensherg to the

duchy of Jiilich, and in i66b to that of Brandenburg.

BIELITZ (Czech Hilsko, Polish Bivlsko), a town of Austria, in

Silesia, 80 m. S.K. of Troppau by rail. Pop. (1900) 16,885,

chiefly German. It is situated on the Hiala river, just oppo.site

the Galician town of Biala and jxissesses a fine castle belonging to

the Sulkowsky family, in favour of whom the lordship of Bielitz

was raised to a duchy in 1752. It has an important woollen and

linen industry, and manufactures of jute and machinery, as well

as an active trade, esfiecially of woollens, to the East. 'Fhe town

was founded in the 13th century, and in the 15th and i6th wiis a

fortified place.

BIELLA, a town and episcopal see of Piedmont, Italy, in the

province of Novara, 55 m. N.K. of Turin by rail, and 38 m.

direct, situated on the S. edge of the lower Alps. Pop. (1901)

town, 3454 ; commune, 19,267. The old town (1558 ft.) lies on

a hill above the new' towm, and is reached from it by a cable

tramway. It has fine palaces with decorations in terra-cotta
;

and a modem bath establishment is situated here. I'he new
towncontains the 15th-century cathedral and the fine Renui.s.sance

church of S. Sebastiano
;
near the former is a baptistery of the 9th

century. It is a consideralile manufacturing centre for woollens,

silks and cottons, electric power being furnished by the torrents

descending from the mountains at the foot of which it lies.

It is frequented as a tourist centre, and .several hydropathic

establishments and mountain resorts lie in the vicinity.

BIENNE, or Biel, an industrial town in the Swiss canton

of Bern. It is built between the N.E. end of the lake of the

same name and the point at which the river Suze or Scheuss

(on the right bank of which it is situated) issues from a deep cleft

(called the Taubenloch) in the Jura range. Bienne is 19 m. by

rail N.E. of Neuchalcl, and 21m. N.W. of Bern. Its industrial

importance is shown by the fact that it is the site of the West

Swiss technical institute, which has departments for instruction

in watch-making, in electricity, in engraving and chasing, and

in subjects relating to railway, postal and telegraph matters. Its

chief industries are watch-making, chain-malang, the manu-

facture of machines and other objects for use on railways, &c.

Its rapidly increasing commercial activity accounts no doubt for

the rapid ri.se in its population, which in 1850 was but 3589,

rose in 1870 to 8165, and in 1900 was 22,016, mainly Protestant,
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and two-thirds German-speaking. The parish church of St

Benedict dates from 1451, but was restored in 1775—it

some fine 15th-century painted glass in the choir. In the town
is the Schwab museum, which is chiefly notable for its fine col-

lection of objects from the lake-dwellings. To the north-west of

Bienne two funicular railways lead up to fevilard (or Leubringen)

and Macolin(or Magglingcn), both situated on the slopeof the Jura.

First mentioned in the 12th century, Bienne continued for

centuries to be under the jurisdiction of the prince-bishop of

Basel. In 1279 (permanently in 1352) it made an alliance with

Bern, in 1344 with Soleure, and in 1382 with Fribourg. But its

attempts to be admitted into the Swiss Confederation were

fruitless, though after it adopted the Reformation in 1525, it

was closely associated with the Protestant cantons. In 1798
it was seized by the French, but in 1815, with the greater part

of the bishopric of Basel, it became part of the canton of Bern.

See C. A. Bloesch, Gesihichte der Stadt Biel (to 1854), (3 vols., Biel,

1 8.55-1 (W.'^A.B. C.)

BIENNE, LAKE OF, or Bieleksee, a lake in Switzerland,

S.W. of the town of Bienne, and extending along the southern

foot of the Jura range. Jt is 7J m. in length, 2J m. broad and

249 ft. in depth, while its surface is 1424 ft. above the sea-level,

and its area 16 sq. m. In it is the lie de St Pierre, where Rous-
seau resided for a short time in 1765. Many traces of lake-

dwellings have been discovered on the .shores of the lake. It

receives the river Suze or Scheuss at its north-east end, while

the Hagncck canal leads the waters of the Aar into the lake,

as that of Nidau conducts them out iigain. At the south-

western end the river Thiele or Zihl flows into this lake from
that of Neuchatel. (W. A. B. C.)

BIERSTADT, ALBERT (1830-1902), American landscape

painter, was born in Solingen, Westphalia, Germany, on the 7th

of January 1830, and was taken to the United States when about
a year old. In 1853-1856 he studied painting at Dusseldorf.

Itis pictures of the western part of the United Stiites, and par-

ticularly the Rocky Mountains, made him widely popular.

His “ k'.stes l^ark, Colorado,” is in the collection of the earl of

Dunraven
;

his “Sierra Nevada” (1878) is in the Corcoran

Gallery in Washington, and “ The Valley of Yosemite ” in the

James Lenox collection in New York, lie received many
German and Austrian decorations, and was a chevalier of the

French Legion of Honour, He rendered panoramic views with
a certain ability, though his work was rather topographically

correct and imprcs.sivc than artistic in conception and execution.

Hewas a member of the National Academy of Design of New York,
and is represented by two historical paintings, “ The Discovery
of the Hudson River,” and “ The Settlement of California,”

in the Capitol in Washington, D.C. He died in New York
City on the j8th of February 1902.

BIFROST, in Old Norse mythology, the rainbow, which was
supposed to form the bridge by which the gods passed l^etween

heaven and earth. It was guarded by Heimdal, god of light.

BIGAMY (from Lat. his^ twice, and Gr. yu^os, marriage),

in English law, according to the statute now in force (24 and
25 Viet. c. 100, § 57), the offence committed by a person
who being married shall marry any other person during
the life of the former husband or wife,” In the canon law
the word had a rather wider meaning, and the marriage of a
clerk in minor orders with a widow came within its scope. At
the council of Lyons (a.d. 1274) bigamists w'ere stripped of their

privilege of clergy. This canon was adopted and explained

l)y an English statute Of 1276 ;
and bigamy, therefore, became

a usual counterplea to the claim of benefit of clergy. However,
by an act of 1547 every person entitled to the benefit of clergy

is to be allowed tiie same, “ although he hath been divers times

married to any single woman or single women, or to any widow
or widows, or to two wives or more.”

A bigamous marriage, by the ecclesiastical law of England, is

simply void. By a statute of 1604 the offence was made a felony.

This statute, after being repealed in 1828, was re-enacted and
reproduced in the Offences against the Person Act 1861. It is

immaterial whether the second marriage has taken place within

921

England and Ireland or elsewhere, and the offence may be dealt

with in any county or place where the defendant shall be appre-

hended or be in custody. The following clause embodies the

necessary exceptions to the very general language used in

the definition of the offence :
—

“ Provided that nothing in this

section contained shall extend to any second marriage contracted

elsewhere than in England and Ireland by any other than a
British subject, or to any person marrying a second time whose
husband or wife shall have been continuously absent from such
person for the space of seven years then last past, and shall not
have been known by such person to be living within that time,

or shall extend to any person who at the time of such second
marriage shall have been divorced from the bond of the first

marriage, or to any person whose former marriage shall have
been declared void by any court of competent jurisdiction.”

The punishment is penal servitude for not more than seven

nor less than five years, or imprisonment with or without hard
labour, not exceeding two years.

A valid marriage must be proved in the fir8t instance in order

to support a charge of bigamy. A voidable marriage, such as

Were marriages between persons within the prohibited degrees

before the Marriage Act 1836, will be sufficient, but a marriage
which is absolutely void as all such marriages now are, will not.

For example, if a woman marry B during the lifetime of her

husband A, and after A's death marry C during the lifetime of

B, her marriage with C is not bigamous, because her marriage

with B was a nullity. In regard to the second marriage (which
constitutes the offence) the linglish courts have held that it is

immaterial whether, but for the bigamy, it would have been a
valid marriage or not. An uncle, for example, cannot marry
his niece

;
but if being already married he goes through the

ceremony of marriage*with her \fe is guilty of bigamy. In an
Irish case, however, it has been held that to constitute the offence

the second marriage must be one which, but for the existence of

the former marriage, would have been valid. With reference

to the case in which the parties to the first marriage have been

divorced, it may be observed that no sentence or act of any
foreign country dissolving a vinculo a marriage contracted in

England by persons continuing to be domiciled in England,

for grounds on which it is not liable to be dissolved a
vinculo in England will be recognized as a divorce (R, v.

Lolley 1812, R. 6: R. 237). Hence, a divorce a vinculo for

adultery, in a Scottish court, of persons married in England, is

not witliin the statute. But if a person charged with bigamy
in England can prove that he has been legally divorced by the

law of the country where the divorced parties were domiciled at

the time (even though the ground on which the divorce was
granted was not one that would justify a divorce in England)

it will be good defence to the charge. Criminal jurisdiction is

always regarded as purely territorial, but bigamy (together

with homicide and treason) is an exception to this rule. A
British subject committing bigamy in any country may be tried

for the same in the United Kingdom (Earl Russell’s case, 1901).

In Scotland, at the date of the only statute respecting bigamy,

that of 1551, cap. 19, the offence seems to have been chiefly

considered in a religious point of view, as a sort of perjury, or

violation of the solemn vow or oatlr which was then used in

contracting marriage
;
and, accordingly, it was ordained to be

punished with the proper pains of perjury.

Bigamy was punished in England until the reign of William
HI. by death, then the penalty changed to life imprisonment
and branding of the right hand. An act of George I. still in

force lessened the penalty to deportation for seven years or

imprisonment for two years with ot without hard labour. The
Offences against the Person Act 1861 changed deportation to

penal servitude.

In the United States the law in regard to bigamy is practically

founded on the English statute of 1604, with the exception that
imprisonment and a fine, varying in the different states, were
substituted instead of making the offence a felony. Congress
has passed a statute declaring bigamy within the territories

i

and places within the exclusive jurisdiction of the United
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States to be a misdemeanour (U.S. Rev. Stat. § 5352). By statute

in some states, upon absence one spouse from the state for

five years without being heard of, the other may marry again

without cuinmitting bigamy, in other states the period is seven
years. In most of the states, prosecutions for bigamy are barred

after the lapse of a certain number of years. The marriage

wherever solemnized must be a valid marriage according to the

law of the place of solemnization
;

if void there, no prosecution

for bigamy can lx: founded upon it. In some jurisdictions,

an honest belief that a prior divorce of one of the parties was
valid would be a defence to a prosecution for bigamy, in others

the contrary is held.

On the continent of Europe, bigamy is punishable in most
countries with varying terms of imprisonment, with or without
hard labour, accordmg to the circumstances of the case.

See Stephi'ii, History of Criminal Law
;

Dicoy, Conflict of Laws
;

Uepoit of Uie litryal Con.mission on Marvivfie Laws (i 808).

BIGELOW, JOHN (1S17- ), American journalist and
diplomat, was borA at Malden, New York, on the 25th of Nov-
ember 1817. He graduated at Union College in 1835, practised

law in New York for several years after 1830 ; took up journal-

istic work
;
was joint owner (with William Cullen Bryant) and

managing editor of the New York Evemnft Post (1840-1861) ;

was United States consul at Paris in 1861 --1864, and was
minister to Fnince in 1864-1867. Wliile consul, Bigelow wrote
Lcs Elais-Unis d'Amhique en /S6jf in order to counteract the

apparent desire of the French people for a dissolution of the

American Union, by showing them the relative importance of

the commerce of the northern and southern sLites. On dis-

covering in 1863 that a l^rench shipbuilder, with the connivance
of Napoleon 111 ., was constructing two formidable iron-dads and
two corvettes for the use of the Confederacy, he devote<l his

energies to thwarting this sclicmc, and suceijeded in preventing

the delivery of all but one of these vessels to the Confederate

agents. In his work entitled France and the Confederate Navy
(New V'ork, 1888) he gives an account of this episode. In 1865 -

1866, it det'olvcd upon Bigelow, as minister to France, to repre-

sent his government in its delicate negotiations concerning the

French occupation of Mexico, and he discharged this difficult task

with credit. From 1875 to 1877 he served as secretary of state

of New York, lie wn;te books of travel, of ptipular biography,

or of historical or politiail discussion, &c., from time to time

;

but his principal literary achievements were editions, between
1868 and 1888, of Franklin’s autobiography and autobiographical

writings, copiously annotated ; and of the complete works of

Franklin, in ten octavo volumes (New York, 1887-1889). These
editions were based in part upon the editor's personal investiga-

tions of manuscript sources in France and elsewhere, and sup-

planted the well-known, long serviceable, but less accurate

edition of Jared Sparks (Boston, 1836-1840) ; they have in turn

been supplanted by the edition of A. H. Smythe (10 vols., 1905-
1907). Mr Bigelow was a close friend of Samuel J. Tilden, and
became one of the trustees of his estate and his literary executor,

editing a two-volume collection of his .speeches anrl other political

writings (issued in 1885), publishing a biograph>' in two vols.

in 1895, and editing a two-volume collection of Tilden’s letters

and literary memorials (published in 1908). He also wrote a
biography of William Cullen Biy^ant (1890). In 1897 he pub-
lished a volume entitled The Mystery of Sleep (2nd ed., 1903).

BIGGAR, a police burgh of Lanarkshire, Scotland. Pop.

(1901) 1366. It is situated about 10 m. S.E. of Carstairs

Junction (Caledonian railway), where the lines from Edinbutgh
and Glasgow connect. Lyii^ on Biggar Water and near the

Clyde, in a bracing, picturesc^ie, upland country, Biggar enjoys
great vogue as a health and holiday resort. It was the birth-

place of Dr John Brown, author of Rah and his Friends, whose
father was secession minister in the town. It was created a
buigh of barony in 1451 and a police burgh in 1863. St Mary’s
church was founded in 1545 by Lord Fleming, the head of the
mling family in the district, whose seat, Boghsdl Castle, however,
is now a ruin. John Glcdstanes, great-grandfather of W. E.
G’lttdstonc, was a burgess of Biggar, and lies in the churchyard.

-BIGNON
Easter Gledstanes, the seat ol the family«from the 13th to the
17th century, and the estate of Arthurshicls, occupied by them
for nearly a hundred years more, are situated about 3! m.
to the north-west of the burgh. On the top of Quothquan Law
(1097 ft.), about 3 m. west is a rock called Wallace’s Chair, from
the tradition that he held a council there prior to the battle of

Biggar in 1297. Lamingtoii, nearly 6 m. south-west, is well

situated on the (’lyde. It is principally associated with the family

of the Baillies, of whom the most m)table were Cuthbert Baillic

(d. 1514), lord high treasurer of Scotland, William Baillie, Lord
Provand (d. 1593). the judge, and W'^illiam Baillie (fl. 1648), the

general whose strategy in opposition tf) the marquess of Mont-
rose was so diligently stultified by the committee of estates.

The ancient church of St Ninian's lias a fine Norman doorway.
Lamington Tower was reduced to its present fragmentary con-

dition in the time of Edward 1 ., when William Ileselrig, the

sheriff, laid siege to it. The defenders, Hugh de Bradfute and
his son, were slain, and his .daughter Marion—the betrothed, or, as

some say, the wife of William Wallace—was conveyed to Lanark,
where she was barbarously executed because she refused to re-

veal the whereabouts of her lox cr, Wallace exacted swift venge-

ance. He burnt out the English garrison and killed the sheriff.

BIGGLESWADE, a market town in the Ihggleswade parlia-

mentary division of Bedfordshire, England, 41 m. N. by W. of

London by the Great Northern railway. I’op. of urban district

(roof) 5120. It lies on the east bank of the Ivtl, a tributary

of the Ouse, in a flat plain in whit li xcgetables are largely grown
for the la)ndon markets. The town is a centre of this trade.

Biggleswade (Bichelswade. Beckeleswade. Dickleswude) is an
ancient hojough by ])rehcri])lion whicli ha-, nevt‘r retnrnotl repre
senlatives to parliament. I'he borongli court was lie‘ltl by tJie lord

of the manor. At the time ol Edwii’d the Conles^or. Vrchl>islu)|)

Stigand owned tlie manor, w^hich according to Domesday grassed to
Kal! de Insula, l-itnry 1 . granted it to the bisliop of Lincoln, under
whose protection the liorough eeidentlv grew In 1547 the
bishop surrendered his rights to the king, and in tin* lytli century
Biggleswade formetl pari of the joint lire ol the queens ol EngUind.
Ownng to its iinjiurtant position on the Roman road to the north
the town became an agricultural centre for the surrounding district.

In 1435 Edward TIL renf*wed the bishop's liccme to hold a Monday
marivet, and unnua! Jails were held here from \’ery early times.
Tho.se lor liorses arc mentioned as famous In’ Camdiui. In addition
to agriciiUnre, BigglesNvade was fonni'rly engaged in straw-])laiting
and lace manufacture.

BIGHT (0 . Eng. hight^ bend ;
cf. Ger. Buchi, a bay, and

heugen, to bend), a nautical term for the loop or bent part of a
rope, as distinguished from the ends ; also a geographical term
for a bay iDetween two distant headlands, or with a shallow

curve, e.g, the Bight of Benin, the Great Bight of Australia.

BIGNON, JBrOME (1589-1656), French lawyer, was bom at

Paris in 1589. He w^as uncommonly precocious, and under his

father’s tuition had acquired an immense mass of knowledge
before he was ten years of age. In 1600 was pul’^Iished a work by
him entitled Chorograpkie, ou description de la Terre Sainie.

The great reputation gained by this book introduced the author
to Henry IV., who placed him for some time as a companion to

the due de Vendome, and made him tutor to the dauphin,
afterwards Louis XIII. In 1604 wrote his Ihsrours de la

ville de Rome, and in the following year his Traile sommaire
de Velection du pape. He then devoted himself to the stud)' of

law, wrote in 1610 a treatise on the precedenc)' of the kings of

France, which gave great satisfaction to Henry IV., and in 1613
edited, with learned notes, the Formulae of the jurist Marculfe.

In 1620 he was made advocate-general to the grand council, and
shortly afterwards a councillor of state, and in 1626 he became
advocate-general to the parlement of l*aris. In 1641 he re-

signed his official dignit)
,
and in 1642 was appointed by Richelieu

to the charge of the royal library. He died in 1656.

BIGNON, LOUIS PIERRE fiDOUARD, Baron (1771-1841),
French diplomatist and historian, bora on the 3rd of January
1771, was the son of a dyer at Rouen. Though he had received a
good education, he served throughout the early part of the
revolutionary wars without rising above the rank of private.

In 1797, however, the attention of Talleyrand, then minister of

foreign affairs, was called to his exceptional abilities by General
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Huet, and he was attached to the diplomatic service* After

serving in the legations in Switzerland and the Cisalpine re-

public, he was appointed in 1799 attache to the French legation at

Berlin, of which three years later he hec-ame charg6 d’affaires.

As minister-plenipotentiary at ('assel, between the years 1804 and
1806, he took a prominent share in the formation of the confedera-

tion of the Rhine
;
and after the battle of Jena he returned to

Prussia as administrator of the public domains and finances. He
filled a similar function in Austria after the battle of Wagram.
At the end of 1810 he liecame French resident at Warsaw and was
for a couple of years supreme in the affairs of the grand duchy.

The preparation of a constitution for Poland, on which he was
engaged, was, however, interrupted by the events of 1812.

Hignon, after a short imprisonment at the hands of the allies,

returned to France in time to witness the downfall of Napoleon.

During the Hundred Days he once more entered Napoleon’s

service, and, after Waterloo, as minister of foreign affairs under
the executive commission, it was he who signed the convention of

the 3rd of July 1815, by which Paris was handed over to the

allies. Bignon did not re-enter public life until 1817, when he

was elected to the chamber of deputies, in which he sat until

1830, consistent in his opposition to the reactionary policy of

successive governments. His great reputation and his diplomatic

experience gave a special weight to the attacks which he published

on the policy of the continental allies, two of his works attracting

special attention, Iht de Troppau ou Examen des pte-

tentions des monarchies ahsolucs « Vegard de la monarckie con-

sfiltiiionelle de Naples (Varh, 1821), and Les Cabinets et les peuples

depuis fS//; jnsqua la -fin de JS32 (Paris, 1822).

'rhe revolution of 1830, which brought his party into power,

only led to a ver\' temporary resumption of office by Bignon.

He was for a few weeks minister of foreign affairs in the first

government of Louis Philippi*, and again for a few weeks minister

of public instructioiu But the idea of making him responsible

for t he foreign policy of hVance could not Ixj realized owing to the

necessity under which Louis Philippe lay of courting the good-

will of the powers, whom Bignon had offended by his outspoken

writings. Elected deputy in 1831 and member of the chamber
of peers in i83(), he withdrew for the most part from politics, to

devote himself to his great work, the Hisioire de France sous

Napoleon (10 vols., t82()-i 838, then 4 posthumous vols., 1847-

1850). 'Phis histor)
,
while suffering from the limitations of all

contemporaneous narratives, contains much that does not exist

elsewhere, and is one of the best-known sources for the later

histories of Napoleon's reign.

See Migni.*t. Notice hi'^torufuc sur la vie et les ouvrages de M. Bignon
(1848).

BIGOD, HUGH (d. 1177), earl of Norfolk, was the second son of

Roger Bigod (d. 1107), the founder of the English family of this

name. Hugh inherited large estates in East Anglia on the death

of his brother ^^dlliam in 1120, and enjoyed the favour of

Henry I. At first a supporter of Stephen during this king’s

struggle with the empress Matilda, Hugh was rewarded with the

earldom of Norfolk before 1141. After having fought for the

king at the battle of Lincoln the earl deserted him, assumed a

position of armed neutrality during the general anarchy, and then

assisted Henr}’ TI. in his efforts to obtain the throne. This king

confirmed him in the possession of his earldom
;
but lx:coming

restless under the rule of law initiated by Henry, he participated

in the revolt of J173, which so far as England was concerned

centred round his possessions. Though defeated and compelled

to surrender his castles, Bigod kept his lands and his earldom, and

lived at peace with Henry II. until his death, which probably took

place in Palestine.

His son Roger (d. 1221), who succeeded to the earldom of

Norfolk, was confirmed in his earldom and other honours by

Richard L, after he had fallen under the displeasure of Henry IT.

He to^ part in the negotiations for the release of Richard from

prison, and after the king’s return to England became justiciar.

TTie earl was one of the leaders of the baronial party which

obtained John’s assent to Magna Carta, and his name appears

among the signatories to this document.

Roger was succeeded as 3rd earl by his son, Hugh, who died in

>225, leaving a son, Roger (d. 1370), who became 4th earl of

Norfolk. Tlirough his mother, Matilciu, a daughter of William
Marshal, earl of Pembroke, Roger obtained the office of marshal
<jf England in 1246. He was prominent among the barons who
wrested the control of the government from the hands of Henry
III., and assisted Simon de Montfort. The earl married Isabella,

daughter of William the Lion, king of Scotland, but left no sons.
Hugh, the 3rd earl, left a younger son, Hugh (d. 1266), who

was chief justiciar of England from j 258 to 1260, and who fought
for Henry lU. at the battle of Lewes. The latter’s son, Roger,
succeeded his uncle Roger as 5th earl of Norfolk in 1270. This
earl is the hero of a famous altercation with Edward 1. in 1297,
which arose out of the king’s command that Bigod should serve
against tht king of France in Gascony, while he went to Flanders.

The earl asserted that by tlie tenure of his lands he was only com-
pelled to serve across the seas in the company of the king himself,

whereupon Edward said, “ By God, earl, you shall either go or

hang,” to which Bigod replied, “ By the siimeoath, 0 king, 1 will

neither go nor hang.” The earl gained his point, and after

Edw^ard liad left for France he and Humphrey Bohun, carl of

Hereford, prevented the collection of an aid tor the war and forced
Edward to confinn the rhailers in this year and again in 1301.
Stubbs says Bigod and Bohun ” arc but degenerate sons of mighty
fathers

;
greater in their opportunities than in their patriotism.”

The earl died without issue in December 1306, when his title

becuujc extinct, and his estates reverted to the crown. The
Bigods held the hereditary office of steward (dapijer) of the

royal household, and their chief castle was at Framlingham in

Suffolk.

See W. Stubbs. CoustitiUumal History, s'ols. i. and ii. (180^^1897) ;

J. R. Planclir, “The Earls of ]^.st Anglia” {Brit. Arch. Ass.
vol. XXI., 1805) ; and G. E. C(okavn(‘), Complete Peerage, vol. vi.

(1895).

BIGOT, one obstinately and intolerant!}- holding particular

religious opinions, who refuses to listen to reason and is ready

to force others to agree with him
;

hence also applied to one
who holds similar views on any subject. The early meaning of

the word in English, at the end of the 16th century, was that

of a religious hypocrite. The origin is obscure
;

it appears in

French, in tlic forms bigot or bigos, in the i2th'Century romance
of Girard of Roussillon, where it is applied lo certain tribes of

southern Gaul, and in Uic Roman du Rou of Ware (d. 1175 .^)

as an abusive name given by the French to the Normans :

“ Moult on Franchois Normans laidis

et do moffais et de mobdis.
Souvont lor dient reproviors.

et claiment Bigos et Draschiers.”

To this use has been attached tJic absurd origin from “ ne sc, bi

go(/,”thc words in which, according to the i2th-centur>" chronicle,

Rollo,duke of the Normans, refused to kiss the foot of Charles III.,

the Simple, king of the West Franks. The word may have some
connexion with a corruption of Visigoth, a suggestion to which

the use in the Girard romance lends colour. The meaning
changed in Frencfi to tltat of “ religious hypocrite ” through the

application, in tlie feminine bigote, to the members of the religious

sisterhoods called Beguines (^.7'.).

BIG RAPIDS, a city and the county-seal of Mecosta county,

Michigan, U.S.A., on both sides of the Muskegon river, 56 m.
N. by }i. of Grand Rapids, in the west central portion of the lower

peninsula. Pop. (1890) 5303 ; (1900) 4686, of whom 881 were
foreign-bom; (1910, U.S. census) 4519. It is served by the

Pdre Marquette and the Grand Rapids & Indiana railways.

Big Rapids is tlie seat of the 5erris Institute (opened 1884,

incorporated 1894), a large private co-educational school,

founded by W. N. Ferris. The river, which falls 16 ft. within

the city limits, is dammed a short distance south of the city, and
16,000 horse-power is generated, part of which is transmitted to

the city. The principi^ manufactures are lumber and furniture,

and saw-filing and filing-room machinery. Big Rapids, named
from the falls of the Muskegon here, was settled in 1854, was
platted in 1859 and was chartered as a city in 1869.
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BICSBY, JOHN JEREMIAH (1703-1881), English geolc^ist

and physician, the son of Dr ^ohn Bigsby, was born at Notting-
ham on the 14th of August 1792. Educated at Edinburgh,
where fie took the degree of M.D., he joined the army medical
service and was stationed at the Cape of Good Hope in 1817.

About a year later he went to Canada as medical officer to a
regiment, and having developed much interest in geology he was
commissioned in 1819 to report on the geology of Upper Canada.
In 1822 he was appointed British secretary and medical officer

to the Boundary Commission, and for several years he made
extensive and important geological researches, contributing

papers to the American Journal oj Science and other scientific

journals
; and later embodying an account of his travels in a

book entitled The Shoe and Canoe (1850). Keturning to England
in 1827 he practised medicine at Newark until 1846 when he
removed to London, where he remained until the end of his life.

He now took an active interest in the (ieological Society of

London, of which he had been elected a fellow in 1823. In 1869
he was elected a fellow of the Royal Society, and in 1874 he was
awarded the Murchison medal by the council of the Geological

Society. During the last twenty years of his long life he was
continually at work preparing, after the most painstaking
research, tabulated lists of the fossils of the Palaeozoic rocks.

His Thesaurus Siluricus was published with the aid of the
Royal Society in 1868 ; and the Thesaurus Devonico-Carboniferus

in 1878. In 1877 he founded the Bigsby medal to be awarded
by the Geological Society of London, with the stipulation that
the receiver should not be more than forty-five }'ears old. He
died in London on the loth of Kebruary i88t,

BIHARI (properly Bihar i), the name of the most western of

the four forms of speech which comprise the Eastern Group of

modern Indo-Aryan I.anguag(!s (q.v.). The other members are

Bengali, Oriya and Assamese (sec Bkn(;am). The number of

speakers of Bihari in ic)oi was 34,579,844 in British India, out
of a total of 90,242,167 for the whole group. It is also the
language of the inhabitants of the neighbouring Tarai districts

of Nepal. In the present article it is throughout assumed that

the reader is in possession of the facts described under the heads
of Indo-Aryan Lanouaoks and Prakrit. The article Bengam
may also be studied with advantage.

“ Bihari ” means the language of the province of “ Bihar,’’

and to a certain extent this is a true description. It is the

direct descendant of the old Magadhi iVakrit (sec Prakrit), of

which the headquarters were South Bihar, or the present districts

of Patna and Gaya. It is, however, also spoken considerably

beyond the limits of this province. To the west it extends over
the province of Agra .so far as the longitude of Benares, and to

the south it covers nearly the whole of the province of Chota
Nagpur. Allowing for the speakers in Nepal, its area extends

over about 90,000 sq. m., and the total number of people who
claim it as a vernacular is about the same as the population of

France. Bihari has been looked upon as a separate language

only during the past twenty-five years. Before that it was
grouped with all the other languages spoken between Bengal

and the Punjab, under the general term “ Hindi.”

The usual character employed for writing Bihari is that known
as Kaiiht, a cursive form of the well-known Nagari character of

Upper India. The name of the character is derived from the

Kdyaih or Kayasth caste, whose profession is that of scribes.

Kaithi is widely spread, under various name.s, all over northern

India, and is the official character of Gujarati. The Nagari

character is commonly employed for printed books, while the

Brahmans of Tirhut have a cliaractcr of their own, akin to that

used for writing Bengali an(} Assamese. In the south of the

Bihari tract the Oriya character belonging to the neighbouring

Orissa is also found.

Bihari has to its east Bengali, also a language of the Outer
Band. To its west it has Eastern Hindi, a language of the
Intermediate Band (see Indo-Aryan Languages). While it

must decidedly be classed as an Outer language, it nevertheless

shows, as might be expected, some points of contact with the

Intermediate ones. Nothing is so characteristic of Bengali as

its pronunciation of the vowel a and of the consonant 5. The
first is sounded like the 0 in “hot” (transliterated fi). In
Eastern Bihari the same vowel has a broad sound, but not so

broad as in Bengali. As we go westwards this broad sound is

gradually lost, till it entirely disappears in the most western
dialect, Bhojpuri. As regards 5, the Magadhi Prakrit pronounced
it as .i, like the sh in “ shin.” 'J'he Prakrits of the West preserved
its dental sound, like that of the s in “ sin.” Here Bengali and
Eastern Hindi exactly represent the ancient state of affairs.

The former has the i-sound and the latter the i-sound. At the

present day Bihari has abandoned the practice of the old Magadhi
Prakrit in this respect, and pronounces its j’s as clearly as in the
West. There are political reasons for this. The pronunciation

of 5 is a literal shibboleth between Bengal and Upper India.

For centuries Bihar has been connected politically with the

West, and has in the course of generations rid itself of the

typical pronunciation of the East. On the other hand, a witness

as to the former pronunciation of the letter is present in the fact

that, in the Kaithi character, s is always written i. In the

declension of nouns, Bihari follows Bengali more closely than it

follows Eastern Hindi, and its conjugation is based on the same
principles as those which obtain in the former language.

The age of Bihari as an independent language is unknown.
We have songs written in it dating from the 15th century, and
at that time it had reccivt^d considerable literary

culture. Bihari has three main dialects, which fall

into two divisions, an eastern and a western. The eastern

division includes Maithill or TirhuUd and Ma^ahi, Magahi is

the dialect of the country corresponding to the ancient Magadha,
and may therefore be taken as the modern representative of

the purest Magadhi Prakrit. Hs northern biuindary is generally

the river Ganges, and its western the river Son. To the south

it has overflowed into the northern half ul Cliota Nagpur. It is

nearly related to Maithili, but it is quite uncultivated and has no

literature, although it is the vernacular of the birthplace of

Buddhism. Nowadays it is often referred to by natives of other

piarts of the country as the typically boorish language of India.

Maithili fares Magahi acro.ss the Ganges. Jt is the dialect of

the old country of Mithild or Tirhut, famous from ancient times

for its learning. Historically and politically it has long been

closely connected with Oudh, the home of the hero Rama-candra,

and its people arc amongst the most conservative in India.

Their language bears the national stamp. It has retained

numerous antiquated forms, and parts of its grammar are

extraordinarily complex. It has a small literature which has

helped to preserve these peculiarities in full play, so that though

Magahi shares them, it has lost many which are still extant in

the everyday talk of Mithila. The western division consists of

the Bhojpuri dialect, spoken on both sides of the Gangetic

valley, from near Patna to Benares. It has extended south-east

into the southern half of Chota Nagpur, and is spoken by at

least twenty millions of people who are as free from prejudice

as the inhabitants of Mithila are conservative. The Bhojpuris

are a fighting race, and their language is a practical oriq, made
for everyday use, as simple and straightforward as Maithili and

Magahi are complex. In fact, it might almost be classed as a

separate language, had it any literature worthy of the name.

(Abbreviations: Mth. = Maithili. Mg. -Magahi, Bh. = Bhojpuri,

B.=: Bihari, Bg. = Bengali. Skr. = Sanskrit. Pr. — Prakrit, Mg. jT.

—

Magadhi Prakrit.)

Vocabulary.— The Bihari vocal adary calls for few remarks.

Taibamas, or words borrowed in modern times from Sanskrit (see

Indo-Akyan T.anc;ua(;ks), are few in number, while all the dialects

arc replete with honest home-born tadbhavas, used (unlike Bengali)

both m the literary and in the colloquial language. Very few words
are borrowed from Persian. Arabic o’- otlu r languages.

Phonetics. -The stress -accent of Bihari follows the usual rules

of modern Indo-Aryan vernaculars. In words of more than one
syllable it cannot fall on the last, whether the vowel of that syllable

be long or short, pronounced, half-pronounced, or not pronounced.

With this exception, the accent always falls on the last long syllable.

If there are no long syllables in the word, the accent is thrown hack
as far as possible, but never farther than the .syllable before the

antepenultimate. Thus, hi-s&'n{a) (final a not pronounced)

;

pd-nl ;
de-kk^4d~h^. In the last word there laa secondary
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accent on the penultimate, owing to the following imperfect
vowel (see below). When the first syllabic of a word has not the
main stress-accent, it also takes a secondary one, as in dd-kh^-li-ai-

nhK When the letter a follows a syllable which has the accent
(secondary or primary) it is only half pronounced, and is here
denoted by a small above the line. In Mth. (but not in Mg. or Bh.)
a final short i or u is often similarly very lightly pronounced, and
is then represented by the same device. Before such an “ imper-
fect ”

< or « the preceding syllable has a secondary accent, if it has
not already got the main one.

When a word ends in a preceded by a single uncompounded
consonant, the a is not pronounced ; thus, kisAna, sounded kisdn.

This vowel is sometimes pronounced with a drawl, like the a in
“ ball," and is then transliterated d. When a has this sound it can
end a word, and in this position is common in the second person of

verl)S
; thus, dekhd, see thou. This sound is very frequently heard

in Bhoj])uri, and gives a peculiar tone to the whole dialect, which at

once strikes the casual hearer. The usual short form of the letter

a is a, but when this would lead to confusion it is shortened in Mth.
and Mg. to a sound like that ot a in the German Mann, and is then
transliterated d. In Bh. it is always shortened to a. As an example,
from pant, water, is formed the word pamvd, but (in Mth. and Mg.)
from the word marab, to strike, we have Mth, mdt^li. Mg. mdf^tt, I

.struck, because mark'll (-11) would mean "I died." In Bh.
actually has both these meanings. The letters c and 0 may be either

long (tf, 0
)
or short (c, 0 ). In Skr. the diphthongs d* and dw (here

transliterated at, aXi) are much longer than the Bihari ai and am,

which arc contractions of only a 1 i and a + u respectively. We may
conqiarc the Sanskrit, or tatsama. ai with the Englrsh " aye," and
the tadhhava ai with the English " 1." In counting .syllables in

Bihari, ai and au count each as two syllables, not each as one long

syllable. The Skr. f appears only in iatsamas. Nasalization of

vowels is extreinclN- frequent. In this article it is represented by
the sign ~ over the vowel, us in tnUh, mdr**lt and dekh'daii^.

As regards consonants. (/ and (jh, wdien medial, are pronounced

as strongly burred v and rh, and are then transliterated as here

shown, riierc is a constant tendency to change these to an ordinary

dc'iital f and ; thus, fihbdd. jironounced ghord or ghord. The semi-

vow'els r and v are always jironounced like / and b respectively,

unless tliey are simply euphonic letters piit in to bridge the Watus
between two concurrent vowels ;

thus yaiivana pronounced jaxthan,

and maliyu for mali-d, ghof'wCi for f'hoy'-d. The sibilants f and 5

are both pronounced as a dt-ntal s, but (a relic of the old Mg. Pr.)

are both invariably written as a palatal a in the Kail hi character.

Thus, the Englisli word " se.ssion " (se^an) is wrilt<*n and
pronounced scsaii. The cerebral when uncompounded, is pro-

nounced kh. When compounded, it generally has its jiroper sound.

Thus, $a$(ha, .sixth, is pronounced khas^h. As a general statement

we may say that Bihari .spelling is not fixed, and that there are often

many ways of writing, and sometimes two or three w'ays of pronoun-
cing,* the same word.
The main tyj)ical characb'ristics of Mg. Pr. are tliat western Pr. 5

becomes a*, and that western Pr. r becomes L We have seen that

the change of s to a occurs in Bengali but not in Bihari, and have
given reasons for the change back to a in the latter language, although

the Mg. Pr. ^ is retained in writing. In both Bengali and Bihari, a

we.stcrn r is not now represented by /, but is represented by This

deviation from the Mg. Pr. rule is only apparent, and is clue to the

letter r representing two distinct sounds. In Skr., in the we.stern

Prakrits, and in the modern western languages, r is a cerebral letter,

w'lth a cerebral sound. In the modern eastern languages, r is a

dental letter, with a dental sound. Evcryw’here. both in old times

and at the present day. / w-as and is a dental letter. The meaning,

therefore, of the change from western Pr. f to Mg. Pr. I w^as that

the western r lost its cerebral .sound, and became a dental letter,

like /. That denial character is ]ireserved in the r of the modern
eastern languages. In fact, in Bihari r and / are frequently con-

founded together, or with n, another dental letter. Thus, we have

kali or kdri, black
;

phar or phal, fruit
;

Skr. rajju-, B. leju-fi, a

string ;
Lakhnaur, the name of a town, quite commonly pronounced

Nakhlaul
;

and the English names Kelly and Currie both pro-

nounced indifierently kart or kali. Compare Assamese, saril for

Skr. sarira-.

The genius of the Bihaii language is adverse to the existence ot

a long vowel in a tadhhava word, when it would occuny a position

more than two syllables from the end. Thus, ghord, nut ^hof^wd :

mdral, but wdWi. This is subject to various subsidiary rules w^hich

Avill be found in the grammars. The principle is a most important

one*, and, indeed, pervades all Indo-Aryan vernaculars of the present

day, but it is carried out with the greatest thoroughness and con -

sistency in Bihari. The whole system of declension and conjugation

is subject to it. When d preceding i or e is shortened, the two

together become ai, and similarly a shortened d-yuor o become an.

Declension.— has a stronger sense of gender than the other

languages of the Eastern Group. In the modem language the dis-

tinction is in the main confined to animate beings, but in the older

poetry the system of grammatical, as distinct from sexual, gender

is in full swing. Except in the case of the interrogative pronoun,

there is no neuter gender—words which in Skr. and Pr. -^re neuter

being generally, but not always, treated as masculine. The plural

can ever5rwhere lie formed by the addition of some noun of multitude
to the singular, and this is the unia^onsal rule in Mth.. but in Mg.
and Bh. it is generally made by adding n or fin Bh.) nh or ni to the

singular, before all of which a final vowel is shortened. Thus ghora,

a horse, ghoran, horses.

As for cases, the Apabhram&i locative -hi (-7/7) and the ablative

•hu (sec Prakrit) terminations have survived in poetry, proverbs
and the like, and each of them can now be used for any oblique case ;

but in ordinary language and in literature -ht and -hi have become
contracted to t and e, the fonner of which is employed for the instru-

mental and the latter for the locative case. Thus, ghar, house ;

ghare, by a house
;

ghare, in a house. The old terniinution -hu has
also survived in sporadic instances, under the form S, with an
ablative sense. Cases are, however, usually formed; as elsewhere,

by suhixing postpositions to a general oblique case (sec Indo-
Aryan Languages). The oblique case in Bihari is generally the

same as the nominative, but nouns ending in it. h, I or r, and some
others, form it by adding a (a relic of the old Mg. Pr. genitive in -dha).

Thus, maral, the act of striking, obi. mdrHd (Mg. Pr. mdfi-alldha).

Another set of verbal nouns forms the oblique case in ai, e or a ;

thus, Bh. mar, the act ol striking, mdre-ld, for striking, to strike.

In Mg. every noun ending in a comsonant may have its obluiue

form in e ; thus, ghar, a house, ghar-ke or ghare-j^c, of a hoi^e. I'lie

ai- or e- termination is another relic of the ApabhraiiiSa -hi, and the

d is a surv ival of the A]), -hit.

The usual genitive postposition is h, which has become a suffix,

and now forms part of the w'ord to which it is attached, a final

preceding vowel being frequently shortened. Thus, ghdrd, gen.

ghordk. Other genitive postpositions are he, kur and her. These,

and all otluT postpositions, are still separate words, and have not

yet become suffixes. The more conyiion postpositions are^ Acc.-

l)at. ke
;

Instr.-Abl. sa, se
;
Loc. wid., me. The genitive does not

change to agree with the gender ol the governing noun, as in llindq-

stani, but in Bh. (not in Mth. or Mg.), w'hen the governing noun is

not in the nonuiuitivc singular, the genitive postposition takes the

oblique form kd ; thus, rdjd-ke mandir, the palace of the king ;
but

nljd-kd mandir-mf, in the palace of the king. In Mth. and Mg,
pronouns have a similar oblique genitive in d. There is no case

ol the agent, as in Hiiulostam; the .subject of all tenses of all verbs

l)eing always in the nominative ca.s6.

Every noun can have three forms, a short, a long and a redundant.
The short form is sometimes weak and sometimes strong. Occa-

sionally l)olh weak and strong forms occur for the same word ;

thus, short weak, ghor :
short strong, ghora I long, ghofwd', re-

dundant. ghoramvd. This superfluity ol forms is due to the existence

of the pleonastic suffix -ka- in the Prakrit stage of the language

(see Prakrit), In that stage the k of the suffix w^as already elided^

so that we have the stages :—Skr. ghofa-ka-s, Pr. gho(i-a-u, B. ghora

(by contraction) or ghor'-wd (with insertion of a euphonic w). The
redundant form is a result of the reduplication of the suffix, which

was allowed in Pr. Thus, Skr. *ghota-ka-ka-s, Pr. ghodd-a-a-u, B.

ghnrauwd (contracted from ghof*-wa-wa-a). The long and redundant

forms are mainly used in conversation. They are familiar and often

contemptuous. Sometimes they give a definite force to the word,

as ghor^tvd, the horse. In the feminine they are much used to form

diminutives. '

As in other languages of the Easlcm Group, the .singulars of the

personal pronouns have fallen into disuse. The plurals are used

politi'ly for the singulars, and new forms are made from the.se old

plurals, to make new plurals. The old .singulars survive in poetr>'

and in the speech of v’illagors, but even here the nominative has

disappeared and new nominatives have been formed from the oblique

bases. All the pronouns have numerous optional forms. As a

specimen of pronominal declension, we may give the most common
forms of the first personal pronoun.

Maithill. Magahi. Bhojpuri.

Sing, Nom. ham ham ham
Gen. hamdr hamdr hamdr
01)1. ham**rd ham^td ham''Id

Plur. Nom. kam^rd sabh ham^ranl ham^nl-kd

Gen. ham'^rd sahhak ham^rani-ke ham'^ul-ke

Obi. ham”rd sabk ham'^ram ham''tn

The important point to note in the above is that the oblique form

singular is formed from the genitive. It is the oblique form of that

case which is also used when agreeing with another noun in an
oblique case. Thus, hamdr ghar, mf house ;

ham^^rd ghar-mi, in my
house ;

ham’*rd-ke, to me. In Mth. the nominative plural is ^so
the oblique form of the genitive singular, and in Bh. and Mg. it is

the oblique form of the genitive plural. In Bengali the nominative

plural of nouns substantive is formed in the same way from the

genitive singular (see Bengali). The usual forms of the pronouns

are ham, I ; t'H, tu, thou ;
Mth. ap»nah^, Bh. raura. Your Honour

;

I, this; 6, that, he; fe, who; he ; W, who ? Mth. kl, Mg.,

’ The origin of the postpositions is discussed in the artide Hinoo-
STANl.
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Bh. what ? ken, ken, any one ; Mth. kicch^\ Mg. kuchu, Bh. kacku,

anything. The oblique forms m tln-se vary greatly, and must be
learned from the grammars.

Conjugation in Maithili and Mngnhi .—It is in the conjugation of

the verb that the amazing complexity of the Mth. and Mg. grammars
appears. The conjugation of the Bliojpnri verb is (|uite simple, and
will be treated separately. In all three dialects the verb makes
little or no distinction of number, but instead there is a distinction

between non-lionorihc and honorific forms. In Mth. and Mg. this dis-

tinction applies not only to the subject but also to the object, so that
for each person there are, in the first place, four groups of forms,

viz. :

—

1.

Subject non-honorihe, object non-honorific.

II. Subject honorific, object non-honoritlc.
III. Subject non-honorific, object honorific.

IV. Subiect honorific, object honorific.

English) .substitutes the oblkjup form of tlie verbal noun for the
present participle, as in mare hi, 1 am a-striking. The perfect is

usually formed by adding the word ior “ ib ’* to the past ; thus,

Mth. mdr^H aoh*, 1 have struck, lit struck-by-mc it-is. A pluperfect

I

is similarly formed with the past tense of the auxiliary verb.

There are numerou.s irregular verbs. Most of the irregularities

arc due to the root ending in a vowel or in a weak consonant such
as b

(
— Vr. i')* Thus root pdh, obtain, past participle pdoi, first

singular, past tense, pauli. More definitely irregulai- are a few nxits

like knr, do. past particijile kail. These last instanciSi are cases in

which the past jiarticiple is independently derived from a Skr. past

participle, and is not formed as usual by adding the pleonastic
suffix -al or -il (Skr., Pr., -alia-, -ilia-., .see Pkakrit) to the Bihari
root. Thus, Skr. kj^ta-s, I^. haa-u, ka-ill-u, B. kail, instead of har-al.

There is a long series of transitive verbs formed from intransitives

and ol causal verbs formed from transitives, generally by adding

Object ; non -honorific. Object : honorific.

Shorf Form. Long Form. RcduTulant Fonn.

Person

Croiqj I.

(Subject ; ncPu-

honorifii

Group IJ.

(Subject

:

lionorific.)

Group 1.

(Subject : non
honorific.)

Group 11.

(Suliject

:

honorific.)

Group I.

(Subject: non-
honorific.)

Group 11.

(Subject

:

honorific.)

Group 111.

(Subject : non-
hononfic.)

Group IV.

(Subject :

honorilic.)

i wde’/i or mdr^lah'^

.

mdr'liai

Or (wutli object in 2nd person)
mdt^liau

mdr*liaik
Or (with object in 2nd person)

mar^liauk
mdrHiainld

.

2 mdr'He
Same as isf

jierson. mdi*^ldh

Same as 1st

piTSon, but
no forms lor

object in 2nd
jx^rson.

mdr'*lahuk

Same as ist

person, but
no forms for

object in '2nd

person.

mdr^lahunh' Same as 1 st

pel son.

3 mdv^lak mdrHatih*

mdtal"kai
Or (with object

in 2nd person)
marahkau

Wanting

mdrat'^kaik

Or (with object

in 2nd person)

mdrai'kank

Wanting mdral'^kainld mural"think'

In Mth. all tlu* forms in which the object js honorilic end m wA‘.

Mg. closely follows this, but the lorms are more tibraded.
b'oi'ms in w'Jiicii the object is non-honorific may Ik, as in the case

of nouns, short, long or redundant. Hie long ioniis are made by
adding ai (or in the sc'coiid person -dh) to the short forms, and tht.‘

redundant forms by adding k to the long forms. Agam, if tlie

oltject is in the second jXT.son, the ai of tlie Jong and redundant forms
IS changed to au. Finally, in the first person the non-hoiiorific and
honorific forms depending on the subject aie the samc5, and arc also
idt*ntical with tho.se lorm.s of the second piuson in which the subject
is honorific. We thus get the following paradigm of the Mth, past
tense of the verb mdrah, to strike. The Mg. lorm.s are very similar.

Besides the aliove there are numerous optional lorims. Moreover,
these are only niasculiiie forms. The femmiiie gender of the subject
introduces new complications. It is impossible here to go into all

these minutiae, intere.sting as they are to philologists. They must
lie k'arnt from tlie regular grammais. On the present occasion
we shall confine ourselves to describing I lie tormation of (he principal
parts ol the verb.

In Mth. the usual verb substantive and auxiliary verb is, as in
Bengali, based on the root aih {Skr, ^(chati), the initial vowel Iw'ing

generally dropped, as m chi, I am ; ohalah**, 1 was
;
but ach^, he is.

In Mg. we have hi or hikt, I am ; halVi, 1 was. The finite verb has
three vt'rbal nouns or infinitives, viz (from the root mar, .strike),

Mth. mdr* or Mg. mdr
; mdrab

;
and mural. All three are fully

declined as nouns, the oblique forms Iwung mdrai or mare, mdt^hd, and
mdr**la, respectively. There arc- two participles, a present (Mth.
mdrait—Pr.mdrentu) and <i past (Mth. mdral=.Vi, mari-allu). The
Mg. forms are very similar. The old Mg. I’r. pre.sent and imperative
have survived, but all other tenses are made from verbal nouns or
participle.s. The past tense (of which the conjugation for a Maithili
transitive verb is given nbove) is formed by adding pronominal
suffixes to the past participle. Thus, maral-^l, struck -f- by-me,
Ixjcomes mdr^li, 1 struck. In the- case of intransitive verbs, the
suffixes may represent the nominative and not the instrumental
case of the pronoun, and hence the conjugation is somewhat different.

The future is a mixed tense, (hmcrally speaking, tlm first two
persons are formed from the verbal noun in h, which is by origin
a future passive participle, an<f the third ^XTson is formed from the
present j^rticiph\ Thus, mdralt + ah*^, about-to-be-struck -f by-me,
Dccomcs mdr^ah^, I shall strike, and mdrait + dh, striking + ho.
becomes mdfHdh, he will strike (compare the English “ he’s going/’
for " he is on the point of going ”). A past conditional is also formed
by adding similar suffixes to the present particijilc, as in mdritah^,
(if) I had struck. This use of the present participle already existed
m the Pr. age (cf. H6ma-candra‘s Grammar, hi. 180). In Mth, the
pre.sent definite and the imperfect are formed by conjugating the
present or past tense respectively of the auxiliary verb with the
prtsent participle

;
thus marait chi, I am striking. Mg. (like vulgar

ah (Skr. dpaya^, Pr. ave ). Compound verbs are numerous. Note'

worthy is tin disiderative compound formed by adding the root

rah, wihli, to the dative of a verbal noun. Thus, ham dlkhd kc

cahait’Lhi, T am wishing fiir tlie seeing, 1 wish to see.

Conjugation in Bhojpitn. The Bh. conjugation is as simjile as

that of Mill, and Mg. is comph'x. In the first and second jiersons

the plural is generally employed lor the singular, but there is no
change in the verb corresponding to the jierson or lionnnr ot tlie

object. The usual verb substantive and auxiliary verb is derived

m tin* present from the root hdt or Inir, be, as in hate or have (Skr.

vartate, IT. vaUai), he is. The past is fh^rived from the root rah

(Ski. rahati, Pr. rahai), as in lak'tl or (contracted) rahl, I was.

The verbal nouns and particijiles arc ni'arly the same as in Mth.- Mg.,
the first verbal noun and the present partieijile being mdr and
mdrai, as in Mg. The old presimt and imperative, derived from the

Mg. IT. forms, are also eiiijiloyed in Bh. Thus, niutr (IT. mdrhi),

he .strike.s. I'his tense is often usc*d as a jiresent conditional. Wlien
it is wished to emphasize the sense of a present indicative, the

syllable -Id is suflixed. The same sutfix is employeil in Rajasthani,

Naijiali and Marathi to form the future, and in Bh. it is often also

u.sud with a future sense. The j)a.st tense is formed, as in Mth. -Mg.,
by adding pronominal suffixes to the past participle

;
thus, mnr^Fi

{mdra + i^), I struck, as exjdained above. Similarly, for the first

and second jiersons of the future we have mar^bl, 1 shall strike, and
so on, but the third person is marl (IT. mdrehi), he will strike, marihen
(Pr. matehinti), lliey will .strike. The periphrastic tenses are formed
on the same principles a,s in Mth, As an example of Bh. conjugation
we give the jirevseiit, past and future tenses in all persons. There
are a few additional optional forms, but nothing like the multi-

plicity of meanings widen we find in Mth. and Mg.

I

I ’resent

.

Past. Future.

Sing. I Not used Not u.sed Not used
mdre-le mar^las mar^he

3
!

mdre-ld
\

marble
i

marl 1

Plur. T 1 mdrl-Ul mar^il i mar^ht 1

2 1
mdrd-ld

\1

mar«ld i mar^bd
|

3
!

mdre-le 1 mar'len
1

marihen
|

It will bo observed that the termination of the present changes
in sympathy with the old present to which it is attached. In some
parts <rf the Bh. area, especially in the district of Saraii, n is sub-
stituted for in the past. Tims, maru^, I struck. The maru- is

merely the past^rticqfie without the pleona-stic termination -alla-

whkh is u.scd in i^hari. as explained under tlie Mth. -Mg. conjugation.
Irregular verbs, the formation of transitive and causal verbs, and

the treatment of compound verbs, are on tlie same lines as in Mth.



BIHARi-LAL—BIJAPUR
Bihari L%Uraime.-*-\n all thret dialects there are numerous

’

folk^epics transmitted by word of mouth. Several have been

LUtrmiun
various times in the Journal of the Asiatic

* Society of Bengal and in the Zeitschrifi der deuischen

morgeuldndischen GeseUschafU The only dialect which has any
real literature is MaithilL The earliest writer of whom we have
any record is VidySpati Thakkura (Bidyapati Th&kur), who
Jived at the court of Raja Siva Sirhha of Sugaona in Tirhut in

the 15th century. He was a voluminous Sanskrit writer, but
his fame rests chiefly on his dainty lyrics in Maithili dealing with

the loves of Radha and Krishna. These have exercised an
important influence on the religious history of eastern India.

They were adopted and enthusiastically recited by the reformer

Caitanya (i6th centuty^), and through him became the home-
poetry of the Bengali-speaking Lower Provinces. Their lan-

guage was transformed (we can hardly say translated) into

Bengali, and in that shape they have Imd numerous imitators.

A collection of poems by the old Master-singer in their Maithili

dress has been published by the present writer in lus Chresto-

mathy of that language. T’hc most admired of VidyApati’s

successors is Manbddh Jha, who died in 1788. He composed a
Ilarihans, or poetical life of Krishna, which has great popularity.

Many dramas have been composed in Mithila. The fashion is

to write the body of the work in Sanskrit and Prakrit, but the

songs in Maithili. 'I wo dramas, the Pdrijdia-haram and the

Rukminhparinayay are attributed to Vidyapati. Among modem
writers in the dialect, we may mention Harsandtha^ an elegant

lyric poet and author of a drama entitled Usd-harana, and
Candra Jha, wliosc version of the Rdmaydna and translation of

Vidyapati’s Sanskrit Purusa- pariksd are deservedly popular.
AirrnoKirij!.s. The J.in^uisiu Survey of India, vol. v. part ii.

(Calcutta, 1003), gives a (.oniplote conspectus of Bihari in all its

diah'Cls and sub-dialects. Sec also (t. A, Cnorson, Seven Grammars
of the Dialects and Suh'dialerts of the ftihdri Language, parts i. to viii.

(Calcutta, 1883-^887—these deal with every form of Bihari except
standard Maithili); aiul S. II. Kellogg, A Grammar 0/ the Hindi
Language, in whith aie iteafed High Hindi . . . also the Colloquial
Dialects of , , , Dhojpitr, Magadha, Maithilu, 6yc, (2nd ed., l.ondon,

Por ^laithili, see G. A. Cirierson, An Intiodiiction to the Maithili
Language of Wnih JJihdr. containing a Grammar, Chresiomatky and
I’orahuhirv

;
j'.'irt i. Gtatumai (Calcutta, i8<Si

; 2nd ed., 1909)
;
part ii.

Chrestomuthy and Voiahttfaiv fCulcuttii, 1882), For VidvAnati Tliak-
kura.see ]. Beanies, “'I'he Karl yVaishiiava Poets of B<*ngal,*’ ml'ndian
Anticfmrx, ii. (1873), pp. 37 fl.‘; the same, “ On the Age and Country
ol Vidyapati,” ilnd. iv. (1875). pp. zgg ff. ;^aiiou. article in the
Haijga DaHana, vol. iv. (1282 B.S.j.jip, 75 fl.

; Sarudacarana Maitra,
Introduction to Vidydpatir Padavah (2nd ed.. Calcutta, 1285 B.S.)

;

G. A. GriiTson, ChresUmathv, as above
;

” X’idyJlpati and his Con-
temporaries,” Indian Antiquary, vol, xi\. (1885), pp. 182 ff.

; “On
.some Mediaeval Kings of Mithila,” ibid. vol. x.xviii. (1899), pp. 57 #f.

I'or 13ho)puri, see ]. Beanies, ” Notes on the Bhojpuri Dialect of
Hindi sjioken in Western Bihar," in Journal of the Royal Asiatic
Society, vol. iii. N.S., t8()8. pp. 483 fl.

; .A. F. R. Hoernle. A Grammar
of the Eastern Hindi compared with the other Gaudian Languages
(here ” Eastern Hindi " means ” Western Bhojpuri ”). (London,
1880) ; J. R. Reid, Repot t on the Settlement Operations in the DistriU
of Azam'garh (Allahabad, 1881) contains in appendices full grammar
and vocabulary of Western Bhojpuri).
No special works have been written about Magahi. (G. A. Gr.)

BIHArI-LAL, a name famous in Hindustani literature as

the author of the SaLsau a collection of approximately seven
hundred di.stich.s, which is perhaps the most celebrated Hindi
work of poetic art, as di.stinguished from narrative and .simpler

styles. The language is the fonn of Hindi called Braphhdshd,
spoken in the country about Mathura, where the poet lived.

The couplets are inspired by the Krishna side of Vishnu-worship,

and the majority of them take the shape of amorous utterances

of Radha, the chief of the Gopis or cowherd maidens of Braj,

and her divine lover, the son of Vasudeva. Each couplet is

independent and complete in itself, and is a triumph of skill in

compression of language, felicity of description and rhetorical

artifice. The distichs, in their collected form, are arranged,

not in any sequence of narrative or dialogue, b^t according to

the technical classification of the sentiments which they convey

as set forth in the treatises on Indian rhetoric.

little is known of the author beyond what he himself tells us.

He was bom in Gw&lior, spent his boyhood in Bundelkhand,

927
wd on his mairiage settled in his father-in-law's household
in Mathura. His father was nam^ii Kesab Ray ;

he was a twice-

born {Dwifa) by caste, which is generally understood to mean
that he was a Brahman, though some assert that he belonged
to the mixed caste, now called RAy, sprung from the offspring

of a Brahman father by a Kshatriya mother. A couplet in the
Sat-sai states that it was completed in a.d. 1662. It is certain

that his patron, whom he calls Jai Shah, was the Raja of Amber
or Jaipur, known as Mirza Jai Singh, who ruled from 1617 to

1667 during the reigns of the emperors JahAngir, Shah Jahan
and Aurangzeb. A couplet (No. 705) appears to refer to an
event which occurred in 1665, and in which Raja Jai Singh was
concerned. For this prince the couplets were composed, and
for each dohd the poet is said to have received a gold piece worth
sixteen rupees.

The collection very soon became celebrated. As the couplets

are independent one of another, and were put together for-

tuitously as composed, many different recensions exist *, but the

standard is that settled by an assembly <Jf poets under the

direction of Prince A'zam Shah, the third son of the emperor
Aurang/eb (1 653-1707), and hcncc called the A‘zam-shahi ; it

comprises 726 couplets. The estimation in which the work is

held may lx: measured by the number of commentators who
have devoted themselves to its elucidation, of whom Dr Grierson

mentions seventeen. 'J’wo of them were Musalmans, and two
other commentaries were composed for Musalman patrons.

The collection ha.s also twice been translated into Sanskrit.
The best-known coinnientary is that of Lallu-ji-Ld.!, entitled the

Ldla-thandrikd. The author was employed by Dr Gilchrist in the
College of Fori William, where he finished his commentary in 1818.
A critical edition of it has been published by Dr G. A. Grierson
(Calcutta, Government of India Pres.s, i8g6). (C. J. L.)

BIJAPUR, an ancient city aitd modem district of British

India in the southern division of Bombay. It is a station on the

Southern Mahratta railway, 60 m. S. of Sholapur. The ancient

city was supplied with water by an elaborate underground
system of reservoirs and aqueduct.s, which has been restored

in part as a famine relief work. The population in 1901 was
23,811. The city used to be the extensive, splendid and opulent

capital of an independent sovereignty of the same name, but
now retains only the vestiges of its former grandeur. It is still,

however, the most picturesque collection of ruins in India.

The city of Bijapur owed its greatness to Yusuf Adil Shah, the

founder of the independent slate of Bijapur. It consists of three

distinct portions— the citadel, the fort and the remains of the

city. The citadel, built by Yusuf Adil Sflah, a mile in circuit,

is of great strength, well built of the most massive materials,

and encompassed by a ditch 100 yds. wide, formerly supplied

w'ith water, but now nearly filled up with mbbish, so that its

original depth cannot be discovered. Within the citadel are the

remains of Hindu temples, which prove that Bijapur was an
important town in pre-Mahommedan times. The fort, which
was completed by AH Adil Shah in 1566, is surrounded by a wall

6 m. in circumference. This wall is from 30 to 50 ft, high, and
is strengthened with ninety -six> massive bastions of various

designs. In addition there are ten others at the various gateways.

The width is about 25 ft.
;
from bastion to bastion runs a battlc-

menteci curtained wall about 10 ft. high. The whok is

surrounded by a deep moat 30 to 40 ft. broad. Inside these walls

the Bijapur kings bade defiance to all comers. Outside the

walls are the remains of a vast city, now for the most part in

ruins, but the innumerable tombs, mosques, caravanserais and
other edifices, which have resisted the havoc of time, afford

abundant evidence of the ancient splendour of the place. Among
its many building.s three are speAally worthy of mention. The
Gol Gunbaz, or tomb of Sultan Mahommed Adil Shah, which
was buih 1626-1656, is one of the most interesting buildings in

the world. It is a square building, 135 ft. each way, which is

surmounted by a great circular dome 198 ft. high. The inside

area (18,360 ft.) is greater than the Pantheon at Home (15,833
sq, ft). When first built tlie dome was covered by gold leaf,

pd the outer walls were adorned with stucco work picked out
in gold and bhie, but to-day there are very few traces of thk
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ornamentation. Of late years this mosque has been thoroughly

restored, and one portion is n%yr used as a museum in which all

objects of interest discovered in the surrounding country are

exhibited. Next to this comes the Ibrahim Roza, or tomb and
mosque of Ibrahim Adil Shah II., which was completed about
1620 and is supposed to be one of the most exquisite buildings

in the world after the Tuj at Agra. It is said to have cost

1,700,000 and to have occupied thirty-six years in its con-

struction. The Gagan Mahal, or ancient audience hall, is now
a mass of ruins, but when complete must have been a beautiful

building. The archway remains. It is over 60 ft. span and
about 90 ft. high. Through this arch Sikandar Adil Shah, the

last king of Bijapur, was brought bound with silver chains,

while on a raised platform sat Aurangzeb, the Mogul emperor,

who had left Delhi Miree years previously to conquer the Deccan.

This magnificent palace, where so many scenes historic in the

Bijapur dynasty occurred, is now the abode of hundreds of

pigeons. Their cooing is the only sound that breaks the silence

of the old halls.
•

History .—The founder of the Bijapur dynasty, Yusuf Adil

Shah, is said by Ferishta to have been a son of the Ottoman
sultan Murad II. When on his accession Mahommed II. gave
orders for the strangling of all his brothers, Yusuf was .saved by
a stratagem of his mother. He went to India, where he look

service under the Bahmani king of the Deccan, and ultimately

became a person of great importtince at the court of Mahmud 11 .

In 1489 he took advantage of the break-up of the Bahmani
power to establish himself as an independent .sultan at Bijapur,

his dominions including Goa on the w'cst coast. Ho died in 1511

(Goa had been taken by the Portuguese a few months before),

and was succeeded by his son Ismail, who reigned pro.sperously

till 1534. The next king worth mentioning is Ali Adil Shah 1 .,

who reigned from 1557 to 1579 and, besides the fort, built the

Jama Masjid or great mosque, the aqueducts and other notable

works in the city. His son Ibrahim (d. 1626) maintained the

prosperity of the state
;

but under his successor, Mahommed
Adil Shah (d. 1656), the rise of the Mahratta power under Sivaji

began to make inroads upon it, and it was exposed to the yet

more formidable ambition of Shah Jahan. On the death of

Mahommed the succession passed to .\li Adil Shah II., and on
his death in 1672 to his infant son, Sikandar Adil Shah, the last

of the race. The kingdom had been for some time rapidly falling

to ruin, and in 1686 the Mogul emperor Aurangzeb, who as Shah
Jahan’s general had unsuccessfully besieged the city under

Mahommed Adil Shah, took Bijapur and annexed the kingdom
to the Delhi empire. Among the curiosities of the capital is the

celebrated monster gun (Malik-i-Maidan), stated to be the largest

piece of cast bronze ordnance in the world. It was captured

from the king of Ahmednagar by the king of Bijapur about the

middle of the 17th century. An inscription on the gun recording

that fact was erased by Aurangzeb, who substituted the present

inscription stating that he conquered Bijapur in 1686. The city

and territory of Bijapur remained annexed to Delhi till 1724,

when the nizam established his independence in the Deccan, and
included Bijapur within his dominions. His sway over this

portion of his acquisitions, however, was of brief duration ; for,

being defeated by the peshwa in 1760, he was compelled to

purchase peace by its cession to the Mahrattas. Upon the fall

of the peshwa in 1818 Bijapur passed into the hands of the

British, and was by them included in the territory assigned to the

raja of Satara. In 1848 the territory of Satara was escheated

through the failure of heirs. The city was made the administra-

tive headquarters of the district in 1885.

The district of Bijapur, fdtmerly called Kaladgi, occupies a
barren plain, sloping eastward from a string of feudatory

Mahratta states to the nizam^s dominions. It contains an area

of 5669 sq. m., and its population in 1901 was 735,435, showing

a decrease of 8 % compared with an increase of 27 % in the

preceding decade, and a decrease of 21 % in the period between
1872 and 1881. These changes in population reveal the effects

of famine, which was very severely felt in 1876-1878 and again

10*1899-1900. There is very little irrigation in the district

The principal crops are millet/iwheat, pulse, oil-seeds and cotton.

There are considerable manufactures of cotton and silk goods

and blankets, and several factories for ginning and pressing

cotton. The East Deccan line of the Southern Mahratta railway

traverses the district from north to south.

BIJAWAR, a native state of central India, in the Bundelkhand
agency. Area, 973 sq. m.

;
pop. (1901) 110,500; revenue,

3^10,000. Forests cover nearly half the total area of the state,

which is believed to be rich in minerals, but lack of transport

facilities has hindered the development of its resources.

The state takes its name from the chief town, Bijawar (pop.

in 1901, 5220), which was founded by Bijai Singh, one of the

Gond chiefs of Garha Mandla, in the T7th century. It was
conquererl in the i8th century by Chhatarsal, the founder of

Panna, a Rajput of the Bundela clan, by whose descendants it

is still held. It was confirmed to Ratan Singh in 1811 by the

British government for the usual deed of allegiance. In 1857
Bhan Pratap Singh rendered signal services to the British during

the Mutiny, being rewarded with certain privileges and a

hereditary salute of eleven guns. In 1866 he received the title

of maharaja, and the prefix sawai in 1877. Bhan Pratap was
succeeded on his death in 1899 by his adopted son, Sanwant
Singh, a son of the maharaja of Orchha.

BIJNOR, or Bijnattr, a town and district of British India in

the Bareilly division of the Ignited Provinces. 'Fhe town is about

3 m. from the left bank of the Ganges. The population in 1901

was 17,583. There is a large trade in sugar. The American

Methodists have a mission, which maintains some aided schools,

and there is an English high school for boys.

The District of Bijnor has an area of 1791 sq. m. The
aspect of the country' is generally a level plain, but the northern

part of it rises towards the Himalayas, the greatest elevation

being 1342 ft. above the sea-level. The Koh and Rainganga are

the principal rivers that flow through the district, and the

Ganges forms its western boundar\’. In 1901 the population

was 779,451, showing a decrease of 2% in the decade. The
country is watered in most parts l)y streams from tlie hills, but

a .scries of small canals has been constructed. Sugar is largely

exported. A line of the Oudh & Rohilkhand railway from

Moradabad to Saharanpur runs through the district.

History .—Of the early history of Bijnor even after it passed

under Mahommedan rule little is known with any certainty.

The district was ravaged by Timur in J399, and thenceforward

nothing is heard of it till the time of Akbar, when it formed part

of the Delhi empire and so continued undisturbed, save fur

occasional raids, so long as the power of the Moguls survived

intact. In the early part of the i8th century, however, the

Rohilla Pathans established their independence in the country

called by them Rohilkhand
;
and about 1748 the Rohilla chief

Ali Mahommed made his first annexations in Bijnor, the rest

of which soon fell under the Rohilla domination. The northern

districts were granted by Ali Mahommed to Najih Khan, who
gradually extended his influence west of the Ganges and at Delhi,

receiving the title of Najib-ud-daula and becoming paymaster

of the royal forces. His success, however, raised up powerful

enemies against him, and at their instigation the Mahrattas

invaded Bijnor. This was the beginning of a feud which con-

tinued for years. Najib, indeed, held his own, and for the part

played by him in the victory of Panipat was made vizier of the

empire. After his death in 1770, however, his son Zabita Khan
was defeated by the Mahrattas, who overran all Rohilkhand.

In 1772 the nawab of Oudh made a treaty with the Rohillas,

covenanting to expel the Mahrattas in return for a money
payment. He carried out his part of the bargain

;
but the

Rohilla chieftains refused to pay. In 1774 the nawab concluded

with the government of Calcutta a treaty of alliance, and he now
called upon the British, in accordance with its terms, to supply

a brigade to assist him in enforcing his claims against the Rohillas.

'Fhis was done
;

the Rohillas were driven beyond the Ganges,

and Bijnor was incorporated in the territories of the nawab, who
in 1801 ceded it to the East India Company. From this time the

history of Bijnor is uneventful, until the Mutiny of 1857, when
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(on the ist of June) if was occupild by the nawab of Kajibabad,
a grandson of 2^bita Khan. In spite of fighting between the
Hindus and the Mahommedan Pathans the nawab succeeded in

maintaining his position until the 21st of April 1858, when he was
defeated by the British at Nagina

;
whereupon British authority

was restored.

BIKANIR, a native state of India, in the Rajputana agency,
with an area of 23,311 sq. m. The natural aspect of the country
is one desolate tract, without a single permanently running
stream. Its surface is overspread with undulating sand-hills,

of from 20 to 100 ft. above the average level, and so loose that
men and quadrupeds stepping off the beaten track sink as if

in snow. Two streams, the Katli and Ghaggar, attempt to
flow through this dismal region, but are lost in its sands. Water
is very scarce, and is raised from wells of from 250 to 340 ft. in

depth. A few shallow salt lakes are filled by rain water, but they
dry up on the setting in of the hot weather, leaving a thick crust
of salt on their beds, which is used for commercial and domestic
purposes. The inhabitants are very poor. They live chiefly

by pasturage—rearing camels, of which their chief agricultural

stock consists, and horses of a fine breed, which fetch good
prices. From the wool which their sheep yield they manufac-
ture every article of native dress and good blankets. The other
industries are leather work, sugar-refining, goldsmith’s work,
ivory carving, iron, brass, copper, stone masonry, tanning,
weaving, dyeing and carpentry. The principal towns are
Bikanir, the capital, Churu, Rajgarh, Ratangarh and Reni. In
TQoi the population was 584,627, showing a decrease of 30%
due to the results of famine. The revenue is £141,000, The
military force consists of 500 men, besides the Imperial Service
Corps of the same strength. 'J'he schools include a high school
affiliated to the university of Allahabad, a school for the sons
of nobles, and a girls’ school called after Lady Elgin. The
railway from Jodhpur has been extended towards Bhatinda
in the Punjab

;
on the northern border, the Ghaggar canal

in the Punjab irrigates about 5000 acres, jirought is of common
occurrence. The famine of 1899-1900 was severely felt. The
city of Bikanir has a railway station. The city is surrounded by
a stone wall, 6 ft. thick, 15 to 30 ft. high and 3^ m, in circuit,

with five gates and three sally-ports. The citadel is half a mile
north-east of the city, and is surrounded by a rampart with
bastions. The population in 1901 was 53,075. There are
manufactures of fine blankets and sugar-candy*

History .—In the 15th century the territory which now forms
the state of Bikanir was occupied by Rajput clans, partly Jats,
partly Mahommedans. About 1465 Bika, a Rathor Rajput,
sixth son of Rao Jodha, chief of Marwar, started out to conquer
the country. By taking advantage of the rivalries of the clans
he succeeded

;
in 1485 he built the small fort at the capital

which still bears his name, and in 1488 began the building of the
city itself. He died in 1504, and his successors gradually
extended their possessions. In the reign of Akbar the chiefs of-

Bikanir were esteemed among the most loyal adherents of the
Delhi empire, and in 1570 Akbar married a daughter of Kalyan
Singh. Kalyan’s son, Rai Singh, who succeeded him in 1571,
was one of Akbar’s most distinguished generals and the first

raja of Bikanir
;

his daughter married Selim, afterwards the
emperor Jahangir. Two other distinguished chiefs of the house
were Karan Singh (1631-1669), who in the struggle of the sons
of Shah Jahan for the throne threw in his lot with Aurangzeb,
and his eldest son, Anup Singh (1669-1698), who fought with
distinction in the Deccan, was conspicuous in the capture of

Golconda, and earned* the title of maharaja. From this time
forward the history of Bikanir was mainly that of the wars with

Jodhpur, which raged intermittentlythroughout the i8thcentury*

In 1802, during one of these wars, Elphinstone passed through
Bikanir on his way to Kabul

;
and the maharaja, Surat Singh

(1788-1828), applied to him for British protection, which was,
however, refused. In 1815 Surat Singh’s tyranny led to a
general rising of his thakurs, and in 1816 the maharaja again

applied for British protection. On the 9th of May x8i8 a treaty

was concluded^ and order was restored in the country by British
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troops* Ratan Singh, who succe|jd€d his father in i8a8, applied
in vain in 1830 to the British government for aid against a fresh

outbreak of his thakurs

;

but during the next five years dacoity

became so rife on the borders that the government raised a
special force to deal with it (the Shakhawati Brigade), and of this

for seven years Bikanir contributed part of the cost. Hence-
forth the relations of the maharajas with the British government
were increasingly cordial. In 1842 Ratan Singh supplied
camels for the Afghan expedition

;
in 1844 he reduced the dues

on goods passing through his country, and he gave assistance
in both Sikh campaigns. His son, Sardar Singh {1851-1872),
was rewarded for help given during the Mutiny by an increase
of territory. In 1868 a rising of the thakurs against his extortions
led to the despatch of a British political officer, by whom affairs

were adjusted. Sardar Singh had no son, and on his death
in 1872 his widow and principal ministers selected Dungar
Singh as his successor, with the approval of the British govern-
ment. The principal event of his reign was the rebellion of the
thakurs in 1883, owing to an attempt to incretfee the dues payable
in lieu of military service

; this led to the permanent location
at Bikanir of a British political agent. Dungar Singh died in

1887 without a son
; but he had adopted his brother, Ganga

Singh (b. 1880), who succeeded as 21st chief of Bikanir with the
approval of the government. He was educated at the Mayo
College at Ajmere, and was invested with full powers in 1898.
He attended King Edward s coronation in 1902, and accompanied
the British army in person in the Chinese campaign of 1901 in

command of the Bikanir Camel Corps, which also did good
service in Somaliland in 1904. The state owes to this ruler the
opening up of new railways across the great desert, which was
formerly passable only by camels, and the tapping of the valu-
able coal deposits that occur in the territory. For his conspicuous
services he was given the Kaisar-i-Hind medal of the first class,

made an honorary major in the Indian army, a G.C.I.E., a
K.C.S.I., and A.D.C. to the prince of Wales.

BILASPUR, a town and district of British India in the Chhat-
tisgarh division of the Central Provinces. The town is situated

on the right bank of the river Arpa. It is said to have
been founded by a fisherwoman named Bilasa in the 17th
century, and it still retains her name. The place, however,
came into note only after 1741, the year of the Mahratta
invasion (see below), when a Mahratta official took up liis abode
there and began to build a fort which was never completed.

In 1862 it was made the headquarters of the district. The
population in 1901 was 18,937. is an ifhportant junction on
the Bengal-Nagpur railway, where the two lines from the west
meet on their way to Calcutta, 255 m. from Nagpur.
The District of BitASPUK has an area of 7602 sq. m. It

forms the upper half of the basin of the river Mahanadi. It is

almost enclosed on the north, west and east by ranges of hills,

while its southern boundary is generally open and accessible,

well cultivated, and closely dotted with villages embedded in

groups of fruit trees. The principal hills urt^i) the Maikal
range, situated in the north-western extremity of the district

;

(2) a chain of liills forming part of the Vindhyan range, on the
north

; (3) the Korba hills, an off-shoot of the Vindhyas, on
the eastern boundary

; and (4) the Sonakhan block of hills, in

the vicinity of the Mahanadi river. The Mahanadi is the prin-
cipal river of the district, and governs the whole drainage and
river system of the surrounding country. It takes its rise in a
mountainous region which is described as the wildest of all wild
j>arts of the Central Provinces, crosses the Bilaspur boundary near
Seorinarain, and after a course of 25 m. in the south-eastern
extremity of the district enters ^ambalpur district. Within
Bilaspur the river is everywhere navigable for six months in the
year. Minor rivers are the Sakri, Hamp, Tesua, Agar, Maniari,
Arpa, Kharod, Likgar, Jonk and Bareri, The most important
affluents of the Malmnaffi are the Seonath and Hasdu. Besides
the natural water supply afforded by the rivers, Bilaspur abounds
in tanks. There are large forest areas, those belonging tp
the government covering over 600 sq. m. Sal {Sharea robusta)
is the chief timber tree. •
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Bilaspur, which was form€j|y a very isolated tract, is now

traversed in three directions by lines of the Bengal-Nagpur

railway. It suffered severely fn>m the famine of 1896-1897.

In 1897 the general death-rate was as high as 90 per thousand,

rising to 297 in Bilaspur town. It suffered no less severely in

1900, when in May the number of persons relieved rose to one-

fourth of the total population.

In 1901 the population was 1,012,972, showing a decrease of

13 %> compared with an increase of 14% in the preceding

decade. In 1906, however, the new district of Drug was formed,

which took away 730 sq. m. from Bilaspur ; the population on

this reduced area of Bilaspur in 1901 was 917,240.

Among the Hindu inhabitants of the district, the Chamars

and Pankas deserve particular notice. The former, who form

the shoemaker and leather-dealing caste of the Hindu com-

munity, had always been held in utter contempt by the other

Hindu castes. But between 1 820 and 1830 a religious movement,

having for its object their freedom from the trammels of caste,

was inaugurated by a member of the caste, named Ghasi Das,

who preached the unity of God and the equality of men. Ghasi

Das gave himself out as a messenger of God ;
he prohibited the

adoration of idols, and enjoined the worship of the Supreme

Being without any visible sign or representation. The followers

of the new faith call themselves Satnamis, or the worshippers of

Satnam or God. They do not keep the Hindu festivals and they

defy the contempt oif the Brahmans. Ghasi Das, the founder

of the faith, was their first high priest. He died in 1850 ;
his

son succeeded him, but was assassinated (it was said by the

Hindus), and the grandson succeeded him. The Pankas,

who form about a sixth of the population, are all Kabirpanthis,

or followers of Kabir, a religious reformer of the 15th

century. There is no greaf difference between the Kabir

Pankas and the Satnamis. They both abstain from meat and

liquor, marry at the age of puberty, ordinarily celebrate their

ceremonies through the agency of the elders of their own caste

and bury their dead. The Pankas worship the Supreme Being

under the name of Kabir, and the Chamars under the name

of Satnam ;
while each community has a high priest to whom

reverence is paid. At present the majority of the Pankas are

cultivators, though formerly all were weavers. The Gonds are

the most numerous among the aboriginal tribes, but so great

an intermixture has taken place between them and the Hindu

races that they have lost their language and most of their ethnical

characteristics, such as the flat forehead, .squat nose, prominent

nostril, dark skin, 8rc., and are .scarcely distinguishable from

the other classes of the Hindu labouring population. In addition

to some of the Hindu deities which they worship, the Gonds

have their own gods—Bara Deva and Dula Deva. The ^n-
wars are the next largest section of the aboriginal population.

The upper class among them claim to be Rajputs, and are divided

into numerous septs. Although an aboriginal tribe, the census

returns them as a Hindu caste. All the northern landholders

of Bilaspur belong to this tribe, which consequently occupies

an influential position.

The chief wealth of the district consists in its agricultural

produce. Rice, wheat, pulses, millet, mustard, oil-seeds and

cotton are the chief crops. Rice, the chief export, is sent to

Bombay, Berar and northern India. The tussur silk industry

is of considerable imp()rtance, and the silk is reputed the best

in the Central Provinces. Sal and other timber is exported.

Lac is sent in large quantities to Calcutta and Mir»pur. Coal

and iron are the chief minerals
;
sandstone for building purposes

is quarried near Bilaspur a^d Seorinarain. Among local in-

dustries the most important is the weaving trade.

The early history of the district is very obscure. From remote

ages it was governed by kings of the Haihai dynasty of Ratanpur

and Raipur, known as the Chhattisgarh rajas, on account of

thirty-six forts ijiaths), of which they were the lords. A genea-

logical list of kings of this dynasty was carefully kept up to the

fifty-fifth representative in the year 1741, when the country was

seized without a struggle by the Mahtattas of Nagpur. From

i8i8 to 1830 Bilaspur came under the management of the British

government, the Mahratta chief of Nagput being then a minor.

In 1854 the country finally lapsed to the British governm^t,

the chief having died without issue. During the Sepoy mutiny

a hill chief of the district gave some trouble, but he was speedily

captured and executed.

BILBAO, formerly sometimes written Bilboa, the capital of

the province of Biscay, in northern Spain ;
in 43° 15' N. and

2® 45' W.
;
on the river Nervion or Ansa (in Basque Ibaizabal),

and about 8 m. inland from the Bay of Biscay. Pop. (1900)

83,306. Bilbao is one of the principal seaports of Spain, and

the greatest of Basque towns. It occupies a small but fertile

and beautiful valley, shut in by mountains on every side except

towards the sea, and containing the fortified haven of Portu-

galete, the industrial town of Baracoldo (^.t».). the villages

of Santurce and Las Arenas, where the Nervion broadens to

form the Bay of Bilbao at its mouth. Bilbao comprises two

distinct parts, ancient and modern. The new town lies on the

left bank, while the old town rises on the right in terraces.

Communication across the river is afforded by five bridges,

of which the oldest, San Antonio, is of stone, and dales from the

14th century. The houses in the principal streets are built of

hewn stone, and are several storeys high, with projecting eaves

that give shelter from both sun and rain. Many of the streets

in the old town arc very narrow, and have an appearance of

cleanliness and quiet. For a lo^ time no carts or carriages

were permitted to enter the city for fear of polluting and

injuring the pavement, and the transport of goods was carried

on in hand-carts. But after 1876 entirely new districts were

mapped out on the left bank of the Nervion. Irine broad streets,

splendid squares and public gardens, hotels, villas, palatial new

public buildings and numerous schools came into existence.

The part of the town on the right bank is, however, still the great

centre of business, the narrow streets containing the best shops,

lliere, too, are the banks, the town hall, the theatre, the principal

clubs, and the principal churches, including that of Santiago,

which dates from the 14th century. In and around Bilbao

there are more than thirty convents and monasteries, and at

Olaveaga, about a mile off, is the Jesuit university, attended by

850 students. Public education is not, however, entirely in the

hands of the priesthood and nuns ;
there are an institute, a nor^l

school to train teachers,a school of arts and handicrafts,a nautical

school and numerous public primary schools for both sexes.

Few Spanish cities grew so rapidly in size, importance and

wealth as Bilbao in the latter half of the 19th century. Its first

bank was founded in 1857 ;
its first railway (Bilbao-Tudela)

opeiied in 1863. Thenceforward, despite the check it received

from the CMist rebellion of 1870-3876, and the contemporaneous

decline of its wool and shipbuilding industries, its prosperity

increased steadily. The population, 17,649 in 3870, rose to

50,734 in 1887, 74,076 in 3 897, and 83,306 in 1900. This develop-

ment was due principally to the growth of the mining and

metallurgical industries. From a very early period, as the Old

English word bilbcf, “ a sword,” attests, Bilbao was celebrated

for the excellent quality of its steel blades ;
in modern times it

was the natural headquarters of the importiint steel and iron

trades of the Basque Provinces. Hence it became the centre

of a network of railway lines unsurpassed in Spain. .The harbour

works board, constituted in 1877, improved the river channel

and the bar
;
made wharves and embankments ; lighted the

lower reaches of the river by electricity, so as to allow vessels to

enter by night
;
and constructed a breakwater and counter-mole

outside the bar of the river Nervion, between Santurce, Portu-

galete and the opposite headland at the village of Algorta, so as

to secure deep anchorage and easy access to the river. The

first dry dock was constructed in 1896 ; in 1905 it was supple-

mented by another, the largest in Spain. The exports arc

chiefly iron
;
the imports cod

;
large quantities of wine from

Navarre and the Ebro valley are also sent abroad, and the

importation of timber of all kinds from Scandinavia and Finland,

and coastwise from Asturias, is of great importance. In the

coasting trade the exports are mostly pig-iron, codfish ^d
some products of local industries and agnculture. The shipping
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at Bilbao is mainly* Spanish, o#ing to tlie multitude of small
vessels employed in the coasting trade

;
but from 1880 onwards

the majority of foreign ships were British. In 1904, 3319
vessels of 2,267,957 tons were accommodated at Bilbao

;
more

than 2000 were Spanish and nearly 700 British. In the same
year new harbour works and lighting arrangements were under-
taken on a large scale, and a movement was initiated for the
revival of shipbuilding. Besides the mining and metallurgic

industries, Bilbao has breweries, tanneries, flour mills, glass

works, brandy distilleries, and paper, soap, cotton and mosaic
factories.

Bilbao, or Belvao, as it was often called, was founded by Don
Pedro Lopez de Haro about 1300, and soon rose into importance.
It was occupied by the French in 1795, and from 1808 to 1813

;

and in 1835 and 1874 it was unavailingly besieged by the Carlists.

BILBEIS, or Belbes, a town of lower Egypt, on the eastern

arm of the Nile, 36 m. N.N.E. of Cairo by rail. Pop. (1907)

13,485. The Coptic name, Phelbes, seems to have been derived

from Egyptian, but nothing is known of the place before medieval
times. Considered the bulwark of the kingdom on that side,

Bilbeis was by the Moslems defended with strong fortifications.

In 1 i63'-ii 64 it was besieged for three months by the crusaders

under Amalric, and in 1168 was captured and pillaged by
another army of crusaders. Napoleon in 1798 ordered the

restoration of the fortifications, but they have again fallen into

decay. Bilbeis was the first halting-place of the English cavalr}^

in their march on C.airo after the fight at Tel-el-Kebir on the

13th of September 1882.

BILBERRY, Blaeberry or Whortleberry, known botanic-
ally as Vaccinium mwtillus (natural order Ericaceae), a low-
growing shrub, found in woods, copses and on heaths, chiefly

in hilly districts. The stiff stems, from half a foot to two
feet long, bear small ovate leaves with a serrate margin, and
small, globose, rosy flowers tinged with green. The berries are
dark blue, with a waxy bloom, and about one-third of an inch
in diameter

;
they arc used for tarts, preserves, &c. The plant

is widely distributed throughout the north temperate and ex-

tends into the arctic zone. Cowberry is a closely allied species,

V, Vitis-ldaea, growing in similar .situations, but not found in the
south-eastern portion of ICngland, distinguished by its evergreen
leaves and red acid berry.

^

BILBO (from the Spanish town Bilbao, formerly called in

England “ Bilboa,^’ and famous, like Toledo, for its sword-
blade.s), in the earliest English use, a sword, especially one of

superior temper. In the plural form (as in Shakespeare’s phrase
“ methought I lay worse than the mutines in the bilboes '’) it

meant the irons into which offenders were put on Ixiard ship.

BILDERDIJK, WILLEM (1756-1831), Dutch poet, the son
of an Amsterdam physician, was born on the 7th of September
1756. When he was .six years old an accident to his foot
incapacitated him for ten years, and he developed habits of

continuous and concentrated study. His parents were ardent
partisans of the house of Orange, and Bilderdijk grew up with
strong monarchical and Calvinistic convictions. He was, says
Da Costa, “ anti - revolutionary, anti - Barneveldtian, anti-

I^evesteinish, anti-liberal.” After studying at Leiden Univer-
sity, he obtained his doctorate in law in 1782, and began to
practise as an advocate at the Hague. Three years later he
contracted an unhappy marriage with Rebecca Woesthoven.
He refused in 1795 to take the oath to the new administration,

and was consequently obliged to leave Holland. He went to

Hamburg, and then to London, where his great learning procured
him consideration. There he had as a pupil Katharina Wilhel-

mina Schwoickhardt (1776-1830), the daughter of a Dutch
painter and herself a poet. When he left London in June 1797
for Braunschweig, this lady followed him, and after he had
formally divorced his first wife (1802) they were married. In

1806 he was persuaded by his friends to return to Holland. He
was kindly received by Louis Napoleon, who made him his

librarian, and a member and eventually president (1809-1811)

of the 'Royal Institute. After the abdication of Louis Napoleon
he soffered great poverty; on the accession of William of
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Orange in 1813 he hoped to bejnade a professor, but was dis-

appointed and became a history tutor at Leiden. He continued

his vigorous campaign against liberal ideas to his death, which
took place at Haarlem on the i8th of December 1831.

A picture of the Bilderdijk household is given in the letters

(yol. V., 1850) of Robert Southey, who stayed some time with
Bilderdijk in 1825. Madame Bilderdijk had translated Roderick
into Dutch (1823-1824). For his work as a poet see Dutch
Literature. His many-sided activity showed itself also in

historical criticism—Geschiedenis des Vaderlmds (1832-1851,

13 vols.), a conservative commentary on Wagenaar’s Vader-
landsche Htstorie • in translations from Sophocle.s (1779 and
1789), of part of the Iliad, of the hymns and epigrams of Calli-

machus, and from the Latin poets
;

in philology—Taal m
Dichikundige Verscheidenheden (1820-1825, 4 vdls.); and in

drama—the tragedies, Floris de Vijfde (1808), Willem I, van
Holland (1808), and others. His most important poetical works
are the didactic poem, De Ziekte der geleerd^n (“ Tlie Disease of

the Learned ”), 2 vols., 1807 ; a descriptive poem in the manner
of Delillc in Hei Buitenleven (1803); and his fragmentary epic,

De Ondergang der eersie weteld (1820). Other volumes were
Mijne Verlustigung (Leiden, 1781), Bloemijens (1785), MengeF
poezij (1799, 2 vols.), Poezij (1803-1807, 4 vols.), Mengdingen
(1804-1808, 4 vols.), Nieuwe Mengdingen

2

vols.), Hollands
Verlossing (1813-1814, 2 vols.), Vaderlandsche Uilboezemingen

(Leiden, 1815), Winterblocmefi (1811, 2 vols.), &c., in some of

which his wife collaborated.
His poetical works were collected by I. da Costa (Haailem. 1856-

1859, 16 vols.), with a biography 01 the poet. See also “Mijne
Levensbeschrijving “ in Mengdingen en Fragmenten . . . (1834)

;

his Drieven (ed. 1836-1837) by I. da Costa and W. Messchert ; Dr
R. A. Kollewijn, Bilderdijk, Zijn Leven en werhni ... (2 vols., i8yi).

BILEJIK (Byzantine Belocome), chief town of the Ertoghrul
sanjak of the Brusa vilayet in Asia Minor, altitude 1900 ft,

situated on a hill 2i m. from its station on the Ism id-Angora
railway. Pop. 10,500 (Moslems, 7200 ;

Qiristians, 3300). It is

an important centre of the silk industry, and has several silk-

spinning factories.

BILFINGER (BClffinger), GEORG BERNHARD (1693-

1750), German philosopher, mathematician and statesman, son of

a Lutheran minister, was born on the 23rd of January 1693, at

Kanstatt in Wurttemberg. As a boy he showed great aptitude
for study, and at first devoted himself to theology, but under the

influence of Wolff’s writings he took up mathematics and
philosophy on the lines of Wolff and I^bnitz. Returning to

theology, ho attempted to connect it with philosophy in a
treatise, Dilucidationes phUosophicae, de deo, anima Humana,
mundo (Tubingen, 1725, 1746, 1768). This work, containing

nothing original, but giving a clear representation of Wolff’s

philosophy, met with great success, and the author was appointed

to the office of preacher at the castle of Tubingen and of reader in

the school of theology. In 1721, after two years’ study under
Wolff, he beaime professor of philosophy at Halle, and in 1724
professor of mathematics. His friends at Tubingen disapproved

his new views, and in 1725, on Wolff’s recommendation, he was
invited by Peter the Great to lecture in St Petersburg, where he
was well received. His success in winning the prize of a thousand
crowns offered for a dissertation on tlie cause of gravity by the

Academy of Sciences of Paris secured his return to his native

land in 1731. In 1735, largely on account of his knowledge of

military engineering, Duke Cliarlcs Alexander (i733''i737) made
him a privy councillor, but his hands were tied owing to the
frivolous atmosphere of the court. On the death of the duke,
however, he became a member gf the Regency Council, and
devoted himself with energy and success to the reorganization

of the state. In the departments of education, state-religioii,

agriculture and commerce, his administration was uniformly
successful, and he became in a real sense the head of the state.

He died at Stuttgart on the 18th of February 1750. After his

return from Russia, he won the highest respect at home and
abroad, and Frederick the Great is recorded to have said of him,
** He was a great man whom I shall ever remembfer with
admiration.” •
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Beside the Dilucidationes, wrote :—De harmonia animi et

corporis humani commentatio (Frankfort and Leipzig, 1735

;

Tubingen, 1741); De origine et permissione mali (1724), an
account of the Leibnitzian theodicy.

For his life and timCvS see Tafin^er, Leichenrede (Stuttgart, 1750) ;

l^ol. Abel in Moser's Patriot, Archiv., 1788, g, p. 3(>g ; Spittler,

Verm. Schriften, 13, p. 421 ; G. Schwab in Morgenhlatt (1830).
For his philosophy, sec R. Wahl, “ Bilfinger's Monadohgte ” {Zeit-

schrift fUr Philos, vol. 85, pp. 66-92, 202-231 (Leiimg, 1884);
E. Zeller, Geschichte d. deutsch. Philos, seit Leibnitz, pp. 283 foil., 294).

BILGE (a corruption (jf bulge, from Fr. bou^e^ Lat. bulga, a bag,

deriving probably from an original Celtic word), the “ belly or

widest part of a cask
;

the broad horizontal part of a ship’s

bottom above the keel
;
also the lowest interior part of the hull

;

hence “ bilge-water,” the foul water which collects in the bilge.

“ Bilge-keels ” are pieces of timber fastened to the bottom of a
ship to reduce rolling (see Shipbuilding).

BILHARZIOSIS. In various parts of Africa the inhabitants

are liable to suflfcr,fiom a form of endemic hacmaturia caused

by the presence of a parasite in the mucous membrane of

the urinary passages. This parasite was discovered in 1852
by Bilharz, and hence is generally known as Bilharzia,

though it has been more scientiFically named Schistosoma

haematobium. The condition to w’hich it gives rise is that

of bilharziosis. (For description and life history of the para-

site see Trematodks.) In man the parasites and ova have
been found in the minute veins of the bladder, ureter and pelvis

of the kidney (more rarely in other organs), where they infe.st the

mucous and submucous tissues. In an affected bladder the

mucous membrane presents swollen vascular patches of vaiydng

size, or warty prominences on which the urinary salts may be
deposited. 1’hc ova often serve as a nucleus for urinary calculi.

Similar changes may take place in the ureter, and the consequent

swelling lead to ob.st ruction to the passage of urine, and il left

untreated to pyelitis and pyonephro.sis. If the rectum be affected

the mucous membrane becomes thickened, polypoid growths form
and large submucous haemorrhages may take place.

As to the mode of entrance of this parasite opinion is divided.

Some authorities favour the view that the entrance is through

the skin, urethra or rectum, the result of bathing in infected

water ;
others that it is taken by the mouth in water or uncooked

fish. The symptoms to which it gives rise are haematuria, pain in

the perineal region and a greater or less degree of anaemia
through loss of blood. If the disease continue, cystitis and its

consequent train of symptoms ensue (see Bladder and Pro-
state Diseases). If the rectum be affected there i.s considerable

discharge of mucus, and later prolapsus ani may Ije the result.

But the symptoms vary to a remarkablt! extent, from the slightest

producing but little discomfort, to the most severe resulting in

death. Tlie liquid extract of male fern is the only drug used with

much success. Tlic symptoms caused by the parasite mu.st be

treated as they arise. Polypoid growths of the rectum must be
surgically treated.

BILIN (Czech Bilina), a town of Bohemia, Austria, 90 m.
N. of Prague by rail. Pop. (1900) 7871, chiefly German. It

is a very old town situated on the Bicla, and contains a 17th-

century castle, belonging to Prince Lobkowitz. Tn the vicinity

of the town are extensive lignite mines. Bilin is famous for its

mineral springs, the Biliner Sauerhrunnen. They have a tempera-

ture of 45*6® F., and contain a large proportion of bicarbonate

of soda. About 4,000,000 bottles of water are exported annually,

and another article of export is the salt recovered from the water

by evaporation. About 5 m. to the S. of the Sauerbrunnen lies

the Bofen or Hiliner Stein (13^3 ft.), a large mass of phonolitc

or clinkstone, with rare flora and fine view. The town is indeed

surrounded by basaltic rocks, the largest of them being the

Radelstein (2460 ft.), from which a fine view is obtained.

BILL. There are three words in English with distinct mean-
ings and derivations. ( i ) A written, originally sealed, document.
The word is derived from the Early J^mglish bille, Anglo-Latin
biUa, from Latin bidla, in the medieval sense of “ seal,” It is

a doublet, therefore, of “ bull.” (2) a common Teutonic word
for a long-handled cutting weapon

(0 . Eng. bil, billes, sword or

—BILL
falchion, 0. Sax. bill, M.H.G. Bil, Mod. Gdt. Bille, a pickaxe

;

no connexion with Ger. Beil, an axe), of which the name and
shape is preserved in the hedging-bills used for pruning hedges

and lopping the branches of trees. For an account of the weapon
see (2) below. (3) The beak of a bird. This may be connected
with (2), but it does not appear in any Teutonic language other

than ICnglish.

(i) In the sense of a document the word is used in various

connexions in law and commerce.
In the English parliament, and similar legislative bodies, a

bill is a form of statute (g.v.) submitted to either house, which
when finally passed becomes an act. The modem system of

legislating by means of bill and statute appears to have been

introduced in the reig^ of Henry VI., superseding the older mode
of proceeding by petitions from the Commons, assented to by the

king, and afterwards enrolled by the judges. A bill consists of

a preamble, reciting the necessity for legislation, and clauses

which contain tlie enactments. fFor procedure sec Parliament.)

A BiU in Chancery, in former days, in English law, was a written

statement of the plaintiff’s case whereby he complained of the

wrong upon which the suit was ba.sed and prayed for relief. By
the Judicature Acts 1873 and 1875 its place was taken by a
writ and statement of claim (sec Pleadinc;).

A Bill of Indictment is a presentment against a prisoner, charg-

ing him with an offence, and presented at quarter sessions or

assizes to the grand jury (see Indictment).

A Bill of Costs is an account setting forth the charges and dis-

bursements incurred by a soHcitoi in the conduct of his client’s

business. The delivery of a bill of costs is by statute a condition

necessary before the solicitor can sue upon it (see Costs).

A Bill oj Exceptions was formerly a statement in writing of

objections to the ruling of a judge, who, at the trial, had mistaken

the law, either in directing the jury, or in refusing or admitting

evidence or otherwise. The bill of exceptions was tendered at

any time before the verdict by counsel of the dissatisfied party,

who required the judge to seal it. The case proceeded to the jury,

and judgment being given, the point raised was brought before

a court of error. Bills of exceptions were confined to civil cases.

They were abolished by the Judicature Act 1875, and a “ motion
for a new trial ” substituted (see Trial).

A Bill of Health is a document given to the master of a ship by
the consul or other proper authority of the port from which he

clears, describing the sanitary state of the place. A bill of health

may be either ” clean,” “ suspected ” or ” touched,” or “ foul.”

A “ clean ” bill imports tliat at the time the ship sailed, no
disease of an infectious or contagious kind is known to exist ;

a ” suspected ” or “ touched ” bill, that no such disease has as

yet appeared, but that there is reason to fear it
;
a “ foul ” bill,

that such a disease actually exists at the time of the ship’s

departure. Bills of health are necessary where the destination

of the ship is a country whose laws require the production of

such a bill before the ship is allowed into port, and where, in

default of such production, the ship is subjected to quarantine.

A Bill of Mortality in England was a weekly return issued under
the supervision of the company of parish clerks showing the

number of deaths in a parish. During the Tudor period England
suffered much from plague, and various precautionary measures
became necessary. Quarantine or isolation was the most im-
portant, but to carry it out successfully it was necessary to have
early warning of the existence of plague in each parish or house.

For this purpose searchers—usually women—^were appointed,

who reported to the clerk the cause of each death in the parish.

He, in turn, sent a report to the parish clerks’ hall, from whence
was issued weekly a return of all the deaths from plague and
other causes in the various parishes, as well as a list of those

parishes which were free from plague. Bills of mortality are

usually said to date from 1538, when parish registers were estab-

lished by Cromwell (Lord Essex), but there is extant a bill which
dates from August 1535, and one which is possibly even earlier

than this. It is certain that they first began to be compiled

in a recognized manner in December 1603, and they were con-

tinued regularly from that date down to 1842, when under thrt
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Births and Deaths Registrationa^ct 1836 they were superseded

by the registrar-general’s returns. It was not till 1728, when
the ages of the dead were first introduced, that bills of mortality

acquired any considerable statistical value. It was on the data

thus furnished that the science of life insurance was founded.

A Bill of Particulars was, in law, a statement in writing, in-

forming each party to a suit the precise nature of the case they

had to meet. It contained the plaintiff’s cause of action or

the defendant’s set-off. Particulars are now usually indorsed on

the pleadings (see Pleading).

A Bill of Peace is, in equity, a suit brought by a person to

establish and perpetuate a right wliich he claims, and which
from its nature may be controverted by different persons at

different times and by different actions
;
or where several attempts

have already been unsuccessfully made to overthrow the same
right, and justic'c requires that the party should be quieted in

the right if it is already sufficiently established. Bills of this

nature were usually filed where there was one general right to

be established against a great number of persons, or where one

person claimed or defended a right against many, or where many
claimed or defended a right against one. Thus, a bill might
be filed by a parson for tithes against his parishioners

;
by

parishioners against a parson to establish a modus
;
by a lord

against tenants for an encroachment under colour of a common
right ; or by tenants against a lord for disturbance of a common
right. Bills were also filed in cases where the plaintiff had, after

repeated and satisfactory trials, established his right at law,

and yet was in danger of further litigation and obstruction to

his right from new attempts to controvert it. Actions in the

nature of bills of peace are still maintainable.

A Bill of Sight is a document furnished to a collector of customs

or other proper officer by an importer of goods in England, who,
being unable for want of full information to make a perfect entry

of goods consigned to him, describes the same to the best of his

knowledge and information. The goods may then be provision-

ally landed, but perfect entry must be made within three days

by indorsing on the bill of sight the necessary particulars. In

default of perfect entry within three days the goods arc taken to

the king’s warehouse, and if perfect entry is not made within one
month and all duties and charges paid, they are sold for payment
thereof. Sec the Customs C'onsolidation Act 1876.

A Bill of Store is a li('ense granted by the custom-house to

re-import British goods into the United Kingdom. All British

goods redmported into the United Kingdom are entered as

foreign, unless rc-imported within ten years after their exporta-
• tion and unless the property in the goods continues and remains

in the person by whom they were exported. But in such case

they may be entered as British goods, by bill of store, with the

exception of corn, grain, meal, flour and hops.

A Bill of Victualling or Victualling Bill, in its original meaning,

is a list of all stores for shipment, but now an order from an export
officer of the customs for the shipment from a bonded warehouse
or for drawback of such stores as may be required and allowed

with reference to the number of the crew and passengers on
board a ship proceeding on an oversea voyage. It is made out by
the master and countersigned by the collector of customs. Its

object is to prevent frauds on the revenue. No -such stores are

supplied for the use of any ship nor any articles taken on board

deemed to be stores unless they are borne upon the victualling

bill, and any such stores relanded at any place in the United

Kingdom without the sanction of the proper officers of the

customs will be forfeited and the master and owner will each be

liable to a penalty of treble the value of the stores or £100, A
victualling bill serves as a certificate of clearance when there is

nothing but stores on board the ship.

Sec also Adventure. Attainder, Indemnity, Letter of Credit,

Bill of Exchange, Bill of Rights and Bill of Sale; for a
bill of lading see Affreightment. (t. A. 1.)

(2) In the sense of a weapon, the primitive forms of a bill

suggest short scythe-blades or hedgers’ bill-hooks mounted on

staves. In such shape it is found in the hands of the English

before the Conquest English medieval documents make much
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confusion between the bill and the halbert and other forms of

staved weapons with cutting h8ads. Before the 15th century

the bill had been reinforced with a pike head above the curved

blade and another jutting at a right angle from the blade’s back.

In this form it became a popular English weapon, the “ brown
bill ” of many ballads. Billmen are not found in the king’s host

at Crecy and Calais, the bowmen carrying malls or short swords,

and Henry VII.’s contracts for troops do not name the bill, which
may be regarded rather as the private man’s weapon. But when,
in the middle of the i5tli century, Walter Strickland, a West-

morland squire, contracts to raise armed men, it is noticeable

that more than half his horsemen carry the bill as their chief

arm, while seventy-one bowmen are to march on foot with

seventy-six billmen. In the i6th century the bill, with the

halbert, fell out of use among regular troops, the pike taking their

place on account of the longer staff, which made it a better

defence against cavalry. It remained during the 17th century

as a watchman or constable's weapon, although rudely-fashioned

bills were seen in Sedgemoor fight. • (O. Ba.)

BILLAUD-VARENNE, JACQUES NICOLAS (1756-1819),
French revolutionist, was the son of an avocat at the parlement

of Paris. He was badly brought up by a feeble father, a mother
who combined immorality with religion, and a libertine abb6.

At nineteen he donned the robe of an Oratorian, but did not take

the vows, and busied himself with literature rather than with

religion. In 1785 he left the Oratorian college where he was
prefect of studies, came to Paris, married and bought a position

as avocat in thd parlement. Early in 1789 he published at

Amsterdam a three-volume work on the Despotisme des ministtes

de la France, and he adopted with enthusiasm the principles of

the Revolution.

At the Jacobin club he became from 1790 one of the most
violent of the anti-royalist orators. After the flight of Louis XVL
to Varennes, he published a pamphlet, VAcephocratic, in which

he demanded the establishment of a federal republic. On the

ist of July, in a speech at the Jacobin club he spoke of a republic,

and the reference called out the stormy derision of the partisans

of the constitutional monarchy
;
but repeating his demand for

a republic on the 15th of the same month, the speech was ordered

to printed and to be sent to the branch societies through-

out France. In the night of the 10th of August 1792 he was

elected one of the “ deputy-commissioners ” of the .sections who
shortly afterwards became the general council of the commune.
He was accused, though proof is lacking, of having been an

accomplice in the massacres in the prison of the Abbaye. Elected

a deputy of Paris to the National Convention, he at once spoke

in favour of the immediate abolition of the monarchy, and the

next day demanded that all acts be dated from the year i of

the republic. At the trial of Lotiis XVI. he added new charges

to the accusation, proposed to refuse counsel to the king, and

voted for death “ within 24 hours.” On the 2nd of June

1 793 he proposed a decree of accusation against the Girondists
;

oh the 9th, at the Jacobin club, he outlined a programme which

the Convention was destined gradually to realize : the expulsion

of all foreigners not naturalized, the establishment of an impost

on the rich, the deprivation of the rights of citizenship of all

anti-social ” men, the creation of a revolutionary army, the

licensing of all officers cFdevant nobles, the death penalty for

unsuccessful generals. On the 15th of July he made a violent

speech in the Convention in accusation of the Girondists. Sent

I

in August as representative on mission ” to the departments
of the Nord and of Pas-de-Calais, he showed himself inexorable

to all suspects. On his return he was added to the Committee
of Public Safety, which had dedl-eed the arrest en masse of all

suspects and the establishment of a revolutionary army, caused
the extraordinary criminal tribunal to be named officially

“Revolutionary Tribunal” (on the 29th of October 1793),
demanded the execution of Marie Antoinette and then attacked

I

Hubert and Donton. Meanwhile he published a book, Ijes

ilements du republimnisme, in which he demanded a division

of property, if not equally, at least proportionally among the
citizens. But he became uneasy for his own safety and tumed
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against Robespierre^ whom he attacked on the 8th Themiidor
as a “ moderate ” and a Dantonist. Surprised and menaced by
the Thermidorian reaction^ he denounced its partisans to the

Jacobin club. He was then attacked himself in the Convention
for his cruelty, and a commis.sion was appointed to examine his

conduct and that of some other members of the former ('om-

mittee of Public Safety. He was arrested, and as a result of

the insurrection of the 12th Germinal of the year 3 (the ist of

April 1795), the Convention decreed his immediate deportation

to French Guiana. After the i8th Brumaire he refused the

pardon offered by the First Cionsul. In 1816 he left Guiana
and took refuge in Port-au-Prince (Haiti), where he died of

dysentery.
In 1821 were jjublLshed the Memoives de Billaud-Varenne ecfits

d Port-au-Prince (Paris, 2 vols.), but tlioy arc probably forgt'ries.

An interestinjii autobiographical sketch of his youth, Tableau du
premier dge, composed in 1786. was published in 18H8 in the review,
La Revolution franfaise. The facts of such a life need no comment.
See, in addition to histories of the Rev'olution, F. A. Aulard, Les
Orateurs dc la Irgislatwe et de la CAmvention (2nd cd., xgoO). (R. A.*)

BILLET. (1) (Like the Fr. hilleL a diminutive of hille^ a
writing), a small paper or “ note," commonly used in the i8th
and early 19th centurie..s as a “ billet of invitation." A particular

use of the word in this sense is to denote an order issued to a
soldier entitling him to quarters with a certain person (see

Billeting). From meaning the ofticial order, the word billet

came to be loosely used of the quarters thus obtained, giving

rise to such colloquial expressions as “ a good billet/’ Hence
arises the sense of “ billet ” as the destination' allotted to any-
thing, for example in the saying of William III. “ every bullet

has its billet/’ Another special sense of the word is that of a
voting-paper, found in the 17th century, especially with refer-

ence to the Act of Billets passed by the Scottish parliament

in 1662.

(2) (From the diminutive billetie or billot of the Fr. hilU, the

trunk of a tree), a piece of wood roughly cylindrical, cut for use

as fuel. In medieval England it was used of the club or blud-

geon which was the weiipon proper to the serf (Du Cange, s.

Stilus), The name has been transferred to various objects of

a similar shape : to ingots of gold, for example, or bars of iron
;

and in heraldry, to a bearing of rectangular shape. The term
is applied in architecture to a form of ornamental moulding

much used in Norman and sometimes in Early English work.

It bears a resemblance to small billets of wood arranged at

regular intervals in a sunk moulding. In French architecture

it is found in early work and there, sometimes, forms the decora-

tion of a string-course under the gutter, with two or three rows

of billets.

BILLETING, the providing of quarters {i.e, board and lodg-

ings) for soldiers (see Billet, i). Troops have at all times

made use of the .shelter and local resources afforded by the

villages on or near their line of march. The historical interest

of billeting in England begms with the repeated petitions against

it in the reigns of Elizabeth, James I. and Charles L, wliieh

culminated in the Petition of Right. 'Fhe billeting of troops

was superintended by a civil magistrate of the district to which
the troops were sent or through which they pa.ssed. The magis-

trate, who acted under an order from the king, too often spared

his friends at the expense of his political or personal opponents.

Owing to the abuses to which the system led, it was declared

illegal by the Petition of Right 1628, and again by an act of

1679. Ouring the reign of James II., however, orders were

frequently i.s.sued for billeting, and one of the grievances in the

Bill of Rights was the quartering of soldiers contrary to law.

On the organization of a staf.ding army after the revolution

it was necessary to make legal provision for billeting owing
to tiie deficiency of barrack accommodation, which sufficed

only for 5000 men. Accordingly, the Mutiny Act 1689 author-

ized billeting among the various innkeepers and victuallers

throughout the kingdom. This statute was renewed annually

from 1689 to 1879, when the Army Discipline Act, consolidating

the provisions of the Mutiny Act, was passed. This statute

yras. replaced by the Army Act (renewed annually by a

“commencement*’ act), whieh contains* the provisions by
which billeti^ is now regulated. But modem conditions have
practically dispensed with the necessity for billeting

; there is

extensive barrack accommodation in most parts of the United
Kingdom, and, moreover, troops are entrained or sent by sea
when the distance to be covered is more than one day’s march.
In Scotland the provisions as to billeting were assimilated to
those in England in 1857, and in Ireland in 1879. Tlie Army
(Annual) Act 1909 provided for the billeting of the Territorial

forces in case of national emergency, on occupiers of any kind
of house at the discretion of the chief officer of police.

BILLIARDS, an indoor game of skill, played on a rectangular

table,^ and consisting in the driving of small balls with a stick

called a cue either against one another or into pockets according
to the methods and rules described below. The name probably
originated in the Fr. biUe (connected with Eng. “ billet ”) signi-

fying a stick. Of the origin of the game comparatively little

Is known—Spain, Italy, France and Germany all being regarded
as its original home by various authorities. In an American
text-book, Modern Billiards, it is stated that Catkirc More
(Conn Cetchathach), king of Ireland, who died a.d. 148, left

behind him “ fifty-five billiard balls, of brass, with the pools
and cues of the same materials.” The same writer refers to the
travels of Anacharsis through Greece, 400 b.c., during which
he saw a game analogous to billiards. French writers differ as

to whether their country can claim its origin, lliough the name
suggests this. While it is generally asserted that Henrique
Devigne, an artist, who lived in the reign of Charles IX., gave
form and rule to the pastime, the Dictionnatre universel and the

Acadhnie dcs jeux ascribe its invention to the English. Bouillet

in the first work says :
” Billiards appear to be derived from

the game of bowls. It was anciently known in England, where,

perhaps, it was invented. It was brought into France by Louis

XIV., whose physician recommended this exercise.” In the

other work mentioned we read :
“ It would seem tlrnt the game

was invented in England.” It was certainly known and played
in France in the time of Louis XL (1423-1483). Strutt, a rather

doubtful authority, notwithstanding the reputation attained

by liis Sports and Pastimes of the People of England, considers it

probable that it was the ancient game of Paille-maille (Pali

Mall) on a table instead of on the ground or floor—an improve-
ment, he says, “ which an.swered two good purposes : it pre-

cluded the necessity of the player to kneel or stoop exceedingly

when he struck the bowl, and accommodated the game to the

limits of a chiunber.” Whatever its origin, and whatever the

manner in which it was originally played, it is certain that it

was known in the time of Shakespeare, who makes Cleopatra,

in the absence of Anthony, invite her attendant to join in the

pastime

—

“ Let us to billiards ; come, Charmian.”
A nt, and Cleo. Act ii. sc. 5.

In Cotton’s Compleat Gamester, published in 1674, we are told

that this ” most gentile, cleanly and ingenious game ” was first

played in Italy, though in another page he mentions Spain as its

birthplace. At that date billiards must have been well enough
known, for we are told that “ for the excellency of the recreation,

it Is much approved of and played by most nations .of Europe,
especially in England, there being few towns of note therein

which hath not a public billiard table, neither are they wanting
in many noble and private families in the country.”
The game was at one time played on a lawn, like modern

croquet'^ Some authorities consider that in this form it was
• In 1907 an oval table was introduced in England by way of a

change, but this variety is not here considered.
^ A later form of “ lawn-billiards ” again enjoyed a brief popu-

larity during the latter half of the 19th century. It was played on a
lawn, in the centre of which was a metal ring about in. in dia-
meter, planted upright in such a manner as to turn freely on its axis
on a level with the ground. The players, two or more, weni provided
with implements resembling cues alxout 4 ft. long and ending in wire
loops somewhat smaller in diameter than the wooden balls (one for
each player), which were of such a size as barely to pass through the
ring. In modem times such games as bitUards have afforded scope
for various imitations and modifications of this sort.
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introduced into Europe from t^e Orient by the Orusaders.

The ball was rolled or struck with a mallet or cue (with the latter,

if Strutt’s allusion to “ inconveniences ” is correct) through hoops
or lings, and these were reproduced for indoor purpose^ on a
billiard-table, as well as a “ king ” or pin which had to be struck.

In the original tables, which were square, there was one pocket,

a hole in the centre of the tabic, as on a bagatelle board, the

hoop or ring being retained. Then came similar pockets along

one of the side cushions sunk in the bed of the table
;
and

eventually the modern table was evolved, a true oblong or double-

square, with pockets opening in the cushions at each corner and
in the middle of each long side. The Engli.sh tables are of this

type, small bags of netting being attached to the pockets. The
French and American game of billiards is played on a pockctless

table. We slmll deal first with tlie English game.

English Billiards

The English table consists of a framework of mahogany or

other hard wood, with six legs, and strong enough to bear the

weight of five slabs of slate, each 2f ft. wide by 6 ft. iJ in., and
about 2 in. thick. These having been fitted together with the

utmost accuracy to form a level surface, and a green cloth of the

finest texture having been tightly strained over it, the cushions

are screwed on, and the pockets, for which provision has been

made in the slates, are adjusted. As the inside edge of the

cushion is not perpendicular to the bed of the table, but is

bevelled away so that the top overliangs the base by about

} of an in., the actual playing area of the table is 6 ft. wide but

is ij in. short of 12 ft. long. The height of the table is 2 ft. 8 in

measured from the floor to the cloth. The cloth is in the shape

shown in the dhigram.

The three spots ai*c on the centre line of the table, and are usually
marked by small circular pieces of black tis.sue paper or court
plaster ;

sometimes they are .sjK'cially mark<‘d lor the occasion in

chalk. The baulk line and the D are
marked either with chalk, tailors' pijjcclay,

or an ordinary lead i)encil ;
no other marks

appear on the table. Smaller tables provide
plenty of practice and amusement, pro-
vided that the relation of the length to the
breadth be observed. On these tables full-

sized balls may be used, the pockets being
made slightly smaller tlian in the full-size

table.

In the early part of the iglh century the
bed of the table was made of wood, occa-
sionally of marble or stone

;
green baize was

used to cover both the bed and tlie cu.shions,

the latter made of layers of list. Then as
now the cu.shions proper were glued to a
wooden framework which is screwed on to
the bed of the table. The old list cu.shions

possessed so little resilience that about 1835
india-rubl)er was substituted, the value of
the imju'ovemeiit beiuG; somewhat modified
by the fact that in cold weather the rubber
became hard and never recovered its elas-

ticity. Vulcanite resisted tlie cold, but was
not “ fast " enough, i.c. did not permit the
ball to rebound quickly ; but eventusdly a
substance was mvented, practically proof
against cold and sufficiently elastic for
ail purposes. Late in tlie 19th century
pneumatic cushions were tried, tubes into
which air could be pumped, but they did
not become popular, though tlic so-called
" vacuum " cushions give good results. The

shape of the face of the cushion has gone tlirougn many modifications,

owing to the difficulty experienced in the accurate striking of the
ball when resting against the cushion with only a small fraction of

its surface offered to the cue ;
but low cushions are now made wliich

expose nearly half of the upper part of the ball.

On the size and shape of the pockets depends the ease with which
the players score. The mouth of the pocket, known as the “ fall

”

or “ drop.*’ is part of the arc of a circle, the circle being larger in the

case of uie comer pockets than in that of the middle pockets ; the

cushions art cut away to admit the passage of the bah. The comer
pockets are measured by the length of the tangent drawn at the out-

side point of the arc to the cushion on either side. The middle
pockets are measured at the points where the arc terminates in the

cu^ions. The fall of the middle pockets, i.c. the outside point of the
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arc, k on the hne of the outside face of the cushion

;
that of the comer

pockets is half way down the passage cut in the cushions.
From 1870 to 1885 matches for the championship were played on

** Championship Tables,” the pockets measuring only 3 in. at the
*' fall." The tables in ordinary uSe have 3|-in. or 3|-in. pockets, but
in the ^‘ Standard Association Tables,” introduced by the Billiard
Association at the end of the I9tli century, the 34-iii. pocket Was
adopted for all malche.s, while the fall of the middle pocket was with-
drawn slightly from the cushion-lilie. Further, as the shape of the
shoulders of the cu.shion at the pockets affects the facility of scoring,
the Association adopted a much rounder shoulder than that used
in ordinary tables, thereby requiring greater accuracy on the part
of the player. In the cliampiunship tables the baulk line was only
28 in. from the cu.shion. and the radius of the D was reduced to

9^ and afterwards to 10 in., the spot being 12^ in. from the top
cushion.

The principal games are three in number,—billiards proper,

pyramids and pool
;
and from these spring a variety of others.

The object of the player in each game, however, is either to drive

one or other of the balls into one or other of the pockets, or (only

in billiards proper) to cause the striker’s ball to come into suc-

cessive contact with two other balls. The former stroke is known
as a hazard (a term derived from the fact that the pockets used to

be called hazards in old days), the latter as a cannon. When
the ball is forced into a pocket the stroke is called a winning
h^,ard

;
when the striker's ball falls into a pocket after contact

with the object ball, the stroke is a losing hazard ;
“ red hazards

”

mean that the red ball is the object-ball, “ white hazards ” the

white.

Three balls arc ubcd in billiards proper, two white and one red.
One of the white balls has a black spot at each end of an imaginary
diameter, to distinguish it from the oUier, the w'hite balls being
known as spot-wliite (or ” spot ”) and ” plain.” 1‘hey should be
theorc-tically perfect spheres, of identical .size and weight, and of
equal durability in all parts. The size that is generally used in
matches has a diameter of the weight about oz. It

is exceedingly difficult to get three such ivory balls (the best sub-
stance for elasticity) except by cutting up many tusks, and when
procured the balls soon lose their perfection, partly because ivory
IS softer in one part than another, partly because it is very sus-
ceptible to changes of weather and temperature, and unequally
su.sceptible in difierent parts

;
it is also ^ble to slight injury in the

ordinary course of play. Various substitutes have, therefore, been
tried for ivory [q.v^, such as crystalate, or Ixinzoline (a celluloid

compound), and even hollow steel ; but their elasticity is inferior

to that of ivory, so that the ball rebounds at a wider angle when
it strikes. The price of a first-rate set of ivory balls is from four to
six guineas ; the composition balls cost about half a guinea apiece.
The cue is a rounded rod of seasoned ash about 4 ft. 9 in. in length,

tapering from the butt, which is about i J in. in diameter, to the tip,

which varies in size according to the fancy of the player. The
average tip is, however, | in. in diameter. The cue weighs generally
between 14 and j 8 oz. The tip of the cue is usually a leather cap
or pad, which, being liable to slip along the surface of the ball in

striking, is kept covered with chalk. To the leather tip, the inven-
tion of a Frenchman named Miiigin (about 1820), and to the control
which it give.s the player over the •ball, the science of modern play
is entirely due. The butt of the cue is generally spliced ivith ebony
or some other heavy wood, since a shaft of plain ash is too light

for its purpose, and is furtliermore liable to warp. At one time
it was lawful to use the butt of the cue or even a special instrument
with a squared spoon-shaped end called a mace (or mast), in making
strokes or giving inis.ses. but now all strokes must be made with
the point. The cue is held in one hand, and with the other the
player makes a *' bridge ” by placing w^ist and finger-tips on the
table, and extending his thumb so as to make a passive along which
to slide his cue and to strike the ball. As it is not idways possible
to rcacli the ball in this way, longer cues (th^ " half-putt ” and
" long butt ”) are required

;
they arc used with a ” rest,” a shaft

of wood at the cud of which, perjx'ndicular to the axis, is. fastened
an X of wood or metal, the cue being rested on the upper half while
the lower is on the cloth. A ” long rest,” about. 6 ft. long, is used
with the long cues, the ” abort rest ” (or ” jigger ”) about 4 ft- long,
with the or&ary cue. A marking-board and stands or racks for
rests and butts, with iron and brush for the table;, and a cover for
the table when not in use, complete the billiard ” furniture ” of the
room, apart from its seating accommodation.

The game of billiards proper consists of the making of winning
and losing hazards and cannons. It is usually played between
two opponents (or four, two against two) for 100 or mprfe points,
three being scored for each red hazard, two for each wh^te hazard
and two for each camion. Certain forfeitures on the other hand
score to the opponent: running your ball off the table or into
a pocket without having hit another ball, 3 (a coup)

; ordiaaiy

B. Pyramid spot.

C. Centre spot.

XY. Baulk line.

D. Semicircle of ii| in.

radius, known as the
1).
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misses (not hitting an object-l^ll), 1. All these forfeits involve

the termination of the turn. There are also ** foul strokes
**

which score nothing to the opponent, and only involve the

termination of the turn : such as playing with the wrong ball>

forcing a ball off the table, hitting a ball twice, &c. When the

red ball is pocketed it is replaced on the billiard-spot ;
if that is

occupied, on the pyramid-spot
;

if that too, on the centre-spot

;

but if the opponent’s white ball is pocketed it remains out of

play till his turn comes. PuV>lic matches between adepts are

played for higher points, but the rules which govern them are

the same. The players have alternate turns, each being “ in

play ” and continuing his “ break ” until he fails to score.

Tlie game comim*nccs by stringing for the lead and choice of lialls.

The players standing behind the baulk line, strike each a liall from
the semicircle up to the top cushion, and he whose ball on its return

stops nearest the bottom Cushion has the choice of lead and bulls.

The red ball is placed on the spot at the commencement of the game,
and the first player must “ break the balls.” The balls are said to

be ** broken when the first player has struck the red or given a

miss ;
and the opponent's ball when off the table is said to be “ in

hand.” Breaking the balls thus takes place whenever the position,

as at the beginning of the game, recurs. The first player (or the

player at any stage of the game when he plays after being ‘‘ in

hand ”) must place his own ball in any part oi the D, or on the lines

that form the D, and must play into the pari of the table outside

the baulk line, for he maj^ not hit direct aiiv ball that is “ in baulk,”
i.e, on or behind the haulk-hne

;
if he wishes to play at it he must

first strike a cu.shion out of baulk (or, as it is called, britole). If a
player fails to score, the adversary plays, as soon as all the balls are at

rest, either from baulk (if ” in hand ”) or from the place where his

own ball has stopped. If by the same stroke a player makes two
scores, f.e. a cannon and a hazard for instance, or a winning and a

losing hazard, he scores for each of them. Thus if he pockets the

red ball and the cue-ball, he scores six, or if he makes a cannon
and holes the red ball, five. In the case of a cannon and a losing

hazard, made by the same stroke, the value of the hazard depends
on the ball first struck. Thus if fhe cue-ball strikes the red, cannons
on to the white, and runs into a pocket, the stroke counts five points,

but only one cannon can be made by the .same stroke, even if the cue-

ball strikes each of the others twice. If both object-balls are struck

simultaneously it is considered that the red is struck first. Ten
points are the most that can be scored by a single stroke with the

cue, namely by striking the red ball first and then the white, and
holing all three. If the white ball be struck first and the same series

occurs, the value of the stroke is nine points. When the cue-ball

and object-ball are touching, whatever the position, the red ball is

spotted, the white object-ball put on the centre-spot, and the player
plays from baulk.

There are various subtleties in the art of striking, which may
be indicated, though only practice can really teach them ; the simple

stroke being one delivered slightly above the centre of the ball.

The side’stroke is made by striking the object -ball on the side with
the point of the cue. The effect of such a mode of striking the ball

is to make it travel to the right or to the left, according as it is struck,

with a winding or slightly circular motion
;
and its purpose is to

cause the hall to proceed in a direction more or less slanting than is

usual, or ordinary, when the ball is struck in or about the centre

of its circumference. Many hazards and cannons, quite impossible

to be made with the central stroke, are accomplisheo with ease and
certainty by the side-stroke. It was the invention of the leather tip

which made side possible. Thi* screw, or twist, is made by striking

the ball low down, with a sharii, sudden blow. According as the ball

is struck nearer and nearer to the cushion, it stops dead at the point

of concussion with the object-ball, or recoils by a series of reverse

revolutions, in the manner familiar to the schoolboy in throwing

forward a hoop, and causing it to return to his hand by the twist

given to its first impetus.
The fallow is made by striking the ball high, with a flowing or

following motion of the cue. Just as the low stroke impedes the

motion of the ball, the lollow expedites it.

In the drag the ball is struck low without the sudden jerk of the

screw, and with less than the onward push of the follow.

The spot-stroke is a series of winning hazards made by pocketing
the red ball in one of the corners from the spot. The great art is,

first, td indke sure of the hazard, and next, to leave the striking ball

in such a position as to enable fhe player to make a similar stroke

in one or other of the corner pockets. To such perfection was the
spot -stroke brought, that at the end of the I9lh century it was
necessary to bar it out of the professional matches, and the s^t-
barred ” game became consequently the rule for all players. The
leading English professionals so completely mastered tne difficulties

of the stroke and made such long successions of hazards that they
practically killed all public interest in billiards, the game being little

more than a monotonous, series of spot-strokes. In 1888 W. J. Peall

made 633 spots ” in succession, and in 1890 in a break of 3304—the longest record -no less than 3x83 of the points were scored
thrbugh spot-stroke breaks. J. G. Sala, by use of the screw-back.

made 18^ successive hazards iu«ne pocket, but C. Memmott is said

to have made as many as 423 such strokes in succession. Tlie spot-

stroke was known and u.sed in 1825, when a run of twcnly-two
” spots ” caused quite a sensation. The player, whose name was
Carr, ofiered to play any man in England, but though challenged

by Edwin Kentfield never met him, so the latter became ciiampioti.

Kentfield, however, did not regard the spot-stroke as genuine
billiards, rarely played it himself, and had the pocket of his tables

reduced to 3 in., and the billiard-spot moved nearer to the toj> of

the table, so as to make the stroke exceedingly difficult. John
Roberts, sen., who succeeded Kentfield as champion in 1849. worked
hard at the stroke, but never made, in public, a longer run than 104

in succe.ssion. But W. Cook, John Roberts, jiin,, and others, assisted

by the improvements made in the implements of the game, soon

outdid Rowrts, sen., only to be themselves outdone by W. Peall

and W. Mitchell, who made such huge breaks by means of the stroke

that it w^as finally barred, the Association rules providing that only

two “ spots ” may be made in succession unless a cannon is combined
with a hazard, and that after the second hazard the red ball be placed

on the centre- spot.

Top-of-the-Tahle P/av.—When the spot-stroke was dying, many
leading players, headed by John Roberts, jun., assiduously cultivated

another form of rapid scoring, known as ” top-of the-table-pluy,” the

first principle of which is to collect the three balls at the top ot the

table near the spot. The halls are then manipulated by means of

red winning hazards and cannons, the winning hazard not being

made till the object-white can be left close to the spot.

The Push-stroke.—T.ong series of cannons were also made alonp[

the edge of the cushion, mainly by means of the ” push-stroke.
'

and with great rapidity, but eventually the push -stroke too was
barred as unfair. It was usually employed when rue-imll and
object -ball were very close together and the third ball was in a line,

or nearly in a line with them ;
then by placing the tij) of the cue

very close to the cue-ball and pu.shing gently and carefully, not

striking, the object-ball could In; pushed aside and the cue-ball

directed on hall 3.

Balls Jammed in Pockets. the two object-balls get jammed,
either by accident or design, in the jaws of a corner pocket, an almost

interminable series ol cannons may be iiiade by a skilful player.

T. Taylor made as many as 7:9 cannons in iHyi, but the American
champion, Frank C. Ives, in a match with John Roberts, iun., easily

beat this in by making 1267 cannons, before he deliberately

broke u]> tlie balls. In Ives’s case tin* balls, however, were just

outside the jaws, which were skilfully used to keep the balls close

togctiier ; but in this game, which was a compromise between
English and American billiards, 2j-in. balls and 3i“in. j^ockets were
used. Under the aegis of the Billiard Association ii tacit understand-

ing was arrived at that tlie position must be broken iij), should it

occur. A similar position came into discredit in 1907, in the case of

the “ cradle-double-kiss ” or ” anchor ” cannon, when* tht‘ balls

were not actually jammed, but so close on each side ol a j)OcUet

that a long scries of cannons could be made without disturbing the

position—a stroke introduced by Lovejoy and earned to extremes

by him, T. Reece and others (see below).

The Quill or Feather Stroke.—This stroke was barred early in the

game's history. It could only be made when the cue-ball was in

hand and the object -ball just outside that jiart of the baulk -line

that help.s to lorm the D. The cue-ball was set so close to the object-

ball as only not to touch it, and was then pii-shed ver>^ gently into

the pocket, grazing the other so slightly as just to shake it, and
no more. A number of similar strokes could thus be made before

the object-ball was out of po.sition.

A jenny is a losing hazard into one of the (generally top) jiockets

when the object-ball is close to the cushion along which the pocket

lies : it requires to be played with the side required to turn the ball

into the pocket. T-ong jennies to the top pockets arc a difficult

and pretty stroke : short jennies are into the middle pockets.

Massi and PiquL—A massd is a difficult stroke made by striking

downwards on the upper surface of the cue-ball, the cue being held

nearly at right angles to the table, and the point not being directed

towards the centre of the ball. It is generally used to effect a
cannon when the three balls are more or less in a line, the cue-ball

and the object-ball being close together. The term ma.ss6 is often

used irregularly for piquK made when the object-hall is as close

to the cue-ball as the latter to the cushion, or the third ball, or to

make screwing impossible ; the cue is then raised to an angle of

almost 45® or 50® and its axis directed to the centre of the cue-ball,

so that backward rotation is set up. Vignaux, the French player

says, “ Le massi’ est un piqui.” Massi is in fact piqui comlnncd
with side.

The perfection of billiards is to be found in the nice combination

of the various strokes, in such fashion as to leave the balls in a
favourable position after each individual hazard and cannon ; and
this perfection can only be attained by the most con.stant and
unremitting practice. "When the cue-ball is so played that its centre

is aimed at the extreme edge of the object-ball, the cue-ball’s course

is diverted at what is called the " natural or ” half-ball
“

angle.

If the balls were flat discs instead of scores the edge of one ball

would touch the centre of the other. The object-ball is struck at
“ three-quarter ball ” or “ quarter-ball ” according as the edge of
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the cue-ball appears to strike mic*way between the half^all point
and the centre or edge respectively of the object-ball. The half-

ball angle is regarded as the standard angle for billiards, other
angles being sometimes termed rather vaguely as “ rather more
or less than half-ball." The angle of the cue-ball's new •course
would be about 45°, were the object-ball fixed, but as the object-
ball moves immediately it is struck, the cue-ball is not actually

diverted more than 33'’ from .the prolongation of its original course,

it being conventional among players to regard the prolongation of the
course and not the original track when calculating the angle. The
natural angle, and all angles, may be, modified by side and screw

;

the use of strength also makes the ball go off at a wider angle.

Development in Billiard Play .—The modern development of

English billiards is due mainly to the skill of such leading players

as John Roberts, sen., and his son of the same name. Indeed,

their careers form the liistory of modern billiards from 1849
when the elder Roberts challenged Kentfield (who declined to

play) for the championship. No useful comparison can be made
between the last-named men, and the change of cushions from
list to india-rubber further complicates the question. Kentfield

represented the best of the old style of play, and was a most skilful

performer
;
but Roberts had a genius for the game, combined

with great nerve and physical power. This capacity for endur-

ance enabled him to practise single .strokes till they became
certainties, when weaker men would have failed from sheer

fatigue
;

and that process applied to the acquisition of the

spot-stroke was what placed him decisively in front of the

players of his day until a younger generation taught by him
came forward. In i86g the younger generation had caught lum
up, and soon afterwards surpassed him at this stroke ; both
W. Cook and J. Roberts, jun., carried it to greater i>erfection,

but they were in turn put entirely in the shade by W. Mitchell

and W. J. Peall. Jt is curious to realize that John Roberts,

sen., developed the game chiefly by means of spot-play, whereas

his son continued the process by abandoning it. 'Fhe public,

liowe-ver, liked quick scoring and long breaks, and therefore

a substitute had to be devised. 'I’his was provided chiefly by
the younger Roberts, whose fertility of resource and manual
dexterity eventually placed him by a very long way at the head

of his profession. In exhibition matches he barred the spot-

stroke and gave his attention chiefly to top of-the-table play.

The next development was borrowed from the French game
(see below), which consists entirely of cannoms. Both French

and American professors, giving undivided attention to cannons

and not being permitted to use the push-stroke, arrived at a

perfection in controlling or “ nursing ” the balls to which
English players could not pretend

;
yet the principles involved

in making a long series of cannons were applied, and leading

professionals soon acquired the ncccssaiy delicacy of touch.

The plan is to get the three balls close to each other, say within

a space which a hand can cover, and not more than from

4 to 8 in. from a cushion. The striker’s ball should be

behind the other two, one of which is nearer the cushion, the

other a little farther off and farther forward. The striker’s ball

is tapped quietly on the one next the cushion, and hits the third

ball so as to drive it an inch or two in a line parallel to the

cushion. The ball first struck rebounds from the cushion, and
at the close of the stroke all three balls are at rest in a position

exactly similar to that at starting, which is called by the French
position mere. Thus each stroke is a repetition of the previous one,

the positions of the balls being relatively the same, but actually

forming a series of short advances along the cushion. With the

push-stroke a ^rcat number of these cannons could be quickly

made, say 50 m 3!' .minutes
;

and, as that means 100 points,

scoring was rapid. Most of the great spot-barred breaks con-

tained long series of these cannons, and their value as records

is correspondingly diminished, for in such hair^s-breadth dis-

tances very often no one but the player, and sometimes not

even he, could tell whether a stroke was made or missed or was

foul. Push - barred, the cannons are played nearly as fast

;

but with most men the series is shorter, massi strokes being used

when the cannon cannot be directly played.

Championship,— Kentfield declined to play in 184^,

John Roberts^ sen., assumed the title, and held the position tiU

1870, when he was defeated by l^s pupil W, Cook. The follow-

ing table gives particulars of championship matches up to 1885 :

—

Points. Date. Players.
Won
by.

1200 Feb. II, 1870 . , Cook b. Roberts, sen. . . . 117
1000 April 14,1870 . Roberts, jun., h. Cook . . 478
1000 May 30, 1870 . Roberts, jun.. h. Bowles . . 246
1000 Nov, 28, 1870 . Jos. Bennett h. Roberts, jun. 95
loou Tan. 30,1871 . Roberts, jun., b. Bennett .

1000 May25, i87I‘ . . Cook b. Roberts, jun. . . . 15
1000 Nov. 2*1, 1871 . Cook h. Tos. Bennett . . . 58
1000 Mar. 4, 1872 . Cook h. Roberts, jun. . . . 201
1000 Feb. 4, 1874 . Cook h. Roberts. J^un. . . 216
loot) May 24, 1875 . . Roberts, jun., b. Cook . . 163
1000 Dec. 20, 1875 . Roberts, jun., h. Cook . . 135
1000 May 28, 1877 . Roberts, jun., b. Cook . . 223
looo Nov. 8, 1880 . Jos. Bennett b. Cook . . . 51
1000 Jan. 12, 13, 1881 . Jos. Bennett ft. Taylor . . go

3000 March 30, 31, and
April I, 1885 Roberts, jun., ft. Cook . , 92

3000 June 1, 2, 3,4, 1885 Roberts, jun., ft. Jos. Bennett 1640

These games were played on three-inch-pocket tables, and

John Roberts, jun., fairly contended that he remained champion
till beaten on such a table under the rules in force when he won
the title or under a new code to which he was a consenting

party. A match was played for the championship between
Roberts and Dawson in 1899 of 18,000 up, level. The main
departure from a championship game lay in the table, which
had ordinary’, though not easy pockets, instead of three-inch

pockets. The match excited much interest, because Dawson,
who had already beaten North for the Billiard Association

championship, was the first man for many years to play

Roberts even
;

but Roberts secured the game by 1814 points.

After this Dawson improved materially, and in 1899, for the

second time, he won the Billiard Association championship.

His position was challenged by Diggle and Stevenson, who
contested a game of 9000 points. Stevenson won by 2900, hut
lost to Dawson by 2225 points

;
he beat him in January 1901,

and though Dawson won a match before the close of tlie spring,

Stevenson continued to establish his superiority, and at the

beginning of 1907 was incontestably the English champion.
keiofda .—Record scores at billiards have greatlj'^ altered since

W. Cook’s break of 930, which included 292 spots, and was made
in 1873. Big breaks are m some degree a measure of development

;

but too much weight must not be given to them, for tfibles vary
considerably between easy and difficult ones, and comparisons are
apt to mislead. Peall's break of 3304 (iBqqi) is the largest “ all-in

"

score on record
;
and in the modem spot-barred and push barred

game with a chanipion.ship table. H. W. Stevenson m April 1904
made 788 against C. Dawson. In January 1903 J/)hn Roberts,
however, made 821 in fifty minutes, in a match 'with J. Duncan,
champion of Ireland

;
but this was not strictly a “ record," since

the table had not been measured officially by the Billiard Association.

A break of 985 was made by Diggle in 1895 against Roberts, on a
" standard table " (before the reduction in size of the pockets). On
the 5th of March 1907 T. Reece began beating records by means of

the '** anchor ’’ stroke, making 1269 (521 cannons), and he made
an unfinished 4593 with the same stroke (2208 cannons) on the
23rd of March. Further large breaks followed, including 23,769
by Dawson on the 20th of April 1907, and even more by Reece ;

and towards the end of the year the Billiard Association ruled the
stroke out.

Handicapping. — The obvious way of handicapping unequal
players is for the stronger jdayer to allow his opponent an agreed
number of points by way of start. Or he may " owe " points, i.e.

not begin to reckon his score till he has scored a certain number.
A good plan is for the better player to agree to count no breaks that
are below a certain figure, j'he giver of points scores all forfeits

for mi.sses, &c. If A can give B 20 points, and B can give C 25 points,
the number of points that A can give C is calculated on the following

formula, 20425- ?^^^ ^^*^
^40. The handicap of "barring" one

TOO
or more pockets to the better player, he having only four dr five
pockets to play into, has been abolished in company With other
methods that tended to make the game tedious.

Pyramids is played by two or four persons—in the latter case

in sides, two and two. It is played with fifteen balls, placed
close together by means of a frame in the form of a triangle or
pyramid, with the apex towards the player, and a white striking

oall. The centre of the apex ball covers the second or pyramid
^ii. 30 a
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spot, and the balls forming thegpyramid should lie in a compact

mass, the base in a straight line with the cushion.

Pyramids is a game entirely of winning hazards, and he who
succeeds in pocketing the greatest number of balls wins. Usually

the pyramid is made of fifteen red or coloured balls, with the strik-

ing ball white. This white ball is common to both players. Having
decided on the lead, the hrst player, placing his ball in the baulk-

semicircle, strikes it up to the pyramid, with a view either to lodge

a ball in a pocket or to get the white safely back into baulk. Should

he fail to jiockct a red ball, the other player goes on and strikes the

white ball from the place at which it stopped.
^

When either succeeds

in making a winning hazard, he plays at any* other ball he chooses,

and coTitinia's his bn^ak till he ceases to score
;
and so the game is

continued by alternate breaks until the last red ball is pocketed.

The game is commonly played for a stake upon the whole, and a

proportionate sum upon each ball or life as. lor instance, 3s. game
and IS. balls. Tlie player wins a life by pocketing a red ball or forcing

it over the table ; and loses a life by running his oum, tlu* white, ball

into a pocket, missing the red balls, or intentionally giving a miss.

In this game the baulk 1% no protection
;

that is to say, the player

can pocket any ball wherever it lies, either within or without the

baulk line, and whether the white be in hand or not. This liberty

is a great and certain advantage under many circumstances, especi-

ally in the hands of a good player. It is not a very uncommon
occurrence for an adept to jiocket six or eight balls in a single break.

Both Cook and Roberts have been known, indeed, to pocket the

whole littecn. If four persons play at pyramids, the rotation is

decided by chance, and each plays alternately - partners, as in

billiards, being allowed to advise each other, each going on and con-

tinuing to play as long as he can, anti ceasing when he misses a

hazard. Toul strokes are reckoned as in billiards, except as regards

balls touching each other. If two balls touch, the player proceeds

with Jiis game and scores a point for every winning hazard. When
all the red balls hut one are pocketed, he who made the last hazard

jdays with the white and his op])onent with the red
:
and so on

alternately, till the game terminates by the holing of one or other

ball. The pyramid balls are usually a little smaller than the billiard

balls; the former arc about 2 in. m diameter, the latter 2 i\ in. to

2iin.
*

Losinff Pvyanndst seldom played, is the reverse of the last-named

game, and consists of losing hazards, each player using the same
striking ball, and taking a ball from the pyramid for every losing

hazard. As in the other game, the baulk is no protection. Another

varudy of pyramids is known as Shell-nut, a game at which any
number of jiersons may play. The pyramid is formed as before, and

the company play in rotation. For each winning hazard the striker

receives from each player a small stake, and for each losing hazard

he pays a like sum. till the game is concluded, by pocketing the

white or the la.st coloured ball.

Pool, a game which may be played by two or more pcr.s()n.s,

consists entirely of winning hazards. Each player subscribes a

certain stake to form the pool, and at starting has three chances

or lives. He is then provided with a coloured or numbered ball,

and the game commences thus The white ball is placed on the

spot and the red is played at it from the baulk semicircle. If

the player pocket the white he receives the price of a life from

the owner of the white ;
but if hp fail, the next player, the yellow,

plays on the red ;
and so on alternately till all have played, or

till a ball be ))ocketed. When a ball is pocketed the striker plays

on the ball nearest his own, and goes on playing as long as he

can score.

The order of play is usually as follows : —The white ball is spotted ;

red plays upon white
;
yellow upon red ;

then blue, brown, green,

black, and spot-white follow in the order of succession named, white

playing on spot-white. The order is similar for a larger number,

but it IS not common for more than seven or eight to join in a pool.

The player wins a life for every ball pocketed, and receives the sum
agreed on for each life from the owner of that ball. He loses a life

to the owner of the ball he plays on and misses ;
or by making a

losing hazard after striking such ball :
by playing at the wrong ball,

i)y running a coup; or by forcing his ball over the table. Rulw
governing the game provide for many other incidents. A ball in

baulk may lie played at by the striker whoee ball is in hand. If

the striker’s ball be angled—that is, so placed in the jaws of the

jjocket as not to allow him to strike the previously-played ball

—

he may havi‘ all the balls except his own and the object ball remov^ed

from the table to allow him to try bricole from the cushion. In some
clubs and public rooms an angled ball is allowed to be moved an inch

or two from the comer ; but with a hall so removed the player must
not take a life. When the striker loses a life, the next in rotation

plays at the ball nearest his own
;
but if the player’s ball happen

to be in hand, he plays at the ball nearest to the centre spot on the

baulk lino, whether it be in or out of baulk. In such a case the striker

can play from any part of the semicircle. Any ball lying m the way
of the striker’s ball, and preventing him from taking fair aim and
reaching the object-ball, must be removed, and replaced after the

stroke. I# there be any doubt si to the neafest ball, the distance

must be measured by the marker or umpire ;
and if the distance he

equal, tlie ball to be played upon must be decided by chance. Il the

striker first pocket I lie ball he plays on and then runs his own into

a pocket, he loses a life to the player whoso ball he pocketed, which
ball is then to be considered in baud. The first player who loses

all his three lives can “ star ”
; that is, by paying into the pool a

sum equal to his original slake, he is entitled to as many lives as

the lowest numlicr on the marking board. Thus if the lowest

numlier be 2. he stars 2 ;
if i, he stars i. Only one star is allowed

in a pool ; and when there are only two players left in, no star can
be purchased. The price of each life must be paid by the player

losing it. immediately after the stroke is made ; and the stake or

pool is finally won by the player who remains longest in the game.
In the event, however, of the two plnyers last left in the pool having
an equal number of lives, they may cither play tor the whole or divide

the stake. The latter, the usual course, is followed except when the

combatants agree to play out the game. When three players are

left, each with one life, and the striker makes a miss, the two remain-

ing divide the pool without a stroke -this rule being intended to

meet the possible case of two jdayers combining to take advantage
of a third. When the striker has in play, he may ask which ball he

has to play at, and if being wrongly informed he play at the wrong
ball, he does not lose a life. In clubs and jiublic rooms it is usual

for the marker to call the order and rotation of play :

“ Red upon
white, and yellow's your player ’'

; and when a ball has been pocketed
the fact is notified—" Brown upon blue, and green’s your player, in

hand ”
;
and so on till there are only two or lliree players left in the

pool.

There are some vaiieties of the game which need brief mention.

5/i/g//’ Pool is the white winning hazard game, plaved for a .stake

and so much for cacli of three or more livis. Each person has a

ball, usually white and spot-white. The white i.s spotted, and the

other plays on it from the baulk semicircle ;
and then each plays

alternately, spotting this ball after making a hazard. I'or each

winning hazaffl llu* striker receives a Idr ;
lor each losing hazard In^

pays a life ; and the laker of the three lives wins the ganic. No si ni-

ls allow'ed in single pool. The rules regulating pool are observed.

Nearest-Ball Pool i.-> played by any number of persons with tin-

ordinary coloured balls, and in the "same Older ol succession. All

the rules of pool an- followed, (‘xcept that the baulk ts a protection.

The white is .spotted, and the red i)lays on it
;
after that each striker

plays u})ori the ball nearest the upper or outer side of the baulk-line ;

but if the balls li(‘ within the baulk-line, and the striker's ball be in

hand, he; must play up to the top cushion, or jdace his ball on the s]>ot.

If his ball be not m hand, lie play.s at the nearest hall, wherever it

may lie.

Black Pool. In this game, which lasts lor half-nn-hour, there are

no lives, the }>layer whose ball is pocketed paying the stake to the

pocketer. Each player receives a coloured ball and plays in order

as in " Following I’ool," the white ball being s])otled ; there is. in

addition, however, a black ball, which is spotted on th(‘ centre-s^)ol

.

When a player has taken a life he may in some rooms and rlubs

must—play on the black ball. Tf he poekets it he receives a stake

from each player, paying a stake all round if he misses it, or com-
mits any of the errors for which he would have to pay at '* Following

Fool." The black ball cannot be taken in consecutive stroke.s.

Sometimes a pink ball, spotted on the pyramid spot, is added and
a single stake is paid all round to the man who pockets it, and a

double stake on the black
;

it is also permitted in some rooms to

take blacks and ])inks alternately without pocketing a coloured

ball between the strokes. Again it is the custom in cortam rooms
to let a player, after the first round, play on any ball. The game
is more amusing when as much freedom is allowed as possible,

so that the taking of lives may be frequent. At the end of the hall

hour the marker announces at the beginning of the round tliat it

is the last round. White, who lost a stroke at the beginning by
being spotted, has the last stroke. If a player wishes to enter the

game during its progress his ball is }»iit on the billiard-spot just before

white plays, and he tal<es his first stroke at the end of the round.
Snooker Pool.—This is a game of many and elaborate rules. In

principle it is a combination of jiyramids and pool. The white l>all

is the cue-ball for all players. The pyramid balls, set up as in pyra-

mids, count one point each, the yellow ball two points, green ball

three, and so on. The black is put on the billiard-spot, the pink on
the centre-spot, blue below the apex ball of the pyramid

;
brown,

green and yellow on the diameter of the semicircle, brown on the

middle spot, green on the right corner spot of the D, yellow on the

left. The players, having decided the order of play, generally by
distributing the pool balls from the basket, and playing in the order

of colours as shown on the marking board, are obliged to strike a

red ball first. If it is pocketed, the player scores one and is at

liberty to play on any of the coloured nails
;
though in some clubs

he is comi>elled to play on the yellow. If he pockets a coloured ball

he scores the number of points which that ball is worth, and playz

again on a red ball, the coloured ball being replaced on its spot, and
so on

;
Init a red ball mut": always be pocketed before a more valuable

ball can be played at. When all the red balls have been pocketed —
none are put back on the table as at pyramids—the remaining balls

must be pocketed in the pool order and arc not replaced. The
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penalties for missing A ball. runnii% into a pocket, &c., am deducted
from the player’s score

;
they correspond to the values of the balls,

one point if the red be missed, two if the yellow be missed, &c. If,

before hitting the proper ball, the player hits one of a higher value,

the value of that ball is deducted from his score, but there is no
further penalty. A player is “ snookered " if his ball is so placed
that he cannot hit a nail on which he is compelled to play. In this

case he is allowed in some rooms to give a miss, but in such a way
that the next player is not snookered

;
in others he must make a

bvna fide attempt to hit the proper ball off the cushion, being liable

to the usual penalty if in so doing he hits a ball of higher value. In
some rooms it is considered fair and part of the game to snooker an
opponent deliberately; in others the practice is condemned. The
rules are so variable in different places that even the printed rules

are not of much value, owing to local by-laws.
Among other games of minor importance, being played in a leas

serious spirit than those mentioned, are Selling Pool, Nearest Ball
Pool. Cork Pool and Skittle Pool. The directions for playing them
may be found in Billiards (Badminton Library scries).

French and American Billiards.— French and American
billiards is played on a pockelless table, the only kind of table

that is used in France, though the English table with six pockets

is also occasionally to bo found in America. For match purposes

the table used measures lo ft. by 5 ft., but in private houses and
clubs 9 ft. by 4j ft. is the usual size, while tables 8 ft. by 4 ft.

are not uncommon. The balls, three in number as in English

billiards, measure from 2J to 23 in., the latter being “match’’
size. Since they arc both larger and heavier than the English

balls, the cues are somewhat heavier and more powerful, so that

better effects can be produced by means of “ side,” masses, &c.

Only cannons (called in America “ caroms,” in French caram-

boles) are played, each counting one point.

'I'lie three- bull carom game is the recognized form of American
billiards. The table is marked with a centre -spot. “ red ” spot and
“ white ” spot. The first is on the centre of an imaginary line

dividing the table longitudinally into halves
;
the red (W the red

ball) and white sjiot.s arc on the same line, half-way between the
centre-spot and the end cushions, the white spot being on the
string line (corresponding to the English baulk -line). The right to
play first is decided, as in England, by “ stringing." The 0])ponent’s
white ball and the red ball Ixiing s'pott(‘d, the player plays from
witliin lli(‘ imaginary baulk-line. Each carom counts one point

;

a miss counts one to the opponent. A ball is re-spotted on its proper
spot if it has been forced off the table. Should red lx.* forced off the
table and the iccl spot be occupied, it is placed on the white spot.

White under similar conditions is set on the red spot. The centre
spot IS only used when, a ball having Ijeen forced off the table, lioth

spots are occupied. If a carom be made, and the ball afterwards
jumps off the table, it is spotted and the count allowed. If the
striker moves a ball not his own before he strikes, he cannot count
but may play for safety. If he does so after making a carom the
carom does not count, he forfeits one, and his break is ended. If

he touches his own ball before he plays, he forfeits a point, and
cannot play the stroke. Should he, however, touch his ball a
second time, the op]ionent has the option of having the balls replaced
as exactly as pos.sible, or of playing on them as they are left. It is

a foul stroke to play with the wrong ball, but if the offence is not
detected before a second stroke has been made, the player may
continue.
Such long runs of caroms, chiefly " on the rail ” along the cushion,

have been made by professional players (H. Kerkau, the German
champion, making 7156 caroms in igoi at Zurich), that various
.schemes have been devised to make the game more difiicuit. One
of these is known as the " continuous baulk-line." Lines are drawn,
8, 14, 18 or even 22 in. from the rails, parallel to the side of the table,

forming with them eight compartments. Of these 14 and 18 are the
most general. Only one, two or three caroms, as previously arranged,
arc allowed to be made in every space, unless one at least of the
object-balls is driven over a line. In the space left in the middle of

the table any number of caroms may be made without restriction.

In the case of the Triangular Baulk line, lines are drawn at the four

corners from the second " sight " on the side-rails to the first sight

on the end-rails, forming four triangles within which only a limited

number of caroms may be made, unless one objcct-liall at least be

driven outside one of the lines. The A nchor Baulk-lines were devised

to checkmate the “ anchor " shot, which consisted in getting the

object -balls on the rail, one on either side of a baulk-line, and
delicately mahipulating them so as to make long series of caroms

;

each bail being in a different compartment, neither had to be driven

over a line. The " anchor baulk-lines " form a tiny compartment,

6 in. by 3, and are drawn at the end of a baulk-line where it touches

lh<i rail and so divides the compartment into two squares. Only

One shot is allowed in this " anchor-space." unless a ball be driven

out of it. By these methods. " crotching " (getting them jammed
in a corner) the balls, and long series of rail-caroms were abolished.

The pu.sh-r>troke is strictly forbidden.

The Cushion Carom game is a variety of the ordinary three-ball
game, in which no carom counts uiBess the cue-ball touches a cushion
before the carom is completed. There is also Three-Cushion Carom,
which is explained by its title, and the Bank-Shot game, in which
the cue-ball must touch a cushion before it strikes cither ball The
cusliion carom games are often used in handicapping, other methods
of wliich are for the better player to make a a'rtain number of caronus
" or no count." and for the weaker to receive a number of points
in the game.

In France billiards was played exclusively by the aristocracy
and the richer middle class until the first part of the lylh century,
when the privilege of keeping billiard-rooms was aci*orded to the
hillardiers paulmiers, and billiard.s became the principal betting
game and remained so until the time of Louis Philippe. The most
prominent French player ol late years is Maurice Vignaux. The
F'rench game became the accepted one in the United States about
1870, and the best American players have proved themselves superior
to the French masters with tlic exception of Vignaux. The best-
known American masters have been M. Daly, Shaafer, Slosson,
Carter, Sexton and Frank C. Ives, doubtless the most brilliant player
who ever lived. His record for the 1 8-in.* baulk-line game was an
average of 5t>. with a high run of 290 points. In cushion-caroms
he scored a run of 85. •

The four-ball game, the original form of American billiards, is

practically obsolete. It was formerly played on an English six-

pocket table, with a dark-red and a light-red ball and two white
ones. At present when played an ordinary table is used, the rules
being identical with those of the three-ball game.

J*ool is played in America on a six-pocket table with fifteen balls,

each bearing a numlier. There are several varieties of the game, the
most popular being Continuous Pool, an expanded form of Fifteen-
Ball Pool, in which the balls are set up as in English pyramids, the
game being won by the player pocketing the majority of the fifteen

balls, each ball counting one point, the numbers being used only to
distinguish them, as a player must always name, or " call" tlie ball

he intends to pocket and the pocket into which he will drive it.

The player who " breaks " (plays first) must send at least two balls

to the cushion or forfeit three points. The usual method is to strike

a corner ball just hard enough to do this but not hard enough to
break up the balls, as in that ca8e*the second player would have too
great an advantage. Balls pocketed by chance in the same play 111

which a called b^l has been legitimately put down are counted
;

all others pocketed by accident are replaced on the table. In
Fifteen-Ball Pool each frame (fifteen balls) constitutes a game. In
Continuous Pool the game is for a series of points, generally 100, the
balls being set up again after each frame and the player pocketing
the last ball having the choice whether lo break or cause liis opponent
to do so.

The balls in Fiftccn-Ball Pool arc generally all of one colour,

usually red. In Pyramid Pool they are parti-coloured as well as
numbered, and the game, which usually consists of a single frame,
IS won by the player who, when all fifteen balls have been pocketed,
has scored the greatest aggregate of the numbers on the balls. In
Chicago Pool each frame constitutes a game and is won by the player
scoring the highest aggregate of numbers on^the balls, which are set

up round the cushion opposite the diamond sights, the i being
placed in the middle of the top cushion, opposite the player,

with the odcl-numbered balls on the player’s left and those with even
numbers on his right. The arrangement of the b^ls, however,
varies and is not important. Each player must strike the lowest-

numbered ball still on the table, •forfeiting the number of points

rcprc.sented by the ball should his ball first hit any other ball, or
should he pocket his own ball. If he pockets the proper ball all

others that fall into pockets on that play count for him also. Missing
the ball played at lorfeits three points (sometimes the numl>er on
the Imll played at), as well as fouls ol all kinds. Bottle Pool is played
with a cue- ball, the 1 and 2 pool-balls and tlic leather pool-bottle,

which is stood upon its mouth in the middle of ilie table. A carom
on two balls counts 2 points

;
pocketing the i-ball counts i

;

jjocketing the 2-ball counts 2 ;
upsetting bottle from carom-counts

5 ; upsetting bottle to standing position counts 10, or, in many
clubs, the game is won when this occurs. Otherwise the game is for,

31 points, which number must be .scored exactly, a player scoring
more than that number being " burst," and having to begin over
again. There are many penalties of one point, such as missing the
object-ball foul strokes, forcing a ball or the Ixittle off the toUe,
pocketing one’s own ball and upsetting the bottle without hitting
a ball. The game of Thirty-Four is played without a bottle, the
scoring being ny caroms or pocketi^ the two object-balls. Exactly
34 must be scored or the player is ’Umrst."
High-Low-Jack-Game is played with a set of pyramid balls by

any number of players, the order of starting being determined by
distributing the small balls from the pool-bottle. The 15-ball is

High, the i Low, the 9 Jack, and the highest aggregate bf numbers
is the game, each of these four counting one point, the game consisting
of seven point®, and therefore lasting at least for two frkmes. The
balls are set up with the three counting balls in the centre And
broken as in pyramids, although badls accidentally falling into
pockets count for the player, oii which account the bnlls are some-
times broken as violently as possible. 'When two or more pkC^ers
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have the same Bcorc the High ball wins before the Low, &c., as in
the card game of the same title.

*

Pin l*ool is played with two while balls, one red and five small
pins set up in diamond form in the centre of the table with the pin
counting 5 (the king-pin) in the middle, the pins being 3 in. apart.
Each player is given a small ball from the l»ottle and this he keeps
secret until he is able to announce that his points, added to the
number on his small ball, amount to exactly 31. If he “ bursts

"

he must begin again. Points are made only by knocking down pins,
which arc numbered i to 5. Should a player knock down with one
stroke all four outside pins, leaving the 5-pin standing, it is a
“ natural ” and he wins the game.

Besides these common varieties of pool there are many others
which are played in different parts of America, mfiiny of them local
in character.
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BILLINGTON,ELIZABETH (i 768 ?-i8i8), British opera-singer,

was born in London, her father being a German musician named
Weichst‘1

, and her mother a popular vocalist. She was trained

in music, and at fourteen sang at a concert in Oxford. In 1783
she married James Billingtnn, a double-bass player. She had
a voice of unusual compass, and as Rosetta in Love in a Village

she had a great success at Covent Garden in 178b, being engaged
for the season at a salary of £1 000, a large sum for those days.

Her position as a singer in London was now assured. In 1794
she and her husband went to Italy, and Mrs Billingtoii appeared
at Naples (where she was the heroine of a opera, Inez di

Castro, written for her by F. Bianchi), at Florence, at Venice
and at Milan. Her husband died suddenly during the tour, and
in 1799 she married a Frenchman named Felissent, whom, how-
ever, she left in 1801. Returning to England she appeared
alternately at Coveni Garden dnd Drury Lane, her professional

income during 1801 amounting to between £10,000 and £15,000.

Henceforward she sang in Italian opera till the end of 1810,

when ill-health forced her to abandon her profession. In 1817

she was reconciled to her husband, and went with him to live

near Venice, where she died on the 25th of August 1818.

BILLITON (Dutch Bliloeng), an island of the Dutch East
Indies, between Banka and Borneo, from which it is separated

respectively by Gaspur and Karimata straits. Politically it is

under an assistant resident. It is roughly circular in form, its

extreme measurements being 55 m. by 43, and its area 1773
sq. m. In physical structure and in products it resembles

Banka
;

its coasts are sandy or marshy
;

in the interior an
extreme elevation of 1670 ft. is found. The geological formation

is Devonian and granitic, with lateritcs. The mean annual rain-

fall is heavy, 102 to 126 in. The day temperature varies from
80° to 87® Fahr. The nights are very cool. Like Banka, Billiton

is chiefly noted for its production of tin, the island forming the

southern limit of the occurrence of this metal in this locality.

There are upwards of 80 mines, which employ some 7500 work-
men, and have produced more than 6500 tons of tin in a year.

Iron is also worked. On the rocks along the coast are found
tortoises, ti^ang and edible birds’-nests, which are articles

of e&cport. Tne forests supply wood of different kinds for boat-

building, in which the inhabitahts are expeh ;
and also provide

trade in cocoa-nuts, sago,gum and other produce. The population
is about 42,000, of whom some 12,000 are Chinese. The natives
belong to two classes, the Orang Darat, the aborigines, thought
to be akin to the Battas and other branches of the pre-Malayan
or Indonesian race

;
and the Orang Sekahj people of Malayan

stock who live in boats. The coast is as a rule difiicult of access,

l>eing beset with rocks and coral banks, and the best harbour
is thal at the chief town of Tanjong Pandan on the west coast.

The island was formerly under the sultan of Palembang, by
whom it was ceded to the British in 1812. As no mention was
made of it in the treaty between the British and Dutch in 1814,
the former at first refused to renounce their possession, and only

recognized the Dutch claim in 1824. Till 1852 Billiton was
dependent on Banka.
BILL OF EXCHANGE, a h^rm of negotiable instrument,

defined below, the history of which, though somewhat obscure,

was ably summed up by Lord Chief Justice Cockbuni in liis

judgment in Goodwin v. Robaris (1875), L- 1^- Ex. pp. 346-358.
Bills of exchange were probably invented by Florentine Jews.
They were well known in England in the middle ages, though
there is no reported decision on a hill of exchange before the year
1603. Ibeir use seems to have been confined to foreign

bills between English and foreign merchants. It was afterwards

extended to domestic bills between traders, and finally to

bills of all persons, whether traders or not. But for some time
after they had come into general employment, bills were always
alleged in legal ]>rocecdings t(' be drawn secundum usum et

consuetudhiem mercalorum. The foundations of modern English
law were laid by Lord Mansfield with the aid of juries of London
merchants. No better tribunal of commerce could liavc been
devised. Subsequent judicial decisions have developed and
systematized the principles thus laid down. Promissory notes

arc of more modern origin than bills of exchange, and their

validity as negotiable instruincnls was doubtful until it was
confirmed by a statute of Anne (1704). Cheques arc tlie creation

of the modem system of banking.

Before 1882 the English law was to be found in 17 statutes

dealing with isolated points, and about 2600 cases scattered

over some 300 volumes of reports. The Bills of Exchange Act
1882 codifies for the United Kingdom the law relating to bills

of exchange, promissor>" notes and cheques. One peculiar

Scottish rule is preserved, but in other respects uniform rules

are laid down for England, Scotland and Ireland. After glancing
briefly at the history of these instruments, it will probably be
convenient to discuss the subject in the order followed by the

act, namely, first, to treat of a bill of exchange, wliich is the

original and typical negotiable instrument, and then to refer to

the special provisions which apply to promissory notes and
cheques. I'wo salient characteristics distinguish negotiable

instruments from other engagements to pay money. In the first

place, the assignee of a negotiable instrument, to whom it is

transferred by indorsement or delivery according to its tenor,

can sue thereon in his own name
; and, secondly, he holds it

by an independent title. If he takes it in good faith and for

value, he takes it free from “ all equities,” that is to say, all

defects of title or grounds of defence which may have attached
to it in the hands of any previous party. These characteristic

privileges were conferred by the law merchant, wliich is part
of the common law, and are now confirmed by statute.

Definition.—By § 3 of the act a bill of exchange is defined to

be ** an unconditional order in writing, addressed by one person
to another, signed by the person givir^ it, requiring the person
to whom it is addressed to pay on demand or at a fixed or deter-

minable future time a sum certain in money to or to the order
of a specified person, or to bearer.” ^ The person who gives the

order is called the drawer. The person thereby required to pay
is called the drawee. If he assents to the order, he is then called

* This is also the definition given in the United States, by § 126 of
the general act relating to negotiable instruments, prepared by the
conference of state commissioners on uniform legislation, and it has
been adopted in the leading states.
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the acceptor. An acceptance nftist be in writing and must be

signed by the drawee. The mere signature of the drawee is

sufficient (§ 17). The person to whom the money is payable is

called the payee. The person to whom a bill is transferred by

indorsement is called the indorsee. The generic term “ holder
**

includes any person in possession of a bill who holds it either as

payee, indorsee or bearer. A bill which in its origin is payable

to order becomes payable to bearer if it is indorsed in blank.

If the payee is a fictitious person the bill may be treated as

payable to bearer (§7).

The following is a specimen of an ordinary form of a bill of

exchange ;

—

^100 London, 1st January 1901.

Three months after date pay to the order of Mr J . J ones the sum
of one hundred pounds for value received.

Ruown & Co.

To Messrs. Smith & Sons, Liverpool.

The scope of the definition given above may be realized by
comparing it with the definition given by Sir John Comyns’ Digest

in the early pari of the i8th century “ A bill of excliange is

when a man takes money in one country or city upon exchange,

and draws a bill whereby he directs another person in another

country or city to pay so much to A, or order, for value received

of B, and subscribes it.” Comyns’ definition illustrates the

original theory of a bill of exchange. A bill in its origin was a

device to avoid the transmission of c.ash from place to place

to settle trade debts. Now a bill of exchange is a substitute for

money. It is immaterial whether it is payable in the place where

it is drawn or not. It is immaterial whether it is stated to be

given for value received or not, for the law itself raises a pre-

sumption that it was given for value. But though bills are a

substitute for cash payment, and though they constitute the

commercial currency of the country, they must not be confounded

with money. No man is bound to take a bill in payment of debt

unless he has agreed to do so. If he does take a bill, the instru-

ment ordinarily operates as conditional, and not as absolute

payment. If the bill is dishonoured the debt revives. Under

the laws of some continental countries, a creditor, as .such, is

entitled to draw on his debtor for the amount of his debt, but in

England the obligation to accept or pay a bill rests solely on

actual agreement. A bill of exchange must be an unconditional

order to pay. If an instrument is made payable on a contingency,

or out of a particular fund, so that its payment is dependent on

the continued existence of that fund, it is invalid as a bill,

though it may, of course, avail as an agreement or equitable

assignment. In Scotland it has long been the law that a bill

may operate as an assignment of funds in the hands of the

drawee, and § 53 of the act preserves this rule.

Stamp.— Bills of exchange must be stamped, but the act of

1882 does not regulate the stamp. It merely saves the operation

of the stamp laws, which necessarily vary from time to time
according to the fluctuating needs and policy of the exchequer.

Under the Stamp Act 1891, bills payable on demand are subject

to a fixed stamp duty of one penny, and by the Finance Act 1899,

a similar privilege is extended to bills expressed to be payable

not more than three days after sight or date. The stamp may
be impressed or adhesive. All other bills are liable to an ad
valorem duty. Inland bills must be drawn on stamped paper,

but foreign bills, of course, can be stamped with adhesive stamps.

As a matter of policy, English law does not concern itself with

foreign revenue laws. For English purposes, therefore, it is

immaterial whether a bill drawn abroad is stamped in accordance

with the law of its place of origin or not. On arrival in England

it has to conform to the English stamp laws.

Maturity,—A bill of exchange is payable on demand when it is

expressed to be payable on dem^d, or at sight, or on presentation

or when notice for payment is expressed. In calculating the

maturity of bills payable at a future time, three days, called days

of grace, must be added to the nominal due date of the bill. For

instance, if a bill payable one month after sight is accepted on

the ist of January, it is really payable on the 4th of February, and
not on the i st of February as its tenor indicates. On the continent

generally days of grace have b^n abolished as anomalous and

misleading. Their abolition has oeen proposed in Ei^land, but

it has been opposed on the ground that it would curtail the credit

of small traders who are accustomed to bills drawn at certain

fixed periods of currency. When the last day of grace is a non-

business day some complicated rules come into play (§ 14)-

Speaking generally, when the last day of grace ftills on Sunday

or a common law holiday the hill is payable on the preceding day,

but when it falls on a bank holiday the bill is payable on the

succeeding day. Complications arise when Sunday is preceded

by a bank holiday
;
and, to add to the confusion, Christmas day

is a bank holiday in Scotland, but a common law holiday in

England. When the code was in committee an attempt was

made to remove these anomalies, but it was successfully resisted

by the bankers on alleged grounds of practical convenience.

Acceptance,—By the acceptance of a bill the drawee becoines

the principal debtor on the instrument tind the party primarily

liable to pay it. The acceptor of a bill “ by accepting it engages

tliat he will pay it according to the tenoi^ of his acceptance,”

and is precluded from denying the drawer’s right to draw or the

genuineness of his signature (§ 54). The acceptance may be

either general or qualified. As a qualified acceptance is so far a

disregard of the drawer's order, the holder Is not obliged to take

it ;
and if he chooses to take it he must give notice to antecedent

parties, acting at his own risk if they dissent (§§19 and 44). The

drawer and indorsers of a bill are in the nature of sureties. They

engage that the bill shall be duly accepted and paid according

to its tenor, and that if it is dishonoured by non-acceptance or

non-payment, as the case may be, they will compensate the

holder provided that the requisite proceedings on dishonour are

duly taken. Any indorser who is compelled to pay the bill has

the like remedy as the holder aghinst any antecedent party (§ 55).

A person who is not the holder of a bill, but who backs it witii his

signature, thereby incurs the liability of an indorser to a holder

in due course (§ 56). An indorser may by express term ei^er

restrict or cluirge his ordinary liability as stated above. Prima

facie every signature to a bill is presumed to have been given for

valuable consideration. But sometimes this is not the case.

For friendship, or other reasons, a man may be willing to lend

his name and credit to another in a bill transaction. Hence arise

what are called accommodation bills. Ordinarily the acceptor

gives his acceptance to accommodate the drawer. But occasion-

ally both drawer and acceptor sign to accommodate the payee,

or even a jjerson who is not a party to the bill at all. The

criterion of an accommodation bill is the' fact that the principal

debtor according to the instrument has lent his name and is in

substance a surety for some one else. The holder for value of an

accommodation bill may enforce it exactly as if it was an ordinary

bill, for that is the presumable Intention of the parties. But if

the bill is dishonoured the law takes cognizance of the true

relations of the parties, and many of the rules relating to principal

and surety come into play. Suppose a bill is accepted for the

accommodation of the drawer. It is the drawer’s duty to provide

the acceptor with funds to meet the bill at maturity. If he fails

to do so, he cannot rely on the defence that the bill was not duly

presented for payment or that he did not receive due notice

of dishonour. If the holder, with notice of the real state of the

facts, agrees to give time to the drawer to pay, he may thereby

discliarge the acceptor.

Holder in due Course,—The holder of a bill has special rights

and special duties. He is the mercantile owner of the bill, but

in order to establish his ownership he must show a mercantile

title. The bill must be negotiated to him, that is to say, it must
be transferred to him according to the forms prescribed by
mercantile law. If the bill is payable to order, he mustnot only
get possession of the bill, but he must also obtain the indorse-

ment of the previous holder. If the bill is payable to bearer it

is transferable by mere delivery. A bill is payable to bearer

which is expressed to be so payable, or on which the only or

last indorsement is an indorsement in blank. If a man lawfully

obtains possession of a bill payable to order without the necessary

indorsement, he may obtain some common law rights in reepect
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of it, blit he is not the mercantile owner, and he is not technically

the holder or bearer. But to get the full advantages of mer-

cantile ownership the holder must be a “ holder in due course
”

—that is to say, he must satisfy three business conditions.

First, he must have given value, or claim through some holder

who has given value. Secondly, when he takes the bill, it must
be regular on the face of it. In particular, the bill must not be

overdue or known to be dishonoured. An overdue bill, or a bill

which has been dishonoured, is still negotiable, but in a restricted

sense. The transferee cannot acquire a better title than the

party from whom he took it had (§ 36). Thirdly, he must take

the bill honestly and without notice of any defect in the title

of the transferor, -as, for instance, that the bill or acceptance

had been obtained by fraud, or threats or for an illegal con-

sideration. Tf he satisfies these conditions he obtains an in-

defeasible title, and can enforce the bill against all parties

thereto. The act substitutes the expression “ holder in due

course ” for the somewhat cumbrous older expression “ bona

fide holder for value without notice.” 'I'hc statutory term has

the advantage of being positive instead of negative. The
French equivalent “ tiers porteur de bonne foi ” is expressive.

Forgery, of course, stands on a different footing from a mere
defect of title. A forged signature, as a general rule, is a nullity.

A person who claims through a forged signature has no title

himself, and cannot give a title to any one else (§ 24). Two
exceptions to this general rule require to be noted. First, a

banker who in the ordinary course of business pays a demand
draft held under a forged indorsement is protected (§ 60).

Secondly, if a bill be issued with material blanks in it, any per-

son in possession of it has prima facie authority to fill them up,

and if the instrument when complete gets into the hands of a

holder in due course the presumption becomes absolute. As
between the immediate parties the transaction may amount to

forgery, but the bolder in due course is protected (§ 20).

Dishonour.—The holder of a bill has special duties which he

must fulfil in order to preserve his rights against the drawers

and indorsers. They are not absolute duties ; they are duties

to use reasonable diligence. When a bill is payable after sight,

presentment for acceptance is necessary in order to fix the

maturity of the bill. Accordingly the bill must be presented

for acceptance within a reasonable time. When a bill is payable

on demand it must be pre.sented for payment within a reasonable

time. When it is payable at a future time it must be presented

on the day that it is due. If the bill is dishonoured the holder

must notify promptly the fact of dishonour to any drawer and
indorser he wishes to charge. Tf, for example, the holder only

gives notice of dishonour to the last indorser, he could not sue

the drawer unless the last indorser or some other party liable

has duly sent notice to the drawer. When a foreign bill is

dishonoured the holder must cause it to be protested by a

notary public. The bill must be noted for protest on the day
of its dishonour. If this be duly done, the protest, i.e, the formal

notarial certificate attesting the dishonour, can be drawn up at

any time as of the date of the noting. A dishonoured inland bill

may be noted, and the holder can recover the expenses of noting,

but no legal consequences attach thereto. In practice, however,

noting is usually accepted as showing that a bill has been duly

presented and has been dishonoured. Sometimes the drawer

or indorser has reason to expect that the bill may be dishonoured

by the drawee. In that case he may insert the name of a
“ referee in case of need.” But whether he does so or not, when
a bill has been duly noted for protest, any person may, with

the consent of the holder, inteiyene for the honour of any party

liable on the bill. If the bill has been dishonoured by non-

acceptance it may be accepted for honour supra protest.^'

If it has been dishonoured by non-payment it may be paid

supra protest. Wh6n a bill is thus paid and the proper formalities

are complied with, the person who pays becomes invested with

the rights and duties of the holder so far as regards the party

for whose honour he has paid the bill, and all parties antecedent

to him (§§ 65 to 68).

Discharge.—^Normally a bill is discharged by payment in due

course, tRat is to say, by payfbent by the drawee or acceptor

to the holder at or after maturity.
,
But it may also be dis-

charged in other ways, as for example by coincidence of right

and liability (§ 61), voluntary renunciation (§ 62), cancellation

(§ 63), or material alteration (§ 64).

Conflict of Laws .—A bill of exchange is the most cosmo-
politan of all contracts. It may be drawn in one country,

payable in another, and indorsed on its journey to its destination

in two or three more. The laws of all these countries may differ.

Provision for this conflict of laws is made by § 72, which lays

down rules for determining by what law the rights and duties

of the various parties arc to be measured and regulated. Speak-

ing broadly, tliese rules follow the maxim Locus regit actum.

A man must be expected to know and follow the law of the place

where he conducts his business, but no man can be expected to

know the laws of every country through which a bill may travel.

For safety of transmission from country to country bills are

often made out in sets. The set usually consists of three counter-

parts, each part being numbered and containing a reference to

the othei parts. I’hc whole set then constitutes one bill, and
the drawee must be careful only to accept one part, otherwise

if different accepted parts get into the hands of different holders,

he may be liable to pay the bill twice (§ yj). Foreign biPs

circulating through different countries have given rise to many
intricate questions of law But the subject is perhaps one of

diminishing importance, as in many trades the system of “ cable

transfers ” is superseding the use of bills of exchange.

A cheque “ is a bill of exchange drawn on a banker payable

on demand ”
(§ 73). For the most part the rules of law applic-

able to bills payable on demand apply in their entirety

to cheques. Bui there are certain peculiar rules

relating to the latter which arise from the fact that the relation-

ship of banker and customer subsists between the drawer and

drawee of a cheque. For example, when a person has an

account at a bank he is, as an inference of law, entitled to draw
on it by means of c}iec|ucs. A right to overdraw, can, of course,

only arise from agreement. The drawer of a cheque is not

absolutely discharged by the holder's omission to present it

for payment within a reasonable time. Hr is only discharged

to the extent of any actual damage he may have suffered through

the delay (§ 74). Apart from anv question of delay, a banker's

authority to pay his customer’s cheques is determined by
countermand of payment or by notice of the customer’s death

(§ 75)' recent years the use of cheques has enormously

increa.sed, and they have now become the normal machinery by

which all but the smallest debts are discharged. To guard

against fraud, and to facilitate the safe transmission of cheques

by post, a system of crossing has been devised which makes
crossed cheques payable only through certain channels. The
first act which gave legislative recognition to the practice of

cros.sing was the 19 and 20 Viet. c. 95. That act was amended
in 1858, and a consolidating and amending act was pas.sed in

1876. The act of 1876 is now repealed, and its provisions are

re-enacted with slight modifications by §§ 76 to 82 of the Bills

of Exchange Act 1883. A cheque may be crossed either “ gener-

ally ” or “ specially.” A cheque is crossed generally by drawing

across it two parallel lines and writing between them* the words
“ & Co.” When a cheque is crossed generally it cannot be paid

over the counter. It must be presented for payment by a

banker. A cheque is crossed specially by adding the name
of the banker, and then it can only be presented through that

particular banker. A cheque, whether crossed generally or

specially, may further be crossed with the words ''not

negotiable.” A cheque crossed “ not negotiable ” is still

transferable, but its negotiable quality is restricted. It is

put on pretty much the same footing as an overdue bill. The

person who takes it does not get, and cannot give a better title

to it, than that which the person from whom he took it had'

These provisions are supplemented by provisions for the pro-

tection of paying and collecting bankers who act in good faith

and without negligence. Suppose that a cheque payable to

bearer, which is crossed generally and with the words “ not
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negotiable,” is stolen. The tfiief then gets a tradesman to

cash it for him, and the tradesman gets the cheque paid on
presentment through his* banker. The banker who pays and
the banker who receives the money for the tradesman are pro-

tected, but the tradesman would be liable to refund the money
to the true owner. Again, assuming payment of the cheque
to have been stopped, the tradesman could not maintain an
action against the drawer.

A promissory note is defined by section 83 of the act to be
an “unconditional promise in writing made by one person to

another, signed by the maker, engaging to pay on
demand, or at a fixed or determinable future time,

a sum certain in money to or to the order of a specified

person or to bearer.” A promissory note may be made by two
or more makers, and they may be liable either jointly, or jointly

and severally, according to its tenor (§ 85). Kor the most part,

rules of law applicable to a bill of excliange apply also to a
promissory note, but they require adaptation. A note differs

from a bill in this : it is a direct promise to pay, and not an
order to pay. When it issues it bears on it the engagement
of the principal debtor who is primarily liable thereon. The
formula for applying to notes the rules as to bills is that “ the

maker of a note shall be deemed to correspond with the acceptor
of a bill, and the first indorser of a note shall be deemed to

correspond with the drawer of a bill payable to drawer’s order
”

(§ 89). Rules relating to presentment for acceptance, accept-

ance, acceptance Siufira protest, and bills in a set, have no
application to a note. Morc'ovcr, when a foreign note is dis-

honoured it is not necessary, for English purposes, to protest it.

All promissory notes arc, under the Stamp Act 1891, subject to

an ad valorem stamp duty. Inland notes must be on impressed
stamp jiaper. Foreign notes arc stamped with adhesive stamps.

For ordinary legal purposes a bank note may be regarded as a
promissory note made by a banker payable to bearer on demand.
It is, however, subject to special stamp regulations. It is not
discharged by payment, but may be re-issuod again and again.

In the interests of the currency the issue of bank notes is subject

to various statutory restrictions. A bank, other than the Bank
of England, ma)* not issue notes in England unless it had a
lawful note issue in 1844. On the other hand, Bank of England
notes are legal tender except by the bank itself.

In fundainental principles there is general agreement between
the laws of all commercial nations regarding negotiable in-

Forei B
J^jstice Story, the great American

lawyer, says :
“ The law respecting negotiable in-

struments may be truly declared, in the language of

Cicero, to be in a great measure not the law of a .single country*

only, but of the whole commercial world. Nov erit lex alia

Romae, alia Aihenis, alia nunc alia posthac, sed el apud oriines

geiites et omni tempore
^
una eadefnqtte lex obiinehit ” {Swift v.

Tysov, 16 Peters i). But in matters of detail each nation
has impressed its individuality on its own .system. Tlie English
law has been summarized above. Perhaps its special character-

istics may be best brought out by comparing it with the French
code and noting some .salient divergences. English law has
been developed gradually by judicial decision founded on trade
custom. French law was codified in the 17th century by the
“ Ordonnance de 1673.” The existing “ Code de Commerce ”

amplifies but substantially adopts the provisions of the “ Ordon-
nance.” The growth of French law was thus arrested at an
early period of its development. The result is instructive.

A reference to Marips’ treatise on bills of exchange, published
about 1670, or Beawes’ Lex Mercatoriaj published about 1740,
shows that the law, or rather the practice, as to bills of ex-

change was even then fairly well defined. Comparing the

practice of that time with the law as it now stands, it will be

seen that it has been modified in some important re.spects.

For the most part, where English law differs from French law,

the latter is in strict accordance with the rules laid down by
Beawes. The fact is that, when Beawes wrote, the law or

practice of both nations on this subject was nearly uniform.

But English law has gone on growing while French law has stood
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Still. A bill of exchange in its origin was an instrument by
which a trade debt due in one ^ace was transferred to another
place. This theory French law rigidly keeps in view. In Eng-
land bills have developed into a paper currency of perfect

flexibility. In France a bill represents a trade transaction ;

in England it is merely an instrument of credit. English law
affords full play to the system of accommodation paper ;

French
law endeavours to stamp it out. A comparison of some of the

main points of difference between English and French law will

show how the two theories work. In England it i.s no longer

necessary to express on a bill that value has been given for it,

for the law raises a presumption to that effect. In France
the nature of the consideration must be stated, and a false

statement of value avoids the bill in the hands of all parties

with notice. In England a bill may be drawn and payable in the

same place. In France the place wdiere a bill is drawn should

be so far distant from the pdace where it is payable that there

may be a possible rate of exchange between the two. This so-

called rule of distantia loci i.s .said to be disregjfrded now in practice,

but the code is unaltered. As French lawyers put it, a bill of

exchange neces.sarily presupposes a contract of exchange. In

England since 1765 a bill may be drawn payable to bearer,

though formerly it was otherwise. In France it must be payable
to order ; if it were not .so it is clear that the rule requiring the

consideration to be truly stated would be a nullity. In England
a bill originally payable to order becomes payable to bearer

when indorsed in blank. In France an indor.sement in blank
merely operates as a procuration. An indorsement, to operate

as a negotiation, must be to order, and must state the considera-

tion
;

in short, it must conform to the conditions of an original

draft. In ICngland, if a bill is dishonoured by non-acceptance,

a right of action at once accrues to the holder. In France no
cause of action arises unless the bill is again dishonoured at

maturity
;
the holder in the meantime is only entitled to demand

security from the drawer and indorsers. In England a sharp
distinction is drawn between current and overdue bills. In

France no such distinction is drawm. In England no protest

is required in the case of the dishonour of an inland bill, notice

of di.shonour lacing sufficient. In France ever)* dishonoured
bill must be protested. Opinions may differ whether the English

or the French .system is better calculated to serve sound commerce
and promote a healthy commercial morality. But an argument
in favour of the English system may be cierived from the fact

that as the various continental codes are from time to lime
revised and rc-enacted, they tend to de?J)art from the French
model and to approximate to the English rule. The effect

upon English law of its codification has yet to b^ proved. A
common objection to codification in England is that it deprives

the law of its elastic character. But when principles are once

settled common law has ver\^ little elasticity. On the other

hand no code is final. Modern parliaments legislate very* freely,

and it is a much simpler task to alter statute law' than to alter

common law. Moreover, legislation is cheaper than litigation.

One consequence of the codification of the English law relating

to bills is clear gain. Nearly all the British colonies have

adopted the act, and where countries are so closely connected

as England and her colonic.s, it is an obvious advantage that

their mercantile tran.sactions should be governed by one and the

same law expressed in the same words.

The ordinary text-books on the law of bills of exchange are con-
stantly re-edited and brought up to date. The following among
others may be consulted :—Byles, Rills of Lxchange

;

Chalmers,
Bills of Exchange ; Daniel, Law of Negotiable Instruments (United
States)

;
Nouguier, Des lettres de change et des effets de commerce

(France); Thorbum, Bills of Exenange Act iSSx (Scotland!
;
Story,

Bills of Exchange (United States)
;

Hodgins, Bills of Exchange Act

j8<P (Canada). (M. D. Ch.)

BILL OF RIGHTS, an important statute in English constitu-

tional history. On the 13th of February 1689 the Declaration

of Right, a document drawn up by a committee of the commons,
and embodying the fundamental principles of the constitution,

was delivered by the lords and commons to the prince and
princess of Orange, afterwards William III. and Usity^ In
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December 1689 the rights claimed by the declaration were

enacted with some alterations^by the Bill of Rights, next to

Magna Carta the greatest landmark in the constitutional history

of England and the nearest approach to the written constitutions

of other countries. 'J'hc act (the full name of which is An Act

declaring the Rights and Liberties of the Subject, and settling

the Succession of the Crown), after reciting the unconstitutional

proceedings of James IL, the abdication of that king, the con-

sequent vacancy of the crown, and the summons of the convention

parliament, declared, on the part of the lords and commons, “ for

the vindicating and asserting their ancient rights and liberties
' ’

—

“ (1) That the pretended power of suspending of laws or the
execution of laws by regal aulborily without consent of parliament
is illegal, (z) That the pretended power of dispensing with laws or

the execution of laws bv regal authority, as it hath been assumed
and exercised of late, is ill?*gai. (3) That the commission for erecting

the late court of commi ^loners for ecclesiastical causes, and all other
commissions and courts wof like nature, are illegal and pernicious.

(4) That levying money for or to the use of the crown, by jiretcnce

of prerogative, without grant of parliament, for longer time or in

other manner than tTie same is or shall be granted, is illegal. {5)

That it is the right ot the subjects to petition the king, and all com-
mitments and prosecutions for sucli petitioniug are illegal. (6) That
the raising or keeping a standing army within the kingdom in

time of peace, unless it be with consent of jnirliament, is against
law. (7) That the subjects which are Protestants may have arms
for their deience suitable to their conditions, and as allowed by law.

(8) That elections of members of parliament ought to be free. (9)

That the freedom of speech, and debates or proceedings in parlia-

ment, ought not to be imm'acht'd or questioned in any court or place
out of parliament. (10) That excessive bail ought not to be required,

nor excessive lines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments
inflicted, (i i) That

j
urors ought to be duly iiripanelled and returned,

and jurors which jiass upon men 111 trials fur high treason ought to
be freeholders. (12) That all grants and promises of fines and for-

feitures of particular persons before conviction are illegal and void.

(13) And that for redress of all j^rievances, and for the amending,
strengthening and preserving oi the laws, parliament ought to be held

frocpiently. And they do claim, demand and insist upon all and
singular the premises, as their undoubted rights and liberties.'*

The further provisions of the act wore concerned with the

settlement of the crown upon the prince and princess of Orange,

with the exception of § 12, which negatived the right of dis-

pensation by non obstante ' to or of any statute or any part

thereof, unless a dispen.sation be allowed in the statute itself or

by bill or bills to be passed during the then session of parliament.

It is to be noticed that the Declaration of Right and the Bill

of Rights introduced no now' principle into the English constitu-

tion
;

it was merely a declaration of tlic law as it stood. In the

United States, the main provisions of the Bill of Rights, so far

as they arc applicable, have been adopted both in the constitution

of the United Stales and in the state constitutions.

BILL OF (SALE, in its original sense, a legal document assign-

ing personal property
, and still p.scd in connexion with the trans-

ference of property in ships. The term has come to be applied

to mortgages as well as to sales, and the expression bill of

sale ” may now be understood to signify generally a document
evidencing a sale or mortgage of personal chattels, unaccompanied
by an actual transfer of possession to the purchaser or mortgagor.

The first English legislation on the subject was the Bills of Sale

Act 1854, which, after reciting that “ frauds were frequently

committed upon creditors by secret bills of sale of personal

chattels, whereby persons are enabled to keep up the appearance

of being in good circumstances and possessed of property, and
the grantees or holders of such bills of sale have the power of

taking possession of the property of such person to the exclusion

of the rest of tlieir creditors,” provided that all bills of sale, as

defined in the act, should be void against execution creditors

unless registered. This act wsis amended by the Bills of Sale

Act 1866. These acts were repealed and a new act passed, the

Bills of Sale Act 1878, which, in the main, followed the lines of

the act of 1854. The scope of this legislation was very much
widened by the Bills of Sale Act (1878) Amendment Act 1882,

which was intended primarily to prevent needy persons being

entrapped into signing compHcated documents which they might
^ Non obstante (notwithstaading) means a licence from the crown

to do that which could not be lawfully done without it.

often be unable to comprehend^and so being subjected by their

creditors to the enforcement of harsh and unreasonable pro-

visions” {Manchester &c, Ry. Co, v. N.C, Wagon Co,, 1888,

13 App. Ca. 554). The law is now regulated by these two acts,

together with the Bills of Sale Acts of 1890 and 1891, which
effected further small amendments by excluding from the

operation of the principal acts instruments hypothecating,

charging or declaring trusts on imported goods, during the

interval between their unloading from a ship and their deposit

in a warehouse, or re-shipping.

Under the acts of 1878 and 1882 bills of sale are of two kinds,

i,e, absolute bills of sale (where chattels are sold absolutely to a
purchaser), and bills of sale by way of security for the payment

of money. The Bills of Sale Act 1878 governs both kinds and is

the only act which applies to absolute bills. Bills of sale given

by way of security for the payment of money on or after the

ist of Novembr 1882 are governed by the act of 1882, which,

however, does not apply to absolute bills. Section 4 of the act

of 1878 defines a bill of sale as (1) including bills of sale, assign-

ments, transfers, declarations of trust without transfer, inven-

tories of goods with receipt thereto attached, or receipts for

purchase moneys of goods tind other assurances of personal

chattels ; the term assurance has been best explained as a
document ” on which the title of the transferee of the goods

depends, either as the actual transfer of the property, or an
agreement to transfer,'’ Marsden v. Meadows, x88i, 7 Q.B.D.

80; (2) powers of attorney, authorities or licences to take

possession of personal chattels as secuiity for any debt
;

these

words would not include a power of distress f(w rent in an ordinary

lease or bona fide hiring or hire purchase agreements
; (3) any

agreement, whetherintended or not to be followed by the execution

of any other instrument, by which a right in equity to any
personal chattels, or to any charge or security thereon, shall be

conferred
; (4) any mode of disposition of trad(‘ machinery and

attornments and other instruments giving powers of distre.s.s

to secure a debt or advance. On the other hand, certain assur-

ances and instruments are expressly exempt by statute from the

definition : marriage settlements, assignments of ships, assign-

ments for the benefit of creditors, bills of lading and dock
warrants, and by the act of 1882, debentures and debenture

stock of a company. The expression ” personal chattels ” is

defined as goods, furniture and other articles capable of complete

transfer by deliver}’, and (when separately assigned or charged)

fixtures and growing crops.

Absolute Bills,—Absolute bills of sale must be duly attested by
a solicitor, tind the attestation must state that before execution
the ellect of it was explained to the grantor by the attestmg solicitor.

The consideration must be truly stated. The bill of sale, and all

.schedules and inventories annexed to or referred to in the bill, and
also a true copy of the bill and of every schedule and inventory
and of every attestation, together with an affidavit stating the time
of making or giving the bill, its due execution and attestation and
tJic re.sidence and occupation of the grantor, and every attesting
witness, must he presented to, and the copies fllcd by, tile registrar

within seven clear days. In the case of absolute bills the effect of
non-compliance does not affect the validity of the bill as between
the parlies to it. but makes it void as against the trustee in bank-
ru])tcy and execution creditors of the grantor.

Bills by Way of Security, —All bills of sale givem by way of security
for the repayment of money must be made in accordance with the
form given in the schedule to the act of 1882, and they must not
depart from the statutory form in anything which is not merely a
matter of verbal difference. The form given in the schedule to the
act is as follows :

—
This Indenture made the day of between A. B.

of of the one part and C. D. of
of the other part, witnesaeth that in consideration of the sum
of / now paid to A. B. by C. D., the receipt of which the said
A. B. hereby acknowledges, he the said A. B. doth hereby as.sign

unto C. D. his executors, administrators and assigns all and singular
the several chattels and things specifically described in the schedule
hereto annexed by way of security for the payment of the sum of

I and interest thereon at the rate of % per annum. And
the said A. B. doth furtlier agree and declare that he will duly pay
to the said C. D. the principal sum aforesaid together with tlie interest
then due, by equal payments of £ on the of

And the said A. B. doth also agree with the said C. D.
that he will {here insert terms as to insurance, payment of rent, 6‘C.*
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which the parties tnay •agree to far fthe maintenance or defeasance of
the security). Provided always tliat tlie chattels hereby assigned
shall not be liable to seizure or to be taken possession of by the said
C.l). for any cause other than those specified in § 7 of the Bills ol

Sale Act (187s) Amendment Act 1882.
In witness, &c.
Signed and sealed by the said A. B. in the presence of me E. F.

{add witness's name, address and description).

Non-compliance with the requirement of the statute as to form
renders a bill of sale void even as between the parties. The bill of
sale must have annexed to it an inventory of lire chattels comprised
in it, and is void, except as against the grantor, in respect of any
ersonal chattels not specifically described. It must be duly attested

y one or more credible witnesses (not necessarily by a .solicitor,

as in the case of absolute bills). Every witness must sign his name
and add his address and description. It must be duly registered
witliin seven clear days after the execution thereof, or if it is executed
in any place out of England then within seven clear days after the
time at which it would in the ordinary course of post arrive in
England if posted immediately after the execution. It must truly
set forth the consideration. The grantor must be the true owner
of the goods described in the schedule ; as to any personal chattels
of which he is not the true owner, the bill is void, except as against
the grantor. Every bill of sale made or given in consideration ol any
sum under ^^30 is void. By § 7 of the act personal chattels shall only
be liable to be seized or taken possession of in the following ca.ses :

—

(1) If the grantor make default in payment of the debt or in the
performance of any covenant or agreement contained in the bill and
necessary for maintaining the security

; (2) if the grantor becomes
a bankrupt or suffers the goods to be distrained for rent, rales or
taxes

: (3) if the grantor fraudulently removes the goods from the
premises

; {4) if the grantor does not, without reasonable excuse,
upon demand in writing by the grantee, produce to him his last
receipts for ri*n1. rates or luxes; (5) it execution is levied against
the goods of the grantor under any judgment. By § 13 personal
chattels seized or taken possession of under a bill must not Iw re-
moved or sold until after the expiration of five clear days from the
date of seizure, and. it the goods have been wrongly seized, the
grantor may within the five day.s apply to the High Court or a judge
in chambers for an ord('r to restiain the grantee from removing or
selling the goods. The Bills of Sale Acts 1878 and 1882 do not apply
to Scotland or lieland. According to Scots law no security or charge
can be created over moveable property without delivery of poswessioh.
The Irish statutes corresponding to the English acts are the Bills
of Sal<‘ (Ireland) Act i87<) and the Amendment Act 1883.
The stamp duties payable on an absolute bill of sale are 2s. 6d.

on every £1^ secured up to ;^3oo
;
over /,3oo, 5s. on every £50. On

bills of sale by way of security, is. 3d. lor every £50 up to ;^300
secured; over lyio, 2s. 6d. for every /loo. The fees payable on
filing a bill of sale are, 5s. where the consideration (incluciing further
advances) does not exceed £100 ; above ;^ioo and not exceeding
£200, 10s,

;
above /zoo, £1.

The various trade protection papers always publish the registra-
tion of a bill of Sale, and the usual elTect is, uicrcfore, to di*stroy
the credit of any pt?rRon giving one. (T. A. I.)

BILLROTH, ALBERT CHRISTIAN THEODOR (1829-1894),
Viennese surgeon, was burn on the 26th of April 1829 at Bergen,
on the i.sland of Riigen, his family being of Swedish origin. He
studied at the universities of Greifswald, Gottingen and Berlin,

and after taking his doctor’s degree at the last in 1852, started
on an educational tour, in the course of which he visited the
mcdicuil schools of Vienna, Prague, Paris, Edinburgh and London.
On his return to Berlin he acted as assistant to B. R, K.
Langcnbcck from 1853 to 1860,and thenaccepted the professorship
of surgery at Zurich. In 1867 he was invited to fill the same
position at Vienna, and in that city the remainder of his pro-
fessional life was spent. In 1887 he received the distinction,

rarely bestowed on members of his profession, of a seat in the
Austrian Ilerrnhaus, He died at Abbazia, on the Adriatic,

where he had a beautiful villa, on the 6th of February 1894.
Billroth was one of the most distinguished surgeons of his day.
His boldness as an operator was only equalled by his skill and
resourcefulness

;
no atcident or emergency could disturb his

coolness and presence of mind, and his ability to invent or carry
out any new procedure that might be demanded in tlie particular

case with which he was dealing, gained for him the appellation

of surjgeon of great initiatives.*' At the same time he was full

of consideration for the comfort and well-being of his patient,

and never forgot that he had before him a human being to be
relieved, not a mere ‘‘ case ** for the display of technical dexterity.

He was especially interested in military surgery, and during the
Franco-German War volunteered to serve in the hospitals of
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Mannheim and Weissenbuig. efforts did much to improve
the arrangernents for the transport and treatment of the wounded
in war, and in a famous speech on the War Budget in 1891, he
eloquently uiged the necessity for an improved ambulance
system, pointing out that the use of smokeless powder and the

greater precision otj^the arms of modem warfare must tend to

incr^se the number of men wounded, and that therefore more
efficient means must be provided for removing them from the
battlefield. Possessing a clear and graceful style, he was the
author of numerous papers and books on medical subjects

;
his

Allgemeine chirurgische Pathologie und Therapie (1863) ran
through many editions, and was translated into many languages.
He was of an exceedingly artistic disposition, and in particular

i;ms devoted to music. A good performer on the pianoforte and
violin, he was an intimate friend and admirer of Brahms, many
of whose compositions were privately performed at his house
before they were published. His work *on the physiology of

music {Wer ist tnusikalisch ?) was published after his death.
BILMA, or Kawar, an oasis in the heart of the Sahara desert,

some 60 m. long by 10 broad. The inhabitants are Tibbu and
Kanuri. The name Bilma is properly confined to the southern
part of this region, where is the chief settlement, called Bilma
or Garu. This place is 800 m. due S. of the town of Tripoli

and about 350 N. of the N.W. comer of Lake Chad. In the
vicinity are a number of lakes, the waters of which on evapora-
tion yield large quantities of very pure and fine salt, which is

the object of an extensive trade with the countries of Central
Africa. North of Jiilma is the town of Hirki, said to date from
the nth century. Near Bilma is a small circular oasis, kept
green by a fine spring, but immediately to the south begins the
most dreary part of the Saharan desert, over which the caravans
travel for fifteen days without discovering the slightest trace of

vegetable life. Gustav Nachtigal, who visited Bilma in 1870,
records that the temperature during the day rarely sank below
113° I^'ahr. By the Anglo-French Declaration of the 2ist of

March 1899 Bilma was included in the French sphere of influence

in West Africa. Turkey claimed the oasis as part of the hinter-

land of Tripoli and garrisoned Bilma in 1902. In 3906, however,
a French force from Zinder occupied the town, no opposition

being offered by the Ottoman authorities. In 1907 the oasis and
surrounding district was created a circle of the Military Territory

of the Niger (see Sahara).

BILNEY, THOMAS (d. 1531), English martyr, was bom at or

near Norwich. The exact date of his bii;th is uncertain, but
at all events it was not before 1495. He was educated at Trinity

Hall, Cambridge, graduating LL.B. and taking holy orders in

1519. Finding no satisfaction in the mechanical .S3«tem of the

schoolmen, he turned his attention to the edition of the New
Testament published by Erasmtis in 1516. “ Immediately,^^

he records, “ I felt a marvellous comfort and quietness.’* The
Scriptures now became his chief study, and his influence led

other young Cambridge men to think along the same lines.

Among his friends were Matthew Parker, the future archbishop
of Canterbury, and Hugh Latimer. Latimer, previously a
strenuous conservative, was completely won over, and a wann
friendship sprang up lietween him and Bilney. “ By his con-
fession,” said Latimer, “ I learned more than in twenty years
before.” In 1525 Bilney obtained a licence to preach through-
out the diocese of Ely. He denounced saint and relic worsiup,
together with pilgrimages to Walsingham and Canterbury, and
refused to accept the mediation of the saints. The diocesan
authorities raised no objection, for, despite his reforming views
in these directions, he was to the last perfectly orthodox on
the power of the pope, the sacrifice of the mass, the doctrine
of transubstantiation and the authority of the church. But
Wolsey took a different view. In 1526 he appears to have
summoned Bflney before him. On his taking an oath that he
did not hold and would not disseminate the doctrines of Luther,
Bilney was dismissed. But in the following year serious objection
was taken to a series of sermons preached by him in and near
London, and he was arrested and imprisoned in the Tower.
Arraigned before Wolsey, Warham, archbishop of Canterbury,
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and several bishops in the qjiaptcr-house at Westminster, he

was convicted of heresy, sentence being deferred while efforts

were made to induce him to recant, which eventually he did.

After being kept for more than a year in the Tower, he was

released in 1520, and went back to Cambridge. Here he was

overcome with remorse for his apostasy, and after two years

determined to preach again what he had held to be the truth.

The churches being no longer open to him, he preached openly

in the fields, finally arriving in Norwich, where the bishop,

Richard Nix, caused him to be arrested. Articles were drawn

up against him by ( 'onvocation, he was tried, degraded from

his orders and handed over to the civil authorities to be burned.

The sentence was carried out in London on the 19th of August

1 531. A parliamentary inquiry was threatened into this case, not

because parliament approved of Bilney’s doctrine but because it

was alleged that Bilney’s execution had been obtained by the eccle-

siastics without the pi'oper authorization by the state. In 1534
Bishop Nix was condemned on this charge to the confiscation of

his property. The*significance of Bilney's execution lies in the

fact that on essential points he was an orthodox Roman Catholic.

See Letters and Papers oj Henry VIIT. vols. iv.-v. ;
Foxe's Acts

and Monuments-, Gairdner’s HisU^ry of the Church-, Pollard's

Henry VIII. (A. F. P.)

BILOXI, a city of Harrison county, Mississippi, U.S.A., in

the south part of the state, on Biloxi Bay, a brancli of the

Mississippi Sound, which is a part of the Gulf of Mexico. By
rail it is 80 m N.E. of New Orleans and 61 m. S.F. of Mobile,

Alabama. Pop. (1880) 1540; (1890) 3234; (igoo) 5467 (949
being negroes and 455 forcign-bom)

; (1910) 7988. The city

is served by a branch of the Louisville & Nashville railway,

and by an electric railway extending to Bay St Louis, through

Gulfport (pop. in 1900, 1060), about 13 m. S.W., the port of entry

of the Pearl River customs district, whose exports, chiefly

timber, lumber, naval stores and charcoal, were valued at

$8,392,271 in j 907. Biloxi is both a summer and a winter resort,

particularly for the people of New Orleans and Mobile, and has

a fine beach, extending for about 12 m. around its peninsula,

and bordered by an automobile drive
;
along the beach arc some

attractive residences, hotels and boarding houses, and several

sanatoriums. The city’s principal industries are the canning

of oysters, shrimp, fish, figs and vegetables, and the manufacture

of fertilizers and flour. A beautiful thin faience with remarkable

metallic glazes is made here. The municipality owns the water-

works, the water being obtained from artesian wells. Pierre

le Moyne d’Iberville (1661-1706) in 1699 built Fort Maurepas
across the bay from the present city ; and the settlement there,

called Biloxi after the Biloxi Indians, was the first to be estab-

lished by the French in this region. In 1702 this post, known
as Old &loxi, was abandoned, and the seat of government was
removed to the Mobile river. In 1712 a settlement was made
on the present site, being the first permanent settlement within

what is now the state of Mississippi. Many of the early settlers

were French Canadians, who came down the Mississippi to join

the new colony. Biloxi was again the capital from 1719 until

1722. It was incorporated as a village in 1872, and was chartered

as a city in 1896.

BILSTON^ a market town of Staffordshire, England, 2} m.

S.E. of Wolverhampton and 124 N.W. of London, in the Black

Country. Pop. of urban district (1901) 24,034. It is served

by the Great Western railway, and by the London & North-

Western at Ettingshall Road station. In the vicinity are very

productive mines of coal and ironstone, as well as sand of fine

quality for casting, and grinding-stones for cutlers. Bilston

contains numerous furnaces,** forges, rolling and slitting mills

for the preparation of iron, and a great variety of factories

for japanned and painted goods, brass-work and heavy iron

goods. Though retaining no relics of antiquity, the town is

very ancient, appearing in Domesday. The parish church of

St Leonard, dating as it stands mainly from 1827, is on the site

of a building of the 13th century. Bilston suffered severely

from an outbreak of cholera in 1832. The town is within the

parliamentary borough of Wolverhampton.

BILTBNG, a South African Butch word (Irom bil^ buttock, and

iongj tongue), for sun-dried strips of antelope or buffalo meat.

BIMANA (Lat. two-handed ”), a word first used by the

naturalist Johann Friedrich Blumenbach to distinguish the

order of man from Quadrumana or other mammals. The term

was popularized by Cuvier, and the majority of writers followed

him in its adoption. In 1863, however, Huxley in hjs Man's
Place in Nature demonstrated that the higher apes might fairly

be included in Bimana. Again and again it has been proved that

the human great toe can be by constant practice used as a thumb

;

artists exist who have painted pictures grasping the brush with

their toes, and violinists have been known:.to play their instru-

ments in the same manner. Among many savage races there is

developed a remarkable power of foot-grasp, which in a lesser

degree is often so noticeable among sailors. Haeckel calls atten^

tion to the fact that a baby can hold a spoon with the big-toe as

with a thumb. Man, in a word, is potentially quadrumanous.

BIMETALLISM, I’he very general employment of both gold

and silver for currency purposes (see Money) has given rise to

serious practical difficulties which have in turn led to keen

theoretical discussion as to the proper remedies to be employed.

Though every arrangement under which two metals form the

money of a region may be described as “ bimetallism,” the

term—as often happens in economics—has received a specialized

meaning. It denotes a system under which the two metals are

freely received by the mint and are equally available as legal

tender. The last clause implies the establishment of a definite

ratio in value between the two metals (e.g. 1 oz. of gold =- J5J oz.

of silver) so that the title “ rated bimeUillisni ” may be given

lo it, in contradistinction to the “ unrated bimetallism ” which

exists wherever two metals circulate together, but have their

relative values determined, not by law, but by “ the higgling

of tlie market.” Further, the inventor of the term - - H. Cernuschi

in 1869—regarded it as properly applicable to an international

arrangement by which a numl^er of statc.s agree to adopt the

same ratio, rather than to the use of the two metals by a single

country, which may be described as national bimetallism. 1 ntcr-

national bimetallism is at all events the form which has attracted

attention in recent times, and it is certainly the most important.

Regarded from the historical point of view it appears that the

failure of separate countries to maintain the two metals in

circulation was the cause which produced the idea of bimetallism

as an international system. We find first the upholders of a

national double standard, as in France and the United States,

and these arc followed by the advocates of bimetallism set up
by a combination of countries. ITic theoretical considerations

which underlie the controversy between the supporters and the

opponents of bimetallism find their appropriate place in the

article Money, as does also the earlier histor}" of the double

standard. The circumstances that have led to the prominence of

the bimetallic question and the principal events that have marked
the course of the movement form the subject of this article.

In the earlier years of the 19th century, when the monetary
disturbances that resulted from the Revolutionary wars had
ceased, we find France (1803) and the United States (1792) with

the double standard legally established. England, on the other

hand, had in 1816 accepted by law the gold standard, which had
come into use in the 18th century. Silver formed the currency

of the other European countries. The great discoveries of gold

in California (1848) and Australia (1851) brought about the

displacement of silver by gold in France, and the continuance

of gold as the principal currency metal in the United States,

where by the law of 1834 it had been somewhat over-rated (i : 16),

as compared with the ratio adopted in France (i : 15^), and had
therefore expelled most of the silver previously in circulation.

Between 1848 and i860 over £100,000,000 of gold was coined

in France, while an equivalent amount of silver was exported,

principally to the East.

At this time the weight of economic and official opinion was
very decidedly in favour of the single gold standard as the best

system. In 1865 the Latin Union was established, in which the

French currency system was adopted and was followed by the
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international conferehce of i867*in Paris (see Monetary Con-
ferences), when gold was unanimously accepted as the standard
for the proposed international system to be produced by co-

ordinating the various currencies with that of the Latin Union.
A series of political and economic events speedily changed

this situation. Tlie Franco-German War ( 1870-7 x) deposed
Prance from her leading position, and led to the establishment

of a German gold currency with a different unit from the franc,

accompanied by the demonetization of the silver currencies

previously in use ’in the German states. The United States,

whtire an inconvertible paper currency had been introduced

during the Civil War, formally established the gold dollar as the

standard coin (1873) and arranged for a return to specie payments

(1878). At this time, too, the great production of gold which
had marked the period 1850-1870 diminished, while very

productive silver mines were discovered in the Pacific states of

America. As a result of these combined influences the gold

price of silver, which had risen n little during the height of the

gold discoveries, began to fall rapidly, and the reverse process

to that by which France had in the 'fifties acquired a gold currency

came into operation. Silver, in accordance with GreshanCs Law,
was imported and offered for coinage. To obviate this the

policy of limiting the coinage of silver (the Limping Standard)

was adopted by the Latin Union. A further fall in the gold

price of silver naturally resulted, and this made the position of

Eastern trade and the finances of the Indian government in-

secure. American silver producers, and the German government,
as holders of a large mass of demonetized silver, were also

sufferers by the depreciation. The effect on public and official

opinion was shown by the English parliamenttiry committee
on the depreciation of silver (1876), the American .silver com-
mission of the same year, and the appearance of many works
on the subject, most of tliem advocating the double standard.

On the initiative of the United States an international monetary
conference met in J*aris in 1878, but though the necc.ssity of

keeping a place for silver in the money of the world was recog-

nized, the propo.sal to adopt the double standard for general use

was reject^ by the European states. By the Bland-Allison Act
(Feb. 1878) the United States had provided for the coinage of a
certain amount of silver per month as a mode of keeping up the

price of the metal, which notwithstanding fell to 48 pence per oz.

in 1879. The prolonged depression of trade in America and
Germany was attributed to the scarcity of money, due to what
was described as “ the outlawry of silver.” By the joint action

of France and the United States a fresh monetary conference

was held ih Paris in 1881, where the advocates of bimetallism

were very strongly represented. After prolonged discussion no
conclusion was reached, in consequence of the refusal of England
and Germany to abandon the gold standard. Though an
adjournment to the following year was resolved on, the conference

did not reassemble, and the bimetallic movement took the form

of agitation, carried on in each country. The English inquiry

into the depression of trade (1885-1886) drew from the commis-

sion a recommendation for a fresh commission to investigate the

relation of gold and silver. This latter body, appointed in 1886,

obtained a great body of important evidence, and in 1888 closed

its work by a report in which the views of the two sections of the

commission were separately presented. Six members supported

the existing gold standard and six were in favour of the bimetallic

system. This inconclusive result was soon followed in the

United States by the Sherman Act (1890), providing for a larger

monthly coinage of silyer. A temporary nse in the price of the

metal was followed by a further fall, making the situation still

more critical. A new monetary conference was summoned by

the United States and met in Brussels in November 1892. To

modify opposition the “desirability of increasing the use of

silver ” was the resolution proposed ;
the actual method being

left open. This conference also proved abortive and adjourned

to 1893, but like that of 1881 did not meet again.

International action having failed to secure any system of

bimetallism, the United States and India sought to relieve their

position by local legislation. The former repealed the Sherman
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Act, and the latter closed its mi%ts to the free coinage of silver

(1893). As these measures were opposed to bimetallism in that

they restricted the use of silver, and were followed by a lower

price for that metal than had ever been known, the agitation in

the United States and Europe continued. In America it took
the form of advocating the free coinage of silver by the United
States without waiting for other countries

;
and in this shape

made the principal issue at the presidential elections of 1896 and
1900, in each of which it was emphatically rejected.

A further attempt at securing international bimetallism was
made by Senator Wolcott’s commission in 1897. The American
envoys, in concert with the French government, proposed to

England (i) the reopening of the Indian mints, and (2) the

annual purchase by England of £10,000,000 of silver. The
French minister claimed further concessions which were regarded
as inadmissible by the English government

;
but the fate of the

mission was settled by the refusal of the*Indian government to

reopen its mints.

After the American election of 1900, bimetallism as a popular
cause disappeared from view. The silver issue was withdrawn
from the democratic platform in 1904, and the bimetallic move-
ment died out in England.
Amongst the causes of this collapse the most important are

:

(i) the adoption of the gold standard by so many countries

—

Austria-Hungary (1892), Russia and Japan (1897), India (1899),
Mexico (1904)—a movement which pointed to the complete
triumph of gold in the future

; (2) the great increase in the

output of gold. Australia and South Africa so developed their

gold mines as to bring the yield for 1906 to £81,000,000 as con-

trasted with the less than £20,000,000 of 1883. This growing
supply removed all that dread of a “ gold famine ” which served

as a popular argument with bimetallists. To these may be added

(3) the knowledge that experience had brought of the difficulties

surrounding any attempt to establish a common ratio where
the interests of different countries are so opposed

;
and (4) the

great expansion of trade and industry, concomitantly with the

wider adoption of the gold standard. Therefore, to quote the

words of perhaps the ablest advocate of bimetallism, “ The
outcome of the prolonged controversy . . . appears to be that

the commercial world will carry on its business principally and
more and more on a gold basis, and that particular countries will

endeavour in different ways to adjust their actual medium . . .

to the gold standard ” (Nicholson, Money and Monetary Prob-

lems

,

6th ed.). »

Perhaps the principal service rendered by the many able

minds engaged in the movement will prove to be the fuller

development of the more diflTicult parts of monetary*theory and
the additional light thrown on the course of monetary history.

A proposal, sometimes confouifded with bimetallism, is that

for a standard composed of both gold and silver, which is better

described as the Joint-standard or as Symmetallism,
Bibliography.—On the bimetallic side. Nicholson, Money and

Monetary Problems (6th ed., 1903) ;
F. A. Walker, International

Bimetallism (1896) ;
Barbour, The Theory of Bimetallism (1885) ;

Lord Aldenham (H. H. Gibbs), A Colloquy on Currency (1900) ; and
the numerous pamphlets and leaflets of the Bimetallic League.
Opposed to bimetallism, Giffen, The Case against Bimetallism (1892) ;

l^ughlin. History of Bimetallism in the United States (4th ed., 1897) ;

Lord Farrcr, Studies in Currency (1898), The Gold Standard (1898)—papers issued by the Gold Standard Defence Assoc. Leonard
Darwin's Bimetallism aims at a judicial summary. See also Money,
Monetary Conferences. (C. F. B.)

BIMLIPATAM, a town of British India, in the 'Vizagapatam

district of Madras, on the sea-coast 18 m. N.E. of Vizagapatam.
Pop. (1901) 10,212. It was formerly a Dutch factory, and is

now the principal port of the disti?ct. The anchorage is an open
roadstead protect^ to some extent by headlands with a light-

house at Santapalli. N early hedf the sea-borne trade is conducted
with foreipi countries. The principal exports are oil-seeds,

hides and jute.

BIN, a receptacle of various kinds, originally of wicker or
basket work. The word appears in most European languages,
cf. M.L. and Ital. henna

^

Ger. Banna, &c. ; etymologists trace tlie

word to a root meaning “ to plait.” It survives in various
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connexions^ e.g. dust-bin, winejbin (for holding bottles), hop-bin,

|

coal-bin, corn-bin. I

BINAN, a town of the province of La Laguna, Luzon, Philip-

pine Islands, on the W. shore of Laguna de Bay, about 20 m.

S.S.E. of Manila. Pop. ( 1Q03) 0563. The town is surrounded

by an extensive and extremely fertile plain which produces very

large quantities of rice as well as a great variety of tropical fruits,

and a ready market for these products is found in Manila whither

they are shipped by boat. 7'he language is Tagalog.

BINARY SYSTEM, in astronomy, a system compo.sed of two

stars revolving around each other under the influence of their

mutual attraction. A distinction was formerly made between

double stars of which the components were in revolution around

each other, and those in which no relative motion was observed ;

but it is now consideped that all double stars must really be

binary systems.

BINOHOIS, EGIDIUS (d. 1460), an early 15th-century musical

composer evidently named after his birthplace, Binche, near

Mons. He was esteemed by contemporary and later theorists

as second only to Dunstable and Dufay.

BINGEN (anc. Vtneum or Bingium), a town of Germany, in

the grand-duchy of llcssc-Darmstadt, 15 m. N.W. from Mainz,

on the main line to Cologne. Pop. (1905) 9950. It is situated on

the left bank of the Rhine opposite Riidesheim, at the confluence

of the Nahe (or Nava), whic h is crossed near its mouth by a stone

bridge, attributed to Drusus, and certainly of Roman origin, and

an iron railway bridge. On a height immediately to the south-

east is the ruined castle of Klopp, on the site of a iortress founded

by Drusus, and higher still the celebrated chapel of St Roch
(rebuilt in 1895 after a fire), where thousands of pilgrims gather

on the first Sunday after the 16th of August. Apart from its

situation, which renders it a convenient place of tourist resort,

the town itself presents but few attractions. There are a

Protestant and three Roman Catholic churches, among the latter

the parish church with a crypt dating from the 11th century, and

a medieval town hall. It has a considerable commerce in wine,

grain and cattle, and, new quays and a harbour having been

recently constructed, does an extensive transit trade in coal and

iron. A short way down the Rhine is the Bingerloch, a famous

whirlpool, while about halfway between it and the town rises on

a rock in the middle of the stream the Mduseturm (derived from

Muserie^ cannon), in which, according to legend, Archbishop

Hatto IL of Mainz was in 969 eaten by mice (the legend being

doubtless due to the erroneous derivation from Mduse^ mice).

Another legend states that the Nibelung treasure is hidden here-

abouts in the Rhine.

BINGERBROGK, a town of Germany, in the Prussian Rhine

province, at the confluence of the Nahe and the Rhine, lying just

below Bingen, and at the junction of the main lines of railway

—^Mainz-Coblenz and Bingerbriick-Metz. It has an extensive

trade in the wines of the district. Pop. 2500.

BINGHAM, JOSEPH (1668-1723), English scholar and divine,

was born at Wakefield in Yorkshire in September 1668. He
was educated at University College, Oxford, of which he was made

fellow in 1689 and tutor in 1691. A sermon preached by liim

from the university pulpit, St Mary’s, on the meaning of the

terms “ Person ” and Substance ” in the Fathers, brought upon

him a most unjust accusation of heresy. -He was compelled to

give up his fellowship and leave the university ;
but he was

immediately presented by Dr John Radcliffe to the rectory of

Headbournworthy, near Winchester (1695). In this country

retirement he began his laborious and .valuable work entitled

Origines Ecclesiasticae, or Antiquities of the Christian Church,

the first volume of which ap^ared in 1708 and the tenth and

last in 1722. His design, learnedly, exhaustively and impartially

executed, was “ to give such a methodical account of the anti-

quities of the Christian Church as others have done of the Greek

and Roman and Jewish antiquities, by reducing the ancient

customs, usages and practices of the church under certain proper

heads, whereby the reader may take a view at once of any par-

ticular usage or custom of Christians for four or five centuries.”

Notwithstanding his learning and merit, Bingham received no

higher jtreferment than thaf^of Headbefurnworthy till 1712,

when he was collated to the rectory of Havant, near Portsmouth,

by Sir Jonathan Trelawney, bishop of Winchester. Nearly all

his little property was lost in the great South Sea Bubble of 1720.

He died on the 17th of August 1723.

BINGHAMTON, a city and the county -seat of Broome
county. New York, U.S.A., in the south part of the state, on both

banks of the north branch of the Susquehanna river, at the mouth
of the Chenango river. Pop. (1880) 17,317 ;

(1S90) 35,005 ;

(1900) 39,647, of whom 4272 were foreign-bdrn; (igio, census),

48,443. It is an important railway centre, being served by the

Delaware & Hudson, the Erie, and the Delaware, Lackawanna

& Western railways ;
and an extensive system of electric

railways connects it with the suburbs and neighbouring towns.

Binghamton is picturesquely situated and has a number of

parks, the mo.st attractive of which are Ross Park of 100 acres

and ICly Park of 134 acres. Among the principal buildings arc

the city hall, the court-house, the post-office, the Binghamton

city hospital, Stone opera-house, the Carnegie library (1904),

the central high school, and a state armoury. Binghamton has

also some fine office buildings. Among the city’s educational

and charitable institutions are the Lady Jane Grey school (for

girls), St Joseph’s academy, St Mary’s home for orphans, the

Susquehanna Valley orphan asylum, and a state hospital for

the insane. Binghamton is a manufacturing centre of consider-

able importance, ranking twelfth in the state in 1905 in the value

of factory products, $1 3,907,4035 which was an increase of

32-0 % over the x alue of the factory products in 1900 ;
among

its manufactures are tobacco, cigars, chewing tobacco and snuff

(value in 1905, $2,879,217), patent medicines (value in 1905,

$2,133,198), flour and grist mill products ($1,089,910), men’s

clothing ($833,835), and, of less importance, commercial and

computing scales and time recorders, chemicals, distilled liquor,

beer, fire-alarm apparatus, overalls, agricultural implements,

wagons, electrical apparatus, refined oil, sheet metal, paper

bags and envelopes, Uicks and nails, window glass, glass-ware,

clocks, whips and furniture (especially Morris chairs). In the

village of Lestershire (pop. in 1905, 4035 ;
incorporated in 1892),

about 2 m. west, and in Endicott, another suburb, are large boot

and shoe factories. The municipality owns and operates the

water-works. When Binghamton was first settled, about i 7^7 >

it was known as Chenango Point. Its site was originally included

in the so-called “ Bingham Patent,” a tract on both sides of the

Susquehanna river owned by William Bingham (1751-1804), a

Philadelphia merchant, who was a member of the (Continental

Congress in 1787-1788 and of the United States Senate in 1795-

1801, being president pro tempore of the Senate from the i6th

of February to the 3rd of March 1797. In 1800 a village was

laid out by an agent of Mr Bingham, and was named Bingham-

ton. In 1834 it was incorporated as a village, and in 1867 was

chartered as a city.

BINGLEY^ a market town in the OUey parliamenUry division

of the West Riding of Yorkshire, England, on the Aire, 5J m.

N.W. of Bradford,, on the Midland railway. Pop. of urban

district (1901) 18,449. The church of All Saints is good Per-

pendicular, though considerably restored. The large industrial

population is engaged principally in the worsted’ and cotton

manufacture. The neighbourhood is populous, but the natural

beauty of the Aire valley is not greatly impaired.

BINIOU^ or Bignou, a species of comemuse or bagpipe, still

in use at the present day in Brittany. The biniou is a primitive

kind of bagpipe consisting of a leather bag inflated by means of

a short valved insufflation tube or blow-pipe, a chaunter with

conical bore furnished with a double reed concealed within the

stock or socket ^see Bag-pipe), and seven holes, the first being

duplicated to accommodate left- and right-handed players.

The scale of the biniou is usually
•T’' 12 8 4 5 6 7

1 See Victor Mahillon, Catalogue descHptif, vol. ii. (Ghent. 1896),

p. 353. No. JI26; and Captain C. R. Day. DisoripHve Catalogue

of Musical Instfimants (London, i«9 i). P* 62, No. 133.
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and the single drone ^is tuned toPthe lower octave of%he first

hole^g=.

The more primitive biniou, still occasionally found in the

remote districts of Cornouailles and Morbihan, has a chaunter

with but five holes,^
giving part of the scale of D, the drone

being also tuned to 1 ). The drone of the biniou is of box-

wood, handsomely inlaid with tin, and has a single or beating

reed hidden within the stock.

The word biniou, or bignou (a Gallicized form), often errone-

ously derived from higno, sc renfler heaucoup—an etymology

not supported by Breton dictionaries—is the Breton plural form

of benvek, instrument, tool, t.e. hinvioUi binvijou'^ The word
is also found in the phrase, “ Sacli ar biniou ’’ (a biniou bag),

a bag used by weavers to hold their tools, spindles, &c. The
biniou is still the traditional and popular instrument of the

Breton peasants of Cornouailles and Morbihan, and is almost

inseparable from the bombard {q.v.\ which is no other than a

survival of the medieval musette, haulbois or chal^mie, formerly

associated with the bag-pipe in western Europe (sec Oboe).

At all festivals, at the pardons, wedding feasts and threshing

dances, the two traditional musicians or sonneurs give out in shrill
|

penetrating tones the ancient Breton rondes^ and melodies.

BINMALEY, a town of the province of Pangasinan, Luzon,

Philippine Islands, on the delta of the Agno river, about 5 m. W.
of Dagupan, the north terminus of the Manila & Dagupan
railway. Pop. (1903) ih,43g. It has important fisheries, and
manufactures salt, pottery, roofing (made of nipa leaves), and
nipa wine. Rice and eocoanuts are the principal agricultural

products of the town.

BINNACLE (before 18th century biiiacle, through Span.

biidcula, from Lat. hahiiaculum, a little dwelling), a case on the

deck of a ship, generally in front of the steersman, in which is

kept a compass, and a light by which the compass is read at

night.

BINNEY, EDWARD WILLIAM (181 2-r88i), ICnglish geologist,

was born at Morton, in Nottinghamshire, in 1812. He was
articled to a solicitor in Chesterfield, and in 1836 settled at

Manchester, lie retired soon afterwards from legal practice

and gave his chief attention to geological pursuits. He assisted

in 1838 in founding the Manchester Geological Society, of which

he was then chosen one of the honorary secretaries
;

he was
elected president in 1857, and again in 1865. He was also

successively secretary’ and president of the Literary and Philo-

sophical Society of Manchester. Working especially at the

Carboniferous and Permian rocks of the north of England, he
studied also the Drift deposits of Lancashire, and made himself

familiar with the geology of the country around Manchester.

On the Coal Measures in particular he became an acknowledged
authority, and his Observations on the Structure of Fossil Plants

found in the Carboniferous Strata (1868-1875) formed one of

the monographs of the Palacontographical Society. His large

collection of fossils was placed in Owens College. He was elected

a fellow of the Royal Society in 1856. He died at Manchester

on the 19th of December 1881.

BINNEY, HORACE (1780-1875), American lawyer, was bom
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on the 4th of January 1780. He
graduated at Harvard College in 1797, and studied law in the

office of Jared Ingersoll (1749-1822), who had been a member
of the Constitutional convention of 1787, and who from 1791 to

1800 and again from 1811 to 1816 was the attorney-general of

Pennsylvania. Admitted to the bar in Philadelphia in 1800,

Binney practised with 'great success for half a century, and was

recognized as one of the leaders of the bar in the United States.

He served in the Pennsylvania legislature in 1806-1807, and was

a Whig member of the National House of Representatives from

1833 until 1835, ably defending the United States Bank, and in

general opposing the policy of President Andrew Jackson. His

1 See N. Quellien, Chansons et danses des Bretons (Paris, 1889), p. 39,

and note, the deaeration of the instrument is not technical.

* See L© Gonidec, Dicnonnaire breton-franpais, ed. by T. Hersart

de la Villemarqu6 ;
and N. Quellien, op. cit. p. 37, note.

* For examples of theiw see N. Quellien, op. cit. part ii.
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most famous case, in which he unsuccessfully op^sed by

Daniel Webster, was the case of Bidal v. Girard*s Executors^

which involved the disposition of the fortune of Stephen Girard

Binney’s argument in this case greatly influenced the

interpretation of the law of charities. Binney made many public

addresses, the most noteworthy of which, entitled Life and

Character of Chief Justice Marshall, was published in 1835. He
also published Leaders of the Old Bar of Philadelphia (i85^)>
and an Inquiry into the Formation of Washington's Farewell

Address (1859); and during the Civil War he issued three

pamphlets (1861, 1862 and 1865), dLscussing the right of habeas

corpus under the American Constitution, and justifying President

Lincoln in hi.s suspension of the writ.

See the Life of Horace Binney (Philadelphia, 1904), by his grandson,

C. C. Binney,

BINNEY, THOMAS (1798 1874), English Congregationalist

divine, was born of Presbyterian parents .at Newcastle-on-Tyne

in 1798, and educated at an ordinary day school. After .spending

seven years in the employment of a booksetter he entered the

theological school at Wymondley, Herts, now incorjX)rated in

New College, Hampstead. In 1829, after short pastorates at

Bedford (New Meeting) and Newport, Isle of Wight, he accepted

a call to the historic Weigh House chapel, London. Here he

became very popular, and it was found necessary to build a much
larger chapel on Fish Street Hill, to which the congregation

removed in 1834. An addrc.ss delivered on the occasion of the

laying of the foundation stone was published, with an appendix

containing a strong attack on the infiucnce of the Church of

England, which gave rise to a long and bitter controversy.

Throughout liis whole career Binney was a vigorous opponent

of the state church principle, but those who simply classified him

as a narrow-minded political dissenter did him injustice, llis

liberality of view and breadth of ecclesiastical sympathy entitle

him to rank on questions of Nonconformity among the most

distinguished of the school of Richard Baxter
;
and he main-

tained friendly relations with many of the dignitaries of the

Established Church. He continued to discharge the duties of

the ministry until 1869, w’hen he resigned. In 1845 he paid a

visit to Canada and the United States, and in 1857-1859 to the

Australian colonies. I'hc university of Aberdeen conferred the

LL.D. degree on him in 1852, and he was twice chairman of the

Congregational Union of England and Wales.

Binney was the pioneer in a much-needed improvement of the

forms of service in Nonconformist churches, and gave a special

impulse to congregational psalmody by the publication of a book

entitled The Service of Song in the House of the Lord. Of numerous

other works the best-known is his Is it Possible to Make the

Best of Both Worlds ? an expansion of a lecture delivered

to young men in Exeter Hall, which attained a circulation of

30,000 copies within a year of its publication. He wrote much
devotional verse, including the well-known hymn “Eternal

Light ! Eternal Light 1
” His last sermon was preached in

November 1873, and after some months of suffering he died on

the 24th of P'cbruary 1874. Dean Stanley assisted at his funeral

service in Abney Park cemetery.

BINOCULAR INSTRUMEOT, or briefly Binocular, an

apparatus through which objects are viewed with both eyes.

In this article only those instruments will be considered in which

solid objects or objects in space are viewed
;

reference should be

made to the article Stereoscope for the instruments in which

plane representations are offered to both eyes. The natural

vision is such that different central projections of the objects are

communicated to both eyes
;
the difference of the two perspective

representations arises from the fact that the projection centres

are laterally separated by an interval about equal to the distance

between the eyes (the inter-pupillary distance). Binocular in-

struments should aid the natural spatial or stereoscopic vision,

or make it possible if the eyes fail. If the objects be so far

* The term binocular (from the Lat, hint, two at a time, and oculit
eyes) was originally an adjective used to describe things adapted
for the simultaneous use ^ both eyes, as in ** binocular vision,*'

“a binocular telescope or microsco^ now “a binocular” is

used as a noun, meaning a binocular microscope, a field-glass, &.&.
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distant that the two perspec^ves formed by the naked eye are
no more distinguished from each other, recourse may be had to
binocular telescopes and range-finders

;
and if the objects be

so small that, in order to observe details on them, we must bring
our eyes so close to the objects that they cannot accommodate
the linages, recourse may be had to Innocular microscopes and
magnifying glasses.

The construction of binocular instruments dates back over
several centuries, and has now been brought to great perfection.
The subject of their theory and history has been exhaustively
treated by M. von Kohr, Die binohdaren Imtrumenle (bcrlin,

1907), the first publication to present a complete account of
these instruments.

Binocular Jnsiruments for Observation only.
—

'bhe first binocular
telescope, consisting of two telescopes placed side by side, was

T0hMcope.
^'^'^'^tructed in 1608 by Johann Lipperhey, the inventor
of the ordinary or Dutch telescope. The subject was

next taken up by the monks. The CapiK’hin Antonins Maria
Schyrliius (Schyrl)*de Rheita (1597-1660) described in 1645 the
construction of double terrestrial telescopes. (Greater success

attended the efforts of the ( apuchin
Ch^rubin d’Orleans, who flourished

at about the same time, and con-
structed large double telescopes of

the Dutch type of high magnifica-

tion, for use in war, and smaller

instruments of lower magnification
;

these instruments were provided
with mechanism for adjusting to

the interval between the eyes of

the oliserver (fig. 1). After these

discoveries the subject received no
more attention until the u>th
century

;
no improvements of these

instruments are recorded in the
literature of the second half of the
18th century.

The re-invention of the Dutch
binocular telescope apparently dates
from 1823, and is to be assigned to
the Viennese optician, Johann Fried-
rich Voigtliindcr (1779-1859); but
the credit of having placed these

instruments on the market probably
belongs to J. P. Lemi^re in Paris,

who, in 1825, took out a French patent for an improve-
ment of th^ Dutch double telescope. Lemi^re’s instruments
were furnished with a common focusing arrangement, and
the adapting to the inter-p«pillar)^ distance was effected by

'binocular instrument

L'k;. I.

Fig. 2.

turning the two parallel telescopes round their common axis.

The development of this instrument was studied by opticians
for the remainder of the first half of the 19th centuiy

;

the last improvement apparently was made by P. G. Bardou
in i 854> <i^d by H. Helmhaltz in 1857 when he described
the telestereoscope (fig. 2) with telescopic magnification. By
utilizing the telescope with prism -inversion, devised in 1851
by Ignazio Porro (1795-1875). A. A. Boulanger succeeded 'in

producing a binocular of an entirely new type in 1859 (fig. 3).
But he overlooked the possibility of increasing the distance
between the objectives

;
Camille Nachet introduced this im-

provement in 1875, but his instruments did not meet with much
popularity. This was probably due to the fact that, at this time.

II 1 m'

m m
Fig. 3.

the marMfacture of the glass •for the prisons was too difficult

;

this was overcome by K. Abbe, after the founding of the glass-

works at Jena, who effected, independently of his predecessors,

the wider separation of the ob- . :

jectives (fig. 4), and increased it

in the telestereoscope (fig. 5),

or relief telescope, in a manner
nearly approaching to Helm-
holtz’s proposal.

The first binocular microscope

was invented by tlic previously

Aflero
mentioned Father

acopt' Cherubin, whose in-

strument consisted of

two inverting systems, and con-

sequently gave a tottdly wrong
impression of depth, i.e. de-

pressions appeared as elevations,

and vice versa, or, as we must
say after Charles Wheatstone,
it presented a pseudoscopic im-
pression

;
this cjuality, however,

was not recognized by the

microscopists of the time. Ihe
instrument subsequently fell into

complete neglect for nearly two
centuries, to be revived in 1852
by (’harlcs Wheatstone, who has seated that he had previously
studied the problem

;
the publication of his views in his second

great paper “On Binocular Vision," ' in the Phil. Trans, for 1852,
undoubtedly stimulated the investigation of this instrument,
which was carried on with zeal and success more especially

in England ami the United
States. In 1853 the American

J. L. Riddell (1807-1865) de-

vised his binocular microscope,

which contained the essentials of

Wheatstone’s pseudoscopc. F.

H. Wenham, another constructor,

did not at first succeed in avoid-

ing the pseudoscopic effect, but,

by the application of refracting

dividing pri.sms, he subsequently

arrived at orlhoscopic representa-

tions and continued the de-

velopment of the different
methods for producing micro-

photographic stereograms
;

this

was effected in the first case by
placing a diaphragm over one half of the objective for

each exposure, and in the second case by a suitable direction
of the illuminating pencil (fig. 6). Of greater benefit, how-
ever, for stimulating interest in binocular microscopes, was
his invention of reflecting dividing prisms (fig. 7). Other
experiments, begun by Powell and Eealand, and developed
with greater skill by Wenham, were concerned with the
binocular vision of identical images. Such an impression
could not possibly be stereoscopic, and these experiments

Fig. 4.

SB*a6
Fig. 5.

led to the construction of a non-stereoscopic binocular micro-
scope. Of the other workers in this field mention may be made

^ The first part appeared in 1838.
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of Alfred Nachet, who^in 1853, an#subsequently in iSd^fbrought
forward two forms of binocular microscope.

The earliest stages of the development of the binocular

microscope had been always confined to those instruments with
one objective, in the immediate neighbourhood of which the

systems for dividing the pencil were placed. At a later date

attempts were made to separate the two halves of the objective

by modifying the eye-piecc
;

this led to the construction of

stereoscopic eye-pieces, initiated by R. B. Tolies, E. Abbe and
A. Prazmowsici. Of special importance is the work of Abbe

;

although, as he himself has stated, his methods accidentally led

to the Wenham system, he certainly was far above his prede-

cessors in his theoretical treatment of the problem, and in the

perspicuity and clearness of his explanation. To him is also

due the re-establishment of the instruments, which Wenham
had abandoned by reason of too great technical difficulties

(fig. 8). The newest form of the binocular microscope is very

similar to the oldest form in which two completely separated

Fir,. 6. Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

tubes were employed. The inventor, H. S. Greenough, employs
two systems for setting up the image, in order to avoid the
pseudoscopic cfTect. After experiments in the Zeiss works, the
erecting of Porro's prisms simultaneously permitted a con-
venient adaptation to the eye-distance of the observer.

The first binocular magnifying glass or simple microscope
(German, 1mpe) was devised by J. L. Riddell in 1853 ;

in this

instrument (fig. 9) the pencil of light is transmitted

micro.
to the eyes by means of two pairs of parallel mirrors.

•cope, the many different improvements mention may
be made of A. Nachet’s. II, Westien made use of two

Cbevalier-Briicke’s simple microscopes with their long working
distances in order to form an instrument in which the curvature

of the image was not entirely

I avoided. Mention may also

7 be made of the binoculars of

K. Fritzsch (formerly Pro-
kesch) and E. Berger,

Binocular Instruments for

Range-finding— measur-
Fig. 9. ing purposes binocular tele-

scopes with parallel axes are
the only types employed. The measurement is effected by adjoin-
ing to the space or interval to be measured some means of measure-
ment defined

;
for example, by a fixed .scale which extends into

the space, or by a movable point {Wandermarke). This instru-

ment shows a transition to the stereoscope, inasmuch as the
scale or means of measurement is not directly observed, but
to each eye a plane representation is offered, just as in the
stereoscope

;
the space to be measured, on the other hand,

is portrayed in exactly the same way as in the double telescope.

The method for superposing the, two spaces on one another
was deduced by Sir David Brewster in 1856, but he does not
appear to have dealt with the problem of range-finding. The
problem was attacked in 1S61 by A. Rollet

;
later, in 1866,

£.,Mach published a promising idea, and finally—independently

of the researches pf his predecessors—iflektor de Grousilliers, in

partnership with the Zeiss firm (1^. Abbe and C. Pulfrich), con-

structed the first stereoscopic range-finder suitable for practical

use. (O. Hr.)

BINOMIAL (from the LaL bi-^ bisj twice, and nomen, a name
or term), in mathematics, a word first introduced by Robert
Recorde (1557) to denote a quantity composed of the sum or

difference to Iwo terms; as a + b, a-b. The terms trinomial,

quadrinomial, multinomial, &c., are applied to expressions

composed similarly of three, four or many quantities.

The binomial theorem is a celebrated theorem, originally

due to Sir Isaac Newton, by which any power of a
binomial can be expre.ssed as a scries. In its modern form
the theorem, which is true for all values of w, is written as

/ . „ ..I «.« - I. O . .1 W.M-l.M -2
.. ^{x I aY - A'” + Mfl

A'»‘-
• i a-A”-- . . . + fl”. Tlie

1.2 1-2.3

reader is referred to the article Algebra for the proof and
applications of this theorem

;
here we ^all only treat of the

history of its discovery.

The original form of the theorem was first given in a letter,

dated the 13th of June 1676, from Sir Isaac Newton to Henry
Oldenburg for communication to Wilhelm G. Leibnitz, although
Newton had discovered it some years previously. Newton

m m
there states that {p -i pgY 1 \ + 07 • • • drc.,

where n pq is the quantity whose ^ power or root is required,

p the first term of that quantity, and q the quotient of the rest

divided by p, the power, which may be a positive or negative

integer or a fraction, and «, h, r, &c., the several terms in order,

e.g. a=p , h~ ^aq, r- bq, ai^ SO on.

In a second letter, dated the 24th of October 1676, to Olden-
burg, Newton gave the train of reasoning by which he devised
the theorem.

“ In the beginning of niy mathematical studies, when I wa.s perus-
ing the works of the celebrated Pr Wallis, and considering the series
by the interpolation of which he exhibits the area of the circle and
h3q)erbola (for instance, in this series of curves whose common base

or axis is x, and the ordinates respectively (i-aw)^'. (i-a'a)^

(i -aa)\ (1 -xxy, &c.), I perceived that if the areas of the alternate
curvc.s. which arc x, a a ~ gA^' + iA'^, a - + ^x\ &c., could
be interpolated, we should obtain the areas of the intermediate

ones, the first of which (i -aa)* is the area of the circle. Now in
order to fdo] this, it appeared that in all the series the first term was
A ; that the .second terms Ja'S^a’’, A-c., were in arithmetical pro-
gression

; and consequently that the first two terms of all the series

to be interpolated would be a -
, a -—

, a - - -
, &c.

*333
“ Now for the interpolation of thft rest, I considered that the de-

nominators I, 3, 5, &c., were in arithmetical progression
; and that

therefore only the numerical coefficients of the numerators were to
be investigated. But these in the alternate areas, which are given,
were the .same with the figures of which the .several powers of 11
con-sisl, viz., of 11", 11', 11-, ii\ &c., that is, the first i

;
the second,

1, I : the third, 1, 2. 1, ;
the fourth 1, 3, 3, i ;

and soon. 1 enquired
therefore how, in the.se series, the rest of the terms may be derived
from the first two being given

; and I found that by putting w for
the second figure or term, the re.st should be produced by the con-

tinued multiplication of theterms of this .scries x ^ — x .

&c.
' " ^

Ihis rule I therefore applied to the scries to be interpolated.

And smee, in the 8erie.s for the circle, the second term was 1 put

fn=it, , . . And hence I found therequired area of the circular segment
ijjjj 1 ^.7

to be A- . . . And in the same manner might be

produced the interpolated areas <ff other curves
; as also the

area of the hyperbola and the other alternates in this scries

(i+AAp, (i-Haa)^, (i 4-aa)^ <5ii:c. . . . Having proceeded so far, I

considered that the terms (i-aa)’^, (i - aa)^ (i-aa)I, (i-aaT*.
&c.. that is 1. 1- A». i-2A*+r‘. i- 3a« 4

-

3a^-a^ &c., might he
interpolated in the same manner as the areas generated by
them, and for this, nothing more was required than to omit
the denominators i, 3, 5, 7, &c., in the terms expressing the
areas ; that is, the coefficients of the terms of tlie quantity to

be interpolated (i-.va)^ or (j^aa)*^*, or generally (i-aa)"* will
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be produced by the continued multiplication of this series

m-i m-2 m-3mx X X - . &c.
*234

The binomial theorem was thus discovered as a development

of John Wallis’s investigations in the method of interpolation,

Newton gave no proof, and it was in the Ars Conjectandi (1713)

that James Bernoulli’s proof for positive integral values of the

exponent was first published, although Bernoulli must have

discovered it many years previously. A rigorous demonstration

was wanting for many years, Leonhard Euler’s proof for negative

and fractional values being faulty, and was finally given by

Niels Heinrik Abel.

The multi- (or poly-) nomial theorem has for its object the

expansion of any p('wer 01 a multinomial and was discussed

in 1697 by Abraham Demoivre (see Combinatobtal Analysis).

Rkferentf-s.

—

l^or Mie history of the binomial theorem, sec John
Collins, Comtnercium I^^istolirum (1712) ;

S. Ri,i;aufl. The Corte-

spondence of Sticiitifu \ 1 rn of the lyth Centurv (1841); M. Cantor,
Geschuhte der M athewnatik (1894-1001).

BINTURONG {Arciicti^ hinturong), the single species of the

viverrine genus Arctictis, ranging from Nepal through the

Malay Peninsula to wSiiinatra and Java. This animal, also called

the bear-cat, is allied to the palm-civets, or paradoxures, but

differs from the rest of the family
(
Vivnridae) by its tufted ears

and long, bushy, prehensile tail, which is thick at the root and

almost equals in length the head and body together (from 28

to 33 inches). The fur is long and coarse, of a dull black hue

with a grey wash on the head and fore-limbs. In habits the

binturong is nocturnal and arboreal, inhabiting forests, and
living on small vertebrates, worms, insects and fruits. It is

said to be naturally fierce, but when taken young is easily tamed

and becomes gentle and plavfui.

BINYON, LAURENCE (1^869- ), English poet, born at

Lancaster on the 10th of August 1869, was educated at St Paul’s

school, London, and Trinity College, Oxford, where he won the

Newdigatc prize in 1890 for his Persephone, He entered the

department of printed books at the British Museum in 1893,

and was transferred to the department of prints and drawings

in 1895, the Catalogue of English Draivings in the British Museum
(1898, &c.) being by him. As a poet he is represented by Lyric

Poems (1894), Poems (Oxford, 1895), London Visions (2 vols.,

1895-1898), The Praise of Life (1896), Porphynon and other

Poems (1898), Odes (1900), The Death of Adam (1903), Penthe-

silea (1905), Dream come true (1905), Paris and Oenone (190O),

a one-act tragedy, and Aitila, a poetical drama (1907) ;
as an

art critic by monographs on the 17th-century Dutch etchers,

on John Qrome and John Sell Cotman, contributed to the

Portfolio, &c. In 1906 he published the first volume of a series

of reproductions from William^lake, with a critical introduction.

See also R. A. Streatfcild, Two Poets of the New Century (1901),

and W. Archer, Poets of the Younger Generation (1902).

BIO-BIO, a river of southern Cliile, rising in the Pino Hachado
pass across the Andes, 38® 45' S. lat., and flowing in a general

north-westerly direction to the Pacific at Concepcidn, where

it is 2 m. wide and forms an excellent harbour. It has a total

length of about 225 m., nearly one half of which is navigable.

BIO-BIO, an inland province of southern Chile, bounded N.,

W. and S. respectively by the provinces of Concepcion, Arauco

and Malleco, and E. by Argentina. It has an area of 5246

sq. m. of well-wooded and mountainous country, and exports

timber to a large extent. The great trunk railway from San-

tiago S. to Puerto Montt crosses the western part of the province

and also connects it with- the port of Concepcion. The capital,

Los Angeles (est. pop. 7777 in 1902) lies i5i m. E. of this

railway and is connected with it by a branch line.

BIOGENESIS (from the Gr. life, and yeveerts, genera-

tion, birth), a biological term for the theory according to which

each living organism, however simple, arises by a process of

budding, fission, spore -formation or sexual reproduction from
a parent organism. Under the heading of Abiogenesis {q^v,)

is discussed the series of steps by which the modem acceptance

of •biogenesis and rejection of abiogenesis has been brought

about. f<Io biological generalisation rests* on a wider series of

observations, or has been subjected to a more critical scrutiny

than that every living organism has come into existence from

a living portion or portions of a pre-existing organism. In

the articles Reproduction and Heredity the details of the

relations between parent and offspring are discussed. There

remains for treatment here a curious collateral issue of the

theory. It is within common observation that parent and off-

spring are alike : that the new organism resembles that from

which it has come into existence : in fine, Biogenesis is homo-
genesis. Every organism takes origin from a parent organi.sm

of the same kind. The conception of homogenesis, however,

does not imply an absolute similarity between parent and

organism. In the first place, the normal life-cycle of plants and
animals exhibits what is known as alternation of generations, so

that any individual in the chain may resemble its grand-parent

and its grand-child, and differ markedly from its parent and child.

Next, any organism may pass through a series of free-living

larval stages, so that the new organism at first resembles its

parent only very remotely, corresponding to an early stage in the

life-history of that parent. (See J'.mbry()lo(;y, Larval Forms
and Reproduction.) Finally, the conception of homogenesis

does not exclude the differences between parent and offspring

that continually occur, forming the material for the slow altera-

tion of stocks in the course of evolution (see Variation and
Selection), llomogenesis means simply that such organism

comes into existence directly from a parent organism of the same
race, and hence of the same sjiecies, sub-spccies, genus and so

forth.

From time to time there have been observers who have

maintained a belief in the opposite theory, to which the name
hctcrogcnesis has been given. According to the latter theory, the

offspring of a given organism may be utterly different from itself,

so that a known aniinal may give rise to another known animal

of a different race, species, genus, or even family, or to a plant,

or vice versa. The most extreme cases of this b(Jief is the well-

known fable of the “ barnaclc-gecse,” an illustrated account

of which was printed in an early volume of the Royal Society of

London. Buds of a particular tree growing near the sea were

described as producing barnacles, and these, falling into the

water, were supposed to develop into geese. The whole story

was an imaginary embroidery of the fac'ts that barnacles attach

themselves to submerged timber and that a species of goose

is known as the bernicle goose. In modern times the exponents

of hctcrogcnesis have limited themselves to cases of microscopic

animals and plants, and in most cases, the observations that

they have brought forward have been explained by minuter

observation as cases of parasitism. No serious observer,

acquainted with modern microscopic technical methods, has

been able to confirm the explanation of their observations

given by the few modern believers in heterogenesis. (I*. C. M.)

BIOGRAPHY (from the Gr. life, and writing),

that form of history which is applied, not to races or masses of

men, but to an individual. 'J'he earliest use of the word
is attributed to Damascius, a Greek writer of the beginning

of tlie 6th century, and in Latin biographia was used, but in

English no earlier employment of the word “ biography ” has

been traced than that of Dryden in 1683, who uses it to describe

the literary work of Plutarch, “ the history of particular men’s

lives.” It is obvious that this definition is necessary ,
for biography

is not the record of ” life ” in general, but of the life of a single

person. The idea of the distinction between this and history is

a modem thing ; we speak of “ antique biography,” but it is
^

doubtful whether any writer of antiquity, even Plutarch, clearly

perceived its possible existence as an independent branch of

literature. All of them, and Plutarch certainly, considered the

writing of a man’s life as an opportunity for celebrating, in his

person, certain definite moral qualities. It was in these, and not

in the individual characteristics of the man, that his interest as a

subject of biography resided.

The true conception of biography, therefore, as the faithful

portrait of a soul in its adventures through life, is very modern.
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We may question ifrhether it Aisted, save in rare find acci-

dental instances, until the 17th century. The personae
described was, in earlier times, treated either from the philo-

sophical or from the historical point of view. In the former case,

rhetoric inevitably clouded the definiteness of the picture ;
the

object was to produce a grandiose moral effect, to clothe the

subject with all the virtues or with all the vices
;

to make his

career a splendid example or else a solemn warning. The
consequence is that we have to piece together unconsidered

incidents and the accidental record of features in order to obtain

an approximate estimate. We may believe, for instance, that

a faithful and unprejudiced study of the emperor Julian, from

the life, would be a very different thing from the impression left

upon us by the passions of Cyril or of Theodoret. In considering

what biography, in its pure sense, ought to be, we must insist on

what it is not. It is not a philosophical treatise nor a polemical

pamphlet. It is not. even, a portion of the human contemporary

chronicle. Broad views are entirely out of place in biography,

and there is perhaps no greater literary mistake than to attempt

what is called the “ Life and Times ” of a man. In an adequate

record of the “ times,” the man is bound to sink into significance
;

even a “ Life and Times ” of Napoleon I. would be an impossible

task. History deals with fragments of the vast roll of events

;

it must always begin abruptly and close in the middle of affairs ;

it must always deal, impartially, with a vast number of persons.

Biography is a study sharply defined by two definite events,

birth and death. It fills its canvas with one figure, and other

personages, however great in themselves, must always be

subsidiary to the central hero. The only remnant of the old

rhetorical purpose of “ lives ” which clearer modem purpose

can afford to retain is the relative light thrown on military or

intellectual or social genius by the achievements of the selected

subject. Even this must be watched with great care, lest the

desire to illuminate that genius, and make it consistent, should

lead the biographer to glose over frailties or obscure irregularities.

In the old ” lives ” of great men, thi.s is precisely what was done.

If the facts did not lend themselves to the great initial thesis,

so much the worse for them. They must ignored or falsified,

since the whole object of the work was to “ teach a lesson,” to

tnagnify a certain tendency of conduct. It was very difficult

to persuade the literary world that, whatever biography is, it is

not an opportunity for panegyric or invective, and the lack of

this perception destroys our faith in most of the records of

personal life in ancient and medieval times. It is impo.ssiblc to

avoid suspecting that Suetonius loaded his canvas with black

in order to excite hatred against the Roman emperors
;

it is still

more difficult to accept more than one page in three of the

stories of the professional hagiographers. As long as it was a

pious merit to deform the truth, biography could not hope to

flourish. It appears to have originally asserted itself when
the primitive instinct of sympathy began to have free play,

that is to say, not much or often before the 17th century.

Moreover, the peculiar curiosity which legitimate biography

satisfies is essentially a modern thing
; and presupposes our

observation of life not unduly clouded by moral passion or

prejudice.

AtnOng the ancients, biography was not specifically cultivated

until comparatively later times. The lost “ Lives ” of Critias

were probably political pamphlets. We meet first with deliberate

biography in Xenophon’s memoirs of Socrates, a work of epoch-

making value. Towards the clo.se of the ist century, Plutarch

wrote one of the most'fascinating books in the world’s literature,

his Parallel Lives of 46 Greeks and Romans. In later Greek,

the Life of Apollonius of Tyana was written by Philostratiis, who
also produced a Lives of the Sophists. In the 3rd century,

Diogenes Laertius compiled a Lives of the Philosophers, which is

of greater interest than a TAves of ike Sophists composed a

hundred years later by Eunapius. Finally in the loth century,

Suidas added a biographical section to his celebrated Lexicon.

In Latin litefrature, the earliest biography we meet with is the

fragment of the Illustrious Men of Cornelius Nepos. Memoirs

began to be largely written at the close of the Augustan age,
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but these, like the Life of Alexander the Great, by Q. Curtius

Rufus, were rather historical than biographical. Tacitus

composed a life of his father-in-law, Agricola
;

this is a work
of the most elegant and stately beauty. Suetonius was the

author of several biographical compilations, of which the Lives

of the Twelve Caesars is the best-known
;

this was produced in

the year 120. Marius Maximus, in the 4th century, continued
the series of emperors down to Heliogabalus, but his work has
not been preserved. I'he Augustan History, finished under
Constantine, takes its place, and was concluded and edited by
Flavius Vopiscus.

Biography hardly begins to exist in English literature until

the close of the reign of Henry VIII. William Roper (1496-1578)
wrote a touching life of his father-in-law, Sir Thomas More,
and George Cavendish (1500-1561?), a memoir of Cardinal

Wolsey which is a masterpiece of liveliness and grace. It is

with these two works, both of which remained in manuscript
until the 17th century, that biography in England begins. The
lives of English writers compiled by John ifale (1495-1563) are

much more primitive and slight. John Leland (d. 1552) and
John Pits (1560-1616) were antiquaries who affected a species

of biography. In the early part of the 17th century, the absence
of the habit of memoir writing extremely impoverishes our
knowledge of the illustrious authors of the age, of none of whom
there are preserved such records as our curiosity would delight

in. The absence of any such chronicle was felt, and two writers,

ITiomas Heywood and Sir Aston Cokaync, proposed to write

lives of the poets of their time. Unfortunately they never
carried their plans into execution. The pioneer of deliberate

English biography was Izaak Walton, who, in 1640, published a

Life of Donne, followed in 1651 by that of Sir Henry Wotton,

in 1665 by that of Richard HoSker, in 1670 by that of George

Herbert, and in 1678 by that of Dr Robert Sounderson. These
five reprinted, under the title of Walton's Lives, were not only

charming in themselves, but the forenmners of a whole class of

English literature. Meanwhile, Fuller was preparing his History

of the Worthies of England, which appeared after his death, in

1662, and John Aubrey (i62f)-i697) was compiling his Minutes

of Lives, which show such a perfect comprehension of the personal

element that should underlie biography
;

these have only in

our own days been completely given to the public. Edward,
Lord Herbert of Cherbury (1583-1648), wrote a brilliant auto-

biography, first printed in 1764 ; that of Anne Harrison, Lady
Fanshawe (1625-1680), remained unknown until 1829. A very

curious essay in biography is the memoir of Colonel John
Hutchinson, written by his widow, Lucy, between 1664 and 1671.

Margaret Lucas, duchess of Newcastle (1624 ?-i674^, wrote her

own life (1656) and that of her duke (1667). The Afhenae

Oxonienses of Anthony a Wood ^1632-1695) was a complicated

celebration of the wit, wisdom and learning of Oxford nota-

bilities since the Reformation. In 1668 Tliomas Sprat (1635-

1713) wrote a Life of Cowley, which was very much admired and
which exercised for many years a baneful influence on British

biography. Sprat considered that all familiar anecdote and
picturesque detail should be omitted in the composition of a
memoir, and that moral effect and a solemn vagueness should

be aimed at. The celebrated funeral orations of Jeremy Taylor

were of the same order of eloquence, and the wind of those

grandiose compositions destroyed the young shoot of genuine

and simple biography which had budded in Walton and Aubrey.
From this time forth, for more than half a century, English

biography became a highly artificial and rhetorical thing,

lacking all the salient features
q| honest portraiture. William

Oldys (1696-1761) was the first to speak out boldly ; in 1747,
in the preface to the Biographia Britannica, he pointed out **

the

cruelty, we might even say the impiety, of sacrificing the glory

of great characters to trivial circumstances and mere conven-
iency,” and attacked the timid and scrupulous superficiality

of those who undertook to write lives of eminent men, while
omitting everything which gave definition to the portrait. In

1753 the Lives of the Poets, which bore the name of Theophilus
Cibber (1703-1758), but was mainly written by Robert SWels
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(d. 1753), gave a great deal ofvaluable information with regard

to the personal adventures of our writers. Dr Johnson’s Life

of Savage (1744), tliough containing some passages of extreme

interest, was a work of imperfect form, but Mason’s Life and

Letters of Gray (1774) marks a great advance in the art of bio-

graphy. This was the earliest memoir in which correspondence

of a familiar kind was used to illustrate and to expand the narra-

tive, and Mason’s Gray is really the pioneer of almost all modem
ICnglish biography. For the first time it was now admitted that

letters to intimate friends, not written with a view to publication,

might be used with advantage to illustrate the real character

of the writer. Boswell, it is certain, availed himself of Mason’s

example, while improving upon it, and in 1791 he published

his Life of Dr Samuel Johnson, which is the most interesting

example of biography existing in English, or perhaps in any

language.

As soon as the model of Boswell became familiar to biographers,

it could no longer be said that any secret in the art was left

unknown to them* and the biographies of the 19th century

are all more or less founded upon the magnificent type of the

Life of Johnson. But few have even approached it in courage,

picturesqueness or mjistery of portraiture. In tlie next genera-

tion Southey’s lives of Nelson (1813) and John Wesley (1820)

at once became classics
;

hut the pre-eminent specimen of

early iqth-century biography is Lockhart’s superb Life of

Sir Walter Scott (1837-1838). The biographies of the 19th

century are far too numerous to be mentioned here in detail
;

in the various articles dedicated to particular men and women
in this Encyclopaedia, the date and authorship of the authori-

tative life of each person \vill in most cases be found appended.

Towards the close of the century there was unquestionably

an excess, and even an abuse* in the habit of biography. It

became the custom a few years or even months after the decease

of an individual who had occupied a passing place in the eyes of

the public, to issue a “ Life ” of him
;

in many cases such bio-

graphy was a labour of utter supererogation. But the custom

has become general, and it is very unlikely, notwithstanding

the ephemeral interest of readers in the majority of the subjects,

that it will ever go out of fashion, for it directly indulges both

vanity and sentiment. What is true of Great Britain is true,

though in less measure, of all other modern nations, and it is not

necessary here to deal with more than the early manifestations

of biography in the principal European literatures.

To Switzerland appears due the honour of having given birth

to the earliest biographical dictionary ever compiled, the Biblto-

theca Universalis of Konnid Gesner (1516-1565), published at

Zurich in Latin, Greek and Hebrew, from 1545 to 1549. A very

rare work, by a writer of the greatest obscurity, the Prosopo-

graphia of Verdier de Vaupri^as, published at Lyons in 1573,

professed to deal with the lives of all illustrious persons who
had flourished since the beginning of the world.

In medieval and renausance France there existed numerous

memoirs and histories, such as those of Brantome, into which

the lives of great men were inserted, and in which a biographical

character was given to studies of virtue and valour, or of the

reverse. But the honour of being the earliest deliberate contri-

bution to biography is generally given to the Acta Sanctorum,

compiled by the Bollandists, the first volume of which appeared

in 1653. This was the first biographical dictionary compiled in

Europe, and its publication produced a great sensation. It

was confined to the lives of saints and martyrs, but in 1674

Louis Moreri, in his Grand Diciionnaire, included a biographical

section of a general character. But die earliest biographical

dictionary which had anythii^ of a modern form was the cele-

brated Diciionnaire kistorique et critique of Pierre Bayle, in

1696 ;
the lives in tliis great work, however, are too often used

as mere excuses for developing the philosophical and control

versial views of the author
;
they are nevertheless the result

of genuine research and have a true biographical view. The
Diciionnaire was translated into English in 1734, and hod a
wide influence in creating a legitimate interest in biography in

England

In Italian literature, biogrrfJ)hy does nbt take a prominent

place until the 15th century. The Lives of Illustrious

Florentines, in which a valuable memoir of Dante occurs, was

written in Latin by Filippo Villani. Vespasiano da Bistrici

(1421-1498) compiled a set of biographies of his contemporaries,

which are excellent of their kind. The so-called Life of Cos-

truccio Casiracani, by Machiavelli, is hardly a biography, but a

brilliant essay on the ideals of statecraft. Paolo Giovio (1483-

1552) wrote the lives of poets and soldiers whom he had known.

Ali these attempts, however, seem insignificant by the side of

the autobiography of Benvenuto Cellini (1501--1571), confessedly

one of the most entertaining works of the world’s literature.

A great deal of biography is scattered throughout llie historical

compilations of the Italian renaissance, and the Lives of the

Artists, by Giorgio Vasari (1512-1574), is a storehouse of anec-

dotes admirably told. We find nothing else that reciuires

special mention till wc reach the memoir - writers of the iSth

century, with the autobiographies of (hunt Carlo Gozzi

and Allieri; and on the whole, Italy, althoiigh adopting in

the ipth century llie habit of biography, has rarely excelled

in it.

In Spanish literature Ferndn P^rc/. de Guzman (1378-1460),

with great originality, enshrined, in his Generations atid Like-

nesses, a series of admirable literary portraits
;
he has been called

the l^lutarch of Sp£iin. But, in spite of numerous lives of saints,

poets and soldiers, vSpanish literature has not excelled in bio-

graphy, nor lias it produced a single work of this class which is

universally read. In Germany there is little to record before

the close of the i8th century.

In the course of the 19th century a new thing in biography

was invented, in the shape of dictionaries of national biography.

Of these, the first which was carried to a successful conclusion

was the Swedish (1835* 1857), which occupied 23 volumes.

This dictionary was followed by the Dutch (1852-1878), in 24

volumes; the Austrian (1856-1891), in 35 volumes
;
the Belgian

(which was begun in 1866); the Cierman (1875-1900), in 45
volumes ; and others, representing nearly all the countries of

Europe. England was behind the competitors named above,

but when she joined the ranks a work was produced the value

of which can hardly be exaggerated. 'I’hc project was started

in 1882 by the publisher George Smith (1824-1901), who con-

sulted Mr (afterwards Sir) Leslie Stephen. The first volume

of the English Dictionary of National Biography was published

on the i.st of January 1885, under Stephen’s editorship. A
volume was published quarterly, with complete punctuality

until Midsummer 1900, when volume 63 closed the work, which

was presently extended by the issue of three supplementary

volumes. In May 1891 Leslie Stephen resigned the editorship

and wa.s succeeded by Mr Sidney Lee, who conducted the work

to its prosperous close, bringing it up to the death of Queen

Victoria. The Dictionary of National Biography contain.s the

lives of more than 30,000 persons, and has proved of inestim-

able service in elucidating the private annals of the British

people. (E. G.)

BIOLOGY (Gr. fiios;, life). The biological scicncc.s arc those

which deal with the phenomena manifested by living matter;

and though it is customary and convenient to group apart

such of these phenomena as are termed mental, and such

of them as are exhibited by men in society, under the heads of

psychology and sociology, yet it must be allowed tliat no

natural boundary separates the subject matter of the latter

sciences from that of biology. Psychology is inseparably linked

with physiology ; and the phases of social life exhibited by

animals other than man, which sometimes curiously fore-

sliadow human policy, fall strictly within the province of the

biologist.

On the other hand, the biological sciences are sharply marked

off from the abiological, or those which tieat of the phenomena
manifested by not-living matter, in so far as the properties of

living matter distinguish it absolutely from all other kinds of

things, and as the present state of knowledge furnishes us with

no link between the living and the not-living.
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These distinctive ptfeperties of KVing matter are— •

1. Its chemical composition—containing, as it invariably does,

one or more forms of a complex compound of carbon, hydrogen,

Tbepro- Oxygen and nitrogen, the so-called protein or albumin
perthM of (which has never yet been obtained except as a pro-
Uviug duct of living bodies), united with a large proportion
waiter,

water, and forming the chief constituent of a sub-

stance which, in its primary unmodified state, is known as

protoplasm.

2. Its universal ^disintegration and waste hy oxidation ; and
its concomitant reintegration by the intussusception of neiv matter.

A process of waste resulting from the decomposition of the

molecules of the protoplasm, in virtue of which they break up
into more highly oxidated products, which cease to fi)rm any
part of the living body, is a constant concomitant of life. There
is reason to believe that carbonic acid is always one of these

waste products, while the others contain the remainder of the

carbon, the nitrogen, the hydrogen and the other elements which
may enter into the composition of the protoplasm.

The new matter taken in to make good this constant loss is

either a ready-formed protoplasmic material, supplied by some
other living being, or it consists of the elements of protoplasm,

united together in simpler combinations, which consequently

have to be built up into protoplasm by the agency of the living

matter itself. In either case, the addition of molecules to those

which already existed takes place, not at the surface of the living

mass, but by interposition between the existing molecules of

the latter. If the processes of disintegration and of reconstruc-

tion which characterize lili; balance one anotlier, the size of the

mass of living matter nnnains stJitionary, while, if the recon-

structive process is the more rapid, the living body grows. liut

the increase of size which constitutes growth is the result of a
process of molecular intussusception, and therefore differs

altogether from the process of growth by accretion, which may
be observed in cr> stals and is effected purely by the external

addition of new matter - so that, in the well-known aphorism
of Linnaeus, the word “ grow ” as applied to stones signifies a
totally different process from what is called “ growth in plants

and animals.

3. Us tendency to undergo cyclical changes.

In the ordinary course of nature, all living matter proceeds

from pre-existing living matter, a portion of the latter being

detached and acquiring an independent existence. The new
form takes on the characters of that from which it arose

;
ex-

hibits the same p<jwer of propagating itself by means of an off-

shoot; and, sooner or later, like its predecessor, ceases to live, and
is resolved into more highly oxidated compounds of its elements.

Thus an individual living body is not only constantly changing

its substance, but its size and form arc undergoing continu^
modifications, the end of which is the death and decay of that

individual ;
the continuation of the kind lieing secured by the

detachment of portions which tend to run through the same cycle

of forms as the parent. No forms of matter which are either

not living, or have not been derived from living matter, exhibit

these three properties, nor any approach to the remarkable

phenomena defined under the second and third heads. But in

addition to these distinctive cliaracters, living matter has some
other peculiarities, the chief of which are the dependence of all

its activities upon moisture and upon heat, within a limited

range of temperature, and the fact that it usually possesses a

certain structure or organization.

As has been said, a large proportion of water enters into the

composition of all living matter
;
a certain amount of drying

arrests vital activity, and the complete abstraction

water is absolutely incompatible with either

actual or potential life. But many of tfie simpler

forms of life may undergo desiccation to such an

extent as tb arrest their vital manifestations and convert them

into the semblance of not-living matter, and yet remain poten-

tially alive. That is to say, on being duly moistened they return

to life again. And this revivification may take place after

months, or even years, of arrested life.

The properties of living matter are intimately related to

temperature. Not only does exposure to heat sufficient to

coagulate protein matter destroy life, by demolishing ufpcoa*
the molecular structure upon which life depends

;
but diuoaea

all vital activity, all phenomena of nutritive growth, tjrtem-

movement and reproduction are possible only be-

tween certain limits of temperature. These limits may be
set down as from a little above the freezing point of water to a
little below the boiling point. It is to 1^ noted, however,
that these limits apply to the living matter itself, and many of

the apparent exceptions are due to cases in which the living

matter is enclosed in protective wrappings capable of resisting

heat and cold. In many low organisms, such as the spores of

bacteria, the thick, non-conducting wall may preserve the

living protoplasm from subjection to external temperatures
below freezing point, or above boiling point, but all the evidence

goes to show that applications of such colfl or heat, if prolonged
or arranged so as to penetrate to the living matter, destroy life.

In warm-blooded animals, such as birds and mammals, protective

mechanisms for the regulation of temperature enable them to

endure exposure to extreme heat or cold, but in such cases the

actually living cells do not appreciably rise or fall in temperature.

A variation of a very few degrees in the blood itself prcKluces

death.

Recent investigations point to the conclusion that the immedi-
ate cause of the arrest of vitality, in the first place, and of its

destruction, in the second, is the coagulation of certain substances

in the protoplasm, and that the latter contains various coagul-

able matters, which solidify at different temperatures. And it

remains to be seen, how far the death of any form of living matter,

at a given temperature, depends on the destruction of its funda-

mental substance at that heat, ftnd how far death is brought
about by the coagulation of merely accessory compounds.

It may be safely said of all those living things which are large

enough to enable us to trust the evidence of microscopes, that

they are heterogeneous optically, and that their

different parts, and especially the surface layer, as

contrasted with the interior, differ physically and 3*0*"
* "

chemically ; while, in most living things, mere hetero-

geneity is exchanged for a definite structure, whereby the body
is distinguished into visibly different parts, which possess different

powers or functions. Living things which present this visible

structure are said to be organized
;
and so widely does organiza-

tion obtain among living beings, that organized and living are

not unfreqiiently used as if they were terms of co-extensivc

applicability. This, however, is not exactly accurate, if it be

thereby implied that all living things have a visible oifanization,

as there are numerous forms of living matter of which it cannot

properly be said that they possesjf cither a definite structure or

permanently specialized organs : though, doubtless, the simplest

particle of living matter must possess a highly complex molecular

structure, which is far beyond the reach of vision.

The broad distinctions which, as a matter of fact, exist between
every known form of living substance and every other component
of the material world, justify the separation of the biological

sciences from all others. But it must not be supjxjsed that the

differences between living and not-living matter are such as to

justify the assumption tiiat the forces at work in the one are

different from those which are to be met with in the other.

Considered apart from the phenomena of consciousness, the

phenomena of life are all dependent upon the working of the

same physical and chemical forces as those which are active in

the rest of the world. It may beaconvenient to use the terms
“ vitality and “ vittd force to oenote the causes of certain

great groups of natural operations, as we employ the names of
“ electricity ” and “ electrical force ” to denote others

; but it

ceases to be proper to do so, if such a name implies the absurd
assumption that “ electricity " and “ vitality

**
are entities

playing the part of efficient causes of electrical or vital pheno-
mena. A mass of living protoplasm is simply a molecular
machine of great complexity, the total results of the working
of which, or its vital phenomena, depend—on the one han^
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upon its construction, and, on^-he other, upon the energy supplied

to it
;
and to speak of “ vitality ” as anything but the name of

a series of operations is as if one should talk of the horologity

of a clock.

Living matter, or protoplasm and the products of its meta-

morphosis, may be regarded under four aspects :

—

CiMtaificM-
external and internal form, the

Uonotiba latter being more usually called structure
;

ptunomaua 2. It occupies a certain position in space and in

time;

3. It is the subject of the operation of certain forces in virtue

of which it undergoes internal changes, modifies external objects,

and is modified by them • and

4. Its form, phve and powers are the effects of certain

causes.

In correspondence^ with these four aspects of its subject,

biology is logically "divisible into four chief subdivisions—I.

Mokpiiology
; U. Distribution; III. Phv.siology

;
IV.

Aetiology.
Various accidental circumstances, however, have brought it

about that the actual distribution of scientific work does not

correspond with the logical subdivisions of biology. The differ-

ence in technical methods and the historical evolution of teaching

posts (for in all civilized countries the progress of biological

knowledge has been very closely associated with the existence

of institutions for the diffusion of knowledge and for professional

education) have been the chief contributory causes to this

practical confusion. Details of the morphology of plants will

be found in the articles relating to the chief groups of plants,

those of animals in the corresponding articles on groups of

animals, while the classification of animals adopted in this work
will be found in the article Zoology. Distribution is treated

of under Zoological Distribution, Plankton, Palaeonto-
logy and Plants ; Disirihution. Physiology and its allied

articles deal with the subject generally and in relation to man,
while the special physiology of plants is dealt with in a .section

of the article Plants. Aetiology is treated of under the heading

Evolution. But practical necessity has given rise to the

existence of many other divisions
;

see (Vtology, for the

structure of cells
;

Embkyot.ogy, for the development of

individual organisms
;
Heredity and Reproduction, for the

relations between parents and offspring. (T. 11. H.; P. C. M.)

BION, Greek bucolic poet, was liorn at Phlossa near Smyrna,
and flourished about 100 b.c. The account formerly given of

him, that he was the contemporary and imitator of Theocritus,

the friend and tutor of Mosclnis, and lived about 2S0 b.c., is now
generally regarded as incorrect. W, Stein {De Moschi et Bionis

aetate, Tubingen, 1893) puts Bion, chiefly on metrical grounds,

in the first half of the ist century b.c. Nothing is known of him
except that he lived in Sicily. The story that he died of poison,

administered to him by some jealous rivals, who afterwards

suffered the penalty of their crime, is probably only an invention

of the author of the Btwvos' (sec Moschus). Although
his poems are included in the general class of bucolic poetry, the

remains show little of the vigour and truthfulness to nature

characteristic of Theocritus. They breathe an exaggerated

sentimentality, and show traces of the overstrained reflection

frequently observable in later developments of pastoral poetry.

The longest and best of them is the Lament for Adonis CK7nrd<l>m

*A 8(1)1' 180?). It refers to the first day of the festival of Adonis

(q.v.), on which the death of the favourite of Aphrodite was
lamented, thus forming an introduction to the Adoniazusae of

Theocritus, the subject of lyhich is the second day, when the

reunion of Adonis and Aphrodite was celebrated. Fragments of

his other pieces are preserved in Stobaeus
; the epithalamium

of Achilles and Deidameia is not his.

Bion and Moschus have been edited separately by G. Hermann
(1849) and C. Ziegler (Tubingen, 1869). the Epitaphios Adonidos by
H. L. Ahrens (1854) and E. Hiller in Beitrdge zur Texiegeschichte d$r
griechischeu hukoliher (1888). Bion's poems are generally included
in the editions of Theocritus. There arc English translations by

L Banks (1853) in Bohn's Classical Library, and by Andrew
ng (1889), with Theocritus and Moschus ; there is an edition of the

text b3f U. Wilamowitz-Mdllfcndorff in Nie Oxford Scripiorum
Classicofum Bibliotheca (1905). On the date of Bion see F. Biichelcr

in Rheinisches Museum, xxx. (1875). pp. 33«4i
;

also G. Knaack in

Panly-Wissowa's Realencyclopddie, s.v. ; and F. Susemihl, Geschichle

der gfiechischen Litteratur in der Alexandrinerzeit, i. (1891), p. 233.

BION, of Borysthenes (Olbia), in Sarmatia, Greek moralist

and philosopher, flourished in the first half of the 3rd century

B.c. He was of low origin, his mother being a courtesan and his

father a dealer in salt fish, with which he combined the occupa-

tion of smuggling. Bion, when a young jnan, was sold as a

slave to a rhetorician, who gave him his freedom and made him
his heir. After the death of his patron, Bion went to Athens to

study philosophy. Here he attached himself in succession to

the Academy, the Cynics, the Cyrenaics and the Peripatetics.

One of his teachers was the Cyrenaic Theodorus, called “ the

atheist,” whose influence is clearly shown in Bion’s attitude

towards the gods. After the mariner of the sophists of the

period, Bion travelled through Greece and Macedonia, and was

admitted to the literary circle at the court of Antigonus Gonatas.

He subsequently taught philosophy at Rhodes and died at Chalcis

in Euboea. His life was written by Diogenes Laertius. Bion

was essentially a popular writer, and in his Diatribae he satirized

the follies of mankind in a manner calculated to appeal to the

sympathies of a low-class audience. While eulogizing poverty

and philosophy, he attacked the gods, musicians, geometricians,

astrologers, and the wealthy, and denied the efficacy of prayer.

His influence is distinctly traceable in succeeding writers, e.g.

in the satires of Menippus. Horace {Epistles^ ii. 2. 60) alludes

to his satires and caustic wit {sal nigrum). An idea of his writings

can be gathered from the fragments of 1 cles, a cynic philosopher

who lived towards the end of the 3rd century, and who made
great use of them. Specimens of his apophthegms may be found

in Diogenes Laertius and the liorilcgium of Stobaeus, while there

are traces of his influence in Seneca.
See Hoogvlu't, De Vita, Dortrina, et Scriptis IHnnis (1821) ;

Ros-
sigiiol, Fragmenta Bionis Borysthenitae (1830); licinzc, De Horatio
Bionis Imitatore (18S9).

BIOT, JEAN BAPTISTE (1774-1862), French phy.sicist, was
born at Paris on the 21st of April 1774. After serving for a short

time in the artiller)’, he was appointed in 1797 professor of

mathematics at Beauvais, and in 1800 he became professor

of physics at the College de France, through the influence of

Laplace, from whom he had sought and obtained the favour

of reading the proof sheets of the Mecanique celeste. Three years

later, at an unusually early age, he was elected a member of

the Academy of vSciences, and in 1804 he accompanied Gay
Lussac on the first balloon ascent undertaken for scientific

purposes. In 1806 he was associated with F. J. I). Anigo, with

whom he had already carried out investigations on the refractive

properties of different gases, in the measurement of an arc of

the meridian in Spain, and in subsequent years he was engaged

in various other geodetic determinations. In 1814 he was made
chevalier, and in 1849 commander, of the Legion of Honour.

He failed in his ambition of becoming perpetual secretary of

the Academy of Sciences, but was somewhat consoled by his

election as a member of the French Academy in 1856. He died

in Paris on the 3rd of February 1862. His researches extended

to almost every branch of physical science, but his most im-

portant work was of an optical character. He was especially

interested in questions relating to the polarization of light,

and his observations in this field, which gained him the Rumford
medal of the Royal Society in 1840, laid the foundations of the

polarimetric analysis of sugar.

Biot was an extremely prolific writer, and besides a great

number of scientific memoirs, biographies, &c., his published

works include : Analyse de la mecanique celeste de M. Laplace

(1801); Traiti analytique des courbes et des surfaces du second

degre (1802); Recherches sur Vintegration des Equations differen-

tielles partielles et sur les vibrations des surfaces (1803) ;
Traite de

physique {i%i6) ;
Recueil d*observations geodesiques, astronomiques

et physiques execuUes en Espagne et l&cosse, with Arago (1821)

;

Memoire sur la vraie constitution de Vatmosphere terrestre (1841)

;

Traits iUmeniaire dasironomie physique (1805) J
Recherches sur
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plusiewrs points de Vailronomie igyptienne {1^2 ^) ;

Rechenches sur

Vancienne astronomie chinoise (1840); tiudes sur Vasironomie

indienne et sur Vastronomie chinoise (1862) ;
Essai sur Vkistoire

generate des sciences pendant la Rivolution (1803) ;
Discours sur

Montaigne (1812); Lettres sur Vapprovisionnement de Paris et

sur le commerce des grains (1835) ;
Melanges scientifiques et

litteraires (1858).

His son, Edouard Constant Biot (1803-1850), after amass-

ing a competence from railway engineering, turned to the study

of Chinese subjects, and published Causes de Vabolition de

Vesclavage ancien en Occident (1840); Dictionnaire des noms
anciens et modernes des idlles et des arrondissements compris dans

Vempire chinois (1842); Essai sur Vhistoire de Vinstruction

publique en Chine et de la corporation des lettres (1847) ;
Memoire

sur les colonies militaires et agricoles des chinois (1850).

BIOTITE, an imporUint rock-forming mineral belonging to

the group of micas {q.v.). The name was given by J. F. L.

Hausmann in 1847 in honour of the French physicist, J. B. Biot,

who in 1816 found the magnesia-micas to be optically uniaxial or

nearly so. The magnesia-micas arc now referred to the species

hiotite and phlogopitc, w^hich differ in that the former contains

a considerable but widely varying amount of iron. Biotite is

an orthosilicate of aluminium, magnesium, ferrous and ferric

iron, potassium and basic hydrogen, with small amounts of

calcium, sodium, lithium, tUiorine, titiinium, &c., and ranges

in composition between (H,K).,(Mg,Fe)4(Al,Fe).,(Si04)j and

(H,K),(Mg,Fe),Ali(Si04),.

Like the other micas, it is monoclinic with pseudo-hexagonal

symmetry (figs. 1, 2) and possesses a perfect cleavage in one

direction (c). Biotite is, however, readily distinguished by its

darker colour, strong pleochroism, and small optic axial angle.

--""I f
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Fig. 1.

The colour is usually dark-green or brown ;
thick crystals are

often deep-black and opiaque. The absorption of light-rays

vibrating parallel to the cleavage is much greater than of rays

vibrating in a direction perpendicular thereto, and in dark-

coloured crystals the former are almost completely absorbed.

The angle between the optic axes is usually very small, the

crystals being often practically uniaxial
;
an axial angle of 50®

has, however, been recorded in a dark-coloured biotite. The
specific gravity of biotite is, as a rule, higher than that of other

micas, varying from 2-7 to 3-1 according to the amount of iron

present. The hardness is 2\ to 3.

Several varieties of biotite arc distinguished. By G. Tscher-

mak it is divided into two classes, meroxene and anomite
;

in

the former the plane of the optic axis coincides with the plane

of symmetry, whilst in the latter it is perpendicular thereto.

Meroxene includes nearly all ordinary biotite, and is the name
give by A. Breithaupt in 1841 to the Vesuvian crystals

;
on the

other hand, anomite (named from upo/aos, “ contrary to law ”)

is of rare occurrence. Haughtonite and siderophyllite are black

varieties rich in ferrous iron, and lepidomelane (from AertV,

a scale, and /xUas, black) is a variety rich in ferric iron. In

barytobiotite and manganophyllite the magnesia is partly re-

placed by baryta and manganous oxide respectively. Rubellane,

hydrobiotite, pseudobiotite, and others are altered forms of

biotite, which is a mineral particularly liable to decomposition

with the f^roduction of chlorites and vermiculites.

Biotite is a common constituent of igneous and crystalline

rocks : in granite, gneiss and mica-schist it is often associated

with muscovite (white mica), the two kinds having sometimes

grown in parallel position. In volcanic rocks, and in nearly all

other kinds of igneous rocks with the exception of granite, biotite

occurs to the exclusion of the nfbscovite. In the dyke-rocks

known as mica-traps or mica-lamprophyres biotite is especially

abundant. It is also one of the most characteristic products

of contacl-metamorphism, being developed in sedimentary

and other rocks at their contact with granite masses. In the

ejected blocks of crystalline limestone of Monte Somma,
Vesuvius, the most perfectly developed crystals of biotite (figs.

I, 2), or indeed of any of the micas, are found in abundance,

associated with brilliant crystals of augite, olivine, humite, &c.

Although biotite (black mica) is much more common and
widely distributed than white mica, yet it is of far less economic

importance. The small size of the sheets, their dark colour and
want of transparency render the material of little value. Large,

cleavable masses yielding fine smoky-black and green sheets,

sufficiently elastic for industrial purposes, are, however, found
in Renfrew county, Ontario. • (L. J. S.)

BIPARTITE (from the Lat. Z>/-, two, and partirCj to divide).

In a general sense, the word means having two corresponding

parts or in duplicate. In geometry, a bipartite curve consists ot

two distinct branches (see Parabola, figs. 3, 5). In botany, the

word is applied to leaves divided into two parts near the base.

A bipartient factor is a number whose square exactly divides

another number. In zoology, the Btpartiii was a name given by
P. A. Latreille to a group of carnivorous Coleoptera.

BIPONT EDITIONS, the name of a famous series of editions,

in 50 volumes, of Greek and Latin classical authors, so called

from Bipontium,the modern Latin name of Zweibriicken or Deux-
JVmts in Bavaria, where they were first issued in 1779. Their

place of publication was afterwards transferred to Strassburg.

St.*e Butters, Vbet die Edttwncs Bipontxnae (1877).

BIQUADRATIC (from the Lat# bi-, his^ twice, and quadraius,

squared). In mathematics, the biquadratic power or root of a

quantity is its fourth power or root (see Algebra)
;
a biquad-

ratic equation is an equation in which the highest power of the

unknown is the fourth (see Equation : Biquadratic).

BIQUINTILE (from Lat. prefix H-, twice, quintilis, fifth), the

aspect of two planets which are distant from each other twice the

fifth part of a great* circle, i.e. 144°. It was one of the new
aspects introduced by Kepler.

BIRBHUM, a district of British India in the Burdwan division

of Bengal, situated in the Gangetic plain and partly on the hills,

being bounded on the south by the river Ajai. The admini-

strative headquarters are at Suri, which is the only town in the

district. 'J'he area comprises 1 752 sq. m. The eastern portion of

the district is the ordinary alluvial plain of the Gangetic delta

;

the western part consists of undulating beds of lateri^e resting on

a rock basis, and covered with small scrub jungle. The Ajai,

Bakheswar and Mor or Maurakshi^ are the principal rivers of the

district, but they are merely hill streams and only navigable in

the rains. In 1901 the population was 902,280, showing an

increase of 13 % in the decade. The principal industry is the

spinning and w'eaving of silk, chiefly from tussur or jungle silk-

worms. ITiere are also several lac factories. The loop-line of the

East Indian railway runs through the district, with a junction at

Nalhati for Murshidabad.

History.—Birbhum in the early part of the 13th century was
a Hindu state, with its capital at Rajnagar or Nagar. In the

course of the century it was conquered by the Pathans and formed
part of the Pathan kingdom of Bengal. At the beginning of the

18th century it appears as a kind of military fief held under the

nawab of Murshidabad by one Asadullah Pathan, whose family

had probably been its chieftains since the fall of the Pathan
dynasty of Bengal in 1600. It pcftised into British possession in

1 765, buttheEastIndiaCompany did not assume its direct govern-

ment until 1787, when that course became necessary. In the

interval it had been a prey to armed bands from the highlands of

Chota Nagpur, with whom the raja was unable to cope, and who
practically brought the trade of the Company in the district to

a standstill. The two border principalities of Birbhum and
Bankura were accordingly united into a district under a British

collector, being, however, separated again in 1793. By 1 789, ajter
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considerable trouble, the marauders were driven back into their

mountains, and since that time (except during the Santal rising

of 1855) the district has been one of the most peaceful and
prosperous in India.

Sec Imperial Gazetteer of India (Oxford, 1908), vol. viii. s.v.

BIRCH, SAMUEL (1813-1885), English Egyptologist and
antiquary, was born on the 3rd of November 1813, being the

son of the rector of St Mary VVoolnoth, London. Erom an early

age he manifested a tendency to the study of out-of-the-way

subjects, and after a brief employment in the Record Office

obtained in 1 836 an appointment in the antiquities department of

the British Museum on account of his knowledge of Chinese.

He soon extended his researches to ICgyptian, and when the

cumbrous departmcTit came to be divided he was appointed to

the charge of the ICgyptian and Assyrian branch. In the latter

language lie had assihtance, but for many years there was only
one other person in tfte institution in a different department

—

who knew anything of ancient Egyptian, and the entire arrange-

ment of the depaitment devolved upon Birch. He found time
nevertheless for ICgyptological work of the highest value, includ-

ing a hieroglyphical grammar and dictionary, translations of

The Book of the Dead and the Harris papyrus, and numerous
catalogues and guides. He further wrote what was long a
standard history of pottery, investigated the Cypriote syllabary,

and proved by various publications that he had not lost his old

interest in C'hinese. Paradoxical in many of liis views on thing-s

in general, he was sound and cautious as a philologist
;

while

learned and laborious, he possessed much of the instinctive

divination of genius. He died on the 27th of December 1885.

BIRCH, THOMAS (1705-1766), English historian, son of

Joseph Birch, a coffee-mill maker, was born at ('lerkcnwell on the

23rd of November 1705. He preferred study to business, but as

his parents were Qluakers he did not go to the university. Not-

withstanding this circumstance, he was ordained deacon in the

Church of England in 1730 and priest in 1731. As a strong

supporter of the Whigs, he gained the favour of Philip Yorke,
afterwards lord chancellor and first carl of Hardwickc, and his

subsequent preferments were largely due to this friendship.

He held successively a numl>er of benefices in different counties,

and finally in London. In 1735 he became a member of the

Society of Antiquaries, and was elected a fellow of the Royal
Society, of which he was .secretary from 1752 to 1 765. In 1728 he
had married 1 lannah Cox, who died in the following year. Birch

was killed on the 9th of January 1766 by a fall from his horse,

and was buried in the church of St Margaret flattens, London, of

which he was then rector. He left his books and manuscripts to

the British^ Museum, and a sum of about £500 to increase the

salaries of the three assistant librarians.

Birch had an enormous capiwoity for work and was engaged in a
large number of literary undertakings. In spite of their dulness

many of his works are of considerable value, although Horace
Walpole questioned his “ parts, taste and judgment.” He
carried on an extensive correspondence with some of the leading

men of his time, and many of his letters appear in Literary

Anecdotes of the rSth Cm/wry (London, 1812-1815) and lllusira-

tionsof IhcLtierary History of iheiSth rf«lMry(London,i8i7-i858)
by J. Nichols, in the Bibliotheca Topographica Britannica, vol. iii.

(London, 1780-1790), and in Boswell’s Life of Johnson. Birch

wrote most of the English lives in the General Diciionaryy

Historical and Critical, 10 vols, (London, 1734-1741), assisted in

the composition of tha Athenian Letters (London, 1810), edited the

State Papers of John Thurloe (London, 1742) and the Stale

Papers of W. Murdin (I^ndon, 1759). He also wrote a Life of

the Right Honourable Robert Loyle (London, 1744) ;
Inquiry into

the share which King Charles 1. had in the transactions of the Earl of

Glamorgan for bringing over a body of Irish rebels (London, 1756)

;

Historical view of Negotiations between the Courts of England,
France and Brussels 1392-1617 (London, 1749) ; Life of Arch^
bishop Tillotsan (London, 1753) J

Memoirs of the Reign of Queen
Elizabeth from 1381 (London, 1754); History of the Royal
Society of London (London, 1756-1757) ) Life of Henry, Prince of

Woles (London, 1760), and many other works. Among the

papers left at his death were ibme which firere published in 1848
as the Court and Times of James 1 . and the Court and Times of
Charles 1 .

See W. P. Courtney in the Dictionary of National Biography, vol. v,

(1886); A. Kippis, Bwgraphia Britannica (London, 1778-1793);
Horace Walpole, Letters (London, 1891).

BIRCH (Betula), a genus of plants allied to the alder (Alnus),

and like it a member of the natural order Betulaceae. The various

species of birch arc mostly trees of medium size, but several of

them are merely shrubs. They are as a rffie of a very hardy
character, thriving best in northern latitudes—the trees having
round, slender branches, and serrate, deciduous leaves, with
barren and fertile catkins on the same tree, and winged fruits,

the so-called seeds. The bark in most of the trees occurs in fine

soft membranous layers, the outer cuticle of which peels off in

thin, white, papery sheets.

The common white or silver bin h {B. alba) (see fig.) grows
throughout the greater part of Europe, and also in Asia Minor,

Siberia and North America, reaching in the north to the extreme
limits of forest vege-

tation, and stretch-

ing southw'ard on
the ICuropean con-

tinent as a forest tree

to 45® N. lat., be-

yond which birches

occur only in special

situations or as iso-

lated trees. It is

well known in

England for its

graceful habit, the

slender, grey—or

white—^Imrked stem,

the delicate, droop-

ing branches and the

quivering leaves, a

bright, clear green in

spring, becoming
duller in the sum-
mer, but often keep-

ing their greenness

rather late into the

autumn. The male

and female flowers

are borne on separate

catkins in April and
May. It is a short-

lived tree, generally

from 40 to 50 ft.

high with a trunk seldom more than i ft. in diameter. It

flourishes in light soils and is one of the few trees that will grow
amongst heather ;

owing to the large number of “ winged

seeds” which are readily scattered by the wind, it spreads

rapidly, springing up where the soil is dry and covering clear-

ings or waste places.

The birch is one of the most wide-spread and generally useful

of forest trees of Russia, occurring in that empire in va.st forests,

in many instances alone, and in other cases mingled with pine.s,

poplars and other forest trees. The wood is highly valued by

carriage-builders, upholsterers and turners, on account of its

toughness and tenacity, and in Russia it is prized as firewood

and a source of charcoal. A very extensive domestic industry

in Russia consists in the manufacture of wooden spoons, which

are made to the extent of 30,000,000 annually, mostly of birch.

Its pliant and flexible branches are made into brooms
;
and in

ancient Rome the fasces of the lictors, with which they cleared

the way for the magistrates, were made up of birch rods. A
similar use of birch rods has continued among pedagogues to

times so recent that the birch is yet, literally or metaphorically,

the instrument of school-room discipline. The bark of the

common birch is much more durable, and industrially of greater

From Strasburger, l.chrbtah der Botanik,

Betula alba. 1, Branch witii male (a) aad
female (6) inflorescences

; 2. bract with tliree

male flowers
; 3. bract with three female

flowers
; 4, infrulcscence

; 5, fruit, (.\fter

Wossidlo.)
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value, than the wood. It is impermeable to water, anciis there-

fore used in northern countries for roofing, for domestic utensils,

for boxes and jars to contain both solid and liquid substances,

and for a kind of bark shoes, of which it is estimated 25 millions

of pairs are annually worn by the Russian peasantry. The
jars and boxes of bnch bark made by Russian peasants are

often stamped with very effective patterns. By dry distillation

the bark yields an empyreumatic oil, called diogoU in Russia,

used in the preparation of Russia leather
;
to this oil the peculiar

pleasant odour of \he leather is due. The bark itself is used in

tanning
;
and by the Samoiedes and Kamchatkans it is ground

up and eaten on account of the starchy matter it contains. A
sugary sap is drawn from the trunk in the spring before the

opening of the leaf-buds, and is fermented into a kind of beer and

vinegar. The whole tree, but especially the bark and leaves,

has a very pleasant resinous odour, and from the young leaves

and buds an essential oil is distilled with water. The leaves are

used as fodder in northern latitudes.

'I’he species which belong peculiarly to America (B. lenta,

excelsa, nigra^ papyracea, &c.) are generally similar in appearance

and properties to B. alba^ and have the same range of applica-

tions. The largest and most valuable is the black birch (B.

lenta) found abundantly over an extensive area in British North

America, growing 60 to 70 ft. high and 2 to 3 ft. in diameter.

It is a wood most extensively used for furniture and for carriage-

building, being tough in texture and bearing shocks well, while

much of it has a handsome grain and it is susceptible of a fine

polish. The bark, which is dark brown or reddish, and very

durable, is used by Indians and backwoodsmen in the same way
as the bark of B. alba is used in northern Europe.

The canoe or paper birch (B. papyracea) is found as far north

as 70“ N. on the American continent, but it becomes rare and

stunted in the Arctic circle. Professor (Charles Sprague Sargent

says :
“ It is one of the most widely distributed trees of North

America. From Labrador it ranges to the southern shores of

Hudson’s Bay and to those of the Great Bear Lake, and to the

\'alley of the Yukon and the coast of Alaska, forming with the

aspen, the larch, the balsam poplar, the banksian pine, the

black and white spruces and the balsam fir, the great subarctic

transcontinental forest; and southward it ranges through all

the forest region of the Dominion of Canada and the northern

states.” It is a tree of the peatest value to the inhabitants of

the Mackenzie river district in British North America. Its bark

is used for the construction of canoes, and for drinking-cups,

dishes and baskets. From the wood, platters, axe-handles,

snow-shoe frames, and dog sledges are made, and it is worked

into articles of furniture which are susceptible of a good polish.

The sap which flows in the spring is drawn off and boiled down
to an agreeable spirit, or fermented with a birch-wine of consider-

able alcoholic strength, 'I’he bark is also used as a substitute

for paper. A species (B. Bhojputtra) growing on the Himalayan

Mountains, as high up as 9000 ft., yields large quantities of fine

thin papery bark, extensively sent down to the plains as a sub-

stitute for wrapping paper, for covering the “ snakes ” of

hookahs and for umbrellas. It is also said to be used os writing

paper by the mountaineers ; and in Kajdimir it is in general use

for roofing houses.

BIRCH-PPEIFFER, CHARLOTTE (1800-1868), German

actress and dramatic writer, was born at Stuttgart on the 23rd

of June 1800, the daughter of an estate agent named Pfeiffer.

She received her early training at the Munich court theatre, and

in 1818 began to play leading tragic roles at various theatres.

In 182 s she married the historian Christian Birch of Copenhagen,

but continued to act. Vrom 1837 to 1843 she managed the

theatre at Zurich. In 1844 sBe accepted an engagement at the

royal theatre in Berlin, to which she remained attached until

her death on the 24th ,of August 1868. Her intimate knowledge

of the teclftiical necessities of the stage fitted her for the successful

dramatization of many popular novels, and her plays, adapted

and original, make twenty-three volumes, Gesammelte drama'-

tische Werke (Leip. 1863-1880). Many still retain the public

favour. Her novels and Ules, GesammdU Novellen und

959
Erzdhlungm, were collected in three volumes (Leip. 1863-

1865).
•

Her daughter, Wilhelmine von Hillern (b. 1836), bom
at Munich, went on the stage, but retired upon her marriage

in 1857. After 1889 she lived in Oberammergau and won a

reputation as a novelist. Her most popular works are Ein Arzt

der Seek (1869, 4th ed. 1886); and Die Geier-Wally (1883),

which was dramatized and translated into English as The

Vulture Maiden (Leip. 1876^.

BIRD, the common English name for feathered 'vertebrates,

members of the class Aves, The word in Old Eilig. is brid and
in Mid. Eng. byrd or hrydy and in early uses meant the young
or nestlings only. It is partly due to this early meaning'that the

derivation from the root of “ brood ” has been usually accepted
;

this the New English Dictionary regards as “inadmissible.”

The word does not occur in any other Teutonic language. As

a generic name for the feathered vertebrates “ bird ” has replaced

the older “ fowl,” a common Teutonic word, appearing in

Gemian as Vogd, “ Bird,” when it passtftj from its earliest

meaning of “ nestlings,” seems to have been applied to the smaller,

and “ fowl ” to the larger species, a distinction which was
retained by Johnson. In modern usage “ fowl.” except in

“ wild-fowl ” or “ water-fowl,” is confined to domestic poult r^^

The scope of the anatomical part of the following article is

a general account of the structure of birds (Aves) in so far as

they, as a class, differ from other \Trtebrates, notably reptiles

and mammals, whilst features especially characteristic, peculiar

or unique, have been dwelt upon at greater length so far as space

permitted. References to original papers indicate further

sources of information. For a comprehensive account the

reader may be referred to Prof. M. Fiirbringer’s enormous

work Uniersuchungen zur Morphelogie und Sysiematik der Vogel,

4to., 2 vols. (1888) ;
H. G. Bronn’s Klassen und Ordnungen des

Thierreichs, vol. vi., “ Aves,” Leipzig, completed 1893 by

Gadow
;
and A. Newton’s Dictionary 0] Birds, Ixindon, 1896.

For the history of the classification of birds see the article

Ornithology, where also the more important ornithological

works are mentioned. Ego, Feather (including Moult),

Migration, &c., also form separate articles to which reference

should L>e made. Jn this article (a) the general anatomy of

birds is discussed, (b) fossil birds, (c) the geographical distribution

of birds, (o) the latest classification of birds.

A. Anatomy of Birds
%

1. Skeleton.

Skull.—When W. K. Parker wrote the account pf the skull

in the article Birds for the 9th edition of the Encyclopaedia

Britannica, he had still to wrestte mth the gener^ problem of

the composition and evolution of the skull. That chapter of

comparative anatomy (together with other anatomical details,

for which see the separate articles) is now dealt with in the

article Skull
;
here only the most avine feature are alluded to,

and since some of Parker’s original illustrations have been

retainec^ the description has been shortened considerably.

One general feature of the adult bird's skull is tlie almost complete

disappearance of the sutures between the bones of the cranium

proper, whilst another is the great movability of the whole palataL

and other suspensorial apparatus. The occipital condyle (fig. 1)

is a single knob, being formed almost wholly by the basi-occipital,

while the lateral occipitals (often perversely called exoccipitals) take

but little share in it. Part of the membranous roof between the

supra-occipital and parietal bones frequently remains unossified

and presents in tlie macerated skull a pair of fontanelles. The squa-

mosals form the posterior outer margin of the orbits and are

frequently continued into two lateril downward processes aoross the

temporal fossa. One of these, the processus orbitatis posterior, often

combines with an outgrowth of the alisphenoid, and may be, e.g. in

cockatoos, continued forwards to the lacrymal bone, so as to form
a complete infraorbital bridge. The posterior, so-called processus

Zygomaticus is very variable ;
in many Galli it encloses a foramen

by distally joining the oriiital process. The ethmoid frequently

appears on the dorsal surface between the frontals. There are three

periotic bones (pro-, epi-, opisth-otic). The prodtic encloses tetween
it and the lateral occmital the fenestra ovalis, into which fits the

columella of the ear. The cpiotic is often small, ossifies irregularly.
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and fuses with the supra-occipital.

cpiotic and the lateral

The op&thotic lies between the

occipital^th wliicn it ultimately fuses ; in

some birds, e.g. in Larus, it extends far enough to help to bound the

foramen magnum. The basisphenoids are ventrally overlaid, and

Fig. t.—

E

nd view
of skull of a Chicken
three weeks old, x 8
diameters. Here the
opisthotic bone ap-
pears in the occipital

region, as in the adult
Chelonian, (After W.
K. Parker.)

bo, Basi-occipital.

hi, Basi-temporal.
eo, Opisthotic.

/. Frontal.

fm. Foramen magnum.
fo, Fontanella.

0(

,

Occipital condyle.
op, Opisthotic.

p, Parietal.

pi, Post-frontal.

sc, Sinus canal in

supra-occipital.

so, Supra-occipital.

sq, Squamosal.
8, Exit of vagusnerve.

later on fused with, a pair of membrane bones, the basi-temporals,
homologous in part with the parasphenoid of lower vertebrates.

They contribute to the formation ol tm* auditory meatus, and of the

right and left carotid canals which accompany the eustachian tubes.

Fig. 2.—Ripe Chick's head, il in. long
;
lower view x 3 diameters,

(After VV. K. Parker.)

as, Alisphenoid.
bo, Basi-occipital.

bt, Basi-temporal.
dpx, Denta^ pr9CCS8 of

maxilla.
eo, Opisthotic.
eu, Eustachian tube.

/, Frontal.
/m, Foramen magnum.
7. Jugal,
I, Lacrymal.
mx, Maxilla.
mxp, Maxillo-palatine process,
or, Occipital condyle.

Palatine.

pf. Post-frontal.

pg, Pterygoid.
pn, Prenasal cartilage,

pre- ppx, Palatine process of pre-
• maxillary.

Pterygoid process of sphe-
noid.

qj. Quadra tojugal.

so, Supra-occipital.
sq, Squamosal.
ty. Tympanic cavity.
V, Vomer.
8, Exit of vagus nerve.
9, Exit of hypoglossal nerve.

send out a* pair of basipterygoid
with the pterygoids. Dorso-

In many^irds the basisphenoick se

processes by which they articulate

laterally the basisphenoid is joined by the alisphenoid, which forms

most of the posterior wall of the orbit. The orbito-sphenoids diverge

only postenorly, otherwise they are practically unpaired and form
the median interorbital septum, which is very large in correlation

with the extraordinary size of the eyeballs.

Prefrontal bones are absent
;

po.st-frontals are possibly indicated

by a frequently occurring separate centre of ossification in the post-

orbital process, to which the frontals always contribute. The
lacrymal is always pre.sent, and perforated by a glandular dijct.

Attached to it or the neighbouring frontal is o^cn a supraorbital
;

infraorbitals occur also, attached to the jugal or downward process

of the lacrymal. The nasals were used by A. H. Garrod to distinguish

the birds as holorhinal (fig. 2) where the anteriormargin of the nasal

is concave, and schizorhinal where this posterior border of the outer

narcs is continued
backwards into a
slit which extends
beyond the frontal

processes of the pre-

maxilla. Many birds

possess a more or
less well developed
cross- in front

of the frontals and
lacrymalb, perhaps
best developed in

Avseres and Psittaci.

Owing to this joint

the whole upper beak
can be moved uj)

and down with extra
facility, according to

the shoving forwards
or backwards ol the
palato-pterygo-quad-
^ate apparatus which
moves sledge - like

upon the cranial

basis. The premaxilla
is always unpaired,
but each half has
three long processes
directed i)ackwards ;

one fuses with the
maxillary lx)np, an-
other helps to fonn
the anterior part of

the palate, while the
third, together with
its fellow, forms the
“ culmcn " and ex-
tends backwards to

the frontals, or rather
to the ethmoid which
there crops up on the
surface. The maxil-
laries (fig. 3) have
besides others, a
maxillo-palatinc pro-
cess directed inwards
in a transverse hori-

zontal direction. The
palatines are long,

always fused an-
teriorly with the
premaxilla, and fre-

Fig. 3.- Skull of an old Fowl, x
1 J diameter,

upper view. (After W. K. Barker.)

eo, I^ateral occipital.

eth. Ethmoid.
/, Frontal.

i. Jugal.

I, Lacrymal.
n, Nostril.

w/>, Upper process of
nasal.

npx. Nasal process of

premaxillary.

p. Parietal.

pf. Post-frontal,

px, Premaxilla.

qj, Quadratojugal.
so, Supra-occipital.

sq. Squamosal.

qucntly with the maxillo-palatinc processes
;
posteriorly they 1

upon the presphenoidal rostrum, and articulate in most birds
slide

upon the presphenoidal rostrum, and articulate in most birds with
the pterygoids

;
they form the greater part of the palatal roof and

border the choanae or inner nares. Between the.se, resting vertically

upon the rostrum, appears the vomer ;
very variable in shape and

size, often reduced to a mere trace, as in the Galli, or even absent,

broken up into a pair of tiny splints in Pici.

The taxonomic importance of the configurations of the palate was
first pointed out by J. de Comay. T. 11 . Huxley, in 1868, divided

the carinate birds into Dromaeo-, Schizo-, Desmo-, and Aegitho-

^nathae, an arrangement which for many years had a considerable

influence upon classification. However, subsequent additions and
corrections have detracted much from its value, especially when it

became understood that the above sub-orders are by no means
natural groups. Dromaeognathae have a struthious palate, with

a broad vomer meeting in front the broad maxillo-palatal plates,

while behind it reaches the pterygoids. The only representatives

are the Tinamous. Schisognathae, e.g. fowls (flg. 4), pigeons* gulls,

plovers, rails and penguins, have the vomer pointed m front while

the maxUlo-palatines are free, leaving a fissure between the vomer
and themsefves. The schizognathous formation is doubtless the

most primitive, and its representatives form a tolerably natural
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assembly. Desmognathae (fig. 5) were supposed lo have the*maxillo-

palatines united across the middle line, either directly or by the mter-

Fig. 4. -Skull of

adult Fowl. This

skull is unusually
schixognathous, the

vomer (v.) being

very small, and
the maxillo - pala-

tine process {mxp)
much aborted.

ho, Basi occipital.

ht, Basi-temporal.

eo, Lateral occi-

pital.

eu, E u s t ac h 1 an
tube.

ic, Iriternalcarotid.

JiiKal.

I, Lacrymal.
WA', Max ilia.

mxp, Maxillo-pala-

tine process.

o(

,

Occipital con-

dyle.

pa, I’alatinc.

pf, Post frontal.

pg, >*tprygoid.

Pterygoid i)ro-

cessol sphenoid.

px, Premaxilla.

({. Quadrate.

q], Quadratojugal.
fhs, Rostrum of

basi-sphenoid.

s(<, Sii])ra-occipital.

V, Vomer.
K. Exit of vagus

nerve.

F..Kit nl hypo-
glossal nerve.

(After W. K.
Parker.)

mediation of ossifications in the nasal septum. This is a hopeless

assembly. Parker and Furbringer have demonstrated that desmo-

I'Ki. 5. Skull of

nestling Si)arrow-

huwk [Accipiternisu^).

palatal view, x 2 dm
meters. The circular

space on each side of

tlie I ia.si-temporal {ht,)

s the opening of the

nterior tympanic re-

cess. 'Phe basi ptery-

goids {bpg) are mere
knobs, and the com-
mon eustachian open-

ing is seen between
them. The maxillo-

palatine plates {mxp)

are dotted to show
theirspongy character.
ht. Basi-temporal.

hpg, Basi-pterygoid.

Lateral occipital.

f, Frontal.

fm, I'Dramcnmagtiiiin,

7. J«Ral.
I, Lacrymal.
>»/)g,Mesopterygoid

jiroccss of W. K.
Parker.

mx, Maxillary.

mxp, Maxillo-jialatine

process.

op, Opisthotic.

pa. Palatine.

pg. Pterygoid.

px, Premuilla.
pto, Prodtic,

q, Quadrate.

qj\ Quadratojugal.

sn, Nasal septum.
so, Supra-occipital.

ty, Tympanic cavity.

V. Vomer.
(After W. K. Parker.)

8, Exit of vagus
nerve.

9, Exit of hypo-
glossal nerve.

gnathism has been produced in half a dozen ways, implying numerous

cases of convergence without any nearer relationship than that they

are all derived from some BChizo|giathou8 group or other. The

Aegithognathae, meant to comprise the passeres, woodpeckers and

swifts, &c.. are really schizognathous but with a vomer which is

broadly truncated in front.
^

The remainder of the appendicular skeleton (fig. 6) of the head

requires little description. The maxillaries are connected with the

distal anterior comer of the quadrate by the thin, splint-like jugal

and quadratojugal. The quadrate is invariably a conspicuous

bone and movably articulating with the cranium and by a specia

process with the pterygoid. The mandible is composed of several

bones as in rept iles. The os articulare bears on its inner side the inner

mandibular process which serves for the insertion of part of the

digastric muscle or opener of the mouth ;
another jiort ion of this

nViiscle is attached to the os angularc, which frequently forms a

Fi(,. 6.—Skull of adult Fowl. Here the temporal fossa is bridged

over bv the junction of the j^ost-frontal and squamoSal processes

(/’/•• •’*(/')• T'fi® processes of the mandible {lap pup) are cliaracter-

istie of this type, and of the anseres!^

a, .Angular of mandible.

ar. Articular.

hi, Basi-temporal.
d, Dentary.
CO, T^ateral occipital,

eth. Ethmoid.

f. Frontal.

iap, Interangular process

mandible.
ios. Interorbital septum

7, Jugal.

/. Lacrymal.
mx. Maxillary.

«, Nasal.
os, Orbito-sphenoid.

p, Parietal.

pa. Palatine.

Posterior angular proce-^-s

of mandible.

pe, Ethmoid.
pf, Post-lrontal.

pg, Pterygoid.

ps, Pre-sphenoid,

of px, Premaxilla.

q, Quadrate.

qj, Quadratojugal.
sa. Supra-angular or coronoid.

so, Supra-occipital.

sq, Squamosal.
ty, Tympanic cavity.

V, Vomer.
T ,

Exit of olfactory nerve.

posterior mandibular process. Th® greater iiart of the under-jaw

IS formed by the right and left dentaries, which in all recent birds are

fused together in . front. Supra-angular and coronoid splint-l»ones

serve for the insertion of part of the temporal or masseter muscle.

Additional splints rest on the inner side of the jaw. Like the croco-

diles, birds possess a siphonium, i.e. a membranous, or ossified, tube

which rises frerm a pneumatic foramen in the os articulare, on the

median side of the articulation, and passes upwards between the

quadrate and lateral occipital bone, opening into the cavity of the

middle ear.
, .

The Hyoid apparatus is, in its detail, subject to many variations

in accord with the very diverse uses to which the tongue of birefc is
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-^e.hr

c.b.r

put. It conssists of (1) the Eifsihyai variously called copula, or
corpus lini?uae. or unpaired middle j)ortion. (2) The urohyal like-

wise unpaired, rested vcntrally on the larynx. (3) The os ento-

glossum originally paired, but coalescing into an arrow-headed
piece, attached to the anterior end oi the basihyal and lodged in the

tonuue proper. It is homologous with the
distal ends of the ceratohyals or ventral

elements of the hyoidean or second visceral

arch. The dorsal or hyomandibular portion

of this same arch is transformed into the
auditory chain, ending in the fenestra ovalis.

(4) A pair of thyrohyals, homologous with
the posterior hyoid horns of mammals, t.e.

third visceral or first branchial arch. As the
most developed jiair in birds they arc cotn-

moiily, although wrongly, called the hyoid
horns. They articulate upon facets of the

hinder outer comers of the basihyal.

The vertebrae are stereospondylous, the
c;entrum or body and the arch being com-
pletely fused into one mass, leaving not even
a neuro-central suture. I'he arch alone sends
out processes, viz. the spinous process, the
anlerior and po.sterior oblique (commonly
called pre- and post-zygapophyscs), and the
transverse processes. The latter articulate

w'ith the tilhereuhim of the corresponaing
rib, while the capitulum articulates by a
knob on the side ol fht; anterior end of the
Centrum. In the cervical region the ribs

are much reduced, fused w'ith their verte-

brae and enclosing the transverse canal or
loramen. When the vertebrae are free their

centra articulate with each other by com-
jdicated joints, exhibiting four tyjies. (i)

.Amphicoelous ; each end of the centrum is

concave
; this, the lowest condition, is

embryonic, but was retained in Archaeopteryx
and in the thoracic vertebrae of Ichthyorms,

(2) Procoelous. concave in front
;
only in the

atlas, for the reception of the occipital

condyle. (3) OpLsthocoelous or concave
behind, only occasionally found in the
thoracic region, e.^. Sphehisci. (4) Hetero-
coelous (fig. 8) or saddle - shaped ;

the

nHnif v antcrior surface is concave in a transverse,

diameters
' * convex in a vertical direction, which on

/ A posterior surface shows the conditions n -

fluent?
^ arrangement

6 A Theso-iallodbasi- attained by the vertel)ral column, and is
•

hyal ^nstX typierd of. and restricted to, birds. Themter-

to the first basi
vertebral jomts arc lurthcr complicated by

branchialofalisb. the interpoeitira of a cartilaginous or fibrous

pad or ring. This pad vanes much ; it is

morphologically the homologue of the pair

of basiventral elements wliich by tlieir

lateral extension give origin to the corre-

sponding ribs. Later those pads fuse with
the anterior end of the centrum of the
vertebra flo wliich they belong; where the
vertebral column is rendered inflexible, the

-hh

Fig. 7.—Os hyoid os

h.hr, Basi-branchial,
or urohyal, an-
swering to the
rest of the basi-

branchi&l series,

c.fer, e.hr, together
form the thyro-

to the first cer-

ato- and epi-

branchials.

hyal, answering ^ a«..v^.w.v,

fn-Qt rer- disks are ossified with the centra and all

trace of them is lost. Sometimes the pad is

reduced to a ventral semi-ring or meniscus

;

it retains its largest almost original shape
and size in the second vertebra, the axis or epistropheus, where
it forms a separately ossifying piece whnh connects, and coo.ssifies

with, the odontoid process (the centrum of the atlas) and the centrum
of the second vertebra. .Sometimes the ventral iiortions of these pads

form paired or un-

^ j, ^ c ^ paired little ossifica-

tions, then generally
described as inter-

centra ; such are not
uncommon on the
tail. The atlas is com-
posed of three pieces

;

a pair of lateral ele-

ments (the right and
left dorsal arch pieces)

Fig. 8.— A cervical vertebra from the joining aliove the
middle of the neck of a Fowl ; natural size, spinal cord, and a
rt, Side view ; ft, upper view; r, lower view; ventral piece equiva-
pr.z, pre-zygapopn5^es

;
pt.s, post-zygapo- lent to the first basi-

physes. ventral elements, i,$,

serially homologous
with the intervertebral pads. In the adults the atlas forms a
more or less solid ring. A remnant of the chorda dorsalis and its

shgath persists as the figamentum suspensorium between the central
portions of the successive vertebrae.

In birfls we distinguish bc'tw^n the following regions of the axial

skeleton, (i) Cervical vertebrae, or those between the skull and the
first vertebra which is connected with the sternum by a pair of com-
plete ribs. The last i to 5 of these vertebrae have movable ribs

which do not reach the sternum, and are called cervico-donsals.

(2) Dorsals, those which begin with the first thoracic rib, and end at
the last that is not tused with the ilium. The term “lumbar"
vertebrae Is inapplicable to birds. (3) Pelvic, all those which arc
fu.sed with the iliac portion of the pelN’is, generally a considerable

number. (4) Caudal, those which are not connected with the pelvis.

It is to be noted that often no absolute
line of demarcation can be drawn in

regard to these regions, their definitions

being rather convenient than morpho-
logical.

In com])arison with all other verte-

brate.s the number of neck-vertebrae of

the birds is considerably increased
;
the

lowest number. 14 to 15. is that of

most Passeres and many other Coracio-

moiqihae
; the largest numbers, 20 or

21, are found in the ostrich, 23 in Cygnus
olor and 25 in the black swan. Dorsal
vertebra f' fn‘quently have a ventral

outgrowth of the cenfrum
;

thf'se hypa-
pophyses may be sim])le vertic.il blades,

L-shaped, or paired knobs
;

they serve

lor the attacliment of the thoracic

origin of the longus colhantieus mu.sclo,

reaching their greatest development in

Spheni.sci and Colymbida- . In many
birds some of the thorncic vertebrae arc

more or less coossihed, in most pigeons

lor instance tin* 15th to 17th; in most
Galli the last cervical and the next three

01 lour thoracics are coalesced , Ac.

The pelvic verlel^rae include of course

the sacrum, 'fheie are only two or

three vertebrae winch are equivalent to

those of the reptiles
;

these true sacrals

arc situated in a levtl just b(‘hind the

acetabulum
;

as a rule between these

two primary sacral vertebrae issues the

last of the spinal nerves w'liich con-

tributes to the composition of the

sciadic plexus. These true sacrals alone Fig. 0.—The ** sacrum*'
ar<‘ connected with the ilium by pro- of a young Fowl ;

natural
cesses which are really equivalent to size, seen from below,
modified ribs ; but tin* pelvis of birds i)orso-lumbar,s, sacral,

extends considerably fartlier forwards c. caudal vertebrae,

and backwards, gradually coming into

contact with other vertebrae, which in various ways send out

connecting transvi-rse processes or buttresses, and thus become

pro- and post - sacral vertebrae (fig. 9)* The most anterior

part of the ilium often overlaps one or more short lumbar

ribs and fuses with them, or even a long, complete thoracic rib.

Similarly during the growth of the bird the posterior end ol t he ilium

connects itself with the transverse processes of vertebrae which \M‘re

originally free, thus transforming them from caudals into secondary

post-sacrals. Individual, specific and
generic variations are fn‘queiit.

The last six or seven caudal vertebrae

coale.sce into the pygostylc, an upright

blade which carrie‘s the rectrices. Such
a pygostyle is ab.scnt in Archaeopteryx,

Hesperornis, Tinami and Ratitae, but it

occurs individually in old specimens of

the ostrich and the kiwi. In Ichthyomis
it is very small. In all the NeurnUhes
the total number of caudal vertebrae,

inclusive of those which coalesce, is

reduced lo at least 13.

Sternum (figs. 10 and ii).—Charac-
teristic features of the sternum are the

following. There is a well-marked pro-

cesxus lateralis anterior (the right and
left together equivalent to the mam-
malian manubrium), which is the
product of two or three ribs, the
dorsal parts of which reduced ribs

remain as cervico-dorsal ribs. Then
follows the rib - bearing portion and
then the processus lateralis posterior ; fjc, jq.

—

A .side view of
this also IS the product of ribs, con- the Chick's sternum,
sequcntly the right and left processes

together are equivalent to the xiphoid process or xiphistemum
of the mammals. The lateral process in most birds sends out an
outgrowth, directed out and upwards, overlapping some of the* ribs,

the processus ohliquus. The median and posterior extension of the

body of the sternum is a direct outgrowth of the latter, therefore
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called meta-sternum, ^he anterior%argin of the sternum ^between
the right and left anterior lateral processes receives in sockets the
feet of the coracoids. Between them arises a median crest, which
varies much in extent and composition, and is oi considerable taxo-

nomic value. It b represented cither by a spina interna or by a
• spina externa, or

by both, or they
join to form a
spina communis
which is often very
large and some-
times ends in a
bifurcation. Even-
tually, when the
right and left feet

of the coracoids

overlapeach other,

the anterior sternal
spine contams a
loramen. Tliokeel,

or Carina sterni, is

formed as a direct

cartilaginous out-

growth of the body
of the sternum,
ossifying from a
fecial centre.
This keel is much
reduced in the

Fig. II.- -Sternum of a Chick (Callus domes- New Zealand
tiiHs) three days old.i lower view, x three dia- parrot, Strin^ops,

meters. 'J'he cartilage is shaded and clotted, various

and the bony centres are light and striated. flightless rails, in

the dodo and soli-

taire. It is absent in the Ratitae, which from this feature have
receiv(‘d thtur name, but considerable traces of a cartilaginous

keel occur in the embryo of the ostrich, showing undeniably
that the absence of a keel in the recent bird is not a primitive,

fundamental feature. The keel has been lost, and is being lost,

at various epochs and by various groujis of birds. The swim-
ming Uespcrnrnis (sec Odontornithks) was also devoid of such
a structure. In many birds the spaces between the metastenium
and the posterior processes and again tlie spaces between this and
the oblique process are filled up by proceeding ossification and either

remain as notches, or as feucstrae, or tliev are com])lctely abolished

so that the breastbone is turned into one solid more or less oblong
plate.

Shoulder 6hV<^/6'.—Scapula, coracoid and clavicle, meet to form the

foramen friosseum, through which passes the tendon of the supra-

coraandens or suhclavius muscle to tlic tuberculum supenus of the

humerus. The coracoid is one of the most characttuistic boii(‘s of

the bird's skeleton. Its upper end forms the acrocoracoid process,

against the inner surface of which leans the proximal portion of the

clavicle. From the inner side ol the neck of tlie coracoid arises the
precoracoidal process, the remnant of the preeoracoid. Only in the

ostrich this element is almost tyjiically complete, although soon
fused at inther end with the coracoid. Near the base of the pre-

coracoidal process is a small foramen tor the passage of the nemm
supi acoracnideus. In most birds the leet of tlie coracoids do not
touch each other ; in some groups lliey meet, in others one overlaps
the other, the rigid lying ventrally upon the left. The .scapula is

.sabre -shaped, and extends backwards over the ribs, lying almost
parallel to the vertebral column. This is a peculiar character of

all birds. The clavicles, when united, as usual, form the furcula

;

mostly the distal median portion is drawp out into a hypoeleidium
of various shajic. Often it reaches the keel of the stermim, with
subsequent syndesmosis or even synostosis, c.g. in the gannet. In

birds of various groups the clavicles are more or less degenerated,

the reduction beginning at the distal end. This condition occurs

in the Ratitae as well as in tlie well-flying Plutycercinae amongst
parrots.

The fore-limb or wing (fig. 12 ) ;
highly specialized for flight, which,

initiated and made possible mainly by the strong de\elopment
of quill -feathers, has turned the wing into a unique organ. The
humerus witli its cro.sts, ridges and processes, presents so many modi-
fications characteristic of the various groups of birds, that its con-

figuration alone is not pnly of considerable taxonomic value but that

almost any genus, excepting, of course, those of Passeres, can be
“ spotted " by a close examination and comparison of this bone.

When the wing is folded the long glenoid surface of the head of the

humerus is bordered above by the tuberculum externum or superius,

in the middle and below by the tuberculum medium or inferius for

the insertion of the coraco-hrachialis posterior muscle. From the outer

tobei'culuill extends the large crista superior (insertion of pectoralis

major and of deitoideus major muscles). The ventral portion of the

neck is formed by the strong crista inferior, on the median side of

which is the deep fossa subtrochanterica by wliich air sacs enter the

humerus. On the outer side of the humerus between the head and
the crista inferior is a groove lodging one of the coraco-humeral

Kgaments. The distal end of the humerus ends in a trochlea, with

963
a larger knob for the ulna and a sqpaller oval knob for the radius.

Above this knob is often present an ectepicondylar process whence
arise the tendons of the ulnar and radial flexors. The radius is tht*

straighter and more slender of the two forearm bones. Its proximal
end forms a shallow cup for articulation with the outer condyle ol

the humerus
; the distal end bears a knob which fits into the radial

carpal. The ulna is curved and rather stout ; it articulates with both
carpal bones

;
the cubital quills often cause rugosities on its dorsal

surface. Of wrist-bones only two remain in the adult bird ;
the

original distal carpals coalesce with the proximal end of the meta-
caipals. These are reduced, in all birds, to three, but traces of the
fourth have been observed in embryos. The first metacarpal U
short and fuses throughout its length with the second. This and the
third are much longer and fuse together at their upper and distal

f
ends, leaving as a rule a space between the shafts. The pollex and
the third finger are as a rule reduced to one phalanx each, while the

index still has two. The first and second fingers frequently carry
a little claw. The greatest reduction of the hand-skeleton is met
with in Dromaeus and in Apteryx, wliich retain only the index finger.

It is of importance for our understanding of the posirion of the
Ratitae in the system, that the wing-skeleton of the ostrich and
rhea is an exact repetition of that of t^ical flying birds

; the bones
are much more slender, and the muscles are considerably reduced
in strength also to a lesser extent in numbers, but the total length of
the wing of an ostrich or a rhea is actually and comparatively
enormous. Starting with the kiwi and cassowary, people have got
into the habit of confounding flightless with wingless conditions.
It is absolutely certain that the wings of the Ratitae bear the
strongest testimony that they are the descendants of typical flying
birds. •

BIRD
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The pelvis (fig. 13), consisting of tlie sacrum (already described)
j

the so-Alled hypotarsus, which in various ways, characteristic of

and tin; pelvic arch, namely iliuin, ischium and pubis, it lollows that
|

the difierent groups of birds (with one or more sulci, grooved or
only birds and mammals possess a pelvis proper, whilst such is

j

perforated), acts as guiding pulley to the tendons of the flexor

entirely absiuit in the Amphibia and in reptiles with the exception
of some ot the Dinosaurs. The ventral inner margin of the pre-

acetal )ular portion of the ilium is attached to the pre-sacral vertebrae,

whilst the inner and dorsal margin of the po.stacetabular portion is

attached to the primary sat ral and the postsacral vertebrae. In
rare cases the right and left preacetabular blades fuse with each other
above the spinous processes. In front of the acetabulum a thick
proci'ss of the ilium desctmds to meet the tmbis, and a similar pro-
ct?ss behind meets the iicliium. The acetabulum is completely sur-

rounded by tliese thi(.‘e bones, but its cup always retains an open
foramen

;
from its posterioi rim arises the strong antitrochanter.

The ischium and postacetabiilar ilium origiiuilly enclose the ischiadic

notch or inrisma hchiadicn This primitive condition occurs only
in the Odonloruithes Ratitae and Tinami ; in all others this

notch becomes conv rted into a foramen ischiadicum, through which
pass the big shuns m* the ischiadic nerves and most ot the blocxl-

vessels of tlie hind hinb. The pubis consists ol a short anttTior
portion (spina ptthu a'' or peel meal process, homologous with the
prepiibic process oi Dinosaurs) and the long and slender pubis
proper ((*quivah‘nl ^to the processus lateralis puhis ot most reptiles).

The shall ol the pubis runs parallel with that ol the ischium, with
whii'li it is connected bv a short ligamentous or bony bridge; this

cuts oil from the long tniisura puho-isiluadka a proximal portion,

the fotanien ohturatum, lor the passage of the obt urator nerve. < )nly

in the ostrich the dis^l ends of the ]nibes meet, lorming a dagger-
sha]H*(l sN inphysis. which is curvetl forwards. The pectineal process

PA
Fi(i. 13. I’elvisand caudal vertebrae of adult Fowl, side view', natural size.

11, Tliuni; Is, ischium; pubis; d.l, dorso-lumbar vertebrae; ( caudal vertebrae; acetabulum

is variable
; it may glow ciiLirdy from the pubis, or lioth pubis and

ilium ])artake ol its lormation, or laslly its jmbic portion may be
lost and the process is (‘iitirely iormed by the ilium. It is largest in
the Gaiji and some ol the Cuculi, in others il is hardly indicated. It

served originally lor tlie origin the amlaens muscle (see Musculai
System below)

; shiltmg or disappearance ol tliis muscle, of course.

influenr(‘s the process.

The Hind Limb,- The femur oitcii possessi's a W’ell visible pneu-
matic foramen on llie median side of the ptoximid end of its shall.

The inner condyle, tiu* interconch lar sulcus, and a portion only
of its outer condyle, articulate with corresponding facets ol the
tibia. The outer condyle articulates mainly with the fibula. Thc’re

is a patella, intercalated in the tendon ol the fi-niori -tibialis or extensor

cruris muscle. In Colymbus the patella is re<liued to a small ossicle,

its function being taUen by the greatly developed pyramidal processus
tibialis anterun

;
in Podneps and Hespefotni\ the patell.i itsell is-

large and jiyramida!. 'J'he distal half of the tilmla is very slender
and normally does not reach the ankle-joint ;

it is attached to the
peroneal ridge of the tibia. On the anterior side ol the tibia, is the
intercondylar sulcus, which is crossed by an oblique bridge of tendon
or bone, acting as a pulley for the tendon of the extensor digitvrum
communis muscle. The comlyles of the tibia arc in reality not parts

of this bone, but are the three proximal tarsaha which fuse together
and with the distal cud of the Ubia. The distal tarsalia likewise fuse

together, and thfu on to the upjKT ends of the metatarsals; the
tarsale centiale remains sometimes as a separate osseou.s nodule,
buried in the inter- articular pad. Consequently the ankle-joint of
birds is absolutely cruro-tarsal and tarso-metatarsal, i.e. intertarsal,

an arrangement absolutely diagnostic ol birds if it did not also occur
in SOUK* of the Dinosaurs. Of the metatarsals the fifth occurs as
an embryonic vestige near the joint

; the first is reduced to its distal

portion, and is, with the hallux, shoved on to the inner and pos-

terior side of the fool, at least in the majority of birds. The three
middle metatar.saF become fused together into a cannon bone ; the
up^er part of the third middle metatarsal projects behind and forms

muscles of the toes. Normally the four toes have two, three, four

and five phalanges respectively, but in Cypselus the number is

reduced to three in the front toes. Reduction of the number of toes

(the fifth shows no traces whatever, not even in Archaeopteryx)
begins with the hallux, which is completely or partly absent in many
birds

; the second toe is absent in Struthiu only. The short feet ol the
penguins are quite plantigrade, in adaptation to which habit the
metatarsals he in one plane and are incomplcf:ely co-o.ssifiecl, thus .

presentmg a pseudo-primitive condition.
LiriiKATUKii. —Only a mere fraction of the enormous literature

dealing with the skeleton ol birds can here be mentioned.
M. E. Alix, Essai sur rappareil Un amateur des oiseaux (Paris, 1874) ;

E. Blanchard, " Recherches sur les caract6re.s ost6ologiques des

oiseaux appliquees ^ la classification,” Ann. Sci, Nat. Ser. iv., t. xi. ;

W. Dames, “ Ober Brustbein Schultcr und Beckengiirtcl der
Archaeopteryx.” Math. Naturw. Mitth., Berlin, vii., 1897. pp. 476
492: T. C. Eytou, Osteologia avium (London. 1858-1881). with
many plates; C. Gegeubaur, Vntersuch. z. vergl. Anat. d. Wirhel-

thiere, /. Carpus und Tarsus, J1. SchultergUriel (Leipzig, 1864 1865),
P. Darting, L’Appareit episternal des otseau.x (UtrecliL 1864); T. H.
Duxley. “ On the Classification of Birds and on the Taxonomic
Value ol the Modifications of certain ol the Cranial Bones ...” T.Z.S.

,

i 8()7 ; G. Jaeger. “Das WirbelkdrpergelenU der \'6g,y:\,’' Sitzb. K.
Ak. ILias.. Wien, xxxiii., 185S

; A. Johnson, ” On the Development
ol the I'elvic Girdle and Skeleton of the Dind-limb in the Chick

Q.

J.M.S., xxiii., 1883, pp. 399-411 , K. F. Kessler, ” Osteologic det

Vogelfiisse,” Bull. Soc. Imp. Nat.,

Moscow. XIV., 1841 ;
B. Lindsay,

” On the Avian Stenium,” P.Z.S.,

1885 ; E. Mehnert, ” ICntwickclung
des Ospelvis di‘r \dgel,” Morph,
Jahrh., .xiii., 1877; A. B. Meyer.
Abbildungen von Vogel SkelcUen
(Dre.sden, 1870) ;

St G. Mivart, “ On
the Axial Skeleton of the Ostrich.

Struthionidae. Pelecanidae,” Trans.
Zool Soc. viii,, 1874; X., 1877; E. S.

Morse, ” On I lie Carjms and Tarsus
ol Birds,” Ann. Lvc. N.H., New
York, X., 1874; J. S. Parker, “Ob-
servations on the Anatomy and
Development ol Apteryx,” Phil.

Trans., 1890, pp. 1-1 jo, 17 pis.; W.
K. Parker, numerous papers in Trans.

L. S., P.S. and Z.S,, r,g. “ O.steology

ol Gallinaceous Birds,” T.Z.S., v.,

1803; '• Rhinochetiis,” ibid.vi.; “Skull

ol Aegithoguathoiis Birds,” ibid, x..

1878;' “Skull m the Ostrich

Tribe,” PhiLTums. vol. 156. 1866;
“Skull of Common Fowl,” iZ/uf. vol.

159, 1870; “ Skull of Picidae,” 7'.

Linn. Soc., 1875; “Monograph on the Structure and Develoiiment
of the vShoulder-girdle and vSternum.” Kuv Soc. London, 1808 ; W. P.

Pycralt, “On the Morphology and J^hylogcny of the Palaeognathae

(Hatitae and Crypturi) and' Neognat’hae," Tunis. Zool. Soi. xv.,

19(K), pp. 149 290, pis. 42-45: id, "Some points in the morphology ol

the 1‘alate of the Neogiiatluu .” 7‘. Linn. Sm. 28, pp. 343-357.
pis.

; Jk Suselikin, ” Ziir Morphologic des Vogelskelels. I.

Scliadel’ vcm Tmnnnculu.s,” Mem. Soc., Moscow, xvi,, Jooo, pp.
1-63. pis.

2. Mmscular System.

Of the muscles of the stem or axis, those of the neck and tail

are well-developed and specialized, while tliosc of the lower

back arc more or less reduced, or even completely degenerated

owing to the rigidity of this region, brought about by the great

antero-posterior extent of the pelvis.

The muscles of the limbs show a great amount of special-

ization, away from the fundamental reptilian and mammalian
conditions. The muscles of the fore limbs are most aberrant,

but at the same time more uniformly developed than those of

the hinder extremities. The reasons are obvious. The whole

wing is a unique modification, deeply affecting the skeletal,

muscular and tegumentary structures, but fluttering, skimming,

sailing, soaring are motions much more akin to one another tlian

climbing and grasping, running, scratching, paddling a^id wading.

The modifications of the hind -limbs are in fact many times

greater (such as extremely long legs, with four, three or only two

toes ;
very short legs, almost incapable of walking, with all four

toes directed forwards, or two or one backwards, and two or

more connected and therefore bound to act together, in various
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ways. Thus it has come to pass*that the muscles of fre hind

limbs are, like their framework, more easily compared with those

of reptiles and mammals than are the wings, whilst within the

class of birds they show an enormous amount of variation in

direct correlation with their manifold requirements. The only

really aberrant modifications of the wing-muscles arc found in

the Ratitae, where they are, however, all easily explained by

reduction, and in the penguins, where the wings are greatly

specialized into bl^es for rowing with screw-like motions.

The wing of the bird is folded in a unic|uo way» namely, the radius

parallel with tlu^ humerus, and the whole wrist and hand with their

ulnar side against the ulna
;

upjier and forearm in a state of supina-

tion, the hand in that of strong abduction. Dorsal and ventral

bending, even in the extended wing, is almost impossible. Conse-

quently only a few of the original extensor muscles have been pre-

served, but these are much modified into very independent organs,

notably the extensor metacarpi radialis Umgus, the ext. metac. ulnatis

and the two radio- and ulnari-rnetaeurpi muscles, all of which are

inserted upon the metacarpus by means of long tendons. The chief

muscular mass, arising from the sternum in the shape of a the

pectoralis muscle
;

its fibres converge into a strong tendon, which is

inserted upon the greater tubercle and upper cre.st of the humerus,

which it depresses and slightly rotates forwards during the down-

stroke. This great muscle covers completely the supracoracoideus,

generally described as the second pectoral, or suhclavius muscle, in

realit y homologous with the mammalian supraspinatus muscle. This

arises mostly from the angle termed by the keel with the liody of

the sternum, jiasses by a .strong tendon through the foramen tri-

osseum, and is inserted upon the npp^r tubercle ot the humeral crest,

which it rotates and abducts. The extent of the origin of this

muscle from the sternum, on which it leaves converging, parallel or

diverging impressions, is of .some taxonomic value.

Much labour has been bestowed by A. H. Garrod and Max Fur-

bringer upon the investigation of the variations of the insertirig

tendons oi the patagial muscles (fig. 14), mainly from a taxonomic
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flexor digitorum subitmts muscle arises fle.shy from the long

: band which extends from tmj inner humeral condyle along

From Nuwtuu'.s Dictionary Birds, by permission of A. & C. Black.

Fn;. 14.—Wing muscles of a Goose. Bi, Biceps
;

Blast, sec .,

ela.stic vinculum and Bxp.ser., rxpansor secundariorum ;
Pt.br and

Pt.lg, short and long propatagial muscles
;
Tri, triceps.

point of view. The pYopalagtah.s longus muscle is composed of

slips from the deltoid, pectoral, biceps and cucullaris muscles. Its

strong belly originates near the shoulder joint from clavicle, cora-

coid and scapula. Its elastic tendon runs directly to the carpus,

forming thereby the outer margin of the anterior patagium, or fold

of skin between the upper and forearm, which it serves to extend,

together with the propatagialis brevis muscle. This runs down the

anterior and outer side of the upper arm, and is attached to the

E
roximal tendon of the extensor metacarpi radialis longus, a little

elow the outer condyle of the humerus. In most birds the tendon

is split into several portions, one of which is often attached to the

outer side of the ulna, below the elbow joint, while others are in

variable but characterustic ways connected with similar slips of the

propatagialis longus. The posterior patagium, the fold between

trunk and inner surface of the upper arm, is stretched by the meta-

patagialis muscle, which is composed of slips from the serratns,

superpcialis, latissimus dorsi and the expansor secundariorum muscles.

This, the stretcher of the cubital quills, is a very interesting muscle.

Arising as a long tendon from the stcrno-scapular ligament, it passes

the axilla by means of a fibrous pulley, accompanies the axillary

vessels and nerves along the humerus, and is inserted by a few fleshy

fibres on base of the la.st two or three cubital quills. Here, alone,

at the distal portion of the tendon, occur mu.scular fibres, but these

are unstriped, belonging to the category of cutaneous muscles. We
have here the interesting fact that a muscle (portion of the triceps

humeri of the reptiles) has been reduced to a tendon, which in a swon-

ks becondary way has become connected with cutaneous muscles, which,

when strongly developed, represent its belly.

The
j

elastic — ' u- u
the ventral surface of the ulna to the ulnar carpal bone, over which

the tendon runs to insert itself on the radial anterior side of the first

phalanx of the second digit. Owing to the elasticity of the humero-

carpal band the wing remains clos^ without any .special muscular

exertion, while, wlicn the wing is extended, this band assists in keep-

ing it taut. The arm-muscles have been studied in an ab.solutely

exhaustive manner by Fiirbringcr, who in his monumental work

has tabulated and then scrutinized the chief characters of fourtwn

selected muscles. The results are as interesting from a morpho-

logical point ol view (showing the subtle and gradual modifications of

these organs m their various adaptations), as they are sparse in

taxonomic value, lar less satisfactory than are those of the hind-limb.

He was, however, the first to show clearly that the Ratitae are the

retrograde descendants of flying ancestors, that the various groups

ol surviving Ratitae arc, as such, a polyphyletic group, and he has

gone fully into the interesting question of the development and

subsequent loss of the power of flight, a loss which has taken place

not only in different orders of birds but also at various geological

l>eriods, and is still taking place. Very important are also the in

vesiigations which show how, for instance in such fundamentally

different groups as petrels and gulls, similar bioii«mic conditions have

produced .step by step a marvellously close convergence, not only

ill general appearance, but even in many details of structure.

Of the mu.scles of the hind-limbs likewise only a few can lx* men
tinned. The amhiens muscle, long and spindle-shaped, lying im-

mediately beneath the skin, extending from the pectineal process or

ilio>pubic spine to the knee, is the most median of the muscles of th<*

thigh. When typically developed its long tendon passes the knee-

joint, turning towards its outer side, and lastly, without being any-

where attached to the knee, it forms one of the heads of the flexor

perforatus digit, ii. or iii. One of the functions of this peculiar

muscle (which is similarly developed in crocodiles, but absent, or not

differentiated from the ilio tibial and ilio-femoral mass, in other

vertebrates) is that its contraction helps to close the second and

third toes. Too much has been made of this feature since Sir R.

Owen {Cyclop. Anat. Pfiys. i. p. 296, 1835), following G. A. Borelli

{De motu animalium, Rome, 1680), explained that birds are enabled

to grasp the twig on which they reft, whilst sleeping, without having

to make any muscular exertion, because the weight of the Inxly bends

the knee and ankle-joints, over both of which pass the tendons of this

compound muscle. There are many perching birds, c./». all the

Passeres, which do not possess this muscle at all, w'hilst many of

those w'hich have it fully developed, e.g. Anseres, can hardly be said

to “ perch.”
Garrod went so far as to divide all the birds into Homalogonatae

and Ammalogonatae, according to the presence or absence of the

ambiens muscle. This resulted in a failure. To appreciate this,

it is sufficient to enumerate the birds without the critical muscle

:

Passeriformes and Coraciiformes, without exception ;
A rdeae and

Podiceps
;

lastly various genera of .storks, pigeons, parrots, petrels

and auks. The lo.ss has taken place, and still takes }ilace, inde-

pendently in widely different groups. It follows, first, that the

aKsence of this muscle does not always^ indicate relationship

;

secondly that we can derive birds that are without it from a group

w'liich still possess it, but not vice versa. The absence of the ambiems

muscle in all owls, which apparently use their feet in the same way
as the Accipitres (all of wuiich possess it), indicates tnat owls are

not developed from the latter, but from a group which, like the other

Coraciiformes, had already lost thofl- muscle.

Garrod further attributed much taxonomic value to the cauA^

ilio-femoralis muscle (fig. 1 5). This, when fully developed, consists

of two parts, but inserted by a single ribbon-like tendon upon the

hinder surface of the femur, near the end of its first third
;
the caudal

part, femoro-caudalis, expressed by Garrod by the symbol A, arises

from transverse processes of the tail ; the iliac part {accessoro-

femoro-caudal of Garrod, with the symbol B), arises mostly from the

outer surface of the postacetabular ilium. Of course this double-

headed condition is the more primitive, and as such exists in most
nidifugous birds, but in many of these, as well as in many nidicolous

birds, either the caudal or tlie iliac head is absent, and in a very
few {Cancroma, Dicholophus, Steatornis and some Caihartes) the whole
muscle is absent. The caud-ilio flexorius {semitendinosus of most
authors) arises from the transverse processes of the tail, and from
the distal half of the postacetabular ilium, thence passing as a broad
ribbon to the popliteal region, where it splits into two portions. One
of the.se, broad and fleshy, is inserted upon the posterior surface of
the distal third of the femur. Tl^is portion, morphologically the
original, was named the aeqessory semitendinosus ” with the
symbol Y ;

the other portion descends on the hinder aspect of the
leg and joins the fascia of the inner femoral head of the gastrocnemius
muscle. In many birds the insertion is shifted from the femur to
the neck of the tibia, in which case the "

accessory head ” is said to
be absent, a condition expressed by Garrod by the symbol X, By
combining the four symbols A, B, X, Y, according to their presence
or absence, Garrod got a considerable number of formulae, each
of which was overruled, so to speak, by the two categories of the
presence or absence of the ambiens muscle. It needs hardly to be
pointed out why such a purely mechanical scheme was doomcfl to
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failure. Its author, with a con^derablc mathematical and mechani-

cal bias, reckoned entirely witlf the cjuantity, not with the quali^
of his units, and relied almost implicitly upon his formulae. It is,

however, fair to state that his system was not built entirely upon
these muscular vanations, but rather upon a more laborious com-
bination of anatomical characters, which were so selected that they
presumably could not stand in direct correlation with each other,

notably the oil-gland, caeca, carotids, nasal bones and aliove all, the

muscles of the thigh. He w’as, indeed, the first to show clearly the
relationship of the heron-like birds with the Stcgaiiopodes

;
of stork-

like birds with the American vultures ; the great difference between
the latter and the other birds of prey ;

the connexion of the gulls

and auks with the plovers, and that of the sand-grouse with the

N, Sciatic nerve,
Ischio-femoralis.

Ifi.fl, ischio-fibularis.

Sart, Sartorius.

From Newton's Dictionary o/ Birds.

Fig. 15. Left thigh-muscles of a Rail. Outer view after removal
of the ll.jh, ilio-fibularis and ll.iih, iUo-tibialis.

A, Caudal.
i)‘, Iliac portion ot caud-ilio-femoralis.
.V, Caud-ilio-flcxorius.

Y, “ Accessory ” portion of the same.
Pif, Pu bisc h io- femoralis

.

pigeons - discov(?rios expressed in the new terms of the orders
Cictmiiformes and Charadriifornios. These are instanees. now well
understood, thal almost every organie system, even when studied
by itself, may yield valuable indications as to the natural affinities
of the various groups of birds. That Garrod has .so very much
advanced the classihcation of birds is ultimately due to his com-
jirehensive anatomical knowledge and general insight.

'i'o return to the.se thigh muscles. The most primitive combina-
tion, ambiens and AliXY, is tlio most common; next follows
that of A X V'. meaning the reduction of B, i.e, the iliac portion
of the < awl-ilio-fcmorulh

; A BX and B X Y are less common ;A X and A'.Y are rare and occur only in smaller groups, as in sub-
families or genera; B X occurs only in 7 WiVeps. But the grcatc.st
reduction, with only A remainiijg, is characteristic of such a hetero-
geneous a.ssembly as Acripitres. Cypselidae, Trochilidac, Strigas and
Fregata. This fact alone is sufficient proof that these conditions,
or rather reductions, have been acaiiired iiidepcnd<Mitly of the various
groups A B Y, A Y, A H, X Y and D do not occur at all,
some of them for obvious reasons. Occasionally there is an instruc-
tive progre.ssive evolution cxpres.sed in 1hes(‘ formula

;
for instance

Phaethon, in various other respects the lowest ol the Stcganopodc.s,
has AXY, Sula and Phalacrncnrav have A’. Fregata, the most
specialized of these birds, has arrived at the reduced formula A,
Further, the combinations BXY and AXY cannot be derived
from each other, but both directly from A BXY in two different
directions. Keeping this in mind, we may fairly conclude that the
flamingo with. .HA V' points to an ancestral condition A BXY,
winch is still represented by Platalea and This, whilst the other storks
proper have taken a different line, leading to A X Y,

Literatitre, Well nigh complete lists of the enormous myo-
logical literature are contained in Fiarbringcr’s Uniersuchungen zur
Morpholime und Systematik dcr Vogel, and in Gadow’s vol. Vogel of
Bronn s Klassen und Ordntmgen^des Tierreidos. Only a few papers
and works can be mentioned hen*, with the remark that few authors

paid attention to the all-important innervation of the muscles.
A. CarlsHon. Bettrdgc zur Kemtniss der Anatomic dcr Sdiwimmvdgel :

K. Svensk, Vet. Ah. Handlinger. J. G. No. ^ (1884) ; A. Alix, Essai
sur lapparetl lornmoteur des niseaux (Paris, 1874) ; H. Gadow, Zue
Mfg/. Anat. der Mushulatuf de^ Deckens und der hinteren Gliedmasse

Garrod, *‘On Certain Muscles of the
I high of Birds and on their value in Classification,'* P.Z.S., 1873,
pp. 624-6^ ; 1874, pp. 1 11-123. Other papers by Garrod, 1875,
PP* ^39"34” (deep planter tendon.s)

; 187O, pp. 3^^‘5i9 (wing-mu-sries

of PasseR's), &c.
; J. G. do Man? Vevgelijkenie myohgische en neuro-

logische Studieu over Amphibien en Vogels (Leiden, 1873), {Corvidae)
;

A. Milnc-Edwards, Recherches anatomiques et paliontologiques pour
servir d I’histoire des oiseaux fnsstles de la France (Paris, 1867-1868),
tom. i. pis. ix.-x.(/4^ttji7aand Callus)

;

R. Owen, article “Aves,^’ Todds’
Cydopaed. of Anal, and I^hys. 1. (l.ondoa, 1835); “ On the Anatomy
of the Southern Apteryx,” Tram. Zool. Soi., iii., 18.49 ;

A. Quenner-
stedt, “Studier i foglarnas anatomi,” Lunds Vnivers. Aarsk,, ix,, 1872
(hind-limb of swimming birds)

; G. Rolleston, “ On the Homologies
of Certain Muscles coimectod with the Shoulder-joint.” Tuins. Linn,
Sac., xxvi., 1868 ; R. W. Shufeldt, The Myology of the Raven (London,
i8qt)

,
M. Watson, “ Report on the Anatomy m the Spheuiscidae,”

Challenger Reports, 1883.

3. Nervous System,

Brain.—The more rbarartcri.stir features of the bird’s brain

show clearly a further development of the reptilmn type, not

always terminal features in a direct line, but rather side-depar-

tures, sometimes even a secondary sinking to a lower level,

and in almost every case in a direction away from those funda-

mentally reptilian lines which have led to the characters typical

of, and peculiar to, the mammals.
The lorcbram forms the bulk of the whole brain, but the large size

of the hemispheres is due to the greater development of tin* basal
and lateral portions (pedunculi cerebri and corpora striata), while the
pallium (the portion external to the lateral ventricles) is thin, and
re.strictecl to the median side of each hemisi^here. As a direct result

of this undoubtedly secondary reduction ol the j^allium— due to the
excessive ])reponderance ot the basal and lateral jiarts—the corpus
callosum [i.e. the transverse commissure of the right and lelt pallium)
is in birds reduced to a narrow flat bundle of a few white fibres

;
it

is situated immediately above and behind the much stronger anterior
commissure, i.e. the connexion between the corpora striata, or chief
remaining part ol tlio hemispheres. Owing to the small size of tlie

ollactory lobes the anterioranns of the lattei conimissun* are wanting.
There is very little grey matter in the corte.x ol the hemispheres,
the surlaee ot whidi is devoid ot convolutions, mostly cjuite siiiootli

;

in others, for instance pigeons, lowls and birds ol prey, a very slight

furrow might be compared with the Sylvian fissure.

The 'I'haUmencephalon is iinieh i educed. 'I'he epiphysis, or pineal
body, is quite as degenerate as in niammals. although still forming
a long stalk us in rejitiles. In birds, this stalk consists entirely ol

blood vessels, which in the adult enclose no terminal vesich*, and fuse

with the membranous linings of llie .skull. The midbrain is n*j)re-

sented chiefly by the optic lobes, the cortex of which alone is homo-
logous with the corpora quadragemina of the mammals. Their
transv'crse dorsal connexion is (he jioslerior commissure

;
otlierwise

tlie whole roof portion ol the niidbrain is reduced to a Ihin membrane,
continuous with that which covers the Sylvian aqiieduel, and this

ventricle sends a lateral cavity into each optic lobe, as is the case in

reptiles. The right and left lobes themselves are rent asiimh'r (so

to speak), so that they arc freely visible from above, tilling the
corners lormed by the hemispheres and the cerclK lluiu. 'Ihe latter

is, ill comparison with mammals, re]>resented by its middle portion
only, the vermis

;
in a sagittal section it shows an extremely wc‘11

developed arbor vitae, produced by the transverse, repeated folding
of the whole organ. In comparison with reptiles the cerebellum ol

birds shows higli development. Forwards it covers, and has driven
asunder, the ojjtic lobes

;
backwards it hides the much shortened

medulla oblongata.
Several futile attempts have been made to draw conclusions as

to the intelligence of various birds, from comparison of the weight
of the whole brain with that ol the body, or the weight of the hemi-
spheres witli that of other parts of the central nervous system.
The brachial plexus is formed by four or five of the lowest cervical

nerves
; the last nerve of this plexus often marks the boundary of

the cervical and thoracic vertebrae. The composition of the plexus
vanes much, not only in different species, but even individually.
'I'he most careful observations are those by Furbringer. The seri^
number of these nerves dej)eiids chiefly upon the length of the neck,
the extreme.s being represented by Cvpselus (ioth-i4th cervical) and
Cygnus (22nd-24th). the usual numbers of the common fowl being
the i3lh-X7th nerves.

Tlie Crural Plexus is divided into a crural, ischiadic and pubic
portion. The first is generally composed of three nerves, the hind-
most of which, the furcalis, issues in most birds between the last two
luinlxi-sacral vertebrae, and then divides, one half going to the
crural, the other to the sciatic portions. The obturatonus nerve
invariably comes from the two mam stems of the crural. The
ischiadic portion consists generally of five or six nerves, which leave
the pelvis as one thick system through the ilio-iscbiadic loratneii.

The last nerve which contributes to the ischiadic plexus ^aves the
spinal column in most birds either between the two primary sacral
vertebrae, or just below the hindmost of tliem, and sends a branch
to the pubic portion which is composed of post -ischiadic nerves,
partly imbedded in the kidneys, and innervates the ventral muscles
Lietween the tail and pubis, together with those of the cloaca and
copulatory organs.
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The Sympathetic SyMem forms a fhain on either side of verte-

bral column. In the region of the neck lateral strands pass through
the transverse canal of the cervical vertebrae

;
but from the thoracic

region onwards, where the cardiac branch to the heart is given off.

each strand is double and the basal ganglia are successively con-
nected with the next by a branch which runs ventrally over the
capituluni of the rib, and by another which passes directly through
the foramen or space formed between capitulum and tuberculum.
In the pelvic region, from ak)Out the level of the posterior end of the
ischiadic plexus, the strand of each side becomes single again, passing

ventrally over the transverse processes. lastly, towards the caudid
region the right and^eft strands approach and anastomose, eventually
coalescing in the mid line.

Literattirk.—A. Bumm. “ Das Grosshirn dcr Ydgel,” Zeitschr,

mss. Zool., 38, 1883. y)p. 430-4^A pis. 24-25 ; F. Leuret and P.
Gratiolet, Anatomie cnntpariie du syst^e fiemeux (Pans, 1839-1857),
with atlas; A. Meckel, “ Anatomie desGehims der Vogel,” in Meckel's

Archiv f. Physinl. vol. ii,
;

1
-
1 . F. Osl)Orn, ” The Origin of the Corpus

Callosum, a contribution upon the Cerebral ComtuisRurcs of the
Vertebrata,” Morphol. Jahrhuch, i88f), xii. pn. 223-251, pis. 13-14;
M. A. Schulgin, ” Lobi ojitici der Vogel,” ^ool. Anzeif;. iv. pp. 277
and 303; E. R. A. Serres, Anatomie compafie du cerveau (Paris,

7824. 4 pis.)
:

T.. Stieda, ” Sfudieu iiber das centrale Nervensystem
der Vogel und Saugothiere,” Zeitschr. mss. Zool. xix., 1869, pp. 1-92.

pis.
; J. Swan. Illustrations of the Comparative Anatomy of tlw

Nervous Srstnm (London. 1835, 4to, with plates).

Concerning the spinal nerves and their })k‘xus ; H. v. Jheririg.

Das periphnist he Xetven^ystem der WirhclUere (Leipzig. 1871) ;

W. A. Haswell, ” Notes on the Anatomy of Birds,” Proc. Linn. Soi.

N.S.W. ill.. 1879; M. Furbringer. ” Zur Lehrc von den Umbil-
dungeii der Nervcnplexus,” Morph. Jahrb. v,, 1879, p. 358.

4. Organs of Sense.

The Eye is essentially reptilian, but in sharpness of vision,

power and quickness of accommodation it surpasses that of the

mammals. "J'he eyeball, instead of being globular, resembles

rather the tube of a short and thick opera-gUss.

'I he anterior half of the sclerotic is coinpoRtJcl of a ring of some ten

to se^'enteen cartilaginous or bony scales which partly overlap each
other. Another cartilage or ossification, the posterior sclerotic

ring, occurs within the walls of the posterior portion of the cup.

and surrounds, especially in the I’ici and m the Pasaeres, the entrance
oi the ojitic nerve. The ins is in most young birds at first bro\\Ti or

duU-colounxl, but with maturity attains often very bright tints which
add considerably to the charm of the bird

;
sexual dimorphism is

in this respect of common occurrence. The iris contains a sphincter

and a dilator muscle
;

the formm-, supplied by brandies from the
oLuUmotonus nerve, is under control of the will, whilst the dilator

fibres belong to the sympathetic system. When fully dilated, the
pupil is round in all l)irds

; when contracted it is visually round,
rarely oval as in the fowl. From near the entrance of the optic

nerve, through the original choroidal fissure, arises the much-folded
pccten, deeply pigmented and very vascular, far into the vitreous

humour. The number of its folds varies considerably, from three in

Capnmulf>us to nearly thirty in crow (Corvus). ' Apteryx, yvhich

since Owen has generally been stated to be devoid of such an organ,
likewise possesses a pecten

; its base is. however, trumpet-shaped,
covers almost the whole of the optic disk, and extends nearly to the
lens m the shape of a thick, densely pigmented cone, without any
plications, resembling iii tliese respects the pecten of many Lacer-

tilia (see G. T-. Johnson, Phil. Trans.

^

tqoi. p. 54). In the retina the
cones prevail in numbers over the rods, as m the mammals, and tlieir

tips contain, as in other Sauropsida. coloured drops of oil, mostly
red or yellow. Near the jiostenor pole of the fundus, but somewhat
exceiitricaUy placed towards the temporal or outer side, is the fovea

lentrahs, a slight de^n-essioii in the retina, composed almost entirely

of cones, the spot ol most acute vision. Many birds possess besides

this temporal fovea a second fovea nearer the nasal side. It is

supposed that the latter .serves monocular, the other the binocular

vision, most birds being able to converge their eyes upon one spot.

Consequently the whole field of vision of these birds possesses three

points where vision is most acute. It may here be remembered that

of llic mammalia man and monkeys alone arc capable of convergence,

and liave a circumscribed macular area.

Of the outer eyelids, the lower alone is movable in most birds, as

in reptiles, and it frequently contains a rather large saucer- shajTcd

cartifiige, the tarsus palpehralts. The margins of the lids are some-

times furnislied with eyelashes, e.g, in the ostrich and in the Amazon
parrots, which are vestigial feathers without barbs. During the

embryonic stage the lidt arc fused together, and either become

separated shortly before the bird Is hatched, as is the case with most

Nidifuga^ or else the bhnd condition prevails for some time, in

the young Nidicolae. All birds have, like most reptiles, a wcll-

devewped third lid or ” nictitating membrane,” which moves from

the inner oanthus obliquely upwards and backwards over the cornea.

The moving mechanism is a further and much higher development

of that which prevails in reptiles, there being two muscles com-

pletely separate from each other. Both are supplied by the abducens

nerve, together with the recdus extemus mnscle. One, the quadratus
or hursalis muscle, arises from the UInder surface of the eyeball, and
forms with its narrow margin, which is directed towards the Wtic
nerve, a pulley for the long tendon of the pyramidalis muscle. This
arises from the nasal surface of tlie ball, and its tendon passas into
tile somewhat imperfectly transparent nictitating membrane. The
quadrate muscle adjusts the motion, and prevents pressure upon
the optic nerve

; during the state of relaxation of both muscles
Uic nictitans withdraws through its own elasticity.

Sec R. Lcuckart in (»raefe and Saemisch's Ilandbuch d. Ophthal-
mologie (Leipzig, 3876, vol. i. chap. 7) ; H. Muller, Gesammelte
Schriften (Otto Becker, Leipzig, 1872), and Arch. /. Ophthalmol, iii.

;

Ch. Rouget, ” Recherches anatomiques et physiologiques Bur les

appareils erectiles,” “ Appareil de radaptation de roeil” , . . Compt.
Rend. (Paris, xlii., 1856, pp. 937-Q41); M. Schultze, art “Retina,” in
Strieker’s Handhuch der Gewehdehre

,

1871, vol. ii.
; J. R. Slon^er,

“ Comp. Study of the Area of Acute Vision in Vertebrates,” Journ.
Morph., 1897.

Ear.—The outer openinj^ of the ear is, with rare exceptions,

concealed by feathers, which are often lather stiff, or modified

into bristles. There is no other protection, but slight, imper-

fectly movable folds of skin arise from th« outer rim. The
laigest ear-opening is met with in the owls, with correspondingly

larger folds of skin, the function of which is less that of protection

than, probably, the catching of sound. In many owls the right

and left ears arc asymmetrical, and this asymmetry affects the

whole of the temporal region, all the bones which surround the

outer and middle ear, notably the squamosal and the quadrate,

so that the skull becomes lopsided, one ear being turned ob-

liquely down, the other upwards. (For detail see Collett,

Christiania Vidensk. Forhandl, 1881, No. 3.)
The middle ear communicates with the mouth by the Eustachian

tulies, which pass between the basisphenoid and basioccipital bones,
and unite upon the ventral side of the .sphenoid, a little behind its

articulation with the pterygoids, where they open into the mouth
cavity by a short membranous duct. The coiumellar apparatus,
or auditory chain of ossicles (fig. 16), extending between the fenestra

ovalis and the tympanic membrane or
drum, consists ol (1) the long and slen-

der columella, a straight, dssified rod
which fits with a disk into the fenestra

ovalis ; it is homologous with the

stapes {m.st.), although not stirrup-

shaped
; (2) the extra-columellar mass.

This is chiefly cartilaginous and sends
out three processes : the dorsal {s.st.)

is attached to the upper wall ol the
drum cavity ; the outermost («.s/.) is

fastened on to the middle of the drum
membrane ; the third, ventral or in-

fracolumcllar process (f.sf.) is directed

downwards and tapers out into a thin,

partly cartilaginous, strand, w'hich

originally extended to the inner corner
of the articular portion of tiie man
dible, but on its long way comes to

grief, being squeezed in bebveeq, the
pterygoid and quadrate. This long
downward process being homologous
with an almost exactly identical arrange-
ment in the crocodile, and with the
processus folii of the mammalian
malleus, it follows that the whole
cxtracolumellar mass, that between
stapes and drum, is equivalent to incus and malleus of the mam-
malia. There is. in birds, no annulus tympanivus. Birds possess
an ear-muscle which at least acts as a tensor tympani

;

it arises near
the occipital condyle, passes through a hole into the tympanic
cavity, and its tendon is, in various ways, attached to the inside of
the membrane and the neighbouring extracolnmellar processes.
As regards the inner ear, the endolymphatic duct ends in a closed

saccus, imbedded in the dura mater of the cranial cavit\'. The apex
of the cochlea is turned towards, and almost reaches* the anterior
wall of the occipital condyle

; at most it makes but half a twist or
turn

;
it possesses both Reissner's membrane and the organ of

Corti. Although the scala tympanf is so rudimentary, not reaching
a higher level than in most of the reptiles, and remaining far below
the mammalia, birds do not only hear extremely well, but they
distinguish between and “ understand ” pitch, notes and melodies.

See G. Broschet, Recherches anakmlq%m et physiologiques sur
Vorgane de Vaudition chez les aiseaux (Paris, 1836), with Atlas ; C.
Hasse, various papers in Zeitschr, f. wiss. Zool. vol. xvii., and in Ana-
tomische Studien, pts. ii. and iv. (Breslau, 1871) ; I. Ibsen. Atlas
anatomiem auris inUmae (Copenhagen, 1846) ; G. Retzius,
Gehbrorgan der Wirbeithiere (Stockholm, 18^), ii. pp. 739-798,
pis. 15-20.

diameters; lateral and basal
views. (A fterW.K. Parker.)
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Nose.—The olfactory organ is poorly developed, and it is

still a question whether birtfe possess much power of smell

;

many are certainly devoid of it.

The olfactory percq>tive membrane is restricted to the posterior
innermost region of the nasal chaml>er. where it covers a slight
bulging -out prominence of the nasal wall. This so-called third,
\ipper or posterior conch is not a true conch, nor is that of the
vestibulum

;
only the middk* one forms a scroll, and this corresponds

to the only one of reptiles and the lower of the mammals. The
nasal cavity communicates with the mouth by the choanae or
posterior nares. situated between the palatine process of the maxil-
lary. the palatine and the vomer. The outer nares or nostrils are
most variable in size and shajie. In the Sttiganopodes they tend
to become much reduced, c.g. in cormorants {Phalarrocoracidar),
and especially in Sula, where the nasal slits become completely
closed up. and the greater portion of tlie nasal cavity is also abolished,
being restricted to t!ie olfactory region with its unusually wide
choanae. The nasal j ''ptuin is often more or less incomplete, pro-
ducing naie\ pernitu:, . .g. in the Cathartae, in the \iisercs, gulls,
rails and various other Aquatic birds. The secretions of the mucous
membrane of the nasal cavity, and a pair ol naso-lacrymal glands
(not to be confound*jd with the Harderian and the lacrymal glands),
moisten and clean the chamber. The glands are variable in size
and jiosition

;
when very large, e.g, in plovers, they extend upon

the forehead, causing deep impre.ssions on the bones of the skull.
Jacobson's organ has been lost by the birds, apparently without a
trace in tlie embryonic fowl, but T. j. Parker has descrilied vestigi‘.s

of tlie corresponding cartilages in the Apteryx {Phil. Trans., 1890).
See C. Gegeiibaur, “ t)ber die Nasenmuscheln der Vogel," Jena

Zeitsihr. vii., 1873, pp.

• 5. Vascular System.

The heart lies in the middle line of the body, its long axis
being parallel with that of the trunk, 'the vv'hole ventral surface
of the pericardium is exposed when the sternum is removed. The
right and left halves are completely divided by septa, no mixture
of the venous and arterial blood being possible, an advance inxm
reptilian conditions, even the highest.

The atria arc comparatively small, the walls being thin, especially
those of the right, which possesses numerous niu.scular ridges jiro-
jecting into the cavity presenting a hon<‘yconibed appearance. The
interauricular septum is mostly entirely membranous

; in the middle
it is thinner, ratlier tran.sjiarent. but there is no depression or fossa
ovalis. The whole sinus venosus has become ])art ol the right atrium.
It receives the three great venous trunks of the body, namely the
vena cava supenor dextra, the vena cava superior sinistra more dor-
.sally, and the vena cava inferior more to the right and below

; llie
opiming of the last is guarded by two prominent valves in place of
th(‘ mammalian valvttla Vustachzi. The right ventricle occupies the
ventral portion ol the heart. The communication with the atrium
is guarded by a valvula rardiaca dextra, which only in function re-
presents the mammalian tricuspid

; it consists of an oblique re-
duplication of the muscular fibres together with the eiidocardiac
lining of the.right ventricle, while the opjjosite wall is convex and
lorms neither a velum nor papillary muscles, nor chordae tendineae.
The right anterior comer of the ^jjght ventricle paase.s into the short
stem, guarded by threr semi-lunar valves, which divides into the
two pulmonary arteries. There are likewise two pulmonary veins,
entering the left atrium by one orifice. Two or three membranous
Haps, held by numerous chordae tendineae, form a tru(‘ mitral valve,
and allow the blood to pa.ss through the left ostium atrioventriculare.
Tlie blood leaves the heart past three semi lunar valves, by the
right aorta, this being alone functional, a filature characteristic of,
and peculiar to. birds. Remnants of the left aortic arch persist some-
times in the shape of a ligamentous strand. The aortic trunk is very
short, sends off the corona^ arteries and then the left aorta hrackto-
cephalica, while the rest divides into the right brachiocephalic and
the aorta descendens. Each brachiocephalic soon sends off its .sub-
clavian. while in the normal or more usual cases the rest proceeds
as the carotid trunk, inclusive of the vertebral artery. But the
carotids show several interesting modifications which have been
examined chiefly by C. L. Nitzsch and by A. H. Garrod. (1) The
right and left carotids converge towards the middle and extend up
the neck, imbedded in a furrow along the ventral surface of the
cervical vertebrae. This is the usual arrangement. (2) The two
carotids are fused into one carotts conjumta, imbedded in a special
median osseous semicanal of the vertebrae

;
e.g, herons, flamingos,

and some parrots. (3) There is one carotis conjuncta, but the basal
portion of its original right component is obliterated, leaving a so-
called c. primaria sinistra, an unfortunate name. Such Aves laevo-
curotidinae of Garrod are common, e.g. all the Passeriformes. (4)
The reverse of the third modification, producing a c. primaria
dextra in the bustard Eupodotis. In other likewise very rare cases
a left, or a left and right, superficial carotids are developed and take
the place of the then vanished deep or primary carotids.

[ANATOMY

Venou4 System.—The bird's liaer receives nfarly all the blood from
the stomach, gut, pancreas and spleen, as well as from the left liver
itself, into the right hepatic lobe, by a right and left portal vein.
The venae hepaticae magnae join the vena cava posterior and thereby
form with it the vena cava inferior. The left liepatica magna receives
also the umbilical vein, which persists on the vi.sceral surface of the
abdominal wall, often anastomosing with th(‘ epigastric veins. A
likewise unpaired vena couygeo-mesenterica is usually pre.sent. There
is no renal portal system, excepting unimportant vestiges of .such
a system in the head kidneys.

Lymphatic System,—The white blood-corpuscle.s are produced in
the follicles at the base of the intestinal villi. • The lymph vessels
of tlie tail and hindci parts of the body enter tlie hypogastric veins

:

and al the point of junction, on either side, lies a small lympli heart,
which olten persists until maturity. The red blood-eoqiuscles are in-
variably oval disks, with a central nucleus which causes a slight
swelling

;
hence they are oval and biconveix.

See A. H. Garrod, " On the Carotid Arteries ol Birds,” Proi.. Zool,
Soc., 1873, pp. 457-472 : E. A. Lauth, " Memoire sur les vaisseaux
lymphatiques des oiseaux," Ann. Set. not. (lii. 1824), pp. 381 ; J. J.
Mackay, "The Development ol the Branchial Arterial Arches in Birds,
with special reference to the Origin of the Siil>claviaiis and Carotids,

’

Phil. Trans. 179 B PP- m-Hi ; L. A. Neugebauer," Systema
veuosum avium." Nov. Act. Leopold. Carol, xxi., 1844, pp. 517-008,
15 pis.

; R. Gasch, " Beitrage zur vergl. Anatomic des Herzens der
Vogel und Reptilien, " Arch. f. Naturgesch., 1888.

6 . Respiratory System.

The Lungs arc small and occupy only the dorsal portion of
the thoracic cavity. 'I'liere is only one right and one left lobe,
each traversed through its whole length by a mesohronchium,
whence arise about ten secondary bronchia

; these send off

radially arranged parabronchia^ which end blindly near the
surface. J'he walls of these tertiary tubes .send out, in all direc-
tions, canalictili aeriferi which, ending in slight swellings, recall
the mammalian aveoli.

Highly specialized air^sacs are characteristic of all birds. They
are very thin-walled membranes, very poor in blood \'essels,

I

formed by the bulged-out pleural or peritoneal covering of the
lungs, through the parabronchial lubes of which they are filled

with air. Their function is not quite clear. The usual sugges-
tion, that the warm air contained within them assists the bird
in flight, balloon-likc, is absurd. 'I'hey assist in the extremcl)
rapid and vigorous ventilation of the lungs, the latter being
capable of but very limited expansion and contraction in birds.
Exchange of gas through the walls of the air-sacs, almost devoid
of blood-vessels, can at best be much restricted.

There are five pairs of larger sacs belonging to the pulmonary
system (i) prebronchial or cervical, extending .sometimes far up
the neck, even into the cranial cavities

;
the throat-bags of the

prairie fowls {Cupidonia and Pedioecetes) are a lurtlier develoimient
;

(2) .siibbronchial or interclavicular
; (3 and 4) anterior and ]>osterior

thoracic or intermediate
; (5) abdominal sacs. Most of these extend

through narrow aperturas— pneumatn a -mio the hollow
bones, sometimes, e.g. in hombills and screamers, into every part
of the skeleton, or, in the shape of innumeral >!(* pneumatic cells,
even lienealh the skin. There is also a na.so-])haryngeal or tym-
panic system of air-sacs, restricted to the head (cf. the siphonium
descrilx*d in connexion with the mandible), but filling also such
curious organs as the frontal excrescence of Chasmorhvnchu'f, the
Brazilian bell-bird, the throat-bag of the adjutant stork, and the
gular pouch of the bustard.
The trachea or windpipe is strengthened by numerous cartilaginous,

often osseous, complete rings, but in the emeu several of these rings
are incomplete in the medioventral line, and permit the inner lining
of the trachea to bulge out into a large neck-pouch, which is used by
both sexes as a resounding bag. In humming-birds and petrels the
trachea is partly divided by a vertical, longitudinal, cartilaginous
septum. In some of those birds which have a peculiarly harsh or
trumpeting voice, the trachea is lengthened, forming loops which
he subcutaneou.sly (capercally, curassow), or it enters and dilates
the symphy.sis of the furcula (crested guineafowl)

; or, e.g. in the
cranes and in the hooper swan, even the whole crest of the sternum
becomes invaded by the much elongated, manifolded trachea.
The syrinx or lower larynx is the most interesting and absolutely

avine modification, although absent as a voice-producing organ
(probably due to retrogression) in most Ratitae. storks, turkey
buzzards (Cathartes) and Steganopodes. The syrinx is a mc^ificatioh
of the lower part of the trachea and of the adjoining bronchi.
Essential are vibrating membranes between the cartilaginous frame-
work, and next, special mu.scles for regulating the tension. The
majority of birds pos.sess a pair of internal tympaniform membranes
forming the inner or median walls of the bronchi, which are there
furnished with semi-rings only. External tympaniform membranes

BIRD
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exist, with groat variations, lietwtcn the specialized ont or two
last tracheal and some of the first bronchial rings.

According to the position of the chief sound-producing membranes,
three types of syrinx are dLstingiiishablc : - (1) Tracheo-bronchial,
by far the commonest form, of which the two others are to a certain
extent modiheations. The essential feature is that the proximal
end of the inner au‘mbrane& is attached to the last pair of tracheal
rings

; outer tympaniform membranes exist generally between the
2na, 3rd and 4th bronchial semi-rings. This type attains its highest

development in the Oscines, but it occurs also in many other orders.

(2) Syrinx hroncktalis. The outer membranes are spread out l)etween

two or more successive bronchial semi-rings, a distance from tin;

trachea which is, in tyjiical cases, devoid of sounding membranes ;

some Cuculi. Capnmulgi, and some owls. (5) Syrinx tfttvhaalis. The
lower portion of the trachea consists of thin membranes, about half

a dozen of the rings being very thin or deficient. Inner and outer
membranes may exist on the bronclii. The Tradieophonae among
the Passeriforpies, the possessors of this specialized although low
type of syrinx, form a tolerably well-marked group, entirely neo-
tropical, Bui indications of such a syrinx occur also in Ptitidae,

pigeons and gallinaceous birds (Gallidae), the last cases being clearly

an^ogous.
Whilst the type of syrinx aflords no help in classification, it is very

different with its muscles. These —as indicated l)y their supply
from a branch of the hypoglossal nerve, which descends on either

side of the trachca—are, .so to speak, a detached, now mostly inde-

pendent colony of glosso-pharyngeal muscles. Omitting the paired

tracheo clavicular iiuiscles, we restrict ourselves to the syrmge.al

pro])er, those which extend between tracheal and bronchial rings.

Their numlxjrs vary from one pair to seven, and tlicy are inserted

either upon the middle portion ol the bronchial semi rings {Meso-

niyodi), or ujion the ends ol these semi-rings where the.se r)a.ss into

the inner tyni]janiform mimibrane [Airomvodi). I'hc former is

morphologically th(' more primitive condition, and is found in the

overwhelming rnajonly ol l)irds, including many Passeriformes.

The acromyodiaii type is restriited almost entirely to the Oscines.

Further, accordmg to these muscles Ixiing in.serted only upon the
dorsal, or only ujion the ventral, or on both ends of the semi-rings,

we distinguish bi'tween an-, kat- and diaenmvodi. But the dis-

tinction ladween such Acfnmyodi and the Mesomvodi is not always
sale. For mstaiice, the Jyfanninae are anucromyod, while the
clo.scly allied Piprus and Cotiiigus are katacrorayod

;
both these

modifications can be shown to have been derived but recently from
the weak meso- and oligoniyodian condition which prevails in

the majority ol the so-called Olif>ofnv<>dt, On the other hand, the
diacromyodian type can have lieen developed only from a strong

muscular basLs which could split into a dorsal and a ventral mass
;

mort'over, no Pa.sseres are known to lx* intermediate between those

that are diacromyodian and tliose that an* not.

Attempts to derive the anacrouiyodian and the katacromyodian
from the diacromyodian condition are easy on paji(*r, but quite hope-
less when hampered by the knowledge of anatomical facts and how
to use them. There remains but one logical way, namely, to dis-

tinguish as follows: (1) Panfsertis anisomyodi, in which the syrinx

muscles are unequally insi-rted. either on the middle or on one end
of the semi-rings, either dorsal or ventral. This type comprises the

Clamatores. (2) Passetes diacromvodi. in which some of uie syrinx
muscles are attached to the dorsal, and some to the ventral ends,

those ends being, SO to say, ecpially treated. This type com])rises

th(' Oscines. Both types represent rather two divergent lines than
successive stages, although that of the Clamatores remains at a
lower level, possessing at tlie utmost three pairs of muscles, whilst

these range in the Oscines from rarely two or three to five or seven.
'fliis way of using the clmrarters of the syrinx for the ckissification

ol (he Passeriformes seems simple, but it took a long time to accom-
plish. Job. Midler introduced the terms Polymvodi and Tracheo-
phones, Huxley that of Oli^omvodi

;
Miiller himself had, moreover,

f

minted out the more important characters of the mode of insertion,

mt it was Garrod who invented the corresponding terms of Aero-
and Mesomyodi (-Tracheophonfs + Oli^nmyodi). (For further his-

torical detail, see ORNiTiioi.or.v). After W. A. Forbes had investi-

gated such inqiortant genera as Philcpitla and Xeniem, P. L. Sclater,

A. Newton and R. B. Sharpe divided the Pasaeres respectively into

Oscines, Olignmyodae, Tra( fieophonae and Pseudoscines Suboscines)’,

OHpomyodae, Tracheophonae and Aevomyodae : Oscines, Oligomvodae,

Tracheophonae and Atfichiidae. Ignoring the fact that some Oligo-

tnyodae are meso> and others acromyodian, they tried to combine two
irreconcilable principles^ namely, mere numbers against quality.

Bini.ioGRAPHY.—M. ^er, “Beitr. z. Kenntnias d. Atemwerkzeuge
bei den Vogeln,*’ Zeitschr. wiss. Zool. Ixi. 1896,, pp. 420-498

;

Campana, Physiologie de la rc^iralion chez les oiseattx. Anatomic

de I'appareil pneumatique . . . (^ris, 1875) ;
A. H. Garrod, “ Major

Divisions of T’asserinc Birds (syrinx. &c.).” P.Z.S., 1876, pp. 5of>-

519 ;
and • On the Conformation of the Thoracic Extremity of the

Trachea in the Class Aves,*' P.Z.S., 1879, pp. 357-380 : J- Muller.

Stimmorgane de* Passerinen, Muller's Arch. (1847) ;
and Abh. A had.

H'iw. (Berlin, 1845-1847), translation by F. J. Bell, Oxford, 1878

;

•H. Strasser, “ Liiftsacke der Vogel," Morph. Jahrb. iii., 1877,

pp. 179-227 ;
C, WunderKch, Unterer Kehlkopf der Vfigel,” Nov.

Act. Leop, Carol.

^

1884 ;
Ph. C. Sappey, Recherches sur 1‘appareil

respiratoire des oiseaux (Paris, 1^7) : W. A. Forbes, Contributions
to the Anatomy of Passerine Birds Syrinx)," P.Z.S., 1880, pp. 380-

386. 387-391 : i88i, pp. 435-737 : 1882, pp. 544-546, 569-571 ; 'W.

Yarrell. " Observations on the tracheae of Birds," Trans. Linn.
Soc., 1827, pp. 378-391.

7 . Digestive System.

For a general account of the digestive organs, see Alimentary
Canal. Here only a few peculiar features may be mentioned.

The young pigeons arc fed by both parents with a peculiar stuff,

the product 01 the strongly proliferating epithelial cells ol the crop,
which cells undergo a clieese-like fatty degeneration, and mixed with
mucus, perhaps also with the proventricular juice, make up a milk-
like fluid. Should the young die or lx* removed during this period,
the parents are liable to die, suffering severely from the turgid
congestion of the hypertrophied walls of the crop.
The male of the horn bills, Bucerotinae, feeds his mate, wliich is

imprisoned, or walled-iip in a hollow tree, during the whole time of
incubation, by regorging his food. 'I'his bolus is surrounded, as by
a Img, by the cast-up linmg of the gizzard. Since this process is

repeated for many days, the habitual reaction of the stomach well-

nigh exhausts the male. A graphic account of this is given in

Livingstone's travels.

The hoaetzin, Opisthocomus, feeds to a great extent upon the
leaves of the aroid Mnntrichardia or Caladium arborescens. The
crop is modified into a large and very rugose triturating apparatus,
while the gizzard, thereby relieved of its function, is reduced to the
utmost. The large and heavy crop has caused a unique modification of
the sternal apparatus. The keel is pushed back to the distal third
of the sternum, whilst the original anterior margin of the keel Ls corre-

spondingly elongated, and the furcula fused with the rostral portion.

In the ostnch, Struthio, the craze of overloading the stomach with
pebbles which, when triturated into sand, are not voided, has brought
alxiut a dislocation, so that the enormously widened and stretched
space between proventricuhis and gizzard forms a bag, directed
downwards, whilst the gizzard itself with part of the duodenum is

rotated round its axis to more than 100'^. A similar rotation and
dislocation occurs in various petrels, in correlation with the in-

digestible sepia-bills, &c., which tl*e.se birds swallow in great quan-
tities. In Plotus, the snakebird, the pyloric chamlx*r of the stomach
is beset with a mass of hair-hke stiff filaments which permit nothing
but fluid to pass into the duodenum. The gizzard of various birds

which arc addicted to eating hairy caterjiillars, e.g. Cuculus ( an/>rus

and trogons, is often lined with the broken-off hairs of these cater-

pillars. which, penetrating the cuticle, assume a regular spiral

arrang(*incnt, due to the rotatoiy^ motion of the muscles of the
gizzard.

8. Cloaca and Genital Organs.

The cloaca is divided by tran.sverse circular folds, which project
from its inner walls, into three successive chamlicrs. The inner-

most, the coprodacum, is an oval dilatation of the end of ilu* rectum,
and attains its greatest size in those birds whose faeces are very
fluid

;
it serves entirely as the temporary receptacle of the faeces

and the urine. The next cliamber, the urodacum, is small, and
receives in its dorso-laleral wall the ureters and the genital ducts ;

alx>ve and below thi.s chamber is closed by circular folds, the lower
of which, towards the ventral side, passes into the cdliting of the

copulatory organ when such is jiresent. I'he iirodaeum serves only
as a pa.ssage, the urine being raixeif with the faeces in the chamber
aliove. The third or outermost cliamber, the proctodacum, is

clo.sed externally by the sphincter arii ; the orifice is cmite circular.

It lodges the copulatory organ, and on its dorsal wall lies the bursa

Fahricii, an organ peculiar to birds. It is most developed in the

young of both sexes, is of unknown function, and becomes more or
less obliterated in the adult. Only m the ostricli it remains through-
out life, being specialized into a large reccjitacle for the urine, an
absolutely unique arrangement. A true urinary bladder, i.e. a
ventral dilatation of the urodaeura, is absent in all birds. It is

significant tliat the whole type of their cloaca much resembles that
of the Crocotlilia and Chcloiiia, in opposition to that ol the Lacertilia.

The penis, and its much reduced vestige of the female, is developed
from the ventral wall of the proctodaeum. It occurs in two different

forms. In the Ratitae, except Rhea, it consists mainly of a right

and left united half {corpora fibrosa), with a deep longitudinal furrow
on the dorsal side, and much resembles the same organ in crixodiles

and tortoises. It is protruded and retracted by special muscles
which are partly attached to the ^rntral, distal end of the ilium.

Another type exists in Rhea and in the A nseriformes, greatly special-

ized by being spirally twisted and partly reversible like the’ finger of
a glove. This is mainly due to the greater development of an un-
paired, median portion, analogous to the mammalian corpus spongio-
sum, which is much less prominent in the Ratitae

; the muscles
of this type are derived solely from the anal sphincter. In other
Carinatae, e.g. tinamous and storks, the penis is very much smaller
and simpler, with every apj^arance of a degenerated organ. In the
great majority of birds it has dbappeared completely and the primi-
tive way of everting the cloaca is resorted to.

Both right and left tertes are functional. They become greatly
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enlarged in the breeding season * in the sparrow, for instance, from

the »izc of a mustard seed to^hat of a small cherry. The vas

deferens descends with many undulations down the* Literal side of

the ureter of the same side, and opens upon a small papilla into the

urodaeum. Extraordinary increase in length during the breeding

season causes the vasa delerentki in some of the African weaver-

birds to protrud(‘, or to bulge out the cloacal walls beyond the vent.

The siiermatozoa exhibit many dillerences in shape,' size and pro-

portions, in the various groups of birds. Tliey have been studied

minutely by E. Ballowitz.

Only the* left ovary becomes functional, with rare individual ex-

ceptions. Both present the a])pearance of diminutive clusters of

grapes, at the anterior end of Ine kidneys, close to tlie suprarenal

bodies, separated from each otlier by the descending aorta and by the

vena cava where tins is formed by the right and left vena tliaca

communis. During the breeding season many more eggs are de-

vcloi)ed than nach maturity, amounting in most birds to several

dozens. Those germs which' do not ripen during the season undi'r

go a process ot resorption, and in the winter the whole ovary

dwindles to often a diminutive size, lii young birds both oviducts

are almost equal in sifte, but the right soon degenerates into an

insignificant strand. During every laying s<-ason the left duct in-

creases enormously»by new formation of its component fibres. Eor

instance, in the fowl its A'olume increases about iilty-fold, growing

from some 0 in. in length and scarcely one line in width to more than

2 ft. in length and k in. in thickness. The upper, wide opening of

the duct is attached by elastic, jieritoneal lanu‘llae to the hinder

margin of the left lung the middle portion of the duct is glandular

and thick-walled, lor the cU'position ol the albumen
;

it is connected

by a short, constricted “ isthmus " (where the shell-membrane is

formed) with a dilated “ uterus ” in which Ihe egg receives its cal-

careous shell and eventual pigmeiitaiion.

Bthj lOGRAPUY.—A. V. Brunii. Ruckbildun^ nUht ausgestassenet

Eierstocksi'ier, Uenle Festschrift (Bonn, 1882) ; E. Ballowitz, “ Die

Spermatozoen der Vogel,” Arch. Mikr. Anat. xxxii., 1888, pl.s. 14-18;

M. Sacehi, ” Contribuzione all’ rstiologia del ovidotto dei saurop-

sidi,” Att. Soc. Ital., Milano, vol. xx\.; VV. A. Forbes. “On the Bursa

l^'abricii in Birds,” F.Z.S., 1877, pp. 304-318 ;
H. Gadow, ” Remarks

on the Cloaca and on the Comilatory Organs ol tlu' Amnmta,”
Phil. 'Ivans., 18K7, pp. 5-37, plsT 2-5: 'Martin Sami Ange, “ Etude

dc I’appareil reproducleur dans les cinq classes d’aniraaux vertebres,”

Mem. Ac. Soc., Pans, xiv,, 185b; E. Ketlerer, “Contribution h

J'etiule du cloaipie et de la liourse de Fabricius,” Rifhtn’s Journ. de

I'anat. et physiol., 1885. pp. 3t'0-454.

IC Fossil Birds

Much had naturally been expected from the study of fossil

birds, but, so far as the making of classifications is concerned,

they have proved rather a source of perplexities. So long as

the characters of new fossils are only of specific and generic

t'alue, it is mostly possible to assign the birds to their proper

place, but when these characters indicate new families or orders,

for instance Hesperornithes, ichthyornithes, Palaelodi, their

owners are put outside the more tersely constructed classifications

applicable tto modern birds. It is no exaggeration to say that

the genus, often even the species, can be determined from almost

any recent bone, but in the c^ise of Miocene, and still more, of

Eocene fossils, we hai't* fiflon to deal with strange families, which

either repre.sent an extinct side branch, or which connect several

recent groups with each other. Our artificially-established

classifications collapse whilst we gain further insight into the

mutual affinities of the existing groups. Of course this must be

so if evolution is true. But it also follows that, if every extinct

and recent bird were known, neither species, nor genera, nor

families, nor orders could be defined. We should be able to

construct the pedigree of every group, in other words, the

gigantic natural system, but there would be no classification.

Much light has also been thrown by fossil birds upon the study

of geographical distribution. The key to the distribution of

recent groups lies in that of the extinct forms. Not only have

many absolutely new families been discovered, but many kinds

of modem birds are now known to have existed also in countries

where they are now extinct. There were, for instance, trogons,

secretary-birds, parrots, and other now Ethiopian forms in

Miocene France. O.stricbes, undistingui.shable from Struthio,

liave been found in Samos and in the Sivalik Hills.

The proper study of fossil birds may be said to have begun

with A. Milne-Kdwards, whose magnificent Oiseaux fossiles de la

France was published from 1867 to 1871. This work deals chiefly

wiUi mid-lertiary forms. A new impetus was given by 0 . C.

[FOSSII.

Marsh, who, after 1870, dis(t)vered a gteat number of bird

remains in the Cretaceous strata of North America. The most

important result is the proof that, until the end of the Cretaceous

epoch, most, if not all, birds were .still possessed of teeth (see

Odontorntthes).
The oldest known bird is the Archaeopteryx {q.v.), of the upper

Oolite in Bavaria. The imprints in the enormously older new

red sandstone or Lower Trias of Connecticut, and originally

named Ornithichnites, belong to Dinosaiirian Reptiles.

A wide gap separates Archaeopteryx frotn the next order

of fossil birds of the Cretaceous epoch, and, since freshwater

deposits of that age are rare, bird remains are uncommon.

Many bones formerly referred to birds have sinc'e proved to

belong to Pterodiictyls, e.g. Cimoliornis from the Kngli.sh Chalk.

But in 1858 were discerned in the Upper Greensand of Cambridge-

shire remains which art; now known as Enaliornii,. W. Dames
has described bones from the Chalk of southern Sweden under

the name of Scaniornis, probalily allied to Palaelodits. From
the Cretaceous rocks of North America a large number of birds

have been described by 0 . C. Marsh. Of these the most interest-

ing are hhthyornis ( = GracuLavus) and Hesperornis, from the

Cretaceous shales of Kansas. They were placed by Marsh in a

distinct subclass of birds, Odontofnithes ((/. 7 >.). Probably ell

birds of Cretaceous age were still possessed ot teeth. Baplornis,

another of Marsh’s geneni, seems to be allied to EnalinrniSy

Palaeotrhiga and Talmatorni.^, were b\’ him referred to Tumicoline

and Passerine birds. Laoruis from Uie Cretaceous marls of New
Jersey was as large as a swan.

The lower Eocene has furnished a greater number of bird

bones. Some of the largest are those of Gasiornisy wuth three

species from France, Belgium and ICngland. Much difference

of opinion obtains as to the atiinitics of these birds, which were

far larger than an ostrich ; they were undoubtedly incapable

of flight and there arc indications of teeth in th(* upper jaw.

Provisionally this genus has been grouped with the Ratitae,

which at any rate are a heterogenous assembly. Sir R. Owen's

DasorniHy of the London Clay, known from an imperfect cranium,

and E, D. Cope’s Diairvma of New Mexico, based upon a gigantic

Fia, 17.'-' Kenuuiis ol liead ot Udontnpteryx, Irom the original in

the British Museum ;
side view

;
natural size.

metatarsus, may also belong there. The London Clay of .South

England has likewise supplied some long upper arm bones,

Argillurnis. The most remarkable specimen is a skull, Odonto-

pteryxtoliapicus{?igs. 17, 18); the edges of the jaws were serrated

Fig. 18.—Remain.s of head of Odontopteryx, seen from above.

like those of certain tortoises. The character of this skull and

the compound rhamphotheca (known by. the imprints left upon

the jaws) indicate affinities with the Steganopodes. Remnants

BIRD
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of a heron-likc bird, creature,

I

and the willow-grous(?| Lagopus alhus, A gigantic

a raptorial Lithornis
;
and a supposed Passerine from Glarus in swan, Cygnus jalconeri^ is known from the ?ebug cavern in Malta.

Switzerland, called Protornis - Osteornis, complete the list.
|

From caves of Minas Geraes in Brazil, O. Winge has determined at

The upper Eocene has yielded many birds, most of which are
j

least 126 species, of which nearly all still survive in the country,

at least close forerunners of recent genera, the differentiation i Kitchen-middens of England, Ireland and Denmark reveal the

into the leading orders and families being already well marked,
j

existence of the capcrcally, Tetrao urogallus, and of the great

ff.g. Gallinaceous birds, stork- and crane-like waders, rails, birds 1 auk or gare-fowl, Alca impennis
;

both species long since

of prey, cormorants, &c. Especially numerous bones have been
|
vanished from those countries. In the fens of East Anglia have

found in the Paris basin, chiefly described by G. Cuvier, F. L. P. 1 lieen found two humeri, one of them immature, of a true Pele-

Gervais, E. Blanclferd, and above all by A. Milne-Edwards, and
;
canus^ a bird now no longer inhabiting middle Europe,

in the equivalent beds of Hampshire. Others have been dis- Until a very recent epoch there flourished in Madagascar
covered in Wyoming

;
a giant penguin, Palaeeudypies, is known huge birds referable to the Ratitac, e.g. Aepyornis niaximus,

from New Zealand, and Palaeosphenisrus from Patagonia. I'hc which laid enormous eggs, and not unnaturally recalls the

Miocene has yielded by far the greatest number of bird-bones, mythical ** roc ” that figures so largely in Arabian tales. New
including even eggs and imprints of feathers. For instance, ' Zealand has also yielded many flightless birds, notably the

from the lower Miocene beds of Allicr and Puy-de-I)6me Milne- numerous species and genera of Dtnornithidae, some of which
Edwards has described aixait 50 species. Of these Palaelodus survived into tlie 19th century (see MoaJ; Pseudapteryx allied

was an ancestral flamingo, but with shorter legs
;
Limnatornis

:

to the Kiwi
;

Cnetniornis, a big, flightless go^sc
;
Aptornis and

is referred to the hoopoes. The existing genera include Avas^ Notornis, flightless rails
;

and HarpagorniSj a truly gigantic

Aqttila, Buho^ Columba, Cypselus, Lanins, Picus, Phalacrocorax, bird of prey with tremendous wings and talons.

Sula. Very interesting is the fact that SerpentariuSj Psittacus Jt is, of course, quite impossible, in a survey of extinct birds, to

and are amongst this list of birds, wlii('hjire now restricted , divide them into those which are bona fide fossil, sub-fossil,

to the tropics. A similarly mixed avifauna has been found in the
,

recently extirpated and partially exterminated. Nor is it possible,

mid-Miocene beds of various other parts (jf France, Germany
|

except in a few cases, to decide whether they have come to an

and Italy. In Colorado and New Mexico Marsh has detected
j

bones of Meleagris, Ptt/finus, Sula and Vria, all existing genera
;

but the first is especially suggestive, since it is one of the most
characteristic forms of the New World.

Here may he interpolated a short account of the very peculiar

avifauna found in the 'I'ertiary stratii of Santa Cruz in Patagonia.

Instead of the age of lower lM)renc. as l>ad been stated originally,

these beds arc not older than mid-Miocene, and not a few of

the bones are of a much younger, even latest Tertiary date.

Discovered, and partly described, by F. Ameghino, the bones

have been sumptuou.sly monographed by F. P. Moreno and
A. Mercerat, who proposed for them the name of Stereornithes,

a new order of birds, mo.stly gigantic in size, and said to combine

the characters of Anseres, Herodiones and Accipitres. But the

whole mass of bones is in hopeless disorder, apparently without

any record of association. At any rate, the “ Stereornithes,^'

accepted as such in Hronn’s 77n>rrc/c//,and inNewton’s D/VZ/Vn/riry

of Birds, to be dissolved as an inmatural, haphazard assembly.

Many of these birds, to judge from the enormous size of their

hind-limbs, were undoubtedly flightless, e.g. BrontorniSj and
remind us of the Eocene Gasiornis of Europe. Phororhacos,

the most extraordinary of all, belongs to the Gruiforme.s, perhaps

also Pelecyoruis and I.iornis, On the other hand, the late

Tertiary Dryornis is a member of the Cathartac or American

\’ultures, and Mesembriornis, likewise of late Tertiary date, is

a close forerunner of the recent genus Rhea,

Pliocene remains are less numerous than those of the Miocene.

From Pikermi in Greece is known a GoUuk, a Phasianus and a

large Grus. From Samos a large stork, AmphipelarguSf and a

typical Strnthio
;
from the Sivalike Hills on the southern flanks

of the Himalayas also an ostrich, and another Ratitc with three

toes, Hypselornis, as well as Lepioptilns, Pclecanus and Pl^alacro-

corax. The fossil egg of a struthious bird, Stfuthiolithns, has

been found near Cherson, south Russia, and

in north China. The Suffolk Crag has yielded

the unmistakable bones of an albatross,

Diomedea,

Mo.st Pleistocene birds are generically, even

specifically, identical with recent forms ; some,

however have become extinct, or they have Fio. 20.—Mandible of Aphnnnpiervx, side view. (Frdfn the original in the Museum

become
’
exterminated by man. A great

of Zoology of the University of Cambridge.)

number of birds’ bones liave been found in caves, and among parrot, of ducks, pigeons, rails, herons, geese and of a dwarf

them some bearing marks of human workmanship. In France we darter, Ploiiis nanus

^

all sub-fossil, now extinct. Very inter-

have a lai^e and extinct crane, Grus primigenia, but more inter- esting is Apkanapteryx (fig. 20), a long-billed, flightless rail,

esting are the numerous relics of two species, the concomitants practically the same as Eryihromachus of Rodriguez and Dia-

even now of the reindeer, which tvere abundant in that country phorapteryx of Chatham Island. Reunion possessed the peculiar
’ at the period when this beast flourished there, and have followed starling, Fregilupus, Rodriguez was inhabited by Pezophaps,

it in its northward retreat. These are the snowy owl, Nyciea the solitaire, Necropsittacus and Palaeornis exsul, which is bow

From a traciu" by M. A. Miliitr-Etlwards. of the orijjriiial drawing in u M.S. Journal
keot during Wolnharl Harm.inszoon vowpe to Mauritiu!. (a. i). lOoi t6o3 ),/<•«« W.
.Sclilcgel (yVoc. Sec, 1875, p. -^so). Kedtiped.

P'lG. 19.- Extinct Cre.sted Parrot of Mauritius
{J.ophopsittui us maufitianu,s).

end through the agency of man or through so-called natural

causes. Like other creatures birds have come, some to flourish

and stay, others to die out.

Mauritius is famous for the dodo, killed off by man
; there

was also a curiously crested parrot, Lophopsittacus (fig. 19).

In the Mare aux Soncrcs have been found the bones of another
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probably extinct. The Antilles tell a similar tale. The great

auk, once common on the British coasts, those of Denmark, the

east coast of North America, then restricted to those of New-
foundland, Greenland and Iceland, has been killed by man, and
the same fate has overtaken the Labrador duck, the Phillip

Island parrot, Nestor productus, and the large cormorant of

Fi(f. 21. -Pied Duck {Somateria labradora), male and temalc.
(From .specimens in the British Museum. Reduced.)

Bering Island, Phdacrocorax ferspicillatus ;
and how long will

the flightless cormorant, PK harrisi of the Galapagos, survive

its quite recent discovery ?

Authorities.— A. Milne -Edwards. Recherches anatomiques el

puUontoloffiquesfour servit A Vhistoive des oiseuux fossiles de la France
(Paris, 1867-1808) ; F. P. Moreno and A. Mcicerat, Catahgo dr tos

Pajams fosiles de la Uepublica Argentina. A nates Mus. La Plata.

iSgi, 21 pis.; O. C. Marsh, Odontornithes : A Monograph of the

i'hittut TiHithed Birds of North America (New Haven, Conn., iHHo)
;

R. l.vdi^kker, article “ Fos.sil Birds,” in A. Newton’s Dictionary of
Birds (I.ondon, 1893); Cat. Foss. Birds, Brit. Museum, 1891 ; K. v.

Zittel. Jlandhuih der PaldontoUigie, i. 3 (1887-1890) ; C. W. Andrews,
” On tlie Extinct Birds of Patagonia,” Tr. Zool. Soc. xv., 1899,

C. GEOGKArillCAL DISTRIBUTION

7'he .studj of llic extinct organisms of any courury leads to

a proper appreciation of its existing flora and fauna ; while,

on the other hand, a due consideration ol the plants and animals

which may preduiiiinate within its bounds cannot fail to throw

more or less light on the changes it has in tlie course of ages

undergone. That is to .say, tlie distribution of forms in time is

a subject so much connected with the distribution of forms in

space, that the one can hardly be separated from the other.

Granting this is a general truth, it must yet be acknowledged
as a special fact, that in fossil birds we ha\'e as yet but scanty

means of arriving at any precise results wiiicU will justify bold

generalization in the matter of avine distribution. Remains
of extinct birds are, compared with those of other classes of

vertebrates, exceedingly scarce, and these have been found in

very few, widely separated countries. The great problems

involved in the study of geographical distribution must there-

fore be based mainly upon the other classes, both vertebrate

and invertebrate, which, morei)vcr, enjoy less great facilities of

locomotion than the birds.

Vet it so happens that the great zoogeogruphical regions

of the world, now more or less generally accepted, have been

based upon the distribution of birds. The whole subject was
properly introduced by Treviranus,^ who in his large philo-

sophical work devotes considerable space to the geographical

1 Treviranus. Biologic oder Philosophic der lebenden Natur, vol. ii.

cap* 4- S 2 (Gottingen. 1803).

distribufion of animals.” NeJt wc have \o mention F. Ticde-

mann,*-^ the Heidelberg anatomist, who has been generally

ignored, although he surpassed many a recent zoogeographer

by the wide view he took of the problem
;

in fact he was the

fiiret to connect distribution with environmental or bionomic

factors ; e.g. the remark on p. 481 of his work that “ the

countries of the East Indian flora have no kinds of birds in

common with America which are vegetable feeders.” L. K.

Schmarda® divided the land into twenty-one^ realms, cliaracter- ,

izing these mainly by their birds. P. Sclater ^ w'as the first

to divide the world into a few great ‘‘regions,” the Palaearctic,

Ethiopian, Indian and Australian forming one group, the “ Old

World ” (PaLaeogaea ) ;
and the Nearctic and Neotropical form-

ing a second, the New World (Neogaea), Birds being of all

animals most particularly adapted for extended and rapid

locomotion, it became necessary for him to eliminate from his

consideration those groups, be they small or large, which are

ot more or less universal occurrence, and to ground his results

on what was at tlmt time commonly known as the order

Insessores or Passeres, comprehending the orders now differen-

tiated as Passeriformes, Coraciiformes and C'uculiformes, in other

words the mass of arboreal birds. His six main divisions

—

practically adopted by A. R. Wallace ^ in his epoch-making
work—arc excellent, taken separately. 'Phey express the main
complexes of land with thfir dependeni ies in well chosen terms

;

for instance the “ Neotropical region ” stands short lor South

and Central America with the Antilles.

liut these six divisions of Sclater and Wallace are not all

equivalent, only some are of primary importance
;
they require

CO- and sub- ordination. 'Phis most important advance was
made by T. H. Huxley Some of the ‘‘ regions ” have now to

be called subregions, e.g. the Nearctic and the J*alaearctic.

The reduction of the Oriental to a subregion, with consequent
” provincial ” rank of its midn subdivisions, will probably be

objected to, but these arc matters of taste and prejudice. Above
all it should be borne in mind that nearly all the last subdivisions

or provinces are ot very little real value and most ot them are

inapplicable to other classes of animals.

Besides some occasional reforciiccs in the text, only a few more
ol the general works dealing with the di.stril>ution ol hiids can licrc

he mentioned. E.special attention has to he drawn to the article
” Ceogr«iphkal Distribution.” in Newton's Diitwnary of Birds.
Sec also A. Heilprin. 7'he Geographical and Zoological Distribution

of Animals (New York, 1887) ;
W. M.'ushall and A. R(*ich(*now,

two maps with much detail, although badly arranged, in Berghaus'
Bhysikalischet Atlas, ])t. vi. {Atlas d. Thicrvetbrntung). ((iotha, 1887) ;

A. Reichenow, ” Die Begrenzung zoogeographisclier Kcgionen
vom omithologischen Standpunkte,” Zoolog. Jalnb. lii., 1888,

p]). ^>71-704, pi. xxvi. ; E. L. Troucssart. La Giograpfiie zoologique
(i’aris, i89f>).

Die scheme adopted in the following account stands as follows :

New Zealand subregion.

(.\) Austuuoaea or 1. Australian Region - Australian
I^apuan „
Antillean

(B) Nkogaea or IT. Neotropical Region Columbian
Patagonian

III. Holarctic Region
{

IV. Palaeotropical J Elhio])ian

Region \ Oriental

In the following account the characterization of the various

regions and subregions has to a very great extent been adopted
from Newton’s article in his Dictionary of Birds, and from the

chapter on distribution in the article on ” Birds ” in the

hlncyclopaedia Britannica^ 9th edition. This applies especially

* F. Tiedemann, Anatomic and Naturgeschichte der Vogel, vol. ii.

127-255 (lleidellxJTg, 1814).
L. K. Schmarda, Die geographische Verbreitung der Thief

e

(Wien,
185.3).

^ P. L. Sclater on the general geographical dwtributmn of the
roembersof the class ” Aves,” 2. Linn. Soc. ii. pp. 130-145; 1858.

A. R. Wallace, The Geographical Distribution of Animals, with
a .study of the Relations of Living and Extinct Faunas as elucidating
the Past Changes of the Earth's Surface, 2 vols. (I.ondon, 1876).

* T. H. Huxley, “On the Classification and Distribution of the
Alectoromorphae,” P.Z.S., 1868, pp. 3i3-3i9»
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to those instances iA which th? members of familid!, genera

and species are mentioned. The families are those which are

enumerated in Garow's classification. The numbers of genera

and spedes of birds are, of course, a matter of personal inclination.

If we take a moderate computation the number of recent species

may be taken at 10,000-11,000.’ Dr R. B. Sharpe increases

their number to about 15,000 in the New Hand-List of Birds,

published by the British Museum. In the first two volumes

, fossil birds, occasionally based upon a fragmentary bone only,

are also included.
*

(A) Austrogaka, the Australian r<*gion in the wider sense, with the
Papuan, Australian and New Zealand subregions, including also Poly-
nesia. We may here quote Newton (

Vlncyclnpaedia BfUunnica cd.,

Birds,'* ]). 738) on the remarkable differences between this region
and the rest of the Old World :

* “ The prevalent zoological features
of any Region are ol two kinds —negative and positive. It is then*-
fore just as much the business of the zoogeographer, who wishes to
arrive at the truth, to ascertain what groups of animals are wanting
in any particular locality (altogether independently of its extent)
as to determine lhos(* which are forthcoming there. Of course, in

the former case it would be absurd to regard as a physical feature

ol any great value the absence Irom a district of groups which do
not occur except in its immediate neighbourhood

;
but when we

find that certain groups, though abounding in some part of the
vicinity, either suddenly cease from appearing or appear only in very
reduced numbers, and occasionally in abnormal forms, the fact

obviously has an important l)C‘aring. Now, mere geographical con-
siderations, taken from the situation and configuration of the islands

of the so-calletl Indian or Malay Archipelago, would indicate that

they extended in an unliroken series from the shores ol the Strait

of Malacca to the soulhem coast of New Guinea, which confronts
that of north Australia in Torres Strait, or even farther to the east-

ward. Indeed, the very name Australasia, often applied to this part
of the world, would induce the belief that all the countless islands,

be they large or small—and some ol them arc among the largest

on the globe wiTe but a southern prolongation of the mainland of

Asia. But so far from this being the case a very definite barrier is

inteq^osed. A strait, some 1 ^ m. or so in widlli, and separating the
two fertile but otherwise insignificant islands ol Bali and Lomlxjk.
makes such u frontier as can hardly shown to exist elsewhere.
The former of these two islands lielongs to the Indian Region, the
latter to the Australian, and between them there is absolutely no
true transition— that is, no sp<‘cies are common to both which c.annot

be easily accounted for by the various accidents and migrations that
in the course of time must have tended to mingle the productions
of islands so close to one another. The faunas of the two are as
absolutely distinct as those of South America and Africa, and it Ls

only Ix-cause they are separated by a narrow strait in.stcad of the
brond Atlantic that they have become so slightly connected by the
interchange of a few K]iecies and genera.

“ Now, first, of the lorms of birds which are prevalent throughout
the Indian Region, but are entirely wauling in the Australian, we
have at once the bulbuls {Txtdae). very cluiracteristic ol most parts
of Africa and Asia, including the sub-group Phylloritithinac

,

which
is peculiar to tlie Indian Region

;
the widely-spread families of

barliets {Me^alaemiuac) and vultures {V ulturidae) and the phea-
sants {Phasiamdae), which attain so great a development in variou.s

C
arts of the Asiatic continent and islands that there must their home
e regarded as fixed. Some naturalists would add the finches

{Friftf^Uidae), rightly if we assume that the Ploceidae or weavers
constitute a separate family. Then, ol forms which are but weakly
represented, we have the otherwise abundant thrushes {I'ufdidae),

and, above all, the woodpeckers {Picidae), of which only very
few species, out of 400, just cross the boundary and occur in

Lomliok. Celebes or the Moluccas, but are unknown elsewhere in the
region."

But the Australian region is also remarkable for its ornithic

singularity. All the existing Ratitai' (with the exception of the
ostriches of Africa and South America, belonging to the genera
Struthio and Rhea, and comprising at most but five species) are

found in Austrogaea and nowhere else. Of the Passeres the honey-
suckers {Meliphagtdae) are most characteristic, and, abounding in

’ The following old-fashioned rough computation may serve as

an indication of the relative size of tlie orders and suborders of

recent birds :

—

Ratitae . 20 Charadriiformes . 65o(iricl.Columbac

Colymbiformes 20 350)
Sphenisciformes 15 Cuculiformes . 600 (inch Psittaci

Procella||iformes 90 400)

Ciconiiformes . > 5^ Coraciiformes . 1600 (inch Trochfli

Anseriformes and IHci)

Falooniformes . 360 Passeres Clamatores 1000

Tinamiformes . 40 Passeres Oscincs . 5000
Galliforroes 370 —
GruUormes 250 Total about 10.300 species

genera and species, extend to almi^t every part of the region, yet
only one species of Ptilotis oversteps its limits, crossing the sea from
Lombok to Bali. Other peculiar families dre much more confined.
But the positive characteristics of the region as a whole are not its

peculiar forms alone
;
there are at least lour families which, being

feebly represented elsewhere, here attain the maximum of develop-
ment. Such arc the thick-headed shrikes {Pat'hycephcUidae), the
caterpillar-eaters (Campephagidae), the flower-peckers (Dicaeidae),
and the swallow-fiycatchers {Artamtdae). Besides the.se, three or
perhaps four groups, though widely distributed throughout the
world, arrive in the Australian region at their culmination, present-
ing an abundance of most varied forms. These are the weaver-birds
{Ploceidae), and the moreporks {Podargidae), but especially the
kingfi.shers {Alcedinidac) and the pigtions {Columiiidae), the species
lielonging to the two last obtaining in Ibis region a degric of pro-
minence and beauty which is elsewhere unequalled.
The boundaries ol the subregions are not well defined.

The New Zealand Subregion, considered by Professors Newton
and Huxley and various other zoogeographers as deserving the
rank ofa region, is, and to all appt?arance ha§ long been, more isolated
than any other portion of the globes Besides .the three larger islands
numerous satellites belong to the subregion, as Lord Howe, Norfolk
and Kermadec islands, with the Chatliain, AucRland and Macquarie
groups. The main affinities of the avifauna are, of course, Australian.
The most extraordinary feature is unquestionably the former
existence of the gigantic Dinomithes or moas {g,v.) and, another
family of Ratitae, the weird-looking kiwis or Aptoryges, which are
totally unlike any other existing birds. Of other peculiar genera it

Pig. 22.—Extinct Phillip-1 slant! Parrot {Nestor produrfus).

(From specimen in the British Mmseum. Reduced.)

will suffice to mention only the more remarkable. The Rallidae
prc.scnt the very noteworthy woodhens, Ocydromtts, and the takahe,
Notornis, which is almost e.vtinct. The widely-spread plovers,

Charadriidae, have two not less .singular genenc develcmmeiits,
Thitwrnis, and the e.Nlrcaordinary wrybill, Anarhynchus. There is

an owl, type of the genus Sceloglaux. Of parrots, Stringops, the
kakapo or owl-parrot, is certainly peculiar, while Nestor constitutes
a peculiar subfamily of the brusli-tongiicd parrots or Trichoglossidac.

Xenicus and Acantkositta form a little family of truly mesomyodean
Passeres Clamatores. Of the Meliphagidae the genera Prosihe-
madera, Pugonornis and Anthornis are peculiar. The starlings,

Sturnidae, are represented by Callaeas, Creadion and the very
abnormal Heterolocha. The gallinaceous birds are represented by
a quail, Coturnix novae, eealayidiae, now exterminated. A large
flightless goose, Cmmiornis, allied to the Australian Ccreopsis, and
the gigantic rapacious HarpagornL% have died out recently, with
the moas. In all, there is a wonderful amount of specialization,
though perhaps in a very straight line from generalized forms ;

but the affinity to Australian or Polynesian types is in many cases
clearly traceable, and it cannot be supposed but that these last are
of cognate origin witli those of New Zealand. A very long period
of ismation must have been required to produce the differences so
manifestly to be observed, but a few forms seem at rare intervals
to have immigrated, and this immigration would Mpear to be kept
up to our own day, as shown by the instance of Zosterops laterms^
wtiich is said to have lately made its first appearance, and to have
established itself in the country, as well as by the fact of two cuckoos.
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the widely-ranging Eudynamis 4aiiensn and Chrysococcyx lucidus,

which are annual visitors.

Polynesia forms, of coUrse, part of Austrogaea. Its extent is so vast
that It necessarily contains some peculiar, outlying forms, so to say
forgotten, wliich in their long-continued isolation have specialized
themselves. For instance, the kagu (Rhtnochettis) ol New Calcfionia. a
quecrly special izcicl form with Gruine affinities pointing only to South
America. The toothbilled jugeon [Diduniulus) is restricted to
Samoa. Most interesting is the avifauna of the Sandwich islands

;

eiitirelv devoid of Psittaci and ol Coraciilormes, these islands show
an extraordinary develoiunent of its ])eculiar family Drepanidae,
which are probably of South or Central American descent. Acrulo-
cercus is a Meliphagine, and a peculiar genus. There is a raven
(Cer/'M.s), a coot {Fitliai), the well-knoAvn Sandwich island goose
{Heniula sandvtcensts), now very commonly domesticated m Europe ;

and .some flycatchers and thrnshlike birds.

1'he Australian Subruf^ion comprises Australia and Tasmania. In
the north it is intiuenced, of course, by its proximity to Papuasia,
W'hence there is a considerable admixture of genera which do not
proceed beyond the trqpics, and of these Cusuanus is a stnkmg
exainjile. 'the Cape peninsula practically belongs to I’apuasia.
As a w'hole, Australia is rich in parrots ol which it has several very
peculiar forms, but ^^icarians in old-fashioned parlance, of all sorts
- certain kinghshers excepted are few in number, and the pigeons
art' also comparatively scarce, no doubt because of tlie many arboreid
predaceous marsupials. The continent, however, possesses the two
important genera ot the Pseudost ines, namely the lyre-birds {Menura)
and the scnib-lhrds (Atrichia). Among the more curious forms of
other land birds may be especially mentioned the Megapodtidae,
Lipoa and 7'ulegiillns, the rail Iribunyx and Pedumomus, which
represents the otherwise palaeotropical Turn ires in Australia, The
presence of bustards {Eupodohs) is a curious example of int«‘rrnpted

distril)ulion, since none other of the Otididae are found nearer than
India. 'I'he Katitae are represented by two species of emeu
(Uromaeits), besides the cassowary of Cape York peninsula, and the
extinct Dromornis and Genyornis with its eiiunnoiis .skull.

'the Papuan Subregion, chiefly New Guinefi with its depend-
encies, the Timor group of islands, the Moluccas and Cek'bcs. On
the whole its avifauna presentjj some very remarkable leatures.

Us most distinctive characteristic is the presence' ot the birds of

paradi.se, which arc almost peculiar to it
;

lor, granting that the
bow’er-birds, Chlamydodera and others, of Australia, belong to the
same lamily, they are far less highly sjiecuilized th.in the beautilul
and extraordinaiy forms which are found, within very restricleil

limits, in the various islands of the .subregion. Another chief feature

IS the extraordinary development of the cassow'arie.s, the richness

and specialization of the kingfishers, parrots, ])igeons, honeysuckers
and some remarkable flycatchers. It has several marked dt'ficu*ncics

compaied with Australia, among which arc the babblers
(
Timeliidac).

weaver birds (Ploceidae), the Platycerciiiae among jiarrots, diurnal
birds of prey and the emeus. As a whole, the birds of Papua are
remarkable for their brilliance of plumage, or their metallic colour-

ing. The birds of paradise, the racquet-tailed kingfishers, Tanv-
sipii'va, the largest and smallest of parrots, Calyptorhynihus and
Nasitenia, and the great crowned pigeons, Goiua, are very char-
acteristic

; and so are the various Megaiiodes.
(B) Nlugaf.a, or the Neotropical rcgfeii.— Excepting tow'ards the

north, wherw, in Mexico, it meets, and inosculates with the Nearctic
subregion, the boundaries of the Neotropical region are simple
enough to trace, comprehendiijg as it does the whole of South
America and all Central America ; besides including the Falkland
islands to the south east and the Galapagos under the equator to
the west, as well as the Antilles or West India islands up to the
Florida channel.
Owing to the comparatively scanty mimbcr of liarraful mammalian

types, the birds play a considerable part in this large region, and
some authorities consider its avifauna the richest in the world.
The entire number of species amounts to about 3600. Of these

2000, or a good deal more than half, belong to the order T’asserifonnes.

But the characteristic nature of the avifauna is more clearly brought
out when we leain that of the 2000 species just mentioned only
about 1070 belong to the higher suborder of Oscines, that means
to .say, nearly one-half belong to the lower suborder Clamatores.
This is a state of things which exists nowhere else ; for except in

Australia, where a few indigenous and peculiar low non-Oscincs are
found, and in tlie Nearctic- country, whither one family of Clama-
tores, viz. the Tyrannidae, has evidently bcert led by the geographical
continuity of its soil with that of the Neotropical region, such forms
do not occur elsewhere. Acc^dingly their disproportionate pre-

valence in South .America points unerringly to the lower rank of the
avifauna of the region as a whole, and therefore to the propriety
of putting it next in order to that of the Australian region, the
general fauna of w hich is admittcdljr the lowest in the world. Huxley
has urged with his wonted perspicuity the alliance of these two
regions as Notogaea, basing his opinion, besides other weighty
evidence, m great measure on the evidence afforded t)y the two main
sections of the Galli, viz. the Peristeropodes and the Atectnropodes,
the former composed of the families Afegapodiidae, almost wholly
Australian, and the Cracidae, entirely Neotropical. (Cf. P^Z.S.,

1868, pp. 294-319.)

Leaving, however, this mattA as in soinl degree hypothetical,
we have a.s genera, families, or perhaps even larger groups, a great
many very remarkable forms which are characteristic ol, or peculiar
to, the Neotropical region in part, if not as a whole. Of families

we find twenty-three, or maybe more, absolutely restricted thereto,

besides at least eight which, being peculiar to tlie New World,
extend their range into the Nearctic region, but are there so feebly
developed that their origin may be safely ascribed to the southern
portion of America. First in point of importance comes the extra-
ordinarily Ix^autiful family of humniing-bird.s (Trochilidae), with
nearly 150 genera (of which only three occur in tlie Nearctic region)

and more than 400 species. Then the tyranti^ (J'yrannidae), with
more than seventy genera (ton of which range into the northern
region), and over 300 species. To these follow^ the taiiagers (Tana-
gridae), with upwards of forty genera (only one of whicli crosses the
border), and about 300 sjiecics

; the piculules (Dendrocolaptidae),

with as many gentTa, and over 200 spi'cies
;

the ant-thrushes,

(Formicariidae), with more than thirty genera, and nearly 200 species

;

together with other groups which, if not so large as those just

named, are yet just as well defiiiod, and possibly more significant,

namely, the tapaculos (Pieroptochtdae), the toucan.s (Rhamphastidae),
the jacamars (Galbtdidae), the inotmots (Monotidae), the todies

(Todidae), the trumpeters (Psophiidae), and the screamers iPala-

medeidar) • besides such isolated forms as the seriema (Cariama),

and the sun-bittem (Euryfyga).
The nature of the South American avifauna will jierhaps become

still more evident if we arrange the characteristic members as
follows :

—
1. Birds which are re.stricted to, ))robably indigenous of tlie

region: Rhca\ Palatnedea and Chauna, the screamers: Tinami\
Psophia, Dicholophus, Eurypyga, Heliornis of the Gruitorni assembly ;

Thinocorys and Attagis; Cracidae
\

Opisthoiomus

;

ol parrots

and Conurus with their allies ; Monotidae, iiicl. Todus
,

Ste.atornis
;

Galbxdinae send Hucconinae
\
Rhamphastidae', Formuariidae, Pterop-

tochidae, and of the Tyrannidae the Cotiuginae.

2. Birds which are indigi'iious, but extend lar into North America ;

Cathartac, TrochiliUae, Tyra n n idae,

3. Birds which are originally immigrants Irom North America :

Podicipedidae, with the flightless Ceniropelma on Lake I'iticaca’;

Ccryle, the only genus of kingfishers in Hit' New World
;

all the

Oscines.

More or less cosmopolitan groups like herons, Fakonidae, Anseres,

Columbae, 6-c., and circum tropical families like Parvidae. I'rogomdae,

Capitonidae, are to be excluded from the.se lists as indifferent. The
differences between the Neotropical avifauna and that of North
America are fundamental and prose the indejiendenct' or superior

value of the Neotropical region as one of the j)rinci})al realms.

It is difficult to subdivide the Neolro))ical ri'gion into sub-
regions; the best suggestion is that ol Newton. Antillean, W’ith

the exception of the islands of Trinidad and Tobago, as well as those
which he on the northern coast ol South America

;
Patagonian,

including Chile and part of Peru
;

Columbian, comprising the rest

ol the continent and also ( entral America.
The Antillean Subregion is in many respects one of the most

suggestive and interesting, comparatively small though it be. For
narrow as are the channels between Cuba and tin* op]>osite coast ot

Central America, between the Bahamas and FU»rida, and between
Grenada and Tobago, the fauna of the Antillean chain, insU*ad of

being a mixture of that of the almost contiguous countries, differs

much from all, and exhibits in some groups a degree ol speciality

which may be not unfitly compared with that of oceanic islands.

Except such as are of coral formation, the Antilles are hilly, not to

say mountainous, their summit .s rising in places to an elevation of

8000 ft., and nearly all. prior to their occupation by Europeans,
were covered with luxuriant forest, which, assisting in the collection

and condensation of the clouds brought by the traile winds, ensured
its own vitality by preci])itating frequent and long-continued rains

upon the fertile soil. Under such conditions we might expect to

find an extremely plentiful animal populslion, one as rich as that

which inhabits the same latitudes in tT'iitral America, not many
degrees farther to the west ; but no instance perhaps can be cited

which shows more strikingly the difference between a continental

and an insular fauna, since, making every allowance for the ravages
of cultivation by civilized man, the contrary is the ca.se, and possibly

no area of land so highly favoured by nature is so poorly furnished

with the higher forms of animal life, llere, as over so large a portion

of the Australian region, we find birds constituting the supreme
class—the .scarcity of mammals being accounted for in some measure
as a normal effect of insularity.

There is one peculiar subfamily. Todinae, represented by only four

.species of Todus. We note the absence of Ratitae, Tinami, Cracidae,

Rhamphastidae, and any of those gruiform genera which are so

characteristic of the continent. There is no family of birds common
to the Nearctic area and the Antillean subregion without occurring

also in other parts of the Neotropical region, a fact which proves its

affinity to the latter.

The Patagonian Subregion, mostly extratropical, is naturally

devoid of a good many typically tropical birds, or these are but

'

poorly represented, for instance Caerehtdae, Mniotiltidae, Tanagridae,

Vireonidae, On the other hand some of the must characteristic
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featuivs of the whole '•region are liere well represented, Rhea, Palaearctic has a much^ greater affinity to any other, a fact which
Itnatni, Channa, THcholophus, Attagis, Pietoptochidae, and indeed might l)c expected from geographical considerations,
therein we lind some of the best evidence of the antiquity of its Having shown this much we have next to cfeal with the peculiarities
jjopulation, both ^recent and extinct (cf. the numerous fossils of the of the vast Palaearctic subregion. At the lowest computation 37
Santa Cruz formation), and also the nearest resemblance to the fauna genera seem to be peculiar to it, though it is certain that species
of Austrogaea, of several are regularly wont to wander bevond its limits in winter

(C) Arctogaka is Huxley’s well-chosen term for all the rest of seeking a southern ciimale. Of the peculiar genera only a few
the world (including the Nearctic, Palaearctic, Indian and Ethiopian example.^ maybe mentioned: Rurynorhvnchus, the spoon -billed
regions of P. Sclatcr) in opposition to Notogaea. Faunistically, sandpijier of Siberia; Syrrhaptes, the sandgrouse of central Asia;
although not geographically, the Nearctic and }*alacarctic areas MusiicapaoiR\iro\K‘.
must form the two subdivisions of one great unit, for which the We distinguish between a Siberian, Mongolian, Mediterranean

* “ Holarctic region '4
is now the generally accepted term. and European province, none of which can be well defined. The

The Holarptic Region, conijirising North America and the extra- islands of the Canaries, Madeira and the Azores belong to the Medi-
trojiical mass of land of the Old World, may from an ornithological terranean ])rovince, and offer some peculiarities of great interest,

point of view be characterized by the Colymbi, Alcidac, Gallidae or The Azores have been monographed by F. D. Godraan {Nat. Hist, of
Alectoropodous Galli, and the Oscines, which have here reached the Azores or ll'estent Islands, London, 1870). There is a general
their highe.st dev^elopment

;
while Ratitac, Tinami, T’sittaci, anrl tendency^ among these insular birds to vary more or less from their

non-Oscinc Pass(‘res (with the excejition of Tyrannidae extending continental representatives, and this is especially shown by the
into North America and Cimurus carolinensis) are absent. former having always darker plumage and stronger bills and legs.

Nearctic Subregion. — 'I'lu' close affinity of North America with In one instance the variation is so excessive that it fully justifies

the Palaearctic avifauna lu-comes at once {i|ipar(‘ni if we exclude the establishment of a specific distinction. > This is the case of the
those groujis of birds which w^e have good reason to believe have bulHinch of the more western of these islands {Pyrrhula murina),
their original home in the Neotroj)ical region, notably numerous the male of which, instead of the ruddy breast of its well-known
Tyrannidae, humming-birds and the turkey-buzzards. congener {P. vulgaris), has that part of a sober mouse-colour. A
The lollowdng groujis may be mentioiu'd as characteristic and similar sombre hue distinguishes the pi-culiar chaffinch of the Canary

typically American, and. since we consider them as comparatively Islands {T'ringilla teydea), but to these islands as well as the Azores
recent immigrants into the Neotropical region, as originally peculiar and Madeiras there belongs in common another chaffinch (F. tintillou)

to the Nearctic area M niofiltidae. Viironidae, Icteridae, Meleagrts wdiich, though very nearly allied to that of Mauretania
(
7".

and various Tetraomnac. Restricted to and peculiar to the sub- is perfectly recognizable, and not found elscwdicre. Madeira has also
region is only tlie little O.scine family of Chaniacidae, re.stncted to its jieculiar golden-crested wren (y^fgw/ws and its peculiar
the coast district ol California. “ More than one-third of the genera ]>igeon {Columba troiaz), while two allied forms of the latter (C.

of Nearctic birds are common also to the I'alacarctic subregion. If laurivora and C. bollii) are found only in the Canaries. Further on
we tak(‘ tlie number of Nearctic species at 700, w’hich is perhaps an this subject we must not go

;
we can only state that Godman has

exaggeration, and that of the Palaearctic at 850, we find that, shown good reason for di‘clkring that the avifauna of all these islands
exclusive of stragglers, there are about 120 common to the two areas, is the etiect of colonization extending over a long period of years, and
Nearly 20 mure are jirojierly Palaearctic, but CKcasionally occur in going 011 now*.

America, and about 50 are Nearctic, wliich from time to time stray I'ALAEOTUoric m. Recjion. -Much can be said in favoui of combin-
to Europe or Asia. This, however, is by no means the only point of ing the mostly tropical jwtion of the great mass of land of the Old
resemblance. Of many giuiera, tlie so-called .species found in the World (excluding, ol course, Austrogaea or the Australian region)

New World aie represented m the Old by forms so like them that into one region, lor which Oscar Drude’s well-chosen term “ palaeo-
often none but an exjiert can distinguish them, and of such repre- tropical *' has been adopted (cf. Bronn’s Thieneick, System. Part.
sentative * species ’ about might be enumerated ” (Newton. Diet. 29O. 1893). This region naturally comprises the African and
Pirds, p, 335). Indian areas, conformably to be called subregions.
Of the man V attempts to subdivide the Nearctic subregion, the Both subregions possess, besides others, the following character-

same authority iavemrs that ol Dr S. P. Baird, who distiiiguishes istic birds : Ratitac, viz. Struthio in Africa and Arabia, fossil also

betw'een Canadian, AUeghanian, Middle or Missourian, Californian in the Sivalik Hills, and Aepyorvithidae in Madagascar; Fittidae,

and Alaskan proviivcs. Dr Hart Merriatn takes the broad point PuceroHuac and Upupinae, of which Upupa itself in India, Mada-
of view “ that the whole of extratropical North America consists of gascaraiid Africa

;
Coraciidae ; or bulbuls ; Trogonidae,

but two primary life n'gions, a Porcal region, wliich is circumpolar, of which the Asiatic genera are the less specialized in opposition to
and a .S’euorrtii or Mexican tableland region which is unique.” The the Neotropical forms; Vulturidae ; Leptoptilus, Anastomus and
fir.st of these siqiports Newton’s contimtion oi the e.ssential unity of Ciconia among the storks

;
Pteroclidae

;
Treroninae among pigeons,

the Nearctic and Palaojircfic areas. In any case the various Nearctic Of other families w'bich, however, extend their range more or less

subdivisions comjfietely merge into each other, just as is to lie far into the \ustralian realm, may be mentioned Ottdidac, the
expected from the ]ihysical configuration and other bionomic bustards

;
Meropidae or bee-eaters

;
Muscicapidae or flycatchers

;

conditions of the North American continent. or starlings. '

The .S'ufiicgffia is. liroadly speaking, Europe and Asia, The Ethiopian Subregion coinjirises the whole of Africa and
with tlie <‘\ccpti<)n of India and China. The ])ropriety of com- Madagascar, except the Barbary States, but including Arabia ; in

jireheiuling Ibis cuormous tract in one zoological ” region " was the north-east the subregion melts into the Palaearctic between
first .show'n by I)r P. L. Sclater, and as regards the distribution of Palestine and the Persian Gulf. Some authors are incliVied to extend
most classes of animals tlu*re hav<' been few' to doubt that it is an its limits still farther to the eastwards, through BalucliiTitan and even
extremely natural one. Not indeed altogether so homogeneous as beyond the Indus.
the Nearctic area, it jiresents, however, even at its extreme points, So large a portion of the Etliiojiian subregion lies between the

no ver\^ striking cliflercnce between the bulk of its birds. Though tropics that no surprise need be expressed at the richness of its fauna

Jajiau IS Jar rt‘mo\ cd fiom w’estern Eurojie, and though a few generic relatively to that of the last two subregions we have considered,

forms and still tewer families inhabit the one without also frequenting Between fifty and .sixty so-called families of land birds alone are

the other, yet there is a mo.st astonishing similarity in a large portion found Within its limits, and of them ut least nine are peculiar ; the

of their respective birds. In some cases the closest examination has typical genera of wdiich are Buphaga, Euryceros, Philepitta, Muso-
failed to detect any distinction that may be called specific between phaga, Irrisai, Leptosoma, Coitus, Serpentarius, Struthio, Aepyornis.

the members of their Hvifauna
;
but in most it is possible to discover It is singular that only the first three of them belong to the order

just suHicicnt ditfereiice to warrant a separation of the subjects. Passeriformes, a proportion which is not maintained in any other
Nevertheless, it is clear that in Japan we have, as it were, a repetition tropical region. The number of peculiar genera, besides those just

of some of our most familiar species - the redbreast and the hedge- mentioned, is too great for them to be named here ; some of the

.sparrow, for example slightly modified in plumage or otherwise, so mo.st remarkable on the continent are; Balaenic^s, ihn whale-

as to furnish instances of the most accurate representation, e.g. headed heron ; Balaearica, the crowned crane
;

Podica, finfoot

;

Cyanopica rnoki of Portugal and Spain, and C. lyana of Amoorland Numida and allied genera of guinea fowls.

and Japan. The natural division of the subregion is that into an African and a
Like the Nearctic tUe Palaearctic subregion seems to possess but Madagascar province. Subdivision of the continental portion Ls

one single j^eculiar family of land birds, the Panuridae, represented Iwset with great difficulties, and none of the numerous attempts
by the oeautiful species known to Englishmen as the bearded tit- have proved long-lived. The forest-clad basin of the Congo, with
mouse. Panurus biarmicus. The entire nnmber of I’alaearctic the coastal districts of the hay of Guinea, seem to form one domain
families are, according to Newton, 67, and of the genera 323. Of in opposition to the rest.

these 128 are common to the Nearctic subregion. Species of 51 The Malagasy province comprises, besides Madagascar, the

more seem to occur as true natives wdthin the Ethiopian and Indian Mascarene, Comoro and Seychcllc islands. It may be safely deemed
regions, besides these 18 appear to be common to the Ethiopian the most peculiar area of the earth’s surface, while from the richness

without being found in the Indian, and no fewer than 71 to the and multifariousness of its animal, and especially of its ornithic

Indian without occurring in the Ethiopian. To compare the Palao- population, New Zealand cannot be compared ‘with it. In A.
arctic genera with those of the Australian and Neotropical regions Grandidier’s magnificent Histnire physique, naturelle ef politique de

• would be simply a waste of time, for the points of resemblance arc Madagascar, vol. xii. fParis, i875-i8$4), are enumerated 238 species

extremely few, and such as they are IheyVad to nothing. It wiH as belonging to the island, of which 129 are peculiar to it. and
therefore be seen from the aliove that next to the Nearctic area the among those are no fewer than 35 peculiar genera. Eurycerot of the
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Oscincs, aiid Philepitia of the Clamatores, remarkable enough to
form the t3rpps of Passeriform fzAnilieR, and Mesites hal£*way between
Galli and Gruiformes ,is of prime importance. The Passerine

Falculia, with its recently extinj^uished allies Fregilufus and
Necropsar of the Mascarenes

; the Coraciinc Jirochypteracias, A tel'

ornis and Geobiastes, are very abundant, while Heliodilus is an owl
belonging to that subfamily which is otherwise represented only by
the widely-spread bam owl, Strix fiammea. Lastly must be noted
the extinct tall Katite species of Aepyomis with its several fancy
genera But, as Newton cliarmingly puts it {Diet. Birds, p. 353), the
avifauna of Madagascar is not entirely composed of such singularities

as these. We have homely genera, even among the true Passeres,

occurring there -such as Alauda, Acrocephalus, Motacilla and
Pratincola, while the Cisticola madafiascariensts is only distinguish-

able from the well-known fan-tailed warbler, C. schoenicola of

Europe, Africa and India by its rather darker coloration. But there

are also species, though not Passerine, which are absolutely identical

with those of Britain, the bam owl, common quail, pigmy rail, and
little grebe or dabchicl. . all of them common and apparently resident

in the island. Mauritius bad the dodo {q.v.), Lophopsiiiacus and
Aphanapteryx. Rodriguez had the solitaire, Necropsittacus and
Necropsut. Bourtion o» Reunion had Ftegilubus.

SonK! of the Malagasy avifauna is certainly ancient, aboriginal,

and even points to India ; other forms indicate clearly their African

Fig. 23. Extinct Starlmg of Reunion {Fregilupus varius),

adapted frojp figures by Daubenton, Levaillant and others.

Recfuccd.
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origin; while, lastly, such strikingly characteristic fndo-Africaii

birds as horn bills are unaccountably absent.

The Onentul Subregion comprises all the countries .and numerous
islands between the Palaearctic and Australian areas ; it possesses
upwards of seventy families, of which, however, only otic is peculiar,

but this family, the Eutylaemidae or broadbills, is of great importance
since it represents all the Subclamatores. Of the many characteristic

birds may be mentioned Pycnonotidae or bulbuls, of which the
PhyllarnUhinae are peculiar, Campephagidaa or cuckoo-shrikes,
Dicruridae or drongos, Nectariniidae or .sunbirds

;
pheasants,

together with Pavo and Callus. Some of the similarities to the
Etliiopian and the great differences from the Australian avifauna
have already been pointed out. Naturally no line whatever can be
drawn between the Oriental and the I’alaearctic subregions, and
many otherwise essentially liido-Malayan families extend far into

the Australian realm, far across Wallace’s line, whilst the reverse

takes place to a much more moderate extent. Certainly the Oriental

area, m spite of its considerable size, cannot possibly claim the
standing of a primary region. •It is a continuation of the great
Arctogaea into the tropics.

Followii^ H. J. Elwes we subdivide the whole subregion into

a Himalo-Cliinese, Indian and Malayan province. These divisions

had the approval of W’. T. Blaiiford, who proposed the terms Cis-

and Transganpetic for the two first. The Himalo-Chinese or Trans-
gangetic province shows the chanictcristic.s of its avifauna also far

away to the eastward in Formosa, Hainan and Cochin China, and
again in a lesser degree to the southward in the mountains of Malacca
and Sumatra. Indo-China is especially rich in Euryloimidaet
China proper and the Himalayas in pheasants.

[CLASSIFICATION

The Indian or Cisgangetic province is thei least rich of the three

BO far as peculiar genera are concerned.
The Malayan province comprising the Malay islands, besides the

Malay peninsula, and the very remarkable Philippines, possess an
extraordinary number of peculiar and interesting genera.
The influence of the Australian realm is indicated by a Megapode

in Celebes, another in Borneo and Labiian, and a third in the Nicobar
islands (which, however, like the Andamans, belong to the Indian
province), but there are no cockatoos, these keeping strictly to the

othet side of Wallace’s line, whence we started on this survey of the
world’s avifamia.

D. Classification of Bird^

Furbringer's great work, published in the year 1888 by the

Natura Artis Magistra Society of Amsterdam, enabled Gadow
not only to continue for the next five years the same lines of

morphological research, but also further to investigate those

questions which were still left in abeyance or seemed to require

renewed study. The resulting “ classification is based on the

examination, mostly autoptic, of a far greater number of

characters than any that had preceded it ;
moreover, they were

chosen in a different way, di.scernment being exercised in sifting

and weighing them, so as to determine, so far as possible, the

relative value of each, according as that value may vaiy^ in

different groups, and not to produce a mere mechanical ‘ key
’

after the fashion become of late years so common ” (Newton’s

Dictionary of Birds, Introduction, p. 103). It is not the quantity

but the quality of the anatomical and bionomic characters which

determines their taxonomic value, and a few fundamental

characters are better indications of the affinities of given groups

of birds than a great nuniber of agreements if these can be

.shown to be cases of isomorphism or hcterophyletic, convergent

analogy. Nature possesses three great educational or develop-

mental schools—terrestrial, aquatic and aerial life. Each of

the.se affords animal, vegetable or mixed diet. Animal diet

implies the greatest variety with regard to locality and the modes
of procuring the food. Each of these schools impresses its pupils,

in the case of the birds, with its own stamp, but tliere are many
combinations, since in the course of pbyletic development many
a group of birds has exchanged one school for another. Origin-

ally terrestrial groups have taken to an entirely aquatic life, and

vice versa ; others, originally endowetl with the power of flight,

have become, or are transforming themselves into, absolutely

cursorial forms
;
some members of one group live entirely on

seeds, while others liave become fierce fishers, and so forth.

Only by the most careful inquiry into their history can their

relationship or pedigree be unravelled. A statement may now
be given of Gadow’s classification of birds, in which the extinct

forms have l)een intercalated .so far as po.ssible. The few char-

acters assigned to the various groups are sufficiently diagnostic

when taken together, although they are not always those upon
which the classification has been established :

—

Class AVES
I . Sub-class ArchaeomitheB.—The three fingers and their

metacarpals remain separate, each with a claw. Well-developed

remiges. Both jaws with alveolar teeth. Amphicoelous.

Cau(£il vertebrae more than thirteen, without a pygostyle, but

with about twelve pairs of rectrices. Archaeopteryx, A. litho-

graphica, s. macroura, two specimens from the upper Oolite of

Solenhofen, Bavaria.

II . Sub-class Neomithes.—Metacarpals fused. Second finger

the longest. Not more than thirteen caudal vertebrae.

I. Division Ratitae.—Terrestrial, flightless. Without sternal

keel. Quadrate bone with single proximal knob. With-

out pygostyle. Coracoid and scapula fused. Compound
rhamphotheca. Adult without apteria. With copulatory

organ. A collective polyphyletic or heterogeneous group,

originally cosmopolitan
;
with certainty existing since the

Miocene.
1. Order Struthionw.—With pubic symphysis. Two toes only,

third and fourth. Struthw, ostrich. Pliocene of Samos and of

north-west India, now Africa and Arabia.

2. Order Bluae.—With long ischiadic symphysis. Three toes.

Mesernbriornis, Miocene or Pliocene of Argentina. Rhea, South
America.

BIRD
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3. Order Oasuarli.—Three toes. tAitershaft as long as ^he other

half. Casuarius and Dromaeus, Australian. Hypselornis,
Pliocene of Sivalik Hills.

4. Order Apterseges.—Four toes. Bill long and .slender. Apteryx,
New Zealand.

5. Order DinomithM.—Three or four toes. Bill short. Anterior
limbs extremely reduced. Dimrnis, numerou.s species, recently
extinct, New Zealand.

6. Order Aepyomithes.

—

Aepyornis, recently extinct. Mada-
gascar.

To the Ratitac belong possibly also the imperfectly known
Diatryma, Eacene of New Mexico, Gastornis and Dasornis,
Eocene of Europe, Genvornis. I*lcistocene of Australia.

II. Division Odontolcae.—Marine, flightless, without sternal

keel. Upper and lower jaws with teeth in furrows. Cret-

aceous epoch. EnaliorniSy England, vertebrae chiefly

biconcave
;

Hesperornis, North America, vertebrae

heterocoelous.

III. Division Caeinatae.—With keeled sternum.

1. Order Ichthyomithes.—Power of flight well d(*velopod. Vertc-
brao still amphicoelous. With small pygostyle. Incisura
iscliiadica. With alveolar teeth. Cretaceous of Kansas.
Ichthyornis, Apatornis.

2. Order Oolymbifomea. -“Plantigrade, nidilugous, aquatic. .Ml
toes webbed, fourth largest, hallux short ; metatarsus laterally
compn'ssed

;
tibia with high, pyramidal crest. Bill straight,

pointed, witli simple sheath.

Sub-order i. Colymbi, Divers. Front toes completely
webU'd. liolarctic. Colymhua.

Sub-order 2. Podicipkdics, Grebes. Toes lobated. Cosmo-
politan.

3. Order Sphenisoiformei.— Nidicolous, marine. Flightless, wings
transformed into rowing paddles. Sphknisci, penguims.
Antarctic and southern temperate coasts. Since the Eocene.

4. Order Frooellariifonnei. Well flying, pelagic. nidicolou.s.

Hallux absent or vestigial. Khamphotheca compound.
Cosmopolitan. Tuhinauics, jietrels and albatrosses.

5. Ord(‘r Ciconilformes. - Swimmers or waders. Desmognathous,
|

without l)ahiptcrygoid processes
;

witli one juiii ol stemo-
tracheal muscles.

1

Sub - order 1. Steoanoi'odf.s. — Well flying, aquatic,
nidicolous

;
with all the lour toes webbed together.

Rhamphotheca compound
;

cosmopolitan. Phubthon,
tropic-bird

; Sula, gannet
; Phalacroamix, cormorant

and Plains, snake-bird
;
Ffc^ata, Irigate-bird; Pelecanus.,

Hen* also Pela^ornis, Miocene of France; Argillornis
and probably (>d<mtoptrrvx from the T.ondon Clay.

Sub-order 2. Aroeak. • I^iseivorous, nidicoloas, waders;
wdth complicated hypotarsus and with long cervical
apteria. Ardcidae, cosmopolitan

;
including Cancroma,

Neotropical, Baluemieps, Scopidae, Ethiopian. Pro-
herndius, Eocene of England.

Sub-order 3. Ciconiak.—

Z

oophagous, nidicolous, waders; 1

Avith simph' hypotarsus and without cervical apteria.
j

CusiiiO})olitan. CAcomidae, storks. Ihidae, ibises and I

spoonbills. Propelarffus, Oligocene. '

Sub-order 4, J’hof.nicoi'Teki.—

F

lamingos. Nidifugous,
wadem

;
w ith simple hypotarsus and without cervical

apteria. Front too.s completely weblied
;

hallux very
short or absent

; feed chiefly on small aquatic inverte-
brates, }*hoenicopterus, cosmopolitan. Oligocene E/erw is

and, allied, Palaelodus,
6. Order AnMrlformei.- De.smogtiathous, nidifugous; with two

pairs of sterno-trachcal muscles, with complete basipterygoid
processes and with a penis.

Sub-order 1. Palameueae.—

S

creamers. Ribs without
uncinate processes. Hyjiotarsus simple. Neotropical.
Chauna, Palamedea,

Sub-order 2. Anserbs.—

F

amily Anatidae. Hypotarsus
complex. Anser, Anas, Cygnns, since Miocene.
Cnemiornis, Pleistocene, New Zealand, flightless.

7. Order Falconiformes.—Birds of prey. Carnivorous, desmo-
gnathous. nidicolous. without functional caeca. Terrestrial,

aerial.

Sub-order i. Cathaktae.—

A

merican vultures. With nares
perviae. Caihartes, turkey buzzards. Sarcorhamphus
gryphus, condor Gypagvs papa, king vulture.

Sub-^er 2, Accipitres.—

W

ith nares imperviae. Serpent-

ariidae, secretary-bird, Ethiopian ; Miocene, France.
Vtilturidae, Old World vultures, excluding Australia.

Falcnnidae, cosmopolitan, since the Eocene. Harpa-
gomis, Pleistocene, New Zealand ; Litharnis, Eocene,
England. Pandionidae, ospreys or fish hawks, cosmo-
politan.

8. Order Ttnainifpnaia—Nidifugous, with inci.sura ischiadica.

wijbhout pygostyle. Herbivorous, terrestrial, neotropical.

Crypturi, tinamous.
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9. Order QalUfonnea.-^SchizogiLathous. herbivorous, terrestrial.

With ten functional remiges. #With strong spinae sterni.

Sub-order i. Mksites.—Without basipterygoid processes,
and with large spina interna. Resiles, Madagascar.

Sub-order 2. Turnices. — Hemipodes or button -quails.

Nidifugous
; vomer large

; sternum without processus
obliqui. Hallux absent or vestigial. Old World.
Turnix, Pedionomus.

Sub-order 3. Galli. With large spina communis, and with
large processus obliqui. Hallux functional. Mega-
podiidae, Australian region. Cracidae, curassows and
guans, neotropical. Gallidae, cosmopolitan.

Sub-order 4. Opisthocomi. • Arboreal, with long spina
externa

; without basipterygoid proce.sses. Opisthobomus
hoatzin, Guiana. Venezuela and Amazon countries.

10. Order OmifonneB.— Legs of the wading type. Without
basipterygoid processes. Without spina interna. Nidifugous.
Essentially schizognathous. Ralhdae, cosmopolitan, since
Oligocene. Hallus, Fulira, Ocydrnmns, d'C., Gallinula nesiotis,

Tristan d'Acunha, flightless. Nntarnis, New Zealand, flight-

less, nearly extinct. Aptornis, New Zaaland, flightless, extinct.
Aphanapteryx (Mauritius) = Erythromachus (Rodriguez) -
Diaphorapteryx (Chatham Island), fligj^tless and recently
extinct. Gypsornis, upper Eocene, France. Gruidae, cranes,
cosmoi^litan. allied Phororhacus, Tertia^ of Argentina.
Dicholophtdae, cariamas, neotropical. Ohdidae, bustards, Old
World. Rhinnchetidae, kagus. New Caledonia. Eurypvgidae

,

sun-bittern, neotropical. Heliormthidae, finfoots. tropical.

11. Order CharadrlifoniBB.-' Schizognathous. With eleven remiges.
of which the ti'rminal very short. Aquinto-cubital. Spmae
stemi short, separate.

Sub-order 1. Limicolae. -- Nidifugous, without spina
interna sterni. Hypotarsus complicated. Charadnidae,
plovers. Chinnidiaar, sheath-bill. Glareolidae, wading
swallows and coursers. Thinocorythidae. seed-snipes.

Oedicnemtdidae

,

thick-knees. Parrxdae.
Sub-order 2. Lari. Aquatic, vomer complete. Without

basipterygoid processci*. Front toes webbed ; hallux
small or absent. Large supraorbital glands. Since
Miocene. Laridae, gBlls, cosmopolitan. Alcidac, auks,
northern half of periarctic region.

Sub-order 3. Pterocles.—Saud-grouse. Nidifugous. Vomer
vestigial. With large crop and caeca. Hallux vestigial

or absent since Oligocene. Africa to India, and Siberia.

Pterocles and Syrrhaptes.

Sub-order 4. Columbae. - Pigeons. Nidicolous. Vomer
vestigial. With large crop, vestigial caeca. Columhidae,
cosmopolitan, since Miocene. LHdidae, flightless,

recently extinct. Didus, dodo, Mauritius. Pezophaps,
solitaire, Rodriguez.

12. Order CuculifonnsB.-- Desmognathous, nidicolous; zygodac-
tylous, or with the outer toe reversible.

Sub-order i.^Cucru.—Cuckoos. Quinto-cuhital. Cuculidae,

cosmopolitan. Musophagidae. plantain - eaters and
touracos, Ethiopian since Miocone.

Sub-order 2. Prittact.

—

Parrots. Zygodactylous ; aejuinto-

cubital. Cosmopolitan, chiefly tropical. Trichodosstdae^

lories, Austro-Malayan. Nestor, New Zealand. Cyilo-

psittarus. F.os, Lorius, Sec. Psittaridae, tongue smooth,
incl. Stringops.

13. Order CoraeiiformeB.—Nidicolous. Nares imperviae, holo-

rhinal. Downs restricted to the apteria or absent. Thirteen

to fifteen cervical vertebrae. Mostly desmognathous. Deep
plantar tendons connected with each other.

Sub-order 1. Coraciae.—Either (t) with long spina externa
stemi, Coraciidae, rollers, Old World. Momotidae,
neotropical, motmots and todies. Alcedinidae, king-

fishers, cosmopolitan or (2) with long spina communis.
Meropidae, bee-eaters, Old World, llpupidae, Upupinae,
hoopoes :

palaearctic and palaeotropical. Bucerotinae,

hornbills, palaeotropical ;
Irrtsorinae, woodhoopoes,

Ethiopian.
Sub-order 2. Striges. — Owls. Outer toe reversible.

Schizognathous. I.ong caeca. Flexor tendons normal.
Hypotarsus .simple. Cosmopolitan.

Sub-order 3. Cafrimulgi.— Nightjars. Nocturnal. With
gaping mouth. Ten remiges and ten rectrices. Spinae
sterni vestigial. Caeca functional. Steatornitkidae,

Steatornis, oil-bird or guacharo. South America.
Podargidae, Australasmn, Caprimulgidae, cosmopolitan.

Sub-order 4. Cypseli.- -Tenth terminal remex tlie longest.

With short spinae stemi. Without caeca. Cypselidae,
swifts, cosmopolitan. Trochilidae, humming-birds,
American.

Sub-order 5. Cor.ii.— Mouse-birds. First and fourth toes
reversible. Ethiopian.

Sub-order 6. Trogonks.—

T

rogons. Heterodaotyle. first

and second toes directed forwards, third and fourth
backwards. Tropical. Trogon gallicus, Miocene of
France.
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Sub-order 7. Pici.—Zyf2(odactylous.* Tendon of the flexor

hallucis longub musoie sending a strong vinculum to that
of the flexor profundus muscle, the tendon of which
goes to th(‘'tJiird too only. Galbididae, pull-birds and
jacamars, neotropical. Capitonidac

,

barbets, tropical.

Rhamphasiidae, toucans, neotropical. Picidae, wood
peckers, cosmopolitan, excepting Madagascar and
Australian region,

14. Order PaBseriformes. -Nidicolous. Acgitliognathous, williout
basipterygoid processes. Snina externa sterni large, spina
interna absent. Qnmto-cuuital, toes normal. Apparently
since the upper Eocene.

Sub-order i. J’asserus Ani.somyodae.—

S

yrinx muscles
entirely lateral or attached to the dorsal or ventral
corners ol the bronchial semi-rings. (1) Subclamatores.
Deep ])lantar tendons connected by a vinculum. Eury-
laemidae, broad- bills, Indian and Tndo-Malayan. (2)

ClanuUntes Deep fli-xor tendons not connected.
Pittidae, palaeotropical. Xcnicidae, New Zealand.
Tyrantiidae

,

American, P'ormit-artidae, Pteroptochidae

,

neotropical.

«

Sub-order 2. 1*a‘-serks Diacromyodai-:.—

S

yrinx muscles of

either .s|de attached to the dorsal and ventral corners
of tlie rings. Hallux strong, with a large claw. (1)

Suboscines with Meniira, lyr(‘-bird, and Atrichia, scrub-
bird, in Australia. (2) Oscines, the true singing-birds,

with more than 5000 recent species, are mostly divided
into some thirty “ families,” few of which can be defined.

The fourteen orders of the Carinatae arc further congregated into
four ” Legions

”

I . r OLYMB (- ) M ORPH AE = lohthyornitheB + ColymbiformeB -i

SpheniBciformeB + Procellariiformes.

II. PELARGOMORPHAE Cioonilformes -f AuseriformeB -i-

FalcouiformeB.

HI. A LECTOROMORPHAE ~ TinamifomeB -f OalliformeB +
OruiformoB -f- ChajradrilfonneB.

IV. CORACIOMORPH .\E ^ CuouIiformeB + Coraoilformes -1-

PasBeriformeB.

These four legions are again cdfnbined into two ” Brigades, ” the
first of which comprises the first and second legions, while ihe
second brigade contains the third and fourth legions.

Thu.s the whole classiheation becomes a rounded off phylogenetic
system, which, at least in its broad outlines, seems to approach the
natural system, the ideal goal of the scientific ornithologist. The
main branches of the resultant ” tree ” may be rendered as follows :

—

CORACIOMOKIMIAL
-h

ODONTOIXAE . . COLYMUO- + PEI,ARC,O- AI.ECTOROMORPHAE . . RATITAE
MORPHAE MORPHAE

NEOBNITHES
The Odonlolcae seem to be an early specialized oflslioot of the

Colymbo-Pelargomorphous brigade, while the Ratitue repre.sent a
number of side branches of early .\lcctoromorpliae. The Ratitae
branched off, probably during the Eocene period, from that still

indifferent .stick which gave rise to the Tuiami-i-Galli -f Gruilormes,
when the members ol this stock were still in posse.ssion of those
archaic characters which distin^yiish Ratitae from C'arinatae. It

follows that new groups of Ratitae can no longer be developed since

tlierc are no Carinatae living which still retain so many low char-
acters. e.g. configuration of the ])alate, precoracoid, pelvis, intestinal

convolutions, copulatory organ, t\:c. I.oss of the keel is co-ordinated
witli the power of using the forelimbs lor locomotion

;
although a

” Ralile ’^character, it is not .sufficient to turn a Nutarnis, Cnemwrnis
or Stnngops, not even a Phorurhacos into a member of tin* Ratitae.
Another branch of the Alectoromorphae, in particular of the

Galliformes, when these were still scarcely separated from the
Gruiformes. especially rail -like birds, lead.s through Opisthocomi
to the Cuculiformes. These are, again in an ascending direction,

connected with the Coraciiformes, out of which have arisen the
Passeriformes, and these have blossomed into the Oscines, which,
as the apotheosis of bird life, have conquered the whole inhabitable
world. (H. F. G.)

BIRD-LOUSE, any small flat degenerate wmgles.s neuropterous

insect of the group Mallophaga, parasitic upon birds and
mammals and feeding upon dermal excretions or upon the softer

parts of hair and feathers. The term “ biting-lice ” is sometimes

given to these parasites, in allusion to the mandibulate character

of their mouth-parts, which serves to di.stinguish them at once

from the true lice of the order Rhynchota in which the jaws are

haustellatc.

BlRiyS-EYE» a name applied to various small bright flowers,

especially those which have a small spot or “ eye ” in the centre.

The primula is thus spoken of, on account of its yellow centre,

also IhcBadonis, or “pheasants eye,” and the blue veronica,

or germander speedwell. The word is also applied to a sort of

tobacco, in which the stalks (of a mottled colour) are cut up
together with the leaves. From a similar sibnse comes the

phrase “ bird’s-eye maple,” a speckled variety of maple-wood,
or the “ bird’s-eye handkerchief ” mentioned in Thackeray’s

novels.

BIRDSNESTING, a general term for the pursuit of collecting

and priiserving birds’ eggs, with or without the nests themseb es.

The nests and eggs of wild birds are nowadays protected by
local laws almost everywhere in both Great Britain and the

United States. By law they may be taken for scientific purposes

only, by special licence. In order not to interfere seriously with

breeding it is customary to take but one egg from a nest, and,

if the nest itself be taken, to wait until the young birds have left

it. Every egg, unless “hard-set,” should be blown as soon as

removed from the nest. This is done by opening a small hole

in its side by means of a drill with a conical head, manufactured
for the purpose, a minute hole for the insertion of the drill-head

having fir -t been made in the shell with a needle, which is then

used to stir up the contents, so that they shall flow easily. A
blow-pipe with a curved mouth i.s then inserted, the egg is held

hole downwards, and the contents blown out. The old-fasbioned

method of making two holes in the egg is thus superseded.

Should tlie egg be “ hard-set ’’ a somewhat larger hole is made
and its edges reinforced with Ia\ ers of paper pasted round them.

Minute forceps are then introduced and the embryo cut into

pieces small enough to pass through the hole. The inside of the

egg is then rinsed out with clean water, and also before being

placed in the cabinet, with a solution of corrosive sublimate,

which prevents decay and consequent discoloration of the inner

membrane. Finally the egg is placed with the hole downwards
upon a sheet of white blotting-paper to dry. The authentication

of the eggs is the most important duty of an egg-collector, next

to identifying the specimens. According to some the b(‘st

method is to mark with a fine pen on the egg itself the variety,

scientific name, locality of nest, date of taking and the initials

of the collector, as well as a reference to his note-book or cata-

logue. Others advocate keeping the authentication separate

WMth only a numbered refiTcncc on the egg itself. Eggs should

not be transported in bran or sawdust, but in strong wool-lined

boxes. The best cabinets are fitted with drawers, pulled out to

inspect the eggs, but at other times closed to preservt* them

from the light, which is injurious to their delicate colouring.

When an entire nest is taken it should be disinfected with hypo-

sulphite of soda or insect-powder.
Sec Pirdnesting and Bird-Skinning, by E. Newman (London.

1888) ; The Young Collector's Handbook of British Birds' Nests and
l»y W H. Bath (London, 1888) ;

Birds’ Nests, hggs and Egg-
Collecting, by R. Kcarlon (London, 1890) ;

British Birds' Eggs and
Nests, by J. C. Atkinson (l.ondon, i8<i8) ;

Nests and I'ggx of North
American Birds, by Emest Ingersoll (1880- 1881).

BIRDS OF PARADISE, a group of passerine birds inhabiting

New Guinea and the adjacent islands, so named by the Dutch

voyagers in allusion to the brilliancy of their plumage, and to

the current belief that, possessing neither wings nor feet, they

passed their lives in the air, sustained on their ample plumes, rest-

ing only at long intervals suspended from the branches of lofty

trees by the wire-like feathers of the tail, and drawing their

food “ from the dews of heaven and the nectar of flowers.”

Such stories obtained credence from the fact that so late as the

year 1760, when IJnnaeus named the principal species apoda,

or “ footless,” no perfect specimen had been seen in Europe, the

natives who sold the skins to coast traders invariably depriving

them of feet and wings. The birds now usually included under this

name belong to the family ParadiseidaefC\osc\y aXiitd to the crows.

The largest is the great emerald bird {Paradisea apoda), about the

size of the common jay. Its head and neck are covered with

short thick-set feathers, resembling velvet pile, of a bright straw

colour above, and a brilliant emerald green beneath. From
under the shoulders on each side springs a dense tuft of golden-

orange plumes, about 2 ft. in len^h, ifrhfch the bird can raise

at pleasure, so as to enclose the greater part of its body, The
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two centre tail feathAs attain a lihgth of 34 in., and, being desti-

j

tute of webs, have a thin wire-like appearance. This splendid

plumage, however, belongs only to the adult males, the females

being exceedingly plain birds of a nearly uniform dusky brown
colour, and possessing neither plumes nor lengthened tail feathers,

'rhe young males at first resemble the females, and it is only

after the fourth moulting, according to A. R. Wallace, who has

studied those birds in their native haunts, that they assume

the perfect plumage of their sex, which, however, they retain

permanently afterwards, and not during the breeding season

only as was formerly supposed. At that season the males

assemble, in numbers varying from twelve to twenty, on certain

trees, and there disport themselves so as to display their mag-

nificent plumes in presence of the females. Wallace in his

Malay Archipelago, vol. ii., thus describes the attitude of the

male birds at one of those “ sacaleli,” or dancing parties, as the

natives call them
;

" their wings,'* he says, “ arc raised vertically

over the back, the head is bent down and stretched out, and the

long plumes are raised up and expanded till they form two

magnificent golden fans striped with deep red at the base, and

fading off into the pale brown tint of the finely-divided and
softly-waving points

;
the whole bird is then overshadowed

by them, the crouching body, yellow head, and emerald gi’een

throat, forming

but the founda-

tion and setting to

the golden glory

which waves
above.” It is at

this season that

those birds are

chiefly captured.

'Phe bird-catcher

having found a

tree thus selected

for a dancing

party,” builds a

hut among the

lower branches in

which to conceal

himself. As soon

as the male birds

have begun their

graceful antics,

he shoots them,

one after the other, with blunt arrows, for the purpo.se of stunning

and bringing them to the ground without drawing blood, which

would injure their plumage ; and so eager are those birds in their

courtship that almost all the males are thus brought down
before the danger is perceived. 'Phe natives in preparing the

skins remove both feet and wings, so as to give more prominence

to the commercially valuable tuft of plumes. They also remove

the skull, and the skin is then dried in a smoky hut. The great

emerald bird, so far as yet known, is only found in the Aru

Islands. 1'he lesser bird of paradise {Paradisea minor), though

smaller in size and somewhat less brilliant in plumage, in other

respects closely resembles the preceding species. It is also

more common, and much more widely distributed
,
being found

throughout New Guinea and the neighbouring Islands, Its

plumes are those most generally used as ornaments for ladies*

head-dresses. Both species are omnivorous, feeding voraciously

on fruits and insects. They are strong, active birds, and are

believed to be polygamous. The king bird of paradise {Cicin-

nurus regius) is one of the smallest and most brilliant of the

group, and is specially distinguished by its two middle tail

feathers, the ends of which alone are webbed, and coiled into a

beautiful spiral disk of a lovely emerald green. In the red

bird ofVradise {Paradisea rubra) the same feathers are greatly

elongated and destitute of webs, but differ from those in the other

species, in being flattened out like ribbons. They are only found

in the small island of Waigiu off the coast of New Guinea. Of

the long-billed paradise birds the most remarkable is that known

standard W’lng iJud ol Paradise
{Semioptera wallacei).

as the
**
twelve -wiretf " (Seleucides alba\ its delicate yellow

plumes, twelve of which are traiftformed into wire-like bristles

nearly a foot long, affording a striking contrast to the dark
metallic tmts of the rest of its plumage. (A. N.)

BIRDWOOD, SIR GEORGE CHRISTOPHER MOLESWORTH
(1832- ), Anglo-Indian official and writer, son of General

Christopher Birdwood, was bom at Belgaum, in the Bombay
presidency, on the 8th of December 1832. He was educated
at Plymouth grammar-.school and Edinburgh University, w'here

he took his M.D. degree. Entering the Bombay Medical
Service in 1854, he served in the Persian War of 1856-57, and
subsequently became professor at the Grant Medical College,

registrar of the university, curator of the museum, and sheriff

at Bombay, besides acting as secretary of the Asiatic and
Horticultural societies. His work on the Economic Vegetable

Products of the Bombay Presidency reached its twelfth edition in

1868. He interested himself prominently also in the municipal

life of the city, where he acquired great influence and popularity.

He was obliged by ill-health in 1868 to return to England, where
he entered the revenue and statistics department of the India

Office (1871-1902). Whilst engaged there he published im-

portant volumes on the industrial arts of India, the ancient

records of the India Office, and the first letter-book of the East
India Company. He devoted much time and energy to the

encouragement of Indian art, on various aspects of which he

wTote valuable monographs, and his name was identified with

the representation of India at all the principal international

exhibitions from 1857 to 1901. (See Journal of Indian Art, vol.

viii. ” The Life and Work of Sir George Birdwood.”) His

researches on the subject of incense (Trans. Linn. Soc. xxvii.,

1871 ;
Ency. Brit. 9th ed., “ Incense,” 1881

;
revised for

the present edition by him), a good example of his mastery of

detail, have made his historical and Ixitanical account of this

subject a classic. Nor can his lifelong association with journal-

ism of the best sort be overlooked. From boyhood he was
a diligent contributor of special information to magazines and

newspapers; in India he helped to convert the Standard into

the Times of India, and edited the Bombay Saturday Review ;

and after his return to London he wrote for the Pall Mall,

Atker^aeum, Academy, and Times
;
and with Chenery, the editor

of The Times, and others he took the initiative (1882) in cele-

brating the anniversary of Lord Beaconsfield’s death as “ Prim-

rose Day ** (April 19). He kept up his connexion with India

b>' constant contributions to the Indityi press
;

and his long

friendships with Indian princes and the letiding educated native

Indians made his intimate knowledge of the countVy of peculiar

value in the handling of the problems of the Indian empire.

In 1887 he was created a K.C.I.E. ;
and, besides being given his

LL.l). degree by Cambridge, hotwas also made an officer of the

legion of Honour and a laureate of the French Academy.

BIRBJIK (Arab. Bir
;
classical, Apamea-Zeugma), a town of

North-West Mesopotamia, in the Aleppo vilayet, altitude 1170 ft.,

built on a limestone cliff 400 ft. high on the left bank of the

Euphrates. Pop. about 10,000, three-quarters Moslem. It is

situated at one of the most important crossings of the Euj^rates,

where there was, in ancient times, a bridge of boats, and is now
a ferry on the road from Aleppo to Urfa, Diarbekr and Mosul,

Birejik corresponds actually to Apamea, which lay opposite

Zeugma, and commanded the bridge with its strong castle

(Kala Beda) now much ruined. The place seems to have had
a pre-Seleucid existence as Birtha, a name which revived under

Roman rule (we hear of the emperor J
ulian resting there on his

march into Mesopotamia, a.o. 363), and is preserved to this

day. The ferry over an unusually deep and narrow part of the

Euphrates has been used from time immemorial in the passage

from North S5n:ia to Haran (Charrae), Edessa and North Meso-
potamia, and was second in importance only to that at

Thapsacus, by which crossed the route to Babylon and South
Mesopotamia. Birejik was the scene of an unusually cruel

massacre and persecution of Armenians in 1895.

BIREN (or BChren), ERNST JOHANN (1690-1772), duke of

Courland, was the grandson of a groom in the service of Duke
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Jacob III. of Courland, who bestowed upon him a small estate,

which Hiren’s father inherited and where Biren himself was
born. He received what little education he had at the academy
of Konigsherg, from which he was expelled for riotous conduct.

In 1714 he set out to seek his fortune in Russia, and unsuccess-

fully solicited a place at the shabby court of the princess Sophia

(.harlotte, the consort of the tsarevich Alexius. Returning to

Mittau, he succeeded in gaining a footing at court there through
one of his sisters, who was the fancy of the ruling minister,

Peter Bestuzhev, whose established mistress was no less a

person than the young duchess Anne Ivanovna. During his

patron’s absence, Biren, a handsome, insinuating fellow, suc-

ceeded in supplanting him in the favour of Anne, and procuring

the disgrace and banishment of Bestuzhev and his family. From
henceforth to the end of her life Biren’s influence over the

duchess was paramount. On the elevation of Anne to the

Russian throne in 1740, Biren, who had in the meantime
married a J'Viiulein von lYeiden, came to Mn.scow, and honours

and riches were heaped upon him. At the coronation (19th

May) he was made grand-chamberlain, a count of the empire,

on which occasion he is said to have adopted the arms of the

French ducal house of Birori, and was presented with an estate

at Wenden with 50,000 crowns a year. He .soon made himself

cordially detested by Russians of every class. He was not

indeed the monster of iniquity he is popularly supposed to have
been. His vices were rather of the sordid than of the satanic

order. He had insinuating manners and could make himself

very agreeable if he chose ;
but he mean, treacherous,

rapacious, suspicious and htirribly vindictive. During the

latter years of Anne's reign, Biren increased enormously in

power and riches. Ills apartments in the palace adjoined

those of the empress, and his lit^eries, furnitures and equipiiges

were scarcely less costly than hers. Half the bribes intended

for the Russian court passed through his coffers. He had
landed estates everywhere. A special department of state

looked after his brood mares and stallions. The magnificence

of his plate ast onished the French ambassador, and the diamonds
of his duchess were the envy of princes. The clinuix of this

wondrous elevation was reached when, on the extinction of the

line of Kettler, the estates of C’ourlund, in June 1737, elected

him their reigning duke. He was almost as much loathed in

Courland as in Russia
;
but the will of the empress was the law'

of the land, and large sums of money, smuggled into Courland

in the shape of bills payable in .Amsterdam to Ixjarer, speedily

convinced th^ electors. On her death-bed Anne, ver>' unwill-

ingly and only at his urgent entreaty, appointed him regent

during the minority of the baby emperor, Ivan VI. Her common-
sense told her that the only way she could save the man she

loved from the vengeance of his enemies after her death was

to facilitate in time his descent from his untenable position.

Finally, on the 26th of October 1740, a so-called “positive

declaration ” signed by 194 dignitaries, in the name of the

Russian nation, conferred the regency on Biren.

BirenY regency lasted exactly three weeks. At midnight of the

19th of Novem^r 1740 he was seized in his bedroom by his

ancient rival, Field Marshal M unnich. The commission appointed
to try his case condemned him (iith of April 1741) to death

by quartering, but this sentence was commuted by the clemency

of the new regent, Anna Leopoldovna, the mother of Ivan VI., to

banishment for life at Pclin in Siberia. All Biren’s vast property

was confiscated, including his diamonds, worth £600,000.

For twenty-two years the ex-regent disappeared from the high

places of history. He re-emerges for a brief moment in 1762,

when the philo-Ckrman Peter HIl. summoned him to court.

He was now too old to be in any one’s way, and that, no doubt,

was the reason why Catherine II. re-established him (1763) in

his duchy, w'hich he Iwqueathed to his son Peter. Misfortune

had chastened him, and the last years of his rule were just and
even benevolent, if somewhat autocratic. He died at Mittau,

his capital, on the 28th of December 1772*

Sec Robert Nisbet Bain, The Pupils of Peter the Great (London,

^897) ;
Christoph Hermann von Manstoin, Memoirs (Eng. ed.,

London, ^1856) ; Claudius RoiAeau, Dipto9katic Dispatches from
Russia (St Petersburg, 1889 iSgi). (R. N. B.)

BIRETTA (Ital. herrettay Med. Lat. btretum, ffiretium, dim. of

hirruSf “ a hooded cloak “
;
from the Fr. form barrette is derived

the Eng. “ barret-cap ”), a cap worn by the, Catholic clergy.

It is square and stiff, being made of a framework of cardboard

covered with cloth or silk
;
on the top, along the sutures of the

stuff, are three or four raised, board-like, arched ridges, at the

junctu n of which in the centre is a knob or tassel {Hoccus).

Its colour varies with the rank of the wearer* that of the pope
feeing white, of the cardinals red, of bishops purple, and of the

lower clergy black. It is not in the strictest sense a liturgical

head-dress, its use not being confined to liturgical functions.

In these functions, moreover, its use is strictly limited
; e.g.

it is worn at low masses by the priest only when he goes to and
from the altar, at high masses also when the celebrant sits

during tlie singing of the Kyrie, Gloria and Creed, and at pro-

cessions when these take place outside the church and are not
sacramental, and so on.

Though the form of the biretta, devised in the 17th century,

is peculiar to the Roman Church, it is but a variant of the

original biretumy which developed in various countries into

head-coverings of different shapes and significance. At the

outset there was little to distinguish the hirctum from the fyileus

or pileolus (skull-cap), a non-lituigical cap worn by dignitaries

of the Church under the mitre and even under the biretta. When
the word biretum first appears in the 13th century, it practically

means no more than “ cap,” and is used as a synonym of pileus.

As an ecclesiastical vestment the cap can be traced, under the

name of pileuSy to the 12th century
;
under that of infula, to the

end of the loth. It would seem to have been worn by the cantors

iis a protection against cokl. I'he same utilitarian reason led

to its introduction among the clergy generally. Tfins in 1243
Pope Innocent IV. granted leave to the Benedictines of St

Augustine’s at Canterliurv
,
and to those of Winchester, to wear

the pileus in choir. With the extension of its use, too, the

custom grew up (c\ 1300) of investing clerks with the biretum

as the symbol of the transfer of a benefice, a custom whicli

survives, in Roman ( atholic countries, in the solemn deli'V’ory

of the red biretta }>y the head of the state to newly created

cardinals, who afterwards go to Rome to receive the red hat.

This red biretta is called the ziicchetio.

This use of the hirctum as a symbol of office or dignity was not

confined to the clergy. With various modifications of form it

was worn by all persons of standing, r.^^ barons, judgc‘s, and
doctors and masters of the universities. The biretum was also

used in the investiture of laymen with office, e.g. a duke or the

prefect of the city of Rome (Du Cange, Gloss, s.v. hirretum).

The “cap of maintenance,” or “cap of e.state,” .still borne

before the English sovereign on state occasions, is a barret t ap

of the type of the Mth and 15th centuries; it is of crimson

velvet, turned up with ermine. By the i6th century the

barret-cap had become the common head-gear of all people

of substance, men and women. It was flat, square or round,

sometimes with edges that could be turned up or down
according to convenience, and was often elaborately decorated.

By the 17th century it had given place in ordinary civil life to the

brimmed hat
;
hut in various shapes it .still survives as official

head-gear in many European countries : the Barett, worn in

church by the Lutheran clergy, in the courts by German lawyers,

and by the deans and rectors of the universities, the barrette oi

French judges and barristers, the “ bkek cap ” of the English

judge, and the “ college cap ” familiar in English and American

universities, and vulgarly known as the “ mortar-board.”

Meanwhile the ecclesiastical developments of the biretum are

not without interest and significance. Originally this had been a

round cap, low or moderately high, slightly bulging out at the

top, and ornamented with a round knob. By the i6th^Sentury,

both in England and on the continent, a tendency had begun to

emphasize the ridges of the sutures and thus produce a square

shape. Henceforth the evolution followed different lines. In

England, in the 17th century, the square flat top began to be
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enlarged, forming a«rim of thiak stuff projecting beyond the

close-fitting cap. This was the “ square cap ” so virulently

denounced by the Puritans as a symbol of High Church ICrastian-

ism. With the triumph of High Church principles at the Restora-

tion it was natural that a loyal clergy should desire to emphasize

this squareness, and the consequent exaggeration of the square

top of the cap necessitated a further stiffening. In the i8th

century, accordingly, the top began to be made of a board of

wood or card covered with cloth, the close-fitting cap proper

retired farther from the edges, the knob developed into a long

tassel, and the evolution of the modern “college cap” was

complete (see fig. 1).

On the continent, meanwhile, in the Roman (!!atholic Church,

the hifetum had also developed into its present characteristic

form, and by a

very similar pro-

cess. By the end

of the 16th cen-

tury the square

shape was every-

where prevalent;

at the beginning

of the 17th cen-

tury cardboard

was introduced

to stiffen the sides

and emphasize
the squareness,

and the actual

form of the bir-

etta, as described

above, had be-

come fixed (see fig. 2). Only in Spain has the biretta continued

to l)e worn without the raised ridges.

The .use of the Roinan biretta has been introduced by a certain

number of the clergy into the Anglican Church. It is clear that

there is no historical justification for this
;

for though both

college cap and biretta are developed from the same “ square cap,”

the biretta in its actual shape is strictly associated with the post-

Reformation Roman Church, and its actual ceremonkl use is of

late growth. Braun (JMurgtsche Geimndungf p. 513) thinks

that the symbolism of the cross may have had some influence

in fixing and pro-

Fig. I.

a, Pileus of Archbwhop Warliam (d. 1532)-

h, Square cap of Archbishop Craiiiner (d. 1556).

Square caj) of Archbishop Parker (d. 1575).

d, Squart* cap of Archbishop Whitgift (d. 1583).

e, Square cap of Archbisliop Laud (d. 1045)-

All these are Irom portraits at Laml^eth.

/, Square cap ol George Morlcy, bishop of

Winchester (d. 1684).

g, Modem college cap.

/
1
/(

Redrawn from Braun's l.iiurgisckt Geivandung.

2,- -Illustrations of tl'e birc4uM from
moiiuiiients in the cathedrals oJ -

rt, Brandenburg (1281). e. WiirzbuiT? (1521).

h. Augsburg (1342), /. Regensburg (15O4).

i, Bamberg (1483). (i,
ib. (TO05 ?).

d, Regensburg ( 1 550). A . Bamberg ( TO26).

the use of the biretta in the Church of England is con-

pagating the square

shape, and he
quotes a decree of

the synod of Aix

(1585) ordering the

clergy to wear a

biretta sewn in the

form of a cross

{hiretum in modum
crucis consutum, ut

ecdesiasticos homi-

nes dccet). So far

as the legality of

cerned, this was pronounced by Sir R. Phillimore in the Court

of Arches (Elphinstone v. PuuhaSy 1870) to bQ legal “as a

protection to tlie head when needed,” but this decision was

reversed on appeal by the judicial committee of the privy

council (Hebberi v..PurrJtas, 1871). Of late years the old ^uare

cap of soft padded cloth or velvet has been revived in the

Anglican Church by some dignitaries.

See J. Braun, S. J.. Die liturgische Gewandunn (Freiburg-i-B.. 1907)

;

Hierurgica Anglicana, part ii. (London, 1903) ; H. Druitt, Costume

on Brasses (London. 190O). (W. A. P.)

BlRCm (?''I266), Swedish statesman, nephew of Bir;^er

Broaa, and the most famous member of the ancient noble family

of the Folkungeatten, which had so much to say for itself in

early Swedish history, was created jarl of Bjalbo by ^ng Erik

Eriksson in 1248 and married the king’s sister. On Erik's death

(1250) Birger’s son Vildemar was elected king while his father

acted as regent. During the sixteen years of his sway Sweden

advanced greatly in fame and prosperity. In 1249 he led an

expedition to Finland, built the fortress of Tavastehus, and thus

laid the foundations of Sweden’s oversea empire. He also built

Stockholm, and enriched it by making it the chief mart for the

trade of I^beck, with which city he concluded a commercial

treaty. As a lawgiver also Birger laboured strenuously in the

interests of civilization. In his old age he married the daughter

of King Abel. There is a fine statue of the great jarl in the

Riddarholm church at Stockholm, erected by Fogell^rg at the

expense of the Stockholm magistracy in 1884. He is also the

central figure of Fr. Hedberg’s drama BrbUopet pd Ulfdsa (1865).

See Sveriges Hisloria, vol. i. (Stockholm, 1879- 1883).

BIRIBI, or Cavagnole, a French game of chance, prohibited

by law since 1837. It is played on a board on which the numbers '

T to 70 are marked. The players put their stakes on the numbers

they wish to back. The banker is provided with a bag from

which he draws a case conLiining a ticket, tb® tickets correspond-

ing with the numbers on the board. 'I’he banker calls out the

number, and the player who has backed it receives sixty-four

times his stake
j

the other stakes go to the banker. In the

French army “ to be sent to Biribi ” is a cant term for being sent

to tlie disciplinary battalion in Algeria.

BIRJEND, the capital of Kain, a sub-province of Khorasan

in Persia, in 32° 53' N. 59° 10' E., and at an elevation of 4550 ft.

Pup. about 25,000. It is situated 328 m. from Meshed by the

direct road, in a fertile valley running east and west, of which

the southern boundary is a lofty range of barren hills known as

Kuh i Bakeran. Through Iht* valley runs the Khusp river,

which loses itself in the desert towards the west
;

it is, however,

generally dry. The water-suppl]^ of the town and of the 70 or 80

villages under its jurisdiction is very scanty. On the cast of tlie

town at the foot of a hill stands a dilapidated fort. Birjend has

six good caravanserais, a college and some mosques
;
post and

telegraph offices were established there in 1902.

BIRKBECK, GEORGE (1776-1841), English physician and

philanthropist, was bom at Settle in Yorkshire on the 10th of

January 1776. He early evinced a strong predilection for

scientific pursuits ;
and in 1799, after graduating as doctor of

medicine, he was appointed to the chair of natural philosophy

at the Andersonian Institution of Glasgow. In the following

year he delivered, for the benefit of the working-classes, a

gratuitous course of scientific lectures, which were continued

during the two following years and proved eminently successful.

He removed to London in 1804, and there he erfdeavoured to

prosecute his philanthropic schemes, at first without much

encouragement, but ultimately with marked success. In 1823

he contributed to found the M^htinics’ Institute, tlie name of

which was afterwards changed to Birkbcck Institution or

College, in honour of its founder. He was appointed director

of the institute, which he had originally endowed with the sum

of £3700, and held the office till his death on the ist of December

1841. The sphere of usefulness of tlie institution was gradually

enlarged, and an enlargement of the buildings was carried out

in 1883-1885. The college now holds day and evening classes

in many of the sciences, in literal ure, lanfpiages and art.
^

BIRKENFELD, a town of Gemiany, capital of the principality

of the same name, on the Zimmerbach, 25 m. S.E. of Irier and

on the main line of railway from Bingerbriick to Neunkirchen.

Pop. 2500. Close by, on an eminence, lie the ruins of the castle

of Birkenfeld, dating from the 14th century, once the residence

of the counts palatine of Zweibrucken. The town has an Evan-

gelical and a Roman Catholic clyirch, a grand-ducal hijgh school

and a hospital. Besides brewing and tanning, its industries

include the manufacture of tobacco and chicory. There is also

a considerable trade in cattle.

The Principality of Birkenfeld is hilly and well-forested
;

agriculture prospers on the cleared lands, and fruit is grown in

the valley of the Nahe, the principal stream. Ironstone and

roofing slates are quarried, and there is some industry in agate-

]

polishing and the manufacture of trinkets. The principality
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has an area of 312 sq. m. and a popiilftion (1900) of 43,409,
chiefly Protestants. It is fornfed out of the former lordships of

Dachstuhl and Oberstein, of part of the ancient countship of

Sponheim, and sections of the duchy of Jiilich, which were

pranted to the grand-duke of Oldenburg by the congress of

Vienna in 1815. It is entirely an enclave in Prussian territory,

and though it is represented in the Oldenburg diet, it is governed
by a separate Regierun^skolUginm^ consisting of a president and
two members, who are responsible to the Oldenburg ministry.

BIRKENHEAD, a municipal, county and parliamentary

borough, and seaport of Cheshire, England, on Uie river Mersey,

IQ5 m. N.W. of London. Pop. (1901) 110,915. It lies opposite

Liverpool, on the east shore of the peninsula of Wirral, and is

served by the Birkenhead (London & North-Western and Great

Western joint) and the Wirral railways. It is wholly of modern
growth, although the name of Byrkhed is traced to the forest

which is believed to have extended between the mouths of the

Dee and the !Ribble nu Lancashire. A Benedictine monastery
was founded (c, 1*50) by Hamon de Mascy, third baron of

Dunham Massey, and declicated to St Mary and St James. It

drew its main revenues from tolls levied at the Mersey ferry
;
and

its prior .sat in the parliament of the earls of Chester, enjoying

all the dignities and privileges of a Palatinate baron. A fine

crypt, along with remains of the prior’s lodging, refectory and
chapel, may still be viewed, as the priory was purchased by
private subscription and handed over to the municipality in

1896.

'I’he rise of Birkenhead, from a hamlet of some 50 inhabitants

in nSi8 to its present importance, was due in the first place to

the foresight and enterprise of William Laird, who purcha.sed

in 1824 a few acres of land on the banks of a marshy stream,

known as W’allasey Pool, whiejj flowed into the Mersey about
2 m. west of the village. Among other engineers, Telford and
Stephenson favoured the project of converting Wallasey Pool

into a great basin for shipping
;

but, largely owing to the fears

of Liverpool lest a formidable rival should thus be created, it was
not until 1843 that parliamentary powers were obtained, and the

work entrusted to James Kendel, who finished it in less than
five years. The docks, which covered an area of 7 acres, were
opened in 1847, and after thrice changing hands were made
over in 1858 to the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, a body
created by act of 1857, to control the harbourage on both sides

of the river.

Meanwhile, the town itself grew rapidly. In ICS33 an act

was passed for paving, watching, cleansing and improving the
streets ; as Well as for the regulation of police, and the establish-

ment of a market. The Improvement Commissioners constituted

by this act included the mayor, bailiffs and four aldermen of

Live*rpool, under whose care th^ main streets were laid out on a
regular plan, intersecting one another at right angles ; and the

first iron tramway in b.ngland was laid down. Electricity was
subsec]uently applied to the tramway system. Noteworthy
public buildings are St Aidan’s College, a large brick building in

'Judor style, for the use of Anglican students in theology
;
the

market hall (1845) ; town hall, a free library with branches,
borough hospital, built at the cost of Sir John Laird

;
and many

schools both public and private, including the industrial schools

built as a memorial to Albert, prince consort, at the cost of Sir

W. Jackson, and the school of art, given by Sir John I^ird.

There are many handsome modern churches, all built since 1821.

Roman Catholics are especially numerous, owing to the presence

of a large Irish population. The town is well furnished with
open spaces. Birkenhead Park was opemed in 1847, Mersey
Park in 1885 ;

while a tract of moorland 6 m. distant in the

township of Thurstaston, was allotted to the borough of Birken-
head in 1887 ;

and Meols Common, comprising over 50 acres of

pastureland on the shores of Liverpool Bay, was made over to

the corporation in 1900.

The increase of railway accommodation has been swift. In
1878 the old Monks Kerry station on the Great Western system
was superseded by the opening of the Woodside passenger
station, and a few years later the Birkenhead town station was

opened. ^In 1886 the Merseyi tunnel, connecting Birkenhead
with Liverpool, was opened by the prince of Wales. The system
extends from Rock Ferry and Park stations on the Cheshire

side to the low-level at Central Station in Li^^erpool, and has

connexions on the Cheshire side with the Great Western, North-

Western, Wirral and various local lines. The Wrexham,
Mold ik Connah’s Quay railway, which was taken over by the

Great Ontral company in 1905, helped to bring the mineral

wealth of Flint and North Wales generally into the Birkenhead
docks. •

Woodside Kerry may still be regarded as the principal entrance

to Birkenhead and the Wirral from Liverpool. 'Phe exclusive

right of ferryage was granted to the priory in 1332. In

1842 the Birkenhead Commissioners purchased it, under an act

of parliament, from the lord of the manor, Mr K. R. Price. In

1897 the corporation further acquired the rights over the Rock
Ferry and the New h'erry at the southern end of the town.
Despite competition from the Mersey tunnel, these ferries

continue to transport millions of passengers annually, and ha\'o

a considerable .share in the heavy goods traffic.

Though at the outset a mere commercial offshoot of Li^'erpool,

Birkenhead has acquired a large export trade in coal and manu-
factured articles, importing guano, grain and cattle in rclnrn.

Iron foundries, breweiics, oil-cakc and seed mills also cxisi side

by side with such immense engineering and shipbuilding works
as the Britannia Works, Canada Works, and, above all, T.aird s

shipbuilding works, where several early iron vessels w^ire built,

and many cruisers and battleships have been launched. Huge
warehouses and sheds have been erected along the quays for

the stonige of freight. In 1847 the Birlccnhcad Dock \Varc-

hou.sing Company opened its first warehouse, capable of holding

80,000 tons of goods. A line called the Dock Extension railway

was carried round the whole, and the company erected, for th<*ir

workmen, the Dock Cottages. This entire property is now
under the authority of the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board.
The pile of buildings known as tlie corn warehouses are traversed

by a canal which gives access to its several departments, and are

provided with mechanical grain - elevators. There are also

exteasivc lairages for live-stock, and cold storage for dead meat.

On the north and north-cast, and partly on the east, Birkenhead
is bounded by its docks, which extend, for a distance exceeding

2 m., from the landing-stiige at Woodside Ferry to the Wall-

asey Bridge. Of these the principal arc the Egerton, Morpeth,

Morpeth Branch and Wallasey Docks
;
while the Alfred Dock,

with its three entrances, nineteen pairs of lock-gates, 8 acres

of water, and 460 lin. yds. of quay-space, fulfils the part of

an entrance-lock to the whole system. The great Float, now
occupying the site of Wallasey Pool, separates Ifirkenhead from
Poulton-cum-Seacombe in the parish of Wallasey. It forms an
immense dock of 120 acres, with a quay-space of about 5 m.;

and communicates on the FL with a low-water basin of about

14 acres and with the Alfred Dock ;
on the S.E. with the Morpeth,

Morpeth Branch and Egerton Docks. The Morpeth Dock (about

IT acres, quay-space 1209 lin. yds.) is in communication with

the Morpeth Branch Dock (about 3} acres, quay-space 600 lin.

yds.)
;
both being set apart for the use of steamers. The total

water-space of these docks amounts to 165 acres, and the lineal

quay-space is about 94 m. The entrances to the Birkenhead

Docks are capable of docking the largest class of steamers afloat.

The massive iron bridges across the dock entrances are opened
and closed by hydraulic power, which is likewise applied to the

cranes, coal-hoists, warehouse-lifts and other machinery about
the docks. At the extreme western end of the West Float

are three large graving docks, two about 750 ft. in length,

and 130 and 80 ft. respectively in width ; while the largest

measures about 900 ft. in length and 130 ft. in width.

In 1861 Birkenhead was created a parliamentary borough,

returning one member, In 1877 it received a municipal*charter,

the boundaries of the borough including the suburban townships

of Tranmere, Claughton, Oxton and part of Higher Bebington.

The borough is under a mayor, 14 aldermen and 42 councillors.

Area, 3848 acres.
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BIRKINGHAM, city and *the county-seat of afefierson

county, Alabama, U.S.A., in the north-central part of the state,

96 m. N.W. of Montgomery, at an altitude of 600 ft, 1 1 is served

by the Southern, the Louisville & Nashville, the Seaboard

Air Line, the Central of Georgia, the Alabama Great Southern

(of the Queen & Oesccnt Route), the Illinois Central, the At-

lanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, the Birmingham Southern

(for freight only), and the Kansas City, Memphis & Birmingham
(Frisco system) railways. Pop. (1890) 26,178 ; (1900) 38,415,

of whom 16,575 V^ere of negro descent, and 1776 were foreign-

born; (1910) 132,685. Birmingham is situated in Jones Valley,

between two mountains which lie south-east and north-west of

the city. Its streets are wide and well constructed, and there

are sixteen public parks, three of which. East Lake, Lakeview

and Capitol, are particularly attractive. Among the principal

buildings are the First National bank, the immense Union
station and the Saint Vincent hospitiil

;
besides several fine office

and school buildings (including the beautiful manual training

high school) and churches. Although the state constitution

restricts municipal investments, a Waring or “ Separate
”

sewage system has been established. 'J'he most important

educational institutions are the Birmingham medical college

and college of pharmacy
;

the Birmingham dental college

;

a school of art and a conservatory of music. At East Lake
station, 5 m. north-east of the city, is Howard College (Baptist

;

founded at Marion, Perry county, in 1841 as an academy;
granted first collegiate degrees in 1848 ;

opened in East Lake
in 1887) : and 2 m. west of the city is the North Alabama Con-

ference College (Methodist Episcopal South), opened in 1897.

Birmingham, situated in an immensely rich iron, coal and
limestone region, is the principal manufacturing centre in the

state, and the most important centre for the production and
manufacture of iron in the southern states. In the decade

1890 -1900 the value of the products of Birmingham’s manu-
factories increased 78-9% from $7,064,248 to $12,581,066; in

1900 estalilishmcnts under the “ factory system ” produced

goods valued at $8,599,418, in 1905 at $7,592,958, a decrease

of 11-7 %;
Immediately outside the city limits in 1905 there were many

large manufactories, including the repair shops of the Southern
railroad

;
iron and steel, car wheels and cotton-oil were among

the products of the suburban factories. In Jefferson county
there were in 1900 more than 300 mining and manufacturing
establishments, engaged, chiefly, in the production of iron, coal

and coke, and a majority of these are in Birmingham and its sub-

urban towns. A short distance south of the city is Red Mountain,

25 m. long and about 225 ft. high, rich in hematite iron ore

;

valuable limestone deposits are found some 30 m. distant, and
in the vicinity are three great coalfields, the Warrior, the ('oosa

and the Cahaha. These natural advantages make possible the

production of pig iron at an unusually low cost. In 1900 the

Birmingham district produced six-sevenths of the total pig iron

exported from the United States, and in 1902 nine-tenths

of Alabama’s coal, coke and pig iron
;

in 1905 Jefferson county
produced 67-5 % of the total iron and steel product of the state,

and 62*5% of tlie pig iron produced by the state. The first

steel plant in the southern states was established at Birmingham
in 1897 ;

in 1902, at Enslcy, one of the suburbs, there were 10

furnaces controlled by one company. The city has also a large

trade in cotton, the annual receipts averaging about 100,000 bales.

Among the manufactures are cotton goods, cotton-seed oil,

yarn, furniture and machinery. Birmingham also has important

lumber interests.

'J’he city is a product of the industrial transformation in the

southern states since the Civil War. In 1870 the site was a

cotton field, where two railways, the South & North, and the

Alabama & Chattanooga, now part respectively of the Louis-

ville & Nashville and the Southern System, met, 2 m. from

Elyton. In 1871 a land company, promoted by railway officials,

founded Birmingham. Within four months the population was

1200 ;
by 1873 it was 2500 ;

in 1880 it was 3086 ; and in 1890

it had reached 26,178.

« *

BIRMINGHAM, a city and a municipal, county, and parlia-

mentary borough, the metropolis lif one of the greatest industrial

districts in England. Pop. (1901) 522,2cf4. It lies in the north-

west of Warwickshire, but its suburbs extend into Staffordshire

on the north and west, and into Worcestershire on the south.

It is H3 m. north-west from London by the London & North-

Western railway, lying on the loop line between Rugby and
Stafford

;
it is also served by the northern line of the Great

Western, and by the north and west (Derby-Bristol) line of the

Midland railway.

Birmingham, built upon the New Red Sandstone, is

situated in the valleys of the Rea and other small feeders of the

river Tame, near their sources, and upon the rising ground
between these valleys. The site is, therefore, boldly undulating,

varying from 200 to 600 ft. above sea-level, steadily rising

towards the north and west, while the well-marked line of the

Lickey hills skirts the site on the southwest, extending thence

south-eastward. From the high ground to the south-east

Birmingham thus presents the appearance o^a vast semicircular

amphitheatre, the masses of houses broken by innumerable
factory-chimneys

;
the whole scene conveying a remarkable

impression of a community of untiring industrial activity.

The area of the town is nearly 20 sq. m., the greatest length from
north to south 7 m., and the greatest breadth about 4 m. Yet
Birmingham is a fraction only of an industrial district, of which
it forms the south-eastern extremity, which itself resembles

one vast city, and embraces such famous manufacturing towns
as Dudley, Wolverhampton, Walsall, Wednesbury and many
others. I'his is the district commonly known as the “ Black

Country,” which forms part of the South Staffordshire industrial

district. Birmingham, however, does not lie actually within

the “ Black Country ” properly »o called.

Slreets and Buildings .
—^The plan of tlie town, as dictated by

the site, is irregular
;
the streets are mostly winding, and often

somewhat narrow. In the centre are several fine thoroughfares,

containing nearly all the most important buildings. New Street,

Corporation Street and Colmore Row are the chief of these.

At the western end of New Street is a fine group of buildings,

including the council hou.se and art gallery, the towm hall and
post office. The council house and art gallery, begun in 1874
and completed in 1881, is in Renaissance style, and the material

is Darley Dale, Spinkwell and Wrexham stone. The entrance

is surmounted with a pediment filled with groups of excellent

sculpture. 'I'hc erection of that part which forms the art gallery

was the work of the gas committee, to whom the cojuncil granted

the site on condition that they would build such a gallery over

their own office, the council having no powers aCthc time to

raise the required funds. The art gallery contains a fine collection

of modern paintings, including masterpieces of David Cox,

Millais, Hunt, Henry Moore, Albert Moore, Briton-Riviere and

Burne-Jones. In the industrial hall are rich stores of Oriental

metal work, Limoges enamel, English and foreign gla.ss and

Japanese ceramics. In the side gdleries are various textiles,

and Persian, Rhodian, Gr^s de Flandres and other pottery.

There is a remarkable collection of Wedgwood. Notable also

is the collection of arms, which is probably the most complete in

existence. The purchase of pictures has been made from time

to time by means of an art gallery purchase fund of £12,000,

privately contributed and placed under the control of the cor-

poration. Many valuable works of art are the gift of individuals.

In 1906 plans were obtained for additional municipal offices and
another art gallery on a site on the opposite side of Edmund
Street from the council house. The town hall, completed in

1850, is severely classic, modelted upon a Greek temple. The
lower stage consists of a plinth or basement, 23 ft. high, upon
which is reared a facade of peripteral character, with eight

Corinthian columns (36 ft. high) at the two principal fronts, and
thirteen columns on each side. These columns (imitated from
those of the temple of Jupiter Stator at Rome) support a bold
and enriched cornice, finished at each end with a lofty pediment
and entablature. The exterior of the hall is built of Anglesea

marble. The interior consists chiefly of a regularly-built room.
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designed specially for meetings and concerts, with an orchestra'

containing a fine organ. I'he l&ll scats upwards of 2000 persons,

but when cleared of tenches, as is the case at great political

meetings, over 5000 may find standing room. The Midland

Institute, adjacent to the town hall on the west, has a fine

lecture theatre. To the south lie the post office, the inland

revenue office and Queen’s College. To the north is the Gothic

building of Mason College, an institution merged in the univer-

sity. The Central free library, adjoining the Midland Institute,

was rebuilt in 1879, after a fire which destroyed the fine Shake-

speare library, the Cervantes collection, and a largo series of

books on, and antiquities of, Warwickshire, known as the

Staunton collection. The Shakespeare series was as far as

possible replaced, and the whole forms one of the largest refer-

ence and lending libraries in England. Edmund Street and
Colmore Row are fine thoroughfares running parallel in a

north-easterly^ direction from either side of the council house

;

in the first the principal building is the school of art, in the second

are several notewefrthy private buildings. Both terminate at

Snow Hill station, that of the Great Western railway. New
Street station, that of the London & North Western and Mid-

land railways, lies close to the street of that name, fronted by
the Queen’s hotel. I’hc station is nearly a quarter of a mile in

length. The roof of the older portion consists of a vast arch of

glass and iron, carried on pillars on each side, and measuring

1100 ft. in length, 80 ft. in height, and 212 ft. in width in a single

span. The building of the Royal Society of Artists fronts New
Street itself with a fine classic portico ; here are also the exchange

(Gothic) and the grammar school of King Edward VI., a Per-

pendicular building dating from 1840, designed by Sir Charles

Barry. Corporation Street was the outcome of a groat ** Im-
provement scheme ’’

initiated in«i875, with the object of clearing

away a mass of insanitary property from the centre of the town
and of constructing a main thoroughfare from the centre to the

north-eastern outlet, starting from New Street, near the railway

station to Bull Street, and thence continuing to the Aston

Road. The scheme received parliamentary sanction in 1876,

and was finished in 1882 at a co.st of £1,520,657. This led to an

almost total extinction of the residential quarter in the centre

of the town. The finest building in this handsome street is the

Victoria a.ssize courts. The foundation stone was laid by Queen

Victoria in 1887, after Birmingham had teen created an assize

district ; the building was completed in 1891. There is a hand-

some entrance, and within is a great hall, 80 ft. by 40, with a

series of stained-glass windows. The exterior is red, and highly

ornamented in the style of the Renaissance.

Among o^er noteworthy buildings are the county court,

education offices and military drill hall. Among a fine series

of Statues and monuments mty be mentioned the statue of

Nelson by Richard Westmacott, in the Bull Ring ; those of

Joseph Sturge, at the Five Ways, and of 'Fhomas Attw(X)d, the

founder of the Political Union, in Stephenson Place, both by

J. E. Thomas
: James Watt, a singularly beautiful work, in

Ratcliff IMaco, by Alexander Munro ;
Sir Robert Peel, in New

Street, by Peter Hollins ; Albert, prince consort, in the council

house, by J. H. Foley
;
and Queen Victoria, by Thomas Woolner ;

Sir Rowland Hill, in the hall of the post office, by Matthew
Noble ; and Dr Priestley, in New Street, by F. J, Williamson.

There is also a fountain behind the town hall, commemorative

of the mayoralty of Mr Joseph Chamberlain, and flanked by
statues of Sir Josiah Mason, and George Dawson, who took

active part in the municipal reform* movement previous to

Mr Chamberlain’s years of office. Sir Francis Chantrey’s famous

statue of James Watt is in special chapel at Handsworth
church.

Suburhs.—The principal streets radiating from central

Birmingham to the suburbs are served by electric tramways
worked by the corporation, and also by motor omnibuses.

The principal suburbs are as follows. Edgbaston and Harbome
lie south-west of the centre of the city, being approached by
Broad Street. These form a residential district principally

inhabited bv the richer classes, and owing to the enforcement

of strict aules by the ground lafidlord, retalh a remarkable semi-

rural character, almost every house having a garden. Here,

moreover, are (3althorpe Park, the botanical gardens, and the

large private grounds attached to Edgbaston Hall, also the

Warwickshire county cricket ground. To the south of Edgbaston,

however, are the growing manufacturing districts of Selly Oak
and Boumeville, and south of these, Northfield and King’s

Norton, in Worcestershire. The districts to the cast of central

Birmingham are Balsall Heath, Sparkbrook, Small Heath and
Saltley. On the south-east is the residential .‘?hburb of Moseley,

and on the east that of Yardley. Between Moseley and King’s

Heath lo the south, is Highbury, the seat of Mr Joseph Chamber-
lain, whose active interest in the affairs of the town, both during

his mayoralty (1 873-1876) and at other times, was a principal

factor in such works as the municipalization of the gas and water

supply, the Corporation Street improvement, and the foundation

of Birmingham University. On the east side the transition from

town to country is clearly marked. This, however, is not the

case on the west side, where the borough of Smethwick adjoins

Birmingham, and the roads through West Bromwich and towards

Oldbury and Dudley have the character of continuous streets.

On tliis side are Soho and Handsworth, which gives name to a

parliamentary division of Staffordshire. To the north lies

Aston Manor, a municipal borough of itself, with Perr}’' Bar
beyond. To the north-east a populous district extends towards

the town of Sutton Coldfield. Aston Hall is a fine Jacobean

mansion standing in an extensive park. Aston Lower Grounds
is an adjacent pleasure-ground. Besides these and the Edg-
haston grounds the chief parks are Summersfield Park,

towards Smethwick
;
Soho Park

;
Victoria Park, Handsworth ;

Adderley Park, towards Saltley ;
and Victoria Park, Small

Heath. There is a race-course at (^stle Bromwich, 3 m. cast of

the town.

Churches and Religion ,— Birmingham is not rich in ecclesi-

a.stical architecture. It became a bishopric under the Bishoprics

of Southwark and Birmingham Act 1904, including the arch-

deaconiv" of Birmingham and the rural dearier)' of Handsworth,

previously in the diocese of Worcester. Before 1821 it was in the

diocese of Lichfield. There were formerly a religious house, the

priory of St Thomas the Apostle, and a Gild of the Holy Ooss,

an association partly religious and partly charitable, having a

chantry in the parish church. The possc.ssions of the priory

went to the crown at the dissolution, and the building was

destroyed before the close of the i6th century. The lands of the

Gild of the Holy Cross were granted by Edward VI. to trustees

for the support of the free grammar .school. Until 1715 there

was but one parish church, St Martin’s, a rectory, having the

tithes of the entire parish of Birmingham. St Martin’s was
erected about the middle of the 13th century, but in the course

of ages was so disfigured, internally and externally, as to present

no traces, except in the tower and spire, of its former character.

In 1853 the tower was found to be in a dangerous condition, and
together with the spire was rebuilt. In 1873 the remaining part

of the old church was removed without disturbing the monu-
ments, and a larger edifice was erected in its place. St. Philip’s,

a stately Italian .structure, designed by Archer, a pupil of Wren,
was the next church erected. It was conseercated in 1715,

enlarged in 1884, and became the pro-cathedral on the foundation

of the diocese. It contains a rich series of stained-glass windows
by Burne-Jones. Then followed St Bartholomew’s in 1749,

St Mary’s in 1774, St Paul’s in 1779, St James’s, Ashted, in 1791,

and otliers. St Alban’s is a good example of J. L. Pearson’s

work, and Edgbaston church is a picturesque Perpendicular

structure.

Under the Commonwealth Birmingham was a stronghold of

Puritanism. Qarendon speaks of it and the neighbourhood as
“ the most eminently corrupted of any in England.*’ Baxter,

on the other hand, commending the garrison of Covenfry, says

it contained “ the most religious men of the parts round about,

especially from Birmingham.” The traditicmal reputation for

Nonconformity is maintained by the town, all varieties of

dissenters being numerous and influential. The Unitarians, tlie
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oldest body established here, ha^ among their chapel#a hand-

some structure in Bristol Road, the Old Meeting, which in 1885

replaced the building in which the congregation was formed on

the Presbyterian model by a number of ministers ejected under

the Act of Uniformity. Another chapel, the New Meeting, in

Moor Street, is memorable as having been the place of Dr Joseph

Priestley’s ministerial labours from 1780 onwards. In 1862 the

Unitarians removed from this place to a new Gothic edifice,

called the church of the Messiah, in Broad Street, where they

preserve a monument of Priestley, with a medallion portrait in

profile, and an inscription written by Priestley’s friend, Dr Parr.

The first meeting-house of the Society of Friends dates from

about 1690. Among Independent chapels, that of Carr’s Lane

had John Angell James and Robert William Dale as ministers.

The Baptists first erected a chapel in Cannon Street in 1738.

The Wesleyan Methodists were established in Birmingham by

John Wesley himself in 1745, when he was roughly handled

while preaching on Gosta Green. In 1903 a very fine central hall,

with lofty tower, was opened by this body, in the style of the

Renaissance, fronting upon C'orporation, Ryder and Dalton

streets. The Presbyterians have also places of worship, and the

Jews have a synagogue. From the revolution of 1688 until

1789 the Roman Catholics had no place of worship here ; but

Birmingham is now a Roman ( atholic bishopric. The cathedral

of St Chad was built from the designs of A. W. Pugin. At
Erdington, towards Sutton ( oldfield, is a large Benedictine Abbey

(1897) of the Beuron congregation, founded as a monastery in

1876 ; and in the vicinity, at Oscott, is St Mary’s College, where

the chapel is a fine example of Pugin’s work. Cardinal Newman
was superior of the Oratory of St Philip Neri from its foundation

in 1851.

Administration .-— government of the town resided origin-

ally in the high and low bailiffs, both officers chosen at the court

of the lord of the manor, and acting as his deputies. The system

was a loose one, but by degrees it became somewhat organized,

and crown writs were addressed to the bailiffs. In 1832, when
the town was enfranchised, they were made the returning officers.

About the beginning of the 19th centuiy', however, a more regular

system was instituted, by an act creating a body of street com-
missioners, who acted for the parish of Birmingham, the hamlets

outside its boundaries having similar boards of their own. The
annoyance and difficulty caused by these bodies, thirteen in

number, led to a demand for the incorporation of Birmingham
as a borough

;
and a charter was accordingly granted by the

crown in 1838, vesting the general government in a mayor,

sixteen aldermen and forty-seven councillors. The powers of

this body were, however, unusually restricted, the other local

governing bodies remaining in existence. It was not until 1851

that an act of parliament was obtained, abolishing all governing

authorities excepting the town council, and transferring all

powers to this body. Another local act was obtained in 1862,

and in 1883 these various acts were combined into the Birming-

ham Corporation Consolidation Act. In 1889 Birmingham was
created a city, and a grant made of an official coat of arms carry-

ing supporters. The title of lord mayor was conferred on the

chief magistrate in 1897. The city council consists of eighteen

aldermen and fifty-four councillors, selected from eighteen wards
;

it is divided into seventeen committees, most of which consist of

eight members. The corporation is the largest employer of

labour in the borough, and is also a large landowner.

The gas, electric and water supplies are in its hands. The
gas supply was taken over in 1875, the electric in 1900 for

£420,000. The local sources of water-supply are the rivers

Bourne and Blythe, the Plant Brook and the Perry Stream, and

eight deep wells. These works can provide 20 million gallons

daily in dry weather. A large area outside the city boundaries

is supplied, and in 1891, the demand having risen to nearly

17 millioifl a day, new sources had to be considered, and it was

determined to seek an entirely new supply in Wales. By an act

of 1892 power was given to acquire the watershed of the rivers

• Elan and Gaerwen, tributaries of the Wye, lying west of Rhyader

in Wales^ and to construct the necessary works, the capital

authorized being £6,000,000. Abfut £5,900,000 had been spent

when, on the 21st of July 1904, King jEdward VII. formally

opened the supply. Two reservoirs on the river Elan, formed by
masonry dams from 98 to 128 ft. above the river-bed, were then

completed, the construction of the three planned on the Claer-

wen being deferred until necessity should arise. Nearly a mile

below the confluence of the rivers the great Caban Coch dam,
122 ft. high, and the same in thickness at the base, and 600 ft.

long at the top, holds up the water for over 4 m. in the Elan, and
over 2 in the Claerwen, having a capacity of 1500 million gallons.

A series of thirty filter beds is included in the original scheme

;

and the water travels 73*3 m. from the source to Birmingham
by gravity alone with a fall of about 170 ft. The area of the

gathering ground is 45,562 acres, the mean annual rainfall in the

district being 63 in. The complete scheme provided water for

fifty years in advance, and a maximum of 75 million gallons a
day was taken into account, in addition to^7 million gallons for

compensation water to the river. The part oj the works opened
in 1904 provided about 27 million gallons of supply daily to the

city. The corporation is obliged by the act to supply towns
within 15 m. of the line of the aqueduct. A village for the

accommodation of workmen was established near the Caban Coch
dam

; and the corporation adopted a modified form of the

Gothenburg system in respect of the supply of intoxicating

liquors, permitting no publican to open a licensed house.

The administration of the poor-law is vested in a board of

guardians of sixty members for the parish of Birmingham.
The parish of Edgbaston (wholly within the borough) is in the

poor-law union of King’s Norton, and that part of the parish of

Aston included in the borough is in the Aston Union. There are

three workhouses—that for Birmingham parish, situated at

Birmingham Heath, is capable 6i receiving over 2000 inmates.

In 1882 a superintendent relieving officer was appointed, and a

system of cross-visitation started for the purpose of checking

abuses of outdoor relief. Workhouses, infirmaries and cottage

homes are managed by the board, on which women first sat in

1880. The administration of justice was performed from 1838

to 1884 by a court of quarter sessions, with a recorder, and a

court of petty sessions. In 1884 Birmingham was made an

assize district of Warwickshire. In 1905 a special juvenile

offenders’ court was initiated. The borough gaol is at Winson
Green towards Smethwick. The drainage system is managed

by the Birmingham, 1'ame and Rea District drainage board,

constituted in 1877, and consisting of njembers from the city

council and from districts outside the municipal area.

Birmingham was enfranchised in 1832, when two representa-

tives were assigned to it, and Thomas Attwood %nd Joshua

Scholefield, leaders of the Political Union, were elected. In 1867

three members were assigned, Ifnd in 1885 the number was

increased to seven, and a corresponding number of parliamentary

divisions created, namely Bordesley, Central, East, Edgbaston,

North, South and West. By the Provincial Local Government

Board Act of 1891 four local board districts were added to the

city of Birmingham for local government—Harborne (Stafford-

shire), Balsall Heath (Worcestershire), Saltley and the rural

hamlet of Little Bromwich (Warwickshire). These districts

were by the act declared to be in the county of W’arwick, though

still remaining in their respective counties for the exercise of

freehold votes. By this act the boundaries of the city were made
conterminous for parliamentary, municipal and school board

purposes. The area is 12,639 acres.

The population of Birmingham in 1700 was about 15,000.

In 1801 it was 73,000, and it increased rapidly through the

century. In 1891 it was 478,1 13Vid in 1901, 522,204.

Education.—The oldest educational institution is the grammar
school of King Edward VL, founded in 1552 out of the lands of

the Gild of the Holy Cross, then of the annual value of £21. The
endowments now yield upwards of £37,000. The principal

school included in the foundation is the boys’ high school, held

in the building in New Street. It has a classical and a modern
side, and educates about 500 boys. Adjoining it, in a new
building opened in 1896, is a large high school for girls, with^^oo
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pupils. There are also on the^oundation seven middle schools,

called grammar schools^ four for girls and three for boys, situated

in different parts of the city, and containing about 1900 pupils

altogether. The schools have numerous scholarships tenable

at the schools as well as exhibitions to the universities and other

places of higher education. Queen’s College, founded in 1828

as a school of medicine, subsequently embraced other subjects,

though in 1882 only the medical and theological departments

were maintained. In 1882 a large part of the scientific teaching,

hitherto done by special profe.ssors in Queen’s College, was taken

over by Mason College, and in 1 892 the whole medical department

was removed to the same institution under an order from the

court of chancery. This change helped to advance the Birming-

ham medical school tc a position of high repute. The theological

students (Church of JOngland) of Queen’s College are few. Tlie

idea of developing Queen’s College into a university had long

existed. ButMt was /ftstined to be realized in connexion with

Mason College, founded by Sir Josiah Mason in 1870. Subse-

quent deeds (1874 and 1881) added Greek and Latin to the

practical, mechanical and artistic curriculum of the original

foundation, and provided that instruction may be given in all

such other subjects as the trustees may from time to time judge

necessary, while once in every fifteen years the provisions of the

deed may be varied to meet changing needs theology only being

definitely excluded. In 1897 act was passed at the instance

of the trustees, creating a court of 180 members, and removing
the tneological restriction. A measure of popular

control is given through the appointment by the city

council of five out of the eleven trustees. In 1898 a

public meeting carried a resolution in favour of creating a uni-

versity. It was estimated that a quarter of a million was needed

to endow and equip a universit)ft)n the scale proposed. Including

£50,000 offered by Mr Andrew Carnegie, an equal amount from
an anonymous donor, and the rest from local subscribers, in the

autumn of 1899, £325,000 had been subscriljed, and the privy

council was at once petitioned for a charter, which was granted.

The draft provided for the incorporation of the university of

Birmingliam with faculties of science, arts, medicine and com-
merce, with power to grant degrees, and for its government by
a court of governors (of which women may be members), a
council and a senate. Mason College was merged in the univer-

sity. The faculty of commerce constitutes a distinctive feature

in the scheme of the university, the object l)eing to bring its

teaching into close touch with the industruil life of the city, the

district andr the kingdom. In 1905 Sir Edward Elgar (who
resigned in 1908) became the first occupant of a chair of music,

founded owfrng to the liberality of Mr Richard Peyton. From
the same year great strides were made in the development of the

scientific departments of the tiniversity. A site at Edgbaston
was given by Lord Calthorpc, and the erection of a complete and
costly set of buildings was undertaken.

The Municipal School of Art was formed by the transference

to the corporation in 1885 of the then existing school of art

and the society of arts, and by the erection of the building

in Margaret Street, the site having already been given
and a portion of the cost provided by private donors.

There are one central school and two branch schools. Evening
classes are also held in some of the provided schools. The
Midland Institute, the building of which was founded in 1855,
and enlarged subsequently, includes a general literary and an
industrial department. A marked development took place

in 1885, when, fresh room having been provided by the removal
of the school of art liitherto held in the building, the industrial

department was greatly enlarged, resulting in the creation of one
of the best metallurgical schools in the kingdom. The Municipal
Technical School was established in 1893 in the building of the
Midland lastitute, and in 1895 was housed in a fine building of its

own, in Suffolk Street, whither the whole of the scientific teaching
of the institute was transferred. It contains metalluigical and
engineering workshops and laboratories, lecture theatres for the
teaching of chemistry and physics, a women’s department, and
roopiB for the teaching of machine drawing and building con-

structioif. Among other educfttional founflations may be men-
tioned a number of industrial schools, reformatOTics and private

schools of a good class. ,

The principal libraries are the Birmingham library, founded
in 1798 by Dr Priestley, in a modem building, tlie Central free

hbrary, and other free libraries in different parts of the city,

each with a lending department and a reading room.

Charities .—The general hospital, the foundation of Dr Ash,

an eminent local physician, was opened in 1779. Tlie old

building was replaced in 1897 by a splendid n^w one in St Mary’s
Square, costing £206,000. The Queen’s hospittil, Bath Row,
the other large hospital of the town, was founded in 1840 by
W. Sands Cox, F.R.S., an eminent local surgeon, who also

founded the Queen’s College as a medical school. The general

dispensary, the officers of which visit patients at their own homes,
relieves about 8000 yearly. The children’s hospital (free) estab-

lished in 1864 by Dr Heslop, has two establishments—^for out-

patients (a handsome Gothic building) in Steelhouse Lane, and
an in-patient department in Broad Street. There is also a
women’s hospital (free) for the special diseases of women ; a
lying-in charity

; special hospitals for diseases of the eye, the

ear, bodily deformities, and the teeth ; and a homoeopathic
hospital. 7'hc parish of Birmingham maintains a large infirmaiy

at the workhouse (Birmingham Heath), and a dispensary for

out-patients in Paradise Street. The majority of the hospitals

and dispensaries are free. Nearly all tliese medical charities

depend upon subscriptions, donations, legacies and income from

invested property. There are two public organizations for aiding

the charities, both of which were begun in Binningham. One is

a simultaneous collection in October in churches and chapels,

on the Sunday called Hospital Sunday, established in 1859;
the other is the Saturday Hospital collection, made by the

work-people in March, which was established in 1873. A
musical festival is held triennially in aid of the general hospital.

There is a sanatorium at Blackwell, near the Lickey Hill, 10 m.
south of Bimiingham, common to all the hospitals. Amongst
the non-medical charities the principal are the blind institution

and the deaf and dumb asylum, both at I'.dgbaston
; and Sir

Josiah Mason’s orphanage at Erdington. There arc also in the

town numerous almshouses for aged persons, the cliief of which
are Lench's Trust, the James Charities, and the Licensed

Victuallers’ asylum. Besides the general benefit societies, such

as the Oddfellows’, Foresters’, &c., which are strongly supported

in Birmingham, the work-people have numerous clubs of a
charitable kind, and there are several important local provident

societies of a general character, with many thousand members.
Commerce .—iTom an early period Birmingham has been a seat

of manufactures in metal. Hutton, the historian of the town,

claims for it Saxon or even British antiquity in this respect, but

without foundation. The first direct mention of Birmingham
trades is to be found in Leland’s Itinerary (i 538). He writes :

—

“ I came through a pretty street as ever 1 entered into Bcrming-

ham towne. This street, as 1 remember, is called Dirtey

fDeritendJ. In it dwell smiths and cutlers. There be many
smithe.s in the towne that use to make knives and all manner
of cutlery tooles, and many lorimers that make bittes, and a

great many naylors, so that a great part of the towne is main-

tained by smithes, who have their iron and sea-cole out of

Staffordshire.” The cutlers no longer exist, this trade having

gone to Sheffield
;
but the smiths remain, and the heavier cutting

tools are still largely made here. The wide importance of

Birmingham as a centre of manufactures began towards the close

of the 17th century, one great source of it being the absolute

freedom of the town, there being no gilds, companies or restric-

tions of any kind
;

besides which the easy access to cheap coal

and iron indirectly helped the development. It is remarkable

that two important trades, now located elsewhere, were first

established here. Steel was made in Birmingham iffitil 1797,

but then ceased to be so for about seventy years, when an
experiment in steel-making was made by a single firm. Cotton-

spinning was begun in Birmingham by John Wyatt, Lewis Paul ’

and Thomas Warren as early as 1730 ; but the speculation was
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abandoned before tlfc end of tffe century. The greflt staple

of Birmingham is metal-working in all its various forms. The
chief variety is the brass-working trade. Iron-working, though
largely carried on, is a much less important treble, works of this

kind being chiefly established in the Staffordshire district.

Jewelry ,
gold

,
silver and gilt come next to brass. The remarkable

development of this branch of industry is demonstrated by the

increase in the amount of gold and silver marked, as recorded

by the Assay office—the figures of 48,123 oz. of gold and 84,323
oz. of silver in iffyo had been increased to 363,000 oz. of gold

and nearly 3,000,000 oz. of silver by the end of the century.

Then follow “ small arms ” of all kinds. Until 1906 a Royal

Small Arms factory was maintained by the government at

Sparkbrook, but it was then transferred to the Binningham
Small Arms (Company, which had already extensive works in

the district. Buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and other articles

used for dress, constitute a laiRe class of manufactures. Glass,

especially table glass, is a renowned staple of the town. Screws,

nails, 8zc., are made in enormous quantities
;
indeed, Binningham

has a monopoly of the English screw trade. Steel pens are also

a specialty, the name best known in this connexion being that of

Sir Josiah Mason. Electro-plating, first established in 1841 by
the firm of Klkington, is one of the leading trades. Among other

branches of manufacture arc wire-drawing, bell founding,

metal rolling, railway-carriage building (a large and important

industry), the manufacture of cutting implements and tools of

aU kinds, die-sinking, papier-mache making and a variety of

others. In 1897 there was a sudden development of cycle manu-
facturing, followed in 1899 by an almost equally sudden collapse,

but this industry is maintained and accompanied by the manufac-

ture of motor cars, tyres and accc.ssorics, for which Birmingham
is one of the principal centres in Great Britain.

Birmingham may claim as her own the perfection of the steam
engine, through the genius of James Watt and the courage of

Matthew Boulton. The memory of the great Soho factory is one

of the most precious heritages of the town, and Watt’s own
private workshop continues just as he left it, with no single

article disturlied, carefully preserved in the garret of his house at

Hcathfield, 'J’he mention ofWatt and of Soho recalls the memories
of distinguished inventors and others who have been connected

with Birmingham. Here John Baskerville, the printer, carried

on his work. An institution called the Lunar Society, which

met each month about the time of full moon, brought together

a brilliant company—Watt, Boulton, Joseph Priestley, Josiah

Wedgwood, Erasmus Darwin, Samuel Parr, Dr William Wither-

ing, Richard Lovell Edgeworth, Sir Joseph Banks, Sir William

Herschel, Dr Solander, John Roebuck, James Keir and many
others. William Murdock, the inventor of gas, was a Soho man,
and first used his invention to light the Soho factor}^ at the

peace of Amiens in 1802. The series of inventors is continued by
the names of Gillott, Elkington, Chance, Mason and others.

Thomas Rickman, the reviver and historian of Gothic architec-

ture, practised as an architect in Birmingham. William Hutton,
the antiquary and historian, carried on his bookselling business

here. Many of the best engravers were Birmingham men,
notably James Tibbitts Willmore and John Pye, the special

translators of 'Furnor’s marvellous creations. Attwood, Joseph
Parkes, John Bright and Joseph Chamberlain speak for Bir-

mingham in the region of politics and statesmanship.

One of the most marked features of social life in Birmingham
is the fact that contrasts in the distribution of wealth are less

strongly marked than in most other great cities. The distance

between the poorest and the richest is bridged over by a lai^ger

number of intermediate gradations. Colos^ fortunes are few

;

on the other hand there is a numerous class of rich men. These,

however, for the greater part are actually engaged in trade or

manufactures, and hold their place in local life rather on account

of industty pursued than of wealth possessed. The number of

the leisured class, enjoying large incomes without participating

in any local industry, is relatively small, but is said to be on the
• increase. There are many manufacturing companies, but ^eat

private firms are also numerous. In regard to labour conditions,

the system of small masters holdjs its own in the manufactures

of Birmingham, and shows no signs, of extinction. One
effect of this condition is that capital and labour are not

brought into enmity, and consequently strikes and disputes are

infrequent. As regards the condition of the working classes it

may be noted that Birmingham was the birthplace of the freehold

land and building societies, by which workmen are enabled on
easy terms to acquire houses of their own. The risk of an over-

crowded population is consequently minimized
;

the houses,

moreover, are generally well situated as regards light and air,

and many have small gardens. Among industrial communities
where peculiar attention is paid to the housing of workmen and
their families, that of Bourneville, occupied by \he employes of

Messrs Cadbury, chocolate manufacturers, is well known.

History .—Owing to its rapid expansion, and the consequent

newness of most of the public and other buildings, Birmingham
is often supposed to be a modern town. *lt was; however, in

existence as a community in the Saxon period. Proof of this

was given in 1309 by William de Bermingham, then lord of the

manor, who showed in a law-suit that his ancestors had a market
in the place and levied tolls before the Conquest. Some authors

have endeavoured to identify the town with the supposed Roman
station called Bremenium, but this claim has long been
abandoned as fabulous. A Roman road runs north and south

across the site of the town, but no remains have been found other

than a very few coins. The origin of the name is untraceable

;

the spelling itself has passed through about 100 different forms.

J3ugdale, the historian of Warwickshire, adopts Bromwycham,
and regards it as of Saxon derivation. Hutton, the historian of

Birmingham, has the fanciful etymology of Brom (broom),

wych (a descent), and ham (a home), making together the home
on the hill by the heath.

''

In Domesday Booh Birmingham is rated at four miles of land

with half a mile of woods, the whole valued at £203. Two
hundred years later the family of de Bermingham, the owners of

the place, come into sight, one of them, William, being killed at

the battle of Evesham, in 1265, fighting with Simon de Montfort

and the barons against Henry III. The son of this WilHam
afterwards took part in the French war, and was made prisoner

;

his father’s estates, forfeited by treason, were restored to him.

Thenceforward the family engaged in various local and other

offices, but seemingly abstained from politics. They held the

place until 1527, when 'Edward de Bermingham was deprived of

his property by means of John Dudley, duke of Northumberland,
who trumped up a pretended charge of riot and robbery against

him and procured Birmingham for himself. On the attainder

of Dudley the manor passed to the crown, and wa9 granted to

Thomas Marrow, of Berkswell, from whom by marriage and
descent it went to (Christopher Mlsgrave, and finally, as regards

the only valuable part—the market tolls'—by purchase to the

town itself. In the Wars of the Roses it does not seem that

Birmingham took any part
;
but eneigy revived in the Civil

War under Charles L, when the town sided actively with the

Parliamentarians. In 1642, when Charles was marching from

Shrewsbury to relieve Banbury, the Birmingham people seized

part of his baggage, including much plate, money and wine,

which they sent to the Parliamentary garrison at Warwick.

Before the battle of Kdgehill Charles nested for two nights at

Aston Hall, near the town, as the guej?t of Sir Thomas Holte.

The Birmingham people resented this by helping the Parlia-

mentarians to cannonade the Hall and to levy a fine upon Sir

Thomas Holte. They also supplied the Parliamentary army
with 15,000 sword blades, refusing to make a single blade for

the Royalists. These manifestations of hostility were avenged
in April 1643 by Prince Rupert, who, with 2000 men and several

pieces of artillery, attacked the town, planting his cannon on an
eminence hear Sparkbrook, still known as Camphill. The towns-
people resisted, but were beaten, many persons being killed or
wounded. Amongst the former was Lord Denbigh, one of the
Royalist officers. Having captured the place, Prince Rupert
allowed his troops to plunder it, to bum about eighty houses and
to set their prisoners to ransom. He also levied a fine of £30,000,
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e^uaJ to at least 100,000 of tjie present value of money. This

bitter lesson kept Birmingham quiet during the rest of the Civil

War, though the sympathies of the people with the Parliament-

arians were unabated. In 1665 Birmingham suffered heavy
losses by the plague, great numbers of dead being buried in the

Pest Field, at Ladywood, then a lonely place far outside the

town, but long since thickly covered with buildings. In 1688

the Revolution provoked a temporary outbreak of Protestant

feeling. James II. had given timber from the royal forest of

Needwood, near Burton, to build a Roman (atholic chapel and
convent in a place still called Mass-house Lane. This edifice the

mob promptly destroyed when James gave place to William and
Mar>^ Rather more than a century of quiet prosperity ensued,

and then occurred the serious and most lamentable outbreak
of popular fury known as the Church and King riots of 1791.

For some years there had been much political activity in Bir-

mingham, the disseyl^rs, particularly the Ihiitarians, being

desirous of relief from the political and religious disabilities under
which they laboured. The leader in these movements was the

famous Dr Priestley, who kepi up an active controversy with the

local clergy and others, and thus drew upon himself and his

co-religionists the hatred of the more violent members of the

Church and Tory party. The smouldering fire broke out on the

occasion of the J'Vench Revolution. On the 14th of July a dinner
of Birmingham Liberals was held at the Royal hotel to celebrate

the destruction of the Bastille. This was the signal of a popular
outbreak. A Church and King mob, encouraged and organized
by leaders of better station, who were too cowardly to show
themselves, began an attack upon the Unitarians. Priestley

was not present at the dinner, but his house at Fair Hill, Spark-
brook, was one of the first to be sacked and burnt—-his library

and laboratory, with all his maJiuscripts, the records of life-long

scientific and philosophical inquiries, perishing in the flames.

The house and library of Hutton the historian were also

destroyed. The Unitarian chapel was burnt, and several houses
belonging to members of the sect were sacked and burnt. The
riot continued until a strong body of troops was marched into

the town, but before their arrival damage to the amount of more
than £60,000 had been done. Some of tlie rioters perished in the
burning buildings, in the cellars of which they drank themselves
into stupefaction. Others were tried and imprisoned, and four

of the prisoners were hanged. The* persecuted IJninirians

recovered a small part of their losses from the county
;

but
Priestley himself, owing in a great measure to the unworthy
prejudice against him, was forced to remove to the United States

of -\merica, where he spent the rest of his life. A late atonement
was made the town to his memory in 1873, by the erection

of a statue in his honour in front of the town hall and the

foundation of a Priestley schdfcirship at the Midland Institute.

As if ashamed of the excesses of 1791, Birmingham thenceforth

became, with one or two exceptions, a peaceful town. In the

dismal period from 1817 to 1819, when the manufacturing
districts were heavily distressed and were disturbed by riots,

Birmingham remained quiet. Even when some of the inhabitants

were tried and punished for demanding parliamentary repre-

sentation, and for electing Sir Charles Wolseley as their delegate,

there was no demonstration of violence—the wise counsels of

the leaders inducing orderly submission to the law. The same
prudent course was observed when in the Reform agitation of

1831-1832 the Political Union was formed, under the leadership

of Thomas Attwood, to promote the passing of the Reform Bill.

Almost the whole town, and great part of the surrounding
district, joined in this agitation

;
vast meetings were held on

Newhall Hill
; there was mucfi talk of marching upon London

100,000 strong
; but, owing to the firmness and statesmanship

of Attwood and his associates, there was no rioting or any sign

of violence. Ultimately the Political Union succeeded in its

object, and Birmingham helped to secure for the nation the
enfranchisement of the middle classes and other political reforms.

One exception to the tranquillity of the town has to be recorded

—

the occurrence of riots in 1839, during the Chartist agitation.

Chajtism took a strong hold in Birmingham, and, under the

influenc^of Feargus O'Connor ind some of fiis associates, nightly

meetings of a threatening character were held in the Bull Ring.

The magistrates resolved to put these down, and*having obtained

the help of a detachment of the metropolitan police—the town
then having no local police force—a meeting was dispersed, and
a riot ensued, which resulted in injury to several persons and
required military force to suppress it. This happened on the

4th of July. On the 15th of the same month another meeting

took place, and the mob, strongly armed and numbering many
thousands, set fire to several houses in the fiull Ring, some of

which were burned to the ground and others were greatly

damaged. The military again interfered, and order was restored,

several of the ringleaders being afterwards tried and imprisoned

for their share in the disturbance. There was another riot in

1867, caused by the ferocious attacks of a lecturer named
Murphy upon the Roman Catholics, which led to the sacking of

a street chiefly inhabited by Irishmen
;

but the incident was
comparatively trivial and further disorders were prevented by
the prompt action of the authorities.

See W. Hutton, HUtofv of Birmingham (2nd cd., Binn., 1783);

J. A. Langford, A Century of Birmingham Life, 1^41 rtS’4f (Birm.,

1808). and Modern Birmingham and its Institutions, 1841 -jSyi
(Birm., 1873) ; J. T. Bunce, History of the Corporation of Birmingham
(Birm., 1885).

BIRNEY» JAMES GILLESPIE (1792-1857), American reformer,

leader of the conservative abolitionists in the United States from

about 1835 to 1845, was born in Danville, Kentucky, ot a family

of wealth and influence, on the 4tli of February 1792. He
graduated at the College of New Jersey (now Princeton Uni-

versity) in 1810. In 1814, after a course of legal study, he began

the practice of the law at Danville. He entered immediately, as

a Democrat, into Kentucky politics, and political ambition caused

his removal in t8i8 to northern Alabama, near Huntsville.

There was at that time in the south-west much anti•^sla^Try

sentiment. Birney’s father was among those who advocated a

free state'' constitution for Kentucky, and the home environ-

ment of the boy had thus fostered a questioning attitude towards

slavery, though later he was himself a slave-holder. In the

general assembly of Kentucky in 1816, and in that of Alabama
in 1819, he opposed inter-state rendition of fugitive slaves and
championed liberal slave-laws. His career as a lawyer in

Alabama was exceptionally brilliant
;

but his political career

was abruptly wrecked by his opposition in 1819 to Andrew
Jackson, whose friends controlled the state. His tariff and anti-

slavery views, moreover, carried him more and more away from
the Democratic party and toward the Whigs.

About 1826 he began to show an active interest in the American
Colonization Society, and in 1832 -1833 served as its agent in the

.south-west. In 1833 he returned to Danville, and devoted

himself wholly to the anti-slavery cause. He freed his own
slaves in 1834. Convinced that gradual emancipation would
merely stimulate the inter-state slave trade, and that the dangers

of a mixed labour system were greater than those of emancipa-
tion in mass, he formally repudiated colonization in 1834;
moreover, gradualism had become for him an unjustifiable

compromise in a matter of religion and justice. At this time

also he abandoned the Whig party. He delivered anti-slavery

addresses in the North, accepted the vice-presidency of the

American Anti-Slavery Society and announced his intention to

establish an anti-slavery journal at Danville (1835). For this he
was ostracized from Kentucky society

;
his anti-slaveiy’ journals

were withheld in the mails
;
he could not secure a public hall or

a printer. In these circumstances^ he removed to Cincinnati,

Ohio, and there, in January 1836, founded the Philanthropist^

which, in spite of rancorous opposition, became of great influence

in the north-west. Birney soon relinquished its active control in

order to serve the Anti-Slavery Society as secretary and as a
lecturer. He favoured immediatism, but he differed sharply

from the Garrisonian abolitionists, who abhorred the federal

Constitution and favoured secession. He always wrote, spoke
and laboured for the permanent safety of the Union. The
assaults of the South in defence of slavery upon free speech, free

press, the right of petition and trial by jury, he pronounced
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** exorbitant claims i* . , on the^liberties of the free states ;

the contest had become, he said, “ one not alone of freedom for

the blacks but qf freedom for the whites.” Twenty-three y^rs
before William H. Seward characterized as an “ irrepressible

conflict ” the antagonism between freedom and slavery, Bimey
proclaimed :

“ There will be no cessation of conflict until slavery

shall be exterminated or liberty destroyed ”—“ liberty and

slavery cannot both live in juxtaposition ” (1835). The ends

being political, so also, thought Bimey, must be the means
;

as

parties in the south were fusing, he laboured to re-align parties in

the north, and advocated the formation of an independent anti-

slavery party. After the separation of the Garrisonian and the

political abolitionists in 1840 the new party was formed, and in

1840, and again in 1844, as the Liberty party (q.v.), it made
Birney its candidate for the presidency. In 1840 he received

7069 votes
;
in 1844, 62,263. A fall from his horse in 1845

him a hopeless invalid, and completely removed him from public

life. He died at Perth Amboy, New Jersey, on the 25th of

November 1857.

Two of Birney’s sons, William Birney (1819-1907) and David

Bell Birney (1825-1864), were prominent as officers on the

Federal side during the Civil War in America.

Svi\Jtimes C. Birney and His Times (New York, iSyo). by his son.

William Birney
;
and his principal writings : On the Sin of Holding

Slaves (1834), Letter on Colonization (1834), Vindication of Abolition-

ists (1835), American Churches the Bulwark of American Slavery

(1840, 3rd od. 1885) ; Sfieeches in England (1840) ;
and Case of

Strader el aL v. Graham (1852).

BIRON, ARMAND DE GONTAUT, Baron de (152471592).

a celebrated French soldier of the i6th century. His family, one

of the numerous branches of the house of Gontaut, took its title

from the territory of Bironin Perigord, where on a hill between the

Dropt and the tide still stands the magnificent castle begun by

the lords of Biron in the nth century. As a page of the queen

of Navarre Biron attracted the notice of the marshal de Bris.sac,

with whom he saw active service in Italy. A wound received by

him in his early years made him lame for life, but he did not

withdraw from the military career, and he held a command in

Guise’s regiment of light horse in i557' A little later he became

chief of a cavalry regiment, and in the wars of religion he

repeatedly distinguished himself.

His great ser\’ ices to the royal cause at Dreux, St Denis, Jarnac

and Monconlour were rewarded in 1569 by his appointment as

a privy councillor of the king and grand master of artillery.

He c{)mmandcd the royal forces at the siege of La Rochelle

in 1572, and four years later was made a marshal of France.

From 1576 to 1588 he was almost continuously employed in high

command. From 1589 he supported the cause of Henry of

Nas-arre, but was suspected of prolonging the civil wars in his

own interest. Biron was killed by a cannon-ball at the siege of

Epernay on the 26th of July 1592. He was a man of considerable

literary attainments, and used to carry a pocket-book, in which

he noted everything that appeared remarkable. Some of his

letters are preserved in the Biblioth^que Nationale and in the

British Museum
;
these include a treatise on the art of war.

His son, Charles im Gontaut, due de Biron ( 1562-1602),

fought brilliantly for the royal party against the League. He
was made admiral of France in 1592, and marshal in 1594;

governor of Burgundy in 1595, he took the towns of Beaune,

Autun, .^uxonne and Dijon, and distinguished himself at the

battle of Fontaine-Fran9aise. In 1596 he was sent to fight the

Spaniards in Flanders, Picardy and Artois. After the peace of

Vervins he discharged a mission at Brussels (1598), From that

time he was engaged in intrigues -with Spain and Savoy, and,

notwithstanding, directed the expedition sent against the duke

of Savoy (1599-1600). After fulfilling diplomatic missions for

Henry IV. in England and Switzerland (1600), he was accused

and convicted of high treason and was beheaded in the Bastille

on the 3?st of July 1602.

His collateral descendant, Armand Louis de Gontaut, due de

Lauzun, afterwards due de Biron (i 747~i 793)j
is known for the

part he played in the War of American Independence and the

revolutionary wars. Until 1 788, when he succeeded to the duchy
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of Biron on the death of his unc)|^,—^Louis Antoine de Gontaut,

due de Biron (1700-1788)-—he bore the title of due de Lauzun,

which had passed, on the death of Antoine Nompas de Caumont,

due de Lauzun (1633-1723), to his niece, the wife of Charles

Armand de Gontaut, due de Biron (1663-1756). After for a

while wasting his fortune in dissipation in various parts of Europe,

he attracted attention by an essay on the military defences of

Great Britain and her colonies {ttai de defense d^Angleterre et de

ioutes ses possessions dans les quatres parties du monde). This led

to his appointment to a command against the English in i779>

in which he gained several successes. In the following year he

took a conspicuous part in the War of American Independence,

and on his return to France was made tnarechal de camp. In 1789
he was returned as deputy to the states-general by the noblesse of

Quercy, and attached himself to the revolutionary cause. In

1791 he was sent by the Constituent Assembly to receive the oath

of the army of Flanders, and subsequently was appointed to its

command. In July 1792 he was nominated commander of the

army of the Rhine, with the duty of watchirife the movements of

the Austrians. In May 1793 he was transferred to the command
of the army of La Rochelle, operating against the insurgents of

La Vendee. He gained several successes, among them the

capture of Saumur and the victory of Parthenay
;

but the

insubordination of his troops and the intrigues of revolutionary

agents made his position intolerable and he sent in his resignation.

He was thereupon accused by the notorious Carrier of incivisme

and undue leniency to the insurgents, deprived of his command

(July), imprisoned in the Abbaye and condemned to death by the

Revolutionary Tribunal. He was guillotined on the 31st of

December 1 793. Some Memoires, which come down to 1 783, were

published under his name in 1822 (new ed., 3858), and in 1865

letters said to have been written«l)y him in 1 789 to friends in the

country, describing the statcs-general.

BIRR, or Parsonstown, a market town of King’s county,

Ireland, on an acclivity rising above the Birr, and on a branch of

the Great Southern & Western railway by which it is 87 m.

W.S.W. from Dublin. Pop. of urban district (1901) 4438.

Cumberland Square, in which there is a Doric column surmounted

by a statue of the duke of Cumberland, to commemorate the

battle of Culloden, is the point from which the several principal

streets diverge in regular form. I’hc fine castle of Birr, beside

its historical interest, has gained celebrity on account of the

reflecting telescope erected here (1828-1845) by William, 3rd

earl of Rosse. This is 56 ft. in lengtli and weighs 3 tons ; and

there is another smaller instrument. Among institutions the

model and preparatory schools of the Brothers of the Presentation

Order are noteworthy. There is a bronze statue^jby loley of

Lord Rosse (d. 1867). Some trade is carried on in com and

timber, and in brewing and disffllling.

An abbey was founded at Birr by St Brendan (d. 573), to whom
the present parish church i.s dedicated. The district formed part

of ICly O’Carroll, and was not included in King’s county till the

time of James I. A great battle is said to have been fought near

j

Birr in the 3rd centurv between Cormac, son of Cond of the

Hundred Battles, and the people of Munster, The castle was

the chief seat of the O’Carrolls. In the reign of James I. it and

its appendages were assigned to Lawrence Parsons, brother of

Sir William Parsons, survey or-gencral. From him the alternative

name of the town is derived. The castle was more than once

besieged in the time of Cromwell, and wa’s taken by Ireton in

1650. It also suffered assault in 1688 and 1690.

BIRRELL, AUGUSTINE (1850- ), English author and

politician, son of a Nonconformist minister, was bom near

Liverpool on the 19th of Janu£fty 1850. He wa.s educated at

Amersham Hall school and at Trinity Hall, Cambridge. He
went to the bar, and gradually obtained a good practice

;
in 1^3

he became a K.C., and he was professor of law at University

College from 1896 to 1899. But it was as a literary critic of

unusually clever style and an original vein of wit, that he first

became known to the public, with his volume of essays entitled

Obiter Dicta (1884). In 1889 he was returned to parliament for

West Fifeshire as a Liberal. In the House of Commons his light
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but pointed humour puduallyJed to the coming of a new word,
“ birrelling,” and his literaryand oratorical reputation grewapace.

Whether he was writing miscellaneous essays or law-books, his

characteristic style prevailed, and his books on copyright and

on trusts were novelties indeed among legal textbooks, no less

sparkling than his literary Obiter Dicta, A second series of the

latter appeared in 1887. Res Judicatae in 1892 and various

other volumes followed, for he was in request among publishers

and editors, and his easy charm of style and acute grasp of

interesting detail gave him a front place among contem|^rary

men of letters. Mr Birrcll was first married in 1878, but his wife

died next year, and in 1888 he married Mrs Lionel 'J ennyson,

daughter of the poet Frederick Locker (Locker-Lampson). At

the general election of 1900 he preferred to contest the N.E.

division of Manchester rather than retain his seat in Fifeshire,

but was defeated. He did valuable ser\’irc, however, to his party

by presiding over the J^tberal Publication Department, and at the

general election of 1906 he was returned for a division of Bristol.

He had been included in Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman’s

cabinet, and as minister for education he was responsible for the

education bill which was the chief government measure in their

first session. But the prolonged controversy over the bill, and

its withdrawal in the autumn owing to the refusal of the govern-

ment to accept modifications made by the House of Lords in

the denominational interest, made his retention of that office

impossible, and he was transferred (January j 907) to the post of

chief secretary for Ireland, which he subsequently retained when
Mr Asquith became prime minister in 1908. In the .session of 1907

he introduced an Irish Councils bill, a sort of half-way house to

Home Rule
;
but it was unexpectedly repudiated by a Nationalist

convention in Dublin and the bill was promptly withdrawn.

His prestige as a minister, already injured by these two blows,

suffered further during the autumn and winter from the cattle-

driving agitation in Ireland, which he at first feebly criticized

and finally strongly denounced, but which his refusal to utilize

the Crimes Act made him powerless to stop by the processes of

the “ ordinary law ; and the scandal arising out of the theft

of the Dublin crown jewels in the autumn of 1907 was a further

blot on the Irish administration. On the other hand his scheme

for a reconstituted Irish Roman Catholic university was very

favourably received, and its acceptance in 1908 did much to

restore his reputation for statesmanshipr

BIRTH (a word common in various forms to Teutonic languages

from the root of the verb “ to bear ”), the act of bringing forth

a child, or th^fact of its being born ; .so also a synonym for descent

or lineage. In law, a child not actually born, but en ventre

sa mere, is supposed for many purposes to be actually born, and
may take any benefit to which it would have been entitled if

actually born, i,e. it may takc%s legatee or devisee, or even as

next-of-kin or heir, but none of these conditions will take effect,

unless the child is born alive (see Medical Jurisprudence).

The given year of age of a child is gained at the first instant of the

day preceding the birthday, and no account is taken of parts of

a day, e.g. a child born at 11.59 on the night of the 2nd-3rd of

May 1900, would be of age the first moment after midnight of

the TSt--2nd of May 1921. In English law, by the Offences against

the Person Act of 1861, it is a misdemeanour punishable by a

maximum of two years’ imprisonmentwith hard labour, to endeav-

our to conceal the birth of a child by any secret disposition of its

dead body, whether the child died before, after or at its birth.

Registration of Births .—The registration of baptisms is said to

have been first introduced by Thomas Cromwell when vicar-

general in 1538, but it is only in comparatively modern times

that registration has been fullf carried out. The law relating

to the registration of births was consolidated for England by the

Births and Deaths Registration Act 1874, and for Ireland by the

Births and Deaths Registration Act (Ireland) 1880. In Scotland

it depends upon the Registration of Births, Deaths and Marriages

(Scotland) Act 1854, as amended by later acts. Previously to

the passing of the Births and Deaths Registration Act 1836, the

records of the births were compiled from parish registers, which
were formeiiy a part of the ecclesiastical organization, and con-

tinued t^be attached, more or^ss, to the (iiurch till the passing

of the act of 1836. That act provided a far more complete

machinery than that before existing for the ej^ct record of all

births. The new system relieved the clergy from all functioas

previously thrown upon them, and finally, after improvement

by subsequent acts, was made compulsory in 1874. Tlie act

of 1836 established a general register office in London, presided

over by an officer cSled the registrar -general, with general

superintendence over everything relating to registration. The
registrar-general is appointed under the Great Seal. Every poor-

law union or parish is divided into districts, each of which is

called by a distinct !iame, and is in charge of a registrar, who is

a local officer appointed by the guardians of the union. Oyer

each union is a superintendent registrar, who Ims supervision

over the registrars within his district. The office of super-

intendent registrar is usually filled by the clerk to the guardians of

the union. He receives quarterly from every registrar within his

district certified copies of the births registered by him and having

verified their correctness, tran.smits them to the registrar-general.

He takes charge of the register-books within the district, when
filled. Every registrar is required to inform himself carefully

of every birth which happens within his sub-district and register

the same, with the various particulars required, according tc*

the forms laid down for the purpose. It is the duty of the father

or mother of any child born alive, or in their default, then of

the occupier of the house (if he knows of the birth) or of any

person present at the birth or having charge of the child, to

give to the registrars, within forty-two day.s after the day of

the birth, information of the particulars required to be regi.stered

conrerning the birth, and in the presence of the registrar to sign

the register. Every person required to give information con-

cerning any birth who wilfully refuses to answer questions put

to him by the registrar concerning the particulars required

to be registered, or who refuses or fails without reasonable

excuse to give information of any birth, becomes liable to a

penalty of forty shillings. After three months a birth can only

be registered in the presence of the superintendent registrar,

and after the expiration of twelve months a birth can only be

registered with the written authority of the registrar-general.

In the case of an illegitimate child, no person as the father of

such child is required to give information, nor is the name of

any one entered in the register as the father of such a child,

unless at the joint request of the mother ar\d the person who
acknowledges himself to be the father. An additional duty

is placed upon the father by the Notification of Births Act 1907.

By that act it is the duty of the father of a child if he is actually

residing in the house where the birth takes place at the time of

its (»ccurrence to give notice in writing of the birth to the medical

officer of health of the district in which the child is born within

thirty-.six hours of the birth. The .same duty is also imposed

upon any person in attendance {i.e. medical practitioner or

midwife) upon the mother at the time of or within six hours

after the birth. The medical officer of health is then in a posi-

tion to take such steps, by advice or otherwise, as may, in his

opinion, lead to the prevention of infant mortality. Notice

under the act is given by posting a prepaid letter or postcard

to the medical officer of health giving the necessary information.

Failure to give notice entails on summary conviction a penalty

not exceeding twenty shillings. The act is optional to local

authorities, but may be enforced within any area by the Local

Government Board. By the Births and Deaths Registration

Act 1874 and the Merchant Shipping Act 1894, commanding
officers of ships trading to or from British ports must, under a

penalty, transmit returns of all births occurring on board their

ships to the registrar-general of shipping, who furnishes certified

copies of such returns to the registrars-general for England,

Scotland and Ireland. These returns of births (and deaths)

constitute the “ Marine Register Book.’’

Registration is very efficiently carried out in practically every

European country, with the exceptions of Turkey and Russia.

In the United States registration is left solely to the initiative

of the various states.
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Tax on 1694 an At was passed in En^and for

“granting to His Majesty certain rates and duties upon marriages,

births and buriais, upon bachelors and widowers for the term of

five years, for carrying on the war against France with vigour.”

The taxes were graduated, rising from four shillings on the burial

of the humblest person to £50 in the case of a duke or duchess.

The duty on births varied according to the rank of the parents.

A duke paid £30 on the birth of an eldest son, and £25 for every

other child
;
a baronet or knight, £5 for an eldest son, and £i

each for other children. An archbishop or bishop, or a doctor

of divinity, law or physic paid £i for every child
;
a gentleman

having a personal estate of £600 or a real estate worth £50 per

annum paid ten shillings on the birth of each child. Every

other person not receiving alms paid a tax of two shillings on

the birth of each child. This measure, however, was only

temporary, and passed for revenue purposes solely.

See also articles Illegitimacy
;
Inkanttciue ;

Legitimacy and
Legitimation; Poi'ULAtion ;

Succession; Obstetrics, &c.

BIrOnI [AbO-r-Raihan Muhammad AL-BiRUNi] (973-1048),

Arabian scholar, was bom of Persian parentage in Khwarizm

(Khiva), and was a Shi‘ite in religion. He devoted his youth

to the study of history, chronology, mathematics, astronomy,

philosophy and medicine. He corresponded with Ibn Sina

(see Avicenna), and the answers of the latter are still preserved

in the British Museum. For some years he lived in Jurjan, and

then went to India, where he remained some years teacliing Greek

philosophy and learning Indian. In 1017 he was taken by

Mahmud of Ghazni to Afglianistan, where he remained until

his death in 1048. His Athar uL-Bakiya (Vestiges of the Past)

was published by C. E. Sachau (l^eipzig, 1878), and a translation

into English under the title The Chronology of Ancient Nations

(London, 1879). His History of was published by C. E.

Sacliau (London, 1887), and an English translation (2 vols.,

London, 1888). Other works of his, chiefly on mathematics and

astronomy, are still in manuscript only.

See C, Brockelmaim, Ceschichtc der arabischen Litteratur (Weimar,

i8yH), vol. i. pp. 475‘47<). (Ci. W. T.)

BISALTAE, a Thracian people on the lower Strymon (Struma

;

Karasu, “ black water ”), in the district between Amphipolis and

Heraclca Sintica on the east and Crestonicc on the west. They

also made their way into the peninsulas of Acte and Pallene in

the south, beyond the river Nestus in the east, and are even said

to have raided Cardia. Under a separate king at the time of the

Persian wars, they were annexed by Alexander 1
. (498-454 B.c.)

to the kingdom of Macedonia. At the division of Macedonia

into four districts by the Romans after the battle of Pydna (168)

the Bisaltac were included in Macedonia Prima (Livy xlv. 29).

Their country was rich in figs, vines and olive trees
;

the

silver mines in the mountain range of Dysorum brought in a

tafent a day to their conqueror Alexander. The Bisaltae are

referred to by Virgil {Georgies
^

iii. 461) in connexion with the

treatment of the diseases of sheep. The fact that their eponymus

is said to have been the son of Helios and Ge points to a very

early settlement in the district.

See Smith’s Diet, of Greek and Ttoman Geography M. Ihm in

Pauly-Wissowa's RetdencyclopOdie, iii. part i. ^1897) ; W. Toma^hek,
Die alien Thraker (Vienna, 1803) ;

and for the coins of the Bisaltic

kings, B. V. Hoad, Hisioria Numorum. p. 178.

BISCAY (
Vizcaya), a maritime province of northern Spain

;

bounded on the N. by the Bay of Biscay, E. by Guipuzcoa, S. by

Alava and W. by Burgos and Santander. Pop. (1900) 311,361

;

area, 836 sq. m. A small strip of isolated territory within the

borders of Biscay, on the west, is officially included in the

province of Santander. Biscay is one of the Basque Provinces,

and its name is occasionally employed as geographicallyequiv^ent

to Basque, in that case induing the three provinces of Biscay

proper, Guipiizcoa and Alava. The coast-line, which extends

from On^rroa to a short distance east of Castro Urdiales, is bold

and rug^, and in some places is deeply indented. The surface

of the country is for the most (part very mountainous, being

traversed towards the south by the great Cantabrian chain ;
but

at the same time it is diversified with numerous narrow valleys

and small plains. Some of the mountains are almost entirely
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composed of naked calcareous |ock, but most of them were

formerly covered to their summits with forests of oaks, chestnuts

or pine trees, now destroyed to provide fuel. Holly and arbutus

are common, and furze and heath abound in the poorer parts.

The only river of any size is the Nervion, Ansa or Ibaizabal, on

which Bilbao is situated ;
the others, which are numerous, are

merely large mountain streams. The climate is rather inclement

and variable
; but the thermometer seldom drops below freezing-

point, nor does snow fall frequently in winter except on the

highest summits. The rainfall is on an average greater tlian in

any province except tliose of the extreme north-west. The soil,

though not very fertile, except in some of the valleys and sheltered

hillsides, produces wheat, maize, barley, rye, flax, grapes, peaches,

apples and other fruits. The mountainous slopes of Biscay are

studded with the traditional Basque caserio, or farmhouse, in

which the peasantry live on the metayer system, dividing the

profits of the soil with absentee landlords. The farms are

generally small, and are for the most par^ tilled by manual

labour. The fisheries are actively prosecuted along the coast by a

hardy race of fishers, who were the first of their craft in Europe

to pursue the whale, formerly abundant in the Bay of Biscay.

Cod, bream, tunny and anchovy are the principal fish taken.

The fishing fleet consists of several hundred boats, manned by

nearly 5000 men and boys. Biscay is very rich in minerals.

Iron of the finest quality is found in almost every part, and

forms a main article of export. At the beginning of the 20th

century an average of about 5,000,000 tons was produced every

year, and many large foundries were at work. Lead and zinc are

mined in much smaller quantities, alum and sulphur are also

present, and marble, lime and sandstone arc abundant. Another

very important industry is the manufacture of dynamite and

other explosives at Baracald(f, cdosely connected with the

mining interests. There are also potteries, paper, s(^p and shoe

factories, flour mills and breweries, and the many mineral springs

and spas are frequented by people from all parts of Spain. The

mining and industrial interests of Biscay were very materially

assisted by the quick and important development of means of

communication of every kind. The provincial and parish roads^

kept up by the local government, are excellent. No province ia

Spain had at the beginning of the 20th century such a complete

network of railways, all built since 1870.

Bilbao (pop. 83,306); the capital and principal port, and

Baracaldo (15,013), an important industrial town, are described

in separate articles, Sestao (10,833) i§ the only other town of

more than 10,000 inhabitants ;
the port of Bermea(9o6i) is the

chief fishing station ;
Durango (4319), on the river of the same

name, was founded by the early kings of Navarreiin the loth

century, obtained the rank of a countship in 1153, and contains

one of the oldest churches in thi Basque Provinces, San P^o
de Tavira ;

Guernica (3250), a picturesque village on the river

Mondaca, was until 1876 the meeting-place of the provincial

parliament. The deputies assembled under an old oak-tree,

celebrated by the Basque poet, Jos6 Maria Iparraguirre, in a

song which is regarded by the Spanish Basques almost as a

national anthem. For the history of the Basques, see Basque

Provinces
;
for their origin, languajge and customs, see Basques.

The inhabitants of Biscay are intelligent, enterprising and

well-educated ;
and, owing to the uniformly ^h birth-rate, low

death-rate, and very slight loss by emigration, their numbem
increased rapidly during the latterpart of the 19th century, until

in 1900 the density of population (372-4 per sq. m.) was greater

•than in any other Spanish province.

BISCAY, BAY OF (Fr. Golfe de Gascogne] Sp. Golfo de

Vizcaya), an inlet of the Atlantic^cean
;
bounded on the £. and

N.E. by France, as far as the island of Ushftnt,. and on the S. by

Spain as far as Cape Ortegal. The Bay of the Sinus

Aquitanicus, Sinus Cantabr^s or CaniaBer of the

Romans ;
hence it is someti^^ known as the Cliidmrian Sea.

Its modem English name is formal
The bay forms a fairly regi|^ curve, broken 'oirrheg^ch sea-

board only by the estuarite of the Loire, Garonn^^vur and
other rivers. The rugged l^panish coast is indei^^d |y jgsaiy
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fjord’like inlets, especially in t*|e west, where navigation is some-

times difficult and dar^erous
;
but its rivers are comparatively

unimportant. The exposed position of the bay, and the diversity

of its currents, have rendered it notorious for its storms.

BUCBGllE (perhaps anc. Natiolum), a seaport and epis-

copal see of Apulia, Italy, on the E.S.E. coast, in the province

of Bari, from which it is distant 21 i m. by rail. Pop. (1901)

30,885. Two towers, one some 90 ft. high, of a once strong

Norman castle still remain
;
the cathedral belongs to the same

period. The church of S. Margherita, founded in 1197, has fine

canopied Gothic tombs of the Falcone family.

BIMIHOFSWBRDA, a town of Germany, in the kingdom of

Saxony, on the Wesenitz, and at the junction of the Dresden-

Gorlitz and Bischofswerda-Zittau railways in the governmental

district of Bautzen. Pop. (1905) 7465. There are cloth, artificial

flower, and cigar factories, glass-works, potteries, and in the

neighbourhood large gmnite quarries. It is famous as the scene

of a battle, on the ^th of May 1813, between the French and the

Allies after Napoleon’s retreat from Moscow. It was the residence

of Benno, bishop of Meissen, in the nth century, and the
“ Bishop’s Road ” still runs from here to Meissen.

BIBCHWEILBR, a town of Germany, in the imperial territory

of Alsace-Lorraine, district of Lower Alsace, 23 m. by rail N.

by E. from Strassburg. Pop. (1900) 7897. It has manufactures

of jute and machinery, brewing and iron-founding.

BISCUIT (pronounced according to the old spelling “ bisket,”

a Fr. form from Lat. bis, twice, and cocHm, cooked, in reference

to the original method of preparation
;

cf. Ital. hiscotto, Sp.

hizcocho, &c.), a form of unvesiculated bread (<7.7'.), which is

made in thin cakes of various shapes and baked in such a way
as to be crisp and short. ,In the United States of America

biscuits of this kind are usuaFy called crackers, but the word

biscuit is used there, as also in the north of England, for vesi-

culated bread baked in little flat loaves or cakes. Earthenware,

porcelain, &c., which has undergone its first baking and is ready

to be glazed is also known as biscuit or bisque.

The raw material chiefly used in biscuit manufacture is flour,

but' many other substances, such as butter, sugar, salt, various

flavouring essences, &c., are also employed. The flour used by
the biscuit-maker differs somewhat from that preferred by the

bread-baker. In the main the bread-baker wants flour of some
strength, that is to say, flour capable of absorbing a considerable

proportion of water and of making a loaf of more or less volume.

For biscuits flour strength is not such a desideratum, and as

a matter of fact such moisture as is used to make the dough is

largely evaporated by the oven ;
but, except for the commoner

kind of bisCdits, colour Is most essential, as well as sweetness

of flavour. In a large biscuit factory several hundred different

kinds of biscuits arc made, rShging from plain water biscuits

to the daintiest fancy biscuits glistening in sugar and piping.

The storage required for such an establishment is extensive,

but lifts serve to handle both raw material and finished products

with a minimum of labour. The flour used by a firm which has

a reputation to maintain is sifted as a precaution against the

presence of bits of string or other foreign bodies which will

make their way into flour sacked by the most careful of millens,

and like the butter, sugar and other raw materials, is carefully

inspected and tested before being accepted. After blending it

is run through a shoot or sleeve to the mixers, which may be

of any type used in bakehouses (see Bread). From the mixers

or kneaders the dough is delivered on a flat table, or it may go

direct to a pair of rolls. These consist of iron rollers with a

reversing motion, between which the dough is rolled backwards

and forwards into sheets of uniform thickness. The next stage

is the feeding of portions of dfti slab of ddhgh to a cutting and
panning machine. In details this apparatus differs as supplied

by diflerent makers, but the broad principle* is the same in

every case. The dough, after first passing through a pair of

gauging rollers, which still further thki out the sheet and are

capable of regulating its thickness with the utmost nicety, is

received by an endless conveyor-band of webbing or similar

material. By this band it is carried forward by intermittent

motion to a set of punches or stamps which descend on it in

quick succession, and serve to mould the surface and cut the

edges to the required pattern. This operation completed, the

moulded dough passes forward on the same endless band.

The dough has now been cut into two distinct divisions, the

moulded biscuits and the unworked portion which forms a
continuous sheet of a sort of scrap. The latter is separated from
the moulded dough, and is carried upwards by another band,
which delivers it on a tray or box whence it is returned to the

rollers to be reworked. The moulded dough intended for the

oven is carried along by the first band and is gently deposited

on trays of sheet iron or woven wire. These trays are taken from
the machine by boys and placed on the travelling-chains at the

oven, or the trays may be automatically moved forward by a
travelling-band and placed on the oven. The oven used for

biscuit-baking is quite unlike any bread oven. It is much
longer and is provided with sets of endless chains moving in

parallel lines, and travelling over sprocket-wheel terminals and
intermediate supports. The chains have special attachments

on which the trays of biscuits are rested, and thus pass them
through the oven, and discharge them at the opposite end.

Some ovens are provided with a sort of endless belt of iron plates

on which the biscuits are placed. These travelling bands are

used chiefly for ship and also for dog biscuits, but the most
usual type is the oven in w'hich trays are moved on the travelling

chains already described. I'he exact rate of travel, or the time

during which the biscuits are in the oven, can be easily adjn.sted

by means of countershafts and leather belts running on cone

pulleys fitted at the discharging end. The heat of the oven as

well as the rate of travel is varied according to the kind of biscuit,

some varieties requiring a gentle heat and a comparatively long

sojourn in the oven, while others must be exposed to a fierce heat,

but only for a few minutes. The ovens, fired b)' coke, nfiay be 38 to

50 ft. in length. Their temperature is not generally raised above

500 degrees, but the speed of travel of the tra)'s ranges between

3J and 25 minutes. The whole process of biscuit-making is

thus rapid and continuous. The dough is kneaded in the mixers

in a few minutes, and when discharged on the dough table is

rapidly moulded into the required form by the cutter and panner.

By means of endless bands the material is kept moving forwards,

whether on the cutter or in the oven. For certain fancy biscigts

special processes are used. Piping and sugar decoration is still

necessarily done by hand, and the glaze on some fancy biscuits is

imparted by spraying the moulded biscuit with very fine jets

of fre.sh milk. Cracknels are made from a very stiff dough, and

when cut out are thrown into coppers of boiling water. They
speedily float to the top, remaining apart and not forming into

groups. From these coppers they are taken out in trays pierced so

as to drain off the water. Then they go into vats of cold water,

from which they are again removed, and after being strained of

their moisture are panned and baked in a fierce oven. (G. F. Z.\.

BISECTRIX (fern, of Lat. bisector, from bi-, two, secare, to cut),

in geometry, the same as bisector, i.e, a point which divides a

line, or a line which divides an angle, into two equal parts
;

in

crystallography it denotes the bisector of the angle between

the optic axes.
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